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in America is not so large that help is required to pick out 
the best ones. 

The motives of the Hartford K. C. are of the best, we are 
sure, but we can see that if they carry out their plan as they 
have begun, they will meet a stoi'm of insinuations of wrong 
doing, which will certainly he very unpleasant. After the 
show it will he easy for those who are dissatisfied to say 
that the votes were manipulated in favor of this or that 
judge, that pressure was brought to bear on weak-kneed ex¬ 
hibitors to make them change their votes, that the Hartford 
K. C. bad not the knowledge or the independence to select 
and appoint good judges, and that therefore they called 
for votes; thus, while as a matter of fact they appointed 
whom they chose, yet they put the responsibility for the 
choice of men apparently on the exhibitors. These and such 
things as these are sure to he said, and though none of them 
be true, will not make it any pleasanter for the Hartford 
K. C. when they are said. 

In all matters connected with dog shows, the interests of 
exhibitors are of the first importance. On the exhibitor the 
success of shows and so the improvement in form of our 
dogs depends. If they are not satisfied, if the judges are not 
men on whom they can depend, if they lose confidence in 
the management, they will not exhibit. It is eminently 
proper that they, or some of them, should be consulted on 
the appointment of the judges. There is a great difference, 
however, between consulting prominent and intelligent 
breeders and opening a poll at which the unintelligent public 
can vote. 

The Hartford plan ought to be abandoned. 

=fri- 

The Susquehanna Dodge. — The Pennsylvania fish 
wardens, who were appointed to enforce the laws relating 
fishing with nets in the Juniata and Susquehanna rivers, 
have faithfully performed their duties—to their own pockets. 
Their method of letting the fish go to the pot so long as 
money went into their own pockets was exposed in a Hew 
Bloomfield criminal court the other day. In the course of 
the trial of a man who was accused of unlawful fishing, the 
charge being brought by Pish Warden Josiah R. Dunbar, 
the Court was amazed at the production of several receipts 
for $5 each, bearing the signature of the fish warden, which 
gave the holders the privilege. of constructing fish baskets, 
etc., in the streams in question. It is alleged that similar 
receipts to the amount of hundreds of dollars are held by 
fishermen, and that the law is violated daily during the 
fishing season. During the last session of the Legislature 
Representative Sponsler, of Perry, boldly asserted that 
oifleers having in charge the enforcement oT the fish laws 
were using their power, not for the protection of the fish in 
the streams, but for blackmailing purposes. 

THE HABTFOBD '^t\LAN. 

A NOVEL method of selecting ludges for its coming 
show has been adopted by theijartford Kennel Club. 

The bench show committee have w^tten to probable exhibi 
tors, asking them to indicate their ^ferences for judges in 
the different classes, and stating thii the judge receiving the 
greatest number of votes will be ap'ointed. 

This plan is entirely new, and Ifc is wholly bad. It is 
wrong in principle. It is unjust to "fshihitors, to judges, and 
to the Hartford Kennel Club. Th ,;re is nothing to recom 
mend it. | 

The wrong to the exhibitors in the fact that it gives 
each one an equal voice in the t^oice of the judge. That 
this should be a wrong may aLtfirst seem paradoxical, but 
that it is so will readily appear, nfhe vote of a young fellow 
who owns his first dog, and v^ho is receiving primary in¬ 
struction in canine matters, shoUid not count for as much as 
that of an experienced breeder, -vliio owns a large kennel of 
the finest and best dogs. And yet the number of these old 
breeders is so small that their selection, which is reascoahly 
certain to be intelligent, may be-outweighed by the vc ices of 
a number of unintelligent, hq^ever well-meaning, voters. 
Thus unfit judges may he selected, whose decisions will 
work great harm. 

The wrong to the judges is serious. ' It makeJ the position 
one for which votes are- to be qoMght, and there are, no 
doubt, some people so anxious for the suppositious glory of 
this position that they will forget ,their dignity and canvas 
for votes among their friends. / Moreover, every inexperi¬ 
enced exhibitor who has votqfi for the judge selected, will 
feel a sort of proprietory interest in him, and unless he re¬ 
ceives what he imagines to his just dues will forever after 
be very bitter against him^y 

But it is the Hartford Kennel Club which must suffer 
most severely. The attem'pt to please everybody will result, 
as such attempts always do., in pleasing no one. They will 
receive the hearty curses of nil the disappointed exhibitors. 
A bench show committee sh/ould know enough, about dogs 
and dog matters to to make tkeir selection of judges 
without the aid of ^'xhibitgre. The Ru®her of good judges 

THE ADIRONDACK DEER. 

''PWO game law hills were introduced at Albany last 
Tuesday; one in the Senate by Mr. Parker, and the 

other in the Assembly by Mr, Barnes. Mr. Parker’s bill 
prohibits jack-hunting deer; whether it allows hounding or 
not we have not been informed. Mr. Barnes’s hill allows 
hounding deer and provides a penalty of $100 for jack¬ 
hunting them. 

The proposal to .forbid the jacking of deer is in itself most 
excellent. Jacking is an abominable practice. It ought to 
be abolished in toto. All right-minded sportsmen would 
rejoice to see a law to that effect. 

But while we have the fullest and heartiest sympathy with 
the proposal to forbid the jacking of deer in the Adirondacks, 
we understand perfectly the real motive of Mr. Barnes in 
introducing his bill. It is simply to restore hounding to its 
old place. It is the final step in the well-planned scheme of 
the Adirondack water butchers to harp on the evils of jack¬ 
ing, to concentrate public attention on that one practice, and 
to so magnify it that the other and actually greater evil of 
hounding may be lost sight of. So long as the Adirondack 
guides and soiF,isant sportsmeo were permitted lawfully to 
slaughter deer by the hound and by the jack, no voice was 
raised against jacking. But just as soon as their favorite 
cruel and destructive method of hounding was put an end 
to, they raised a great cry in chcrus about the atrociousness 
of jack-shooting. The present agitation against night-hunt¬ 
ing is not undertaken for the purpose of protecting the deer, 
the aim is to put the hound hack. 

Every resident of New Yo:ck who is interested in the right 
preservation of the game of the North Woods, should under 
stand the true meaning of this Assembly bill, and each one 
should use such infinenue as he can bring to bear on the 
representative. K his district at Albany to thwart the scheme 
of the bounders. 

Let jacking be forbidden ; by all means abolish it if pos 
sible—hut not at the expense of the present just and sensible 
law against the use of dogs. 

Days with the Devil Fish.—The interesting accounts 
of recent adventures with the devil fish, published in our 
columns, are supplemented in the present issue by a charm¬ 
ing reminiscence of a day’s sport long ago. The devilfish 
is by no means extinct, hut the pursuit of it for pleasure may 
he classed among the amusements of the past. In the 
palmy days “before the war,” when the famous Sea Islands 
were the resort of a summer population intent o* pleasure, 
the vampire of the ocean was recognized as a legitimate 
object of pursuit, and many were the exciting adventures of 
those who engaged in the exhilarating pastime of harpoon¬ 
ing the monster. How the sport has been perforce abandoned 
because of the disappearance of the prey, has already been 
told. The devil fish is no longer to be found in its old 
Atlantic coast haunts; but it appears to be fairly abundant 
in the Gulf of Mexico; and as the Gulf coast of Florida in 
the winter time attracts sportsmen, as did the Sea Islands in 
old limes, it is possible that the sport of devil fishing may be 

revived. ___ 

Jacking and Hounding.—Which of the two is the more- 
destructive of Adirondack deer? Here is one consideration 
which is a sufficient answer to that question. The men who 
are crying out for permission to hound deer are one class of 
city sportsmen and one class of Adirondack guides. Each of 
these classes are greedy and improvident; that is to say, they 
want all the deer they can possibly kill and kill now. They 
are, therefore, in favor of whatever method will bring, 
them the greatest immediate booty. If jacking would do 
this, they would cry out for permission to jack. If Round¬ 
ing would do it, they would cry out for permission to hound. 
As a matter of fact, tffijy do ask for hounding. 

A DEER LAW PETITION. ON another page will he found a form of petition to the 
New York Legislature. It is a request to let a good 

law remain intact. The petition concerns not only sports¬ 
men, but all residents of the State. The interests of the in¬ 
dividual deer hunter are merged in the broader interests of 
the community. The two are identical. For them both 
the deer of the Adirondacks should be given reasonable pro¬ 
tection. This means that the hounds must not he put on 
their trail to drive them into the water to be butchered. 

The form of petition may he cut out and pasted on a blank 
for signatures. It should th.en he sent to Albany. 

What is done at once is done with double the effect of 
tardy action. Prompt attention must be given to this mat¬ 
ter, The deer hounding politicians are pledging members to 
vote on their side. The Legislature should be advised at 
O0ce ot tlie true feeliijg of the public oa the subject, 

The Michigan Sportsmen’s Association will meet at 
Kalamazoo February 9. The Secretary is Mr. Mark Norris, 
Grand Rapids. Michigan needs a game warden system. 
The Legislature of that State is short-sighted in its treatment 
of the game interests. Petty parsimony is sacrificing the 
deer to the hide and venison dealers. The Association has 
tried repeatedly to secure an appropriation to pay for the 
services of a competent warden, but in every endeavor it 
has been blocked by the stupidity and penny-wise foolish¬ 
ness of the Legislature. 

Florida Lands.—We have received several letters from 
Florida correspondents in response to our recent remarks on 
the sand swindles of that State, the writers urging that no 
wholesale denunciation of Florida should he made. We 
know that, Florida has tens of thousands of fruitful acres. 
But that is no special reason why the paper town lot 
swindlers should rob the gullible portion of the public. 
Good land will always find a ready market. Florida cannot 
he injured by an exposure of the robbers who deal in worth¬ 

less sand. ___ 

The Weather and the Birds.—Additional reports 
from the South and West show that a very large number of 
birds perished in the late cold weather. A correspondent 
writing from Jewell county, Kan., relates that the market- 
hunters had a bonanza when the cold wave came and killed 
the birds; one man went out in the morning and soon returned 
having two corn sacks filled with the frozen game. A press 
dispatch from Staunton, Va., reports that thousands of birds 
were frozen in that vicinity. 

Jeckyl Island, Georgia, is to be converted ipto ^ winter 
resort for sportsmen, 
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TO THE WALLED-m LAKES. 

^ni.—BIG FISH ON T.TTTT.F KOD. 

/i LL that night a fierce southerly gale shook the lodge, and 

in the morning it still blew hard. The waters of the lake 

were white with foam, and over them the skies hung dark 

and threatening. An Indian pack-saddle had been borrowed 

the night before from Back-in-Sight, and having put our 

blankets and the wagon sheet in a little pack on a spare 

horse, we set out soon after simrise for the upper lake. We 

took a sack of bread and a little salt, and I told Yellowfish 

to tie a quarter of meat on the pack. We were going to a 

point where, according to my authorities, sheep were very 

plenty, hut it has been my fortune more than once to travel 

for a day or two through a country where game was ex¬ 

tremely abundant, and yet have no fresh meat to eat, so I 

thought it well to take some provision of this kind with us. 

We crossed the river and turned up the lake, and before 

we passed the old camp I noticed that there was no meat on 

the pack, and on inquiry found that the Indian had forgot¬ 

ten to follow my directions about taking it. We had left a 

few drying fish on a scaffold near our former camp, and two 

or three of these we took with us. Before we reached the 

Inlet it had begun to rain furiously, and all the rest of the 

day this continued. Our progress up the lake on the west 

side was rapid, for the trail was in many places so good that 

we could gallop our horses. Now and then, however, we 

came to streams which spread out in marshy valleys of con¬ 

siderable width, over which grew a thick tangle of tough 

alders, and through these it was difficult work to force a 

passage. The pack occasionally gave us trouble. The cinch 

which held the saddle in place was merely a strip of raw¬ 

hide a couple of inches wide, tied up by a stout leathern 

string, and with this primitive contrivance it was impossible 

to put the saddle on so that it would stay. Moreover the 

lash rope had no cinch to it at all, and we could not draw it 

tight without galling the horse’s belly. The packing was 

left to Yellowfish, who tied up the bundle Indian fashion, 

swung it over the saddle, and then drew the ropes as tight 

as was possible. We were continually stopping to tighten 

them, hut, as it happened, the only time that the pack fell 

off was when we were crossing one of those wide marshy 

valleys among the dense alders. I was riding behind, but 

could not get to the pack horse in time to keep the load from 

falling into the water, and so our blankets got wet. 

The ridge which runs down from the mountain to the lake 

was reached not long after noon. Here it was necessary to 

camp, for there is no grass for the horses for several miles 

beyond, and indeed it is doubtful if horses can be taken 

much further up the lake along the side of the precipitous 

Goat Mountain, which stands next south of Singleshot. We 

had nothing to eat except our half dried fish and some damp 

bread, and so as soon as the horses had been turned out, a 

fire started, and a shelter built to keep the driving rain from 

our bedding, we started out to hunt. Yellowfish took the 

south end of Singleshot Mountain and Appekuuny and I the 

north end of the Goat Mountain. The rain poured down 

with great violence as we started out to climb the mountains. 

Not very far from the lake’s edge we waded the swollen 

stream, which pours down through the canon between the 

two mountains, and there striking a deeply-worn trail, fol¬ 

lowed it up the ridge and on to the bench. It is steep, rocky 

and narrow, practicable for horses, hut one would rather do 

it on foot and lead his animal than ride it. Having reached 

the top of the bench, we worked our way carefully along 

over the ledges, which were piled one on top of another 

until we had gained the forest above. We saw nothing, 

however, to indicate the recent presence of any game. There 

were no fresh tracks, and all the sign was that of last winter. 

Stm higher we climbed up on to the mountain, skirting the 

deep hut narrow canon whose vertical walls dropped off 

sheer for nearly 1,000 feet, but work as carefully as we 

might, we saw no game nor any signs of game. At one 

point where we emerged from the timber, we could look 

across on to Singleshot, and there a moving object caught 

our eyes. It was a long way off and at first one of us took 

it for a sheep, but a short inspection showed that it was our 

companion moving along up near the reefs in his quest for 

game. 
Three or four hours of this extremely moist and unsuc¬ 

cessful hunting convinced us that, here at least, it was useless 

to hope to get our supper, and we turned back toward camp. 

Down on the first bench above the lake we paused for a 

while to look about us. Toward the foot of the lake was a 

veil of driving rain which hid all beyond, but where we 

were, for a moment the rain had ceased to fall. We could 

look across the lake and see the sombre gray wall that rose 

far above us and ended in a snow wreath, and could discern 

at its foot a curious level platform of rock, partly covered 

vith pines and partly under water, about which there seemed 

to run a wall of rock separating it from waters of the lake 

yrhich appeared to flow in and out through a narrow chan- 

pel close to the shore on its southern side. Up the lake the 

dtm shadows of half a dozen stupendous mountains could 

lie felt rather than seen, and here and there above the water 

rose little islets, some of them hearing a few trees. Still fur- 

jiher up the valley, as the mist for a moment cleared away, 

we could see that the lake again narrowed, and two slender 

tongues of land ran out, one from either side, and overlap¬ 

ping, seemed to end this lake, cutting it off from another 
beyond. This appearance has given rise to the statement, 

jinf ounded, that there are three St, Mail’s Lakes, Cm the 
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west side of the lake, the Goat Mountain, so called because 

there are goats on its western slope, rises like a wall, and 

toward its southern end carries a great mass of bluish white 

which looks like a tremendous glacier. We had gazed but 

a little while when the rain clouds again lowered and shut 

out all the view, and we hastened toward camp. Arrived 

there, we found Yellowfish steaming before the great fire, 

but no red quarters of sheep hung from the trees. He had 

been no more successful than ourselves. He had seen noth¬ 

ing, not even a fresh, track, and told us what we already 

knew pretty well, that there was no game in the neighbor¬ 

hood, We all agreed that as yet it must he back in the 
hills. 

We were all uncomfortable enough as we stood about the 

fire with our damp clothing clinging to us, and gnawed at 

our unsatisfactory meal of scorched fish and soggy bread, 

and wkile we were eating, Yellowfish, after a prefatory 

speech in which he invoked bitter curses on all our heads for 

starting out so poorly provided, proposed to return at once 

and spend the night at the Kootenay camp, which, we had 

been told, was to be moved up that day to the Inlet flat. I 

was about to veto the proposition at once, when Appekunny 

spoke up and supported it. There is nothing that I dislike 

more than giving up anything which I have attempted to 

perform, but after thinking the matter over, it seemed to me 

rather selfish to keep the men out here in this wretchedly un¬ 

comfortable situation simply on my account. So, after a 

little thought, I said “Go,” and we started. We rode rapidly, 

but did not find the Kootenay camp, and reached our own 

about 9 o’clock at night, cold, wet and hungry, having prob¬ 

ably ridden forty miles and walked nearly ten since wc 
started. 

The next day was fair, though very windy, and Appe¬ 

kunny, Yellowfish and King went to the head of the lower 

lake, the two white men to bring down the boat and the half- 

breeds to lead back the horses. I remained in camp. 

About 4 o’clock I heard shouts, and walking down to the 

lake shore, saw the boat coming down before the wind at a 

great pace. In the bow stood Appekunny holding his out¬ 

spread coat, while King steered in the stern. When they 

reached the shore they handed out three fine lake trout, one 

of which weighed niue pounds. They had trolled most of 

the way coming down, and had had a number of strikes, but 

in most cases the fish had been lost. One or two very large 

ones, which they had brought almost up to the boat, had 

snapped the stout hooks off short. 

While dinner was being cooked the wind went down, and 

an hour before sunset we went out again on to the water, I 

took my trout rod, and as we rowed slowly up the lake in 

fifteen or twenty feet of water, trailed a piece of the white 

belly of a lake trout behind the boat. The bait was large, and 

the hook very small, and when I had my first bite I struck 

too quickly and lost the bait. The next time I let the fish have 

it for a few seconds and then struck hard, and a moment 

later trembled for my tackle. The fish made a wild rush 

which caused the reel to fairly shriek, and I expected to 

have the line break, but he stopped before it was all off the 

spool, and going to the bottom sulked for a while. This 

gave us an opportunity to bring the boat nearly over him 

and enabled me to recover my line. Then a few pulls and 

twitches started him off again, and for a few moments he 

made lively work for us. Two or three times he headed 

straight for the boat, but on each occasion Appekunny, who 

was at the oars, managed to get out of his way so that he was 

led around the stern. At length the fish began to grow 

tired and to yield to the constant strain of the rod, and finally 

he was brought nearly to the surface of the water. But the 

end was not yet, and frightened at the boat he made other 

vigorous rushes which again obliged me to give him plenty 

of line. Finally, quite tired out, he was brought to the sur¬ 

face, the gaff was put into him, and I had the satisfaction of 

handling the largest fish that I had ever taken on this little 

rod. His weight was five and a half pounds. 

In an hour’s fishing I caught two more which weighed four 

and five pounds, and lost anotlier which from the strength 

he displayed I imagined must be much larger than any we 

had seen. This fish after a few furious rushes sulked on the 

bottom, from which I could not su.rt him, and devoted all his 

energies to sawing on the line, which he utiafly succeeded in 

cutting. 

These lake trout are thought to be the same as the lake 

trout of the Adirondacks and the great lakee—Sahao namay. 

cuslt. I have never seen this species in the East, but Appe¬ 

kunny, who is familiar with them in the Adirondacks, 

assures me that they are identical. 

The following morning was again pleasant, though at 

times the wind blew down the lake with great violence, but 

the sport of the night before had somewhat whetted my 

ardor, and we were disposed to have a day with the lakers. 

About 10 o’clock, when the wind went down, we started 

out. Our camp was on the river, about two hundred yards 

below the lake, and in the face of wind and current it 

seemed easier to cordelle than to row the boat up the lake. 

So Appekunny got into the craft to keep her off the shore, 

and King and I took the long line over our shoulders and 

pulled on it stoutly, and in a short time we had rounded the 

point. Then all got aboard, and we pulled slowly up the 

west shore of the lake. 

The lake trout lie in deep water, and it is said that the 

best way to fish for them is by means of a troll with a half- 

pounfj sinker attached, §o that the bait will bc.ffoni six to 

ten fo- beluw the surface as the boat moves along. We 

found, however, that on a bright day like this the fish 

reacBlyiame to the surface for the bait, which being three 

or fouTQcbes long and perfectly white, was easily visible 

in this )lear water. I fished with my rod, but had taken 

the premtion to remove my trout line from the reel, and 

had repiced it by a somewhat heavier cotton line, for in 

trying t3 trout line the night before, after coming in from 

the fishing, I had discovered that it was somewhat rotten 

and wea, and I feared to trust it with these monsters of the 

deep, br, though we had as yet seen no very large ones, 

yet theylo grow to a great size. The previous autumn 

Appekuriy had caught one in a whitefish net, which 

weighed oirty-five pounds, and there is a tradition of one 

caught y<irs ago by a trapper which was so large that when 

its captoran a stick through its gills to carry it over his 

shoulder, 's tail dragged on the ground as he walked to 

camp. F' such fish one would need salmon tackle at 

least. 

For near' a mile we rowed slowly along. The scene was 

fairly brtlUnt. Under the cloudless sky and the bright sun 

the clear witcrs of the lake played and sparkled, the foliage 

of the hi bides took on its brightest hues of green and 

gold; the rgged mountain tops, though so distant, showed 

each ravinv and seam in their gray sides, and their mantles 

of snow ttew back the sun’s rays like silver. It was so 

lovely and'eaceful a scene that one felt like dreaming over 

it; and yi i, le air was so fresh and bracing, so full of tonic 

and vigor, ue boat danced about so lightly, and the waves 

leaped air dasi led so merrily about us, that one could not 

dream. i , a> he would be falling into a pleasant reverie 

the crest i “wtn vc would strike the boat, and its cold spray, 

dashing iu a fai ce, would at once bring him back to the 

present. , 
We had'jwei ] perhaps a mile when King, who was in 

the stern oi be boat, gave a wild wave of the arm which 

held his trrAnfi' line. It tightened for a moment, and a 

heavy swif oeared in'the water fifty feet in our wake, 

and then tP suddenly yielded, and came in without 

resistance, seconds later my rod bent, and I struck 

the fish so hud that Appekunny gave a cry of caution: 

“Look out, 0 you’ll smash your rod.” But I had un- 

limited confidnee. horn of past experience, in the tough 

bamboo, and! wanted to set the hook fast. I did so. The 

fish did not u first make off as they usually do, but re¬ 

mained for a ftw seconds nearly in the same place, while he 

shook himseifio furiously that I feared he would throw the 

steel out of bisiaws. Then he made one or two short, fierce 

rushes, [and oice broke water, but after that seemed to give 

up the fight. S'owly I brought him to the surface at the 

boat’s stern, aud jtist'f the gaff was put into him, we could 
see why he had yieldi^ so easily. In his shaking, when 

first .struck, he had vl 'ind the line several times about his 

head, and his gills fast bound down, .so that it was 
impossible for him V^Veathe. He was a small fish, only 

weighing four hut from his stomach we took a 

couple of young w^lp|^fi^^h five or six inches long, with 

which we replaiiei pvj,u' baits of fish belly. And always 

after that we lookfins ,wthese fry in the lake trout that we 

caught, and invariaty t^bund one or more. They are the 

most taking bait fo. bese fish that we discovered. The 

number of these wiq:e|h b destroyed must be something al¬ 

most incredible. Thb lbkc trout are extremely abundant 

and voracious, and in tVIb.y each one must capture at least 

three or four young wl^ii-ehsh. What the total destruction 

is it would be impossiM jjo compute. 

We had gone but a ILil fnrther.when Dick King struck a 

good fish and hauled in band over hand, in true blue- 

fisherman style, until bi! swung him into the boat and 
slapped him down on %eloor. Then he took another in the 

same way, and then I bw « strike, which gave me twenty- 

two minutes of very ex ? ‘Wg sport, which my companions 

enjoyed as much m I’, the excited way in which they 

talked and danced about 'i-« any indication of their feelings. 

Four times the splendid li.a darted off for the middle of the 

lake with an energy that vras truly alarming, and four times, 

by giving him the hutr the line was so nearly gone 

that I coul5 see the spool ^’irough the strands, I checked him 

and very gradually hrougb'- bim back; a fifth time 1 tried to 

do this, but he would atop, and when tip and butt Lad 

almust met, and I felt that a pound more would break ‘i... 

rod, .[ sullenly lowered the tip, deciding that it was better to 

let hhn carry away the line than to break the only rod I had. 

As I did so I found that he bad stopped, himself exhausted 

by the struggle. The tigb* long and bitter one. Often 

I would ge-. him -wkliin of the boat, but it was very 

difficult to bring him within reach. When nearly tired out 

he would sulk oc .the bottom, and nothing that I could do 

would start him to moving again. After a while the strong 

tension of the bending rod. would slowly raise him from his 

secure depths, but when J trifid to bring him to gaff, his rest 

would enable him to start* pff with renewed energy. At 

length, however, he came to tll.e surface of the water, though 

still hack up, and with his 8uJk*i, vicious eye glaring fero¬ 
ciously, as if he meditat€!d£resB stratagems; but before he 

could put them in practice, King bad the gaff in him and he 

was triumphantly lifted over side. He weighed just a 

trifle under seven pounds, 

All the morning we fished wit’ii vary i ng fortunes. The trout 

seemed to favor particular localities, wc would row over 

Que of tliese, poting ttq p^ed the points on tjie 
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CAPTURE OF THE DEVIL FISH.-From the lllmtrated London Newo, 18bS. 

shore, opposite wMcli ive caught our fish, and, when ten or 

fifteen rainules had elapsed without a strike, we would turn 

and row back, often getting as many fish during our second 

passage as we had the first. 
8o the day passed until the afternoon was well advanced, 

when the rising wind drove us to the shore and into camp. 

A feature of this day was the appearance on the lake of a 

great number of terns, apparently Sterna hinindo. They 

were seen busily fishing during the morning and evening, 

and hovered above the stern of our boat, evidently half 

inclined to make a plunge at the baits trailing in the water 

behind. Then toward midday they betook themselves to 

the gravelly points and bars which made out from the shores 

and sat there on the beach, plump, comfortable looking, and 

altogether enviable. These hrisk graceful sea swallows and 

the slow-winged gulls seemed to get along very pleasantly 

together, and fished and rested in company. 

Sometimes at night we would row along the shore, and it 

gave one an eerie, half-uncomfortable feeling to watch these 

white ghostly, indistinct forms as they seemed to rise out of 

the water, and then as we approached to see the spirits lightly 

take wing and for a moment flit about with faint, queru¬ 

lous murmurs, and then vanish away into the darkness. 
To. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Co, _ 

AT SEVENTY-ONE. 

BY JEROME BURNETT. 

The testimony of a genial angler of three score and ten, out in his 

boat with rod and lice, busy with the bass, and now and then telling 

of his years from ten lo seventy-one. 

A CHECKERED life has been my share, 
jiyg jja,u good times as well as care, 

While honors, too, I’ve come to wear, 

And proud with what I’d won; 

But memory ever brings to view, 

Whene’er I look my long life through, 

The years I’ve Ashed, as now I do, 

From ten to seventy-one. 

The same gl^ impulse still I know 

To go aAeld, to Ash, and row, 

As wlien, some sixty years ago, 

The songs of youthisung; 

For though ray life may go amiss, 

And stale become what once was bliss, 

’Tis true as truth, in joys like this, 

My heart is always young. 

The shade and sheen of wood and lake, 
The tangled trail of fen and brake. 

With liazards and the tests that make 
The self-reliant man; 

The out door world of mountain gleams, 

Of ocean shores and whispering streams, 

Embellish still my waking dreams 

AS when my life began. 

Ab, tell it as you may, my friend, 

Most earthly i tys untimely end, 

Whatever fate may deign to send 

Ere Time with you is done; 

■W’hichever way you hold your dish, 

Whatever you may will or wish, 

The happiest days are those you Ash, 

Tilt you are seventy-one. 

And so I say as now I view 
The vista of my long life through, 

In light and shadow, false and true, 
Since I was young and bold. 

Howe’er my lines have gone amiss. 

Or faitn has failed in hope of bliss, 

The while 1 live in joy.s like this 

My heart can ne’er grow old. 

A DAY WITH THE DEVIL FISH. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

1 have just read my sou’s sketch, published recently in 
your spirited paper, and it recalled to my mind some of the 
pleasantest and most exciting recollections of ante-bellum 
sports. Let me add an account of a day’s sport devil fish¬ 
ing, every word of which is strictly true. 

In the latter part of June or first of July of that year I 
visited Bay Point, having obtained a few days’ recreation 
from my studies in Charleston. It was the season for devil 
fishing, and my brother-in-law. Stephen Elliott (afterward 
General Elliott of Sumter fame), was in the midst of it. He 
Avas acknowledged to be the best fisherman and boatman 
among good fishermen and boatmen, as all the Beaufort 
youug men were. He had been at the fish several times, 
and had even struck one, but as yet “had no luck.” My 
vacation was so short that I did not intend to fish; the sun 
and salt water have a most unpleasant effect on a sensitive 
skin, and to present myself before my class with my face 
cracked and burnt was what I did not relish, so I was trying 
to make myself agreeable to the young ladies of the party 
on shore, and enjoying the delightful sea breezes in the lazy 
manner which any oue who has marooned on the seashore 
knows all about. In comes General Elliott, arrayed in fish¬ 
ing attire—blue flannel shirt tucked in duck trousers, and a 
felt hat that Eobinson Crusoe would have discarded, so 
many were the holes in it; but Elliott thought it the * ‘luck¬ 
iest hat” he ever wore, besides the holes kept his head and 
brains cool, a requisite in this kind of fishing. Said he, 
“Well, Hal, you must go fishing with me to-day. I appeal 
to you ladies to second my motion. 1 have been promising 
you a sight of a devil fish and have failed lo kill one by 
myself. When we go together our luck has never yet failed 
us, and once we took tw o in one day. ” This appeal, strongly 
seconded by the ladies, 'was a little too much for a young 
man to stand; so rather reluctantly I slipped into my tent, 
changed ray clothes, and met Elliott at the boat on the 
beach, a few hundred yards from our tents. Ik was a “shad 

boat,” as they were called, 18x6^ feet, with sprit mainsail 
and jib; mast easily unshipped and laid along the thwarts; 
rowed by two hands when necessary; centerboard, and with 
a good broad platform at bow to stand on. The crew con¬ 
sisted of General Elliott, myself, and two bauds, Bob and 
.lack. I bad quite an affection for Bob, for he had once, at 
the risk of his own life, saved mine, when a coil of rope 
accidentally got around my ankle, but fortunately after the 
fish had almost made his run, and was exhausted. These 
two negroes enjoyed the sport as much as we did, and were 
perfectly familiar with every phase of it. 

We jumped aboard, spritted out the sail, hauled up the 
jib and leisurely sailed for the Hilton Head shore. On the 
way across, about three miles, we busied ourselves preparing 
harpoon and lances. We always made it a rule to have a 
large supply of these ready. Our habit in striking was one 
to stand at the head, the other at the stern, both armed with 
harpoons; the one at the stern steering with his foot, but 
ready in case of an emergency to strike also. Reaching the 
mouth of Skull Creek, which bounds Hilton Head on the 
west, and empties into Broad Elver, we anchored near the 
shore, stowed useless things away, and arranged our weapons 
to hand, then “layoff” to watch for the fish, which gener¬ 
ally showed themselves on the early ebb tide just at the 
mouth of Skull Creek. Can one fond of the water imagine 
anything to surpass this? The gentle roll of the boat, the 
constant dipping of the gulls, the wind blowing fresh and 
crisp, by this time having increased sufficiently to cap the 
waves in mid river beautifully, the landscape around pre¬ 
senting that peculiar smoky, quiet appearance so cha^’ming 
on a June day. Such a situation and sun would, under 
ordinary circumstances, induce sleep, hut our eyes were 
strained for the first sight of the fish; and our inexhaustible 
supply of reminiscences of former days’ sport—so pleasant to 
recall when another day is to be added to the long list—kepi 
us on the qui vive. Besides Bob and Jack knew there was a 
drink for the one who first saw the fish; they would have 
it anyhow, but it seemed to taste better if they could say 
they won it. 

Suddenly Elliott points to the starboard how. “There is 
one, I think.” “Ho boss,” says Bob, “da porpoise.” When 
the fish first shows the point of its wing it resembles the fin 
of a porpoise very much. Before Bob’s words were well out 
of his mouth, the monster suddenly leaped entirely out of the 
water, coming down with a slap and splash that sent the 
foam in every direction; and as quick as thought another 
and another fish show themselves until the number reaches 
eight or ten. 

Elliott is on his feet “Haul in the anchor, Bob; lay out 
the oars, Jack; and now, Hal, you strike.” 

In a moment I am at the head of the boat, the harpoon 
with a staff six or eight feet long poised evenly in my right 
hand, a coil of rope m my left, in order to give plenty of line 
when the harpoon is cast. The main coil is in the bottom of 
the boat, the end fast to something substantial, so if all the 
rope is paid out with the dash of the fish we will not lose 
both rope and harpoon, I am read}', and the hands are 
quietly pulling toward the spot where the tremendous boil 
indicates the monster’s disappearance. Here he is to the 
left, abo’ut twenty yards off, cutting around in a circle, the 
point of both wings showing. 

“Easy, boys, easy, and stand ready to help me, Bob, when 
I strike; leave Jack to look after the oars. Steady. Back 
water.” 

The fish has just turned his gigantic body over, about ten 
feet from me, the harpoon is raised and driven with all my 
strength into the center of his white stomach, which is just 
on the level with the surface. 

“Good shot!” says Elliott. 
Before the fish realizes the situation the head of the boat 

touches him, I reach out, catch the butt of the harpoon 
staff and force it entirely through the body, and jump out of 
the way of the rope which now begins to spin out with a 
fearful velocity. “Mind your hands, Boh,” for we are now 
catching at the rope and bending it over the how whenever 
the chance offers, thus turning the head in the direction of 
the fish, assisted by Elliott at the helm. “Come and help us, 
Jack, for if the rope gets on the broadside we will capsize, 
certainly.” “No danger,” says Jack, who immediately adds 
his bony hands to the work, an<l although the smoke flies, 
and 1 lose some skin from my hands, the boat swings around 
and we dash away with a speed that almost takes away our 
breath; the spray pours over us and the head of the boat 
buries into the waves, seeming sometimes as if it would never 
rise again. For the time being I can use no other expression 

than that we are drunk with excitement, there is nothing to 
equal it in the line of sport. To relieve the weight at the 
head Elliott and Jack pass the line down to the stern and 
siltiog there, as we give the word, all haul together, for an¬ 
other harpoon must be placed in the fish as soon as his first 
dash is over. He is then gradually hauled nearer and nearer 
the surface. Gradually and cautiously we haul as he ap¬ 
proaches nearer and yet nearer., Elliott catches up another 
harpoon, and coming to the head stands ready to hurl it into 
the fish as soon as it approaches near enough to the 
surface. We begin to see the black mass indistinctly at first, 
then more and more visible, until suddenly Elliott says, 
“Look out!” and lets fly his harpoon, It quivers as the 
staff is half submerged; and again the fish dashes down and 
down until eight or ten fathoms are paid out. We then 
steady him, and begin the hauling again. This time Elliott 
arms himself with a lance, and when the time arrives plunges 
it in and jerks it out rapidly. The blood spurts from the 
wound and we leave a bloody wake behind. The fish gradu¬ 
ally becomes more and more feeble. His dashes are less and 
less violent, until he at length lies floating alongside gasping 
for breath. No time is to be lost. Quickly a bight of the 
rope is passed through a nostril into the throat. My arm is 
suddenly plunged into the mouth of the fish as he gasps. 
This feat must be performed rapidly, as it would be danger¬ 
ous to have the mouth of the fish close on one’s arm in a 
dying gasp. Then catching the rope 1 bring it out of the 
mouth. This performance is repeated with the second nos¬ 
tril, and we have the fish ready to be towed ashore, present¬ 
ing his head to the resisting tide, which is still running 
ebb. 

We have time to look around us now. We are about four 
miles outside of Bay Point, and it will take at least four or 
five hours to reach shore, notwithstanding the fact that we 
have a howling south wind to assist us. But we have more 
sport in store. The sharks begin to show themselves. 
These “vultures” of the sea have smelled blood, and their 
fins are seen flitting around in numbers. One fellow, com¬ 
ing up deliberately, takes hold of the thin portion of the 
wing of the devil fish, and throwing his body entirely out of 
the water, his tail just missing the boat, he cuts a clean half- 
moon out of the fish’s flap. Our shark lines are rigged, 
baited with some small fish found in the bottom of the boat 
or a piece cut from the devil fish, and thrown overboard. 
They hardly touch before they are grasped as if another 
man was at the other end, and a trial of strength begins. 
But man brings mind to bear, and the shark is allowed 
rope, and is played; gradually his strength fails him, and a 
ten-foot monster is brought alongside. The lance plays a 
second part in dispatching the shark. We take nine of 
these fellows before we land, averaging from six to ten feet 
long. 

We land at last toward sunset and are met by all on 
shore. The fish is hauled as near the beach as possible, 
and when the tide recedes is left high and dry. We measure 
him and he proves to be 18 feet from tip to tip of wings, 1L 
feet from nose to base of tail, and 4^^ feet through. 'The 
next day he is cut up and sent to Elliott’s place for 
manure. 

We have hunted our old grounds since the war, but find 
no fish there now, and one of the grandest sports man ever 
enjoyed is lost to us. If they ever return and 1 am loo old 
to strike, I will certainly go along and teach my boys how to 
kill a devil fish. Ef. M. S. 

Beaufort, S. C.__ 

Michigan Association.—Grand Eapids, Mich., Jan. 13. 
—The annual meeting of the Michigan Sportsmen’s As.socia- 
tion will he held at Kalamazoo, Mich., on Tuesday, Feb. 9, 
1886, commencing at 7:30 o’clock, P. M. The headquarters 
of the Association will be at the Burdick House. A full 
attendance is requested, as business of interest and im¬ 
portance to the sportsmen of the State will he considered. 
Clubs, members and individuals are requested to send to the 
undersigned any information they may possess which will 
aid the Association in its endeavor to save the game and fish 
of this State from the rapid destruction now menacing it. 
The secretaries of all auxiliaiy clubs are requested to send 
the names of their officers and the number of their members 
to the Secretary for the information of the Association. 
Each auxiliary club is entitled to be represented at the 
annual meeting by five delegates. Individual members and 
others interested in the objects of the Association, are 
earnestly invited to be present.—Mark Norris, Secretary, 
79 Lyon street. 
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CAMP FLOTSAM. 

XXr.—CROW LAKE. There was every promise that our quest on Crow Lake 
would he rife with sport. The sky was slightly 

overcast, and the wind from the southwest was .sending a 
fine ripple over the water. This was not all; here were no 
fished out waters, for ours were the only oars which had 
disturbed the lake in more than a year. The guide was an 
unknown thing, the hotel strangely absent, and the ubiq¬ 
uitous sardine box and tomato can had never been trans¬ 
ported to its shores, iNo one but a woodsman or a camper 
can appreciate or understand the thrill of joy which so pos¬ 
sesses one upon his finding a by-way where he has the forest 
and lake to himself, where bis uprising and down sitting go 
unnoticed—and where no other craft than his own vexes the 
waters. In such retreats all about him sings of 

“Larger constellations burning, mellow moons and happy skies, 
Breadths of tropic shade and palms in cluster, knots of Paradise,” 

until he imagines himself dwelling in a realm the like of 
which this weary world has never seen, and which a 
Prophet Warrior said, “Sleeps only under the shadow of the 
sword.” 

And, indeed, it was a region of beauty into which we 
had entered—one sufficient to entice the angler to lay aside 
his rod and dream away the day in watching the shadows 
drift over the water and chase each other over the distant 
hilltops of forest out of sight, or listening to the lap of 
waves upon a beach where no one comes. 

It was, perhaps, becatise our senses were dulled and the 
barbaric instinct to destroy was strong within us, that we 
broke the quiet of the lake with a vulgar cast into a pool 
formed by two projecting rocks, which were overhung with 
pine. And our savagery had its reward, for a splendid 
bass took the Lord Baltimore at the surface and, feeling the 
answering strike, threw himself clear of the water, and, 
with every fin aquiver in fright, took a headlong plunge, 
and dashed for the shadow of the boat. But the quick 
movement of the oarsman left the fish astern, when it again 
broke water and started back for the pool. Three times it 
made a circuit of the little basin before it wearied, then 
yielding to the continuous strain of the rod, came alongside, 
where, as if in shame, it darted under the boat. With line 
in hand it was led forth and then lifted over the side, as 
grand an old three-pounder as ever drew down the scales. 
But the fight was gone from that pool, and after a few 
fruitless casts we turned down the rocky shore on the west. 
From the base of a high rock, which stood back a couple of 
rods from the shore, a spring was sending a bright dashing 
.stream downward to the lake. Just off the mouth of this we 
struck and landed another smaU-mouth of something over a 
pound, which was returned to the water, and then headed 
the boat toward the southwest, where, in a depression in the 
hills, we thought that we might find the outlet to the lake. 
It was a long pull, but as we approached, the cleft in the 
hills widened, and the lake ended in a narrow marsh. We 
followed along the shore over to the eastern side, where it 
looked so fishy that we were again tempted to try a cast. 
As we approached a point which ran out on the right, we 
were greeted with a strike which made us think for a mo¬ 
ment that the flies had caught on a submerged rock. We 
were soon undeceived, for the line began to cut the water, 
and there was a lively movement toward the open lake. We 
brought the game to on the port side with a steady pull, and 
looked for a leap, but none came. Instead, there was a 
slow, heavy pull backward, which nearly doubled the rod 
before it was checked, when all the movement at the other 
end of the line suddenly ceased. We knew that we were 
still fast to something, and began to imagine lake bullheads 
and all sorts of ignoble things. A gentle stir up set the old 
headstrong movement under way once more, and again we 
had to call halt by main strength. Do what we might we 
could not get the fish alongside. It was the longest, 
strongest, most stubborn and dead pull contest that we had 
ever had with a bass. Again and again we tried to bring 
the fish within reach, but without success. We had played 
it long enough to tire a dozen, so throwing the tip of the rod 
backward, we stripped off the line from the reel until it 
came within reach, and then began to bring in the game 
with long, steady pulls. Alongside it came, and lo! a three 
pound big-mouth rose from the water. As with thumb in 
his mouth we lifted him over the side, the cause of the long 
fight was explained. There was more weight on the leader, 
and as we drew it in, a two-pound-and-a-half small-mouth 
was hanging on the tail fly. It was a magniflcent catch, 
and our best score for the summer. 

Suddenly from behind the point which we had believed 
was the main land on the east, a strait opened toward the 
south lined with rocks, which rose almost perpendicularly 
for fifty feet above the water, and half a mile beyond 
widened into another lake as large as the one behind us. 

On the right, with a profile as perfect as though carved hy 
human hands, a great stone face looked toward the east. 
Thirty feet above the water, and twelve feet from forehead 
to chin, it had rested there for unknown fieons, smiling in 
the sunlight and frowning before the storm, with a troubled 
look upon it as though the ages, in their silent fiight, had 
pi'opounded problems which it could not solve, but on which 
it must ponder forever. High on the left, in the granite 
walls, half a dozen tomb-like openings yawned over the lake 
below, like the graves in the vision of the Prophet, which 
could never be satisfied. The lower lake was a marvel of 
quiet beauty; shut in by the mountains, save on the narrow 
bay to the south. Where its waters found an outlet, after 
many windings, to the St. Lawrence, there was many a 
nook where the camper could find isolation from his race, 
and live unmolested with none but the wild beings that in¬ 
habit the forest for his companions, and where the glare of 
his camp fire would be seen hy no human eye. 

It was late in the afternoon before we completed the cir¬ 
cuit of the lower lake. When we reached the strait, on our 
return, the mist was rising from the water and lying like a 
death cloth over the silent face above, and enveloping the 
shores in a cold, gray shroud. We crossed the upper lake 
and drew the boat up on the sloping beach, near the spring 
which we had passed in the morning, and prepared to 
bivouac for the night. It was midsummer, and there were 
no indications of a storm or bad weather, so we contented 
ourselves with a spread upon the hillside, with the boat near 
by for a covering, in case of necessity. The camp fire was 
soon under way, the coffee prepared, a hoe cake baked in 
the ashes, the fish cooked, and, supplemented by a lump of 
butter from our provision basket, we partook of our lonely 
supper. Then lying on the blankets we watched the night 
come on and the gloom gather over the forest, saw the great 
stars come out, one by one, Usteued to the loons on the 
^aler, and the melody from the woods about, and wondered 

whether we had not attained the climax of our summer 
pleasure. It was a solitary camp, and void of the spell 
which companionship always brings, but we were under the 
grander spell which the lake, the forest and the woodland 
throws abdut the fugitive from civilization, and, rolled in 
our blankets, we went over the carry into forgetfulness. 

The sun was shining brightly when we awoke, and re¬ 
kindling the fire, we prepared breakfast, thinking mean¬ 
while of what should be the order of the day. Crow Lake 
had been well explored, and its fishing ’tried, so we deter¬ 
mined to retrace our course to the camp on Heart Lake, and 
then to work over into Opinicon, a larger lake to the west. 
The luggage was again packed in the boat, and we bade a 
sad farewell to the pretty lake. lilear the inlet we were 
treated to another exhibition by the loon that had greeted 
us on our entrance the morning before, while its mate 
grandly sailed about a few rods away. It was considerably 
after noon before we had worked through the rushes which 
lay between the two lakes, and were in sight of the first 
night’s camp. The little tent was still standing on the point 
of rocks, BO it was evident that our friends were somewhere 
in the neighborhood. When we reached it we found that 
the berry picking was over, and that everything was in 
readiness for a break up, and we preferred to forego the 
Opinicon rather than attempt finding our way back and 
getting over the carry alone: so, in company with the others, 
we turned our prow toward the old camp. 

It was a toilsome journey to the carry, and over it to the 
stream above. The boats were lifted up the perpendicular 
bank, and the rest scrambled after as best they could into 
the woods above. The luggage was carried to the landing 
where the Sabbath Breaker was lying, as she was left two 
days before, during which time not a foot had pressed the 
rocky path over the carry. For an hour or more the party 
halted, lounging upon the rocks carpeted with velvety 
moss, and shadowed by the pines which overhung the gorge. 
The song of the breeze in the treetops was blended with the 
sound of the dashing waters which rushed, rose and fell over 
the barrier of rocks and logs, and then took a leap down¬ 
ward and disappeared amid a cloud of spray. The forest 
about was silent and deserted; delicate vines ran along the 
ground and clambered over the fallen trees, aad hung from 
the rocks in graceful festoons. On the right a thread of 
water, glimmering like silver between the trees, marked the 
course to Loughborough, But the scribe of the expedition 
did not linger over the beauties about him; his eyes were 
heav'y from the smoke of the smudge and the long morn¬ 
ing’s pull in the sun, and he spread himself upon a rock and 
was soon dreaming a mid-summer day’s dream, mingled 
with up-floating visions, such as had often come in the quiet 
of the meadows of the bygone, when tired boyhood sank 
among the daisies and was hushed to sleep like this, by the 
hum of bees and the merry ring of the mower’s rifle. But 
his slumber was broken and his dreams brushed away by 
the call of the boatman to get off, and the Plzen Ann was 
out of the creek and into the lake before the cobwebs were 
out of his brain. 

A good home breeze was blowing up the lake, and we 
soon put the Sabbath Breaker astern. We held our way 
straight for the upper outlet, for it was Saturday night, and 
there was a probability that some mail had found its way in 
and was awaiting us; and a newspaper, a couple of weeks 
old, is a most delightful companion in camp for a Sunday 
forenoon. Besides helping one to lose aU track of the day 
of the month, without which feat half the pleasure of an 
outing is lost, there is a deal of philosophy to be learned 
between the lines in the stale columns. Here you read of 
the unexpected demise of Peter Crabb, the great philanthro¬ 
pist and millionaire, and learn that a void has been created in 
commercial, railway and social circles, which will not soon 
be filled. That was two weeks ago; and while you read, 
Peter's heir is counting the shekels of his ancestor, and a 
lively contest is going on over the election of Peter’s suc¬ 
cessor to the Presidency of the Underground Railroad. 
Financial circles abhor a vacuum too, and Peter is not going 
to be missed after all; two weeks have settled that. 

Within the same period the unaccountable disappearance 
of Mr. Jenkins, concerning which suspicion of foul play 
has been entertained by his friends, and for whom the 
morgue has been searched daily, has ceased to be a wonder, 
for Jenkins was an eminent financier, and yesterday was 
registered at the Southern Hotel in Montreal. How little of 
all that the columns contain outlive in memory the damp 
ness of the sheet; of what little moment it is to the world 
whether the individual lives or perishes; whether he be a 
citizen or a fugitive. The void is no more than that left on 
the beach when one has lifted a pebble and tossed it into the 
depths, where it will be seen no more. 

Among the sparse mail we found a Forest and Stream, 
to deprive us of which in camp would be a calamity only 
to be equaled by the loss of our rod. Much as we may prize 
it in summer on the shaded verandah, indispensable as it 
may be by the fireside of winter, the heart is made glad as 
though with wine, as it listens by the glare of the camp fire, 
to the revelations of the great Apostle gathered from half a 
world. It is like reading Tasso beneath Olivet, or Ossian 
by the moon of the Northern ocean. 

It was night before we left the outlet and parted from our 
companions to the north. During the last few days the 
moon had been approaching her full, and as we shot from 
the dark, narrow creek into the broad sheet of water which 
laid between us and the tents, there was a golden ripple on 
the lake, and the wavelets were shouldering each other to 
catch the first kiss from over the eastern treetops. A mile 
down in front we could see the two tents gleaming in the 
moonlight against the blackness of the pines—a bright, 
radiant spot—the only place that we could call home. 
Slight and frail as it was, we could not but reflect that the 
four low walls had been adjudged by the wisdom of a thou¬ 
sand years to be a castle to its occupants, and that the bond 
sealed at Runnymede was a living fact even here. 

Nothing had been disturbed during our absence; the camp 
fire was soon blazing bright, and a supper of coffee, fried 
bacon and potatoes disposed of, after which we rolled into 
the blankets, and dreamed a long dream of peace. 

Wawayanda. 

Deceheber Woodcock.—A correspondent of the Adtei'- 
tiser says he saw a meadow lark about Christmas last sitting 
near the side of the road back of the Letchworth place. He 
also knew of a pair of w'oodcock which remained in this 
vicinity until the 1st of January. Two of Auburn’s sports¬ 
men were hunting partridges the middle of December and 
found woodcock signs which were not more than a day old. 
So the fall flight in this vicinity must have been very late.— 
Auhirn (W. T,) Adwrtiser. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream FuOlish- 
ing Co. 

EVENING HARMONIES. 

IT is proverbial wisdom that to be healthy, wealthy and 
wise, one must sleep and wake with the birds. The old 

saw is founded, perhaps, on a belief that the lineage of man is 
traceable through a remote ancestry of feathered bipeds; but 
granting this to be true, it is not unlikely that the prehistoric 
owls may have formed a branch of our family, and that 
they may have bequeathed to us both wisdom and a love 
of the hours of darkness. Another old proverb informs us 
that “the early bird catches the worm.” A modern reply to 
which is the statement, as yet undisputed, that “it served 
the worm light for being up so early.” However, the pro¬ 
verb is a true one. He who rises to see the sunshine of a 
spring morning joyously welcomed by all the busy fields 
and forests, does indeed gain much. But if he goes lo his 
slumbers when the deeper shades of twilight come softly 
over the landscape, he loses sight of Nature just as she 
arrays herself in mood most bewitching. 

In the bright sunshine of daytime, the sight is charmed by 
the varied forms and colors that greet it and by pleasant 
scenes of every kind, but in the evening the eye may rest. 
It is no longer dazzled by brightness; but it throws wide Us 
windows, and the few dim rays which enter form a faint 
and visionary picture that only soothes the weary sense. It 
is otherwise with hearing. Night is the time to feast the ear. 
In the day we are so intent on looking that we forget to 
listen. 

Tender melodies are sweetest when heard in the qifiet 
of evening. A swelling camp meeting refrain, echoing 
through the dark forest glens, sung by a throng of worship¬ 
pers in the flickering light of a pine knot blaze. The melt¬ 
ing notes of a guitar, coming faintly over the water_ out of 
the darkness to the campers on the shore of a mountain lake. 
In the dimness of evening each sound comes to us, lull of its 
own message. It gently touches the silver cords of life and 
they echo back the harmony the spirit feels. 

Our evenings from Mav lo November arc a festival of 
melody. It is one ©f the first signs that spring has come, 
the spring of bursting buds and emerald hillsides, when 
from every marsh and lake the chorus of the hylas arises. 
That which the reptiles begin the insects prolong, till the 
final chirp of the last October cricket. A night in dog-days 
is perhaps best for hearing the insects in full voice. Locusts, 
grasshoppers and crickets keep ^up a hum so monotonous 
that the ear soon ceases to notice it. Innumerable Katy¬ 
dids make vehement accusations of Katharine; the only 
answer to which is the unjust advice from the dark-winged 
bird rushing around in search of moths, to ‘ ‘chastise poor 
William.” 

After a long, hot summer day, everything seems to welcome 
the approach of night. The toilers in Nature’s workshop 
go one by one to rest, and the nocturnal beasts and birds 
come forth. They are few in number, however, when com¬ 
pared with the bustling life of daytime. 

One of the first of evening birds is the hermit thrush. 
When the sun is low in the West, from the deep recesses of 
the forest comes his sad plaintive notes, so clear, so 
mournful, and so full of hidden meaning, it seems impossi¬ 
ble that jt could have come from the throat of bird. He 
is not properly a nocturnal bird, but sings at twilight or in 
the quiet dusk before a rain. He is an instance of Nature’s 
harmony. His song would be out of place in the hot 
meadow, where the bobolink carols his gay medley; but 
when the shadows have spread to the hilltops and a quiet 
hush broods o’er the land, when body and spirit, weary with 
toil, welcome with half regret the twilight’s fall, then comes 
from the enchanted woodland this sweet, sad song, a requiem 
for the dying day. Far unlike this song is that typical noc- 
turnal sound, the too-hoo of the owl. It is a low bugle 
note thrice repeated; and we hear it, now here, now there, 
as the round-eyed fellow wings his silent way through the 
forest. With what a down and fluff are the owl’s pinions 
invested! His warfare is the night attack, and he rows with 
muflied oars. 

To know the full sweetness of the evening hour, one must 
spend it for weeks together in the fields and woods, and 
make his nightly couch with at most a canvas shelter over 
him. He who roams about in the dimness of evening finds 
a new world of sight and sound open to him. The familiar 
paths and scenes seem strange and uncanny. The imagin¬ 
ation places beast or bird or reptile in the shadow of every 
bush. The rustle of a toad is a matter in which we are in¬ 
terested; for may it not be an extremely large snake instead 
of a toad? How surely does darkness beget fear! The most 

harmless things suffice to give us a little start. One unac¬ 
customed to evening strolls, may be quite alarmed to see two 
balls of fire glaring at him from a thicket and hear the 
bushes rustled by an unknown beast, just as the sensational 
story writer depicts it. If he braces up his courage and finds 
his supposed enemy to be a peaceful calf or a sheep, he is 
apt not to rehearse his adventure when he returns to camp; 
nor will his heart beat quite so fast when next he disturbs 
the repose of flock or herd. . 

When one tires of seeking for Nature s treasures in the 
darkness, let him recline on some mossy knoll and per¬ 
chance they will come to him. A bat may zig zag (wer his 
head; a flock of sharp-winged night hawks hunt moths near 
by, or a herd of cattle, gi’azing in the cool ot the night, 
may wander about him, while he listens to the luscious 
sound of their rough tongues cropping the tender gi-ass. 
Nor are his eyes and thoughts confined to earth. _ in the 
darkest of clear nights, the constellations are celestial eyes 

returning one’s own gaze, j , j- 
To one fond of reveiae the sky is always a good place lor 

wool-gathering, but to watch a thunder stonn on a dark and 
sultry August night is indeed much more than wool-gather- 
ing The far away flashes over the western hills warn us 
of its approach, and soon we hear the low mutterings of the 
distant thunder. It seems to move faster as it nears us and 
its black fury creeps up toward the zenith, blotting out the 
stars one by one. Behind the dark veil the forked brilliancy 
gives us vivid glimpses of sky and earth and approaching 
tempest; while the crashes of rattling musketry and echoing 
artillery tell in ponderous voice the fierce battle of the ele¬ 

ments* , 
Such scenes are fleeply, truly sublime; but they are less 
pical of the true spirit of evening than the faint mystic 

voices that come to the listener on the still summer nights- 
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T recall a sultry Septeml^cr evening, when my hammock 
was slung on the border of a Green Mountain forest. 1 
was listening to the melting notes of a white-throated 
sparrow, when my ear caught a far away rushing breath¬ 
ing sound, followed by a smothered thud. I had read 
with strange fascination, Thoreau’s account of the fall of a 
tree on a still night in the forest; hut I had never heiore 
heard it for myself. , . . 

A weird and strange sound it is, breaking in on the sultry 
stillness. I fancy that the ponderous hemlock,when smitten 
with age and decay, scorns to yield to the tempests fury, 
with which it has battled and been victorious for a century. 
But as be feels that the time draws near when his aged 
frame must yield, his topmost branches wave gently for the 
last time in the soft breezes of sunset. As the evening hush 
and stillness fill the air and only the stars look down he 
relaxes the bold of his gnarled roots upon the soil or allows 
the decayed fibers of his trunk to give way. The great bulk 

' sways, totters, and with a sad sigh goes rushing down to its 
I final resting place in the forest mould. But anon the wood 
[ nymphs shall come and transform death to life, and the 
' fallen trunk shall grow green with fern and moss and 

I orchid. . , , . 
The stroller who walks in the darkness must see with his 

I feet to keep from stumbling. He must feel his way along 
I the path and beware of hills and hollows. But when the 
I moon sheds its silvery light on field and wood, walking is 
' easier. The moonlight is a picture of daytime painted by an 
I imaginative artist. Like the orb from which it comes, it is 
I half darkness. However bright the one side of tree or rock 

appears, the other is hid in mysterious shadow. Objects in 
. the distance, too, are only seen in faint and uncertain out¬ 
line. Those dim places are blanks for the imagination to 
fill with fanciful maybes. Bright moonlight is deceitful; it 
turns the commonest objects to gems. In it every dewdrop 
is a star, and the sand of the road is full of shining dia- 
monds. 

There are lights celestial and lights terrestrial, and though 
the latter be feeble compared with the former, they are by 
no means devoid of interest. Camped on the edge of a 
swamp in early summer, I have watched for hours the fire¬ 
flies in their mazy dances; and as far as the eye could reach 
all was a field of flashing .sparks. 

, There is will o’ the wisp, too, that strange uncanny phos- 
■ phorence that has frightenel superstitious people for ages, 
and given rise to many a ghoulish legend or ghostly tale. 
But while camped with a coast survey party on one of the 
peaks of the Green Mountains, I witnessed a light whose 
fairy-like beauty eclipses even the sparkling dance of the fire 
flies. Three of us one afternoon took a walk to the nearest 
village for supplies and mail. Our supper -we carried with 
us, and at a point of the road which we judged we should 
reach by meal time on our return journey, we hid the lunch 
in a raspberry thicket. Unexpectedly delayed we did not 
return to the spot till the darkness of a sultry, cloudy, dog 
day night had settled around us. We knew the locality by 
the bare branches of a dead tree near by, and now began a 
hunt for the hidden parcel, but the first oue who parted the 
bushes gave an exclamation of delight. “1 have found 
Fairyland,’’cried he, and bade us look for ourselves. Down 
under the rank growth, from decaying branches and twigs 
and leaves, sparkled and shone a thousand little gems of 
light. So might the lights of a great city appear to the ob¬ 
server in a balloon miles above. What possibilities did the 
imagination conjure up, of elves and gnomes, whose haunts 
we might be viewing, of a microscopic fairyland whose 
miniature beauties our eyes were too gross to discern. Nor 
had we perceived all that our eyes were capable of seeing, 
for now, as we looked closer, we saw that under our feet, all 
around us, and even in the mud, of the road, the faint lights 
shone. 

So absorbed were we in this enchanting illumination that 
for a time our missing package was forgotten. But the 
hungry man of our party resurrected a match from a pocket 
which he had overlooked in his previous search, and by its 
light discovered the precious supper. I had often before 
noticed decayed wood glowing with a faint phosphorence, 
but never had I seen such an illumination from the forest 
mould. Nor was it conflued to that spot. All the rest of 
the way to camp we walked upon a luminous pathway, and 
in the thick underbrush about us, millions of glowing lights 
that yet gave no light, formed an enchanting and never to 
be forgotten picture. 

Strange and weird are the sights and sounds of evening I 
They have bred superstition, fable and mysticism; but in 
our more enlightened days they have an enchantment over 
the mind that, shorn of folly, leaves but a sweet peace. 

And slowly a weariness comes over us. Happy is he who 
knows the perfect repose that comes to the healthy >dweller 
in tents. Sight and sound fade to dim visions and whis¬ 
pers; and, on the wings of faint imaginings, the soul floats 
into that blessed dreamland where bright fancy reigns su¬ 
preme,-where all our hopes and wishes, though long since 
vanished in the mist of years, shall come back to us gratified 
at last, Charles Whiting Baker. 

Winter Snipe in Colorado.—Yesterday, while taking 
a little jaunt on snowshoes with Mr. Slaymaker, a promi¬ 
nent attorney of this place, we ran across two Wilson’s snipe, 
both of which we killed. Is it not usual to find them in this 
section, especially in the winter time when the thermometer 
ranges anywhere from 30° to 30° below zero? We are 
located in the heart of the Rocky Mountains, at an elevation 
of 9,600 feet above sea level. When we first started the 
snipe they were feeding along the edge of the ice on a branch 
of the Animas River.—R, V. R. S. (Silverton, Col., Jan. 
10). [It is not very uncommon to find Wilson’s snipe in the 
Rocky Mountain regions in the coldest winter weather in the 
neighborhood of warm springs when there is open water and 
soft mud in which they can feed. As we have frequently 
remarked, the birds do not seem to care for the cold if only 
they can get enough to eat.] 

Birds and Bonnets.—Washington, D. C.. Jan. 18.— 
Before furnishing the “Philadelphia correspondent,” who 
“wishes to know of a heronry within 150 miles of that city,” 
with the information which he desires, would it not be well 
to ascertain the purpose for which he seeks this information? 
Possibly he may be one of the unconscionable villains who 
“feather their nest” with heron plumes. I hope to see your 
editorials, concerning the nefarious business of slaughtering 
birds for their feathers, extensively copied in the newspa¬ 
pers throughout the country, but have little hope that any 
considerahle public sentiment can be aroused against the 
business.—Patoka. 

English Sparrow as Egg Robber.—Shepherdstown, 
West Virginia, Jan. 30.—Edito'r Forest and Stream: I have 
taken and read carefully every line you have published since 
your first issue, and must say that while other publica¬ 
tions of the same sort give an outline, you always give us 
the most complete information in regard to the sports we 
love so well. Hence I send to you for the information of 
all sportsmen, the following in regard to the English spar¬ 
row; Last spring I found a partridge (quail) neat with thir¬ 
teen eggs in it. The old hen was sitting upon her treasures 
when a colony of sparrows discovered her nest, and it was 
not six hours before the little scoundrels had robbed the nest 
of every egg, and not only robbed the nest of its eggs hut, 
under my own eyes, had eaten every one of them. I also 
witnessed the same flock of sparrows trying to break their 
way into some hen’s eggs that were left in the nest as “nest 
eggs,” but they were frightened off by the hens, else, I have 
no doubt, the birds would have succeeded in eating them. 
I have also seen the rascals wait patiently upon an old hollow 
pear tree for the northern sap-sucker to leave her nest, 
when they at once invaded her snug nest and robbed i t of its 
eggs, which I saw them carry to the eaves of our house and 
devour at their leisure. I have been watching these little 
robbers for some years, and have come to the conclusion that 
they are the cause of the scarcity of quail in the Middle 
States. I would be glad to see some heroic measures taken 
to exterminate them. I am now watching a flock of spar¬ 
rows and vdll let you know how they subsist through the 
wiuter.—E. D. Bowles. 

An Albino Quail.—Yesterday Mr. H. C. Davidson re¬ 
ceived a white parta'idge, which was killed last Tuesday near 
Union Springs. It was presented to Mr. Davidson by Col. 
D. P. McCall, who says it is the second white partridge 
killed in the vicinity of Union Springs. The strange bird 
is perfectly white, without a colored speck or feather. It 
will be preserved as a curiosity by Mr. Davidson.—Mont 
gomery {Ala.) Advertiser. 

§attie §ag atjd §nt(. 
Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 

ing Co. _ 

THE MASSACHUSETTS DINNER. 

A BOUT eighty members and guests of the Massachusetts 
Fish and Game Protective Association gathered in the 

large dining-hall at Parker’s last Tuesday evening to enjoy 
their annual dinner, Piesident E. A. Samuels of the asso¬ 
ciation acting as master of ceremonies. Among the guests were 
Lieutenant-GoverHor Ames, Hon. J. Q. A. Brackett, Speaker 
of the Hou.se of Representatives; Senator W. H. Tappan, 
of Essex; Representatives A. N. Doane, of Harwich; C. C. 
Smith, of Springfield; B. O. Atkins, of Provincetown; Cor¬ 
tez Allen, of Westport, and Isaac Young, of Wellfleet, and 
Fish Commissioners George W. Riddle, of New Hampshire; 
Herbert Brainard, of Vermont; E. G. Blackford, of New 
York, and E. A. Brackett and E. H. Latbrop, of Massachu¬ 
setts. 

Ver}-^ appropriately, the menu was largely made up of fish 
and game, elegantly served; and Its discussion occupied a 
long two hours. 

In his address, preliminary to the after-dinner speeches, 
President Samuels said: Massachusetts, though far in the 
van in many ways, though she is and long has been the pre¬ 
ceptor and model for other Stales in many things, is far in 
the rear of all of them in her laws for the protection of her 
game and birds. Our people are not yet sufficiently educated 
in right and wrong to obey our law, indulgent, too indulgent 
as it is. The calls made upon us usually demand instant 
attention. Complaints are made that certain dealers in 
Suffolk or Essex county are selling short lobsters; that other 
unprincipled persons are selling quail or woodcock or grouse 
at illegal times; that poachers are seining Weymouth and 
Milion rivers, destroying the smelts Ity wholesale; that other 
poachers are killing deer illegally in Plymouth county; and 
others in Barnstable county, in defiance of the law, are 
slaughtering sea fowl with battery and sneakbox. All these 
calls upon us are urgent, and in responding to them we are 
obliged to spend our money and time without stint. As 
this work is done all over the State, its very diffuseness 
seems to prevent it from receiving the prominence and 
recognition that it would receive were the labor done in 
much more restricted territory, and for this reason we do 
not receive from well-wishers and friends that pecuniary 
assistance and encouragement which is often given other 
bodies whose doings are more noisily heralded. The work 
we have done the past year has been very considerable. 
What we have done' we have done well, and i believe that 
we have convinced the poachers that the old Massachusetts 
Association not only still lives, but also that it is attending 
strictly to business. I have said that our law for the protec¬ 
tion of our game and birds is a weak one; that section 
which relates to our song and insectivorous birds, our 
warblers and sparrows, and, in fact, all our native small 
birds, is simply atrocious. By its provisions almost any 
person can easily obtain a license to kill these birds, and so 
that he claims he is doing it for scientific purposes, there is 
HO limit to his privilege of destruction. It is by these holders 
of licenses, largely, that the ten and hundred of thousands 
of our native songsters are annually destroyed to be sold 
and used for women’s finery. This provision of our existing 
law could hardly be framed so that it would give our birds 
less protection, and it should have been expunged from our 
statutes long ago. On several occasions, both in and out of 
debate, have I heard members of the Legislature complain 
that our association comes to the General Court year after 
year, using up its time in “trying to have the game laws 
tinkered.” Now it did not occur to those complaining gen¬ 
tlemen that instead of casting an odium upon us they really 
were giving the Legislature not the very best reputation for 
intelligence or sincerity of motive; for we have brought an¬ 
nually such convincing proof, such abundant evidence that 
our present law is a bad one, that the committee always has 
reported a new bill; sometimes embodying what we have 
suggested, sometimes not, but invariably recommending 
something that should take the place of the existing law, 
and the Legislature has failed to adopt it. Among the 
persons who opposed us last winter were market gunners and 
a few commission game dealers. The former struggled for 
the repeal of that provision of our law which says that pos¬ 
session of game during illegal times is prima facie evidence 
of illegal killing. You know and they knew that the 
moment that provision is annulled the law would be worth¬ 
less ; and this fact is so universally established that the pro¬ 

vision appears in the game laws of almost every State in the 
Union. 

_ Lieutenant-Governor Ames said he could not be con¬ 
sidered as representing the Governor, as he was not out of 
the State, and, therefore, could only speak for himself. He 
could not say much about fish and game, hut he could tell 
them about a half-pound trout which cost him $600. He 
bought 300 trout and put them then into a pond which he 
had prepared, and after a time he found they had disap¬ 
peared. On examination a pickerel was found in it. He 
was killed. Some 400 gold fish were then placed in the pond, 
and after a time he thought he would see if all the trout had 
disappeared. After draining the pond down as low as possi¬ 
ble, and pumping out the water at a cost of $500, he found 
one solitary trout. Thr original 300 trout cost him $100, 
and $600 was the actual cost of the last trout. 

Speaker Brackett, after a pleasant opening, said that the 
association was entitled to, and should receive the encour¬ 
agement of this State, and all other States, since their ob¬ 
jects are similar—protection of human lives and interests on 
the one hand, and of the denizens of the forest, the air and 
the sea, on the other. 

Senator Tappan, of Esse.x, a member of the Legislative 
Committee on Fisheries and Game, entertained the company 
with a narrative of adventures many years ago on the 
frontier, where elk, deer, bears, Indians, and occasionally 
army mules, were the principal kind of game hunted. 

Comnaissioner Latbrop said that ultimately the game of 
the continent will he preserved in New England because of 
the lack of protection on the prairies, and the extermination 
by hunters and railroads. Legislation properly, honestly, 
legitimately enforced, is a practical question. We must 
meet the prejudices and antagonism of the farmers, educate 
them so as to overcome their prejudices and make them un¬ 
derstand that their intererts run parallel with ours. He 
heartily agreed with the President in his condemnation of 
the destruction of the insectivorous and song birds, and 
strongly urged efi’orts to destroy the interests of taxider¬ 
mists, by whom so many birds are killed simply to furnish 
female adornments. And in that connection he suggested 
that the education of the community might vei-y well begin 
at home, by instruction from the members of the associa¬ 
tion to their wives, sweethearts and daughters. 

Hon. George H. Riddle, Fish Commissioner of New 
Hampshire, thought that the Fish and Game Association of 
that State had been of great advantage to it, and that more 
game now existed in that State. 

Hon. Herbert Brainard, Fish Commissioner of Vermont, 
told many humorous stories, and what the Fish and Game 
Protective Association of that State had done. 

Hon. E. A. Brackett, of Massachusetts, said that it is a 
patent fact that game will ultimately only be obtained in' 
New England and the eastern protective States, The 
reason of this is the wholesale destruction of game life in the 
West. The buffalo has become almost extinct, and a tradition, 
the Kocky Mountain goat is being exterminated, and the farm¬ 
ers of the West annually destroy game bird life by firing 
the plains. The Legislature should give a legitimate and 
fair game law and enforce it. In considering such a law, it 
becomes largely a practical rather than a sentimental one. 
Opposition comes largely from the farmers who own the 
soil. Experience shows that they will be heard. They 
argue, not logically, that because they own the land, they 
own the game. The only way to avoid this difference is to 
educate the farmer up to* the idea of the purpose of the game 
association. He believed that the insect-eating and song 
birds should he preserved. The business of every taxider¬ 
mist in Massachusetts should be killed primarily. The peo¬ 
ple should be educated up to doing away with bird skins as 
ornaments. The speaker had noticed a woman on the Com¬ 
mon the other day who had on her hat the head of a black¬ 
bird adjusted to the body of a dove. This is the quite usual 
consistency of milliners. They are millinery monstrosities. 
The game shot in Massachusetts should not be exported. So 
long as the markets are open, just so long it will be impos- 
ble to protect the game in Massachusetts. 

Mr. E. G. Blackford, of the New York Fish Commission, 
said, in response to a call: “Regarding legislation for the 
protection and propagation of fisb, I amnot do better than 
to quote from a recent article written to the New York 
Journal of Commerce by Mr. Wra. C. Prime, which exactly 
represents my view. He says; “We who call ourselves 
sportsmen have extensive influence in literature, in books 
and periodicals. There is a very large population through¬ 
out the country, who have as great interest in game and 
game laws as we, who have little if any representation in the 
published literature of the subject. One class are in general 
residents of cities, towns and village.?. The other class are 
residents of the country proper, many of them those on 
whose lands the game is bred, fed and killed, While both 
classes enjoy the pleasure of huntihg and fishing, they look 
at game laws from different points of view. To the latter 
cla.ss the most prominent consideration is the value of game 
for food at home, or for sale as a country food or for pro¬ 
duct, while the prominent idea of the other class is to pro¬ 
vide the he.st system of laws for preserving game, so that 
they, with breechloaders, may find an annual supply of 
game for enjoyment in shooting. Both regard the ultimate 
use of the game as for food, for no decent sportsman lives 
who kills game or fish unless they are to be eaten by some 
one. But oue class think more about the game after it is 
dead, and the other more about the living game as something 
to be killed. * * * * Obtain the intelligent voice and 
opinion of the people, city and country people, all who have 
interest in the subject of game and fish laws. Let all learn 
that their interests are considered; that they are represented 
in devising laws. Seep the laws scrupulously free from any 
special features for the benefit of any class of sportsmen. 
Diffuse intelligence and get information. Don’t imagine 
that the wells of knowledge have been exhausted by you, 
and show others that they too have much to learn. Keep 
prominent the one great truth that the primary purpose of 
protecting fish and game is to furnish food and not sport. 
On this and no other ground can sport be defended.’ As a 
member of the New York Fish Commission, I have always 
recognized -this fact, and have regarded the propagation of 
fishes as a means of producing food for the people, sport 
being a secondary consideration. If fish aiu plenty the 
sportsman will get his share and the production of food fish 
is the only reasonable ground on which we can ask for an 
appropriation to continue our work. This appeals to the 
whole people and not to a special class.” 

Hon. Daniel Needham and sevei-al members of the society 
also made interesting addresses, and told fish stories. 

The officers for the ensuing year are: 
President, Edward A. Samuels; Vice-Presidents, Hon. 

Daniel Needham. Walter M. Brackett, Charles W. Stevens, 
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Horace T. Eockwell, John T. Stetson. H. H. Kimball. 
Charles Whittier; Treasurer, Frederick R. Shattuck; Secre¬ 
tly, Henry J. Thayer; Librarian, John Fottler, Jr.; Execu¬ 
tive Committee, Charles L. Woodbury, Warren Hapgood, 
William S. Hills, W. 0. Taft, Edward S. Tobey, Jr.. Ed¬ 
ward E. Small, John P, Woodbury, Joseph W. Smith, John 
Fottler, Jr., B. F. Kichols, H. C. Litchfield, B. C. Clark; 
Committee on Membership, W. M. Brackett, H. J. Thayer, 
H. C. Litchfield. 

SHOTS AMONG THE PRAIRIE CHICKENS. 

HAVING liltle time and less money to spare last fall, 
but being—as usual—possessed of a very large desire 

to look at something over my gun barrels, fortune favored 
me one day late in September on meeting a friend who said: 
' T understand yon have been out chicken shooting ” I had 
been up north about eighty miles, where, I was told, I could 
find a few birds, and Tfound them few indeed—-I tramped 
for tliree days—got up a flock of six and divided even with 
them, taking three lor my part, and came home. “Yes,” I 
said; ‘T have been out, but found few birds and no sport.” 
“Well,” he answered, “now I want you should lay out a 
trip and go with me. " I told him I could hardly stand 
anotlier trip. “But,” said he. “this is my trip. You will 
go with me, will you not?” You would be almost surprised 
to know how little urging it required to induce me to say 
yes. As my friend had recently been presented with a toe 
Irish setter but had no gun, he insisted I should go with 
him and select au outfit, which we at once proceeded to do 
and accomplished satisfactorily. 

After making what inquiries I could for several days I 
nearly satisfied myself that all localities within a few hun¬ 
dred miles had been shot over. As this was toward the last of 
the month and the law was off on the first, if we decided to 
hunt within a radius of four or five hundred miles we should 
be obliged to glean the fields where others had reaped the 
harvest; so we decided to start for Nebraska, hoping to get 
beyond the market hunters, especially those who haa hunted 
for this market, for the woods are full of them all over the 
West, and they are wiping out the game of all binds as 
effectually as a fire licks up the prairie grass. We bought 
tickets to Omaha, with a privilege of a rebate if we decided 
to stop anywhere this side; but after diligent inquiry at 
every possible point and opportunity we traveled across the 
States of Illinois and Iowa from east to west, receiving but 
the one answer, “The birds have been about all shot off.” 

Now this looks a little sad, that in two States, where but 
a very few years ago chickens enough could be found 
almost anywhere to make excellent sport, one should be told 
ere the first month of the shooting season is over, that “the 
birds have been about all shot off.” It only reveals the 
truth that our game of all kinds is being rapidly and surely 
exterminated. I am aware that in the Great West everything 
is done on the “broad gauge” plan, and that a majority of 
sportsmen here think they must have a “pile” of game in 
order to get any sport out of it; but they will very soon have 
to moderate their desires and learn to get more sport out of 
lees game. 

We arrived at Omaha in the evening, and stopping over 
night were told that a great many chickens had been shot 
about 100 miles west on the IT. P. R. R. We told our in¬ 
formant that we were not after chickens that had been shot, 
in fact we were not in the second-had business at all, but had 
started for some locality where we could “sit down at the 
first table.” The next morning we took cars and after rid¬ 
ing about eighty miles in a northwest direction were landed 
at the little town of Bancroft on the edge of the Omaha In¬ 
dian reservation. A few moments’ conversation with the 
landlord, a Parker gun behind the desk and two Russian 
setter dogs under the table, satisfied me that we had made 
no mistake in our location. I being the commissary of the 
party^, was ordered to make arrangements for our supplies 
during our stay, which I did by saying we should want a 
team at our disposal which would stand fire, enough to eat 
and a good bed to sleep on at night. “How long do you 
propose to stay?” asked the landlord. Our answer was; 
“Until we get satisfied.” The price was named and that 
settled it. 

About this time we were called in to dinner, where we 
were seated at a little round table with plates for four, two 
of which were already occupied by a middle-aged gentleman 
and a young lady. Do I hear some one ask, What has all 
this got to do with chicken shooting? Don’t be in a hurry, 
young man; go slow and I will tell you all about it. After 
dinner my friend in looking at the hotel register, read the 
names immediately above ours: Mr. S- and daughter. 
As the aforesaid daughter was standing near him while Mr. 
S-had gone to order up his team preparatory to starting, 
my friend with all due apologies inquired of the young lady 
if Mr. S- was a native of the town of M-, State of 
Connecticut, and being answered affirmatively, my friend 
said: “Will you please tell him an old schoolmate would 
like to speak with him before he leaves?” Such is life; 
here were two men, past the meridian of life, who had never 
met or even heard of each other since the old brown door of 
an obscure Connecticut schoolhouse had closed behind them. 
One had served his country as a soldier through the civil 
war and bore the scars of battle; and both in mercantile 
pursuits had wandered west to meet here by the merest 
chance for the first time since they were boys together. It 
is sufficient for this narrative to say that Mr. S- ordered 
his tram returned to the stable, and he and his fair daughter 
did not leave us until we had finished our week’s sport, add¬ 
ing very much to our enjoyment. 

Prairie chicken shooting is par excelletice the sport of the 
lazy man: it is the easiest of all land shooting—first, because 
the field is always open, and if one is too lazy to walk he 
can shoot from a horse or wagon; second, because early in 
the season, before the birds are quite matured, or have been 
too often disturbed, they will lie in the tall grass as close and 
long as one wishes; and thirdly, because they make a good 
big mark, flying true and not too rapidly, and there is so 
much of them that one need not fear of blowing them all to 
pieces, leaving nothing but feathers in the air. If they hap¬ 
pen to get up too near for a shot, you can measure your dis¬ 
tance, knowing there is no bush or tree for them to dodge 
behind. Thus in all respects they make fine game for one 
not disposed to be in a hurry; and for these same reasons 
the gentle things are easy plunder for the unscrupulous mar¬ 
ket-hunter. Later in the season (or at the time we were 
out), during the last of September, the birds are fully ma¬ 
tured, have become stronger flyers, and have been made a 
little more shy from an occasional shot among them, even 
in this far off locality, and will not always allow a dog to 
approach so near them; and if a bird gets up twenty-five or 
thirty yards away one has to wink his eye pretty quick in 

order to stop him, for being strong they will carry off quite 
a weight of shot unless winged or hit in a vital part. 

We shot mostly on the Omaha Indian reservation, which 
here is quite rolling, but excellent land covered with a heavy 
^owth of prairie grass, and there being no fences we could 
drive at will in almost any direction. The Indiana had here 
a few fields of corn and other grains, but there were thous- 
^ds of acres over which we could ride and shoot at pleasure. 
Our wagon was a comfortable two-seated spring wagon 
with a park top which would carry four or six persons and 
our dogs, and we had a couple of ponies somewhat larger 
than jack rabbits for a team which would walk or run all 
day, but manifested a most decided disinclinatiou to trot. 
We had taken two dogs with us, an Irish and English set¬ 
ter and our landlord had two Russian setters which were at 
our service, so we were pretty well fixed for an enjoyable time. 

Our mode of proceeding was about this: We would get 
an early breakfast, load up dogs, guns, ammunition, lunch, 
a big jug of water for ourselves and the dogs; thus equipped 
our party of four, as reorganized, would point the ponies 
(which my friend named Splinters and Shanks) for the In¬ 
dian reservation, when a ride of a little more than a mile 
would bring us on to good shooting grounds. We always 
drove to the leeward of the field over which we designed to 
shoot. Then we would get out, leaving Miss 8. to manage 
the team, following slowly in our wake and occasionally 
marking birds for us, which services she rendered in an 
admirable manner, and with a new and delightful pleasure 
to herself. With the four dogs, the three of us keeping 
about two hundred yards apart and moving in line as nearly 
as practicable, each would generally find birds enough for 
his individual shooting without disturbing the others or 
placing them in danger; and when one’s pockets became too 
heavy for comfort or convenience, he would fall back to 
the wagon and deposit his load. Occasionally we would all 
meet at the wagon,when we would water the dogs,sample our 
lunch, a cigar, look over our birds, and when we had finished 
our chat and were thoroughly rested , start out for another 
tramp. Thus’we would put in the time till about 11 o’clock, 
when it was time to bundle ourselves and dogs into the wagon 
and drive back to the hotel for dinner, after which came 
cigars and usually a game of cards till about 3 o’clock, when 
we would find ourselves again seated in the wagon and on 
our way for the evening shoot, which usually lasted far into 
the “twilight soft and gray.” To me there is a rare and 
indescribable delight in shooting on a still, quiet evening, 
watching the last rays of the setting sun,, and the last faint 
glimmer of light as it quietly passes away under the gauzy 
curtain of night. (May the last days of all good sportsmen 
be as quiet and pleasant.) We always found supper await¬ 
ing us on our arrival home, when after caring for the dogs 
and shedding our hunting traps, and taking a good square 
tin pan bath, we, “us four and no moye,” would gather 
about tne little round table aforesaid, doing ample justice to 
broiled chickens, flanked by vegetables, warm biscuit, 
pastry, etc. After supper we would look to the comfort of 
the dogs, and then seat ourselves for a cheerful chat and 
game of cards till bed time. 

Should you ask me now how many birds we bagged, I 
could not tell; I kept tally till we got past 100 and then 
quit. We did not forget our friends nor neglect ourselves, 
for we sent away a box each day, and kept a string hanmng 
under the little porch of the hotel from which our table was 
supplied at each meal. Thus we passed the week, changing 
our route occasionally, always getting birds enough to make 
it enjoyable sport, never turning it into downright slaugh¬ 
ter, and leaving birds “enough and to spare.” And with it 
all we had a good time. A. 

Chicago, IlL_ 

KENTUCKY GAME NOTES. 

HE past season has been remarkably barren of sports. 
After a favorable summer and an apparent plentiful¬ 

ness of nesting birds, the most inviting covers were drawn 
blank. In few instances were more than two rounds neces¬ 
sary to insure an oiling up and “filing away” of guns. The 
heaviest mast the old-timers ever saw brought not a pigeon 
nor a squirrel. Streams that a few years ago furnished ex¬ 
cellent sport will not now furnish bait. 

A few sportsmen met in Louisville during the fall and 
evolved a new game and fish law, which Chairman Barbour 
has submitted to the Solons now iu session at the capital; 
but precedents forebode trouble if not defeat. Without leg¬ 
islation radically different from past enactments, sports in 
the bluegrass belt will soon be an item of pioneer history. 

Very few legislators (?) appear to realize that rapid rota¬ 
tion is the prevailing practice; and no sooner than assured 
of their election, all foolishly set about a canvass for re-elec¬ 
tion which rarely materializes. Asinine pledges are given 
during canvasses, and coupled with an equally asinine am¬ 
bition to go back, handicap representatives so heavily that 
intelligent and imperative legislation in the interest of game 
and fish is nearly an impossibility. Two or three instances 
of observance of our fish law of ten years ago demonstrated 
its wisdom so clearly that not a complaint was heai’d; but 
universal evasions of the penalties and the notorious partici¬ 
pation in infractions of the law by officers sworn to encom¬ 
pass the observance of that law, soon resulted in a lapse to 
the old slate of vandalism from which we were but tempo¬ 
rarily lifted. 

May the fates prosper the efforts of the gentlemen striving 
to benefit the ignorant and perverse, and their labors result 
in a law whose penalties will command its religious observ¬ 
ance through a mortal fear of the consequences of violation. 

During a late horseback trip to the mountains I was in the 
saddle the greater portion of seven days’ traversing a finely 
timbered section, and though informed by every one that 
squirrels were plentiful I didn’t see one except on the tables 
at two houses. One large bunch of mallards flying up Cum¬ 
berland River and two bevies of quail was all the game that 
I saw. and every day that I was out was a good day for 
gunning. I was invited to occupy a deer stand within four 
miles of a country town, where two of five deer had been 
bagged a few days before, but business forbade. Within 
twenty miles of home 1 was shown the leg of a two year old 
doe, one of thirteen deer started in one drive. 

A night at Uncle Joe’s was next thing to one spent in 
camp. His reminiscences of large and small game captured 
within ear shot of the fireside beside w'bich we sat were de¬ 
lightful. He told me that there are several bunches ol deer 
in the country, and that on the Tennessee border bears have 
increased so rapidly as to become seriously destructive of 
mountain sheep. 

A little conservatism and concert would soon render the 
mountains of Kentucky as rich in sports as when Uncle Joe 
was a middle-aged man and 1 a boy, thirty-five years ago. 

Central Kentpoky. KbntuckiAN . 

THE ADIRONDACK DEER. 

A long letter originally printed in the New York mnes 
has been copied into several of our journals. Its statements I 
are so inaccurate and its reasoning so fallacious that I pro- ' 
pose to go through it and show its worthlessness as an argu- I 
ment for deer hounding. The writer says: I 

Eyei^ year a larger number of people than went the previous year I 
visit that region in search of health or amusement, or both, but they I 
leave early in the fall, beeau.se the game laws are so framed that 
there is little to amuse them after Sept. 1. I 

This may he true of some parts of the Adirondacks, but it 
is not true with respect to the north side. Parties go into 
the woods as Jong as the weather is warm. Only the pot¬ 
hunter would stay later. 

In so large and sparsely settled a region as that under considera¬ 
tion no law can be efficlive which does not appeal to the common 
sense of the majority of ibe resident population, for they and they 
only, can prevent the violation of the law by irresponsible people, 
and unless they will co-operate with the authorities the State cannot 
secure gamekeepers enough to prevent the hunters from breaking 
the law. 

That is about so. If gentlemen (?) like “J. T. D.” will 
violate the law, by all means repeal the law. Don’t punish 
the offender because “the State cannot secure gamekeepers 
enough to do it.” Poor little Empire State, how 1 pity you 
in your helplessness. 

It had always been the custom until this year to use dogs In start- i 
ing the deer, so as to drive them past the point where the hunter can , 
get a shot. 

It had always been the custom to run the deer to water i 
and kill it with a club. 

The deer can easily distance the dog, and by running to some brook ! 
or pond can throw the dog oft the scent and escape, unless he hap¬ 
pens to come to the spot where the hunter is waiting for a chance to 
shoot. 

Yes, the deer can outrun the dog for a short distance. 
That only. The pure hound is too slow for this business, j 
Guides use a mongrel—just hound enough to follow the l 
scent. A dog that runs fast and gives little tongue is the j 
best for deer. Why don’t “J, T. D.” describe the “spot" 
where the hunter waits for a shot? I will supply the omis- , 
sion. It is at a pond or lake on some bushy point. His 
guide is with him; his boat is hidden from sight^ but where 
it can be pushed into the water in a moment. 'There is not ■ 
a panther in the Adirondacks but will tree to a good dog in | 
from five to thirty minutes; yet he could easily kill a dozen ' 
dogs had not nature given him a mortal fear of that deter- i 
mined animal. So with the deer. In his terror he flies to ' 
the nearest pond to “throw off the scent.” He plunges into . 
the water. Perhaps he has had a hard run for miles; per- < 
haps the water is icy cold. There is no pity in the breasts 
of sportsman (?) and guide who, hidden on that bushy point, • 
are waiting for it. As soon as the deer is out far enough so 
they can cut him off from the shore, they put out in the 
boat. What follows is cold-blooded, deliberate butchery. 
Swiftly, silentlj" the boat approaches the victim. At a dis¬ 
tance of ten or fifteen rods it is discovered by the deer, that 
now makes frantic efforts to escape. The powerful arms of 
the guide soon send the boat to within a few feet of the ■ 
doomed animal. Then the Winchester is a favorite weapon, li 
If the deer is not killed by the time the magazine is emptied, ^ 
the guide holds it by the tail while the sportsman (?) beats 
its brains out with a club (carefully provided by the guide i 
for just such an emergency). 

Consequently not more than one deer in ten which are started is ( 
likely to come within shooting distance, unless the hunting paivy is i 
a very large one. Even when the deer goes within shooting distance 
the hunter frequently misses Are and the animal makes his escape. 

The sportsman (?) always employs a guide; the party gen-, 
erally consists of several persons. One guide puts out the i 
dogs, and from his knowledge of the country and previous 
hunts of like nature can tell about wfiere the deer will water, 
and the rest of the party post themselves accordingly. Prob-' 
ably not one in ten escape. 

This kind of hunting gives employment to the greatest number of 
men and does as little harm to the deer as any method tnat is em-' 
ployed 

Yes, it gives employment to men, hut is that employment 
an advantage to them after all? The guide keeps a pack of 
hounds (but no hogs) all the year; neglects all other work 
for perhaps a month's employment “hounding.” As for the 
deer, it is simply death for it, and after being run by a dog 
for hours and then plunged into an icy lake, probably death . 
by a club is a relief. 

In fact, it is well known that every deer killed by hounding costs the 
sportsman at least $150 in expenses for camping utensils, guides, pro¬ 
visions, etc., but the health and enjoymeut derived from a life in ilie 
w'oods amply repay him for the expenses. 

That is all mooushine. I have known parties to sell veni¬ 
son enough to pay expenses. I have known men who used 
to make uji a hounding party every fall to hunt with hounds 
for profit. 

The use of dogs, however, makes the deer wild, so that the pot¬ 
hunter who is snooting for the market cannot easily make his ex¬ 
pense, and therefore last winter, by appealing to the sympathies of 
many members of the Legislature who were not familiar with the 
subject, some of the pot-hunters’ friends procured the passage of a 
law probibiiing the use of dogs, and wnat was the result? 

So Forest -VSTD Stream is the pot-hunter’s friend, is it? 
And the thousands who signed its petitions for a non-hound¬ 
ing law are all pot-hunters or their friends? So far as I 
know the result was to lessen the number of deer killed; it 
gave an outer who wanted a deer for camp a chance to kill 
it without a dog, and gave some people and papers a chance 
to bowl. 

The guides lost their usual employment ia September and October ' 
because people did not dare to break the law, but they had to make 
their living and provide for their families; therefore, they were forced 
to hunt deer and sell the hides to the peddlers, as well as the meat, 
when they could do so. The hide of a good detr brings $1.50, and the 
meat must be c.irried out of the woods on the hunter’s back on th e 
chance of finding some one to buy it. Of course, at these rates, it 
takes a great deal of hunting to realize $3.50 a day that the hunter 
would have were he acting as guide for a sportsman, feeling sure of 
his money whether the sportsman had good or poor luck. The result 
of all ttiis legal red tape lias been plainly sho>»n in the small section ‘ 
of Franldin county with winch I am familiar, where up to the latest 
accounts 66 deer had been killed this fall, as against an average of 26 
to 30 each year when hounding was allowed. Under the old law the 
deer were steadily increasing in tne section I virit, and I never saw 
tracks of both large and smalt deer so plentiful as the.y were in the 
fall of 1884. 

Perhaps the guide did lose his usual employment in Sep¬ 
tember and October, but then he had a chance to harvest his 
crops. Does “J. T. D.” mean to tell us as an honest fact 
that but twenty-five or thirty deer were killed each year by 
hounding iu Franklin county? Why I know of a single 
party killing as many as that in a single hunt on the southern 
border of St. Lawrence. “J. T. D.” “never saw tracks so 
plentiful as in the fall of ’84.” Well; when the woods are 
full of hounds deer will make tracks, and plenty of them, 
there's no doubt about that. 

Many persons suppose that the deer are caught and torn by the 
dogs, but this is a mistake, as a dog cannot catch a deer unless tber® 
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Is a heavy snow or unless the deer Is disabled. Even then, if he 
should tear the deer’s hide he would receive such a threshing as 
would prevent a repetition of the offense, as a torn skin does not find 
favor with the peddler. The numerous extracts you have from time 
to time puiili^ed (taken principally from the Booneville fferata' 
shows conclusively that it is the pot-hunter shooting for market who 
is doing the damage in the Adirondacks, and not thesummervisttor, 
who la. supremely happy if he obtains only one deer with braucbuig 
horns, and is eontemed if he gets any at all. Compare this resnli with 
the story of the pot-hunter, published in the Booneville Herald, who 
shot sixty deer this season for market, or with one of the guides 1 
know personallv, who shot twentv-nioe deer for market in one small 
section of woods where, as I said before, all the summer visitors cpm- 
bined have only been able to kill from twenty-live to thirty m a 
season. One would hardlv Imagine that the matter of hounds nr no 
hounds would have any influence outside of the woods, but the actual 
fact is that in Franklin county alone it was estiniated by one ot the 
papers published in Malone that the falling off in the number of visi¬ 
tors caused bv the new law resulted in a loss to Franklin county alone 
oft50.(XX). The matter entered into politics to such an extent that 
the senators and members were called upon for tlieir views on the 
dog question as soon as they were nominated, and I understand that 
the supervisors of Franklin county have resolved to petition the 
Legislature to restore the former law. It is evident that the hunter 
for market does the most damage, and that men will not hunt for the 
market if they can obtain other and moreremunrrative employment 
as guides in September and October. After Nov. 1 most of these men 
settle down to winter work in the lumber region and do not hunt 
during the remainder of the year. 

These being the facts, it follows that to preserve game as much as 
possible, and in order to iutere- t the inhabitants in enforcing the law. 
a bill sbould be passed allowing deer to be hunted either with or 
without hounds during the months of August, September and Octo¬ 
ber. It should be illegal to allow any venison to be sent out of the 
Adirondacks during the next five yeurs. Such a law would not de¬ 
prive the lovers of venison in our large cities of their favorite dish, 
because there is always an abundant supply from the West. 

Now. Mr Editor, what is the object of game laws? Is it 
to give employment to guides? Is it to fill summer resorts 
with visitors? Is it to give Franklin county $50,000, or is it 
to give the game such protection as will enable it to hold its 
own against the raids of all hunters combined? 

[Cut this out, put It on a blank, obtain signatures and send to your Member at Albany,] 

A PETITION 

For the Continued Protection of Adirondack Deer. 
To the Honorable, the Legislature of the State of Hew York: 

■ We, the undersigned, residents of County, respectfully petition that the 

law (Chap. 557, Laws of 1885) which makes it “unlawful to pursue any wild deer in this 

State with any dog or bitch” may not be amended in any such way as to permit the use of 

dogs for hunting deer at any time. 
(Signed) 

acticle very modestly says “we do not profess to be 
tborousbly posted on this question but have noted down 
some of the arguments as given by the advocates of deer 
bounding.” He is therefore excusable for the errors it con¬ 
tains. The cry of slaughter comes not so much from those 
that would preserve the deer as from those that want 
to kill them, but cannot because they cannot employ 
a dog to drive them into the water where they can kill 
them with a club as well as with a gun. 

I wager that not one man in ten who is trying to make 
uVtolhep7e'senrsea80n(1885) we had three methods of that still hunting is so very easy and successful a mode of 

J Lnh nnnnlar with some, each more or less hunting can kill one deer during the whole month of No- hunting deer, each popular with some, each more or less 
d 6striictiv6. 

First was floating. Destructive, if practiced nut of 
season; otherwise not very. In order to float at all yon 
must have a pond or stream, shallow, in portions at least, 
and containing food. Not one pond in ten is a “good deer 
pond.” Then you must have a boat and experienced pad- 
dler. You bunt at night. Nearly half the nights are moon¬ 
light, Very few deer are killed then. Many other nights 
are cold, rainy or windy. The good niahts for deer after 
Aug. 1 are but few, and I have lain in a boat all night, one 
of the hottest, darkest, stillest nights I ever sa w, on a small 
pond whose shores were all cut up with fresh tracks, and not 
heard a sound of a deer. Again, after, about two nights’ 
hunting, and the firing of half a dozen shots, at such a pond 
deer get “educated,” and will run and “blow” at the first 
glimpse of light or the least sound. 1 have “floated” many 
more nights without seeing a deer than those when I have, 
and I do not suppose I have killed over one deer to half a 
dozen nights. Wounded some, you ask? Well, yes; 
though BO more than are wounded and lost in other methods. 
So floating is not so awful after all. Besides, there are vari¬ 
ous ways to stop floating, or at least make it unsuccessful 
A single “protector” could keep a hundred ponds “doc¬ 
tored” so no deer would be killed. How? Just burn brim¬ 
stone here and there around it, about once in two weeks. 
Or, if the guide is so disposed, a misstroke of the paddle, or 
a little lurch of the boat at the right moment fixes things, 
and the sportsman is none the wiser. The objection to 
“floating” is, that it is the favorite method of the guide and 
fisherman out of season. It is most destructive in the early 
part of the season, but the enforcement of the law, as it is, 
would stop that. 

Still-hunting is practiced almost entirely in fall and 
early winter, and its advocates are mostly the guide and 
hunter who, after working for pay in the wi ods all summer, 
want a few days’ sport himself. It seldom pays. Many 
times the game does not sell for enough to any more than 
pay expenses. Now and then an expert hunter can make 
money at it. There is but a short time for it, and the good 
days, like the good nights for floating, are few, and I sus¬ 
pect, if the truth were known, many deer that find their 
way to market as killed by still-hunting are, in fact, cap¬ 
tured by bounds. 

Now for hounding—the real nut we are after. Hounding 
can be practiced any day in the year. You may have thirty 
good nights for floating; you may have thirty good days 
for still-hunting; hut you have three hundred and sixty-five 
for hqunding. 

Great ado Has been made about the number of deer killed 
by still-hunting this fall. The case is simply this. Had 
hounding been allowed, these same deer, and many more, 
would have been killed in the summer. 

What nonsense it is to say more deer have been killed be¬ 
cause of the non-hounding law. An army is composed of 
artillery, cavalry and infantry. Disband the infantry, and 
do you make it more effective? We had three methods of 
slaughtering deer. "We take away the most effective: the 
one, and the only one certain of success every lime, be it 
wet or dry, hot or cold—and we are told that we must re¬ 
store it as the only possible way to prevent the extermina^ 
tion of deer. 

It is twenty-five years since I killed my first deer. 1 have 
averaged about one a year since. I have killed them float¬ 
ing, by daylight from a boat, by watching a pond or field, 
by still-hunting. I once helped kill one by hounding. Sol 
know a little of all the methods employed. My advice 
would he, exterminate the mongrel curs that drive deer. 
Fine or imprison the so-called guides and .sportsmen (?) who 
violate the law, stop the marketing of venison, and educate 
the public. Then stop tinkering the law, and enforce it. 

H. H. J. 
Caxton, Sr. Lawrence Co., N. Y. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
It is very exciting to hear the dogs driving deer, but the 

way the law is now the hunters in the country have a chance 
to hunt only by still-hunting, while the hunters back in the 
wilderness do hunt with dogs as much as ever. It seems to 
satisfy the hunters if they can have a few days’sport hunting 
deer with dogs in the fall, but the guides and hunters are ail 
mad and they are bound to kill every deer that there is in 
the woods. They swear that if we people can’t have any 
chance to govern our own game there shall be no game to 
protect. 1 think every county should govern its own game. 

Geo. W. Stowell. 
ScHRooN Lake, Essex county. 

The following reply to some of the false and silly state¬ 
ments printed in the press comes from one whose experience 
and character give weight to his words;- 

I piptice in your issue of the .34th iust. an ai tide headed 
^'|he great s,lau|hte/’ pf .deer last iXU.” of that 

vember by that mode of hunting. 
The assertion that more deer were killed last fall than 

there was in the fall of 1884. is erroneous. For so far as I 
can learn more deer were killed by still-bunters in the fall 
of 1884, than there was the present year. Add to what 
the still-hunters kill, more than four times as many more 
killed by hounding, and one must be well versed in mathe¬ 
matics to make the number less. Why still-hunters killed 
more in the fall of 1884 was because the weather was more 
favorable. I know what conditions must exist in order to 
approach a deer in the woods and must hold good through¬ 
out the whole woods. If more deer were killed last fall than 
there was the previous fall they must have been killed by 
the aid of hounds. It cannot he denied but what hound¬ 
ing was practiced to more or less extent in most parts of 
the wilderness. In the Beaver river country not less than 360 
deer were killed in the season of 1884 Two hundred were 
killed by driving into the water with hounds and about sixty 
by still-hunting. Last fall less than sixty were killed on the 
same territory. Why was this? Simply because the law 
aaainst hounding was strictly enforced. Other sections 
where the law has not been enforced many deer have been 
killed and credited to still-hunting. A year ago last fall a 
party from Jefferson county caniped on Beaver river and 
killed about thirty deer, last fall they went on the same 
ground and killed four. Another party wko the previous 
fall Killed twenty-three, last fall did not kill any. 

The writer says “that deer herd together on their feeding 
grounds in the open woods, where they are easily approached 
by the hunter, and sometimes the whole herd are killed.” 
This is a great mistake. 1 was born and raisea in the Adi¬ 
rondack wilderness and have hunted deer ever since I was 
allowed to handle a gun, which was not as the privileged lad 
of the present day, at the age of ten years, hut at sixteen. 
This long experience has made me thoroughly conversant 
with the habits of the deer in our North Woods. They do not 
herd together at all, seldom more than two or three are 
found together and more often one alone. It is seldom that 
they come out into open woods during the day. In years 
when there are beech nuts they come out to feed on the nuts 
in open beech timber during the night, and almost invariably 
repair to the swamp and thicket before daylight. If when 
following a deer it chances to cross open timbered land where 
it can be seen at a distance, he is sure not to stop there, but 
seeks some thicket where h'.^ can see the hunter on his track 
and not be seen himself, and when be lies down almost in¬ 
variably lies in a position to watch, his back track. The 
author says “that where there are no dogs to run deer they 
become tame and are easily approached by the hunter.” 
This is a most preposterous assertion; go into a country 
where they have never heard a dog or seen a man, they are 
the same. Itfis instinctive for them to be wild and wary. If 
the writer does not believe this I would like to have him 
come and try to get a shot at one. If he does not change 
his mind in less than a week’s time he will differ from every 
one else that has tried it. 

I deprecate the slaughter of deer by whatever mode it is 
done. But every thinking man must see that the chances 
for slaughter are an hundiedfold more than by still-hunting, 
as it requires no skill or experience. The deer once in the 
water can be killed as easily as if tangled in the snow crust, 
and it is a known fact that deer always take to the water 
when pressed by hounds. 

Still-hunting requires much experience, a great deal of 
traveling and an acquaintance with the liabits of deer. Not 
more than one in a hundred that goes into the woods to hunt 
can kill more than two or three deer in one season and more 
that do not kill any at all. There are the Humes, of Diana, 
that doubtless kill more than is consistent with the preser¬ 
vation of deer. And now one Williams, from Pennsylvania, 
turns up that kills thirty-two deer, while his two compan¬ 
ions who hunted as faithfully the same length of time and 
killed two deer each. It is alleged that he used a pointer 
dog. The author says that dogs drive the deer into the 
windfalls, swamps and thickets. This would be well if they 
would leave them there, hut the hound will follow them 
through thick and thin until compelled to take to the water 
where the hunter is awaiting him. The writer says “that in 
European countries all the banting is with dogs.” This 
may be true, hut do they drive them into the water and kill 
them there? No, it would be an unpardonable disgrace for 
them to kill a deer in that way. This is the very reason 
why hounds should not be used in our Adirondack wilder¬ 
ness—It abounds in lakes and ponds into which the deer are 
driven and easily killed. Were the hunters obliged to shoot 
them in the woods while on the full run as it is the only rule 
to do in the old Country, then hounding would not be so de¬ 
structive. The Slate of Massachusetts in her game laws 
does not prohioit the use of dogs but veiy wisely makes it a 
penal offense to kill a deer within $ certain distance of water 
when driven by do»s. The writer says the venison will not 
be jp^ureij by the cjiase ip eqol lyea.thcr, .Be is 

The worst hounded venison I ever saw was killed in Novem¬ 
ber, with snow on the ground. It was unfit to eat when 
killed and in twenty-four hours was putrid and had to be 
thrown away. It is because they cannot endure the race so 
well that they take to the water so much quicker in cold 
weather. In view of this fact, if a season for hounding must 
be tolerated at all, it should not be in October, hut the first ten 
or fifteen days of September. This would accommodate the 
greatest number of sportsmen, very few of whicli remain in 
the woods after that date. If it is later than this it will he 
entirely to the interest of pot-hunters. Besides, during Sep¬ 
tember deer do not take so readily to water and thus the op¬ 
portunity for slaughter by this mode of hunting would be 
entirely avoided. 

It is self-interest that causes the hotel keepers in Franklin 
and Hamilton counties to curs^ the new hounding law. They 
all keep large packs of hounds and they bring revenue to 
their tills. 

If the State of New York wishes to adopt measures to in¬ 
crease the revenue of a few landlords at the expense of the 
destruction of this most noble game in her great prospective 
park, she has only to’repeal the non-hounding law and it will 
he speedily'accomplished. Advocates of hounding claim it is 
a sportsmanlike way of hunting deer, I do not see it. It is 
not the part of a sportsman to kill his game by helieing its 
instincts, or depriving it of the means with which the crea¬ 
tor has endowed it for its protection and safety. Let us see 
how hounding does this. The hunter puts the swift persis¬ 
tent hound on the track of the timid deer, his first instinct 
is flight, by this means he can escape, his human enemy. 
After a long and frightful race failing in this, ho turns 
toward the water where instinct tells him he can surely hafBe 
the enemy on his track. Half dead with fright and with 
protruding tongue and panting sides he arrives on the shore 
of the lake. The water, although cold and uninviting, is now 
his only place of refuge. He plunges in, and when well out 
in the lake should be safe, when a boat pushes out from the 
shore and cuts off its retreat. Witness his frantic plunges, 
this way and that, in his endeavor to avoid his now more 
deadly enemy, but it is of no use, escape is impossible, his 
pitiful blealings for mercy are of no avail, he is ruthlessly 
murdered by the pot-hunter or so-called sportsman. His in¬ 
stinct has belied him, bis fleetness has been taken away from 
him and like the deer in the snow crust or in the trap, can be 
killed with a club as well as with a gun. This is a method 
of killing deer beside which even the steel trap is a miti¬ 
gation, for in his wanderings he accidentally steps in the steel 
trap and is caught. But in this great water trap you take 
advantage of his instinct and compel him to come in and 
be caught. I think that hounding deer should be prohibited 
on the ground of its cruelty and inhumanity, if it did not 
lead to speedy extermination, which it surely does. 

Keep the non-hounding law where it is, add to it a more 
effective detective force, and if it he evident that by any 
other method of hunting too many deer can be killed, legis¬ 
late some measure to curtail their numbers and pli nty of 
deer are insured, sufficient for all reasonable demands of the 
sportsman and the tourist in our great Adirondack wilder¬ 
ness so long as it remains a wilderness. 0. Fenton. 

SHOOTING IN CUBA. 

About twelve miles due south from Hahana and two 
west from the railroad station at Eincon lies one of 

the tracts (1,300 acres) rented by the Hahana Field Sport 
Club, and policed by its own special constable. These 
grounds inclose three large lagoons, favorite resorts in win¬ 
ter of coots, teal and other ducks, and their borders are fre¬ 
quented by snipe and other marsh birds. Thus they had 
been heretofore much visited by local hunters from many 
miles around, some of whom sousht invitations from the club 
by offering to its members the attention to conduct them in 
excursions outside of this tract, where good sport could 
sometimes be bad. Some of these attentions had been 
accepted from two of these parties, who professed to have 
two wonderfully fine retrievers for these reedy and difficult 
lagoons, and they were consequently invited to have a day 
with the«cluh in these waters. The morning was cloudy and 
dark, threatening drizzling rain, which threatening con¬ 
tinued to hover over us without, however, coming to a 
downright rain storm. 

The visitors were supposed and indeed supposed them¬ 
selves to he so much better posted iu successful methods of 
the chase in this particular region that they were asked to 
indicate the most efficacious plan, and were shown the four 
boats belonging to the club, fitted with racks for blinding, 
etc. Flattered by such bowing to their superior skill, they 
were inclined to be a trifle boastful, especially of the superior 
qualities of their retrievers, which they said would be sure 
to follow the wounded birds into the most impenetrable 
reeds; and they chose for themselves to go in the boats, 
while most of the members present distributed themselves 
to favorable positions on shore to intercept the birds in their 
flight. But in the general eagerness to get into posiiion, and 
the confidence that the visitors were so well versed in lagoon 
shooting, we neglected to mention to them that under the 
administration ~of the Field Trial Club there might be some 
slight changes that had taken place since its advent to these 
waters, for instance, that there were some birds there with 
peculiarities such as the visitors had never before seen, though 
they looked Toy all the world Just like those they had so often 
found here. These w'ere in groups in the furthest part of the 
larger lagoon, which the boats had to trayerse slowly and 
ifjfh ^tehtest eautfon. I’ollowifig the stiT^qous edge of its 
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reedy shores, a favorite method of these parties being to creep 
stealthily^ upon the game, and a shot at a tempting group 
like that in view would amply repay them for an hour’s tug¬ 
ging at the muffled oar. The boat of the club was to them 
also a novel method of approach, and novelty always has 
attractions of its own. 

The creeping movements of the boats was keeping some 
birds in motion frorn one lagoon to another, and from one 
part to another of this lagoon, giving the members stationed 
about an occasional shot, but the parties in the boats were 
inclined to burn no powder upon the birds passing over 
them so intent were they upon the large bag to result from a 
single broadside into the tempting flock nestling in the edge 
of the reeds ahead of them. They had tugged at those oars 
until their arms were breaking, they had crouched down in 
the boat until the muscles of their lower limbs were cramped 
into hard knots, but they had arrived almost within shooting 
distance and were full of anxiety lest the game should flush 
at the last moment before they were at the desired distance. 
Five yards nearer and their labors would be rewarded by 
that triumph of skillful approach, which they were burning 
with desire to demonstrate to the city sportsmen as the dne 
qua non for these lagoons. In vain small groups of birds 
would pass over, and temptingly near to them. In, vain 

would flush from the reeds beside them; in 
vain Fulka americana would flee in couples and quadruples 
before them in near proximity, when an effective broadside 
was so soon to fill their bags to overflowing with Querque- 
dula discors. In vain also Parras gymnostoma railed at them 
Its angry piutest against their presence in its favorite haunts, 
thus proclaiming it to the coveted game had they been of 
more timid stuff. Several pairs of wicked eyes were now 
turned upon the hunters from various stations on shore in 
keen expectation of the sport about to begin and almost 
simultaneously four streams of fire and smoke issued from 
that triumphant boat, introducing great confusion among 
the victims of the fusilade, but, strange to say, none of that 
large flock took to wing, but hovered in those reeds as if in 
overweening confidence in their hiding place from the 
terrible enemy before them. But only a brief respite was 
given them, for a second and a third volley was poured in 
upon them in rapid succession from the two breechloaders in 
the boat and Bose and Fetchum were launched out to gather 
in the dead birds. What a proud moment for these two 
rustic sportsmen to show off their superior tactics, to their 
city brethren. Never before in all their shooting experiences 
had they got away with a whole flock, not one escaping to 
teU the horrid tale. But alas! In spite of their pride of 
great experience in the ways of the anatidse that day, they 
had been destined to receive a new revelation in natural his¬ 
tory. To their deep chagrin Bose and Fetchum belied the 
fame they had given them. They returned empty-mouthed 
to the boat. They would not retrieve those ducks. It then 
dawned upon them that there w'as something strange in this 
affair, and moving forward with the boat they were initiated 
for the fust time into the mystery of decoys, they themselves 
having been decoyed to this advanced knowledge of “tricks 
that are (not) vain.” These ducks had not been bred in 
northern solitudes. They were village ducks, bred in West- 
port, N. T. Oh, ye shades of Nimrod I judge of the con¬ 
fusion of mind that overwhelmed these two at this humili- 
ating_ discovery. Instead of the exhibition of superior 
intelligence, it suddenly flashed upon them that they had 
effectually exposed their ignorance of modern methods which 
had demonstrated their efficacy upon themselves in a strik¬ 
ing manner. 

Though no members of the club had sat behind the stools 
on that day, still they had made a fair bag, which was duly 
divided among all, their visitors included. Of course they 
were profuse in regrets that they had forgotten to mention 
to the visitors the little circumstance of the presence of 
decoys in the lagoon, as they supposed they knew all about 
such little incidents of duck shooting, and the visitors were 
as fluent in their protestations of sorrow at their blundering 
destruction of the property of their entertainers, which had 
at least been deteriorated by the numerous discharges of 
large shot. They were freely forgiven in consideration of 
the lively entertainment the incident had afforded, and 
which will long hereafter be remembered as a charming 
reminiscence of the association, furnishing, as it did, long 
and agreeable exercise to the diaphram and abdominal 
muscles of its members. Nemo. 

Habana, Cuba, Dec. 26. 

PASSAIC COUNTY ASSOCIATION. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

I have read with very little satisfaction the proceedings of 
some of the game protectors against violators of the law in 
New York State. I should think that these paid officials 
ought to have made a better record, considering the facts 
that they have a large area of country to look after and that 
the reports were for a whole year. Compare their reports 
with the following, the record of the Passaic County Fish 
and Game Protective Association for the last month, 
December: 

Abraham Terhune and Thomas Finnegan, fishing with net, 
$20 each and costs. Edward Ryerson, shooting black bass, 
$20 and costs, Jacob Ryerson, maintaining eel weir, thirty 
days iu jail. James Ryerson, Ashing with set lines, prose¬ 
cution abandoned on account of sympathy for family. Frank 
Kastell, same.offense, thirty days in jail. Thomas W. Gar¬ 
rison, same offense, prosecution abandoned on account of in¬ 
sufficiency of testimony. Barney Palm and Mike Kelson, 
maintaining eel weir, $20 each and costs. John Milligan, 
same offense, prosecution abandoned on account of sym¬ 
pathy for family, Whitfield Little, John S. Schulster and 
Thomas Van Orden, unlawfully killing rabbits, $20 each 
and costs. William Suedeker, trapping quail, $20 and costs. 
In the cases of the eel weirs mentioned the weirs were ail 
destroyed. The fines were not collected in every case, but 
none got off without paying at least the larger portion of 
the costs. 

In addition to this the Association has almost perfected 
arrangements for stocking Greenwood Lake and other 
|*assaic county waters with alewives, and has discussed 
plans for the iniproYement of the shooting and fishing in the 
county. This is one month’s record, and December was by 
no means an exceptionally good month. The Association 
consists of fifty-five members who pay fifteen cents a month 
as dues, and nearly all the business of the Association is 
transacted by the secretary. One association of this kind 
with a few live members and a handful who pay dues is 
worth a half a hundred hired game protectors. Still, sports¬ 
men do not seem to see the benefit-*—! may say necessity—of 
organizing. A little euergy and a little money go a great 
■^ay when properly applied. ^ • - # 

INITIATION. 
Editw Forest and 8t/>’eam: 

Time has dealt kindly with me, and I am almost aston¬ 
ished that it has me hovering around in the vicinity of fifty. 
It seems a long, long time since I shot and killed my first 
deer, when I was about fourteen. It was in the mountains 
of Huntingdon county, Pa., and not more than two and a 
half miles from where I was horn, and I have been shooting 
ever since. How vividly we remember important boyhood 
exploits. It seems like an occurrence of but a few weeks 
ago, I remember it all—How I coaxed my father and uncle 
Sam to go along and how I rubbed up the old smoothbore 
rifle that no one else would think of taking to the woods to 
shoot deer with; the sleepless night before the start; the 
early start; the hunt begun along the south side of Tussey’s 
Mountain; how I watched the man above me and the one 
below me more than I watched for deer, afraid of getting 
lost; how while looking for the hunter below me I saw a 
magnificent buck loping along not thirty yards down the 
mountain; how I bleated and he stopped broadside; how my 
gun was discharged and when the smoke cleared away I had 
a palpitation of the heart and found that the buck was 
wounded; how I yelled like a Comanche, and how the man 
below me, Sam Stryker, came up, tried to shoot him in the 
head to save the skin and venison, and instead shot him in 
the nostrils, and how the buck made off down the 
mountain; how I wanted to follow him, with my gun 
empty, of course; how he would not let me, saying 
that the deer would stop in a short time; how we waited un¬ 
til my father and uncle Sam came to us, when we all went 
in search of his buckship, there being no snow, no dog—and 
no buck until his skeleton was found nearly a mile from the 
scene of the tragedy the following summer. Oh, how 
well I remember how I mourned the loss of that deer. It is 
hardly necessary for me to say that I thought more of the 
old smoothbore after that day’s hunt than I ever did be¬ 
fore. 

Since those days I have hunted in Michigan, Minnesota, 
Dakota, Iowa and Pennsylvania with varied success, but 
none of my many outings ever gave me as much pleasure 
and sorrow combined as the first deer hunt on Tussey. 

_ Shongo. 

THE DUCKS OF THE PACIFIC. 

TO-DAY my thoughts have gone back to the day last 
February I spent with Walter N. Shoemaker, of Chi¬ 

cago, among the ducks, quail and jack snipe in El Cajon 
Valley. We left the city on Wednesday mornina,- for a 
twenty-mile drive to that favorite hunting ground, famous 
for its raisins and oranges, its immense ranches, and last, 
but not least, its great coveys of quail. 

Nine miles from town our dog flushed a covey, and, leav¬ 
ing the team with Shoemaker. Jr., we proceeded to bag a 
couple of dozen, which afforded us about an hour’s sport. 
Driving on ten miles further, we arrived at Ben Hill’s ranch, 
on which was a laguna covering ten acres of ground. Look¬ 
ing down on the water from the hill, we could see thousands 
of ducks feeding. We halted right there. Going down to 
the edge of the water we found hundreds of tumble weeds, 
which make the finest blinds in the world. Quickly con¬ 
structing a blind I stationed Mr. S. within it, and, telling 
him not to fim until I was in position, I went down the 
other side so as to approach the ducks from the trees on that 
side, as they had floated down to the further end of the 
laguna on seeing us. Crawling up to within gunshot of the 
water, I cautiously rose up and—whiff, whiff, went dozens 
of wings, as mallard, sprig and teal jumped frantically into 
the air, with quack, quack, as I poured right and left bar¬ 
rel into them and succeeded in bringing down several, among 
them a royal old greenhead. Bang, ban^, went Shoemaker’s 
gun, telling me that the birds were circling over him, and I 
had hardly time to slip two more shells in my gun when 
s-h-e-w came a dozen or more sprigs right over my head 
down into the laguna; and two more came tumbling down. 
St-ill I could hear Shoemaker firing up at the other end. We 
stayed there until I had bagged twenty-seven ducks, as nice 
and fat as one could wish for. Then, as the ducks had about 
all left the laguna for the smaller ponds down the valley, we 
thought it best to hunt them up. My friend had secured 
about as many as I had, and we felt highly elated with our 
success so far, for it was only about noon and we had a fine 
bag already. 

Driving down the valley I spied through the trees a dozen 
^ ducks sitting on a sandbar about the middle of the river. 
We again left the team, and after making a detour crawled 
down to the edge of the river and found ourselves right op¬ 
posite the ducks, which proved to be mallards. We sat 
there admiring them until Shoemaker got uneasy, and rous¬ 
ing up we discharged a couple of barrels into them and two 
more as they rose in the air, and we had the pleasure of re¬ 
trieving half a dozen as fine greenheads as I ever saw. Then 
we went back to the wagon and drove up to Mr. Winches¬ 
ter’s ranch house, about a mile further, to get feed for our 
team and eat lunch. Asking the only man in view if he 
could accommodate us with hay, we received a negative 
reply, and were also informed that Mr. Winchester had left 
orders that no hunting was to be allowed on the ranch. I 
looked at Shoemaker and he at me, and as I knew of a splen¬ 
did duck pond on the ranch which I had hunted before 
with good success, the news was a damper. 

“Well, it can't be helped,” remarked Mr. S., “but it’s 
rough on the horses, as we brought no feed.” And I felt 
consideraWy irritated, for Californians, as a rule, keep “open 
house.” We talked the man into giving our horses some 
feed, however, and he explained that some weeks before that 
a couple of sportsmen (?) had visited him, and on going to 
the ponds had shot into his hogs which were feeding in the 
marsh, had scattered shot among his stock, and on being 
remonstrated with, had consigned him to perdition, where¬ 
upon he made up his mind to stop all hunting. We told 
him that, of course, we would respect his right to keep us 
from hunting, and at the same lime expressed our opinion 
rather strongly concerning men who would act as the hunters 
aforesaid, as such men always did more damage than they 
did good. On leaving the ranch we had gotten as far as the 
gate when he called to us and said, “If you will drive down 
the fence half a mile you’ll find some good duck and snipe 
grounds. Don’t shoot any of the stock, and you can kill all 
the birds you wish. Good hye,” and into the house he went, 

• “Well.” said S., delightedly, as I whipped up, “that fel¬ 
low’s a jewel after all,” in which opinion I heartily coincided, 

Down the fence we drove and ere long came to as pretty 
ground as one would wish to see. Filling pockets with 
shells, we had not tramped twenty yards from the carriage 
when seaipe went a longbill and hang went Shoemaker’s 
Pieper; seriipe seaipe, apd up jumped two more, and the fun 

waxed fast and furious. Shoemaker held his own royally, 
and I did the best shooting I ever did in my life, scoring 
thirteen straight without a, miss. We left that snipe ground 
thoroughly satisfied, and all our hunting was done inside of 
three acres of ground. It was the best snipe gi-ound I ever 
saw, and I think my friend S, will say the same if he reads 
this letter. As the afternoon was waning we took the road 
toward home, and after getting into two or three more 
coveys of quail and filling our coats we reached San Diego 
about 8 o’clock in the evening, thoroughly satisfied with 
ourselves and the day’s sport. 

We brought in somewhere near 150 pieces of game, num¬ 
bering duck, jacksnipe, quail, dove, rabbit and jack rabbit. 

Our game this season is fine. Ducks and quail are here 
by thousands, and we anticipate nutny a day of fine sport 
among the geese, which do not arrive here until after the 
New Year. Three market-hunters, located twelve miles 
from town, are shipping on an average seventeen dozen quail 
daily, and still they seem to be as plenty as ever. Black 
brant are not so plentiful on the bay as last year, and the 
duck crop I think is hardly as large, but we are having 
glorious sport nevertheless. Ad. B. Pearson. ' 

San Diego, Cal.. Dec. 18,1885. 

MtcniGAN Deek.—Escanaba, Micb.. Jan. 16—My in¬ 
formant was mistaken about Lud Leopold shooting a man at 
work. He raised his gun to do so when his hunting oartner 
stopped him; Leopold thought it was a bear. Not long after 
that Leopold shot his huntiug pard and killed him. When 
arrested he waived examination and was tried in Circuit 
Court and found guilty, and was given one year or two 
hundred dollars fine. I hear he paid the fine. Cheap. Two 
years ago next month I saw 1,400 deer skins at Escanaba, 
some red coat, some blue, some heavy gray, some of the 
latter quite green, a large share of them killed out of season. 
One week later 1,400 more of the same kind were broughi 
in and shipped away. All of them came from Manistique. 
This fall I tried to get two deer heads for a friend in Buffalo 
but could not get them as the hunters only bring out the 
saddles as a general thing.—Blank. 

Fooled by a Grebe.—One day I was rowing leisurely, 
when I saw a red-necked grebe. The grebe appeared to be 
pretty far off, but I thought 1 would risk a shot, so I blazed 
away, and the shot took effect. I paddled up and secured 
the bird and laid him on the bottom of the boat. He was a 
fine specimen, and I was glad to get him. Then I turned 
the boat toward home. I had got about half way there, and 
had turned half round in my seat to see my way among the 
rocks, when I heard a splash. I looked round just in time 
to see that grebe’s tail disappearing in the briny deep. I 
never got him again. He conducted his operations very 
well indeed, and! supposed he deserved to get away.—J. 
Wendell, Jr. 

YiRGtNiA.—Lynchburg, Va., Jan. 20.—The weather with 
us was open and beautiful until the 8th iust.; indeed we 
thought we would have no winter at all. But on the 8th a 
snow storm and the cold wave struck us at the same time, 
and for a week the mercury was at and below zero. It was 
the coldeist weather experienced here for a long, long time. 
From the most authentic sources I learn that the game, and 
specially our partridge (quail), escaped and are now doing 
well: but it is reported that in other portions of our State 
near Staunton the game birds fared badly. Bob White is a 
sturdy little fellow, and if given half a chance will come out 
all right.—W. A. S. 

Corinth, Miss.—I left New York on the evening of the 
10th inst., and did not reach home until Wednesday at 7 
o’clock A. M., nearly twenty-four hours behind time. Was 
stuck in three drifts before I reached home. It was fear¬ 
fully cold, and we bad a very disagreeable trip. The weather 
was 6“ colder here than it ever has been within the memory 
of the traditional “oldest inhabitant,” or any other man. 
Ice six inches thick. The cold wave reached this place 
Thursday morning and New York Friday night about 11 
o’clock, as T can testify. Has been cloudy with a cold rain 
almost every day since last Thursday, and fearfully muddy. 
—Ghton. 

Kansas Rabbits.—Paola, Kansas, Jan. 15.—One of the 
late hunting and trapping books says that in hunting rabbits 
the runways should be manned, the hound turued loose and 
silent watch kept for the rabbit. This may do very well in 
some States, but in Kansas all that is required is a small dog, 
a good hickory club and two or three inches of snow and a 
person can return at the end of an hour with fifteen or 
twenty rabbits.—R. H. 0. 

New York Association for the Protection of Fish 
AND Game.—The officers for 1886 are: President, Robert 
B. Roosevelt; Vice-President, Benjamin L. Ludington; Sec¬ 
retary and Treasurer, Thomas N. Cuthbert; Counsel, Charles 
E. Whitehead; Executive Committee, Stephen A. Main, 
Alfred Wagstaff, Henry N. Munn. 

Stonbham Sportsmen’s Club.—Stoneham, Mass., Jan. 
21.—At our re^lar meeting, Jan. 7, the following officers 
were elected; President, P. H, Horne; First Vice-IYesident, 
Elbridge Gerry; Second Vice-President, A. O. Emerson; Sec¬ 
retary and 'freasurcr, H. P. Brett; Trustees—Geo. Coburn, 
W. P. Howe and H. H. Dane. 

The Forest and Stream’s Grizzlies.—Santa Barbara, 
Cal., Jan. 11,—Put ’em (the grizzlies I mean) in Central Park 
arden with Forest and Stream tag on them, and like 
esignation prominently on their house (or den). You can¬ 

not make a better contribution to curiosity and popular in¬ 
formation.—W. N. R_ 

Progress, N. 0,, Jan. 22,—We have been having some 
very bad cold weather here, but it is fine now, 1 have care* 
fully examined the grounds in this vicinity, and am pleased 
to find the birds all right. I have a couple of basset hounds, 
and they are having lots of fun with the cotton tails.—T. M. 
Aldrich. 

Blooming Grove Association.—Officers for 1886: H. 
W. Nason, President, 74 Broadway; Spencer M. Nash, Vice- 
President, 23 West Thirty-third street; A. J. Post, Treasurer, 
102 Broadway; N. S. Smith, Secretary. 95 Nassau street. 

Trajectory Test.—The shop number of the BlanJ 
test^ at our rifle tra^’ectoiy tests lyas 10,263. 
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ST. LAWRENCE RIVER WORK. WM. STEELE, State Game ami Fish Protector at 
• Clayton, ma.kes the following interesting annual re¬ 

port of the work, on the St. Lawrence River and elsewhere 
in Jefferson county: 

Clayton, Jan. 3, 1886. Gen. R. U. Sherman, Secretary 
Commission of Fisheries, New Hartford. Dear Sir: I. beg 
to submit my report for the year 1885, as requested by you. 
My entire time has been given to the protection of fish and 
game, and I have had no other business, except that for a 
period of two weeks, by official permisiion from you, I gave 
my attention to personal matters out of my district. My 
memoranda shows that 1 was actually engaged two hundred 
and one days. The details are attached to this report. As 
vou are aware mv time is almost entirely devote<l to the 
river St Lawrence, It is long and wide and filled with 
islands, and affords the very best chances for violators of the 
fish and game laws to work undi.scovered. I think it a low 
estimate to say that I have traveled more than four thousand 
miles on the river during the year. My skiff has been in 
almost constant use in searching for illegal nets, but at times 
I have used a sailing yacht loaned me for the purpose. 
During the year I have been in constant consultation with 
officers and members of the Anglers’ Association of the St, 
Lawrence River. I have investigated every complaint and 
watched many nights, lying in my skiff, for the purpose of 
discovering violators of the law and illegal nets, which it 
was impossible to get at in the day time. 

The illegal fishing has been very great in the St. Lawrence 
River in former years. Prom Tibbett’s Light at the source 
of the river at Lake Ontario to Chippewa Bay, some fifty 
miles below, there have been for many years men who have 
mainly made their living by fishing with ni ts. It has been 
estimated that until the Anglers’ Association commenced 
their work, and prior to ray service under the instructions 
of your Commission, there were over one hundred tons of 
game fish taken from the river annually. But that is a 
thing of the past. Nets and netters are rapidly disappearing. 
It is a fact that until three years ago the laws were not 
known to a half dozen people living by or interested m the 
river. I have exerted myself to the utmost to make the 
laws known, by the distribution in pamphlet forni of a copy 
of the game laws of the State and by posters specifying their 
application to the river, and I believe that they are now 
understood bv all who are interested in the river or who live 
by its side, whether tourist, resident, boatman or guide. 
During the year 1 have destroyed 62 nets, found in illegal 
use at various points in my district, but mainly taken from 
the St. Lawrence. These nets I have pulled from the water, 
getting such help as I could from time to time, I estimated 
The value of the nets at not less than $1,500. In each case 
they have been burned in accordance with the law. During 
the last three months of the year I was assisted by Daniel 
Staring, of Alexandria Bay, who was employed by the Ang¬ 
lers’ Association at their own expense. He performed valu¬ 
able services, and worked earnestly to rid the river of the 
murderous nets. . , m, 

I have had no opportunity for persecuting offenders, ihe 
nets are set under cover of darkness and are emptied in the 
darkness. The owners will watch them when they are being 
taken, but will not claim them. It is almost impossible to 
prove an ownership. They simply look on and see their 
property taken away, and calculate the chances of profit by 
replacing them. . 

I believe that the law passed during the last session of the 
Legislature which forbids the “having in possession” of 
black bass and other game fish will be of very great benefit 
the coming’ spring, and until the time that the close season 
ends. The law formerly had merely conditioned that cer¬ 
tain fish caught in the waters of the State should not be had 
in possession. Canada fish were sometimes secured, to be 
sure, and shipped by the fish mongers to this region, but in 
spite of the most incessant watching, many tons were taken 
from our waters during the close season, called “Canada 
fish” and sent to the market under this misnomer. It will 
be very easy under the law as it now reads to prevent this. 

The Canadian authorities have taken up the matter of 
protecting the game fish of the river from capture in nets 
and have greatly improved their laws and increased their 
protective service. There have been large numbers of nets 
destroyed on the Canadian side of the river by their officers 
and by their sportsmen. 1 think we can feel sure that entire 
co-operation from their side of the river will be extended to 
us. With the work that is now being done it can hardly be 
otherwise than that the fishing in the river will become even 
better than it has ever been before. I shall in the future, as 
I have in the past, permit no opportunity to punish offenders 
to escaoe me, by working and vvatchingat ail times. 

I have no suggestions to offer as to the laws or any needed 
feform in them from the standpoint of this part of the State 
or the region to which I have been assigned to duty. 1 be¬ 
lieve that we have enough laws, and in fact too many. 
They need, if anything, simplification and condensation; 
and if those on the statute books were but thoroughly lived 
up to by the people, and enforced by the magistrate when 
complaint was made, they would be all sufficient to properly 
and thoroughly protect the fish and game of the State. 

In ridding the river of illegal nets too much praise cannot 
be accorded to H. R. Clarke, a summer visitor from Jersey 
City N. J. His steam yacht goes daily to many parts of 
the Aver, and himself and his employes omit no opportunity 
to pull nets. He has permission from the Canadian authori¬ 
ties to remove nets from their waters when they are illegal, 
and he has during the past year made many raids on their 
side of the river as well as our own. A large number of nets 
were thus destroyed in addition to those named in the report. 

The nets captured were located as follows: March 6, 
Clayton Bay; 30th, Flynn’s Bay; April 35, French’s Creek, 
1 fyke net at each; May 9, yalmon River, 9 fykes, 10 gills, 
one trap and two sieves, in five days; 16, Clayton Bay 1 
fyke; 19-30, Pulaski and Salmon River, 4 fykes in three 
days; June 10-30, Chippewa Bay, 3 gill nets; 34, Chimney 
Island, 1 gill; 39, Blanket’s Island, 1 trap; August .31, Carl¬ 
ton Island, 1 fyke: 35-37, Blind Bay, 1 fyke: September 13, 
Eel Bay, 3 gills; 34-35, Carlton Bay 10 gills; October 9, 
Cape Vincent, 200 rods gill nets; 15, Cape Vincent, 300 rods 
gill nets; 16, Miller’s Bay, 200 rods gill nets; 19. Chippewa 
Bay 3 trap nets; 30, Chippewa Bay, 100 rode gill nets; 27, 
Millet’s Bay, 100 rods gill nets; November 4, north side 
Grindstone Island, 45 rods gill nets; 11, Goose Bay, 100 
rods gill nets; 14-18, Cape Vincent, 300 rods gill nets; 26-38, 
Eel Bay. 40 rods gill nets; December 1, Eel Bay, 1 gill net; 

Hickory Island, 35 rods gill pets. 

In my work during the year, I have invariably and at once 
investigated any complaints, rumors or information as to 
nets. You can readily understand that much work was per¬ 
formed in this way of an entirely useless nature. Some one 
would say that there was a net in such a place.^ It might be 
houe&t information, or an honest belief, but it has not al¬ 
ways been so. When there have been no complaints to in¬ 
vestigate I have created work by visiting suspected places. 
All of which is respectfully submitted. W. M. Si ebue. 

The Utica Obsermr say that Commissioner Sherman is ex 
ceedingly well pleased with the above report in form and 
substance. It shows what he particularly wishes to demon¬ 
strate—what thorough work may be done when sportsmen 
boldly and actively take hold of the work and thus strengthen 
the bauds of the law and its officers. Special Protector 
Staring will continue to labor with State Protector Steel this 
season, under the employ of the Anglers’ Aissociation, Dr. 
Sargent, of Watertown, President of the Jefferson County 
Fisii and Game Association, Captain Tyler, of Henderson 
Harbor, and others interested in fish protection in the harbors 
of the lake, are hard at work and will complete the chain of 
fish protection on the St. Lawrence and Lake Ontario in this 
State, this year. Fish thieves will have but little comfort in 
1886, or later, with all these active men watching them, 

FISHING AT KEY WEST. IT is a cold day in Key West; and when I say cold I mean 
it, although were I to give the exact height of the mer 

cury, I doubt very much if you good people in New York 
and further north, who are toasting your toes around tire 
cheerful holes in the walls and floors, through which the hot 
air pours, would agree with me. It is just .50” Fab., with a 
thirty-milc-an-hour zephyr coming straight from the Arctic 
circle, a cloudless sky and a bright sun, in which, screened 
from wind, the thermometer I have just bad put out to try 
it, soars upward to 70”. It all depends upon the route by 
which you reach a temperature, whether it shall be consid¬ 
ered hot or cold from above or below, I have in my time 
found it a little coolisb at 80° and warm at 32°; the former 
in lots of places all over the world, in Woosuug and Wham¬ 
poa, China; in Batavia and Siagapore, India; in Bahia and 
Rio, South America; in the Red Sea and in Aden, Arabia, 
where for days at a stretch—and nights too, for that matter 
—a thermometer whose marks stopped at 100° would be use¬ 
less; I have found the latter in our own temperate zone, in 
a sweet village, in a valley, which honored me by allowing 
me to be born there, a New York Central village, which 
possesses, according to the statement of the oldest inhabitants, 
“the finest climate in the world, sir.” SoatKey West where 
as a general thing the winter weather is just right for out¬ 
door life, in autumn clothing, for one extreme, white pants 
and straw hats for the other. When the day, one winter 
years ago, the thermometer marking 44°, estabUshed for it a 
perpetual record as the cold day, when not a dozen times in 
a score of years has it marked below 55°; 50° is indeed cold. 

But this cold day has furnished an incident very much out of 
the common, and one that 1 think worthy of being recorded. 

Although it is cold, and the water is rough, and it is Sun¬ 
day, fishing is going on at a very lively and successful rale, 
and by a method differing from all accounts of “A1 Fresco,” 
Henshall, “Nessrauk,” and other Florida anglers, whose 
contributions have enriched your columns. From the various 
wharves a great variety of fish are being captured with scoop 
nets. One bucket full that I examined contained not only 
the ordinary fish which we catch daily with hook and line, 
namely, “grunts” (hog-fish), yellow tails, snappers, groopers 
and porgies, but others seldom so taken, and some not at all; 
of the former pompano, and of the latter paintflsh, I recog¬ 
nize, And one, a new and strange fish to me, of which I 
send outline sketch, shaped somewhat like a pompano, but 
of dark purple color, and armed on both sides at the inter¬ 
section of tail and body with a fang-like weapon. The paint- 
fish is an unwholesome, bilious-looking fellow, of green 
pink, pale yellow and blue tints, with a remarkable mouth, 
made evidently to detach and crush shellfish. The lower and 
upper jaws project and form each a continuous sharp, 
crescent-shaped tooth. These fish are swimming around 
listlessly on the surface, evidently chilled nearly to death, 
the temperature of the sea being 63°, at least 10° lower than 
usual. And in addition to its low temperature it has, I 
should judge, an extremely unusual amount of lime stone 
rock and sand mixed with it, its color being that of thick 
whey, and my bath, tub this morning, an hour after being 
half filled, had a bottom deposit of fully an eighth of an inch 
of sand. 

The cause of this unusual state of affairs is a strong 
norther, which, beginning on Christmas morning at about 
3 o’clock, gradually freshened into a strong gale, which just 
now is moderating after over sixty hours"” of stirring up 
things. Although called a norther, the gale has been actu¬ 
ally from northwest, gradually hauling to north, where it now 
is, and dying out; and, except for the force of the wind, 
roughness of the sea and fall in temperature, which before 
was well up in the seventies, more beautiful weather could 
not be conceived of. There is one peculiarity about these 
northers; no two are alike, and no description of the approach 
of one would give any valuable data by which to recognize 
in time that of another. The oldest pilots and fishermen 
admit that the times are out of joint. Previous to this year 
they could foretell with considerable certainty the weather. 
This year all signs fall. During the first fortnight of our 
stay we were hardly free from one of these storms, our 
heaviest being the storm of Nov. 3 and 3, which wrought 
such havoc at Aspinwall, when with us the wind got up to 
fifty miles an hour. That began, as this one did, at the 
northwest, hauled just the same, but instead of the bright, 
beautiful, dry weather of this one, it was accompanied by 
the usual weather of a storm-clouds and drizzling rain. 
Another came on ns in a calm, the air hot, sultry and laden 
with moisture, from a black bank to the north northwest 
there sprung one single, intense flash of lightning, accom¬ 
panied, not followed, "by a tremendous thunder blast, and in 
ten minutes a gale was blowing, the thermometer dropped 
ten degrees and a perfect deluge of rain fellfor several hours, 
with no more electric display. This was the last one of any 
weight for over a week, and it seemed as though that shower 
had wrung every drop of water out of the air, and since it we 
have had fine weather. 

These northers seriously break up fishing for amusement. 
One does not care to go far from home in an open boat, with 
no fair prospect of getting back—without having suffered 
considerable hardship and exposure, not unattended with 
danger. So before a norther we don’t care to go. During 

I one we couldn’t if we would, and after one there is but little 
1 chance of success, for the water has grown cold and the fish 
I don’t bite well. Until to-day I believe the assertion of the 
I fishermen, that the fish during a hprtfier run off the reefs 

and into the gulf stream to keep warm; hut to-day’s experi¬ 
ence teaches that certainly a great many remain and become 
more or less torpid; and even were they here in plenty and 
vigorous, the water is so discolored that a trolling bait is 
probably invisible to them as it is to us dipped an inch under. 
We have not been entirely deprived of the amusement. 
There have been some good days, and we have made the 
most of them. Anchored anywhere on the reefs with rock 
bottom and no grass below us, fishing is made easy, too 
easy in fact, for there is but little of the element of chance 
and none of that of skill in it. Baiting with “sardines,” 
crawfish, conch or corned kingflsh, named in the order of 
their value, little lime is lost, and a bucketful of delicious 
pan fish is soon obtained. In order of value for the hible 
there are pompano, gTunts (called hogflsh in the Ohesa^jeake), 
snappers, groupers, porgies, yellow tails,, and now and then 
a hideous yellow and black spotted eel, with an enormous 
mouth garnished with many sharp teeth. Now and then a 
youug shark interrupts the proceedings. I don’t know what 
the fish called here sardine is. They ’are in myriads in all 
the shoal quiet spots near shore, and arc the young of some 
one species. With, a mosquito bar net we catch all we want 
easily, and cooked as whitebait, they are not had. They 
would elsewhere ho termed minnows, of from one to three 
inches in length. 

What I describe may be called home fishing. Anywhere 
within three hundred yards of the ship is far enough to go, 
and seldom brings to hand any fish of size; nearly all range 
from one-half pound to two pounds. By going five or six 
miles to the outer edges of the reefs and fishing in from ten 
to twenty fathoms, larger gropers, snappers, with occasional 
channel bass, are found. We find them easier in the mar¬ 
ket. Alongside of the wharves some sheepshead are caught, 
but as the only bait they will touch is a fiddler crab, which 
is scarce, not many are taken. I am told tarpon can be 
caught from the wharves as soon as the mullet get to run¬ 
ning, which desirable event is promised soon. yet there 
are very few mullet and no tarpon. 

At times, after an easterly wind, trolling for Spanish 
mackerel furnishes good spoH; but they are very uncertain. 
I have made three efforts, all unsuccessful, and I think that 
one reason is that just the weather that suits the mackerel to 
run in, suits me to stay in. One day, however, I was out 
when other boats were successful, and 1 got none. I had 
various kinds of spoons, spinners and minnows.(artificial); 
they all looked very fine to me, but the fish seemed to prefer 
the slice of white pork skin, fastened on to the single long- 
shanked hooks of the natives. It was the same on a longer 
trip made by a party to the “American Shoals,” eighteen ^ 
miles away, after kingfish. They carried with them a fine 
assortment of fancy gear, hut they caught their fish (and a 
fine lot they were, too, from thirty pounds down to ten, and . 
a half dozen handsome Spanish mackerel) with the fisher¬ 
man’s gear—a single large cod hook with tapered end, a 
wire snood hitched and soldered to the inside of the shank, 
leaving about half an inch as a spur on which to hitch the 
small end of the long triangle of pork skin used for bait. 
So it was, I remember, the first time 1 went blueflshing off 
Nantucket. My costly lot of lines were soon put out of 
commission, and I caught my fish on an eel-skin drail, for 
which j paid a quarter. One lives and learns. 

1 started once to go to the shoals for kingfish. Our pro¬ 
gramme was to leave here at 5 A. M., reach the shoals by 8, 
troll till satisfied, land in Loggerhead Bay, shoot a lot of 
plover on the ebb tide and be back by 9 P. M. We started 
at 5 with light airs; at 9 we anchored in twelve fathoms. 
Clo.se to, on one side, a nasty reef, the Sambro, and our stern 
tailing off the green water of soundings into the blue waters 
of the gulf stream, into which we had ventured; and be¬ 
calmed we drifted rapidly to the eastward, just catching air 
enough to get back the four or five hundred yards to sound¬ 
ings, after two hours’ drifting. As we had no bait for bot¬ 
tom fishing, hut corned kingfish, we tried it; but the sharks 
liked it too well, and we soon used up all of our gear with.- 
out a fish. It was tedious work and the planks of that 
schooner, the Foam of the Sea, were hard, and the seventeen 
hours that the trip cost ns were dull ones. To be sure we 
were, or ought to have been comfortable enough. Captain, 
cook, pilot and fisherman were full of valuable information 
about everything nautical and piscatorial connected with the 
Cays; and Gabe, the cook, kept ns well filled with most ex¬ 
cellent fish, coffee, etc, but somehow nothing compensated 
for the enforced idleness. 

We had but one adventure, a big loggerhead turtle came 
past, and as he was engaged in feeding on Portuguese men-of- 
war, he could be approached, for when so feeding they close 
their eyes to avoid the stings. A. Coster started for him, 
struck him and lost. I couldn’t see how he could expect 
any other result, for the spear used consisted simplj'- of— 
well it might have been h-alf of an iron spike, sharpened, 
about two inches long, then narrowed abruptly. I couldn’t 
see why it shouldn’t pull out as easy as it went in, hut It is 
the correct thing, the wound in the turtle’s back, they say, 
immediately swells close and this spike having become 
detached from the staff, becomes firmly imbedded and has 
attached to it about twenty or thirty fathoms of line, by 
which the creature is eventually secured. 

Most of the turtles brought to this market by the spongers 
are caught in nets set across the channels of the various cays 
they go to for sponges. These nets are very much on the 
principle of gill nets, the turtles striking them never turn, 
but using every endeavor to force their way through, get 
heads and. flippers hopelessly entangled. Under many of 
the wharves are turtle pens, in which at all times are kept 
quantities of green and loggerhead captives. The hawk 
hills are generally killed at once for their shells, which 
furnish the finest “tortoise shell,” worth $4 per pound. 
Many of the shells are kept intact, calipash and calipee con¬ 
nected, the former handsomely polished, the latter cleaned, 
and of these are made very handsome “wall hags,” the lin¬ 
ing and bags being of satin or silk. These range in value 
from ,$3 to $13. Oue at the latter price being about 
18 inches long, very richly colored and not trimmed, that is 
satin lined, etc. 

The spongers have had poor luck this year, although 
upon my first visit to the various depots, I was astonished at 
the great number in various stages of preparation. I was told 
that the crop was a very small one, owing to the continued 
bad weather. It is a pretty sight to see the fleet come in. 
It reminds me of the Gloucester fleet, but individually there 
is no beauty in the vessels as there is in the down Easters; 
these are broad, flat and unshapely, but good sea boats. 
Tbe owners combine with sponging the business of wrecking. 
Last week the incoming steamer from Galveston brought 
news of a German bark ashore at the Tortugas, and in less 
than half an hour the entire sponge fleet was off for cotton, 

ItBT Wkst, Fia..l5eo-3r Ptsecq, 
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BROWN TROUT. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

I am glad to see that some of your correspondents have 
hegun to sing the praises of the brown trout, Salmo fario; 
just keep on doing so, as they are worthy of our best efforts. 

I am conservative and don’t always put much stock in fish 
new to our waters until fully convinced that they are worth 
attention and are an addition. A few years ago the Califor¬ 
nia trout were introduced into our eastern waters; they grew 
fast, etc., etc., but they can’t be called much of an addition, 
as they don’t stay if they can getaway. 

Three years ago this winter a few thousand eggs of the 
brown trout were received from Germany by Mr. Fred 
Mather, who divided them into small lots, sending them to 
two or three of the hatcheries in the country. Some were 
received here at Caledonia and were hatched out; some of 
the young fish escaped into the wild stream, and during this 
past summer quite a number have been caught in the stream 
weighing from 5 or 6 ounces to Impounds each, and they 
were only years old! I did not have the pleasure of 
catching but one, but I saw and dressed several that were 
caught by friends, and I must say they are a grand fish 
They are beauties, I was going to say the most beautiful fish 
of the trout kind I ever saw, but 1 am afraid some people 
would call this treason and I will take it back, on compari¬ 
son with our native brook ti’out with which we have always 
been familiar, and say that if a brown trout, fresh from the 
water, had a little more red on the belly it would be hard to 
decide which was most beautiful. On their backs they are 
a rich brown, which on the sides runs into a gold color with 
great big red spots, but not so many of the spots as on our 
native brook trout, but the spots are larger and very bright. 
I will not attempt to describe the beauties of their fins, but 
will call on your modest and bashful fish editor who can do 
it up in good shape. 

Every fish that I have seen has been very fat, fatter than 
any of the other kinds in the same stream. The other kinds 
are our native brook trout, the California trout or rainbow 
trout and a hybrid, the last, 1 believe, coming from the sal¬ 
mon or lake trout on one side and the brook trout on the other. 
I made an examination of the contents of the stomach of the 
brown trout, dressed by myself, and found plenty of many 
kinds of insect life, any amount of flies and the larva of 
flies. On account of their being such good feeders, I think 
they will be a favorite with the fly-fishermen; they certainly 
will, after the fisherman lands the first one of them, as they 
are great fighters. 

It may be of interest to flshculturists to know something 
about how they stand confinement, and if they are easily 
raised. I found them quite shy, but good feeders, they 
would pick up much of the food after it had sunk to the 
bottom, to a much greater extent than any of the other trout 
family. If they don’t see you, or see the motion of your 
arm in throwing the food to them, they feed, like other trout. 
I found it a good plan to have a number of hiding places in 
the little rearing pond, in which I kept them, and by stand¬ 
ing at the foot of the pond and throwing the food up the 
pond, they did not see me as well, and fed better, but if 
disturbed, they would pick up the little particles of food 
from the bottom as soon as I went away or was quiet. 

If, after two or three years, the offsprings continue to 
grow as fast as the parents have, and do as well then, I say 
they are the best trout for the present conditions of streams, 
etc., in the United States. 1 think they will stand water a 
little warmer than our brook trout from what I have heard 
of some of the English trout streams. If your readers can 
get any information from this I hope it may prepare them to 
see the coming fish for American waters. J. Annin, Jr. 

Calkdosia, n. Y. 

Editor Forest and Stream.; 
My experience with the brown trout is rather limited, but 

is, thus far, very satisfactory. They are hardy and rapid 
growers, those 1 have from eggs received from Mr. Mather 
being considerably larger than either our brook or the rain¬ 
bow trout of the same age. I prefer them to the rainbow 
trout and think they are second only to our native brook 
trout. 'Frank N. Clark. 

U. S. Fish Commission, Northville, Mich. 

TWO HOOKS FOR BASS. 

Editor Forest and Stremn: 
Your correspondent “F, W. 0.,” of Kansas City, asks for 

information from some of your learned fishermen in regard 
to using two hooks in still-fishing for black bass. While I 
do not claim to belong to the class of fishermen he speaks of, 
yet, I think I can justly lay claim to the title of enthusiastic 
fisherman, and will give him the benefit of my observations 
during the past five seasons. Of those who fish for the 
small mouth black bass in this section I think I may safely 
say that ninety-nine out of every hundred use live bait ex¬ 
clusively. I fished the Schuylkill four years, at Black Eock, 
Perkiomen and Catfish dams, without seeing any one use an 
artificial fly. Last season 1 used the fly with some success 
on several occasions, and know of two others who used it 
almost exclusively. 

The custom in this locality is to use two or three hooks, 
generally two, on each line. A gut leader about four feet 
long is attached to the line. At the extreme end of the leader 
is attached a lead sinker from half an ounce to an ounce in 
weight, according to the swiflness of the current. About a 
foot above the sinker a snooded hook is looped to the leader 
just above a knot in the latter, which prevents it from slip¬ 
ping down. A second snood is attached about eighteen 
inches further up. If a third hook is used the leader should 
be five feet long, The gut leader is almost indispensable, as 
it prevents the tackle from getting into a snarl. The best 
material for a leader is extra heavy salmon gut, which should 
be used single. A twisted leader is very strong, so is a 
clothesline, and either may be used with the same success. 
The advantage of using two or three hooks is considerable, 
as several different kinds of bait may be tried at the same 
time, and much valuable time saved in finding out what kind 
of food the bass are looking for on any particular day. I 
have used one, two and three books on different occasions; 
and also on different rods at the same time, and my experi¬ 
ence is that the rod that is rigged with two or three hooks 
will take about twice as many fish as the rod with but one. 
I believe this to be the common opinion here as it agrees with 
the general practice of the most successful fishermen. When 
fishing with a friend in a small boat each fisherman should 
not use more than two rods. Some habitually use three, but 
I dun't want to fish from the same boat, 1 had rather take 
my chances slang shore. 

While on Cke subject of bass fishing I would like to ask 
info/xuatiosie /xjgard to a suitable ra?! /orcastings taih- 

now "d la Henshall.” I am aware that a high grade multi¬ 
plying reel, costing about fifteen dollars, will give satis factory 
results, I would like to know if there are any lower grade 
reels that will do the work fairly well, and answer its pur¬ 
pose as well as a one dollar reel ” does in fly-fishing. Could 
not a plain reel be manufactured, without click or multiply¬ 
ing mechanism, that would answer the purpose? If not, 
in what important particular would it be lacking? 

E. A. Leopold. 
Norristown, Pa. 

THE STRIPED BASS LAW. 

IN our last issue we stated that in the Senate of New York 
Mr. Pierce had introduced a bill to exempt striped bass 

from the provisions of the law which was intended only to 
apply to the little fresh-water fish which bears the same 
name locally. Our readers will remember that at the time 
of the passage of this law we strongly objected to it and our 
objection brought out the fact that the trainers of the law did 
notintend to include the Roceus lineatus,ila& “striped bass”par 
excellence, hut meant an insianifleant lake fish, the B. chrysops. 
We commended on the mischief resulting from people med¬ 
dling with what they did not understand and suggested that 
all laws relat ing to fishes should he submitted to the Commis¬ 
sioners of Fisheries for their approval, before going to the 
Governor. 

The law of New York referring to striped bass, passed 
May 9, 1885, reads as fellows: “No person shall catch, kill 
or expose for sale, or have in his or her possession after the 
same has been killed, any black bass or striped bass weigh¬ 
ing less than one-half pound, or hss than eight inches in 
length from end of snout to end of caudal fin, at any time. 
No person shall expose for sale or liave in hi.s or her posses¬ 
sion after the same has been killed, any black bass, Oswego 
bass, striped bass or muscalonge, save only from the twen¬ 
tieth day of May to the first day of January. * * * Any 
person violating any of the provisions of this section shall 
he deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and in addition thereto 
shall be liable to a penaly of ten dollars for each fish.” 

The objection to the law was the dates during which 
striped bass must not be sold, and by this name we always 
understand the salt-water fish, and this time is the season 
during which the fish from Southern waters come into our 
markets and are consumed in great quantities during the 
Lenten season. Fish is an article of food to a greater extent 
than game, and the great supplies should not be cut off in 
their proper season by any considerations of sport. The 
sale of brook trout, if stopped entirely, would not seriously 
affect either the market or the tables of the poor, for the 
number of pounds is small; but the consumption of striped 
bass is great, as is shown by the following petition, which 
was signed by most of the wholesale fish dealers of New York 
city: 

“To the Legislature of the State of New York: The peti¬ 
tion of the undersigned wholesale fish dealers, respectfully 
represents: That they are wholesale fish dealers in the city 
of New York, and receive for distribution among consumers 
the bulk of the salt-water striped bass, their consignments 
from North Carolina alone, between Feb. 1 and April 1, 
varying from two to five tons per day. Few (if any) of such 
bas.s are native or received from New York State waters. 
With these striped bass come shad, herring, catfish, perch 
and eels—many tons daily. The salt-water bass is scientifi¬ 
cally known as Roceus lineatas. It spawns late in the spring 
and early in the summer. The greatest demand for this 
fish is during the Lenten season, which will commence on 
March 10 this year. Bv Chapter 243. Laws 1885, arhending 
Chapter 534. Laws 1879, known as the game laws, the sale or 
possession of striped bass is prohibited between Jan. 1 and 
May 20. We are informed by the draftsman of the act of 
1885 that it was prepared at the request of the St. Lawrence 
Anglers’ Association, to apply solely to the fresh-water 
species of striped bass, scientifically termed Roceus chrysops. 
The ambiguity of the words ‘striped bass’ is a matter of pub¬ 
lic conceru. because, as law-abiding citizens, we cannot 
receive or handle the species from the sea, and shippers 
refuse to con.^ign the other fish unless we accept the bass. 
As a result, the supply from the South is decreasing and will 
soon be much below the demand, whereby prices will neces¬ 
sarily be largely enhanced without profit to either dealer or 
consumer. To fairly prepare for Lent, our cold storage 
houses should be filled immediately during the present cold 
season, when the supply is readily obtained.” 

In addition to this petition of the dealers the Commission¬ 
ers of Fisheries have written expressing their approval of the 
new bill. Hon. Robt. B. Roosevelt says: “In reply to 
your letter asking my opinion of the intention of the Legis¬ 
lature in the use of the words ‘striped bass’ in the amend¬ 
ment to the Act for the Protection of Game, passed in 1885, 
I would say that 1 have no doubt that the intention was only 
to apply tire expression to the fresh-water bass and not to 
that of the salt, although they are both commonly called by 
the same popular name. As to the advisability of protect¬ 
ing the salt-water striped bass, labrax or Roceus lineaius, to 
the extent of preventing its sale in the spring months, my 
judgment is that the time has not come for such extreme 
legislation, and that the people would suffer from the de¬ 
privation of a general article of food without corresponding 
benefits. I would advise a modification of the statute so as 
to confine it to the fresh-water striped bass. 

Commissioner R U. Sherman writes: “Ihave your letter 
of the 9th, inclosing draft of a bill to exempt the anadvomous 
striped bass from the operation of Chapter 243 of the Laws of 
1885, which would seem to exclude that fish from inarket 
during the closed season for fresh-water bass. It is ad¬ 
mitted by the framers of that law that it was not intended 
to apply to the striped bass from the sea which form so im¬ 
portant a part of the market supply. The hill you propose, 
intended to correct the error, is proper and right, and should 
become a law at the earliest practical period.” 

Com. Wm. H. Bowman adds bis approval; “Your note of 
January 7 received. We have no hesitation in recom¬ 
mending the passage of the act proposed by you amending 
Chap. 534 of Laws of 1879, as amended by Chap, 343 of Laws 
of 1885, so that it shall be applied solely to fresh-water 
striped bass.” . . 

Com. Eugene G. Blackford writes; “My opinion as a Fish 
Commissioner of the State of New York being asked 
whether the words ‘striped bass’ occurring in the game 
law, should he limited to the freshwater striped bass 
known as Roceus clhrysops, in reply I would say, it is 
not probable that the Legislature fully weighed the subject 
when the words ‘striped bass’ were ased in the game law. 
The intention doubtless was to confine legislation to the fresh¬ 
water species, and not to include those from the sea. The 
salt-water striped bass largely contributes to Lent, and its 
exeJusiop from tbe markets from the first of January to the 

twentieth of May, would be to deprive the people of a large 
quantity of valuable and important fish food, especially during 
the Lenten season, when nearly all kinds of fish are scarce. 
This would result in largely advancing the price of all other 
fish at the time when the demand for it is the greatest. In 
my opinion, the bill prepared by your committee, which ex¬ 
cludes the salt-water striped bass known as Roceus Uneatus 
should be immediately passed by the Legislature, in 
the interest of the entire people of this State.” 

With these arguments in its favor we hope the new bill 
will pass and correct the blunder perpetrated by those who 
may have meant well but who only knew of one striped 
bass. 

TWO WEEKS WITH A FLY-ROD. 

This is not written for those who had “just as soon 
catch flies as fish,” still less for those who think “fish¬ 

ing is done with a rod with a fly at one end and a fool at 
the other,” but for those who find their reward, not so much 
in the value of their catch as in the exorcise of their skill, 
and in the health and enjoyment that come from, a life in the 
open air. 

There never was a sportsman worthy of the name who did 
not find in nature a constant delight, and who did not feel 
in her companionship a sense of enjoyment which alone was 
a goodly measure of recompense for all his labors, A patch 
of bright color in the woods, a roaring brook tumbling over 
a cascade into a pool below, the various notes of birds, all 
bring with them a thriU of pleasure the “fry catch.-r” will 
never know. 

The number of people of sedentary habits who are learning 
that country air takeu in liberal measure, with rod in hand, 
is better than medicine, and far more pleasant, increases 
each year, until good sport has become scarce, and can no 
lon^r be found near this section, as a rule. 

There are grades of expertness in the art of fisliing (.for it 
is an art, and a fine art, too), as in other things, but fly-fish¬ 
ing must be acknowledged to stand at the head. The' man 
who can cast a fly straight as an arrow for eighty or ninety 
feet with a five-ounce rod, may well feel ab'>ve him who can 
“sit like a bump on a log” and fish off a dock, 

With two congenial spirits I started about Iho middle of 
September for a little vacation in Maine, where all sports¬ 
men hope some time or other to go. It seemed as though we 
covered a great deal of country, but wiien 1 look upon the 
map and see how insignificant a space it occupies there, I 
realize that Maine is a great State. We staid a night in 
Boston, reached Farmington, Me.., late the next day, where 
we changed cars for the Sandy River R dlroad. I had never 
heard of this road before, and I shall never hear of it again 
without a smile. The gauge of the track is only twenty- 
four inches, and cais and engine are on a similar scale, so 
that the whole thing looks like an ordinary train viewed 
through the wrong end of an opera glass. A man standing 
in the aisle, and extending his arms, can touch both sides of 
the car at ouce. Each passenger has a whole scat to him¬ 
self. The little engine starts the train of one or two cars, 
as travel may demand, at full speed, and makes its run of 
eleven miles to the other termiuu?, uphill and down, 
for the track is laid with almost no attention to 
“grades,” “cuts” and “fills,” and the engine whirls the 
train along regardless of such trifles, and makes very decent 
time too. At Strong another road of 1 he same gauge runs 
fifteen miles to Eingfield. The Slate Railroad Commission¬ 
ers require them to consume an hour and a half in making 
their run. The night we went up the conductor obligingly 
ran his train back several miles to Salem because he had tor- 
gotten to leave off the mail, which cous'sted of two or three 
postals. 

Another night at Kingfleld, and we started out in the 
morning in a four-horse stage for a thirty-i-nile drive to 
Smith’s Farm. There were more hills than houses on the 
road, and the way old Horace Wells sent his long lash in 
among those horses at the top of every hill, and half way 
down, was a caution. We held on the best way we could", 
or we would all have landed in the front scat. When we 
reached level ground he would turn his head around and 
ask. ‘ Are ye all there?’’ 

From Smith’s Farm we set out for a seven-mile walk 
through the woods, “up hill and down dale,” over rocks, 
roots and stumps, and through mud which filled all the low 
places. They called it a road, hut save the mark. 

It was a half hour past dark when we reached “Tim 
Pond,” our Mecca. 'Though bearing an abominable name, 
given to it in memory of a mighty hunter who was the 
“Leatherstocking'’of this region, it is in reality a beautilul 
lake, washing the base of Mt. Kenebago, and entirely sur¬ 
rounded by mountains, whose sides were already painted in 
beautiful colors by the frosts of early autumn. 'Prof. Vib- 
berts calls it “that magnificent spring,” and so it is. A 
spring a mile and a half long, and 2.000 feet above; the sea, 
clear as crystal, and as full of “speckled beauties” as an egg 
is of meat. 

Here Kennedy Smith, one of the best guides in Maine, 
and the best of hosts also, has a camp of a dozen cibius in a 
little opening on the edge of the lake. Each cabin is called 
a “camp.” 

It was late in the season for the best of fishing, but we 
had the best of air, appetite and solid enjoyment. We hud 
the pick of all the weather this fall, and caught fish enough 
to satisfy a reasonable person. 

After supper we unpacked our traps, put leaders to soak, 
made up a good fire, and went to bed in a bunk filled with 
boughs and good, clean blankets, and slept the sleep of the 
just. The next morning we were out early to see what 
“Tim” looked like. We found it smooth as .glass, which is 
the exception rather than the rule at this season, and the 
trout were breaking water in every _ direction. At the 
landing were plenty of good clinker-built boats. A good 
boat to row, and for rough water, but rolling too quickly for 
a novice to use. We selected a likely looking spot, beside a 
growth of lily pads, and anchored, while Fred tried the 
water. No rise. Moving off a little he whipped the water 
faithfully for five minutes in every direction, but without 
success. It looked rather blue, when a quick ripple in the 
water, s. man off his guard, a tardy strike, and fish de¬ 
parted . But this awoke us to action, and we can led thirty- 
three beauties into camp next day. 

Forty rods from the camp is the outlet ealled “Tim 
Brook,” which is nine miles long, and empties into the Dead 
River, It is a very romantic and swift stream. I fished 
down for perhaps a mile and a half, and should say it lell 
300 feet in that distance. There were three beautiful cas¬ 
cades, two of them fifty feet in height. Fresh d :er tracks 
were seen in abundance every morniug within aixty rods of 
camp, and moose and caribou are numerous. Two years 
xigo tUii month twenty-six egrihou were seen oo Tim JPpjjhi 
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at oDce. The fishing there is superior—as far as numbers 
go—in .Tilly and August, hut half a pound weight is a fair 
average. Later, the catch is not as large. The largest I 
caught 'weie'hed three-quarters of a pound, hut Dr. Gold- 
thwaite, of Brocton, landed one or two that weighed a pound 
each. But if glorious air, beautiful sceuery and a well-kept 
camp count, then Tim Pond is a splendid fishing ground in 
September. We enjoyed every minute. Two or three hours 
were devoted to fishing morning and evening. The sweet 
sleep one enjoys in the woods is no small item. We put in 
our two weeks'vacation all too soon, and packing up qur 
rods and other impedimenta, we tore ourselves away, hoping 
the time would quickly pass until we could return. 

A. G. McKee. 
Middletown, Conn.. December, 1886. 

Len. Jewell.—The famous guide and woodsman of 
Northern Michigan, “Len.” Jewell, died at Bay City on the 
20 thiD‘>t, As the fishing companion as well as guide to Mr. 
D. H. Fritzhugh, Jr., the one who introduced the grayling 
to the anglers of America, he qiloled Norris, Hallock, 
Milner, Mather, and others who visited the grayling grounds 
in their early day a dozen years ago. A giant in strength, 
modest, sober, and with a knowledge of the woods that is 
rare, he was the perfection of a snide. For over forty years 
he had followed the business of looking up lands for lum¬ 
bermen and settlers, and the Bay City Repress says of him: 
There were very few men in the Saginaw valley better 
known than “Len.” Jewell, he having^been a citizen here 
for about 42 years. Mr. Jewell was a modest, unassuming 
man, of retiring disposition and held the respect of every 
person with whom he came in contact in business or other 
transactions. For over 40 years he has traversed the piner¬ 
ies of Michigan as a land looker and his judgment as well as 
his estimates were considen’d perfectly reliable, never being 
known to give a false estimate in order to advance his own 
pecuniary gains, as it is too often the case with men in the 
same business. The fact is, the deceased if he had been 
trickily inclined, has had scores of opportunities to practice 
deception, and in the parlance of men of his class, “make a 
stake,” but he preferred to remain in poor pecuniary cir¬ 
cumstances rather than to gain wealth fraudulently. He 
was of a genial, social disposition, when in company with 
his intimate friends, and was especially a firm and true friend 
to those with whom his peculiar fancies gave him the incli¬ 
nation for a.«80ciation. He will be missed and mourned by 
many who had learned to esteem him for his true worth and 
manly ti aits. Leonard Jewell was boro in Home, Oneida 
county, N. Y., February 25, 1815, and was therefore in his 
7l9t year. He came to Bay City in the fall of 1844 and_ has 
since resided here. He enlisted in the Fourteenth Michigan 
infantry, company A, at the breaking out of the war, and 
was mustered out of service in North Carolina. He re¬ 
turned to Bay City and engaged in the business of looking up 
pine lands, which he has followed ever since. He was au¬ 
thority on pine property, showing good judgment and a 
remarkable faculty of estimating. He was very fond of 
hunting and was acknowledged to be one of the best sports¬ 
men in the city. He was a member of U. S. Grant Post, 
G.A.R , under whose auspices his funeral was held. 

Tip-Up for Pickerei..—Editor Forest and Stream; Say 
to your correspondent “Pickerel” that of all the forms of 
tip-up that I have ever used to signal a bite when fishing 
through the ice, there is nothing like the jumping jack of 
the toy stores. I buy fifty at a time and stick them up over 
the holes by suspending” them with a stout twine leading 
from the head to a slanting tick wedged into a hole in the 
ice. 'The line then leads to the string which works the legs 
and arms, and from these to the stick, so that in case of 
breakage the fish is not lost. The chances of breakage are 
very great, and it might be well to have them specially made 
for the purpose. The fun of seeing the mannikin spread 
himself in a most frantic manner is simply “immense.”— 
Limber Ji.m. _ 

Lake Ontario.—A bill has been introduced at Albany 
by Mr. Kilby to prevent the taking of fish, except ^ ang¬ 
ling, in the waters of Lake Ontario adjacent to Jeffe rson 
county. 

THE MASSACHUSETTS COMMISSION. 

WE have the twentieth annual report of the Commissioners 
of Inland fisheries of Massachusetts for the year ending 

Dec. 31, 1S85. The fishways ai-e in good working condition 
except the one at Holyoke which will require some repairs in 
the spring. All applications for the construction of new fish¬ 
ways have been considered, and such as have been approved 
of have been built, except that at Hamblin’s mill at Aeush- 
nefc. By delay of the law, no decision has yet been reached 
in this case. At the fishways at Lawrence, a record of the 
fish ascending has been kept. The following species were 
observed: Ale wives. May 6 to June 18; suckers, May 6 to Nov. 
3; lampreys, May 7 to June 18; red-fin shiners, May 31 to 
May 23. Two black bass went up in June, five io August and 
one in Seiitember. One salmon went up in May, ten in June, 
three in July, one in August and five in October. Five shad 
were found in the fishway in June, 14th to 19th. 

The distribution of trout has been increased and next spring 
there will be about 350,000 ready for delivery. Land-looked 
salmon have appeared in ponds which were not thought to 
be suitable for them when planted, but which were stocked 
at the. soheitation of their owners. There has been an in¬ 
creased run of salmon in the Merrimae the past year. A few 
have been killed at the dams during low water, but the most 
serious depredations were committed near Haverhill where 
dead salmon were found with spear marks on them. Eg^ 
of the salmon were taken from Merrimae fish by Mr. B. B. 
Hodge, of Plymouth, N. H., and hatched and retumed to the 
river, in addition to those furnished by the U. S. Fish Com¬ 
mission, 

Shad hatching was continued on the Merrimae, and to 
avoid gilling the salmon, a net with inch meshes was used. 
This developed the fact that the river was full of young male 
shad from one to two years old. These young males return 
with the mature females, while the young females do not 
return until they are three or four years old, or until suffi¬ 
ciently mature to spawn. An article on the result of shad 
propagation on tlie Atlantic coast, by Col. McDonald, is quot¬ 
ed, in which the statistics prove that the commercial value of 
the increase, due to artificial hatching, has been ten times 
greater than the sums spent yearly by the Fish Commissioners 
upon the work of propagation. 

The appendices contain a list of ponds leased; “Carp and 
Carp Ponds” by C. W. Smiley, from the Bulletin of the U. S. 
F. C.; “Directions for Constructing Carp Ponds” from Report 
Maryland Commission, 1880; “Taking the Fish from the 
Ponds” by Dr.. Rudolph Hessel, from Report U. S. P. C.; with 
the laws and resolves for 1885 and tables slip wing tbe 

weirs, seines anfi gill vefe 

fennel. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Utream FiMish^ 
ing Co. 

FIXTURES. 

FIELD TRIALS. 

Nov. S-2.—Eighth arnual fieM trials of tlie Eastern Field Trials Club, 
at High Point, N, C. W. A. Coster, Secretary, Flatbush, Kings 
county. N. Y. 

DOG SHOWS. 

Feb. 8, 9 and 10.—Fourth annual exhibition of the New York Fan¬ 
ciers’ Club, at Madison Square Garden, New York. Chas. Harker, 
Secretary, 6:a Cortlaudt street. 

March 16.17.18 and 19.—Western Pennsylvania Poiiltry Society’s 
Dog Show, at Pittsburgh. Pa. C. B. Elben, Secretary, 

March 83, 24 and 25—First Annual Dog Show of the New .Jersey 
Kennel and Field Trials Club, Newark, N. J. A. P. Vredenburgn. 
Secretary, Bergen Point, N. J. 

March 30 to April 2.—Third Annual Dog Show of the New Haven 
Kennel Club. S. K Hemingway, Secretary, New Haven, Conn. 

April 6, 7, 8 and 9.—Second Annual Dog Show of the New England 
Kennel Club, Edward A. Moseley, Secretary. Boston. Mass. 

April 14.15 and 16. First Annual Dog Show of the Hartford Kennel 
Club. A. C. Collins, Secretary, Hartford, Conn. 

May 4, 5. 6 and 7.—Tenth annual dog show of the Westminster 
Kennel Club, at Madison Square Garden, ''ewYork, James Morti¬ 
mer, Superintendent. P. O. Box 1812, New York, 

A. K. R.-SPECIAL NOTICE. 

The AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 

pedigrees, etc. (with prize lists of all shows and trials), is pub 

'ished every month. Entries close on the Ist. Should be in early. 

Entry blanks sent on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope. 
Registration fee (50 cents) must accompany each entry. No entries 

inserted unless paid in advance. Yearly subscription 51,50. Address 

“American Kennel Register,” P. O. Bo.. 2882, New York. Number 

of entries already printed 3186. 

going-to-do-about-it smile, and the New England Kennel Club 
saying, “We have no protest before us and can do nothing.” 
On the other hand, the Philadelphia Kennel Club disqualified 
the Sans Souci kennel, and at its last monthly meeting ex¬ 
pelled Hext. M. Perry from the club, this action of course pre¬ 
venting him from taMng further paid; as an exhibitoi’ at shows 
held under A. K, C. rules. The A. K. C. cannot afford to 
allovv this Sensation blot to remain any longer, even if the 
Westminster Kennel Club thinks that an ostrich-like blind¬ 
ness on its part will pi’event outsiders from seeing it. So 
much for what the A. K. C. must do to preserve purity among 
its own members. 

As to carelessness toward the interests of others, there is 
the application of the New York Fancier.s’ Club for admission 
as a sample. This application was presented at the meeting 
of Dec. 16, and referred to the Committee on Credentials. A 
mouth has elapsed and yet no advance has been made. When 
tlie application was read I was allowed permission to say with 
regard to it that an early answer was .specially to be desired, 
as the club proposed giving §800 in prizes, and it was anxious 
to announce at as early a date as possible its being a member 
of the A. K. C. if it was elected. The entries close next week 
for the Fanciers’ show, and with an utter disregard to the 
convenience or the interests of the applicant, tlie A. K. C. 
still dawdles along in its slipshod, careless methods. 

Then we have the short-sighted policy of preventing the frowth of the A. K. C. by its restrictive champion class quali- 
cation rule, which applies only to its own snows. What a 

difference it would make to the strength and control of the 
A. K. C. if its rule read a winner of three first prizes at shows 
held under these rules, and at which not less than 300 entries 
are made. Can the committee of the A. K. C. not see that 
such a rule would enable the chib to grasp the control of all 
shows, while at the same time it ia not c ssential that the con¬ 
trolling body should be swamped by an excessively large 
member-ship, if that is what the committee objects to? 

It is in the facing such as the foregoing and the action 
thereon that will determine whether the A. K C. is to be a 
live organization or a stumbling block to point the fingei- at. 

James Watson. 

THE A. K. C. CHAMPION RULE. 

Editm- Forest and Strecmi; 
Mr, Smith is in error, I did not “impugn his motives,” i 

said that unless explained, there could be no other conclusion 
but that the proposed amendments were insph-ed by pei-sonal 
motives; the time at which they were made, and the fact that 
Sensation won at these two skows, pointed in the strongest 
manner in this direction. By reading between the lines of Mr. 
Smith’s letter, I think it is clear enough, that the reason 
guiding him In these proposed amendments, was the previous 
practice of the W. K, C. and other show clubs, and not the 
wish to affect the standing of Sensation, and this is just the 
avowal I called on him to make. It is always agreeable to 
have a suspicion of interested motives i-emoved and I cannot 
but think that the W. K. C. in general would be wiser in 
frankly meeting cases apparently against their good intent on 
such matters. 

I really fail to see where my inconsistency was. I wanted a 
list made of shows characterized by good classes, good man¬ 
agement and good judging, and I cannot agree that the Bos¬ 
ton and St. Louis stows were anything remarkable in this 
line. Certainly neither of them approached either the Wash¬ 
ington or Breeders’ shows in either point, and if I mistake 
not, the Ottawa and Toronto shows were either of them 
ahead of those Mr. Smith selected. 

I cannot state my case stronger than I did by selecting the 
cases of the mastiff judging at the Winnipeg and Breeders’ 
shows, and again 1 would urge on the A. K. C. the vital 
necessity of getting rid of the naiTow exclusiveness that so 
poisons its whole bodjr politic, and of which Mr. Smith’s 
letter is so striking an instance. 

Depend upon it, the breeder or dog owner does not care a 
snap as to whether a dog won “at a show held under the 
auspices of a club, a member of this association.” What in¬ 
terns him is, who did the dog heat, bow good a class was 
present, and who did the judging, and even the A. K. C. will 
eventually find out that it is only by studying the feelings of 
dog owners and exhibitors, that they will prosper. I cannot 
see why there ^ould be any difficulty in clubs arriving at 
a satisfactory conclusion as to what shows were proper to be 
counted for champion honors, when the public have no trouble 
in determingthisipotnt, and even if there may be trouble in 
doing it, surely that is no excuse for positively refusing a Mai 
at it. 

It is with great regret that I find myself obliged to hold 
away from the fight that I see Impending over the A. K. C. 
in general, but oculists will take no denial, and I make this 
final effort, partly to do the justice to Mr. Smith that he has 
not thought fit to do to himself, and partly to add a last word 
of urgent entreaty to dog show clubs, not to ruin themselves 
by the hide-bound exclusiveness that has done so much to 
bring them into public contempt. W. Wade. 

Hulton, Pa. Jan. 22,1886. 

IS THE A. K. C. TO LIVE? 

Editor Forest and Stream : • 
:'.,Mr. Wade’s twice propounded inquii-y is one that can only 
he answered by the club itself, and not by promises but by 
acts. Its gi-owth or decay depends entu-ely upon the amoimt 
of confidence it can elicit from those interested in shows. If 
it transacts its business in a prompt and straightiorward 
manner it will succeed in gaining support, but if carelessness 
toward the interests of those it has undertaken to govern, an 
inability to grasp the situation it aspires to, or a laxity in pun¬ 
ishing the lapses of its own members becomes appai-ent, then, 
like poor Joe, it may exist but it cannot live. 

Mr. Wade lays much stress upon the so called “Sensation 
amendments,” but as they were most summarily dealt with at 
the last A. K. C. meeting, credit must he given the club on 
that score. Mr. Elliot Smith, I am aware, stated to his fellow 
committeemen that Sensation’s quahfying lor the champion 
class was not the object of his amendment to admit the old St. 
Louis, Boston and Baltimore shows, but it is nevertheless a 
fact that the four votes cast against the amendment were 
given by gentlemen who felt they were crushing a piece of 
special legislation. There is, however, a portion of Sensation’s 
history which was brought to the notice of the American 
Kennel Club which demands consideration and prompt action. 

We all remember the fight of a year ago over “construction,” 
and how Boston at first adopted the strange rendering of the 
champion nile propounded by Major Taylor, but after Forest 

and Streaji had editorially condemned Boston’s action it fell 
into line with New Haven and New York, and called for three 
firsts at shows given by members of the A. K. C. So much 
fuss was made over this at the time that there was no excuse 
for any person accustomed to show dogs making a mistake. 
Yet in the face of this the Westminster Kennel Club’s pointer 
Sensation was entered in the champion class when it was not 
eligible. Neither Mr. Elliot Smith nor Mr, Mortimer can 
deny that they were aware of this at the time of the show, if 
not before, and yet the prize for which Sensation had a walk 
over is stiU held by his owners. This is singularly inconsistent 
with the common dictates of honesty and is particulai-ly con¬ 
spicuous in view of the position the Westminster Club has 
always considered itself entitled to, and also Mi-. Smith’s being 
the president of the A. K. C. 

WAat, may I ask, is the difference between the taking of 
the prize Sensatiou had no right to and Dr. H. M. Perry taking 
the kennel pi-ige at tfie last Philadelphia show when he had 
bat four dogs present? Yet In the former OAse we have the 
WesJtihihsfcey ^ilandlj sojiling a whgt-are-ypu- 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The letter of Mr. Elliot Smith, which appscared in yom- issue 

of last week, after I had already sent a communication on the 
subject of the American Kennel Club, calls for a postscript 
thereto. Mi-, Smith overlooked the fact of tbe last meeting of 
the American Kennel Club being open to the public, and also 
some points in his own club’s history. The amendment, which 
for convenience sake we will call the “Sensation amendment,” 
was proposed prior to the meeting to be held at Pittsburgh 
last September. It did not meet with a very cordial reception 
on the part of some of the clubs, and Mr. Nickerson, the 
former secretary of the New England Kennel Club, informed 
me when in Philadelphia in November last, that he had written 
Mr. Smith about it. This brought forth a reply from the pro¬ 
poser, in which he acknowledged the motives which had 
inspii-ed the amendment were open to misconstrution, and he 
would withdraw it. At least one other member of the com¬ 
mittee tx)ld me he understood the amendment would not be 
proceeded with, hence it was somewhat of a surprise when it 
came up for official action. 

Mr. Smith cannot fail to remember that upon Mr. Peshall 
asking that other shows be recognised, he was at once met by 
the motion made by Mr. Smith that the amendment be laid 
on the table. The Westminster Kennel Club voted “aye,” as 
did two other delegates, while three votes were cast hi the 
negative, the tie being decided by the negative vote of Mr. 
Morgan, then acting as temporary chairman. It will strike 
most persons that if the amendment had been of such vital 
importance, “a step in the right direction” as Mr. Smith calls 
it, he should not have attempted to withdraw it on what was 
so far opposition of the mildest form. The A. K. C. have 
taken so few steps in the right direction, it was a great pity 
to withdraw what Mr. Smith considered to be one. It must 
also be borne in mind that the amendment then was to admit 
only St. Louis and Boston. 

The amendment then provoked a lengthy discussion, but 
mainly between Mr. Smith and Mr. Peshall, and after some 
time Mr. Smith accepted Baltimore as a part of it, but re¬ 
fused to make any further concession and finally choked off 
further discussion by calling for the question, just as Mr. 
Peshall and Mr. Osborn seemed about getting at a pvoposit ion 
to include really good shows. Then would seem to have be en 
the time to get in Mr. Smith’s flt st love, an acknowledgment of 
ah. shows previously recognized by the Westminster and 
other clubs. Mr. Smith asks if Mr. Wade has overheard of 
shows at Mineola, Springfield, etc I have no doubt Mr. Wade 
has. and also knows that the Westminster Club recognized 
Springfield until lapse of time made it obsolete. It also re¬ 
cognized Toronto and Ottawa, neither of which came under 
the fearful ban of “speculations.” When the,vote was finally 
taken, it was seen that the majority of the committee was 
not in favor of (to quote Mr. Smith) legislating for the recog¬ 
nition of any of “these accidenntal brutes that had jumped 
into the champion class through the inferiority of the class 
they had won in, or through the incompetence of a judge.” 

Mr. Smith is also in error in sa:ring that the aforeaid brutes 
were favored by the original A. K. C. champion rule of the 
Westminster and other clubs that took that line. The A. K. 
C. rule first adopted choked them off. then Major Taylor’s 
“construction” with General Shattuc’s “opinion” intervened, 
only to be put aside by the leading clubs last spring. 

The objection urged against Washington and other shows 
is that they were “speculations.” What is the show Mr. 
Smith manages? Evety show is a speculation—everything is 
a speculation, if it comes to that, in which there is uncer¬ 
tainty as to the future. Mr. Lincoln and I put up the money 
for the first Washington show; Mr. Lincoln, Mr. Olcott and 
a Chicago newspaper man were partners in the first Chicago 
venture; Mr. Smith and some of his friends are partners in 
the Westminster Kennel Club shows. Wherein lies the 
difference? This is it: Mr. Mason judged at Washington; 
Mr. Mason is not liked by the Westminster Kennel Club, and 
to get over recognizing Washington the plea of soeciilations 
■was originated. My authority for that was Mr. Lincoln, and 
it was an open secret at the time it was done. 

Mr. Smith’s present proposition is to continue to advocate 
the recognition of all important shows held by a club in good 
standing before the foundation of the A. K. C., and only of 
A. K. C. members thereafter. In the first placej what has a 
club in good standing got to do with it, and which are im¬ 
portant shows? Mr. Smith failed in his continuity of advo¬ 
cating very much, I think, when he distinctly and very 
emphatically declined at the meeting to allow any other club 
shows to be added to his three selections. The action and the 
statement make a very balky team 

Taking Mr. Smith’s position as being the one hkely to gov¬ 
ern the A. K. C., and then add to it the action of the com¬ 
mittee on credentials in the case of the New York Fanciers’ 
Club, and what do we find? That this “holier than thou” 
association for motives they think are only known to them¬ 
selves, but can be read as through a glass, propose keeping 
from its membership clubs of good standing without assigning 
any reason therefor. The secretary of the A. K. C. says the 
committee on credentials declined to approve of the applica¬ 
tion of the Fanciers’ Club. These gentlemen surely mistake 
their duties, the province of a committee on credentials is to 
see that the requirements of the constitution are eomphed 
with. Wherein did the Fanciers’Club faU? It had previously 
held dog shows, and so far as the credentials were concerned 
they filled the bill. It rested with the committee itself to 
elect or not as they saw fit. Messrs. Child, Webb and Pope 
have mingled in one harmonious whole the processes of eerti 
fying to credentials, whinh js tl^gjiy gpl.e prpyijuse, .gcd 
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voting upon a club’s application which belongs to the com¬ 
mittee. 

As 1 told Mr. Child personally, the A. K. C. is chipping away 
at its platform until it is a little upturned box 2x1^ on which 
is seen the sorry spectacle of a few clubs trying to hnd stand¬ 
ing room, and holding on to one another as people do on the 
rear platform of a crowded car. By and by some of them 
will get tired and di'op oflE, just such a dropping off will be 
seen when the sixty days’ grace for paying the now pending 
$10 assessment expires. 

No, that is not the kind of club we want, but a strong, 
liberal organization, limited in its actual membership if you 
please, but not in its control, which should embrace every 
show held under its i-ules with but one proviso, and that the 
^ umber of entiles. The management and the judges have 
nothing to do with shows of the. future. Exhibitors ‘are wide 
awake now and have nearly all the shows necessary. These 
and all future ones to succeed and obtain entries must be well 
managed and have good judges. The entries wiU testify to 
the management and judges. 

The ‘‘Sensation amendment” is of no account compared with 
the problem of future show recognition which the A. K. C. 
must face and that promptly. Jambs Watson, 

THE NEWARK DOG SHOW. 

Following is the classification and prize hst of the New¬ 
ark dog show, to be held at Newark, N. J., March 23 24 

and 25; ’ 
Champion mastiffs, dogs or bitches, $20. Open dogs $15 

$10and S5; bitches the same; puppies, $10 and $5. Champion 
rough-coated St. Bernards, dogs and bitohes, $20; smooth- 
coated, the same; open classes, same as mastiffs. Newfoimd- 
lands, $10 and $5. Great Bones, the same. Champion gi’ey- 
hoimds, dogs or bitches, $10, open dogs, $10 and $o; bitches 
thesame; puppies, thesame. Deerhounds, sameasgreyhoimds’ 
except there is no puppy class. Champion pointer dogs, over 
551bs., $20; bitches, over 501bs., the same; open dogs, over 
551bs., $15, $10 and $6; bitches, the same; champion dogs 
under oolbs., $20; bitches, the same; open, same as large class’ 
puppies, dogs, $10 and $5; bitches, the same. English setters’ 
same as pointers. Champion black and tan setters dogs or 
bitches, $20; open dogs, $15, $10 and $5; puppies, $10 and $5 
Irish setters, same as English setters. Chesapeake Bay dogs 
or bitches, $10 and $5. Irish water spaniels, the same. Cham- Eion field spaniels, any color, do^ or bitches, $20; open dogs or 
itches, Slo, $10 and $5. Champion cocker spaniels,;any color 

dogs or bitches, $20; open dogs (liver or black), $15, $10 and $5- 
bitches, the same; any other color, dogs or bitches, $15, $!(} 
and $7; puppies, field or cocker, $10 and $5. Clumber spaniels 
dogs or bitches, $10 and $5. Champion foxhounds, $15; open 
dogs, $10 and $5; bitches, the same; puppies, $10. Champion 
collies, dogs or bitches, $‘20; open dogs, $15, $l0and$5; bitches 
tbe same: puppies, $10 and $5. Champion beagles, dogs or 
bitches, $15; open dogs, over 12in., $10 and $5; bitches, the 
same; dogs or bitches, under 12in.. $10 and $5. Basset hounds 
dogs or hitches, $10 and $5. Uachshimde, the same. Cham¬ 
pion fox-terrier dogs, $15; bitches, the same; open dogs, $15 
$10 and $5: bitches, the same. Wire-haired dogs and bitches! 
$10 and $5; puppies, dogs, $10; bitches, the same. Champion 
bulls, dogs or bitches, $15; open dogs, $10 and $5; bitches, the 
same. Bull-teri-iers, same as bulldogs; puppies, $10. Black 
and tan terriers, over 71bs., dogs or bitches, $10 and $5. Irish 
or rough-haired terriers, the same. Dandle Dinmonts, the 
same. Bedlingtons, the same. Skyes, the same. Champion 
pugs, dogs or bitches, $10; open dogs, $10 and $5; bitches, the 
same; puppies, $10. Yorkshire tenders, over olbs., dogs or 
bitches. $10 and $5; under olbs., the same. Toy terriers, the 
same. King Charles spaniels, the same. Blenheim spaniels 
thesame. Itahan greyhounds, the same. Poodles (black), the 
same; other than black, the same. Miscellaneous, three prizes 
of .$5 each, _ 

ANCIENT AND MODERN SETTERS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
As I write I have before me a photograph from a picture by 

Francois Desportes, a French artist who was the greatest d^ 
lineator of sporting dogs of his time. I have not my books of 
reference at hand to give the exact date of his death, but it 
was before the middle of the last century. 

The picture in question is a portrait of three setters all 
pointing. They ai-e in every respect like our best Llewellyns 
and might pass for a group from any of our best kennels only 
that the tails are curiously trimmed, the feather being closely 
ciopped save at the tip where a short paint brush shaped tuft 
is left, just as is commonly done with mules’ tails. To those 
who think that setters were spaniels only a short time back 
and that om’ crack field trial winners are triumplis of modern 
invention in breeding, this picture is, to say the least, instruc¬ 
tive. 

The uniform lesson of old pictures is that our best types of 
setters existed as long ago as any record can be traced. Here 
is one painted when guns had not been ’perfected so as to en¬ 
tirely supersede the net in field work with setters. Yet the 
dogs are just as we see them now. One peculiarity in the prin¬ 
cipal dog of the gi-oup is of great interest to me. The fore leg 
which is lifted in pointing is not bent at the pastern joint, but 
the foot is pointed straight out at the birds. This seems un¬ 
natural, yet the first setter I ever saw in my life would do just 
that way. I was but a little boy at the time 9 years old. I 
lived at what was then called Western New York, now 
Dwight, Illinois, and there were very few people besides our 
own family living anywhere within twenty miles of there. I 
remember that there were on a beautiful map of our “city” 
(exhibited in Chicago by the land agents) avenues, parks, city 
hall fountains and even zoological gardens, all laid out in most 
enticing colors. But the city at the time 1 speak of consisted 
of a stake with a rag tied to its top, and there wasn’t a single 
house ha sight unless the slowly rising frame of our own 
might be counted as one. 

An Englishman connected with the survey of the Chicago 
and Alton Kailroad, brought to our house a setter bitch and 
left her for some time in our charge. She was a smart little 
thing, looking very much like Juno A., and capital ioi the 
field. I rem ember seeing her point with her foot held straight 
out to the front, and I believed she was showing us the birds 
just as a man would point with bis finger, 1 remember dis¬ 
tinctly to have seen her do so twice, and my general impres • 
sion is that she did so quite often. 1 have seen nothing ofthe 
kind since and should distrust my youthful memory, hut the 
evidence of the work before me, evei-y line of which shows 
knowledge, care, aud exactitude, convinces me that there 
was no mistake about it. I note also in Desportes’ setters that 
the ears show little disposition to prick and are set on quite 
low, and well hack. Altogether, this picture sfcren^hens my 
faith in the antiquity of the good qualities of the setter, and 
my belief that the worst defects are those resulting from out- 
crossing to other breeds. Surely if every ornamental point, as 
well as everj’^ useful point in the breed, is a heritage from the 
distant past,' we ought to so frame our standard as to guard aH 
of them from change or innovation. 

I am about to go South for an outing. For six weeks to 
come my headquarters will he in Ocean Springs, Miss. If 
there is any sport going on down there you will be likely to 
hear from me. John M. Tracv. 

Greenwich, Jan. 22,18SB. 

THE NEW YORK DOG SHOW.—Forest and 
Stream: The Westminster Kennel Club wifi hold thefi* tenth 
annual bench show of dogs at Madison Square Garden, May 
4, 5, 6 and 7; Premium lists and entry blanks may be 
obtained at 48 Broad street, rooTO 14. Post-office bps J812.— 
Jar, Mortimbr, Supt . . 

ENGLISH KENNEL NOTES. 

XXXIV. 

^ T ILLIBULERO died at Brighton,” so say the great unin- 
rormed. Alas, poor Langdale! I knew him. “where 

be your gibes now? your gambols? your songs? your flashes of 
meiTunent, that were wont to set the table in a roar?” He was a 
man popular with the crowd who love your free and easy fel¬ 
lows that never attempt to set aught straight in a very wry 

V Capting,^ "the gallant Canting,” as he dearly 
loved to be styled, was everybody’s friend and he only excep¬ 
ted hun^lf to prove the rule. No man could more significantly 
have sighed, Life would be tolerable were it not for its pleas¬ 
ures. The last time we met was at Edinhurgb, and we 
gravely discussed the identity of LiUibulero. Our unanimity 
was wonderful, we held it an uncommonly awkward posi¬ 
tion never to know when we were in his presence “Hang 
me, the beggar may be listening now.” said the Capting as 
the waiter entered with two mere ‘ ‘gos” of Irish. We gu^sed 
Lilhbulero up and down the dog directory, but least of all we 
^pected ourselves. The last time I saw him he was off for 

on “busting the bookies,” a performance I am 
afraid that no amount of reheai'sal could have made him per¬ 
fect m. Langdale was a very old member of the kennel world, 
years ago, in Sand ell’s time, he was an exhibitor and a suc¬ 
cessful one. For a short time he was hidden behind a cloud 
but he emerged ^th a smile on his face and the “past haii 
hun^ its ^ad.” He was a very fair judge and a most zealous 
reporter. The last news I had of him was that he had given 
mstructions to proceed against an Enghth kennel organ for 
hbel. He had been charged in its columns with dishonest 

ffie hand of death has robbed the gibemouches 
of the dog world of a cause eiUhre. 

Our Collie Club is in danger of being split up by a scandal 
born of pique and bitterness. Private animosities founded in 
disappomtment are the greatest danger the specialist clubs 
run. It was always believed that the Collie Club had nothing 
to fear m that direction, but this confidence has been rudely 
dispelled by the appearance of a wickedly mahcious, and of 
course, imsigned hbel. It was put into the form of a circular 
and posted broadcast, I give it in its impudent entirety; 

TO COLLIE EXHIBITORS. 

Those who are fond of coincidences will find it curious to observe 
the following; 

That Mrasrs. Boddington. Thomson and Pirie, collie judges, and Mr 
Kreh), collie exhibitor, are all members of a club called the "Crieh- 
ton. 

That the last named three should be proprietors of the Stock-Keener 
a weekly paper chiefly devoted to dogs. ^ ’ 

That two of the four (Thomson and Pirie) forth a majority of the 
prize committee of the Collie Club, thus increasing their strength 

That when one judges the others generally exhibit, and very suc¬ 
cessfully. 

The Result.—That at Sheffield show, where the prkies are good 
there should only have been eighteen entries of collies at the time of 
closing entries, Sepc. 30. 

Verbnrn sap. 

This circular contains a criminally ingenious blending of 
truth and falsehood. Mr. Boddington is a shrewd and clever 
fancier, he exhibits the best dogs, in consequence he wins 
with them and sells them right and left all over the country 
This must naturally make less successful breedei's envious' 
but with so many jaundiced eyes upon him chat nothing has 
been discovered against his character is proof positive that 
nothing exists. If he makes money out of his kennel, many 
himdreds a year, it is said, then he succeeds in doing what 
everybody else tries to do. 

As for the other three—Thomson, Pii-ie and Krehl—well all 
I can say is, they are public characters in the keunel world 
and their names have never been associated with a dishonor¬ 
able action. It is only pen and ink curs of gangrened imagi¬ 
nations and besmirched reputations who would try to drag 
down into the gutters of filth that public opinion has kicked 
them into, the men who can face the light of day and walk in 
the middle of the road. I regi-et to understand that Mr 
Thomson intends to resign the club, and 1 hope his two 
friends may not be influenced by his example. Their duty is 
to stand by their club until the honorable majority have had 
an opportunity of purging from their midst a cowardly few. 
“The result” mentioned in the circular was a lying forecast, 
as the Sheffield show opened with fifty-two coUios on the 
bench. 

The only pubhc notice taken of this outrage was in a rigma¬ 
role epistle from a boisterous member of the ColUe Club com¬ 
mittee. It reminded me of a line in “Hudibras,” so I tuimed 
over the leaves of Mr. Samuel Butler and smiled whenT: came 
upon the couplet: • 

"Quoth Hudibras, ‘I smell a rat; 
Ralpho, thou dost prevaricate.’ ’’ 

The Birmingham people were quite elated at the return of 
Dame Forttme this year. It was vexing to me that I could 
only get there the last day of the show. Although the total 
entry proved a complete recovery, I somehow wandered 
through the benches with the feeling that things were not 
quite what the old days knew. I had a good look at the white 
collie bitch and her pups which were honored with the Prince 
of Wales’ attention. He bought one for ten guineas, and I am 
told he went to the show for that purpose. WLat the pups 
will be heaven only knows, bub the dam is a lop-eared, sleepy- 
faced, hght-boned, soft-coated, white English setter, and 
when I saw her she was suSering badly from chorea. 

The St. Bernard Club show adds to its renown year by year. 
The vitality in this club is most remarkable and commendable. 
Three hundred entries and many refused is something to be 
proud of. The pubhc bowed down to Plinlimmon, but the 
success of his kennel mate was received with mutterings. 

Writing of St. Bernards brings up a subject I should be glad to 
be able to leave alone. Under the slow-witted mismanao-e- 
ment of its present kennel editors, the Live Stock Joumaf is 
fast going from the dogs to the dogs. The Stock-Keeper scored 
a cruel triumph over it in the St. Bernard show week. The 
two-penny paper presented its readers with a hrilhant lifelike 

forwarded to me through my editors I 
fo^d the following paragraph marked ■ 

in ^ to mention that the gift of LiUibulero’ 
to the Amencan-English Beagle Club which consisted of a 

beagles, is so highly valued by the 
w;mdow,of a little store in 

Market street I will look 

A correspondence has been raging in the Stock-Kppnev 
arising out of Mr. F Adcock’s chaUenfe to show iStufi hftcl! 

Queen Mab, for £100 aside. As 
^ooock msisted upon naming the three judges, from 

matter rathei- 
‘fi^eussion that began in the above 

^ up with an attack upon the judges named, 
“®rits and a bogus inquiry into the 

antfliv Gaudif er, whom some half-witted groundlings have 
I connect with the writers of these notes, 

to naked truth of that business is not diflicult 

brought before the Kennel Club 
ffbould belothto publish this fact 

rt has been allowed to openly court the 
notice ot the members in the club, they have can-ied the news 

“uw eyerybody’s property that Mi-. Shaw has 
of this, that and the other. It is more than 

weeks, It is months since this first became known, and I trust 
induce the committee to disclose what has 

tieen done m the matter. 

*^J® ^®®° Smith’s St. Bernard 
T Prmce w^ being nibbled at by an American buyer. 
1 hear the bargain is struck. 

London dogs are in great distress over the police 
1 ^ - ^ these notes wifi dash the only drop of 

consolation from the bps of their owners who have snuglv 
been assuring themselves that among the muzzled was vo^s 
to command, with a happy new year all round. 

____Lillibu lero. 

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS CLUB. 

Eastei-n Field Trials Club was 
irL ^T®^^ Hotel, New York, on Tuesday even- 

1 ^ + j ®® fobovnng named gentlemen were unani- 
mously elected a board of governors for the ensuing year: 
Mes^s B. F. Wilson, J. O. Donner, Elliot Smith, W. A. Coster. 

Hecksher, R. C. Cornell, D. C. Bergundthal, Luther 
A®’ ^ Hitchcock, H. E. Hamii- 

Ba%rd Thay^®®'’°^' ^ ^®^®^ 
A letter from Messrs, Heath & Anthony was received 

requestmg that a committee be appointed to investigate the 
withdrawal of Graphic at the last field trials. The letter was 
referred to the board of governors, who ordered it placed on file. 

Alex. Taylor, Jr., v^o had presented the letter, thereupon 
used some unparhamentary language, for which he apologized 
and tendered his resignation as a member of the club, vvhioh 
was unamniously accepted. Notice was given of a proposed 
amendment to the by-laws to be acted upon at the next 
quarterly meeting. 'The amendment abolishes the initia¬ 
tion fee of $2o, leaving the annual dues $25, as at present 
me meeting then adjourned and the board of governors at 
once convened and elected officers for the ensuing year as 
follows: President, B. P. Wilson, Pittsburg, Pa.; Mrst Vice- 

New York; Second Vice-President, 
Elh^ Smith, New York; Secretary and Treasurer, Washington 

decided that the public 
field trials of the Club for this year should be held at High 
Point, N. C., commencing Nov. 2*2 with the Derby, to be fol- 
lowed by the All-Aged Pointer Stake, then the All-Aged 
better Stake, closing with the Champion Stake, the Members’ 
Stake to commence Nov. 18. A letter from W. T. Mitchell 
to the editor of the Sjjorhng Life was placed before the board, 
and alter readmg it, Mitchell was by unanimous vote de- 
barred from running or handling dogs at future meetings of 
the Club. Messrs. Donner, Hitchcodc and Gregory wei-e 
appomted a committee to revise the field trial rules. 

portrait of tbe talk of the hour, Plinlimmon, and a speaking 
likeness of Mr. Gumming Macdona. The whole paper seemed 
to be given up to dogs that week, and the report by “An Ex¬ 
pert” (Mr, Crawford, I believe) was good technical reading. 
The poor old Live Stock was starved with a few columns and 
a report as dry as a drought. The numerous proprietors of 
the Stock-Keeper took care that no bushel should obscure 
their light from the public. They have adopted a style and 
policy that goes down with the pubhc, and may pay if it lasts. 

The great firm of Spratts Patent has been turned into a 
limited liability company. It is considered the most 
genuine business offered (to investors and speculators since 
Bryant & Mays underwent the same transfrrmation. It is 
stated that tne capital has been subscribed over and over 
again. This was to be expected because every grocer who 
deals ,in the goods would feel anxious to have even a httle 
finger in this veiy juicy pie. 

When the senior partner, Mr. Wylam, purchased the patent 
for a few himdreds, neither he nor his friends could have 
dreamed of the colossal firm that was to grow up out of the 
profits on dogs’ food. The smart business abilities of the pur¬ 
chaser pushed it to the position it now occupies. £183,000 are 
a large figure to pocket for a property consisting of the sale 
of biscuits and pheasants’ meal. 

The turning of this huge private firm into a public property 
will be a great blow to needy and shifty dog show reporters 
who look to augmenting their incomes by the sale of “ prom¬ 
ising puppies” and eleemosynary presents obtained by hanging 
abonc the office-door In Bermondsey—kennel perquisites. 

Before the allotment of the shares has been made tbe £5 
shares are seffing at a premium of £2. This price is notlikelv 
to he sustained. However, the business stands upon such a 
sohd basis aud their goodg are so first-class that the future of 
the Qompany is assured, ‘' ' ' ■ * 

FIELD AND COCKER SPANIELS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Hear, hear! “Let us know where we stand,” as “Raven” says 

m your last issue. 1 am glad to see my letter, written a few 
months ago to you on this subject, has at last elicited an 
answer, or rather another interrogation on the part of 

Raven, ’ who we all know is a judge of what a spaniel should 
be. His remarks anent Pluto at Philadelphia fall show are 
well taken, and only strengthens what I said in my last letter 
that practically, to all intents and purposes, there is abso¬ 
lutely no difference between a cocker and a field spaniel— 
except the weight. Now the question is, who is to decide 
this inatter? I had hoped that it would have been decided 
ere this by the American Spaniel Club acting on my letter to 
you in some way, or at least to have pubhely heard from one 
or more prominent members of the club their views on the 
subject. Bub my “commdrum” did not apparently have any 
iiiterest to them in any shape or form. 

Most of the coming bench shows have their premium lists 
pnnted by this time, so it is almost too late to make the alter¬ 
ation I suggested. But (I think I may say) the principal 
bench show of the countiy has not had a date fixed, and I 
would like to see the manages of said show take the initiative in 
this matter and I feel sure the other kennel clubs would with¬ 
out doubt follow suit at their future shows, 

I therefore, as a breeder and exhibitor, respectfully ask the 
Westminister Kennel Club of New York to expunge'the word 

cocker ’ from their future premium hsts and make classes 
for field spaniels as follows: 

Champion Field Spaniels under 281bs. (any color),"dogs or 
bitches. 

Field Spam'els under 2Slbs. (black), dogs. 
Field Spaniels under 281bs. (black), bitches. 
Field Spaniels under 281bs, (any other color), dogs or 

bitches. 
Champion Field Spaniels over 281bs. (any color), dogs or 

bitches. 
Meld Spaniels over 281bs. (black), dogs or hitches. 
Meld Spaniels over 28]bs. (any other color), dogs or bitohes. 
Meld Spaniel Puppies (any color), dogs or bitches. 
Another argument in favor of the change, viz.; If cookers 

and field spaniels are not practically the same breed, why do 
all the bench show premium lists put cocker and field spaniel 
puppies in the same class? They might put as well English, 
Irish and Gordon setter puppies in one class. In fact it would 
be a great deal more sensible, as the puppies mentioned are 
all setters, while in the other case some are cockers and some 
are field spaniels, as some out and out cocker men claim. 

Why, one of our most respected spaniel breedex-s imported 
a certain spaniel bitch from the other side as a cocker, and 
when he got her he found she exceeded tne limit that a cocker 
should be, and consequently the bitch alluded to has been, 
shown in the field spaniel class and won prizes. 

1 repeat my “conundrum”given in my former letter, viz.: 
If a champian cocker happens to grow fat in spite of the best 
efforts to keep him below the limit weight, what is he? We 
will say he gets to be oOlbs. Can he be shown in the field 
spaniel class, and if so, does he scale the ladder again, or does 
he take his place in the champion class? 

I would reaUy like to hear what the Americau Spaniel Clnh 
have to say on the matter. Ca\t; Canem. 

THE “AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER” ENTRIES n*w 
number 3,185. The current number is the first of the fourth 
volume. The Begiater is published piquthly at ^L50 pep 
annum. ' ; . 
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ONE OF THE VERY BEST BOOKS we have ever seen 
on the subject of Dog Training, is that of Mr. S. T, Ham¬ 
mond, kennel editor of the Forest and Stream, It is the 
best, not only because it is carefully written and with an elabor¬ 
ation of detail which we have never seen in any other book 
upon the subject, but because all the author’s suggestions are 
based upon actual experience. He believes that, with patience 
and kmdness, a dog—and especially a pointer or setter—can 
be taught anything it is at all important for them to leara, 
and he thinks training better than breaking. In other words, 
he thinks kindness better than cruelty and in this any reas¬ 
onable man will agree with him. Mr. Hammond’s experience 
with his dog Trim is a very interesting sketch, and cannot 
fail to encourage the owner of a dog to be patient with him, 
and give him a full and fail- trial. We received the book some 
weeks ago. but being quite busy just then, mislaid it and 
determined to say nothing about it untU we could read it. 
Having now done so, we recommend it unqualifiedly.— 
bouthem Reporter, Sardis, Miss. 

LARGE LITTERS.—Denver, Col., January 22.—Editor 
Forest and Strenm : I notice a recent article boasting of pups, 
and it concludes “who can beat it ?” That bitch—a red Irish 
setter—had either 1.3 or 15 puppies. Kittie, belonging to 
Mr. Miers Fisher, of Denver, whelped in November, 188.5^ 17 
as handsome pups as any one ever saw. She is a beautiful 
red Irish, and the sire of these pups is also a red Irish. This 
is her third litter, her first she had 13, second, 16; this, her 
third, 17, or 46 in three litters. I don’t know what she may 
have next, time. Several prominent sportsmen saw this lit¬ 
ter, the pups were all handsome and perfect.-Denver. 

THE NEWARK DOG BROW.—Editor Forest and Stream : 
Mr. J. P. Kirk has consented to judge the Chesapeake Bot 
dogs in addition to the other classes in his chai-ge; and Mr. E. 
S. Porter, of New Haven, Conn., will judge bulldogs and bull- 
terriers at our Newark show. Through mistake the rules pub¬ 
lished in the premium list are not the revised rules of the 
A. K. C. as was intended. A circular will be sent to each 
recipient of the premium fist with an explanation to this effect. 
—A. P. Vredenburgh, Sec’y. 

THE FANCIERS’ SHOW.—The entries for the third annual 
dog show of the New York Fanciers’ Club far exceed the ex¬ 
pectations of the committee. The indications are that there 
will be about three hundred dogs present. The mastiff and 
St. Bernard classes will be a grand lot, nearly all of the prom¬ 
inent kennels will be well represented. Many of the other 
classes will also make a good showing. 

BOUND BOOKS OF KENNEL BLANKS.—We have bound 
books of kennel blanks, each book consisting of 200 blanks of 
a given style, and can furnish these (postpaid 30 cents) for the 
convenience of those who have occasion to use a large num¬ 
ber of blanks, in ordering be careful to state what particular 
series of blanks is desired, i e., whether Names Claimed, Sales, 
Bred or Whelps. _ 

THE AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB.—Editor Forest and 
Stream: The committee on ci-edentials of the A. K. C. have 
reported unfavorably on the application of the New York 
Fanciers’ Club for admission to the American Kennel Club.— 
G. Edw. Osborn, Sec’y A. K. C. 

STAND ARD COMMITTEES.—If the standard committees 
who have not reported as vet will be kind enough to do so 
they will greatly oblige G. Edw. Osborn, Sec’y A, K. C. 

KENNEL NOTES. 

KBNNEL NOTE BLANKS.—For the convenience of breeders we 

have prepared a series of blanks for “Names Ciaimed,” “Whelps,” 

“Bred” and “Sales.” All Kennel Notes must be sent to us on these 
blanks, which will be forwarded to any address on receipt of 

stamped and directed envelope. Send for a set of them, 

NAMES CLAIMED. 

Motes must be sent on tbe Prepared Blanks. 

Dora Gladstone. By Dr. C. E. Star ley, Middletown, Conn., for 
white, black and tan English setter bitch, whelped Aug. 14,1885, by 
Gun (A.K K. 1538) out of Pearl Blue (A.K.R. 1543). 

Cricket. By Mrs. Henry C. Burdick, Springfield,’Mass., for pug 
dog. whelped Sept. (5, 1885, by Tuck (champion Comedy—Borth's 
Lady) out of Toodles(A.K.R. 2147). 

Glaucua. By M. M. MacMillan, Mahanoy City, Pa., for black and 
white English setter dog,whelped April 30,1885, by Dashwood (A.K.R. 
2049) out of Clark’s Nell (Smith’s Mack-). 

Bar Maid. By Frank F. Dole. New Haven, Conn., for white buH- 
terrier bitch, whelped Dec. 4,1885. by The Earl (champion Marquis- 
Lady) out of Little Nellie (Paddy-). 

Topsu B. By Fred Bollett, Brooklyn, N. Y., for black cocker spaniel 
bitch, whelped Oct. 18, 1884, by Benedict’s Boy (A.K.R. 130) out of 
Lady Bub (A.K.R. 998). 

Neptune. By H. N. Egleston, Jr., for black Newfoundland dog, 
whelped Oct. 21, 1886, by Major out of Jimo. 

Forest Planter, Miss Bouverie and Grosvenor. ByRosecroft Ken¬ 
nels, Birmingham, Conn., for blue belton English setters, whelped 
Nov. 17,1885, by Plantagenet (DashingMonarch—Petrel) out of Forest 
Dora (Dick Laverack—Forest Fly). 

Princess Neva. By C. S. Tuck, Point Pleasant, N. J., for black and 
tan King Charles spaniel bitch, whelped Jan. 18, 1880, by Pitou (Al 
Watts’s Sancho—Ouida) out of-. 

Prince Donan, Prince Loris and Prince Pitou 11. Bj' C. S. Tuck, 
Point Pleasant, N. J., for black and tan King Charles spaniel dogs, 
whelped Jan. 18,1886, by Pitou (Al Watts’s Sancho—Ouida) out of 

May Scott. By C. Duval. Jr., Louisville, Ky., for black, white and 
tan English setter bitch, whelped June 20, 1886, by Trump (cham¬ 
pion Gladstone—Countess Keys; out of Roxie (Belton U.—Cncket). 

Patsy Lacy. By J. Oscar Jones, New Haven, Conn., for red Irish 
setter dog. whelped Dec. 17,1886, by Rococo (A.K.R. 2182) out of NeUie 
(Doc—Flirt). 

Ellen Looney. By J. Oscar Jones, New Haven, Conn., for red Irish 
setter bitch,whelped Dec. 17,1885, by Rococo (A.K.R. 2182) out of Nellie 
(Doc—Flirt). 

Katie Mulligan. By J. Oscar Jones, New Haven, Conn., for red 
Irish setter bitch, whelped Dec. 17,1885, by Rococo (A.K.R. 2183) out 
Nellie (Doc-Flirt). 

Ivan Ogereff, By J. J. Phelps, New Haven, Conn., for fed Irish 
setter dog,whelped Dec. 17,1885, by Rococo (A K.R. 2182) out of Nellie 
(Doc—Flirt). 

Alma. By Henry Mliller, Clifton. Staten Island, N. Y., for tawny 
and white St. Bernard bitch, whelped July 6, 1885, by Barry (A.K.R. 
2150) out of Fllihli (Bonivard—Tbeon). 

Snowflake and Rainbow. By Kentucky Pug Kennels, Newport, 
Ky., for stone fawn pug bitches, whelped Jan. 4, 1886, by champion 
Treasure (A.K.R. 472) out of Fairy (A.K R. 2348). 

Yankee Tom. By Buckeye Kennels, Dunkirk, O., for liver, white 
and Ian setter dog, whelped Aug. 15,1885, by Guess (imported Belton 
—Verner's Rose) out of June (A.iLR. 2659). 

Pride of America. By Buckeye Kennels, Dunkirk, O., for black, 
white and tan setter dog, whelped Aug. 15,1885, by Guess (imported 
Belton—Verner’s Rose) out of June (A.K.R. 2059). 

Spot. By Buckeye Kennels, Dunkirk, O., for liver, white and tan 
setter dog, whelped Aug. 15, 1885, by Guess (imported Belton—Ver¬ 
ner’s Rose) out of June (A.K.R. z659). 

Peggy L. By Buckeye Kennels. Dunkirk, O., for lemon and white 
pointer bitch, whelped Sept. 21,1886, by Vie (A.K.R. 358) out of Belle 
(Jerry-Nellie). 

Queen Panzy. By Dr. John R. Housel, Waisontown, Pa., for blue 
belton English setter bitch, whelped Sept. 3, 1686, by Robin flood 
(A.K.R. 1461) out of Countess H. (A.K,R, 1056). 

BRED^ 

Motes must be sent on tbe Frepared Blanks. '‘ - ‘ 

Nenie~^:^i^-MQr, C. H. Jones’s (Charlestown,-Dlas^.) red-Irish 
setter bitch Nellie (Berkeley-^Scab) to JosOpU Hay^’S-Suil-ai-Mor 
(Olareuiotst—impopted Dido), Jan. 16. 

Rase B—Van. J. L- Carr's (Orange, N. J.) Irish setter bitch Rose 
B, (A,]f-i^) *0 K- E. Parson’s Van (A.K.R. 2371), .Tan. ^2, ' ' • 

Duchess—Essex. Thomas Lander’s (Haverhill, Mass.) St. Bernard 
bitch Duchess (Rex—Brunhild) to Essex Kennels' Essex (A.K.R. 931), 
Jan. 16. 

Trouble—Hector. A. Perrin’s (Cambridge, Mass.) white bull-terrier 
bitch Trouble (A.K.R. 3181) to J, W. Newman’s Hector (KelJy’s Brick 
—Bessie), Jan. 1. 

Young Fanny—Hector. Richard Youngls (Winchester, Mass.) 
bull-terrier bitch Young Fanny (Richardson’s Rocket—Judy) to J. W. 
Newman’s Hector (Kellv’s Brick—Bessie), Jan. 11. 

Nell Kelly—Glen Rock. E. W. Jester’s (8t. George’s, Del.) English 
setter bitch Nell Kelly (A.K.R. 286) to his Glen Rock (A.K.R. 1616), 
Jan. 20. 

Dashing .Jest—Glen. Rock. E. W. Jester’s (St. George’s,- Del.) Eng¬ 
lish setter bitch.Dashing Jest (A.K.R. 1614)- to his Glen Rock (A.K.R. 
1816),-Jan. 14. 

Hilda V.—Dictator. Shaw & Bates’s (Clinton. Mass ) mastiff bitch 
Hilda V. (A.K.R. 1483) to their Dictator (A K.R. 1603), Jan. 9 and 11. 

Duchess—Agrippa. Shaw & Bates's (Clinton; Maas.) mastiff bitch 
Ducbess (A K R. 200) to their Agrippa (A.K.R. 449), Jan. 16. 

Meg Merrilies—P'ince. Harry A. Fletcher’s (Portland, Me.) red 
Irish setter oitch Meg Merrilies (A.K.R. 2181) to his Piince (A.K.R. 
1068', .Ian. 16. 

Abbess—Barm/ Henry MOHer’s (Clifton, Staten Island, N. Y.) St. 
Bernard hitch Abbess (POrififf—Sheila) to his Barry (A.K.R. 2150), 
Jan. 12. 

Dolly B.—Sam. H. B. Brackett's (Littleton, N. A.) pug bitch Doily 
B. to Forest City Kennels' Sam (Young Toby—Judy), Jan. 9 and 10. 

WHELPS. 

No'os mast be sent on tbe Prepared i^lanhs. 

Floss. J. E. Diehl’s (Beverly, N. J.) King Charles spaniel bitch 
Floss, Jan. 16, five (three dogs), by D W Seller’s Prince. 

Fannie. E. A. Higgins's (Cohocton, N. Y;) imported cocker spaniel 
bitch Fannie. Jan. 4, six (two dogs), by A. C. Eustace’s Mack (Hornell 
Bub, A.K.R. 181—Bessie). 

Dot. C; S.Tuck's (Point Pleasant, N. J.) King Charles spaniel bitch 
Dot, Jan. 18, four (three dogs), by Jas. B. Reddie’s Pitou (Al Watts’s 
Sancho—Ouida). 

Queen Merrel. F. E. Rogers’s (New York) English setter bitch 
Queen Merrel (Prince Al—Holl). Dec. 28, nine (two dogs), by B. F. 
■Wilson’s Count Noble (Count .Wind’em—Nora). 

Daisy Vernon Frank Wilcox’s (Dunku'k, O.) setter bitch Daisy 
Vernon (A.K.R. 812), Dec. 14, seven (six dogs), by his Guess (imported 
Belton—Verner’s Rose). 

Gipsey. U. S. Kennel Club’s (Lafayette, Ind.) Chesapeake Bay bitch 
Gi^sey (A.K.R. 280C), Jan. 10, seven (five dogs), by their Drake (A.K.R. 

SALES. 

Motes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Flora. Brindle and white St. Bernard bitch( w'helped Oct. 31,1884, 
by Lebeau out of Beilina, by Wm. J. Ehrich, New York, to Robert 
Stevens. Hoboken, N, J. 

Jack. Lemon and white setter dog, whelped May 30, 1884, by Duke 
out of Fanny, by Buckeye Kennels, Dunkirk, O., to.D. L. Marquis, 
Stromsburg. Neb. 

Duke U. Black, white and tan setter dog. whelped June 16 1884, 
by Duke out of Grouse, by Buckeye Kennels, Dunkirk. O., to W. K. 
Miller, Sidney, O. 

Moses, Liver, white and tan setter dogj whelped Aug. 15, 1885. by 
Guess out of June (A.K.R. 2658), by Buokeye Kennels, Dunkirk, O., 
to Adam Cramer, North Washington, O. 

Buckeye Boy. White and lemon, ticked ^English setter, whelped 
May 30,1886, by Duke out of Fanny, by Buckeye Kennels, Dunkirk, 
O . to L. Gardner, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. . 

Pendennis, Apricot fawn, black points^ pug dog, whelped Nov. .’4, 
1885 (A.K R. 3002), by Essex Kennels, Andover, Mass., to Strawberry 
Hill Kennels, Leicester, Mass. 

Alma. Tawny and white St. Bernard bitch, whelped July 6, 1886, 
by Barry out of FlQbli, by Henry Miiller, Clifton, Staten Island, N.Y., 
to Charles Hunecker. PMladeJpbia, Pa. 

Belle. Fawn, black points, mastiff bitch, whelped Feb. 27, 1885, by 
Harold out of Dido It., by Associated Fanciers, Philadelphia, Pa., to 
E. S. Richardsou, DeLand, Fla. 

Fred Glencho. Red Irish setter dog, whelped July 31, 1885, by 
champion Glencho out of Vic (A.K.R.-.2297), by Associated Fanciers, 
Philadelphia, Pa , to Will H. Slater, Annawah. ill. 

Maud. Light fawn, black points, mastiff bitch, Whelped April 19, 
1884 (A.K.R. 1768), by Associated Fanciers. Philadelphia, Pa., to E. S. 
Richardson, DeLand, Fla. 

Dinah. Brindie mastifl: bitch, .whelped Aug. 17.1884, by Turk 11. 
out of Madge, by Associated Fanciers, Philadelphia, Pa., to C. L. 
Hogle, Indianapolis. Ind. i 

Tiick 11. Apricot fawn pug dog, whelped Sept. 2,1885 (A.K.R. 275-2), 
by Henry C. Burdick, Springfield, Mass., to A. B. Norcross, Bridge¬ 
port, Conn. . 

Bar Maid. White buH-tefrira- bitch, whelped Dec. 4,1886, by The 
Earl out of Little Nellie, by Frank F. Dole, New Haven, Conn., to M. 
H. Morgan, New' York. 

Vaulter and Vesture, Blaclr and tan terrier dogs, whelped Sept. 
13.1885, by Vortigern out of Fortune, by Edward Lever, Philadelphia, 
Pa., to Mr. Brack way. Milwaukee, Wis. 

Modjeska. White bull-terrier bitch,whelped Aug. 13,1885, by Dutch, 
Jr., out of Young Venom (A.K.R. 2793), by Edward Lever, Philadel¬ 
phia, Pa., to Geo. D. Woodill, same place. 

Bertha. White bull-terrier bitch, whelped Aug. 13, 1885, by Dutch, 
Jr., out of Young Venom (A.K.R .2793), by Edward Lever, Philadel¬ 
phia, Pa., to J. Whitaker, same place. 

Nell Kelly. Lemon and white English setter bitch, whelped Feb¬ 
ruary, 1881 (A.fi.R. 286), by E. VV. Jester, St. George’s, Del, to C. B. 
Faxon. Mattapan. Mass. 

Jeri-y. Black and tan beagle dog, age and pedigree undnown, by 
E. W. Jester, St. George’s, Del., to Elly R. "VYatrous, Dayton, O. 

Brack. Black and tan beagle dog, age and pedigree unknown, by 
E. W. Jester, St. George’s, Del., to Associated Fanciers, Philadelphia, 

Drive, Black, white and tan beagle dog, age and pedigree unknown, 
by E. W. Jester, St. George’s, Del., to Associated Fanciers, Philadel¬ 
phia, Pa. 

Glaucus. Black, white and tan English setter dog, wlielped April 
30.1886, by Dashwood out of Clark’s Nell, by Dr. J. R, Housel. Wat- 
sontown. Pa., to M. M. MacMillan, Mahanoy City, Pa, 

Nellie. White French poodle bitch, whelped April 16, 1884, by 
Major out of Nellie, by A. B. Norcross, Bridgeport, Cohn., to Henry 
C. Burdick, Springfield, Mass., and resold by him to Fred W. Grimes, 
Mansfield, O. 

Tipton (A.K.R. 1098)—Goldy (A.K.R. 2681) whelp. Red Irish setter 
bitch, whelped Sept. 32,1885, by Dr. J. R. Housel, Watsonto-wn, Pa., 
to M. C. Wheaton, Cadillac, Mich. 

Plantagenet—Forest Dora whelps. Black and white English setter 
dogs, whelped Nov. 17, 1886, by Rosecroft Kennels, Birmingham, 
Conn., a dog each to A. J. Callahan, New Haven, Conn , and Wm. 
Tallmah, Tarrytown, N.; Y. 

Dashwood—Nell whelps. Black and white English setter dogs, 
whelped April 30,1885, by Dr. J. R. Housel, Watsontown, Pa., a dog 
each to B. L. Hewit, Hollidaysburg. Pa., and H. A. Kufus,’Villisca, 
Iowa. 

PRESENTATIONS. 

Fritz. Orange and white cocker spaniel dog, whelped May 15,1885 
(A.K.R. 850), by Thos. J. Zimber, Rochester, N. Y., to J,. G. Zimber, 
same place. 

IMPORTATIONS. 

Merchant Prince. Orange and white St. Bernard dog, whelped 
April 13,18b3 (Bayard—Belle), by E. H. Moore. Melrose, Mass., from 
Sydney W. Smith, Leeds, Eng. 

DEATHS. 
Theron. Blue belton English setter dog, whelped July 35, 1883 

(A.K.R. 715), owned by Eugene Snyder, Harrisburg, Pa., Jan. 14. - 
Lady Stubbs. Liver and white cocker spaniel bitch, whelped Sept. 

26,1882 (A.K.R. 852), owned by Thos. J. Zimber, Rochester, N, Y. 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 

Mo Notice Taken of Anonymons Correspondents. 

C. R. Hoogb, Manchester, N. H.—Setter dog, apparently healthy, 
appetite good, skin all clean with the exception of a little aandruff, is 
afflicted with an itch; ail the time scratching ana biting himself; has 
no fleas. Ans. Wash the dog with Glenn’s sulphur soap or carbolic 
soap,‘and give fivadrops of. Fowler’s solutioh.of areehic.in the food 
twice daily. Send us someof the dog’s hair for microscopical-examin¬ 
ation. _ - 

mi ^hooting. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing. Co, __ 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

A SuBSTTruTE FOR Sbssational Teash.—Pigeon, P. Q., Jan. 11.— 
Editor Forest and Stream: Inclosed please find two dollars to renew 
my subscription to Forest and Stream for six months. I have been 
a reader of Forest and Stream since ’75, when I dropped thenumer- 
pus sensational publications I was reading-at the time and to fill the 
vacancy tui-ned to Forest and Stream, and with one short interval 
have been a reader of your excellent paper ever, singe. I must say 
that your paper is if possible, more interesting and fascinating, witt! 
•eacKyear.,Though.a.t present.^fwe have two .teef of snow, still' with 
the.help of-your paper we pan go with the Obqt anfi ShipperK. to those 
warm seas of wbjch -we read, where ’•NessniuK” noSv sojourns;'or go 
yachting along the coast jn the Pilgrim. But when I looJt rtutside 
it Plaices me tired—(J. ’. - - = - ' 

WORCESTER, Mass., Jan. 23.—At the regular meet at tbe Pine 
Grove Range of the Worcester Rifle Association the attendance was 
not large. •T’he Standard American target was used, the results in 
detail are as follows: 

Practice Scores. 
FuUer.,...,..-.i. 96677799 7 10—77 
Clark;.......,.. 8 8 6 7 8 10 10 7 6 5-74 
Ricd..... 9 10 10 656678 5-72 
Jones..... 079758697 6-69 

Record Match. 
Fuller... 9 7 10 10 10 10 7 6 9 6-81 
ClaVk............ . 6 9 5 10 6 0 10 8 6 7—71 
Jones. 7 56797888 5—70 
Rice........... 466564095 6-50 

NEW YORK, Jan. 19.—Zettler Rifle Club regular shoot, ring target, 
gallery 100ft., possible 120; Qus Zimmerman 112, M. B. Engle 115, D. 
Miller 111. M. Dorrler 113, A. Lober 112, C. G, Zettler 111, B. Zettler 
118, H: Holgeslrt, T. C. Noone 111, 0. W. Karcher 106, M. L. Riggs 
115, G. ^Y. Blaisted 106, Wm. Kline 110. The fourth annual reception 
of the club will be held at Walhalla Kail on Feb. 10. 

WORCESTER. Mass., Jan. 23.—The South End Gun Club have 
arranged for a series of six meetings, at which ten prizes of the aggre¬ 
gate of $100 is to be offered. At each meet there will be five events, 
as follows: Five glass balls. 5 Macomber targets, 5 blackbirds, 3 
doubles and 0 clay-pigeons. The first meet is to be Tuesday, Feb, 2, 
aud at their grounds. - 

THE TRAP. 

Correspondents who favor tis with club scores are particularly re¬ 
quested to write on one side of the paper only. 

CANADIAN CLAY-PIGEON .CHAMPIONSHIP.-On the 16th inst. 
a contest for tbe Ligowski champion gold medal, emblematic of the 
clay-pigeon championship of Canada, took place at Carleton Place, 
Ontario, on the grounds of the Mississippi Gun Club of that place. 
25 birds each, 15 singles from 5 traps, 5yds. apart, I8yds rise, and 5 
doubles from 2-traps, 5yds. apart, 16yds. rise: 
KMcFaddem.111100001011111-10 10 10 11 ll 11-8-18 
T Glover,,,-..,...100111101111010—10 11 11 11 10 11—9—19 
Locke-:.. .llllOOllOOllIll—10 00 00 11 10 00—S—13 
s Glover?;,.-....011110110100111—10 n ii oo oi n—7—ir 
PTrudeau.........OllllimoiOllO—li 0i iLll 10 11—8—19 
E. Smith..;..110010110000111— 8 01 01 10 11 11-6—14 
W L Cameron.lOOinOllllOOll—10 -10 ll 'll 00 01—6—16 
R Glover.OlllllOllOllllO—10 01 00 11 01 00—4—14 
Ties—T. Glover 11101—4 10 10—2—6. P. Trudeau 11110—4 1101—3—7 

■ Mr. Trudeau, of the St. Hubert Gun Club, of Ottawa, was winner of 
the medal. He has. already, received four challenges for it. Tlie 
weather during thercontest was very unpropitious. 

THE CLAY QUAIL,—This new target has been used by p. number 
of eastern' ,ciuhs-f or Wap'practice and appears to have met with favor 
by those wWif&ye'used it. It is recommended by those who have 
eitperithented'Wftb it ’as having an even flight of from 50 to 60yds., 
and as fieing easily seen in all kinds of weather. 

L^GLEY cup.—Brown's Driving Park, L. I., Jau. 22.—Tlie final 
battle for the Langley Cup was decided here to.day. and after the 
most hotly,con tested pigeon match that ever came off in this section, 
was won by Mr. Allan Nichols, the popular amateur crack shot. Mr. 
Nictiols won thq.cup to-dayforthe third time', and after the matuh 
magnanimously presented the trophy to be raffled for at Brown’s 
Hall, the'proceeds to go to the family of a local gunsmith, who was 
recently lulled by the, bursting of a gun. , Tlie cup is of solid silver 
and valued at $150. The day was cold, but the sport was good, the 
birds flying very wild and strong. Messrs. Trevor and Livingston are 
members of the Hurlingham Club, of London, of which club the first 
named is a representative shot. Mr. W. Sanford was referee, Mr. 
Arthur Ren wick scored. American rules, handicap rise, 80yds. bound¬ 
ary,-50 birds, second barrel scored: 
Allan Nichols....1111101inilllllllll0‘'=11111111111111111011Hll 11111-47 
J O Livingston,. 11110111111111111111111110111101111110*111101111111—46 
H Trevor.. 11111111111111111111110111111101111101110111111111—16 

*Fell dead-out of hounds. 
In tie for second Trevor killed 14 birds straight, Livingston missed 

his 14th bird. __ 

National Gun Association Tournaments.—Special Notice.—Mem¬ 

bers desirous of organizing tournaments in their-vicinity, under the 
auspices of the Association, are requested to notify the undersigned. 

All the expenses of the same will be paid by us. Make your arrange¬ 

ments for 1886. We propose to establish a circuit of toiirnainents 

annually. Claim your dates now. General office and headquarters, 

Macon, Ga.—Matt R. Freeman, Vice-President and (Jeneral Manager; 
F. C. Ethridge, Secretary, Macon, Ga. Send 10 cents for hand book 

containing rules, constitution, etc. “Fairly started and its future 

depends entirely upon the manner in which the sportsmen throughout 

the country respond.”—C. M. Stark, April 18,1886.—Adv. 

^Htweiitge 

RATING CANOES FOR TIME ALLOWANCE. 

Editor. Forest and Stream: 
I have followed with great interest the discussion on wide versus 

narrow canoes in your columns, and have just read your leader of 
31st December on the classification of wide canoes. Will you allow 
oiie at present a stranger to your boats, but who hopes soon to be 
better acquainted with them, to make a suggestion? 

My canoe, the Pearl, has raced a great deal against larger boats, 
under, a rule of measurement allowing time for size, the size being 
ascertained by a measurement roughly stated-area of midship sec¬ 
tion multiplied by half length. 

This rule has been found to gauge fairly well the sizes of boats of 
various types, lime being allowed in accordance with the following 
scale: 

Time allowance 
Club per mile to a boat 

measurement. measuring 10 cu. ft, 
10 cubic feet . 0 seconds. 

" . 20.0 
14 “ . 37 1 “ 
16 “ .. .62.1 
18 “    65.5 “ 
80 “   77.5 “ 
28 “ . .. 88.4 “ 
24 “ ... 98 4 “ 
36 “    107.6 “ 
28 “   116.3 “ 
so .124.2 “ 
S3 “     131.7 
34 “  138.7 
36 “  145.4 “ 
88 “   151.7 
40 “    157.7 “ 
42 “  163.4 “ 
.44 “    168.9 “ 
46 “     174.1 
.48 “ ...:..179.1 
50 , “ .183 9 • 

.--52 ■“   188.5 “ - 
The area of inidship section can easily be ascertained by passing a 

tape around the canoe; dividing the girth by 4 and squaring the 
quotient; multiply this by half tbe length and you have the boat's 
measurement in cubic feet. 

I would suggest that the out-elassed canoes should have some 
races made for them under this system of handicap, so as to 
glvY them all sport, without entirely debarring any canoe from rac¬ 
ing bec.ause her owper wants, for special reasons, a few inches more 
beaerthan the ma jority. 

: The Pearl- 14ft;x33in., measures 24ft. and has been entered for a 
great ffl^y races in consequence of the opportunity presented by the 
Thaiheg'YaUey Sailing Club, which classes canoes, oatooats and gigs 
tQgether‘UDder this rule with very satisfactorv results. 

^ . E, B. Tredwbn. 
London, Jan. 11,1886, ' 
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LARGE CANOES IN THE A. C. A. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Now that there is some prospect of an amiable and comprehen 

sive settlement of the existing difiScnlties respecting canoes, allow 
me to maXi a suggestion, not that I hope to change the opinions of 
sucli as have decided preferences, but simply to stimulate those who 
are hesitating or still diss.atisfled. The advocates of the sneakbox and 
others seem to think that48, or even more, inches beam preferable to 
less. It seems to me. therefore, quite within the province of the 
A. O. A. to “cover in the happy mean” and make the proposed new 
class 15ft. keel by 42in. beam, with an admlssable depth forward of 
2ft Bin. and a draft of lln. for each foot of length on deck, or not to 
exceed 171n., and a freeboard amidships of about 91n. This would 
have a tendency to introduce some of the famous Clyde features, and 
could not fall to give us a class of faster, more comfortable and deci¬ 
dedly handsomer boats than most of those now used under canvas. 

If the Association sees fit to draw the lihe In a reasonably libe.al 
spirit by admitting some such improvement of sailing canoes—with- 
o' t impairing or restricting the privil»ge8 of the paddle—it cannot fail 
to enhance the popularity of clubs by strengthening their member¬ 
ship. There need be no conflicting interests, because the man who 
hates a paddle, can’t afford steam, and even hesitates about the ex¬ 
pense of a yacht, will be an interested member directly, while those 
who have so bitterly opposed his recognition will be suprised to find 
him quite as gentlemanly as themselves and inclined to foster the 
best and most active meiifcers of the Association. 

Granted some such concession^, the average man—who now rows 
bis boat when the breeze has failed—will find consolation In the soci¬ 
ety of those who know the sweet uses of adversity, as exemplified 
In the paddler aforesaid, and whether they go forth 

"In their big canoe with pinions," 

or glance along the coast, both will be cheered by observing 
"The seas with swelling canvas cover’d o’er." 

I call my new boat a canoe for this reason: She is not deep enough 
to warrant the more assumptive title of yacht, although 1 hope to 
add some features which belo ig to the latter class of vessels. For 
instance—including her rail—she will possess a minimum freeboard 
of 19in., supported by a maximum draft of 8ft. which will, I hope, 
locate the meta center on a line with her floor gratings, 15ln below 
the load waterline. Except the shoe shown on the bottom of her keel, 
she will have no outside ballast, another canoe feature which favors 
portability. Whatever ballast she requires will be of lead stowed as 
low as possible inside and concentrated upon the midship section. 

Her waterlines wiU be similar to those of the Eagle with decks some¬ 
what finer, a deeper forefoot and the after keel less rockered. 

I have been not a little amused by the assertion several times re¬ 
peated in these columns, that such vessels cannot be safely and easily 
beached and a landing t ffacted without wading or getting spattered. 
Now allow me to say that t have often beached the Aura, a 23x6 pine 
boat drawing 17in. forward and 3ft. afl, by rounding to quickly, 
thus bringing her nearly broadside on. Her velocity, increased by 
IBOlbs. of outside iron, never failed to carry her forefoot well out of 
water without in the least endangering her struotiu^l affinity or dis¬ 
turbing her top hamper. But then she was a cutter model and such 
vessels have since been proven more tractable, less dangerous and 
longer lived than any other. Deja. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
My large canoe is now com Dieted and I eau give you some Informa¬ 

tion in regard to the weight of these boats. My canoe was built by 
Powdl & Dougla«, Waukegan, Ill., and Is a very sightly craft. 
Length, ISft.; beam. 42in.; depth amidshios, 15in. Her stowage 
capacity is something Immense. Stems and keel of oak, planking and 
deck of 6-16 white cedar. She weighs, with bottom board, center- 
board, seats, rudder and steering gear all complete, except mast and 
sails, 150 pounds. Tbls weight could be reduced 20 to 26 pounds if 
desired. Tne above boat will cost, complete, including sails, oars, 
paddles, etc., about $100. Have rigged her for cruising with one 
balance lug sail of 113 sq. ft. The m^st, boom and yard stow under 
the deck without joints. This rig I have found to be a veiw handy 
one as there is but one sheet and one halliard to attend to. Of course 
this boat is not paddleable, but she will row very easily, either of 
which are of but little consequence to me as I am decidedly opposed 
to rowing or paddling any great distance, but there is no question la 
my mind as to her being able to sail well. As to the Association form¬ 
ing a class that will admit the‘e wide canoes, it Is a question for theta 
to decide whether they will gain anything by it. As for myself I 
would like very much to see a class of this kind and would be at the 
meets every year in racing trim, but I don't p"opo80 to build a canoe 
that is totally unfit for cruising in these waters in order to be able to 
race her once a year at the meets. We have admitted 84 and 88in. 
canoes in the Chicago C, C. races (and, by the way, they carried away 
the prizes) and 1 have no doubt that if a sufificlont number of owners 
of large canoes should apply to the C. C. C. for recognition, a class 
would be formed for them. There will be several boats similar to 
mine built here this winter, and after next season we can tell more 
about them. I believe I am as deeply interested in canoeing as 
"Class A’’ or "Class B.” but the wind and water tnat I have to sad in 
forces me to use a larger canoe. Captais. 

Chicago, Ill. __ 

CANOE CLASSIFICATION. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
In presenting the article on classification of sailing canoes in 

Forest and Stream of Dec. 10,1 was actuated only by a desire to 
advance and improve that feature of the meet. The classification 
was presented not with ihe expectation of its being adopted, but to 
show more plainly the inconslstiencies of the present rules and to 
open the way for better ones. The A. C. A. now has, I believe, over 
600 member-s, and is rapidly becoming national. Every member has 
his preference, and different localities require different types of 
canoes. The A. C. A. having declared what shall constitute a canoe 
should provide sailing rules broad enough to classify all canoes within 
the limns. I am not advocating a large, or small, wide or narrow 
canoe. Let each individual canoeist use his own taste In that respect. 
I advocate a more equitable and general classification so that each 
member of the A. C. A. may, if he choose, take to the meet the canoe 
of his choice and have the privilege of entering the sailing races 
should he wish to do so. „ , 

In reply to the answer Immediately following my article allow me 
to say tiiat while the writer of the answer promptly says aye for 
‘•nearly all the members of the A. C- A ,” he candidly admits all I 
have claimed, and acknowledges that the present rules dictate two 
sizes of canoes, 16x28 for Class A. and 16x80 for Class B, and remarks 
that in -another year we may expect to see Class A all 15x28," Well, 
that is building pretty near to fit the rule. What has become of all 
the 14x28 and 27 canoes? Have ibeir owners tired of their canoes, or 
have they made an effort to get more even terms by getting a larger 

Those sizes, 16x28 and 15x30, may suit the feather weight and 
answer well for bay sailing with them, but how about the larger and 
heavier of oiir members and those whose only sailing privilege is on 
the open waters of our lakes? It is not every member that can afford 
or cares to have one canoe for home use and another for the A. C. A. 

*”^6 further acknowledgment that ‘•the object of the present rules 
is not to afford a race to every possible size of canoe that may present 
itself” completes the confes-ion. While the present rules may pro¬ 
vide for the canoes in attendance at the meet, and, while the leading 
canoeists mar be contented with the rules as they now are, neverthe¬ 
less they are unfair and unjust because they dictate the canoes that 
shall have the privilege of sailing in the races of the A. C-A. Is it 
probable that a member of the A. C. A. will transport to the meet 
from a distance a proscribed canoe? Is it not probable that some 
stay away for this very reason? change the rules so that all canoes 
within Association Umits may enter the sailing races on more even 
terms and the result may surprise you. Certainly no harm will be 

The rules proposed by me do not necessitate a lengthening of the 
programme, as both divisions of either class could be started at one 
time. In place of giving a first and second prize, give a first prize 
only in each division, and by so doing distribute in a better way the 
same number of prize*. Certainly the proposed C class would 
lengthen the programme; and how about that "senior class” that is 
knocking at the door? The classification proposed by me will accom¬ 
modate all on as nearly even terms as can ^ obtained without com¬ 
puting a lime allowance, which is not practicable. 

To “Class H Canoe” I wiU say that m any olassiflcatloa there will 
be canoes that will nearly approach the limit on both sides, and will 
perhaps more nearly equal each other than the canoes in their own 
class. There must be a division some where, and without a limit there 
would be no classification. The rule that will class the canoes on the 
most even terms will of course he tne best, as it will encourage more 
entries in the races. Nothing so stimulates competition as the possi¬ 
bility of winning. , , . , , . , 

In conclusion, permjt me to ask why do not rules which neither 
encourage nor dfctate the building of any particular size of canoe, 
but rather fairly classifles all types of sailing canoes within Associa¬ 
tion limits^ better meet the requirements of the Association thap 
those which both dictate and proscribe certain sizes of canoes> which 
allojv large and small canoes i« one class on even terms; which 
gllow a canoe under 16ft.x28in, in either class, and while allowtoK a 

.p,f- 28jj^u, >1? Class B, prQ^4m o/ l^s 

17ft. In length, of symmetrloal proportions, and capable of being effi¬ 
ciently paddled by one man, as I know to a certainty? 

Echoing the sentiment of “Hal,” "fair play all around and no 
favok,” is all that is desired by Long Shanks. 

Cle'vbland.O., Jan. 18,1886. 

SNEAKBOXES AND CRUISERS. 

Editor Forest and Stream; 
I have just fioished reading the articles, and comparing the designs 

of the three sneahboxes given In the issues of Jan. 7,14 and 21, and 
am at a loss to know why, in discarding, as in the last design, some of 
the diiek-shooUng features of the crnft, you still tacitly rt-commend 
the retention cf such a peculiar characteristic, lh« bow. As it is not 
a thing of beauty, why retain It? Has it any advantages over its 
adaptability for hunting purposes that it nhould be retained in the 
cruiser? Would It not be possible to build a boat on the same length, 
breadth and midship section but with an orthodox bow. that would 
row as easily, sail better to windward and be as good a boat for the 
purpose as the one presented In the design ? E. K. B. 

[It has been attempted in the design given to retain the peculiarities 
of the sneakbox model, and the bottom is practically the same, except 
for the additions of stern and freeboard above water. The bow of the 
sneakbox Is very convenient for beaching and hauling up in cruising, 
and better for that purpose than a boat’s bow. A boat is now build 
Ing for the owner of the Bojum from a design by Mr. W. P. Stephens, 
in which the bow is carried out as In an ordinary sail boat, in other 
respects the shape being as shown last week. This boat. Intended for 
smooth water sailing. Is 18ft. over all. 16ft. on waterline and 6ft. 4in. 
beam. witn one large lug and a balanced rudder. How she will per¬ 
form with the other boats described-remains to be tried this season,] 

LIGHT-HANDED. 

HOW unmeaning to the novice, but how striking to the veteran 
sportsmen are these simple words; to the one they convey ho 

ideas, fo the other they are fraught with the utmost importance; one 
recks not of their import, whl’e the othCT caters to their meaning with 
his utmost ability. The traveled canorist and hunter know what I 
mean • experience in Its practical trials has taught them that, and If 
not. Its synonym, “Nessmuk,” has done his part. Hail to “Ness- 
muk”r'What a jolly fellow he must be. and withal what common 
sense he shows. To the Western canoeist and hunter, weU'“Ness¬ 
muk’ does this,” is always the finale. 

•‘Man-wants but little here below” is fully exemplified in the life of 
a canoeist, A canoe is a pretty craft, and If her captain is a man of 
taste, a beautiful one; but she is not a freight, barge. How some men, 
and veterans, too, can lug along 20U pqunds of stuff in a 76-pound 
canoe and call It canoeing Is a mystei-y to me. 1 once did this myself, 
but DO more. Instead of the halcyon days being gone, they have 
come. Let us see what a canoeist really needs. First comes canoe 
and fittings, sails and paddles are in their plsme. though some dis- 
penye with the former while cruising; canoe tent, cushions and apron 
nearly complete the list. Next comes the outer man—oilskins head 
the procession, next comes bedding; a sleeping bag is the nc plus 
ultra, but heavy blankets answer almost as well; a rubber blanket to 
throw over all, a heavy suit of underwear, with two or three pairs of 
socks, a soft hat or helmet, medium heavy coat and flannel shirt, and 
we have the list complete. 

The most Important department of all Is the cuisine; grub box. 
magic name, heads the list; coffee pot, inside of which when not In 
use repose knife, fork and spoon, pepper and salt, can opener and 
whatever else you can jam, or by any means get In it. occupies one 
comer of the grub box; the square coffee and sugar cans occupy 
the other corners, while the remainder of the aforesaid grab box 
constitutes the larder. A granlteware plate and cup. together wlih a 
small frying pan, make utensils enough and to spare. 

A troublesome, hut necessary ad junc, Is the tool box, which should 
be of tin and not over Sin. high, so that it mav be placed under the 
cushion and used for a seat. A few copper and half a dozen lOd. nails, 
copper wire, strong twine, a lump of beeswax, matches in watertight 
box. a lead pencil, a few brass screws and a piece of copper plate 
about 6x8 to mend paddle, etc., are the main things, while the re¬ 
mainder iSt the box can be used for storing ‘•.small duffle,” which, aS 
every canoeist knows, aocnmulatos with appalling rapidity. 

A strong sheath knife should be carried in ihe belt; It should have 
about a 6in. blade and be carried so that the sh'-ath will project into 
the hip pocket. By all means carry a revolver, for show if not for 
use; inry seem so chilly and uncordial to prying roughs, but on the 
other hand don’t handle it yourself if you can help it. 

In some cases more may be carried and some less, but this is enough 
for a thousand mile cruise, and if I were goiag on such a trip I would 
only add such things as I could carry on my person. The disposition 
of a canoeist’s plunder of course depends upon circumstances, but 
take the word of one who has tried it and you won’t repent it. 

1 am aware in taking up this subject I am treading on well trodden 
grounds, but when I saw a canoeist start off with four whi’e shirts, 
and a dress suit in his dry stowage. It made even me desire to scrlb 
ble. , __ Arcturus. 

A VERY small STEAMER.—Eaftor Forest and Stream: As I see 
that you Invite communications on matters connected with canoeing, 
I send you the following description of what I believe to be the 
smallest iiteamer ever used to carry a human freight: The boat is 
14ft. long, 29in. beam, clinker built, of pine, with short counter. The 
boiler is of steel, in shape vertical, 20in. high and 20in. in diameter, 
31 one incii tubes, lagged with mahogany, brass dome and funnel. I 
have had as much as 1601bs. to the Inch on,it, but have usually worked 
it at 90 or 80. It Is fed by two Injectors,’ One a No. 0, Schaeffer & 
Budenberg’s make, and the other a model made by the same makers 
foi’ exhibition. The latter Is barely 2in. long. yet. strange to say, it 
works far better than the larger one. I had originally a pump; but 
this, a home made article, was not satisfactory. There is, of course, 
a water gauge, a steam gauge and a safety valve, the latter a large 
one. An ejector in the stern speedily thrdws out any water from the 
bilge, and an exhaust box on the waste pipe effectually prevents the 
unplea-sant pnffleg noise. With the blast steam can be raised in a 
quarter of an hour, and when clean, the holler will make steam so 
quickly that the boat will run well with fire door open The engine is 
‘ty^in. stroke, 2in. bore. The cylinder top just appears above the deck 
aft. There is no link motion. The reversing is accomplished by a 
cam, workmg in a slot on the shaft. Half a turn astern is given by 
hand to the fly wheel, and when steam is turned on the engine will go 
astern. With Welsh coal, there is no annoyance whatever from 
smoke. With about 300 revoluiions the canoe will make about seven 
miles an hour in smooth water. Of course she is only Intended to 
carry one In the well; but on one occasion she carried myself and 
two friends, one on the how and one on the counter, for about seven 
miles. She Is extremely stiff, so much so that 1 can stand up on the 
counter while she is running and steer with my feet. She Is decked 
in forward of the holler. A brass cowl allows the air to enter, so as 
to prevent the woodworx getting too hot — W. 

THE FLORIDA C. C.—Editor Foi-est and Sireani: At the meeting 
of Jan. 17, the Florida C. O. was organized in the city of Jackson¬ 
ville with ten charter members and the following list of officers: 
Captain, B. H. Barnett; Mate, R. M. Call; Secretary and Treasurer, 
E. H. Buckinan. This is the pioneer canoe club south of M ison an d 
Dixon’s line, and I believe it will be a thoroughly successful organi¬ 
zation, as it has the right sort of men in the hoard of officers and all 
about them they have the facill'ies for gratifying a fondnes for our 
manly health-giving sport. If convenience to some of the finest can¬ 
oeing waters in the world wiU be an incentive to the development of 
a canoeing Interest, they have it here, for flowing by their very aoors 
they have the noble St. John’s River, which has a length of more 
than 300 miles, every one of which is a paradise for the canoeist, 
There are also open to them numtierless streams within half a day’s 
paddle of the city, in the waters of which game fish of many varieties 
can be taken, while along the banks, deO‘, bear, wildcat and birds of 
various kinds may be found for the hunting. When we take Into con¬ 
sideration the fact that here the canoeing season is never closed by 
snow and ice as it is in the North, nut is open all the year round, we 
begin to reah'ze what a canoeist paradise Florida may and probably 
will become. Captain Barnett appointed a committee to select an 
appropriate design for club burgee and sailing device, a report 
from which wjill be had at the next meeting. The captain of the club 
and probably two or three of the other members will join the breth¬ 
ren of the A. C. A. on the waters of Ed Bay and around the camp¬ 
fires of Grindstone in August next.—Chas. A. NEri4. 

SPRINGFIELD C. C —The annual meeting of the S. O. C. waa held 
on Jan. 10 The officers elected were; Captain, C. W. Bliss; Lieuten¬ 
ant, E. C. Knanpe: Secretary, F. L. Sifford; Purser, P. A. JCnappe. 
Messrs. Bliss. Bowles and Knappe coostitutfe the Regatta Committee. 
A spring meet will be held at Calla Shasta Grove on the Connecticut 
River. The club dinner will be held on Feb. 10. 

PERSONAL.-Mr. and Mrs. C. K. Munroe are now in Key West. 
Messrs. Phioney, of Boston, and Reid, of Peterboro. are with Capt. 
Kendall, at Tarx>on Springs. Mr 1. F. West, formerly of Orange. N. 
J., well known as the builder and paddler of canvas canoes, called on 
us last week.. Mr. West is now settled in Omaha, Nebraska. Mr. 
L'lcien Wjlsoh, of the Cincinnati C. 0 , was in New York this week 
and spent Sunday at Marmalade Lodge, 

OAKLAND.) W. W. Blow has sdnt us some photos of his 
canoes^ophyr, 14ft.s-29in., nod JJystio, 15ft,x36m. The former is 
rigged wUhAStohieaag^pnamafJ (iftntly, while the fs pgj^ed A dnnivn ^ 

A CRUISING AND RACING CANOE. 

^HE introduction of the Average Record system In the Association 
JL races, and the few changes made in the rules In 1884 have 
cheeked the tendency to build larger canoes and also to build canoes 

dlmg lines and makmg a faster boat when sailing with sbeefs off 
make her too unwieldy for transportation, slow in tacking, and 
heavier. The favorite length promises to be 15ft., as giving the best, 
all-around results, both in racing under the rule and for cruising and 
trMsporr, Of course a 16x28 canoe would have an advantage in a 
paddling race, especially over a straightaway course, and on many 
ooi^ions she would have a similar advantage over two legs of the 
^O. A. course In Eel Bay, but neither of these would compensaie. 
for the sacrifice of all-around q(iaJitie« and speed to windward. 
Bimllarly m Class B. the limit allowed is 15x3m or 16x30, but few 
avail themselves of the extra of beam or foot of length, as ex¬ 
perience has thus far proved that the smaller boats, such as Dot, 
Hnalm and their class, can outsail the larger canoes in most weathers 
The fight between these canoes and the larger ones of the Pearl type 
has been carried on for a long time, with odds in favor of the smaller 
boats. It must be said that the latter haire had the advantage of 
more skillful handling for the most part, and have outnumbered the 
others, but the racing tbu^ far In America all goes to prove that the 
ordinary 14 or 15x30 canoe, with a moderate amount of ballast, and 
In many cases uabaJlasted, can do nearly all the heavy canoes are 
capable of, and that they are faster in most weathers. That they are 
less costly, and much better adapted for general canoeing, for rail 
transport and for cruising, is obvious, and for thase reasons they 
have become popular. The near future will in all probability see 
some races between them and the best canoes of tbe other type, 
handled by experts, and these may reverse the results of tbe previ¬ 
ous racing nere; but in any case the medium all-around canoe must 
remain the favorite in America. 

As In Class A, a more powerful boat could be built by going to the 
full limit allowed, but all considerations, weight, quickness In stays, 
easy paddling, convenience in transport, control under padale, cruis¬ 
ing and special work in rapids, etc., dictate 15x30 as the desirable 
mean. 

For a 15ft. eanoe a limit of beam of 31}^in, has been established for 
Class B. A 15ft.x81}.|^in. canoe is quite a large boat, comparatively 
speaking.and for every purpose.excepting sailing races..such a canoe is 
less convenient than a smaller and lighter one, and however good the 
large one may be in the regular sailing races, she cannot hope for a 
place In the averge record, as. her weight and beam will in most eases 
handicap her In paddling. 

After the A. C. A. ’84 meet there was a marked tendency all along 
the line to build larger canoes approaching the limits more nearly on 
the average than any year previously. The Sunbeam was a result of 
this movement. Though not b lit up to the limit—on account of the 
paddling difficulty that would result—this canoe was de-igned to get 
the most out of a 16ft.x80in. canoe. The stem and stern were plumb 
with a full body amidship and aft, and deeper draft than formerly, 
got by a decided deadrise lo the floor. A season’s use has pretty well 
proied that she is a fa-it canoe under sail and an excellent sea boat. 
A light-weight man must needs carry considerable ballast in a Sun¬ 
beam, however, to get stability down the wind—one hun .red pounds 
Is not too much to get the canoe down to her true Hues, and more can 
be carried to advantage often. 

The Lassie was designed as an attempt to get good speed, close 
windward work, a fairly light and small canoe to carry amodera'e 
amount of ballast—always a heavy load to handle—and to be a good 
cruising canoe for all but very narrow and rapid waters. She has 
proved herself fast under sail and paddle, easy to handle on the water 
and ashore, amply large enough for a man of medium height and 
weight, and needs but 76 pounds of ballast at the most; with all this 
she 18 ver.V steady before the wind. She is a Class A canoe, but al¬ 
lowed in Class B races, and just comes within the limits of Class HI. 
paddling. 

The dimensions-15ft.x28m—and the points arrived at were given to 
Mr. Everson, w’ho worked out the problem in his own way, and to 
whom all credit for the result is due. 

Two flat brass plates were used for the boards, placed as shown in 
the drawing, as being the best for windward results it was thought, 
not overlooking convenience at the same time. For cruising the after 
board can be dispensed with, and the slot in the keel plugged. The 
forward plate can be removed and a wooden board substituted, thus 
saving about 20 pounds in dead weight. The ballast all goes below 
the floor, and is held in by tbe floor boards buttoned do'W’n. It is then 
in the very best place. The canoe is steady before the wind since she 
draws more water than the Hunbeam—unless the litter is heavily 
ballasted—being narrower. The motion from side to side is a very- 
easy one, quite unlike the quick roll of a flat floored canoe. The man¬ 
ipulation or the two hoards takes time to acquire, so that the maxi¬ 
mum result can be obtained. They largely decrease the work that 
has to be done by the rudder in single board canoes. 
Length. 15ft. 
Beam, extreme. 28in. 
Depth at gunwale. llj-^m. 
Sheer, bow. 7in. 
Sheer, stem . Bm. 
Dead rise in Gin.  lin. 
Crown of deck.. Sin. 
Fore side of stem to— 

Mast tubes.1ft. .Sin., 3ft. , lift. J4in. 
F’ore trunk, fore end. 8ft. 2in. 
Fore trunk, after end. 5ft. lOin. 
Coaming, fore end . 4ft. 5in. 
Well at i.eck. fore end. 4ft. lOin. 
Backrests, r r . .7.5in and 9.3in. 
After end of well . 10ft. 8>^in, 
Bulkhead.10 tt. 9Win. 
Deck tiller . lOft. lOin. 
After trimk, fote end. lift. 2i4in. 
After trunk, after end.  l-2tt. Bin. 
Deck hatch, fore side.. lift. llin. 
Deck batch, after side.  12ft. 9in. 

Width of cockpit. lit. Bin. 
Coaming, height at fore end. .Sin. 
Coaming, height at m iddle. 2in. 

Waterliues, -Sin. apart: buttock and bowlines, oin. apart; secti'>ns, 
2ft. apart, from fore side of stem; floor above ga'boards, 3>^io.; stem 
and stern sided lin., keel sided (width) .Sin.; moulded (thickness) lin.; 
keel batten, Uin.Xdin. at amid.-^hips; si'img, ;4in.; ribs, Ityxo-lO, 
spaced 6in., 19in. at ends; deck, }4iu.; lean of mast tubes, 2ii:.; floors, 
B-lBin. 

JIKPEllENOBS. 
a, stem, hackmatack. m,coamiaK. oak. 
b, stern, hackmatack. n, hatch, mahogany. 
c, keel, oak. o. after hatch. 
d, keel batten, oak p, deck hatch. 
e, ribs, oak. (j, center strip of deck, man og. 
/, bulkhead, pice, }^tu. back rests, oak. 
(/, headledges, oak. s. heel brace, oak. 
7i, sides of trunk, pine, tyln. t, steering pedals, ouk. 
/, Of ck beam.®, pine. u, deck tiller. 

A:, knees, oak or hackmat’k. r, centerboard hinges, brass. 
1, mastfiteps, oak. z, floor ledges, cedar 

TABLE OF OFFSETS. 
CASOK LASSIE. 

Ha lf -Breadths. 

Station 
Height 

at deck. 

Deck. 9 in. Sin. 3 in. Upper 
Diag. 

Lower 
Diag. 

Ff.In. 

1 

ft. In. 

1)6 

Ft. In. Ft In. Ft. In. Ft. In. Ft. In. 

‘2 X 4a 5 4 2-1 56 41 

4 1 i- 
1 

11.) ‘ 86 6 10“ 9 

B iV 1 1 16 1 I'l 1 06 9-i 1 16 116 

SI 10 1 2 1 1’ 1 11 106 1 2> 1 06 

19 IF ' 1 16 1 1 1 i 9 1 U 10 

I'i 11 11' V 46 96 71 

14 

16 

13^ 

1 6a 

45 

01 

Vjf. V 11 •2“ 

Th.e keel batten, Min. thick. Is a separate piece: but it would he 
belter If worked in one wjth the keel. The centerboard trunks are 
both below deck, closed on top and opening only on tbe bottom. The 
tuosr/ffi, p; shpfit prm ^.ce .^ip^ed p/ p/ pvro L-shaped 
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shown at v, one on each side of the board. These pieces are each 
fastened to the keel by a screw from the outside. To remove the 
board the canoe is turned over, the two screws tafeen out. and the 
boat turned back, when the board will drop out. The fore board is 
of 5-16in. brass, weighing 151bs. The after board is of ^in. brass, 
weighing 51bs., and is quadrant-shaped. Each is filed to a sharp 
edge. They are hoisted by cords, the forward pendant belaying on a 
cleat on after end of the trunk; the after pendant coming through the 
deck to a cleat on starboard side of deck, abreast the canoeist. The 
three mast tubes are of uniform size, 2in. inside, so the masts may be 
interchanged. The rudder is of 94in. oak, thinned down at the edges, 
the yoke being a semi circular piece with a score in it for the rudder 
lines, of brass chain. The foot gear consists of two oak pedals, 11, 
fitted to the floor boards with brass spring hinges. When two are 
paddling, the after man uses the braces, s s, on the floor, the back¬ 
board for the forward man being at r. The hatch, o, is made with an 
outside rim, fitting over tne coaming and close to the deck. There is 
no fore bulkhead, as usually fitted, and the sliding bulkhead is also 
omitted, a piece, r, taking its place and supporting the hatch and 
cairying the back-boa--d. The broken lines in the sectional view 
show the inner edges of the planking, the wiaths of same at midships 
being given m the cross section. 

THE SINGLE BLADE.—Where is "Single Paddle” this winter? 
Does he find a difficulty in hunting up the victories, of the past sea 
son? I did not attend the meet, but if the reports can be trusted hot 
a single race open to both kiiids of paddles was captured by the 
single. I again make the assertion that everything else being equal 
the doublets the fastest, and I may add that I think the superiority 
will be more apparent in the larger sizes of canoes. The 1886 meet is 
certain to be attended by the best paddlers of the country. Surely 
the single paddle men can attend and do their best to contradict my 
assertion. Don’t be content with saying, “We have better men at 
home,” buf bring the better men along and give the doubles a 
worthy battle.—Boreas. 

HARTFOKD C. C.—The annual meeting of this club was held Jan, 
19, when the following officers were elected for the ensuing year: 
Geo. L. Parmele, President; W. B. Davidson. Treasurer; John D. 
Parker, Secretary; Louis Q. Jones, Commodore; W. G. Abbot, mem¬ 
ber Executive Committee. Several new members were elected, and 
there is every indication of continuing prosperity. The club has 
found the following prescription of great benefit in keeping up club 
interest during the winter months: H Smoke, canoe talk, refresh¬ 
ments aa q. s. Label, a camp fire. Dose—One each month at the 
homes of the different members. The next meeting will be at the 
home of Commodore Jones on the evening of Jan. 27. 

WIDE AND NARROW CANOES.-Editor Forest and Stream: 
“Hal” says I have placed constructions upon his communication not 
warranted by the words used. I did not think so, but he must know 
better than I can what meaning he intended to convey, so I most 
cheerfully ask his pardon, and also thank him for his answer. I 
should like to say more, but have taken to heart the remark of "Skip¬ 
per” about taking up the precious space of the Forest and Stream, 
and will ref rain. — Katrina. 

I fA. C. A.—Mr. Edward C. Hammott, of Davenport, la., is a candi 
date for membership. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Co. 

FIXTURES. 

July 17—Beverley Y. C., Marblehead, First Championship. 
July 31—Beverley Y. C.. Swampscott, Second Championship. 
Aug. 14—^Beverley Y. C , Nahant, Third Championship. 
Aug. 21—Beverley Y. C., Marblehead. Open Matches. 
Sept. 18—Beverley Y. C., Nahant, Fall Matches. 

ELECTIONS OF OFFICERS. 

Lynn Y. C.—Jan 6.—Commodore, E. C- Neal; Vice-Commodore, 
Howard Dennis; Fleet Captain. F. S. Newhall; Secretary, W. B. New- 
hall; Treasurer, J. W. AtwJU; Measurer, C. B. Taylor; Regatta Com¬ 
mittee, W. B. Newhall, W. M. Rand. W, Hawkes, C. H. Lickhart and 
H. P. Armstead. 

Buffalo Y. (7.—Jan. 6,—Commodore, Harry D. Williams; Vice- 
Commo'^ore, Louis G. Northrop; Secretary, Mort. C. Provoost; 
Treasurer, Eugene Roberts; Measurer. John H. Swanson; Trustees, 
Harry D. Williams. Charles B. Hill, J. H. Swanson, Harry N. Vedder, 
L. G. Northrun; Regatta Committee, John Willoughby, Charles Grei¬ 
ner, Richard Tohnie. 

Hull Y. C.—Commodore, Charles V. Whitten; Vice-Commodore 
Benjamin L. M. Tower; Rear-Commodore, George R. Howe; Secre¬ 
tary and Clerk. Peleg Aborn; Treasurer, Charles C. Hutchinson; 
Assistant Secretary, Frank C. Brewer; Measurer, William H. Litch¬ 
field; Executive Committee, Charles A. Perkins, J F. Brown, J. J. 
Henry, G. Whittemore; Regatta Committee. E H. Tarbell, W. H. 
Litchfield; O. A. Ruggles, B. W. Rowell, W. A. Cary, W. Z. Millar; 
Membership Commit'ee. Fred Pope, A. P Thayer, B. T, Wendell, J. 
R. Chadwick, W. L. Porter, George Coffin, Charles E. Cunningham 
J. E. Sayles. 

East River Y, C.—Commodore. M. J. Charde; Vice Commodore, 
Saggeaut W. McManus; Secretary. Harvey T. Lewis; Treasurer. J. J. 
Driscoll; Sergeant-at-Arms, Peter Gillen; Board of Trustees. M. J. 
Charde, John Whittaker, J. F. Sullivan, William Briggs and C. 
Dreyer; Regatta Committee, E. E. Brown. J. D. SmaUfleld and Aloy- 
sius Lamb. 

Poughkeepsie Ice Y. O,—Commodore, Theodore V. Johnston; Vice 
Commodore. William R. Innis; Secretary and Treasurer, Thomas H. 
Ransom; Regatta Committee, Thomas H. Ransom, Theodore Van 
Kleck and William F. Booth. 
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THE CRUISE OF THE PILGRIM.-V. 

BY DR, W. H. WINSLOW. 

PENOBCSOr Bay is, in my opinion, the best and most interesting 
crui.-ing ground upon the Atlantic coast, but there is not a yacht 

cJub from Whitehead to Mt. Desert, except one lately formed at Rock 
lond. A chain of .small mountains lies along the western side from 
Northport to Rockland, n distance of about sixteen miles; and there are 
numerous high promontories upon the eastern side until the eyes 
rest upon Green Mountain, the highest portion of that magniflc'eut 
island, Mt Desert. It is not deserted as the French thought. There 
are many $100,000 villas at Bar Harbor, and deer have been shot in 
the forests this season. 

There are hundreds of pretty wooded islands, worth from one 
dollar apiece to many thousands, in the lower bay, and many of them 
are beiiig bought up by city men for summer homes. 'Ihere are 
many of the cutest little coves, harbors and camping places along 
the shores that one can conceive of; the water is deep and the shores 
arc bold for the most part; low tide uncovers flats in which one can 
dig large, sweet, tender clams by the bushel, and the line of high tide is 
covered with great quantii.ies of ch-y drift wood, the refuse of the many 
sawmills up the rivers, which will*get up a good hot bed of toals for 
a clambake in the shortest possible time. Flounders, tommy-cod 
euuners, salmon, lobster and the frisky sculpin are there in abun¬ 
dance. Crows, gulls, loons, ducks, snipe, partridge, squirrel and 
seal are in snfflcient quantity do keep the guns from rusting. There 
are many places of picturesque beauty worth visiting, and a few of 
historic interest, of which Fort Point and Castine are the most cele¬ 
brated. Withiti easy sail of everywhere, one can And cities or 
villages where he can get letters, newspapers and supplies. Every¬ 
thing is good and cheap, the people are kind and hospitable, there 
are few tramps and vagabonds to molest things, and all laws except 
those pertaining to liquor are promptly enforced. 

But the crowning glory of the place is the magnificent sheet of 
sheltered water for comfortable, safe cruising. I ch'mbed to the top 
of Mt. Percival, one of the aforesaid chain upon the western shore, 
and looked down and away at one of the very finest views I had ever 
beheld, and that is saying much, tor I have eaten bread in seven 
kingdoms. The shore line could be followed to the right as far 
as Owl’s Head, to the left to Belfast, Searsport, Fort Point, then 
crossing the noble Penobscot down to Castine, Cape Rosier and away 
east into Eggemoogin Reach. Islands of every sizs and shape, culti¬ 
vated or heavily wooded, lay upon the blue water as far as the eyes 
could reach seaward. Before us was the long narrow Islesboro, with 
the light-house and inlet of GiUcey’s Harbor. Beyond the eastern 
shore. Blue Hill shone blue and high above the suiToundmg land. 
Eastward, the misty peaks of Mt. Desert could be perceived, and 
southeast a dark heavy cloud upon the horizon represented Isle an 
Haut. It was like looking down upon a map of blue and green and 
gray—beautiful scenery, bold shores, few ledges, sheltered channels 
and straightaway courses, all in view from the excellent roads along 
the water line. 

My companion. E. L. Williams, of South Boston, gazed at the 
magnificent sheets of water upon each side of Islesboro, the western 
and eastern ship channels, stretching from Belfast twenty-eight 
miles to the open sea, and exclaimed, “Wbat a splendid sheet of 
water and wbat a glorious place for yacht races.” But 1 con¬ 
fess the place is a long way from Boston and New York for the 
little craft to go, and without them, races would be as 'stale as 
soup without salt. Then the region gets up Qenesta weather very 
often after the middle of August, and before that time the fogs are 
sometimes troublesome, so I suppose the New Yorkers will stick to 
their sultry. sbaUow Souud, and do a tremendous lot of yachting ,at 
the fashionable hotels all along shore from New York lo Nantucket. 

We broke camp one day after dinner and got everything and every¬ 
body on board safely, though the cutter was pitehing her nose pole 
under about every third sea. The wind was out S. W. and the bil¬ 
lows were rolling right in from sea and getting heavier every hour. 
Jack thought it would be better to start some other day. He was 
not alvaid, but he did not like the looks of it. When I helped the 
boys to close reef the mainsail, he was more urgent in his desire to 
postpone, but we had to get out of the bight or go ashore, and I did 
not care to pile up a thousand dollars upon the rocks those hard 
times. 1 loosed the ,iib and tried to reef it, but the water was so wet 
aud'cold, and ray weight on the bowsprit made her pitch so much, 
that I eoueliided she had better carry it. I had no staysail then, so 
with mainsail well up. a lad at the jib halliards, the other boys at the 
riding rope, and myself holding the jib sheet, mainboom and tiller, 
we were ready for a cast. 1 had the cable hauled in pretty short, 
watched the seas tUl a few lower ones came, threw the bow off shore 
by the rudder and pushing the main boom out to port, hadthean- 
cnor started and the jib run up quickly, drew the jib to starboard 
and let go the boom. The next sea threw the bow off a little, she 
swung around rapidly. I trimmed down flat, and she began to go 
ahead before going one length astern. 

That’s what one can do with a deep iron keeled cutter in a blow. 
If we had cast the wrong way, or sagged much before filling the 
sails, we should have been on' the rocks. The iron keel and deep 
sharp body made her obstinate; she resisted the insulling slaps of 
the sea; implied that she was not to be made a playttung of by 
saucy waves; stood up firmly and obeyed her captain’s wishes, and 
brought us out of the danger. 

It was heavy weather and a very lively beat to windward. 
The cutter lay her rail to the water and' hung there. Puffs did not 
careen her more than an inch or two, and she came up again lively. 
The seas were heavy but she did not ship any. She rose and fell, 
and knocked them right and left, but only threw spray in our faces 
occasionally. Sitting upon the windward seat of the cocupit, with feet 
braced against the lee side, we watched the movements of the craft, 
ready to start the jib sheet if necessary. 

A large steamer plimged by us and gave us a salute with her 
whistle, while Tbeo, the passenger, had sea legs enough on to dip the 
ensign at the peak, where it always was when we were under way in 
Sight of anybody. The steamer's people crowded to the stern and 
.swung hats, handkerchiefs end parasols at us in admiration of our 
gallant contest with the gala, and before she was out of sight, we 
had rounded Cape Rosier, shaken out the reefs, paid off sheets, and 
were flymg away from the following seas. It was a rapid run to North- 
port, and wo were snug at anchor there soon after dark. 

The boys were given a run on shore and small parties of gentle¬ 
men and ladies were taken out upon excursions of one or two days’ 
duration, and as every one down east understands picnicking and 
camping out. we had most enjoyable times. There were always 
members of the party who knew ail about vessels, so 1 had plenty of 
help in managitg the yacht. 

Turtle Head is a high wooded bluff at the northern end of Islesboro, 
owned and occupied during the summer by Dr. Davis of Chelsea, 
Mass. The doctor has a very pleasant home in the midst of a fine 
forest of immense spruce and pines upon the highest part of the 
Head, He has beds for a dozen guests, a large supply of provender 
and wines, genuine Havana cigars, a perfect armory of sporting aud 
warlike weapons, two boats, a boathouse, fishing outfits and signals. 
One can see across the bay in every direction from the upper win¬ 
dows, where a good telescope and marine glasses enable one to see 
every sail apiiroacblng long enough beforeband to hoist the colors 
upon the flag pole upon the edge of the bluff, and to load the little 
cannon, which thundered a salute to every passing or visiting 
pleasure craft. 

No one is allowed to hunt upon the Head; the squirrels are quite 
tame and will come at the doctor’s call and eat walnuts at bis 
feet, while the unmolested seal lie in peace upon the rocks along the 
shore. Nothing delightsthe amiable doctor and his wife and Jimmy, 
the colored servant, so much, as a visit, and nothing can certainly be 
pleasanter to the visitors than the hospitality for which Turtle Head 
is famous. We were there in stag parties and with ladies, shook the 
doctor up in the yacht in “real cutter weather” just to show him 
her qualities and to enjo.y moi-e ef his society, and we shall go hack 
again, sure of a hearty welcome, as every gentleman yachtman may 
he also. 

There’s only one objection to his paradise and that is the anchorage. 
The wind and sea always seem heavy all around the Head. One may 
run the nose pole against the rocks aud have lots of water under the 
keel, but there is no sheltering cove and no soft bottom. The cutter 
just picked up her anchor and walked away with it many times. I 
left Bert in charge one day aud went ashore for water, and when I 
came down to the landing, ten minutes later, the riding rope was 
straight up and down aud the yacht was rapidly drifting up river. 

Fort Point is just within the mouth of Penobscot River and is one 
of the most picturesque and precipitous places upon the coast. 
There is a large summer hotel near the rounded parapet of the old 
1812 fort, aud many pretty villas face the bay and line the road to 
Btockton. The river widens just above the point into a lovely sheet 
of water with excellent anohor.'ige, and here we spent many pleasant 
houi's. One night at sunset tho northern sky became suddenly over¬ 
cast by a dense black cloud that reminded me of some premonitions 
of the hurricanes that I liad experienced in the tropics, and I con¬ 
cluded we were to get a regular sneezer. I got out the light, exam¬ 
ined and cleared the extra anchor, tautened up things generally and 
prepared for the worst. On it came, still black and threatening and 
quietly settled upon us like a mantle, so that we could not see thirty 
leetawa.y. I breathed freer; there was no wind; it was a down east 
fog that drenched the sails and covered the deck as if they had been 
rained upon. We went below and played comfortable games of 
euchre till midnight; then we slept till 8 A. M., when a man upon the 
wharf shouted that breakfast was ready and we took our meals ashore 
(or a change. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

It is a pretty run from Belfast to Castine, up the Bagaduce River 
and out again, across to Sabbath Day Harbor, along the shore of 
Islesboro. past Hugh’s Head, and around the southern end of the 
isle, and up then between it and Job’s and Seven Hundred Acre 
Islands to Gilkey’s Harbor. All the lower part of Islesboro and the 
adjacent islands are owned by a Boston ‘millionaire, who goes down 
in his steam yacht and spends the summer in cruising and flslung. 
He has a range of sheltered water that is perfectly lovely, aud upon 
its shore I would I had a spot for camping, as I consider it. one of the.; 
finest places in the whole bay. But I am not a millionaire. and T 
probably could not buy if I were. It struck me this gentleman' could 
add much to his own happiness by being less exclusive. 

Gilkey’s Harbor, at the upper end of the inland passage, is a fre¬ 
quent stopping place for vessels in a storm, and is a most excellent 
haven, sheltered upon all sides by the land, and having the stickiest 
mud bottom I have yet experienced. . We reached there one after¬ 
noon and the boat was sent ashore for fresh water. It was low tide. 
Hats made off from the shore everywhere, and the hoys had a long 
puli before they found a landing. I was amusing myself studying 
up the region with the glasses, when ray attention was attracted to 
some birds along the shore, and I made out a score or more of gray 
heron standing motionless in the mud. When the boat returned we 
put in the guns and went for them, but we could only get within 
about 800 yards and did not hit any with the rifle. The reports of the 
guns awoke a flock of gulls behind some tall grass, Who took to their 
wings and sailed away with the cranes, making an evening concert of 
discordant sounds. We pointed the boat for the yacht and beheld a 
pretty picture. 

The Lincolnville Mountains lay in deep shadow across the bay with 
the sunset glow showing over their peaks, forming a mellow back¬ 
ground; the water was like a mirror, stretching from the distant 
shore into the harbor, and reflected the rose tints of the western sky; 
the dark evergreen of forest of Spruce Island to the left, and tho 
low green point with the little white cottage and lighthouse to the 
right, framed the picture, and, midway between, lay the little Pilgrim 
with her white mainsail and hull sharply defined upon the delicately 
shaded water of the bay. All the details were so softly tinted, so 
harmoniously blended and so exquisitely united, that we stopped 
rowing and ^ent some minutes in rapturous admiration. 

It was getting late and supper was yet to cook, so we pulled to the 
west and were soon aboard and hard at work at the cuisine. Jamie 
and 1 landed on the island whUe the coffee was making and went into 
the woods in search of the originator of a solemn caw. and came soon 
upon the shore of an inland lagoon that lay dark and slimy in the 
gathering gloom. Our eyes soon made out numerous heron standing 
quietly by pools of water and we tried to get near them, but could 
not, on account of. the treacherous ooze around us. Then we ventured 
to shoot at long range, hut the sounds awoke a score of ghostly 
wings which vanished like the Flying Dutchman, and none remained. 
Then we sought the boat and practiced paddling with a single oar till 
we arrived alongside of our floating home, where supper was ready. 

_ We started early fhe next morning, and in the Western Bay found a 
lot of loons calling a storm. The boys got out their guns and fired at 
them for hours while I sailed the yacht into their swimming places. 
The shooters were sure they had killed a nuniber, but we were not 
able to find one corpus delicti. I told them they had frightened the 
loons so that they had gone down to the bottom aud were holding 
on to the grass with their teeth until we had gone away. A flue 
breeze came in from seaward about 10 o’clock, and, as we sped up the 
channel, the persecuted t^rds showed themselves in the coves and 
laughed derisively at the amateur loon hunters. 

COMPARATIVE POWER OF LARGE AND 
SMALL VESSELS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I have rcRd with much interest the -discussions and the various 

schemes that have been devised for equalizing the advantages which 
the larger vessels have over smaller ones in yacht racing. But it 
appears that a clear idea of the “Wbat is it,” that gives this advan¬ 
tage is not fully comprehended by all the managers of yacht racing, 
and that the law by which this advantage of volume varies with in¬ 
crease of the dimensions of the vessel, is not well digested by the 
average yachtsman. 

Volume of displacement, being a function of four factors, viz.: 
length, breadth, depth, and a coeMcient;o£ form—usually called the 
coefficient of fineness of displacement—if any one of these factors is 
taxed, volume is sure, to come out under the other factors. 

The secret of this element—volume of displacement—lies in the 
fact that it grows, with the increase in linear dimensions of the vessel, 
faster than does the corresponding resistance. An example will il¬ 
lustrate. 

Suppose we have two vessels of precisely the same model and 
loaded to the same per cent, of their depth. As the two vessels are 
alike, and loaded alike, their coefficient of fineness, or displacement, 
will be the same, and we 'may throw this factor out of the calculation. 
Again, as the two vessels are alike, their hneal dimensions all vary 
by the same ratio, whence we may compare them by means of this 
ratio; and for simplicity of calculation we will call this ratio 2. That 
is to say, we will suppose all the linear dimensions of tho one, as 
length, depth, draft, length of spars, and hoist and spread of sail, to 
be twice as great In one as in the other. 

Then because similar surfaces areas thesquareslof their respective 
lineal dimensions, all the similar surfaces of the one. as wet surface, 
and the cross section, upon w'htoh the resistance chiefly depends, as 
also the sail area, are four times as great in the one as in the other. 

Again, because similar solids vary in their volumes, as the third 
power, or cube of their similar lineal dimension, the volume of one is 
eight times aa large as that of the other. That is to say, the larger 
vessel has twice as much tonnage to the yard or foot of canvas, or 
twice as much power to the pound of resistance as has the smaller 
vessel. .... 

The same relation is shown by an expression much in use by naval 
architects, viz.; 

in which D represents the volume of displacement In cubes of some 
lineal linit—usually a foot. 

As this expressiofa may not be readily understood by those not 
familiar with algebraic notation, I will explain: The denominator of 
the fractional index signifies that the cube root of the volume D is to 
be taken ..while the numerator, 2, signifies that this root is to be 
squared; and the .expression shoivs the surface of one face of a cube, 
wmose volume is equal bo the displacement And though this surface 
is not the surface of either of the vessels, it is a surface that varies 
with the volume by precisely the same ratio as does the wet surface 
or the Immersed cross sectional area, aud, therefore, it is a means of 
comparing these surfaces in different vessels. Moreover, the denom¬ 
inator signifies that the volume varies aS the cube, while the numer¬ 
ator shows that similar surfaces on the vessels vary as the square of 
the lineal dimensions. , .... 

It may be asked, If the power of the vessel to hold sail up to the 
wind increases faster than does the resistance, why not put on more 
sail area? ^ 

This we can do to a small extent, and only to a small extent. We 
would soon find ourselves in the region of impracticability. An ex¬ 
ample wdll illustrate: Suppose, In the case already considered, we 
were to put sail area on the larger vessel according to the increased 
tonnage, i. e., eight times as much sail as is on the smaller vesseJ, 
then we must multiply the dimensions of all the sails of the smaller 
vessel, not only by 2, but also Jby the square root of 2, or 1.414, thus 
making all our canvas and spars in the large ve38el2.828 times as large 
in their lineal dimensions as those of the smaller vessel. 

This would give us the sail area exactly, but ib:would get us into 
serious difficulty. It would raise the center of gravity of the sail and 
thereby increase the heeling moment of the wind, diminishing tho 
stability of our vessel unduly. . „ ^ 

Taking the increased height of the center of gravity of sail into con¬ 
sideration we have three factors, and must therefore multiply by the 
ratio and the cube root of the ratio="1.20. when we shall have pro¬ 
vided the larger vessel with sail just according .to her ability to carry 
it. In this case the sides of the saUs and the length of the spars 
would all be 2x1.3(5=2.62 times as great as in the smaller one. But 
after we have put on a vessel aU the .sail we can prudently manage, 
how can we take care of them when all their lineal dimensions are 
increased by 26 per cent. ; , .. , 

It is to obviate this difficulty that large vessels, not having room for 
as much canvas by the ton as small ones, cut dov/n their beam and 
thereby diminish t'o some extent, their need for canvas. 

If the above ideas ooncehring the value of volume in giving power 
to a vessel were more generally understood, we should hear less about 
taxing it under any one dimension. 

For the pm’pose of comparing th.e volume of vessels whose dimen- 
siens vary by different ratio, we miist multiply together the several 
dimensions of the larger vessel and divide the product by correspond¬ 
ing dimensions of the smaller vessel, introducing the co-efficient of 
fineness in each; when they are different, the quotient will he the 
DOwer of the larger vessel in terms of that of the smaller vessel, 

; H. C. Pkarsonb. 
Grand Haven, Mich. 

CAPE COD PILOTAGE.—Will some one who has made the run 
from Cape Cod to Buzzard’s Bay or the Sound give a sketch of the 
trip, how to dodge the shoals, and the usual courses run, so that a 
etrauger maj’ mark a chart for a eft, draft boat? ~W. 

CRUISE OF THE COOT. 

IT IS not customary to “lock In” boats on Sunday, but as the season 
was fast drawing to a close, the authorities of the Raritan Canal 

mcreased the _ facilities by keeping the lock ami bridge tenders on 
duty all the time. Bulletins had been posted announcing that the 
waterway would be closed for the winter Dec. 20. the dateu.sually 
fixed and lived up to. unless something extraordinary should occur. 
Cold snaps before that time were not allowed to interfere, as a 
thaw might occur laler on, enabling boats temporarily frozen in to 
pass out; The chief reason why the canal is closed at all during 
winter, is the impossibility of operating the lock gates in a jam of ice 
broken up by steamers. A suspension for annual repairs is .also im¬ 
perative, the constant traffle demanding a watchful supervision and 
speedy renovations, on the principle that “a stitch in time saves 

applicable to the proper, maintenance of an artificial 
vem of commerce. The water oeuig run off, inspections of the sides 

bottoni can be had and repairs executed with rapidity and ease. 
The Raritan Canal is .13 miles in length, from New Brunswick to 

Bordentown on the Delaware River. Originally an enterprise of the 
State of New Jersey, it has fallen into the hands of the Pennsylvania 
Railroad Company, withjthe object of avoiding competition by a 
judicious regulation of the charges. The traffic at this day, though 
very large, will not compare in volume with former times. The 
universal ciy among boatmen conveyed the idea that their oc¬ 
cupation was nearly played out, unless bound a long distance, 
whereby the various canal charges could be averaged. Steam has 
also replaced the mule power to a great extent, regular lines of 

■propellers traversing the canal at short intervals. Some of these 
steamers and their tows are of unwieldy proportions, so long and 
clumsy as to strike terror into the hearts of smaller and lighter con¬ 
structions passed on the way. They monopolize the locks, all regular 
• liners” being entitled to precedence over casual tows. They create 
a tremenduous suction along the bank and but for the skillful 
manner in which they are piloted would be tho source of much dam¬ 
age to other people’s property. But these monsters are operated bv 
the railroad company and that covers a multitude of sin.s. 

Canal life Is a world to itself, of which the outsider knows little, 
Tho people who gain a modest subsistence by throwing in their lot 
with its raging billows, draw the line at the towpath, which is the ex¬ 
tent of their horizon. V\’hat may pass beyond has no interest for the 
toilers on these big ditches, wholly absorbed in their oivn avocation. 
Intent upon competition among themselves, traveling with their fam¬ 
ilies and household goods almost on their back, the sun of their ex¬ 
istence rises and sets on the banks of the canal. Tbe whole drama 
of life is enacted upon a small scale within their own circle. The 
babe imbibes its first impressions from the windows of the tiny cabin 
found in the after end of all canal boats. Tbe infant learns to tod¬ 
dle about the decks and gets its first hard knocks by trqiping over 
ropes and rubbish, or coming down with a bang on a big iron cavil 
conveniently in the w'ay. The boy is made to catch lines, take turns 
about the mooring posts on shore, do all manner of canalboat chores 
and last but not least, he is introduced to that agreeable and inspir¬ 
iting aecomp'ishment, poking up the mules on the towpath. 

For hours, even days, the lad hobbles along in the wake of the sad¬ 
eyed animals, mournfully tugging at the long rope which pulls the 
loaded boat at a snail’s pace to her destination. To the city bred 
man, there is by contrast something so wretchedly dull and doleful, 
so hopeless and discouraging in this dreary preface to the first chap¬ 
ters of manhood, that he is given to wonder how the boy came to sur¬ 
vive bis ordeal with a spark of ambition or spli-it left unquenched. 
Yet there are well known instances of great and brilliant men who 
graduated from this trying school of the towpath. They must have 
been exceptions drawn into the maelstorm of the outer world before 
habit had dulled their wits into stolid complacency with their lot. The 
youth develops into a muscular young fellow of narrow attainments 
in other respects. lie becomes partner with “the old man” in the 
boat and taking a damsel of similar walks in life (literally as well as 
metaphorically) to his side, rears the next generation of mule pokers, 
wUo follow in the identical steps of their sire. As in other occupa¬ 
tions, the few are the fortunate and their shekles invest them with 
rank and refinement accordingly. 

^ot all canalers belong to the cla.ss of commonplace beings just 
described. Some there are w-Ith the airs of aristocrats and their 
projjerty too, in a small way. These you can rate at a glance by 
their surroundings. Tbe rough, unpainted, half rotten boat of the 
lowly gives way to quite an imposing affair, glistening clean white 
paint and cheery hues. The dirty little hovel of a cabin aft is re¬ 
placed with a domicile of considerable pretensions and not a little 
taste. Green blinds shade plate glass windows framed in neatly 
turned pilasters. The rickety stovepipe no longer quotes the poverty 
of the owner, for a polished galley funnel cf ship pattern carries off 
the .smoke instead. Flowers and trim curtains are sure signs of deli¬ 
cate feminine taste within, and afflueAce is further attested by spruce¬ 
looking children as well ashy the clothesline, from which dangle 
various embroidered feminine habiliments of mysterious purport. 
The capiain of such a boat has the air of a business man. He carries 
his own team of well fed horses in a stable in the bow. He 
employs labor to manipulate tbe boat. Maybe he owns a 
farm and sends his children to school. In every respect 
his boat is completely and even extravagantly fitted. Sometimes she 
will steer with a handsome wheel and gearing. She will have a 
patent capstan for heaving, anchors on the bow, metal pump, a round- 
bottom yawl boat, brass-bound water-breakers, fire buckets and a lot 
of hawsers in fine condition. The owner of such a boat voyages in 
great state. His wife is no longer a “lady caualler” who h’elps om 
her husband at tbe uncouth Idler, but a woman of refinement, who 
Itnows how to -resent impertinent glances. These nabobs of the ser- 
lentine ditch most frequently hail from tbe Brie and its lateral 
’eeders. They are, of course, in the minority, the middle class—the 

bourgeoisie, or the profession, mustering in strongest force. They rate 
through all the grades from highest to the lowest, and as a rule ex¬ 
hibit their standing in tbe quality aud keep of tlieir boats. 

The lowest rimg in canal society ispre empted by the transporters 
of cool. Their boats are of the cheapest biiild; dingy, dirty, leaky 
old coffins, wUich go to the bottom on slight provocation. Many of 
them are “hinged boats,” two lengths being connected by couplings, 
so they may pass through the short locks of canals in hilly country. 
They are known as “Chunkers” In the vernacular, tbe majority 
hailing from Maueb Chunk, Pennsylvania. The crew consists of one 
or two men. Rough looking customers they are with their begrimed 
faces and fists and their dirty mode of existence in the foul, slopp.y 
hovels which serve as an excuse for cabins in these miserable ves¬ 
sels. They form a class to themselves, have their own little sphere 
within the little sphere of the canaller s calling, and altogether ap¬ 
pear fitting subjects for missionary attentions, though no doubt some 
would on closer acquaintance pan out better than they look. 

Transportation companies, organized with capital at their back, are 
stepping in for the lion's share of Che regular trade, and the poor 
canaller has a hard road to travel against their eorapetitiou. He Is 
not infrequently “frozen out,” and winds up by enhsting as one of 
the company’s servants, whereupon he loses his free and easy bear¬ 
ing and the originality once attached to his character, sinking out of 
sight in the horde of serfs doing other people’s bidding. The pictur¬ 
esque and romantic side of life upon the raging canal is threatened 
with extinction before the inroads of modern systems, which level all 
before them. The old school retains much of the coloring absorbed 
in former times, Jmt the class of people now usurping their place are 
outivardly daubed with a neutral tint common to all. To strike in 
with an old timer is to tap a fount of interesting reminiscences and a 
veneration for “the profession,” coupled with regrets at its decadence, 
wnolly unsuspected by au outsider. 

To stand near the bluff bows of some gaudily painted box and 
listen to the praises of her construction, her special fitness, her easy 
towing, the big loads she wfiU carry, her record of fast voyages, the 
defeat of many a rival, the money she made, the hairbreadth escapes 
from butting the locks or tearing into the banks, the fights on her 
decks and the like witbout end—is to discover a depth of feeling and 
critical astuteness which could scare be surimssed by the sloop and 
cutter combattants. 

To most people, all canal boats are so many pig troughs with 
comical looking ends, just as all yachts are alike to the girls who 
wonder how you can tell one from the other except by the fellows in 
the cockpit. Eut if you wish to find out that there are canal boats 
and canal boats, that all manner of nice distinctions exist, that cus¬ 
tom is law as elsewhere, make friends with a chatty old man of tbe 
old school and he will initiate you into many a line of thought lead¬ 
ing to a higher appreciation of an humble and despised mode of 
transportation. 

The Rai’itan Canal is probably one of the most perfect waterways 
of the kind in existence. Throughout its length it resembles a well- 
kept road througb a park, The towqiath is like a garden walk. The 
banks are faced with accurately laid dry stone retaining walls, the 
•stone coming from the company’s quarries. It is a species of slate, 
the sharp. cutting edges of which left their marks on the Coot in a 
way which cannot be mistaken. The wall is topped with a fringe of 
grass. The locks arc of an improved kind, with the latest appliances, 
and wire ropes operated by steam for towing boats in and out. 
There are, 1 think, t welve locks on the canal, four of them being in 
close proximity to Trenton. It requires but a tew minutes to pass 
tnrough any one, aud the detention is not of much consequence. All 
bridges, of which there are any number, swing open upon your 
approach. They- are hung from raking wooden sheer'legs on one 
bank, theend of the bridge revolving on a chcular table ana rollers, 
operated by chain from a windlass and gearing under a shod near 
by.’ The utmost care is shown along the whole forty-three miles to 
prevent towlines from catching along the banks. At the fences ou 
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the bridge bulKheads braces will lead the line up and o^ver, eiroilar 
precaution being adopted at all the paved overflows, landlne stages, 
etc. The Coot, being so light, did not tauten her towline, which 
dragged along the edge of the bank but did not catch once. 

Thei'eisnoc much to learn about navigating a canal, but what 
there is must be classed as all-important. The greatest draft per¬ 
mitted to pass is, I learn, 7ft. 4in. A friend tells me that he brought 
his keel sloop drawing 7ft. through in safety, though she was often 
in the mud. This, being very soft, did not even interfere with her 
speed. It is the rule that boats of the greatest draft keep mid¬ 
channel, the lighter ones passing inshore over the towlines of the 
former, which are slacked up for the purpose. In taking a keel 
yacht through, caution must be observed ou the approach of a 
canaller, as Uie latter would judge a small yacht to draw less water 
than himself. He Wbuld keep midchannel and collision would be 
the result, or the yacht might be forced to sheer into the bank and 
ground or chafe against the stone facing. The canaller should bo 
warned a long waj’ off, as the lumbering craft take^ft great stretch of 
water before answering their helms, and have, an Awkward way of 
sheering across the channel. Besides, they do hot fuUy a ppreciate 
the nicer construction and paint of strange vessels, which they are 
apt to treat as roughly as one of their own s6rt. At the bridges and 
entrances to the locks the canal narrows, so that a deep draft boat 
must look out and have such places all to herself, stopping the tow¬ 
ing team as required, as you cannot reverse the long-eared engines. 
.Sufiicieut speea should be assured to prevent steamers overhauling 
and passing a deep-draft yacht—or, for that matter, any kind of 
yachr. This is not difficult, as the steamers are slow, scarcely going 
Vaster than a team on a slow trot. If they overhaul you and you 
drop into their suction the boat becomes unmauageable and will 
sheer violently across, ramming the steamer first and then the bank, 
till you drop clear of the dragging water. 

A light draft yacht has greater choice of water, and in meeting 
canalboats will hold the towpath side. Smibbing lines from the 
quarters, with men directed to attend them, are necessary to held a 
boat in the locks, as the violent rushing in of the water through the 
culverts creates strong currents. In starting a boat have the helm 
hard over to sheer off shore or clear of the dock, and insist upon a 
gradual tautening of the line. The proper way is to have the driver 
start the boat with good steerage way by hand, and then spur on his 
valiant animals. Tliese drivers, by the way, are wonderfully amen¬ 
able to the Bland dollar, despite the ill repute of the coin in general. 
Even 25 cents will go a long way toward brightening their intelligence. 
The mere sight of 50 cents will turn them into different beings from 
wliat they seem. Unluckily for the Coot, I was some time getting at 
the true inwardness of their susceptibilities, and that brought much 
damage m its train. The drivers had a way of their own to convey 
their wishes. It was forcible, though not polite. They would wil¬ 
fully ram the Coot into everything they could, sei-ape her along the 
banks, let her sail into the locks full tilt, refuse to take any lines, ahd 
leave the mules to sudden bursts of hilarity, which told severely on 
the Coot and gradually opened my eyes. Of course I had Intended to 
give the fellows a trifle at the end of their work, but now I saw that 
in canal life equity was poised on its head, and payment before ser¬ 
vices had been rendered was not without its mollifying influence. 
Vfben the first driver casually remarked in the dim light of a lantern 
with the rain pouring dowm: "S’pose It’s worth something, taking 
them lines?” I woke up to the cause of his groutiness all day. The 
next son of the Ould Sod who took his place found me ready with a 
shining half dollar, and from that moment eveiythlng went along 
swimmingly. The Coot was gently started by the driver, he always 
snubbed her iu the lucks, gave all kinds of advice free, and was 
disposed to enter upon closer acquamtanco. which was furthered by 
his suspicion that a yacht was not likely to be dry down below. It is 
customary to shift drivers and teams at each section of fourteen 
miles, and the quicker you renew good relations with the fresh 
otBcial the better for your boat. The lout who took me the long 
level between Kingston and Trenton was an intractable savage who 
nearly wrecked the Coot through sheer stupidity. On him coin of 
any denomination is a clear waste. I imamne powerful “cuss 
words” would strike deeper into his feelings. He is a short, thick- 
lipped customer, with a hang-dog look, as though just out of the 
peniteuiiary; wears high boots, a surly mien, reads yellow-covered 
literature, invariably rides on the bind mule and is much given to 
firing rocks and profanity at the others; neglects his duty at will, 
entering into long palavers with his cronies by the roadside, leaving 
mules to their ow'u sweet bent for long periods. 

Certain precautions are advisable to those who are not familiar 
with navigation on the canal. For one thing, thoroughly protect the 
yacht with fenders, especially if short-handed. A plank lightly 
nailed from stem to midships about the waterline, and a buffer made 
of bagging stuffed with straw and slung around the sides wlU save 
the yacht from damage to paint and seams. Let the towline be as 
long as possible, to bring the pull as nearly fore and aft as may be. 
A green light must be shown at night, accordiug to law. It is better 
not to tow at night unless the moon be shining bright. Drivers and 
mules get sleepy aboard other boats. 

There are turnouts at the various stations, into which you can haul 
and lay secure for the night. Find out from the lockteuders just 
where to take up a berth, as your judgment may be at fault. The 
lock-tenders I found civil and obliging. Wlien a steamer passes you 
under way stop the mules, throw out a grapnel or quarterline to 
hold your stern in, if the steamer has a barge in tow. Avoid locking 
in with other boats. Having paid •‘entrance” money you are entitled 
to the service of all the locks and bridges the same as any canaller. 
The fog horn will serve to call out the tenders if your approach has 
not been noticed. The time consumed is from fifteen to eighteen 
hours, divided as you fancy into one or more days’ work. The teams 
are furnished by companies on tne ground. The drivers seem to 
spring up naturally. A peculiarity about the canal is that nobody 
knows anything about it and nobody volunteers advice. You are 
presumed to be familiar with the customs; and if not, you must 
expect to discover them by dint of sad experience, which, of course, 
comes after the harm has been done. Upon arriving at a canal, sail 
or warp boldly up to the first loek, pass through into the inner 
artificial harbor for a safe berth, and then make your arrangements 
for going further. You are entitled to this much without any ques¬ 
tions being asked. Keep clear of the towpath side and.also ahead of 
the berme bank leading into the locks. Get a circular at the office 
if you wish to see a specimen of red tape. Pull up carpets and mats, 
for no end of red mud will be carried aboard during the passage. A 
pocket map of New Jersey will help to make out objects of interest 
along the route. For 7ft. draft there is a deep basin just beyond the 
second lock, in which you can moor at the upper end of New Bruns¬ 
wick. At Kingston, about half-way, you will find a gap with more 
than 7ft. if moored bow and stem. At Trenton there is no good 
accommodation and usually a jam of boats of all sorts. This city 
should be passed as fast as possible and no stop made till clear of the 
canal at Bordentown. No sails are allowed to be hoisted in the 
canal. Of course heats with housing topmasts and reefing bowsprits 
should snng in as"rauchas possible; and if the main boom can be 
unshipped, so much the better. Boats and davits or jib-sheet out¬ 
riggers and.spreaders should also be got out of the way. Towing 
astern of other boats is not advisable. Better have a team at your 
own command, even though a little more expensive. 0. P. K. 

SHARPIES AND DORIES. 

Your issue of Dec. 24 just to hand. I am disappointed at finding 
so meager a response to “Piscator’s” proposal for a discussion 

of the merits of the sailing dory. I know what the dories carried by 
fishing vessels, and fitting one into the other, are line, but I can 
hardly see any real difference between the sailing dory and the 
sharpie. I claim to know something of the latter, as I have designed 
and had one built, 25£t. L.W.L. She is about equal in speed to an ISft. 
keel boat (of her own displacement, with some outside ballast) going 
to windward, and much faster on any other point of sailing, her 
quickness and certainty in slays is quite phenomenal. In moat 
respects she is a very delightful boat lor sheltered waters. Are not 
such boats, by reason of the angular bilge, more liable to be “tripped” 
by a beam sea than round bilged boats? These are the dimensions of 
an.AtneTican sailing dory, one-third the real size, taken from a model 
exhibited at the Fianerios F.xhibition, London: Length over all. 84in.; 
beam extreme, 20in.; Draft amidships, Bin.; atbow, 14in.; at stem, 
I2in. The last three measurements taken from the floor on which the 
model stood. Rake of stem, I2in.; of st^rn, 6in. Deck extending 
15in. abaft stem and narrowing gradually to‘^in. amidships and aft. 
I do, not know what rocker the bottom had. Balance Rudder. 

London. Jan. 8.1886. 
[We shall publish soon the plans of a fishing dory 18tt. over all, as 

built by Messrs. Higgins & Gifford, of Gloucester.] 

NEW YACHTS. 

Mr. a., Cary Smith has completed the plans for a schooner to be 
built in Toronto for Mr. George Gooderham, of the Royal 

Canadian Y. C., formerly owner of the schooner Alarm. She will be 
!lin. over all, 73ft. waterUno, tvith 10ft. overhang aft. Her beam 

will be 20ft. and draft 7ft. Sin. The keel, which is rockered fore and 
aft, is shaped to the bottom of the boat, and there is a marked 
hollow in the sections near the rabbet. The keel will carry 16 long 
tons of lead, through which a centerboard will work, and inside she 
will have 16 tons moulded to the frames. The total displacement will 
be 82 ton.s. 

The new Boston yacht Is now laid down and her moulds are partly 
made. Her oak keel stick has beeu towed to Lawley’s, and work 
will coinmenee ou it next week. Mr. Burgess has also completed 
the plans for a steam yacht 98ft. over all for a Boston yachtsman, a 
75ft. sloop, a 45£t. sloop, a 63ft. sloop, one 28ft. long, one .39ft., one 
26ft,, a cutter 21x7ft. Oil), on waterUne, and a 75ft. steam launch. 
Most of these boats will be built this winter. 

Designs have been submitted by several designers for a 70ft. and 
two 10 to 45ft. w-aterline sloops. 
;^Mr. T. R. Webber, of New Rochelle, is at work on two yachts, one 
for Mr. Delancey A. Kane, to be 30ft. over all. lift, beam, 4£t. depth, 
and 3ft. draft, and cat rigged. The other, for Dr. A. H. Buck, will be 
24ft. over all. 20ft. waterline, Oft Sin. beam, and 3ft. 6m. draft. An 
Iron shoe of 750 pounds will run the full length of the keel. She will 
also be cat rigged. Both boats'will have light summer cabins. 

Mr. John Harvey has lately designed a steam yacht which will be 
built by J. T. Smith. She will be 50ft. long, Oft. beam, and 3ft. 6in, 
draft, with a double 6x6 engine. The vertical tubular boiler will be 
7x4ft. Her name will be Alpha. 

A steam yacht for Mr. E. M. Brown has just been commenced at 
the foot of East Twelfth street. New York. 

E. L. Williams, of South Boston, builder of the Pilgrim, is at work 
on a 25ft. catboat. 

Wood Brothers, of East Boston, are busy with the Adelaide, Mr. 
Robert Underhill’s new sloop. Her length over all is 60ft., waterline, 
44£t. 61n.; beam at waterline, 14£t., extreme 15ft.; draft 6£t. Her 
frames are of oak and hackmatack, sided .3ln. and moulded 5in. at 
heels and 3in. at heads. The garboard is 3in. and the planking IJ^in. 
yellow pine. The cockpit is Oft. long and the cabin ^ft.xlOft., with 
'6ft. 2in. headroom and will be finished in mahogany and oak. She 
will be cutter rigged with jib set flying. The mast is 46fr., deck to 
hounds, 53ft. over all, and stepped 15ft. from the stem. The topmast 
is 30ft., gaff 39ft., boom 46ft., spinnaker boom 50ft., and bowsprit, out¬ 
board, 18]:^t. She will enter the Atlantic Y. C. and will race in the 
class with'Panita. The Atlantic sleoj^Mr. Ellsworth has completed 
the model for the new sloop and drawings are now being made from 
it. A new steam yacht—Samuel Ayers, of Peck slip, has just com¬ 
menced work on a steam yacht for Mr. Jacob Lonllard, to be 9T£t. 
over all. 15£t. beam and S£t. draft. She will be planked wdth a double 
skin with canvas between. 

YACHTING NOTES.—Ambassadress, schr., is now fitting out at 
India Wharf, Boston. Bibber has overhauled her boats and the 
little steam launch Mite, has been purchased by Mr. Thayer for her. 
... .The new fishing schooner Sarah Lee, building by Moses Adams 
at Essex, Mass., for Messrs. Poole, Gardner & Co., will befitted 
with a Manton windlass... .The steam yacht Polynia has been cut in 
two at Newburg, preparatory to lengthening her 23ft. Her sides will 
probably be raised and a flush deck laid... .It is proposed to copper 
the Boston sloops Huron and Thetis for next season_Dream, steam 
yacht, has been sold by. P, P. Dudgeon to T. J. Hamilton, the nrioe 
being $8,500_Sophia, steam yacht, lately purchased by F. A. 
Schermerhorn, will be towed to Ureenport for a new wheel and other 
repairs — Eugenia , the large Eastern catboat. has had an iron keel 
and a4ft. overhang added, and her rig changed to a sloop... Lo- 
ando, steam yacht, formerly the Promise, has reported at Charles¬ 
ton, S. C., on her trip south.... Mr. A. P. Thayer, owner of the cutter 
Thelga. has sailed for Europe and will live abroad for several years. 
_Atalanta, steam yacht, arrived at Nassau on Jan. 12 and sailed 
on Jon. 16for St. Thomas,...Yega, schr., will soon leave New York 
for a trip to the South... .Keel yachts of small si'ze are coming Into 
fashion m the East. Not only have centerboard boats been con¬ 
verted into keels, but one new keel boat is building at Gloucester, 
one at Marblehead, and three at South Boston....Culprit Fay, sloop, 
has had half a ton of lead added to her keel aft. 

ROCKLAND Y. C.—This club, formed last season, has now fifty 
members and twenty boats. The club signal is a pointed burgee, a 
red diamond, with a star in the center, on a blue ground. One race 
was sailed last year, the sloop Starlight winning first prize, a silver 
cup. The Starlight was a centerboard boat, but last August her 
board was removed and an iron keel of 1,000 pounds was added. The 
club wlU have several new yachts this year, among them one now 
building for Mr. J. H. Flint by J. B. Loring. This boat is 26ft. Tin. 
over all, 8ft. beam and 3fc. Sin. depth, with 3ft. 61n. draft. She is a 
centerboard boat, but will have two head sails. The present officers 
are: Commodore, S. T. Mugdrige; Vice-Commodore, J. Higgins; 
Secretary and Treasurer. J. P. Cilley, Jr.; Fleet Captain, Wm. Steele; 
Measurer, N. F. Albee; Assistant Measurer, E. E. Davies. The annual 
election will be held in April. 

THE VEST POCKET NAVIGATOR.—Under this title Oapt, How- 
ard Patterson has issued a little pamphlet for the use of yachtsmen, 
containing some of the simpler problems of navigation, the rules of 
the road, boat service and similar useful memoranda. Capt. Patter¬ 
son is still at the head of the Navigation School, 20 Burling Slip, New 
York. 

AMERICAN Y. C.—The annual meeting of the American Y, C. was 
held on Jan. 19, at the club rooms, with Com. De Cordova in the chair. 
The treasurer’s report was read, snowing a balance of $7,430 on hand 
and no liabilities. A committee was appointed to select a site on 
the Bay for a club house and anchorage. The limit of time for pro - 
tests was fixed at five days after the race. Five new members, 
Messrs. Eugene V. R. Thayer, Charles Gibbons, Jr., William S. Alley, 
Royal Phelps CarrolJ, and George H. Robinson, were elected. Tbe 
officers elected for 1886 were: Commodore, Joseph C. Hoagland, of 
theLagonda; Vice-Commodore, Arthur E. Bateman, of the Loanda, 
formerly the Promise; Rear Commodore, Charles H. Osgood, of the 
TUUe; Secretary, Henry A. Taylor; Treasurer, William B. Dowd; 
BTeet Surgeon, Thomas H. Bailey, M.D,; Measurer, Chas. H. Has- 
well. Trustees: Joaiah N. Fiske, of the Theresa: Jabez A. Bostwick, 
of the Orienta; John P. Kennedy, of the Viola; Henry A. Taylor, of 
the Sphynx; Prank R. Lawrence, W. E. Connor and William B. 
Down. Regatta Committee:. Geo, W. Hall, Thomas.Mauniug, Thomas 
L, Scovill, Edward S. Innet and Ezra S. Connor. 3 ho proposed de¬ 
sign for the international cup was exhibited. It is reported that at 
least two English yachts will cross to compete for it. 

A NEW MOTOR FOR STEAM YACHTS.-The well-known builders 
of Racine boats and canoes, Thos, Kane & Co,, at Chicago, III., and 
Racine, Wis., are very busy building steam yachts from 19 to8Uft. 
long, for delivery the coming season. Water gas is used for fuel, the 
burning being regulated automatically by a very ingenious device, 
which can he easily set to keep the pressure at any desired point. 
As the water feed is also taken care of automatically, the machinery 
requires little or no attention, so that any yachtsman can be his own 
engineer. Their high-speed two and three cylinder yacht engines 
can be instantly reversed when running at full speed without shut- 
tlug off steam, by simply pulling out reversing rod, as they dispense 
with the usual link reversing gear. Since the engine and boiler are 
very light and compact, and the fuel does not occupy valuable space, 
the yachts are comfortable as well as clean and speedy, 

STOVES AND LANTERNS.—I think gasoline is dangerous in rough 
sailing. I selected a “Garland” as the best oil stove for a small 
yacht. Its feeder was a short funnel. Upon this I had a 4in. tin pipe 
fitted. In the top of this I kept a cork when not bimiing, though 
this was not necessary. This improvement entirely prevented slop¬ 
ping or leasing. The reservoir was a square tube around a hollow 
tube around a nollow square, into which projected two lubes, hold¬ 
ing the burners, which were Sin long. One burner was often enough 
for cooking, and worked without affecting the other. Both were a 
power for cooking and heat. The tubular lantern will blow out, and 
is a failure as an anchor light. Can and will some cruiser name a 
better?—W. 

SOUTH BOSTON Y C.—This club will have a new house, to cost 
$3,000, ready by spring, on the site of the old structure. It will be 
30x40ft. and two and a half stories high. The lower floor will be 
fitted with lockers, while the upper story will make one large hall. 
In front will be a large piazza, with lockets underneath. 

A SCHOOL OF YACHT DESIGNING.-This school, established 
in 1872 at East Boston and afterward moved to Charlestown, has now 
a class of twenty students under the instruction of Prof. John L. 
Frisbie. The s’chool is open from 7:30 to 9:30 P. M, on Mondays, 
Wednesdays and Fridays. 

to ^omspondent^. 
Mo Motice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents. 

C. B. B.. Holmesburg, Pa,—Read “Training versus Breaking.” 

H. L.. B?ooklyn.—The keel of a sneakbox is flat in a transverse 
direction. 

W, H. B., New Haven.—See our advertising columns for canoe 
builders. 

H. H. B., Danville. Va.- We can send you ‘ Doga of Great Britain 
America and Other Countries.” Price 

J. H. STAon, Bridgeport, Conn,-There are no regular builders of 
canvas canoes. They are built only by amateurs. 

Emmons, Corning, N. Y.—For particulars relative to the Byron 
foxhounds, write to Mr. T. G. Tucker, South Gaston, N. C. 

D. , Holland, Mich.—The boom should be about 18ft. 6iD., gaff Oft. 
6in,, hoist 12£t. 6m., mast4i^in. in diameter and 17ft. deck to hounds. 
The centerboard will be 6fc. long. 

G. S. F., Paris, France.—We cannot answer your questions. French 
lenses are considered as among the best. Excellent sextants are 
made both in England and America. 

M., Ottawa, Can.—1, Tbe tail of the Clumber spaniel should be 
thickly clothed with hair, with no feather. 2. Read "Training versus 
Breaking” regarding dropping to shot. 

C. F. H., Philadelphia, Pa.—^The dogs mentioned are all first-class. 
We would not advise as to the best one for you to breed to without a 
knowledge of the formation of the bitch. 

M., Mahanoy City, Pa.—We know nothing of the field qualities of 
the animals mentioned. The dog is very well bred. The bitch we do 
not know. A snipy nose is objectionable. 

J, D. C., Jr., Cleveland.—KeuHel & Esser, Fulton street. New York 
can furnish most of the articles you mention. Their catalogue will 
give prices. We do not know where the pear shaped curves can be 
had. 

H. T. F., West Acton, HI.-It has not been satisfactorily proven that 
the influence of previous sires extends to offspring by other sires. A 
careful study of the matter has so far failed to convince us that the 
theory is cori'ect. 

Anglo American, Hartford, Conn,—What opening would there be 
in the Bermuda Islands to start a poultry farm, or at least what small 
business could be started to advantage by an old colonial man like 
myself, understanding agriculture well? Is it healthy all the year 
round? What is the cost of living there? Is the shooting and fishing 
good? Ans. We should not think well of starting a poultry farm in 
Bermuda. You would be too fur from your market The climate is 
delightful in winter, but iu summer the intense damp heat affects 
some people very unpleasantly. Living is said to be very cheap. 
There is but little shooting, but plenty of sea-fishing. The chief in¬ 
dustry of Bermuda is the raising of early vegetables, and we should 
imagine that this might pay if properly managed. 

INFORMATION WANTED. 

A. W. R. wants to know to what uses turkey crops can be put. 

The Next Man to Die is just as likely to be yourself as any of 
your neighbors, and unexpected death is continually happening. 
Take a combined life and accident policy in the Travelers, of Hart¬ 
ford, Conn,—Adv. 

HTJMPHRSTS' 
Homeopathic Vetevinary 

Specifics for 
CATTLE, SHEEPt 

DOGS, HOGS, POULTRY, 

tyTJ. S. Governm't. 
Chart on Rollers, 

and Book gent Free. 

Humphreys’ Med. Co., 109 Fulton St., M. Y. 

Cut represents Reel No. 0207c. 

The following reels are all made under our patent as above. They 
all run on steel pivots; are the freest running, strongest, and in every 
respect the very best black bass reels ever offered. They have beeu in 
use over three years, and so far not a single reel has given out. 

QUADRUPLE MULTIPLYING. 
Nickel Plated, with Slide Click and Slide Drag. 

os.. 0204c 0206c 0207c 
ards.,. 40_^ 60 

DOUBLE MULTIPLYING. 
Nickel Plated with Adjustable Click. 

Nos.94c 96c 97c 98c 
Yards . 40 60 80 100 

EXTRA fine" “IMBRIE.” 
Hard Rubber and German Silver, with Adjustable Click. 

Nos. . 4 3 2 1 
Yards. 80 100 150 200 

If your dealer does not keep our goods in stock, or will not order 
them for you, send us 50 cents for our 185 page folio Illustrated cata¬ 
logue. 

80 

99c 
150 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, Mamifactnrers of Every Description of Fine Fishing Tackle, 
18 Vesey Street (Fourtli door from the Astor House), New York. 
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A NEW RIFLE. 
Can now fur¬ 

nish guns for 

the following 

sizes Center-Fire 

Cartridges: 

WINCHESTER 
SINCLE SHOT. 

.32, .38 and .44 Winchester, 
.32-40, .38-55, .40-50 S. S., 
.40-70 S. S., .40-70 Ballard, 
.45-70 U. S. Q. RIM-FIRi; GTTNS 

Not Yet Ready. 

Weights from 

6 3-4 to 12 lbs., 

according to cal¬ 

iber and size of 

barrel. 

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., 
Send tor 76-page Illustrated Catalogue. Just out. GOJSTJST. 

' ' ■ u u =—o 

-^------ - 1 , ll ‘ - ■ -IT - ' ' ■ "O 
Split Bamboo Fly Rod. 

This cut represents our No. 23 Split Bamboo 
ccc Fly Rod with Grooved Wood Form. Lenpd^b, 

lO^ft ; weight 8oz. We malce same style rods 
for trout and bass to weigh from 6 to 12oz , also 

•=« the “Standard Henshall Rod.” Lancewood Rods. 
Reels, Turned Stock and Rod Trimmings of all 
descriptions. For New Illustrated Catalogue for 
188ci address 

THOS. H. CHUBB, 
Orange County, Post Mills, Vermont. 

The Maynard Rifles & Shotguns. 
new off-hand 

PRICES REDUCED. 
Pistol Grip Stock, Tip 

Stock and Swiss Suit Plate. 
For Hunting and Ta^-get Practice at 

all langes the “MaYNARO” more 
completely supplies the wants of 

Hunters and Sportsmen generally than any other Rifle In 
the world, as many barrels can be used on one stock, and for accu¬ 
racy, convenience, durability and safety, is not excelled. 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue describing the new attachment 
for using rim and center fire ammuniiion. 

Ryman 

MASS. ARMS CO., Box 500, Chicopee Falls, Mass. «*«'**• 

A Handy Tool for Sportsmen. 
henry’s” patent 

Combinaftion Haft. 
A THnSylldli It Is the only haft 

11 i 11 T T O'* tool holder that 
IH i I y I i I 11 I I carries the tools In 

y III1IIIIJII 9 II II the same end of the 
holder as ihe> are used. No shaking 
the tools out into the hand to get the 
one wanted. The same motion that 
unscrews the Instrument in use re¬ 
moves the cap that covers the sur- I 
plus tools. No wrench to be used.l 
It has a solid handle and can be used I 
with a mallet. The tools are of Jes I 

I sop’s steel and nicely tempered.' 
^^^'Sent postpaid to any part of the li. S. 

on receipt of 75o. postal note. Extra 
Brad Awls, 15c. per doz. JOSHUA BRITTON 
& SON, STOUGHTON. MASS. 

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING. 

EPPS’S COCOA. 
BREAKFAST. 

“By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws 
which govern the operations of digestion and nutri¬ 
tion, and by a careful application of the fine prop¬ 
erties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided 
our breakfast tables with a delicately flavored 
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors’ 
bills. It is by the judicious use of such articles o' 
diet that a constitution may be graduaUy built up 
until strong enough to resist every tendency to 
disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating 
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak 
point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by beep 
mg ourselves well fortifled with pure blood and a 
pr<merly nourished frame.”—CtuiZ Service Gazette. 

Made simply with boiling water or milk, fcold 
only in half pound tins by Grocers, labelled thus: 

JAJtUSS £PRS & CO., Homceopathlc Chem- 
fsta. T,nndlnn. tCngland. 

“REPELLENE.” 
Ad Infallible Preventive of the Attacks of 

Mosquitoes, Black Flies, Gnats, 
And All Other Insects. 

Neat, clean and easily applied. Contains no tar, 
will not stain nor injure i.he skin, easily washed off, 
may be carried without danger of leaking or spilling. 

Price, 26 Cents Per Box. 

For sale by Dealers in Sportsmen’s Goods. 

DO NOT RETAID.-^ 
A, FERGUSON, Sole Manufacturer, 

OfiBce, 65 Fulton Street, New York. 

Send 10 cents for a sample of a handsome Cer¬ 
tificate of Membership for Gun or Rifle Clubs, 
printed in five colors. Something which every or- 

anized club should have, and when framed and 
ung up win be an ornament to any sportsman's 

home or place of business. Price $3.00 for twenty- 
five. If ordered printed elsewhere (in the same 
style) would cost from $10 to $12. Address W.C. 
HINMAN, Box 1,041. Leavenworth. Kansas. 

DOG BREAKING 
BY HOLABIUD. 

A G(X)D BOOK FOR THE MONEY. 

Price 26 Cento. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OPFIOE. 

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1878. 

BAKER'S 

JreaM Cocoa. 
W Warranted absolutely pure 
Cocoa, from which the excess of 
Oil has been removed. It has three 
times the strength of Cocoa mixed 
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar, 
and is therefore far more economi¬ 
cal, costing less than one cent a 
cup. It is delicious, nourishing, 
strengthening, easily digested, and 
admirably adapted for invalids as 

' well as for persons in health. 
Sold by Grocers everywhere. 

W. BASER & CO., Dorcbester, Mass. 
THREAD-WOUND, LONG-RANGE 

SHOT CARTRIDGE CASES 
For muzzle and hreechloading, cylindrical and 
choke-bore shotguns. Made to open just short of 
60, 70 and 90 yards, giving close pattern and great 
penetration; 10 and 12 gauge. Send for circular. 

Twenty sent, postpaid, for $1, 

H. H. SCHLEBER & CO., Rochester, N. Y. 

Eaton’s Rust Preventer. 
For GUNS, CUTLERY and SURGICAL IN8TRU 

YIENTS. SpeciaUy adapted for salt water shooting. 
For sale at aU principal gun stores. Western 

a-ade supplied dy E. E. EATON, 53 State street, 
Chicago, Hi. Cannot be sent by mail. 

Manufactured solely by 
6BO. B. BATON, 670 Pavonia Avanne. 

Jersey City. N. J. 

FILE BINDERS, 
Size to suit Forest and Stream, 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE 

PrIoA. «1.5a. 

tfcvrusic WITHOUT A TEACHER.” 
IVI Any person can play a tune on the Piano or 

Organ in 15 minutes by using Soper’s Instantaneous 
Guide. The Guide, with 20 pieces of popular music, 
mailed to any address on receipt of $1.00. No pre¬ 
vious knowledge of music required. Send for testi¬ 
monials. Hbabne&Co.,Pub’s, H64Broadway.N.y. 

3 IN 1. 

A Splendid Dog Whittle, 
Water-Tight Match Box, 

-AND- 

Reliable Compass 
COMBINED. 

Nickel-plated metal. Sold by dealers In Sports¬ 
men’s goods, or sent by mail on receipt of price $1. 

WILBUR & CO.. B^2,m N. Y. P. O. 

The Still-Hunter, 
—BY— 

T. S. VAN DYKE. 
PRICE, POSTPAID. $2.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHINa CO., 

39 Park Row. New York. 

Hunting Boots or Shoes, Wholesale 
or Retail. JOHN D- BETHEL, Man’f’r of 
Sportsmen’s Goods. 124 Chambers st., N.Y. 

Send for Prices. No Postal Cards. 

T oboggans. 
IN WITER ENJOY 

'Wlxxtor 
Write for description and prices of Toboggans 

and Cusnions to 

J. H. RUSHTON, Canton, N. Y. 
For sale at H. O. Squikes, 178 Broadway, N. Y. 

STONEHZirOS ON THE DOG. 

PriM •8.60. 

For into taf Forest Mid BtreMn FuUialiBtc Oo, 

THE PETMECKY 

GUN CLEANER- 
The only cleaner that will thoroughly clean a gun 

barr*-l, doing the work equally well in choke bores 
without adjustment. Will do the work quicker and 
better than all other implements, for the purpose, 
combined. Price, $1 CO. By mail, 10 cts. extra. Ask 
your dealer for it. Discount to tne trade. Circulars 
free. J. C. PET lUiCKY. Austin, Texas. 

And all Gun Dealers. 

NEW RIFli SIGHTS. 
The Kind They Have Been Looking For. 

Front and-Rear Sights are patented to F.W. Freund. 
A production of years of patient and thorough 

study in the field and shop. This sight has met 
with great success East and West. It shows what- 
perfection has been attained in open sights for 
hunting, rporiiog and target rifles. They give ex¬ 
cellent sal isfaction when used under unfavorable 
conditions of light or defective sight. On account 
of their fine workmanship,they are an ornament to 
any rifle. Send stamp for illustrated circular; write 
your name plainly. Address 

T. W. EKEUND, Greenville, New Jersey, 
(Jersey City P. O.) 

The Clay Qaail. 
best bird in the market. 

MADE BY ' 

SLOBElTg Co„Proyiteiiee,R I,n,S,A, ■ 
Send for Descriptive Circular. 1 

Use Raub’s ' 
Automatic * 
Magazine Tar¬ 
get Trap for 
Amateurs, ex¬ 
pert riflemen 
and shooting 
galleries. 25 
shots in 10 sec- > 

onds. Targets can he used many times. Weight of * 
trap and 500 targets, 23 lbs. For circulars, etc., ad¬ 
dress JOSEPH L. RALB, New London, Conn. 
Wholesale Agents, Habtlev & Graham, New York. 

HILL ON THE DOG. 
THE STANDARD WORK ON THEIR 

MANAQEMENT AND DISEASED 
Price SS.OO. 

For Sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Oo, 
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The Foregt and Stream Publishing Co. will send post paid any hook 
published on receipt ot publisher’s price. 

Sportsman's Library. 
of Sx>oirt;asxixa.xi’s Bools.s 

We mil forward any of time Books by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price. 

No hooks sent unless money accompanies the order. 

POSITIVELY NO BOOKS EXCHANGED. 
With the approach of a new year it is not necessary to announce any change in our 

manner of conducting this journal. Just what the Forest and Stream has been in If8.5 vre 
hope to make it in 1886. It will be rim on the same old principles, tested b;y experience and 
approved by prosperity. It will be just as entertaining, just as instructive, just as frank and 
outspoken, and just as helpful. 

We are sometimes asked to explain the reason of the Forest and Stream’s constantly 
widening influence and prosperity. Well, there is no 

Trade-Secret 
about it, and we do not mind telling you. It is this: We have not expended oui’ energies in 
preposterous spread-eagle proclamations of tremendous attractions in the dim and distant 
future, but have pinned our faith to present performance, each week, and fifty-two weeks 
in the year. This in the kind of jouinalism that is bound to succeed. Nothing very occult 
about it, you see. 

Another element of strength is the jealousy with which we have maintained the inher¬ 
ent dignity and entire respectability of the pastimes discussed in these pages, and the 
extreme care we have taken to keep the tone of the columns such as renders the paper fit 
for any man to receive into his tamily. We are assured by men, whose good opinion we 
value, that they do not think it necessary to make 

A Weekly Scrutiny 
of the contents of the Forest and Stream before venturing to lay it on the family table, 
We determined, years ago, that a clean paper must win its way among sportsmen (not 
“sporting men”). The fact that it has done so is now cited, not that we may boast of our 
own prescience, but as a most gratifying evidence of the high standing of the field-sports to 
which this journal is devoted. 

In other words, the reason why the **Forest and Stream’’ is liked 

by sportsmen is that the **Forest and Stream” is the hind oi paper 

that sportsmen like. 

Good Things in Store for i886. 
Among the papers and sketches to appear are the following: 

Sam Lovel’s Camps. 
An account of Sam Lovel’s experiences when he took Uncle Lisha's advice and went 

trapping on little Otter. By The Author op Uncle Lisha’s Shop. 

To the Walled-in Lakes. 
Sketches of exploration and hunting in the Northwest with the Blackfeet and Kootenays. 

By “Yo.” 

Cruise of the Coot. 
An account of a voyage alone in a single-hander from New York along the Atlantic sea¬ 

board to Florida. By C. P. Kunhardt. 

Hunting in the Himalayas. 
Scenes and incidents in the life of an Indian forester. By “Shikaree.” 

Falcons and Falconry. 
An introduction to the sport of hawking, with illustrations, drawn from nature. By 

R. W. Seiss. 

Game Preserving in Britain. 
A comprehensive series of papers on practical game preserving in Great Britain, with 

descriptions of the game birds of the British Islands, and sketches of sport. By “Moorman.” 

Scrimshawing. 
A popular account of how a whaler spends the idle hours aboard ship. By Jas. Tem¬ 

pleton Brown. 

The Lower Forms of Life. 
A continuation of the admirable series of essays on the beginning of animal life. By 

James Stoller. 

Studies in Botany. 
New chapters on plants and plant life, written and illustrated from nature. By A. W. 

Roberts. 

Land and Water Experience in Florida. 
New chapters of experience on the Gulf Coast. By “Nessmuk.” 

Days with the Barmacide Club. 
A vivacious account of angling luck, good and bad, in Adirondack waters, whose name, 

latitude and longitude the author refuses to disclose. By Millard 

Camps of the Kingfishers. 
A further relation of what befel the Kingfishers in their sojourn at Carp Lake, Michigan. 

Camp Flotsam. 
A new series of the chronicles of the outers at Camp Flotsam, with accounts of bass 

fishing in Canadian waters. By Wawayanda. 

The weekly issues of the Forest and Stream form two volumes each year of twenty- 
six numbers, or 500 pages eacn, and the file constitutes a library of permanent worth. 
Twenty-four volumes nave already been published. We furnish handsome file binders 
(price |l.50) which hold twenty-six numbers. 

Subscriptions may begin at any time. Per year, $4; $3 for six months. Remit by post- 
office money order, draft or registered letter. Give name, town, county and State, Address 

Fop$T ANP Str?aji Pub, Co., 39 Park Row, N, Y. 

ANGL.INO. 

Adirondack Fishes, Fred Mather. 
American Angler’s Book, Noms. 
Angling... 
Angling Talks, Dawson. 
Angling, a Book on, Francis. 
Angling Literature in England. 
Black Bass Fishing. Hen^all. 
Carp Culture, Peirce... 
Fish and Fishing, Manly . 
Fishing, Bottom or Float.. 
Fishing in American Waters, Scott, illus. 
Fishing with the Fly, Orvis . 
Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes. 
Fly Rods and Fly Tackle, Wells. 
Frank Forester’s Fish And Fishing. 
Frank Forester’s Fishing with Hook and Line 
Fysshe and Fysshyne.. 
Fresh and Salt Water Aquarium. 
Modem Practical Angler, Pennell. 
Practical Trout Culture. 
Practical Fisherman. 
Pnme’s I Go a-Fishing. 
Rod and Line in Colorado Waters. 
Scientific Angler . 
Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout, 

Trouing 
The Game Fish of the Northern Btates and 

British Provmces. 
Trout Culture, Slack. 
Walton. Izaak, fac simile of first edition. 

25 
5 50 

60 
50 

7 60 
1 26 
3 00 

.50 
5 25 

50 
2 50 
2 50 
1 26 
2 50 
2 50 

26 
1 00 

50' 
2 00 
1 00 
4 20 
2 50 
1 00 
1 50 

2 00 
50 

2 00 
1 00 
3 75 

BIRDS. 

American Bird Fancier.   50 
Baufi’s Birds of North America. 30 00 
Bird Notes.. 75 
Birds Nesting. 1 25 
Birds of Eastern North America. 18 00 
Birds of Eastern Pennsylvania. 4 00 
Birds of the Northwest. 4 50 
Birds and Their Haunts. 3 00 
Cage and Singing Birds, Adams. 50 
Coues’ Field Ornithology. 2 50 
Coues’ Key to North American Birds.15 00 
Game Water Birds of the Atlantic Coast, 
Roosevelt..... 2 00 

Holden’s Book of Birds, pa. 25 
Minot’s Land and Game Birds. 3 00 
Native Song Birds. 75 
Naturalists’ Guide, Maynard. 2 00 
Natural History of Birds. 3 00 
Samuel’s Birds of New England. 4 00 
Shore Birds.... 15 
Water Birds of N. A., by Baird, Brewer and 

.Ridgway, plain edition, 2 vols., $12 each; 
hand colored edition, 2 vols., each.. 30 00 

Wood’s Natural History of Birds. 6 00 

CAMPING AND TRAPPING. 

Adventures in the Wilderness. 1 25 
Amateur Trapper—paper, 50c.; bda. 75 
Three in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gun in 
Norway.     176 

Camps in the Rockies, Grohman. 1 75 
Camp Life in the Wilderness. 30 
Camping and Cruising in Florida, Henshall.. 1 50 
Canoe and Camp Cookery, by “Seneca”. 1 00 
Complete American Trapper, Gibson. 1 00 
Hints on Camping. 1 25 
How to Camp Out, Gould . 75 
How to Hxmt and Trap, Batty’s.. 1 60 
Bustlings in the Rockies. 1 00 

GCIDB BOOKS AND MAPS. 

Adirondacks. Map of, Stoddard . $1 00 
Farrar’s Guide to Moosehead Lake, pa. 50: clo. 1 00 
Farrar’s Guide to Richardson and Rangeley 

Lake, paper, 50; cloth. 1 00 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake. 50 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Region 60 
Florida Annual... 50 
Guide Book and Map of the Dead River Region 50 
Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddard. 25 
Map of Androscoggin Region. 50 
Map of Northern Maine, Steele.. 1 00 
Map of the Thousand Islands. 50 
Map of the Yellowstone Park . 2 50 

SPORTS AND GAMES. 

American Boy’s Own Book, Sports and Games 2 00 
Athletic Sports for Boys, bds. 75c.; cloth. 1 00 
Boy’s Treasury of Sports and Pastimes, etc.. 2 00 
CasseU’s Book of Sports and Pastimes. 3 00 
Croquet. 20 
Easy Whist. 50 
Every Boy’s Book of Sports and Amusements 3 50 
Hands at Whist.  50 
Instmction in the Indian Club Exercise. 25 
Laws and Principles of Whist, Cavendish. 2 00 
Quoits and Bowls. 2.' 
bating. 25 
Stonehenge, Encyclopedia of Rural Sports... 7 60 
Whist for Beginners. 50 

HUNTING—SHOOTING. 

Across Country Wanderer. 
American Sportsman, The, Lewis. 
Breech Loader, Modem. Gloan, illustrated... 
Crack Shot (The Rifle), “Barber.” illustrated. 
Dead Shot (The Gun), illustrated . 
Field. Cover and Trap Shooting... . 
Frank Forester’s Sporting Scenes and Charac¬ 

ters, 2vol., cloth. 
Frank Forester's Manual for Young Sportsmen 
Frank Forester’s Fugitive 8. Sketches, paper 
How I Became a Crack Shot, Farrow. 
How I Became a Sportsman. 
Hunting, Shooting and Fishing. 
Hunting and Hunters of aU Nations, Frost... 
Hurlin^am Gun Club Rules. 
Instructions in Rifle Firing . 
Nimrod in the North, Schwatka. 
Rifle Practice, Wingate. 
Rod and Gun in CaUfomla. 
Shooting. 
Shooting, Dougall. 
Shooting on the Wing. . 
Sport. Fox Hunting, Salmon Fishing, etc., W. 

B. Davenport, illustrated. 
Sport With Gun and Rod, cloth . 
Sport with Gun and Rod, ne\v, plain edition.. 

Embossed leather. 
Sporting Advefttures in the Far West. 
StUl Hunter^ Van Dyke... . 
Stephens’’ Lynx Hunting. 
Stephens’ Fox Hunting. 
Stephens’ Young Moose Hunters. 

Gya a»(J Ita xr^velonigent, 
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1 25 
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4 00 
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75 
1 00 
2 40 
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1 50 

26 
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50 
3 00 

75 

7 60 
10 00 
5 00 

15 00 
1 50 
2 00 
1 25 
1 25 
1 50 
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BOATING AND YACHTING: 

A Canoe Trip, or a Lark on the Water. 
Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam. 
Boat Racing, Brickwood. 
Boating Trips on New England Rivers. 
Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs, W. P, 
Stephens. 

Canoe and Camp Cookery, by “Seneca”. 
Canoe Handling, C. B. Vaux.. 
Canoeing m Kanuckia. 
Canoe and Camera. 
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper, Bishop’s. 
Cruises in Small Yachts.. 
Corinthian Yachtsman. 
Donaldson’s Steam Machinery . 
Four Months in a Sneakbox, Bishop. 
Frazar’s Practical Boat Sailing. 
Inland Cruise... 
Model Yachts and Boats, Orosvenor. 
Paddle and Portage... 
Practical Boat Sailing, Davies. 
Practical Boat Building, Neison. 
The America’s Cup, paper, 50c.; cloth. 
The Canoe Aurora, by Dr. C. A. Neid6. 
Vacation Cruising, Rothrick. 
Yacht Architecture, Dixon Kemp. 
Yachts and Boat Sailing, Kemp.. — 
Yacht Designing, Kemp. 
Yachts, Small, C. P. Kunhardt. 

30 
3 00 
2 60 
1 26 

1 60 
1 00 
1 00 
1 25 
1 50 
1 50 
2 50 
1 25 
1 60 
1 50 
1 00 

50 
2 00 
1 50 
2 OC 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
1 50 

16 80 
10 00 
25 00 

7 00 

HORSE. 

American Roadsters and Trotting Horses. 6 00 
Boucher’s Method of Horsemanship. 1 00 
Bruce’s Stud Book, 3 vols. 30 00 
Dadd’s American Reformed Horse Book, 8vo. 3 60 
Dadd’s Modern Horse Doctor, 12mo. 1 50 
Dwyer’s Horse Book. 1 25 
Horses, Famous American Race. 76 
Horses, Famous American Trotting. 75 
Horses, Famous, of America......... . 1 60 
Jenning’s Horse Training. 1 25 
Manual of the Horse.   25 
Mayhew’s Horse Doctor... 3 00 
Mayhew’s Horse Management. 3 00 
McClure’s Stable Guide. i 00 
Rarey’s Horse Tamer. 50 
Riding and Driving.  20 
Biding Recollections, Whyte Melville’s. 3 00 
Stonehenge, Horse Owner’s Cyclopedia. 3 75 
Stonehenge on the Horse, English edition, 8vo 3 50 
Stonehenge on the Horse, American edition, 
12mo. 2 00 

The Book of the Horse. 8 00 
The Saddle Horse. 100 
Veterinary Dictionary, Going. 2 00 
Wallace’s American Stud Book.10 00 
Wallace’s American Trotting Register, 2 vols. 20 00 
Woodruff’sTrottingHorses of America. 2 60 
Vonatt and on the Horse. 2 OO 

KENNEE* 
American Kennel, Burges. 
Dog, Diseases of, Dalziel. 
Dog. Diseases of. Hill... 
Dog Breaking, Floyd.... 
Dog Breaking, by Holabird. 
Dog Breaking, Hutchinson. 
Dog, the Dinto, Mayhew and Hutchinson. 
Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond. 
Dogs of Great Britain, America and other 
Countries. 

Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, 16mo. 
Dogs, Points for Judging. 
Dogs, Richardson, pa. 80. t doth. 
Dogs and Their Ways, Williams... 
Dogs and the Public . 
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment in 

Disease, by Ashmont. 
English Kennel 0. S. Book, Vol. I. 
English K. O. S. Book, Vols. HI. to X., each.. 
Our Friend the Dog. 
Practical Kennel (Slide, Stabl««i. 
Setter Dog, the, Laverack. 
Stonehenge, Dog of British Islands........... 
The Dog, by Idstone.... 
Vero Shaw’s Book on the Dog, clo<h, $8.00; 
morocco. 

Youatt on the Dog.... 

3 00 
1 00 
2 00 

50 
26 

3 76 
3 00 
1 00 

5C 
60 

1 26 
75 

2 00 
5 00 
4 50 
3 00 
1 50 
3 00 
7 50 
1 25 

23 50 
2 5C 

MISCEEEANEOUS: 
A Naturalist’s Rambles About Home, Abbott. 
Adventures of a Young Naturalist. 
Amateur Photogrwher... 
Animal Plagues, Fleming. 
Antelope and Deer of America. 
Archer, Modem... 
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson.... 
Atlas of Jersey Coast. 
Black Hills of Dakota, Ludlow, quarto, cloth. 

Government Report... 
Common Objects of the Seashore.. 
Eastward Hoi.:. 
Historical and Biographical Atlas of Jlew Jer¬ 

sey Coast. 
How to Make Photographs. 
Humorous SketcheSjSeymour. 
Insects Injurious to Vegetation. 
Keeping One Cow. 
Life and Writings of Frank Forrester, 3 vols., 

per vol. . 
Mammals of New York, paper. $4; cloth. 
Maynara’s Manual of Taxidermy. 
Manton’s Taxidermy Without a Teacher. 
Natural History Quadruped. 
North American Insects. 
Old St. Augustine, Fla., illustrated. 
Packard’s Half-Hours With Insects. 
Pistol, The.. 
Photography for Amatpurs. —.. 
Practical Forestry, by Fuller. 
Practical Taxidermy and Home Decoration, 
Batty. 

Practical Orange Culture. 
Practical Poultry Keeping. 
RandaU’s Practical Shepherd. 
Sportsman’s Gazetter, HaUock. 
Sportsman’s Hand Book, Col. Horace Park... 
Studies in Animal Life, Lewis.... 
The Cream of Leicestershire. 
The Forester, by Brown. 
The Northwest Coast of America. 
The Heart of Europe. 
The Botanical Atlas, 3 vols. 
The Zoological Atlas ,2 vols... 
The Taxidermists’ Manual, Brown—.. 
Wild Flowers of Switzerland. 
Wild Woods Life, Farrar.. . 
Woodcraft, “Nessmuk”... 
Woods and Lakes of l^ne. 
Youttl on a&alB 
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HANNAFORD 

Ventilated 

RUBBER BOOTS. 
_The only hoots made that 

H'iXi HOT sweat or chill the feet. 
WITT JIEEP the feet dry and warm. 

These boots have been in use for two seasons, 
and given entire satisfaction. Hundreds testify 
that they can be worn with comfort. 

Will be sent C.O.D. Ask your 
dealer for them, or send for circular. 

HAMAFORD VENTILATED BOOT CO. 
79 Milk Street, Boston. 

SOBKW PLATES, TAPS, DIES, ETC., FOB 
gunsmiths and amateurs. Send for illustrated 

w.aloonije to ft W OARTi » HO. Mansfleld. Mao'. 

Long inland gunning and game 
PRESERVE CLUB —A party of gentlemen, 

loving sport, are contemplating the formation of a 
gunning and fishing club on Long Island where 
land is cheap, accessible and game thrives well. 
Propose to buy land, stock with quail, pheasants, 
deer, etc., stock streams with trout, erect club 
house so situated as to be convenient to upland 
shooting and shooting and fishing on Great South 
Bay (near Fire Island. Game to be fed and covers 
made in winters of unusual severity. Man or men 
to act as game keepers. Members to combine their 
dogs for splendid kennels, et". Stock to cost from 
8200 to $1,000 per share. Membership limited, 
interested gentlemen will plea'^e address SILO, 
Qedney House, Broadway and Fortieth street. New 
York City. jahSStf 

WANTED. 

Bear, Buffalo, Deer, Wolves, Foxes, Spotted Cats, 
Civit Cats, Lynx, Panthers. Antelope, Otter, Beav¬ 
ers and other animals and birds of all kinds. Ad¬ 
dress D. H. TALBOT, Sioux City, la. 

COPIES WANTED.-JAN. 4, 11 AND 18, FEB. 1, 
March 8 and Sept. 13,1883; Feb. 7 and 14. March 

6, 1884. We are short of these issues, and would be 
obliged if any of our readers having one or aU of 
these numbers that they do not want will send to 
Forest and Stream Pub. Co.. 39 Park Bow. New 
York City. mar26,tf 

WANTED.—THE AGENCY TO SELL ON COM- 
mission Canoes and Rowboats. Address 

P. O. Lock Box 386, Cumberland, Md. jan21,9t 

MU* 

W Jait© 
(Lepiis Americanitb'.) 

A few living specimens will be sent to orders ac¬ 
companied with the cash, at 83 each, and delivered 
in good order and properly boxed, at Bethel express 
office. J. G. RICH, Bethel, Me. 

. Chester White, Berkshire 
and Poland China Pigs, Fine 
Setter Dogs, Scotch Collies, 
Foxhounds and Beagles, 

I Sheep and Poultry, bred and 
’ for sale by W. Gibbons & Co., 

West Chester, Chester Co., Pa. Send stamp lor 
Circular and Price List. 

T rVTT A TT fob sale, in fine 
J_il V Xli U condition Pa. and 
W. Va. birds.^E. B. WOODWARD, Commission 
Merchant, 174 Chambers st., N.Y. Established 1838, 

For sale cheap.—complete shooting 
outfit, including Scott hammerless gun, two 

sets barrels. Full particulars of FRED. G. MOORE, 
78 Beekman street, New York. jan38,2t 

in tUt 

ST. GEORGE 

143 West Fifty-fifth St., New York. 
In the stud lor a few select pointer bitches. 
POINTER BRADFORD, (litter brother to 

champion Beaufort). Sire—Champion Bow (E. 
7,070). by champion Bang, by Davey’s Luna. Bang, 
by Coham’s Bang out of Price’s Vesta. Luna, by 
Lord Cole’s Cole out of Evan’s Nell. Dam— 
Beulah (sister to Kush, A K.R. 357), by Steel’s 
Flake out of Guido’s Lily. Flake, by Strachan’s 
Flash out of Schiffelin’s Juno. Guido’s Lily, by 
Lancaster Sam out of Gibson’s Lilly. Schiffelin’s 
Juno, by Lonsdale’s Ponto I. out of the Duke of 
Westminster’s Juno, by the Earl of Litchfield’s 
Bragg II. out of Brailford’s Juno, by the Earl of 
Litchfield’s Noble I out of Autrobus’s Nell (E. 1,229). 
(See also A.K.R, 365 and 357 for further tracing). 

BRADFORD is large, strong, well muscled and 
well made, and combines the best winning bench 
show and field trial blood of England and America. 

STUD FEE, S50. 

^“Bitches cared for in the most kind and careful 
manner. 

ST. GEORGE BREEDING AND BREAKING 
KENNELS, 143 West Fifty-fifth st,. N, Y. jan28tf 

FOREST CITY KENNELS. 

St. Bernards and English Pugs. 
IN THE STUD. 

Champion rough-coated St. Bernard Ctesar 
(A.K.R. 32); fee $25. English pug Sam; fee $10. 
Pups for sale. Address with stamp, Portland, Me. 

Rare Chance for Beagle Breeders. 
I have purchased the great stud beagle Racer 

(Rowett’s Rally—Lill), bred by General Rowett, sire 
of the great prize winner Little Duke. All of bis 
get are small and have won wherever shown. Those 
who wish bo get some of this grand old stock should 
write at once and have services booked. Number 
limited. All letters carefully answered. Fee only 
$10 Address W. B pE.\,I?g. Box 462, Fomerset, 
Maps. ■■ ■ - - • oaoSe.lt 

itf me 

THE IMMENSE ROUGH-COATED ST. 
BERNARD CHAMPION 

(A.K.R. 483). 

Orange tawny, perfect blaze and collar, other 
white markings correct; double dew claws. Bom 
August. 1882. This celebrated dog stands 38U in. 
full at shoulders, weighs 175 lbs. (Dec. 81,1885). bas 
a grand, massive head, immense bone, and is per¬ 
fect in disposition. 

“Otho is conceded to be the best fronted St Ber¬ 
nard in the country.”—American Kennel Register, 
June. 1885. 

‘‘Otho is one of the grandest fronted dogs we 
have ever seen. His head is a study and his fore¬ 
arm we have never seen surpassed. He is also an 
immense upstanding dog. ^Forest and Stream, 
Oct. 30.1884. 

Fee $50. Approved bitches only. Cabinet pho¬ 
tos, 60 cents; cartes of head, 25 cems. Imported 
stock for sale. THE HOSPICE KENNELS, Im¬ 
porters and Breeders of Thoroughbred St. Ber¬ 
nards, 55 Waverly Place, Newark, N. J. 

CHAMPION BRAHMIN. 
Solid Black Cocker Spaniel. 

Winnings: 1st, open class, London. Ont., and 
three specials, 1883; 1st, open class, and two spe¬ 
cials, N. B. S., Philadelphia, and champion prize. 
Montreal, 1884; first, open class, New York, and 
special for best cocker dog in show, 1885, healing 
champion Hornell Silk; 1st, open class, Philadel¬ 
phia, 1885; championprize.'Philadelphia(fall show), 
1886), beating champion Hornell Silk. In the 
81 ud. Fee *30. ARTHUR E. EENDLE, 2 Wall 
street. New York. 

SCOTCH COLLIES 
IN THE STUD. 

CHAMPION REX (A.K.R. 149). Fee $20. 
STREPHON (A.K.R. 2730). Fee $30. 
Young dogs and puppies for sale. Can be seen, 

or address JAS LINDSAY, 846 Comm unipaw ave., 
Jersey City, N. J. 

'IT7HITE BULL TERRIER YOUNG ROYAL 
VV Prince (A.K.R. 3102). Fee $15. And smail 

white bull-terrier Hector, weight 151bs. Fee $10. 
J. W. NEWMAN, 87 Hanover street, Boston. Mass. 

janl4,6t 

Sill iteoniL 

MASTIFFS. 

Rare Chance for Breeders. 
The Riverview Kennel, Clinton, Mass., desiring to 

close out then’ business, offer for sale all their 

brood bitches and stud dogs. These animals are 
nearly all prize winners, and persons intending 

going Into bi ceding will never have a better chance 
to obtain fine stock at low prices. A lot of young 

puppies, various ages, also on sale. Particulars 

and prices sent on receipt of stamp. ianl4,tf 

TT E. CLARK, PITTSFIELD, O. 
l l • Scotland Kennel. Pedigreed collie pups $5 
each. English ferrets, $5 a pair. dec31,3mos. 

■QANNERMAN BEAGLE PUPPIES FOB SALE 
XJ cheap. Address DR. J. J. BOARD, Lynch’s 
Station, Camxibeil Co., Va. 3anl4,5t 

\T7ANTED.—DOGS TO BOARD. WARM QUAR- 
VV ters and good care. Address W. B BOWEN, 

Rockland, Mass. janl4.1mo 

XXOG TRAINER WANTED.—A SOBER. STEADY 
JLr man to take full charge of a kennel of mixed 
dogs (chiefly pointers), to feed, clean, groom, exer¬ 
cise, break and show same at bench shows, etc. Ad¬ 
dress with full particulars as to experience, wages 
expected, etc., SILO, Gedney House, Broadway and 
Fortieth street. New York. jan28,tf 

TT'OR SALE.—SEVERAL EXTRA FINE IRISH 
F setters, out of Bizora (A.K.R. 1388) by cham¬ 
pion Nimrod. These pups are giand ones and as 
good as can be bred. Also spayed cocker bitch. 
FREESTONE KENNELS, P. O. Box 1074, Middle- 
town, Conn. .ian^l.2t 

17OR SALE—AN ENGLISH BEAGLE BITCH, 
Ju 20 mos. old. Also pair of well-trained fe*Tets. 
For part’culais address W. K. FIRTH, 164 Larch 
street, Lansing, Mich. jan28,lt 

TT'OR SALE AT A BARGAIN.—PURE NEW- 
Jr foundland bitch, took two first prizes st ex¬ 
hibition here She is 6 feet long from nose to tip of 
tail, 2 feet 6 inches in height; age 4 yrs.; color 
black, with a small white spot on breast; weight 
135 pounds. Price only $35 cash. No pedigree. 
Address S. H. ROSS, 577 Sherbrooke st., Montreal, 
Canada. 3an28,lt 

A/TUST BE SOLD -MASTIFF PUPPIES FROM 
iVl Victoria (A.K.R. 1687). by Keno (A.K.R. 1766); 
finely marked, with pedigree. C. C. RICHARDSON, 
Box 130, Westfield, Mass. 3an28,lt 

Foxhounds For Sale. 
Twenty-six dogs and bitches, comprising one of 

the best packs iu Pennsylvania, a few bitclies being 
in whelp by champion dogs. Address Box 1684, 
West Chester, Pa. 3aa28,tf 

TT'OR SALE.-ENGLISH BEAGLE HOUND 
J' pups of good working stock and several months 
old. GEO. L. BARNES, Tyringbam, Mass. 

TT'OR SALE. - TRAINED BEAGLES THANE 
JP (A.K.R. 2923) and Caro; also Count of Monte 
Cristo and Cliff Rattler (A.K.R. 2913 and 2911); yard 
broken. P. 0. Box 472, Pittsburgh, Pa. 3an38.tf 

't70UND in PITTSFIELD, MASS., A RED IRISH 
T setter dog, with New York license tag attached 
to the collar. Address GEO. M. HATCHETT, 
Bridgeport, Conn. 3an28,lt 

l/rUST BE SOLD.-MY ENTIRE KENNEL OP 
ivl- trained foxhounds, setters and beagles; also 
three choice beagle pups, 7 mos. old. one dog All 
stock guaranteed to suit, or money, less express 
charges, will be refunded. C. F. KENT, Monticello, 
N Y? 3aD28,tf 

ftntul. 
K 9 Breaking Kennels. 

Pointers and setters thoroughly broken for field 
trials or pnvate use. Reference given. W. G. 
SMITH. Mar.ydel, Md. 

For sale.-very fine thoroughbred 
black Newfoundland bitch, winner of three 

firsts apd specials, .860. HENRY MUELLER, Box 
59, CJjftDh, 8t8,te0 Isjapd, jaD28,2t 

Rory O’More Kennels. 
For Sale—Thoroughbred red Irish setter stock, 

full pedigreed Address with stamp, 
W. N. CALLENDER, Albany, N. Y, 

For Sale—Hornell Spaniel Puppies. 
The best in the world; 142 prizes in two years 

proves it. From 3 to 10 mos. old. N(9 culls or $5 
pups ever sold. 

In the Stud—Black cocker champion Hornell 
Silk. Fee $20. Address J. OTIS FELLOWS, Sec., 
HomeUsville, N. Y., or G. W. LEAVITT, Pres., 32 
Hamilton street, Boston, Mass. 

SETTERS AT $10. 
We have a lot of setters, both dogs and bitches, 

from 6 to 18mos. old, that are fine looking and 
guaranteed not gun shy, and with a fair nose. They 
have no pedigree. We will close them out at $10 
each. They are a wonderful bargain. ASSOCIATED 
FANCIERS, 2.37 South Eighth street. Philadelphia. 

septl7,tf 

FOR SAUE. 
Mastiff brood bitch CALYPSO (E. 10,567). winner 

of prizes and dam of prize winners before importa¬ 
tion. 

Mastiff brood bitch VESTA (A.K.R. 1154), whelped 
Jan. 26,1884; bred by Ashmont Kennels. Price low 
if taken at once. 

Pug brood bitch Bess (A..K.R. 1935), whelped Dec. 
3, 1883, bv Napoleon (A.K.R. 2035) out of Beauty 
(A.K.R 1360.) 

Pug bitch FANOHON (A.K.R. 2862), whelped Aug, 
30, by ('hampioH Bradford Ruby out of Daisv 31. 

For terms, etc., apply to CITY VIEW KENNELS, 
New Haven, Conn. dec31, 

I^WVaOo'ANYKIND? 
If BO, write and name the kind you want 

E. MAURER, 464 N. NINTH ST.. PHILADA. 

Claire-Reeta Kennels. 
PALMYRA, N. Y. 

Irish and Gordon setters for work as well as show. 
decl7,tf 

Ayr A STIFFS. - PUPPIES OUT OF LADY NEVI- 
ItX son by McMahon (A.K.R. 650); beautiful fawn 
color, black points; extra fine. H. L. HOLLIS, 
Wellsville, N. Y. jan7,tf 

TX7M. GRAHAM, NEWTOWNBREDA, BELFAST 
T V Ireland, is prepared to purchase and ship dogs 

for importers. Dogs purchased from him had the 
following prizes awarded to them: At New York 
and Chicago, 1883, sixteen firsts, nine special, three 
second and one third. At New York, 1884, seven 
firsts, six specials and one third. 

i A ELEGANT BEAGLE HOUNDS, 5 MOS. OLD, 
lU dogs and bitches, not akin; $7 single; pair $13. 
Box 1,931, West Chester, Pa. decl7.tf 

TT'OR SALE.—ITALIAN GREYHOUND PUPS 
Jj from imported stock. Also fine English pugs. 
HENRY C. BURDICK, 150 Bridge street Spring- 
field, Mass. dec24,tf 

rpRAINED FOXHOUNDS. THEY ARE COLD 
X nosed strike dogs, start the fox, run him to the 
death. Trained coon dog.s. Gray squirrel dogs. 
Rabbit dogs. One trained ferret. Lop-eared rabbits. 
Wyandotte chickens. H. 0. GRAFF, Kensington, 
Ohio. dec24.tf 

QCOTCH TEBKIERS. — CHAMPION TAM 
io Glen stock, pure, reliable; also Scotch collies 
and small, gamy English ferrets. W. H. TODD, 
Vermillion, Ohio. jan21,3t 

170R SALE.-A GOOD ENGLISH MASTIFF 
T bitch, 3 yrs. old, very intelligent acd fond of 
children; also'a Kood Newfoundland dog 2 yrs. old, 
splendid waich and has a beautiful coat. Address 
f. P. Z., St. Lambert, P. Q. 3an21,2c 

QMATJ. SIZE BULL-TERRIERS.—THREE PURE 
io white pups, by Dutch, Jr. es Little Nell, im¬ 
ported August last; weight 22 pounds, and winner 
of 2d, Warwick; 1st. Wolverhampton. These pups 
will make about 25-pound dogs at maturity, and are 
very promismg. For full particulars address T. R. 
VARhCK, Manchester, N. H. jan21,2t 

X LEWELLYN SETTER PUPPIES, WHELPED 
1 J Nov. 11, 1885, combining blood of Leicester, 

Dart, Pocahontas and Gladstone; handsome, 
healthy, smart and active. For particulars, etc., 
addre.^s CHAS. YORK, 9 & 11 Granite Block, Ban¬ 
gor, Me. 

T70XHOUNDS.-I HAVE FOR SALE FOX- 
Jj hounds from 5 mos. to 5 yrs. old. from pedi¬ 
greed stock, bred by myself. Address for particu- 
lar.s A. C. HOPKINS, Morris, Conn. 3an‘28,lt 

TT'OR SALE.—HALF BEAGLE AND HALF FOX- 
JU hound bitch, 2 yr.s. old, small and very hand¬ 
some, and first class for rabbits. Also foxhound 
pup. 7 mos old, is doing good business now. Write 
GILMAN SPAULDING, Lebanon, N. H. 3an28,lt 

TT'OR SALE.-ENGLISH BEAGLE PUPS FROM 
X’ the best hunting stock in the country. ORIN 
MILES, Barton, Vt. jan28,3t 

■OEX.-IRISH SETTER (PLUNKETT-NELL), 3 
XL yrs. old, perfectly broken, diops at shot and 
retrieves. Only those wishing first class dog need 
^ply. ROBT. B. SMITH, Commack, Suffolk Co., 

'T'WO FINE IRISH SETTER BITCHES, 10 MOS. 
X old, at a very low price. A. W. PEARSALL, 
Huntington. L. I. 3an28,lt 

Rosecroft Kennels. 
Birmingham, Conn. 

Puppies by champion Plantagenet (A.K.R, ) 

ex Forest Dora (A.K.R. 500) for sale, whelped Nov. 

17. Are black and white, very handsome. 

IDEAL COCKERS. 
For Sale—A choice litter of solid liver cockers, by 

Pilot (A.K.R. 1685) out of May Stubbs, small stock, 
low on legs, correct coat and full pedigree. Price 
low for immediate delivery; 6 wks. old. 

IN TEui~STUD. 
Pilot (A.K.R. 1635), Dandy Zulu (A.K.R. .382) 

and the A No. 1 field spaniel Beauclerc. Fee $10. 
Wanted to purchase. 10 A No. 1 brood bitches, must 
be good ones; also five solid black or black and 
white cocker (dog) pups, from 6 mos. to 1 yr. old. 
State lowest price and full pedigree. IDEAL KEN. 
NEL, New Haven. Conn. jan21,2t 

F 

tSy. Bernards 

Of purest Swiss strains, recently 

imported. Several fine dogs and 

bitches and a few puppies are in 

my hands to be disposed of. I 

can promise purchasers they are 

of excellent pedigree, and full of 

true St. Bernard character. 

Address with stamp, 

rr. W. Tucker, 

P. O. Box 1338, N. Y. 

30 YOU WANT A DOC?'en 
, MDd for Doc Bwjcm* Gwidenf 
‘^^^ataiiiliiiroolored pU(efi,100ea-1 
f/^pariogt of different broeda, jrrloet ] 
' thej are worth, and where to buy 1 

-them. AleoCuteofT*—"-* 
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Valuable Dogs For Sale. 
BLUE BELL, English setter bitch, winner of 

many prizes. . 
NEVISON, the acknowledged champion mastiff 

of America. 
VANDAL, brindle mastiff; a big. fine dog. Price 

$50. Two splendid young mastiffs by champion 
Nevison, age 8 mos. 

C. H. MASON, Bay Ridge, L. I. 

ROSEBUD KENNELS. 
F. E. LEE, Manager. 

Dogs of all breeds hoarded and conditioned for 
shows. Setters and pointers tlioroughly broken 
for field trials or private use. Best of accommoda¬ 
tions and attendance. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
Dogs of all breeds bought and sold on commission. 
Consignments and correspondence solicited. Ad¬ 
dress with stamp for reply, ROSEBUD KENNELS, 
P, O. Box 621, Southington, Conn. 

STRAT FIELD KENNELS. 
Dogs of all breeds hoarded and conditioned for 

shows. Setters and pointers trained for field trials 
and private use. Best of accommodations and 
attendance. Main building 100x14; Sixteen runs 
6X60, with running stream through all. 

X>os:6i Fox* S£tle. 
All communications should be addressed to JAS. 

SEELEY. Lock Box 1887, Bridgeport, Conn. Best 
of references. 

OR SALE CHEAP.-I WILL SELL THE FOL 
^ lowing well bred dogs on account of moving, 
and I have no place to keep them: A large Llew- 
ellin setter, white with a little lemon, 13 mos. old, 
$26. A large, strong Llewellin bitch, wffiite with little 
lemon, 13 mos., $25. Six months black, white and 
tan dog, $15. One Gordon dog, black and tan, 8 
mos., $16. One Gordon dog, black and tan, 4 mos , 
$10. Gordon setter bitch, good breeder, 5 yrs. old, 
kind to children, $20. Gordon setter bitch. 1 yr. 
old, $16. H. e. VQNPBBSMXTH, Lancaster. Pa. 

IRISH SETTERS. 
Young stock for sale, and orders taken for choice 

puppies from trained bitches of the finest breeding. 
I CHAMPION RLCHO 

U wJut I CHAMPION NORRRN 
In the stud. Fee $25. 

I. HENRY ROBERTS. 
8eptl7,tf P. O. Box 153, Moorestown, N. J. 

Mt. Pleasant Kennels. 
The largest and most reliable kennels of first-class 

dogs in America. For Sale—One litter of A. No. 1 
solid black and tan Gordon setter puppies, by my 
champion Dash and my prize bitch Chloe. Also six 
solid black and tan Gordon setter puppies, 6 to 12 
mos. old, dogs and bitches, champion Flash and 
Judy. I )ne litter of first class fox-terriers, sire and 
dam imported. Full printed pedigree with every 
dog. Satisfaction guaranteed. 

C. T. BROWNELL, Box 336, New Bedford, Mass. 

IT'OR SALE, A NUMBER OF WELL BRED AND 
JP well broken pointers and setters, also dogs 
boarded and broken, satisfaction guaranteed. Ad- 
(iretw H. B. RICHMOND, Lakeville. Masa. Sept22.tf 

For sale.—having recently added 
several fine brood bitches to the Landseer 

Kennels of Scotch deerhounds and greyhounds re¬ 
duced the price of puppies. Some choice grey 
hounds now ready to ship. DR. VAN HUMMELL, 
Denver. Col. apll6.tr 

Valuable pointers for field or stud. 
Faust ex Queen.—I offer for sale Major, pur¬ 

chased direct .Torn St. Louis Kennels; thoroughly 
broken on woodcock, partridge, quail and snipe; 
been hunted last two months in Virginia; powerful, 
muscular build, ready for immediate use. Also 
Duke II., 11 mos., direct descendant Edward Laver- 
ack’s Ponto and Old Moll: clear pedigree for 100 
years. AcKirosB MA-JOB, P- 0. Pox TL Hyde Park, 
Jf. Y, ,)aD4»,^t 
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THE MAINE HOUSE BURNERS. 

ONE common protection, of the classes who violate the 
game laws is in their standing threat to poison the live 

stock and burn the barn of any one who dares to give 
evidence against them. Scores and hundreds of outrageous 
acts have gone unpunished because no one iu the community 
had backbone enough to risk the vengeance of these fellows. 
Just now the Legislature of New York is asked to modify 
one of the best game laws of the State out of deference to the 
demand of Adirondack dwellers, who threaten, if the law is 
not changed, to slaughter the game out of pure revenge. 

In most instances this fear of vengeance is without any 
adequate foundation. The grouse snarer may proclaim that 
if “peached on” he will burn barns, but as a matter of fact 
he is a cowardly fellow, brave enough in setting snares, but 
lacking courage to apply the incendiary’s match. The way 
to treat him is to go ahead with his indictment and punish, 
meat. In nine cases out of ten no barn burning will follow. 
In the tenth case, where the law breakers are actually so de¬ 
praved as to execute their threats, there is but one course of 
action, as in the other nine, namely, to prosecute. Then if 
the barn incendiarism follows, punish that too. At all 
hazards take away from such dangerous members of society 
their defense. Break up the reign of terror. This is just 
the condition of affairs they have had to contend with iu 
Maine. 

Last March one J. W. Day, of Wesley, Me., was prose¬ 
cuted hy detective Pettingall for h-aving killed deer contrary 
to law. Day believed that Game Warden Munson, of Wesley, 
was responsible for his arrest, and he made the customary 
threats of revenge. He belonged to a clique known as the 
“Shacker Boys,” Shacker being a local term for deer. The 
Shackers resolved to “clean out” Warden Munson. Among 
other devices to accomplish this end, they set a dead-fall for 
him, but this he escaped. Then Day announced that a 
match was waiting for Munson’s buildings as soon as the hay 
was in. At last on the night of July 17, Day poisoned Mun¬ 
son’s cow, emptied a can of kerosene in the barn and house 
and set fire to them. Both were totally destroyed. Six 
weeks after that others of the “Shacker Boys” stole into the 

pf 0aj»e IVarfieii Sai»ii.el Guslij.ng, piit off kis jjorsg's 

head and burned the barn and all its contents. The incen¬ 
diary Day was arrested for his crime and lodged in jail. 
Then letters were sent by the Shacker gang to six 
other persons who had been prominent in enforcing the 
game laws, among others to Dr. Sam. B. Hunter, of Machias. 
These cheerful missives threatened fire, poison and death. 
Day also sent out from his cell poetical effusions hearing 
upon his crime and arrest. One of these compositions was 
produced at his trial as an evidence of the law defying char¬ 
acter of the Shackers. It is an illiterate mess of doggerel 
beginning: 

It was in the town of wesley 

as you shal understand 

thair lived a croud of young men 

thay was cald the shackr band 

and thay was accused of menny 

a bad deed let them be guilty or not 

but they hunted deer the year around 

and for the wardens make it hot 

thair was one young man among them 

the wardens all knew well 

for by this devels rifl 

thair had menny a poor deer fel 

he hunted on old stream 

I would have you all to know 
and he sed it was one place 

the wardens dast not go 

Day was brought into court Jan. 23, and the case went to 
the jury on Monday of last week. He was convicted of 
arson and sentenced to State Prison. Next April, it is con¬ 
fidently hoped, at least one more of the Shacker band will 
join him there. The Maine authorities have adopted the 
only adequate policy of dealing with these characters; they 
are pursuing that policy with a decision and a vigor that 
cannot be too highly commended, and by the time they shall 
have finished, it will be understood, in that part of the State 
at least, that prosecutions for game law offenses are not to 
he avenged by poisoning cows, beheading horses and putting 
the torch to barns and dwellings. 

KANSAS GAME NEEDS. 

The members of the Leavenworth Gun Club have addressed 
a memorial to their Senator, asking for much needed 

changes in the law for the protection of game birds. The 
quail and grouse are shipped to market in such quantities 
that, though the open season for them is right, the two species 
are sadly harried and their extinction only a matter of time. 
Another evil which has been developed in Kansas is the side- 
hunt. Competitive shooting leads to the killing of unreason¬ 
able bags. Game is destroyed not for the inherent sport of 
shooting, nor because the birds themselves are desired for 
food, but only to make a score which shall “beat the other 
fellows,” The petitioners ask that exportation of game may 
be stopped; that Kansas game may not be dumped into the 
Chicago and St. Louis markets. They also ask that local 
game killers may be limited by law to twenty-five birds each 
in one day. These demands are reasonable. Senator Lowe 
will serve the true interests of his constituents if he will 
secure the game legislation they ask. 

THE ALBANY DEER BILLS. 

TWO of the bills relating to the hounding of deer have 
been reported upon by the Assembly committee, and 

were put on the files last Monday. 
The first is No. 107, introduced by Mr. White, It makes 

the deer killing season from Aug. 15 to Nov. 1; allows jack¬ 
hunting from Aug. 15 to Oct. 15, and dogging from Sept. 
15 to Oct. 15; allows possession of venison from Aug. 15 to 
Nov. 15, and the sale of venison from Aug. 15 to Nov. 1. 

The second is No, 108, introduced by Mr. Barnes. It 
makes the deer killing season from Aug. 15 to Nov. 15; per¬ 
mits hounding from Aug. 15 to Nov. 1; forbids jacking at 
any lime; and forbids the transportation of venison out of 
any of the counties of the State (save Queens and Suffolk) 
except that from Aug. 1 to Nov. 15 two carcasses may be 
transported if accompanied by their owner. 

Both of these bills contains some good features, but each 
one has a vast preponderance of unmitigated evil, and the 
amendment of the present law as Mr. White proposes it, or 
as Mr. Barnes proposes it, would be nothing less than a 
public calamity. Mr. Barnes’s clause restricting tranporta- 
tion of venison to two carcasses accompanied by the owner, 
is a capital provision, or it would be but for the idiotic 
proposition to legalize the transportation of dead game 
fifteen days before it is lawful to kill that game. 

Mr. White and Mr. Barnesare posing under false pretences 
as apostles of game protection. The milk iu the cocoanut 

, is the deer-hounding clause. These bills have been prepared 
f5-n(i fire now hein^jpu^ihed. jPiolel^ witlj §, yj^w tp reejoring 

Adirondack deer-hounding. The good non-jacking clause, 
the good nou-transportation clause, the good shortening of 
the season clause—each is only a sop to make us forget the 
true nature and intent of the bill. Either bill, if it became 
a law, would mean the deplorable destruction of Adirondack 
deer. Mr. Barnes is working only for a small class of.im- 
provident hotel keepers, stage drivers and guides. Their 
time-serving policy of grasping all they can to-day without 
regard to certain ruin to-morrow, is directly opposed to the 
true sentiment and interest of the intelligent residents of the 
Adirondack counties. 

Every citizen of this State should concern himself to work 
for the defeat of the Barnes hill and the White hill, and all 
other hills intended to restore hounding. 

We repeat the warning already given. If the deer law is 
to be maintained it must be by immediate, earnest and per¬ 
sistent action hy individuals, each one doing his share. 
Elsewhere we reprint the petition given last week; and we 
urge every reader of the Forest and Stream in this State 
to secure signatures to this and forward it to his district 
representative in Albany. This must be done now. The 
deer-hounders in^he Assembly boast that they will carry the 
day. If their designs are thwarted it must be by prompt 
work. 

THE REVENGE ARGUMENl. 

ONE argument upon which the advocates of shooting 
exhausted deer in the water lay much stress is the 

revenge argument. 
There are a number of men and their families in the 

North Woods who depend for a livelihood largely upon the 
wages paid them by rich city sportsmen who hire the guides 
and their hounds to drive deer into the water for the sports¬ 
men to butcher. The hounding advocates aver that the guides 
of this particular class are a miserable, poverty-stricken 
lot, continually upon the verge of starvation. They drag 
out a wretched existence through the winter, barely subsist¬ 
ing upon what provender they have secured with their deer; 
hounding revenue and with what venison they kill in the 
snow. Were hounding allowed the winter-killing of deer by 
these half-starved guides would he limited to their actual 
present needs; they would crust-hunt only enough deer to 
do them and their dogs through the winter, and would care¬ 
fully protect the rest as material for the profitable summer 
and autumn water-killing. But—this is the argument-—if 
hounding be forbidden,'and this source of revenue cutoff, 
the guides will be compelled to kill more deer in winter; 
and, more than this, will crust-hunt by the wholesale and 
destroy the game out of pure revenge; and their revenge will 
not he sated save at the sacrifice of all the deer they can 
butcher. 

Briefly put, the contention is that the deer must be hounded 
to death hy sportsmen in order that they may not he crust- 
hunted by the guides. Paddle up to them in the water and 
cut their throats in August to save them from having their 
throats cut in the snowdrifts in February. The bounders 
who make this plea doubtless think that they have for it some 
foundation in fact. If there are shiftless, lazy, half-starved 
Adirondack dwellers who will butcher deer out of revenge, 
they certainly are not representatives of the decent class of 
North Woods guides. They are not the sort of citizens 
whose threats should coerce the Legislature into making a 
law for their benefit. 

To the tender-hearted water-butcher of Adirondack deer 
it may appear a harsh sentence, but most other people 
will agree with us that if these men cannot make a living as 
guides in the North Woods under present laws, they ought 
to kill their hounds, engage in some legitimate labor and 
earn their bread and butter as other folks do. 

Massachusetts Sunday Shooting.—A petition was 
presented to the Massachusetts General Court, at Boston, 
last week, praying for the repeal of the “Blue Laws” of that 
State, among them the statute which forbids shooting game 
on the Sabbath day. Whatever may he the reasonableness 
or unreasonableness of the other laws included iu the 
petition, this one is perfectly right and proper. The pro¬ 
hibition of Sunday shooting should he maintained; to repeal 
its provisions would be most unwise. 

Codfish for the Gulf of Mexico.—Professor Baird 
is engaged in an attempt to acclimatize codfish in the Gulf 
of Mexico. A million eggs from the station at Wood’s Holl 
in Massachusetts, will be put into the waters of the Gulf at 
Pensacola. The experimep|r will he yy-fitehed with a gvegt 

■ lim} of iapermp/ 
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TO THE WALLED-IN LAKES. 

IX.—^KIGHT IN THE LODGE. 

HE wind, which rose again as the sun set, was cold, and 

as soon as dinner was over we took refuge in the 

lodge. Sticks were thrown on the smouldering coals of the 

fire, and Yellowflsh, seizing the axe, went out and cut a 

couple of armfuls of wood, which he brought inside and 

laid by the door. By this time the pipes and cigarettes were 

all aglow, and the fire gave out a cheerful warmth, which 

made the howling gale without, a thing to be laughed at. We 

lay back on our comfortable beds, with our feet stretched 

out toward the fire, and were just lazy and contented. It 

was too soon after dinner to talk, and we quietly enjoyed the 

warmth and listened to the I'aging of the wind, and the rat- 

thng of the lodge poles and the fiapping of the smoke shield, 

and sent up clouds of fragrant tobacco smoke. The lines of 

fishes drying above our heads swung backward and forward 

as the gale increased, but we felt nothing of its fury. 

“Wind Maker is .hal’d at work to-night, Appekunny,” 
said I. 

“Yes,” he replied, as he glanced toward the half breed, “he 

lives up here in the Upper Lake. Does he not, Yellowflsh ?” 

“Ah,” replied the Indian, who was staring hard at the fire 
as he sucked at his pipe. 

“It is rather curious,” continued Appekunny in an aside 

to me, “that the Pegunny seem to have placed the cart before 

the horse in their belief with regard to this god. You know 

that Wind Maker lives under the water, at the bottom of 

lakes.” Then louder, “The Pegunny say that when he 

wishes to make the wind blow, he first makes the waves, and 

that as they roll along they make the wind. Is it not so, 
Yellowfish?” 

“Ah,” said the Indian. 

“He is strong in these mountains,” said I. “All the time 

the wind blows. We have vei’y bad luck. Our medicine is 

not strong. Tell me, Appekunny,” I continued, “about 

the Medicine Rock on the Marias. How far has it moved 
since you have known it?” 

“Once,” he replied, “it was at the top of the bluff, but 

that was many years ago. Since I have known it, it has only 

moved two or three feet. Some years it moves more than 

others. It all depends on how fast the bluff wears away in 

the weather. The slope being gradual, the rock moves 

slowly. The Pegunny think that it is alive, and, as you 

have seen, make presents to it.” 

We had passed this rock on our way from the Marias, a 

huge, reddish boulder of sandstone, two-thirds the way up 

the face of a sloping hill on the north bank of the Marias 

River, and strewn on the soil about it were the decaying 

remnants of presents that had been made to it in the past. 

Near it I had picked up a pair of brass earrings, a steel 

finger ring, a little medicine bottle, and an old war eagle 

feather, the most recent of the offerings. 

“Down on Milk River,” said Yellowflsh, “behind [east 

of] the Sweet Grass Hills, is another Medicine Rock. It 

looks like a person sitting down on lop of a bluff". The 

Pegunny worship it. Always when they go by it they give 

it presents. Sometimes they give it a shirt, and put it on 

the rock, and then when you look at it it seems more like a 

person than ever. Over in the mountains to the west there 

is a pine tree in which is grown a sheep’s horn. It is a very 

pretty horn. Not so very long ago—may be when my father 

was a young man—the tree was small, so that a man on foot 

could touch the horn without lifting his hand above his 

shoulder. But [as the tree grew] it got higher and higher, 

until it could hardly be reached by a man on horseback. All 

Indians gave presents to it whenever they went by, but one 

day a Nez Perce got mad at it and shot it, and pretty soon 

afterward he died. Some of the Pegunny have seen this 

horn, and maybe these Kootenays know about it, too.” 

“Speaking of religious beliefs,” said Appekunny, after a 

little pause, “reminds me of what old Red Paint said to the 

priest over at Birch. The priest had just come into the 

country, and one night he asked a lot of the Indians over to 

the chapel on Birch Creek to have a talk with them. He 

wanted, he said, to get them to tell him some of their 

religious beliefs, and then he was going to tell them about 

Jesus Christ and try to convert them. He could not speak 

Piegan, and asked me to come over and interpret for him, 

instead of the regular interpreter, so that there would be no 

misunderstanding of any kind. 

“I went over at the appointed time with a lot of the 

Indians, and more came after us, so that the chapel was 

pretty full, for, you see, they all wanted to hear the stories 

that the priest was going to tell. It was the famine winter, 

and the people were glad enough of any kind of an excite¬ 

ment to keep them from thinking of their starving wives and 

children and of their own gnawing hunger. Among those 

present was old Red Paint. He is a pretty good talker and 

has always something to say. 

“After a little prehminary talk the priest asked them to 

tell him some of their traditions, for he wanted to find out 

something of what they believed. ‘And afterward,’ said he, 

fl will tell you of my God, and His power and goodness.’ 

“Upon that old Red Paint got on his feet and told the 

story of the bad man who once cached the buffalo and the 

other game. He said; 

“ ‘What I tell you now happened long ago. 

“ ‘In those days the people were hungry. No buffalo and 

antelope were to be found on the prairies. The deer and elk 

trails were covered with gr^ss and leaves; not even a rabbit 

could be found in the brush. Then prayed the people, say¬ 

ing: “Oh, Old Man! help us now or we die; gone the 

buffalo and deer; uselessly we kindle the morning fires; use¬ 

less are our arrows; our knives stick fast in the sheaths." 

“ ‘Then went Old Man to find the game, and he took with 

him a young man, the son of a chief. For many days they 

traveled the prairies and ate nothing but berries and roots. 

One day they climbed a high ridge, and when they had 

reached the top they saw, far off by a stream, a single lodge. 

“ ‘“What kind of a person can it be,”’said the young 

man, ‘ “who camps there all alone, far from friends?” ’ 

“ ‘That,’ said the Old Man, ‘is he who has hidden all the 

buffalo and deer from the people. He has a wife and a little 
son.’ 

“Then went they close to the lodge, and Old Man changed 

himself into a little dog, and he said, ‘That is me.’ Then 

he, the young man, changed himself into a root digger [a 

carved and painted stick about three feet long, shaped like a 

sacking needle, used by women to unearth roots], and he 

said, ‘That is me.’ 

“Now, the little boy playing about, found the dog, and he 

carried it to his father, saying, ‘Look what a pretty little 

dog I have found.’ 

“ ‘Throw it away,’ said his father, ‘it is not a dog.’ And 

the little boy cried, but his father made him carry the dog 

away. Then the boy found the root digger, and again pick' 

ing up the dog, he carried them both to the lodge, saying, 

‘Look mother, see the pretty root digger I have found.’ 

“ ‘Throw them both away,’ said his father, ‘that is not a 

stick, that is not a dog.’ 

“ ‘I want that stick,’ said the woman, ‘let our son have 

the little dog.’ 

“ ‘All right,’ said her husband, ‘but remember, if trouble 

come, you bring it on yourself and on our son.’ Then he 

sent his wife and son out to pick berries, and when they were 

out of sight he went and killed a buffalo cow and brought 

the meat into the lodge and covered it up, and the bones, 

skin and offal he threw into the creek. When his wife 

returned he gave her some of the meat to roast, and when 

they were eating the little boy fed the dog three times, and 

when he gave it more, his father took the meat away, saying, 

‘That is not a dog, you shall not feed it more. ’ 

“In the night, when all were asleep. Old Man and the 

young man arose in their right shapes and ate of the meat. 

‘You were right,’said the young man, ‘this is surely the 

person who has hidden the buffalo from us.’ ‘Wait,’said 

Old Man, and when they had finished eating, they changed 

themselves back into the stick and the dog. 

“In the morning the man sent his wife and son to dig roots 

and the woman took the stick with her. The dog followed 

the little boy. Now as they traveled along in search of roots 

they came near a cave, and at its mouth stood a buffalo cow. 

Then ran the dog into the cave, and the stick, slipping from 

the woman’s hand, followed, gliding along like a snake. In 

this cave they found all the buffalo and other game and they 

began to drive them out, and .soon the prairie was covered 

with buffalo and deer. Never before were so many seen. 

“Then came the man and he said to his wife: ‘Who now 

drives out my animals?’ and she replied: ‘The dog and the 

.stick are now in there.’ ‘Did 1 not tell you,' said he, ‘that 

those were not what they looked like? See now the trouble 

you have brought upon usl’ and he put an arrow in his bow 

and waited for them to come out. But they were cunning, 

for when the last animal—a big bull—was about to go out, the 

stick grabbed him by the hair under his neck and coiled up 

in it and the dog held on by the hair beneath, until they were 

far out on the prairie, when they changed into their original 

shape and drove the buffalo toward camp. 

“When the people saw the buffalo coming they made a 

pls kftn and drove a big band of them into it, but just as the 

leaders were about to jump off, a raven came and flapped its 

wings in front of them and croaked, and they turned off an¬ 

other way. Every time a band of buffalo was driven near 

the pis-kSn, this raven frightened them away. Then Old 

Man knew that the raven was the one who had kept the 

buffalo cached. 
“So he went and changed himself into a beaver and lay 

stretched out on the bank of the river as if dead, and the 

raven who was very hungry, flew down and began to pick 

at him. Then Old Man grasped it firmly and ran to camp 

and all the chiefs came to decide what should be done with 

it. Some said to kill it, but Old Man said ‘No! I will punish 

it,’ and he tied it over the lodge, right over the smoke hole. 

“With the days the raven grew poor and weak and his 

eyes were blurred with the thick smoke, and he cried con¬ 

tinually to Old Man to pity him. One day Old Man untied 

him and told him to resume his original shape, saying: ‘Why 

have you tried to fool Old Man? Look at me! I cannot die. 

Look at me! Of all people and tribes I am the chief; I cannot 

die. I made the mountains. They are standing yet. I made 

the prairies and the rocks. You see them yet. Go home, then, 

to your wife and child, and when you are hungry hunt like 

any one else or you shall die.’ 
“ ‘And now,’ concluded Red Paint, ‘the white men have 

cached the buffalo, just like this bad man of whom I have 

told you, and we have nothing to eat; we are starving. OM,' 

[that’s all], and he sat down. 

“The priest had listened attentively, and he now rose and 

said: ‘My brethren, your condition is a very hard one, and 

I am heartily sorry for you; but although you have nothing 

to eat, and your people are, as you say, starving, you have 

still Jesus Christ, and I am here to tell you about him.' I 

interpreted this, and as I finished old Red Paint sprang to 

his feet, and, raising his hand to enforce silence, he said, 

sternly, ‘That ain’t grub,’ and stalked out of the room. It 

was a good while before I could get my face straight enough 

to tell the priest what he had said, and when I did so he 

seemed to feel mighty badly about it.” 

It was impossible not to see the comical side to this story, 

and we roared over it until our shouts of laughter drowned 

even the noise of the wind without. Then I proposed to 

Yellowflsh to tell us another story of the Pegunny, and asked 

him to relate it slowly, so that Appekunny might translate it 

literally as it was told, and I could take down the words 
just as they were spoken. 

In his interesting papers on “Life Among the Blackfeet” 

Mr. Schultz has indicated the position in the mythology of 

this people occupied by Napi, or Old Man. This deity is 

the most powerful of the Blackfoot gods after the Sun, but 

is at the same time so malicious, and so short-sighted and 

foolish that he is continually doing mean things to those 

with whom he comes in contact, and is forever getting 

himself into scrapes. A little persuasion induced Yellowfish 

to comply with my request, and, laying aside his pipe, he 

sat up and prepared to talk. I give his stories as they fell 
from his lips. He said: 

“That I told you about, far behind. That Old Man. Long 

ago women told me; long ago they were apai-t, women one 

place, men another. Old Man went about. First place, 

many men they stayed. He went. Old Man. Found two 

women, go to buffalo' piskan. He found those women. 

Their lying down. He come there, those two women. 

Lying down, those two persons, women. He come one 

woman, take her person. One woman, he take her. When 

run, hit him nose. Much blood. Other woman run coulee. 

Far off, let fall one woman. Much hurt him nose. Old 

Man. When let go one woman hunt other. Old Man not 

find. Say ‘Again lie as before those two women.’ Big fool 
Old Man. OM." 

This is a free translation of the story as told: “What I tell 

you happened long ago. This story is about Old Man. 

Long ago the women told me that in ancient times men and 

women were apart. The women lived in one place, the men 

in another. Old Man was traveling about, and first he came 

to a place where many men lived and stopped there some 

time, and then he went on his way. As he was going along 

he saw two women going to a buffalo corral. When he came 

near them they [were very much frightened, probably they 

had never before seen a man and] lay down flat on their 

backs. Old Man came up to them and found them lying so 

[and supposed them dead]. One of them he took up in his 

arms and carried with him. [She was limp with fright and] 

as he ran along her knees flew up and struck his nose, and 

Old Man bled a great deal. When he went away the other 

woman got up and ran off into a coulee. When Old Man 

had gone a good way. he let fall the woman he was carrying, 

for his nose hurt him very much, and went back to get the 

other woman, but he could not find her. Meantime the one 

he had been carrying had got up and run off. So he lost 

them both. Old Man said, ‘Just you lie there again you two 

women, and see if I don’t get you both.’ So Old Man was 

made a big fool. That’s all.” Yellowfish seemed to greatly 

enjoy the discomfiture of Old Man and we laughed in 

sympathy with him as he chuckled over the god’s misfortunes. 

After a little he continued: 
“Going along Old Man came to big lodge, woman’s home. 

Went in. Said women, ‘Do you think you have man for 

marry [us]?’ He said, ‘Who is chief here?’ Woman said 

[pointing], ‘That woman behind, chief.” He said, ‘To-mor¬ 

row come coulee those women. WiU be in coulee that 

Piegan, fine wearing apparel his, like weasel skin trimmed 

leggings, very handsome his wearing apparel.’ Said 

chief woman, ‘Wait. I first chief woman, I first take 

man.’ That woman not nice her person; make dried 

meat; all bad her wearing apparel. That woman come 

coulee. Many men. Old Man in middle, fine dressed, 

weasel skin leggings. That chief woman sees Old Man, 

she let go, went back women. Said, ‘Those persons 

take; fine dressed man middle, not take, him mine.’ 

Fix nice wearing apparel that woman. Nice her wearing 

apparel. Went coulee. Went look for man those women. 

Old Man stay far back. Those women take men, take all 

men their lodges. One stop yet. Old Man. That chief 

woman said, ‘Old Man, think I fool. Now we make buffalo 

piskan Old Man, going to [be] pine tree. Now he is fooled 

Old Man, not woman! When first that way, before find 

women men, men make buffalo shank moccasins. When 

women theirs, then make men all good wearing apparel. 

OM.' ” 

Turned into the vernacular this stoiy is as follows: 

“As Old Man was going along, he came to a big lodge 

which was the woman’s home. He went in. The women 

said to him, ‘Do you think that you have men for husbands 

for us?’ He said, ‘Who is chief here?’ A woman replied, 

‘That woman behind is chief.’ He said to the chief woman, 

‘To-morrow let those women come to the coulee. A Piegan 

will be there, finely dressed, with leggings trimmed with 

weasel skin; very handsome is his wearing apparel.’ The 

chief woman replied, ‘Let the others wait. I am first chief 

woman, I will be the first to take a husband.’ Now Old 

Man wanted very much to have the chief woman for his 

wife, although she did not look nicely. She had been niak- 
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ing dried meat, and her hands and arms and clothing were 

covered with blood and grease. The next day the chief 

woman came to the coulee, and there she found many men. 

In the midst of them was Old Man, splendidly dressed, with 

weasel-sliin leggings. As soon as she saw him, the chief 

woman recognized Old Man, so she let them all go and went 

back to the women. To them she said, ‘You can take any 

of these men except the finely dressed man who stands in 

the middle. Do not take him, for he is mine.’ Then she 

put on her best apparel and went to the coulee. The women 

went to look for husbands. Old Man [who wished to be 

chosen by the chief woman] stayed far behind [so that he 

should not be taken by any of the others]. All the women 

chose husbands and took all the men to their lodges. One 

man was still left unchosen. It was Old Man. The chief 

woman said. ‘Old Man thought I was a fool. Now we will 

make a buffalo piskan. and I will change him into a pine 

log and we will use him for a part of the fence. So Old 

Man is the fool, and not the woman.’ In old times before 

men had wives they made moccasins out of buffalo shanks, 

but when they got wives then men had them make good 

wearing apparel for them. That’s all.” 

“Old Man had pretty bad luck,” said I. 

“Yes,” replied the Indian, “plenty trouble he had. Some 

time I tell you more about him.” 

As he spoke, he rose and put some more wood on the fire, 

and then, taking off his coat and moccasins, prepared to 

turn in. The others had by this time settled themselves in 

their blankets, and I prepared to follow their example. I 

filled and lighted a final pipe, and, with my covering partly 

drawn over me, smoked and stared at the fire. The wind 

still roared over the lake, and whistled through the willows, 

and shook the smoke shield. Gradually the fire burned 

down. Objects lost their distinctness. From the shadowy 

piles of blankets about the walls came deep, regular breath¬ 

ings, showing that my companions slept. Under the ashes 

of the fire lingered a dull glow, and a slender white thread 

still rose above them. Through the smoke hole a bright star 

looked down into the lodge. Now and then from some 

smouldering stick a jet of flame shot up for a moment and 

illumined the scene. Then the gloom settled down again. 

Dreamily my thoughts went back over the years to other 

nights, spent in other lodges, with other companions, and 

memories of brave, tried friends of former days crowded 

thick upon me. I remembered lodges pitched on the plains 

—camps by the Republican, the Platte, the Loup, the 

Running Water, the Missouri—where with those friends, red 

and white, I had hunted and feasted, and fought the Dakotas 

and their allies; 1 thought of lodges in the mountains, on the 

fragrant sage plains, or high up beneath the snows, where, 

by* the hurrying streams which pour into the Green and the 

Grand, with one companion I had trapped the beaver for a 

season: of months spent in the lodges of my brothers the 

Panis, and with the kindly Utes, and of camps scattered far 

and wide over the West. 

Then I see pass before me, as in a vision, the forms and faces 

of grave, silent, gentle men, whom once I had called my 

friends. 

They have fired their last shot, they have kindled their 

last camp-fire, they have gone over the Range—crossed the 

Great Divide. “There were giants in those days,” and of 

that heroic race how few are left alive! Lingering illness, 

the storms of winter, the pistol ball of the white man, the 

rifle shot of the savage, have sadly thinned their ranks. And 

none have risen, nor can arise, to fill the places left vacant. 

The conditions which made these men what they were no 

longer exist. 

Musing or dreaming, I know not which, I live over 

again scenes of the past, until, roused by the chill air, I 

draw my blankets over my head and fall asleep. Yo. 

^u^^Uchetiings. 
“Tnat reminds me.” 

IN my youthful days I spent many a night upon the 
water with jack and spear. Of course it was contrary 

to law, but as the elders ot the community paid no attention 
to the law, it could not be expected that the youngsters would 
do so. I therefore became a pretty skillfuf handler of both 
spear and paddle early in youth. While still green at the 
bu.siness I used to court the acquaintance of old Jake, the 
town drunkard, as, whenever he could be caught sober at 
night (which was but seldom) he was the best spearman in 
that region. 

One night in June, away back in the fifties, I had collected 
a prime lot of fat spruce or pitch wood, and hunting up Jake 
we repaired to the lake for what I then thought to be a 
night’s sport. Jake would always spear better when well 
ballasted with a cargo of whisky, but on this particular 
night he proved to be over-weighted, and was liable to 
founder and go down by the head. The night was a very 
favorable one, the fish were plentiful and lay steady in the 
light, but Jake made strike after strike at them without 
effect. The whisky in his eyes added to the refraction of 
his lines of vision in the water, and he miscalculated every 
stroke. Disgusted and angry I at length steered the boat for 
home. When a few yards from the landing, where the 
water was about five feet deep, a poor little sucker, some ten 
inches long, came out from shore, steering for deeper water. 
Jake saw him, made a desperate lunge with his spear, over¬ 
balanced, and went headlong into the water. After regain¬ 
ing his feet and blowing the water from his nose and mouth, 
he waved his spear in triumph, on which was impaled 
the worthless sucker—sole trophy of his night’s efforts— 
and exclaimed, “Condemn you! I’ll larn you that naiy a 
fish in this ere lake can run hj me.” Aeefab. 
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CAMP FLOTSAM. 

XXn.—BI& TALK DAY. 

expedition of the last two days proved conducive to a 
i second sleep in the morning, and it was ten o’clock before 

the camp succeeded in getting on its feet and taking a look 
outside. It was a typical Sunday; there was scarcely a 
ripple on the water or the stirring of a leaf on the trees; all 
nature seemed hushed in adoration before the invisible altars 
of the living God. We lingered long at the breakfast table, 
which George had spread under the trees and from which 
we could look upon the lake and along the hills on the 

osite shore. 
very camp has a lounging place; last year the favorite 

spot was under a pine, hard by the tents; hut this summer 
a log, a little off from camp, close to the water’s edge and 
overhung with foliage, was our retreat. Here we would sit 
and smoke navy plug, and more than once, on a moist 
morning, we were treated to the sight of a flock of ducks, 
which, coming over the treetops behind us, settled in the 
water not ten rods in front. And hither on this Sunday 
morning, provided with pipe and field glasses, we settled 
ourselves. Soon a mink made its appearance from under a 
log a few rods away, came half the distance toward us, 
stopped, and then, as if scenting danger in the air, skulked 
in among the rocks. On the opposite shore, where with the 
naked eye one could not distinguish a man from the sur¬ 
rounding objects, with the aid of the glasses we could see 
the water lashed into foam by the sport of a loon, broken by 
the leap of a bass—our prey, yet seeking its own, like one of 
us—until Sabbatis in his canoe glided along close in shore, 
when the loon and bass disappeared together. We held the 
log for an hour and until a boat put off from the island 
opposite and headed for the camp. Then, knowing that 
visitors were on hand, we returned to the camp to slick up. 
The Colonel and Captain were soon at the landing and were 
duly escorted up the hill to the tents and received with all 
the honors. By the time we were through with a short 
experience meeting, which covered the last two days, there 
was another arrival—an old deer-hunting acquaintance of 
the Colonel’s, on the Brule and Fortune lakes—and a new 
school of experience was thereupon opened. The way those 
two veterans killed deer while sitting on the bunks in our 
tent was a sin. In less than an hour no less than six bucks 
were hung up and half as many more lost. In the mean 
time, with the help of the Captain, we landed several five- 
pound bass. Our sport was interrupted by another comer— 
our student friend—who, like the others, had dropped in for 
a call. Then the hunting and fishing went on again, but 
now spiced with an occasional dash of Schwegler, Hamilton 
and Kant. Venison, fish and metaphysics made a strange 
conglomeration, but the feast was heartily enjoyed; and we 
were well into the afternoon before the table was cleared and 
we were alone. It had been a day of much talk, but the end 
was not yet. Hardly were the boats of our friends out of 
sight before one of the Indian boys emerged from the bushes 
behind the tents, his brother a little below, a canoe and a 
skiff came round the point, and the host ofj Sabattis was 
upon us—horse, foot and dragoon, girls, squaw and all. 
Squatted in a half-circle about the tent door, they jabbered 
the afternoon through, Dame Sabattis pulliug steadily on her 
clay pipe and explaining to the Madame between puffs the 
mystery of binding a pappoose upon a board and the less 
difficult accomplishment of pappoose raising; while the 
junior branches of the family discussed the pictures in a 
London illustrated paper which the Colonel had left us. 
They held their posts until nightfall and until the first 
squadron of mosquitoes charged up the hill and began to 
make things lively. There were no signs of their giving 
way until the smudge was started, to windward, when 
there were sundry expressions of disgust and a glaring 
about with watery eyes. “Ugh! much smoke,” came from 
Dame Sabattis, as in a fit of suffocation she shifted her seat 
further from the door. The line followed her example, but 
the smudge was doing its best and the cohorts continued to 
fall back until they took refuge in the boats and drifted 
around the point, out of sight. The last visitor had gone 
and the day of the big talk was over. Coldly and silently 
the moon raised herself above the hills, illuminating the 
treetops with a glory that no mortal pencil could transfer, 
casting the long black shadows of rocks and islets upon the 
water and the deeper shadow of the forest upon the tents, 
and with all the splendor of the night about us we sought 
our blankets and sleep. 

When we opened our eyes it was broad daylight, the tattoo 
was ringing across the water from the opposite camp and we 
hurried out to sound the response on the cook’s frying-pan. 
There we found George, who had just returned from his 
morning trip to the outlet after water, bringing with him a 
pair of well-grown chickens, which he had purchased as 
“examples” of a lot which had been offered to him. They 
were liberated and were soon chasing bugs and scratching 
about for breakfast, and our poultry farm was started. 

The day was a quiet one, with scarcely a ripple on the 
water, and two hours of casting brought us but three small 
bass. At noon a couple of anglers from Kingston, who had 
found our fishing place, put in to greet the American camp. 
To one of them, Mr. J. E. Hutcheson, we became indebted 
for camp luxuries in the shape of melons, coffee and old 
Twies, which he afterward kindly sent us, and another link 
was forged in the chain of friendships which binds us to our 
cousins over the border. The night after their departure was 
made memorable by a combined attack of rain and mos¬ 
quitoes, and at 3 A. M. we were turned out and compelled to 
start the smudge. The “killer” did its work efleciually, but 
the Madame abhoiTed the grease and preferred the suffo¬ 
cating incense of the punk. 

The forenoon brought a fine breeze, and we ran three or 
four miles up the lake under sail in search of a new bass 
ground. Some one had told us that on the north shore there 
was a bay which, years ago, had been a favorite ground for 
bass, but when any one had lately tried it was unknown; so 
we set out on a voyage of discovery. When the north shore 
was reached we lowered sail, and, turning down the lake, 
followed the rocky shore which rose above us, crowned with 
a heavy growth of timber and varied with an occasional 
clearing, in search of something which resembled a bay. 
We soon found that it would require a somewhat lively 
imagination to locate anything of that description among the 
rocks, so we began to feel our way along the shore by cast¬ 
ing. Soon a small stream which tumbled over a rock sug¬ 
gested a spring close at hand; a landing was made, and we 

set out to find the fountain head. A quarter of a mile back 
we found it, an oozy, miry spot, the first sight of which put 
all thoughts of quenching our thirts at rest. A few yards 
below the stream gathered itself in a stone basin, but the 
water was warm, and we returned to the boat, preferring to 
take our chances on lake water. A thick growth of water- 
weeds hemmed in the outlet of the little stream, and on the 
outside edge of these we took a good-sized bass on a Lord 
Baltimore, while the Madame landed a much larger one on 
the more plebeian cast of a piece of perch. A little further 
along the shore we took another on the same fly, and the 
Madame again rivaled our catch with her strip of perch. 
With alternate strikes on the fly and bait we cast a mile 
down the lake, and, failing to find the bay of which we were 
in search, we took advantage of the breeze to hoist the sail 
and make our way homeward. 

After we had gone a mile the wind failed us and with the 
oars we pulled to the foot of the island, where we met our 
neighbors, who were just starting out for their afternoon 
fishing. It was intensely hot on the water, and having no 
confidence in the condition of the weather, we turned into 
camp. On our way across the lake we noticed a peculiar 
appearance in the water as though the bottom had been 
stirred about, leaving it full of a whitish sediment which 
hung suspended near the surface. The symptoms were that 
the lake was about to undergo the periodical performance, 
which the Greewood Lake fishermen style “working.” 
Within the next two days the case was well developed; be¬ 
fore a week we found the brook in front of the tents lined 
every morning with a substance which resembled sulphur in 
appearance and of a most unpleasant odor. This state of 
things continued for nearly a month, save when it was inter¬ 
rupted by a storm, in which case for a day or two the water 
would appear less turbid, only to come back to its old con¬ 
dition. .From the commencement the fiy-fisbing was vir¬ 
tually at an end and consequently our sport. It was seldom, 
except on a rainy day or the one succeeding, that we could 
get a rise, and for the rest of our outing our main success 
was with trolling or with bait. We had built a fish-box a 
few days before and anchored it in front of the camp, in 
which we had stored our surplus fish. We had over twenty fine 
bass in good condition, and with this reserve we felt secure 
during a dearth of fishing. Toward night we went to the 
marsh at the outlet and secured a lot of fine speckled frogs 
for the morrow’s work. After breakfast we set out on a 
long troll up the lake, trailing a frog and a gang of flies 
astern. At the foot of Griffin Island we landed a small bass 
and midway of the lake we took another. At the head of 
the island we had a couple of strikes, at the same instant, on 
the Lord Baltimore and a frog, both of which were taken in. 
This comprised our entire catch for the morning, and al¬ 
though we trolled along the shores of the islands and the 
mainland for three or four miles, not another bass did we 
encounter. Just before sunset we started down to the out¬ 
let for the mail. When we entered the creek we rigged a 
cast of white flies to try the somewhat novel experiment of 
dropping them in the open patches of water among the lily 
pads. With the first cast came a strike from a pound and a 
half'big-mouth, then several “goggle-eyes” followed, then 
another big-mouth, and by the time we were at the landing 
we had taken six big-mouths of over a pound each and were 
fully persuaded that we had been having some sport. 

The next few days went by with daily trials with the fly, 
which brought no returns, and we determined to forego all 
further attempts at fishing until the “blow” should leave the 
water. This, the Colonel assured us, would take place with 
the first heavy rain, so we sat down to mope in the camp 
and to philosophize over the uustability of fish affairs while 
waiting for a change of weather. During the lull we received- 
some very important additions to the camp. One morning 
George brought (he Madame a cat which he had found on 
the shore, and a day or two afterward some genius at the 
outlet conceived the bright idea of bringing over a calf to 
pasture on a strip of grass at the end of the island. When 
the latter feat bad been accomplished we felt that we needed 
but a porker to give the camp a home-like air. We soon 
found, however, that the only pleasure from our live stock 
was that furnished by the “ki-dog,” a vagrant mongrel of 
uncertain age, which had followed us from shore and taken up 
quarters under our bunk in the tent. For the cat took at 
once to the woods, while the calf became disgustingly famil¬ 
iar by hanging around the camp, getting tangled in the tent 
ropes, upsetting tables, knocking down rods and disturbing 
us by its bawls at; unseasonable hours. But a sharp course 
of discipline, adminstered with a hoop pole with the aid of 
the ki-dog, soon made the life ot that calf a burden to itself, 
nevertheless we invariably cursed the hour in which the 
thought was born that impelled the owner of the brute to 
turn it out near our camp. About 3 o’clock in the morning 
of the second day after the arrival of the cat, the camp 
was hailed with a sad toned meow at the door. Pussy was 
sitting there in a state of semi starvation, her wildness gone, 
and she was coaxing for a meal. A piece of bread, half a 
dozen sardines and a cup of milk from the can of condensed, 
thinned with water, made her breakfast, after the partaking 
of which she again struck off into the woods and was not 
seen for another day. At her next appearance, satisfied that 
she would never make a camper,we captured her, fed her and 
put her into the potato bag, in which she was taken ashore 
where we dumped her at the landing. How we got rid of 
the calf, which turned out to be too much of a camper, will 
appear hereafter. 

During these days of loungings in camp, while waiting for 
the water to clear, the woods were well explored. In one 
place we found a profusion of blackberries near the camp 
and thenceforward many were the dainty desserts which they 
afterward furnished for the table. Much prospecting was 
also done to find a spring nearer than the outlet, but in this 
land of granite, water, save as found in the lakes, was a rare 
article, and our search was not successful. There was a tra¬ 
dition of good springs on the island below the camp, less 
than half a mile away, but vigilant reconnoissances failed to 
bring it to light, and Lost Spring Island thus received its 
name. Across the lake we came upon a deep bowl in the 
hillside, into which the water ran in a tardy sort of way 
from a fissure in the rocks, which proved a fairly good 
spring. On the afternoon of the finding we had been cruis¬ 
ing along the shore when George’s quick eye fell upon the 
green spot about the spring, and landing, he handed down a 
cup of the tvater for our judgment. Then returning, he 
emptied can after can of the fluid down his throat, while we 
sat and looked on in amazement. Had it not been for his 
color one could well have believed that the heroic Kingfisher 
stood before us plying his summer vacation, and, with a 
dearth of spring water about us, we thought with a shudder 
of the possibilities were the great Templar added to the camp, 
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“THE STANDARD NATURAL HISTORY.” 

HE briDgine out of a general work on natural history is 
an undertaking at which, it might be thought, any 

pulbisher would hesitate. The enormous amount of ground 
to be covered by such a work renders it imperative that it 
shall be the product of a great number of writers, and the 
absolute necessity of numerous illustrations makes the 
expense appalling. Besides this, literary difSculties of no 
little magnitude must be met and overcome. A standard 
work is for the use of the general public, but also, in a 
measure, for that of scientific men; and it must, therefore, 
on the one hand, steer clear of abstruse technicalities, and 
on the other, must be concise and accurate. 

That the field to be covered is a broad one appears when 
we consider that of vertebrates alone there are estimated to 
be about twenty thousand species, that there are over half a 
million dilferent and distinct forms of insect life, and that 
the total number of species included in the whole animal 
kingdom is not far from one million. With this million of 
species the present work baa to do. 

it is clear enough that no one man can be the author of 
such a work. In the present state of science, a single group, 
or fragment of a group, of animals is often too much for one 
indivi.lua! to master, and when the specialist leaves his 
chosen field and attempts to write of forms to which he has 
directed no particular attention, he is quite as likely to go 
wrong as any one else. The publishers have taken the right 
method to make the work under consideration what it 
purpoits to be—a standard natural history. As editor-in- 
chief they have selected Mr. J. S. Kingsley, and have 
secured the assistance of a number of the foremost American 
specialists to furnish the material for the work. 

Thus the lower invertebrates from the Protozoa up to the 
Starfishes and Sea urchins are treated by Prof. W. K 
Brooks, Prof. S. F. Clark, Dr. J. W. Fewkes, Mr. A. F 
Gray, Prof. 0 E. Hamlin. Dr. Alpheus Hyatt, Prof. R 
Hitchcock, Prof. D. S. Kellicott, Dr, C. g. Minot and 
Prof. A, S. Packard. Among those who have contrib¬ 
uted material for the volume on the Arthropods are 
Professors Birge, Comstock, Fernald. Kingsley and Riley, 
Drs. Dimmock, Horn, Packard, Williston and Uhler, and 
Messrs. Harry Edwards and J. H. Emerton. The matter 
for the volume on fi-bes, amphibians and reptiles comes from 
Professors Cope and Van Vleck and from Drs. Gill, Garman, 
Jordan and Yarrow. The bird volume is the production of 
Messrs. D. G. Elliott, C. B. Cory and Dr. Stejoeger, while 
the mammals, except man, are handled by Drs. Coues, Gill, 
Macloskie and Lockwood, Prof. R, Wright and Messrs! 
Lockington and Scott. The volume on the races of man 
completes the work, and among the contributors to it are 
Messrs. F. W. Putnam, W. H. Dali, L. Carr and Dr. C C. 
Abbott. 

1 he list of contributors to the volumes includes in some 
groups the very best scientific talent which America has pro¬ 
duced, while in others the names of our foremost specialists 
do not appear. Still, with such a corps of contributors, we 
should expect to find the work fully up to date, and fairly 
representative of the present state of our knowledge. On 
the other hand, it must be remembered that the earlier fasci¬ 
cles of the work were issued five years ago, and that within 
the last five years great advances have been made in our ac¬ 
quaintance with certain groups of animals. 

The ‘•Standard Natural History," which has just been 
issued from the press of S. E. Cassino, of Boston, has 
appeared in sixty parts of forty-eight pages each, and now, 
as completed, makes six large imperial octavo volumes. The 
mechanical execution of the work is excellent, and in typog¬ 
raphy, paper, presswork and general excellence of the illus¬ 
trations there is little to be desired. The very large number 
of en^avings by which the work is adorned will render it 
especially attractive to the general reader, to most of whom 
these illustrations will be new. It is attempted in tlie 
present work to give a fairly complete sketch of each group 
of animals by some naturalist who has made it a special study. 
A general account is given of the structure and habits, 
together with an outline of its classification. The principal 
species are enumerated and the more important facts given 
about them. A feature of the work which will, no doubt, 
commend it especially to many of our readers is that Ameri¬ 
can forms are made prominent throughout the work. 

The limits of this notice preclude the possibility of critic¬ 
ally reviewing the several volumes of this work. The gen¬ 
eral impression conveyed by the work is that, on the whole, 
it has been well done, though from the very nature of the 
case the work is very unequal. The plan of the work has, 
however, been very well carried out, and the volumes will 
be in many respects of great convenienee. Among the 
vertebrate^, the volume on the birds appears to be the most 
satisfactory; that on the mammals the least so. Taking, for 
example, the North American ruminants, our large game, 
we find that they are treated in a manner which is riot satis¬ 
factory. It seems a pity that we should be obliged to have 
served up to us again with regard to certain species well worn 
quotations from Richardson, as if nothing had been learned 
with regard to them since his day. The range of the buffalo 
is given as it was ten years ago, not as it is to-day nor 
as it was six years since, and no adequate mention is made 
of Its enormously rapid decrease since the year 1872. It is 
on such points as these, points which are especially interest¬ 
ing to the general reader, that the work fails to satisfy. 

As has been said, the volume on the birds appears to be the 
most satisfactory, and the chapters devoted to the truly game 
birds are very happdy treated. So also the portion of the 
volume which has to do with the Pasaerea, the work of Dr. 
L. Stejoeger, which is especially good. 

In tue fishes the text is excellent, tar better than the illus¬ 
trations. The description of the Salmonidm is far ahead of 
that of any popular work which we have seen. The author 
regards the charr as the highest form of salmonoid, and con¬ 
demns the somewhat general idea that this term is one of 
contempt. His remarks nbout the grayling are not clear. 
The account of the Elasmobranchs, skates, rays, sharks, etc., 
is excellently done, and the same may be said of much of the 
work on the reptiles. 

It is unnecessary to say much as to the illustrations. Most 
of them are very beautiful and faithful, but now and then 
we see some which are so bad as to be a blot on the work 
The so-called portrait of the mule deer, p. 803, is a veritable 
horror, and it is difficult to comprehend how it could have 
found a place in the volume. The cut of the pike {B. hwkii). 

p. 169, is only to bo identified by the title which appears 
under it. 

It was inevitable that in a work planned and carried out 
on so large a scale, errors should occur, and perhaps as 
few as could have been expected are to be found in the pres¬ 
ent work. The plan of having each author sign his contribu¬ 
tion, thus making him personally responsible for the material 
which he has furnished, is a guarantee of the care and accu¬ 
racy with which the work has been done. 

"The Standard Natural History” will prove a useful work 
and will do much toward popularizing science in America. 

TWO YEARS IN THE JUNGLE.* 

HEN Professor Ward, of Rochester, selected Wm. F. 
Hornaday as a collector of wild animals in India, for 

his museum, he made a happy choice. Few men are to be 
found who so well unite the qualifications of hunter, collector, 
taxidermist and naturalist, and to collect successfully for a 
great museum, a man should be all these. Besides these, 
courage, physical strength and endurance, and patient skill 
in mansging wild men and savages are all required. As a 
hunter Mr. Hornaday attacked the tiger in the jungle, the 
wild elephant and bison in their native forests in India, and 
this on foot, with his life entirely depending on his accuracy 
of aim, and the certainty of his weapon. Besides these lords 
of the forests Mr. Hornaday brought to bag the bear, the 
wild boar, crocodiles, and many species of deer and monkeys 
in the forests of Bensal. 

In (Jtylon he collected many of the peculiar fishes of that 
island, with other curious maiine forms of life. The jump¬ 
ing fish, which comes ashore and feeds on the rocks; holo- 
thurians, resembling brown sausages six inches long, cover¬ 
ing the beach, and much prized in China under the name of 
beche de mer. Also skates and rays in great numbers and 
variety, though none were seen as large as the great devil fish 
{Manta) of our southern coast. Specimens, however, of this 
gigantic ray are not wanting in these seas, for the writer saw 
one in the Indian Ocean which would have mea-ured at 
least twenty-five feet from lip to tip of the bat-like wings 
Our traveler also procured a specimen of the tieer-shark 
{Steggstoma) six feet long, lawny in color and spotted with 
black. This species grows to an enormous size in tropical 
seas. One played about our ship when becalmed in the 
Indian Ocean, which was longer than our ship’s beam (26 
feet) and as large round as our long boat, a formidable look¬ 
ing creature, and perhaps the largest of fishes—as most 
people now know that the whale is not a fish. Another rare 
fish collected by Mr. Hornaday was a shark-ray {Ramphdba- 
tis) seven feet long, which has a spin crest like a sturgeon. 
Flying foxes, a large specks of bat, were so abundant that 
forty-four were killed in five shots, as they hung in clusters 
like pears from a tree top. In Ceylon the crocodile is 
abundant, and unlike their relatives, the gavials, are often 
dangerous. The largest specimen was twelve feet long, 
though many larger ones were heard of. So in Florida we 
hear of sixteen-foot alligators, but they seldom measure more 
than ten feet when killed. 

The most interesting part of the book is that treating of 
Borneo. Many tourists and sportsmen visit British India 
and Ceylon, but the interior of the great island of Borneo is 
almost a terra incognita. The principal object of Mr. Horn- 
aday’s visit was to procure specimens of the orang-utan 
{tiimia), an animal little known, but of which strange tales 
nave been told by romancing travelers. Its home is in 
Borneo, about which, even in Singapore, a meeting place of 
all races of men, the grossest ignorance prevails, as we are 
told by Mr. Hornaday, and as Borneo is 850 miles long, and 
625 wide, there is a large field for exploration. 

The orang utan is arboreal in habits, and rarely comes to 
the ground, where it is weak and slow, but it is at home in 
the lofty treetops, where it builds a sort of nest of branches. 
These forests are swampy and not easily traversed, either on 
foot or in a boat, yet this indefatigable American hunter col¬ 
lected forty-three specimens of both sexes, and of all ages, 
seven of which exceeded the maximum size of orangs as 
given by Wallace, the well known English naturalist. Mr. 
Homaday’s largest specimen measured four feel six inches 
from head to feet, and almost eight feet in extent of out¬ 
stretched arms, and his weight was estimated at 185 pounds. 
It was the largest that the native hunters had ever seen, and 
•they called him the ‘’Rajah.” Mr. Hornaday says he felt as 
if he had killed some terrible wood demon, or satyr. It was 
shot from a boat in a submerged forest, and two shots from 
a Maynard rifle brought the great ape down from his tree. 
Three baby orangs were captured, two of which refused to 
live in captivity, but the third was a mild and tractable in 
faut, which became a tame and affectionate pet, and was Mr. 
Hornaday’s constant companion as long as be remained in 
Borneo. It had many human traits, one of which was that 
like human infants, it could not swim, but sunk helplessly 
when put in the water. The full grown orang is enormously 
muscular and active, and would probably easily overpower 
any unarmed man. "The Rajrh” may be seen in a glass 
case in the National Museum at Washington. 

Another anthropoid ape peculiar to these great islands, 
the gibbon {Hyhbates) was procured by Mr. Hornaday, 
though with much difficulty, on account of its great activity. 
It flies through the treetops with immense leaps faster than 
a man can run on the ground. In a collection of animals in 
Macao, China, many years ago, the writer saw a tame 
specimen of the gibbon. It was about four feet high, with 
arms reaching the ground as the ape stood upright on short 
and rather weak legs. It was covered with long silver-gray 
hair, and seemed made of India rubber, bounding five or six 
feet from the floor of the room, more like a bird than a 
quadruped, and its feats among the ropes stretched along 
tue ceiling would have astonished the most skillful gymnast 
or acrobat. Another rare monkey peculiar to Borneo, of 
which Mr.Hornady gives a portrait, is the proboscis monkey 
{Nasalis), which with its immense nose, side whiskers ana 
grave expression of face, much resembles certain old mer¬ 
chants to be seen any day on Wall street. 

Rirhaps to many readers the account of the Sea Dyaks, a 
race inhabiting the north coast of Bormo, will be tue most 
interesting part of the work. They are represented as being 
a brave, vigorous race of savages. Perfectly honest, they 
neither lie nor steal, and always pay their dibts. They are 
hospitable and kind, have neither priests, creeds nor religious 
observances, but believe in a supreme being. The posiiion of 
their women is equal to that of the men, and their advice is 
asked in important affairs. They are very fond of their 
children, and are moral and chaste in their lives. These 
virtues are shown by the fact that in a Dyak village all live 
together m an immense apartment house, with separate rooms 
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for fifty families, all of whom meet together in a common 
ball on amicable terms—conditions often difficult to be canied 
out in the most civilized society. 

Says Mr. Hornaday; "In hospitality, human sympathy 
and charity the Dyaks are not outranked by any people liv¬ 
ing, so far as I know; and their morals are as much superior 
to ours as our intelligence is beyond theirs. If happiness is 
the firoal of human existence, they are much nearer it than 
we.” 

_ Less than fifty years ago these amiable people were a fero¬ 
cious race of pirates, who infested all these seas, slave hunt¬ 
ers and head hunters; but by the firm, judicious and benev¬ 
olent government of two Englishmen, Sir James Brooke and 
his son and successor, Charles Brooke, nothing now remains 
ol this pir^y, rapine and bloodshed, except a few heads of 
slain enenrdcs hanging up in the houses of some of the chiefs. 
All this Mr. Hornaday acknowledges, which goes to show 
that civilization does not always bring misfortune in its 
train. 

The book is furnished with suggestive and graphic if not 
highly finished illustrations, and is, in our opinion, an orig¬ 
inal and valuable addition to the library of the naturalist 
and sportsman. B. C. 0. 

Notes fkom Maine.—Smyra, Me.—In your issue of 
Dec. 31, "H. R.” gives an account of a supposed otter chas¬ 
ing a hare. My experience in trapping and of observations 
of the habits of the otter are that it lives entirely on fish. 
I think that "H. R.’s” otter must have been a fisher, as his 
description of its quick, clean jumps would indicate, and at 
the distance from him to one not familiar might easily make 
a mistake. Having caught many of the latter I have bad a 
chance to study their habits. Your correspondent, "J. G R 
in Jan. 14. explains it very well I think the hare is not the 
fisher’s favorite repast, but the Canada porcupine is its best 
dish. 1 have found the quills repeatedly in its skin and body; 
and the porcupine makes the best bait for the fisher of any¬ 
thing I ever tried. There are many crews of lumbermen in 
the woods here, and when a crust comes, woe to the deer 
and moose. The loggers are mostly Cunucks, who do not 
care for the game laws, but kill everything they can to supply 
the camps with meat. But if some poor native kills anything 
out of season to keep his starving family in meat, then the 
valiant game wardens will pounce on him if they can get 
any information. It is right that the law should be enforced, 
but let the Canuck lumberman suffer as he deserves. Last 
spring one team carried out two moose bides on top of the 
load, through the county seat, across the line to their home 
in the Province, and not a word said. The same has hap¬ 
pened in a great many places on the border.—Sfking Pole. 

Report of the New York Forestry Commission.—The 
first annual report of the Foreslry Commission details the 
action taken as to organizing the Commission, the amount of 
salaries paid, etc, and show that the amount expended on 
Jan. 1, 1886. was $586.89, leaving unexpended an available 
balance of |14,413 11 It has not been possible for the Com¬ 
mission to do more than familiarize themselves with their 
duties, and to acquire knowledge as to the wants and dangers 
of the forests through the intelligent exertions of special 
agents under their direction. The Commission asks time to 
prepare and present a further report, and in connection there¬ 
with recommend certain amendments to existing laws, such 
as the prevention of forest fires, trespassing on forest Iswids 
of the State, and the removal of timber, the injury of forests 
through the operation of railroads, and a provision for the 
conveyance of certain lands now forming pai't—but it is be¬ 
lieved by the Commission erroneously—of the forest preserve. 
The Commission consists of Townsend Cox, President; 
Sherman W. Knevals and Theodore B. Basselin. 

Elk in the Adirondacks.-Chauucey Hathorn, in a 
letter to Mr. E. R. Wallace, dated at his forest home in the 
solitudes of tlie North Woods (Raquette Lake), give the fol¬ 
lowing items of information; "I am enjoying myself greatly 
in my ‘winter palace;’ although mercury has sometimes 
fallen forty degrees below zero. Deer are very plentiful 
here now—much more so than they were five years ago. 
And what is very surprising, the elk has again made its ap¬ 
pearance in this section. A large one was' recently killed at 
Long Lake. It is a mystery to us all, where this mammoth 
creature—so long a stranger in this region—hails Irom,” 
Mr. Hathorn doubtless refers to the American stag (Elaphus 
eamdensw), an animal which, says 3If. Wallace, 1 believe 
has not been seen in the Adirondacks since 1836, when Mr. 
Beach—an intelligent hunter then located on Raquette Lake 
—shot at one near Rainbow Lake.—Syracuse Journal. [The 
presence of an elk in the Adirondacks would be a ‘'mystery,” 
but it is important that the identity of the animal should be 
established on something better than hearsay.] 

Hand-Book of the National Musbdm.—We have re¬ 
ceived a Hand-book of the National Museum, which gives 
a brief history of the origin and progress of this offshoot of 
the Smithsonian Institution from its inception to the present 
time, and a somewhat sketchy account of the vast mass of 
material gathered here for exhibition. The little pamphlet 
of 110 pp. contains a good deal that is interesting and useful, 
and the cuts with which it is illustrated add to its utility. 
The pamphlet is not a guide to the Museum, as its title might 
imply, but is rather a book to be read previous to a visit to 
the collections. As such it is not without a certain value. 
We understand that it is for sale at the National Museum 
and at Brentano’s, in this city. The pamphlet is by Mr. E. 
Ingersoll and the cuts chiefly by F. H. Taylor. 

Cardinal Bird ni New York in Winter.—Is it not 
unusual to see a cardinal bird in this part of the country at 
this season? I saw a fine specimen on three occasions in the 
Central Park last winter, and last week on a very cold morn¬ 
ing 1 heard and saw my old friend again near the lower lake. 
It makes a pretty sight to watch this active and beautiful 
bird in a country white with snow.—C. P. (New York. Jan. 
1^. [Occasionally we see cardinal birds here in winter, and 
there are a number of recorded instances of their appearance 
on Manhattan Island at this season of the year.) 

Sporting Exhibition.—An inlemalional sporting exhi¬ 
bition will open at Rouen on Feb 18. The exhibits will in¬ 
clude horse and dog specimens from England. Spain, and 
Switzerland, There will also be a good show of hunting 
equipments, and a musical competition of hunting horns. 
Tue organizers also promise a "ralo-phage,” or rat-destroying 
department. The miscellaneous part of the exhibition will 
be made up of velocipedes, rowing boats, fishing implements, 
balloons, etc. The exhibition will last until the end of 
February. 
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A CAMP HUNT IN MISSOURl.-I. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
With your approval I propose to'fulfill a promise made to 

some camping companions during a most delightful camp 
hunt enjoyed by us this fall in the wilds of Southeastern 
ISlis'ouri. The promise was to give to the lovers of field 
sports and camp life, in a series of letters, a glimpse of the 
real enjoyment and invigorating recreation enjoyed by a few 
business men during a sojourn of ten days or two weeks in 
the wilderness. 

Our party, eleven in number, with two servants, one a 
good cook, t quipped with every convenience and comfort 
for a camp hunt in the woods, left Nashville as soon as the 
October frosts had tinged with biown the autumn leaves. 
Our destination was James’s Bayou, in the wilds of South¬ 
eastern Missouri. The party was chaperoned by Mr. Isaac 
T. Rhea, of the great grain house of B. S. Rhea & Son, and 
his untiriug energy and intelligent forethought had left 
nothing to be de-ired. JLIe was ably seconded in his efforts 
to make the occasion a success by the cobperation of Mr. 
D.in Bailey, the veteran sportsman, of the wholesale grocery 
house of Bailey, Divis & Co., and by Mr. W. K. Phillips, 
the h indsome junior member of the wholesale grocery house 
of Pnillips, Jackson & Oo. Fully armed and equipped for 
a deadly raid upon the wild ducks, wild geese and wild 
turkeys, and a possible deer or black bear, we took our leave 
of the loved ones at home and boarded a train of the Sc. 
Louis Division of the Nashville, Chattanooga and St. Louis 
R lilroad, with hearts beating high in anticipation of the 
sport that awaited us. We had heard favorable reports of 
the abundance of game in our chosen hunting grounds, and 
ev. ry man was eager to test for himself the verity of the 
rep'irts 

You must allow me here to express our appreciation of 
the courtesy and kindness of the N. C. & St L. R. R.. who 
not only furnished free transportation over their line for the 
whole party, but aided in every way to make our trip a 
pleasant one. And our whole company will always feel 
under obligations to Colonel Deal, of Charleston, Mo., who 
gave us a permit and an invitation to hunt on his land, some 
12,000 acres. He visited us in our camp and his genial pres¬ 
ence made us feel at home on his vast domain in the wilder¬ 
ness. The laws of Missouri forbid non-residents from camp 
hunting in that State and the presence and protection of 
Colouel Deal were greatly appreciated by us. Owing to 
delays occasioned by a change in the grade of the railroad 
we did not reach the great Mississippi River until near noon 
of the next day after leaving Nashvil'e, but thanks to the 
foresight of Mr. Rhea, wagons and horses were in readiness, 
and crossing the great father of waters on a ferry, we struck 
out toward the setting sun, and at dark pitched wur tents on 
the banks of the bayou who^e name and dark waters were 
suggestive of robber bands and bloody deeds. 

It was Saturday night, and doubt and despondency for a 
time clouded our bright expectations for a successful hunt. 
No one of the party had ever visited the locality before, and 
the selection of a camp site convenient to water and to the 
expected game, was a matter of the utmost importance. The 
rapid approach of darkness compelled us to make a hasty 
choice, governed rather by the proximity of water than by 
any appearance of the happy hunting grounds we had come 
so far to find. There was absolutely nothing to indicate the 
presence of game, and more than one of the party expressed 
disapp untment at the prospects before us. and I think, if the 
vote had been taken, a majority would have expressed a 
preference for the warm bdls and comfortable fire sides they 
had left at home. To add to the general feeling of doubt 
and despondency, members of the party had scouted the 
woods, ponds and streams along the route in quest of game, 
and had bagged but one squirrel and two summer ducks. 
The writer, anxious to test the qualities of a new Colt’s ham¬ 
merless gun, bad gone on in advance of the main party, and 
in a walk of fi^ve miles was rewarded with only one shot. 
But that one shot satisfied me that I had no mean weapon. 
A summer duck, scared from a pond by another of the party, 
fljw overhead, and commg from the direction of the sun, 
was not seen until immediately overhead. I turned, and as 
the duck was rapidly disappearing over the trees, I sent a 
charge of No. 7 bird shot after him that stopped his wild 
career as suddenly and effectually as if a rifle ball had struck 
him. But to the tent. After a hasty supper we prepared 
our sleeping quarters and lay down to rest with a feeling that 
we had come a long way to sleep in the woods. 

Imagine the transition from despondency to feelings of 
thrilling expectation as the Sabbath dawned upon us bright 
and beautiful, and our ears caught the sound of a music that 
sends the warm blood leaping in the veins of a sportsman. 
The morning air was vocal with the honk, honk of the wild 

eese and the qmck, quack, quack of the flocks of wild ducks 
i-porting themselves upon the waters of the neighboring 

ponds. We had, as if guided by an invisible hand, pitched 
our tents midway between lakes or ponds that formed the 
favorite haunts of the wildfowl, and at a point that formed, 
as exD ri.nce afterward proved, the best possible location for 
our camp. Some of the younger and more ardent members 
of the company, Sunday as it was, could not resist the 
temptation, and' under pretext of prospecting, slipped their 
guns out of camp, and directly the noisy picnic of the ducks 
and geese was disturbed by unwonted sounds, and in dismay 
and dire confusion the frightened fowls filled the air with 
their discordant notes and with the noise of flapping wings 
as they circled around and over the camp in their efforts to 
escape their unexpected enemies. We had game for supper. 
That night how different the feelings with which we went 
to sleep from those of the night before. Every man closed 
his eyes feeling as if he wanted the night express to make 
no slops at way stations and to bring us through to the 
morning at the rale of a mile a minute. 

On Monday morning we were up before the dawn, and 
after a hasty breakfast were off to the haunts of the game. 
Most of the party, attracted by the known presence of the 
ducks and geese, donned their ruboer boots and hied them 
away lo the poods. As daylight dawned the sport com- 
meueed, and for a couple of hours the frequent shots sounded 
like a skirmish line at active work in battle. 

Mr. JrtS. Coger, of Waverly, a famous wild turkey hunter, 
and myself, concluded we would try our luck in the pursuit 
of our favorite game, the wild turkey. The wild tmkey 
ranks, in this country, all other game fowls with the sports¬ 
man, and such is its character for wariness, and the difldculty 

of its capture, that one wild turkey is counted equal to ten 
wild ducks or thi'ee wild geese. Any sportsman who knows 
how to shoot can easily approach a flock of feeding ducks 
in a pond or stream by taking advantage of the banks and 
other obstructions, or he may stand in some fovored spot 
where ducks and geese are passing on their way to and from 
their feeding grounds and shoot them as they pass; but the 
man who makes a success of hunting wild turkeys has to 
studj'^ their habits and use all the skill at his command. 

At the opening of the hunt some of the party seemed to 
think that your correspondent was laboring under a slight 
disadvantage because he had lost his right arm near the 
shoulder. ' The work of the first day, however, convinced 
them that this was a mistake. Mr. Coger and myself, after 
a bard half day’s hunt, returned to camp for dinner with 
two turkeys. Both had fallen before my hammerless. The 
duck hunters capie in with a load of ducks and geese. We 
were now assured that our hunt would be a success. We 
had game already enough to last us several days. 

After dinner we set out for explorations in new and 
different directions. Some three or four of us started out to 
investigates forest back of our tents and away from the 
bayou and ponds. We had scarcely entered the woods 
before one of the party exclaimed, ’‘Look at those deer!” as 
two flne deer bounded away from us and in a moment had 
disappeared in the thick underbrush. Had we been aware 
of their presence, or even expecting to see them, they might 
readily have been shot. 

We saw them no more. We then separated and breasted 
through the woods, hoping in this way to discover any 
game that might be concealed in the thick and tangled 
brush. 

Ahead of us ran my magnificent setter dog lo. I heard a 
squirrel barking off to the left, and removing the cartridge 
of turkey shot from one barrel and substituting a charge of 
No. 7, I was preparing to shoot the squirrel, when just 
ahead of the advancing line I heard the notes of consternation 
uttered by a flock of wild turkeys as my dog dashed into the 
midst of them, without warning, and scattered them in 
every direction. In an instant I was on the alert, A 
moment later and a splendid young gobbler, fat, black and 
glossy, came flying past. Shooting too hastily, I missed 
him with the first barrel, but dropped him beautifully with 
the second, nearly fifty yards away, with the No. 7 shot. 

In the meantime I could hear the other sportsmen talking 
as they advanced, and could see the turkeys that had taken 
to the trees, flying from tree to tree ahead of them. One 
hen turkey, scared by them, flew to the top of a monster tree 
almost in front of me. By great care I succeeded in creep¬ 
ing near to the tree and by a well directed shot .brought the 
turkey to the ground. By this time the other hunters were 
out of hearing. I quietly selected a position and after wait¬ 
ing long enough for the suspicion of danger to pass, gave a 
yelp or two on my call. Very soon I was rewarded with an 
answer, and in a few minutes a fine young gobbler came, 
and jumping upon a log about fifty yards distant, straight¬ 
ened his tall black body and neck for a survey of the situa¬ 
tion. A puff of smoke from the muzzle of my gun hid him 
temporanly from my view, and when the smoke was gone 
so also was the turkey. 

Without moving from ray place I gave a few more calls 
and had the satisfaction of shooting down another at long 
range. Going then lo the log upon which the young gobbler 
stood when I shot I found him lying dead behind the log, 
I now found myself alone, in strange woods, a mile from 
camp, with four turkeys, and night approaching. I con¬ 
cluded I did not want any more turkeys just then. Hang¬ 
ing one up in a bush I shouldered three and my gun and 
started for the camp. Great was the astonishment when I 
staggered into camp under the weight of my game. None 
were more astonished than those who had started with me. 
They had seen no turkeys, “sa w some big birds flying out of 
the trees ahead of them, but thought they were big owls.” 

So passed the days of the hunt, every day adding largely to 
our supply of game, and around the cainp-flres at night were 
recounted the incidents of the day. One day Mr. Coger and 
myself brought in eight turkeys, all killed at one place, and 
as we supposed out of one flock. Hunting cautiously through 
the woods where we saw fresh evidence of the presence of 
turkeys, we stopped for a few moments and making a few 
calls we presently got an answer, and looking ahead of us 
saw a sight that rarely ever falls to the good luck of a hunter 
in these days. A flock of about twenty black, slick, blue¬ 
headed fellows were feeding directly toward us. We allowed 
them to come up in dose range and each of us got two. We 
afterward called up and killed four more, Mr. Coger getting 
five and I three. On another day Mr. Bailey, Mr. Coger and 
myself killed and brought in six. Of this number 1 was for¬ 
tunate in killing five, having called and killed three at one 
shot, Mr. Bliley killing the other. In the mean time the 
duck hunters were having all the sport they wanted, as the 
immense strings of ducks and geese brought in testified. 
Rich jokes were told on each other around the camp-fires at 
night and a right jolly set were we. H. E, Jones. 

Nashville, Tenn. 
. (TO BE CONTINUED.) 

THE DEAD DIAMOND COUNTRY. 

E left Colebrook one cold morning for Dead Diamond, 
our destination being Amasa Ward’s camp at Hell’s 

Gate, on the Dead Diamond River. Our route took us 
through Devil Notch, one of the great watersheds of New 
Hampshire, to Errol Dam, and then up the Magalloway 
River to Uncle Peter Bennett’s, at the forks of the Diamond. 
After a night’s rest here we started for Ward’s camp by the 
old toll road to Lamb Valley, which is five and a half miles, 
where we arrived about 10 in the forenoon. After making 
a raft of some logs we crossed the stream, which is very deep 
and sluggish, and struck up Lamb Valley. (There is good 
boating up this stream in the summer for twenty-three miles, 
but a,? it was now late in the fall we went by land. Ward 
furnishes at short notice, for large and small parlies, boats 
of his own make). We took an old logging road and fol¬ 
lowed to the pond, which is two miles from the river, then 
took the carry for Amasa’s camp, where we arrived about 1 
o’clock in the afternoon. Amasa Ward is one of the best 
guides and hunters in New Hampshire, and at his camp one 
is sure of a hearty welcome and a good place to rest. His 
camp is situated in the center of the game region, eighteen 
milts by water and ten miles by land from any settlement. 
Here the deer and moose roam at their will. One cannot go 
in any direction without seeing signs of them. 

After a good night’s rest we were ready for a hunt, but 
having very little snow it was poor business, and we gave up 
until Amasa came home from his traps. He came the next 
day with a load of fur. He had otter, sable and mink skins 

in every quarter of his camp, and on the side was a beaver 
skin, and a very large one it was, Amasa told us. Amasa’s 
welcome was, “Well, boys, this is about as good a thing as 
I have seen lately, I will allow that I was thinking about 
going out of this; but after I run my talking machine a little 
while I guess can stand it till the Jst of December.” 

It began to rain and snow a little, and the next day we 
found about three inches of snow, which froze up hard the 
next night and put an end to still-hunting, and we only got 
one shot, and even then scored a clean miss. The Diamond 
is one of the beat streams for trout in Northern New Hamp¬ 
shire, with plenty of game, and it promises to be one of the 
centers of sporting. One wishing to make a trip can find 
guides at Oolebrook or at Magalloway. 

Albert 0. Wallace. 
Oolebrook, N. _ 

“FOREST AND STREAM’S” GRIZZLIES. 

HAVE just received a communication from Mr. J. P. 
Squibob, who writes me while in camp at Polikoschnitz- 

kewrskaia, and after a long conference with General 
Gourko, ilr. Squibob and the Gmeral are firm in the 
opinion that the future destination and mission of the 
Forest and Stream’s grizzly beaVs should be of a national 
character, and have requested me to lay before the President 
and Cabinet their views upon the subject. As these officials 
all take, or should take, the Forest and Stream, your 
publication of the scheme will save me a journey to Wash¬ 
ington. I will only remark that if any portion of the plan 
proposed seems inapplicable to the methods of our Republic, 
it is because a lengthened sojourn in the dominions of the 
Czar has produced its natural effect upon the mind of Mr. 
Squibob. 

G) A park or corral, containing several—or more—acres 
and fenced in with a stone wall fifty-six feet high, provided 
with peep-holes and one gate of entrance only, shall be 
established near the White House. Over the gate a legend 
shall read, ‘ Office-Seekers’ Repose.” 

(2) The hears shall be placed therein and provided with 
rocks, brushwood and other lurking places. 

(3) All office-seekers shall be compelled by law to pass 
through the gate of this park when on their way to the 
powers they seek, or shall receive not less than 500 strokes of 
the knout. 

(4) All laws conflicting in any manner with the above 
scheme shall be at once repealed. 

Observe the beauties of this plan for a truly economical 
and labor saving institution. The expense of constructing 
two park gates is lessened one-half—a second would be use¬ 
less. The Goverment will not have to feed the bears. No 
surgeon would be required, and the President and Cabinet 
would have lime to attend to the affairs of the nation. 

Five dollars a peep could be charged at the peep-holes, and 
judging from the way people throng at a public execution, 
or to see a jockey’s neck broken at the short turns on a 
race-course, tlie wall would be paid for in less than six 
months. 

The Smithsonian would beju raptures. 
I'may ad'dltEaT the receipt of Mr. Squibob’s letter relieved 

my mind of much anxiety concerning his fate, and upon this 
head 1 may write vou ag.-iin. G. Whillikens. 

P. S.—If any one should suppose that no one could be 
found willing to dare the dangers of the park, I can only say 
that he doesn’t know the qualities of the average American 
office seeker. G. W. 

Scarcely a week goes by without the addition of a new at¬ 
traction to Superintendent Conklin’s collection of rare ani¬ 
mals. That is why thousands of hard-working men use up 
most of their Saturday half holidays and Sundays at Central 
Park with their wives and children. Some of the people 
who live in the big brown stone houses near by say that the 
menagerie is a nuisance and that strong odors from the 
arsenal are wafted to their sensitive noses. Neither the boss 
artist, the military looking man nor the mild young man 
could find any trace of the odors yesterday, and when they 
asked Superintendent Conklin about it he laughed and said it 
was all moonshine. 

But during all this time the two grizzlies have been grin¬ 
ning away in their brand-new iron cage, waiting to hear 
what the gentle reader thinks of them. They came by ex¬ 
press from the wild west a few weeks ago, as a little token 
of esteem to a big newspaper man in Park Row. After they 
had eaten three of his editorials one afternoon and then 
laughed at him, the big man sent them up to Mr. Conklin at 
the Park, and there they have gladdened the hearts of sev¬ 
eral thousand children and their white-capped nurses. 
The small boy who is slowly wading through this narrative 

has no doubt discovered that the bear on the right is sing¬ 
ing, while the black-looking fellow beside him is indulging in 
a heart-broken .sob. The sobber’s name is B and the singer’s 
name is A. This is what he was singing: 

See hosv the fates their gifts allot. 

B eats che.stnuts; I do not. 

Now you see the reason for B’s glumness. But it never 
lasts more than fifteen seconds at a time. As a rule the griz¬ 
zlies cut more queer capers in a minute than a man could re¬ 
member iu a day. They spend much valuable time turning 
somersaults over each other and wrestling and training for 
all sorts of athletic feats. When they are not dusting the 
rocky floor of their cage with each other’s gray-brown coats 
they sit up and make eyes at the pretty French girls who 
stand outside in charge of litlle boys and girls. This is a 
trick the gray-coated park policemen taught the grizzlies, 
and although a sharp-featured old lady lectured them about 
it for an hour yesterday they haven’t reformed a bit.— 
New York World, 
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THE TRAJECTORY TESTS. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

Notwithstanding the very considerable amount of com¬ 
mendation of which you were made the recipient Upon the 
publication of the results of your rifle trials, 1 desire to ex¬ 
press, as one of the many who have followed the reports 
with pleasure and profit, a sense of obligation to those 
through whose enterprise the tests were brought about. In 
view of the excellent methods employed and the manifest 
thoroughness which characterized the entire undertaking, it 
is safe to predict that these tables will be recognized and 
consulted as authority for a long time to come, forming as 
they do, a tangible and reliable set of data for the purpose of 
rifle makers as well rifle users. 

To the student of modern rifle lore the recorded figures 
present occasional seeming anomalies, which perhaps the 
knowing ones of the craft may be able to clear away. For 
example; We are taught, theoretically, that one step toward 
securing a low curve is accomplished by making the rifling 
with a moderately slow twist, as such a form produces 
favorable conditions, in connection with proper loading, 
for a high starting speed, and still allows the use of sufficient 
weight of bullet to be well sustained in its flight at least up 
to the limits of the ordinary hunting distances. 

That this doctrine can not be unqualifiedly accepted is 
aptly illustrated by a comparison of the work of the .40-60- 
210 Winchester with that of the 40-cal. Bullard in the late 
trials. The former is but a slight modification of the express 
proper in the matter of degree of twist (one turn in forty 
inches), and with its finely proportioned cartridge might, it 
would seem, be reasonably expected to show an extremely 
low curve, yet its bullet rises more than 11..5 inches in reach¬ 
ing the target at two hundred yards, while the latter with 
one turn in twenty inches gives a trajectory of barely 10.5 
inches, loaded in practically the same proportion. 

I long ago imbibed the idea that a rifle to most completely 
meet the purposes of the hunter, in all the ever varying con¬ 
ditions and circumstances of his usual experience, would be 
a weapon so made up as to blend the most valuable attri¬ 
butes of both the express and long-range systems. 

I was therefore somewhat disappointed to find that my 
pet plan 'would not be likely to reduce or eliminate the 
difficulties involved in the estimation of distance and the cor¬ 
responding adjustment of sights. Thus we “live and learn.” 

On the whole, however, the riflemen of to-day are to be 
congratulated upon the fine array of weapons from which to 
select, and a gratifying fact is that in making the choice they 
may safely be controlled by individual preference for any par¬ 
ticular form of mechanism, breech action or such other mat¬ 
ter of detail as strike the fancy, and take the shooting 
qualities for granted. 

All of the standard makes are good and they must be to 
hold their ground in the field of competition. I have recently 
seen a number of diagrams—the careful work of Mr. E. A. 
Leopold—illustrating the performance of the several rifles 
engaged in the recent tests, and will say that any one must 
indeed be hard to please who would not be satisfied after 
seeing how the average weapon will send bullet after bullet 
cutting so near the same plane that it speaks volumes for 
the wonderful uniformity with which the modern rifle re¬ 
sponds to proper treatment and handling on the part of the 
marksman, W. D. Zimmerman. 

Norristown, Pa., Jan. 23. 

JANUARY REFLECTIONS. 
Editar Forest and Stream: 

It seems perfectly natural, even in the absence of a written 
law, that the sportsman should have his decided and 
instinctive feelings as to when the season for hunting should 
close. He has his unwritten laws, equally as sacred as his 
duty to observe those of his legislature. How naturally this 
seems to be the beginning of a new year. The man of busi¬ 
ness, who simply makes sport a recreation, feels that the 
time for his recreation is ended, and that it is better luck to 
resume his serious labor with the be^nning of a new year. 
To have a good conscience, it is advisable that one should 
consider that his sport is not contravening his legitimate 
business; for without a good conscience, a peaceful mind and 
a light heart, sport is not a pleasure, but becomes a sneaking, 
time-killing occupation. We look upon the man who loves 
field sports as being a whole-souled, brave and honorable gen¬ 
tleman, for it seems that it is these qualities that plunge him 
into a sport that creates the feeling of boundless freedom and 
innocent unrestraint which the flmds and forests themselves 
present. It is difficult, therefore, to see how such a character 
can do violence to his own humane ideas as to the fitness of 
seasons. 

But stop 1 I must be driven to these philosophizing ideas 
from that tinge of regret with which I quietly lay away the 
trusty little gun in its cushioned case. So true has been its 
work and so’ glib its mechanism, as to be treated with the 
companionship of something animate. Then there are our 
dog friends. We had fallen newly in love with them, and 
they with us. At the sight of the cartridge belt, or the hunt¬ 
ing leggings, or the brier-torn coat, do you remember how 
provokingly familiar they became? Do you remember how, 
when on Sundays we stayed at home from the office during 
autumn weather, they hung around our chair and jealously 
jostled each other from the rug at our feet? Now they will 
grow more dignified and formal; salute you kindly in the 
morning, but, like men whose connections sever, almost 
become strangers. They become epicures, display a full 
feather, grow fat and independent. These are the relative 
positions of a well-regulated sportsman and his dog. 

Then I have parted with a Southwest Virginia autumn, 
with its semi-southern beauty. The kind golden haze of its 
sun has changed for the struggling winter glare; the second 
growth of the green meadow swards have been made bare by 
the grazing herds; the leafy picture that hung in the land¬ 
scape is returning humbly "its tints of nature; the partridge, 
that dreaded only the cracking shot, is battling in the frosted 
coverts with the fox and the hawk. Many a pleasant day 
have I spent in the field this fall. My first shooting was one 
afternoon, about the first of September, when I bagged eight 
woodcock along a branch, in a patch of corn, within the 
brporate limits of our little hamlet. Then the sora soon 

an to settle along the swamp and branches in the open 
mdJows. Bags of from ten to fifteen could be made in the 
afternoon. After a while the partridge came in,* They 
were later of growth than usual, but soon the awkward, 
flfc bin^, '.se, from the tangled weeds, changed into the 
mev«,...ic wn • and lightning dart. 

At the clcw< 'f this season there is one thing that troubles 
me, a trouble that has found the tender spot of many more 
than myself. My old setter is failing. He is passing over 
on the shady side, and with human tact, tries to hide it in 
the field. As I have told you before, he claims to be no 

tancy dog, but is every inch a business dog. With every 
point he makes his position is a surprise, one never looks 
like the other. As the tainted air, at long range, from the 
bevy meets him, his high point, lithe stride and stealthy step 
is the warning. When plunging along, you would think 
wild, and his keen nose detects the single sulking bird, he 
will fall, spread like a feather. Poor old fellow! When he 
grows old and crazy and useless, perhaps I’U wish I had seen 
him fall headlong from the steep cliff, as he roaded the wild 
pheasant through the low ivy on the mountainside, or had 
gone under, not to rise again, as he heedlessly plunged into 
the mad flood to bring me the duck. Then I could have re¬ 
membered him as the brawny and brave young hero, instead 
of the lame and suffering old creature that he may be. 
Don’t you remember how we always wish we could have 
another just like our old one? Graeme. 

Southwest Virotnia. ’ 

THE ADIRONDACK DEER. 

Editor Forest and Stream-. 
In the published proceedings of the Board of Supervisors 

of the county of Essex, assembled at Elizabethtown, I find 
the following items; “Mr. Powers presented and moved the 
adoption of the following resolution; Resolved, that our 
Senator and member of Assembly are hereby instructed to 
use all legal means to secure the repeal of Chapter 557 of the 
Laws of 1885, entitled ‘An act for the better preservation of 
wild deer,’etc. A vote being had, it was carried unanimously.” 

I cannot see how the honorable Board of Supervisors could 
conscientiously place themselves on record in this light, 
for they must know the consequences of encouraging the 
breeding and using of hounds in a deer park or range like the 
Adirondack wilderness, a region nearly depleted of deer 
already. The law these gentlemen wish repealed was passed 
expressly to preserve the Adirondack deer from extermin¬ 
ation, No doubt the supervisors have been influenced by a 
certain set of men who call themselves sportsmen; men who 
go out to have a good time and take things easy; men who 
send their guides and dogs out to do the hunting while they 
sit on some runway waiting, in the meantime solacing them¬ 
selves with the contents of their pipe and bottle. Along 
comes the frightened deer, fleeing from his worst enemy, the 
hound, and in passing gets riddled by a handful of shot from 
an old “scatter-gun,” provided the shooter has not indulged 
too often. 

There is another set of men who call themselves sports¬ 
men—men whose strongest “holt” is the “tail-holt”—who go 
out in a boat, and when the deer takes to the water to escape 
the hounds, grip it by the tail and whack it over the head 
with a club until it gives up its life. Or, perchance, the 
oarsman wUl hold him steady by a grip on the tail while the 
shooter kills him by aiming at his head only a few feet away. 
These men then go out among civilized people and brag of 
their prowess in deer hunting. They call themselves sports¬ 
men. God save the mark I 

There is one point in regard to hounds and deer that is not 
sufficiently known, and that is the terrible destruction of 
deer by hounds when running at large. Having lived in the 
Adirondacks nearly all my life 1 think I am qualified to 
speak in this matter, and 1 will give you some facts that have 
come to my knowledge. Mr. Elijah Simonds, an old trapper 
and hunter, well known in these parts, and whose word can¬ 
not be impeached, tells me that about forty years ago he 
heard reports of moose signs near Dix’s Peak, and taking 
another man and a hound with him went in there to investi¬ 
gate. On the way the hound slipped away from them a 
number of times, and he told me he counted seventeen deer 
that he knew his hound killed in the two days they were in 
the woods. There was a deep snow on the ground, crusted 
enough to bear the dogs but not the deer. Speaking of dogs 
running at large, he says, one winter two dogs, belonging to 
a Saranac hotel keeper, went into the woods and staid two 
months, hunting on their own hook. In going up Cold 
Brook one-half mile he counted nine deer killed by three 
dogs. One had got into a hole where the dogs could not get 
at its head or throat and they had eaten off its hind parts. 
It had just life enough to crawl up on the bank as he came 
along. He afterward caught one of these dogs in a bear 
trap, which took him around the head, and he was glad of 
it. Simonds said that he had not the least doubt that those 
dogs destroyed at least two hundred deer that winter, and he 
believes that one hound allowed to run at large in the winter 
will destroy more deer than all the hunters of that town kill 
in the year by legitimate hunting. I have long been of that 
opinion myself. Mr. Simonds said that some of the hotel- 
keepers were mean about letting their dogs run in winter. 
He named two on Keene Plats, and others at Saranac Lake 
who made a practice of letting their dogs run and scout the 
woods in winter as much as they pleased. He says it is 
almost impossible for owners of dogs to keep them where 
they belong, for they get une^ toward spring and they have 
to let them out for exercise. W hen let out they stay around 
a few minutes and then start off for the woods to look for 
deer, and they know where to look as well as we do, because 
they have been taken there before. He says in hunting \f iih 
dogs they often kill deer in the woods that the hunters know 
nothing about. 

This reminds me of a neighbor of mine who had a big 
hound he used to let run loose, and when the dog came home 
at night with bloody chops and a full belly he would knock 
off work, take his hired man and go and look for the 
remnant of the deer, sometimes finding it but oftener not. 
A lumberman, an acquaintance of mine, tells me that, being 
tired of eating salt pork, he thought he would take his dog 
up into the woods and catch a deer, the snow being deep. 
Although it was against the law, he thought it no harm to 
kill one deer for his own eating, especially if it did not 
become known. He said he came to a yard of deer and set 
his dog on, expecting to catch one deer, but in spite of all he 
could do to stop him the little-killed five before he could 
get him off. 

There is a class of irresponsible men in the Adirondacks 
that are half lumbermen, half guides and more than half 
poachers—I mean game law breakers; who often keep from 
one to three hounds, and, as a rule, let them run loose. One 
such man living near me had two young hounds nearly a 
year old. In March, when the snow was deep and crusted, 
these dogs, in company with an older hound, used to go off 
in the morning and be off all day. This man, on being 
remonstrated with and told that the dogs were destroying all 
the deer, said; “D-’em, let ’em run; it will learn ’em to 
hunt. ” 

A man who was drawing logs in that section told me that 
while looking out a lumber road he found eleven dead deer 
Mlled by dogs on less than two acres of ground. The deer, 
being unable to resist or run, being hopelessly mired in the 
stiff snow, the dogs could butcher them at their leisure. 

Samuel Dunning, an old Adirondack guide, tells me it is 
nothing uncommon for a hound to go into the woods and be 
gone a month, hunting on his own hook. I once went on a 
fishing excursion to Moose Lake; went into the woods at 
Arayyille, North^ Elba, and in traveling through the 
beautiful woods, six miles or more, I was surprised at seeing 
no deer signs, and but very few about the lake. On coming 
out I made some inquiries at the house of Mr. Morbous, a 
backwoods farmer. I asked if there had been much hunting 
in that section the last year, and was told, not more than 
usual. I also asked if there had been any stray hounds 
Mound late in the winter, and he said a hound came there 
in March; used to sleep in his hog-pen nights and went off 
hunting in the woods daytimes. The snow was three or four 
feet deep, with a crust that would bear a dog, and he stayed 
about there two or three weeks. 
_ He said, “It was a blanked good-looking hound.” Justeo, 
it was a “blanked’’ good-looking hound, but God only knows 
how many deer this dog slaughtered while ranging the woods, 
far and near. He probably stopped when there was no more 
deer to be slain, and then departed to “fresh fields and 
pastures new” to carry on his butchery. 

In fishing up some mountain brook in May, it is not very 
pleasant to come across the body of a deer in the water, 
driven in and killed by dogs in March or April. I have seen 
a doe, heavy with fawn, running before a hound in May, but 
then, “it was a blanked good-looking hound,” as the man in 
North Elba said. 

One thing is certain. Every effort to have the deer hound¬ 
ing law repealed, and every vote cast for that purpose is a 
direct effort and vote for the extermination of the deer in the 
Adirondacks. This will take place sooner than they think 
if the law is repealed. Look at Vermont: not a wild deer 
known to exist, and the Green Mountain region should be a 
well-stocked deer range, and would be at this day if the 
domestic wolves, the hounds, had not been allowed to chase, 
worry and slaughter deer, right and left, until the last one is 
gone. 

I saw a statement in a late number of the Forest anb 
Stream of the finding of a number of skeletons of deer sup¬ 
posed to have been killed by wolves. Query—Were they 
not killed by domestic wolves, who knows? 

Now, it is my belief, that the only way to preserve the 
Adirondack wilderness as a well-stocked hunting ground for 
t’ne people of the State of New York, is for the Legislature to 
define and locate the boundaries of the deer range of this 
region, and then pass stringent laws, giving a bounty of fifty 
dollars for the head of eveiy hound caught or found at any 
time within these limits, the same to be assessed on the 
owner of the hound. Bainbrid&e Bishop. 

New Russia, N. Y., Jan. 26. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
As I have been in the habit of hunting deer in the 

Adirondacks more or less every year for the last forty years, 
I feel that 1 have a right to have my say with the rest. A 
proposal to amend the present game law comes from 
Boonville and was published in the Utica Morning Herald, 
Jan. 21, in the form of a memorial to our Legislature 
recommending opening the season Aug. 1 and closing Oct. 
15, and to repeal all restrictions as to the mode of hunting 
during that time. The list of signers is headed by Stale 
Game Agent Brinkerhoff, with twenty-three others, all 
Fulton Chain hotelkeepers, guides or stage proprietors in¬ 
terested in conveying people to and from the woods. The 
memorial states that the present season has been very 
desti'uctive to breeders, and that four-fifths of the deer killed 
were does and unfit for food, and asks that the half of 
October and the whole of November be cut off in order to 
stop the slaughter. Let us see where these breeders were 
killed. Game Agent Brinkerhoff, who, I am told, is also a 
guide, in his report published in the Utica Maiming Herald 
Dec. 14, says that he has kept a record of the deer killed by 
floating from Aug. 1 to Sept. 15, which was 63. Of this 
number 38 were suckling does, 12 were yearling does, and 
only 8 bucks in all. I give his own figures. This record 
corresponds with that kept by him for the past seven years, 
and gives a proportion of one buck to ten does, and most of 
them mothers of fawns. 

Game Agent Phelps in his report says that Wm. Light and 
Barbour, two well known Bisby guides, told him they had 
counted this season some twenty-five or thirty carcasses of 
deer that lay rotting near the banks of the Canishegala still- 
water, on the south branch of Moose River. These deer, it 
is fair to infer, were wounded in front of a jack during the 
floating season, but had strength enough to get a short dis¬ 
tance from the stream and were never found. Deer killed 
by dogs or by still-hunting are seldom lost. If this is ap¬ 
proximately true of two miles of one still-water, what is 
the grand total of the deer left to rot in the whole Adiron¬ 
dacks? Besides, a large portion of venison is wasted, as the 
weather will not permit of its being kept but a_ short time; 
and deer during the floating season are always in poor con¬ 
dition. In October and November, and in those montlis 
only, they are at their very best. Venison can then be kept 
quite a number of days, and my expeiience and 1 believe of 
most hunters is, that more bucks are killed than does, at 
least the number would be equal. 

Still, with all these facts and figures, according to their 
own showing, these memorialists ask to cut off the half of 
October and all of November and retain the whole of August, 
that they may shoot the breeders and dog them ad libitum; 
that they may put money in their purses. 

I am pleased to see so few names of the many guides of the 
North Woods appended to it. Any man or sportsman who 
has hunted deer in October or November, who has been for¬ 
tunate to kill one or two deer (and he can, if he tries), 
will never want to sit doubled up behind a light any more in 
August and riddle a sucking doe with buckshot at short 
range. No more will he want to kill the poor, frightened 
animal as he plunges, panting and red hot, into the lake or 
stream to escape the hounds. He will be satisfied to kill his 
deer by fair play and in a sportsmanlike manner, and will 
never be haunted by the ghosts of the starved fawns, whose 
mother he may have slaughtered in front of a light in August. 
It is always wise to learn from the experience of others. In 
Maine the law prohibits killing in August, also hounding, 
and hmits the number of deer to be killed by one person to 
three, which has done away with market-hunting, as no 
market-hunter will go into the woods if he can’t kill but 
three deer. This law has been in force in that State for 
several years and has given general satisfaction. Why not 
go and do likewise? A Veteran. 

Holland Patent, N. Y;_ 

The communication signed C. Fenton, published in our 
last issue, should have been credited to the Lowville (N. Y 
Sepublican. 
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[Cut this out, put It on a blank, obtain signatures and send to your Member at Albany.] 

A PETITION 

For the Continued Protection of Adirondack Deer. 
To the Honorable, the Legislature of the State of Hew York: 

We, the undersigned, residents of County, respectfully petition that the 

law (Chap. 557, Laws of 1885) which makes it “unlawful to pursue any wild deer in this 

dogs for hunting deer at any time. 
(Signed) 

KANSAS CAME BIRDS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I give you a synopsis of a recent communication by the 

Leavenworth G-un Club, addressed to Senator P. G. Lowe of 
this place in relation to the destruction of our quail and 
prairie chickens which are really our only game birds of 
note. 

Our Kansas law is sufficiently strong and stringent so far 
as shooting seasons are concerned, and protects the birds 
from unseasonable attacks; but no law as yet has been able 
to prevent the wholesale slaughter of birds in the lawful 
shooting season, hence our birds are becoming scarce. In 
the prairie chicken and quail seasons, birds by the hundreds 
and thousands are daily offered for sale, and there are many 
men who make money by slaughtering our birds and send- 

State with any’dog or bitch” may not be amended in any such way as to permit the use of 
the following points for legislation: 

f’irst—Make it a criminal offense for any person to kill 
more than 25 quail or prairie chickens, or part of both, in 
any one day from sunrise to sundown. This section puts an 
end to matches as to which party or person shall kill most 
game in any one day. No sportsman would care to kill and 
carry more than 25 birds in one day. 

Second—Make it a criminal offense for any person to offer 
for sale, baiter or trade in Kansas, any prairie chicken or 
quail killed in Kansas, and join with the seller any person 
who shall offer to buy, trade or barter for any quail killled 
in Kansas at any season of the year; and the possession of 
such birds for marketable purposes shall be^ma/aefe evidence 
of any evasion of the law, and the burden of proof must rest 
with the possessor. This section closes up the avenues of 
sale and prevents pot-hunters from making the potting of 
birds profitable. 

Third—Make it a criminal offense for any express company, 
railway company, or any common carrier, to receive for 
shipment and transportation at any point in Kansas, any 
quail or prairie chicken. The above section does not pre- 
Tent any common carrier from shipping into Kansas any 
game birds, and the second section would not prevent per¬ 
sons from buying birds from outside of Kansas, only they 
must have the bills, bills of sale, etc., properly authenti¬ 
cated that such birds were not killed in Kansas. 

These look like extreme measiues, but it requires ex¬ 
tremes to reach a proper medium,' and a little extreme legis¬ 
lation would break up the pot-hunting business, just as 
President Cleveland’s extreme measures are breaking up the 
cattle ring business. Do you know, Mr. Editor, that during 
the prairie chicken season, hundreds of men from Missouri 
and other neighboiing States, go on to the prairies of Kansas, 
and ship in thousands of chickens to the dealers on the Mis 
souri River, and even to Chicago? The slopping of trans¬ 
portation breaks up that kind of business. Will you please 
give publication to this as I expect it will bring criticism, 
and thus help to open the way to such state legislation as 
shall be uniform, or as nearly so as possible, in protecting 
our birds from pot-hunters who kill for the money the birds 
will bring. Tiros. Moonlight, Pre.sident. 

Leavenworth, Kansas, Jan. 27, 1886. 

The third annual election of the Lavenworth Gun Club, 
Jan. 4, was as follows: Thomas Moonlight, President; A. 
0. Girard, Vice-President; Henry Laintz, Secretary; Geo. 
W. Goff, Treasurer. Board of Managers, W. C. Hinraan, 
Frank C. Patton, Wesley C. Gordon. 

Mr. Allison would never have seen New York again. He 
was kindly cared for at the cabin, and was soon in Bangor, 
healthy and well, having, thanks to his snow baths, suffered 
no serious injury from freezing. 

“Do you see that hat?” he asked, pointing to an old derby 
on the table. “Well, I wore that hat in camp, and thought 
it would hardly do to go home to New York in, but I took 
a notion to bring it along as an old friend. Well, 1 probably 
fell into the water fifty times, but every time 1 clung to the 
old hat, and once in my despair found myself talking to it, 
as a madman, and asking it not to desert me.” 

The Godbout hunter, Napoleon Comeau, whose name is 
familiar to our readers, had a hard experience last week. A 
dispatch from Montreal, Jan. 30, reports: In the tempest 
which prevailed some ten days ago all over the Gulf of St. 
Lawrence, four hunters of Godbout had a miraculous escape 
from death, having drifted for some ninety miles during 
forty hours on a piece of floating ice. Napoleon Comeau, 
his brother and (wo of his brothers-in-law, went out from 
Godbout River in two canoes to hunt seals and ducks. Two 
of the men were engaged in killing a seal upon a field of ice, 
when the animal fiercely turned upon them, Napoleon 
Comeau, who is a telegraph operator at Godbout and one of 
the best shots and most noted hunters in the country, went 
to their assistance with his brother. After killing the seal 
they were drifted so far out into the gulf that they were 
unable to return. A merciless storm raged around them and 
soon they were thirty miles from either shore. Three of the 
men became badly frozen and would have perished but for 
Napoleon Comeau, They had nothing to eat but two frozen 
ducks and had frequently to take to their canoes as the ice 
broke away beneath them. After drifting for ninety miles 
during forty hours, they managed to land upon the south 
shore^f the gulf, near St. Annes des Monts. Then they 
were driven to Metis, a distance of fifty-six miles, it being 
impossible for them at this season of the year to cross the 
gulf. Prom Metis they reached Quebec by rail. 

MIDWINTER PERILS. 

The following account, taken from the Sun of last Fri 
day, has additional interest because, Mr. Allison was 

one of the two campers whose cesy winter camp was de¬ 
scribed in these columns week before last, under the head¬ 
ing “Notes from a Winter Camp”: 

Bangor, Jan. 26.—Ohas. A. Allison, the New York sports¬ 
man who had such a terrible experience at Moosehead Lake 
on Saturday last, was in Bangor to-day on his way home. 
The Swn’s representative found him in a comfortable room 
at the Penobscot Exchange, seated before a blazing hearth, 
and listened to some of the details of his perilous joui-ney. 
Mr. Allison is a young law student of New York city, where 
he has also been connected with the press. Since last sum¬ 
mer he has been camping out by himself at Brassva Lake, 
near Moosehead, having a royal good time shooting and fish¬ 
ing. He had sent his traps in advance to the Kineo House, 
a great hotel on the shores of Moosehead, with the intent of 
returning home, and on Saturday he started on snowshoes 
to walk to the hotel, a distance of ten miles, there to take 
the stage for the railroad at West Cove, at the foot of the 
lake. He trudged along toward Moose River for a while 
all right, but the drifts became of such a nature that he cast 
the snowshoes aside and started on moccasins. When he 
reached the mouth of the river, where he intended to cross, 
he found, to his dismay, that there was a stretch of open 
water before him. He started to follow up the river for a 
crossing, but had not gone far when the ice broke, and he 
went into the water to his shoulders, barely saving himself 
by stretching out his arms. He then kept along the shore 
for a distance, but the snow was four feet deep, and he was 
again obliged to take to the ice. 

Soon again he broke through, and this time went so deep 
that he got a drink of water, which his parched mouth sadly 
needed. By great exertions he managed to crawl out, and 
then sat down on a spot of sound ice to rest and try to tie 
on one of his moccasins, which had fallen off. So slow was 
he tying the knot with his benumbed fingers that when the 
operation was finished he found that the shoe had frozen to 
the ice, and he was obliged to cut it off and proceed bare¬ 
footed. He half walked, half crawled along the ice, break¬ 
ing through every few rods, and getting out—how, he knew 
nbt. His wet clothing had by this time frozen stiff, and he 
only kept from freezing to death by rolling in the deep snow 
on the banks. This gave him the appearance of a veritable 
ghost of winter, the'snow having clung like a feathery 
mantle about his dripping, icy form. Once he was almost 
buried by falling over the crest of a wing dam into a huge 
drift. 

There is one habitation only on Moose River, the cabin of 
Tom Wilier, and this AlUson knew, but he did not know 
how near he was to it. At length, wearied out, he was 
about to lie down in a snowy grave, when, almost without 
hope, he shouted for help. There was no answer. It seemed 
like shouting to the winds. He called again, and there was 
a faint echo. He was near Tom Willer’s. Wilier came out 
on the bank, but the ice between him and the freezing sports 
man was thin, and bad not two Bangor woodsmen bravely 
exposed their lives by going out through the thin ice to their 
Hecks m water, pushing ah old flatboat before them, young 

A FLORIDA YARN. 

Ediioi' Forest and Stream: 
I send you a copy of a letter received by a little boy at the 

North from a Florida darky with whom he struck up an 
acquaintance last winter. The letter is dated at Mandarin, 
Jan. 15, and reads as follows: 

Harry, you will remember I told you I would write you. 
Well, 1 will fulfill my promise. I am down here among the 
alligators—that is, in their home. When 1 first came down 
last November I took a hunting excursion down in the 
swamps. 1 was out two days and one night. I took a 
fellow along who is a native, and two old army muskets, 
and ammunition, and a bag of grub, which consisted of 
cheese, crackers, cold tongue ond peanuts. We traveled 
about ten miles. Night came on; then came the tug of war. 
Nowhere to sleep, no blankets, ten miles out in the woods. 
We were close by a muddy stream or river. We stacked 
our guns and hung our grub on the guns. So I climbed up 
a big live oak tiee and got in the crotch for the night. It 
was pretty warm and I felt comfortable, all things 
considered, according to the situation. Just before daybreak 
I heard a scrambling below. Looking down, there was a 
big wild hog after our grub; he had knocked down the guns 
and was cleaning us out. While so doing up comes an old 
alligator out of the swamp and tackled the hog, and such 
squealing that I thought the whole place alive. Two old 
wild cats smelled blood and came on the spot. I teU you, 
Harry, I felt shaky. I called to the fellow. He had gone 
to the top of the tree. The wildcats, alligator, wild hog 
fighting like Old Nick below and both of us up the tree, the 
guns on the ground; what to do I could not tell. I can tell 
one thing, my eyes were as large as moons—at least I thought 
so 

The old alligator was boss of the fight. He ate up the 
hog. The smell of blood kept the infernal old wildcats 
around till sun up. Finally they left, I came down. The 
guns and ammunition scattered over the ground, the grub 
all gone. I got the fellow down and prepared to leave, but 
to my surprise, about fifty feet, looking up a tree, was a 
wildcat licking his chops, I filled the old gun a quarter 
full of buckshot, not so much powder, and brought him 
down. In the meantime I sent the fellow down to the stream 
to get a bottle of water. He did not see the cat. 1 was 
afraid to tell him for fear he would run off and leave me 
alone in the swamp. So while he was gone, as before stated, 
I brought the old fellow down, cut off his head, threw it 
away in the bushes. When the fellow returned I told him I 
had shot a raccoon; I had him almost skinned. The fellow 
looked at it with suspicion, as he knew more about a coon 
than 1 did. He almost caught me in my little game. He 
said to me, “Where is the (all? You see, all coons has long 
tails and wildcats has short tails,” “Confound it”, I said, 
“I shot it off.” We struck up a fire and broiled that old 
tomcat for breakfast. I tell you, Harry, he tasted equal to 
venison. After breakfast we started to look for the old 
alligator; found him on the bank of the stream asleep or 
sunning himself. Put two fuU charges under his flank. He 
keeled over. We cut him open. We found the hog, one of 
the wildcats, the bag that contained our grub, all Inside of 
him, a bullhead and three ducks. I concluded to return 
home. On our way back, succeeded in bagging two rab¬ 
bits, four squirrels, one opossum and some small birds. 
Very well satisfied, but no more all night in the woods for 
me, Robkrt Hazrlton, 

DAKOTA GAME. 

Business keeps many of the readers of Forest and 
Stream, no doubt, from taking those long vacations and 

outings that some of your correspondents enjoy; but it is the 
next thing to being there ourselves to read the accounts they 
write of trips by land and water, of game bagged and fish 
caught, and all the incidents thereof. However, as far as I 
am concerned, I manage to get one little vacation of ten days 
every year. There is one week in October of each year 
when my address is Dakota. Heretofore I have never been 
able to get the use of a suitable hunting boat; so this year, 
before fwent, I sent out my little Powell & Douglas boat in 
ample time, as was supposed, to arrive before she was wanted; 
but when we arrived—^for I took with me my neighbor, the 
Doctor—the boat had not put in an appearance. We spent 
our week very pleasantly and bagged as much game as we 
needed for our own use and that of the neighborhood, 
besides bringing back all we needed; but we came back con^ 
vinced of the truth of the statement made recently in these 
columns, that “the Dakota of to-day was fast becoming the 
Iowa of five years ago,” for we encountered a number of 
parties both going out and coming in, and no day that we 
spent on the prairie or on the lake were we out of hearing of 
the boom of guns. Four years ago, on my first trip, we 
encountered very few spoolers; but the country has been 
pretty well advertised, and perhaps I have done some of it 
myself. Probably there are nearly as many geese and ducks 
as there were on my other trips, but_ the land is pretty well 
broken up and there is more feeding ground for them, so 
they are scattered more; but prairie chickens are increasing 
very fast, and the single pair of quail I noticed last year 
have raised two broods, and if the winter is a mild one there 
will be good quail shooting on my friend’s farm next fall. 
We had a good time and arrived home safely, but they got a 
pretty good joke on the old man. The little mother at home 
wrote, “Do take care of yourself; that boat makes me 
nervous,” and got for reply that “no cause for'nervousness 
existed,” for “first, there was no water deep enough to 
drown anyone,” and “second, there was no boat," and 
“third, I guessed I was old enough,” etc., etc. Well, I 
don’t know how it came about, but the boat hadn’t been in 
the water ten minutes before out I went, gun and all, and as 
I had to pole ashore to empty my boots, wring out my clothes 
(jimenny, wasn’t it cold!)and scoop the mud out of my ears, 
of course the boys found out all about it; but how on earth 
they found it out at Highland Park is more than I know, . 
but all the same I’m hunting for the Doctor with a club. 

Highland Park, Ill. HarrY HxinTER. 

ERRATIC BULLET FLIGHTS. 

Editor Foi'est and Stream: 
Reading in your issue of Jan. 21 of the “Dido of a Spent 

Bullet,” it brought to mind several episodes which have 
occurred in my own practice. One occurred about forty 
years ago. From boyhood I was always tinkering witu 
rifles whenever opportunity offered. I made very numerous 
experiments with hunting sights. That which gave best 
results for all work is well illustrated in the Whitney- 
Kennedy rifle shown in the advertising columns of Forest 

AND Stream. My front or muzzle sight, which shows 
white in the engraving referred to, was made of ivory. A 
gentleman in our neighborhood employed me to mount such 
a set of sights upon his hunting rifle. I had finished them 
and loaded the rifle to see if they were properly centered. 
Our folks had just moved the old house from over the cellar, 
preparatory to building a new one on the site. Picking up 
a half-brick of bright red color, I blackened with powder a 
spot in its center about the size of a twenty five cent piece 
and placed it in an indentation of the lumber pile, about 
thirty yards distant. Stepping down into the old cellar, 
then half filled, I rested the rifle upon the embankment and 
fired. In an instant there was a sharp whizz by my left ear 
and a slight disturbance of my hair just over the ear, and at 
the same time a sharp thud in the old chimney stack a few 
steps to the rear. In one second my eyes were in that 
direction, where I saw a little puff of brick and mortar dust 
rising from a crevice. Stepping to the spot, I found the 
larger portion of the bullet I had just fired. It was a narrow 
escape. Had it gone an inch above it would have damaged 
my old hat. 

The hard-wood lumber was simply sawed “through and 
through” but not “edged,” the one-inch boards being left 
full width for roof purposes, to lay shingles upon. The 
boards were piled in same order as sawed, in what sawyers 
call “stocks.” It was what was termed a three-stock pile. 
In “stickingup,’’long, narrow strips bound the piles together. 
Upon one of these strips, at an indentation of the pile, I 
placed the brick. I fired at this, striking the upper part of 
it, cleaving off about one-third of the brickbat and deflect¬ 
ing the bullet directly upward, it striking the wane edge of 
the board above and giving the bullet a return motion. It 
next struck the projecting stick above, giving it the direc¬ 
tion back again, as I have related. Milton P. Peirce. 

Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. 26. 

The Motdal Life Insurance Statement.—Tbe statement of 
Mutual Life Insurance Company, published in another column, shows 
a remarkably prosperous condition of affairs. The amount received 
tor policies in force or terminated amounts to $103,816,258, and the 
surplus to $3,012,633.78. Tbe assets include $49,228,930.16 f ,,ed t'P 
mortgages on real estate, $39,366,104X1. S. and other bor ‘ ^jlO'' 
720.45 of real estate, $2,619,643.21 in cash in bank, and J56,60u x,.ans 
on collateral, the total assets footing up to the tr^*^ mdons sum of 
$108,908,967 51. The Mutual Life is one of our oldcai, and best com¬ 
panies, and its continually increasing prosperity and ever-widehing 
influence tells a story of ^vise and conservative pihnagemeDt, 
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AN ADIRONDACK DEER HUNT. 

BY CHARLES DUDLEY WARNER. 

Fi'om “In the 'VTildemess.” By kind permission of Messrs. Hougrhton, 
Miffin & Co., Boston, MavSS., publishers o£ Mr. Warner's works. 

Early on the morning of the 23d of August, 1877, a doe 
was feeding on Basin Mountain, The night had been 

warm and showery, and the morning opened in an undecided 
way. The wind was southerly; it is what the deer call a 
dog-wind, having come to know quite well the meaning of 
“a southerly wind and a cloudy sky.” The sole companion 
of the doe was her only child, a charming little fawn, whose 
brown coat was mottled with the beautiful spots which make 
this young creature as lovely ae the gazelle. The buck, its 
father, had been that night on a long tramp ac'oss the 
mountain to Clear Pond, and had not yet returned. * * 

The doe was feeding, daintily cropping the tender loaves of 
the young shoots, and turning from time to time to regard 
her offspring. The fawn had taken his morning meal, and 
now lay curled up on a bed of moss, watching contentedly, 
with his large, soft brown eyes, every movement of his 
mother. The great eyes followed her with an alert entreaty; 
and, if the mother stepped a pace or two farther away in 
feeding, the fawn made a half movement, as if to rise and 
follow her. You see, she was his sole dependence in all the 
world. But he was quickly reassured when she turned her 
gaze on him; and if, in alarm, he uttered a plaintive cry, she 
bounded to him at once, and, with every demonstration of 
affection, licked his mottled skin till it snone again. 

It was a pretty picture—maternal love on the one part, and 
happy trust on the other. The doe was a beauty, and would 
have been so considered anywhere, as graceful and winning 
a creature as the sun that day shone on—slender limbs, not 
too heavy flanks, round body, and aristocratic head, with 
small ears and luminous, intelligent, affectionate eyes. How 
alert, supple, free, she was! What untaught grace in every 
movemeuti What a charming pose when she lifted her 
head, and turned it to regarji her child! You would have 
had a companion picture, if you had seen, as I saw that 
morning, a baby kicking about among the dry pine neeedles 
on a ledge above the Ausable, iq the vallej'^ below, while 
its youn^ mother sat near, with an easel before her, 
touching in the color of a reluctant landscape, giving a 
quick look at the sky and the outline of the Twin Mountains, 
and bestowing every third glance upon the laughing boy,— 
art in its infancy. 

The doe lifted her head a.little with a quick motion, and 
turned her ear to the south. Had she heard something? 
Probably it was only the south wind in'the balsams. There 
was silence all about in the forest. If the doe had heard 
anything, it was one of the distant noises of the world. 
There are in the woods occasional moauings, premonitions 
of change, which are inaudible to the dull ears of men, but 
which, I have no doubt, the forest-folk hear and understand. 
If the doe’s suspicions were excited for an instant, they were 
gone as soon. With an affectionate glance at her fawn, she 
continued picking up her breakfast. 

But suddenly she started, head erect, eyes dilated, a 
tremor in her limbs. She took a step; she turned her head to 
the south; she listened intently. There was a sound—a dis 
taut, prolonged note, hell-toned, pervading the woods, shak¬ 
ing the air in smooth vibrations. It was repeated. The doe 
had no doubt now. She shook like the sensitive mimosa 
when a footstep approaches. It was the baying of a hound 1 
It was far off—at the foot of the mountain. Time enough 
to fly; licue enough to put miles Iretween her and the hound, 
before he should come upon her fresh trail; time enough to 
escape away through the dense forest, and hide in the 
recesses of Panther Gorge; yes, time enough. But there 
was the fawn. The cry of the hound was repeated, more 
distinct this time. The mother instinctively bounded away 
a few paces. The fawn started up with an anxious bleat. 
The doe turned; she came back; she couldn’t leave it. She 
bent over it, and licked it, and seemed to say, “Come, my 
child; we are pursued; we must go.” She walked away 
toward the wesf, and the little thing skippt d after her. It 
was slow going for the slender legs, over the fallen 
logs, and through the rasping bushes. The doe bounded 
in advance, and waited; the fawn scrambled after her, 
slipping and tumbling along, very groggy yet on its legs, and 
whining a good deal because its mother kept always moving 
away fiom it. The fawn evidently did not hear the hound; 
the little innocent would even have looked sweetly at the dog, 
and tried to make friends with it, if the brute hud been rush¬ 
ing upon him. By all the means at her command the dos 
urged her young one on; but it was slow work. She might 
hive been a mile away while they were making a few rods. 
Whenever the fawn caught up, he was quite content to frisk 
about. He wanted more breakfast, for one thing; and his 
mother wouldn’t stand still. She moved on continually; and 
his weak legs were tangled in the roots of the narrow deer 
path. 

Shortly came a sound that threw the doe into a panic of 
terror,—a short, sharp yelp, followed by a prolonged howl, 
caught up and re-echoed by other hayings along tb^ uiountaiu 
•side. The doe knew what that meant. One hound had 
caught her trail, and the whole pack responded lo the “view 
halloo.” The dang'T was certain now; it was near. She 
could not crawl on in this way; the dogs would soon be upon 
them. She turned again for flight;"the fawn, scrambling 
after her, tumbled over, and bleated piteously. The baying, 
emphasized now by the yelp of certainty, came nearer. 
Flight with the fawn was impossible. The doe returned and 
stood by it, head erect, and nostrils distended. She stood 
perfectly still, but trembling Perhaps she was thinking. 
The fawn took advantage of the situation, and began to 
draw his luncheon ration. The doe seemed to have made up 
her mind. Sbe let him finish. The fawn, having taken all 
he wanted, lay down contentedly, and the doe licked him 
for a moment. Then, with the swiftness of a bird, she 
dashed away, and in a moment was lost in the forest. She 
went in the direction of the hounds. 

According to all human calculations, she was going into 
the jaws of death. So she was; all human calculations are 
selfish. She kept straight on, hearing the baying every mo¬ 
ment more distinctly. ^She descended the slope of the moun¬ 
tain until she reached the more open forest of hard wood. 
It was freer going here, and the cry of the pack echoed more 
resoundingly in the great spaces. She was going due east, 
when (judging by the sound, the hounds were not far off, 
though they were still hidden by a ridge) she turned short 
away to the north, and kept on at a good pace. In five 
minutes more she heard the sharp, exultant yelp of dis¬ 
covery, and then the deep-mouthed howl of puisuit. The 
hounds had struck her trail where she turned, and the fawn 
was safe. 

Tii#iloe was JQ good rouging condition, the gi-pupd was 

not bad, and she felt the exhilaration of the chase. For the 
moment fear left her, and she bounded on with the exalta¬ 
tion of triumph. For a quartei’ of an hour she went on at 
a slapping pace, clearing the moose bushes with bound after 
bound, flying over the fallen logs, pausing neither for brook 
nor ravine. The baying of the hounds grew fainter behind 
her. But she struck a bad piece of going, a deadwood slash. 
It was marvellous to see her skim over it, leaping among its 
intricacies, and not breaking her slender legs. No other 
living animal could do it. But it was killing work. She 
began to pant feaifully; she lost ground. The baying of the 
hounds vyas nearer. She climbed the hard-wood hill at a 
slower gait; hut, once on more level, free ground, her breath 
came back to her, and she stretched away with new courage, 
and may be a sort of contempt of her heavy pursuers. 

After running at high speed perhaps half a mile further, 
it occurred to her that it would be safe now to turn to tbe 
west, and, by a wide circuit, seek her fawn. But, at tbe 
moment, she heard a sound that chilled her heart. It was 
the cry of a hound to the west of her. The crafty brute 
had made the circuit of the slash, and cut off her retreat. 
There was nothing to do hut to beep on; and on she 
went, still to the north, with the noise of the pack behind 
her. In five minutes more she had passed into a hill¬ 
side clearing. Cows and young steers were grazing 
there. She heard a tinkle of bells. Below her, down 
the mountain slope, were other clearings, broken by 
patches of woods. Fences intervened; and a mile or two 
down lay the valley, the shining Ausable, and the peaceful 
farm-houses. That way also her hereditary enemies were. 
Not a merciful heart in all that lovely valley. She hesitated; 
it was only for an instant. She must cross the Slide Brook 
Valley if possible, and gain the mountain opposite. She 
bounded on; she slopped. What was that? From the val¬ 
ley ahead came the cry of a screeching hound. All the devils 
were loose this morning. Every way was closed but one, 
and that led straight down the mountain to the cluster of 
houses. Conspicuous among them was a slender white 
wooden spire. The doe did not know that it was the .spire 
of a Christian chapel. But perhaps she thought that human 
pity dwelt there, and would be more merciful than the teeth 
of the bounds. 

“The hounds are haying on my track; 

O while man! will you send me back?” 

In a panic, frightened animals will always flee to human¬ 
kind from the danger of more savage foes. They always 
make a mistake in doing .so. Perhaps^the trait is the survival 
of an era of peace on earth; perhaps it is a prophecy of the 
golden age of the future. The budness of this age is murder; 
—the slaughter of animals, the slaughter of fellow-men, by 
the wholesale. Hilarious poets who bave never tired a gun 
write hunting songs,—Ti-ra la: and good bishops write war- 
songs;—Ate the Czar! 

The hunted doe went down the “open,” clearing the fences 
splendidly, flying along the stony path. It was a beautiful 
sight. But consider what a shot it was! If the deer, now, could 
only have been caught! No doubt there were tender-hearted 
people in the valley who would have spared her life, shut her 
up in a stable, and petted her. Mas there one who would 
have let her go back to her waiting fawn? It is the business 
of civilization to tame or kill. 

The doe went on. She left the saw-mill on John’s Brook 
to her light; she turned int© a wood path. As she ap¬ 
proached Slide Brook, she saw a boy .standing by a tree with 
a raised rifle. The dogs were not in sight; but she could 
hear them coming down the hill. There was no time for 
hesitation. With a tremendous burst of speed she cleared 
the stream, and, as she touched the hank, heard the “ping” 
of a rifle-bullet in the air above her. The cruel sound gave 
wings to the poor thing. In a moment more sbe was in the 
opening; she leaped into the travelled road. Which way? 
Below her in the wood was a load of hay; a man and a hoy, 
with pitchforks in their hands, were running towards her. 
She turned south, and flew along the. street, Tbe town was 
up. Women and children ran to the doo.s and windows; 
men snatched their rifles; shots were fired; at the big hoard¬ 
ing houses the summer boarders, who never had anything to 
do, came out and cheered; a camp-stool was thrown from a 
veranda. Some young fellows shooting at a mark in the 
meadow saw the flying deer, and popped away at her; but 
they were accustomed to a mark that stood still. It was all 
so sudden. There were twenty people who were just aoing 
to shoot her, when the doe leaped the road fence and went 
away across a marsh toward the foot-hills. It was a fearful 
gantlet to run. But no one except the deer considered it in 
that light. Everybody told what he was jusi going to do; 
everybody who bad seen the performance was a kind of hero: 
—everybody except the deer. For days and days it was the 
subject of conversation, and the summer hoarders kept their 
guns at hand, expecting another deer would come to be .shot 
at. 

I'he doe went away to the foot-hills, going now slower, and 
evidently fatigued, if not frightened half to death. Nothing 
is so appalling to a recluse as half a mile of summer boarders. 
As the deer entered the thin woods, she saw a rabble of 
people start across tbe meadow in pursuit. By this time the 
dogs, pancing, and lolling out their tongues, came swinging 
along, keeping the trail, like stupids, and consequently losing 
ground when the deer doubled. But, when the doe had got 
into the timber, she heard the savage brutes howling across 
the meadows. (It is well enougn, perhaps, to say that 
nobody offered to shoot the dogs.) 

The courage of the panting fugitive was not gone; she was 
game to tbe tip of her high-bred ears. But the fearful pace 
at which she had been just going told on her. Her legs 
trembled, and her heart beat like a trip-hammer. She 
slowed her speed perforce, but still fled industriously up the 
right bank of the stream. When she had gone a couple of 
miles, and the dogs were evidently gaining again, .she crossed 
the broad, deep brook, climbed the steep left hank, and fled 
on in the direction of the Mount-Mai-cy trad. The fording 
of the river threw the hounds off tor a time. She knew, by 
their uncertain yelping up and down the opposite bank, that 
she had a little respite; she used it, howerer, to puthon until 
the baying was faint in her ears; and then she dropped, ex¬ 
hausted, upon the ground. 

This rest, brief as it was, saved her life. Roused again by 
the baying pack, she leaped forward with belter speed, 
though without that keen feeling of exhilarating flight that 
she had in the morning, It-was still a race for life; but tbe 
odds were in her favor, she thought. She did not appre¬ 
ciate the dogged persistence of the hounds, nor had any 
inspiration told her that tbe race is not to the swift. Sbe 
was a little confused in her mind where to go; but an instinct 
kept her course to the left, and consequently further away 
from her lawn. Going now slower, and now faster, as the 
pursuit seemed rnorereistant or nearer, ghe kept to the so.nlb' 

west, crossed tbe stam again, left Panther Gorge on her 
right, and ran on by Haystack and Skylight in the direction 
of the Upper Ausable Pond. I do not know her exact cour-je 
Through this maze of mountains, swamps, ravines, and 
frightful wildernesses, 1 only know that the poor thing 
worked her way along painfully, with sinking heart and 
unsteady limbs, lying down “dead beat” at intervals, and 
then_spurred on by the cry of the remorseless dogs, until, 
late in the afternoon, she staggered down the shoulder of 
Bartlett, and stood upon the shore of the lake. If she could 
put that piece of water between her and her pursuers, she 
would be safe." Had she strength to swim it? 

At her fij'st step into the water she saw a sight tbat sent 
her back with a Viound. There was a boat mid-lake; two 
men were in it. One was rowing, the other had a gun in 
his hand. They were looking towards her: they had seen 
her. (She did not know that they had heard tlie bat ing of 
hounds on the mountains, and had been lying in wait for 
her an hour.) Wbat sbould she do? The hounds were 
drawing near. No escape that way, even if she could still 
run. With only a moment’s hesitation slie plunged into the 
lake, and struck obliquely across. Her tired legs could not 
propel tbe tired body rapidly. She saw the boat headed for 
her. She turned toward the center of the lake. The boat 
turned. She could hear the rattle of the oar-locks. It was 
gaining on her. Then there was a silence. Then there was a 
splash of the water just ahead of her, followed by a roar 
round tbe lake, the words “Confound it all!” and a rattle of 
the oars again. The doe saw the boat nearing her. She 
turned irresolutely to the shore whence shecamo; the dogs 
were lapping the water, and howling there. She turned 
again to the center of the lake. 

The brave, pretty creature was quite exhausted now. In 
a moment more, with a rush of water, the boat w.as on her, 
and the man at the oars had leaned over and caught her by 
the tail. 

“Knock her on the head with that paddle!” he shouted to 
the gentleman in the stern. 

The gentleman was a gentleman, with a kind, smooth- 
shaven face, and might have hren a minister of some soil of 
everlasting gospel. He took the paddle in bis hand Just 
then the doe turned her head, and looked at him with her 
great, appealing eyes. 

“I can’t do it! my soul, I can’t do it!” and he dropped tbe 
paddle. “Oh, let her go!” 

“Let H. go!” was the only response of the guide as he 
slung the deer round, whipped out his hunting-knife and 
made a pass that severed her jugular. 

Ana the gentleman ate that night of the venison. 

The buck returned about the middle of the afternoon. 
The fawn was bleating piteously, hungry and lonesome. 
The buck was surprised. He looked about in the torest 
He took a circuit, and came back. His doe was nowhere to 
he seen. He looked down at the fawn in a hciple.s3 sort of 
wav. The fawn appea'ed for his supper. The buck, had 
nothing whatever to give his child,—nothing hut his sym¬ 
pathy. If he said anything, this is what he said: “i’m the 
head of this family; but. really, this is a novel case. I’ve 
nothing whatever for you. I don't know what to do. I’ve 
the feelings of a father; but you can’t live on ilmn. Let us 
travel.” 

The buck walked away: the little one toddled after him. 
They disappeared in the forest. 

Point of Beach.—New Year Day was so pleasant and 
warm, that a few of us thought tliat if Saturday was as 
pleasant we would make one more trip to the mill. Friday 
night found us cleaning guns and loading shells prepaiatory 
to an early start Saturday. Early Saturday morning the 
horses were hitched up and T., Joe Miller and the writer w^ere 
aboard the surrey, bound for ihe mill. We were driving up 
Nostrand avenue (Brooklyn). Miller’s dog, a superb pointer, 
tried to get into the surrey when it was in motion, only suc¬ 
ceeding in getting his hind toe run. over by the rear whi el. 
Duke, we thought, was not hurt much and so we wouldn’t, take 
him in the wagon. He, however, thouaht otherwise, and 
jumped on to a car that was going our way, stepped inside 
and. seated himself on the cushion, looking out of the win¬ 
dow toward us. When we leachtd the car stables he changed 
cars and got into the little one-horse concern that turns 
toward the park and showed such a desire to ride that Miller 
had to get out and haul him out of the car. We carried him 
the rest of the way. My little cocker spanitl ran all the 
seven miles and seemed to eujny it. When we reached the 
mill we got the little 14 by 4 skiff and dropped down the 
creek Wtbeendof Barren Island, called Puiut of Beach. 
Some time since one of your correspondents wrote quite a 
long article about the bad smells of this place. Now 1 have 
been down ai all times of the year and never experienced 
such ill effects as he mentions; and at the same time 1 have 
shot lots of bay birds, and in the fall a good many black sea- 
ducks and English sipe. Arrived at the beacli, we walk up 
near the water, around the island neatly, Miller gelling a 
couple of butterball ducks. We saw no snipe of any kind, 
though the season had been so very mild. Tnere were quan¬ 
tities of gulls, crows and helldivers, and some old sportsmen 
whom we met said that some geese and brant bad been shot 
near the beach. Right across from Poiut of Beach is the 
tail end of Rockaway Point. This is a splendid place in 
August, September and October for bay birds and du^s and 
a good many are shot. After dinner i’. saw some ducks out 
in the channel and offered to row any one who would go out 
and shoot them. Of course Miller went and he got four out 
of this flock, all butter balls. They were very tat and had. 
quantities of feathers. Toward sundown it bi-gan lo grow 
cliilly and we sorrowfully packed up our duds and started 
with slow oars home.—Cooker. 

The Hounders’ Confession.—The deer bounder rings 
the changes on the destructiveness of jacking, except when 
he forgets himself and inadvertently shows wliat he really 
thinks. Tbus the editor of the Boonvilie Herald, vrho is a 
rabid advocate of the bound and club, commenting on Mr. 
White’s bill to allow jacking in August, and hounaing not 
until after Aug. 15, “gives himsek away” by saying; “This 
bill is not what is wanted by the true sportsmen. It does 
not allow the use of dogs in August, at which time the 
greater number of tourists are in the woods, and in order lo 
get a deer they will have to float night after night for it or 
go without. The deer of the woods are for the sportsmen 
who go to the forests for rest and recreation, and dogs 
should be allowed to run as much iu August as September.” 
“Float night after night for it.” That is to say, jacking is 
liartler work and a less certain method than honadjng. ' 
that not a faU’ jufegenco from the words? 
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Sagadahoc Association.—Bath, Me,—This association 
elected the following officers for the ensuing year: Presi¬ 
dent, Dr. Charles A. Packard, Bath; Vice-Presidents, A. Q. 
Goud, Topsham, James H. Millay, Bodowinham. Ex¬ 
ecutive Committe, 8. W. Carr, Bowdoinham; A. Q. Goud, 
Topsham; G. H. iSichols, A. Hatch, Bath; A. S. Alexander, 
Richmond. Secretary and Treasurer, Geo. E. Newman, 
Bath. A committee of three were appointed to consider the 
best method of prosecuting violators of the game laws, and 
an offer of a reward of $10 was voted for proof sufficient to 
conYfct any person of such offense. This association is now 
in a flourishing condition, and much good has been done 
here during the few years of its existence. Sewall’s Pond, 
in Arrowsic, Campbell’s Pond, West Bath, and Nequasset 
Pond, in Woolwich, have been stocked with black bass to a 
limited extent, and the latter being thought particularly well 
suited for the purpose, it is proposed to deposit there early 
the coming season one hundred of these superior food fishes. 
The gentlemen composing this club have shown much public 
spirit in their experimi-nt with the Messina quail, and in 
stocking the waters in the vicinity with trout and black bass, 
paying all the expenses connected therewith freely out of 
their own pockets. The good results of this organization 
are seen also in a better state of public sentiment in regard 
to the game of our forests, and the song and. insectivorous 
birds of our fields and gardens, and it is seriously hoped 
that the time is not far distant when these laws will be re¬ 
spected by all, and when it shall be considered not only 
inhuman but the height of meanness to take the life of our 
beautiful song birds for mere sport, or kill our partridges 
and other game birds out of season. 

A CUHBITUCK Ducking Scobe.—Following are the scores 
of four days’ shooting at Currituck; 
Jan. O.B. E.H. Wld. C D. Geese Mts. 
H—Two smns, Little Sheep Isi. (Ih.).. 0 .. 3 8 1 
13—Two guns, Sheep Island. 44 6 1 8 1 3 
13—Two guns. Narrow's Isl. (3hra) 8 H 
13—Two guns. Sheep Island... ..... 93 8 
18-One gtin. Devil’s Elbow.. 3T 10 
13—Two guns. N.E. p’t Home Marsh 

dig day) . V 5 
13— Two guns, Qrandy Island, oppos¬ 

ite club home.17 44 
14— Two guns. Sheep Island . 47 9 
14—Two guns, N E. p't Home Marsh.. 5 33 
14—Two guns. Devil’s Elbow. 10 38 
14—Tovo guns, Grandy Island, opp. 

club house.   9 33 

30 
10 

15 
4 
3 
5 

.SG7 17ti 36 Si 
11th. 18; 12tb, 70; 13th, 375; I4th, 318. Grand total. 

I 

man a citar v 

r 
Micuigan Notes.—If the deer in northern Michigan don't 

become extinct in a very tew years, it will be something 
wonderful to relate. During the year 1885, 1,130 carcasses 
were shipped from Alpena alone.-William McKeeson and 
Lewis Ingersoll were hunting deer (out of season) in Pioneer 
township, Missaukee county, near Lake City, when Ingersoll 
shot and killed McKeeson, mistaking him for a deer.-H. 
H. Warner, of Rochester, N. Y., who owns Mai^on Island 
in Saginaw Bay, intends to have Congress p.ass a bill, if 
pos.sible, giving him the marshy portion between the island 
and the main shore, on the ground that it is part of the 
island and a recent accretion. While this property would 
seem to be of no great importance to any one, even to Mr. 
Warner, it is in reality a valuable territory. It comprises 
the Wild Fowl Bay hunting ground, and therefore is valua¬ 
ble to the sportsmen of this section of Michigan, At the 
last Congress a similar bill was offered, and by the strenuous 
opposition of the Lansing Gun Club, was defeated. It now 
behooves sportsmen to use thvir utmost exertions to oppose 
the hill if they desire to hold possession of the property. If 
it passes into the hands of Mr. Warner be can arbitrarily 
prevent any one from shooting on this ground, thus reserving 
it for his own use. As Wild Fowl is the principle ducking 
ground on Saginaw Bay, the sportsmen who annually visit 
it will readily understand the importance of bringing their 
influence to hear in opposition to the Warner bill. 

Game BidT/S Inthoduoed at Albany are as follows: (1) 
Mr. Huntting’s, to protect deer, European hares, gray part¬ 
ridges and English pheasants on Long Island for live years. 
(2) Mr. Parker's, to prohibit jacking deer. (3) Mr. Barnes’s, 
to make open season for deer Aug. 1 to Nov. 15; allows 
hounding Aug. 15 to Nov. 1; forbids jacking at any time; 
limits transportation of venisoti to two carcasses accompanied 
by owner, and legalizes shooting dogs when in violation of 
the law. (4) Mr. Pierce's, repenling the deer hounding law. 
(5) Mr. Wemple’s, permitting deer hounding in Pulton and 
Hamilton counties during September and October. (6) Mr. 
White's, permitting floating from Ang. 15 to Oct. 15; hound¬ 
ing from Sept. 15 to Oct, 15; sale of venison Aug. 15 to 
Nov. 15. (71 Mr. Peart’s, to forbid woodcock shooting be¬ 
tween Jan, 1 and Sept. 1. 

Total. . 
Total for days; 

581. _ 

1a’ma.s’'3 Patent Ivory Bead Front Sight.—This siarht gives the 
sportsman a clear while bead, which can be seen di&tincly against 

any ohject, in the woods or in brighD sunlight. 
The contrasting black neck of the sight makes 

F the bead all the more prominent. The con- 
1 strucrioii is strong and the sight durable. It 

has been tested and is highly endorsed by the 
best known rifle shots. Mr. Otto WilkftJs, of 
Kent, Ohio, well known as a splendid wing 
shot, who uses the Lyman rear sight fbr all his 
snooting, says of this front sight; ‘T am of 

the opinion that this front sight is about as perfect as it is possible to 
make it. I do not claim to be much of a stationary shot, but at 50 to 
100yds, with this front sight and yonr rear sight, I can bunch the 
bullets in a wmy that (voiild surprise some of onr older and more ex¬ 
perienced rifle shots. In my wing shooting it shows up so plain and 
distinct, that It is quite an easy matter for me to hit glass balls 
thrown up at from 35 to 50yds.. which is. as you know, a much more 
difficult feat ttian at 15ft., which is the distance some of our cham 
pion wing shots shoot.”—Mdv. 

Waterproof Cartridges.—Windsor, Conn., Jan. 33.—U. S. Oai-t- 
ridge Co., Lowell, iMa-s.—Gentlemen—Thinking it might be of much 
interest to you, we take pleasure in informing you of the success 
which your nrst quality waterproof shells ha ve achieved. Durlug 
the past two weeks the TJ. S. Government have been testing in every 
manner possible, one of our .‘‘hotguns. which has result-d in the gun 
accomplishing all it was asked to do, with_, no failure in anything. 
During the test your shells, among others, were used, and the Board 
of Offlce.r.s, who had charge of the trial. soaked m water for forty- 
eight hours some of your first quality w-aterproof shells (paper) and 
at the expiration o£ that time, these shells were put into the magazine 
of our gun and were manipulated through the gun and firerl without 
a catch or failure.—Truly yours. Spencer Arms Co.—Adv. 

Foxes aee Undsually Ndmerous in the neighborhood 
of Morsston, Sullivao county, N. Y.—or at least they are 
bolder than ever in depredations on the poultry. The local 
hunters and trappers have had great sport hunting foxes, 
and there is scarcely a barn in the region that has not at 
least one fox pelt nailed to its door. The extraordinary 
number of foxes in the county and their unusually hold 
manner of operating can be explained in no other way than 
by the theory that the wild animals and birds on which they 
depend for food—rabbits, partridges and other small game— 
are for some reason not to be found in their usual haunts, 
thus forcing the fox to resort to heroic tactics to obtain 
necessary provender. 

Fort Bowie. Arizona. Jan. 21.—Quail are very plentiful, 
so are cotton tail and jack rabbits. Deer are getting scarcer 
every year, although i have killed two in the mountains just 
back of the ranch within the past three weeks, going out 
and getting ba”k the same day. There are plenty of ante¬ 
lope in the valleys. Now and then a bear is killed in the 
mountains. Blacktail deer are scarcer than thewhitetail; 
occasionally a small band comes in here in the winter time. 
In some localities within a few miles of here good deer hunt¬ 
ing can he had. There are some turkeys on the summits of 
the mountains. Antelope hunting is the most exciting sport 
I know of.—J. 0. H^_ 

Highland Park, III.—What little cover we have left is 
pretty well beaten over by hunters who come up from 
Chicago and elsewhere. When I first came up here to live, 
in 1869, there was fair shooting just on the outskirts of the 
village; but the growing timber has been cut down, hard 
winters have killed the qu iil, and too much shooting has 
done the rest.—Harry Hunter. 

Texas —El Paso, Jan. 23.—admire your position toward 
non-hounding deer laws, the rigid enforcement of game pro¬ 
tective laws, etc. There is no protective law in El Paso 
county, and the evil is being felt already. Our Legislature 
dues not meet until next January, so there is no relief until 
then, when our gun club hope to bring this county in.—R. 

Maine Moose —Two of the Kineo guides at Moosehead 
Lake recently shot a pair of moose within three miles of the 
hotel. Leaving the carcasses in the woods and returning the 
following day to bring the meat home, they encountered on 
the way and shot another of the monarchs Of tlie forest. All 
were of very Ifirge sijse. ‘ , 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Co. _ 

FLY-FISHING FOR SUCKERS. 

A PARTY of us were in camp on our favorite ground at 
M. Pond, in the latter part of August, 1885, for a 

week’s fly fishing for trout. The fish had been rising quite 
freely night and morning for the first three days, and 1 had 
taken from twenty to thirty in perhaps three hours’ fishing 
each day. But now, for some reason known only to them¬ 
selves, they had stopped rising, and after a morning’s fishing 
with only two trout to sho-w for it, we began to talk of try¬ 
ing anotW pond. 

During an excursion to this region in 1883, in passing along 
the shores of a pond about one and a half miles to the east¬ 
ward. I had seen fish rising; in fact, the pond seemed fairly 
alive with them, and they appeared to be of large size. 
1 had fished it several times with Indifferent success, but as 
it was quite a distance from where I wrs camping I had 
never cast a fly on its waters after sunset. So now we con¬ 
cluded to try it under different conditions, for I was certain 
that it contained an abundance of trout. Taking supplies 
for two meals, onr rods and landing net, we started at about 
4 o'clock for ihe pond. Following an old tote road, partly 
overgrown with bushes, in about an hour we came to Long 
Pond. This contains twenty-five or thirty acres, is oval in 
shape and twelve or fifteen feet deep, and is situated on a 
divide between two mountains, being fed entirely by springs. 

It was a clear day, and the surface of the pond, unbroken 
by a ripple, mirrored the mountains, with all their rugged 
outlines, on either side. A pair of hawks wheeling in circles 
overhead, a pileated woodpecker calling to its mate on the 
opposite mountain side, aud once in a while a flycatcher, 
leaving its perch on some limb overhanging the water, would 
scoop up a fly from the surface before it iiad time to dry its 
wings and fly away, were all the signs of life to be seen. 
An old raft was anchored at the shore near by, but from 
its appearance little Ashing had been done here this season, 

“If trout were very plenty here,” said Jim, ‘‘I should not 
suppose the flycatchers would be allowed to have all the 
fun.’' 

"Wait till sunset and perhaps there will be a change in 
the programme," said I. "But meanwhile I will try what 
virtue there is in an angleworm.'’ So putting together our 
rods we pushed the raft out a few rods from shore and 
began still-fishing with worms. Once in a while a fly would 
come to the surface of the water, cast its skin like a mos¬ 
quito, and float on the surface until its wings were dry 
enough to use, when it would rise in the air only to be gob¬ 
bled up py the nearest flycatcher, as though it had been 
hatched for his especial eating. 

Do all fishermen know that the flies that trout like the 
best come from the water like mosquitoes? lu the best 
natural trout ponds you will find their cast-off coats floating 
in great numbers, and in some of the larger varieties of flies 
nearly an inch and a half in lengtli. I was watching a fly 
fluttering along the surface of the water tryung to rise into 
the air before its wings were fairly dry, when it was sud¬ 
denly taken by a trout that I judged would weigh at least a 
pound, and making a splash that fairly made us jump, and 
might have been heard twenty rods. 

Carefully moving the raft within casting distance I cast 
the bait across the wake, and letting it sinK below the sur¬ 
face it is quickly taken, and with a few minutes’ play I have 
him in the net. “A pound and a half?” "No, pound and 
a quarter,” said I. 

Just then another rise at the opposite side of the pond, and 
as the sun sank behind the mountain tops, leaving the pond 
in the shade, it became fairly alive with fish, all apparently 
of large size. Alter catching two more with bait 1 take off 
the bait hook and put on a couple of flies, and making a 
short cast across a big swirl wi.hin fifteen feet of the raft, a 
big one took the tail fly nearly as soon as it touched the 
water. Turning him as he started, bringing the dropper 
perhaps three inches from the surface, it was taken by an¬ 
other fish; then the fun began. As I was using large flies I 
did n0t let the fish pt very far away, hut they made my rod 

bend almost double when they would both start in the same 
direction. 

"I’ve got a buster.” shouted Jim, and looking up I saw 
his rod bent in a half circle, and his eyes as large as saucers. 
He had evidently got a big one, but I could only give him a 
hasty glance, for I had all I could do to keep mine from 
going under the raft and getting tangled up. Bringing them 
sharply round I slipped the landing-net under the nearest 
one and brought him on the raft, when instead of having a 
trout as I expected I had a sucker. To say that I was dumb¬ 
founded would not half express my feelings at that time. 
Jim did not notice what it was, so I quietly put it in the 
basket and poceeded to reel in the other one, of which I had 
caught a glimpse, and I saw that one was a trout and a large 
one, too. Meanwhile Jim had got his fish pretty well tired 
out, and calliDg for the net he took him in. "A sucker, as 
I am a sinner,” said Jim. "If that L what you are catching, 
land this fish for me,” said I, and bringing my flab around so 
that he could reach him, he took in a trout that, would weigh 
a pound and a half at least, "That is what I am catching 
to-day,” said 1, and as he turned to unhook his sucker, the 
expression of disgust that came over his countenance was 
amusing to see. I laughed, but not a smile from him. "Are 
suckers in the habit of rising to a fly?” said Jim, as soon as 
he could make himself heard. "Not to mine, ” I replied. 
But now came an experience, that if it had not happened 
under my own observation, I am afraid I should have called 
a "fish story.” For the next half hour suckers were contin¬ 
ually rising for flies, and I judged I caught as many as 
fifteen and Jim nearly as mauv more, all taken with the flies 
on the .surface of the water. They would rise as greeaily as 
trout when they are on the feed, and the hook catching in 
their tough lips, we had to take each one in and unhook him 
with our^hands. 

The surface of the water was fairly alive with fish from 
one to three pounds weight, and I should think more than 
three-fourths of them were suckers. We could hear then' 
lips come together, when they look in a fly, for quite a dis¬ 
tance, and that was all the way we could tell a sucker from 
a trout, till he was in the net. The noise made by them in 
taking flies is something that was entirely new to me as was 
their taking our flies so freely, I have frequently seen them 
feeding in schools with their hack fins out of water, when 
they would go down in an instant if a bait or fly was cast 
among them, but here they were, not at all shy, and fre¬ 
quently rising within a few feet of the raft. We caught 
only four more trout that evening hut they were large ones. 

We camped that night by the side of a fine spring of 
water, and tried them again in the morning and caught four 
more trout, but not a sucker put in an appearance. They 
had evidently gotten their fill the night before. After the 
sun came up they stopped rising, and the surface of the 
pond was as quiet and unruffl-d by a fln as when we first 
saw it on the day before. Going ashore we ate our break¬ 
fast and went back to our old camp with a basket of trout 
of which anyone mi^ht well be proud. Any one passing our 
camp that evening might have supposed a big jolliflcation 
was going on, from the shouts of laughter that frequently 
issued therefrom as I thought of the look of intense surprise 
and disgust that came over Jim’s countenance as he landed 
his first sucker. When he reads this it will be the first time 
he knows that I caught the first one. 

As we talk over that excursion we promise ourselves that 
when the next fishing season comes for us, and we feel the 
angling fever coming on, we will look for part of the anti¬ 
dote at Long Pond. S, J. G. 

Lancaster, N. K_ ' 

THE STRIPED BASS LAW. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
In your issue of Jan. 28 yon advocate, under the caption 

"The Striped Bass Law," the revision and modification of 
the present law in regard to the close season on striped bass 
(Jan. 1 to May 19). It seems very strange to us that you 
(who, of course, know, that the close season now named in 
the law, barely covers the period duriog which the striped 
bass are running up the Hudson, spawning and returning to 
salt water) should seriously lend your influence in the 
direction of the extermination of our great game and food 
salt-water fish. Any of our old Hudson River anglers can 
remember when splendid takes of bass were made up the 
river, especially at and near Sing Siog. And every one 
knows that the fishing through the ice and netting in the 
early spring has about destroyed any hope of ever getting 
any more bass up the river, and made the fishing for them 
miserable in our bays. There is just a chance left for the 
preservation of striped bass, and that chance lies in the main¬ 
taining of the present law. 

The fish mongers may say that the bass sold in our markets 
come mainly from the South. So the game butchers say the 
quail sold here come chiefly from the West. But this is no 
reason why—for the sake of their making a few dollars just 
now—our game fish and birds should be exterminated. 

Abbey & Imbrie. 
New York, Feb 1. 

[The fact is that the season named does not cover the whole 
season of the striped bass in the Hudson, for small ones are 
found spawning occasionally until the middle of June. No 
one knows where the large bass spawn within the limits of 
the State of New York; if any one does know the locality 
then that person has kept the secret well, for our fishcultur- 
ists and fish commissioners have sought this iuformation in 
vain. On two or three occasions a small striped bass has 
been found with ripe eggs, in the month of June, or late in 
May, as high-up as Calski'l or Castleton, by the men em¬ 
ployed in the shad hatching for the State, and a few eggs 
have been hatched. The large bass of thirty pounds and up¬ 
ward often go up the Hud.«on and winter under the ice in 
the vicinity of Tarry town and here they are caught by nets 
set or hauled under the ice. They do not go far up the river 
and leave it early in spring. They are found in salt water 
about Montauk Point, the eastern end of Long Island, in 
Apiil and May, full of eggs, but seldom with ripe ones. It 
may be fairly questioned whether they spawn here or not as 
a rule. The only spawning grounds of striped bass that 
have been found are in North Carulina. We have advo¬ 
cated the repeal of the bill because outside of the fish 
taken under the ice in the Hudson and an occasional one 
along the coast of Long and Staten Islands, there are no bass 
taken in the State, the most of them coming from the Soi*th, 
and it has not been shown that their capture in Sdulbern 
waters has threatened the supply of this valuable food fish. 
It has seemed best to repeal the law before -passing another 
one on the same subject, and if this were done in the present 
case we could then join Messrs. Abbey & Imbrie in ad¬ 
vocating the passage of one which prohibits th^e pet^ng of 
striped baas irnder the iq« in the Hudson-.] 
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COOKING A TROUT IN CAMP. 

For the last half mile tlie trail led us through a piece of 
low, marshy ground rank with the luxuriant vegeta¬ 

tion of Jrdy. The level ground was a relief to feet that had 
supported not only the bodies rightfully belonging to them, 
but packs of fifty pounds, more or less, and had climbed hills 
and stepped over fallen logs for nearly form miles. In this 
piece of “bottom” there was no sign of the presence of a lake, 
but the wooded hills on every side plainly said that if there 
was water in the neighborhood it must be near. The two 
guides were leading the column, each with the boat resting 
on the neck-yoke on his shoulders, while the Colonel and the 
Doctor, each with a pack of provisions, Jack, the Colonel’s 
son of sixteen, with camp kettles and axe, and I, with the 
tent, brought up the rear. Tired and hungry, no one beside 
the Doctor noticed the profusion of the curious fiowers of 
the pitcher plant which thrust its single stalk croVned with a 
large purple blossom above the grass, while the modest 
pitchers were invisible. The Doctor gathered several of the 
flowers, no doubt with the evil intent of inflicting a botani¬ 
cal lecture upon us at the first opportunity, remarking at the 
time that wc must be near the lake. He had scarcely spoken 
when Lake Merganser opened into view as we passed a clump 
of bushes. We left the marsh and turned up the lake a 
short distance to get on more solid ground, and beside a big 
rock the boats were launched and we rowed along the shore 
looking out for the little spring that came down the hill, in 
order to camp by it. 

The sun was not over two hours high when we reached 
the camping place, and it was necessary to utilize every mo¬ 
ment in order to prepare for night and get supper for five 
hungry men and a ravenous boy. Tired as we were the 
Doctor insisted on having fresh lake trout for supper, and 
getting out his tackle, stepped into a boat and soon had his 
heavily-leaded trolling spoon in the depths of the lake where 
the large lakers love to lie in the cooler waters. The guides 
went to cut and split some drj'^ wood for the night, the Col¬ 
onel gathered twigs and branches for a temporary fire, I had 
pitched the tent, and Jack was bringing balsam boughs 
which 1 carefully stripped of large stems and laid in lapping 
rows until a soft, springy bed, redolent of the most delight¬ 
ful odor that ever beguiled tired woodsman to slumber, was 
completed. The declining sun lit the treetops on the hills, 
and the clouds hung lazily over the water as if to see them¬ 
selves in that mountain-framed mirror; or, possibly, they 
knew the lake was the result of their weeping, and now 
with cheerful faces they loved to hover over it. The Doc¬ 
tor, in his eagerness to get out his fishing tackle, had stepped 
upon and ruined his pitcher-plants, and we were thereby 
saved a lecture on the family Sarracenia, for which Jack 
audibly expressed the thanks which the rest of the pai’ty 
felt. 

A noisy kingfisher flew up and wound up his reel on a 
limb, disappointed at the result of its last dive, and a shout 
from the Doctor proclaimed that he had a strike. After a 
long, quiet reeling-iu, the fish made a fair struggle for free¬ 
dom which bent the short, stout rod and caused the Doctor 
some anxiety lest the line should pass under the boat and get 
fouled or be sawed off. Nothing of the kind happened, and 
in a few minutes more a splendid five-pounder was laid be¬ 
fore us. The kingfisher also saw it, and chirred his disap¬ 
probation of the invasion of his domain and the capture of a 
fish greater than he could master. “Now,” said the Doctor, 
exultingly, “we’ll have the fish for supper and save the ham 
and canned goods for some other time, perhaps when we 
can’t do better.” He looked around defiantly, as if challeng¬ 
ing-opposition, his face still suffused with a flush of victory, 
but finding none he subsided, and his smile lit up the cedars 
and the rocky shores of the island and was reflected by the 
white birch at the lauding, and then audibly picked up in a 
weird manner by a solitary loon whose “ha-ha” as he dove 
startled the kingfisher into again winding up his reel as 
though he had struck a yearling trout. A few minutes later 
the Colonel and the Doctor sat on a log by the open front of 
the tent and argued how a trout should be cooked. “I tell 
you,” said the Colonel “a trout to be cooked to perfection 
should never beffressed at all. Just roll it up in wet clay, 
about an inch thick all around, and lay it in a bed of hot 
ashes and cover it up with live coals, and let it bake. A 
trout the size of this one wants from a half to three quarters 
of an hour, and when the clay comes off the skin comes off 
with it and the inside arrangements are shrivelled up to noth¬ 
ing. The fish is cooked in its own juices, and is not dried 
up.” And he smacked his lips at the thought. But I had 
some doubt about the Colonel’s experience in this matter, 
and suspected that all he knew of it he had read somewhere 
among the camp stories of theoretical campers, for he was 
not as much of a woodsman as he flattered himself to be, and 
in this he bore a most striking likeness to most of us who do 
a little camping. 

About cooking a trout,, however, the Doctor had his own 
ideas, and while the Colonel was delivering his lecture on 
camp cookery, had split the fish down the back. Then, lay¬ 
ing his pipe on the log, looked up and said: “Colonel, this 
is my trout, and I am going to cook it in my way, and when 
you eat it you will say it is the best fish you ever put a tooth 
in. It will wrap round your heart like a yard of new flan¬ 
nel.” He then ran a twig through the gills, put a splint 
across the halves to keep it spread open, laid a strip of bacon 
over the head, and set the twig in two crotches before the 
fire, so that the fish hung with the flesh side to the coals and 
the dripping bacon would keep it moist. 

“Don’t you salt it before it is cooked?” asked the Colonel. 
“No; it is best to salt it afterward.” 
“I like to have salt cooked into a fish.” 
“Yes,” chimed in Jack, “both salt and pepper should be 

cooked into the fish and not sprinkled over, afterward. If 
you want to serve that trout to the Queen’s taste just salt and 
pepper it while it is broiling.” 

“Well,” replied the Doctor, “when you go out and catch 
a trout and bring it to the camp, you may cook it as you 
please, and if it is good I will say so, but 1 am the old trout 
cook himself, and you will all say so after you eat this one. 
I tell you the bacon salts it some and salt on a raw fish hin¬ 
ders it from cooking through properly. Now among the old 
Romans—” 

“Hang the old Romans,” said Jack, “how do you know 
whether they ever slept out over night or not, and a man 
who never did knows nothing of camp-cookery. What did 
a Roman cook know of Lake Merganser and a trout cooked 
over birch twigs? Not more than a French ehef.^' 

They appealed to me, and I intimated that if there was 
plenty of ft and it was ready that moment I could eat it with 
salt, ashes, or sand, either on the outside or on the back-bone, 
i spread a blanket on the boughs and stretched full length 
on it. The sun was nearly down, and a wood-thrush poured 
forth its short, sweet notes in the thicket, the crickets 

chirped below the bed of balsams, and the bacon sizzled. 
The Doctor and Jack went for some light-wood to make a 
cheerful fire, and the Colonel fussed around muttering some¬ 
thing about salt, and then went to the spring for water. 
Jack came in, threw down his wood, and asked if there was 
any pepper in camp. I told him there was, and he went 
hunting for it. Presently the other two came in, and after 
a glance at the fish the Doctor pronounced it done, took it 
from the fire; opened the salt-box and sprinkled the fish 
lightly, saying: “You’ll say that this beats the world.” 

“What have you been doing with the salt-box?” asked 
the Colonel. 

“Salting the fish, to be sure,” was the reply. 
“I salted it while you went for wood,” said the Colonel, 

“and put on plenty, too.” 
“So did T,” said Jack; “I salted it and peppered it well. 

Guess we’ve got it salt enough.” 
“Well,” sighed the Doctor, “you’ve got it to eat, or no 

supper. There is one good thing—the spring is handy; hut 
the next time I cook a trout I want you to let it alone,” An 
early-rising owl asked “Who, who?” and the Doctor looked 
up but answered not. The last rays of the fast-declining sun 
illumined the clouds until their tints rivalled the Doctor’s 
face.. His goodjnatnre got the better of his disappointment, 
and be said: “Maybe it won’t be so bad, after all.” 

We sat around the fire with huge chips in hand for plates 
and anxiously watched, as only hungry campers could, the 
slow process of dividing the fish. I tasted, and rested. The 
Colonel tasted, and looked at me. We in turn looked at 
Jack, who had a large piece on his fork which his open 
mouth would soon engulf. He hit it, jumped, and ran to 
the spring. 

By this time the Doctor was ready to samifie his. One 
taste, and he knocked the bread into the fire as he rose, say¬ 
ing: “I expected any quantity of salt, but—” Here a 
coughing-fit seized him and he stopped. 

“Jack,” called the Colonel, “what did you put on his 
fish?” 

“Nothing but salt and pepper,” answered he. 
“Where did you get the pepper?” 
“Out of the brown paper by your tackle-box.” 
“Good grief! The -Scotch snuff I brought up to give 

Uncle Ben to kill fleas on his dog!” 
The pink rays of the dying sun set the kingfisher out in 

bold relief as he chattered furiously, and a loon on the op¬ 
posite shore laughed a scornful, jeering laugh. An audible 
silence hung like a pall over the camp for half a minute. 
' ‘If there was a gun in camp I’d kill that loon in the morn¬ 
ing,” remarked the Doctor, and each sat awhile wrapt in 
thought, contemplating the beauties of nature. . 

Fred Mather. 

HARPOON FQF? big FISH. 
The diagrams shown below are drawn from a pattern 

from which a number of steel heads have been manu 
factured for use in Florida. This harpoon with movable 
ears was invented, we believe, by a Massachusetts gentle¬ 
man, Mr. W. R. Tompkins, who spends a considerable part of 
each winter in Southern waters. His account of the capture 
of a devil fish with one of these weapons appeared a short time 
ago in Forest and StreajiI. With the same weapon he has 
taken numbers of tarpon, as well as some very large sharks. 

The harpoon head requires little explanation, for the draw¬ 
ing tells the whole story. Into the socket the staff fits, but 
ft is not attached to it. The line is looped about the slender 
part of the shaft of the head and the swell of the socket keeps 
it from slipping off. The ears are, as can he seen, movable. 
When the harpoon is thrown they lie close to the shaft. 
After it has entered the fish, and as the pull comes on It, the 
ears are thrown out and it is impossible for the head to draw 
out. The cutting edge is very keen and should bs kept so, 
and the weapon kept free from rust. One of those shown us 
by Mr. Tompkins was nickel-plated. 

Off for Florida.—On Saturday last a very jolly fishing 
party from Syracuse, N. Y., left by steamer Saratoga for 
Havana and from there to Key West and Florida. They are 
all sportsmen and trout fishers who find that the Adirondack 
winter is too long and does not promise them any sport 
before the middle of May. The party consisted of the Hon. 
James Geddes, R. W. Jones, Dr, O. C. Potter, F. B. Klock, 
Burnet Forbes, Jacob Krouss, John Moore and John Blanch¬ 
ard, We personally know most of them and_ truly believe 
that no jollier party of anglers ever cut bait. They are 
mostly fly-fishers, and will try their lures on the salt water 
inhabitants before they tempt the alligator with a bro-^^n 
bachle, We hope to hear from them. 

TO CARRY A LANDING NET. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

Having lost two or tree nets when wading, the necessity 
of a fastening which is secure and at the same time from 
which the net may be easily disengaged, resulted in the 
method described as follows: 

To the pin of a large “shield pin,” such as is used for 
horse blankets, solder a pin of about half the length of, and 
bent so that it will be about fin. from ffnd parallel with, the 
first. Put this near the collar in the back of any coat worn 
when fishing, and it will stand out from it, being so held by 
the second pin. 

To the handle of the net fasten, either by screws, rivets or 
lasbing with fine fishing line, a strip of German silver or 
spring brass inch wide and of a suitable thickness, allowing 
about 4| inches to project beyond the end of the net handle; 
bend this piece of metal into a hook, beginning about f of 
an inch from the end of the handle; bend it over on the side 
of the handle opposite from that where it is fastened. Take 
hold of the net anywhere and its hook may be caught on the 
loop made by the pin in the hack of the coat. By hooking 
it with an upward motion and by then giving the net a toss 
back it will there remain until it be lifted up and unhooked 
by pushing it down. This may appear a very complicated 
operation at first, but if once tried it will prove the contrary, 
and there will be no nets lost in the future. Another 
advantage of the arrangement is that by the hook the net 
may behungon the cred strap, in the opening of a pocket, or 
a buttonhole of the coat, without being obliged to hold the 
net in any particular place to so fasten it, which is sometimes 
quite a convenience when unhooking a fish, after which it 
may he hung again on its loop behind. C. G. Levison. 

Brooklys, Feb. 1. 

[The model of this has been left at onr office by Mr. Levison, 
where it can be seen for the next month.] 

A CtTRioiJS Salmon Capture.—Albany, N. Y.—Editor 
Forest and Stream: Last summer, while on a trip on the 
Upsalquitch River, which is a branch of the Restigouche, 
I had with me only a trout rod and some trout flies, and 
becoming very tired of salt pork and beans, I determined to 
try for one of the many salmon which sported themselves 
every evening in the large pool (Fork’s Pool) in front of my 
camp, even at the risk of my last tip. I entered the canoe 
at just about sundown, and paddled to a place where the 
water was rough, and cast my fly just over the spot where I 
had seen about au eight-pound salmon rise. The very 
minute the fly touched the water the salmon rose and took it, 
and such jumps as he made could only be equaled by a cir¬ 
cus acrobat, but when be got tbrougb jumping I commenced 
to reel in, and the fish came in just like a log of wood, which 
is not the way that salmon usually come. When I had him 
in close to land, I saw that he was coming in tail foremost- 
and acted as if he were almost dead. I then laid the rod 
down on the shore and took the line in my fingers and pulled 
it in very slowly. Now, as I had no gaff, I was in a rather 
had position, and I determined to try and catch him by the 
tail and yank him on shore. I tried this once, and just as I 
got my fingers on his tail he gave a swoop with it and 
covered me with water, and ran out about ten feet and then 
stopped. I repeated this operation four times, and with the 
same result each time, till at last the fish “bellied up,” and 
then I knew he was mine; so the next time I took the line in 
my teeth, my right hand took him by the tail, and with my 
left on his side I succeeded in scooping him ashore, where I 
immediately jumped on him with both knees, and killed him 
with a stone. As soon as he was entirely dead I got off and 
examined him^ and found that in his first jumps he had tied 
two half hitches around and made one around the small part 
of the tail, and the reason he gave in so quick was that his 
gills and mouth were completely tied up by the leader. To 
conclude, I got drenched, but we had fresh salmon that 
night for supper. This may seem rather crooked to those 
who have caught salmon, but there is a man named Jim 
Harris, who lives a mile from the junction of the Restigouche 
and Upsalquitch rivers, who will prove it.—Pete. 

Tip-Up for Pickerel.—Editor Forestand Stream: In your 
last issue “Limber Jim” tells of using the jumping jacks of 
the toy shops to signal when a fish takes hold while fishing 
through the ice. All the toys of this kind that I have seen 
appear too frail for this use, and a fish of three pounds 
would, in my opinion, smash one every lime. No doubt 
these “jacks” could be made strong enough for this purpose 
if one made them himself, but it would be something of a 
task to make a lot of them, for one man often cuts as many 
as fifty holes, if the ice is not too thick, and puts a line in 
each hole. Years ago I did some of this kind of fishing, 
and then thought it sport, and this is the way we hoys used 
to improvise “tip ups.” We laid a round stick across the 
hole, flat on the ice, and then cut a stick with a crotch in it, 
one limb of the crotch about six or eight inches long and the 
other a foot in length. To this longer one the line was at¬ 
tached and the crotch was put over the round stick, the long 
butt laying out on the ice with a dark rag tied to it. When 
a pickerel took hold the flag went up, the crotched twig 
standing upright Several kinds of tip-ups may now he 
bought In the tackle stores, more or less ingenious and ef¬ 
fective. I should like to see “Limber Jim’s” face wbeu a 
big fish smashed his toy jumping-jack, and hear him whisper 
softly to the west wind ms blessings on the man who put a 
frail tow-string inside it. or hung the legs on a frail sliver of 
pine —Poke-o’-Moonshine. [We have several communica¬ 
tions on this subject which are unavoidably crowded out 
this week.] __ 

Menhaden Fisheries Bill.—Washington, Jan. 35.—The 
Senate Committee on Fisheries this morning agreed to report 
favorably Senator Sewell’s bill for the protection of fisheries 
on the Atlantic coast. The hill in its present form prohibits 
fishing for menhaden and other oil and fertilizer and pro¬ 
ducing fish within three miles of the coast, under penalty of 
forfeiture of the fishing outfits. It does not apply to the use 
of nets having meshes of nine inches or more. 

Striped Bass.—A large strined bass {Baccus Uneatus) was 
caught off Fire Island last Monday. It weighed fifty-five 
pounds and was displayed at Mr. Blackford’s in Fulton 
Market. This is the largest fish of this kind we have knowl¬ 
edge of this season. __ 

Providence, R. I.—With two friends I went to Kingston 
one day last October and found perch, pickerel, bass anrl 
trout fishing there, We stopped at the Knowles Hoqse.— 
Bash,. 
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DEaTRUCTiON OP FiSH TO Lake Erie.—^Erie, Pa., Jan. 26. 
—Editor Forest and Stream: The fishermen here ran their 
steam fishing tugs up to Dec. 20, with large catches. The 
bay is frozen to a depth of about ten inches, and fishing 
through the ice for perch is in order, and good catches of 
large fish are made daily. The State hatching house is 
finished here and I believe is in operation; what for I cannot 
tell, surely not to stock these waters. All laws as far as the 
lake is concerned were repealed last summer and pound-nets 
are all along the shore wherever a stake can be driven, scoop¬ 
ing in anv and everything. Men who have boats to hire 
catch bait with seines from forty to one hundred feet in 
length and scoop up all the young whitefish fry; fyke nets 
have captured or frightened nearly all the baas from these 
waters. Instead of taking sixteen or twenty black bass on 
an afternoon’s fishing, as ray fishing chum and I used to, we 
tried eight or nine afternoons during the past season and 
only got one between us, and that not over three pounds. 
It is a shame that a few hogs, for the sake of dollars, should 
ruin the sport of thousands. We cannot even buy them at 
a reasonable price, for they freeze and ship them, or hold for 
higher prices. The amount of fish taken at this port the 
past season was immense, each boat bringing in from one to 
three tons daily. The men who own the boats will not give 
correct figures and the truth will not be known; but from 
ten to thirteen steamers and about thirty sailing craft are 
employed every season with constantly diminishing size of 
mesh in their nets are telling the tale. It is only a matter of 
time, short time too, when hawks and eagles will have to 
emigrate or starve.—He.4.dltght. 

WiLi/iM-AXTic, Conn., Jan. 28. — P. W. Turner, of 
Turnerville, owns the lands surrounding I^orth Pond, and 
has always claimed that he had a right to do as he liked with 
the pond, under a law which makes private any pond that is 
surrounded by land that is owned by one person. But in 
1875 the people of Hebron had a law passed exempting Mr, 
Turner’s pond from this private pond statute and placing it 
under State control. Mr. Turner has long wanted to test 
the constitutionality of the law, and a few days ago invited 
Frank Fowler, Will Alpaugh, Edgar Burnham, John Lin¬ 
coln and Henry Edgarton, of Willimantic, to visit him and 
fish. They caught a fine string of pickerel, perch and trout 
and felt under great obligations to Mr. Turner for the day’s 
sport. While they were enjoying it many people from 
Hebron watched them. The five young men were exhibit¬ 
ing theirg;atch in Willimantic yesterday when Sheriff Fil- 
more, of Hebron, arrived with warrants for their arrest for 
violating the fish laws, North Pood being forbidden ground 
from Nov. 15 to April 15. The Sheriff awaited the pris¬ 
oners at the depot, but they thought it was a joke and did 
not appear. He then went to their places of business, took 
them in custody, procured a wagon and the party drove in a 
drizzling rain twelve miles to Hebron. Lincoln and Burn¬ 
ham were fined $2 and costs and the others were discharged 
because the Hebron people had not seen them make any 
catches. 

Bass Flies.—Editor Forest and. Stream: I have been 
studying up the question of bass flies this winter and devis¬ 
ing new forms. I send you specimens. I want to go for 
the big ones. You know that most of the black bass taken 
with the fly are what are called “shore bass.” i. e., those 
which run from a pound to a pound and a half, with an oc¬ 
casional larger one. My idea is this: Take flies like the 
sample inclosed, any color you like, place lead enough on the 
line to keep them well under water, let out twenty or more 
feet of line and troll for the bass instead of casting for them. 
There will be just as much sport if you use the same rod and 
tackle that you would in casting the fly. I was out fishing 
one day last season and let the fly sink in about eight to ten 
feet of water on the end of a reef and then put out a live 
bait on another rod. The first thing I knew a three and a 
half pound bass had taken the fly that was hanging still in 
the water and near the bottom. I then made up my mind 
that the way to use the fly for bass was to let it go way down 
below the surface. I did not have time to test my theory 
that season, but will do it next year, and now write it out iu 
order to let others try it. If they have any success with this 
method I will be pleased to hear from them.—N. W. A. 
[The flies were brown and ginger hackles tied on a No. 4 
Sproat hook with a short hook at its back placed half way 
up the shank.] 

Address all communications to the Forest and, Stream Publish- 
ng Co. _ 

THE ADIRONDACK HATCHERY. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The sheet of water in the Adirondacks on which is located 

the new State fish hatchery, heretofore known as Little Clear 
Pond, has been rechristened by the Fish Commission and will 
henceforth be called Lake Brandon. It is a beautiful body of 
Water, covering some 250 acres, and its elevation to the dignity 
of a lake is but justice. The lake is named Brandon after the 
township in which it is located. State Fish Commissioner 
Sherman says that 80,000 infant salmon trout, all in good con¬ 
dition, have been taken from the hatchery and placed in the 
lake. Many of the small fish at the hatchery were killed at 
the time of the recent break in the dam; some by the stoppage 
of the flow of water for 24 hours and others by the sand which 
afterward washed in. A number of landlocked salmon from 
Cold Spring Harbor will be deposited in Lake Brandon this 
spring. The work of repairing the break in the dam will be 
commenced as soon as the weather will permit. It has been 
suggested that it would be wise to locate the dam 200 feet 
further up stream, as it could then be made two feet lower, 
thus lessening the danger of another washout. It is proposed 
during the coming summer to construct twelve stock ponds 
near the hatchery. The men employed at the hatchery 
are now engaged in getting out the timbere to be used in 
building these ponds, and work on them will begin as soon as 
the frost is out of the ground. 

The law-abiding citizens of Franklin county realizing the 
benefits they are likely to receive from the new hatchery, and 
deplorhig the losses it has sustained through the mali¬ 
ciousness of certain poachers, have taken up the cudgel in its 
behalf. Over 100 of the most prominent residents of Saranac 
and Bloomingdale villages have signed a paper pledging them¬ 
selves to do all in their power to prevent future depredations 
and outrages by the poachers, to use every effort to bring 
oflendei-s to justice, and encourage in every way the work of 
the hatcheiy. 

The hotels in the Saranac region, like all others in the 
Adirondacks, are dependent on sportsmen for the greater part 
of their patronage, and there are several quite large houses 
there, The receipts at Paul Smith’s amount to 875,000 
annually, and at the Prospect house to $30,000, The Lower 

Lake House has two hundred guests the year round, and the 
hotels at Chateaugay Lake also do a heavy business. In yeai’S 
gone by the game laws have not been well observed in that 
part of the wilderness, but last season a marked change for 
the better was noticed. The hotel proprietors are beginning 
to realize that the chief attraction for sportsmen is the fish 
and game to be found in that region, and unless proper pro¬ 
tective measures are taken there will ere long be little induce¬ 
ment for the tourist to patronize them. Other business men 
are awakening to the fact that it is time to make a move for 
game preservation, and School Commissioner Wardner, of 
Rainbow Lake, a man who is well-known and populai* in 
Franklin county, is taking the preliminary steps for the oi‘- 
ganization of a fish and game protective association. He is 
meeting with encouragement everywhere, and the indications 
are that a sti’ong society will be formed within a few weeks. 

PORTSA. 
Utica. N. Y., Jan. 27._ 

PISHCULTURE AND THE FISHERIES.—A large octavo 
of 680 pages with the modest title of “Handbuch der Fisch- 
zucht und Pischerei” has been issued fi'om the press of Paul 
Parey, Berlin. For those who read German, it is a most 
valuable work. Ichthyology, embryology and anatomy of 
fishes are well described by Dr. B. Benecke in 200 pages; iish- 
culture in its various branches, apparatus, enemies of fish, and 
protection, is ably treated by the celebrated lisheulturist, 
Herr M. von dem Borne. The sea fisheries, boats, implements, 
etc., are described by HeiT G. Dallmer. The work is pi’o- 
f usely illustrated with well drawn figures in all the depart¬ 
ments, and is a highly creditable volume. The illustrations 
alone are instructive. 

^mmt 
Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 

ing Co. ___ 

FIXTURES. 

FIELD TRIALS. 

Nov. 23.—Eighth annual field trials of the Eastern Field Trials Club, 
at High Point, N. C. W. A. Coster, Secretary, Flatbush, Kings 
county, N. Y. 

DOG SHOWS, 

Feb. 8, 9 and 10.—Fourth annual exhibition of the New York Fan¬ 
ciers’ Club, at Madison Square Garden, New York. Chas. Harker, 
Secretary. 62 Cortlandt street. 

March 16.17.18 and 19.—Western Pennsylvania Poultry Society’s 
Dog Show, at: Pittsburgh. Pa. C. B. Elben, Secretary. 

March 23, 24 and 25.—First Annual Dog Show of the New Jersey 
Kennel and Field- Trials Club, Newark, N. J. A. P. Vredenburgh, 
Secretary. Bergen Point. N. J. 

March 30 to April 2.—Third Annual Dog Show of the New Haven 
Kennel Club. S. K Hemingway, Secretary, New Haven, Conn. 

April 6. 7, 8 and 9.—Second Annual Dog Show of the New England 
Kennel Club. Edward A. Moseley, Secretary, Boston. Mass. 

April 1.3, 14. 1.5 and 16. First Annual Dog Show of the Hartford 
Kennel Ciuh. A. C. Collins, Secretary, Hartford, Conn. 

May 4, 5. 6.and 7.—Tenth annual dog show of the Westminster 
Kennel Club, at Madison Square Garden, New York. James Morti¬ 
mer, Superintendent, P. O. Box 1812, New York, 

A. K. R.-SPECIAL NOTICE. 

The AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 

pedigrees, etc. (with prize lists of all shows and trials), is pub 

ished every month. Entries close on the 1st. Should be in early. 

Entry blanks sent on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope. 
Registration fee (50 cents) must accompany each entry. No entries 

inserted unless paid in advance. Yeartv subscription gl.50. Address 

“American Kennel Register,” P. C. Boj 2832, New York, Number 

of entries already printed 3185. 

NOTES FROM ENGLAND. 

I PROMISED in ray last to say something about special 
clubs; that is, clubs each of them devoted to the interests 

of one particular breed. This countiy swarms with them. 
The two oldest are the Bulldog and the Dandie Dinmont Ter¬ 
rier clubs, and of the latter I do not know whether there are 
now two or three iu existence. The Fox-Terrier Club and the 
St. Bernard Club are much the strongest, and there are prob¬ 
ably twenty distinct fox-tender clubs, independent of each 
other and of the original club, but accepting the same stand¬ 
ard for the dog and conducted much on the same lines. 

The Collie Club has' drawn up the most extraordinary 
description of that dog that was ever pubhshed, and it yields 
conclusive proof that it was the work of amateurs, who know 
nothing practically of the sheep dog and his work. 

The Mastiff Club is largely worked by men of no knowl¬ 
edge of the breed except what they catch up iu the reverbera¬ 
tions of dog-show chatter, Of course the club is not entirely 
composed of such; there is enough of the salt of intelligence to 
keep it from rotting, but it has exhibited putrefaction dis¬ 
agreeable to honest nostrils ere now, and it sadly wants 
vitalizing. 

The Great Dane Club came with a boom, the new name 
took, and despised German boarhounds are worshipped under 
the new title, to which, however, their claim cannot be proved. 
Bub it is nob a bad thing for those in the swim when quota¬ 
tions rise from £10 to £100. 

Of other terriers than those mentioned, the Bedlington, the 
Airedale, the black and tan, the Irishkas each a club to look 
after its interests, and if the so-called Welsh terrier has not an 
infant club to take care of it, then after all the Welsh gutterals 
in its praise and English protests that the dog is not Welsh, 
it has been ‘‘wrecked in Babbycombe Bay,” while, so far, at 
least, its congeners “ride safe at Port Natal,” I cannot say 
they ever venture to leave their anchorage or do much actual 
work. Most of our clubs are more hke boys “playing at ships” 
on a pond for their own amusement than undertaking any¬ 
thing useful. The two other foreign breeds, each having a 
club, are the dachshund and the French basset hound, the 
latter of which is limited, as these quaint-looking cripples do 
not take with English spoidismen, who seem to have lost their 
old love for slow, murioal hounds, preferring the dash and 
endurance of our modern foxhound, who with increased speed 
has lost much in tongue but nothing in nose. We have also a 
Pug Club and a Toy Spaniel Club, principally under the guid¬ 
ance of ladies, assisted by, as I have heard them irreverently 
called, “old women of the other sex.” 

Lastly, we have the Irish Wolfhound Club, or what I call 
the Resurrectionists, the men who propose to “make from 
sand a solid rope, French bread of rubble.” The Scotch deer¬ 
hound and the German boarhound—or Great Dane, so-called— , 
are being crossed to resuscitate the Irish wolfhound. I at one 
time inclined to the belief that there was sufficient blood of 
the old Irish wolfhound left to reconstitute the race, but a 
closer investigation of the evidence I have had to make lately 
has rudely shaken, if it has not yet entirely destroyed, a faith 
I nursed not wisely but too well. 

It would be impossible in the limits of a letter to do any¬ 
thing like justice to the value of special clubs, as judged by 
their results. 

The very great increase in the numbers of the varieties of 
the dogs so cared for, and the decidedly higher quality of the 
animals exhibited, taken as a whole, is claimed as due to the 
influence of the clubs, by the partisans of these societies. No 
doubt there is much truth in this, as regards some breeds at 
all events, buc other influences apart from, and even antagon¬ 
istic to, such cluba have also been at work, and not without 
good effect. Then there are those who point out that in 
almost every Ijreefi there has beep degeneration in practical 

or working qualities due to clubs fostering unimportant fancy 
points and exalting them above essential qualities. 

Another very grave charge brought against these clubs is 
that they, however honestly founded under the impulse of 
admiration for the breed and desire for its improvement, 
many of them degenerate into cliques and are worked for the 
benefit of the members and not to the advantage of the breed 
of dogs. 

This last evil is effected by the influence of the prizes the 
clubs are enabled to offer to show committees, and these prizes 
are, in the large majority of eases, given with the understand¬ 
ing that the donors shall'name or select the judges. As this 
almost invariably means the appointment of one of themselves, 
the unfairness to outsiders is evident, and this leads me to 
refer to the much lauded and greatly ovei’-estimated special 
judge. 

It is evident that these clubs have a strong mterest in getting 
men holding the same views as the club supports to judge 
tbeir dogs, and such men are certainly most likely to abound 
in then- own circle than out of it. But they go too far, and 
especially through the Stock-Keeper, which aspii-es to be the 
mouthpiece of the special clubs, claim that only men who have 
confined themselves to one or two breeds are fit to judge these 
breeds. This is a monstrous claim, the absurdity of which 
defeats itself. In our gardens one sees uumberiess species and 
varieties of flowers, and some men are famed for their roses, 
for their chrysanthemums; but should we call them florists 
worthy of the name if they knew so little of other flowers as 
not to be able to separate the good, bad and indifferent? The 
man who has a good map of the carnivora in his mind will the 
more readily class the varieties of the domestic dog, and if he 
is a breeder of these animals and weU-informed as to the uses, 
whether of sport or work, for which they are bred, he will 
the more readily distinguish between the relative fitness of 
the individuals forming each class. But the special judges of 
the day are for the most part not the best informed, or men 
of practical expei'ieuce in the working of dogs, but those who 
by the accident of their wealth or fi’om having been fortunate 
as exhibitors, and having learned their lesson in the narrow 
school of the clubs, are promoted through the influence of 
their fellow club men to the position. Here is a sample of how 
aspecialisb judge and public writer deals with fox-terriers; 
he says, “Seven or eight years ago such terms as ‘terrier char¬ 
acter,’ ‘expression’ and ‘liberty’ were unknown.” And I think 
when I have quoted this specialist’s definitions of these terms, 
all true lovers of the tender will agree with me that it is a pity 
we were not left in the flarkness and ignorance of seven or 
eight years ago. Says this oracle: “When one looks into some 
of the faces of the fox-terriers on a show bench, they see the 
same look as they do in a collie, and the eyes, instead of look¬ 
ing keen and fiery, are mUd and placid. The size of the eye 
has much to doi with this; a large eye is as bad as a small one, 
the former being coUie-hke and the latter bull-terrier-like in 
expression. This is the definition of the term ‘expression.’ ” 
Well, there are definitions more difficult to understand than 
the most formidable propositions, and I take that to be one of 
them. 

Our specialist judge then goes on to say: “But character it 
is almost impossible to detiue; a dog’s stern has much to do 
-with it, and one of the changes we hail -svith the utmost satis¬ 
faction is the perpendicular carriage of the stern, that is now 
acknowledged to be the correct thing.” Could any one but a 
specialist judge write such balderdash? Our cows carry their 
tails perpendicularly, but it was left to the modem product 
of special clubs to discover the close analogy in the caudal 
appendages of the cow and the fox-terrier. 

Now come we to the quality of “liberty,” and your readers 
must be prepared for enlightenment, for our sage tells us it 
“is an easier thing to explain;” and this is how he does it: 
“Liberty in its tme sense is only found in a few specimens. 
* * * Long-backed dogs have liberty of a sort, but the 
hberby that conduces to speed at the expense of stamina is 
wrong. * * * Liberty simply means an aptitude to gallop; 
but it must not be thought that this means that a dog must be 
long in the back and loin to possess it; far from it. =*= * * 
A nan-ow-chested and long-legged dog cannot possess liberty, 
from the very fact that his conformation makes it impossible 
for him to take a long, raking stride with his forelegs, simply 
because their fulcrum, the shoulder blades, are blocked and 
resti’icted in their action by the shape of the chest.” But 
enough. I am of the benighted ignoramuses of the dark ages 
of more than seven or eight years ago, before these terms 
were ‘‘known and understood,” at lea,st in a specialist judge’s 
sense of them, obstinately hold that a greyhound can gallop 
and stay better than a bulldog, and that the former shows 
much greater liberty of action than the latter; and in the old 
benighted times the greyhound was the long-legged and 
narrow-chested dog, and the bulldog the comparatively short¬ 
legged and wide-chested one; but of course we must aU bow 
to the modern specialist, whether he understands the terms 
he uses or not. 

In ray opinion the evil inherent in the specialist judge is the 
narrow views that a fancier of one variety insensibly 
cultivates, and the almost certainty of exaggerating some 
one or more points desirable enough where normally 
developed, and not at the expense of the general character. 
In mere fancy articles like toy terriers this is of less 
consequence than when applied to dogs for use; but even in 
toys it is dangerous, and among other evils leads to the 
development of those hideous skuUs which Professor J. 
Woodroffe Hfll properly ridicules as hydrocephalous. 

There is also the danger that members of a special club 
elected to judge will be, almost unconsciously, perhaps, 
influenced by esprit de corps, and thus do injustice to those 
who are not of the privileged judge electors, which common 
fairness seems to indicate all exhibitors should have an equal 
voice in. 

I told you last month how serious the hydrophobia scare is 
with us. We are muzzled up to the eyes—that is, our London 
dogs are—but had the muzzles been applied to some editors 
of the daily press and a multitude of foolish letter writers 
therein, the stamping out of rabies could have been carried 
out more effectually. 

I thought we had succeeded in putting into type the most 
utter nonsense on this subject that sane men could compile, 
but a friend has sent me a big bundle ot cuttings from the 
New York Herald, and after reading them 1 think our 
London press may throw up the sponge. How such a busy 
people as you appear to be can find time to read such trash is 
a marvel to me; out I suppose it is read, I looked in vain 
through the waste of words for a tittle of evidence that the 
Newark dog was rabid, but could find none, it is otherwise 
with us; we have no less than twenty-six deaths from 
hydrophobia following the bites of mad dogs in London alone 
recorded during 1885. 

I wa5 amused to read the account of the mad stone and the 
wonderful cures it has effected. I bad the story many years 
ago from an Enghsh friend who lived in, I think, Indiana 
twenty-five years ago, and who thoroughly heheved in its 
virtue, and yet 1 assure you he is iu other respects sane, al¬ 
though that seems hard to beheve. I have great hopes the 
scientists will come to our aid and that we will soon be able 
to inoculate dogs -with as great certainty of preventing rabies 
as we now prevent smallpox, by vaccination. 

In this country we are in the hands of a parcel of mawkish 
sentimentalists, who are able, through the folly of our legis¬ 
lators, to put a veto on the physical research which would 
help us. 

These people are hard to reach and impossible to touch, for 
they are ignorant of their own ignorance, and certainly mis¬ 
take emotional disturbance for inteUectual conviction. 

At the Dogs’ Home, London, there has within the last few 
months been about 10,000 dogs destroyed—all are destroyed 
afteytliree day^s that are not claimed or suitable permanent 
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homes 'found for. In one district of London 500 summonses 
were issued against people for not having licenses for their 
dogs that had been “run in” by the police. Most of these 
people were, I am informed, of the well-to-do classes; people 
who apparently thought they were too respectable to be sus¬ 
pected and miglit therefore cheat the Revpuue with impunity, 
and they certainly Avould but for the action of the police in 
seizing all dogs unmuzzled or unled since the hydrophobia 
scare set in. 

Mr. Prank Adcock made an offer to show his bull bitch 
Acme against Ml’. Pybns-Sellon’s Queen Mab for £100. This 
has begotten a discussion not quite free from acerbity. It is 
not worth troubling you with details unless the match event¬ 
ually comes off, of which there seems at present little proba¬ 
bility, but there is a curious and instructive little episode 
dropped into the subject in the most natural manner, and an 
indiscj-eet editor in his zeal for special clubs and specialist 
judges, has cut the encysted tumor, and like that slice of St. 
Medard’s kuife in the Devil’s fardel on the Red Sea shore, he 
has lot out more than he will catch “one while.” Mr. Pybus- 
Sellon is the honorary secretary of the Bulldog Club, and 
acted as judge of the oulldogs at the Crystal Palace show, 
July, 1885. In the open bitch class there were nine com¬ 
petitors, and Mr. Pybu«-Sellon said of that class in a report he 
wrote for the Kennel Gazette—the organ of the Kennel Club— 
“This (the bitch) class was the best of any. I gave Acme first 
honors as she has wonderful ribs, sboit back, is well out at 
shoulders, eyes wide apart, and in ear. muzzle, layback, under 
jaw and tail excellent.” Mr. Pybus-Sellon awarded in that 
class of nine three pi'izes, two very highly commended and 
two commended cards, and wrote of the class as I have 
quoted; but in December last he describes the class in which 
Mr. Percival placed the same bitch Acme as “a moderate one.” 
This is certainly not ingenuous, aud to make it worse the Stock- 
Keeper founds an argument, or the semblance of one, upon it, 
to the effect that judges should not write reports over their 
own names, or give reasons for their decisions, because, like 
Mr. Pybus-SeUon, they may be afterward confronted with 
their opinions much to their confusion. Either Mr. Pybus- 
Sellon was right in lauding Acme so very highly when he 
judged her and wrong when he disparaged her, or'rice vtyi'sa, 
but as he has the right to choose which horn of the dilemma 
he will sit on, lie has also had the opportunity of explaining 
the apparent inconsistency, but he has not done so, and I think 
must be held an incompetent judge untU he does explain the 
contradiction In a satisfactory manner. 

I have always thought that the reports of the judges over 
their own names was one of the best things the Kennel Club 
has yet done, aud this bulldog incident confli-ms me in my 
previous opinion. Dogly things are dull as ditch water; we 
are all laying up force for the coming CrystaTPalace show. 

COESIifCON. 

THE PITTSBURGH DOG SHOW. 

WE have received the premium list of the twelfth annual 
dog show of the Western Pennsylvania Poultry Society, 

to be held at Pictsbm-gh, Pa., March 16, 17, 18 and 19. Major 
J. M. Taylor, of Lexington, Ky., and Mr. B. P. Wilson, of 
Pittsburgh, Pa., will judge English. Irish and black and tan 
setters; Major Taylor will judge pointers, fox-terriers, fox¬ 
hounds, greyhounds, deerhounds, spaniels and beagles; Mr. 
James Mortimer, of Babylon, L. i.,will judge all other classes. 
Following is the classification and premium list: Mastiff’s, 
champion dogs, gold medal; bitches the same; open dogs, 
$10. $5 and medal, bitches the same; puppies, $5 and medal. 
St. Bernards, champion, rough-coated dogs gold medal, 
bitches the same; open dogs, $10, $5 and m&^lal, bitches the 
same, smooth-coated the same, puppies $10 and medal. 
Newfoundland dogs, $10 and medal, bitches the same, puppies 
$.5. Greyhounds, champion, $10; open dogs, $10 and medal, 
bitches thesame. Deerhounds, dogs or bitches. $10 and medal. 
Pointers, champion dogs, large size, gold medal, bitches the 
same; open dogs, $30, $10 and medal, bitches the same; 
small size the same; puppies under 18 months, dogs, $10 and 
medal, bitches the same. English setters the same. Black 
and tan setters the same. Irish setters the same. Irish 
water spaniels, $10 and medal. Cocker spaniels, 
than black, under 351bs., $15, $10 and $5, over 
the same; black over 351bs., the same, under 
the same; puppies, under 18mos., $5 and medal._ 
hounds, champion, gold medal; open, $10 and $5. Beagles, 
champion dogs, gold medal; bitches the same; open dogs, 
$10, $5 and medal; bitches the same; puppies, dogs $5 and 
medal; bitches the same. Dachshunde, champion, gold 
medal; open dogs, $10, bitches the same, puppies $5 and 
medal. Pox-terriei’s, champion dogs, gold medal; bitches 
thesame; open dogs, $10, .$.5 and medal, bitches the same; 
puppies, under 18mo8., dogs, medal, bitches the same. Col¬ 
lies, champion dogs, gold medal, bitches the same; open dogs, 
$10, $5 and medal, bitches the same; puppies under ISmos., 
dogs, medal, bitches the same. Bulldogs, dhampion, gold 
medal; open, $10,$5 aud medal. Bull-terriers, champion over 
351bs., gold medal; open, $10, $5 and medal, under 251bs. the 
same; puppies under 18mos., medal. Rough-haired terriers, 
$10 aud medal. Black and tan terriers, dogs, the same, bitches 
the same. Dandie Dinmont, terriers the same. Irish ter¬ 
riers the same. Skye terriers, champion, silver medal; open 
dogs, $10, $.5 and medal, bitches the same. Pugs, champion 
dogs, gold medal, bitches thesame; open dogs, $10, $5 and 
medal, bitches the same, puppies medal. Yorkshii’e terriers, 
blue and tan, over 51bs., champion, gold medal; open. $10, $5 
and medal, under 51bs. the same. Toy terriers, $10 and 
medal. King Charles spaniels, .$10 and medal. Blenheim 
spaniels the same. Italian greyhounds the same. Miscel¬ 
laneous. $15, $10 and $5. Entries close March 3. A large 
number of special prizes will also be given, Mr. C. H. Whit¬ 
man, of Chicago, will superintend the show. The Secretary’s 
address is Mi’, C. B. Blben, Box 303, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

other 
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THE NEW HAVEN DOG SHOW. 

Following is the premium Ust of the third annual dog 
show of the New Haven Kennel Club, to be held at New 

Haven, Conn., March 30 and 31 and April 1 and 8: Mastiffs, 
champion dogs, $10, bitches the same; open dogs, $10 and $5, 
bitches the same, puppies $8 and $4. St. Bernards, rough- 
coated, the same, smooth-coated the same. Newfoundlands 
$10 and $5. Greyhounds, champion, $10; open, $10 and $5. 
Deerhounds the same. Pointers, champion dogs, $10, bitches 
the same; open, large dogs, $1(1 and $5, bitches the same, 
small the same, puppies $8 and $4. English setters, champion 
dogs, $10, bitches the same; open same as pointers. Black 
and tan setters the same. Irish' setters the same. Irish water 
spaniels $10 and $5. Clumber spaniels, dogs the same, bitches 
thesame. Field spaniels, champion, $10; open, $10 and $5. 
Cocker spaniels, champion, any color, $10; open dogs, liver 
or black, $10 an.1 $5, bitches the same, any other color the 
same, puppies $8 and $4. Foxhounds $10 and $5. Beagles, 
champion. $10; open, dogs over 12iu., $10 and $5, bitches the 
same, under 12in. the same, puppies $8 and $4. Dachshunde 
$8 and $4. Basset hounds $10 and $5. Fox-terriei’S, champion, 
dogs $10, bitches the same; open dogs, $10 and $5, bitches the 
same, puppies .f8 and $4. Collies, champion, dogs $10, bitches 
the same; open dogs, $10 and $5, bitches the same, puppies $8 
aud $4. Bulldogs, champion, dogs $10, bitches the same; open 
dogs, $10 and $5, bitches the same, Bull-ten’iers same as bull¬ 
dogs. Black and tan terriers $8 and $4. Rough-haiied ter¬ 
riers the same. Dandie Dinmont terriers the same. Irish 
terriei-s the same. Bedlington terriers the same. Skye ter¬ 
riers the same, Pugs, champion dogs $10, bitches the same; 
open dogs, $10 and $5, bitches the same, puppies $8 and $4. 
Yorkshire terriers over olbs. $8 and $4, under Sibs. the same, 
yoj terri^re th? K»g Charles spaniels same. Rlep- 

helm spaniels the same. Italian greyhomids the satiie. Mexi¬ 
can hairless the same. Poodles the same. Miscellaneous, over 
251b.s $10 aud $.5, under 251hs. the same. Kennel prize-swill 
be offered for mastiffs, St. Bernards, greyhounds, pointers, 
English setters, Irish setters, spaniels, beagles, fox-terriers, 
collies aud pugs. 

The list of judges as published in Forest and Stream of Jan. 
31 is correct, except that pugs and Mexican liairless ai’C added 
to the classes assigned to Mr. Mason. Mr. G. Edwai’d Osborn 
is superintendent. The secretai’y^s address is Mr. S. R. Hem¬ 
ingway, Box 13.35, New Haven, Conn, Entries close March 13. 

THAT IRISH SETTER SPECIAL.-Progress, N, C., Jan. 
31,1886.—Editor Forest and Stream: In your issue of the 14th, 
under the head of “Irish Setter Special” over the signature of 
L. W. White, I find what he terms an answer to my question 
in yours of 7th inst.. but what seems to me to be anything but 
an answer. It seems to me rather a queer combination to be 
called an answer to a few simple questions. If it is impartial 
on my part to ask him why tlie prize was not awarded as 
per agreement when the dogs staited, and not changed as it 
surely was after ce dog had won a heat, I mustconfessi fail 
to see it, as I claim I have the right to look after the intei’ests 
of any dog I have in my charge when its owner is not present. 
It is true I have never been intrusted with a special, and can¬ 
not sav that I wish to be, as I never saw anything made at it, 
but if I should be. so very unfortunate as to have one put in 
my hands I should get it into the hands of the club that was 
to make the award as soon as possible, and then if they failed 
to give it to the dog it belonged to it would be their fault, not 
mine. T cannot see why Mr. White should make so much ado 
about my not contributmg to an Irish special, as I never bred 
an Irish dog, aud this^is the first one I ever handled, as they 
had been called such hard names that I supposed ic about im¬ 
possible to break one on account of then’ wildness, but to the 
contrary this one has a little too much caution, which was all 
the fault any one could find with him in his heats, besides I 
did not know as it was expected of a common dog breaker, 
to give very liberally to specials of any kind. Now as to the 
prize. Mr. WAite told me there was nothing extra to com¬ 
pete for it and that it was for dogs m the open class only, and 
to be decided by the judges as to wJiich red dog had done the 
best work. This I objected to, bub he said it was the only way 
it could be done, so 1 had to abide by it, and started my dog 
mider those conditions. Blarn^ was the first red dog run and 
won his heat. Elcho, Jr., and Rose of Kfilarney did not start 
until next day, and were both beaten. This gave me good 
grounds to believe that I had the special already won, ac¬ 
cording to the way Mr. W bite .«aid it was to be decided, the 
Derby not to compete for it. But to ray suijnise that evening 
at the hotel I found Messrs. John and Luke W^hite, Mr. Walk a’, 
owner of Glenclaire, and Mr. TaUman, handier of Elcho. Jr.! 
and Glenclaire, and they had concluded to run the red dogs 
together for the special. I don’t know whether Mr. White 
had asked advice on it then or not, but think he had not. I 
told them it was a little too thin, as I considered it Blarney’s 
already, and should not run for what already belonged to 
him. This was where and when I refused to run separate 
heats, but did offer to give any red dog there a race any time 
in the month of Februai-y, in this State, but no one saw fit to 
make it. The next day I ran Blarney in his second heat and 
was beaten, and took my dogs down to where I am located 
for the winter aud did nob hear any moi e of the special 
imtil I went up to run my pointer. I then asked two of 
the judges what they had done about it and they said, not 
anything, as Mr. White had not put it in theii’ hands and 
they would not act on it, but said if he would do so they would 
tell very quick which dog it belonged to. My pointer was 
declared beaten and I came back and heard no more of the 
prize until I wrote Mr. White about it, aud he informed me in 
a letter dated Dec. 1, 1885, that he had laid the matter before 
the judges, and at first they told him to divide it between tbe 
Ro e of Killai’ney and Gienclai re He said he drew their atten¬ 
tion to Blarney and they said he was no good and to throw him 
out. Most glorious judgment. How it would have sounded 
to any one that was there and saw Blarney’s heat and that of 
Rose of Killamey. The better way tor Mr. White would have 
been to have taken every man interested in the red dog before 
the judges and asked them to assist him in giving the prize so 
long as he did net see fib to put it in theii’hauds, aud not have 
waited as he did until the ti'ials were all over aud everybody 
but a few members had gone home. As Mr. White very well 
knows not one of the three judges he names would take a red 
dog as a gift and did not care what became of it as long as 
they were not responsible. Mr. Donner might give him advice 
as a friend but not as judge, as he was not judge of setters 
and had not watched their work, neither had any of the 
judges any right to decide it after the trials were all over, as 
they had refused to do so in the pjoper time. If 1 have put 
Mr. White in an awkward position 1 can’t help it. Will all 
those dogs dividing second and third this last year be eligible 
in specials at bench shows given to dogs that have been placed 
in trials?—T. M. Aldrich. 

HYDROPHOBIA.—Editor Forest and Stream: Your 
editorial entitled “Hydrophobia versus Delirium Tremens” 
reminded me of a circumstance which occun’ed a few days 
before. For some weeks I had been the victim of a serious 
abscess which had deprived me of tbe use of one of my hands, 
aud somehow—without the slightest foimdatation in fact—it 
was rumored about that the trouble was caused by an injury 
received from one of my dogs. On the occasion referi’ed to I 
was in convei’sation with a physician of niy acquaintance, 
when a person noted for his proclivity for something stronger 
than water came into the store where we were sitting, and 
evidently at the time a little under the influence of his 
imbibitions, addx-essed me somewhat rudely as follows: “I 
imderstand you have a bad hand. What is the matter- 
hydrophobia?” After my reply the physician said to him: 
“No, it is nob hydrophobia, but there are a number of cases 
of that in this town. Hydi’ophobia is defined as a disease in 
which there is an aversion to water, and there are quite a 
number of persons in this place who are so afflicted.’^ My 
questioner had sense enough left to fee) the thrust, aud I 
scarcely felt sorry for him, as I thought him rather 
impertinent in his manner. Perhaps, after all, there ai’e some 
cases of hydrophobia at Newark.—D. G. J. 

THE BOSTOx'T DOG SHOW.—Boston, Feb. 1.—Editor 
Forest and Stream: All indications are very favorable to a 
great success at our coming show of April 6 to 9 next. We 
have secured the immense hall of the Mechanics’ Charitable 
Association, which will enable us to have our benches, judg¬ 
ing rings, etc.—everything, in fact - on a single well-lighted 
floor. Vve have contracted with Spratts Patent American 
Limited to feed the dogs, providing everything, while Mr. 
John Read, who was our suparintendent last year, will act in 
the same capacity this year. Oar premium list, which will 
be very full, will be ready for distribution about the i5th inst. 
—Edw. a. Moselet, Secretary. 

THE HARTFORD DOG mOW.-Editor Forest and 
Stream: Refemug to your editorial headed “The Hartford 
Plan” we thank you kindly for the following: “In all matters 
connected with dog shows, the interests of exhibitors are of 
the first importance.” * * * “It is eminently pioper that 
they or some of them should be consulted on the appointment 
of the judges.” The above is just what we have done and we 
are glad that yon support us. We shall announce our list of 
judges before we issue our premium list, so that exhibitors 
can act understandingly. The beagles will be judged by the 
American English Beagle Club’s standard, and by one of their 
members. We also claim April IS, 14, 15 and 16 for our show 
instead of April 14, 15 and 16. Following is the list of judges 
appointed for the Hartford dog show: English setter, Mr. 
J. O. Donner, New York; Irish setters, Mr. W. H. Pierce, 
PeekskllJj N. Y.; Gordon setters, Mr. H. Clay (jlover, New 
York; pointers, Mr. J. M. Tracy, Greenwich, Conn.; field and 
cocker ^aniels, Mr. A. C. Wilmerding, New York: beagles, 
Mr. N. Elmore, Granby, Conn.; all other classes, Mr. James 
Mortimer. Babylon, L. 1.—Hartford Kennel Club (A. C. 
Collins, Secretary). 

THE NEWARK DOG SHOW.—We are infoimed by the 
Secretary that entries for the Newark dog show ai’e coming 
in finely, and that many requests for blanks are received daily. 
The show will be held under tbe rules of the A. K. C. as revised 
at the last meeting of the club. A letter has been received 
from Mr. Whitehouse, expressing regTet that he will not be 
able to act as judge. There will be a meeting of the club to¬ 
night to appoint judges for the unassigned classes, a list of 
whom we hope to he able to give next week. 

BOUND BOOKS OF KENNEL BLANKS.—We have bound 
books of kennel blank?, each book consisting of 390 blanks of 
a given style, and can fm’nish these (postpaid 30 cents) for the 
convenience of those who have occasion to use a large num¬ 
ber of blanks. In ordering be careful to state what particular 
series of blanks is desired, i e., whether Names Claimed, Sales, 
Bred or Whelps. The arrangement of the blanks is such that 
a duplicate record of each note sent for publication may be 
retained for futui’e refei-ence. 

THE AMERICAN ENGLISH BEAGLE CLUB.-Editor 
Forest and Stream : The following oifieei’s have been duly 
elected for this year: President, Dr. E. C. Nichols; Secretary 
and Treasurer, W. H. Ashburner; Executive Committee, W. 
F. Streeter, A Winsor, Herman F. SchellLass. The amend¬ 
ment to the by-laws having been adopted, the annual dues are 
now $1.—W. H. Ashburner, Secretary. 

RED IRISH SETTERS IN THE FIELD TRIALS.-Phila¬ 
delphia, Pa., Jan. 28.—Editor Forest and Stream: 1 should 
like to make a suggestion to those interested in red Irish set¬ 
ters. At present it seems like wasting money to run them 
in competition uith English setters at field trials. Would it 
not be well to have a stake open to reds only, run in connec¬ 
tion with, say, the Eastern Field Trials Club? To do this it 
would be necessary to raise sufficient funds to defray the 
expense and provide nect-ssary prizes. It this is done, 1 trust 
in a few years the reds yyill be able to hold their own in any 
pQmpany.—W, H, C, 

INDIANAPOLIS DOG SHOW.—Indianapolis, Ind.—Editor 
Forest and Stream: As 1 am the owner of the English setter 
dog Change, winner of firet at our late bench show, will you 
please rectify the mistake of your reporter in giving the name 
of Socroie as the owner of Change.—d. fl. Socwell. 

PREMIUM LISTS.—We have frequent calls for premium 
lists and entry blanks of the different dog show-s. They are 
often wanted at the last moment before the closing of the 
entriei, Dog show managers should bear this in mind and 
send us a suppljL_ 

KENNEL NOTES. 
KENNEL NOTE BLANKS.—For the convenience of breeders we 

have prepared a series of blanks for “Names Olalmeo,” “Whelps,” 
“Bred” and “Sales.” All Kennel Notes must be sent to us on these 

blanks, which will be forwarded to any address on receipt of 
stamped and directed envelope. Send for a set of thorn. 

NAMES CLAIMED. 

Notes mast be sent on tbe Prepared Blanks. 

Dude. By Louis E Haag, Iudianapoli“, Ind., for black, tan aud 
white collie dog, whelped Dec. 7, 188S, by Frank H. (A.K.R. 2031) out 
of Nellie Pride (A.K.R. 2819). 

Cash. By Louis R. Haag. Indianapolis, Ind., for black, tan and 
white collie cog, whelped Dec. 7,1885, by Frana H. (A.K.R. 2934) out 
of Nellie Pride (A.K.R. 2819). 

Lenora P. By Louis E Haag, Indianapolis. Ind., for blacir, tan and 
white collie bitch, whelped Dec. 7,1885, by Frank H. (A.K K. 2934)out 
of Nellie Pride (A.K.R. 2819). 

Maud Nevison. By H. L. Hollis, Wellsville, N. Y., for fawn mastiff 
bitch, whelped Nov. 28,1885, by McMahon (DeBuch—Dinah il.) out of 
Lady Nevison (champion Nevison—Gregg's Brenda). 

Madona, By H. B. Soule, Tamicon. Mass., for blue belton English 
setter birch, wii Iped Julj 8. 1885, by Count Paris (Royal Blue—Mod- 
leska) out of Lynn (A.K.R. 2420). 

Duke, liy Spencer Helms, Huison, N. Y.. for orange and white 
cocker spaniel dog, whelped Dec. 5, 1885, by Prince Aibert (Chance— 
Fly) out of Golden Flos.s ((loi Stubhs-Pet). 

Murdock B. By C. A. T. Eiehe, Pi-ovidence, E. I., for black, white 
and tan anglish setter dog, whelped March 24, 1885, by Foreman out 
of Pet Berwyn. 

Lady Vic. By Chas. W. Eoedenburg, Hoboken, N. J.. for red Irish 
setter bitch, whelpe i May It', riSO. by champ.on Elcho, Jr. (champion 
Elcho—champion Nor^-en) out of Ruby (champion Berkley-syren). 

Nanon. By Chas. W. Roedeaburg, Hobokt-n, N. J , for red Irish 
setter bitch, whelped lUay 10,1885, by champion Ucho, Jr. (champion 
Elcho—champion Noreeu) out of Ruby (champion Berkley—Syren). 

Lida. By J. G. Tod. Harrisburg, Tex., tor red Irish setter biU5h, 
wbelped S-pt. 10, 1885, by Gleucho (Elcho—Noreeu) out of Flame 
(Von—Floss). 

Editor Forest and Stream; In your issue of .Ian. 28,1880,143 West 
Fifty-flfth street. New Y’ork city, claims the name of bt. George Ken¬ 
nels’ Now, as I have used that name for uiy kennels for several 
years, having claimed it long since in yom- aud other papers, and 
shown dogs and won pnz s at the principal shows as belonging lo it, 
I would suggest that ihe gentleman adopt some other name for his 
kennels.-E. W. Jester, proprietor St. George Keimels, Sc. George’s 
Del. 

NAMES CHANGED. 

Olive K. to Marion. Black, white and tan English setter bitch, 
whelped Aug. 6.1881 (Rake-Bessie Lee), owned by Califonna Kennels, 
Sacramento, Cal. 

Blrickcap to Lady Abbot. Biack spaniel bitch, whelped July i 1,1885 
(champion Black Prince—Newton Aobot Lady), owned by A. C. Wil- 
rnerdmg. New York. 

Chancellor to Newton Abbot. Chestnut spaniel dog, whelped July 
11,1885 (champion Black Vriuce—Newton Aobot Lady), owned by A. 
C. Wilmerding, New York. 

BRED 
pmr- Notes must be sent on tbe Prepared Blanks. 

Marion—Harold. California Kennels’ (Sacramento, Cal.) English 
setter bitch Marion (Rake- Bessie L-e) to their Harold t,Gath—Gem). 

Dido—Harold. California Kennels’ (Sacramento, Cal.i Irish setter 
biich Dido (champion Ben—Dido) to their English setter dog Harold 
(Gath-Gem), Dec. 30. 

Flora T.-Oomedy. Eugene Taylor’s (Riobraoud, Va.) English set¬ 
ter bitch Flo a F (Rebel Wind’em—Fleeia) to W. H. Colquitt’s Com¬ 
edy (A K.B. 2559), Jan. 17. 

Lottie—Find Gladstone. A. Netberland’s (Memphis.,Tenn.) English 
setter bitch Lottie (Count Rapier—Juno) -to W. B. Gates’s Raul Glad¬ 
stone (Gladstone-Lavalettej, Jan. 7. 

Flora I.—Barry. R. L. Stevens’s (Hoboken. N. J.) St. Bernard bitch 
bitch HloraI.(A.K.K. 3148) to Jos. Echteler’s Barry (Barry—Julia), 

Flash B.—Mainspring. D. S. Gregory, Jr., 2d's (New York) pointer 
bitch Flash R, (AK.R. 80)io J.T. Perkins’s Mainspring (Mik»—nomp), 
Jan 19. 

Belle-Bang Bang. D. S. Gregory, Jr., ‘3d’s (New York) pointer 
bitch Belle (A K.R. 203) to Westminster Kennel Club’s Bang Bang 
(A.K.H. 394). Jan. 19. 

Lady Bow-Croxteth. W. Hoyt’s (Cleveland, O.) pointer bitch 
Lady Bow (King Bow—Belle), to A. E. Godeffroy's Croxteth (Young 
Bang—.lanei. 

Bird—F'itz. Maple KenneF’(Patterson, N. Y.) pointer bitch Bird 
(A.K.R. 16681 to thrir Fritz (A K.R. ’-68). Jau. 14, 

Leah—Hiick- Dr. W. A.' Strother’s (Lynchburg, Va 1 English setter 
bitch Leah (Gladstone-Fro.st) to B. S, j erry's Huck (Rebel Wiud’em 
—Blossom', Jan. 4. 

Frost—Huck. Dr. W. A. Strother’s (Lynchburg.Va ) English setter 
bitch Frost (Leicester—Victress) tb R. S, Terry’.s Hifck (Rebel 
Wmd’em—Blossom), Jan. J. 
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■ Pnnc«ss LouL^e—Founci Royal Prince. W. C. Hook's bull-t^'rrier 
bltoh Pruice.ss Louise, to J. \V. iSewmaai’a Youog Royal Prince (A.K.R. 
3100). Jan 14. 

Nancy II.—Hector. Mr. Huse's (Boston, Ma.cs.) bull-terrier bitch 
Nancy II. (Rocket—Xauev) to J. \V. Newman's Hector, Jan. SO. 

Venus—Box'o-. Mi's J-nme L. TTuteh'nson’s (Arlington, Mass.) 
imp rted fox-teriier bitch Venus to J. W. Farrar’s Boxer, Jan, 15. 

Nellie—Dutch, Jr (tpo. VV. Dixon’s (Worcester, Mass.) bull ierrirr 
bitch Nellie (.A.K»R. 3104) to R. H. Dudgeon’s Dutch, Jr. (A.K.R. 1887), 
Jan, 11. 

Bes'ie Oho- Beau. W. H B^ede & E. Hight's (Lynn. Mass.) spaniel 
bi'ch Bessie Obo (ubo II.—Homell RuOy) to W. H. Beede’s Beau (E. 
9,370). Jan. 22. 

Fannie Turner—Joker. Jr. A. Wynkoop’s (Leeshiu'g. A^a.) pointer 
bilch Fannie Turuer (Sfn.sation—Queen II.) to G. H. Nixon’s Joker, 
Jr. (B aufort—Nymph), .Jan 18 

Perth—Mac. Cloveruook Kennels’ (New York) deerhound bitcli 
Perth (Gillie—Lnfra) to (heir Mac (Paddy—Lnssitr), Jan. 25. 

Friscil;a — Kurl Leitcesirr. Gloverno k Kennels’ iNe v York) fox- 
terrier Ditch Priscilla (Joker—Warren Bessie) to their Earl Leycester 
(8nl(-e—Dnrne). .Tan. 25. 

Toodles—Tmk. Geo. W. Dixon’s (Worcester. Mas'.) pug bitch 
Toodles (A K.R 3147) toC Henry Arnsdeu’s imported Tuck (Champion 
Domedj^—Booth’s La ly), Jan. 87. 

WHELPS. 

Tfo'es must be sent on ihe Prepared Blanks. 

Jessie. J. IT. Denneby's (Boston. M 'ss ) Irish setter bitch Jessie, 
Jan. 85, seven (live dogs), by Joseph Hayes’s Suii-a-Mor (Claremont— 
Dido) 

Queen. A. 0. Kru='ger’s (Wrightsville. Pa.) heaale bitch Queen 
(A k.R. 1(20). Jan. 33, eight (five dogs), by his ehampiou Binuermnn. 

.Sarah. T. 51. Alnrich’s (Progress, N. O.) basset hound tarah, Jan. 
k two (one dog), by his Fred. 

Jenry. M. B Mooney’s (Lynn. Mass ) spaniel bitch Jenny (Sa.ncho 
— Be'Si, Jan. 25. six (one ciog), by W. H B.^ede’s Heau (E. 9.87ti). 

Topr.y. AV. D. Holsapplb’s (Hud.son.N. Y.) png bitch Top.iy (Punch 
—Judy), D c. 30. sev-ii (two dogs), by City AHew Kennels’Bradford 
Ruby (Lovat—Jenny). 

Daisy. J. T. Schorer’s (New Haven, Conn.) pug bitch Daisy, .fan. 
10, five (three dogs), by City View Kennels’ Bradiord liuby (Lovat— 
Jenny). 

Jeannie Nettles. Jas. Lindsay’s (.Tersey City, N. J.) collie bitch 
Jeanuie Nettles ( y..K.R. 13l4i. »*ec. 4. five (two d >gs). by Associated 
Fanciers’ Koyboy (A.K.R. 3001); two dogs and one bitch dead, 

SALES 

Notes must bo sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Bannerman II. White, black and tan beag'e dog, wlie'ped July 6, 
1835. bv Banni'rman out of Queen (A.K R. 1716), by A. C. Krueger, 
AV ightsville. Pa., to AV. M. Ellsworth. New York. 

VictressII White, black and ten ticked beagle bitch, whelned May 
5.1885, by Ringwood out of Victress (A K R 2P01-, by A. C Krueger, 
W'ightsville. Pa., to P Carman, tame place, 

Victor White, black and tan bea‘ le dog. whelped March, 1885, by 
Ringwood our Birdie, by A. C. Krueger, AVrightsville, Pa., to George 
Taper. Oar ettsvtlle, O. 

Dude Biaek. tan and white collie dog. whelped Dec. 7,1885, by 
Frank H. out of Nel'ie Pride, by Louis E. Haag, lodianaxiolis, Ind., to 
J. AT. Coffee, same iJace, 

Lenoru P. B'ack, tan and white collie bitch, whelped Dec. 7,1885, 
by P’raiik 11 out of Nellie. Pride, by Louis E. Haag, ludianapois, Ind., 
10 Jacob P’ox, some piace, , . , „ „ , 

Cash Black, tan and white collie dog. whelped Dec. 7,1885, by 
Frank H. oat oi Nellie Pride, by Luius E. Haag, Inuianapolis, Ind., to 
M. B. Haag, same place 

by A. Quick, New York, to F. D. fhomuson. Goshen. N. Y. 
Jert ey Star. Pointer dog, whelped «ept. 1, ]Sb5, by Donald TI. out 

Of Gaylev, by A. Qoiek, New Yoi k, to A. F. fcpotiri. Orange, N. J. 
Bird II. Lemon and white pointer hitch, whelped July 1'. 1885, by 

Fntz (A K H. 268) outof Bird (A.K.R. 1638), by Maple Keimels, Patter¬ 
son. N. Y , to Geo. W. Hebron. Putnam, Conn. 

Princess Mix. Black and whi c Kngli'ii setter bitch, whelped Dec. 
13, 1889 (A.K.K. 47), by Ihe estate of Prof. H. J. Rice, to Dr. Spencer M. 
Na'h, New York. 

Count Tell. Orange and white Engdsh setter dog, w'helped .Sept. I, 
1881. bv Premier out of Jersey Gyp by Associaied Fanciers, Pnila- 
delpbia, Pa . to M. A. Gottleib. New York. 

Frank Liver and wuite English and Gordon set’er dog, whelped 
Feb. 15, 1883, by Don (A K B 841j out of Lady Bislow" (A.K R. 60.5), by 
Associated PAiiicieiv, Philadelphia, Pa., to \V. N. McGill, Mt. Healthy, 
Ohio. 

Dan. Lemon and wlii‘e pointer dog, age not given, bv Bang out of 
Jean, by Assoeiatei Fanciers, Philadelphia, Pa., to VV. S. Holt, Man¬ 
chester, N. H. «■ 

Fanchon. Silver fawn pug bitch, whelped Aug. 30, 1855, by Brad 
ford Ruby out- of Daisy II. by City View Kenuels, New Haven, Conn., 
to C as. Huneker. Pi.iladelpuia, Pa. 

Juiw. Red Irish set'er bitch. " helped Sept. 10,1885, by Glenchoout 
of Flinie, by John G. Tod, Ilarrisbuig, Tex., to E. H. Vasmer, Hous¬ 
ton. Tex. 

Kate. Red Irish setter bitch, whelped Sept. 10, 1835, by Glencho out 
ot Flame, by John G. Tod, Harrisburg, Tex., to Capt. A. L. Steele, 
Houston. Tex. 

Fritz (A.K.R. 26s)-Bird (A.K.R. 1658) ivlielp. Lemon and white 
pointer bitch, whelped July 17, 1885, by Maple Kennels, Patterson, 
N. Y.. to R. H. Price, Georgetown, Tex. 

Bash III—Flirt whelp. Lemon and white pointer dog, whelped May 
31, 1885, by Associated Fanciers, Philadelphia, Pa,, to E. R. Coleman, 
Lebanon, Pa. 

Bene (A.K.R. 4lQ\—Mar[iery (A.K.K. 1C7'2) whelp. Orange, correct 
inaikings, St. Bernard dog, wbeped Sept. 88, 1886. by Associated 
Fanciers, Philadelpbia. I’a., to J. N. Taylo--. East Liverpool, O. 

Ayrshire. Laddie (A.K.R. 14tt)—hairy wheels. Two black, tan and 
while collie dogs, whelped Nov. 81, lc85, by J. Lindsay, Jersey City, 
N. J .loJ 8 Davil, Brooklyn, N Y. 

Ted Llewellin (A.K.R a'Jt)) -Trusty Gladstone (A.K.R. 1680) ivhelps. 
English setters, iriitlpeo Nov. 3. 1885. by Geo. Jaivis. New York, a 
white and black, tan markings, bitch and a blue belton dog to Walter 
B. Peet, same place, and a blue belton dog to N. B. Thomas, Philadel¬ 
phia, Pa. 

PRESENTATIONS. 

Doc. Red Irish setter dog. wheJp.Hl Sept 10,1885, by Glencho out of 
Flame, by John G. Tod, Harrijburg. Tex , to Dims. H. Milby, same 
place. 

DE-vTHS. 
Polka Dot. Black and white ticked cocker soaniel hitch (champion 

Sport—Siiaanee. A.K.K. 6.'8). owned by A. C. AViimei'ding, New York, 
Dec. 6. from mte nal heuion hage. 

Cora Fro.'it. Black and white English setter bitch, age not given 
(Doctor Duer—Kate), owned by Dr W. A. S rother, Lynchburg, Va. 

CrescQ., Black and white pointer dog (A.K R 3837), owned by W.E. 
Mansfield, Graceville, Minn., Nov. 11, D'om diste'inper. 

litle and situating. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Go. __ 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

JAMESTOWN. N. Y.. Jan. 30.—At the regular meeting of the C, S. 
' A., yeslerdav, the following scores were made, Creedmoor target, 

800yds.: 
Kappl 8   .3386444444-38 Curtiss.6445444345-42 
Bro.in.4444444464—41 Warner..4544544544 - 4.1 
Burn.s. 4414455444—43 Norton.5445455455 —46 

By invitation from Mr. Burns, nine ladies assembled at hi-i rifle 
gallery this ofteinoon and contested for the Beginnei s’Individual 
Championship, u-ing the Creedmoor target and snooting from a 
muzzle rest. It being the very first attempt. Mr. B gave each one 
instructions in holding and sighting ihe gun. Instructor—“Now, look 
through the peep sight, ami. nncling ihe pin head, place it ju' t under 
the bullseve.’’ Pupil--Yes. I have it just as you said. Shall I shoot 
now7” The score.s ai'e genei ally prtety good for a first attempt; 10 
shots each, possiole 60: 
Miss Shanauan_4544555545—46 Mi-sKing.4345124444—38 
Miss Thayer.431555.5544 -44 Miss G Sneldon.2540545454—38 
Mrs Reed.34-45365455 —43 Mrs Taylor.4032554445 -36 
Miss E Sheldon_044454.5654—40 Miss Drum my.3044444443—34 
Miss VVelsh—......0454645544—40 Zero. 

' EETTLBR RIFLE CLUB. Jan. 26.—Regular weeJrly shoot, off hand, 
distance luOft., possible 180: L. Flaoh 118, D. Miller 106, M. Dor, ler 
116, M. B. E-'gel 11.3. A. l.ober 118, C. G. Zettler 113, B. Z-.ttler 113, H. 
HoUes 113, T. i). Noone HO, 0. W. Kaivlier 106, M. L. Riggs 138, G, W. 
^laisted 106.—N. l>. Ward, Sec- 

RIFLE GALLERY RECORDS.—Among the many brilliant efforts 
that have been madem Mr. James S. Coidin’s gallery wiih th** rifle 
and pi.stol, we find the follovi lug records of sh-oting on the Ready 
Measurement Target (string measure), which is the most accurate 
test of marksman and weapon yet devised, each shot being measured 

f-om the center of bullet hole to center of target and the several 
distances added together. Below we give the performances at the 
viiri 'US distances of some of the most noted marksmen of the 
connuy: 

Twenty shots, distance 100ft.—G. W Hamilton measuring 8 
J.. ..vU -V. . T.. UQK O TP O 11 1 ft 

Leon Backer io%, W. S. Kmith i0%, Oharles A. (jheever ll 3-16. G. W. 
Yale 12, J. P. M. Richards 13 1-16, I'homas Lloyd ll)^, Robert Milley 
13 M6, E. T. Jenkm.s 13 5-16, W. H. Sherman ls!f£, F. F. Milieu 
18 16-16, F ed Kessler 12%. P. O Moore 131-16. Alex Roux 13 1-16. L. 
Bird 13 116. A. Helling 13%. William Klein 13)4, Henry Fulton 13%, 
A. Anderson 14)4. T- Noone Il)4. R Wilhaeiod 14 6-16, W. C. 
Carmichael 14)4, Robert Pabe’’ 16)4, M. P. Lennon 15%. A, G. Hellwig 
15%, R. B, Floy.1 Jones 18%, Thomas Duke 19, h'rauic Hyde 19%, D. 
Siioeruorn 19%, M. 8 Eagle 30 16 16, E. H. Madison 21%, AV. H. 
Howard 31 9-16, J. J. O'Kellev 33. J. Brown, Jr.. 31%, D S. Beckwith 
23 11-16, J, E. Whittev 23%, H. T. Burton 34 116, G. B. Eaton 25, 
William Silberhorn 35)4, S. L. Gibson 20. F. H. Holton 271-16, A. 
B. Johnston 27%, G. B. Watson 28)4, H. H. Cliff 2815-16, G. F. Clayton 
30 

Ten shots, distance 100ft,—D. A. Davis 2% inches. Wm. Hayes 
3 13-16, S. H. Hubbard 3%. B T. T. Marsh 3%. U. S. Banks 4116, Louis 
Pahles 4M, Maynsrd Hixoy 4)4, F. T. Br.ia n 4 15-l6, J. H. Blydenburgh 
4%, J. (, Paulding 4%, ('. A. Cheever 4 15 16. L. V. Sone 4)4, P’. R. 
tVaite 4%. E M Bent.ni 4%, E. T. Davis 5 3-16. C. E Blvuenburgh 
5 M6, \V~. M. Farro v 5 9-16. A. Anderson 5 13 16. Peter DeNyse 5%, 
Chas. J. Henry 0. J. S. Oatie 6%, W. F. Stiervvood 6%, F. A. Dugro 
7 3-16, Fred Kessler 7)4. J. T. b. Collins 7)4. G. F. Morton 7%. T. 0. 
Nooue.7 1116, M. P. Lennon 7 1316, Homer Lee 7%, W Q. Vl.vlie 

13%. K. A. Peaoodv 14. F. Schilliug 14)4, B. J. Glover 14%, John Avery 
14 9-16, Wm Jones 14%. 

Ten shots, distance lOOft.-^Chas. F. Robbins 15 13-10 inches, M. 
Bogart 15 13-16, A. Wiswell 161-16, C. A. Frost 16 13 16. T. C. Banks 
16 15-16. D. R. Offley 17 116, J. A. Hawksworth 17 1-16, W. H. Whiley 
17 3-16. Augustus Hatcn 17 3-16, R. Habber 17 3-16. John McGuier 17%, 
R. C. Wheeler 17%, W. Fleming 19%. E H. Chappell 19%, T. C. Mur- 
do.rk 19 9-16, H. Ilemmg 19%. T. J Armstro ig 30 6-l6, W. U. Dominick 
20)4. C. D Weldon 31 9-16, H. Williamma 23%, R. S. Gdlord 33%. E. 
Hagan 24)4. J. T. Stevens 25 16-16, J. J. Norris 39. 

Ten shoo;. with rest, olstance lOOft.—Dr. H G. Piffard 2)4 inches. A. 
B. Van Huesen 2%, VV. 0. Southwick 2%, Pe.er de Nyse 3%. 

Seven shots ou-hand, 100ft—L. V. Sone 1% inches, G. J. Seabury 
1 13 16, S. W. Sibley 3, W. M. Farrow 2 1 16, D. A. Davis 2)4. J. B. Bly- 
denburgh 2 3-16. 

Twenty shots, witn pistol, at 20yd3—J. T. B. Collins 17% inch s, H. 
Baragwanuth 23 8-16, Frank H. Lord (5 shots) 3)4. Westou S. Gales 20, 
Thomas Nevill 21)4. 

Pistol at 12yds., 10 shots.—H. W. Wickham 3 11-16 inches, W. C. 
Sou*hwick5, Judges. Smith 8 3-10, J. B. Miller 4)4, Pierre Loriilard, 
Jr., 0%. 

BOSTON, Jan. 30.—To-day’s shoot at Walnut Hill was well 
attended, and the weather conditions were good. Tne decimal, off¬ 
hand and the rest shoot dosed. New' matches wall be ready next 
Saturday. Fol.owmg are the best scores and me names of prize¬ 
winners in the matches closed; 

Rest Match. 
D L Chase. 10 10 10 10 9 10 9 10 10 10-98 
W Charles. 8 10 10 10 10 9 8 10 10 10—95 
S Winchester, A.10 9 10 10 9 9 10 10 8 9—94 

Prize-VVinners’ Decimal Handicap Mati-n. 
*F JRabheth (Mil.).84 81 8l 8g-339-1- 4-333-f20^.353 
C WHinman.83 84 87 99-344 
J NFrye.  89 79 80 83- 331-1-20= 341 
CE Berry .82 77 79 85—33.3-(-i0=333 
N F Tufts .76 73 73 80-391-1-34=335 
A B Archer.73 74 68 74-378-1-40= 318 
E B Souther..60 69 73 73 -28.3-1-33=315 
H Withington.64 65 6b 69 266-1-48=314 
BG Warren.  77 70 65 69—3H1-|-20=30J 
*W C Johusten, Jr (Mil.). 53 47 47 61-308-t-i-U=338 

Prize Winuei's’ Rest Match 
*F J Eabbeth (Mil.) . 95 93 90 95 94—466-1-40=506 
DL Cnase.lOJ 99 98 99 99-495 
William (Jraham. 98 99 97 9b 99 —491 
S Wilder.  99 98 98 98 98-490 
CW Hinman. 94 97 99 93 95-478 . 
N Washburn.. 94 89 8b 93 91-45o 

*Bxtra allowances of points are for military matches. 
Decimal Off-Hand Match. 

JNFrve. . 9 4 8 10 6 9 10 7 10 9-83 
N F Tufts. .8 7 9 9 8 .7 7 9 7 9-bu 
J R Mlssam .. .3 6 7 8 6 9 10 8 9 9—75 
E BSouther... .. .5 5 9 9 8 6 7 9 10 6-73 
W 0 Johnston, Jr (mil).7 10 5 4 5 9 3 10 3 6-61 

Victory Medal Match. 
A C White.... 8 10 8 8 9 10 9 8-88 
H Worcester.. .9 8 8 9 9 7 8 7 10 8-63 
H Cushing.... .9 10 9 7 5 7 8 9 9 10—83 
H Cambridge. ...7 10 10 8 2 9 7 6 6 10-82 

Miiiiary Match. 
AC Gould, A.. .8 6 9 6 7 8 6 7 8 9 74 
F Carter, B... .H 4 6 9 4 8 6 9 6 7-67 
W Henry, B... ..3 7 4 7 7 •4 7 9 8 4-59 

HAVERHILL, MASS.. RIFLE CLUB, Jan. 23.—Record match, 
Creedmoor target, 200yds., off-nand; 
J F Brown.6544555446-46 J Forbes .4444446445- 43 
S E Jobnsoii.4 65446446 —45 F Merrill.4344444554 —41 
J P Busfleld.3544455454 -43 0 B Wright.4544443444—40 

Badge match, Jan. 30; first score gold, second score silver budge; 
Herbert Tuck. 6554454455—46 (j Bi-owm.3444445454—41 
JF Brown.4455465443—43 W Worthen.4454434461-^41 
Ed B.-ay..4444-:64545-43 H Poor.3434454445-40 

NEWARK, N. J.—At the annual meeting of the Essex Amateur 
Rifle Club, ihe following officers were elected for oue year: Eager 
Marshall, President; C. H. Miesel, Vice-President; J. H. Huege], Re- 
cordiug secretary and Treasurer-; Wm R. Felts, Financial Seoreiary; 
Joun Uoon. Sergeant-ac Arms; John Coppersmuh, Capcaiu; Godfrey 
SneJlen, Rifle Inspector: Alfred Lake. Scorer; Miesel, Cooper and 
Felts, Shooting Committee. The ShooHug Committee was author¬ 
ized to arrange a match or a series of matches with the Palma Club 
of Jersey City. 

BULL’S HEAD HOTBL.-New York, Jan. 82.-Regular weekly 
shoot, 12-ring, possible 130: G. Zimmerman 118, C. Rein 114, E. Holz 
man 113, J. Shutz 108, E. Scuneckenberg 60. M. Dorrler 117, D. 
Louitzki 108. H. Wasmuth 104, O. F. (iensch 109, J. Schrarder 11-3. 
L Flach 117, D. Holland 98, H. Gunther 114, A. Lass 103, 
Jan. 29: ,1. Schrarder 115, H, Wasmuth 100. J. fehutz JIO, M. Dorrler, 
118.—A. Lobes, Secretaa-y. 

NEWARK, N. J.—The first competition of the Essex Rifle Club for 
the gold medal took place on Monday, Jan. 23. and very fair shooting 
resulted. Mr. Dutcher led the score with 49 out of a possible 50, and 
the other leadmg scores were; R. Marshall 4b, A. Lake 48, Charles 
Cooper 48, Jonn H. Huegel 47, P'. Helms 47. The club will shoot a 
match with the Palma Club of Jersey City. 

TOPEKA, Kas., Jnn. 31.—The regular weekly guu trial of theTopeka 
Rifle Team, came off to-day on their range, southwestof the city, 
with the folia wing aggregate of thrive scores, possible 235; J. L. 
Paine 207, C. C. Trimmer 171. J. F. Williams 134. J. H. Leonard 198, 
Robert Thompson 306, George E. Morrioon 105, G. I. Eoyce 197, Reed 
McCarter 128. 

GARDNER. Mass , Jan. 20 —At the last regular meet of the Gardner 
Rifle Club at Hackmatack Range but few were present. The new 
Btaudard American target was used, distance 300 yards, shooting off¬ 
hand, with the following result; 
G. C. Goodale.61 80—161 W. C. Loveland.78 76—154 
G. P. Ellsworth .78 82 -160 A. Mathews.70 69-1:49 
Charles Crabtree.60 68—131 

WORCESTER, Mass., Jan. 35.—Arrangements had been made by the 
Worcester Sportsmens Club, for tournament yesterday at Pine Grove 
Range, the xirinc.pal feature to be a challeuge match for clay pigeon 
team badge of the Massachusetts State Association, n »w held by the 
Worcester Club. The contestants expected from the VVellington 
Club, the Massachusetts Rifle Associa ion aud the Broctou Club 
did not. come, it is supposed by reason of the great ice storm, so the 
lime was improved by mem jers of tne local club to stioo' for sweep- 
stakes as follows: 1st Event—Seven clay pigeons—Gilmore 1st, 
Nichols and R. Perry divide 2d; W. S. Perry 3d, Webber 4ih. 
—2d Event-Seven blackbirds—Whittier 1st, Gilman and Shaffer 
divide 3J. Dean 3d. Nicbols and Webber 4th. 3d Event—Seven claY 
pigeons- E.iger and Davis divide 1st; Dean and Smith divide 2d; Per¬ 
ry and Bowditfh divide 3J; Aldoes 4th. 4Th Event-Seven black¬ 
birds—Smith Is', Shaffer 2cl. Davis 3J, Dean 4th 6th Event-Five 
clay piaeons—Gilman and Holden divide 1st, Davis and Houghion 
divide 2d; Eager 3d, Perry 4th 6th Event—Seven blackbirds- Smith 
and Shaffer divide Isi; Perry 2d; Eager and Gilman divide 3d; 
Houghton and Dean divide 4rh. 7th Event—Five clay pigeons (for 
purse of 1500 shells divided)—Davis and Hol.len divide isi; rliaffer 
aud Adam 2d; Nichols 3ii, Houghton 4ih. 8ih Event—Five clay pig¬ 
eons—Davis l^t, Shaffer 2d, Eager 3d. lOcli Event—Five clay pigeons 
—Perry Isl; Davis and Hougiiton divide 2d; Whittier 3a. lltf. Event 
—Five blacKbirds—Aldoes and Smith divide 1st: Peiiy Sd; Davis 3J. 
13th Event—Five blackbirds—Smith and Houghton divide Isi; Dean 
and Whiilier divide 2d; Aiiioes 3d. I3ih Eveut -Five blackbirds—Al¬ 
does 1st. Davis 33; Aldoes 8d. 14th Event-Fne clay pigeons—Rugg 
1st; Smiih aud Webber divide 2d: Gilman and Bowdish Sd; Davis4ih. 
iStii Event—Five clay pigeons—Whitiier l?t; Davis ana Rugg divide 
3d, Webber Sd. l6Lh Event—Five ciay pigeons—Rugg and Webber 
divide 1st; Giiman 3d. 

THE TRAP. 

Correspondents who favor us with club score.s are particularly re 
juested to write an one side of the paper only. 

THE TRAP AT FOLEY’S.—A very enjoyable time, barring the 
weather, was had at Foley’s Grove on Friuay last. A dozen members 
of the Jersey tity Heights Gun Club were tue guests ot Capt. roley 
having been especially iuvited to his retreat for a fish chowder, its 
concomitants, and a friendly shoot. Everj ining was good and s. rved 
oui right generously, some 15U sportsmen putting Denmd their vests 
as gooa a chowder as a spoon eve-r stirred. Col. Eiidieott, memoer of 
tne Aquahouga, tre Staijietou, the J. C. H. and something like ihiriy 
or forty otuer guu clubs, to say nothing about his ubiquity as to fel¬ 
lowship with fl-iii and yacht clubs too numerous to speak of, presiued 
at the staiiu aud also the head of the tanle with his usual grace aud 
felicity, opetches were made by the Coionel, Dr. Yerrmgion presx- 
dent ot the J. C. H ; A1 i) enrage, Harry uoues, Geo. Eaton audoiuers, 
alter w'hicn tne shoo mg at sweeps was resumeu ana continued until 
a late liour. First .sweep, 13 enirie.s, $.4 each, was won by E Canill. 
Second sweep, won by Cutwater, nudicott aud Polwonh aiviamg 
second money. Previous to the aruner the following ma.ch, me 
fedvm-e ot the occasion, was shot byturee members of the J. C. H. 
C. C.; 15 oirds each, 35yds. rise, one barrel, guu below tueelbow until 
tne biid was on the vviug, for $50 eacu: 
J Maher.Ill IIOIOIOI1000— 9 
A. Heioert.i iUjIOOH 1 H 101—10 
J 11 Cutwater.llillOoliiOlllO—11 

Match and the $150 won by Cutwater. Heroert’s tenth bird was 
killed nearly 60yds. from the trap and brought out rounds of cheers. 
M. Oauili acted as judge for Maher, E. Collins for Herbert aud J. 
Moran for Cutwater; Qarulaa, referee; Geo. B. Eaiou, oificial scorer. 
Articles were drawn up aud $36 forfeit posted tor a luatcii on reb. 4, 
between J. H cutwater and ill. Cahill, for $iu0 aside, to be snot at 
Foley’s Grove^, under Ktaten Island rules. Afterward sweep will be 
op eu. — J ACOBSTAI't'. 

SAN E'RANCISCG, Jan. 33.—The Yuba City Gun Club held a pigeon 
tournament last week, whicu was largely attended. The fiist match 
WHS at 0 birds, 21yds.: 
H Britiau..111111-6 W O’Batdon.110011—4 
A Robinson.iillll—6 Boase.OlfOlO-3 
Rose.lUiiO—5 J Clement.lOollO—3 

Brittan and Robinson snot ott' at double birds. 
Britt an.10 ll 11—6 Robinson.10 10 w 

Tne second match was at 0 bu-ds, 31yds. rise; 
Weddrem .imil—0 Joe Clements.111111—6 
Ed. Clements.llilll—6 Brittan.llilli—6 
Robinson .iHlll—6 

in snooting off the ties at three pair of double bird.', Weddrein won 
fiisc money with 5 birds, Joe Olemeuts second money vvitn 4 birds, 
aud Ed. Clements aud Brittan divided third money on three birds 
each. The third match was at 13 birds, 3ly ds. rise; 
H Brittan.111111111111—13 J MeVey.111111111100—10 
Boase.llilliom 11—11 C’Ban ion.liltWHlll 11—10 
E Clements.lOlllOllrJll—10 

Brittan took first money on a full score, and Boase ami Ed. Clem- 
rueuis divided second and third on 11 bh-ds each. MeVey killed his 
last bird, but it leh juat ouisiue the boundary. 

The louitd uiatoa was at three double bu'us, 18yds. rise: 
Hewett.11 11 11—f) bumniy.01 11 11—5 
Weudrien. ll lO ll—5 MeVey.....oi u 01—4 
Boaae.ll lO 11-6 O’Banion......11 Ol 01—4 
Bi'iicau.  11 11 01—5 MeQuaid.ll ol 10—4 

Hewett took first money on a clean score, Weddrien, Boase, Brittan 
auu Buuimy diMUed second money. 

Tne conuiiions ol tfie tiCih aud l.;fst match wei-e 6 birds, 20yds. rise, 
both barrels, prizes Of $16 aud $10. Boase, E. Cletneuls and Joe 
Clements vied on clean scores. In the snout off ut 8 double biids, 
noase killed 5 and took fiisc money. The Ciemenis nrotners tied on 
3 birus and diviued Second money. 

LEAVEN WCRTH, Kan., Jan. 35.—Match at metal targets between 
two memoers of the Leaveiiworm Guu Grub and two railroad men; 

Leavenwortn Cfuo. 
W C Hinman . .lHlli0f011111111111-18 
George Goff.llOUlibllrOOlllOm—15-33 

Railroad Men. 
John Dippei.10001101000110100111—10 
James Buimau.oOldOOOluUuOouiOOluO— 4—14 

NEWARK, Jan. ;i0.—W. W. Lever, of Elizabeth, and Sam Badgly, , 
of Moniciair, shot a pigeon match this atternoou at urb’s Snooting 
Park, oe tut BlooniUeiu road. The contest was for $300,35 birds each, 
oue barrel, find, trap and Uaudle, Eever staudiog at the zbyus. muik 
aud Badgly at 35yds, 'Ihe match was won by the latter, wno shot his 
opponent out on the twenty toiuth bird. The score read,': 
Badgly. .lllOllllllllinilllOOOll—20 
Lever...llOilOUlllllOmilllUbO—18 

Sam Castle and J. Ryan were judges, and Joun Erb referee. 

■WELLINGTON, Mass. Jan. 30.—There was a good attendance at 
the regular weekly shoot of me Wellington Gun Club lo-tiay, The 
winners in the several sweeps were asiollows; 1, FTve clay pigeons 
— A aj-dw'ell fii-st. 3. rive blackbirds—Stanton first. 3. Five ingeons 
—Stamun;anu Shaptuck divided first. 4. Five blackbirds—sauborn 
first. 5. Five blaekbi.Us-Adams first. 6, FiVe slay pigeous-suow 
and Adams divided first. 7. Five blackbirds-bhumway. Pond and 
Sanboin divided first. 8. Tnree pairs ciay pigeons-^Shumway first. 
9. Five hJackbirds—Snow fust. lO. F'lve clay pigeons—Swiit, Wiison 
ana idhuimvay oividea first. 11. Five blackbiiUo—Wardwelifirst. 13. 
Five Ciay pigeons—McCoy fii-st. 13. FTve liiaciibirus—Stanton and 
Eilswortu divided fiist. 14. Five clay pigeons—Swiit and Stanton 
uivide-first. 15. rive biackbires—Snow fii-st. 16. FTve biackbiids— 
Ward well first. 

CiTORONTO. Jan. 37.—The sweepstakesIsLot alllCanadian;blackbirds, 
held to-day at Oulcot’s, Eghngtou, attracted a good number otspbris- 
men. There were two events. In the first the competitors, of wnom 
there were nine, snot at 15 birds each, with the follbwing result: 
VNm. F'elstedH3, G. Thomas ll, T. Loudon 10, T. Sawdon 8, W. Mc- 
Dowall 8. Sawdon and'McDowall|shot;at;t^ree oirus eaen, me foi'mer 
winning ana lakmg fourth money. For the next sweeiJsiakes ihei’e 
were five entries, seven birds each. It resulted as follows: T. Lou¬ 
don 6, E. Reid 6, W. Fiested 5, W. McDowaU 4, F, Tambly 4, Loudon 
and Reid divided first aud second money. 
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ENGLAND’S CHATttPlON SHOT.-Graliani the English shot sailed 
for;boaie on Saturday la«t, having failed to make any definite arrange¬ 
ments for 8 meeting-with the crack shots here. Just before his depart¬ 
ure.'speaking of his plans Mr. Graham said: “I havejbeeni'champion 
wing shot of England’ for the last four years. I will shoot three 
matches with Captain Bogardus or any one else, as follows:—Match 
No. 1—To shoot at 100 pigeons each at 30 yards rise. Match No. 2— 
To shoot at 100 pigeons each; I to stand at ^ yards and my opponent 
at 30 yards, I to use one hand only against his two. Match No. 3— 
As a special inducement to Captain Bogardus I will shoot him a 
match at 100 pigeons from the 2S yard mark. I to use one hand only 
again5t his two, if he m this ma'cli stakes $500 to my $250. The first 
twomatches for $.500 a side. The Hurlingham rules, under which 1 
offer to shoot all these, I find are the ones adopted by the leading 
American gun clubs, with whom it has been my privilege to shoot 
during my short stay here. I have had a pleasant time here, and 
am coming back in a month’s time. I don't want the shooting 
public to think I am running away. I am only going home to shoot 
a big money match and will return in the next steamer.” 

MIDDLESEX GUN CLUB.—A meeting of the Middlesex Gun Club 
was held at the law offices of Suydam & Stillman, this city, on Sat¬ 
urday evening last, and final arrangements perfected whereby the 
organization became complete. Changes have been made in the 
Board of Directors, which now consists of the following named 
gentlemen: Messrs. E 11. Robinson; A. Worden, of Dunellen; F. R. 
Stevens, Chas. K. Theu-s, Geo. P. Suydam, S. G. Smith, Dan Terry, of 
Plainfield; .John D. Voorhees, Bound Bi'ook;John Day, Jersey City; 
M. W. Mulford, Elizabeth; J. Blendermauu, New X'ofk. The offlcer.s 
are: President. E H. Robinson. Secretary,'M. W. Mulford, Treasurer, 
George P. Suydam. The. building will be erected at Dunellen and 
fitted up appropriately for the use of shooters. The regular weekly 
shoots of the dub are on Saturdays. Live and clay pigeons and 
glass balls are furnished in abundance. The initiation fee is fixed at 
five dollars with fifty cents monthly dues. Life members are con¬ 
stituted by the payment of $25 each. A large number of prominent 
sportsmen have already berome members. This ciub, while labor¬ 
ing under diffietilties in its formation, starts out under most favora¬ 
ble circumstances, and promises to eventually be a prominent or¬ 
ganization of the State.—Flainjield- (N. ,T.) ConstituUonalist, 

National Gun Association Touhnaments.—Special Notice.—Mem¬ 

bers desirous of organizing tournaments in their vicinity, under the 

auspices of the Association, are requested to notify the undersigned. 

All the eurpenses of the same will be paid by us. Make your arrange¬ 

ments for 1880. We propose to establish a circuit of tournaments 

annually. Claim your dates now. General office and headquarters, 
Macon, Ga.—Matt H. Freeman, Vice-President and General Manager; 

F. C. Ethfedge, Secretary, Macon, Qa. Send 10 cents for hand book 

containing rules, constitution, etc. “Fairly started and its future 

depends entirely upon the manner in which the sportsmen throughout 

the country respond,”—C. M. Stark, April 18,188S.—Adv, 

Yachting. 
Address all communications to the Foi-est and Stream Publish¬ 

ing Co. _ 
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FIXTURES. 
17— Dorchester Y. C., Nahant, Open. 
19— Hull Y, C., Pennant race. 
23- Boston Y. C. 
20— Corinthian Y. C. Race. 
3- Hu11 Y. C. Race. 
4 -Boston Y. C., Regatta. 

10—Hull Y. C., Novelty Race. 
10— Corinthian Y. O. Race. 
13— Beverley Y O., Marblehead, First Championship. 
IT—Hull Y. 0., Champion Race. 
21— Hull Y, C., Ladies’ Day. 
22— Boston Y, C. 
24— Dorchester Y. 0. 
24—Corinthian Y. C., Ladies’ Race. 
31—Beverley Y. C.. Swampscott, Second Ohampioaship. 
31—Hull Y.‘C., Cruise. 

7—Ooi-inthiau Y C., Open Regatta. 
14- Hull Y. C.. Open Regatta. 
14—Beverley Y. G , Nahant, Third Championship. 
21—Beverley Y. C., Marblehead, Open Matches. 
2.5—Hull Y. O', Ladies’ Race. 
28—Corimhian Y. C. Race. 
28—Hull Y. C., Champion Race. 
2—Boston Y. C. 
4— Dorchester Y. C., Fall Race. 
4—Corintnian Y. C., Champion Race. 

11— Hull Y U., Champion Sail-off. 
11-Corinthian Y. C., Sweepstakes Regatta. 
18— Beverley Y. C., Nahant, Fall Matches. 

THE STATUS OF GALATEA. 

SINCE it has been decided that Galatea will come out next year to 
sail forthe Amei kui Cup, her challenge having been duly accepted, 

the question has been raised in some quarters as to her claims to be 
a representative British yacht. In the Field of Jan, 9 the following 
letter appeared: 

Sir—I see it reported in Tuesday’s Times that the owner of Galatea 
intends racing for tnis Cup, and has already issued a challenge. This 
course a’l yachting men must deprecate, for, though we know that 
any one has the right to challenge for this Cup, it must be borne m 
mind that as the race is more or Jess regarded as an international one, 
the yacht sent over should at least have some pretensions to being a 
prize winner in home waters. 

I think something should be done this year to retrieve our lost 
laurels, and with the view of avoiding the blunder made last year in 
sending out an untried yacht (it seemed madness to send Genec-ta out 
after such important alterations, without a trial), I would suggest 
that the various yacht clubs contribute to a prize to be sailed for 
under the same conditions Ibat are applied to the America’s Cup, it 
being of course understool that the winner goes to New York as our 
representative yacht. If this course were adopted, I think £1,000 
would be. easily raised. John. 

A week later three more letters appeared, which we give with the 
editorial comments below, two of them being in answer to former 

Sir—I sincerely trust you will use your influence and write strongly 
against the absurd match proposed to take place with the Americans. 
It is nothing but courting defeat. A yacht should be buiJt specially 
for the purpose. Channel Islands. 

Sir -As to the sailing c^abilities of Galatea, I think “John” is at 
least a little premature. Last season can hardly have fairly tried her, 
as she sailed in so few matches, and, like Irex in her second season, 
may yet be a prize winner. I think it is a pity that cold water should 

entries. We have yet to see the two distinct types in a seaway; so 
may a breeze like that at Dartmouth last August be on the match 
days, and I venture to say that it will not be “by fluke or otherwise” 
if the white red St. George’s cross is flown under the burgee. 

Jack (yard). 

[To save trouble to our readers, we may mention that Irex started 
in twenty-nine races the first year she came out, and won eight first 
and two second prizes, amounting to £690. The Galatea started m 
fifteen races, and won two second prizes, value £50.—Ed.] 

SiR<—^Your correspondent “John’’ has made the statement that 
Genesta went to America an "untried yacht.” Will you allow me to 
inform this gentleman that his statement is incorrect, inasmuch as 
she was tried both before and after her “important” alterations. 
Possibl3', judged by Lis incorrectness on this one point, “John” may 
be incorrect also in his knowledge of these alterations, terms of 
the “deed of gift” of America's Cup, etc., as he certainly does not 
appear to understand the terms of the six months’ notice. John B. 

[Whatever opinions may be entertained as to the propriety of send¬ 
ing the Galatea to New York to compete for the America Cup—and no 
doubt some very strong opinions are likely to be expressed about it— 
there can be no doubt that the Genesta bad unexceptionable creden¬ 
tials, and was quite a fit representative of British yachts. As this 
matter—the question of the capabilities of the Genesta—was so thor¬ 
oughly thrasned out ip our columns, we cannot now re-open the sub¬ 
ject, and so far as Genesta is concerned, the correspondence is closed. 

The assumption that Galatea is not such a vessel as will make a 
good fight for the Cup, and that her qualities are not such as to 
Tustify the expense and >trouble to which the holders wiU be put, is 
based' op tne summary of her season’s work as concisely stated 
above, two seconds to fifteen starts and a total of only £50 prize 
pnopey. This ip truth is her recordi SP*! i? it lyff® thpro might bq 

some reason for the complaints made against her posing as a cham¬ 
pion; but to those who have followed the season closely and who are 
familiar with all the ins and outs of Galatea’s work this year, there 
is really no ground yet for condemning her, or for asserting that she 
will not be found in a better place next season. An analysis of her 
races will show that while always beaten she was in reality but very 
little in time behind a very fast boat improved by a season’s trial 
and the alterations which it suggested. Undoubtedly Galatea, from 
the time of her launch has been a most unfortunate boat in several 
respects, hut the source of the principal trouble is known and .steps 
are now being taken to remedy it, and thus far at least it is too soon 
to pronounce her a failure or a fraud, and to deny her the same 
rating accorded here to Genesta. She was built with the object in 
view of racing for the Cup? her owner, an old sailor, is ready—not to 
take a pleasure trip which will cost him little and throw all the 
expense on the defenders, but to spend a large amount of money on 
a venture which can bring him no return in kind in the event of 
victory, and which can only be mortifying in case of defeat. Her 
designer, too, whom we may suppose is not only pretty well 
acquainted with his own work, but is now thoroughly posted on the 
requirements of a boat for our racing, and whose prestige is largely 
involved in the result of the coming race, has sufficient confidence in 
the boat to decide to bring her out after Genesta’s failure. Each of 
these gentlemen, who has comparatively much more to lose than to 
gain by a defeat, and who have had better opportunities of knowing 
the boat than any one else could have, are willing to risK the trial; 
and having challenged in good faith, are entitled to the same consid¬ 
eration they would receive if they came with a string of twenty 
winning flags flying^__ 

THE ATLANTIC, The members of the Atlantic Y. C., Messrs. L. A. Fish, J. R. Max¬ 
well and N. A. Lawton, have been appointeJ a committee to 

manage the building of the new .slop for llie club. The drawings 
have been made from Mr. Ellsworth’s block model and plans and 
specifications are now ready for the builders, several of wbom will 
send in estimates. The dimensions as given are: 

Length over all. 95ft. lin. 
L°ngtb on load line.8.3£t. 
Beam extreme. 23ft. 2in. 
Beam at load line... 22ft. Sin. 
Depth from rabbet to planksheer... lift. 
Freeboard. 3ft. Sin. 
Draft 4fc. from stem. 4ft. Sin. 
Draft amidship. 8ft. lOin. 
Draft at stevn .     Sft. 7ia. 
Draft with centerboard.. 20ft. 6.n. 
Area of midship section. 92sq. ft. 
Area of lateral plane.550sq. ft. 
Displacement.108 tons. 
Ballast on keel.33 tons. 
Ballast inside. . 9 tons. 

The sail plan shows a mast 30ft. from foreside of stem and 66ft. to 
hounds, with a 40ft. topmast, 70ft. boom and 44ft. gaff. The bow¬ 
sprit will be 35ft. outboard, spinnaker boom 72ft. and hoist 54ft, The 
new boat will be built at once and will be ready by Decoration 
Day. Captain Joe Ellsworth and his crew will sail her. 

NEWSPAPERS AND CLUB SCANDALS. 

IN the active hunt for news among a number of daily papers 
private affairs which concern no one but the parties dmectly in 

terested are often dragged before the public, regardless of the harm 
that may result whan once the matter is made tne subject of general 
gossip. A recent example of this sort of jom'ualistic enterprise is 
given in the case of the Seawanhaka O. Y. C , in which a family jar 
that in no way concerned or interested anj' one outside of the club 
has been made public by the papers in a manner which has only 
widened the breach. What the New York Herald thinks of such pro- 
eee.'lings is well told in the first of the following extracts, taken from 
its editorial columns of Jan. 30. What it does in a similar case is 
shown in the second extract from its news columns of Jan. 13. The 
latter paragraph, itnmeaiately on its appearance in the Herald, was 
denied by the leading men of the American Y. C., and was further 
disproved by the harmonious meeting and the treasurer’s report 
which followed a few days latter. 

On the other band, in spite of the Herald's direct assertion to the 
contrary, there is a decided difference of opinion among the members 
of the New York Y. C. and more excitement over the coming election 
than has been felt for many years; but as yet the matter is simply a 
private one, ivith which the members only are concerned. 

N. F. Herald, Jan. 30. N. Y. Herald, Jan. 13. 
YARNS ABOUT THE NEW YORK Y. C. NOT STEAM ENOUGH TO KEEP GOING. 

It is rather remarkable that an The American Y, C., it was ru- 
organizalion of such high stand- mored yesterday, is now in the 
ing as the New York Y. C. cannot throes of dissolution—caused, it is 
conduct its election of officers said, simply by the lack of inter- 
without being subjected to a series est taken in the organization by 
of malicious yarns. Absurd ru its members. It was also rumored 
mors of dissensions, which were yesterday that a proposition had 
said to threaten the very existence been made by a proininentmem- 
of the chib, have gone the rounds, her of this club to a prominent 
and some people have been simple member of the New York Y.C. for 
enough to give them credence, the latter organization to admit the 
On inquiry we find that thesensa- members of the American Steam 
tional stories have not the least Y. C. en bloc It is doubtful, as 
foundatioD in fact; that the club far as a Herald reporter could 
was never in a more satisfactory learn yesterday, whether such a 
condition; that harmony prevails proposition would be enter’ained 
instead of discord, and that, in a by the New York Y. C., though 
word, the scandal mongers have some individual members might 
simply drawn upon their iraagi- perhaps favor such action. In 
nations for what they are pleased view of the American Y. C.’s 
to call their facts. It is time that record the present state of its 
such slanders should cease. affairs is certainly to he regretted. 

A PRIMITIVE LATEEN RIG. 

ICE boats in the neighborhood of Fall River are merely make¬ 
shifts, not the finished yachts of the Hudson. This is naturally 

the case, as our bay is seldom frozen over to make good ice for the 
sport. However, when such is the case, our yachtsmen generally 
manage to utilize sails and jibs and build platforms with runners, 
which answer quite well for sport, and in strong breezes frequently 
attain good speed. . , , .. . 

Ten years ago this very winter we had a long cold spell, and, the ice 
admitting of it, several such boats were built and launched (if the 
latter term will apply to the process of putting them on their proper 
element), both sloops and cats. Not to be outdone, your correspond¬ 
ent had some runners cast and with what stock he had on hand built 
an ice boat. Her dimensions were as follows: Length between run¬ 
ners and rudder, 16ft.; distance between runners, 12ft. For a sail was 
used the jib of the Una, a 25fr. yacht which belonged to the aforesaid. 
This was 20ft. long on foot, with a leach of about 24ft., containing 
about 240sq. ft. On first rigging this boat the main boom (a spare 
one) of the Una was bent to the luff of this jib, and the masts (sneer 
masts) set plumb over the runners, Of course when the sail was 
hoisted the boom made a first-rate yard for my lateen, and the masts, 
being hauled together at the top, made a nice pair of shears to hold 
the yard. The lower end of the yard was, of course, made fast to the 
end of the bowsprit. Having carried away two or three sets of masts, 
4in. spruce. I at last determined to have something strong, and taking 
an axe went into the woods and cut a couple of hickory sapplings for 
the purpose. These never broke, but have probably long since fur¬ 
nished firewood for some one’s sieve, as the boat was used only one 
season. She was indeed short-lived, but I think that it is safe to 
assert that none ever furnished more sport than did that one. Being 
always readv and always at the disposal of my friends, she was in 
motion nearly all the time when the weather was fit, and as her deck 
was large her accommodations were equally so, and with strong 
breezes her crew and passengers frequently numbered a dozen. As to 
speed, in light breezes she was nothing, being easily beatan by sev¬ 
eral of her rivals. This was, of course, fiue to her weight, which 
could not have fallen short of 600 pounds. However, when the wind 
was strong the result was reversed. The other boats were simply 
nowhere, as the lateen could outpoint them fully a point, and foot 
three feet to their two. The cars were nowhere, let them put on 
never so much steam. . . , ,, . 

Now for the lesson. The shape of the lateen sail is probably better 
for pointing close to the wind than any other, as the whole luff and 
bead is held exactly fore and aft, and wUl therefore not shake so 
soon as one where the head swings off. I think, too, that it furnlsne.s 
more proportionate driving power per square foot of area, as the 
whole of it can be used for that purpose, even when lying very close 
to the wind. There are objections to it. however, as used by me, the 
chief of whicn is its awkwardness. The yard is a very clumsy spar 
to handle, being so long, and, for that reason, so heavy, as great 
strength is required. Furthermore, the leach being perpendicular, 
peak and clew being in one perpendicular line, it made so much ot a 
lifting sail that it required a great deal of weight aft lo hold her 
rudder down hard enough to get a good grip on the ice. 

The fastest time that I ever made with her was in one of our heavy 
northwesters. With six men afe and eight hundred pounds of rock 
piled on forward, I succeeded in sailing three-quarters of a mile in 
35 seconds from the time of .straightening the rudfier. 

, Fall River, IVIass, J. Borden, Jr, 

INTERIOR OF THE CUTTER MELUSINA. 

Given a certain amount of space, measured by the number of 
cubic feet contained within the ceiling and below the deck of a 

yacht, the problem is how to dispose of it so as to secure the greatest 
amount of room for a man. It matters little how wide it may be if it 
has not beignt, or how long if it is too narrow for comfortable move¬ 
ment. On shore the architect starts out with at least 6 or 7tt. in every 
direction, but the naval architect is trammelled and hound down by 
the absolute necessity of limiting himself to a hull whose dimensions 
are dictated by many other considerations besides the personal com¬ 
fort of the dwellers therein, and who has not the resource of his 
brother ashore of putting on a hay window liere or a mansard roof 
In another place. He is confined to a very contracted space, and the 
results of his planning depend partly on his individual skill, but still 
more on the form of hull in which it is exorcised. His work must be 
laid off by one unit of measurement, the height of a man, which will 
be about 6ft., and the space to be distributed is valuable or othei-wise 
as it contains this factor. If the height is less than this a man cannot 
stand erect, but must always retain a constrained and uncomfortable 
po.sition; if the length is less a man cannot lie down to sleep; and 
while less breadth may give passable accommodations if coupled 
with length and depth, eft. is as little as will give a berth or transom 
on each side, and a passageway between. 

Measured by this standard the shortcomings of the ordinary shoal 
centerboard boat are easily seen by a glance at a transverse section. 
In a boat of 14 or 15ft. beam for instance, drawing under 5ft. and with 
the ordinary low freeboard, and centerboard trunk amidships, when 
the required width on each side of the trunk i.s laid off the floor line 
has been raised so high that to obtain any head room a high cabin 
house is necessary, with its attendant evils of weak construction, 
limited deck room, and unsightly appearance. Referring to the ac¬ 
companying cut it will be seen that a large part of the space is 

divided into small portions of awkward size, one under the floors and 
a small triangular space In each wing, none of them of much use. 
The fore and aft disposition is still worse. No room in the fore peak, 
a height of 3J4 to 4fo. only in the galley, the center of the boat taken 
up with the centerboard trunk, tbe main cabin forced aft. cutting out 
any after .stateroom, and a damp and ill shaped hole under the cock¬ 
pit, difficult of access and when reached ot limited capacity. Besides 
these are the wings already mentioned, and small spaces under deck 
alongside the cockpit, sometimes u'.ilized for stowage. Tbe main 
cabin must be depended on for the pnncip,al dormitory; the state¬ 
room, if there is any. is hardly more than a closet with a shelf np 
under the deck, dignified by name of berth. Aided even by the extra 
space stolen from above by the cabin trunk, the accommodations of 
the ordinary centerboard sloop are nearly always of a makeshift and 
unsatisfactory character. 

■With the boat of moderate or even narrow beam and a fair dep lb 
the case is entirely different. The space, no greater in cubic feet 
than in the former case, is now in the form of a solid, approximately 
rectangular in section, at least as high as a man, near).y as wide as 
high, and keeping these dimensions for a length of three or four 
times the measuring unit—say 26ft., with laige space beyond at each 
end. Id is obvious at once that a man can walk from end to end of 
this space, erect and with arms extended, and the division of it that 
would naturally suggest itself w'ould be: One length, say 7ft., state¬ 
room; one length, 8ft., cabin, and the remaining length added to the 
portion at the bow, for galley and forecastle. An excellent example 
of this type of boat and its capabilities is shown in the accompanying 
plans of the Melusina, prepared from sketches furnii-hed by her 
designeT. Mr. George K. BouteUe, to whom the credit of the general 
plan is due, the details being designed and carried out by Mr. Edward 
Bui-gess. 

Inspection of the lines of the Melusina, published in the Fore.st and 
Stream of Dec. 17, will show that her actual beam of 10ft. on deck, 
decreased only by narrow skylights and companion in places, gives 
ample deck room, in fact greater than in shoal boat^ of much larger 
beam and length, whose decks are cut down by a clum<y cabin trunk 
to a narrow gangway, often blocked by the boats and spare spars. 
In the Melusina, as in all her of type, the space for w orking ship is 
ample, a deck 42ft. long by 10ft. wide and with .apace along the middle 
line. Her relative beam also, 27 per cent, of her loadlice, when 
coupled with depth and ballast, is sufficient to insure a fair amount 
of tnat initial stability demanded by many in a cruising boat. In 
compliance with Amencau ideas, a cockpit is provided for the steers¬ 
man and large enough to accommodate three or four persons. Abaft 
this cockpit and made as part of it is a hatch opening into a sail 
locker. Forevard of the cockpit is a skylight over the after or ladies’ 
cabin, then a space of deck between the latter and the mein compan¬ 
ion. This is in one with the main skylight, which lies just ahead of 
it. The comp.inion is placed a little to starboard so as to leave room 
below for a door from the main to the after cabin, this door of course 
beingon the port side of me companion stairway. Just above this door 
is a small skllght as long ns the companion proper, and forward of 
both is the main skylight. 

Entering tbe cabin from the deck by the main companion, the 
visitor is landed in a small but cosy room, not vastly different from 
a snuggery ashore, except in the aosence of windows. This room is 
Oft. square and about Oft. high, finished in hard wood, cherry. On 
each side is a comfortable locker with cushioned seat and back, 
making a bed at night or a lounge by day. Opposite to the stairway 
is a handsome tile stove, and above it is a bookcase. Abreast of there 
is a door, as shown, leading to the galley, while on each side at the 
head of the transom is a cellaret locKer, the top making a table with 
a closet above, the top making another shelf. The after bulkhead 
contains a door to port, abreast the gangway, leading to the after 
cabin or stateroom, and at the foot of each transom is a closet for 
coats, dresses, etc., allowing them to hang at full length. Below the 
transoms is additional stowage room, and under the floors are the 
water tanks and spaces for coal, potatoes, etc. The cabin is well 
lighted by the skylights, and with its polished furniture, bright 
cushions and hangings and cheerful stove, it is always homelike and 
inviting Leaving the cabin by the after door the visitor enters the 
after cabin, a room 6ft. ein. long, with ample head room. On each 
side is a permanent berth made up, with drawers and lockers under 
It as shown, gi'ving ample and accessible stowage for clothes. A 
dressing case and mirror will occupy the forward bulkhead, next to 
tbe door, while between the berths at the other end is a water closet. 
The washbasin is arranged in one of the drawers at the foot of the 
port berth, and may be drawn out for use at any time, the waste pipe 
being flexible. Abaft this cabin is a large sail locker, and space for 
spare lines, cables, brooms, mops, etc., the only opening being on 

Now going forward through the main cabin, the galley is reached, 
clean, lofty, roomy, with lockers for two men forward, a stove, 
pump, etc. On the port side is an icebox and refrigerator, with 
water tank below, and next to this a dresser and cupboard, offering 
everv conveni6DC0 for cookins^. No lovv* confined, smoky hole suen 
as is too often found in the ordinary sloop, but a light, airy and 
comfortable room, easily kept clean. In length it extends quite up 
to the bow, keeping a good head room for the entire distance. 

This general plan is found in all boats of the cutter type, from 
Genesta whose plans were published in the Forest and Stream last 
fall, to the small fives of 6ft. beam or less; and in all cases it givp 
an amount of practical accommodation wbich cannot be had m the 
common centerboard type for the same length or cubic capacity. 

A large cabin or room enough for a hotel range are not the pnme 
objects in designing a boat, but in deciding on the controlling 
features and dimensions of his design each owner should conader 
the opportunity for a proper distribution of room, Careful study 
and a little skill combined with appropriate dimensions will give a 
roomy and commodious boat at no greater cost than an ill-arranged 
and uncomfortable box; size alone will not always insure proper 
accommodations, and it is often money well spent to call in the aid 
of the experienced designer, who by his skill will make the boat 
worth the money she costs. 

OEN. PAINE’S YACHT.—Work is progressing steadily on (jen. 
Paine’s new boat. The keel, stem and stern have been got out, 
and the frames will soon be ready. The joiner work is going for¬ 
ward at the same time, so that her hiitches, compaDlous, etc., will he 
feady before the deck is laid, 
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LATEEN RIOS FOR ICE BOATS. 

IN' answer to inquiries concerning ihe lateen rig we republish a cut 
of the rig as applied to a ca ioe, which first appeared m the 

Forest and Stream of Ang. V, lSi84. Tae shape of tne sail and 
details of rigaiuK can be applied to an iceyacht as well as to a cauo- 
This rig. fitted by Captain George Price, of Boston, has twoshoar 
legs, a a, hinged at the top, a yard, 6, and ooom, c, united bit a joint 
at their fore ends. The hall’iird d 1s made fist to tne hooh t. tn-n 
leads through a block on the yard, up over the sneave J anddo .vu 
the s arboard leg. 

The boom is held down by a universal joint or link below the point 
of suapeasion of tbeyard. so the sail swings freely, 

The topping lift’, or lazy jacks, e. are made fast to the two 
eyebolts. The sail is reefed by the Hues q <7, led through grommets. 
In a large rig the two shear legs would fit in an Iro-i cap, forged with 
two sockets, the siieave I and hook i being retained in their present 
position but all being of iron. Two halliards would also be used on a 
long yard. __ 

THE CRUISE OF THE BONITA, 

SUND4.Y, Jan. 3 Bonita left Ohiucoteague, Va., and went into 
Watchepra.rue Inlet at 1:3J P. Jl. From taere we worked our 

way down inside to t:ape Charles in very bid weather. Stopped at 
the cape and got some tine oytttrs and quahog’, lay oy until 

Jan. 7. Sailed from back of the cape at 0:45 A. M. and arrived in 
Norfolk at 11 P. M. Had very light wind from the N W. and when 
we got over to Hampton Roads it came on calm with the ebb tide; we 
could not m.'ike much bead .vay. 

Jan. 8. At the dock in Norfolk white frost and some ice. 
Jan 9. Foriimatelj’ we lay in a good b.-rth in Norfolk, the weather 

very severe, making ice very fast, .he wind N.W. blowing a gale. 
Jan. 10. LeftNoi-folk 7 A. M : sailed up the Elizibetn River and 

through the canal into the North La'iding River; got through ail 
right and had bun slight troiioie from ice until we got <)n Blackwate- 
Flits at the head of Currituck Sound at 5 P, M. and here we are in for 
it ifrozeniu solid). 

Jan. 10. Still 111 the ice; weather warmer and ice breaking up some; 
go ashore to exercise the dog and have some sport with her; when 
sailing she si s on the stem and watches the birds th at go by and 
seems t<5 sniff in disgust that we let good shots escape. 

Jan 17. Broke the ice to the channel. 
Monday, .Ian. 18, Bid good-bye to B1 ickwater Flats. The steamer 

Orinda, of N. J., got up st-^am and back--d down and took Bonita iu 
tow She stf-amed along ■'own Currituck Sound and had us into tue 
short canal that connects Curntuck Sound and North River. 

Jan. 19, 1 o’clock A. M. The wind S15., fresh and rain.y. we laid at 
the bridge until 8 A. M., tlien went down North River. Orinda towed 
us through Albemarle Sound and CToat-m Sound by Roanoke marshes 
and Cape Hatteras- At 4 P. M. we went into Pamlico Sound and arriv d 
two miles northwest of the N. W. Point Royal shoal atllP. M. We 
tuen cast off from Ormd.a. No wind, wo rowed to the ligttt and 
anchored nt 1:30 P. M. 

Jan, 20, 0:40 A. M., had a gool breeze from N.N.W.; got under wav 
and arrived at Harbor Island at 9:3) at the head of CoveSound, N. C., 
and arrived at Beaufort 4 P. M , wind fresu N.E. 

J.an 21. We are having bad weather to-day. the wind S E. and 
raining. It looks as thou.gh we should have to lay by two or three 
days. They had a wreck here on the P.h, a three-masted sehooner 
went ashore very near the Cape Lookout light; five or six men 
drowned, onlv one saved to tedl the sad story. They say he hung to 
the end of flying jibboom 48 hours before they got to him and fifty 
men on the beach in sight of him picking up wreckage. 

CRUISE OF THE COOT. 
XI. IT was past noon before some matters of business bad been attended 

to, whereupon the lines of the Coot were cast off from the bnifc- 
head and llie peak roused up for a drift up to the lock. The boat 
could not be kept up to the light wind, but sagged broadside down 
upon the bulkhead in spite of her board. For the last, hundred .yar.is 
she was shovmd along by digging the b >at hook into the timber crib- 
bihg. The lock-tender op'-'ned the gates without a word, took my 
line and made some cowhitches about a post, anl then walked off to 
hLs dinner. In due course of time the yacht got througb.and .sculled 
up the artificial harbor to a berth near a small shipyard. A visit was 
made to the office of the canal, where a pleasant young gentleman 
was in charge. Through the pigeonhole lie took the name, tonnage 
and destination of the Coot, and hauded out a receipt for $2 28, the 
fee for passing through the canal. This did not seem e.xoroitant, 
considering the large number of locks and bridges and the attend¬ 
ance at same. 

The offl tia! volunteered with noticeable alacrity to point oat the 
“team office,” where animals for a tosv were to be SB.;ured. I felt 
like a fly in a spider’s web. There seemed to be a mutiiul understand¬ 
ing between the two offices and I was to be the victim. A little 
wooden box with a very modest sign over the door held the monarch 
of the mule p-ath, to wmom I applied for the needed assistance. It 
required but one animal, I urged, the Coot was so small. But he 
could not break up his teams, so he said. They were iu gangs of 
four, and I must pay for a whole gang. The expense would be $7. 
the autocrat replied with a vacant gaze anead. the same terms as 
provided for a “chunker boat,” and he was plea.sed to offer me the 
benefit of the lowest rale. This was very kind; but as loaded Erie 
boats came threugb with only one pair of horses digging their hoofs 
into the path, it seemed ludicrous to hi.ch four prancing mules to a 
little thing I could almost haul through myse f. “Ah, but would that 
be allowed?” he queried. He knew better than I did whether it 
would or not. and his cool demeanor assured me there was no 
e.scape from his clutches. Before giving in I sought out several 
canal boats for a tow astern, but none of them volunteered for less 
than $>5, as they understood the situation quite well To sail through 
was against the regulaiions. So I pushed the money through the 
inclosure with which his majesty was hedged about to resist the 
onslaught of fierce canallers, and in re'.urn receive I a formal receipt 
with the assurance that the team woul,4 be on band as soon as fed. 
Of course, it was not. The aay was raw and damp, and it was any¬ 
thing but agreeable watting lil'l late in the afternoon for the appear- 
ance of four disconsolate but vary knowing rr^presentatives of the 
race limited to one generation. They stalked gravely across a bridge 
and up the tow-path a few rods, when they halted and cast inquisi¬ 
tive glances across the water. Tne driver followed in an old army 
coat. Like the mules, he had nothing to say. He was hailed twice, 
then he made a tired motion and the Coot was sculled across to suit. 
The line was no sooner hove ashore tbanit was hi'Ched with a bowline 
to a book in the whiffle tree dan ling from the wheeler and the whnle 
four launched out with a wJl which would have p.aried the line like 
a cord had I not sung out to the driver to ho'd on. When the mules 
again made a break it was with such a tush that the boat could not be 
kept clear of the bank with the helm, but sheered in till she caromed 
off after briisbing along the invitingstone f icing, which badlj scarred 
the topsides. The driver was sullen and did not care a rap for forci¬ 
ble remonstrances, He had not received his customary half dollar, 
and this was his way of making his wishes known. For a half mile 
the canal is virtually a narrow harbor to the town of New Brunswick. 
On one side the buildings siretcb along, their yards caiming down to 
the bank. Wharves, basins and landings are numerous Many 
schooners, barges and ciiriiers of all descriptions load with the pro¬ 
ducts of the city’s varied manufactories. On the opposite aide rises 
the embankment which preserves the level of the canal considerably 
above that of the river flowing lurbulenlly beneath. Above tlie city 
is tlie fi st or deep lock of the canal proper. Beyond this the water¬ 
way contracts and assumes its artificial aspect. Before reaching this 
lock the county and railroad bridges have to be passed under. The 
Coot’s mast obliged the attendants to open the draw, and 1 he first 
structure was quickly left astern. But at the railroad bridge travel 
was so incessant that we bad to wait fifteen minutes before a chance 
offered to swing the draw. Train followed train in such rapid suc- 
ce-sion that It seemed marvellous so fe w accidents should happen, 
with the roar of one scarce out of your ears before the advent of 
another darting across yottr vision. Red flags were posted at the 
ends of the bridge, and the heavy iron span opened. The mules were 
whipped up and the Coot slipped through just as a passenger train 
came to a dead stop, warned by the red nit of bunting. 

There is more prose than poetry towing through a canal, and little 
remains to be. said beyond tne information already given. Tno dusk 
of the evening was soon upon us. The mules kept stepping along at 
regulation pace as they trod tor perhaps the thousandth time the 
path, every fcot of which tuey knew so well. The dnver leaped upon 
tne rear animal, pulled the cowl over his head, and I broke out my 
oilskins, a nasty, cold drizzle making the prospects for the night very 
unpleasant. The distance to the next lock was ten miles, and as there 
was a “station” for man and beast at the lock, which we would not 
reach before 7,1 determined to tie up for the night. No green lantern 
being on boatd, a white light was displayed after dark. It is not 
difficult to shoot into the locks at uignt. They are all alike; their 
white-painted caps and posis and the shape of the approaches being 
guides which are easily discerned. But the weather was so raw (and 
I had missed the noonday meal) that a stop was imperative. Teams 
are changed at these “stations’’ am a fresh driver taken on. A volu 
ble son of Erin announced himself as m.y next companion. He found 
the stove of the company’s building so much pleasanter than the idea 
of setting forth through such a night, that he was relieved to fiud me 
prepared to await the next day. The Coot pulled out to a cribbing, 
the end of which afforded a turnout to avoid colliding with passing 

boats. She was tied rothe bank, anl after supper I turned in for a 
g >od night’s ra.st. which was appreciated after the musnal vvork and 
exp insure of tne day’. Several times the horns of canallers and dull 
wtiisiles of stsam propellei's broke uoon my senses, a id a vague fear 
-eizad me that the Coot might be run down or crushed by some care¬ 
less fell.jw. As a precaution I had one lantern burning on deck and 
k-pt the cabin lamp bright all night. Nothing more serious took 
place than a slight chafing of paint against the bank in answer to the 
3 .veils of the steamers, Mooring lines must be made well fast in aL 
canal, as the suction of pissing boats will drag the moored craft off 
shore with considerable force. C. B. K. 

THE CRUISE OF THE PILGRIM.-VI. 
BV DR. W. H. WINSLOW. There is only one other of onr numBi-oiis excursions that I will men¬ 

tion. One moi’ning, O. K. Pilisbury. editor of the Republican 
Journal of Belfast, Me., R. G. Dyer, locnl editor, and G. H. Qiumby, hu¬ 
morist, better known as “Our George,” came aboard the yacht with 
sundry fish lines, pipes and mystorions packages ana domiciled, as if 
they were commencing camp meeting. Such an array of luggage 
and talent h id not honored the craft before, and I put on a regular 
quartet-leek smile and immediately made out a man-of-war watch, 
quarter and station bill to prevent them being too promiscuous. The 
ivind was blowing a moderate gale from tne N. W., and the day was 
clear and pleasant. The anchor was soon away and catted, the sail 
up and trimmed, and we flew down the bay at the rate of t-itrht miles 
an hour. Our George looked after the jib sheets, the Local steered, 
the Editor in Chief smoked, and I took a position for once as a pass¬ 
enger and greatly enjoyed it. Editor Pilhbury, a former writer for 
the Forest and ‘Stream, said In his journal; 

“It was a delightful sail down the oay Thursday. As we went-mi, 
the breeze freshened, orawing down over the Northporc and Lincoln- 
ville hills in fierce gusts that sent the Pdgrim along with the Local at 
the helm, at the best rate of .speed she had ever shown. Two hours 
afier leaving Belfast, we were rairly abreast of Camden, and this was 
certainly good work for a small craft. * ♦ # * # 

“It was my first cruise in a cutter, and I very much doubt If a boat 
of the same tonnage of any other other type wou'd have beliaved as 
well as did the Pilgrim, in a ten mfie boat to windward, against a sea 
into which she now anifthen ran her bowsprit. It was wonderful the 
way she worked to windward, and. though her lee rail was under 
water a good part of the time, she did not i.reak the water to any ex 
tent, or tnrow spray enough to wet those on board, whether they 
were in the bow or cockpit ” 

Mr. Dyer said: “At a rate of eight miles per hour, the Pilgrim sped 
down the hay with the lee rail awash, the white sails filling out witn 
the wind, the water clean cut. thrown off in rainbow tints from her 
graceful bow, and the trembling tiller sending an exhilarating thrill 
along the arm of the helmsman. Below Mark Island the wind died 
out to a flat calm, leaving ihe yacht roiling and tossing one mile north 
of the Drunkard Ledge. Before night a south west win I sprung up 
whicn again put life into tne gallant little vessel. We passed the It’id- 
dler Ledge, off Crabtree Point, on our port band, and ran for the 
Sugar Loaves—three roeas that rise abruptly out of the water nearly 
opposite Brown’s Head light. I’aubing Yomig’s Point, we open up 
the Thoroughfare (Fox Islands), one of the finest harbors on the 
coast. * * 

“Anchor was cast off Martin Hopkins cove, supper eaten, and then 
three of tne party r® wed across to North Haven. * * # 

“The village of North Haven is at the northern side of the harbor and 
is the second largest fishing port in Maine. Some Boston people have 
bought land here and built a club house on the shore for summer use. 
Friday morning a stiff soutnwest wind was blowing, and it was de- 
cidea to make Carver’s Haroor, by the way of the eastern end cf the 
island. The Ptlgnm swiftly passed through the eastern entrance by 
the quarantine statian upon Widow’s Island, which building, by tbe 
way, resembles a barn more than a hospital, and then on to Btodd- 
ar^B Point, the eaoternmost part of the island. The wind came out 
of Pleasant River in sharp squalls and the yacht buried her lee rail in 
a manner that would have terrified tne uninitiated We now haul to 
for Carver’s Harbor. On our lee i.s Isle au riant while to windward 
and seaward are Brirosioue and other islands. ♦ ♦ v 

“Our stop at Carver’s Harbor was brief. * * * Weighing 
anchor, ue shaped our course for the open sea through Larey’s 
Island passage. Tne sail was delightful. Right here we wish to 
speak of the excellent survey ana buoy system of the Government 
for the protection of navigation. Every ledge and shoal is carefully 
buoyed and numbered so that with a chart the stranger can sail 
about with safety. ^ i 

“Camden was leached at nig..tfall. Here we remamed until bat- 
urday morning, when sail was again made and the Pilgrim headed 
for home. We reached Belfast at 1 P.M. All were delighted with 
the trip and unanimous in praise of tbe Pilgrim, which is one of the 
ablest and best sailing boats iutnese waters.” 

“Our George” has his say: “Ifor a tew weeks before the Puritan 
-Genesta race, there was sufficient intpi’est evinced over it to have 
paid the national debt, but now that the Yankee sJoop has not only 
taken the biscuit, but the cup to keep it in, the interest has fallen otf 
one or two per cent. Still yachting will always be popular and 
people will go, some to enjoy it and others to be made retched by it. 

“A yacbt is a high-toneu pleasure boat with ust’.ally more ‘git’ to 
her than to her plebeian sister, and like a piece of pie can be either 
large or small. There are two requisites necessary for yachting. 
The first is to have a friend who owns a yacht, and the next is an in¬ 
vitation to go with him. dVhen Dr. Winslow came along and mvited 
me to go out in tne Pilgrim for a few days’ craise. I told him that I 
had been standing hat in hand for twenty-five years Jisiening for an 
invitation, and had about come to the cone usion tnat I was deaf, for 
his was the first bid I had heard in all that time. Ho said he was to 
have the Editor and Local aboard, and, although he did not say it in 
so many words, 1 gathered that he wanted me to give a tone to the 
thing—a sort of 6elatasit were, and likewise on stated occasion to 
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like to make myself sorn of promiscuous and not engage as a 
specialist. When I’m invited out to sit still and look pretty, I get 
tired very quick. I never was intended for a piece of bric-a-brac. 

“The Pilgrim is about five tons. I don’t know whether that means 
that she weighs five tons or will carry five tons. I have been so busy 
that I have only had time to read the preface to my nautical almanac, 
and am not clear up iu nautical language. ^ 

‘•The Pilgrim is a sloop and likewise a cutter. I can’t tell you ex¬ 
actly what a cutter is. A razor and a meat axe are cutters, but the 
Pilgrim is neither a razor nor a meat axe. I think a cutter is rather 
long legged in the water, has a deep cellar so to speak, and a straight 
bow like a steam boat. * *' *_ . , * ^ ^ 

“When we went on board, we found the Pilgrim fastened to the 
bottom of the harbor by a large iron hook attached to a piece of 
rone. Capt. Winslow told me to ‘naul the anchor short,’ and for 
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“I broke out the anchor and there never was a case of measles 
that broke out as hol'd as that anebor did. I al’o weighed the an- 
ehnr. but 1 have forgotieii how tnimb it weighed; I should say a 
thousand Ions, more or less, and then I ‘carted it.’ aud then I fondly 
emiiraced the mast, and drew a cauibiie bannkercliief from my star¬ 
board pocket and gathered up the perspiration, which had oozed out 
from my maintop, and was stHiiding like spectators on my face to 
see us get under way. There was one of tho.ie nini an-umtir--lla in¬ 
side-out breezes, and as the Pilgiimmakes up her mind very quickly, 
those on boat d are forced to do likewise. Her deck is flush and about 
a foot and a half above water, when she isn’t trying to dip her flag in 
tlie brine I have seen a ‘fl'isii deck' that was a good thing to hold 
on to, but it wasn’t a yacht’s, and as she would lurch. I would in¬ 
stinctively feel my toes grabbing for the inner sole of my boots, and 
I would hug the mast as it it were ray b'^ st girl, 

“After all the fuss and foolery of bidding the shore good-bye was 
over, I went aft and sat down and moceeded 1.0 enjoy myself. I was 
just getting used to it when the Pilgrim concluded to jib-, and, be- 
ftre I had given my consent, the motion had been put and the vote 
taken and the thing stood a lie, when ilie inaiu boom went over to 
to the other side andca ned it, and a fine looking geiitleinan of about 
my siz3 came near ending bis yachting minus a head. Later on I 
learned that the main boom always ha-t the right of way on board a 
yacht, and that it Is useless to stand and argue with it. ♦ 

“When I was stationed as overseer to clear the jib sheets, I learned 
what the word bu>iy meant. I never before knew that a piece of rope 
was endowed with inteiligence 1 always looked at it as an inan¬ 
imate object, but when I would go forward tliat particular bit of rope 
would be lying there as peaceful as a plaster of “aris Sammy at 
prayer, when, all of a sudden, it would make a spring and one or 
two turns around ray port leg and lin' ry me aeros.s ihe deck at 
a speed that my years do not usually allow me to attain, and 1 nould 
find myself about to go ovn the si te, when it would let go niy leg and 
lay out on the deck as still as if it had not moved since I came on 
board. 

“The Pilgrim is as .staunch a.s any of its old namesakes, and she can 
sail any where you point her. if there is a breeze. Stie will sail close 
up to tne wind and a little the other side of it it anything, and, when 
tliere was a spanking breeze, she would pui.her lee rail under so that 
everything would oe under water but her keel, and you could walk 
aroiiud on tbe side of the cabin and hang your hat on the floor. Any¬ 
body who does not enjoy the water don't want to strike up a friend¬ 
ship with a yacht, for it is strictly a water bii d, bur, if one does ■. njoy 
being on tbe water, and has a stomach that is not li ible to mutiny 
and get the owner into trouble, tiiere are few sports more enjoyable. 

* * It is a sort of spurt where there does not seem to be any 
work, and, yet, after sailing all day with a good breeze, you feel at 
night as if you had wheeled Jumbo up Mi. Wasnington, but you are 
all ready the next da.y for anoth.-r dose.” 

I think that does up ihe excursion verv well and will only say. 
that the event was one of the most enjoyalile of the whole summer, 
and Ihe cruising watti’s. wild and pijiuresqiie sho/e lines, and snug, 
safe harbors at convenient ci’tances apart iiaite to make tins portion 
of the bay a mont delighlful place for weeks of pleas’iui yachiiug. 

Another memorable trip <pf v day was made with tliree old sea cap¬ 
tains of advanced age and rich e-xp’-rieiice. Two of them had been 
captains of ships for years in the China U’ade, and one had just re¬ 
turned with his fruiter from Smyrna. I got them to test tlie laying 
powers of the yacht, and we deci led that aha lay within three points 
of the wind, and she headed exactly six points apart upon different 
tacks. The Pilgiim was a rara avis to ihesf gentlemen, and they 
only suggested that it would be more convenient to have me cockpit 
a litile larger; but the stories they told were salty and will keep fur 
alongtim.-. i noticed someboey’s nails were rearing up me deck 
and took hold otCaptain Conani’s leg and turned up his boot. I saw 
bis boot heels were doing the a isehief and called his attention to it. 
He excused himself, laughed he,ariily, and snid, “Huw many timesl 
have turned up the sailors’ leet at sea for just me .same cause.” 

Caot. Worde'i spent consideranlo time below, reclining on the cush¬ 
ions'and smoking, as he was not well, hut he wa.s always ready 
when his turn came to tell a story. Here is one of them: “Two 
ships were racing home from Hong Kong and kept along side 
by side for a week, and no amount of trimming and watching gave 
either tbe advantage, both being on the port laclr, close hauled. At 
hist the Boston captain had his yards brui-eii in about two points; he 
immediately began to go ahead of his rival, and arrived home several 
days in advance. Y'ou can make more on the wind by not bracing 
too sharp up.” said the captain. 

Capt. McDonald told how not having a barometer aboard saved his 
vesstl, ana how with a bai’ometer one was lost. “The two vessels 
were in company, bound in to Boston. It licg.aii to blow and he kept on 
all sail, not suspecting any severe weather was coming, and drove liis 
craft, and when the gale did come off shore, he was able to reach 
Proviricetown and to get to anchor before dark. The other vessel 
had a barometer and as it was failing rapidly, tne can ions captain ran 
up under Cape Cod, took in his light sails and ivef-d down close. 
Then he kept on at an easy jog. but he had lost valuable time and day 
light. The gale caught him. nrove him off shore, and the vessel 
foundered with all on hoard. It is jusi as well sometimes not to pay 
too much attention to the oarometer.” said the captain 

This reminded me of the Signal Service warnings and the fi’hev- 
meu'ti sun-dog the diiy I left Booth Hay. Our journalists called this 
trip “The Cruise of the Royal Tars.” 

THE CRUISE OF THE ZIMMERMAN. 
iTTURRY up, boys!” This was the skipoer’s first order, which was 
M promptly obeyed. Water, wood, c al, ■’mall boais, sea s ores, 

oil->ldns, gum boots, shore toggery, eic . had been properly stowed, 
and we were waiting for Morris Chirk and his usual home made loaf. 
That worthy put in an appearance just as the yacht sailed down 
stream, and with a fresh southerly breeze we bade onr friends good 
by The night was dark Hud rainy, wind fresh ning and nauling to 
the eastward. Off Oldman's Point a “iieavy one” struck the yacht, 
the cook stuck his feet out of th- comp uiion way. reporting that the 
ship was upsi le down. As that imponant functional y was standing 
on ills head, argument was not aiiuii'’sible. DirecHy anothty "hard 
one” jumped in; the m-ite, wlio was lifting ihe jib at the time, was 
literally floated into a horizontal position. The. leeward water barrel 
went overboard, ernshiog down ihe staving on that side, nd every¬ 
thing to sUchoard left as. By request of the cook, we stopped for 
the night. As an honest recorder of facts, 1 must soy tins litHe 
episode was the result of Clark’s practical joke. He’s a nad tin, al- 
wWs on the ak-rt for a litrl- exciting fun. Our yacht le a center- 
hoard sloop. 31ft. over all. 27ft. loadline, lift, beam and 2't 9;n draft. 
Two water barrels are on a flush deck art of the cabin, and when the 
yacht canted to an excessive angle of heel, the weight, of watyr so 
high could not be kept iu position, though carefully lashed in the 

Next'day was foggy. Beat down to d'-ep water point, where we 
fell in with the steam y-icut, Comet at anchor; ur. Valett-i and triends 
iust returned from a trip South, and bound to New lork and Long 
Island Sound, Went on board and had a good time. When abreast 
of Fort Delaware wind suddenly shifted to northwest, mowing hard, 
os,me to. shiD roUlmt badly, and anchor light dancing a jig. Morning 
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opens clears but a heavy bank In the west Indicates bad and windy 
weather. We are content to haul out two reefs in the mainsaiU 
Came to at Cedar Creek 13 M. Spent two days scouring the cove and 
inland waters for ducks with poor success. Clark leaves us .to-day 
for home to meet us again at Forte-cue on the following Wednesday. 
Went to the ho el on the beach and made the acquaintance of the 
proprietor. Captain Garrison, the self styled “Portescue crank.” He 
recently purchased thi-s property, with its surrounding meadow lands 
and extensive oy-ter beds reaching for miles and in fine cultivation. 
Wo found him courteous and entertaining, with a fund of informa¬ 
tion, a polished gentleman and a terror to evil doers. His store 
house of knowledge* is al wavs full, and he has a happ v way of impart¬ 
ing it, proverbial witn educated seamen. Retired old salts are apt to 
be bluff and dictatorial. Not so with our newly made friend, and yet 
the very moment any one attempt.s to infringe upon his rights, or 
treat him with incivility, the calm is turned into a cyclone. We in¬ 
spected the country around behind his fast trotters, and bunted ducks 
in his preserves (ponds) in the evening, with frequent inspi"ation.s. 
Time was parsing rapidly and we weie obliged to bid him a reluctant 
good bye. Wnai a delightful five days we put In with this lord of the 
manor. Nevermore will we go in iheHelaware Bay without stopping 
Just here for at least a week May he grow rich in years as he is in 
worldly goods. 

Beat up against wind and tide to Ben Davis Point, came to in a f1 urry 
of wind after a tedious six hours’ sail. S. A. Wood, our speci.il artUt. 
sprut the evening making sketches that embellish our log, viz.: Our 
cap'ain, ‘‘who could not eat or drink anything,” Robert White, ‘-our 
pastry cook in a dilemma.” Will West, “our cook sawing the jib off 
Porteseue in a gale of wind,” Clark and Wood “smilingover the result 
of the first day’s shooting,” and many other amusing illustrations. 
I neglected to state our run to Porteseue from ' 'edar Creek was the 
roughest of the down passage. Will West, while on tJieendof the 
bow.spnt stowing the jin, was frequently ear deep, and liable at any 
moment to be washed off the spar. Yet he did ms work like a man 
and saved the sail. Under way at daylight, cold and wet. and as 
usual wind dead on end. Came to shoot in middle inar.^h; game 
scarce. Breakfisted thi.-- morning at 4 o’clock and under way at 5. 
Wind still blorting down the bay. Ban by several large bunches of 
ducks on the wing and at res'. Anchored in Salem Creek. Took a 
stroll through the city, mailed letters, and returned on board in time 
for the evening shootine. Col. Grub’s senooner yacht Cadoras from 
Burlington is here. Report ducks scarce. 

Made sail 10 o’clock A. M., stifl’ N.W. wind, which left us at New 
Castl^; dead calm throughout the day. Aucliored at Billiugsport at 
sundown; prospects of a N.E. storm oefore morning. Daylight; oui- 
yacht is doing her best to keep on top. Both anchors .iowii, with a 
full scope of chain. Yacht Tacie dragged into us. and for a lime 
we thought both yachts would go under. Clear at last, the Tacie 
going up on the beach, the sea breaking clear over her. Hoisted a 
three reefed mainsail, and with boom triced to starboard succeeded 
In getting the anchors, and slowly clawed off a lee shore, which was 
in dangerous p^oximitJ^ Beat up to Hog Island, where we lay com¬ 
paratively easy. Our cook says it’s a cold day when it snows in bed, 
and has lak'-n up his lodgings on the floor, having roUed out of his 
berth several time.s. T .e rest of the crew concluded that sleep is not 
healthy under present circumstances, and are making a “night of 
it,” The storm this morning shows no signs of abating, we reluc¬ 
tantly again, and for the last time, get our little ship under way at 
11.10 A.M. Much to our surprise and gratification, she never re¬ 
fused stays, though the seas at times swept clear over her. Arrived 
at Cooper's Point at 3 o’clock P. M. We naci a very pleasant trip, the 
crew vieing with each other iu little kindnesses, which, however, did 
not exclude some pretty sharp practical jokes. Well fed men never 
growl, however. '_R, G. Wilkins. 

A STEERING GEAR FOR ICE YACHTS. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

When I woke up this morning and found several inches of snow 
over the beautiful ice 1 left at dark last evening, and all my anticipa¬ 
tions of another glorious day on my ice yacht spoiled, I felt 
thoroughly disgusted and out of humor generally, so thought the 
best thing to do to recover my equanimity would be to drop you a 
line on the subject of ice boats. 

I have been an ice yachtsman since 18.55, In which year I owned my 
first ice boat. Up to 18681 did ray sailing on the frozen waters of the 
Delaware, and since tnen I have been ice yachting on Maryland 
waters, or rather ice. 

It may seem strange to your readers that an article on ice yachting 
should be written by one residing so far south as Maryland, but the 
fact is we have first-class facilities for the sport on our creeks and 
rivers, which generally freeze over smooth owing to their sheltered 
situation and slow running tides. Then, too, we have much less snow 
than f rther north. When we get a good thick coat of Ice on our 
waters and then have a few hours rain, afterward turning cold, »e 
have a sheet of ice that cannot be surpassed for ice yachting, the 
fresh water freezing on top giving a particularly smooth atm even 
surface. 

All the above may seem a needless preamble to what I had to write 
about, which was my manner of steering my ice boat?, but it seemed 
necessai'y that I i-hould give some reasons why one living so far south 
as 1 do should know something of what 1 was writing about. 

In my long experimenting with ice boats I h.ave used some dozen 
different kinds of runnei-s and rudders for these boats, but my present 
manner of steering I think has advantages over the tiller, which latter 
I think is the method .almo.st universally in use. 

I fouod the usual po.sition of the helmsman—viz., lying nearly on 
one side, with he id toward the bow (if an iceboat maybe said to 
have any), resting on one elbow or shoulder—to be a very constrained 
and tiresome one. and dangerous from me fact that when going very 
fast a small push or pull on the helm makes the body swerve, when 
the tiller is apt to be pulled to one side, making the boat change her 
CO rse. 

My plan is as follows. I use a double set of runners for the rudder. 
The»e runners are set under a piece of timber about 3x4in., which is 
pivoted to the after end of boat (I inclose rough drawings of runners, 
etc.). I have a yoke e-xtending across the block, to which runners 

are bolted about 4ft. long. I make my yoke lines fast to ends of 
yoke, then carry them forwarn, pass each through a single block, or 
fail-leader, on either side of yacht, and back to the helmsman, w ho 
sit-something like a driver in a trotting sulky, except that instead 
of leaning forward as many of them do, he reclines against a back- 
board. In this position you will see that he is firmly braced, having 
afoo’-rest for each foot; and sitting as he does, facing ahead, he 
has a good chance to see and perfect control of the boat, taking a 
good null on the yoke lines and bracing his feet against the foot rest. 
In addition to the back rest I have two side pieee.s just wide enough 
for helmsman to recline against. These prevent any possible side 
motion when the boat is going fast, or in case of a slip of the rudder 
or runners which will occasionally cake place in the best i-egulated 
iceboats. 

For small boats a modification of the above steering gear may be 
made, as follows: The yoke is fitted as before,but instead of passing 
yoke lines through the single blocks bring them forward to a bar 
pivoted in the boat just under the knees of the helmsman, pass thtm 
through holes in the bar and tie; then, sitting in the same position us 
before, put a hand on each side of bar and steer. This is a good 
steering gear, but best suited to small yachts. I do not see why the 
same sysiem of steering would not do for the single rudder as well 
as the double, merely substituting a yoke for the tiller. I have 
adopted the double ruucler. as I think I get more .-peed than with the 
single, and I think the former less liable to slip. 

ow, in conclusion, won't some of my fellow ice yachtsmen write 
something about tiie speed of some of the fine boats on the Hudson and 
Shrewsbury rivers and elsewhere. Over a measured course we all 
know that we go very fast, but how fast we do go I think it would be 
interesting to note. I will say, while on this subject, that the best 
time I have taken wiih my boat has been 30..yds., measured, In 10 
seconds, and 600yds. In 33 seconds. The time in both cas-s was taken 
with a stop watch and distances accurately measured. It was made 
with a good breeze and fine smooth ice. I know that I have often 
made better speed than this, but the times have not been taken. 

By the way, how hard it is to convince the layman that you can go 
faster than the wind while sailing on the ice. I have had very intel¬ 
ligent people scoff at the idea, or treat me with silent contempt while 
telling them of this tact, as though I was a fisherman, jout the 
fane is so well known to ice yachtsmen, and the causes that lead to 

- this result so well explained by one of our promment Iceyachtraen 
that I need not say more on the subject. I hope to hear from some 
of your correspondente through the columns of the Forest and 
8j»bam on the speed question, over measured distances. The oat rig 

is an old Idea of miue, but I never could get the speed with them in 
light win is. nor make them .steer steadily, although I have placed the 
mast 4ft. ahead of the runners. For speed and easy steering in an ice¬ 
boat the center of effort and center of lateral resistance must be close 
together. Sinkboat. 

Easton, Md., Jan. 34. 

ELECTIONS OF OFFICERS. 

Boston F. C.—Jan.27.—Commodore,.Tacob Pfaff: Vice-Commodore, 
J. B. Mear; Rear Commodore, Washington E. Connor; Secretary. 
Thomas Dean; Treasurer, Augud-us Russ; Measurers, D. J. Lawlor 
and J. B. ymith: Trustees, Benjamin Dean, Eben Denton and Thomas 
Manning; Regatta Oommitiee, J P Phinnoy. J. A. Stetson, L. S. Jor¬ 
dan, G. R. Howe ami W. L. Wellman; Membership Committee, J. B. 
Hear, Charles H. Plimpton and D. B. Curiis- 

Bunher mu T. V. Commodore, Gso. T. D. Willcox; Vice-Comnio- 
dure, J. H. Porter; Fleet Captain, W. H. Webber; Secretary- 
Treasurer, B. F Underhill, Jr.; Fmancial Secretary. Geo. W. Abbott; 
Measurer, Harry L. Johnson; Trustees, John W. Rich, William H. 
Tohnan and George M. Barrows, 

BUILDING NOTES.-F. Joyner, of Glens Falls, has latelv built a 
handsome liitle steam launch for Mr. E. E Williams, of New York, 
for use in salt aul fresh water. The boat is 35ft. over all, with 6ft. 
beam, of cedar, finished in oak tind buttonwood. It has air tanks 
below dock and a tank for oil in the bow, the motor being a Snipman 
kerosene engine, titled with a condenser for salt water use. 1 he ex¬ 
haust and bilge syphon discharge under the counter_Messrs. Bor¬ 
den & Wood, of Fall River, have lately completed the design for a 
yacht for Capt. C. W. Anthony of the same place, which will be built 
this winter. She will b6 4-3ft over a'l, 14ft. (iin, beam, and 5ft. draft, 
witn an iron keel of 4 tons and 3 tons of lead inside. The cabin will 
have 6ft. head room and will b® finished in cherry_Mr. J. F. Powell 
has retired from the firm of Powell & Douglas. Mr. R. J. Douglas 
■will continue the business at Waukegan, III. 

A NEW CUTTER FOR A.MEKICA.-Mr. M. Roosevelt Schuyler, 
former owner of the Y-lmde, lias lately purchased the five toniier 
Delvin and wiii briug her nut in time for this season’s races. Delvin 
was designed by young Will Fife, designer of Clara, and was built by 
Fife A Son at Fairlie in 1884. The same year she won 15 priz.->s out 
of 17 starts, all but two being firsts. Her dimensions are 83 Oft. on 
load line, 5.4ft beam. 6.8ft. depth of hold and Oft 2in. draft, with a 
lower sail area of SSlsq.ft With Clara in the 50£l. class and Delvin 
looking alter the stnaUer ones, some of our sailor men will have to 
look sharp for cups next season. 

YACHT CUSHIONS.—A correspondent asks for the addresses of 
makers of seats and cu-hious for yachts, both of cork and hair. 

NEW Y^ORK Y. C—The annual election will be held to-night at 
the club house. _ 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Co. _ 

Canoeists ore Invited to send as notes and full reports of cruises, 
club meets, information about canoeable ivaters, and other commu¬ 
nications of interest.__ 

WIDE AND NARROW CANOES. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I had not intended to enter into the controversy now in progress 

respecting the attitude of the A. O. A. toward large canoes; but it 
seems that some few facts wonh consideration are not being put for¬ 
ward as they deserve, although there must be many well-known 
canoeists who could state as well as I can the case from this aspect. 

I write to defend the A. C. A. rules and classification, yet m full 
sympathy (apart from my canoeing enthusiasm) with those who love 
cruising under sail ana who long to see their preferred craft of larger 
dimensions enjoying the same fraternal association by which we have 
benefitted so much. No one has enjoyed more a thrash to windward 
in a small cat, when the crew of two had all their four bands full, and 
one or two cleats besides, when the pumps had to be manned; nor will 
I deny the delight of idling or working in a boat big enough to allow 
of carlessness as to one’s position in regard to the meta-center. But 
to an A. C. A. canoeist tliere is a view of all these things which to those 
w'ho are unfamiliar with our aims is evidently unknown. 

First as to the facts under dLscussion, the premises of the argument. 
The A. C. A. is called '«pon to admit larger canoes than those of Class B. 
Now so far as my memory serves, not one of your correspondeacs has 
quoted the fact (yet fact it is) that the A, C. A. does not hndt the size of 
its canoes except that they shall be capable of being paddled bj' one 
man. In raeing the A O. A. invites or at least allows the future ap¬ 
pearance of a larger class than Class B. In 1885 I proposed and oh 
lained a race on the official programme for larger canoes, knowing 
that many such exist'd, and the Regatta Committee spent much 
time on the subject with the barren result that the race was aban¬ 
doned for lack of entiies. What does this mean? This year’s com 
milte have some douot as tD the utiliiy of again including such a race 
on the programme and who shall say that they are wrong. But do 
“D.eja,”aDd Thomas Clapham and "Hal” know tbess things? Ishould 
think not. Big canoes are seen at the A O. A meets, even canoes 
with oars, and canoes with two men aboard in sailing and tour people 
have been afloat without a whisper of protest. More than this, cat- 
boats and yawls and even sloops and cutters have mixed with our 
lesser craft in most amicable style and the owuei-s of 30in. arks have 
not denied them. Quite the co jtrar^r; the sneakbox has been allowed 
and without doubt wall be, its moorings, and the St. Lawrence skiff 
has been welcome. Why then this war of words? “Hal” of Newburgn 
(1 salute ani-ighbur) puts his case so it can be answered; he quotes the 
A. C. A. defluitiwn, wnich I stand by, but be adds witn a false con¬ 
struction the quotation of class rules. False or rather faulty because 
he takes no note or has no knowledge of the fact that when canoes of 
other sizes present themselves the A. C. A. will provide races for 
them, AS stated above the A. C. A. has gone more than half way 
toward these .members; publishing half a year ahead a programme 
including them and inviting from tueir supporters suggestions for 
special races for them with no result at all. It is simply astonishing 
that after this the Association should be charged with controlling 
sizes by its rules. Any one familiar with the A. C. A. and its spirit 
ana aims will know that every canoe is welcome in its ranks. 

But there is another questiou involved, broadly this: Is the 
American Canoe Association to be changed to an American Sailing 
or Rowing or Cruising Association? Some clubs have attacked the 
problem; have been canoe and boating clubs, with more or less 
success. Some have finally adopted the canoe as their object after a 
more comprehensive policy. The Mohicans in reforming their 
constitution two or three jears back debated the question; the 
Brooklyns and Newburgs, I believe, have tried it, and some others, 
So theie has not been the unreasuiiabla exclusiveness which a reader 
might imagine; nor need the A. C. A. approach the questiou without 
some data for argument. Now our snort and happy history does 
stem to show that canoeing is our object, and any other craft can 
come among us as appropriately as a buggy might enter a bicycle 
club. 1 belong to a yacht club, and have sailed a craft drawing less 
water than “Deja’s” keel boat; but it will be long before I ask the A. 
O. A. to classily her as a canoe. A cruiser she may be, and if the 
demand is made to reform our co-istitucion and use our splendid 
organization for advancement of all cruising pleasures, we shall 
have a tangible questiou; but so long as nondesci-ipi vessels seek 
recognition simply bec-ause they assume to be canoes, the disguise 
of a mere name will carry little weight. The fact is, that the canoe 
of unwritten and unwrirabie definition is what the A. 0. A exists 
for. Little or big, a canoe is a canoe, and this is a canoe association, 
glad always to welcome and fraternize with any aquatic amateur 
afloat, but discrimimxting in regard to luose who are of us, as com¬ 
pared with thore who are with us. And why? Wherein lies this 
vague distinction? 

These qiiestion-i cannot clearly be answered, but let me try to say a 
word or two to go as far as they may. First, a eauoe is not a sailing 
vessel. Most emphatically hot. To sail a canoe in racing style Is 
more like skating than yachiiug. It is the man who, as a unit, must; 
be fitted with his craft as he would be with his skates. Not the vessel i 
which IS mauned, hue the man to be shod. There is a radical differ- ‘ 
ence between a boat built for stability steered by a man; and another 
built for a man and rely entirely on him for stability, it is the 
same oifference which exists between the buggy and the bicycle. A 
canoe is a crank craft which we sail for the fun of sailing it (and no 
fun equals it). But the true characteristics of tne canoe are its 
diminutive size enabling it .o be paddled, carried and loved by one 
man, with permission to eari-y sometimes a passenger and a few 
necessaries for camping and cruisiug. and padoling is not so much 
the poiut as general portability. Oars are not very dreadful. They 
are nu more rorbUden than rudders or sails, but tUey are not the 
proper things for reasons which a thousand paddlers can state. The 
test Is solitary locomotion. Any craft which can be carried or 
dragged by Its crew of one and which with two or three others of its 
kind can get shipment quickly and quietly on steamers, railroads and 

wagons, la qualified to dispute the popularity of the canoe. But any¬ 
thing which claims all these things with fifty per cent, more beam or 
a bundred per cent, more trreboard or anything per cent, more 
stability, we canoeists know to be a mistake. A bigger boat weighs 
more or it is weak. A heavier boat co^rs more for portage and 
swears more, or it is supernatural, and as for deep boats we Mohicans 
know the value of light draft because we average about 4J4in. and 
would make it less if we could. 

And lastly, to wind up the yarn and douse the glim, let me point 
out that the favorite size of canoes is not that at which the A. C. A. 
seta the Class B limit, but smaller, and that these favorite canoes are 
built, not for for the races where sailing prizes are most freely open, 
but larger. In other words, the biggest Cl-isB B canoes are not the 
favorites; tberefore the A. 0. A. is not regulating this favor, aud the 
Glass A canoes are growing fewer, although a good sailor in a Class 
A canoe has three times the chance of prizes that ho would have in 
Class B. therefore something stronger than A. ti. A. rules is setting 
the tide in favor of certain sizes, which average at about 14tt Bin. to 
15ft. length and 30in. or little more of beam, with 10 or llin. depth at 
gunwale. Compare these sizes with the craft claiming superiority. 
Any one can see tliat 3in. beam or draft are advantages in ceriain 
ways. Are we A. C. A. men behind? We don’t want more freeboard 
or draft or more beam than our muscles and railroad porters and 
tariffs, and sandbanks and rocks and shoal landings will allow us, 
with good temper and no profanity. And for this self-denial I for 
one am content to let “Dej-j.” and Clapham and the others sit in their 
ooats while I sit on mine. 

But I should be glad indeed if they all would come to camp and 
cruise with canoeists. Not a word should be said in derision, not 
even when they ordered real canoes and advertised their ships for 
sale, or when they withdrew them to such locaiiiies and uses as they 
deserve, lamenting instead of boasting that the canoe did not suit 
them. Of course a canoe does not suit everybody. Why then should 
a canoe association be called upon to do so? R. W. Gibson. 

NEW CA-NOES OF 1886.—Never before were so many canoes 
building to special order for leading canoeists. A large number of the 
best known A. C. A. men are building new boats and all the 
boats will have two centerboards each. Cora. Rathbun’s flagship 
bas been commenced by Kuggles of Charlotte, who has just shipped 
to Pittsburg Mr. Bailey’s new boat. Gen. Oliver and Mr. Gibson will 
have new Rushton boats, Com. Munroe will have a Class A canoe 
from Everson, Vice-Com. Stephens has a ( lass B canoe partly com¬ 
pleted. Com. Newman has amodifled Sunbeam on Everson’s stocks, 
Mr. Buddinuton will have an Ideal from the same builder and Mr. 
Stanton of the Knickerbockers will have also a new Everson boaf. 
Commodore Whi'lock will have a 16x30. with probably a single soUd 
board amidships, and a 16x28 with iwo boards. All of these boats 
will be specially built and fitted, and will make a finer fleet than any 
yet seen. None of them are ordered hap hazard from a builder’s cata¬ 
logue, but nearly every one is the result of a careful study by an ex¬ 
perienced canoeist who knows what be wants. 

A NEW PHILADELPHIA CANOE CLUB.-Fdrtor Forest and 
Stream; The Quaker City C. C. was organized at a meeting held 
•Jan. 21, at which the following officers were elected: Commodore 
J. A. Barton; Vice ( oramodore, James K. (l.sborae; Secretary- 
Treasurer, Thomas W. Bluett, We have four canres and two 
building, with nine member.a and a club house at Cooper’s Poiut 
where we are next door neighbors to the Philadelphia C. C. This 
club was formed last spring under the name of the Keystone 0. C. 
but owing to lack of membership was not organized. Tnis did not ’ 
however, prevent its members fr.iin enjoying canoeing thoroughly 
Someof them wereafloatatleaatoncea week from May to November, 
and the Commodore and I were out .sailing on New Year’s Day 
Several short cruises were also taken during the season. A meeting 
will be held Feb. 21 to adopt a burgee and appoint a regatta 
committee to hold races next season .—T. W. Bluett. 

ANOTHER MODIFIED SNEAK BOX.-Erie, Pa.. Jan. 26.—The 
sneakbox through the Forest and Stream struck this neck of woods 
pretty squarely amidships, 1 owned a sort of half-breed, built 
according to dimensions given by Mr. Rushtou in his catalogue, but 
with a stem. She could beat anything of her inches in any weather, 
but she never suited; and I sold her and whittled out a model to su it 
aud was surprised on receipt of the last Forest and Stream to find 
we have very nearly tiie same thing. My boat will be 16ft.x6, 15in 
deep at gunwale amidships, the stern a little wider and rounder and 
will have a mainsail with gaff topsail attached—one halliard—and 
jib, I hereby challenge you for a race.—Headlight. 

MOHAWK C. ().—At the first anuuaJ meeting of the MohawkC. C 
of Troy, N. Y"., held .Jan. 7, the following officers were elected':' 
Captain. William Bennett; Mate, George L. Bascom; Secretary 
Allen Blanchard; Purser, George H. Rich; Executive Committee! 
William Bennett, George 0. Bascom, Allen Blanchard, George H 
Rich. Thomas E. Little. The club was org.inized last summer and 
has at present twelve members and eight canoes; four more canoes 
are being built. List summer thi-ee membei’s—Messrs. Bennett. 
Bascom and Little—made a very pleasant eruiie from Troy to Lake 
Champlain, returning via Lake George. 

AN ENGLISH C4N0E MEET.—The following notice has lately 
been sent out by the Royal C. C.: “Sir—It is proposed to hold a me4 
of canoeists on the Norfolk Broads during the first fortnight in Au¬ 
gust this year. If tnose members of various clubs who will attend 
will kindly send me their names, at the same time stating wnether 
they would prefer camping or hiring a Norfolk wherry for meals and 
sleeping in, I sbaU be liappy to make arrangements and cummunlcate 
with them further upon the subject,-T. G. F. Wensbr, Secretary 
Royal Canoe Club.” 

PERSONAL.—Mr. Frilz Grurabacher, a prominent amateur oars¬ 
man of Prussia, and author of the standard German work on rowing 
and training, is spending a short time in New Y'ork. Dr. 0. M. Doug¬ 
las of Peterboro was in New Yoricthis week and visited the N. Y C C 
at Marmalade Lodge, going out for a short paddle on the Kills. Com.' 
G. W. Gardner of the W. A, 0. A. paid us a visit last week on his wav 
from Bermuda. 

THE A. C, A. TROPHY.—Fdttor Forest and Stream; 

ta ^omsfiandent$. 

No Notice Taken of Anonsrmona Correspondents! 

W. H. S.j Winchester, Ind.—Would advise a St. Bernard. Consult 
our advertising columns. 

T. M. D.—If you wish to do accurate shooting you must use a cart¬ 
ridge shell fitting the chamber. 

SiGEL, Coekeysville, Md.- The legs of the puppies will probably 
come all right as they get older. 

iNqniBER.—Stamford, Conn.-1 saw a few bluebirds yesterday (Jan. 
23) rtj-iiie on the street with an old gentleman, who gate me a point 
on a habit of this bird, which being now to me. I thought might also 
be new to others, so I will give it. He says "the bluebird does not 
migrate as our other song bu’ds do, but they conceal themselves in 
knot holes of trees and fence rails, where they pass the winter in a 
sort of lethargic state.’’ He claims to have observed them in this 
state during winter, and gives this as a reason of their being the 
earliest bird in spring. Ans. The old gentleman was gulling you with 
imaginative nonsense. 

Kensico, Chappaqua, N, Y.—Will you kindly give the common and 
scientific names of me flsu which 1 send to you'by this post? It is a 
fair specimen of thousands recently taken in bait nets or cast up 
dead along the shores of the reservoir pond at Kensico, and is chiefly 
remarkable for the fact that the species seems quite unknown to the 
fishermen and sportsmen hereabouts. None or the local fishermen 
has seen anything like it in tne neighborii g ponds or lakes during 
many seasons of winter fishing through the ice. The specimen sent 
herewith was taken from the stomach of a pickerel. Tuose captured 
in bait nets invariably died almost immediately after being taken 
from the water. Ans. The fish is one ot the clupeoids, but the 
youth and dried condition defies a correct diagnosis. It may be a 
shad or an alewife iherringi-the saw-belly tells this much. If you 
can send a larger specimen, without its being dried up, we may 
decide, 

INFORMATION WANTED. 

R. J. D. wants to Know to which counties in Pennsylvania to go (1) 
for large game, such as bear, dee-', wild turkey, etc, (2j To whk-h 
for trout fishing, combined with the above. (3) Which would be the, 
best for all around work, i. e,, largest variety of shooting and fish¬ 
ing and pleasant spots for campieg; mountainous country preferred. 
(4) Adoresses of parties to write to to make aiTangemenis. 

Men in “Safe Employments” were paid a quarter of a. million 
dollars last year by the Travelers, of Hartford, Conn., for accidental 
death and Injuries.— 
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HTJMPHSETTS’ 
Homeopathic Vetel-'mairy 

Specifics for 
HORSES, CATTLE, SHEEP* 

DOGS, HOGS, PODLTRT. 

tjU. S. Governin’t. 
Chart on Rollers, 

and Book Sent Free. 

Humphreys’ Med. Co., 109 Fulton St., M. Y. 
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O O 00 
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BRAIDED FISHING LINES. 

The great superiority of a properly braided line over a twisted or laid Une, has increased the demand for 

braided lines enormously. This demand has induced a number of manufacturers, entirely unacquainted with the 

requirements of anglers, to put on the market a quantity of perfectly worthless goods. Many of these lines are 

undersized and short of marked length; nearly all of them are made of poor material and on old-fashioned 

machines. Anglers will please take notice that all of our best braided lines—cotton, linen, raw silk, dressed silk, oiled 

silk, enamel, and polished waterproof tapers—are labeled with our full firm name and trade mark, except the enamel 

fly lines on cards, which bear only our trade mark and the name of the Empire City Braid Co., whose agents we are. 

If your dealer does not beep our goods in stock, or will not order them for you, send us 50 cents for our 180-page 

illustrated catalogue. 

ABBEY IIUBBIE, 
Manufacturers of every description of 

O? C XS. £3, 

18 Vesey Street (Fourth door from the Astor House), New York. 

A NEW Rl 
Can now fur¬ 

nish guns for 
the following 
sizes Center-Fire 
Cartridges: 

.32, .38 and 
.32-40, .38 
.40-70 S. 
.45-70 U 

WINCHESTER 
SINGLE SHOT. 

Not Yet Ready. 

Weights from 
6 3-4 to 12 lbs., 
according to cal¬ 
iber and size of 
barrel. 

WINCHESTEE REPEATING ARMS CO., 
Send tor TG-page Illustrated Catalogue. Just out. KTE'W' OOKTKT. 

Split Bamboo Fly Rod. 
This cut represents our No. 23 Split Bamboo 

Fly Rod with Grooved Wood Form. Length, 
10i4ft ; weieht 8oz. We maKe same style rods 
for trout and bass to-weigh from 6 to 12oz,also 

Ett the “Standard Henshell Rod,” Lancewood Itods. 
Reels. Turned Stock and Rod Trimmings of all 
descriptions. For New Illustrated Catalogue for 

188i addr^ts^^^ H. CHUBB, 
Orange County, Post Mills, Vermont. 

MOLLER’S 

FOR 
General 

Debility, ^ 
Scrofula, 

Rheumatism 
or Consumption, 
is superior to any m de¬ 

licacy of taste and smell,'" 

medicinal virtues and purity. 

London, European and Ne-vr 

York physidanB pronounce it the 

purest and best. Sold by Druggists. 

W.H.ScMeffelin & Co.(^ac1S)NewYork 

T oboggans. 
IN WINTER ENJOY 

■V\7'li3.tor 
Write for description and prices of Tobo^ans 

and Cushions to 

J. H. KUSHTON, Canton, N. T. 
For sale at H. C. Squihes. 178 Broadway. N. Y. 

THREAD-WOUND, LONG-RAN(3(E 

SHOT CARTRIDGE CASES 
For muzzle and breechloading, cylindrical and 
choke-bore shotguns. Made to open just short of 
60, 70 and 90 yards, giving close pattern and great 
penetration; 10 and 12-gauge. Send for circular. 

Twenty sent, postpaid, for $1, 

H. H. SCHLEBER & CO., Rochester, N, Y. 

THE SETTER, 
-BY- 

LAYERACK. 
A^ith colored Illustrations. Price, postpaid, $3.00 

For sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Co. 

3 IN 1. 

A Splindid Dog Whiitli, 
Water-Tight Match Box, 

-AND- 

Reiiable Compass 
COMBINED. 

Nickel-plated metal. Sold by dealers in Sports¬ 
men’s goods, or sent by mail on receipt of price $1. 

WILBUR & CO.. Box 2,^2, N. Y. P. O. 

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1878. 

BAKER’S 

^ Warranted absoltitely pure 
Cocoa) from which the excess of 
Oil has been removed. It has three 
times the strength of Cocoa mixed 
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar, 
and is therefore far more economi¬ 
cal, costing less than one cent a 
cup. It Is delicious, nourishing, 
strengthening, easily digested, and 
admirably adapted for invalids as 
well as for persons in health. 

Sold by Grocers eyerywhero. 

1. BAKR & CO., DorcWer, Mass. 

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING. 

EPPS’S COCOA. 
BREAKFAST. 

“By a thorough knowledge of the natural law's 
which govern the operations of digestion and nutri¬ 
tion, and by a careful application of the fine prop¬ 
erties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided 
our breakfast tables with a delicately flavored 
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors’ 
bills. It is by the judicious use of sucli articles of 
diet that a constitution may be gradually built up 
until strong enough to resist every tendency to 
disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating 
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak 
point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by keep¬ 
ing ourselves well fortified with pure blood and a 
properly nourished frame. "—Civil Service Gazette. 

Made simply with boiling water or milk, told 
only in half pound tins by Grocers, labelled thus: 

JAMXiS XlFPS & CO., Homoeopatbto Chem¬ 
ist*. London. Bnelond. 

ttTV/TUSIC WITHOrT A TEACHER.” 
IVx Any person can play a tune on the Piano or 

Organ in 16 minutes by using Soper’s Instantaneous 
Guide. The Guide, with 20 pieces of popular music, 
mailed to any address on receipt of $1.00. No pre¬ 
vious knowledge of music required. Send for testi¬ 
monials. Heabnb & Co.. Pub’s, 1164 Broadway. N.Y. 

HILL ON THE DOG. 
THE STANDARD WORK ON THEIR 

MANAGEMENT AND DISEASES. 
Price sa.OO. 

For Sale by tbe Forest and Stream Pub. Oo. 

Hunting Boots or Shoes, Wholesale 
or Retail, JOHN D. BETHEL, Man’f’r of 
Sportsmen’s Goods. 124 Chambers st., N.Y, 

Send for Prices. No Postal Cards. 

Send 10 cents for a sample of a handsome Cer¬ 
tificate of Membership for Gun or Rifle Clubs, 
printed in five colors. Something which every or- fanized club should have, and when framed and 

ung up will be an ornament to any sportsman s 
home or place of business. Price $3.00 for twenty- 
five. If ordered printed elsewhere (in the ^™e 
style) would cost from $10 to $12. Address W.C. 
HINMAN, Box 1,041, Leavenworth, Kansas. 

“REPELLENE.” 
An Infallible Preventive of tbe Attacks of 

Mosquitoes, Black Flies, Gnats, 
And All Other Insects. 

Neat, clean and easily applied. Contains no tar, 
will not stain nor injxtre the skin, easily washed off, 
may be carried without danger of leaking or spilling. 

Price, 86 Cents Per Box. 

For sale by Dealers in Sportsmen’s Goods. 

DO NOT RETAlIi."^ 

A. FERGUSON, Sole Manufacturer, 

OfQce, 65 Fulton Street, New York. 

The Still-Hunter, 
—BY- 

T. S. VAN DYKE. 
PRICE, POSTPAID. $2.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHINa OO., 

39 Park Row, New York. 

Specialties in Fish¬ 
ing Tackle. Please 
send your address for 

-circular and sample 
card of lines. E. J. MARTIN. Rockville, Conn. 
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STATEMENT OF 

The Mutual Life Insurance Company of New York. 
A. McCTJJRDY, I>resident. 

For the year ending December 31, 1886. ASSETS, 108,908,967,61. 

Insriranoe and. Annnity Acco-unt. 

No. Amount. No. Amount. 

Policies and Annuities in 
force Jan. 1st, 1885. 

Risks Assumed. — 
114,865 
14,a34 

$351,815,941 07 
46,507,139 16 

Policies and Annuities in 
force Jan. 1st, 1886. 

Risks Terminated. 
120.952 

8,247 
$368,981,441 36 

29,341,638 87 

129,199 $893,323,080 23 129,199 $398,323,080 23 

To Balance from last account. $97,C09,»13 08 
" Premiums. 14,768,901 93 
“ Interest and Rents. 5,446,052 35 

$117,224,867 36 

By paid to Policy-Holders: 
Endowments and Pur¬ 

chased Insurances. .$5,270,116 .34 
Dividends aud Annui¬ 
ties. 3,211.900 00 

Deceased Lives. 6,920,033 56 
-$14,402,049 90 

“ Other Disbursements; 
Commissions and!*, oos sc-q fu 

Commutations.... 84 
Taxes. 266,656 50 
Expenses. 991,954 14 

- 2,487,290 48 
“ Premium on Stocks and Bonds 

Purchased. 469,882 87 
“ Balance to new account. 99,865,644 11 

$117,224,867 36 

Balance SHeet. 

To Reserve for policies in foi ce or 
terminated.$103,846,263 00 

“ Premiums received in advance... 50,080 73 
“ Surplus at four per cent... 5,012,633 78 

By Bonds Secured by Mortgages on 
Beal Estate.$49,228,930 16 

“ United States and other Bonds. 39,366,104 00 
“ Loans on Collaterals. 3,8.56,500 00 
“ Real Estate. 10,992,720 45 
“ Cash in Banks and Trust Com¬ 

panies at interest. 2,619,643 21 
“ Interest accrued. 1,217,329 85 
“ Premiums deferred and in transit.. 1,438,189 55 
“ Sundries.   189,550 29 

$108,908,967 51 $108,908,967 51 

I have carefully examined the foregoing statement and And the same to be correct. 
A. N. WATERHOUSE, Auditor. 

From the Surplus above stated a Dividend will be apportioned as usual. 
New York, January 20,1880. _ 

Samuel E. SprouUs, 
Lucius Robinson, 
Samuel D. Babcock, 
George S. Coe, 
John E. Develin, 
HcymourL. Husted, 
Richard A. McCurdy, 
James C. Holden, 
Hermann 0. von Post, 

BOARD 

George C. Richardson, 
Alexander H. Rice, 
F. Ratchford Starr. 
Frederick H. Cossitt, 
Lewis May, 
Oliver Harriman, 
Henry W. Smith, 
John H. Sherwood, 
Robert Olyphant, 

OF TRUSTEES. 
George F Baker, 
Joseph Thompson, 
Dudley Olcott, 
Frederic Cromwell. 
Julien T. Davies, 
Robert Sewell, 
S.Van Rensselaer Cruger, 
Charles R. Henderson. 

George Bliss, 
Rufus W. Peckham, 
Wm. P. Dixon, 
J. Hobart Herrick, 
Robert A. Granniss, 
Nicholas C. Miller, 
Henry H. Rogers, 
Jno. W. Auchincloss. 

Tlie Maynard Rifles Sd Sliotguus. 
NEW OFF-HAND JtARHET RIFLE, MODEL OF 1882. 

PRICES REDUCED. 
With Pistol Grip Stock, Tip 

Stock and Swiss Butt Plate, 
For Hunting and Target Practice at 

all ranges the “MAYNARD” more 
completely supplies the wants of 

' Hunters and Sportsmen generally, than any other Ride in 
the world, as many barrels can be used on one stock, and for accu¬ 
racy, convenience, durability and safety, is not excelled. 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue describing the new attachment 
for using rim and center-fire ammunition. 

Eymau 

MASS. ARMS CO., Box 500, Chicopee Falls, Mass. ®*e**‘* 

Manufactured under Price’s Patent 

tlxe Best. 
BE SURE TO SEE THEM. 

No. 1 POCKET, 7MX3MX1M inches.$1.50 
No. 2 GEM. 9X6X5 inches. 4.75 
No. 8 ACME, 12x8X5^4 inches. 6.75 

Illustrated descriptive circular on application. 

ASK TOUR DEALER FOR THEM. 

H- IF*. 

29 Murray Street, (Box 2,308), NEW YORK. 

NEW RIFIi SIGHTS. 
The Kind They Have Been Looking For. 

Front and Rear Sights are patented to F. W. Freund. 

A production of years of patient and thorough 
study in the field and shop. This sight has met 
with great success East and West. It shows what 
perfection has been attained in open sights for 
hunting, eporting and target rifles. They give ex¬ 
cellent satisfaction w'hen used under imfavorable 
conditions of light or defective sight, and are, on 
account of their fine workmanship, an ornament to 
any rifle. Send stamp for illustrated circular; write 
your name plainly. Address 

F, W. FREUND, Greenville, New Jersey, 
912 Bergen avenue (Jersey City P. O.) 

Baton’s Rust Preventer. 
For GUNS, CUTLERY and SURGICAL INSTRU 

MENTS. Specially adapted for salt water shooting. 
For sale at aU principal gun stores. Western 

trade supplied dy E. E. EATON, 53 State street, 
Chicago,^. Cannot be sent by mail. 

Manufactured solely by 

GEO. B. EATON, S70 Pavonls 
-■ Jersey City, N, 

What tlie Ctiawpions of tie forU Say: 
Elkhabt hi., Feb. 13,1884. 

J. C. Petmecky: 
Dear Sir—I have used your cleaner and find it 

one of the best I ever used, and I think it will take 
the place of all other cleaners. 

Capt. a. H, Bogardus. 

Gainsville, Ark., May 5. 1884. 
Mr. J. C. Petmecky: 

Dear Sir—I have just received the two gun clean¬ 
ers, and I admire them very much. They are the 
best thing I have ever seen. I have tried almost 
everything imaginable, but this simple invention 
after using it has become indispensable with me. 
For removing lead on the interior of gun barrels I 
am quite certain its equal has not yet been pro¬ 
duced. Most truly yours, 

Capt. E. E. Stubbs. 

Austin, Tex., March 31,1885. 
Mr. J. C. Petmecky., Austin, Tex.; 

Dear Sir—^At my recent shoot in your city it 
afforded me pleasure to speak of the merits of your 
late invention, the “Petmecky Gun Cleaner.” After 
trying all others I find it the best, and cheerfully 
recommend it to all sportsmen. 1 remain, yours 
truly. Dr. W. J. Carver, 

Champion Shot of the World. 

FLORIDA. 
XxxdlAxi 

NEW MAPS FOR SALE. 

New maps of BREVARD COUNTY, FLA., just 
published oy J. Francis LeBaron, C. E,. Deputy 
U. S. Surveyer for the District of Florida. They 
include the entire INDIAN RIVER country and the 
Kissimmee Valley, showing the drainage operations 
of the Okeechobee Drainage Co. and the Disston 
Company. These maps are completeand accurate, 
and are made from actual surveys by the author, 
supplemented by the ofiBcial surveys of the U. S. 
Deputy Surveyors, the U. S. Coast and Geodetic 
Survey, and the U. S. Engineers, U. S. Army. They 
show all the new towns, post offices and settlements, 
projected and constructed canals, railroads, wagon 
roads, etc. They show the depth of water in the 
ocean, river and lagoons, and are invaluable to the 
land hunter, settler, sportsman or tourist. They 
are mounted in three styles as follows: 

Price. 
Mounted on Rollers, Cloth Backed, Varnished, $4.00 
Cn Strong Linen Paper, bound in Covers for 

Pocket use. 3.00 
Plain. 2.00 

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price. Ad¬ 
dress J. FRANCIS LeBARCN, C. E., Boslwick’s 
Block, Jacksonville, fla, (P, C. Lock Box 425.) 

Th© Forest and Stream Publishing Co. will send post paid any book 
published on receipt ot publisher’s price. 

Sportsman's Library, 
XLBist; of Sx>oiri;asxi3Lei>xi’s BooIsls 

We vnU forward any of these Boohs hy mail, postpaid, on receipt of price. 

No books sent unless money accompanies the order* 

POSITIVELY NO BOOKS EXCHANGED. 
ANGlilNO. 

Adirondack Fishes, Fred Mather. 25 
American Angler’s Book, Norris. 5 50 
Angling.    50 
Angling Talks, Dawson. 50 
Angling, a Book on, Francis. 7 50 
Angling Literature in England. 1 26 
Black Bass Fishing, Henshall. 3 00 
Carp Culture, Peirce. 60 
Fish and Fishing, Manly . 6 25 
Fishing, Bottom or Float. 50 
Fishing in American Waters, Scott, Bins. 2 50 
Fishing with the Fly, Orvis . 2 60 
Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes.. 1 25 
Fly Rods and Fly Tackle, Wells. 2 50 
Frank Fore-ster’s Fish and Fishing. 2 50 
Frank Forester’s Fishing with Hook and Line 25 
Fysshe and Fysshyne. 1 00 
Fresh and Salt Water Aquarium. 50 
Modem Practical Angler, Pennell. 2 00 
Practical Trout Culture. 1 00 
Practical Fisherman. 4 20 
Prime’s I Go a-Fishing. 2 50 
Rod and Line in Colorado Waters. 1 00 
Scientific Angler . 1 50 
Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout, 
etc. 2 00 
Trolling. 50 
The Game Fish of the Northern States and 

British Provinces. 2 00 
Trout Culture, Slack. 1 00 
Walton. Izaak. fac simile of first edition. 3 75 

BIRDS. 

American Bird Fancier. 50 
Baird’s Birds of North America. 30 00 
Bird Notes. 75 
Birds Nesting. 1 25 
Birds of Eastern Pennsylvania. 4 00 
Birds of the Northwest. 4 50 
Birds and Their Haimts. 3 00 
Cage and Singing Birds, Adams.T. 50 
Cones’ Field Ornithology. 2 50 
Cones’ Key to North American Birds.15 00 
Game Water Birds of the Atlantic Coast, 
Roosevelt. 2 00 

Holden’s Book of Birds, pa. 26 
Minot’s Land and Game Birds. 3 00 
Native Song Birds. 75 
Naturalists’ Guide, Maynard.  2 00 
Natural History or Birds. 3 00 
Samuel's Birds of New England. 4 00 
Shore Birds. 15 
Water Birds of N. A., by Baird, Brewer and 

Ridgway, plain edition, 2 vols., $12 each; 
hand colored edition, 2 vols., each.. 30 00 

Wood’s Natural History of Birds. 6 00 

CAMPING AND TRAPPING. 

Adventures in the Wilderness. 1 25 
Amateur Trapper—pape^^ 50c.; bds. 75 
Three in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gim in 
Norway. 1 76 

Camps in the Rockies, Grohman. 1 75 
Camp Life in the Wilderness. 30 
Camping and Cruising in Florida, Henshall. 1 60 
(3anoe and Camp Cookery, by “Seneca”. 1 00 
Complete American Trapper, Gibson. l 00 
Hints on Camping. 1 25 
How to Camp Out, Gould . 75 
How to Hunt and Trap, Batty’8. 1 50 
Rustlings in the Rockies. 1 00 

GUIDE BOOKS AND MAPS. 

Adirondacks. Map of, Stoddard ... $1 00 
Farrar’s (Juide to Moosehead Lake, pa. 60: clo. 1 00 
Farrar’s (juide to Richardson andRangeiey 

Lake, paper, 50; cloth. 1 00 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake. 50 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Region 50 
Florida Annual. 50 
Guide Book and Map of the Dead River Region 50 
Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddard. 25 
Map of Androscoggin Region. 50 
Map of Northern Maine, Steele,. 1 00 
Map of the Thousand Islands. 50 
Map of the Yellowstone Park . 2 .50 

SPORTS AND GAMES. 

American Boy’s Own Book, Sports and Games 2 00 
Athletic Sports for Boys, bos. 76c.; cloth. 1 00 
Boy’s Treasury of Sports and Pastimes, etc.. 2 00 
Cassell’s Book of Sports and Pastimes. 3 00 
Croquet.    20 
Easy Whist. 50 
Every Boy’s Book of Spoi-ts and Amusements 8 50 
Hands at Whist. 50 
Instruction in the Indian Club Exercise. 25 
Laws andPrinciples of Whist, Cavendish. 2 00 
Quoits and Bowls. -i:' 
fflmting. 25 
Stonehenge, Encyclopedia of Rural Sports... 7 50 
Whist for Beginners. 50 

BUNTING—SHOOTIN G. 

Across Coimtry Wanderer. 5 OG 
American Sportsman, The, Lewis. 2 60 
Breech Loader, Modem, Gloan, illustrated... 1 25 
Crack Shot (The Rifle), “Barber,” illustrated. J 25 
Dead Shot (The Gun), illustrated . 1 25 
Field. Cover and Trap Shooting. 2 00 
Frank Forester’s Sporting Scenes and Charac¬ 

ters, 2vol., cloth. 4 00 
Frank Forester's Manual for Young Siiortsmen 2 00 
Frank Forester’s Fugitive S. Sketches, paper 75 
How I Became a Crack Shot, Farrow. 1 00 
How I Became a Sportsman. 2 40 
Himting, Shooting and Fishing. 2 50 
Himting and Himters of aU Nations, Frost... 1 50 
Hurlin^am Gun Club Rules. 25 
Instructions in Rifle Firing . 2 00 
Nimrod in the North, Schwatka. 2 60 
Rifle Practice, Wingate... 1 50 
Rod and Gun in California... 1 50 
Shooting.   50 
Shooting, Dougall.   3 00 
Shootmg on the Wing. 75 
Sport. Fox Hunting, Salmon Fishing, etc., W. 

B. Davenport, illustrated. 7 50 
Sport With Gun and Rod, cloth . 10 00 
Sport with Gun and Rod, new, plain editjon.. 5 00 

Embossed leather. 15 00 
Sporting Adventures in the Far ’^Vest. 1 60 
Still Hunter, Van Dyke....... 2 00 
Stephens’ Lynx Hunting. 1 25 
Stephens’ Fox Hunting'.. 1 26 
Stephens’Young Moose Hunters. 160 
The Qm Its Ijevelopmeht, Qre^per.^• S ^ 

BOATING AND YACBTING: 

A Canoe Trip, or a Lark on the Water. 30 
Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam. 3 00 
Boat Racing, Brickwood. 2 50 
Boating Trips on New England Rivers. 1 26 
Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs, W. P. 
Stephens. T 60 

Canoe and Camp Cookery, by “Seneca”. 1 00 
Canoe Handling, C. B. Vaux.  1 00 
Canoemg m Kanuckia. 126 
Canoe and Camera. 150 
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper. Bishop’s. 1 50 
Cmises in Small Yachts. 2 60 
(Corinthian Yachtsman. 125 
Donaldson’s Steam Machinery . 1 60 
Four Months in a Sneakbox, Bishop. 1 50 
Frazar’s Practieal Boat Sailing. 100 
Inland Cruise. 60 
Model Yachts and Boats, Grosvenor. 2 00 
Paddle and Portage. 150 
Practical Boat Sailing, Davies. 2 00 
Practical Boat Building, Neison... 1 00 
The America’s Cup, paper, 50c.: cloth. 1 00 
The Canoe Aurora, by Dr. C. A. Neid4. 1 00 
Vacation Cruising, Rothrick. 1 60 
Yacht Architecture, Dixon Kemp. 16 80 
Yachts and Boat Sailing, Kemp. 10 00 
Yacht Designing, Kemp. 26 00 
Yachts, Small, C. P. Kunhardt. 7 00 

UORSE. 

American Roadsters and Trotting Horses. 6 00 
Boucher’s Method of Horsemanship. 1 00 
Bruce’s Stud Book, 3 vols. 30 00 
Dadd’s American Ref ormed Horse Book, 8vo. 2 60 
Dadd’s Modern Horse Doctor, 12mo. 1 50 
Dwyer’s Horse Book. 126 
Horses, Famous American Race. 76 
Horses, Famous American Trotting. 75 
Horses, Famous, of Amenca.   1 60 
Jeiming’s Horse Training. 1 25 
Manual of the Horse. 25 
Mayhew’s Horse Doctor. 3 00 
Mayhew’s Horse Management.  3 00 
McClure’s Stable Guide. i 00 
Rarey’s Horse Tamer. 50 
Riding and Driving. 20 
Riding Recollections, Whyte Melville’s. 3 00 
Stonehenge, Horse Owner's Cyclopedia. 3 75 
Stonehenge on the Horse, English edition, 8vo 8 50 
Stonehenge on the Horse, American edition, 
l2mo. 2 00 

The Book of the Horse. 8 00 
The Saddle Horse. 1 00 
Veterinary Dictionaiy, Going. 2 00 
Wallace’s American Stud Book.10 00 
Wallace’s American Trotting Register, 2 vols. 20 00 
Woodruff’s Trotting^Horses of America. 2 50 
Yoimtt and on the Home. 2 00 

KENNEE* 
American Kennel, Burges. 3 00 
Dog, Diseases of, DalzleJ. 1 00 
Dog, Diseases of, HUl. 2 00 
Dog Breaking, Floyd.  50 
Dog Breaking, by Holabird. 26 
Dog Breaking, Butchinson. 3 75 

Dog, the Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson. 3 00 
Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond. 1 00 
Dogs of Great Britain, -kmerica and other 
Countaries. 2 00 

Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, 16mo. 76 
Dogs, Points for Judging. 50 
Dogs, Richardson, pa. 30.; -doth. 60 
Dogs and Their Ways, Williams. 1 26 
Dogs and the Public . 75 
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment in 

Disease, byAshmont. 2 00 
English Kennel C. S. Book, Vol. I. fl 00 
English K. 0. S. Book, Vols. III. to X., each.. 4 60 
Our Friend the Dog. 3 06 
Practical Kennel Guide, Stable*... 1 50 
Setter Dog, the, Laverack. 3 OO 
Stonehenge, Dog of British Islands. 7 60 
The Dog, by Idstone. 1 25 
Vero Shaw’s Book on the Dog, clixfa, $8.00; 
morocco. 22 60 

Y ouatt on the Dog.   2 50 

MISCEEEANEOUSi 
A Naturalist’s Rambles About Home, Abbott. 1 50 
Adventures of a Young Naturalist.  1 76 
Amateur Photogr^her. 1 00 
Animal Plagues, Fleming.. 4 86 
Antelope and Deer of America. 2 60 
Archer, Modem.   26 
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson.... 1 M 
Atlas of Jersey Coast. 1 50 
Black Hills of Dakota, Ludlow, quarto, cloth, 

Government Report.. 2 50 
Common Objects of the Seashore,.. SO 
Eastward Ho!. 125 
Historical and Biographical Atlas of New Jer¬ 

sey Coast. 5 00 
How to Make Photographs. 1 00 
Humorous Sketches, Seymour. 6 00 
Insects Injurious to Vegetation. 6 50 
Keeping One Cow. 100 
Life and Writings of Frank Forrester, 2 vols., 

per vol. 1 50 
Mammals of New York, paper. $4; cloth. 5 00 
Maynard’s Manual of Taxidermy. l 25 
Manton’s Taxidermy Without a Teacher. 50 
Natural History Quadruped. 76 
North American Insects. 1 50 
Old St. Augustine, Fla., illustrated. 1 50 
Packard’s Half-Hours With Insects. 2 50 
Pistol, The. .. 50 
Photography for kmatpurs. 60 
Practical Forestry, by Fuller. 1 60 
Practical Taxidermy and Home Decoration, 
Batty. 1 60 

Practical Orange (Culture. 1 00 
Practical Poultry Keeping. 2 00 
Randall’s Practical Shepherd. 2 00 
Sportsman’s Gazetter, Hallock. 3 00 
Sportsman’s Hand Book, Col. Horace Park... 1 00 
Studies in Animal Life, Lewis. 1 00 
The Cream of Leicestershire. 3 50 
The Forester, by Brown.  10 00 
The Northwest Coast of America. 20 00 
The Heart of Europe.  3 75 
The Botanical Atlas, 2 vols. 12 00 
TheZoological Atlas,2 vols.    10 00 
The Taxidermists’Manual, Brown... 1 00 
Wild Flowers of Switzerland. 15 00 
Wild Woods Life, Farrar.    1 26 
Woodcraft, “Nessmuk”.  100 
Woods and Lakes of Maine. 100 
Vousts onBheep.I 
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ADJUSTABLE 
combining beauty, lightness, 

strength, COJYLFORT, sim. 
^ plioi^.^eryiWn^ to an eocaet 

science. Orders by mail &t- 
tendedtopromptly. Goods 

shippedC.O.]}. WilsonAdJnit* 
able Chair Uanofactnrlng Co., 

^51 HANNAFORD 

Ventilated 
RUBBER BOOTS. 

__ The only boots made that 
WIJjIj not sweat or chill the feet. 

WITZ, KEEP the feet dry and warm-. 
These hoots have been in use for two seasons, 

and given entire satisfaction. Hundreds testify 
that they can be worn -with comfort. 

Will be sent C.O.H. j\sk your 
dealer for them, or send for circular. 

HMMFORD YEJfTILiTED BOOT CO. 
79 Milk Street, Boston. 

OCRKW PHATES, TAPS, DIES, ETC., FOR 
O gunsmiths and amateurs. Send for illustrated 
'•Vtaloime R. W OARI) ft nO.. ManafleW. Maa-. 

Long i«eand gunning and game 
PKESERVB CEUB —A party of gentlemen, 

loving sport, are contemplating the formation of a 
gunning and fishing club on Long Island where 
land is cheap, accessible and game thrives well. 
Propose to buy land, stock with quail, pheasants, 
deer, etc., stock streams with trout, erect club 
house so situated as to be convenient to upland 
shooting and shooting and fishing on Great South 
Bay (near Fire Island. Game to be fed and covers 
made in wintprs of unusual severity. Man or men 
to act as ganm keepers. Members to combine their 
dogs for splendid kennels, etc. Stock to cost from 
$200 to $1,000 per share. Membership limited. 
Interested gentlemen will please address SILO, 
Gedney House, Broadway and Fortieth street. New 
York City. jan28rf 

WANTED. 

Bear, Buffalo, Deer, Wolves, Foxes, Spotted Cats, 
Civit Cats, Lynx, Panthers. Antelope, Otter, Beav¬ 
ers and other animals and birds of aU kinds. Ad¬ 
dress D. II. TALBOT, Sioux City, la. 

“American Naturalist.” 
Anyone having Vol. X. of the American Natural¬ 

ist (1876) to sell will find a purchaser at a liberal 
price by addressing E. S. HOLMES, Grand Rapids, 
Mich. £eb4,lt 

COPIES WANTED.—JAN. 4, 11 AND 18, FEB. 1, 
March 8 and Sept. 13. 1888; Feb, 7 and 14, March 

6,1884. We are short of these issues, and would be 
obliged if any of our readers having one or all of 
these numbers that they do not want will send to 
Fore.st and Stream Pub. Co.. 39 Park Row, New 
York City. mar26,tf 

x/v lAito 
(Lepus Americanus.) 

A few living specimens wiU be sent to orders ac 
companied with the cash, at $3 each, and delivered 
in good order and properly boxed, at Bethel express 
office. J. G. RICH, Bethel, Me. 

Chester White, Berkshire 
and Poland China Pigs, Fine 
Setter Dogs, Scotch Collies, 
Foxhounds and Beagles, 

. Sheep and Poultry, bred and 
^ for sale by W. Gibbons & Co., 

West Chester, Chester Co., Pa. Send stamp for 
Cii’cular and Price List. 

For sale or exchange.-a crouch’s 
student Binocular Microscope, complete and 

as good as new, 1 inch, inch, J4.inch objectives, 
A and B eye pieces, polarizer and all accessory ap¬ 
paratus. Will take good paddling canoe in part 
payment. Address H. P. UFFORD, Casselton, D. T. 

T TYri? rYTT A TT for sale, in fine 
lAl. V Jit W U xaXX.; condition Pa. and 
W. Va. birds. E. B. WOODWARD, Commission 
Merchant, 174 Chambers st., N.Y. Established 1838. 

For sale cheap.-complete shooting 
outfit, including Scott hammerless gun, two 

sets barrels. Full particulars of FRED. G. MOORE, 
78 Beekman street. New York. janSS.St 

itt 

ST. GEORGE 

143 West Filty-fiith St., New York. 
In the stud for a few select pointer bitches. 
POINTER BR.4DFORD, (litter brother to 

champion Beaufort). Sire—Champion Bow (E. 
7,070), by champion Bang, by Davey’s Luna. Bang, 
by Coham’s Bang out of Price’s Vesta. Luna, by 
Lord Cole’s Cole out of Evan’s Nell. Dam— 
Beulah (sister to Rush, A.K.R. 357), by Steel’s 
Flake out of Guido’s Lily. Flake, by Slrachan’s 
Flash out of Scbiffelin’s Juno. Guido’s Lily, by 
Lancaster Sam out of GibFon’s Lilly. Schiffelin's 
Juno, by Lonsdale’s Ponto 1. out of the Duke of 
Westminster’s Juno, by the Earl of Litchfield’s 
Bragg II. out of Brailford’s Juno, by the Earl of 
Litchfield’s Noble I out of Autrobus’s Nell (E. 1,229). 
iSee also A.K.R. 355 and 357 for further tracing). 

■ BRADFORD is large, strong, well muscled and 
well made, and combines the best winning bench 
show and field trial blood of England and America. 

STUD FEE, StoO, 

|^“Bitches cared for in the mosl kind opd careful 
maimer. 

ST GEORGE BREEDING AND BREAKING 
/?F)NNRr.s; 143 West Fifty-fifth st,, N, Y, jarplStf 

itt till 
TBE IMMENSE ROUGH-COATED ST. 

BERNARD CHAMPION 

O T H O 
(A.K.R. 483). 

Orange tawny, perfect blaze and collar, other 
white markings correct; double dew claws. Born 
August. 1882. This celebrated dog stands 38J4 in. 
full at shoulders, w’eighs 183 lbs. (Jan. 30,1886). has 
a grand, massive Head, immense bone, and is per¬ 
fect in disposition. 

“Otho is conceded to be the best fronted St. Ber¬ 
nard in the country,”—American Kennel Register, 
June, 1885. 

•‘Otho is one of the grandest fronted dogs we 
have ever seen. His head is a study and his fore¬ 
arm we have never seen surpassed. He is also an 
Immense upstanding dog. —Forest and Stieam, 
Oct. bO. 1884. 

Fee $50. Approved bitches only. Cabinet pho¬ 
tos, 50 cents; cartes of head. 25 cents. Imported 
stock for sale. THE HOSPICE KENNELS, Im¬ 
porters and Breeders of Thoroughbred St. Ber¬ 
nards, 55 Waveriy Place, Nv.wark, N. J. 

CHAMPION BRAHMIN. 
Solid Black Cocker Spaniel. 

Winnings: 1st, open class, London, Ont., and 
three specials. 1883; 1st, open class, and two spe¬ 
cials, N. B. S., Philadelphia, and champion prize. 
Montreal, 1884; first, open class, New York, and 
special for best cocker dog in show, 1885, healing 
champion Hornell Silk; 1st, open class, Philadel¬ 
phia, 1885; champion prize, Philadelphia (fall show), 
1885), beating champion Hornell Silk. In the 
stud. Fee Sao. ARTHUR E. RENDLE, 3 Wall 
Street. New York. 

RO GH-COATED ST. BERN.4RD 

BARRY 
(A.K.R. 2150). 

Won 2d prize, New Haven, has a grand typical 
head, color tawny, with correct white markings. 
Pee $25. HENRY MUELLER, Box 59. Clifton, 
Staten Island, N Y. febi.lmo 

Imported Laverack setter, thoroughly field broken. 
Has great bone, substance and endurance. Sire of 
imported champion Rockingham, champion show 
English setter of America. 

FEE, S50.00. 

For circulars giving bi-eeding, winnings, winnings 
of stock sired by him, etc., Address H. p. SCHELL- 
HASS, 6 Brevoort Place, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

SCOTCH COLLIES 
IN THE STUD. 

CHAMPION REX (A.K.R. 149). Fee $20. 
STREPHON (A.K.R. 2730). Fee $30. 
Young dogs and puppies for sale. Can be seen, 

or address JAS. LINDSAY, 346 Communipaw ave., 
Jersey City, N. J. 

TO OWNERS OF BEAGLE BITCHES.-I OFFER 
the services of my imported English beagle 

Blue Boy. He is small (13 in.) and symmetrica', his 
breeding unsurpassed, guaranteed first-class field 
dog, color B., W.. and T., plenty of bone and gets 
handsome pups. Pull pedigree. Fee $10. W. H. 
ASHBURNER, 27 North 38th st., Philadelphia, Pa. 

feo4,2mo. 

WHITE BULL TERRIER YOUNG ROYAL 
Prince (A.K.R. 2102). Fee $15. And small 

white bull-terrier Hector, weight 151bs. Fee $10. 
J. W. NEWMAN, 87 Hanover street, Boston, Mass. 

janl4,6t 

MASWFFS. 
Rare Chance for Breeders. 

The Riverview Kennel, Clinton, Mass., desiring to 

close out their business, offer for sale all their 

brood bitches and stud dogs. These animals are 
nearly all prize winners, and jiersons intending 

going into breeding will never have a better chance 
to obtain fine stock at low prices. A lot of young 

puppies, various ages, also on sale. Particulars 

and prices sent on receipt of stamp. janl4,tf 

Mill-Brook ILennels 
Thorouglibred St. Bernards. 
Thoroughbred Scotch Collies. 

In the Stud—Champ. Veroue, smooth St. Bernard, 
2 yrs. old, winner 14 prizes. Fee $50. Young stock 
for sale. Address wdth stamp, WM. MONTGOMERY, 
JR., Bergenfields, N. J. 

He. CLARK, PITTSFIELD, O. 
• Scotland Kennel. Pedigreed collie pups $5 

each. English ferrets, $5 a paii-. dec31,8mos. 

BANNERMAN beagle puppies for SALE 
cheap, Address DR. J. J. BOARD, Lynch’s 

Station, Campbell Co., Va. janl4,5t 

WANTED.-DOGS TO BOARD. AVARM QUAR- 
ters and good care. Address W. B BOWEN, 

Rockland, Mass. janll.lino 

Dog TRAINER AVANTED.—A SOBER. STEADY 
man to take full charge of a kennel of mixed 

dogs (chiefly pointers), to feed, clean, groom, exer¬ 
cise, break and show same at bench shows, etc. Ad¬ 
dress with full particulars as to experience, wages 
expected, etc., SILO, Gedney House. Broadway and 
Fortieth street, New York. ian2S,tf 

Foxhounds For Sale. 
Twenty-six dogs and bitches, comprising one of 

the best packs in Pennsylvania, a few bitches being 
in whelp by champion dogs. Address Box 1684, 
AVest Chester, Pa. jau28,tf 

For sale.-english beagle hound 
pups of good working stock and several months 

old. GEO. L. BARNES, Tyringham, Mass. 

Must be sold.—my entire kennel of 
trained foxhounds, setters and beagles; also 

three choice beagle pups, 7 mos. old, one dog All 
stock guaranteed to suit, or money, less express 
charges, will be refunded. C. F. KENT, Monticello, 
N, Y, jan28,tf 

For SALK.-YTiRY FINE THOROUGHBRED 
black Newfoundland bitch_, ivinner of three 

firsts and specials, $60. HENfty MUELLER. Box 

59, cijftpn, gtoten Jslfipd, ** 

K 9 Breaking Kennels. 
Pointers and setters thoroughly broken for field 

trials or private use. Reference given. W. G. 
SMITH. Marydel, Md. 

Rory O’More Kennels. 
For Sale—Thoroughbred red Irish setter stock, 

full pedigreed Address with stamp, 
W. N. CALLENDER, Albany, N. Y. 

For Sale—Hornell Spaniel Puppies. 
The best in the world; 142 prizes in two years 

proves it. From 3 to 10 mos. old. N® cuUs or $5 
pups ever sold. 

In the Stud—Black cocker champion Hornell 
Silk. Fee $20. Address J. OTIS FELLOWS, Sec., 
Homellsville, N. Y., or G. W. LEAVITT, Pi-es., 32 
Hamilton street, Boston. Mass. 

SETTERS AT $10. 
We have a lot of setters, both dogs and bitches, 

from 6 to ISmos. old, that are fine looking and 
guaranteed not gun shy, and with a fair nose. They 
have DO pedigree. AVe will close them out at $10 
each. They are a wonderful bargain. ASSOCIATED 
FANCIERS, 337 South Eighth street. Philadelphia. 

septl7,tf 

FOR SAI.E. 
Mastiff brood bitch CALYPSO (E. 10,567), winner 

of prizes and dam of prize winners before importa¬ 
tion. 

Mastiff brood bitch VESTA (A.K.R. 1154), whelped 
Jan 26.1884; bred by Ashmont Kennels. Price low 
if taken at once. 

Pug brood bitch Bess (A.K.R. 1935), whelped Dec. 
3. 1883, bv Napoleon (A.K.R. 2035) out of Beauty 
(A.K.B. 1360.) 

Pug bitch FANCHON (A.K.R. ‘2852), whelped Aug. 
30, by champion Bradford Ruby out of Daisy II. 

For terms, etc., apply to CITY VIEW KENNELS, 
New Haven. Coon. dec31. 

dogs: k DO YOU WANT A 
“ DOG 

_N^ANYKIND? 
If 80, write and name the kind .you want. 

E. MAURER, 464 N. NINTH ST., PHILADA. 

Claire-Reeta Kennels. 
PALMYRA. N. Y. 

Irish and Gordon setters for woik as well as show. 
decl7,tf 

Mastiffs, - puppies out of lady nevi- 
son by McMahon (A.K.R. 550,i; beautiful fawn 

color, black points; extra flue, H. L. BOLLIS, 
Wellsville, N. Y^. jan'.tf 

WM. GRAHAM, NEWTOWNBREDA, BELFAST 
Ireland, is prepared to purchase and ship dogs 

for Importers. Dogs purchased from him had the 
following prizes awarded to them: At New York 
and Chicago, 1883, sixteen firsts, nine special, three 
second and one third. At New York, 1884, seven 
firsts, six specials and one tliird. 

-I A ELEGANT BEAGLE HOUNDS, 5 MOS. OLD, 
J U dogs and bitches, not akin; $7 single; pair $13. 
Box 1,931, West Chester, Pa. decl7.tf 

For sale.-italian greyhound pups 
from imported stock. Also fine English pugs. 

HENRY C. BURDICK, 150 Bridge street Spring- 
field, Mass. dee24,tf 

Trained foxhounds, they are cold 
nosed strike dogs, start the fox, run him to the 

death. Trained coon dogs. Gray squirrel dogs. 
Rabbit dogs. Oue trained ferret. Lop-eared rabbits. 
Wyandotte chickens. H. 0. GRAFF, Kensington, 
Ohio. dec24,tf 

SCOTCH TE8RIERS. — CHAMPION TAM 
Glen stock, pure, reliable; also Scotch collies 

and small, gamy English ferrets. W. H. TODD, 
VermUlioD, Ohio. jan2I,3t 

T LEVVELLYN SETTER PUPPIES, WHELPED 
Nov. 11, 1885, combining blood of Leicester, 

Dart, Pocahontas and Gladstone; handsome, 
healthv, smart, and active. For particulars, etc., 
address CHAS. YORK, 9 & 11 Granite Block, Ban¬ 
gor, Me. 

For SALE.-ENGLISH BEAGLE PUPS FROM 
the best hunting slock in the country. ORIN 

MILES, Barton, Vt. jau28,:it 

■OEX.-IRISH SETTER (PLUNKETT-NELL), 3 
Xii yrs. old, perfectly broken, diops at shot and 
retrieves. Only those vvishing first class dog need 
apply. ROBT. B. SMITH, Commack, Suffolk Co., 

For SALE CHEAP.-I WILL SELL THE FOL 
lowing well bred dogs on account of moving, 

and I have no place to keep them: A large Llew- 
ellin setter, white with a little lemon, 13 mos. old, 
$25. A large, strong Llewellin bitch, white with little 
lemon, 13 mos., $35. Six mouths black, white and 
tan dog, $15. One Gordon dog, black and tan. 8 
mos., $15. One Gordon dog, black and tan, 4 mos . 
$10. Gordon setter bitch, good breeder, 5 yrs. old, 
Irind to children, $30. Gordon setur hitch, 1 yr. 
old, $15. H. B. VONDERSMITH, Lancaster, Pa. 

jan38,3t 

For SALE —A LEMON AND WHITE POINTER 
dog. 1 yr. old, by Orgill’s Rush ex Erin (Rake 

II. ex Buff Browney, imported). This dog was 
hunted all this fall, and his field qualities are ex¬ 
cellent, combiuiug a splendid nose with great 
staunchness and speed; he is beautifully marked, 
very intelligent and a flue looker. Will be sold at 
a reasonable price for oue of his breeding and 
promise. Also a litter sister to the above dog, 
equally as good but not broken. Address OWNER, 
Lock Box 3003, Bridgeport, Conn. feb4,‘2t 

For sale.—my setter bitch bbssie, age 
2 yrs.; she is sound, intelligent and as staunch 

as a rock on woodcock and ruffed grouse. Price $25. 
A. McDonald, Itoekland, Me. feb4,lt 

PRT7.F. POINTER.-A BEAUTIFULLY MARKED 
lemon and white pointer bitch tor sale, 1 yr. 

old, combines blood of champions Sensation and 
King Bow, very obedient, a great pet and a showy 
animal. Charges to motion of hand, Will make a 
prize winner. (Won 2d, puppy class, Philadelphia, 
1885, only time shown.) Price $45; a bargain. Ad¬ 
dress POINTER, care, of Forest and Stream. 

feb4,tf 

For sale.—BLACK AND TAN TOY TERRIER 
bitch, 2d, Meriden. Address EDWARD BOICE, 

Madalin, Dutchess Co., N. Y. feb4,3t 

TJ'OR SALE CHEAP.-FOUR SETTER DOGS; 
P also four beagle hounds. These arc all flue, 
bfiaasome dogs. P, O, Box 472, PittsBiirgli, Pa, 

Rosecroft Kennels. 
Birmingham, Conn. 

Puppies by champion Plantagenet (A.K.R. ) 

ex Forest Dora (A.KR. 500) for sale, whelped Nov. 

17. Are black and white, very handsome. 

Buenh ® Vi5lK ® I^onnols. 

ST. UmMdS 

^■^asbionably bred and of i\)e bes+ 

l^nown strains, Correct" in color, 

mart^inps, etc. (^rown do^s and 

puples for sale; full and guaranteed 

pedipree sent witi? each dop sold. 

0nly superior specimens sent from 

tfe ^ ennels. 

ress, wiib stamp, 

KENSICO STATION, 
WESTOHESTEE 00., N. Y. 

you want a DOC?-«ij 
fo, seed for 0oc Buyers’ Guide* 1 

u £ ’ j colored plalcs^lOO ea-1 
■ W'\.^p^/-^gr»Tlng8ofdiirereDtbr«d8,prices I 

tbej are irorth, and where to bar i 
^them. Also Cutaof Doe Fambhlnes 
^Ooodft of all kinds. Directions wfl 

~ lalBK Don and Breedlnir Fairela, a 
, JMlleia for 15 €enta»* ^ 

|ASBQCIi.TED FANCIERS 
S. 8th Street, Ph(U«d*a7 , 

Valuable Dogs For Sale. 
BLUE BELL, English setter bitch, winner of 

many prizes. 
NEVISON, the acknowledged champion mastiff 

of America. 
VANDAL, brindle mastiff; a big, fine dog. Price 

$50. Two splendid young mastiffs by cliampion 
Nevison, age 8 mos. 

C. H. MASON, Bay Ridge, L. I. 

ROSEBUD KENNELS. 
F. E. LEE, Manager. 

Docs of all breed.s boarded and conditioned Tor 
shows. Setters and pointers thoroughly broken 
for field trials or private use. Best of accommoda 
tious and attendance. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
Dogs of all breeds bought and sold on commission. 
Consignments and correspondence solicited. Ad¬ 
dress with stamp for reply, ROSEBUD KENNELS, 
P. O. Box 621, Southington, Conn.. 

STKATFIELD KENNELS. 
Dogs of all breeds hoarded and conditioned for 

shows, Setters and pointers (rained for field trials 
and private use. Best of accommodations and 
attendance. Main huUdirig 100x14; Sixteen runs 
6x50. with running siream through all. 

X>os^s» U'oi* 
All communications should be addressed to JAS. 

SEELEY. Lock Box 1887, Bridgeport, Conn. Best 
of references. 

For SALE, A NUMBER OP WELL BRED AND 
wen broken pointers and setters, also dogs 

boarded and broken, satisfaction guaranteed. Ad- 
dresK H. B. RTOHMOND. Tjakeville. Mass. 8ept22.tf 

For sale.-having recently added 
several fine brood bitches to the Landseer 

Keunds of Scotch deerhounds and greyhounds re¬ 
duced the price of puppies. Some choice grey¬ 
hounds now ready to ship, DR. VAN HUMMELL, 
Deiivur. (tol apllB.tf 

Ir'OR SALE LOW.-TWO CHOICE LLEW ELLIN 
' setter bitches, both in perfect health und con¬ 

dition. Will send on approval. C. E. LKWIS 
Suspension Bridge. N. Y. feb4,lt 

For sale.-thoroughbred English mas- 
tiff ptips, 3 mos. old. by Adam J. ex Y'olande, 

bv champion Hero II (A.K.R. 545) ex Madge (A.K.R. 
548). Adam J., bv Jumbo (.A.K.R. 261) ex Rowdy 
(A K.U. 908). Address H. J. GROBSBECK, 37 St 38 
Johnston Building, Cincinnati, O. feb4,lt 

For sale.—glendon, an imported eng 
lish mastiff, whelped Seiit. 23,1883; 30in. high, 

of fine form, with standard marking-, of good dis- 
posiiion: raised in the house, in good health; a 
reliable watch. Price and reasons for selling on 
aptilieatiou to GEO. B. ORLADY, Huntingdon, Pa. 

feb4,4c 

For SALE.-SIRED BY CHAMPION GLENCHO, 
an elegant 2 yr. old pure bred, full and extra 

fine pedigreed red Irish setter dog, has had con¬ 
siderable work; disposition excellent. Price $50. 
F. 'tVlCKES, Box 399, Albany. N. Y. feb4,lt 

VALUABLE POINTER FOR FIELD OR STUD. 
Faust ex Queen.—I offer for sale Major, pur¬ 

chased direct fi om St. Louis Kennels; thoroughly 
broken on woodcock, partridge, quad and snipe; 
been hunted last two months inVirginia; powerful, 
museular build, ready for immediate use. Ad¬ 
dress MAJOR, P. O. Box 71, Hyde Park, N. Y. 

jan28,2t 

For SALE LOW TO MAKE ROOM.-LLEW- 
ellin setter bitch Countess .Starhght, 18 mo.-, 

old, b. w and t. Also one dog and bitch, 4 mos. old, 
from best of stock. B’or price, etc., address H. W. 
DARGIN, Box 704, Bangor, Me. feb4.tf 

For sale.—a veny handsome bull 
bitek. 2)4 yrs. old, color dark brindle with 

white breast; sure game; price low. L. T. HEk- 
RICK. Millbury, Mass. fob4,lt 

For sale.-two first-class field dogs, 
one pointer, 3 yrs old, Strong’s Pete ex Rena, 

one English setter, 3 yrs. old, of the Whaien strain; 
also several partially broken poiuiers and setters, 
and three orst class rabbit ^0ljBd6, GEO. V/, 
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NEW ENGLAND FOX HUNTING. 

morning breaks dull and lowering. Moisture is in 
the air and an inch of new snow covers the old and 

crusted mantle which lies upon the ground. Fetters of frost 
bind the earth, and the feathered game is protected by law 
and by the conscience of each right-minded man. 

Is there then no use for the gun and the dog at this in¬ 
clement season? The old fox hunters of New England will 
laugh at you if you ask this question. It is now that they 
take their pleasure. No matter how ardent they may be in 
their pursuit of birds during the season, it is to the fox hunt¬ 
ing that they look forward all the autumn, and upon its 
delights that they reflect after the snows have melted and 
the waters have burst their icy bonds. 

On a snowy winter’s day, when the white flakes are softly 
falling, the old fox hunter is uneasy. He takes down his 
gun more than once during the day, counts his cartridges 
over and over, and looks over old Drive and Dame and the 
pup to see if their feet are right. If there should be an 
abrasion between the toes, or if the bard crust of a previous 
run has cut a pastern, he bathes the spot well in old beef 
brine. Probably he flnds the dogs all right, for the fox¬ 
hounds of New England as a rule are a tough and hardy 
race, and take good care of themselves. Game they are, 
too, to the backbone, and we once knew one to run for half 
an hour with a steel trap fast to his hindleg. But he never 
left the track, nor complained, and when released followed 
on as cheerily as ever. 

The morning breaks, the old pung is at the door before 
light, and the hunters with •'guns and dogs are soon off for 
the well known grounds where reynard during the night has 
been hunting. Before the old horse is fairly tied and 
blanketed, the mellow notes of Drive, and the shriller notes 
of his consort, mingle with the excited yelps of the pup, 
and we know that a track has been found. 

Why speak of the remainder of the day; of the exhilarat¬ 
ing music which salutes the ear, now loud, now faint, some¬ 
times passing entirely out of hearing, again drawing near, 
until while we listen entranced, the fox leaps the wall 
within twenty feet of us and vanishes from our startled sight 
before we can raise the gun. The dreamer will not make a 
successful fox hunter. Why speak of all the winter sights 
and sounds of the fields and woods, sights and sounds that 
are seen only by him who goes a-foxing. He can tell you 

how the chickadees and the kinglets swing in the branches 
of the cedar, how the black snowbirds and the tree sparrows 
tear at the heads of the weeds and squabble over the seeds 
that fall on the snow from the spreading panicles 
of the tall-stalked weeds; how the nuthatch corkscrews his 
way up the trunk of the tall forest trees, and what queer 
rolls the woodpeckers drum out on the dry branches. He 
knows too where the cunning old gray squirrel has buried 
his store of nuts, and understands the curious chuckling con¬ 
versation which the bluejays carry on when they think they 
are quite alone. It is no use for us to tell of all these things, 
because all the old fox hunters know about them, and those 
who are not fox hunters won’t understand them. 

THE AUDUBON 80GIETT. VERY' slowly the public are awakening to see that the 
fashion of wearing the feathers and skins of birds 

is abominable. There is, we think, no doubt that when the 
facts about this fashion are known, it will be frowned down 
and will cease to exist. Legislation of itself can do little 
against this barbarous practice, but if public sentiment can 
be aroused against it, it will die a speedy death. 

The Forest and Stream has been hammering away at 
this subject for some years, and the result of its blows is 
seen in the gradual change which has taken place in public 
sentiment since it began its work. The time has passed for 
showing that the fashion is an outrageous one, and that it 
results very disastrously to the largest and most important 
class of our population—the farmers. These are injured in 
two ways; by the destruction of the birds, whose food con¬ 
sists chiefly of insects injurious to the growing crops, and of 
that scarcely less important group' the Rapaces, which prey 
upon the small rodents which devour the crop after it has 
matured. 

The reform in America, as elsewhere, must be inaugurated 
by women, and if the subject is properly called to their 
notice, their tender hearts will he quick to respond. In 
England this matter has been taken up and a widespread 
interest in it developed. If the women of America will take 
hold in the same earnest way, they can accomplish an incal¬ 
culable amount of good. 

■VYhile individual effort may accomplish much, it will 
work but slowly, and the spread of the movement will be 
but gradual. Something more than this is needed. Men, 
women and children all over our land should take the mat¬ 
ter in hand, and urge its importance upon those with whom 
they are brought in contact. A general effort of this kind will 
not fail to awaken public interest, and information given to 
a right-thinking public will set the hall of reform in motion. 
Our beautiful birds give to many people a great deal of 
pleasure and add much to the delights of the country. These 
birds are slaughtered in vast numbers for gain. If the de¬ 
mand for their skins can be caused to fall off, it will no 
longer repay the bird butchers to ply their trade and the 
birds will he saved. 

Statistics are as yet wanting to show the proportions to 
which this traflSc has grown in North America, but we 
know that it reaches well into the hundreds of thousands. 
Some figures published in Forest and Stream of Aug. 4, 
1884, showed that iu a three months’ trip a single taxidermist 
collected bird skins to the number of 11,018, which, includ¬ 
ing specimens too badly mutilated for preservation, and 
skins spoiled in the making, would perhaps represent a 
destruction of 15,000 birds. This same person states that he 
handles annually about 30,000 bird skins, almost aU of 
which are used for millinery purposes. A single middle¬ 
man who collected the spoils of the shooters in one small 
district, brought to the taxidermist’s in four months about 
70,000 birds. 

The birds of the fields, the birds of the woods, the birds of 
the marshes, and those of the sea, all suffer alike. It is 
needless to repeat the oft-told story of destruction. How 
can we best go to work to combat this great and grqwing 
evil, what means can we best employ to awaken at once 
popular feeling against it? 

We desire to enlist in this work every one who is inter¬ 
ested in our birds, and we urge all such to take hold and 
assist us. 

In the first half of this century there lived a man who did 
more to teach Americans about birds of their own land than 
any other who ever lived. His beautiful and spirited paint, 
ings and his charming and tender accounts of the habits of 
his favorites have made him immortal, and have inspired his 
countrymen with an ardent love for the birds. The land 

J which produced the painter naturalist, John James Audu¬ 
bon, will not willingly see the beautiful forms he loved so 

! well exterminated. 

We propose the formation of an association for the pro¬ 
tection of wild birds and their eggs, which shall be called 
the Audubon Society. Its membership is to be free to 
every one who is willing to lend a helping hand in for¬ 
warding the objects for which it is formed. These objects 
shall be to prevent, so far as possible (1), the killing of any 
wild birds not used for food; (3) the destruction of nests or 
eggs of any wild bird, and (3) the wearing of feathers as 
ornaments or trimming for dress. 

To bring this matter properly before the public at large, 
we shall employ every means in our power to diffuse infor¬ 
mation on the subject over the whole country. Those who 
are willing to aid us in our labors are urged to establish local 
societies for work in their own neighborhood. To such 
branch societies we will send without charge circulars and 
printed information for distribution among their neighbors. 
A little effort in this direction will do much good. As soon 
as the association shall have a membership and shall he in 
position to organize and shall have attained an existence, 
we will hand the books and any funds which it may have, 
over to its members, who will thereafter take charge ot it. 

The work to be done by the Audubon Society is auxiliary 
to that undertaken by the Committee of the American Orni¬ 
thologists’ Union; and will further the efforts of the A. O.U. 
committee, doing detail duties to which they cannot attend. 
Those who desire to join the Audubon Society, established 
on the basis and for the purpose above set forth, should 
send their names at once to the Forest and Stream, 40 
Park Row, New York. 

A SUPERINTENDENT OF PROTECTORS. 
There are sixteen State Game and Fish Protectors in 

New Y"ork. They are subject to the supervision and 
direction of the Commissioners of Fisheries. The Commis¬ 
sioners are required to receive from each of them a monthly 
report of all his official labors, and are further required to 
certify to the Governor the proper performance of the duties 
of each protector as well a.s to report the delinquencies of 
each. This involves a vast amount of labor, which falls on 
the secretary of the Commission. It consumes his time. For 
it he receives no compensation whatever, save that he is paid 
by generous abuse whenever the public imagines it has a 
ground of complaint. 

The present secretary is Gen. R. U. Sherman. “With 
the bightest appreciation of his faithfulness, public spirit, 
and efficiency, we suggest that he should be relieved of the 
care of superintending the protectors, and that that duty 
should devolve upon an official expressly appointed to the 
work and paid for doing it. Such a special man could give 
his whole time to the cares of the office—and they would 
demand all his time—and his duties being confined to this 
single branch of the public service, he could more effectively 
direct the protectors, watch them more closely, and double 
their efficiency. 

The next important step in game protection at Albany 
should he the passage of a hill creating the office of State 
Superintendent of State game and fish protectors. Then 
put in a man known to have a deep interest in the cause of 
game protection, and possessed of energy, integrity and exe¬ 
cutive ability. _ 

Assemblyman Floyd J. Hadley, who was sent to 
Albany on the platform that the hounding law must be re¬ 
pealed, is making an active effort to please his constituents. 
He attended the monthly dinner of the New York Associa¬ 
tion for Protection of Fish and Game in this city last Monday 
evening, and over the champagne talked the club into an en¬ 
dorsement of his efforts to repeal the law. He did it by 
making them believe the silly statements that more deer have 
been killed by still-hunters this fall than in former years by 
still-hunters and bounders combined. If the members of the 
society had any intelligent conception of the condition of 
affairs in the North Woods, they would not have lent them 
selves to such a pernicious scheme as the restoration of deer 
hounding. 

The Report on the Yellowstone Park.—The Secre¬ 
tary of the Interior sent to the Senate on Feb. 1 the report 
of Mr. W. Hallett Phillips, who was last summer appointed 
special agent of the Department to inquire into the condition 
of the Park. As our readers will remember, this report was 
published in Forest and Stream of Dec. 3, 1885. 

Adirondack Deer.—It has heeu suggested that those 
who are interested in preserving the Adirondack deer from 
the dogs should send to their members at Albany marked 
copies of the Forest and Stream and other papers which 
print matter relating to the subject. 
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TO THE WALLED-IN LAKES. 

X.—UP SWIFT CUKKENT. 

morning brought more wind, but the sun shone 

bright and clear from a sky whose brilliant blue was 
patched here and there with white clouds. 

We were to-day to start on a two days’ excursion to the 

Swift Current Lakes, and having seen them and the moun¬ 

tains about them, to return to St. Mary’s and then to depart 
for the Agency. 

Our scanty outtit was speedily collected and put on the 

pack horse. Blankets, bacon and bread, with a frying pan, 

bucket and a tin cup or two made up the load, and we 

were soon stringing out over the level plains toward Swift 
Current, 

Something has already been said about this rushing tor¬ 

rent. Although neither very deep nor wide, it is not always 

an easy stream to ford because of its swiftness and the char¬ 

acter of the bottom. Over the great smooth boulders, about 

which the waters foam, a horse has to pick his way with 

great care if he is to keep his footing, and the rider experi 

ences a feeling of relief when his animal, after slipping and 

staggering through the flood, gets his forefeet on the dry 
gravel of the bank. 

It happened that I rode down last into the water and just 

before me was the pack horse, which Yellowflsh was lead¬ 

ing. The bank on the other side was almost a cut bluff for 

twenty or thirty feet, but there was an easy trail leading up 

the bluff. I was close behind the pack horse, which hung 

back, and rode out of the water above the trail, rather than 

keep my horse standing in the stream until the way should 

be clear. Just as I had got clear of the water I saw the pack 

horse rear as if to put his feet on the bank and then fall over 

backward, nearly pulling Tellowfish out of the saddle. The 

beast fell squarely on the pack and the force of the current 

swept him along, rolling him over half a dozen times, giving 

him another turn every time he tried to regain his feet, until 

at length, exhausted, he lay still, with nothing but his head 

and half the pack out of the water. By this time we were 

all off our horses and down by the water’s edge, and Yellow- 

fish ran into the stream and caught the lariat and we dragged 

the dripping beast to shore and up the bank. From every 

corner of the pack the water was trickling in capacious 

streams, and it was plain that our bedding was well soaked. 

While we apostrophised the unlucky author of our mis¬ 

fortune in no measured terms, the pack was jerked off the 

saddle and its contents exposed. The blankets were wrung 

out and spread in the sun to dry and the damp bread treated 

in hke fashion. Then we sat down and while the horses 

fed and the blankets dried we grumbled. 

Yellowflsh said: “Some person is doing this. First rain 

all the time, then fall in the creek. Bad.” 

‘Tf that is so,” I said, “let us make a present to some god. 

which one shall it be, Appekunny?” 

“The Sun, I suppose,” he replied. 

So we took a couple of the damp biscuits, and I gave Ap¬ 

pekunny a piece of tobacco. Then he sang a little song in 

which he magnified the Sun, and prayed, saying; “/ yu 
Naiose, I yu Napi, Kim-o-tit, Kim-o-tit. Hear Sun, hear 

Old Man, pity, pity. Look down. Many days ago we 

started out, and all the time we have had bad luck. First 

plenty of rain, then fall in the creek; misfortunes all the 

time. Have pity. Sun. Give us good. Take care of us. 

Let us make a lucky journey and kill plenty of meat. Pity. 

Pity.” And we all murmured Kim-o-tit Kim-o-tit. Then 

Appekunny put the presents up in a little tree and came 

back, and we smoked and waited for an hour or two longer, 

when the things, having become a little dry, we packed up 

and started on. 
The way is merely a hunters’ trail leading into the moun¬ 

tains; but it shows a good deal of use, and the Kootenays 

had evidently been trapping here recently, for their fresh 

horse tracks were often seen. Two or three miles above the 

Kootenay camp we saw where some Canadians the previous 

year had cut a large quantity of timber which, during the 

high water in spring, they floated down to the St. Mary’s 

River and so over the line. A United States Deputy Mar¬ 

shall was sent after them, when the Piegan Indian Agent 

learned what these men were doing; but before he reached 

the spot they had gone. It is said that they took out many 

thousand feet of timber, to which, of course, they had no 

shadow of right. Where it comes out of the hills the valley 

of Swift Current is wide, though it has no true bottom, the 

terraces or benches extending quite down to the water’s edge. 

It is fitly named Swift Current, for its fall is very rapid, and 

there are no quiet pools or reaches of water near where it 

pours into the St. Mary’s. The water is cold as ice. 

Six or eight miles from the stream’s mouth we entered thd 

gateway of the mountains which it drains. Hitherto the 

ridges which bound the valley had been rather low and 

rounded and timbered to their summits; but now we passed 

on the north a long, knife-edged mountain, showing on the 

side toward us only a bare pink and gray rock slope. This 

was immediately succeeded by one much more lofty and cov¬ 

ered in part with snow. On the south side of the valley rose 

one equally high, but showing little snow on its exposed 

slope. 
Before we could see these mountains to their bases, how¬ 

ever, we rode over a little ridge in view of the lower of the 

Swift Current Lakes. These lakes were discovered a few 

years ago by a hunting party, and have been visited only 

once or twice by white men. They have been reported as 

being five in number. The lower one is perhaps a mile in 

length and quite broad. Those above it are smaller, but still 

quite considerable. 

The water of Swift Current is markedly different in one 

respect from that of most mountain streams. These are 

usually pure and as transparent as crystal. Swift Current, 

however, though by no means a turbid stream, is still some¬ 

what roily, or at all events very far from clear, and where 

the water is a foot or two deep it is impossible to see the 

bottom. The color of the water is pale greenish, and its 

aspect, by the time we had reached the lowest of the lakes, 

led me to suspect the existence of glaciers at the head of the 
stream. 

The bed of the stream is on the south side of the vaUey, 

which is here rather broad, and on the mountains which rise 

above it, the spruce timber comes down to the very edge of 

the water. To thejnorth of the stream the slope is much 

more gradual, and there is at first but little evergreen tim¬ 

ber, its place being taken by quaking aspen and cottonwood 

brush. Above the lower lake the immediate shores of the 

stream are low and marshy, and overgrown with high grass 

and clumps of willows—fine feeding ground, one would im¬ 

agine, for moose and white tailed deer. 

As we advanced, the confines of the valley drew closer 

and closer together, and the mountains became more abrupt. 

Finally on the north they became mere vertical walls of from 

three to four thousand feet in height, with a talus of finely 

broken rock at the base perhaps 500 feet high. At intervals 

of a mile or less, narrow canons opened out from between 

the mountains, leading back into wide amphitheatre-like 

basins scooped out in time long past by the action of the ice. 

On the south side of the stream the mountains, though seem¬ 

ingly less steep, were higher and—because we could see more 

of them—more grand. Here on the northern slope of the 

mountains snow was much more abundant, and from every 

drift fell a long line of white waving mist, marking the 

course of some cascade down the nearly vertical side of the 

mountain. A few black pines clothe the lower half of the 

talus slope, but higher up nothing grows save occasionally 

in a ravine, worn out by some torrent, a few stunted willows 

maintain themselves, and here and there in a crevice of the 

rock a spruce strives to draw sustenance from the flint. 

Ice is present in many of the ravines, but nowhere along 

the lower lakes did I see any that appeared permanent. As 

we advanced, however, and could see further up the valley, 

a superb glacier came into view. It lies on the south side of 

the stream and forms the source of a sixth lake, which is an 

arm of the fifth, which has, until now, been considered the 

uppermost of the Swift Current Lakes. 

We made camp below fifth lake, in a little patch of green 

timber, it being thought that further up the stream there 

would be found no grass for the horses. Near this point was 

an old Blood camp of three lodges which had been deserted 

about six weeks ago. The bones about the camp showed 

that they had killed some sheep and goats, and not far off 

was a spot where, from the great quantity of hair scattered 

about, we saw that they had been tanning sheephides. 

Before doing anything else, Appekunny and I went up the 

trail to see the falls at the outlet of fifth lake, for we had 

heard them described in glowing terms as being one hundred 

feet high and of great beauty. We were greatly disappointed 

in them. They consist of a series of broken cascades, each 

about twenty-five feet high, the stream itself being about 

twenty feet wide and flowing between vertical walls of rock. 

The lake itself, walled in as it is by lofty mountains, is very 

beautiful. From an elevated point we could see something 

of the sixth lake, the greater part of which, however, was 

concealed behind a great mountain. The waters of this lake 

are green and milky—true glacier waters, in fact—and a well 

defined line in the fifth lake shows where its clear waters and 

the milky ones of its arm come together. Very impressive 

is the superb mountain which lies between fifth and sixth 

lake, and partially conceals the glacier which gives origin to 

the latter. Its base in sections is triangular, two of its sides 

facing the lakes being cut away vertically. Its acute angle 

is directed a little south of east. Along its lower third it is 

thickly clothed with brush, willows and alders and aspens. 

Above this is a narrow belt of evergreens. Still above, rise 

a series of narrow ledges one above another, and on each 

grow a few pines. These ledges indicate the different strata 

of rock which have weathered off from above. These rocks 

are all dark in color, black and dull green and dark red and 

purple; and these, with the different hues of the foliage and 

the white snow, gave the mountain a most varied aspect. 

Behind this mountain and over sixth lake the glacier was 

visible. We could see at least a mile of its width, and how 

much was hidden from view we could not conjecture. Its 

course, if uninterrupted, would make it a part of another 

great glacier which lies at the head of the main chain of 

Swift Current Lakes. The thickness of this mass of ice we 

estimated at several hundred feet, but as our efforts to reach 

it were unsuccessful, we can only guess at this. It extends 

back a long way on the mountain side, quite to the summit, 

in fact, and is broken in two by falling over a tremendous 

cliff, the height of which is greater than the thickness of the 

ice, so that the face of the rock is visible. We spent a long 

time examining the mountain sides, on which we detected 

many little white dots, which we thought might possibly be 

goats, but we could discover no motion in any of them. 

Our fire that night was built in a little opening among the 

spruces, and as it burned high after dinner, the tips of the 

overhanging boughs crackled sharply in the heat. On sticks set 

in the ground about were our damp garments smoking in the 

warmth. The tent, swung on a rope between two conven¬ 

ient trees, stood a few yards back from the fire, and as I 

surveyed the camp from my couch of dry pine needles on the 

opposite side of the fire it had a wonderfully comfortable and 
homelike aspect. 

Even an old dweller in camps like myself is sometimes 

surprised by the very little it requires to make a comfortable 

home in the wilderness. Blankets and fire are all that is 

needed. You can really carry your home about with you on 

yom saddle. The old camper instinctively selects the place 

which each piece of his camp furniture shall occupy almost 

before he has unsaddled his horse. The fire must be there 

because there is no chance of its spreading and there is a 

convenient log or rock where he can place his dishes while 

cooking. Here is the place for the bed, a smooth spot and 

level and near the fire, and he rides up and unsaddles there 

so that he will not be obliged to carry saddle and blankets 

from one place to another. His slender stock of “grub” i.s 

placed among the branches of a tree out of the way of any 

prowling fox, coyote or skunk that may visit camp during the 

night, or if no tree be at hand, is put under his head, so that 

if it is disturbed he will be likely to know of it. The water 

bucket has its place and so with every article he possesses. If 

he has to find anything in the dark he knows just where to 

put his hand on it. Needless to say that he takes good care 

of and keeps close watch over his horse, on whom his very 

life may depend. Usually the animal is allowed to wander 

hobbled or with his picket rope dragging until the approach 

of darkness, and then he is brought as close to camp as pos¬ 

sible and picketed, if the surroundings will admit of it,where 

the grass grows thickest and best. 

One wants to be as comfortable as possible at all times, 

and I have not the slightest sympathy with those who de¬ 

light in making hardships for themselves. But when it is 

necessary to travel light, to go insufficiently provided, to 

sleep with a single blanket, to eat meat straight, or to get 

along for days or weeks on bacon and unleavened bread, a 

man, if he only looks on the cheerful side of things 

and laughs at hardships, can have a lot of comfort and 

can take a vast amount of pleasure out of this life. 

But I do hate to have to travel at night and to lie by with¬ 

out a fire during the day. However, those days are about 

over now. 

Our talk that night was of the superb mountains 

about us, of the great ice masses that furrow their 

side, and of the possibilities of meat for the morrow. As 

we talked, the wind howled down the valley and made 

curious sad murmurs through canon and ravine, while the 

tops of the spruces tossed themselves to and fro sighing in 

an undertone that was but faintly heard; but our fire burned 

bravely upward, for where we were the wind could not 

reach us, and it was warm and bright and pleasant. The 

pipes kept going well, there was plenty of wood, and we 

lounged about and chatted or dozed, until at length one by 

one we crept into our blankets and the wind sang our lullaby. 

Yo. 

§he §yortm^§timi$t. 
Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 

ing Co. _ 

CAMP FLOTSAM. 
XXIII.—AURI SACROFAMES. Loafing about camp, picking berries and spring hunting 

was fast becoming monotonous, but the blow on the 
water showed no signs of a let up and we were obliged to 
content ourselves in idleness. One night, just after sundown, 
we tried the white flies in the creek, but there was not a 
breeze stirring, and while we had a few small strikes from 
baby bass we had larger ones in the proportion of about six 
hundred to one of the former, from the mosquitoes from the 
marsh. It would have been an interesting spectacle from 
the shore, had any one been there to see, as we made a cast 
with one hand and at the same time a slap on the face with 
the other, then shifted the rod to the left hand to crush a 
patriarch which had settled on the off side and again 
dropped the rod altogether to smite the hoardes upon our 
hands. It was too much to be enjoyed at a single sitting, 
and we got out of the creek into the lake as rapidly as pos¬ 
sible. 

We waited long and anxiously for the rain which the Col¬ 
onel promised us would dispel the blow. It came after 
many days and lasted for twenty-four hours with a strong 
wind which we trusted would put us in the way of sport 
once more. When the rain ceased it left the weather cold 
with the thermometer at 56°. The blow had mostly disap¬ 
peared from the water, although some signs of it were yet 
observable over the shallow stretches. A cruise among the 
adjacent islands resulted in two small bass, which we threw 
back, and on our way to camp a fair strike ended by fouling 
the leader on a log which stood upright with the end just 
below the surface, where we lost a gang of flies. . The next 
day the blow was back on the water and the brimstone de¬ 
posit on the beach, so the rod was unjointed and put away 
and we returned to loafing and prospecting. 

One afternoon when we returned to camp, we found the 
household of Sabattis awaiting our coming on the slope be¬ 
fore the tents. They had brought us a basket of field peas 
and half a dozen fine full grown chickens for our poultry 
yard, which yet consisted of the original two. The chick¬ 
ens had been procured for us from some one in the interior, 
while the peas, though they were from the fodder field of 
some fanner, were nevertheless good when prepared for the 
table. The Indians spent over half the afternoon in delight 
over a Grant memorial number of a New York illustrated 
paper which had been brought us from Kingston. Occa¬ 
sionally, they would jabber to each other as they turned over 
the leaves, and we wondered whether the pictures conveyed 
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any meaning to them. Only a single question was asked, 
and that was hy the squaw who pointed to the paper and 
made the single inquiry “dead?" They had never heard of 
the great chieftain, and when we told them who he was and 
what he had been in his own land, Dame Sabattis pondered a 
moment, and then, in her broken English, fold the tale how 
one of the chiefs of her tribe who, after being buried a hun¬ 
dred years, was disinterred and, upon being brought into 
the light of day, lifted his skeleton right arm and waved it 
over his people. It was saying in her own way that the in¬ 
fluence of the great does not die. 

Soon after the departure of our visitors, we heard sounds 
of an altercation in the poultry yard. The original family 
of chickens refused to welcome the new comers, and a cham¬ 
pion had been selected from the latter whom the senior 
rooster of the resident household was entertaining without 
gloves behind the tent. Whether there was a foul or the 
champion was getting the worst of the combat we could not 
tell, but the bystanders suddenly interfered, put an end to 
the mill and drove our two “examples” into the woods. There 
was never any friendship between the two groups, each fed 
and roosted by itself until the lesser one was exhausted on 
the gridiron. 

In spite of our resolutions, the creek tempted us once 
more to try the fly. We found the blow upon it equal to 
to that on the lake, and though we worked from sunset till 
du‘k we went home unrewarded. The dark nights had 
come on us again, and we could hardly And our way up the 
creek into the lake, so deep were the shadows from the trees 
on either side. But when we made the last turn, there was 
a bui'st of light from the western sky where the crimson of 
the sun.set still hung upon the clouds. The aurora was 
making bright a spot in the northern heavens while the long 
shadows, reaching from the east and west across the water, 
made an ebony border to the silver sea which lay in front. 
While we paused to enjoy the beauty of the night, a skiff 
came out from the darkness on the left and halted a couple 
of lengths off. It was Sabattis on his way to his cabin; 
we answered his hail, held a short talk and then moved on, 
while he kept us company to the landing. From the tent 
door we could see the great square of Pegasus through an 
optning in the trees; from overhead myriad lights looked 
down; Cassiopeia with her chair invited us to linger without, 
but we turned our faces from the outward splendor, dropped 
the lent flaps and shut out the night. 

Ttie long, tedious days, tluring wliich the lake was work¬ 
ing, dragged themselves away at ter witnessing now and then 
a futile attempt made by us to catch something, but the 
tedium and monotony were confined to the slowness of the 
fl-hiug, otherwise there was enough of novelty in cruising 
upon new tvaters and enough of enjoyment in the entertain¬ 
ments and receptions tendered us by the Colonel and Cap¬ 
tain in the shade in the rear of their camp, to make us wish 
that each day might repeat itself. There were, too, vast 
amounts of information gathered concerning lakes only a 
day’s journey to the north, where the entering streams wore 
alive with trout and around which deer could be daily seen. 
One of these, a lake seven miles in length, interspersed with 
islands and nine miles distant from a human dwelling place, 
as described by an old hunter, so captivated us that full 
notes of how to reach it were taken for practical use in 
another summer. 

Our outing was within two weeks of the end, when a vio¬ 
lent storm of wind and rain at last cleared the lake, and the 
blow disappeared to return no more. For some time, Sa- 
batiis had been anxious to make a trip with us to the salmon 
trout grounds, nine or ten miles up the lake, but we had 
been reluctant to undergo the labor of a long day on the 
water with the lake in a condition which made us hopeless 
of success. But, just as the lake was clearing itself of the 
last of the blow, we were awakened early one morning by 
a light footfall in the tent, and there stood the younger of 
the two ludiin boys besi.ie om’ bunk. He had been sent by 
Sabattis to tell us that the former would be ready in half an 
hour to start for the trout water, that the bait (live perch) 
had been caught, and to ask us if we would go with him. 
Telling him to ask his father to wait for us at the point by 
Griffin Island, we hurried up a breakfast, hustled a lunch 
into the boat, and with trolling lines, sinkers and A. H". C’s 
two trout gangs, we put off. The old man was waiting for 
us at the point and the two boats, as close beside each other 
as the sweep of the oars would permit, took their way up 
the lake. The air was full of that indescribable softness 
which, with the haze on the far off forest, marks the Indian 
summer, though it was hardly past the middle of August. 
The southern shore was fringed with pine, between which 
could be seen an occasional clearing which was aglow 
with the scarlet of the sumac, tempered with the buff 
of the golden rod, and the dusky purple of the swamp 
oak stood out against a background of gray solemn hills. 

It was just the day to listen to traditions and legends, and 
they were soon thronging about us. Again Sabattis un¬ 
locked his treasures and laid them at our feet. Here, near 
the ruins of the old Indian trading port, from which twenty- 
five years ago he had been taken to be tried for murder, John 
Brass had buried his gold in haste, together with his bloody 
fingers which he had severed from his hand, that they might 
keep his wealth in their unhallowed grasp after he had 
mounitd the scaffold. On one of the Three Brothers, tra¬ 
dition had located another spot cursed with the white 
man’s desire to preserve his gold beyond the grave, while 
beside a rock, opposite the entrance to Cady’s Bay, strange 
and hellish forms made nightly ro.inds—infernal patrolmen 
guarding treasures to which the earth unfettered refused her 
keeping. And strange to lelate, the old man was eager to 
learn some spell to which wraith and goblin damned would 
succumb, and by which the treasures in their keeping would 
be revealed and surrendered to him. Leaning over the gun¬ 
wale of his boat and looking us iu the face,' he anxiously 
waited for our answer to his question whether, we in the 
State*, had any nitaus of determining the exact spot where 
money was buried. We could only suggest the witch hazel 
wand, but he was already versed in the ray^terie8 of its use, 
and with a long drawn sigh turned toward the stern. 

By the lime we had reached Salmon Point, which Sabattis 
told us was the name of a long strip of land running out 
into the lake on the southern shore, it was after ten o’clock 
and here, at his suggestion, we airanged the troll. A fine 
lot of lively perch were put into the boat and with one of 
these, about four inches long, fastened on the gang, we made 
otir maiden effort to take a lake trout. We moved along 
slowly for half a mile with two hundred feet of line astern 
which, with its sinkers, kept the boat within six or eight 
feet of the boilom in a depth of about eighty feet of water. 
In the middle of a broad open sheet of water, our first strike 
came, a strong firm tug. The line was brought rapidly in 
hand over hand, the weight at the end increasing with each 

successive pull, until within twenty feet of the boat, when 
there was a wild dash downward, a scurrying around be¬ 
neath us, a splash alongside, and a small-mouth bass that 
weighed three pounds and a half was whisked over the side 
into the boat. We felt all the disgust natural to the occasion 
but kept the fish. By the time the line had been paid out 
again we felt another tug, this time we were le=s confident, 
still we hoped for the best. But we were again to suffer dis¬ 
appointment, for a two pound small-mouth bass crushed our 
expectations. Two more were soon added to our catch, and 
after pulling half a mile further, the gang began to gather 
moss, when we turned about and went back oyer the course. 
No strikes of any kind followed and, after trying the water 
in every direction for an hour, we declared the trout exper¬ 
iment at an end. We found Sabattis off' the point, where he 
had lost a spoon while trolling in the same depth as our¬ 
selves, and he showed us the end of the gimp which he said 
had been cut by a trout. We trolled through the fallow 
water to the bridge, taking a couple of bass on our way and 
then, hot, hungry and disappointed, we ran under one of the 
wide wooden spans where, tying up in the shadow, we 
spread our lunch on the seats. Soon a wagon rumbled over 
our heads, sending down a shower of dirt, and in a flash we 
were back through half a life to a scene five hundred miles 
away when, in one of tho.se glorious “noouspells,’’we sat 
under the old bridge below the school house and divided the 
bread from our dinner pail with the red-fins -which were 
darting in and out among the stones, and listening to the 
thump above us from the wheels of the farm wagons and the 
scuffling of the bare feet over the nlanks by the boys, run¬ 
ning races down the dusty road. The cobwebs floated above 
us in all their dusky splendor, the damp odor from the water 
soaked timbers filled the brain with their ancient incense, 
the boyish eagerness and wonderings of twelve were throng¬ 
ing about us again, when a bearded face looked back into 
our own from the water and stayed them all. 

By the time we had finished our lunch, a good breeze had 
sprung up from the west which, sweeping under the bridge, 
soon made us willing to drift out into the sunshine. As the 
wind increased, the sail was hoisted and Sabattis was for the 
moment forgotten as we began to make rapid headway down 
the lake. Suddenly our discourtesy in leaving the old man 
alone to pull six weary miles to camp smote us hard, and we 
rounded to and waited for him. He was pulling lustily 
twenty rods astern, with a determination apparent in his 
stroke to be left no further behind than his strong muscles 
could prevent. Whe he came up, we took him in tow, and 
he was soon stretched out fast asleep in the stern of his boat 
with the bright sun beating on his head and the breeze blow¬ 
ing his long hair about his face. Through the dreamy mel¬ 
low afternoon we winged our course with well filled sail 
along the wooded Hopes, through narrow channels and past 
green islands, without a word to break the silence. At the 
foot of the mast, with the end of the sheet rope iu his hand 
which he had given a single hitch around the cleat at our 
feet, George was wandering in the same shadowy land as 
his compeer in the boat behind, while the master held the 
tiller and kept the course. The boat of Sabattis, with its 
long tow line and no hand to steer, headed first to the right 
then to the left with sudden jerks until we shortened the line 
and drew his era It with the bow close to the stern of our 
boat, and thus we made our homeward way like “The dead 
steered by the dumb going upward with the flood,” 

It took repeated shouts to rouse Sabattis when we had 
reached the foot of Griffin Island and cast his boat loose for 
him to make his way to his cabin in the little bay around the 
point. Our day had been one of disappointment, for we had 
hoped to honor our trout gang and its donor with a catch 
of which we might be proud. But “fisherman’s luck,’’ 
that misfortune which comes to us all, had overshadowed 
us and in the gloom of defeat we drew up to our lauding. 
It needed but a single drop more to fill our cup of humilia¬ 
tion and bad humor to the brim, and we found it awaiting 
us in camp. It was the inevitable which always comes 
about the same time in each year to render the balance of 
our outing a period of gloomy anticipation There was a 
summous in which the limit to our camping was fixed, and 
we were to move on thenceforth, day by day, to the doom 
which was staring us in the face The dream which had 
disturbed us at the beginning of the camp was soon to be re¬ 
alized, a blast like that from the trumpet of the Gideonite 
shattered the enchanted wall which we had reared about us, 
and through the broken battlements came to our ears the 
coarse din of toil. Wawatanda. 

Jftr? S^icke^ttgs. 

“Tnat reminds me.” 

180. 
Doctor R and myself were duck shooting from a 

double battery under the north shore of the Great South 
Bay, near Patchogue. The Doctor observed a single broad- 
bili coming up from the leeward and said, “Lie low and see 
your uncle roll this fellow over.” On he came and at the 
same lime came another on my left which the Doctor did 
not see. I killed the one on my left, while the Doctor emp¬ 
tied both barrels at the one he was to knock over. Recover¬ 
ing from his surprise at seeing his bird rapidly disappearing 
and seeing the water covered with feathers, he slapped me 
on the back and said, “Look at the feather bed i knocked 
out of that fellow.” Imagine his surprise and consternation 
when I pointed to my dead bird and told him that was where 
his feather bed came from. S. A. 

Netv York 

181. 
“Governor” Da-vid S. Crandall, formerly editor of the 

Lock port Gourier and for many years well known in 
Western New York, used to tell a story of the great meteoric 
shower, which fell, I think, iu November, 1833. He was at 
that time living temporarily upon a farm which he had 
purchased, lying at a few miles’ distance from Lockport; 
and among his dependents was a chore boy twelve or 
fourteen years old. On the night referred to Mr. Crandall 
was engaged in writing after the rest of the family had 
retired, and saw through the window the shower of meteors. 
He aroused his wife, and then the hoy, requesting them to 
come to the door, where the boy was at first struck dumb 
with astonishment, thinking that all the stars in heaven 
were falling through space. After a little he turned to the 
North star, and his courage returned. “By gosh!” he 
shouted, “the old ‘dipper’ hangs on yet, don’t she?” 

Kelpie. 
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WILD ANIMALS IN CONFINEMENT. 

IT is a well known fact that the grounds at Central Park 
now devoted to zoological purposes were chosen merely 

as a makeshift, not for^their adaptability. It is a small 
cause for wonder, then, that little interest is felt by lovers of 
natural history in that collection. The curator, Mr. Conk- 
ling, is unrelaxing in his efforts to make a zoological collec¬ 
tion worthy of New York’s intelligence, but he is so hamp¬ 
ered by a contention of interests that his efforts are rendered 
almost abortive. Property owners on Fifth avenue have 
asked the Board of Apportionment to refuse to grant any 
money for the purpose of maintaining the menagerie, on the 
ground that it is a nuisance. But the true objections to the 
menagerie are not the selfish ones brought by the Fifth 
avenue property owners. They are that it is a poor and 
utterly incomplete collection, and is badly situated for its 
purposes. The menagerie was started merely as a makeshift, 
and has grown to its present proportions in a more or less 
accidental way, and was put where it is without the inten¬ 
tion of there establishing a great and permanent zoological 
garden. Hence for years past the necessity for removing the 
menagerie to some more suitable- situation has been recog¬ 
nized by everybody familiar with the Park, and having a 
just conception of what a zoological collection ought to be. 

There is at present little hope of establishing a zoological 
garden at all worthy of New York. That there is an inher¬ 
ent love of natural history in our people no one who has ob¬ 
served their tastes will attempt to deny. No show or place 
of amusement that ever New York held has attracted so 
many persons as that menagerie attracts on every fine day. 
“We have from 80,000 to 100.000 visitors on Sunday,” says 
Superintendent Conklin, if, therefore, so many people are 
interested in the rather “mangy collection of beasts” now 
exhibited, how would it be if we had a zoological garden 
worthy of the name, comparable, for instance, with that in 
London, or even with that in Philadelphia? 

I have spent considerable time iu the Central Park mena¬ 
gerie studying the various habits and characteristics of the 
animals under confinement. Of the 600 different species in 
the menagerie not one is of foreign birth. They are all to 
the manor born. First in point of interest is the deer. To 
the hunter who has seen them in the pride of their liberty, 
bounding recklessly through valleys and up and down moun¬ 
tain sides, the deer in captivity presents a sorry picture. 

“Do they retain many of their native characteristics in 
confinement?” I asked of Superintendent Conklin. “Well, 
yes,” he replied, thoughtfully, “Deer are naturally voracious 
animals. In their wild state they are constantly feeding and 
never seem to satisfy their hunger. Here m confinement 
they soon lose that characteristic. They get accustomed to 
a fixed routine and look for their food at a certain time as 
x-egularly as mankind. Being herbivorous we provide them 
with a diet of that class. Our native deer do not stand cap¬ 
tivity as well as those of foreign origin. 1 can account for 
this only on the ground that in their wild state they obtain 
certain herbs that are unknown to us. Deprived of them 
thev become slab-sided and lanky and seldom live more than 
four or five years. I have noticed how vastly different in 
point of hardiness are our native and the fallow or park 
deer, of England. The latter have become so thoroughly, 
domesticated that captivity and confinement are a second 
nature to them. They thrive in paddocks on such food as 
we give them. I have known some of them to live fifteen 
years.” 

“Do you think it possible to wholly change the habits of 
any wild animal by captivity so that in the course of time 
they will become thoroughly domestic in aU their character¬ 
istics?” 

“It has been done in the case of the fallow deer, but I am 
inclined to think that it was an easy matter to do so. They 
are essentially a park deer. From time immemorial they 
have been confined in the immense parks owned by wealthy 
noblemen in Europe. I fancy it would be difficult to find 
out anything about their habits in a wild state, if in fact 
they ever were in that condition. Our native deer do not 
take kindly to captivity any more than do grizzly bears, 
wolves, panthers, and other animals of very wild natures. 
Another peculiarity about deer that I have noticed is that 
they do not breed as readily in captivity as they do in their 
wild state. Observation has taught us that this is the fault 
of the bucks more than the does. The former seem to lose 
their amative spirit. Still we succeed in breeding a good 
many deer. A doe in captivity will generally produce one 
fawn at a birth when she is three years old, and two fre¬ 
quently thereafter; when wild, they breed at two years of 
age, but this is rarely the case when in captivity. Experi¬ 
ence has shown that a doe is not strong enough to be 
allowed to breed at two years of age. If allowed to, she 
would undoubtedly drop a weak fawn—one not likely to 
live long. Most of the fawns that have been born in the 
menagerie, came between June and September at no stated 
intervals. One of the doe’s most striking characteristics is 
her strong affection for her young, and she will defend it 
with great energy. Just before the birth of the fawn she 
will seek out so'me quiet spot secure from observation, and 
after it is dropped, she will carefully conceal it by covering 
it over with leaves. This precaution is taken to protect her 
young from the buck, who evinces a strange disposition to 
kill the young fawn as soon as it is born if he can get at it, 
he seems to take a fiendish delight in trampling and goring 
it to death. At the end of about four months, if the fawn 
sur-vives for that time, the parent doe weans him and makes 
him shift for himself. 

“A fully developed bear captured and brought into captivity 
here is very easily subdued. Bears are very intelligent ani¬ 
mals, and they readily succumb to civilizing influences. Ail 
wild animals, captured when full grown, are always more 
easily tamed than those born and reared in the menagerie. 
The youngsters inherit all the savage characteristics of their 
parents, and seem to look upon their civilized surroundings 
as part of their natural state. Civilization, therefore, does 
not have the same subduing influence on their natures as it 
does on those accustomed to the forests. This has been our 
experience with all the various animals, -with the exception 
of bears. We have had all kinds of animals born in this 
menagerie except them. However, I expect to be able to 
tell a different story, now that we have ^t the Fokest aihj 
Stseam’s pair of grizzlies in our care. They’ll breed, I feel 
sure. In their wild slate bears hibernate all winter, subsist 
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ing, as far as wc know, on a very slim allowance of food. 
While under our care they lose that habit, and feed right 
along all winter as voraciously as any of the rest of the ani¬ 
mals. Little difference is made in the habits of wolves, 
foxes, coons and such animals. Foxes and wolves born in 
captivity, however, seldom thrive well. Rarely one of them 
is horn without some disease, the most prevalent form being 
that known as rachitis. Even if they are not afflicted with 
this disorder few are perfect in their formation, being knock- 
kneed and otherwise deformed. Those born with rachitis, 
which, by the by, is a scrofulous affection of the spine, 
"arely attain a full growth. The disease is generally 
fatal. ” 

The one animal in all the strange collection that is more 
likely to slii- unpleasant recollections is the once proud but 
now almost extinct lord of the plains of the West—the 
buffalo. I never could understand why buffalo killing 
should be the sport and toy of every fledgling who could 
straddle a horse or fire a gun. Why those noble animals 
should have been allowed to be slaughtered as ruthlessly and 
as pitilessly as one would kill a biting, snapping cur on the 
roadside, is one of those things which I will never be able to 
find out. Said Mr. Conklin, “Scarcely a week passes by 
that I do not receive a letter from some showman asldng me 
the price of the buffaloes that we have here in the menagerie. 
They want to buy them to exhibit them as curiosities, for 
such they have become.” The prices which showmen are 
willing to pay for buffaloes for circus purposes depends 
entirely upon the age and condition of the anrmal; strange 
to say, that no matter how high the price they may offer, 
owners of the animals are loath to accept, for they realize 
that in the present condition of things it will be difficult to 
replace them. At the present time in the Central Park one 
buffalo calf mopes about his cage unconscious of the im¬ 
portance which is attached to his existence in this bustling 
world. He is as carefully tended as though he was worth 
his weight in gold dollars. Buffalo breed readily in captiv¬ 
ity, their period of gestation being the same as that of our 
domestic cattle, with which they naturally assimilate. 

As staled already, every animal now in' the Central Park 
menagerie, with perhaps one or two exceptions, was born 
there. Experience has shown that those of -‘foreign origin” 
are longer lived, and hardier than the animals of this country. 
The record of the deers is one that will excite more regret 
than other records. In two pages of the ledger w'hich I ex¬ 
amined 1 found that during one year there had been fifteen 
deaths as against twenty-six births. Out of all the deaths 
only five were the result of natural causes, the remainder 
being principally due to tramp dogs, which infest the park 
in great numbers during the summer months. Deer have a 
mortal fear of dogs, and a great many of them have been 
actually frightened to death by curs which have attacked 
them in their cramped quarters. The park police and the 
keepers of the menagerie are not slow in shooting all dogs 
thej' find at large about the park. Notwithstanding their 
vigilance in this regard, the prowling canines occasionally 
succeed in evading them. 

Such a zoological garden as New York requires should be 
put in a park wholly or chiefly devoted to it alone. There 
the necessary space for a complete collection, properly or¬ 
ganized and classified, can be obtained, and the garden can 
receive the attention as an independent enterprise which its 
development requires. It would not be difficult to select 
such a park among those which are subsidiary to Central 
Park, and there, with the present menagerie as a basis, we 
could in time build up a zoological garden which would be¬ 
come one of the grandest and most instructive resorts on 
Manhattan Island. There is a latent disposition in the minds 
of some of our wealthiest and most public-spirited citizens 
to establish such an institution, and agitation of the matter 
is. to my mind, the most feasible method of stirring them up 
to immediate action. What worthier journal than the For¬ 

est AND Stream can be found to engage in this worthy 
work? Tom Francis Dagoett 

agi 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Fiiblish- 
ing Co. _ 

A CAMP HUNT IN MlSSOURI.-ll. 

IN recounting the incidents of a hunting excursion one 
must necessarily confine himself, in a large measure, to 

events witnessed or participated in by himself, and this must 
account for the frequent use of the personal pronoun “I” 
in these letters. Every hunter who ever attempted to re¬ 
count the exploits of a day’s shooting will understand this. 

The second day of the hunt, Tuesday, Mr, Rhea and Mr. 
Coger, equipped with boat and reel and troll, set out for an 
interview with the finny tribe, said to disport themselves in 
the waters of a nciihboring lake. They were the happiest 
men in camp that night. And well they might be, for as 
the dusk of the evening brought the straggling and hungry 
hunters into camp they displayed to our delighted eyes one 
of the largest and handsomest strings of game fish that ever 
rewarded the skill and labor of two fishermen under similar 
circumstances. A few days afterward they added new 
laurels to their well-earned reputation as fishermen, and to 
our supplies a still larger and handsomer string of the wide¬ 
mouthed shining beauties. They had the satisfaction of pre¬ 
senting to Col. Deal, who was with us, to take home with 
him, a string of six black bass, or trout, as we call them, the 
least of which was estimated to weigh four pounds. These 
were selected from a large number of beautiful fish of smaller 
size. But Coger was not happy. He had been beaten, fairly 
beaten, at his own game that day. He had hooked and 
safely landed in the boat, the famous “biggest trout of the 
season.” There he lay, the monarch of the lake, with glaring 
eyes, and fins erect, captured at last. A splendid struggle he 
had made for life and liberty, but alas, the skill of the great 
tislierman was too much for him, and there he was, a prize 
worth a hundred of smaller size. A sportsman knows the 
worth of such a catch. Coger knew, and in exultant triumph 
he raises his great catch up by the line that be may realize 
his grand proportions. But the old fish was caught, not 
conquered. He was game to the last, and now’s the time to 
teach his captor a little trick all his own. A mighty flounce 
sends him clear of the hook, clear of the boat, and as the 
waters of the lake close over him Mr. Coger begins to think 
he had let something go. And he had. 

Mr. C. E. Burton, of the firm of C. E. Burton & Co., the 
great deer killer, whose memory haunts the bucks and does 
of Lawrence county, concluded I was lucky with turkeys. 

and he would go with me on a turkey hunt, while Coger 
tackled the fish. So off we set on Tuesday morning to the 
place where I had killed the four turkeys the evening before. 
We soon found the one I had left in the bush. Sending my 
dog Jo ahead on a scout, we soon heard the alarm signal, 
put, put, put, of the remnant of the flock, as the dog rushed 
among them and scattered them. That is the time for a 
turkey hunter to be on the alert and use his eyes, for a good 
turkey dog will nearly always chase one or more of the 
startled birds in range of the gun. A fine fellow flew past 
us, but too far to shoot. I marked his course quickly, and 
turned just in time to land at the feet of Mr. Burton another 
that was flying almost directly toward us. Experience or 
something else had taught the others a lesson, and they would 
not answer to call. We spent afterward several hours in a 
fruitless hunt. Jo ranged the woods far and near almost 
with the speed of a greyhound, and crossed and recrossed 
almosf every acre of the forest for miles without flu.shing a 
single turkey. We were returning disheartened when, not 
far from the place where we had killed the one in the morn¬ 
ing, the dog suddenly ran into a small flock of four or five. 
One flew by us, but too far. As we were watching its 
course another came almost over us. This I brought down 
with a charge of No. 7 shot that I had put in to shoot a 
squirrel. Mr. B. declared I was a lucky man. I walked to 
where the dead turkey lay without reloading—an unfortu¬ 
nate act, for just then the dog routed another, that came fly¬ 
ing toward us. I happened to be under a leafy bush, and 
fired a load of buckshot by guess through the leaves and 
missed. Just then Mr. B. fired also and missed. The tur¬ 
key turned through an opening in the trees and passed in a 
clear space not more than thirty yards from us, offering a 
beautiful shot. My gun was not loaded. With surprise I 
asked Mr. B. why he did not kill it with his second barrel. 
His reply was, “I had in a load of buckshot.” From the 
fact that he had carried buckshot to shoot turkeys with, I 
must conclude that seeing so many turkeys must have given 
him what hunters call the “buck ague.” 

This conclusion is strengthened by the fact that subsequent 
events developed that Mr. B. is subject to “buck ague” in the 
woods. He was caught in the very act with the chill on 
him. Mr. B. had entertained us with some marvelous yarns 
of his exploits in deer killing in Lawrence county. He told 
of a little deer that ran by him on one occasion, and of his 
firing his murderous gun at it as it passed, and of some woods¬ 
men actually finding the carcass of a dead deer in woods 
some miles from the fatal spot some months afterward. He 
carried with him then the gun of the bloody record. We 
determined to get up a deer drive for Mr. Burton, and some 
of the young fellows concluded to watch him and see how 
he did it. Marshaling a few coon dogs from the neighbor¬ 
hood, we all took stands around an old “deadening," the 
lurking place of a few buck rabbits, while Mr, Burton was 
stationed where the buck was most sure to come out. A 
native was sent in to make the drive. Just before completing 
the drive a bark or two from the coon dogs put everybody on 
the alert for the exit of the buck. The eyes of the watchers 
were on the great deer killer of Lawrence county. With a 
quick glance around he drew from his pockets a bottle of 
quinine and hastily swallowing a heavy dose, is ready for 
the buck, with a dead thing on the buck ague. Around the 
camp fires that night we enjoyed no little sport at the 
expense of Mr. Burton and his quinine remedy for buck 
ague. 

By the way, the party got the laugh ou your correspond¬ 
ent on one occasion. There was a general dread among the 
less experienced of the party in regard to getting lost in the 
interminable swamps where much of the hunting was done. 
This feeling was not shared by me, as a long experience 
had made me feel pretty safe in the woods, particularly as I 
make it a rule, in unknown woods, to hunt by courses and 
landmarks. We were camped near a road that ran almost 
due north and south for many miles and was the only road 
of any consequence in the country. I boldly asserted that 
no one need fear getting lost if he would hunt in reference 
to that road. If he was to the west of the road, by traveling 
directly east he would certainly strike the road, and if hunt¬ 
ing on the east of the road a west course would necessarily 
bring him to the road. A compass, the sun or the stars 
would readily give one the points of the compass. It fre¬ 
quently happened, however, that night and darkness would 
overtake belated members of the party out hunting, and sig¬ 
nal guns were fired at camp for their benefit. Two of the 
party lost their course one night, and the Mississippi River 
only convinced them they were traveling east instead of west 
They got beyond the sound of our signal guns. The party 
accused me of making my gun hotter one evening firing dis¬ 
tress signals than I ever made it shooting at game. Three of 
us had gone up the road about three miles from camp one 
cold, cloudy afternoon, on a turkey hunt. Leaving my com¬ 
panions near the road, I followed a dim path down‘into a 
dense forest to the west of the road. This forest was known 
to extend, without a human habitation, for ten or fifteen 
miles. After following the path about a mile, my dog 
struck the trail of a flock of turkeys, as I supposed, and ran 
off at right angles to the path I was following. In momen¬ 
tary expectation of getting a shot at the turkeys, I followed 
the course the dog had taken for some distance, and not 
seeing them, I turned to retrace my steps to the path I 
had left. 

It was getting late, and thinking I could save time by it I 
turned my course so as to strike the path some tbiee or four 
hundred yards nearer the main road than where I left it. 
Owing to the darkness of the evening, the dimness of the 
path and the fresh fallen leaves that covered it in places, 1 
crossed the path without knowing it. I had failed to take 
a compass with me and the sky wasobsem-ed by thick clouds. 
It was cold and night rapidly approaching. 

In my search for the path I had left 1 came upon a trap 
set for wild hogs. Despairing of finding the path, I set out 
for the road where 1 had left my two companions. I knew I 
was about a mile or mile and a half west of the road and 
chose, as I supposed, a course due east. 

After a rapid walk of half an horn as near due east as I 
could judge without compass or sun or stars, I found myself 
back again at that identical hog trap. 1 had made a circuit 
of perhaps two miles and came back to the very spot I started 
from. I recognized the situation at once. I was not lost ; of 
course I was not. I knew right where I was, but concluded I 
would let my friends know also, and I wasted more ammuni¬ 
tion right there letting my friends know where I was than I 
wasted in all the hunt besides. A cold rainy night in an un¬ 
known swamp, miles from any human habitation, is not an 
inviting prospect. 

I did not venture into that swamp another cloudy day 
without a pocket compass. H. E. Jones. 

Nashwllb, Tennessee. 

HUNTING AT ARMY POSTS. 

ABOUT a month ago a brief note was sent from this office 
to several of the outlying posts of the regular 

army, asking for information about the use of the Spring- 
field shotgun, which is issued for use by the men in their 
leisure hours. The object of the inquiry was to see how far 
these guns were successful in the purpose of their manufac¬ 
ture and issue in keeping the company and post larder well 
supplied with game delicacies in season. 

The responses from the army posts have been general and 
prompt, and show that the inembers of Uncle Sam’s scat¬ 
tered frontier patrol force have not failed to take advantage 
of the opportunities for field sport thrown in their way. 

The letters speak best for themselv'es, and the few we are 
enabled to give in this issue show that from the Canadian 
to the Mexican border there is always some manner of 
healthful exhilarating sport to be had: 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Yours of the 9th is just received. Though by dint of hard 

work the more energetic of us manage to make fair bags in 
a season, this can hardly be called a game country. The 
whole vast expanse is prairie, more or less broken with cover 
for game only in the sparsely timbered bottom of the Mis¬ 
souri River, or in the yet more sparsely timbered creeks and 
ravines. A few red deer inhabit these timbered bottoms 
with the habits of a rabbit, lying perdu all day, feeding at 
night; not when disturbed running away with vigorous 
bounds, but sneaking off like a rabbit or wolf unnoticed. It 
is only by rarest good luck that any of these are brought to 
bag, though some of our indefatigable youngsters actually 
walk them down where the snow is deep. 

We have the lynx, wildcat, wolf, swift or prairie fox, 
badger and skunk, and I have [seen the skins of one or two 
raccoons offered for sale by Indians, but these predatory 
animals are less numerous here than in any wild portion of 
our country in which I have ever served. We have but one 
indigenous game bird, the sharptailed grouse {Pedimeetes 
pJiasianellus). In August and September it gives the most 
perfect sport, lying well to the dog and acting in all respects 
like its cousin, the pinnated grouse. By Oct. 1 they begin 
to pack, gather in immense flocks, sometimes of hundreds, 
are very wild and will not lie to the dog. When snow covers 
their favorite feeding grounds they go to the bottoms and 
eke out an existence on cedar berries and the buds of the 
buUberry. Now they are great perchers and neariy all that 
are bagged are ignominiousiy potted from trees. Yes, I do 
it. It is a most toothsome bird, and if he will insist on stick¬ 
ing to the treetops instead of the grass he must pay the pen¬ 
alty, Their numbers of course depends on the condition 
of weather during the breeding season. In 1886 my bag was 
726 and in my hunting book is this note; “It is estimated 
that over six thousand grouse were killed by the troops at 
Fort Sally between Aug. 1 and Dec. 31. The company 
hunters came in loaded down every day, ye t there is no ap¬ 
parent diminution of their number.” 1886 was a bad wet 
season. My bag dwindled to 358 and the company hunters 
came in usually with a round 0. 

It is a glorious country for rabbits, but a man on foot 
might tramp the year round without seeing one. They live 
in the rosebush thickets two to four feet in height. On an 
alarm they dart away like lightning. I developed them ac¬ 
cidentally by riding into such a thicket on horseback. From 
that “coin of vantage” their movements could be seen, and 
if any man wants to test his capacity as a shot, 1 recommend 
him to try this game. It is the very perfection of snap 
shooting. The little brown streak takes twenty courses in a 
minute, and to bag him you must have a quick eye, a steady 
hand and a good horse. My rabbit bag of 1884 was 201, of 
1885, only 91. The season closes so quickly that we have a 
mere suspicion of duck shooting. In 1884 I bagged but 
twelve, in 1885 but five, and this takes in both the spring 
and fall shooting, 'I'he field plover arrives here about May 
1 in fine condition, but one has hardly bagged a few dozen 
when he finds females with eggs already formed. No sooner 
do they get through their duties as parents than they clear 
out. By the middle of August no plover is to be seen. Cur¬ 
lew breed about us, but being scarcely eatable they are rarely 
shot at. 

During this last fall and owing entirely to the immeuce 
emigration to this section of country, a few pinnated grouse 
have been bagged, and to the ^-eat joy of all our 9[)ortsmen. 
a covey of quail has located itself in the bottom below us. 
With the advance of civihzatiou we may have better sport. 

Richard I. Dodge, Colonel 11th Infantry. 
Fort Sully, Dak. Ter., Jan. til. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
In answer to your letter of Jan. VI, I will state that I have 

only been here since the 14th day of June last, the .garrison 
now here relieving that of the Twentieth Infantry on the 
date given, and consequently am unable to give as correct 
and detailed account as I would wish. Early in the season 
I made an endeavor to find out all I could about the game in 
this vicinity in order to write to a friend in Chicago that it 
would pay him to make me a visit, he was anxious to know 
all about the larger game. I could not find at that time that 
such game was in sufficient quantities in the immediate 
vicinity of the post, to warrant my writing him that a suc¬ 
cessful hunting trip, such as he wanted, could be made near 
this place. During the winter several hunting parties have 
been out, but with little success. One man though, belong, 
ing to Company I, Eighteenth Infantry, who either under¬ 
stands hunting deer or is more fortunate than others, has been 
quite successful so far, killing seven deer. Citizens who 
live at a distance from here have kept this place very well 
supplied with venison. Wild turkeys are found in large 
quantities at a distance from the post, but seem rather hard 
to get as the supply has not been well kept up. Chickens 
this year are very scarce, none been brought in that 1 know 
of, nor have I seen one. Ducks are plentiful here and many 
have l^en killed. Quail are in abundance. 

'The shotguns referred to in your letter, so far as my com¬ 
pany' is concerned, are in constant use, and much of the 
smaller game is bagged with them. Carroll II. Potter, 

Captain 18th Infantry, Commanding Post. 

Fort Gibson, Ind. Ter., Jan. 24. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I take great pleasure in replying to your request of the 9tb 

inst., but as I have only lately been assigned to this post my 
information Is derived, not practical. My tirst hunt is to 
take place day after to-morrow. 

The men inform me that there is quite a large supply of 
small game here. The list includes quail, both California 
and Messina; plover, meadow lark, curlew, rabbits, cotton- 
tailed and jack, etc.; and in large game we have deer, black- 
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tailed and white-tailed; antelope, mountain lion, black bear, 
wild pis:, etc. 

South of us, about seventy miles, is a mountainous “no 
man’s land," through which Indians from both sides of the 
Rio Grande hunt; and although dangerous to hunt there in 
small parties, it pays very well to do so, provided, as above 
hinted, you can protect yourself. We have a party out there 
at the present time, . . 

I notice you wish a statement as to merits of the Spring- 
field shotgun. It is a very good gun for a single-loader, but 
in our troop not much used, as we have four double-bar- 
rcdled guns of good make, which the men prefer to use, as a 
general rule. , -r. n 

For large game we use the carbine habitually. Personally, 
I prefer the carbine as a hunting weapon, as it is very good 
practice for its more serious use 

Geo. H. Morgan, 

First Lieut. 3d Cavalry, Commanding Post. 
(’AMP Pena Colooado, Tex,, Jan. 26. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
In reply to your communication of thefithinst., I would 

respectl'ullv state there is an abundance of deer, turkey, 
geese, ducks, blue quail, etc., around here in their season, 
and the shotguns referred to are used extensively by the 
whole command. E. H. Lisctjm, 

Captain 19th Infantry, Commandi ng. 
Fort Ringgold, Tex., Jan. 23. 

Editoi' Forest and Stream: 
Your letter of the 9lh inst. has just been received, and in 

reply I have the honor to state that game—wildfowl and 
quail—is plentiful in this neighborhood, and _ the men in 
spare time bring in a good quantity. The Springfield shot¬ 
guns are used when double-barreled guns of larger bore can¬ 
not be obtained. The guns issued not carrying sufficient 
charge. J. H. Bradford, 

Captain 19th Infantry, Commanding Post. 

Fort Brown, Tex., Jau. 28. * 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Your note of 9th inst. is at hand, and in reply would state 

that the large game, such as deer and antelope, have almost 
entirelv disappeared. A few deer have been killed in the 
vicinity of the post, and they by hunters and trappers. The 
only small game we have are ducks (mallard and teal) and 
the willow grouse. The ducks are not very plenty, and we 
only get them during the fall flight south. The grouse are 
with us the year round, and occasionally give good sport. 
This part of Nebraska is filling up so rapidly with settlers 
and farmers that I believe the grouse will increase. The 
corn, wheat and oats fields give the young birds cover from 
hawks and other destroyers of small game. The Springfield 
shotgun issued by the (Government to the troops is used by 
the enlisted men almost exclusively, and with fair success. 
For a person who has been accustomed to an SG-pound 
Scott double gun the Springfield would not be a success. 
The Springfield is a better gun for the enlisted men, for the 
i-eason that few of them are good wing-shots. 

Jack rabbits and the small bush rabbits are found in 
• some places along the streams. The bush rabbits are plenty. 
' There are no quail in this part of Nebraska. D. 

Fort Robinson, Neb., Jan. 26. 

lEditor Forest and Stream: 
Replying to your letter of 9th inst., 1 would state that 

'there is plenty of game to be had in this region, such as deer, 
'prairie cliicken, mid geese and ducks. The Springfield shot- 
,:gim is much used, and is good at short distance only. The 
rifle is mostly used in deer hunting. Supply of deer and 
‘Chickens unlimited. J. N. G. Whistler, 

Fort Buford. D. T. .Tan. 28. Colonel 15th Infantry, Com’d’g. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Yours of Jan. 9 to hand this morning. There is no gatne 

-on Mackinac Island, or in the immediate vicinity of this 
post. Geo. K. Brady, Brevet Lieut.-Colonel. 

Fort Mackinac, Mich., Jan. 20. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The commanding officer directs me to acknowledge the 

receipt of your communication of the 9th inst., and in reply 
to say that the supply of game in this immediate vicinity is 
limited to a few rabbits, and in the spring and fall to migra¬ 
tory ducks. The Springfield shotguns are used frequently 
by the men, and they seem to meet with fair success in their 
use. E. B. Robertson, 

First Lieutenant and Adjutant, 9th Infantry. 
Fort D. A. Russell, Wyoming, Jan. 21. 

quail. It is very doubtful whether they can survive the 
severe winters. 

Owing to the thick growth of willows along the banks of 
the Missouri River, it is very difficult to get at deer, and if 
dogs are not used, they will probably be abundant for many 
years to come, though high water is apt to drive them to the 
bluffs in the spring, and they are then an easy prey for law¬ 
less pot-hunters. It is to be hoped that with the admission of 
the Territory as a State, more stringent game laws will be 
adopted and faithfully executed. 

Ducks and wild geese are shot in passes generally, though 
often boats are used on the lakes and wading done in the 
wet marshes. Mallards, teal, widgeons, scaup, redheads, 
spoonbills and other varieties are met with, but the two first 
named make the longest stops with us and afford the most 
sport. Marvelous stories are told by many of our sportsmen 
of the wagonloads of ducks killed every fall at Long Lake, 
which is about thirty miles southeast of the post; but the 
writer not being a wagonload sportsman cannot speak of his 
own knowledge on that subject; he can vouch, however, for 
the satisfactoriness of the early fall duck shooting in this 
neighborhood. The air is dry, clear and bracing, the scenery 
varied and enjoyable, the birds plenty. What more could 
be desired? Qdien Sabe. 

Fort adilvham Lincoln, D. T., Jan. 25. 

THE CAL FOR ME. 

Danvis, Jan. 8,1886.—Editor Forest and Stream: Mrs. Lovel's rag 

bag lately gave forth the inclosed. S. L. appears to have been 

singing with some rhyme and more reason, to himself in the woods, 

for the lines are scrawled in pencil on the margin of a crumpled copy 
of the Vermonter that he had evidently carried in his pocket for gun 

wadding. Yours truly, H. Mumpson. 

The gal that treats my dawg aright, 

Oh. she’s the gal for me! 

When I come off the hills las’ night, 

Consid’able tired, for me. 

And my dawg, the same was he, 

I saimdered into Pepperells’ 
An’ sot ri’ daown mongst supper smells 

To rest me for awhile. 

’Twas there the slickest gal I see 

An’ she hed jes’ the cutest smile I 

An’ she shed it outer me. 
On ter the crane the samp pot hung 

A bubblin’ merrily, 

An’ as towards her it she swung 

So low an’ sweet a rhyme she sung, 

A kitchin saint seemed she, 

With lips an’ cheeks like piny blows, 

An’ hair like yaller silk, 

An’ pas’ describin’ eyes an’ nose. 

An’ when she fed me samp an' milk, 

Till heart and stomerk was full’s a bee 

O’ sweets in a July basswood tree. 

Then thinks sez I to myself sez I, 

“You air the gal o’ the world for met” 

Jes’ then ol’ Drive come sneakin’ in, 
An’ curled hisself the fire beside, 

An’ she commit'a weeked sin— 

She kicked him with her pooty foot 
An’ cried, “Git aout, you nasty coot! 

Haotm’ dawgs I never could abide.’’ 

Kicked the dawg ’t ties fellered wi’ me 

Till it ain’t me an’ him, but we 1 

Then thinks sez I to myself sez I, 
“You ain’t no gal for me. Good night! 

If we was wed an’ hed some chicks 

You’d be a givin’ them yer kicks 

"When you wa’ n’t kickin’ of my haoun’; 

An’ if he an’ them wa’ n’t handy raoun’. 

Like’s not you’d be a cuffin’ me. 

The gal that treats my dawg aright, 

Ob, she's the gal for me.’’ 

Truly not yourn, S. L. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
lu reply to your favor I would say that game iu the neigh¬ 

borhood of this post consists of deer (common red), antelope, 
jack rabbit, cotton-tail rabbit (a variety of hare), geese, 
ducks, prairie chickens, plover and snipe. Elk ancl buffalo 
have practically disappeared. 

In their season ducks, prairie chickens and plover are 
abundant and furnish sport and an agreeable change in the 
:army ration for all. .. 

Wild geese in immense njqmb^ frequent the wheat fields 
of Burleigh county, on the east^de of the river (we are on 
the west side) and a few driTf over the post duriug the fall 
iinonths. 

The Springfield breechloading, single-barrel shotgun has 
Reen furnished to the enlisted men of the army for hunting 
purposes, and they do good execution. The Parker, how¬ 
ever, is the general favorite among sportsmen out this way. 
The, writer has used a number of different make.s, hut has 
found the Parker the most satisfactory for general shooting. 

Setters are generally employed—Gordons, red Irish and 
Fnglish. A good retriever is a necessity in duck season, and 
is often extremely convenient during the early chicken 
shooting, as the wounded birds can readily conceal them¬ 
selves in the thick prairie grasses found everywhere in the 
'Cooleys, ravines and dry creek bottoms, which are the haunts 
of the coveys in the early autumn. Later in the season the 
ichickens frequent wheat stubbles and “sod” cornfields and 
the berry patches along creeks and springy runs. 

The writer was surprised one (lay last autumn, while 
wading through a reedy bayou (an old bed of the Missouri 
River), by finding evidence of heaver. Afterward several 
houses, with a winter’s supply of food piled up in the creek 
near by, were found. Very few of these animals are left in 
this section of the country. Raccoons are beginning to put 
in an appearance, and an attempt has been made to introduce 

of boomers,” but saw no permanent settlements. The coun¬ 
try has been written up and written down owing to the cir¬ 
cumstances under which the party describing it saw it. As 
this party described it as a regular Eden, it is to he presumed 
they had a good time. 

What has become of the geese and ducks? A few years 
ago they were very plenty upon the Arkansas. This year 
not a quack nor a honk has been heard. Tenderfoot. 

Wellington, Kansas, Jan. 17, 

THE LYMAN SIGHT. 

Editor Forest and Stream * 
In your paper of Jan. 31 “Backwoodsman” has said a 

little more about the middle sight, and has given a rule for 
using my rear sight. 1 have said enough on the middle sight 
question in the Forest and Stream of Dec. 31, but I must 
object to this rule. “Backwoodman’s” system of aiming 
could only apply to rifles of the flattest trajectory, and with 
any rifle it would not give very accurate results at short 
distances. The center of the aperture of my rear sight has 
a degree of light which is about the same as the light which 
is present outside of the sight. This light gradually dimin¬ 
ishes as the rim of the sight is approached, and quite near 
the rim the light is rather poor for aiming purposes; so that 
if a partridge is to “lose his bead” the chances are that the 
shooter will have to fire more than once. 

This center of stronger light partly explains why the eye 
takes care of itself when no attention is paid to the sight, 
and why it naturally finds the center of the aperture. 

The ordinary small peep sight gives a degree of light which 
is several shades dimmer than the existing light outside of 
the sight. In the Forest and Stream of Dec. 31 Mr. “L,” 
in reply to “Backwoodsman,” gives an experience with my 
sight which I was pleased to see, and it is, no doubt, the ex¬ 
perience of many. The last remarks about aperture might, 
however, mislead. His mathematics are correct, but it will 
not do to figure from the -3^ of an inch, which is the full size 
of the aperture, for with an ordinary bead front sight one 
cannot aim nearer than gV of an inch from the rim of the 
rear sight to the center of the bead of the front sight, and in 
trying “Backwoodsman’s” method at fifty yards, by aiming 
from one extreme of the aperture to the other, the bullet 
holes will be only about three inches apart. In other words, 
with the fixed purpose of getting as far away from the bulls- 
eye as possible with the front sight on, one cannot plgce the 
bullets further than about one and a half inches from the 
center of the bullseye. 

As regards the point blank range for a hunting rifle I think 
that from fifty to seventy-five yards, depending ou the tra¬ 
jectory of the rifle, is far enough for ordinary hunting. 

Now, with any rifle sighted with a bead front sight and 
my rear sight and no middle sight iu the way, shooting 
becomes a simpler matter than many suppose. All that is 
required is to see that the front sight is on the object and up 
to seventy yards no allowance need be made. For a longer 
shot hold the front sight a little high, and as the neck of the 
sight is not as wide as the bead, this sight will not cover 
enough of the object to interfere with the aim. For a long 
shot which is occasionally needed in hunting, elevate the 
rear sight by turning the knurled sleeve, which, if one is in 
a hurry, can be done instantly and without looking at it, or 
if there is time to look at the graduated sight stem any exact 
distance can be obtained. William Lyman. 

NOTES FROM SOUTHWESTERN KANSAS. 

Avery severe blizzard visited this section of the country 
recently and the telegreph has already told you of the 

great loss of human life in the western counties. Several 
hunting parties who went down into the Indiau Tei’ritory 
before the blizzard, have been heard from, but there was no 
great suffering among them. They were prepared for severe 
weather. The great suffering occurred where parties were 
living in board shanties ou claims, with no fuel except 
buffalo chips, and seventy-five to one hundred miles from 
railroad stations where coal was to be had; or parties out 
hunting claims, or movers without any shelter whatever hut 
their wagons. The indications and predictions of an open 
winter induced many land hunters and home seekers to go 
into these western counties without protection against severe 
weather. The result is what might have been expected. The. 
storm came in a few hours and woe to the animals being 
caught out doors. It was impossible to distinguish objects a 
few yards distant. Several persons who perished were 
found within a few yards of houses where they would have 
been in complete safety. It is but fair to say that such a 
blizzard is almost unknown in Kansas, which a residence of 
twenty years enables me to assert. 

I fear the quail have nearly all perished. The farmers 
tell me they have found a large number dead. However, as 
they have not been much hunted the past season, enough 
may survive for seed. Quail are considered rather small 
game here. When a person wants to take a hunt he 
organizes a party of four or fls-e. They hire a man who 
owns a team and tent, and the party starts for the Territory. 
It is only twenty miles to the line, and they go as far as 
their inclination leads them. Our markets have been well 
supplied with deer and turkeys, though by far the greatest 
amount of game brought to this market is shipped to Kansas 
City and other points. Average number of market hunters 
have been down there all winter, and the amount of game 
shipped is immense. Game is very plentiful, though getting 
shy. Deer and turkey are the principal game, though bear 
are numerous in some sections. 

It has been extensively advertised that Oklohoma is free 
from cattlemen and “boomers,” and that even hunters are 
kept away by the military unless favored with a special per- 

. mit. Now I am not a “boomer,” nor the son of a boomer, 
but have a natural “nose for news,” so a hunting party was 
interviewed upon their return from a two weeks’ cruise in 
Oklohoma a few days ago. They said they had no difficulty 
in driving through the alleged military lines, and were not 
molested during their stay. They said “the brush was full 

THE WEATHER AND THE BIRDS. 

CiOLD weather and driving storms I am afraid have killed 
J off the few quail that were left hereabouts last fall: 

Never during mj"^ shooting experience have I found so few 
of these birds as last season; the year before, a drive of a few 
miles would take me to fields where I could any day find 
several coveys; during two days hunting in November two 
of us with three good dogs found but a single flock after a 
faithful tramp over this same ground; so too in Maryland 
and Delaware; a week’s shooting did not give us as many 
birds as we often bagged in a single day; how are we to ac¬ 
count for this? The winter of 84 and 86 was not a severe 
one and a number of coveys were fed and cared for by my 
“game keepers”—the farmers boys—and came out all right 
in the spring; what became of them and their broods I can¬ 
not tell. Many wild turkies were killed and more seen than 
during any former season. The timber men tell me that 
there are a great number of grouse in the woods. 

Spicewood. 
Ckntralia, Pa., Feb. 6. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Farmers iu this vicinity report the finding of whole coveys 

of quail frozen stiff, in some instances they say a half bushel 
measure could be tilled without moving out of their tracks, 
showing that entire flocks must have been destroyed. Prairie 
chickens began flying south from Northern Kansas and 
Nebraska much earlier the past season than common, and 
the flight lasted much longer, showing that an unusual hard 
and cold winter could be looked for. A passenger reports 
seeing 3,500 sheep in one pile frozen to death, near Coolidge, 
in the western part of this Stale, also states that he saw 500 
head of cattle frozen stiff in one canon close to the Kansas 
line. When the cold weather annihilates stock in such 
numbers as the above, there is little hope for the small 
game. Farmers from Missouri report the quail all right 
where they have shelter like underbrush or timber, but those 
in hedges or caught on the prairies are all frozen. The bliz¬ 
zard has been extremely severe with us in this part of the 
Missouri Yalley, and the ice is over two feet thick on the 
“Big Muddy,” aud teams, sleds, etc., have been crossing for 
three or four weeks with wood, freight, etc. The jack snipe 
season generally opens here about the 30th of March, but it 
will be much later this season on account of the large amount 
of frost in the ground, and no sign of a let up. 

The writer will forward you a sample of the new Leaven¬ 
worth piffeon, now being perfected and pronounced the 
grandest flying target of the age, by all sportsmen who have 
examined it. W. C. H. 

Leavenworth, Kan., Feb. 6. 

IMitor Forest and Stream: 
Quail were very plenty last fall, hut owing to the severe 

winter so far they are suffering badly. I have as yet found 
none frozen to death, but know of several coveys that have 
been materially diminished in number by something. 

Chickens are more numerous than ever and are living fat 
on the corn still in the fields. Rabbits plenty but snow too 
deep to hunt with any satisfaction. Sportsmen in this part 
of the State are not in favor of abolishing spring shooting. 

G. B. 
Anita, Iowa, Feb. 1. 
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ON THE BUFFALO PLAINS. 

Lost I What heights of misery, what depths of despair, 
what worlds of suffering can be crowded into that one 

little word; and yet we of the every-day world never realize 
what a stupendous word it is. To awaken to a full appre¬ 
ciation of what the word does and can mean, one needs act¬ 
ually to be lost just once—and one need not he very badly 
lost either—to have the word indelibly impressed upon his 
memory. The experience of the writer was not very tragic 
in its ending, nor of such a character as to cause him any 
great amount of suffering; hut it was sufficient to teach the 
meaning of the word lost, and though more than ten years 
have come and gone since the event, each trifling circum¬ 
stance connected with that event is as well remembered as if 
it occurred but yesterday. 

It was in the summer of 1874. With two professional 
buffalo hunters I was traveling over the vast plains which 
stretch in an unbroken expanse from the Arkansas River on 
the south to the Republican on the north. This wide waste 
of country was once knowm as a desert, and to the tourist of 
this day it still presents some of the features as at that time; 
but many changes have taken place, and the country is fast 
becoming populated, Towus and villages are springing up, 
thrilty farms and fine ranches can be seen on all sides, where 
only ten years ago roamed the remnants of that mighty mul¬ 
titude of bison or buffalo. 

No doubt there still exist some traces to prove to the 
doubt ng ones that the buffalo did feed upon those plains in 
vast herds, though it may be hard to believe it. At the time 
I write of, the herds had been seriously diminished and there 
were but a few thousand left roaming over the country 
which but a short time before had been black with them. 
Great trails cut into the hard, dry, gravelly soil to the depth 
of nearly two feet, made by bands on thtir journeyings, 
would prove much, and if that was not suflicieut thousands 
upon thousands of carcasses, which had not yet fully decom¬ 
posed, bore silent witness that here had been the great feed 
ing ground of the buffalo. On many little knolls one could 
stand and within a radius of two or three hundred yards 
count over one hundred bleaching skeletons, many wilb 
some of the hair still upon the skull and legs, as the “skinner” 
only took the hide off as far as the kn^ joints and to the 
ntcK. When one states that these carcasses could be seen 
for hundreds of miles through Kansas, Colorado and Ne¬ 
braska, then we begin to realize what immense herds of these 
creatures had once inhabited this region. The years from 
1870 to 1874 probably saw the largest slaughter made in the 
herds of buffalo, as the railroads bad pushed their way so 
far west that they offered great facilities for the shipment of 
hides, and the numbers shipped xn 1872 over the Atchinson. 
Topeka & Santa Fe and the Kansas Pacific railways seem 
fabulous. The market had become glutted, and evenin 1874 
when the supply began to diminish, piices ruled low. Two 
dollars were given for hull hides, one dollar and thirty cents 
for cows. All hides weighing twenty nine pounds or over 
were classed as bulls; all under to thirteen pounds as cows; 
hides of less weight were called calves and only twenty to 
thirty cents were allowed for them. At this rate the business 
did not pay and very few hunters were sticking to the busi¬ 
ness. Taae the outfit I write of as an example. We weie 
out nearly six weeks and secured about one hundred hides. 
After paying for feed for the team, “grub,” ammunition, 
etc., there was not much left for the men’s time. The 
majority of these skm hunbrs, however, were men who 
would not work at any legitimate employment. They were, 
with few exceptions, a haid "tough” lot. They would go 
out on to the range, “kill a load,” and take the hides to some 
railroad point, sell them and waste the proceeds on whisky 
and Its general accompaniments. On the range they never 
washed iheir clothes, nor bathed their person, a “clean-up” 
when they went “to town” being all tbat was considered 
necessary. Their fooil consisted of meat, bread and coffee, 
cooked iQ as few dishes as p.ossible and with little attention 
to cleanliness. A hnnter and skinner, whoal-o drove the 
team, comprised the usual outfit. Some time there would be 
three men in the outfit; and when the buffalo were plenty, 
still larger outfits would go on to the range; but in 1874 in 
the section of country mentioned two and three were the 
usual number. 'J hough these men were a bad lot taken all 
in all, they were not mean, nor to be despised in their way. 
Go on to the range as one of them and you would he treated 
with as much courte.sy and kindness as among those whose 
ways of life were less rough; i>ut the would “have no use” 
for any one who “put on style” or acted as if he felt above 
them. 

On May 24 we started from the Arkansas River and drove 
north, crossing the Smoky Hill folk of the Republican at 
Fort Wallace, Kansas. Not having found any buffalo, we 
drove northwest from that point, toward the headwaters of 
the R^publican. The summer of 1874 was very hot, and it 
was one of the great grasshopper years. It was also a year 
that a general outbreak among the Indians was expected, but 
fortunately for us that did not occm'. On the afternoon of 
June 4, just as we wire making up our minds that it was 
time to camp, and all were on the lookout fur signs of water, 
tliat gnat ntcessily and also gicat rarity on the. plains, wc 
s:i,v a wagon coming out of a little draw and rapidly ap¬ 
proach us. We hailed, and presently two men drove up. 
One of them informed us that he and his partn. r were lost. 
Thty bad left camp several days before, ana had been unable 
to find the locality again. As they had only started fora 
day’s hunt, expecting to make camp at night again, they had 
not taken any grub“witli them, and all they had had was 
“fresh bump,” which, while it would keep them from starv¬ 
ing, they did not relish as an all round diet; “and say, part 
ner, if you have any bread or bacon we will buy it of you. 
We baiu’t got no money, but have powder and lead and some 
bides.” We speedily assured them they could keep_ their 
powder and Fad, and as we had some bread left from dinner, 
they were welcome to it. Each man was soon munching 
bread and raw ham with much gusto, and as I sat and 
watched the great slices of raw ham disappear, 1 little 
thought that soon 1 would “give my old boots” for the same 
chance. Our friends seemed to feel like now men as soon as 
they bad finished tbdi lunch, and concluded that they could 
“find camp the next day. and if we would go with them we 
would find it a good place for permanent quarters, as there 
was a spring hole near by, and the buffalo wire feeding near 
there.” Tiaveiing on a lew miles furthei we found a hole 
in the prairie, which contained the remnants of the last 
heavy rain. The water was not very sweet; too many 
buffalo had been ibrough it, but it did not do to be particu¬ 
lar It was Ibis water or a dry camp, so we made the best 
of the situation and camped. 

It was baldly daylight the next morning before we were 
all stirring, and our simple breakfast of hot bread, bacon 

and coffee was dispatched, wagon loaded, horses saddled, 
and outfit moving. I rode a black pony, a very good buf¬ 
falo horse, as he had been on the range before, and had also 
been used as a “cow pony.” One of the hunters of our outfit 
rode a small Indian pony, the other drove the wagon, while 
the other two hunters rode in their wagon. I was prospect¬ 
ing ahead of the outfit, and had just reached the top of a 
little rise when I saw, several miles ahead, a herd of black 
objects moving along quite rapidly, but at right angles to 
our course. I did not require to be told what they were, 
and putting spurs to Nig, was soon at the wagons reporting. 
One of my comrades was for going for the herd, as it was 
our first chance, and he did not want to let the opportunity 
slip by. The rest proposed to find camp first. We compro 
raised. J. and I were to go on after the herd, and A. and 
the two hunters were to go on to camp. We were to take a 
general direction north, as the herd was going that way, and 
in returning strike southwest, which the hunters thought 
would bring us near them. J. and I stopped only to fill our 
belts with cartridges, but very foolishly did not take any 
“grub.” As the buffaloes had a good start of us and were 
not feeding much, it was quite late in the forenoon before 
we were near enough to “stake” the ponies and try for a 
shot. We had a long walk after leaving the ponies, and the 
sun came down on us in overpowering rays. The lay of the 
land was unfavorable, and though, it now being in the heat 
of the day, the herd was not moving or only doing so slowly, 
we could not get nearer than at least six hundred yards. 
There were several old bulls in the rear, evidently suspicious 
of the crawling objects they saw in the distance. We were 
now on our hands and knees, and I was beginning to think 
that there was not as much romance in bunting buffalo as I 
had read of, especially when I would plump my hand down 
on a cactus or strike my knee on a small stone. J. thought 
if we could get M'ithin one or two hundred yards, so as to 
make a sure shot the first fire, we might get a “stand,” and 
then the herd would be our prey; but luck was against us. 
We could not crawl as fast as tney would move, and we de¬ 
termined to open on them at long range. Wiping the per¬ 
spiration from out of our eyes, and lying still a moment to 
get our breath, we each singled out a bull and the two 
Sharps spoke. A good story demands that those two 
bulls “quivered as the balls struck them with a sicken¬ 
ing thud and then toppled over,” but the truth demands 
that they did not do anything of the kind; they just 
jumped and “let out,” the herd before them. We jumped 
too, and loading and firing as we ran, kept after them until 
they got under such good headway that I gave up. J. kept 
on as his wind was better, but he did not succeed in “down¬ 
ing” any, though we could see several of those in the rear 
running on three legs and gradually falling behind. I walked 
back for the ponies and rode after J. He was disgusted 
when I overtook him, and did not want to give up. We 
held a council of war, and he thought I might take a circle, 
ride hard and get ahead of the herd and turn them, J. rea¬ 
soned that it was so hot that they would not run far. I 
agreed and started. By this time the buffalo were out of 
siaht, excepting a few stragglers which we could see in the 
distance, and which, from the effect of the bright sun and 
mirage, appeared to be traveling in the air and looked as 
large as s good sized barn. This peculiar state of the atmos¬ 
phere is often seen on the plains, and distant objects become 
magnified and appear much larger and nearer than they are 
in reality. I left J. and started, and rode as fast as I dared 
wheie there was constant danger from prairie dog and bad¬ 
ger holes. I did not care to have a pony with a broken leg, 
nor did I care for a tumble. After a half hour's fast riding, 
I saw the herd again moving very rapidly and off to my left. 
I gradually drew in toward them, and if I had been so dis¬ 
posed, might have picked off a straggler or two; but being 
bent on turning the herd I kept on. I found that this would 
he no ea.sy matter, as the buffalo had kept well up with me; 
and as I got nearer, they quickened their lumbering galop, 
which appears very slow and clumsy, but which takes them 
over the ground much more rapidly than one would suppose 
who has not tried to ride up to them. I soon saw that I 
might as well give up the attempt to turn them, and glancing 
at iny watch found it was after three o’clock. I turned and 
rode back in the direction I supposed J. would take and soon 
saw him coming. We met and compared notes. He agreed 
with me that we had better not attempt to follow the buffalo 
but start for camp. Camp! Where was it? We had not 
given it a thought, being engrossed with our exciting pur¬ 
suit of the herd; but now we were cooler and had time to 
think. We looked at one another, and both concluded that 
perhaps we had done a very foolish thing. J. said he thought 
that from the general direction we had traveled and from 
what the lost hunter had said that he could so shape his 
course as to strike somewhere near where camp ought to be; 
but “there's the rub,” we did not really know where camp 
was. 

Mounting our tired ponies, we rode as rapidly as possible 
in the supposed correct direction. The sun was sinking 
lower and lower and soon put his great fiery head beneath 
the horizon. The evening shades were just appearing when 
J., who was a little in advance, stopped and waited for me 
to approach. “Look there,” said he, “there goes our suppor 
and what is as essential, our bed.” I glanced in the direction 
he pointed and there I saw two buffaloes moving along 
slowly. They were about a thousand yards away, and it 
behooved us to hurry and make some eftert to get nearer, or 
it would soon be too dark to shoot. A low place in the 
prairie favored us and we ran our ponies for several hundred 
yards. J. then spramr from his pony and. started to sneak 
nearer. 'The old bulls, as we could now see they were, kept 
on slowly. I picketed the ponies and crept up on to a little 
rise to watch J. From the lay of the laiM it was impossible 
for him to get nearer that six hundred yards, hut with da;^- 
light to aid him he would have been reasonably sure of a hit 
as he was a splendid shot. I lay waiting anxiously the event, 
for much was at stake. If he got a buffalo we would not go 
supperless to bed, and then the hide would serve as 
protection as a covering. Neither of us had coat^ or saddle 
blanket; each was clothed only in pants and shirt. If an 
earnest desire for a person's success would he of any avail I 
felt J. would succeed. It seemed to my overwrought senses 
a tremendously long time before he fired. I could pot see 
him but could see the bulls as they kept movinar and knew 
he must soon shoot. Presently a sharp report rang out in the 
still evening air. Then I heard the bullet sing as it speeded 
on its way^ and then, oh juyl came the spat of the ball as it 
struck one of the bulls. Again and again the old Sharps’ 
spoke out, but, alas, either the balls were placed too far 
hack or did not strike any vital point. They only served to 
start the buffalos into a run, and there went one suppep 
“over the hills and far away,'’ “No use, my boy,” said J. 
as he walked back. “We won’t feast on that old bulls 

hump to-night.” I heaved a deep sigh and whispered, “The 
saddest words, etc.’' As our ponies were pretty well fagged 
out, as we were ourselves, it was concluded to give them a 
rest and let them pick a little buffido grass; so we took off 
the saddles and stretched ourselves on the ground. I was 
verp tired and very hungry. I had only been out on the 
plains about ten days, and had come directly out of an oflBce 
where the most laborious duty I had was that of wielding a 
pen. Not being a very strong man physically, the hard 
day’s ride and excitement had made an impression on me; 
and an empty stomach did not help matters. 

As soon as the stars came out and our ponies had eaten an 
hour or more, J. proposed we saddle up and proceed. I 
acquiesced, as I left the affair wholly in his hands. We 
were soon in the saddle again, and J., leading the way, set 
off over the prairie. Very little conversation was indulged 
in, and for my part, 1 was busy with my thoughts. I did 
not fear that ultimately we would not find our way out of it, 
but the present was sufficient. After riding some time in 
silence J. stopped. “Don’t you hear a frog?” said he. I 
listened, and surely heard the peeping of frogs. “There 
must be a slough over there; let’s investigate. I would like 
a drink.” We soon found the low place where the frogs 
were singing, and the ponies were as glad to get some water 
as we. The water, though a little brackish, tasted very 
good. I struck a match and found it was 10 o'clock. 
“Well,” said J., "shall we camp or move on?” “Let’s 
camp, I am about used up, and we might as well wait for 
daylight.” So we hunted a soft place near by in a sand 
draw, and, after picketing our ponies, lay down back to 
back for the sake of a little warmth. 

Though the days are extremely hot on the plains, the 
nights are invariably cool This one proved cold, and as a 
heavy dew fell—rather a strange occurrence for the plains— 
it was all the colder. We awoke about 2 o’clock nearly 
frozen, our teeth chattering and hones aching. “I can’t 
stand this.” said J., as he got up and walked about to keep 
warm. “Let’s try and find some chips and weeds,” said 1, 
“and start a fire.” At the risk of stiiring up some wander¬ 
ing “rattler,” we managed to find a few chips* and some 
weads. With these we started an apology for a fire and 
managed to worry through two hours more of misery. As 
soon as the first streaks of light showed in the east we sad¬ 
dled the ponies, and, as it was soon light, set out on our 
weary way. J. seemed to have an instinct which told him 
the right course to take, and 1 followed silently. Any one 
could have bought my share of that “buffalo hunt” cheaply 
that morning, for if I felt miserably the night before, I could 
discount it in the morning. Oh, how I longed for something 
to fill my empty and aching stomach. Every jolt in the 
saddle seemed as if it would break me in two. I bore up as 
bravely as I could, for J. seemed not to mind it; but I 
thought to myself, “I don’t want any more romance on my 
plate/’ I prefer something of a nature more satisfying to 
the inner man; not quite so ethereal, as it were. 

We jogged on and scanned carefully the prairie in all 
directions. No sign of camp. At last when the morning 
was well spent and the hot sun was nearly over our heads 
again, J.. who was slightly in advance, jumped from his 
pony and examined the ground very carefully. “There, I 
knew it,” he said. “Know what?” I asked. “Knew I 
would strike their trail.” And sure enough, there on the 
hard-baked soil was faintly to he seen the track of a wagon. 
Off 1 jumped, too, and getting on our hands and knees we 
soon determined which way the horses were headed by the 
imprint of their hoofs. That question solved, all we had to 
do was to follow the trail and we would strike the boys. 
With light hearts we mounted our ponies and urged them 
on. It was long after noon when I discovered two dark ob¬ 
jects far off. J. said they were men, and presently we saw 
a smoke and heard a distant shot. “It is the boys,” he cried, 
“bang away in reply.” 1 fired a shot in the air which was 
answered by ano'her. All doubt was now removed, and I 
“braced up” wonderfully at the knowledge that we would 
soon he with our fiiends. 

Out ponies loped gaily along, but suddenly turned and 
bolted as a large dark object jumped up and hounded off 
from nearly beneath their feet. We were just going over a 
little rise, and in a sninll draw on the other side a buffalo 
cow had lieen lying. The ponies saw her before we did, and 
as we were riding with loose rein, after the custom with 
those western ponies, they turned before we could stop them. 
We soon brought them round, and saw the cow disappear 
over the next rise. 1 forgot how tired I was and bow weak, 
but only thought of the opportunity to kiU a buffalo. So 
handing J. my rifle, I gave the pony the spur and flew after 
the buffalo. She did not run far, being evidently suffering 
from a previous wound, which accounted for her being 
alone and lying down. My pony gained fast, and 
1 was soon near enough to fire. My Cults .44 rang out, hut 
the ball sped wide and only bit the buffalo in the body, but 
she stopped and turned to face me. A very ugly looking 
thing she was with her great “mop” hanging down over 
those blood-red eyes. She shook her head as if to say, 
“Beware. I can’t run, but I will fight!” I rode up within 
ten yards and sent a ball inlo her foreshoulder, then another 
and another. She quivered as the lead struck her, but ilid 
not fall. The warm brisrlit blood came from the bullet holes 
and the white froth which flowed from the lips was soon 
flecked with red, showing she was done for, but she was 
“game.” 1 had carelessly let my reins fall on my pony’s neck 
and was endeavoring to turn the cylinder of my revolver, 
which had jammed in some way, and the pony, not seeming 
to care any'more for the buffalo than if it was an ordinary 
cow, had begun to pick at the buffalo grass. I heard a slight 
noise and raising my eyes saw the- cow making a desperate 
lunge ft my horse’s side. Ttie spurs struck him before the 
buffalo did and he leaped out of the way. Quickly turning 
I rode round and with one more shot ended the poor creat¬ 
ure’s life. She fell to her knees, still facing me, and with a 
look of the deepest ferocity and rage made one despairing 
effort to rise again and then slowly sank to the ground. 1 
had beard of wounded buffaloes being and looking ugly. 
Now I knew it. J. came up, and we took off the hide. 

We were joined by our friends and they piloted us to 
camp, where we were soon hard at work filling the “aching 
void” and recounting our experience. Then congratulutions 
at the happy termination of our adventure were in order. 
As I look back through the Jong years that have passed since 
1 was “lost” and killed my first buffalo on the plains, I can 
again affirm what I expressed at that time and which is now 
suns in one of the topical songs of the day: “I hope it won t 
happen again.” Peaikie Dog. 

Peteoit, Michigan. 

♦ Buffalo “chips” were the only fuel to be found on the plains, ex- 
cepdng near the water courses. 
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NEW YORK PROTECTORS. 

All of the state game protectors except -Seymour C. 
Armstrong, of the fifth district, who is sick, have 

handed in their annual reports to State Fish Comrnissioner 
R. U. Sherman. The following abstracts, in connection with 
those already published, complete the list: 

FIRST DISTRICT. 

George W. Whitaker, of Southampton, protector for the 
first district, devoted considerable time last year to watching 
the markets. In May he .seized two fyke nets and turned 
them over to a police oflicer. Soon after he sent a game 
constable to destroy them, but he was arrested, charged with 
having stolen the nets. He was afterward released on his 
own recognizance, and asked to assist in arresting Mr, Whit¬ 
aker. A criminal complaint was made against the protector, 
but was afterward withdrawn. Many song birds were killed 
in the first district, but the protector was unable to obtain 
evidence strong enough to convict the offenders. Protector 
Whitaker says: “The game laws are more popular in this 
district than they were two years ago, and are more gener¬ 
ally respected. I would suggest the wisdom of amending 
section 26 of the laws of 1879 so as to prohibit the u.se of 
nets in the waters of fiong Island the meshes of which are 
less than 2^ inches. There is a clause in the section permit¬ 
ting the use of nets with small meshes in taking menhaden. 
Menhaden are caught in all the bays of Long Island, and 
fishermen now set nets for blue ana other fish, claiming that 
they are set for menhaden. Hence the restriction as to the 
size of the meshes of the nets should be made uniform, or no 
such nets should he allowed in the waters. I think a net 
with 2i-inch meshes would take all the menhaden that should 
he taken at present. The fishing interests of Long Island 
are of gieat importance, and should he guarded with care. 
I am of the opinion that the game and fish laws should be 
kept separate as far as possible. I think the game protector 
should not be subject to arrest, as in my case last summer. 
The word ‘wilfully’ should be stricken out of section 11 of 
the game laws. The clause ‘nor shall any person wilfully 
sell or expose for sale,’ etc., wiU, I am afraid, prevent my 
obtaining a conviction in two cases I have pending for trap¬ 
ping partridges. It would be easy for a person to show 
where he got the birds if he did not snare or trap them 
himself.” 

SECOND DISTRICT. 

Joseph Goodwin, Jr., of Kingshridge, H. Y , State 
game protector for the second district, in his annual report 
says: “During the past year I devoted 150 days to the work 
of protection and expended .$136.95. In the cities and large 
towns in my district 1 find a growing disposition on the part 
of the marketmen to comply with the fish and game laws, 
and when an offense is committed it is more often from 
ignorance of the laws on the part of those violating them 
than from a disregard of the same, and the greater part of 
the violations are from the lower class or smaller dealers. 
Violations of the fish laws are becoming less frequent, and 
when they do occur it is usually through the ignorance or 
carelessness of employees in exposing for sale under-sized 
fish received from other States. There has been a large 
increase in the number of game protective associations in 
this district, and the members render invaluable assistance 
in the apprehension of offenders. I am informed that cer¬ 
tain of the societies propose to see that the enforcement of 
the fish and game laws is made a part of the platform of a 
candidate for the ofiice of county judge before supporting 
him in caucus or at the polls. I have the following suits 
pending: Against Rowell, Wood & Stillman for having 
twenty-three small trout in possession; John Walker, Geo. 
W. Lockwood, Zenas C. Crocker, Middleton & Carman, 
Peter Vinceletie, Patrick Kelly, John Elsey and Samuel T. 
Skidmore for having in possession and exposing for sale 
striped bass less than one-half pound in weight; Middleton 
& Carman and John Grifiilhs for exposing for sale lobsters 
less than 10^ inches in length; Henry Sturcke for selling 
grouse out of season; Robert B. Mooney and William 
Sanders for having in possession and on sale hares killed out 
of season. I think it would be wise to amend the game laws 
regulating bass fishing, so that salt-water striped bass should 
not be classified with the striped b;-iS8 of fresh water; that 
is, the close season should not be identical. I would also 
suggest that no black bass be taken from the State for pro¬ 
pagating purposes. Where they are wanted in foreign 
countries the United States Fish Commission can supply the 
demand.” 

SIXTH DISTRICT. 

John Liberty, of Elizabethtown, Essex county. State game 
protector for the sixth district, in his annual report says: 
“In the month of January, 1885, 1 visited Port Kent and the 
mouth of Ausable River. Alexander Evo was fined $15 for 
illegal fishing. In February went to Chateauguay, Cbazy 
and Placid lakes, but discovered no traces of illegal fishing. 
In April I again visited Chateauauay Lake and obtained evi¬ 
dence against Lewis Perry and F. Patreau for crusting deer. 
In May 1 went to Piattsburg, Valcour and Ausable River. 
On my return I seized and burned a large seine. At Rouse’s 
Point seized six large fyke nets and anchor ropes, etc., used 
for setting pound nets, and destroyed them. In June made a 
protracted trip in the Saranac country. In July again visited 
Chazy and Chateaugay lakes. In August went to North Elba 
to look up evidence against a party for hounding deer, but 
the offenders had gone out of the county. In October 1 
obtained a judgment of $5.0 against Joseph Dukett for hound¬ 
ing deer. Also secured the conviction of G. A. Stevens, 
Ellsworth D. Hayes, James Huntington and J. A. Stevens 
for dogging deer at North Elba in August. They were fined 
$25 each. In November went to Silver Lake and Ausable 
Ponds, and in December to West Chazy and Rouse’s Point. 
Only two suits brought by me are now pending—Philip 
Sawyer, indicted in the Court of Oyer and Terminer in Clin¬ 
ton county, in November, 1884, and Berry St. Germain, 
indicted at the same time and place. Both gave bail and 
lam unable to learn why they are not brought to trial.” 

THOUSAND ISLANDS DISTRICT. 

State Game and Fish Protector W. M. Steele, who 
has charge of the Thousand Island district, in his 
annual report states that during the past year he worked 
201 days and traveled over 4,000 miles in the perform¬ 
ance of his duties on the St. Lawi'ence River. He cap¬ 
tured and destroyed 62 nets valued in the aggregate at 
$15,000, but was unable to prosecute the offenders as the 
nets were set at night. The protector says: “The illegal 
fishing has been very great in the St. Lawrence River in for¬ 
mer years. From Tibbetts Light, at the source of the river 
at Lake Ontario to Chippewa Bay. some fifty miles below, 
tirere .hav^ jf.or Mf# paioly 

[Cut this out, put it on a blank, obtain signatures and send to your Member at Albany.] 

A PETITION 

For the Continued Protection of Adirondack Deer. 
To the Honorable, the Legislature of the State of Hew Yorlc: 

We, the undersigned, residents or County, respectfully petition that the 

aw (Chap. 557, Laws of 1885) which makes it “unlawful to pursue any wild deer in this 

State with any dog or bitch” may not be amended in any such way as to permit the use of 

dogs for hunting deer at any time. 
(Signed) 

their living by fishing with nets. It has been estimated that 
until the St. Lawrence Anglers’ Association commenced its 
work, and prior to my service under the instructions of the 
commission, there were over 1000 tons of fish taken from the 
river annually. _ But this is a thing of the past; nets and 
netters are rapidly disappearing. I believe that the law 
passed during the last session of the Legislature which for¬ 
bids the having in possession black bass and other game fish, 
will be of very great benefit the coming spring and until the 
time that the close season ends. The Canadian authorities 
have taken up the matter of protecting game fish of the 
river from capture in nets, and have greatly improved their 
laws and increased their protective service. There have 
been large numbers of nets destroyed on the Canadian side 
of the river by their officers and sportsmen. 1 tliink we can 
feel sure that entire co-operation from the other side of the 
river will he accorded us. With tbe worktliat is now being 
done, it can hardly t>e otherwise than that the fishing in the 
river wiJl become even better than it has ever been tefore.” 
Protector Steele acknowledges having received valuable 
assistance from Daniel Staring of Alexandria Bay, agent of 
the St. Lawrence River Association, and H. R. Clarke of 
Jersey City, N. J. 

A LONG ISLAND GAME PRESERVE. 

Editor Forest arid Stream: 
A week or so ago, I inserted an advertisment in your 

paper suggesting that those sufficiently interested in the 
formation of a gunning and fishing club on Long Island, 
should address themselves to me at my hotel. I received iu 
reply quite a number of answers. The subject seemed to 
create so much interest, and the matter being now to a cer¬ 
tain extent under way for the formation of a club, Itbought 
that some of your readers would be interested in a more de¬ 
tailed account of the proposed club. 

You recently suggested that many acres of land in the 
eastern portion of Long Island were lying idle; that the sec¬ 
tion was not of a character to be farmed to advantage, nor 
suited for manufacturing purposes. It was thought possible 
that this laud might be controlled cheaply, and be stocked 
for the benefit of sportsmen generally, with game, but more 
especially deer. It is a well known fact that for many years 
past, deer have made their home upon Long Island, and 
during the time when the law was off, from Nov. 1 to the 
loth, have been killed in comparatively large numbers con¬ 
sidering the small space of ground. They have existed on 
Long island in spite of pot-hunters and hunting out of 
season. My idea was, that as land ou Long island could be 
purchased at $10 or $15 per acre, as it was easily accessible 
by train from New York eity, and as it was utterly impos¬ 
sible to get good sport without going long distances and 
putting up with inferior accommodations, it seemed that 
this was just the place for such a club. For instance, if 
twenty gentlemen of means were each to take a share of 
stoc'kin such a club, at $1,000 per share, that would be 
$20,000 to work with; 500 acres to start with would cost 
$5,000. A club house would cost as much more. Birds, 
deer, and all necessary game would cost about $1,000. A 
kennel would cost about $1,000. The wages of four game- 
keepers would probably be $3,000. In this way a compar¬ 
atively large tract of land, well stocked with accommodation 
for members’ dogs, which could be broken and trained on 
the ground, and accommodations for members themselves in 
a club house, run for what could be paid for by a small 
annual due from each member. Near the Great South Bay 
there would he facilities for salt-water fishing and wild 
duck and brant shooting; there also would be one or more 
fresh water streams, running through this land, which could 
be stocked with trout, which would afford excellent sport 
within the first eighteen months. At the same time, certain 
portions of this laud could he cleared, cultivated and put in 
grain, etc., for the double purpose of supplying straw, etc., 
for the club stable, and for giving cultivated fields for birds 
to feed in. 

A thousand acres would of course be better than 500 acres; 
and 3,000 acres better than 1,000 acres Still, for a commence¬ 
ment, 500 acres with the privilege of purchasing four times 
that amount, would do very well. In this way, it seems to 
me, that one of the most satisfactory gunning and fishing 
clubs in the country could be started and maintained in ex 
cellent style. I have a place at Islip on Long Island, and 
know all about the land in that region and further east; 
know just what wages men would expect for the work as 
suggested, and know about the class of game that alxmuds 
there. 

I am very much interested in this subject, having been 
forced for some years past to go even as far South as Sand- 
ford, Florida, to get anything like reasonable shooting; 
and quail shooting under a hot sun in Florida is not quail 
shooting in the Noi th, as we are accustomed to it. One 
marked advantage of such a club would be the excellent 
accommodation near the salt water for members, and the 
advantage to be obtained in training a laige kennel of 
members’ dogs. Indeed, that could be kept the year around 
if neccessary, and if the number becomes too large for a 
single kennel, one large kennel could be broken up into 
four or five smaller ones, with advantage of less danger 
from contagious diseases. 

If any other gentlemen than those from whom I have 
already heard, are sufficiently interested in this subject to 
take from $200 to $L06b in stobk in such a club; I should 
like to hear from them; and I firmly believe, that in five 
gears’ tim, skareg in moh n fee jpui’ehsssd fot 

five times the original amount invested in them. Indeed I 
think, in that time, a forced sale of the land itself would 
bring enough money to reimburse all tbe members. Silo. 

Gednky House, New York. 

A FIRST EXPERIENCE. 

A MAN can sometimes be made to appear perfectly 
ridiculous when be has his wits about him. My only 

deer slaying is stored in my memory in just such an associ¬ 
ation as that. It was a number of years ago that a party of 
us visited the AdirondacKs to get such game as we could, 
and such experience as we couldn’t help getting. We were 
four in number, and engaged at one of the most celebrated 
hotels in the woods, thric guides to help us on a camping- 
out trip. The names of two of them 1 have forgotten, but 
the name of the third, ou whom this story turns, was Lovell 
Newell. He has since died but bis name will awaken many 
associations in tbe minds of some of your readers, who in 
remembering llieir own e,vperiencps. will doubtless take some 
pleasure in hearing of this one of mine. 

We started out on a misty morning in three boats, and 
passed without special incident to the pond where we intended 
to camp. Here we found a party ahead of us. Out of this 
pond we ran into one of those slow ‘‘rivers” of the Adiron- 
dacks, and several miles down it made our camp. The 
place had been used as a camp before, and the labor of pitch¬ 
ing a camp was greatly reduced, by tbe labor already expen¬ 
ded there in setting up rude tables, fireplaces and laying out 
hushes for beds. Others may have found that a ready made 
bed in tbe woods means work after you cet into it at night, 
as well as when you pitch tent. It uiin’t aid any to our 
appreciation of the spot chosen to be obliged to clear the 
spring of celluloid collars and broken condensed milk cans; 
but it was so near night that we wire oblig* d to accept the 
situation and we did so, realizing, as one of our party re¬ 
marked, that this was a part of the experience that we had 
got to take. Passing over tbe night, which was a very ac¬ 
tive one for all of us, and so sleepless that there was no need 
of the assurance by our guides that they would awaken us 
at four in tbe morning “to go out for deer,” ii is well enough 
to mention our breaktast. This meal was served on the flat 
side of a single slab which extended the length of the camp. 
It consisted of ham and eggs, and some camp griddles 
served with maple syrup, and it would have been splendid 
if we could have eaten it; but we couldn't. We spent the 
morning in planning, and this resulted in our all taking to 
our boats and startfiig for a famous place for trout. The 
only fiy-rod iu the party belonged to me, and when we 
reached the place, my boat was pushed out so that I had 
the best po.sitioa—the one worthiest of my supeiior tackle. 
The trout responded readily, and I was soon playing and 
running back to Lovell Newell one after another, and some¬ 
times two taken at a single cast. He disengaged them and 
threw them into the boat. I was so excited that it never oc¬ 
curred to me that my companions were doing anything than 
watching me and wondering at my famous luck. A swing 
of the boat distracted my attention, and I turned to see how 
the rest were enjoying my sport, when to my bewilderment 
I found that while I had been taking in fifteen or twenty 
trout, those wretched pot-fishers hehimi my back had rigged 
themselves out with svvamp alder poles, lines, plain hooks 
and pieces of pork, and had caught and piled up in a hollow 
on the bank over half a bushel of trout as large as any I had 
caught. Whe called a halt, and gathered ourselves up for 
the trip home. 

Newell took me along rapidly, until we had gained quite 
a distance on the others, when he showed me deer tracks, 
and said the deer came dow n to the water at that time of day, 
and 1 had “better look out.” I carried his gun in the bow 
of the boat. He paddled in the deft noiseless fashion of a 
good guide, and I wasn’t long in working up to the proper 
pitch of excitement for the second time iu one day. In this 
somewhat intense state I remained during sweep after sweep 
past dark pool and shadowy turning, until I was tired with 
the strain. 

Then 1 began to take in the situation. We were returning 
over the same route that we had noisily taken only a 
few hours before, and though I had n’t noticed the fact sooner 
my companions were within a few rods, making noise 
enough to scare tame cattle, and occasionally shouting and 
laughing. 1 couldn’t feel delighted at the “take iu,” but I 
never betrayed the slightest doubt by any action or word 
that I had lost faith If 1 couldn’t do anything any belter, 
I could make a subject for Newell’s story to bis next party, 
and I wonder that i never have heard of the episode since 
Irom any returned sportsman tourist from the Adirondacks. 

J. D. P. 

Memphis, Tenn., Jan. 30.—Deer carcasses without the 
head are selling iu the Memphis markets for six cents a 
pound. Venison saddles for eight and ten cents. They are 
brought over the Kansas City, Springfield & Memphis Rail¬ 
road from Aakansas. My three friends, Polk, Warner and 
Lowenhurg, of Vicksburg, went duck hunting in their new 
steam launch Greenwing, Jan. 6, and were out in our phe¬ 
nomenal blizzard. They n turned Jan. 9, with two hundred 
and fom‘ ducks, mostly mallards, killed in Yazoo River and 
adjacent lakes. They report that the ice accumulated so 
rapidly on gloves, clothing and decoys, that they could not 
make the most of their opportunities; oth- iwise they could 
easily have secured three times ns many ducks. But the 
thermometer was below zero, which was a new experience 
for Missiasippi duck hunters and they were enough 
ge,thackfeeme unfrozen, 
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A DAY WITH THE GOLDEN-EYES. 
F all t.Tie sports 'wifhin reach of the votaries of the gun, 

in this little province by the sea, the one that has the 
most decided charm for me, is the shooting of the whistler 
or golden-eye duck. This bird, by far the most beautiful of 
any of the duck family, and whose name has always been a 
synonym for elusiveness, is, even now, considered so well 
qualified to take care of itself, that so far as 1 know, no law 
exists on our statutes giving it the slightest protection. Last 
winter our LcErislature gave us a common sense ruffed grouse 
season (Sept. 30 to Dec 1). and enacted a stringent non-ex¬ 
port law that will effectually crush out the slaughter of game 
for the Boston market. 

Shooting over decoys is little practiced here, and as the 
golden-eye can find plenty of shallow lakes and bars on 
which to feed where an unseen approach is impossible, be is, 
for the greater part of the year, master of the situation. But 
in the early spring, before the dead water thaws out, and 
again in the late autumn, for two or three days after it 
freezes over, he is obliged to feed close to the banks of the 
deep creeks, and then the sportsman goes for him. The man 
who tries to pot the whistler by a water shot will get left 
nine times out of ten, but he will be liable to think many 
times of the scj’iptural passage, “A little while ye shall see 
me and a little while ye shall not see me,” and perhaps in 
this way be benefltted. I shall always look back with 
pleasure on the days I have spent in trying to circumvent 
this wary bird, and prominent among these memories is a 
day in 1883. 

I had agreed to join Arch and Perris in a hunt in the vicin¬ 
ity of Little Musquash Island, on the Eiver St. John, and a 
certain Saturday, about the 17th or 18th of April, was the 
appointed day. Arch’s home was our base of operations, 
and to reach it in lime to get a square start with the rest it 
was necessary for me to make an eight-mile journey Friday 
evening. I found the major part of the population of the 
village gathered for a sort of farewell turn at “the mazy,” 
and was easily persuaded by my prospective hunting com¬ 
panions to join them. It was 1 A. M. on Saturday morning 
when our heads sought and found their pillows, a circum¬ 
stance that should be considered before judging our shooting 
too hastily. It is always amusing to see the malicious pleas¬ 
ure that the seniors, who stay at home, take in rousing out 
the juniors who have been out the e vening before, and the 
alacrity with which the latter respond, in order to throw out 
the impression that they were home on schedule time. 
These motives, working together in pleasant concord, were 
instrumental in starting our hunting party before dawn; but 
not before justice had been done to a good, warm breakfast, 
and the old gentleman had assured us that a team would be 
at the shore in the evening to haul our game to the house. 
Musquash Island is at the mouth of Washademoak Lake, the 
waters of which swirl around it in deep, narrow creeks, that 
seldom freeze over; and should they by accident be betrayed 
into any such indiscretion, the slightest relaxation of the 
cold will clear them of ice with startling rapidity. The 
island has a lake in the center, which is connected with the 
St. John by a deep creek thirty feet wide. 

Would that my pen were equal to the task of describing 
the beauties of that morning. The gray dawn was gradually 
gaining strength in thucloudless eastern sky. The air was 
so soft and mild that no gloves were needed, yet the snow 
which still enveloped the ground, and the ice in the marshes 
and on the lake were as solid as in January, apparently 
bound together by their own innate frigidity rather than by 
any lowness in the temperature of the atmosphere. And 
when the sun came up, giving the distant hillsides first a tint 
of gold, then the appearance of burnished silver, and causing 
the top of Bald Mountain, which towered in the distance 
like a monarch “head and shoulders above” the surrounding 
peaks, to sparkle like a jewmled crown, while the awakening 
of the world to life gradually deepened into a confusion of 
clanking chains, tingling bells, and the crunching patter of 
horses’ feet on the frozen lake; it did seem as if we were be¬ 
ing repaid for some of the cold, sleet and slush of the. previ¬ 
ous winter. 

All our early morning attempts to corner a whistler, were 
fruitless. Sometimes it would be the crunching of the snow, 
then the flying of a wary old drake that would betray us. 
At last, a muskrat out for his morning plunge, was com¬ 
pelled to heave to by Arch’s old muzzleloader, in the hands 
of our bow-paddle. One of our party climbing a tree, located 
a flock of whistlers in the outlet of the little island lake. 
The creek being far below the level of its banks, we had no 
difficulty in getting within 150 yards, and then on the author 
of this sketch devolved the duty of taking a “peep.” Re¬ 
moving his cap, he slowly raised his head till four black 
dots showed against the snow on the opposite bank; and 
when they disappeared in quick succession we covered the 
distance with an energy that would have been no discredit 
to a winner in the Olympic games. A “she-whistler,” as 
the boys contemptuously called her, came up, and as she 
winged her way down the creek, a furrow in the water a 
little ahead, told how 1 came to miss her. A second ran 
the gauntlet of both of FeiTis’s barrels, without the loss of a 
feather. A big drake came up, and with a gleam of defi¬ 
ance in his bright yellow eye, he dashed into the air, but at 
the crack of the old muzzleloader, his light was snnffed out 
so suddenly that be never moved after he touched the water. 

I walked down to the point of the island. Cautiously 
looking over the bank I saw the head of a splendid drake 
close to the shore. Still as a statue I stood till it disappeared 
and a faint swish told me he was under, when I walked 
cooly out to within twenty feet of where he went down. 
W/ier-er er r-1' sounded forty yards dowu the bank and I 
gave to him full in the back. The dull “wop” of the shot on 
bis feathers came distinctly to the ear, but he sailed on, only 
to be discovered later in the day completely devoured by 
crows. Hardly had I pulled trigger when I knew I had 
been fooled and the one marked down came up and went 
“his several ways,” while 1 was energetically trying to get a 
shell into the gun butt end foremost. O for a'double barrel! A 
single whistler dropped into the inlet two hundred yards 
away and dived almost as soon as he struck. 1 ran and fell 
flat on my face, watching the creek with the corner of one 
eye. He came up, gorged something he brought with him 
and explored the depths of the creek once more. When he 
again appeared, I was waiting to welcome him and he died 
of paralysis, brought on by violent contact with a charge of 
B shot. I then joined the boys who had hauled out the 
canoe by a hay barn and were preparing to lunch. Soon an¬ 
other canoe, bearing George P. and Scott G. who had been 
out all the morning and got ne’er a feather, arrived and the 
prospects for a lively morning increased considei’ably. 

George walked to the canoe and picking up a duck, said 
with an innocent air, “Where did you find this, boys'?” then 
[ossing it to Scott with g well simulated loojr of contempt, 

“See, it has been shot a week.” “Wouldn’t eat it for fawty 
dollahs,” returned Scott, who, it should be explained, has 
been to Bo.«ton, and to quote one of his reviewers: “Failin’ 
to strike a banana, and not bein’ indispensable to the exist¬ 
ence of the commonwealth,” returned to his native land 
minus $160 and the sharp corners in his vernacular. “Get 
out! you nineteenth century Sancho Panzas,” replied one of 
our party, “you should not always look at the situation from 
your own standpoint. What’s the reason you got none? did 
the shooters at the head of the island retrieve all their 
wounded, or had some darky skimmed the pot before you 
this morning?’’ “We didn’t get any for divers reasons,” 
said George, dryly. We had such a good time that it was 
late in the afternoon before we again embarked. 

The first event on the afternoon’s programme was some 
rifle practice at a flock of geese, floating down the river on 
a cake of ice—no damage done. In speaking of the next 
incident, 1 could borrow a part of the language of the 
Hibernian, who sat dowm on a hornets’ nest and becoming 
aware, in some mysterious manner, of the sort of cushion he 
had, got up and trampled it to pieces in his rage. “It was 
mesilf that didn’t like it, and the hornets didn’t like it, but 
it was darn fine fun for the boys.” A single bird was 
sighted so far away that he took no notice of our canoe; and 
the boys put rne ashore on the ridge, with orders to go up 
and rake him in. By a series of maneuvers similiar to those 
before described, I got behind a very small drift stump with¬ 
in forty yards of where I last saw him. When he came up 
what was my chagrin so see him settle himself for a rest, 
instead of diving immediately, as I hoped he would. I was 
lying face downward on an icy glade, with the fierce after¬ 
noon sun beating down on my back, producing a sensation 
similar to that caused by a gigantic mustard plaster. The 
minutes seemed to stretch into hours as with cramped neck 
and eyes a-water I watched that confounded whistler, till 
at last he went under, and I stalked out to the edge of the 
bank, full of a grim determination to square the account 
with him when he came up. He appeared, with surprise and 
consternation plainly depicted on what little countenance he 
bad, and also in every motion. Before flying he darted 
about a couple of feet one way, then turning half around 
made a quick dash in another direction, as if to take a look 
at me from two different points of observation, and seeming 
to come to the conclusion that I was not the sort of person 
whose acquaintance he would care to cultivate more closely, 
away he went into the air. When the smoke cleared I con¬ 
fidently expected to view his lifeless remains, but instead 
there was a cloud of feathers—more than ever I saw shot 
out of any six ducks, and my bird wms pursuing the not 
altogether noiseless tenor of his way. iMy companions 
chaffed me unmercifully for lying and waiting for him to go 
down, instead of firing at hum and either killing him or 
compelling him to dive, and also complimented me on my 
skill as a collector of “pillow-stuffings.” I have often, when 
watching a game of checkers, seen chances for brilliant 
strokes in playing, when the persons engaged in the game 
were vainly thumping their brains for moves. 

We started for home, Perris gallantly giving his place to a 
young lady who was going our way and preferred a short 
canoe ride to a long walk. I have a suspicion that Arch 
hop^d that I would join Ferris, and when I did not, he would 
have almost seconded the motion of the executioner in “The 
Mikado ’ concerning “all third persons who on disturbing 
teU-d t^» insist,” but I hardly think he would have gone so 
far as to say, “I’m sure he won’t be missed,” Glancing back 
at the day, 1 am vividly reminded of a few lines 1 once saw 
in a little English story book, and 1 can only trust to their 
close-fitting, blister-like applicability to our case to commend 
me to the lenience of Fobest aj«d Stbeam’s quotation 
fiend exterminator. The piece was entitled “The Three 
Jolly Sportsmen,” and one of the stanzas went something 
like this ; 

“We hunted and we halloaed till the setting of the sun, 

And -we had nought to bring away when the hunting day was done. 
Then one unto another said, 'This hunting does not pay,’ 

But we’ve powdered up and down a bit, and had a rattling da.y.’’ 

Kova Scotia._L. I. Flowek. 

MAINE GAME. 

EADING the Fobest and Stbeam’s earnest plea for 
the retention of the New York non deer-hounding law 

brings to mind the struggles of the Maine Fish and Game 
Commissioners a few years ago for the holding of just such 
a law upon the statute books of that State. The owners of 
packs of hounds, both at home and in neighboring States, 
sent lobbyists to the Maine Legislature, and members were 
approached with the same plausible arguments that are being 
used in New York this winter. But they were met by a 
force too great. The Hon. E. M. Stillwell, the strongest 
and truest friend the noble game of Maine has ever found, 
together with his colleague, Henry 0. Stanly, aided by Dr, 
Hunter, of Machias, told the Legislature that winter that to 
let loose the dogs it would require but two years—three years 
at the most—to exterminate the deer. Said Mr. Stillwell: 
“A deer dreads a wolf—its natural worst enemy. Several 
times in the history of our State the deer have been driven 
almost to extermination by wolves. Our forests are just re¬ 
covering from the last of such periods, thirty or forty years 
ago. A dog is a wolf’s first cousin. Both are equally de¬ 
structive to the deer. Turn off the dogs and your deer will 
increase. Let loose the dogs and your deer are gone for¬ 
ever!” How have these words proved? Everybody familiar 
with the Maine woods will grant that the deer have more 
than quadrupled under protection, the best part of which is 
a non-hounding law. 

Is hounding destructive to deer? Yes. Why? Because 
every greenhorn who goes into the woods can, by employ¬ 
ing guides and dogs, surely get a deer. For proof, take a 
case right here in Boston, hundreds of miles away from the 
Adirondack wilderness. Two years ago last August a party 
of young salesmen took their vacation in that part of the 
country. They went armed with repeating rifles and money 
enough to employ guides, The guides, of course, gave them 
the chance to kill deer. One of them explained to us how it 
was done. “The dogs were let loose. My guide took me in 
a boat. Soon the hounds drove the deer into the water. My 
guide begun to pull for dear life, and as soon as I got near 
enough 1 begun to pepper that deer. I was so excited that 
I fired ten times before I stopped him. I wanted to kiU 
another deer, but the guides refused. They said I had had 
my share of lun.” 

Another Boston case dates onlj' back to last November, 
and shows that in some sections of the New York wilderness 
the non-hounding law has been evaded. An old gentleman, 
a Boston merchant, who didn’t even o.wri a gun, but bought 
a new repeating shotgun for the purpose, killed his deer in 

the Adirondacks. As in the case of the youns salesman, the 
dogs drove the deer into the water, and. paddled out by the 
lusty arms of the guide, the old man pulled away on his 
repeating shotgun, crowded with buckshot, till the deer suc¬ 
cumbed. Ah, such hunting! No. Butchery! 

Now, in all fairness, let any advocate of deer bounding 
answer: How many deer could those young salesmen, 
reared in a city, unfamiliar with the woods or with fire¬ 
arms—how many deer could they or that old gentleman of 
sixty have killed without the aid of dogs? I have tramped 
all day through the woods, where the tracks of deer were 
too thick to single out one and follow it, never getting sight 
of a deer, or at the best, only a chance for a snap shot; and 
1 am willing to do so again. I have lain in ambush more 
than one day beside a deer path, actually beaten like a sheep 
path, and yet have never obtained the much-desired shot in 
that way. But I am willing to do both again, and if I live 
long enough, I expect to kill my deer by legitimate still¬ 
hunting; but I trust I shall never so thirst for butchery as to 
allow a dog to drive a deer into the water for my shooting. 
Oh, the prowess of such hunting! Why not hire the guides 
to tie the legs of the poor creature and then fire away witli 
the repeaters? Good Fobest and 8tbe.\ji, leave no stone 
unturned to preserve the non-houndiug law in New York. 
Repeal it, and the days of the deer are numbered! Retain 
it and enforce it, and your deer will multiply. 

Commissioner Stillwell writes me that the recent rains 
have made a bad crust over the snow in Maine, and that 
years ago he should have trembled for the deer, but the law 
has nagged the poachers so closely that they dare not follow 
their old tricks. The Commissioners, with their able corps 
of wardens, are as much on the alert as ever in Maine. 

Some things distress me, but perhaps they are all right. 
I saw the head of a female moose at a taxidermist’s the 
other day—the whole skin, in fact. It was a noble speci¬ 
men. The head measured nearly two feet from the muzzle 
to the top of the forehead. It looked, as it lay over the tax¬ 
idermist’s block, very much like the head of Barnum’s hip¬ 
popotamus, so broad was the muzzle and wide the nostrils. 
The creature must have weighed 800 pounds. It belonged to 
a Portland, Me., gentleman, and is being made into a mat. 
It was either killed in open season or was killed unlawfully 
in the summer, for the skin had been some time at the tan¬ 
ner’s. 

The sight of that enormous head reminded me of the expe¬ 
rience of a chap from Boston. He went down to Parma- 
cheene. Me., and hired a guide to “call” a moose for him to 
shoot. As he told the story himself: “The guide kept up 
an unearthly roar on that old birch horn. Ii was about as 
dark as pitch. All at once I heard a crashing, when down 
came a giant beast close upon me. His head was in the air 
aoout twenty feet. His horns were ten feet broad, and 
knocked the spruce limbs into kindling wood. His eyes 
were as big as saucers, and from his nostrils came two 
streams of fire as big around as my arm! As forme, I 
dropped that little shotgun and ran!” 

I learn from good authority that the case of the New 
Haven gentleman, who, after having been prosecuted for 
killing a deer at Rangeley, Me., in June, two years ago, 
began a suit against Commissioner Stillwell for $1,000 dam¬ 
ages. has been settled. I understand that the jury gave him 
$1 for damage to his reputation. This is the first case of the 
kind in my recollection, and shows how juries regard the 
game laws. ___ Special. 

SAVE THE ADIRONDACK DEER. 

Editor Farest and Stream: 
Sportsmen, of all men, are prone to hobby riding. This 

one advances the true theory perhaps. If you investigate 
you will probably find that his theory is the one he finds 
most successful in practice. It might not suit the next case 
at all. It is just as absurd to say which method of hunting 
deer is least destructive to the game as to say which is the 
best gun. It all depends. 

Deer vary in habit in different localities; the locality often 
deteriyines the method of taking him. Given the nature of 
the land—whether level, rolliug, or mountainous; whether 
well watered or dry, timbered or open—and the hunter will 
adopt the method so as to make nature serve him in the pur¬ 
suit of his quarry. 

In the high dry lands of Western Virginia I suppose the 
floating would be poor, and because of the absence of large 
bodies of water, hounding becomes in such sections an alto¬ 
gether different thing from hounding in New York. Whatl 
have to say in this article has reference solely to the methods 
n vogue of capturing deer in that most charming spot for aa 
outing, the Adirondack wilderness. 

Three principal methods obtain there—floating, still-hunt¬ 
ing and hounding. The first is possible only during the 
months of summer, and cannot always be depended upon- 
even in September. The second is practiced by the native 
hunters only, and not to any extent until after the first snows- 
have fallen.' The third method is possible any time, and can. 
be successfully carried on by anybody who can buy a dog. 

Now w’hat are those aiming at who write for your valuable 
paper? It is to be hoped that the great army of sportsmen 
are not taking this means to assist each other to knowledge 
which may enable them to kill more deer, but to, if possible, 
find out how to get the maximum of hunting and the mini¬ 
mum of killing, f. e., to have the most sport possible, and 
give the deer as many chances for his life as possible. Can 
we agree upon the above? Now I am bound to work for 
the suppression of hounding in the State of New York, 
absolutely, and at all times of year. I will tell you why as 
clearly as I am able. 

In the first place we need to keep on foot as many deer as 
can be; the time is coming, all too fast, when there will be 
only hunting and no finding in the great northern forest. 
The woods will breathe their odorous balm, the delicious 
water bubble from the rocky crevices, the air will come laden 
with the incense of the pines and the balsams just the same 
decades hence, but the deer, the chief charm to many, will 
be gone if great care is not taken for their preservation. 

Now, what does hounding enable a man to do? 
It enables a man to put out a dog to get venison every 

time. With the intersecting streams, the thousands of lakes,, 
deer hunting can be reduced to a science and a certainty 
with dogs. 

Suppose you wanted to procure twenty-five deer, for no 
matter what purpose, in a given time. You go up to the 
borders of the woods and find your “old guide,” tell him 
your mission and ask if the thing can be done. Does any 
woodsman doubt what he would say ? He would say. “\Ve 
might float for ’em and have good luck, we might still-hunt, 
but we would run a good many chances; give me the dogs 
and we’ll do it.” 

Dogs will and can bunt deer in all weathers; the exceptions 
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to this are.not worth mentioning. The dog will run an old 
doe with young as eagerly as a buck in the short blue. 
Hounding enables the rich sportsman to monopolize as large 
a tract of country as he pleases. Hounding does not favor 
sharp shooting nor quick shooting. The deer is not killed on 
the full jump, but on the full swim. Hounding makes all 
other methods practically impossible, by driving the deer 
from tbeir watering places, and making them too shy for 
successful still-hunting. Hounding allows the sportsman 
little exercise of skill, as the deer is shot in the water at 
short range; the skill is on the part of the guide, who works 
not for fun but $2.50 per day. 

Now the question comes, If this method of taking deer is 
unfair and ought to be unlawful, what methods are fairV 
I claim that floating gives many more chances to the deer 
than hounding. He wb® thinks that to kill a deer by means 
of a jack light is the same thing as seeing him, has had no 
experience with the “lanthorn” in the North Woods. Deer 
come to know the meaning of the light very quickly, and 
often all the intimation the hunter has of the presence of 
game is a vicious snort and the musical thump, thump of 
vanishing hoofs in the darkness. To carry a lamp on one’s 
head, sit still, aim the gun accurately enough while trying to 
keep the eguilihrium in a frail boat or log canoe, and shoot a 
deer, knowing full well that what is done must be done 
quickly; all these factors supply an element of uncertainty 
to the problem which the man in the boat bounding over the 
waves after a deer run to wmter by dogs never has to take into 
account. There is something so weird and strangely bewitch¬ 
ing about a mountain lake or river at night, that for me, at 
least, there is pleasure even in drifting over the placid sur 
face, propelled, as it were, by an unseen, intangible force; 
and then to add to this, which, if you please, you may call 
nonsense, the thought that the snapping of a twig, a vague 
shape undefined in the darkness, may mean game, bring in 
those elements which always constitute sport, or uncertainty, 
skill, excitement, fairness. 

Does any one object to my plea for floating? Very well. 
To please him, I’ll not float; but he must be fair now, and 
to please me, he must not hound. I should he perfectly will¬ 
ing to pay the price of not floating, if by statute la w the 
cowardly, destructive practice of dogging deer could be for¬ 
ever stopped in our glorious Adirondacks. 

The only time a dog is in order is to catch a wounded 
deer. In such a case I would use and have used a dog. In 
no other case would I attempt to justify the practice. St. 
Lawrence county forbids hounding within her borders, but 
the law is practically a dead letter. Boundaries are not well 
defined in the great woods. 1 am glad for so much, how¬ 
ever; but I for one who love hunting for its own sake, and 
find in the grand old woods my best recreation, hope that the 
present Legislature will maintain inviolate the law against 
hounding. Nitram. 

Gouvekneub, St. Lawrence County, N. Y. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

Last month in the northern part of Oneida county I met 
a number of sportsmen, and found by conversing with them 
that nine out of ten were opposed to turning the dogs loose 
again. If the Boonville Herald would print the whole of 
the correspondence sent to it instead of suppressing a large 
part, as they have done, then perhaps there would not be as 
many supporters of dogging as there are now. I think most 
of the cry for dogs we see in the Boonville Herald is self-in¬ 
terest. The owners of teams who carry the dog-hunting 
deer-slayers live in Boonville. All supplies that are not 
taken wdth parties from home are bought in Boonville. Some 
of the guides live there, and moat of the hotels on the Pulton 
Chain get their supplies in Boonville. Is it anything strange 
then that the Boonville Herald and most of the people of the 
place should be in favor of dogging deer, when it brings so 
many sportsmen their way, besides all the pot-hunters? If 
more men went still-hunting than dogging deer, 1 have no 
doubt the same Herald would be as anxious for the law to 
remain as it is as any one. There is no doubt but self-interest 
has a great deal to do with the stand the Herald takes on the 
dog law. I am willing to admit self-interest has a bearing 
with all of us, and in many cases too much. The sooner 
our lawmakers make laws to protect the game regardless of 
self-interest the better. Gall off tJie dags. C. D. F. 

Little Falls, N. Y. , Feb. 4. 

Marketing Michigan Venison.—The Marquette, Mich., 
Mining Journal has already called to the attention of sports¬ 
men and others interested in the preservation of the game in 
this peninsula, the urgent need of a more vigilant enforce¬ 
ment of the laws, and of further protection for the deer in 
our forests. The figures then given were surprising to many, 
who had not 8uppo,sed that such a wholesale slaughter of 
deer was going on, and the figures given related only to the 
single station of Munising, on the D., M. & M., at that, A 
letter written to a prominent sportsman of Marquette now 
lies before the writer; it gives the number of pounds of 
venison saddles shipped from the station of Ploeter, on the 
1),, M. & M., during the open season, from Aug. 15 to Nov. 
15, and also estimates the amount, not included in the ship¬ 
ments, consumed in camp and other places. There was ship¬ 
ped from Ploeter in the interval mentioned 66,840 pounds of 
venison, saddles only, while the number of pounds consumed 
in the vicinity is thought to be about 14,000, This means 
that in the vicinity of Ploeter alone between Aug. 15 and 
Nov. 15, about l,i50 deer were killed; estimating the aver¬ 
age weight of a saddle as 70 pounds it would give 1,147 
killed, of which record was kept. It does not require much 
intellectual effort for one to decide from the above showing 
that soon, and very soon at this rate, our boasted hunting 
will he a thing of the past. Such has been the experience in 
other favorite haunts of game where such indiscriminate 
slaughter has been practiced, and such will he the result here 
unless steps are speedily taken to check the evil. There are 
enough prominent sportsmen in Marquette to whom the 
matter is of great moment, to have it in their power to bring 
about a change for the better, if they would but combine and 
make an effort in that direction. Violations of the game 
laws are common ana notorious here, but the reporter has 
yet to hear of anyone being prosecuted and compelled to pay 
the penalty for his infringement of the statutes. Is the object 
not of sufficient importance to warrant prompt action on the 
part of those who wish to protect the game hereabouts? The 
Mining Journal thinks that it is, and trusts that local sports¬ 
men will org-anize at once and check the evil. 

THE TRAJECTORY TEST. 

HE full report of the Forest and Stream’s trajectory test of hunt¬ 

ing rifles has been issued in pamphlet form. For sale at thjs 

nfiice, or sent post-paid. Price 50 cents, 

A MISLEADING DOCUMENT. 

HE members of the Legislature at Albany have received 

copies of a pamphlet entitled, “The Preservation of 

Deer in Our Northern Woods." It purports to be sent to 

them by the Eastern New York Fish and Game Protective 

Association, The introduction embodying the argument is 

by Dr. Samuel B. Ward, the president of that association. 

We print this argument in full; 

At a meeting of the Eastern New York Fish and Game Protective 
Association, held on Jan. 13, 1886, the President stated that soon after 
the organization of the Association the attention of the Executive 
Committee had been called to the present condition of the law in this 
State concerning the preservation- of the deer in the Adirondack 
region, and that he had been directed to correspond with well-known 
residents of the North Woods and others—those who were most in 
terested in the success of that district of the State, and knew most 
about it—and ascertain what their views were on this subject. A 
part of the letters, extracts of letters aud documents which follow, 
were received in reply. It is to be regretted that lacx of space pre¬ 
vents the publication of them all in full. 

Concerning the number of deer in the Woods now, as compared 
with five and ten years ago, two or three correspondents think that 
it may have diminished; the veiy large majority think they have 
decidedly increased in number. In other words, it is clear that the 
provisions of the law of 1879 were, on the whole, wise and good, and 
resulted in permitting the deer to increase and multiply. Neverthe¬ 
less there were many who thought that it would be a great improve¬ 
ment to forbid entirely the sending of deer to market, and not a 
single correspondent objected to this addition to the law. Those who 
objected to the hounding of deer at any season based their opposition 
on the fact that so many of these creatures were killed late in the 
season for market, and it is believed that the proposed law, which 
will be found further on, will fully meet this obaection. 

As to the most sportsmanlike manner of hunting deer, opinions 
W'ere nearly equally divided between hounding and still-hunting, with 
a small preponderance in favor of the former method. Those who 
objected to hounding did so on the ground that when the deer was 
once in the water he had no chance to get away. In the first place, 
many deer do get away after the dog has driven them to water. And 
it is very difficult to understand how the deer has any better chance 
against the still-hunter, when the latter, treading three or four inches 
of snow with the noiseless tread of moccasined feet, and cultivating 
all the virtues that adorn the sneak thief and assassin, deliberately 
ptits a bullet through his unwary victim before he is apprised of 
the least danger. The letters will show that if the deer are not 
made shy by the pursuit of dogs, of whose approach they have am¬ 
ple warning, one still-hunter can kill more deer in a season than 
two or three guides with dogs. If the deer have been hounded dur¬ 
ing the proper season, still-hunting cannot of course be so success 
fill. The experience of the autumn of 188.5 shows that the still-hunters 
so glutted the market as to bring the price of venison down to ten 
cents, and in come localities to four cents a pound, when hounding 
was forbidden. 

As to Jack-hunting, not a single correspondent had anything to say 
in its favor. The objectors to it were very numerous; first, because 
many deer are wounded and drag themselves off in the woods to die 
for every one that is recovered and used; and, second, because it is 
very difficult for the huuter to tell whether he is shooting at a buck, 
a doe or a fawn. Certainly no one can claim that it is sportsmanlike 
to be noiselessly paddled up within a few feet of an unsuspecting doe 
or fawn and blaze away, very much at random, with a double-barreled 
shotgun, loaded with buckshot. 

With one single exception the correspondents were all in favor of 
rescinding the law of last year and of permitting the hounding of 
deer for a proper length of time, about the duration of whies there 
was some difference of opinion. Those who preferred only a short 
season for the use of dogs, assigned as a reason that so many deer 
were killed for market in this way late in the autumn, the proposed 
manner of meeting which has already been stated. 

The Executive Committee having attentively considered ail the 
suggestions made in the various communications received, instructed 
their counsel to draw up a bill to be introduced into the Legislature 
at as early a date as practicable, which should embody the views of 
as many intelligent and interested persons, and antagonize as few as 
possible. 

The law oE 1879 has proved a success after five years’ trial; nearly 
everybody was satisfied with it and the deer had increased under it in 
almost all sections of the Woods; where they had diminished it was 
due to hunting for market. A large number of persons thought that 
the season was too long and, therefore, the proposed new law closes it 
two weeks earlier than did the law of 1879, and it is believed tnat no 
one will suffer any serious injury or inconvenience thereby. In all 
other respects the dates of the law of 1879 are adhered to. 

The provision that no deer shall be sent to market from the Adiron¬ 
dacks was considered an absolute necessity by almost everybody who 
knew anything about the matter. The hotel keepers and the guides 
understand that the preservation of the game is in their interest as 
much as in that of any one else—that the tourirts and sportsmen who 
go there virtually support the region. Not one in twenty of the latter 
class is a siill-hunter, or has the leisui-e to go there at the season when 
stUl-hunting is a possibility, ninety-nine one-hundredths of them find 
more sport in hounding thao in any other method of hunting. To per¬ 
mit hounding will attract visitors; to forbid it will drive them else 
where. The testimony is universal that each deer killed by a summer 
visitor leaves in the Woods from a hundred and fifty to three hundred 
dollars; and that the number killed by them, in any and every way, 
amounts to nothing at all compared with the number hitherto killed 
for mai’Ket, and which yield to the owner some seven or eight dollars 
apiece at the outside. To prevent the sending of venison to market 
from this region is a hardship to those only who do not live in the 
Woods; and it will be very little injury to them since it is estimated 
that in the large cities of this State not leas than ninety per cent, of 
the venison comes from outside the State. If as many deer are 
killed annually in the future as were the past fall, under the anti- 
hobuding law, in five or ten years the deer in the Adlrondacxs will 
become as scarce as the moose low are, the region will offer no at¬ 
tractions to sportsmen, the ociupiJon of the hotel-keepers and 
guides will be gone, and the city vi ill be no better off than under the 
proposed law. 

The talk about its being unsportsmanlike to follow deer -with 
hounds, bred and trained for the purpose, is all nonsense. In all ages 
of the world, in all countries and climes, from time immemorial, it 
has always been, as it still is, the most exhilarating, exciting and 
sportsmanlike manner of hunting deer. It is one of the least destruc 
tive methods; very few deer, if any, are wounded and lost; and in 
this State it is objected to only oy those pot-hunters and still-hunters 
who desire to kill the most deer in the shortest possible time, for the 
few paltry dollars that their flesh and hides may bring. 

Samuel B. Ward. 
Albany, N. Y., Jan. 35,1886. 

The remainder of the document consists of letters givinfr 

the views of a number of advocates of hounding. These 

views are stated to be “virtually epitomized in the above re¬ 

marks” by Dr. Ward. 

This pamphlet goes to the Legislature with the sanction of 

the Eastern New York Fish and Game Protective Associa¬ 

tion. It is put out as the result of an investigation under¬ 

taken by that society. When an association professedly 

working for right game protection institutes an inquiry into 

a subject of such grave concern as Adirondack deer hound¬ 

ing, it is bound by the professions of its title to conduct that 

inquiry fairly, without prejudice, and thoroughly. When 

it makes a statement based on the result of that inquiry 

and intended to influence legislation in the direction of 

right game protection, that statement should he fair, 

unwarped by prejudice, and candid, giving the truth, 

and basing arguments and conclusions on well determined 

facts. The document now before us is not fair. It is not 

unprejudiced. It is not candid. It conceals the truth. 

It suppresses the facts. Its arguments are baaed on mis¬ 

representations. It is not a safe guide for legislatiou in the 

interest of game protection. 

1, It is misleading and deceptive because it purports to be 

the result of an honest inquiry by a game society. As a 

matter of fact, it is a collection of arguments gathered by 

deer bounders to bolster up deer liounding. The president 

states that he was directed to coiTespond with well-known 

residents and others interested in the North Woods. By the 

further statement that with “one single exception,” his cor¬ 

respondents were all in favor of rescinding the law of last 

year, he virtually confesses that only those jiersons were 

written to who were known or believed to be advocates of 

deer hounding. The “one single exception” was a mistake 

on his part; he had misjudged his man. The officers of the 

association, themselves deer bounders, instead of conducting 

an impartial canvas to truly determine public sentiment, 

constituted themselves a partisan committee to drum up am¬ 

munition for their cause. Mr. W. W. Byington, the asso¬ 

ciation’s secretary, wrote some of these letters of inquiry, 

and one of the published replies comes from the Boonville 

Herald editor, a pronounced advocate of dogging deer. This 

is the way the reply begins; “Yours at hand. I am exceed¬ 

ingly pleased to find that our ideas are alike on the deer- 

hounding law.” Had Messrs. Ward and Byington, as pri¬ 

vate individuals, gathered this material for their purpose and 

presented it to the Legislature on their own responsibility, 

that would have been perfectly proper; but to presume to 

offer it on the pretense of its being a game society’s public- 

spirited action is a different thing altogether. If the East¬ 

ern New York Association was not organized by active deer 

bounders for the express purpose of conjuring with its name 

at Albany to help their cause, the members owe to the public 

a disclaimer of this pamphlet sent in the society’s name to 

the Legislature. 

2. The document is misleading and deceptive because it 

pretends to represent public sentiment. After such a one¬ 

sided inquiry as this was, the result of necessity cannot in 

any way reflect public opinion. The compilers of the 

pamphlet studiously avoid giving the side (which in point 

of number and character is by far the most worthy of being 

heard) opposed to their own private dogging interests. They 

suppress the other side entirely, even when pretending to 

give the views elicited by others. For example, on page 14 

they profess to give the views contained in the correspond¬ 

ence published in the Glens Falls Bepublican. But among 

the diverse views expressed there, they select and print only 

two letters, one written by S. J. Palmer, of Indian Lake, 

who wants the deer hounding law repealed because certain 

lawless ruffians in his neighborhood persist in slaughtering 

deer with hounds; and another from Oliver St. Marie, a store 

keeper of the same place, who trades supplies to these deer 

butchers in exchange for deer pelts. Now, if these pamphlet 

compilers who pose as game protectionists, honestly intended 

to give the Legislature a fair statement of public feeling on 

this question, why did they not print the letter from A. 0. 

Clifton, of Hague, published in the Eepublican of Jan. 8. 

Mr. Clifton wrote: 

“Moose and beaver were natives of the Adirondacks and no voica 
was raised to prevent their destruction. Our rivers swarmed with 
salmon and they too have disappeared. Deer and trout are sure to 
follow them, but by judicious management the day of their dis¬ 
appearance may be long delayed. One thing, however, is certain, 
we must give up the deer or the dogs at once. Of all the methods of 
deer bunting the use of hounds is the most destructive and inhuman. 
Crust hunting is but little less so when practiced, which is not once 
where dogs are used a hundred times. A hunter who is so disposed 
can use his dogs and kill deer any day in the year. The crust 
hunters’ time is limited to a very few weeks, and the fact that the 
game at that season is worthless and unlit for food, is in itself a 
great protection. He who must float for skin-poor does, can do so 
only in fly time. For a certainty the dog is always resorted to. 
When his owner has no use for him he hunts for his own amusement, 
and, left to run at large, ill cared for and ill fed, he lakes to the deer 
yards and the destruction is completed. 1 have said that the practice 
is inhuman, and to sustain the assertion will give you one instance 
amnng many in my personal experience upon which the charge is 
1 ased. 

“I .vas hunting with a party at the head of the Boreas River. Re - 
tm-ning late one day from starting dogs, while crossing a neck of the 
big swamp at the upper end of Saddlebag Pond, I heard a deer bleat¬ 
ing loud aud often. I made my way to the spot, which proved to be 
in a brook filled at that place with windfall and floodwood. Here 
was a tired-out deer, tangled in a mass of vines and brushwood, end 
one of the largest hounds I ever saw was eating from the'quivering 
flanks of the living animal. As I approached, the dog (a strange 
one) made a vicious spring at me. I kicked him off and he returned 
to his ghoulish meal. The pitiful cries of the deer, and the savage 
demonstration ef the hound toward myself, decided me at once, 
and I sent a bullet through his bead. I cut away the brush with my 
sheath knife and approached the deer, a beautiful doe, which made 
no effort to escape, but looked up in my face with its beautiful, 
pleading, almost Human eyes, as if to thank me for the relief from 
torture that had come too late to save its life. Had it been possible 
for the deer to live no band of mine would have been raised against it. 
but an examination pi oved that it was injured past all hope of re¬ 
covery and I shot ifdead in its tracks. This is not an isolated case, but 
one of many I have seen, and such as are daily happening where 
dogs are used. 

“The lines of the territory inhabited by deer are ever contracting, 
and are already nearly beyond our county limits. The present law 
enforced to the letter, as it will be unless the courts refuse to do 
their duty, we regard as the last chance for deer on the barren and 
useless mountains which occupy the northern portion of Warren 
county.” 

This eagerness with which everything in favor of hound¬ 

ing—no matter how false or preposterous it is—is seized by the 

pamphlet compilers, and the equal zeal with which they seek 

to conceal the actual sentiment of the great majority of in¬ 

telligent and unselfish citizens, lay bare the covert purpose 

of the society’s officers and stamp the document as untrust¬ 

worthy, even though it bears the pretentious sanction of a 

“game protective association.” No honest attempt at wise 

game protection ever yet demanded such perversion and 

suppression of truth to accomplish its ends—and never 

will. 

3. The pamphlet is further misleading and deceptive when 

it states that hounding “is objected to only by those pot¬ 

hunters and still-hunters who desire to kill the most deer in 

the shortest possible time.” The truth is that the most 

intelligent and public-spirited sportsmen recognized the im¬ 

perative necessity of a law against hounding, worked to 

secure it, have been hearty in their support of it, and now 

demand that it be retained. To cite a few names—Hon. O. 

B. Mattesou, of Wilmiu’t Lake, wote to Governor Hill la^t 
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May urging him to sign the hill against hounding. Is Mr. 

Matteson a pot-hunter? Gen. R. U. Sherman, secretary of 

the Fish Commission, is on record in these words: 

“The number of deer wantonly killed by hounding by far exceeds 
those killed out of season, and the slaugbter cf ttie animals for more 
sport is an evil which demands prompt attention. Men seem to have 
just found out how easy a matter it is to get deer in this way. I am 
of the opinion that running deer with dogs should be prohibited, as 
there seems to be no other alternative.” 

Does Dr. Ward presume to class Gen. Sherman among the 

pot-hunters? Among the subscribers to a fund to pay a 

special officer to enforce the law against hounds in the 

Beaver River district last summer were Hon. Lansing Hotal- 

ing, of Albany; Prof. E. L. Richards, of Yale College; Dr. 

Spencer M. Nash, of New York city, and Charles Fenton, 

of Number Four. Does Dr. Ward mean seriously to tell us 

that these men are pot-hunters? Mr. Edward C. Litchfield, 

of Brooklyn, is strong in his condemnation of the injury of 

hounding. Does Dr. Ward class Mr. Litchfield among the 

pot hunters? We might fill a column with such names as 

these, but it hardly seems worth while gravely to consider 

this silly and preposterous pot-hunter pretext. 

4. The pamphlet is misleading and deceptive when it de¬ 

clares that ‘ ‘to follow deer with hounds” is a historic and 

sportsmanlike method. What if it be so? That has noth¬ 

ing to do with the Adirondack style of hounding. In the 

North Woods the sportsmen do not follow the hounds. 

They sit on the bank or in a boat and wait to be rowed out 

to within arm's length of the exhausted deer swimming in 

the water. There is nothing exhilarating about the water- 

butchery of deer until the butchers have become abnormally 

hardened to it. Ninety-nine deer out of every one hundred 

killed by hounding in the North Woods are killed in the water. 

Only the hundredth is killed on a runway,after the manner of 

hounding as practiced elsewhere in this country. To call this 

water-butchery historic and sportsmanlike is grotesque, 

5. The pamphlet is misleading and deceptive when it rep¬ 

resents that the welfare of the North Woods guides and 

hotel keepers depends on hounding. Of a thousand Adiron¬ 

dack tourists, less than one hundred go to hound deer. The 

nine hundred would gladly see the hounds kept out. The 

guides are not dependent on the bounders; they can find 

abundant employment in other ways. The most intelligent 

guides recognize that hounding destroys the deer supply and 

is opposed to their true interests. Many, of these guides 

petitioned the Legislature last year to pass the hounding law. 

They have not since then changed their opinion of the wis¬ 

dom of the measure—statements in this pamphlet to the con¬ 

trary notwithstanding. We challenge the compilers of this 

document to name one man whose opinion is entitled to re 

spect, who was last year in favor of a non-hounding law and 

is now opposed to it. 

6. The pamphlet is misleading and deceptive when it argues 

that the deer supply has increased within the past “five and 

ten” years. The exact opposite is the truth, and no one 

knows it better than the dogger. It was in fact the alarming 

decrease of deer that started the friends of game protection 

to work for the abolition of bounding, the most destructive 

method of hunting the deer in the Adirondack region, and 

one which, if persisted in, means the extermination of the 

game. 

7. The pamphlet is misleading and deceptive when it avers 

that hounding “is one of tbe least destructive methods” of 

hunting deer. Of all the modes employed in that region it 

is only less destructive than crusting, and crusting is very 

properly forbidden by the present law. Hounding is more 

destructive than floating or still hunting, because more sure. 

It can be practiced—and in fact is practiced—at all seasons. 

It requires no experience nor skill. The deer is driven into 

the water and the hunter is rowed within short range. 

It is a common thing for the guide to hold the 

deer by the tail while the “hunter” shoots or clubs 

it to death. Just because it is so sure and so easy it is 

clamored for by one class of guides and one class of tourists. 

By it they have killed 75 per cent, of all the deer killed in 

the North Woods. These classes are now clamoring for a 

law against floating. Why? Not because they believe that 

it will save tbe game, but because they hope thereby to 

regain the privilege of hounding. Why do they want to 

exchange Jacking for hounding? Because by the latter 

method they can get more deer. Jacking is uncertain, often 

barren of result. Hounding is sure four times in five. 

They want the sure method. They demand that the hound 

be again put on the track of the buck and the doe and the 

fawn. But the men who ask for hounding are only a small 

class compared with the whole number of Adirondack guides 

and visitors, for— 

8. The document is misleading and deceptive when it 

states that more deer were killed last season by still-hunting 

and floating than in any recent previous year by these 

metnods and floating combined. The statistics given in tbe 

pages of the pamphlet and quoted from the Boonville 

Herald are wholly without foundation. They are not 

authenticated by any responsible person. Nobody but a 

highly constituted idiot would believe them nor expect 

others to believe them. Moreover, Jacking was practiced 

last June, hounding was extensively practiced last summer, 

and crusting has been practiced this winter. By these three 

illegitimate methods, ^it is fair to presume, as many deer 

were killed as were taken by lawful jacking in the open 

season and by still-bunting. If venison was cheaper than 

fasual -it -wses wat^^iied y^aison and crust.kUled -venison— 

as set forth in the pamphlet, pages 14 and 17—both methods 

are forbidden by law and meat so obtained is contraband. 

9. The document is misleading and deceptive in the plea 

that deer must be hounded that they may he made shy. 

Hounding does prevent the taking of deer by still-hunting. 

It does not prevent it by making the deer shy. It prevents 

it by killing them. A deer driven by hounds into the water 

and clubbed to death in August cannot be shot by a still hun¬ 

ter in the autumn. That is exactly the way hounding works. 

If dogs are used no deer will he left to be taken by any other 

method w hatever. The pretext that hounding is preservative 

of the deer is rubbish. The men who dog do not dog 

for the purpose of protecting. They dog to capture and kill. 

And they do kill. They exterminate. One of the profes¬ 

sional gentlemen whose letters are published in this pamphlet 

has made it a custom for years past to dog deer by the whole¬ 

sale, to kill more than could bo consumed as food, and to 

leave the carcasses to rot in the woods. That is the sort of 

making shy the bounders call for and that is the way they 
practice it. 

The excessive killing by still-hunting, it is admitted by the 

bounders, is the work of market-hunters. The way to stop this 

is to cut oflC the market. Forbid tlie transportation and sale of 

game. For years the Fokest and Stbeam has urged such 

a law. Every sportsman would rejoice to see that provision 

on the statute books. We strongly urge the passage of a 

bill to that effect by the present Legislature. 

But to make such a law at tbe sacrifice of the present non¬ 

hounding statute would not save the game. Tbe repeal of 

the present law, on any pretext whatever, would mean the 

doom of tbe Adirondack deer. The hounding law is wise 

and beneficial. Let it stand. Enforce it. 'The State of 

New York cannot afford to repeal it. The community can¬ 

not afford to put the hounds again on the track to drive deer 

into the water. It would be sheer and irreparable folly and 

improvidence to sacrifice the game supply of the Adirondacks 

to the selfish, time serving and greedy clamorei’s for permis¬ 

sion to hound. 

Fifty-eight Foxes, Fotjteen Dogs and Two Italians. 

—Hawley, Pa., Feb. 8.—About twenty rears ago Randall 
Kellum, of Kimbles, Pike county, five miles below this 
place, on the Honesdale branch of the Erie Railway, 
purchased a horse for which he paid $90. He worked 'it 
daily ou his farm until one day last week when tbe horse 
died. The neighborhood of Kimbles, and in fact all through 
that part of the country, has been literally overrun with 
foxes this season. As has been the case in Sullivan county, 
across the Delaware River, the farmers have lost hundreds 
of chickens and other poultry liy the bold raids of these 
usually timid animals. Farmer Kellum hit upon a plan that 
he thought might destroy a large number of the thieving 
pests, and that was to put strychnine in the carcass of the 
old horse, and place the body in a spot where foxes would 
be sure to flock to it. The deadly drug was accordingly 
placed plentifully in the flesh of the dead horse, and the 
carcass was hauled to an out-of-the-way spot iu the woods, 
two or three miles from Kimhle.', and left there. The uext 
morning- Kellum went early to the woods to see if his plan 
hsd worked successfully. He found lying scattered about in 
ail directions, and none of them far away from the poisoned 
horse, 39 dead foxes. How many more managed (o get to 
their holes or hiding places before they died was of course 
unknown. Mr. Kellum had the foxes taken home, and the 
next morning went to the woods again. There were no 
foxes found, as could hardly have been expected, as the 
horse during'the previous night had been monopolized by 
half the dogs iu the neighborhood. 14 of which were found 
dead at the scene of their feast. "With barely an exception 
the dogs were animals that had long been suspected of 
habitual wholesale killing of sheep in the vicinity, so the 
night’s work was regarded as an excellent one. The follow¬ 
ing morning Kellum visited the remains of his old horse 
again, and this time picked up 19 dead foxes. He was re¬ 
turning home loaded down with fox pelts, when about a 
mile from Kimbles, he heard moans and cries of pain issuing 
from the woods, some distance off to his right from the 
road. Kellum made his way to the spot from which the 
sounds proceeded, and found two Italian quarrymen rolling 
in the snow and writhing in pain. Upon asking them what 
the matter was one of the Italians told him that they had 
found a frozen horse in the woods, and had cut a piece of 
meat from it, which they had roasted over a tire and eaten. 
They were almost immediately seized with intense pains in 
the stomach.. Kellum waited to hear no more. He knew at 
once that the Italians had eaten a piece of bis poisoned horse. 
He started on a run for the station to telegraph for a doctor. 
Fortunately, Dr. Brace, of Lackawanna, had been called to 
Kimbles that morning to attend a patient, and Kellum met 
him as he was flying in for aid for the poisoned Italians. 
Kellum hastily told the doctor the situation and the two 
hurried back. Dr. Brace administered powerful antidotes 
to the Italians, and got them to the nearest house. He 
succeeded in counteracting the poison and in a lew hours 
the Italians were able to go on their way. Kellum lost no 
time io burying his dead horse. The 58 foxes that fell 
victims to Kellum’s baited horse will net him ,|58 in boun¬ 
ties. The pelts he can sell for a piece—a total of |174 
from a horse dead that only cost him $90 alive and had 
given him years’ faithful service. Wbat the profits would 
have been if the Italians had died he does nut care to cipher 
on.—jy. F. limee. __ 

Judge Oaton’s House Burned.—About midnight of Feb. 
8 the house of Judge J. D. Caton, at North Bluff, Ottawa. 
111., caught fire and was burned to the ground. No lives 
were lost. Judge Caton and bis family were not at home, 
and only the servants occupied the house. Judge Caton’s 
library and his large collection of natural history specimens 
were destroyed. Among the books burned was a complete 
set of Audubon’s works, and many other valuable volumes. 

“A Currituck Ducking Score.”—It is suggested that 
the above heading in this column last week may convey the 
erroneous impression that tiie scores then printed were made 
on the grounds of the Currituck Club. As a matter of fact 
the shooting was done by the members and on -the grounds 
of the Narrows Island Club, of Currituck SiOUiitL 

Kent County Sportsmen’s Club.—At the annual 
meeting held in the office of Dr. E. S. Holmes Feb. 9 the 
following officers were elected; President, Dr. E. 8. 
Holmes; Vice-President, H. Widdicomb; Secretary and 
Treasurer, N. Fred Avery; Directors, L. D. Follett for one 
year; A. C. Hortou for two years; T. Stewart White for 
three years; A. B. Richmond for four years, and W. C. 
Denison for five years. The President was authorized to 
make application for mcmiiership in the National Sports^ 
men’s Association. The fnllowiag were elected delegates to 
the State Association, which meets in Kalamazoo on the 
9th Inst.: A. B. Turner, A B. Richmond, L. D. Fol- 
lett, F. E, Blakely and N. Fred. Avery. 

Snipe Shooting Extraordinary,—Portland, Ore., Jan. 
80.—Dr. Jessup, the distinguished dentist and sportsman of 
this city, reports that on the day following a recent snow 
storm, he, with a common parlor rifle, from his parlor win¬ 
dow, shot and killed elcYen English snipe which had gath¬ 
ered on the lawn in front of his residence; that he fired only 
thirteen shots, and that each bird was shot through the 
neck, and not ■elsewhere. Ought the club to question the 
truthfulness of the statement?—0. T. 

Virginia Cold and Game.—Richmond, Va., Feb. 6.— 
We are having now the coldest weatlier ever experienced 
here. The thermometer reeistering Thursday morning five 
degrees below zero. In ad’lition to this the snow is about 
eleven inches deep. From information gathered from lar- 
mers in the counties of Henrico. Chesterfield and Hanover, 
1 am afraid poor “Bob White” has been effectually “cleared 
out.” Whole conveys are reported as found frozen to death. 
-W. H. C. 

Cold Weather In Maine.-A Portland (Me.) correspond¬ 
ent who was compelled by the recent cold weather to shan- 
don his fox hunting, writes that upon visiting a known 
grouse cover he discovered two of the birds frozen to death 
and covered with ice; the inference is that the ice storm 
was very destructive of the grouse iu that section. 

A Tame Moose.—^Burlington, N. J., Feb, 1.—Ex-Cou' 
gressman H. B. Smith, who announced some weeks ,ago 
that he was to establish a naper here has changed bis mind. 
He has a pet moose from Canada, and, eschewing politics, 
is now putting the fleet animal over the road in high glee. 

Atlanticvillb, L. I., Feh. 7.—One gun, three days, 
recently secured fifty ducks, mostlv broadbills and whistlers, 
at the inlet on Sbinhecock Bay.—J. W. 

Taunton, Mass., Feb. 3.—We have organized a gun club 
here and own several good dogs amotig us.—9o. 

eu and ^iver fishing. 

THE STRIPED BASS LAW. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

We thank you for the prominence which you so kindly 
gave oiir communication of the 1st instant, and the very 
courteous editorial comment on same. 

It is quite true that the present law “does not cover 
the whole season for striped bass in the Hudson.” It is 
equally true that tlie present laws in regard to trout and 
black bass do not cover the whole of the spawning season of 
either of these two last named fish. Every angler has taken 
gravid trout in July and gravid bass in Augast. Jf a law 
covers the time during whicb the large majority of any 
specific class of fish spawns, it does as much as any citizen 
has a reasonable right to ask; but it does not semi to us that 
the fact that a close season is too short is a good reason for 
making it still shorter. 

So long as it is generally conceded that the chief, if not the 
sole, reason for auadromous fish ascending fresh-water 
streams is to spawn, and so long as it is true that in the case 
of all those anadromous fish, with whose habits we are any¬ 
thing like familiar, the period covering their ingress and 
egress covers their spawning season, it seems tons to be wise 
to protect them during the greater portion of the time they 
are in our rivers. Though no man can prove that all of the 
fertile bass which run up the Hudson do spawn during tbe 
present close season, yet no man will presume to deny that 
many of them do spawn then and there. Nor would the 
opinion that the constant and permanent supply of striped 
bass in our waters does not chiefly depend upon river spawn¬ 
ing he seriously entertained by thoughttui students of fish 
life. 

What you say about the propriety of enacting a law against 
draggi^ nets under the ice is most pertinent in this connec¬ 
tion. But we believe that so long as there is no 1 tw against 
the sale of bass during the seasou'at which this abomination 
is possible, this thing will continue. The philanthropic fi-h 
mongers say in their petition, “To fairly [fairly seems hardly 
a proper word under the circumstance! prepare for Lt-nt, 
our cold storage warehouses should be filled immediately 
during tbe present cold season, when the supply is readily 
obtained.” In their eagerness to secure striped bass for the 
Lenten season they may not have time to find out whether 
the bass were caught under the ice. And this, besides en¬ 
couraging law breaking, would be a constant source of 
remorse to an excellent and necessary class of people. 

Abbey & Imbrie. 
Ne-w York, Feb. 8. 

[Our correspondents are reminded that the season named 
in the law, i, e., Jan. 1 to May 19, is not known to cover any 
portion of the season of spawning of the striped bass in New 
York waters, for, as we have pointed out, but little is known 
of their spawning habits, and the few eggs which have b en 
taken from them in the Hudson. Our main reason, how¬ 
ever, for urging the repeal of the striped bass law, was be¬ 
cause tbe framers of the law did not Intend to protect this 
fish, but meant it fora small fish found in Lake Ontario, and 
iu consequence of this the State Game Protectors were in¬ 
structed by tbe Fish Commissioners with the sanction of the 
President of the New York Society for the Protection of 
Game, of which Mr. Imbrie is a member, not to take notice 
of this law -or begin any prosecutions under it. The law be¬ 
ing a dead (letter—not because of any lack of enforcement by 
subordinates, hut because the authorities so declared it—we 
think it better off the.books than on it. As for the prohibi¬ 
tion of netting under the ice in the Hudson, we believe it 
possible to stop it if a law to that eft'ect is passed. That 
kind of netting.is done out on tbe ice in full view of citizens 
ffiong the bank and of passengers Julhe cars which run oa 
both banks of that river, j. 
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TROUT OF SUNAPEE LAKE. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
1 was much interested in your article announcing the dis¬ 

covery of a new species of trout in riunapee Lake, and after 
thinking the matter over for a while it occurred to me that 
while 1 was a member of the New Hamijshire Fish Commis¬ 
sion we had planted the Sahno ogudssa in that lake, and I 
accordingly wtote to my former colleague, Mr. A. H. Pow- 
et’Si of (Grantham, N. H., a town very near the lake, to ask 
hitn about it, as he was the superintendent of the State 
hatchery from the begiUningi until Mr. llodge succeeded 
him on his resignation of his commission. 

Mr. Powers writes me as follows; “On June 8, 1879, 1 
planted 4,000 oquassa, or t>luc-backed trout, in Suuapee Lake, 
and these Sahno sunapee (?) may have come from that plant; 
they have a look like the fry, as I remember them. But 
could they have muhiplied so, and grown to such monsters? 
1 have no doubt that some of those we saw, for I was with 
Mr. Hodge at the time, would weigh from eight lo ten pounds; 
we caught some of six pounds, and saw mucli larger ones. 
Now these fish are lake spawners. Not one of them came 
Up the brook 1 planted them in, while the landlocked salmon 
of about the same weight did so. In Maine it Was said that 
they were small, about one-quarter pound weight, and came 
into the river to spawn Oct. 10 to a day. That is as t re¬ 
member it. Now the question is, could they change from 
minnows to whales and from river lo lake spawners in so 
short a time?*’ 

Now 1 am equally puzzled with my friend Powers. We 
know that the landlocked salmon which we placed in Suua¬ 
pee Lake, from eggs procured at Grand Lake Stream, have 
attained a weight of over twelve pounds, though the Grand 
Stream fish seldom go over two or three pounds, and the 
same season’.'^ fry distributed in Squam Lake have gone up 
to fifteen or sixteen jrouDds. 

This I attribute to the fact of Uieir finding plenty of fresh¬ 
water smelts for food, for one reason, as well as to the'fact 
that we usually find the size of the fish to correspond in 
some degree with that of the water Irom which they are 
taken. 

This discovery is a very interesting one, and having found 
a possible raison d’etre for oquassa trout in Sunapee Lake, I 
send it you in hopes that some other correspondent' may be 
able to throw some light on the matter, and solve Mr. Pow¬ 
ers’s queues as to the possibility of such rapid growth aud 
ajiparent change of habit. Samleo Webbee. 

Charlestown, N. H., Feb. 8. IfiSG. 

A WINTER CHAT. 

Editm' Forest and Stream: 
“Little Sandy” is sad. and why not? Inform.ation has 

just reached us that the Legislature has repealed the State 
law to prevent seining, etc., in the waters of Kentucky. 

For years we have been trying to effect a change in our 
community by di-^ti ibuting some of the wholesome teachings 
of Fceest' and SteeaM to show up the evil effects of sein¬ 
ing and kindred devices for catching fish. The State p issed 
a law to prevent seining, and thoush badly enforced, it had 
a good effect. Last spring we appealed to the ever gallant 
and generous Dr. Henshall to furnish us, through your col¬ 
umns, with a description of suitable dy tackle, by which our 
sport might be heightened aud made more interesting. We 
were congratulating one another a few days ago as a small 
nucleus of the “new fanglcd fishermen” (as we are some¬ 
times ironically called) had met around a glowing fire to talk 
over on first year’s experience in the most delightful of sports. 
i. e., fly-fishing, when the sad news reached us of the action 
of the Legislature. While we grieve we have much to be 
thankful for. 

Acting upon Doctor Henshall’s suggestion last spring we 
sent for a pair of seven ounce lancewood fly-rods, reels, lines, 
flies, fly-books, and leaders, which came by express in a few 
days, and were secreted under lock and key to ihat no un¬ 
hallowed eyes might pry into those precious packages, for it 
had already been noised about that my Mend Skill (may he 
soon be released from his snow-bound situation and find a 
fair market for his mules) and I were going to use horseflies 
and gnats for our fishiug baits instead of minnows the 
coming season. That night we were children again, it re¬ 
minded me of the Santa Claus days. We put the rods to¬ 
gether and praised their fine proportions, spring and work¬ 
manship. How we longed to be in some secluded nook on 
Stoner or Strode’s Creek, where we might rig our first cast 
just to see if what we had been told was really true, “that 
‘fly-fishing was well enough up North or out East where fish 
are plenty, but fish had too much sense to bite at a feathered 
hook in Kentucky.” 

The rods are laid aside, a bundle of leaders receive but a 
passing glance, then the Orvis reels; these (at first) look 
awkward compared to a No. 1 Meek, of which the spool is 
not more than one inch in diameter, but then it takes up line 
very fast, and the perforated plates allow the line to dry 
■without removing it from the reel. Next come the fly-books 
which are verv handsome and well made, “What is this by 
the side of the little green box marked flies?” asked my 
friend. “ ‘Fishing with the Fly,’ Orvis-Cheney collections, 
a present.” A hurried glance at the index shows articles 
from the pens of a host of writers of whom we had long ago 
become familiar through the pages of Foeest and Stream. 

Since that night our fondest anticipations have been real¬ 
ized, and though we had entertained some fears that the 
light rods, in inexperienced bands as we were, might in a 
well-contested battle fail, yet victory on victory gave us more 
confidence, and at the end of the season have sustained their 
reputation. The flies, too, we ordered first (from names 
only) proved very successful, and that the notes taken from 
the different writers on the “most killing flies” were not 
made in vain. We have caught fish of all the representa¬ 
tives of our streams with the fly, excepting the sucker, and 
we can well afford to leave him to those who are willing to 
take their seats on the muddy and slippery bank, in Febru¬ 
ary and March, at a place previously baited with dough 
balls, and fish with the humble “wura” for bait. Anglers 
as a rule are incredulous, and hold to the doctrine that “see¬ 
ing is believing.” One among my first essays was in com¬ 
pany with a friend who thought “minnows were good 
enough.” But it happened on one of those likely evenings 
previous to a shower, with a good breeze, and as it took me 
some time to rig my cast, he baited his book with a minnow 
and commenced fishing down stream from the hank. 

When 1 got ready I waded out in the middle of the creek, 
and cast right and left in his wake; he caught one bass, 
while I was getting a rise at nearly every cast, and at last he 
reeled up his line and said he “would rather watch me than 
to fish himself, it was so novel.’* I made a convert right 
Ahere, This is not the only instance, for t-o-day we have 

quite a number who are devotees of the fly-rod and have 
enjoyed its seductive pleasures. 1 received a letter from 
your correspondent “Vox.” from Mt. Sterling, a few days 
ago, saying that “I have just received a split-bamboo fly^rod, 
I want a few instructions. Come up and spend a day with 
me. it would be like an experieuee meeting of old Metho¬ 
dists.” 

On the following day my genial friend E. P. B., treasurer 
of the Bourbon Gun Club, met me. “What say you on 
going to Mt. Sterling to-morrow?” “I can be ready by 8 

o’clock.” The next morning turned out to be one of those 
Cold, disagreeable, misty days, the ground all covered with 
snow and slush, but just right lo talk fly-fishing. We 
arrived at Mt. Sterling early, and as wo sauntered into the 
office we found “Vox” in his little workshop at the end so 
busily engaged that he was Unaware of our presence. _ 1 
knocked on the door, and turning he hid something whicli 
to me looked like a fly-book. And with that whole-soul 
smile which characterizes him above ail good fellows, “hail 
friends well met,” introduced us to theliev. Mr. S., formerly 
Fish Commissioner of Tennessee. After a hearty greeting 
he iraformed us that they had just been engaged in a con 
versatioD on the subject of fishing. Ceremonies were cast 
aside. My friend B. excused himself, having some business 
in town, which left the happy clover leaf in its glory. The 
rods were hroueht out and I soon ascertained that “Vox” 
had it bad. Fortunately the "weather conditions” were such 
that it kept all the toothache patients at home, which often 
prevents one of those pleasant tete-d-icte chats that we euj.iy 
so much, and then it gave us full sweep of the lOom. 

The office was hardly high enough to make the overhead 
cast comme ilfaut, but taking off the butt joint we managed 
to lay out (an imaginary) line fairly well. Thrice the dinner 
bell rang before we could find a convenient stopping place. 
After dinner followed a long discussion on the action of 
legislators, which closed with the hope that the Senate would 
be awake to its duty and surely “kill the bill ” We cast our 
eyes across to the court house clock whose hour hand already 
pointed a little after five and bade our friends a reluctant 
an reroir with the promise that as soon as the water was in 
light condition when spring has asserted her rights again I 
would telephone them when they would meet me to try the 
result of our meeting. 

As we drove homeward through the falling mist and rain 

I could scarcely think of anything but the pleasant day 
spent with genial companions when everything was present 

but the fish. Little Sandy. 
North Middleton, Ky. 

Another Wat to C.4.ery a Landing Net.—Centralia, 
Pa, Feb. 6.—Any plan or arrangement that adds lo the 
pleasure or comfort of a sportsman’s "outing” I think 
should be common property, so let me tell of a contiivauce 
that helps to keep this necessary but cumbersome article out 
of the way while always ready for quick use. I take it to be 
the invention of a Mend, one who can entice more fish into 
his net with the gentle persuasion of his springy greenbeart 
rod than any other fisherman 1 know: Fastned sccurly to 
the short handle of the net is a loop of say four feet of the 
very best elastic web, three-quarters or one inch wide; this is 
worn around the neck and when not in use is thrown so that 
it hangs down the back; when wanted aud your fish is ready 
to be landed taking the handle the web will stretch as far as 
you can possibly reach; when the two pounder is taken care 
of a toss puts it back over your shoulders ready for the next 
one. In my early fishing days I was sorely bothered with 
the corkscrew twist that was always in ray six foot leaders as 
I took them out to replace one that my largest fish had 
cairied off; it was only after some mmutes drawing through 
the water and making every trout in the pool think moie 
about a water snake than of the white winged coachman, 
that it straightened out for business; now when starling on 
my trips 1 take a common tin oval tobacco box, one that can 
be handily carried in the pocket; then dampen a heavy piece 
of cotton flannel that has been cut the width of the box and 
twice its length; laying it in I place the leaders on it then 
fold the end back over them; very soon they are as soft aud 
pliable as if they had been soaking in the water and are ready 
for immediate use. Both of these plans may be nothing 
new to most of your readers, but perhaps it may to some 
one of them save a tangled line or another fish for bis creel. 
—Spicewood. __ 

Adirondack Fishes.—T will again appeal to the kindness 
of friends and ask them to send me such notes on the fishes 
of the Adirondack region as they may huve. The few hun¬ 
dred copies of my "Memoranda” for Mr. Colvin’s forthcom 
ing Report of the Adirondack Survey, which were issued in 
advance of his report, are nearly exhausted, and it is proposed 
to extend the report on fishes. The following note, which is 
just at band, explains it: "Albany, Feb. 4, 1886. Mr. F 
Mather, Dear Sir: I think that you can rely upon having 
fully SIX months in which to get in all the addenda. I shall 
use every effort to make your report as perfect as possible, 
even if we Lave to cut the electrotype plates. Sincerely 
yours. Verplanck Colvin, Supt.” My collecting tour was 
a hasty one, and it is very probatile that I missed some 
species; in fact, I inserted the "Miller’s thumb,” Uranidea, 
on the authority of Dr. Merriam, as I could not find it. 
Some of the sticklebacks may also be found there, and then 
we want specimens of those "Morse Lake minnows,” and 
"Seventh Lake minnows,” which are mentioned, but which, 
owing to their decayed condition, could not be identified, ami 
which Prof. Jordan thought might be new. Had it not been 
for the good friends who helped me out in making out the 
list of the distribution of species this portion of the work 
would have been omitted. 'Phis is a very importaut portion 
of the work and is not complete, and all volunteer help in 
the work will be thankfully received,—Fred Mather (Cold 
Spring Harbor, N. Y.). 

Florida Fish Killed by Cold.—St. Augustine, Fla., 
Jan. 31.—I have just returned from a fishing cruise to the 
head of Matanz is River. The sight that I saw was enough 
to make the heart sick. Hundreds of large sea trout and 
channel b*ass were lying dead along the shore, killed by our 
last cold snap. One can understand how the sea trout were 
caught in the shallow water and frozen. But my surprise 
was great when I saw many sheepsheads among them, as 
they are fish which usually seek deep pools and channels. 
The buzzards are so full they will bold no more, and such 
a mass of decaying fish certainly will not be conducive to the 
health of the country. In spite of this wholesale destruction 
I had very good sport with rod aud reel. And many a fine 
fish was replaced in his native element for fear of killing 
more than I could use. The nights have been rather cool of 
late, and. I have been glad while sleeping in my boat to Jhave 
my second sleeping bag around roe,—Wind ward. 

Bisby Club.—Utica, N. T., Feb. 3.—The eighth annual 
meeting of the Bisby Club was held here to day, and thf fol¬ 
lowing trustees chosen; Gen. R. U Sherman, Hon. H. J. 
Coekinham, H. Lee Babcock, O. J. Childs, Thomas R. 
Proctor, A. G. Brower. At a subsequent meeting of the 
trustees the following officers were elected: President. Gen. 
R. U. Sherman; Vice-Presidents, Christopher Roby, W. W. 
Snow, D. W. Cross, Thomas R Proctor; Secretary, Henry 
H. Thomoson; Treasurer, S. F. Sherman; Legal Counsel, 
Hon. H. J. Cookinbam. The club pa-ssed a lesolution de¬ 
claring against floating for deer, favoring the limiting of the 
shooting season beginning Aug 15 and closing Nov. 1, and 
advoca<ing bounding from Sept. 15 to Oct. 15. 

Not an Uncommon Case —"Got any fish?” "Nary fiah." 
"Got any bites?” "Nary bites.” "Got any bait?” "Nary 
bait.” "What are you doing there'?” "Fishiu’.”—Texas 

Siftings. _______________ 

^islicttJture, 

THE FULTON CHAIN HATCHERY. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
At the annual meeting of the Boonville Sportsmen’s Club, 

held at the Hurlburt House, Boonville, recently, the following 
officers were elected; President, L. W. Fiske, Boonville; First 
Vice-President, S. T. Miller, Constableville; Second Vice- 
President, H. G. Emms, Turin; Treasurer, C. W. Colton, Boon¬ 
ville; Secretary, G. A. Willard, Boonville. 

The report of the committee on the new fish hatchery just 
completed on the Fulton chain of lakes, was read by Hon. H. 
Dwight Grant. The i eport stated that the hatching house 
was located near Cold Spring Camp, on Fourth Lake of tUe 
Fulton Chain, on the recommendation of State Fish Commis¬ 
sioner Sherman. 'The site was selected for the purity of the 
water and its convenience as a central pomt for procuring and 
distributing trout fry. The plans of the building and plant 
were made and furnished by Mr. Sherman on the most ap¬ 
proved methods for hatchine. The dimensions of the build¬ 
ing are 20x36 feet. It is boarded and battened on the outside, 
and has a plain, tasty cornice and gabled roof covered with 
good pine shingles. It is lighted by 8 windows of 12 lights 
each, 9x14 inches, and has one door. The inside walls are 
lined with building paper and covered with matched spruce 
ceiling. The rooms are also celled overhead with spruce. 
Water is conducted to the budding through a 8-incn main 126 
feet in length from a l eservoir built for that purpose. The in¬ 
side reservoirs and hatching troughs are on the ground ready 
for setting up. Necessaiy wire cloths for hatching trays has 
been purchased and the frames are in pi-ocess of construction. 
Owing to late commencement of operations on the building 
and the early forming of ice on the Jakes, the managers were 
unable to transport and set up the hatching appai atus imtil 
after the time that the spawn had reached maturity, thereby 
making it unsafe to remove them from the State hatchery. 
The committee recommends that the apparatus be set up in 
early spring and everything be put in order for future use. A 
better building has been erected than Commissioner Sherman 
contemplated and it will be better equipped. It has already- 
cost $572.44, and $50 or $60 more will be required to complete 
it. I'he report was accepted. The tre-isui’er’s report, which 
showed a balance of $90.95 on hand, was also read and ac¬ 
cepted. 

Hon. H. Dwight Grant, Geo. H. Beck, John Brinckerhoff, F. 
A. Barrett and C. W. Colton wei’e elected manageis. L. W. 
FisKe was delegated to go to Albany to confer with represen t- 
atives in regard to securing aid for the new hatchery and to 
voice the sentiments of the club on the proposed changes in 
the game laws. Portsa. 

Utica, N. Y., Feb. 8,1880. 

BLACK BASS IN GERMANY.—We have received a 
pampnlet of eight pages from Herr Max von dem Borne, on 
the black bass. This gentleman, it will be remembered, has 
introduced the two species of bass into Germany and has sent 
us accounts of his success in breeding them. He has called 
the small^month der Schioartzbarsch, and the hig-mouch der 
Forellenharsch, Forelle being the German word for tiout. 
The great success in breeding these fish, together with their 
growth and game,qualities, causes Mr. von dem Borne to 
value them highly, and to recommend their introduction into 
suitable waters in his country. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Fublish- 
ing Co. _ 

FIXTURES. 

FIELD TniALS. 

Nov. 23.—Eighth annual flelii trials of the Eastern Field Trials Club, 
at High Point, N. G. 'W. A. Coster, Secretary, Flatbush, Kings 
county, N. Y. 

DOG SHOWS. 

March 16.17,18 and 19.—Western Pennsylvania Poultry Society’s 
Dog Show, at Pittsburgh. Pa. C. B. Elbcr, Secretary. 

March 23, 24 and 25.—First Annual Dog Show of the New Jersey 
Kennel and Field Trials Club. Newark, N. J. A. P. Vredenburgti, 
Secreiarv. Bergen Point, N. J. 

March 30 to April 2.—Third Annual Dog Show of the New Haven 
Kennel Cjub. S. K Hemingway. Secretary, New Haven, Conn. 

April 6, 7, ri and 9.—Second Annual Dog Show of tUe New England 
Kennel Club. Edwai-d A. Moseley, Secretai’y, Boston, Mass. 

April 13, 14. lo and 16. Fii-st Annual Dog Show of the Hartford 
Kennel Cmb. A. C. Collins, Secretary, Hartford, Conn. 

May 4, 5, 6 and 7.—Tenth annual dog snow of the Westminster 
Kennel Club, at Madison Squai-e Garden, rtew York. Janies Morti¬ 
mer, Superintendent. P. O. Box 1812, New Y*ork. 

A. K. R.-SPECIAL NOTICE. 

The AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 

pedigrees, etc. (with prize lists of all shows and trials), is pub 

ished every month. Entries close on the 1st. Should he in early. 

Entry blanks sent on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope. 
Registration fee (50 cents) must accompany each entry. No entries 

inserted tmless paid in advance. Yearlv subscription $1..50. Address 

“American Kennel Register,” P. O. Bo., 2832, New York. Number 

of entries already printed 3185. 

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS CLUB. 

HERE was an important meeting of the Board of Gov¬ 
ernors of the Eastern Field Trials Club at the St. James 

Hotel on Tuesday evening, Feb. 9. The Treasurer’s report 
showing a balance in favor of the club of $838.60 was accepted. 
Messrs. J. L. Breese, New York; C. L. Dick, Pittsburgh, Pa.; 
O. H. Denny. Pittsburgh, Pa., and J. T. Perkins, Brooklyn, N. 
Y , were elected members. The conditions of the Members’ 
Stake were changed so as to allow any member to handle a 
dog owned by another member. The committee on luuning 
rules reported several amendments which we shall publish 
next week. The date of birth of entries for the Derby of 1886 
was changed back from May 1 to Jan. 1, the entries to close 
May 1, with $10 forfeit and $10 additional to startei's. The 
stake wfll be $700, with $4u0 fqr.firpt, for ,^opnd and $100 
fox third 
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THE FANCIERS’ SHOW. 

The dog show held in connection with the New York Pan» 
ciers’ Club opened on Monday last, and closed Wednes¬ 

day evening. The entries numbered 307, and the quality of 
the dogs was very high. The show of dogs appeared to 
attract more attention than any other of the esdubits, and 
the crowd about the benches and about the judging ring was 
often so great that it was very difficult to obtain anything 
like a satisfactory view of the animals on exhibition. The 
.judging was conducted in a ring at the east end of the build¬ 
ing, by Messrs. C. H. Mason and Jas. Watson, and gave gene¬ 
ral satisfaction. In the case of the contest between the 
rough-coated St. Bernards Otho and the newly-imported 
Merchant Prince there was room for an honest difference of 
opinion, and we pi*esume that in the opinion of the judge the 
bad condition of Merchant Prince gave Otho the first place. 

POmTERS—(MR. mason). 

The pointer classes were not well filled. The average qual¬ 
ity, however, was very good. In the dog class, Beauvoir, win¬ 
ner of first, is a good young dog, with a fair head, good loin, 
quarters, legs and feet. He is a bit thi-oaty and is too wide in 
front. Second was properly withheld, Corney, the only other 
in the class, showing more greyhound than pointer character 
in head and neck. The bitch class brought out two new ones. 
Faustina, winner of first, is a nice white and liver ticked. She 
is fairly good in head, shoulders, legs and feet and tail. She 
is faulty behind. Dawn, winner of second, is not so good as 
the wimier. She has a fair head, good loin and legs, but is 
throaty, too wide in chest and has poor feet. In the puppy 
class, Beauvoir, the winner in the aged class, had to make 
room for his litter brother. Beau Brummel, a nice young dog, 
with good shoulders, back quarters, legs and feet. He is not 
quite clean out enough in head. Vic, winner of third, was out 
classed, 

ENGLISH SETTERS—(MR. MASON). 

Foreman scored an easy win in the dog class. He was look¬ 
ing well, except that he was out of feather. Fai^ King won 
second. He won second in the puppy class at Kuladelphia 
last May. He is a nice little dog; his ears are set on a trifle 
high and he is a bit slack behind the shoulders, but may im¬ 
prove in this respect with age. Pour of the others were given 
he., which was all they were entitled to. Shot has a good 
head, but is faulty behind, and was in bad condition. Tip has 
not improved upon his puppy form; his head is of the Clumber 
spaniel type, and he is faulty in quarters. Sussex Tramp is a 
big, heavily-made dog, too coarse all over. Rex is heavy in 
shoulders, rotmd in barrel, has a curly coat .and bad feet. In 
the bitch class, first went to Pet Berwyn, rather a nice little 
bitch, with no very serious faults except that she is a bit 
heavy in shoulders. Second went to Alice Dale. We rather 
fancied her for first. She is a very taking-looking animal, 
with good head, shoulders and legs, and a nice coat. She is 
too long-coupled and has flat, open feet. Neither of the two 
puppies were fii st-class. 

IRISH SETTERS (MR. MASON). 

In Irish setter do^ Tim won first. He has greatly improved 
and fairly won his place. Chip, second, was looking well. 
Glen, third, is a fairly good dog, but he was badly shown. 
Leo, he., is too heavy in head and light in loin. He is also 
straight behind and has too much white on chest. Champion 
Rory O’More was on exhibition only; he carries his eleven 
years bravely. There was nothing else in the class worthy of 
notice. The bitches were better than the dogs. Mollie Bawn 
won first. She has greatly improved since we saw her last. 
Second went to Miss Nellie Hustead. She won first in the 
puppy class at Philadelphia last fall. We then said of her that 
if she went ail right she would do to show again. She is not 
yet fully mature and if she develops the proper amount of 
muscle she wiU hold her own in good company. Third went 
to Yoube; she was looking well. Fame, vhc., is only a fair 
specimen, with not much to choose between her and Katie 
Gates, he. There were three nicely shaped puppies, all of one 
litter, that carried off the prizes. Redstone, he., is too heavy 
in head and neck and his ears are set on too high. 

GORDON SETTERS—(mb. MASON). 

Only three of the seven entiles in the Gordon classes were 
shown, Argus had an easy win in the dog class. Don, his 
onlv competitor, winning second. He is rather a well formed 
little dog with a nice flat coat. His color is not good and he 
has light eyes. The only entry in the bitch class was absent. 
Jess, the only puppy shown, was very lucky to receive first. 
She is fairly well formed, but has a poor head and a curly 
coat 

CLUMBER SPANIELS—(MR. WATSON). 

Mr. Richardson was the only exhibitor in this class. Tyne 
was out of condition, and in consequence only received third. 

FIELD SPANIELS—(MR. WATSON). 

Newton Abbot Lady, winner of first, was the only entry in 
this class, but a miscellaneous spaniel or we should say a 
spaniel from the miscellaneous class was added and given 
second. He is a very handsome animal and the first field 
spaniel of the kind that we have seen. 

COCKER SPANIELS—(MR. WATSON). 

In the cocker spaniel class for black or hver^ Miss Obo II. 
had an easy win. She has a good head, which is a trifle too 
large. She is well formed and has good legs and feet; her 
coat is not quite so straight as we like to see, but take her all 
round, she is a very nice bitch. Pearl Lake Obo, the winner 
of second, is not squai-e enough in muzzle and is too fight in 
middle, too high up, and has a long up-turned tail. In the 
class for ‘‘any other color,” Marion won first. She was much 
the best. Hornell Nance was second, and Wanda T., short of 
feather, was third. In the puppy class, first went to Newton 
Abbott, and second to Lady Abbott, his fitter sister. Neither 
are quite right in head, but may improve with age. Third 
went to Jim. There is also room for him to improve in head 
and body both. 

DEERHOUNDS-(MR. MASON). 

Bran and Lorna, both well known, were respectively fli-st 
and second; both were in good condition. 

GREYHOUNDS—(MR. MASON). 

Mr. Himtmgton entered Hawthorne Belle, but changed the 
entry to her litter brother Harlequin; but the correction, 
through mistake, was not made in the catalogue. He won 
first, and is a nice dog, with a beautiful head and neck; he is 
a trifle fight in bone and might be better in feet. Second 
went to Begonia. She was looking well. Maud, winner of 
third, is rather a nice bitch, except that she has bad feet. 
Bouncing Boy, vhc., we preferred for third, notwithstanding 
his flat back. 

BEAGLES—(MR. WATSON). 

Only four beagles were shown, all good ones, we thought 
them, properly placed. Rye, winner of second in the aged 
class, was wrongly entered in the catalogue as Ringwood. 

DACHSHUNDE—(MR. MASON). 

Three only were shown. The two that were placed were 
fail’ specimens. Both are too tight in skin. The winner is 
faulty in color, and Badger is deficient in crook. 

ULMERS—(MR. MASON). 

Cafe-au-Lait was the only one shown in this class. He is 
better than the average and appears to have the best of dis¬ 
positions. 

MASTIFFS—(MR. MASON). 

There was a fine collection of mastiffs. Ilford Caution took 
first. He was in excellent condition and form. He is still 
weak behind, but his -wonderfully good head (bai-ring the 
ears) carried him through, Homer, second, is not so good in 
head and is small. Hector, faulty iu muzzle and jacking 

size, took third. Ned Is bad in head. Shylock was trans- 
fen-ed to the puppy class. He is.bad in legs, houndy in head 
and is of bad color. In bitches Prussian Princess, lookii^ 
very well indeed, took first. She has recovered from a stiff¬ 
ness behind which she formerly had, and moved very well 
indeed. She beat Rosalind in muzzle, and in that only.' Both 
are very good bitches. Chinalette, third, is too long in the 
face, carries her ears badly, and has faulty feet, but is of 
good size. Juno has a long,dight head. Browning’s Lucy is 
crooked on forelegs. In puppies Hannibal has a fair good 
body, legs and feet, but has not sufficient width of muzzle, 
and his eyes are light in color. Ajax, second, is of good size, 
has good lees and feet, but is too long in head. Nadine was 
transferred from bitch class to puppy class. She is bad on 
the forelegs, of a bad color and houndy in head. Leonidas is 
too long in head. Major has a bad head and bad feet. 

ST. BERNARDS—(MR. WATSON). 

The display of St. Bernards was very fine. In fact, they 
were the feature of the show. In the rough-coated dog class. 
Otho, looking better than we have ever seen him, carried off 
the honors. The celebrated English winner Merchant Prince, 
recently imported, came next. When we flret looked over 
Merchant Prince we were of the opinion that Mr. Watson 
had made a grave mistake; but a closer inspection and com¬ 
parison of the two dogs showed that there was room for a 
difference of opinion. As we have before said, Otho is the 
grandest dog in front that we have seen. He is very straight 
behind and weak in quarters, but his increased weight, in a 
measure, improves his appearance behind, and he moves much 
better than one would expect, although his gait is far from 
perfect. Merchant Prince is an immense dog, but he has not 
much the advantage over Otho in this respect. His head 
is not so good, and his chest is decidedly inferior; 
his forelegs come out close together, and when the two dogs 
are placed side by side Otho shows up by far the best. Prince 
is much the best behind and moves nicely, both carry their 
tails too high and both were off in coat. Prince having the 
worst of it iu this respect, his hair standing all the wrong 
way. He is but just off shiji and should not have been shown 
until in good condition. Upon the whole it was rather a close 
thing between them, although we thought Otho a little bit 
lucky in beating his formidable antagonist. Schoonhoven, 
third, and Julien and Nero, both vhc., are all well known and 
need no description. In the bitch class Mr. Moore’s recently 
imported Miranda scored a -win, beating such well-known 
good ones as MiUicent II., Empress, Stella, and Baronne, re¬ 
spectively second, thu-d, vhc. and he. Miranda, with the ex¬ 
ception of rather a weak muzzle, is one of the best we have 
seen. In the puppy class?, although over age, Julien won firet, 
he was also vhc. in the aged dog class. Second and third went 
to Fleur-de-Lis andLaDuchesse, litter sisters, both are promis¬ 
ing puppies. 

SMOOTH-COATED ST. BERNARDS-(MR. -WATSON). 

The smooth-coated St. Bei-nards were a good lot. St. 
Botolph, first, is a grand fellow, and we regard him as very 
cheap at his catalogue price. Ernst is plain in head, and has 
a bad expression. His tail is bad. Turk has a fair head, but 
is faulty in muzzle. In the bitch class Flora II. is good in 
head, as our smooth-coated St. Bernards go. though even in 
her we look in vain for the typical head and tne grave, majes¬ 
tic expression which should characterize these dogs. She is 
faulty behind and is fight of bone. In puppies, first and second 
were taken by two of St. Botolph’s get, and third by Thuna, 
imported. She is snipy and light of limb. 

NEWFOUNDLANDS. 

It seems remarkable that so little interest is taken in this 
fine breed of native dogs which have so much to recommend 
them. Most of the specimens seen at our shows are very in¬ 
ferior. There were seven Newfoundlands entered. Of these 
Major took first very easily. He is not very large, but is fairly 
typical of tne breed. If he were a little flatter between the 
ears we should like him better. Juno, second, is on the small 
side, and her head Is faulty between the ears and in muzzle. 
The others call for no special mention. 

COLLIES—(MB. WATSON). 

There were some nice collies in the bitch and puppy classes, 
but the dogs were a wretched lot and all awards in this class 
were properly withheld. Lady of the Lake, winner of fli*st 
iu the bitch class, we have not seen since the New York non¬ 
sporting show in 1884. We then-wrote of her as one of the 
most promising yoimg ones that we had seen and predicted 
that if she went all right she would eclipse some of tne cracks 
the next year. She appears to have gone all right and will 
no doubt give a good account of herself at the coming shows. 
Dot, the winner of second, has improved since the Philadel¬ 
phia show. Ruth deserved her third, although she was out of 
coat. Gilford, in the puppy class, has a nice head and is very 
promising. Second went to Dandy. He also has a good head 
and coat. 

BULLDOGS—(MR. WATSON). 

In this class the -winners are all well known. Bill was ex 
tremely lucky in getting first over Tippoo. He is in better 
condition it is true, but the latter is so far ahead in head and 
shoulders that we think he should have won. In bitches both 
BeUissima and Britomartis, the latter looking well, showed 
up, and we think the two were well placed. 

BULL-TERRIERS—(MR. MASON). 

The dog class introduced a good terrier in the recently im¬ 
ported Count. He is a capital dog all round. He is a trifle 
cheeky, and would be improved with a bit more length in 
muzzle. Judas, winner of second, is rather coame, with blunt 
muzzle and faulty in shoulders. He is also cheeky and carries 
his tail too high. Little Nell won first in the bitch class. She 
is also recently imported. She is a nice little bitch. Her chief 
faults are too full an eye and poor feet. Second went to 
White Rose, winner at Philadelphia last fall. Genesta, win¬ 
ner in the puppy class, is a nice puppy, with a coarse tail. 

FOX-TERRIERS—(MR. WATSON). 

In this class Richmond Jocky, first, is a little cheeky, but is 
after all a workmanlike-looking terrier. Rustic Flash, second, 
has a som- expression and is thick in skull, but has excellent 
legs and feet. Regal, third, is snipy and cheeky. Smash is 
leggy and fight in body. Swipes has a bad head and shouldei’s 
and is too -wide through the chest. In the bitch class Rich¬ 
mond Olive won easily. She was by far the best fox-terrier 
iu the show. She is, however, becoming thick in skull as she 
grows older. Lady Winnie, second, is snipy, fight of bone and 
faulty in feet. Shame, third, has a bad head. Di, vhc., is be¬ 
coming coarse in head. In puppies. Spot, .Jr., second, has a 
poor head and is heavy in shoulders, but has a nice small ear. 
Gypsey is round in skull and cai-ries her ears badly. Raby 
Jack, third, is a little round in skull, as is also Nina, first, who 
s besides cheeky. Lulu and Ouda are both faulty in head and 
iar. 

WIRE-HAIRED AND IRISH TERRIERS-(MR. WATSON). 

There were two good wire-haii'ed fox-terrieix in this class. 
New Year’s Day was the best of the lot. Nailer, placed 
second, is an Irish terrier, fairly good, but not so good as his 
kennel mate, Molly Bawn. given vhc. Tiny Todger was 
placed third, she is a nice Little bitch. 

SKYE TERRIERS—(MR. WATSON). 

Only two Skyes were shown. Nettie, first, has a soft coat, 
and Nypp a bad head and ears. They were weU placed. 

TERRIERS, ANY OTHER BREED—(MR. WATSON). 

This class was made up entirely of blaok and tans. Vorti- 
gem was placed first; hfe mouth is gone and he should give 
place to younger animals. Second went to Britt, smutty; in 
tan, full m eye, and shallow in chest. Queen, placed third, 

was the best in the class; she has a good head, properly 
marked, and is of good color, she is a trifle fight just below 
the eye. 

PUGS—(MR. WATSON). 

There was not a large collection of pugs, but the quality 
was good. Bradford Ruby, looking better than we have ever 
seen him, won over Young Toby, placed second. Dick and an 
unnamed entry were given equal third. Dick is faulty in 
head and ears, and is smutty; the other -w^e could not see out 
of his cage. In the bitch class, first went to Beauty. She has 
a bad tail and cai-ries one ear badlv. Tra-la-la is roimd in 
skull. In puppies, Zoe, first, is round in skull and not very 
good in color. J umbo and Ply are small in eye and faulty in 
head. 

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS—(SIR. MASON). 

This class was divided into over and under seven pounds. 
In the large class first went to Ben, a nice little dog of good 
color, but short of coat. Second went to Young Hero, better 
in coat than the winner, but faulty in tan and not blue enough 
on back. In the small class first went to Ben. entered as three 
years old. He looks much older, and is short of coat. Second 
went to another of the same name. He is undershot and too 
long in back. Raggs, placed third, is faulty in color. Both 
of the bitches shown were off in color. Lillie, placed first, is 
not good in head and is too long in back. Viola was bad in 
coat. 

KING CHARLES SPANIELS—(MR. WATSON). 

Duke, the winner, is well known. We thought him well 
placed. Charlie, placed second, is faulty in head and coat. 
The others were perhaps as well placed as possible. 

BLENHEIM SPANIELS—(MR. WATSON). 

King Victor won handily over King Pippin in this class. He 
is a bit too large, but much the best. 

TOY SPANIELS—(MR. WATSON). 

Some pretty toys were sho-wn. We thought them well 
placed. 

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS (MR. MASON). 

There was only one Italian; a fair specimen only, as it is 
too large. 

MISCELLANEOUS (MR. WATSON). 

In this class first went to Mouton, wrongly printed as New¬ 
ton. He is a very fair white poodle. Second to King Guide, 
a well formed foxhmmd, and third to Black Bess, a black 
curly retriever, fairly good in coat, but faulty in head. Fol- 
jo-wing is a complete fist of the 

AWARDS. 
POINTERS.—Dogs; 1st, G. Thatcher's Beauvoir (Beaufort—Faus¬ 

tina): 2d. withheld. Bitches: Ist, (I P. Wilcox’s Dawn; 2d, J. MaL 
thews’s Faustina (Ranger—Clara). Puppies,'—1st,;Cha‘=. D. Sheppard’s 
Beau Brummel (Beaufort—Faustina); 2d, Q, Thatcher's Beauvoir 
(Beaufort—Faustina); 3d, M. Hayden & Son’s-yic (Fred—Fan) 

ENGLISH SETTERS.—Doffs: 1st, Blackstone Kennels’ Foreman 
(Dashing Monarch—Fairy II); 2d. Black.=tone Kennels’ Fairy King 
(Foreman—Jessie). High com., C’has. W. Barnura’s Shot (Dashing 
Dan—Miner’s Bess); Miss L. Buxton’s Sussex Tramp: R. E. Rockwell’s 
Rex (Rackett—Petrel III.): A. J. Thomas’s Tip. Bitches; l.'-t, Black- 
stone Kennels’ Pet Berwin (Dashing Berwin—Vira.v Druid); 2d. Black- 
stone Kennels’ Alice Dale (Water Grouse—Daisy Dale). Puppies: 
—1st, Blackstone Kennels’ Pansy (Plant—.Te.ssie); 2d, Wm. Brooks’s 
Rosalind (A„K.R. 2498). 

IRISH SETTERS.—Doo.9.'1st, Max Wenzel’s Tim (Biz—Hazel); 2d, C ‘ 
W. Roedenburg’s Cnip (Chief-Dol); 3d, F. Wicks’s Glen. High com.i 
F M. Brasher's Leo (Chief—Moth). PiicAe.?.- 1st. W. Dunphy’s ,Molly 
Bawn (Glencho—Biddy): 2d, T. J. Farley’s Mi.ss Nellie Hustead 
(Glencho—Red Lassie); 3d. Max Wenzel’s Yoube (Elcho—Rose). Very 
high com., Jas. R. Draper’s Faina (Glencho—Nora) High com., A. 
W. Pearsall's Katie Gates (A.K.R. 1086). Puppies; 1st, C. L. fderce’s 
Owen (Snap—Peggy); 2d, C. L. Pierce’.s Mickey (Snap—Peggy); 3d, 0. 
L. Pierce’s Roger (Snap—Peggy). High com., A. W. Pearsall’s Red- 
si one (Shot—Katie Gates). 

GfJRDON SETTERS.—Dogs.' Ist, J. E. 'L’hayer’s Argus (Blossom- 
Moll IH.); 2d, C. W. Tuttle’s Don (Doane’s Tom—Lucille). Puppies: 
—fit, R. R. Westbrook’s Jess (Carlo—Meg). 

CLUMBER SPANIELS.-1st, M. Richardson’s Newcastle; 2d, M. 
Richardson’s Bateman; 3d, M, Richardson's Tyne. 

FIELD SPANIELS.—1st, A. C. Wilmej-ding’s Newton-Abboi-Lady: 
2d, E. M. Oldham’s entry. 

COCKER SPANIEIiS—Black or Liver.—1st. J. P. Willey’s Miss 
Obo II. (A.K.R. 2191): 2d, Walter Scott’sPearl Lake Obo (A.K.R. 1481); 
3d, William West’s King Coal (A.K.R. 2jS5). Com., VValter Scott’s 
Flirt (Bengali—Darling).—Any Other Color—l.st, A. C. Wilmerding’s 
Marion; 2d, Hornell Spaniel Club’s Hornell Nance (Obo II.—Miss 
I'ance); 3d, Ernest F. Thomas’s Wanda T. (Col. Stubbs—Bell). Pap- 
pjeg.._lst., A. O. Wilmerding’s Newton Abbott; 2d. A. C. Wi!merding”s 
Lady Abbott: 3d, J. F, Johnson’s Jim (Obo—Critic). High com , Wil¬ 
liam Weal’s Queen Obo (A.KR. 30,82). Com , Walter Scott’s Bliina 
(Peciro—Jet W.). 

DEERHOUNDS.—1st, John E. Thayer’s Bran (Donald—Wyvis); 2d, 
John E. Thayer’s Lorna II. (Bruce—Lorna). 

GREYHOUNDS.—1st, H. W. H'mtington’s Harlequin (champion 
Doubleshot—champion Clio); 2d. H, W. Huntington’s Begonia (Born- 
a-demon—Belladonna); 3d, Mrs. Dr Mary J. Met'leery’s Maud (Victor 
—Belle). 'Very high com , H. W. Huntington’s Bouncing Boy (Walton 
Lad—Gudgeon’s bitch). 

BEAGLES —14in. and under.—1st, Westchester Kennels’ Dot (Ring- 
.ypood—Maida); 2d. Geo. Laick’.a Rye (Ringwood—Roxy). Puppies; 
let, Westchester Kennels’ Rover (Rattler—Dot); 21, Westchester Ken¬ 
nels’ Belle (Rattler—Dot). 

DACHSHUNDE.—Ist, J.W. Hornor's Bismarck (Fritzel—Gretchen); 
2d, W. W. Silvey’s Badger. 

ULMER DOGS OR GREAT DANES.—1st, J. W. Clark’s Cafe-au- 
Lait. 

MASTIFFS.—Dot/s.- 1st, E. H. Moore’s Ilford Caution (Crown Prtnee 
—Ilford Claudia); Winlawn Kennels’ Homer (Cato—Queen D.); 3d, 
Winlawn Kennels’ Hector (Nevison—Venus). Bitches: 1st. Winlawn 
Kennels’Prussian Princess (Crown Prince-Nina;; 2d. Winlawn Ken¬ 
nels' Rosalind (Crown Prince—Lady Rowena): 3d, Joseph L. Hope’s 
Chinalette (A.K.R. 2623). Very high com., S. S. Browning’s Lucy (Leo 
—Monmoutn Queen). Puppies: 1st, Winlawn Kennels’ Hannibal 
(Hildebert—Queen II.); 2d, J. A. S. Gregg’s Ajax (Nevisou—Brenda); 
31, A. G. Sherwiod’s Belva Lockwood. Very high com , J. A. S. 
Gregg’s Leoniders (Nevison —Brenda) and S. S. Browning’s Brown¬ 
ing’s Lucy (Leo—Monmouth Queen). 

ST. BERNARDS.—Rough-Coated—Dof/s.' 1st, The Hospice Kennels’ 
Otho (A K.R. 488): 2d, E. H. Moore's Merchant Prince (Bayard—Pas¬ 
time); 3d, Howard Coghill’s Schoonhoven (A.K.R 795). Very high 
com., Buena Vista Kennels’ Julien iCaesar I.—Daphne II,); W. J. 
Ehrich’s Nero (Apollo—Diana). Bitches: 1st, E. H. Moore’s Miranda 
(Saladin—Monica); 2<i, Rodney Benson’s MiUicent II. (Ruler-Davig): 
M, Dr. W. Young s Empress. Very high com.. Buena Vista Kennels* 
Stella (Thor-Augusta). High com.. Buena Vista Kennels’Baronne 
(Champion Barry—Champion Mont Cenis). Pu.j>pies: Buena Vista 
Kennefe’ Julien (Caesar I.—Daphne II.); 2d, The Hospice Ktnnels’ 
Fleur de-Lis (A.K.R. 301.5); 3d, The Hospice Kennels’La Duchesse 
(A.K.R. 3022). Com., Mrs. J. F. Orr’s William Tell(Pontift'—Alice). 

ST. BERNARDS.—Smooth-Coated—Dops; 1st, Briarclifl Farm Ken¬ 
nels’ St. Botolph (Grosveuor—Monk); 2d, H. H. Chittenden’s Ernst 
(Rex—Alma 1.); 3d, W. J. Ehrich’a Turk (Swiss Barry -Swiss Flora). 
Bitches: 1st, W. J. Ehrich’s Flora H, (Swiss Leon—Belline); 2d, Briar- 
cliff Farm Kennels’ Belle of Stirling (Cb. Bayard—Brandai. Puppies: 
1st, Briarcliff Farm Kennels’ Not Named (St. Botolph—Belle of Stir¬ 
ling); 2d, Briarclifl Farm Kennels’ Not Named (St. Botolph—Belle of 
Stirling); 3d, The Hospice Kennels’ Thuna. 

NEWFOUNDLANDS.—1st, J. W. Burke’s xMaJor; 2d, H. W. Lacy’s 
Juno; 3d, Henry Beennan’s Pride (Hero—Lady of the Lake). 

COLLIES.—Dogs.' Pi-izes withheld. Bitches: J. D. Shotwell’s Lady 
of the Lake (cuampion Eclipse—Meta); 2d, Mitcheli Harrison's Dot 
(A K.R. 2709); 3d, Martin Dennis’s Ruth (A.K R. 2127). Puppies; 1st, 
J. D. ShotwelPs Gilfoid (Charlatan—Finn-y); 2d, Martin Dennis’s 
Dandy (A.K.R, 3109); 3d, C. F. Thompson’s Lillie Stark H. (Tweed H. 
—Lillie Siark). 

BULLDOGS.—Do<;«.' 1st. John E. Thayer's Robinson Crusoe (cham¬ 
pion Monarch—Panzu); 2d, Mrs. J. Patterson’s BiU iB.n—Jennie); 3d, 
John E. Thayer's Tippoo (Gamester—Ida). Very high com.. W. W. 
Russell’s Hamlet. Bitches; Jst, John E. Tnayer’s Britomartis (cham¬ 
pion Monarch—Panzu); 2d. John E. Thayer’s Bellislma(SanchoPanza 
1-.). Com..M. V. B. Davis’s Galatea (Boz-Molly Maguire), Pup¬ 
pies: 1st, J. P. Sharkey’s Young Boxer (Monarch—Panzu) and Trouble 
(Boxer—Bessie); 2d, P. J. Sharkey’s Qussie (Boxer—Lassie). 
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BUTL-TERRIERS.—Dog’s: 1st., Frank F. Dole's Count (Marquts— 
Kirt); 2il, Thos. Blackburn's Judas (Marquis—Patch'). Bitches; 1st, 
T. R. Varick’s Little Nell (Little Victor—Daisv); 2d. Frank F. Dole’s 
White Rose (A.KR. ar06). DMppics; jst, E. Lever’s Gcnesta (Dutch. 
Jr.—Younp Venom); 2d, H. VV. Holmes’s Alice (.Dutch, Jr.—Nellie); 
.3d. Mrs. J. R. Gildersleeve's Lillie. 

FOX-IERRIERS,—Doys.' 1st, Robert Lyon’.s Richmond Jockey 
(MarlborouKh Jockey—Twinkle); 2d, .1. W. Clarke’s Rustic Flash; 3d, 
<-’has. Hyland’s Regal (champion Royal-Warren Lass). High com.. 
J. A. Garland. Jr.’s Bmash trf'rror—.Tulip). Bitches; 1st, John E. 
Thayer's Richmond Olive; 2d, J. H. Shepherd’s Lady Winnie (Sam— 
Nell); 3d, John E. Thayer’s Shame (Raby Tyrant—Richmond Olive). 
Very high com.. John E. Thayer’s Di (Raby 'Tyrant—Richmond Olive). 
Puppies: l.st. John E. Thayer’s Nina (Mixture—Shame); 2d, J. B. 
Welsirs Spot, Jr. (Spot-Nell): 3d, John E. Thayer’s Raby Jack (Mix¬ 
ture—Shame). High com,. Chas. Hyland’s Ouda and Dr. O. L. 
Bailey’s Miss Slick (Briar—Jndy 11.). (3om.,H. R. C. Watmn’s Gypsey 
(Chance—Nellie). 

WIRE-HAIRED AND IRISH TERRIERS—1st, Ronald H. Barlow’s 
New Year’s Day; 2il, Singleton Van Schaick’s Nailer; 3d, Ronald H. 
Barlow’s Tiny 'i’odger (Todger-Nellie). Very high com., Molly Bawn 
and J. A. Garland’s entry. 

SKYE TERRIERS.—1st, Mrs. J. R. GUdersleeve’s Nettie; 2d, Mrs. J. 
R. Gildersleeve’s Nypp (Nipp—Nettie). 

TERRIERS.—Any other Breed.-1st, Ed. Lever’s Vortigern (E.K. 
C. n.B. 8633); 2d, Ed. Lever’s Britt (Vortigern-LQly II.); 3d, G. D. 
Woodbull’s Queen. Very high com., G. D. Woodhull’s Victor. Com., 
John Hammond’s Pussie (Cuss—Fannie). 

PUGS.—Dogs.-^lst. City View Kennels’ Bradford Ruby (E. 13,834) ;*2d, 
ChequiiFset Kennels’ Young Toby; equal 3d. IT. Samson’s entry, and 
Mrs. J. R. Gildersleove.’s Dick (Punch—Beauty). Bitches; 1st, M. J. 
McGovern’s Beauty; 2d, i ^hequasseX^enuels’ Tra-la-la (Toby—Tan¬ 
trums): 3d. City View Kennels’ Zoe (Bradford Ruby—Daisy). Puppies: 
1st, City View Kennels’ Zoe (Bradford Ruby—Daisy); 3d, Briarcliff 
Farm Kennels’ Jumbo (Wallie—Gypsy). 

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.—Dogs; 1st. Mr. Cassidy’s Ben; 2d, Jas. 
Bowden’s Young Hero; 3d, A. W. Cabot’s Lancashire Star (Bismarck 
—Elmer). D/tc/ies; 1st, Mr, Cassidy’s Lillie (Young Spark—LiUie); 
2d, Charles Hyland’s Viola. 

TOY" TERRIER‘^1.—Rocgh-Under 7lbs.—1st, Wm. W. Silvey's Ben; 
2d, Mr. Cassidy’s Ben (Bradford Hero—Nell); 3d, John Hammond’s 
Raggs. 

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.-lst, Mrs. Annie M. Kramer’s Babe. 

KING CHARLES SPANIELS.—1st, A. W. Lucy’s Duke; 2d, Mrs J. 
Hammond’s Char’-ie (Charley-Miss Sakey); 3d, Mrs. A. W. Lucy’s 
Lucy Simpson. Very high com.. Louise Goethe s Priceless (Mempo— 
Priceless). High com., Jas. B, Reddie’s Pitou (Sancho-Ouida); Jas. 
B. Reddie’s Nellie. 

BLENHEIM SPANIELS.—1st. William Phillips’s KingAHctor; 2d, 
Miss Mamie Phillips’s King Pippin (Bowsie—Countess Blennie). 

TOY SPANIELS.—Any Other Color—1st, John Hammond’s Young 
Ching I Chi ug—Fanny); 2d, Mrs. A. W. Lucy’s Sister Francis: 3d, 
Frank E. Lucy’s Boses Retl. Very high com., Frank B. Lucy’s Flora 
McFlimsey. 

msCELLANEOUS.—2d, D. O. Paulding’s King Guide; 3d. Mrs. J. R. 
Gildersleeve’s Black Bess. Very high com., Mrs. S. S. Browning’s 
Napoleon. 

LITTERS OF PUPPIES.—Under 3 Months.—1st. J. S Sheppard’s 
rough-coat Sk Bernard puppies (Hermit—Dido H.); 2d. Mrs. Annie M. 
Kramer’s Italian greyhound puppies (Romeo—Bebe); 3d, Singleton 
Van ScImicU’s Irish terrier pups (Nailer—Mollie Bawn). Very high 
com., John Hammond's Russian poodles (Cognac—Brandy). High 
com., E. G. Cansdale’s fox-terrier pups (Wicks—^Uy). 

SPECIAL PRIZES. 
Best rough-coated St. Bernard, Otho. Best smooth coated, St. 

Bofolph. Best mastiff, Prassian Princess. Best display of collies, J. 
D. Sliotwell. Be.st pug, Bradford Ruby. Best bulldog, Bratomartis. 
Best King Charles spaniel owned by a gentleman, Duke. Bestowued 
by a lady, Chaidie. Best Newfoundland. Major. 

POINTER SWEEPSTAKES AT PITTSBURGH. 
Editor Forest and Stream; 

In addition to the large number of specials already offered 
by the Western Pennsylvania Poultry Society, the following 
sweepstake classes for pointei-s have been arranged by the 
society in answer to Messrs. Anthony and Munson’s letters, 
under the following conditions: AU dogs to be entered in the 
regular classes before competing in the sweepstake class, each 
entry to sweepstake to be glO, the society to add $10 to each 
sweepstake class. Tvvo competitors in each sweepstake class 
I’equired to fill. Entries to close March 8, the entrance money 
in sweepstake class and money added by society to go to win¬ 
ner. Following are the classes: 

Best pointer dog over 551bs.; best pointer bitch over .501bs,; 
best pointer dog under .551bs.; best bitch under .501bs.; best Eointer dog or bitch in the show; best brace of pointer dogs or 

itrches as a brace; best kennel of five pointers, dogs or bitches, 
owned by one person, kennel or club. C. B. Elben, Sec’y. 

Pittsburgh. Pa., Feb. 1, 1886. 

NEWARK SHOW.—Jersey City, Feb. Q.—Editor Forest 
and Stream: Owing to the refusal of express companies to 
make satisfactory arrangements for transporting dogs to and 
from our show, we have adopted the following plan, for the 
benefit of exhibitors; The Penn. R. R. and branches; N. Y. 
Lake Erie & W, R. R., Lehigh Valley R. R., N, Y, Susque¬ 
hanna & W. R. R. and Philadelphia & Reading R. R. will 
carry free both ways, all dogs when accompanied by their 
owners or care takers. The club will provide wagons to call 
at all of the depots in Newark during Monday, March 22 and 
Tuesday morning March 23, to transfer dogs arriving on the 
above roads, to the Met-ropolitan Rink, and will return them 
the da.y after the show closes to the depots, without charge 
to om- exhibitors. At our last meeting the club made four 
extra classes, by dividing the dogs and bitches in the mastiff, 
rough-coated St. Bei'nard, smooth coated St. Bernard and 
collie puppy classes, making Class 4, mastiff puppies, dogs, 
$10 and $5; Class 4^, mastiff puppies, bitches, $10 and $.5: 
Class 11, rough St. Bernard puppies, dogs, $10 and $5; Class 
11^4, rough St. Bernai’d puppies, bitches, $10 and $5; Class 12, 
smooth St. Bernard puppies, dogs, $10 and $5; Class 12X, 
smooth St. Bernard puppies, bitches, $10 and $5; Class 6o, 
colhe puppies, dogs, $10 and $.5; Class 65X, collie puppies, 
bitches, $10 and $5. The club offers the tollowing special Erizes for kennels, to consist of dogs or bitches, to be ovraed 
y one exhibitor, the prizes for each being $10: Pointers (any 

weight), English setters, red Irish setters, black and tan set¬ 
ter, mastiffs, rough-coated St. Bernards, smooth-coated St. 
Bernards and collies.—A, P. Vredenburgh, Sec’y. 

JUDGES AT NEWARK.—Mi’, John Davidson of Monroe, 
Mich., has been invited to judge the setters and pointers. Mr. 
J. A. Stovell, of Philadelphia, will judge the beagles. 

KENNEL NOTES. 
NAMES CLAIMED. 

Notes mast be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Moniter. By Geo. E. Reading. Flemington, N. J . for liver and 
white ticked pointer dog, whelped July 4. 1885. by Lancaster’s Frank 
out of Voorhees’s Nelly (Dash--Jei'sey Lily). 

Snap. By Geo. E. Reading, Flemington, N. J.. for yellow Italian 
greyhound bitch, whelped July 1, 1881. by General out of Snap. 

Bo-Peep. By Mignon Kennels, Cortland, N.Y., for black cocker 
spaniel bitch, whelped Nov. 10, 188.5, by Kiddlewink (A.K.R. 997) out of 
Gretchen (A.K.R. 996). 

Banjo. By Mignon Kennels, Cortland, N. YL, for black cocker 
spaniel bitch, whelped Nov. 19, 1885, by Kiddlewink (A.K.R. 997) out of 
Gretchen (A.K.R. 996). 

Jetty. By Mignon Kennels. Cortland, N. Y., for hlaek cocker 
spaniel bitch, whelped Nov, 19, 1885, by Kiddlewmk (A.K.R. B97) out of 
Gretchen (A K.R. 996) 

B&'tha. By Mignon Kennels, Cortland, N. Y.. for black cocker 
spanh l bitch, a^helped Nov. 19,1885, by Kiddlewink i A.K.R. 997) out of 
Gretchen (A.K.R. 9981. ' > J' ij 

Babe. By H, E. Burkmar Rockland, Me., for fawn mastiff bitch 
age not given, by impoited Dread out of Lancaster Lass. 

Wamrly Dandy. By Waverly Kennels, Yonkers, N. Y., for liver 
and tan cocker spaniel dog. whelped July 4, 1885, byWaverlyGyp 
(Pilot—Beauty) out of Tooker’s Cio (Emerson’s Phil—Lady Nell). 

Wamrly Jennie. By Waverly Kennels, Yonkers. N. Y.. for orange 
and white cocker spaniel bitch, whelped March 17. 1884, by McCler- 
ten's Chance (Don—Flossy) oqt of Flora U. (A.K,E. li0.S). ' 

Ooldie. By Griflfln Haight."West Hoosick. N.Y,, for orange and white 
cocker spaniel bitch, whelped Dec. 6, 1885, by Prince Albert (Chance 
—Fly) out of Golden Floss (Colonel Stubbs—Pet). 

Duke H. By Gn'ffin Haight, West Hoosick, N. Y' . for orange and 
white cocker spaniel dog, whelped Dee. 5, 18H5, by Prince Albert 
(Chance—Fly) out of Golden Floss (Col. Stubbs-Pet). 

Dandy II. By Dr. W. H. Hart, Hudson, N.Y , for orangeand white 
cocker spaniel dog. whelped Dec. 5. 1885, by Prince Albert (Chance— 
Fly) out of Golden FIolss (Col. Stubbs—Pet). 

Racer, By W. E. Deane, Somerset. Mass., for white, black and tan 
beagle dog,whelped 1879, by Rowett’s Rally (imported Sam—imported 
Dolly) out of Lill (imported Warrior—Rosev). 

Racer, Jr. By W. E. Deane, Somerset, Mass., for white, black and 
tan beagle dog, whelped April 4,1885, by Racer (Rowett’s Rally—Lill) 
out of Viokey (Racer—Vic). 

Vivkey. By W. E. Deaue. Somerset, Mass., for white, black and tan 
beagle bitch, whelped May 29, 1883, by Racer (Rowett’s Rally-Lill) 
out of Vic (Darwin—Lady). 

Jewell. By W. E. Deane, Somerset, Mass., for white, black and tan 
beagle bitch, whelped April 4, 1885. by Racer (Rowett’s Rally—Rowl¬ 
ett’s Lill) out of Y’ickey (Eowett’s Racer—Vic). 

Pansy. By W, E. Deane, Somerset, Mass., for white, black and tan 
beagle bitch, whelped Aug. 19,1885, by Rustler (Trump—Lady) out of 
Viola (Spottie—Sara). 

. Star. By Jas. E. flair, Bridgeport, Conn., for silver fawn, white 
srar on breast, Italian greyhound dog. whelped Jan. 8, 1886, by Fly 
(Duke—Topsie) out of Posey (Prince—Gypsey). 

Pido. By Jas. E. Hair, Bridgeport, Conn., for fawn Italian grey¬ 
hound dog, whelped Jan. 8,18^, by Fly (Duke—Topsie) out of Posey 
(Prince—Gypsey). 

Jewel. By Jas. E. Hair, Bridgeport, Conn., for fawn Italian grey¬ 
hound bitch, whelped Jan. 8,1886, by Fly (Duke—Topsie) out of Posey 
(Prince—Gypsey). 

Rnstler. By W. E. Deane. Somerset, Mass., for white, black and 
tan beagle dog, whelped July 5, 1883, by Trump (Darw'in—Lady) out 
of Lady (Baker’s Rock—Old Fan). 

NAMES CHANGED. 

Nellie to Millie. White, black and tan beagle bitch, whelped Aug. 
3,1884, by Racer (Rovvett’s Rally—Lill) out of Sara (Spottie—Old Fan), 
owned by W. E. Deane, Somerset, Mass. 

Tug W. to Koho, Stone fawn pug dog, whelped Oct. 13, 1885, by 
Bummy out of Judy, owned by F. M. Wilmot, Bridgeport, Conn. 

BRED. 

Notes mast be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Glossy—Ponto U. Nelson V. Ketchum’.s (Savannah, Ga.) cocker 
spaniel bitch Glossv (A.K.R. 1871), to Geo. Noble’^Ponto II. (Ponto— 
Silken Floss), Jan. 10 and 12. 

Althia-Obo II. Herbert Flint’s (Haverhill, Mass.) cocker spaniel 
bitch Althia (A-K.R. 842), to J. P. WiUey's Oho 11. (A.K.R. 432), 
Jan. 24. 

Daisy—Frank Dale. H. E. Burkmar’s (Rockland, Me.) English set¬ 
ter bitch Daisy (Dick—Bess) to A. Hatch’s Frank Dale (Grouse Dale— 
Lady Thorn), Dec. 27. 

Irina—Chang. Chequasset Kennels’ (Lancaster, Mass ) St. Bernard 
bitch Irma (A.K.R. 1051) to C. H. Marshall’s Chang (Irma-Hermit), 
Jan, 7. 

JVim—Hermit. Chequasset Kennels’ (Lancaster, Maes.) St. Bernard 
bitch Nun (A.K.R. 24) to their Hermit (A.K.R. 23), Jan. 6. 

Fannie—Waverly Gyp. Walter Thomas’s (Yonkers, N. Y.) cocker 
spaniel bitch Fannie (Ned—Jonnie) to J, W. Rushforth’s Waverly 
Gyp (ETlot—Beauty). Dec. 22. 

Waverly Jennie—Waverly Gyp. J. W. Rushforth’s (Yonkers, N.Y’’.) 
cocker spaniel bhch Waverly Jennie (Chance—Flora H.) to hisWaverly 
Gyp (Pilot—Beauty), Jan. 11. 

Qiiosie—Obo U. H. G Charlesworth’s (Toronto. Can.) cocker span¬ 
iel bitch Gip®ie to J. P. Willey’s OboH. (A.K.R. 432), Jan. 26. 

Hazel Kirk—Young Obo. H. Flint’s (Haverhill, Mass ) cocker span¬ 
iel bitch Hazel Kirk to J. P. Willey’s Young Ooo (A.K.R. 861), Feb. 2. 

Helen—Young Obo. W. O. Partridge's (Boston, Mass.) cocker span¬ 
iel bitch Helen (A.K.R. 654) to J. P. Willey’s Y’’oung Obo (A.K.R. 861), 
Nov. 25. 

Critic—Obo H. W. O. Partridge’s (Boston, Mass.) black cocker 
spaniel bitch Critic fA.K.R. 303) to J. P. Willey’s Obo il, (A K.R. 432), 
Nov. 20. 

BlackieHI.—OboII. J. P. WiUey’s (Salmon Falls, N. H.) cocker 
spaniel bitch Blacnie IH. (A.K.R. 428) to his Obo II. (A.K.R. 4.32), 
Jan. 14. 

Phonsie—Young Obo. J. P. WiUey’s (Salmon Falls, N. H.) cocker 
spanlM bitch Phonsie (A.K.R. 1482) to his Young Obo (A.K.R. 861), 
Jan. 26 

Black Busy—Young Obo. G. C. Thomson’s (Hamilton. Can.) cocker 
spaniel bitch Black Busy (Raven—Busy; to J. P. WiUey’s Young Obo 
(A.KR. 861). Nov. 9. 

Priscilla—Earl Leycester. Clovemook Kennels’ (New York) fox- 
terrier bitch PrisciUa (Joker—Warren Bessie) to their Earl Leycester 
(Spice—Dame), Jan. 25 and 26. 

Millie—Ru.itler. W. E. Deane’s (Somerset, Mass.) beagle bitch 
MilUe (formerly Nellie) (Racer—Sara) to his Rustler (Ti-ump-Lady), 
Dec. 3. 

Roxey's Boy’s Girl-Glen Rock. E. W. Jester's (St. George's, Del.) 
English setter bitch Roxey’s Boy’s Girl (Roxey’s Boy—Gipsey Maid) 
to his Glen Rock (A.K.R. 1616), Feb. 1. 

WHELPS. 
Notes mnst be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

THx Royal. S. B. Dilley’s (RosendaIe,Wis.) pointer bitch Trix Royal 
(Vandevort’s Don—Jenn Royal). Jan. 30, nine (five dogs), by his Ranger 
Croxteih (Croxteth—Royal Fan). 

Dido H. J. S. Sheppard’s (Montgomery. N. Y.) rough-coated St. 
Bernard bitch Dido 11 (Barry—Dido), Dee. 12, ten (live dogs), by Che¬ 
quasset Kennels' Hermit (A.K.R. 24); three since dead. 

Victory. Chequasset Kennels’ (Lancaster. Mass.) pug hitch Victory 
(A.K.R. 1265), Dec. 19, three dogs, by their Young Toby (A.K.R 47.3). 

Tantrums. Chequasset Kennels’ (Lancaster, Mass.) pug bitch Tan¬ 
trums (A.K.R. 220), Dec. 1, four (three dogs), by their Young Toby 
(A.K.R. 473). 

Lady Flossie. Chequasset Kennels’ (Lancaster, Mass.) pug bitch 
(A.K.R. 1446), Jan. 1, tivo dogs, by their Y^ouug Toby (Y.K.R. 473). 

Mary Belle. Henry May’s (Augusta, Ga.) English'setter bitch Mary 
Belle (A.K.R. 1373), Dee. 20, nine (six dogs), by his Harry S. (A.K.R. 
223). 

Dashing Jessie. E. W. Jester’s (.St. George’s, Del) EngUsh setter 
bitch Dashing Jessie (A.K.R. 815), Feb. 4, eight (five dogs), by hisGltn 
Rock (A.K.R. 1616). 

Critic. W. O. Partridge’s (Boston, Mass.) black cocker spaniel 
birch Critic (A.K.R. 303), Jaa. 17, twelve (six dogs), by J. P. Willey’s 
Obo H (A.K.R. 432). 

Helen. W. O. Partridge’s (Boston, Mass.) black cocker spaniel 
bitch Helen (A.K.R. 654), Jan. 26, eight (four dogs), by J. P. Willey’s 
Young Obo (A.K.R. 861). 

Princess Pheebus. F. Windholz’s (New Y’'ork) English setter bitch 
Prince.=s Pheehus (A.K.R. 1287), Jan. 26, three (two dogs), by his Rock¬ 
ingham (Belthus—Bess). 

Spite. Clovernook Kennels’ (New Y^ork) fox terrier bitch Spite 
(AkelyJoe—Vampire), Jan. 18, four (two dogs), by J. E. Thayer’s 
Mixture (Spice—Fairy HI.). 

Lunette. F. Hoey’s Hollywood, Long Branch, N. J.) fox-terrier 
bitch Lurette (Spice—Olive), Feb. 1, seven (five dogs), by L. & W. 
Rutherfurd’s Splaiiger (Dickon—button Veda). 

Blossom. W. B. James's (Philadelphia, Pa.) fox-terrier bitch Blos¬ 
som ;Crisp—Vic), Jan. 20, three dogs, by W. Wallace’s Chip. 

SALES. 

Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Babe. Mastiff bitch, age not given, by Dread out of Lancaster Lass, 
by J. R. Trissler. Lancaster, Pa , to H. E. Burkmar, Rockland, Me. 

Layman. Orange brindle, ivhite markings, St. Bernard dog,whelped 
June 16, 1885, by Hermit (A.K.R. 23) out of Brunhild (A.K.R. 28), by 
Chequasset Kennels, Lancaster, Mass., to O. A. Lamb, Chicago. Ul. 

Tiny 11. Golden fawn pug bitch, whelped June 21, 1885, by Young 
Toby out of Lady Flossie, by Chequasset Kennels, Lanca,ster, Mass., 
to Evan T. Sprague, New York. 

Duck. Orange brindle and white St. Bernard dog, whelped June 16, 
1885, by Hermit out of Brunhild, by Chequasset Kennels, Lancaster, 
Mass., to Mill Brook Kennels, Bergenfield, N. J. 

Lorenz. Brindle, with white markings, St. Bernard dog, whelped 
April 13,1885, by Alp 11. (A.K.R. 705) out of Alma (A.K.R. 27), by Che¬ 
quasset Kennels, Lancaster, Mass., to Mill Brook Kennels, Bergeu- 
flelds, N. J. 

Liebe. Orange tawny, white markings, rough-coated St. Bernard 
bitch, whelped May 5, 1885, by Hermit out of Sombre, by Chequasset 
Kennels, Lancaster, Mass., to H. B. Sherman, Minneapolis, Minn. 

Alaska. Tigei' brindle, white markings, rough-coated St. Bernard 
bitch, whelped Nov. 23, 1883, by Bayard out of Bernie \HI., by J. M. 
MaePherson, Chatham. Ont., to Chequasset Kennels, Lancaster, 
Mass. 

Francesca. Orange tawny, white markings, rough-coated St. Ber¬ 
nard bitch, whelped November, 1882, by C iwaii out of Alpenrose, by 
J. M. MaePherson, Chatham, Out., to Chequasset Kennels, Lancaster, 
Mass. 

Francesca. Orange tawny, white markings, rough-coated St. Ber¬ 
nard bitch, whelped November, 1882, by Cowan out of Alpenrose, by 
Chequasset Kenoels. Lancaster, Mass., to Essex Kennels, Andover, 
Mass. 

Rudolph II. White and brindle rough-coated St. Bernard dog, 
whelped June 7, 1883, by Catlwallader out of Myra, by J. M. MaePher¬ 
son, Chatham, Out., to Cliequasset Kennels, Lancasrer, Mass 

Luzern. Brindle, with white matkings. St. Bernard dog, whelped 
April 18, 1885. by Alp 11. (A.K.R. 705) out of Alma (A.K.R. 27), by 
Chequasset Kennels, Lancaster, Mass., to Mill Brook Kennels, Bergen- 
fields, N. J. 

Princess Starlight. Blue belton English setter bitch, whelped April 
25. 1886, by Gun (A.K.R. 1.538) out of Morning Star (A.K.R. 1541). by 
Chas York, Bangor, Me., to Rev. Jos. PuUaian, Mamaroneck, N. Y. 

Aloe. Lemon and white English setter bitch. 2yrs. old, by GoodselJ’s 
Pi-ince out of Pebble, by estate of Prof. 11. J. Rice to Chas. H. Ylason, 
New ITork. 

Passion. Blue belton English setter bitch, whelped September, 1883,, 
by Qoodsell’s Prince out oif Pebble, by estate of Prof. H. J. Rice to 
Rosecroft Kennels, Birmingham,'Conn. 

Lady Lass. Mastiff bitch, whelped Aug. 23,1885, by Dread out of 
Lancaster Lass, by Jos. B. Trissler, Lancaster, Pa., to H. E, Burkmar, 
Rockland. Me. 

Gim (A.K.R. 1538)—Morning Star (A.K.R.1541) whelp. Black,white 
and tan English setter bitch, whelped Nov. 11. 1885. by Chas. York, 
Bangor, Me . to Rev. Jos. Pullman, Mamaroneck, N. Y. 

Waverly Gyp—Waverly Jennie whelps. Liver, white on breast, 
cocker spaniel dogs, by Waverly Kennels, Yonkers, N. Y., one to Geo. 
R. Rushforth, same place, and one to John Sanders. Newark, N. J. 

Prince Albert—Golden Floss whelps. Cocker spaniels, whelped 
Dec. 5. 1886, by E. Holley, Jr,, Rhinebeek, N. Y., an orange and white 
dog and bitch to Griffin Haight, West Hoosick, N. Y., and a liver and 
white dog to W. Berg Kip, Rhinebeek. N. Y". 

Connie. Liver and white field spaniel bitch, whelped Nov. 26. 1885, 
pedigree i’nknown, by E. W. Jester, St. George’s, Del., to Alex. H. 
Wilson, Jr., Smyrna, Del. 

Nell. Tawny and white collie dog, whelped Sept. 7, 1885, pedigree 
unknown, by E. W. Jester, St. George’s, Del., to F. P. Carswell. Wil¬ 
mington, Del. 

Glen Luna. Blue belton English setter bitch, whelped Aug. 28, 
1885, by Glen Rock (A.K.R. 1616) outof Dashing Jest (A.K R. 1614), by 
E. W. Jester, St. George’s, Del., to E. E. Pray, Denver, Col. 

Glen Chester. Blue belton English setter dog,whelped Auv. 16,1886, 
Glen Rock (A.K.R. 1616) out of Dashing Belle (A.K.R. 814), by 

W. Jester, St. George’s, Del., to Miss Mary Bullard, Dedham, Mass. 
Glen Chief. Blue belton English setter dog. whelped Aug. 28,1885, 

by Glen Rock (A.K.R. 1616) outof Dashing Jest (A.K B. 1614), by E.W. 
Jester, St. George’s, Del., to E E. Pray, Denver, Col. 

Glen Duke. Blue belton English setter dog, whelped Aug. 16, 1885- 
by Glen Rock (A.K.R. 1616) out of Dashing Belle (A.K.R. 814). by B.W.. 
Jester, St. George’s, Del,, to W. C. Russell, Bridgeport, Conn. 

Pet. White, black and tan beagle bitch, whelped May 29, 1883 
(A.K.R. 2.521), by W. E. Deane, Somerset, Mass., to A. C. Krueger, 
Wrightsville, Pa. 

Jim. Black, white and tan beagle dog. .age and pedigi ee unknown, 
by E. W. Jester, St. George’s, Del, to W. C. Russell, Bridgeport, 
Conn. 

Quits. Black, white and tan beagle bitch, age and pedigree un¬ 
known, by E. W. Jester, St. George’s, Del, to W. 0. Russell, Bridge¬ 
port, Conn. 

Ringwood (A.K.R. 2202)—Jenny whelps. White, black and tan 
beagle dogs, whelped Sept. 1, 1886, by N. Elmore. Granby, Conn., one 
each to W. S. Beeching, Holyoke, Mass.; E. P. Eastman, Lancaster, 
N. H.. and H. E. Carlton, Gardner, Mass. 

Ringwood (A.K.R, 2202)—Bunnie xchelp. White, black and tan beagle 
dog. whelped Aug. 1. 1885, by N. Elmore, Granby, Conn., to Burt 
Griffln, East Granby, Conn 

Ringwood (A K.R. 2i02)—Thom whelp. White, black and tan 
beagle dog. whelped September, 1885, by N. Elmore, Granby, Conn., 
to Newton G. Tyler, Thomaston. Conn. 

Ringwood (A.K.R, 2202)—Trinket lohelp. White, black and tan 
beagle dog, w'helped July 2,1885, by N. Elmore, Granby, Conn., to C. 
H. Parks, Mystic River, Conn. 

Ringwood (A.K.R. 2202)—Gay whelp. White, black and tan beagle 
bitch, whelped Sept. 30,1886, by N. Elmore, Granby, Conn., to H. E. 
Spencer, Centre Village, N. Y. 

Ponto. White, black and tan beagle dog, whelped July 4.1884, by 
Ringwood (A.K.K. 2202) out of Jenny, by N. Elmere, Granby, Conn., 
to E. A. Davis. TariffviUe, Conn. 

Monarch. Lemon and white beagle dog, whelped Nov.!«, 1886, by 
Little Duke (A.K.R. 1994) out of Mischief (A.K.R. 2592). by Joseph H. 
Brady, Pawtucket, R. I., to James G. Fales, Central Falls, R. I. 

Mikado. Black, white, and tan beagle dog, whelped Nov. 18,1885, 
bv Little Duke (A K.R. 1994) out of Mischief (A.K R. 2592), by Jos. H. 
Brady. Pawtucket, R. I., to T. H. Adams, same place. 

Magic. Lemon and white beagle dog, whelped Nov. 18. 1885, by 
Little Duke (A.K.R. 1994) out of Mischief (A.K.R 2592), hy .Joseph H. 
Brady, Pawtucket. E. I., to Jas. G. Fales, Central Falls. R. I. 

Racer. White, black and tan beagle dog, whelped 1879. by Rowett’s 
Rally out of Lill, by W. H. Todd, Vermillion. O., to W. E. Deane, 
Somerset, Mass. 

Racer, Jr. White, black and tan beagle dog, whelped April 4,1885, 
by Racer out of Vickey, by W. H. Todd, Vermillion, O., to W. E. 
Deane, Somerset, Mass. 

Jewell. White, black and tan beagle dog, whelped April 2,1885, by 
Racer out of Vickey, by W. H. Todd. Vermillion, O., to W. E. Deane, 
Somer-'et, Mass. 

Rustler. White, black and tan beagle dog, whelped July 5. 1883, by 
Tramp outof Lady, by W. H. Tcdd, Vermillion, O., to W. E. Deane, 
Somerset, Mass. 

Vickey. White, black and tan beagle bitch, whelped May 29. 1885, 
by Racer out of Vic, by W. H. Todd, Vermillion, O., to W. E. Deane, 
Somerset. Mass. 

Nellie. White, black and tan beagle bitch, whelped .Yug. 3.1884, by 
Racer out of Sara, by W. H. Todd, Vermillion, O., to W. E. Deane, 
Somerset, Mass. 

Joe. White, black and tan beagle dog. whelped Aug. 3,1884, by 
Racer out of Sara, by W. H. Todd, Vermillion, O., to W. E. Deane, 
Somerset, Mass. 

Tug IF. Stone fawn pug dog, whelped ^t. 13,1885, hy Bunny out 
of Judy, by Jas. E. Hair, Bridgeport, Conn., to F. M. Wilmot, same 
place. 

Hoypt. Setter dog, whelped May 11, 1884, by Tipton (A.K.R. 
1098) out of Jet, by Associated Fanciers, Philadelphia, Pa., to Addison 
P. Wilbur, Canandaigua, N. Y. 

Loys, LordBerresford. White bull-terrier dog, whelped June 10, 
1885, by Saxon (A.K.R. 1703) out of Zook, by Associated Fanciers, 
Philadelphia. Pa., to Randolph St, John, Mobile, Ala. 

Glencho—Vic (A.K.R. 2297) whelp. Red Irish setter bitch, whelped 
Feb 5,1885, by Associated Fanciers, Philadelphia, Pa., to Joseph B. 
Graham, Crab Orchard, Ky. 

Trump—Juno whelp. Brown and brindle staghound bitch,whelped 
June, 1885, hy J. C. Hooker, Merrillan, Wis., to Associated Fanciers, 
Philadelphia, Pa., and resold by them to S. W. Skinner, Jr., Toledo. 
Ohio. 

Rustler—Viola ichelps. Four white, black and tan beagle dogs, 
whelped Aug. 19.1885, by W. H. Todd,Vermillion, O., to W. E. Deane, 
Somerset, Masss. 

DEATHS. 

Collette. On Jan. 15, the English beagle bitch Collette (imported 
Chanter—Dr. Rehwinkel’s Beauty), owned by N. Elmore, Granby, 
Conn. She was killed by a coon dog (half bull and half hound), and 
after killing her he partly ale her up. Is it not a very singular ining? 
Coon dog was in perfect health and had meat daily, and had been 
kept with another bitch most of the time and had always been kind 
to ihem.—N. Elmobe. 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 

No Notice Taken of Anonymoas Correspondents. 

W. S. D., Baltimore, Md.—My beagle dog, thiee years old, carries 
his head close to the ground and is continually shaking his head, 
which clips small pieces out of his ears. The lining of the ears is 
neither swollen nor inflamed. Have been treating him for canker un¬ 
der Stonehenge directions, but he does not seem to improve. Please 
advise me what todo for him? Ans. One of the ears is affected either 
inside or out. Examine carefully. Look at the corners where the 
flap joins the side of the head. Press with some force about the ex¬ 
ternal opening. If you elicit signs of pain the dog has canker. Use 
the following, a few drops of which may be used morning and even¬ 
ing dropped into the ear: Of hromo chloral and of laudanum each 
one drachm, of water six ounces. 

C. A. T. Newmarket, N. H.—For the last three days my dog (3 
years old) has refused all food, seems extremely dull and lifeless 
about the house. Has slight cough, nose at limes dry and hot. Be¬ 
gins to stagger a little, I suppose from lack of nourishment. Last 
night I gave about a tablespoonful ot castor oil, this moraing a 
quinine pill of 8 grains and am to follow it with 5 drops of Fowler’s 
solution every 3 houi-s; am I doing right? Ans. We should say that 
your dog has an attack of distemper. It may be a light one.' Ills 
best to isolate him from others: give him dry straw bedding and 
renew it twice weekly. While the fever is present give 3 drops aco¬ 
nite tincture every 2 nours. If he seems vei y weak you must sustain 
him with brandy or whiskey given in lablespoonful doses three or 
foui- times daily. You must give the most concentrated nomdsh- 
menr, in the form of milk and beef extract without fat. Spraying 
the throat with two per cent, solution of the hydrochlorate of 
cocaine is excellent but expensive. You had commenced treatoieot. 
tJSactly in fhe best manner. 
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RANGE AND GALLERY. 

WORCESTER, Mass., Feb. 4.—Within a few weeks there has been a 
decideri movement, in this vicinity to revive the interest in the rifle. 
The first event of the "-'eelc was the first of a series of six consecuiive 
meetings at the South End Gun Club ranee. The^e meets are on 
Tuesday afternoon; at each meet there are to be five reeular events 
as follows: .5 glass balls, 5 Macomber targets, 6 blackbirds, 3 pairs 
doubles. 5 day pigeons. The club offer 10 cash prizes that aggregate 
$100, also a special prize of one-half keg of powder. The arrange¬ 
ments are in the bands of Ccrren Doone, E F. Swan and A. B.'F. 
Kinney, It is the intention of the committee to keep the individual 
score as near a secret as possible until the end; in that way it is hoped 
to increase the interest. This week the contestants were: Albert 
Houghton, Cyrus Holden, Corren Doone, R. Jones, W. R. Dean, Wm. 
L Davis, B. kvariicl'n, M. D. Whittier, J. H. Tongos, II. W. Webber, 
E.T. Smith, M. D. Gilman, E. P. Swan, 0. H. Tarker, E. S. Knowle'^, C. 
S. Day. It is generally understood that the best store was 21 out of a 
possi!iie26, mixed shooting. 

At the meet to-day of the Worcester Rifle Association at Pine Grove 
Range the wind was unfavorable and very cold. The American stand¬ 
ard target was used; 

Record Match. 
Brown.8 6 10 7 10 9 8 6 8 10—82 
Morse .7 86686757 7—65 
Clarlr.7 9 5 6 6 6 6 3 8 9-62 
Leighton .8 86475788 6—62 
Fuller.6 66676475 9—01 
Jones.8 6 6 4 3 6 6 7 7 8-60 

Pi'actice Scores. 
Brown.8 10 8 10 9 9 8 5 9 6—81 
Fuller . ...7 7 7 6 10 8 6 9 9 9—78 
Leighton...  6 7 10 6 7 8 10 4 7 8-73 
Jones. 3 8 7 9 6 8 4 10 5 10—72 
Clark..5 996984 10 4 5-69 
Morse.7 55777946 8-65 

GARDNER, Mass., Feb. 4.—Regular meet of the Gardner Rifle Club, 
Hack atack Range, standard American target, off-hand, distance 
200yd8: 
G F ....rsworth.79 77—158 Geo Warfield.72 77—149 
W O Loveland.77 78-1.65 C K Edgell.78 63-141 
G C Go .dale...77 74—154 Chas Crabtree.57 63-120 
A Ma'hews.78 76—154 

NEW YORK. Feb. 2.—Zettler Ride Club, weekly shoot, ring target, 
100ft. range, off-hand, possible 120: M. Dorrler 117, M. B. Engel 118. 
B. Wahlter 113, G. Zimm rraan 108, D. Miller 106, C. G. Zettler 113, B. 
Zettler 107. H. Hoiger HI, T. C. Nnone 107, L. Flach 113, C. W. Karcher 
108, M. L. Riggs 113, G. W. Blaisted 105. 

WALNUT HULL, Feb. G - The riflemen met at Walnut HiU to day 
for their weekly shoot. The conditions were not good for fine shoot¬ 
ing. and though the number of entries In the matches was large, but 
few scores were finished: 

Military Match. 
W Henry. . 6 6 10 7 9 6 9 5 5 10—73 
A C Gould. . 6 8 7 7 7 6 8 9 6 8-72 
E Carter. . 7 7 7 4 9 8 8 8 5 7-70 
W C Johnston. .5 8 8 3 8 8 7 8 8 5—68 
H A Lewis. . 7 6 3 

’Victory Medal Ma'ch. 
4 6 9 7 10 6 6-64 

JB Fellows. . 8 9 8 9 9 7 10 10 6 9—85 
H Cnshiug. . 7 9 8 8 8 9 9 10 8 6-82 
A Howard. . 6 6 7 10 7 9 10 8 8 7-78 
NF Tufts. . 6 9 9 .0 5 7 9 5 8 9-77 
H .Joseph. 5 6 7 10 9 S 5-75 
R Davis. . 6 10 5 7 

Decimal Off Hand Match. 
9 10 10 7 7 4-74 

W Charles, C. .10 9 6 9 7 9 10 9 1 7-83 
C E Berry, A. 9 4 10 6 6 7 10-76 
A B Andrews, C... . 4 7 8 9 9 6 6 9 5 6-69 
W C Johnston, Jr. Mil. 4 6 5 

Rest Match. 
6 6 9 2 5 9 4—55 

S Wilder, A . .. 9 9 10 9 10 8 10 10 10 10-95 
W Charles. F ......10 10 10 8 8 10 10 10 9 9-94 
S Winchester, A. 9 10 8 10 8 6 7 10 10 10-91 

TOPEKA, Kan., Feb. 4.—Topeka Rifle Club’s weekly shoot. The 
day was cloudy, with good light, slight wind blowing from 12 o’clock, 
target same as the Hinman, without the fractions: 

First Score. 
J L Paine, .32-40 Rem match. . 7 6 9 5 5 9 6 5 8 8—68 
G J Royce, ,32-40 Rem. match. 7 10 5 9 6 8 5 6 7-68 
Reed McCarter, .38-55 Bal Pac. . 9 7 5 6 6 7 4 7 10 8-68 
FH Martin. .31-56 Union Hill . 5 7 6 6 7 7 8 9 0-63 
Robert Thompson, .32 40 634 P G Bal. 
0 C Trimmer. .38-55 Union Hill. 

. 8 9 4 6 3 10 4 9 7 4—61 
8 5 2 4 6 6 8 10 4-55 

JT Williams, .33-55 Union Hill. .10 6 2 3 5 3 6 4 6 8-47 
Second Score. 

Reed McCarter.. 7 6 10 9 10 5 5 7 7-74 
J L Pnine. 10 6 9 5 5 8 5 0 8 8-72 
Robt Thiorupsoci...... ■ ,. 3 6 10 8 4 10 6 8 5 6—66 
C 0 Trimnoer... .. .. 7 8 6 9 6 6 6 7 5 8—66 
F H Martin. .. 7 0 6 7 6 8 6 7 4 6-62 
J T Williams. ,. 6 4 8 6 6 6 6 4 7 7-61 
GIRovee. . 9 7 5 6 4 6 6 4 6 6-69 

_ Third Score. 
Robt Thompson. .. 9 8 6 10 8 10 9 8 7 5-79 
F H Martin. 7 7 2 8 7 9 8 9 4 63 
C 0 Trimmer.. 6 6 8 5 5 6 7 7 5-62 
G I Rovee. .. 4 10 6 10 5 4 5 6 4 5—59 
JT Williams. .. 6 6 6 8 7 7 4 3 4 6-57 
Reed McCarter. 3 8 S 4 9 4 6 6 3-64 
J L Paine. . 7 8 0 2 0 6 2 3 6-85 

THE TRAP. 

Correspondents who favor us with club scores are particularly re 
guested to write on one side of the paper only. 

BERGEN POINT, N. J., Feb. 3.—Following are some of the excel¬ 
lent scores made by two youths 18 years of age: 

First 5 single and 2 pair glass balls. 
La Roche. 11111 1111—9 Stevens.10111 00 11—6 

Second, 12 glass bali«; 
La Roche.111111111111—12 Stevens.lOOlllllllll—10 

Third, samecondi'ions: 
La Roche.110111101110— 9 Stevens.111111111111-12 

Fourth, 12 glass balls, .shooting with one hand: 
LaRoche .lOlOlllllllO- 9 Stevens.1100.0601111— 

Fifth, 26 single glass balls: 
LaRoche..llllllllHlllOllO 1110111-22 
Stevens.1011111111111111111111101—23 

Balls thrown in five different directions, use of one barrel only.— 
Witness. 

MEDFORD, Feb. 3.—About a dozen members of the Boston Gun 
Club assembled on their gi’ounds at Wellington this afternoon for 
their practice shoot. Following are the re.«ults: 

1. Seven clay pigeons—W. A Allen first. 2. Seven clay pigeons 
—Kirkwood first. 3. Seven blackbirds—Law and Kirkwood divided 
first. 4. Seven Macomber targets—Law first. 5. Seven blackbirds— 
Law first. 6. Seven claybirds—AJdoes 7. Seven blackbirds— 
Wardwell and Henry divided first. 8 Seven Macomber targets- 
Spencer flr.st. 9. Seven blackbirds—Tirrell first. 10 Seven clay 
pigeons-Tirrell first. 11, Seven clay birds—Wardwell and Allen 
divide first. The regular weekly shoot of the Wellington Gun Club 
was held Feb. 6. Following are the resulrs of the several sweeps: 

1 Five blackbirds—Sturt first. 2 Five clay pigeons—Wardwell 
first. 3 Fiveblackbirds—Scuafer and Holden divided first. 4. Hive 
clay pigeons—Schaefer, Pond and Adams divide first. 5. Five black¬ 
birds-Schaefer first. 6. Five clay pigeous—Stanton. Pond and Ward- 
well divided first. 7. Five blacktmcls-Schaefer. Snow and Btamon 
divided first. 8. Five clay pigeons—Wardwell, Holden and Schaefer 
divided first. 9 Fiveblackhitds—Duffer first. 10. Five clay pigeons 
—Sanborn. Duffer and Schaeier divided first. 11. Five blackbirds— 
Swift, Parker and Wardwell divided fli'st. 12. Five clay pigeons— 
Wardwell and Schaefer divided first. 13. Five blackou-ds, straight 
a-wav—Bradbury and Davis divided first. 14. Five blackbirds, 
straight away—Wardwell fli'St. 16. Five blackbirds—Snow and P-ir- 
ker divided flrsL 

WINDSOR. Conn.. Feb. 6.—Monthly shoot of the Spencer Repeating 

C^I^Ipencer ‘ .011 1111111011101111111111-22 
Milan W Bull.00lll111110111U11110lIil-21 
Geo W Miner. 1110111111111101111111111-28 
J C Griswold.JllllipiJOjOmilHlOliJO-^ 

SFe^LJher cold and raw.—Wappow 

HAMILTON, Feb. 2.—The pigeon shooting tournament, under the 
auspices of the Wild Fowlers Gun Club, was opened at the Halfway 
House. Dundas road, this morning. Over a hundred sportsmen 
attended. The weather was very cold, and the experts needed all their 
enthusiasm to carry them through. The shooting was at 21 birds 
each, and the men divided into squads, occupied two days in dispos¬ 
ing of the match. The record stood; 

Mrst Squad.—E. M. Moody (Lockport) 14, W. H. Case (Lockport) 
7, J. A. Andrews (Lockport) 12. Wallace Price (St. Williams) 15,1. Koch 
(Buffalo) 16, O. Bessor, Jr. (Buffalo) 6, Alf. Downs (Buffalo) 11, E. 
Smith, (La SaUe) 13. 

Seeend Squad.—C. Carter 14, C. M. Stark 10, D. R. James 11, A. 
Garner 4, W. S. Perry 15, W. Schiebert 12, W. Carrothers 5, J. Town¬ 
send 13. 

Third Squad.—A, Baker 15, A. Whitney 15, R, Perry 16, W, Watts 9, 
C. Humphrey 11. 

Fourth Squad.—E. T. Hetheriugton (Toronto), 7, retired; H.Graham 
Hamlltoni, 2. retired: G. Harrison (St. Catharir eN) 6, retired; McFar- 

:ane (Huron, Dak ), 10;T. Westbrook (Brantford), 11 (Chapman (Syra- 
CU.SP, N Y ). 11; C. Hunt (Hamilton), 12: Squires (Jackson, Mich ), 11. 

Fifth Squad—P. Wakefield (Carlton West). 8, retired; C. Smith (Al- 
gonac, Mich ), 9, retired: Harwood (Woodstock), 7, retired; Ward 
(Dundas). 14; Williams (Rochester) 12; Luther (Syracuse), J5; Neff 
(Port Colbome), 15. 

Sixth Squad—bheridan (Sayre, Penn.), 8; Wilhelm (Buffalo), 6, re¬ 
tired; Crooks (Hamilton), 6, retired; G. H. Smith (Port Colbome). 7 
retired; McAvoy (Hamilton). 7. retired; Courtney (Syracuse), 10; D. 
Blay (Toronto), 10; Jones (Buffalo). 5. retired. 

A sweepstakes match, 10 smoked glass birds at 15yds. rise, was won 
by F. A. Crowell and C. Gregory. 

NORTH SIDE GUN CLUB.—Twenty-fourth monthly shoot, Feb, 3, 
27yds (Chevallier 29yds), for badge: 
Chevallier.1011111—6 Duryea.1111111—7 
Winholz.1110101-6 Biglow.0001100—2 
Pfaender...0110110—4 Wa hlen.0001010-2 
DrFrenz. 1111001—5 Lyon. 1111101—6 
Jerrett.0111111—6 Smith.1100011 -4 
Manning.1011010—4 Grau.1111110—6 
E berha rdt.1101010—4 

RIVERSIDE SHOOTING CLUB. Topsham, Me.—At the annual 
meeting of the Riverside Club held on Feb. 1 the following officers 
were elected for the ensuing year: President, M. C. Hail; Secretary, 
Ghas. Goud; Treasurer, A. Q Goud; Assistant Treasurer, A. S. Alex¬ 
ander. The club is in a flouri-^bing condition ana the members are 
expecting to enjoy sport before the traps the coming season, which 
will epen with us in-April.—Chas. Goud, Sec. 

National Gun Association Tournaments.—Special Notice.—Mem¬ 
bers desirous of organizing tournaments in their vicinity, under the 

auspices of the Association, are requested to notify the undersigned. 

All the expenses of the same will be naid by us. Make your arrange¬ 

ments for 1886. We propose to establish a circuit of tournaments 
annually. Claim your dates now. General office and headquarters, 

Macon, Ga.—Matt R. Freeman, Vice-President and (jeneral Manager; 

P. C. Ethfidob, Secretary, Macon, Ga. Send 10 cents for hand book 

containing rules, constitution, etc. “Fairly started and its future 

depends entirely upon the manner in which the sportsmen throughout 

the country respond.’’—C. M. Stark, April 18,1886.—Adu. 

^anaeing. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Co. _ 

Canoeists are invited to send us notes and full reports of cruises, 
club meets, information about canoeable waters, and other commu¬ 
nications of interest. _ 

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and 
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signals, etc. of 
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and 
reports of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are 
requested to forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with 
logs of cruises, n-iaps, and information concerning their local waters, 
drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relating 
to the sport. _ 

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION. 

SECEFTA RY-Dr. C. A. Neid6. Schnylerville, N. Y. Candidates for 
membership must lorward their names, accompanied by the re¬ 

commendation of an active member of the A. C. A., together with 
the sum of $3 for initiation fee and first year’s dues, to the secretary, 
who will present ibe names to the commodore. Money should ho 
sent by registered letter, or money order on Saratoga Springs, N. Y. 

WIDE OR NARROW CANOES. 

Blditor Forest and Stream: 
In Mr. R. W. Gibson's vei-y sensible letter, published by you this 

we< k, the writer seems to infer that a wide and comfortable sailing 
canoe must necessarily be too cumbersome for easy handiing, aud 
also have au excessive draft of water. As my name is mentioned by 
him in this connection, will you permit me to reply by giving the 
dimensions, etc., of a sailing canoe which I have now nearly finished 
for my own use, and which it is my intention to take to the A. C. A. 
meet next summer, where I trust she will have an opportunity to try 
conclusions with otner double-enders worthy of her beam. 

In designing this boat, the model of wnich, so far as I know, is 
quite original, there has been no attempt. made to attain extreme 
Ughtness at the expense of strength. Part of her planking is J^ln, 
thick, the balance 6-16in. It is of clear white pine; therefore heavier 
than cedar. Her timbers are of butternut wood J^in.x-^^in., with 
deck beams of same material }^in.x2in.. all fastenings being brass 
screws. She weighs complete, exclu-^ive of her centerboard, 115 
pounds, which is a weight easily handled, out of the water, by any 
ordinary man. Tne shape of her bottom, below the waterline, is 
somewhat like a longitudinal slice cut from the under side of a very 
stout cigar. She will draw Sin. water at midship section, and noth 
ing at bow and stern, when carrying over 300 pounds. The rudder is 
of the balance variety, guided by a regular tiller, with no tiller rupes, 
steamboat fixings, or unhandy kicksnaws ot any kind. The dimen¬ 
sions of the canoe are: Length 14J4ft., depth arnldship 12in., beam 
4''in.. sail area, for cruising, 104 sq.ft. I shall probably use this suit 
of sails for racing also with, possibly, the adaicion of a staysail I 
would gladly send you her lines for publication, but prefer to test 
her rai self before others experiment and tinker with it. Besides 
“Deja’s” experience in that line is a warning. As Mr. Gibson says 
tne A. C. A. will offer races to sailing canoes of any size, and as 
number.-i of canoeists seem inclined to exchange crankiness for com¬ 
fort, it would seem admirable for ail members of the A. C. A., so dls- 
po.«ed, to step forward and respectfully request an opportunity to 
race their boats, as a right, and not by favor of “vested interests.’’ 

For my part I can see no valid reason why wide sailing canoes 
sliould not enter against narrow ones of same length on equal terras, 
or perhaps with a time allowance based on sail area only, without 
regard to size of boat. If this latter course were pursued there woidd 
at once be a damper put on the present ridiculous over rigging, aud 
there would then be no need for more than two classes of sailing 
canoe-s. Thomas Clapham. 

Rosltn, L. I., Feb. 6. 

“KATRINA’S” NEW CANOE.—Mr. Buggies, of Charlotte, New 
York, has lately shipped a new canoe to Mr. R. W. Bailey, 240, of 
PiiLsburgh, a modification of Bear-Commodore Andrew’s Sotronia, 
out with a flatter floor. She is 15tt. Jong, 30%in. beam, depth at gun¬ 
wale, 1034m., and at fore end of cockpit, I4m. Just forward of the 
cockpit is a bulkhead with brass door fastened -with a thumonut. 
Forward of this bulkhead about 17in. is a centerboard trunk, and in 
the stern is another, the after end of slot being 2ft. from the stern- 
post. On each side of the after trunk is a metal air tank. The boards 
are each of l-lfiin. brass, hung like the Lassie’s, and weigh under 6 
pounds. The boat is built after Mr. Kuggles’s system of smooth skin 
and narrow plank and presents a very handsome aMearanpe. la 
not yet named, Mr. Buggies is noivat wor|f.qn 
Jbtm’g i^agship. 

A WINTER EVENING’S REVERIE. 

WINTER is the time to gather m the memnrie,s of the season, and 
garner them with the accumulated stores of a dozen years of 

boating reminiscences. 
Reposing in m.v armchair with the pipe of peace, I have but to look 

arouud my room for inspiration. A momem’s glance would pro¬ 
claim the tastes of the occupant. Models of favorite canoes pic¬ 
tures and photographs of canoes and eanoemen recall many a joyous 
cruise and many a friendship conceived and matured on home and 
foreign waters. Here we see a group of the hold paddlers of the 
Mersey, a fitting pendant to a s'milar pictu'-e of the Olvdesmen and 
their craft. There a bookshelf full of boating Jiierature. from Tay¬ 
lor’s "Verie Merrie Wherrie Fen-ie Voyage, ’ the first aeconnt of a 
genuine pleasure trip—for it is some three bun ired years sinee Taylor 
first set out—to the McGregors, Bishops and Stephensons of tlie pres¬ 
ent time. 

Then there are the charts and maps, the ac"’umula‘ion of many a 
year’s ersising, and with their assistance it is pleasant, sitting in my 
comfortable armchair, to set sail once more and in imagination 
thread the mazes of the thousand fir-crowned islands of Stockholm 
and Norway, < r drift lazily down the winding stream of some fair 
English river, flowing so peacefully amid woo'ed hills, pist rniued 
abbeys and quiet old country towns How it all seems to come back 
again, and as the smoke from my pipe curls upward I seem to trace 
in its blue wreaths many a well remembered f ine. Where are they 
all, those pleasant comoamons of i he paddle? Drifted away. Some 
to distant colonies and far-off foreign lands, carrying with them, let 
us hone, the same golden memories of many a bright summer cruise 
and joyous bivouac. Others have come to anchor in the lideless 
harbor of matrimony, and find enough to do to paddle their own 
canoes in the metaphorical rather than the literal sense. Like a 
gho.stly procession mv various canoes sail past, each in its day the 
subject of anxious thoughts, each for a time, in its owner’s eye.s, 
perfect, and each beloved with that love which only exists, T think, 
between canoe and canoeist. But from it all one fact takes special 
form—my first canoe. What a charm lies in these three words. Ten 
years’ familiarity may have blunted the feelings with which each 
succeeding favorite was thought out, planned, watched during build¬ 
ing, and ushered into watery life, but nothing can break the golden 
spell which weaves itself around the memory of one’.s first canoe. 

How well I remember when, now some fourteen years ago, 
being from a boating points of view, cast away in the center of Ire¬ 
land, I got hold, by chance, of that fascinaring book “A Thousand 
Miles in the Rob Roy Canoe.” I rose from the perusal of that bonk 
with a definite purpose in life, with one fixed resolve, come what 
might, to possess a canoe and emulate in some bumble w'ay the do¬ 
ings and adventures of the pioneer of the paddle. She was a dainty 
little craft twelve feet by two, and many a happy day I bad in her. 

A little river formed the boundary of the es'ate where I lived, a 
tributary of the historic Boyne, aboimdingin miniature rapids and 
natural and artificial obstacles, and this for some time formed the 
scene of my adventures, until ambition grew upon me. and one fine 
day saw myself and canoe on the way to the lovely lakes of Killar- 
ney, a very paradise for the canoeist. Thence westward toalitile 
-visited Jake in the far west. Lough Currane, separnted from the sea 
by a narrow strip of land. I could hear as I paddled over its quiet 
surface the roar of the Atlantic rollers as they beat upon ihe beach. 

Through the pa^t year comes the memory or the happy days 5-p-=-nt 
on that peaceful lake, hemmed iu by wild heathery moimtains and its 
surface dotted wiih little islands, one especially wh-re I spent 
many a hour of day-dreaming. On it were the ruins of seven churches 
and it still forms the burying place of the peasantry a>’ound. A ne- 
culiarly peaceful idea to sleep one’s last sleep on that little island, 
with the waters of the lake singing their ceaseless r- qiiiem and the 
solemn mountains standing sentinel around. Since that time I have 
floated on the waters of many a sea, river and lake, and trimmed my 
sail to the href za in many and various lands, but Lough Currane will 
ever stand out distinct when oth-r scenes have blended in the harmo¬ 
nious background of memory’s landscape. 

Circumstances led me from the sunshine and tears of Erin’.s green 
isle to the muddy banks of Gumber. There I found myself welcomed 
by an enthusiastic band of canoeists, who had just formed them¬ 
selves into a branch of the R, 0. C. No longer a sulitory votary of 
the art, I found myself one of the many. 

The prevailing type of canoe was the Rob Roy, which gradually 
gave place to a boat more suitable to the Humb r’s choppy seas, and 
the p eket handkerchief gave place to the scientific hattent-a lug 
and mizzen, and many a jolly cruise we had on the broad rolling lide 
of Huinoer. exploring every creek and bay from Spui-n to Trent and 
Ouse, penetrating far inland on the latter rivers: and year by year, 
as the summer holidays came round, saw myself and otlier.s bound to 
the Baltic and Danish and Swedish lakes, rivers aad fjords, reflect¬ 
ing the blue flag of the R C. C., aud their fir-crowned isles echoed 
our many songs. But dark days came upon us. Boaihou-ie accom¬ 
modation became a matter of increasing difflculty, and driven Iroin 
place to place, the less enthusiastic meuibers fell out of the race and 
canoeing threatened to become a lost art on the Humber. But the 
kindness of the owner of a shipbuild-r’s yard enaoled us to build a 
small boat house and slip, and our spirits i-t covered once more; hut 
whether we find ourselves growing older or the Humber has becume 
rougher, the s-nall canoes were replaced bv a larger class of boats, 
mostly centerboard craft. 14ft.x3ft Gin. or 4£t. These fine craft 
spread a large area of sail, and sailing them has developed into a 
science. The Gassy, the lines of which were published some time 
ago in Forest and Stream, is a good example of the oJass. 

About this time, feeling ourselves Je-s and les-i in sympathy with 
the R. 0. C.. the connection wa.s severed, and we formed ourselves 
into a club entitled the Humber Yawl Club. Being bles-ed with no 
finances to speak of aud but the minimum of rules, it has so far en- 
j--yed a peaceful existence, aud forms a bond of union between the 
sailing men of the Humbi-r. 

Though living our boating life quietly and unostentatiously, we keep 
a keen eye on the doings of the canoeing world and hail with joy the 
good tidings that come from across the Atlantic, and though far 
away, follow with interest and appreciation the records of Ame.ican 
canoeing. We vateran paddlers seem through them to live again tbe 
days of old, when life’s duties and cares were less pressing and the 
summer breezes seemed more balmy and the wavelets sparkled with 
a merrier smile. We have not, like our Amencan friends, such a 
wealth and choice of water. Our surly, brown old Humber gives no 
encouragement to the picturesque side of canoeing. Clean sails are a 
luxury enduring but for the first week of the season. Dainty silk 
cushions embroidered with motibgrams are a refinement unknown to 

Xbe out at the head of this column is a reproduction of a Christmas 
Isley jeay's card iseai ua by the artist, the owner pf the Omsjf 
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us. With us all is of the plainest, and rough shagg y pilot coats and 
shocking bad hats are the fashionable trear. 

We generally sail double, and many a pleasant cruise has this sea¬ 
son added to my log. The week has dragged on its weary course and 
Saturday dawns, and with it the prospect of a respite. Toward mid¬ 
day ledgers and account books are closed with a sigh of relief, and 
my first lieutenant, who, enjoying more leisure, has to look to the 
fitting out. comes up beaming with smiles to report all ready for sea. 
So down to the harbor. Yes. there she lies, the little JEglr, as neat a 
little craft as ever bearded old Neptune. 

‘•Is ail ready?” “Aye. Aye.” from the shore. “Then cast off,” and 
we pull down to the harbor’s mouth, let go centerboard, up mainsail, 
and away flies the little craft, lying down nicely to her canvas. 
Mainsail is sheeted home, mizzen set, ropes coiled away, all made 
snug, and now for a pipe. 

There is something grand about the Humber. No innocent looking 
f-esh water river reflecting on its breast the peaceful country side, 
but a broad expanse sparkling in the sun, its low banks receding 
in the disianee. Full of life too, the noble animation of peaceful 
commerce. There comes a mighty four-masted Atlantic liner, and 
great steamers from India and many another distant land lie at 
anchor, and the tall masts of the graceful clipper ships lift high in air 
the delicate tracery of their rigging. 

F issv tugs dart hither and thither and are the frequent cause of 
anxiety and bad language on hoard the ^gir. as her steersman has to 
solve in one brief moment a problem in which the strength of the wind, 
the set of the tide and the speed of the advancing tug, are at once 
iainortant and conflicting elements. Result, one of those narrow 
shaves which set the heart beating and confirm the idea that the 
canoeist, like the cat, is blessed with nine lives. 

A yacht or two flit by with a cheery greeting from their owners 
and the red sails of a fishing fleet give warmth and color to the scene, 
but wil'd and tide bear us out of the crowded roadstead and its busy 
life blends with the background of smoky Hull. 

The evening sunlight casts a glow over the broad surface, broken 
here and there by buoys, of the river. Silently the low banks glide 
by. It is a scene almost Dutch in character, the very river craft 
carrying out the idea with their blunt bows and great square sails. 

The noble tower of Hedon church shows above the bank, rising 
from its surrounding elms, and sets us thinking of the old time when 
the ships of Hedon came and went and helped to build up the wealth 
of many a merchant prince, or swelled the fleets when the Edwards 
and Henrys of the middle ages called on their subjects for help in 
their endless wars. It has looked down upon a harbor crowded with 
shipping and its chimes have sounded sweetly through the hum of 
the busy hte on its quays, the creak of co''dage and the sailors’chorus. 
It has entered into the everyday life of the men of Hedon, seen 
them as children plaving beneath the surrounding elms, or gazing 
open eyed upon the shipping and listening to the fabulous tales of 
mariners, fresh from Ormm and far Cathay. It has witnessed their 
marriages and watched them take their places as merc hant adven¬ 
turers. rising to places of honor and renown, and its bells have tolled 
for their departure. 

Where are they now, these men of a long past age? At rest in the 
quiet church yard, heedless of the passing centuries and no longer 
concerned for the fall of their laden argosies or jealous of the in¬ 
creasing rivalry of their youthful neighbor Kingston upon-Hull. 

What matter to them that the glory of Hedon has gone forever, 
that her harbor has sunk into an insignificant stream, up which a few 
river sloops painfully make their way, that the voice of commerce is 
forever hushed and that Hull has left their old town far behind while 
the great stream of commerce rolls by all unheeding and forgetful 
and knows Hedon no more save as a passing landmark. 

But time has dealt less harshly wdth her than with Ravenspurn and 
other sea ports whose very sites are a subject for antiquarians to 
wrangle over, and she retains the noblest of her many churches 
though her once busy streets have grown into grass grown country 
lanes. But her decay has more of the sadness of ruin about it. It is 
rather the peaceful evening of a once vigorous life. 

But wind and tide bear us onward and we are running past dear old 
Paiill. Though only a little fishing villageitis quaint and picturesque, 
with its one st'-agaling street of tumble down houses, with the sea¬ 
weed clinging to the piles which fence it from the encroachment of 
the bumber, and the setting sun lights up the r^'d roots wirh a ruddv 
glow and brightens the gray church tower standing on the slope amid 
Its encircling trees. 

Pauli is the one spot in the neighborhood where the hand of pro¬ 

gress has not been busy. No pretentious villa residences dot its 
breezy slopes, and as yet no one has thought of Improving it into that 
abomination—a modern seaside resort. 

At one time the Dock Company threatened its xieace of mind and 
spoke of fish docks, etc., and the lovers of the quiet old world spot 
trembled. But the peril passed and the docks went west instead of 
ea“t and Pauli was left to slumber in peace once more. 

But evening draws on, and the banks grow dim and objects become 
mysterious and vague in the twilight. It is time to come to anchor 
somewhere for the night. The merits of various adjacent creeks are 
discussed as we run along the Lincolnshire coast. In the darkness it 
is difficult to detect the entrance of the desired creek and a sharp 
lookout is kept ahea 1. The mate’s eves are the sharpest. “Here we 
are at the Skitter-Haven. Luff up 1” and obedient to her helm the 
little boat glides into the haven whose quiet waters are a strange con • 
trast to the choppy waters outside, which we can hear chafing and 
roaring outside the spit, ^‘Let go mainsail, up centerboard!” and 
after answering as far as possible the question '-How shall we lie at 
low water?” “How shall we get out to morrow morning?” ‘‘How 
much cable does she want?” the anchor is let go, a shore line is run 
out and sails made snug for the night. Then up goes the tent over 
the well, and the riding light shows what is, if a limited, at least a 
snug interior. 

Soon the stove is burning brightly and coffee bubbling, while the 
Mate is laying the table for supper. We have grown fastidious in 
these latter days and must needs have a table cloth, and from deep 
recesses are produced various necessities and not a few of the luxur¬ 
ies of life. 

Supper over, the bed clothes are brought out, and with many an 
acrobatic contortion we shake down into our blanket bags. This is 
the pleasantest half hour of all, as we repose side by side, each with 
his little pannikin of grog on the little shelf by his side (we are great 
at shelves), and pipe in mouth, we discuss the events of the day and 
the plans of the morrow. Then lights out and good night. 

The last awake perhaps feels the boat ground on the soft mud as 
the tide leaves the creek, and knows that all is right, and sleep comes 
with the noise of the Humber coming with softened sound to the 
drowsy senses. 

OAKLAND O. C —On Jan. 23 the Oakland C. C., of California, 
effected an entire re-organization, starting anew with fifteen mem¬ 
bers and ten canoes, the latter as follows: 

Length Beam. 
Name, Ft. In. Build. 0 vner. 

Columbia. ... 13.6 28 Racine__ 
15 33 0.flT*\rPl 

Water Lily. .... 14.6 32 Lapstreak.. .. .Milton Jones. 
Flirt. .... ]6 35 Ra<-ine. ... A. D, Harrison. 
Undine. 80 Carvel . ...E. R. Cooper. 
Falcon. ... 14 33 Lapstreak.., 
Zoe Mou. ... 15 33 Racine. 
Black Dwarf.... ... 13 28 Shell. ...R. Engelbrecht. 
Zepbyr. ... 14 29 Lapstreak.. 
Mystic.. 36 Racine. ... W. W. Blow. 

The new officers are: Com., W. W. Blow; Vice-Corn.. A. D. Harri¬ 
son; 8ee..E. R. Cooper; Treas.. Harvey Dameal. The club is col¬ 
lecting the addresses of California canoeists, and has in view a State 
meet on Oakland Creek, with paddling and sailing races. The club 
is now well housed in the old quarters of the Mystic Boat Club on Oak¬ 
land Creek, where they have a boat room 18x40ft., a meeting room 
and dressing room each 18ft. square, and a workshop. Races are 
held through the season and the club promises to be the nucleus of a 
large canoe fleet m California 

INSURING CANOES.—While there is comparatively little danger 
^ a canoe being destroyed by fire, many of the canoeists about New 
York and Albany have their boats insured. Those of the New York 
C. C.were insured by Messrs Wemple & Hutchinson, 82 Liberty street. 
New York, the policy reading, “For in.surlng from loss or damage 
by fire the property hereinafter described not exceeding the sum 
specified on each article, viz.:-dollars on his canoe-in¬ 
cluding her furniture and apparel while in any of the waters of the 
States of New York, New Jersey or Connecticut or in any boathouse 
in said States or in transit by rail or boat, and while at builder’s at 
Staten Islandfor repairs. Ocher insurance permitted ” The rate is 
one per cent, and the term 3 years, only costing 83J^ cents a year, 
no policy being issued for less than ?2. 

SAIL PLAN OF CANOE LASSIE. 
The balance lug sail was first introduced to America in 1879 by a 

member of the New York C. C.. who rigged one from the 
drawings published in England. In 1880 the canoes of the New York 
C. C. were nearly all rigged with leg of mutton sails. Elfin. Clochette, 
Psyche and many others having this rig, while the only lug sails 
were a balance lug on the Rosalind, a standing lug on the Dot and a 
diminutive sail of the same rig on the Star, an old Rob Roy. In this 
year Mr. W. P. Stephens fitted two large balance lugs to the Queen 
Mab and also to several other new canoes, and by the time of the 
fall regatta the strong prejudice against the lug as compared with 
the leg-of-mutton had disappeared, and all the leading racers came 
out with large balance lugs. Since 1880 the growth of canoeing has 
set hundreds at work On the problem of rigging a canoe to the best 
advantage, and 6rom the many plans and suggestions several 
excellent rigs have been evolved, but after thorough trial none has 
proved so well suited for use about New York as the balance lug. 
Its details have been modified and improved, but the main points of 
the sail are the same 

Foremost among American canoeists as an authority on sails and 
sailing, is Mr. C. B. Vaux, of the New York C. O., a canoeist widely 
and favorably known not only as a most successful racer and skillful 
sailor but as the author of many contributions to canoe literature, 
foremost among which is his valuable and instructive book on “Canoe 
Handling,” the wide-spread popularity of which has carried it in little 
over half a year to a second edition, now in preparation. Mr. Vaux’s 
first experience, ten years since, was with the primitive and useless 
rig furnished by the builder of his first canoe, a sliding gunter with 
a jib and a sprit mizzen, very soon discarded for a more effective if 
small sail plan. In 1878 the Dot, Mr. Vaux’s first and most famous 
canoe, was fitted by her owner with a standing lug of about 4Stt., and 
a mizzen of similar shape, with which rig she sailed in the race cf the 
New York C. C. in 1879, the first date in the revival of canoeing which 
has since extended to all parts of America. The excellent qualities 
of the lug were shown even in its crude form as then rigged, but the 
absence of keel and board prevented the Dot from covering the course 
in a strong tide. Next season she entered, with the same rig but with 
a keel added, and succeeded in defeating the leg-of-mutton rigs. In 
the fall of the same year, 1880, a suit of balance lug sails were made 
for her, being fitted with bamboo spars, and battens in the regular 
style. With this rig the Dot raced until 1882, when she was fitted with 
the sail described in the Fobbst and Stream of May 31,1883, which 
she carried until sold in 1884, 

The present sail=, shown in the accompanying cut, were planned 
by Mr. Vaux for the Sunbeam canoe Sea B-e, Class B, and have 
since been used by him on the new c-xnoe Lassie, Class A, illustrated 
last week. The principal points in a balance lug sail are to make it 
sit absolutely flat and to keep the luff taut, for which purposes it is 
essential that too much of the sail shall not be set forward of the 
mast. In the present rig the forward portion is very small, and the 
yard is also set up by a powerful tackle, devised by Mr. Vaux. A 
special feature also is the proportion of the sail, the boom, yard and 
two battens all being o*” the same length. The sail as now hung is 
almost a standing lug, the tack coming to the foot of the mast, but 
the battens are retained as in the old balance lug. The halliard is 
rigged as follows: A single block is lashed to the yard forward of 
its center; the parrel is made fast to the heel of the yard, leads 
through this block, and at its end a second single block is spliced in 
At the masthead are two single blocks, each fitted with a strap over 
the masthead, or a hole may be bo»ed through the latter, as Aown, 
and a short line passed through, a block being spliced in each end of 
the hne. The halliard, which is longer than usual, is made fast to 
the yard near the neak, leads through one block at the masthead, 
thence through the block on the end of the parrel, thence through 
the second masthead block and to a block at deck, thus setting up 
both peak and throat. 

The sails are made of fine muslin with bights Bin. apart, the latter 
running parallel with the leach in each portion of the sail. In bight- 
ing the canvas, that for thelo ver portion, below the second batten is 
first bighted, then the widths of the bights in the upper part are so laid 
off that when cut on the required angle they will correspond with the 
widths of the others, which are. of course, cut nearly at right angles. 
The two parts of the sail are tnen stitched together along the line of 
the second reef. The peculiar shape of the sal! is designed to give 
as large an area as possible with the shortest spars, the cutting away 
of the lower after corner reducing the length of boom and batten 
much more than it does the corresponding area. The sails shown 
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are 75 and .35sq. ft., witb another oE but 18ft. and one batten. In 
cruising or in heavy weather racing the .35£t. sail is stepped forn-ard 
and the 18ft. sad aft, giving a very safe and snug rig. Tnisseason the 
Lassie will carry a mainsail of 60Ed.. with a mizzen of 35, a total of 8.5ft. 
for the regular races, reefing to 60ft. and 15ft., or 75tt. in the A. C. A. 
limited race. The large rig will be retained for .special races in very 
light weather. In actual use. with a strain on tne sheets, the sails 
will sag aft and the boom and peak -will really be much lower in sail¬ 
ing t han they appear in the drawing, but this allowance is necessary in 
all rigs with long, light spars and no stays or shrouds 

THE A C. A. TROPHY.—Editor Forest and Stream,-- -I beg to 
acknowledge through Ur. Parmele, of Hartford, the following sub¬ 
scriptions of one dollar each to the A C. A. cup. Rev. Francis 
Goodwin (790;. E. G. Qmggle <827;, C. E. Forrest (79l), Col. Jacob L. 
Green .791), L. Q . Jones (387), J, Hart Fenn (H. C. C.). W. B. David¬ 
son i5s5;. Also through Mr. Johnson. Brookl3Ti C. C.. P. Previously 
acknowledged, $99: total to date, $109.—Wm. Whitlock. 

CANVAS CANOES.—Boston, Jan. SO.—Editor Forest and Slreo.m: 
1 see among your Answers to Correspondents one to .1. H. Stagg, to 
the effect that no regular builders of canoes make canvas canoes. I 
woidd state that Messrs. Thos. Kane & Co., of Chi'•ago. make canvas 
cauoes ranging in price from $24 to $12.—J, W. Cobtwright, Jb. 

RTJSHTON’S CATALOGITE.—We have received the new catalogue 
just issued by Mr. J. H. Rushton, of Canton, New York, the largest 
andni'-ist complete list of boats and canoes yet pubhshed. We shall 
notice it at greater length as soon as space offers, as it is well deserv¬ 
ing of the aitention of all canoeists. 

MONA.—Mr. B. W. Richards has his new canoe Mona well along. 
Saure, of BrockviUe, is building her. She will be 15ft. nj<gin.x30in., 
on the same lines as Mr. Stephens's Hermit, but lengthened 1ft. Both 
boards will be of brass. 

ANOTHER CRUISER.—Mr. Rushton has sent us the lines of a new 
cruiser, a si.eakbox, built up higher and with a stem like a canoe. He 
is no v experuneniiug with this model to get a better cruiser than the 
sneakbox _ 

Inchting. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Co. _ 
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FIXTURES. 
17—Dorchester Y. C.. Nahaut, Open. 
19—Hull Y. C.. Pennant race. 
23— Boston Y. C. 
26—Corinthian Y. C. Race. 
S-lIuU Y. C. Race. 
4 -Boston Y. C., Regatta. 

10—Hull Y. C., Novelty Race. 
10— Corinthian Y. C. Race. 
13— Beverley Y. C., Marblehead. First Championship. 
17— Hull Y. C., Champion Race. 
21— Hull Y, C., Ladies’ Day, 
22- Boston Y. C, 
24— Dorchester Y. C. 
24— Corinthian Y. C., Ladies' Race. 
31—Beverley Y. C.. Swampscott, Second Champioa-sbip. 
31—Hull Y. C., Cruise 
7—Corinthian Y. C., Open Regatta. 

14— Hull Y. C.. Open Regatta. 
14—Beverley Y. C .Nahant, Third Championship. 
21—Beverley Y. C., Marblehead. Open Matches. 
25— Hull Y. 0., Ladies’ Race. 
28—Corini hian Y”^. C. Race. 
28—Hull Y. C., Champion Race. 
2—Boston Y. C. 
4—Dorchester Y. C., Fall Race. 
4—Corinthian Y. C., Champion Race. 

11— Hull Y. C.. Champion Sai!-off. 
11—Corinthian Y. 0., Sweepstakes Regatta. 
18— Beverley Y. C., Nahant, Fall Matches. 

THE CRUISE OF THE PILGRIM.-VII. 

BV DB. W- H. WINSLOW. 

rpilE month of September had been fine for sailing, and I had made 
X the most of it. The bo.vs had gone home to school. It was time 

for me to think of mv biisinesi and waat I was to do with the yacht. I 
thought of liauling her up in Belfast near Dyer’s railway where the 
shore afforded a snug berth. 1 did notdo it. If I had, she would have 
been washed from her cradle and probably been very much damaged 
by a severe southeast gaie and unusu^y high tide and sea, in 
November, nr, escaping this, have been burned with the wharf and 
warehouse just alocgslde, in Decern ler. 

1 decided tc take her back to South Boston, the home of yachts, where 
the builders know how to haul them out and take care of them. 
Captain McDonald was intending to visit Boston and sai I he would 
gladly go along with me, and Williams wrote that he would come 
down aud help me to take the yacht back, to have a rest and an op¬ 
portunity for observation of the sailing qualities of his latest cutter. 
All the neccessary arrangements were made, farewells were said to 
friends and relations, the anchor was lifted, and we started upon our 
return voyage, at 10 A M , Sept. 80, before a light northwest wind. 

A good deal of lime was spent in refitting the gafftopsail and 
getting its gear to run freely; we half drifted half sailed all day 
upon tbe placid bay and put in to Camden at dark, but were obliged 
to low with the tender in order to get up to an anchorage to the left 
of tbe steamboat wharf at the mouth of a creek and inside Negro 
Island. 

The town is situated at the foot of the‘mountains, which run par¬ 
allel to the coast, and these cut off westerly winds so that one loses 
the wind soon after getting inside the hght-house. Negro Island 
forms a breakwater seaward, but the swell rolls in behind and 
be.TOud it. and the anchorage is seldom quiet, though perfectly safe. 
These drawbacks should not prevent yachtsmen vfeiting the. harbor, 
because the little bay. the proximity of the mountains and the pretty 
villas along shore, make it a really charming place. Gilkey’s Habor 
is just across the bay and may be easily reached, when one wishes 
Ijerfeet rest. 

We were away the next morning at 7.30, before a floe northwest 
brcfze, ate breakfast at Owl's Bay. and. with spinnaker out, went 
bowling through Mussle Ridge Channel and out co sea. It was nip 
and tuck for a long time between a three-masted schooner and our 
craft, which should go out first, but by letting out more siieet so 
that the mainsail bellied upion both sides of the backstay (which I 
did not like), we finally offered her a tow and went gaily bv. much 
to tbe disgust of the grim-visaged skipper, who smoked and fumed 
to no purjiose. We kept the same waters as upon our outward 
passage, past Mosquito Head, on through Davis' Straight, i-ound 
Pemaquid Point, leaving the Hypocrites grinning in their surf off 
Fishertnan'.s Island to port and, by a little t-owing. reached a berth 
before Townsend, snug m Booth Bay. having made the longest and 
finest run of the cruise, 48 miles. It was 9 P. M. and quite dark when 
we anchored, and it was difficult to see the vessels on the shore, but 
I thought we had anchored in the same i^ace as before. Supper was 
cleared and we were talking and smoking when I was startled to see 
that-the stern was raising and the bow sinking. We were on deck in 
a moment and found we were aground upon a boulder under the 
'•ocknit and bearing on the iron keel, and afloat forward, and we 
coul(i not stai-t her. There she remained, rolling very easily and 
deeply upon her pivot, and sinking down forward till the bowsprit 
was near the water. Of course we could not sleep, and we whiled 
away the hours spinning yarns, noticing that the yacht was easy and 
did not crack, snap, creali or strain any, until the tide rose at 1 A, M., 
and we towed her off and anchored her in deeper water. Tnen w'e 
slept tbe sleep of the just. , * , 

There w-as a drizzling rain next morning and we played pool, took 
a stroll over the village, canvassed a proposition to go to Bath by the 
inside passage, and had dinner at the hotel. The bay was full or 
fishermen, more were arriving every hour, and none were going out. 
It was evident a storm was brewing, though our barometer stood at 
“very dry” all the time, which my excursion Iriends had referred to 
ditriug the summer as an escuse for taking a drink often. (It had 
been set for Pittsburgh, and should have been corrected for sea level 
at Boston): bat it was wet, and a southeaster was evidently at hand. 
Yet we thought we might venture as far as the Kennebec, as it 
lightened up a little and tbe wind was fair. So we made sail and put 
to sea, to tne surprise of the sailors around us, and were soon tumb¬ 
ling upon the tremendous rollers of the Cuckolds. They dashed 
wiili terrific power against tne. high walls of rock along shore, broke 
upon the reefs in-iide of Seeuin in long, curling, tumbling furrciws of 
«hiriin? foam, and lifted and lowered out lirtie craft so mighlnj' that 
1 telt liow helpless we should be if the wind failed or we should get 
caught upon a Jee shore. The mouth of the river was before us. but 
the appearance of the shore, surf and sky was very threatening, *nd 
1 fell we had done wrong in venturing out, when larger craft were 
wkiiig safe harbors. However, there was nothing to do but to keep 
on and hold our faith in the yacht aud in ourselves. 

"This Is a dangerous place In a gale,” said McDonald, “Do you see 

those breakers off Whale Back? They have picked up many a good 
ship. Once a vessel had passed Seguin bound in, and the captain, 
who lived up in that house on the bank of the river, went below to 
dress up and go ashore to his family, when the fog fell, the gale In¬ 
creased, and before morning the ship was wrecked and all bauds 
were lost. Pretty hard, after a long voyage, to be drowned right in 
sight of his wife and home. The tide and current of tne river about 
here set all rules at naught, and when the fog shuts in and tbe wind 
fails, look out for breakers. I have been in here often, but I don’t 
like it. It is a treacherous place, and we must be very careful we 
don’t get caught in the current and swept asho e on the Sugar Loaves 
or Hunni well’s Beach.” 

We partly pitched partly sailed past Pond Island Lighthouse, the 
Sugar Loaves, Port Popham, Cox’s and Baker's heads, till we. got 
among a fleet of loaded schooners at anchor near Parker’s Flats. 
The tide was already strong flood; it was getting dark and thick, and 
we did not like to stop in so swift a current. We therefore ran across 
the .“tern of a schooner and asked a man upon the quarter deck 
where, would be a safe place to anchor a small craft drawing five 
feet. He answered, “Run across and anchor near that fish' weir. 
You will be out of the channel and have good holding ground.” 

We did as directed and had everything snug, when the fog shut 
down, the rain began to fall and the wind increased to a gale from 
the southeast We heard the dismal foghorns all night and all day 
long, and knew there was trouble outside. Didn’t it blow, and didn’t 
we out and sheer and flop about in the current? But we were safe 
and we congratmated eacli other frequently that we had got inside 
before dark, because there we lay, tmable to see a hundred yards 
away, from Friday night till Sunday eve. when it cleared a Tittle 
and we up anchor and ran under the jib before the gale toPbipsburg. 
upon the right bank of tbe river, where, in spite of the chart, %ve 
found good anchorage and shelter and many sympathizing people. 
Tne wind hauled around west-nor’west during the night, and Monday 
it was coming off shore in heavy puffs that made our halliards 
whistle and the cables tauten from both anchors in the mud. But 
they held well till 8 A. M.. when we reefed the mainsail, took in the 
anchors, and started for Bath on the slack of the flood tide. The 
Coast Pilot says, “The river is dangerous and stranger.-, should not 
venture to go up without a pilot.” but we found no difficulty or 
especial danger in the way, though we got some heavy squalls in 
FiddJer’s Reach, and arrived at anchor off the city about 11 o’clock. 

Bath is built upon the hills of the right bank and has beautiful views 
up ai>d down the river. Tnere were half a dozen vessels upon the 
stocks, one magnificent ship of 2,400 tons, with skysail yards, was 
just ready to launch, and another of 2,000 tons lav at'a wharf getting 
ready for sea. I was pleased to find that shipbuilding in my native 
State was not quite dead. 

We got under way after dinner, ran rapidly do wn the river, and 
took up our old anchorage at Phip-iburg Center, where we inspected 
the numerous ice houses which make the village. 

I have been no many ri vers, Including the Hudson, the Clyde and 
the Rhine, and I thinli none can compare in natural beauty with the 
noble Kennebec. Its held, rocky headlands and receding hills, cov¬ 
ered with herbage and shrubs of green, yellow, orange, red and scar¬ 
let colors; the moss-covered, gnarled and storm-beaten evergreen 
trees upon the slopes and inaccessible crags, with their olive green 
masses lighted up by the flaming yellow and scarlet leaves of the 
ashes and maples; the secluded coves and little patches of green grass 
in thp valleys: the pretty villas upon hi eh hills or peeping out of'hid¬ 
ing places between the bluff-:; the broad reaches of the silvery river 
almost like a chain of lakes; the wild, rough islands and savage rocks 
and reefs in the lower course, form a panorama of delightful views 
unsurpassed anywhere in unity, variety and beauty. 

Tuesdav began with a light northwest wind; we weighed the anchor 
after breakfast, but could not stem the flood tide and had to drop it 
again. 

We started again about 11 o’clock and worked our way down to 
Fort. Popham and were about to anchor for lack of wind, when it 
suddenly came out from the south--ast. The tide was now slack, and 
making long and short legs, we finally weathered Pond Island and 
kept off before the wind for Fuller’s rock. The sea was very heavy; 
we rolled a great deal, and to add to our discomfort the sky became 
cloudy and sullen and a cold drizzling rain began to fall. We drew 
slowly by the rocky dangerous shore aud spent the whole afceinoon 
running at one to two knots an hour toward Mark Island monument, 
which was a long time ahead of us. It was nearly 6 o’clock and getting 
dark when we arrived there and the sea and tide nearly set us upon 
the point, which makes off shallow and rocky toward Haskel’s Island 
and is not so shown upon the chart. Williams thought we had better 
put to sea, get hold of Half Way Rock light and make our way int j 
Portland by the main channel, but I vetoed that. It seemed to me 
rash to stay outside in such threatening weather, cold, wet and sup¬ 
perless as we were, even if we could do no better than run at hazard 
up Harpswell or Broad sounds. I kept on past Haskell’s, holding the 
tiUer in one hand, the chart in the other with the rain pattering upon 
it, soon recognized Eagle Island, then Upper Flag Island, and began 
to breathe freer, for beyond it we could see the clustered lights of a 
settlement. It was getting dark and thick this time, but we were just 
able to get hold of Little Birch and Horse Islands and to shape out 
coin-se to clear Thrumh Cap on the right, and guided by the village 
lights and the anchor lights of a scow, we finally dropped anchor at 
7:30 just off the steamboat wharf of Potts Harbor . 

It was a narrow escape from misery and perhaps shipwreck, and, 
if we had been fifteen minutes later we would have had to have gone 
it blind. 1 would advise amateur sailors not to take the risk of running 
a course in strange waters without a large margin of time. Let us 
see what followed. We celebrated our good luck by a hot full meal, 
listened to the patter of the rain above our beads while comfortably 
smoking, and contrasted our comfort for Williams’s benefit with that 
we should have had if we had followed his advice. He acknowledged 
his error, and McDonald said, when he went to sea in a small craft he 
wanted to get inside every night. He also remarked jokiagly, that It 
w-as necessary to have a safe aboard if one wished to keep his 
tobacco. The anchor light was looked after, and with a look out of 
the windows to see by tbe scow’s light and the lights on shore that 
we were not di'ifcing. w-e finally went to sleep. I awoke in about an 
hour, sat up and listened. There was music in the air. It was high 
z-z-z z in many notes of the gamut. The wind was playing melan¬ 
choly time upon the strings aloft, the riding rope was sawing across 
the bobstay and the yacht was trailing toward the rocks around 
Thrumh Cap. I looked at the sleepers. Williams was snoring com¬ 
fortably. McDonald was sitting bolt upright and looking at me. 
Without saying a word he reached for his boots aud pulled them on. 

“What is the matter with you, Mack? What are you going to do?" 
1 asked. . , 

“Do? I am going to let go the heavy anchor. I don t feel comfor¬ 
table wi h only one hook in the mud and It blowing great guns like 
this from the north.” 

“Thai’s what is the matter with me, but we have not drifted any 
yet. 1 can see the scow’s light and some lights ashore. The wind 
ha-4 hauled, but it is still raining.” 

We put on heavy coats aud rain hats and went on deck. Phew! 
how it blew and how cold it was. The heavy anchor and riding rope 
were unlashed and cleared, the yacht was hauled up to the other 
anchor, then the large one was cast broad off the bow, and about 
twenty fathoms of cable were paid out on each. The craft went 
astern and brought up head to the wind at the apex of a triangle of 
which the ropes formed the sides, and rode easily the remainder of 
the night. 

THE NEW ATLANTIC. The committee of the Atlantic Y. C. to whom the building of the 
new sloop is entrusted. Messrs. Fish, Lawton and Maxwell, have 

sent out specifications to the various builders, and after receiving 
their estimates have awarded the contract to John Mumm, of Bay 
RiJge. Work is to be commenced at once, and the yacht is to be in 
commission by Decoration Day. The yacht will be built of wood, in 
the strongest possible minner. The specifications call for a keel of 
white oak, 24x-34in. tapering to 9x9in. at ends; a stem sided Sin. and 
moulded l4m; aud asternpost sided Bin. and moulded lOin., both of 
white oak. The frames will be of oak and hackmatack, the latter 
above the waterline, being sided 5in., moulded lOin. at heels and 5in. 
at heads and spaced 26iu. centers. At tbe ends the siding will be 
4iim. The knightheads will be of locust, sided .jin. Iron floor straps 
4xlMin. will be used, those abreast the trunk running up the side 
of the latter at each frame. The planking will be of pine or cedar 
254in. thick with wales ot 3in. oak, capering to at bow and stern. 
The fastening will be of copper and locust treenails. Inside will be 
four bilge streaks of 6x3ia. yellow pine on each side, with ceiling of 
thesame2in. thick. The shelf, 12x4in.. the clamps l-2x3in., and the 
deckbeams will be of yellow pine. The latter will vary from o to 
l-2ia siding, and 5 to 6iu. moulding. The centerboard trank will be 
of oak and yellow pine. 4 and 3iu. thick, and will run up to the deck 
beams, which will be bolted to it. Abreast of it wdl be iron tie rods 
with turnbuekles, running from the keel to the deck The deck plank 
will be of clear white pine 2]4x-i]4m . wtli oak rail 6x3in. The fasten¬ 
ings for the lead keel will be 2in. Muntz metal bolts. All mside 
baUast will be of lead cast to tic close down. The interior finish will 
be plain and neat. Tbe spars will be of Oregou pine, but a proposal 
has been nia'ie to furnish a hollow boom and bowspiit binlt of plate 
iron. Sawyer & Son will make the sails of specially woven canvas, 
and Mr. Phillip Low will furnish tbe rigging. The yacht will steer 
with a Perley wheel, air. EUsworth favors a lofty and narrow- rig 
rather than low and broad, but tbe sail plan Is not fullv decided on 
yet. The yacht will have a single Jib over 50ft. on the foot, but a 
smaller jib and staysail will also be fitted. Mr. Mumm's contract is 
to be completed by April 30. 

CRUISE OF THE COOT, 

xn. At daybreak the yacht was hailed. After despatching a hasty 
breakfast my newly found friend and his frisky mules got under¬ 

way at a shght trot, the driver being quite an improvement upon the 
first and inclined to converse as far as the distance would permit. The 
weather had cleared, broad red bands above the land denoting the 
advent of the sun in a bright crisp atmosphere with the smell of 
winter. The landscape was dreary enough. Bare, gaunt trees, deso¬ 
late looking fields and dry brooks with forbidding dwellings rearing 
their gray shingle roofs against the sky on the hilltops around. Tlie 
ground was undulating, and but for the season would have been 
picturesque with the light of fields of golden corn and tbe shades of 
forests interspersed. Some ot the farms were on a large scale and 
betokened wealth, many fine herds of cattle and sheep dotting the low¬ 
lands near the river whose bends the canal was following 

Kingston, a tidy small country town is .situated half way between 
New Brunswick and Bordentown. Here the coupon on the receipt was 
delivered to a representative of the towing company. Twenty-two 
miles still remained to be made. The longest level is one of fourteen 
miles, which leads into the city of Trenton. A fresh team, spuired 
into occasional trots by a surly driver, took the Coot overthis monot¬ 
onous haul, a large portion of the level being a cut with the banks so 
high that only occasional glimpses of the surrounding counlrv could 
be had. The afternoon wore on with clouds rising, till they obscured 
the rays of the sun, bringing with them a chill northerly wind of 
great strength. At times Che Coot would be sailing before this wind 
faster than the mules were traveling The reaches in i he canal wore 
very long and straight, sometimes as far as the eye could reach. For 
some time a propeller had been coming up in our wake. She gained 
very slowly. The driver sought to keep ahead by throwing stones at 
the team, but to no purpose. Supposing he knew his own business 
best I let him have his -way, but not without misgivings. Tlie mo- 
peller finally overhauled us and sheered to one side lo pass. This the 
stupid driver would not allow. He whipped the animals and we kept 
alongside. Through a bridge we both squeezed with scarce an inch to 
spare. 

This sort of thing was not to my liking. Tbe driver never looked 
astern to see what he was doing. For ten minutes we kept on. Then, 
as the mules slowed up, the steamer sought to pass. Ar. that mo¬ 
ment we had reached a bend in the canal, and to my horror three 
great lumbering boats were seen coming head on full tilt. They were 
loaded with Iron pipe and of course would hold their way, as it was 
impossible to check them. I yelled to the driver to slack up and let 
go, so the Coot could drop astern of the steamer, and not bring us 
Bill abreast with almost certainty that the yacht be crushed to atom.s 
between her weighty fellow travelers. But the fellow paid no atten¬ 
tion until a volley of objurgations had been hurled at his head. Then 
it was too late. The canal boats drove in between the steamer and 
tbe Coot, tbe latter being compelled to sheer in to the hank so close 
that she scraped hard, cutting deep gashes into her plank, the stone 
facing having razor-like edges. It was nip and tuck, and I certainly 
was badly frightened while the crisis lasted. Not more than three 
inches to spare between mv boat and the canallers. while they in turn 
brushed along the steamer’s wales. As tlie last canal boat squeezed 
through, the man at her clumsy helm raised his cap with the words, 
“Cap, I did the best I could for you.” And so he and the rest cer¬ 
tainly had. But for their cool heads and accurate judgment the 
Coot would have been crushed like an egg-shell. Canal boats are 
very difficult to control. They scarcely tnove straight ahead, but 
always have a broad sheer on them, crossing more or less from side 
to side of the canal. To force them one wav or the other requires 
considerable notice and great skill in “meeting” with the helm, as 
the latter must he put hard over and then .steadiel long before the 
effect has been imparted to the boat. Nothing but extraordinary 
skill of the skippers on the canallers saved the Coot. 

The wor.st, however, was yet to come. No sooner had we got 
through this dilemma than trouble set in from the suction of the 
propeJIer. The mules having at last been halted by the obstinate 
driver, the yacht fell astern abreast of the steamor's quarter. Here 
the suction was something tremendous. All control by the helm was 
lost and the Coot was dragged along in the race, sheering with such 
violence first toward the steamer, then toward the shore, that the 
helm could not check her. but only aggravated the evil, for there was 
not time enough to “meet” the succeeding .surges. 'With a crash the 
Coot brought up against the propeller's quarter and then she flew off 
toward the stones on the bank, which ground the plank Into splinters 
along the line of contact. Several times over the same exasperating 
antics were gone through, one crash, more serious than the rest, 
threatening to stave in the sides. Gradually the yacht dropped out of 
the tormenting suction and was left to herself to count the dead aud 
wounded. Though not vitally hurt, she was frighfiilly cut in places 
and roughed up all round. The driver got his dose of my uiiud. but 
took It id] with stolid mdifferenee and never replied. The team was 
poked up and late in the afternoon we pulled into Trenton. Here the 
canal was almost blocked with boats, propellers, arks, and those 
schooners of long, box-like hulls, familiar to New Yorkers. Huge 
potteries and grimy railroad yards sent du.st and din far and near 
Men were yelling, whistles screeching, trains backing in and out; 
crowds jostled over the bridges, horse cars groaned under their 
human freight, bells were tolling, and the air became rank aud thick 
with the smells and smokes of a gi-eat city. From the dull, dreamy 
canal into the center of an active, restless hive of industry was a 
sudden transition which made it appear as though I liad been out of 
the world for several days past and was now returning to its rouglx 
reality. A street of water leading through the heart of the city, such 
was the canal, for It squeezed through the back yards and by the front 
stoops and along house walls, around corners, through manufactur¬ 
ing establishments, past gas works, churches, schools and institutiona 
of all kinds, until at last it managed to straighten out its many kinks 
into long reaches, once more calmly flowing through peaceful mead¬ 
ows belows. 

A rambling white barn with palings surrounding a court consti¬ 
tuted the headquarters of the towing company, the last station on 
the line of the canal. Without warning the driver slipped my line 
and left me to drift I knew not whither nor what for. Some men 
ashore who took in the situation at a glance told me to pass through 
tlie railroad draw which happened to be open, as 1 would be better 
off below than above. With the sweep the foot was sculled through 
and tied up to the cribbing around the turn. H was a bad place, but no 
basin being visible the boat was made fast, much to the delight of a 
squad of street Arabs and the locomotive crews in the railroad y^. 
The cabin was locked up and a trip uu the street undertaken tn for¬ 
age for fresh meat. While stowing away supper a respectable old 
man asked me to come on board. He was the tender of n bridge 
about 200 yards further down. He Lad seen me tie up in the awk¬ 
ward place and realizing tbe danger, had come to point our a more 
Acting refuge. As the promised team to pull me through to Bord¬ 
entown that evening did not show up till dark, ic was dismissed. I 
had no inclination to be locked through some six deep sluices which 
lower you down the steep grade in tlie six miles from Trenton to 
Bordentown. nor did I care to he let loose Into tlie Delaware river 
at midnight to hunt an anchorage in such inclement weather. A 
second night in the canal was inevitable. So accepting the old man’s 
counsel the Coot was sculled below bis swing bridge, which he kept 
open for me in spite of the car.s and crowds of city people accumu¬ 
lated in a mass on their way home from the day’s toil. Jii^t helow 
the bridge in an angle formed by the wall of his house, I found a 
little bit of water into which tbe Coot was gently propelled and then 
tied up, one line to tbe fence post ot the considerate old man’s yard, 
the other to a sleeper of a railroad track on the bank. Here we were 
safe from all passing traffic and unobserved by the crowds in the 
street, being hidden from them by the house. 

One gentleman, however, ferreted me out and entereil into agree¬ 
able conversation, He had been an active yachtsman in his day and 
was familiar with New York waters. His experiences in the canal 
were even worse than ray own. for he related a passage, during 
which he had the bowsprit of his yacht rammed into splinters against 
a lock gate, his boom snapped in the slings. Ids yaw! boat crushed, 
and many minor mishaps which cost him much money and bad 
temper. 

In the morning the old man again appeared, and with many well 
wishes cast off my lines, remarking, that if be were still young ho 
would follow mv example. From New Brunswick to Trenton, a dis¬ 
tance of 35 miles, the canal is on a gradual ascent until the “divide" 
is reached at Trenton. On the Delaware side of the ndae, the slope 
is so abrupt that the descent is made in six miles through the means 
of sis deep locks, three of which are, I believe, within the city limits. 
Having t&ough the mde lessons of the previous day divined the 
soothing influence of fifty cents upon the average ba.-barian on the 
towpath, that sum was forthcoming this day at the cutset, and so the 
locks were taken one after the other without serious difficulty. Tbe 
driver would catch the stern line and snub the boat upon entering, 
and would tow her out clear by hand. Upon meeting with rafts com¬ 
ing up, he poked the mules into a quick trot so that the tightened tow 
line passed clear over ihem, the Coot taking the middle of the canal, 
the rafts hugging ibe bank. A series of long bends are followed ny 
a straight reach from which are caught the first glimpses of the Dela¬ 
ware’s limpid waters as the river comes leaping down over its rocky 
bottom Only a narrow channel is navigable up to Trenton, « bich is 
the head of navigation. Below the city the banks become low and in 
some places marshy, while the bottom’changes from rock to mud and 
sand, which is its prevailing character at Bordentown. The last lock 
was reached as the sun broke forth bright and w^arra. and nature as¬ 
sumed a cheery garb all round. Passing up the reinuaui of the offi¬ 
cial receipt to ihe coUeotor’s office, the gate swung open, and at last 
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the Coot rpnchpd tide T^ater once triore to the infinite relief of her 
skii)per. The “port.” beyond the lock was crowded wito boats anxi¬ 
ous to pass throuffh before frost should block them in for the winter 
away from their home ports. Afresh tow of a dozen or more had 
just' come in with the side wheeler Ool. Thomas A. Scott, an old 
steamer which has been doing duty on the line from Philadelphia up 
for tbi.s many a year. After a while an opening was made through 
ihecrowd, aiad taking advantage of the chance the Coot was forced 
through with the boat hook, glad enough to shake the near company 
of such cumbersome friends. 

Open water ahead! The wind was a nice sailing breeze from the 
northward. The. peak of the mainsail w^as set, after getting the 
Orange Bio-soni off the cabin house into her proper element A few 
minutes sufficed to lift the Coot away from ihe town a mile down to 
White’s Hill, when she was steered across river to the flats of the 
western shore, where anchor was let go iu four feet of water, tbe boat 
being beyond the navigable channel and free from risk of collision. 
The bottom was soft mud and if she grounded no liarm would come. 
There was a strong inducement to continue sailing down river, as 
both wiud and tide served well. But the yacht was In such a dirty 
condition, her decks being scarcely visible beneath a layer of red 
mud, and the cabin so damp and stuffy that the temptation to clear 
up and air could not be resisied. This proved a fatal mistake, though 
I could not be charged with the consequences. The air was balmy 
and nothing suggeded the near approach of a cold wave of great in¬ 
tensity. It had justturned December and we were sixty miles south of 
New Tork. Yet this delay was the direct cause of being imprisoned 
in winter's first embrace, the ioss of much time, much hardsliip, and 
imminent peril to the boat. That she was not cut down and sunk by 
the ice before being liberated by a thaw from her sore strait I cannot 
understand to this day. Had we proceeded on the voyage, the broader 
and saltier waters of Philadelphia would have been reached, and 
there the freeze never clo.sed up the river. But in the fresh and shel¬ 
tered waters of Bol^^eutown no amount of traffic sufficed to keep the 
river from freezing tip solid. After the thaw set in the short bends 
and projecting flats foimied choking obstruction.®, which prevented 
the ice looseuiug above from finding a ready vent by which to escape 
and leave the Coot to navigate a clear channel. 

The afternoon was nassed in scrubbing decks and airing bedding 
and clothing. I turned in light of heart, thinking the early morn 
would see me well away on the seventy-mile stretch down river to 
Delaware City, the entrance to the canal leading into the Chesapeake. 

C. P. K. 

THE PHILADELPHIA TUCK-UP. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

I have searched iu vain in your columns for a description of the 
Philadelphia tuck-up, which has many points of superiority for 
cruising over either the canoe, sneakbox or sharpie of its size; and it 
is already used in such numbers, and its builders have already ac 
quired such reputations in their own locality, that it is strange no 
one has been found to extol it. Friend Wilkiiis has never been in¬ 
terested in boats of its .size, else I should have expected to have 
heard from him. 

■We did hear, not long siuce, of tbe Philadelphia hiker: but the 
description was of the old timer, and evidently written by an old 
timer, and was misleading as to the boats of to day. 

Philadelphia is the only great city in the coimtry ^'bose citizens 
are greatly interested in yachting and that is at the same time ou 
inland wnter.s; it is natural,'therefore, that its boats should be of a 
distinct class. I am acquainted with all the yachting cities on the 
continent, and while 1 have seen rasiny boats that resemble in form 
the tuck-up, there are none that have all its advantages for a 
cruiser. 

There are a.SOO of these boats in the boathouses on the Delaware 
River, about 300 being enrolled ou the books of various boat clubs, 
between whom there is a great rivalry, numerous races being held 
every year for the emblems of championship, and scrub races occur 
every week. 

During the summer a Sunday view on the river is a sight once seen 
never to' be torgotten. Three to four hundred of these midgets 
leave the docks at the same hour, all to .sad in the same direction 
with tbe tide—one Sunday up the river to Five-Mile Point, Brides- 
burg and Tacony, a few keeping on to Plum Point and Rancocns, 
a'lout ten miles: the next Sunday they all go down river to Glouces- 
tei', seven miles, a few reachiug Red Bank, ten miles, all returning 
abnut the same hour. 

The crew usually consists of two or three, four being the maxi¬ 
mum. A grub chest is considered nece-ssary, supplemented occa¬ 
sionally with a ease of fluids, lunch being eaten on the sands. 

The boats are housed iu two-story buildings, built in a row along 
the slip, thirty to foiky houses to the row. The ground floorcontains 
racks for two boat^, oars, sails, etc., while the upper floor is the club 
house, t-hc club usually containing four members, two from each 
boat. Many of their rooms are very handsomely decorated. This 
system of boat houses is one that can be copied to advantage in every 
yachting center. The houses are usually onmed by one man, who 
rents a berth, i. e.. naif the house for S'lO to S-SO a year; and these 
houses are one of the best jiaying investments to be met with. 

But now to the boat. She is called in the Club Register a fourth- 
class tuck-up, is 15ft long, 40 to 42in. beam, and 11 to 12in. deep, and 
mustnoc exceed these limits to race in her elass. She is clinker built 
with square stern, decked forwai-d for about 4ft. to the forward part 
of the well, and on the sides to the stern 8 to 9in. wide. No deck at 
stern. Keel is alin. plank 14ft. long and 4in. wide amidships. Tim¬ 
bers forward of the w-ell are of oak, nearly straight, and heavy for 
the size of boat: from there to the stern are of elm one-half to three- 
quarters bent to shape, and spaced 9in. apart. Sides of J^in. cedar. 
Two hard-wood runners are usually screwed to the keel to prevent 
chafing on the sands. She is distinct from the dead wood boat in that 
she is framed very lightly aft without any deadwood at all, the gar- 
boards extending to the transom, and being almost horizo.'itr:! from 
the well to the stern. The coaming, usually of walnut, is pointed at 
the bow, and rises 4 to 6iu., gradually lowering to the stern, when it 
is 1V6 to 2in. high. The sternsheet runs the entire width of the boat 
and 30 to 30in. long, giving the most comfortable seat to be found on 
any boat of its size. One thwart extends across the boat at the rear 
of the well: no other obstruction on the floor. The w-ell is of wood 
and the board of the dagger type, of wood, with an exposure below 
the bottom of 3 sq, ft. Running free the hoard is taken out and 
shoved under the forward deck, its space being taken by a stop 
water. Oars are carried under the side deck and w-hen the wind 
fails, the hiU’dy martuer ties up his sail, and hauling on the peak 
halliard raises the boom, with sail and gaff tied together, up beside 
the mast, where all is made fast, then out oars and a pull to destina¬ 
tion. Bailer and sponge are kept under sternsheets, and provisions, 
etc , under forw-ard deck. Frequently when camping out a large 
“A” tent is carried along, and there is plenty of room left. 

The hull, sails and rigging altogether will weigh about 1751bs. and 
one man can hamle it on the i.anding and into the house. A public 
two wheeled truck is usually used to roll the boat from the stage to 
the house. The sail is ‘i6yds. (156sq. ft)., cat-rigged, umally long on 
the boom, short ou the gaff and peaky, and reefs to hO and hiOjq. ft. 
A short bowsprit is carried from which a stay leads to the mast 
head, this bowsprit is always removed before housing Spars are 
light and great care is taken to keep them lookihg bright, the sails 
white and the fittings wffiieb are of brass, alw^ays bright ana clean. 
The hull is painted, usually black with red aud blue stripes, the deck 
white, or tinted to cream or pmk. The mast is stepped about 12in. 
from the stem and tbe sail overhangs the stern 3 to 4 feet. 

The form iu i he later boats is a plumb stern, tine entrance and easy 
run. the square stern is only 3 to Bin. deep so that she drags no dead 
water. She will go to windward of any waft in the world of her size, 
and will go three feet to two of the sneakbox or canoe, carrying 
same sail. She does it every Sunday. She is a good sea boat,'fre¬ 
quently running down the bay to Bombay Hook and is usually quite 
stiff, although some of the later boats are built deeper with quite 
sharp floor, which their owners claim increase their seaworthiness. 
These boats are crank until they reach their bearings, which they- do 
whenever the leeward deck touches the water, wheu it is difficult to 
force them any further. 

The helmsman does all the work except raising sails and “hiking,’’ 
which is sitting ou the windward deck for ballast, and holds the 
sheet iu one hand and the Tiller in the other: and two average men 
will carry this ioiift. s til with one reef in, in the heaviest blows of the 
season. Chjts. L. Work. 

OUR BOYS AND WHAT TO DO WITH THEM.—As long as the 
winds blow and ships sail there wilt be fomid boys who want to go to 
sea. With, most of checn it will be much belter if they can be per¬ 
suaded to remain ashore; hut when this is not possible the next best 
thing is to ease as much as possible the veiy hard life they must find 
afloat and to guarcl them as far as possible against its many dangers 
and evils. What a sea life really is and bow it may be followed is 
well told in a lit'le book entiiled “Our Boys, and What To Do With 
Them: the Merchant Service, the Prospect it Offers, and How to 
Enter It,” by <-’. Stansfeld Hicks. The book contains a good de¬ 
scription of real sliip life, together with much practical instruction 
how to enter it, the chances of promotion and advice to beginners, 
'ruere is also a great deal of practical information as to ships and 
rigs, mai-ino law, signing articles, outfltiing and similar matters 
pertaining to sea life. The data glveurelate to the English mei-ehant 
marine, and vary from those of this country; but in spite of this the 
book will prove very iutei-esting to every embryo Dana and Russell, 
as well !is a valuable aid to the unfortunate parents and guardiau.t of 
these nautical youngsters. It ispublished byQ. Wilson, la6 Miuories, 
Loudon. 

A HOOTLY ON BIGNESS.-Itis announced that Mr.W. K.Vanderbilt 
is going to build the biggest steam yacht in the world. As the merit 
implied in that characterization has heretofore been the chief dis¬ 
tinction of Mr. W. Aster’s .yaent, the latter construction will now- he 
obviously n. g.. anathema marauatha,Ichabod—the glory is departed. 
The origin and evolution of this seeking for the biggest object in 
every category are easily traced, and have been publicly exemplifii d 
in tlie erection to Was'hington of the biggest monument on this 
planet, and in the formation of a committee to erect a stili bigger 
one to Grant. The tendency is undeniable, its working inexorable. 
It remains for the seientifle observer to suggest means to utilize the 
expenditure of effort for the best advantage of mankind. Now, if 
princely yacht owners, in the pursuit of the biggest on record, at¬ 
tempt successively to surpass each others’ yachts solely indimeii- 
sious and avoirdupois, they will soon ;flnd their labor but vanity 
aud a striving after wind of steam, as the case may be. Given the 
money, any one can make a bigger yacht than the biggest in exist¬ 
ence, and while the process is going on, a factitious impulse may be 
given to shipbuilding, but no good end will be served. The half 
dozen or more men who by common consent are f.airly entitled to 
claim the biggest yacht on earth, ought to combine aud appoint 
commissioners and a pooling agent Tiiese functionaries, duly em¬ 
powered aud with secrecy enjoined, could investigate and decide 
upon the claims of each, and decide upon the exact dimensions 
suitable to a fortune of eight digits. To those whose possessions 
pass into nine figure-s, a common unit of size should be assigned, so 
that each might have the biggest on earth without interfering ;with 
the others or causing unnecessary wmste. These valuable sugges¬ 
tions are made gratuitously, and in the interest of economy, and 
with the hope that, when adopted in yachting, they shall gradually 
find their way into other departments of human activity, and thus we 
shall come to have in view objects that are pretty big, but yet not 
too big, only just big enough.—27ie Conunercial Advertiser. 

ICE YACHTING.—The Shrewsbury boat Scud has been at Pough¬ 
keepsie for some time, waiting for the championship race for tlie pen¬ 
nant, but the weather has not been suitable for racing, so her sail has 
been siored and her crew have gone home for the present. All the 
large yachts are ready and their owners are waiting anxiously for 
suitable ice and w-ind. On Thursday last a race w'as sailed at New 
Hamburg for a cup aud a pair of Arctic boots offered by Com. Grin- 
nell as prizes. The course was two and a half miles up the river aud 
return, with a very strong wind blowing down. Two boats, the Puff 
and Teaser, started at 11:43. Puff turned first and came in at 12:01. 
the Teaser being dismasted by a squall. In the afternoon the Puff 
raced with the San Juan and beat her, the lime being 14 minutes. A 
race was also sailed at Carthage on Tuesday, the course being I.”) miles, 
one hour time limit. The Mischief sailed the course in Ih. 13ui., and 
tlie race was postponed to be sailed again. On Saturday the Pough¬ 
keepsie and Hudson River clubs went down to sail a race over the 
New Hamburg course. In crossing the ferry track the Reindeer broke 
through, and some time was lost in getting her out. Mr. Sandford’s 
lateen Avalanche also caused some excitement by throwing him out 
and running away, saihng down the river at a high speed aud jibing 
as thougli some one w^as steering her. Finally she struck a snow 
bumniook which caused her to luff up and stop. Two races for 
non-aetive members and for second class boats were sailed in the 
morning, the Puff beating the Teaser- in the first, and the Mischief 
winniug the second. Owing to a lack of wind the big race could not be 
sailed. 

THE NEW YORK Y. C.—The differences which have existed for 
some time in the New York Y. C., culminated lost week in an actively 
contested election, in which, contrary to usage, there was an opposi¬ 
tion ticket in the field, which ticket -n-as finally elected. The younger 
and more active element of the club favored a change of officers 
and put forward the following successful ticket: Commodore, 
Eloridge T. Gerry; Vice-Commodore, C. C. Haight; Rear-Commodore, 
John C. Barron; Secretary, John H. Bird; Treasurer, F. W. J. Hurst; 
Fleet Suigeon, Morris J. Asch, M. D.; Measurer, John M. Wilson; Re¬ 
gatta Committee, Edn-ard E. Chase. Frank T. Robinson and E. A. 
Willard; Committee on Admissions, James D. Smith. John S. Dicker- 
son, Henry c. Ward, Edward M. Brown and Chester Griswold; House 
Committee, Thomas B. Asteu, E. A. Houghton, B. C. Cleeman and S. 
T. Lippiueott. The large steam yacht Electra now becomes the flag¬ 
ship of tbe club, while the Vice-Commodore owns tbe schooner Cru¬ 
sader. and the Rear-Commodore tbe sloop Athlon. The new Regatta 
Committee Is composed of active yachtsmen and expenenced sailors. 
Nineteen new members were elected and thedate of June 17 was fixed 
for the annual regatta. The non-yacht owners have heretofoi-e been 
denied any voice in the elections and they have lately demanded 
greater privileges. In answer to this movement, a committee of five, 
Messrs. Dickerson, Smitii, Morgan, Minton and Bird, were appointed 
to consider an amendment to the constitution, allowing non-owners 
to vote for some or all of the officers. Mr. Ogden Goelet again offered 
for the fifth time, cups of SI.090 for schooners aud $500 for sloops, to 
be raced for at Newport during the cruise. 

YACHTING NOTES. —The schooner Coronilla of Boston has been 
sold to Mr. Clarence Putnam of New York, aud will be taken to the 
latter port as soon as possible.At Cambridgeport, Mass., Mr. 
Diusmore is building a 21ft. cutler from Mr. Burgess’.® designs and 
also an open boat similar to the Cruiser, from a model by E. A. Wil¬ 
lis.The keel sloop Breeze will come out with a new keel, an iron 
shoe of 3 tons, and new rail and bowsprit. The steam yacht Emu 
has been sold by A. Barney to J. E. Fletcher of Providence, R. I. 
The s’eam yacht C. C. Green, ashore on Pingleton shoal, Pamlico 
SouiiiJ, has not been hauled off yet. but is in little danger at present, 

Mr Burnham of tbe schooner Mohican will be absent for several 
inoiiths in Europe, and the yacht will not be fitted out until his 
return... .E. A. WiUis is building a sloop for Chas. Aniistroug of 
Cambridge, Mass., to be 27ft. over all, 24ft. waterline, and 10ft. beam; 
to have both sloop and cal rig. Willis has also an order for a catboat 
for F. L. Dunne of Boston, owner of the cats Tartar and Niobe, for a 
catboat 19ft. Hill. long. Another boat which the s.ame buUder has in 
hand i.s an open sloop for Mr. W. S. AUev of the Larchmont Y. C. 
air. E. A. Stevens, N. J. Y. C., has sold the cutter Petrel to Mr. HaU 
of New York, and will build a 45ft. yacht. 

THE DEATH OF MR. GEORGE LORILLARD.-The news came by 
cable last week of the death of Mr. George Lorillard at Nice, France, 
on Feb. 3. Mr. Lorillard was for many years one of the best known 
of American yachtsmen, and the owner of many celebrated yachts. 
In 1868 he joined the New Y'ork Y. C. and for a number of years 
took an active part in yachting. His first yacht was the sloop Eva, 
built ill 1865. In 1867 he owned the schooner Magic, aud in the latter 
year he sold her and built the Challenge schooner, afterwards lost off 
the Bahamas. In 1869 he built the schooner Meteor, from a model by 
Captain Bob Fish, and cruised to the Mediterranean in her, where 
she was lost. Next year he built the Enchantress and after cruising 
abroad in her he sold her iu 1872 to Mr. J. F. Loubat aud withdrew 
from yachting. Mr. Lorillard was also known as a patron of other 
sports, a good shot and the owner of many famous horses His 
death was due to rheumatic gout from which he had long been a 
suffeier. 

CHESAPEAKE BUCKEYES.-Mr. W. H. Weed is at Hampton in the 
60ft. buckeye Waters, which now hails from New York. She is 
bound fmther south for general cruising aud will leave for Albe¬ 
marle Sound with the return of warm weather. His brother, Doctor 
Weed, wdl probablv aceompany him. The Walters is a genuine 
Maryland buckeye, built in Ohn'sfleld. She is a very smart boat, es¬ 
pecially in heavy weather aud the light seas of the lower Chesapeake. 
Her beam is 14ft. and draft 3ft. without board. Carries 7 tons rock 
ballast. Mr. Weed and a small boy sailed her with ease at all times. 
H‘;r rig consists of tsvo trysails aud nari’ow jib, the foretrysail 
being much the largest sail. 

OFF FOR THFi WEST INDIES.-Ou Monday last the schooner 
Ambassadress sailed from Boston for a cruise to the West Indies, her 
first port being Bermuda. Her owner, Mr. Nathaniel Thayer, has ex 
pended nearly $15,000 on her since she was purchased from Mr. As¬ 
ter, in refitting and furnishing. With Mr. Thayer as his guests are'his 
brother, Mr. Bayard Thayer, aud Messrs. Bradlee and Ogden Cod- 
man. Captain John Taylor commands the yacht. On Saturdav the 
schooner Nokomis, Mr. Royal Phelps Carroil, sailed from New York 
for the West Indies. The steam yacht Vedette will also leave this 
week for the South, and the Nooya will soon follow. 

BNEAKBOXE8.—Mr. Tryon of the Soldiers’ Home at Hampton, 
Va,, bought a sneakbox from the captain of a schooner who had 
picked her up as a derelict off the coa-t. She is 13ft. long, with the 
shovel nose run out fine into a stern aud a raking counter aud i.s 
riaged as a eat with small board, ISin. long just abaft the mast. Her 
owner speak.s highly of her performance and general utility. She is 
smart and handy, practically uneapsizable and will go through very 
rough weather. He sails her in the open roads, up the James River 
and to Norfolk, which speaks well for her powers. She also pulls 
easily aud is quite a sightl.y craft. 

AN ICE YACHT IN VIRGINIA.—During the recent cold wave 
the first ice yacht was launched upon Virginia’s frozen waters. She 
was built by Mr. E. Diestel of Fortress Monroe and sailed on Mill 
Creek to the rear of the tort. Built on tbe u®uil plan of a backbone 
and runner plank with two runners aud one shoe for steering at 
after end. She is rigged with leg of muiton and jib aud proved her¬ 
self a success. The ice is no w all melted and no chance for more 
sport this year with the new boat. 

SAN FR ANCISCO.—Yachting is still very quler on the Pacific coast. 
Aggie win have her bottom coppered before fitting out, Lurline is 
still laid up at Antioch, and Halcyon has come down from the latter 
place to Benicia. 

GEN. PAINE’S NEW YACHT.—The new Boston yacht is w-ell under 
way at Lawley’s. tbe keel being on the stocks and the stem and stern- 
post in place. Beneath the keel, which is a very wide piece, of oak 
with a slot 23Pt. long and 6in. wide, one piece of lead is already in 

and the two others will soon be ready The frames of oak and 
hacknatnek will be aided Sins., moulded Sin. at heels and Sin. at heads. 
1 ue yacht is to be completed by her builders by June 1. 

PHOTOS OF ICE Y^ACHTS.-We have received from Mr. N.tG. 
Stebbins, of Boston, some very fine photos of the Hudson River ice 
yachts. 

^tmwer§ to ^orres^ondmt§. 

No Notice Taken of Anonym one Correspondents. 

J. B. R., Springfield. Mass.—It would make no difference with a 
good judge of the breed. 

E. W. T.. Bridgeport, Conn.—Morford’s Don was by Shipman’s Joe 
(Bob H.—NeUy) and out of Gypsey (Frank—Dell). 

E. B. E., Raleigh, N. C.—1 Consult Fixtures ac the head of kennel 
department. 2. We can send you points for judging. Price, fifty 
cents. 

J. V. S., New Haven, Conn —Wishing to stock some streams in my 
vidnifv with young trout, to whom may I apply for same. Aus. 
Apply'to your Fish Commissioners. They are: Dr. W. M. Hudson, 
^rtford; R. G. Pike, Middletown, and James A. Bill, Lime. 

O. H.. East Greenwich, B. I.—Three prizes are shot for; two men 
tie and make the highest score. Must they shoot off for the first or 
can one take first auk tbe other second ? Ans. If you were shooting 
under class-shooting rides the two who tied ou highest should have 
shot off and the winner taken first, the other nothing. The second 
piize should have gone to the man whose score was next to the two 
wlio tied ou highest. If it was not class shooting the two sfiould shoot 
off for first and second. 

A. G. McK., Connecticut.—The black bass laws of New York are 
very good, as a rule, and may serve as a model. In the waters of 
Lake Mahopac or of Columbia county, Sebroou lake or river, or 
Paradox Lake in Essex or Warren counties, or in Friend’s Lake in 
Warren county, they may be taken from July 1 to Dec. 31. In Lake 
(leorge and in Brant Lake, in Warren county, the season opens on 
July 20. In other waters of the State the lawful season is from June 
1 to Dec. 31. None may be caught under ^lo. weight They may not 
be netted in any waters except Lake Ontario, the Hudson River 
below the dam at Troy, and the Walkill River in Ulster county. A 
movement is on foot to change the date for water.® where the season 
opens June 1 to one day earlier so as to include Decoration Day. 

DEER HUNTING IN THE FOREST OF NASSAU. 

Ah ! here’s a spot -where the forester has given us a rendez¬ 
vous. A tall, sinewy man, his face is frank and weather¬ 

beaten; he is dressed in a tunic of green turned up with gray, 
and he carries a short double-baiTeled gun slung across his 
arm. With a long free step he leads the way through the 
thickets of firs, up the steep side of a hilly wood. Presently 
he tells us to dismount, the servants take charge of the horses, 
and now he begins to steal along on foot almost on all fours, 
all eyes and ears, and with the least possible noise. The ex¬ 
ample he sets is not easy to follow; a withered branch on 
which I step snaps, and then he throws back at me a glance 
which says, as plainly as can be, that if I dared do anything 
of that sort again, he’ll murder me. He slips forward on tip¬ 
toe, and we men follow, closely sheltering ourselves from tree 
stem^to tree stem until in a few minutes we came up to the 
edge *^of an opening, where stand a roe and a doe feeding on 
the grass. It is my right to fire first—the favor had been 
awarded me beforehand—but to save my hfe I cannot. ‘ ‘Shoot 
at the roe,” are the words breathed into' my ears by the baron, 
who is crouching at my elbow-with his own piece at aim to 
fire in case I failed to Mt. My eyes are wide open, and I see 
that the sun has thrown bright colors over the spot. Beech 
trees and pines on the further edge of the opening are gilded 
in charming tones. The light air breathing in our faces is no 
longer a nipping one. There, their patches of red hide show¬ 
ing against the russet brown of the bank of fallen leaves, 
stands the couple at point-blank range, and still I cannot 
fire. But the matter must be quickly decided, for the doe 
may at any moment step Ijetween us aud her lord, or some of 
us 'may make audible sound that is sm'e to frighten them 
away. 1 cannot shoot; if I do, lain sure to miss, and, so 
thinking, I whisper, “You shoot”—remember I have not had 
a gim at shoulder these dozen years or more, and never before 
had I one aimed at a splendid buck—and shoot he did, to 
kill, too, and then we all breathed again. 

After this we rode about in search of wild hoar, but all iu 
vain. It is next to impossible to count over on ever finding one. 
He gets over great distances in a single night. One or two of 
them ravaged a croft hard by the night I came, and it was 
hoped they would still be loafing around waiting to favor 
another unfortunate peasant, bub if they were we could not find 
them. At one place a magnificent doe stood a short dozen 
yards from us trembling Uke a leaf with the excitement of a 
sudden shock to her nerves. Her sex saved her—shooting doe 
is strictly forbidden—and she suddenly disappeared in the 
thicket. Then the forester* put us in ambush and commenced 
to '‘call.” His object was to call up the deer by imitating the 
cry of their mate. Sometimes the imitation is done with a 
leaf, brrt our forester did it with a soi*t. of flageolet, aud on 
which he gave a short, half-complaining cry. Two or three 
were called up this way and killed, not however, until after 
hom-s of prolonged expectation and eager excitement had 
passed. Once two graceful little fawns came up hr all their 
lovely umocence and gazed about in puzzled amazement. The 
shades of evening were beginning to fall when our horses 
were in the road again. We galloped back to the chateau, 
•with as hearty an appetite as ever mor-tal longed for. The 
dinner was good, the wines dehcioirs, the music and the talk 
afterward was excellent and interesting, and that night I 
slept as quietly as if in my own virtuous bed at Paris.—Cor¬ 
respondence Boston Herald. 

POT LUCK FROM EXCHANGES. 

Schuylkill Co. Pa.—Now aud then hunters in the woods 
of this and adjoining counties of Pennsylvania come across 
wild, wolfish looking dogs in isolated mountain regions, but 
the brutes have always managed to disappear so quickly among 
the rocks, on being ifiscovered, that none have ever bee'n killed. 
They are supposed, with good reason, to be descendants of a 
wolf and a mongrel dog, which were bred together iu 1S2.5. 
Wolves were becoming scarce in the region sixty years ago, but 
a few lingered in the woods, aud were a great nuisance to the 
farmers, making frequent raids on then* sheep pastures. In 
18“2 one wolf in particulai* made great inroads ou the farmers’ 
sheep, and defied all efforts to catch it. There was a super¬ 
stition among the pioneers of the region that there were such 
things as “were-wolves,” wolves that bore, charmed hves, aud 
possessed the power of roaming about without leaving any 
trail by which they could be followed. Tom Ballard was "a 
famous hunter of tne day. He was entreated by the farmers 
who had been losers by; the raids of the mysterious wolf, to 
hunt it down if the thing was po--sil)le. although many be¬ 
lieved it w’as a were-wolf. Ball ird started out in the spring of 
1822 -with his dogs and gun for the purpose of killing the wolf. 
He roamed the wildest part of the woods for several days, but 
could find no trace of the animal. At the end of the fifth day 
he came to a crevice in the rocks on the southern edge of a 
hill known as Moimt Pisgah. There was no outward evidence 
that it was a wolf's den, but he resolved to enter the cave and 
find out. He crawled on his liands and knees and found two 
wolf whelps a week or two old. He wrapped them up in his 
blanket and quickly withdrew from the cave. He did not 
meet the old wolf aud started for home with the two young 
ones. He placed them in his wood house. Thi*ee nights later 
he heard a great noise in the yard. Looking out he saw an 
old wolf trying to get into the wood house. It was the mother 
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of the whelps, Ballard shot her. She was an unuiisaUy large 
one, and as no more raids were made on the sheep pastures 
of the region it was believed that she was the one that gave 
them so much trouble. The whelps grew up in captivity. 
They were both females. In 1824 Ballard sold one of them. 
The next year the other one was bred to a mongrel dog. She 
gave birth to a litter of whelps resembling their mother. 
After becoming a mother the wolf, which had never been 
fierce, changed to a most ferocious animal, and no one dared 
to go near her. Her oflfspring early developed wild and vicious 
character’istics and it was thought best to kill the whole 
family. One night before the decision was carried into effect 
the wolf and her half-grown hybrid whelps took to the woods. 
They were followed, and the mother and one or two of the 
young ones were killed. The others escaped and have bred 
among the rocks ever since.— Exchange. 

A T^oung lady whose fatner is one of the wealthy men of 
the city, went abroad last summer in company with two rela¬ 
tives. They sailed from this port and returned hither. They 
allowed their general baggage to be inspected without pro¬ 
test. The young lady carried a diminutive pug dog in her 

arms. The animal was particularly ill-natured and vicious, 
but the young lady appeared to be very fond of the brute and 
carried him in her arms all the time. 'He wore a blanket and 
a collar around his neck. I got close enough to see that the 
blanket was a mass of expensive lace, tacked on to the blan¬ 
ket to enable her to evade duty on it, and that the collar was 
literally studded with diamonds. What could we do? If we 
held the dog there would have been a great howl over the in¬ 
dignity, and the girl’s father had influence enough to have us 
all discharged. We consequently allowed the $10 pug with 
his $2,000 blanket and his $10,000 collar, to pass free of duty.— 
Philadelphia Times. 

“I hear of a woman of fashion.” says London Truth, “who 
has ordered a dress to be trimmed with canaries. It would 
be well if the crack-brained votaries of such detestable inno¬ 
vations were to be boycotted in society. If any woman tries 
the experiment of going to court ornamented with singing 
birds, I will venture to predict that she will be ignominiously 
turned back, as the Queen strongly objects to all such bar¬ 
barities.”—Evening Post. 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 
It Prompts the Memory.—Erie. Pa , Jan. 26 —Inclosed please find 

$4 for another year’s sport with Forest and Stream. That’s about 
all the sport I have nowaday.*; but each number of your paper is so 
refreshing that after perusing it-s rages I call on ihy old chum and 
“swap shooting and fishing lies” for an hour or so, and feel a good 
deal better.—F. 

Cannot Bo Without It.—I may as well say here that the Forest 
AND Stream is gaining in favor every week. Our friends all say it 
has very much improved and is by all odds the leading sportsmen’s 
journal in the country; they cannot do without it. G. E. N. (Bath, 
Mainei. 

A Peculiarly Cheeky Request.—Narcoossee, Orange County, 
Fla.—Editor Forest and stream—Pear Sir: Can you inform me 
where I can procure-and the necessary apparatus, i. e.. spring 
trap, etc By doing so you will greatly obliee yours, A. W. Hall. 
P. S.—As I do not see your paper, would you kindly insert my note, 
as then some manufacturer may reply "direct to me by mail .—A. 

The Limited Payment Policie.s of the Trayelers. of Hartford 
Conn., concenti ate payments into the working years of a man’s life 
and leare him free from all worry m his later years even if helpless. 
—Adv. 

HUMPHREYS' 
Homeopathic VeteVi-nary 

Specifics for 
HORSES, CATTLE, SHEEP. 

DOGS, HOGS, PODLTRT. 

byU. S. Governm’t. 
Chart on Rollers, 

and Book Sent Free# 

Humphreys’ Med. Co., 109 Fulton St., N. Y. 

HILL ON THE DOG. 
THE STANDARD WORK ON THEIR 

MANAGEMENT AND DISEASES. 
Price SS.OO. 

For Rale bv the Foreot and Rt-rparo Pnh. Co 

TO FLORIDA ANGLERS. 
Keeping fully abreast with the times, we have the last few seasons given particular attention to the manufac¬ 

ture and introduction of tackle specially adapted to the needs of Florida anglers. 

We have an unusually fine assortment of the following goods, used and recommended by expert Florida anglers: 

Pearl Florida Spinners, Mottled Pearl Baits, Pearl Squids for Spanish Mackerel, 

Pearl Mullet, F.orlda Bass Flies, Tackle for Channel Bass, Red Snappers, 

Sheepshend, Salt AVater Trout, Etc., Etc. Also a New and Special Tackle 

for TARPUM, including our famous T*AT»]p-ii Ij±xa©. 

If your dealer does not keep our goods in stock, or will not order them for you, send us 50 cents for our 180-page 
folio illustrated catalogue. 

fciATUsrC WITHOUT A TEACHER.” 
iVL Auy person can play a tune on the Piano or 

Organ in 16 minute* by using Soper’s Instantaneous 
Giii le. The Guide, with 20 pieces of popular mu.sic. 
mailed to any address on receipt of $1 00. No pre¬ 
vious knowledge of music required. Send for testi¬ 
monials. Hearnb & i o . Pub’s, 1164 Broadway, N.Y. 

ABBEY <&; IMBRIE. 
18 Vesey Street (Fourth door from Astor House), New York City. 

USE WINCHESTER GARTRIDIES 
IME^de 1337’ 'tlAe 

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., 
KTES'W" HA-VESKT, OOTVTKT. 

lVE£i,xi-u.f£i,ct'u.x'ex‘s of ES-vory "Varloty of 

METALLIC AMMUNITION. 
Paper & Brass Shot Shells, Elastic Felt Gun Wads, 

Improved Primers, Reloading Tools, Etc. 
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS. Send lor new 76-page Illustrated Catalo^e. 

mimmmm 

CRATEFUL-COMFORTiNG. 

EPPS’S COCOA. 
BREAKFAST. 

“By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws 
which govern the operations of digestion and nutri¬ 
tion, and by a careful application of the fine prop¬ 
erties of w ell-selected Cocoa. Mr. Epps has provided 
our breakfast tables with a delicately flavored 
beverage wlilch may save us many heavy doctors’ 
bills. It is by the judicious use of such articles o'® 
diet that a constitution may be graauaL’y built up 
until strong enough to resist every tendency to 
disease.' Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating 
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak 
point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by keep¬ 
ing ourselves well fortified with pure blood and a 
properly nourished frame.—Civil Service Gazette. 

Made simply with boiling water or milk, cold 
only in half pound tins by Grocers, labelled thus: 

JAMES EFF8 & CO., Homoeopattiio Cbem- 
Isto. KnelaTifl. 

SCKEW PLATES, TAPS, DIES, BTC., FOB 
gunamiths and amateurs. Send for illustrated 

eatalogne to 8. W. CARD & GO., Mansfield, Masr. 

3 IN 1. 
A Sphndid Dog Whistli, 

Water-Tight Match Box, 
-AND- 

Reilable Compass 
OOMBIJMED. 

Nickel-plated metal. Sold by dealers in Sports¬ 
men’s goods, or sent by mail on receipt of price $1. 

WILBUR & CO.. 3,882, N. Y. P. O. 

THREAD-WOUND, LONG-RANGE 

SHOT CARTRIDGE CASES 
For muzzle and breeohloading, cylindrical and 
choke-bore shotguns. Made to open just short of 
60, 70 and 90 yards, giving close pattern and great 
penetration; 10 and 12gauge. Send for circular. 

Twenty sent, postpaid, for $1. 
H, H. SCHLEBER & CO., Rochester, N. Y. 

Split Bamboo Fly Rod. 
This cut represents our No. 23 Split Bamboo 

c Flv Bod with Grooved Wood Form. Length, 
lOJ^^t ; weight 8oz. We make same style rods 
for trout and bass to weigh from 5 to laoz , also 

c the “Standard Henshall Bod.” Lancewood Rods. 
Reels. Turned Stock and Rod Trimmings of all 
descriptions. For New Illustrated Catalogue for 
1884 address 

THOS. H. CHFBB, 
Orange County, Post Mills, Vermont. 

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1878. 

BAKBR’S 

_ Warranted absolutely pure 
Cocoa, from which the excess of 
Oil has been removed. It has three 
times the strength of Cocoa mixed 
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar, 
and is therefore far more economi¬ 
cal, costing less than one cent a 
cup. It is delicious, nourishing, 
strengthening, easily digested, and 
admirably adapted for invalids aa 
well as for persons in health. 

Sold by Grocers everywhere. 

¥. BAKER & CO., OofCiiestBr, Mass. 
Specialties in Fish¬ 

ing Tackle. Please 
^ send your address for 

^ -circular and sample 
jard of lines. E. J. MARTIN, Rockville, Conn. 

FLORIDA. 
Xxxcl.l^xx 

NEW MAPS FOR SALE. 

N^w maps of BREVARD COUNTY. FLA., just 
published by J. Francis LeBaron, C. E.. Deputy 
U. 8. Surveyer for the District of Florida. They 
include the entire INDIAN RIVER country and the 
Kis-immee Valley, showing the drainage operations 
ot the Okeechobee Drainage Co. and the Disston 
Company. These maps are completeand accurate, 
and are made from actual surveys by the author, 
supplemented by the official surveys of the U. S. 
Deputy Surveyors, the U. S. Coast and Geodetic 
Survey, and the D. S. Engineers, U. S. Army. They 
show all tne new towns, poit offices and settlements, 
projected and constiucted canals, railroads, wagon 
toads, etc. They show the depth of water in the 
ocean, river and lagoons, and are invaluable to the 
land hunter, settler, sportsman or tourist They 
are mounted in three styles as follows: 

Price, 
Mounted on Rollers, Cloth Backed, Varnished, S4.00- 
On Strong Linen Paper, bound in Covers for 

Pocket use. . 3.0(> 
Plain. 2.00 

Sent by mail, post paid, on receipt of price. Ad- 
diess J. FRANCIS LeBARON, C. E., Bosiwick’s 
Block. Jacksonville. Fla. {P. O. Lock Box 425.) 

Eaton’s Rust Preventor, 
For GUNS, CUTLERY and SURGICAL INSTKU 

AENT8. Specially adapted for salt water shooting. 
For sale at all principal gun stores. Western 

a-ade supphed dy E. E. EATON, 53 State street, 
Chicago, Hi. Cannot be sent by maiL 

Manufactured solely by 

GEO. B. EATON, 570 PaTonto AT»nn«i 
Jersey City, N. J. 
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The Maynard Rifles dc Shotguns. 
NEW OFF-HAND J TARGET RIFLE, MODEL OF 1888. 

PRICES REDUCED. 
With Pistol Grip Stock, Tip 

Stock and Swiss Butt Plate. 
For Hunting and Target Practice at 

all ranges the “MAYNARD” more 
completely supplies ihe wants of 

Hunters and Sportsmen generally, than any other Rifle in 
the world, as many barrels can be usm on one stock, and for accu¬ 
racy, convenience, durability and safety, is not excelled. 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue describing the new attachment 
for using rim and center fire ammanitlon. 

MASS. ARMS CO., Box 500, Chicopee Falls, Mass 

^MHALF A MILLION BARDENS 
ARE ANNUAtLV 

Our Seed 'Warehouses, the largest In, 
New York, are fitted np with every ap- , 
pliance for the prompt and careful 
filling of orders. 

Out Green-house Establishment at 
, Jersey City is the most extensive In 
America. Annual Sales, Million. 

Plants. 
Our Catalogue (or (886, of (40 pages, containing colored plates, descriptions and Illustrations 

of the NEWEST, BEST and RAREST SEEDS and PLANTS, will be mailed on receipt of 
6 cts. (in stamps) to cover postage. 

PETER HENDERSON & GO. 

Manufactured under Price’s Patent 

Best. 
BE STTRE TO SEE THEM. 

No. 1 POCKET, 7^XSUX1U inches.$1.60 
No. 2 GEM, 0X6X6 inches. 4.75 
No. 3 ACME, 12X8X5}^ inches. 6.75 

Illustrated descriptive circular on application. 

ASK YOUR DEALER EOE THEM. 

29 Murray Street, (Box 2,308), NEW YORK. 

NEW RIFli SIGHTS. 
The Kind They Have Been Looking For. 

Front andRear Sights are patented to F.W. Freund. 

A production of years of patient and thorough 
study in the field and shop. This sight has met 
with great success East and West. It shows what 
perfection has been attained in open sights for 
hunting, sporiiog and target rifles. They give ex¬ 
cellent satisfaction when used under unfavorable 
conditions of light or defective sight, and are, on 
account of their fine workmanship, an ornament to 
any rifle. Send stamp for illustrated circular; write 
your name plainly. Address 

F. W. FREUND, Greenville, New Jersey. 
912 Bergen avenue (Jersey City P. O.) 

fiat tie Ciaraiiois of tie Worn Say: 
Epkhabt. m., Feb. 13,1884. 

J. C. Petmecky: 
Dear Sir—I have used your cleaner and find it 

one of the best I ever used, and I think it will take 
the place of all other cleaners. 

Capt. a. H. Bogardus. 

GArNSViLLE, Ark., May 5. 1884. 
Mr. J. C. Petmecky: 

Dear Sir—I have just received the two gun clean¬ 
ers, and I admire them very much. They are the 
best thing I have ever seen. I have tried almost 
everything imaginable, but this simple invenliou 
after using it has become indispensable with me. 
For removing lead on the interior of gun barrels I 
am quite certain its equal has not yet been pro¬ 
duced. Most truly yours, 

Capt. E. E. Stubbs. 

AusTis, Tex., March 31,1885. 
Mr. J. C. Petmecky, Austin, Tex.; 

Dear Sir—At my recent shoot in your city it 
afforded me pleasure to speak of the merits of your 
late invention, the “Petmecky Gtin Cleaner." After 
trying all others I find it the best, and cheerfully 
recommend it to all sportsmen. I remain, yours 
truly, Dr. W. J. Carver, 

Champion Shot of the World. 

“REPELLENE.” 
Ab Infallible Preventive of the Attacks of 

Mosquitoes, Black Flies, Gnats, 
And All Other Insects. 

Neat, clean and easily applied. Contains no tar, 
will not stain nor injure the skin, easily washed off, 
may he carried without danger of leaking or spilling. 

Price, 25 Cents Per Box. 

For sale by Dealers in Sportsmen’s Goods. 

DO NOT RETAIL.-^ 

A. FERGUSON, Sole Mantifacturer, 
Office, 65 Fulton Street, New York. 

Hunting Hoots or Shoes, Wholesale 
or RetaU. JOHN D. BETHEL, Man’f’r of 
Sportsmen’s Goods. 124Chambers st., N.Y. 

Send for Prices. No Postal Cards, 

The third edition of “Canoe and Boat Building’’ 
is now ready, The additional matter includes 

description and working drawings and sail plans of 
the Barnegat Cruiser, Sunbeam and Lassie canoes, 
and sail and rigging plan of canoe yawl. This 
makes the book comprehensive up to date. The 
author is W. P, Stephens, canoeing editor of For¬ 
est AND Stream. 

For writing such a book Mr. Stephens is pecu¬ 
liarly fitted, beginning as an amateur, and having 
after a long experience of the diflflculties attending 
a learner, taken a prominent place among canoe 
builders, due both to the model and woi-kmanship 
of his canoes. Realizing fully the difllculty of ex¬ 
plaining to a novice an art in itself far from easv, 

AND 
and with which he is entirely unfamUiar, the book 
begins with a description of the various classes of 
canoes in general use, with their main features and 
dimensions, and definitions of the terms used in con¬ 
nection with them. Numerous examples of canoes 
are given, and in connection with them, such plain 
instructions in designing as will enable the beginner 
to select intelligently the proper craft for his pur- 

BOAT 
pose, and to plan her dimensions, details and fit¬ 
tings. To this end designs of all classes of canoes 
are given, with full dimensions and details. The 
object has been not merely to enable the tyro to 
build one boat as described, but to teach him the 
principles of designing and building in such a way 
that he may construct such a craft as he desires, 
following the chapters on designing, the construc¬ 
tion of a canoe is taken up in detail, the tools and 
appliances being first clearly described, as well as 
the various materials, after which follows the actual 
work of building. Every operation is taken up in 
order, from the selection of the keel to the varnish¬ 
ing of the finished boat, and illustrated wuth numer¬ 
ous diagrams. 

A chapter on sails describes all the varieties in 
use by canoeists, down to the new Mohican settee, 
with directions for making, rigging and measuring 
them, while the method of proportioning the sails 
to the boat is clearly explained, all the calculations 

BUILDING 
being worked out in detail. The many minor points 
of a canoe, paddles, steering gears, rudders, aprons, 
and camp eutflt are also described at length, while 
a chapter is devoted to canvas canoes. 

The subject of boat building is fully treated, a 
rowboat of the usual construction being taken as 
an example, and described in all its parts in such a 
manner as to make clear the principles involved, 
and their application to any form of boat, either 
lapsireak or carvel build. Each of the numerous 
technical terms belonging to the subject is defined 
clearly when it first occurs, and as the index is full 
and complete, the book is in itself a glossary. 

In addition to the numerous diagrams in the 
body of the work, twenty-nine large plates are 
printed on bond paper, containing the working 
drawings of canoes for paddling, sailing, cruising 

FOR 
and racing, with their sail plans, rowing sailing 
boats, large canoe yawls, and various boats for 
special purposes, sucfi as gunning boats, yacht 
boats, and the widely known sneakbox. 

The canoe yawl, a boat between a canoe and a 
yacht, is illustrated by examples of various craft 
from 17 to 20ft. long, and suitable tor a crew' of two 
or three on a cruise. This class of boat, while little 
known among us as yet, is admirably fitted for 
cruising, and will meet the wants of many who 
object to a canoe as being too small, and yet desire 
a boat with the same excellent qualities. The boats 
and canoes illustrated are in all cases among the 
best of their class, the list of canoes including Eng¬ 
lish, Scotch and American craft, and are all drawn 

AMATEURS. 
to scale, so as to be available as working drawings. 
The plates, for convenience in using, are placed 
loose in a tough manilla envelope and accompany 
the book. 

Pp. 192, with 29 plates of working drawings. 
Price $1.50. Address, 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 
New York N. Y. 

LONDON: Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane, Comhill. 

The Forest and Stream Publishing Co. will send post paid any boob 

published on receipt ot publisher’s price. 

Sportsman's Library, 
XLilsi; of Sz>oir'tsxuci,xi.’s BoolasLS 

We will forward any of time Books by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price. 

No books sent unless money accompanies the order. 

POSITIVELY NO BOOKS EXCHANGED, 
ANGLING. 

Adirondack Fishes. Fred Mather.... . 26 
American Angler’s Book, Norris. 5 50 
AngUng.  50 
Angling Talks, Dawson... 50 
Angling, a Book on, Francis. 7 60 
Angling TJterature in England. .. 1 25 
Black Bass Fishing, Henshall. 3 00 
Carp Culture, Peirce. 50 
Fish and Fishing, Manly . 5 25 
Fishing, Bottom or Float.   50 
Fishing in American'Waters, Scott, illus. 2 50 
Fishing with the Fly, Orvis . . 2 50 
Ply Fishing in Maine Lakes. 1 25 
Fly Rods and Fly Tackle, Wells. 2 50 
Frank Forester’s Fish and Fishing. 2 50 
Frank Forester’s Fishing with Hook and Line 25 
Fysshe and Fysshyne. 1 00 
Fresh and Salt Water Aquarium. 50 
Modem Practical Angler, Pennell. 2 00 
Practical Trout Culture. 1 00 
Practical Fisherman... 4 20 
Prime’s I Go a-Fishing. 2 50 
Rod and Line in Colorado Waters. 1 00 
Scientific Angler. 1 50 
Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout, 
etc. :... 2 00 
Trolling. 50 
The Game Pish of the Northern Btates and 

British Provmces. 2 00 
Trout Culture, Slack. 1 00 
Walton. Izaak. fac simile of first edition. 3 75 

BIRDS. 

American Bird Fancier. 60 
Baird’s Birds of Nortfi America. 30 00 
Bird Notes. 75 
Birds Nesting. 1 25 
Birds of Eastern Pennsylvania. 4 00 
Birds of the Northwest.   4 50 
Birds and Their Haunts. 3 00 
Cage and Singing Birds, Adams. 50 
Coues’ Field Ornithology. 2 50 
Coues’ Key to North American Birds.15 00 
Game Water Birds of the Atlantic Coast, 
Roosevelt.   2 00 

Holden’s Book of Birds, pa. 25 
Minot’s Land and Game Birds. 3 00 
Native Song Birds...   75 
Naturalists’ Guide, Maynard. 2 00 
Natural History of Birds. 3 00 
Samuel's Birds of New England. 4 00 
Shore Birds... 15 
Water Birds of N. A„ by Baird, Brewer and 

Ridgway, plain edition, 2 vols., $12 each; 
hand colored edition, 2 vols., each.. 30 00 

Wood’s Natural History of Birds. 6 00 

CAMPING AND TRAPPING. 

Adventures in the Wilderness. 1 25 
Amateur Trapper—pape<; 60c.; bds. 76 
Three in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gun in 
Norway.•. 1 75 

Camps in the Rockies, Grohman.. 1 76 
Camp Life in the Wilderness. '30 
Camping and Cruising in Florida, Henshall. 1 50 
Canoe and Camp Cookery, by “Seneca”. 1 00 
Complete American Trapper, Gibson. 1 00 
Hints on Camping. 1 26 
How to Camp Out, Gould . 75 
How to Hunt and Trap, Batty’s . 1 50 
Rustlings in the Rockies. 100 

guide: rooks and maps. 

Adirondacks. Map of, Stoddard.$1 00 
Farrar’s Guide to Moosehead Lake, pa. 50: do. 1 00 
Farrar’s Guide to Richardson and Rangeley 

Lake, paper, 60; cloth. 1 00 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake .... 50 
Farrar’s PocketMap of Rangeley Lake Region 50 
Florida Annual.   60 
Guide Book and Map of the Dead River Region 50 
Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddard. 25 
Map of Androscoggin Region. 50 
Map of Northern Maine, Steele.. 1 00 
Map of the Thousand Islands. 50 
Map of the Yellowstone Park . 2 50 

SPORTS AND GAMES. 

American Boy’s Own Book, Sports and Games 2 00 
Athletic Sports for Boys, bds. 75c.; cloth. 1 00 
Boy’s Treasury of Sports and Pastimes, etc.. 2 00 
Cassell’s Book of Sports and Pastimes. 3 00 
Croquet. 20 
Easy Whist. 50 
Every Boy’s Book of Sports and Amusements 3 60 
Hands at Whist. 50 
Instruction in the Indian Club Exercise. 26 
Laws andPrinciples of Whist, Cavendish. 2 00 
Quoits and Bowls. -n 
bating.. 25 
Stonehenge, Encyclopedia of Rural Sports... 7 50 
WMst for Beginners. 50 

HUNTING—SHOOTING. 
Across Country Wanderer. 5 OC 
American Sportsman, The, Lewis. 2 50 
Breech Loader, Modem. Qloan, illustrated... 1 26 
Crack Shot (The Rifle), “Barber,” illustrated. 1 25 
Dead Shot (The Gun), illustrated. 1 25 
Field. Cover and Trap Shooting. 2 00 
Frank Forester’s Sporting Scenes and Charac¬ 

ters, 2 vol., cloth. 4 00 
Frank Forester's Manual for Young Sportsmen 2 00 
Frank Forester’s Fugitive S. Sketches, paper 76 
How I Became a Crack Shot, Farrow. 1 00 
How I Became a Sportsman. 2 40 
Hunting, Shooting and Fishing. 2 50 
Hunting and Hunters of all Nations, Frost... 1 50 
Hurlin^am Gun Club Rules. 25 
Instructions in Rifle Firing . 2 00 
Nimrod in the North, Schwatka. 2 60 
Rifle Practice, Wingate. 150 
Rod and Gun in California. 1 50 
Shooting. 50 
Shooting, Dougall. 3 00 
Shootmg on the Wing.   75 
Sport, Fox Hunting, Salmon Fishing, etc., W. 

B. Davenport, illustrated. 7 50 
Sport With Gun and Rod, cloth . 10 00 
Sport with Gun and Rod, new, plain edition.. 5 00 

Embossed leather. 15 00 
Sporting Adventures in Oie Far West. 1 60 
Still Hunter, Van Dyke.. ... . 2 00 
Stephens’Lynx Himting. .. 125 
Stephens’ Fox Himting.. 1 26 
Stephens’ Young Moose Hunters . 1 50 
The Gun and Its pevelopment, Greener. 2 50 

BOATING AND VACHTINGj 

A Canoe Trip, or a Lark on the Water. 
Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam. I 
Boat Racing, Brickwood. 2 
Boating Trips on New England Rivers. 1 
Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs, W. P. 
Stephens. 1 

Canoe and Camp Cookery, by “Seneca”. 1 
Canoe Handling, 0. B. Vaux... 1 
Canoemg m Kanuckia. 1 
Canoe and Camera. 1 
Canoe. Voyage of the Paper. Bishop’s. 1 
Cmises in Small Yachts . 2 
Corinthian Yachtsman. 1 
Donaldson’s Steam Machinery . 1 
Four Months in a Sneakbox, Bishop. 1 
Ffazar’s Practical Boat Sailing. 1 
Inland Cruise. 
Model Yachts and Boats, Grosvenor. S 
Paddle and Portage.. 1 
Practical Boat Sailing, Davies. 2 
Practical Boat Building, Neison. 1 
The America’s Cup, paper, 50c.; cloth. t 
The Canoe Aurora, by Dr. C. A Neid6. 1 
Vacation Cruising, Rothrick. 1 
Yacht Architecture, Dixon Kemp. 16 
Yachts and Boat Sailing, Kemp. 10 
Yacht Designing, Kemp.25 
Yachts, Small, C. P. Kunhardt. 7 

UORISE. 

American Roadsters and 'Trotting Horses. 6 
Boucher’s Method of Horsemanship. 1 
Bruce’s Stud Book, 3 vols. 30 
Dadd’s American Reformed Horse Book, 8vo. 2 
Dadd’s Modem Horse Doctor, 12mo. 1 
Dwyer’s Horse Book.  1 
Horses, Famous American Race. 
Horses, Famous American Trotting. 
Horses, Famous, of America. 1 
Jenning’s Horse Training. 1 
Manual of the Horse. 
Mayhew’s Horse Doctor. 3 
Mayhew’s Horse Management. 3 
McClure’s Stable Guide. i 
Rarey’s Horse Tamer. 
Riding and Driving. 
Riding Recollections, Whyte Melville’s. 3 
Stonehenge, Horse Owner's Cyclopedia. 3 
Stonehenge on the Horse, English edition, 8vo 3 
Stonehenge on the Horse, American edition, 

12mo. 2 
The Book of the Horse. 8 
The Saddle Horse. 1 
Veterinary Dictionary. Going... 2 
Wallace’s American Stud Book. Ifl 
■Wallace’s American Trotting Register, 2 vols. 20 
Woodruff’s Trotting^Horses of America. 2 
Yonatt and on the HoFse.. 2 

KENNDIi. 
American Kennel, Burges. 8 
Dog, Diseases of, Dalziel. l 
Dog, Diseases of, HiU. 2 
Dog Breaking, Flo^.. 
Dog Breaking, by Holabird. 
Dog Breaking, Butchtnaon. 3 
Dog, the Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson. 3 
Dog Training vs. Breaki«ig. Hammond.-.. 1 
Dogs of Great Britaiu, America and other 
Countries. 2 

Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, 16mo. 
Dogs, Points for Judging. 
Dogs, Richardson, pa. 30. j doth. 
Dogs and Their Ways, Williams. 1 
Dogs and the Public . 
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment in 

Disease, by Ashmont... 3 
English Kennel O. 8. Book, Vol. 1. 6 
English K. C. S. Book, Vols. IH. to X., each.. 4 
Our Friend the Dog. 3 
Practical Kennel (Julde, Stabla*. i 
Setter Dog, the, Laverack. 3 
Stonehenge, Dog of British Islands. 7 
The Dog, by Idstone. 1 
Vero Shaw’s Book on the Dog, cICKh, $8.00; 
morocco.  22 

Y ouatt on the Dog. 2 

MISCCIiliANROUSi 
A Naturalist’s Rambles About Home, Abbott. 1 
Adventures of a Young Naturalist. 1 
Amateur Photogr^her. 1 
Animal Plagues, Fleming. 4 
Antelope and Deer of America.  2 
Archer, Modem.. 
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson.... 1 
Atlas of Jersey Coast. l 
Black Hills of Dakota, Ludlow, quarto, cloth, 

Govemmeut Report. 2 
Common Objects of the Seashore. .. 
Eastward Ho 1. 1 
Historical and Biographical Atlas of New Jer¬ 

sey Coast.  5 
How to Make Photographs. 1 
Humorous Sketches^Seymour. 6 
Insects Injurious to Vegetation. 6 
Keeping One Cow. 1 
Life and Writings of Frank Forrester, 2 vols., 

per vol. I 
Mammals of New York, paper, $4; cloth. 5 
Maynara’s Manual of 'Taxidermy.  1 
Manton’s Taxidermy Without a Teacher. 
Natural History Quadruped. 
North American Insects... 1 
Old St. Augustine, Fla., illustrated. 1 
Packard’s Half-Hours With Insects. 3 
Pistol, The. 
Photography for Amateurs. 
Practical Forestry, by Fuller. 1 
Practical Taxidermy and Home Decoration, 
Batty. 1 

Practical Orange Culture.  1 
Practical Poultry Keeping. 2 
Randall’s Practical Shepherd. 2 
Sportsman’s Gazetter, Hallock. 3 
Sportsman’s Hand Book, Col. Horace Park... 1 
Studies in Animal Life, Lewis. 1 
The Cream of Leicestershire. 3 
The Forester, by Brown.10 
The Northwest Coast of America.. 20 
The Heart of Europe. 3 
The Botanical Atlas, 2 vols.  12 
The Zoological Atlas ,2 vols.   10 
The Taxidermists’ Manual, Brown. l 
Wild Flowers of Switzerland.  16 
Wild Woods Life, Farrar. 1 
Woodcraft, “Nessmuk”.   1 
Woods and Lakes of Maine..,..   I 
Yonatt onBbeep...___  1 «
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wtmM. 
WANTED. 

Bear, Buffalo, Deer, Wolves, Foxes, Spotted Cats, 
Civit Oats, Lynx, Panthers, Antelope, Otter, Beav¬ 
ers and other animals and birds ot all kinds. Ad¬ 
dress D. H. TALBOT, Sioux City, la. 

COPIES W ANTED.-JAN. 4, 11,18 and 25. FEB. 1, 
March 8 and Sept. 13, 1883; Feb. 7 and 14, March 

6,1884. We are short of these issues, and would be 
obliged if any of our readers having one or all of 
these numbers that they do not want will send to 
Forest and Stream Pub. Co.. 39 Park Row. New 
York City. mar26,tf 

gov MU. 
Vv lAite 

{Lepm America7ius.) 

A few living specimens will be sent to orders ac 
companled ydth the cash, at S2 each, and delivered 
in good order and properly boxed, at Bethel express 
ofldce. J. G. RICH, Bethel, Me. 

, Chester White, Berkshire 
and Poland China Pigs, Fine 
Setter Dogs, Scotch Collies, 
Foxhounds and Beagles, 

I Sheep and Poultry, bred and 
' for sale by W. Gibbons & Co., 

West Chester, Chester Co., Pa. Send stamp for 
Circular and Price List. 

BIRDS’ EGGS.— FOR SALE, ONLY $600. 
worth $1,000; a rare collection of 1,000 North 

American birds' eggs; 450 species collected in pairs; 
all side blown: in very nice moth-proof cabinet, 
with data, and catalogued in a finely boimd book, 
printed especially for this collection; a rare oppor¬ 
tunity for securing one of the finest and choicest 
collections. Address fl., Forest and Stream. It 

in Htt sum. 

For sale or exchange.-a crouch’s 
student Binocular Microscope, complete and 

as good as new, 1 inch, inch, }4 inch objectives, 
A and B eye pieces, polarizer and all "accessory ap¬ 
paratus. Will take good paddling canoe in part 
payment. Address H. P. UFFORD, Casselton, D. T. 

T T'\7'T? r^TT A TT for sale, in fine 
_L;JL V Jcj w U condition Pa. and 
W. Va. birds. E. B. WOODWARD, Commission 
Merchant, 174 Chambers st., N.Y. Established 1838. 

itt m MnL 

143 West Fifty-fifth St., New York. 
In the stud for a few select pointer bitches, 
POINTER BRADFORD, (litter brother to 

champion Beaufort). Sire—Champion Bow (E. 
7,070), by champion Bang, by Davey's Luna. Bang, 
by Coham’s Banft out of Price’s Vesta. Luna, by 
Lord Cole’s Cole out of Evan’s Nell. Dam— 
Beulah (sister to Rush, A.K.R. 357), by Steel’s 
Flake out of Guido’s Lily. Flake, by Strachan’s 
Flash out of Schiffelin’s Juno. Gmdo’s Lily, by 
Lancaster Sam out of Gibson’s Lilly. Schiffelin’s 
Juno, by Lonsdale’s Ponto I. out of the Duke of 
Westminster’s Juno, by the Earl of Litchfield’s 
Bragg II. out of Bradford’s Juno, by the Earl of 
Litchfield's Noble I. out of Autrobus’s Nell (E. 1,229). 
(See also A.K.R. 355 and 357 for further tracing). 

BRADFORD is large, strong, well muscled and 
well made, and combines the best winning bench 
show and field trial blood of England and America. 

STUD FEE, m&O. 
PILOT (A.K.R. 2547), half brother to champion 

Fiitz. Breeder. C. W. Littlejohn, Leesburg, Va. 
,5,Ire—Scout U., by Scout (R. H. Dalaney’s Imported 
dog and bitch) out of Dixie (Eng,). Dam-Spot 
(dam of champion Fritz), by Col. Dodge’s Don out 
of Grove’s Bep, by Hon. Gus Schley’s imported Piro 
out of Grove's Juno, by John (imported Zess-im- 
ported Cameo) out of Col. Savage’s (Philadelphia) 
imported Juno. Record—First, Chicago, 1884; 
special with Fritz for best brace. Washington, 1884; 
v.h.c.. New York, 1885, also v h.c., Washington, 1884. 

Pilot is a very handsome dog, and beside his 
splendid looks and excellent pedigree is a vet-y fine 
field performer. 

8TOD FEE, »50. 

p^Ritches cared for in the most kind and careful 
manner. 

ST. GEORGE BREEDING AND BREAKING 
KENNELS, 143 West Fifty-fifth st., N. Y. jan28tf 

THE IMMENSE ROUGH-COATED ST. 
BERNARD CHAMPION 

ROUGH-COATED ST. BERNARD 

BARRY 
(A.K.R. 2150), 

Won 2d prize. New Haven, has a grand typical 
head, color tawny, with correct white markings. 
Fee $25. HENRY MUELLER, Box 59, Clifton, 
Staten Island, N Y. feb4,lmo 

CHAMPION BRAHMIN. 
Solid Black Cocker Spaniel. 

Winnings: 1st, open class, London, Ont., and 
three specials, 1883; 1st, open class, and two spe¬ 
cials, N. S. S., Philadelphia, and champion prize. 
Montreal, 1884; first, open class. New York, and 
special for best cocker dog in show, 1885, beating 
champion Hornell Silk; 1st, open class, Philadel¬ 
phia, 1885; champion prize, Philadelphia (fall show), 
1886), beating champion Hornell Silk. In the 
S'ud. Fee *20. ARTHUR E. RENDLE, 2 Wall 
Street, New York. 

(A.K.R. 483). 
Orange tawny, perfect blaze and collar, other 

white markings correct; double dew claws. Bom 
August, 1832. This celebrated dog stands 33J^ in. 
full at shoulders, weighs 183 lbs. (Jan. 30, 1886), has 
a grand, massive nead, immense bone, and is per¬ 
fect in disposition, 

“Otho is conceded to be the best fronted St. Ber¬ 
nard in the country.”—American Kennel Register, 
June, 1885. 

"‘Otho is one of the grandest fronted dogs we 
have ever seen. His head is a study and his fore¬ 
arm we have never seen surpassed. He is also an 
Immense upstanding dog. —Forest and Stream, 
Oct. 30, 1884. 

Fee $50. Approved hitches only. Cabmet pho¬ 
tos, 60 cents; cartes of head. 26 cents. Imported 
stock for s^e. THE HOSPICE KENNELS, Im¬ 
porters and Breeders of Thoroughbred St. Ber¬ 
nards, 55 Waverly Place, Nv/wark, N. J. 

“BLUE BLOODS.” 
FOREMAN’S BOY, very fine black and white 

English setter dog, whelped June 13,1885, by cele¬ 
brated champion Foreman ex Jolly Nell (Goodsell’s 
Prince ex Jolly May). 

PLANTAGENET, JR., handsome black, white 
and tan English setter dog, whelped May 8,1885, by 
champion Plantagenet ex Matchless (Roderick li. 
ex Jennie); choice of litter. Both dogs ai"e thor¬ 
oughly yard broken, will charge, to-ho, retrieve 
and point. They are very handsome and are per¬ 
fectly healthy. Warrant them to suit purchaser or 
refund money. Price $50 each. For full particu¬ 
lars and extended pedigree address D. A. GOOD¬ 
WIN, JR., Grocer. Newburyport. Mass. febll,2i; 

SCOTCH COLLIES 
IN THE STUD. 

CHAMPION REX (A.K.R. 149). Fee $20. 
STREPHON (A.K.R. 2730). Fee $30. 
Young dogs and puppies for sale. Can be seen, 

or address JAS. LINDSAY, 34G Communipaw ave., 
Jersey City, N. J.   

TO OWNERS OF BEAGLE BITCHES.—I OFFER 
the services of my imported English beagle 

Blue Boy. He is small (13 in.) and symmetrical, his 
breeding unsurpassed, guaranteed first-class field 
dog, color B., W., and T., plenty of bone and gets 
handsome pups, Full pedigree. Fee $10. W. H. 
ASHBUKNER. 27 North 38th st., Philadelphia, Pa. 

feb4.2mo. 

WHITE BULL TERRIER YOUNG ROYAL 
Prince (A.K.R. 2102). Fee $15. And small 

white bull-terrier Hector, weight ISlbs. Fee $10. 
J. W. NEWMAN, 87 Hanover street, Boston, Mass. 

janl4,6t 

BX3Xji'3?JBCXJS. 
Imported Laverack setter, thoroughly field broken. 
Has great bone, substance and endurance. Sire of 
imported champion Rockingham, champion show 
English setter of America. 

FEE, S50.O0. 

For circulars giving breeding, winnings, winnings 
of stock sired by him, etc., Address R. F. SCHELL- 
HASS, 6 Brevoort Place, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

MASTIFFS. 

Rare Chance for Breeders. 
The Riverview Kennel, Clinton, Mass., desiring to 

close out their business, offer for sale all their 

brood bitches and stud dogs. These animals are 

nearly all prize winners, and persons intending 
going into breeding will never have a better chance 

to obtain fine stock at low prices. A lot of young 

puppies, various ages, also on sale. Particulars 
and prices sent on receipt of stamp. janl4,tf 

TT E. CLARK, PITTSFIELD, O. 
Scotland Kennel. Pedigreed collie pups $5 

each. English ferrets, $5 a pair. decal,3mos. 

■QANNERMAN BEAGLE PUPPIES FOR SALE 
X> cheap. Address DR. J. J. BOARD, Lynch’s 
Station, Campbell Co., Va. janl4,5t 

TXTANTED.-DOGS TO BOARD. WARM QUAR- 
VV ters and good care. Address W. B BOWEN, 

Rockland, Mass. janl4,lmo 

Foxhounds For Sale. 
Twenty-six dogs and bitches, comprising one of 

the best packs in Pennsylvania, a few bitclies being 
in whelp by champion dogs. Address Box 1684, 
West Chester, Pa. jaa28,tf 

TT'OR SALE.-ENGLISH BEAGLE HOUND 
Jr pups of good working stock and several months 
pld. GEO. L. BARNES, Tyringbam, Mass. 

li/fUST BE SOLD.—MY ENTIRE KENNEL OF 
ItjL trained foxhounds, setters and beagles; also 
three choice beagle pups, 7 mos. old, one dog AH 
stock guaranteed to suit, or money, less express 
charges, ■wiU be refunded. C. F. KEN'T, Monticello, 
N. Y. jan28,tf 

TT'OR SALE CHEAP.—TWO SETTERS, BROKEN. 
Jr' Also blooded pomter suitable for stud. C. M. 
PRATT, Westbrook, Conn. febll,5t 

T>UY AT YOUR OWN PRICE.—MAKE US AN 
±J offer for the beautiful liver, white and ticked 
cocker spaniel dog Tip. Offers close Feb. 27, 1886, 
and the best one takes him. For pedigree, etc., ad¬ 
dress FLEETFOOT KENNELS, Delhi, Del. Co, 
N. Y. febll,tf 

TT'OR SALE.—PURE BYRON FOXHOUND BITCH 
T’ from stock of Thos. Goode Tucker, 3 yrs. old 
this spring. Address H.C. NEWELL, Ashbumham, 
Mass. febll,6t 

T> ASSET HOUND FOR SALE.—A CAPITAL 
Jj tri-color puppy, by Nemours (E.K.C.S.B. 14,- 
068); already entered to game. Price $20 if taken 
at once. Wul be sent on approval. Address LAW¬ 
RENCE TIMPSON, Maizeland, Red flook P. 0., 
Dutchess County, N. Y. febll.lt 

TRUCKING DOG WANTED.—A THOROUGHLY 
1 J trained and intelligent dog. Address SILBX, 

Gedney House, New York. febll.lt 

TT'OR SALE.—ONE PAIR OF ENGLISH FOX- 
JT' hounds; good; reference given. Address S. 
P. BERRY, Westerly, R. I. fehll,lt 

/CHAMPION GLENCHO STOCK.-PUPS BY 
this sire, perfeetlv healthy; good size, solid dark 

red, first-class in every respect; very cheap. Ad¬ 
dress JAMES E. MULDOON, Box 995, Hudson, N.Y. 

febll,2t 

TT'OR SALE.—BEAGLE PUPPIES FROM PRIZE- 
JD winning working stock. HERMAN SCHELL- 
HASS, 6 Brevoort Place, Brooklyn, N. Y. It 

TT'OR SALE.-SIX PUPS FROM CRIB AND VIC, 
Jt the handsomest and most intelligent English 
bull-terriers I have ever known. A. D. WARREN, 
Worcester, Mass. febll,lt 

TT'OR SALE.-CHESAPEAKE BAY PUPPIES. 
Jj whelped Jan. 10,1836, by Drake (A.K R. 2803) 
out of Gipsey (A.K.R. 2806). One dark red Irish 
setter dog puppy, whelped Oct. 12, 1885, by Dude 
(A.K.R. 1843) out of Dimple (A.K.R. 1841). One dark 
brown Chesapeake Bay dog, 18 mos. old, a perfect 
beauty without a fault; broken; a fine retriever. 
Address J. 0. RUSSELL, Sec’y U. S. Kennel Club, 
Lafayette, Ind. febll.lt 

TTOUGH st. BERNARD DOG PUP FOR SALE, 
Jai born July 6 1886, by Barry (A.K.R. 2150) out 
of Fllibli (A.K.E. 476). Price $55. HENRY 
MUELLER, Box 59, Cliton, Staten Island, N. Y. 

feblljlt 

A/TT. pleasant KENNELS.-OLD AND 
iVI reliable. For Sale—Four solid black and tan 
Gordon setter puppies, champion Dash—Chloe. Six 
Morrison pug puppies, champion Dandy—Judy. 
Five fox-terrier dog puppies, champion Foxie-Miss 
B . imnorted. Please send stamp. Satisfaction 
guaranteed, C. T. BROWNELL, Box .135. New 
Bedford, Mass. 

K 9 Breaking Kennels. 
Pointers and setters thoroughly broken for field 

trials or private use. Reference given. W. G. 
SMITH. Marydel, Md. 

Rory O’More Kennels. 
For Sale—Thoroughbred red Irish setter shook, 

full pedigreed Address with stamp, 
W. N. CALLENDER, Albany. N. Y. 

For Sale—Hornell Spaniel Puppies. 
The best in the world; 142 prizes in two years 

proves it. From 3 to 10 mos. old. N® culls or $5 
pups ever sold. 

In the Stud—Black cocker champion Hornell 
Silk. Fee $20. Address J. OTIS FELLOWS, Sec., 
Homellsville, N. Y., or G. W. LEAVITT, Pres., 32 
Hamilton street, Boston, Mass. 

SETTERS AT $10. 
We have a lot of setters, both dogs and bitches, 

from 6 to 18mos. old, that are fine looking and 
guaranteed not gun shy, and with a fair nose. They 
have no pedigree. We will close thefn out at $10 
each. They are a wonderful bargain. ASSOCIATED 
FANCIERS, 237 South Eighth street. Philadelphia. 

septl7,tf 

FOR SAUE. 
Mastiff brood bitch CALYPSO (E. 10,667). winner 

of prizes and dam of prize winners before importa¬ 
tion. 

Mastiff brood hitch VESTA (A.K.R. 1164), whelped 
Jan. 26,1884; bred by Ashmont Kennels. Price low 
if taken at once. 

Pug brood bitch Bess (A.K.R. 1935), whelped Dec. 
3. 1883, b'v Napoleon (A.K.R. 2035) out of Beauty 
(A.K.R. 1360.) 

Pug bitch FANCHON (A.K.R. 2852), whelped Aug. 
30, by champion Bradford Ruby out of Daisy II. 

For terms, etc., apply to CITY VIEW KENNELS. 
New Haven, Conn. dec31, 

UV/VaOo'ANYKIND? 
If BO, write and name the kind you want. 

E. MAURER. 464 N. NINTH ST.. PHILADA. 

Claire-Reeta Kennels. 
PALMYRA, N. Y. 

Irish and Gordon setters for w ork as well as show. 
decl7,tf 

Setter Puppies for $5. 
We have a number of setter puppies from 5 to 10 

wks. old, dogs and bitches, of all colors; we will 
close out for $5 each. Dogs of same breed from 6 
mos. to 1 yr. old, $8 each. These setters are of good 
native blood, fair nose ard not gunshy, and satis¬ 
faction is guaranteed in every case. WM. W. 
SILVEY, 135 South Eighth street, Philadelphia, Pa., 
formerly with Associated Fanciers. 

Fox-Terriers For Sale. 
Champion Raby Tyrant-champion Spice blood. 

Two fine dog pups, by .John E. Thayer’s Mixture 
(A.K.R. 2697) out of Hazel (A.K.R. 1087). Address 
C. B. HAMMOND, M. D., Nashua, N. H. It 

l/TASTIFFS.-PUPPIES OUT OF LADY NEVI- 
iVx son by McMahon (A.K.R. 550); beautiful fawn 
color, black points; extra fine. H. L. HOLLIS, 
Wellsville, N. Y. jan7,tf 

T)17M. graham, NEWTOWNBREDA, BELFAST W Ireland, is prepared to purchase and ship dogs 
for importers. Dogs purchased from him had the 
following prizes awarded to them; At New York 
and Chicago, 1883, sixteen firsts, nine special, three 
second and one third. At New York, 1884, seven 
firsts, six specials and one third. 

-4 A ELEGANT BEAGLE HOUNDS, 5 MOS. OLD, 
lU dogs and bitches, not akin; $7 single; pair $13. 
Box 1,931, West Chester, Pa. decl7.tf 

TT'OR SALE.-ITALIAN GREYHOUND PUPS 
T from imported stock. Also fine English pugs. 
HENRY C. BURDICK, 150 Bridge street Spring- 
field, Mass. dec24,tf 

rpRAINED FOXHOUNDS, THEY ARE COLD 
X nosed strike dogs, start the fox, run him to the 
death. Trained coon dogs. Gray sqiurrel dogs. 
Rabbit dogs. One trained ferret. Lop-eared rabbits. 
Wyandotte chickens. H. C. GRAFF, Kensington, 
Ohio. dec24,tf 

T LEWELLYN SETTER PUPPIES, WHELPED 
1 J Nov. 11, 1885, combining blood of Leicester, 

Dart, Pocahontas and Gladstone; handsome, 
healthy, smart and active. For particulars, etc., 
address CHAS. YORK, 9 & 11 Granite Block, Ban¬ 
gor, Me. 

TT'OR SALE.-ENGLISH BEAGLE PUPS FROM 
X* the best hunting stock in the country. ORIN 
MILES, Barton, Vt. jan28,3t 

T> EX.-IRISH SETTER (PLUNKETT—NELL), 3 
Xv yrs. old, perfectly broken, di ops at shot and 
retrieves. Only those wishing first class dog need 
apply. ROBT. B. SMITH, Commack, Suffolk Co.. 

TT'OR SALE -A LEMON AND WHITE POINTER 
Jr dog. 1 yr. old, by Orgill’s Rush ex Erin (Rake 
II. ex Buff Browney, imported). This dog was 
hunted all this faU, and his field qualities are ex¬ 
cellent, combining a splendid nose with great 
staunchness and speed; he is beautifully marked, 
very intelligent andf a fine looker. Will be sold at 
a reasonable price for one of bis breeding and 
promise. Also a Utter sister to the above (tog, 
equally as good but not broken. Address OWNER, 
Lock Box 2003, Bridgeport, Conn. feb4,2c 

TT'OR SALE.-BLA.CK AND TAN TOY TERRIER 
J? bitch. 2d, Meriden. Address EDWARD BOICE, 
Madalin, Dutchess Co.> N. Y. feb4,2t 

T* H TTi 

l^estera Pa. Poiltrj Sociely 
Will hold their Twelfth Annual 

BENCH SHOW OF DOCS 
March lOj 17, 18 and 19. 

Show to close at 6 P. M. on the 19th. 

At Grand Central Skating Bink. 
Pennsylvania ave. & Sixth st., Pittsburgh,Pa. 

For Premium List address 

febll,4t O. B. ELBEN, Secretary. 

NEW HAVEN KENNEL CLUB, 
THIRD ANNUAL BENCH SHOW OF 

DOGS, 
At Second Begiinent Armory, 

March 30 and 31, April 1 and 2, 1886. 

Entries close Saturday, March 13, 1886. 
Entries must be made to 

S. R. HEMINGWAY, Secretary, 
New Haven. Conn. 

Rosecroft Kennels. 
Birmingham, Conn. 

Puppies by champion Plantagenet (A.K.R. ) 

ex Forest Dora (A.K.R. 600) for sale, whelped Nov. 

17. Are black and'white, very handsome. 

(Sy. Bernards 
Of purest Swiss strains, recently 

imported. Several fine dogs and 

bitches and a few puppies are in 

my hands to be disposed of. I 

can promise purchasers they are 

of excellent pedigree, and full of 

true St. Bernard character. 

Address with stamp, 

IV. W. Tucker, 

P. O. Box 1338, N. Y. 

Ijm-DO YOU WANT A DOC?-«n 
M, Mnd tor BByen*. Oaide,! 

^<^fVcont«ining colored plate«,iOOen-1 
ffy/^grmTlngoofdlfferentbroeiU.prioei I 

• * XiST vorth, and where to boy f 
jpthem. Also Cota of Doc roraliUog f 
VQoodi of aU kindi. Direotiona for A 

lASBpqATED FAHCIERB 
? alT & 8th Stwc*. PhOad’a. 

Tr*OR SALE CHEAP.-FOUR SETTER DOUS; 
Jr also four beagle hounds. These are all fine, 
handsome dogs. P. O. Box 472, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

For sale.—two ieish sei— —-- 
$15 and $30; one English setter bitch, $20; one 

English pointer bitch, $25; one English greyhound, 
$25. Send for list. MAJOR LOVEJOY, Bethel, Me. 

febll,2t 

Valuable Dogs For Sale. 
BLUE BELL, English setter bitch, winner of 

™^^VTSONi the acknowledged champion mastiff 
of America. 

VANDAL, brindle mastiff; a big. fine dog. Price 
$50. Two splendid young mastiffs by champion 
Nevison, age 8 raos. 

C. H. MASON, Bay Ridge, L. I. 

FOREST CITY KENNELS. 

St. Bernards and English Pugs. 
IN THE STUD. 

Champion rough-coated St. Bernard Ciesar 
(A.K R.®): fee $25. English pug Sainj fee $10. 
Pups for sale. Address -with stamp, Portland, Me. 

STR AT FIELD KENNELS. 
Dogs of all breeds boarded and conditioned for 

shows. Setters and pointers trained for field trials 
and private use. Best of accommodations and 
attendance. Main building 100x14; Sixteen runs 
6X50, with running stream through all. 

X>os;)S 
All communications should be addressed to JAS. 

SEELEY. Lock Box 1887, Bridgeport, Conn. Best 
of references. 

TTIOB bale, a NUMBER OF WELL BRED AHD 
Ju well broken pointers and setters, also dogs 
boarded and broken, satisfaction guaranteed. Aa- 
dreesH.B. RICHMOND. lAkeviile. Mass. 8ept22.tf 

For sale.—having recently added 
several fine brood hitches to the Landseer 

Kennels of Scotch deerHbunds and greyhoimds re¬ 
duced the price of puppies. Some choice grey¬ 
hounds now ready to ship. DR. VAN HUMMELL, 
Denver. Col apll6.tf 

For sale.-glendon, an imported eng 
lish mastiff, whelped Sept. 22,1883; 30in. high, 

of fine form, with standard markings, of good dis¬ 
position; raised in the house, in good health; a 
reliable watch. Price and reasons for selling on 
application to GEO. B. ORLADY, Huntingdon, Pa. 

feb4,4t 

For sale low to make room.—llew- 
ellin setter bitch Countess Starlight, 18 mos. 

old, b. w. and t. Also one dog and bitch, 4 mos. old, 
from best of stock. For price, etc., address H. W. 
DARGIN, Box 704, Bangor, Me.feb4.tf 

For bale.—two first-class field dogs, 
one pointer, 3 yrs. old, Strong’s Pete ex Rena, 

one English setter. 2 yrs, old, of the Whalen strain; 
also several partially broken pointers and setters, 
and three first-class rabbit hounds. GEO. W. 
LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass, feb4,2t - 
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CHEAP AND EFFECTIVE. 

f I ''HE sub-committee of the House Committee on Indian 

Affairs is reported to have agreed upon the sum to be 

appropriated for the support of these people during the 

coming year, The estimates called for $6,052,359. The 

committee cut this down $535,806, and the bill as now framed 

calls for $5,536,453, being $67,643 less than the bill of last 

year. 

Such devotion to economy is most laudable, but it is not 

unexampled. We have seen it before when there was ques¬ 

tion of appropriating money for some worthy object, but it 

is apt to be lost sight of when a measure like the Arrears of 

Pensions Fill comes up. Then a little cheap political capital 

is to be gained, then the soldier’s vote is to be captured, and 

the people’s money is squandered. 

Congress has blundered over the Indian question quite 

long enough, but its experience has not been wholly wasted. 

At last it has hit upon the true solution of the problem. This 

is to cut off the Indians’ supplies. The solution is startling 

in its simplicity, and it costs next to nothing. Besides, the 

development of the country has made all the conditions 

favorable to the success of the plan. In many cases it can 

be carried out 'svithout the slightest expense. In others it 

may perhaps cost a few white lives and a few hundred 

thousand dollars. This first outlay, however, will be all the 

expense connected with it. After that there will be no need 

to vote further appropriations for the Indians. 

The large game of the West is exterminated in many 

localities. It is especially rare in the neighborhood of Indian 

reservations. The wild creatures whose flesh used to sup¬ 

port these people are gone. A few prairie dogs and birds 

alone remain. The Indians’food is now what the Govern¬ 
ment gives them. 

'This food has never been enough to keep the Indians alive. 

For years they refused the Government rations. Then came 

a time when the rations and what game they could kill sup¬ 

ported life. Lately they have often starved on Government 
rations alone. 

The course adopted by Congress is simply to decline to 

longer furnish these supplies. Having nothing to eat, the 

Indians will in due course give up the ghost, and when they 

have done so, the Indian question is settled. These people 

will give no more trouble. There will be no more discus¬ 

sions about keeping the whites off their reservations, no more 

Indian appropriation bills, no more plans for civilizing them. 

A lot of trouble will thus be saved. And then it is so cheap! 

There are some localities where this course may cause a 

little annoyance. Where cattle ranges border on a reserva¬ 

tion, the Indians may perhaps kill a few cows, but when 

the starving people do that, they can either be killed them¬ 

selves, or if apprehended can be sent to jail for ten years, as 

was done the other day with an Arapahoe boy. Or it may 

happen that in some places the desperate, hunger-strickpn 

men may sally out and kill a few whites. If they should do 

this we hope that they will be sternly and successfully dealt 

with. 

The Congressmen probably think that the cows can be 

paid for, and the white lives do not count for much. Con¬ 

gressmen do not live near Indian reservations, as a rule. 

Is it not best that the Indian question should be settled in 

some such way as this? It is scarcely to be expected that 

the Indians themselves will regard it exactly from the white 

man’s point of view; but from the truly philosophic stand¬ 

point. is it not better that these people, their wives and their 

little ones, should perish now from off the face of the earth, 

even though it be by the lingering torture of starvation? 

Then, at all events, their troubles will be over, and gnawing 

hunger will no longer, for half the 5’ear, make their lives 

miserable. And it certainly will be a great saving to the 

country. 

Congi'ess will then have deserved the gratitude of the 

American people for cutting down their expenses, and for 

ridding the public conscience of the burden of the Indian 

question. 

THE AUDUBON SOCIETY. 

T N our last issue we briefly outlined the plan of the Audu- 

bon Society, which we hope may result in the protec¬ 

tion of our birds. It is only within a few years that such 

protection has been really needed, for it is only recently that 

any wholesale slaughter of these innocents has taken place. 

Nevertheless, the sentiment which calls for the preservation 

of these species from wanton destruction is no new thing, 

for laws having this in view have for many years been on 

the statute books of most of the older States. Such laws, 

however, in most cases are wholly inoperative, since there is 

no public sentiment on the subject which insures their en¬ 

forcement. Unless such a public sentiment shall be awak¬ 

ened, unless the laws which we have shall "be enforced, and 

new and more perfect ones enacted, we may make up our 

minds to bid a long farewell to our beautiful songsters. 

The birds have indeed a hard time. Men and boys scour 

a district during spring, summer and autumn, killing off 

all the permanent residents and a large proportion of the 

migrants. In and near the cities and towns, where ihe human 

killers have less liberty to destroy, the pestilent English spar¬ 

row quarrels and fights with the native species, and what is 

worse, destroys their eggs and tears to pieces their nests. 

Add to these agents of destruction the cats, weasels, skunks 

and snakes, and the hawks and owls, and it will be readily 

seen that the checks upon bird increase are very great. 

The common remedy proposed for the protection of our 

birds from these human enemies is the enactment of new 

and more stringent laws, but at present it is hopeless to ac¬ 

complish anything by this means. This is beginning at the 

wrong end. Let us rather try to induce people to live up to 

the laws now on the statute books. After they have been 

educated up to that point it will be time enough to make the 

protective laws broader and more stringent. Who overheard 

of any violator of the small bird laws being punished? Who 

ever heard of such an one even being arrested? One such in¬ 

stance is related in another column, but they are very un¬ 

usual. 

The remedy for the deplorable state of affairs now exist¬ 

ing with regard to our birds must be looked for only in such 

a general and popular awakening as we have indicated, and 

this awakening must take place soon, if it is to serve any 

useful purpose. 

The history of the extermination of North American 

game shows this. For many years the slaughter of the buf¬ 

falo went on unchecked, and to the demand for protection, 

and the statement that unless the slaughter was checked.the 

species would be exterminated, came the reply that there 

were millions of them, that they blackened the plains, and 

could never be killed off. A few years went by, and one day 

the dwellers in the buffalo range awoke to find that there 

were no more buffalo. A year or two later the information 

spread through the country at large. As with the buffalo, so 

with the elk and the antelope and other large game. It is 

being destroyed, if not so swiftly as were the buffalo, at least 
as surely. 

No serious results to the country at large are likely to fol¬ 

low the destruction of these large species of animals. It is 

melancholy to see them become extinct, but the feeling is at 

best but a sentiment. The case will be very different when 

the consequences of a continuance of the present destruction 

of our small birds make themselves manifest. The pun¬ 

ishment for our neglect of these species will surely make 

itself felt, and in a way that will affect every class of our 

community. 

Armies of noxious insects will attack the growing crops of 

the farmer, and his year of work will be lost. A failure of 

the farmer’s crops means that he can buy less of each of the 

commodities sold by the merchant, whose trade must thus 

fall off. It means that the railroads will have less freight to 

move, less grain to carry to the monetary and manufacturing 

centers, less manufactured goods to transport to points of 

distribution. The railroads, having less freight to transport, 

must cut down expenses and so must reduce the wages of 

employes, must purchase less rolling stock, do less repairing, 

discharge men, give out less work. On every hand receipts 

of cash will be diminished. Every one will feel poor. 

Times will become hard. 

Does any one fancy that these are great results to follow 

the killing of a few small birds? The picture is not over 

drawn. Of all the perils to the farmer’s crop, there is none 

which is so much to be dreaded as insects. The Eastern 

farmer as a rule knows little about this danger, though there 

be some who have fought the army worm, but let the farmer 

of the East consult one of the West. He who has dwelt in 

Kansas or Nebraska or Dakota or Minnesota during a grass¬ 

hopper year can tell a moving tale, if he will, of the utter 

devastation and ruin which a single species of insect has 

wrought in a day. 

It is not improbable that the next season may witness the 

beginnings of such calamities as we have foreshadowed, for 

the number of our birds slaughtered during the past five or 

six years has numbered hundreds of thousands each year. 

Such destruction, together with the diminution of the pro¬ 

duction of young, which must result from it, cannot fail to 

exercise before long a very marked effect on the insect life 

of the sections where the birds, once nurnerous, now exist 

only in small numbers. The reproduction of insect life goes 

on at such a tremendous rate, and the multiplication of indi¬ 

viduals is so enormously rapid, that this great decrease in 

the number of their enemies is sure to be followed by a much 

more than corresponding increase in their numbers. The 

number of insects seen during August, which have sprung 

from the comparatively small number of individuals which 

survive the winter may give us a hint of what this increase 

is. The danger is a real and a pressing one, and measures 

should be taken to face it at once. The only successful way 

to do this is to foster and encourage the natural checks upon 
this insect life. 

This is the purpose of the Audubon Societ}^ and to assist 

in this good work we desire the aid of all. Even if one can do 

no more, he can at least lend the influence of his name against 

the wholesale slaughter which is now going on. We have 

already received a number of letters war mly commending 

our plan and expressing a strong desire to aid in carrying it 

out. Let every one who is willing to help send in his name 

and those of any whom he thinks would take hold. 

The Proposed New Standards.—We have published 

some of the standards recommended by the standard com¬ 

mittees of the American Kennel Club and others may be 

found in the kennel department this week. The remainder 

we presume will be forthcoming shortly. It is not our pur¬ 

pose at this time to criticise the work of the committees, but 

to draw the attention of our readers to the fact that the dif¬ 

ferent standards are placed before the public for the purpose 

of obtaining the views of all parties interested in the improve¬ 

ment of the different breeds of dogs, as to the advisability of 

the adoption of new standards, and also for the purpose of 

eliciting from them their opinions as to what changes they 

may deem desirable. We sincerely hope that no one inter¬ 

ested in the matter will neglect the opportunity thus offered 

and that we shall have a full expression of opinion upon all 

points from all who have the future welfare of the dog at 

heart. There is not the slightest danger that the American 

Kennel Club will adopt any standard that is objectionable if 

breeders throughout the country will come forward and 

freely give their opinions upon the matter. It is perhaps 

needless to say that the columns of Forest and Stream are 

open, and we hope to see a full discussion of every point that 

may affect for good or ill the future of the different breeds of 
dogs. 
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NO EAILROAi) fN TELLOWSTONE PARK. 

^"PWO bills for a railroad through Yellowstone Park are 

now before Congress. They are essentially the same 
in character and provide that a right of way shall be given 

the Cinnabar and Clark’s Fork Railroad Company across the 

northern portion of the Yellowstone Nationd Park between 

Cinnabar and the Clark’s Fork mines. The route somewhat 

vaguely indicated is up the Yellowstone to the East Fork, up 

that to and up Soda Butte Creek, and thence to the headwaters 

of Clark’s Pork. Both bills provide that the location of 

the right of way shall be approved by the Secretary of the 

Interior, and that if the railway be not completed in the 

course of one year (in the case of the House bill) or two years 

(in the case of the Senate bill), the right of way shall be for¬ 
feited. 

The present bills are an attempt on the jpart of those inter¬ 

ested in the Clark’s Fork mines to get railroad communica¬ 

tion from Cooke City to the outer world. And the route 

specified is chosen by them as the best for this purpose. 

No railroad should ever be allowed to penetrate the Yel¬ 

lowstone Park. If one is built there it will be the signal for 

a dozen other companies to force their way into this region, 

which should be sacred. It is not generally known that the 

Park has already been overrun by surveyors, acting in the 

interest of various railway companies. Their stakes may be 

found in the most secluded valleys, and if all the railways 

that have been surveyed there should be built, the delightful 

quiet of this now peaceful region would be gone forever. A 

population would follow the railroad and settlements would 

spring up along the track. Sparks from the locomotives 

would fire the prairie and the forests, and the visitor would 

see only blackened wastes, hillsides bristling with dead 

burned timber, and mountain tops shrouded in smoke. 

The shriek of the engine and the rumble of the train would 

drive away the game, and the beautiful and wonderful Park 

would become commonplace and unattractive. 

If the Cooke City people wish to reach the railroad there is 

another and easier route which they may choose, but they 

must leave the people’s Park undisturbed. There is a good 

way for a railroad to the Northern Pacific without passing 

through the reservation, and we insist that the rights of the 

whole Nation shall not be encroached upon to please one 

corporation. 

No. No railroads in the Park. We have fought too hard 

for its protection to see such a backward step taken, The 

region is now in good hands. Public interest on the subject 

has been awakened. Each season more people visit it, 

and no one comes away without feeling a deep interest 

in the region and its wonders. No one who realizes 

what the Park is and what its future is to be would willingly 

gee a railroad enter its boundaries. Let it be carefully pro¬ 

tected. Railroads within it mean forest fires, game destruc¬ 

tion, and a host of other evils. 

Game in the Yellowstone Pakk.—Reports of the abun¬ 

dance of game in the Yellowstone Park continue to come 

in. We have many times urged, and the event has proved 

the truth of our statements, that protection within the Park 

was all that was needed to make game abundant there. The 

varied natural features of the reservation render it both a 

winter and a summer range for game. We understand that 

a band of about two hundred head of elk have wintered in 

the vicinity of Swan Lake, which, as many of our readers 

will remember, is only five or six miles from the Mammoth 

Hot Springs, and in full view of the road. We have recently 

conversed with a gentleman who has resided for the last 

three years continuously in the Park. He states that the 

game seems to know that within the reservation it is safe, 

and that if a band of elk get out of the Park and near its 

borders are shot at or disturbed, they head directly for the 

Park, and soon after crossing the boundary line seem to lose 

all fear and stop to feed or lie down. We have no doubt 

that this statement is exact. The wild creatures have 

learned, as we long ago said they would, that there is a 

place where they are safe from molestation, and having 

learned that lesson, they may be depended on to keep within 

this refuge or near to it. With this continuance of the pro¬ 

tection will come a great natural increase in the numbers of 

the game, and this increase will overflow from the Park into 

the surrounding region. In the time to come we look to see 

the vicinity of the Yellowstone National Park the great 

hunting ground of the United States for elk, deer and moun¬ 

tain sheep, just as it will be the only place in the world 

where one can hope to get a shot at the almost extinct 

bison. ____ 

A Superintendent op GAjrE Protectors.—A bill has 

just been introduced in the Legislature at Albany authoriz- 

ino- the appointment of a superintendent of game protectors. 

The text of this bill we have not seen and we do not know 

its form; but we understand that it is framed to meet needs 

that we have already alluded to as pressing, and of which we 

spoke last week. Mr. Floyd .1. Hadley has done a good 

work in bringing this matter before the Legislature, and we 

commend this action as much as we condemn his introduc¬ 

tion of that other bill to legalize again the water-butchery 

of deer. If Mr. Hadley’s superintendent bill should be¬ 

come a law, and his deer-hounding bill should 

fail to pass, the State protectors of the Adirondack region 

will have theh hands full, and it will be a very excellent 

thing to have some reliable, energetic man behind them to 

spur them on to greater efforts. In case these bills are acted 

on in this way the number of game protectors ought to be 

increased, for all the Adirondack waters should be watched. 

Then, when the hounding season is over, we may expect to 

see the game protectors concentrate and form a kind of 

body guard about the solitary still-hunter of the Adirondacks, 

of whom Dr. Ward, in another column, tells us. 

The Perils op Anoling have another illustration in the 

case of the English tenor. Mans, whose death was the imme¬ 

diate result of his love of angling. While suffering from 

chronic rheumatic gout he went a-flshing at Christmas time, 

and paid the penalty with his life. 

TO THE WALLED-IN LAKES. 

XI.—A PORTENT OP EVn-. 

0N6 before the sun had made his appearance over the 

high mountains we were astir. Our simple meal was 

soon finished, and Yellowfish at once started off on foot 

alone. A httle later Appekunny and I departed up the trail, 

and the camp was left in charge of the dogs and horses. I 

was extremely anxious to get to the ice on the other side of 

the stream, but my efforts in this direction were not suc¬ 

cessful. 
Following the trail to the fifth lake we went down to the 

water’s edge, and scanned the landscape to see how most 

readily we could reach our goal. By crossing the creek just 

back of camp and clambering for several miles along a very 

rough and precipitous mountain side, we could reach fifth 

lake at a point where only its width would separate us from 

the great glacier which overhangs it, but it seemed very 

doubtful whether we could get around the lake, which ap¬ 

pears to run far back into a deep gorge in the mountains. 

By following the trail, on the other hand, it seemed likely 

that we might find some spot where it would be practicable 

to cross the creek and thus approach the northernmost of 

the two glaciers. We did not yet know what the stream 

valley contained above fifth lake. Just as we were about to 

turn away from the spot two tiny white moving objects were 

seen on a green slope in a ravine half way up the great 

mountain to the south of our camp. For a little while we 

watched them as they moved along up the slope, now clam¬ 

bering quickly or again stopping for a short while, and sat¬ 

isfied ourselves that they were goats, a mother and her kid, 

for one was much larger than the other. 
Appekunny was much excited, and was for at once going 

back to camp, crossing the stream and climbing the mountain 

to try to get a shot, but I persuaded him to continue up the 

trail until we could determine whether it was possible to 

cross over to the ice, to reach which just then seemed to me 

much more important than to kill a goat. We therefore kept 

on up the trail until we had gone some little distance beyond 

fifth lake, and then taking a game trail which branched off 

toward the stream, followed it in the hope of finding a cross¬ 

ing, It soon turned back toward the mountain, however, 

and we were forced to keep to it, for the timber was so thick 

that it was very difficult to force a way through it. We 

tried a number of trails, but all of them sooner or later 

turned toward the hills, and we finally gave up the attempt 

to cross here, and breaking our way through the timber and 

underbrush, made what speed we could toward the higher 

ground. 
After getting out of the timber the hillside was terribly 

steep and slippery, but we worked our way slowly up it, and 

crossing a mountain torrent which rushed down the slope in 

a symmetrical, clean cut trough scooped out of the shale, 

found ourselves not far below the first ledge. 
All through the morning the skies had been growing 

darker and more threatening from hour to hour, and now as 

we looked up the valley, angry clouds were seen rushing 

forth from the black-mouthed canons at its head. The som¬ 

bre mountains were soon hidden by sheets of driving rain, 

which now and then changed to snow, and rushed down 

upon us before the driving wind. Before we had reached 

the ledge the storm was upon us, and we took shelter 

behind a low spruce bush, where, muffied in our rub¬ 

ber coats, we waited for a lull in the storm. This 

came in half an hour, and we continued the ascent. The 

climbing was difficult, for the ledges rose one above another 

in a seemingly interminable series. We would clamber up 

one, almost hand over hand, and then, having reached a little 

bench, follow it until some place was found where the next 

wall above us could be scaled. Sometimes the course of a 

tiny brooklet would furnish a way up over the rocks, at 

others a series of projecting knobs would offer foot and 

hand hold. Less often a slide, where the rock had slipped 

away and exposed a shelving mass of loose shale, gave an 

insecure footing for a quick scramble upward. About every 

half hour it would rain or snow with great violence, and 

during such times we would shelter ourselves as best we 

could beneath some projecting rock, and start on whenever 

the rain stopped. All the while the wind blew most furi¬ 

ously, and on this account the climbing was not altogether 

safe. ’ Much of the walking was along narrow ledges only a 

foot or two wide, and when a violent gust of wind struck 

one on these narrow places there was always a possibility of 

its throwing him off. On one side there was nothing but 

the smooth rock to cling to, and on the other side there was 

a vertical fall of from 20 to 200 feet. 

At one place Ithere a gust rushing down a narrow 

gorge caught me 1 positively flattened myself against 

the rock. Appekunny had seated himself after a bit of 

rough scrambling, and 1 had gone on along a ledge to see 

what it led to. This ledge was only ten or twelve inches 

wide, and beneath was a drop of perhaps forty feet, while 

my shoulder brushed against the cliff that towered I knew 

not how far above me. A sheep trail followed the ledge and 

led me to hope that the way would be an easy one to 

ascend. After going thirty or forty yards, I came to a narrow 

gorge only six or eight feet wide, and the trail turned sharply 

at right angles, about a projecting point of rock, the path 

being so narrow that 1 had to exercise a good deal of care 

to turn the corner without falling off. As I rounded it the 

wind caught me with a violence that for a moment sent my 

heart into my mouth. Back from this corner ran a deep 

narrow chasm or cafion, cut out by a small mountain stream, 

and twenty feet in front of me the ledge on which I was 

walking ran out, and the sheep trail crossed the chasm. The 

distance across was only fom’ or five feet—an easy leap for a 

sheep or for an ordinarily active man—but the landing place 

on the other side was on another narrow ledge about eight 

or ten inches wide and broken down on its outer side for 

several inches into a sharp slope to the edge of the cliff. . 

Forty or fifty feet below I could see the gleam of the stream,. 

and in the lulls of the wind hear the tinkle of its waters . 

as they fell from rock to rock. The jump might well enough t 

be made in the excitement of pursuit or flight, but I did not 

feel like attempting it in cold blood. One would have to 

alight on his feet just rightly balanced. If he went too far he : 

would strike the cliff with his body and might rebound and I 

fall off; if he did not go quite far enough, of course he would i 

lose his balance and fall. 1 looked at the jump for a 

moment or two and then very gingerly turning myself about,. 

went back to look for an easier way. 

The rain and the snow and the fog continued, and ofteor 

it was impossible to see any distance, while at short inter¬ 

vals the blinding sheets of rain descended with such vio¬ 

lence that we had to stop where we were and wait for thei 

storm to abate. We climbed in this halting way nearly to» 

the top of the mountain, and at length found ourselves oni 

the upper edge of a grand amphitheater of rock, whose back 

and opposite aide were formed by a mountain considerably 

higher than the one on which we were. The red, purple 

and green shales which formed its floor and side were wholly 

without vegetation, and were tilted at an angle of 45 degrees,, 

and thus being about at right angles to the surface of the 

ground at the back of the amphitheater; but the side oppo¬ 

site to us was very nearly vertical. Down through the midst 

of this great basin, which was a mile in length and nearly as 

wide, foamed a great torrent, the sum of a thousand springs 

which trickled from the rocks, and as many rivulets, which 

crept out from beneath the snow banks, which lay in all the 

ravines and sheltered spots. Everywhere over the shale ran 

sheep trails, and fresh signs were abundant; but the almost 

continuous rain and fog made it impossible to see far, and 

we could detect no living thing. 
During a lull in the storm and a gleam of sunshine, we had 

from the highest point which we reached, a fine view of fifth 

lake and those above it. Counting the four which were not 

in sight, there are at least twelve in the chain, of which 

eleven are in a continuous aeries, and one, as has been said, 

is an arm of the fifth lake. From this point we had also an 

excellent view of the glacier at the head of the lakes. In 

character it is very similar to the one to the south of the 

stream, and like that, it falls over a great cliff, which shows 

through it. It seems thicker, howevei', and is beautifully 

fluted on its vertical face where it breaks off to make its 
plunge downward. It is quite possible that these two appar¬ 

ently distinct ice masses may be merely the two extremities 

of one glacier of great size; but this point can only beclearedi 

up by some one who shall visit this interesting country 

properly equipped with a pack train, so as to reachi 

the ice. 
The green color of the waters of the glacial lake is due toi 

the grinding to powder by the slowly-moving ice mass of the: 

green slates, shales and schists which form so large a pro¬ 

portion of the mass of these mountains. This finely com-- 

minuted rock is carried down by the water of the melting 

glacier and for some little time held in suspension by it, giv¬ 

ing the water its peculiar tinge. 
During this short brightening of the skies the mountains; 

about the lakes were spread out before us in a wonderful 

way. They are incomparably ragged and inaccessible, and 

seem all to be knife edges or pyramids or cones. It is un¬ 

usual to see one that is square or round-topped. 

Up here on Swift Current, where it is so much higher and 

colder than at our permanent camp, the foliage has changed 

much more than about the St, Mary’s Lakes, and the combi¬ 

nation of colors that we looked down on was startling in it» 

variety and its magnificence. An artist’s palette, splashed 

with all the hues of his color box, would not have shown 

more varied contrasts. ‘The rocks were of all shades, from 

pale gray, through green and pink, to dark red, purple and 

black, and against them stood out the pale foliage of the 

willows, the bright gold of the aspens and cottonwoods, the 

vivid red of the mountain maples and ash, and the black of 

the pines. In the valley were the greens of the deciduous 

shrubs, great patches of the deep maroon of the changing 

lobelia, lakes, turbid or darkly blue, sombre evergreens; on 

the mountain sides foaming cascades, with their white, 
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whirling mist wreaths, gray-blue ice masses, and fields of 

gleaming snow. Over all arched a leaden sky, whose 

shadows might dull, but could not efface, the bewildering 

beauty of this mass of color. 

I Down the mountain side we slowly picked our way, and 

at dark, tired, hungry, wet and without game, reached the 

camp. There we found Yellowfish, who had been in since 

noon. Soon after starting out, he said, he had got among 

goats and had shot away all his ammunition, twenty rounds, 

at them without getting one. He said that they had been 

very plenty, and it was very amusing to hear him tell how, 

when he would shoot at one it would jump down out of 

sight behind the rocks, and another would pop out from 

behind some other point to see what the noise was about. 

He said that he had hit several, but all too far behind, so 

!' that they got away among the rocks, and he could not find 
them. 

j “Some one,” he said, “is surely doing this” (i. e., bewitch- 

|| ing us) “first we had rain, then we fall in the creek, now I i can't shoot. Rome moons it is so—a man cannot shoot— 

and when it happens so, one knows that the medicine is bad 

and some of his relations are going to die. Then the people 

make many sweat lodges and they get well.” 

' Although we nodded gravely as the Indian made these 

statements, accepting them without question, as we did 

almost everything that he told us, no doubt Appekunny and 

I smiled inwardly at the crude superstition of the savage 

who thus expressed to us an article of the Piegan faith. 

^We do not believe such things, we intelligent white men; 

to us signs and portents are nothing. We jeer at those 

j who fear the ticking of the death watch or the howl- 

I ing of a dog and believe that they foretell some direful 

) event. But it did seem just a little queer, when we got 

} back to the agency, to learn that a jmung man, a relative of 

^ Yellowfish, who had been off on a horse stealing expedition, 

I had been killed by the Crows, and that the news reached 

[l the Piegan camp just about the time that we were up on the 

1^ Swift Current. A coincidence you will say. No doubt, no 

I doubt. But you would find it a difficult matter to persuade 

i an Indian that it was merely a coincidence. It was cer- 

Ii tainly odd and worth making a note of, !We are disbelievers in this age, agnostics we call ourselves, 

perhaps without very well knowing what we mean by the 

term. Is it not possible that we disbelieve too much? I 

have seen so many mysterious and altogether inexplicable 

I things during my wandering among the Indians that I am 

1 slow to believe or to disbelieve anything. Some day I pur- 

I pose giving for the benefit of the readers of Forest and 

Stream a little exposition of the things that I have seen 

I' and those that I have beard from thoroughly reliable 

ii sources. The history of the medicine workers among these 

people has never been written, and, indeed, never can be, 

for m many cases their wonderful practices have been aban- 

doned and almost forgotten; but the feats that were accom¬ 

plished by some of the Indians of the Southwest, by the 

Panis and Rees of the Missouri River region, would be 

simply incredible to one who has not seen them. 

It seemed curious that the Indian should have made such 

j wretched work of his shooting. He has the reputation of I being one of the best hunters in the tribe, and is said to be 

a good shot as well. We were interested in his story, for 

we needed meat, as our rations would only suffice for one 

I more meal; and desirous as both Appekunny and I were to 

(• get a goat. Us meat was even more important to us than the 

I satisfaction of killing a new species of game. Our provisions 

' consisted of a small piece of bacon and four biscuits, and 

i unless fresh meat could be obtained on the morrow, we 
V should be obliged to return to the St. Mary’s. 

J Soon after supper my companions turned in, but I lay long 

I by the fire, watching through the branches the stars in the 

» sky, and listening to the soft whispers of the wind in the 

I treetops and the distant murmur of the rushing stream. 

I ___ Yo. t ======== 
( Spartsnim ^onri^t 

] Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Co. _ 

A CAMP HUNT IN MISSOURI.—III. 
HE two members of our party who lost their way in re¬ 

turning to camp after dark, and who brought up on the 
Mississippi River, fell in with a most remarkable character, 
who was pressed into service and piloted them back to camp! 
His name was Cassius Crossthwait, familiarly known as 
Cash Cross white. A regular swamper, born and bred in the 
swamps. He knew every tree and every stump, every stream, 
Dond and thicket in that country, and traveled by night as 
by day. He could not read, but knew the language of every 
wild animal and bird in the woods. Could, with his mouth, 
imitate with wonderful precision the signal, or call of any 
bird or animal you can mention. We engaged his services 
for the rest of the hunt, very much to his satisfaction and 
our own, as he proved to be a useful adjunct to our camp. 

Mr. Will C. was the handsome and dashing dude of our 
narty. He had a brilliant record as a “masher” on “Ward's 
lucks” at home, but soon concluded his gun was not a suc- 

Kcess on mallards and wild geese, and determined to devote 
j me day with me in paying our respects to the wild turkeys. 
Hotter an unsuccessful tramp of a couple of miles through 
irhe favorite haunts of our chosen game, we emerged into the 

. road at a place where the tall trees of the dense forest made 
*> wall as it were, on either side. Just then the note of a 
'laiound in full chase after a deer, burst upon our ears. A 
ijrcomenL’s listening satisfied us that we were in the line of the 
fouase, and as we stood expectant and ready to give the deer 

a warm reception, a flock of wild turkeys, startled by the 
approach of the dog, ran into the road some two hundred 
yards above us and came running down the road directly 
toward us. They soon ro.se to wing and came flying straight 
down the road between the walls of forest trees on either 
side. The sight was a beautiful one, but it was too much 
for Mr. C. He unfortunately had no quinine and Mr. Bur¬ 
ton was not within reach to supply him, and before the near¬ 
est turkey came in range of our guns his excited nerves got 
the better of his judgment and he fired both barrels, and lost 
as fine an opportunity as be will ever have to bag a brace of 
wild turkeys, right and left. His firing caused the flock to 
separate and take to the woods on either side, but still pass¬ 
ing in ran^e l killed one, but missed with the second barrel. 
Mr. C. had in the meantime reloaded and gave them a patt¬ 
ing shot, but without effect, as they passed. 

In a few minutes my dog ran one into a tree not far off. 
By careful creeping I got a long shot at it and brought it 
wounded to the ground. It did not stand on the order of 
its going, however, and “ran like a turkey.” Carrying the 
dog to the place where it came down he soon got the scent 
and after a chase of two hundred yards, caught and killed it. 
A young man on horseback, coming along the road soon 
afterward, kindly consented to take the two turkeys to the 
camp for us and Mr. C. concluded he had enough of turkey 
hunting for one day, left me and went back to camp. After 
remaining quiet for a time, I succeeded in calling up one 
more of the flock, which I killed. The others would neither 
answer nor come to call. Returning that afternoon toward 
camp through the same woods we had hunted unsuccessfully 
in the morning, ray dog flushed and scattered a flock. 

Selecting a place near where they were flushed, and re¬ 
maining quiet for half an hour, I had the pleasure of calling 
up and 'KilUng two fine turkeys at one shot. Having now 
as many as I wished to carry, I concluded to try an experi¬ 
ment. I stood the three dead turkeys up at a convenient 
distance, near where I had shot the last two, to act as de¬ 
coys. Thinking that I might in this way kill two or three 
at a shot. After arranging my decoys, 1 began to call and 
brought up two. One came and stood almost in the very 
place where I had just killed the two. But he paid no atten¬ 
tion to the decoys and in a few moments both walked off. 
I might easily have shot the one, but 1 took my chances for 
two and got neither. After carrying the three already killed 
about a mile and a half, I considered myself lucky that the 
others had escaped. The flock of turkeys that ran into the 
road that morning and flew to Mr. C. and myself, loooked to 
nae, in the distance, as black as ravens, but Mr. C. insisted 
in camp that night, that they were all sorts of colors. He 
saw yellow ones and spotted ones, and blue ones, and a 
general rainbow mixture. 

He had never encountered a flock of wild turkeys before. 
Thus the time passed rapidly; every day adding to our game 
supply, while around the camp-fire at night the incidents 
and jokes of the day added zest to our enjoyment of the 
occasion. At the end of two weeks we broke camp, having 
bagged four hundred ducks, thirty wild turkeys, seven wild 
geese, squirrels without number, and one enormous pelican, 
measuring eight feet from tip to tip of its wings. The pelican 
resembles the swan in general appearance, and is a very rare 
bird in this part of the country. lt.s general color is white, 
but the wing feathers are tipped with black, and so are the 
wing coverts, or small feathers on the butts of the wings, 
giving it a beautiful appearance. The distinguishing feature 
of this bird is its pouco, or food sack. It has a beak about 
eight inches long, from which depends a pliable and self-ad¬ 
justing sack, composed of skin resembling India rubber. It 
i« capable, when distended, of holding as much as a pint or 
more of food. When empty, the pouch contracts so as to 
be scarcely noticeable. The breast of the bird was covered 
with a coat of soft feathers and down much thicker than 
that of a swan. It was a great pity that so fine a specimen 
could not have been preserved. 

Rarely did a bunting party ever enjoy an outing more, and 
we left our happy hunting grounds with a resolve to repeat 
our visit with the next autumnal frost. H. E. Jones. 

Nashville, Tenn^_ 

CAMP FLOTSAM. 

xxrv.—THE return of the prodigal. 

A LTHOUGH the day which we spent in trying for sal- 
mon was barren of results, yet we were rejoiced to see 

the last of the blow disappear from the water, and a faint 
hope rose within us that in spite of what the netter had 
done, we might yet have some sport. Thus far, our outing 
had been full of disappointment, so far as the fishing was 
concerned, and a letter or two from A. N. 0., who was hav¬ 
ing grand success in the Back Bay of Lake Champlain, but 
served to increase our chagrin. Though oiir success was in¬ 
comparably greater than any possible at Greenwood or the 
free for all lakes resorted to by anglers in the vicinity of 
New York, yet it had been less dazzling than we anticipated. 
Not that our scores had been insufficient for our needs, but 
it had been our ambition to make in an hour or two what 
would require from sunrise to sunset in the lakes above 
mentioned. Three years ago this was possible, but the man 
from the island has ended it all. 

On the morning of the day after our fruitless quest above 
the bridge, we secured a pail of tine perch bait and soon 
alter breakfast were anchored on the long shoal off the 
upper end of Lost Spring Island in a depth of about ten feet 
of water. Our tackle was, with the exception of substitut¬ 
ing a hook for the flies, the same as we had used in casting. 
A furious stake greeted our first bait before it had fan Jy 
settled, and in a moment we were engaged in tussle with a 
four-pound pike, whose escape with only a single gut be 
tween it and liberty, was assured from the beginning. It 
was not, however, until we had the fish alongside and 
thought our game safe, that the catastiophe came. A single 
flourish of the tail, a wriggle of the body, and the slender 
gut was cut and the fish was gone. There was no regret at 
parting, except for the loss of the eproat hook, for pike 
were rather plentiful. Before our fishing for the forenoon 
was ended, the calamity twice repeated itself, and another 
pike and a small mouth bass each left us minus a hook. 
But these were our only escapes, and the net proceeds of the 
morning’s work were ten bass averaging two pounds apiece. 
Before we fini,shed, Sabattis’s two girls anchored their skiff 
near us and enticed the ba.ss in vain for an hour, at the end 
of which they followed us to camp, where they spent the re¬ 
mainder of the day. The older ol the girls, whom we called 
the Princess was about seventeen and bad high cheek bones, 
a darli, sallow skin, and long, coarse, black hair. She was 
short in stature but well formed, and could swim, row a 
boat, handle a canoe or chop wood, with all the grace and 
ease of her brother. The younger one was about ten and 

had regular features, an Olive complexion and soft, dark 
eyes, and bade fair to be a beauty. The former was the 
Madame’s guide and was competent to take care of her mis¬ 
tress in any emergency; beside her other accomplishments, 
she was a most successful fisherman. 

There was a manifest improvement in the fishing after the 
blow was fairly off the water, but with the date for our 
breaking camp fixed to the dead certainty, so that we could 
count the remaining days on our fingers, our enthusiasm was fone and we were satisfied to sit down and await the end. 
nstead of fishing, we were willing to drift by the hour in 

the open lake or idle away the time in the shade of the rocks 
among the channels between the island. Here were rare op¬ 
portunities for reflection, and communion with solitude, 'i’o 
the north and south, east and west across the long stretches 
of water as far as one could see, not a moving thing was 
there to distract the thoughts. Islands rose about us on 
which few men had ever trod, while the signs of civilization 
on the shores were scant indeed. It was a very paradise for 
a hermit—at least in the bright summer days, but with six 
feet of snow and the Ihermometer at 80", with norwesters 
sweeping up the lake for twenty miles, the soul of the 
anchorite would yearn to cast aside his furs and snowshoes 
and he transported to fhe white sand beaches of the gulf. 
For places where to idle away the time there was little choice 
between the water and the camp. Each had attractions of 
its own, and with a hard attack of laziness, wherever one 
might be he would long for the other. The island, with its 
thirty acres of forest, furnished a good roaming place and 
the bunks in the camp a retreat when a fit ot drowsiness 
came on. But in these remaining days all that the lake or 
forest could give of pleasure, was concentrated around the 
camp-fire. With the incense of the resinous knots was 
mingled the fragrance from pine"and spruce which loomed 
up darkly behind us, and upon which the firelight, cast 
strange and fantastic shadows—the very giants which used 
to gather in the gloaming in the corners of the old kitchen, 
and from which we used to flee to the shelter of a mother’s 
apron by the broad fire-place, giants, which now as of old, 
waved their shadowy arms and danced their weird dances, 
but from whom the older terror had departed, for fifty years 
had made the boy a man and a greybeard, one who had 
faced all the ogres of which these were the ‘.prototypes, and 
contended with “the phantoms vague and van which be¬ 
leaguer the human soul.” But now, the giants and shadowy 
conception of long ago were naught, there only remained the 
golden memories, sifted like wheat from the tares, memories 
which were born again and came floating back in their olden 
reality to hover over and surround us here. Boyish faces, 
the companions of many an angling trip through the 
meadows of the past, sterner faces bionzed in the sports of 
flood and field, on whom manhood had set the seal of con¬ 
secration to loftier duties, aged faces, mellowed by years into 
the dreams and sports of youth again, faces all of them now 
lying in the dust, looked out of the whirl of flame aglow with 
the ancient light of friendship and love as though they would 
live over with us all that life's brief dream hact been to them. 

It was among these latter days that the Student made his 
way once more to the camp to pay one of his ever welcome 
visits. Before it was over, we were invited by him to at¬ 
tend service at his parish church, fifteen miles from camp, 
on the following Sunday. The preparations were duly made, 
and by seven o’clock on Sunday morning breakfast had been 
finished and we were ready to embark. Our retainers gath¬ 
ered at the landing to witness our departure; the chickens 
assembled on the bank, the “ki”-dog took his position in the 
bow and the calf hung its head in dejection over the stern, 
When we pushed off, the latter gave a mournful bellow and 
before we were ten rods from shore, it was in the water be¬ 
yond its depth and swimming lustily in our wake. By the 
time we had rounded the point where we passed out of its sight, 
it was a hundred yards from shore and still heading out to 
sea. We congratulated ourselves that we were rid of the 
beast, and indulged the hope that it would never touch 
laud again unless it were in the bottom of the lake. But it 
was not so to be. A half hour later, while the Colonel and 
Captain were yet making the groves of Garden Island re¬ 
sound with their nightly notes, the calf made their landing 
and, thrusting its head in the open door of the tent, greeted 
the sleepers with a thundering ha-air. “What in-, I say 
Jo!” shouted the senior officer, “what’s that?” The Cap¬ 
tain drew himself up into a sitting posture and calmly sur¬ 
veyed the intruder. “Arthur’s calf, by Jove, they’ve un¬ 
loaded it on us.” But, when an hour afterward it swam 
after the Captain’s boat as he went ashore, and made the 
land half a mile away the suspicion was dropped as ground¬ 
less, Had it not repeated the performance, explanat.onr 
would have been in order from the American camp. 

When we rounded the head of the island we found a 
strong wind was blowing up the lake, so we hoisted sail and 
were soon going before it at eight knots an hour. Swiftly 
we shot by the low outlying islands, turned the headlands 
and swept through the narrow ebanneJs, passed the Brothers’ 
and over Cady’s Bay, radiant with the memories of an idyllic 
day with Truthful James a summer ago, and in an hour 
from the starting drew up the Pizen Ann on the bank at the 
end of the bridge. Three or four dirly, miserable locking 
Indians were lounging about a shelter built against a tree on 
the hillside as we lauded, who greeted the'party with looks 
of wonder and a deal of jabbering among themselves. Just 
over the crest of the hill we were welcomed at the house by 
the Student and his kind-hearted and hospitable household, 
and after a pleasant hour we were loaded in a large farm 
wagon and started off for church. The road led over the 
granite hills for two or three miles, then turned to the west¬ 
ward and followed the range which overlooked the lake. 
We could see it stretching away for five or six miles on the 
west, until we made another turn to the right and were soon 
among well cleared and cultivated lands, dotted with com¬ 
fortable houses around which were many evidences of thrift. 
Another turn to the left and we soon came to the plain sione 
church which marked the end of our journey. The build¬ 
ing was filled to overflowing, and the worshippers were 
kneeling at the very threshold as we entered. At the altar 
stood a gray-haired priest under whose hands was wrought 
“the mystery of faith”—the mighty saciifice of the Catholic 
church. When he turned to the people it was a kindly face 
of perhaps forty which looked upon them. This was 
Father McWilliams, the foremost in the front rank of the 
priests of Canada, the staunch friend of the Premier, the 
ripe scholar and man of culture. After the services were 
conclude i, we were most kindly received at the parochial 
residence. Upon the library wall bung a portrait enerav- 
ing of Sir John A. McDonald and near it a miniature flag of 
the Union. The Rev. Father is a Yankee, being from Ver¬ 
mont, which accounted for the stars and stripes, while in 
Dominion politics he is a conservative and and an ardent 
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adtoirer of the great chief whose face adorned the wall. At 
parting he promised to visit us and spend a night in camp, 
a promise which unforeseen duties afterward compelled him, 
much to our regret, to retract. Twelve weeks later, he stood 
on the scaffold beside Louis Riel, and saw the sun of the 
northwest rebellion set in the gloom of unaccomplished pur¬ 
poses and tlie price paid to the uttermost, of treason to a 
crown. 

It was three o’clock and ’after before we were again back 
to tte lake, where after dinner with our friends we set out 
for camp in the teeth of the wind which was still blowing 
hard up the lake. It took three hours to make the landing 
in front of the tent, and by the time we were housed the 
Colonel and Captain were on hand to hear the tale of the day’s 
adventures. Sabbattis too, in wonderment at the deserted 
camp which he had discovered in the forenoon, dropped in 
to learn the cause. It was the first visit from the old man 
which we had received since our unlucky expedition for lake 
trout, a failure which he cudgeled his brains in vain to ex¬ 
plain. That trout were plenty in the lake was evidenced by 
the stories of Sabattis and others who had taken large num¬ 
bers together with quantities of yellow bass, {M. sahnoides), 
through the ice in winter, but why vc^e so signally failed to 
take any of the former we could not understand. 

In regard to the latter, it has become an accepted dogma in 
a certain school of anglers, that the black bass hybernate 
during the winter. While this, within certain limits, may 
be ti'ue as regards the small-mouth, it can hardly be said to 
apply to the big-mouth variety. Changes of feeding ground 
in our northern lakes after they have become ice bound, to¬ 
gether with the fact that few bass anglers fish in the winter, 
has led many to a hasty an^ erroneous conclusion, formed 
largely from the habits of the small-mouth, which is identi¬ 
cal with our big-mouth bass, remains in the state of activity 
throughout the winter, and his congener of the north partakes 
of his nature and habits. Big-mouth bass are frequently 
taken through the ice by pickerel fishermen, in shallow 
water, a fact which proves their activity in winter, while the 
number of those who fish during that season in deep water, 
is so limited, that much experience tending to prove the 
rion-hybernation of the big-mouth, has never been made pub¬ 
lic. One of the principal reasons for this may be, that few 
of the winter fishermen follow the sport at any other season, 
and of these, there is rarely one who has ever read a line 
upon the subject, or given the habits of fishes a thought. It 
may, however, be safely set down as a fact that the big- 
mouth can be taken in all seasons of the year, and let no one 
be surprised when some angler reports IoFoeest and Stkeam 
a fine string of small-mouths caught in .lanuary. 

On the following Sunday afternoon, while the tide of dis¬ 
course in the tent was at the flood, there was a hesitating 
footstep heard without, a rap on the pole of the tent nearest 
the water, then a light tread of one approaching the head¬ 
quarters, and in a moment the face of Truthful “James was 
peering in the tent door. Was it he, or a phantasy conjured 
up by the Colonel’s cheese? We clasped the outstretched 
hand, it was solid flesh, the prodigal had returned. Row we 
could understand the meaning of the flight of that calf. 
Some warning from a wandering bird perhaps, or a pre¬ 
monition of coming evil it might have been, but it was ap¬ 
parent that our bovine did’nt intend to linger about a camj} 
where prodigals were liable to drop in unannounced. We 
suspected that Truthful James had been wasting his sub¬ 
stance on guides and was filled with the husks of summer 
boarding places, but we forbore interrogating him, and he 
was given the chief seat at the table, and with Sabattis for 
his oarsman, he haunted his old fishing grounds during the 
remainder of our stay. Once more the camp responded to 
the inspiration of his presence, and we were soon living over 
the olden days as though there had been no interval between 
the first careless hours which joined us here, and the later ones 
which reunited us in what was once the elysium of perennial 
bass. Wawayanda. 

[For Auri Sacro Fames (in last issue) read Auri Sacra Fames.] 

THE COON’S HAUNTED HOME. 

O one had been in Burton’s Woods at night, but once— 
and that was at the beginning of the war—since old 

man Burton died some fifty years ago. It was the one place 
in Old Virginia that had supported through half a century 
of peace and pi osperity and war and privation an aristocratic 
ghost and its long line'of pale-faced descendants. 

Exactly what old man Burton had done to oblige him and 
his deceased olive branches to haunt the forest, no one ever 
could tell, but if what both the white and colored folks said 
was true—and most sincerely they believed it was—the 
woods at night were filled with*spectre Burtons most terrible. 

Now I myself don’t believe that old gray-wooled Uncle 
Jordan, the oldest slave on the plantation, who started the 
story, ever saw the spirit of his master come hobbling along 
with his ghostly gouty foot through the old woods. But 
Uncle Jordan came one night into the store at the head of 
the Neck, as if he had been shot out of a cannon, and almost 
scared every darky there white for hfe by shouting out: 

“Fo’ deiior’, chil’en, ifdeoleman Burton ahcom’tu right 
smart, I seed ’im mesel a-shinen wif de blue flame bic’ in de 
olewoo’so’?” 

If a bomb had exploded it could not have created a greater- 
panic. Uncle John Wise, old Jordan’s son, dropped on the 
floor and crawled under the counter, and young Jeems-Gor- 
don-Burton-Cecil-Mason jrmior to John Wise, as he called 
himself, the twelve year old grandson of old Jordan, was 
seized with such a fright that his two big ears, that it was 
said he used to turn under for a pillow when he went to 
sleep, wiggled with ten'or. The other darkies crowded 
together in a dark corner where nothing could be seen but 
the whites of their eyes and their chattering teeth. Then it 
came out that old Uncle Jordan had come out for a stroll 
that piping hot night, and that when he stopped by the edge 
of the wood to wipe his face and “wonda if it wou’eva 
again snow,” he saw old man Burton’s ghost come limping 
toward him down the old wood road. 

Like wUdfire the news of what Uncle Jordan had seen ran 
through the county, and for months after the hero of old man 
Burton’s ghost was besieged by questioners. Jordan, how¬ 
ever, stuck to his story with a religious conviction, so that 
it was believed by every man, woman and child as gospel 
truth. From that time out the long belt of timber-land that 
walled in the Burton plantation from the rest of the world 
was given a wide berth by every one. The wood road with 
which it was traversed became obstructed with fallen tree- 
tops and moss-covered logs. A dense underbrush of young 
pines and holly sprung up, and the taU trees became fes¬ 
tooned with vines and creepers, whose stems throbbed and 
moaned when the wind struck them, and whose leafy ten¬ 
drils, like a canopy, shut out the sunlight. The wood I 

always in the low ground became damp and mouldy and tall 
rank grasses and canes fringed its briery outskirts. 

No longer did the booming of the axe against a hoUow 
gum tree, and the rumbling of the wood cart awaken the 
vibrations of the forest. No longer did the mocking bird 
stop to listen to the quaint caiTOling of the light-hearted 
wood choppers. The forest was as silent as the grave, save 
when some rogue of a fox barked on the track of a cotton 
tail, or the eagles who had been duck hunting all day on the 
adjoining breakwater came screaming home to their nests in 
the tall, dead oaks. Then when the winter winds blew, the 
pine tops gave back as echoes the roaring of the distant .surf 
and made people shudder and like to crowd round the fire. 
Of course, under such conditions Burton’s woods became a 
safe harbor for game and gi-ound vermin. There the night- 
partridge, as the woodcock is called down South, sucked his 
julep in peace; and when the snows came the quail huddled 
tor shelter in the brush heaps safe from the tracking pot¬ 
hunter. And the stories about the coons in Burton’s woods! 
Why, they would almost set the hounds a-barking a mile 
off; but as often as the conversation started on coons, it in¬ 
variably ended in ghosts, so that the family of coons lived 
and prospered as all well-regulated coon families do. The 
wood had come to be dreaded with such an overwhelming 
fear, that no one could be induced to penetrate its shadowy 
recesses. It was so horrible a place, that Dr. Willis’s 
standing offer of .$5, posted at the store, for any one to go 
there coon hunting, though very tempting, was a perfectly 
safe one for the doctor. 

Thus time crept on. The old folks died and young folks 
took their place. Then came the war and the departure of 
the white men to join the Southern army. Northern troops 
invaded the county I write about, and one of the first 
things two of the officers did was to begin to chaff Dr. 
Willis about old man Burton’s ghost, which they at once 
heard all about. Right, jolly, good fellows were the Major 
and the Captain, so that one night they inspired the timid 
Doctor with sufficient courage to promise to take them a- 
coon hunting in Burton’s woods. When the news of the 
proposed expedition got about, the greatest excitement pre¬ 
vailed and all the old darkies tried to dissuade the foolhardy 
hunters. It was a dark, drizzly night, just such a one when 
coons and ghosts are said to like to get about, when the 
three, equipped with an axe and a bag of light wood, started 
from the store to the haunted forest. Besides the coon dog. 
Dr. Willis’s bulldog Grip was taken along, an animal of 
undoubted courage and one that had been known to face 
the most obstreperous bull in the county and throw him; so 
he was boasted about as a dog that knew nothing of fear. 
In the cornfield adjoining the wood the hound led off on a 
coon trail and was soon heard barking in the woods where the 
coon had treed. The hunters were making their way to the 
place along one of the old wood roads,when Grip, who was on 
ahead, uttered a low growl and came running toward them 
with his tail between his legs. Then the astonished and 
now thoroughly terrified hunters saw a great burning object 
descend an old rotten tree and come toward them. The 
hunters faltered, but the plucky Major picked Grip up and 
flung him toward the bright figure whom they described 
always afterward as resembling a red hot cylinder stove— 
and then they took to their heels and fled. Through green 
brier thickets which tore their clothes and scratched them 
till the blood flowed, tumbling over logs and into ditches 
and bumping up against trees, they went crashing on. The 
crowd at the store heard them coming and a few of the 
bravest ones stuck their heads out of the door, breathless with 
excitement, while the rest shivered with terror. Not a word 
was said until “junior to John Wise” asked from behind a 
barrel if “ole man Burton ha’ yet com’ in sight?” 

“Gu’ Lor,’ chile,” replied his father, “dun’ say tha’ but I 
know he’s shua to com’.” 

These terrifying words produced a chorus of moans and 
groans, and all the darkies had just begun praying with all 
their might, when Grip and the tree hunters tumbled up the 
store steps and fell headlong and panting into sueh a crowd 
of scared darkies as has never been seen before or since in 
Old Virginia. But old man Burton, as the fiery spectre was 
generally supposed to be, must have climbed the tree again, 
for he certainly did not follow the hunters. The sto^ of 
what they had seen and the fight that had caused their de¬ 
moralized retreat, only went to confirm every one in their 
belief that the woods were the roosting place of ghosts, or 
such brave soldiers as the Major and Captain would not have 
been frightened so badly. Shortly after this the Northern 
troops were withdrawn from the outlying county, and 
from that time forthjfor many years the spectre Burtons and 
the coons carrierl on their revels in the haunted woods with¬ 
out let or hindrance. But the talk of the ijranks of the 
Burton wood goblins was kept alive by strange sights and 
noises in its impenetrable fastnesses. The good wife of the 
old Methodist parson who filled the dual role of preacher 
and storekeeper, saw globes of fire hop out of the wood and 
roll like ten-pin balls down the road, and yet not one of 
these good people ever suspected that the ghosts of the Bur¬ 
ton tribe were nothing more or less than “fbx-flre,” which in 
some marshy localities in the Southern States is startlingly 
brilliant and curious to contemplate; and the noises, the 
scraping of the trees against each other when the wind blew 

BOB WHITE. 
PTER aU what is there in the whole line of field sports 

that equals the autumn shooting of the Atlantic States 
as it used to be twenty-five or thirty years ago? We may 
talk of excitement and skill and courage and scenery, of 
bounding bucks and charging bears, of beetling cliffs and 
roaring brooks,, but there is nothing to which the memory of 
the old time sportsman more fondly returns than “the happy 
autumn fields” in “the days that are no more.” Is there a 
veteran of the dog and gun who reads these lines that does 
not remember what a fever the first sight of autumn leaves 
used to stir within his veins? Does he not even now feel a 
strange, restless yearning when he sees the ripe pumpkins 
shining among the shocks of corn, the maple reddening upon 
the hill and the butternut yellowing in the vale? And can 
he forget the change that came over the old dog when the 
bright crimson of the gum tree began to blaze along the low¬ 
lands and the prickly burrs of the chestnut to open amid its 
golden leaves? In summer he tapped out a lazy welcome 
with his tail at his master’s approach without raising his 
head or opening perhaps more than a single eye. But in 
October he jumps up at his approach, cocks his head first 
one way anil then the other, and with glistening eyes and 
anxious whine tries to fathom his master’s intentions. Right 
well he knows that autumn has come and that any moment 
he may be whistled off to the field. 

Bob White was the leading spirit that lent such a charm 
I to the autumn fields. The ruffed grouse and the woodcock 

added untold loveliness to it, but both could have been more 
easily dispensed with than Bob. The first genuine quail 
hunt I ever had seems still the brightest because all was so 
new and wonderful and the dogs behaved so well. I was a 
mere child of twelve, and though for two or three years I 
had been worrying squirrels and rabbits, robins and high- 
holders with a long single-barreled gun, I had never seen a 
pointer or setter work in the field, and the few quails, wood¬ 
cock and “pheasants” that I had started were always gone 
before I could recover from the surprise caused by their 
sudden burst from cover. 

It was the first of November, and as the sun’s first rays 
began to kindle the russet tops of the white oaks and shine 
on the bare twigs of the red oak, we started out over the 
fleld.s. Along a" tangled wood that sloped away toward a 
little brook where I had speared many a sucker, lay an old 
field overgrown with weeds and briers, where. 1 had shot at 
many a rabbit, and part of this was now a buckwheat stub¬ 
ble sparkling with frost. 

The action of the dogs changed at once upon reaching the 
field. There was no more of the wild exuberance of joy with 
which they started from the house. They no longer raced 
and barked and tried to jump over their masters’ heads; but 
with noses raised to the breeze and tails carving elliptical 
cones out of space, they settled each to a rolling canter, beat¬ 
ing from side to side, crossing each other’s track at quite 
regular intervals, occasionally slackening speed and taking a 
delicate sniff of the breeze as they approached some clump of 
briers. 

Fine dogs they were, too, and as I look over the long list 
of dogs with which 1 have hunted since then I can remem¬ 
ber no superiors and few equals. My companions, two gen¬ 
tlemen who had been kind enough to let me go with tliem, 
will, if still living, smile when they read these lines. But it 
will be a smile of sadness as they think how short-lived are 
such friendships as those between the sportsman aud his 
faithful dogs. 

Old Sanebo had crossed and recrossed the stubble several 
times, and finally went galloping down the edge of it where 
it bordered on the old field of briers. When nearly at the 
end of it he suddenly stopped and wheeled half around, 
stood still for an instant, aud then, with ffghtly swinging 
tail, walked slowly over into the weeds aud briers. Here he 
stopped for a moment and looked around at his master with 
a mingled expression of triumph and tremendous responsi¬ 
bility, then crawled along with thievish tread and gradually 
stiffening tail. Don, a hundred yards away on the stubble, 
had caught sight of Sancho’s first step and backed him with 
as firm a point as though he had himself taken the scent of 
game, and now came cj'awling slowly along behind him, 
stopping when he stopped and moving on again when Rancho 
moved. 

Rancho suddenly stopped again, but there was a slight 
wavering in the tip of his tail and an unsteadiness about his 
head for a few seconds. Then crouching low he took three 
or four steps as carefully as a sneaking cat, then suddenly 
halted again and stood as firm as a rock. 

“Now he has them sure,” said his master. 
But scarcely had he finished when the quivering of Ran¬ 

cho’s rigid tail changed suddenly into a wavering motion. 
Rlowly he turned his head an inch or two, crept stealthily 
along a few feet, then suddenly became as stiff as an icicle, 
and with eyes fixed in a wild stare at the dead rag weed a 
few feet ahead, head bent a little on one side, one forefoot 
upraised, stood as if carved out of stone. And full seventy 
yards behind him with head just visible above the weeds 
stood Don, quite motionless and looking as wise as if he had 
himself found the game. 

We moved slowly up beside Rancho, but nothing moved. 
Ahead of him was nothing but rag weed and briers. From 
the brown old oak came the harsh cry of the bluejay, the 
high-holder squealed from the gum tree, from the cedar came 
the piping of the robin and from overhead the melancholy 
“peep” of the bobolink as in his altered suit he bade fare¬ 
well to his summer home, but there was neither sight nor 
sound suggestive of quail. 

Another step forward, and there was a sudden flash of 
whirring wings in the weeds and the air fifteen feet ahead of 
us was filled with bustling life, whizzing for the timber with 
arrowy speed. Quickly my gun came to my shoulder and 
dimly along its barrel 1 caught a glimpse of buzzing brown— 
that is I thought I did. Confidently I pulled the trigger, 
but the brown went on without shedding a feather and ten 
yards further on whirled over at the report of a gun on the 
other side of the dog. In a moment more we were alone 
with the dogs and the only sign of game was a few feathers 
drifting back upon the breeze. The dogs both laydown 
while we loaded aud when sent ahead picked up three quail 
which ray friends had killed. 

After entering the timber in seai'ch of the scattered bevy 
the dogs quickly changed their pace. Instead of the wide 
ranging canter wo saw in the field they took a trot and 
ranged much less, quartering the ground and testing every 
bush with their keen noses. Don was soon missing, and 
after some search, was found standing as if in full run he 
had struck an invisible bank of clay and stuck fast in it. 
His master gave two or three kicks in the grass ahead of 
him, nothing moved, and Don stUl kept his point, standing 
almost in a sitting position with head bent downward. His 
master gave another kick nearer to the dog and almost from 
under his nose sprang a bird which wheeled over the man’s 
head and vanished behind the scarlet crown of a dogwood 
tree, through which went two charges of shot, sprinkling 
leaves and twigs below. But we heard nothing drop and 
saw no feathers floating on the air. 

For two hundred yards or more around we then beat the 
ground in all directions, but the dogs made not another point. 

“They are lying close and holding their scent,” said or 
of the men. 

“Yes,” said the other “let’s give them half an hour or su 
and try that next stubble.” 

This seemed strange to me at the time. But many a lime 
since I have seen quail lie so close that the best dogs would 
walk right over them, aud their power of withholding .scent 
seems beyond (paestion. The only doubt is whether .such 
withholding is voluntary or nob—a point hardly worthy of 
discussion. 

After spending about half an hour in beating two other 
stubbles, we returned to the scattered bevy in the wood. 

“Let’s call them and get them running first,” said one of 
the gentlemen. Ritting down on the fence he gave the 
autumn call of the quail a few times and soon from several 
directions and from the same ground that the dogs had before 
so carefully hunted came the tender dai-ee, oloi-ee. doi-ee, 
doi-ee. When we reached the place from which came 
these sweet notes both of the dogs were pointing in a mo¬ 
ment and each upon a different bird. 
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Old Sancli stood between two bunches of long grass on 
the border of a bit of swampy ground, looking very intently 
first at one bunch and then at the other. It was evidently 
the old story of the ass equally distant between two equally 
tempting bundles of hay. Dogs generally solve this prob¬ 
lem as speedily as an ass does the hay question; but old 
Sanebo with body and tail motionless tm’ned his head from 
one bunch to the other several times as if undecided which 
was the finer flavored bird. 

A kick into one of the bunches started nothing but Sancho, 
who moved up a foot or two closer and looked wild with ex¬ 
citement. Another kick, and still nothing moved but 
Sancho, who ran around to the other side of the bunch of 
grass and crouched low to the ground, with head beut at 
right angles and the tip of his nose only an inch or two from 
the grass. Another kick, and the dog, unable to contain 
hims^elf any longer, pounced upon the grass, running his 
nose half way tlirough it. Out from the other side went a 
quail, curling upward among the treetops, with one barrel 
of my friend’s gun roaring harmlessly in its rear. But just 
as it went wizzing away on a straight course the dead leaves 
flew from a white oak sapling in the line with its course and 
down came the bird with a broken leg and wing, falling 
directly in front of Don. He cast a wistful glance at it as it 
hobbled away, but still kept his point. 

Sancho quickly transferred his attention to the other clump 
of grass, over which he stood looking down into it with an 
air of intense curiosity. At tlie first kick into this out 
darted a bird, and in a twinkling vanished in a thicket near 
by, with a charge of shot scattering the blackhaws in line 
with it; and a faint thump in that direction made my friend 
look at me and smile with satisfaction as he pulled out his 
flask to reload. 

Meantime the other gentleman flushed the bird upon 
which Don was pointing. Swiftly upward and away went 
the dim line of whizzing brown 
that marked its course among 
the yellow leaves of a little 
grove of hickory saplings, but 
turned as quickly eastward at 
the report of his gun. 

When ordered to retrieve it, 
Don refuses and disappears in 
the brush in the direction pre¬ 
viously taken by the wounded 
bird. He remains so long that 
we have to go to look for him, 
and a few moments’ search re¬ 
veals him in a clump of cat 
briers some fifty yards from his 
former point still as a statue. 
In his mouth is a live bird ap¬ 
parently as contented as if on 
its nest, its neck projecting 
from one side of the dog’s 
mouth with head erect and 
bright black eyes calmly sur¬ 
veying us. It is evidently the 
wounded bird that fell near 
him, and having picked it up 
he has evidently met the scent 
of a well one on his way back 
with it. 

That performance struck me 
then as wonderful, but since 
then I have seen enough to sat¬ 
isfy me that a dog could point 
a new bird with one perfectly 
unharmed in his mouth. It is 
marvelous enough how quickly 
a dog distinguishes between a 
well bird, a wounded one and 
a well one. But still we can 
understand this. But can you 
understand how a dog can 
stand in the midst of half a 
dozen closely-lying pinnated 
grouse or even lie down among 
them and do nothing but turn 
the direction of his nose from 

swelling breast, black glossy ruffs, and the banded fan that 
formed its tail, I felt my young soul swell with pride at the 
thought that I had shot at it. From this delightful stand¬ 
point it was quite easy to jump to the conclusion that I bad 
killed it. Though it went into the netted game bag of one 
of my companions, the item 

Pheasmits.one 

formed for the next year the leading item on the best- 
thumbed page of the only game record I have ever kept. 

On we went for another half mile, I reflecting on the fate 
of merit in this unjust world, and wondering whether I 
would receive an invitation to assist at the dissection of that 
pheasant, when the vigorous tail of Sancho began to flag. 
But for the bright look he gave us as he turned his head 
about to see if we were coming, one would have thought he 
had suddenly become tired out and was about to quit hunt¬ 
ing for the day. He dawdled about for a while with legs as 
draggy as though each foot were a sack of shot. But the 
tendency of his movements was all in one direction, and in a 
few moments his pace became a wary tread with Don stiff- 
legged and solemn close in the rear. On he went winding 
around tree tops, crawling through cat briers with ever 
slower step and more slowly waving tail. On he went one 
hundred, one hundred and fifty yards, until his pace became 
suitable for that of chief mourner at a snail’s funeral; but 
still he did not stop, A hare scampered away from almost 
under his nose, but with a contemptuous glance at it he went 
on for another fifty yards or more. Then he suddenly 
stopped, and crouching low, raised one forefoot. 

‘ ‘Now we’ve got”- 
My friend was interrupted by the obstreperous Bhhhbhb 

of another ruffed grouse. It rose some fifteen yards ahead 
of the dog and went booming through the timber like a 
brown-feathered shaft from a giant’s bow Vainly my com- 

Skate Egg Attached. Mother Skate Carrying Egg. 

one to another when told to go on after the guns are loaded ? 
Or can you understand such a trick as I saw old Sancho do 
two or three years later, stand immovable when a bevy of 
quail had risen before him and three or four had fallen 
before the guns, and refuse to stir when told to retrieve 
them because another quail remained hidden there—a thing 
that very rarely happens? There are dogs enough that 
would point the remaining bird, but how many would do it 
without breaking the first point and making a new one? 
And how does a dog know how many have risen? 

As we came up to Don three quail rose from the briers in 
front of him. But at the report of one gun one of them 
came down bouncing on the ground, and at the report of the 
second another rose towering fifty feet in air, folded his 
wings and sank stone dead, while my gun belched innoc¬ 
uous thunders at the third, giving me intense satisfaction to 
think I had mustered sufficient courage to shoot at him at 
all. 

The rest of the flock were soon found. Borne spun away 
in safety through the brush, while others, whizzing through 
dense thickets or among the treetops, came plunging down 
before some well directed charge of shot. 

On we then went through a mile or more of the autumn 
scenery that has furnished such everlasting grist for the 
American doggerel mill, when on a hillside covered with 
saplings Don suddenly came to a point among some crimson 
maples. Before we were quite up to him a dark brown bird 
with twittering wing and twisting flight whirled upward 
from the dead leaves in front of the dog, and came in a mo¬ 
ment whirling down again, stopped in its swift career among 
the treetops. No game ever made such an impression on 
me as that, the first woodcock I had ever seen dead. The rose¬ 
wood colors of its back, the large, lustrous, black eye set far 
back in the head and wearing even in death such a look of 
tranquil dignity, its long odd looking bill, buff vest and 
delicate pink stockings, all made me feel that I was in the 
presence of nature’s nobility. 

Down among the alders that fringed a little brook Don 
was soon found crawling along with great caution, and as 
we went toward him there rose some twenty yards ahead 
with roaring wing a large brown bird, vanishing like a 
rocket among the distant tree trunks. Bang, whang, bang 
went three barrels almost at once, but dimly we saw the 
bird, with tail outspread and unruffled wing, fade in the 
outer circle of brush. We followed in its course, and 
Saneho soon began to creep and in a moment more brought 
in a dead ruffed grouse. As I surveyed its crested head, its 

panions’ guns spattered fierce destruction among the dead 
leaves along its path, and I could not resist a chuckle of satis¬ 
faction when it faded darkling into the back ground of tree 
trunks and brush. It was evident enough that grouse were 
not going to drop much that day without my aid. Harbor¬ 
ing no hard feelings toward the dog because his master took 
my “pheasant,” I remarked that he “did that mighty well.” 
But Sancho, quite insensible to flattery, went on, passed 
right over the place where the grouse rose and went on as 
cautiously as before, while Don stopped there but a second, 
gave a transient and dubious sniff at the ground and sur¬ 
rounding air, and resumed his march in the procession with 
an air of wisdom that plainly showed that meeting the 
grouse was quite accidental, and that other game was on 
foot. Some sixty yards further on Sancho stopped again 
with a faint tremor of anxiety in his knees. But in a 
moment his tail began to waver, he raised his nose and 
sniffed the air with great caution, then crept a few steps 
with stealthy tread, and stopped again on the side of a little 
knoll beside the brook, where the wild stare of his eyes and 
the trembling of his tail with his efforts to hold it still showed 
that the trail was ended at last. 

Rarely in the Eastern States can one see quail upon the 
ground, especially at this time of year; but upon a little 
sand bar on the side of the brook, some twenty yards ahead, 
was a medley of little blue tails, speclded breasts, white and 
yellow collars and brown coats, from which came the soft, 
musical tee, tee, tee, tee, tee, tee. 

Young as I was, I had already heard that the “true sports¬ 
man” never shoots game on the ground. Imagine then my 
surprise to see the man who had pocketed the gi’ouse raise 
his gun at the quail. Imagine next his surprise when my 
gun went off first. If there is anything I ever was good at 
it was a “pot shot,” and a marvellous aptitude for quick and 
comprehensive work in this line was developed in advance 
of most of my other faculties. Only two or three birds flew 
away, and these he missed in his wrath with both barrels, 
while nine or ten lay dead in a heap upon the sandy bar. It 
is almost needless to remark that that was my last hunt with 
those two gentlemen. T. S. Van Dyke. 

^ttttial Wi$tors[. 
Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 

ing Co, 

SKATES AND THEIR EGGS. The electric ray, saw fish, sting ray, cow-nosed ray 
butterfly ray, and the immense devil fish of the Florida 

and North Carolina coasts, the barn-door skate, little skate, 
big skate, prickly skate, and starry skate, all belong to the 
great order of Earn. Then comes the angel fish, or angel 
shark, which seems to be a sort of stepping stone, or taper¬ 
ing off, variety, from the great shark family into that of the 
rays. In fact the sharks blend into the rays so gradually as 
regards their structure, and often their ovo-viviparous egg 
cases, that it is hard for one not high up in fish science to 
determine where the blending of these two great families of 
fishes takes place. 

In the largest tank in the Aquarium (100 feet long) I de¬ 
termined to place all the varieties of the ray or skate family 
that I could procure, particularly those comical little fellows 
the cow-nosed stinging rays, which I was never tired of 
watching, as they constantly swam the entire length of the 
tank forward and backward all day long in Indian file, one 
close behind another, moving their large pectoral fins, or 
wings, with all the grace of a bird. At one end of this tank 
I had caused to be laid a flooring of Coney Island sand, in 
which the skates delighted to bury themselves. For, unlike 
the stinging rays, they rarely took an extended swim as long 
as they were bountifully fed. One day when admiring my 
cow-nosed pets, I noticed a large female “big skate” ^cel- 
latedray) rapidly moving about on the bottom as if in search 
of food. Knowing that this could not be what she was 

seeking, as all had just been 
bountifully fed on bull-nosed 

_ hard clams, I became interest¬ 
ed in her movements. At last, 
when reaching the upper end 
of the tank, she had to turn, 
and in so doing exposed her 
under side, when 1 discovered 
that in her mouth was firmly 
held a newly laid egg ease, 
from which flowed the long, 
silken tangles that are so abun¬ 
dantly provided by nature to 
this particular variety of skate. 
Constantly and anxiously she 
moved from one part of the 
tank to another, canwing the 
egg case about with her. Close¬ 
ly observing her every motion, 
I saw her at last settle on a lot 
of old oyster shells, on which 
were masses of acorn barnacles 
and that beautiful, crimson- 
colored and tree-like sponge 
which goes by the name of 
“oyster beard” with the oys- 
termen of Long Island Bound 
and Prince’s Bay. Over the 
mass of shells she pressed 
down her wings, all the time 
moving about in small circles 
and half circles. At the end 
of half an hour she swam away 
to the sanded end of the tank 
and buried herself. But the 
egg case was firmly anchored, 
as shown in the illustration. 

Every few days some of the 
skates were depositing their 
egg cases, but none took such 
great pains to securely anchor 
them as did the ocellated rays. 
In the illustration is shown 
one of these curious looking 
egg cases which is attached to 

an oy.ster shell by the four silken tangles that start from the 
sides of the.egg case. It will be noticed that the four hook¬ 
like terminations of the egg case are also intended by nature 
to aid in more securely anchoring the egg to any marine 
plant that they may come in contact with. Neither the 
male nor female pays the slightest attention to the egg cases 
after they are once securely fastened. To enable the young 
skate contained in the egg case to breathe, there is an opening 
at the end nearest the head of the young skate. Through 
this opening passes a sufficient quantity of water to supply 
the young with oxygen with which to aerate its blood. After 
the expiration of a few days, the time being longer or shorter, 
according to the temperature of the water, the young becomes 
strong enough to push his way out of the ingeniously con¬ 
structed opening at the end of the egg case, through which 
he has received his supply of well oxygenated water. After 
the young skate has left its egg case, it is several days before 
the umbilical sac is absorbed, and during this time a rare 
chance is offered to study the circulation of the blood and 
the action of the heart, as the body of the young skate is 
nearly transparent. 

In England the skate eggs are called “pixy purses” and 

Yankee Notions from Boston.—What is a bear cup¬ 
board?—The entire forest. Too much for the lawyers—The 
finishing claws of a grizzly’s will. What to do with your 
grizzlies—Give a dinner to your friends upon their carcasses 
and say, like a certain ancient Roman, M tu, Brute.—j^iG- 
NOLPS, 

“hand barrows,” but the egg cases of the spotted shark with 
its cm-ious curling tendrils (see illustration), are called 
“mermaids’ purses,” “sailors’ purses” and “sea purses.” I 
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liave never foiind or known of an egg case of any of our 
sharks or dogfish to be found on our neighboring coasts, 
though in Europe they are very common. 

Mr. Mather informs me that when visiting the Southport 
Aquarium, he witnessed a spotted shark attach or entangle 
to a mass of algse, the curling, tendril-like terminations of 
one end of her egg cases before the egg had been entirely ex¬ 
truded ; but that as soon as the tendrils became fastened to 
the mass of algse she moved along, thus causing the egg to be 
delivered from her ovarium. 

During the winter months, after a severe storm, I have 
often ga'hered numbers of the fruitful egg cases of both the 
“barn door skate” and the ocellated ray, which were very 
interesting studies in embryology during their development 
in a self-supporting marine aquarium. InEngland, Scotland 
and Ireland, the flesh of the skate is highly prized and is 
eaten both fresh and salted, but in this land of abundance 
only a few Scotchmen ask for it. A. W. Robekts. 

Herbert’s Law to Protect Birds.—It may not be gen¬ 
erally known that “Frank Forester” prepared the first effect¬ 
ive law for the protection of insectivorous birds passed by 
the New York Legislature in 1858, and that this law, with a 
few trifling amendments, is still in force. This enactment, 
known then as the “Herbert law,” was prepared by him only 
a few weeks before tne tragic death of the great sporting 
author, and therefore was among the last productions of his 
pen. Through the courte.sy of our correspondent “Canoni- 
cus,” who has the original manuscript in Herbert’s charac¬ 
teristic chirography, we recently had the pleasure of exam¬ 
ining the historic scroll, which fills ten pages of foolscap 
paper. “Oanonicus,” who was active at that time in urging 
the necessity of a law to protect songsters and insectivorous 
birds, submitted to us his correspondence with Henry Wil¬ 
liam Herbert, Hon. O. B. Wheeler, Senator (the late Gen¬ 
eral, killed at the Wilderness, May, 1862) Wadsworth and 
others in regard to the sublet and the absolute necessity of 
the law. The original MSS. of the Herbert law would prove 
most interesting to all, and any devoted admirer of the late 
“Frank Fore.ster.” Our correspondent desires us to say 
that inasmuch as the law is in such shape as to be divided 
and then mounted and framed, he would be glad to have it 
become the property of some club. In order to meet this 
idea he is willing to part with it at a low figure, so that the 
rare souvenir may meet more generally the public eye. Ad¬ 
dress W. T, Evers, this office. 

A Good Example.—Many persons when they see birds 
destroyed wantonly by boys, or for mercenary purposes by 
men, feel convinced that the law ought to be enforced, 
but rarely take the trouble, or have the courage, to act up to 
thtir convictions. I am glad to be able to say that there is 
in Delaware at least one man who protects the birds under 
any and all circumstances. In a recent letter regarding the 
heronry mentioned by him in the Forest and Stream of 
January 21, Mr. R. B. Gilmer, of Wilmington, states, “The 
birds return every year, and apparently in increased num¬ 
bers. I do not think the place has been destroyed to any 
extent, save by boys of the locality, who at one time were 
wont to destroy the whole heronry. I succeeded in scaring 
them away and in having some of them placed under bail 
for their good conduct. The heronry has been kept intact 
for several years and I do not want it molested by skin hun¬ 
ters.” Let others follow the good example of Mr. Gilmer.— 
William Dutoher, (of the A. O. IJ. Com. on Protection of 
N. A. Birds). 

An Ulster County Wildcat.—Flatbusb, Feb 6.—I 
have just received for mounting a very flue specimen of wild¬ 
cat or bay lynx from Mr. J. O. Beers, of Saugerties, Ulster 
county. The cat is the largest I have ever seen, measuring 
nearly six feet in length. He was killed by a boy fourteen 
years of age. The boy being armed only with a club, had a 
tough fight of it, and was well scratched about the arms and 
breast.—H. B. 

How Do They Get There?—Suspension Bridge, N. Y., 
Feb 14.—Whenever we have a very dark and stormy night 
at this season of the year, we find on the following morning 
dead and wounded ducks in the river just below the falls. I 
have seen nearly a wagon load picked up in one morning, 
usually just after a blinding snow storm. NTow, the question 
is, are they ducks that have come over the falls or did they 
come from down the river and fly into the sheet of water?— 
C. E. L. 

Bluebirds.—Salem, Mass., Feb. 16.—Some bluebirds (K 
sMis) were seen at Everett, Mass., just before the last severe 
cold snap.—X. Y. Z. 

,gir^ ^Uckei^ngs. 

“Tnat reminds me." 

182. My friend, Dr. E. Bradley, of New York, told me of a 
little fishing incident which came under his observa¬ 

tion. An eight-year-old son of one of his friends was out 
with the party on a fishing trip, and on returning to the 
hotel rushed in to his mother, exclaiming, “O, mamma, I 
caught the biggest fish you ever seed. He was longer’n my 
arm, and you’d just ought to have seen him, for you never 
did see such a big one.” “Well, where is it, Charlie,” asked 
the mother, “didn’t you bring it home with you?” “No, 1 
didn’t bring him. He bit and 1 pulled as hard as I could, 
but when I got him most up to the boat>. he just unbil and 
div.” _ F. M. 

The Weather and the Birds,—Huntingdon, Tenn., 
Feb 10.—For a week the snow has lain upon the ground to 
the depth of twenty two inches, something remarkable for 
this latitude. The lowest temperature reached 16° below 
zeio. A few coveys of quail perished, but the most of them 
have come through in a depleted condition, the survivors 
hardly able to fly. Squirrels are scarce. Since the snow 
fell a number of our young men have enjoyed the sport of 
tracking up raccoons, cutting down the trees in which they 
den, and letting their dogs to them for a fight. In Beaver 
Creek B .tiora. which lies adjacent to our town, within a 
radius of one mile square, they bagged about forty coons, 
in some instances finding as many as four in one tree. As 
they are useless and pestiferous vermin such great destruc¬ 
tion is looked upon as beneficial rather than otherwise.— 
L. L. H. 

§»n(e mfd §nn. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Fublish- 
ing Co. 

THE TRAJECTORY TEST. 
HE fulli’eport of the Forest and Stream’s trajectory test of hunt¬ 

ing rifles has been Issued in pamphlet form, with the illustra¬ 
tions and the tabular summary, making in all 98 pages. For sale at 
this office, or sent post-paid. Price 60 cents. 

CURRITUCK CANVASBACK SHOOTING. 

F to those who are fond of the sport of shooting wild 
fowl any account of their favorite pastime is welcome, 

even though the bag may not be phenomenally large, nor 
the species those which may take an exceptional high rank 
among the Anatidae: how much more gratifying then may 
it be, when the subject treats of unusual numbers and of 
no less eminent abird than the royal canvasback. Gamest 
of all web-footed fowl, this celebrated species deserves the 
very highest rank among the creatures worthy of a sports¬ 
man’s attention, and the opportunities afforded any one of 
meeting them in their haunts in uncommon numbers, are 
surely worthy of being recorded. Canvashacks are emi¬ 
nently cold-weather birds, at least upon our eastern coasts, 
and they rarely appear, save in the case of a few stragglers, 
until winter is well advanced, say in Currituck about De¬ 
cember. On tbeir arrival their serried shaped ranks are 
seen high in air, as they traverse the length of the waters 
they have chosen for their winter home, seeking suitable 
places to alight where their experience tells them that food 
is abundant. They frequent the open waters, following the 
channels in their flights, and rarely enter the bays, or ap¬ 
proach the marshes until the severity of the weather com¬ 
pels them to seek some kind of shelter. Among the swiftest 
of birds upon the wing and endowed with immense vitality, 
besides having the ability to dive and remain under water 
almost equaling that of a fish, it requires something more 
than a tyro’s hand to stop them in mid-air, and bring them 
securely to hag. 

The shootiog of which I propose to give a brief account, 
was obtained oq grounds which is the property of one of the 
well-known clubs in Currituck and which may without 
exaggeration be styled historic ground, for under former 
owners it has been known far and wide as the most cele¬ 
brated place for canvashacks and redheads (our two finest 
ducks) upon the eastern coast of the United States, not even 
excepting the flats of the Susquehanna below Havre-de- 
Grace. Every winter these birds congregate there in im¬ 
mense hoi;ts, and^large numbers are brought to bag, espe¬ 
cially if the weath*er is cold or stormy. 

Before January, this season, the weather had been mild, 
indeed some days fairly warm, and consequently the shoot¬ 
ing had been moderate, although many good bags had been 
made, and the total score had assumed very respectable pro¬ 
portions. The canvashacks had gathered in goodly numbers 
and the club members were sighiag for a freeze so that the 
birds would he driven to the marshes. The sky had borne 
a threatening look for several days, and the weather-wise, 
the W igginses of those localities, prophecied a storm from 
out the north, and for once they were true seers. The bar¬ 
ometer began to fall rapidly on the 8th of January and the 
wind rose, while toward evening the mercury made frantic 
efforts to hide itself altogether in the bulb of the thermome¬ 
ter. It blew a furious gale that night, at times from the 
southwest and then from the northwest, and the water of the 
sound, driven before the wind, flooded the marshes, where 
it froze. Next morning a large portion of the sound was 
covered with ice and the wind blew as strongly as ever and 
cut like a knife when one’s face was exposed to it. As the 
ice was not strong enough to hear much weight, but too 
thick to push a boat through, the members were compelled 
to amuse themselves indoors. Next day was Sunday, when 
of course n© shooting was permitted. The wind still blew, 
but not so fiercely, and the cold continued. It was the 
freeze we had so longed for. From the top of the club 
house, immense quantities of ducks, geese and swan could 
be seen flying over the frozen sound, standing on the ice or 
crowding the airholes of which there were several in view, 
until they absolutely could not hold one bird more. It was 
a marvelous exhibition of bird life, under peculiar circum¬ 
stances, and of the immense clouds of ducks that were con¬ 
stantly rising and circling in the air, nine-tenths were can- 
vasbacks. How beautifully they appeared as they went 
through their various evolutions, stringing along in well- 
kept ranks, then suddenly bunching together and executing 
a wide cii'cle, now shining like silver, again presenting but a 
grayish mass to our view. 

The next day the freeze still continued, and the ice was 
growing thicker, but still treachei-ous about the shores. 
However, about the middle of the day, the writer and a friend 
determined to try and get somewhere, and gather iu out of 
the cold a few of the birds that were so near us. So, sending 
the men in charge of a light skiff’ with some decoys along 
the marsh, we started to walk across to a point facing the 
sound, where we could see great numbers of birds flying. 
The water which had been all over the marsh had now sub¬ 
sided, hut had lelt a coating of ice upheld by the reeds a 
foot or more above the solid ground. Of course as soon as 
we stepped on this we broke through, and as it was impossible 
to tell whether our feet were over firm ground, soft spots or 
muskrat holi s, our progress as may be imagined was difficult, 
sluw and wearisome, varied occasionally by falls. Although 
our objective point was a short half mile away we did not 
reach it until about an hour before sundown, and were both 
nearly used up with our frantic efforts to make headway. 
Our men had tried the ice, but it would only bear iu places, 
and they had had as much difficulty to reach the appointed 
spot as we had ourselves, although they had a different kind 
of obstacle to overcome. We were at the mouth of the creek 
opening into the sound, with an island in front of us, around 
the point of which the canvashacks were passing constantly 
iu flocks of many hundreds. That point we wanted to reach, 
but could not, as the ice would not bear us, so we put out 
our decoys iu an air hole close by, and gathered eighteen 
birds in the short time remaining before sunset. The birds 
did not want to come where we were, so we determined 
that on the morrow we would get to the other side of the 
island in front of us, and see where the birds all went to. 
From the uproar that came from the opposite side, we felt 
sure there must be an opening in the ice of some extent into 
which the fowl were settling. Leaving boat and decoj s we 
shouldered guns and game, and with the men on the lead to 
break a road through the marsh, we reached the club house 
before dark. 

The next morning we had less difficulty in crossing the 
marsh to our boat, as we had beaten down a good path, and 
we then crossed the ice, (which had now become some three 
or four inches thick), to the island we could not reach before. 
It was still intensly cold, and the birds were everywhere in 
undiminished numbers. On roundingt he point we saw ahead 
of us a large air hole filled with birds, the ice in the vicinity 
being also covered with them. As we approached the fowl 
all took wing with a deafening uproar. It was an impressive 
sight, for there were many thousands of them. They scat¬ 
tered about serking other openings in the ice. Fortunately 
this air hole was close to the island, so we were able to make 
our blinds of reeds on the bank, and set out our decoys in 
front of us. We had but few of (hem, their weight pre¬ 
venting ns from carrying them. We had hardly got our¬ 
selves into position, when the warning “here they come” 
was uttered, and a small bunch were seen approaching the 
decoys. 

Canvashacks are peculiar among ducks for the bold¬ 
ness with which they approach the stools, if they intend 
to come in, for they seem to pay no attention to anything 
else save their wooden representatives. No duck, however, 
on being alarmed, can recover its speed and get away 
more quickly, and on account of their size, the novice fs 
very apt to be deceived as to the rapidity of their flight, 
imagininir it to be much less th in it really is, and therefore 
shoots behind. To stop them cleverly and neatly, it is 
necessary to hit them in the head, neck or crop, for if struck 
behinu, their vitality is so great that they are almost certaiu 
to escape. In water of any depth, it is useless to follow 
a wounded canvasback, for on discovering that he is pursued, 
he will dive, and likely as not, he will never appear again. 
The birds that were heading for us rapidly approached, and as 
they were coming against the wind, it w^as not necessary for 
them to swing around, so they set their wings and threw their 
bodies partially upright, preparatory to de.scent among their 
supposed kindred. We were watching them closely, re¬ 
maining perfectly molionUss, and as they came to what we 
deemed the propi r distance, a low “now” was uttered, and 
we rose to our feet, each seheting his bird at the same mo¬ 
ment, and like one report the guns were discharged, and 
two noble drakes, killed in mid-air, but carried still on¬ 
ward by the impetus of tbeir flight across the open water, 
fell heavily upon the ice. Gathering themselves instantly 
the survivors with apparently undimiuished speed hastened to 
quit the dangerous utighhorhood, but were obliged to leave 
one more of their number with the drakes upon the ice. And 
almost without intermission the birds kept coming through¬ 
out the day, singly, in pairs, or in small bunches, until at one 
time wehacl fifty canvashacks l^ing upon, the ice in front 
of u.s, besides many in the open water. Nearly all were 
drakes, and we remaiked upon the scarcity of females, but 
were glad that it was so, for the species had a better chance 
of being continued if the females survived. 

Occasionally a flock of geese would fly near, when a well 
delivered “bonk” would cause them to swerve and comedown 
to us, for we had three or four geese decoys riding iu front 
of the ducks. I know of no more pleasing sight than that 
presented by a flock of geese sailing in to the decoys. Their 
great wings spread to the fullest extent, the long necks 
stretched out before thi m, they come floating toward the 
wailing sportsmen who is ready to give them such a warm 
reception. A very wary bird loo is a wild goose, and in 
spite of his size, he can get out of a dangerous position with 
a celerity that is peifectly amazing. 

As the day drew to a close.-our ammunition began to get 
low and we^aiso commenced to feel that we had shot enough 
for once. In every direction in front of u.s birds were lying, 
for we had shot fairly well, not killing every time (w'e are 
not of the class of sporl'^men who can do that), missing 
sometimes perfectly easy shots, killing at other times birds 
that it would seem almost impossible to stop. Word was 
passed to the guides to pick up tne trophies and get ready to 
leave. It took some time to gather the birds and they made 
a goodly show—the largest numoer of canvashacks I ever saw 
killed in a single day from one blind. Leaving our decoys 
we loaded up the boats with our game and started over the 
ice for the club house. We were obliged to leave our boat 
at the marsh and carry the birds to the house overland. 
We found that the other members had not been idle, and oiir 
grand total, considering the number of guns, was very large. 
Forest and Stream has given the scores made for four 
days of this time, it is not therefore necessary for me to say 
any more. I left the grounds the following week, but I learn 
that the shooting has continued good and that a great many 
of the royal birds have been killed. Wildfowler. 

Feb. 10, 1886. _ 

“MIDWINTER PERILS.” 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

Camp Annie is all broken up. 
In yours of the 4th you publish an article headed "Mid¬ 

winter Perils,” and quote from a Bangor paper under date 
of Jan. 26. As a sequel I inclose a clipping from same 
paper Feb. 8 I do this to let you know that you will get no 
more “notes from (our) winter camp’’ for some time. Camp 
Annie, which was started last July under such favorable 
auspices, proved almost a death trap to us both, but fortu¬ 
nately Mr. Allison received no permanent injury and I but 
a slight one. 

Tbe article reads: “Our readers will remember that a few 
weeks ago Mr. C. A, Allison, a New York sportsman, nar¬ 
rowly escaped drowning by breaking through the ice on 
Moose River while coming out of camp on Brassua Lake. 
Mr. Allison and his friend, Mr. T. C. Huntington, came 
from New York and went into camp on Brassua early last 
spring and they seem to liave been ill-fated. Mr. Allison 
left Mr. Huntington alone in camp when he came away, and 
everything went well with him until about two weeks ago 
when he had the misfortune to put his ankle out of joint. 
This left him iu a bad plight. He was on the shore of Bras¬ 
sua Lake, miles from any human habitalion, and at a place 
where no lumbermen, or in fact any person was at all likely 
to pass. By making a great effort Mr. Huntington pulled 
his ankle back into place, but he was then unable to step. 
He lay in his camp until one week ago yesterday, when a 
hunter and guide who was exploring around the lake thought 
he would visit him and tell hloi of Mr. AJlisons adventure. 
When the visitor reached the camp he found Mr. Hunting- 
ton nearly ready to give up all exertions to keep from freez- 
ino-. He had a smatl amount of food left, hut he had broken 
up all bis benches and camp furaiture for fuel. The guide 
relieved his wants and then went to Kineo and obtained help, 
and one week ago to-day Mr. Huntington was hauled out to 
the above place on a sled. He came down on Saturday 
night’s train, attended by two other gentlemen, pd was at 
the Penobscot Exchange yesterday. Mr. Huntington ex- 
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pects to recover in about six weeks, and he says that he shall 
then return to Brassua and go into camp again. He certainly 
has an unlimited amount of pluck.” 

I sincerely hope that no one, on reading this, will be de¬ 
terred from going into a winter camp if he feels so disposed, 
as I can assure you that some of ray pleasantest caraping 
days were spent in Camp Annie during last December and 
.January. One thing I will urge, however—never go into 
camp, winter or summer, alone. I camped once before by 
myself in Colorado, during the winter of 1869-70, fifty miles 
from the nearest known habitation, for five long winter 
months, and I then was deprived by an accident of the u«e 
of ray left arm, and was obliged to snowshoe those fifty 
miles alone in search of help. So you see I am fairly able to 
judge of the disadvantages of camping alone. 

I should like to mentiou here the exceeding kindness I re¬ 
ceived from all with whom I came in contact in the woods, 
and I take this opportunity to thank them for all favors ex¬ 
tended toward me. To some of them I undoubtedly owe my 
life. I hope that our experience may serve as a IcRson to 
others to be careful while in the wood^, and that Forest 
AND Stream may have no more “Midwinter Rrils” to 
chronicle. T. C. H. 

Jersey City, Feb. 9, 

LESSONS OF THE TRAJECTORY TEST. 

LD Fogies to the Front” should perhaps be the title of 
vA this article, for that is most certainly where we have 

arrived, if I am any judge of arrivals. The test certainly 
sustains in the fullest manner all that Major Merrill, Mr. 
Romer, I or others ever claimed, viz , that the old American 
muzzleloader, as an accurate rifle at ordinary hunting ranges, 
has not yet been equaled, much h ss excelled by any rifle in 
which the ball was started below the grooves' of the rifle. 
It was commonly supposed, ten years ago, that the superior¬ 
ity of the breechloader was settled by the international match 
of 1876. But every American rifle in that match was loaded 
as a muzzleloader, cither by running the ball down the muz¬ 
zle or shoving it up from the breech and puRhiug the shell 
charged with powder after it. The only earthly difference 
was that in the English rifl-s the breecli-tilocks were screwed 
in and in the American rifles were easily movable. In every 
long-range match ever shot since then the breechloaders have 
been thus loaded, or the ball was so lightly seated in the shell 
and so long in body that it was almost entirely in the grooves 
at the time it received the imnact of the powder. 

Directly after this match of 1876, up rose a set composed 
of two classes—those who were earned away into bliud idol¬ 
atry by the superior speed of fire and couvenience of the 
breechloader, and those who had never shot a muzzleloader 
and did not know what good shooting was. This set, tired 
with that absurd and false spirit of progress which f< els 
bound to decry as worthless everything old, suddenly dis 
covered that the rifle of their daddies was not only inferior 
at long range to the production of their own wondrous age, 
but never did shoot anywhere at any distance; that the whole 
art of rifle-making had, in fact, but'just been discovered, and 
that anybody who thought otherwise was an old fogy, etc. 
The fact that any such heretic constantly u=ed a breechloader 
for hunting because of its convenience, as I did, and would 
use nothing else, only made his offense the more rank. As 
far back as ton years ago, to sav that the wonderful Ameri¬ 
can breechloader was anything but perfection, was only to 
prove yourself an ignoramus aud a bungler who did not 
know how to shoot. 

The trajectory test has quietly buried all such questions. 
Of course the report passes no judgment upou rifles. It is 
not expected to discriminate between any rifles or makers. 
But the facts are all there and the couclmions irresistible. 
We not only hear of no wild or corkscrewing balls from the 
muzzleloaders, but are expressly told that they “maintained 
a high degree of accuracj^,” etc. When a breichloadcr 
comes up to the muzzleloaders we hear of it at once. It 
happens, however, in but one caRC. On page 406 of Forest 

AND Stream, we read of the Ballard .40 70: 
“This arm is one of the flue, close-shooting, patched-bullet 

weapons, and, so far as compact bunching of tbe shots on 
the target, seemed to be fully equal to the high charged 
muzzleloaders in the test.” This was a patched ball, very 
long in body, with not over one-eighth of the ball sea^eU in 
the shell; a rifle specially made for tine target work. Its 
accuracy was due to its approach to the muzzleloaders, fully 
seven-eighths of the ball being in tlie grooves of the rifle at 
the explosion of the powder. A careful reading of the whole 
report makes it pretty safe to assume that if any other rifle 
had equalled “the high-charged muzzleloaders” we should 
have heard of it. On tlie contrary, it is full of apologies aud 
explanations, hut the muzzleloaders don’t seem to need any 
of them. 

But in reality the muzzleloader was far ahead of this Bal¬ 
lard rifle, the difference in trajectory being for a hunting 
rifle per se, a difference in accuracy. The Romer rifle made 
200 yards with a rise of about 4,*i- inches less than the Ballard 
.40 70, The principal pait of the claim always made by the 
old fogies was that no Ameriaan breechloader could shoot 
from tire shell with accuracy as short a ball with as heavy a 
charge of powder as was done with the old muzzleloaders by 
those who knew how to load them. This claim is fully sub¬ 
stantiated if anything is. That carries all else with it ;”for if 
accurate with such charges, they certainly are with less 
powder and longer balls, except for long range, for which 
their twist may not always be sufficient. 

This point seems to have been overlooked by your London 
correspondent “J. J, M,,” who expresses surprise tliat I 
should have thought it good shooting to keep ou a half-inch 
bullseye all day at twenty yards. I expressly said “wiih 
four or five inches of powder behind tbe ball.” Will he 
show me a breechloader that will do it with that amount of 
powder and the ball in the shell? He will find few in Amer¬ 
ica that will do it with over one inch of powder and a very 
long ball will be needed then. 

I was merely combatting the old idea that “too much 
powder drives the ball wild,” and showed that it did not 
apply to many American rnuzzleloiders and was not neces¬ 
sarily true. In the “Still-Hunter” 1 said that tbe “express 
or high speed system is by many supposed to be an English 
invention, but on the contrary is as old as the history of 
American rifle shooting.” 1 was trying to show that high 
speed and accuracy were combined many years aaro. Almost 
any rrfle will shoot well with a very small charge of powder. 
This is the cause of the great accuracy of tbe 23-caliber 
rifles and it is the difference in the amount of powder that 
makes the .32 short more reliable for a long series of shots 
than the .33 long. In spite of the fact that they do not fill 
the pbamber, they are still about the most acurate of all the 
J)reechk»s(lers«~a thing that would be almost impossible with 

[Cut this out, put it on a blank, obtain signatures and send to your Member at Albany.] 

A PETITION 

For the Continued Protection of Adirondack Deer, 
AND 

AGAINST WATER-BUTCHERY. 
To the Honorable, the Legislature of the State of JSTew York: 

We, the undersigned, residents of County, respectfully petition that the 
law (Chap. 557, Laws of 1885) which makes it “unlawful to pursue any wild deer in this 
State with any dog or bitch” may not be amended in any such way as to permit the use of 
dogs for hunting deer at any time. The present non-hounding law is absolutely essential 
to maintain the supply of deer in the Adirondacks. The use of dogs and water-butchery 
would surely cause the extinction of the game, 

(Signed) 

a fair charge of powder. The combination of accuracy with 
tip-top speed was the great point in the old muzzleloader, 
and it will be a few days yet before it is beaten. 

Nor has “.J. J. M.”any real ground for surprise at the 
statement of “Mississippi Lowlands” that two of the leading 
American breechloaders missed a 3^ inch disc at 40 yards, 
the one five shots out of ten, the other three shots out of 
ten, while a muzzleloader that was older than any of us hit 
it every time. That is just exactly the trick that a breech¬ 
loader can play, while a muzzleloader carefully loaded, never 
does. Either of those breechloaders might at the next ten 
shots hit it every time. But you can’t depend upon their 
doing it as they would if they were loaded as muzzleloaders. 

Another trick that a rifle can play when the bull is started 
below the grooves instead of in them is that played by the 
.30 express that “J. J. M.” mentions which shot several halls 
accurately at 40 yards, yet would not be accurate at 100. 
Those balls at 40 yards must have been rotating a little off 
the true axis, and their grouping in the mark may have been 
accidental, a thing that wild bullets will often do, or else 
he 40-yard target was exceptional and could not be repeated. 
“,J. J. M." certainly will not assert that a bullet whose axis 
of rotation is correct up to 40 yards could without touching 
anything begin to wabble before it reached 100 yards. A 
small round ball may do it, hut any hall long enough to 
make a good 150-yard target at all, if rotating on the proper 
axis at 40 yards will still be there at 100 yards, unless de¬ 
flected by something. 

These same principles will explain the accuracy ascribed 
by “J. J. M.” to smooth-bores. I used to see plenty of what 
were once called “smooth-bored rifles” by the country folks 
to distinguish them from “cut rifles.” With a moderate 
charge of powder, and tight, well-shaped round ball, they 
will do fair shooting; and if yon count out the wild balls will 
do fine shooting. But they work just like the breechloaders 
of fifteen years ago, throw so large a percentage of wild balls 
that they are unreliable. They may also act like a good rifle 
defectively loaded, throw a majority of the balls fairly in the 
center and the rest far enough off to miss an elk at 100 yards. 
All such work may be tolerated, provided we can get nothing 
better, but only on such condition. 

The Forest and Stream deseives the sincerest thanks 
of all riflemen for the careful, exhaustive and impartial 
nature of this trajectory test. Its results will stand for many 
a year as the arbiter of all disputes and the basis upon which 
the trajectory of any new ride may be very nearly calculated 
without actual trial. The most important of its lessons is, 
however, one that is liable to be wrongly read by many, to 
wit, the effect of low velocity in hunting or shooting at un¬ 
known and ever-varying distances within such range as one 
is likely to get a shot at any sort of game. 

It would be quite natural for one who gave little thought 
to the question to say that the difference of a few inches in 
the height of the curve at 100 yards would be but a small 
matter, easily remedied by holding a little lower and not worth 
half the fuss that has been made over it, and that on the first 
and last part of the course the difference was still more 
trifling. When we come to the trajectory for 100 yards, the 
difference at 50 yards between any of the rifles there tested 
seems still more contemptible, and by no means balancing 
the increase of powder, noise and fouling. 

But this position would be founded upon the tacit assump¬ 
tion that the hunter always aimed so as to hit above the 
center at all objects between him and the point blank of the 
rifle. Such persons figure in imagination an antelope stand¬ 
ing at 100 yards, witli several rifles sighted for 300 yards 
aimed at him with the same sight as for 200 yards, with the 
bullets striking 6, 8, 10, 13 and 14 inches too high, some 
missing entirely and the others only ciippliug the animal, 
and quite naturally conclude that holding a little lower will 
bring them all nearly even. Such would be the case if that 
were the way the rifle were used in hunting. But that 
is precisely tbe way it is not used; and the error is, in 
fact, generally about four times what it thus appears to be. 

The hunter always wishes to hit his game in the exact 
spot at which he aims. He never wants to hit it too high. 
This is what the novice generally does when he hits at all, 
and his improvement from a bungler to a good shot upon 
game consists almost entirely in shooting lower without get 
ting tqo low. He must make a center shot as often as pos¬ 
sible. In other words, if the game does not happen to be at 
the point blank of the rifle he must change the point blank 
to suit the game. Whether he does this by taking a finer 
front sight or by holding the sights below the mark the 
effect is precisely the same as if he lowered the back sight 
and reduced the point blank in that way. So that when 
ttie crack shot shoots at the antelope at 100 yards with the 
rifle sighted to a point blank of 300 and makes a center shot, 
he does it by reducing the point blank to 100 yards. His 
ability to do this quickly is mainly what makes him a crack 
shot on game. 

If now the game is a few yards closer than he aims for, he 
hits it but a trifle too high. But if a few yards further off, 
he hits it—-not the same distance too low that he would before 
have been too high^byt a great deal more. Here is where 

he generally errs. The tyro will err the other way and 
think his game is further than it really is, but the skillful 
shot upon game has got over that error, aud in trying to 
avoid it, runs into another, less dangerous indeed, and the 
lesser of two evils, but still an evil—underestimating dis¬ 
tance. If game apjiears to be at 135 vards and there is the 
least doubt aliout its being only 100, the careful hunter will 
always decide in favor of the shorter distance. 

Now, not only does a difference of six inches at 100 yards 
in the rise of two trajectories for 800 yards make a great dif¬ 
ference in the difficulty of holding a finer sight or holding 
lower for intermediate game or higher for game beyond the 
point blank, but makes an enormous difference if the game 
happens to be a little further off than the hunter thought it 
was. To understand this last difference the rifles must be 
viewed as fired, with sigh+sset parallel with the axis of the bore, 
and the fall of the bullets below the line of sight will quickly 
show what actually takes place in bunting. The fall of any 
bullet from gravity alone is, at any point, about four times 
the height of the trajectory required to make a point blank 
at that distance. Thus a bullet requiring a rise of 6 inches 
to make 200 yards would, if fired from a level, drop 4x6 or 
34 inches at 200 yards. I use round numbers ail through for 
convenience, but they are very near. And the ball takinsr a 
rise of 12 inches, would then fore drop 48 inches at 200. 
Dividing these figures all by 4 again will give us very nearly 
the figures for 100 yards, the two rifles having but 1-|^ inches 
difference at 50 yards by the ordinary way of measuring 
trajectory, but actually four times this at 100 jrards, or 6 
inches as the hunter measures trajactory in the field. The 
influence of air resistance we must leave out for convenience. 

Now, to whatever distance the point blank is set, either by- 
adjustment of sights or by taking an extra fine sightor hold¬ 
ing under, this same result, the difference in the fall of the 
bullets, begins immediately after passing it. Now, draw your¬ 
self a diagram of two trajectories, the one striking at 100 
yards 6 inches below tbe center and at 200 yards 34 inches 
below; the other at 100 yards 13 inches below and at 200 
yards 48 inches below, and you will see exactly the difference 
between the two or nearly all shots that happen to he further 
off than you aim for. Yet the difference between the two at 
100 yards as trajectories are ordinarily measured would be 
but inches at 50 yards, an error that many would quite 
naturally say was of little consequence. 

Now, compare in this way the muzzleloader of Mr. Romer 
with its 6-inch rise with the rim-fire .44 long, shown on page 
387 of Forest and Stream. This is the cartridge, I be¬ 
lieve, of the old Henry and Winchester of 1866, and very 
nearly represents the trajectory of the average breechloader 
of 13 or 15 years ago. Its rise at 100 yards is 19 inches, 
making a drop of 76 inches at 200 and at 50 yards its rise is 

inches, making a drop of about 18 inches at 100 yards, 
both about three times that of the muzzleloader. Were those 
fools, old fogies, duffers, etc., who, ten years ago, pro¬ 
nounced such things inferior in accuracy within hunung 
ranges to the old muzzleloader? If any one thinks this dif¬ 
ference overestimated let him try at unknown and varying 
distance and at natural marks two such rifles up to 200 
yards. He will be apt to say it is underestimated. 

Applying this test we can quickly see what our rifles, “for 
small game,” are worth. They are good for small game 
only because they do not tear it. A rifle with a rise of 4 
inches at 50 yards or a drop of 16 at 100 is a nice thing to 
hit small game with, isn’t it? 

It may be said that the fault of the breechloader is in its 
ammunition. True enough. But if we compluined of the 
ammunition it could be said that the fault is in the rifle. It 
is immaterial which way we look at it. 

The trajectory test certainly proves one thing which I 
claimed several years ago in this paper—that a hunting rifle 
should be made to shoot two different kinds of bullets and 
charges, one a light bullet with a heavy lo-id of powder for 
all short range hunting, and also he fixed so as to be loaded 
as a muzzleloader where extreme accuracy is needed and 
there is no haste. This last is easily done by pushing a 
patched ball through an empty shell into the grooves and 
then inserting one tilled with powder. This is the method 
I have generally used as much quicker and more convenient 
than loading from tlie muzzle with a ramrod. But it seems 
an easy matter to invent some much better and quicker way. 

T. 8. Van Dyke. 
SxN Diego, Cal. _ 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I have taken great interest in the trajectory tests conducted 

by the Forest A^D Stream this winter. The reports there¬ 
of have helped me out with one idea which 1 had spent some 
thought aud experiments upon before, but never with the 
facilities j'ou had. That is the gyratory motion of some 
buUets. i bad heretofore formed the idea that the more 
twist there is to the rifling the greater the danger of bullets 
taking this motion, and your reports confirm me in that 
opinion. But 1 cannot coincide with “Common Sense” in 
bis reasoning as to the cause of this eccentricity in some 

1 bullets. I think the real cause lies in the fact that tbxoagli^ 
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some means the center of diameter and the center of weight 
in these individual bullets is not the same. 

To demonstrate, take a rifle bullet with a flat base and drill 
a hole into the base on one side of the center nearly through 
the bullet, so as to cause one side to be lighter than the 
other, fire this bullet over the water, and you will see that 
when it strikes the water it does not skip straight forward as 
a bullet should bnt glances to one side, showing that it was 
not following a course directly parallel with the line of sight 
but was revolving with a corkscrew motion around it. IE it 
touches the water in the lower part of the gyratory motion 
it will glance to the left, but if in the iipper part it will 
glance to the right. Shoot the same kind of a ball from a 
smooth-bored gun and it will skij) straight forward, bec'iuse 
it has no revolving motion. Again, take a baseball and in 
sert a piece of lead or other weight just under the cover on 
one side. Strike this ball with a flat bat, so that it will have 
no revolving motion as it flies, and the line of its flight will 
be a true line, no matter which side of the ball the weight 
may be. But throw the same ball from the hand and it will 
have a revolving motion, the axis of its revolution being at 
right angles with its line of flight. The line of flight of 
the ball will be a wavering line, being first upon one side 
and then upon the other of a direct line. Now if you can 
throw the ball in such a way that the axis of its revolution 
shall be parallel with its line of flight (like the motion of a 
rifle ball), you will see the gyratory motion. 

Now what causes some rifle bullets to have their center of 
weight differ from their center of diameter? is the question. 
Can any one explain that to me? Can we look for an ex¬ 
planation in the fact that most rifle bullets at this day are 
composed of a combination of two metals? When two metals 
are melted together, will the lighter rise to the lop as in 
liquids? Who can answer this question for me? 

Lew WrLLOw. 
Malvern, Ark., Feb. 10. 

HUNTING AT ARMY POSTS. 
[Continued from Page 4.5.] 

HIS week we print another batch of letters from our 
friends at the army posts, giving interesting bits of 

information about the sort of game prevalent and the use of 
the army Springfield shotgun: 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
In reply to your note received yesterday I forward the in¬ 

closed from Major Kellogg, U.S.A., concerning small game. 
Of the larger sort there are a few antelope still left, very 

few indeed compared with the vast herds that roamed on 
these plains some years ago. Buffalo, once numbered by the 
hundred thousand, have wholly disappeared from this sec¬ 
tion of country. A few straggling buffaloes, remnant I pre¬ 
sume of the old southern band, were reported near the upper 
Cimarron during the summer. 

I have not seen nor heard of an elk since our arrival at 
Fort Hays last June. 

Our larder at Hays is helped out by prairie chicken, quail 
and a very small amount of antelope or venison, each in its 
season. J. J. Coppevgek. 

Fort Hats, Kan., Jan. S3. 

My dear Colonel: 
As a reply to the note from Forest and Stream, which 

you referred to me, my short residence at this post would 
kad me to make these remarks: 

There is no large game in this section. A few antelope 
are sometimes seen, but a hunt for them would seldom be 
successful. We havejgeveral varieties of gamebirds, some 
of them—the pinnated grouse and the quail—in sufficient 
numbers to make their pui'suit good sport. Local sportsmen 
say that waterfowl shooting is sometimes tolerably good in 
the autumn, and usually fine sport in the spring when the 
pond holes are full of water. There is no close season for 
these birds. The pinnated grouse are becoming more nu¬ 
merous each year, and during the first half of the open sea¬ 
son, which is from Sept. 1 till Dec. 31, a fair shot can make 
a good bag of them. Tlie open season for quail is from Nov. 
1 till Dec. 31. But few of these birds can be found within 
a radius of five miles from the post; but beyond that dis¬ 
tance, on Big Creek (running through the reservation), on 
the Saline River, on the north fork of Big Creek, and prob¬ 
ably on every stream in this vicinity, they are in such num¬ 
bers that one who is an average shot can, with a good dog, 
bag from fifteen to thirty or more in a day’s shooting. Occa¬ 
sionally a bevy may be found a few miles from any stream. 

From information given by local sportsmen I believe quail 
are yearly decreasing in number. This is undoubtedly 
mainly due to the ubiquitous pot-hunter and trapper. The 
severe cold and deep snow which we have had during the 
last twenty days have doubtless killed great numbers of these 
birds, and I scarcely hope for a great measure of success in 
the pursuit of Bob White this year. 

I am told that a few snipe can be obtained during the 
spring migration, and one can sometimes bag a golden 
plover, but plover are not often abundant here. 

The Springfield shotgun, the delight of the company pot¬ 
hunter, is utilized by him to the fullest extent, and by him 
alone; in his hands it is left by the true sportsman, who, as 
he is a gun lover, is a gun owner, it is an effective arm for 
all small birds, and also for ducks in the early autumn. At 
some posts it gives variety to the company mess. 

E. R. Kelt-ogg, Captain 18th Infantry. 

Fort Hays, Kan., Jan. 31. 

Editor Forest and Stream,'. 
In answer to your queries addressed to the commanding 

officer of this post, I was requested by him to reply, and it 
gives me great pleasure to be able to give you the information 
desired. The supply of game, both large and small, is 
abundant. Black-tail deer and antelope are found, not, how¬ 
ever, in the immediate vicinity of the post. Hunting parties 
are compelled to go aboue fifteen to twenty miles away; this 
is owing to the fact that immediately surrounding the post 
is a large Mexican population, who own considerable sheep 
and goats which roam aiound, followed by herders and dogs, 
which cause the game to keep further away than otherwise. 

There are stationed here 300 troops of the 3d Cavalry, 
headquarters and band of the regiment. Prom these organi¬ 
zations frequent hunts are made, the parties numbering from 
three to five and six, and they have been invariably successful 
in bringing in a large supply of deer and antelope meat. As 
a sample of what was done here lately, I will take the hunt 
of four bandsmen, all excellent shots. They left here on a 
ten days’ hunting pass to get a supply of game for Christmas 
and New Year’s; they succeeded in bagging five large deer 
and twenty-two antelope. This was also accomplished by 
hunters frofii the three troops, with quite if not equal success, 

The men reported the deer and antelope “plenty,” and could 
have killed many more, but having plenty to supply the 
wants of the garrison for some time, refrained. 

There are among the enlisted men here a great many ardent 
sportsmen, sportsmen in the true meaning of the term, who 
deprecate the wholesale slaughter of game for the sole 
purpose of killing and letting their carcasses rot on the 
prairie, which I am sorry to say is being done by hunters in 
the West for the “hide,” and by hunters from the East for 
the pure sake of killing, which work, if allowed to continue 
without let up or hindrance, will soon result in the extermin¬ 
ation of the elk, deer and antelope as the buffalo has been 
exterminated. So much for the large game. The blue 
quail is plentiful around here, and one occasionally meets 
with the black or Messina quail, a most beautiful bird, wuich 
is not numerous and is very hard to find. Ducks, the mal¬ 
lard, blue-winged teal, the hooded merganser were met with 
in the ponds and on Lympia Creek in the earlier part of the 
winter, and a great number were killed, but there seem to be 
none here at present. Curlew were plentiful last summer, 
as were the mountain plover. We have had a surfeit of 
quail; the officers are continually out hunting them. For 
two hours’ work, twenty would be considered good shooting; 
occassionally one can take a dog and gun and stroll out from 
the post a short distance and get a few quail, but for good 
shooting, four to five miles must be traveled in order to 
reach good shooting ground. The enlisted men do not seem 
to take so much to shotgun shooting as they do to shooting 
with the rifle or carbine, probably because they are more 
familiar with the latter arms, and cannot get the time or lack 
facilities, but small game shooting is almost entirely confined 
to the officers. There are some men in each organization 
here who use the shotgun and go hunting frequently and are 
very successful. You continually meet the same men. and 
very seldom a new face appears, but there are always plenty 
of volunteers for large game bunting. Probably the small 
ness of this garrison in enlisted men compared to the amount 
of work required of them prevents many from availing them¬ 
selves of the pleasure. 

I can bear testimony to the uniform excellence of the 
Springfield shotgun and of the excellent results from the use 
of them by enlisted men, and they admirably'serve the pur¬ 
pose for which they were designed. Of course, the ambition 
of most of the good hunters among the men is to own a 
double-barreled shotgun. F. H. Hardie, 

Fort Daws, Texas, Jan. 2.3. First Lieutenant 3d Cavalry. 

Editor Forest and Streayn: 
In reply to your letter of the 9th inst., in reference to game 

in this vicinity, I have to say that deer can be found in 
abundance not very far from here. About 100 have been 
brought into the post during the winter. 

Mountain sheep and goats are found about 100 miles from 
the post, but it is very difficult to get them. Bears can also 
be found from 50 to 100 miles from the post. 

Prairie chickens (f. e., sharptails) and blue grouse are very 
plenty all around us. Large numbers of them are brought 
into the garrison in their season. There are also some ruffed 
grouse and a very few sage hens about here. 

The Springfield shotgun does some good work. 
Deer improve the post larder somewhat. Small game 

does not amount to much in that direction, except in officers’ 
messes. A. S. Daggett, Captain 2d Infantry. 

Fort Spokane, W. T., Jan. 37. 

Ediior Forest and Stream: 
Your note of the 9th ultimo came duly to band, and I 

submitted it to Major Jackson, of my regiment, for reply. 
He made the following note on its back, which I send for 
your information: 

“There is no game other than willow grouse in the imme¬ 
diate vicinity of the post. From fifty to one hundred miles 
south-southwest and southeast, game, large and small, can 
be found, consisting principally of willow grouse, ruffed 
grouse and blue grouse, deer, elk and bear. Antelope and 
buffalo are about extinct. 

“The company shotguns are used considerably by the 
enlisted men, and they vary their diet in some small degree 
by the grouse and ducks killed with them; but the extent to 
which they are turned to profitable account is not appreci¬ 
able.” N. A. M. Dudley, Colonel 1st Cavalry. 

Fort Custer, W. T., Feb. t. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Yours of the 9ih inst. just received. In reply thereto, 

would state that game has almost disappeared from this 
vicinity. When 1 came to this post (1881) game of some 
varieties, as turkeys, deer, quail, plover (upland), was very 
abundant. In the spring and fall geese and ducks were to be 
found in numbers sufficient for rather good sport. Game 
continued to be quite abundant until the winter of 1884. 
Since that time it has decreased in quantity very rapidly. 
This is due, I think, to the unusual cold winters and the 
presence of large herds of cattle held here for grazing pur¬ 
poses. Moreover, during the years 1884-5, much of the 
country has been burned over in fall and winter, destroying 
the food supply. Last year and the year before, turkeys in 
large quantities migrated, going toward the south and east. 
This occurred late in the fall of those years and they have 
not returned. Last year the quail were almost all destroyed 
by the extreme cold weather and want of food. Coveys of 
twenty and twenty-five were found frozen to death in January 
last. This winter has been equally destructive to those that 
were left over. The geese and ducks no longer come in, ex¬ 
cept now and then a few scattering bunches. 

In regard to the shotgun referred to, 1 consider it a perfect 
failure. It might be used in killing tomtits, 1 presume. 
Many of our men own good double guns, generally of gauge 
No. 12, and use them with effect. 

I was out early in last month with a party of one officer 
and some enlisted men and Indian scouts—eight. Went 
south to the main Canadian, some sixty miles from this poet. 
We found some deer, killed fifteen. Saw very little other 
game. Very few turkeys—killed fifteen. Two years since 
we should have killed all the turkeys wanted on the same 
ground. This year all the country had been burned over 
and the game had left. X. 

Fort Bustlt, I. T., Jan. 38. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The commanding officer has requested me to answer for 

him your letter of Jan. 9, knowing that I have been here 
longer and that I am better acquainted with the subject of 
your letter for that reason. 

Lust winter at least 400 wild turkeys were eaten at this 
post, this winter about 3.?o have given us a rest from the 

beef of this region. At least four-fifths, I believe more, of 
these turkeys were killed by double-barrel shotguns, the re¬ 
mainder by the company shotguns, rifles and carbines. The 
proportion given will hold good with the other game we kill 
here, but the wild turkey, from Sept. 1 to April 1, is our 
principal game, ducks and prairie chickens coming next. 
Deer and antelope have become very scarce indeed. I have 
never fired the Springfield shotgun, but have been out hunt¬ 
ing a number of times with good hunters who had them and 
have seen those same men with the double-barrel shotgun, 
and in comparison with the average double-barrel shotgun 
the Springfield “company shotgun” stands a poor chance. 
It is only a makeshift better than a rifle or carbine, which 
would mangle the game so as almost to render’ it worthless 
for table use. I believe the cartridge of the company shot¬ 
gun will not hold a load large enough for turkey hunting, 

C. J. Crane, First Lieutenant 34th Infantry. 
Fort Sill, I. T., Jan. 30. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
In reply to your communication of the 9th inst., I have 

the honor to inform you that no regular account of bag. ex¬ 
cept in one or two cases, has been kept; but as near as we 
can figure up we find our killing for the past season about as 
follows, viz,: Deer, 1; ducks, 163; geese, 2; chickens, 1,058; 
snipe, 50; rabbits, 40. 

About two-thirds of the above game was shot by three 
officers at the post with double-barrel guns; of the balance, 
probably one-fifth was procured by enlisted men with the 
Springfield shotgun, which, while very convenient aud ser¬ 
viceable in the early season for young birds, is not strong 
enough for waterfowl or late chicken shooting, and the men 
then generally resort to their rifles, in many cases using re¬ 
loaded shells with reduced charges and round bullets. 

We have chickens and rabbits in abundance in the vicinity 
of the post, a fair number of geese, ducks and snipe in sea¬ 
son; but their feeding aud breeding ground is principally 
about fifty miles north of this place. We have few or no 
deer in the immediate vicinity of the pest, having a large 
Indian camp that keep them hunted out; but they are rea¬ 
sonably plentiful forty or fifty miles from here in the hills 
between this and the Yellowstone. No regular hunting 
camps have been out from this post this past season, and our 
shooting has been principally confined to ordinary day spoil¬ 
ing, except in one or two instances during duck season. 

The Indians destroy considerable small game—chickens 
and rabbits—during the winter months, shooting the chick¬ 
ens from the trees, but do not exert themselves much in hunt¬ 
ing large game. 

There are few or no buffalo or elk in this part of Ihe coun¬ 
try, all killed or driven out. 

W. T. Hartz, Captain loth Infantry. 
Camp Poplar River, Mont., Jau. 26. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Four communication of the 9th inst. to the post command¬ 

ant has been referred to me aud I take pleasure in replying 
to your inquiries. 

The supply of game, both large and small, within reach of 
Ibis garrison is practically, so far as our own desires are con¬ 
cerned, unlimited. In the immediate vicinity of the post the 
variety of small game embraces willow grouse, geese, brant, 
ducks, sandhill crane (the young ones being quite edible), 
plover, curlew, robins, meadow larks, sage hens, snipe and 
vast numbers of doves. We have good duck shooting all 
the year round, while the best season for small game in 
general is from March to October 1, 

Within a few miles of the post, representiug from one to 
two days' journey, we find deer, antelope, mountain sheep, 
etc. The season for large game shooting is from October to 
March. 

In the above enumeration I neglected to mention the hare 
(jack rabbit) and the cotton-tail rabbit. The former are so 
numerous as to be termed a nuisance, while there are but 
few of the latter. The jack rabbits afford us much valuable 
practice with the rifle, but except just at the present season 
it is never found on the white man’s table, although the 
Indians eat them at all times. 

The Springfield shotguns are capable of good execution 
and for a single barreled gun are very satisfactory, but as 
there are but two issued to a company they are but little 
used, as every man who is at all fond of hunting owns his 
gun, and as a result the Springfields fall to the lot of the oc¬ 
casional hunter and poor shot, and consequently do not add 
much to the company larder. 

We have the finest kind of trout fishing, and, I may add, 
both the hunting and fishing is all that the most enthusiastic 
sportsman could desire. 

As to the extent to which the supply is laid under tribute 
to enrich the post larder I have to say that it is limited only 
by the desire of the sporting portion of the garrison logo out 
and bring it in. As for myself I never Jet a w'eek go by 
without going to the meadows, and one month 1 hardly 
missed a day. There are nine shotguns in the post and 
many fine shots with rifle and gun; you can imagine the 
result. 

In conclusion I will write you the result of our latest 
hunts in Steen Mountain, Oregon. Party of eight hunting 
four days, killed 15 deer, 3 antelope, 5 coyotes, 1 badger, 
ducks, geese, sage hens, willow grouse. Other party of four 
hunting three days, killed 11 deer and 1 antelope, with 
smaller game. The first party killed about 50 jack rabbits, 
with Ihe rifle only, at range from 50 to 300 yards. As for 
the small game, i09 sage hens represent one day’s shooting, 
party of ten, and same number have brought in 160 ducks, 
the result of one day’s shoot. The highest catch of brook 
trout was 133 in one day, by two of our crack fishermen. 
We have a fine trout stream running through the post which 
affords good fishing for miles up and down. Ten-Mile 
Creek is a still belter stream, while McDermit Creek, at 
Disaster Peak (twenty-three miles), cannot be excelled in its 
number or quality of fine gamy trout. 

With abundant transportation and every facility for camp¬ 
ing out, a distance of twenty-five or even seventy-five miles, 
only add pleasure to our sport, and I venture to say that 
there is no finer hunting or fishing in the country than that 
within easy reach of this garrison. But hunting aud fishing 
is about all we do here, as eighty miles of sage brush desert 
separate us from “civilization and the railroad.” 

W. A. Mercer, Lieut. 8th Infantry. 
(P'ort MoDermit, Nev., Jan. 3i. 

Southern Illinois Sportsmen’s Association.—Du 
Quoin, Ul.. Feb. 11.—Editor Forest and Stream: The sixth 
annual meeting and tournament of the Southern Illinois 
Sportsmen’s Association will be held at Du Quoin between 
the 15th Of May and 15th of Jqne,—C. P, Pickards, Secre¬ 
tary. 
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THE ADIRONDACK DEER. 

Ediior Forest and Stream: 
Among tlie devices adopted last fall by pot-huiiters, wish¬ 

ing to evade the anit-houndinglaw, was a ruse which worked 
successfully wherever resorted to, for the game protectors 
did not learn of the dodge until after the hunters had left 
the woods or ceased shooting. I will cite a case by way of 
illustration: A party of hunters, six or eight in number, 
entered the wilderness and encamped on Moose River. They 
devoted their time to sitting on the runways, ostensibly 
watching for any deer which might, of its own freewill, 
wander their way. Under ordinary circumstances, as every 
hunter knows full well, such a proceeding would be sheer 
folly, for the chances of getting a deer in this manner are 
very slight indeed, especially at the season of the year when 
this party was on the warpath. That the hunters knew 
what they W'ere about was demonstrated by the fact that 
from one to half a dozen deer could be taken by them in a 
day. At first their success appeared to be due to chance, 
but the seldom varying good fortune attending their silent 
vigils led other sportsmen who had unsuccessfully tried the 
same method of huntiugto suspect something “rotten in Den¬ 
mark.” When questioned closely the hunters said that it 
was almost an every day occurrence for one or more “sti-ange 
dogs’' to run deer into the stream, and the party depended on 
the so called chance visitations for its supply of venison. 

To experienced woodsmen the story looked decidedly thin, 
but it was not until after the hunters left the woods that the 
truth of the matter came out. The facts as stated by one 
who knows are these: Before entering the woods the hunters 
sent a guide with three or four hounds on ahead of them, 
with the understanding that he should occupy a shanty half 
a mile distant from the stream and never, under any circum¬ 
stances, appear at the other camp. He was instructed to 
keep away from the other members of the party as far as 
possible while in the woods, and was to receive orders from 
one of the hunters who would stealthily visit his quarters 
about sundown and map out the work for the next day. 
His duties were to care for the dogs at his lodge during the 
night and to put them out after deer in the morning for the 
benefit of the hunters on the river. It was the understanding 
that the dogs should be started on fresh tracks only in order 
that the run might be brief and the chances of detection 
correspondingly lessened. In case a stranger happened 
along and saw or heard a hound in pursuit of a deer all 
hands were expected to swear that it was a stray one. A dog 
was never to be allowed to stay at the main camp. 

The ruse worked well last fall, but the game protectors are 
better posted now and will be on the lookout for such chaps 
next season. 

This is one of the many dodges resorted to by pot-hunters 
to obtain a supply of deer for the market, and there is no 
doubt but that hundreds were killed in this manner last year. 
It is a conceded fact that hounds could be heard running in 
the woods every day last fall, in the vicinity of lakes or large 
streams, but it was an extremely difficult matter to find a 
man who would confess to owning one. 

The opposers of the anti-hounding act are strictly non¬ 
committal on this subject, as they are seeking to make’ it ap¬ 
pear that the still-hunters killed all the deer. I am indebted 
to one of this class, however, for the facts concerning the 
ruse adopted in the Moose River region. Poktsa. 

TJtioa, N. Y.. Feb. 13. 

IFrom the Netu York Times, Feb. 14.] 

It is not necessary, however, to share the acrimony of the 
contest in order to arrive at an impression with regard to its 
merits. Nor is it necessary to go into the incidental ques¬ 
tions as to the comparative demerits of “dogging” and “jack¬ 
ing.” It may be proper, however, to explain for the benefit 
of those who know nothing about the subject that dogging 
or hounding deer has very little likeness to the stag hunt, 
as described and depicted by romantic writers and painters, 
in which the mounted hunters as well as the hounds pursue 
the quarry. As practiced in the Adirondacks, it is not even 
the form of sport in which the hunter establishes himself at 
a stand where the lay of the land makes it likely that a 
hunted deer will pass him and take a shot at him as he goes 
by. The dogs run the deer to a lake, on the surface of which 
the hunter is afloat, and when the deer takes the water he 
has no chance for his life, because his speed is destroyed 
when he takes to swimming. On shore, if a bad marksman 
misses him he goes free for that time. But on the water the 
bad marksman has as many shots as he chooses to take at an 
animal that can neither fight nor run There are even stories 
of guides paddling alongside the swimming deer and holding 
him by the tail the while the adventurous sportsman beats 
out the victim’s brains with a club. 

It will be admitted that there is nothing inspiriting or 
picturesque about this method of destroying deer. Those 
who practice it declare that those who object to it are pot¬ 
hunters, while those who oppose it insist that its practitioners 
are inspired either by the hope of gain or by the love of mere 
slaughter. Mere slaughter is not “sport” in any sense that 
entitles the sportsman to any consideration from the Legis¬ 
lature, or from anybody else. 

The question, however, is not to be settled according to 
the dictates of good taste in sporting matters. The preser¬ 
vation of wild animals, birds and fishes, if they are not 
noxious or dangerous, and the prevention of unnecessary 
cruelty are the only considerations that justify the passage of 
game laws. The tourist who desires to'kill deer by way of 
resting his intellect from the cares of business, and the pot¬ 
hunter, for whom the tourist entertains a fine scorn and who 
shoots for market, are entitled to equal consideration. The 
question is, or should be, what legislation is desirable in 
order to prevent the extirpation of deer in the Adirondocks 
as moose and beaver have already been extirpated ? 

From this point of view the main objection to be found to 
the law of last year is that it does not go far enough. Hound¬ 
ing is objectionable to those who wish to preserve deer, 
because it is too nearly “a sure thing.” The very first 
requisite is that no more deer shall be shot than are needed 
for the consumplion of those who shoot them. If this plain 
rule was enforced a short season of hounding might possibly 
be allowed—say the ten days that are now permitted in Suf¬ 
folk county. But the taking of venison out of the Adiron¬ 
dacks for market ought to be strictly prohibited, and the pro¬ 
hibition could be enforced only by prescribing penalties for 
taking it out for any purpose whatever. The Adirondacks 
now contribute but a small fraction to our supply of venison, 
though this fraction is important in its relation to the num¬ 
ber of deer still surviving in the Adirondacks, It would per¬ 
haps be necessary to prohibit the killing of deer altogether 
for a term of years, though such a prohibition would be 
opposed by the rosidepts Qf tbfi region, whoiio support it is, 

of course, desirable to enlist, and whose support would be 
enlisted if they were convinced that their own ultimate in¬ 
terests required a restriction to be put upon deer shooting. 

The State has two intei’bsts in the Adirondacks. One— 
the most important—is to prevent the wanton destruction of 
timber, and the other to prevent the wanton destruction of 
game. When the timber is all cut and the game all exter¬ 
minated the region will be almost entirely worthless. It will 
be difilcult to attain either object so long as the lauds are 
held by private owners. The oftener the question comes up 
and the more it is discussed, the clearer it appears that the 
acquisition of the tract for a State park is the ultimate solu¬ 
tion of the problems that arise with regard to its treatment 
by the Legislature. _ 

[F/’orn the Nein York Evening Post, Feb. 13.] 

Dr, Samuel B. Ward, who is President Cleveland's camp¬ 
ing companion in the Adirondacks, has written an argument 
in favor of the repeal of the anti deer hounding law by the 
New York Legislature. Forest and Stream takes up this 
argument and disposes of it very effectively, going so far as 
to charge, point by point, that Dr. Ward’s statements are 
“misleading and deceptive.” 

[From the New York Sun, Feb. 14.] 

The Adirondack woods should be preserved, and so should 
the Adirondack deer. To that end the present law forbid¬ 
ding the hounding of deer should stand. 

The following was published in the Times of Feb. 14: 
“I am very sorry to see the stand your paper takes on the 

deer hounding question. I, for one, wish to be put down as 
a sportsman that does not favor the hounding of deer. I 
am an old sportsman and know a great many who are 
opposed to changing the law. In fact I am happy to say 
that I do not knowa a single genuine sportsman that favors 
driving deer in that manner. What sport there is in hound¬ 
ing a deer to the water and then either clubbing him to 
death or blowing him full of buckshot while the guides hold 
him by the tail, I fail to see. As a member of the Society 
for the Protection of Game of this city, I wish to correct 
the statement you make, that we favor a change of the law. 
I was present at the meeting when this was brought up. and 
we were decidedly opposed to it and sent a resolution to 
that effect to the Governor at his request. Hounded venison 
is not fit to eat; it soon turns black and will often cause sick¬ 
ness. Would you like to eat beef that had been driven for 
hours before being killed ? I do not understand why, if so 
many more deer were killed under the new law, these people 
wish it changed. I should like to see a law passed forbid¬ 
ding the use of shotguns in deer hunting. Many deer are 
wounded that escape to die, whei’e if a rifle was used they 
would either be killed or missed. Cockney sportsmen need 
hounds and clubs and buckshot to kill deer, and do so kill 
them out of mere wanton love of killing, leaving them to 
rot where they fall. True sportsmen can kill them, at least 
enough for food, without these aids.—W. Holbkrton (New 
York, Feb. 8).” _ 

In a misleading and deceptive pamphlet recently sent to 
the Legislatm’e by the deer bounders were the following 
statements: 

“I have talked with Mr. Roosevelt and j\Ir. Henry Bergh, 
who neither of them fully understood the case last year, and 
I do not think they would object this year to the modifica- 
catiou of the law that I propose. ” 

“I have also seen Mr. Henry Bergh, and I think he is con¬ 
vinced now that hounding is not ns cruel as he supposed. 

Very truly yours, • John T, Denny.” 

Mr. Denny's evident pm-pose was to put Mr. Henry Bergh 
into the position of an advocate of deer hounding. What 
Mr. Bergh really thinks of deer hounding in the Adirondacks 
is shown in the following letter: 

The American Societv for the '] 
Prevention op Crueety to Animals, I 

Headquarters, 4th Ave., cor. 22d St. | 
New York, Feb. 12, 1886. J 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

I am in receipt of two letters from you in relation to the 
hounding of deer. You therein refer to a pamphlet which 
has been sent to the Legislature—and which I have not seen 
—citing me as being in favor of the cruel and unsportsman 
like practice. How such an inference could be drawn from 
any conversation I ever held with any one on the subject is 
astonishing. 

To do so would be to approve of fox hunting, rat baiting, 
pigeon trap-shooting, prize poultry killing and the like and 
would bear about the same relation to legitimate sportsman¬ 
ship as standing a cow up in a field and firing at it. In the 
deer hounding case the men are technically the sportsmen, 
but the dogs are the real hunters. 

Viewed from a sanitary standpoint, there cannot, logically, 
be two opinions as to the damage done to the flesh of the ani¬ 
mal at the time of its death. It is universally admitted that 
the flesh of fish is surely deteriorated by every minute of 
captivity even before it is killed; and experienced fishermen 
who care to preserve its quality speedily kill the creature by 
a blow on the head with a stick or club. Lobstei-s, with 
wooden plugs driven into their claws, experience a similar 
deterioration. Inflammation is occasioned, suppuration 
ensues, and the matter, having no means of escape, is taken 
up into the circulation and is absorbed. It is an undeniable 
law of nature that the treatment of an animal at or previous 
to its killing is imparted for good or evil to its blood and 
tissues. Can there exist a doubt that the abuse which cattle 
receive during their long voyages by rail is imparted to their 
flesh, and may not many of the diseases we suffer from be 
the consequence of such abuse? Half-starved, thirsting, and 
terrified by blows and shouting, its blood boiling with fever, 
the creature is driven to the slaughter house and killed, and 
the next day, perhaps, its flesh is put upon the table for con¬ 
sumption. Something equivalent to mind in man exists in 
the brute economy. Anger, terror and every extraordinary 
emotion is liable to poison the milk of female animals to such 
a degree as to instantly kill the infant that partakes of it. 

I have briefly referred to these physiological phenomena in 
illustration of the danger, as well as inhumanity, of prolong¬ 
ing the tortm'es of deer hunting in the manner proposed by 
the bill presented to the Le^slature. 

I congratulate the public, as well as the animal creation, 
that there is a paper so widely circulating as the Forest I AND Stream to stand sentinel over the extravagant practices 
of tboughtlegs |in(j misguide-d sportsmen. 

Bkroh, PresideDt'i 

THAT MISLEADING DOCUMENT. 

Editor Forest and, Stream,: 

My attention has been called to an article in your issue of 
Feb. 11, entitled, “A Misleading Document,” which is itself 
so full of misleading statements, that I must ask a little space, 
in common fairness, to reply. If we must differ in opinion 
as to the propriety of hounding deer, let us do so honestly 
and honorably. I am willing to grant that you really believe 
that to take deer by hounding is a very destructive and un¬ 
sportsmanlike method of so doing, and am entirely willing 
to listen to any arguments that you may bring forward in 
support of your views, always remembering thaf misrepre¬ 
sentation and abuse do not constitute argument. Please be¬ 
lieve in return that I, in common with a great many others, 
find more pleasure in taking advantage of the instinct which 
the Creator has implanted in dogs in following deer, than in 
any other mode of hunting them, and also that I honestly 
believe that the majority of men who are familiar with the 
Adirondack region, know that it is the least destructive 
method at present in use. 

Now as to yonr objections to the pamphlet referred to: 
1. You charge that the circular of inquiry was addressed 

only to those persons “who were known or believed to be ad¬ 
vocates of deer hounding ” This I deny squarely. When 
the circulars were sent out I was as ignorant as you are to¬ 
day of the sentiments on this subject of much more than one- 
half of those to whom they were addressed, and I also knew 
that some to whom they vvere mailed, like Mr. C. E. Fenton, 
at Number Four, were opposed to hounding. I confess that 
I was amazed at the almost entire unanimity of the replies— 
that those who lived in the woods or visited them every year 
and thereby became familiar with the results of the various 
modes of hunting deer, all favored hounding with the excep¬ 
tion of some in the Beaver River country. Having come to 
the conclusion that it was wise to make an effort to have the 
anti hounding law of last year repealed, and having been 
credibly informed that you had already declined to publish 
letters on that side of the question, we thought that it was 
entirely safe to trust you to lay before the Legislature all the 
letters and arguments that were necessary to a full under¬ 
standing of your side of the question. 

The Eastern New York Fish and Game Protective Associ¬ 
ation are responsible for the pamphlet to just exactly the 
extent stated in the opening paragraph. I'he meeting was 
regularly called by the secretary and what occurred is dis¬ 
tinctly reported. 

2. You ask why we did not publish a letter from Mr. A. 
C. Clifton, addressed to the Glens Palls BepuUican. Our 
reason for not publishing it was that we had never chanced 
to see it. Besides, while I have no doubt that Jlr. Clifton’s 
pathetic report of a very sad incident is entirely true, I re¬ 
spectfully submit that such occurrences are far too rare to 
be used as a legitimate argument against hounding, and 
this exact occurrence might just as well have taken place by 
the accident of a dog’s getting loose without his ever having 
been intentionally put on the track of a deer at all. In fact 
there is not a particle of evidence that this dog had been 
“put out” that day. We might just as well refuse to ever 
read another newspaper because typographical blunders 
occasionally lead to entire misstatements. You would not 
expect a reply to your courteous characterization of the facts 
which we present as “false and preposterous” or “the perver¬ 
sion and suppression of truth.” 

3. You find fault with the sentence which reads that 
hounding ‘ ‘is objected to only by those pot-hunters and still- 
hunters who de.sire to kill the most deer in the shortest 
pos.sible time.” Well, we will admit that that statement is a 
little sweeping; but we were thinking when it was written 
only of those who replied to our circular or who kiU enough 
deer every year to have some tangible effect on the number 
left. You have named a half dozen gentlemen who are also 
opposed to hounding, and give a quotation from Gen. Sher¬ 
man, for whom, as well as the others, I have the greatest 
possible respect. You make Gen. Sherman say that “the 
number of deer wantonly killed by hounding by far exceeds 
those killed out of season, and the slaughter of the animals 
for mere sport is an evil which demands prompt attention.” 
I have been in the Adirondacks every summer for several 
years, and have talked with hundreds of others who have 
been there longer than I have, and unhesitatingly state that 
Gen. Sherman is in error as far as the region at large is con¬ 
cerned. No doubt Gen. Sherman Avas so informed, and be¬ 
lieved at the time he wrote the sentence quoted; the state¬ 
ment may have been true in some particular season, in some 
small district of the Woods. But I repeat that as applied to 
the Adirondacks in general, the statement is erroneous. Why 
did you not also include Gen. Curtis among the anti- 
houn’ders? His great personal familiarity with the subject 
under discussion led him to state before the Governor last 
year, in my presence, that summer visitors to the North 
Woods ought to get all the sport they wanted by still-hunt¬ 
ing. I ask^ed him if he meant in August and September, and 
he replied yes. In response to further inquiries he said that 
he had never killed a deer in his life, and knew nothing 
about the subject except what he was told. Evidently a 
man who honestly proposes to us to stdl-hunt in August does 
not know much about the woods. 

4. While it is undoubtedly true that it is occasionally possi¬ 
ble to row close enough to a deer to kill him with a revolver, 
yet it is to my personal knowledge also true that many deer 
escape after being driven to water by dogs, and that to get 
them many long and difficult shots have to be made. I 
also think that you understate the number of deer killed on 
runways. If you think it possible to enforce it, I should be 
very glad to see a law passed forbidding the killing of any 
deer while swimming in the water. 

5. I assure you that you are mistaken when you say that 
nine hundred out of every thousand Adirondack tourists 
would gladly see the hounds kept out. Perhaps the hotel 
keepers and guides in the North Woods do not know as well 
as you do on what they depend for a living, but if you will 
read a letter in the Essex County Republican of Feb. 11, from 
Capt. James H. Pierce, of Bloomingdale, you will see what 
he thinks about it, and his opinion is precisely that of the 
large majority of hotel proprietors and guides. There are 
plenty ot gentlemen in your own New York Fish and Game 
Protective Association who were “last year in favor of a 
non-hounding law, and are now opposed to it,”.and I could 
easily meet your challenge by naming a half dozen of my 
personal acquaintance; but I do not propose to subject others 
to the annoyance ®f being misrepresented and abused as I 
have been, 

6. In reply to your sixth objection I can only reiterate 
what I said before, that the evidence from my correspondents, 
taken by chance from Stoddard’s Guide Book, is clear and 
distinct tliat the numher of deer in the North Woods in- 
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(S'eased under the operation of the law of 1879. and 1 am 
satisfied from personal observation that it is aoin the Saranac 
region, with which I am familiar. Tou may think it gen¬ 
tlemanly and very convincing to charge me with lying about 
it, hut that does not alter the fact. 

7. Tou object to my stating my belief ‘ ‘that hounding is one. 
of the least destructive methods of hunting deer.” Read 
Mr. Wardner’s letter in the pamphlet referred to—himself 
an old still hunter. Inquire of Paul Smith, or of anybody 
who knows what he is talking about and you will get the 
same reply. Read Mr. Fulh-r’s letter; read Martin Moodyi's 
letter; read Mr, Manning's letter; read Dr. Dodge’s letter; 
read Mr. Francis H. Weeks’s letter It is a very short way 
out of the trouble to accuse, as you do, all men who do not 
agree with you of being liars;'but, my dear Mr, Editor, 
abuse is not argument, and your calling people liars, aside 
from bring very discourteous^^ does not make them so. It is 
the method usually resorted to by those who have no better 
argument to use and always reminds one of the lawyer who 
having lost his case in court revenged himself by swearing 
at the judge and jury. I have repeatedly heard it stated 
that not more than one deer is taken in every three races run 
prior to Oct. 15 in the Adirondack region at laree, and I 
believe that average to be pretty near the truth. I recollect 
well one series of eight consecutive hunts, with two or three 
doss each, bj' a party, some days of five and others of six, in 
which not a single deer was killed or wounded. I rerall 
another occasion when a party of four of us with five guides 
and four or five dogs, hunted five days and killed two deer. 
Not. less than two deer were started each day on each of 
these occasions. There are, no doubt, certain portions of the 
woods and certain seasons late in the fall when tke propor¬ 
tion of deer killed is larger than this. But the statement is 
made on excellent authoiity that single slill-hunters on the 
snow last winter killed, each, from thirty to fifty deer, and 
that there are many carcasses hanging in the 'woods this 
winter, killed by stiil-hunters for market and never carried 
out because the price of venison went so low that the sum 
received would not pay for the labor. Allow me to suggest 
that you dispose of all these statements also by simply 
cbaracteriziug ibem as untrue, in fact I see no other course 
for you to uursiie. 

You have aUo, my dear Mr. Editor, a very fascinating and 
convincing way of arguing, by attributing motives to your 
opponents other than those which they themselves honestly 
set forth. For example, you say that we are clamoring for 
a law against floating, “not because they [we] believe that 
it will save the game, but because they [we] hope lhereby''to 
regain the privilege of hounding Why do they [we] want 
to exchange jacking for hounding? Because by the latter 
method they [we] can get more deer.” Now, 1 object to 
this. We don’t say of you that you espouse the anti hound¬ 
ing law in order to sell your paper, because we find at the 
bottom corner of paee 41 a suggestion that those who are 
interested on your side should send marked copies of your 
excellent paper to their members at Albany. That would be 
mean and probably untrue. But it would'be no more untrue 
than your statement that we are actuated by the motives 
which you attribute to us. We have given the reasons why- 
we object to jacking. Why don’t you show that there is 
true .sport in sitting cramped up in the how of a boat for 
hours and then blazing away with a double-barreled shot¬ 
gun, at a distance of a boat’s length, at an entirely uusu.s 
peeling doe or fawn? Why don't you show that it is 
perfectly easy to select your aame aud Jet tlie does go. as wo 
do in hounding? Why don’t you show that the killing of 
one doe does not exert at least four times as much effect on 
the future number of deer in the woods as the killing of a 
buck ? Why don't you show that one-half the deer wounded 
by j'lck-hunling do" not crawl off into the woods tp die a 
painful death of their wounds and starvation? If you could 
do some of these things you would, and thereby add to the 
sum total of human knowledge facts on which legitimate 
arguments could he founded. No one with the s]jlrit of a 
man in him, who has ever heard the bay of Ihe hounds, 
would think of resorting to jacking except as a Mre neces¬ 
sity to provide food for bis camp. 

8. You attack the statistics, furnished by pretty much 
everybody, to the effect that the still-hunters killed more 
deer last year than u.suul. If you have facts from reliable 
persons to show that still-hunters did not do so, bring them 
forward. We will cheerfully give due weight to evidence 
which you may adduce, but must respectfully decline to ac¬ 
cept as conclusive your hare stat' ment that statistics “quoted 
from the Boonville Herald are wholly without foundation.” 

9. Read over Mr. Fuller’s letter again. Here is a differ¬ 
ence of opinion between your.'^eJf on the one hand, and Mr. 
Fuller, and every other woodsman that I ever talked with, 
on the other. You think that the deer are not made shy by 
hounding; the others all think that they are. Mr. Bergh is 
driven almost into convulsions over the fright which a deer 
experiences at the approach of a dog. Pray calm his nerves 
with this positive assurance of yours; and while you are 
.about it assure him also that, during the proposed hounding 
season, no dog ever “tears into fragments one of the most 
beautiful and haimless of God’s creatures ” I never knew 
or heard of a dog’s overtaking a deer in the North Woods in 
my life, unless the deer had been previously wounded by 
some uight-bunter. You know this also, and, of course, he 
will believe all that you say A drer can lake to the water' 
and throvr off a dog in ten minutes any lime that he is tired 
of the race. 

In the same interview, please reassure Mr. Bergh also on 
the sanitary qmstion. Tell him that you have it on the au 
thoiity of a physician of more than twenty years’ practice, 
that even if a dog were excited, yes, “intensely excited,” so 
much excited that he could catch a deer and bite it, so ex¬ 
cited as to be really “rabid” when he bit the deer, that 
even then the flesh of that deer could he cooked and eaten 
with entire impunity; that while the flesh of a deer killed 
after a long run in warm weather may not keep very well, 
it is ptrftclly harmless while it does keep. At the same 
time whisper quietly in JMr. Bug'u’s ear that if this physician 
is mistaken, and the meat is. under these circumstances, 
deadly poison, so much the betUr. You will soon be rid of 
these cruel brutes of “sportsmen” off the face of the earth, 
and they are perfectly willing to take all the risks. 

Samuel B. Ward. 
Albany, N. Y , Feb. 15. 

The shrewdness, wit and incisiveness of Dr. Ward’s reply 
combine to make it forcible, and we presume that no one 
who has read it enjoyed it more than we did. It is charm¬ 
ingly ingenuous. Tfie injured idle is always effective. To 
appear to have been abused and misrepresented is always to 
win sympathy for one’s cause. We have so high a regard 
for Dr. Ward's personal sincerity in this matter that we feel 
sure that he would regret, even more than ourselves, should 

sympathy for him as an injured being blind the Legislature 
to the real points at issue. Dr. Ward will agree with 
us that it i.s of much more importance that the truth about 
deer hounding should be clearly presented, than that he 
should receive the sympathetic regard always accorded to in¬ 
jured innocence. Dr. Ward will therefore understand our 
motives when we firmly butkindly point out tobimthat this 
position is untenable, and is likely to mislead. We did not 
call Dr. Ward a liar; we called his document misleading and 
deceptive. Dr. Ward, in the third line of his letter, calls 
our statements misleading. We do not, therefore, imagine 
that he intends to abuse us or to call hard names, and we 
shall not seek to pose as maligned and insulted. We are 
much more concerned that the truth about deer hounding 
shall appear than about anything else in this matter. 

Dr. Ward would perhaps think it scarcely fair if we were 
to point out to him that ihtre are many men who “find more 
pleasure in taking advantage of the instinct which the 
Creator has implanted in dogs” to fight other dogs, than in any 
other mode of using these animals. If we were to make this 
suggestion it would only be to show that his graceful 
method of introducing his points could be used in more ways 
than one, and not for the purpose of comparing deer hound¬ 
ing with dog fighting. We are not discussing the brutality 
of Dr. Ward’s favorite pastime. 

If Dr. Ward will calmly reread the objections to which he 
takes exception, we are confident that in this cooler moment 
he will see what must be patent lo every one else, that we 
nowhere questioned bis own individual veracity. Our 
remarks were applied to the pamphlet itself, aud the truthful 
or untruthful character of that document was a perfectly 
legitimate subject of discussion. Dr. Ward’s assumptions 
lo the contrary may be ingenuous, but are they fair? 

Taking up the points of Dr. Ward’s reply we will endeavor 
to show him in language very mild and not at all abusive 
that be is in the wrong. Come now. let us reason together, 
Dr. Ward. 

1. Dr. Ward acknowledges that, of the replies received in 
response to his letters of inquiry, he suppressed the portion 
unfavorable to the bounders, and explains that he did this 
because he thought the Fokest and Stream could be de¬ 
pended on to give “the other side.” Now we mean no of¬ 
fense when, in the kindliest spirit, we point out that this ex¬ 
planation of the reason of the suppression does not dispose 
of the suppression itself; nor dots it answer our charge that, 
because of that suppression, the document which professed 
to be fair and irapariial, was, in fact, partial and one-sided, 
and therefore, as au expression of public sentiment, mislead¬ 
ing and deceptive. 

We did not question the regularity of the meeting of the 
Eastern Association, we simply intimated the suspicion, 
which Dr. Ward’s acknowledgment goes to confirm as a fact, 
that the association was shrewdly organized by active deer- 
hounding advocates lo iafiaence the lepeal of the present 
wu-e law. 

2. We cheerfully accept the explanation of the omission 
of Mr. Clifton’s letter aud are willing to make the same ex¬ 
cuse cover the entire omission—from a pamphlet purporting 
lo represent public opihiou—ot every written and printed 
statement of fact and opinion adverse to the cause ot the 
bounders. The fact remains that there was such an omis¬ 
sion, and for this reason again—however ingenuous the action 
of the compilers—the document was misleading and decep¬ 
tive as an exponent of public sentiment. 

If Dr. Ward imagines that this incident of a doe being 
devoured alive by a hound is one of similar “occurrences 
far too rare to be used as a legitimate argument against 
hounding,” we congiatii-ate him on his ignorance of one 
phase of the subject; but aaaiu, without meaning any offense, 
we suggest that how<iver biissful that ignorance may be to 
its possessor, it is unbecoming in one who undertakes to in¬ 
struct the Legislature on tlie subject of Adirondack deer 
hounding. Perhaps the dog was not “put out.” It is well 
known that dogs go off “by accident” to pull down venison 
for themselves; bulls that any valid argument for maintain¬ 
ing a horde of half-starved hounds in the North Woods? We 
do not expect any reply to our characterization of the state¬ 
ments as false and preposterous, for we honestly believe that 
there is no reply to be made to it. 

3. We said that the statement that “hounding is objected 
to only by those pot hunters and still-hunters who desire to 
kill the most deer in the shortest possible time” was mis¬ 
leading and deceptive; and we cited'names to prove it. Dr. 
Ward says it was "a little sweeping.” For Messrs. Sher 
man, Hotaling, Richards, Litchfield, and the others whom 
we named, he has the highest respect. Do you commonly 
show your respect for jour fiiends, dear Dr. Ward, by dub¬ 
bing them pot-hunters, eager lo kill all the game they can for 
a few pahry dollars? But the statement did not refer to 
these men; it referred only to those who replied to the cir¬ 
cular. Well, let us see who they were: 

In this State it [hounding] is objected to only by those pot¬ 
hunters, etc—Dr. Ward in'pamyhkt. 

We were thinking * * * only of those who replied to our 
circular, or who kill enough deer every year to have some 
tangible effect on the number left.—Dr. Ward su-pi'a. 

With one single exception the correspondents were all in 
favor ot rescinding the laws of last year and of permitting 
the hounding of deer.—Dr. Ward in pamphlet. 

The only opponents of deer hounding are “those pot-hun¬ 
ters,” who were “those who replied lo our circular,” who 
were “one single exception.” It is “a little sweeping,” 
beautifully sweeping, it sweeps away the whole army of 
deer hounding opponents, and reduces them to one man. 
Now, tell us, Dr. Ward, are you not giving jourself alto¬ 
gether unnecessary vexation of spirit in writing pamphlets 
and letters to combat the opposition of all those one 
single exception? Would it not be more sensible logo to this 
individual and quietly reason with him, than to pay printer’s 
bills and woriy the members of the Legislature with your 
documents? Or why not whisper the name of all this single 
man to Mr. Howe, who is reported to have gone to Albany 
jirovided with money to put the hounding bid through. Do 
you not indeed honestly believe, Dr. Ward, that Mr. 
Howe would he more successful in an appeal to that one 
mticenary pot-hunter than he will in trying to find any mem¬ 
bers who will heed his blandishments? If this host—one 
man—who are making this opposition at Albany cannot be 
disposed of in any other way. why not corral him until the 
excitement is over, or use more severe measures? Why 
leave to the valiant Little Tailor of Duleek the proud boast 
“I’m the only one of all min, that killed three score and tin, 
at a blow V* 

Dr. V/ard argues that the anti-hounding law should be 
repealed because he has discovered that Gen. Curtis who 
introduced the bill last year is not a spoilsman. Will Dr. i 
Ward Rsk us to repeal all our game Jaws if it shall be dis- 

covered by some one who wants to shoot game in May that 
the bills were not introduced by members who were sports¬ 
men? Shall we repeal all our banking laws bpcause the 
hills were not introduced by bank presidents? If the com¬ 
munity were threatened with a scourge, would you, Dr. 
Ward, seriously ask the repeal of all legislation relating to 
contagious diseases, unless it could be shown that the bills 
had been introduced by members who could produce medi¬ 
cal diplomas? Believe us, when we say that we do not think 
you would. Belize us also when we express our sincere 
conviction that if every member of the present Legislature 
were a practical deer hunter, the hill to permit hounding 
would promptly meet the fate of the bill offering a bounty 
on Indian scalps, introduced into the Colorado Legislature 
some years since, and promptly in accordance with an unani¬ 
mous vote, “chucked under the table ” 

4 We are glad to know that Dr. Ward is not an advocate 
of killing hounded deer in the water, bat if he will make in¬ 
quiries on that point among the deer houndei?, he will find 
himself in a very lonely position, almost lonely enough to 
pair off with the “single exception.” Dr. Ward knows as 
well as we do that however much he may desire an snti- 
water-killing law, such a measure could not be enforced; 
and in all kindness we warn him that if he attempts to secure 
a law of that nature, he will speedily lose the support of the 
very men who are now working with him. 

5. Well, not to be outdone in magnanimity, let us admit 
that the estimate of nine hundred out of a thousand may he 
“a little sweeping.” Call it eight hundred. As to the N. Y. 
Association we have a letter from a member stating that 
the members present at the meeling the other night which 
indorsed Mr. Hadley’s hill did not represent the sportsman 
element of the association. 

6. If the correspondents taken by chance from Stod¬ 
dard’s Guide Book think that the dter of the Adirondacks 
have annually increased in number beyond the annual de¬ 
struction, we advise Dr. Ward to learn tlie truth bv applying 
to some others whose names do not happen to be in tlie Guide 
Book. We urge him to broaden the field of Ids ii quiry, and 
to give la the next document sent to the Legi.slaiure the 
fruits of this broader inquiry. Here again it is ingenuous- 
in Dr. Ward to assume that because we declared the con¬ 
clusions drawn from a limited inquiry misleading and decep¬ 
tive, we called him and all his correspondents bars. We did 
no such thing. We are now even quite willing to modify 
our characterization of the pamphlet itself. Let us call it 
not misleading but “a little sweeping ” 

7. Dr. Ward did not state it as his “belief” that “hound¬ 
ing is one of the least deslructive methods of hunting deer.” 
He stated it as a fact. We did not question that he believed 
it; we questioned the statement as a statement of fact. We 
still question it. We have read the letters aud have found 
them “a little sweeping.” As to calling these men liars, we 
have not done so. Dr. Ward, as a physician, knows that 
there are some things that cannot be handled with kid gloves. 
While it is sometimes perfectly piacticable to kill deer from 
a boat without soiling one’s gloves, it is not always advis¬ 
able to discuss such a piactice gingerly, Aud we have not 
‘ ‘lost” this • ‘case” yet. 

Dr. Ward recollects a series of eiaht hunts with hounds in 
which not a deer was taken. Well, we can match it with 
one single hunt in which eight deer were driven into the 
water by the hounds and killed, and another in which in 
one day three fawns were killed. The advocates of deer- 
hounding will do well to let cold figures alone. Dr, Ward 
asks us to dispose of the statement that single still-hunters 
killed from thirty to fifty deer on the snow last winter, and 
that there are many carcasses hanging there now. Before 
undertaking to dispose of this, we beg to ask, no you. Dr. 
Ward, seriously mean us to infer that you believe it your¬ 
self? 

There is more fascinating ingenuousness in Dr. Ward’s 
evident endeavor to put the Forest and Stream air ong 
the advocates and defenders of jack-hunting. If among any 
of his acquaintances there happens to be one who has read 
this journal for the past six months, we beg of him to inquire 
respecting our attitude, past and present, on the jacking 
question. 

That Dr. Ward may have no further misconception on 
this point, we make what seems to us to he a perfectly far 
proposal, viz , if the members of the Ea'^tern New York Fish 
and Game Protective Association honestly wish to prohibiit 
jack shooting in order to protect the deer, and not simply to 
trade off jacking for hounding, they can readily show this 
by causing lo be introduced a bill for the total abohlion of 
jacking—but not giving permission to bound. Wo here 
pledge ourselves to support that bill and to work for its 
passage; we also pledge to its active support most of the 
advocates of the present law with whom we are acquainted; 
and if the Eastern Association will do their share we think 
we are safe in promising that the hill shall pass. It they 
refuse to do this, they cannot reasonably object to the charge 
that in their present efforts they are less anxious to forbid the 
jack than to replace the hound on the trail. 

It is unfair to attempt to blind the Legislature by the flare 
of the destructive jack-light. 

8. Dr. Ward is aggrieved because we do not accept the 
ridiculous assertion that more deer were killed by still hunt¬ 
ing last fall than in former years by still-hunting and hound¬ 
ing combined. If the Boonville statistics are not without 
foundation, will Dr. Ward kindly inform us if he knows who 
avows their paternity? And will he tell us whether he ac¬ 
cepts the proposilion they are intended to bolster up? 

9. Ingenuous again. We did not deny that deer are made 
shy by hounding. On that point there is absoJuttly no dif¬ 
ference of opinion between us and Mr. Fuller and other 
woodsmen. We do differ from Mr. Fuller in his notion that 
the deer is such a tame creature and so sure to rush, from 
afar off, into the arms of the still-hunter, that hounds and 
guides and boats full of “sportsmen” equipped with maga¬ 
zine rifles, and repeating guns loaded with buckshot, and 
oar butts and clubs and sheath knives must be employed to 
make this abnormally tame creature “shy.” That is where 
we differ. And of the letters the Forest and Stre^ 

not publish, and out of the refusal to publish 
which Mr. W. Denny and Dr. Ward have made so 
much capita], one was from Mr. Fuller, of Meacham 
Lake, submitting this “shy” argument, and the other 
from Mr. Denny repeating the same “shy” argument. 
We do not question that these men may honestly believe 
what they say, but how can they ask us or anybody else 
(except a pamphleteer trying to “sweep” the Legislature) 
to print such stuff? That they are even so honest in their 
conviction as to put it into practice, we do not deny. The 
spectacle of Mr. Jno. T. Denny, in a boat on Meacham Lake, 
pumping bullets out of a Winchester magazine rifle at a deer 
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in tlie water ten feet from tbc muzzle of the p'uii, lends 
abundant evidence that these men practice what they preach. 
If Dr. Ward wants his “.'•hy” areument, we are generous 
enough to say to him that he is welcome to it. 

Dr. Ward has seen fit to refer to Mr. Henry Bergh. Will 
Dr. Ward pardon us for saying that we tliink it would have 
been in better taste for him not to have done this? When 
Mr, Denny wrote to Dr. Ward the other day that—of all 
men—Henry Bergh was not opposed to deer hounding, and 
when Dr. Ward, in all sincerity, put that statement into 
type and sent it to the Legislature, he had as an excuse that 
Mr. Denny bad clearly misled him. But after Mr. Bergh 
had repudiated such a use of his name and had stamped Mr, 
Denny’s assertion as—a litile sweeping, would it not have been 
fair and manly. Dr. Ward, to acknowledge your error, instead 
of writing those closing paragraphs? 

No; no dog ever “tears into fragments one of the most 
beautiful and harmless of God’s creature,” because as in the 
incident recorded bv Mr. Clifton, and which you have ac¬ 
cepted as true, Dr. Ward, a man always comes to shoot the 
dog before it accomplishes i's purpose; is that it? 

Perhaps the purpose of calling in Mr. Bergh (we made no 
reference to him last week) may' be to take advantage of any 
difference of sentiment which may be supposed to exist 
between American sportsmen and the Societies for the Pre¬ 
vention of Cruelty to Animals. If that be the obiect, we 
assure Dr. Ward such efforts are misdirected. We may 
claim to being somewhat familiar with the sentiment of 
the sportsmen of this country as learned during the past 
twelve years of the publication of the Forest ajjd Stream. 

It may surprise the Adirondack water-butchers, but we give 
it as our sincere conviction that on all essential points the 
two classes are united. When, by such a stupid blunder as 
that of Mr. Denny, the 8. F. P. C. A. is led into taking a 
position antagonistic to any “sport,’’ il is quite likely to be 
one which, as in the case of Adirondack dogging, the great 
body of sportsmen condemn. 

In conclusion we beg to express our entire confidence in 
an experienced physician’s opinion on the sanitary qualities 
of hounded venison. The numbers of whole carcasses of 
hounded deer, known by us to have bei n abandoned by 
eminent physicians and left to rot in the Adirondacks, war¬ 
rant the belief that these professional gentletneu were ex¬ 
cellent judges of how long hounded deer would keep, and of 
the proper time to pull up the tent pins and move away from 
it—it being too “shy.” Lest Dr. Ward .should twist this as¬ 
sertion into our “calling him a liar,” we hasten to add that 
we do not know that he ever wasted a pound of venison. 
We are gratified to believe that he would not approve of such 
wanton destruction; more than this, we believe that if Dr, 
Samuel B. Ward knew one-half of the abominations and 
atrocities incident to and inseparable from the sport of bound¬ 
ing, and annually committed by bounders under the shelter of 
the North Woods, he would not now be working to L galize 
the “sport,” but would be heartily with the Fouest ano 
Stream and the great majority of right-minded sportsmen 
in their demand that the anti hounding law be not repealed. 

“AN OFFICIAL SLAUGHTER.” 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

In your issue of Jan. 7, “A. P.” tells of “an official 
slaughter” of large game in the neighborhood of Fort Fet¬ 
ter man by a “law-breaking, game-murdering” officer of the 
Army during the late war, an author not unknown to fame, 
but “whose name for shame shall not be told.” Your cor¬ 
respondent seems to know full well of the shameful opera¬ 
tions of this man who with “several friends, a detachment 
of U. S. soldiers, about a dozen citizen teamsters and packers 
in the H. S. employ, and three guides,” killed “elk by the 
score and antelope by dozens, and in nearly all cases'leav- 
ing the flesh to rot where the murdered animals fell,” etc. 
etc. Your correspondent closes his communication with the 
hope that some one will hold this person “up to the public 
gaze and contempt for the unparalleled meanness he displayed’’ 
in the wanton destruction ot so much noble game, and says, 
“Who will rise to the occasion ? Where is Capt, Nessmuk”? 

Now I submit that this course on the part of “A. P,” is 
very bard to understand if he really wishes to have the 
author of aforementioned outrage publicly exposed. 

Why in the name of good sportsmanship and honest in 
dignation does md. “A. P.” himself give the readers of 
the Forest and Stream th^* name of the offender? Thus 
far, to your readers, “A. P.” is the only one who can expose 
the man. I do not understand the “shame” which induces 
him to withhold the name but which can permit him to call 
upon Captain Nessmuk or some one else to give it. For one, 
I want to know the name of this game-murderer, that I maj'-, 
with all lovers of gentlemanly sports, mark him and help in 
whatever way we can make him and all his kind suffer for 
such meanness. 

Let “A P.” come to the front and tell what he knows and 
he will have the thanks of all good sportmen. Unless we 
are all willing to do this upon occasion, game-murdering 
will go on till there is no more game to be murdered. 

C. H. A. 
Boston, Jan. 10._ 

Southern Shooting Preserves.—-For all the purposes 
of the hunting of the most favorite game there is noplace on 
the Atlantic coast like the islands of South Carolina, and 
especially those in the vicinity of Charleston. It is gratify¬ 
ing to know that interest is being exhibited in fields so 
aboundingiu game and fish of the choicest description, and it 
must appear a matter of surprise that so little is known out¬ 
side the borders of the state of its conspicuous advantages in 
this line. Every year hundreds of sporting men and others 
in the pursuit of the pleasures of fit'ld exercise and sport go 
either to Canada and the Northwest and to the prairie lands, 
where as a general rule the enjoyment of tlje season is 
marred by the intensity of the cold. One of the advantages 
of the climate of South Carohna will recommend itself to ail 
lovers of sport under the best of conditions, and that is the 
equable temperature of our hunring season. It may be 
said, however, that a very rigorous climate is necessary for 
the appearance of the best qualities of game. This is not 
true to an extent that would in the slightest degree interfere 
with the fact that ordinarily cold weather is sufficient to 
send to our coasts the kinds of migratory game that is usually 
sought in, more distant regions. For instance, the appear¬ 
ance of the woodcock and snipe begins early in the winter on 
our seacolast, and they remain during the season unless the 
winter is phenomenally mild, which does not often occur. 
The rice fields on the coast are always in the proper season 
stocked with snipe, and the breaks and thickets near and in 
marshy grounds are alive with the splendid and delicious I 
bird, the woodcock. The low country of South Carolina is * 

known the world over to be the finest hunting around for 
the deer and wild turkey. From September until Miirch the 
partridge is found in abundance, and the wild duck in end¬ 
less variety flocks to the inland rivers, the rice fields and 
the estuaries along the coast. The whole of the ocean front 
of the State is dotted with islands, and on many of these tdl 
the kinds of game that have been mentioned exist plentifully. 
There is scarcely a plantation on the coast of South Carol!iia 
whicli does not embrace in its extent lands on w'hich high 
land and lowland game may not be found in the winter 
season. Nearly every one of these plantations, in fact, is 
composed of highland's and marsh or rice lands, and, indeed, 
tliesites of these old-time domains were selected with a view 
of comprising such qualities of land. The fisliiug along 
the coast, in the inlets and along the banks near Charleston, 
is well known to be of the most profitable and attractive 
kind, including the most favorite qualities and species of 
fish. There was scarcely a homestead, either on the islands 
or inland near the coast, which did not have it.s avenue of 
live oaks, and in many iustanccs these aloue remain to 
tell of the former glory of plantation life and to maik the 
spot where the ‘Memorial hall” once stood. Tne oaks have 
not lost any of their beauty by the lapse of time, and it 
would be easy to restore even on a grander scale, one of 
these homesteads to its original attractiveness and interest.— 
v7iarlesto>i Nem and Courier. 

An Adirondack Wolf.—It was reported last Monday 
that a panther had been seen near the Rome and Floyd town 
line, and that a number of hunters were in pursuit of the 
animal. The panther turned out to be a wolf. It was killed 
about 3 P M. on Monday in Bentley’s swamp, in (be town of 
Floyd and brought to Rome this morning by David Car¬ 
penter. It is a laige and tierce lookiug male. The woll’s 
tracks had bten seen by different persons for several days. On 
Monday morning a party of hunters turned out with shot 
guns and lifies prepared to do or die. The party was 
made up of William Kilbourn, H. Parsons, Eugene Cleve¬ 
land. Thomas Bennett, Welcome Carpenter, W. Hogle, 
and D. C. Carpenter, The latter has a good fox dog which 
he put on the scent, but the animal refused to follow it. 
The hunters ran the wolf about ten miles in the woods and 
fields, Kilbourn got the first shot at him with a shotgun. 
Thomas W. Bennett had three or four “cracks” at him with 
a sholgun and one with a rifle. Then he crossed Hogle’s 
path and was made the target of a sholgun. Then Bennett 
got bead of the animal again and fired three limes with 
a shotgun. Eifgene Cleveland next bad a chance at him 
with a rifle. Tue wolf ran through the door yard of a man 
named Murphy and he fired a revolver at him. Hogle next 
tackled the beast with a shotgun. It is not positively 
known that any of the shots hit the wolf up to this time, for 
he ran just as though nothing had ha| pened. He became 
very liied, however, and finally crawled under a bush to l est. 
W. Bennett found him there and, having no ammunition, 
called his brother Thomas, who weut very close to the vvoU 
and let him have a charge of buckshot in the head, killing 
him instantly. Thus ended the only wolf hunt that has 
taken place in these parts in years. It is supposed that the 
animal strayed away from the North Woods. He had been 
subsisting on the carcass of a cow that laid in the woods. 
The deau wolf has been on exhibition in front of Petrie’s 
meat market to day. it weighs fifty pounds. There, is a 
State bounty of .S30 for every wolf scalp.—Rome {N. T.) 
Sentinel, Feb. 10. 

New Jersey Quail.—It was only a few years ago that the 
Forest and Stream went to the trouble and expense of 
making a c raplete canvass of the State of New Jersey as to 
bow the quail had fared during the winter. Such a canvass 
had never been made bifore in this country, and it proved to 
foreshadow the coming shooting season with wonderful accu¬ 
racy. Were such an investigation now to be prosecuted the re¬ 
sult would show that since the first of the year the destruc¬ 
tion of quail has been very great. This was due iothe great 
and sudden fluctuations in temperature, deep snows and their 
immediate crusting, and the intensely cold weather. At the 
beginning of the last open season in New .Jersey there was 
an abundant crop of quail in both Warren and Sussex 
counties. The birds had been favored wilh a fine breeding 
year, and the crop was an unusually healthy one. In almost 
every case the bevies were full ones and well grown when 
the shooting began. Taking it as things go nowadays, they 
wmre not harassed as much as one would suopose, and when 
the season drew to a close there still remained a goodly 
showing of birds on the sunny side of the brush-covered 
hillsides. Then came the terrible cold weather, and now the 
sportsman hears on all sides that the birds have perished 
while being protected from want of protection. Tlie shoot¬ 
ing outlook is the most gloomy we have had for years. 

Romson Neck Game Association.—A number of promi¬ 
nent business men in New Y'ork city, who own property on 
Rumson Neck, a long stretch of land between Seabright'and 
Red Bank, N. J., have banded themselves into a game pro¬ 
tective society, which hereafter will jirobably be knowm as 
the Rumson Neck Game Association, It is their intention 
to stock Rumson Neck with quail and then protect them as 
much as possible. To effect ibis Mr. David Keeler, ot Rum¬ 
son Neck, has at present over 050 quail in his barn, and he 
has ordered 1,000 more qnail from the West. The birds will 
be liberated when the spring has fairly opened. Prior to 
their being put out, (he farm owners have contracted to 
brush their fences to afford cover for the birds. They will 
al.-o, later on, plow a ten-fool-wide furrow along the fences, 
which will be planted with wheat and buckwheat, and 
remain uncut throughout the season. This, it is thought, 
will provide ample food for the birds. Six keepers will be 
engaged to exterminate hawks, cats, foxes, and to warn off 
all shooters. In fact, everything that can be will be done to 
protect Mr. and Mj's. Quail and ihe Masters and Misses Quail- 
ina. It is only by suen determined efforts as these that the 
shooting can be restored in this vicinity. 

Amesbury, Mass., Feb. 9.—Owing to the unusual severity 
of this winter, the birds are having a hard show to find food 
to retain life, as the woods are covered with such a coating 
pfice and snow as was never seen by the oldest inhabitant. 
While driving to Haverhill Sunday, 1 saw a flock of eight 
quail feeding iu the road on the droppings of horses; they 
were as tame as chickens, and only hopped on the wall to get 
out of the way.—J. O'L. 

The Accident Policies of the Travelers, of Hartford, Conn., in- 
demnify tile business or professional man for his profits, tlie wage 
worker for his wages, lost from accidental injury, and guarantee 
principal sum in case of death.—Ade. 

eH md fishing. 
Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 

ing Co, 

CEDAR STREAIVI. 

'"I"'HE letter of“S. G. G.,” in the last Forest and Stream, 
I describiug his experience in taking suckers with the 

fly in the Millsfield ponds, has sent my thoughts wandering 
to the forests of Northerc New Hampshire and recalled a 
day spent the summer bi fore the last on an almost unknown 
stream, whose name furnishes the text for this letter. Semi- 
invalided all the past summer by the effects of an attack of 
malarial fever, caught at the far South the autumn before, I 
have led a very lazy existence, and after trying unsuccess¬ 
fully some of the oid brooks where 1 speiit I'nanv happy 
hours in my boyhood, finding little water and less fish, I put 
U|) my rods, too indolent to pull a boat ou the river in the 
broiling sun for the chances of hooking a capricious bass, 
and devoted the balance of the summer to wbat an old friend 
of mine was wont to call “flower catebing.” 

Many a delightful hour was whiled away in this pastime, 
gatljering in the successive harvests from the gorareous, 
candelabra shaped SiUum canadensis of the meadows and its 
more brilliant anfl solitary cousin, the Silium philadelphicum 
of the hills and pastures, (he drooping harebell and the glow¬ 
ing cardinal flower, the aster and the golden rod, finlil the 
frosts of October finished my botanizing, when they killed 
the fringed gentians, which were the last of my trophies. 

Then I got out my old double-barrel and diligently ex¬ 
plored what is left of the old oak and chestnut woods which 
once crowned all the hills in this vicinity, but in vain. Not 
a gray squirrel was to be seen. The oaks that had escaped 
the axe, which has converted almost all the old trees of the 
region into sleepers for the railway or fuel for the loeomo- 
tive, bore few or no acorns this fall, and the chestnuts blos¬ 
somed late and bore a scanty harvest. The woods were 
voiceless; save the rustle aud squeak of an occasional chip¬ 
munk, nothing disturbed ihe-ir stillness. One ruli’ed grouse, 
rising a hundred yards in front of me, as I emerged from an 
olil wood road into a sapling pasture, and as instantly disap¬ 
pearing in the biuth, was the only living game 1 saw in sev¬ 
eral long tramps over the hills, and the only time 1 pulled 
trigger was to drop a saucy blut jay who crossed my path 
one day, chutteriug and screaming, as I neared home after a 
bootless ramble. 

So the gun was returned to its case, and put away with 
the rods for a more auspicious season, and my sporting ram¬ 
bles have been solely spiritual on s; for have I nut been to 
the “Walleri-Io Lab s” with “Yo” and “Appekunny”; have I 
not listened to the chats of “Wawayanda” with the “Colonel” 
and the “Captain,” and read to the madame who sits by my 
side the adventures of tl>e one who accompanied the hisiorian 
of “Camp Flotsam” in his delightfully described excursions? 
Have 1 not explored Florida with that master of woodcraft, 
“Nessmuk,” aud hoped that the day may come when 1 may 
meet him iu the oody; and has not Forest and Stream 

thus done my angling tor me while 1 have enjoyed it over 
the winter tire? 

Verily it has, and as the old war horse rouses himself at 
the sound of tiurapet. so do my thougnts go back to the days 
when I loitered by the brookside aud watched the play of the 
sunlight on the ripples as it flickered through the green leaves 
overhead, or listened to the bobolink as he trollidout bis 
musical tinkle from the top of a “poke stalk,” in the adjoin¬ 
ing meadow. 

I'he tastes aud habits ingrained in boyhood hold through 
life, and so it is that, although 1 like to feel the pull of a big 
fij-h at the end of a light rod, still “it is not all of fishing to 
fi.^h;” and the leisurely saunter by the swift rippling waters, 
the song of the turds, the sunshine and the fiowtrs, have 
charms which more than compensate for the lesser weight of 
the basket at the end of the day. I like the free use of my 
legs, too, and they are too long to be comfortable when 
cramped up in a small hoat, and so, after mach preamble, I 
come to my text again. 

I bad been fishing for a week at Second Lake, when a 
message was brought iu to me requiring my presence as a 
wUntss at court in Concord the next Gay. Dropping every¬ 
thing, I walked out through the woods to First Lake, got a 
horse and wagon, and drove down to Colthrook that evening 
so as to take the stage ai four the next morning, catch the 
first train at North Slratlord and reach Concord early in the 
afternoon. 

The case was on trial, and my evidence short, and the next 
day 1 returned to Colebrook, and the following one to First 
Lake, where Mr. Shoppe, the landlord of the Lake House, 
informed me that my son, who i had Jeit at Tom Chester’s 
camp, bad come “out” the night before with a young Iritnd 
from New York to attend a dance, and that they had gone 
that day to Cedar Stieam with the intention of coming back 
at night, and going “in” to Tom Chester’s iu the morning. 
I therefore decided to wait for them, and just after dark they 
appeared, with two baskets full of trout, besides a “string"’ 
ou a willow branch about two feet long, and the report that 
they had given away another string of seventy-five tiout to 
the man who had taken care of their horse. To be sure the 
trout were small, from six to eight inches long, but they said 
that they had gone far up the stream to begin, and by the 
time they got down to were they bad no room for any more; 
it was almost dark, and my son Bob had changed places with 
the fish, and been to the bottom of the deepest hole they 
had found. 

The next day was Sunday, and we went leisurely in to 
Second Lake again, where we staid a few days longer, and 
when Bob had to return to his business Joe and I came out 
to the Cake House with him and staid there a few days to 
try that neighborhood. Joe earnestly advised me to try 
Cedar Scream, beginning where he had left off, and a young 
man employed about the hotel said he had been up ou Sun¬ 
day and caught 400. 

Of course, I discounted that a trifle, but determined to give 
the stream a trial, and Joe, who was not very well, said he 
would drive me down the river road to a point opposite the 
mouth of it, and call for me again at night, which he did. 

The stream rises in the hills south of Connecticut Lake, 
and after a course of six or seven miles empties into the 
river about three miles below the lake. 

Reaching this point, 1 crossed the river on a convenient 
sandbar and struck into the woods to follow up the side of 
the stieam, but soon had to give it up and take to water. 

The old spruce forest had been cleared many years ago, 
and the new hardwood growth of birch, maple, poplar aud 
alder was so dense as to rentier the bed of the stream pref¬ 
erable. At places 1 found gravel beaches ou alternate sides 
of the stream, aJI marked by the tracks of the young man 
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who had been up on Sunday, and sometimes the shallow 
stream filled from bank to bank, with scattered stones stick¬ 
ing their heads above the water here and there. 

Up the stream I kept, crossing from side to side to take 
advantage of the beaches, for I was equipped with canvas 
shoes and long stockings, until I came to a pool perhaps 100 
yards long and ten wide, with a beach sloping up from one 
side and a rocky ledge on the other, with a slight fall at the 
upper end, where the water came in. Here the foot tracks 
stopped, but I decided to go on a little further, and soon 
came to another and higher fall of about twelve or fifteen 
feet into a deep pool, with steeply sloping rocks on each 
side. Here I put my rod together, and climbing up on the 
rock to cast to the foot of the fall, I saw a series of scratches 
on the rocks leading down to the water, which were the 
most indubitable marks of Master Bob’s boot heels when he 
made his plunge the week before. 

Gaining a seat on the edge of the rock, my first cast was 
followed by an instant pull, and before leaving my seat I 
basketed sixteen trout of from eight to nine inches long each 
out of that pool. I then determined to look a little further, 
and climbing up through the brush around the fall, for the 
rock was impracticable, I found where two streams came 
together, the one red from the cedar swamp from which it 
came, the other beautifully cold and clear. Following up 
the clear one a short distance and only getting a few small 
fish, which went back to the water again, I looked at my 
watch and found it was 1 o’clock. 

A fallen birch by the side of the stream furnished a con¬ 
venient seat, and my lunch was soon disposed of with the 
aid of a pocket cup and "‘Kingfisher’s” beverage, and my 
footsteps turned down again. Floating my bait before me, 
for there was no room to cast a fly, it suddenly stopped in 
mid current just in a rift in the rock where the two streams 
came together, and a gentle twitch resulted in a vigorous 
pull, which ended in the addition of a half-pounder to the 
basket. 

One or two smaller ones were taken from the larger brook, 
and I then returned to the large pool, where 1 got but one 
small one; it had evidently been pretty well cleaned out on 
Sunday. Then 1 struck back toward the river, keeping al¬ 
ways in the water, and floating a line the length of my rod 
ahead of me, with a single No. 2 shot on the upper end of 
the gut, to keep the hook steady in the swift currents. 

I could usually keep in water not over ankle deep, letting 
my bait down into the deeper currents and around the big 
stones and under the fallen logs on the bank; and the fun 
kept me comfortably busy. 

I had got short of hooks, and when I went down to court 
had bought a dozen No. 8 Sproats at a couutry hardware 
store, and the three bigger fish I hooked on my way down 
were lost, hook and all, before they were fairly lifted out of 
the water, by the tying slipping on the gut. This caused 
more or less delay, and at 6 o’clock, when I had promised to 
be back at the river, I had not got half way there. 

However, my basket, a ten-pound one, was full, literally 
“jammed full,” so that I had to keep my thumb in the open¬ 
ing to keep the fish from getting out, as I slipped about over 
the smooth stones, which were also somewhat slimy and 
slippery at times; and I willingly unjointed my rod and 
made the best of my way to the river, with a load of trout 
ranging from two to eight ounces each. 

Wading the river again, the wagon was waiting, and I 
was soon back at the Lake House, and enjoying a trout sup¬ 
per. I do not know whether I tramped two miles or four; 
1 only know that 1 had a glorious day, caught as good trout 
as there were in the brook, and enjoyed it far better than I 
should have done broiling in a boat,'with my legs cramped 
under me, and holding a hand-line with a minnow on the 
end of it, waiting for a four-pounder to happen my way, for 
that is the way. to tell the truth about it, in which many of 
the big trout we hear about are really takeu. Enough for 
this lime.- Von W. 

Chaelestown, N. H. 

CATFISH AS SPORT AND FOOD. 

Editor Forest and stream: 
I have been much interested in reading of the catfish 

(bullhead) as a food fish in the report on “Aduondack 
Fishes” and it suggests a little incident. First, however, 1 
wish to say that I have been greatly interested in that por¬ 
tion of the work relating to the 8ahnonid.m. The portion 
relating to the differences between Salmo and Salvelinus has 
been particularly instructive to me, as there had been some 
confusion in my mind regarding them until I read the des¬ 
cription (p. 20) of the difference in shape of the vomer and 
the arrangement of teeth on that bone. 

Bnt to the bullheads. As for their being better for the 
table than trout surprised me at first, but on reflection 1 
think that I must agree with Mr. Mather. I have every 
summer become tired of trout, but never had a sufficiency 
of bullheads; to be sure 1 never tried to eat as many of them 
as I have of trout and therefore have never tired of them, 
and this reminds me of the incident 1 started to tell. 

While making a trip through the Adirondack 
wilderness in company with a friend and two guides, we 
stopped at ‘ Tke” Kennels’ on Raquette Lake for dinner. 
My guide, “Ike” Stone, and I, were standing on the wharf 
quite anxious to get away, when a boat came to the landing 
rowed by a guide while a gentleman was seated in the stern. 
The latter said to a clergyman standing near: “Come 
Brother-, get your tackle ready. I’ve found where we can 
get some splendid fishing. My guide thinks we can catch 
some bul Iheads to-day. ” My own guide has never gotten over it 
and speaks of the “splendid fishing” at Raquette Lake every 
time we meet. That year the trout fishing was not very 
good, neither was there many black bass taken in that 
region, and “Ike,” who is one of the old timers who dislikes 
the innovation of cottages in the wilderness, had been cast 
down all the time I was at R-aquette, and the “splendid 
fishing” capped the climax. He never smiled again. 

S. ]il< N. 
Ne-w York. Feb. 1.___ 

Large Piice-Peiich.—Randolph. N. Y., Feb. 9.—Editor 
Forest and Stream: I send you by United States Express this 
dav (charges paid), one fish head which please name m your 
next paper, as there is considerable difference of opinion here 
as to what kind of a fish it is. The fish was speared in the 
Oonewango Creek; none like it ever caught there before 
The stream has yellow bass, pickerel, or muscallonge, and 
wall-eyed pike. This fish was 31 inches in length, 8 inches 
wide and 6 inches thick, and weighed 14f pounds. Yellowish 
brown, with scales; there were about pounds spawn about 
half grown.—C. M, i It was a large pike-perch, Stizostediwn 
vitreum, cajle(] bJso ff^ll-eyerl pike, apd large, yejlow 
pike,] 

The Outrage at Little Clear Pond.—Shortly after 
the nets of the N. Y. Fish Commission—which -were set to 
capture spawning fish—had been cut, the following notice 
was posted throughout the Adirondack region: “Pledge of 
Saranac hotel keepers and guides. Saranac Lake, January 
I, 1886. We, the undersigned, hotel proprietors, guides and 
residents of the Adirondacks, having learned with regret 
that some vandal has been committing depredations 
upon the State Hatchery property at Little Clear Pond, do 
most heartily condemn such a dastardly outrage, and do 
pledge ourselves to use every lawful means to bring 8uch_ per¬ 
petrators to speedy and condign punishment; MiloB. Miller, 
proprietor Saranac Lake House; H. H. Miner, taxidermist; 
L. Evans, boardinghouse; John Eyglefield; F. G._ Hallock, 
guide; Geo. W. Musson, guide: Aaron Golchhmitt; R. E. 
Woodruff, proprietor the Berkeley; Horace Peck; Stephen 
Merchant; Wm. A. Walton; Dan McKillip; Geo. E. .John¬ 
son, guide; R. M. Banker; Edwin Goodell; Aaron Hays, 
miller; Philip McMannis, guide; John Bergen; Geo. W. 
Fayzett, guide; Latour & Platto (stage line); F. M. Bull, 
druggist; A. S. Wright, builder; S. C. Martin; Geo. Neise- 
reu; Orlando Blood; Ryland Blood; J. P. Blood; Geo. A. 
Berkley: T. N. Spaulding, merchant; Peter Segun; C. H. 
Kendall, proprietor Riverside House; James B. Miller, stage 
line; Andrew J. Baker; Jason Vosburgh; Rant Reynolds; 
J. A. Morhous; Chas. Manning; Sylvenus Marrou; E. L. 
Trudeau; B. Woodruff; C. M. Walton; Reuben Reynolds; 
R. A. Morehous; Joseph B. Lamoy, guide; Edgar Trembley; 
Thomas Dewey; Z. A. Wilson; John W. Slater, guide; A. 
W. Dudley, guide; C. F. Wicker; Edwin E. Sumner, guide; 
Eugene Allen, guide; T. Edmund Krumbholz; Allen Bun¬ 
nell; John H. Lunt, guide; George Sweeney, guide; F. H. 
Bassett; Wm. P. Moody, guide; Wm. Fortain; Thomas 
Parker, guide; Daniel Ames, lumberman; Charles C. Mc¬ 
Caffrey, guide; LeonardNokes; John Benham, guide; James 
H. Peek; Millard F. Otis, guide; Fayette Moody, guide; 
Hosea B. Col bath, guide; H. L. Lobdell; E. W. Harrison; 
Byron P, Ames, guide; Wallace Slater; Dan. Deunedy; 
Will Manning; M. J. Norton, proprietor Adirondack Cot¬ 
tages, Saranac Lake, N. Y.; Pat Carey; George WasherA. 
Parsons, guide; Wm. H. Hinds; Warren J. Slater, guide; 
Chas. Hays, guide; Lowell Brown,guide; .John King, guide; 
O. M Boutwell; Mayne Whitman; Simeon Torrance, guide; 
Malcolm Smith; .1. D. Alexander, proprietor Alexander 
Honse, Saranac Lake; Georae Williams, Jr.; Milton C. 
Patten; Charles Wilkins; Marshal Brown, guide; Wm. 
Stearns, guide; Henry Davi^ guid-; Jesse Corey, proprietor 
of Rustic Lodge House, Upper Saranac Lake; Orton O. 
Terry.” _ _ 

Large Rainbow Trout.—On Monday last we saw a 
rainbow trout weigniog 5 pounds 14 ounces, at Mr. Black¬ 
ford’s in Fulton Market. The fish came from the ponds of 
the South Side Sportsman’s Club of Long Island and was five 
years old. It had died and was sent for exhibition to show 
the great growth. The fish was a female and had not yet 
spawned, Imt the great mass of eggs which were displayed on 
a platter looked to be nearly ripe. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Utream Publish¬ 
ing Co. _ 

FIXTURES. 

FIELD TRIALS. 
Nov. 32.—Eighth annual field trials of the Eastern Field Trials Club, 

at High Point, N. C. W. A. Coster, Secretary, Flatbush, Kings 
county, N. Y. 

DOG SHOWS. 

March 16.17, IS and 19.—Western Pennsylvania Poultry Society’s 
Dog Show, at Pittsburgh. Pa. C. B. Elben, Secretary, 

March Si 24 and 25.-First Annual Dog Show of the New Jersey 
Kennel and Field Trials Club, Newark, N. J. A. P. Vredenburgii. 
Secretary. Bergen Point. N. J. 

March'30 to April 2.—Third Annual Dog Show of the New Haven 
Kennel Club. S. K Hemingwav, Secretary, New Haven. Conn. 

April 6, 7, 8 and 9.—Second AMual Dog Show of the New England 
Kennei Club. Edward A. Moseley, Secretary, Boston, Mass. 

April 13, 14, 15 and 16. First Annual Dog Show of the Hartford 
Kennel Club. A. C. Collins, Secretai-y, Hanford, Conn. 

May 4, 5, 6 and 7.—Tenth annual dog show of the Westminster 
Kennel Club, at Madison Square Garden, New York. James Morti¬ 
mer, Superintendent. P. O. Box 1812, New York. 

May 18,19, 20 and 21.—Third Annual Dog Show of the St. Louis 
Gun Club, St. Louis, Mo. Geo. Munson, Manager. 

A. K. R.-SPECIAL NOTICE. 

'HE AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 

pedigrees, etc. (with prize lists of all shows and trials), is pub 

Ished every month. Entries close on the 1st. Should he in early. 
Entry blanks sent on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope. 

Registration fee (50 cents) must accompany each entry. No entries 
inserted imless paid in advance. Yearlv subscription $1.50. Address 

•American Kennel Register,” P. O. Bo.. 2882, New York. Number 

of entries already printed 3333. 

Newport Fish and Game Association.—Newport, R,I., 
Feb. 18.—At the annual meeting of the above association the 
following officers were elected for the ensuing year: Presi¬ 
dent, J. "P. Cotton; Vice-President, Rev. F. F. Emerson; 
Secretary, F. H. Wilks; Treasurer, W. H. Hammett; Direc¬ 
tors, Thos. Burlingham, W. P Sbelfield, Jr., E. S. Ham¬ 
mond, 8. E. Greene, B, M. Thurston, 

The other day a fish peddler’s horse balked on the 
street and refused to budge an inch. The vender began to 
belabor the beast with a stick, when an old lady thrust her 
bead out of a window and exclaimed: “Have you no 
mercy?” “No, ma’am,” replied the peddler, “nothing but 
mackerel.” _ 

^islimlture. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Pu6(iA(t 
ng Co._■' \ 

WORK IN MAINE.—The hatching station at Grand Lak\ 
Stream has a good quantity of eggs of the landlocked salmon. 
This station, under the charge of Mi-. Charles G. Atkins, one 
of America’s best fishculturists, is operated jointly by the 
State and the United States, each bearing a portion of the 
expense. The work here is almost entirely with the land¬ 
locked salmon, at present there are now in the troughs 50,000 
eggs for Moosehead Lake, 25,000 eggs for New York waters, 
50 000 for New Hampshire and some for Europe and other 
parts, as weU as 200,000 eggs of the sea salmon, the fry from 
which will be placed in the St. Croix River. At the hatchery 
at Orland, the United States has a large number 'of eggs of 
the Penobscot salmon which are developing and wiU be dis¬ 
tributed to State waters. Many have been sent to New York 
and other places. At the State hatchery at Cold Stream, 
Enfield, there are now 700,000 eggs of the sea-salmon which 
will be used to stock the Penobscot. The work in this State 
has borne good fruit in the wav of restoring salmon to the 
exhausted streams, many having been caught dm-ing the last 
season with the fly, while the nets yielded a supply for the 
markets far in advance of the catch during any season for 
the past twenty-five years. 

hmd. 

A PET BEAR ON A TEAR.—The Ashtabula Record says: 
Some time ago Councilman Manning, agent of the Lake Shore 
Company at the Harbor, bought a cub bear and kept it near 
the Harbor depot. On Friday the bear escaped from its con¬ 
finement, and going over into the road on the east side of the 
river proceeded along it until the farm of Albert Fields was 
reached. Here it turned off, and going to the house, of wmch 
the doors were left open, proceeded to take possession. Mrs. 
Luce, the wife of the tenant of the farm, was alone in the 
house, and one can imagine her astonishment and feehng at 
seeing a half grown bear walk in. The dinner table had not 
been cleared away, and his bearship at once took confrol of 
matters, getting upon the table, and after eating ever^hmg 
within his reach demolished most of the dishes Evidently 
entering heai'tily into the spirit of demolition, he next tackled 
a sewing machine, which was soon in ruins, and then chau^, 
stands and other furniture went down under his paws, untfi in 
a short time the interior of the house looked as though it had 
been struck by a cyclone. . During this time Mrs. Luce was, 
of course, imable to prevent the doings pt Mr. Bruin, and just 
as she was giving up in despair her husband returned U’Ud 
succeeded in cornering the hear, which, though your^ and 
destructively mischievous, was not savage. A visit from a 
live bear is an extraordinary occuiTence for tjus section, and, 

1 judging from this one, is not very desfrable. 

THE ENGLISH SETTER STANDARD. 

WE have carefully read the standard for the English set¬ 
ter submitted by the committee of the American 

Kennel Club and must say that we are greatly disappointed. 
We had a higher opinion of the ability and intelligence of the 
committee men than the result of their labors seems to war¬ 
rant. A document of this Mud, above all else, should be 
entirely free from ambiguities and couched in language that 
is perfectly plain to all. Some portions of the standard are 
lamentably deficient in this vital point. 'This is not its worst 
fault, however, as a strict adherence to some of its provisions 
would i-esult in serious harm to the animal it professes to 
serve. Take the first paragraph in the description of the head 
which we quote; “'rhe skiill is of a peculiar character, not so 
heavy as that of the pointer and without then- narrow and 
marked prominence of the occipital bone. It is narrower 
of medium width between the earn, and should have a de¬ 
cided brow over the eves. ” Stonhenge’s standard, from which 
this is largely quoted, is as follows: ‘ ‘The skull has a chai'acter 
peculiar to itself, somewhat between that of the pointer and 
cocker spaniel, not so heavy as the former’s and lai'ger than 
the latter’s. It is without the prominence of the occipital 
bone so remarkable in the pointer, is also narrower between 
the ears, and there is a decided brow over the eyes.” It will 
be observed that Stonhenge says the skull “has a character.” 
The new standard calls for a peculiar skull and we have no 
doubt that if the requirement called for in the lollowing sen¬ 
tences is adopted by the breeder, that the English setter in a 
few years will not only have a peculiar skull but that it will 
be without character. Stonehenge says the skuU is narrower, 
between the ears than that of the pointer, the new standard 
calls for a skull “narrow or of medium width.” This means 
less room for brains and isindeed a new departure and a most 
decided breaking away from the old traditions. If the intelli¬ 
gent breeders of the couutry will consent to revise the charac¬ 
teristic head of the English setter by following such a per¬ 
nicious course as this points out, w;e very much mistake their 
temper. There is no portion of an animal’s anatomy so 
characteristic of its pure breeding as the head; eliminate this 
characteristic and you have a mongrel; reduce the brain room 
and you have an idiot after a certain limit is passed. We have 
had‘considerable experience with dogs with nai-row heads 
and almost invariably have found tliem to be deficient 
in sense, especially in what is called hunting sense, one 
of the most necessaiy attributes of the sportsman’s com¬ 
panion. Many of these dogs are possessed of abundant am¬ 
bition to hunt, good noses, and with the pointing instinct 
strongly developed, but as a rule they cannot be taught to 
work to the gun; this of itselt is enough to cond ^mn them, to 
.say nothing of their lack of intelligence in other matters, A 
little further on the new standard says: "The jaws should be 
Wactly equal in length, a snipe nose or pig jaws, as the 
deeding lower one is called, being greatly against its 

‘'mdBsessor.” Aside from the ambiguity of this sentence it is m- 
Aoi&stent with the demand for a narrow head, as a snipe nose 
^11 almost sm-ely be the result of this conformation in the 

^^^^RtSn to the faults noticed in the description of the head 
therais A painful lack of eveiy necessary information as to 
the relative value of the different points described. In fact 
this fault is conspicious in nearly eveiy sentence throughout the 
work, and a most serious one it is. Even were the new stand¬ 
ard perfect in other respects, this fault would render it abso¬ 
lutely worthless for practical use, as the collection of words 
means anything or everything according to the fancy of the 

^^Thefdescription of the neck commences with a veiy singular 
statement. ‘ ‘The importance of a long lean neck has not been 
fully realized until quite recently,” and then to make the 
matter doubly sure the statement is repeated by addmg, or 
at all events, there has not been sufficient stress laid upon the 
point ” This statement veiy forcibly strikes ns as bemg 
diametrieaUy opposed to the facts in the case. Om- acquam- 
tauee among breeders and owners dmlng the past forty yea.rs 
has been extensive, and we fail to call to mind a sm^e mdmd- 
ual of them aU whose expressed opinion would afford tne com¬ 
mittee one particle of ground upon which to base such an 
assertion. As to the next statement, “Length ^peck ten^ to 
high-headedness,” we refer the reader to the article of Ant¬ 
werp” in Forest and Stream of Jan. 14, who places the 
matter in its proper Ughr. He says: ^ 

“Inasmuch as the thi-ee upper bones of the forelegs, viz., 
the shoulder blade, the upper and lower arm, are placed at 
compensating angles to each other, the gi;eater slope of 
shoulder naturaUy resulting from the altered direction of the 
true ribs also necessitates a less inverse angle at the elbow.^ 
The dog stands straighter on his forelegs from Ppmt of shouldei 
to foot and cames no more weight in front ot the perpendic¬ 
ular line of his forelegs than is necessary; how much this is 1 
am at loss to define, except after seemg an mdividual dop 
balance when in motion. This conformation also mcreases the 
apparent length of the neck and facilitates its high carnap. 
Length of neck alone does not do this, as I can recall ™any 
dogs with a very long clean neck, but with a horizontal back, 
to whose bad field form but little woqld have been added by 

^^^Thelectionli^oted^to shoulders and chest is so laboriously 
studied in its ambiguities and inconsistencies that there is 
absolutely no tangible ground for intelhgent cntiqism. The 
last sentence, however, has a definite shape and « q^e a 
ouriosityinite way, “4 longer dqgtihan fhepreees^ type i 
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desirable, but with the additional length and weight in the 
middle there will follow a tendency to sway-back, which is to 
be met with a slight arch or additional strength in the back.” 
WhateTeris meant by ‘‘present type” we are at a loss to under¬ 
stand, as the comparatively recent decisions by judges, mem¬ 
bers of the committee, shows us quite a varietj'. The New 
England foxhound is notably one of the most hai'dy and en¬ 
during breeds of dogs known. A continuous nm at speed over 
the roughest of country of more than a hundi’ed miles is of 
frequent occurrence. For this work the performer must possess 
staying powers inherent only in perfect organisms. Had the 
committee consulted the first experienced foxhunter they 
chanced to meet, they would have learned that comparatively 
long dogs, although nearly always in the lead for an hour or 
two in the morning, could never stay out a long race, but 
were invariably left behind long before night by their better 
formed brothers; or had they consulted the English Coursing 
Calender they would have found spread upon its pages the 
record of many a brilliant performance, in first heats, by the 
style of animal they admire, but they would also have found 
that where long continued, punishing work was the i^e, only 
well formed and comparatively shoib animals were in at the 
finish. The committee appear to have been captivated by the 
brilUant dash and phenomenal speed that lasts but a brief half 
hour, but it will be a long time before they will succeed in in¬ 
ducing the sportsmen of this country to sacidflce enduring 
qualities for mere show. 

In the section devoted to back and loin the new standard 
says: “It is very much the custom to treat of a dog’s loin as 
all that constitxites his back.” The committee could have 
made a very instructive contribution to dog literature by iu- 
forming us where and among what class of men this custom 
prevails. These portions of the dog’s anatomy play a very 
important part, but the committee give them but six points as 
a whole. Upon the loin depends the ability to stay, and pf 
course it follows that without a proper conformation at this 
point the value of the animal is more or less depreciated, yet 
the committee tell Us absolutely nothing that Will serve as a 
guide to determine the proper form to select except that they 
inform us that “an arched loin is desirable.” In the section 
devoted to quarters and stifles we are told that “the stifies 
should be moderately well bent, excessive bend, although 
fashionable for a time, is no longer thought necessary.” It is 
not clear what the word “moderately” implies; if it means 
straight stifles or even moderately straight, the word is de¬ 
cidedly out of place. In describing the legs, elbows, hocks 
and feet, we are told that ‘‘the feet should be carefully ex¬ 
amined, as upon their capability of standing wear and tear 
depends the utility of the dog.” This is most true, but except 
a very meager mention of good qualities there is nothing iii 
the description to assist in detei’mining whether the feet are 
goo d or the reverse. In the section devoted to the stern we 
are gravely told that “the tail should be carried straight, or 
with a slight curve upward, either slightly above level of back 
or down.” We are pleased to note that sideways was not 
added to the list. 

Regarding rhe numerical value of the points as appor¬ 
tioned by the committtee, there is, to say the least, a lack of 
harmony with the text that is veiy inconsistent. The stan¬ 
dard calls for a longer dog; one of the results of increased 
length will be increased weight, to support which the com¬ 
mittee have taken one point from the feet which must carry 
it. We have briefly criticised some of the most important 
points of the new standard, and in conclusion will call atten¬ 
tion to the omission of a very important point. There is not a 
word said regarding the disqu,alittcation of animals of faulty 
formation nor a word as to the penalty to be imposed when 
the fault is of lesser degree. It should be impossible for a 
dog to successfully compete for bench show honors when his 
faults, either natural or accidental, are such as would seri¬ 
ously hamper him in his work. 

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS CLUB. 

STANDARD COMMITTEE REPORTS. 

BLACK AND TAN SETTER STANDARD. 
SJmll should not be so heavy as in the Gordons, should be 

clean cut, with occiput well defined, and good stop. Length 
of skull from eye to occiput, not less than five and one half 
inches. Free of top knot. 

Muzzle should be straight from eyes to nostrils, without 
coarseness, should not be less than four inches in lenrth; nos¬ 
trils should be rather fuU and black in color; jaws should be 
exactly equal in length. 

hips should be slightly pendulous. 
Eyes should be dark brown in color without the outer yel¬ 

low circle so ofteu seen in Gordons; should be of good suse and 
mild in expression. 

Ears should be set low on the head and lie flat to the cheeks; 
should be rather longer than the English setter’s and well 
coated with fine sil^ hair, which should be sti’aight or 
slightly wavy, extending an inch or two below the flap. 

Neck should be of ^ood length, with gradual rise from 
shoulders to head, and^ghtly inclined to arch; should not be 
throaty, but is not expected to be as perfectly free of leather 
as a pointer’s. 

Shoulder'S should be deep, sloping and strong, not so heavy 
as the Gordon’s, and showing great hberty. 

Chest should not be wide but deep; ribs well sprung back of 
the shoulders but not so much as to make the animal appear 
round in barrel; should extend well back toward the qitar- 

Back and Loins should be strong and slightly inclined to 
arch, a tendency to swav-back being objectionable. 

Quarters should be well muscled but not lumbery, muscles 
extending Well down toward the feet. 

Legs. Pore legs should be straight, with elboWs neither stand¬ 
ing out nor under the chest; should be long from point of 
shouldeis to elbows; should be weU feathered to the feet. 
Hind legs should be long from hips to hock joints; stifles 
faiiiy Well bent. Hock joints neither bending inward nor out, 
the former being the most objectionable; feather should not 
be extended below the hocks, 

The Feet should be round, hard, arched, and somewhat 
padded with hair between the toes; should neither point in¬ 
ward nor out, the latter being the most objectionable. 

The Stei'n should be set on in pi-oper place; should be 
straight and carried on a line with the back, should have a 
fine, straight, silky flag, any inclination to curl or ropiness 
being objectionable. 

The Coat should be fine and flat. 
The Color should be deep plxtm black, with rich tan mark¬ 

ings clearly defined, and without admixture of black, showing 
on lips front of cheeks, throat, over eyes, on front of chest, on 
feet and legs, also at vent, but should not extend into the flag 
more than four inches. Any white is objectionable, but a 
small spot on the breast should not disquahfy an otherwise 
good dog. 

Symmetry and Quality.—The general character and form 
of the black and tan setter should be very similar to that of 
the English setter, possibly a shade lighter throughout; very 
blood-like in appearance, and combining great symmeti-y and 
quality. 

H. Clay Glover, 1 
Lowell T. Field, V Committee. 
Chas. S. Pitch. ) 

value of points in the black and tan settee. 

Skull. 9 
Muzzle. 9 
Eyes.3 
Ears... 3 
Lips. 1 
Neck. 
Shoulders. 7 
Chest. 7 
Back and loins.10 

Legs. 7 
Quarters. 7 
Elbows. 2 
Hocks. 2 
Feet. 7 
Stern. 6 
Coat.5 
Color and markings. 7 
Symmetry and quality. 6 

The report of the Committee on Running Rules, which was 
unanimously adopted, is as follows; 

Rule 4. Is striken out entirely. 
Ride 10. To read; Dogs shall be di'awn by lot and numbered 

in the order drawn. Each dog shall run in the first series as 
a brace with the next available dog in that order, and the 
winners run in heats again in the order so obtained, except as 
hereinafter provided. Any dog absent during the first series 
more than twenty minutes after his number k called, shall be 
disqualified from further competition. 

Rule 11. If two dogs owned or handled by the same person 
should come together in the first or any succeeding series, the 
second dog so owned or handled shall change places with the 
first dog not so owned or handled in the order of running. If 
after the first series such separation is found to be impracti¬ 
cable or without benefit, the ninning together of two such dogs 
may be permitted. 

Rule 1‘2. If in any series of heats there should be a natural 
bye, such bye shall run with the winner of the first heat of the 
previous series as the first brace of the next series. 

Rule IS. Each dog must be brought up in its proper turn 
without delay: if absent for more than twenty minutes, its 
opponent shall be entitled to the heat, subject to Rule 10. 

Rule 14. Strike out the sentence: “In Members’ Stake a dog 
must be handled by its owner.” 

Prefix to Rule 17: “No owner or handler shall be permitted 
to withdi-aw his dog or dogs from a stake on the field or at 
any time during the holding of a trial after such dog or dogs 
have been allotted a position in any heat or race without t& 
consent of the governing committee on the grounds. Any 
such owner or handler withdrawing his dog or dogs without 
the consent of this governing committee may be debarred 
from any fuiTher trials or be penalized at the cUsci’etion of the 
club.” 

A dog may be withdmwn with the consent of the governing 
committee on the ground. 

Amendments to instruction to judges: The fifth section was 
stricken out and the following substituted: “Judges are i‘e- 
quested to avoid as far as possible holding a dog so long on a 
pomt for the purpose of securing a back or otherwise, as to 
enable the birds to run.” 

Dogs should be brought up to back only when opportunity 
offers, without interfering with the pointing dog. A dog 
drawing on or pointing game shall be afforded ample oppor¬ 
tunity to locate the game, without competition, it being left 
to the discretion of the judges to direct the opposing,^og to be 
held in check. 

THE POINTER STANDARD. 

The committee on the pointer standard recommend that 
Stonehenge's description of the pointer remain intact, 

but they advise that the division of points be changed by 
taking five from the head. Our remarks upon the proposed 
change of the head of the Enghsh setter will apply with equal 
force to that of the pointer. The committee advise no change 
in form but merely suggest that less value should be accredited 
to the head. IVe do not believe that either of the gentlemen 
comprising the committee would award a prize to a pointer 
with bull-terrier lips, pig eyes and Spitz ears, no matter 
were he perfect in all other respects, yet under the 
standard they propose, such an animal would score ninetv-seven 
out of a possible hundred points, unless the judge saw fit to 
cut him for symmetiy. The improvement of the dog is a 
most worthy object, anything that tends in the opposite 
direction is nothing less than a ciime. The characteristic 
head of the pointer is his crowning glory—destroy its chai-aoter 
and disastrous results are siu’e to follow, To take from the 
value of this most important indicator of pwe breeding is ger- 
taiuly a step in the wrong directign. 
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IRISH TERRIER STANDARD. 

The Irish Terrier Club’s scale of points, and description of 
the true Irish terrier: 

positive points. negative points. 

minus 
White nails, toes, and feet. .10 
Much white on chest.10 
Ears cropped. 5 
Mouth undershot or can¬ 
kered.10 

Coat shaggy, curly, or soft 10 
Uneven in color..”. 5 

50 
Disqualifying Points.—Nose 

cherry red. Brindle color. 

descriptive particulars. 

Head.—Long;skuIl flat, and rather narrow between ears, 
getting slightly naiTower toward the eye; free from wrinkle; 
stop hardly visible, except in profile. The jaw must be strong 
and muscular, but not too fiUl in the cheek, and of a good 
pumshing length, but not so fine as a white English terrier’s. 
There should be a slight falUng away below the eye, so as not 
to have a greyhound’s appeai-ance. Han- on face of same 
description as on body, but short (about a quarter of an inch 
long), in appearance almost smooth and straight; a slight 
beard is the only longish hair (and it is only long in comparison 
with the rest) that is permissible and that is characteristic. 

Teeffi.—Should be sriong and level. 
Lips.—Not so tight as a bull-teiTier’s, but well-fitting show¬ 

ing through the hair them black lining. 
Nose.—Must be black. 
Eyes.—A dark hazel color, small, not prominent, and full of 

life, fire and intelligence. 
Ears.—^When uncut, small and V- shaped, of moderate thick¬ 

ness, set well upon the head, and dropping forward closely 
to the cheek. The ear must be free of fringe, and the hair 
thereon shorter and generally darker in color than the body. 

Neck.—Should be of a fair length, and gradually widening 
toward the shouldei-s, well carried, and free of throatiness. 
There is generally a slight sort of frill visible at each side of 
the neck, running nearly to the corner of the ear, which is 
looked on as very characteristic. 

Shoulders and Ufiesf.—Shoulders must be fine^ long, and 
sloping well into the back; the chest deep and muscular, but 
neither fuU nor wide. 

Back and Loin.—Body moderately long; back should be 
strong and straight, with no appearance of slackness behind 
the shoulders; the loin broad and powerful and slightly 
arched; ribs fairly sprung, rather deep than round, and well 
ribbed back. 

Hind Quarters.—Well under the dog; should be strong and 
muscular, the thighs powerful, hocks near the ground, stifles 
not much bent. 

Stem.—GeneraUy docked; should be free of fringe or 
feather, set on pretty high, carried gaily, but not over the 
back or curled. 

Feet and Legs.—Feet should be strong, tolerably round, and 
neither turned out nor in; black toenails are preferable and 
most desii'able. Legs moderately long, well set fi'om the 
shoulders, perfectly straight, with plenty of bone and muscle; 
the elbows working freely clear of the sides, pasterns short 
and straight, hardly noticeable. Both fore and hind legs 
should be moved straight forward when traveling, the stifles 
uot turned giitw^rd, tlie legs free of feather, and coy- 

Head, jaw, teeth and eyes. .1.5 
Ears..'.. 5 
Legs and feet.10 
Neck. 5 
Shoulders and chest.10 
Back and loin.10 
Hind quartei’s and stern... .10 
Coat.15 
Color.10 
Size and symmetry.10 

100 

ered, like the head, with as hard a texture of coat as body, 
but not so long. 

Coat.—Hard and wiry, free of softness or silkiness, not so 
long as to hide the outlines of the body, particularly in the 
hind quarters, straight and flat, no shagginess, and free of 
lock or curl. 

C'oZor.—Should be “whole-colored,” the most preferable 
being bright red; next wheaten, yellow and gi’ay, brindle dis¬ 
qualifying. White sometimes appears on chest and feet; it is 
more objectionable on the latter than on the chest, as a speck 
of white on chest is frequently to be seen in all self-colored 
breeds. 

Size and Symmetry.—Weight in show condition, from 161b. 
to ‘241b.—say 161b. to 221b. for bitches and 181b. to 241b. For 
dogs. The most desirable weight is 221b. or under, which is a 
nice, stylish and useful size. The dog must present an active, 
lively, hthe and wiry appearance; lots of substance, at the 
same time free of cluinsiness, as speed and endurance, as well 
as power, are very essential. They must be neither ‘‘cloddy” 
nor ‘‘cobby,” but should be framed on the “lines of speed,” 
showing a graceful “racing outline.” 

Temperament.—Dogs that ai*e very game are usually surly 
or snappish. The Irish terrier, as a breed, is an exception, 
being remarkably good tempered, notably so with mankind, 
it being admitted, however, that he is, perhaps, a little too 
ready to resent interference on the part of other dogs. Titere 
is a heedless, reckless pluck about the Ii'ish terrier, which is 
charactei'istic, and coupled with the headlong dash, blind to 
all consequences, with which he rushes at his adversaiy, has 
earned for the breed the proud epffhet of “The Dare-Devils.” 
"V^en‘‘off duty” they are characterized by a quiet caress-in¬ 
viting appearance, and when one sees them endeaiingly, tim¬ 
idly pushing their heads into then- masters’ hands it is cufflcult 
to realize that on occasioUj at the “set-on,” they can prove 
they have the courage of a lion, and will fight on to the last 
breath in their bodies, They develop an extraordinai y devo¬ 
tion to, and have been known to track their masters almost 
mcredible distances._ 

POINTER STANDARD. 

O, Edrv. Osborn, Esq., Secretary A. K. C'. 
The committee appointed by the A. K. C. on a standard for 

judging pointers, beg to report that so far as they have been 
able to learn the opinions and wishes of prominent breeders 
of pointers, there is no general desire to change, materially, 
the standard as laid down by “Stonehenge.” 

In the opinion of your committee, the description of the 
pointer as given by Mr. Welsh is satisfactory, but they think 
that in the division of points, too much has been accredited 
to the head—the division as given by “Stonehenge” being; 
Skull, 10; nose, 10; ears, eyes and lips," 4; in short, an allow- 
ence of one-foiu-th the full pumber or points for head alone. 

We recommend that five points be taken from the number 
heretofore: allowed for head, and transferred to those parts 
to which it is thought not a sufficient number of points have 
been allowed by “Stonehenge.” 

We recommend that the points of the pointer should be as 
follows: 

Skull.   8 
Nose. 8 
Ears, eyes and lips. 3 
Neck. 6 
Shoulders and chest.18 
Back, quarters and stifles.17 
Legs, elbows and hocks.12 
Feet. 8 
Stern.   5 
Symmetry and quality.7 
Texture of coat.... 3 
Color. 5 
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Robert C, Cornell. 
E. F. Stoddard. 

THE MEMBERS’ STAKE RULES. 

The adoption by the Eastern Field Trials Club of the rule 
allowing a dog entered in the Members’ Stake to be 

handled by a member not his owner is certainly a step in the 
wrong dmection. The spirit of this rale is unquestionably 
opposed to the pi-incipal object had in view when this stake 
was inaugurated. As its title implies, it is exclu.sively for the 
membei-s of the club, and its main object is to foster a spirit 
of generous rivalry among them, while contesting for its 
honors, for the purpose of improving their skill in handling 
their dogs in the field. The winning of this stake should carry 
far more honor than the mere ownership of a winning dog 
implies. Any one with plenty of money can own a good dog; 
but hal'd cash, although* a very desirable adjunct, can never 
of itself constitute the sportsman. 

It should be the aim of the club to enhance instead of depre¬ 
ciate the value of honors won at their field trials. The Eastern 
Field Trials Club was not established for the sole purpose of 
improving the pointer and setter. There was still another 
object in view, and that was to increase the interest in legiti¬ 
mate sport with dog and gun. The best manner in wliich to 
accomplish these objects is aqirestionthat should be carefully 
considered by the clrrb before deciding upon any matter that 
may come before it. With earnest, weU-du-ected effort to 
accomplish these objects the club has 'grown from year to 
year io its present high estate, and no record of backwai'd 
steps should mar the pages of its history. 

EXCESSIVE TAXATION.—Cohocton, N. Y.—Editor For¬ 
est and Stream: 1 write to ask, if, in your opinion, there is any 
honorable and legitimate way for any one wishing to establish 
a breeding kennel to avoid paying the excessive taxes that the 
laws in most counties of this State impose. The law in this 
town, for instance, levies a tax of fifty cents on a dog, and 
three dollars on a bitch; for each additional dog or bitch the 
amount is doubled, one dollar for the second dog, two dollar's 
for the third and so on; six dollars for the second bitch, twelve 
for the third, etc. At this rate a kennel coutainiug, for ex¬ 
ample, six dogs and six bitches, would have to pay au annual 
tax of S220.50. Now this is manifestly an unjust law, and I 
would like to know if you or any of your readers who have been 
obliged to grapple .with the question can state any means by 
which it may be honorably avoided.—Steuben. [We should 
labor with the county supervisors to change the law, which is 
manifestly harsh and unjust.] 

THE NEWARK DOG SHOW.—New York, Feb. 12.— 
Editor Forest and Stream: The following gentlemen have 
kindly consented to judge at Newark; Mr. John Davidson, 
Monroe, Mich., pointers and setters; Mr. James Mortimer, 
Babylon, L. 1., fox-terriers, Yorkshire terriers, pugs and toy 
dogs; IVD*. J. A. Stovell, Philadelphia, Pa., beagles, judged by 
the American English Beagle Club standard. The Philadelphia 
& Reading Express Company has issued au order to carry 
dogs boxed from all P. and R. points to the Newark show at 
regular' rates, and will return them to points of shipment free 
of charge.—A. P, Vredenburgh, Secretary. 

BOUND BOOKS OP KENNEL BLANKS.—We have bound 
books of keimel blanks, each book consisting of 200 blanks of 
a given style, and can furnish these (postpaid 30 cents) for the 
convenience of those who have occasion to use a large num¬ 
ber of blanks. In ordering be careful to state what particular' 
series of blanks is desired, i. e., whether' Names Claimed, Sales, 
Bred or Whelps. The arrangement of the blanks is such that 
a duplicate record of each note sent for publication rna^ be if!', 
tawed for fntpre reference, 
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THE AMERICAN-ENGLISH BEAGLE CLUB.—The beadle 
club have sent the following circular to members:—Dear Sir: 
To more fully carry out the objects for which we are organ¬ 
ized, it seems only j^roper we should work together to ac¬ 
complish them. It is advised that all our members give their 
support only to those bench show managers (by exhibiting 
their dogs) who will or have gi-anted our requests by giving 
the classes named in our constitution, accepting our standard, 
and allowing our club to appoint (through the president) a 
judge of beagles. That our requests are not unreasonable is 
found in the fact that the Hartford K. C., New Haven 
K. C., New England K. C., New Jersey Kennel and Field 
Trial Club have given us the classes asked for, accepted 
our standard and have allowed om’ club to name the judge for 
beagles (from among our members) at their.coming shows. By 
theirdoingsowehave met with success, and what they have 
done others can do also. In order to secure our just claims we 
should withhold our support from all bench show managers 
who will not do the same. We cannot accomplish our object in 
any other way and we being the ones most directly interested in 
having proper classes and awards made according to our stan¬ 
dard, andby those who are members of the club, we hope you 
will give us your full support by not entering your dogs at 
those shows whose managers will not grant our request. In 
conclusion we advise the club to donate special pnzes at all 
shows whose management are in accord with us, and set forth 
in this circular. Ws remain, very truW yours. Dr. C. E. 
Nichols, Chairman, W. H. Ashburner, P. W. Streeter, A. 
Winsor, Herman F. Schellhass. Executive Committee. 

THE ST. LOUIS DOG SHOW.—St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 13.— 
Editor Forest and Stream: The St. Louis Gun Club’s third 
annual bench show of dogs will be held in Exposition Hall, 
May IS, 19, 30 and 31. This will give a rest of nearly two 
weeks after the New York show. The entrance fee this year 
will be two dollars, the admission at the door twenty-five 
cents, and the price of the catalogue ten cents. These are 
three important changes from last year. The premiums will 
probably be the same as at the New York show. We are 
waiting to see the prize lists from all the shows before we ai*- 
range ours. It is too early to promise anything definite about 
specials. We are promised valuable assistance in this line, 
however, and we believe our list this year will be attractive. 
No details whatever have been arranged as yet. We only de¬ 
cided yesterday to hold the show. As soon as we have any 
infornaation to impart we wiU send it to you. We shall try to 
procure able judges for all the classes, and we hope ownej s of 
dogs will help us out -with entries. St. Louis ought to be able 
to secm’e a ve:^ large number of Western dogs alone, and we 
expect some Eastern entries—if prizes worth winning will 
bring them. May is a very pleasant month to visit St. Louis, 
and Exposition Hall is one of the best in America for a dog 
show.—Geo. Munson, Manager. 

THE PITTSBURGH DOG SHOW.-The twelfth annual 
dog show of the Western Pennsylvania Agricultural Society, 
to be held at Pittsburgh next month, pi'omises to be a success¬ 
ful one. In addition to the liberal premium list a large num¬ 
ber of special prizes will be given; among them are two of 
$50 each for the best kennel of mastiffs and the best kennel 
of St. Bernards, each to consist of three or more. Mr. B. F. 
Wilson and Major J. M. Tailor will judge all setters. Major 
Taylor the xjointers, foxhounds and beagles, Mr. James Mor¬ 
timer taking the remaining classes. The entries close March 
8. Mr. L. F. Whitman will superintend the show. The sec¬ 
retary’s address is Mr. C. B. Elben, Lock Box 303, Pittsbm*gh, 
Pa. _ 

KENNEL NOTES. 

KENNEL NOTE BLANKS.—For the convenience of breeders we 
have prepared a series of blanks for “Names Claimed,” “Whelps,” 

“Bred” and “Sales.” All Kennel Notes must be sent to us on these 

blanks, which will he forwarded to any address on receipt of 

stamped and directed envelope. Send for a set of them. 
NA.MES CLAIMED. 

1^“ Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Judy B. By Fred Bollett, Brooklyn, N. Y.. for blue and tan Skye 
terrier bitch, whelped Jan. 1,1883, pedigree unknown. Tuis bitch was 
brought from England to me by a friend.—F. B. 

Bang Shot. By A. S. Hoffman. Morrisville, Pa., for black and 
whim English setter dog, whelped Nov. 30, 1S85, by Antic (Prince- 
Pebble) out of Policy (Dick Laverack—Clio). 

Doris. ByE. C. Alden, Dedham. Mass., for black pointer bitch, 
whelped Nov. 15,1881, by Pete, Jr. (Strong’s Pete—J. L. Woodbridge’s 
Nellie) out of imported Kate. 

Tam O'Shanter. ByJ Otis Fellows, Hornellsville, N.Y., for white, 
orange ticks, English setter dog, whelped April 20, 1886, by Wagner 
(A.K.R. 229) out of Kena (itay—Orgill’s Nellie^. 

Niagara Prince. By P.M Buckky, Niagara Falls, Ont., for black 
cocker spaniel dog, whelped Sept 1. 1885. by Silk (A.K.R. 13971 out of 
Black Dais If (Bonanza, A.K.R. 64—Pansy). 

Dots. By T. P. Lyman. Goshen, Mass., for white, black and tan 
beagle hitch, whelped Sept. 13, 1885, by imported Kino out of Bessie 
(Racket—Ply (A K.R 1012). 

Fairy. By je,sse D. Welch, New Haven, Conn., for white, black and 
tan fox-terrier bitch, whelped Eeb. 15,18s5. by Mixture (Spice—Fairy 
HI.) out of Nettle (A.K. R. 1704). 

Flora- By J. F. Butler. Winchester, Mass., for white, even marked 
bead, fox-te rier bitch, whelped June 1, 1886, by imported Joy out of 
Young’s Venus. 

Yum Yum. By Ideal Kennels, New Haven, Conn., for liver and 
white cocker spaniel biteb. wbelped June 20, 1831, by Eonn (A.K R. 
1107) out of Floss (A.K.R. 1104). 

Lamra A. By Stratiield Kennels, Bridgeport. Conn., for lemon and 
whit© English setter rdtcli, wbelped Jan. 18, 1886, by Dash (Morford’s 
Don—Lil) out of Dot (Prinee—Flora). 

Dandy Jim By Chas. F. Oat, Belmont Hunt. West Chester, Pa., 
for blacK and tan foxhound dog. wbelped Nov. 26,1885, by Dixey Jim 
(A K.B. 2215) out of Ply (Hero—Fanny), 

Music. By Chas. P. Oat, Belraont Hunt, West Chester, Pa , for 
tan and white foxhound bitch, whelped Nov. 26, 1885, by Dixey Jim 
(A.K.R. 2215) out of Ply (Hero—Eanny). 

Banjo. By Mignon Kennels. Cortland, N. Y., for black cocker 
spaniel dog, whelped Nov. 19, 1885, by Kiddlewink (A.K.R. 937) out of 
Gretchen (A.K R. 996). 

Virginius. By C. W. Littlejohn, Leesburg. Va., for lemon and 
white pointer dog. wheeled Nov. 15, 1886, by Fritz (A.K.R. 1351) out of 
Virginia (A.K.R. 1357). . , , , , 

Eva. By N. Elmore, Granby, Conn., for white, blackand tan beagle 
bitch, whelped Sept. 6, 1885, by Judge (Rattler—Rena) out of Dot 11. 
(Eingwood, A K.R. 2262—Dime I,). 

Tick. By N. Elmore. Granby, Conn., for white, black and tan 
ticked beagle bitch, whelped bepr. 6, 1385, by Judge (Rattler—Rena) 
out of Dor. H, (Kingwood, A.K R. 2202—Dime I ). 

Schneider. By W. J. Percival, Stanton, Micb., for liver and white 
pointer dog, whelped Oct. 5, 1885, by Tammany (Tory—Moonstone) 
outof Erie (Rake II.—Buff Browny). . ^ * 

Empire State Kennels. By Nelson V. Ketohum. Savannah, Ga., for 
his breeding kennels of bulldogs, Skye terriers and spaniels. 

Woodbrook Kennels. By W. Stewar t Dilienderffer, Baltimore, Md., 
for his kennels of English beagle bounds. 

BRED, 

(1^“ Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 
Marquette Blanche—Silk. G. J. Northrop’s (Marquette, Mich.) 

cocker spaniel bitch Marquette Blanche (Brag—Lady Bath) to Hornell 
Spaniel Cmb’s Silk (A.R.K. 1397), Feb. 4. 

Bess—Venne. Dr. E. J. Bennington’s (New Yoi'K) smooth-coated 
St. Bernard bitch Bess (A.K.R. 1808) to Mill Brook Kennels’ Venne 

^ Jocfc^*^’F.%orris’s (Hornellsville, N. Y.) cocker spaniel bitch 
Bessie (Mack—Penweli’s Josie) to Hornell Spaniel Club’s JocK (A.K.R. 
1877) Jan 16. 

Judy—Silk. C. Clark’s fHornellsville, N. Y.) cocker spaniel bitch 
Judy (Silk, A.K.R. 1397—Dinah, A.K.R. 60) to Hornell Spaniel Club’s 
suit (A.K.R. 1397), Feb. 1. 

Fairy—Baby Tyrant. Jesse D. Welch’s (New Haven, Conn.) fox- 
terrier hitch tairy (Mixture—Nettle, A.K.R. 1704) to John H. Thayer s 
Raby Tyrant (Bailiff II.—Peach), Dec. 16. 

Beg—Toots. C. P. Lambert’s (Haverhili, Mass.) pointer bitch Peg 
(Haekel.’s Ransom—Shaw's Julie) to Julius E. Wilson’s Toots (A.B.R. 

^^N^tie D.— WMUam Tell. J. H. Jewett’s (Worcester, Mass.) pointer 

bilch Nellie D. (Vandevort’s Don—Beckworth’s Daisy B.) to C. A. 
Parker’s William Tell (A.K R 2610). Feb. 1. 

Lady Antrim—Mack B. J. B Farnsworth's (Pawtucket, R. I,)Eng¬ 
lish se ter bitch Lady Antrim (Lindo—Belle) to Blackstone Kennels’ 
Mack B. (Dick Laverack—Twilight), Feb. 1. 

Rhea—King Coal P. M. Caldwell’s (Philadelphia, Pa.) black cocker 
spaniel bitch Bhae (McBeth’s Doctor—Tuppence) to Wm. West’s King 
Coal (A.K.R. 2585), Feb. 11. ^ 

Music—Ringwood. A, E. Bowler’s (Boston, Mass.) beagle bitch 
Music (Racer-Beulah) to N. Elmore’s Ringwood (A.K.R. 2202), 
Jan. 15. 

Mollie Laverack—Prince Napoleon. Henry Sturtevant’s (Medina, 
N. Y.) English setter bitch Mollie Laverack (Perfection—Lit Laverack) 
to T. H Adams’s Pi ince Napoleon (A.K R. 2671). Jan. 30. 

Judy B.—Bob. Fred Bollett’s (Brooklyn. N. Y.) imported Skye ter¬ 
rier bitch Judy B. to Senator Pierce’s imported Bob, Nov. 6. 

Vannette-Dashing Monarch. Eancocas Kennels’ (Jobstown, N. J.) 
English setter hirch Vannette (A.K.R. 23C8) to their Dashing Monarch 
(A.K.R. 2348), Feb. 10. 

Coomassie—Stormy Petrel. Eancocas Kennels’ (Jobstown, N. J ) 
English setter bitch Cooraassie (A.K.R. 949) to their Stormy Petrel 
(A.K.R. 2427). Jan. 16. 

Tiny—Fred. Coiighcnra Medicine Co.'s (Eau Claire, Wls.) pug 
hitch Tiny (A.K.R. 3006) to Miss Lizzie Plankinton’s Fred. Jan. 14. 

Clara Belle—Glencho. E. F. Weiss’s (Cincinnati. O ) Irish setter 
bitch Clara Belle (A.K.R. 1389) to W. H. Pierce’s Glencho (Elcho— 
Noreen). Jan 6, 

Lucretia Gladstone—King Noble. E. F. Weiss’s (Cincinnati, O.) 
English setter bitch Lucretia Gladstone (A.K.R. 1372) to J. I. Case, 
Jr.’s, King Noble (Count Noble—Rosalind), Jan. 23. 

WHELPS. 
Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Midget. J. 0. Vail’s (Warwick, N. Y.) pointer hitch Midget (A.K E. 
768), Feb. 6, eleven (six dogs), by A. E. Godeffroy’s Croxteth; all liver 
and white. 

Blossom Wm. B. James’s (PhUadelphia. Pa.) fox-terrier bitcli 
Blossom (Crisp-Vic), .Jan, 28, three dogs, by W’. Wallace’s Chip (Tom 
—Maggie). 

Doris. E. C. Alden’s (Dedham, Mess.) black pointer bitch Doris 
(Pete, Jr.—Kate), Jan. 28, fifteen (ten dogs), by his Crofstone (Joe 
Pape—Nellie Pape). 

Edith Chas. E. Taylor’s (Bath, Me.) cocker spaniel bitch Edith 
(Brush II.- Olivia), Jan. 30, seven (five dogs), by VV. H. Beede’s Beau 
(Ralf-Belle). 

Kalmia. Coughcura Medicine Co.’s (Eau Claire, Wis.) St. Bernard 
bitch Kalmia (A.K.R. 2481), Feb. 1, four (one dog), by their Otto 11. 
(A K.H. 2480). 

SALES. 
Notns must he sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Melrose Ilford. Fawn mastiff dog, whelped Dec. 19. 1885,. by Ilford 
Camion (A.K.R 2980) out of Brenda II. (AKR. 2219). by Pine Hill 
KejmifL. Melrose. Mass , to Chas. M. Gilman, Southport, Conn. 

Ilford Samson. Fawn mastiff dog, whelped D-^e. 19,1885, by Ilford 
Caution (A.K R 2980) out of Brenda II. (A.KR. 2219), by Pine Hill 
Kennels. Melrose, Mass., to W. F. Krahl, Houston, Tex. 

Volley. Lemon and white English setter bitch, whelped April 6, 
1885, by Antic out of Princess Mix, by estate of Prof. H. J. Rice tc A. 
S. Hoffman, Morrisville, Pa. 

Happy Thought Liver and white English setter bitch, whelped 
May 23, 1885. by Dash HI. out of Aloe, by estate of Prof, H. J. Rice to 
A. 8. Hoffman, Morrisville, Pa 

IdylwQof and Princess Mix 11. Blackand blue belton English set¬ 
ter bitches, whelped April 6. 1885, by Antic out of Princess Mix, by 
estate of Prof. H. J. Rice to A. S. Hoffman, Morrisville, Pa. 

Polly. Black and blue belton English setter bitch. 4yis. old, by 
Dick Laverack out of Clio, by estate of Prof. ri. J. Rice to A. 8. Hoff¬ 
man. Morrisville, Pa. 

Casino. Black and white English setter bitch, 3yrs. old. by Jester 
out ot Kathleen, by estate of Prof. H. J. Rice to A. 8. Hoffman, Mor- 
risville. Pa. 

Pebble. Blue belton English setter bitch, whelped Sept. 14, 1381 
(A.K R. 43), by estate of Prof. fl. J. Rice to A. S. Hoffman, Morns- 
ville. Pa., and resold by him to Geo. F. Clark, St. George's, Del. 

Snowflake and Rainbow. Stone fawn pug biu-hes, whelped Jan. 4, 
1«86, by Treasure (A.K R. 472) out of Fairy (A K.R. 2248). by Kentucky 
Pug Kennels, Newport, Ky., to Chas. E. Tuthill, Walnut Hills, Cincin¬ 
nati, O. 

Kino—Bessie whelp. White, black and tan beagle bitch, whelped 
Sept. 13,1885, by J. tatterthwaite, Jenkintown, Pa., to T. P. Lyman, 
Gosben, Mass. 

Dutch, Jr. {A.K.R. \m)-Little Nell {A K.R. mS) whelps Bull- 
terrier dogs, whelped Nov. 12, 1885, b.y T. R. Varick, Manchester, 
N. H.. one to H. W. Holenr, New York; one ro Perley Weeks, Haver¬ 
hill, Mass., and one to Dr. C. B. Hammond. Nashua, N. H 

Frank. Red Irish setter dog, age and pedigree unknown, by W. G. 
Smith, Marydel, Md., to Associated Eanciers, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Zero. Bed Irish setter dog, whelped Jan. 14,1883, by Grafton out 
of Meggs, by W. G. Smith, Marydel, Md., to Associated Fanciers. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

Dauntless. Black and tan beagle dog, whelped Aug. 18,1885, by 
Grand Duke out of Gipsey, by A. C. Krueger, Wrightsville, Pa., to 
Associated Fanciers, l^iladelphia, Pa. 

Basso. Black and tan beagle oog. whelped Aug. 18, 1885, by Grand 
Duke out of Gipsey, by A. C. Krueger, Wrightsville, Pa,, to Associated 
Fanciers, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Bonanza. Black field spaniel dog, whelped January, 1881, by 
Watermark out of Nellie, by Geo. W. Schenk, Burlington, la., to As¬ 
sociated Fanciers, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Pearl. Black, whiie and tan beagle bitch.whelped September, 1885, 
by Bross’s Prince out of I. O. Lutha. by W. J. Percival, Siiantou, Mich.i 
to Ingram Bros., Wahpeion, Dak. 

Don. Black, white and tan beagle dog, whelped Aug. 3, 1886, by 
Dandy out of B-auty, by W. J. Percival, Stanton, Mich., to Ingram 
Bros., Wahpeton, Dak. 

Toot. Black, white and tan beagle bitch, whelped April 28,1885, by 
imported Ringwood out of Collette, by W. J. Percival, Stanton, Mich., 
toM. Hovermale, Minneapolis, Minn. 

Schneider. Liver and while pointer dog, whelped Oot. 5, 1886, by 
Tammany out of Erie, by T. F. Rivers, Bridgeport, Conn., to W. J, 
Percival. Stanton, Mich. 

Bo Peep. Black, with while frill, cocker spaniel bitch, wbelped 
Nov. 19, 1885, by Kiddlewiuk 'A.K.R. 096) out of Greteben (A.K.R. 
997), by Mignon Kennels, Cortland, N. Y., to J. W. M. Gilchrist, 
Johnsiown, N. Y. 

Bolivar—Leah VJhelp. Black and white Great Dane dog, wbelped 
Nov. 28, 1885, by Associated Fanciers, Philadelphia, Pa, to £’. W. 
Fonda, St. Augustine. Fla. 

Fritz (A.K.R. 1351)—Virginia (A.K.R. 1357) whelps. Lemon and 
white pointer dogs, whelped Nov. 15, 1385. by C VV. Littlejohn, Lees¬ 
burg, Va., one to E J. Marsh and one to J. B Wickery, Chicago, Ill. 

DE \THS. 
Pete, Jr. Black pointer dog, whelped June 21,1877 (Strong’s Pete— 

J L. Woodbrigo’s Nellie), owned by E. C. Alden, Dedham, Mass., on 
Jan 13. 

Music. Black, white and tan beagle bitch (A.K.R. 1411), owned by 
H. F. Schellhass, Brooklyn, N. Y., Feb. 14; killed by the cars. 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 
No Notice Taken of Anonymous Cerrespondenta. 

J. H. B., Belmont, N. Y.—We think the outlook for recovery in your 
dog is bad. Probably the spinal cord is permanently injureo from the 
accident when he was so young. You may try, however, the follow¬ 
ing remedies: Tincture of nux vomica, five drops three times daily. 
Applications of electricity to the undeveloped leg and daily applica¬ 
tions of culoroform Im vment. 

J. H. H., Dorchester, N. B.—I have a setter dog troubled with 
mange disease of the perspiring glands, I should judge from symp¬ 
toms, The skin on nack is greatly thickened and the hair keeps 
coming out. The dog is constantly scratching himself and rullmg. 
Have been treating with arsenic (Kowler's solution), twenty-four 
drops a day, maximum dose twelve drops morning and night, it has 
helped him greatly but not cured him yet. Ans. You are giving too 
much a-senic. Give five drops night and morning in the food. A 
good wash for the skin is composed of sulphur two drams, camphor 
two drams, glycerine a half ounce, rose water to make eight ounces. 
Apply locally with soft sponge night and mormng and keep the parts 
soft with vaseline rubbed gently into the skin. Shake the sulphur 
mixture before using. 

J.H.B., New Berlin.-Pug dog. two years old, weighs 211bs. Do 
not know how long he has been sick. Does not shiver. Great 
difflculry in breathing. Bad cough and wheezy. Constipated. Appe¬ 
tite good. Persists in lying on his belly. Does not have fits. Matter 
runs from eyes very little. Scratches himself a great deal. Breath 
smells very offensive. Nose cold and clammy. Skin dry. Ans. Give 
a dose of castor oil or buckthorn, a dessert spooniul to a tablespoon¬ 
ful, ac ordmg to effect produced, the object being to secure thorougti 
evacuation of the bowel-. The whole trouble seems lo be due to his 
constipation. After purging, give 5 drops of Fowler’s solution of 
arsenic twice daily in the food. The latter should consist of boiled 
corn meal with a few bits of lean m^at mixed in. The lood should 
be served cold and maybe boiled with milk if convenient. Do not 
feed much meat and let the rest of the diet be fluid, milk, soups, 
gruel, «tc, Give plenty of exercise 

^ifie mi ghootin^. 
RANGE AND GALLERY. 

JAMESTOWN. N. Y., Feb. 18.—At the regular medal match of our 
rifle club yesterday, a match was shot with Elgin, Ill -iOOyds off¬ 
hand, Hinman target, possible 100: 
Brown.10 10 8 10 7 6 9 7 7 6-79 
Ayres. 69579 10 66 10 8-76 
Watson. 6 8 10 6 8 10 7 6 6 T- 74 
Norton. 675769687 7-67 
P^rry.5 8 7 6 6 5 9 9 5 8- 67 
Hazeltine. 9 4 7 9 7 8 7 0 7 6-61 
gi'Ens . 6 7 7 5 4 9 C 7 5 C-02 
PeLisle. G 7 7 7 7 7 5 10 6 0-62 
Moore....6 7 0 4 7 0 9 7 7 7—64 
Fenner .0 5 7 0 4 6 6 5 8 0-40-644 

Elgin scored 650.—Zero, 

Haverhill (MVSS.) rifle club.—Riverside Range, Feb. 13. 
200yds., off-hand, stand ml target, 0 eeclmoor count: 
HTlick .5545’55454-40 C Bliss .4155411415 -43 
S E Johnson.464'>653544—46 C B Wright.45)4531444 - 42 
JF Brown.45 454.5444 - 44 J Biisfl'-lcl .44851.55453—41 

ZETTLER HFLE CLUB —Weekly club shoot, Feh. 9; lO.shot--, off¬ 
hand, distance lOOfc , pos-ible 120; D. Miller 116, M. Dorrler II8 M 
B. Engel 114, A Lober 116. B. VVaiiRer 113, C. G Zenlei-115. B. Zeitler 
110, 11. Holges 113, T. C. Noone 109, L, Flack 100, C. W. Karcher 110, 
M. L. Riggs 114, G. W. Blaisted 105. -W. U. Wakb. Sec. 

THE TRAP. 

NATIONAL GUN ASSOCIATION. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

A meeting of the s'ockiiolders of the Nitional Gun Association was 
held at Covington, Ky , Jan. 12,1886, at 3 P. M.. in piu-suance of i>uu- 
lished notice, and sent to Ln iividnal stucanolders. There we epreseut 
in person or by proxy, the folio wing: J E, Bloom, Cincinnati. O.; 
F. 0. Etheridge. T. B. Blacksiiear, J. A. On.ierdonlt, J. U. Johnson. 
R. F. Lawton, N. B. Wheeler, J. C. Jones, Mat;; R. Freeman and J P 
Chaprnnn, Macon, Gm.; F. W. Beif rle, Nasliviiie. Teiin.: J, W. Leffrii 
Spiingfleld, O ; The LigowsLi Clay Pigeon Company, Cincinna'i, O ; 
G. E. Reading, Flemington. N. J ; Julian H. Gate-, Ha (ford, Conn.; 
J. N. Frye. Boston, Mas-.; H. W. Eager, Worcester, Mms.; E. A. 
Crawford. Tallahassee, Fla ; F, W. Barron, Philadelphia, Pa.; C E, 
Verges, Lowell. O.; B. R. Rutfhara, Texas; Wm. G Cooper, bavanuah, 
Ga. These represenied a teal of 135 shares. wUicb, being more than 
the quorum required by the consci'ution, the meeting then proceeded 
to me election of directors (or the ensuing year The fcl’owmg wore 
unanimously elected. Judge Matt R. Freeman. W. W, Parker OU'I F. 
C. Etheridge, Macon, Gi.; E. A. Crawford, TalUhassee, Fla ; Wm. 
G. Cooper, bavanuah, Ga ; L. E. Kussell, Bprinsfleld, O ; C. M, Stark, 
Winchester, Mass,; J. Von Lengeike. New York city; W. A. foster, 
B'latbusb, L. 1. After the reading of an intere-ting report fiom Gen¬ 
eral Manager and Treasurer, Judge Mart R. Fi-' eman. the meedug 
adjourned sine die. J. E. Bloom, Secretary pio tern. 

A meeting of Board of D'lreetors of toe National Gun A-ssociation 
was held at Macon. Ga., Feb. 1, 1886. Present in person or by pro.vy; 
Matt R. Freeman, F C. Etheridge, W. W Parker. E. A. Cnawford,' 
Wm. G. Cooper, S. E. Russell and W. A. Coster. Upon motion it was 
unanimously resolved th .t yie oOlce of Secretary and Treasui-er bo 
made one and the same in place of Geot-rai Manager and Treasurer as 
heretoiore. The election dr offletr-resulted as follows; President. 
Dr. S. E. Russeil. Springfi“ld. O.; General Manager, Malt K. Freeman. 
Macon. Ga.; Secreiary and Treasurer, F. C. Etheridge. Macon, Ga.; 
Ex-cutive Committee, Ma't R Freeinuti. F. C. Etheriage and W. W. 
Parker. TheLigovvski Clay-Pigeon Co. has applied for per nission to 
publish the rules of Ine National Gun Association with their advcrus- 
logcard. Resolved that the same be granted Be it further resolved 
that the same priviLge oe given all otiier target manufacturers, It is 
the de.sire of this board 10 give all target manufantarers equal oppor¬ 
tunities for tesiiog the merits ot their targets attheT,ouruauient.-,held 
under the auspices of iheN.G. A., therefore be it resolved, that all 
target manufacturers who desire lo have full re| resentation ac nil 
toui’uaments held under the auspices of the National Gun As-ocia- 
tiou, be required to subscrioe to not less than twemy shares ($'(X)) of 
the capital stock of ^aid N. Y. A., payable in their ni.mufactures. No 
further business, adjourned sL.e die. F. C. Etheridge, Sec’.y. 

IN A STORM.—In spite of the disagreeihle weather ot Thursday 
Feb. 11. the Unknown Gun (. Hub held their monthly shoot ac D xter's, 
on the old Jamacia plank road. Twenty members took pan, 7 birds 
each, 1 barrel, gun below the elbow, handicap rise, 3 prizes, those 
killing 7 bu'ds to shoot off for first priz-t. 6 birds second pnz--, 5 birds 
third ptizbut in consequence of tne storm McQuillan. Monsees, 
Hyde and Pike divided flrsi; Knebel and Plate second; Muller and 
Harned third. 
D McQuillan. 21yds.1111111—7 G Moller. 2:2yds.0111100—4 
R Monsees, 24yds.1111111-7 H Houseman, 25yds.0101011-4 
IHyde. 25yds.1111111—7 R Stillwell. 22yds.OlUlOll—4 
E-Pike, 25mIs.linill—7 E Fricke, 24vd.s.IOI1IOO—3 
H Kuebel. 85yds.lllOlll—0 M Mrittair, 23i ds.lOOllOO 3 
CbPiam,8lyds__1011111—6 G Humphrey, Eiyds .. .llOOOlU—3 
H Muller. i3yds.lllOOil 6 J Doyle. 2ly s.10l00,0- 3 
A Harned, 2.2.yds .. . ...1111001—5 G Pine,21yd.s .0110100-2 
Ch DelUfsm. 25yds .HOOIOl—4 Ch Schruemler. 21,y(ls.. .OiX)l]Ou-2 
H Pope, 24yas.1011100—4 J Schroder, 20yns .. .Ow. 

NEW UTRECHT, Feb. 3.-Contest at clay-pigeons between the New 
Utrecut and E’latbush Gun Club.®. The match was shot in a blinding 
snow' storm; 20 birds per man, 20yda. rise, from a i otai'y (rap; 

New Utrecht Team. 
D Deacon.mimiOlUilH1101-18 
D Htigeman.00.10101010011111111-13 
H iTopsey.llOllOllllOOlOllOm-li 
E von Schoeuing.lOliliKlOdP'lOOllOOll—10 
W Cropsey..IlllOOUOIIllllllOlO—15 
JVan Frit. .()1111II1U101(K100111-11 
G Nostrand.11 OulOl 1100110011101 -12-96 

Flatbirh Team. 
F Hegeman.OlOllllOiWiillllllli-ir. 
Kumph,. - .llOIlOOOlO dUlOl 1001—10 
H Balzar.llimOOllllOIOlUlO 15 
Coster.11100110111100110100—12 
A Balzar.OlOl 111 UlHllOOlOi 1-15 
H Cook.. 011 10011111111011011-15 
E Skidmore.OOOOluiOdlOllOloniO— 9-91 

ELTZABETHPORT, N. J.—Match at glass balls, following is the 
score; 
Stevens.1111010111111111111111111-23 
La itoche.... .llllOlUllllllliailillll-24 

Tney would like to hear from some glass bull shooters. -Witness. 

CINCINNATI.-BANDLE VS. MILl,ER.—We were treated to a 
great shooting match on lOth inst. by tne above named gentlemen. 
Mr. Miller has of late been smashing things right and left, scoring 
last Thursday 79 out of 80 birds, among wnicli were 20 pairs which 
he broke straight. The snooting h the more remarkable as it wa> all 
done on swift, hard flights of American clay birds-by far better 
flyers than the Ligowsky and more difficult to hit. in spite of this 
brilliant performance and many otiiers nt-aily its equal. Mr BandJe 
was only too ready and willing to shoot him a mutoii, agreeing to 
shoot on Mr. Miller'-> own grounds, at his own birds and amo ig his 
ow'u friends. Mr. Mider shot a Hari ington Richards hamuieilcss 
lOlb.. 10-bore. 32iD. barrel gnu, loaded with 4 and cf powch r 
and 1J46Z cliilled No. 8 shot; while Mr. Bundle shoe his old reliable 
everlasriiig Parker, loaded with 3% Iruis. of powder and li4 z Pitts¬ 
burg chilled No. 8 shot, grinding np his birds in a manner that 
proved conclusively from tne very start that be was behind a terrific 
sbooiing gun. The i-hooiing on the whole was excellent, some very 
bnlliant shots being made by botb. Bhould Mr. Giles accept Bandle’s 
cdalleiige he will have a good opporiunity of .'^iiowmg what he can 
do, and will in all likelihood require both hands to keep even with his 
man; for however well Buiale may shoot clay bh'dg. he is still a 
much harder man to match on live ones. 

riniiiiin 1010101111—17 f 10110111 iiiiiniiiio-ir 
111111011111011 n mi—18 I ininiii iiioiimii—18 

Bandle...-! lOOUilllOlimilllO-lO Miller ...-{ UlUllOOlllOllimi—17 
I iniiinimiioiim—10 iniiniiiooimiiio—17 

(. ill loniiiii 11101111—18 L Hoiouoioj 1011 n 111-16 
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Join the National Gdn Association.—Send 10 cents, for handbook 
giving aU information, to the Secretary Matt R. Feeesian, General 

Manager. F. C. Etheridge, Secretary and Treasurer. Macon, Ga 
Board of Directors: Dr. L. E. Russell, Springfield, O.: C. M. Stark' 

Winchester, Mass.; J. Von Lengerke, New York city; VVashington A| 
Coster. Flatbusb. L. L; Wm. O. Cooper, Savannah, Ga.; E. A. Craw¬ 

ford, Tallahassee, Fla.; M. B Freenitui, W. W. Parker aufi F.- C 
.Etlierldge. aiaeon, Ga.— 
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FIXTURES. 
17-N. Y. Y. O. Regatta. 
17—Dorchester Y. 0., Nahant, Open. 
19—Hull Y. C., Pennant race. 
23— Boston Y. 0. 
26—Corinthian Y. C. Race. 
3- Hull Y. O. Race. 
4 - Boston Y. C., Regatta. 

10—Hull Y. O., Novelty Race. 
10— Corinthian Y. C Race. 
13— Beverley Y C., Marblehead, First Championship. 
17— Hull Y. C., Champion Race. 
21- Hull Y. 0 , Ladies’ Day. 
22- Boston Y. C. 
24— Dorchester Y. C. 
.24—Corinthian Y. C., Ladies’ Race. 
31—Beverley Y. C.. Svvampscott, Second Champiomship. 
81—Hull Y C., Crune. 
7—Corinthian Y C., Open Regatta. 

14- Hull Y. C.. Open Regatta, 
14—Beverley Y. C , Nahant, Third Championship. 
21—Beverley Y. C., Marblehead, Open Matches. 
25— Hull Y. C., Ladie-s’Race. 
23- Corinihian Y. C. Race. 
28—Hull Y. C , Champion Race. 
2-Boston Y. C. 
4— Dorchester Y. C., Fall Race. 
4—Co intiiian Y. C., Champion Race. 

11- Hull Y C., Champion Sail-off. 
11—Corinthian Y. C., Sweepstakes Regatta. 
18— Beverley Y. C., Nahant, Fall Matches. 

THE STEAM YACHT CARMEN. 

STEAM yacht designing is a study that has as yet received compara¬ 
tively little attention in America, but which is becoming each 

year of increasing importance, as more and more money is investeu 
. in steam yachting. Or our already extensive fleet there are few that 
are not open to criticism as to design in all its details o£ hull, engines, 
boilers, living room, etc., and too great a number by far show very 
plainly how they were built, and the lack of any proper planning or 
competent superintendence in the design. Thus far steam yacht 
designing has not been m-ade a specialty at it should be, but when a 
boat is built it is got together in a haphazard sort of way that is only 
too visible on a casual inspection. One man is called on to design or 
whittle, as the case may be, a hull so long; anoiher is called on for 
an engine, about so manv horse power; still a third furnishes a boiler; 
perhaps the rig is looked after by the man who will command her, 
and the interior is furnished in about the same style. Each person 
concerned may be fairly competent, but he does his work with little 

, regard to any other part, and though in itself it may be well done, 
the result is an utterly incongruous whole, generally an excellent 
starting point for future alterations of an expensive nature. The 
problem involved in the design of a modern steam yacht is a very 
complicated one, owing to the many diverse ends and conflicting re¬ 
quirements. Speed is always a most important requisite, good sea¬ 
going powers are absolutt-ly indispenable. accorrmodation for owner 
and crew is a most important point on a long voyage, yet at the same 
time an easy model mnst be preserved. 

The engine and bunker space must be as small as po=sible. and io 
them must be condensed a powe ful engine, little liable to break 
down under long and heavy strain: boilers that shall furnish steam 
freely with sea water and whose coal consumption shall be as low as 
possible. 

Besides this, the model must be such that a fair speed may be 
attained under sail alone; and the rig must be a good and effleient 
one, not only for economy on long runs when no steam is used, but 
in case of accident to the engines in bad weather. As the vessel is a 
yacht, a certain amount of beauty i-s al-o demanded in the model and 
rig. To insure a fair average of all of these essentials, the design 
must be the work of one controlling mind, which shall harmonize all 
these features into a symmetrical whole, in which no part unduly pre¬ 
dominates and none is neglect d; and to do this is the province of the 
trained naval architect. Only too frequendy we see a bull iu which 
model and speed have been emiiely sac ifleed to a large saloon and 
elegant staterooms, or cases where engine and boiler have no relation 
to each other, resulting in a minimu n of speed aiid a maximum of 

i coal bill. The most important point in all naval design is harmony of 
!i details, whether in a sailing or steam ves.eel, and this can only be 
;i abtained by the action of one competent mind. Witn small yachts 
4 and launches of comparatively little cost errors are of minor import- 
1 ance; bi't when we come to increase out fleet of large yachts, and 

I aspire to lead the world in size and speed, the question of design, as 
involving not merely the flrst but the future outlay and the value and 
efflciency of the y ai ht, is one of prime importance. 

As yet our steam fleet is but poorly represented in one very useful 
li class of yacht, the auxiliary cruiser, capable of long voyages and 

giving good accommodation with a small fuel consumption. This 
i class, to which the yacht here illustrated belongs, is already a large 
'i oue in England, and many long cruises have been made by these 
f vessels. Ti e Carmen was designed by Mr. J. Beavor Webb to the 
] order of Sir Thomas Freke, the order being for the mos' powerful 
. and seaworthy yacht that could be built of 200 tons, a voyage from 

England to the China seas b“ing contemplated. Besides some 20 tons 
of stores, fiiroiture and baggage she was to carry a suflQcient amount 

1 of coal for a long voyage. Carmen was built of iron by Messrs. J. 
* Reid & Co., of Glasgow, her engines being built by Walker, Hender¬ 

son & Co., of the same place. She is 144ft. over all, 110ft. waterline. 
' 20ft. beam and lift, draft. Her displacement is 208 tons, indi¬ 

cated horsepower 198 and working pressure 80 lbs. The engines are 
' compounded 14 and 28 by 31in. The hull is fitted with three iron 
' bulkheads, one at each end of the engine space and one aft. 

The interior arrangements are excellent, both for her owners, 
guests and crew of fifteen. The latter are berthed in hammock beds 
in the bow, swung io a la-'ge forecastle, forward of which they have 
a washroom and w. c., while at Its after end is the captain’s room, 

I neaily fitted, the space under the bed, both here and mallotherparts 
' of the ship having large drawers. Abaft the captain’s room is a 
: dresser, the galley being above in the deck house. The forward 
' saloon, in which is a dining tabli-*, opens into four large stateroom'^, 
;■ each fitted with bed, drawers, toilet table, wardrobe and washstand. 
*1 The boilers and engin*^s occupy no more than their fair share of 
I space, abreast of them being thcvenglneer’s and fireman’s rooms and 
I bunkers for forty-two tons of coal, sufficient for about 2,700 knots 
ii steaming. The main saloon aft of the engines is 11 ft xl9, handsome- 
t ly furnished with a fireplace and mantle, sofas, tables, sideboards 
i and closets, making a pleasant resort in any weather. The owner’s 

cabin is a good-siz d room, with bed. toilet table, etc., and with a 
I bathtub below the flooring. The pantry and passage take up the op- 
; posite .side of the yacht, and further aft is a roomy ladies’ cabin, 

, with two berihs, two sofas, toilet, etc. Aft of this are closets, store¬ 
rooms, and a room for the maids. The deck room is large, and af¬ 
fords a flue promanade in good- weaiher. TheCaimen carries four 

' boats, a gig 2oft.x4ft. Sin., a dinghy 14ft.x4ft. 6in., a cucter 18ft. 6in.X 
5ft. 6in.. and a steam launch 24ft.x5ft. 6in. The galley and coal box 
on deck are shown in the upper plan. 

Carmen was sold by her owner to Sir Rich ard Bulkeley. who made 
a long voyage in her last winter. She ran from Plymouth to Gibraltar 

! in 4 days I3.a., thence proceeded to Madeira and Santa Cruz, and 
from the latter place to Barbadoes, making the last run in 13 days 
4h, After a cruise in the West Indies she returned home, running 
from Bermuda to Holvhead in 16 days. On the trip she proved her¬ 
self a perfect sea boat. The co'^t of such a yacht in England would 
be £8.000 or $40 000. With triple expansion engines, her coal con- 
sumpt on would be reduced, and the 42 tons which she carries would 
serve for about 3.400 knots steaming. 

Tnis class of yacht, combining good accommodations with moder¬ 
ate cost both of building, maintenance and fuel, must become very 
popular here in time. Each year there are more cruises to the West 
indies both by sail and steam, and tbe latter must always have the 
choice in these busy days. A comparatively short vacation may be 

I utilized to its fullest extent, and even a coming cold wave like that 
I of last weeic may be quickly dodged for a fortnight in a pleasanter 
I climate. 

EASTERN Y. C.—The Eastern Y. C. held its annual meeting on 
Feb 9, at w’bieh the following officers were elected: Commodore, 
Henry S. Hovey: Vice-Commodore, J. Malcolm Forbes; Rear-Commo¬ 
dore, Win. F. Weld; Secretary, Edward Burgess; Treasurer, Patrick 
T. Jackson, Jr.; Measurer. E. Burgess: Regatta Committee, D. Apple 
ton, E B. Haven, George A. Goddard. Henry B. .Jackson, Frank E. 
Peabody; Members of the Council at Large, C, O. Foster, George P. 
iJpham, Jr.; Commiitee on .Admissions, J. Malcolm Forbes, F. Cun- 
amgham, O. W, Peabody, W. G. Salronsiall. B. W. Crowninshield, 
Percival L. Everett. Alanson Tucker, F. L. Higginson, R. S. Russell, 
It V. R. Thayer. H. D. Burnham; House Committee, B. W. Crownin- 

I shield, P. L Everett, Francis V. Parker, J. Henry Sleeper, Edward 
( Burgess. The classification of sloops was so altered as to make the 

drst class 75ft. and over and the second class under 75ft. 
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76 FOREST AND STREAM [Feb. 18. 1886. 

CRUISE OF THE COOT. 
xrn. 

For the following two clays no progress could be made. The wind 
was light and ahead and the tides did not serve. It would have 

been useless to heat down the narrow and winding channel of the 
river against both, so the time was put in tinkering on various little 
jobs and a visit to Bordentown for p.apers and mail. Toward the 
evening of the second day it fell a Hat calm and the temperature went 
down rapidly, so that two wicks in the stove had to be lit. A threat¬ 
ened cold wave made itself felt during the night, Next morning the 
river was covered with thin ice. A tow coming up from Philadelptda 
and the steamer Major Reybold making her landings while plying 
her i-egular trips, served to keep open a channel broad enough for the 
Coot to escape had there been a favorable breeze. But not a breath 
disturbed the .sceue all day and with misgivings I saw the sun sink in 
a clear frosty sky, reddening the hoidzon with a fiery glow of great 
intensity. The thermometer fell rapidly into the twenties and ice 
made so fast that an attempt to reaen shore in the Orange Blossom 
for water and oil was frustrated. Although the channel was nearly; 
clear when I shoved off from the yacht, the fresh wat er of the river 
solidified with such rapidity that ivhile looking for a suitable spot to 
land the skiff was surrounded by newly made ice in all directions and 
pulling through it became a hazardous matter in the light boat. 
Realizing the impossibility of returning to the yacht after further 
delay, the expedition had to he abandoned and only after some 
trouble breaking through, the ice, was it possible to force the skiff 
once more alongside. At the time I did not dream that a severe trial 
was about to begin, but thought that the morrow might taring a 
change, as it was still so early in the season. 

But the cold wave was in dead earnest and I had no warning of its 
intensity, having been unable to get late city papei-s containing the 
weather forecast. Upon the following morning, the air was frigid, 
the thermometer showing 21°. The river was closed up entirely and 
the Coot lay fast in the winter's cold and dismal embrace. This was 
the fom'tb day lost and disappointment increased accordingly. In 
the afternoon the mercury had gone down to 18. All hfe on the river 
had long ago ceased. In all the glassy expanse there was but 
one little black speck, a torlorn looking object with a list to port, 
standing out against the gray background of leafless trees and bushes 
fringing the low western shore. The tides were very low, and at 
eveiy ebb the Coot would take the bottom and ease over on her bilge. 
This was not of any consequence, however, as it did not interfere 
with life on board. Tbe ice soon became a source of danger. As the 
water left it there was violent cracking and grinding, great cakes 
breaking loose from the rest frozen fast to the shore, and falling 
with a sound hke thunder as the supporting water flowed away un¬ 
derneath. With the return of the flood these loose cakes would come 
sailing up the river at top speed, often five and six deep, as they were 
piled one above the other during their travels hack and forth. Locally 
these piles are known as “shove ice” and this shove ice was the worst 
enemy I had to encounter. It was impossible to break through these 
small icebergs, for they rapidly massed till some of them attained a 
thickness of four or five feet. On the ebb they were not to be dreaded, 
for most of them stranded. 

As the water fell others were content to mass themselves about 
the Coot’s quarters, slowly prying her up by the stern as piece after 
piece was wedged into the ever growing piles through the enormous 
pressure of gr-eat fields in the rear. This pressure was irresistible, 
representing tons upon tons, .and no vessel can withstand the nip if 
fast and subjected to the squeeze, least of all such a mite of a thing 
as the Coot. Fortunately for her, the weather became intensely 
cold, 8° above zero, and the ice thickened so fast that It was hard 
aground around the boat for three-fourths of the time. The shore 
ice also froze fast beyond the control of the tides wlierever it hap¬ 
pened to be. This brought peace again while the cold lasted. In the 
meantime oil and water had given out entirely aboard the yacht. 
While the ice drove up and down the river and that inside was too 
much cracked to offer support, all communication with the outer 
world was cut off. If a thaw set in, matters would remain in statu quo 
for several days. This made my imprisonment anything butreassm-- 
ing Ice could be melted for water, but there was not a drop of oil 
for the stove. One day and night were passed in misery. Cold prov¬ 
ender in cold weather is not calculated to Keep up one’s courage. 
Add to this the ab.sence of drink of any kind, no light for the long 
evening and 18° in the cabin, and the measure is aboutfuH. Upon 
awakening after tbe coldest night I ever passed between blankets, I 
was stiff and numb with chill and suffering for warm food and drink. 
Everythingin tbe cabin was frozen. The sides and top were covered 
mth frost, the interior having the semblance of a vault in the 
Arctic. 

Something had to be done, and that quickly. Anxiously the tide 
was watched. On the last of the ebb the ice nearly grounded. With 
rubber boots and clad in all the clothing at command, the skiff was 
launched off the after deck and headed in shore, with the two-gallon 
oil can under the thwart. Cautiously at first, and then with more 
confidence the boat was pushed out ahead and I followed with both 
hands on the stern to distribute my weight. Some of the cakes gave 
way at the cracks, and often I stumbled into holes as the packed ice 
settled beneath the feat. But without serious mishap the shore was 
reached by man and sled. Then, almost an icicle, I trudged across 
fields hard as rock, clambered clumsily over fences, got torn by wire 
barbs, slipped up on creeks and tripped up by wiry vines, until the 
door of a little hut was approached. It was the dwelling of a ferry¬ 
man, whose boats ivere hauled high and dry, and who himself had 
decamped for more congenial climes long ago, leaving a huge 
iron clasp and red lock to mock the poor wayfarer for his trouble. 
With numb feet, very red nose and very blue in mind we tramped 
along, the can and I, to another building, scarcely discernible through 
a thick clump of trees. It proved to be a dilapidated shanty, property 
of a fai-ra hand, with little green bottle-glass panes to the tired look¬ 
ing windows, except where old paper and rags had made up for the ab¬ 
sence of glass. Time had evidently been rough on the glass, for the 
rags and paper stoppers had gained the ascendancy. The brick 
chimney bad a strong inclination to lie down, and there was no mor¬ 
tar to interfere. The iront yard-a considerate ditch, prevented the 
possibility of any yanl in tue rear—was a ragged, unkempt patch, 
strewn with bones, ashes, bottles, feathere, and littered with house¬ 
hold remnants in general. As I turned into this the prospects for oil 
vanished at a bound. Sucli people could not wish to let light in upon 
the scene any more than compelled to by the diurnal revolution of 
mother earth. An apology for steps led up to a door, also tired look¬ 
ing as it hung away frond the top hinge. The slattern Inmate an¬ 
swered my knock ‘with two or three greasy, sickly lu-ehins, staring 
out of inflamed saucer eyes from the middle of the single room which 
.served all the duties of a famUy establishmeut. In a whiuing drawl 
this dilapidated Venus of the heath imparted that she ha d no ©U of no 
kind. “Where was the store?” “Store! Well, let me see.” She 
scratched her head. I backed off a step. “There was a store.’ she 
thought, “hadn’t been there in so long couldn’t say exactly where; 
but you went up this road, and then you turned she didn’t know 
where or how many times,” etc. 

With these lucid directions and four miles to a hot stove, it looked 
like freezing stiff, hut for the welcome rays of the sun, now passing 
its zenith. On a slow trot, more dead than alive, I wandered across 
wide fields, through clumps of trees, from barn and outhouse to barn 
and outhouse, which stood out like islands all round. Finally I struck 
a well kept path and signs of civilization which led me up to a small 
farm bonse, where the influences must have been awfully good, for 
the dogs did not even bark. The worthy owner of the soil proceeded 
to give voluminous directions as to the whereabouts of the store. 
“Stranger here? ’ he asked in the middle of a sentence. Yes. Then 
■we entered a great tobacco barn from the cross spalls of which hung 
the material for thousands of pure Havana cigars, “imported direct 
by our own house.” This barn was in Pennsylvania, but thatch’cum- 
stauce could not he expected to affect the flavor of the cigars. From 
a barrel my rustic filled my can, handing it over with the words 
“always like to oblige a strauger.” Of course, we talked tobacco, 
nothing like “craps” with the farmers, so we parted excellent friends. 
Now that I had oil, the weather, of course, relented, ’rhat some 
evening there was a sudden change, the wind jumping round to 'the 
southeast, and the trouble began. As the ice broke up, each tide 
swept a constantly increasing mass of rubbish up and down stream. 
The thaw was only partial and the drift ice retained its hardness and 
sharp edges. For two days it came down upon the Coot, four times 
a day, striking hard at the bow. The big floes twisted round and 
seemed to be sucked right back to the boat, ramming her a second 
time amidships and then scrapmg along the sides with such pressure 
that the Coot rose bodily out of water. One floe, held momentai-ily 
in check by the boat or her cables, would cause the following cakes to 
pile above and beneath, the tide carrying those below swiftly on, till 
they punched and scratched and cut the boat in a terrible way. With 
oar and boathook I was pasted on the bow forward of the mast and 
sought to part, break or drown the lee as best I could. 

In such a contest one man’s labor went for just naught, and after 
speudimr a sleepless night fighting the relentless foe. exhausted and 
disgusted, I gave up to conditions beyond control. Twemy-llve 
fathoms of cable were vee.red to each auohor in four feet of water and 
good holding ground. Yet the Coot was carried half a mile up and 
half a mile dowm stream at each tide, the strain on ihe cables being 
something enormous. To pass forty-eight hours in momentary ex¬ 
pectation of finding the boat cut through and sinking, was an agony 
of mind intensely aggravated by the knowledge of being pawerless 
to interfere. Canal boats moored to wharves had been cut through 
and sunk in my signt, then how could the Coot outlive the infliction? 
She did; but how she did on this and another occasion is a mystery 
to this day, Perhaps the shape of her body was a protection against 

a regular squeeze, She was teiTibly punished, and in some places 
the plank was almost chafed through from the constant rubbing of 
the flinty ice driving by packed several feet deep. Not a vestige of 
paint w'as left on the boat’s bottom. AViout the loadline she suffered 
most. In spots she was punched nearly through the plank. A six- 
inch band of splinters decorated the entrance from the stem to the 
greatest beam like a bristling beard. My own position was critical. 
The water was icy. Escape would have been inapossible hr the skiff 
or by swimming, and no oue on shore could have rendered practical 
assistance in time. Looking back upon tbe scene it has lost some of 
its terrors, though I remember very clearly that at the time the 
chances for boat and mauwereso hopeless that I thought nothing 
short of a miracle could preserve either one or the other. Sleep in 
the cabin was impossible. The ice sweeping round tne bottom made 
a roar below which was disagreeably suggestive, and every blow the 
yacht received was like a stab to oneself. 

Tbe safest plan when caught in drift ice is to lift or cut the anchors 
and drive about in the floe. It secures immunity from being cut. 
But such a proceeding could not be entertained in a narrow river full 
of bars and projecting points. The boat would have been stranded 
upon one of these, and tho “shove ice” would have become a source 
of even greater danger, as any one who has seen an ice gorge 
can well understand. The Coot would have been beached, but the 
ice, which clung to the shore like a fringe and upon which the pack 
had been heaped, left no loophole for escape. So there was nothing 
for her to do but to ride it out and abide by tbe consequences. When 
finally the river partially cleared, the yacht was at once got out into 
open water. Thus the third day after the break up was passed. The 
worst night of all was the last. The increasing warmth had thawed 
the ice loose in the Upper Delaware and all this came down stream in 
a ceaseless procession. It ivas eight inches thick and very hard. The 
Coot suffered afresh, and it looked as though this must prove the 
last straw on the camel's back. Luckily a huge cake of an acre or 
more fouled the cables, and, owing to its shape and a ridge of fast- 
frozen shove ice along the upper edge, served for a long time as a 
fend off to the other ice descending. The rest of the drive was parted 
by this cake, and most of it sped harmlessly by, several feet clear of 
the Coot’s side. This good fortune probably saved the yacht from 
destructiou. 

Seven days had been lost. The eighth brought no wind, but toler¬ 
ably clear water and the ebb at early dawm. A chance to escape 
down river was at hand at last. Before the lights on shore had 
flickered their last, sail was made on the boat and her anchors got 
after much hard puUing and breaking. As the blackness of night 
faded into gray, the ebb floated the Coot down river for a short dis¬ 
tance before the dawn sufllciently revealed a heavy bank of fog 
rapidly advancing from the southeast. The air suddenly grew damp 
and chilly. In ten minutes more all the country round about had 
melted from sight. Everything was shrouded in an impenetrable 
gloom. The fog lay heavy upon the river. As tbe navigation around 
and below Newbolt-s Island is not easy, even to one familiar with the 
river, it would have been unwise to drift on more or less helplessly 
through the fog, with the chance of colliding with the cows and 
steamers about due. So with the long sweep" the Coot was sculled 
close to the island and anchored. Anotfier disappointment, but not 
the last yet. In an hour the fog lifted, a strong wind from the nortn- 
west sending it flying out to sea, whence it oi'iginally came. The sun 
shone out brightly and added bis smiling beams to the scene now so 
propitious for progress down the river. The anchor was quickly got 
aboard and the boat payei round to the new wind. 

There was still plenty of ice knocking about the river. With the 
ebb more had come down and the old enemy began to show his head 
once more. For a while everything went well. Then sailing Into a 
passage between two large floes, the yacht had to be headeo across 
channel to get through. When ready to come round again, there was 
a slight shock felt through the tiller in my hand. It required only a 
glance astern to see that the rudder had unshipped, most likely by 
striking some sunken ice. It could not be turned either way. With 
a bound I was on the counter and sought to ship the pintle in its 
proper place, but without success. Then into tho cockpit again, ease 
away sheet, spring forward to the halliards and lower away all, 
onlv to seethe Coot gently slide het; nose high upon the mud and re¬ 
main in spite of all efforts to drag her free. A fine day and a fine 
breeze lost through an accident which ought never to have happened 
with a little more foresight from those who were responsible Cor the 
Coot as I found her. It was difficult to beep an even temper chafing 
at such needless delay, heaped upon the days already lost, while the 
season was adv-ancing and the risk of being frozen up for the winter 
increasing._C. P. K. 

THE CRUISE OF THE PILGRIM.-VIII. 

BY DK. W. H. WINSLOW. 

IT was blowing a gale from the north when we turned out and was 
clear and very cold. Wejclose reefed the mainsail and jib after 

breakfast and got underway without trying to land, as there was 
quite a heavy sea running. It did not take long to gee out of the 
pretty harbor, to cross Broad Sound, pass the buoys off Stave and 
Sand'islands and to recognize Hope Island east of us, where my chart 
left a gap. I nad made a rough sketch of islands, ledges, buoys, and 
compass course from Hope Island to Hog Island from the printed 
sailing directions, which I intended to follow and trust to luck to get 
to Portland. Luck favored us. Off Sand Island a smart fishing 
sloop with all sail set passed us bound in. AVe shook out our reefs 
and chaaed her, and she led us through the intricate winding by Ureat 
Chebeag. Coiv Island, etc., all the wmy into Portland, where we 
anchored in our old place about 1 o’clock P. M. The afternoon was 
spent ashore and we went to bed early to be ready for an early start 
in the morning. 

It was very provoking to find that the wind w^as vei'y light from 
the southwest wbeu we awoke, but we made sail, towed around the 
point and got fairly outside by 8 o’clock. The sea was comfortable 
and the wind variable all the morning. I enjoyed a survey of the 
shores which had been passed on our outward voyage in storm and 
darkness. Peak’s and Bang’s Islands and the shores of the main land 
were covered with prety cottages, villas and hotels, for the most 
part, deserted by theii- summer occupants. 1 counted twenty houses 
along the rough rocky bluffs between Portland Head and Cape 
Elizabeth. We passed through quite a fleet of dories, each contain¬ 
ing one or two weatherbeaten fishermen, dressed in oil-skins, and 
busy with their lines. We ran close enough to talk to them and they 
said the fish were not biting much. From what 1 saw, 1 concluded I 
would sooner pound cobble-stones, than pull and sail a dory away out 
there in all weathers and seas, though a dory is said to be a fine sea- 
hoat. 

We had light and fitfid breezes all day and had the spinnaker set 
most of the time. AVhile we went loafing along rather close in, we 
had an excellent opportunity of studying the shore and the distinctive 
land marks at the entrances of harbors, so that I made up my mind 
I would not be afraid to run into Richmond Island, Wood’s Island or 
Cape Porpoise, if there should ever be any necessity for it. When 
darkness fell, the red light cf Cape Neddick was upon the starboard 
beam and Boon Island upon the port, and we gave up all hope of 
spending the night at Portsmouth. The compass and small lantern 
were brought upou deck, and a course laid out that would take us 
outside the Sisters and inside York Ledge and the Triangles. This 
was southwest by south. We were off Portsmouth at 11 o’clock, and 
decided it would be a waste of valuable time to run in for the night. 
Tbe wind had hauled around northeast and freshened and we were 
just flying to the southward. The course was cliangeil to S. S. W. 
till we had passed Isles of Shoals light, then we hauled to .south by 
east for Thatcher’s Island. 

For two hours I kept the helm and enjoyed the sport. The yacht 
had the wnnd free and it was just as much as she could stagger under; 
the sky was overcast and the northeast full of black ragged scud; 
the sea was making fast; the cutter jumped, rolled and sent long 
wings of phosphorescent foam to leeward. We rejoiced at the favor¬ 
ing wind, thought it a little rude, took in the gaff topsail, and looked 
at the light upon the lee bow in hopes of soon rounding it and head¬ 
ing for Boston. We would see occasionally a lead colored sail, a 
reckless schooner carrying no lights, would come between us and 
the near horizon and then disappear. We showed our light many 
limes hastily to iirevent them rumiing us down. There ought to be 
a more stringent law' against such disregard of .safety upon the high 
seas. We talked of the pleasure of night sailing, and Williams said 
he w'ould like to have some of the carpers at cutters out there to 
show them what real yachting was. We knew w'e had passed to 
windward of the Salvages, but the two lights upon Thatcher’s Island 
were so bright and apparently so near, we feared the I.ondoner. It 
is so difficult at uight either by view of laud or light to determine 
one’s distance from tne shore. It seemed as if we were half a mile 
away, when we were really five miles, as we found later to our 

It w’as now heavy weather for a little craft. The sea was so heavy 
off the cape that we did not dare to stop and reef, but the whole 
mainsail was too much for her; she rolled and plunged and jumped 
about rapidly, turning everything below topsy-turvey and malting us 
hold on for our lives, but she did not ship more than two or three 
buckets of water at a time the w’hole nie-ht. We rouuded the Lon¬ 
doner at last—five miles off shore—and then appreciated the cremen- 
dous sea and violence of the gale. We had consiuered the blow a 
joke and rather enjoyed it at first. Now it dawned upon us that we 
were in a bad scrape and in imminent danger. 

AVe could carry the mainsail no longer, and tbe jib th reatoned 
every moment to go out of the boltropes. We lowered the mainsaiJ 
and passed a gasket around it, came to on the starboard tack, payed 
off the jib sheet and beaded to go up under the land to lessen the 

wind and the seas that threatened to engulf us. They came upou 
the starboard quarter, lifted the cutter high up, rolled her down un¬ 
til the port rail was buried a foot, went under her and she would 
right and roll to windward, only to go through the same movement 
again. But scudding under the jib kept the craft ahead of the 
combers and not a sea boarded us, though a little water would slop 
up over the quarter, and our little render would occassionally bang 
up against the stern or shoot the length of her painter as far as tbe 
waist. 

Mack w'as shrouded in an enormous pilot coat and held on to the 
cockpit seat and tiller, keening a sharp lookout upon the seas, the 
jib and the distant lights. Williams stood in the gangway devoting 
his whole attention to the vessels that were all around us, and shoir’- 
ing our h'ghts occasionally when it seemed as if some craft with a 
red and a green eye was sweeping risrht down upou us. Dozens of 
fishing vessels were scudding for port to get in out of the gale, and 
we were certainly in great danger of being riiu down several times 
during that dreadful night. I was below watching the chart, the 
compass and the lanterns, and occasionally passing up the large 
lanterns to show to some vessel that seemed bearing aowu upou us. 
There was nothing forme to do upon deck, and my functions were 
as important as any. However, I was bead and shoulders up the 
gangway a great many times looking after things and estimating the 
danger of collisions. Once a schooner swept do'wn upon us, per¬ 
haps not seeing our light, and w'e thonglit of jumping for her rig¬ 
ging if she struck us, as we knew our little iron-loaded craft would 
be crushed like an egg-shell and go to th» bottom instanter. AVe lield 
our breath for a moment, as the great black body and jibboom hung 
over us, but a little .sheer, probably a turn of one spoke in his wheel, 
sent her across our stern and flashed the great red light in our faces. 
We braced up with a good drink of whisky after that. Mack and 
Williams seemed very comfortable, but I coiifess that the long day’s 
work, the excitement and the cold and wet, acting upon a less liard- 
ened constitution, had exhausted me, and during a lull 1 threw my¬ 
self face downward upon tne pile of clothing and cushions to lee¬ 
ward and slept with one eye open about ten minutes. 1 was 
awakened by AVilliaius asking down the gangway, “Is the light 
upon Eastern Point red and fixed?” 

I wa.s up in a moment and by reference to the Coast Rilot, 
answered in the affirmative. There it was bright and cheerful, bear¬ 
ing north, and we had scudded imder the jib and been swept by the 
sea all the way from Thatcher’s. The gray daylight was faintly il¬ 
luminating the land, the sea was a little diminished, and rhe Bangor 
steamer ivas just coming in from the eastwato. It had been a lefri- 
hle night for a little craft and we felt proud of her. She had brought 
us safely through a heavy gale and fully demonstrated the meric of 
cutters. All agreed thafc'a light draft, pumpkin seed sloop under the 
same circumstances would have foundered. 

The mainsail was close reefed and hoisted, we kept off for Baker’s 
Island lights, ran rapidly along sliore past the Miseries and anchored 
at 6 o’clock safe in Salem harbor, alongside of a large cutter that 
had arrived the day before from Portland. 

We started under close reefs again ateer breakfast, passed Marble¬ 
head rock, and were soon riding upon tho long, heavy seas toward 
Boston. The seas rolled after us rapidly and the cutter plunged 
down one slope and up another just fast enough to keep the combers 
from catching her, but we closed up ihe gangway for precaution and 
kept a firm grip upon the cockpit seat. It was a lively run in, and 
we were the only lictle craft outside. Off Deer Island a handsome 
schooner yacht swept into the channel, hut when she met the heavy 
sea rolling inward, she turned back to the anchorage. When we had 
reached Long Island, we shook out the reefs, cleared up the deck, 
hoisted tbe ensign, the club and private -signals, and beaded for City 
Point. There were hundreds of yachts anchored off the club houses, 
but the shore seemed deserted. All the merry makers, the yachts¬ 
men, tbe bands and the scenes of warm weather had vanished by 
the mandates of King Frost. I thought we would have an ovation 
of welcome, as we threaded our way along shore, but it was not till 
we came abreast of Mr. Williams’s yard that a Hi tie group of our 
friends swung theii’ hats and cheered u*. Then we jibed over, sailed 
gracefully out to deep watei’. hauled down the jib and finished our 
long adventiu'ous cruise by letting go the heavy anchor. 

The daily papers reported ihat a heavy gale prevailed off the coast 
and that the harbors of Provincetown, Gloucester and Salem were 
filled with vessels that had been obliged to seek shelter. This was the 
same night the Genesta sailed from New York and caught tho full 
force of the blow—the. memorable 9th of October. 

The little Pilgrim rests upon her cradle in WUliams’ yard at South 
Boston, waiting for another yachting season, looking as innocent 
and pretty as a new baby, and she and her doings are the topics of 
conversation among the'boys veiy often this bleak and wintiy 
weather. 

BOSTON TO FALL RIVER, SAILING DIRECTIONS, 

Editor Forestand Stream: 
“W.” can get the most correct information by obtaining the coast 

survey charts of the route menlionecl, together with tho “Coast 
Pilot,” by Geo. W. Eldridge, and the tide tables, also by him. They 
are to be found at Negus’s navigation depot. New York. 

One should not attempt to go through Wood’s Holl without some 
one who knows the way, as the current is very rapid, except at slack 
tide, and tbe channel narrow. He should stop at a little harbor just 
to the westward of the light, if he wishes to go through that way. 
But if he should continue on im the Sound to the westward some eight 
miles, he then could enter Buzzard’s Bay by way of Quick’s Hod, 
wtiich is a passageway for the largest vessels. All the other parts 
of tbe route are perfectly feasible, if he studies the charts, the Coast 
Pilot and tide rabies, and is, as a matter of course, a good boatman. 

Anv other information that I can give him, or questions he may 
wish'to ass, will command my atteution. John Holmes. 

Vineyard Haven, Mass. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I made the passage from Boston to Fall River two years ago, start¬ 

ing from Boston on the lOth of April in a keel sloop lUft. long, draft 
4f 0. Oin. I do not think the extra 3in. would bother you. 

We started on a pleasant day and got as far as Boston Light with a 
southeaster blowing and rain falling. Decided to put into Hull. 
Started from there at 12 A. M., good moon, ran out to Bo.ston Light 
and then laid our course for Provincetovni. 

Started from thereat 8:30 B. M., worked off Race Point about a 
mile, and from there to Monomoy PointI do not think we varied one- 
half mile from shore. There are no rocks. When we were off Chat¬ 
ham Lights we struck some pretty rough water on accoimt of its be¬ 
ing shoal, 1 suppose, but we had plenty of water. The iusiUe passage 
between the point (Monomoy) and the shoal looks pretty .small on the 
chart, but there is plenty of water and room, and by going through 
that way I should think it saved very nearly twenty miie.s. After 
getting through tbe passage we laid a straight course for the next 
lightship and so on clear through the Sound. If bound for the head 
of Buzzard’s Bay, I should not advise any one who is not acquainted 
to try to go through Wood’s Holl, for it is a very bad place to get 
through for a stranger even with a fair wind and tide, but keep on up 
the Sound and go through Qm'ok’s Holl, which is a good wide passage 
with only three'rocks in it which are well marked. 

If you are going to New Bedford or Newport it is not very much 
further and a great deal safer. 

I should not advise anybody to do what I did in the month of April, 
though, and if 1 had not had a keel boat with a big iron shoe on her, 
1 should not be writing this letter now. The one thing that made me 
tremble was that there is not a harbor after you leave Provincetown 
until you reach Chatham on the inside of tbe cape, and it is about as 
bad to try to get there as it is to run to Vineyard Haveu. H. B. C. 

Taunton, Mass. _ 

SOME HINTS ON TOWPATH SEAMANSHIP. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Ml-. Kunhardl’s mishaps in the Rwitan Canal lead me to give a few 

points on canal work which I believe will be useful to other yachts¬ 
men who may venture upon these troublesome waters. The mode 
and place of attaching the low Hue is of the greatest importance, for 
upon this the safety of the yacht mainly depends. If, as is usual, the 
line is made fast to the bits, it will be founa that the vessel’s head is 
constantly drawn toward the bank, and also, the power being applied 
so near the bow. that the influence of the rudder is seriously inter¬ 
fered with. Another objection to securing the line in this posiiiou is 
that it cannot be cast off quickly in ease of danger, and especially in 
a siugle hand craft like the Coot, where it is out of the skipper’s con¬ 
trol, as was finely illustrated by Mr. Kunhardt’s experience. 

A plan which I have seen used obviates these difficuliies. and is 
well worth the attention of all canaling yachtsmen. Enough line is 
paid out to the driver to allow the craft to be veeren freely in the 
canal, and the inboard part is passed aft, inside of the rigging, and 
made fast within easy reach of the helmsman, a few fathoms surplus 
being retained for emergencies. The throat halliards are Iheu un- 
hookef] from the Kaff, and a loose strap is put around tho mast and 
made fast to the lower block of the haUiarda; the block is now hooked 
on to the bight of the tow ling, and it is hoisted up clear of the deck. 
Tbe advantages of this arrangement are: 1st, tbe side pull, or turning 
force of the line acts at the mast, much nearer the cent er of lateral 
resistance than tne bitts, and the power of the helm Ls consequently 
much more effective and quicker of action. ‘2d, the line can be cast 
off instantly hr the helmsman in cases of necessity, and slidiog 
through the hook of the halliard block, leaves the yacht entirely free. 
If the shore end of the llfie'iS cast off it sinks under the bows and 
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often seriously interferes with the steerage of the craft, and in some 
instances is liable to get entangled with some passing craft, to the 
serious iniury of our vessel. 3cl, the line can be raised high enough 
to pas.s over instead of under a passing canai boat or other consider¬ 
able obstruction, a great eonvenieuce which in many cases allows one 
his choice of water’s. 

Some aiTangement of this kind is indispensable in a single-hander, 
and even with larger crews is also useful, ns the man .at the helm is 
.sure to be on the alert whatever the other h.aads may be doing, and 
it gives him full control of the yachts at all times. 

In pulling out of locks, Mr. Kuuhardt experienced the usual diffi¬ 
culty on account of the bow of the Coot being drawn in against the 
bank before the boat acquired steerage wa.y. To obviate this 1 would 
.suggest an addition to the above plan as follows: Make a light spring 
fast to the tow line near the baw, and lead it aft outside of the rig¬ 
ging. While tlie boat lies in the lock haul this .spring in sufliciently 
to take lire strain of the line when the team slarls. The power now 
being applied at the stern, the bow can be shot well away from the 
wall into clear water, when tlie springis eased oifand the towing goes 
on as usual. 

Mr. Kunhardt’s suggestion of a running fender of boards is nio.st 
valuable, for ordinary fenders are of little avail, and if there is on un¬ 
protected spot it is sure to be found out m a canal. Another good 
plan is to get an old hawser of the junkman and sling two turns en¬ 
tirely around the yacht about midway between plankstieer and water 
line. This will be found very effective, and at the end of the voyage 
the rope can be sold again for nearly its cos*^. 

Trusting that my long yarn will prove useful to some of our enter¬ 
prising cruisers, I will belav by hoping that the Coot, whose adven¬ 
tures inspired these lines, will survive her long voyage and turn up 
smiling in the spring. As for her wide awake skipper, I think we 
need have no fears for him. H. 

L ^RCHMONT Y. C.—The annual meeting of the Larchmont Y. C. 
was held at Eelmonico’s on Feb. 10, with Com. Munroe in the chair. 
Eleven new members were elected. Messrs, Harry Flagler. DeLancey 
D. Kane, Henry Adams, .Ir., Harold Forwood, Cyrus W. Field, Jr., E. 
K. Beddall, Charles Sweet, W. S. Badger, Henry L. Backus, Franklin 
Bowker and Geo. I). Leech. The officers elected fc'r 1886 were: Com¬ 
modore, W. S. Alley, Schemer; Vice-Commodore, Charles Stevenson, 
Yolande: Rear Commodore, Gerard M. Barrette. Nora: Secretary, W. 
Harris Roome; Treasurer, Eugene L. Bushe; Measurer. Frank E. 
Towle; Trustees, Augustin Monroe, Francis M. Scott, 'William Mur¬ 
ray. After amending some of the articles relating to the club house 
and grounds the following amendments to the sailing rules-were also 
passed: To introductory sentence, prefix “from the time of giving 
the preparatory signal.'’ Under heading Classification Class II.. 
strilie out and substitute ^‘8,I.’’ .and in Class HI. strike out ‘-30” 
and substitute “33.” After Class VIII. insert. "Mixed Rigs.—In mixed 
rig races schooners shall be rated at 85 per cent, and yawls at 98 per 
cent,, of their respective sailing measurements.” Under heading Sails, 
seventh paragraph, insert word “racing” after word “as a.” Under 
heading. Courses, Course No. 2, strike out “the black buoy Off Con¬ 
stable's Point,” and substitute "the home stakoboal.” Second para 
graph, after word “Island" insert “nor between the buoys on Hen 
and Chickens Reef,” In Rule VIII. omit the words “may luff as she 
pleases, to prevent another yacht passing to windward, but.” Under 
heading. Measurement, after “shall be” strike out and substitute “the 
length of the yacht’s hull 2 per cent, of her actual load water line 
above and parallel to said water fine.” Under heading Prizes, strike 
out and substitute “prizes shall be awarded as provided in the By- 
Laws.” To sti’ike out the table of time allowances as it now is and to 
substitute the, table in use by the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C. It 
wiU be seen that the club have dropped their old measurement of 
length plus 14 overhang, in favor of the more equitable rule of the 
AtlanticY. (J. The treasurer’s report showed a balance of S2,S26 
cash, besides $1,798 uncollected, the net assets of the club being 
$7.015 88. The membership is now 3S0, the limit being 400, and the 
fleet numbers 135 yachts, 

YACHTING NOTES,—The 5-tonner Molly, of Hamilton, Ont., will 
have 3.000 lbs. of lead transferred from inside to the keel.Mr. Sc. 
Clare .1. Byne, N. A., of Liverpool, arrived in New York last week 
on business connected with Mr. Vander’oiit’s new steam yacht_At- 
alanta arrived at St. Kitts from St. Thomas on Jan. 24 and sailed three 
days later for Guadaloupe.. .Nokomis was spoken on Feb. 12 in lat. 31° 
42', long. 76° west by the steamer Santiago_On Feb. 9 the Garlotta 
sailed from Brooklyn for the Windward Islands, touching at St. 
Kitts....Cora has sailed from Key West for Havana_Montauk 
made the run from New York to Nassau in 7}4 days, arriving on 
Jan. 21. 

ANOTHER CRUISER —Mr. Rushton has partly finished a new' 
model of cruiser, the sneakbox bottom carried out into a boat’s bow, 
the sides also being raised several inches. The dimensions are 15x5ft., 
and there are two centerboards, the larger forward and the smaller 
in the deadwood aft. The model affords large space for dry stowage 
withing bulkheads and small shelves around the side decks to add the 
room. The sleeping space, owing to the board being well forward, is 
quite large. 

CLUB FESTIVITIES.—The ball of the Royal Canadian Y. O. at 
Toronto, was a great success. We have received invitations to the 
concert of the New Haven Y. C., and the annual ball of the Yorkville 

Address all coviviunications to the Forest and Stream Fublish- 
ing Co. 

A WINTER EVENING’S REVERIE. 
{Cotivluded.) 

PERHAPS we do dream that we are cansizing or that the anchor 
has dragged or that some other calamity has happened. So 

strong is the illusion that it is incumbent upon the skipper to put his 
head out of the tent. All right; it is only the morning tide w'hlcli has 
lifted the boat and runs merrily by with a sort of articulate morning 
greeting as it ripples along the side of the boat and plays with the 
tightening cable. 

Another hour may safely be devoted to Morpbeus, and this time it 
is the mate who wakes, and, sitting up, exclaims, “Hello, tide’s up!” 
Then severely to his superior ofificer, “Get up, or we shall be neaped; 
tide’s going dowTi.” “Tide be-1” Lengthened snore. “Do get 
up. if you do. rii make a cup of coffee for you.” “Oh, thanks! 
Makemeacupof coffee and ni get up.” “No. Get up and I’ll make 
one.” 

It ends by the mate tiicing up the tent and letting the cool winds 
of heaven blow upon the recumbent skipper. It would never do I0 be 
shut up in the wretched little creek lor a whole summer’s day, so we 
make ready for sea with all convenient speed. 

We are not seen at our best, perhaps. Early insing agrees neither 
with our tempers nor our appearance. Perhaps the mate does use 
broad Saxon when the skipper drops the muddy anchor on his toes, 
and if the sbij)per retaliates in words of similar breadth and antiquity 
when the mate, in his effort to let go the stern line, trips the skipper 
up and causes him to sit down with violence up the belaying pin rack 
wliat matters it. We know each other too well to take* heed of such 
trifiiug displays of early morning temper. 

The importan t th ing is to get out of that creek before the tide leaves 
us high and dry, and so with bed clothes, anchors and gear pretty 
well mixed up we push off with the sculls, and once in the tide sail is 
made and order is evoked from chaos. 
“Tents, blankets, bags and extra coats disappear into their respective 
bags. Ropes are coiled away, decks swabbed down, some sort of a 
toilet is made, and in a consiberably improved frame of mind the 
crew are piped to breakfast. 

Tbe day promises to be a glorious one. Grimsby Tower is right be¬ 
fore us but we sheer off toward the Yorkshire coast, past the buoy 
marking tbe extremity of Bunk Island, once in reality an island biit 
now reclaimed and annexed lo the mainland, and so out on to Trinity 
Bay. At low water it is a waste of sand banks, but now a wide ex¬ 
panse of water, over which we sail merrily toward Spurn Point which 
forms a natiu’al breakwater to the entrance of the Humber. 

How pleasant to sail over the rippling waves of the bay with the 
warm sun making the wavelets sparkle again. 

The mate, ever active, has set the spinnaker, an operation involving 
an acrobatic performance on the “giddy footing of the hatches” or 
rather on the fore deck, and comes aft to take his turn at the helm 
whde the skipper, making to himself a nest forward with pea jackets 
and rujis, whiles away the time with pipe and book or lets his 
memory wander back lo other days and other cruises. 

He recalls his first trip that way in his first canoe, now ten years 
ago, when he found himself tossing about the broad entrance to the 
Humber during several weary hour.s of darkness, trying to make the 
Spurn. In those days he would set off on such adventures iu a sub¬ 
lime state of ignorance as to local tides and currents. Nowadays we 
have grown more scientific. We draw pencil lines on the chart, make 
cross hearings of prominent landmarks, excite ourselves about the 
whereabouts of this or that buoy, and pride om'selves generally on 
adhering strictly to ship tracks. 

Before approaching Spurn we come to anchor for a bath and din¬ 
ner, when luxm-ies of various sorts grace the board (N B. Tinned 
em-ried chicken, most excellent). Then with a view to call on old 
friends at the Point, some little finish is made to our toilet iu the way 

of collars and cuffs. Tbe mate, even on one occasion, produced from 
his ditty bag a white waistcoat, a set off. no doubt, to the skipper’s 
blue serge coat and bronze buttons, the nnifonn of the Danish Yacht 
Club. 

By this time we are running under the Spurn Point and can hear 
the rollers of the North Sea breaking outside. 

The anchor is let go with a tripping line attached, which is taken 
ashore, and we leave the canoe to swing to her anchor, the stream 
keeping her off the shore. 

Wc have time before the tide turns to jiay a visit to all old friends, 
for ten years of Humber canoeing has made us intimate with Spurn 
society, and a warm-hearted, kindly set of people too. They are but 
a handful The lifeboat crew, the lighthouse keeper and the landlord 
of tbe little inn. The memory of many a happy hour comes across 
the skipper as he pays his round of visits. Over a pipe enjoyed with 
tlie captain of the life boat in bis snug little house, ho recalls that 
never-to be forgotten night when two wrecks were ashore, and tbe 
lifeboat, after battling all night with the wild North Sea, brought in 
the two crews safe and sound. 

q’heu we have time to mount the lighthouse, Smeatoii’s time-worn 
old tower, and look down over the far stretching ocean, with many a 
gallant snip with sunlit sails making for the Humber, and the smart 
mail steamers witli their decks crowded with Swedi h emigrants. 
From this point of observation we note the peccliar conformation of 
the long, gently curving spit of sand forming Spurn Point, with the 
sea breaking on the one side and Humber on the other, rolling its 
sandy waves over the site of the buried city of Ravenspurn, 

Afternoon tea with the bead light keeper and his amiable family, 
pleasant reunions, which on one occasion kept us so pleasantly en¬ 
gaged that the tide had turned and covered the shore line, compelling 
the skipper to swim off—clothes and all. for the eyes of Spurn and its 
wife were upon him—to the anchored canoe. 

Needless to describe the home journey. Perhaps a long thi'ash to 
windward showing to perfection w'hat the little ASgir with her center- 
board and well balanced sails can do under such circumstaaces. 

We find ourselves once more in the Hull Roads, this tune iu dark¬ 
ness. But the ordinary perils of the deep are increased by tbe maze 
of lights, riding lights, town lights, dock-gate lights, and side lights, 
looking like some constellation gone wrong, but the “sweet little 
cherub" extends his protection to us as wcil as poor Jack, and brings 
us at length to our desired haven refreshed and invigorated and ready 
for the weelc's work. 

But my pipe has gone out during this long reverie and as I sit in 
my arm chair, I pass in review many a pleasant memory, such as has 
been described, perhaps too discursively, but given a pet subject, re¬ 
straint is diiflculr. 

Alas! many a month must elapse before the NEgir ploughs the 
waves again, and in the meantime she lies in dark seclusion, shrouded 
in her cover, a very chrysalis, to burst out, if all goes well, into a 
butterfly existence as soon as she feels next summer’s balmy breath. 

Our latest canoe, 18ft.x5ft. 8in., being too large to haul up, must 
perforce, lie afloat, and her owner, muffled in all his jerseys and all 
his coats, may be seen buffeting the wiutry waves of Humber while 
tbe rest of the world is skating. 

Verily the boating spirit is not quite dead and our American broth¬ 
ers may rest assured that their canoeing aspirations find an echo iu 
the good w'ishes of the boating men of old Humber, where, though 
shorn of the brightness and picturesqueness which characterizes 
American canoeing, the boating spirit still lives and-where its vota¬ 
ries feel that they in some sense inherit the adventurous spiidt which 
led the I’llcings of old to these very shores to plant their names and 
memories in the quiet villages of Humber.side. ,EGm. 

THE BARNEGAT CRUISER IN FLORIDA. 

Editor Forest and Stream; 
I have just returned from a irial cruise to Fernandina (86 miles by 

water) and also up St. Mary’s River. I am now able to give an 
opinion of my Petrel. I left J. in half a gale of wind (fair) with a 
parting shake from Dr. Neide and a wave of the handkerchief from 
three ladie.s. I had everything snugged down and carried whole sail. 
Wind freshened at Dame’s Point where I made a running jibe to test 
things. She went down with half her lee rowlock under, and whew! 
how she flew. Kept all canvas on her, however, until I reached 
Brown’s Creek where I turned in a single reef and hastened on. The 
river was white as a sheet by this time, and 1 went to Sister’s Creek, 
22 miles from J., in a trifle less than 3 hours, part of the way under a 
single reef. Pitched my tent and cooked a square meal. Wrote up 
my log and several letters and turned in. Woke up at dawn, raining, 
hastened on after a cup of coffee and a pan of oatmeal. 

Thai night at 6 o’clock ca me to an anchor in the bight of the rail¬ 
road dock at F., and had all I could do to hold her; had to back her 
big anchor with my Chester, and passed a comfortable but sleepless 
night. Wind hauled north and blew the biggest kind of guns for two 
days. Soon saw how it would turn, and clapped her tackle on to the 
painter and at high tide hauled her high and dry. Lay this gale 
out snug as a bug in a rug and wet nothing on board. 'After the 
clear up took a rmi up Amelia River to Lanceford Ci'eek; shot a 
few shore birds and caught some fish. Remained in F. ten days. 
Aurora spent Sunday with me; good time. Left Fernandina Friday 
at 11 A. M., last of the flood. Crossed Nassau Soirnd at 2 P. M., and 
was lost three hours in Kawpit Creek. topped for the night still out 
of my reckoning. While eating - -- 
tive tones, asking, 
sight of a face ini____ 
aboard. And didn’t we have a supper! Better than that darky had 
had for many a day. Menu-. Bacon, fried salt-water trout, scram¬ 
bled eggs, coffee, pilot bread, good Ohio butter, and a wind-up on 
canned peaches. Found the darky a fine looking, intelligent negro. 

The next morning I took my bearings, and after three houi-s work 
m a gale of wind (ahead) and a strong head tide I pulled across Ft. 
George inlet, and after mending the darky’s mast step so he could 
use his sail, kept the Petrel off and flew on her course, soon leaving 
my sable but not uncongenial acquaintance. Still pouring and blow¬ 
ing N. E. Passed out Sister’s Creek at 11:30 A. M., and kept off for 
St. John’s Bluff. Chilled through and wet as a drowned rat No 
water in the cruiser though. At 2 P. M. Dr. Neido hailed me off 
Wisner’s boat house and helped me ashore with a warm grasp of the 
hand. My boat house friends and companions, Mr. W. H. Wisner 
and friend who are engaged in boat building and renting boats, soon 
had me a steaming hot pot of coffee, and Petrel’s skipper was him¬ 
self again. Thus ended the maiden cruise of the Petrel, a fair test of 
a boat’s capacity, being made in a gale of wind and all the time in a 
driving N, E. rain storm. She came through it nobly and I am proud 
of I'or. __ Petrel. 

A CANOE EXPOSITION. 

The coming season promises to be a notable one in the canoe 
world, with our foreign visitors ana two cups to be raced for, 

and we may expect that canoeing will receive more notice and more 
favorable considei-ation than ever before. As a part of the season’s 
attractions the Knickerbocker C. C. propose to hold an exTiibition of 
canoes and all pertaining to canoeing, and have sent out the follow¬ 
ing invitation: 

"Your presence is cordially invited at a ni-eliminary camp fire at 
Harvard Rooms, 729 Sixth avenue (corner Forty-second street) at 8 
P. M., Thursday, Feb. 25. The object of the meeting is to make ar¬ 
rangements for a public canoe exposition, to be held in the near 
future. Anumberof prominent canoeists belonging to different clubs 
are expected to exhibit models, rigs, camp outfits, cooking kits 
lents, flags, badges, trophies, photographic cameras and views, etc ' 
and a supply of canoe literature, fittings and material are anticipated 
from different manufacturers and business houses. It is confidently 
believed that this exposition will be a source of much pleasure and 
iustriictioii, not only to canoeists and their friends, but also to the 
general public. In conjunction vnth the coming International Chal¬ 
lenge Cup races, it will exercise a powerful influence in popularizing 
the sport and directing to it the attention of many desirable future 
brethren who at present have very vague or totally mistaken ideas 
as to Its nature. This project will need the concerted action of ail 
interested in canoeing, and the sub-division of different departments 
and details of preparation among a large number of individuals. We 
confidently rely upon yom’ encouragement and help in making it a 
success, and trust you will be present to give us the benefit of your 
personal support and assistance. We remain sincerely and frater¬ 
nally yours, Edwin Fowler, Com., Henry Stanton, Lafavette W, 
Seavey, Committee.” 

Though tbe prejudice against canoes that at one time existed gen¬ 
erally among rowing and yachting men has largely disappeared, there 
is still prevalent a feeling that canoeing is only boy’s play and not to 
be compared with other varieties of sailing. Nothing wifi do more to 
correct fal.se impressions and to disseminate correct ideas of canoe- 
iD^g t^ such a public exhibition as is proposed, and it may be made 
of sufficient interest to attract all classes of boating men and pleasure 
sailors. There need he no difficulty in finding material for a very 
large display that no canoe man need be ashamed to acknowledge 
even in the presence of the sailors of large craft. Though the mover 
m the matter is the Knickerbocker C. C-.itisin every sense a na¬ 
tional affair, and deserve.s the aid of every canoeist in Amei'ica. We 
shall give the full particulars of the meeting. 

RONDOUT C. C.—This club now has twenty-seven members and a 
large fleet of canoes, to which several new boats will be added this 
season. The club is about to build a new and handsome house, 50x 
30ft. They are now looking forward to receiving their neighbors 
from both ends of the Hudson at .^opus Island on Decoration Day. 

RUSHTON’8 ANNUAL CATALOGUE.-No better index can be had 
of tlie growth and present standiner of canoeing in America than the 
new catalogue for tbe current year, is.sued by Mr. J. H. Rushton, of 
Canton, N. Y. Half a dozen years since a small folded circular con¬ 
tained nil tbe needed information about the builder’s boats and 
canoes, while now the same information fills a large pamphlet of 
sixty pages, a third being devoted to canoes and their fittings. Of 
rowboats. Mr. Rushton is .still building the same large variety, with 
the steady improvement in build and model which has made his 
widely-spreading reputation The canoe list this year is a great im¬ 
provement in every way on the preceding ones, as the boats are bet¬ 
ter. the sails of greater variety, and the listof fittings has been largely 
lengthened by special devices and novelties. Perhaps the greatest 
advance over former years is the discarding of a number of obsolete 
models and the cori'esnouding simpliflcalion of the list to an extent 
that makes it easily comprehensible to the novice. The great num¬ 
ber of various modeD has in tlie past been very confusing to begin¬ 
ners, Owing to the small noints of difference. In the pre.-'entarrange¬ 
ment, the Springfield, Shadow. St. Lawrence and 14ft. Princess 
models have been omitted, tbe list now comprises, he Meg the Ness- 
rnnk canoes, the Stella Maris, Grayling, Ellard, 15x31J4 PrinceB.s. 
Tandem Princess and four Mohican canoes. The latter are the most 
interesiing, and promise to become the most popular models. In all 
four the linos of the famous Snake have been used as the ba.sis for the 
design, the hollow lines of that boat having been filled out somewhat. 
The dimensions are: No. 1,14.(1X30; No. 2, 15X31J4: No. 3, 15X28; No. 
4, 15x30. The series thus include the original Snake size, a canoe for 
general cruising, a larger boat built to the full limits, for sailing, and 
two “average” boats, Class B and Class A. making a quartette from 
which a good canoe for almost any purpose may be selected. A 
special feature of the book is the long list of fittings of all kind.s and 
especially brasswork, Mr. Rushton has lately made a specialty of 
the latter, manufacturing it himself, and he has devised a number of 
very convenient fittings. At present he has a force of seventeen em¬ 
ployed on boats and canoes, and at this date is not up to his orders. 

BUFFALO C. C.~I'he annual meeting of the Buffa.lo C. C. was 
held on the evening of Jan. 25, at the home of Mr. E. L. French, the 
purser of the club. A large number of the members were present, 
and considering the icebound condition of the canoeist's native 
element, considerable enthusiasm was manifested on all sides. The 
question of classifying larger canoes in the A. C. A. -was discussed 
pretty thoroughly, the members being about evenly divided in their 
opinions, with a doubtful balance against the proposed new class. 
The action taken by the A. C. A., in increasing its annual dues, was 
criticised very unfavorably, and in view of advices received from 
other clubs, it is feared that it will not have a tendency to increase 
the membership of tliat body. The pm-ser reported the club’s finan¬ 
cial affairs iu a flourishing condition, and several new craft will be 
added to tbe fleet in the spring. A new club signal was proposed and 
adopted, dispo.sing of a subject which the members have been wrestl¬ 
ing with all the previous summer. The following offlers were elected 
for the year 1886: Caotain. William Lansing; Mate, EdwiuL. French; 
Purser. Henry L. Campbell. The club then adjourned to meet at the 
home of Mr. Lansing on tlie last Wednesday in February.—H. L. C. 

AN ONTARIO CANOE ABROA.D.—“Two in a Tub” is the title of a 
charming little log of a canoe trip down the Danube, Moldau and 
Elbe, made by two English canoeists in 1884. The canoe was an open 
Ontario, 18x3ft. 6in., fitted with one sail and propelled by single pad¬ 
dles. The cruise lay through a novel country, and the rivers were 
obstructed with weirs, dams and rarads, giving plenty of varietv to 
the work. The authors. “Bow” and “Steersman,” are close observers, 
and their little book is not only very interesting, but is so exact iu 
details as to make a valuable guide to othere in the same waters. 

SPRING REPAIRS.—A short time now will bring warm weather, 
and the haste to get afloat that always comes with it. Is your canoe 
ready, or is she still stored away to be hauled out and rigged in a 
hurry? If she is, get her out now, refit, varnish and rig her. and 
when the time does come be ready to enjoy the actual sailing instead 
of staying ashore to varnish. 

THE A. C. A. TROPHY.—JE'difor Forest and Stream: I beg to 
acknowledge this week for tue A. 0. A. International Cup Fund as 
follows: Dr. H. T. Groesbeck. $1; Dr. A. E. Heighway, Jr.. $1; Mr. J. 
O. Shu-as, $1; all of the Miami C. C., Cincinnati, O. Previously 
acknowledged, $109. Total to date, $112.—Wm. Whitlock (New York 
Fell. 1.5). _ 

^mwer$ to ^arrespandmt§. 
No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents. 

W. 8. W., Mass. Institution of Technology.—Youi'question is too 
indefinite, we do not understand it. 

J. N. G., Everett, Mass.—Suil-a-Mor Is owned by Mr. Joseph Hays 
His address is Box 1800, Boston, Mass. 

W. S. L., Niagara. —We cannot furnish the working plans. You 
can build from the published designs. 

J. W. H., Pittsburgh, Pa.—The small engine was built by an ama¬ 
teur m Wales; we know of none for sale. 

W. R. M.—We do not know the builders of the boat, but have for¬ 
warded your letter to our correspondent. 

A. S. CoLLiNGWooD,—Use cotton for caulking. Paint the seam 
well as soon as the caulking is driven home, and putty over it. 

A. A. R.—The best place to purchase an old boat woifld be about 
Boston. We could not give cost of rigging without more definite in¬ 
formation to estimate on. 

W. T. H.. Long Island City.—A 15x30 canoe wUl easily carry two 
persons. If a long cruise is intended 16x30 will be better or 16x31 
for a hea-vy crew with much baggage. 

F. W T., Portland, Me. You will find full description of a sinkboat 
m tbe Forest and Stream of Get, 27,1881. Several designs of ducking 
boats are publislied in “Canoeand Boat Building.” 
h Woodstock, Va.—Isend you by mail the head and leg of 

a bird 1 found in the snow, a long way from the water, although it 
must, I think, be some kind of a diver. I hope you will tell me what 
It is through your paper. Ans. The bird is a red-necked grebe 
{Podiceps gnseigena holhcelU). 

B. G. S. B., Passaic, N. J.—You will find places about the bay where 
tbe boat can be left in charge of a caretaker. She would be safe out¬ 
side in fair weather. The centerboard is 3ft. long and fits the trunk 
shown in the drawing. Some sandbags would be useful in heavy 
winds, but are not needed in cruising. 

R. H., Brooklyn, N. Y.—We have never published the drawings you 
wish. One inch is thick enough, the plank running lengthways with 
square ]omt caulked, not tongued and grooved. The after end of the 
boai-d should come near the middle of tbe boat. The board should be 
about 5ft. long, with bolt at fore end. See “Small Yachts” for lines 
of other sharpies. 

H. H., Greenville, Ala.—1. What book can I get that will teach an 
amateur all aoout fly-flshmg? 2. What kind of tackle and bait are 
best for fishing in ordinary lakes and creeks? 3. Describe an outfit 
suitable tor such fishing? 4. Refer me to a book that will teach me 
of the habits and how to hunt wild turkeys? Ans. 1. There is no such 
book Some information on the subject is contained in the works of 
Norris. Scott, Wells, and others; but the art of fly-casting to say 
nothing of fly-fishing, cannot be learned entirely from books 2 Un¬ 
less you name the species of fish to be angled for, we cannot answer 
this. 3. Answered above. 4. Hallock’s “Gazetteer;” we can furnish 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 
Sale of Sportsman’s Goods.—Mr. Benjamin Starks offers this 

week, at an assignee’s sale, a large assortment of guns, rifles fishing 
tackle and other sportsmen’s equipments. An inspection of the cate 
alogue of this sale shows a large number of weapons, many of them 
by well-known makers, at prices wJiich appear to be low. it is never 
sale to buy an article without seeing it, but the list of goods described 
m this catalogue would certainly seem to include some decided bar- 
gains.—Adv. 

Take Care op the Dimes, and the Dollars will care for them¬ 
selves.—An older and wiser saying can rarely be found. It has 
made the fortune of more people than can well be numbered Not 
that the dollars do not need care, but the habit formed in saving the 
dimes extends to the dollars, and they are saved without care The 
whole matter resolves itself into habit, the formation of the habitual 
thought, and manner of the man. Some men become rich by accident 
but the real rich are made so by habit. For tlie manner holds good’ 
m a thousand things. The waste in cents and aimes extends to 
smoking, drink, food, clothing and amusement, time and opportuuitv 
health and life itself. The saving in the little Is the making of tne 
much, and m the sum of life is the difference between wealth and 
poverty. vVho wastes the little must spend the much to balance it 
and so is poor. He who constantly keeps well has no doctors' big 
mils to pay, or wasted iiusiness from sickness to eat him up. This he 
may do as thousands are doing by ttsing Humphreys’ Homeopathic 
bpecihes promptly and habitually in the little illnesses of life. TUe 
bad colds that lead to consumptioD, the chill that brings pneumonia 
or pleurisy or rheumatism, the biliousness that biings dyspepsia, and 
so aJl through^ you cure the little illnesses, and the big ones are cured 
before they are hatched.— 
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EUMPHEETS* 
Homeopathic VeteVmary 

Specifics for 
HORSES, CATTLE, SHEEP. 

DOGS, HOGS, PODLTRT. 

U. S. Governm’t. 
Chart on Rollers, 

and Book Sent f'ree. 

Humphreys’ Med. Co., 109 Fulton St., N. Y. 

HILL ON THE DOO. 
THE STANDARD yTORK ON THEIR 

MANAGEMENT AND DISEASES. 
Price SS.OO. 

R’nr Rale by the Forest an<1 Stream Pub. Oo. 

ttA/TURIC WirOMUT A TEACHER.” 
ItL Any p“rson can play a tune on the I'iano or 

Organ in 16 minutes by using Soper’s Instantaneous 
Gui le. The Guide, with 20 pieces of popular music, 
mailed to any address on receipt of $l 00. No pre- 
vioiis knowledge of music required. Send for testi 
inouials. Hearne& to. Pub’s, 1164 Broad way, N.Y. 

SELECTED PATTERNS FROM ABBEY & IMBRIE’S 
Standard American Trout and Bass Flies. 

Named, Numbered, and with full description of material, etc. 

Colored by Hand by W. Holberton, - - per copy, $1.25 

Same as above, with wide margin ior framing, “ “ 2.00 

Standard American Elack Eass and Lake Elies. 
Size 20x24 incbrs, forty named varieties with engraving of Black Bass, all 

color, d by band by W. Holberton, price per copy, - _ _ $4.00 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, Manufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle, 
18 Vesey Street (Fourth door from the Astor House), New York. 

SHOT SHELLS. 
Waterproofed. 

PAPER 
First Quality, 

All Sizes from 4 to 20. 

All Winchester Shells take the Winchester No. 2 Copper Primers. 
lO and 13 

Grange 
only. 

]sro. 3 

Copper 
Frimer. 

All Waterproofed and have no Superiors. 

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., 
Send tor 76-page Illustrated Catalogue. KTESYTU" OOKT^NT. 

‘ ^ ■ ■ ■ '-V' ■ ‘11° ‘ 

-----■ ny, ------- . —J, .- - -—^ 

I 

—-- 

Split Bamboo Fly Rod. 
This cut represents our No. 23 Split Bamboo 

CM Flv Rod with Gtooved Wood Form. Length, 
; weicht 8oz. We m»ice same style rods 

for trout and bass to weigh from 6 to l2oz , also 
the “StaHOard Hensh'>ll Rod.” Lancewood Rods. 
Reels, Turned Stock and Rod Trimmings of all 
descriptions. For New Illustrated Catalogue for 
1884 address 

THOS. H. CHUBB, 
Orange County, Post Mills, Vermont. 

3 IN 1. 
A Sple&did Dog WMstli, 

Water-Tight Match Box, 
-AND- 

Reliabie Compass 
OOMBINBD. 

Nickel-plated meral. Sold by dealers in Sports¬ 
men’s goods, or sent by mail on receipt of price $1. 

WILBUR & CO.. Box 2.832, N. Y. P. O 

LEARN TO SHOOT QUICK Use Raub’s 
Auto m a ti c 
Magazine Tar¬ 
get Trap for 
Amateurs, ex¬ 
pert riflemen 
ami shooting 
galleries. 25 
shots in 10 sec¬ 

onds. Targets can be used many times. Weight of 
trap and 500 targets, 23 lbs. For circulars, etc., ad¬ 
dress JOSEPH L. RAT B, New London, Conn. 
Wholesale Agents, Habtlev & Graham, New York. 

IF YOU WANT A GOOD 

POCKUr KNIFE, RAZOR 
OR A 

HUNTING KNIFE. 
Send for our 36-ptiae illustrated catalogue, sent free. 
Address Wuuzbaoh & Lawrence, 7 WarrensC, N.Y. 

DOG BREAKING 
BY HOIiABIRD. 

A GOOD BOOK FOR THE MONEY. 

Price 25 Cents. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFPTOE 

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING. 

EPPS’S COCOA. 
BREAKFAST. 

“By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws 
which govern the operations of digestion and nutri¬ 
tion, and by a careful application of tne flae prop¬ 
erties of vell-seleeied Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided 
our breakfast tables witn a delicately flavored 
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors’ 
bills. Id is by the judicious use of such articles o' 
diet that a constitution may be graduaDy built up 
until strong enough to resist every tendency to 
disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating 
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak 
point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by keep 
ing ourselves well fortified with pure blood and a 
properly nourished frame. ■’—Civil Service Gazette. 

Made simply with boiflng water or milk, rold 
only in half pound tins by Grocers, labelled thus: 

il AMISS 1SPP8 & CO., HomoeopatWc Ctaem 
Ista, I.nnrlnn. XCnglnnd. 

Specialties in Fish¬ 
ing Tackle. Please 

1 send your address for 
_ ‘ circular and sample 

card of lines. E. J. MARTIN, Rockville, Conn. 

Hunting Boots or Shoes, Wholesale 
or Retail. JOHN D. BETHEL, Man’f’r of 
Sportsmen’s Goods. 124Ohambers st., N.Y. 

Send for Prices. No Postal Cards. 

THe Clay Quail. 

BEST BIRD IN THE MARKET. 

MADE BY 

GLOBE MANUFACTURING CO., 
PROVIDENCE, R. I., U. S. A. 

Send for Descriptive Circular. 

The Still-Hunter, 
-BY— 

T. S. VAN DYKE. 
PRICE, POSTPAID. $2.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHINa CO., 

80 Park Row, New York. 

“REPELLENE.” 
An Infallible Prev»Titlve of the Attacks of 

Mosquitoes, Black Plies, Gnats, 
And All Other Insects. 

Neat, clean and easily applied. Contains no tab. 
will not stain nor injure ihe skin, easily washed off, 
may be carried without danger of leaking or spilling. 

Price, 25 Cents Per Box. 

For sale by Dealers in Sportsmen’s Goods. 

DO NOT RETATIi."^ 

A. FERGUSON', Sole Manufacturer, 
Office, 65 Fulton Street, New York. 

THREAD-WOUKD, LONG-RANGE 

SHOT CAHTRIDGE CASES 
For muzzle and hreechloading. cylindrical and 
choke-bore shotguns. Made to open just short of 
60. 70 and 90 yards, giving close pattern and great 
penetration; 10 and 12gauge. Send for circular. 

Twenty sent, postpaid, for $1. 
H. H. SCHLEBER & CO., Rochester, N. Y. 

FLORIDA. 

NEW MAPS FOR SALE. 

N^w maps of BREVARD COUNTY, FL.A., just 
puhliehed by J. Francis LeBaron, C. E.. Deputy 
U. S. Surveyer for the District of Florida. They 
include the entire INDIAN RIVER country and the 
EJs-immee Valley, showing the drainage operations 
ot the Okeechobee Drainage Co. and the Disston 
Company. These maps are completeand accurate, 
and are made from actual surveys by the author, 
supplemented by the official surveys of the U. S. 
Deputy Surveyors, the U S. Coast and Geodetic 
Survey, and the U. S. Engineers. U. S. Array. They 
snow all the new towns, po-t offices and settlements, 
projected and constiuced canals, railroads, wagon 
roads, etc. They show the depth of water in the 
ocean, river and lagoons, and are invaluable to the 
land hunter, settler, sportsman or tourist They 
are mounted in three styles as follows: 

Price. 
Mounted on Rollers, Cloth Backed, Varnished, $4.00 
On Strong Linen Paper, bound in Covers for 

Pocket use.. — 3-00 
Plain.. 2.00 

Sent by mail, post paid, on receipt of price. Ad- 
diess J. FRANCIS LeBARON, C. E., Bostwick’s 
Block, Jacksonville, Fla. (P. O. Lock Box 426.1 

gold medal, PARIS, 1878, 

BAKER'S 

_ Warranted absolutely pure 
Cocoa, from which the excess of 
Oil has been removed. It has three 
times the strength of Cocoa mixed 
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar, 
and is therefore far more economi¬ 
cal, costing less than one cent a 
cup. It is delicious, nourishing, 
strengthening, easily digested, and 
admirably adapted for invalids aa 
well as for persons in health. 

Sold by Grocers everywhere. 

W. BAKER & CO., Dorfcter, Mass. 

Eaton’s Rust Preventer. 
For GUNS, CUTLERY and SURGICAL IN8TRU 

flENTS. Specially adapted for salt water shooting. 
For sale at aU principal gun stores. Western 

jrade suppUed dy E. E. EATON, 53 State street, 
Chicago, In. Caninoi be sent by mail. 

Manufactured solely by 
GKO. B. BATON, 670 Pavonlft Avraue, 

Jersey City, N. J. 
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The Maynard Rifles &> Shotguns. 
NEW OFF-HAND 

PRICES REDUCED. 
Pistol Grip Stock, Tip 

Stock and Swiss Butt Plate. 
For Hunting and Target Practice at 

all ranges the “MAYNARD” more 
completely supplies the wants of 

Hunters and Sportsmen generally, than any other Rifle in 
the world, as many barrels can be used on one stock, and for accu¬ 
racy, convenience, durability and safety, is not excelled. 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue describing the new attachment 
for using rim and center-fire ammunition. 

Ryman 

MASS. ARMS CO., Box 500, Chicopee Falls*, Mass. ®*«^‘**- 

The Forest and Stream Publishing Co. will send post paid any book 

published on receipt ot publisher’s price. 

Sportsman’s Library. 
X.al5Si; of Si>ox*t;sxi:i.£i.x3.*js Bool^s 

We vnll forwo/rd any of these Boohs ly mail, postpaid, on receipt of price. 

No books sent unless money accompanies the order. 

POSITIVELY NO BOOKS EXCHANGED. 

HARPER’S 
NEW MONTHLY 

MAGAZINE 
(So, 430) 

POE MAEOH, 1886, 

CONTAINS: 

THE HOWIE ACRE-Part I. 
By E. P. ROE. 

DO&S AHD THEIR MANA&EMENT, 
By HUGH DAtZIEI-. 

ILLUSTRATED. 

With other articles, stories, poenas, etc., and tO 
illustrations. 

35 CENTS A COPY. 
For Sale hy all Booksellers and Newsdealers. 

HARPER'S PERIODICALS. 
Per Year: 

HARPER’S magazine.$4 00 

HARPER’S WEEKLY. 4 00 

HARPER’S BAZAR. 4 00 

HARPER’S YOUNG PEOPLE . 2 CO 

HARPER’S FRANKLIN SQUARE LIBRARY 
(One number a week for 52 weeks). 10 00 

HARPER’S HANDY SERIES. (One number 
a week for 52 weeks).15 00 

Postage free to all subscribers in the United 
States or Canada. 

Remittances should be made by post office money 
order or draft, to avoid chance of loss. 

When no time is specified, subscriptions will be 
begun with the current number. 

,ep“HARPER’S CATALOGUE, comprising the 
titles of betw^een three and four thousand volumes, 
will be seiit by mail on receipt of ten cents. 

PUBLISOED BY 

HARTER & BROTHERS, New York. 

NEW RIFLE SIGHTS. 
The Kind They Have Been Looking For. 

Mil! 
Front aaid Rear Sights are patented to F. W. Freund. 

A production of years of patient and thorough 
study in the field and shop. This sight has met 
with great success East and West. It shows what 
perfection has been attained in open sights for 
hunting, sporting and target rifles. They give ex¬ 
cellent satisfaction w'hen used under unfavorable 
conditions of light or defective sight, and are, on 
account of their fine workmanship, an ornament to 
any rifle. Send stamp for illustrated circular; write 
your name plainly. Address 

P. W. FRKUND, Greenville, New Jersey. 
912 Bergen avenue (Jersey City P. O.) 

flat tie Claipioiis ot tie WorlJ Say: 
Elkhart, Ill., Feb. 18,1884. 

. J. C. Petinecky: 
Dear Sir—I have used your cleaner and find it 

•one of the best I ever used, and I think it will take 
ihe place of all other cleaners. 

Capt. a. H. Bogaruus. 

Gainsville, Ark., 3Iay 6.1884. 

Mr. J, C. Peimecky: 
Dear Sir—I have just received the two gun clean¬ 

ers, and I admire them very much. They are the 
best thing I have ever seen. I have tried almost 
everything imaginable, but this simple invention 
after using it has become indispensable with me. 
For removing lead on the interior of gun barrels I 
am quite certain its equal has not yet been pro¬ 
duced. Most truly yours, 

Capt. E. E. Stubbs. 

Austin, Tex., March 31,1885. 
Mr. J. C. Petmecky, Austin, Tex.; 

Dear Sir—At my recent shoot in yoiu' city it 
afforded me pleasure to speak of the merits of your 
late invention, the “Petmecky Gun Cleaner.” After 
trying all others I find it the best, and cheerfully 
recommend it to all sportsmen. I remain, yours 
truly, . Dr. W. J. Carver, 

Champion Shot of the World. 

FIUE BINDERS, 

Size to suit Forest and Stream, 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE 

Prloe, S1.&0. 

CANOE 
The third edition of “Canoe and Boat Building” 

is now ready. The additional matter includes 
description and working drawings and sail plans of 
the Barnegat Cruiser, Sunbeam and Lassie canoes, 
and sail and rigging plan of canoe yawl. This 
makes the book comprehensive up to date. The 
author is W. P. Stephens, canoeing editor of For¬ 
est AND Stream. 

For writing such a book Mr. Stephens is pecu¬ 
liarly fitted, beginning as anamateiu’, and haying 
after a long experience of the difHcultJes attending 
a leaimer, taken a prominent place among canoe 
builders, due both to the model and worlmianship 
of his canoes. Realizing fuUy the diflflculty of ex¬ 
plaining to a novice an art in itself far from easy. 

AND 
and with which he Is entirely unfamiliar, the book 
begins with a description of the various classes of 
canoes in general use, with their main features and 
dimensions, and definitions of the terms used in con¬ 
nection with them. Numerous examples of canoes 
are given, and in connection with them, such plain 
instructions in designing as will enable the beginner 
to select intelligently the proper craft for his pur- 

BOAT 
pose, and t-o plan her dimensions, details and fit¬ 
tings. To this end designs of all classes of canoes 
are given, with full dimensions and details. The 
object has been not merely to enable the tyro to 
build one boat as described, hut to teach him the 
principles of designing and building in such a way 
that he may construct such a craft as he desires, 
r ollowing the chapters on designing, the construc¬ 
tion of a canoe is taken up in detail, the tools and 
appliances being first clearly described, as well as 
the various materials, after which follows the actual 
work of building. Every operation is taken up in 
order, from the selection of the keel to the varnish¬ 
ing of the finished boat, and illustrated with numer¬ 
ous diagrams. 

A chapter on sails describes all the varieties in 
use by canoeists, down to the new Mohican settee, 
with directions for making, rigging and measuring 
them, while the method of proportioning the saiS 
to the boat is clearly explained, all the calculations 

BUIliDING 
being worked out in detail. The many minor point.® 
of a canoe, paddles, steering gears, ruddeiB. aprons, 
and camp outfit are also described at length, while 
a chapter is devoted to canvas canoes. 

The subject of boat building is fully treated, a 
rowboat of the usual construction being taken as 
an example, and described in all its parts in such a 
manner as to make clear the principles involved, 
and their application to any form of boat, either 
lapstreak or carvel build. Each of the numerous 
technical terms belonging to the subject is defined 
clearly when it first occurs, and as the index is full 
and complete, the book is in itself a glossary. 

In addition to the numerous diagrams in the 
body of the work, twenty nine large plates are 

Tinted on bond paper, containing the working 
rawings of canoes for paddling, sailing, cruising 

FOR 
and racing, with their sail plans, rowing sailing 
boats, large canoe yawls, and various boats for 
special purposes, such as gunning boats, yacht 
boats, and the widely known sneakbox. 

The canoe yawl, a boat between a canoe and a 
yacht, is illustrated by examples of various craft 
from 17 to 20ft. long, and suitable for a crew of two 
or three on a cruise. This class of boat, while little 
known among us as yet, is admirably fitted for 
oruising, and will meet the wants of many who 
object to a canoe as being too small, and yet desire 
a beat with the same excellent qualities. The boats 
and canoes illustrated are in all cases among the 
best of their class, the list of canoes including Eng¬ 
lish, Scotch and American craft, and are all drawn 

AMATEURS. 
to scale, so as to he available as w'orking drawings. 
The plates, for convenience in using, are placed 
loose in a tough manilla envelope and accompany 
the hook. 

Pp. 192, with 29 plates of working drawings 
Price $1.50. Address, 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 
New York N. Y. 

LONDON: Davies & Co.. 1 Finch Lane, Cornhill. 

Manufaclured under Price’s Patent 

tlxe Best;. 

BE SURE TO SEE THEM. 

No. 1.POCKET, 7MX3-MX1M inches.$1.50 
No. 2 GEM. 9X0X5 inches. 4.75 
No. 3 ACME, 12x8x514 inches.6.75 

Illustrated descriptive circular on application. 

ASK SOUR DEAUBK FOR THEM. 

H. ]F'- 

89 Murray'street, (Box 2,308), NEW YORK. 

ANGLING. 

Adirondack Fishes, Fred Mather. 25 
American Angler’s Book, Norris. 5 60 
Angling.   50 
Angling Talks, Dawson. 50 
A 0^11%-% .-w ^ ... Lj ^ no 

Black Bass Fishing, Henshall. 8 00 
Carp Culture, Peirce. 50 
Fish and Fishing, Manly . 5 25 
Fishing, Bottom or Float. 50 
Fishing in American Waters, Scott, illus. 2 50 
Fishing with the Fly, Orvls . 2 50 
Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes. 1 25 
Fly Rods and Fly Tackle, Wells. 2 60 
FVank Forester’s Fish and Fishing. 2 50 
Frank Forester’s Fishing with Hook and lone 25 
Fysshe and Fysshyne. 1 00 
Fresh and Salt Water Aquarium. 50 
Modem Practical Angler, Pennell. 2 00 
Practical Trout Culture. 1 00 
Practical Fisherman. 4 20 
Prime’s I Go a-Fishing. 2 50 
Rod and Line in Colorado Waters. 1 00 
Scientific Angler . 1 50 
Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout, 
etc.     2 00 
Trolling. 50 
The Game Fish of the Northern States and 

British Provmces. 2 00 
Trout Culture, Slack. 1 00 
Walton. Izaak. fac simile of first edition. 3 75 

BIRDS. 

American Bird Fancier. 
Baird’s Birds of North America. 
Bird Notes. 
Birds Nesting. 
Birds of Eastern Pennsylvania. 
Birds of the Northwest.. 
Birds and Their Haimts. 
Cage and Singing Birds, Adams. 
Coues’ Field Ornithology. 
Cones’ Key to North American Birds. 
Game Water Birds of the Atlantic Coast, 
Roosevelt. 

Holden’s Book of Birds, pa. 
Minot’s Land and Game Birds. 
Native Song Birds. 
Naturalists’ Guide, Maynard. 
Natural History of Birds. 
Samuel's Birds of New England. 
Shore Birds. 
Wood’s Natural History of Birds. 

50 
30 00 

4 00 
4 60 
3 00 

50 
2 50 

15 00 

2 00 
25 

3 00 
75 

2 00 
3 00 
4 00 

15 
6 00 

CAMPING AND TRAPPING. 

Adventures in the Wilderness. 1 29 
Amateur Trapper—papei^ 50c.; bda. 75 
Three in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gun in 
Norway.. 1 75 

Camps in the Rockies, Grohraan. 1 76 
Camp Life in the Wilderness. 30 
Camping and Cruising in Florida, Henshall. 1 50 
Canoe and Camp Cookei-y, by “Seneca”_;. 1 00 
Complete American Trapper, Gibson. 1 00 
Hints on Camping. 1 25 
How to Camp Out, Gould . 75 
How to Hunt and Trap, Batty’a . 1 50 
Rustlings in the Rockies. 100 

GUIDE BOOKS AND MAPS. 

Adirondacks. Map of, Stoddard . $1 00 
Farrar’s Guide to Moosehead Lake, pa. 50: clo. 1 00 
Farrar’s Guide to Richardson and Rangeley 

Lake, paper, 50; cloth. 1 00 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake. 50 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Region 50 
Florida Annual. 50 
Guide Book and Map of the Dead River Region 50 
(3ulde to Adirondack Region, Stoddard. 25 
Map of Androscoggin Region. 50 
Map of Northern Maine, Steele. .. 1 00 
Map of the Thousand Islands. 50 
Map of the Yellowstone Park . 2 50 

BOATING AND VACSITINGt 

A Canoe Trip, or a Lark on the Water. 
Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam. 
Boat Racing, Brickwood. 
Boating Trips on New England Rivers. 
Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs, W. P. 
Stephens. 

Canoe and Camp Cookery, by “Seneca”. 
Canoe Handling, C. B. Vaux.. 
Canoemg m Kanuckia. 
Canoe and Camera. 
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper. Bishop’s. 
Cruises in Small Yachts . 
Corinthian Yachtsman. 
Donaldson’s Steam Machinery . 
Four Months in a Sneakbox, Bishop. 
Frazar’s Practical Boat Sailing. 
Inland Cruise. 
Model Yachts and Boats, Qrosvenor. 
Paddle and Portage. 
Practical Boat Sailing, Davies. 
Practical Boat Building, Neison. 
The America’s Cup, paper, 50c.; cloth. 
The Canoe Aurora, by Dr. C. A. Neid4.. 
Vacation Cruising, Rothrick. 
Yacht Architecture, Dixon Kemp. 
Yachts and Boat Sailing, Kemp. 
Yacht Designing, Kemp. 
Yachts, Small, C. P. Kunhardt. 

30 
3 00 
2 50 
1 25 

1 50 
1 00 
1 00 
1 26 
1 50 
1 50 
2 60 
1 26 
1 50 
1 50 
1 00 

60 
2 00 
1 80 
2 OC 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
1 50 

16 80 
10 00 
25 00 

7 00 

HORSE. 

American Roadsters and Trotting Horses. 
Boucher’s Method of Horsemanship. 
Bruce’s Stud Book, 3 vols. 
Dadd’s American Reformed Horse Book, 8vo. 
Dadd’s Modern Horse Doctor, 12mo. 
Dwyer’s Horse Book. 
Horses, Famous American Race... 
Horses, Famous American Trotting.. 
Horses, Famous, of America. 
Jenning’s Horse Training. 
Manual of the Horse. 
Mayhew’s Horse Doctor. 
Mayhew’s Horse Management. 
McClure’s Stable Guide. 
Rarey’s Horse Tamer... 
Riding and Driving. 
Riding Recollections, Whyte Melville’s. 
Stonehenge, Horse Owner’s Cyclopedia. 
Stonehenge on the Horse, English edition, 8vo 
Stonehenge on the Horse, American edition, 
l2mo. 

The Book of the Horse. 
The Saddle Horse. 
Veterinary Dictionary, Going. 
Wallace’s American Stud Book. 
Wallace’s American Trotting Register, 2 vols. 
Woodruff's Trotting Horses of America. 
Yonatt and on the Home.. 

6 00 
1 00 

30 00 
2 50 
1 50 
1 25 

76 
75 

1 50 
1 25 

25 
3 00 
3 00 
1 00 

50 
20 

3 00 
3 75 
3 50 

2 00 
8 00 
1 00 
2 00 

10 00 
20 00 

2 50 

KENNEL* 

American Kennel, Burges. 
Dog, Diseases of, Dalziel. 
Dog. Diseases of. Hill. 
Dog Breaking, Floyd.. 
Dog Breaking, by Holabird. 
Dog Breaking, Hutchinson. 
Dog, the DinM, Mayhew and Hutchinson. 
Dog Training vs. Breaking, Hammond. 
Dogs of Great Britain, -America and other 
Countries. 

Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, 16mo. 
Dogs, Points for Judging. 
Dogs, Richardson, pa. 30.; doth. 
Dogs and Their Ways, Williams. 
Dogs and the PubUc . 
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment in 

Disease, by Ashmont. 
Ekiglish Kennel C. S. Book, Vol. I. 
English K. C. S. Book, Vols. IH. to X., each.. 
Our Friend the Dog. 
Practical Kennel Guide, StabUw. 
Setter Dog, the, Laverack. 
Stonehenge, Dog of British Islands.. . 
The Dog, by Idstone. 
Vero Shaw’s Book on the Dog, cloih, $8.00; 
morocco. 

Youatt on the Dog. 

3 00 
1 00 
2 00 

50 
26 

3 75. 
8 00 
1 00'. 

2 OOi 
76- 
6C. 
6a 

1 25s 
75 

2 00 
5 00 
4 50 
3 06 
1 6C 
3 00 
7 50 
1 25 

22 50 
2 50 

SPORTS AND GAMES. 

American Boy’s Own Book, Sports and Games 
Athletic Sports for Boys, bds. 75c.; cloth. 
Boy’s Treasury of Sports and Pastimes, etc.. 
Cassell’s Book of Sports and Pastimes. 
Croquet. 
Easy Whist.. 
Every Boy’s Book of Sports and Amusements 
Han.ls at Whist. 
Instruction in the Indian Club Exercise. 
Laws andPrinciples of Whist, Cavendish. §!uoits and Bowls.... 
kating. 

Stonehenge, Encyclopedia of Rural Sports... 
Whist for Beginners. 

HUNTING—SHOOTING. 

Across Ooimtry Wanderer. 
American Sportsman, The, Lewis. 
Breech Loader, Modem, Gloan, illustrated... 
Crack Shot (The Rifle), “Barber,” illustrated. 
Dead Shot (The Gun), illustrated . 
Field, Cover and Trap Shooting. 
Frank Forester’s Sporting Scenes and Charac¬ 

ters, 2vol., cloth. 
Frank Forester's Manual for Young Sportsmen 
Frank Forester’s Fugitive S. Sketches, paper 
How I Became a Crack Shot, Farrow. 
How I Became a Sportsman. 
Hunting, Shooting and Fishing. 
Hunting and Hunters of all Nations, F^ost... 
Hurlingham Gun Club Rules. 
Instractions in Rifle Firing . 
Nimrod in the North, Schwatka. 
Rifle Practice, Wingate. 
Rod and Gun in Callfomia. 
Shooting. 
Shooting, Dougall. 
Shootmg on the Wing. 
Sport. Fox Hunting, Salmon Fishing, etc., W. 

B. Daveni^rt, illustrated. 
Sport With“un and Rod, cloth . 
Sport with Gun and Rod, new, plain edition.. 

Embossed leather. 
Sporting Adventures in tie Far West. 
Still Hunter, Van Dyke. . . 
Stephens’ Lynx Himtmg, 
Stephens’ Fox Hunting. 
Stephens’ Young Moose Hunters. 
The Gim and Ita Development, Greener. 

2 00 
1 00 
2 00 
3 00 

20 
60 

8 50 
50 
25 

2 00 

25 
7 50 

5C 

5 OC 
2 50 
1 25 
] 25 
1 25 
2 00 

4 00 
2 00 

2 40 
2 50 
1 60 

25 
2 00 
2 50 
1 50 
1 .90 

50 
3 00 

76 

7 50 
10 00 
6 00 

15 00 
1 50 
2 00 
1 2.9 
1 26 
1 60 
2 60 

MISCELLANEOUS^ 
A Naturalist’s Rambles About Home, Abbott. 
Adventures of a Young Naturalist. 
Amateur Photogr^her.... 
Animal Plagues, Fleming. 
Antelope and Deer of America. 
Archer, Modem. 
Archery, Witchery of, Maiirico Thompson,... 
Allas of Jersey Coast. 
Black HiUs of Dakota, Ludlow, quarto, cloth, 

Government Report. 
Common Objects of the SeasGiore... ’,,. 
Eastward Ho!. 
Historical and Biographical Atlas of New Jer¬ 

sey Coast. . 
How to Make Photographs. 
Humorous Sketches, Seymour. 
Insects Injurious to Vegetation. 
Keeping One Cow. 
Life and Writings of Frank Forrester, 2 vols., 

per vol... 
Mammals of New York, paper, $4; cloth. 
Maynara’s Manual of Taxidermy.. 
Manton’s Taxidermy Without a Teacher. 
Natural History Quadruped. 
North American Insects. 
Old St. Augustine, Fla., Illustrated. 
Packard’s Half-Hours With Insects. 
Pistol, The... 
Photogra^y for Amatipurs. 
Practical Forestry, by Fuller. 
Practical Taxidermy and Home Decoration, 
Batty. 

Practical Orange Culture. 
Practical Poultry Keeping... 
Randall’s Practical Shepherd. 
Sportsman’s Gazetter, Hallock. 
Sportsman’s Hand Book, Col. Horace Park... 
Studies in Animal Life, Lewis. . 
The Cream of Leicestershire. 
The Forester, by Brown. 
The Northwest Coast of America.. 
The Heart of Europe.. 
The Botanical Atlas, 2 vols.. 
The Zoological Atlas,2 vols. 
The Taxidermists’ Manual, Brown. 
Wild Flowers of Switzerland. 
Wild Woods Life, Farrar.. 
Woodcraft, “Nessmuk”..... 
Woods and Lakes of Maine. 
touan oaBbeep.. 

1 60 
1 75 
1 00 
4 8C 
2 60 

25 
1 B9 
1 50 
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1 00 
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BO FOREST AND STREAM [Feb, 18, 1886. 

Il^antea. 

WANTED. 

Bear, BufiFalo, Deer, Wolves, Foxes, Spotted Cals, 
Civit Cats, Lynx, Panthers. Antelope, Otter, Beav¬ 
ers and other animals and birds of all kinds. Ad¬ 
dress D. H. TALBOT, Sioux City, la. 

COPIES WANTED.—JAN. 4,11,18 and 25. FEB. 1, 
March 8 and Sept. 13,1883; Feb. 7 and 14. March 

6, 1884. We are short of these issues, and would be 
obliged if any of our readers having one or all of 
these numbers that they do not want will send to 
Forest and Sti'eam Pub. Co.. 39 Park Bow, New 
York City. mar26,tf 

MU* 

(Lepns Aniericaji tts.) 

A few living specimens will be sent to orders ac 
companied with the cash, at $3 each, and delivered 
in good order and properly boxed, at Bethel express 
office. J. G. RICH, Bethel, Me. 

, Chester White, Berkshire 
and Poland China Pigs, Fine 
Setter Dogs, Scotch Collies, 
Foxhounds and Beagles, 

j Sheep and Poultry, bred a nd 
_' for sale by W. Gibboxs& Co., 

West Chester, Chester Co., Pa. Send stamp for 
Oh’cular and Price List. 

Ducking Point on Chesapeake. 
For Sale—A handsome farm on the Sassafras 

River, suitable for club or private person; plenty 
of ducks. Address FISHER, 402 Wilnut st., Phila¬ 
delphia. Pa. febl8,lmo 

For sat.f. or exchange.—a crouch’s 
student Binocular Microscope, complete and 

as good as new, 1 inch, 14 inch, tach objectives, 
A and B eye pieces, polarizer and all accessory ap¬ 
paratus. Will take good paddling canoe in part 
payment. Address H. P. UFFORD, Casselton, D. T. 

For sale.—PARKER BROS. B. L. GUN, 10- 
28-7p41bs., fine Damascus barrels, handsomely 

engraved, all improvements. Cost new $125; now 
$M. Also handsome orange and white setter dog, 
full pedigree, thoroughly broken on all game, and 
a rapid worker. Trial given. Price $75. Address 
JAMES CLOSE. Bloomfield, N. J. febl8,ll 

For sale cheap.—complete shooting 
outfit, including Scott hammerless gun. two 

sets barrels. Full particulars of FRED G. MOORE, 
78 Beekman street. New York. febl8.lt 

^tlT'OREST AND STREAM.” — COPIES FOR 
X* sale, from Nov. 10, 1881 to date; complete, 

in perfect condition. Largest offer takes them, 
W. L. PIKE. Orwell, Vt. febl8,3t 

LIVE QUAIL condition Pa. and 
W. Va. birds. E. B. WOODWARD, Commission 
Merchant, 174 Chambers st., N.Y. Established 1838. 

Ferrets for sale—four cents for 
circular of ferrets and spurs, etc, H. E. 

SPENCER, Center Village, N. Y. febl8,lt 

m ML 

143 West Fifty-fifth St., New York. 
In the stud for a few select pointer bitches. 
POINTER BRADFORD, (litter brother to 

champion Beaufort). Sire-Champion Bow (E. 
7,070), by champion Bang, by Davey’s Lima. Bang, 
by Coham’s Bang out of Price’s Vesta. Luna, by 
Lord Cole’s Cole out of Evan’s Nell. Dam— 
Beulah (sister to Rush, A.K.R. 357), by Steel’s 
Flake out of Guido’s Lily. Flake, by Straeban’s 
Flash out of Scbiffeiin’s Juno. Guido’s Lily, by 
Lancaster Sam out of Gibson’s Lilly. Schlffelin’s 
Juno, by Lonsdale’s Ponto I. out of the Duke of 
Westminster’s Juno, by the Earl of Litchfield’s 
Bragg n. out of Brailford’s Juno, by the Earl of 
Litchfield’s Noble I. out of Autrobus’s Nell (E. 1,229). 
(See also A.K.R. .355 and 357 for further tracing). 

BRADFORD is large, strong, well muscled and 
well made, and combines the best winning bench 
show and field trial blood of England and America. 

STUD FEE, *60. 

PILOT (A.K.R. 2547), half brother to champion 
Frilz. Breeder, C. W. Littlejohn, Leesburg, Va. 
,S'ire—Scout H., by Scout (R. H. Dalauey’s imported 
dog and bitch) out of Dixie (Eng.). Da'/u—Spot 
(dam of champion Fritz), by Col. Dodge’s Don out 
of Grove’s Bep, by Hon. Gus Schley’s imported Piro 
out of Grove's Juno, by John (imported Zess-im- 
ported Cameo) out of Col. Savage’s (Philadelphia) 
imported Juno. Record-First, Chicago, 1884; 
special with Fritz for best brace. Washington, 1884; 
V h.c., New York, 1885, alsov.h.c., Washington, 1884. 

Pilot is a ver.y handsome dog, and beside his 
splendid looks and excellent pedigree is a very fine 
field performer, 

STUD FEE, «60. 

(^“Bitches cared for in the mosi kind and careful 
manner. 

ST. GEORGE BREEDING AND BREAKING 
KENNELS, 14.3 West Fifty-fifth st., N. Y. 3an28tf 

i» tiu 

SCOTCH COLLIES 
IN THE STUD. 

CHAMPION REX (A.K.R. 149). Fee $20. 
STREPHON (A.K.R. 2730). Fee $30. 
Young dogs and puppies for sale. Can he seen, 

or address JAS. LINDSAY, 346 Comm unipaw ave., 
Jersey City, N. J. 

TO OWNERS OF BEAGLE BITCHES.—I OFFER 
the services of my imported English beagle 

Blue Boy. He is small (13 in.) and symmetrica), his 
breeding unsurpassed, guaranteed first-class field 
dog, colorB., W„ and T., plenty of bone and gets 
handsome pups. Pull pedigree. Fee$10. W.H. 
ASHBURNER, 27 North 38th si., Philadelphia, Pa. 

feb4.2mo. 

White bull terrier young royal 
Prince (A.K.R. 2102). Fee $16. And small 

white bull-terrier Hector, weight ISlbs. Fee $10. 
J W NEWMi^, 87 Hanover street, Boston, Mass, 

' ■ janl4,6t 

THE IMMENSE ROUGH-COATED ST. 
BERNARD CHAMPION 

(A.K.R. 483). 
Orange tawny, perfect blaze and collar, other 

white markings correct: double dew claws. Born 
August, 1882. This celebrated dog stands in. 
full at shoulders, weighs 183 lbs. (Jan. .30,1886). has 
a grand, massive bead, Immense bone, and is per¬ 
fect in disposition. 

“Otho is conceded to be the best fronted St. Ber¬ 
nard in the country.’’-Anjej-ican. Kennel Register, 
Jime, 1885. 

“Otho is one of the grandest fronted dogs we 
have ever seen. His head is a study and his fore¬ 
arm we have never seen surpas.sed. He is also an 
Immense upstanding dog. —Forest and Stieam, 
Oct. bO. 1884: 

Fee $50, Approved bitches only. Cabinet pho¬ 
tos, 60 cents: cartes of head, 25 cenis. Imported 
stock for sale. THE HOSPICE KENNELS, Im¬ 
porters and Breeders of Thoroughbred St. Ber¬ 
nards, 56 Waverly Place, Newark, N. J. 

RO ’ GH-COATBD ST. BERNARD 

BARRY 
(A.K.R. 2150), 

Won 2d prize, New Haven, has a grand typical 
head, color tawny, with correct white markings. 
Fee $25. HENRY MUELLER, Box 69, Clifton, 
Staten Island, N Y. feb4,lmo 

CHAMPION BRAHMIN. 
Solid Black Cocker Spaniel. 

Winnings: 1st, open class, London, Out., and 
three specials. 1863; 1st, open class, and two spe¬ 
cials, N. S. S., Philadelphia, and champion prize. 
Montreal, 1884; first, open class, New Y'ork, and 
special for best cocker dog in show, 1885, heaving 
champion Hornell Silk; 1st, open class, Philadel¬ 
phia, 1885; champion prize, Philadelphia (fall show), 
1885), beating champion Hornell Silk. In the 
stud. Fee *20. ARTHUR E. RENDLE, 2 Wall 
street, New York. 

Sike ienoel. 

TT E. CLARK, PITTSFIELD, 0. 
-Cl • Scotland Kennel. Pedigreed collie pups $5 
each. English ferrets, $5 a pair. dec.31,3mos. 

Foxhounds For Sale. 
Twenty-six dogs and bitches, comprising one of 

the best packs in Pennsylvania, a few bitches being 
in whelp by champion dogs. Address Box 1684, 
West Chester, Pa. jaaSS.tf 

For Sale—Black Setter Dog 
Orandsire, Rory O’More. Has good nose, easily 
handled, most industrious worker and a tender re¬ 
triever. Sold for no fault. Address H. M. WILSON, 
12 South street, Baltimore, Md. febl8,9t 

T70R SALE.-PURE LAVERACK SETTER 
X* Ditch Belle of Bryn Mawr (a.K.R. 2651), orange 
and white, whelped Dee. 2,1884, by Tempest out of 
Lidy. A very handsome and an excellent brood 
bitch. Will be sold at a reasonable price. Address 
F. C. SAYLES. JR., Box 404, Pawtucket, R. I. It 

TT'LMHUBST KENNELS.—RORY O’MORE 
-Ci setter pups; a partly broken Irish setter and 
water spaniels for sale cheap. C. T. PIERCE, 
Riverside, Conn. febl8,3t 

T IVER AND TAN COCKER SPANIEL DOG, 8 
-Lx mos. old (Waverly Gyp ex Cio) for sale. Ad¬ 
dress waverly kennels. Yonkers, N. Y. It 

Xi'OR SALE CHEAP.—FINE SETTER BITCH, 22 
-T mos. old. fine nose and good fielder. Address 
W, B VOGELSANG, 89 Coles st., Jersey City. It 

T70R SALE.—FINE ENGLISH SETTER DOG, 
JD broken, first-class duck retriever. Also a fine 
double-barrel breechloading gun, 12-bore, or will 
exchange for gold watch. THEO. MEYER, 318 
Eighth street, Jersey City. fehl8,lt 

TT'OR SALE.—A FINE SETTER BITCH, IN 
JD whelp to a good English setter dog; both dog 
and bitch are thoroughly broken and A 1 on game 
birds. C. F. KENT, Monticello, N. Y. It 

TT IGH BRED POINTERS AND SETTERS —WE 
IT breed and dispose of nothing but first-class 
broken and unbroken dogs. Address ELM GROVE 
KENNELS, South Norwalk, Conn. 

TTVOR SALE.-ENGLISH BEAGLE HOUND 
-T pups of good working stock and several months 
old. GEO. L. BARNES, Tyringbam, Mass. 

TT'OR SALE CHEAP.-TWO SETTEES, BROKEN. 
-T Also blooded pomter suitable for stud. C. M. 
PRATT, Westbrook, Conn. febll,6t 

TTUY AT YOUR OWN PRICE.-MAKE US AN 
_D offer for the beautiful liver, white and ticked 
cocker spaniel dog Tip. Offers close Feb. 27, 1886, 
and the best one takes him. For pedigree, etc., ad¬ 
dress FLEETFOOT KENNELS, Delhi, Del. Co, 
N.Y. febll,tf 

T?OR SALE.—PURE BYRON FOXHOUND BITCH 
X from stock of Thos. Goode Tucker, 3 yrs. old 
this spring. Address H. 0. NEWELL, Ashburnham, 
Mass. febll,5t 

/THAMPTON GLENCHO STOCK.-PUTO BY 
this sii-e, perfectlv healthy; good size, solid dark 

red, first-class in every respect; very cheap. Ad¬ 
dress JAMES E. MULDOON, Box 995, Hudson, N.Y. 

febll,2t 

TTOUGH ST. BERNARD DOG PUP FOR SALE, 
born July 6 1885, by Barry (A.K.R. 21M) out 

of Fluhli (A.K.R. 476). Price $55. HENRY 
MUELLER, Box 69, Cliton, Staten Island, N. Y. 

tebl8,lt 

ttx. pleasant kennels.-old and 
ixl reliable. For Sale—Fom- solid black and tim 
Gordon setter puppies, champion Da^—Chloe. Six 
Morrison pug puppies, champion Dandy—Judy. 
Five fox-terrier dog puppies, champion Foiae—Miss 
B.. imported. Please send stamp. Satisfaction 
guaranteed. C. T. BROWNELL, Box 835, New 
Bedford. Mass. 

ike leuttel. 

_ also four beagle hounds. These are ffil fine, 
handsome dogs. P. O. Box 4Yg, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

“BLUE BLOODS.»» 
FOREMAN’S BOY, very fine black and white 

English setter dog, whelped June 13,1886, by cele¬ 
brated champion Foreman ex Jolly Nell (Qoodsell's 
Prince ex Jolly May). 

PLANTAGENET. JR., handsome black, white 
and tan English setter dog, whelped May 3,1885, by 
champion Plantagenet ex Matchless (Roderick 11. 
ex Jennie); choice of litter. Both dogs are thor¬ 
oughly yard broken, will charge, to-ho, retrieve 
and point. They are very handsome and are per¬ 
fectly healthy. Warrant them to suit purchaser or 
refund money. Price $50 each. For full particu¬ 
lars and extended pedigree address D. A. GOOD¬ 
WIN, JR., Grocer, Newburyport, Mass. febll,2D 

REX.-IRISH SETTER (PLUNKETT-NELL), 3 
vrs old, perfectly broken, di ops at shot and 

retrieves. Only those wishing first class dog need 
ROBT. B. SMITH, Commack, Suffolk Co., 

K 9 Breaking Kennels. 
Pointers and setters thoroughly broken for field 

trials or private use. Reference given. W. G. 
SMITH, Marydel, Md. 

Rory O’More Kennels. 
For Sale—Thoroughbred red Irish setter stock, 

full pedigreed. Address with stamp, 
W. N. CALLENDER, Albany, N. Y. 

For Sale—Hornell Spaniel Puppies. 
The best in the world; 142 prizes in two years 

proves it. From 3 to 10 mos. old. N® culls or $6 
pups ever sold. 

In the Stud—Black cocker champion Hornell 
Silk. Fee $20. Address J. OTIS FELLOWS, Sec., 
Homellsville, N. Y., or G. W. LEAVITT, Pres., 82 
Hamilton street, Boston, Mass. 

SETTERS AT $10. 
We have a lot of setters, both dogs and bitches, 

from 6 to ISmos. old, that are fine looking and 
guaranteed not gun shy, and with a fair nose. They 
have no pedigree. We will close them out at $10 
each. They are a wonderful bargain. ASSOCIATED 
FANCIERS, 237 South Eighth street. Philadelphia. 

septl7,tf 

FOR SAIiE. 
Mastiff brood bitch CALYPSO (E. 10,567), winner 

of prizes and dam of prize winners before importa¬ 
tion. 

Mastiff brood bitch VESTA (A.K.R. 1154), whelped 
Jan. 26,1884; bred by Ashmont Kennels. Price tow 
if taken at once. 

Pug brood bitch Bess (A..K.R. 1936), whelped Dec. 
3. 1883, by Napoleon (A.K.R. 20.35) out of Beauty 
(A.K.B. 1360.) 

Pug bitch FANOHON (A.K.R. 2852), whelped Aug. 
30, by champion Bradford Ruby out of Daisy II. 

For terms, etc., apply to CITY VIEW KENNELS, 
New Haven, Coon. decSl, 

l^V/VaOo'ANYKIND? 
If so, write and name the kind yon want. 

E. MAURER, 464 N. NINTH ST.. PHILAOA. 

Claire-Reeta Kennels. 
PALMYRA, N. Y. 

Irish and Gordon setters for work as well as show, 
decl7,tf 

High Bred Pointers. 
A litter of pointer puppies, evenly marked liver 

and white, by Tim (Faust ex Clytie) out of Arrow 
(Bow ex Sleaford Maid), whelped Oct. 22,1886; $20 
each. I have never known the dam to throw any 
but first class field dogs. A. R. HAYWARD, Rock 
Hill, S. C. 

TT'OR SALE. — MASTIFF BROOD BITCHES, 
X some in whelp; also bitch pups, various ages, 
enclose stamp. RIVERVIEW KENNELS, Clinton, 
Mass. febl8,tf 

DOGS FOR SALE. 
Setters, pointers, spaniels, foxhounds, beagles, 

dachshunde. Newfoundlands, German tiger mas¬ 
tiffs, fox-terriers, Scotch terriers, Skye terriers, 
Yorkshire terriers, bull-terriers, bulldogs, pugs, 
French poodles, St. Bernards, mastiffs and black 
and tan terriers. Pups of all the above breeds 
constantly on hand. Those desiring to purchase 
wUl do well to consult me. WM. W. SILVEY. 135 
South Eighth street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

VERMONT FOXHOUNDS. 
My entire kennel of trained foxhounds for sale, 

consisting of some of the best trained foxhounds in 
the State. Start the fox, rvm him to death or earth. 
For price address O. H. MOSSMAN, Barton, Vt. 

febl8,3t 

TT A STIFFS.-PUPPIES OUT OF LADY NEVI- 
iVl son by McMahon (A.K.R. 550;; beautiful fawn 
color, black points; extra fine. H. L. HOLLIS, 
Wellsville, N. Y. jan7,tf 

TYTM. GRAHAM, NEWTOWNBREDA, BELFAST 
VV Ireland, is prepared to purchase and ship dogs 

for Importers. Dogs purchased from him had the 
following prizes awarded to them: At New York 
and Chicago, 1883, sixteen firsts, nine special, three 
second and one third. At New York, 1884, seven 
firsts, six specials and one third. 

-( A ELEGANT BEAGLE HOUNDS, 6 MOS. OLD, 
iU dogs and bitches, not akin; $7 single; pair $13. 
Box 1,931, West Chester, Pa. decl7.tf 

TT'OR SALE.—ITALIAN GREYHOUND PUPS 
X from imported stock. Also fine English pugs. 
HENRY C. BURDICK, 1.50 Bridge street. Spring- 
field, Mass. dec24,tf 

iSTRAINED foxhounds, they ARB COLD 
X nosed strike dogs, start the fox, run him to the 
death. Trained coon dogs. Gray squirrel dogs. 
Rabbit dogs. One trained ferret. Lop-eared rabbits. 
Wyandotte chickens. H. C. GRAFF, Kensington, 
Ohio. dec24.tf 

T lewellyn setter puppies, whelped 
1 J Nov. 11, 1885, combining blood of Leicester, 

Dart, Pocahontas and Gladstone; handsome, 
healthy, smart and active. For particulars, etc., 
address CHAS. YORK, 9 & 11 Granite Block, Ban¬ 
gor, Me. 

ike lettoel. 

T? JX "HI 

l^fisterii Pa. Poiltry Saclety 
Will hold their Twelfth Annual 

BENCH SHOW OF DOGS 
March 16, 17, 18 and 19. 

Show to close at 6 P. M. on the 19th. 

At Grand Central Skating Rink. 
Pennsylvania ave. & Sixth st., Pittsburgh, Pa. 

For Premium List address 
febll,4t C. B. ELBEN, Secretary. 

NEW HAVEN KENNEL CLUB, 
THIRD ANNUAL BENCH SHOW OF 

DOGS, 
At Second Regiment Armory, 

Marcli 30 and 31, April 1 and IS, 1886. 

Entries close Saturday, March 13,1886. 
Entries must he made to 

8. R. HEMINGWAY, Secretary, 
New Haven. Conn. 

Bohannan’s Magic Skiu Cure. 
A positive and absolute cure for TIJT A 
• ures quicker, cheaper and better JLYIaIN WTJil. 
than any article ever offered to the public. Price 
60c. per cake, post paid. No cure, no pay. Address 
A. A. RAYMOND, South Norwalk, Conn. 

For sale.—glendon, an imported eng 
lish mastiff, whelped Sept. 23,1883; .30in. high, 

of fine form, with standard markings, of good dis¬ 
position; raised in the house, in good health; a 
reliable watch. Price and reasons for selhng on 
application to GEO. B. ORLADY, Huntingdon, Pa. 

feb4,4c 

Rosecroft Kennels. 
Birmingham, Conn. 

Puppies by champion Plantagenet (A.K.R. ) 

ex Forest Dora (A.K.R. 500) for sale, whelped Nov. 

17. Are black and white, very handsome. 

Bucntx ® Yi5lh. # I(enEol5. 

ST. BERNaRUS 
^^L^jonably bred and of tije best 

l^nown strains, Correct in col¬ 

or, marl'^in^s, etc. Qrrown do^s 

and puppies for sale; full and 

guaranteed pedigree sent witl? 

eacl? dop sold. 0nly superior 

specimens sent from i\)e l^ennels. 

0ddress, with stamp, 

KENSICO STATION, 
WESTOHESTEE 00., U.T. 

L^^po YOU WANT A DOC?-en 
K, Mod for Doc Bnyera*. Clalde,! 

colored pUteSilOOea-1 
of difforeo t broeds.prlcM 1 

they ore worth, ood where to bur 1 
J0them. Alao Cato of Dor FnraliUi« I 
^Oood* of^U kiodi. Dlrectioni forfl 

« snd Broedliig rtrrpto. I 
I for 1& Cents. 

I ASSOCIATED FANCIERS 
? »87 S. Sth Street, PDUjid'n. j 

Mill-Brook Kennels 
Thorouglibred St. Bernards. 
Thorouglibred Scotch Collies. 

In the Stud—Champ. Verone, smooth St. Bernard, 
2 yrs. old, winner 14 prizes. Fee $50. Young stock 
for sale. Address with stamp, WM. MONTGOMERY, 
JR., Bergenflelds, N. J. 

E. B. GOLDSMITH, 

Custom House ani ForwarJii Agent, 
58 WALL STREET, NEW YORK. 

Receives and forwards D^, Fowls, etc., etc., to 
any destination. Kennel Clubs, Sportsmen and 
others, intending to import dogs from Europe, 
should have them stock consigned to him. Infor¬ 
mation furnished in regard to the best methods of 
importing, shipping, etc.  

Tile Mell Sporlsmaii’s Pictnre Co., 
PALMYRA, N. T., 

Are now prepared to furnish copies of the photo¬ 
graphs taken by Mr. Walker at the Eastern Field 
Trials. Lists and prices on application. 

STRA.T FIELD KENNELS. 
Dogs of all breeds boarded and conditioned for 

shows. Setters and pointers trained for field trials 
and private use. Best of accommodations and 
attendance. Main building 100x14; Sixteen runs 
6x50, with running stream through all. 

All communications should be addressed to JAS. 
SEELEY. Lock Box 1887, Bridgeport, Coun. Best 
of references. 

Fob sale, a number op well bred and 
well broken imintera and setters, also dogs 

boarded and broken, satisfaction guaranteed. Aa- 
drees H. B. RICHMOND. Lakeville. Maas. Bept^tf 

For sale.—HAVING RECENTLY ADDED 
several fine brood bitches to the Landseer 

Kennels of Scotch deerhounds and greyhounds re-' 
duced the price of P^ppiea Some c^ice grey¬ 
hounds now ready to ship. DR- VAN HUMMELL, 
Denver, Col. apU6.tf 

I?OR SALE.-TWO IRISH SETTER BITCHES, 
’ $15 and $30; one English setter bitch, $20; one 

English pointer bitch, $25; one Engi^h ^eyhound, 
825. Send for list. MAJOR LOVEJOY, Bethel, Me, 

febll,2t 
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RAILROADS AND GAME. 

'T^HE rapidity which large game is disappearing in the 

West is so startling as to he almost beyond belief. Old 

timers, who Irave been in the East for two or three years, go 

back to their former hunting grounds, and find that the 

place of the deer and elk and antelope have been taken by 

cows, horses and sheep. Nowadays one does not know 

where to look for large game. 

The hunting grounds which have been the least frequented 

are along the line of the Northern Pacific Railroad, and to 

this region the sportsman must turn if he hopes to succeed 

iu securing a fair share of the great game which in the old 

days was so plenty, and is now so scarce in the Rocky 

Mountain region. But the sportsman after all has little 

chance of success as compared with those men who make a 

business of hunting for the meat or the hide market. His 

outing is at best but a short one, and so bitter and relentless 

is the pursuit of the game that its feeding grounds change 

from year to year and the man who starts out from the 

East to hunt, must seek each season fresh fields in which to 

look for the objects of his search. 

A blindly foolish and short-sighted policy has been pur¬ 

sued by many of the railroads leading into the game countries 

of the West. They have sought eagerly for the transporta¬ 

tion of meat and hides from the regions where they were 

killed by hunters, forgetting that by thus encouraging the 

slaughter of this game, they were cutting off one of the 

greatest attractions to passenger traffic over their lines. Thus 

for the few present dollars received for freight they have 

thrown away the certainty of receiving vastly greater sums 

for the transportation of passengers. 

In sharp and striking contrast to this mistaken policy is 

the far broader one adopted by the Northern Pacific Rail¬ 

road. For a long time parties in the neighborhood of Lake 

Pend d’Oreille have been making application to the freight 

department of this corporation for special rates on wild meat 

by the car load from the lake to the East. These applica¬ 

tions have been turned over to Mr. Chas. S. Fee, the Gen¬ 

eral Passenger Agent of the road, who has given directions 

that all such applications for special rates shall bp denied. 

In giving his reasons for this course, he rooites that to a very 

pppsider^hle portion of the trayeliog publio, the game and. 

fish of the region traversed by the Northern Pacific consti. 

tute its chief attraction. This large and ever increasing class 

of travelers are well-to-do people, who have money to spend, 

and are thus desirable patrons of the road. Any course 

which will decrease the supply of the game which they seek^ 

will tend to reduce the travel over the road by this class, who 

will go where they believe game to be most abundant. For 

this reason, if for no other, the Northern Pacific Railroad de¬ 

sires to preserve, by every means in its power, the game 

which is so great an attraction to a large class of travelers. 

It will not give special rates on wild meat by the car load, 

nor by the hundred pounds. It will discourage, so far as it 

can, the shipping of such wild meat at all. It will, so far as 

lies in its power, preserve the game. 

Looked at simply from a business standpoint, this is a wise 

course; and yet how few communities, corporations, or in¬ 

dividuals have the foresight to recognize this, to see that in 

no way can the game he made to pay so large a return as by 

preserving it, so that outsiders, who will pay liberally for the 

privilege of pursuing it, shall be attracted from afar and pay 

their dollars to the people who live where the game does. 

Usually it is a headlong race to see who shall get the most 

game in the shortest time, and very often the railroads are 

not far behind in the general scramble for a share in the 

spoils. It is encouraging, then, to see a great corporation 

like the Northern Pacific Railroad taking a firm and deter¬ 

mined stand for game protection in a region where game pro¬ 

tectors are most needed. Its example*should not be without 

its effect on others. 

THE DEER HOUNDING BILL. The bills for the repeal of the present wise anti-hounding 

law have been consolidated into one bill which 

repeals the present law prohibiting the hounding of deer; 

provides that the hunting season shall open Aug. 16, and 

permits the hounding of deer from Sept. 1 until Oct. 15. 

The transportation of venison is prohibited except from Aug. 

15 until Nov. 15, during which time two carcasses of venison 

may be transported, provided, however, the venison is 

accompanied by the owner of it. Violation of the provisions 

of the bill is punishable by a fine of $100. The bill will be 

voted on to-day. 

The purpose of such a law as that contemplated by the 

hill is to license the outrageous slaughter of deer in the Adi¬ 

rondacks by rich city sportsmen, whose taste for butchery is 

developed to an abnormal degree. The effect of such a law 

will be the speedy extermination of Adirondack deer. 

The bill provides for hounding iu the nursing season, and 

will legalize the atrocities inseparable from the dogging of 

does and fawns in summer. 

The bounders have given up the clause forbidding jack¬ 

ing. They do not want more protection. They ask only 

for greater license to destroy. Months ago we foretold that 

their course in regard to jacking would be just what it is 

now. 

The prohibition of marketing game is a good one, but it 

can work no possible benefit to compare with the bad results 

of hounding. Market-hunting has not depleted Adirondack 

deer; hounding has done it, and if legalized will do it. 

To check market-hunting make it unlawful. But to do 

that it is not necessary at the same time to make hounding 

lawful. 

That to right one wrong it is necessary to sanction another 

and a greater one, is not the logic on which sensible legis¬ 

lation is founded. 

The members of the Legislature have been grossly misled 

and deceived by false reports of a great slaughter of deer by 

still-hunters last fall. They are actually asked to sanction 

hounding on the plea that if the deer are not made shy by 

hounding the poor things will fall an easy prey to the market 

stiU-hunters, The bounders resent any imputation of ques¬ 

tionable motive, but it is difficult to contemplate their “shy” 

argument without a feeling of impatience that they can suc¬ 

cessfully impose such stuff on the gentlemen whose votes 

will decide this question. It is a disgrace that the merits of 

a subject of such grave moment as the perpetuity of the 

Adirondack deer supply can be covered up and hidden by 

the misstatements and fallacious reasoning of selfish and 

greedy deer killers. 

In the use of these tactics and the employment of manufac¬ 

tured statistics to carry their case to-day, the advocates of 

deer hounding studiously ignore the consideration that the 

effect of game laws is not limited to one single year. The 

results of present legislation, good or bad, will concern the 

citizens of the State in future years. Those who come after 

us will hold responsible the Legislatures of the present. 

They caDfipt. shirk tb§t respoBsihility. A law to fianctioB 

the extermination of Adirondack deer by hounding and 

water-killing may not be fully understood by the public to¬ 

day, but in a few years its effect will be patent beyond the 

possibility of concealment by misleading “shy” arguments. 

Then, too, the wisdom and motives of the men who to-day 

are working for or against the present bill will he clearly ex¬ 

posed by the irresistible logic of facts. To that final judg¬ 

ment the supporters of the present anti-hounding, law may, 

with all confidence, appeal. 

NEEDS OF THE YELLOWSTONE PARK. 

rN another column we print an important letter on this 

subject from Mr. Arnold Hague, of the U. 8. Geological 

Survey, to Senator Manderson. 

The letter is important because it is written by a gentle¬ 

man thoroughly familiar with the National Park: and with 

that region to the south and east of the present boundaries 

which it is proposed to add to the reservation. He has also 

traveled long and extensively in the West and is familiar 

with the various industries of that great and growing 

country. Understanding mining, acquainted with the needs 

of the stock grower and the agriculturist, his opinion on the 

possibilities of the region to he added to the Park is the 

highest authority we can have on the subject, and should be 

convincing to every intelligent man. 

Mr. Hague points out, as we have done, that the preserva¬ 

tion of the forests about the headwaters of Yellowstone, and 

of Snake River, and'the tributaries of both, must be carefully 

looked after if the arid regions, away from the mountains, 

which are watered by these streams, are to be of any value 

to their inhabitants. He gives facts and figures bearing on 

the rapid destruction of these forests and recites the evils 

which must follow any extensive timber cutting in the 

region in question. 

The subject is one which will interest every practical man 

and which has an especial and particular meaning for all 

those who live on the plains, to the east or to the west of 

the Continental Divide. 

It is to be hoped that the suggestions contained in Mr. 

Hague's letter may be regarded in the final reporting of the 

hill, and that this clear exposition of the requirements of the 

Yellowstone Park may he read and comprehended by every 

Senator and Congressman._ 

He Writes Feelingly.—-The subjoined extract is from 

the Boston New England Farmer of Jan. 23. We have heard 

it hinted that the editor, himself an accomplished sports¬ 

man, missed a bevy of quail which he had fondly imagined 

no “other fellow” knew of; Mne illce laerimw: 
The Massachusetts Fish and Game Protective Association had its 

annual dinner in this city a few days ago. After the dinner was over, 

addresses were made by several gentlemen, lamenting the weakness 

of the game laws of the Commonwealth. As far as that goes, we en¬ 

tirely agree with the speakers, that more stringent laws for the pres¬ 

ervation of birds, their nests and eggs, are imperatively demanded; 

but we do not by any means agree -with the speaker who said opposi¬ 

tion to such laws “comes largely from the farmers who own the soil 

and who argue, not logically, that because they own the land they 

own the game ” We do not consider this a fair statement of the ar¬ 

gument of the farmers; they are, so tar as we know anything about 

it, as well couvinced of the necessity of protecting the birds as any 

sportsman can be, but they do want the right to keep outside sports¬ 

men from wandering over their fields and through their woods, and 

shooting off the game which they themselves, the owners of the soil, 

have been watching and protecting during the close season. It is 

precious poor satisfaction for a farmer who has known of the exist¬ 

ence of a bunch of quail within half a doien rods of his door all sum¬ 

mer, to find that on the first day of the season, before he has had a 

chance to shoot the birds, even if he has wanted to; some lazy fefiow 

from the city, with nothing better to do. has turned up with a dog 

and gun and cleaned out the whole bunch. The sporting gentlemen 
may rest assured that the farmer is not going to be ‘‘educated up” 

to the point of protecting game birds on his own land for them to 
have the fun of shooting._ 

A Conviction for Trespass.—Recently at Patebogue, 

Long Island, Howell D. Smith, of Sayville, was convicted 

for the purpose of shooting on the lands of Mr. A. A. Frazer, 

of the same place. The case was tried before Judge John 

R. Smith and a jury, and District Attorney Wilmot S. Smith 

was the prosecutor. The conviction cost the defendent $20. 

This is an advance on any previous attempts at game pro 

tection by means of the trespass law on Long Island. 

Usually the jury give the plaintiff six cents; sometimes 

when very liberal they raise the sum to a quarter of a dollar. 

The conviction in the present case was largely due to the 

energy of District Attorney W. S. Smith, who is very much 

in earnest in his efforts to see the law enforced. 

The Forest and Stream’s Grizzlies were “at home” 

to thousands of visitors on Washington’s Birthday. They 

are the fayofite quadrupeds of the entire Central Park col- 

ieotion, 
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TO THE WALLED-m LAKES. 

s:n.—GOAT HUNTING AND GRUJIBLING. 

HERE was little to be done about the camp next morn¬ 

ing. There was nothing to eat, and the preparations 

for breakfast consisted in whittling up a pipeful of tobacco 

apiece. While smoking, we changed the horses to fresh 

grass, and then shouldering our rifles started off for Yellow- 

fish’s hunting ground of the day before. It was but a short 

walk to the rocks. At the foot of the talus slope, beneath 

the vertical cliff north of camp, we saw by the fresh tracks 

and other sign of goats that these animals had been down 

into the valley to feed during the night, and we at once 

began to scramble up over the rough and steep ascent. We 

had got about half way up the talus, when I heard Yellow, 

fish call out, Amo! Amo! (there, there) and looking in the 

direction in which he pointed, I saw a goat and her kid walk 

out from behind some brush on a ledge far above us. As 

fast as I could, I ran up the slope for fifty or a hundred yards, 

and at length paused, entirely out of breath, and as the ani, 

mals stopped to look at us, tried to shoot. I was so breath¬ 

less that I could not hold my gun steady, and the slope was 

so steep that I could not kneel and rest my rifle on my knee, 

I threw my sights up to 300 yards, and tried to take sight at 

the game, but 1 could not steady the rifle, and when I fired 

my ball struck a foot or two to the left of the animal at 

which I had aimed, the female. The distance was well 

enough estimated, but I failed to hold on. At the sound of 

the report the two goats disappeared behind the rocks, and 

began tbe ascent of the cliff, clambering up an almost verti¬ 

cal and extremely narrow ravine, in which they were always 

hidden by the rocks and brush. Once or twice we caught a 

glimpse of them for a moment, but they immediately disap¬ 

peared again. At length they showed themselves for the 

last time about seven or eight hundred yards above us, but 

it was useless to shoot at them at that distance. 

We kept on our course, and, half a mile further on, 

entered a short canon which led into a basin somewhat simi¬ 

lar to that seen the day before, but less regular, being crossed 

near its head by several very high ridges of red rock covered 

with snow, and on which grew a little low pine timber. 

-Thiough the midst of the basin flowed a considerable stream, 

tumbling down in a series of falls over the successive walls 

of rock which crossed the valley at right angles to its course. 

These vertical walls soon barred our progress, and we had 

to climb them—a task of no little difficulty. Appekuuuy, 

who had .set out with rubber boots on. was obliged to give it 

up and turn back. Yellowfish and I kept on and did some of 

the most difficult mountain climbing that I have evci‘ under' 

taken. Often one man would stay below on a narrow ledge 

holding both guns, while the other would climb up six or 

eight feet, take the guns and hold them until his companion 

had passed him and got up to a point where he could take 

the guns and wait for the other to gain a few feet. Often 

we would have to ascend a vertical rock-face fifteen or 

twenty feet high, on which the only foot or handhold would 

be little inequalities in the rock about as large a.s a hen’s egg, 

barely wide enough to support one side of the foot or one 

joint of the finger. In some of these places, which were so 

nearly vertical that it seemed impossible for any four-footed 

creature without claws to ascend without falling over back¬ 

ward, the little knobs of rock to which we clung were worn 

round and smooth by the hoofs of the goats. 

After we had clambered with the greatest difficulty up the 

first of these walls, we passed along over a steep half frozen 

slope of shale where the walking was very laborious, and 

then followed the stream for some little distance. Pretty soon 

we came to another wall of rock over which the water tum¬ 

bled in a forty-foot fall. Then we had to clamber up the 

shale slope, and again to look for a place to pass up the 

wall. This time a crevice was found in the rock, just wide 

enough for a man to work himself up by means of his hands 

and knees, much as I should fancy a man would climb up a 

narrow chimney. Now and then there were little steps or 

projections of rock on which we would rest; the' one below 

passing up the guns to him in front, for here there was no 

room to pass. The top gained, we went on to the next 

wall. This was repeated a number of times, so that to re¬ 

count the sorrows which we underwent would be weari¬ 

some. The climbing was exceedingly difficult, and either 

from this cause or else because I had had nothing to eat 

that morning, I became very tired. 
At length we found ourselves on a little bench, half a nule 

deep and twice as wide, on which was a beautiful little 

Alpine lake, surrounded by a great field of snow, dotted here 

and there with stunted pines. From here we could see that, 

after surmounting two or three more steps of the series of 

cliffs, we would be at the foot of a steep, high ridge, which 

gave a gradual ascent to a high saddle, not much below the 

summit of the mountain. Yellowfish. who is indefatigable 

and seems never to tire, pointed this out and suggested that 

it was a good road, and that we should go home that way. I 

was about doue up, but determined that I would follow where 

he might lead, as long as I could put one foot before the 

other, and so, after sitting down and smoking a pipe, I told 

him to go on. He trotted off and I followed at my best 

pace, which was, after all, a pretty slow one. 

By tbe time we had reached the level, snow-covered flat, 

which led up to the foot of the high ridge, I was fairly tired 

out. It was not—as is usually the case with me when ex¬ 

hausted by climbing—that I could not get my breath, but 

my legs from tbe whist ddwn seepacd almost incapable of 

motion. Even when walking on comparatively level ground 

I could advance only a few steps at a time without stopping 

and resting. I began to think that 1 should not reach the 

top of the mountain, and seriously to wonder how they would 

manage to get me down to camp if I should entirely give out. 

Curiously enough the locomotion which was least difficult 

for me was the clambering over the rocks, the stepping from 

one to the next one above it. The gradual ascent was much 

more difficult than the rougher, more broken part. 

Here, on this highest bench of all, we passed over another 

lake, this one frozen and its clear surface swept bare of snow 

by the bitter wind which was blowing. Before we had made 

half the ascent to our present altitude it had begun to snow 

hard, with a furious wind, and it was bitter cold. My 

shoes, much dilapidated by contact with the rocks, had gone 

to pieces during the morning, and when my weight broke 

through the crust of the snow field over which we were pass¬ 

ing the ice cut my feet. 

Very slowly and painfully I made the ascent of the last 

ridge, creeping, not very carefully, over the steeply sloping 

ice-covered rocks, but as we neared the crest of the mountain 

I made better progress, for the fact that the top was so near 

put strength into me. 

At last it was accomplished, and we stood on the very 

crest of the mountains and looked directly down on tbe 

valley and tbe lakes and the stream. We could see none of 

the lakes below the fourth, but every one above that was in 

view. Down in the valley the sun was bright and clear, and 

the stream gleamed and shone like a broad band of polished 

metal. The descent was so sharp that it seemed almost as if 

one could pitch a stone from where I stood down into the 

lakes. For a few moments we sat and rested, while the 

wind whistled about us, and the hard pellets of sleet and 

snow rattled on our coats as against a window pane. A 

great flock of gray-crowned finches were feeding along the 

ridge, cheery and comfortable looking as they always are, 

and fluttered and hopped about us in the most confiding 

way. What they could find to feed on I could not tell, for 

there was nothing on the ground but snow and ice, with 

here and there a red rock projecting above the white cover¬ 

ing. But the little finches seemed to like it. 

The descent was over a steep slope of snow-covered sliding 

shale, here and there interrupted by vertical ledges, down 

which the climbing, though sometimes slow and difficult 

was not dangerous. Going down hill seemed easy work 

and though my legs were not under very good control, the 

falls that I got were not serious. On the way down after we 

had got below the snow, we walked up a couple of blue 

grouse, one of which flew a few yards and alighted on the 

bare rocks, and the other went into a little clump of pines. 

The former Yellowfish killed, the latter we could not dis¬ 

cover, The bird was carried down to camp, and long before 

it was cold, was roasting over the hot tire, and was soon de¬ 

voured. There being nothing more to eat in camp we packed 

up OUT possessions and started for the St. Mary’s Lakes. As 

we rode down the valley in the bright sunlight I turned back 

for a last view of the stupendous mountains, which we were 

leaving, but the dark snow clouds hung heavy over them 

and their rugged magnificence could not be seen. Again, as 

I crossed the last ridge going down the valley, 1 looked back, 

but saw only the black clouds and the whirling snow. 

We reached camp about 5 o’clock, and found three or four 

Blood Indians from Fort McLeod making themselves very 

much at home there. Villainous looking rascals they were, 

and the one with the most forbidding countenance of all had 

been engaged, as I afterward learned, with a half-breed in 

the murder of a white man, whom they had killed for his 

money. The half-breed had been duly hung, but this Indian 

had in some way escaped punishment. 
Tbe following day was occupied in fishing for lake trout 

and lounging about camp, We had a pleasant visit from old 

Keh-Ko-witz-Keyucla and half a dozen of our Kootenay 

friends, who appeared, by comparison with the Bloods, like 

polished gentlemen. 
That night, as we sat about the fire in the lodge and talked 

over our bad luck, Yellowfish said: “My medicine is bad, 

and we shall have no luck this time. The last time I was 

here it was not so. Then, plenty of meat was in the lodge. 

Then, every day we climbed the mountains, plenty of Eh-mah- 

kee-kinny we found and killed. In one place where we 

first climbed the mountains, I killed that time seven sheep. 

Beyond, on the big square [Goat] mountain, we killed Apo- 

mah-kee-kinny, may be five or six, not more. This time 

not good. Plenty rain and snow and fog. Can’t see good. 

To-morrow I go back to the Agency. Bad luck is 

coming,” 
‘ ‘What Yellowfish says is true, ” said Appekuuny. ‘ ‘I was 

here then and we had plenty of meat. A fat sheep was al¬ 

ways hanging in the camp. All over the mountains about 

these lakes, where we have found nothing and no fresh sign, 

the tracks were very plenty and the place smelt like a shebp 
corral. Where is the game now? There has been no hunt¬ 

ing done here except by these Kootenays, and there has been 

nothing here on the North Mountains this summer.” 
“What time of the year was it that you were here?” I 

asked. 
“Summer,” said Yellowfish. 

“No it wasn’t,” said Appekuuuy. “He means only that 

it was before snow had come. We were here all through 

November, but the weather was as warm as it is now, and 

there were only two or three days in the 'ffbol© fBOnJill 

we could not go about in om’ shirt sleeves with comfort. We 

had no bad weather, only one little storm when an inch or 

two of snow fell. Mild pleasant days were the rule, but it 
almost always froze during the night.” 

“Well,” said I, “it seems very clear to me what our 

trouble has been. The sheep are back in the mountains, 

and there they will remain until some heavy snowfalls take 

place to drive them down toward the lakes. Then when the 

snow becomes deep on that portion of the range where they 

are now feeding they will draw down toward the valleys 

and on to the steeply sloping southern hillsides like those of 

Singleshot and Goat mountains, where Yellowfish got so 

many last autumn. If this were November instead of Sep¬ 

tember, we might have done as well as he did then. But we 

have not come properly prepared for the conditions which 

we find. To get back to where the game is now we ought 

to have at least a couple of good pack animals with suitable 

riggings. Then we could pile on them enough stuff to last 

us a week or two, and could get back to a hunting ground. 

If we come back here again, we will know how to go to 

work to make a successful hunt. The country is a good one 

for sheep, and we have seen with our own eyes that there 

are goats here. As for the other game I do not believe it is 

present in any very great quantities, though there are bears 

enough to satisfy any one. You can see from the hides in 

the Kootenay camp that they depend altogether for their 

meat on sheep, and that a moose or an elk is killed only by 

accident. ” 

“And to get sheep,” said Dick King, “you ought to go and 

camp right with’em. Pack your blankets right up to the 

rocks and sleep there, so as to get at the game early in the 
morning.” 

“Right you are,” said I, and then turning to the Indian, 

added, “Before we go to bed, Yellowfish, tell us a story.” 

“Well,” he replied, “one,” and sitting up and putting 

aside his pipe, he said: “That Old Man. Walked around 

that Old Man. Came to where still dancing those ground 

squirrels. Dancing about fire all those ground squirrels. 

Behind sit that ground squirrel big with young. Old Man 

cry [wept.]. Say, 'Let me by that fire, tpo.’ Ground 

squirrel say: ‘Come on. Old Man. sit here, too.' ‘When 

come there. Old Man,’ he say, ‘Me first by fire sit.’ Old 

Man take ground squirrels, hold back by [close to] fire. 

When ground squirrel say sk, sk, then Old Man take another 

squirrel, hold by fire. Old Man make same noise, ak, ak 

[mocking them]. Old Man tired, say, ‘All be in fire, too 

many you.’ Throw all in fire. That one, big with young, 

go in hole. Old Man say, ‘Let be that way. Make ground 

squirrels more you.’ 

“Rest in fire, went away Old Man [to] make willow basket 

[to] cook those ground squirrels. Eat some, rest not cooked. 

Say to nose, ‘Sleepy me. [If while] I sleep, there is traveling 
about something, holloa out.’ Now sleep, Old Man. Nose 

holloa. Wake Old Man. Many times. Some above bird 

cry. Old Man say, ‘Above bird nothing,' sleep again. 

“Come bobcat. Nose snore many times. Make Old Man 

jump, so high, many times. Not wake up. Old Man, Bob¬ 

cat eat all ground squirrels. Nose snore. Old Man high 

jump, fall. Wake up, him mad. Take tire, burn nose. 

Say,‘You fool, not wake me up.’ Look for bobcat. Find 

tracks. All grease, tracks. Sec bobcat [on] rock. He 

sleep. Walk softly Old Man, catch him bobcat. Old Man 

pound head [nose] on rock, make short face, pull [body] out 

long, fix hair on face, pull off tail. That’s why bobcat, 

short face, long hair [on it], long body, short tail. 

“Now, Old Man nose burn like fire. Think wind good. 

Hold nose wind. Wind blow [him] far off, pretty near blow 

in creek. Catch hold blackthroat [birch tree]. Wind blow 

here there, still hang on Old Man. That’s the way survive 

Old Man. Wind over, mad Old Man. Hit birch many 

times. That’s why birch [bark] now looks like much cut. 

Oki.” 
The story told and duly applauded, we turned into our 

blankets and were soon asleep. Yo. 

A FAMOUS FISHIJSG POND. 

The well-known fishing pond of the late Royal Phelps aj, 

Babylon has been purchased by Mr. Whitehead, the 

counsel for the Society for the Protection of Game, and a 

club has been formed to hold it. The terms of the new 

corporation as filed in the office of the Secretary of State 

are given below. We trust it may long maintain the hos¬ 

pitable fame for which “The Reel” has been so celebrated: 

“We Perev R. Pyne, William E. Doclare. Jr., Charles E Whitehead, 
Cleveland H. Dodge and Percy R. Pyne. Jr., being all of full age 
worthy citizens of the State of New York, and of the Unitea States 
of America, do certify, intending thereby to form a corporation 
under the name of the Rod and Reel Society. 

That the objects of the corporation shall be simple, social, country 
life, and improvement in the gentle art of fysshynge as practised by 
the goodly Izaak Walton and Dame Juliana Berners, and also main¬ 
taining a’fysshynge lodge and waters. , .V, a - 

The number of tbe Trustees shall be five, and those for the first 
vear are to be the above named corporators, and the chief place of 
bu-iness (if idleness can be a business) shall be the Fysshynge House 
in tbe town of Huntington and County of Suffolk heretofore known 
£LS 

Tbe shares of this corporation shall be twenty-five, which shares 
shall be unassignable either by voluntary sale, or process of law, 
except by the written consent of all the other sharehclders, and at 
the d^th of any shareholder, his share shaU belong to the survivors 
upon such terms and conditions as may hereafter be provided by 
tbe by-laws saving only his widow, if any, may enjoy the same for 

^^The Trustees shall have the power to purchase real estate, woods 
and waters, fishing and fowling rights, or to lease the same, and to 
make such bye-laws and rules as shall be meet for the peaceful and 
quiet enjoyment of a happy fysshnge house. 

In ivitness whereof we have hereunto set our hands, this 19th day 
of February, iBSO. Percy R. Pyne, Percy R. Pyne, Jr., W. E. Dodge, 
.Jr., Oharles S. Wbitebeg^, pieveland H, Pqd^©. 
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^he ^artsnim ^ouri^t. 

Addre.ts all vommnnicatio'ns to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Co._ 

CAMP FLOTSAM. 

XW.—THE AFTERMATH. 

OR a few days of the last fortnight of the camp, Garden 
Island was converted into a bower of beauty. An ad¬ 

ditional tent was set up, and two young daughters of the 
Colonel with a school girl friend, made glad the lonely camp 
of the veterans. When at last the light went out with their 
departure, the Colonel and the Captain lagged superfluous 
on the stage for a day or two, and then, one rainy morning, 
struck their tents and were gone. 

The remaining days were cold and cheerless, and most of 
the time a heavy coat was needed while on the water, even 
at noonday. The Canadian autumn was upon us, and trac¬ 
ings of scarlet and yellow on the wall of forest around, re¬ 
corded the flight of the summer days. Day and night the 
camp stove did duty in the tent, making a desirable retreat 
when the thermometer stood at 50 degrees. But, notwith¬ 
standing the chill without and the sharp winds from the 
northwest, a fair amount of fishing was done. It was almost 
useless to try the fly so late in the season, and the best of the 
fishing was with bait. On one of the cold, cheerless morn¬ 
ings which marked these latter days, we took the fly-rod, and 
with but a single cast, went over the old course, through the 
narrows at Burnt Point and into the bay beyond Porcupine 
Island. The distance was something over two miles, and we 
cast the whole way without the sight of a fin. In sheer des¬ 
peration we ordered George to turn the boat into the cove at 
the foot of the bay where, on ground celebrated for pike, we 
hoped that we might get one strike at least and perhaps save 
our fish, though the chances were that we would lose our 
flies. No pike greeted us on our course around the cove, but 
as we turned the point of a ledge of rocks, a little goggle-eye 
frisked out with mate and made fast to the tail fly while the 
other took the dropper. We extracted all the sport possible 
out of the adventure, gravely landed the fish and returned 
them to the water, and then tried to repeat the performance. 
We succeeded, and with every cast brought up another A. 
rupestris to the front, untU we had passed through a naiTow 
opening between two small islands into the main lake. Here, 
casting close in to the shore in not more than eighteen inches 
of water, we had a world of sport with the rock bass. The 
shore was thickly strewn with fallen small timber, the 
branches of which formed a network in the water with an 
occasional small opening between, from which a response 
came to every cast. Suddenly a strike, fiercer and stronger 
than the last dozen combined, took the stretcher and turned 
for a treetop. We snubbed it close, and soon lauded a pound 
and a quarter small-mouth. A half dozen more rock bass 
followed, and then another small-mouth, which fastened us 
by the time we had hooked it most securely in one of the 
ever present treetops. We could not dislodge it until we had 
dropped the anchor among the branches and raised them 
above the surface, when we succeeded in recovering the flies 
without the fish. 

Along a single island of less than a quarter of a mile in 
length, we took eight small-mouths and a countless number 
of rock bass. With nearly every strike from the former 
we were fouled in the submerged branches, from which we 
could free ourselves only by casting the anchor overboard 
and lifting the mass of treetops. With every strike we ex¬ 
pected to lose the cast, but escaped by luck more than by 
good management. At the end of the island we crossed to 
the north shore to cast among the sunken branches and logs 
where one day last summer we lost gang after gang in quick 
succession. Here we found the rock bass, if possible, thicker 
than ever and soon had thrown away a dozen before we 
landed a single small-mouth. We had taken two or three 
of the latter when we laid the line alongside the trunk of a 
tree, which, with the butt on shore, extended a dozen feet 
into the water. Waiting for the flies to sink beneath the 
surface two or three inches, we drew them toward the boat, 
then came a strike which threw all the others into the shade. 
We promptly put the butt of the rod in the fishe’s face,while 
Geoi’ge, in two seconds’ time, had put the boat where we 
thought a safe distance from all possible entanglements, when 
we felt justified in easing up the strain on the rod. With 
the first let up on the line there was a downward dash for 
three or four feet, and despite all the precautions we had 
taken we were stalled. We soon discovered the cause of the 
embarrassment. The tree extended thirty or forty feet into 
the lake and we were directly over the topmost branches, 
and in these the fish had taken refuge. No amount of 
straight pulls was sufficient to dislodge it, and as a last resort 
we dropped the little fluke anchor in among the branches 
with the hope that we might be able to lift some of them and 
to save the leaders and flies at least. The attempt to raise 
the tree was a failure, and when we tried to lift the anchor 
that too was fast. The leader was forgotten in a moment, 
for the little anchor, forged by hand to our order, was more 
precious in our sight than all our tackle. After a series of 
tugs and pulls from every direction it was dislodged and 
came home, and we felt all the gratitude of the country 
preacher, who at the end of a barren collection, gave thanks 
that he had received back his hat from the congregation. 
Then a strong pull on the line set us free, but the flies, leader 
and ten feet of enameled taper line, were left behind, lodged 
somewhere in the treetop. It was the only tackle which we 
had brought with us, so we started homeward. The day, 
however, had not been without its sport, and we did not 
lament, but it was the inglorious end of our fly-fisliing for 
the season. 

Tired and disgusted, we determined to fish no more, but in 
the waning days of the camp the Madame entered, heart and 
soul, into bait-fishing, and there was no rest for the weary. 
With the Princess for oarsman and guide, she succeeded in 
bringing in daily strings of bass, their joint catch, which 
put us to the blush, and we were nightly taunted with our 
ill luck and indolence. 

One afternoon, during the last week of the camp, while 
we were loafing, as usual, about the tents, the two set out on 
their daily quest. They had been gone for an hour when we 
started on a trip to the outlet. Midway on our course we 
heard a faint shout from far down to the right, and saw our 
camp signal hoisted from a boat. We suspected at once that 
some surprise was in store for us, and we turned the boat in 
the direction of the white flag. Ten small-mouths, not one 
of which was under two poimds, were lying in the boat. 
“See what we have got,” cried the Madame,” and here’s 
another, " she shouted, as she landed a mate to the rest, “wait 
and see us catch them.” We waited. In a moment each of 

the feminine anglers had landed another. Then, as the 
Indian girl baited afresh and cast out, there was a mighty 
surge on her line, and she rose to her feet and lifted with 
main strength. A splendid bass leaped from the water along¬ 
side, the pole of the girl broke, but she grasped the line before 
the fish was fairly out of sight. Dropping the oars, George 
leaped into their skiff, caught the line from the girl’s hands 
and brought in a small-mouth that weighed just four pounds 
and two ounces. The Madame hurrahed and clapped her 
hands, but the Princess neither spoke nor made a sign of ex¬ 
ultation. We stayed alongside until they had taken four or 
five more, and then, after they had put' their catch in our 
boat for distribution at the outlet, we left them. It was the 
best fishing that we had seen during our outing, and in it we 
had had no part. Yet it was with no little pride that we 
showed the string and related to the two or three to whom 
we gave them, the story of the long fight which we had with 
that four pounder. 

The Madame and her guide never faltered m the fishing 
but kept it up to the end. We could not understand the 
reason why, but they brought in nightly scores such as we 
had never made, and we were soon satisfied that it was 
neither tackle, bait, skill, nor knowledge of the grounds that 
gave them the lead. It was all luck. We could understand 
now why it was that we used to sit the afternoon through, 
under the big tree by the mill pond, without a bite, while 
our companion truant from school would land fish after fish; 
it was pure, simple luck. Wo philosophized in vain, the 
Madame had the biggest and we were grasping after the un¬ 
attained. But our fishing had been done almost entirely 
with the fly and in casting. In this our success had eclipsed 
everything in our experience, so far as small-mouths were 
concerned. As to the big-mouth, the time has come when 
we feel called upon to answer the demand of the author of 
the Bigosh papers, made both by letter and in the columns 
of Forest and Streiam, that we speak of its readiness to 
take the fly, as compared with the other variety. Truth 
compels us to write that we have never found it behind the 
small-mouth in this respect, and, as a rule, the catch, so far 
as weight went, has generally been in favor of the big-mouth. 
We will not dispute our- friend’s proposition that it excels 
the small-mouth in this respect, nor do we doubt it. 

One day, during the last week in camp, was spent in a 
supreme effort to rival the Madame’s score, and we struggled 
from Burnt Point to the Narrows, from the Narrows to 
Griflin Island—and got left. When we displayed our catch 
with, a three-pounder at tire head, the Madame had one which 
weighed close to four pounds to show against it and we sur¬ 
rendered. 

Again we made the run to the bridge—this time for a fare¬ 
well—for the day which we had so long seen like a night¬ 
mare hovering in front, was upon us, and August had 
drifted away. The summer had gone like a dream, the tide 
of its golden hours had ebbed and we were stranded, discon¬ 
tented and dissatisfied. Never did the lake seem more 
charming than on the afternoon when, after a cruise far 
above the bridge, we set out on our return. Every point 
and cove and bay had its host of glorious memories, and 
each smiled and waved its farewells as we passed. We 
rounded headland after headhind, until we came to the last 
where we swept into the bay before the camp. There, be¬ 
fore us, was the spot which for four months of the past two 
years had been our home. Within those white walls, 
nearly two years of the last ten had been spent, weeks and 
months of peace and joy. The rain and sun had beaten 
upon them, from the open door we had looked out upon the 
storm and wind whirling the waters, and the moonbeams 
silvering the waves of many a lake. Clustering around 
them were the memories of royal nights, when the woods 
rang with the sound of revelry and the midnight air was 
startled by lofty declamation and soul-stirring song. About 
them lingered the halo of dear friendships, reaching with 
their golden chains almost athwart the world, from the 
golden gate of the Pacific to the long wash of Australasian 
seas, from regions illumined by the glory of the midnight 
sun to lands haunted by memories of the Incas; friendships 
of brave, warm hearts which throbbed with ours beneath 
that canvas and whose thoughts still go forth and claster 
around the lone camper and will so cluster until they die. 
Two grand volumes are those tents, written over with chap¬ 
ters from many lives. All that the wilderness and lake and 
stream inspire, are traced on the weather-stained walls, 
but its meaning can be read by no vulgar eyes, the 
unhallowed gaze can see but the mildew, or the stains from 
long lying leaves upon the roof. 

And now, the volume of another outing was ready for its 
“Finis.” It was written that night by the wild glare of the 
camp-fire, which blazed high from the pine logs, lighting up 
the dark recesses of forest and streaming out in golden shafts 
on the water. It shone on the dark faces of our Indian 
friends as they sat in farewell council with us—their heredi¬ 
tary foes—who were bronzed by the long outing to a color 
which rivaled their own. 

The night which followed, saw only a heap of gray ashes 
and the well worn trail mark the site of the American camp, 
and by noon of the day after we were in Kingston, with 
faces set toward the border. But we were not suffered to 
shake the dust of the Dominion from our feet without a 
greeting and farewell. The Colonel and Captain were in 
waiting to receive us and we were right royally entertained. 
First, we were led to the T^te du Pont Barracks, which 
were just filled with troops returned from the scene of the 
Northwest rebellion, where we passed a pleasant hour in 
the officers’ quarters with Major Short of B Battery, the 
commandant of the Post, who is one of the heroes of the 
“late unpleasantness” in Manitoba. Upon the wall hung 
two large portrait engravings, one of Her Royal Highness, 
the Princess Louise, the other of the Marquis of Lome, each 
with an autograph beneath, which were the gift of the former 
to the officers at the Post. Near by was another of General 
Middleton; and sketches of Canadian winter scenes and other 
pictures adorned the room, mingled with Egyptian blades, 
muskets, bayonets and sabres, mementoes and souvenirs of 
incidents and men in times when nations have betaken 
themselves to the last great argument. In the Battery stables 
stood two clean-limbed, supple-jointed horses, as trim as 
thoroughbreds, belonging to the Major, which were captured 
by him in the field; while in the yard, each chained to a 
gun carriage, was another of his prizes, a team of immense 
Indian dogs with wolf-like heads, trained to sledge work and 
capable of carrying over a hundred pounds of baggage 
apiece upon their backs. From the Bairacks we were 
carried by the Colonel to his home, where the remnants of 
the camp fraternized through the afternoon and around the 
hospitable board viewed the memories of the jovial hours on 
Loughborough. 

By 4 o'clock the spires of Kingston, the fort on the hill. 

and the tower.s along the city front were drifting out of sight 
as we plowed down the river, and thoughts of the nether 
shore began to thicken about us. An hour and a half later 
and Uncle Sam’s officials were engaged in examining with 
much admiration our assortment of well-worn camp truck. 

And now we bring to a close the record of another outing. 
Begun with the Christmas days it has outlived the winter 
and closes as the spring tide is about to dawn upon the 
earth, and the heart warms and the pulse beats high in ex¬ 
pectancy of a glorious to come. If its recital has brought a 
moment of relaxation to a brother whose longing for the 
camp, the lake and the wilderness has gone ungratified, to 
such an one we say that our pleasure is no less than his. For 
him we have written, and for him we wish in the coming 
season an outing which will compensate for all that he has 
been denied. And to ‘ May, ” ‘ ‘Norman,” our old friend of the 
Bigosh, and the other brothers of the angle, whose appreci¬ 
ation of our Camp Flotsam has been so generously expressed 
in Forest and Stream, we extend our hands in greeting, to 
their encouragement is due all that has been written of the 
Anabasis of 1885. IY-awavanda. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish- 
ing Co. _ 

THE AUDUBON SOCIETY. 

The encouraging letters which we receive in regard to 
tho establishment of the Audubon Societt are most 

gratifying, and are an earnest of the widespread interest 
taken'in this movement to protect our birds. To make it 
general, and to enlist the aid of every individual who has 
a love of nature and admires the beautiful birds, is now our 
object. There is no one whose influence cannot do some¬ 
thing to forward this good work. We desire the co-opera¬ 
tion of every reader of the Forest and Stream, and again 
invite all who are interested in the subject and willing to lend 
their influence to communicate with us. Circulars of infor¬ 
mation, with full details of the work contemplated, will be 
sent to any address, without charge. No expense whatever 
will attach to membership in the Audubon Societt. 

It would be impracticable to publish all the letters that 
we have received on this topic since the plan of the Audu¬ 

bon Society was first outlined in these columns. We may 
give three or four as indicating the ground occupied by 
some of the leaders of modern thought: 

Brooklyn, N. Y., Feb, 20, 1886. 
Ediior Forest and Stream: 

I am heartily in sympathy with your purposes for the pro¬ 
tection of birds, and should be glad to contribute any influ¬ 
ence that I can to that end. 

If there were no purchasers there would be no demand, 
and no reason for slaughtering these winged gems. But as 
only women create a demand, it rests upon them to stay this 
wanton destruction. I am sure that it is only necessary to 
bring before American women the cruelty of this “slaughter 
of the innocents” that fashion is carrying on to secure a re¬ 
nunciation of this ornament and the salvation of birds. 

On this subject the kind feeling.s, the taste, and sesthetic 
sympathy of the whole community are on your side, and If 
you persevere you will assuredly win. Yours, 

Henry W.ard Beecher, 

Oak Knoll, Danver.®, Mass., 2nd mo., 20, 1886. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

I heartily approve of the proposed Audubon Society. We 
are in a way to destroy both our forests and our birds. A 
society for the presei’vation of the latter has long been 
needed, and I hope it is not too late for the accomplishment 
of its objects. 

1 could almost w^ish that the shooters of the birds, the taxi¬ 
dermists who prepare their skins, and the fashionable wear¬ 
ers of their feathers might share the penalty which was 
visited upon the Ancient Mariner who shot the Albatross. 

Thy friend, • John G. Whittier, 

Andover, Mass., Feb. 21, 1886. 
Ediim' Forest and Stream: 

I am in earnest and indignant sympathy with the motive 
of any society organized to prevent the murder of birds for 
decorative purposes. If you will put into ray hands all the 
statistics you can command on this subject, I will try and 
write something about it—somew.here. 

Very truly yours, E. 8. Phelps. 

“MURDER MOST FOUL.” 

A few years since I was driving over a country road in 
early April. An exceptionally forward spring had stirred 
all nature from its sleep, and the grass and the leaves, as 
well as the birds and insects, had begun to make the earth 
bright and cheerful. lu an orchard, hard by, my attention 
was called to a man who, with a gun in hand and two small 
boys “at heel,” was skulking from tree to tree as if in quest of 
a goodly “quarry.” I drew rein and became a keen on¬ 
looker to see what game he was stalking so earnestly, well 
knowing there was none to stalk. Ere long a few bluebirds 
and robins took wing and flew to a tree within the range of 
the would-be shooter. He leveled and discharged his piece, 
but with no visible result. I could not allow this outrage 
to go on, and was soon on the ground and over the fence 
with a challenge of “Hold hard, there!” I bridled my tongue 
and in quiet tone asked the man if he knew he was liable to 
a fine of $10 for every bird he shot. He said no. I told him 
such was the law, and advised him to amuse his boys by 
shooting at a mark rather than at the innocent birds. He 
said he would fire at no moi’e birds, so we parted and I 
resumed my drive. I cite this instance as one of thoughtless 
and ignorant transgression, of which there are doubtless 
many, but the cases of willful miuder of the “innocents” are 
exceeding many. 

The killing of birds is an outrage on nature, is reprehen¬ 
sible, is cruel and should be condemned and effectually 
stopped. The late papers in Forest and Stream are 
timely and thoroughly commendable, and for one, I indorse 
them heartily. There are those who would strip this poor 
earth of every green and pleasant thing for gain, and what 
with the ruthless and indiscriminate destruction of forest 
trees and the slaughter of birds for millinery purposes, it is 
fast becoming a bare and wind-driven and songless waste in 
many portions. I often wonder if women ever think of the 
needless pain that caused the wing or skin of a bird to be 
displayed in a shop for their approval and purchase? Women 
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are supposed to be of j^entler and more refined natures than 
men and their sense of imustice and cruelty should be keener 
than their more brutal (I speak '‘by the card”) brothers and 
“natural protectors.” 

The display (outrageous, fiaunting and incongruous as it 
is, void of taste and of beauty as a warrant for its adoption) 
of heads and wings, and often of entire birds on hats; and 
of feathers, made up into dress and mantua trimming, would 
go far to make one doubt their superior and gentler natures. 
How can these, seemingly so dormant, be aroused? What 
honest and tender-hearted sportsman will write a pointed 
tract to convict them of the error of their ways, and make 
them eschew and forsake such gaudy and tasteless and bar¬ 
barous adornment, and cease to be abettors of this “most foul, 
strange and unnatural ’ murder? 

The Audubon Society has a chivalric field before it, and I 
hope that many will be interested in joining in a crusade 
against this cruel war upon the birds and the ghastly use of 
their beautiful skins and feathers. At any rate, let us who 
love the fields and woods and all that dwell therein, cease 
not to strive to arouse a public opinion that shall at once and 
forever damn and consign to utter desuetude a custom more 
honored in the breach than the observance. O. W. K. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The annual tinkering of the game laws comes up on March 

3. One of the most important things to do is to suppress the 
slaughter of our birds, but we have to strike fairly or not at 
all. 

Stop the hat bird business or ratber stop the skin collector 
who goes for numbers, whether to sell as ornaments for mil- 
inery or for so-called science. It is not he who has the big¬ 
gest collection of skins that is always the beat ornithologist 
or the closest student of nature. We need our birds more 
as insect destroyers alive than as food for insects. Give the 
poor man a show too, perhap.s he loves sport afield as well as 
his more wealthy neighbor. Love of these things is born in 
us, A oil know. 

One thing more. It was said, I think, by speaker Brackett 
at the Massachusetts Fish and ‘Game Association dinner that 
“taxidermists ought to be primarily” and I infer summarily 
dealt with. Again I say strike fairly or not at all. I mean 
discriminate fairly between a legitimate taxidermist and the 
skin collector. This latter class are like the unlicensed dogs, 
they bring good ones into bad repute. I refer particularly 
to the millinery skin hunter and bird destroyer. Deal with 
this class “priinarily” and there will be birds enough for all. 
I might add and possibly with much force, let us enlist our 
“sisters, cousins and aunts” in the good work of refusing to 
wear birds as ornaments, and the battle would be ours. 

X. Y. Z. 

BIRDS AND BONXETS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
In view of the fact that the destruction of birds for millin¬ 

ery purposes is at present attracting general attention, the 
appended list of native birds seen on hats worn bj^ ladies in 
the streets of New York, may be of interest. It is chiefly 
the result of two late afternoon walks through the uptown 
shopping districts, and, while very incomplete, still gives an 
idea of the species destroyed and the relative numbers of 
each, 

Robin, four. 
Brown thrush, one. 
Bluebird, three. 
Blackburnian warbler, one. 
Blackpoll warbler, three. 
Wilson’s black-capped flycatcher, three. 
Scarlet tanager, three, 
Wiiite-bellied swallow, one. 
Bohemian waxwing, one. 
Waxwing, twenty-three. 
Great northi rn shrike, one. 
Pine grosbeak, one. 
Snow bunting, fifteen. 
Tree sparrow, two. 
White-throated sparrow, one. 
Bobolink, one. 
Meadow lark, two. 
Baltimore oriole, nine. 
Purple grackle, five. 
Blue jay, five. 
Swallow-tailed flycatcher, one. 
Kingbhd, one. 
Kingfisher, one. 
Pileated woodpecker, one. 
Red-beaded woodpecker, two. 
Golden-winged woodpecker, twenty-one. 
Acadian owl, one. 
Carolina dove, one. 
Pinnated grouse, one. 
Ruffed grouse, two. 
Quail, sixteen. 
Helmet quail, two. 
Sanderliug, five 
Big yellowlegs, one. 
Green heron, one. 
Virginia rail. one. 
Laughing gull, one. 
Common tern, twenty-one. 
Black tern, one. 
Grebe, seven. 
It is evident that, in proportion to the number of hats 

seen, the list of birds given is very small; but in most cases 
mutilation rendered identification impossible. 

Thus, while one afternoon 700 hats were counted and on 
them but 20 birds recognized, 542 were decorated (?) with 
feathers of some kind. Of the 158 remaining, 72 were worn 
by young or middle aged ladies and 86 by ladies in mourn¬ 
ing or elderly ladies, or— 
PiTcentage of hats with feathers.77t 
Without feathers.10?^ 
Without feathers, worn by ladies in mourning or elderly 

ladies.. ‘ . 
Fbank M. Chapman. 

A SENSIBLE GUNNER. 

The following opinion of a professional gunner regarding 
shooting game birds in the vernal season, and other birds to 
supply the demands of fashion, is worthy of record as 
sound common i^ense. , .r , 

Eugene A. Jackson, of Atlanticville, L. I., in a recent 
lettt-r to the subeo iber, expressed himself as follows: “There 
is now a law against spring snipe shooting; I think it is a 
good thing, as there are hundreds shot here every spring. 1 
have shot as many as eighty-five large snipe in one day. 

Those shot while on their way to the breeding grounds of 
the North, cannot reproduce and return in the summer or 
fall with their offspring. The result is that the snipe shoot¬ 
ing is not as good as it was ten years since. I presume 
that the subject of bird protection that is now agitating the 
public will take effect in the shape of a new law. The 
ladies, poor things, will then have to try and find something 
else to wear on their hats. It is an astonishing thing how 
many birds’ wings they can get on one hat. I think if it 
were the fashion they would wear an elephant on their heads. 
I, for one, like the idea of protecting the poor little birds, 
that are destroyed by the thousands, just because it is the 
fashion for women to wear them on their hats. I should 
think it no harm if they wore wings of game birds that are 
shot, and would be otherwise thrown away, or of birds that 
are a nuisance (English sparrows); but when they shoot 
every song bird or other kind of bird, that does no harm, it 
is simply wicked.” 

Regarding spring shooting and bird protection, Mr. Jack- 
son now has sound views. Let us hope he will try to extend 
them among the fellows of his craft. 

WiuuiAM Dutcher, 
Of the A. O U. Com. on Protection of N. A. Birds. 

Half a dozen bonnet shooters who left some time ago for 
Florida to slaughter the birds there and to follow up the 
bloody work as the migrating army moved north, have 
returned disconsolate. The late bitter cold weather drove 
the birds from Florida to the islands and even to the South 
American coasts, so no butchery could be done. 

A BILL FOR BIRD PROTECTION. 

The Committee of the American Ornithologists’ Union 
have prepared a pamphlet containine a great amount of in¬ 
formation on this subject, which will soon be published. 
Among other things which this committee have done is the 
drafting of a general bill for the preservation of birds and 
their nests and eggs. This bill they recommend for adop 
tion by every State, It is the result of a great deal of earn¬ 
est thought and hard work by the committee, and certainly 
will commend itself to all. It is as follows: 

An Act foe the Protection of Pieds and their Nests and Eggs. 

Sec. 1. Any person who shall, within the State of -, kill any 
wild bird, other than a game bird, or purchase, offer, or expose for 
sale any such bird, after it has been killed, shall for each offense be 
subject to a fine of five dollars or imprisonment for ten days, or both, 
at the discretion of the court. For the purposes of this Act the fol¬ 
lowing only shall be considered game birds: The Anatidse, commonly 
known as swans, geese, brunt, and river and sea ducks; the Rallldae, 
commonly known as rails, coots, mud hens and gallinules: the Limi- 
colm, commonly known as shore birds, plovers, surf birds, snipe, 
woodcock, sandpipers, tattlers and curlews; the Gallinse, cammonly 
known as wild turkeys, grouse, prairie chickens, pheasants, part¬ 
ridges and quails. 

Sec. 8. Any person who shall, within the State of-, take or 
neediesslv destroy the nest or the eggs of any wild bird, shall be sub¬ 
ject for each offense to a fine of five dollars or imprisonment for ten 
days, or both, at the discretion of the couit. 

Sec. 3. Sections 1 and 3 of this Act shall not apply to any person 
holding a certificate giving the right to take birds, and their nests and 
eggs, for scientific purposes, as provided for iu section 4 of this Act. 

Sec. 4. Certificates may be granted by (here follow thenames of the 
persons, if any, duly authorized by this Act to grant such certificates) 
or by any incorporated society of natural history in the State, through 
such persons or officers as said society may designate, to any properly 
accredited person of the age of eighteen years or upward, permitting 
the holder thereof to collect birds, their nests or eggs, for strictly 
scientific purposes only. In order to obtain such certificate the ap¬ 
plicant for the same must present to the person, or persons, having 
the power to grant said certificate, written testimonials from two well 
known scientific men, certifying to the good character and fitness of 
said applicant to be entrusted with such privilege; and must pay to 
said persons or officers one dollar, to defray the necessary expenses 
attending the granting of such certificate; and must file with said 
persons or officers a properly executed bond in the sum of two hun¬ 
dred dollars, signed by two responsible citizens of the State as 
sureties. This bond shall be forfeited to the State, and the certificate 
become void, upon proof that the holder of such certificate has killed 
any bird or taken the nest or eggs of any bird for other than the pur¬ 
poses named in sections 3 and 4 of this Act; and shall be further sub¬ 
ject for each such offense to the penalties provided therefor in sec¬ 
tions 1 and 8 of this Act. , , . . 

Sec. 6. The certificate authorized by this Act shall be in force for 
one year only, from the date of their issue, and shall not be transfer¬ 
able. „ 

Sec. 6. The English or European house sparrow (Passer domeaficus) 
is not included among the birds protected by this Act. 

Sec. ?. All acts or parts of acts, heretofore passed inconsistent with 
or contrary to the provisions of this Act, are hereby repealed. This 
Act shall take effect upon its passage. 

SPARE THE BIRDS. 

[Inscribed to the Audubon Society, New York.] 

Yes, spare the birds in springtime, when violets paint the ground. 

When in the shady hollows the pink anemones abound. 

For then they are in sweetest voice, their souls ai-e full of song; 

Their softest notes, their loftiest notes they all the day prolong. 

Yes, spare the birds, the lovely birds, the birds of light and air. 
The little feather’d minstrels, whose chants ring everywhere; 
Yes spare as in life’s journey thou would’st be spar’d from death. 
When helms are clove and plumes [are shorn .and fails the gasping 

breath! 

When new the morn salutes the air with all that’s fresh and sweet. 

Ah! let the wine that fills the air thy quicken’d senses greet; 

Then full of joy the brown thrush sings upon the garden hedge. 

The swallows twitter on the eaves of the old barn’s mossy edge. 
The speckled meadow lark upsprings upon its joyous wings. 

And, sweeping the salt meadows, its endless praises sings! 

The sweet-voic’d, gay-dress’d emblems of Innocence and love 

Are surely sent to bless us by the Creative Hand above! 
To charm us with their plumage, delight us with their airs, 

And sing away our sorrows, anxieties and cares. 

The apple trees are white with bloom, a wreath of rich bouquets. 

The peach is pink with color, the lilac blue with sprays. 
These are the honied haunts of redbreast and of oriole. 
And now they strike their silver harps and pour the liquid soul. 

I do not know a sweeter gush than blackbirds’ mellow strain. 

Whether they skim the daisies or sweep the yellow grain. 
But ah! the richness of the notes, the blazon of the plumes. 

May naught avail to rescue from the bird-butcher’s dooms 1 

There is a little sprite, the tern, the white gull of the main. 
That whistles by, that flitteth by, along the sandy plain. 

;\nd yet these little spectres, as spotless as the snow, 
Are slaughter’d-to be toss’d in pride o’r snowy breast and brow! 

Yet all this cruel slaughter of these children of the air. 

Goes on, year after year, and few to say, forbear! 
For long as youthful beauty will wear her bird-crown crest 

-The sordid gold will end the life in every downy breast. 
Geebnpost, L L. Feb. 16,_Isaac McLellan. 

Meadow Larks.—I noticed meadow larks between flor- 
nellsville and Buffalo, N. Y., last week; no other migratory 
birds yet.—J. O. F. (Fob. 14). 

A PET SQUIRREL. 

ONE of the brightest and most interesting pets I have 
ever seen, is domesticated in the famil.y of a friend in 

this county. It is a red squirrel which was found when an 
infant in arms, and unable to see its captors, who were fireseut at the demolition of a woodpile where had been the 
ittle fellow’s ancestral home. It nearly perished from want 

of the maternal fount, and until a man of genius hit upon 
the idea of feeding it with a “medicine-dropper,” its case 
was considered hopeless. Then came to the family tabby 
an invoice of fresh-laid kittens, and the little squiiTcl was 
duly installed as one of the tribe. “Mew!” said the old cat, 
and the rodent was forwith recognized as a Felis domesti- 
CU8, with all the rights and privileges to such status apper¬ 
taining. 

The squirrel grew and thrived, and was and is as free 
from fear as the least timid among its foster brethren. 
When I saw it, it was several months old, and as it was 
then a little after 6 P. M. (at which time it always takes a 
siesta), it was taken from its little bed and laid in'my hand, 
where it lay for some minutes without motion. 

“He’ll wake up, wont he?” said I. “Oh, yes” was the 
reply, and sure enough, in three minutes the little fellow 
bad circumnavigated—if I may be permitted the word—the 
whole room, in all directions. He ran into pockets, and 
over pictures, and only stopped at a cedar pencil, which he 
at once proceeded to reduce to fragments, leaving the lead 
intact. 

This squirrel has many playful ways, such as slyly enter¬ 
ing the pocket of its master, and in default of nuts, taking 
therefrom his porte-monnaie. Itusually has a store of apples 
etc., hidden behind some bric-a-brac on a corner bracket. It 
has endeared itself to its possessors, who would be sorry to 
lose it, and it has realty done but little mischief, but alas! it 
did bile the baby; why I know not. At the last accounts, 
it was proposed to obtain for it a very tough cage, its incis¬ 
ors having proved quite equal to the demolition of any ten¬ 
der specimen of that article. What may be its future lot, 
who can tell? Did I relate that it jumps upon the back of 
its foster-mother, and merrily lideth thereon, to Tab’s dis¬ 
gust? This it does, and many things besides, yet the old cat, 
is more patient with its antics than would be many a human 
mamma. Long may the little squirrel wave his tail, and 
■wind his clock. Kelpie. 

Central Lake, Michigan. 

MOOSE IN THE ADIRONDACKS. 
A PROPOS of a correspondent’s plan to stock a tract of 

land on Long Island with deer, I would like to suggest 
the idea of bringing back the almost mythical moose to the 
Adirondacks of New York. If we can keep the non-hound¬ 
ing law upon the books and enforce it, and then do away 
with jack-hunting, I see no reason why a few moose could 
not be set free in the more unfrequented portion of the woods, 
with a fair prospect of their being allowed to multiply. It 
would be, of course, necessary to enact a special law for 
their protection. Such a law could be easily brought to 
pass, and he would be a brute indeed who would violate such 
a law. I -would go a long way even to see a moose. A score 
of this vanishing race would give an added charm to our 
grand forest. If such a plan is not feasible now, the plan to 
make the wilderness a State park is feasible and should he 
acted upon. With the forest under the control of the State, 
game now extinct in the region could be introduced with the 
certainty of its being preserved. 

To bring the Adirondacks under State supervision as a 
great sanitarium and public pleasure resort, ought to be the 
desire of every lover of sport and of the beauty of the Empire 
State. __NiTiiAM. 

The Mad Dog Lunacy.—Our well-known correspondent 
“S. C. C.,” writes from Marietta, Ga.: I agree with you 
■wholly in your exposure of this senaele.‘:s panic about mad 
dogs. There seems to be no proof that the Newark dog or 
dogs were mad, though it is evident that tiie people were, 
and untii that is proved, of what worth are the French pro¬ 
fessor’s experiments? I have bred and owned dogs all my 
life, say for seventy years, and cannot say that I ever saw a 
mad dog, though I have seen many put to death on that sus¬ 
picion. There may be su6h a disease as rabies or hydro¬ 
phobia, but if so it is extremely rare. Perhaps most of the 
so-called cases are really caused by fear or alcohol, and 
Goldsmith’s lines are as true to-day as when written: 

“The man recovered from the bite. 
The dog it was that died.’’ 

North Carolina.—Progress, Feb. 15.—Woodcock and 
snipe have begun to come on their way north. Bluejays 
and robins in great numbers have been here over a week, 
besides a great many little birds I do not know. The 
weather is fine. Peeping frogs are at work in all directions. 
Quail are quite plenty since the last blizzard, but it did look 
bad for them at one time, as everything was covered -with ice 
and the mercury below zero, which is very severe for this 
country.—T. M. K.__ 

Exhibition of American Hunting Trophies.— 

Fo’rest and Stream: I regret to have to inform you that the 
American exhibition has been postponed until 1887, in defer¬ 
ence to the opinion that it would interfere with the Colonial 
Exhibition. The proposed loan 'collection of hunting 
trophies must therefore be adjourned for the present, but we 
hope to make it still more complete at the time named.— 
Gerald Buxton (Knighton, Buckhurst Hill, England). 

“That reminds me.” 

183. About twelve or fourteen years ago Colonel D. and Doc¬ 
tor T., both Cleveland gentlemen, were shooting ducks 

near each other in that “duck heaven” the Sandusky marsh. 
The blue-winged teal were flying pretty lively, and the 
Colonel, being a good shot and “to the manor born,” was 
knocking them right and left; but the Doctor, being an 
expert with the scalpel but not with a gun, was banging 
away at a great rate without killing a bird, and very much 
excited of course. Finally he shot at a flying duck, and 
missing it as usual, to his horror he noticed he had shot 
almost directly toward the Colonel, about 100 yards distant. 
He immediately called out, **Hulloa, Colonel, did. I hit ye? 
“Oh, no; no,” the Colonel replied. “Well! I can’t hit 
anything!” A true bill. Levi Stoques. 

Trumbull County, O. 
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Address all communications to the Forest and Stream JPublish- 
ing Go._ 

THE TRAJECTORY TEST. 

full report of the Fobest and Stream’s trajectory test of hunt- 
ing rifles has been issued in pamphlet form, Avith the illustra¬ 

tions and the tabular summary, making in all 86 pages. For sale at 

this office, or sent post-paid. Price 60 cents. 

HUNTING AT ARMY POSTS. 
[Continued from Page 68.] 

other of the posts where portions of the army are 
Ju stationed come additional reports on the prevalence of 

game, and how the officers and men in blue avail themselves 
of their surroundings. We quote from letters as follows: 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Fort Bowie is situated in a saddle of the Chiracahua 

Mountains, fourteen miles south of the Southern Pacific Rail¬ 
road and about twenty-six miles west of the New Mexican 
line. A few Messina quail are found in the hiUs about the 
post, while the foothills and arroyos running into the San 
Simon Plain abound wdth the blue scale quail and California. 
There were plenty of deer within a few miles of the post, 
but during the summer and fall of ’86 so rnany Government 
Indian scouts have been camped near Bowie that large num¬ 
bers have been killed. Within a day’s easy ride, however, 
plenty of deer can be found; the small, whitetail deer being 
the most numerous, the mule or moose deer being scarcer. 
The Springfield shotgun does very good work and is much 
used by the men. E. B. Beaumont, U. S. Army. 

Fort Bowie, Ariz., .Jan. 28. 

Editoi' Forest and Stream: 
In reply to your note of the 9th, which has been delayed 

by the snow, I will give you as full an account of the game 
around Union as a year’s experience goes. Of large game 
the antelope alone is plentiful enough to pay to hunt, and 
the nearest point some twelve miles from the post. They 
are yearly becoming scarcer, owing to the cowboys continu¬ 
ally shooting at them; there is one small bunch within a 
mile of the post, but very wild. Blacktail deer can be found 
some thirty miles from the post, north, but. owing to the 
number of Mexicans living in the mountains, are scarce. 
Bear can also be found occasionally in the same locality. 
Of the small game the mountain grouse (blue) are run into 
while deer hunting, but not plentiful enough to make them 
a special object; the meat is very white and delicious; live 
in the deepest pine forests, feeding in the openings. A few 
coveys of Massena quail are within a mile of the post, and 
while they last afford good sport; and blue quail (scaled 
quail) are found south of post ten miles. They were, a few 
years ago, very plentiful, but two hard winters killed them 
off. Swans are very scarce; I killed one last fall. Geese 
rather plentiful; killed upward of twenty since I have been 
stationed here. Ducks are very plentiful, from the canvas- 
back and redhead to the teal. Of course the water being 
scarce they are obliged to concentrate, and good shooting is 
the result. With one man I have killed upward of seventy 
in the afternoon and morning shooting. This was at the 
Los Alimos Lakes (artificial), about twelve miles from post. 
Good ducking also at La Quai’ee Lake, some ten miles off; 
also geese. English snipe few; no suitable ground. Prom 
the 30th of August until the last of same month we have the 
best upland plover shooting I think in the country, barring 
Texas and the Indian Territory. During their flight last 
August I killed 315, only shooting early in the morning and 
occasionally in the evening. I shoot them by driving up as 
near as safe in a buckboard, jump out, and as they get up 
knock them over. It lasts but a short time, but is nice sport 
for poor shots while it lasts. This I think covers the game 
question. About the shotguns, two are issued to each com¬ 
pany, and are used considerably, but being single loaders 
not much execution is done. The caliber is .20—too small 
for ducks but good for smaller game. They carry well, but 
I think scatter too much. Although there are no game laws 
enforced, the officers of the army always regard the close 
season, and do all in their power to preserve the game. 

R. C. Van Yliet, Adjutant 10th Infantry. 
Fort Union, N. M., .Jan. 28. 

Editor Foi’est and Stream: 
In reply to your favor of the 9th inst I respectfully state 

that there is a fair supply of all kinds of ducks, and good 
pickerel and pike fishing, but neither make any particular 
impression on the “post larder.” I give my command every 
facility and opportunity I can to hunt and fish. The Spring- 
field shotgun issued is not a success. The men use them 
when they can’t do better. 

F. Meaus, Major 25th Infantry, 
Fort Sisseton, D. T., Jan. 24, 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Your letter of Jan. 9 to the commanding officer of this 

post, desiring information about the game, etc., in the vicin¬ 
ity of the post, has been reterred to me for reply. As I 
understand you to want facts and not an elaborate article 
for publication, I shall devote myself to briefly answering the 
questions contained in your letterThe large game in this 
vicinity is such as is found in this entire Rocky Mountain 
region, and comprises elk, bighorn, mule deer (here called 
blacktail) and antelope. The first two are mostly found in 
the Uinta Mountains, forty miles distant, the elk come 
down in the foothills when the snowfall in the mountains is 
great. Deer are killed in considerable numbers twenty miles 
from the post, and in the falh they come down much nearer. 
A large number of deer are killed and brought here for sale 
by professionals or rather pot hunters every season. I am 
happy to say I have never been reduced to the necessity of 
buying game. The enlisted men go out to the mountains 
in hunting parties and generally have fair success. Antelope 
are to be found in small bands on the prairies, but they are 
very wild and hard to get at. The principal small game is 
the sage hen, of which there are great numbers and they 
afford fine sport for about two months. They lie well to 
a dog when young, and as a table luxury are unsurpassed. 
We have a flight of ducks in September and October, but 
the sti-eams are too cold and too rapid for good duck shoot¬ 
ing. The principal varieties are mallard and teal. Now 
and then a wild goose is killed, but they fly this way rarely, 
the altitude is too much for them, about 2,(K)0 feet. Occa¬ 
sionally a snipe is killed (so I have been told); I never saw 
one. There was a genuine woodcock that ,fed along the 

stream that flows through the post all last fall, I saw him 
several times—always single—and I presume there was but 
one. He remained till the stream froze up. Jack rabbits 
are plentiful and there is a small cotton-tail under almost 
every sagebrush, and it is upon these latter and the sage hens 
that the soldiers use the Springfield shotguns and often make 
good bags, but not having dogs (I mean good dogs) they 
hunt for meat alone and most of their birds are killed in 
their tracks. I have never shot one of these guns and I 
never will. I don't consider them safe enough for me, but 
I have heard those who have used them say that they are 
good strong shooters. There are two furnished to each 
company and during the shooting season are pretty gener¬ 
ally in use, I succeeded in getting the post Council to sub¬ 
scribe for the Forest and Stream, which is now received 
regularly, and from the manner in which its are worn I judge 
it is pretty well read. 

L. W. Crampton, Ass’t Surg., U. S. A. 
Fort Bbidgeh, Wyo., Jan. 24. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Your letter of 9th ult. to commanding officer. Fort Custer, 

inquiring in regard to the hunting in this vicinity, and 
specially in regard to the Springfleld shotgun, has been 
handed to me with a request that I answer it. The only 
game we have near the post is chickens, and for a short time 
in spring-and fall ducks and a few geese. By going thirty- 
five or forty miles into the mountains we find deer, bear, etc. 
Game is an uncertain and almost inappreciable element in 
the post larder. Individual sportsmen get some game for 
their own use but none to supply post needs. 

I probably go out after game oftener than any other officer 
here, but as I have never used the Springfield I can give no 
opinion as to its merits. One officer with whom I have 
hunted a good deal uses the Springfield, single-barreled, such 
as is issued to troops for hunting purposes. He complains a 
good deal of the gun, thinks its range is too short, and it is 
not a good shooter. As he is not a skilled wing-shot, but a 
new beginner, I tell him, and believe, the trouble is in the 
man and not in the gun. Some of the soldiers have used the 
Springfield to good advantage. A couple of men a few 
weeks ago got seventy-three chickens in an afternoon, which 
does not speak badly for the Springfield. 

If an opinion on the merits of the Springfleld is of import¬ 
ance to you, it might be got by referring a paper to the com¬ 
pany commanders who could inquire of the men who use the 
Springfield. No officer at the post owns one, and they are 
used only by officers who have no guns of their own. 

C. E. Price, Assistant Surgeon, U. S, A. 
Fort Custer, Mont., Feb. 2. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
In reply to yours of the 9th inst., received yesterday, re¬ 

questing information concerning the supply of game about 
the post, I would remark that, so far | as big game—such as 
antelope and deer—is concerned, that is very scarce. Last 
fall season some hunting parties were sent out, and, after 
having gone some 75 to 100 miles, they found but few deer. 
This being a large Indian reservation accounts for the scarcity 
of such game. In fact, the whole country out this way is 
filling up so fast with settlers that all game is being driven off 
in the confines of the mountains. 

Prairie chickens, snipe, curlew, wild geese and ducks are 
found in great numbers in the proper season. Last fall our 
tables were abundantly supplied with chickens and ducks. 

The Springfield shotgun, for a sporting arm, is very much 
liked and does good, work with the proper ammunition. As 
it is, the ammunition furnished by the Ordnance Department 
does not give satisfaction only at very short range. The 
charge of powder is too light, the shot too small, and in no 
way suitable for good work. The gun itself, being only of 
one barrel, is somewhat of a drawback in being of much 
service for a sportsman. 

Buffalo have left this entire country. None can be found 
short of the regions north of Montana over in the British 
line. Major Jas. S. Casey, U. S. A. 

Fort Yates, Dak., Jan. 2.3. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Referring to your letter of Jan. 9, asking as to the supply 

of game about this post, etc., I have the honor to state that 
quail are very abundant. Prairie chickens have made their 
appearance in considerable numbers during the winter, but 
may not have come to stay. Tutkeys are very scarce. Deer 
are plentiful, but very shy. Only very skillful hunters get 
them, as a rule. Some hunt for bears, but not often with 
success. Hunting is a pastime, and is often very successful 
in securing game; but is not resorted to to any great extent 
as a means of furnishing the post larder. 

The Springfleld shotgun is not very much used and is not 
much in favor. Private shotguns are used mostly. 

C. H. Smith, Colonel 19th Infantry. 
Fort Clark, Tex., Feb. 5. 

EdiUn' Forest and Stream: 
Yours of the 9th came this evening, probably delayed by 

snow blockade. The Springfleld shotgun furnished companies 
is in constant use by the soldier. Tnere is much small game 
in this neighborhood. Officers use good double-barreled 
shotguns. Grouse are plenty. The spruce or Canada, pin¬ 
nated sage hen, ruffed grouse. The ptarmigan (willow 
grouse) furnishes best of this sport, as they lie to a dog when 
young in August and September, come out of the willow 
covers into stubble and grass, and are equally good shooting 
with the prairie chichen. Of ducks we have the teal (green¬ 
wing), spoonbill, wood duck, bluebill, bufllehead. butter 
ball, spirit duck; possibly canvasback (a redhead mixed sil¬ 
very and black), quite enough in the way of birds. 

The Big Horn Mountains contain large game in abund¬ 
ance, though the frontier hunters consider it scarce and have 
given up hunting for a living. The Indians hunting in large 
parties have, they consider, killed it off. There is yet fine 
sport. The time to hunt is in October, last of September. 
The grizzly can readily be found, elk, deer and mountain 
sheep. Buffalo were killed three years ago; it is reported 
small bauds are yet running in the mountains. Our people, 
however, have not seen any, though we arrived here (he last 
of August, and were so occupied until November with mili¬ 
tary matters no one of the garrison had time to visit the 
mountains for hunting until November, when I organized a 
hunting party, taking four or five men from each troop. 
These men were not all hunters; some teamsters, packers, 
cooks, etc. The only really excellent hunter with me was 
Frank Gerrod, scout; at that time the snow had begun to 
fall heavily. I had one officer in the party, Lieut. Finley, 
9th Cavalry, an excellent shot and ardent hunter. The heads 

of the many tributaries of Powder River were first visited, 
when it was apparent the game had lieen driven out of the 
high ranges to lower ones. As the object was to supply the 
garrison with game it was necessary to follow it; continuing 
to follow it through what was known as the Pine Mountains, 
crossing the Platte River, we came upon excellent hunting 
grounds in the Caspar Mountains, stopping a few days to 
hunt antelope in the Bad Lands. By this time we were one 
hundred and fifty miles south of our post, meeting every¬ 
where large bands of Crows, Arapahoes, Cheyennes, iSioux, 
Shoshone Indians in hunting parties. The game was, there¬ 
fore, very wild. The entire month was taken up in hunting, 
half of it too stormy to leave camp. The result, however, 
shows conclusively that it is a wonderful game country. 
More game could have been killed.; the wagons of the train 
had all that they could move. Loading six six-mule wagons, 
72 elk, 102 deer, blacktail; 45 antelope, foots up the total- 

Hunters who are willing to work hard, will find all the fame they wish to kill. Gerrod, the scout, is the best hunter 
have ever had. Not that he kills the most game, but his 

excellent judgment in directing parties and instructing men 
how to hunt is invaluable. 

Should any of your friends be desirous of hunting grizzly— 
most amateurs are desirous of doing so—I recommend secur¬ 
ing Gerrod. He is cool, quick and a dead shot, aU necessary 
qualities for that kind of work. We are always happy to see 
parties who are fond of sport. The coming year the railroad 
will reach Fetterman, quite near an excellent hunting region. 

Any one fond of hunting, willing to ride, walk and rough 
it, as the cavalry officer will upon our hunts, can have all 
the sport he desires. Should any of your people come out, 
.shall be glad to see them. 

Edward Hatch, Colonel 9 th Cavalry, 
Fort McKinney, Wyo., Jan. 26. 

THE MICHIGAN ASSOCIATION. 

Editor Pbrest and Stream: 
The Michigan Sportsman's Association met in eleventh 

annual session at the Recorder’s court rooms, Kalamazoo, 
Feb. 9. After the appointment of a Committee on Creden¬ 
tials and the election of a number of individual members, 
the meeting adjourned until the following morning. 

The next morning the report of the Committee on Creden¬ 
tials showed delegates present from the Battle Creek, Grand 
Rapids, White Pigeon, Jackson, Kalamazoo and other clubs, 
and the presence of a considerable number of individual 
members, among them Dr. J. C. Parker, of the Pish Com¬ 
mission, 

The president’s annual address was a plea for the better 
enforcement of the game laws, and as a means to that end 
he advocated the appointment of a game warden, and urged 
upon the Association the necessity of directing all its efforts 
in that direction. Our laws are good enough until the means 
of enforcing them are provided, 

Mr. Nichols, of Battle Creek, in discussing the address 
differed from the somewhat pessimistic views of the chair 
in regard to the progress of public opinion in the matter of 
the game laws, and cited the many good laws passed of late 
and the successful efforts of the j^Ssociation in obtaining 
modifications of old and the passage of new laws embodying 
the latest and best knowledge upon their respective subjects. 

The Committee on Law presented its report, giving a sum¬ 
mary of the new laws passed at the session of 1885, and ex¬ 
plaining their relation to the old laws. It also urged that 
the united efforts of all members of the Association he 
directed toward spreading the idea that a game warden was 
a necessity, and that that idea he specially impressed on all 
candidates for the Legislature who were to be voted for this 
fall. 

The Committee on Enforcement made a report, giving, 
among other things, the following estimates of deer killed in 
Michigan during the past season, based on facts obtained by 
the chairman from personal visits to the regions mentioned : 

Deer killed in Lower Peninsula.4,000 
Deer killed in Upper Peninsula.4,000 

8,000 
And estimating each at an average of 100 pounds, 800,000 

pounds represented the venison killed in the Slate last year, 
which at 4 cents per pound would amount to $32,000, 
4 cents being the price in the woods. The committee be¬ 
lieved its estimates to be much under the real truth. The 
committee also reported that it found practically no deer law 
observed by residents of the regions where deer are found, 
and that the animals are slaughtered at all seasons. 

The following subjects were discussed and referred to the 
Committee on Law; 

1, The Game Warden acts. 
2. Laws prohibiting— 

a. Netting fish in the harbors of the Great Lakes. 
b. Netting wild pigeons. 
c. Extending the close season for woodcock to Sept. 1. 
d. Spring shooting. 

The Committee on Publication made a report showing pub¬ 
lication and circulation of the seventh annual book, 2,500 
copies. It was ordered that the next book of the Associa¬ 
tion be published in the year 1887, after the session of the 
Legislature, so as to show the amendments to the laws 
expected to be then had. 

Dr. Morris Gibbs then read an essay on August woodcock 
shooting, advocating close season till Sept. 1. Mr. Ohas. F. 
Holt, a practical tishcultiirist, presented a very interesting 
paper on the Spawning of Black Bass, showing the benefit 
to be derived from the recent law prohibitiug spearing of 
fish from March 1 to Oct. 1—the old law was March, April 
and May. This paper received high commendation from 
one of the Fish Commissioners present for the close obser¬ 
vation evinced and the author was tendered the thanks of 
the Association for it. 

The next annual meeting was ordered held at Lansing, 
on the third Tuesday of January, 1«87. It was ordered that 
the president and secretary make application to the National 
Association for the Protection of Game Birds and Fish, for 
membership on behalf of this Association. 

The following officers were elected: 
President, Dr. E. S. Holmes, Grand Rapids, Mich. 
Secretary, Mark Morris, Grand Rapids, Mich. 
Treasurer, N. A. Osgood, Battle Creek, Mich. 
Director for four years, W. C. Colborn, Detroit, Mich, 
After thanking the city for the use of the hall for the 

meeting the Association adjourned to the banquet at the 
Burdick House. About fifty sat down at the tables and the 
convention adjourned sine die about 8 A. M., Thursday 
morning, after a very profitable and pleasant meeting, the 
success of which was very largely due to the Kalamazoo 
Gun Club, who had the matter in charge. 
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IN MICHIGAN WILDS.-I. The Hoosier Hunting Club consists of a small company 
of amateur sportsmen, who take annual excursions into 

the trackless forests of Northern Wisconsin Or the peninsula 
of IVIichigan to find relief from the exactions of business, to 
incite new energy by quaflang the pure waters and yet purer 
air of that exhilarating chmate. We hunt deer and cast 
lines for bass and trout also; but these are but a tithe of the 
game we take. The genuine sportsman returns from such a 
tour laden with a wealth that no guns or rod can bring to 
camp. The forests and streams invite him to the most royal 
of feasts; they bid him enter their secret halls, feast upon 
their richest viands and be thrilled by their most tender melo¬ 
dies; all their joyous birds will join the chorus, the winds 
will deftly touch seolean harps, and myriad leaves will clap 
their hands in happy welcome. He'who is sick will here 
find a panacea for every ill, and the nervous will be given a 
tonic from Nature’s faultless and exhaustless laboratory, 
more efifective than aU the nervines of aU the medical 
schools. 

The club of which mention is now made, have caught 
muscalonge’in the lake region of the upper Wisconsin river; 
black bass from lake Gogebic in Michigan a little to the 
north; and captured .spotted beauties from the silver ribbons 
of brooks singing their way to the icy bosom of Lake Su¬ 
perior; and meanwhile have still-hunted that wariest of wild 
animals—the red deer. This particular region is specially 
the paradise of all lovers of the rod and reel. It surpasses 
any yet visited in wild, picturesque scenery, and in exhaust¬ 
less 'canoe routes. The Eagle River chain of lakes have a 
shore line too extended for any one season’s sport, and their 
finny riches will not be diminished for a score of years. 
This country is reached by the Milwaukee, Lake Shore and 
Western Railway, and its oflBlcials excel in extending cour¬ 
tesies to tourists.' 

Members of the club have also hunted along a newer line 
—Mil. & N. & Wis. & Michigan—extending northwest from 
Green Bay, Wisconsin, to the Menominee River in Michigan, 
with good success. All the streams are filled with trout and 
the forests afford as many deer and black bear as can be 
found elsewhere. More of the latter are taken by resident 
hunters, judging by shipments, than elsewhere. 

The route oftenest taken was via the Northwestern road, 
A glance at any map in a railway guide will show the reader 
one of their numerous lines extending from Chicago to Mil¬ 
waukee and Green Bay to Michigan, where several fingers 
of this iron arm extend into the immense iron fields. Some 
of the most successful hunts have been along the numerous 
tributaries of Menominee River, The old and abandoned 
lumber camps—“old cuttings” they are called—afford choice 
pasturage and excellent retreats for deer. All this as a 
matter of information and in answer to the scores of inquir¬ 
ies that come to the writer from Eastern sportsmen. The 
Forest and Stream is their medium and these items are 
given as an introduction to the notes that will follow. The 
roads mentioned have guides, etc., with full particulars, 
which will be sent on application. 

One of the novel and interesting trips taken by our club 
was a canoe trip on the Michigania River. The party, five 
in number, were Maj. G., Lew G., Dolph W., S. and the 
writer. The mining town of Republic was reached about 
the middle of September. But the meagerest outfit had been 
provided, as we expected to make the distance of about a 
hundred miles in two small boats. One of these was a can¬ 
vas—quite sufficient in lakes—but a delusion and snare in 
dangerous rapids. Lew G. and S. were assigned to the can¬ 
vas and were the first to pull out. They -waved their caps 
as they dashed off and out into a noisy rapid. Just as the 
wooden boat was about to swing out into the current, a shout 
from Lew attracted attention. A lively scene was being en¬ 
acted as the frail boat popped around like a cork, while Lew 
was making frantic efforts to reach the shore, S. was vainly 
attempting to close up a hole with his old hat. Lew shouted 
words of peculiar emphasis, S. got red in the face and thrust 
his foot in the hole, while the remainder of the party looked 
on and shouted with laughter. After getting a good wetting 
the now useless craft was landed, its contents transferred to 
the other boat, and three of the party, hearing of a boat that 
could be purchased six miles below, started to walk by a 
road along the bank, while Lew, a trapper whom we had em¬ 
ployed, and myself, commanded the remaining craft. The 
crisp September air was most refreshing: the dark, serpen¬ 
tine river, between its numerous rapids as smooth as a lake, 
and the somber evergreens spread their swaying branches 
toward us in welcome, making that first morning ride a lux¬ 
ury as rare as it was delicious. During this distance we 
passed a “narrows,” where the rivet is shot through a 
“chute,” which sent our boat along at the speed of a bird’s 
flight. Phew! what a thrill tingled through the veins as 
that arrow-like flight was taken. Our boating had been upon 
quiet lakes, and this was a new revelation which, before sun¬ 
set, was to be more than duplicated. 

At the appointed place the “boys” met us, made a pur¬ 
chase of the second boat, and, after lunching under the sigh¬ 
ing cedars, we resumed our journey. 

The guide was employed to conduct us through the “Big 
Rapids.”' This was a succession of rocky cataracts two 
miles in length. To our eyes, unfamiliar with boating on 
raging streams, these sething, roaring rushes of maddened 
waters was anything but inviting. The river was swollen 
bankful by recent rains and its awful plunge over submerged 
rocks looked dangerous. A landing was made to steady our 
nerves and the trapper was placed in our boat, which Was to 
take the advance. The old dolt, instead of taking the paddle 
in the rear, to steer our course, gave the paddles to two inex¬ 
perienced men. Lew and myself, while he stood in the bow 
to yell in broken French, “To the left. No, to the right. O 
hell, there you’re on the rock.” And crash, the boat would 
strike some huge boulder. Then the boat would swing 
about and dash off beyond all control or threaten us with 
destruction by capsizing. Several times it seemed impossible 
to escape the com'plete destruction of the boat and the loss 
of all its cargo, and possibly its occupants. The trapper 
yelled right, when he meant left, and the only thing which 
he was absolutely sure to do was to cry out, “O heU, you’re 
on the rock!” At one point where the plunging waters were 
seething with resistless power, an immense rock was struck 
and we only saved ourselves by leaping out on it and grasp¬ 
ing the side of the boat nearest us. Here we would have 
been hopelessly imprisoned, but the other boat passed safely 
through, and, landing in an eddy below, by the aid of a rope 
and laborious poling, succeeded in rescuing us. 

For two miles this most exciting and perilous boat ride 
continued. Its effect was not the least depressing upon our 
party. The excitement was exhilarating and only incited 
peals and shouts of laughter as each danger wassafely passed. 
The memory of that day, therefore, is one of pleasure 

though not manj'^ of the party would care to duplicate the 
experience. The picture of the terrific conflict of mad waters 
and resisting rocks as witnessed that day will remain with 
the actors through life. 

While our blood was yet hot with the excitement, and 
before we had untied our guns from their fastenings-^which 
we did to save them in case of capsizing—the boys called 
from the boat in front, “What is that?” 

They were just rounding a sharp curve, and we in the rear 
boat could see our comrades frantically jerking at their guns, 
all too securely tied. “It’s a bear!” we' heard Major G. call 
out, and this sent us for our guns; but bruin was just enter¬ 
ing the dense underbrush as the first guns gave hiui a parting 
welcome. We landed, rushed through the tangled under¬ 
brush for a mile or more on his trail, while one boatload 
went further down the stream, hoping to head him off. The 
old fox was too smart for us, however, and soon left us far 
behind. 

If the reader has ever had a like experience he will remem¬ 
ber what a fund of jokes such an event always provokes. 
Then, too, every fellow is sure to detail how nearly he came 
getting a bead on him. “If”—ah! that if saves hnndreds 
of “the biggest bucks in the woods” or “an enormous bear.” 
That bear was the cause of no little merriment after we were 
safely huddled in our small tent the first night on the Michi¬ 
gania. 

The next morning the old trapper was dismissed, and 
after spending a few hours in prospecting without finding 
much sign of deer, we loaded boats and were again gliding 
down the tortuous but swift current. Here was enjoyment 
that will make glad the heart, of every member of that little 
company while life endures. A soft haze filled the cope of 
the heavens above with that dreamy light so delicious to 
lovers of nature; the boats rocked and swayed in a motion 
as gentle and delicious as the airy flight of circling swallows 
in the summer sun; the river sang a ceaseless song, sweet as 
the dream of childhood, while the tall pines and denser 
cedars gave answer in a chant low and weird. We seemed 
to be in a land of enchantment or a pleasant dream. Mile 
after mile not an oar was struck. Only the man in the stern 
used an oar to guide our course. 

We passed what is called by the lumbermen of that river 
“flood wood.” At some time the entire river bed for a mile 
or more was completely blocked by the densest, most com¬ 
pact drift that could be imagined. With incredible labor 
this had been cut away by the numerous lumber companies 
owning pine lands above and along the river. At this point 
Major G., who is the hunter of the club, anchored his boat 
and went ashore to look for sign. Our boat passed on down 
some distance before stopping. The Major found abundant 
sign, and we attempted to row back, but the curro-nt was too 
swift for our awkward hands, and we were compelled to 
pass on. 

Our camp for the second night was about a mile up a swift 
stream called Fence River, This stream is crowded with 
trout. Immense numbers of the largest size have been taken 
in proper season by the few bold sportsmen who have pene¬ 
trated these wilds. Although we were not prepared for 
taking them, we caught some handsome strings. 

As deer hunting was our special mission, the next morning 
found all out with the guns, except the writer, who impro¬ 
vised a line and pole and had some rare sport in having the 
trout leap at a red flannel lure. 

The result of the day’s hunt was a spike buck, biuught 
down at full two hundred yards by Lew, and a fawn dropped 
by Major. Lew also had a splendid shot, at a dead rest, at 
a doe, with three shots while running, but scored clear 
misses. He is a crack shot and we twitted him over the 
blunder. 

Venison tenderloin steaks, golden trout and fawn’s heart 
for supper was a feast fit for a prince. "What a jolly time 
was had that night in recounting the mishaps and jokes of 
the journey. But the editor and reader as well must not be 
imposed upon further at present, and the remaining experi¬ 
ences must be reserved for a future number. Casey. 

SHOOTING IN CUBA. 

WHAT has become of the snipe and teal which have not 
come down to us in the usual quantities or numbers 

this winter? Heretofore the Siempre Fiel has been particu¬ 
larly favored by their winter migration, and the sudden sus¬ 
pension of these favors gives us great anxiety lest they have 
been receiving inspirations from the New York Chamber of 
Commerce. Oh, dear! oh, dear! has it come to this pass 
that even the game birds have been infected by the hated 
political ideas of the Tanks and turn away from us to more 
congenial feeding grounds in the Central American republics? 
Well, plenty of “lame ducks” are here strewn along the tracks 
of the tax gatherers. 

But, though we have been slighted this winter by the game, 
every steamer is now bringing to us large and increasing 
flocks of the genusAomo, though these are not quite homo¬ 
geneous in all respects. The new route by the Florida 
Southern Railroad, connecting with stea-mers at Tampa, is 
open and brings us an inflowing tide twice a week, repre¬ 
senting nearly every State east of the Rocky Mountains by 
individuals and families coming in to us out of the cold. 

The population of the United States is the most mobile 
and docile in the world, and is catching ideas even from the 
feathered bipeds; that, among others, of when they are cold 
they go nearer to the source of all light and life, and imbibe 
the genial, health-giving influence of the sunbeams. 

In looking over the hotel registers here is pictured to the 
eye the U. S. A. in the form of an immense funnel with 
Florida representing the narrow part to which the winter 
travel from all parts of the north, east and west is tending 
toward the attractive force above indicated, and whether it 
be that the Herald expose has knocked the bottom out of the 
Florida peninsula or not (it may have been a false bottom), 
the fact remains that the winter travel is reaching us here in 
increasing proportions. 

Here the sunbeams offer a still more cheering welcome to 
those seeking their kind protection, flowing in upon the mind 
and body through all the senses, both directly and indirectly 
through many of its charming elaborations of varied vegeta¬ 
ble forms and verdure, and j uicy, luscious fruits. Here, too 
may be studied bv those philosophically inclined, the vestiges 
of a past civilization and a dawning new one. Mais,^ reten¬ 
ons a nos moutons. All acknowledge this to be an incom¬ 
parable winter climate. From November to March the ther 
mometer ranges between 70 and 80 Fahrenheit, within which 
period are usually interspersed three to five terms of three 
days each when a cold wave from the north forces it down 
to 60. This winter has been the only exception to this rule 
which I have known in a twenty years^ residence here. 
This winter we had the mercury down to 60 during fifteen 

days in December, and during several of them down to 55; 
but we are always beyond the reach of frosts and snows. 

For the information of those who are projecting trips to 
this island, and are including quail or deer shooting among 
their expectations, I will state that they will be required to 
take out a license to carry their gun, which costs $11 gold, 
and if they should wish to shoot the quail or deer on sight, 
they will requke a second license for that purpose, costing 
another $11; total. $32 per annum. Thus game protection 
here, being one of the devices of the tax gatherer, is likely 
to be persisted in. The shooter furthermore requires a writ¬ 
ten permit from the owner of the fields he desires to shoot 
over or to accompany some party who has such permit. 

These, however, are trifling drawbacks, as a few green¬ 
backs will rapidly smooth the road before the visitor. Hav¬ 
ana, besides its wonderful climatic attractions, has many 
others usual to large cities, and great novelty to the Anglo- 
Saxon in almost everything. It is destined to soon become 
famous as a winter residence for North Americans of the 
mobile classes. It is perhaps not strange they should, in 
their mobility, be drawn toward the sources of the most 
seductive luxuries of their home breakfast tables—luxuries 
which have now permanently established themselves there 
as prime necessities. 

Besides it is here that the noxious but seductive weed, the 
most persuasive solace alike of the man of leisure, the 
banker, the poet, the philosopher, the theologian, the physi¬ 
cian and the proletarian is at home with open house to wel¬ 
come its many worshippers. Well, let us enjoy its solace 
“while we may, old time is still a flying,” and while hnman 
nature is what it is many will yield to consoling influences 
of different kinds, and when Boreas blows his wicked blasts 
many will also try to get in out of the cold. Nemo. 

Havana, Feb, 4.___ 

WITH THE QUAIL IN VIRGINIA. 

During my visit to Virginia last fall I hunted quail in 
half a dozen of the best counties of that State, with 

about my usual measure of success. The birds were more 
plenty than 1 have seen them for twenty years, but very 
much harder to get. Every year it is becoming more diffi¬ 
cult to make big bags. Not so much owing to scarcity of 
birds as to circumstances connected with hunting them. 

In all localities in Virginia, as in previous years, I found 
the peculiar fashions of the season much the same among 
quail. That fashion holds sway among them, who will 
deny? When we find Bob White not ready to take his 
breakfast until the sun is an hour or two high; but quietly 
remains snoozing in his roost in some secure thicket, until all 
the morning trains are in, and sportsmen have hunted over 
the most inviting stubble. Or perhaps he devotes his time 
to reading the Forest and Stream advertisements of sports¬ 
men's resorts, where quail may be killed until March. Im¬ 
proved guns that shoot often enough, without reloading, tO' 
kill a whole covey. Men who break ninety-eight out of one 
hundred clay-pigeons. Englishmen who, with one hand 
only, propose to beat Dr. Carver and Capt. Bogardus. Field 
trial dogs, whose pedigree is traced to the pair that Noah 
took into the ark, with noses that never misfire. That they 
know all this, and how to meet it is evident. It used to be- 
that a quail would crouch down and lie until flushed, then 
fly straight in the direction its head was pointed, depending 
on its rapid flight for safety. Now they run before the dogs; 
and get up clear out of range, or if caught in close quarters, 
dart between your legs or around a tree or some other object 
that will shelter them. Cunning maneuver now seems to be 
the fashion with them. 

To be successful in hunting quail in the South, after they 
are fully grown, one needs first of all to have good dogs, be* 
a quick shot, and instead of looking for them in stubble or 
other feeding grounds, work every thicket, woods and broomi 
straw; I might Mmost say turn over every stone and shake- 
up every fence row. When you have found them don’t 
think of marking them to a better place to shoot, but deter¬ 
mine to kill while you have them. Don’t be afraid of wast¬ 
ing ammunition; Chamberlin cartridges are cheap and easily- 
obtained. Take all chances in brush and in open. If a bird', 
gets up within gunshot and you see him, always fire; you 
will often kill when least expected. The man who kills 
every shot or nearly so will rarely ever make as good a bag 
as one who is a fair shot as to average, and takes all chances. 
It is not often that birds are found in the open; but should 
you be so fortunate as to find a covey in the middle of a ten- 
acre field, don’t put faith in the old idea that quail cannot 
fly far, but be assured they are going to the woods if it is 
the next county, and when you get there do not get mad at 
your dogs if they fail to find. Another recent fashion is to 
take to trees, or'to let you see them settle down, then run a 
little ways and take a second flight. Both of these tricks 
are very disappointing and discouraging to the dogs, and 
they should be encouraged instead of punished. Under such 
circumstances a man of limited experience in the field when 
he sees birds light, or thinks so, and takes his dogs to the 
spot, they either strike no scent, or make game, or point 
where birds have been, he becomes angry and blames the 
dogs for not finding what is not there. I have always found 
it a good rule never to use force or punishment until I was 
perfectly satisfied of a positive fault. 

As an illustration of the closeness with which Virginia 
quail keep to cover; I spied one evening about sundown, 
from an elevation on which I stood, a piece of the most mag¬ 
nificent stubble I ever saw, extending about two miles and 
perhaps a quarter of a mile wide. This being in a section of 
country that I knew was never shot over except by one man, 
a true lover of such sport can imamne my feelings when I 
promised myself that my next day’s 'hunt would be there. I 
look vfith me three dogs, all in fine hunting trim. When 
I got to the stubble I found it high and thick, an abundance 
of grain scattered all over the ground. We hunted every 
foot closely and all surrounding thickets and woods without 
finding a bird, and only saw one little loost. On our way 
home, while passing through a large body of woods, a noted 
resort of wild turkeys, we suddenly flushed a tremendous 
covey of quail. We found three coveys in this wood around, 
the edge of a little clearing about a negro cabin, where there^ 
had been perhaps an acre of oats and two acres of wheat 

The best shooting I had during the season w'as in this body 
of woods, where I could start from ten to fifteen coveys in 
a day, finding them in the neighborhood of branches, where 
they fed on berries and wild grapes, or about old “plaut 
beds” and negro cabins, where patches of rag weed 
had been allowed to grow. This, however, was no fit ground 
for dude sportsmen. None but stout, active legs and lungs 
with plenty of wind could stand the hills and ivy cliffs. 

One word more before I stop. It is very unwise for 
sportsmen, non-residents, when they make big bags to cariy 
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all theit birds in view; it arouses the jealousies of local hun¬ 
ters and sends more sportsmen to the ground, which gener¬ 
ally ends by closing it to all. A string of thirty quail is as 
much as any sportsman, after the fatigues of the day, should 
carry. Never strain yourself. I would rather be commis¬ 
erated on having thirty birds in three days’ shooting, with 
the invitation, “Come back, old fellow, and try it again, ” 
than to have every one in the place at the depot to see “those 
tnen who done killed all the partridges in thecountry.” Don’t 
string your birds so that fifty will look like 151' (that is the 
regulation lie) and hire two darky boys to carry them on a 
pole, or you will be sure some time to be obliged to come 
home on“ the owl train and sneak around town some back 
way without a feather. Bedford. 

Brooki-vn, N. _ 

ERRATIC BULLET FLIGHTS. 

Editar Forest and Stream: 
In my article published by you last week I refer to other 

cases in my own experience. One occurred a few months 
before that already published. There was a millpond in the 
neighborhood upon which I frequently shot wild ducks. 
There was a deep indentation on one side, bounded by a com¬ 
mon zigzag rail fence., The “lay of the land" was such that 
I could creep into this indentation unperceived by ducks, 
muskrats and other game, some of which I almost invariably 
secured, as I was generally accompanied by a very small dog 
with considerable spaniel blood in his veins, and enough 
terrier to render him spunky. One day I stealthily crept 
into my favorite nook, which brought me within rifle range of 
most of the pond above and below. To my delight I found 
a few ducks scattered over the pond. A large one and much 
the nearest of any, happened to be in range of a tannery and 
dwelling house perhaps 300 yards distant, but was swimming 
slowly out of range, yet directly into the range of a herd of 
cattle about 300 yards away in a pasture. 

This pond had been constructed but two or three years 
befbre, and scattered over the site were several large syca¬ 
more trees. I observed that the duck would soon pass just 
inside one of these, and resting my rifle on a low rail aimed 
in range of the tree, and as the duck came in range I fired, 
killing the duck, and at the same time observed the bark fly 
from the tree just above the water. A few seconds later 
there was an outcry at the buildings which were at an angle 
of about forty-five degrees to the line of my fire. My little 
dog soon retrieved the duck, and taking it I passed around 
to the buildings to learn the cause of the excitement there. 
My bullet in passing through the duck and glancing upon 
the water beyond became deflected to the right several inches, 
glancing from the side of the tree, passed on to the house, 
through the weather board of one inch just above the sill, 
and nearly through the washboard in the kitchen, splitting 
partly off a large sliver which struck with stinging force the 
foot of a woman who was standing at a washtnb with her 
foot nearly against the board. Hearing the crack of the 
rifle, the similar sharp crack of the cleaving sliver, which 
was as large as a man’s finger, and feeling the stinging sen¬ 
sation upon her foot, she naturally thought the bullet had 
penetrated it. Sighting from the bullet hole outside back to 
the tree from which it had glanced, 1 found it had barely 
missed the head of a man in tUe tan-yard. He was sure it 
had touched his ear, but I could find no mark. 

Philadelphia, Feb. 6. MlDTON P. Peirce. 

THE UTICA ASSOCIATION. 

At a meeting of the Association Feb. 19, Secretary .John 
D. Collins presented the report of the committee ap¬ 

pointed at the meeting held last month to consider needed 
amendments to the game laws. The report is as follows: 

To the Board of Trustees of the Utica Game and Fisii Pro¬ 
tective Associatioji: 

The undersigned committee, appointed at the meeting of 
said trustees January 31, 1886, to consider and report what, 
if any amendments, are important and necessary for the bet¬ 
ter protection of game in the Stale of New York, hereby 
respectfully report after much consideration and careful in¬ 
vestigation, as follows: 

DEER PROTECTION. 

With reference to deer: Your committee report that dur¬ 
ing the past three years there has been a large increase of 
killing, greatly surpassing the number of deer killed and 
shipped in former years, the extent of which, if continued, 
will, in the best judgment of your committee, result in the 
complete extermination of wild deer in the Adirondack wild¬ 
erness in the course of a very few years; that moose have 
become already totally extinct within the period of our own 
recollection, and deer wiU probably follow the same fate in 
the course of the next five years unless more protection is 
afforded by law. 

That this increase of extermination during said last three 
years has been the result of a great change taking place 
within that time. 

1. There has been an increase of the number of hunters, 
also a great perfection of the weapons and devices used, with 
an increase of the market demand for venison, all growing 
out of fashionable popularity. 

These causes are unavoidable, and all contribute to a 
greater destruction of deer. 

3. Other deer-producing states around us are waking up to 
this danger of extermination; and are taking more active 
measures for better protection and preservation, 

Pennsylvania has very recently found it necessary to pass 
laws prohibiting all killing for five years. 

Maine, which has a wild tract equal to our Adirondack 
wilderness, has equally found it necessary to put greater re¬ 
strictions upon the killing and shipping of deer, both as to 
season and the number to be killed by each person. 

Our State having less stringent laws, amounting to loose 
hberality, has within said time now become the rendezvous 
and hunting ground of all the market hunters from these 
other States, who gather here in increasing numbers with the 
most perfect skill and appliances ready to kill the last doe 
for the vast market demand. These professionals start at the 
first opening of the season; penetrate to and overrun the 
deepest recesses of the wilderness and the most secluded 
haunts and hiding places of deer, keeping up the extermina¬ 
tion till the close of the season; sending their game in most 
instances to foreign markets. The number of these profes¬ 
sionals has greatly increa.sed each year and in the judgment 
of your committee will continue to increase in numbers and 
perfection of their appliances with each succeeding year in 
the future, which, with the natural increase of our domestic 
sportsmen, must only bring ono result; the early extermina¬ 
tion of the last buck, doe and fawn, and the protection and 
preservation oflnothing. 

Your committee in this connection give due and com¬ 

prehensive notice and consideration to the great diversity of 
opinion among citizens as to the utility of the law against 
hounding, now in force. They give all due weight to the 
arguments for its repeal. The result of their investigation is 
this, viz., that all the opposition to this law grows out of 
pure selfish desire on the part of individuals clamoring to ac¬ 
complish their own personal ends and conveniences, and par¬ 
takes not at all of any real or honest preservation or protec¬ 
tion. No better evidence of this is needed than the very fact 
that in all their plans for proposed legislation on the subject, 
protection and preservation are asked for with special privi¬ 
leges. which are not protective, in the very fact of the con¬ 
ceded dangers of total extermination. 

Yom’ committee are also mindfud of the fact that the 
greatest liberality of open season should be allowed consist¬ 
ent with due preservation, but the very idea of any game 
law is to prevent extermination, by limits upon the killing 
and the modes thereof, in which all interested citizens should 
unite, concui’ and observe for the general good. The way 
to protect is to limit and restrict the killing, and is quite in¬ 
consistent with too great destruction. 

They further report that up to within the past past three 
years the laws which have been liberal have been practically 
ample, but that the recent change of conditions necessitates 
greater limits of both season and the number to be killed. 
They recommend the following law to be passed, which, 
after a reasonable trial, they think will obviate what will 
otherwise become necessary, viz., the necessity of a law 
which will prohibit for a term of years all killing in this 
State. 

In respect to game birds: Your committee are of the 
opinion that the open season should be made uniform and 
limited to the autumn months of September, October and 
November, as being most consistent with due regard to pro¬ 
tection. We think August woodcock killing quite out of 
season as well as destructive; of partridges and their broods, 
both should be killed at the same time. 

The month of December killing is very destructive of 
partridges from the fact that then they mainly are trapped 
by experts. Under the present laws there will be few, if 
any left to protect in a very few years hence. 

They recommend an amendment as now before the Legis¬ 
lature, introduced in Senate by Mr. Coggeshall, proposed by 
the secretary. 

In respect to song birds of all kinds, your committee are 
of the opinion that all small birds, other than such as are in¬ 
jurious to husbandry, or such as prey upon or destroy the 
insectivorous species, such as butcher birds, crows, owls 
and hawks (other than night hawks), should not be allowed 
to be destroyed in any manner, or at any time, or for any 
purpose whatever, within this State and should be prohibited. 

Your committee are informed that very large orders are 
being constantly sent out by jobbing houses for the skins of 
small birds of various kinds to supply the trade, and fashion¬ 
able demands for ladies’ bonnet trimmings, whereby they are 
being greatly depleted, to the detriment of husbandry and in 
derogation of public delight. Such practices should be dis¬ 
countenanced by aU good citizens as abhorrent and repulsive 
in the extreme and totally without sense or palliation. 

I. C. McIntosh, 

John D. CoiiUiNS, 
G-dstavds Dexter. 

FKOPOSED AMENDMENTS. 

The following bill is recommended by the association, as 
an amendment to the fish and game laws now in force. 'The 
wisdom of its provisions are evident at a glance: 

Section 1, No person shall hunt or pursue any wild deer in this 
State with any dog or bitch. If any dog or bitch shall be found so 
hunting or pursuing in the State, it shall be pn'nia fade evidence of 
the violation of the foregoing provision of this section by the owners 
of, or persons having or harboring such dog or bitch. Any person 
offending agatn.st any of the provisions of this section shall be guilty 
of a misdemeanor, and in addition thereto shall be liable to a penalty 
of fifty dollars for each and every violation, to be sued for and re¬ 
covered as provided by chapter five hundred and thirty-four of the 
laws of eighteen hundred and seventy-nine, as amended, for the re¬ 
covery of the penalties thereby imposed, or as hereinafter provided. 

Sec. 2 No person shall hunt, bill, chase, destroy or capture alive, 
any deer in this State except in lawful manner between the 15th day 
of August and the 15th day of October in each year. Whoever has in 
possession at any other tune any fresh venison or fresh deer skin or 
deer carcass shall be deemod to’have violated the provisions of this 
section. Whoever violates the provisions of this section shall forfeit 
§50 for each deer killed or had in possession, to be recovered as herein 
stated. Fresh venison may be had in possession and sold for thirty 
days after Oct. 16 aforesaid, provided the possessor proves that the 
same was lawfully killed within the lawful period aforesaid. 

Sec. 3. The number of deer which any one person may kill or have 
in possession during the lawful period of each year as provided in the 
foregoing section is hereby limited to three deer in each year and no 
more. Whoever kills more than three as aforesaid shall forfeit goO 
for each deer killed or had in possession in excess of three. Whoever 
harbors or possesses for another any deer killed in excess of three 
aforesaid for the purpose of evading the provisions hereof, shall be 
deemed to have violated this section. Market men who keep a 
regular market for supplying venison to customers at retail only may 
have in possession during the lawful season fresh venison carcasses 
in excess of three in November, provided they do not in any way 
directly or indirectly aid or employ the killing of deer within this 
state or coimtenance the violation of the provisions of this section, 
and provided also that such carcasses have not been killed in viola¬ 
tion of the provisions of this section. 

Sec. 4. Whoever kills or cantures any deer at any natural or 
artificial salt licks within this state shall forfeit $50 for each deer so 
killed or captured. The placing of any artificial salt lick for captur¬ 
ing deer within this state is hereby forbidden, imder a penalty 
of $50. 

Sec. 5. All penalties imposed by this act may be recovered by action 
for penalties or by indictment and fine, and all the provisions of 
chapter 531 of the laws of 1879, in respect thereto and the disposition 
thereof, shall apply hereto. 

Sec. 6 The provisions of sections 1 and 3B of chapter 634 of the laws 
of 1879 and the acts amendatory thereof, so far as they are in conflict 
with the provisions of this act. are hereby; abrogated. In o ther 
respects said act is to be construed in;aid hereof. 

I. C. McIntosh said that the limitation of three deer to each 
person was copied from the Maine law. 

The report was adopted and a committee of two, D. Col¬ 
lins and I. C. McIntosh, named by the chair to go to Albany 
and attend to the introduction of the bill and endeavor to 
secure its passage. 

Mr. McIntosh reported that he had ordered for Jock’s and 
South lakes 50,000 salmon trout from Caledonia. Mr. Green 
writes that he wanted them to be taken Feb. 38. The fish 
were to betaken from Prospect or possibly Remsen. A, D, 
Barber, Jr., had been written to, but, though he expressed 
interest, he said he would be unable to take the fish to Jock’s 
Lake. 

Mr. Collins moved that Mr. McIntosh’s committee be con¬ 
tinued and instructed to attend to getting the fish and getting 
them into the lake. . . 

There was some informal discussion as (o the best method 
of getting the fish to Jock’s Lake at this time of year. 

Mr. McIntosh said he thought 75,000 could be secured. 
The members present all signed the petition issued by the 

Fomst AND Stream, .protesting against the repeal of the 
anti-deer hounding law and the Association adjourned, sub¬ 
ject to the call of the president. 

THE MAINE DEER LAW. 

The large game of Maine is recognized as one of the 
valuable natural resources of that State. The laws 

have been most carefully framed for the proper preservation 
of the deer supply; and—so great is the importance attached 
to these laws—special officials are intrusted with the duty of 
supervising the enforcement of the statute by the game 
wardens. 

The Maine game law forbids absolutely and at all times 
the use of dogs for hunting deer. The working of this anti¬ 
deer law—^whether it bo for good or evil—is full of instruc¬ 
tion for the other States which are now considering the 
same subject. It is worthy of remark that the enactment 
of the Maine law was bitterly opposed, as was the law itself at 
first, on the identical grounds now urged by the opponents 
of the New York anti-hounding law. 

The following official reports of the effect of the law, and 
the testimony of well known Maine sportsmen are sub¬ 
mitted: 

[From Commissioner H. O. Stanley.) 

COMMISSIONERS. STATE OP Maine, 

E. M. S’nLWHLL, Bangor. COMMISSION OF FISHERIES & GaME, 
HenrvO.Stan^ey^^^^ Dixfield, Feb. 14, 1886. 

Editor Foi'est and Stream: 
You jsk for my opinion as to the working of the anti-deer 

hounding law in Maine. I can give it in a very few words. 
That law in my opinion, is the veiy best one we have on our 
statute books for the protection of our deer in the Maine 
forests. If hounding were to be allowed, it is my belief, 
that in five years from now few deer would be left in our 
State. To the enforcement of this law I attribute the in¬ 
crease of the game, that has filled our forests with deer as 
they are to-day. Repeal this law and the track of the deer 
would disappear from Maine. 

H. O. Stanley, Commissioner. 

[From Commissioner E. M. Stilwell.l 

COMMISSIONERS. StATE OP MAINE, 1 

E M. Stilwell, Bangor. COMMISSION OP FISHERIES & GAME, [ 
Henry O. St-anu^v^^^^ BanOOR, Feb. 16, 1886. J 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
You ask me the question of our success with the Maine 

anti-hounding deer law. My reply is that we could have 
achieved nothing without it. There is no such thing as deer 
protection, there is no such thing as deer propagation with¬ 
out that law. The only question is between deer and dogs. 
You cannot have the one without stringently enforcing the 
law against the other. There is no such thing as a com¬ 
promise between the two. Since the passage of the amended 
dog law in 1883, the deer of our State have more than 
doubled. 

To claim that still-hunting is more destructive than hound¬ 
ing is utter nonsense. Hounding permits no sanctuary, no 
respite for the deer. They are driven even from their new¬ 
born and suckling young into the lakes to be shot. The 
still-hunter can practice his craft only after the leaves have 
fallen, after the fawns are weaned, the venison fat and in 
condition, and fit as food for man. 

E. M. Stilwell, Commissioner. 
P. S.—I send you also letters from Mr. John Shaw, the 

well-know shipbuilder; Dr. Samuel B. Hunter and C. B. 
Donworth, Esq., aU of Machias, and Manly Hardy, of 
Brewer. Messrs. Shaw, Hunter and Donworth are sports¬ 
men of large experience, who have been for many years 
practically familiar with the Maine game question and inter¬ 
ested in the due protection of the great resource of our 
State. Mr. Hardy is a dealer in fm's, has an almost univer¬ 
sal acquaintance with the hunters of the State—whites and 
Indians—is a keen observer, accomplished sportsman and 
naturalist, from whose opinion on this question there is no 
appeal. You are at liberty to publish the letters if you see 
fit.—E. M. S. 

[inclosures.] 

Machias, Me., Feb. 15,1886. 
E. M. Stilwell, Gom, Fisheries and Game: 

Dear Sir—You ask my opinion about the anti-dogging 
deer law of this State in relation to its saving the deer. I 
will say that I think it is the greatest protection to the deer 
that we have. Yours truly, .John Sh.aw. 

Brewer, Me., Feb. 15,1886. 
Hon. E. M. Stilwell: 

Dear Sir—In answer to your question as to my opinion 
of deer increasing where hounding is allowed, I have to say 
that my belief, backed by a long experience, is that they 
will be exterminated in less than half the time where hound¬ 
ing is allowed that they will where only still-hunting is 
done. People hound because they can get more deer in that 
way than by still-hunting. If this were not so no one would 
care to keep hounds. In the months of September, October 
and November, when there is no snow, the best still-hunters 
can kill but few, so those who wish some easier way ask for 
hounding. I believe deer can be killed fast enough by fair 
still-hunting without being murdered by hunting with 
hounds. Very respectfully, M. Hardy. 

Machias, Feb. 13, 1880. 
Hon. E. M. Stilwell, Gom. Fishenes and Game: 

Sir—In answer to your letter of inquiry as to the result 
of the law prohibiting the use of dogs in hunting deer, I will 
say from personal knowledge, the increase is perfectly aston¬ 
ishing, especially when the law is well enforced as in Wash¬ 
ington county. It has been proved here that the use of 
hounds by sportsmen cannot be allowed at any season, not 
only because of its destructiveness, but it so frightens the 
game that it leaves the hunting grounds. When hounds are 
used the residents provide themselves with that nondescript 
class of curs known as deer dogs, and aUow them to hunt as 
they please, take them into theii- camps, hunt on the crust in 
the spring while the does are weak and the fawns are young, 
and in summer while the fawns are yet too young to care for 
themselves. In. order that the law shall be effective it must 
include all kinds of dogs, for we often find the common cur 
the equal of the wolf. 

Since the close of the war I have lived in this town and 
have been greatly interested in the protection and in the in¬ 
crease of game. My business keeps me upon the roads the 
greater part of the time, besides I annually take my fall 
hunt, I find that since the enforcement of the anti-dog law 
so apparent is the increase of the deer, that the citizens now 
watch for the deer dog, which is hated as the farmer hates 
the sheep-killing cur. The wardens find no difficulty in 
getting information when any one undertakes to violate this 
most beneficial law for the preservation of game. For three 
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years the increase has been more marked in this country, for 
the law has been quite well enforced. 

At the time this'law was enacted there were but few deer 
remaining in the Stale, the dogs and crust-hunters had nearly 
exterminated them, but the efforts of our Commissioners of 
Game, aided by the local protectionists, have restocked our 
forests so that we now can boast of one of the finest deer 
parks in the United States. 

As a sportsman I do feel thankful that we have this most 
humane law prohibiting the use of dogs in the hunting of 
deer. If wc kill the deer, let us do it decently, not torture, 
mangle and frighten to death. 

The law prohibiting the use of dogs is now one of the 
factors of game protection, without it we should be dis¬ 
couraged and feel our foundation was gone. Game in 
Maine cannot be preserved without it. Yours, 

Sam. B. Hunter. 

Office of 
U. B. DONWORTH. 

Attorney and Cocnselloh at I aw. 

Machias, Me., Feb. lo, 1886. 
Hon. E. M. Stilioell: 

Mt Dear Sir—As Commissioner of Fisheries and Game 
you ask my opiuion of the results of the anti-deer hounding 
law in this section; and you are good enough to suggest that 
my anxiety for the preservation of what I consider to be one 
of the great sources of wealth of our people, and my experi¬ 
ence and observation as a lawyer, fit me to malae such a re¬ 
port. Washington county, as you know, affords peculiar 
opportunities to measure the wisdom and efficacy of the sev¬ 
eral provisions of the protective system. The time is within 
vivid remembrance when all the larger species of game had 
almost wholly disappeared from our forests, owing to the 
lack of a statutory restraint upon the improvident hunter, 
but as soon as a wise policy of protection was introduced a 
marked increase was immediately apparent. The law, how¬ 
ever, in its earlier stages was found to be painfully lacking 
in some of its present most essential features, it was seen 
that an open season of throe months was quite sufficient to 
greatly retard the desired increase of moose, deer and carl 
bou. if the use of dogs was to be allowed on the chase. The 
lawmaking power soon became cognizant of the desideratum, 
and quickly engrafted on the law the provision prohibiting 
the use of dogs lor such purposes. From the passage of that 
act moose, deer, caribou and all the larger game began to 
increase with astonishing rapidity, until now our forests are 
teeming with animal life. 

This you may well contemplate with satisfaction, and still 
more the fact that owing to its great abundance dogs are no 
longer necessary, nor even desirable, for the capture of this 
kind of game in reasonable quantities. You may thus readily 
understand why the opposition to the anti dog law has been 
so completely and so effectually silenced. 

Yours respectfully, C. B. Donworth. 

THE ECONOMIC VIEW OF DEER 
HOUNDING. 

Game laws are not based on sentimentality. They 
are economic. Their purpose is to maintain the game 

supply. To accomplish this they must forbid all modes of 
killing which are destructive to game beyond its natural in¬ 
crease. If experience shows that by the practice of any one 
mode of capture the number of deer annually killed is greater 
than the number of deer annually born, that method must 
be forbidden. Otherwise the stock will diminish and the 
end will be extermination. On this principle the law for¬ 
bids crusting and trapping. On the same principle and for 
the same purpose—because by hounding the annual destruc¬ 
tion of deer has been proved by experience to exceed the 
annual increase—the use of hounds for the pursuit of deer 
in the Adirondacks is forbidden. On the same economic 
ground the law against hounds should remain as it is. The 
conditions have not changed. They remain the same. The 
law should stand. To repeal it, under any pretext, or with 
the substitution of any other protective measures, will be to 
sanction the extermination of the deer from the Adirondack 
woods. 

Without basing any argument upon the unsportsmanship 
and evident brutality of the practice of deer hounding, we 
submit the subjoined staternent of facts, as bearing on the 
economic view of the question. 

As conducted in the North Woods, hounding consists in 
driving the deer into a lake, pond or stream, and killing the 
game while it is helpless in the water. A hunt is usually 
participated in by several individuals. 

One man takes the dogs away from the lake and puts them 
on a deer track. The rest of the men remain at the lake, two 
in each boat, at points where.with the aid of a field-glass, the 
whole lake can be watched. When a deer enters the water 
to escape from the dogs, it is allowed to swim out, and then 
the nearest boat is rowed so as to cut the deer off from shore, 
and as it swims for some landing, the boat is sometimes run 
so as to force the deer’s head under water, and when it comes 
to the surface, half strangled, a charge of buckshot, bullets 
from a repeating rifle, or blows from an oar or club, soon 
finish the work. 

Sometimes the pursued deer is killed on land as it runs by 
a hunter posted on a “runway,” but in the North Woods 
this style of killing is the rare exception. The rule is that 
the game is killed in the water. That is the kind of deer 
killing the advocates of the present bill desire. They want 
it because it is a more successful method than any other and 
requires less skill and exertion. 

HOUNDING IS THE SUREST WAY TO KILL DEER. 
1. Because the dog iienetrates to the deepest cover and 

routs out deer which could not be approached by a man. 
Dense spruce and balsam swamps, fallen timber, dry brush, 
rocky defiles, thickets or “trip-shin,” it is all one to the dog. 
Where no still-hunter could penetrate he goes with ease, and 
drivas out the game to the water. 

2. Because the dog can be successfully used at all times 
and in all weathers. No matter what the season, no matter 
where the locality, no matter what the day, whether, hot or 
cold, wet or dry, when the hound is put out the deer must 
go, and go it will for the nearest body of water, where the 
sportsman is waiting for his victim. 

3. Hounding is the surest method because it is based on 
the instinct of the game. When a deer is pursued instinct 
tells her to rush into the water to baffle the hounds. Obedi¬ 
ence to instinct brings escape from the dogs on shore, but 
death at the hand of the man in the boat. 

4. To water-kill deer requires absolutely no skill nor expe¬ 
rience. 'The only requisite Is money enough lo hire a 
“guide,” a boat and the hounds. Most deer are killed at 
very short range with guns loaded with buckshot, or with 
magazine rifles. It is a Gomraoa thing for the “guide" .to 

hold the struggling creature by the tail while the “sports¬ 
man” shoots it or clubs it with oar or bludgeon. 

The ease and certainty of hounding invite to indulgence in 
it numbers of summer tourists, who have no special taste for 
hunting, are absolutely without any hunting skill, and could 
kill a deer in no other way. With dog, guide (f. e., oars¬ 
man), boat, and rifle, shotgun or club, they are sure of a deer 
if a deer is in the neig&orhood. They kill principally 
because it is quite the correct thing to tell of having “shot 
that buck when I was in the Adirondacks.” No question of 
their perfect right to this privilege would be raised, provided 
they could all kill deer and a proper supply of the game still 
be left. But they cannot. 

HOUNDING EASIER THAN STILL HUNTING. 
Any one can kill the poor, tired creature in the water. If 

he can’t shoot well enough, his guide can row him up near 
enough so he can beat his brains out with an oar. The 
victim stands no c\ance whatever for its life. In still- 
hunting the hunter may break a twig with his foot; a 
quick motion of the hand or a puff of wind may give 
the deer its life at the last moment. It is only a few 
days at most between Nov. 1 and Dec. 1 that the still- 
hunter can follow a deer with any degree of success, 
and those days are when the ground is covered with wet 
leaves, or when the ground is covered with light snow 
and upon leaves not frozen, and those are the exceptional 
days. Still-hunters do not kUl a large number per man, but 
from one, (wo or three, and, in rare instances, five or more 
deer to each gun or sportsman in camp, during the fall. 
But, on the otlier hand, the bounders—say three in a party, 
with as many dogs—kill two or three deer each day, not 
being confined to particular days. The hounds will drive a 
deer on frozen leaves, in dry or hot or wet weather, all the 
same. 

HOUNDING IS EVEN MORE DESTRUCTIVE THAN CRUSTING. 
The law forbids crusting. On the same principle it should 

forbid hounding. Hounding and crusting are very similar. 
Crusting means killing deer when there is a crust on the 
snow, through which the deer breaks, but which sustains 
the man. The crusteddeer is killed when, floundering per¬ 
fectly helpless in the snow, it is easily approached by the 
man on the snow and clubbed or its throat cut. The hounded 
deer is killed when, floundering perfeclly|helples8 in the 
water, it is easily approached by the man in the boat and 
clubbed or its throat cut. Crusting is destructive, water¬ 
killing is more destruclive. One is just as bad as the other 
in principle; in actual practice water-killing would destroy 
more deer than crusting. 

HOUNDING DESTROYS THE DOES. 
The proportion of does to bucks killed by hounding is. 

fully 3 to 2. The reason of this is not at all difficult to 
explain. The doe is weaker than the buck and when 
hounded will sooner lake to the water. Through the 
season when the voice of the hound is heard in the woods, 
the does linger in the vicinity of streams, ponds and lakes 
to be near their water refuge. The guides kuow this; they 
put out the dogs in the same vicinity, and the natural re.sult 
is that more does than bucks are driven into the water. 
Some bounders profess to discriminate and not to kill does; 
hut the doe that is permitted to go free is the exception. 
The common practice is that when a deer—male or female— 
takes to the water it is considered legitimate game. Wet 
does, heated by a long run, are killed by the sudden chill to 
their lacteal glands, before the sportsmen in the boats reach 
them; if others are permittsd to escape their subsequent 
agony perhaps renders that escape less merciful than death 
itself. The bill now before the Legislature provides for the 
hounding of does in the nursing season. 

When it is remembered that the killing of one doe is equal 
in effect on the future supply to the killing of four bucks*, it 
will be seen that in this respect hounding is especially ruin¬ 
ous of the game supply. 

The proportion of does to bucks killed by hounding 
is greater than the proportion killed by still-hunting. A 
record of deer killed by a party of four still-hunters for six 
seasons (1879-85) shows' a total of 55 deer, of which 9 were 
does, a proportion of does to bucks killed by still-hunting of 
1 to 3. (Forest AND iStream, Jan. 8, 1885.) 

Moreover, to the aggregate actually killed must be added 
the number of does rendered barren by the practice of hound¬ 
ing. In this respect hounding is peculiarly atrocious in its 
effect upon the natural increase of the game, by preventing 
conception. Guides and old visitors to the North Woods 
say that the proportion of barren does to tho.se with fawns 
is constantly increasing. To-day the relative number is 
very greatly in excess of what it was ten years ago. This 
is due to hounding. Hounding is practiced in the breeding 
season. The does are in a state of constant excitement from 
fear of the hounds. Under such conditions, according to a 
principle well-known to all physiologists, and familiar to all 
stockmen, the does will not conceive. There is no specula¬ 
tion about this. The facts are well established, and are 
recognized by breedei-s of horses and cattle. It is beyond 
cavil that the barren does are increasing, and equally beyond 
question that the practice of hounding is responsible for it 

HOUNDING destroys THE FAWNS. 

To the sportsman in the boat on the lake “the enchanting 
music of the hounds” is just as pleasing whether the dogs be 
chasing an “antlered monarch of the glen,” a nursing doe or 
a fawn. Because weaker than the old deer and less able to 
care for themselves, many fawns are caught by the dogs and 
killed (often without the knowledge of the hunter). Some 
are driven into the water and killed by the sportsmen. Some 
die of exhaustion. Others perish of starvation when the 
mother does have been hounded to death. [Others may be 
poisoned by the milk of hounded does which have escaped. 
This is pure conjecture. We can only base it on the fact 
that hounded does have been tracked by the bloody milk 
dripping from their dugs and leaving a trail on the lich^n.s of 
the rocks over which the creature.3 staggered ] 

Without any allusion to the ethics of “the historic and 
most sportsmanlike method” of hunting deer, is it not per¬ 
tinent to inquire, If the does and fawns are to be hounded 
to death, what is to become of the deer supply? 
DOGS KILL DEER IN THE WOODS ALL THE 'i'E.AR AROUND. 

The fawns killed by the hounds and not recovered by the 
doggers are only a small proportion of the total number of 
deer killed in the woods by the dogs without the doggers. 
Hounds kill deer at all seasons in every county in the Adi- 
rondacks. The statements by Mr. Bainbridge Bishop, of 
New Eussia, recently published, described what is going 
on to-day in Essex county. 

In winter it is a common expedient to turn the hounds out 
to hunt on their own account. Under certain conditions of 

’i'See letter of Dr. Samuel B. Ward. i.o Fqrkst ant) .Stream Feb. Ifl, 
18S6. 

the snow dogs can easily catch and kill the deer, which at 
that time are often weak. The destruction of deer by dogs 
goes on through the twelve months of the year. If hounding 
be permitted at all—no matter how short the presenbed season— 
that will furnish an e<ecuse for keeping packs of hounds. If 
hounds are Icept, they will be used to destroy deer the year 
around. No legislation will be effective to preset've ichich does 
not absolutely prohibit the use of the dogs at all times. 

WHAT ARE THE ACTUAL RESULTS OF ANTI-DOOGING LAWS. 

New York is not a pioneer in prohibiting the use of dogs 
in deer hunting. The same law has been successfully en¬ 
forced elsewhere. Some years ago, when the deer supply of 
Maine had been depicted by the doggers, that State passed an 
anti-hounding law, and this was made more stringent in 
1883. The results are told elsewhere by the State Game 
Commissioners. 

A siiniJarlaw obtains in Pennsylvania. In Potter, McKean 
and Cameron counties deer had in 1878 become practically 
extinct. The act of June 3, 1878, contained the following 
provision: “* * * No person shall pursue any elk or 
wild deer with dogs in any part of this State, or shall kill in 
the water any elk, wild deer or fawn which has been driven 
thereto by dogs. Any person offending against any of the 
provisions of this section shall be deemed guilty of a misde¬ 
meanor, and shall be liable to a fine of $50 for each elk. 
wild deer or fawn so killed, or pursued, or trajjped. * * 
Any dogs pursuing elk, wild deer or fawns may be killed by 
any person; and any constable or other town official may 
kill any dog that habitually pursues elk, wild deer or fawns.” 
The result has been a great increase in the game. Deer are 
still-hunted there two and one-half months, and the supply is 
reported by old hunters to be as abundant to-day as it was 
in 1860. 

In many portions of the Adirondacks the New York law 
was not stringently enforced last season. Some of the city 
sportsmen who are now asking for the law’s repeal violated 
it last fall. But where it was enforced Ibc result was bene¬ 
ficial beyond all question. 

Peter B. Leonard, State Game Protector for St. Law¬ 
rence and Franklin counties, says; “In its working there 
can he no question but the law prohibiting dogging has 
saved large numbers of deer. Instead of the open and de¬ 
clared preparations and practices, we have now the secret 
and covert methods pursued by the doggers. With such 
efforts as the game protectors aud game protectiouists are 
able to make, the practice has been mucli abated. With 
continued efforts it will be suppressed, except as isolated 
eases shall occur beyond the reach of vigilance to prevent, 
and to be classed with other crimes that, to an extent, always 
have and always will baffle the best police.” 

John Liberty, State Game Protector for Essex and Clinton 
counties, says there have been many undetected violations 
in his district, and adds: “Notwithstanding, 1 think the law 
has saved a great many deer in my district, aud wherever I 
go the indications are that deer are very plenty. What 
hounding has been done was away from the settlements, and 
then very slyly.” 

John L. Brinkerhopf, State Game Protector tor parts of 
Lewis and Hamilton counties (himself an advocate of hound¬ 
ing), reported adversely to the working of the lavv because 
he could not enforce it. But the Beaver River counlry,^in 
Brinkerhoff’s district, was watched by a .special constable 
paid by the hotel keepers, guides and visitors. Here is a re¬ 
port of the result, written by Mr. Chas. Fenton, of Number 
Four: 

“In the Beaver river country not less than 2G0 deer were 
killed in the season of 1881; 200 were killed by driving into 
the water with hounds and about 60 by still-hunting. Last 
fall less than 60 were killed on the same territory. Why 
was this? Simply because the law against hounding was 
strictly enforced. In other sections where the lavv has not 
been enforced many deer have been killed by hounding and 
credited to still-hunting. A year ago last fall a party from 
Jefferson county camped on Beaver River and killed about 
30 deer; last fall they went on tne same ground and killed 4. 
Another party who the previous fall killed 23, last fall did 
not kill any. Altogether the deer houndins law has been a 
success if we take into account the preservation of deer. It 
is safe to say that at least 1,000 have been saved through the 
instrumentality of this law. No wanton slaughter has been 
committed, as pot-hunters dare not market venison killed in 
this way. The sentiment against hounding deer will doubt¬ 
less be stronger the next year, and the law be more generally 
observed during the close season, as almost every one came 
out of the woods the 1st and 2d of December.” 

Tiiat was in the western part of the woods. The same 
happy results were seen elsewhere, wherever the law was 
enforced. Mr. R M. Shutts reports from the Chateaguay 
Lake district, in the northeastern part of the woods: 

“The majority of the people living in this section of the 
country are satisfied with the non-hounding Jaw. The hotel 
owners, club house owners and guides are pleased with the 
law. 

“The men who are not pleased are the ones who have 
rented a hotel for the year and want to kill the last deer be¬ 
fore the year is up; also the outsiders who have to go into 
the woods in the fall and camp out for a couple of weeks, 
aud with the aid of a dozen hounds kill or drive every deer 
off the range. 

“None of the old-time houndere have indulged in the pas¬ 
time here this season. 1 don’t think a dozen races were made 
at this lake the past fall, aud we have seen the good effect of 
it. The deer come to the water late as well as early, and are 
now yarding within a mile of where I write this at my office 
desk. „ , 

“This season has been the best one for still hunting we 
have known for a score of years, and yet very few deer were 
killed—only twenty at Ohateaugay Lake, and these by five 
different hunters;'three were killed from this bouse, two 
from the Merrill House and fifteen from a hunting camp 
four miles south of here. 

“If there is any legislation this winter m regard to the 
game of onr State, let them provide a game protector for each 
town where needed, appoint good men aud true and pay 
them for their services. If they serve the State, keep them; 
if not, discharge them and appoint others. Keep a good 
man at each game center and game will increase,—R. M. 
Shutts.”* 

^The Union League Clob, New York, Feb. 13, UEH.—Editor Forest 
and Stream: In reply to yours of the l3ih inst.. desmng my opinion 
of Richard ftl. Shutts, of Upper Chateausray Lake, I would say that 
after many years of experience hunting in the North Woods, and low¬ 
ing many of the guides in that region, 1 know of none more efficient 
and conscientious. He knows the country for miles around. His testi¬ 
mony as to the present law regulating the kiiling of deer I consider 
Invaluable. If all the guides were as honest as ‘ Dick .‘I'liUtts, there 
would be more spoi't in the North Wooilg. Very trulj' youi'J'. baJUtBi. 
C. Reed, 
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The following- statistics are also given on Mr. Shutts's au¬ 
thority : 

“To get at the exact number killed by those who dog is 
next to impossible, for they are got through a longer time 
and by many from a distance, who carry them away, and 
there is uotbiug known about them. Not so with market 
still-hunters; the time is generally short in which they hunt, 
the weather cool, and they keep the deer they kill tmtil they 
get through, and then take them to market. There has been 
as close an estimate made by guides as could be of the num¬ 
ber killed by dogge rs in the -vicinity of Meacham Lake, 
Plumador and Duck ponds, Deer Eiver and that section in 
1884, and they make out 168; in the same section in 1885 by 
still-hunting, with a little dogging, 69. In the section 
around Wolf Pond and State Dam in 1884, by dogs, 40; in 
the same section in 1885, still-hunting, 17. It is worthy of 
note that there has not bten so good weather for still-hunters 
in thirty years as the la^t fall has been. These are facts that 
can be proved beyond doubt.” 

tho.se ‘-mahket stile httnt'ees’’ last pall. 

Deports of an excessive slaughter of Adirondack deer by 
market still-hunters last fall have been industriously circu¬ 
lated. The Forest and Stream has taken pains to inves¬ 
tigate these stories and finds them totally without foundation. 
They are put forward by the advocates of hounding purely 
for the pm’pose of misleading and deceiving the Legislature 
with respect to the results of the anti-hounding law. 

Much stre.ss has been laid on the market glut of venison 
last season. To reason that the Adirondack still-hunters 
caused that glut is all nonsense, as may be shown by the 
statements ot the hounders themselves in the pamphlet re¬ 
cently sent to the Legislature. The introduction to that 
pamphlet says, and very truly: 

"To prevent the sending of venison to market from this 
region is a hardship to those only who do not live in the 
Woods; and it will be ve^ little injury to them since it is esti¬ 
mated that in the large cities of this State not less than ninety 
per cent, of the venison comes from outside the State. 

This leaves one-tenth to come from the Adirondacks. 
When they allege that the Adirondack venison glutted the 
market they tax our credulity to the extent of asking us to 
believe that the markets of this State were glutted by the 
magnitude of this one-tenth of all the vtnison in market. 
They make no account of the other nine-tenths. They 
ignore the fact that venison from the West is always cheaper 
than Adirondack venison. They leave out of consideration 
the 8,000 carcasses of venison shipped in 1885 from the one 
State of Michigan alone. Another reason why the market 
could not have been glutted by Adirondack venison last 
season is that only a small quantity of venison was shipped 
to market from the North Woods. 

To stop market-hunting, forbid marketing game. But to 
forbid marketing game, and at the same time to permit 
hounding, would not be a protective measure. The deer 
killed by hounds would exceed ten times over the number 
now killed for market. 

[From the New York Times, Feb. 2 1.] 

The bill introduced at Albany for the protection of deer is 
a good bill in so far as it resti icts the transportation of veni¬ 
son from the Adirondacks to two carcasses for each sports¬ 
man, to be accompanied by the sportsman. It is a bad bill 
inasmuch as it permits six weeks of hounding deer, and 
those the six in which more deer are likely to be hounded 
than in the other ten months and a half. For a consider¬ 
able term of years, at least, hounding should be pro¬ 
hibited absolutely if the game is to be protected. The 
protection of the game is the prime consideration, since 
the Adirondack venison would under any circumstances 
be but a small portion of the venison that comes to the 
New York market every winter. 

The Dtica Eeport on Hodnding.—The Utica Associ¬ 
ation’s report on the deer houndiug law is another evidence 
of public sentiment on the subj' ct. A member of the Asso¬ 
ciation tells us that the report was made after “a long obser¬ 
vation and collection of facts by our Association, which have 
been carefully and impartially weighed and considered. From 
all 1 can hear, it speaks the honest sentiment of people in this 
section who feel the necessity of restrictive measures, and 
that personal ends must give way to the pubhc advantage, 
selfish people to the contrary notwithstanding.” The entire 
report is given elsewhere. 

Choice oe Hunting Rifle.—Arfftor Forest and Stream: 
I am done with repeaters, and give my reasons. They won’t 
always repeat. Last winter one cold December day I was 
close on a large flock of caribou, yet went to camp without 
meat, as the magazine was frozen solid. Practically 1 had 
no gun. _ This season it was one day reduced to a single 
shooter in consequence of an obstruction, a small spruce 
spill, in the magazine. No repeater balances as well as a 
single-shooter. Given the same weight of gun, length of 
barrel and caliber, and a single-shooter will have a larger 
per cent, of metal in the barrel, where it will tell in accu¬ 
racy of holding and power of execution. I have used a rifle 
over fifty years, having owned a great variety of make, and 
purchased a late model repeater, mainly to show my brother 
hunters that 1 was not -‘set in my way” in preferring a 
single-shooter. It is a first-class gun, good as new, of a 
make that was in the front rank at the trajectory trial, and 
can be bought low. 1 go bac-k to my first love. With a 
single-shooter I can hag as much large game here in the 
Maine woods as the law allows or a fair-minded hunter de¬ 
sires.—Open Sight (Camp Cosy, Maine, Feb. 6). 

North Carolina.—BeIvidtre, N. 0., Feb. 15.—Although 
the weather has been exdremely cold and we have had heavy 
sleet, still I find the birds have wintered well and are coming 
out into the fields now in force, in fact I find more birds 
now than at any time during the season; coveys of from 
fifteen to twenty-five and even more are now feeding where 
there were none during December and January. They have 
learned to protect themselves by retiring to the depths of the 
thick woods while hunting is at its Height, and come up 
smiling and fat in the latter part of the season and early 
spring. During a two hours’ tramp, a few days since, I 
found eight large full coveys, numbering in the aggregate 
not less than 150 birds. One would have thought a month 
since had he bunted our fields that Bob White had played 
out, so scarce were the birds. It certainly seems a pity to 
shoot them so late in the season, but our best shooting after 
November is in March. The birds are then fat and finely 
flavored, and strong enough to test the marksmanship of the 
shooter, as they can then fly at a lightning-like speed. - - As a 
rule they do not commence pairing off before the last of 
^prjI or let of May.—A. F. H. . . ~ ‘ 

Florida GAaiE.—Enterprise, Fla., Feb. 15.—The hunting 
around here is unusually good this year. Mr. Couzens, of 
New York city, brought forty-three quail in last Friday, 
and reports large numbers of snipe and turkeys in the Lake 
Harney region, a few miles from here. Ducks are scarce on 
Lake Monroe, hut a few can he found on the small ponds 
near here. Mr. Benson, of Brooklyn, N. T., who spends his 
winters here, is a great fisherman and has splendid success 
with the rod and line. He seldom comes in at night with 
less than fifty pounds of fish, and often up to 200 pounds. 
The weather is delightful, and all sportsmen able to be out 
are reaping a harvest.—G. G. J. 

Colorado—Silverton, Col., Feb. 2.—In our immediate 
vicinity there is little or no game, and although almost every 
man you meet is armed, there is no shooting done except 
when some ambitious individual undertakes to paint the 
town _ “red.” There is then the liveliest kind of shooting. 
Within seventy-five miles of us, however, almost in any 
direction large game can be found in abundance. A number 
of parties have been out from here, going over the range to 
the headwaters of the Rio Grande River, and all of them 
have had very fine sport with elk, blacktails and bears, both 
silver tips and black.—S. 

An Unsavory Subject.—Brooklyn, L. I.—In Forest 
AND Stream of Feb. 4 is an article signed by “Cocker," who 
says the “odors from Barren Island were not perceivable by 
him.” The reason was the wind was from the west, and in 
consequence blowing in opposite direction from the point he 
was on If he had been to the east of Barren Island, where 
I W8S on the same day, he might have had his full benefit 
for the balance of the winter.—American. 

Kalamazoo, Mich.—At the aunual meeting of the Kala¬ 
mazoo County Game and Fish Protective Association, the 
following officers were elected: President, Hon. T. S. Cobb; 
Vice-President, J. F. Cowglll; Secretary and Treasurer, Dr. 
J. A. Partridge; Executive Committee, George Winans, H. 
F. Badger, Dr. W. T. Stilwell. 

Pennsylvania.—In answer to “R. J. D.,” I would advise 
him to write to some hotel in Hawley, Pike county, Pa., 
where he will find all he asks for. It is one of the best 
places for large game so near New Jersey. It is recom¬ 
mended by some of our very best sportmen.—E. F. K. 

Great South Bay Open.—The ice has disappeared from 
the Great South Bay and the ducks are beginning to arrive 
in considerable numbers. Quite good shooting has been had 
at a number of points, and a large bag was made a few days 
since near Sayville. 

New Jersey.-Smithburg, Feb. 13.—Game in this section 
was more plentiful the past season than for several years 
back, and a great many quail and pheasants were left over. 
We do not think that the game has suffered much.— 
W. L. B. 

MR. HAGUE ON THE PARK. The following letter, recently written to Senator Mander- 
son, of the Committee on Territories, deserves the 

careful attention of all who are interested in the Yellowstone 
National Park. No such clear and convincing statement of 
the injury which will be done to a vast tract of our countrv 
by the destruction of the Rocky Mountain forests has ever 
been printed; 

United States Geological Survey, ) 
Yello-wstone National Park Sur-vey. y 

Washington, D C., Feb. 4, 1886. ) 
non. Charles F. Manderson. U. S. Senate: 

Sir:—A bill for tbe protection and better regulation of the Yellow¬ 
stone National Park has recently been introduced by Senator Vest 
into tbe U. S. Senate. Knowing your keen appreciatiun of the value 
of the Park. I desire to call your attention to one or two points which 
seem U-) me of the utmost consequence in carrjlng out the purposes 
for which the Park was origmalH set apart and has since been main¬ 
tained. 

In order to accomplish these purposes the most essential features 
in the new bill are those which relate to the enlargement of the Park 
and tne sharper defloition of its boundaries. In the original bill 
creatuig the Park the boundaries are loosely stated. A better ac¬ 
quaintance with the country enables us to say more intelligently 
where the boundaries should be drawn, while experience shows that, 
to avoid encroachments on the reservations, they should he more 
sharply deiined by law, and the lines accurately run. 

In this respect the present bill meets all tbe requirements of the 
Park. For the purposes for which the Park was set aside the present 
area is far too small. 

In my opinion the object of first importance in maintaining the 
Yellowstone Park is the preservation of the forests. Tbe question of 
timber preservation is one which is gradually attracting more and 
attention in all the more settled parts of the country. The necessity 
for some proper restriedons, rigidly enforced, is now very generally 
admitted. In the far west, where such immense tracts of country are 
treeless areas, it is all the more necessary that some carefully con¬ 
sidered restrictions should be placed upon the indiscriminate cutting 
of timber from the public domain. It seems equally necessary that 
certain areas, favorably situated for the growth of trees, should be 
set aside forever as forest reservations. In the settled parts of the 
country, owing to the many conflicting interests, properprotection bv 
legislation is a matter of great difiaculry. It is suflacient to call your 
attention to the struggle going on in New York State in the attempt 
to preserve, by legislative enactment, the forests of the Adirondacks. 
That there should be some additional restrictions in the cutting of 
timber has been very generally admitted, but to control the matter 
with due regard to the rights of all Is ny no means easy to accomplish. 
Oommissionei-s appointed by the Scat*" of New York to investigate the 
present condition of these forests, and the nesds of the country 
urgently recommend immediate action, placing the timber region 
under State control in order to maintain an equable supply of water 
for tbe Hudson River 

To-day no such cifficulties exist against forever setting aside the 
country in the immediate vicinity of the Park, while the reasons for 
so doing are manifest to all who have given the subject any attention. 

The Yellowstone National Park is most admirably adapted for a 
forest reservation. It is a broad, undulating plateau, varying in alti¬ 
tude from 7,000 to 8,000 feet above sea level; surrounded on nearly all 
sides by mountains rising from 2,000 to 4,0.0 feet above the general 
level of tbe country. Across this plateau tb-* continental water shed 
runs with a very winding cour-e from the southeast to tbe northwest. 
Two great rivers, tbe Yellowstone and tbe Snake, which ultimately 
drain into the Missouri and Columbia, have their sources here on the 
plateau, the former in Yellowstone Lake, and the Utter in Shoshone 

Yellowstone Lake covers nearly 125 miles of surface, while Sho¬ 
shone, with very irregular outlines, measures more than six miles in 
length. Htindreds of smaller lakes lie scattered over the plateau and 
mountains, and innumerable springs teed these lakes and rivers. 
Over 3,000 thermal springs are known within the Park. No region in 
the KocKy Mountains is better favored in its supply of w-ater, the 
rain and snowfall being unsurpassed in any area of equal extent. 
Nearly all precipitation between the middle of September and the 
&stof May falls in the form of snow which lies upon the ground well 
into tbe summer. This broad, elevated mountain mass is so situated 
as to gather the storms which center in the northern Rocky Moun¬ 
tains, and the topographical structure of the region enables it to re¬ 
tain the waters. For the storing up of this water and reguiatiug its 
flow, the forests are of immense value. ■ 

It is unnecessary here to enter at length Into a discussion of the 
influence of the forests upon the supply of water. In a few words 
this great body of snow Is largely protected from the direct rays of 
the sun and sheltered from the dry wiqds blowing from the west¬ 
ward. In conseiiaeDce the snow melts gradually and the water tier- 
colateg through the soil anti vegetatioth slo wiv flndlne Its way to' thp 
springs and large reservoirs'. Remove the |ore^ and thegnows wouhi 
rapidly disappear^ Damaging freshets would carry off tbe water in 
the early spring, leaving the country arid and parohed. Dry westerly 

■vrinds would take up the snow, precipitating tbe moisture further to 
the eastward over country already suppUed. Without the trees tbe 
soil would soon be washed away, leaving the countiy unfit for vege¬ 
tation. The report of tbe recent Forestry Commisrion of the State 
of New York says “that the .summer flow of the Adirondack rivers 
has decreased within the memory of men now living from thirty to 
fifty per cent. Many of the small streams, which a quarter of a 
century ago were abundanily supplied with water during tbe .entire 
sunmier, are now dry during many months.” In my opinion, owing 
to the dryness of the atmosphere, the disaffoiesting of the country 
around the sources of the Missouri and Columbia would cause, rela¬ 
tively, a far greater diminution in the flow of wattr than that obseived 
near the sources of the Hudson. Every precaution, then, should be 
taken to preserve the natural reservoirs of these great rivers sending 
their waters to the Atlantic and Pacific. If in tbe future the lower 
Yellowstone Valley is ever settled with any considerable population, 
they will require all the water stored up in this favoreu region. It is 
not only necessary, then, that the forests within the, limits of tbe 
Park should be preserved, but that the area of the Park should be 
enlarged so as to include the Immediate country along tbe sources of 
all streams draining into Yellowstone Lake, the East Fork of Yellow¬ 
stone River, and the headwaters of the numerous southern brancaes 
of Clark’s Fork and the Stinking Water. 

The country to tbe eastward of the present boundary of the Park, 
which, by the bill now before Congress, it is intended to add to the 
reservation, is one of the most alpine and rugged regions cf the West. 
It consists mainly of a single mountain range with peaks rising from 
11,000 to 12,000 feet above sea level. It is one of the principal ranges 
of the Rocky Mountain system. Snow lies on the higher summits all 
thejear. It la a country of great natural beamy. but unless for 
agncultuml purposes. Although tbe eastern foothills were among 
the freq^uented resorts of the earliest trappers and fur himters. the 
mountains, owing to their inaccessible nature, remaiu to-day one of 
the leA<-t visited regions of tbe Northwest. So far as known the 
mountains carry no minerals of economic importance, and. judging 
from the volcanic character of the country, the indications are 
against any discovery of valuable ore bodies. These mountains are 
useless for settlement and should be withdrawn from the public 
lands. 

On the other hand, the slopes are densely covered with timber and 
forest vegetation on the west si le, and large volumes of water pour 
into the Yellowstone through Soda Butte, cache, Cal fee and Miller 
Creeks and the East Fora. On tbe east side, Crandall, Sunlight and 
Dead Indian creeks contribute to Clark’s Fork, w hi Ithe Stinking 
Water drains a large area of country for the Big Horn, the water 
ultimately reaching tho Lower Yellowstone River. Encivachmeiits 
upon these forests will soon be made if not immediately protected by 
Congressional legislation. 

According to the report of tbe special agent of the last census upon 
the forests of the country, nearly 60.000,000 railway tie.“ are annually 
consumed by the old and new lines of railway. In the far w est they 
are usually dependent upon young trees from ten to twelve inches in 
diameter. It is estimated that each tree furnishes, on an average, 
only two ties. In Montana and Wyoming the demand for railway ties 
is largely supplied by the tamarack or black pine (Pintts murrayana), 
the variety most abundant in the country immediately adjoining the 
Yellowstone Park. In a year of active railway building in the West 
the destruction of vigorous young trees must be counted by niillions. 
By the same authoritj; it is estimated that the in jurv to wootUands 
destroyed by fire Curing the census year in Montana amounted to 
$1,128,000, and in Wyoming to $3,256,OCiO In this wholesale destruc¬ 
tion it is not easy to calculate the permanent injury to the country. 

Another source of injury to the forest near mining centers in‘the 
West is the enormous consumption of charcoal in smelting furnaces. 
A country devastated by the charcoal burner is a dreary waste. The 
number of large smelting furnaces, ho wever, are so scattered over 
the country that permanent injury, except in a few cases, may not 
be considered as seriou.^. Cooke City, a small undeveloped mining 
camp just outside the northeast corner of the Park, is already sup¬ 
plied with a furnace. If the place should ever develop into a pros¬ 
perous mining district, the demand for charcoal may become an im¬ 
portant industry. The need of forest conservation is so urgent in the 
Yellowstone Park that every precaution should be taken at once to 
restrict the cutting of timber within the area proposed to be added to 
the Park. As there are large tracts of timber to the north and east of 
Cooke City, this could be done without the slightest detriment to min¬ 
ing developments. 

Another Important object to be gained by the enlargement of the 
Yellowstone Park is the preservation of wild game. Any one fam¬ 
iliar with the disappearance of the game of the Rocky Mountains diir- 
ir-g the last twenty years must be fully impressed with tlie necessity 
of rigidly enforcing the game laws in the Park if we wish to preserve, 
in a state of nature, those animals which are rapidly becoming ex¬ 
tinct. What we want is not an artificial zoological garden, but a 
natural zoological reservation, sufflcientlv large to allow ail wild 
animals to run free without molestation. For this purpose the pres¬ 
ent area is too small. The country around the Hot springs, tbe gey¬ 
ser basins, and the plateau between the geyser basins and the Y’eJlow- 
stone Lake affords msuffleient grazing ground for any large number 
of game. This country never was an attractive haunt for game. On 
the other hand, such grand mountains as Mount Sheridan and Mount 
Washburne, rising out of the plateau, and the high coun try surround¬ 
ing the Park, afford one of the finest game regions in the "We.st. The 
Absaroka or Shoshone range, just to the east of the present Park 
boundary, is a favorite re.-ort for deer, elk, bear and mountam sheep. 
The latter are rarely seen on the Park plateau, but are abundant upon 
tbe high peaks and crags to the eastward. A great deal of shooting 
has been done here within the last two or three years. Its protection 
is certainly very desirable. 

The country Immediately to the south of the present southern 
boundary abounds in sheep and elk. This past season a thousand or 
fifteen hundred CO vs and young elk were feeding there throughout 
the summer. Buffalo are rapidly disappearing from the northwest 
country. All trustworthy accounts agree that there still remain a few 
small straggling herds. There are at present, and have been for 
several years, two or three herds of buffalo of not more tcan sixty 
each, roaming in the Park. They are probably remnants cf much 
larger herds, driven from the plains and valleys below, seeking pro¬ 
tection in less frequented resorts. They frequently cross the border, 
traveling short distances for grazing purposes, always returning to 
the Park for protection. To protect them the country whtrethey 
roam should be included withm the Park area. A few small bands of 
moose, although rarely seen, inhabit the marshes on the headwaters 
of Fall River in the southwest corner of the Park, They can easily 
be protected if the Park is extended to the forty foiu-tn parallel of 
latitude, as contemplated by the new bill. By rigidly enforcing the 
game laws the Park will, in a few years, become so densely stocked 
that the surplus, seeking new haunts, will run outside the limits 
for its own protection. In this way ample sport will be afforded the 
hunter shooting under territorial game laws. 

One of the objects in creating the Y-ellowstone Park is stated in the 
original law in these words; “Dedicated and set apart as a public 
park and pleasure ground for the benefit and enjoyment cf the 
people.” To accomplish these purposes in their fullest extent it is 
necessary that the Park should ne enlarged to include the high moim- 
tain country to tbe east and south. The present Park area, while 
including some very grand sceuery. and containing all the phenome¬ 
nal objects of interest to be found in this i-egion, lacks tnat Alpine 
character which is so desirable in a mountain country visited by 
tourists and lovers of nature seeking rest and recreation. ’ 

For these reasons it seems to me important chat the bill now before 
the Senate, amending the original act settmg upt.rt the National 
Park, should receive the favorable action of Congress at an early 
date. Very respcctfullr, your obedient servant, 

Arnold Hague, Geologist. 

Chicago, Ill., Feb. 19, 1686. 
Mr. Freund: 

Dear sir—The hunting sights came all right. I tried them the 
other day and find they work ail right, and I toink I have the best 
hunting sights that are made. 1 find the adjiisiahle slide on rear 
sight a very good feature, as you can change it fi om a light to a dark 
rear sight witnout taking the rifle from the shoulder, and tne open 
space below gives you a splendid opportunity to see game. Your 
front hunting sight is superior to others for the reason you have a 
good round bead, with a fine, yet strong support. As you have 
nearly an inch of metal in length, your inlaid piece of metal is put in 
much stronger. I think, than other .‘■ights it aork-. to perfeciion on 
liglit objects, and also dark ones, whicli all hunters will fin I to be 
good, especially on a dark day iu the woodL The advaatages of your 
sights are too numerous to mention on paper, and one musi. have 
them on their rifle to see their many uses. Tne target bead is very 
good, and have made some good scores with it on oiu- range. Its 
contrasting color shows beautiftiUy on a black bullseye, especially 
toward evening, when a fine black pin head is hardly distinguishable; 
tbe sight being a funnel shape, give a fine black center with a circio 
of White, which shows good on black bullseye. One can bold his 
head on tee center of bullseye and s;-e it ihere, where a black bead 
would be on tne bullseye, hut you would not know whether it was m 
center or on tea side. I would not be witeout your sights for three 
times tee mqpey you ask for them. I showed t' .em to many rifitinen 
and they say they are a first-class sight both in principle and work- 
manebip, end J do not tbjnjf an.y one who w'antfe a good burning ^ht 
wUl regret the menay paid for a sesi of yours. I will tiy them more 
et tbe range and trill write you how they act- I atp vours truly 
P. 0. Bradley. Seo'y tthd Treas. Lake View Rids ClTib.T,---^4di-. 
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FLORIDA BASS. 

SINCE the Herald, has vented its wrath against Florida I 
have been almost afraid to write about the sporting 

there, but an article in your last issue nerved me up to it. I 
spent the month of December, 1884, in the Lake Region of 
Florida shooting and fishing. Being a great lover of the fly 
rod 1 carried a rig and my fly-book^ but in talking it over 
with the local fishermen I came to the conclusion they would 
be of no use and gave myself up to bait-fishing. Bait is very 
scarce and difficult to obtain, but the bass are not particular 
and will take anything that has fins. One evening we 
decided to make the first attempt and the darky cut some 
pine knots and I made a minnow net about eight inches in 
diameter and we started for bait. Arriving at the lake the 
knots soon showed me the dim outlines of a minnow and I 
made a lunge for him, but he was out of reach before my net 
touched the water, and I tried one after another until I was 
almost discouraged, but resolved to try once more, and suc¬ 
ceeded in throwing the net squarely over the minnow, wbich 
was about five inches long and almost transparent. At the 
end of two hours I gave it up, having caught only eight, but 
my back ached as badly as if I had paddled a canoe all day. 
Livelier pieces of fish flesh I never saw. 

We went home and before I retired 1 took down my flies 
and looked them over and was more thoroughly disgusted 
with bait-fishing than ever and longed to try the feathers. 
The next morning we started out and walked two miles to a 
clear water lake and, having found a punt, pushed off. I 
was then a novice in Florida fishing and open for instructions, 
and as per orders I produced a hook large enough for a 
striped bass and bent it on. I was amused but said nothing 
until the darky wanted me to use his old pole, and then my 
sportsman dignity asserted itself and I drew the line at trees 
for poles. I jointed my fiy-rod and used a braided oiled silk 
which had done service in Mooseshead waters. I hooked on a 
bait and was about to cast when Sam said, '“Look at dat 
fellah!” (I looked over the side of the boat and at the 
bottom lay a large bass fanning the sand with his fins.) 
"Does you spec to ketch dat fellah wid dat whip?” I told 
him to back the boat a little and I dropped the bait over the 
fish, and although the water was at least ten feet deep it was so 
clear I could see his motions when he darted forward and 
closed on it. 

The reel buzzed and my rod bent double, but at last I suc¬ 
ceeded in stopping him, and then with a splash he cleared 
the water, making a clear leap. My nerves were all on edge 
and I settled to work, but he was not very gamy and soon 
gave up. He tipped the scales a trifle under six pounds. I 
was satisfied to let Sam use up the balance of the bait, which 
he did and caught a fish witb every one. While he was fish¬ 
ing a shower came up and the surface of the lake fairly 
boiled with the splashes of the bass. I quietly put on a 
leader and a fly made of the breast feathers of the wood duck 
and commenced casting and caught two or three small ones 
but was not satisfied. I made Sam row the boat slowly 
while I trailed the fly about twenty-five yards behind and we 
had not gone far when T hooked into something and com¬ 
menced reeling in as Sam backed the boat, but suddenly the 
line tautened up and the reel commenced to click pretty 
fast. 1 thought I had hooked into a ’gator but the next lunge 
was too quick for anything but a fish and 1 knew he was a 
big one. 

Visions of fifteen and twenty pounders, which the natives 
tell about, flitted across my mind and then I thought of my 
eleven-ounce rod, light line and small fly and knew I had 
work before me if I saved him. He made another lunge and 
broke clean out of the water, shaking his immense gills and 
dropping with a splash. I gave him the butt, but it was of 
no use, off he started, and when he had hardly left me a rod 
of line, I turned him and he came in like a turtle until within 
twenty feet of the boat and off he started with a tremendous 
rush. Twice he served me the same trick and he seemed 
less exhausted than I, but the third time he apparently gave 
up and I brought him to the boat, only to have Sam miss 
him with the gaff, and off he started, fan off twenty yards or 
more and stopped, and no pulling or jerking would make 
him start; so keeping a steady strain on biih, he at last 
started again as lively as ever and I was obliged to repeat 
the operations of the previous ten minutes before he gave up 
and I succeeded in gaflSng him. I was tired out but had 
caught my fish, and only my reader, who has hooked a ten- 
pound fish on tackle that is only intended for a two-pounder 
at the outside, can imagine my excitement and pleasure. An 
hour after, when we reached home, the fish weighed eleven 
pounds and three ounces, which can be proved by five per¬ 
sons and one of them a notary public. I have caught a 
great many bass since but never will forget that one, I 
have caught from twenty to eighty in an afternoon and my 
fly never failed me, but never caught a big fish by casting. 
The May fl3^ or as near like it as possible, about the size of 
lake trout flies on a double leader, killed more bass for me 
than anything else, phantom minnow included. 

My experience has been gathered during the past four 
winters, in which time I have spent at least thirteen months 
among the clear water lakes situated south and east of Lake 
Eustis, Orange county. 

One has to be very careful of Florida stories since the 
Herald crusade, and t suppress a great many adventures 
which would undoubtedly be set down as "yarns.” It is 
unnecessary for me to tell fishej raen who go there that where 
one person (inexperienced) gets good sport, twenty fail to 
find it because they do not know how. The following inci¬ 
dent will be a good example. 

Last winter I started out one Saturday afternoon for some 
fun with my rod and rifle strapped to my saddle. I had not 
gone far when I met two gentlemen similarly equipped and 
hoping for a kindred spirit I spoke to them and in course of 
the conversation found they were keen anglers and had been 
fishing two weeks without success. The darky who ac¬ 
companied them that day had met them at the depot and 
promised to give them some good fishing, and consequently 
was hired at $1.50 a day. They gave him seven dollars to 
repair an old scow, and at the end of two weeks they had 
no boat or fish, had paid out |35, and were thoroughly re¬ 
solved never to come to Florida fi.shing again and were 
making their last attempt at fishing that day. I promised 
them some sport on the condition that they would send that 
darky away, for 1 recognized him as the one who had paid 
me a similar although not so expensive a trick. At my sug¬ 
gestion they went back and got their fly-rods and book and 
we started off for a lake I had lately found to be full of ijsh. 

It was stormy and warm and just my favorite time and I 
boasted a little that I would show them all the fish they 
wished to catch, and I did. I never saw the fish bite as they 
did for the next three hours, and they were large ones. One 
person rowed while two fished and when we counted up at 
five o’clock we had sixty-five bass that would average two 
pounds apiece, ranging from one to seven pounds, and this 
can be proved also. At Sam’s request I gave him a fly, and 
the next day I found him diligently fishing with a float on 
his line and the fly on for bait; he gave it back to me 
that night saying he could not catch anything with "dem 
feders.” 

I do not like to see a man struck when he is down, and 
Florida has received a severe blow in the last cold wave, 
but all its enemies cannot hurt it one iota or keep it from 
being the delightful winter resort that it is for sportsmen. I 
speak as a sportsman and not a land speculator. 

It is true, one cannot sit on the hotel steps and catch fish 
as in Bermuda, or kill wild turkey out of the window, but 
good fishing and shooting can be had even in Florida, And 
a better place for a cruise in a canoe a canoeist could not 
wish for than is found in Charlotte Harbor or any other in¬ 
let or river south of Tampa, on the Gulf Coast. Ask Ness- 
mdk. F, p. S. 

WIND. 

Many books on angling contain explicit directions con¬ 
cerning the proper weather for fishing, and especially 

which way the wind should blow to secure success. These 
have been copied one from another, and have become so im¬ 
pressed upon the literature of fishing as to have become part 
and parcel of the creed of many who seek recreation by lake 
and stream. These maxims are, almost without exception, 
taken from old English books, and no doubt had a verj'^ re¬ 
mote origin. These older books have been made accessible 
to the modern angler by the most excellent reprints of Mr. 
Thomas Satchell. without whose researches and enthusiasm 
few of us wmuld ever have had the pleasure of beholding 
their pages; the originals in many cases being confined to 
two or three copies, which are treasured in public or private 
libraries and are without price. In days when these weather- 
wise sayings were recorded, the English angler was, owing 
so the difficulties that attended travel, mainly confined to 
the waters of his district which could be reached in a day, 
either by coach or on foot; and therefore a saying regard¬ 
ing the wind, in which he found some truth, may have been 
applicable to the eastern coast where the west wind blew 
down the stream, and therefore must have been somewhat 
at fault on the opposite side of the island where the same 
wind blew up the stream. 

This subject has been brought to notice by a correspondent 
in a Western State, who writes, asking if there be any truth 
in the old legend, which says: 

“When the wind is in the north. 

The skillful flsher goes not forth; 

When the wind is in the east. 

It is good for neither man nor beast; 
When the wind is in the west, 

Then it is at its very best; 

When the wind is in the south. 

It blows the baltin the flsh’s mouth." 

I answered him that the last couplet probably contained as 
much truth as the remainder of the stanza. His query set 
me to looking up what some of those old authors have said 
on the subject, and while there has much been written on 
the weather in general, I will quote only a few things which 
relate more particularly to the wind. In an old notebook of 
mine the following occurs, copied years ago from some 
source now forgotten: 

“Whanne ye west wynde it schall blowe 
Fort ye flscher he schall goe; 

Yet if to eastward it schall change, 
Furder ye flscher schall not range; 

Whanne from ye nort ye wynde schall come, 

Ye wisest flscher stayeth home. 
But if to southward it schall veere. 

It bryngeth to ye flscher cheer.” 

The Germans say: 
"Bei Ostwind und glflnzendem Sonnenschein 

Beissen die Fiache nicht, das prage dir ein ; 

Doch fragst du, welch’ Wind dem Angler am besten, 

So sage ich, der von Silden Oder Sudwesten.” 

This may be translated: 
“When the wind is east and the sun shines bright 

Bear this in mind, the fish won’t bite. 

But if you ask, ‘What wind is best?’ 

rii answer, ‘From either south or southwest.’ ”* 

Dame Juliana Berners [1450] says: "And if it be a cold, 
westeling wynde and a darke, lowryng day, then will the 
fysche commonly bite all day. * * * Ye shall angle, as 
I said be for, in dark, lowryng wedur when the wynde blow- 
ethe softly, and in somer seasen when it is brennyng hot. 
It is from September unto April and in a fajr sonne day is 
good to angle in, and if the wynde that seasen leave any part 
of the oriente northe, the wetur then is good, and wen it is 
a greate wynde, it snowyt, reynet or haylyth, thonderyt or 
lightneth or also minynge [sweltering] hoyt that is not to 
angle.” 

Note now how Master Leonard Mascall [1590] bodily steals 
from the Dame, not troubling himself to change her phrase¬ 
ology, rightly thinking that in those days a book one hun¬ 
dred and forty years old washout of print and unknown to his 
generation. Collectors of angling books were rare in his 
day, and Mascall might have thought that he was alone in 
the desire to preserve such as he could find. Certainly he 
did gather and unblushingly appropriate their contents and 
pass them off as original, not dreaming or caring that a 
Thomas Satchell was to arise who would not only ransack 
the libraries of the world for old fishing books, but would 
actually reprint them verbatim for anglers nearly three hun¬ 
dred years later, and that the literary angler of that remote 
period would be able to judge how much of a work was 
original, or what portion the author had seen fit to— 

*Smce the above was written I have come across the following in 
Salter’s “Angler’s Guide:” 

“When east wind blows or sun shines bright. 
Then don’t expect the fish will bile. 
If ask’d. ‘What wind suits angling best?’ 
I answer, ‘The south, or southwest.’ ” 

Whether Salter took this from some old German saying, or whether 
some German translated it from him, is beyond my knowledge. In 
the language of the showman when asked, ‘‘Which figures in the 
painting represented Daniel and which the lions?” I ciin only say: 
“Which ever you please my little dears, you pays your money and 
you takes your choice. ’ ’ 

"convey, the 'wise call it.” What be borrows from Dame 
Juliana on this subject is (note the almost identical lan¬ 
guage): 

“Here ye shall vnderstand in what wether ye shall best 
angle as aforesaide in the darke louring day, when the winde 
bloweth southly from the south or west; in the summer sea¬ 
son when the sunne is very bote, it is then naught to angle, 
but from September vnto Aprill, it is then good in a faire 
sunny day, the winde being then good; if it haue any part 
of the Orient or east, it is then naught to angle, for they will 
not byte, or when it is a great winde, snow, raine, or haile, 
or in a great tempest of thunder, or lightening, for it feareth 
them, or els in a swooly hote wether, all these times are not 
good to angle for to take fish.” 

Dr. Edward Hamilton tells us: "Recollections of Fly 
Fishing for Salmon, Trout and Grayling,” 1885; in comment¬ 
ing on Walton's "Dark Day and a Right Wind;” "A dark 
day and a right wind no doubt is every fly-fisher’s wish 
when he goes a fishing—but which is a right wind? 

‘When the wind is in the south 

It blows the the bait in the flsh’s mouth.’ 

"Others arc loud in the praises of a westerly wind, but to 
quote from the ‘Compleat Angler’ again, Walton hits the 
mark in the following passage: 'And yet, as Solomon ob¬ 
serves, that ‘he that considers the winds, shall never sow,’ so 
he that busies his head too much about them, if the weather 
be not made extreme cold by an east wind, shall be a little 
superstitious, for as it is observed by some, there is no good 
horse of a bad color, so I have observed, that if it be a cloudy 
day and not extremely cold, let the wind set in what corner 
it will, and do its worst, 1 heed it not.” 

John Dennys [1613], who in rhyme tell us the "Secrets of 
Angling,” gives such directions that if one relies upon his 
minute instructions, he need only consult “Old Probabili¬ 
ties” twenty-four hours in advance, in order to foretell what 
sized creel he need carry. He warbles: 

“But if the weather stedfast be and cleare. 
Or ouercast with clouds, so it be dry, 

And that no signe nor token there appeare. 

Of threatening storm through aU the emijty skle. 

But that the ayre is dame and void of feare 
Of ruffling windes or raging tempest hie. 

Or that with milde and gentle gale they blow, 

Then it is good unto the brooke to goe. 

**♦**♦♦*♦ 

When faire Aurora rising eariy shewes, 

Her blushing face beyond the Easterne hills. 

And dyes the heauenly vault with purple rewes. 

That far abroad the world with brightnes flis. 
The meadowes greene are hoare with slluer dewes. 

That on the earth the sable night distills, 

And chanting birds with merry notes bewray, 
The neere approaching of the cheerfull day. 

Then let him goe to riuer, brooke or lake. 
That loues the sport, where store of fish abound. 

And through the pleasant fields his iourney make. 
Amidst sweet pastures, meadowes fresh and sound, 

Where he may be best his choice of pastime take 

While swift Hyperion runnes his circle round; 

And as the place shall to his liking proue. 

There still i-emaine or further else remoue. 

And finally^ boils it down to this: 
All windes are hurtful if too hard they blow, 

The worst of all is that out of the East, 

Whose nature makes the Fish to biting slow. 

And lets the pastime most of all the rest; 

The next that comes from countries clad with Snow, 

And Articque pole is not offensive least. 

The Southern winde is counted best of all, 

Then, that which riseth where the sunne doth fall. 

In my own experience and from that of gentlemen with 
whom 1 have fished, I incline to relegate all this weather 
wisdom to the books of nursery rhymes and fairy tales. If 
it were true that such formulas ” could be laid down, they 
would apply only to particular streams. The youthful 
angler who burdens his mind with these quaint old sayings 
and allows them to control his judgment in the selection of 
a day when he may sally forth, "armed and equipped as tbe 
law directs,” will forego many a good day’s fishing. 

I remember in particular one morning in the Adirondack 
region before the month of May had advanced into its teens, 
when a young friend who had camped with me over night 
and was filled with the knowledge that comes from such 
sources as I have mentioned, rose and looked out of the 
tent and said, ‘ ‘There is a raw east wind and it is not worth 
while to go on the lake to-day.” I decided to go, after 
arguing the question with him a little while, but he staid in 
the camp and read dm‘ing the morning. I had three hours 
of most excellent fishing; The fish rose to the fly freely and 
on my return to camp 1 brought hiui thirteen as fine trout 
as the lake produced, averaging nearly a pound each. I 
have fished with him many times since and to-day it is 
amusing to hear him scoff at the precepts which he had 
formerly regarded as being part of the fundamental rules to 
be observed by an angler. 

Without doubt a strong wind blowing directly up or down 
the sti’eam may at times affect the fishing; it is probable, 
however, that the temperature of the water in hastening or 
retarding the developement of the insect larva and causing 
them to rise speedily and take the winged state or to remain 
at the bottom, has more effect on the appetite of trout 
than the direction of the wind. Sir Humphrey Davy says: 
"We cannotj judge of the senses of animals that breathe 
water—that separate air from water by their gills; but it 
seems probable that, as the quantity of the water is con¬ 
nected with their life and health, they must be exquisitely 
sensible to changes in water, and must have similar relations 
to it that an animal with the most delicate nasal organs has 
to air.” 

There seems to be more good sense summed up in that 
sentence than all I have quoted before. I have spoken 
mainly of trout, and if any of our fishes are affected by 
slight changes of temperature which affect the motions of 
their delicate insect food, the trout would seem to be the 
most susceptible of these influences. 1 very much doubt 
whether pike are influenced by the wind at all. It is pos¬ 
sible that they, like the trout, are inclined to take the lure 
more or less freely as the sky may be overcast or clear. But 
I doubt if many other atmospheric changes have any in¬ 
fluence upon them. 

My own rule is to fish when I feel like it and to take the 
weather as it comes; and I have never been able to forecast 
my catch by a glance at the sky or by the movement of the 
treetops. I have made good catches on most unlikely days; 
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I have gone forth on the most promising of mornings and 
come home empty-handed, and the sum total of my knowl¬ 
edge of the influence of the wind upon a day’s catch is that 
we can't tell anything about it. Fred Mather. 

FISH LAWS OF NEW YORK. 

The bill which was introduced by Speaker Husted foi’ 
the preservation of fish and game, passed both Houses 

and has been signed by the Governor. The law provides 
that no black bass shiili be taken from Lake Mahopac, Col¬ 
umbia county; Schroon Lake or Paradox Lake, in Essex 
and Warren counties, or in Friends Lake, Warren county, 
between Jan. 1 and July 1. or in Lake George or Brant Lake 
between Jan. 1 and July 13. The killing of black bass, Os¬ 
wego bass or muscalonge in any of the waters of the State is 
prohibited between Jan. 1 and June 1, alive for artificial 
propagation, or the stocking of other waters; except that 
bass and muscalonge may be caught in the 8t. Lawrence, 
Clyde, Seneca and Oswego rivers. Lake Erie, Lake Ontario, 
Lake Consesus and Niagara River above Niagara Falls, be¬ 
tween May 13 and Jan. 1. It is prohibited to have or sell 
any black, salt or striped bass of less than one-half pound or 
less than eight inches in length. No person shall catch or 
kill any bullheads or other fish in Lake George or any of its 
inlets between April 1 and July 1. Fishing with set lines in 
the lake is prohibited. Pickerel shall not be caught in Lake 
George from Feb. 15 to June 15. No Lake George bullheads 
must be exposed for sale between April 1 and J uly ^ 8, or any 
pickerel from Lake George between Feb. 15 and June 15. 
The above violations are deemed misdemeanors No person 
is allowed to have upon any of the waters containing salmon, 
salmon trout, lake trout, black bass, Oswego bass, fresh¬ 
water striped bass or muscalonge, and Ihe^ shall not be taken 
without the permission of the Commissioners of Fisheries, 
any snares, nets, stake poles, etc. 

We think it would have been wise to either make the law 
for black bass read July 1 all over the State, so as to cover 
the spawning season, or to open the fishing on May 31, so as 
to allow fishing on the holiday. 

MY FIRST BASS. 

Editor Forest and Stream : 
The accounts of the first catches of a number of your con¬ 

tributors have been read with great interest, and they took 
me back to the time when I hooked my first black bass. I 
was but a youngster then, out with three companions for our 
first camp, which was on the farm of a friend with whom 1 
had spent the summer previous. 0, what delightful days 
those were! I have since then been upon a great many hunt¬ 
ing and camping trips, but I believe those days were the 
happiest. I remember so well the first two or three nights 
before we got “the hang o’ the thing,” our blankets seemed 
to be no protection against the cold from which we suflfered 
considerably. Well, to come back to the black bass. 

One of the farmer boys had told us of a large pond six or 
eight miles from the house, in which there were great quan¬ 
tities of black bass, and if we wished he would convey us 
over Friday night and we could spend Saturday in fishing. 
This plan met with our approval very readUy. as we, who 
had never caught anything more gamy than a pike or perch, 
were very anxious to see some bass. 

At 4 o’clock Friday afternoon we had all our paraphernalia 
packed and were ready for the start. It was a happy quar¬ 
tet of boys that clambered into the spacious wagon two hours 
later, and we had a glorious ride. Arriving at the pond at 
about 9, we immediately began to pitch our tent. 

It had begun to sprinkle a little, and we were so desirous 
of getting our tent up before the ground should become wet, 
that we had scarcely noticed a large tent which was pitched 
near us. The racket which we made had undoubtedly dis¬ 
turbed the slumbers of the inmates thereof, for they began to 
jeer and taunt us about being out in the wet, etc.; but finally 
one of them sung out “Who are you? Come in and see us; 
we are all in bed, but don’t let that keep you back.” 

Upon this invitation 1 dropped my hatchet and started for 
the tent, and I had no sooner thrust my head within the flap 
than I was greeted with shouts of surprise and welcome. 
We had accidentally stumbled upon the camp of ten of our 
most intimate boy friends from the city. 

They immediately turned out in undress costume and as¬ 
sisted us in making our preparations for the night; but after 
aU the news had been exchanged they returned to their cots 
and we were left to ourselves. 

Two of the boys thought it would be fun to sleep in the 
hay in the wagon, but the rest of us preferred our blankets 
in the tent. By 12 o’clock the two in the wagon came to the 
conclusion that their quarters were more romantic than com¬ 
fortable, and were very glad to accept the hospitality of the 
tent. 

Upon unrolling from my blankets next morning I was 
surprised to see several other tents which had sprung up like 
mushrooms in the night. These also belonged to fishing 
parties who had come to spend a day or so at the pond. 
After a meagre breakfast we easily obtained boats and tackle, 
but it took a considerable bargaining before we could buy 
even a few minnows for the party, but while this bargaining 
was going on one of the boys, unseen by the owner, bad suc¬ 
ceeded in erapt3dng part of the contents of the pail into a 
tin can which was then secreted beneath a seat. 

We finally pushed off and by the time we had reached one 
of the spots to which our friends at “Camp Do-little,” (a very 
appropriate name, by the way) had directed us, all lines 
were overboard. Then came suspense. Who was to catch 
the first fish. I had arranged my bait with particular care 
and had strong hopes of being the first, but alas far my hopes, 
Grib was the fortunate one. His line was the last one out 
and the first one in, but we had little reason to envy his con¬ 
quest, for it was an exceedingly small one, but—hold on, 
what have I got on my line? Whew! I never knew a pike or 
a perch to pull that way. I knew nothing at that time about 
striking or playing a fish but 1 did know enough not to yank 
him right in. 

When I felt sure that the hook was secure, I pulled gently, 
to remind him that I had an engagement with him, but he 
needed no such reminder, as he was soon tearing around at a 
fearful rate of speed, while I was so excited that I could 
scarcely move. Once or twice he leaped clear of the water. 
My heart ran and fell with his movements. Now he would 
dart under the boat greatly endangering my line, then the 
line would fall slack and my heart would sink; I was sure 
he was gone, and again, as the line would be drawn taut, 
my heart would rise to the highest pitch of expectation; but 
there is an end to all things and there was a disastrous one 
to my struggle with that bass. The other boys had been as 
interested in the performance as I, but suddenly Ed. was 
brought to his senses by feeling a strong tug at his line. In 

his surprise and excitement he leaped to his feet rocking the 
boat fearfully. I who was standing up in an inclined po¬ 
sition at that moment, lost my balance and pitched headlong 
into the lake. When I came up I seized one end of my rod 
and Milt the other and without much trouble I was dragged 
on board. 

Notwithstanding my sudden bath I felt no less anxious to 
land that fish. I picked up the pole and found that he was 
still hooked to the other end but was completely exhausted 
and made no further resistance. 

Oh I wasn’t he a beauty as he lay there upon a bed of 
water lilies which had been gathered on the way out? How 
his dusky scales glistened in the sun. I was so intent upon 
watching this, my first bass, that I completely forgot my 
wet garments. He weighed over a pound; not a very large 
catch perhaps, but was the first one whose size would, war¬ 
rant any boasting. 

Thus ended my first experience with black bass, but that 
day is one of the never to be forgotten days of my life. 

Our luck varied somewhat through the remainder of the 
day, but nevertheless we had a fine string to carry home 
with us that night. Watt. 

Cleveland, O. _ 

BLACK BASS IN LAKE ERIE. 
Edito-r Forest and Stream: 

The laws of Ohio which were passed to protect the black 
bass are practically obsolete. They say: 

“Whoever shall, at any time of the year, in Lake Erie, in 
the vicinity of the islands thereof and in the bays tributary 
thereto, upon the shoals and reefs therein, by means of any 
device whatever, fish for or catch any fish, shall be guilty 
of a misdemeanor, and on conviction shall be pimished, etc. 
* * * And, provided further, it is hereby made the duty 
of the Fish Commissioner, on complaint of any person or 
otherwise, to prosecute all violations of this section.” 

Last October I saw from fifteen to twenty pound-nets set 
near the islands, with their fences or leaders extending over 
the above mentioned shoals and reefs, and one day while 
fishing near one of the pounds, saw it lifted and over two 
hundred pounds of black bass, and other fish taken from it. 
Some of these fish were quite small, not over five inches 
long, and should have been returned to the water, but they 
all went to market. That this kind of fishing is illegal 
everybody knows but no one attempts to stop it, as far as 1 
can learn. A fisherman told me that the small bass were 
shipped to distant points south and west, and were not sold 
in Sandusky and Toledo. I went up to the lake for a week’s 
fishing on the old grounds which I used to visit twenty 
years ago, and with visions of such sport as we formerly 
had, but returned disappointed. If the people living about 
the lake do not see that the bass are going because the small 
meshed nets do not allow them to mature, then they must be 
blind. It seems criminal to allow a few men to spoil the 
fishing about the islands, where the bass congregate on the 
shoals, in order that they may make a few dollars out of the 
business. 

It was hinted to me that the Fish Commissioners author¬ 
ized, or at least allowed, these nets to be set during a great 
part of the year because the Commissioners could get the 
spawn of the whitefish from the nets in the fall, but where 
their authority comes from for such a bargain I do not see. 
As they pay the fishermen for the privilege of handling the 
fish and taking the eggs it would seem to be a stroke of 
policy for the Commissioners to own nets and set them at 
such times as the whitefish are spawning and release all 
other fish. We should have laws to prevent the extermina¬ 
tion of our fishes and they should be strictly enforced. 

Akron, O., reb._15^_ 8. R. 

A BASS FISHING REMINISCENCE. 

T^HILE the mercury plays hide and seek in its little glass 
V Y home and the earth is covered with two feet of the 

“beautiful,” I love to think over the past season and recall 
some of the many pleasant hours spent with my rod and flies. 
I have not disturbed my tackle since I laid it away last fall, 
for I feel it deserves the rest it’s having. How many times 
has that rod flashed backward and forward over our lovely 
river, and how many times it showed its metal by standing 
the hard strain until the fish was safely landed. 

One eve, in the latter part of July, my companion and I 
pushed our boat into the stream at a little village fifty miles 
above our home, for a few days’ sport. We carried with us 
a coffee pot and a few articles of food in addition to our 
muslin tent and blanket. On the second day out, just after 
dinner, and while pushing forward for some splendid spots 
ahead, I suddenly felt a jerk on the line (for we trolled with 
a 15ft. 18oz. white bamboo rod) as if the spoon had struck a 
log. As I turned to look back a noble bass sprung from the 
water fully seventy-five feet behind our boat. In an instant 
our anchor was overboard and we settled down to business. 
So did the fish, but at the end of twenty-five minutes we had 
the pleasure of handling a five-pound small-mouth bass. 

The place we had looked forward to as the best on our 
route brought poor returns for the steady whipping we gave 
its waters, and as the sun sank below the horizon we stopped 
for the day almost disgusted. After trading some tine fish 
for groceries and cigars, we pulled away for pastures new. 
Darkness overhauled us before we reached a spot we felt 
would furnish good sport. The next morning we started out 
in good spirits. After carrying around the first dam, we 
passed through a busy city whose lovely streets and business 
houses touched the noble river, and on by old Father 'Time 
as he stood guard on his tower over the busy fingers beneath 
him. After eating our dinner ten miles below whei'e we 
took breakfast we stretched ourselves on the grass. A little 
after two we inspected our tackle and started out. We were 
now on familiar ground and felt we knew just where to go, 
but we whipped and whipped to the right and to the left for 
hours with poor success. Fly after fly was exchanged, and 
still no large fish were taken; finally Pard said he had a big 
one on out in deep water. Then we change our base. Still 
no success. I was disgusted, and while he goes down the 
east side, 1 get the boat and go down to wait for him. 

As I sit in the boat weary and provoked, feelings of shame 
come over me and I decide not to play the baby act while he 
is working so faithfully. I jump out and go at it once more. 
But what is that on the water below me? Is it the fin of a 
bass feeding on top? Cautiously I wade toward the spot, 
and as 1 draw near I give the flies a toss and draw them 
back for a cast. They light just right. In an instant there 
is a strike, and as the line takes a header for below I know 
it’s no infant. Pard comes up, and in the gathering dark¬ 
ness we have our sport. Sport fit for a king. Sport that 
pays for all the hard work. Sport that fills. And as we 
start back for the boat we carry nearly forty pounds of tiger 
bass. None under one and a half, some three and a half 

pounds, saying nothing of those that took flies and leaders, 
and 1 think we lost ten of the former. It’s no easy job to 
handle two large bass at once when they are of different 
minds. Well do I remember one big fellow who was so sur¬ 
prised to see my companion just ahead of him that he “lit 
out,” and as he passed between my legs and the second fly 
caught on my pants it gave him the best excuse in the world 
for going on, and he did, too. 
feThe next week I started for Gogebic, but the memory of 
that trip was too fresh in my mind to fish for the noble bass 
with a spoon, and I did not. During the two weeks there I 
took but one. But the trout. Suffice to say I got there. 

Nimrod. 

The Muskrat as a Game Fish.—Editor Forest and Stream : 
Having fished a number of years through the ice for pickerel, 
and in a number of ponds in New England, both large and 
small, I wish to be advised relative to a very singular affair 
that happened to a party of gentlemen on Jan. 16, 1886. We 
fished upon a pond in Plymouth county, of this State (Massa¬ 
chusetts). The lines were left.in over night, and upon visit¬ 
ing them next morning, on one[of them that was set in sixteen 
feet of water and at least twenty rods from the shore, we 
found a live muskrat. He had taken the bait and was 
securely hooked through the upper lip. When pulled out. 
upon the ice he was as lively as a cricket, and had to be 
killed before being unhooked. Will you please inform me 
if this is not a very unusual occurrence? I have not been' 
able to find a person who ever heard of such a thing. Should' 
like to hear from some of the winter fishermen, who are- 
readers of your valuable paper, if this kind of fishing has; 
ever been duplicated, and if so under what circumstances. 
This pond is quite a large one, some fourteen miles in ch- 
cumference, and in it the eels are very plenty, and bite at 
our bait just the same as in the summer, and I have caught 
them at midday, and lines left in over night arc sure to have 
some on in the morning. Is this not an unusual matter? 
Hoping to hear from tie fishermen, I remain, Charles W. 
Dyer. _ 

New Jersey Seasons —Secretary’s Office, The New Jer¬ 
sey Game and Fish Protective Society, Plainfield, N. J., Feb. 
17, 1886.—Editor Forest and Stream: The trout law for 
New Jersey has not been changed by the Legislature, nor is 
there any bill before it at present to do so. The law remains 
as it has for years—open season from March 1 to Oct. 1 
inclusive. 'The black bass law has been amended so that the 
open season commences on May 30 (Decoration Day). The 
Governor has signed the bill. An effort is being made to 
extend the season to Dec. 1, instead of closing it, as at pres¬ 
ent, Nov. 1. The law would then conform with New York 
and Pennsylvania. A number of bills are before the Legis¬ 
lature to alter and amend the game laws, but I don’t think 
they will amount to anything. The laws are good enough 
as they now stand.—W. F. Force. 

South Side Club. —Election of officers of the South Side 
Sportsman Club, of Long Island, Feb. 15, 1886: President, 
Roland Redmond; Vice-ftesident, Charles Banks; Treasurer, 
John Benjamin; Secretary, Francis O. de Luze; Counsel, 
John E. Develin; Executive Committee. H. H. Hollister, H. 
B. Hollins, Francis O. de Luze, J. H. Purdy, Wm. B. Ken¬ 
dall. For honorary membership, James Benkard. 

Troutino in Canada.—Mr. John G. Manning writes 
that he knows of a route for cruisers where he has taken 
trout that averaged 2^ to 3 pounds, and even as high as 5 
pounds, and estimates a willingness to impart his knowledge 
to approved parties._ 

Another Way Still to Carry a Landlno Net.—Hang 
it on your hat or cap, and let the handle hang down behind 
you. Bother your “hooks to hang it on, say I.—Levi 
Stoques. _ 

^islfmUuu. 
BREEDING OF BLACK BASS. 

[Read before the Michigan Sportsmen’s Ass’n, by Mr. Chas. F. Hots.] During the past summer I have had excellent opportuni¬ 
ties of studying the habits of the small-mouthed black 

bass, well-known to all sportsmen as taking a front rank 
among our Michigan game fish. My house is on the bank of 
Thornapple River in plain sight of a fine spawning ground of 
theirs. The first beds made were during the last week in 
April, and the last during the second week in June. 

They commenced operations by working together (a male 
and a female) to clear off a space of ground about eighteen 
inches in diameter, removing the sediment and leaving a bed 
of clean gravel. The female then commenced moving slowly 
over the bed depositing her eggs, and the male following im¬ 
pregnated them as fast as laid. This occupied fj-om one to 
two days’ time. The female was then left in charge of the bed, 
which she carefully guarded, driving away all other fish, as 
well as lizards, crawfish and all other natural enemies. In be¬ 
tween three and five days the eggs were all hatched, very few, 
if any, unimpregnated eggs remaining in the bed, as the im¬ 
pregnation seemed almost perfect. The young fry, when 
hatched, had the umbilical sac, and in proportion to the size 
of the body, the sac was larger than that of the brook trout. 
They were unable to swim or even crawl out of the bed. They 
remained in tJais helpless state from six weeks to two montiis, 
the time depending on the temperature of the water. I saw 
numbers of them which at six weeks old could not. swim 
enough to get out of a clam shell when lifted in that from the 
bottom. But usually at the end of two months all were able to 
swim, when they were led by the mother fish to shallow water 
near the shore and left to care for themselves. The mothe r 
fish during all this time had guarded her yound brood in the 
same way that she before had guarded hei- eggs. The number 
in each bed, as neai* as 1 could judge, was from 3,000 to 5,000. 
I do not believe that anything could be gained by artificial 
impregnation or hatching as in the case of the brook trout, 
whitefish, etc., for nature has done for the black bass aU that 
I think could be done. 

Sportsmen can thus readily see the great good attained by 
the extension of tLe anci-spearing law from March, April and 
May se as to cover the months of June, July, August and Sep¬ 
tember, as was dpne by the Legislature of 1885. To kill the 
mother fish while she is guarding her eggs or young fry before 
they can swim would be to destroy the whole brood. And 
under the old law they were the very ones likely to be taken 
by persons spearing m June, July and August, as they will 
not leave their beds unless compelled to do so. 

Among tue natural enemies of the black bass, the most de¬ 
structive is, I think, the kingfisher. I hope no member of 
your association will miss the opportunity of shooting him on 
sight. I believe that more brook ti'oub, black bass and other 
valuable fishes are annually killed by the kingfishers than are 
taken by the hook and line in this State. I have given this 
subject considerable study, having been engaged in fishcul- 
ture for the past twelve years and naturally feel more or less 
interest in everything pertaining to fish. 
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FIXTURES. 

FIELD TRIALS. 

Nov. S2.—Eighth annual field tidals of the Eastern Field Trials Club, 
at High Point, K. C. W. A. Coster. Secretary, Flatbush, Kings 
county, N.Y. 

DOO SHOWS. 

March 16.17.18 and 19.—Western Pennsylvania Poultry Society’s 
Dog Sboiv, ai Pitisburgh. Pa. C. B. Elben. Secretary. 

March 23. 34 and 25.—First Annual Dog Show of the New Jersey 
Kennel and Field Trials Club. Newark, N. J. A. P. Vredenburgn, 
Secretary. Bergen Point. N. J. 

March 30 to Apiil 2.—Third Annual Dog Show of the New Haven 
Kennel Ciub. S. K Hemingway, Secretary, New Haven. Conn. 

April 6. 7, 8aud U.—Second Annual Dog Show of the New England 
Kennel Club. Edward A. Moseley. Secretary. Boston. Mass. 

April 1.3, 14. 1.1 and 16. First Annual Dog Show of the Hartford 
Kenntl Ciub. A. C. Collins, Secretary, Hartford. Conn. 

May 4. 5. 6 and 7.—Tenth annual dog show of the Westminster 
Kennel Club, at Matlison Square Garden, New York. James Morti¬ 
mer, Superintendent. P. O. Box 1812, New York. 

May 18,19. 20 and 31 —Third Annual Dog Show of the St. Louis 
Gun Club, St Louis, Mo. Geo. Munson, Manager. 

A. K. R.-SPECIAL NOTICE. 

rpHE AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 

pedigrees, etc. (with prize lists of all shows and trials), is pub 

lished every month. Entries close on the 1st. Should be in early. 

Entry blanks sent on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope. 

Registration fee (50 cents) must accompany each entry. N o entries 

inserted unless paid in advance. Yearlv subscription §1.50. Address 

“American Kennel Register,”?. O. Bo.. 2832, New York. Number 

of entries already printed 3333. 

A FOUR-FOOTED ACCOUNT OF IT. 

PRESUMING upon your well-known interest in ILe 
canine race, of wMch I am an humble member, 1 ask the 

privilege of a modest space in your columns to relate what 
has been to me a notable experience. 

I am a Connecticut dog, .at present in North Carolina. I 
may state in order that what I say may have due weight 
with niy readers, that I have had considerable practice for 
my three years of life on such game as we find at the North. 
The experience alluded to began with a tedious journey on 
the cars. In the baggage car, where I was forced to ride, 
trunks were piled up to the roof, and as they rocked with the 
motion of the train, I felt in imminent danger of being 
crushed to a patent dog cake. 1 wanted to go to my master, 
hut was left in the charge of ignorant people to whom my 
master seemed to be constantly giving silver. You will bear 
me out in calling them ignorant, for one of each new relay 
of train men would be sure to ask if 1 was a bird dog. As 
if the fact was not apparent in every hair of my flat coat. I 
wanted to tell them that my family had been dlstinguisbed 
in this profession for many years. Was not the litter brother 
of my grandsire a field* trial winner? Was not another 
ancestor the subject of a bitter controversy in the papers? 

After transfers to boats with slippery gang planks and 
more trains, and a wretched time generally, in constant fear 
of my life, we arrived at last at our destination and put up 
at a very comfortable sort of a house, I find it very much 
to my taste oil days, when we are not hunting, lying before 
the fire in my master’s room. There are a number of black 
fellows around with whisk brooms under their arms, Gor¬ 
dons I should call them, if they were dogs. They all try to 
make friends with me, but 1 take no notice of them. The 
man of the white pasteboard cap and apron, who presides in 
the kitchen, is, liowever, a fine fellow. 1 very quielly fol¬ 
lowed my nose to his domain shortly after our arrival, and 
poking my head into his lap to attract his attention, looked 
up at him in a way that usually brings something. It has 
brought me steaks and chops three times a day ever since, 
and i smile to myself when my master complains that 1 do 
not come down in flesh quite enough to suit him. 

All this is, however, only preparatory to what I wished to 
tell my Noithein friends. What we came for was, of course, 
the qiiail shooting—or partridge shooting, as we have to call 
it here—of North Carolina. We take the cars from the citjg 
just as we do at the North, and then there seems to be at the 
station expecting us some lank fellow, with a one-eyed dog 
and a gun, who ‘ ‘reckons that a covey of partridges used on 
the branch yonder.” We walked, ra3’self at heel, through 
about a mile of pine woods, and then struck out into some 
broad fields. To my surprise the other dogs, Southerners all 
of them, ranged off almost out of sight. I would like well 
enough to do the same thing, but I never can get off any dis¬ 
tance without hearing my master call to me in a way that I 
have learned to respect. However, I will say this for my 
new dog acquaintances, they are very cautious when 
approaching a covey and very staunch on birds. Although 
it is not professional for us to notice other than game birds, 
I will pause here to say to Not them do^s that I have discov¬ 
ered where all the blackbirds were going that we have so 
often seen leaving our couotry iu the late fall. They rise 
from the fields here in clouds that darken the sky. The 
negroes kill great numbers of them with their old Confeder¬ 
ate muskets and serve them up in a pie. 

The Virginia redbird is ever darting through the brush, 
and I always stop to look at him, he is such a beauty. I 
never tire of hearing his joyous song, “I’m a free nigger,” 
the darkies call il. 

Ah, what’s this? Have we found the scent of birds already 
and not five minutes in the field? As sure as 3'ou live, it is 
the scent I love so well. Here the tracks cross and recross. 
By the shades of my red Irish ancestors, how many birds do 
they have in a covey down here? If only I can point the 
birds first, for 1 know that my master’s eye is upon me, and 
know that he will be well pleased if 1 “lay out” these natives. 
The other dogs have struck the scent, too, and I must get iu 
ahead of them. Now for a stroke of head work. Yonder 
little clump is such a likely place for birds that I will just 
road up to it. If they are not there I can get back and steal 
from some dog the hottest trail. Hurrah, I’ve nailed them, 
but if those brutes backiug me take a step nearer, 1 shall 
have to rush in. Up go the birds, and bang go four barrels 
behind me, and I see at least two birds falliug. What’s that, 
all the dogs rushing in, and to think of their getting the birds 
before me. Perhaps, too, some bird may be but wing broke, 
and may need the little squeeze that 1 know so well how to 
admiuisler. I cauT stand it, good-bye. I got the bird, but 
I got besides a sound rating-from my master. Well, it is 
not in the dog nature to be steady when every dog is rushing 
iu. This same performance^ I may add, was repeated every 
time a gun was discharged, and I add with stingjng regret 
that 1 as often “broke ehot,” 

Off again, ranging over the fields, but much to my sur¬ 
prise, the birds were not followed into a pine wood. I could 
have fo-JUfi, no doubt, and I know that at home, when for¬ 
tunate enough to find a covey early in the day, we do not 
soon forsake them for the uncertain prospect of finding more 
birds. What’s this trail my nose is on? Zip! Off goes one 
of those little brown rabbits. Away go the dogs in full 
chase after him, notwithstanding the yells of their masters, 
accompani'^d by stronger expiessions than were current in 
the New England hamlet where 1 was reared. Boon they 
give up their chase for fur and go to work again, I will not 
weary you with a repetition of this experience. We found 
no stubble fields such as I am used to at the North, but the 
resorts of the birds appeared to be iu large fields where the 
partridge, pea or rag weed had followed the crop, or in the 
brown straw or cane brake. One has constantly to be leap¬ 
ing the ditches v hich cro«s the fields, and often wc find the 
birds on their edges. What strikes the setter family as a 
drawback to the shooting here is the pesky sand burrs. How 
can a dog give his mind to hunting with a burr under each 
shoulder, and a half dozen at the root of his tail? After 
nearly biting off said appendage, I gave it up and approached 
ray master to let ,him try his hand. I will remark, en pas¬ 
sant, that men are intelligent in comprehending our wishes, 
if we are only reasonably patient with them. It took my 
master a half an hour at the end of the day’s shooting to rid 
me of the burrs. 

At the close of the day we found that we had started 
twelve coveys of birds. Our bag to four guns was—but I 
forbear, lest I cause my Northern brethren to view with dis¬ 
satisfaction their own achievements in the field. Another 
reason for my forbearance is that at my time of life it has be¬ 
come apparent to me that such, reports are strangely ioaccur- 
ate. I have been out with parties shooting when, at the end 
of the day, the bag would grow larger at every inquiry as we 
drew nearer home. The first time that this occurred I 
thought that I had made a miscount, but later the sad truth 
of man’s mendacity came home to me. I am, therefore, con¬ 
vinced that my simple slatemcnt would seem incredible, and 
that il would be believed that this human weakness had been 
imitated by your obedient servant. Dash. 

Wilmington, N. C., Feb. 0. 

THE UNPAID SPECIAL AT CHICAGO. 

Editor Forest and Stream; 
It has only been within a few days that the full enormity 

of the above case has been known to me. In common with 
all your readers, I knew that the Illinois Kennel Club had 
failed to pay all the premiums won at their recent show, and 
heard in a general way that special had followed the fate of 
regular premiums. I knew also that some exhibitors, men of 
wealth and influence—one a director in the Pittsburgh club- 
had XDromptly received their premiums, while certain needy 
ones were left in the lurch. All this was very disagreeable, 
but it is nothing to the full facts of the case. It appears that 
a gentleman of Chicago (or near by) gave a special of §15, 
which money was paid into the treasury of the club. The 
prize was won by a particular Mend of the donor, but was 
never paid him. If this does not surpass in—well, plain English 
serves the purpose best, and I will say dishonestly, anything 
that has ever transpu’ed in connection with dog shows in this 
coimtry. I challenge the production of its equal. 

The uon-payment of regular premiums to be paid out of the 
revenues of the club is bad enough, but after all, I would 
have sympathy with the directors of a show, who after weeks 
of hard work and neglect of theii- own private business, find 
themselves brought face to face with the disagreeable necessity 
of putting their hands in their pockets and making up a loss, 
no fault of theu-9, and I think the proper thing for the exhib¬ 
itor to do in such a case, is to scale down his winnings in pro¬ 
portion to the club’s losses. Although I am fully aware that 
such clubs as New England, New Haven, Westminster, New 
Jei-sey, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, would scout such a pro¬ 
posal, preferring to meet their losses like men. You know 
that Pittsburgh is already famous as the “100 cents on the 
dollar” show. To take money given them for a special definite 
purpose and divei t it from the plain purpose of the donor, 
whose trustee the club is, my lawyer friends tell me is “trover 
and conversion,” and to the lay mind it is simple embezzle¬ 
ment, not to call it by the harsher name of robbery. 

Gentlemen of the American Kennel Club, you cannot afford 
to let this matter jiass by in silence. The offender is your 
fellow member, and until you investigate this matter, and-if 
vou find the facts as 1 have stated—expel the offender, you 
are partners in tins shame and disgrace. From this there is 
no escape. If the A. K. C. is on its last legs, if even its legs 
have shriveled to aiiY nothings, as long as you even call your¬ 
selves members of the Association, you are recreant to the 
first principles of honor and justice if you do not clear yom-- 
selves of any connection with such offenders: and if you let 
them slip by on some such soft-soaped plank as non-payment 
of an assessment, you are simply whitewashing a burning 
disgrace. 

Will YOU, gentlemen, tolerate “trovers and conversionists”? 
W. Wade. 

Hulton, Pa , Feb. 13, 1886. 

THE NEW YORK DOG SHOW. 

The premium list of the tenth annual dog show of the West¬ 
minster Kennel Club. Champion prizes of $S25 for dogs 

and the same for bitches, and in the open class^ S30, §10 and 
silver medal for dogs, the same for bitches; and §10 and medal 
for dog puppies and the same for bitches, are offered in the 
folio-wing classes: Mastiffs, rough-coated St. Bernards, smooth- 
coated St. Bernards, pointers over 55 pounds, pointers under 
55 pounds, English setters^ black and tan setteis and Irish set¬ 
ters. Pointers and Enghsh setter dogs over 12 and under 18 
months, §10 and medal, bitches the same; Newfoundlands, 
§10 and medal; bloodhounds, §20 and §10; champion grey¬ 
hounds, §20; open dogs, §10 and §5; bitches the same; puppies, 
§10 and meclal. Champion deerhounds, §-20;open dogs, §l0and. 
§5; bitches the same. Irish water spaniels, §10 and medal. 

Champion clumber spaniels §10, open dogs, §10 and §5. 
bitches the same. Champion field spaniels §10, open §10 and 
§5. Champion cocker spaniels §10, open, liver or black dogs, 
§10 and §5, bitches the same; any other color §10 and §5, pup¬ 
pies, dogs §10 and meaal, bitches the same. Foxhounds §10 and 
§5. Champion beagles §10, open dogs §10, §5 and medal 
bitches the same, puppies, medal. Basset hounds §10 and 
medal. Dachstmnae the same. Champion fox-teiTier dog §20, 
bitch the same, open dogs §15, §10 and medal, bitches the 
same, puppies, dogs §10 and medal, bitches the same. Wire- 
haired fox-terriers §10, §5 and medal. Collies same as fox- 
terriers. Champion bulldog §15, bitch the same, open dogs 
§10, §5 and medal, bitches the_ same, puppies §10. Cham¬ 
pion bull-terrier dog ewer 2oibs. §15, bitch the same, 
open dogs §10 and §5, bitches the same, under 25ibs., 
§10, §5 and medal; puppies, medal. Black and tan teiTiers, 
over Tibs., §10 and medal. Scotch and hard-haired 
terriers the same; Dandle Dinmonts the same; Irish tenlers 
the same; Bedlington ten-iers, dogs, the same; bitches the 
same. Champion Skye tenlers, §10: open, §10 and medal. 
Champion pugs, §15; open dogs, §10, §5 and medal ; bitches the 
same; puppies, medal. Yorkshires, dogs, §10, §5 and medal; 
bitches the same. Toy tei’riej-s, 8IQ and medal; King Charles 
spapiels the same; Blenheims the same; Japanese the same; 
toy?) rnbys and Prine-c Charles the same; Itahan greyhouqds 

the same. Poodles, black, dpgs, the same; bitches the same; 
other than black, the same. Miscellaneous, over 2olbs., §10, 
85 and medal; under 2.51b8., the same. There are also a large 
number of special pi izes offered. 

THE NEW HAVEN DOG SHOW. The dog show to be held at New Haven next month by the 
New Haven Kennel Club, will undoubtedly prove to be 

the best one that the club has yet held. The well known 
liberality of the club in providing for the wants of the ex¬ 
hibitors, is sure to meet its reward in an increased enti-y list, 
and we shall expect to see the armory crowded -with the best 
representatives of the different breeds. Many valuable 
special prizes will be given, among them is one of §25, from 
Mr. W. Wade of Pittsburg, for the best mastiff. 'Ihe kennel 
prizes to be competed for by not less than four dogs from 
each kennel are §25 for mastiffs, §20 for St. Bernards, §10 for 
greyhounds, §25 for pointers, §25 for English setters, §15 for 
Irish setters, §15 for spaniels, §15 for beagles, §15 for fox-ter¬ 
riers, §15 for collies and §10 for pugs. The trick dog special, 
always a feature at New Haven, will this year be §30, -with 
§20 to first and §10 to second; other specials are promised and 
it is expected that every class will receive at least one. We 
have received several letters of inquiry relative to the classes 
respectively assigned to the judges. The list was pubhshed 
in Forest and Stream Jan. 21 and is as follows; 

En^ish, Irish and black and tan setters and pointers, Mr. 
John Davidson, Monroe, Mich. Mastift’s, spaniels, gi-eyhounds, 
deerhounds, Newfoundlands, bull-terriers, pugs, Yorkshire and 
toy terriers, toy spaniels, Italian greyhounds and Mexican 
hairless, Mr. Chas. fl. Mason, Bay Ridge, L. I. Beagles and 
foxhoimds, Mr. L. D. Sloan, Philadelphia, Pa. St. Beinards, 
collies, bulldogs, poodles, fox-terriers, basset hounds, dachs- 
hunde, black and tan, Bedlington, Irish, Skye and mixed ter¬ 
riers, Mr. Ronald H. Barlow, Philadelphia, Pa. ' Miscellane¬ 
ous, Messrs. Mason and Barlow. The entries close March 13. 
The Secretary’s address is S. R. Hemingway, Box 1235, New 
Haven, Conn, _ 

THE ALEXANDRIA FIELD TRIALS. 

[From a Special Correspondent.) 

ON Tuesday, Feb. 16, the first trials for amateurs of the 
Alexandria Rod and Gim Club began with the Derby. 

A very fair attendance of spectators were present at the 
trials and the utmost good fellowship prevailed. In conse¬ 
quence of the probability of several spoi’tsmen arriving 
after Monday, the day on which entries closed, the time of 
closing the entries was postponed imtil 9 o’clock on Tuesday. 
Tne Derby was the first stakes run, and had only three entries, 
Knight Gladstone, Cant. Craig and Reveille, first, second and 
third respectively. The winner, Knight Gladstone, is a 
medium size, compactly built dog of approved field trial type, 
and showed himself to be a puppy of merit. Capt. Craig is 
also a fine puppy about the same size and type as Knight Glad¬ 
stone, both showing a great deal of their sire, old Gladstone’s 
style. Reveille is a large dog, but speared to be off in his 
work. The country is finely adapted to a field trial, and a 
heartier welcome and greater hospitality is not shown any¬ 
where. A very fair degree of skill was shown in the manage¬ 
ment and handling, considering that trials are a new institu¬ 
tion in this section of the country. The judges were Mr. 
Amory R. Starr of Marshall, Texas; Judge J. M. Thompson, 
of Covington, La., and Judge John Clegg, LaFaj ette, La. 
Mr. Starr had an entry in the stakes, and when he was hand¬ 
ling, Mr. J. W. Prescott acted in his place. A start was made 
at lO-JlO to a plantation about one mile from town, where the 
trials were begun. 

THE DERBY. 

There were only three entries for the Derby, which were 
drawn and run as follows: 

KNIGHT GLADSTONE AI-ID CAPT. CRAIG. 

At 10:30 Mr. John Robinson’s (Livingston, Miss.) black and 
white English setter dog Knight Gladstone, whelped March 17, 
1885 (Gladstone—Flossie), handled by owner, and Mr. A. R. 
Starr’s (Marshall, Tex.) black, wfdte and tan English setter 
dog Captain Craig, whelped Jan. 2. 1885 (Gladstone—Lady 
May), were cast off in a coi ton field and worked down a ra-vine. 
They both started off rather slow, but soon warmed up and 
went at a rattling good pace for such yoimgsters. Knight 
Gladstone had some advantage in speeo and range. They 
were very stylish on point and equal in quai-tering. Dra-wing 
a cotton and cornfield blank, we moved to a large weedfleld. 
Knight pointed and Captain backed beautifully. Knight dis¬ 
covered his error and moved on. Going a short distance in 
the weedtield the spectators flushed a bird, The handlers were 
ordered to work their do^ back, which they did, the dogs not 
finding any of the remaining birds. The handlers flushed the 
be-vy within a few feet of where the dogs had both been, and 
they should have pointed them. The birds were marked 
down in a dense thicket of bushes and briers, with water in a 
large portion of it. They were followed, but nothing done ex¬ 
cept that a few birds were flushed by the spectators. The 
judges soon saw that it was impos-sible to see the dogs work 
in such a thicket, and ordered the dogs up and out to the 
open cotton field. Working to the hedge row, Knight pointed 
and was held by his handler until Craig could be brought up 
to back. Craig refused to back, went around him, and also 
pointed in the same direction, but both dogs soon moved on“ 
We do not think that Craig should be penalized for not back¬ 
ing, as the judges, repoi-tei-s, spectators and handlers were so 
close to him that he apparently did not think the dog was 
pointing. Going on into a large weedtield, Elnighc soon made 
a beautiful point down wind. Craig also pointed only a short 
distance from him on the back track of birds and tfien com¬ 
menced reading. Knight’s handler to order flushed, but did 
not shoot. Knight broke in, but dropped promptly to order. 
Craig dropped to wing. Following the birds into heavy weeds, 
Craig flushed one bird and dropped to wing. Moving 
on, the handlers flushed several. Craig then pinned a 
bird in good shape. Knight coming up facing him, 
backed him in fine style. To order. Mr. Stai-r flushed, shot 
and killed. Craig dropped to shot and Knight broke in but 
dropped to order. Ci-aig retrieved beautifully, but as there is 
notbmg given in the rules for retrieving in the Derby, it did 
not help him in his score, but such a nice piece of work 
deseiwed a great deal of credit for such a youngster. Going 
on up a thicket in the weeds towheie the spectators had 
marked a bevy down, Knigfit pointed in the path, Craig 
came up, refused to back, went in and also pointed; birds ran, 
and both dogs roaded beautifully, Knight establishing a point, 
but the bii-ds flushed wild. He was steady to wing. Meantime 
Craig roaded to a bad flush. Moving on Knight soon (xiinted 
again in good style. Tfien botfi dogs did some beautiful read¬ 
ing, and Knight established his point, the other dog still read¬ 
ing and pointing until Mr. Robinson, to order, flushed ILnight’s 
birds, shot and killed. Knight broke shot, but as it was in 
heavy cover and the judges attention was called for by the 
other handler to see fils dog on a point, Knight escaped a 
penalty. Craig dropped to shot. Craig was then allowed 
to move on to see if he could establish his point. Faihng to do 
so, they were ordered up at 11 .-3o, and Knight was awarded 
the heat. Do-wn one hour and five minutes. 

KNIGHT GLADSTONE AND REVEILLE. 

A rest of twenty minutes was allowed. At 12 o’clock 
Knight Gladstone and Mr. John H. Renaud’s (New Orleans, 
La.) black and -white English setter dog Reveille, whelped 
March 17, 1885 (Gladstone—Flossy), handled by Mi-. Hem-y 
Fontaine, were cast off in the heavy weedtield where the lart 
brace was taken up, and worked do-wn wind to birds that had 

‘ been marked down. Reveille started off very slow, and in 
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fact he hardly left his handler for some time; but after get¬ 
ting to the open oomfleld he got some faster and showed a 
little more merit. Knight was much the fastesrt, widest 
ranger, and showed better style in heavy weeds. Reveille 
flushed single birds and was steady to wing. Moving on to 
ditch, Knight pointed; moved on, pointed again, then moved 
across the ditch and located his bird in good style, holding his 
point several minutes, while his handler was waiting for a 
horse to cross the ditch. The bird finally flushed wild, and 
Knight was steady to wing. He deserves a great deal of 
credit for a good nose on this point, as he certainly smelt it 
some distance across the water in thick heavy cane. Going on 
up the thicket in edge of weeds, Kuight pointed and Reveille 
backed. Knight discovered his error and roaded on some dis¬ 
tance, not finding anything. Turning back, the dogs 
were worked in a cornfield, where several birds had 
been marked down. Reveille made a good staunch point 
and Knight backed weU. Fontaine, to order, flushed a single 
bird, shot and killed. Both dogs broke in and dropped to 
order. Crossing the ditch the dogs were worked up the 
thicket again where Knight pointed a small bird. Going on 
some distance, drawing cotton, weeds and cornfields blank, 
Knight made a wide cast across the cornfield to a little ditch, 
and made a beautiful point with head and tail very high; he 
held it for some time, until we had time enough to go over 
one hundred yards to him. His handler, thinking that he 
was pointing small birds, ordered him on, which order he 
obeyed very reluctantl;y, pointing every few yards, finally he 
drew past the bevy, losing the wind of them, made a short 
cast and was returning when his handler flushed the bevy 
directly in front of him where he was first pointing. We think 
the judges did not give him a point but he was certainly 
entitled to it, as he was forced away by his handler. Following 
a single bird that was marked down in a weedfield near by, 
Kuight soon pointed it. Robinson, to order, flushed, shot and 
killed. Both dogs broke shot, and Reveille made a slow re¬ 
trieve, and then the dogs were oi-dered up at 1 :.50. The heat 
and first prize given to Knight. Down in all fifty minutes. 

EEi’^EILLK AND CAPT. OKAIG. 

At 1:40 this brace was cast off in a cornfield and worked on 
some scattered birds marked dining the last heat. Reveille 
made game on a ditch and Fontaine pressing too closely, the 
birds flushed on the edge of the ditcn down wind. The dogs 
then worked in a cornfiel that was drawn blank, then in some 
sedge Rev flushed some scattered bii'ds and was steady to 
wing. Birds being very hard to find not much more work 
was done. The dogs were ordered up at 2:20 and the heat 
and second place was awarded to Capt. Craig and ReveiUe 
was declared winner of third. Following is the summary: 

First Ses'ies. 
Knight Gladstone beat Capt. Craig. 
Reveille a bye. 

Second Senes. 
Knight Gladstone beat Reveille and won first. 

Tie for Second Place. 
Capt. Craig beat Reveille and won second place. Reveille 

winning third. 
At 3:04 Mr. Avent, at the request of several prominent 

sportsmen, gave the celebrated field trial winners, Roderigo 
and Paul Gladstone, an exhibition run to show their qualities. 
Paul Gladstone and Mi'. Amory R. Starr’s black pointer Watt 
were cast off together. Paul took a great cast and displayed 
his great pace, range and style. Watt dashed out and be¬ 
haved magnificently, ranging wide and weU, but was echpsed 
by the range of Paul. Watt soon found a bevy in a thick 
growth of weeds. Paul was lost, but had pointed some run¬ 
ning birds of the same bevy fm-ther ahead and was found on 
a point. He made several points and displayed his emi¬ 
nent qualities in the best manner. Then Roderigo and Tangi¬ 
pahoa were put down. Roderigo started at his tremendous 
pace, and covered the largest fields in a few mfiiutes. For fire 
and dash, wide and fast ranging, it was conceded by aU that 
it surpassed anything in their experience. Tangipahoa showed 
herself a very fast field performer and would nave shown up 
a formidable' competitor in any other company. After Roder¬ 
igo had made several points on bevy, and scattered birds m 
his quick, resolute and precise manner, the dogs were taken 
up and the party started for town to draw the order of i^un- 
ning the AU-A^d Stake for the next day. 

THE ALL-AGED STAKES. 
[Special dispa tch to Forest and Stream.] 

There were twenty entries for the AU-Aged Stakes, which 
were drawn and run as follows: 

Tbigg (W. Flower, Alexandria, La.), orange pointer dog 
(pedigree unknown), 

against 
Mack (E. Pendleton. Alexandria, La.), black setter dog 

(-Maggie), withdrawn. 

Kellie B. (W. F. Gray, New Orleans, La.), black and white 
English setter bitch (Rake—Meg Merrilies), 

beat 
Pattie (E. tv. Condon, Houma, La ), black, white and tan 

English settei- bitch (Duke Gladstone—Grace Darling). 

Mixgo (W. B. Wells, Chatham, Ont.), black and white Eng¬ 
lish setter dog (Druid—Star), 

beat 
Dolph (C. E. Bringhurst, Alexandria, La.), black, white and 

tan English setter dog (Cyrus—BeUe Gladstone). 

Mask Twain (Judged. M. Thompson, Covington, La.), black, 
white and tan Enghsh setter dog (Coleman’s London—Tom 
Laverack), 

beat 
Baron Blue (C. A. Schnaek, Alexandi'ia, La.), black and 

white English setter dog (Belton—Bramble). 

Cbisp (L. W. Murdock, Alexandria, La.) black and tan Gor 
don setter dog (Nix—Daisy), 

beat 
Lufra (J. W. Prescott, Alexandria, La.) black, white and 

tan English setter bitch (Cyrus—Belle Gladstone). 

Tangipahoa (Henry Fontaine, New Orleans, La.), black, 
white and tan English setter bitch (Gladstone—Flossie), 

beat 
Jack (M. F. Smith, Houma, La.), liver and white pointer 

dog, pedigree unknown. 

Prescott (S. Cullen, Alexandria. La.), black, white and tan 
Enghsh setter dog (Cyrus—Belle Gladstone), 

beat 
Henbt (J. S. Fish. Alexandi'ia, La ), black and white English 

setter dog, pedigree unknown. 

Kink (W.B. Wells, Chatham, Ont.), lemon and white English 
setter dog (Druid—Star), 

against 
Hurricane (H. L. Daigree, Alexandria, La.), orange pointer 

dog (Pious Jeems—Kate), witbdz'awn. 
Mack and Hurricane were both withdrawn and Kink ran 

against and beat Trigg. 

Boyd (J. K. Renaud, New Orleans, La.), black and white 
English setter dog (Brussels—Iowa Queen). 

heat 
Rip (E. F. Hunter, Houma, La.), black,white and tan English 

etter dog, pedigi ee un kfip-wn. 

Watt (A. M. Starr, Marshall, Tex.), black pointer dog 
(Branch©—Fan II,) 

beat 
Custer (L. B. Reynaud, Alexandria, La), blue belton Eng¬ 

lish setter dog (Blue Dick—Buckeye Belle). 

Second Series. 
Nelly B. beat Mingo. 
Mark Twain beat Crisp. 
Prescott beat Tangipahoa. 
Boyd beat Watt. 
Kink a bye. 

Third Series. 
Kink beat Nelly B. 
Mark Twain beat Prescott. 
Boyd a bye. 

Fourth Series. 
Boyd beat Bank. 
Mark Twain a bye. 

Final Tie for First Pi-ize. 
Boyd beat Mark Twain and won first prize. 

Tie for Second Prize. 
, Watt beat Mark Twain and won second pi-ize. 

Tie for Third Prize. 
Mark Twain and Custer divide third prize. 

IMPORTANT IMPORTATION OF ST. BERNARDS.—New 
York, Feb. 18.—Editor Forest and Stream: I have completed 
the purchase of Mr. Henry Schumacher’s kennel of St. Ber- 
nai-d dogs, and I can honestly say 1 have acquired some of the 
purest rtraiiLSof St. Bernard in existence. The president of 
the St. Bernard Club in London, Mr. Arthur Carter in Turin, 
also Vice-President Betterton in Woodville, and Mr. J. H. 
Murchison in London, who know Mr. Schumacher’s dogs, con¬ 
sider them the purest and finest specimens of pure-bred St. 
Bernards in existence, and distinguished for their colossal 
heads and limbs. There are some eleven in all. Among them 
are the grand dogs (winners of many prizes in Svntzerland) 
Apollo, 323^ inches at shoulder, a large dog for a smooth-coat, 
very symmetrical, elegant in carriage, rich in color and mark¬ 
ings—tine best dog in all Switzerland. Rigi, a young dog, 
sired by Apollo and out of Bernice, considered by Mr. Schu¬ 
macher to be the most perfect specimen he has ever seen, 
except in size. He is 30 inches at shoulder, which I consider a 
good-sized dog, quaUty and character weighing much more 
with me than over-grown, clumsy animals without much of 
anything else but Kze. Mount Yelan, Sultan and Barry are 
other fine specimens. In females, Bernice is a beautiful bitch, 
fun of character, the dam of many noted Swiss prize winners. 
Gemme, Diana and Flora are all handsome ones. Each have 
their certificate of breeding, etc. Mr. Schumacher turns over 
the whole lot to me with medals and other pi-izes won, also 
his good wlU; and, in fact, gives up the breeding of St. Ber¬ 
nards, as far as selling to America is concerned. I shall try 
and exhibit most of the dogs at the prominent shows, and 
will be glad to correspond with any who are interested in this 
breed that may wish to leai-n particulars about them. Only a 
few of them are for sale, as I have purchased them to breed 
and to further the interest already shown in this beautiful 
race of dogs. I will send you photos of some of the most 
prominent specimens if you would like to see them. I pre¬ 
sume my rough-coat friends will think I am too loud in my 
praise and claim too much for smooth-coated dogs; but I am 
sure they will all concede that the smooths or short-haired are 
the true type according to the very best authorities.—W. W. 
Tucker. .. _' 

WAA dogs.—The German war office, ever ready to adopt 
any scientific or other device which may by any possibility be 
of advantage to the troops of the fatherland, is trying some 
experiments in training dogs to act as sentries. The idea 
seems to be that dogs would help sentinels by prowling round 
and seeing if any enemy were creeping up unobserved through 
the bushes or behind rocks. In coui-se of time they might be¬ 
come so acute that they would guard a sleeping ckmp by 
themselves without requiring any human help. At first, how¬ 
ever, they would only be assistant sentries, so to speak. In 
our own recent campaign in the Soudan an incident occurred 
proving how valuable canine intelligence might be in warning 
a camp of the approach of hostile spies; and it shows with 
what care anfl attention that eventful war was followed at 
Berlin that the present experiments of the German war office 
are directly attributed to our Soudan experience. If the 
German st^ finds dogs capable of bein^ trained systematic¬ 
ally for sentry dutylthere can be little doubt, says a London 
paper, that the innovation will spread to all the armies of 
Europe. English soldiers would take with particular readi¬ 
ness to this plan of putting animals to real use, because tfiey 
are well known to have a strong liking for dumb brutes as 
camp followers. A sentry’s duty is exactly that which re¬ 
quires a quick ear and eye, and many good men and true have 
bit the dust because they happened to be Inattentive just when 
a surprise party of the enemy were about to make a rash. The 
Arabs round Suakim gave our camp endless trouble in this 
way, crawling over the sand on their belhes untU they got 
within striking distance of unsuspecting Thomas Atkins. 
There is every reason why dogs, if they can only be educated 
into perfect obedience to orders, should have protection duty 
given to them, seeing that they are much better able to per¬ 
form it than men, and that their lives are considerably less 
valuable. It is a wonder that the plan now hit upon in Berlin 
has not been attempted long ago.—English Exchange. 

JUDGES AT THE BOSTON DOG SHOW.—The following 
named gentlemen will judge at the dog show to be held in 
Boston in April: Mastiffs, St. Bernards and collies, Mr. Jas. 
Mortimer, Babylon, N. Y. Poi nters, Irish and black and tan 
setters, Mr. John M. Tracy, Greenwich, Conn. English set¬ 
ters, Mr. J. Otto Donner, New York. Bulldogs, bull-terriers, 
fox-terriers, wire-haired and Irish terriers, Yorkshire ten-iers 
and pugs, Mr. Ronald H. Barlow, Philadelphia, Pa. Spaniels, 
Skye, Scotch, Bedlington, Dandie Dinmout and black and tan 
terriers, foxhounds, bassets and Newfoundlands, Mr. J. F. 
Kii'k, Toronto, Ont. Greyhounds, deerhoimds, Italian gi'ey- 
hounds and poodles, Mr. J. R. Pierson, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Beagles, Mr. N. Elmore, Granby, Conn. Dr. Geo. Walton, 
veterinary; John Read, superintendent. 

HORNELL JOCK.—Homellsville, N. Y., Feb. l-k.—Editor 
Forest and Stream; I wish to say tmough your columns that 
the dog Homell Jock exhibited at the Fanciers’ show was 
Jock, Jr, Our kennel man shipped Jock, Jr., and Nance at 
midnight Saturday, and 1 did not find out his mistake until 
Monday afternoon, when it was too late to telegraph. I 
knew it could do no hai'm, tor Mr. Watson judges the dogs 
and not their owners, so Jock, Jr., was not noficed. 1 wirii 
to say also that the Fanciers’ is the only show that ever re- 
tumM our dogs free, althoi^h they all have advertised that 
the^ would dp eo—J. Otis Fellows, Supt. Homell Spaniel 

THE PITTSBURG DOG SHOW.—Them is a special prize of 
a finely finished Winchester sporting rifie, valued at for 
the best setter, dog or bitch, in the open class. An enti’y fee 
of $2,50 will be charged for this special, five entries to )till. 
There vviU also be prizes for the best kennel each of h-nglish, 
Gordon and Irish setters, pointers and dachshunde. Thh sec¬ 
retary writes that the entries are coming in finely, and that 
the prospect is good for the lai'gest show ever held by the 
society. The committee have added classes for Great Danes, 
with prizes of gold and sUver medals for dogs, bitches the 
same. A gold medal yvill he given to thp best. St. Bernard 
under one yeai' old. 

BOUND BOOKS OP KENNEL BLANKS.—We have bound 
hooks of kennel blanks, each book consisting of 200 blanks of 
a given style, and con furnish these (postpaid 30 cents) for the 
convenience of those who have occasion to use a large num¬ 
ber of blanks. In ordering be careful to state what particular 
series of blanks is desired, i. e., whether Names Claimed, Sales, 
Bred or Whelps. The arrangement of the blanks is such that 
a duplicate record of each note sent for publication may be i e- 
tained for future reference. 

IMPORTANT SALE OP ENGLISH SETTERS-Mr. C. 
Fred Crawford, of Pawtucket, R. I., has sold the well-known 
English setters Foreman, Plantagenet and Mack B. to Mr. 
Fred E. Lewis, of Tarrytown, N. Y., for a long price, we are 
not at libei-ty to state how much. The dogs will, as hereto¬ 
fore, remain in the Blackstoue Kennel, under the care of Mr. 
Tallman. 

GOOD FOOD FOR BOGS.—Editor Forest and Stream: I 
have recently leai'ned, mnch to my surprise, that both my cat 
and my dog are extremely fond of squash, and as this infor¬ 
mation may be of service to some among, yom- readers. I A en- 
ture to send it you for publication, especially as this sort of 
food seems perfectly to agree with the animals.—Kklpie. 

THE HARTFORD PLAN.—Editor Forest and Stream: Let 
us have the “Hartford plan’* rather than the star chamber 
plan of a few club members getting together, selecting a 
judge, and then showing under him. Give the single dog ex¬ 
hibitor a fair chance. The most popular judge will always 
be the one who has made the fewest blimders.—V. M. H. 

THE NEWARK DOG SHOW.—The prospect for a good 
show at Newark is brilliant, entries are coming in much bet¬ 
ter than is usual at so early a date. The managers assm-e us 
that the an-angments made for the transpoi-tation of dogs will 
be can-ied ont. The senseless mad dog scare appears to have 
died out and probably will not affect the show. 

KENNEL NOTES. 

KENNEL NOTE BLANKS.—For the convenience of breeders we 

have prepared a series of blanks for “Names Claimed,” “Whelps,” 

“Bred” and ‘'Sales.” All Kennel Notes must be sent to us on these 

blanks, which will be forwarded to any address on receipt of 

stamped and directed envelope. Send for a set of them. 

NAMES CLAIMED. 

Notes mast be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Nat. By W. S. Cobb, Jackson, Mich., for liver and white licked 
piointer dog, whelped Aug. 1, 1885. by Duke Eoyal (A.K.R. 2473/ out of 
Lizzie Grace (Beaufort—Grace). 

Lon. By Frank F. Dole, New Haven, Conn , for white, with lemon 
markings,’buU-terrier dog. whelped Dec. 4. 1885, by The Earl (Mar¬ 
quis—Lady) out of Little Kellie (Paddy-). 

Prince Kupret. By Frank F. Dole, New Haven, Conn., for white 
and lemon bull-terrier dog. whelped Dec. 4, 1885, by The Earl (Mar¬ 
quis-Lady) out of Little Nellie (Paddy-). 

Jdutel. By Frank F. Dole, New Haven. Conn., for white and lemon 
bull-terrier biteb. wbelped Dec. 4,1885, by The Karl (Maiquis—Lady) 
out of Little NeDie (Paddy-). 

Doyle. By A. E. Shults, Cohocton, N.Y., for liver cocker spaniel 
dog, whelped .lan. 4. 188G, by Eustace’.s Mack (Homell Bub—Bessie) 
out of E A. Higgins's imported Fannie. 

Chester. By Wm. Hansen, Cohocton, N.Y.. for liver cocker spaniel 
dog, whelped Jan. 4, 1886, by Eustace’s Mack (Homell Bub—Bessie) 
out of E. A. Higgins’s imported Fannie. 

Gretchen. By E. A. Higgins. Cohocton, N. Y., for black cocker 
spaniel biten, w helped Jan 4,1836, by Eustace’s Mack (Homell Bub— 
Bessie) out of his imported Fannie. 

Katrina. By E. A. Biggins, Cohocton. N. Y., for black cocker 
spaniel bitch, whelped Jan. 4.1886. by Eustace’s Mack (HornellBub— 
Bessie) out of his imported Fannie. 

Black Maria. By G. C. Thomson. Hamilton, Can., for black cocker 
spaniel bitch, whelped Jan. 7, 1886, by Young Obo (A.K.R. 861; out of 
Black Busy (Raven—Busy). 

Devon Bob. ByG. C. Thomson, Hamilton. Can., for liver and tan 
spaniel dog, whelped Dec. 12, 1885. by Lad o’ Devon (Toronto Beau— 
Toronto Jet) out of Maud (Wildair—Josie). 

Raven III. By G. C Thompson. Hamilton, Gan., for black cocker 
spaniel dog, whelped July 1, 1885, by Raven out of (jharcoal (Raven— 
Busy). 

Bramble. By G. C. Thompson, Hamilton, Can., for liver cocker 
spaniel dog, wuelped June 30,1886, by Black Graf (A.K.R. 646) out of 
Busy (Dasn—Daisy), 

Lady Obo. By G. C. Thomson, Hamilton, Can., for black cocker 
spaniel bitch, whelped Sept. 1, 1885, by Obo II. (A.K.R. 43'3) out of 
Blackie HI. (A K.R. 4'2S). 

Lillie Pickle. ByG. F. Clark, St. George's, Del,, for black, white 
and tan English seiter hitch, whelped Dec. 21, 1885, by Roybei (Rush 
Gladstone—Countess C.) out of Little Fraud (Druid's Boy, A.K.R. 3370 
—Victoria, A.K.R. 1353). 

Lady Druid. By G. F. Clark, St. George’s, Del., for lemon and 
white English setter bitch, whelped Dec. 21. 1885, by Roybei (Rush 
Gladstone—Countess O.) out of Little Fraud (Druid's j3oy, A K.R. 3270 
—Vietoria. A.K.R. 1383). 

Roy Gladstone. By G. F. Clark. St. George’s, Del., for lemon and 
white English setter dog, whelped Dec. ‘31. 1885. by Roybei (Rush 
Gladstoue—Countess C ) out of Little Fraud (Druid’s Boy, A.K.R. 3270 
— Victoria, A.K.R. 1383). 

Olive Green. By T. R. Varick, Manchester. N. H., for white and 
black fox terrier bitch, whelped Dec. 2, 1885. by Mixture (Spice- 
Fairy HI.) out of Hazel (Raby Tyrant—Fairy II.). 

Hillsboro. By T. R. Varick, Manchester, N. H., for pure tvhite bull- 
terrier dog, whelped Nov. 12, 1885, by Dutch, Jr. (A.K.R. is87) out of 
Little Nell (Little Victor—Daisy). 

Walnut Grove Kennsls. By 0, E. Bailey and R. E. Fenton for their 
kennels at Jamestown, N. Y. 

Warwick Kennels. By J. E. Hair and W. A. Russell, Bridgeport, 
Conn., for their kennels of sporting and toy dogs. 

Black Thorn Kennels. By E, W, Jester and J. V. Vail, St. George’s, 
Del., for their kennels of mastiffs. 

BRED. 

Notes most be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Young Baroness—Count. T. R. Varick's (Manchester, N. H.) bull 
terrier bit.;h Young Baroness (Baron—Lurline) to F. F. Dole’s Count 
(Marquis—Kit), Feb. II. 

Young Venom—Count. Edward Love’s (Philadelphia, Pa.) bull- 
terrier bitch Young Venom (A.K.R. 2793) to Fi'ank F. Dole's Count 
(A.K.R. 3178), Feb. 2 and 4. 

WHELPS. 
Notes mnst be sent en the Prepared Blanks. 

Pug. Chas. Steinkamp's pug bitch Pug (Punch—Judy), Jan. 22, 
six (live dogs), by Kentucky Pug Kennels’ Treasure (A K.R. 472). 

Black Busy. G. C. Thomson’s (Hamilton, Can.) cocker spaniel bitch 
Black Busy (Raven—Busy), Jan. 7. six (three dogs), by J. P. Willey’s 
Young Obo (A.K.R. 861). 

Bess. C. B. Ludelrin’s (Port Richmond. S. I.) collie bitch Bess (Rex 
—Flora), Jan. 10, seven (foiu' dogs), by M. McKee’s fcttve; ail black 
and tan. 

Queen Alice. Howard Hartley’s (Pittsburgh, Pa.) English setter 
biicn Queen Alice (A K.R. 2286), Feb. 17, ten, by his Royal Ranger 
lA.K.R 3290). 

SALES. 

Notes mast be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Flippant. White, tan head, fox-terrier dog, whelped June 5, ]88l 
(A.K.R. 538), by Surrey Kennels, Ellicott City, Md., to W. B. Bruck¬ 
ner, Cincinnati, O. 

Duke. Fawn, black markings, mastiff dog, whelped Jan. 9. 1885, by 
Max out of Juliette IT., by W. C. Russell, Bridgeport, Conn., to E, M. 
Jester, St. George’s, Del. 

Diamond. M bite buU-terrier dog, whelped Nov. 12,1835, by Dutch. 
Jr., out of Little Nell, by T. E, Varick, Manchester, N. H., to Dr. C B. 
Hammond, Nashua, N. H. 

Jacob Faithful. White bull-terrier dog. whelped Nov 12, 1885, by 
Dutch, Jr., out of Little Neil, by T. R. Varick, Mancaester, K. 11., to 
Pei'iey Weeks, Haverhill, Mass. 

Calypso. Fawn mastiff bitch (A.K.R. 1498), by Walter D. Peck. New 
Haven, Conn,, to Claytou E. Bailey, Jamestown, N. Y., and resold by 
him to Walnut Grove Kennels, same place. 

Blanche. Woite bull-terrier bitch, whelped Nov. 8. 1885, bv The 
Earl out of White Rose, by Frank F. Dole. New Haven, Conn., to O. 
A. Stevens, Hoboken, N. J. 

Prince Rupret. Wnite, with lemon markings, hull terrier dog. 
whelped Dec. 4, 1886, by The Eurl out of Little Nellie, by Frank F 
Dole, Ne'iv Hayen, Conn., to W. R, Sands, Npw York. 
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MabeL ^ite, with lemon markings^ btill terrier bitch, whelped 
Dec. 4, by The Earl out o£ Little Nellie,by Frank F. Dole, New Haven, 
'Conn., to 0. D. Arthur. Scarborough, N. Y. 

^laiermo (A.K.R, 671)—Patti (A.K.R. 2528) luhelp. Dark brindle, 
white streak on breast, bulldog, whelped Oct. 30, 1885, by Thomas W. 
Mills, Montreal, Can., to Nelson V. Ketchum, Savannah, Ga. 

SMl^ORTATIONS. 
Ro'igk-'ceated St. Bernard bitch, w'helped May 13, 

1882 (CadwaUader—OStra). by W. W. Tucker for John S. Sheppard, 
New ^ ork, from Jb^gsrs. Farmer & Dixon, Torquay, Eng. 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 

Mo Notice Taken of Anonymona Correspondents. 

N. V. K., Savannah,—A cocker spaniel hitch Is at times troubled 
With a spasmodic cough with efforts to throw off something, but with¬ 
out success. About a year ago (she Is fifteen months old), she had a 
slight attack of distemper, and 1 thought this cough might proceed 
from that; but sometimes she is free from the cough whue at others 
It is very troublesome. If you can suggest a remedy you will oblige. 
Ans. Give^ your dog five drops of tincture of nux vomica, with two 
•drops of dilute hydrocyanic acid in a teaspoonful of sweetened water 
two or three times daily. The trouble is a chronic bronchitis, proba¬ 
bly the result of the distemper. 

H. C. W., Brooklyn.—A pointer has mange. Have used Glover’s 
mange cure with good effect, except upon hip, w-here there remains 
raw and inflamed spot about the size of a half dollar, which she con¬ 
tinues to bite. Have used plentifully of above lotion without ap^iar- 
-ent improvement. Have also given two doses compound carthartic 
pills. Wnat treatment would you advise? Ans. Dust the parts care¬ 
fully with calomel powder every other morntng. On the intervening 
days apply the balsam of Peru ointment to the raw spot. Keep this 
treatment up until the spot is healed. You may be obliged to muzzle 
the dog to keep him from biting himself, 

C. P., Paterson, N. J.—Your dog seems to be suffering from some 
form of chronic myelitis or meningetis, or inflammation of the spinal 
cord which gradually induces paralysis of the limbs and parts below 
the seat of the trouble. Other symptoms would be, gradual wasting 
of the muscles, lack of sensation in the parts below, troubles with urin¬ 
ation and the bowels. Has your dogs these symptoms? Also upon press¬ 
ing along the spinal column, do you find any spot where tenderness and 
pain are present? If you find such spot, shave the hair over it and 
apply a fly blister which your druggist will make up for you. For 
internal medicine we would advise bromide of potash in ten grain doses 
three or four times daily. Keep the dog quiet and in a dry warm 
place away from noise or excitement. Report in ten days again. 

T. C. 'Wii.LiAMs, Germantown, Pa.—My setter pup, seven months 
old, had the distemper slightly in the'beginning of the fall, hut he 
seemed to have recovered entirely from it.. About a month ago he 
had a slight attack of mange. He is constantly vomiting and has an 
intense thir.st. His bowels are loose, but regular. He is very lively 
at times, but sometimes will stop in the middle of a romp and shake 
his head violently. At first I tnought it might be canker and treated 
him with a solution of nitrate of silver and water as given by “Stone¬ 
henge.” Ans. Be very careful of the diet. Give chiefly fluids, milk 
with lime water, soups without fat. etc. Give a little finely chopped 
raw meat mixed with the white of a raw egg. For medicine give a two 
grain citrate of iron and strychnine pill three times daily. You can 
conceal the pill in a small morsel of meat. If the dog has canker 
•drop the following into the ear twice daily: of bromo chloral and 
laudanum each a dram, of water six drams. Mix. 

C. T., Mendon, Mass.—I have a pointer dog eight years old, weighing 
•seventy pounds. Last fall he hunted all the fall through. During 
■the last of the season all four of his feet were quite sore, the hair 
wore off the outside toes and then festers came. I thought that after 
lie stopped huntiug they would get well. I took him out to-day to 
•exercise him, and when he came in his feet looked as bad as ever, 
•this is the third time he has been off the chain since Jan. 1, and then 
•only for a short run. I think he must have a humor. I feed him on 
com meal, oatmeal, potatoes and beef scraps. He has good quarters 
though kept in a bam, and has never been pampered in regard to 
food. Is now very fat, though during the hunting season was only in 
fair working order. Can you tell me what to do for him? Ans. Wash 
.yom- dog’s feet in strong .solution of salt water, or in weak ammonia 
water, night and morning. Do not do this if there are running sores 
Tsut use balsam of Peru ointment imtil the sores are healed and then 
apply the above. 

jifle md ^haating. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish- 
ing Co. _ 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

CORSICA, Pa., Feb. 9.—I was using a .38 Winchester and a .22 Win¬ 
chester. In company with three others we tried the .22-cal. long 
Winchester at la6yds., and found that with the Rocky Mountain 
sights elevated to the full limit (800yds. elevation for large calibre) 
our balls carried up to the 8-inch bullseye, penetrating it (heavy card¬ 
board) and heavy inch pine boards, striking a snow bank some 70 
paces beyond. Shooting over the snow we found our balls near 
together at 425 paces from the point of shooting, and penetrating 
about 12 inches along in the snow crust. One of the balls had cut a 
brier stalk, yet reached the distance of the other balls. This we sup- 
Ijosed to be caused by sighting less finely. Our marksmen here think 
them remarkable shots for so small a caliber. I deem them remark¬ 
able in point of regularity and extent of range.—S. A. Saxman. 

BOSTON. Feb. 20.—There was a large number of riflemen present 
at the range at Walnut Hill to day, hut owing to the very bad weather 
conditions but few scores were completed. During the day a team 
match was shot between members of the Massachusetts Rifle Associ¬ 
ation, sides being chosen, which resulted in a victory for Oapt, Fel¬ 
lows’s team. Appended are the records of the day: 

Team Match.—Capt. Fellows’s Team. 
JBFeUows.10 9 8 3 7 6 4 0 8 6- 
GBYenetchi. 9 6 6 5 8 5 6 5 10 6- 
A L Brackett*... . 588 10 5 7628 4— 
H Callahan..:. 5865774566- 
H Joseph. 4 8 7 5 6 6 10 3 6 3- 
WHHuldo (mil).... 
S Winchester. 

Capt. Charles’s Team. 
W Charles.5 5 8 7 5 6 0 7 5 7— 

4 9 10 6 4 6 5 6 9 3- 

66 
66 
63 
58 
58 

,6 6 5 2 2 3 8 3 9 2-464-5=50 
0 5 3 1 2 4 7 3 4 4— 33- 394 

E B Souther. 
J B Thomas. 5 
F Carter (mil). 

8 5 8 5 0 7— 

64 
61 
56 

D L Chase. 3 
C E Berry. 5 
W B Clarke (mil).. 

,5 7 2 2 4 3 7 6 10 4—50-f 5=55 
9 8 0 9 6 3 4 4—' 50 
6436653 5— 60 

. 334621835 0-35-f7=42-378 
Decimal Off-hand Match. 

E B Souther, C.10 74788 10 55 6-70 
J B Thomas, C... 9 1 6 4 7 8 5 7 7 7—67 
H Joseph, D. 4 8 7 5 6 5 10 3 6 3-58 
W C Joiner (mil), B . 4 5 4 6 2 
WHOlerCmil), B. 6 2 6 4 5 5 
F Carter (mil), D. 

9 6 10 8—53 
6 4-51 

572243 7 6 10 4—50 
Rest Match. 

A J Kempton, A. 9 10 10 9 7 9 10 10 9 8—91 
S Sylvester, F. --.10 9 8 10 9 10 8 8 9 9-90 
D L Chase, A.10 10 9 10 7 9 10 9 8 7—89 
WHOler, A.  9 9 8 8 10 9 8 10 10 8—89 

Practice Match, 
GBYenetchi. 9 6 8 8 9 10 5 8 6 8-76 
A L Brackett.— 5 8 8 10 5 7 6 2 8 4—63 
Pilshury (mil). 5 8 7 7 4 4 8 6 5 7—60 
D L ChLe....3 6 7 6 6 6 8 6 8 4-57 
H Joseph.  4 7 5 5 5 10 4 2 4 6-50 

WORCESTER, Mass.. Eeb. 20.—At the regular meet yesterday at 
the Pine Grove Range of the Worcester Rifle Association, the Stan¬ 
dard American target was used, with the following result: 
Leighton... 3 3 6 10 6 4 9 9 10 9—79 
. 6 8 10 6 7 9 8 6 8 9-77 

White. . a 9 7 7 8 7 7 7-73 
.8 10 3 6 7 10 6 9 6 6-71 
.6 3 7 9 7 6 6 7 8 10-69 
. 9 7 7 7 7 7 4 8 3 5—64 
. 3 5 5 6 6 6 4 6 6 5—51 

Praciice Shots. 
. 6 8 7 8 10 .7 10 5 9-81 
.8 10 6 8 6 7 8 5 9 7-73 

7 7 8 8 6 7 9 7—72 
. . 8 5 9 6 7 7 6 7 10 5-70 
. 7 6 8 7 ■8 7 6 7 9—68 . 

.6 7 6 9 6 4 6 6 10 4-66 
T JSilprht ATI . 6 5 7 5 8 6 5 9 7 6—64 

Military Score. 
8 7 9 4 5 8 7 10—71 

Hazel tine.74 
Brown.70 
Moore.70 
Warner.69 

7 7 
9 7 

9 9 7 

6-79 
9-77 
6-76 
6-68 

9 6 4-6i 
4 
7 
4684 8-1. 
4 10 6 5 4-61 

4 7 7-50 

JAMESTCWN, N. Y., Feb. 20.-At the ptactioe Shoot,.„„ 
the Creedmeor-Hinman target, 2(K)yds., wind heavy from 8 o’clock, 
the following scores were made: 

Hin. Cr. Hin. Cr. 
45 Burns .  68 45 
44 Kapple.65 43 
45 Watson.62 4l 
44 Fenner...tiO 41 

Zero. 

HAVERHILL, MASS., RtFLfi. CLUB. Feb, 20.-At Riverside Range. 
200yd8. off band, standard target, Creedmoor count, wind very strong 
ffom 4 o'clock quarter: 
W Worthen.6545645455—4'? S F Johuson.4445544444—43 
CB Wright. 644.5445.544—44 F Merrill.4454445184—41 
HTuck.4464544544-43 R Griffin .5443443544-40 
C Bliss.4644444445-42 

SPRINGFIELD, Mass., Fei) 16.—The weekly shoot of the Rod and 
Gun Rifle Club was not so well attended as those of the previous two 
weeks, and the shooting was not as good as usual, on account of the 
high wind. The American badge was shot for and is held until the 
next meeting by T. T. Cartwright with, a score of 69 out of a possible 
100 points, Hinman standard tafget. The scores were: 
TT Cart Wright.. . .9 10 10 8 9 6 
J Allen.6 6 10 8 10 5 
G Browning.6 8 9 7 
S K Bindley.8 9 0 9 5 
JSaekett.9 6 5 4 8 
LHMdyott..-.8 6 6 7 7 
H McDonald.....7 4 7 8 7 
OWHorr. 4 4 3 4 7 

WCRCESTER, Mass., Feb. 17.—At the contest this week with the 
South End Gun Club Series for five prizes to be contested for at six 
consecutive meetings, the best score was 19 out of a possible 36, the 
weather as well as the light being unfavorable. It is the desire to 
have the exact standing of each man kept .a secret as far as possiblb 
until the end, but it is generally understood that they stand in about 
the following order: E. T. Smith and Arber Houghton first. Perry 
and Wm. L. Davis second, M. O. Whittier and R. Jones third, J. B. 
Tougas and Cyrus Holden fourth, M. D. Giilman, B. Franklin, Cowen 
Doone fifth, W. R. Deane, Hudson and C. S. Day sixth, C. H. Parker 
seventh, McAleer eighth, Morse. Jewettt, Ooode’ll and (Duimby ninth, 
H. W. Webber, E. S. Knowles, E. T. Swan tenth. 

LEOMINSTER, Mass., Feb. 17.—Two scores have recently been 
made at; the range of the Leominster Rifle Club which are said to ,be 
as good, if not better than any previous score on the standard Amer- 
can target. The first was by F. A.Whitney, a total of 93, the required 
number of witnesse.s not being present, a score could not be allowed, 
but E. M. Rockwell has made a score of 91, which can be claimed as a 
score. 

QUEER PRIZES.—The Volunteer Service Gazette has been at pains 
to make up an account of the novel prizes frequently offered by the 
British tradesman anxious for the advertisement of the rifle range 
Four Lancashire barbers offered as prizes for the winners in a recent 
militaiy match a “shampoo for twelve months;” while a fifth tonso- 
rial artist added, as an incentive to excellence in shooting, a year’s 
haircutting. Another prize, from a farrior, was one service of horse 
shoeing. The local dentist, not to he outdone in generosity, contrib¬ 
uted one half set of artificial teeth for the best marksman. Other 
instances of recent prizes for British sharpshooters, collected by the 
same autliority, are “a fish supper,” from a fishmonger, and a ban¬ 
quet of "tripe and co wheels.” A member of another corps won a 
prize in the shape of a pint of ale daily, to be drunk on Ihe premises. 
In one of the local volunteer companies of Worcester was a most 
curious conglomeration of articles—such as a pair of braces and a 
bed quilt; while potatoes, big loaves, shirts, coal, wall paper, plum 
cake, etc., are presented, along with ihe u.sual supply of spirits and 
beer. But to crown all, a corporal in the corpjs becomes the winner 
of a frying-pan. 

A RIFLE CLUB LEAGUE.—The Boston Herald says: “Riflemen 
throughout the country are considering a plan for forming a league 
of rifle clubs, with the object of shooting a series of matches through¬ 
out the spring, summer and auttimn of tne present year. The shoot¬ 
ing is to be done upon home ranges, and sufficient number of matches 
to be shot to determine the amount of skill possessed by the several 
clubs. The general adoption of the standard target by most of the 
clubs of the country makes it possible, for the first time, to have com¬ 
parisons of skill. 

A WRONG CONCLUSION.—The riflemen of France and Belgium 
are indulging in a lively discussion as to the amount of practical 
knowledge to be gained by long-range miUtary rifle contests, a ma¬ 
jority seems to favor confining the matches to those in which the 
national military arm may he used, claiming that the skill obtained 
with the regular arm will prove of far more value to the soldier than 
a knowledge of how to procure finer work with a superior but less 
practical weapon. 

BOSTON POLICE CLUB.—A number of officers of the police force 
of Boston are excellent rifle shots, and an effort is being made to in¬ 
terest a sufficient number to organize an association similar to the. 
one now in existence in San Francisco. 

THE BRITISH RIFLEMAN is having a glorious time writing grum¬ 
bling letters about the change of caliber in the army rifle. 

THE TRAP. 

Correspondents who favor us with club scores are particularly re - 
juested to write on one side of the paper only. 

individual championship contest. 

XTtTS celebrated diamond badge, originaiiy donated by the Ligowsky 
Clay-Pigeon Company, made by Tiffany & Co., of New York city, 

was first won at the first international clay-pigeon tournament, Chi¬ 
cago, HI., May. 1884, by O. M. Stark, of Exeter, N. H.; secondly, by 
Benj. Teipel, of Covington, Ky., at the second international ciay- 
ligeon tournament. New Orleans, La., February, 1885; thirdly, by 

Mr. Brewer. Philadelphia, at the tournament of the National Gun Ast 
sociation, at Springfield, O.. May. 1885. With the view of keeping 

same as an annual trophy before the American sportsmen, the Lig¬ 
owsky Clay-Pigeon Company, of Cincinnati, O., has resolved to re¬ 
deem the diamond badge, April, 1887, for $350; that .said badge be 
donated annually as the U. S. championship at clay-pigeons, under 
such conditions as may be arranged by the general manager; that 
the badge may he redeemed annually at $260; or if the badge be not 
presented for redemption, that a new badge be purchased with this 
amount, for a similar annual donation; that the management of the 
shoots be given to the National (Sun Association executive committee, 
if they will accept the same; that a series of 12 telegraphic matches, 
1 a month, shall be arranged, beginning May, 1886, according to the 
rules of the National Gun Association, including the ament^d rule 
adopted at the meeting of the Association at Sprmgfi.eld, O . May, 
188^ viz.: that all contestants shall be divided into three classes, viz.: 
Class A, B and C, by the general manager National Gun Association. 
For this match Class A shall shoot at a handicap of 20yds. rise for 
singles. Class B at 19yds., Class C at 18yds; each class shooting at a 
handicap of 3yd8. less for doubles. Any contestant shooting before 
handicap has been assigned to him, shall shoot at 18 for singles and lo 
for "doubles.” The General Manager may at any time change a con¬ 
testant from one class to.another. Any contestant may shoot in nine, 
matches only if he sees fit, or, if he shoots in twelve matches he may 
select his nine highest scores: that each contestant shoot at 30 smgles 
and 10 pairs of Ligowsky clay-pigeons No. 1 ;-that no entranp fee 
whatever be charged by the L. C. P. Co.; that the only charge allowed 
shall be fifty cents yearly, payable to the National Gun Association to 
cover expenses of printing, etc., to be p'aid by those who are not 
members of the Association; that “ties" .shall'be shot-off annually at 
such dates and places as the National GunAssoclation may determuie. 
Any contestant may use a nora de plume. That, no scores be made 
niiblic until the end of the contest, though the names of contestants 

can be published hionthly. That Contestants can shdot theif scores 
at any place on the day fixed therefor, monthly. The score must be 
forward^ per mail to^'Judge M. R. Freeman. Manage! National Gild 
Association, Macont Qa. ” The latter is authorized to change the day 
of the shoot in any section to siich day as may more conveniently 
suit the shooters in said section, provided that a general tournament 
shall have been arranged for said place and date. All scores must be 
witnessed by at least two of the judges and referees present at the 
80.«otingi who must certify that the scores were made according to 
the rules of the National Gun Association. Should other prizes be 
offered for this contest thfe shooting shall be “class shooting”—ties to 
be determined at a general meeting to be held at such place and time 
as the General Manager of the Association may fix. The contest shall 
be open to any bona fide resident of the American continent. 

Each contestant shall pay for bis own clay pigeons; additional 
sweepstake purses may be. formed bet-sveen contestants shooting 
together. 

When any one desiring to contest has through lack of information or 
any other reason abstained from entering the various matches, he 
may, with the consent of the executive committee, still enter within 
three months of the close of the contest, when the executive com¬ 
mittee shall fix nine distinct days upon which he may make his 
scores to he transmitted to them. 

Every .contestant should notify the general manager National Gun 
Association that he has entered the contest even though he only 
shoots once: this will enable him subsequenfly to challenge the 
winner during the ensuing year. 

The executive committee of the National Gun Association shall be 
the final judge as to whom is the winner of the medal; if, in their 
estimation, there has been any fraud or unfair conduct, or breach of 
the rules on the part of the nominal winner, they reserve the right 
to award the medal to the next highest contestant, who in their 
estimation, shall be fairly entitled to the same. 

When the medal is awarded to the winner, he shall give a bond 
to tbe National Gun Association. that he will hold same subject to 
challenge for one year (or until May 1, following), under the following 
conditions: That he will accept a challenge from any reputable 
American sportsman (not barred from the National Gun Association) 
at such time and place as he, the winner, may name, provided that 
he must name the time to be within 30 days of the date of the 
challenge, or within 80 days of his last acceptance; and that at said 
contest any other challenger shall be allowed to conie.st, though he 
need not admit more than ten, andshallnotbe bound to shoot oftener 
than once a month; when he fixes the date and place of the contest 
he must notify each person who has challenged him at once of the 
same, and also tbe date of the ensuing contest when fixed. 

Each contestant must shoot at 50 singles and 25 pairs double 
Ligowskv clay pigeons, either Nos. 1 or 2, National Gun Association 
rules. The challenging contestants must pay for the clay pigeons 
and expenses incurred by the challenged party in bringing trans to 
grounds, trapping, etc. 

The winner shall send the scores made to the general manager of 
the Association, as also to such sportsmen’s papers (at least one) as 
he sees fit. 

Only those who have entered the championship match can challenge 
the winner; another entrance fee of $1.00 must be paid to the National 
Gun Association by all challengers, who are not members of the 
Association (though one entrance fee only need be paid for the 
entire year). 

Whoever wins the greatest number of times during said year or 
less, when the medal is open to challenge, shall be entitled to the 
medal and the title of “American Amateur Champion Wing Shot for 
the year (1887);” the original winner need not surrender the medal 
until April 16,1888, (and subsequent winners one year thereafter); at 
this date he must forward tbe medal for redemption C. O. D. per 
express, with the privilege of examination, to the Ligowsky Clay 
Pigeon Co.. (Jincinnati. Ohio, the original donors, who will redeem It 
for $250, to be transmitted to the successful challenger or party who 
has fairly won it from the original winner, and who will be duly 
named by the National Gun Association Executive Committee 
Should the ultimate winner prefer to keep the medal he can do so", 
when the Ligowsky Company will at once order a duplicate to be 
forwarded to the general manager National Gun Association, to be 
by him forwarded to the new winner of the previous year. 

N. B.—Organizers of tournaments are advised to embody this 
match In theii' programmes yearly, as this will doubtless prove a 
valuable feature to all shooters. 

BERGEN POINT, N. J,, Feb. 18.—A series of pigeon-shooting 
matches were decided this afternooon on the Carteret Gun CJub 
grounds at Bergen ;Point. The contestants were Messrs. Gladwyn, 
James and Williams. The pigeons were fast flyers and hard to kill, 
The setter Ralph gave a fine exhibition of his skill at retrieving. The 
conditions of the matches were 10 birds each, handicap rise and 60vds 
boundary. Gladwyn was successful in the first, fourth and seventh 
matches. James won the second and Williams the third, fifth, sixth 
and eighth. Tbe scores follow: 
Gladwyn—llllltlOll—9. James—1101011111—8. Williams-1101111101—8 
Gladwyn-llOllllOOl—7. James—1111111110—9. Williams-liorniioi—8 
Gladwyn—1111111001—8. James—1011111101—8. WiiliamF-llllllilll-10 
Gladwyn—1110111111—9. James—1111100011—8. Williams-1011011101—7 
Gladwyn—1110101110—7. James—1110101011—7. Williams-1111011101—8 
Gladwyn—1110111011—8. James—1010111011—7. Williams-lOlllllili—9 
Gladwyn—1111111111-10. James—1110111111—9. Williams-1111011110-8 
Gladwyn—1111100111—8. James-1111001111—8. Williams-lOlHlllll—8 

STAUNTCN, Va., Feb. 16.—Score of the Staunton Gun Club. Feb. 
11, at the Baldwin Augusta Fair Groimds, 20 clay-pigeons, 21yds. 

Summerson.  llOnilllOllllllliH-18 
Ayres.llllllOllllllllllllO -18 
Berkeley.^ 1 ’ 1101111Hllll010-17 
Waymain.  1010mimi0lllliil-i7 
West .11111101111101111101—17 
Whittle .11111111101110111011-17 

Bargamin...D HlDl 111111110111—19 
Cooke .    01000001101011111111—12 
Nelson ' .-.10011100111101111110-14 

Ties: 'Summerson, 111111111:11111-15; Ayres, 111111111111110—14; 
Whittle won second.—C, McN. Whittle^ 

CARTERET GUN CLUB.-The holiday on the 22d was enjoyed as 
usual by the clnb. with a good shoot for valuable prizes. The range 
at Bergen Point was in good order, while the day was all that could 
be wished for shooting. The details are as follows: Subscription cup 
at $5 each, 10 birds, handicap rise, 3 misses out, 50yds. boundary. It 
haalO shooters, of which AYilliams and Henry tied at 9 birds. In 
shooting off Williams got a fa.st incomer which, although filled with 
shot was able to get over the safety line and fail dead. Henry then 
killed an easy towerer, which gave him the cup, Williams taking the 
second prize, a picnic hamper flUed with glassware. The full score 
IS as follows: 
Henry, 28yda.10 Stone, 27yds.5 
Williams, 29yd3.9 Lewis, 27yds. 5 
Gladwin, 27yds.7 HiU, 27yds . 3 
Murray. 26yds.% Hey^^rd. ^yds.2 
Bryar. 38yds.7 James, 28yds... 1 

Double Bird Shoot—At $5 each, to shoot at 5 pairs. 26yds. rise, the 
fence the boundary and from the end traps. The birds for this shoot 
were specially selected; they were fast, of good size and of uniform 

^en^ .. 11 00 00 10 11 10—6 Williams.00 00 01 00 10—2 
Hfll ‘.00 10 11 01 10 00-5 Bryar.10 00 10 00 00—2 
Lewis.”.’..01 01 10 10 10 00—5 Gladwin.00 01 10 00 —2 

The Team Shoot—Sides chosen by tworcaptains from the members 
and guests present; to shoot at 5 birds each man, handicap rise, oOyds. 
boundary, the losing sloe to pay for the birds. Stone and Gladwin 
were tKe captains selected. The team selected by Stone made a bad 
beginning, but improved so well after the first round that tney won 
by 3 birds. The .score was as follows: ^ 

Capt. Stone's Team. Capt. Gladwin’s Team. 
HUI, 27yds ... .... 5 Henry, 28yds..3 
Heyward, 26yds..3 Muiray, 26yd8..3 
Stone, 27yds..... 3 Glad wm. 27yds.3 
Wmiaros, 29yds ... 3-14 James, 26yds... . 2--11 

The buds furnished were an excellent lot, and they were excellently 
retrieved by the dogs Dell and Kaiph. 

WELLINGTON GUN CLUB.-This Massachusetts club held Its 
regular weekly shoot on the 20th. Following are the winners in the 
s^eral events: 1. Five blackbirds, Wardwelland Law divided first. 
2. Five blackbirds, Shuraway, Law, Sanborn and Schaefer divided 
first 3 Five blackbirds, Shumway, Law and holden divided first. 
4 Kve clay-pigeons,. Sanborn first. 5. .Five blackbirds, Pillsbury 
first 6 Five clay-pigeons, Holden first. 7. Five blackbirds, Hemy 
and Pilfsburv divided first. 8. Five clay-pigeons. Adams, Sanborn, 
Bradley and’Wall divided first. 9. Three, pairs clay-pigeons. Law, 
Henry and Ste^e divided flriit. 10. Five blackbirds, Short first. 11. 
Five clay-pigeons, Low first. 12. Five clay-pigeons. Snow first. 13. 
Five blackbirds, Adams and Palmer divided first. 14. Five 
pigedris,- Papauli and Sanborn divided first. 16. Five blackbirds, 
Low first. 

THE NIMROD CLUB.—About two yeais ago several gentlemen 
who were interested in rifle and shotgun shooting, organized a club 
for the purpose of participation in these healthful and e^uaratmg 
sportjs. The club secured a shooting ground in the vicmlty, and tor 
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n^rJy a year and a half have held rifle and glass-ball shoots monthly. 
The membership of the club steadily increased, and a headquarters 
yms secured at 46 Bloomfield avenue, Newark. N. J., consisting of a 
large room (18x40), which has been appropriately furnished for a club 
room. A well-built rifle range, 70ft. long, has been put up, which is 
in constant use by the members of the club. It is intended very 
Shortly to improve this range by various additions. The club has 
recently purchased two Balllard rifles, one for gallery and one for out 
door shootu^ Our monthly dues are very small, and the initiation 
M only We believe that a club of this character is of great bene¬ 
fit to yo^ung men, as it affords them a place in which to spend their 
leisure tune, as well as various kinds of amusements, thus doing away 
with ail desire to resort to places of a compromising character iii 
order to seek amusement. Believing that this organization will be 
for the best interest of all, we would therefore invite the aid and co- 
operation of all gentlemen interested in this movement to unite with 
us in making it a success. Any further information can be had of 
the secreta^, Mr. Frederick Klein, 89 Warren place, or of any mem- 
her of the club. 

F(IUNTAIN (SUN CLUB, Feb. 17.—The regular shooting under 
Hurhngham rules of the Fountain Gun Club, of the Long Island 
bportsmen s Association, took place this afternoon at the Prospect 
Park Fair Grounds, and was remarkable for the fine showing made 
by the m^bers. Out of 84 pigeons shot at only 21 got away, and 
some of those were hard hit. In Class A, L. T. Duryea killed 6 out of 

Class B, from the 24-yard mark, G. 
Chappell tailed f stramht. and in Class C, from the 21-yard mark, T. 
Stewart killed 6 out of 7, and won the club prizes. 

Join the National Gun Association.—Send 10 cents, for handbook 
giving aU information, to the Secretary Matt R. Freeman, General 

Manager. F. C. Etheridge, Secretary and Treasurer, Macon, Ga. 
Board of Directors: Dr, L. E. Russell, Springfield, O.; C. M. Stark 
Winchester, Mass.; J. Von Lengerke, New York city; Washington A’ 

Coster, Flatbush, L. I.; Wm. G. Cooper, Savannah, Ga.; E. A. Crawl 

ford, Tallahassee, Fla.; M. R Freeman, W. W. Parker and F. C- 
Etheridge, Macon, Ga.—Adu. 

THE NEW STEAM YACHTS. 

The present activity in building extends to steam as well as sailing 
craft, and a number of new boats will be added this season to 

the steam fleet, besides some like the Polynia and Nooya, that will be 
practically new. The largest of the new yachts will be built on the 
Delaware, for Mr. Wm. K. Vanderbilt, from designs by Mr. St. Clare 
J. Byrne, of Liverpool, designer of the Namoima, Amy, Sunbeam, Ino, 
Maritana, Lancashire, Witch, Jason, Gitana, Cuhona, Garland, Far- 
nese, Gaviota, Dobhran and other steam yachts. Mr. Byrne arrived 
in New York lately, and has since visited the larger shipbuilding es¬ 
tablishments on the Delaware. He has brought with him the plans 
of a steam yacht 260ft. long, about 80ft. beam, and 17ft. draft. The 
motive power will be a triple expansion engine, and she will be 
square rigged on the foremast like the Sunbeam. The details of con- 
sti'uction and arrangement and the builders to whom the work will be 
intrusted, have not yet been fully decided on. The engines will be 
built here from English designs. 

Another new steam yacht is now building at the foot of East 
Twelfth street. New York, by Theodore Durand, for Mr.E. M. Brown, 
N. Y. Y. C., late owner of the old sloop .lulia, now the schooner Nir- 
v^a. She will be of wood, 106ft. over aU, 20ft. beam, and 7ft. draft, 
with engines 24 and 14 X20in. and a tubular boiler. The working pres- 
^re will be 125 pounds, and the engines .will make about 200 turns 
The screw will be four-bladed, 6ft. 6in. diameter and lOft. pitch Ac- 
commo4ation is the main object in view, as the boat will be used for 
summer cruising. The cabins will be aft of the engine space, a main 
saloon 14Xl2ft., and two staterooms 9x11ft. The stem, sternpost 
and rudderpost and keel, of white oak, are sided 71n., the latter mould¬ 
ing 12m. The frames, of hackmatack, are sided 4in., moulded 7 and 
4m., and spaced 20in. double. The keelson is of yellow pine, sided 
8in. and moulded lOin., the bilge streaks 6x3in., shelf 8x4in., and 
clamps lOxSin. are of the same material. The oak planksheer is 14x 
mm., sprung on in long lengths, the white pine deck beams are sided 
6in. and moulded 4}4in., and the deck plank is 2in. square. Garboards 
and topsides will be of oak, and the rest of the bottom of yellow pine 
2in. thick. All the fastenings below w’ater are of copper. The yacht 
will be schooner-rigged^ with only a pilot house on deck. 

fschting. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish- 
tng Co. 
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FIXTURES. 

17~N. Y. Y. C. Regatta. 
17—Dorchester Y. C., Nahant, Open. 
19—Hull Y. C,, Pennant race. 
23— Boston Y. C. 
26—Corinthian Y. C. Race. 
3- Hull Y. C. Race. 
4 -Boston Y. C., Regatta. 

10-Hull Y. C., Novelty Race. 
10— Corinthian Y. C. Race. 
13— Beverley Y. C., Marblehead, First Championship. 
17— Hull Y. C., Champion Race. 
21— Hull Y. C., Ladies’ Day. 
22- Boston Y. C. 
24— Dorchester Y. C. 
24— Corinthian Y. C., Ladies’ Race. 
31—Beverley Y. C.. Swampscott, Second Championship. 
31—HuU Y. C., Cruise. 
7—Corinthian Y. C., Open Regatta. 

14— Hull Y. C.. Open Regatta. 
14—Beverley Y. C , Nahant, Third Championship. 
21-Beverley Y. C., Marblehead, Open Matches. 
25— Hull Y. C., Ladies’ Race. 
28—Corinthian Yi C. Race. 
28—Hull Y. C., Champion Race. 
2—Boston Y. C. 
4— Dorchester Y. C., Fall Race. 
4—Corinthian Y. C., Champion Race. 

11— Hull Y. C., Champion Sail-off. 
11—Corinthian Y. C., Sweepstakes Regatta. 
18— Beverley Y. C., Nahant, Fall Matches. 

“THE YACIWSMAN’S GUIDE.”—The New York Navigation School 
is so widely and favorably known among yachtsmen that they will be 
pleased to hear that its manager. Captain Howard Patterson, has 
lately prepared a new book for yachtsmen, covering the same sub¬ 
jects that are included m the course of study of the school. The book 
is what its title proclaims, a yachtsman’s guide, treating clearly all 
principles of navigation, as well as the details of every day work 
with which both owners and masters should be familiar. The first 
portion of the book deals with the principles of navigation, and the 
second portion with their application in practice. The third portion, 
on yacht dicipline, contains much valuable information on signals 
rules of the road, boat service and similar matters, and will prove of 
great value to amateurs and novices. A compendious dictionary of 
nautical terms is added. The book, a very neatly bound octavo 
volume, ri published by the New York Navigation School, No. 26 

.#Jurung Slip, N. Y. 

Still another steam yacht wiU.be built by Marvel & Co., successors 
to Wood & Stanton, at Newburgh, N. Y. This yacht, for Mr. C D 
Miller, will be of steel, 110ft. over all. 98ft. waterline, 16ft. beam 8ft' 
draft, and 93J4 tons displacement. The angle fra’mes will be 3x^in' 
and the plating i4in. steel from Pennsylvania. There will be four 
transverse bulkheads and five compartments. The engine will be 18 
and lOj^xlSin., with a tubular boiler, w'orking pressure 120 pounds 
2TO turns of screw. The latter will be four-bladed, 6ft. 6in. diameter! 
10ft. pitch. The owner's quarters will be aft and the crew’s forward 
The yacht will be schooner rigged, and will have only a chartroom 
and steering bridge above her hush deck. 

The curious yacht building by Mr. Samuel H. Pine, at Greenpoint 
for Mr. Pierre LorUlard, former owner of the Radha, and launched 
mis week, will soon depart for Florida, where her owner will join her 
^e boat has been designed with two ends in view, a light draft and 
the greatest possible room below, and to these all other considera¬ 
tions are subordinate. Looked at from forward as she lies on the 
ways, no peculiarity is noticeable except a full bluff bow above, which 
gives plenty of deck space; but from midship aft she differs greatly 
from the usual form, though the idea is by no means a new one The 
ptreme length is lllft., beam 20ft. and draft 4ft. At a point about 
40ft. from the bow the bottom is quite flat, with a 7in. keel and a 
round bilge. From this point aft the keel rises quite rapidly, and the 
whole bottom forms an arch, the span of which is equal to aboutone- 
half the beam. A streak of plank on each siae is worked of a gradu¬ 
ally increasing thickness until it grows into a bilge keel 71n. square 
runnmg horizontally fore and aft. The after body of the vessel is 
formed;0t two, hulls below water, built on these two keels, and united 
by the central arch before mentioned, the hull above w'ater being of 
the usual form with a rather ugly counter. The two screws are fitted 
one to each of the hulls. 

The engines are each compound, 8 and 14 by 12m. and are expected 
to work up to 350 turns. The steel shaft is 3in. diameter, the four- 
bladed wheels have 5ft. 8in. pitch with a diameter of 4ft. The boiler 
IS a vertical tubular, with a ^in. iron shell and will carry 1501bs 

Srate surface is 42ft. and the heating surface 
bunkers wiU carry 20 tons of coal and the displacement 

will be 88 tons. The engines and boiler were designed by Mr W. W 
Scott, M. E . of New York. The three keels and three keelsons are 
each of .yellow pine, 7in. square, the frames are of hackmatack 
double sided 3J^ and 4in. and moulded 5 and 3Uin. The bottom is 
planked with 2^id. yellow pine and the topsides with 2Min. oak. The 
four bilge streaks are of 3x6 yellow pine, and the shelf 3x14 and 
clamp, 10x214, are of the same material. The oak planksheer is 
4X9m . the deck beams 5x4in, and the deck of 2J4X2U white pine, 
blmd fastened. On deck there will be a pilot house only A lifeline 

. run through brass stanchions with netting below, will take the place 
of a bulwark. Below there are three transverse bulkheads of 3-16in. 
plate iron, each boltep fast to frames of oak with tarred cloth in the 
joint. One bulkhead cuts off the fore peak, another is just forward 
and the third just abaft the engine sp,ace. She will be schooner rigged 
with topmasts, foremast 55ft. 6in., deck to upper cap; mainmast 57ft 
with gaffs 20 and 21ft. 6in. long. Both sails will be cut as lugs on the 
root with no booms. The total cost, exclusive of cabin furniture will 
be about $40,000. ’ 

A smaller yaehtis now building by Samuel Ayers, of Coriears Hook 
Slip at the former place, for Mr. Jacob Lorillard. She will 

be 97ft. overall, 16ft. beam, 31t. draft, with a wooden huh, a frame of 
4in. hackmatack, moulding 5 and 3J4in., with’a double skin of cedar 
the mner one %in. thick and the outer Ij^in. with canvas between! 

The inner skin runs diagonally and the outer fore and aft. All wil* 
be well fastened with copper. Both hull and engines will be as light 
as practicable. _ 

CRUISE OF THE COOT. 
XIV. 

After being hung up on the mud for twenty-four hours, the 
morning’s tide permitted us to haul’off to an anchor previously 

taken out astern. The wind was stiff from the northwest and the 
river pretty clear of ice. Under whole sail we got away and at 9 A 
M. were abreast the southern point of Newbolds Island. On the 
chart this is marked as mud, but I found it well covered with bushes. 
This fiat stretches clear across the river, forming a bar with 7ft. at 
low water. Beyond it deepens suddenly to 17ft, with the exception 
of an 8ft. spot just outside the locks at Bordentown. You can carry 
12ft. at low water to the bar at Newbolds Island; the river then takes 
a bend to the W. N. W. and navigation becomes intricate to a 
stranger. From the point on Newbolds, steer for a brick yard some 
distance ahead on the southern bank, at the foot of some high bluffs five the yard a berth and gradually turn up under the bluffs, which 
ank may be hugged quite close, the northern shore being a wide flat 

with some dry spots covered with light growth and grasses. Keep 
the Jersey shore past Florence Hotel, and nearly up to the pipe 
works on the point ahead. Nearing these yon may take mid-river 
again and at the point, cross over to the northern or Pennsylvania - 
bank. The next bend down to Burlington Island trends nearly south 
The channel is two thirds the width away from the Jersey shore 
When the island is approached, keep the Pennsylvania side close 
aboard, then mid channel past 1 he island, which will bring you out 
with the city of Burlington over the port bow. From there the 
general course of the river is W. S. W. to Petty’s Island off the upper 
limits of Philadelphia. 

From BurUngton to Ferry Point, a prominent point which is easilr 
made out, the channel is wide and deep, averaging four fathoms At 
Ferry Point it chokes up to a narrow gut. Clear the landing'and 
slowly edge over to the northern bank which is quite bold and can be 
kept down to the first buoy met with since leavmg Bordentown It is 
a black spar. No. 37.' Leaving it to starboard you will pass through a 
7 to 10ft. channel. But if you hug the Jersey shore you can find 15ft 
although a risky venture, because that channel runs along the White 
Sheet Flats at the mouth of Rancocas Creek, and not being buoyed 
you are liable to fetch up suddenly if not familiar with the place, as 
the channel has an elbow half way through it. You next steer for 
buoys 35 and 83, giving them a good berth, Graduallv haul in to the 
Pennsylvania shore and pass close to Ten Mile Point, following the 
shore round to Bridesburg. Nearing the bend below the town, there 
are some flats vrhich require keeping out more in the river. At the 
bend, called Point No Point, a bar makes across, with 10ft. at low 
water, after which you suddenly get into 4fms. Along Port Rich¬ 
mond the channel is regularly buoyed with red and black spars 
pretty well bunched, but they are taken in the usual manner. Then 
keep the city side for deep water, or else pass over to Camden, giving 
the lower point of Petty’s Island a berth, and anchor on the flats 
keeping outside the pier line, as there is only 5 to 6ft., although 10ft’ 
can be found opposite Windmill Island, which is also below all the 
ferries. Prom Bordentown to Burlington, the distance bv channel is 
11 miles. From Burlington to Bridesburg 13 miles. Thence to Wind- 
mfll Island, abreast of Chestnut street, Philadelphia, 6 miles, total 30 
miles. 

The full sweep of the wind was not felt by the Coot till she hauled 
up for Florence. In this bend the northwester came out in violent 
puffs, which required sharp w^atching. After several knockdowns 
the boat encountered a blast more severe than the rest. This forced’ 
the boat clear over till the water poured into the cockpit, and a cap¬ 
size was threatened. Luffing in time barely saved the Coot from 
plajung the favorite prank of all shoal boats. Thera being no room 
to allow for drifting, the anchor was hove over while two reefs were 
hauled do\vn. Before reaching Florence the wind moderated and 
nearly died away. Reefs were shaken out, and with the ebb we got 
oyer the ground fast enough, the wind backing to the westward and 
pictang up by degrees. Around Burlington Island it drew out ahead 
so that the boat had to beat through past the town of Bristol. Seen 
from the car windows of the railroad train, Bristol had always im¬ 
pressed me as a wretched collection of hovels. From the riverfront 
fee town presented a very different appearance. The bank rises 
boldly to a height of thirty feet. Along its crown a short distance 
back, a Ime of handsome villas bears evidence of wealth and fashion 
W^h kept lawns and gardens reach to the foot of the rolling bank' 
which IS neatly faced with stone and cribbing. Boat houses and little 
pavUUons in bright and tasty colors dot the groimds about. Several 
new dwellings were being erected. The city looked like a young 
cousin to Newport. ’’ “ 

The banks ot the Delaware from here to Philadelphia are in many 
places devoted entirely to dwelling purposes. Notably so in the long 
cove from Burlington, to Ferry Point. Here the residences were even 
p^d m their conception and massive in execution, rivaling anything 
to be found at Newport in beauty and pretension, while the surround¬ 
ing pounds wpe park-like and noble. In summer fee neighborhood 
must be delightful, shady and cool with fee pure w'aters of a wide 
river coursing almost by the door. Sailing, shooting and flshmg are 
sports with which all are familiar about Beverly, the opportunities 
for indulgence being of the best. 

The Coot just mpaged to squeeze high enough to clear Perry 
Point, after whmh it was a good full down to Bridesburg with stiffen¬ 
ing wind. Off Rancocas Creek on the flats, one of the canal steamers 
and a barge m to w had grounded and been left dry by the tide. The 
Upper Delaware is probably the worst buoyed among fee principal 
rivers. It has in fact received no attention at all. though Wite re- 
eently spveyed. The stranger must trust to his interpretation of 
fee chart altogether, and where he is in doubt, it is best to hitch on 
to tne tows leavmg Bordentown. A fair wind is required to descend 
the river, otherwise the risk of grounding is great in the .upper 
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reaches. Below Philadelphia the Delaware is as clearly marked by 
all the aids to navigraMon as any one could wish. Range lights give 
the course for every bend and turn in the channel clear out lo sea. 

The approach to the great city was heralded many miles in advance. 
Suburban towns grew thicker and larger, manufactories multiplied 
along the shores, shipping on the river was met, and a huge peniten¬ 
tiary spoke eloquently, if sadly, of the multitudes near by. The skies 
became murky with smoke, and tall stacks and towers could be made 
out dimly in the distance, rearing their heads aloft like grim sentinels. 
Suddenly, upon rounding Point No Point, the huge pUe of brick and 
mortar burst upon the view, the city front stretching round a curve 
in the river some twelve miles long. Pier upon pier jutted out, a 
forest of spai’s and steamers’ stacks forming a gray fringe to the 
reddish cast of the warehouses and buildings. With the smoke rose 
a dull roar from the teeming streets, from forge and mills and a 
thousand other sources. The scene upon the river was one of life and 
busy hurry. Tugs puffed and snorted short of breath as they tugged 
at one ship, pushed at another or backed out with a third. Ferry 
boats plied from shore to shore with mathematical precision. 
“Tramp” steamers, flying the British flag, werefllling up with coal 
at the docks in Richmond, so were countless other vessels. The 
clang of hammers resounded from the ship yards and boiler shops of 
Kensington, where little black objects were clustered about the iron 
hulls o'f ships in embryo, like so many bees about a hive. Ships lay 
to their anchors in the channel; schooners with deckloads of lumber 
had taken up their berths off Camden previous to discharging. 
Yawls, with pilots, police, junkmen and what not sped hither and 
thitlier, and all of them had a look and a remark of some sort to 
make as Coot, now staggering before ayouug gale, drove through 
the whole fleet. 

A large three-master with all sail set was hanging onto her an 
chors in the strong flood now running. The Coot, passing under her 
lee, was totally becalmed and jibed several times, till the tide took 
her nstern clear of the clutch of the schooner, for a fresh attempt to 
get througli. The schooner was a long distance off, and the wind 
had the strength of a gale. I never before saw such an absolute calm 
created under the circumstances. It segmed ridiculous to see the 
Coot jibing over and wholly unmanageable for want of steerage¬ 
way, without apparent cause, while a gale was blowing. A few min¬ 
utes later’ she was rounded to under the lee of Windmill Island and 
the anchor let go in 7ft. The rim for the day, from 9 A. M. to 4:30, 
wa.s twenty-five miles. There bad been five and a half hoiu-s of ebb 
and two of flood. The nm opened and closed in half a gale, but the 
greater part of the day the wind was light and somewhat variable. 
There was no ice to be seen, while the upper reaches were still quite 
full. This was a great consolation, as it p'-omised a quiet night, free 
from fighting the drive ice. At dusk the temperature was 28”. Pulled 
ashore to Camden tor some provisions, Next day paid a visit to 
Philadelphia and despatched mail. Early the following morning the 
anchor was lifted, with the wind fresh from N-W. and the thermom¬ 
eter considerably below’ freezing. 

The river spreads out into broad reaches below the city and navi¬ 
gation becomes an easy task. There is enough room to beat down 
in long hoards if required. The shoals and bars are well buoyed, and 
range lights will serve to give the coinrses for each bend. With a 
chart there can not be the slighest trouble in clear weather. The 
("oot took a strong northwester down past Gloucester, League Island 
and Port Mifflin, then to the southward of Little Tinlcum Island, 
down to Chester and Marcus Hook, where the wind suddenly failed 
a little afternoon. The boat was anchored near shore till 3 P.M., 
when a light wmd from N. struck in. This served to carry us down 
to Wilmlngion, where harbor for the night was made in the dying 
breaths of the breeze. Distance run from 8 to 7 P. M.. twenty-eight 
mile-:. At Wilmington the Delaware is a mile and a half wide, and 
in a northeaster the wind has a sweep of about eight miles. 

It so happened that when slowly drifting by the shipyards and 
foundries and smelters of Chester. I fell in with a 30ft, sloop, bound 
down to tend oyster floats in the lower bay. The two boats closed in 
with one another, and, after hailing, we swapped yams in general. 
Aboard the sloop were two young men from Chester, who proved 
intelligent and agreeableacquaiaiances. They w’erefamiliar with the 
river, and we proposed keeping each other company on the passage 
down. The i oot, being faster with sheet lifted, got quite a lead, and 
I brought her by after dark to learn from the sloop where to make 
harbor. When she could be hailed. I asked about going io the mouth 
of Christiana Creek or coming to off shore above it. They answered 
to anchor below the creek, because there was a new breakwater 
“there,” referring, as I afterward learned, to the upper bank of the 
river, but wtiicli I understood as jutting out from the lower bank and 
forming a lee south of it. No breakwater was marked on my chart, 
as it is of recent construction. Giving sheet. 1 made for the red light 
on the end of the breakwater, keeping inshore of the light to make 
the mouth of the creek, taking the light to be on the lower bank. It 
was pitch dark when I rounded to, and anchored ia what I thought 
The mouth, the lights of Wilmington shining brightly a short distance 
inland. When my friends of the sloop fetched in there were explan¬ 
ations I found mvself in a bight above the breakwater, and the 
latter jutting out from the upper or northern bank of the Christiana. 
This cut us off from retreat into the creek, but as quite a brisk breeze 
struck in from south just then, we concluded to remain where we 
were for the t ight, as it looked like the right sifie. As a matter of 
course the wind soon went clear round the compass and came out a 
mild "ale from N. E., the worst quarter in our situation. In the dark 
we had anchored close to a row of outl.ying piles and some ancient 
cribbing, and the northeaster tailed fs right on to these obstructions. 

During the night it came on quite heavy and a big sea rose. With 
break of day tbines had an ugly look as we made preparations to 
clear out. The sloop was inshore, of the Coot and only a few lengths 
awav Both boats were dragging on to the piles and no delav could 
he nei mir.ted. Knowing by experience the difficulty of casting a cat- 
boat in close quarters, and the very small chance there was for suc¬ 
ceeding with the boat pitching nose under, the outlook was not very 
promising. I got two-reefed sail on her, and quickly hamled m the 
anchor line, seeking to cast the boat by the last strain m breaking 
out The decKs were so slippery with ice that rapid work up m the 
eves was impossible. A.8 the anchor broke, a sea knocked the Coot 
off the wrong way. She paid inshore down upon the sloop. There 
was no time to lose. The anchor had to be hastily left on deck with 
the line in loose coils. I got aft as best I could on the slippery decks 
with nothing to clutch hold of. Then took the stick and watched a 
chance to put the Coot around before colhsion. She would not stay 
in the sea, but losing way drifted astern on to the piles. In the nick 
of time I forced her around with the sweep. But ste gathp-ed head¬ 
way very slowly in the sea. drifting and jumping off broadside thiee 
feet to ewery one ahead. Like all light-weight boats, she was of do 
account in critical moments. Fortunat^y the row of piles h^ 
come TO an end where the Coot drifted across the line of 
their prolongation, otherwise she would have been badly 
stove She was now in danger of sagging down upou 
the breakwater unless put around, This was accomplished 
hv vigorous use of the sweep and it looked as though the 
Coot would fetch out of the box after all. But this was not to be. 
She lost her way in an unaccountable manner. Perhaps the board 
was in the mud. I triced it up witn all possible speed. She stiU re¬ 
fused to budge, but siowly came into the wmd in spite of the helm. 
Loofing over the stern for a solution of herqneer behavior, the cause 
was clear as the noonday sun. From over her lee quarter trailed the 
anchor line, and the anchor, which had slipped off the deck, and had 
faken a firm grip in the cement-like bottom. The whole 25£ms. of 
cable had run out till the boat was fetched up by the bitter end, 
which had luckily been hitched round the mast. After coming r^und 
on the other tack the Coot swept down on the breakwater in a large 
circle with the anchor as the center. The line held her a few leet 
dear of the bulkhead, against which the icy seas dashed m great 
furV lashing their foaming crests over the obstruction m showers of 
spray When the Coot had brought the wind astern she toffged with 
Sight and main at the line as though intent upon butting her life out 
Ssatost the heavy cribbing. The anchor had by this time become so 
fl?mTy embedded that the boat did not gain an inch. There were not 
very many inches to spare. All this happened m a few moments. I 
Sbereddongtothemastto lower the sail. The halbards were 
icy and frozen in the blocks. The sail refused to come down. I was 
oti theverge of cutting it adrift, when the throat answered to pro¬ 
longed efforts and was roused half way down the mast. Then balanc- 
ing°out on the boom, holding on by the lazy-jacks, the peak was 
flnallT persuaded to follow, about when I was exhausted with fingers 
frozen stiff. Hastily snugging the sail I dove into the cahm to thaw 
out. The tide fell, leaving the Coot aground. When the flood had 
once more lifted her off She was hauled out clear and lay to 15fms. of 
line in Iftn* of water all day long, while the gale lasted. 

a"high sea was pouring into the bight and the gffle at times grew 
vicious The anchor had such a hold however that th^to was no 
immediate danger of dragging ashore. In the cabin, with t'le stove 
ffoing, it was comfortable enough. During the afternoon, the ^nd 

round more to the east and the temperature moderatod. Hail, 
sleet and rain followed. By sundown the force of t-le wmd had been 
broken- it then veered slowly round the south, which gave the boat 
the protection of the breakwater. The following morning 
vrith rain and mist and light northerly airs. These were utilized 
with the early ebb to lift the Coot the reraaimug 10 miles down to 
Delaware Cit.y, where she arrived at noon and hauled alongside the 
bulkhead which runs out into the river formmg a partial harbor. Off 
the range lights below New Castle, the boat was tacked out pto the 
river the variable wind having backed to southwest. This leg off 
shore took her over the shoal known as the Bulkh^d, to the vicmity 
of black buoy NoT 21. Upon coining round again tor Dela ware City, 
the boat lost her way, the board evidently dragging through the mud. 

COMBINED YACHT WINDLASS AND PUMP, 

Sounding with the lead gave only 6fc., yet the chart showed nothing 
less than 10ft. From this and similar experience on other occasions, 
the conclusion is justified that shoal soundings on the chart are not 
to be relied upon. The sands evidently shift and mud flats grow or 
are washed away, just as we often hear of the beach at Coney Island 
making in one locality and disappearing in another. Only where the 
bottom is hard and permanent can reliance be placed upon the 
soundings within buoyed channels. Small boats will do well to bear 
this In II ind, as they seek to identify their position in foggy weather 
by a cast of the lead or count upon masing small creeks and inlets for 
the night. Many schooners were passed on the run, some at anchor 
waiting for the flood, others bound down in company. Few of the 
local craft took any notice of the Coot. But one fine vessel was an 
exception. The skipper came to the rail and asked all about the 
yacht with apparent Interest in her movements. Passing under her 
stern I read that she hailed from Providence, R. I., and that was 
enough to account for the skipper’s interest. Ha knew what a yacht 
was and especially a catboat; possibly he may have owned one in 
his home waters, where they are as plentiful as blackberries. 

There is a flue basin inside the first lock of the canal at Delaware 
City. Into which you should haul at once upon arrival, I thought the 
Coot safe enough outside and proceeded to lay in fresh provisions, 
not wishing to tow through iintfl next day. At midnight the wind 
cams out heavy again from N.E. and kicked up such a disturbance, 
that the boat was hauled up to the lock and the tenders roused out 
of a doze around the comfortable fire in their watch house. They 
are used lo this sort o^” Ihiog, as boats pass in and out at all hours of 
the night. Without erumbliug they opened the gates, and at I A. M. 
the yacht was snugly tied up in the city basin, where repose came 
without fear of the whistling wind overhead. Next morning the 
©fficials in the office were interviewed. A document was procured 
which set forth that the Coot had paid $4 for canal fees and $3 for a 
tow through. Omsidering that the canal is only 13 miles long with 
but two locks, the fee was rather stiff, nearly twice the araout charged 
for the Raritan canal of 48 miles In point of care and keep this Del¬ 
aware and Chesapeake canal will not compare with the other It ia 
a private enterpi-ise and the biggest dividends with the least expendi¬ 
ture accounts for its more or less dilapidated state. 

The locks are 220ft. long and 24ft, wide. Vessels of Oft. draft can 
pass, though I saw many shoal spots and lumps, so that a pilot is 
advisable for deep draft boats. I'rom Philadelphia to Delaware City 
the distance is 42 miles. From Chesapeake City, at the western end 
of the canal, to Havre de Grace is 25 miles, and to Baltimore is 5fi 
miles. Regular steam towing is carried on from Baltimore to Phila¬ 
delphia. so that, if desired, you may tow the entire distance down 
from New York, a total of 215 miles. But that would not be yacht¬ 
ing, though it would appeal to the tastes of those who see in yachting 
nothing but the means to some other end. such as “getting there.” 
Yachts under 20 tons Custom House pay $3 for towing by a team of 
three mules. From 20' to 30 tons the charge is $3.25. From 30 to 40 
tons. $3 50, and so on. For 100 tons the charge is $5. No sailing is 
permitted, but steaming through is allowed. The canal company has 
also control of the navigation of Back Creek, the river leading from 
Chesapeake City into the Elk, one of the upper arms of the great hay. 
The regulation applying to the creek are similar to those of the U. S. 
Government, and relate to anchoring clear of the fairway, lights, 
etc Steamers are restricted to a speed of three miles and must keep 
mid channel. The States of Maryland and Delaware have passed acts 
legalizing the rules and penalties of the canal company, 

A bright boy with a bright half-dollar in his palm, hitched up his 
mules at 8 A, M., and took the Coot along spinning at full trot of the 
motive power. In less than four hours we had passed out of the 
western lock and tied up to a staging in the pool forming the harbor 
of Chesapeake City. The canal, for the greater part of its length is 
wide, many basins for the storage of water being formed by the over¬ 
flow of adjacent field”. The channel, however, is close to the tow- 
path and no wider than usual. Nearing the western end, the canal 
contracts through the "deep cut,” the banks of which are in some 
places 75ft. high. To dig through this “divide” between the waters 
(lowing east and west was quite an undertaking. You may have to 
lav by in some turn out to let tows pass through, as there is scant 
room for two boats abreast and danger of colliding round the bends. 
The canal is kept open all wdnter by tugs with long sharp plows a^ 
tached to their bows, and traffic by steam continues throughout the 
vear Chesapeake City has the air of a southern country settlement. 
The streets are slovenly, the houses and shanties scattered about, 
pigs and chickens are on familiar terms with the inhabitants, and a 
general ragged ness prevails. There is a good store in the same build¬ 
ing with the post office at the head of the bridge. Newspapers can be 
found at the principal druggist’s, over which an estimable lady with 
two attractive daughters presides. The post office is an ill smelling 
little den, with a war-worn cripple in dilapidated habiliments to 
maintain the dignity of Uncle Sam . j ^ 

When the Coot had made fast, the northerly wind of the day bad 
blown itself out and the fresh calm watei-s of Back Creek speedily 
frozeover solid. That same day the towing steamer had been obliged 
to put back with her barges owing to the accumulation of ice m the 
Chesapeake, large floes from the Susquehanna blocking the passage, 
All this froze fast during the cold of the next 48 hours, Md the proa- 
uects of getting the Coot down to salt water were slim. “Going to tie 
up here for the winter,” a dock hand remarked. Not much, 1 thought, 
if I have to put skates under her and play arctic expedition, we are 
bound to get through to warm latitudes by hook or by crook. The 
third day a thaw set in. The towing steamer started out and cut a 
wake through the glassy covering of Back Creek. This was my op- 
nortunitv. The Coot cast off her hues and for lack of a breath, 
started to scull the ten miles down into Elk River, scornmg a tow. as 
not being legitimate to the programme. G. F. K. 

A COMBINATION PUMP AND WINDLASS. 

Avery compact and serviceable combination of two essentials on 
every vessel is shown in the accompanying cuts of a pump and 

windlass hi one. One casting carries a hallow vertical pillar, the top 
of which forms two bitts. A bracket arm on one side of this pillar 
serves as a bearing for a short shaft, on which is a pump brake of the 
ordinary construction. A larger shaft passing through the pillar in 
a transverse direction carries two revolving heads, either gipsy or 
v/lldcat, as desired. Within the pillar is fitted a suction and force 
pump of strong and simple construction, piped to take water from the 
bilge or from outboard, and fitted with two nozzles for hose. Beside 
the ordinary purposes of a bilge pump it can be used for washing 
down decks, fire, etc. ’ 

The pump is connected bv a rod to an arm on the short shaft which 
carries the pump brake. When the windlass only is in use the brake, 
which operates in the usual manner, turns freely on the shaft, but 
when It is desired to use the pump a pm Is Inserted in a hole through 
the brake and the shaft, as shown in the cross section, rigidly con¬ 
necting them. 

A special feature of the arrangement la that In heaving in a chain 
the pump may be kept at work, throwing a steady stream of water 
over the cable and anchor until they are clean. 

The Manton Windlass and Steam Steerer Company, of Providence, 
are the makers. 

REPAIRING AN OLD BOAT —Just when it is worth while to repair 
an old boat or when it is better to dispose of her entirely ami build 
anew, is a question that vachtmen are often called on to consider. If 
the boat is old or weak ft is seldom worth while to undertake more 
than painting and small repairs, but one" In it. the fate of most men 
is like that of a correspondent of the Model Yachtsmmi, who tells his 
story as follows: “Last summer I coos up an old boat I had a great 
affection for, to put new decks on her. Whan arranging^ that I 
thought ‘This boat has been deficient in freeboard, so I will give her 
six inches more.’ That necessitated a new sternpost, which in any 
case it was well to renew, as the old one was shaken. Material was 
obtained, work commenced by two carpenters, when I thought I had 
better give her a new keel and put all the ballast thereon, giving it 
ilenty of siding, and accordingly the keel was prepared. I intended 
lacking the old floor.■(, but on consideration I thought this would be 
but a clumsy job. so I resolved to give her steed angle floors; when 
making the patterns for these I remembered there had always been 
too much hollow in the floor, now is the Time to take it out, and there¬ 
fore the new floors had a good deal less hollow than the old ones. 
This necessitated new floor planking, and I had only thought of new 
garboards when I determined to give her a new keel—the old planking 
was as Bound as the day she was built, with the exception of a couple 
of planks on each bilge. With the new floor planking of course the 
bilge was renewed, and then I thought the bow too hollow above 
the waterline, so I filled it out and ended by planking her up with the 
new stuff to the cowering board, then the new deck—which alone I 
had intended doing—was laid, and how much of the old boat re¬ 
mained? Just a few feet of the forefoot, no more, not even the 
model, as floor, bow, and run aft were all altered. You will sav after 
this I had a failure, but. strange to say, I had not. She is faster and 
a much better sea boat than ever".” The writer was more fortunate 
than most men who try such experiments, as the final result was 
satisfactory; but in most cases a large sum is expended with very 
tmsatisfactory results, and the new-old boat can never be disposed 
of at a figure near the cost of the alterations. 

QUAKER CITY Y. C.—Editor Forest atid Stream: At the eleveiffh 
annual meeting of the Q. C. Y. C., held on Feb. 10, the foUowmg offi¬ 
cers were elected: Commodore, Charles E. Elhs, yacht Olga, Vim- 
Commodore. Thos. S.Manning, Sunbeam; Rear-Commod^e. Wim. H. 
Wilson, Ariel; President, Dr. W. H. Vallette; Secr^ary, Wm.b. Hoff¬ 
man; Treasurer, Samuel P. Wright; Measurer, Rufus G. Wflkm^ 
TviikIppi”—Heni-v D. Walls, R. P- Thompson, S. A. Wood, Thomas 
Manning; Regatta Committee—Wm. J. Walter, E. A. Hildebrandt, 
Henry 0. FunI:, Oswald McAUister, B. M, Fitch, Jr. The name of the 
yacht M. H. Thomas, of the third class, was changed by her owner to 
Agile, and R, B. Whitehead, of Trenton, entered the uew sloop yacht 
Anita on the yacht roll of the club. A committee was appoint^ to 
select aflew iluUouse. Mr. Albert Box will enter his new steam 
yacht-length. 86ft.; beam, 12ft.-at the next meetjng. The yacht 
Consort is to be rebuilt and lengthened.—Samxteij B. S. Barth. 

A NEW YACHT FOR THE SOFT. CLASS.-Last week the lines o 
a new yacht were laid down by Mr. Henry Pigpgrass, of Greeimolnt, 
who will build her as rapidly as possible. The design is by Mr. A. 
Cary Smith, for Mr. Adrian Iselln. 8. C. Y. C.. former owner of the 
Rover. The new boat is a centerboard craft of modern fashion, 52ft. 
6in. waterline, about 62ft. over all. 16ft. beam, 6ft. 
41 tons displacement, with 12 tons of lead on bar keel, a long 
overhang aft, with a shorter one at the bow. The ke^ is -^de on the 
bottom, and both lead and wood ^ shaped to the line^f t^hull, 
as is now the universal fashion. The n« will be a modified cutter. 

Address aU communications to the Forest and Stream Publish- 
ing Go. __ 

Cahoeists are invited to send us notes and full reports of cruises, 
club meets, information about canoeable waters, and other commu¬ 
nications of interest. __ 

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest ano 
Strea-M their addresses, with name, membei-ship. signals, etc, of 
their clubs, and also notices In advance of meetings and races, and 
reports of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are 
requested to forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with 
logs of cruises, m.aps, and information conceridng their local waters, 
drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relatmg 
to the sport. ____ 

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION. 

SECRETARY—Dr. C. A. Neid6. Sehuyleiwille, N. Y. Candidates for 
membership must forward their names, accompanied by the re¬ 

commendation of an active member of the A. O. A., together with 
the sum of $3 for initiation fee and first year’s dues, to the secretair, 
who will present the names to the commodore. Money sheuld he 
sent by registered letter, or money order oh Saratoga Springs, N. Y. 

THE A. C. A. TROPHY. 

WE have received the following letter from Yice-Cpmmodore 
Wilkin, A. C. A., concerning the prize to be offered next 

August on the occasiou of the visit of the English canodsts to the 
meet at Grindstone. The wording of the first dause of the resolu¬ 
tion was: “In view of the approaching visit of the English canoeists 
he it resolved that a trophy be offered for competition at the next 
A. C. A. meet, under A. 0. A. rules, open to all A. C. A. men and 
members of any recognized foreign canoe club, the tiophy to be the 
property of the winner.” , , . .u.. 
^ Since the attention of canoeists has been drawn more closely to the 
matter, the idea has been expressed by many that a challenge cup 
would be more appropriate and would conduce more to the interests 
of canoeing than one prize to be given outright. The presentation of 
a nriza valued at two or three hunilred dollars Is in direct opposition 
to the nrinolples laid down and closely followed by the Association, 
and though the special occasion which it is intended re commemor¬ 
ate may justify it. there seems to be no good reason why a challenge 
cup would not better answer the proMsed end. It is bigbly Probable 
that the senior class, as proposed by Mr. Gibson, will ^ created next 
year, in which case some of the leading sailors will be retired from 
the nrogramme races of the meet, and as yet no prizes are provided 
foruiem. Doubtless some will bo forthcoming, but an Assocmtion 
Challenge Gup will offer more sport and ensure a livelier competitiou 
among these experts than any minor priM. The cup may be made 
a perpetual challenge trophy to be rat«d for at the meet ^h y^r 
if new Jn this country, or to be raced for abroad if won by a for- 
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eigner. While this may happen at times it is probable that tlie cup 
•would be held in America the greater portion ot the time, and would 
prove a valuable feature of the yearly racing. The matter may 
easily be amended now by the Executive Committee if It is proved 
desb'able to do so, and we invite a full discussion by canoeists in the 
Forest and Stream. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I would beg to call your attention fand that of the members of the 

A. C. A. to a resolution passed at the last meeting of the A. C. A. 
Executive Committee at Oswego, N. Y., regarding the trophy to be 
raced for at the August meet and which was adopted in view of the 
arrival In our country of the Biitish gentlemen who are to compete 
with us. 1 don’t know if any discussion was had over this matter 
before the committee met, but from observations then made, I judge 
there was not. The trophy decided upon by the committee was to 
he a presentation cup or a prize to be raced for once. I think that if 
the trophy is made to he a challenge prize it will better meet the de¬ 
sires of the visiting canoeists and also of A. C. A. men. I have 
talked with many of our members m New York and vicinity and 
form the above opinion from the views expressed by them as well as 
from several letters from other parts of the country. With the 
object of getting the matter in proper shape before the Executive 
Committee, so that the resolutions might be correct, in accordance 
with the views of what appeared to me to be the majority, I sent to 
the Commodore a few days since a resolution to amend the above 
by striKing out the words ’‘to become the property of the winner.” 
This will leave the question wliether the cup shall be challenge or I)resentation with the Cup Committee, whose members can safely be 
eft to decide it in accordance with the best interests of the Associ¬ 

ation, as they, with the Commodore, represent four of the more 
prominent racing centres. The full vote ou my resolution has not 
as yet been polled, however, and 1 would suggest that the subject 
might be discussed in your columns with advantage. Fraternally, 

B. J. WiEKiN, Vice Commodore. 
Feb. 19, 1886, _ 

SOME QUESTIONS FOR CANOEISTS. 

Looking over the new canoes now building, one inquiry comes very 
forcibly to mind; why are we building double centerboard ca¬ 

noes? How many canoeists can answer the question? The doable or 
rather the centerboard arrangement is no novelty here. It has been 
in common use in England for nearly a dozen years, it has been 
used in the United Slates since 1880, and in Canada a number of 
canoeists have used it for nearly the same length of time, while it has 
been f requen tly described in Forest and Stream. American canoeists, 
however, have declined to have anything to do with it, or even to con¬ 
sider seriously its advantages and defects. Late la-t season a well 
known canoeist adopted the system in a new canoe which though she 
has been very successful, has been sailed only for a short time and has 
not had the opportunity to make a premauent reputation; and now 
nearly every important canoe building must have two boards. Will 
some of the many who have experienced this hasty conversion tell us 
why they have adopted the double-board system now; why, if it is 
good they have not adopted it before; whether they think as highly 
of it this year as they did of another centerboard last year; whether, 
if one of 'the leading canoeists was to put iu three boards instead of 
two, all the rest would not at once follow suit; and finally, whether 
canoeists are not much like a tlock of sheep? The moral of this 
string of questions is very plain, and every canoeist can lay it to 
heart. Thmk for yourself, study well your boat, its uses and re¬ 
quirements, and also the many ideas and devices, new and old, that 
are current among canoemen. When you adopt or discard any 
feature, do so not because the owner of the Spot has it, or because 
it was tried and abandoned on the Snarke, but because is does or 
does not suit your special purpose. If you are iu doubt, wait until 
you have some data by which to decide, before wasting money in 
useless gimcracks; or the chances are that you will ultimately join 
voices with Spike, iu complaint about canoe complications. A 
beautiful example of this was afforded last year in the case of the 
drop rudder, aggravated by a patent clutch tiller. There are many 
good points about both, and they are valuable additions to some 
boats, but canoeists one and all adopted them in a hurry and in 
many cases discarded them at a loss of from $3 to $15. The same 
applies to maoy other devices, and especially to the double boards. 
No'man who cannot tell why be wants them should put them in, and 
if he does it without knowing why, be will in all probability be loud 
iuhis denunciaiious of them next year. When the first and second 
of the questions have been answered we may have more to say in re¬ 
gard to the merits and demerits of the two boards. 

THE RULES OF BOAT RACING. 

PADDLING and rowing are so nearly alike as regards racing that 
the rules of one answer equally well for the other, the A. C. A 

paddling rules, in fact, being founded directly on the rules of rowing 
clubs. The following are the rules as amended by the Nation! Asso¬ 
ciation of Amateur Oarsmen in January las-t, and submitted to the 
clubs for approval, and cover the latest rulings. They would apply 
equally well to canoe racing and we give them in full that canoeists 
may conqiare them with the A. 0. A. rules for paddling: 

Starting.—1. All boat races shall be started in the following man¬ 
ner: The starter, on being satisfied that tbe competitors are ready, 
shall give the signal to start. 2. If the starter considers the start 
false, he sball at once recall the boats to their stations; and any boat 
refusing to start again shall be disqualified. 3 Any boat not at its 
post at the time specified, shall be liable to he disqualified by the 
umpire. 6. Boats shall be started by their sterns, and shall have 
completed their course when the bovrs reach tbe finish. 

Water.—(Old No. 7.) 6, A boat’s own water Is its straight course, 
paraded witn those of the other competing boats, from the station 
assigned to it at the start to the finish, (Old No. 6 ) 7. Each boat 
shall beep its own water throughout the race, and any boat departing 
from its own water will do so at its own peril. 8. The umpire shall 
be sole judge of a boat’s own water and proper course during the 
race. 

Fouls.—(Old No. 10.) 9. It shall be considered a foul when, after 
the race has commenced, any competitor by bis oar, boat or person, 
comes in contact with the oar, boat or person of another competitor 
unless, in the opinion of the umpire, such contact is so slight as not to 
influence the race. (Old No. 9.) iO, No fouling whatever shall be 
allowed; the boat committing a foul shall be disqualified. The umpire 
may. during a race, caution any competitor when m danger of commit¬ 
ting a foul. 12. The umpire [when appealed to] shall decide all ques¬ 

tions as to a fo’Jl. 13. Aclaim of foul must be made to the judgeorthe 
umpire by the competitor himself, and, if possible, before getting out of 
his boat, 14. In case of a foul, the umpire shall have the power—(o) 
To place the boats, except tbe boat eomraitiing the foul, which is 
dismialified, in tbe order in which they come in. (b.) To o.-der the 
boats engaged in the race, other than the boat committing tlie foul, 
to row over agalu on tne same or another day. (c.) To restart the 
qualified boats from the place where the foul was committed. 

Accidents —16. Every boat shall abide by its accidents, provided, 
that if, during a race, a boat while on its own water shall be inter¬ 
fered with by an outside boat, the umpire may order the race to be 
rowed over, if, in bis opinion, such interference materially affected 
its chance of winning the race. 

Assistance.—17. No boat shall be alio-'ed to accompany a com¬ 
petitor for the purpose of directing his course or affording him oiher 
assislance. The boat receiving such direction or assistance shall be 
disqualified at the discretion of the umpire. 

Umpire.—17. The jurisdiction of the umpire extends over the race 
and aU matters connected with it, from the time the race is specifled 
to start until ila final termination, and his decision in all cases .shall 
be final and without appeal. (A new rule.) 18. The judge at the finish 
shall report to the umpire the order in which the competing boats 
cross the finish line, but the decision of tbe race shall rest with and 
be declared by the umpire. (Old No. 18) 19. Any competitor refus¬ 
ing to abide by the decision, or to follow the directions of the umpire, 
shall be disqualified. (Old No. 19) 20. The umpire, if he thinks 
proper, may reserve his deci.sion, provided that in every case such 
decision be klven ou the day of the race. (A new rule.) 21. Con¬ 
testants rowfng a dead heat shall compete again after such interval 
as may be appointed, and the contestant refusing to so row shall be 
adjudged to have lost the race. 

Turning Racks —(Old No. 20.) 22. In turning races, each com¬ 
petitor shall have a separate turning stake, and shall turn from port 
to starboard. Any competitor may turn any stake other than his 
own, but does so at his peril. 

THE NEW CANOES OF THE YEAR. 

The stimulus given to canoeing by the increasing competition of 
the yearly meets and this season in particular by the coming in¬ 

ternational races, is already visible In the number of canoes now 
building for prominent canoeists, and also in the care that has been 
taken in the designing of the new boats. The matter is no longer left 
to tbe builder with an indefinite order to build a canoe like some one 
else’s, or merely so long and so wide; but every detail. Hues, dimen¬ 
sions, material, construction, fittings and rig. is a subject of careful 
study and consideration by the owner, and the question of more or 
less deadidse, or an eighth of an inch more or less sheer is for the 
time of far more importance that such trivial matters as business, 
pleasure, dress or similar vanities. One noticeable point this year is 
tbe number of canoeists who have taken up the study of drafting 
and who have employed their leisure in a study of the lines of their 
old boats and tne planning of new and improved craft. The origin of 
this new Idea may be ascribed to -‘Canoe and Boat Building,” where 
such elementary instruction as the novice requires is clearly given; 
and, as proved. In a way to interest many. The results we may look 
for in the future In handsomer, better, and faster boats as each sailor 
learns to put to a practical use the results of his experience and ob¬ 
servation. 

First among the new canoes comes the flagship, 16ft.x30in., of Rug- 
gles’s build, the details of which are as yet a secret. Another boat 
from Canada that promises to be a dangerous one in Cla«s B is Mr. 
Richard’s new Mona. 15ft. lliu.xSOin., built by Sauve, of Brockville, 
from a design by Mr. W. P. Stephens. With two boards and a good 
rig she should make a good showing with the 16ft.x30in. boats. Mr. 
Vaux’s canoe, though built and sailed late last year, has never en¬ 
tered an A. C. A. race, and will be practically new this year. She is 
I5ft.x28ra., with a depth of HJ^in. at gunwale, much deadrise, and 
two centerboards of sheet brass, about lOlbs. and 61bs. Her rig, 85ft., 
will be of the same cut as last year’s sails. The Snake will rest this 
season while her owner tries a new boat built from his own designs 
by Mr. Rushton, the details of which have not been made known, and 
Marion B. will be succeeded by a boat of which nearly the same may 
be said, designed by her owner, built by Rushton, and the dimensions 
yet unknown. Mr. Bailey has already a new Ruggles canoe, and Mr. 
Andrews another, while the builder has several more orders. Class 
A will be reei-uited by a duplicate of Lassie for Com. Munroe of the 
N. Y. C. C.. while Mr. Burchard will have a sister boat, both bv Ever¬ 
son, and from Newburgh will come Mr. Grant Edgar’s new one, 
15ft.x28in.. two boards, hull by MaeWbirter, from Mr. Stephens’s 
designs, a deeper and longer Nirvana. The latter gentleman will 
have a new loft x30in. canoe, also of his own design, and with some 
peculiar features of boards, hatches and other fittings, and another 
Class A canoe will be added to the IN. Y. C. C. by spring. 

Everson is busy with a lot of new work, for the Knickerbockers a 
new Ideal, 15x30 and deep, for Com. Fowler, with a 12 and a D 
pound brass board. Mr. Stanton will have a large plate board of 
brass in the old Flit, also a new Ideal with two boards for racing, and 
another Ideal with a Radix board for cruising; a pretty good fleet for 
a beginner. 

Mr. Foster will have a new Sunbeam lengthened to 15ft. 6in.X30in., 
with a Radix board. The model has been altered since last year by a 
reduction in the quarters, le.ssening the di-placement, especially aft, 
and fining the lines of the run. Besides these three boats, now fin¬ 
ished, Everson has a new Sunbeam wich two boards for Com. New¬ 
man, Brooklyn C. 0., boards 16 and 6 pounds, an Ideal for Mr. Bud- 
dington, boards 12 arid 6 pounds, and will begin at once a 16x30canoe 
with one large brass board and a 15x28 with two boards, both de¬ 
signed by Mr. John Hyslop, for Vice-(i:oin. "Whitlock, who will still 
keep the Guern. Mr. Carter, of Trenton, has a new Ideal with a Radix 
board in Everson’s shop, and there are also two Sunbeams there in 
stock. All the. builders are full of orders, and yet more are coming in 
every day as spring approaches. 

SOUTH BOSTON C. C.—Editor Forest and Stream: A oanoe club 
has been organized here under tbe name of the South Boston C. 0. 
Tbe club was organized at a meeting held on Jan. 1, and the follow¬ 
ing officers were elected: Commodore, Joseph A. Frizzell; Vice-Com¬ 
modore, William J. Martin; Secretary and Treasurer, James Crad¬ 
dock. There are six members, all of whom have been canoeists for 
some time, but from various causes deferred oi-ganizing till this 
winter. Several short trips were made by members of the club, and 
the commodore and secretary made a week’s cruise on the Charles 
River last summer. We have two boat bouses, one of which is used 

for the canoes, and the other is reserved for a club house. The club 
consists of six members, and we have four sailing and paddling 
canoes. A new sailing and paddling canoe for the secretary is now 
under construction, and six light paddling canoes are to be built this 
spring, in which the cbib propose to Inake a two weeks’ cruise down 
the (jharles River iu July, shipping the canoes to headquarters and 
cruising down stream. The paddling canoes are to be flat-bnttorned, 
ll}^ft.x?6in., i4in- spruce planking for bottom and sides, with canvas 
decks. We favor this style of cruibing canoe for river work, as it 
promises to be very light, strong and inexpensive, as the cost will not 
exceed S5 for each canoe. We are bound to have them light at all 
events, as the rather trying experience of the commodore and the 
secretary during their week’s cruise on the Charles last summer, in 
the commodore’s double centerboard, lapstreak. Class B canoe, 
demonstrated to them at least, that a canoe of the weight and dimen¬ 
sions of a Class B is not jus5 the thing for river work where dams are 
numerous. So it was proposed to build the light canoes for the com¬ 
ing summer, to be used ou theNeponset and Charles, and our other 
canoes reserved for sailing in Bosion harbor, .which is most excellent 
for open water cruising. The club also intends to make a two days’ 
trip on the Neponset May 30, and another on the 4th of July —James 
Craddock, Secretary S. B. C. C. 

PRIZES FOR 1886.—The Regatta Committee have sent out the 
following circular, requesting fl-ags for prizes: In arranging for the 
prize flags for tbe Regatta of 1836, the committee venture to hope 
that it may not be necessary to present any factory-made ai’ticles. 
They believe that many members and friends of the A. C. A. will 
gladly send flags which ‘will be doubly prized as being at the same 
lime Association tropbirs and personal favors. The committee, 
therefore, ask you to fill and return the accompanying blank, 
promising for yourself or for a friend a contribution to the list. The 
flags should be of silk, painted or embroidered, of any size from A. 
C. A. regulation upward. Ciontributors may of course designate a 
race for which the flag is offered, and the committee will arrange as 
far as possible upon such suggestions. The name or Ihe initials of 
the maker or designer wifi add to tbe value of a flag. Flags not par- 
ticulai’ly designated will be marked for appropriate race.8 by the 
committee. The high appreciation of the prizes heretofore given by 
friends (by ladies especially), lead the committee to expect a ready 
response to this appeal. The prizes should be sent to any of the 
committee mentioned below% before the 1st of July. The promise 
should be given as soon as possible.-J. B. McMurrieh, Oswego, 
N. Y., Lt. Col. S. G,'Fairtlough, Kingston. Ont., Reade W. Bailey. 
134 Water St., Pittsburg, Pa., Regatta Committee 1886. 

^nmer§ to ^ofrespondmt§. 

No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents. 

C. F. R., Southboro, Mass.—Write to D. Eggert, 76 Wall street, N. 
Y., for maps. 

•Tager.—Such a boat would be large enough if built with 2 to 3ft. 
depth below water, and 1ft. freeboard. 

E, L. S., Cleveland, O.—Only one halyard is used on tbe Mohican 
sail, as shown in the cut. Bamboo is strong enough for ya^-d'and 
boom if all blocks are lashed on. The sail is no easier to reef than a 
properly-fitted lug. A 2]4 mast is used for a 75Et. sail. 

S. The boat you mention would be well suited for the localities. If 
well, but plainly built, with sails, gear and iron ballast, she would 
cost from $700 upward. Repairs and laying up would cost about 
$75 per year. You will find addresses of builders among our adver¬ 
tisers. The Mamie appeared in the issue of Feb. 12,1386. 

S. D. E —Umatilla, Oregon.-1. How can I distinguish young salmon 
up to 12 inches long from trout of the same size? 2. What book is 
good authority on such subjects? Ans. 1. The Chinook salmon, O. 
choucha, has 16 rays m tlie anal fin, the rainbow trout, S. irideus, 
has 10 rays in that fin. We presume that you refer to these species, 
as they are the most common. 2. “Synonsis of Fishes of North 
America,” by Jordan and Gilbert. It is buifetin of the U. B. National 
Mu.seum. No. 16 and was published under direction of tne Smithson¬ 
ian Institution. 

POT LUCK FROM EXCHANGES. 

Two Japanese sailors died from cholera during the short 
journey from Kobe to Nagasaki. Their dead bodies were 
thro'wn overboard. Tbe Japanese authorities immediately 
forbade fishing along the coast. 

The birds and the flowers have always gone together as 
types of innocent loveliness, and partly on that account have 
always found congenial friends in women. But of late the 
birds have found this attachment fatal. The fashion of wear¬ 
ing feathers and whole bu-ds as as head-gear has led to such 
an enormous slaughter of the birds that nature cannot make 
good the waste. Why will the women be so impatient to 
assume their wings? As it k, the pretty birds are disappear¬ 
ing so rapidly that their scientific Mends are becoming 
alarmed, and, in the true American way, have formed a com¬ 
mittee and issued an address. It is to be hoped that “anbi- 
bird-wearing leagues” will now extend and flomdsh in the 
land, and that the woods and meadows may have rest from 
the relentless emissaries of fashion. The simple and unassisted 
resources of natm-e gave out long ago in the attempt to keep 
pace with women’s desire for flowers. And, perhaps, unless 
the fashions change, we shall have aviaries, as we have con¬ 
servatories, where birds of striking plumage will be cultivated 
for market.—Dubuque (Iowa) Times. 

Destitute families are sacldeniugly plentiful; but they would be 
much fewer if the fathers while living had invested a fe-w dollars in 
the life and accident policies of the Travelers, of Hartford, Conn — 
Adv. 

EtrilPHEETS' 
L Homeopathic VeteVinary 

Specifics for 
HORSES, CATTLE, SHEEPt 

DOGS, HOGS, POULTRY. 

f Used Ij U. S. Governm't. 
Chart on Rollers, 

and Boole Sent Free. 

Humphreys’ Med. Co., 109 Fulton St., N. Y. 

3 IN 1. 
A Splendid Dog Whiitli, 

Water-Tight Match Box, 
-AND- 

Reliable Compass 
OOMBINBD. 

Nickel-plated meial. Sold by dealers In Sports¬ 
men’s goods, or seat by mail on receipt of price $1. 

WILBUB. & CO., 3.882, N. T. P. O. 

THEEAD-WOUND, LONG-EA.NGE 

SHOT CARTRIDGE CASES 
For muzzle and breeehloading, cylindrical and 
choke-bore shotguns. Made to open just short of 
50, 70 and 90 yards, giving close pattern and great 
penetration; 10 and 12 gauge. Send for circular. 

Twenty sent, postpaid, for $L 
H. H. BCHLEBER & CO., Roobester, N. Y. 

SOBBW jeJLAXltS, TAFS, OIKS, KTO., FOE 
jgunBmitbs and amateurs. Send for Illustrated 

oatalogue to 8. W. OABD d; 00., Mansfleld, Maar. 

Round Section Bamboo Rods. 
Having been the pioneers in the manufacture and introduction of Section Bamboo Rods, we have always 

taken great pride in securing and perfecting every improvement in order to maintain our position as the makers of 

the very beat rods. Knowing not only theoretically, but also by long experience, that a properly made roimd rod 

is the only absolutely perfect rod, we have invariably refused, and still do refuse, to put om’ name on any but our 

“Best” round section rods. While our prices for these round rods are only a trifle more than the prices asked by 

any other makers, the rods are widely known to be incomparably supenor and guaranteed in the most liberal 

manner. 

We have just finished and put on the manket a new caliber round rod, 10 feet long, and weighing with the solid 

reel seat only 7 ounces. This rod has stood the most severe tests, and found capable of killing the largest black 

oass. The many expert anglers who have handled this rod pronounce it the best balanced and most perfect rod in the market. 

ABBEY Sl IMBBIE, 
18 Vesey Street (Fourth door from Astor House), New York City. 

' V == li ■ ■ O 

».T" - = 

Split Bamhoo Fly Rod. 
This cut represents our No. 23 Split Bamboo 

cjc Fly Rod -witli Grooved "Wood Form. Length, 
lOi^ft ; u-eieht, 8oz. We make same style rods 
for trout and bass to -weigh from 6 to 12oz , also 

=« the “StaBdard HenshRli Rod.” Lancewood Rods. 
Reels. Turned Stock and Rod Trimmings of all 
descriptions. For New Illustrated Catalogue for 
1883 address 

THOS. H. CHUBB, 
Orange County, Post mills, Vermont. 
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PAPER SHOT 
First Quality. 

SHELLS 
Waterproofed. 

All Winchester Shells take the Winchester No. 2 Copper Primers. 

All Sizes from 4 to 20. 

iO and 13 

Grange 

only. 

ISTo. 3 

Ooppen 
Primer. 

All Waterproofed and have no Superiors. 

WINCHESTEE REPEATING ARMS CO., 
Send tor 76-page Illustrated Catalogue. ooixrixr. 

WANTED. 

Bear, Buffalo, Deer, Wolves, Foxes, Spotted Cats, 
Civlt Cats, Lynx, Panthers. Antelope, Otter, Beav¬ 
ers and other animals and birds of all kinds. Ad¬ 
dress D. H. TALBOT, Sioux City, la. 

COPIES WANTED.—JAN. 4,11, 18 and 26. FEB. 1, 
March 8 and Sept. 13,1883: Feb. 7 and 14, March 

6,1884. We are short of these issues, and would be 
obliged if any of our readers having one or all of 
these numbers that they do not want will send to 
Forest antt Stream Pub. Co.. 39 Park Row. New 
York City. mar26,tf 

£0r MU. 

A CAREFULLY SELECTED 

OP 

Boolac-js 

'For sale; about 400 volumes. Price $1,000. For 
particulars address 

26 University Place, New York. 

'\7Vli.i-to BCgtrogt. 
(Lepns Americanus.) 

A few living specimens will be sent to orders ac- 
icompanied with the cash, at $2 each, and delivered 
in good order and properly boxed, at Bethel express 
office. J. G. RICH, Bethel, Me. 

, Chester White, Berkshire 
, and Poland China Pigs, Fine 
I Setter Dogs, Scotch Collies, 

Foxhounds and Beagles, 
, Sheep and Poultry, bred and 

_ __ 'for sale by W. Gibbons & Co., 
West Chester, Chester Co., Pa. Send stamp for 
Circular and Price List. 

Ducking Point on Chesapeake. 
For Sale—A handsome farm on the Sassafras 

River, suitable for club or private person; plenty 
of ducks. Address FISHER, 402 Walnut st., Phila¬ 
delphia, Pa. £ehl8,lmo 

A SACRIFICE. 
A $150 Parker gun for $66. Perfectly sound and 

a splendid shooter. Address REV. J. H. HAND, 
Stratford, Conn. feb25,lt 

F OR SALE OR EXCHANGE.—A CROUCH’S 
J- Student Binocular Microscope, complete and 
as good as new, 1 inch, inch, hich objectives, 
A and B eye pieces, polarizer and all accessory ap¬ 
paratus. Will take good paddling canoe in part 
payment. Address H. P. UFFORD, Casselton, D. T. 

46|7(0KEST AND STREAM.” — COPIES FOR 
sale, from Nov. 10,1881 to date; complete, 

in perfect condition. Largest offer takes them. 
W. L. PIKE, Orwell, Vt. febl8,2t 

T TT7T7 r^TT A TT FOR SALE, IN FINE 
\ Jl V Jji w, U jAIEi condition Pa. and 

W. Va. birds. E. B. WOODWARD, Commission 
Merchant, 174 Chambers st., N.Y. EstahUshed 1838. 

For sale.-red tailed hawks in per- 
feet plumage, alive for decoys or dead for 

mounting. 
Mass. 

_ decoys _ _ 
Address WM. PARHAM, Tyngsboro, 

feb26,3t 

“REPELLENE.” 
An Infallible Preventive of the Attacks of 

Mosquitoes, Black Plies, Gnats, 
And All Other Insects. 

Neat, clean and easily applied. Contains no tab, 
will not stain nor injure the skin, easily washed off, 
may he carried without danger of leaking or spilling. 

Price, 36 Cents Per Box. 

For sale by Dealers in Sportsmen’s Goods. 

DO NOT RETAID.-®! 

A. FERGUSON, Sole Manufacturer, 
Office, 65 Fulton Street, New York. 

Tlx© 0©l©TDi*£it©<i “XJISriODJ’ 

First target represents 10 consecutive shots made by Otto 
Jaeger, June 10, 1885, at Wheeling, W. Va., 200 yards off 
hand, with some wind, using a No. Off-Hand, .32-caliber. 
It counts 94 on Massachusetts Decimal and 117 on Massachu¬ 
setts Target. The cut is one-half size. 

Second target represents 5 consecutive shots made by J. D. 
Marks, June 24, 1885, at Springfield, Mass., 200 yards, with 
rest, using a Union Hill, .32-caliber. The entire five shots 
are inside of a If-inch circle. The cut is full size. 

This style of Ballard Rifle and the “Off-Hand” are the standard guns for target shooting, carrying off nearly all the prizes. Sen«l 
lor Catalogue: THE MAKEIN FIRE ARJIS CO., New Hapen, Conu. 

flat lie caainjions of tie World Say; 
Elkhakt, Ill., Feb. 13,1884. 

J. C. Petmechy: 
Deab Sib—I have used your cleaner and find it 

one of the best I ever used, and I think it will take 
the place of all other cleaners. 

Capt. a. H. Bogardus. 

Gainsvillb, Ark., May 6.1884. 
Mr. J. C. Petmechy: 

Dear Sir—I have just received the two gun clean¬ 
ers, and I admire them very much. They are the 
best thing I have ever seen. I have tried almost 
everything imaginable, but this simple invention 
after using it has become indispensable with me. 
For removing lead on the interior of gun barrels I 
am quite certain its equal has not yet been pro¬ 
duced. Most truly yours, 

Capt. E. E. Stubbs. 

Austin, Tex., March 31,1885. 

Mr. J. C. Petmechy, Austin, Tex.; 
Dear Sir—At ray recent shoot in yom’ city it 

afforded me pleasure to speak of the merits of your 
late invention, the “Petmecky Gun Cleaner.” After 
trying all others I find it the best, and cheerfully 
recommend it to all sportsmen. I remain, yours 
truly. Dr. W. J. Carver, 

Champion Shot of the World. 

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1878. 

BAKER'S 

_ Warranted absolutely pure 
Cocoa, from which the excess of 
Oil has been removed. It has three 
times the strength of Cocoa mixed 
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar, 
and is therefore far more economi¬ 
cal, costing less than one cent a 
cup. It is delicious, nourishing, 
strengthening, easily digested, and 
admirably adapted for invalids as 
well as for persons in health. 

Sold by Grocers everywhere. 

f. BAKER & CO., Dorctester, Mass. 
IF YOU WANT A GOOD 

POCKET KNIFE, RAZOR 
OR A 

HUNTING KNIFE. 
Send for our 36-page illustrated catalogue, sent free. 
Address Wubzbaoh & Lawrence, 7 Warren st., N.Y, 

Specialties in Fish¬ 
ing Tackle. Please 
send your address for 
circular and sample 

card of lines. E, J. MARTIN, Rockville, Conn, 

Ilj©f©-V©X* .^X’XXXS Oo. 
MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

LEFEYER AUTOMATIC HAMMERLESS GUNS. 

PRICE, 

This improvement is the only hammerless gun in the world with compensated action, to take up' 
Jl ear in every direction. The safety is automatic both in locking and releasing. Used by the best trap 
shots in America. Winner of the Pierce Diamond Badge three times at the New York State Convention. 
Send for illustrated catalogue. 

liEFEVER ARMS CO., Syracuse, N. Y. 
NEW YORK SALES ROOMS: VON LBNGBBKX: & DETMOLD, 14 Murray St. 
PHILADELPHIA, “ JOSEPH C. GRUBB & CO., 713 Market St. 

PEIRCE^S 

TELESCOPIC SIGHTS FOR RIFLES 

Increase the effective aim 100 per cent, at any distance and 
^ and even more at long distances. These unrivaled Sights are constructed of 

Solid. Seamless and Jointless Cast Steel Tubes, Improved Lenses 
with fijOced adjustment for any distance; with no slidhiff or other movable 
internal fixtures, but each individual Lens and other pieces being double screwed, 
effectually preventing any derangement of parts by concussion in firing the heaviest charges. 

Sole Manufacturers, Mural Manufacturing Co., 44 North Fourth Street, Phila¬ 

delphia, Pa., U. S. A. 

Canoe and Camp Cookery. 
By “SENEGA.” 

A practical cook book for canoeists, Corinthian sailors and outers. Practical because 
the author gives explicit and intelligible directions for preparing such dishes as he has him¬ 
self actually tested in camp and on a cruise. This is just where the recipes differ from the 
absurdly impracticable dishes given in some so-called camp cookery books. The cooking 
outfit is described, and numerous hints on camp economy add to the value of the work. 
Cloth, 96 pages. Price $1.00, 

HEW YORK: Forest and Stream Publishing Co.. 39 Park Row. 
LONDON: Daydes & CO., 1 Finch Lane, Cornhill. 
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FROM THE 

FOETT-riEST ANNUAL EEPOET 

New M Life Iisiraice Co. 
A total income of over sixteen million one hun¬ 

dred thousand dollars, and payments to policy 
holders of nearly eight million dollars. 

Interest Income, over three million dollars, being 
about per cent, on average net assets, and 
nearly four hundred thousand dollars in excess of 
losses by death. 

Market value of securities, over three million 
three hundred thousand dollars in excess of their 
cost. 

. Liabilities, both actual and contingent, provided 
for, and a Divisible Surplus by the Company’s 
standard of over seven million dollars; Surplus by 
the State standard, over thirteen million dollars. 

An increase of nearly two million dollars 

in liicome, over three millions in surplus, 

over seven millions in assets, and of over 

thirty millions of insurance in force, during 

1885. 

SUMMARY OF REPORT. 

BUSIMBSS OF 1886. 

Received in Premiums.glS.V-ja.lfS 03 
Received in Interest, Rents, etc. 3,399,C69 71 

Total Income.74 

Paid Death-claims.$3,999,109 64 
“ Endowments.,. 741,704 47 
“ Annuities, Dividends, and for Pol¬ 

icies Purchased. 8,940,989 64 

Total Paid Policy-Holders... $7,681,873 76 

New Policies Issued. 18.566 
New Insurance Written.$68,521,453 00 

CONDITION JAN. 1, 1886. 

Cash Assets.$66,864,331 33 

♦Divisible Surplus, Oo.’s Standard.$7,064,473 13 
tTontine “ " "   3,123,742 77 

Total Surpltrs, “ •* $10,188,315 90 

Rurplns by State Standard, $13,335,063 94 

Policies in Force. 86.418 
Insurance in Force. 259,674,500 00 

PROGRESS IN 1886. 

Excess of Interest over Death-losses... $399,960 07 
Increase in Income . 1.880’697 35 
Increase in Surplus, State Standard... 3,313,707 48 
Increase in Assets. 7,680,667 ^ 
Increase in Insurance Written. 7,036.902 00 
Increase in Insurance in Force. 30,291,914 oO 

♦Exclusive of the amount specially reserved as a 
contingent liability to Tontine Dividend Fund. 

tOver and above a 4 per cent; reserve on existing 
policies of that class. 

The Seven Advantages 

New York Life Insurance Co.’s 

NONFOEFEITING-TONTINE LIMITED- 

END0WME.NT. POLIOT. 

FIRST ADVANTAGE.—Insurance for a definite 
amount, or for an amount increasing with each 
premium paid, as desired. 

SECOND ADVANTAGE —A Definite Cash Endow¬ 
ment, and a Tontine Dividend, to Policies in force 
at the end of Endowment and Tortine periods, 
which periods correspond, and may be eitner Ten, 
Fifteen or Twenty Years. 

THIRD advantage.—Insurance for the full 
amount of the Policy, extended for as long a 
time as the value-of the Policy will carry it, within 
the Endowment period, in case of discontinuance 
of payment of premiums after three years. 

FOURTH ADVANTAGE.—A Grace of one month 
in the payment of premiums, during which time 
the policy holder’s security is unimpaired. 

FIFTH ADVANTAGE.— Three valuable options, in¬ 
cluding ea.sh value, to policy-holders who survive 
their Tontine and Endowment periods and keep 
their policies m force. 

SIXTH ADV ANT AGE.—Practical freedom of action 
with respect to occupation, residence and travel. 

SEVENTH ADVANTAGE.—The payment of death- 
claims immediately upon the approval of the 
required proofs of death. 

Do not insure until you have seen full particulars 

of this Policy. Do not fail to write the nearest 

Agent, or the Home Office, for such particulars— 

at once, THE NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE 

CO., 346 & 348 Broadway, New York City, 

WILLIAM H. BEERS, President. 

HENRY TUCK, Vice-President. 

ARCHIBALD H. WELCH, 3d Vlce-Pres. 

RUFUS W. WEEKS, Actuary. 

THEODORE M. BANTA, Cashier. 
P. O’DELL, Superintendent of Agencies. 

A- NUNTINQTOJT, M. D., i^edjcal Director. 

CANOE 
The third edition of “Canoe and Boat Building” 

is now ready. The addit ional matter includes 
description and working drawings and sail plans of 
the Barnegat Cruiser, Sunbeam and Lassie canoes, 
and sail and rigging plan of canoe yawl. This 
makes the book com prehen,sive up to date. The 
atthop is W. P. Stephens, canoeing editor of For¬ 
est AND Stream. 

For writing such a book Mr. Stephens is pecu¬ 
liarly fitted, beginning as an amateur, and having 
after a Jong experience of the difficulties attending 
a learner, taken a prominent place among canoe 
builders, due both to the model and workmanship 
of his canoes. Realizing fully the difficulty of ex¬ 
plaining to a novice an art in itself far from easy, 

AND 
and -with which he is entirely unfamiliar, the book 
begins with a description of the various classes of 
canoes in general use, -w'ith their main features and 
dimensions, and definitions of the terms used in con¬ 
nection with them. Numerous examples of canoes 
are given, and in connection with them, such plain 
instructions in designing as will enable the beginner 
to select intelligently the proper craft for his pur- 

BOAT 
pose, and to plan her dimensions, details and flt- 
nngs. To this end designs of all classes of canoes 
are given, with full dimensions and details. The 
object has been not merely to enable the tyro to 
build one boat as described, but to teach him the 
principles of designing and building in such a way 
that he may construct such a craft as he desire.s. 
following the chapters on designing, the construc¬ 
tion of a canoe is taken up in detail, the tools and 
appliances being first clearly described, as well as 
the various materials, after which follows the actual 
work of building. Every Operation is taken up in 
order, from the selection of the keel to the varnish¬ 
ing of the finished boat, and illustrated with numer¬ 
ous diagrams. 

A chapter on sails describes all the varieties in 
use by canoeists, dowm to the new Mohican settee, 
with directions for making, rigging and measuring 
them, while the method of proportioning the sails 
to the boat is clearly explained, all the calculations 

BUILDING 
being worked out in detail, The many minor points 
of a canoe, paddles, steering gears, rudders, aprons, 
and camp outfit are also described at length, while 
a chapter is devoted to canvas canoes. 

The subject of boat building is fully treated, a 
rowboat of the usual construction being taken as 
an example, and described in aU its parts in such a 
manner as to make clear the principles involved, 
and their application to any form of boat, either 
lapstreak or carvel build. Each of the numerous 
technical terms belonging to the subject is defined 
clearly when it first occurs, and as the index is full 
and complete, the book is in itself a glossary. 

In addition to the numerous diagrams in the 
body of the work, tw-enty-nine large plates are 
printed on bond paper, containing the working 
drawings of canoes for paddling, sailing, cruising 

FOR 
and racing, with their sail plans, rowing sailing 
boats, large canoe yawls, and various boats for 
special purposes, such as gunning boats, yacht 
boats, and the widely known sneakbox. 

The canoe yawl, a boat betrween a canoe and a 
yacht, is illustrated by examples of various craft 
from 17 to 20ft. long, and suitable for a crew of two 
or three on a cruise. This class of boat, while little 
known among us as yet, is admirably fitted for 
cruising, and will meet the wants of many who 
object to a canoe as being too small, and yet desire 
a boat with the same excellent qualities. The boats 
and canoes illustrated are in all cases among the 
best of their class, the list of canoes mcluding Eng¬ 
lish, Scotch and American craft, and are all drawn 

AMATEURS. 
to scale, so as to be available as working drawings. 
The plates, for convenience in using, are placed 
loose in a tough manilla envelope and accompany 
the book. 

Pp. 192, -with 29 plates of working drawings, 
Price $1.50. Address, 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 
New York N, Y. 

LONDON: Davies & Co.. 1 Finch Lane. Combfll. 

Manufactured under Price’s Patent 

> Best. 

BE SURE TO SEE THEM. 

No, 4 POCKET, 7MX3?4X1M inches.... .$1.60 
No. 2 GEM, 9x6x5 inches. .. 4.75 
No. 3 ACME, 12X8X5}^ inches. 6.75 

Illustrated descriptive circular on application. 

ASK 'tOUR DEALER FOR THEM. 

IF'. 

39 Murray Street. (Box 2,308), NEW YORK. 

A Handy Tooljor Sportsmen, 
HENRY’^PATENT 

Combination Haft. 
llinSVilifi His the only haft 

III ll 1II111U {] IIII II the same end of the 
holder as lUej are used. No shaking 
the tools out into the hand to get the 
one -wanted. The same motion that 
unscrews the instrument in use re¬ 
moves the cap that covers the sur¬ 
plus tools. No wrench to be used. 
It has a solid handle and can be used 
with a mallet. The tools are of Jes- 

j«op’s steel and nicely tempered. 
iSent postpaid to any part ol the U. S. 
oil receipt of 75c. postal note. Extra 

Brad Awls, 15c. per doz. JOSHUA BRITTON 
* STQUGHTON. JIJASS. 

The Forest and Stream Publisbing Co. will send post paid any boob 

published on receipt ot publisher’s price. 

Sportsman’s Library. 
Xjilsi; of Sx>oir't;sx3:xciiXB.’s BooIsls 

We mU forward any of these Books iy mml, postpaid, on receipt of price. 

No books sent unless money accompanies the order. 

POSITIVELY NO BOOKS EXCHANGED. 
ANGLING. 

Adirondack Fishes, Fred Mather. . 35 
American Angler's Book, Noms. 5 50 
Angling. 60 
Angling Talks, Dawson. 50 
Angling, a Book on, Francis.. 7 60 
Angling Literature in England.. 1 25 
Black Bass Fishing, Henshall. 8 00 
Carp Culture. Peirce. 50 
Fish and Fishing, Manly . 6 25 
Fishing, Bottom or Float. 60 
Fishing in American Waters, Scott, Ulus. 2 60 
Fishing with the Fly, Orvis . 2 60 
Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes... 1 25 
Fly Rods and Fly Tackle, Wells. 2 60 
Frank Forester’s Fish and Fishing. 2 50 
Frank Forester’s Fishing with Hook and Line 25 
Fysshe and Fysshyne. 100 
Fresh and Salt Water Aouarium... 50 
Modem Practical Angler, Pennell. 2 00 
Practical Trout Culture. 100 
Practical Fisherman. 4 20 
Prime’s I Go a-Fishing... 2 50 
Rod and Line in Colorado Waters... 1 00 
Scientific Angler.. 1 50 
Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout, 
etc... 2 00 

Trolling ..   50 
The Game Fish of the Northern Btates and 

Bntish Provmces. 2 00 
Trout Culture, Slack. 1 00 
Walton. Izaak. fac simile of first edition. 8 75 

BIRDS. 

American Bird Fancier.    50 
Baird’s Birds of North America. 30 00 
Bird Notes. 75 
Birds Nesting. 1 25 
Birds of Eastern Pennsylvania. 4 00 
Birds of the Northwest... 4 50 
Birds and Their Haunts. 3 00 
Cage and Singing Birds, Adams. 50 
Cones’ Field Ornithology. 2 50 
Coues’ Key to North American Birds.15 00 
Game Water Birds of the Atlantic Coast, 
Roosevelt. 2 00 

Holden’s Book of Birds, pa. 25 
Minot’s Land and Game Birds. 3 00 
Native Song Birds., . 75 
Naturalists’ Guide, Maynard. 2 00 
Natural History of Birds. 8 00 
Samuel's Birds of New England. 4 00 
Shore Birds. 15 
Wood’s Natural History of Birds. 6 00 

CAMPING AND TRAPPING. 

Adventures in the Wilderness. l 25 
Amateur'Trapper—papes, 50c.; bds. 75 
Three in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gun In 
Norway. l 76 

Camps in the Rockies, Grohman. 1 76 
Camp Life in the Wilderness.. 30 
Camping and Cruismg In Florida, Henshall. 1 50 
Canoe and Camp Cookery, by “Seneca”. 1 00 
Complete American Trapper, Gibson. l 00 
Hints on Camping... i 2.5 
How to Camp Out, Gould . 75 
How to Hunt and Trap, Batty’s. 1 50 
Rustlings in the Rockies. 1 oo 

GUIDE BOOKS AND MAPS. 

Adlrondacks. Map of, Stoddard . $1 00 
Farrar’s Guide to Moosehead Lake, pa. 50: clo. 1 00 
Farrar’s Guide to Richardson and RangeJey 

Lake, paper, 50; cloth. 1 00 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake .... 50 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Region 60 
Florida Annual. 60 
Guide Book and Map of the Dead River Region 50 
Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddard. 25 
Map of Androscoggin Reg’lon.  50 
Map of Northern Maine, Steele.... 1 oO 
Map of the Thousand Islands. 60 
Map of the Yellowstone Park . 2 50 

SPORTS AND GAMES. 

American Boy’s Own Book, Sports and Games 2 00 
Athletic Sports for Boys, has. 75c.; cloth. 1 00 
Boy’s Treasury of Sports and Pastimes, etc.. 2 00 
Cassell’s Book of Sports and Pastimes. 3 00 
Croquet. 20 
Easy Whist. 50 
Every Boy’s Book of Sports and Amusements 3 60 
Hands at Whist. 50 
Instruction in the Indian Club Exercise. 25 
Laws and Principles of Whist, Cavendish. 2 00 
Quoits and Bowls. t- 
Skating. 25 
Stonehenge, Encyclopedia of Rm’al Sports... 7 5C- 
Whist for Beginners.  50 

HUNTING—SHOOTING. 

Across Country Wanderer. 5 OC 
American Sportsman, The, Le-wis. 2 50 
Breech Loader, Modem. Gloan, illustrated... 1 26 
Crack Shot (The Rifle), “Barber,” illustrated. 3 25 
Dead Shot (The Gun), illustrated. 1 25 
Field. Cover and Trap Shooting. 2 00 
Frank Forester’s Sporting Scenes and Charac¬ 

ters, 2vol., cloth. 4 00 
Frank Forester's Manual for Young Sportsmen 2 00 
Frank Forester’s Fugitive S. Sketches, paper 76 
How I Became a Cracii Shot, Farrow.. 1 00 
How I Became a Sportsman. 2 40 
Hunting, Shooting and Fishing.   2 60 
Himtmg and Hunters of all Nations, Frost... 1 50 
Hurlinghanu Gun Club Rules. 26 
Instructions in Rifle Firing . 2 00 
Nimrod in the North, Schwatka. 2 50 
Rlhe Practice, Wingate... 1 50 
Rod and Gun in Cafifomia... 1 50 
Shooting. 50 
Shooting, Dougall.   3 00 
Shootmg on the Wing. 75 
Sport. Fox Htinting, Salmon Fishing, etc., W, 

"B. Davenport, Uluatrated. 7 60 
Sport With Gun and Rod, cloth . 10 00 
Sport with Gun and Rod, new, plain edition.. 5 00 

Embossed leather. 16 00 
Sporting Adventures in the Far West. 1 50 
fitm Hunter, Van Dyke. 2 00 
Stephens’ Lynx Huntmg. 1 25 
Stephens’ Fox Hunting. J 25 
Stephens’ Yoimg Moose Hiuntera.  1 60 
The Qqn uuj Its Pevelopamut, Greeeer... $ ® 

BOATING AND YAUHTINGt 

A Canoe Trip, or a Lark on the Water... 30 
Around the World m the Yacht Sunbeam. 8 00 
Boat Racing, Brickwood. 2 50 
Boatmg Trips on New England Rivers - _ 1 26 
Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs, W. P. 
Stephens.     1 60 

Canoe and Camp Cookery, by “Seneca”. 1 00 
Canoe Handling, C. B Vaux.. 1 00 
Canoemg m Kanuckia. l 26 
Canoe and Camera. 150 
Canoe. Voyage of the Paper. Bishop’s. 1 50 
Cruises in Small Yachts ... 2 50 
Corinthian Yachtsman. .... 125 
Donaldson’s Sieam Machinery . 1 50 
Four Months in a Sneakbox, Bishop. 1 50 
Frazar’s Practical Boat Saihng.. 1 00 
Inland Cruise.   60 
Model Yachts and Boats, Grosvenor. 2 00 
Paddle and Portage. 150 
Practical Boat Sailing, Davies. 2 OC 
Practical Boat Building, Neison. l 00 
The America’s Cup, paper, 60c.; cloth.. 1 00 
The Canoe Aurora, by Dr. C. A. NeidS. 1 00 
Vacation Cruising, Rotbriclt . 1 50 
Yacht Architecture. UixouKemp. 16 80 
Yachts and Boat Sailing, Kemp. 10 00 
Yacht Designing. Kerap.,    25 00 
Yachts. Small. C. P. Kunhardt. 7 00 
Yachtsman’s Guide, Patterson.. ., 3 00 

HOR8E. 

American Roadsters and Trotting Horses. 6 00 
Boucher’s Method of Horsemanship. l 00 
Bruce’s Stud Book, 3 vols. 30 00 
Dadd’s American Reformed Horse Book, 8vo. 2 50 
Dadd’s Modem Horse Doctor, 12mo. 1 50 
Dwyer’s Horse Book.. 1 26 
Horses, Famous American Race. 75 
Horses, Famous American 'Trotting. 75 
Horses, Famous, of America. . 1 60 
Jenning’s Horse Training. 1 25 
Manual of the Horse. ^ 
Mayhew’s Horse Doctor. 3 00 
Mayhew’s Horse Management. 3 00 
McClure’s Stable Guide. i 00 
Rarey’s Horse Tamer. 60 
Riding and Driving.   20 
Riding Recollections, WTiyte Melville’s.. 3 00 
Stonehenge, Horse Owner’s Cyclopedia. 3 76 
Stonehenge on the Horse, English edition, 8vo 3 60 
Stonehenge on the Horse, American edition, 

t2mo. 2 00 
The Book of the Horse. 8 00 
The Saddle Horse. l 00 
Veterinary Dictionaiw, Going.. 2 00 
Wallace’s American Stud Book.10 00 
Wallace’s American Trotting Register, 2 vols. 20 00 
Woodruff's Trotting^Horses of America. 8 50 
Yonatt and on the Hora«.... g qo 

KENNEL* 
American Kennel, Burges. 8 00 
Dog, Diseases of, Dalziel... l 00 
Dog. Diseases of. Hill..... 2 00 
Dog Breaking, Floyd. so 
Dog Breakmg, by Holabird. 26 
Dog Breaking, Butchinson. 3 75 
Dog, the Dinks, May hew and Hutchinson. 3 00 
Dog Training vs. Breaking, Hammond. ] 00 
Dogs of Great Britam, -America and other 
Counteles. 2 00 

Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, 16mo. 76 
Dogs, Points for Judging. 6C 
Dogs, Richardson, pa. 30.; doth. 60 
Dogs and Their Ways, Williams. 1 25 
Dogs and the Public . 75 
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment in 

Disease, byAshmont. 2 00 
English Kennel C. 8. Book, Vol. 1. 5 00 
English K. C. 8. Book, Vols. HI. to X., each.. 4 60 
Our Friend the Dog. 3 ofl 
Practical Kennel Guide, Stabton... 1 50 
Setter Dog, the, Laverack. 3 00 
Stonehenge, Dog of British Islands. 7 50 
The Dog, by Idstone. i 25 
Vero Shaw’s Book on the Dog, cloth, $8.00: 

morocco .. 23 50 
Y ouatt on the Dog. 2 60 

MISCELLANEOUSt 
A Naturalist’s Rambles About Home, Abbott. 1 60 
Adventures of a Young Naturalist.. 1 76 
Amateur Photographer. i oO 
Animal Plagues. Fleming. 4 gC 
Antelope and Deer of America. 2 50 
Archer, Modem.     26 
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson.... 1 60 
Atlas of Jersey Coast... 1 50 
Black Hills of Dakota, Ludlow, quarto, cloth, 

Goverameut Report. 2 50 
Common Objects of the Seashore.... 60 
Eastward Ho!. l 25 
Historical and Biographical Atlas of New Jer¬ 

sey Coast. 5 00 
How to Make Photographs. I 00 
Humorous SketcheSjSeymour. 6 00 
Insects Injurious to Vegetation. 8 50 
Keepmg One Cow. 1 oo 
Life and Writings of Frank Forrester, 2 vols., 

per vol. 1 60 
Mammals of NewYork, paper. $4; cloth. 5 00 
Maynaru’s Manual of Taxidermy. 1 25 
Manton’s Taxidermy Without a Teacher. 50 
Natural History Quadruped. 75 
North American Insects . l 50 
Old St. Augustine, Fla., illustrated.  l so 
Packard’s Half-Hours With Insects. 2 50 
Rstol, The.     50 
Photography for Ymatpurs... 60 
Practical Forestry, by Fuller. l 50 
Practical Taxidermy and Home Decoration, 
Batty. 1 50 

Practical Orange Culture.   1 00 
Practical Poultry Keeping. 2 00 
Randall’s Practical Shepherd. 2 OO 
Sportsman’s Qazetter, Hallock. 3 oO 
Sportsman’s Hand Book, Col. Horace Park.., 1 00 
Studies in Animal Life, Lewis.. 1 00 
The Cream of Leicestershire. 3 50 
The Forester, by Brown.. , ... 10 00 
The Northwest Coast of America. 20 00 
The Heart of Europe. 3 75 
The Botanical Atlas, 2 vols. 12 00 
The Zoological Atlas ,2 vols... 10 00 
The Taxidermists’Manual, Brown. 1 00 
Wild Flowers of Switzerland. 16 00 
Wild Woods Life, Farrar.     1 26 
Woodcraft, “Nessmuk”.. 100 
Woods and Lakes c2 .. I 00 
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Setter Puppies for $5. J 
We have a number of setter puppies from 5 to 10 

wks. old, dogs and bitches, of all colors: we will 
close out for $5 each. Dogs of same breed from 6 
mos. to 1 yr. old. $8 each. These setters are of good 
native blood, fair nose and not gunshy, and satis- I! 
faction is guaranteed in every case. 

WM. W. 8ILVEY, 
135 South Eighth street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

K 9 Breaking Kennels. e 

Pointers and setters thoroughly broken for field 
trials or private use. Reference given. W. Q. 
SMITH. Marydel, Md. E 

Rory U’More Kennels. 
For Sale—Thoroughbred red Irish setter stock, 

full pedigreed Address with stamp, 
W. N. CALLENDER, Albany, N. Y. 

For Sale—Hornell Spaniel Puppies. , 

The best in the world; 142 prizes in two years | 
proves it. From 3 to 10 mos. old. N® culls or $5 f 
pups ever sold. 

In the Stud—Black cocker champion HomeU 
Silk. Fee $20. Address J. OTIS FELLOWS, Sec., t 
HomeUsville, N. Y., or G. W. LEAVITT, Pres., 32 1 
Hamilton street, Boston, Mass. 

SETTERS AT $10. 

We have a lot of setters, both dogs and bitches, 
from 6 to 18mos. old, that are fine looking and 
guaranteed not gun shy, and with a fair nose. They 
have no pedigree. We will close them out at $10 
each. They are a wonderful bargain. ASSOCIATED f< 
FANCTERS, 237 South Eighth street, Philadelphia. 

8eptl7,tf " 

l^V/VaOo'ANYKIND? 
If BO. write and name the kind yon want, 

E. MAURER. 464 N. NINTH ST., PHILADA. 

Claire-Reeta Kennels. 
PALMYRA, N. Y. 

Irish and Gordon setters for work as weU as show. ■ 
declT.tf 

TjiOR SALE. - MASTIFF BROOD BITCHES, f 
r’ some in w’heln: also bitch mips, various age.s. * 
enclose stamp. RIVEKVIEW KENNELS, Clinton, . 
Mass. febl8,lf j 

DOGS FOR SAEE. 
Setters, pointers, spaniels, foxhounds, beagles, 

dachshunde. Newfoundlands, German tiger mas- 
rififs. fox-terriers, Scotch terriers, Skye terriers, 
Yorkshire terriers, bull-terriers, bulldogs, pugs, 
French poodles. St. Bernards, mastiffs and black 
and tan terriers. Pups of all the above breeds 
consta-itly on hand. Those desiring to purchase « 
will do well to consult me. WM. W. SILVEY, 135 J 
South Eighth street, Philadelphia, Pa. ' 

VERMOIST FOXHOUNDS. : 
My entire kennel of trained foxhounds for sale, 

consisting of some of the best trained foxhounds in 
1 the State. Start the fox, run him to death or earth. 

For price address 0. H. MOSSMAN. Barton. Vt. 
febl8,3t i 

BEAGLE BREEDERS. 
i Two elegantly bred Engli h beagle bitches, litter ( 

sisters’O King and my Queen, the dam of the cham- 
' pions Bush and Leader, for sale cheap. They are . 

two of t le best brood bitches living and good hunt- 1 
t ers. Also a promisiug young bitch. A. n. 
: KRUEGER, Wrightsville. York Co., Pa. feb25,2t ^ [ 

‘ Tl/rA8TI«>’FS. PUPPIES OUT OF LADY NEVI- 1, 
' iVl son by McMahon (A.K.R. 650;; beautiful fawn 

color, black points; extra fine. fl. L. HOLLIS, 
WeUsviUe, N. Y. J_ani,tf l 

, H/T'rrPEASANT KEVNELS.-OLD AND RE- ( 
■ iVl liable. For sale—A first prize Gordon setter 

dog 2yrs. old. champion Flash and Chloe. One j 
■ English dog, 2 yrs. old, winner of two prizes in New 
- Y’ork. champion Guy Mannering ex Bow Bells. 
1 Please send stamp. C. T. BROWNELL, P. 0. Box 

335. New Bedford, Mass. 

■ YTTM GRAHAM, N EWTOWNHKEHA, BELFAST 
• W Iceland, is prepared to purchase and ship dogs 
’ for importers. Dogs purchased from him had the 

following prizes awarded to them; At New York 
■ and Chicago, 1883, sixteen firsts, nine special, three 

second and one third. At New York, 1884, seven 
firsts, six specials and one third. 

■ i A ELEGANT BEAGLE HOUNDS, 5 MOS. OLD, 
^ lU dogs and bitches, not akin; $7 single; pair $13. 

Box 1.931, West Chester, Pa. decl7.tf 

■ TTIOR SALE.-ITALIAN GREYHOUND PUPS 
J jD from imported .«tock. Also fine Engltsh pugs, 
^ HENRY C. BURDICK, 160 Bridge street Sprtog- 
’ field. Mass. dec24,tf 

■ rpRAINED FOXHOUNDS. THEY ARE COLD 
’ JL nosed strike dogs, start tbe fox, run him to the 
: death. Trained coon dogs. Gray squirrel dogs. 
® Rabbit dogs. One trained ferret. Lm^eared rabbits. 
’ Wyandotte chickens. H. C. GRAFF, Kensington, 
i’ Ohio. dec24,tf 

TTiOR SALE.-GLENDON, an IMPORTED ENG 
T Jb lish mastiff, whelped SepL 22,1883 ; 30m. hiKh) 
, of fine form, with standard markings, of good dis- 
" position: raised in the house, in good health; a 
“ reliable watch. Price and reaso^ for selling on 
1 application to GEO. B. ORLADY, Hunlingdom Pa. 

1T»OR SALE.-HA’VING RECENTLY ADDED 
■ r several fine brood bitches to the Landseer 
S Kennels of Scotch deerhounds and greyhounds re- 
n duced the price of PuPP^eSt Some ch^e grey- 
h hounds now ready to ship. DR. VAN HUMMEHU 
e Denver. Col apI16.tf 

^ 171 OR SALE.-RED IRISH SETTER, PEDIGREE 
JH as follows; Out of Maud, by Dirk; Dirk from 

" Nelli bv champioii Elcbo; Maud from Lulu bv 
R champion Berkley; yrs. old, dark bronze red 
i- good size; two seasons m the trainer’s bands. Price 
S, $36; worth twice the money. Address P. 0. Box 

1016. Hartfo-^d, Conn. feb25.2t 

TT'OR SALE CHEAP,-FOUR VERY Jf-INE, 
r handsome setter dogs; also ‘fara-d belles 

B- Thane (A.K.R. 2923) and Caro. Box 472, Pittsburgh, 

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING. 

EPPS’S COCOA. 
BREAKFAST. 

“By a tborouah knowledere of the natural laws 
which govern the operations of digestion and nutri¬ 
tion, and by a careful application of ttie fine prop¬ 
erties of V ell-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided 
our breakfast tables with a delicately flavored 
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors’ 
bills. It is by the judicious use of such ai'ticles o" 
diet that a constitution may be gradually built up 
until strong enough to resist every tendency to 
d'sease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating 
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak 
point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by keep 
ing ourselves well fortified with pure blood and a 
prcmerly nourished frame.'’—OtwZ Service Gazette. 

Made simply with boiling water or milk, rold 
only in half pound tins by Grocers, labelled thus; 

JAfllUS EJPPS Si CO., flumoeopatlilc Ckem- 
Jstii. I.ondon. Knglitnd. 

Decoys SEND FOR PRICE LIST 

OF THE FINE-.T DECOY 

DUCKS IN THE WORLD. 

H. A. STEVENS, Manufacturer. 

WEEDSPORT. N. Y. 

without a teacber.” 
ItX Any p“rson can play a tune on the Piano or 

Organ in 16 minutes by using Soper’s Instantaneous 
Gui Je. The Guide, with 20 pieces of popular music, 
mailed to any address on receipt of $1 00. No pre¬ 
vious knowledge of music required. Send for testi 
motiials. Heabne &' o . Pub’s. 1164 Broad wav. N.Y. 

tbe 

143 West Fitty-fiith St., New York. 
In the stud for a few select pointer bitches. 
POINTER BR\DFORD, (litter brother to 

champion Keaufurt). Sire—Cliamplou Bow (E. 
7 070), bv champioii Bang, by Davey's l.una Bang, 
by Coham’.s Bang out of Price’s Vesta. Luna, by 
Lord Cole’s Cole out of Evan’s Nell. Dam— 
Beulhh (sister to Kush, A K.H. 857), by Steel’s 
Flake out or Guido’s Ldy. Flake, by Sirachan’s 
Flash out of Schilfelin’s Juno. Guido’s Lily, by 
Lancaster Sam out of Gib-on’s Lilly. Sehiffeliu’s 
Juno, by Lonsdale’s Ponto 1. out of the Duke of 
Westminster’s Juno, by the Earl of Litchfield’s 
Bragg II. out of Brailford’s Juno, by the Earl of 
Litchfield’s Noble I out of Autrobus’s Nell (B. 1,229>. 
(See also A.K.R. 355 and 357 for further tracing). 

BRADFORD is large, strong, well muscled and 
well made, and combines t he best winning bench 
show and field trial blood of England and America. 

STUD FEE. S50. 

PILOT (A.K.R 2547). half brother to champion 
Fiiiz. Breeder, 0. W. Littlejohn, Leesburg, Ya. 
Sire—Scout II, by Scout (R. H Dalaney’s importod 
dog and bitcn) out of risie (Eng.) Dam-Spot 
(dam of champion Fritz', by Col. Dodge’s Don out 
of Grove’s Bep. by Hon. Gus Schley’s imported Piro 
out of Grove’s Juiio, by John (.imported Zess-im¬ 
ported Cameo) out of - ol. Savage’s (Philadelphia) 
Imporied Juno. Eecorci—Fir.-.t, Chicago, 18S4; 
spcci-G with Fritz for best brace. Washington. 1884; 
v.h c.. New York. 1885, al-ov h.c.. Washington, 1884. 

Pilot is a very handsome dog, and beside bis 
Bol-^ndid looks and excellent pedigree is a very fine 
field performer. 

STDD FEE, »60. 

^’“Bitches cared for in the mosl kind and careful 
manner. 

ST. GEORGE BREEDING AND BREAKING 
KENNELS, 143 West Fifiy-fifih st., N. Y. jami8tf 

CHAMPION BRAHMIN. 
Solid Black Cocker Spaniel. 

Winnings; 1st, open class, London. Out., and 
three specials, 188.3; 1st, open class, and two spe¬ 
cials. N. 3. S., Philadelphia, ana ehampiot> prize. 
Montreal. 1884; first, open class, New York, and 
6P> cial for best cocker dog in show, 1885. bearing 
champion Homell Silk; 1st. open class. Philadel¬ 
phia, 1885; champion prize, Philadelphia (fall show), 
1885), b. aiing champion Hornell Si^. in the 
s ud i-ee S2<». ARTHUR E. EENDLE, 2 Wall 
street. New York. 

Wn m MU. 
THE IMMENSE BOUGH-COATED 8T. 

BERNARD CHAMPION 

(A.K.R. 483). 
Orange tawny, perfect blaze and collar, other 

white markings correct: double dew claws. Born 
August. 1832. This celebrated dog stands SS% in. 
full at shoulders, weighs 188 lbs. (Jan. SO. 1886), has 
a grand, massive nead, immense bone, and is per¬ 
fect in disposition. 

“Otlio is conceded to he the best fronted St Ber¬ 
nard in the country.’’—Ame>-fcan, Kennel Register, 
June, 1885. 

“Otho is one of the grandest fronted dogs we 
have ever seen. His head is a study and his fore¬ 
arm we have never seen surpassed. He is also an 
immense upstanding dog. -Forest and Stream, 
Oct. 30. 1884. 

Fee $50. Approved bitches only. Cabinet pho¬ 
tos, 60 cents; cartes Of head. 25 cents. Imported 
stock for sale. THE HOSPICE KENNELS. Im¬ 
porters and Breeders of Thoroughbred St. Ber¬ 
nards, 55 Waverly Place, N\.wark, N. J. 

IN THK ST Ul>. 

THE FIELD TRIAL WINNER 

Grtxss ISondlSLix* 

Imported by tbe late D. C. Sanborn from Mr. 
Llewellin’s s ennel. He is by Dasning Bondhu ex 
Novel. Fee $35. Address 

A. M. TUCKER. 
86 Main street, Charlestown, Mass. 

E.O . GH-COATED St. BERNARD 

BARRY 
(A.K.R. 2160), 

Won 2d prize, New Haven, has a grand typical 
head, color tawov, with correct white markings. 
Fee $25. HENRY MUELLER, Box 69, Clifton, 
Staten Island. N Y. feb4,lmo 

SCOTCH COLLIES 
IN THE STUD. 

CHAMPION REX (A.K R. 149). Fee $20. 
STREPHON (A.K.R. 2730). Fee $80. 
Young dogs and puppies for sale. Can be seen, 

or address JAS LINDSAY, 346 Communipaw ave., 
Jersey City, N.jL 

BRADFORD RUBY. 
(B 13 884) 

Sire, Champion Lovat—Dam, Champion Jenny. 
Champion Pug Dog, whelped May 14,1882; silver 
fawn, with perfect black trace and mask, extra¬ 
ordinary wrinkle and double curled tail, with very 
small, compact body, weighing only 13 pounds. 
Winner of 49 prizes, cups and medals, including 
championship, Crystal Palace, Jan., 18^; let, Cin¬ 
cinnati, 1st and medal, Toronto; 1st and special, 
Philadelpnia (May and Oct.); 1st and special, New 
Yr'rk. 18?6; and the sire of many winners. Fee $26. 
Puppies For Male. CITY VIEW KENNELS, Box 
1.369, New Haven, Conn. 

WHITE HULL TERRIER YOUNG ROYAL 
Prince (A.K.R. 2102). Fee $15 ''And small 

wliite buU-terrier Hector, weight 151bs. Fee $10; 
J W. NEWMAN. 87 Hanover street. Boston, Mass. 

He. CLARK, PITTSFIELD, O. 
• Scotland Kennel. Pedigreed collie pups $6 

each. English ferrets, $5 a pair. decSl.Smos. 

Foxhounds For Sale. 
Twenty-six dogs and bitches, comprising one of 

tbe best, packs in Pennsylvania, a few bitcnes being 
in whelp by champion dogs. Address Box 1684, 
West Chester, Pa, jaa28,tf 

For Sale—Black Setter Dog 
Grandsire. Rory O’More. Has good nose, easily 
handled, most industrious worker and a tender re- 
triev“r. Sold for no fault. Address H. M. WIL -ON, 
12 >outh stieet, Baltimore, Md. febl8,2t 

ELMHUK.S’X KBNNEIS—RORY O’MORE 
setter pups; a partly broken Irish setter snd 

water spaniels for sale cheap. 0. T. PIERCE, 
Riverside. Conn. febl8,2t 

H' breed and dispo-e of nothing but first-class 
_n and uniiroken dogs. Address ELM 
KENNELS, South Norwalk, Conn. 

For sale —English beagle hound 
pups of good working stock and several months 

old. GEO. L. BARNES, Tyringbam, Mass. 

For sale cheap.—two seti’ers, broken. 
Also bltioded pointer suitable for stud. C. M. 

PRAT r, Westbrook, Conn. febll,6t 

Mass. febll,5t 

Rex.—IRISH SETTER (PLUNKETT—NELL), 3 
J rs. ola, perfectly broken, di ops at shot and 

/^HEQUASSET KENNELS.—SI. BERNARDS, 
O smooth and rough-coated, of best strains 
Champion Hermit in the smd, $50. English mig 
Young Toby, sire of m^y^rize vvinners, fee $'20. 
RMne pups on sale. P. i 94, L^caster. Mass. 

Lost.—wiHTE and liver setter 
ears, white tail. $20 reward will be ; 

return to 431 West Seventy-third st.. N. Y. 

I?OR SALE.—RE 
J? Send stamp 
Westbrook, Conn feb25,3t 

F< HANS, Barrylown, N. Y. feb«5,lt 

Pi itnoil. 

NeiJerseyKeiel&FMilTrialCliili 
BENCH SHOW OF DOGS, 
etropolitan Sink, Newark, N. J. 

MAEOH 23, 24 & 25, 1886. 

TRIES CLOSE TUESDAY, MARCH 9. 

Exhibitors desiring to carry dogs by Penn. R. R., 

A. P. TREOENBURGH, Sec’y, 
14 Murray street, N. Y. 

ffistfirii Pa. PflBltry Society 
Will hold their Twelfth Annual 

March 16, 17, 18 and 19. 
Show to close at 6 P. M. on the 19th. 

Lt Grand Central Skating Kink 
Pennsylvania ave. & Sixth st., Pittsburgh, Pa. 

For Premium List address 
febll,4t C. B. ELBEV, Secretary. 

L. F. WHITMAN, Supt. 

THIRD ANNUAL BENCH SHOW OP 

DOGS, 

At Second Keginient Armory, 
March 30 and 31, April t and 2. 1886. 

Entries close Saturday, March 13,1886. 
Entries must be made to 

S. R. HEMINGWAY. Secretary, 
New Haven, Conn. 

Hohannan’s Magic Skin Cine. 
;ive and absolute cure for lUP A ’KTm? 
nicker, cheaper and better JlVijCXli W 

Rosecroft Kennels. 
Birmingham, Conn. 

Puppies by champion Plantagenet (E. 11.300) 

S'f. Bernards 
Several fine dogs and 

For SALE.-CHOICE COCKER PUPS AT KK 
duced prices. Full pedigree and stock guai 

anteed. Correspondence solicited. Address EL 
GENE COHOON, Franklin, Del. Co.. N.Y. Ieb26.< 

for ci 
Ind. feb25,lt 

po 

Bridgeport, Conn. feb25,lc 

£p0 

feb25,lt 

B E3IjT3E3LTJS. 

Imported Laverack setter, thoroughly field broken. 
Has ereac sub^'tance and endurance. Sire or 
imported champion Rockingham, champion show 
English setter of America. 

FEE, #50.00. 

For circulars giving breeding, winnings, wnnines 
of stock sired by him, etc., Address H. F. SCHELL- 
HASS, 6 Brevoort Place, Brooklyn, N. i. 

TO OWNERS OF BEAGLE BITCHES.-^1 OFFER 
the services of my imported English beagle 

Blue Boy. He is small (13 in ) and symmetrical, his 
breeding unsurpassed, guaranteed fh-st-class field 
dog color B., 'W.. and T., plenty of bone and g^s 
handsome pups. Full pedigree. Fee $10. W. H. 
.ASHBUitiySK. 27 North aStb st,, 

po. 

pointers and setters, nicely fie 
LOVELL, Mlddleboro, Mass. feD25,2t 

mens; $35 and $40 each. Address A. M 
Valhalla P. O., Westchester Co., N. Y. 

FOU SAL.E. 

rea.sonable. A idress LA FaYETTE GREY-.—- 
KENr.ELS^HO^Box3i^^LaJFayette^^IoiL^^feb25^ 

For SALE.- COCKER SPANIELS BANJO AND 
Ber ha, whelped Nor. 19. Sire Kiddlewink 

(A.K.R. 09T). dam Gretcben 
kiGNoN KENNJBl-S, Cortlaud, N, Y. feb25,lt 

Address with stamp, 

W. W. Tucker, 

P. O. Box 1338, N. Y. 

30 YOU WANT A DOC-p-eM 
^ kjl w. Mud for Doc Bnjrera’ Ciaidc,! 

^VmDtatning o»Iore<l pUtw,lWOem-1 
,^gr*Tlng» of dUforent broedr,price* 1 
tter are worth, and where to bay 1 

ythem. Al*o CnfoorOograralaUagfl 
WBaott of all kind*. PlreotloD* forfl 

r Doe* and Breeding raRytiw]l 
. _>U^ far Oeatlh 

fanciers 
^ BST & Sth Bmet. PhOad’a. , 

blood of noted dogs, viz.: Champion I^lc^er, 
champion Petrel, champion (Hadstone, Kirby, Pride 
of the Border, Llewellyn’s Pnnce and Laverai^ 
Dash II.. for sale; satisfaction guaranteed. CtlAS. 
yoKS, 9 and ll Granite Blook, Bangor, Me, 

FOREST CITY KENNEES. 

St. Bernards and English Pugs. 
IN THE STUD. 

Champion rough-coated St. Bernard Creeav 
(A.K R. 22); fee $25. English pug Samq fee $10. 
Pups for sale. Address with stamp, Portland, Me^ 

Tie Kelt Sponsniaa’s Mire Co., 
PALMYRA. N. Y., 

Are now prepared to furnish copies of the photp- 
^IpKs tM by Mr. Walker at the Eastern Field 
Trials. Lists and prices on application. 

STK AT FI ELD KENN E LS. 
Dogs of all breeds boarded and conditioned for 

show^. Setters and pointers trained for field trials 
and private use. &st of accommodations and 
tttenSaner Main building 100x14; Sisieen runs 
6x60. With running stream through all. 

T~>r-Bg:ga ip‘ox* 
All communications should be addre^ed to ,^S. 

SEELEY. Lock Box 1887, Bridgeport, Conn. Best 
of references. 

Fir SAl.tC, A NUMBEil OF WEIA. UKM) AND 
well broken pointers and setters, . alM do« 

boarded and brokmjSa^^pn ^ 



Forest and Stream. 
A Weekly Journal of the Rod and Gun. 

Terms, $4 a Year. 10 Cts. a Copt. 
Six Months, $2. ) NEW YORK, MARCH 4, 1886. j VOL. XXVI.-No. 6. 

I Nos. 39 & 40 Park Row, New York. 

OOBRESPOKDENGB. 
The Forest and Stream is the recog^iized medimn of entertain¬ 

ment, instruction and information between American sportsmen. 

Communications upon the subjects to which its pages are devoted are 

respectfully invited. Anonymous communications will not be re¬ 

garded. No name will be published except with writer’s consent. 

The Editors are not responsible for the views of correspondents. 

AJ) VERTISEMENIS. 
Only advertisements of an approved character Inserted. Inside 

pages, nonpareil type, 25 cents per line. Special rates for three, six 

and twelve months. Reading notices $1.00 per line. Eight words 

to the line, twelve lines to one inch. Advertisements should be sent 

in by the Saturday previous to issue in which they are to be inserted. 

Transient advertisements must invariably be accompanied by the 
money or they will not be inserted. 

auBsoRiPTiom 
May begin at any time. Subscription price, g4 per year ; 52 for six 

months; to a club of three annual subscribers, three copies for $10; 

five copies for $16. Remit by express money-order, registered letter, 

money-order, or draft, payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing 

Company. The paper may be obtained of newsdealers throughout 

the United States, Canadas and Great Britain. For sale by Davies 

& Co., No. 1 Finch Lane, Comhill. London. General subscription 

agents for Great Britain, Messrs. Davies & Co., and Messrs. Samp¬ 

son Low, Marston, Searles and Rivington, 188 Fleet street. London, 

Eng. Foreign subscription price, $5 per year; $2..50 for six months. 

Address all communications. 
Forest and Stream PubLishlng Co. 

Nos. 39 AND 40 Park Bow. New York Citt. 
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THE NEWARK PANIC. 

scare is over. After having been nursed along for 

many weeks by ignorant medical men and fostered by 

newspapers eager for a sensation, the bottom has finally 

dropped out, and the senseless, inexcusable folly of the craze 

stands confessed. The seven dogs-- bitten by the original 

Newark mad dog, and since that time kept in confinement, 

have shown no signs of disease, and are at last to be released 

from theii imprisonment. The veterinary on whose respon¬ 

sibility the original dog was pronounced rabid, and who 

gravely announced that one of the bitten animals would 

become mad within twenty-four hours because, forsooth, it 

would not drink water at bis bidding—this veterinary has 

acknowledged that these dogs are healthy. 

During the prevalence of the New Jersey insanity we 

declined to refer to it further than to deprecate it, and to 

state that it was merely a panic without any foundation 

whatever. Now that this panic is over, and that those who 

originated it have acknowledged it to be without foundation, 

we speak of it only to condemn those who are responsible 

for having created it. 

The outrageous story of this mad dog scare is well known, 

but all the harm done by it can never be told. The accounts 

of streets filled with mad dogs, and o£ police practicing at 

them with revolvers, while the bullets were flying through the 

air were positively terrifying to women and children. The 

little ones dared not venture out of doors; they were afraid 

to go to school; their parents endured agonies of anxiety. 

Nervous women and girls suffered untold tortures from 

fright. 

Of the brutalities enacted under the influence of this in¬ 

sane terror, set on foot by wickedly foolish men for their 

own base advantage it is needless' to speak. The tales of 

horror that have come to us from Newark and Jersey City 

within the last two or three months have been enough to ex¬ 

cite the indignation of tlie mo^t cold-hearted of men. 

The responsibility for originating this mad dog craze lies 

with two or three feather-brained medical men of New Jer¬ 

sey, and the New York Herald promptly took the matter up 

and worked the sensation as long as there was anything in 

it. On these men and on this journal must rest the onus of 

the great wrong done to the community at large and to the 

brute creation, a wrong which cannot be too severely con¬ 

demned. 

There is not, nor has there been, during the whole course 

of the craze, one particle of evidence published to show that 

any one of the New Jersey dogs was rabid, and yet these 

doctors and this newspaper, to advertise themselves, to in¬ 

crease their business, to bring to their pockets a few more 

dollars, to get themselves talked about, did not hesitate to 

frighten almost out of their wits—perhaps in some cases to 

frighten literally to death—human beings, and to cause hun¬ 

dreds of dogs to he put to a torture which was wholly with¬ 

out justification. 

The Newark dog scare had its origin in the grossest ignor¬ 

ance and in a great journal’s avidity for sensationalism, for¬ 

getful of its plain duty to the community. Such ignorance 

and such carelessness are wholly without excuse. 

TROUT LAWS OF NEW YORK. 

AST April a law was suddenly passed by the Legislature 

of New York which closed the season after it had 

been legally opened on April first. The law for years had 

permitted trout fishing throughout the State on that day; 

and while many anglers were on the streams, suddenly and 

without warning, the new bill passed about April 15 and 

became a law, forbidding the capture of trout until May 1 

in any portion of the State except the counties of Queens 

and Suffolk. We referred to this in our issues of April 23 

and May 7, 1885, and showed the injustice of the measure. 

The argument that anglers who had gone forth in the belief 

that they could legally capture trout in April is not applica¬ 

ble now, but the other objections still remain. 

The two counties which are excepted form the eastern end 

of Long Island, are, with the streams of Sullivan and Ulster 

counties, the favorite resorts of anglers from the city. The 

trout rise to the fly freely in these waters in April, and have 

entirely done with, the work of depositing their eggs. The 

fish are ready for the opening season, and the anglers are 

anxious for it, and only the law keeps them from obeying 

their instincts and coming together. Yet the city anglers— 

and most of the men who fish Long Island streams are from 

the city—members of clubs or not, can go down and capture 

trout to the extent of their ability, hut dare not take a fish 

across the East River to their homes. To the clause forbid¬ 

ding fishing for trout through the ice there can be no objec¬ 

tion from men who capture them fairly in open water, nor 

should this class of anglers object to that part, of the new law 

which forbids the capture or sale of trout which measure 

less than six inches in length; but the opening season, as 

now fixed, is at least one month too late for some parts of 

the State, especially the southeastern portion. 

There is no doubt whatever that the first of May is soon 

enough to open the trout season in the Adirondack region, 

where the ice often remains on some of the lakes until the 

middle of that month; but under these very different condi¬ 

tions of climate it seems absurd to make a law which shall 

place the whole of the State under a restriction which is 

only proper to that elevated mountain region where winter 

reigns supreme until about the first of May or later. We 

have no doubt that the new law would have covered Long 

Maud also but for the fact that Senator Otis was chairman 

of the Committee of Fish and Game last year, and tacked on 

a clause exempting Queens and Suffolk counties from the 

operations of all bills of a general nature. He did so when 

the bill forbidding the hounding of deer came up, and a law 

was passed forbidding the chase of deer by hounds in all 

parts of the Slate except on Long Island, where, of all places, 

the few deer that are left should be rigidly protected. 

If the trout law could be amended so as to allow trout fish¬ 

ing on April 1 south of the Mohawk River from Utica east, 

and from thence south of the New York Central Railroad, or 

other near boundary, and prohibiting it until May 1 north 

of that line, it would no doubt cover what the framers of the 

last law desired, the prevention of all ice fishing and the pro¬ 

tection of trout until nature opened the season in the Adi- 

rondacks. Or, if it should be thought that this line is too 

far north, let it he brought down to the forty-second parallel, 

which would leave the counties of Suffolk, Queens, Rich¬ 

mond, Kings, New York, Westchester, Putnam, Dutchess, 

Rockland, Orange, Sullivan, and parts of Delaware and Ul. 

ster below it, and in which fishing for trout could begin on 

the first of April. By a glance at the map it will be seen 

that this line forms the southern boundary of the State west 

of Delaware county and separates New Y'ork from Pennsyl¬ 

vania. Either of these lines would satisfy most of the 

anglers who live below the last one named, and would not 

interfere with trout protection in the northern part of the 

State, 

G HIDES. 

UNDER this general term may be found grouped a most 

heterogenous lot of mankind from the simple boatman 

on Greenwood Lake, who aspires to the name, to the thor¬ 

ough woodsman who can take a tourist many days’ journey 

through a dense wilderness and bring him safely to his des¬ 

tination. The perfect guide is one who to a perfect acquain¬ 

tance with his region has a familiarity with all those forest 

signs, camping, cookery, and the generalities of all that 

varied knowledge which we sum up in the term “wood¬ 

craft.” Added to this he is sober, truthful, active, strong 

and self-reliant. Possessed of these qualities he is naturally 

quiet, willing, respectful and companionable. Such men 

are by no means rare, hut in the host who style themselves 

“guides” there are many who fall far short of many of these 

qualifications; yet they pass themselves off on strangers as 

first-class men, and demand wages as such. The Adiron 

dack region has plenty of both classes; the first being, as a 

rule, the “independent” guides, as they call themselves, and 

the latter are more frequently found attached to some fash¬ 

ionable hotel, their knowledge being mainly confined to one 

lake and the management of a boat. 

Some years ago one of these self-styled guides betrayed his 

trust and committed a crime which cost him his life, and 

when the newspapers spoke of him as an Adirondack guide 

the well-known and respectable guides about Long Lake de¬ 

nied that he had any claim to the title; that he was a saw¬ 

mill hand who had gone in and taken up the profession 

without any special knowledge of the woods, merely know¬ 

ing how to row a boat and where a few of the carries in his 

immediate vicinity were to be found. The affair cast dis¬ 

credit on many good men whose reputation is their capital, 

and such men should protect themselves from the possible 

recurrence of such a thing in future by having some sort of 

an organization from which any who are proved to be guilty 

of dishonorable practices should be expelled. This would 

tend to their advantage in many ways. We personally know 

of Adirondack guides to whom a man inight leave uncounted 

gold, his family and all that he values, and trust them logo 

through the woods for weeks without fear for their safety, 

and these men owe it to themselves to see that all “scala¬ 

wags” are’ kept from classing themselves with them by as- 

suming the name of “guide.” 

While it is true that the guides are as a rule trustworthy, 

they are not all expert, first-class woodsmen, and perhaps the 

average tourist or sportsman does not require this qualifica¬ 

tion. Nothing is more common than to hear some third-rate 

guide cracked up by one whom he has served once or twice 

but who knows nothing of the woods himself. To the green 

sportsman, the little knowledge of woodcraft which his 

guide has seems a perfect marvel of wood lore, because it 

happens to exceed his own stock of forest wisdom, and he not 

only marvels at it, bat his “guide” becomes a hero whose 

praises he is disposed to sing on every possible occasion, little 

dreaming that if once off the carry, or the beaten track, his 

famous “Natty Bumpo” would be lost. 

Short Lobsters.—Mr. F. R. Shattuck, who is the treas¬ 

urer of the Massachusetts Fish and Game Protective Associ¬ 

ation, and also a deputy fish commissioner, has been giving 

his attention to the detecting and punishing of lobster fisher¬ 

men who deal in “short” lobsters, that is those which are 

under the size prescribed by law, ten and a half inches exclus¬ 

ive of claws and feelers. Mr. Shattuck’s vigilance and ac¬ 

tivity in the important public work are crowned with success, 

and he is doiug much to correct this great abuse. It is a 

curious hut not at all unusual commentary on the short¬ 

sighted spirit of the fishermen that they would, if not 

checked by the public-spirited intervention of gentlemen 

like Mr. Shattuck, actually bring to a speedy end their own 

occupation by marketing baby lobsters and once and for all 

destroying the stock. 

The Deer Hoonding Bill.—The Assembly passed the 

Deer Hounding Bill by a vote of 93 to 23. We hope that for 

its own credit the Senate may refuse to concur in approving 

the hill. The Assembly plainly ignored the merits of the 

question. If the Senate follows suit, we have much mis¬ 

taken the spirit of its members. Elsewhere we print Mr. 

Hadley’s speech in the Assembly. His whole argument is 

based on statements which liave absolutely no foundation in 

fact; they are, on the contrary, so absurd that the Assem¬ 

bly might justly have resented being called upon to listen to 

them at all. 
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TO TEE WALLED-IN LAKES, 
xm.—“plenty horses stolen.” 

T^HERE were signs that the party’s bad luck would cause 

its disruption. All the morning Yellowflsh, Achilles- 

like, sulked in his tent, and a little after noon he saddled his 

horse, forded the river, and disappeared over the bluffs on 

his way to the agency. 

We spent the morning on the water fishing for lake trout, 

of which we caught fifty or sixty pounds’ weight. In the 

afternoon we rode out north across Swift Current to get a 

nearer view of Chief Mountain. It is a grand needle of rock, 

standing far out upon the prairie, away from its fellows. 

Its connection with the range is by a narrow, knife-edge 

mountain, which runs back from it to the main chain; but 

the crest of this ridge is so far below the mountain itself 

that, at a distance, it seems but little above the prairie. I 

made a rough sketch of its profile as seen from, the southeast 

at a distance of about ten miles. The mountain at this dis¬ 

tance is dwarfed by the extent of country seen to the east 

and west of it. No picture of Chief Mountain that I have 

seen shows this view of it, which is far more impressive 

than one from the north. This rough outline is seen below. 

left, and by closely looking in the same direction, I made 

out two indistinct dark shapes, close under the shadow of 

the willows. As I rode toward them, a low whinny told me 

that I had found the missing horses, and after riding close 

enough to them to recognize them I left them quietly feed¬ 

ing and went on to camp. I had been gone just twenty 
minutes. 

The next day we said farewell to theWalled-in-Lakes, and 

leaving Dick King, the sole white inhabitant of the beautiful 

valley, set out across the river and up the steep bluffs. 

Light though the wagon was, the pull up the long steep hill 

was a hard one, and it was afternoon before the last rise had 

been surmounted, and the team trotted on over the level 

prairie which forms the divide between the waters flowing 

into the Arctic Ocean and those which empty into the Gulf 

of Mexico. Soon after crossing the river, we met three half- 

breeds driving a pack pony, one of whom stopped to talk 

with me. He said that he and his comrades were hunting 

for some horses thought to have been stolen by the Piegans, 

and inquired the way to the agency. He said they had 

avoided the wagon road from St. McLeod, because they were 

afraid that the police at the boundary might make them 

1. Level of the prairie. 2. Crest of knife-edge mountain nmulng back to the Range. 

For an hour or two we sat on the hills admiring the 

majesty of this Western Matterhorn. Its sides seem verti¬ 

cal—sometimes even overhanging—and utterly impracticable 

from the south and east. If there be a way to its summit, 

as the Kootenays say there is, it must be on the northwest. 

At all events, to give the mountain a trial would require no 

little time and labor. 
On returning to the camp we turned out the horses, and 

after dinner I did some fishing in the river for trout. I 

caught a few, and some very good ones, but nothing above 

two pounds and a half, although they are said to run up to 

five pounds and over. In dressing these fish later we found 

that their food consists very largely of meadow mice 

{Arvioola). From one fish we took five of these, and from a 

trout weighing three and one-half pounds, which became en¬ 

tangled in the whitefish net, we took no less than eight of 

these mice. The discovery of this diet greatly disgusted 

Appekunny, who foreswore trout from that time, and spoke 

of them thereafter in most indignant and contemptuous 

terms. 
This was to be our last night on the lakes, and it was 

marked by an incident which, for a short time, caused us 

some little uneasiness. I had been ferried across the river 

and left there to fish, and before I had been at it very long, 

some one called across that two of the horses had disap¬ 

peared and could not be found. I shouted back that they 

were no doubt feeding somewhere in the brush, and went 

on with my fishing without giving the matter much thought. 

As the sun set I went back to a point opposite camp and 

asked if the horses had been found. Appekunny replied that 

he and King had hunted everywhere but could not find them, 

and that they had probably been stolen. Here was a pretty 

mess. Jerry was in sight, and the missing animals were 

those of the men who had been looking for them. I called 

to Appekunny to set me across the river, and when he had 

done so, I jumped on Jerry and set out to look for the miss¬ 

ing beasts myself. By this time it was quite dark, but the 

great full moon which had just climbed up over the eastern 

hills, cast over the plains a flood of white light which, while 

it made objects near at hand distinctly visible, threw over those 

more distant a curious veil of magic, which made them seem 

strange, unfamiliar and different from what they were. I 

first made a circuit of the open plain, where, however, I did 

not expect to find the animals, as, if they had been there, 

they would have been discovered by those who had looked 

for them before it had become dark. Several times, think¬ 

ing I had found them, I rode up to little clumps of brush, 

which, in tlie mysterious moonlight, took strange shapes, 

and sometimes seemed even to move. Next 1 passed through 

the brush on the edge of the hills, and then turning back to 

camp made a systematic search among the willows where I 

knew the horses were accustomed to feed. It gives one a 

curious feeling to ride through the woods or the brush in the 

moonlight. In the open spots it is so bright, and in the thick 

places so utterly dark. The straggling moonbeams which 

penetrate the foliage and lie on the ground before you pro 

duce many curious effects, and you imagine that you see 

bogs and ditches and little streams of water, and all sorts of 

impediments to your further progress. In riding about, I 

depended much more on my horse’s than on my own senses, 

and beyond keeping him in the general direction I wished to 

follow, interfered with him very little. I knew, too, that if 

we passed near the horses, he would discover them long be¬ 

fore I could, and so I watched him for a sign that he saw 

something. I had got within a couple of hundred yards of 

camp when I saw Jerry’s ears prick and his head turn to the 

trouble. I did not understand at the time what he mean t, 

but when we reached the agency it was explained to me. It 

appears that these men were refugees from the half-breed 

rebellion, and as they did not know how the feeling was on 

this side of the line, they were traveling quietly and striving 

to avoid observation. 

We jogged along briskly until nearly dark, I riding ahead 

to select a road and Appekunny following with the team. 

Twice we stopped, once to collect some wood for the camp¬ 

fire—it will be remembered that there is no wood on Milk 

River—and again to pull the wagon out of a ditch in which 

it had become fast, and just before dark made camp on a 

bluff on the river, about five miles above the red cliff under 

which we had camped on our outward journey. Late in 

the afternoon 1 had killed one of two sharp-tailed grouse that 

had shown themselves above the grass, and at dusk, while 

we were unharnessing, three mallards alighted in the pool 

at our feet, and Appekunny very cleverly brought one of 

them to hag, so our supper and breakfast were provided. 

How the wind blew'that night! It was a difficult matter 

to put the tent up in the face of the gale, and after it was 

up, I changed the position of one of the corner pins, so that 

the strain on the ropes might be more evenly distributed. 

Then came the work of cooking supper and the feeding of 

the horses. The team horses and Appekunny’s riding ani¬ 

mal were hobbled and turned loose, but I thought it belter 

to picket Jerry out, for it is often a convenient thing to have 

at least one horse where you know you can put your hand 

on him if you want him in a hurry. We were on the road 

home, and it was quite possible that the animals might take 

it into their heads during the night to strike out for Cut 

Bank, or to wander back to the Lakes, or, if they did neither 

of these things, to stray off into the hills, or up or down 

the creek, and should any one of these things happen, we 

would want a horse to ride when looking for them. So, 

using the end of an old lodge pole for a picket pin, Jerry 

was staked out not far from the wagon, where the grass was 

thick and good, and then we went into the tent for supper. 

During the night the wind blew furiously, and some time 

before day a loud crash aroused us from our slumbers. The 

tent had blown down, and the noise was made by the stove 

pipe rattling against the stove. Luckily the fire had gone 

out, and the stove was cold, so we did not bother to raise 

the tent, but slept under it until gray dawn. 
When we turned out, the only horse in siglit was old Jerry, 

who was gazing anxiously down the valley, as if looking 

after his companions which had gone that way. My heart 

misgave me a little, for I thought it quite possible that the 

stock had gone into Cut Bank, and if they had, this meant a 

long, solitary ride for me to get them and bring them back. 

Appekunny hinted at horse thieves, but I gave it as my 

opinion that no well regulated horse thieves would have 

driven off three horses and left the fourth. While my com¬ 

panion started his preparations for breakfast, I saddled Jerry 

and rode off to look for the horses. A ride of a mile or two 

down the valley revealed no fresh tracks, and I rode up to 

the top of a high hill, from which I could see ten miles down 

the stream. Nothing was to be seen. Then turning north, 

I rode through the hills back of camp, and at length, from 

the top of a bluff far higher than any of its fellows, I espied 

the truants in a little coulee less than a mile back of the 

tent. Going down to them I freed them from their hobbles 

and drove the horses to camp, where they were soon caught 

and tied up. We started about 7:30, and had a long, quiet, 

uneventful day. A few miles before reaching Cut Bank we 

came to a little creek, already mentioned, in which were a 

great many ducks. Here Appekunny left his team in my 

charge, and had some very pretty shooting, killing in a short 

time a dozen or fifteen teal, shovellers and mallards. On the 

divide between this stream and Cut Bank I saw three ante¬ 

lope, almost, if not quite, the first that I had observed during 

the trip. They were very wild, and at once loped off out of 
sight. 

When we reached Cut Bank, we found it for the time 

quite a busy place. Mr. Kipp, Major Allen, the Doctor, 

Mr. McGonigle, and two or three others had come out from 

the agency to have a day’s fishing, and were just going back. 

The latest news from the States was given us, and pretty 

soon the teams drove off, while we made ourselves comfort¬ 
able in John’s cabin. 

The next morning, after fruitlessly fishing for an hour or 

two, we started for the agency. While still some distance 

north of Two Medicine Lodge Creek, we noticed several 

single Indians, riding about over the prairie as if looking for 

a trail. At length one of them (Many Tail Feathers) rode 

near enough to us so that Appekunny made to him the sign 

of interrogation, what is it? or what is the matter? To this 

the Indian replied by partly extending his arms with the hands 

opened and the fingers spread and partly curved, then mov¬ 

ing his hands and arms down bringing them near together 

at the end of the motion, and then suddenly raising them 

nearly to his breast, as if making the motion of scooping up 

a great deal of something in his hands. This signified 

“plenty” or “many.” Then he held his left hand in front of him , 

the thumb upward, the outstretched but closed fingers point¬ 

ing away from him, and placed the first and second finger 

of his right hand astride the forefinger of the left. This 

is the sign for “horse” or “horseman.” Then he brought both 

closed hands together in front and a little to the left of his 

breast, and suddenly drew them apart with a quick motion, 

moving the left hand but little, but seeming to pull violently 

with the right. This sign meant “stolen.” His reply therefore 
was “Many horses stolen.” 

Presently the Indian came up so that we could converse 

with him, and told us that during the night some Indiana 

had run off 150 to 200 head of horses from the camp. Lone 

Person, who was a great friend of Appekunny’s, and the 

richest Indian in the tribe, had lost 100 head. All the Pie¬ 

gans who had any horses left were now out looking for the 

trail, so as to pursue the thieves. He asked for a piece of 

tobacco which I gave him, and then rode off. A little 

later as we were descending the bluffs into the bottom of 

Two Medicine, we saw about twenty-five Indians, riding in 

a body on the crest of the ridge on the other side of the 

valley, and inferred that they had found the trail. Just 

after crossing Two Medicine, we met Lone Man, who looked 

very unhappy, and much as if he wanted to cry, as indeed 

there is no reason to doiibt he did, poor fellow. He tried to 

borrow a rifie for one of his party, but we had none that we 

could lend him, and he rode off again on his foaming horse. 

On reaching the agency, we learned that the thieves had 

been very bold, coming up to the very gate of the stockade, 

and taking two horses tied there. Opinions were divided as 

to the tribe to which the robbers belonged. Some thought 

they were Assinaboines, and other Gros Venties, but the 

majority believed that they were Crows. The opinion was 

freely expressed that they would not be overtaken. They 

had twelve hours start and had all the best horses in the 

camp and a never ending series of remounts. Besides, if the 

Piegans should catch them, it was thought very doubtful 

that they could recapture their property, for the Crows are 

well armed, while the Blackfeet are not, many of the latter 

still being without guns. It was thought that the chase 

would be fruitless, and that if the Piegans got their horses 

back at all, it would be by starting off quietly on foot, and 

stealing them again. 
That night we spread our blanket’s in the trader’s store and 

enjoyed the kind hospitality of Mr. Joseph Kipp, while with 

Mr. McGonigle—a friend of many years’ standing—I talked 

over the days and the men of early times. Yo. 

§port8nim §attri^t. 
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SILVER FIELDS. 

After many downfalls of snow by night and day, some 
fluttering down and silently alighting like immense 

flocks of fairy birds; others as silently, like the continuous 
falling of a gray veil, shutting one in from all the world 
lying further away than his nearest outbuildings, and yet 
others blown by howling winds in long slants to the earth 
and whirled and tossed along the fields, blurring their surface 
in a frozen crust; everything of lesser height and sheer 
uprightness than buildings and trees is buried in th^i univer¬ 
sal whiteness. 

Then comes a day when the wind quits buffeting the snow 
from this side and that and stands still, debating which way 
it shall blow next, while the sun burns into the cold blue 
sky’s eastern rim, runs its Short course over the dazzfing 
northern fields, and burns its way out behind the glorffied 
western mountains. When the sun is highest the air bites 
cheeks and noses and fingers with a sharp chiU, and one feels 
its teeth gnawing his toes through his boots if he does not 
bestir them. At nightfall the smoke of the chimneys leans 
toward the North Star and by the next morning the wind 
comes roaring up from the south, armed with swords and 
spears of cold that no armor of wool or fur can ward off, and 
from every vantage ground of ridge and drift stream the 
white banners of snow. Then clouds come drifting across 
the sky, first a few, then so many that they get into a jam 
against some star or mountain somewhere to the northward. 
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and in a few hours all the blue is closfged with a dull graj' 
mass. As the later coming legions of the wind arrive, the 
temper of their weapons is softened and their keen edge 
blunted. The snow loses its crispness and takes the imprint 
of a foot like wax. We have a midwinter thaw, the tradi¬ 
tional January thaw a little belated; and presently it begins 
to rain pellets of lead out of the leaden sky, rain that h^ 
none of the pleasant sounds of summer showers. There is 
no merry patter on the snow-covered roof, no_ lively clatter 
on intercepting green leaves nor splash of dimpled pools; 
only windows and wmather-boards resound to its sullen beat. 
When, after some hours of rainfall, the snow has become 
softened down to the earth, so that when one walks in it _bis 
tracks show a .gray, compacted slush at the bottom, the wind 
lulls and veers to the northward and patches of blue are, 
opened in the world’s low, opaque roof, windows through 
which the sun shines upon some fields and mountain 
peaks, making them whiter than the whiteness of snow. 
The air grows colder, coming out of the north; but if 
the advance of Boreas is slow and cautious, and he sends 
much before bira his light-armed skirmishers, the snow is 
frozen so gradually that it turns to a crumbly, loose mass, 
with a thin, treacherous surface, where nothing much heavier 
than a fox, if not as broadly shod as with snowshoes, rnay go 
without vexatious and most tiresome labor. But if the 
change of temperature is sharp and sudden enough to freeze 
the water held in the snow before it has time to leech down 
to the earth, we are given a crust so firm that it is a delight 
to coasters and all walkers and runners on the snow. 

It is now no toil but a pleasure to go across lots. “The 
longest way round” is not now “the shortest way home.” 
The fields give better footing than the highways. The side 
of the highways is pleasanter to the feet than the two grooves 
the horses and sleighs have worn in its center in all their two 
months’ going and coming. There is a silver stile along 
every rod of every fence, and you may walk anywhere over 
the buried gray wall or rail fence at your ordinary pace, and 
sit down to rest on the top of the stakes where last July, 
when the daisies were blowing, the bobolink sang, higher 
than you could reach. Can it be that summer ever blos¬ 
somed here in these frozen fields? How long ago it seems; 
and yet we are not much older! 

How when the full moon comes pulsing up behind the 
evergreen-crested hill, with the black silhouette of a pine 
slowly sliding down its yellow disk, trunk, dry limb and 
bristling branch clear cut against it, and slowly drawing 
toward it the long blue shadows, it is no time to bide within 
doors. In every cold night of the year that gives many such to 
us Northern folk we may have fireside and lamplight at some 
price, but not for love nor money many times in a winter 
such a night as this, such warmth out of snow and frost, 
such celestial light shed on silver-paved fields. Let us set 
our faces toward the moon and trail our shadows behind us 
till we lose them among the shadows of the pines and hem¬ 
locks of the hill, the mountain of our neighborhood. 

What solid and appetizing food is this firm crust for our 
feet! How they devour the way with crunching bites, re¬ 
minding our teeth of the loaf sugar of youtnful days when 
the snowy cones, swathed in the purple paper that our 
mothers used for the concoction of dyestuff, tempted us to 
theft. What better wine than this still, sharp air! 

The even, smooth surface of the snow has been preserved; 
it is not pitted, nor in places cut into fleecy texture as the 
sun and wind of March carves it sometimes. The dark blue 
shadows of the tree trunks lie clear edged upon it, not jagged 
and toothed as when they fall on grass ground. Every 
branch’s shadow lies blue-veined upon it, every mesh of 
twigs is netted more distinctly there than the substance is 
against the sky, the torn bird’s nest and every wind-forgotten 
leaf are revealed on the white surface. 

A winged phantom startles us gliding across the silver 
fleld jusrbefcre us, as swift in its flight but not more noise¬ 
less than the great owl it attends. Owl and shadow dissolve 
in the distant blue and white, and presently, when thisspirit 
of the night has regained his woodland haunt, his hollow, 
storm-foreboding hoot is heard resounding through the dark 
aisles of the forest. 

All sounds are at one with the hour and season. The snow 
crust cracks in long but almost imperceptible fissures, the ice 
settles to the falling level of the brooks and ponds with a 
sudden resonant crash, the frozen trees snap like the ineffec¬ 
tual primers of an ambushed foe. AO are winter’s voices, 
as ancient as hoary winter’s self, and that only emphasize 
the silence out of which they break. The jingle of the 
sleigh bells along a distant road, the crunching of our foot¬ 
steps, and their sharp, short echoes, are the only sounds that 
betoken any human presence in all the wide glittering ex¬ 
panse, with its blotches of woodland and dots of sleeping 
farmsteads. 

But we are not the first explorers here even this winter. 
A fox has left the record of his wanderings, exaggerated like 
many another traveler’s accounts of himself writ on a more 
enduring page than this, for if you will believe this fellow’s 
tracks made before the thaw, he was as big as a wolf, and 
formidable enough to raise a hue and cry in the township 
against him. The hare might be frightened to see the print 
of his own pads, now grown as big as the tracks of his enemy, 
the lynx. A skunk was warmed up into such activity as his 
short legs could compass and made his mark in the soft snow, 
unmistakable, though almost big enough for the track of the 
mephitic monster of the Wabanakee legend; the rows of four 
footmarks printed diagonally athwart his course when he 
cantered abroad from his burrow are none but his, whereto 
is added proof of his sometime presence in a spicy waft of 
the air. The regular parallel dots of the weasel’s track make 
a great show where he came to the surface above his regular 
runway along the buried fence. He and the fox, though un¬ 
seen, are as wide awake this cold night as ever, but they and 
all later travelers are modester now, and set down naught of 
their journeys. 

Can it be that there were giants here so lately as a month 
ago when the woodchopper went this way to his work! Here 
are his monstrous footprints, albeit the stride is short, and 
there he set his huge axe, before which the trees should have 
gone down hke mullein stalks, and there he set his cauldron 
of a dinner pall while he lighted his pipe. How could so 
small a blaze as that little burned out match afforded ever 
have fired his furnace of a pipe! Yet from these dropped 
fragments of home-giown tobacco, I conclude that our giant 
was only an ordinary little Frenchman whose feet caught the 
trick of his tongue. 

The packed snow resisted the thaw more than that which 
lay as it fell, so that beaten paths that were sunk below the 
surface are raised causeways now, a narrow slippery foot¬ 
ing that no one tries with all this wide pavement to choose 
from. 

Now if we might have the luck to see a fox, how well his 

furry form, clad for such weather, so agile, noiseless and 
wild, would fit the scene, and we ought to see one, for this 
little basin, rimmed with the rough hills on the east side and 
on the others with low ridges, is a favorite spot with foxes, 
a trysting place at this love-making season and a hunting 
ground in spring, summer and fall, when the tall wild grass 
harbors many fleld mice. Moreover, reynard often gets a 
free lunch here, for hardly a year goes by that to save the 
trouble of burial, a dead horse or cow is not hauled to this out- 
of the way spot where foxes, skunks and crows find cheap 
and speedy sepulture for everything but the bones. It was 
undoubtedly the bed of a little pond two or three hundred 
years ago and the home of beavers or in some such way of 
account to the Indians, for on the southwest bank are to be 
found plenty of flint chips of the old arrow makers. Only 
a little brook trickles through it now, complaining with a 
faint muffled whimper under its concave glare of shell ice, 
of its diminished strength and babbling in a feeble voice of 
the days when it brawled bravely over the stones into the 
pond all the drouthiest summer through and tumbled down 
the rocks below it with incessant clatter. 

But hush! Stand stock still, breathe softly and whisper no 
louder, for there, just out of the shadows of the hill, sits a 
fox bolt upright and alert. A stump? Nonsense! No wood 
nor stone untouched by the hand of the eunningest carver 
ever had such lifelike form, such expression of alertness. 
Why you can see, if your eyes are sharp enough, the slight 
motion of hi.s ears as he pricks them toward us, as his nose 
points, for he has seen or heard, not smelled, us; for the 
light breeze sets from him to us, and, I fancy, touches our 
nostrils with a faint waft of his pungent odor. You can see 
the curve of his back, his fluffy brush lying along the snow— 
almost make out the white tip of it. The ruddiness of his 
coat almost shows, but moonlight is a poor revealer of color; 
the pines are not green, as we know they are, but black, and 
everything is black or blue, or gray or white. Now he moves 
his head a little. He is growing more and more suspicious 
and presently will vanish like a swift shadow in the shadow 
of the woods. Shall we send him off with a shout or try 
how near he will let us come? Then step carefully and 
slowly. How steadfast he stands, though we have lessened 
by half the distance that lay between us when we first saw 
him. He must have an appointment here with the most be¬ 
witching vixen in all fox society, and will not budge till he 
must. How does the wise scamp know that our guns are at 
home? Or has he not heard or seen us yet, all his looking 
and listening being for the coming of his mistress? Has love 
made him blind and deaf to all enemies but the maiden of 
his heart? Try with a mouse squeak if he cannot be moved 
by an appeal to his stomach. Stock still yeti Confound bis 
impudence or his unvulpine stupidity. Salute him with a 
yell that shall make the moonlit night more hideous to him 
than the glare of noon with a hundred hounds baying behind 
him. The shadowy hill and the black pines behind us toss 
back and forth the echoes of such an infernal uproar as has 
not stirred them since Indians and the “Indian devil” were 
here. Our fox is paralyzed with fright, actually frozen with 
fear. Let us rush upon him and secure him before the blood 
starts again in his veins. Well, it is a stump after all! But 
were ever mortals played a worse trick by a real fox? 

It is something out of common experience to go into the 
woods in the night time without stumbling over roots, logs 
or bushes and groping in constant fear of bringing up against 
a tree. No danger now of bumping against trees that show 
as plainly as in a summer day. The undergrowth is bent 
down and snugly packed under the hard crust and brush 
heaps are bridged with it and trunks of fallen trees are 
faintly marked b^ slight ridges that one walks over almost 
without knowing it. The partridge could not find his drum¬ 
ming log now if he wanted it, as he will not for six weeks to 
come. Sad is his fate if he was caught napping under the 
snow when tbis crust made, but that, I think seldom hap¬ 
pens to him, though often to the poor quail in this region of 
deep snows. Sixty years ago quail were not uncommon here 
where now a wild turkey would scarely be a stranger sight. 
Such crusts as these have been their more relentless enemy 
than guns and snares or beasts and birds of prey and have 
exterminated them. The partridge does not harbor under 
the snow except in cold dry weather, though he allows him¬ 
self to be covered by snow falls. One may often see the 
mold of his plump body where he has lain for hours in his 
snug bed of down, and rarely—two or three times in his life 
perhaps—one may have the luck to be startled by bis sudden 
apparition, bursting from the unsuspected, even whiteness 
of the wood’s soft carpet. In mild winter weather he is 
aloft where his food is or is embroidering the yielding snow 
with his pretty footprints. Here is some of his work done a 
week ago, now frayed out at the edges by the thaw, but it 
has the mark of his own pattern unmistakable, even in this 
moonlight, so different from the clumsy track of civilized 
poultry. It runs this way and that, sometimes doubling on 
itself and disappears in the pallid gloom of an evergreen 
thicket, where perhaps is his roosting place. 

The floor of the woods is barred and netted with an intri¬ 
cate maze of blue shadows, here and there splashed with a 
great blot of shade where the branches of a hemlock inter¬ 
cept the moonlight. 

How still it is; even the harps of the pines are silent, and 
our ears are hungry for some other sound than our own 
breathing and the crunch of our footsteps. Imagine them 
suddenly filled with the scream of a panther, stealthily creep¬ 
ing on our track unsuspected, unseen, unheard, till he splits 
the silence with his devilish yell. But they tell us now that 
the panther is voiceless, and the tales that thrilled our child¬ 
hood with an ecstasy of delightful terror, of our grand¬ 
fathers being led into the woods by the catamount’s cry, 
like that of a woman in distress, were myths—our good old 
grandfathers were liars or they were fools, “brought up in 
the woods to be scared by owls.” But the panther may be 
here, for there are panthers in Vermont yet, or at least there 
was one, two or three years ago, when on a Thanksgiving 
Day two little Green Mountain laoys, partridge hunting in 
Barnard, came upon a monster crouching in a thicket of 
black growth, and a doughty grown-up Green Mountain boy 
killed him at short range with a well-delivered charge of BB 
shot. When I was a boy there was always a panther prowl¬ 
ing about this mountain in huckleberry time, guarding the 
berries, 1 now suspect, for the two or three old women who 
used to tell us of hearing his fearful cries. He performed 
his duty well, as far as concerned us youngsters. When the 
berry season was over he departed and was heard of no more 
till next summer. 

A sheer wall of rock bars our further way up the moun¬ 
tain in this direction. An ice cascade, silent as all its sur¬ 
roundings, not the trickle of the smallest rill of snow water 
to be heard in its core, veils a portion of the black steep with 
dull silver, burnished here and there with a moon-glint. 

Let us sound a retreat and set our faces toward the gray 
steeps of Split Rock Mount and the piled up blue and white 
Adirondacks, and get back on to the silver fields, brighter 
than ever now, as we march abreast of our northward slant¬ 
ing shadows, and the moon, now well up above the world, 
we fancy that one-half of this northern half of the earth out* 
shines her. 

Silver fields is not a good enough name to-night for these 
shining farms, the creek unmarked now but by the fringe 
of wooded banks, the broad lake quiet under ice and snow, 
but never when tossed by autumnal storms so white as now 
and scarcely brighter in the glare of the summer sun. If 
you have a newly-minted silver coin in your pocket, cast it 
before you and see how dull a dot it is on the surface. It 
would hearten a greenbacker to see how poor a show the 
precious metal makes to look at, hardly worth picking up out 
of acres of brighter riches that rust doth not corrupt and that 
shall be stolen by no meaner thief than the sun, the south 
wind and the rain. The roofs of gray old homesteads out¬ 
shine the lights in the windows, and we wonder if any of the 
inmates are aware how royally their houses are tiled. Doubt¬ 
less not one of them thinks of it, or if at all, only as protect¬ 
ing the many shingles from the sparks of the rousing winter 
fires, or as so much filling for the cistern when the next thaw 
comes; nor, as compared with it, do the interiors, the low, 
whitewashed ceilings, rag carpets, creaking splint bottomed 
chairs and deal furniture, seem mean to them or unfitting 
their fine, perishable covering. For ourselves, we begin to 
entertain most kindly thoughts of such in-door homeliness 
and desire the comforts of us barboiang, and presently shut 
ourselves in from the blue sky and shining moonlit outer 
world, tired and content to smoke a restful pipe by the fire¬ 
side. Rowcakd E. Robusson. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish- 
ing Co. _ 

THE AUDUBON SOCIETY. 

IN a supplement to Science, recently published, the Ameri¬ 
can Ornithologists’ Union’s Committee for the Protec¬ 

tion of North American Birds have published a great amount 
of interesting matter on the slaughter of our birds. Papers 
are contributed by Mr. J. A. Allen, President of the Union, 
on The Present Wholesale Destruction of Bird Life in 
the United States; by Mr. William Dutcher on the De¬ 
struction of Bird-Life in the Vicinity of New York, and by 
Mr. G. B. Sennett, chairman of the commiitee, on the De* 
structiou of the Eggs of Birds for Food. Other aidicles, un¬ 
signed, though furnished by members of the committee, treat 
of the Destruction of Birds lor Millinery Purposes, of The 
Relation of Birds to Agriculture, and of Bird Laws. There 
is also contained in this supplement An Appeal to the Women 
of the Country in Behalf of the Birds, and an account of the 
A. O. U. Committee on the subject. This paper will be 
issued separately as Bulletin No. 1 of the Committee, and 
will contain in its new form a brief account of the plans 
and purposes of the Audubon Societv. 

To review, however briefly, the subject matter of this ad¬ 
mirable pamphlet is impossible, but it may be well to note 
one or two points made. It is frequently charged that 
much of the destruction of our birds is due to the collecting 
by ornithologists. As to this point Mr. Allen says; 

The seientifle collector, as already intimated, is charged, in some 

quarters, with the “lion's share" of the responsibility for the decrease 

of our song birds; with what justice, or rather injustice, may be 

^easily shown, for the necessary statistics are not difficult to obtain. 

The catalogue of the Ornithological Department of the National 

Museum numbers rather less than 110,000 birdskins. The record 

covers nearly half a century, and the number of specimens is four 

times greater than that of any other museum in this country; while 

the aggregate number of all our other public museums would prob¬ 

ably not gieatly exceed this number. But to make a liberal estimate, 

with the chance for error on the side of exaggeration, we will allow 

300,000 birds for the public museums of North America, one half of 

which, or nearly one-half, are of foreign origin, or not North 

American. To revert to the National Museum collection, it 

should be stated that, while only part of the specimens are 

North American—say about two thirds—they represent the 

work of many individuals, extending over a third of a 

century, and over the whole continent, from Alaska and Hudson Bay 

to Mexico and Florida, and from the Atlantic to the Pacific. Fur* 

thermore, this number—110,000, more or less—is not the number now 

in the national collection, which is far less than this, thousands and 

thousands of specimens having been disi ributed in past years to other 

museums in this country and abroad. 

So far the public museums: now in relation to private cabinets of 

bird skins. Of these it is safe to say there are hundreds scattered 

throughout the country, containing from 300 to 600 or 600 specimens 

each, w'ith a few easily counted on the fingers of the two hands, if 

not on a single hand, numbering 5 or 6,000 each, with possibly two 

approaching 10,000 each. Probably 150,000 would be a liberal esti¬ 

mate for the number of North American bird skin® in private cabi¬ 

nets, but again to throw the error on the side of exaggeration, let us 

say 300 000, not however, taken in a single year, but the result of all 

the collecting up to the present lime, and covering all parts of the 

continent. Add this number to the number of birds in our 

public museums, less those of foreign origin, and we have, allowing 

our exaggerated estimates to be true, less than 500,000 as the num¬ 

ber of North American birds thus far sacrificed for science. The 
few* thousand that have been sent to other countries in exchange for 

foreign birds can safely be included under the above estimate, which 

is at least a third above the actual number. 

We have now passed brietiy in review all the agencies and objects 

affecting the decrease of oui- birds, save one, and that the most im¬ 

portant-many times exceeding all the others together—the most 

heartless and the least defensible, namely, the sacrifice of birds to 

fashion, for hat ornamentation and personal decoration. Startling as 

this assertion may seem, its demonstration is easy. 

In this country of 50,000,000 inhabitants, half, or 25.000,000, may be 

said to belong to what some one has forcibly termed the “dead bii‘d 

weai-ing gender,” of whom at least 10,000,000 are not only of the bird- 

wearing age, but—judging from what w*e see on our streets, in public 

assemblies and public conveyances—also of bird-wearing proclivities. 

Different individuals of this class vary greatly in their ideas of style 

and quantity in the way of wnat consliiutes a proper decoration for 

that part of the person the Indians delight to ornament with 

plumes of various kinds of wildfowl. Some are content with 

a single bird, if a large one, mounted nearly entire; others 

prefer several small ones—a group of three or four to half 

a dozen; or the heads and wings of even a greater number. 

Others still will content themselves with a few wings fancifully 
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dyed and bespangrled, or a wreath of grebe “Cur,” usually dyed and not 

unfreqnently set off with egret plumes. In the average, however, 

there must be an incongruous assemblage made up of parts of vari¬ 

ous birds or several entire birds, representing at least a number of 

individuals. Tlutletus sty that these 10,030,(’00 birl wearers have 

hut a single bird each, that these birds made over so as to do service 

for more than a single season; and still what an annual sacriflce of 

bird life is entailedl Can it be pi iced at l^-ss than 5,000,0 0?—ten tirafS 

more than the number of specimens extant in all our scientific coUec 

tions, private and public t >gelher, and p obably a thousand times 

gre -ter than the annual destruction of birds (including also egg-) for 

scientific purposes. 

Fortunately, perhaps, the supply of birdsikins for decorative pur¬ 

poses is not all drawn from a single country, the whole world being 

laid under tribute. The ornithologist recognizes in the heterogeneous 

groups of birds on women’s hats, met with on every hand, a great 

preponderance of N, rth American species; but with them are many 

of the common birds of Europe and a far greater variety from South 

Amfri?a, and many fjom Africa, Australia, New Guinea and India. 

But on the other band it is wrli known that our own birds are ex¬ 

ported in imm ns i numbers to Europe; out. whether the exportation 

exceeds ihe importation, it is impossible to determine from lack of 

proper statistics. 

Some of Mr Sennelt’s ohservalions on the islaniJs aneJ 
sliorrs of the Gulf of Mexico reveal a frightful story of 
destruction of bird life, not to be matched auy where except 
P’ rhiips on (ome of the islamls of the North Atlantic coast, 
which have been despoiled by egg gatherers and by the fish¬ 
ermen, who use young birds for bait. Mr. Sennett says: 

In 1877, and aPo in 1878, while studying the birds about Corpus 

Christi Bay, Texas, I examined a low grass flat called Pelican Island. 

BO named on account of the numbers of brown pelicans that had for 

years taken it for their breediug place, to the exclusion of all other 

species. Here many thousands of these great birds were tending 
their eggs and young, breeding in such numbers that one could s.’ep 

or jump fn m nest to nest, over nearly, if not quite, every square 

yard of ihe island. Four years after I cruised over the same course, 

and noticed that the pelicans had deserted this grassy island entirely, 

and were scattered, in diminished numbers, on other islands which 

■were not occupied by them when I made my former trips. On in¬ 

quiring into ihe cause of this change, I learned from promiuent 

citizens, that two or three enterprising (?) men had conceived the 

idea of making their fortunes from pelican oil, and had erected 

•‘trying out” bhanties on the mainland. They went -to the island in 

question in large boat", and carried off cargoes of young pelicans in 

all stages of growth, and boiled them up for their oil. The only 

satisfaction I could get from the history of this experiment was, that 

the men could not sell the oil, and had nothing but their nefarious 

labor for their pains. 

That a great interest is felt in this subject of bird preser¬ 
vation is shown by tlie cordially appreciative letters which 
we are receiving and the applications for membership in the 
Audubon Society. In several towns branches of the Society 
have been formed, and there is no doubt that this association 
is destined to do a gieat work. 

The importance of the subject is aporeciated all think¬ 
ing people, and pulpit and press will unite in urgfng it upon 
the public. Ouly last Sunday Mr. Beecher preached a ser¬ 
mon iu which this subject was treated at length, and the 
papers of all sections seem at last to see the danger which 
threatens us. Of the many encouraging letters which we 
have received we have space only for a few. 

160 W. 69th Steebt, Nbw York, Feb. 20,1886. 
Editor Forest and iStream: 

No one woo will take the trouble to give the matter a few 
moments’ seiious consideration can be fn doubt, 1 think, as 
to the-wisdom of organizing the Audubon Society, and 1 
am thankful that such a step is coulcmplated. '1 here is an 
element of savagery in the use of birds tor personal di cora 
tioD, which is in grotesque contrast with our boasts nf civili- 
zaiion. But even ihe savage stops short, as a rule, with ibe 
feathers. It is only Cbri-tian people who think it woitb 
while to liulchiT a whole bird to adorn lh< ir head gear. 1 
am sure, liuwever, that this is largely from that unreflecting 
habit which is a leading vice in peo^lle who follow the 
fashions. But it is a vice; as Hood sang, when he wrote; 

For evil la wrought 
By waot of thought 
A.« well as by want of heart. 

If the Audubon Society ran trach men, and especially 
women, to think on this subj-ct, half of the battle will have 
been won. Sincerely yours, 

Henry C. Potter. 

■West Park, N. T., Feb. 28, 18S6. 
Editor Foreft and Stream: 

1 scaicely ijied assure you that your undertaking to form 
asneielylor the protection of our wild birds against the 
lavHges of the miliiueis and the sham stientifle collectois 
has my warmest sj mpalhy and approval. It is a barbarous 
taste which prompts our women and girls to appear upon 
the street with Ihtir headgear adornetl wiih the'scalps of 
our sougsteis; and it is mi it vanity and affectation which 
pron;pt8 so many persons to make up cabinets of the nests 
and eggs of the same. The desirucuon of our birds ftom 
their natural enemies is immense, and this craze of the 
collectois. and folly of the millintrs and their customers in 
aduition, threatens ibeirteriou |diminulioD. 

1 hope you may succeed in creating so strong a public 
sentiment upon the subject that the collectors of skins and 
eggs tor the unworthy Durposes ot fashion or to indulge the 
vanity of pseudo-naturalists may suddenly find their occupa¬ 
tion gone. 

Please add my nam» to the list of the members of the 
Audubon {Society. Very sincerely, 

John Burroughs, 

Cornwadd-on-Hudson, N, Y., Feb. 22,1886, 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

You bave indeed my hearty sympathy in every effort to 
prevent Ibe slaughter of my innocent little neighbors and 
friends, the birds. In the destruction of forests and biids 
the people of this land are inviting very great evils and in¬ 
flicting wrongs on posterity which scarcely can be measured, 
'ihe press should rendtr it impossible lor women to sin 
thoughtlessly and ignorantly in demanding little bird.s for 
their adornment. The evil should be bruugbt home so fully 
to the knowledge of all, that the continued wearing of our 
useful little biros should become the badge and indication of 
a callous, vulgar natuie. When birds and feathers have this 
significance, milliners will sell but few even iu the Bowery. 
You are doinjf a bumane and patriotic work in exciting 

public aversion to one of the most cruel and stupid wiongs 
of the age. Eespectfully yours, Edward F. Roe. 

Office Ne-w York Times, Feb. 25, 1883. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

While thanking you lor your gracious communication in 
regard to the Audubon Society, 1 take the occasion to say 
on my own behalf how much needed is such an organizalion. 
The wholesale slaughter of the small birds of this country is 
one of tb<* worst features of what is improperly called civili- 
z ition. To go out and kill for food is a painlul m cesdty of 
man, but to slauiihter for the love of the deed is abhorrent to 
the well regulaU a mind. 

The uses to which the small birds of tlie land are put is 
also, to my mind, doubly evil, the creatures being used 
largely for miibnery decoration. Everv time a woman’s bat 
or bonnet is trimmed or decorated with birds or feaihers, a 
working girl is wronged. The manufacture of artificial 
flowers and fiuits being a business suitable lor young yirls 
and women, the use of birds depresses the other branch of 
decoration and decreases the scope of woman’s work. Wish¬ 
ing you all possible success in your praiseworthy endeavors, 
I bave the honor to be your obedient servant, 

Midy Morgan. 

The American Humane Association, ) 
Mii.waukee, Wis , Feb, 2o, 1886. [ 

Editor Forest and stream: 
I am rejoiced to see that your paper is moving for the 

making of public opinion on the present lamentable destruc¬ 
tion of our birds. Fashion is so imperious that it Fails the 
best hearts astray. If the women could only know what 
Ihty are doing! They don’t know, and hence they cairy 
and flaunt, as a decoration, that which is destined befure 
long to mark the commission of a ciiuie agaiust the Nature 
we all love. 

There is such a thing as a crime against the Order of the 
World, and women aie not often irreligious in this sense. 
Your Audubon Societies, fur the protection of our birds, 
will enroll many thousands of women as ardent bird protec¬ 
tors, who are now. unconsciously, accessories in the wanton, 
wholesale and most disastrous destruction of the most beau¬ 
tiful denizens of our fields, orchards and woods. 

What will the forest and stream be without the birds that 
carol and peep and nestle and dip and chatter thereSo 
the Forest and Stream must defend its own ciiiz-us 
against the murderous bands of bird butchers that have 
aheady decimated the fair country of both plumage aud 
song. For when you rifle Ihe feathers for the milliner, you 
strangle all that rush of happy song which has made glad 
the hearts of a thousand ceneraiions of men. 

Enroll mein the parent Acdubon Socieiy. 
G. E Gordon, President A. H. A. 

The plan of the Audubon Society is heartily approved 
by the A. O. TJ. Commiitee on Bird Protection, aod they 
bave recently appointed one of their number to supervi-e 
the formation of Audubon Societies wherever practicable. 

Bluebirds and Robins.—Newfoundland, N. J., Feb. 
28.—Bluebirds and robins have -winlend here this winter. 
Saw bluebirds to-day and robins have been around the resi¬ 
dence of Mr. L. Davenport all winter. This seems very 
strange, as tbe thermometer has been as low as 14° below 
zero.—S, 8. W.__ 

§»g atjd §ut\. 
Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 

ing Co. _ 

THE TRAJECTORY TEST. 

HE full report of the Forest and Stee vm’s 'raiectory test of hunt¬ 
ing rifles has been issued in pamphlet form, with the illustra¬ 

tions and the tabular summary, making in alt 1)6 pages. For sale at 

this oCflce, or sent post-paid. Price 60 cents. 

IN BURTON’S WOODS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
1 have been much iuterostrd in the account of Burtcn’.f 

Woods, given in your current issue (Feb 18). Pussiblv a 
little ptoiy of what has happened there iu later years may 
be a fitting sequel 

It is no wonder that after being shunned for so many years 
Burton’s Woods should have become the paradise tor coou- 
bunters described in your last issue. Tho country round 
too was so abundantly supplied with game, aud the bays 
and marshes with wildfowl and snipe, lliat a lew years ago 
a parly of Nolhern sportsmen bought up a large tract of 
land in the viciinity on which they ended a x lub-house. 
The members were all proniiuenl and distinguished men in 
the cities iu which th^ reside, and over tbe whole conn I ry tor 
the matter of that. To see thi min tbe Senate chaiuber at 
Washington, on the bench and in their offlets in Wall 
street, aud in other high and lofiy positions, not one per-on 
out of a ciiyful could even Imagine that those dignified and 
sedate-looking personages could even smile, much le>8 unbend. 
The idea of tUiir going coon hunling on a dark night, in a 
haunted forest, tumbling over logs aud poking pine coucs in 
their eyes, of course, would be too ridiculous for, any sane 
person to suppose, but yet, the Senator, Judge, Mayor, mer¬ 
chants and bankers were known to go out coouiug in old 
man Burton’s Woods and have tbe jolJiest time, aud this is 
how it all came about. 

An old gray coon, who was supposed to be the great-grand- 
fatbT of all the coons in 'Virginia, was known to have his 
snuggery in the haunted wooas. Now the stately paity I 
speak of did not care a rap for all the ghosts in the universe. 
The migbiy Judge actually hollowed with delight when he 
heard about tbe old coon, and said it made him feel like a 
bov aga'in to think of seeing one treed. The Senator said he 
used to know all about coons, but bad lost track of the kind 
referred to of late. But wht iher they knew anything about 
coons or not, everyone talked coon scientifically, just as if it 
was the most wonderful animal in the worla. How the 
coon tribe would have snickered and felt complimented if 
they had heard theml At last it was all settled that on the 
first good coon night, when the stars were obscured and a 
thick sea fog made it impossible to see your band before 

our face, the old grandfather coon should be routed from 
is lair. 
Thenightcame at last, and -with it half a dozen neighbors, 

each of whom biought with him ‘‘the best coon dog in 
■Virginia." 

The start was made and no coon that ever lived was ever 

honored with a visit from so many dFtingaished people. 
He was found sauntering about near hi" home and wn-ui no 
an ohi snag and raaile them a croaking speech. A hi.!r fi e 
was lighted, and the darkies wbo were along, g‘ t to work to 
out ilown tbe tree. Tlx re was a dog in ihe party, the very 
one that h id treed the coon, that was given to the Judge lo 
hold. He was an inP lligent. quick as IFlilning sort of dog, 
with short leg-i. a drawn out body and long curly tail. Be¬ 
cause he was jet black in color he was called “Niuger/’ He 
took iu the proceedings with pliilos-opbical calmness, by 
sitting on bis haunches ami liowliug with all his might, 
while the Judge conversed with him. 

Presently the tree began to crack and bmd, and the merry 
paity were warned to step back to the but, whi re tiny 
would be out of harm’s wav. All the dogs wen; chaimd up, 
and it was agreed that Niggr shouhl be the only one 
loosed after the snag b ll. U«lf a doz n more powerful 
chops started tbe snag falling. Slowly as it began to topple, 
the venerable coon come walking, with stalely scraic'iiogs, 
down the buire trunk. In the glare of the fire the Jmige 
looked 10 him like a slump, so with a mighty le p he boum-ed 
on bis head on tbe way lo the ground. The tree fell wit'n a 
great crash among ihe brush-wood, but the sharp eyid 
Nigger had watched lire coon’s discourteous Ireatmem to 
the Judge, The moment the coon struck the ground he was 
off like a flash with Nigger alter iiira. There was a 
scuflle off in the dark, for the old coon dog had overhaul! d 
l)is snarling lordship by the eilge of a deep muddy b'auch 
with high banks When the partv came shouung up, it was 
setn by tbe light wood torches that the dog and coon were 
having a leriihle fight and had fast hold of each otl-.ir by the 
throats. Fearing the dog would he seriously hurt, the J mice 
caught the coon by the tail and Ingau to pull with all nis 
mi^lil,, while the Senator look a double-grip hold on Nig¬ 
gers tail. Then tiie xVlavor caught hrld of the -ludge’s 
coat-tails and a hanker got the Si uaior around the wai?t; and 
in less than no lime lawyers, mercliantsand farmers wire all 
strung out in two lines behind ihe Judge ami Senator, as if 
they were playing Ohickeney—Chickeuey— Crane-e crow, or 
having a lug of war. Suddenly the CQon let go of the dog 
and every one fell down like a row of bricks; and the coon 
and the Judge went ri'tling down tbe bank into the creek 
together, where tbe coon made nis escape. When the Judge, 
all covered with mud and dripping with water, came scram¬ 
bling hack tOi’join Lis friends, everyone roared with laughter 
and vowed that nevi r before had there been such a merry 
coon’hunt in Old "Virginia; and.uot one of the party hud even 
thought about liie ghosts with which it was said the woods 
were haunted._Gbeenleap. 

MAINE GROUSE. 

The winter has been an unusually severe one for the 
grouse iu Maine, About the middle of January, there 

was a tall of light snow; and later, an icy crust lormid 
which must have ernrted them under. (5u January 28 
came the most severe storm of sleet ever known, it e.xteu- 
ded over the whole southern portion of the Slate, anil imo 
New Hampshire and poi tions of Massachusetts. The rain 
tell in the afternoon and eveping, and frrze to Ihe limbs and 
twigs of trees in such qnantiiics as to twist and break them 
off. The elms sulIerLd the most; many branches of the 
toughest elms a foot through were snapped off like pipe 
stems. In passing through the woods, 1 notici.d the limbs 
of hornbeams twisted and broken off. I weigbed some 
pieces of ice two inches through or more, attach'd to twigs 
not over one quarter of an inch in diameter, which would 
weigh one pound to the linear foot. These trees had in 
adailiou to their own weight, tons of ice to hold up. Many 
fine trees in the cities are completely ruined The biictea 
bent their beads to tbe earth, and in places whole acres were 
laid fiat, every twig and bud were covered with ice, and for 
about ten days it remained so. 

The ground was covered deep with snow with an icy 
crust over it, and the trees were so covered with iee that the 
grouse could not get at the buds, th.ir regular tood in 
winter. Hundreds of these noble birds must have perished 
of starvation; 1 fmiua signs of their presence only in the 
lliickcst swamps. One gentleman in Cumhirlaud county 
found a flock of about twenty visiting his callIc yard, near 
the house, searching for food. The birds did nut run from 
him until he approached wiiLin t n feet. He scattered grain 
about, and placid several bushels along the edge of the 
woods that they inhabited. 

1 noiici d last fall iliat grouse were reported scarce in olhrr 
Stales, but iu the soulheiu p'lrtion of this State they wire un¬ 
usually plenty. They led mostly on white oak acorns, aud 
were round about the oak woods. The law prohibiting 
their trausporlalion to maiket is doing well its work, and 
the birds are increasing. The birds are not molested iu this 
vicinity during the close season, many lu-tances coming to 
my knowledge wlure hunters for rabbits pass by grouse 
without sliooLing them when they could easily do so. 

There is a good healihy sentiment iu Sagadahoc county 
in favor of the laws for tne protection of our game duiiug 
close season, believing they aie founded on just and sound 
principles. uloCKAMOCK. 

LATH, Me., Feb, ll__ 

A WEST VIRGINIA STEP AHEAD. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
1 inclose a slip from our local paper that explains itself. 

Sportsmi u here will j’>io Mr. Winchesler in this w'ork; 
‘‘Notice—It is liot lawful to kiil, or pursue with intent 

to kill, auy d»er in this Slate betvveen the loth day of Janu¬ 
ary and the 1st day ol September; to kill quail or Virginia 
partridge belweeu the 1st day of January aud loth day of 
Oclobei; or any Mild turkey, rtiffrd giouse, pheasant, pin¬ 
nated grouse, betweiD the l^t day of Ft biuaiy and 1st day 
of September, or auy wild duck, wild goose or brant, 
between the l"l day of April and the 1st day of November. 
Notice is therefore given that any person violating the 
above or any other provision of chapter 89, Acts 1883, 
will be prosecuted.—C. H. Scott, Frosecutmg Allorney. 
Beiourd. — 1 hereby aulhor.ze (3 U. Scott and E. D. 
Talbott lo pay a reward of $50 for evidence or iu- 
fonuation leading to the conviction of any person for viola¬ 
tions of the game law of this State within tlie bounds of auy 
lands owned by me in Randolph or Pocahontas counties,— 
A. H Winchester. ’ 

This county and several of the counties adjourning, em¬ 
brace a large area, the greater portion being primeval forest. 
Hitherto we have been destitute of any oigaoized soi ieiy or 
effort for the protection of game. The greed of tne ‘‘market- 
hunter,” the ‘‘pot hunter” and (he ‘‘piofesfeionai,” reiuforetd 
by all other classes, Itavc set ail State game laws at defiance. 
Deer are becoming extinct, a thing of the past; every species 
of game is suffering irom the unmerciful and unlawful deple 
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tion. The Iribufaries of Cheat, Elk and Greenbrier, whiclr 
but a few years sg > swarmed witli trout, are now almost 
destitute of that game flsb. except a few meagre fin^erlings. 
Pottinsr, liming, snaring and shooting on the spawning beds 
have completed the cruel work. It is time to call a halt, or 
the healthful toil of the sportsman will cease to be a pleasure; 
a pursuit unrewarded, neglected and forgotten. But a few 
years and our children will point to it with about as much 
interest as we now take in “knight erianty.” Backwoods. 

THE DEER HOUNDING BILL. 

HE bin tOTpprai the anti-bounding law was passed by 
tbe New York A.sscinbly last Tbursday by a vote of 93 

to 23. This result was secured by a. series of tradings and 
combinations readily under.stood by all persons familiar witb 
the workings of legislative bodies. Tbe game question is, 
unfortunately, one on wbicli tbe average meniuer of the 
Assembly has iiitle personal information and in which he is 
wholly without interest. lie con-idirs tbe subject of no 
earthly im|)ottance; but he has a little bill of his own, and he 
is quite ready to trade his vote on any game bill that may 
hai»pen to come up in relaru fur a vote in support of his own 
bill. That is the way the result iu this case came to be a 
v( te of four to one in support of the proposed law to sanction 
ext' rmination of Adiroudacu deer by water butchery. 

Mr. Floyd J. Hadley, the chairman of the Game Commit¬ 
tee, made the principal speech in sui port of the bill. We 
give it below in the lulkst detail we have been able to secure. 
It would pi rhaps be too much of au imputation upon the 
intelligence and common sense of the A-sembly to presume 
that they vobd altogether on the ttrengih of what Mr. 
Hacllev told them in" this ridiculous speech. We will do 
them the creilit of la lieving that many of the members 
had bargained off their votes beforehand instead of assuming 
that they were befooled by .Mr, Hadley’s string of misstate 
ments. Wluther tbe speech had any effect or not, it is worth 
while printing here and commenting on it as being the ostensi¬ 
ble reasons actually advanced by the chairman of the Game 
Committee of tbe Assembly of the State of New York for 
the passage of a bill before the House. The letters in petren- 
theses have been inserted for convenience of reference. Mr. 
Hadley said; 

“Ttie law enacted by the last Legislature was no doubt in¬ 
tended by its friends and advocates to be the most salutary 
and protective measure for llie preservation of deeriu the 
Adirondack forest. When, after grave deliberation, the 
Governor friendly signed the bill, experienced sportsmen, 
thoroughly acquainted with the woods of that section of our 
State, men fully alive to the vital importance of protectiug 
the game in that vast region known as the ‘North Woods.’ 
these men, I repeat, confidently predicted that the I iw would 
prove a failure, and that it would not accomplish the mar¬ 
velous result claimed by its friends. 

“Tbeexpelienceof a single hunting season has proved their 
predictions to have been well founded. («) Never iu the 
annals of Adirondack sporting, has cherc been such a 
slaughter of deer as during the past season. In Franklin 
county alone the number killed agtrregate more than 300 
During the six or eiglit years preceding itie average numb r 
killed has been about 125 per annum. (l>) From the single 
station of Canton, on tue Rome & Watertown railroad, iu Bt. 
Lawrence county, there have been shipped, from tbe opening 
of tne season up to Nov. 15, 250 carcasses of veuison, and 33 
lay upon the phuform m a single day awaiting transporta¬ 
tion. R*^ports received liom Essex. Clinton, Fulton, Hamil¬ 
ton and Lewis counties indicate about the same increased 
ratio of destruction, (c) Loading market men iu New York 
eitv tell me that the number of deer received from the Adir- 
onda' ks during the past season far exceeds tue receipts of 
former years. In the markets of Albany, Troy and the cities 
of tbe interior venison has been most pleuliful and cheap, 
while in our local markets north it has been a drug at eigut 
to ten cents p^r pound, aud ou the borders of the forest 
could be bought iu auy quantity at four cents per pound, 
(d) A letter recently received Irom the Saranac region in¬ 
forms me that in the B ly Pond region, hick of the 8iranac 
lakes, there are hanging in the woods to-day the caicasses of 
nearly a hundred deer, serving as food for the birds and 
wolves, simply became venison was s lling so low in the 
markets that h did not pay to transport it thither, (e) A 
letter received list week irom a gentleman at Moii a, Franklin 
couuiv. tells me that a hunter recently came to Biushton 
witb the skins of forty-eight deer, wliieb he had killed dur¬ 
ing the past season by still-hunting. How lonsr, I ask you, 
gentlemen, can such slaughter as tnis coutinue'f aud it is my 
firm conviction aud beliri that (/) if the present law con¬ 
tinues in force for five years it will result iu the practical 
extermination of the Adirondack deer. 

“(g) Derr, as you know, are gicgarious in their nature, 
and in certain portions of the Adiroudacks it is uo uncom¬ 
mon thing to see six, tight or even ten in a single heid. 
During the month of November the docs are rutting and the 
male deer are then roaming the forest visiting the different 
herds, (k) The expert still-hunter, thoroughly versed in all 
the wiles of woodcraft, takes the track of the male deer, 
knowing that it will lead him directly to a herd of does, aud 
he follows the track of tliat deer as unerrlugly aud as per¬ 
sistently as the African bloodhound follows tue trail of the 
fugitive negro couvtcl. The result is he strikes aud destroys 
the held, killing does and fawns alike, takes the Hack of tue 
buck again, follows it to another h< id, repeats the process, 
and so continues until ihe deer are practically exterminated 
in that immediate locali'y. 1 am informed tuat au old 
hunter in Franklin county Ibis last season, loJlowiug these 
tactics, succerded in killing five does out of a nerd in less 
than three minutes, (i) Deer ordinarily are uot alarmed at 
the discharge of a gun if they do not see the hunter, aud 
will quietly stand while Iheir mates are being shot down 
about them. Where hunting with hounds is practiced, such 
a slaughter as Ibis is impo-siolc. The deer are theu watch¬ 
ful and aleit to every indication of danger, and the crackling 
twig or the rustling leaf beneath the loot of the siilUhunter 
is euough to send them flying in every direclioo, seeking 
some safe coveit from the iuipeudiog dauger. 

“(J) The Adirondack forest proper, covering several thous¬ 
and square miles of wooded laud, aud tiubraciug within its 
limits more thau a thousand beauUlul lakes and potds, witu 
innumerable rivers aud streams crossing aud inter-crossing 
it in every direction, is to-day and should be maintained fur 

generations to come, a great health aud pleasure resort foi the 
people of the Empire 8tate aud nation. As legislators of the 
State of New York we should endeavor, by wise and judicious 
laws, to pivserve this immense region iu all its primeval beauty 
ami witu all its varied aliracUous. Destroy the game in its 
forests and we rob it of one of its greatest charms, The 
present jaw is showing this, cot by u slow aud gradual pro¬ 

cess, but with migb ty and consuming strides. (A:) The in¬ 
habitants of the mountainous portions of the Adirondack 
counties are many of them guides,whose only means of liveli¬ 
hood is the income which they receive from the thousands 
of tourists who annually visit that delightful region for recre¬ 
ation and sport. 

(0 “Tbe present law, discriminating as it does, against 
true sportsmen, has driven many of them to other sections of 
the country, to Colorado aud the Western Territories, or to 
Canada, where they are permitted to hunt in a sportsmanlike 
way, untrammeled by senseless and vicious laws. (/«) As 
a direct result of ihis,"bundreds of Adirondack guides, being 
deprived of their only and long accustomed means of support, 
have been compi lied by the exigencies of tlie case to hunt 
and kill deer for the city markets, to keep their wives and 
children from starvation. This is the secret of the terrible 
slaughter of deer in tbe Adiroudacks during tbe past season, 
aud it will continue as long as there is a deer left In the 
northern forests, if the present law is permitted to go un- 
rcpealid. Any law which antagonizes the interests of a 
laige portion of the iiiliabilauts ot the AdirondacUs, as this 
law does, must necessarily and inevitably result disastrously 
to the game 1 therefore denounce the present law as de¬ 
structive to the deer which it is intended to protect, and I 
urge upon you the imperative necessity of its immediate re¬ 
peal.” 

Mr. Hadley may quite possibly have believed the above 
statements. If so, he has been imposed upon, and will thank 
us lor pointing out to him how absurdly erroneous and how 
silly his speech was. 

i'l) There was uo unusually large slaughter of deer in the 
ALiirondacks lust season. On Ihe contiaiy, the total number 
of deer killed wa.s much less than the total number killed the 
year before. We have already published abundant proof of 
ibis; it is biiefly alluded lo here again. The Adirondacks 
are embraced in the following counties: Warren, Essex, 
Clinton, Franklin, 8t. Lawrence, Hamilton, Herkimer; and 
on tbe outskirts are Wasbinglon, Saratoga, Fulton and 
Lewis. From every one of these eleven counties we have 
printed the statements of reliable individuals (giving the 
names, as Mr. Hadley does not for his authorities), proving 
beyond cavil that wberevei’ the aali-houailing law was 
enforced the total number of deer killed was less than the 
total of former seasons, viz.: 

St Lawrence andFranklm counties.—Feter B. Leonard. State Game 
Protector tor St. Lawrence and Pr-aubun councies, says: ‘Tn its 
Working ibere can ue no q'lesiion but ihe law prohibiung dogging 
has savi d large numbers ox tleer." The reports from Mr. K. M. Suutts 
(U| per Ciiateaugoy Lake), of me Cbateaugay and Meaebani lakes, 
Pxuiaador and Puck ponds and Ueer River section in Prank in county, 
snow a like beneucial result; the total for Meaebaxu Lake, Pluinaoor 
and Uuca ponds and Deer ttiver iu ltSS5 was 69. aga^u^t 169 for the 
year before; xn the Wolf Pond aud Siato Dam section iu 1866 by ctul- 
nuniing 17 against 40 by uogging in 188i. 

Essex ana Cliatofi, counties.—John Liberty. Slate Game Protector 
for Essex and t'iiiiion counties, saystherenave been many undetected 
violations m ids ois net aud adds: ‘’Notwitbstaudiug, I think tiie law 
lias saveo a great many deer in my distiicr, and wh-rever I go tue 
iudicalions are that oeer aie very plenty.” 

Wairen. Washington, Saratoga and part of HataiWisn.—Seymour 
C. Aruisirot g, Sta.e Game Protector tor Warren, Wasningtun am 
Saratoga counties and town ot Indian Lake in Hamilton county, re- 
por s a less number of deer killed in iaS5 tuan in lc84; ee thj below. 

Lewis, Herkimer and part of Hamilton.—tiiaie Game Protector 
Brinkeruoff aim me BoouviUe guides report more ueer killed in their 
seciioil thau formerly, but in Bnukernoff’s district, where tue law 
was enforced, it woraed well, the Btaver River disirici (Lewis and 
Heikimer counties) snowing total of 60 kdied m 1886 against ;ibit lu 
1834 Tnis is ou autnority of Mr. Ohas. Penton. 

fulton Uouniy. • State Game Protector T. C. Bradley in his annual 
report urges that the ami-uouudiug law ought to be luoxo stringent 
thau it IS. 

Nut ouly were the deer killed last season fewer than in 
the years before, but many of those killed were killed by 
hounding. For instance, much stress has beeu put upou 
the story that a still-hunter from Pennsylvania, one Wil¬ 
liams, killed thirty odd deer at Jock’s "Lake. We have 
learned from one of Williams’s party that taey had three 
dogs in the woods with them. Moreover, most deer marketed 
by Williams were shot through the head or utck, which 
proves coucluaivily that they were killed by hounding and 
not by slill-hunling. 

{b) if the 250 carcasses really had been shipped from Can¬ 
ton, in St. Lawrence county, it would ouly prove (if any¬ 
thing) that under an umi-hounding law deer increase, for an 
auti-nouudiug law has been iu force in St. Lawrence for 
more inuu six years. But according to the records of the 
express oltice at Canton, and they ought to show the truth, 
only 123 carca.sscs of veuisou were shipped from that statiou 
iu 1885: 

Canton, N. y., March 1.1836—Editor Forest and Stream: Your 
leii/cr in legarj lo uumoc-r of daer suippad from Canion lu 1886 just 
received. I have iuterviewea me express agent (they ouly aliip by 
expres-) and lie says, • 'ihe whole numoer was n<13, about rhe same as 
toi-mer yeai-r.” He promi ed to loos up ‘84 iu a day or two, as soon 
as he Could, As soou as ue does 1 will vviate you.—J. H, Kushton, 

Express oflice records at other stations iu the Adiroudacks 
will prove the same thing. For instance, the impoitaut 
oflace at North Creek, whicu shows a record of 176 iu 1884 
to 154 iu 1885: 

Weayertown, H. Y., Feb. 23, 1836.—Editor Forest and Stream; 
It IS c.a'iued mat tuere has been a gi’eaier s-laughter of de r tue past 
season thau ever betoi’e. This is false. There were not as many ueer 
killed iu 1886 as me.evverem 188i, notwimsiaudiug that there were 
ouly a very frt.v days of good st.il aumijg in 1831 aud a month or 
mjre in lo85 Tnis is shown oy the numbei-s of deer expres-ed from 
XNorth Creek duiiug the months of aepteuiuei, October aud November 
lo81 and 1888. Tne foi uier year there were 176 against I6i this > ear. 
—EjEViijUR G. ARMSTaoNU, State Game Protector. 6th Hist. 

(c) Leading market men in New York city tell us that 
their receipts of Adirondack venUon iu 1885 did uot exceed 
those of luruier years. Here are statemeuts from the three 
largest firms of game dealers in New York: 

We did uot receive Adirondack venisoh in large quantities last 
season. 'V* ry litdj came from there at ah; none to aft.ct me ruling 
price.—A. & td. Bobbins (Pulton iSiarkec, M. Y., Marcu i, 1886). 

Beceipts of veiiiauu tue past season were moaerate, aud prices 
va' yiug troiu 14 to 26 cents for saaoles aadfO to 12 cents for carcasses 
considered goud.—t'RENOH & Co. (180 Keade stieet, N. Y., Marcu 1, 
1886). 

■f uere was no New York State venison on the market this season to 
speak of.—Knapp & Van Nostranxi (208 Washi..gton street, N. i., 
Marcu 1, 1886). 

The same is true of other markets of the State, as for in¬ 
stance the Utica market; 

Utica. N. Y., March 1,1836 - Editor Forest and Stream: There was 
vefj iicdo veiixsou sold m the marixet here —Joh.v 1). coulins, 

{cl) Market still hunters do not kill and hang up venison 
for me fun of it. It would pay lo market veuisou from the 
Bay Pond region even at four cents per pouud. Nearly Id'.) 
carcasses would be nearly 10.000 pounds, which, at even four 
cents per pouud, would biiug the snug sum of uearly $4U0. 

(e) If Mr. Hadley knew anything whatever about still- 
buuting he would not accept tue story of the killing of f.-rty- 
eight deer by one hunter stili-huntiug last season, if tne 
man killed forty-eight deer he must have killed most of them 
by hounding or enisling.’ 

(/) An anti-doer hounding law has been in operation in St. 
Lawrence county for more than six years, and it has not ex¬ 
terminated the game there; witness the shipment of the 123 
carcas'ies from Canton last season. 

ig) The does are not rutting in November. They never 
rut. Nor are they then ealbered iu herds which the buck 
visits, On tbe contrary, the bucks (traveling at a rate beyond 
the power of any man to keep up with them) di pursue tbe 
fleeing individual does. These facts are perfectly familiar 
to all deer hunters and to naturalists. John Dean C.iton, 
LL.D., recognized as the highest authority ou the subject, 
says: 

The pursuit of the doe by the buck commences before her .season 
has arrived, and hence for two orthree weekssaeremaius as secluded 
as possible. He fullo.vs hev track with his nose to the grouud, and 
when started from her bed the race is very spirited. No attempt is 
made by a buck ro heri the oops, as is the cus'um of the eiu, and but 
jew of these deer are found associating together during the rutting 
Season.—AnTEhOPZ and Deer r p ambmoa. page 307. 

{h) The expert stili-huoter is nut led to the herds, for there 
are at this time no herds for him to be led lo. He does not 
strike and destroy the herd; there is no herd for him lo strike 
and destroy. 

(t) Deer ordinarily and always are alarmed at the discharge 
of a gun. Before thiy were exterminated, the elk of the 
Adirondacks would stand in bev; ildermtnt (as Mr. Hadley 
says the deer do) at tbe sound of the gun; but the deer— 
hounds or no hounds—never do so. 

(j) It is just because of all these lakes and ponds and “in¬ 
numerable streams crossing and inter-crossing it in every 
direcliou” that tbe Adironilack region is one where hound- 
iug is more sure aud more destructive than auy other method 
of deer killing. In these innumerable waters the game— 
obejiogits iustinct—takes refuge from tbe bounds and is 
killed by the man in the boat—to be made ‘‘shy” and “pro¬ 
tected fiom the still-hunter.” 

(A) Hotel men and “guides” {i. e., boatmen) are not de- 
pemlenc wholly on hounding, Adirondack tourists are not 
all tleer bounders. The thousands go, some for angling, 
some for health, some for simple out-door camp life, some 
because it is fasnionabie—in short for the same various rea 
sous that these same thousands go to the White Mountains, 
the Catskills and Saratoga. Some of us can rememher when 
deer used to be driven by hounds into Saratoga Lake and 
killed there, but though deer hounding has long since ceased 
in that region, we are not aware that Saratoga hotel inter¬ 
ests have suffered. The fashionable throngs who every sum¬ 
mer fill Mr. Paul Smith’s parlors and verandahs will not 
desert tiiat famous Adirondack house, eveu though water- 
butebery of deer cease forever, and no one knows this belter 
than Mr. Smith himself. 

(() Tne “true sportsmen,” driven to Colorado, did not 
houud deer there, for they don’t do it iu Colorado, nor m the 
“Western Terrilories.” 

{'H) The guides did not achieve a “terrible slaughter of 
deer” by still-bun ting, for (1) they have uot the skill to do 
so, and (2) there was uo terrible slaughter, if they were 
killing deer tor their starving families they would uot have 
left the carcasses of ‘ ‘nearly a Uuudred deer” lo the birds aud 
wolves. The starving wives aud children belong to Aoirou- 
dack mythology. Uuless Mr. Hadle>’8 statements respect¬ 
ing them are more reliable thau his other statements in the 
speech, it is not worth while seriously to consider them in 
legislaiiog about game. 

HUNTING AT ARMY POSTS. 
iOontinued from Page 85.] 

NOTHER batch of letters received from tbe officers, 
slatioued at the oatlyiug army posts makes iutereotiug 

reaoing. We give several below. Tueie would seem lo be 
abundant game of various sorts iu the diff. rent sections, and 
some of tne criticisms no to show that it would be an excel- 
ieut move if the Ordnauce Department could be induced to 
issue somethiug better than the petty ,20 caliber Springfield 
now sent out. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
lu reply lo your communication addressed to “The Oom- 

manUaut, Fort Seldeu, New Mexico,” dated Jan. 9 ultimo, 
requesting iulormaliou regarding supply of game about the 
pool and as lo tue action of the Spriugheld shotgun issued for 
company use, 1 have the houor to state that such game as 
ducK, quail aud rabbit are abuudaut. 

The Rio Graude River and adjacent ponds are covered with 
mallaiu anu teal duck from eaiiy iu lue lall until lale iu the 
wiuier, and afford fine sport lo lue ambitious or huugry hun- 
ur. The Spnugtield snoigiiu is iu constant demand aud 
attains fine rcsuixs. as 1 have known of six or eight teal to be 
killed at one discharge, and five fine, large maiiaras lo he 
bagged at a single snot. For duck shoouug we use No. 4 
shot, and the army shotgun kifis reaaiJy at from 25 to 30 
^ aids. 

Our quail are of two varieties—the California or topknot 
quail, wuich ai'e fouud on tne prairie and along the bottom 
lauds, aud the gray or mountain quail (by some called 
mountaiu grouse), wuich are louud in great abundance in 
the hills and mountains. Tne mocutaiu q'jaii is much 
larger than the CaJiloruia vaiiety and appear lo travel in 
much greater numbers to the flock. They live almost eu- 
urely among the rocks, and, wuile they fly but snort uis- 
tauccs, they arc swift runners aud rapid climbers, aud make 
tiresome work lor the hunter. 

'f'ue Spriunfieid shoiguu snows to good advantage in quail 
shooiiug, aud nas acuieved great results in the hauus of 
some oi our sportsmen. In two days’ hunting (using the 
army shoiguu) iwo members of K Company, I3i.h luluntry, 
killed 13<i moUDiuiu quail, firing ouly i^iuety shots. At a 
siugle Shut lioui the army shoiguu leu quail have been killed, 
and it is a common tuiug lo kill from five to eight at oue 
discharge. Qail aie easily killed at from bO to 35 jards, No. 
8 shot lacing u.-icd. 

The rabbits are the cotton-tail or bush rabbit, and the long- 
legged, loog-eaitd, swift-iuuniug jxck rabbit. The aimy 
shoiguu reauiiy brings them down; aud so much interest is 
evinced in hunting by the men of ihis command that the 
table is cousianily supplied with lusCious aud toothsome 
game. 

The army shotgun is 20 gauge, and metallic reloading 
shells me usxd. in loading ihe shells we use from 85 lo 9d 
grains of powder and tilt up the vacancy with shot. The 
powder is rammed hard and closely packed, as this gives 
both moi'e power aud a greater space lor shut. 

The great ubjeciion, aud about the only one. is the small¬ 
ness 01 the bore and sfxortness of the barrel of tbe gun, for if 
ihe Spiiugtield shotgun was made 10 or 12 gauge aud a lew 
inches longer I imagine that gieao results oouid be accom¬ 
plished, aud iu a country like this, where game is abundant. 
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there is no telling the amount that could be daily added to 
the company larder. Without doubt a most useful and 
desirable article was given the companies when the Spring- 
field shotgun was issued. 

Wm. B. Lewis, Sergeant Major. 
Fort Selden, N. M., Feb. 18. 

Editor Forest and Stream; 
In response to your inquiry respecting the game of this 

vicinity and the use of the Springfield shotguns at this post, 
1_have the honor to make the following reply: The game 
birds are comprised in the sharp-tailed grouse, the western 
ruffed grouse, and the shallow-water ducks, such as mallard 
and teal. The sharp-tailed grouse is found everywhere. L e., 
in the Black Hills proper as well as on the prairies outside, 
while they are in reality in considerable numbers and can 
be found in packs of as high as fifty birds in the wintertime; 
yet during the proper season for hunting them, they are 
scattered over such an immense territoiy that it is seldom 
that more than one brood can be found in a day’s hunt. It 
has been the experience that these birds in Minnesota and 
Eastern Dakota disappear gradually before civilization, be¬ 
ing replaced by the pinnated grouse of Illinois and Wiscon¬ 
sin. It will be interesting to watch these birds here, as the 
country is fast settling up, and indeed, the valleys are about 
all taken up and farmed now, and the Black Hills are separ¬ 
ated from the civilized and farming country of the east by 
the wide belt of country in the Sioux reservation; there is 
no evidence at present that they are disappearing. The west¬ 
ern ruffed grouse, the fool hen of the old mountain men, is 
found only along the little streams bordered with hemlock 
and aspen at the bottom of the deep gulches in the hills 
proper. The meat is white like that of the ruffed grouse of 
the East, of which this is said to be a variety, and in my es¬ 
timation is the most delicious meat found in the West, not 
excepting that of the mountain sheep or much vaunted beaver 
tail. When raised they seldom fly more than twenty yards 
at a time, and perch on a limb of a tree in plain view until 
passed by or shot; indeed, I have seen the neck of one cut 
off by a rifle baU when the bird was so close to the gun as to 
be burnt by the flash of the discharge, and I have also seen 
them killed with sticks. They are hunted but little, yet they 
don’t seem to be very plenty, as I have not seen more than 
fifty of them in a residence here of over three years. A few 
scattering shallow-water ducks, such as mallard and teal, are 
found here early in the spring and late in the fall for a few 
days, and a very few breed here; but it is out of the line of 
their migration, and there is very little water suitable for 
them. I have never heard of a deep-water duck having been 
killed near here or even seen. English snipe are almost as 
scarce. Jack rabbits and cotton-tails are tracked to their 
forms in the snow and shot, but are seldom seen when snow 
is off the ground, although they are quite plentiful, though 
not so numerous as in the sage brush and cactus country 
further north. There are a number of mule deer and white- 
tails scattered through the hills, but the country in which 
they range is very densely timbered and extremely roug’n, 
and few care to hunt such a difficult country without dogs, 
and there are no deer or foxhounds in the Black Hills. Sev¬ 
eral bear have been seen by wood choppers six or eight miles 
from the post in the heavy timber, and 1 followed an old 
one and her cub for two days last December, but the snow 
disappeared and I lost their trail without getting sight of 
them, although I could hear them cracking the brush at one 
time within seventy-five or one hundred yards. There are 
no open parks in their country, and if they range abroad in 
the day time they are seen only when crossing the road by 
persons who don’t care to have anything to do with them. 
Several hunting parties have left the post this winter and 
last fall, and hunted on the Sierre reservation and eighty or 
one hundred miles northwest of here, and have killed each 
all the way from two to thirty-four deer and antelope; and 
it is necessary to be away for at least twenty days at a time 
to enable one to get enough to pay one for the long journey 
to and from the hunting grounds. From a careful investi¬ 
gation, I find that there has been brought into the post since 
last summer about 79 deer and antelope, 1,500 ducks and 
chickens, and 160 rabbits, the troops and companies varying 
very much as to their proportion of this amount, some hav¬ 
ing very skillful hunters, and some having no hunters of 
note. Two troops claim over 300 birds (ducks and chickens) 
each to their credit, and some as low as fifty or even ten or 
a dozen. At some seasons the shotguns of one company will 
be out every day while those of another are out but once a 
week possibly. The hunting is done by but few men in each 
company, generally two or three, the rest not caring much 
for it. The Springfield shotguns themselves they say are 
good within a short range for other guns, but outside of 
thirty-five yards do not amount to very much; the shot fur¬ 
nished with them they usually exchange for a larger size or 
urchase themselves at the trader’s store or at Sturgis City, 
am of the opinion that a good deal of small game could be 

procured with these guns while on the march in the wilder 
portions of the country, and they are very useful as it now 
is in providing a congenial employment for the leisure hours 
of a great many men in the service who would possibly 
otherwise spend this time to a great deal worse advantage. 

H. L. Scott, First Lieutenant 9th Cavalry. 
Fort Meade, D. T., Jan. 83. 

Editor Forest and Stream -. 
Yf)ur letter of Jan. 9 mislaid. Please accept my regrets 

for not answering before. 
The supply of small game is scarce in this locality, prairie 

chickens and ducks being the only birds hunted with shot¬ 
guns. 

Antelope and deer are reasonably abundant, and during 
the season we are well supplied with them. 

The soldiers hunt with the Springfield shotgun consider¬ 
ably, and while they bring in a few birds each, often none. 
I should say that the use of it is not attended with great 
success. In'fact, it is not an effective weapon, but seems to 
serve their purposes well enough. 

Chas. O. Worden, 1st Lieut. 7th Infantry. 
Fort Laramie, W. T., Feb. 6. 

FJdilar Forest and Stream: 
I reply to your three inquiries. First—As to supply of 

game about this post. There is very little game in the im¬ 
mediate vicinity. A few sharptail grouse breed here, and 
others in winter seek shelter in the brash on the small streams 
near the post. There is not enough water to attract many 
waterfowl, though a little very good duck shooting was had 
last fall on a couple of small ponds two or three miles from 
here. One must go a long distance to find large game. 

Second-Extent to which game is laid under tribute to 

uphold the standard of the post larder. To a very limited 
extent here. 

Third—To what extent and with what success are the 
Springfield shotguns used? There is very little opportunity 
to use them here. 

1 shall give the result of my observaihms at a post where 
game was more abundant. While stationed for nearly four 
years in the Indian Territory I observed that the Springfield 
shotguns (two to each company! were in almost daily use 
during the game season, with the result that many chickens, 
ducks, quail and rabbits were brought to the table. The 
gun is strong and serviceable, and, when properly loaded, 
makes a good pattern and has good penetration. Some of 
the men made good wing-shooting with it, But I also ob¬ 
served that the men particularly fond of wing-shooting gen¬ 
erally went to the expense of securing double-barreled guns 
of larger caliber. J. C. Bates, Major 30th Infantry. 

Fort Assinniboine, M. T., Jan. .30. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
It affords me pleasure to reply to your note of Jan. 9, 

which was delayed nearly a month on the road by snow 
blockades. 

The Springfield double-barrel shotgun answers its purpose 
very well; it shoots strong and close. The soldiers use it 
hunting the jack rabbit and the cotton-tail, both varieties 
being numerous here. Grouse come down from the moun¬ 
tains late in the fall and disappear with deep snows; quite a 
number of them are shot here from day to day during the 
season, but they are not plentiful by any means. 

Deer are more abundant, and soldiers generally prefer 
hunting with the Springfield rifle, with which arm they have 
become quite expert owing to the interest taken in target 
practice of late years. It has not been unusual the past sea¬ 
son for small parties to bring in seven or eight deer at a time, 
keeping the messes well supplied with venison until the snow 
got so deep that all kinds of game disappeared. In several 
directions within fifty miles of the post different species of 
bears are found in sufficient numbers to satisfy the most ven¬ 
turesome of sportsmen, and wild turkeys breed within one 
or two days’ march of us; but it is unlawful to kill turkeys 
in Colorada at present. 

Beautiful clear running streams of cold water from the 
mountains carry trout, some silvery with black speckles, and 
others red speckled and gold or salmon-tinged, affording best 
of sport to the angler, and the rod and line are as much in 
requisition as the gun. 

Fort Lewis is on one of thesestreams which well deserves its 
name. La Plata, so extremely clear and brilliant as it courses 
along with a fall of one hundred feet to the mile, that one is 
struck with its silvery appearance. The aggregate of trout 
taken from this stream is large, though individual counts are 
nothing to brag of, owing to the fact that there are so many 
soldiers and settlers who daily whip the stream during the 
fishing season. 

Better sport can be obtained by driving to camps on other 
rivers, such as the Uolores, Mancos, Los Pinos, Piedra, etc. 
The writer, with four others, drove forty miles last August 
to the junction of the Yia Gita with Los Pinos; arriving in 
camp at 6 P. M., we fished until supper was ready and all 
next day. Owing to heavy rains in the mountains some of 
the channels were muddy the fii'st night and following morn¬ 
ing, nevertheless the party caught 125 trout. The honor of 
catching the largest trout ever brought into Durango fell 
upon Mr. Kephait, of that place, on this occasion. With the 
smallest of flies he hooked him, bringing his head to a gravel 
beach, when another of the party came to his assistance, wad¬ 
ing behind the fish and lilting him out with both hands. 
This trout weighed five pounds, was just twenty-four inches 
long and well tucked away inside of him was found an entire 
frog the size of the hand of an ordinary full grown boy. 
This trout was exhibited for an hour or so on the marble 
slab of the counter in Mr. Ambold’s market at Durango, 
drawing crowds to view it. I have read of single trout from 
lakes weighing three or four times as much, but this moun¬ 
tain trout I presume may be classed among those of maxi¬ 
mum size. S. 

Fort Lewis, Col., Feb. 8. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
In reply to your letter of inquiry dated on the 9th ultimo, 

I would say that there is very little game of any kind in the 
immediate vicinity of the post—say twenty miles—-save quail, 
of which there is a greater abundance than I have ever wit¬ 
nessed before in any part of the United States. They breed 
here two or three times in the year, and as the settlements 
increase and the wolves disappear they appear to be multi¬ 
plying more than before. 

Horth of us, in the mountains and timbered country be¬ 
tween this post and Port Apache, thirty or forty miles, there 
are deer and turkeys, and plenty of trout in the mountain 
streams. 

We have also the salmon trout here in the Gila, sometimes 
weighing thirty pounds. 

If the grouse or prairie chicken were introduced here I 
think it would, like the quail, flourish better than anywhere 
else in the United States. 

As to the Springfield shotguns, my opinion is that they 
proved a failure generally, the caliber being too small and too 
difficult to keep up a supply of ammunition, most of the 
shooting here being done with 10 and 12-bore guns. 

Perhaps 1 am prejudiced against the Springfield, however, 
as it has long been my opinion that it would have passed out 
of use even by the conservative army, as it did long ago with 
everybody else, but for the all-powerful influence of the 
Ordnance Corps. M. 

Fort Thomas, Ariz., Feb. 15. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The Springfield shotgun has been much used by the men 

of the company in hunting during the last year, and is con¬ 
sidered by them a very good gun. The only game about this 
post are blue and mountain quail, jack and cotton-tail rab¬ 
bits. A large number of quail have been killed by the men 
during the past three or four months, and also a large num¬ 
ber of the jack rabbits, all of which assisted the company 
mess. ' Philip Wheeler, 

1st Sergt, Co. H., 10th Infantry. 

Fort Bliss, Tex., Jan. 25. 

Editor Forest and Stream-: 
The Springfield shotguns in Company D, 10th Infantry, 

are used constantly by the men of the company with consid¬ 
erable success. Blue and mountain quail and rabbits are 
secured in fair quantities, enough to feed those using the 
guns and a few others. L. H. Leach, Ist Sergt. Co. D. 

GRIZZLY HINTS FROM SHASTA. 
Editor Forest and Stream : 

I may be a little slow about it, but I’m a long way from 
headquarters and I desire to tender my advice "in regard to 
the disposition of the grizzlies. 

I owned a bear for six months. He was a small little bear 
when I got him, but he grew and grew. Before six months 
he was quite a big large bear. He did not look so large as 
he really was. There was as much of him as I wanted. 

He was rugged and healthy from infancy, his teeth and 
toe nails were always in an advanced stage of development, 
and he evinced great dexterity in the manipulation thereof. 
He looked like a small young bear, but when you came to 
feel of him you would be astonished. He felt like a swarm 
of young bees on a keg of hot nails, or something equally 
vivid. One trouble with him was his peculiarities. He 
wouldn’t do anything except make trouble around, and 
when I chained him up he squalled. When he squalled he 
disturbed the entire population and created excitement. 
Crowds congregated, horses ran away and small boys 
yelled “fire!” He squalled as an animal much older and 
larger than he was ought to squall. But I merely refer to 
him casually to assure you that 1 know something of con¬ 
sequence concerning hears. Although my experience was 
confined to one bear it is sufficiently vast and comprehensive. 
One bear is as good as a dozen. One bear in the bushes is 
as good as two on hand, that is, of course, unless you have 
them in a cage. 

If you have two bears, and have them caged, why of course 
you have got them. If, however, you have two bears and 
they are not caged, I don’t know whether you have got them 
or not. If you have, I don’t want them. Of course bears 
aie bears, especially grizzly bears. The Forest and 
Stream’s grizzlies are real, genuine bears beyond question. 
They are tangible taxable property, and if any one came 
along and desired to buy them you could sell them if you 
wanted to. You need not sell them, however, unless some 
one wanted them, and, of course, no one is expected to buy 
them unless you desire to sell them. That is, if you wish to 
sell the bears, and will do so, and some party desires to, and 
does buy them, the transfer of the property may be made if 
it or they are caged. But as you have the bears now I 
would suggest that you keep them until you can dispose of 
them. If you do not desire to keep them so long you could 
let them out. Perhaps if you keep them you may get others 
and then you would have several. After a year or two, if 
the bears thrive, they will be larger and probably older. 
The older and larger they become the more will they re¬ 
semble larger and older bears. Then you could dispose of 
them either as suggested or as you might then desire, if you 
had the opportunity. 

But really if the bears were mine, and I had them, and 
they were caged, I would sell them if I could, if I wanted to. 

Esau. 
Shasta, Cal., Feb. 14. 

The Trajectory Test.—Editor Forest and Stream: The 
London Field of the 13th inst. has a very excellent and ex¬ 
haustive report of your late rifle trials. It embraces also 
many new things about the Loudon Field trial in 1883. The 
report is made by “T.” and when all things are taken to¬ 
gether, as in the article, it becomes a very interesting and 
instructive one, and indeed nearly as much so as your own 
very fine report of this trial, which has everywheie among 
riflemen been read with so much interest. May I therefore 
ask you to re-publish in full the London Field report. I am 
sure the article will be read with eagerness if re-published. 
I have omitted to say that all riflemen and riflemakers should 
not fail to purchase one of your pamphlet reports of this 
trial, as it is much more correct and complete than as pub¬ 
lished in Forest and Stream. It affords me much pleasure 
to indorse it as a work well executed, and very much wanted 
at this time to settle matters. Great credit is due to Forest 
AND Stream for this very valuable contribution.—Maj. H. 
W. Merrill. [The report will be given in an early issue]. 

A Rosy Game Report.—Pomona, Feb. 20.—The draw¬ 
ing on foreground of this sheet shows the nature of our 
forest, the large tree shown in back ground being the only 
one in 90,000 acres. Game in this section is unusually abun¬ 
dant, two cotton tails having been seen_ since Jan. 1, and a 
track, which experts have, after much discussion, decided to 
be that of a gray fox instead of a cat, having been seen on the 
“Dights tract,” which embraces but 30,000 acres of land. In 
November 1884, a deer track was seen that had certainly been 
made during the previous summer; and the man is still living 
who knows of a swamp in which a bear once was. The 
most enthusiastic and successful sportsman of this vicinity has 
hunted regularly for only three years, and yet in this short 
lime saw, he is sure, an animal with fur upon it, and if it was 
not a fox must at least have been Valater’s cat. Wood 
mice are also plentiful and tomtits remain in abundance not¬ 
withstanding the severity of the winter. There will be no 
scarcity of fish if the carp cultivators are’sufficiently success¬ 
ful to raise a bountiful supply.—C. Scull. 

Quail in Yirglnia.—Frederick’s Hall, Ya., March 1,— 
I am gratified to be able to report that the partridges in this 
region were not hurt by the recent very heavy snow. 1 have 
made diligent inquiry as to the counties of Louisa, Gooch¬ 
land and Spottsylvania, and have not heard of a single dead 
bird, hut on the contrary many coveys have been seen alive 
and strong since the snow. They were more numerous last 
season than for many years, and the stock left over for next 
year’s breeding is larger than 1 have ever known. Tliey sub¬ 
sisted during the snow (which was from twenty to twenty- 
four inches deep) principally on cedar and dogwood berries. 
This present abundance is in a very great measure due to the 
fact that the freedman can’t kill a partridge on the wing. 
The game law as to them is very generally respected by the 
sportsmen.—P._ 

Foresty Congress Report.—We have received advance 
sheets announcing the Report of the American Forestry Con¬ 
gress of its Boston meeting, to be issued shortly. The statis¬ 
tical parts of the volume and the general demands made for 
forest preservation, together with papers on utilization of 
timbeiman’s waste in manufacturing charcoal, and the more 
novel proposition to use it as a fertilizer, and the discussion 
of means to diminish losses by fire, demonstrate that economy 
with present forest resources is first of all to be attained. 
The encouragement of the aims of the Society in this respect 
may well be considered a patriotic task. Requests for 
advance sheets or subscriptions of one dollar for the volume 
should be sent to B, E. Fernow, Secretary 13 Burling Slip, 
N. Y. 
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New Jersey’s Non-Resident Law.—A decision has 
just been rendered by Justice Dixon of the Supreme Court, 
interesting and important to game protective societies of this 
State. On the 28th of November, 1884, a trial for violation 
of the State game laws came before Justice V. W. Nash of 
this city. The complainant was Lewis Wychoff, who 
charged William L. Allen, an alleged non-resident, with 
shooting quail out of season. Jackson W. Coddington ap¬ 
peared for the complainant and Corporation Counsel Craig 
A. Marsh for the defendant. A law of April 4, 1878, enacts 
that non-residents of the State of New Jersey must comply 
with the by-laws of game protective societies of the State 
before they are allowed to kill game or fish within its limits 
under a penalty of fifty dollars fine. In the above case the 
jury rendered a. verdict of guilty and a fine of fifty dollars 
in accordance with the evidence adduced. Defendant’s 
counsel appealed the case on the grounds of unconstitution- 
alily of law, and the matter came before the Supreme Court 
for argument on Feb. 18 last. Justice Dixon in delivering 
the opinion held, “that the act of April 4, 1878, for the pro¬ 
tection of game and game fish was constitutional and valid 
in its application to the act of a non resident of the State 
killing game on the property of persons who have formed an 
association under the laws of the State for the protection of 
game on their own property.” The judgment of the lower 
court was affirmed.—Plainfield GonslituiionaUst. 

Work of the New Hampshire Commissioners.—North 
Conway, N. H., Feb. 22.—Albeit Swanton. Richard East¬ 
man, Joel Clay, Mortimer Burnham, J. A. Waterman, Elisha 
Dinsmore, Malven Dinsmore and Jake Day, all of North 
Conway and Jackson, Carroll county, were arrested on com¬ 
plaint of Fish and Game Commissioner E. B. Hodge, Feb. 

I 15 and 16, and fined $25 and costs each. Warrants were 
taken out for several others, but they got wind of what was 
going on and left for Maine. There have been 150 deer 
killed in Carroll county during the last six weeks. Most of 
the guilty parties are too poor to pay a fine, and if sent to 
jail their families must go to the poorhouse. While the 
Commissioner vRas here he made complaints against several 
parties in Chatham for catching trout in Mountain and 

^ Province Pond during the close season. Complaints were 
also made against parties in Maine for the same offense, some 
of whom, from the high position they hold in public and 
legal affairs, should havb known better. It is to be hoped 
that they will be brought to justice, for there is no reason 
why a good man should pay a fine out of his hard earnings, 
while the rich law breakers go free. Both committed the 
same offense, with this difference—one violated the law to 
obtain food for his family that they stood in need of; the 
other, that he might display his trophies to his legal friends 
in Portland.—Kiersarge. 

“Uncle Fordy.”—William F. Barnes, or, as he was 
better known to ail ducking men from Baltimore, Philadel¬ 
phia and New York, “Uncle Fordy,” dropped dead on Mon¬ 
day night Feb. 22, at Havre de Grace, Md. He was one of 
the charter members of Venus Council, No. 44, O. U. A. M., 
and had taken a very active part in their debates of last 
evening. He left the council in apparently the best of health. 
Mr. August Allen, on his way home about eleven o’clock, 
found him dead on the street nearly in front of Capt. W. E. 
Moore’s residence. He had been stricken down with heart 
disease. He was in his seventieth year. 

Wahoo, Neb. 27.—In coming from Omaha yesterday 
over the Union Pacific Railroad we noticed large flocks of 
ducks while crossing the Platte River. These are the first 
I have seen in this country this season. To-day we have a 
snow storm, which may delay their flight, but it won’t be 
long now before there will be an abundance of ducks in that 
neighborhood.—C. E. F. 

The Iron-Clad Anti-Hounding Bill.—At Albany last 
Tuesday Senator Coggeshall introduced an iron-clad anti¬ 
deer hounding bill. It is the one prepared by the Utica As¬ 
sociation and was printed in these columns last week. It 
fixes the open season from August 15 to October 15. 

Shinnecock Bay.—Just received advice from Atlantic- 
ville that geese have made their appearance on Bhinnecock 
Bay.—J. Wendell, Jr. 

QUOTATIONS FOR FURS AND SKINS. 

The following prices, supplied by Messrs. J. Macnaughtan’s Sons, 
are for prime skins only, according to size, color and quality, 

as realized by the New York commission merchants: 
Antelope—North America, raw, ^ ft.$ 25® 35 

Dressed, as to quality, % ft. '16® 95 
Deer—Florida, raw, ^ ft. 25® 35 

Rocky Mountain, raw, ^ ft. 25® 35 
Pacific Coast, raw, ^ ft. 25® 35 

Elk—Pacific Coast hides. ^ ft.   20® 25 
Western skins, ^ ft ...   25® 30 
Dressed, as to quality, ^ ft. 50® 60 

Mountain Deer—Western, ^ ft .   15® 20 
Reindeer—American, raw, ^ ft. 20® 25 

Dressf*d, as to quality . 50® 60 
Beaver—Labrador, large. 8 00@10 00 

Lake Superior and Canada, large. 6 00® 8 00 
Upper Missouri, large... 6 00® 8 00 
Southern, large. 4 00® 6 00 

Badger—American; large and full fm’red, each. 1 00® 1 50 
Bear—Hudson’s Bay, black, large, each.20 00@30 00 

United States, brown, large, each. 7 00®10 00 
Southern U. S., black, lai'ge, each. 7 00@10 00 

Cubs from to ^ of the above. 
Buffalo robes, in bulk'.12 00® 15 00 
Buckskin—Western, ^ ft. 70® 75 

Pacific Coast, ^ft. 1 00® i 26 
Cat—Wild, each. 40® 60 

House, each. 10® 30 
Ermme and white weasel. 6® 10 
Fisher—Dark cased. 9 00@12 00 

Pale ..•. 7 00@10 00 
Reddish.. .... 5 00® 8 00 

Fox—Red, United States, each. 1 40® 1 60 
Red, Territories. 1 60® 1 80 
Cross, ordinary... 6 00@10 00 
Gray, United States. 1 00® 1 6J 
Kltt, North America. 75® 1 00 
Silver, North America. 5 00® 6 00 
Lynx—Canada. 6 00® 6 00 
Minnesota... 4 00® 5 00 
Marten—Dark. 3 00® 3 00 
Pale. 1 25® 1 75 

Mink—Pale, Southern U. S. 40® 50 
Pale, Western United States. 60® 70 
Dark, Minnesota.. 75® 1 00 
Dark, New England ... 1 00® 1 25 
Dark, Quebec and Halifax. 1 35® 1 75 

Musquash—Spring, Canada and Eastern... 30® 25 
Spring, Western United States. 14® 18 
Spring, Southern United States. 10® 13 
Fall, Canada and Eastern.  10® 18 
Fall, Western United States. 8® 10 
Fall, Southern United States. 6® 8 

Opossum—Cased, Ohio. 30® 40 
Southern United States and common. 10® 15 

ha and 
Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 

ing Co. __ 

TIP-UPS FOR PICKEREL. 

The request for information on the mode of constructing 
“tip-ups” for signaling to the fisherman on the ice the 

fact that a pike (pickerel) has taken his bait, which appeared 
in our issue of Jan. 21, has brought us many notes on the 
subject. We will say for the benefit of those who are ignor¬ 
ant of this mode of winter fishing, that one man often cuts 
from ten to fifty holes in the ice at some distance apart, often 
in different portions of the lake or pond, and baits his lines, 
usually with a live minnow, and sets his tip-ups to notify 
him when his presence is needed at some particular hole. 
Here is the primitive tip-up of our boyhood: 

We give below some other, and improved, forms used by 
our correspondents: 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
In reply to the inquiry of “Pickerel” in a former issue, I 

would respectfully submit that the most simple, quickly pro 
cured, and effective tip up we have ever seen used were those 
taken from the tops of saplings. Where three sprouts spring 
out straight from the top, cut them off about 2 inches below 
the joint, lop off one branch about 18 or 20 inAies above the 
joint, the other two 9 or 10 inches. The last mentioned will 
then form the legs or base. The line is tied to the extreme 
end of the long sprout, and of course a pull will set the 
crotch straight up in the air on the ends of the short legs 

The above illustration will make the idea more clear perhaps 
to those who may never have seen this form. 

Another very simple device is a piece of pine board, say 
^ an inch thick and 18 inches long, tapered from 3 inches to 
1 inch, A trifle nearer the small end than the middle a 
f-inch hole should be bored, and the large end painted red 
for about 6 inches of its length, to be seen the more readily. 
When in use a small sapling is cut and run through the hole 
with each end resting on the ice. The line is, of course, tied 
to the small end. We believe these simple tip-ups will give 

better satisfaction than any more complicated ones can do, 
especially on long lines, where an accidental springing of a 
trigger or any similar contrivance would prove a grievious 
annoyance if at any distance from the operator and no fish 
was hooked, Americos. 

Editor’ Forest and Stream: 
In your issue of Jan. 21, “Pickei-el” asks for instructions 

in making tip-ups. This is the way I make them: For the 
standard take any good stiff wood IJ inches wide, i inch 
thick and 2 feet long, make a slot in one end 6 inches long 
and i of an inch wide. One inch from the end bore a small 
hole to take the wire on which the tip-up swings. For the 
tip-up take a piece of wood inches wide, -i\ thick and 11 
inches long, and shape it as shown in the accompanying 
drawing. Have it inch wide at the small end. Three and 
a half inches from this end cut a slot 3 inches long and -,\ 
wide, notch this small end to hold the line, paint the large 
end and put a pin through the hole in the standard and the 
slot in the tip-up, and all is ready. Here it is: 

Set the standard in the ice at an angle of about 43 degrees, 
draw back the tip-up to the end of the slot, make a loop on 
.the line and hang it on the notch, bait your hook and drop 
it through the hole already cut and you are ready for any¬ 
thing that comes along. When a fish takes the bait it pulls 
the loop from the notch and leaves the tip-up hanging per¬ 
pendicularly, the line being fastened to the standard. If 
“Pickerel” does not understand this, let him come up and I 
will show him how to make them and how to catch the fish. 
As he does not live very far away, I more than half believe 
that he is fitting out for a visit to our town, for it is a favorite 
fishing ground for Springfield fishermen. ’ W. J. C. 

Bkcket, Mass. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The cheapest and best tip-up I ever saw (and about every 

fisherman has a style of his own) is made out of an oak strip, 
say 6 feet long and wide by | thick); now bore f holes at 
every 22 inches. The strips will make turee traps; saw so 
as to have half of the hole on the ends of each trap. Next 
saw off a strip f wide two thirds the length of the trap, put 
in a screw just half the way of the length of the strip, saw 
off the strip on an angle, so it will turn only one way, saw 
in a slit at the lower end for the flag and a short slit at the 
upper for the line. Flag to be fastened on with small tacks, 
a washer or burr between the strap and the main piece will 
make it much better. If properly made and set up at an 
angle of 45° can be seen further than any trap I ever saw. 

I have just finished fifty which make me an even hundred 
now, now will “Pickerel” tell us where to get the fish. 

South Shore. 
South Duxbury, Mass. 

Editor Foi'cst and Stream: 
Please say to your Springfield correspondent that the tip 

ups used up here in fishing on the headwaters of Lake Cham¬ 
plain are made about as follows: Take four pieces of ^ 
; nch spruce or pine, board (spruce is the better as it is stiffer) 
about 12 inches long; in the center, on one of the edges cut 
a square notch ^ inch wide and deep. Take another piece 
of the board J inch square and 24 inches long and put into 
the notch so as to form a cross; fasten with a small brad. 
Have the crosspiece two-thirds of the distance from one end, 
fasten the line to the short end and place over the hole and 
when you get a bite it will tip up. The way we like best is 
to make a common reel 16 inches long out of a piece of 
board 2 inches wide and 4^ inch thick. After attaching the 
line place across thehole, leaving some slack loose on the ice. 
Then get a limber twig about 2 feet long and stick up be-ide 
the hole, make a loop in the line and hang it over the end of 
the twig in the loop, put a piece of colored cloth (I use red 
flannel, as it shows well against the ice and snow) and when the 
fish bites he will pull the signal off the twig, and there being 
a plenty of slack line he is not likely to get off. Ned. 

FFtitor Forest and Stream: 
In looking over the paper I observed an article on tip-ups, 

by which, I suppose, the writer means an arrangement for 
fishing through the ice. 

The simplest and only kind that I ever saw is composed of 
two pieces of wood, a piece of red cloth and your line. 
Cut a piece about 1 inch by ^ and 15 inches long, if the hole 
in the ice is 5 inches across, or make them in that propor¬ 
tion. Now, in the center cut a hole i of an inch or so; cut 
another piece about 15 inches long and about 4 or 5 from one 
end. This piece should be about I of an inch square. Cut 
this down to i inch square for 4 or 5 inches from one end. 
Have fit tight In the hole. The following shows the two 
pieces and also the manner of setting them across the hole in 
the ice. 

It will be seen that when the fish bites he will pull the 
sticks over, and if a red flag is attached it will be more 
readily seen. Yager. 

Racine, Wis. 

Wanted, a tip-up. Here is mine: 
A stake, a ribbon, a spool, a line, 
A bit of tough and sturdy wire, 
A hole—and near a crackling fire. 

John Preston True. 

[We have more communications on this subject.—^Ed.] 

EARLY OBSTUCTIONS IN MAINE RIVERS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I inclose a suggestive extract from an address delivered 

before the Genealogical Society at Portland, Me.: 
“in 1739 the Indians were troublesome. Polin, the chief 

of the Presumpscot tribe (who was killed by one of the an¬ 
cestors of John F. Anderson and others, at Windham in 
1756), went to Boston and complained to the Governor of 
the State that in consequence of improvements on the Pre¬ 
sumpscot River they could not pass down in their canoes 
with ease to get rum, and his tribe was threatened with star¬ 
vation because fish could not pass up the river to the lakes.” 

Think of the antiquarian importance of this recorded fact, 
that the aboriginal Indian so long ago as A. D. 1739, began 
the protest against the principle of prohibition right here in 
Maine and complained to the General Court—“that in conse¬ 
quence of improvements in water ways, they could not pass 
down with ease to get rum”—and then note the better wis¬ 
dom of the Indian when he complains that the fish could 
not pass up the river to the lakes. Is it not a strange com¬ 
bination of circumstances that here close to the home of 
Neal Dow the idea of prohibiting the poor Indian from 
passing easily down stream to rum, should have originated 
nearly a century before Mr. Dow’s birth. And is it not 
stranger still that it is only within a few years that the im¬ 
proved white man has awakened to the wisdom of the sav¬ 
age of 1739, and provided a way for the fish “to pass up the 
river (Presumpscot.) to the lakes.” 

At this late day there are no Indians on the lakes to come 
down to Portland for rum, although there is rum in Port¬ 
land, but the fish can run up to the lakes, and the obstruc¬ 
tions of 1739 have been surmounted by various ways. 
“There is nothing new under the sun,” Mac. 

WooDFORDS, Maine. 
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A TRIP TO THE CANADIAN LAKES. 

Last August my father received an invitation from one 
of bis frii^nds in Montreal, to spend a few days at some 

lakes about 125 miles from that city. After a ride of 
ninety miles on the North Shore Railroad we got off at 
Troia Rivieres, a little French town built on the shore of the 
St. Lawrence. At five o’clock the next morning, we were 
again on our way, on a burkboard, while the rain tumbled 
down in torrents. Our driver was a French Canadian, 
unable to speak English, and from wliora but one expicssion 
came and that was to his horse, “Marche done.” The drive 
was long, and over an exceedingly rough road, obliging us 
at times to get out and walk. When eiaht o’clock came 
around, we found ourselves at the half way village called 
Shewau'/ran, While breakfast w^as preparing at the Maison 
de Pension, we saw quite a number of huckboards outside 
of the Catholic church across the way, and upon investigat¬ 
ing found that a marriage bad just been performed and we 
arrived only in time to see the happy couple drive off. The 
last twenty miles proved very tedious and it was half past 
two before we reached the lake near which the cabin was 
situated. The site was a smooth plateau of perhaps five 
acres and on this, two cabins and a barn were built. Two 
short walks from the cabins lead to two boat sheds, each 
well stocked with Peterborough and birch bark canoes. 
The lake on which the cabin is situated is nine miles long 
and one of a long chain, each emptying into the one lower 
down, thus forming huge st< ps with beautiful waterfalls. 
The water eventually forms the Shewanigan River and this 
in its turn empties into the St Lawrence. Small portages 
from one half a mile to two miles in breadth enable one to 
fish over many miles of water. None of the lakes are very 
wide, few reaching half a mile and this only where bays 
have been washed out. 

We found the keeper, bis wife, two daughters and a son. 
They were decidedly French Canucks, but like all in that 
neighborhood, exceedingly kind, and in a short time had a 
dinner wailing for us. Afterward we secured the son’s ser¬ 
vices and rigging up, started for our first trial at the trout. 
Many casts but no rises soon made us feel pretty lilue, but 
at last reaching the mouth of a small stream emptying into 
the lake, we caught our fir^t trout, and he was a beauty. 
Securing enough trout for tea (there were seven boys besides 
our=elve-) we stopped fishing and returned home. 

At half past four the nest morning we were on our way 
to a small stream distant three quarters of a mile. This was 
soon reached, and pushing the boat up among some lily pads 
we stopped just on the edge of a mass of white foam. 
Having our rods already rigged we were soon at work 
casting little white miller flies upon the foam. The trout 
seemed to fairly boil after the flies. All around us among 
the lily pads the fi^h were jumping-, hut whenever a cast was 
made among the leaves a sitm was sure to be caught and the 
cast prove a failure. For some reason unknown, the fish all 
at once stopped rising and we were oblige<l to stop fishing. 
For the few minutes we were there we took twenty-one, 
averaging perhaps one-half a pound. It may not be amiss 
to here state that all the fi-'h taken were brook trout, 
although caught iu a lake. Two trials at the same place 
that day j h ided us fifty-three. That uight while looking 
over the journal, I read of one day’s fishing there iu June iu 
which two gentlemen caught sixceen dozen. 

The next day we arranged to take a trip up the lake fish¬ 
ing whenever a suitable opportunity offered. Two canoes 
were nstd, a Pt terbornugh and a birch-bark. Having never 
before bud a cdiance, I cnose the lattt-r, and iu the bow of it I 
sat all day, with Henri the guide iu the stern. The scenery 
all along the lake was beautiful, and rising right out of the 
water to a height of one hundred feet was a bluff a mile 
long, and gradually melting away as we advanced. On our 
left were hills rising into mounntaius in the distance. The 
ciies of a bird or the echoes of our voices wtre the only 
sounds. We stopped at few places on the way up and when 
the shore seemed to inclose us on all sides, I thought the 
time had come to turn round, l»ut pu'-hing aside some tall 
grass we glided into a small stream. We p'oceedtd along this 
for about two hundred yards when we were again ushered 
forth into another lake. Tliere we took lunch and as it was frowing late the home j mrney was -with increa-ed speed. 

'he fi'liing that day had not proved very good and we only 
had thirty six. 

The n* xt morning it was too cold for me, (there was ice 
on the buckets in the kitchen), so the boatmin was my 
father’s only company. He soon found that casting flies 
with a cold stiff hand w'as not much fun and only staid long 
enough to supply all of us with breakfast. That day was 
our last at the club and making the most of it we each took 
a different post, both of which were at the mouths of small 
streams, Fmsl I tried a little bay but having no luck started 
across the lake. On the way over I let ray flies drag in the 
water and when about half way had a lenible j rk on the 
line; turning around I was just in time to see me whiil of 
water made by a trout which had jumped after the flies. 
Thinking this rather queer, for the water was over one 
hundred feet deep,I again crossed the same place and this 
time caught the trout. I tried that little game several times 
and got four. Reaching the other shore at last, I got o\^ 
and walked out on a log to cast in a little pool. Hav^ 
taken three I was just beginning to get happy, when ? 
mosquito bit me on the nose; 1 hit at him and Josit^>^y 
balance fell into the water Pulling myself oqt I Ujfaia 
tried to fish but the trout had disappeared. The other boat 
met with better luck and in the few minutes preceding sun¬ 
down, casts could not be made fast enough,.but the minute 
the sun disappeared so did the trout. 

That day the grand total was fifty-five. The next morn¬ 
ing after oacking one huudrid and twenty odd in a box, 
and bi'iding farewell to all of our recent oompanions, we 
started on our journey homeward. At t^vo o’clock we 
reached Ibe Pension and desired to stay there over night so 
that we might go to see the Shewanigan Falls, rivaling, we 
were told, our Niagara. A Drive of six miles took us to the 
st-ation at the loot of the falls and there we embarked in a 
large rowboat, with two rowers ana a heltns man. A row 
of a mile brought us to the cliff underneath the falls where 
a landing was made. We expected to see a large volume of 
water falling over a ledge of rock, but instead we found a 
huge rapids. Above the river ran sthooth, when suddenly 
losing its smoothness it was turned into a boiling, surging 
mass, first tumbling over large boulders and then running 
like lightning through a small passage twenty yards wide. 
This river is used as a passageway for logs on their way to 
sawmills further down the river. About a mile above the 
falls thf re is a way built for tlie logs to go. N«aring the 
falls this way grows smaller until it again opens into a slide, 
built of large hewn logs in the shape of a square trough. 
This trough is built over rocks at an angle of 45°, with 

water four inches deep continnally running through it. The 
need of this is evident, for if the logs were allowed to go 
over the falls they would split and break to pieces. For niir 
amusement a dozen or two were shot tbmugh, but the tin)e 
they took to come down is not worth mentioning. An hour 
was spent there very pleaaently and it was with reluctance 
that I d( parted. The falls and all connected with it bflong 
to the Canadian Government. Our drive back to the inn 
did not take long and not many hours after tea we were fast 
asleep. All of the next day was employed in getting to 
Montreal, which place was reache I by midnight. Monday 
at 10.BO A. M., we stepped on the platform at Highgate 
Springs, having been gone just seven days and two hours. 

_G. F. Blandt. 

READ IN A FLY-BOOK. 

HOW pleasant it is of a winter evening while the storm 
dashes against the pane without, by the light of the 

lamp, fire burning brightly, to get out one’s tackle and look 
it over, a pipe showing in its smoke wreaths pictures of bard 
won fights on lake and stream. How often has tliis been 
repeated in angling literature and yet what a comfort to re¬ 
peat it again. 

But of all these winter pleasures the greatest of all is, I 
think, that of looking over one’s fly-books. To me they are 
not only a book for keeping flies, but one in which 1 cun 
read many past adventures, many hopes and fears, some gone, 
some yet present. 

Here, as 1 turn over the leaves, I see with a smile my first 
attempt at fly-tying. A bungling monstrosity, in green, red 
and gold. A pair of wings that would cause a decent fish to 
go into convulsions. Sadly was it tucked away, never has 
it been removed. Yet it still remains a landmark from 
which one can the length of l)is journey. 

Then here is the first fly on which I ever caught a trout. 
An alder, with wings hedrabbled and gut all worn and 
roughen; d with bard service. Well did that alder serve me, 
one cloudy July morning, breaking into vivid flashes of sun¬ 
light which checkered the woods with the delicate tracery 
of the forest leafage above. Plow the spotted deniztns of 
the brook leaped to its coy advances and how pioudly I 
placed the first captive in the creel, a victim to my art from 
tying the fly to the cast. Ah! the angler who never makes 
any of his own tackle loses half the joy of the gentle art. 
What hopes and fears are then woven into rod, leader and 
fly and what a double thrill of joy attends a capture. 

’And here is a fusty red iiris which took the first bass that 
ever fell a victim to my fly-rod. And as memory recalls 
that morning 1 turn over another page of the old book and 
note-wild satisfaction the stretcher that went with it. And 
thinking further I recall what a splendid double these two 
flits took for me that day. How they fought and leaped, 
and liow the rod again and again nearly yidded to the strain. 
And what a shout of triumph as the lauiliug net held them 
up to the admiring gaze tf the party of patient still-fishers 
anchored near. 

How aggravating it must have been to have seen these two 
fish taken from almost under tlieir noses by a stroller corn¬ 
ing idly along, when they had waited patiently with hille 
luck. 

And here in a corner I find nothing but a gut loop to tell 
me of that splendid fish who leaped into the air and then dis¬ 
appeared, carrying the fly streaming from his mouth to some 
dark rocky haunt bene&th the wave. 

And here I turn to another fly-hook, a present from an old 
angler, one who has seen many famous streams and catches 
in his day, who has fished with Webster and has seen some 
of our most famous angling clubs in their faintest infancy. 

It is an old English book of many vellum leaves and 
pockets, all stout and meant for service, no modern clips or 
sprinas. It is too bulky for the pocket, and oneshoula have 
a keeper or gillie to carry it. 

And as I turn over its pages, I note with wonder the 
myriad delicate flies, on gut almost invisible, lied in many 
arid dtlicate shades. Here are d ozens of duns and midges 
and spinners of varied hue and size. 

And now I tmn again the pages of another book and note 
with delight the varied colors, the straight and slender gut 
held by the clips. And here I sec my latest efforts and my 
hope for the luture. Here are a row of coachmen, when I 
tied them I had glimpses of a tumbling lapid, shaded by the 
declining sunlight into the dusk of a summer evening. 1 saw 
tlie trout leap as they skimmed the rippling water. And here 
are a row of sober alders and here another of brown hens. 
As the feathers turned beneath my fingers I saw Die sun¬ 
light shining on the stream. The water was quiet, save 
where some veteran fish rose hen; ath the bank aud sucked 
iu an unsuspecting fly with a gentle dimple of the pool, Aud 
here are pages of glowing crimson, yellow gold aud shiuiug 
green, which seem to tell me of sparkling waves along the 
Jakeomd some bronzed-hack bass leaping madly above the 
water be .VO gayly del t a moment before. 

And thus I go on turning the pages and recalliug 4i thou¬ 
sand incidents by field and flood, many faces of familiar 
fripds and all the old associations that double aud endear 
tliie pleasure of an angler’s reminiscences. Pekcytai,. 

CODFISHIKG IX THE Flood,—The late flood in oUr city 
was not without its incidents. In addition to those which 
excite our sympathy for the suffering class were many lu¬ 
dicrous scenes and one at least that showed ingenuity and 
wit and which may puzzle many good anglers who always 
spit on their bait. As the incoaung train on the B. & P. 
R. R slowed up at Chickering station iu the hooded district, 
the passengers saw a young man sitting on a fence near the 
depot Euriounded by four to six feet of water, with his at¬ 
tention riveted on the fishing tackle which he held in his 
hand, for he was evidently haviug "a bile.” Soon came the 
sDike with a “twLt of the wrist,” and after “giving him the 
butt” and playing his fish 'in good Waltoniin style a short 
time he lauded and raised to the view of the wondering 
spectators an immense codfish that must have weighed eight 
or nine pounds. He had e-videuDy struck a school, and the 
passengers failed to account for their being so far inland. 
Borne thought it reasonable that such new feeding grounds 
as the bacK yards in the outskirts of the city should entice 
them, while one elderly gentleman ihoughlfully .suggested 
“they couldn’t have come overland, they must have come 
up through the sewer.” However, the cold fact stood be¬ 
fore tliem—the hoy caught the fish. M. (Noah’s Ark,- 
J3ustou, Feb., 1888.)_ 

Miee, Log, Sxw, B.\ss.—In a mill at Milton. Pa., on the 
Susqut hanna River, Sawyer-Basler savra fish in a hollow, 
wab r^soaked log. lust as it was b-’ing pushed to the saw. 
Eight large bass were found in and taken from the log. 

_ Canadian Frsn Laws.—The Canadian FporUman pub 
lislie-the followirg items which maybe of interest to our 
readers. The last one bears upon tbs question of concurrent 
legi-lation between the State of New York and Canada and 
deserves to be considered: “Thi- Dominion Government has 
issutd an Older in Council amending me fi.'jfa laws as 
follows: No person shall fish tor, catch, kill, buy. sell, or 
possess any pickerel beiwu-n April 15 aud May 15, both 
days inclusive in each year; nor any bass or maskinonge be¬ 
tween April 15 and June 15, both days inclusive in each 
.year. Under the previous law the maskinont'e and bass 
fi'bing season opened outlie same day as for pickciel, viz., 
May 15. We have put ourselves on record many times 
within the past five jears to D'e fffeetthat a change was 
desirable, hut we do not think it was necessary to proloo.g 
I be close season for bass and maskinonge up to the 15i h of 
June. In twenty years experience bass and lunge fishing 
we have, of course, like every other old ti-herman, found fish 
on their spawning beds later in some seasons than others, 
but we cannot remember a single season when it would not 
have been proper to fish on the 1-t of June. By reference 
to our Angling Depaitment it will be seen that the Governor 
of the_ State of New York has also ordered certain changes 
in their fishery laws, and in looking over the provisions of 
the new law, we regret to see that he has made e.xceplions 
in ronnection yeith fishing in the river St. Lawrence. 
While the close season holds in all the waters of iNew York 
Stale up to the Ist of June, be has in Die St. Lawrence, 
Clyde. Seneca, and Oswego Rivers. Lakes Erie and Ontario, 
and Niagara River above Niagara Falls, shortened it to May 
15. The trouble now will he, espieially along the St Law¬ 
rence, I hat residents on the Ameiieau side can start fishing 
for bass and lunge on the l5lh of May while their Canadian 
hrethreu on the north shore are tied up fora month later. 
This is practically giving a month s exclusive privilege to 
Americau citizens, inasmuch as it is simply impossible to 
ke; p them south of the boundary line. 'Tliere is also Die 
danger that, owing to the close season in Canadian waters 
being prolonged so late as the 15ih of June, there will he 
many more attempts to evade the law than if the dale had 
been the first of the nionth.” 

Strange Fish.—Monakawaye, Com.—Editor Forest and 
Stream: A witk ago I shot a fish whieh 1 mistook for a 
duck. It was about 250 yards off and its fins were above 
water. 1 fired two rifle shots at it and both halls lodged in 
its hack. It is a very peculiar looking fl-h, and we have 
never seen one like it. Toe color is dark brown; light fawn 
eyes as large as a calf’s; mouth 14 inches wide.' and in shape 
of a horseshoe; a row of ivory white teeth all around and 
a row down the middle of the tongue. It is 4 feet 0 inches 
long, has a small fin of 5 inchis on back, and two paws like 
hands; arms, 4 inches; weight, 96 pounds. Wh-atisit?— 
A. R Kyle. [The dcscripiion lacks many important par¬ 
ticulars, such as scales, present or absent; character of fins 
and their portion; comparaiive length of jaws, etc. It may 
be the “angler” or “fishing frog.”J 

Good Fishing in Maine,—Some of the favorite resorts 
of Maine’s summer visitors enjoy two seasons a year. The 
second one is now at its height. Around the lakes in the 
center of the State the cottages and hotels are occupied by 
fishing parlies, who find good catches and lots of fun. If 
anybody is cheri-hing the delusion that Maine, like Ceres’s 
daughter, is underground half the yi ar or buried under a 
snowdrift, he ought to take a trip to some of the busy places 
just now. Miuiie is not only a summer resort but a resort in 
winter.—Lowiston {Me.) Journal, Feb. 25. 

Address all coinmunicaiions to the Forest and Stream Pubtish- 
ng Co. _ 

AN OLD CARP.—The following fi'ooi the Fiseherei Zeilung, 
Stettin, tells of a carp whicn should have been retired on haif 
pay long ago. The account says: “On the evening of Jan. 31, 
so says a reporter, the brothsi s Danuhaus, fishmastei’s, caught 
a mighty carp by the Kurlursten bridge, Berl n. On the 
under jaw it carried a ring on which was found an inscription. 
With difficulty there was deciphered through the rust the 
staiement that this carp was iiberated at Hazelhoret in the 
year 1018 and was consequently 266 years old. The fish weighed 
36 pounds, was lOJ cent meters (39 inches) Jong and 78 centi¬ 
meters (SJ mche.') in circumference. Tne fish was living at 
Lipp.;’s restaurant at the mill dam long enough for all to see 
it who wished, free of charge. The liug which the carp carried 
was deposited in the Markischen Museum.” AVe regret having 
to accuse this reporter who wrote the above a; couit of cneat- 
iiig this aged cai-p out of two years which rightly belonged to 
it. According to our figures the fish had lived 268 years 
after being planted, and as there is no way of telling how old 
he was when he was deposited in the waters at Hazeih /rst we 
are inclined to be liberal with him and allow him 100 years 
more, we are not inchned to be ungenerous to a poor old carp 
in the matter of a century or two. _ 

THE AMERICAN FISHERIES SOCIETY.—At the last 
meeting of this society (late the Americau Fishcultoral Asso¬ 
ciation) a committee was appointed to decide upon the time of 
the next meeting, which was voted to be held in Chicago, and 
to make such other arrangements as might be neces-aiy. This 
committee, of which Mr. Frank N. Clark is chair-man, have 
decided to hoid the meeting on April 13, 14 aud 15, iu that 
city. The United States Fish Commission will have one of 
their transportation cai-s there on exhibition to show how 
whitetish and other fish are moved. The Michigan Commis¬ 
sion will have a display of hatching apparatus in the exposition 
building, where other tishcultui at exhibits will be open to the 
public. An interesting and important meeting is promised. 

THE COLORADO COMMISSION.—Interest in fishcu’ture 
in Colorado is rapidly awakening. Besides the State hatch- 
ei-y there lyi’e the toUowiug private ones: Land’s hatchery at 
Natbi-op,/Chaffee county; Grant’s, Smelter, aud Bogart’s, Cen¬ 
tral Park, besides fom- that ai-e owned or conti-olled by Gen. 
John Pierce, the Commissioner of Fisheries for the State. 
These hatcheries have in the aggregate 1,( 60,000 brook irout 
esrhs and one has a few eggs of the lake trout. Many carp 
have been introduced by the U. S Fish Ommission and are 
doino- well. The State appropriation is small, but much good 
wo- k is done by the Lake Aiuher Fish Company and by mdi- 
■vidualk — 

OvEK Eleven- Mi won Dollars has been paid ro fis policy-ho ders 
b.T tne Travelers, of Uarr.fo u. Doan., s-n- eiis wgauizawoa. Present 
paymems are over a milUou a year.—dda. 
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FIXTURES. 

FIELD T UALS. 
Kov, 8 — Peronil .•'nuuai Field T'lals of the Western Fi“Id Trials 

Assitei.-iiion, at Abilene, Kan. U. C. Vau Horn, Secretary, Kansas 
Cl .V. Mo. 

N V. Si.—Fi^hth arnual fleM trials of the Eistern Field T'lals Club, 
at Ills'll Pi'iut, N. C. W, A. Cosier, Seeretary, Flalbusb, Kings 
county, N. Y. 

DOG 8HOAV8. 
Mareb 16. IV. 18and la—W&-tern Pennsylvania PoultiT Society's 

Dog Show . a' Pit'Shiirgh, Pa. C. B. Eloei., Secretary. 
March 3'3. 34 and 26 - Firs' Annual Dog Show of the New Jersey 

Kennel and Field Trials Club, Newark, N. J. A. P. Vredenburgii. 
Kecreiarv. Bergen Point, f'. J. 

March 30 to Api 11‘J.—Third Annual Dog Show of the New Havsn 
Keni el Cuib. S. K liemlugwnv, Secretary, New Haven. Conn. 

April 0. 7, 8nn4 i).—Sei'Oiul Annual Dog Show of the New England 
Kennel I'lnh. Edward A. Moseley. Secretary. Boston. Mass. 

April l-'i, 14. 1.) and ]6. Fu’d Annnul Dog Show of the Hartford 
K n 1' 1 Ciuo. A O. CollinB, Secretary, Hartford. Conn. 

Mar 4. 5 6 and V —Tentli annual dog .show of the Westminster 
Kennel Ciub. at Madison Smiare G'lrden, ’'ewYork. James Morti¬ 
mer. Snpeilntendenr. P. 0 Box 1812. New York 

Mny 18,19. £0 and 21 —Thir.i Annual Dog Show of the St. Louis 
Gun Club, bt Louis, Mo. Geo. Munson, Manager. 

A. K. R-SPECIAL NOTICE. 

rpHE AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 

pedigi-ees, etc. twith prize lists of all shows and trials), is pub 

lished ev'-ry month. Entries close on the 1st. Should be in early. 

Entry blanks sent on rec. ipt of stamped and addressed envelope. 
Registration fee 100 cents) must accompany each entry. No entries 

inserted unless paid in advance. Yoarlv subscription SI.50. Addres' 

‘‘American Kennel Register.” P. O. Bo. 2832, New York. Number 

of entries already printed 3333. 

THE ALEXANDRIA FIELD TRIALS. 

[From a Special Correspon'lent I Alexandria is located on the south side of Red River, 
inthemid«tof a Qne section of country,-which justly 

might he termed a hunter’s paradise. 
In the pin-^ woo l« opposite Alexandria wa found au excel¬ 

lent countrv for field trials, slightly rolling, with sufficient 
u’ldergro-vth to ftp'nish cover for the birds, and yet not so 
hen.vv as to interfere with the do-'s at work. 

The interest in wall-bred and fine field docs has received 
quite an impetus f' ora this meeting, and gra id results may be 
looked for in the near futui'c at their annual trials. 

While this was an amateur meeting, yet it developed an 
unlookerl-for knowledge of dogs and understanding of first- 
class field work that was surprisiug and would reflset credit 
uoon the oldest institutions of this kind. To the judges too 
much prai-e c.anuot be accorded. But one of them had ever 
attendetl a reculnr field trial, yet their decisions woi e most 
excellectand satisfactory. 

Oil’’ week of plea.sure was tastily rounded off with a grand 
banquet on Saturday night, given by the Alexandria Rod and 
Gnu Club at the Exchange Eotcl. 

The first p’dza was wmi bv Master Knight Ren and’s black 
and white English setter Boyd. Ho is a go'd sized dog, 
wei-'liing about 50 pounds, with good speed, range and 
bottom. 

The second prize was won bv Mr. A. R. Starr’s black pointer 
dog Watt. He is of medium size, and will compare favorably 
with anv pointer I have seen in field trials. 

The third prize was divided between Judge James M. 
Thompson’s black, white and tan English setter Mark Twain 
and Mr. S, Cullen’s black, white and tan dog Prescott. Mark 
Twain is of mediuxi size and a very handsome dog, with fine 
stvle and da=h on game. Prescott has good style and action. 

The fir^t cnnsolarion cup was won by Mr. W. B. Wells’s 
lemon and white setter Kink. He is a large, fine-looking dog, 
with a splendid nose. 

The second consolation cun was won by Mr. L. B. Baynard’s 
blue bslton do g Custer. He has good spoid .and style. 

In the heats where Judge Thompson’s dog ran Mr. J. M. 
Avent judged in the place of Judge Thompson. In the heats 
where Mr. Stair’s dog ran Mr. B. Watei's judged in Mr. Stai r’s 
pi,ace. 

The attendance was veiy large throughout the entire trials. 
PATTI AND NELLIE B. 

At 9:10 Mr E. W. Conden’s black, wbice and tan setter bitch 
Patti (Duke Gladstone—Grace Darling), handled by his owner, 
and Mr. W. T. Gray’s black and white setter bitch Nellie B. 
(Rake—Meg Mem'llie.s). handled by Mr. Henry Fontaine, were 
cast off in a cornfield and worked toward a thicket. In speed, 
range and quartering Nellie B. had the advantage, bub in 
style Patti was superior. Working the corn and cotton blank 
to' the thicket a Irevy was seen to flush and weremai’ked down 
a short distance beyond in open sedge gi’ass. Neliie was found 
dropped where the bevy got up; to order Nellie moved on. 
Patti, coming around only a few yards from where the bevy 
flashed, pointed several outlying birds, which (lushed wild. 
Fontaine shot but did not kill. Patti broke shot, Nellie B. 
steady Following birds marked down in the edge of briers 
and sed?e. Patti d'awing too close to a single bird flushed it 
a nd was steady to wing. About the same time, just aboye 
her. Nellie made a good point on a single bird, which flushed 
wild, and she dropped to win£r. Working on down through 
the sed re several birds were flushed by the judges aud specta¬ 
tors. They were then worked mj on level ground, wliere Nellie 
pointed and Patti backod, Fontaine to order flushed, shot 
and killed. Nellie diopped to shot. Patti broke shot aud 
made a fair retrieve. The dogs were thou ordered up at 
10:40, NeUie being awarded the heat. Down fifty minutes. 

MINGO AND DOLPH. 

At 10:50 Mr. W. B. Wells’s black and white English setter 
clog Mins-o (Druid—Star), handled by his owner, and Mr. C. 
E Briughurst’.s black, white aud tan English setter Dolph 
(Cyrus—Belle Gladstone), handled by his owner, were oast off 
in an open sedge field. Mingo was much the faste-t and widest 
ranger of the two, but before the heat was ended Doli>h got 
much better and Mingo slowed down somewhat. Mr. Wells 
just an iving from Canada with his dogs, which were entirely 
out of condition, not having had any work this season until a 
few days before the trials, which in ide them show up quite 
sore, still they made a game i ace and pi'oved dangerous com- 
petitoj-s. After working about three quarters of a mile 
through open cornfields dowu the bayou without finding birds, 
the brace were taken across the bayou and worked up in open 
sedge out into the corn whe’-e Mingo made game but failed to 
locate and was sent on by his handler. After drawing a weed- 
field blank, the dogs were then worked bao c to the cornfield, 
wliere Mingo made game before. Working out in open weeds 
near by, Mingn, drawing down wind, flushed two birds and 
dropped to wing, and the remainder of tlie bevy flushed wild. 
They were marked down in briers and thicket, which was 
so dense it was almost impossible for any dog to point scat¬ 
tered birds. Working the dogs in the thicket after them, 
Do'ph made two flushes in rapid succession and chased each 
one. A little further on two birds flushed, one near each dog. 
Moving on slowly, Mingo flushed a single bu’d and was steady 
to wing. Woiking back to where the fii-st birds were found, 
Mingo made a very stylish point; on a single bird in very heavy 
cover. Dolph backed. Wells, to order, flushed, shot and 
killed, both dogs dropped to shot. Mingo, sent to retrieve, did 

po in good style. Going on, Mingo made an excusable flush in 
briers down wind and was steady to wing. They were then 
worked out in open again through corn, cotton and sedgefleld, 
toward the bayou, then down the bayou a mile without find¬ 
ing game. The dogs were then ordei’ed up to cross the rail¬ 
road and bayou, where the dogs were again put down in a 
cottonfield and worked through burnt weeds and sedgefleld to 
heaw cover in a bottom, which wa-s so dense that it was un¬ 
comfortable to ride through much less to work good do^ in. 
Going on some distance in this thick cover’, the judges ordered 
the brace up until thev could get around the thicket and cross 
the ditch into the road. Just a few minutes after they were 
ordered up and while Mingo was at heel, Dolph found and 
pointed a bevy in briers on the roadside: as the dogs were 
ordered up tli’s point was not allowed, Mingo was ordered 
dowu for aback, but as the cover was so dense, it was irapo^ 
sible for him to sjethe pointing dog. which he passed and 
loca ted some of the same birds in good style about forty yards 
further on. The handlers were then ordered to flush birds; 
both shot and both dogs were steadv to shot. One bird was 
killed and Dolph was sent to retrieve, but failed to find, the 
bird beir g winged. Nothing was allowed either dog lor this 
work. The dogs were then put down. Dolph soon made a 
flush, which was excusable; Mingo found and retrieved the 
winged bird. The dogs were then worked to where two birds 
had been marked down in thick weeds and briers, vvhich -vrere 
as high as our heads on horseback. It was thought impossible 
for dogs to point in such a place, but Mingo found and pointed 
a single bird in good Shane. Wells flushed but did not shoot; 
Mingo steady to wing. The dogs were then ordered up at 12:45 
and the heat awarded to Mingo. Down two hours. 

MARK TWAIN AND BARON BLUB. 

At 1:55, after lunch, Judge James M. Thompson’s black, 
white and tan English setter dog Mark Twain (Coleman’s 
Loudon—True Laverack) and Air. C. A. Schnack’s blue belton 
English setter dog Baron Blue (Belton—Bramble) were cast off 
in an open cotton field. In speed Mark had a slight advan¬ 
tage, in I ange and quartering they were about equal. Both 
weie vpiy stylish on points, but Mirk had a slight advan¬ 
tage. Ma^ baa a beautiful, quick, easy way of go ng to his 
birds, always pointing with head and tail w'eU up, and with 
a year’s more experience and careful handling he will be a 
dangerors competitor in any stake. Working through cotton 
to a hedge Baron Blue made game and commenced reading. 
Mark backed, but quickly moved on and roaded with him, 
then made a cast to the left, on the other side of the hedge¬ 
row, and located the birds in fine stvle. Baron estab isbed 
his point almost immediarelv, and both dogs were allowed a 
point. Judge Thompson flushed, shot and killed. Mark broke 
to shot and dropped to order. Baron dropped to shot. To 
order Mark Twain retrieved the bird. Tbe birds flew to such 
a bad thicket it was impossible to woi’k the dogs on them. 
They were worked around the thicket in cotton to (he hedge 
beyond, wheie Baron pointed, moved on and commenced 
roading. Judge Thompson, being an old judge at field trials, 
snowed very plainly that he had ca’ight on to some of the 
tricks so oftm played bv handlers in trials. He very skill¬ 
fully threw Mark around to ’^he thicket where Baron -was road¬ 
ing, both dogs road ing beautifully, but Mark being the quicker, 
located aud pointed the birds in front of Baron, when Baron 
also pointed,the iiirds bemg flashed by the handlers but not shot 
at; both dogs steady to wing. Again the judges allowed b' ith 
a point. Baron should have been entitled to more credit than 
Alark for the last two points, as he was first in both instances 
to commence roading. The birds were marked down in a bad 
thicket. Working down the hedgerow toward scattered 
birds, Baron pointed, moved on and flushed a single bird, 
alter which several more rose wild. A little further on in a 
thicket Baron pointed, discovered his error and roaded on 
some distance without finding birds. In the meantime Mark 
had gone further into the thicket and was h st from his 
handler. After looking for him some time Baron wus ordered 
up until Mark could be found. After about ten minutes his 
handler succeeded in getting liira to come to whistle. After 
which the dogs were ordered down and taken back to a weed 
field where two birds had been marked down. Baron flushed 
one of them and was steady to wing. Working them through 
open country and cotton and com fields, drawing several 
fields blank, the brace was ordered up for water. After 
which the dogs were put in wagons and taken to a large com 
field near by, where they were again cast off, drawing this 
blank. After working a Jong way through several large weed 
fields the dogs were worked back to whpe several birds had 
been flushed by spectators and markeffdown ina weed field, 
wliere Baron made a beautiful point on a single bird, but 
moved no a step or two and the bird flushed. He scored a 
point, but it looked very much like a flush. Going on, several 
birds were flushed by the judges. Mark pointed on the 
scent, discovered hi.s error and roaded on, when Baron came 
up in ft out and both hacked each other. The dogs were or¬ 
dered on by the handlers, and no birds were found. The 
brace was then ordered up at 3:80 to go south about 
miles ou better grounds, where birds were found more plenti¬ 
ful. At 2:55 the dogs were again put down In open corn aud 
sedge grass. Working toward a ditch, Mark pointed in fine 
style on the edge of the ditch in some biiers. Baron backed 
well. Judge Thompson flushed a large bevy. Mark was a 
little unsteady to wing. Baron perfectly staunch. The birds 
flew to heavy sedge -wbitb was as high as the handler’s head, 
where Mark scored a point. Baron backed, aud bis handler 
claimed a point, but failed to flush a bird in front of him. 
Judge Thompson then flashed Mark’s bii’d. which was shot 
and killed by Mr. Hchnack. Baron was then sent on to re¬ 
trieve, Picking up tbe bird Mr. Schnack started to go to him 
when one of the judges had some doubt about Baron’s retriev¬ 
ing from Mr. Sehnack’s actions, and he asked Mr. Schnack to 
walk back and let tbe dog retrieve tbe bird. Baron dropped 
the bird and refused to retrieve it. Air, Schnack then very 
innocently remarked that Baron did not retrieve. The do^ 
were then ordered up at 4:08 and the heat given to Mark 
Twain. Down two hom-s and thu-teen minutes, 

CRI3T AND LUFRA. 

At 4:10 Mr. L, W. Murdock’s black, white aud tan Gordon 
setter dog Crist (Nix—Diisy) and Mr. John W. Prescott’s 
black, white and tan setter bitch Lufra (Cyrus—Belle Glad¬ 
stone) were cast off in a large open cornfield. Luf l a had the 
advantage in pace, ranse and style. This was one of the most 
amusing heats that it was ever our fortune to witness. Both 
dogs were handled by their respective owners. Air. Prescott 
is an old gentleman whose head is as white as snow, kntek- 
namsdbyhis personal friends as Father John. He is by far 
the youngest rnember of the club judging by the gi’eat activity 
with which be pushed his competitor in this heat. It was 
mutually agreed that they should ride and handle their dogs. 
After the dogs started off through tbe cornfield the judges 
gave Father John permission to “go as you please." Knowng 
the locality of all the bevies on this ground, he soon had his 
old gray horse in a fast tror, distaoemg the judges and his 
opponent. It afforded much amusement to see the old gen¬ 
tleman so much excited that the judges did not stop his gait, 
but told his competitor to keep up if he could. Fai ing to find 
birds in the carnneld, Father John pointed to a thicset about 
a qoai-ter of a mile off, saying that they would be sure to find 
a bevy there. He started in that direction across a good corn¬ 
field for bii’ds, and soon bad his horse in a gallop heading for 
tbe bevy, his dog following and leaving his opponent handler 
about seventy-five yards in the reai’, follows by the judges, 
reporters and spectators at full speed to see what Father John 
was going to do. Sura enough, wnen he reached the tfficket, 
Crist going in flushed a large bevy and dropped to wing. The 
bevy was marked down onlv a short distance in a rag weed 
field. Father John dismounted and followed very quickly. 
Lufraashidng on at rattling pace, wheeled and pointed in 

beautiful stvle. Father John turned to the judges and claimed 
a point. While his back was turned she sprang at the bird, put 
it up and had a lively chase. Finding that she could not catch 
it she came dashing back and jumped on another point in 
grand style with head and tail well up. Aeain Father John 
turned to the judges and claimed a point, when the bi'ch re¬ 
peated her former performance. Just then a bird was flushed 
by one of the judges which flew past Mr. Murdock, who shot 
and kille i it. Crist to order retrieved well. The report of 
the gun made Lufra turn back to see what had happened. 
She again made a beautiful point, Father John being only a 
few feet from her made her hold her point until he went in 
front to flush. Then she made a jump, but faded to flush it and 
wheeled to a point. Father John then fl'ushed th” bird, shot 
and missed it. Lufra broke shot and chased. Working on 
dowu the slant in heaw weeds, Crist pointed; Lufra brought 
around to back, not seeing Cri«t went m f' out of him and also 
pointed. The birds flushed wild and Lufra chased. Crist 
was a little unsteady to Wing, hut dropped to O' der. The 
dogs were then ordered up at 4:45 and the heat awarded to 
Crist. Down thii'ty-flve minutes. Father John looked very 
much disappointed to think his favorite dog would so back on 
him so completelv, and to my great snrprrie he did not even 
say a harsh word to her, but at once tried to explain to the 
judges and reporters that his bitch was not in the habit of 
behaving so badly. If Father Jodn will break his bitch prop¬ 
erly for next year’s trials I think he will turn the laugh on 
some one else. 

TANGIPAHOA AND'JACK, 

At 4:.50 Mr. Henry Fontaine’s black, white and tan English 
setter bitch Tangipahoa (Gladstone—Flossie) and Mr. M. F, 
Smith’s liver and white pointer Jack (pedigi-ee unknown) were 
cast off in an open weedfield, where the last brace were taken 
up. Tangiphahoa had a great advantage in speed, range and 
.style; in fact, she is a very fast bitch. Worked around in a 
large weedfl°ld back to ‘the thicket without finding. The 
spectators flushed several birds of the last bevy, and the dogs 
were then ordered up to get out of the thicket. When the 
dogs were again east off Jack soon made an uncertain po nt. 
His handler, not thinking there was anvthing (here, o-dered 
him on. and he flushed a single bird. He made a little cast 
and flushed again, and was steady to wing each time. Tangi- yahoa made a cast across the branch and pointed in the briers, 
ack was brought around to back, but refused to do so; went 

in and flushed the birds; both were steadv towing. They 
were again cast off in the thicket. Jack making two flushes in 
rapid succession. The dogs weie then ordered up at 5:08 and 
Tangipahoa awarded the heat. Down eighteen minutes. 

HARRY AND PRESCOTT. 

At 5:10 Dr. J. S, Fish’s black and white Engli'=h setter dog 
Han y (ppdigree not given) and Mr. S. Cullen’s black, white 
aud tan Engli^ settei dog Prescott (Cyrus—Belle Gladstone) 
were cast off in a thicket down the branch where the birds 
were marked. Prescott had the advantage in speed, range 
and style. They were about equal in quartering. Working 
across' the road. Harry pointed iri sedge grass and Presco't 
hacked. The judges asked Dr Fish to flush and kill. He 
flushed the bird, raised his gun, but did not shoot. Both dogs 
broke In, tut dropped to order. The Doctor’s excuse for not 
shooting was that he had rheumatism in bis finger and could 
not pull the trigger. Working on in open sedge gras.®, Prescott 
pointed and Harry backed. The handler t o order fl ished, 
shot and missed. Prescott broke shot. Harrv remaining 
steady to shot and wing. Working around the hill the ban t- 
lers flushed several birds. We then went back into the field 
where several birds had been marked, Prescott made a good 
point and Harry backed. Tbe handler flushed, shot and 
missed the bird. Both dogs bi oke shot. The dogs were then 
ordered up at 5:45 and Pi’escott awarded the heat. Down in 
all thirty-five mmute'^. This ended the day’s sport. 

The next brace in the order of running was Boyd and Rip, 
but the handlers not being up with the dogs, the next brace 
was called. 

WATT AND CUSTER. 

At 9:05 Mr. A. R, Statr’s black pointer dog Watt (Bronco- 
Fan) and Mr. L. B. Baynard’s bine belton dog Custer (Blue 
Dick—Buckeye Belle) were cast off in a large open cotton field 
where both dogs showed good range and speed. Watt having 
the advantage; they were about equal in style. The handlers 
worked this brace from horseback, ai d In this heat will 
nlainly be seen the evil effects of such handling. After draw¬ 
ing several corn and cotton fields blank, we worked toward a 
hedgerow, where Custer made a point. His handler lode up 
to him and stopped, and did not seem inclined to flush the 
birds, whereupon Custer jumped in and flushed but stopped 
to order. Going on to the single birds marked in some briers, 
he pointed a single bird, which Hushed wild, and he was a 
little unsteady to wing. At about the same time Watt pointed 
in the edge of the thicket, and Custer was ordered to back, 
but. refused, went around him several times and finally 
stopped to order. Watt also flushed a single bu’d and was 
steady to wing. Working around in the same place, Custw 
pointed and Watt backed, and several birds flusb^ wild. 
Moving up Custer flushed a single bird and dropped to wing. 
We then worked across open country about a half a mile 
without finding bii-ds. Going into a brier tuicket a bevy of 
birds was seen to flush, but the cover was so heavy it was im¬ 
possible to see the dog. Custer being the only dog in the 
vicinity, it was natural to suppose that he put them up. These 
birds were not followed. Going west some distance, Watt 
pointed on the edge of the ditch. Custer refused to back and 
went in ahead, flushed and chased, Watt steady to wing. 
Tile do^ were then ordered up and the heat awarded to 
Watt. Down, one hour and ten minutes. 

BOYD AND RIP. 

At 10:20 Alaster Knight Renaud’s black and white English 
setter dog Boyd (Brussels —Iowa Queen), and Mr. E. G. Hunt¬ 
er’s black, white and tan English setter dog Rip (Cyrus—Belle 
Gladstone), were cast off in a large rag weed field where they 
bad opportunity to show their speed and range, both being 
about equal. Boyd had a little advantage in quartering and 
largely the advantage in style. After a long tramp we-tward 
without finding game, we worked toward a heavy thicket, 
where Rip made a very stylish point. Boyd refused to back, 
went on and also pointed. The birds were running in tbe 
briers and both roaded on some distance before they were 
flushed. Font'ine shot and missed. Rip broke shot but 
stopped to order. Boyd steady to shot; both dogs were allowed 
a point. The birds were marked down only a short distance 
in the edge of a thicket where Boyd pointed a running bird, 
which his handler failed to flush. Ordered on, Boyd roaded 
some distance and located the bird, which flushed vinid. Boyd 
steady to wing. About the same time Rip pointed a single 
bird in the briers, which flushed wild. Several bi'ds were 
then flushed by the hand ers and judges. Moving nn. Rip 
flushed a single oird and dropped to wing. A little fut ther on 
Boyd also flushed a single bird and was stead y to wing. Out in 
tlie open where sever^ scattered hb’ds were mai’ked, Boyd 
false-pointed in a brush pile. Working on through a cornfleld, 
Boyd made a point on a single bird and Rip backed him. Mr. 
Fontaine going in to flush Rip broke in and ran around Boyd 
but stopped to order, Fontaine flushed, shot and killed. Boyd 
dropped to shot. Rip broke shot and refused to retrieve the 
bird. Boyd then to order retrieved fairly weU. The brace 
were then ordered up and the heat awarded vo Boyd. Down 
oue hour. 

KINK AND TBIGQ, 

At 11 :S5 Mr. W. B. Wells’s lemon and white setter dog Kink 
(Druid—Star) and W. P. Flower’s orange pointer dog Trigg 
were cast off in the thicket to work on scattered birds. La 

I speed, range and style Kink had the advantage. They were 
I aDoub equal in quartering. Kink flashed a single bird and 
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dropped to wing, A little further on Trigg also flushed a single 
bird down wind and UDOving on scored another flush. Then 
toward the edge of the thicket both dogs flushed and were 

^ steady to wing, after which Kink flushed a single bird. They 
’ were then cast out in an open rag weed field where Trigg 
flushed a single bird and dropped to wing. On some distance 
fimther Kink made a wide cast and pointed and Trigg backed 
him. To order the handler flushed a small bevy, shot and 
missed, both dogs steady to shot. The birds were not followed. 
Going on near a hedgerow the handlers flushed several bu'ds 
which Trigg had passed. The dogs were then cast back there. 
Trigg passed close to the remaining birds, not showing any 
nose whatever. Several birds were then flushed by the 
handlers which were mai’ked downin an open cornfield. Kink 
pointed a single bird and Trigg backed him. To order Mr. 
Wells flushed, shot and failed to hill, both dogs steady to shot. 
Moving on Tiigg scored two flushes in rapid succession. The 
dogs were then ordered up at 11:.58 and Kink awarded the 
heat. Down thirty-five minutes. This ended the first serie.s. 
This being about dinnertime we went back to town. It was 
decided that the second series should be decided by running 
on different ground, the pine woods being selected to finish 
the trials. 

Second Series. 
After dinner we crossed the river, going north about a mile 

and a half from town. 
NELLIE B. AND MINGO. 

At 2:20 Kellie B. and Mingo were cast off on the east side of 
the road in open pine woods. Nellie had the advantage in 
speed and range. They were about equal in stvle and quar¬ 
tering. Working some distance over several hills they both 
commenced reading. Mingo located thebh-ds just as they 
flushed wild, both dogs dropped to wing. The birds were 
marked down across a little creek in open woods on bare 
ground. Following them, Nellie made a good point. Her 
handler, Mr. Fontaine, accidentallv struck acvpress knee, fall¬ 
ing down, hurting himself so badly that it took him several 
minutes to recover so he could go to his dog. Just before he 
got to her she moved around iu a new place and pointed again. 
Mingo came up and pointed the birds that Nellie had left and 
they flu.shed wild. Nellie’s birds also flushed wild; both dogs 
steady to wing. A number of birds then flushed wild. Going 
back across a little creek, on hillside covered with sedge grass 
Nellie made a false point and was backed bv Mingo. Going 
on up the thicket Mingo flushed a single bird and stopped to 
wing. The dogs were then ordered up for about five minutes 
until we crossed the creek and got out on the opposite hillside 
They were again cast off, when Nellie B. soon pointed at the 
edge of the road and Mingo backed her. Foniaine flushed the 
birds to order, but failed to cock his gun and did not shoot. 
The birds flew across the road and were marked down in a 
pine thicket with very little grass. Following them, Mingo 
pointed, moved up and flushed his bird, and dropped to wing. 
Mingo soon flushed again and was steady to wing. Nellie 
then false pointed. Mingo failed to back and was stopped to 
order. After a few moments the dogs were ordered up to get 
out in open ground again. They were again cast off in open 
pine woods where they could show their speed and range to a 
good advantage. After working some distance north Nellie 
B. flushed a bevy down wind on bare ground. The bii'ds were 
marked down in an open thicket, Nellie making a cast across 
the branch flushed several birds and dropped to wing. The 
judges not being in a position to see her when she flushed. Mr. 
Fontaine claimed a point, and before she moved on several 
birds flushed wild in front of her. The judges allowed her a 
point and did not penal'ze her with a flush. The dogs were at 
once ordered up at 4:05 and the heat awarded to Nellie B. 
Down two hours and five minutes. 

MARK TWAIN AND CRIST. 

Judge Thompson, one of the judges, owned and handled 
Mark Twain, and Mr. J. M. Avent judged in his place during 
that heat. At 4:10 dogs cast off in pine woods. Mark had a 
decided advantage in speed, range, quartering and stvle. 
Working around the hill in sedge gi-ass Mark pointed. Crist 
was brought up to back, but Mark not being in a good place 
to be seen. Crist was stopped bv his handler. Judge Thomp¬ 
son flushed a large bevy, shot, but did not kill. Mark dropped 
to shot. Crist broke in but dropped to order. Following the 
birds, Mark flushed a single on bare ground and was steady to 
wing Mark then pointed, discovered his error and moved 
on. Several bu-ds were flushed by the handlers. They were 
then worked back across the branch again, when one of the 
handlers flushed a single, bird that flew over Crist, and he 
broke after it but dropped to order. Immediately after Mark 
made a flush in open ground and was steady to wing. We 
then had a long hunt, crossing the road on the east and hack 
before finding. Mark made a beautiful point in sedge grass. 
Crist refused to back, went in and took the point. Judge 
Thompson flushed a nice bevy but did not shoot. Mark 
dropped to wing and Crist was a little unsteady. They were 
then ordered up at 5:25 and the heat awarded to Mark Twain. 
Down one hour and fifteen minutes. 

TANGIPAHOA AND PRESCOTT. 

At 5:28 Tangipahoa and Pj’escott were oast off. Tangipahoa 
had a decided advantage in point and range; they were about 
equal in style and quartering. They were worked down the 
hillside where a bevy had been marked down in sedge grass 
some time before by the spectators. Both dogs did some beau¬ 
tiful reading and both established independent points at about 
the same time. Birds flushed wild in fi ont of both dogs. They 
were both steady to wiag. The dogs moved on, and Prescott 
soon made a beautiful point on a single bird that was left, 
Tangipahoa backed. Mr. Cullen flushed, shot and killed the 
bird. Prescott broke shot and made a veiw poor retrieve. 
Tangipahoa broke in and was dropped by handler. On the 
hillside in sedge grass Prescott flushed a single bird that flew 
up in a little tree near by. Prescott broke ip and tried bo 
climb the tree after the bird. Tansipahoa then scored a false 
point. Prescott, swinging around the hill in the sedge grass 
about 75 or 100 yards above Tangipahoa and made a beautiful 
point. Mr. Fontaine claimed that it was the bird his bitch 
was pointing and ordered her on. She made a cast and backed 
Prescott nicely. Mr. Cullen flushed the bird, shot and Irilled 
it. Prescott broke shot. Tangipahoa broke in but stopped to 
order. The dogs were ordered on over the hill and Tangipahoa 
made a cast and pointed the dead bird, then moved on and re¬ 
trieved it well. The dogs were then worked across the dirch; 
Tangipahoa pointed a sparrow and was backed by Prescott. 
They were then cast off up the hilL The handlers then separ¬ 
ated, Tangipahoa soon made a good point on a single bu-d 
that wa.s flushed by Fontaine but not shot at; she dropped to 
wing. Pi-escott, in the meantime, had pointed and done some 
beautiful reading on a lot of larks. The dogs were then oi- 
dered up at 6:15, we thought to be put down again next morn¬ 
ing, but to our great surprise, the next morning the judges an¬ 
nounced the heat in favor of Prescott. We cannot agi-ee with 
the judges in this decision, and can’t see how they could figure 
it to make Prescott the winner, Tangipahoa having a decided 
advantage in speed and range; they were about equal in style 
and quartering. Tangipahoa made two good points, no flushes. 
One false point, two break ins and a good retrieve, both backed 
well. Prescott made three points, one flush, one break in, two 
bad break shots and a very poor retrieve. We think, how¬ 
ever, that the dogs should have been run longer before decid¬ 
ing the heat. This is the only decision made in the All-Aged 
Stake that we do not agree with. We leam that Judge Thomp¬ 
son did not give his decision in this heat on account.of having 
to run his dog with the winner in the next series. This finished 
the work for the day. 

WATT AND BOYD. 

Friday was beautiful and clear. The middle of the day it 
was rather warm. The character of the work throughout the 

day was good. The work began across the river about four 
miles northeast of town. At 10:30 Watt and Boyd were cast 
off on the east side of the road where Mark Twain and Crist 
had finished their heat the evenmg before. This was the best 
heat during the trials. In speed and style Watt had the ad¬ 
vantage, Boyd was a little the widest ranger. They were 
about equal in quartering. Working east on the hillside Watt 
made a beautiful point in sedge, grass and was held a long 
time until Boyd could be brought around to back, wMch he 
did Avell. The handlers flushed, shot and killed; both dogs 
were a little unsteady to shot. To order Watt retrieved fairiy 
well. The birds were marked down in the edge of an oak 
thicket and sedge grass. Working down the thicket across 
the branch Watt pointed bub soon moved on. After working 
out the hillside without finding birds we then turned back 
across the branch, where Watt commenced reading and 
Boyd passed him and flushed three birds; both were steady to 
wing. We don’t think that the judges saw this work as they 
were crossing the branch on a log and there was a little 
thicket between them and the dogs. Working on up the hill¬ 
side the handlers and judges flushed several birds. Then Bovd 
made a good point in sedge grass; Watt was called around 'to 
back; coining up facing the dog he went between him and the 
bird twice, and then looked at Boyd as if he did uot know 
what he was doing. Fontaine flushed the bird bub did uot 
shoot. This was a good piece of work for Boyd. Moving on 
to an oak thicket Watt made an excusable" flush and was 
steady to wing. The dogs were then ordered up to get water. 
They were then cast off and worked a short distance up the 
branch where Watt made a good point, which Boyd backed. 
The handler flushed but did not shoot. Both dogs were steady 
to wing. Quite a large bevy then flushed wild across the 
branch and were marked down on the hillside in sedge grass. 
Boyd then pointed a single bird that had been left. His 
handler flushed to order but did not shoot. Following the bu-ds 
Boyd pointed a single which flushed wild; he was steady to 
wing. Watt then pointed, moved up a nd flushed the bird, and 
dropped to wing. Boyd quickly followed suit by a flush and 
was steady to wing. Quite a number of bii-ds then flushed 
wild. Moving on a shoi t distance Watt flushed a sihigle and 
was steady to wing. About the same time Boyd pointed a 
bird t’-'at flushed wild and he was steady to wing. Only a 
short distance on Watt made a beautiful point: his handler 
flushed but did not shoot, Watt steady to wing. Work¬ 
ing on Watt was Eroing at a rattling pace and wheeled on 
a beautiful point, held it for a few moments and then ma'^e a 
cast. His handler coming up flushed the bird that he had left. 
Watt pointed again, the bird flushed wild. He made one 
jump for it and stopped. Ordered on he made a short cast 
and jumped on a beautiful point. His handler flu.shed the 
bii d but did not shoot. Watt was steady to wing. The work 
on, the last bevy was all done in a very few minutes and was 
of a very high character. Working on up the hill Boyd 
stopped and Watt backed a long way off. The dogs were 
then ordered up to go about a half mile back to the road 
whei-e there were several coveys located. They were then 
cast off again and Boyd inade a good point, Wait not being 
near to back. To order Fontaine flushed a small bevy but did 
not shoot. The birds flew down the branch where Boyd 
pointed, and Watt called around to back.before getting in .sight 
of Boyd also pointed some of the same birds. To order both 
handlers flushed but did not shoot; both dogs steady to wing. 
The dogs were then ordered up at about 11:40, and after ten 
minutes of consultation by judges tliev were ordered down 
again, working whei-e the scattered bevy was supposed to be, 
but they failed to find any of them; Boyd pointed a sparrow, 
then we'inade a long search before finding birds. The specta¬ 
tors flushed a bevy behind us that were marked down in 
sedge grass on a hillside. The dogs were worked back there 
and Boyd pointed, Watt hacking him. Fontaine flushed a 
bird that flew over Watt, he shot and killed it and Watt broke 
shot and retideved it. The dogs were then ordered uxj at 12:44 
and the heat awarded to Boyd. Do\vn in aU two hours and 
twenty minutes. Kink having a bye, this ended the second 
sei-ies. 

Third Series. 
KINK AND NELLIE B. 

At 12;.50 Kink and Nellie B. were cast off to work on scat¬ 
tered birds. Failing to find any of them they were worked 
back toward lunch. Nellie B. had a decided advantage in 
speed and range. They were about eq-.ial in style and quar¬ 
tering. After working some distance Kink made a wide cast 
and flushed an outlymg bird of a bevy and stopped to wing. 
The remainder of the birds flushed 'wild, he still remained 
steady, working where the birds were supposed to be we 
failed to find them. The dogs were or dered up at 1:07 for 
lunch. After lunch, at 1 ;45, they were cast off on the west 
side of the road. After worlang about half a mfle through 
open pine woods we went out into an old sedge field where 
Nellie flushed a bevy and dropped to wing. The birds flying 
over another large bevy they also flushed and were, marked 
down in pine woods near the branch. Following the birds,- 
Nellie made a bad flush up wind and dropped to wing. Then 
quite a number of birds flushed wild. Moving on Nellie 
pointed. Fontaine to order flushed, shot and killed. Nellie 
dropped to shot and retrieved well to order. Working on 
down the liranch, Kink flushed a siugle bird and dropped to 
wing. Then they worked across the branch, where Kink 
made a good point. Nellie backed for a short time, then cast 
off. went ai-ound him and was stopped by her handler. Mr. 
Wells flushed, shot and missed, both dogs steady bo shot. 
After woi-ldng around some distance iu the pine woods with¬ 
out finding, they were worked up the branch toward the 
road where a bevy had been seen running on the ground. 
The judges told both handlers they Avould give them just fif¬ 
teen minutes longer and then they would decide the heat. 
They worked around, giving the dogs the benefit of the wind. 
Nellie flushed the bevy up wind and dropped to wing. Fol¬ 
lowing the birds down the branch, in an oak thicket Nellie 
made two flushes up wind in rapid succession, dropping to 
wing each time. Kink pointed, Wells flushed bub did not 
shoot, Kink dropped to wing. The dugs were then ordered up 
at 2:25 and the beat awarded to Kink. Down in all one hour 
and seventeen minutes. We were very much sin-prised at the 
work of Nellie B. in this heat. She had lost her nose entirely. 
It was expected by nearly every one that she would be oue of 
the winners. 

MARK TWAIN AND PRESCOTT. 

At 3 o’clock Mark Twain and Prescott were cast off on the 
■west side of the road in oiien piue woods, where both had an 
oppoz'tunity to show their speed and range. They were about 
equal in speed, range and quartering and both were very 
stylish on point, Mark havtug a slight advantage in style. 
Prescott made a good cast and made a beautiful point on a 
little mound, Mark backed. The handlers flushed a small 
bevy, but did not shoot. Prescott broke in but stopped to 
order, Mark remaining steady. The birds were not followed. 
The dogs were then worked north, across the road. After 
working them without finding, one horn- and twenty minutes, 
the does were apparently getting very tu-ed, the judges ordered 
them up and aske<i Mr. Avent to turn Paul Gladstone loose 
to see if he could find a bevy for them. After about ten min¬ 
utes’ rest Paul was brought up and the thi'ee dogs were cast 
off together in open ‘pine woods. Paul started off at such a 
rate of speed that it seemed to excite the dogs and put new life 
in them. He made a very wide cast ovei- a hill and was found 
pointing. The dogs were ordered around to back. Mark 
coming around behind him' caught the wind of the birds and 
drew iip to a point with Paul. Prescott swung around in front 
and alsd'pointed. It was a beautiful- sight to see, three.dogs 
in such grand style aU pointing s'tatinchly at the same time. 
Avent'went in to flush, but the birds were some distance away 
and be ordered Paul on. As soon as the order was given Paul 
went on as fast as possible about sixty yards to a log and 

pointed again, Mark and Prescott did not move. Avent then 
flushed, shot, but did not kill. All of the dogs dropped to 
shot. Nothing wa.s allowed either dog as they were ordered 
around for a bacK only. Paul was then put on cham and the 
dogs were cast off and worked up where birds had been 
marxed down in light sedge grass. Mark pointei Prescott 
refused to back, went in and was stopped to order. Judge 
Thompson flushed the bird, but did not shoot, Prescott broke 
in and Mark was steady to wing. Moving un a single bird 
flushed wild between the dogs. Mark then pointed and roaded 
and pointed again, but the bird flushed wild and he was steady 
to wing. They were then worked down where two birds had 
been marked. Prescott pointed a sparrow in a brush pile. 
Moving on birds were flushed b3" the handlers. The dogs were 
then ordered up at 5 and Mark awarded the heat. Down one 
hour and fifty minutes. This ended the third series, Boyd 
having a bye. 

Fourth Se7Hes. 
BOYD AND KINK. 

At 5:20 Boyd and Kink were cast off on the east side of the 
road. They were about equal in speed and quartering. Boyd 
had a little advantage in range. Kink a liltle in style. Boyd 
pointed, Kink coming up also pointed. Both then roaded 
down wind some distance. Kink, crowding the birds too close, 
they flushed down wind. Both were steady to wing. Follow¬ 
ing the birds across the branch to edge of a thicket, Boyd 
flushed a single bird and stopped to wing, then moved up a 
few feet and pointed. In the same thicket Boyd made two 
points in rapid succession. The birds then flew across the road 
to an open pine thicket. Following them, Boj'^d pomted, Kink 
refused to back, went in and flushed. Both dugs steady to 
wing. They were ordered up at 6:03 and Boyd awarded the 
heat. Down forty-three minutes. 

This ended the fomth series, Mark Twain ha-ving a bye. 

Final Tie for First Prize. 
BOYD AND MARK TWAIN. 

Mr. J. M. Avent wa.5 selected to judge in Judge Thompson’s 
place -while he handled his dog. 

At 10:02 on Saturday Boyd and Mark Twain were cast off 
on the east side of the road in open ptue woods, and worked 
down the branch on the hillside in sedge grass. A bevy 
flushed near both dogs. They were steady to wing. Mark 
had a great advantage in the start in speed and style, but 
before the heat was ended he slowed down somewhat. Boyd 
was the widest ranger and Mark had the advantage in quar¬ 
tering. Following the scattered bevy across the branch up a 
little drain that was thick with hushes and some few briers, 
Mark made an excusable flush in the briers down wind, and 
was steady to wing. Boyd then pointed a rabbit. Mark, 
coming up on the opposite side, also pomted the same rabbit. 
They w ere both steady to fm-. Moving on up the branch, the 
judges and handlers flushed several birds. Then turning 
northwest on a hillside both dogs did some beautiful reading. 
We finally discovered that they were after a chicken. After 
working about one mile northwest to the road through 
very hkely places without finding, the judges then 
asked Mr. Avent to put down Roderigo to see if he 
could find a bev.y. The thi-ee dogs were cast off on the 
west side of the i-bad in open pine woods. Roderigo started 
off at his best rate of speed, and after going some distance 
over the liill he made a wide cast in a thiciset and went so far 
he could not be found for some time afterward, when he was 
put in the wagon. The dogs were -woi-ked on in an old sedge 
field where Boyd made a good point and Mark bacsed him. 
A large bevy flusheO wild and was marked down in the pine 
woods near the branch. Following l hem Mark made a beau¬ 
tiful point; Boyd also made a point at about the same time 
below Mark on different birds. To order, both handlers 
flushed, shot and Fontaine killed. Both dogs steady to shut. 
To order, Boyd retrieved faiily; they wei-e both cast off and 
eaeli maoo a 'flu-h and were steady to wing. They were then 
woiked up the branch where several birds had been marked 
down in a thicket. Both dogs made excusable flushes in there 
and were steady to wing, then they were turned back down 
the branch out into the open pine woods again. After a long 
tedious hunt without finding, we returned to where there aad 
been several bu-ds marked down near where we got our last 
work. Boyd made game, Mark came up and also commenced 
reading, and established a beauriful point, and Boyd backed 
him. Judge Thompson flushed, shot, but did not kill. Mark 
dropped to shot, Boyd broke in but soon stopped. Moving on 
only a short distance Boyd pointed a siugle bird, moved up 
and flushed it and was steady to wing; wa then weut up the 
branch east about one mile to the road without finding. Id 

the meantime Paul Gladstone was put down with them and 
after working some distance acioss the road in open pine 
wood, Boyd pointed a bevy and was hacked by Mark, Fon¬ 
taine flushed the birds, shot and killed and Mark letrieved 
welUtlie dogs were then ordered up at 12 :20 and the heat and 
first prize awarded to Boyd. Down in all two hours and 
twenty minutes. We then went to lunffh. After lunch we 
drove east about two miles to open pine woods. 

Tie for Second Place. 
MARK TWAIN AND WATT. 

Watt was selected by the judges to run against Mark Twain 
for second place, being the best dog beaten by Boyd. At 3:50 
they were cast off iu open pine woods and worked down the 
branch. Mark did not show his usual speed and dash in this 
heat, he appeared to be very sore and had torn two of his toe 
nails off in his previous heat. Watt had a little advantage in 
speed and range, Mark had a decided advantage in style and 
quartering. Working up the hill around an old hou.se and 
orchard, we crossed the creek and a large bevy flushed near 
both dogs. We could not see which dog made the flush as it 
was in a very thick place. Following the birds down the 
creek Watt flushed a bird down wind and the remainder of 
the bevy rose wild. Working across the creek in open pine 
woods the handlers and judges flushed several bii-ds. Then 
thev were worked back act oss the creek in an old Held where 
Watt made a bad flush on a bevy and broke in. Watt then 
made a little cast, returned and pomted a bird that vvas left 
from the bevy; the bird flushed wild and Watt a.gain broke 
in and stonped to order. Crossing the little diain toward 
a bevy that was marked down in the field Watt made a 
beautiful point on another large bevy on the bare gi-ound. 
Mai-k came up. refused to back and drew too close, and 
the birds flushed; both dogs were steady to wing. VVe then 
dismounted and went over into the field after the first bevy 
where Watt flashed a single bird and was a little unsteady to 
wing. Moving on down the fence Mark pointed in the briers. 
Watt coming up the bird flushed wild. Then quite a number 
of birds flusfied wild from the handlers and judges. Moving 
on up the thicket Mark flushed a single bu d and was steady 
to wing. The dogs were then moved on up the thicket where 
Mark made a beautiful point ou a woodcock. Judge Thomp¬ 
son flushed taut did uot shoot. Mark dropped to wing. They 
then got over the fence and worked oui into the pine thicket 
and then back into the field, where both dogs scored a false 
point. The dogs were then ordered up to get out of the field 
back to our horses. They were theu cast oil down the creek 
in an old field that had been burned off, toward where a bevy 
had been marked down. Both dogs pomted in the briers and 
then commenced roading. Maik, bemgthe fastest, roaded to 
a beautiful point on the creek bank, Watt not being up to 
back the birds flushed wild. Mark was steady to wing. The 
dogs were then cast off down the creek, where Mark niade a 
beautiful poiut on running birds and Watt backed him. Mai k 
commenced reading the hack track. Watt made a httle cast 
and located the birds and Mark backed, him. The birds flushed 
■wild. Both dogs were steady to wing. The remainder of the 
nevy flushed wild and flew across the creek. They were then 
worked back to the road and the dogs ordered up at 4:42, and 
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the heat and second pidze was awarded to Watt. Down fifty- 
two minutes. 

Mark Twain and Custer were the only two dogs beaten by 
Wa.tt, divided third prize. 

The handlers and o-wners nautually asreed that the judges 
shou'd select tlie two best dogs for the Consolation Cups. 
First was given to Kink and the second to Baron Blue. 

This ended the All-Aged Stakes with the following result; 
I5ovd on first. 
Watt won second. 
Mark Twain and Custer divided third. 

KENNEL RECORD AND ACCOUNT BOOK. 

The kennel EECORD and account book consists 
of a series of carefully prepared blank entry forms for the 

use of the breeder. Pages are devoted to the registration of 
pedigi-ees, the record of stud visits, whelps, sales, prize win¬ 
nings. receipts and expenses, and other memoranda, the great 

ractical utility and pe'-manent value of which are recognized 
y everv experienced breeder. Ample provision is also made 

for recording other minor transactions, which may at the 
time appear trivial, but afterward prove of highest import¬ 
ance. There are few bi*eeders, even among those most 
systematic in preserving records of them kennel transactions, 
who have not repeatedly felt the need of just such a detailed 
series of memoranda as that provided for in the Kennel Record. 

In the preparation of the blank forms, and m the an’ange- 
ment of the book, special care has been taken to facihbate con¬ 
venience both in making the entries and in subsequent reference 
to them. It is hoped that with such a book at their command, 
breeders may generally adopt a more careful system of record 
than they have been accustomed to preserve. 200 pages (size 
0x1in,), price |3, Sent postpaid by the Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company. 

COCKERS AND FIELD SPANIELS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
If you will allow me to say a few more words ou this sub¬ 

ject, I shall be obliged. 
Just as if to strengthen the position I have taken in 

this raattei, I received irom England a few days ago a 
marked c.atalogue of the Crystal Palace bench show of the E. 
K. C., held this month, giving all the entries, winners, etc., 
and on page 8S I was more than pleased to read: “Class 116. 
Cockers aiid other small field spaniels (dogs or bitches) not ex¬ 
ceeding 2.51bs.” 

This, to my mind, is proof positive that the English Kennel 
Club and the spaniel breeders of that country have at last 
come to the conclusion that a cocker is a small field spaniel 
and nothing else—just -what I have always claimed. 

The above-raentioued classification is entii’elv new, as on 
referring to the catalogue of the last Crystal Palace bench 
show held in July last yeai‘, page 04, it merely says: “Class 
99. Cockers.” 

In their July show they had do class for either field spaniel 
or cocker puppies. In their show this month they have “Class 
119. Spaniel puppies, any variety.” 

It would appear from the foregoing that the E. K. C. has 
discussed the matter most fully, and that they have made the 
change simply because they had to. 

After this I tinjst we shall hear no more nonsense by self- 
constituted judges of field spaniels about this or that dog’s head 
being too much like a field spaniel’s to be a good “cocker,” 
etc., when, as a matter of fact, they are all small field spaniels 
and nothing more or less. 

While I-am on my feet, as it were, may I ask whether it is 
right for the Pittsburgh people to alter the classification of 
cockers and field spaniels as regards weight in the rather arbi¬ 
trary manner they have done? 

They have .said (through tbelr premium list) that a “cocker” 
must be under 2.5 pounds in weight, I would like to know 
what a cocker that has won prizes at 26 poimds’ weight is to 
do, supposing his owner desires to exhibit him. By entering 
him in the class above 25 pounds does he there and then 
acknowledge “be is nothing but a field spaniel anyhow,” and 
forfeit the right to enter in the cocker classes at other shows, 
all of which place the limit at 28 pounds? 

I think it would have been much better that a change 
regarding such an important matter as to weight should have 
been initiated by the A. K C., and then only at the request 
of the American Spaniel Club. Ca-ve Canem. 

THE BOSTON DOG SHOW.—Following is the premium 
list of the dog show of the New England Kennel Club, to be 
held at Boston, April 6 to 9: Champion prizes of $10 for dogs 
and the same for bitches, and in the open $10 and $5 for dogs, 
the same for bitches; and two d'plomas for dog puppies and 
the same for bitches are offered in the following classes: Mas¬ 
tiffs, rough-coated St. Bernards, smooth-coated St. Bernards, 
Newfoundlands, large pointers, small pointers, English setters, 
Gordon setters, Irish setters, greyhounds, foxhounds, collies, 
fox-terriers, black and tan terriei’s, large bulldogs and small 
bulldogs and pugs. Following classes are the same except 
that there is only one class for puppies: Irish water spaniels, 
field spaniels, bin ck or liver cocker spaniels, cocker spaniels, 
any other color; Skye terriers, Yorkshire teroere over .5 

ounds, Yorkshu’C terriers imder 5 pounds, Scotch terriers, 
he remaining classes areas follows: Groat Dane dogs $10 

and $.5. bitches the same; Clumber spaniels, the same; Chesa¬ 
peake Bay dogs, the same; champion beagle, $10; open dogs, 
$10 and $5; bitches, the same; beagles under 12 inches, dogs 
and bitches, the same; puppies, two diplomas. Dachshunde, 
champion dog, $10; bitch, the same; open dogs, $t0 and $.5; 
bitches, the same. Deerhounds, the same. Wire-haired fox- 
terriers the same. Dandie Dinmonts, $10 and $.5. Irish ter¬ 
riers, the same. Bedlington, the same. Toy terriers, the 
same; Bh nheim spaniels, the same. Champion King Charles 
spaniel dog, $10; bitch, the same; open dogs, $10 and $5; 
bitches, the same. Italian greyhounds, the same. Poodles, 
the same. Mexican hairless, $10 and $.5. Miscellaneous, over 
25 pounds, the same; under 25 pounds, the same. 

THE NEW HAVEN DOG SHOW.—The New Haven Kennel 
Club offers a stud dog prize of $10 each for pointers, English 
setters, Irish setters, black and tan setters, spaniels, beagles, 
fox-terriers, mastiffs, collies, bull-terriers and pugs. Follow¬ 
ing are the conditions: Dog to be entered in the regular class 
—not necessarily tor competition—with not less than four of 
his get (also entered in regular classes) the produce of one or 
more bitches. The prize to be awarded for general excellence 
and uniformity of type in the progeny without regard to the 
individual merits of the sire. If deemed advisable, other 
classes will be added. A number of valuable special prizes 
have been received, and many more are promised. It. is 
rumored that there is quite a feeling of rivalry among the 
pointer men, and it is expected that the showing of this breed 
will be especially fine. It has been intimated that some of che 
owners are afraid to risk defeat and therefore.will not exhibit. 
We do not behove this to be the case, and shall look to see the 
classes well filled. The entries .close on Saturday, March 13. 
The services of Dr. E. C. Ross have been secured as veterinary 
for the show. 

THE NEWARK DOG SHOW.—Editor Forest and Stream: 
Mr. H. Clay Glover has been appointed the v.eterinary. surgeon 
of our Newark .show. Kindly paJl attention in yoiir paper .in 
reference to certificates issued by us being required by rail¬ 
road companies if exhibitors Wish to carry then- dogs free,— 
A. P. Vredenburgh, Secretary. 

3333 entries in the pedi^ee registry of the American 
Kennel Register. 

TVESTERN FIELD TRIALS ASSOCIATION. — Edifor 
Forest and Stream: At a meeting of the executive committee 
of the Western Field Trials Association held at the office of 
James A. Bolen, 1st Vice-President, Feb. 25,1886, the following 
programme for the second annual trials of the association was 
adopted. The trials will be run on quails at Abilene, Kansas, 
beginning Nov. 8,1886, and will comprise the first annual Derby 
and all-aged stake, the all-aged to be run first. The stakes 
will be as follows: Derby—Open to all pointers and setters 
whelped on or after Jan. 1, 1885. Purse $500; $250 to first, 
$150 to second and $100 to third. AU-Aged—Open to all 
pointers and setters not winners of first prize in all-aged stakes 
of Eastern, National or Western trials of previous years. 
Purse $500; $250 to first. $150 to second and $100 to third. 
Nominatious for Derby will close May 1, 1886. Fee for nomi¬ 
nation $5. $15 additional to start. Nominations for all-aged 
will close Oct. 9, 1886. Fee for nomination $10, $15 additional 
to start. Blanks for making nominations will be furnished on 
application to the secretary and t' easurer. For all informa¬ 
tion in regard to the trials, address R, C. Van Horn, Secretary 
and Treasurer, Kansas City, Mo. 

CHOREA.—Editor Forest and Stream: My liver and white 
spaniel bitch had distemper very bad last summer (1 had six 
dogs down with it), and she finished up with chorea as bad as 
could be. She was tumbling about in every direction, evei-y 
part affected apparently, for weeks and weeks, during which 
time she was treated for both distemper and chorea, to no 
effect. Finally Mrs. “C. C.” suggested giving her a hot sul¬ 
phur bath, which was done, and the change in the bitch within 
one hour after the bath was most remarkable. She seemed a 
different animal, scampering about to the best of her ability, 
when for weeks befoi-e she had been a miserable looking ob¬ 
ject, only fit to be shot at, as one of the most noted dog men 
(a neighbor of mine) said. We gave her at intervals more 
sulphur baths, and she quickly got well, and to-day there is 
not a trace of chorea about her. This may be a “chestnut,” 
if so I apolo^e; but it is a discovery home, and I would like 
to have it tried on dogs similarly affected and result reported. 
—Cave Canem. 

IMPORTATION OP ST. BERNARDS.—Newark. N. J., 
Feb. 27.-^Ed\tor Forest and Stream: As it is now generally 
known that Mr. Henry Schumacher, of Hollingeii, neai* Berne. 
Switzerland, the celebrated breeder of St. Bernards, has 
closed out his kennel of smooth-coated dogs and disposed of 
them for breeding purposes in this country, I may as well 
infoi-m you that I have secured from him for my own kennels, 
two of the handsomest specimens, viz., the dog Hector, 2 years 
old, and the bitch Tony, about 16 mouths old. Hector is 
Apollo’s best son and stands 79 centimetres at shoulders to 
Apollo’s 81, being but 4-5 of an inch smaller than his sire. 
He is a well marked typical dog of the orthodox color. Tony 
is also by Apollo out of Bernice, same color and markings as 
Hector. They are on the way now and are expected to arrive 
in a few days.—K. E. Hope. 

THE PITTSBURGH DOG SHOW.—Editor Forest and 
Stream: The Pennsylvania Railroad has agreed to take all dogs 
in kennels accompanied by their owiiei-s or care-takers over 
their roads free to the West Pennsylvania Poultry Society dog 
show, March 16 to 19, show to close March 19 at 6 P. M. Every¬ 
thing indicates that we shall have a large entry of Eastern 
dogs. Mr. H. W. Lacy will take charge of any dogs going to 
Pittsburgh show.—C. B. Eeben, Secretary. Editor Forest and 
Stream: Owing to a typogranhical error in our premium list, 
the limit of the weight of cocker spaniels reads 25 pounds. It 
should read 28 poimc^. They will be judged under the stan¬ 
dard of the American Spaniel Club.—L. P. Whitman, Super¬ 
intendent. 

THE NEWARK MAD DOG SCARE.—A Newark doctor 
who has kept watch over some dogs bitten by the same rabid 
creature that snapped the children who were sent to Pai-is to 
be treated by Pasteur is prepared to swear that the cur was 
not mad at all. His bitten dogs have grown fat, and have 
thus far shown no signs of rabies. This is unfortunate for 
Pasteur, whose theory was supposed to be undergoing a grand 
test, but we congratulate the children, who had a delightful 
trip to Paris.—Neio York World. 

BOUND BOOKS OF KENNEL BLANKS.—We have bound 
books of kennel blanks, each book consisting of 200 blanks of 
a given style, and can furnish these (po.stpaia 30 cents) for the 
convenience of those who have occasion to use a large num¬ 
ber of blanks. In ordering be careful to state what particular 
series of blanks is desired, i. e., whether Names Claimed, Sales, 
Bred or Whelps, The arrangement of the blanks is such that 
a duplicate record of each note sent for publication may be re¬ 
tained for future reference. 

THE AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB.—Biimingham, Conn. 
March 2.—Editor Forest and Stream. There will be a meet¬ 
ing of the executive committee of the American Kennel Club 
at Newark, N. J., on March 24, the second day of the dog 
show, at 2 P. M. The committee on credentials have reported 
favorably on the application of the Hartford Kennel Club for 
membership. I have received the resignation of the Baltimore 
Kennel Club as member in the A. K. C.—G. Edw. Osborn, 
Secretary. _ 

THE BEAGLE CLUB.—There will be a meeting of the 
executive committee of the American English Beagle Club, at 
Newark, N. J., on March 23, the first day of the dog show. 
The committee extend a cordial Invitation to all interested in 
the beagle, to meet them. Anyone desirous of joining the 
club should communicate with the secretary, Mr. W. H. Ash- 
burner, 27 North Thirty-eighth street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

THE HARTFORD DOG SHOW.—Editor Forest and Stream: 
Our premium list will be issued Monday, March 1. Every in¬ 
dication points toward our show being a gi’eat success. There 
has been a great demand for premium Utts and entry blanks. 
The puppy classes iu mastiffs, St. Bernards, gi-ey hounds, deer¬ 
hounds, setters, fox-terriers, collies and pointei’s will be divided 
into dog and bitch classes.—A. C. Collins, Secretary. 

THE SPANIEL JUDGE AT HARTFORD —Mr. A. C. Wil- 
merding informs us that it will be impossible for him to act 
as judge at the Hartford dog show. 

3333 entries in the pedigree registry of the American 
Kennel Register.__ 

KENNEL NOTES. 

KENNEL NOTE BLANKS.—For the convenience of breeders we 

have prepared a series of blanks for “Names Claimed,” “Whelps,” 

“Bred” and “Sales.” All Kennel Notes must be sent to ns on these 

blanks, which will be forwarded to any address on rv:ceipt o<’ 

stamped and directed envelope. Send for a set of them. 

NAMES CLAIMED. 

Notes must be srat on the Prepsured Blanks. 
Ashmont Bertha. By Geo. Gillivan, West Jefferson, O , for fawn, 

black points, mastiff bitch, whelped Nov. 2d, 1885, by Hero II. out of 
Empress (Grip—Brittannia). . 

Polka. -By J. N. Randner, Oakvlll“. Tex., for black and white Eng¬ 
lish setter bitch, whelped Jati.. 3;T8S6. by Poet (George-■) Opt of 
Bessie B. (Rob’t S^idel’3 Frank^Dr. Gi-tzwiller.’s Cora). ■ _■ 

Dun. ' By-D. E. Bowers,.Cummingsville,.Tex., for Fmon and.white 
English setter dog. whelped Jan. 3 .1886, by .J. N. Rarrdner’s PaetvfJ. 
W. Bennett’s George--) out of Bessie B, (Eob’t Seidel’s Frank— 

I Dr. Geizwilier’s Cora). 

Ctipsy. By J. N. Randner, Oakville. Tex., for black, white and tan 
Englii-h setter bitch, whelped ,Tan. 3. 1886. by Poet (Bennett’s George 
-) out of Bessie B, (Seidel'.< Frank—Dr. Getzwiller’s Cora). 

Panto. By D. E. Bowers. Cummingsville, Tex., for liver, whileend 
tan English setter dog, whelped Jan. 3,1886, by J. N. Randner’s Poet 
(Bennett's George-) out of Bessie B. (Seidel’s Frank—Getz- 
willer’s Cora). 

Bessie B. ByD. E. Bowers. Ciimmingsville. Tex., for black and 
white English setter bitch, whelped Jan. 6, 1885, by Seidel’s Frank 
out of Geizwiller’s Cora (Laverark Chief-). 

Thomas W. Keene. By N. V. Ketchum, Savannah. Ga.. for brindle, 
white sti'eakon breast, bulldog, whelped Oct. JO, 1885, by Guillermo 
(A.K R, 671) out of Patti (A.K.R. 2528). 

Lady O'Donoghue. By Coughenra MedicineCo , Eau Claire. Wis., 
fo’’ Irish water spaniel bitch, whelped Dec. 11. 1885, by The O’Don- 
oghue out of Water Witch. 

Gladys. By Rosecrofc Kennels, Birmingham. Conn., for black and 
white English setter bitch, whelped Nov. 17, 1885, by Plantagenet out 
of Forest Dora. 

Belmont. John Kethfringt'-n, .Jersey City. N J., for liver and white 
pointer bitch, whelped Dec. 21, 1885, by Donald II. (Donald, A.K.R. 
2545—Devonshire Las») out of Dora (A.K.R 1785) 

Gleg It. By Jas. Rae. Buffalo. N Y , for pepper and tan Pandie 
Dinmont bitch, wtielped June 18. 1886, by Bobbie Burns (A.u.R. 2907) 
out of Elsa (A K.K. 2908). 

Habhie IT. By Jas. Rae, Buffalo. N. Y.. for pepp' r and fan Dandie 
Dinrnont. dog, whelped .Tune 18,1885, by Bobble Burns (A.K.R. 2907) 
out of Elsa (A K.B. 3908', 

Calico. By E. W. Durkee, New York, for black, white and tan Eng- 
lisli .setter bitch, whelped June 2.’, 1885. by Foreman (Dashing 
Monarch—Fairy It) out of Belle of Allendale (T.,ava Bock—Lldders- 
dale). 

Chintz. By E W. Durkee, New York, for black, white and tan 
English setter bitch, whelped June. 26. 1885, by Foreman (Dasbiag 
Monarch-Fairy II.) out of Belle of Allei dale (Lava Rock—Lidders- 
dale). 

Saddlebags. By E. W. Durkee, New York, for black, white and tan 
English setter bitch, whelped June 25, 1685, by Foreman (Dashing 
Monarch—Faiiy II) out of Belle of Allendale (Lava Rock—Liduer.- 
dalp). 

Haphazard. By E. W. Durkee, New York, for black, w’hite and tan 
English setter bitch, whelped June 26. 1835, by Foreman (Dashing 
Monarch—Fairy 11.) out of Belle of Allendale (Lava Rock—Lidders- 
dale). 

Nahmke. By E. W. Durkee, New York, for black, white and tan 
English setter dog, whelped June 25. 1885, by Foreman (Dashing 
Monarch—Fairy II.) out of Belle of Allendale (Lava Rock—Lidders- 
dale). 

General Custer. ByF W. Fonda, Jr., Albany. N. Y.. for black and 
white Great Dane dbg, whelped Nov. 38, 1885, by Bolivar out of 
Leah. 

Little Sue. By W F. Streeter, Lehigh Tannery. Pa., for white, 
black and tan beagle bitch, whelped Sept. 8,1883, by Marchboy II. 
(A.K.R. 2919) out of Lizzie (Ringwood—Norab). 

Elsie. By W. F. Streeter, Lehigh Tannery, Pa., for black, white and 
tan beagle bitch, whelped Sept. 8,1885, by Marchboy II. lA. K.K. 2919) 
out of Lizzie (Ringwood—Norah). 

Jingo. By W. F. Streeter. Lehigh Tannery, Pa., for black, white 
and tan beagle dog, whelped Sept. 8, 1885, by Marchboy II. (A.K.R. 
29191 out of Lizzie (Ringwood—Norah). 

Dido. By W. F. Sireeter, Leliigh Tannery, Pa., for black, white 
anfi tan beavle dog, wbe peri Sept. 8, 1885, by Marchboy II. (A.K.R. 
2919) out of Lizzie (Ringwood—Norah). 

Blue Blood Kennel. By D. A. Goodwin, Jr., for his private ken¬ 
nel atNevvbiiryport, Ma.ss. 

Monitor Kennel. By Geo. E Reading, Flemington, N. J., for his 
kennel of pointers. 

Editor Eorest and Stream: In your issue of Feb 18. 1885, you have 
in Names Claimed, and as having been bred to Senator Pierce’s dog 
Bob. the bitch Judy B. as a Skye terrier. Being anew hand at keep¬ 
ing dogs. I so wrote it, when I should have said Yorkshire terrier. 
Plense correct in your next and oblige—Fred Bollett (Brooklyn, 
N. Y., Feb. 19). 

BRED 

Notes mnst be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

C liner—Blue Cap. Hiram Card’s (Doon, Ont.) beagle bitch Chlmer 
(A.K R. 699) to his Blue Cap (Blue C,ip-Blue Belle), Feb. 19. 

Pet—Bnnnerman. A. C Krueger’s (Wrightsville. Pa.) beagle bitch 
Pet (A.K.R. 2521) to his Bannerman (A.K.R. 1709), Feb 15. 

Bonnie—Ban'uerman. C. E. While’s (Cleveland, O ) beagle bitch 
Bonni^ (Searcher—Maybell) to A. C. Krueger’s Bannerman (A.K.R. 
1700), Feb. 13. 

Krueger's Myrtle—Bannerman. A. C. Krueger’s (Wrightsville. Pa.) 
imported beagle bitch Krueger’s Myrtle lA.K.R. 2917) to his Banner- 
man (.A.K.R. 1709), Feb. 9. 

Dofty—Count Waldo. J. V Vail’s (St. George’s. Del.) mastiff bitch 
Lofty (A.K K. 2843) to E. W. Jester's Count Waldo (A.K R. 1601), 
Jan.’21. 

lone—Count Waldo. E. W. Jester and J. V. Vail’s (St. Geoage’s, 
Del.) mastiff bitch lone (A.K.R. 3122) lo E. W. Jester’s Count Waldo 
(A. K.K. 1.501», Jan. 17. 

Gyp—Turk. Philip D. Hart’s(Simcoe, Ont.) Gordon setter bitch Gyp 
(Jack—Gy p) toK. Clay Glover’s Turk (Colburn’s Dash—Pryor’s Belle), 
Jan. 22 and 23. 

Nell-Turk. Chas. S. Fitch’s (Foi't Washington, New York)imported 
Gordon setter bitch Nell (Old Rupert—Rhoda) to H. Clay Glover’s 
Turk (Colburn’s Dash—Pryor’s Belle), Jan. 29 ana 30. 

Bessie B.~Poet. D. E Bow ei-s’s (Cummingsville, Tex.) English 
setter bitch Bes.^ie B. (Seidel’s Frank—Dr. GetzwUlei's Cora) to J. N. 
Randner’s Poet ( leorge-', Nov. 1. 

Cora—Frank. Dr. Geizwiiler’s (Goliad. Tex.) English setter bitch 
Cora (Laveiack Chief-) to Rob’t Seidel’.s Frank, Nov. 4. 

Bell Mont-Argus. C. T. Brownell’s (New Bedford, Mass,) Gordon 
Fetter bitch Bell Mont (ehot-Judj) to his Aigus (imported Argus— 
Zeaulah)_Feb 17. 

Beauty—Dandy. C. T. Brownell's (New Bedford, Mass.) pug 
bitch Beauty (Jim—Beauty) to E. Pratt’s Dandy (imported Fort- 
Dido). Feb. 17. 

Heidel—Rudolph 11. Chequasset Kennels’ (Lancaster, Mass.) St. 
Bernard bitch Heidel (CsBFar—Nun) to their imported Ruaolph 11. 
(Cadvvallader—Myra), Feb. 7. 

Passion—Foreman. Rosecroft Kennels’ (Birmingham, Conn.) Eng¬ 
lish setter bitch Passion (Prince—Pebble) to C. Fred Crawford’s Fore¬ 
man (Dashing Monarch—Fairy II), Feb. 7. 

Pearl Flue-Gun. Chas.Y’ork’s (Bangor, Me.) Llewelliu setter Pearl 
Blue (Royal Blue -Dryad) to ms Gun (Gladstone—May B.), Dec. 14. 

Bess—Bramble. C. J. Moffiit’s (Gartieic', N. Y.) Gordon setter bitch 
Besi (H. G. Scudder’s Grant—T. H. Tilden’s Nellie) to E. B. Dusen- 
burv’s Bramble (Dr. Aten’s Glen—E. B. Du.Fenbnry’s Gypsy), Feb. 11. 

Alice—Chief. J. C. Langran’s (Yonkers. N. Y ) Irish setter bitch 
Alice (Glencho—Juno) to Max Wenzel’s Chief (A.K.R. 231). 

Doe-Chief. Max Wenzel’s (Hoboken, N. J ) Irish setter bitch Doe 
(Buck—Floss) to his i 'blef (A.K.R, 231), 

Muggs—Pilot. E. Holly’s (Rhinebeck, N. Y.) cocker spaniel bitch 
Muggs to Ideal Kennels’ Pilot. Feb. 9. 

Alice—Dandy Zulu. E. Holly’s (Rhinebeck, N. Y.) cocker spaniel 
bitch Alice to Ideal Kennels’ Dandy Zulu, Feb. 11. 

Scooly—Pilot. A. L. Raub’s (New'London, Conn.) cocker spaniel 
bitcii 8cooty to Ideal Kennels’ Pilot. Feb. 19. 

Darkie—Obn II. P. Cullen’s (Salmon Falls. N. H.) black cocker 
spaniel bitch Daikie (.A.K.R. 250) to J. P. Willey’s Obo II. (A.K.R. 432), 
Jan 18. 

Lizzie—Marchboy II W. F. Streeter’s (Lehigh Tannery, Pa.) beagle 
bitch Lizzie (Ringwood—Norah) to his Marchboy II. (A K.R. 2919), 
Feb. 0. 

Jane—Bang Bang. Jacob Pentz’s (Brooklyn, N. Y.) pointer bitch 
Jane to Westminster Kennel Club’s Bang Bang (A.K.R. 394). b'eb. 6. 

Belle—Bang Bang. D. S. Gregory. Jr.. 2d’s tJersey » ity. N. d.) 
pointer bitch Belle (A.K.R. 208) to Westminster Keuntl Club’s Bang 
Bang (A.K.R. 304). Jan. 19. 

Madge- Bang Bang. E. S Knapp's (Bay Shore, L I.) pointer hitch 
Madge' to Westminster Kennel Club’s Bang Bang (A.K.R. 394), 
Jan. 27. 

Zanetta—Bang Bang. W. F. Todd's (Portland, Me.) pointer bitch 
Zaneita to Westminsier Kennel Club’s Bang Bang (A.K.R. 394), 
Feb. 2. 

Modesty—Bang Bang. F. R. Hitchcock’s (NewYterk) pointer bitch 
Modesty (Croxteth—Trinket) lo Westminster Kennel Club’s Bang Bang 
(A.K.R. 394), Feb. 8. 

Citron—Comet. Westminster Kennel Club’s (Babylon. L. I) pointer 
bitch Citron (Bang Bang—Rose) .to their Comet (Meteor—Trinket), 
Feb. 20. 

Spinaway—Bang Bang. Westminster Kennel Club’s (Babylon, 
L. 1.) pointer bitch Spinaway (Garnet—Keswick) to their Bang Bang 
(.4.K.R. 391), Feb. 21. 

Polly—Comet. WeFtminster Kennel Club’s.(Babylon, L. I.) pointer 
hilch.Poll.y (A.K.R. 212) to their Comet (Meteor—Trinket), Feb. 22. 

WHELPS. 
Not es must be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

■ Dashing Belle. E. W. Jester’s (St. 'George’s, "Del) English setter 
bitch Dashing.Belle. (.A.K.R, 814), Feb, 13, seven (two dogs); by his 
Glen Rock ( A.K.R. 1616). ' 

NelU&. E. W. Jester’s (St. George’s, Del) Italian greyhound bitch 
Nellie (Sfili Socks—Naughty),' Feb. 14,' three (two dogs), by imported 
Duke. 
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Leah 11. 8. B. Foard’s (Elk’on, Md > English rettor hitch Leah II. 
(Boysl Duke—L“ah). Feb 11. ten (seven dogs), by Q. F. Clara’s Bex 
Gladstone (R-«val Gladpto^’e-Mollv Druid). 

Besste B D E. Bowers’s (Cumminesville. Tex.) English setter bitch 
Bessie R. (Frank-Cora), Jan. 3, four (two dogs), by J. N. Randner’s 
Po“r (George-). 

Cora Dr. G’ »z viller’s (Goliad, Tex ) Llewellin setter hitch Cora 
(Tjsv rack Chief-), Jan. 0, nine (five dogs), by Rob’t Seidel’s 
Frank. 

Judy P. Fred Bollett’s (Brooklyn. N. Y.) Yorkshire terrier Judy 
B.. .Ian 5. five (th’'ee dogs), by Senator Pieree’s imported Bob. 

Judy. C T. Browne Ilia tNew Bedford, Mass.) pug bitch Ju(^ (im- 
portert Sam—Bess). Jan. 30, eight (two dogs), by E. Pratt’s Dandy 
(imported Sam—Dido). 

Grace C. T Brownell’s (New Bedford. Ma«8.)red Irish setter bitch 
Grace (Ned Elch o—Ruhv). Jan. 29, fifteen (ttn dogs), by Frank S. 
Kelly’s Dan B. (Qlenco—Luln). 

Lady Briaht Chas. York’s (Bangor, Me.) Llewellin setter bitob 
LadV Bright (Rink II.—Aida), Feb. 15. four (two dtgs), by his Gun 
(A.K.R. 15.S8). 

Belle of Allendale. E. w. Du’^kee’o (New York) Engii-h setter bitch 
Belle of Allendale (Lava Rock—LidderadaJe), June 26. five (one oog), 
by Black.stone Kennel’s Foreman (Dashing Monarcn—Fairy II.). 

SALES. 
Notes must be sent on tbo Prepared Blanks. 

Aehmmit Bertha. F^wn. black points, mastiff bitch^helped Nov. 
23 1885. hv TTero out of Empress, hy Ashmont Kennel, Boston, Mass., 
to Geo. Gillivsn. West .Tofferson, O. 

Blue Cap. Black, white axid tan heagle dog. whelped July 27.1880, 
by Blue Cap out of Blue Bell, by W. L Crittenden, Pine View, Va., to 
Hi'•am Card, Doon, Ont 

Cantor. Ii“mon and white pointer dog, 20 months old, by Bang 
Bang out of Pollv, by Westminster Kennel Club, Babylon, L. I., to 
Ja=, L. Breege, New York. 

Silver. Fox-terrier bitch, whelped September. 1879, bv Badminton 
o'lt r f Rose, by F. C. Wheeler, London, Ont., to C. W. DePaun, New 
Alhanv. Ind. 

El ie Black, white and tan beagle bitch, whelped Sent. 8, 1885, 
by Marc bov 11. out of Lixz'e. by W. F. Streeter, Lehigh Tannery, 
Pa . to M Saunders. Mount Vernon. O. 

I.ittle Sue. vTbi'p. black and lan heegle hitch, whelned Sept. 8. 
1885s bv Marcbboy n. our of Lizzie, by W. F. Streeter, Lehigh Tan- 
nerv Pa , to Wm Dufe. Revere. Pa. 

Pudae Peg bitch, whelped Aug. 8, 1884 (A.K.B, 1595). by Essex 
Kenn< 1 . Andov r, Mass , to Cheqwasset KenneD. Lancaster. Mass. 

Lady Snoio White n-inter i I’ch, whelped May 15.1885. by Mark 
ont of Birdie, by Aug. M. Qra i, Milwaukee, Wis , to Floyd Vail, New 
Yo'k. 

Vic. Pepner and tan Dandle Dinmont bitch, whelped June 18.1885, 
hy Bobble Burns out of Elsa, by James Rae, Buffalo, N. Y., to James 
Ferguson, same pl-nce. 

Buple Black, white and tan benele dog, whelped Feb. 7, 1886 
(\.K.'R 30M>, bv P. Ka«che,nbach. WilKesbarre. Pa., to Messrs. John 
& F. p Dixon.Philadelphia. Pa., and Wilmington. Del. 

Hazel Blue belton Enplish setter bitch, whelp'd March, 1884 
( A K.R 2087), by Rosecroft Kennels, Birmingham, Conn., to F. E. Lee, 
Sonthingion, Olnn. 

NellGwynn B-l"dle, with white Tnarklngs, Sc. Bernard bitch, 
whelped Sept. 23.1883. hy Trojan ont of Eveline, by C. F. Sills, Albany, 
N Y.. to ('offln. Zimmer & Co.. Glens Falis. N Y. 

Prince Leopold. Rich mahogmv hrindle and white St. Bernard 
clog, whelped June 29.1881. by Mount Z'on II (E. 11.747) out of Beauty 
II by C. F. Sills, Albany, N. Y., to Coffin, Zimmer & Co., Glens Falls, 
N.' Y' 

A.‘ieheton's Blue Bell. Black, white and tan and blue licked beagle 
bitch, whelned July 27. 1880. by Sbadwefi’s Leader out of Sir .Tohn 
Bennett’s Singer, bv W. L. Crittenden, Pine View, Va.. to Associated 
Fanciers, Philadelphia. Pa, 

Millwood Fawn mastiJf dor, whelned t'eeeraber, 1884. by Five out 
of imported Mu tanba by Dr J N. Borlaud, ^ew London, Conn., to 
Associated Fanciers. Phila'Dlnhia, Pa. 

John A. Logan. R-^d Irish setter dog, whelped October. 1884. hy 
Sanko out of Betty Plunkett, by C. Hoff. Trenton, N. J., to Associated 
Fanejers. Philad-lphta, Pa 

Kelpie. Pepper Dandi® Dinmont bi*ch. whelped June, 1881 (A.K R. 
1318). by Robert Home, Orange Court House, Va., to Ass related Fan 
ci rs. Philadelphia. Pa. 

Bab. Pepper D.indie Dinmont bitch, whelped Sept. 27, 1884, by 
Badger II. (A K.R. 356t out < f Needle (A K R 385). bv Robert Hume, 
Oi ance Court House, V'a , 'o Associated Fanciers, Philadelphia. Pa. 

Ma^lboro^igh. Orange tawny, whim markings. St. Bernard dog. 
whet* ed .lulv 20, 1S86, by Hermit out of Daphne 11, by Chequasset 
Kennels, Lincasier, Mass., to Wm. H. McCue, Salem. Mass. 

Alaska. Orange lawnv and whl e. tiger markings.imported St. 
Bernard bi'ch, whelped Nov. 2S. 1883. by Bayard out of Bemie VH., 
by Chf q' a-set Kennels, Lancaster, Maas., to I. C. Bates Smith, Wor- 

Eimper- r.' Black and tan Gordon setter dog, 6 month and 2 weeks 
old. by Dash o it o’’ Chloe, hy C. T. Brownell, New Bedford, Mass., to 
Mrs. C. B. Wbl'ing Bo'^ton, Mass. 

Gipsy Black. » bite and 'an Engli-h setter bitch, whelped Jan. .3. 
1880, hy Pcet out of Res-ile B.. by D. E. Bowers, Cumml..g8vlile, Tex , 
to J N. Randner. Oakville. T x 

Bessie B. Black and white English setter bitch, whelped Jan 6, 
1885, by frank ouf ef Cora, by Dr. GetzwiUer, Goliad, Tex , to D. E. 
Bo -er.s, Cuntmingsvll'e. Tex 

Polka. Black and wM e English setter bitch, whelped Jan. 8,1886. 
by Poet out of Bessie B.. by D. E. Bowers, Cummingsville, Tex., to J. 
N. R't,"dner. Oakville, Tex. 

Rattler. Black, whi'e and tan beagle dog, wbeloed April 7. 1883, 
by imported Banger out of imported Ruby, by Hiram Card, Dooo, 
O’nt, to R. Hamill, St, Cathar nes, Ont. 

Ti.ny. Back, white and tan beagle bitch, whelped June 30,1884, 
by Trump (A K R. 1290) out of Cniroer (A K.R. 669), by Hiram Card, 
Doon. Our,, to Fremont, Crandell, Lindsay. Ont. 

Plantagenet—Forest Dora whelps, black and white English set- 
te'-.‘=. one dog and two bitches, wh Iped Nov. 17, 1885. by Rosecroft 
Ke- nels, Bi'^raingham. Conn., to F. E. L“e, Southington, C-mn. 

Noble Chimer whelp. Black, white and tan beagle dog, whelped 
May 27.1885, Dy Hiram Card, Doon, Ont., to A. J. MacJonell, Mount 
Fo' est. Ont. 

GiiilleI mo (A.K.R. 671)-Patti (A KR. mP) whelp. Dark brind'e, 
white streak on breasi. bulldog, whelped Oct. 30. IsSS, by Thomas W. 
MiiN, Montreal, Can., to Nelson V Ketchum, Savannah, Ga. 

Dash—Chloe ivhelp Black and tan Gordon setter dog, 6 weeks old, 
by C T. B'ownell, New Bedford, Mass, lo Eugene Hotchkiss, Tor- 

1638)—a/ornfnp Star (A.K.R. 15411 whelp. English 
setter dog. whelped Nov. 11, 1885. by Chas. York, Bangor, Me., to 
John W. Hamer, Philadelphia, Pa. 

PRESENTATIONS. 

Belmont. Liver and white pointer bitch, whelped Dec. 21, 1886. bv 
Donald II. (A K.R. 2.546) out of Dora (A.K R 1786). bv Chas. Peshall, 
(jreenvi) e, N. J.. to John Hetbennaton, Jersey C'ty. N. J. 

Ellen Looney. Red Irish setter bitch, whelp^-d Dec. I'l', 1885, by 
Rococ HAK.tt 2182) out. of Nellie, hy J. Oscar Jones, New Haven, 
Conn , to Wm. H. Picket, same place. 

SS33 entries in the pedigree registry of the American 
Kennel Register. ___ 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 

No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents. 

Monarch. Savannah, Ga -To get rid of the worms in the puppies 
feed them p’emy oi thick sour milk. 

J H Steelton.—A setter dog about three years old has since last 
fall bad three fits. Ans. Look for some cause for the hts. Has the 
dog worm^, are his bowels in order, has he recently had the_ dJS- 
temo r? Give him 10 grains of the bromide of pjtash three times 
daily for three weeks. 

Young Reader.—Ans. Give the puppy a teaspoonful of castor oil. 
Feed no meat. Feed milk with t *0 leaspoonfuls of lime water to the 
pint also beef tea with bits of toast in it. Give no fatly food. Use 
some Persian flea powder for the fleas, but do not use too much. 
Watch his stools and convince yourself whether he has worms or 
not. 

E B Boston.—In the case of canker In the ears is it advisable to 
use the catik-r cap? The dog is a beagle and has bad canker ^ome 
time; began ireaimeut a week ago, using sulphur of zme and green 
iodide of mercury tvery third day. No external S‘|jes. Ans byr'J?K® 
the ear with warm water and soap, dry carefully, and drop a few 
drops of the following into the ear twice daily: Of biomo-<Jhloral and 
cf laudanmn, each one drachm; of water, siis ounces; mix. Apply 
warm. 

what treatment to now give; and does the Fowler's solu’ion which I 
hove been giving have a tendenev to drive any humor which he may 
have to the surface? Shall I continue ics use? Ans You had beti> r 
stop the Fowler’s solution. Use the following wash for the ears; Of 
bro010 chloral and laudanum, one cirachraeacb; of distilled water, 
six ounces. Mix. Drop in the ear twice or three tim< s daily, If you 
have been giving the arsenic for more than three weeks, it is the 
cause tor the drooling. 

8833 entries In the pedigree registry of the American 
Kennel Register._ 

iiHe and ^hoating. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Co._ 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

7 9 
8 7 
6 6 

8 10-80 
9 8-76 
7 6-05 

NEW YORK ARMORY PRACTICE, 

THF new Adjutant General of this State is a great advocate of rifle 
practice and the varmus regiments are devoting much attention 

'.o Indoor work, many an ories have good ranges, some of'hem very 
poor and illy adapted to the purpose Intended One of the fines'; rifle 
ranges in this country is to be tound at the 7th Regiment armory, at 
Sixty-seventh street and Lvxington avenue. The range is 800 Get 
long and consists of six targets. The arrangements for markt r and 
scorer are perfected by an amirable set of indicators Here, six 
nights out of seven, the various companies of ihe regiment assemble 
for drill and rifle p aciice. On the, latter, two hundred tbous-md 
rounds of amtriUt l ion are expended annually. The number of rounds 
shot in cne night has reached as high a 8,(}M The molding, of the 
bullets and the filling of the blank cartridges is all done in the building 
under the direct supenntendency of M^. Edwa'cls. who h«8 invented 
machines for filli' g. priming and crimping the shell. This greatly 
facilitates the work, and at tlie same time renders the operation, free 
from all dancer. Five tons of lea 1 are in constant olrculation from 
ihe bu’ts lO the smelting room, where the bullets can be turned out 
at the rate of 1 000 per hour. 

During ihe present winter an increased number of matches and 
prizes have be. n arranged by the executive committee, and some 
cnanges made in the svstem of handicapping. The '‘DuHseye” 
matches at 200 and 600 yards are the new features of the program. 
At the onening of the season vine series of matches were ari^nged; 
Three pnzs matches, three prizes offe'ed, value $26: class mate les, 
handicap matches, the bulls-ye match, 20) ya.rds. toe buTseve 
only to count, and the greates' number in any string to win; bulls- 
eye match. f OO yards. 'Then < omes the armory omnibus match: team 
of five matches, op.-n ti one team of five men from each company, 
one from the fl-ld staff and non-commissioned staff, and one team 
from tno veterans, the prize to be a “trophy"’ to be awarded to the 
team whose aggregate score of the two competitions is the highest. 
Regimental letm matthes, op“n to teams of three from each 
company, chosen as ea.jh captain may select, the badge to be held 
by the winners from one competition until the next, and at the close 
of the season awarded to such eompanv whose icore during the 
matches aggregated the highest, and by them held umil January 1. 
1887. when it will be returned to the commandant of the regiment 
for further competi ion. The '■pecial “off-hand” matches come next, 
the prize a trophy, valued at $-6. to be presented to the man making 
the I'ignest aggregate of any two scores. A priz** known as the “pic¬ 
ture” prize will be given to that member of the club who, during the 
present season, makes the best score of fourteen shots in any club 
competition, at COO and f (X) yards, or in a competition for the Abed 
trrphv. A cup or trophy of the value of $76 will also be given to the 
man who first makes the highest possible scr re. namely, 70-70, in 
any armory rifle club match or competition frr the Abed t'ophy 
In ca-e the prize i- not awarded this y. ar. it is intended to add $25 to 
the fund until Ihe trophy is won. Tue scores in the team of three 
matches have be. n running especially well. 

The best score ever made at the armory is 134 out of a possible 150 
points. It is this extensive system of prizes wl.ich has cieaied so 
much interest in rifle practice among the various companies, causing 
a spirit of healthy competition and more efficient work at Creedmoor 
each season. __ 

WORDESTER, Mass., Feb. 20.—At the regular meet yesterday at 
the Pine Grove Rangeot the Worcester Rifle Association, there was 
an unusually large attendance and much interest. The Standard 
American taiget was used, with the following result: 

Record Match 
White. 7 7 
Clark.    10 8 
Rice . 8 
Jones. ..   5 
Thomas.   9 
Fuller.6 
Olmsiead......... 6 

Practice Shofaj. 
Fuller.10 7 
White... 9 10 
Thomas.   7 8 
Rice . 10 9 3 9 
Jones.8 7 10 8 

Olmsteaii...   8 6 6 6 
Rest Match. 

Smith. 10 10 10 10 9 10 10 10 10 9-98 
Military Score. 

Vyijjte. 10 8 lO 8 9 6 8 8 8 6-76 
Creedmoor Target. 

White (mil).55.555-25 64445—22 64644-22 45454 -28 

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.. Feb. 27 —At the regular modal shoot of our 
rifle club the following scores were made, using Hinman target 
center, 200ydB., in friendly competition with Elgin, 111 ; 70 mile wind 
from 11 o’clock: 
Buins.8 4 
Brown.  6 n 
Ayres.4 4 
Kopple.o o ' 
Ahlst'om.  4 7 4 
DeLisle.4 8 7 
Moore. 4 9 7 
Hazd'ine.0 0 
Watson.0 4 9 
Norton .  4 7 0 

(Elgin, 679). 
HaVERHILL. MASS., RIFLE CLUB, at Riverside Range. Feb. 22. 

Fine weather conditions, 200yds. off-hand, standard target, Creed- 

™E^Johnson. 65456.54455—47 C Brown ..644'344554-42 
W Worthen. .5545545654-47 FRMerrill.4545444534 - 42 
.r Busfleld....... .. 54444646.55—45 J Forbes. 434444464j—41 
R Griffin. 4544644444—42 L Jackson.3444544444 40 

Feb. 27.—Monthly badge match. Very high wind. 
H Tuck.4545454444 - 43 J F Brown .6354443443—39 
SE Johnson. 4.344144454—40 () Bliss. ....,. 
S Busfleld.  .4844444414—89 F Merrill.f244416234—37 

SARATOGA. Feb. 19.—The regular weekly sh-'Ot of the Saratoga 
Rifle lub took place at the Glen Mitchell range to-day. 'Tne light 
was good, hut the wind was unsteady and at times van-able. The 
conditions included the Massachusetts target. 200 vards. off-hand. 
Irwin Davis .,.,.,....-.-...11 12 12 12 10 12 10 11 10 11 111 
Wdlikm B Gage. 13 12 10 10 10 11 9 10 11 12-107 
W liamHGihte..... .-.12 8 11 12 12 12 9 8 10 11-105 
JN Crocker, Jr .  12 It 12 1112 8 10 11 11 7 -105 
H M L^veng^ton Jr;;.:.10 7 12 11 8 11 9 8 9 8- 93 

MINNEAPOLIS. Minn . Feb. 24.- The rifle club bad their weekly 
shoot to-day with the following result, ibedista ce being 200 yards, 
. ff-hand. 
Dexter . “ 

Marshall.70 0 
Cooley . 8 8 
Morgan. Ml. 7 7 
BU'h . 7 4 

NORRISTOWN, Pa., Feb. 22.-Bridgeport range, conditions 5 s^ts 
at 100yds., any position wlthont artifleia] rest being aliow-ed. The 
following strings were made, each shot being measured from the 
cent* r or the target: S8tmaicji—G&>rge Ritter, total s’ring, 3.39in.; B. A. Leopold, 

string, 6 OSin.i A. B Barker, total string. 9._12m. - _ 
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6 6 5 1! 6 63 
3 6 5 8 5-61 

6 9 9-50 
4 4 6—48 

5 0 
8 5 

6 8 
7 7 

9 10 10 
6 9 8 

6 10 9 9 6 
6 7 7 
8 6 8 
7 9 8 
6 6 4 

7 10 8-85 
9 7 8 • SO 
7 8 7-77 
9 6 10-75 
8 6 8-72 
5 6 7-71 
7 6 6-61 

per has apparently left him. and for the last wqiek be has appeared 
nicely and had a ravenons appetite; but be now seetsw unwell again, 
pis syiPp'oms now are < cnt.nual shaking of the bead and scrat^mg 
cf 1ea^ ty the use of bis bindl>-gs, and be drcols ccntmuously. I 
buve an i&ta that it Is canker in tbe ear, and should like to know 

6 10 7 
8 4 10 
6 7 7 

4 6 
5 6 
4 6 
0 6 
5 0 
6 0 
6 7 

7 
9 
H 
9 
6 6 
9 0 
4 6 

e 
6 4 
8 6 
8 7 

8 8 6-73 
0 9-1-6 

R. H 

* NEVADA V3. CALIFORNIA.-A long anticipated interstate mili- 
taiy rifle match between tbe Car-on team of Nevada and the Cali¬ 
fornia Schiietzen Club took pi ce Feb. 21. 'The former chib shot 
over tbe range in Carson City and the California team rou-sed the 
echoes in Schuetzen Park in Alameda. Tbe conditions of the mutch 
were twenty shots, iweiity men. 200 yards, military rifles. Colonel 
Pa ker of the Carson team was present during the shoot in Alameda 
and.acted as judge for his aoversaries. He shot over tbe same 
range with them and scored 84 rings. The shoot lasted during ths 
entire afternoon, but just before its conclusion a dispatch was received 
from Carson announcing that the team m that city had scored 1.682 
rings. This number was less than tha’ already made by the local men 
and alth ii'gh darkness had set in, the final slio’s were fired by Kuhla, 
Jacoby, .roh^son and Kuhnle. The dub scored 1,709 rings, wiu'iing 
the match by a majority of forty-seven. Tbe twenty men averaged 
85 9-20, which is said to be the best on record, Tbe ('alifomia score 
is as follcws: Stteeker 87, Ladd 92. Bachman 83. Roblffs 81. Kahnlyer 
77, L-Jbman 84. Smith 85. Robertson 83, S’anton 85. Dornbie 86 Uischig 
87, B- aver 88. Mangels 85, Werthmier 80, Kellogg 91, Carr 89, Kuhnle 
83, Jacoby 8i, Kuhls 86 an*! Johnson 85. 

NEW BEDFORD, Mass.. Feb 22.—Rifle teams representing a bat¬ 
talion of the first regiment contested at the ran?e of the City Guards 
'o-day. and the home team came out the victors. Co. Eof this ci'y, 
Co I of Brockton, Co. M of Fall River and Co, F of Taunton were 
T'presented. The shooting was at 200yds., 2 icrres of 7 shots each. 
Highest, iiidivldual possible 70. 

New Bedford Team -Bergf. Dabill 63, Sergt. Howland 40. Pvt. Bar- 
num 53, Pvt. Gibbs 40. 8*rgt. Pope 64, Corp. Jennings 44, Pvt. McBay 
63, Pvt. Bradley 6’2; total 889. 

Bvockton T*am,—Sergt. Battles 48. Pvt. Foye 62, Pvt. Hall 48. Pvt. 
Horton 62. Pvt. Wade SO, Pvt. Trlbpn 43, Pvt. S.earcs 50, Lieut. Blank- 
inship 49; total 387. 

Taunton Team.—Pvt. Tucker 68, Corp. Davis 24. Pvt. StaD]es47. PV. 
Lincoln 29, Pvt. Anthony 64, Corp. Strout 45, Pvt. Gifford 61, Pvt. 
Fowler 65: total 354. 

Fall River Team.—Sergt. Fuller 44, Corp. McIntyre 46, Pvt. Hullahan 
46. Pvt Robbins 44. Pvt. Crowley 32, Pvt. Davis 85, Pvt. Soowu 36, Pvt. 
Negus 28; total 312 

THE TRAP. 

5- 61 
6- 00 
6- 67 
7- 67 
4—51 
8- 51 
6- 50 
7- 89-665 
Burns. 

Correspondents who favor us with club scores are particularly re- 
luested to write on one side of the paper only. 

CHAMBERLIN CARTRIDGE CO.’S RULES FOR 
TRAP-SHOOTINO. 

T>ULE 1. Decision of Judges.—T>vo judges and a referee shall be 
JA> appointed to judge all matches. If ihe judges cannot agree the 
rtferee «hall decide and his decision shall be final. 

Rule 2. Special Du'tee of Feferee - The n feree shall see that the 
traps are properly set at ihe beginning of a match and that they 
are kept in order to the finish 

Ruled. Flags for Jiidees-Etch judge shall be provided with a 
red flag and a white flag. They shall raise the red flag to indica’e a 
“broken’ bird, and the whit ■ flag to indicate “lost” bird; they shall 
raise both fl tgs to indicate “no bird” or an imperfect bird, ihey shall 
al-o at noui’ce th“ score in a loud voice. 

Rule 4. Keeping the Score.—It shall be optional with the j'idges 
and referee to keep the score themselves, or appoint some one for 
that purpose, and the score thus kept shall he the official score, pro¬ 
vided however, that, the referee must testify to the coirectness of 
the score or scores made urder his supervision if reqni'Cd 

Rules Score with Ink.-All scoring shall be done with ink or in¬ 
delible pencil, the scoring of a lost bml shall be indi ated by an “0” 
of a dead or broken hi d tf a “1.” 

Rule 6 Traps.—All matches shall be shot from three traps set level 
in the segmei'i of a circle five yards apart. The radius of this circle 
snail he eighteen yards Tue traps shall he numbered from No. 1 on 
the left to No 3 ©n tbe rlghc consecntively. All traps must throw 
tiie birds a distance of not less ' nan forty yards 

;^cb trap must he listed for this stanoord distance before the 
shooting begins, and if anv trap be found too weak to throw the re¬ 
quired distance a new trap or s-p ing must be substituted. 

Rule 7. Adjusting Traps -The lever or projecting arm of the 
trap shall be adjusted that the elevation ot the uird m its flight at a 
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8 0 
8 8 
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9 10 10 
9 10 7 
7 0 10 

7 8 
6 6 
7 7 

9 6 10-85 
9 10 

8-72 
4- 74 
5- 65 
7-68 

to) 
^copd match-is. A. Lebicold’, total string, 5.1 Un.; A. B-RArker. 

total string. 6.69in.; George Ritter, total string, r.^in. . 
Mr Bitter med a Winchester repeating rifle or .32 caliber with 2^n. 

barrel, model 0^1873. and bis string is the shor est ever ipade On this 
range. The beet previous record was mad© by E. A. Leopold, on 
Washington’s Birthday, 1884, and measured 8.69in. 

o 
SHOOTER. 

Diagram Showing Position op 'fiops. and Directions for Throw¬ 
ing BIRDS. 

distance of ten yards from the trap, shall not be m'^retban ei?ht feet 
nor less than four feet, and the angles ot flignt shall be as follow.": 

No 1 trap stall be set to throw a left quartering bird. No. 2 irap 
shall he --et throw a straightaway bird. No 3 trap shall beset to 
throw a right quartering bird. After the traps are set for the above 
aneles, if int ffii d for any reason shall take a different angle, it shall 
be considered a fair bird, provided tue trap has not been changed. 

Rule 8. Pulling of Trapst. -The trap puller sh»]l stand at least six 
feet behind tbe shooter, and wb* n tbe shooter calls “Pull, ihfv tr* n 
or traps shall be instantly sprung, In sinele bird shooting he should 
null the traps indiscrimiuan'ly and not one. i«o and three cont^eem- 
tivelv. He shall pull i qiially and regularly for all shooters, ii the 
bl'd is .‘prung before, or at any t oticeable intei val afier the shooter 
calls “Pull,” he can accept the bird or not. but if he shoots tbe result 

*^Bule S*(^ens.—No screens sha’l be used. Back-stops may be 
provided for trapper.*, i ot to exceed ten yards from the end traps, 
and not to exceed three feet in height. .o 

Ru’e 10. l>i"tancc.-In single bird shooting the rise shall be 18 
yards In double bi'-d si oo ing the rise shall be 15 yards. All dis¬ 
tances mentioned in these rules must be accurate measuremsnt 

j-nle 11. Gun.—No gun of laiger caliber than ten bore shall be 

*^Biile 12. Loading Guns—In single bird shooting only one barrel 
shall be loaded at a time, and the cartridge shall not be placed in the 
barrel urtil after the shooter has ’aken hts prsUl-m at the score; m 
double bird shoo ing. both barrels to be loaded at score 

Rule 13. Position of Gun.—The butt of the gun shall be held below 
the arm pit untU the shoot- reads “pull.” otherwi:e the shot shall be 
declared “lost bird.” wheth-r bit or missed. 

Rule 14 Broken Birds.-A bird to be scored broken roust have a 
perceptible piece broken from it while in the air. The decision of tbe 
judges and referee on this point shall be fmaL No bird shall be 
retrieved to be examined for shot marks. If a bird be broken t'y the 
trap, the shooter may claim another bird, but if he shoots, the result 

Bird Shooting.—Each contestant shall shoot at 
three birds before leaving the score, if two birds are sprung at the 
same tiir'e. It shall be declared "no bird.” 

Rule 16. Double Bird Shooting.—Bo-h traps must be pulled simul¬ 
taneously. and each dou’es’ant shall snoot at three patro crtasecu- 
tively. thrown as followsi First pair from No, 1 and 2 traps. Second 
pair Horn No. 2 aijd 8 traps, and third pair rrom No. 1 and S 
traps. If only one bird is thrown it shall be declared ‘no birds. If 
two are thrown and one is broken by tbe trap, it sball be declared 
“DO birds,” and if tne gun miss fire on either bird it shall be declared 
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“no bird.” In each and all such cases another pair of birds must be 

^^RurJlT. Tie Shootine.—All ties shall be shot off at the original 
dis'once and at tlie number of birds agreed on by the contestants. 
IE, however, the contestants cannot agree promptly on this pond, 
tne referee .shall fix the number, and his decision shall be final. The 
rules nreseribed for single and double bird shooting shall prevail in 
tie Shooting. 

Rule Hi. ChallenRe.-No cbsllenge shall be considered unless the 
parties challenging is a contestant. 

ETAZABETH. N J.—The Elizabeth Gun Club have lately procured 
permniieiit shooiing erounds and have just completed the erection of 
a chiD house. The grounds are conveniently located, about ten min¬ 
utes’ walk from the depot. The club had their holiday shoot on 
Washing’oti’s Birthday, The targets used were “bats.” made at 
Locl^port. N. Y-. and tue unanimous opinion of Ihe club is that they 
are tee he^t targets in use for trap-nhooting. The club have used 
several kinds of targets during the past eighteen months, but they 
prefer the bats to any other target. Our sboois are held eveiy Thurs¬ 
day afternoon and on every holiday. I send you the scores made by 
the club: 

Ist shoot. 3d shoot. 31 shoot. 4th shoot. 
/istf.alk ...  10111-4 10101—3 IJlllOlOll—8 lllllIlOll—9 
W Parker ' ...'.11011-4 11011-4 1111111111-10 Olllllllll-O 
Btansbu’Y..11111-6 11110-4 OllllOOOJl-6 1100101010-5 
Richardson..OIlOI—4 lOlll'v -4 
(•heiwuod .ICOll-a 11111-6 0011110011 - 6 1110 01100-6 
Bnoii  00110-3 UOOlO-1 11)1110111—9 IH OlllOJOr-G 
Riirus.  01111-4 11110 0101-T lllOuillOO-6 
Ilas-uard"' .11111-6 1011111111-9 OlOlllOHl—7 
laiireitce’ ‘  11101-4 1011004111- 7 llll'liOOl—7 
Bernard  11010—8 inilllUl-lO OOOllOOOiO-S 
Ha.sell ’’ ....11100-4 0100011111— 6 OOluilllll-? 
riaekeniian .uiOll-3 OIllllOlOO— 6 Oi'jOllljn-7 
More.vood .0 Cll-3 OllO OOlll - 6 OininOOI-T 
('Parker ".11111-6 110.001110-5 lOinOCOIO-5 
Corbett ' .KOjlOOlOJ- 3 1100111100-6 
Bat./.r . .OtlOlOlOll- 6 000)001000-1 
T )a-er..110001UXIO- 4 0100 0)1(0-3 
Newbeck'"!' .0101101111—7 0111011110-7 
Poppenga.:: :.ononoon-e 

Martin .... .1110100101 -6 

WORCESTER. Feb. 23.—There was a large number of local sports¬ 
men at the tk.al Mine Brook range of the Worc-st.-r Sportsmen’s 
Club to-day to participate in the clay-pigeon and blackbird tourna¬ 
ment Among those, p esentvvere () R. Dickey, D. Kirkwood and 
Rkhard s-chaef, > f Boston; ‘k M. Stark, of Dunbarton, in. H ; H. W. 
Eiger of Mulhorough; R H. Aldoes. of Brockton; A. R. Bowdisli, 
oi OxiorJ; C W. Bimick, of Lowell; George A. Fowler and C. W. 
Burbank, of Leominster. A good part of the dav was spent in shoot¬ 
ing for sweepstakes, with resul s as follows; Seven clay-pigeons— 
} ag( r and Smi h divided first. Seven blackbirds—Rugg and Bondish 
divned first. Seven clay plgeoi s—Davis and Adams divided first 
Four pairs of clay pigeons—Dean and Perry oivided first. Tbiee 
piirs of blacKbirds—Davis and Deun divided first, seven clay- 
uij-eons—SturK first. Single and two pair cliy-pigeons, for 1.5( 0 shells 
given bi ihe Lowell Oartri.lge Company—Emerson first. Five clay- 
pigeons-Siark first. Five blaekhirds straigbtaway-Btark first. 
Three pair clay-pigeons-Davis and Dean divided first. 

After a good dinner the orincipal event of the day was shot. It was 
the contest for Che Knoxville biackbiid Badge of the New England 
Trap Shooters A>sociaiion, held by M. D. Gilman, of Wo cester. 
Me-'si-s Band and Jones served as judges with Mr. Weatherhead as 
referee. The contest was at 9 single and 8 pairs, and the result in de¬ 
tail was as follows; 
M D Gih.ian .110101111-7 10 11 01-4-11 
KH i^ldoes.lOllOlOn-6 10 10 10-8-9 
M O Whittier.110001101-5 10 10 10-8-8 
WL Davis. .........111111110- 8 10 00 10- 8-10 
B Franklin.111001010-5 10 10 11-4- 9 
W S Perry.111111010-7 11 01 01-4-11 
W R D ail .100010000 - 2 00 11 0l-3- 6 
5 .010)110(0-4 10 11 10-4- 8 
D Kirk wood.'.’.(11111011-7 10 10 11-4-11 
C ft Eokleii.. .11‘lOOOl 1—6 (1 10 10—3 - 9 
HScbaef...OIlOlOnO-5 00 10 00-1-6 
II vv Eager .. . OlOlOOlll—5 11 lO io—4_ g 
OR Dickey.110110111-7 lO 11 10-4-11 
Jones    110110101—6- 11 10 l0-4—10 
L R Hudson.HOlOt 101-5 00 01 00-1- 6 
E T smith.101111100-6 00 01 flO-1- 7 
CMStark....101111111-8 10 01 10-3-11 
Emerson ...llOlll’Ol—7 00 01 10— 3 — 9 
C A Parker . OlOOCOllO-S 00 01 00 1— .m 
H F Rice .,001001100 - 3 CO 00 00- 0- 8 
n A Webber.010001011-4 00 11 01-8 - 7 
J B Tohus.....IhOOOHOO-a 01 11 CO-3- 6 

The five contestants w ho tied at 11 shot off at 3 singles and a pair; 
Gilman 2. Perry 8. KirkAOOd 3. Dickey 4, Stark 4. Messrs. Dickey 
ar d Stark were tied at 4, they shot at 8 singles and a pair, Mr. Stark 
winning the badge. 

BOSTON. Feb. 34 —The attendence at Walnut Hill to day was small. 
Appended are the results of the difftrent sweeps: 1 Five clay biros 
—Adams fi st. 2. Five clay birds—Adams first 3 Five clay birds— 
Lovejoy fii-sb. 4 Toree pair double—Faulki cr first. 5. Team match. 
6 clay birds, 5 traps—First team, Sno w 4, Allen 4, Adams 4—13. Sec¬ 
ond team. Wa rd well 4, Faulkner 4, Lovejoy 3 -10. 6. seven clay birds 
—Faulkner first. 7. Five clay birds, struigh away-Faulkner and 
Allen divided first. 8. Novelty match—.Adams first s* Five clay 
birds—Allea, Adams and Lovejoy divided first. 10. Five straight¬ 
away birds. 30yd8.—Ru sell fl'st. 11. Novelty match—Snow 
13. Five olackbirds—Russell first. 13. Five blackbirds—Russell first. 
14. Three pairs double Faulkner first. 15. Five bldckbirds—Adams 
fir-t. 16. Five clay birds—Ward well first. 17 Five birds straight¬ 
away—Adams fi'St. 18. Five clay birds, 30yds.—Ward well first. 19. 
Five blackbirds—S''Ow first. 20. Novelty match—Faulkner first. 31. 
Five clay birds—Allen first. 23. FiVe birds—Lovejoy first. 

SAN FRANCISCO, Feb. 31.—The pigeon shooting contest between 
W. L. Ey re and John Kerrigan, whicu was arranged last week, came 
off at Bird’s Point to day. The match was for $100 a side. Eyre has 
not stood before the trap for some years, and many of liis friends 
were surprised to see him pit liimself against a man in such good 
trim as Kerrigan. The inatcii was uncier the Hurlingnani rules. 60 
birds of whieli 30 were to be shot at .single birds, at 30yds. rise, nnd 
20 as double birds, at 18yds. rise. Eyre won first shot on ihe loss off 
and winged his bird, Kerngau imitating his example. On the third 
shot Eyr-i made an iuducky miss and added two more ciphers to his 
score. Kerrigan..seemed flurried and missed an easy oir.i on the fltih 
shot, ard In the first round made only 6 kills out of 10. In the second 
round he ri covered himself and did not make a miss, bri’ giug down 
his birds with gieac neatne.-s. Ou the third rcu.id Eyre made some 
bad misses, and ihe?e oBs“t the advantage he had gained in the first 
ri'Liid The following are the scores of tue single birds, which placed 
Kerrigan 2 kills ahead; 
liy.e .1100011111— 7 inOllllll— 9 0110011011- 6-32 
Kerngan.1111010010-6 1111111111-10 (llllllllU-8-24 

Eyre again led off in the double-bit d shoot, 18yds. nse and p'unge 
traps. He made 2 clean kills. It was thought he could regain what 
he nad lost on the single birds, as shooting at pairs had always been 
bis for e. He did not carry out the expectations of his friends, how¬ 
ever, ami made a poorer score than in the single-bird contest, Ker¬ 
rigan did not shoot w’ell in the douole-bird contest, showing bad judg¬ 
ment in the si-lection of the first bird to shoot at. The following are 
the scores, which gave the match to Kerrigan by seven bir.'s: 
Evro...11 00 10 11 10-6 00 00 11 10 00-3- 9 
Kerrigan.H 10 ul 11 11-8 11 01 01 11 00-6—14 

LFaVENWORTA, Kaa.-Last Monday. Feb. 8, was such a pleasant 
day w'uh us some of our club rustle 1 a small crow d together for a 
liitle practice at the Macoraber metal targets, and the anm-xed score 
wa^ ibe result of the match, The wird was quite strong and some of 
the birds sailed from 50 to 70 yards, and imlcss Hie gun was raised ou 
the word "pull,’’tiie shoot“r did not stand niucii showtoopen the 
birds. Mr. Hiumau is a very qu.ck shot and succeeded iu making a 
fl'ie score: 
W 0 Hinman.1111111111111101110111111-23 
Geo Goff .lIlOanillOnOHLlw —17 
ChasGrats .llllllCOllllllllOllOw -16 
Jobn Dippel.lOllllOlOOilOlOH OHw -13 
JaSbtileman.llOlO lllOlOlluOllOlw —18 
Henry L-.ni’Z .llllllllOlIOllOlOllOw -15 

CARTBREi’ GI’N CLtJB.—The match at double birds, shot at the 
(Jarieret Guu Club’s grounos on the 32d, which was won bvMr. Henry 
nsulfced in a matcb between that gentleman and Mr. Williams, ou« 
of the club’s beet shote. on the 37th. Ihey mutually agreed to shoot 
atlO patre. 35vdB. ri«e, traps Zoyds. apart, the fence th'e b'o'uudary. 
After shooting at two pairs for practice, the mat'en was. tfegnu wiijj 
Williams leading fr im the sian. At ? pairs Henry’"•ftlidi-ehv, leaving 
Wi'liams to shOot out the match with thefoUowing result; 
Williams....10 11 11 11 10 11 00 11 10 10—14 
Henry....00 00 OJ lO lO 10 llw. —4 

The birds were an excellent lot. quick and strong on the wing. 

NEW DORP.I.. Peb. 36.—"rhe members of the Jeannette Gun 
Cbm held a shooting tournament at Sea View Park here to day. 
There vvere a number of small matche'^, but the interest was cen¬ 
tered in the font -handi-d contest in which Capt. ordes and H. Vetter 
encountered John Hubert and r.. Busch. The strong wind interfered 
wi'h the shooting of Capt. t'ordes, but it did not seem to affect the 
skill of the other men. VeTt*-r, however, was too h avily band! 
capped by t' e pnor work of his partner, and the result was tnat 
Hubert and Bmcb w’on as follows: . 
Hunert..! 11111110 0—8 Cordes.,.! 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0-4 
Busch...1 11110 111 0-8-16 Vatter.. 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1—9—13 

■ Capt. Cordes was not satisfied with the showing he made, and he 
cliallengrd Busen to a mat jh. wbiob will be snot at an eany day. 

ELIZ ABETH GUN CLUB,—This club is in very good working trim 
and preperirr- for a season of getive work. Tne club was organized 
Sept. 6. 1884. w'th 20 members, and secured rooms in the Arcade. Its 
progress has been steaoy, and it now owns a club house in the sub¬ 
urbs. The club doubled its members the first year and b ds fair to 
increase the same ratio the second. All the members are active, and 
their aim is to encourage trap -hooting in all its branches. The new 
club house was inaugurated on Feb 32. Vi itors are always welcome. 
The club will have weekly sboois and extra programmes for all holi¬ 
days. The officers are: B. E. Chetwood, T*iesident; J. W. Hall. Vice- 
President: Wm. M. Parker, Treasurer; C F. Parker, Financial Secie- 
tary: J. Hasko d. Corresponding Secretary. 

CAMPBEl.L VS, CAVANAGFT.—There was a large attendance of 
shooters on the 26th uR at Little Silver, N. J.. to wltne-ss the $809 
pigeon match betwe-n J. Cavanagh, of Madison, N. J., and L B. 
Campbell, of Little Silver, N. J. The rain poured in torrents, but in 
spite of that the birds funiisHed and handled by Miles Johnson for 
Cavanagh and those manipulated by J. Van Brackle for the home 
shooter were fine, strong fivers. The belting was in favor of Oava- 
uagh. Tiieir favorite start 'd off well, and when twelve bird< had 
b'-en shot he led Campbell two birds. From this point the North 
Jers y man became demoralized and missed hi d atter bird. He was 
shot out on the twenty-nlnih round. Campbell killed '23out of '29 birds 
shot at. and Cnvanagb 16 out of '28. Oaptaiu Tindle, of Amboy, was 
referee; .1. Erb, of Newark, was judge for Cavanagh and Hank 
Wnite, of Red Bank, for Campbell. The score was as follows:' 
L B Campbell. lOlil lOHl OiOll 01011 10101 1110111111-23 
JCavanagh ..mil OUll llOOO OlOOO OJOlO 101 —15 

A return match will be shot at Eib’o grounds, Newark, at an early 
date. 

EMERALD GUN CLUB —The regular annual shoot of the Emerald 
Gun Club, of this city, took place on the 35th ult., at New Dorp, S. I. 
The members and their fri nds were out in full force. Some remark¬ 
able exhibiti ms of skill were exhibited by m iny of the members who 
took part in the series of contesis laid down on the programme. The 
club medal was won by John H. Voss, who succeeded in killing 10 
birds straight, handicap rise. George Kemsen carried off ihe second 
prize, killing 9 birds. For the third prize Charles M. Granger, Hr. 
George V. Hudson. I’hillip Bu z and Thomas Cody tied, each killing 8 
birds out of a possible lO. H. Gebedng won the fourth prize. 

Random gun club,—The Random Gun Club, of East NewTortr. 
held a shoot hi Glendale on Mie 32d ulr. Each member shot at seven 
birds with the following result: C. R. Kolyer 6. J 'hn Kolyer 6, Rich¬ 
ard Phister 6, R. Baxter 6, W. H. Pickering 4, B. Kolyer 4. E. Watson 
4, W. D. Hamilton 5, J, Deboo 6, J. Willis 6. 

NEW YORK. March 1,—At the annual meeting of the Springfield 
Qiin Club, this city, held Feb. 26. the following officers were elected 
for the ensuing year: .lames D. Davis, President; John A. Dinkle, 
Vice-President; Charles Janie, Secretary; Michael Englert, Pur¬ 
veyor. __ 

Join the National Gun Association.—Send 10 cents, for handbook 

giving all information, to the Secretary Matt R. Fekeman, General 
Manager. F. C. Etheridge, Secretary and Treasurer, Macon, Ga. 

Board of Directors: Dr. L. E. Russell, Springfield, O.: C. M. Stark, 

Winchester, Mass ; J. Von Lengerke, New York city; Washington A- 

Coster, Flatbush. L. I.; Wm. G. Cooper. Savannah, Ga.; E. A. Craw 

ford, Tallahassee, Fla.; M. R Freeman, W. W. Parker and F. C' 

Etheridge, Macon, Ga.—Adn. 

^anaeing. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Fublish^ 
ing Go. __ 

Canoeists are invited to send us notes and full reports of cruises, 
club meets, information about canoeable waters, and other commu 
nications of interest. __ 

Secretarlss of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest ano 
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signals, etc. of 
their clubs, and also notices in advahceof met-tings and races, and 
reports of the same. Canoei-ts and all interested in canoeing are 
requested to forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with 
logs of cruises, c^aps, and information concerning their local waters, 
drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all item.s relatmg 
to the spurt. _ 

THE A. C. A. TROPHY. 

Editor Forest and Stream; 
In response to \out' invitation in this week’s issue I would like to 

say a few words in regard to the A O. A. Trophy. 
Before taking up the main q lestion. I will premise that all organi¬ 

zations of tne general character of ihe A, 0. A such as athletic and 
boating clubs are governed, ana their couduet ou'lined and direotetl, 
by a very small proporiion of the total number of active members, 
who often obtam such ctmtrol that they a«e able to carry through 
any measure whicu they favor, even when such measure.^ may be 
detrimental to the best interests of tne club. 

There are various reasons operating U) bring about this state of 
ihiugs. It is fair to presume that in many caaes the men wnoget 
coutiol are those who exhioit the most ability, but a very frequent 
cause is apathy of a large majority aud auoiuer reason Is, that after 
a certain set liave beceme estublisned in power; it ot'ieu happens that 
they form a clique whicu by umted effort can defeat the »ill of any 
uuorganized opponents. 

Whf-n it was announced that the Regatta Oommlttee of the A. O. 
A. were going to offer a valuable prize to be sept by the wriuner, it 
seemed to the writer that it was a contridiotion of tlie reachiiigs and 
professions of tue Association, as seifoi ih m previous manifestoes 
and most of tue canoeing Jiieraiure. You. Mr. Editor, have very .ably 
on more than oue occasion exposed tue danger to be apprebendei 
in aw aiding prizes which should oe valuable enough to pervert a 
contest fi.r them from oue of generous rivalry to oue of greed. It 
has been represented that this occasion is cxpectional, aud that it 
would make tne Association appear mean not to offer a generous 
prize, as one of the visiting strangers might win it. Laving once es¬ 
tablished a precedent of this kind, bow do we know how cf'en we 
might be called on to repeat it, and now long would it be before the 
flags which have heretofore been so highly prized as trophies, would 
fall to call out enough canoeists to make a decent competition, 
because they would not be wortu the trouole. 

The writer knows personally of an instance in one of our athierio 
clubs where a vi i-y handsome and expensive gold medal was pre¬ 
sented Jo be competed for every mouen in tne season, and the douor 
was compelled to alter the terms of the gift as the "bo.vs’’ would not 
take tne trouble to compete f jr it uuless the winner could keep it. 

By all means let us discourage such a conai ion ot aff.-irs in our 
Association and as a first step religiously ex.lucle all raoes for 
valuable “keeps,” as being a domoraliz.hg element calculated to 
Injur it. 

iiie proposition to make the trophy a challenge prize, seems to me 
to be the only way to put the Associa-iou iu a position consistent 
w ith former professions of its aims and objects, and I nope your in- 
vitatloh will call form so strong an expression of opinion In this 
direction as will leave the ottlcei s of the Association iu no doubt as 
to the feeling of the members at large, and as a consequeuce of their 
plain duty in the premises. ». 

FLORIDA.—Dr. Nelde writes us from Jacksonville as follows: ‘ We 
have just returned from a long trip in the Aurora ‘from Mosquito In¬ 
let up the Hillsboro Riwr, thr'>ugu Mosquito Lagoon, the Haul jve 
Cana] and down the Inoiaa River to Indian K'ver Inlet, thence back 
to Rockledge aud made the carry of three m les over to Lake Hoin- 
seit, and then making the run down the St. Johns River to Sanford, 
i have seen crooked rivers in my day, but never anything to quite 
equal the tipper St. Jolias-. We encountered a bear and alligacotre m- 
Uamerable while on the river. Dfe'er arb pieni/iful, and we broiled 
soqae venison over coals made from ■wild orange wbod. Millions of 
dead fi-h lie along the shores of the beautiful Indian River, having 
been killed by the sudden change in the temperature of the water 
dm ing the‘Florida freeze.’” 

THE CANOE EXHIBITIOII. 

A NUMBER of canoeists were present at the Harvard rooms on 
Fi-b 2'i, pursuant to tbe cafi sent out by the Knickerbocker 0. 

C. Com. Fowler was chosen chairman, and tbe meeting wa.s csBed 
to order wi'h Mr. Brown us the secretary and Mr. Stanton treasurer. 
It was decided to hold an fxhlbition of canoes and all penaining to 
canoeing at the Harvard rooms, ou April 24 next, ihe expenses to be 
shared by the Kiicterboelnr, New York and Brooklyn clubs tf the 
receipts are nut suffi lent. The scope of the proposid exhibition is 
shown by the following li-t of uepartmenis anu commiitees. Articles 
may be sent direct to ihe gentlemen iu charge of the section foi which 
they are intend-^d; „ 

Managing Committee Fdwin Fowler, chairman, Harvard rooms, 
729 Sixth avenue. New York; L. W. Seavey, 81 Washington Place; 
Hen'v Stanton, 81 Nassau street 

Treasurer. Henry Stanton,.34 Nassau sireet (to whom subsenp- 
tions should be sent and bill rendered for settlement]. 

sub-committees. 

1. SAtLiNG Canoe, fully rigged, one or mere models—C. Bowyer 

"Vaux 84 Cortlar.dt strier. 
2 Paddling and Racing Canoes, felly equipped: Ontnrio, Peter- 

boro, ' Nessrauk.” bitch, etc., with specimens of diffeient paddles— 
M. G. Foster. 84 FuHon street: Mr, Cox, Newark. 

3 Cruising Canoe, with full oulfle-E. W. Brown, 17 West Thirtieth 
street. 

4. Canoe Arranged for Sleeping, with tent, bedding, night and 
riding lamps, etc , also shore tent suitably fitted up—J. P’. Newman, 
19 John street. 

6. “The Boy’s First Canoe”—.!. L G-eenleaf, 60 Park avenue. 
6 Canoe AND Camp Cookery: Comp kit and utensils, food in bulk 

and packed as for sailing. Illustration of cooking on board by aico- 
h'd lamp. Various modes of preparing camp-fires, wi'h stones, 
crotched sticks. “Neasmuk” logs, etc —Capt. Nate Smith,Newburgh; 
W. Dormitzer, 27 East Seventy-fourth street: 0. V. R. Schuyler, 8t0 
Broadway. 

7 OanoeCostume: A fullydressed canoeist, with beltorscarf, knife, 
bugle, suit of oilskins, boat cape, etc.; also the various*badges worn 
by club members and officers—S. V. Hoffman, 436 Wert Twenty-thiid 
street. , , ^ 

8. I'ANOE Inventions, Appliances AND Fittings: F.fir.. centerboards, 
blocks, drop ruddeis. cleats, sliding gun'.er, etc , Inhelei wph name 
of inventor and date of invent on—B. P. Martin, 437 West Twenty- 
second street; 6. A. Renton, William-bur'ti. 

9. Regatta AND CLUB Trophies: Cballenge cup® ard models, prizes, 
duo totems, flags, signal.s, O'uamental paddles, badges, etc., prop¬ 
erly labeled-K. B. Bui-cfaard. 3t VVest P’ortieth street. 

10. MaNUPAOTURERS’ AND BuiLDERs’ EXHIBIT^: Various models and, 
styles of building, '‘weieriigbis,” sails, appliances, catalo^ueSj busi¬ 
ness cards, ftc. 

11. Canoe Photography: Cameras and outfits, photographic v ews 
and groups, based ou A. C. A., local aud club m-ets, cruise®, typical 
models, etc. Stereopticon views of same with illu-iira ive remaiko— 
L 'W. Seavev. 81 Wasuingion place. 

12. Canoe Literaiure: Line.® and models of boats, books ou cruis¬ 
ing. building, etc., canoeing articles and illuati-ations. volumes of 
Forestand Stream, Can oefsf, ec , duo note paper, menus, arms, 
etc.—W. P. Stephens. 39 Park row. 

i3. I'LACARDS AND LABELS.- William "Wliltlock, 31 West TweDtv-sec- 
ond street (upoti whom I^qul®it^•D8 mav be made by exhibitors, stat¬ 
ing size and wording of plac^rd3 i-equired). 

14. ALLOTMENT OP Space AND Floor i ommittee. with power to ap¬ 
point ushers, receive appiicatii ns for and a^8igu space to exhibitors 
—J. L Greenleaf. 66 Park aveuue. 

15. Hall Decorations: E. C. Delavan, 83 Nassau street—B. H. 
Nadal 368 Lexington avenue. , 

16. Music AND Singing: Canoing songs and choruses—R. J. Wilkin, 
148 Henry sirert, Brooklyn. 

17. Iniitations: Preparing and printing cards of invitation and 
programme and sending them to all canoeis's within reasonable di.s- 
tanceof New York, supplying same to all desiring them for thtir 
private friends or to any gentleman interested in boating or canoeing, 
atiendingto journalasuc no'ices and articles before and after the 
exposiiion, supplying all nece.-sary information to lepresentalives of 
thepress Col. Norton, A. Brentano, 6 Union Square. 

Reception op Exhibits at the Hall—Edwin Fowler, 729 Sixth 
aveuue. 

Clubs or individuals who have anything of interest to exhibit are 
earnestly requested to communicate with the gentlemen iu charge of 
the special riepariment to which It would belong, or if rot included 
imdrr any of tnem, wiite the ch<ilrmaii of the Managing Committee. 
Such exhibits should be fully labeled with the addres- of tbe sender 
and any information of Inierest. Every care will be taken of them 
and they will be duly returned after being exhibi ed. Applications 
for tickets and programmes should be sent to the Invitation I'om- 
miitee. Eich sub-comniilteo is req uested to send In its exhibits, if 
bulky on Thur.-^day, April 22 (aftei 3 P. M.) or on Fiidav, f3; if small 
tuey may be sent at any time. They are also requested to bave-iheir 
department® in good order for the public expo-itiou on the afternoon 
and evening of Sicui day, April 21, a..d to remove them not later than 
Monday, April 26. ___ 

A SUMMER CRUISE IN LONG ISLAND SOUND. 

OUR two canoes were put into the Connecticut River for a pro- 
lor ged cruise dowo the river and through Lone Island Sound. 

Tne hoaw were of go>l mo lei 14 6 f'^et long, .32 inches wide, and 
rigged with latein inai'isail and dandy of 48 wnd i7 feet. 

Wo left Hartford July 7,1885, at 2 30 P M. with a head wind but 
succeeded in making about teu miles by six o’clock. We had ha-dly 
got ashore and ready for the night wh-n it began to rain. It con¬ 
tinued until twelve o'clock, that is, until we bad been soaked 
through and all our clothe®, provi-ions, and blank-t®. We did r ot 
shep a wink that night hut managed to pass aw'ay th® lime in play¬ 
ing cards. We wer-up hy dayligbt and very gl id to see the sun rise 
warmly, built a rousing fite and dried everything by eight o’clock, 
tb®n cooked a. good breakfa t an I in a short time launched our ca¬ 
noes and started under p ddle as ih* re was nor a breath of wind. 

By noon we reached Middletown, twenty miles from Hartford and 
securing our canoes had dinner and went up into tbe to vn We 
bought a tew provisions and starred off once more and naddied 
st*-a(.iily until we reached Middle HadJam. where we lali by to await 
the steamboat for Lyme, about four miles from tue mouth of the 
river. At eight o’clock the bott arrived; we taen went on board 
mth the canoes, ano at eleven o’clock reached Iyme. Here we 
rigged our tents over the cockpits of our canoes and slept in mem on 
the dock. 

July 9.-We launched our canoes and with a fine breezi sailed to 
Hatchetts’ Reef a olatance of ten miles, iu an hour an i a q-iarier. In 
the evening we went to the depot to meet a party from Hartford 
with whom wo intended to camp. Wit i this addidon we enjoyed 
two weeks of regular camp life, making short trips to different 
places along the Sound. Among them was a trip tu Osprey Beach 
and New London, on which occasion we witnessed the great steam 
yacht race. . „ , , 

We then packed uo prepxra'ory to a trip along the Sound down 
toward New York. It was rather rough, with a southwest breeze 
nearly dead ahead. When off Haybrook tlie viiiid veered to south 
and we soon reached W'estbrook, seventeen miles west of Hatchetts 
Reef, where we intended spending Saturday amd .kiunday. In the 
evening strolling along tne beach we met some plea'ant tnends vvith 
whom v e spent most of our time. At nine o’clock we were in bed. 

Julv 25.—We went around trying to buy som-rthing to eat. We 
suco’eded after a long search in getting enough tor breakfast. With 
the big sails of each canoe we went out sailing in the morning. 

Ou Julv 27 we started at Do’clock for Indian Neck with a fine breeze. 
The Arrow reached her desrination, but the Maud, losing her way, 
pul into Short Beach. This run of twenty-six mile» was made by tbe 
Maud in the remarkable time of about three hours, which nip will 
alway-i be remembered as it gave her crew the utmost confidence m 
her ability to stand any ordinary weather. 'Ihe crew of the Maud 
was kindly received by friends tnat day and was asked to remain 
under ever but preferred sleeping in lus canoe. 

Tuesday, Julv 28, about 9 o’clock A. M , a canoe was seen going past 
Short B acb, which, on being hailed, came m shore, whirfi proved to 
be the Arrow. We found a slo e where « e increated our stock of 
provisions and cooked a dinner fit lor a king. V\ e turned in quite 
early that night as we we' e rather tired, and on Wednesday we were 
up verv earl V, as a very jolly paity were making preparations for a 
trip to Long'island. After their depar ure the place became very 
quiet, so we decided to leave for the uay. We took the Arrow for a 
sail to Indian Ntck; as we had a splenuiil breeze we were not long in 
reaching there. Walking to Branford we found some letters which 
contained money, somr luing we were in need of ju-t about this time. 
About 4 o’c ock we left for camp, which, by 1 he way. we alwa> a left 
unguarded, sometirues for t-io or three days, aud always found in the 
conuition we left it. 

On Friday we were joined by a friend from Hartford, who was to 
camp with us, an'l in the afte' noon we received our large wall tent 
which was set up. That night our new camh mate H, slept in the 
tent, while we slept ip otir canoes rigged with.Moulcan tents. 3he 
pest day we went to worli to build our beds, ^rst we got a bu'ndlo 
of hay and laid it in die tent about,one foot thick, after 'which we laid 
our pubbeY blankets over this, then o'Ur woolen blankets, njhl'ing pur 
beds complete. In the afternoon the owner of the Maud went home 
to spend Sunday, 
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On Monday, Aug. 8. the wind was southeast, which told us a storm 
was coming, and about 10 o’clock it did come. That night a furious 
thunder storm came up, which caused our tent to leak a little, wet¬ 
ting a few of our cl -.thes. 

Aug. 5.—H. in the Maud and G. in his own canoe, the Arrow, with 
some others went to Pawson’s Park and Double Beach for the day. 

On Saturday morning we had some paddling races, which were 
quite amusing. We stood up and paddled, jumped out into the water 
and then back again. 

Tuesday. Aug. 11, needing a good many provisions, we rode over to 
Branford Point, and returning we took a sail to New Haven Light- 
hou=e and hack. The owner of the Maud not feeling very well, went 
to spend a few days in New Haven with friends, H. therefore becom¬ 
ing the crew of the Maud, 

Aug. 13.—H made a newrudder for his canoe, as the old one had 
warped so it could not he used, in order to go to Branford Point in 
the afternoon. We had a fair wind both ways, which made it much 
more enjoyable. Our canoes being 32in. and rather heavy, it is no 
fun paduling them any great distance. 

Aug. 14.—We were up earlier than usual, as there was a flue sail¬ 
ing breeze, and as we were going to have some races sometime, de¬ 
termined W have them to-day. The course was out around a small 
rock, and at the signal we spun across the line, the Arrow taking the 
lead, and increasiog it won by 200ft. The Arrow won the next race, 
thereby winning the race. The owner of the Maud returned from 
New Haven only to leave again for Hartford, as he was not well 
enough to remain, leaving his canoe in cai’e of H., who kindly con 
sented to sail his canoe home to Hartford. W. arrived in the after¬ 
noon, having left his canoe at Pine Orchard. 

Saturday, Aug. 15 —We w-ere up rather early, and at 8 o’clock 
started for Pine Orchards, where W. was to get his canoe. It was a 
large cruising craft 15fr.x35in.. and as stiff as a yacht; was rigged 
with the latee-a sails of 53 and 18fk We sailed back in about an hour. 

On Monday, Aug. 17, at 7 o’clock, P. and W, in the Orlcket, G. in 
the Arrow, and H. in the Maud, left for New Haven. By the aid of 
the strong breeze which was blowing, we reached N. H., 7 miles, in 
less than an hour. The N. H. Y. C. received us kindly by taking care 
of our canoes and offering us sleeping accommodations. 

Tuesday, K and W. started for camp at 10 o’clock, G. and H. soon 
following. It was rather a rough trip coming home, but the canoes 
accomplished it without an accident. 

Wednesday. P.. W., G.. H., in the three canoes, started to spend the 
dav at Indian Neck and Pine Orchards. We met Mr. and Mrs. Par- 
mele, who invited us to take dinner with them at the Neck. They 
were cruising along the Sound in their canoe Oahu. 

We then s“t sail for Pine Orchards, where we spent an hour or so 
in looking about the place. On our way home we were joined by Mr. 
and Mrs. P , who pitched their tent near ours for that night. 

On Thursday W. took a sail to Indian Neck, while G. and H. took 
some young ladies out sailing, who enjoyed the sport very much. 

Friday. Aug. 21, the day set for our departure, we were up very 
eariy, and got our things ready to pack up in our canoes. We were 
all ready by 4 o'clock P M.. hut being advised to wait until the next 
day as it was very rough, decided to remain. 

Saturday. Aug.'22 —We got off at 8:50 A. M. for Madison, with a 
fine breeze dead astern, and at 11:29 the Arrow arrived, followed by 
the Cricket 11:33 and the Maud 11:35, the distance sailed being 18 
miles. We pulled up ac the ship yard for Sunday. In the afternoon 
we went up to the store for a few provisions. When we returned we 
found a number of visitors examining our boats; of course, we were 
asked numerous questions in regard to tneir speed, etc. It w'as cloud¬ 
ing over, and we expected rain before morning, so it was necessary 
to prepare for it. 

Sunday we passed in entertaining many vi.sitors, and on Monday, 
packing up, we l>-ft for Westbrook at 9 o’clock, had a fair wind all 
the way over, reaching there about 10 o’clock. Distance, 8 miles. 
When off Westbrook the Cricket ran on a rock but sustained no 
damage. At night it rained at Times, out we managed to keep dry. 

Tuesday, left for Fenwick at 9 o’clock with a stiff wind dead ahead, 
with a choppy sea. When off Fenwick it began to rain, and we 
thought it about lime to get in shore. Blankets in band, with a little 
grub we all piled into a fishorman’s hut, where we intended to spend 
the night. After it stopped raielug we went to Saybrook, meeting 
there Messrs. Fenn and Ingraham, who were cruising up the river in 
their canoe Rambler. 

Wednesday, started at 10 o’clock and made a short cut through the 
breakwat-r at Saybrook. Having a head wind we tacked up to 
Lyme where we laid up for the rest of the day. The crew of Arrow 
wanted a hot supper, so he went to the Bacon House. The others 
tooksnpperin the usual way. We then took the canoes out of the 
wafer and repacked them in readiness for the boat, which arrived at 
13 M. 

Thursday. Aug. 27.—Arrived home 7:30 A. M., having spent a most 
enjoyable summer. We were none the worse for our trip, and fully 
determined to go off next summer, with an addition to our party. 

Saunders and Gilbert. 

^Hchtinq, 
FIXTURES. 

June 17—N, Y. Y. O. Regatta. 
June 17—Dorchester Y. C., Nahant, Open. 
June 19—Hull Y. C., Pennant race. 
June 23—Boston Y. C. 
June 26—Corinthian Y. C. Race. 
July 3-null Y. O. Race, 
July 4 - Boston Y. C., Regatta. 
July 10—Hull Y. G., Novelty Race. 
July 10—Corinthian Y. C. Race. 
July 13—Beverley Y. C., Marblehead, First Championship. 
July 17—Hull Y. C., Champion Race. 
July 21—Hull Y. C , Ladies’ Day. 
July 22 - Boston Y. C. 
J uly 24—Dorchester Y. C. 
July 24—Corinthian Y. C., Ladies’ Race. 
July 31—Beverley Y. C.. Swamp.scott, Second Champioaship. 
July 31-HuIl Y. C., Cruise. 
Aug. 7—Corinthiau Y C., Open Regatta. 
Aug. 14—Hull Y. C.. Open Regatta. 
Aug. 14—Beverley Y. C , Nahant, Third Championship, 
Aug. 21—Beverley Y. C., Marblehead, Open Matches. 
Aug. 25—Hull Y. C., Ladies’ Race. 
Aug. 28—Corini hian Y. C. Race. 
Aug. 28—Hull Y. C , Champion Race. 
Sept. 2—Boston Y. C. 
Sept. 4—Dorchester Y. C., Fall Race. 
Sept. 4—Coi-lnthian Y. C., Champion Race. 
Sept. 11—Hull Y. C., Champion Sail-off. 
Sept. 11—Corinthian Y. C., Sweepstakes Regatta. 
Sept. 18—Beverley Y. C., Nahant, Fall Matches. 

THE HUDSON RIVER MEET.—We have received the following 
letter from the secretary of Rondout C. C.—Editor Forest and 
Stream: The annual Hudson River spring meet will be held at Cod- 
dington’s Dock, a private landing four miles north of Rondout, on the 
west shore of the Hudson, under the auspices of the Rondout C. C., 
on May 29. 30. 31, 1886. Sufficient seclusion, a fine beach and excel¬ 
lent camping grounds'make this point particularly adapted for the 
purpose. It is' easily reached via following routes: By steamer Mary 
Powell from Vestry street pier, or night boats from pier 34 N. K., 
New York to R ndout. thence by sail or paddle or towing by little 
passenger yachts at small cost; by New York Central and Hudson 
River Railroad to Rhinebeck or Bairytown; by Hartford & Conn. 
We.st Railroad to Rhinebeck, or by steamers Tremperand Martin of 
the Albany and Newburgh line direct to landing. Passenger yachts 
running at frequent intervals during the day place Rondout within 
easy access of those wishing to procure supplies. A cordial invita¬ 
tion is extended to all canoe clubs and unattached canoeists to be 
present on this occasion, and they will confer a tavor by advising this 
&ul) of their intention in the matter. Any further informaUon will 
be gladly furnished by F. B. Hiobard, Secretary. 

WESTERN AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIA.TION.—A meeting of 
the Executive Committee, of the W. A. V. A. was held on Feb. 24, at 
the Gibson House, Cincinnati, Messrs Q. Harry Gardner and C. F. 
Pennewell, of (leveland: O. A. Woodruff, Dayton; Chas. Melville, 
Sandusky: H. D. Crane, Geo. D. Ellard, Dr. H. J. Groesbeck. Nmholas 
Longworih. J. O. Shiras W. W. Hite and Wm. Greenwood, of Cincm- 
nati being present. Twenty-one new members were elected, and 
appiications were received from others. The programme of the races 
was arranged, Mr. Chas. Melville was chosen Superintendent of the 
Camp. Messrs. Crane, Gardner and Shiras were appointed a Regatta 
Committee and Messrs. Hite. Greenwood and Qroe.sbeck, a committee 
to design a flag. The meet of 1886 will be held at Ballast Island. 

TORONTO C. C.—The annual meeting of this club was held on 
Feb 23 ac the club nouse, sixteen members attending. The follow¬ 
ing oflicers for 1886 were elected: Commodore. HughNeilson; Vice- 
CommodnreL Fred W. fdason; Secretary-Treasurer, W. G. McK^n- 
dricb; Executive Committee, John L. Kerr and D. B. Jacques. The 
club resolved to attend the A. C. A. meet in a body this year. A new 
club house will probably be built shonly. Mr. Baden Powell was 
elected an honorary member. A resolution was also p^sed disap¬ 
proving of the increase of the A. C. A. dues, and suggesting that the 
detailed accounts of the Association should be published each year. 

CONNECTICUT RIVER MEET.—Messrs. Bowles and Knappe, of 
the Springfield Club, and Abbot, Parker and Parmele, of the Hartford 
Club made a cruise (on foot over a muddy road) to Calla Shasta grove 
near Springfield, on Wa-hington’s Birthday, to loot over the site of 
the proposed three days’ meet of New' England canoeists. Springfl-ld 
and Hartford are working up the details with great enthu.^asm, and 
there is no doubt that it will be a grand success. Full particulars 
will soon he announced. 

HARRISBURG C. C.—This club will celebrate the first anniversary' 
of its organization on March 1. at the residence of one of the mem¬ 
bers The programme includes the election of officers, the reading 
ofa’his oryof the club by Mr. W. G. Spicer, a song ^ th^lub. a 
recitation by Mr. Frank H. Davies, a reading by Mr. Wm. W. Say- 
ford. another song bv the club, and in conclusion, the club prophecy, 
by Mr. Geo. G. McFarland. The club now numbers fourteen mem¬ 
bers. 

CAKLAND C. C.—Mr. Bvrnes has sold the Hattie Bell to Mr. Me- 
Woods, of San Francisco, a new member; and Mr. Wright, of Ala¬ 
meda, now owns the White Cap, The Zoe, Man, I^stic and Zephyr, 
lately made a pleasant cruise about Alameda and San Leandro Bay, 
spending Saturday afternoon and Sunday afloat. 

A FFRRY TO GRINDSTONE.—The Chicago Granite Quarry Co. 
are cousideriog tlie question of running a small steamer between 
Clayton and their quarries on Grindstone Island. 

A C A MEMBERS.—Mr. Chas. M. Whitelaw, Montreal, and W. 
E. Hart, Fenn, of Hanford, Conn., have been proposea as members of 
the A. C. A. 

THE A C A. TROPHY.—The amounts received since the last 
nolie^are; C. A. Shedd, No. 178, $1; W. H. Hillier, 81; Robert Ty¬ 
son, $1. 

CRUISE OF THE COOT. 

The “Cruise of the Coot” will be continued in our next number, 
the installment intended for this week having come to hand too late 
for insertion. __ 

THE NEW ATLANTIC. 

SIX months since, on the eve of the great races, we discussed at 
some length the issues at stake and the principles involved, and in 

considering the characteristics of the Boston yacht, it was made evi¬ 
dent that she in no way embonied the ideas and beliefs of that large 
portion of ihe American yachting world who have contended obstin¬ 
ately and boldly against the ideas which have been advocated in our 
columns for the past seven years and who have just as firmly ranged 
themselves on the side of the American centerooard sloops and of 
light draft, great beam, light displacement, high ballast and lofty, 
narrow sloop rig. As we then demonstrated, the Puritan, while 
technically a centerboard sloop in her hull, was really a complete con¬ 
tradiction of the skimming dish theories, end represented in her de¬ 
sign a careful and judicious selection ef the various features employed 
bv yacht designers, irrespective of nationality or origin: and her suc¬ 
cess. while a victory for moderate as opposed to extreme nar¬ 
row beam, was in itself a death blow to the fond delusions of a 
past age which once gave us Fanny, Julia, foming, Oracle. Vision, 
Addie and the other-boats which made the reputation of the Ameri¬ 
can centerboard sloop. The Cup was retained, the victory re.-.ted 
again for the fifth time on the westerh shores of the Atlantic, but it 
wss a victory in which old prejadicss. national ideas and ancient 
dogmas, whose only backmg was a so called patriotism, had no part 
at all. 

Not satisQed -with his defeat, the plucky Britain proposes to make 
another trial and is now preparing, as at this time last year, for a voy¬ 
age acro-s the Atlantic, and again on this side we are building two 
boats speciailv to meet him. O e of these, the Mayflower, we have 
already noticed, a lengthened Puritan, and we need not discuss her 
here, as the difference between her and her predecessor are only in 
detail and no radical change has been made. With the second of the 
new boats, however, we arc more directly concerned, as she marks 
a very important point in the hi.story of American yachting. 

The ideas and principles which the Forest and Stream has ad¬ 
vanced have been generally known as English because they have for 
many years been thoroughly incorporated in the every-day practice 
of the English designer and builder, and at the same lime have been 
in diametric opposition lo the methods on which our entire fleet was, 
until very recently, constructed, and to the openly expressed beliefs 
of the men who built, owned and sailed American yachts for the 
quarter century preceding the year 1880. The reception that met the 
first enunciation of these ideas is now an old story; bow they wt-re 
scoffed at and ridiculed far and wide, how by degrees they were lis¬ 
tened to with attention by a few, how Madge came at an opportune 
time, a successful incarnation of all we bad contended for, and how 
the tide finally changed completely in the opposite direction. The 
opponents of the “cutter cranks’’ have been many and powerful, hut 
the most bitter and obstinate of them all have been Mr. Phillip Ells¬ 
worth, the modeller of many boats of undoubted speed, and a large 
number of the members of the Atlantic Y. C. 

This club has been exclusively a centerboard club frpm its organi¬ 
zation, keel boats have found no place in its fleet until a very recent 
date, and under its red and white pennant have sailed some of tne 
very fastest of the purely American type of shoal wide centerboard 
boats, with the sloop rig in all its primitive beauty. Mr. Ellsworth 
and the Atlantic Y. C. have throughout the whole contest been the 
most determined advocates of shoal draft, light displacement, high 
andbulkv ballast, one jib, narrow and lofty rig. short topmast and 
the other features peculiar to the stoop rig, and also the ordmary 
method of construction followed for years in American yards. 

Even at this late day, in spite of the universal prevalence of mod¬ 
em ideas, their boats give incontestable evidence of the principles on 
which they were modeled and built, and the racing record of some of 
these same boats furnish the best and the only argument for the re¬ 
tention of features which have been proved dangerous and undesir¬ 
able in any vessel. Last year, it will be remembered, Mr. Ellsworth 
presented a model of a large sloop to the New York Y. C.. and much 
disappointment was felt by his friends because the yacht was not 
built. This year, however, in view of the coming of Gal itea, the de¬ 
sired opportunity has been afforded him, and m the fullest manner 
that ample funds and a thorough sympathy on the part of a large 
and influential club can give. Considermg the views so long main¬ 
tained by the gentlemen interested, it ougtit to be no difficult task to 
say approximately w'hat style of yacht they would put forward as 
the very best to meet a tried antagonist in the trial races and the 
visitor as well; but again, as in 1885, those who look forward to a 
grand vindication of pm-ely American features are Doomed to disap¬ 
pointment. With Panica, Grayling, Montiuk, and many other suc¬ 
cessful models to choose from, the modeler has departed from his 
previous idols, and in the Atlantic has started in a new direction. 
The difference in dimensions is best shown by a comparison with 
Montauk ana Grayling, the other large boats. 

Montauk. Graylmg. 
Length on deck. 
Length on waterline.. 94ft. 8in. 
Beam extreme. 25ft. 4in. 
Draft. 
Ratio of beam to length. .37 
Ratio of draft to beam.29 — . 

The length and breadth of the new boat do not differ materially 
from the proportions of the other two, or from the dimensions of 
Priscilla. Puritan and Mayflower, but the contrast between the depth 
under water is a marked one, the draft of Montauk being only .39 of 
her beam, and Grayling .35, while the new boat runs to .38. ^ ^ 

This of itself is a marked departure, but it is emphasized by the 
fact that this depth is made up by a lead keel of 33 tons, 83 per cent, 
outside of the huh, as in all the modern cutters of EngUsh and Amen- 

*^^What'has become of the statements so often reiterated as to the 
evils of low ballast, the “logyness" of lead, and all the many virtues 
of light draft, that have resounded for years as the war cry agamst 
cutters? When the time come.s that the best must be had at all costs, 
consistency is unceremoniously' jettisoned to mnke way for a nu^e 
lead keel 

Before going into details the general dimensions first demand no¬ 
tice; they are; 

Length over all. 
Length on waterline . mi'- 
Beam extreme. ‘“it- 
Beam at waterline.. 
Least freeboard.. 
Draft 4ft, abaft stem. 
Dra’t amidships. tFr 
Draft at stempost... ‘‘Q- 

91ft. 
81ft. 
23ft. 
5ft. 9in. 
.28 
.25 

Atlantic. 
95ft. 
83 ft. 
2'ift. 2iD. 
8ft. 10m. 

.28 

.38 

waterline but 1ft, while below it rounds into a well cut no forefoot 
anrl rather straight keel below. The sheer is fair, but turns up rather 
quickly aft. and the counter is a marked modiflea'ion of the modeler’s 
peculiar style. Looked at from astern it .chows the same familiar 
triangle, but in this case very much smaller than usual, as the width 
at, the archboard is extremely narrow. Looked at in elevation it 
shows almost a fair line from tuck to archboard, the angle at which 
the triangular face meets the lower line of the counter being very 
aent’, making almost a straight Hue, and lessening the usual sawed 
off appearance. In fact all the lines of the after body, below and on 
the deck, converee so rapidly that a few more feet would make the 
boat a double ender. 

The midship section starts out with a broad ba.se of 18in.. the lower 
side of the lead keel, which is here 8ft. deep, and rises with an easy 
curve to a point above i he rabbet, beyond which point the floor rises 
straight at a sharp angle, almost a V, until it meets the easily curved 
bilge, which lies near the loadline. Above the water the sides rise 
with an easy round, the increased breadih being but Sin. on each side. 
The greatest breadth on tbe loadline is nearly 60 pere-nt. from the 
fore end, and all the lines of tbe fore body are very fine, while the 
aft<=rbodyis fined aw-ay also to a much greater degree than in the 
other bonts. Tbe midship section has a strong rake, and thn bow and 
buttock lines show up very easy and f “ir in tbe drawing. The mo-t 
noticeable feature of the model is the manner in wtich it is cut away 
at all points, every line being fined out to the extreme limit. The 
long easy bows of the Ellsworth motels are no new thing, but in tt.e 
present boat the departure from the old landmarks is very plain in 
all parts, the whole style of the boat is in an enil'ely new field, and it 
will take a wise man now- though every fool will know it nil by next 
fall—to say whether Mr. Ellsworth and those interested with him 
have done well to swap horses in crossing the stream. Of coursethey 
here had the benefit of Mr. Burgess's experiment, and Puritan basset 
lied the lead question for them; but there are. still further differences 
from the established models which can only be regarded as experi¬ 
ments. The specifications of the yacht have been drawn with great 
care to insure both strength and lightness, a point in itself a decided 
novelty after the lumbering construction usually followed 

The keel constructiou. though widely heralded in the daily papers 
as anew and wond -rful discovery, is O' ly new to Bay Ridge, as it is 
the same that has long been known bere ihrough Mr. Kemp’s books, 
and which has been largely followed in Boston and also in the For- 
tuna, Surf. Rajah. Carmelita, and other New York boats. Instead of 
the old plank keel of the centerboard boat or the edge keel of uni¬ 
form siding with the stem, a very wide keel of wood is ii^ed, shaped 
iu siding to the outline of the bottom at tbe rabbet, while below is a 
wide mass of lead also taking the shape of the hull. In other words, 
the w'ood and lead keel is considered in the design as an integral part 
of the boat on which its shape depends, and not an extraneous fea¬ 
ture which may be cut away or addeJ to at will. The fair surface of 
the hull begins at the boitom of the keel, extending up to the deck, 
and tbe position of the rabbet is dependent only on the wrightof 
lead desired and the width of woodkt-el obtainable-; it mav he lmed 
out two inches above the lower side, of tue keel or 6ft., if wide enough 
timber can be had. In the old method-s the position of the rabbet 
was of course rigidly dictated by the siding of tbe keel, whether flat 
or edge. The width of the main section of the wooden keel is 4fc., 
and such a stick of timber 60ft. long could not be had in the New 
York marfiet: in fact it was with difficulty that two ijieces, 
each 2fr. square, were procured as substitutes. These two oak 
logs will be laid side b.y side and well bolted together, making 
the main part of ihe keel, which will be 4ft. wide and 3ft. 
deep. The centerboard slot will be cut through the two along 
the line of the joint. At each end a piece of oak will complete the keel, 
the stem scarfing to one and the stern post to the other. The lead keel 
will lie under the two main logs, its upper side conforming to their 
lower, all being fastened with 2in. Muniz metal bolts. A serious bb- 
jpctiOD to this construction is the number of nieces required, there 
being fom'in the keel itself with a longitudinal joint and two trans- 
vere ones, all being weakened by I he inherent faults of all centei- 
board coustruetions. To compensate for these, heavy iron floors. 
4xlJ4'D--be used, and in addition a system of tie rods of iron, 
running through the keel and np through the deck beams along the 
sides of the trink, each rod being set up by a tiirnbuckle. Fx'ra 
precautions have been taken to secure tbe requisite strength, but 
when the immense lateral strain of a heavy board, added to the 
w'eight on keel and the cutting away of the very foundations of the 
structure necessitated by the trunk are considered, it will be seen that 
the danger of straining is vastly increased by the fact tliat this large 
keel is built up of four or six separate pieces. The vertical strains 
have been provided tor, but the side strain on the keel and trunk are 
of still greater importance. 

Tne stem, of white oak. is sided Sin. and moulded 14iii., with knight 
heads of Sin. locust. The stempost will be of white o ik, sided 8in. 
and moulded lOiu. at heel. The frames will be of white oak below, 
with upper timbers of hackmatack, sided .Sin. amidships, at 
ends, moiildetl 10 and 5in., and spaced 26iD. The planking will be of 
Oregon pitie, 2V^in. thick amidships, and the wales of 3Ln. oak, taper¬ 
ing to 2}4iu. ac tbe ends. The shelf will be 12x4, and the clamps 
12x8m.. with ceiling 2iD., and four bilge strakes on each side 3x6, all 
lo be of selected yellow pine. Tne deck beams will be partly of 
while ani partly .yellow pin% or hackmatack, sided 6, 7 and 12ln and 
moulded 5 and 6in. There will be plenty of 5in. hackmatack han.ging 
knees. The frames will be strapped wirhS.xj^in. iron, scored into 
their planldng face. The planksheer will be 12x2i4in.. with white 
pine decking 2Uin. square; the stanchions wdi be of locust with a 
i51n. bulwark of lJ4in. white pine, capped with a rail 3x6J4ia.:tbe 
fastenings below water «ill be of copper with locust tieenails; the 
centerooard trunk will be. of oak and yellow pine, tin. below and .3in. 
above, and the board will be of 5iu. white oak with iron plate below. 
A Peiiey whefl will be used for steering. 

The present dimension.s of spars are; 
Mainmast, heel to cap ..8lfb. 

Diameter .201n. 
From fore side of stem.30ft. 
Boom.76it. 

Diameter. loin. 
Gaff .48ft. 
Diameter.liin. 

Topmast.4.8fi. 
Diameter.Hin. 

Bowsprit, over all .54ft. 
Diamecer..I'tn. 

Spinnaker boom . 75ft. 
Diameter ..12m 

The boat will be practically cutter rigged, except the fi.xed bow¬ 
sprit and laced mainsail. 

To build and race her successfully will leave little of $')0.(MX) should 
she be selected for the Cup contest, and it is hardly likely that, ihe 
gentlemen who are paying the money will care to take such a risk as 
a veritable sloop rig or even a mongrel rig with one jib would entail. 
Cut er rigged she will be. however it may be salved over with nice 
names and petty modifications, and while she is in no way an English 
cutter, she is a complete and utter surrender by those who are build¬ 
ing her, of the positions they have so long and ohsiinately held, and 
have quitted only when no other eoiir.se was possible. 

The coniraet for tbe hull has been awarded to John Mumm, of Bay 
Ridge, tnat for the rigging to Phillip Low, who rigged the Priscilla; 
the. wire will be furnished by Manning. Maxwell & Moore, and will be 
of cmeible steel, and Waterbuiy & Co. will furnish tbe running rig¬ 
ging. Mr. Mumm has a large force at work and the frame is now 
nearly ready. The lead will soon be cast and the frame set up. It is 
expected to have ihe Atlantic afloat by Decoration Day. 

lin. 

2in. 
Sin. 
Sin. 
oin. 

x/iaiv au ... i,nf. 
Draft including centerboard... »dit. pm. 
Area of miasbip section .v.'..-.f ' 

• Area of immersed longitudinal section. .550sq. it. 

Ballast on keel.33 
Ballast inside........-'.- 
Total ballast. ^ 
Ratio of ballast to displacement.. . .....39 

The sheer plan shows a stem that is almost plumb, overhanging the 

THIS SETTLES IT, Said a gentleman of the Atlantic Club to a 
Mail and Express reporter yesterday in a colloquy on the coming 
event. “There is no probable oliance for the Galatea in the conie.st. 
So certain am I even at this early dace of her defeat by our represen¬ 
tative that I consider it a foolish thing for any two persons to debate 
the subject. Your paper about two mouths ago published very 
sound reasons why the (jalatea could not hope to attain much honor 
here. I entirely concurred with those arguments at the time, and 
though several foolish persons have been endeavoring to change my 
belief since then. I still manage to maintain that she will be defeated. 
I am English by birch, and naturally would Itke to see the colors of 
that country on top once in a while, but I am also conseientioos and 
for that reason cannot retrain from telling what T consider a truth¬ 
ful notion. I a-imit tne attempts of Galatea since she was launched 
have giveu me the idea that she cannot sail even a little b t. Now I 
understand her designer, J. Beavor Webb, is moving heaven and 
earth about Engliud in the endeav.-r to remedy the defects in the 
boat’s hull and space. 1 have had a number of chats with genile- 
meu from the other side, and they indorse my assertion that he can 
do nothing unless he expends twice as much as the reputed rac^ is 
worth. After the Galatea has come to New York and ha^ been de¬ 
feated. you will find, mark me, that the rage for cuttei-s. which is so 
obnoxious to the native lover of tbe i enterboard style of boat, wiH 
die a natural but sudden death. And happy am I to foster the opin¬ 
ion.’’- A’. Y. Mail and Express, Feb. 20. 

QUAKER CITY Y. C,—The officers for 1886 are: Commodore, (’has. 
E Ellis Olga; Vice-Commoflore. Ttios. S. Manning, Sunbeam; Rear 
Coa.mo’dore, Chas. L. Wilson, Ariel; President. Dr. W. H Yaictte; 
Secretary. W. S. Hoffman; Treasurer, Samuel P. Wright; Assistant 
Secretary Richard W. Kerswell; Measurer. Rufus W. Wilkins; Trus¬ 
tees. Henry D. Walls. R. P. Thompson, S. A. Wood, Thomas Manning; 
Regatta Committee. William J. Walker, E. A. Hildebrandt, Henry C. 
Funk, Oswald McAUister, R. M. Fitch. Jr. 
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A ROUGH WATER CRUISER. 

The waters about Newport and Narragansett Bay offer a fine cruis¬ 
ing ground for the yachtsman, with Long Island Sound on the 

one hand and Buzzard’s Bay on the other. Those who would sail on 
them in all weathers, however, must have a sturdy little craft under 
them, as it is no mere summer diifting, but very often a rough and 
boisterous battle with heavy weather and big teas, work for which 
the ordinary centerboard craft of moderate size is^entlrely unfitted. 
The littl'.' boat illustrated in the accompanying drawings was designed 
by Mr. J. Borden, Jr., of the firm of Borden & Wood, of Fall Kiver, 
Mass., the details being partly the work of Mr. Frank Wood. Mr. 
Borden describes his design and the objects to be attained in it as 
follows: "I have planned her especially for family cruising, and 
think her especially well arranged to accommodate my wife, three 
children and myself. I have aimed at room, comfort and safety, even 
at a sacrifice of speed, though I hope that she will be able to get out 
of the way of some of the slow ones. She will comfonably accom 
modate six persons without the least crowding, and furthermore, 
will have plenty of stowage room for all the dunnage required for a 
cruise of several weeks. Her elements are as follows; 

Length over all.  a6.60ft. 
Length L. W. L.    23.00ft. 
Beam extreme.   8.60ft. 
Beam L. W. L. 8.00ft. 
Draft extreme. 5 00ft. 
Displacement... 6 53 tons. 
Center of buoyancy (abaft middle of L. W. L.)— 1.25ft. 
Center of buoyancy (below L. W. L.). 1.21ft. 
Area load water plane.125.08?q. ft. 
Area lateral plane.87.18sq ft. 
Area midship section. 18.06sq. ft. 
Area wetted surface.23J.02'q. ft. 
Center L. W. plane (abaft middle L. W. L.). 1.58ft. 
Center lateral plane (abaft middle L. W. L ).. 1.65ft. 
Center of effort for’d of center of lat. resistance . 04ft. 
Weight of outside ballast.48501bs. 
Least freeboard to lop of planksheer. 32in. 

On boarding her we find: First, a passage along her gunwales of 
from IH to 27m. in width, the trunk being about 4ft. wi-te, thus mak¬ 
ing her practically a flush-decked boat, so far as deck room is con¬ 
cerned. Secondly, on entering the cockpit, we find a large standing 
room of 6ft. in length, with a floor 1ft. above the L. W. L. On lifting 
the covers of the seats, we find immense lockers for cables, extra 
lines, buckets, and other extras which are always kicking about 
decks and cabins. There will be no coils of rope in the cockpit, as 
the whole of the main sheet can be coiled on deck aft, there being Sft. 
of deck abaft tne cockpit, and the head sheets will be on deck out¬ 
side the washboards, the turns being taken on cleats on the combing 
of the latter. The sill to the compamonway will be 1ft. above the 
cockpit floor (as high as the main deck) and the door will be hinged 
to it, dropping outside against the companion bulkhead. This last 
arrangement will obviate the trouble of having these doors swinging 
or taking up valuable room when hooked back. 

As we enter the cabin we will find five steps by which to descend, 
the upper one being used as a kind of door to the ice chest and the 
other as clothes drawers. The water tanks will be made of galvanized 
iron in the form of a hollow square or box, within which will oe 
placed the ice, which will thus keep the water cool, obviating the ne¬ 
cessity of keeping a pitcher of ice water on hand, this latter being 
always available by drawing it from a faucet forward. The gasoline 
tank, for fuel for the stove (which latter will be in one of the forward 
lockers) will al<o be placed here and supply the stove through a pipe 
carried forward like the wat-r. Both of these tanks will be filled 
through openings in the cockpit. We will thus avoid dirt, dampness 
and smells in the cabin. On each side of the companion way will be 
very large and roomy clothes lockers in which to hang outside cloth¬ 
ing. 

On entering the cabin one will be impressed by the amount of 
light as well as room. The large panels in the trunk sides will be of 
glass and made so as to open, the object being both lighc and venti¬ 
lation. The height under the carlins will be 5ft. lOin., and the dis¬ 
tance between lockers 3ft. With four persons on board I do not gropose to use the lockers for sleeping, but shall stretch my folding 

links, which will be of heavy canvas and be stretched- tight by lan¬ 
yards drawn through heavy eyebolis at the outside corners, the inner 
sides being hooked in the bilge behind ornamental curtains. These 
latter will be raised at night on making the beds, but during the day 
will be dropped in front of ihe folded bunks and bedding. When the 
lockers are in use as beds, these folding bunks will be attached Oin. 
higher, making two tiers for sleeping. In the cabin bulkhead -will be 
a portiere instead of a door, the passage neing 3tt wide. By drawing 
this aside at night I shall obtain as good ventilation as though there 
were no Dulkhead. From the drawings , the ample locker and shell 
room forward, also two folding bunks, are easily seen. 

One thing is omitted in the drawings, namely, the hatch just for¬ 
ward of the mast. This will be ample in size to pass down into the 
forecastle large bundles. It will also be used in dipping the spinnna- 
ker boom and for ventilation. A hatchway forward near the bowsprit 
bits will be filled with a metallic windsail. 

The main cabin will be finished in hard woods and the forecastle in 
cypres-!. The rails, deck and trimmings will be finished bright, there 
being no paint used inside the bulwarks. 

I shall use the Haggerty slide rig for the mast and Babbitt brass 
blocks throughout. 

The boat is roomy, safe, comfortable, and cheap withal. She can 
be built and sold complete for from $1,000 to $1,500, according to fin¬ 
ish and material used for ballast, and will be really a poor man’s 
boat. 

She wiil be called Mermaid, and we hope to show ihe prettiest, 
nicest Uttle mermaid in the whole sea. J. Borden, Jr. 

THE NEW VANDERBILT YACHT. 

The contract for Mr. Vanderbdt’s steam yacht has been awarded 
to the Harlan & Hollingsworth Co. of Wilmington, Del., who have 

agreed to have her completed in seven months. Mr. Byrne has re¬ 
turned home but will send an assistant over to supervise the con¬ 
struction. which will be in accordance with Lloyd’s highest class. 
The dimensions finally adopted are; 

Length over all..  285ft. 
Length from stem to sternpost on deck. 256ft. 
Length loadline. 252ft. 
Beam extreme. 33ft. 3in. 
Depth, moulded.. 21ft. 6in. 
Draft.  17ft. 
Tons, O. M.1311 

The specifications call for mild steel throughout, the bar keel to be 
12x214m; frames 4X3X% anglesjwith reveare frames 3x3x5-16. The 
floor plates are 36in. deep and 7-16 thick. The plating will be %in., 
diminishing at the ends, flush to three feet be'ow the loadline and 
laid “in and out’’ from that point to the keel. There will be several 
longitudinal bulkheads in addition to six transverse ones. The deck 
will be of steel plate amidships with diagonal braces of the same at 
the ends, the white pine planking being scored over the latter. The 
houses wtII be of steel plate covered with teak and the latter will be 
nsed for all deck woik. The engines will be three cylinder com¬ 
pound. a cylinder 33 in diameter in the middle and one of 45 in 
diameter on each side of it, the stroke being 43in. The two steel 
boilers with 5,000ft. of heating surface will carry lOOlbs. wonting 
pressure. The screw. 13ft. 6in in diameter, will be cast in one piece 
out of phosphor bronze. The tanks will carry 80 tons of water and a 
condenser will furnish 750 gallons more per day. The usual auxiliar¬ 
ies, ice machine, steam windlasses, steering gear, electric lights and 
bells w 11 be or the latest patierns. 

The arrangements below berth the crew forward, then the owner’s 
quarters, engine space, a library, and the officers’ quarters. In the 
forecastle the crew will have hammocks and iron swing cits, while 
the officers’ mess room and pantry, and the two rooms for petty 
officers fill up the space forward of the first bulkhead. In the part 
devoted to the owner is a dining room, 31xl8ft., nursery 19X11. and 
eight large staterooms. The galley is on deck, but the pantry, ice 
and wine rooms, etc., are all convenient to the dining haU. Aft of 
the engine space is a library 17xl6ft. connected by a passage on the 
starboard side with the apartments forward This passage at one 
point expands into a recess handsomely furnished, from which a 
view of the engines can be had. The officers quarters, including 
seven staterooms, are obaft the hhrary. and still further mt are the 
quarters of the oilers and firemen. 

In the forward deck house is a saloon 14xilft. a vestibule and the 
grand staircase; also a chartrooin, 7x7ft. and the main galley. The 
after house will contain a ladies’ saloon. 9x7ft., a staircase to the 
library, and a room for the owner 9x6ft. 6iu. There are twelve 
bathrooms below and a vapor bath in the deckhouse. The bunkers 
will carry 300 tons of coal and she will have also 75 tons of lead 
ballast. There will be three masts, all with topmasts, and the fore¬ 
mast will be .square rigged. The boats will be of Spanish cedar and 
teair, one being a steam launch 30ft. long. The finish will be elegant 
and tasteful throughout all the yacht. 

'■ SAN FRANCISCO.Aggie has been coppered and put in order, and 
is now lying off Benicia. Annie is in Richardson’s Bay. where she is 
being overhauled thoroughly. Lurline is having new sails and is also 
getting ready for the season. 
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YACHT BUILDING IN BOSTON. 
OF eou'^e the main fea'ure this year of Boston yachting "will he 

tbe two ia'ge sloops, hut there promises to be lively work in 
the small.-r classes, and building has been brisk ail wlnt r. Some 
flIty yachts are now building along the Eastern coast, about two- 
thirds of the number b.ii.g around Boston. The visit of the Cruiser 
two seasons ago gave a fresh impulse to open boat sailing which still 
Continues. The Cruiser has made a reputatiou for her builder, E. A. 
Willi*, of Port Washington, Long Island, and he has lately gone into 
parrne/snip «ith Mr. Dinsmore, of < arabridge. They have leased of 
the Boston Y. C. the shop once occupied by Pierce Bros., and will 
soon begin wo'k there. Mr. D'msmo e has nearly finished at his old 
shop, in Cambndecport. a cutter for Mr. Geo O. Browne, of Charles¬ 
town. She is 36ft. on deck. 3lft. loadliue. 7ft. Ciu. beam, 6Ec. 6iii. 
draft, viih “J.OCO pctinds on ke< 1 end as much inside, all iron. Her 

mutis-JLT ds.-{ 'O iipj.r cip masthead 4£t. 6iu , tonmrat 81fr.., 
boom asft. fiin., gaff 3)£t.j bowsprit 17fr. outboard, topsail yard ,84ft. 
ein., and foot yard 18ft. Tbe dimension* of the sails are; M.iinsail, 
2ffc on the foot, I7fi. boist, l.Sft. 6ia. hea-l; foresail, Iffr. on the foot, 
iHft. on leach. on tne hoist; jib .Sift, boist, 20ft lea'^h and Ififc. fbol. 

Mr. Dinsmore has ahoia tiaud a 27ft open boat, 34fr. on loadline, 
from a design by Mr. Wilis; for Mr. Cnarle.s .Armstrong The dimen¬ 
sions of saiis and spars ar-; Boom, 28ft ; gaff, I8ft ; with 23fti hoist: 
jib, 30Fl. on foot, with 2414ct leach; topmast, 16ft.; topsail yard, 10ft ; 
club. 12tt.; workijg jibtopsail, 38fr.. hoist and 23ffc. leach; spinnaker, 
33ft. on the foot. The new firm have a contract for a 25ft. keel oai, 
for Messrs F. Stark and G Scott, of Savin HUl Wilson w ill make 
the sails for the three. E. L WiPlams has an order for a yacht for 
Thom is Scanneli, of South Bos'on. Weboer has lately finished plank¬ 
ing a n.-w' catboat. A new yard has lately been opened at tbe foot ot 
O sfrtei . Ci'y Point, by John Bertram, measurer ot the South Boston 
Y. C. Smith, n ar by. is at wors overhauling the Thetis’, spars aud 
will also copper the Huron t lis sprmg. Hutohiiie & Pryor have 
finished a keel cat for < r. Riiddijk. Her sail will be 21ft. foot. 18lt. 
hoist, and 14!t. 3ui. h^-ad. Wilson will make it Mr, Huiehics nas also 
de-igned a keei sloop 25ft. Oiu. over a 1, lOlt. beam, ana 3Ei. draft, with 
inside ballast, for Mr. Griffis, of Cambridge. Another keel sloop 38ft. 
over all, 8ft. 6m. beam, ai d 4ft. draft with iron keel and insiae bal¬ 
last. Tlie. .*aiue firm are at w ork on a cat yawl, a keel boat 21ft. over 
all, 19ft loadlme. 3fr.. beam, and 4ft. dralt, wiJi 1,000 pounds outside. 
The mizzen will bmslepped just abaft the cockpit. Mr. Alexander 
Williams, of l onasset. is the owner. 

Wood Bros , of E ist Boston, are husv wi'b their steam yaclit and 
the Adelaide. Mr. Underbill’s nvwvacht. BlcKee has a steam yacht 
by Mr. Burges, m frame, and Martin has a catboat nearly completed, 
lu CbarlesioWD. Nash Bros, are building a st^am launch. O. Sueldon 
& Son nave built a number ot sm 11 lauuciie.s for vaiious parties, and 
have also finished a 36ft. catboat. They are now ou-y with a com¬ 
promise cutter for Mr. A. N Hati'oui, of Harvard College. She i.s 
31ft. on deck, 27fi. waterfine. 10ft. beam and 6ft. draft, with U ton on 
keel and 3 tons inside; Nickerron will make her sail*. McManus & 
Son are making a new su.t for the J. S Poyen, Jr., and th- schoot er 
Vishnu. At Monument beat h Mr. Dunn is building several catboats. 
A 25ft, sloop is now building for Mr. Henry Turner, of the Great Head 
T C. M>e will be 22Fr. on w a'erliue and 9Et. beam, with iron keel and 
•weighted o»nte-boar.i. At Glou?ester. Mr. Geo Wheeler is building a 
oatooat ISft.xO. no ove hang and similar to the Sassacus. Messrs. 
Higgius & Gifford are btiilaiag a sloop for xMr. McDonala from a model 
by the nesignen of the Black Cloud. She is 25ft. over all, no over 
ban-'. 9fc. 6in. beam, and \ervli<ht draft. They have also a sloop 
for Mr F. A. Homans, 3-3fL. over all, 20ft. Joadline. 9Et beam. lOin. 
draft, with 9 0 pnuads of lead under her uot om. At Biisfol, R. 1., a 
boat is building from a model ot Mr G M. McClain, of Rockporr, for 
his brother. Hue L 8.ft. over all. 34ft. loadline, 4ft. draft, wuh a cen- 
terboaid. Her ball-st will oe 8 Urns, rhe mast will be 35ft., boom 
82Et., gaff 2.2ft., bowsprit lOft. outboard. 

MAYFLOWER. 

General PAINE has decided ou the name of Mayflower for tbe 
new yacht La Gey & son have lu-r in frame and the lead keel 

bolted en;'clamos, deck beams and garboard strakes are also fastened 
and the planking will soon be compl-t“d. Weoopv tbe following de 
scription auf speciGcations from tiie Boston Globe: 

‘•III thr first place, the lines of the Puritan have been pretty gen^r- 
ally fo]low.-d. and the difference in dimensions from last year’s pro¬ 
ductions. the Puritan and Priscilla, li slight. The n<-w Bo-ton yacht 
will be plainly finished, boi h ou'side and inside. Costly decorations 
and elaborate fix! gs are not called fur by its owner, but speed, 
strength and practical abilitv i re tbe things soughr. .Tudplng from 
the models the ne.v sloop bids fair to rival her last year’s sister, both 
in symmetry of lines and qualities that lend to speed. An easy en¬ 
trance. a remarkably handsome and clean run and clearance are very 
marked in the model. In the following table the dim-nslons of the 
New York sloop Atlantic are given for tbe sake of comparison; 

Puritan. Mayfl-wer. Atlantic. 
Ft. In. 

Length over all (stem to extreme end 
at taffrail;. . 

L-»ngtb on waterline (stem to ste n- 
posi)... 

Extreme beam.. . 
Waterline... 21.08 
D-pth frcm keel to top of beam. 
Depth in h J.l . 
Draft at sternpost. 
Draft amidships .. . 
Draft 4ft. abaft« f stem.. 
Draft with cen'erboard.. 
Least f reeooard . 
Sheer... 
Height of stem from water Ime. 
Height of bulwarks amidships. 
Gv-rnang forward. 
Overhang aft. 
Height of mainmast to topsail block 
8 ill area (square feet).. 79oi w 
Mmn boam waterlloe . .. J3 56 Vr,.. 

Tne following fp icificationa were copied from those given by the 
de-igner, Mr. Burt.e-8, to thebul de' s: 

O lality of Materials and Workmanship —In carrying out the gpecl- 
flcaiinns. it is to be understood that only those materials that are best 
adapted to - peed sha'l be employed. AU the woods mu-t be sound, 
clear and fj ee from defect. AH tne iron work, except the floors and 
frame pi-ces snail be galvanized. All spar bands, bolts, braces, the 
chain and runner flats, bobstay, tumbuckles and similar things about 
tbe yacht snail be of the o-st Norway iron. 

Kwel —This is to be of white oak, sound and clear. The required 
siding’wUl be not less tjan80iu. Tub scarf shall not be less tuan 
7fe. long, bolted with lln. yellow metal bolts, and the bolts shall not 
be more ihan 1ft apart. . , 

L'-ad Keel —This is to be cast in not more than 3 pieces, with 
scarfed ioints. and bolted with yellow metal lln. bJits, nutted on 
top, not more than lH4ia. apa- t. The buUder is to oast all oaJjast 
needeii Inside, in such aiiapes as to fit betweeu the timbers, as laid 

°*Siem!—This^to^e of white oak, sound and clear grained, 9in. sided 
above and 7ia. below, to work at least3ia. aft of rabbet. Both stem 
and sierupo-t to be worked fair with uiank lines. 

Frames—Tbey are to be of while oak of natural growth, double 
and spaced 23ia., and bolted together with % galvanized iron, box- 
beved into keel, and well bolted forward and aft; bolts lo go through 
Jrom one side to the other. 

UUain Plates.—The^e will he oak and sided 6m. in one length. A %ia. 
iron i.late will oe 4ui. wide at heel and 3in. at head, to be soaped uke 
the frames and fi'ted between tbe two halves of tacn cb m piate and 
through-bohed wi»b M n. nutted bolts. It is expected that six piates 
will be required. An Averted V-shaped strap ut ^in. iron will also 
be worked on the in.-ide of tne frames to distribute ihe strain on the 

""Floms.-These forward and aft of the centerboard trunk will be qf 
best gun iron and will extend to the d aJ^uods aad wi I be 6XI m 
throat, with arms 8£t. Jong, tapering to the top. Tne center stimgers 
wid be 8x4 and the two 0(1 eachside 8x3. . j 

De- k rrames.-These will be of hackmatack with moulded fane and 
liaished brigbl in cabins 6 (moulded) X5 (dovetailed), and will goliu. 
hito shelf aud O'Itea thru.jgh each end of shelf. . 

Deck.-It will be laid with wed seasoned clear white pine free of 
know spiked and 2%x2% laid fore and afi. 

Bulwarks.-They are (.o be of dry wh.te pme of 
stained mahegan, in-ide, They vtiUliave a t'uck ]owerC'>u 
and will be gi ooved for gilt stripe. There wiii Le tnree ixif.B ou la.h 

Pranking.-The garboards will be of 3ia. while oak, the boltom and 
bilge of turiierl clear white oak 10X2%in Tne topsides wiU be of 
yellow piue2-?4in. aul there wilibeuot 
any course, except ihree courses which may be laid in four lengths 

^^Tho^wholThuirts to be i-arefullv joinered aud smoothed, and the 
planking will be thoroughly filled with red lead, and receive two 
eoais Of best c pper bioiizo on bottom and ceuierho-ird, and three 
coats of wi.ite leao omop-i .es. Two galvanized ‘‘ O® 
each side will be built and put under floorii.g, capable of hoidl ig 
4(j0 gallons of water. An improved force pump will V® 
to drain tne lowest part ot the bilge and discharge into tne center* 

bpartj tpuplc. 

Ft. In. 
1 

Ft. In. Ft. In. 
1 

93 00 99.00 05.01 

81.01 8.5.00 82 01 
•22 07 ‘23 00 ‘23.02 
21.08 2t 09 22.08 

11 04 12.03 
8 10 10C6 
9 00 8.07 
8.00 8 to 
4.00 4.05 

18 00 20 f6 
3 01 8.08 
3 03 .... 

•••« 6 06 7 00 
1 07 1 t3 
0 05 0.11 

14.07 10.08 
. 10'2.oi 10'2 01 106.00 
7981 00 

13 56 13 '75 .... 

The centerboard will be of yellow pine, about 21tt. in length and 
lOEc. in dpp.h, 4in. thick, with lower course of oak; ti e whole to be 
bolted with steel b Its. Three hu"dred pounds of lead will be 
run into the top of the hoard to suik it easily, and it w ill be shod 
■with boiler Ron, doubled over edges, and worked sharp and fair. 
The whole board will be hung similar to that of the Puritan. The 
centerboard trunk will have the lower logs 12x6 of oak. and bolted 
38in. apart wirh liu. iron. It will not be sheathed, and the planking 
will be smoothly finished and headed. 

The mainmast will be made of Oregon pine, and will measure 
about 80ft. in length and 20in in diameter. Tne topmast will be of 
spruce, about 48ft. long and llin. in diameter; the bow.spril of Ore¬ 
gon pine and about POtt. long and 14in. in diam(-ter. 

The batchwa's and fittings will be finished in mahogany. The 
dbin below decks will be finished in white and have mahogany trim¬ 
mings. Aft of the compahionwav will be a state room 7ft. in length, 
with two berths and transoms on either side. At the foot of the com¬ 
panionway, which will be immediately entered In going belo*' deck, 
is the main saloon, 16ft. in length and of the breadth of the boat. It 
will be plainly finished and have transoms all around. Forward of 
the mam saloon, on the starboard hand, will be a door lending into 
lh« owner’s state room. 9xl5>^fr.. with a large and rnbmv berth. On 
one side will tse a fixed basin, the whole to be fitted for convenience 
rather than show. On the other side (port), corresponding to the 
owner’.s state room is a smaller room e.itered from a passageway 
which runs from the mam saloon forward. This will be the guests’ 
room, and will be nearly square. Adj nning tbe guests’ room, upon 
tbe same side of the passage, is a large lOcker rooin. Acoss the pas¬ 
sage from this apartment, forward and adjoining the owner’s state¬ 
room, i.s a stateroom to be used by the stewart, cabin boy and assist¬ 
ants. N-xt comes the galley, which is at tbe end of the. passageway. 
It is of the full wid»h of the yacht, and about square. Forward of the 
galley are the cre -v’s quar'ers. 

The exact dimensions of the masts, spars and sails have not as yet 
received any great attention from the owner or designer, but tney 
wid probably not vary much from those of the Puritan. A larger 
spread of canvas would necessitate larger spars, and larger spar*, 
with the exp-rieiice obtained last year by the handlers of the Puritan, 
would be extremGy difficult to manage. Messrs. Boynton & f’ompanv, 
the manufacturers of tbe canvas for the Puritan, have commeaced 
I non me duck for tbe new sloop Who is to make the sails, whether 
Boston or New York parties, is not yet decided. Ti e amount of bal 
last, or tbe placing of it, has not been set'led upon. Experiments 
■will have to be made, as with the Puritan, and as Mr. Burge.ss sue 
ceeded so well list year, ahhough much again«t the opinious of 
others and the rules that were always tliongut esserdial. the placing 
will assuredly receive the same attention and good judgment as « as 
shown last year. Work is to be pushed on this yacht, and it is ex 
peeted that she will be ready for launching in the latter part of April, 
and in time lo enter some of the early regattas. 

ANOTHER VINDICATION. 
IF anyfuriher proof of the shortcomings of the American shoal 

draft model he n^-eded, it may be found in the following log of the 
Nirvana, a typical boat of ihe ’cla.ss, once better known as the sloop 
Julia, hut converted into a schooner. Tnis “tight linle vessel” Rft 
New Yer’g for a voyage to Nassau, a th ousand miles distant, on Dec. 
19. leaving the lightship about noon and passing Bamegat. Light 
about dark. She ran into Delaware Breakwater on Dec 31 and mde 
out a blow there, starting again on Jan 1.’ under full sail and with a 
light wind, being a’yreast of Chincoteague Light at noon. Next day tbe 
wind came fresh from 8. E. with light sea. increasing at night, so 
that she ■was glad to run into Hampton Roads on Jan. 4, ■where she 
lay until Jan. 6. Two days later there tvas more trouble, told in the 
log as folio a s: 

January 8—Wind S R. E , cloudy sky and blowing “great guns.” 
the vessel all reefed down. Heavy rain and light sea, but the yacht 
making exceUent weather. At 10 o’clock there was heavy lightning 
in tne W. N. W, At 12 all hands were on deck; no rain but it was 
blo« ing a strong gale and the barometer stood at 29 40. At 4:30 the 
wind haul-d to the westward, and at 8 o'clock the sea was in a 
smother of snow white foam and the gale was ho vling. The star 
hoard watch went below fora wh le. the yacht being on the star¬ 
board rack. At 11 o’clock a big sea came aboard over the starboard 
side filling her up and chruwing the vess*^! down on her beam ends. 
It carried away the port boat, smashed the forward skylight and 
floated It away down to leeward and swept the steering gear cover 
overboard. Everj thing movable below deck was upset. The stove 
was cairied away ana, turning lopsy turvv, set the ki chen on fire. 
The captain was badly scalded by the hot water in the boiler on the 
stove. When the vacht righted again we found that a barrel of 
stores had jumped down to leeward and jammed the cabin table in 
the -aloon against rne woo iwork of the cabin, marring the finish of 
the bulkhead greatly. Kept the yacht off finally before it and. haul¬ 
ing down the main trysail, let her run under bare poles, her course 
varying from N. E, to E. S. E. ,, . j m.. 

January 9.—Heavy sea running and it was blowing hard. The ves¬ 
sel was scudding under bare poles and all bands were lashed on deck. 
Nearly all of our £ esh water was spoiled. At 5 P. M. a heavy sea 
“pooped” the yacht and filled by up completely, and, as she 
broached to. the jihboom was carriea’away, tue gig smashed and the 
port bulwarks 8 ove in. , . , . 

January 10.—iVind blowing a hurricane and a terrible sea running 
until 4 P M.. when it moderated. At 8 P. M., after having teen 
tiiree days under bare poles. w« set the forestaysail and trysail aud 
pointed her for Bermu ja to get some fresh water. At 12 It was blow¬ 
ing a strong gale and was clouoy: barometer ‘29 60. No observation. 

January 11 -Wind S. W. and blowing heavily. At 6 o’clock lurled 
fort sail and forestaysail and hove the yacht to under a storin trysail. 
At 10 o'clock threw a drag overboard. At 4 o oh ok the wind bmiled 
to the N. W.. when we took m the drag and kept, her off to 8. E by 
8 ano let hpr run under baie poles. At 12 tbe gale tiad not abated, 
aiifi it was very cloun.v; barometer 29 00. 4, - 

January 13.-Wind N. aud moderate, with heavy sea; set the main- 
sa il 

Janua’^y 13 —Made Bermuda at 4 P, M. 
This record tells its own story of the behavior of a shoal boat in a 

sea—unmanageable. de- k.s washed and cabin flooded, amt only by 
good luck reaching a place of safety, having made aoqut 700 milcs 
in two weeks, at d being almost as far from her destination as wtip 
she started That she finally brougiit up somewhere instead ot dis¬ 
appearing entirely as others of her kind have done before,^ evi- 
donilv due in no way to tbe qualities of one vessel but to a happy 
cbaroe. and yet we are asked to accept this record as an evidence 
of the seagmng powers of a sboaldraft centerboard boat. On her 
arrival at Bermuda she was vi. tually a wreck, saiU and rigging gone, 
bulwarks smashed, boats stove in and cabin badly damaged and 
half full of water. After five days spent in repawing, she put to sea 
again and on Jan. 30, one month out from New York, she made Nas¬ 
sau, her original destination. 

ICE YACHTING. 
TU5T as it seemed as though the warm weather had ended the ice 

eJ vacht season, a succea.=iou of blizzards has frozen all over 
again and given ne^v life to the sport. A race was sail^l oh 

Fob 17 by tne Grange Lake Iceboat duo, 00 Orange Lake near New- 
burg. N. Y., for the champion pennant of the club. The course was 
ten miles, quadrangular, with a stro ig S. E wind. Tue entrms 
wSe Alert. Geo. Trimble; Dare. Wdlet Kidd; Impulse, B. Miller; Ei- 
mfitnau, Homer 8 RamsdeU: Zig Zag, H. O. Higgiuson, and ViyiJ, 

Van Wagner. Dare won ou altowed time, in *i8tnin., though Alert 

''^Ou^eV ^ several races were sailed at Hyde Park, in a high N. W. 
wmd 'Ihe Bes le won the first, beating Anel (lateen), anowflake, 
and BnowbaU. The secoad race was between tue latter two boats, 
Suowfiake throwing out Messrs Rogers Md Baton, but without 
hui ting them, and theu running away. A "duff^er s raM was then 
Sailed by John Kingsford, David Baton and Thomas Paion. This 
time the^iel ran away, throwing cut her crew. Ine ®''®®‘' '^’i® 
a laje against time, m wnicn Mr. Archibald Rogers sailed the Bessie 
iW miles in iH minutes. Next day a race w as sailed betw^n the be. 
rc“oia" Mr?A. Rogers; ^ 
stiowbail. &t. NichoJas won witn buoA ilike secoud. On r eo. 
there was a very heavy gale from N. W. and some turious sailing 
waTdont, with close reefs in mainsails and jibs.. Tne Hr... -“^icnolas 
and Jack Frost were hrst sent away to test tne ice, covering the six 
mile course in six mfmtes, the latter learmg her miunsail and fluish- 
lue under jio. Tne first race was a over two rounds of the six mi.e 
courTnetwWtie 8t. Nicholas, Mr. E. H. .Rogers, ana Jack l-rost 
Mr A Rogers, 'fue Jack Frost won m 24 minutes, with bt. N1..110 as 
10 seconis later. Soon after a squail struck the former boat and 
she tniew her owner our, but he caugnt on tue boom and was 
dragged for some distance. After he fell off she continued at great 
speed among tue skaters, spectatoi s and other boats, flaaily runme g 
violentiv into Bond’s Rock on the shore and smashing htrself to 
Tiipises ^ Consi'Jering Ihenumber of peisousabomit is wonderful that 
Eartnooneln h^wnd race. Ta\ Is the second boat of tne same 
name that Mr. eogers has had wrecked in ibis way. Another race 
wassailed between the Bessie, bnowball, acdbnowflake.taefortntr 
wKg in smm. Tne -essie and Sa.woall next «■ »^the Bame 
wurse,*^ Bessie winning in TJ^mln. The same pair ‘b® A®®* 
imoe, Bnowball this time winning In tmm. losec., with Bessie iinln. 

80660. 

YACHTING NOTES.-Dr. Bain, of Clayton, N. Y.'; has lately fla- 
isiied and shinped 10 the. Rbipman Engine Co. a small launch for one 
of their engines, and is now at work on another. 28it long. Sft. beam 
and -asin. deep, for Mr. F. G. Geduey, of New York. The same engine 
will be used, and when it is in place the yacht will he shippe I by rail 
to New York ...R. J. Douglass & Co., successors to Powell & Doug¬ 
lass, are building five small launches, ail to be fitted with iheShipman 
engine_The steam yacht Electra will have a new Mnntou .vs.-ht 
windlass this season_Waikna, steamship, wliich left New York 
lately for a crui e in tUe West Indits. has been sold to the Govern¬ 
ment of Honduras ...Meta, sloop, has been sold b.y J. E Suvdani to 
E. E Benenict... Rappho, ttearn yacht, of Frovidence, has been sold 
to Dr. VV. 8e« ard Wei.b ...Wave'Crest, ; chooner, has been partly 
rebuilt and has received new spars at Nyack ... Mi-chief, sloop, will 
probably not fit out this year, as her owner will be aoroad for -. part 
of the season_Pi ritan - McManus & Son are busy witn new sai s 
and also are overhauling the old ones . Nonh i tar, sloop, forraei ly 
owned by P. D. Ohandler, of Boston, has been sold to Cha*. Wills, of 
Newburypoi't. Mass .. A new yacht club, tbe Hanover, has lauly 
been organized in Boston—The centerboard -loop Divid Crockett 
has been iold by H. Put' am to Wm. Croaker, of Nut Island. She is 
C3ft. 9id. on deck, 30fr. ilin. wateiln e and 9ft. 8in beam, built at Well- 
fleet in 1877_c. B. Harrington, the builder, has lately sold 10 Mr. 
Pulnuu a catboat 20Et. on deck. 18ft. waterline. 8fc. beam aud Ikin. 
draft. Hi-r sail Is 22ff, on foot, 20ft. hoist and 14f(. on head .. Kit i- 
wake. sloop. 0 E. t uouingham, will come out In a new raemg rig as a 
jib and mainsail bout, her hoist being reduced l8in. and boom length¬ 
ened 3rt. The Turasner. eathoit, will also f flow the same rig; 
mainsail, 23fc on f. o', •20fc. tin. hoist, I5fr. 6in. head; jio, 2i'ft. on 
foot, 32ft. on stay and 2lft. on leech, with 13fc. outboard in bowsp' it 
and a length from jib tuck to end of boomof48ir. Tne Petrel. Mr. 
Howard Paul, will also give up the cat ng for jib and raain.sail. and 
will be 1-ngihened 4fc 8in. afr. placing her in a larger class. Evi- 
dentiy the Ciuiser’s visit has taught something to Eastern yaehis- 
men .. Itirprcposcd by the Lighthou e Board to etectasmall light 
on Governor's Island, opposite New York, as an experiiueiit, to he 
replaced by a large hghtu"use if found de.-irable_A race has finally 
been arranged between Mr. P. M. Bonn’s Em Ell Eye and Mr. S. P. 
Freeman's TnisbCjboth cat rigged, to take place early In June, over 
the South Bo'ion Y. C. course, nine miies. no limit to .sails or ballast. 
_A «team yacht is now bui.ding in Milwaukee for .Mr. Jas Sheriffs. 
to be fl.ted wiilia Kunstadterpropellor .. Wm e Cap. yawl.is offered 
for sale, as 1 er owner. Mr. David Hall Rice, is going abroa :. The 
White Cap is fitted so that she can readily be changed to eiiiter ng if 
desired, t le must step, '-ic., being all ready . Mr. L. M. Haskins his 
sold the 17ft. 6in. caiboat Callie. and will sail the sloop Lortlta this 
season, with a round stern and 2ft overhang addsd... .Echo, keel 
sloop, now owned ny Dr. W. H. Litchfield, .Ir.. and F. L. Bounell, 
Hull Y. C..'vill come out m a new racing rig—Yega, scimoner, tr- 
rivedat Femandina, Fla., on Feb.‘25. after experiencing somevei y 
heavy weather on her trip from NewYoik — Nooyu. steam yacht, 
Mr J. H- Andrews, sailed on a southern cruise ou March 2 .. Mou- 
tauk left Nassau on Feb. 26 for Havana ...Norseman, schooner, Mr. 
Ogden Goelet, will soon siil for England. . Vedette, steam yacht. 
Braved at Savannah Feb. 26. fIom New York ...The keel .>-cbooner 
Rena has been sold by Mr. E. H. Townsend to Sir Roderick Cameron, 
of Staten Island, who-will cruise as tar tue Gulf of 8t. Lawrence 
next summer_Higgins & Gifford, of Glouce-ter. Jlas-., have built 
two yachts for Jamaica, W. I. One is a ceuterboaid sloop, 85x12ft. 
and 4tt. dep.h, with open cockpit. Her name is Bnghte.ies. Tne 
other is a keel boat, cutter rigged, 36xl2fl. 6in. and 6tt. depth. The 
former goes to Kinguon and the latter to Port Morant—0. B- Bar¬ 
rington Is buidiug a sehoo er 61ft. W. L aud 70ft over an for Mr. 
Wm. Minot, of boston .. .Mr. Burgess has iiesigued a cutter for Mr. 
Archibald Kogeis ot the Hedonln, to be 33ft. Sin. over all, 26ft. water¬ 
line, 8fi. 8in. beam, and Sft. llin. draft. 

RANDY BAY Y. C.—Taking time by the forelock, tbe Sandy Bay 
Y C. are early in the field wi h a loi g list of fixtures. 'I'ue pro¬ 
gramme inc'uaes fifteen races, under various conditions that give a 
cnancetoall classes of boats, soms races being limited to working 
sails only, while in others there are no restrictions. A haudsonie 
cup has neen presenud oy Mr. Chas. E Cunningham as a prize tor a 
srri- 8 of liiree races during me season. We commend the loiiowing 
programme to ether cluba whose racing con=is»8 of one or two cut- 
and-dried regattas every yeai', and would prescriue a dose of some- 
Ihtng similar, to betaken eveiy thiee or four wevks, a:, a much- 
neeoed Invigoratoi: May 81. a tiiar.gular racv, off Roekport, 12 uiilrS, 
wth working sails, for the Cnnniugham cup. Junel2 uiangmar 
race, off Glaucesitr, 12 miles, working sails, tor Lunnlngtiam cup. 
June 17, for Cunningham cup. iff fequam, 6 miles, to w indward or 
leeward, aud return. July 4, open race, off 8quam. July 10. first 
pennant race, eff Roekport, no restrictions as to sails. July 17. co - 
iuthian race, off Ro.kport, w orlring i-ails only. July 24. secood pen¬ 
nant race, off Gloucester. July 31. to be obsei veu as lauie.-- day, 
when the duo will take a cruise with lady friends. Aug. 2, open 
I ace, Off Roekport, i o nstrictious us to Bans. Aug. 14. ciuo race in 
Bquam River. Aug. 28, open race, off rquam. Bept. 4, ihiid pennant 
rJee. off Roekport. Bept. 11, sweepstakes, off Ulouceoier. nept. 18, 
final race, off Rockpoi t. '' he rules govermng the races are iq oe 
me same as those ot the Huh dun, except bailast. 'ine conditions 
under which tne cup is to be raced for are mat each yacht will be 
rated according to iis posidau in each race, irrespective of time, a 
yacht absent from any race being rated as last in mai race, On me 
cruise the fleet wUi join the Hull Y. C. aud couiiiiue with them. 

8EAWANHAKA C. Y. 0.—The annual meeting of tbe Seawanhaka 
C. V. C. was held at Dehuonico’s on Foo. 26 The officers for 1880 
were elected as follows: Commodore, A Cass Cunfied, owner of iiia 
cutter I-is‘ Vice-i ommodore, WilJiaiu E. Htlin, Vulture; Rear-Com¬ 
modore, K. H. Elds, Regma; St-cretary, L. F. d’wremicuix; Treas¬ 
urer. WiUtam B. Simonds; Measurer, John Hyslop: Fleet burgeon J. 
W. Roosevelt; Fleet > bapla.n, G. K. Vanderwater. sadiug Commtc- 
lee—L. P Bayard. F. U. De Luzo, Rooert Center, J. M iUiam Beek- 
man, Jules Jiontunt. The resignations of Vioe-Commodore S'ewart 
and a number of other members were read and accepted. Mcssm. 
William B. blmonus. S. Van Reueselaer Kruger and i harios H. 
Ltlind were appointed a committee 10 secure now quarters for me 
UlUD. 

KEY WEST.—A correspondent in Key West writes us that there 
are no pleasure craft to oe nad mere, aud no yachts are owned m 
tnis city of IS.OvOinbabnauis andsurrounded by water. Tneschoomr 
Wnim, of New York, arrived early in February, and on the arrival of 
her owner, Mr. Chester Obapin, acC 'mpanied oy his frienu, Ml. Chas. 
Miller, she left on the 18m for ChaiJotto Harder and tumpu. Mr. 
Miller wlilsoon return to New York unu Mrs. Cnapm will join her 
husband on ihe yacht for a creise along tbe west coatt aud iiien to 
Jacksonville. On F’eh. 16 two small sioops from Bqslou, ihe Usw-o, 
Capr. Barker, and Mamie. Capt. Robbins, puc into Key West. Tne 
Cora, Mr. Morrn-, also stopped ihem lately. 

CRUISE OF THE CARLOTTA.-After her departure from New 
Yoik for 8c. Kitts on Feb. 10 ihe Cadotta met wion a cui ious uusnap, 
ner captain becoming deranged when only a few hours at sea, aud 
being violent aud unmanageable. Tbs owner, Mr. H nry Belkuap, 
took command, out his troubles were inereasen uy tue seasickness 
of tne crew and the approach of bad weatner. Tne Carlocta was >08C 
for a lime in the fog, but finally she moue F'enwics’s Isiaud, and on 
the 14th anchored at Delaware Breakwater. One of the owner s 
friends biougnt the captain to New Yoik and returned with Captain 
Reuben Kicg, once of the tchoouer In.repid, and the yacht sailed 
ugam on her cruise. 

THE BOSTON YACHT DESIGNING SCHOOL.-This .school Is now 
in a uiospeioiis conuiiiou. being tupportod out of tho Hawet. tuud, 
left to South Boston tor edueauonai purposes. It nas uow tweu y- 
three pupils, aud many more appiicauts L-r vvhom mere, is not yet 
room ^ 'Tne school will be open on Tue days and Ihursdays from 7 to 
1) P M uuUlApull. Auy acholar absent for mreo eveiimgs wiiuout 
goo’d cause wilt lose his place m the school. Next year it is expeced 
to enlarge the bcnool and nave two rooms, one tor advui.cea pupils 
and one for beginneis. The aiteodauce at present lucludcs sume 
yachtsmen and several builders. 

A NEW CENTERBOARD YACHT.-The yacht that Mesu-*. Borden 
A Wood, ot Full River, have designed for Mr. C. W Anmqny . is n W 
bmlding by Read Bros., of Fall mver. Sno is 43£c. overall. 3fft. wate^ 
line lift. oin. beam, oft. 6'0. dratt, and carries an uou keel 22fc. long 
and I3in. deep of 8.290 pounds. Her w ooo keel is 18in. wiae, Tunk 
logs ]2xl2in. and ‘23ft. long, single steamed framesMoeU .im. moulded 
2^10 r^paoed l-2>^iu. centers. Yellow pine piank T^&m. Tne cabin 
wul be 17£i. long. 

A MUriNY ON A YACHT.—Captain Geo. T Tborp. master of the 
st^m yacht C. G Green. Jr., lately airived in Philadelphia, and s utos 
that hiB crew uiulinied ou acoouuiof the cold weamer auU refused to 
work tne lacbt, in consequence ot which she ran agrouod. Lapum 
Thom lived on board amne at. er tbe crew des,eiteo for eight oays 
■wiiimuB money to secure help and »ith little food. The yacht was 
finally rescued. The circumstances have not yet been lu »e8tigated. 

launch OF THE REVA—The lo v tides of Wednesday prevented 
tbe launch at the time appointed, although all wa.s ready, but on 
Thursday last at 3 P. M . it took place in a ueavy ram storm. As 
left the wav- Mis Emily Pine, a niece of the builder, broke the wlua 
bottle ana krisiento her. After me launch, whicn was very sucoes^ 
fill, two tugs cowed the yacht to East F'ifiu strcei-, New Yoik, waer6 
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PHIL ADELPRIA TUCKUP?.-Ed«or Forest and Stream: Tour 
correspondent is right as to numbers, construction, etc., of ‘‘tuck 
ups” on the D-laware. I have counted 130 sail pass up stream by 
Cooper’s Pomf in less than 16 minutes, most of them 15ft. flyers. 1 
al'o p irticipafed in a regatta in vvhich over 60 of these tiny craft 
started from buoys reachlug from Pniladelpbia to the Cove Channel 
There is no doubt these boats are the speediest in the world, going 
over a course in a race of .35 miles in almost the roughest bind of 
weather. Thev are man killers all the same.—R. G. W, tCamden, N. 
J., Feb. 1.3 1886). 

A NEW FISBING SCHOO'JER—A new Ashing schooner of the 
following dimensions ia now building at Essex, Mass : 85ft in length 
stem to stempost, length over all 100ft., beam 23ft. bin . depth Ott.. 
keel 2ft. bin., sharp V-shaped bottom with V-shaped quarters and 
stern, width of stern 12ft., draft aft lift. 6in., mainmast 74ft, fore¬ 
mast 72ft.. bowsprit 20ft. outside knighthead<, foremast is 2ltD. from 
the Stem and there will be 26fc. 6in. between the masts, mainboom 
65ft in length. 

NE V BEDFORR Y. C —The offl ‘“rs for 1886, elec-ed on March 2 
are: Commodore. Fiederick Swift; Vice-Commodore, R H. Morg-m; 
R.'ar Commodore, E. B Rammoud; Secretary, John H. Barrows; 
Treasi rer. E Hanley Wilts; Directors; E. S. BrO"n, Ceorge M. Crapo, 
J A. Barnes, Wiiliard Nye, Jr., Horace Wood,J. C Rhodes, R. 8. 
Taber, Frank E. Swain, ^athaniel Hathaway, William Sherman and 
David L Parker. 

A Yacht cruise ABRO VD.—Mr. W. A. W. Stewart, of the Mag 
gie. and Mr. C. S. Lee, of the Oriva, lately left New York for a long 
cruise, gui g to England by steamer, where they will charter a 
schooner yacht aud sail for the Mediterranean, visiting l ittr the Wect- 
ludies, and probably New York. Captain Porter accompanies them 
as navigator. 

PRISCILLA.—It is reported that the crew of the Priscilla, under 
Captain Gioson, have b.-en sent to Wi mington to bring her to New 
York, but what is to be done with her is not yet knpwn. 

to <^amsfiondmt$. 

Vo Notice Taken of Anonymona Correapondents. 

H. P. S.-Tbe arm is accurate. It will kill at half a mile range if 
you can hit anything at that distance. 

G. S. S., Ctiicago, Ill —Mr. Joseph Bardwell, ,676 Thirteenth place, 
Chicago, can give you full particulars. 

A. J. B., Ogden burg, N. Y.—Can you Inform me what preparation 
Is used on inside of aquariums which is waterproof? I have a large 
due, bottom covered with zinc and stopped with white lead; this I 
covered with sealing wax varnish, but it does not give satisfaction, as 
it gets soft and peels off, result, dead fish. If you can Inform me 
what I can put on to stay there and resist action of water I will be 
gteatly obliged. I have a constant stream cf w'ater passing in and 
out, but I keep losing flsh, and attribute to poison from zinc and lead, 
no withstanding there is nearly three inches depth of sand and gravel 
on bottom. Ans. We would advise that all the zirc and white lead be 
taken out and the glass set in aquarium cement Greenwoo .’s rubber 
cement was used in the New Yoik Aquarium, with good re-ulis, in all 
the tanks. The frames of these were of i on, slate, or Portland 
cement. This rubber ceraent can still be obtamed m this city. An 
artiflcial stone cement is made of sand, litharge and rosin, wet with 
linseed oil., This hardens like stone and is dififleuit to remove when a 
new glass is to be put in. If the bottom of your tank is of wood try 
pitch on it. 

Otru Eeaders will confer a favor by sending m the na/mej> 
of such of their friends as are not noiv among the svJyscribers 
of the Forest and Stream, but who would premmably 
interested in the paper. 

PQT LUCK FROM EXCHANGES. -"T! 
A photograph of a tiger in the act of seizing his prey has, by 

a lucky accident, been made by an Engbshman in Madras. 
The camera was focussed on a buffalo tied t u a stake at a dis¬ 
tance of 60 feet, and had just received a dry platA when a 
tiger leaped froin a jungle aud struck down the buffalo with 
a single blow. The operator kept his presence of mind and 
released his shutter before taking to bis heels The negative 
showed the relative attitude of tiger and buffalo fairly well, 
and confirm^ the generally accepted opinion that the tiger, 
with his knock down blow, endeavored to dislocate the neck 
of his victim. 

A monster elk was sighted in the Ward River Mountains 
by a hunter, says the Salt Lake Tribune, and the hounds sent 
after him. A long chase of two hours led to the base of Sable 
Mountain, one cf the loftiest of the ran^e, up which the mon¬ 
arch of the forest darted as his final refuge. The ascent was 
steep, but the hunter and his dogs followed. Soon the elk 
was brought to bay. As the foremost of the dogs sprang full 
at the throat, the brarching antlers were suddenly lowered, 
and keen tines pierced from side to side, and the stanch hound 
was thrown high in air, and fell far down the steep incline. 
Nothing daunted, the remaining bound, too, made its fierce 
spring, and shared the fate of its comrade. The animal then 
rushed at the hunter, who tired, but the next iustant was 
whirled aloft' on the broad anth rs. His stout ime- skin hunt¬ 
ing-shirt turned aside the shaip prongs, but they had become 
fastened in the garment, and be bade fail' to be thrashed to 
deatti. As for a second time the elk dashed him to the earth 
he managed to catch hold of a bush, and kept his grasp long 
enough to draw his revolver and send a ball crashing through 
the brain of his gallent foe. 

ETJMPHmS' 

Homeopathic VeteVmary 
Specifics for 

HORSES, CATTLE, SHEEP. 

DOGS, HOGS, PODLTRY. 

^711. S. Govemm’t. 

Chart on Rollers, 
and Boole Sent Free. 

Humphreys’ Med. Co., 109 Fulton St., N. Y. 

3 IN 1. 
A Spli&did tog Whiitli, 

Water-Tight Match Box, 
-AND- 

Reliable Compass 
COMBINED. 

Nickel-plated mecal. Sold by dealers in Sports¬ 
men’s goods, or sent by mail on receipt of price $1, 

WILBUE & CO.. B^2.832. N. Y. P. O. 

Among the Many Novelties 

TRADE MARK, 

Introduced by us for the coming season, we wish to call attention to our 

Dead Finish, Waterproof, Braided Silk Fly Lines, 
FOR SALMON, TROUT AND BLACK BASS. 

We have been experimenting for some years in the hope of making a perfect waterproof line. Success crowned 
our efforts somewhat less than two years ago, but we have not offered the lines for sale till we were cei-taiu of their 
excellence in every particular. These lines wiU not crack, chip off or become sticky and stiff. They are completely 
wateiproofed, not merely on the surface. They will not become tender in use or by age. 

SAMPLES AND PRICES FURNISHED ON APPLICATION. 

ABBEY & IMBBIE, 
Manufacturers of 

F X 15 XIX JNT G- T A. CS TS. JLm :EI , 
18 Vesey Street (Fourth door from the Astor House), New York. 

WINCHESTER 

RELOADING TOOLS. 
MAKE 

Perfect 
Cartridge. 

Pistol Sizes, 
®3.00 Per Set. 

lilitary & Sporting 
sxzm:s, 

®3.50 Per Set. 

WINCHESTEE REPEATING ARMS CO., 
Send tor 76-page Illustrated Catalogue. KTES'W II.A.VE3INr, OOKTIST. 

*5 
SO . 

eoK 

THREAD-WOUND, LONO-RANGE 

SHOT CARTRIDGE CASES 
For muzzle and breechloadInp. cylindrical and 
choke-bore shotguns. Made to open just short of 
60. 70 and 90 yards, giving close pattern and great 
penetration; 10 and 12 gauge. Send for cnroular. 

Twenty sent, postpaid, for $L 

B. H, SCHLEBER & 00., Rochester, If, J. 

Tlxe Oelolora-tea. “XJnXTXOKT IIXX-iIj,” 

First target represents 10 consecutive shots made by Otto 
Jaeger, June 10, 1885, at Wheeling, W, "Ya., 200 yards off 
hand, with some wind, using a No Off-Hand, .32-oaliber. 
It counts 94 on Massachusetts Decimal and 117 on Massachu¬ 
setts Target. The cut is one-half size. 

Second target represents 6 consecutive shots made by J. D. 
Marks, June 24, 1885, at Springfield, Mass., 200 yards, with 
rest, using a Union Hill, .32-cahber. The entire five shots 
are inside of a l|-inch circle. The cut is full size. 

This style or Ballard Rifle and the “Off-Hand” are the standard guns for target shooting, carrying off nearly all the prizes. Send 
tor Clntaloguei XU£ MABlilN ABidS DO., Kew Bavea, Doun, 
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THE! 

Cartridge 
COMPANY, CLEVELAND, OHIO, 

M-A.KTTTJF'uSLOTXJn.ESIl.S 0:B' 

Loaded by machinery. Every cartridge perfect. Every one alike. Wadding of uniform thickness, and placed 
squarely on the powder and shot. Kammed with uniform pressure. Beautifully and securely crimped. Packed 
25 in a pasteboard box, 20 boxes in a case. Tlio Ooix-\7-oxi.le>i:i.t axxcI. Sesit A-mjaa-iJ.- 
xxltloxx In. tlxo "W orld. Highest scores on record made with these cartridges. Persons who use 
them in the field are constantly speahing in their praise. WOOD POWDER has shown its best results in 
these goods. PIGOU, WILKES & LAURENCE POWDER does its best work in Chamberlin cartridges. Any of 
the leading brands of paper shells or powder may be had. THE VARIETY OF CARTRIDGES FOR TRAP 
SHOOTING IS NOW COMPLETE. WADDING ONE SIZE LARGER THAN BORE OF GUN for such guns as 
require this style of loading. _ 

HARTLEY & GRAHAM, 

H. C. SQUIRES, 

W. C. HODGKINS, 

J. P. MOORE’S SONS, . 

FOR SALE IN NEW 
19 Maiden Lane. I LAMBERSON, FURMAN & CO., 

178 Broadway. I A. G. SPALDING & BRO., . 

300 Broadway. I WM. P. HOWELL, 

802 Broadway. | SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 

YORK CITY 
. 283 Broadway. 

. 241 Broadway. 

. 205 Front Street. 

84 Chambers Street. 

BY 
I WALLACE & SONS, 

W. M. CORNWALL, 

I C. J. GODFREY, . 

E. H. MADISON, . 

. . 89 Chambers Street, 

. , 18 Warren Street. 

7 Warren Street. 

.564 Fulton Street, Brooklyn. 

Send, fox* XllTxs'tx-a.tod CoL.fSLlosxi.o* 

TATHAM & BEOS., General Eastern Agents, 
82 Beekman Street, New York City, 

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1878. 

BAKER'S 

Warranted absolutely pure 
Cocoa, from -which the excess of 
Oil has been removed. It has three 
times the strength of Cocoa mixed 
■with Starch, Arro-wroot or Sugar, 
and is therefore far more economi¬ 
cal, costing less than one cent a 
cup. It is delicious, nourishing, 
strengthening, easily digested, and 
admirably adapted for invalids aa 
well as for persons in health. 

Sold by Grocers everywhere. 

f. BAKER & CO., DorcMer, Mass. 

' ■ -T—r ■ = . .. J ■ rTT^i-'-iV " u 

-—-jj-—^^—. 
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Split Bamboo Fly Rod. 
This cut represents our No. 28 Split Bamboo 

Fly Rod with Grooved Wood Form. Length, 
lO^ft ; weight 8oz. We maKe same style rods 
for trout and bass to weigh from 5 to 12o», also 

cM the “Standard Hensh'ill Rod.” Lancewood Rods. 
Reels. Turned Stock and Rod Trimmings of all 
descriptions. For New Illustrated Catalogue for 
188d address 

THOS. H. CHUBB, 
Orange County, Post Mills. Vermont. 

IF YOU WANT A GOOD 

POCKET KNIFE, RAZOR 
OR A 

HUNTING KNIFE. 
Send for our 36-piige illustrated catalogue, sent free. 
Address Wurzbaoh & Lawrence, 7 Warren st., Cv.Y. 

Specialties in Fish¬ 
ing Tackle. Please 
send your address for 

^ -- circular and sample 
card of lines. E. J. IUaaTIN. Rockville, Conn. 

HILL ON THE HOG. 
THE STANDARD WORK ON THEIR 

MANAGEMENT AND DISEASES. 
Price SS.OO. 

For Bale by the Forest and Stream PuK Oo. 

‘M' Any per.son can play a tune on the Piano or 
Organ in 15 minutes by using Soper’s Instantaneous 
Guide. The Guide, with 20 pieces of popular music, 
mailed to any address on receipt of $1.00. No pre¬ 
vious knowledge of music required. Send for testi¬ 
monials. Hearne & t'o.. Pub’s, 1164 Broadway, N.Y. 

OOKJSW PLAXJSS, TAPS, UlJliS, IfiTO., FOB 
O gunsmiths and amateurs. Send for illustrated 
catalogne to 8. W. CARD & CO.. Mansfield, Maar, 

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING. 

EPPS’S COCOA. 
BREAKFAST. 

“By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws 
which govern the operations of digestion and nutri¬ 
tion, and by a careful application of the fine prop¬ 
erties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided 
our breakfast tables with a delicately flavored 
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors’ 
bills. It is by the judicious use of such articles o.' 
diet that a constitution may be gradually built up 
until strong enough to resist every tendency to 
disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating 
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak 
point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by keep¬ 
ing ourselves well fortifled with pure blood and a 
properly nourished frame.’’—Cfuff Service Oazette. 

Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold 
only in half pound tins by Grocers, labelled thus: 

JAIHLES EPPS St CO., Bomoeopathlo Cfaem- 
istK. T.nndoTi. ICngland. 

ETnntliig Boots or Shoes, Wholesale 
or Retail. JOHN D. BETHEL, Man’f’r of 
Sportsmen’s Goods. 124Obambersst., N.Y. 

Send for Prices. No Postal Cards. 

The Open Shot Regulator. 
WINANS & WOODEN, 

97 West Kinney st., Newark, N. J. 

Send Postal for Circular. 

^37X33.8 Oo- 
MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

LEFEVER AUTOMATIC HAMMERLESS GUNS. 

PRICE, $76 to $300.00. 

This improvement is the only hammerless gun in the world with compensated action, to take up 
•^ear in every direction. The safety .is automatic both in locking and releasing. Used bv the best trap 
shots in America. Winner of the Pierce Diamond Badge three times at the New Yort State Convention. 
Send for illustrated catalogue. „ „ ---r 

L.EFEVER ARMS CO., Syracuse, N. T. 
NEW YORK SALES ROOMS: VON LENGEKKE Sc DETMOLO, 14 Murray St. 
PHILADELPHIA. “ JOSEPH C. GKUBB & CO., 712 Market St. 

IDEAL Reloidin? Tools 

JS, Bullet Mould. 

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES. 
People of refined taste who desire exceptionally fine 

cigarettes should use only our Straight Cut, 
put up in satin packets and boxes of 

10s, 20s, 50s and 100s. 

14 First Prize Medais. WM. S. KIMBALL & CO. 

Canoe and Gamp Cookery. 
By “SENEOA.” 

A practical cook book for canoeists. Corinthiau sailors and outers. Practical because 
the author gives explicit and intelligible directions for preparing such dishes as he has him¬ 
self actually tested in camp and on a cruise. This is just where the recipes differ from the 
absurdly impracticable dishes given in some so-called camp cookery books. The cooking 
outfit is described, and numerous hints on camp economy add to the value of the work. 
Cloth, 96 pages. Price $1.00. on -r. . t. 

NEW YORK: Fobest and Stream Publishing Co.. 39 Park Row. 
LONDON: Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane, ComhilL 
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The Forest and Stream Pnblishlng Go. will send post paid any boot> 

published on receipt ot publisher’s price. 

Sportsman’s Library. 
XLalsst Of Sx>ox*tssn:i.£i.n’s Sools.8 

We mil forward any of these Books by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price 

No books sent unless money accompanies the order. 

POSITIVELY NO BOOKS EXCHANGED. 
ANGL.INO. 

Adirondack Fishes, Fred Mather... 25 
American Angler’s Book, orris. 5 60 
Angling.... ... 50 
Angling Talks, Dawson. 50 
Angling, a Book on, Francis. 7 50 
Angling Interature in England. 1 26 
Black Bass Fishing, Henshall. 3 00 
Carp Culture, Peirce.. 50 
Fish and Fishing, Manly . 5 25 
Fishing, Bottom or Float. 50 
Fishing in American Waters, Scott, illus. 2 50 
Fishing with the Fly, Orvis . 2 60 
Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes. 1 26 
Fly Rods and Fly Tackle, Wells. 2 60 
Frank Forester’s Fish and Fishing. 2 50 
Frank Forester’s Fishing with Hook and Line 25 
Fysshe and Fysshyne. 1 00 
F^h and Salt Water Aquarium. 50 
Modem Practical Angler, Pennell. 2 00 
Practical Trout Culture. 1 00 
Practical Fisherman. 4 20 
Prime’s I Go a-Fiahing. 2 50 
Rod and Line in Colorado Waters. 1 00 
Scientific Angler . 1 50 
Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout, 
etc. 2 00 

Trolling ,.   50 
The Game Fish of the Northern States and 

British Provmces. 2 00 
Trout Culture, Slack. 1 00 
Walton. Izaak. fac simile of first edition. 3 76 

BIRDS. 

American Bird Fancier. 50 
BaU’d’s Birds of North America. 30 00 
Bird Notes. 76 
Birds Nesting. 1 25 
Birds Of Eastern Pennsylvania . 4 00 
Birds of the Northwest . 4 50 
Birds and Their Haunts.   3 00 
Cage and Singing Birds. Adams. 50 
Coues’ Field Ornithology. 2 50 
Coues’ Key to North American Birds.15 00 
Game Water Birds of the Atlantic Coast, 
Roosevelt. 2 00 

Holden’s Book of Birds, pa. 25 
Minot’s Land and Game Birds. 3 00 
Native Song Birds. 75 
Naturalists’ Guide, Maynard. 2 00 
Natural History of Birds. 3 00 
Samuel's Birds of New England. 4 00 
Shore Birds.;. 16 
Wood’s Natural History of Birds. 6 00 

CAOTDING AND TRAPPING. 

Adventures in the Wilderness . 1 25 
Amateur Trapper—paper, 50c.; bds.   75 
Three in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gun in 

Norway .-. 1 75 
Camps in the Rockies, Grohraan. 1 76 
Camp Life in the Wilderness. 30 
Camping and Cruising in Florida, Henshall. 1 50 
Canoe and Camp Cookery, by “Seneca”. 1 00 
Complete American Trapper, Gibson. 1 00 
Hints on Camping. 1 26 
How to Camp Out, Gould . 75 
Howto Hunt and Trap, Batty’s . 1 50 
RustUngs in the Rockies. 100 

guide: books and iuaps. 

Adirondacks. Map of, Stoddard .$1 00 
Farrar’s Guide to Moosehead Lake, pa. 50: do. 1 00 
Farrar’s Guide to Richardson and Rangeley 

Lake, paper, 50; cloth. 1 00 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake .... 60 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Region 60 
Florida Annual. 60 
Guide Book and Map of the Dead River Region 50 
Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddard. 25 
Map of Androscoggin Region. 50 
Map of Northern Maine, Steele, . 1 00 
Map of the Thousand Islands. 50 
Map of the Yellowstone Park . 2 50 

SPORTS AND GAMPS. 

American Boy’s Own Book, Sports and Games 2 00 
Athletic Sports for Boys, bds. 75c.; cloth. 1 00 
Boy’s Treasury of Sports and Pastimes, etc.. 2 00 
Cassell’s Book of Sports and Pastimes . 3 00 
Croquet. 20 
Easy Whist..   50 
Every Boy’s Book of Sports and Amusements 3 50 
Hands at Whist. 50 
Instruction in the Indian Club Exercise. 25 
Laws andPrinciples of Whist, Cavendish. 2 00 
Quoits and Bowls. 
Skating.   25 
Stonehenge, Encyclopedia of Rural Sports... 7 50 
Whist for Beginners. 5C 

HUNTING—SHOOTING. 

Across Country Wanderer. 5 OC 
American Sportsman, The, Lewis. 2 50 
Breech Loader, Modem, Gloan, illustrated... 1 25 
Crack Shot (The Rifle), “Barber,” illustrated. 1 25 
Dead Shot (The Gun), illustrated . 1 25 
Field, Cover and Trap Shooting. 2 ()0 
Frank Forester’s Sporting Scenes and Charac¬ 

ters, 2 vol., cloth. 4 00 
Frank Forester's Manual for Young Sportsmen 2 00 
Frank Forester’s Fugitive S. Sketches, paper 75 
How I Became a Crack Shot, Farrow. 1 00 
How I Became a Sportsman. 2 40 
Hunting, Shooting and Fishing. 2 50 
Hunting and Hunters of all Nations, Frost... 1 50 
Himlingham Gun Club Rules. 25 
Instructions in Rifle Firing . 2 00 
Ninorod in the North, Schwatka. 2 50 
Rifle Practice, Wingate. 1 5o 
Rod and Gun in California. 1 50 
Shooting. . 50 
Shooting, DougaU.■. 3 00 
Shooting on the Wing. . 75 
Sport. Fox Hunting, Salmon Fishing, etc., W. 

B. Davenport, illustrated. 7 50 fport With Gun and Rod, cloth .10 00 
port with Gun and Rod, new, plain edition.. 5 00 
Embossed leather. 15 OC 

Sporting Adventures in the Far West. 1 50 
RtlU Hunter, Van Dyke.   2 00 
Stephens’ Lynx Hunting. 1 25 
Stephens’ Fox Hunting.   1 25 
Stephens’ Young Moose Hjunters .. 1 60 
Tb^Gon and Ita Develoiknent, Glreener. 2 SO 

BOATING AND YACHTING: 
A Canoe Trip, or a Lark on the Water. 30 
Around the World in the Yacht Simbeam. 3 00 
Boat Racing, Brickwood. 2 50 
Boating Trips on New England Rivers. 1 25 
Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs, W. P, 
Stephens. 1 50 

Canoe and Camp Cookery, by “Seneca”. 1 00 
Canoe Handhng, C. B. Vaux. 1 00 
Canoeing m Kanuckia. 1 26 
Canoe and Camera. 1 50 
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper. Bishop’s. 1 50 
Cmises in Small Yachts . 2 60 
Corinthian Yachtsman.   125 
Donaldson’s Steam Machinery . 1 50 
Four Months in a Sneakbox, Bishop. 1 60 
Frazar’8 Practical Boat Sailing. 100 
Inland Cruise. 60 
Model Yachts and Boats, Grosvenor. 2 00 
Paddle and Portage. 1 60 
Practical Boat Sailing, Davies. 2 OC 
Pi'actical Boat Building, Neison. 1 00 
The America’s Cup, paper, Sflic.; cloth. 1 OO 
The Canoe Aurora, by Dr. C. A. Neidd. 1 00 
Vacation Cruising, Rothrick. 1 50 
Yacht Architecture, Dtson Kemp. 16 80 
Yachts and Boat Sailing, Kemp. 10 00 
Yacht Designing. Kemp. 26 00 
Yachts, Small. C. P. Kunhardt. 7 00 
Yachtsman’s Guide, Patterson. 3 00 

UORSU. 
American Roadsters and Trotting Horses. 5 00 
Boucher’s Method of Horsemanship. 1 00 
Bruce’s Stud Book, 3 vols. .30 00 
Dadd’s American Reformed Horse Book, 8vo. 2 60 
Dadd’s Modem Horse Doctor, 12mo. 50 
Dwyer’s Horse Book.  125 
Horses, Famous American Race. 76 
Horses, Famous American Trotting. 76 
Horses. Famous, of America. 1 50 
Jenning’s Horse Training. 1 25 
Manual of the Horse. ^ 
Mayhew’s Horse Doctor. 3 00 
Mayhew’s Horse Management. . 3 00 
McClure’s Stable Guide. 1 00 
Rarey’s Horse Tamer. 50 
Riding and Driving... 20 
Biding Recollections, Whyte Melville’s. 3 00 
Stonehenge, Horse Owner's Cyclopedia. 3 76 
Stonehenge on the Horse, English edition, 8vo 3 50 
Stonehenge on the Horse, American edition, 
12mo. 2 00 

The Book of the Horse. 8 00 
The Saddle Horse. l oO 
Veterinary Dictionary. Going.... 2 00 
Wallace’s American Stud Book. 10 00 
Wallace’s American Trotting Register, 2 vols. 20 00 
Woodruff's Trotting Horses of America .. 2 50 
Vouatt and on the Hor«P . g qo 

KEINNUU 
American Kennel, Burges. 8 06 
British Dogs, Dalziel. 4 oO 
Dog, Diseases of, Dalziel.  80 
Dog. Diseases of, HUl. 200 
Dog Breaking, Floyd. 50 
Dog Breaking, by Holabird. 26 
Dog Breaking, Hutchinson. 3 75 
Dog, the Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson. 3 OC 
Dog Training vs. Breaking, Hammond_ ] OC 
Dogs of Great Britain, America and other 
Cotmtiries... 2 OC 

Dogs, Management of, M^hew, 16mo. 76 
Dogs, Points for Judging. 5c 
Dogs, Richardson, pa. 30.: doth.. GC 
Dogs and Their Ways, Williams. i 2£ 
Dogs and the Public . 7f 
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment in 

Disease, by Ashmont. 2 00 
English Kennel G. S. Book, Vol. 1. 5 OC 
English EL C. S. Rook, Vols. HI. to X., each.. 4 50 
Our Friend the Dog... 3 oc 
Practical Kennel (Juide, Stable* .... 1 5C 
Setter Dog, the, Laverack. 3 00 
Stonehenge, Dog of British Islands. 6 00 
The Dog, oy Idstone. 1 2t 
Vero Shaw’s Book on the Dog, cloih, 88.00; 
morocco. 22 5( 

Youatt on the Dog.2 5( 

MISCEUUANEIOUS: 
A Naturalist’s Rambles About Home, Abbott. 1 5t 
Adventures of a Young Naturalist . l 7t 
Amateur Photographer. 1 oc 
Animal Plagues. Fleming. 4 8( 
Antelope and Deer of America. 2 50 
Archer, Modem. 26 
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson.... 1 6C 
Atlas of Jersey Coast. 1 50 
Black Hills of Dakota, Ludlow, quarto, cloth. 

Government Report. 2 50 
Common Objects of the Sea^ore.. 60 
Eastward Hot. 12.'; 
Historical and Biographical Atlas of New Jer¬ 

sey Coast. 5 oc 
How to Make Photographs. 1 oc 
Humorous Sketches^Seymour. 6 OC 
Insects Injurious to Vegetation. 6 60 
Keeping One Cow. 1 oC 
Life and Writings of EYank Forrester, 2 vols,, 

per vol. 1 6C 
Mammals of New York, paper. $4; cloth. 5 00 
Maynara’s Manual of Taxidermy. 1 2£ 
Manton's Taxidermy Without a Teacher. 50 
Natmal History Quadruped. 7E 
North American Insects...;. 1 5( 
Old St. Augustine, Fla., illustrated.!, l 5C 
Packard’s Half-Hours With Insects. 2 5[ 
Pistol, The. 56 
Photography for Amatpurs.. 6( 
Practical Forestry, by FuUer. 1 5c 
Practical Taxidermy and Home Decoration, 
Batty. 1 60 

Practical Orange Culture. 100 
Practical Poidt-ry Keeping. 2 OC 
Randall’s Practical Shgpherd. 2 OC 
Sportsman's Gazetter, HaUock.. 3 00 
Sportsman’s Hand Book, Col. Horace Park... 1 00 
Studies in Animal Life, Lewis. 1 Of 
The Cream of Leicestershire. 3 5C 
The Forester, by Brown.10 00 
The Northwest Coast of America... 20 00 
The Heart of Europe. 3 75 
The Botanical Atlas, 2 vols. 12 00 
The Zoological Atlas,2 vols.10 00 
The Taxlderrhists’Manual, Brown. 1 00 
WUd Flowers of Switzerland. 15 00 
WUd Woods Life, Farrar. 1 26 
Woodcraft, “Nessmuk”. 1 oc 
Woods and. Lakes of Maine.. I Of 
Yonatt on Sheep.. .lo 

Tlie'Mills Woven Cartridge Belt. 

The five year contract with the WinclieBteT Repeating Arms Co., of New Haven, Conn., as sole 
agents in the United States for the sale of the MILLS WOVEN CARTRIDGE BELT, having expired 
by limitation Dec. 13,1885, a special price list to dealers is now ready and will be sent upon application. 

LIST or BELTS IN STOCK. 
No. 1.. ..10 Shot. No. 8.. -.44 W. C. F. No. 16.. ..BG-70. 
“ 2.. ..12 “ “ 9.. ..44 Colt’s Lightning. “ 16.. ..45-60. 
“ 8 . ..14 “ “ 10.. ..44 Pistol. “ 17.. ..32-^0 Marlin. 
“ 4 . ..16 “ “ 11 . . .40-65 Sharp. “ 18.. ..38-.56 
“ 5.. ..20 “ “ 12.. , 45 Colts. “ 19.. ..40-60 
“ 6.. . .82 W. C. F. “ 13.. ..43 Remington. “ 20.. ..40-63 Ballard. 
“ 7.. . .38 W. C. F. “ 14 . ,45-70 Government. 

Please ordeh by numbers. All Belts are equipped with pressed brass buckles. All shot belts are 
equipped with shoulder strap and five game carriers in addition to buckle. RETAIL PRICE, Si 1.26. 
Single belts sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of retail price. Belts tor any special size cartridge, or for 
extra large waist measure, made to order without additional cost. 

Address all orders and communications to 

THOMAS C. ORNDORFF, Sole Manufacturer, Worceiter, Mass. 

CANOE 

AND 

BOAT 

BUIEDING 

FOR 

AMATEURS. 
Pp, IM, with 29 plates of working drawings 

Price $1.50. Address, 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 
New York N. Y. 

LONDON: Davies & Co.. 1 Finch Lane, Comhill. 

Manufactured under Price’s Patent 

BE SURE TO SEE THEM. 
No. 1 POCKET, 7%X3?4X1?4 inches.$1.50 
No. 2 GEM. 9x6x5 inches. . 4.76 
No. 3 ACME, 12X8X5J^ inches. 6.75 

Illustrated descriptive circular on application. 

ASK TOUR DEALER FOB THEM. 

DHC- IF*. I*3FLIOB3, 
39 Murray Street, (Box 2,308), NEW YORK. 

Wanted. 

WANTED. 
A partner with capital to engage in stock raising 

and to raise blooded cattle and make dairy products 
near this station, 65 miles from Savannah, Georgia. 
Swamp cane for winter pasture, mild climate on 
stock, abundance of water, and accessibility to 
transportation and to market the advantages. 
Wanted also a copartner with capital to engage in 
planting on an extensive scale oa the Alluvian 
bottom lands of the Ogeechee River, near this 
station. For further particulars apply to H. C. 
KITTLES, Rocky Ford, Scriven Co., Ga. 

rach4,lmo 

COPIES WANTED.-JAN. 4,11,18 and 26. FEB. 1, 
March 8 and Sept. 18,1883; Feb. 7 and 14, March 

6,1884. We are short of these issues, and would he 
obliged if any of our readers having one or all of 
these numbers that they do not want will send to 
Forest ana Stream Pub. Co.. 39 Park Row. New 
York (31ty. mar26,tf 

WANTED. 

Bear, Buffalo, Deer, Wolves, Foxes, Spotted Cats, 
Civit Cats, Lynx, Panthers. Antelope, Otter, Beav¬ 
ers and other animals and birds ot all kinds. Ad¬ 
dress D. H, TALBOT, Sioux City, la. 

MU* 

Gun Store For Sale. 
Good location, well established in a live town of 

6,000 population in central New York. Stock will 
invoice about $1,000. Fine opening tor a good 
workman. No opposition. Satisfactory reasons 
for selling. Address BUSINESS, care Forest and 
Stream, New York. 

W 11111:0 
(.Lepus Amertcanus.) 

A few living specimens wiU be sent to orders ac 
companied with the cash, at $2 each, and delivered 
in good order and properlv boxed, at Bethel express 
office. J. G. RICH, Bethel, Me. 

Chester White, Berkshire 
and Poland China Pigs, Fine 
Setter Dogs, Scotch Collies, 
Foxhounds and Beagles. 
Sheep and Poultry, bred ana 

_ ___for sale by W. Gibbons & Co., 
West Chester, Chester Co., Pa. Send stamp for 
Circular and Price List. 

Ducking Point on Chesapeake. 
For Sale—A handsome farm on the Sassafras 

River, suitable for club or private person; plenty 
of ducks. Address FISHER, 402 Walnut st., Phila¬ 
delphia. Pa. febl8,lmo 

For sale or exchange.—a crouch’s 
student Binocular Microscope, complete and 

as good as new, 1 inch, inch, }4 inch objectives, 
A and B eye pieces, polarizer and all accessory ap¬ 
paratus. Will take good paddling canoe in part 
payment. Address H. P. UFFORD, Casselton, D. T. 

LIVE QUAIL condition ’ Pa. and 
W. Va. birds.^E. B. WOODWARD, Commission 
Merchant, 174 Chambers st., N.Y. Established 1838. 

For sale.—RED tailed hawks in PER- 
fect plumage, alive for decoys or dead for 

mounting. Address WM. PARHAM, Tyngsboro, 
Mass. ‘feb25,3t 

TWO FEMALE RED FOXES FOR SALE. ONE 
tame tbe other wild; sound and all right. Ad¬ 

dress ORRIN HOWARD, Union Center, New York. 
mcfa4,lt 

itt 

THE IMMENSE BOUGH-COATED ST. 
BERNARD CHAMPION 

(A.K.R. 483). 
Orange tawny, perfect blaze and collar, other 

white markings correct; double dew claws. Born 
August, 1882. This celebrated dog stands 33)4 in. 
fuU at shoulders, weighs 183 lbs. (Jan. 30,1886), has 
a grand, massive uead, immense bone, and is per¬ 
fect in disposition. 

“Otho is conceded to be the best fronted St. Ber¬ 
nard in the country.”—AvieHcan Kennel Begister, 
June, 1885. 

“Otho is one of the grandest fronted dogs we 
have ever seen. His head is a study and his fore¬ 
arm we have never seen surpassed. He is also an 
tomense upstanding dog. -Forest and Stream, 
Oct. 30. 1884. 

Fee $50. Approved bitches only. Cabinet pho¬ 
tos, 60 cents; cartes of head, 25 cenis. Imported 
stock for sale. THE HOSPICE KENNELS, Im¬ 
porters and Breeders of Thoroughbred St. Ber¬ 
nards, 55 Waveriy Place, Newark, N. J. 

BRADFORD RUBY. 
(B. 13.834) 

Sh'e, Champion Lovat—Dam, Champion .Jenny. 
Champion Pug Dog, whelped May 14,1882; silver 
fawn, with perfect black trace and mask, extra¬ 
ordinary wrinkle and double curled tail, with very 
small, compact body, weighing only 13 pounds. 
Winner of 49 prizes, cups and medals, including 
championship, Crystal Palace, Jan., 1886; 1st, Cin¬ 
cinnati, Ist and medal, Toronto; 1st and special, 
Philadelphia (May and Oct.); 1st and.special, New 
York, 1886; and the sire of many winners. Fee $25. 
Puppies For Sale. CITY VIE# KENNELS, Box 
1,369, New Haven, Conn. 

CHAMPION BRAHMIN. 
Solid Black Cocker Spaniel. 

Winnings: 1st, open class, London, Ont., and 
three specials, 1883; 1st, open class, and two spe¬ 
cials, N. S. S., Philadelphia, and champion prme. 
Montreal, 1884; first, open class. New York, and 
special for best cocker dog in show, 1885, beating 
champion Hornell Silk; 1st, open class, Philadel¬ 
phia, 1885; champion prize, Philadelphia (fall show), 
1886), beating champion Hornell Silk. In the 
stud. Fee *30. ARTHUR E. RENDLE, 2 Wall 
street. New York. 

ROtGH-COATBD ST. BERNARD 

BARRY 
(A.K.R. 2150), 

Won 2d prize, New Haven, has a grand typica 
head, color tawny, with correct white markings. 
Fee $25. HENRY MUELLER, Box 59, Clffton, 
Staten Island, N Y. feb4,lmo 

SCOTCH COLLIES 
IN THE STUD. 

CHAMPION REX (A.K.R. 149). Fee $20. 
STREPHON (A.K.R. 2730). Fee $30. 
Young dogs and puppies for sale. Can be seen, 

or address JAS. LINDSAY, 346 Communipaw ave., 
Jersey City, N. J. 

TO OWNERS OF BEAGLE BITCHES.—I OFFER 
the services of my imported English beagle 

Blue Boy. He is small (13 in.) and symmetrical, his 
breeding unsu^assed, guaranteed first-class field 
dog, color B., W., and T,, plenty of bone and gets 
handsome pups. Full pedigree. Fee $10. W. H. 
ASHBURNER, 27 North 38th st., Philadelphia, Pa. 

feb4.2mo. 

WHITE BULL-TERRIER YOUNG ROYAL 
Prince (A.K.R. 2102). Fee $15. And small 

white hull-terrier Hector, weight 151bs. Fee $10, 
J. W. NEWMAN, 87 Hanover street, Boston, Mass 



120 FOREST AND STREAM LMaecb 4, 1886, 

iit iu mu. 

143 Wed rilty-filth SI., New Yo^k.^' 
In the stud for a few select pointer hitches. 
POINTER BRADFORD, (litter brother to 

champion Beaufort). kSire-Champion Bow (E. 
7,070), by champion Bang, by Davey’s Luna. Bang, 
by Coham’s Bang out of Price’s Vesta. Luna, by 
Lord Cole’s Cole out of Evan’s Nell. Dam— 
Benlah (sister to Knsh, A.K.R. S57), by Steel’s 
Flake out of Guido’s Lily. Flake, by Strachan’s 
Flash out of Sehiffelin’s Juno. Guido’s Lily, by 
Lancaster Sam out of Gibson’s Lilly. Schiff'elin’s 
Juno, by Lonsdale’s Ponto I. out of the Duke of 
Westminster’s Juno, by the Earl of Litchfield’s 
Bragg II. out of Brailford’s Juno, by the Earl of 
Litchfield’s Noble I out of Autrobus’s Nell (E. 1,239). 
(See also A.K.R. 365 and 357 for further tracing). 

BRADFORD is large, strong, well muscled and 
well made, and combines the l.iest wTnning bench 
show and field trial blood of England and America. 

STUD FEE, *50. 

PILOT (A.K.R. 2547), half brother to champion 
FiUz. Breeder, C. W. Littlejohn, Leesburg, Va. 
Sire-Scout 11., ny Scout (R. H. Dalaney’s imported 
dog and bitch) out of Dixie (Eng.). Dam—Spot 
(dam of champion Fritz), by Col. Dodge’s Don out 
of Grove’s Bep. by Hon. Gus Schley’s imported Piro 
out of Grove's Juno, by John (imported Zess—im¬ 
ported Cameo) out of tlol. Savage’s (Philadelphia) 
imported Juno. Record—First, Chicago, 1884; 
special with Fritz for best brace. Washington, 1884; 
v.h.c.. New York, 1885. alsov h e.. Washington, 1884. 

Pilot is a very handsome dog, and beside his 
splendid looks and excellent pedigree is a very fine 
field performer. 

STUD FEE, »60. 

^“Bitches cared for in the most kind and careful 
manner. 

ST. GEORGE BREEDING AND BREAKING 
KENNELS, 143 West Fif ly-fifth st., N. Y. jan28tf 

IN THE STUD. 

THE FIELD TRIAL WINNER 

Orus Boxxd.ln.'u. 
Imported by the late D. C. Sanborn from Mr. 

Llewellin’s K ennel. He is by Dashing Bondhu ex 
Novel. Fee ^35. Address 

A. M. TUCKER. 
86 Main street, Charlestown, Mass. 

Setter Puppies for $5. 
We have a number of setter puppies from 5 to 10 

wks. old, dogs and bitches, of all colors; we will 
close out for $5 each. Dogs of same breed from 6 
mos. to 1 yr. old, $8 each. These setters are of good 
native blood, fair no.se and not gunshy, and satis¬ 
faction is guaranteed in every case. 

WM. W. SILVEY", 
135 South Eighth street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

K 9 Breaking Kennels. 
Pointers and setters thoroughly broken for field 

trials or private use. Reference given. W. G. 
SMITH, Marydel, Md. 

Rory O’JMore Kennels. 
For Sale—Thoroughbred red Irish setter stock, 

full pedigreed Address with stamp, 
W. N. CALLENDER, Albany, N. Y. 

For Sale—Hornell Spaniel Puppies. 
The best in the world; 142 prizes in two years 

proves it. From 3 to 10 mos. old. N® culls or $6 
pups ever sold. 

In the Stud—Black cocker champion Homell 
Silk. Fee $20. Address J. OTIS FELLOWS, Sec.. 
HorneUsville, N. Y., or G. W. LEAVITT, Pres., 32 
Hamilton street, Boston, Mass. 

ly^^O<"ANYKIND? 
If BO, write and name the kind yon want. 

E. MAURER, 464 N. NINTH ST.. PHILADA. 

Clalre-Reeta Kennels. 
PALMYRA, N. Y, 

Irish and Gordon setters for work as well as show’. 
decl7,tf 

■COR SALE. — MASTIFF BROOD BITCHES, 
rl some in w'help: also bitch pups, various age.s. 
enclose stamp. RIVBRVIEW KENNELS, Clinton, 
Mass. febl8,tf 

DOGS FOR SALE. 
Setters, pointers, spaniels, foxhounds, beagles, 

dachshunde. Newfoundlands, German tiger mas¬ 
tiffs, fox-terriers, Scotch terriers, Skye terriers, 
Yorkshire terriers, bull-terriers, bulldogs, pugs, 
French poodles, St. Bernards, mastiffs and black 
and tan terriers. Pups of all the above breeds 
constantly on hand. Those desiring to purchase 
wUl do well to consult me. WM. W. SILVEY, 135 
South Eighth street, Philadelphia, Pa. . 

VERMONT FOXHOUNDS. 
My entire kennel of trained foxhounds for sale, 

consisting of some of the best trained foxhounds in 
the State. Start the fox, run him to death or earth. 
For price address 0. H. MOSSMAN. Barton, Vt. 

febl8.3t 

TT E. CLARK, PITTSFIELD, O. JlI • Scotland Kennel. Pedigreed collie pups $5 
each. English ferrets, $5 a pair. dec31,3mos. 

Foxhounds For Sale. 
Twenty-six dogs and bitches, comprising one of 

the best packs in Pennsylvania, a few bitches being 
in whelp by champion dogs. Address Box 1684, 
West Chester, Pa. jati28,tf 

BEAGLE BREEDERS. 
Two elegantly bred Engli-h beagle bitches, litter 
sisters ’o King and my Queen, the dam of the cham¬ 
pions Bush and Leader, for sale cheap. They are 
two of the best brood bitches living and good hunt¬ 
ers. Also a promising young bitch. A. O. 
KRUEGER, Wrigbtsville. York Co., Pa. feb25,3t 

TTIGH BRED POINTEHS AND SETTERS—WE JlI breed and dispose of nothing but first-class 
broken and unbroken dogs. Address ELM GROVE 
KENNELS, South Norwalk, Conn. 

T70R SALE—ENGLISH BEAGLE HOUND X' pups of good working stock and several months 
old. GEO. L. BARNES, Tyringham, Mass. 

IV/r A STIFFS.-PUPPIES OUT OF LADY NEVI- jyi son by McMahon (A.K.R. 550); beautiful fawn 
color, black points; extra fine. H. L, HOLLIS, 
WeUsviUe, N. Y. janr.tf 

T?OR SALE CHEAP,—TWO SETTERS, BROKEN. Jr Also blooded pointer suitable for stud. C. M. 
PRATT, Westbrook, Conn. febll,5t 

IV/TT. PEASANT KENNEL“.-OLD AND RE- 
iVX liable. For Sale—A first prize Gordon setter 
dog, 2 yrs. old, champion Flash and Chloe. One 
EnglisU dog, 2 yrs. old, winner of two prizes in New 
York, champion Guy Mannering ex Bow Bells. 
Hease send stamp. C. T. BROWNELL, P. 0. Box 
335. New Bedford, Mass. 

T?OR SALE.—PURE BYRON FOXHOUND BITCH P from stock of Thos. Goode Tucker, 3 yrs. old 
this spring. Address H.C. NEWELL, Ashbumham, 
Mass. febll,6t 

T>EX.-IRISH SETTER (PLUNKETT—NELL), 8 Pv yrs. old, perfectly broken, diops at shot and 
retrieves. Only those wishing first class dog need 
a^ply. KOBT. B. SmTH, Commack, Suffolk Co., 

TI7M. GRAHAM, NEWTOWNBREDA, BELFAST VV Ireland, is prepared to purchase and ship dogs 
for Importers. Dogs purchased from him had the 
following prizes awarded to them: At New York 
and Chicago, 1888, sixteen firsts, nine special, three 
second and one third. At New York, 1884, seven 
firsts, six specials and one third. 

/^HEQUASSET KENNELS.—ST. BERNARDS, 
smooth and rough-coated, of best strains. 

Champion Heriult in the stud, $50. English pug 
Young Toby, sire of many prize winners, fee $20. 
Fine pups on sale. P. O. Box 94. Lancaster, Mass. 

i A elegant BEAGLE HOUNDS, 5 MOS. OLD, lU dogs and bitches, not akin; $7 single; pair $18. 
Box 1,931, West Chester, Pa. decl7,tf 

T?OR SALE.-ITALIAN GREYHOUND PUPS JD from imported stock. Also fine English pugs. 
HENRY C. BURDICK, 160 Bridge street Spring- 
field, Mass. dec24,tf 

-COR 8ALE.-RED IRISH SETTER BITCH PUP. P Send stamp for pedigiee. A. G. SPENCER, 
Westbrook, Oonn feb25,3t 

COR SALE.—CHOICE COCKER PUPS AT RE- P duced prices. Pull pedigree and stock guar- 
anteed. Coi'respondence solicited. Address EU¬ 
GENE COHOON, Franklin, Del. Co., N.Y. feb25,2t 

rpRAINED FOXHOUNDS, THEY ARE COLD L nosed strike dogs, start the fox, run him to the 
death. Trained coon dogs. Gray squirrel dogs. 
Rabbit dogs. One trained ferret. Lop-eared rabbits. 
Wyandotte chickens. H. C. GRAFF, Kensington, 
Ohio. dec24,tf COR SALE.— ONE BRACE OF BEAGLES, r thoroughly broken, one brace English grey¬ 

hounds, 6 mos. old, good typical specimens, three 
Italian greyhounds, one brood bitch, two dog pups, 
from prize winning stock. For desscription, price, 
etc., address WARWICK KENNELS, Box 1,888, 
Bridgeport, Conn. 

T?OR SALE.—HAVING RECENTLY ADDED 
Jj several fine brood bitches to the Landseer 
Kennels of Scotch deerhounds and greyhounds re¬ 
duced the price of puppies. Some cl^oe grey¬ 
hounds now ready to ship. DR. VAN HUMMELL, 
Denver, Col. apll6.tf 

COR SALE.—THREE FIRST-CLASS BEAGLES 
P from th'e best stock in this country; Rem 
(AK.R. 2116). Ross (A.K.R. 2116), litter brothers, 
TwinKle (A.K.R 2390); bred by P. Dorsey of the 
well-known Rowett blood. Also a few first-class 
pointers and setters, nicely field broken. GEO. W. 
LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass. feb25,2t 

r?OR SALE.-RED IRISH SETTER, PEDIGREE 
JC as follow’s: Out of Maud, by Dirk; Dirk from 
Nelli by champion Elcho; Maud from Lulu by 
champion Berkley; 334 yrs- old, dark bronze red, 
good size; two seasons in the trainer’s hands. Price 
$35; worth twice the money. Address P. 0. Box 
1016. Hartford, Oonn. feb26,2t 

FOK SAUE. 

■Greyhound puppies, from imported and prize- 
w’inning stock. Now ready lor delivery. Prices 
reasonable. Address LA FaYBTTE GREYHOUND 
KENNELS, P. O. Box 336, La Fayette, Ind. feb25,2t 

T?OR SALE CHEAP.-FOUR VERY FINE, 
U handsome setter dogs; also trained beagles 
Thane (A.K.R. 2933) and Caro. Box 472, Piitsburgh, 
Pa. 

T EWELLYN SETTER PUPPIES, COMBINING 
1 J blood of noted dogs, viz.: Champion Leicester, 

champion Petrel, champion Gladstone, Kirby, Pride 
of the Border, Llewellyn’s Prince and Laverack 
Dash H for sale; satisfaction guaranteed. OHAS. 
YORK, 9 and 11 Granite Block, Bangor, Me. 

COXHOUND DOG FOB SALE CHEAP, 3t^YRS. 
P old. For particulars inquire of C. C. TRYON, 
Middletown, Conn. mch4,lt 

COB SALE.-THE FINE ENGLISH FOXHOUND 
P bitch Flirt, 8mos. old. Bred from fine imported 
stock Full pedigree. Will follow fox now. Black 
and tan Goroon setter bitch, 3yrs. old. Also some 
light weight, trained, foxhound dogs. Prices very 
reasonable. L. N. EDWARDS, Oxford, Me. Box84. 

mch4,lt 

rpio EXOHANGE.-ONE GORDON SETTER 
L bitch, 4 yrs., thoroughly broken, for foxhound 

bitch. For Sale—1,000 loaded shells, 10 and 13, at 
nearly half price; W. L. CRITTENDEN, Pine View, 
Va. mch4,lt 

■rTTANTED.—A COCKER SPANIEL TRAINED 
W to tree partridges in close cover, and to re- 

trieve game when shot. Give fuU description and 
particulars as to color, age, price, etc. Address 
P, 0. Drawer 655, Albany, N. Y. mch4,2t 

TVO YOU KNOW OF ANYBODY THAT WANTS 
U to buy a dog cheap. We have one to sell; he 
is a liver and white cocker spaniel, 2 yrs. old. 
pedigree and full particulars address FLEETFOOT 
KENNELS, Delhi, Del. Co., N. Y 

COR SALE.—TWO -WELL BROKEN DOGS. 
P pointer and setter. First ra^on email and 
grouse. Address, CALVIN A. HAVENS, Leesville, 
ponn. pach4,lt 

TT'ORSALE.-THOBOUGHBRED CHESAPEAKE 
Jn Bav dog and bitch. No use for them and must 
sell. C. S. WERTSNER, 2 Light street, Baltimore, 
jad, moh4,lt 

Hartford Kennel Club 
BENCH SHOW OF DOGS. 

Union Armory, April 13,14,15 & 16, ’86. 
Entries close Friday, April 2,18&6. 

For premium list address 

A. C. COtMNS, Secretary, 
Hartford, Conn. 

NEW HAVEN KENNEL CLUB. 
THIRD ANNUAL BENCH SHOW OF 

DOGS, 

At Second Regiment Armory, 
MaTch 30 and 31, April I and !!, 1886. 

Entries close Saturday, March 13, 1886. 
Entries must be made to 

S. R. HEMINOWAY, Secretary, 
New Haven, Conn. 

Rosecroft Kennels. 
Birmingham, Conn. 

Piippies by champion Plantageneft (E. 11.390) 
ex Forest Dora (A.K.R. 500) for sale, whelped Nov. 
17. Are black and white, very bandsome. Now 
booking orders for puppies by champiou Foreman 
ex Pas.'.ion (pure Laverack). 

# Yi5th • l(enRol5. 
ST. BERNaRtlS 

ionably bred and of t^e best 

l^nown strains, Correct in col¬ 

or, marl^inps, etc. (^rown dops 

and puppies for sale; full and 

guaranteed pedipree sent witf) 

each do^ sold. 0nly superior 

specimens sent from tbe-i^ennels. 

0ddress, with stamp, 

KENSICO STATION, 
 WESTOHESTEB 00., ^.Y. 

Mill-Brook Kennels 
Thoroaglibred St. Bernards. 
Tborouglibred Scotch Collies, 

In the Stud—Champ. Verone. smooth St. Bernard, 
2 yrs. old, winner 14 prizes. Fee $50. Yoimg stock 
for sale. Address with stamp, WM. MONTGOMERY, 
JR., Bergenfields, N. J. 

Tee Fiell Sporisiiias’s Pictire Co,, 
PAI.MTKA, N. Y., 

Are now prepared to furnish copies of the photo¬ 
graphs token by Mr. Walker at the Eastern Field 
Trials. Lists and prices on application. 

STRAlT FIELD KENNELS. 
Dogs of ail breeds boarded and conditioned for 

shows. Setters and pointers trained for field trials 
and private use. Best of accommodations and 
attendance. Main building 100x14; Sixteen runs 
6X50, with running stream through all. 

IF’or 
All communications should be addressed to JAS. 

SEELEY. Lock Box 1887, Bridgeport, Coun. Best 
of references. 

POUTERS. 

Three pointer puppies, lemon and white, whelped 
Junes, 1885. Sire champion Rush (A.K.R. 357); 

dam. Nan (A.K.R. 866). 
JAMES P. SWAIN, JR., 

It P. O. Box 3, BronxvUle, N. Y. 

High Bred Pointers. 
A litter of pointer puppies, evenly marked liver 

,nd white, by Tim (Faust ex Clytie) out of Arrow 
Bow ex Sleaford Maid), whelped Oct. 22, 1885; $20 
(ach. I have never known the dam to throw any 
lut first class field dogs. A. R. HAYWARD, Rock 
lill, S. C-  

EXHIBITORS. 
Have your dogs properly handled and cared for 

at the coming shows. Night watchman employed. 
Record 1885, 67 firsts. 48 seconds. Reference, lead¬ 
ing exhibitors. H. W. LACY, Bay Ridge, L I. 

march4,lt 

E 
NGLISH BEAGLES FOR SALE.—ONE HAND- 

- j some biten over year old, partly trained, $16. 
One bitch puppy, handsomely marked, whelped 
June 9,1886. $12. One bitch puppy, W'helped Sept. 
6 1885, $10. All of above have full and fine pedi¬ 
gree, and are all right. Beagle bitch 6yrs. old. good 
pedigree and has excellent puppies that hunt finely, 
price $10, She is aU right except she ts some afraid 
of gim. Also handsome bitchnuppy, half beagle and 
half shepherd, ought to make good coon, squirrel 
and woodchuck dog. price $5. Also handsome blue 
mottled foxhound bitch, whelped June 18,1886. from 
fine hunting stock, price $16. N. ELMORE, Granby, 
Conn. mch4,lt 

Fob sale.—choice ibish setter dog and 
bitch, 8mos. old (Terrence ex. Yelda). Full 

pedigree. FRANK P. WILKINS, Danvers, Mass. 
^ mch4,lt 

For sale.-pugs, sired by champion 
Bradford Ruby out of imported Mollie. Prices 

reasonable. WESTERN RESERVE PUG KEN¬ 
NELS, Palmyra, Ohio. nicb4,2t 

:;aOR haT.K, a NUMBER OF WELL BRED AND 
well broken pointers and setters, also dOM 

oarded and broken, satisfaction guaranteed. Ad* 
real Lakeville. Mass. 8ept2S,tf 

G-XaOXT-XSXiL’S 
mPUBIAL 

DOG MEDICINES. 
Mange Cure.SOc. Dlstenaper Oare Sl.OO 
Blood Purifier_SOo. Termlfuge.60o. 
Canker Wash.SOo. Bye Lotion.50c. 
Diarrhoea Cure...SOo. Cure for Fits.... .SOo. 
Tonlo.SOc. Liniment.50c. 

Kennel and Stable Soap, best dog soap known 
price 25 cents. These remedies are sold by drug 
gists and dealers in sportsmen’s goods. All dog 
diseases treated by H. CLAY GLOVER, 1298 Broad¬ 
way, N. Y. 

References:—Westminster Kennel Club, Phila¬ 
delphia Kennel Club, New England Kennel Club, 
New Haven Kennel (Jlub, Cincinnati Kennel Club, 
Mr. Henry Bergh, Pres’t Society for Prevention of 
Cruelty to Animals; W. A. Conldm, V. 8. Zoological 
Department, Central Park, N. Y. 

HAIR’S WARWICK 

DOG MEDICINES. 
To All Lovers of Well-Bred Dogs. 

Your special attention Is called to my Warwick 
Dog Medicines. They are the practical res^dts 

forty years' experience by one of the greatest 
Breeders of Dogs in England, and I am positive in 
the assertion that they will supply a want long felt 
and acknowledged by American breeders. These 
preparations have been tested and can be relied 
upon as a sure cure for every DISEASE OP THE 
DOG. And I can say they -wul be valued and ap¬ 
preciated by all practical breeders. 

HAIR’S CONDITION POWDERS FOR DOGS, 60 
cents per box. HAIR’S DISTEMPER POWDERS, 
50 cents. HAIR’S MANGE CURE. 35 and 75 cents 
per bottle. HAIR’S WORM POWDERS, 60 cents 
per box. HAIR’S ALTERATIVE :POWDERS, 60 
cents per box. HAIR’S DISINFECTANT SOAP, 
25 cents. 

U. 8. DEPOT: 

OURTIS & HAIR, Pharmacists, 
BRIDGEPORT. CONN. 

N.B.—All diseases of dogs treated by Jas. E. Hair, 
Prescriptions will be sent when special diseases 
indicate, that can be compounded by druggists In 
any part of U. S. Fee $1.00. 

ASHMBNT’S BOOK: 
X>OG-S^ ' 

Their Management and Treatment in 
DISEASE. 

Accepted as the standard work on the subject by 
the leading sportsmen of America and England. 

Indispensable to owners of valuable dogs. It Is 
not confined to Canine Diseases alone, but 
gives full instructions as to Management in 
Health. . . 

PRICE, S2.00. For sale by all the principal 
booksellers, or sent postpaid on receipt of price by 

J. POKING THiJAYER, 
186 Tremont st., Boston, Mass. 

Boliannan’s Magic Skin Cure. 
A positive and absolute cure for A Tff 
Cures quicker, cheaper and better w Jil. 
than any article ever offered to the public. Two 
cakes, Sl.OO, post paid. No cure, no pay. Address 
A. A. RAYMOND, South Norwalk, Conn. 

THK 

N. E. KENNEL CLUB 
Will hold their Second Annual 

Benck Skow of Dogs 
APRIL 6, 7, 8, 9, 

At Mech-anic’^ Building, 
Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass. 

$2 000 
MEDALS, also numerous 

Entry Blanks address 
E. Kennel Club, , 
tel Boylston, Boston, Mass. 

NeiJmej Kernel&I'MlTrialCliili 
BENCH SHOW OF DOGS, 

Metropolitan Kink, Newark, N. J. 

MAEOH 23. 24 & 25, 1886. 

ENTRIES CLOSE TUESDAY, MARCH 9. 

IN CASH PRIZES AND 
valuable special prizes, 

For Premium List and 
Secretary N. 

Exhibitors desiring to carry dogs by Penn. R. R., 
eR. B., Lehigh Valley R. R., Sus. & W. R. R.. 
la. & Reading R. R., or D. L. & W. R. R., can do 
free of charge by presenting certificates Issued 
the club. Apply for same to 

A. P. YREDENBOKGH, Seo’y, 
14 Murray street, N. Y. 

mwi PaJoillry Society 
Will hold their Twelfth Annual 

BENCH SHOW OP DOGS 
March 16, 17, 18 and 19. 

Show to close at 6 P. M. on the 19th. 

At Grand Central Skating Rink. 
Pennsylvania ave. & Sixth st., Pittsburgh, Pa. 

For Pi-emlum List address 
febll 4t O. B. BLBEN, Secretary. 
leDiJ.at ^ WHITMAN, Supt. 
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THE DEER HOUNDING BILL. 

The Game Committee of the New York Senate gave a 

hearing on the bill to repeal the anti-hounding law last 

Tuesday. A brief report of the meeting is given elsewhere. 

No new arguments were advanced by the advocates of the 

repeal. They repeated their stock plea that the deer must 

be hounded to be made shy, so that the still-hunters cannot 

get them. The real motive of these men being selfishness, 

they studiously conceal this by pretending that they want 

only to protect the game. Notwithstanding that their asser¬ 

tions of pretended facts have been exposed in these columns 

as preposterous and intentionally misleading statements, 

they stick to the “shy” argument on the principle that it is 

“a good enough Morgan until after election.” They back 

up their side by the most grotesq[ue assertions. For instance, 

last Tuesday one man stood up and actually told the com¬ 

mittee that the unarmed still-hunter sometimes went out 

into the woods, and coming upon a deer, caught it and 

choked it to death. It is allowable to fight the devil with 

his own weapons, hut with what weapons, pray, can one 

combat an a'&vocate of deer bounding who talks in that 

fashion? 

There is one point which all the bounders who spoke last 

Tuesday studiously ignored. They told about the poor 

invalid sitting on a log forgetful of his bodily ailments while 

listening to the enchanting music of the hounds; hut they 

failed to tell what happened when that music suddenly 

ceased; they drew the curtain before the final act; they tried 

hard to concentrate sympathetic attention on the jioor inva. 

lid on the log, and to divert it from the deer being butchered 

in the water. The^' dare not face the facts. They do not 

and cannot meet the proved fact that the end of a chase by 

dogs is the death of the deer—driven into the water and shot 

at close range, clubbed or drowned. They dodge the proved 

fact that deer are surely killed in this manner, in localities 

where they could he taken in no other way. They dodge the 

fact that hotel keepers like Paul Smith advocate Hounding at 

the instance of and for the benefit of rich city guests, who could 

get venison in no other way. They dodge the fact that the dogs 

are employed as a sure thing, i. e., sure to get venison. And 

they rant about making deer “shy.” They pose as philan¬ 

thropists, spending their time and money in chasing Adiron¬ 

dack deer to make them “shy.” They purposely confound 

still-hunting with crusting and killing deer in yards. They 

talk about the unlawful butchery of deer by crust-hunters 

and the unlawful killing of deer in their yards in winter, and 

attempt to bamboozle the committee into believing that this is 

still-hunting. They harp on the terrible results of jack-shooting, 

but studiously avoid the fact that they have expunged the 

very good anti-jacking clause from theh bill, because they 

hoped thus the more readily to get their hounding clause 

through, and because they really do not care whether jack¬ 

ing is forbidden or not; but are more than glad to make a 

bargain with the jack-shooters, whereby the latter may have 

license to get all the deer they can in the first part of the 

season, provided the bounders can get what are left. In 

short, it is by one pretense and another, the hollowness of 

which is perfectly evident to every fair-minded man who 

knows anything about the Adiroudacks and deer hunting, 

that the advocates of the anli-hounding law repeal are mak 

ing their campaign. 

Another hearing will be given by the committee in the 

Senate Chamber Tuesday afternoon, March 16, at 3 o’clock. 

We take this occasion to warn those who are interested in 

preserving the deer of the Adirondacks, that unless they 

take measures to provide incontrovertible evidence to dis¬ 

prove the statements of the repealers, which will he made at 

that meeting, the deer law will be repealed. The clubs and 

associations which have taken a stand against the repeal, 

should send representatives to the hearing with such statis¬ 

tics and facts as they may command. 

There is abundant sentiment in favor of the present law 

to defend it, could that sentiment only be expressed to the 

Committee and the Senate. The advocates of the repeal are 

working assiduously because they want to have deer hound¬ 

ing next season; they must he met by a like activity unless 

the people of this State are content to let the case go by 

default. 

THE MASSACaUSETTS A8800LATL0N. 

The BostOQ game market is the “dumping ground” foj. 

most of the game left on the dealers’ hands at the close 

of the season in other States. The Legislature of the Bay 

State has for years been under the domination of the market 

moneyed interests of Boston whenever game legislation has 

come up. The Massachusetts Fish and Game Protective 

Association has made repeated attempts to secure more sen¬ 

sible and more just laws, but they have been balked every 

time by the dealers. So we still have the beautiful spectacle 

of the market men gathering in great stores of game, trade 

in which is declared to be illicit by some of the States whence 

it is shipped; and holding this game at such prices as may 

suit their fancy. Because of the better laws of neighboiing 

States the Boston men have a monopoly of the trade. They 

can be extortionate if they choose, for they are not controlled 

by any competition. They cannot make a pretense that their 

game supplies benefit anybody except the rich. They can 

not plead that public good demands the present outrageous 

law, for the only part of the public now deriving any 

good from the extended game season is made up of rich 

gourmets, wlio willingly pay extravagant prices for grouse 

and venison. 

In the report of a recent meeting of the Association, given 

elsewhere, it will be seen that the society is persisting in its 

efforts to secure better laws. The plea that the extraor¬ 

dinary privileges now granted are in direct violations of 

inter-state comity is worthy of consideration; it is notone 

that will appeal very strongly to the class of customers who 

now support the game dealers; hat if properly presented to 

the people of the State at large it ought to have some weight, 

especially when it is demonstrated to the dwellers in the 

country that along with the game from the West, sold in the 

protracted open season, are scores and hundreds of ruffed 

grouse snared in Massachusetts, and quail from their own 

fields. 

The principle of the Golden Kule is less powerful than 

that of self-interest. Let the voters of every county in 

Massachusetts understand that when they make Boston and 

tributary markets the dumping grouud of western game, 

they put a premium on their own game birds. This is a 

rule which has been demonstrated over and over again. 

E’ibe Bugs.—We recently reported the conviction of a 

Maine incendiary, who had poisoned the cows and fired the 

barn and house of a game constable. This was his way of 

taking revenge for prosecution as a deer bounder. State 

j Game Protector Armstrong reports a similar case of revenge¬ 

ful incendiarism by an Adii-ondack deer bounder. This is 

I the class of North Woods residents who demand permission 

to hound. 

SONGS OB FEATHERS? 

IT was a very pretty lady who sat one June day on the 

porch of an old gray farmhouse. The hop vines were 

well on their way up the strings of pack-thread to the low 

eaves, the lilacs brushed the windows with cones of blossom, 

and the greensward sloping toward the road was dotted with 

the golden disks of dandelions in full bloom and the misty 

bubbles of those that bloomed a week before. She was a 

kindly-looking lady, too, as well as a pretty one, and one 

might well guess from the soft and tender expression of her 

eyes that she would not purposely harm one of the humblest 

of earth’s creatures. A eity-hred lady, one might he sure, 

by the unsunned white and damask of her fair cheek, and 

the fresh, half-surprised pleasure with which she listened to 

the merry jingle of the rout of bobolinks in the meadow and 

watched the orioles building their nests in the branches of a 

great elm, flashing up with long streamers of fibrous bark 

and shreds of ravelled yarn trailing behind them to weave 

the coming babies’ cradles of. How much a part of the per¬ 

fect summer day these joyous singers and happy workers 

seemed! She could no more imagine a June without them 

than a June without leaves and flowers. 

A year from that day she was sitting there again. The 

same blue sky heat over her, with the fleecy flocks of clouds 

drifting across it. The hop vines were crawling toward the 

eaves again. The scent of the hlacs was in the air, the dan¬ 

delions starring the sward with gold, and the silver baUoons 

ready to sail away on the first breeze. But where were the 

birds? Only two or three bobolinks scattered their song over 

the wide acres of the meadow, and one oriole, atilt on the 

swinging limb where the weather beaten, tattered nest of last 

year dangled, sang a heartbroken call over and over again for 

the mate who never came, 
“What can have become of aU the birds?” she asked her 

husband, who came strolling out with his book and cigar. 

“The birds? Ah! Well, my dear, I think I saw one of 

them on your hat last winter, two or three score of them on 

the hats of your friends, and ten times as many in the milli¬ 

ners’ shops. And you miss them? Well, ‘you cannot have 

your cake and eat it.’ If you must wear birds’ skins in your 

hats, you will have to do without their singing and their 

pretty ways, for all that I can see.” 

And he fell to reading and smoking and she to thinking. 

A BAILBOAD TO COOKE GLTY. 

TO permit a railroad to enter the Yellowstone Park is to 

overthrow all the good work that has been done toward 

protecting that beautiful region. Its lands have been re¬ 

served from settlement by private individuals. Are they 

now to he thrown open to enrich a corporation? We have 

pointed out the evil results which are sure to follow the 

building of a railroad in the Park; Settlements within it, the 

game driven off, the forests burned, the brooks and springs 

dried up, and the volume of the rivers diminished. 

These are serious, they will be deplorable, calamities. Are 

we prepared to face them? Certainly not, unless some great 

public benefit is to he gained in return. There is in the pro¬ 

posed Cinnabar and Clark’s Pork Railroad no advantage to the 

public which is at all commensurate with the inevitable evils 

which will follow its construction. There are other routes, far 

easier and better, which will give the mine owners of 

Cooke City and Henderson Mountain a ready way to the 

Northern Pacific Railroad. 

The route from Cinnabar up the Yellowstone, East Pork 

and Soda Butte Creek will be a difficult one to build. An 

enormous amount of rock work will have to be done, for the 

soft sliding tufa which constitutes a great deal of the canon 

walls is treacherous material, and is likely at any time to 

slip down in vast masses and destroy a great deal of com¬ 

pleted work. There are also heavy grades on this line, which 

can only be overcome at great cost. The road can be built, 

no doubt. In these days of engineering triumphs almost any 

thing is possible, but it will be a vast undertaking, will be 

slow and enormously costly. 

On the other side of the range there are three practicable 

routes from the mines to the Northern Pacific R. R. One of 

these is down Clark’s Pork, another down Clark’s Fork for 

part of the way, then crossing over to Rocky Fork, and 

down that, while the third is down Stillwater. The first two 

are long as compared with the third, and in one or two places 

present heavy grades. That down Stillwater, however, pre. 

sents such striking advantages that there can be no doubt as 

to its desirability over all others. With the town of StiU- 

water as its initial point and Henderson Mountain as its ter¬ 

minus, the length of this railroad would he only fifty-six 

miles. There will be on it no very heavy rockwork, and the 
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gradients and curvatures will be light. The average cost 

per mile should not be more than f5,000. There is only one 

point at which there will be any heavy work. This is at the 

canon, forty-one miles from the mouth of the river, where 

there will be a rock cutting of perhaps four thousand cubic 

yards. From the mouth of the river up to this point there 

will be only light work, and while, for the remaining fifteen 

miles, there will be some little rock work, there will be noth¬ 

ing which can fairly be called heavy work. 

For the first forty-one miles, that is from Stillwater up to 

the mouth of the canon, the grade will not exceed eighty feet 

to the mile. From the canon to the Forks, it will not be over one 

hundred feet to the mile, while from the Forks to Henderson 

Mountain it will somewhat exceed this. This last grade may 

be in a measure avoided, however, by lengthening the 

road a little, and first running up the East Fork a short 

distance, and then doubling back and running up the West 

Fork. 
An important point in favor of this route is that the topog¬ 

raphy of the valley is such that at all of the points along the 

route, where the snow drifts, the road can at very small cost 

be kept above ground, thus avoiding all danger of snow 

blockades. There being no divide to cross, the grade will 

all be one way, and therefore all the road’s heavy freight— 

its carloads of ore—will be hauled down hill—a great saving. 

The Clark’s Fork route is, as we have remarked, longer, 

and there are one or two places where the grades are heavy. 

The route keeps well back from the canon, however, and 

except at the point between Dead Indian and Iron Water 

Creek there appear to be no very serious obstacles to be over, 

come. We print a sketch map of the region under consider¬ 

ation, in which the three routes named are roughly delineated. 

The Clark’s Fork route follows pretty closely the wagon 

road; the Bocky Fork route follows the U. 8. Mail route to 

Bed Lodge and then follows the dotted pack trail, while the 

Stillwater route follows up the valley of that river to Hender¬ 

son Mountain. Some one of these three should be chosen, 

for no railroad should ever be allowed to penetrate the Yel- 

lowstone Park. 
The projectors of railroads cannot plead any reasonable 

necessity of invading the Park, and endangering its forest 

]n:«serves._ 

Db. W. H. Winslow, of Pittsburgh, Pa., whose “Cruise 

of the Pilgrim” has furnished such acceptable reading in our 

Yachting columns for several weeks past, is the author of a 

book which is a story of the late war, entitled “Cruising and 

Blockading.” It is a book for “boys both young and old." 

TO THE WALLED-IN LAKES. 

XIV.—A BEAR PIPE DANCE. 

HAD not forgotten that I had a vow to pay. Once the 

Sun had been kind to me, and though I bore him but 

slight good will, I felt that I must give the Bear Pipe a dance, 

as I had promised. 
The morning after our arrival at the Agency, therefore, 

we sent over to old Bed Eagle, the most potent of the medi¬ 

cine men of the Pegunny, to ask him if he would unwrap 

the Bear Pipe for us. Bed Eagle is a relative of Appekunny, 

and for this reason it was hoped that his reply would be 

favorable. We were not disappointed. Word came back 

from the old man that three hours before sunset he would be 

ready for us. We therefore sent to bis lodge some tea, bread 

and tobacco, together with a large bag of dried sarvice ber¬ 

ries, these last being in some way “medicine” and an indis¬ 

pensable accompaniment of this ceremony. Then toward 3 

o’clock Mr. Kipp, Appekunny and I drove over to Two Medi¬ 

cine, where Bed Eagle’s camp was. As we passed down into 

the bottom and pulled up near the lodges, a pack of about 

forty dogs of all sizes, colors and ages, dashed out from the 

brush and the lodges, and with furious barkings, snappings 

and snarlings, rushed upon us like a whirlwind; but their 

bark was far worse than their bite, if, indeed, they had this 

last at all, and when they got within a few feet of us, all 

their clamor changed to welcoming tail wags, and they 

seemed very glad to see us. 
We found that Bed Eagle’s preparations were not com¬ 

pleted, and while waiting we strolled over to the spot 

near the camp, where in ancient days the Pegunny used to 

jump the buffalo off the cliff. This is a high sandstone bluff, 

which was once a vertical cliff rising fifty feet above the val¬ 

ley, but it has now weathered down so that there are two 

benches, each one about twenty-five feet high with a very 

steep slope beneath each. The ground at the base of the 

bluff is liberally sprinkled with minute fragments of the 

bones and teeth of buffalo, but parts which are still recog 

nizable are rare. Occasionally a badly-decayed vertebra may 

be seen, or rib, or fragment of a leg bone which had been 

covered up by the soil and so preserved from the general de¬ 

cay. To the Indians the place is still sacred, and to mark 

it they have built up and keep in repair a pyramid of buffalo 

horns. This memorial is about three feet in diameter and a 

foot or two high. It was once much larger, for the soil 

about its base seems entirely composed of fragments of de¬ 

cayed horns. All those which now compose the pile are very 

old and rotten, but the Indians still give the heap attention. 

piling it up whenever it is blown down or knocked over by 

the horses, which like to feed at the base of this cliff, where 

the grass, nourished by the decay of thousands of buffalo 

carcasses, is luxuriantly thick and green. 

We looked in vain for arrow points or stone implements of 

any kind. For many years, sand and stones have been wash¬ 

ing down from the bluff in the rain and the wind, and any 

articles that were once lost here have long since been cov¬ 
ered up, 

Eeturning to Bed Eagle’s lodge, we found that the prepa¬ 

rations for the ceremony were not yet completed, I sat 

down on a log near the lodge and began to make friends with 

the small childi’en, who were nearly as numerous as the dogs. 

There was one little fellow about two years old who quite 

won my heart by his genial smile and general air of cordial¬ 

ity. His clothing consisted of several strings of beads, a 

buckskin thong about the neck to which was attached a 

medicine stone, and an extremely abbreviated shirt, which 

came down just to his lower ribs. The rest of his person 

was covered only by a thick coating of mud. He had evi¬ 

dently been playing in some half dried up puddle. This 

young savage marched up to me in the most confiding way, 

and after shaking hands in a matter-of-course fashion, quite 

as if we had been equals, he clambered up on my knee, and, 

having inspected my watch and chain and notebook until 

satisfied, sat there blandly watching the antics of his seniors. 

It appeared to be a favorite amusement of these children, 

from five to ten years of age, to surprise the unhappy dogs 

when asleep by the lodges or playing near them, and beat 

them with long twigs and pieces of brushwood until the 

wretched curs took refuge in the brush with most melancholy 

bowlings, while the young Indians screamed with delight. 

I found that my tiny friend was very much such a child as 

a white infant of the same age would have been, and was 

amused at the same things; but he was far better able to 

take care of himself than a white child of three times his 

years. 

At length Appekunny called me, and with him I entered 

the lodge, in which were already seated a number of Indians. 

Bed Eagle sat at the back, with the fire between himself and 

the door, and at his left was a space, where—in the place of 

honor—we seated ourselves. The lodge was quite full. 

Several of the women had their babies, either on their backs 

or between their knees. On the right of the Bear Man was 

his wife, the Bear Woman. 

Bed Eagle was a large, fine looking man of majestic 

presence. His massive face, which had a kindly benignant 

expression, was framed in his long gray hair which hung 

down over his broad shoulders. He is one of the oldest men 

in the tribe, and is now quite blind. 

When all were seated there was a little pause, and then 

the Bear Woman took up a dried willow branch, which had 

two parallel twigs close together, to answer for a pair of 

tongs, and lifted from the fire a live coal, which she placed 

on the ground before the Bear Man. The latter then began 

to sing a low monotonous chant in a minor key, in which, 

after a few' moments, all the other Indians joined. The song 

was very plaintive and melancholy. While singing Bed 

Eagle interrupted himself every now and then to exclaim, 

Nl-ai’, my shelter or robe, the other Indians continuing to 

sing. After a few moments he reached his hand under the 

blanket on which he was sitting, and drew forth a small 

pouch, which he passed to the Bear Woman. She slowly 

untied it and took from it a pinch of the dried needles of 

the sweet pine, which she held over the coal. Then the 

Bear Man sang four times, and as the music would rise and 

fall the Bear Woman’s hand would rise and fall over the 

coal. At the end of the fourth song the Man stretched out 

his hand and made a downward gesture, as if placing on, 

and the Bear Woman let fall the incense on the coal. Im¬ 

mediately the fragrant perfume of the burning leaves filled 

the lodge. The singing continued a little longer, but at 

length there was a pause. Then, both Bear Man and Woman 

stretched out their hands over the smoke of the burning 

sweet pine, and rubbed them together. Then they took 

smoke in their hands and rubbed it over their wrists and 

forearms, and afterward, taking more, passed it over their 

heads, shoulders and upper arms. They also todk handfuls 

of tke smoke and seemed to eat it, so that they might purify 

themselves without and within. 

Then raising his face toward the Sun, the Bear Man 

prayed, saying; 

“Hear, Above People, hear. Thunder, those animals {i. e., 
his secret helpers or medicine animals] hear too. Kim-o-Ut, 
Kim-o-iit, Kim o-iit. Pity us, pity us, pity us. Let us live, 

let us live. Give us full life. Let us [become] old. Listen, 

Appekunny, let him survive. In his wandering about, letno 

danger befall him from bad beasts, or dangers that are on the 

trail. Let his wife and boy that child with hair like the sun, 

live to be very old, and have plenty of everything. Joe, let 

him live. Keep him when he is traveling. Protect him 

from all dangers, from perils from animals, and from all 

dangers on the trail. Let his wife and child live and have 

abundance. And their young brother, let him survive. Care 

for him and keep him safe from danger, everywhere he may 

be. 
“All people let live. Oh, Creator, have pity on the people, 

so that they may live well, free from danger. Oh [pipe] teU 

them [i.e.all Above People] have pity on us. May all 

people have full life. Give everybody heavy bodies. Let 

the young people grow; increase their flesh. Let all men. 
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women and children have full life. Harden the bodies of 

the old people so that they may reach great age.” 

When he ceased all the jDeople uttered a long-drawn 

Ah-h-h-h [Yes]. 
The earnestness of the petitioner was indescribably touch¬ 

ing. This was not a droning, perfunctory prayer, whose 

object seems to be to convey as much information as possible 

to the deity. Here was a priest who reallydesired what 

he asked for. He threw himself on the mercy of this 

god and would not let him go. He implored, he' urged, he 

insisted, he would not be denied; and as I saw the great 

beads of sweat stand out upon the old man's brow, I thought 

of another struggle of long ago, when, at the ford Jabbok, 

another patriarch wrestled through the long night with his 

God and prevailed. 

The prayer ended the singing was resumed, Red Eagle 

starting it. and the others, after a little, joining in a plaintive 

refrain, Presently the Bear Woman again took from the 

sack some of the sweet pine needles and sprinkled them on 

the coal, and as the white smoke curled upward both Man 

and Woman again took it in their hands and as before, puri¬ 

fied themselves by passing it over their arms, heads, shoul¬ 

ders and breasts. After they had done this, they took hand¬ 

fuls of it and held this up under a large package, attached 

to a beautifully ornamented pack saddle, which was tied to 

the lodge poles above their heads. This package contained 

Ihe Bear Pipe. The singing continued, and now the Bear 

Woman chewed some of the sweet pine, and then spitting it 

into her hands, spread it over herself as she had done the 

smoke, and rising to her knees very slowly and reverently 

untied the package from the saddle and placed it on the 

blanket between the Bear Man and herself. 

The Bear Man now began a new song—one which was 

more lively—and he and the Woman moved their hands 

through the smoke, and then holding their hands over the 

package moved them alternately up and down in time to the 

music. At first the hands were closed except as to the fore¬ 

finger, which pointed straight out, and the up and down 

motions were quick and dainty, to represent the sharp rise 

and fall of the feet of the antelope when walking. Then at 

a little change in the air, the fingers were all bent, but the 

hand not closed, and the up and down motions became 

deliberate and heavy, to symbolize the slow tread of the 

walking bear. At another slight change in the air the old 

man raised his hands partly closed, the forefinger extended, 

pointing upward and slightly bent inward, to the sides of 

his head, and moving his face this way and that as if looking 

about him, called out in a shrill voice, ‘ ‘Uoo. ” The hand 

sign meant “buffalo” and the head motion “look out.” This 

sign is related to the word Nl ai', often used in the song, 

meaning my sheltcr=covering=robe=buffalo. Then fol¬ 

lowed up and down (walking) motions in time to the air, all 

the fingers being extended forward, symbolizing going to 

war, and the danger, or lookout, signal, forefingers pointing 

straight up to and raised to the sides of the head like a 

pricked ear, with startled expression of countenance and the 

watchful look. 

This song ended. Red Eagle slowly and carefully removed 

the wrappings from the package at his side, the singing not 

being interrupted at all, though the air was changed again to 

the slower, more monotonous chant. The braid string being- 

untied from the double-mouthed red cloth sack, which 

formed the outer covering of the pipe, he drew forth a long 

bundle, wrapped in silk handkerchiefs of various colors. 

One by one he took these off until ten or twelve had been 

removed, and the Bear Pipe was revealed. 

It was a handsome stem, about four feet long, wrapped 

for a part of its length with large, handsome beads, and pro¬ 

fusely ornamented with white weasel tails and feathers, 

which depended from it in thick bunches. Kear the lower 

or pipe extremity was a spread plume of twelve tail feathers 

of the war eagle, each one having its extremity wrapped 

with red or yellow horse hair, which hung down in a long 

tuft. Below this plume the stem was tied with red, green 

and yellow ribbons, and again below this was a cluster of 

brightly burnished hawks bells. The whole stem was very 

handsome and heavy. 

When the coverings were removed, the old man for a 

moment bent in silence over the pipe, and then raised it 

slowly and tenderly to his face, making a cooing, caressing 

sound, such as a mother might make to her infant. He 

pressed it to his lips and whispered to it ecstatically, while 

his sightless eyes looked toward the Sun, as if they could 

pierce the covering of the lodge and behold some Presence 

invisible to our gro.sser vision. After a wrapt silence of a 

few moments, he again spoke in a low voice to the pipe, and 

passed it over his arms, shoulders and both sides of the head. 

Then he sang again, shaking the pipe in time to the music. 

Then again he prayed loudly and impressively, and said; 

“Oh, Bun, Old Man and Stars, pity us, pity us. Look 

down. My dream told me that those Crows [who stole our 

horses] will not survive if they [the Piegan pursuers] over¬ 

take them.” Then followed again the substance of the first 

prayer, and he ended with this petition, “Little Plume, let 

him survive; Tearing Lodge and Double Rider, let them 

survive, and bring the heads [f. e., scalps].” 

Then turning to the left, he passed the pipe to Appekunny, 

who spoke a few words to it and handed it to me. I held it 

to my face and made a short prayer to it, and then passed it 

to an old blind warrior who sat next to me, and who prayed 

to it fervently and long, and then handed it to his neighbor. 

And so it went round the circle, each one who received it 

prayed to it most earnestly. I was anxious to hear what the 

people said in their prayers, but they spoke in low tones, and 

the only words I could catch were now and then Kim-o Ut and 

Napi. It was touching to see the young women who had 

babies with them, after praying to the pipe, pass it up and 

down over the bodies and heads of their little ones, and to 

see upon their faces the expression of love and faith that one 

sees nowhere save on a woman’s countenance. 

Meanwhile Red Eagle had taken a medicine rattle 

made from the dried scrotum of a buffalo bull, in which 

were a lot of small round stone, and again began to sing, 

shaking the rattle in time to the music. 

At length the pipe had passed round the circle and was 

handed by the Bear Woman to Red Eagle. He took it and 

said rapidly twenty or thirty times, “Pity, pity.” Then 

rising to his feet he began a new song, and danced, 

first toward the east, and then, turning about, toward the 

west. The people accompanied him with their voices in a 

new but equally plaintive and musical minor chant. After 

he had danced he faced about, and sitting down prayed 

again, repeating what he had said in his first and second 

prayer, and concluding with these words; “Let the Sun 

shine upon us and our lives be without shadows.” At the 

end of the prayer all the people said, “Yes, have pity, have 

pity.” 
Then he made a sign that the ceremony was over, and we 

filed out of the lodge. Yo. 

^he ^artsntm ^auri^t. 
Address all comnmnicaUons to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 

ing Co. _ 

A DRY HUNT. 

WAS much interested in the article of “Wells” in the 
Forest and Stream of Jan. 14, entitled “A Wild Goose 

Chase,” from having had many such experiences myself 
which 1 style dry hunts, but I always managed to keep up 
some cheerfulness, really getting much dry fun out of a dry 
hunt, and never allowing the failure to get a good bag of 
game to deprive me of the other enjoyments rightfully 
belonging to such a trip, and which, indeed, constitute a 
very important part of it. And this is a point it will be well 
for all sportsmen to consider. It is not the great quantity 
of game, nor the mere killing it, from which is derived all 
the enjoyable sport of an extended hunting trip; and, as 
they are the best generals who turn apparent defeat into 
victory, and the best cooks are they who can produce the 
most palatable and delicious meal from the least material; 
so, may we not add, that they are the best sportsmen who 
can get the most enjoyment from bagging the least game. 

In view of the rapid decrease in all kinds of game in all 
sections of our broad country, it would seem advisable to 
cultivate this faculty of getting all the sport we can when 
out on a trip, whether we get much or little game; in fact 
the habit, disposition, faculty or education required to make 
an outing pass pleasantly, is just as requisite as the ability to 
handle well the gun and dog. He who starts out on a shoot¬ 
ing scout with the solemn visage he would wear to a funeral 
will be quite likely to reap about the same enlivening reward 
from the one he gets from the other, and no more. If after 
getting his traps together for a start and taking his dog from 
the kennel he does not feel the blood move a little quicker in 
his veins, and does not experience a premonition that he is 
about to enter a higher plane of life, a sort of elysium of 
which the great throng of humanity know not, then he had 
better put away his tools, chain up his dog, or give them aU 
to some one who can enjoy them, and go back to the hum¬ 
drum drudaery of every day life, for he has mistaken his 
calling. The very preparations for a hunting trip will 
afford delight to a genuine sportsman, and he will keep 
that up and add to it till the campaign is ended, game or 
no game. I once had a friend (and many of your readers 
would recall him should I give his name) who, with all the 
patience and perseverance he could muster, could not bag 
more than one bird in ten shots; still he took as much delight 
as a veteran in keeping in perfect order and condition a fine 
gun and outfit and a good dog, and never let a season pass 
without taking many trips which he would enjoy from the 
crown of his hat to the sole of his shoe; and it was a very 
dull party that his genial whole-souled good nature would 
not enliven. He was brim full of all the qualities of a good 
sportsman, except he could not kill his birds, but even this 
did not deprive him of the enjoyment of a pleasure he could 
find nowhere else. I name this to impress again the fact 
that real enjoyable pleasure can be obtained in hunting, 
even though the quantity of game procured is quite limited. 
I never killed or shot a deer in my life; yet 1 have spent 
weeks at a time with parties in pursuit of them, the reniem- 
brance of which is stiU very pleasant to me. I give a few 
incidents of one of those trips in the moxmtains of California 
and this one, as far as deer were concerned, was a dry hunt. 

Early one morning we started, five of us, with Old Bob 
(a little square-built mustang, whose caudal appendage had 
been very much abbreviated, hence his name) to pack our 
blankets, camp tools and what few articles of food we took 
along, mostly condiments and delicacies, with flour, a few 
potatoes and onions and a side of bacon, intending of course 
to revel mostly in venison steaks and roasts during our stay. 
At the close of the first day’s tramp (and it was a good one, 
following the tops of the ridges, when once gained, as long 
as they led in the direction we wished to go, then striking- 
down the side to the deep canon below and up the steep 
sides of the ridge opposite to its top) we found ourselves 
about twenty miles from our starting point, having increased 
our altitude about 3,000 feet in that distance. Here we 
made our camp in a level spot near the head of a canon, 
shut in by heavy timber, using spruce boughs for a roof, 
plentifully covering the ground beneath with the small fine 
twigs of tlie same, on which we spread our blankets. These 
spruce boughs make a nice shelter from everything except 
rain—for protection from rain they are a decided failure; 
for, as old Birney said: “It only has to rain for half an hour 
outside to make it rain all night under your ‘bresh’ tent.” 
We tried it one evening and know the old man was pretty 
near right. But what' cared we? There was fuel enough 
all about us from which to make a fire that would soon dry 
a saturated sponge. Only those who have built a temporary 

camp in the woods know the delight in its preparation. The 
fire is the central sun around which, at a respectful distance, 
the primitive couches hover. While some are putting the 
finishing touches on the camp, others are preparing the de¬ 
licious meal. Delicious? Yes. Delmonico never prepared 
so inviting a repast, and a tramp on Broadway or Fifth 
avenue never produced such an enchanting appetite. There 
was delight in being tired and hungry—delight in the imme¬ 
diate prospect of both being relieved and appeased, which 
was borne to us by the fragrance of steaming tea and coffee, 
and the sputtering of bacon and potatoes in the frying pan, 
and the sight of the round biscuit growing more plump and 
brown before the fire. Is there not pleasure in such a meal, 
in such a place? After supper the pipes and the chat and 
the laying out the morrow’s hunt—deciding who shall look 
after camp and prepare the evening meal—then seeking our 
fragrant beds, such sleep would come to us as is never found 
on “flowery beds of ease.” 

Up the next morning bright and early, and breakfast over, 
the camp keeper for the day is left to “do up the dishes,” 
while the rest of us take our respective courses and strike out 
for the day’s still-hunting. And when one after another we 
had all gathered into camp at night to find our host and 
supper awaiting us, with what zest was that meal enjoyed, 
and what interest was excited in the recital of each one’s ex¬ 
perience! One may have seen a deer, but the breaking of a 
dry stick or some misstep on his part had telegraphed to the 
sensitive ear of the timid game the danger it was in, when it 
would quickly place the summit of a ridge between them. 
He would follow cautiously to the top, expecting to find the 
deer quietly feeding on the other side, but on peering over 
would quite likely see it high up on the opposite ridge, a mile 
away, with a deep canon between them; then would com¬ 
mence the tramp of two or three mQes up around the head 
of the canon and down on the opposite side of the ridge on 
which the deer was feeding, in hopes to head it off and sur¬ 
prise it with a shot; but the chances were his long tramp 
had taken too much time, and the deer had passed on over 
the ridge before he arrived at the proper point. I did not 
even see a deer. But what of that? I did my share of camp 
duty and tramping; and when noiselessly wandering beneath 
the green arches of that magnificent forest, saw and felt a 
thousand delights of which the dwellers amid brick walls 
and paved streets know not. Added to this was the constant 
expectancy of seeing one of the mild-eyed and gracefully- 
formed denizens of the forest—in fact I killed several of 
them—^while lying in the bushes, or feeding on some warm 
grassy spot, or dashing past them at full speed—^yes, killed 
them in my vivid imagination. Had I in reality seen one, 
I doubt very much if I had remembered that I had a gun 
with me; and stUl I enjoyed it all as though I had been a 
veritable “Deer Slayer.” 

We were startled from our slumbers one morning just be¬ 
fore dawn by old Bob dashing unceremoniously into camp. 
We were all up in an instant, just in time to hear an old 
grizzly crashing through the brush up the opposite side of 
the mountain. He had called to make a meal of old Bob, 
who, declining to entertain so early and uncouth a visitor, 
had broken his fastening where he was picketed a few rods 
from camp, and called on us for protection. Although it 
was a little early, our breakfast was soon prepared and over, 
when I called for volunteers to pursue the ruthless invader 
of our peace and quiet, or in other words, for a bear hunt. 
Strange as it may seem, not one of the party had lost any 
bears, and conseqhently they respectfully declined to spend 
any lime in looking up other people’s property. True, one 
of our party had made the intimate acquaintance of a grizzly 
some two years before, the mementoes of which wei-e. a 
broken jaw and cheek bone, but as his old acquaintance had 
been killed a few days after his interview with him, he 
seemed decidedly averse to making any new friends in that 
line. Finally Jerry, an old mountaineer and a good hunter, 
agreed to go with me if I would promise him one thing, and 
that was not to shoot at the bear if we came in sight of it; 
“for,” said JeiTy, “if we let the bear alone he will let us 
alone, unless we come on to him of a suddint.” I promised 
faithfully, and we started on the trail of Mr. Brain, which 
was quite easy to follow, for his tracks in the soft ground 
and patches of snow were nearly as large as the top of a coal 
scuttle. As we came to spots where the soft dirt or snow 
seemed still almost quivering on the edges of the deep tracks, 
so recently had it been disturbed, Jerry would remind me of 
my promise not to shoot, and I would assure him my sole 
desire was to see the bear—“only this and nothing more.” 
While on our tramp, .Jerry told me of the only personal in¬ 
terview he had ever enjoyed with this monarch of the moun¬ 
tains. and pulled his hunting shirt from his shoulders and 
showed me the affectionate marks of the bear’s teeth while 
in his loving embrace. Jerry said; “It happened this way. 
I was hunting deer on the side of a mountain, and had come 
to a place where the branches of the chapparal were so 
thick and intertwined that I had to get down almost 
on my knees and creep along. Presently I came 
to a little open space and rose to my feet, and 
at the same instant a bear rose up in front of me, 
and before I had time to bring my rifle to a position to shoot, 
he hit me with one of his paws and I found myself Ij'ing on 
my back with the bear on top; fortunately my head lay up 
the hill, and as the bear made for my face, which they 
always do in attacking a man, I caught him by the fur on 
each side of his head, and by pressing his head one way and 
mine the other I could just save my face from being 
crunched, but he would occasionally give me a nip on the 
shoulders as you see. Of course I could endure this but a 
few minutes as my strength would soon give out, and I dared 
not let go with one hand to get my knife, for an instant’s re¬ 
lease of his jaws would have enabled him to crush my head 
like an eggshell. In my desperation I gathered my knees 
and feet in under him, and with all the power I could com¬ 
mand I raised myself up and threw him over flat on his 
back with head down the hill. When he got on his feet he 
turned his head and looked at me as though he was aston¬ 
ished at such usage, and giving a grunt started off down the 
hill.” “Did you hit him?” I asked. “No,” says .Jerry, “I 
didn’t shoot, but grabbed my rifle and run the other way, 
glad to get out of it so; and should not have got off so easily 
but this happened to be a young one not weighing more than 
400 pounds, but the fellow that is making these tracks would 
more than double that. So you will not shoot if you see 
him?” Again I said no, and we tramped on. Occasionally 
we would come to a thicket into which he had entered, and 
for fear we might meet him sooner than we desired, we 
would scout round the outer edge to the opposite side, where 
we would again find his tracks as he had emerged from the 
cover. Thus we followed him till past noon, when his foot¬ 
prints led down the side of a mountain into a deep rocky 
canon thick with bushes, and Jerry would not risk the 
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descent; so we took a bee line for camp without getting a 
glimpse of his bearship. Perhaps it was just as well for the 
bear, and better for us. After supper we were informed by 
the camp keeper for the day that our stock of bacon was 
nearly exhausted, and as no deer had been bagged it looked 
as though we should soon have to be put on short allowance. 

I was up early the next morning and while taking a wash 
I heard the grunt of a mountain grouse, and, being the only 
one of the party who used a shotgun, I started immediately 
to follow up the grouse by the sound. This requires much 
care and patience. These birds spend very little time on the 
ground, but will perch high up amid the thick foliage of the 
pine, hemlock or spruce, call at intervals of four or five 
minutes with a deep, guttural grunt that can be heard from 
a long distance. They are very shy and wiU stop calling at 
the slightest strange sight or sound, and when qriiet it is im¬ 
possible to locate the tree on which they rest, and even when 
located, it requires the keenest eye to detect them. I fol¬ 
lowed up the sound as carefully and rapidly as possible, 
stopping occasionally and waiting for a repeat to be sure of 
my course, until I had gone more than half a mile. At last 
I had him located in a tall pine tree: he had heard or seen 
me and ceased calling. Now came the difficult task of get¬ 
ting a sight of my game. Circling slowly around the tree 
and looking it over from every point, gradually narrowing 
the circle till I found myself directly under its branches, 
when looking up almost vertically I saw his head and neck 
stretched out over a limb, evidently watching me with as 
much interest as I evinced in lookingfor him. Knowing that 
this was my golden opportunity, and that 1 could get but 
the one shot, as, should he dart from the tree amid the forest 
evergreens that surrounded us, I should see him no more, I 
raised my gun and gave him a broadside of both barrels and 
he came crashing down through the branches from his 300- 
feet perch, and fairly bounced when he struck the ground. 
Gathering my bird I hastened to camp, receiving a vote of 
thanks from the party for the royal breakfast the grouse 
made us. 

We had decided to move our camp some six miles up the 
mountain to an old deserted hunter’s or miner’s cabin which 
one of the party had discovered in his tramp; but when 
we began preparing for the move, two of the party 
having become discouraged from our ill success and the 
prospect of short rations, decided to desert us and take the 
back track for home; so the three of us having “enlisted 
for the war,” or rather the week, turned backs on them and 
jtarted up the mountain for the deserted cabin which we 
reached before noon, and leaving G. to fit up camp, I and 
Jerry started out in different directions with an understand¬ 
ing that we should return at 3 o’clock. When we returned 
Jerry said he had seen deer sign over on the south side of a 
mountain where they had browsed, and he thought if I went 
there toward sunset I would at least see a deer. As it was 
about three miles to the ground I mounted old Bob and 
started. Beaching the summit of the ridge, which was 
pretty well covered with snow, I hitched the pony in the 
best sheltered spot I could find and moved down the side of 
the mountain, out of the snow and selecting my cover in a 
clump of chapparal prepared myself for watching and wait¬ 
ing. I watched and waited till the shadows had grown 
very long and dense, but no deer had presented itself for my 
observation; so breaking cover I started for old Bob and 
found bin turning and twisting around, shivering with cold 
and impatience. Leading him to a fallen tree I made a spring 
for his back, and as he started at the same time I struck 
just hack back of the pack saddle, and not having gath¬ 
ered the reins properly, nor could I with my gun in one hand, 
away went Bob through the brush and under the trees and the 
tighter I clung my heels to his fianks, the harder he kicked 
and ran. I could not get into the saddle nor gather the 
lines so as to guide or stop his wild flight; and several times 
1 came very near being brushed off his back by the low 
branches of trees. Something had to be done with the 
utmost dispatch, or old Bob would go into camp riderless, 
and I knew when I got there the joke would be altogether 
too one-sided for me to enjoy, so watching for a good snow 
bank I dashed my gun into it, and having two hands to 
devote to the old rascal I soon got him under subjection, got 
into the saddle, rode back and picked my gun from the snow, 
and when I next attempted to mount I made better calcula¬ 
tions with better success. If any one could have seen my 
first exploit I think he would have agreed with me that it 
beat a circus clown and trick mule in realistic interest, and 
have laughed heartily at the ludicrous figure I cut, as I have 
scores of times since in thinking it over. Arriving at camp 
I found that one of the party had killed a big jack rabbit or 
hare, and supper being ready, they were impatiently await¬ 
ing my return. Oh, what a supper that was, with appetites 
to fit it. Search your big towns and cities all over, and you 
can find nothing to approach either. 1 reserved the recital 
of my adventure with old Bob till the supper was away and 
a rousing fire blazed in the broad fire place, when behind 
the curling ‘smoke of our pipes we made the old cabin ring 
with our laughter till the echoes came back from the sur¬ 
rounding forest. 

The next day being Saturday, and the limit of our time, 
we made an ample breakfast from the hare, and packing our 
blankets and campstools on old Bob, reluctantly turned our 
backs on the camp and magnificent forests in which we had 
spent a charming week, although a dry hunt. A. 

THE SPRING FLOWER SHOW. 
FLOWER show will be held at the Metropolitan Opera 
House, in this city, March 34, 35, 26 and 37, to be open 

from 11 to 11 o’clock each day. 
The show will be managed by Mr. C. F. Klunder, the 

well-known florist, whose successful engineering of previous 
shows all who love flowers will remember. This one will be 
on a larger scale than any previous exhibition, and will far 
exceed anything of the kind hitherto known in America, 

The enormous cost of the exhibiton is guaranteed by a 
number of well-known and wealthy ladies. Some idea of 
the magnitude of the work involved can be had when it is 
stated that it will take 150 men four days and nights to 
place the decorations. Among these will be a miniature 
Arc de Trio-mphe, formed of flowers, on the stage. Among 
the interesting exhibits will be a number of orchids growing 
on an old oak tree trunk as in nature. The roses will be 
superb. 

Mr. Klunder is so well known for his excellent taste and 
his passion for flowers, that every confidence may be felt 
that under his charge the management and the arrangements 
will be all that could be desired. The news of this flower 
show will interest a great number of people both in city and 
country, and it is said that parties are already being made up 
to come from a distance to visit it. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Co. 

THE AUDUBON SOCIETY. 

The strength which the movement in favor of protection 
for our birds is developing is really surprising. We 

had supposed that many people were interested in this sub¬ 
ject, but until the establishment of the Audubon Society 
we had no idea how many such there were, nor how deep 
was their concern. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
By a resolution of the A. O. U. Committee for the Protec¬ 

tion of Birds, lam authorized to communicate to the Audu¬ 
bon Society our approval of its plan and the sanction of our 
authority in the work it undertakes. As you are so gener¬ 
ously bearing the expenses of organizing the Audubon 
Society, and are giving so much time and space in your col¬ 
umns to the society’s interests, 1 venture to take the liberty 
of expressing the wishes of the committee through yom’ 
paper. 

The object of our committee is to present the birds’ side 
of the question. As experts, we feel warranted in giving 
our time and knowledge freely, and in suggesting means for 
the protection and preservation of our beautiful and useful 
birds; but must depend largely upon philanthropists, socie¬ 
ties and individuals to circulate all good suggestions and to 
distribute the facts pertaining to the heedless destruction now 
taking place. 

An Audubon Society in every township of our land 
would bring about the three results aimed at, viz.: First— 
No bird would be used as food that was not strictly a game 
bird. Second—Nests and eggs would be kept inviolate, and 
children would no more think of stoning birds and nests than 
they do now of horses in the streets. Third—^Birds would 
be preferred by all women as live pets rather than as dead 
ornaments. Such a change in public sentiment would soon 
be followed by a correspondingly delightful and gratifying 
change in our parks and. gardens. 

Our committee will be glad to render the Audubon Society 
all assistance in our power. Geo. B. Sennett, 
Chairman of Com. for the Protection of Birds, Am. Mus. 

Nat. Hist., City of New York, 

Editor Fo'rest and Stream: 
The suggestion of ‘ ‘X. Y. Z.” in your last issue, to “enlist 

our sisters, aunts and cousins in the good work of refusing 
to wear birds as ornaments” is an excellent one, and truly 
germane to the subject. Let us try it and even extend the 
courtesy to the nearest acquaintances whom we choose to 
see in the “borrowed feathers,” which are so suggestive of 
cruelty and barbaric taste. 

The wearers of feathers cannot be reached or enjoined 
directly by any legal enactment, bub many will give heed to 
kindly speech, and an earnest showing that they are to 
blame in the matter, and be led to renounce the evil and so 
stay the red-handed slaughter of the innocents. 

Next, or rather at the same time, we have to do with the 
bonnet shooters and the taxidermists. Moral suasion, 1 am 
aware, will be of little use withmany of this class, and to aid 
the cause we must see that just and stringent laws are made 
to save’ the birds, and not only insist "they be made, but 
strictly and impartially enforced. 

The “Bill for Bird Protection,” printed in Forest and 

Stream, Feb. 24, is a good one, and should be made a law 
in every State. I would suggest that the Audubon Society 
prepare a circular to be read and permanently posted in every 
school house in the land, to instruct and warn every boy and 
girl, every youth and maid, in the interests of bird preserva¬ 
tion, and the nipping in the bud of cruelty of every kind. It 
is while at school that the young idea is taught to shoot very 
differently than the poet intended, and it is a sad sight to see 
the boy trying to kill or frighten every living, wild or 
domestic, thing he dares level gun or missile at. 

Whittier truly says, “We are in a way to destroy both our 
forests and our birds,” and to save the remnant and as far as 
may be to restore both forests and birds is the bounden duty 
of every lover of nature. Let us be determined and persist¬ 
ent in the work we have chosen. It is high time and the 
need is crying one for all to enlist, and every age, sex and 
class can be efficient allies to “rescue from the bird butcher’s 
dooms” the pretty victims of a cruel, foolish and (for this 
reason) unfeminine fashion. O. W. R. 

Boston. March 3, 1886. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

I assure you of my hearty sympathy with the members of 
the Audubon Society in their efforts to prevent the waste 
of these beautiful, happy, innocent and useful lives, on 
which we depend for a large share of our natural enjoyment. 
I am myself more than tolerant of the somewhat intrusive 
intimacy of the English sparrow. No other birds outside of 
the barnyard let me come so near them—not even the 
pigeons. If I may change the lines of Cowper a little: 

They are so well acquainted with man, 

Theu‘ tameness is charming to me. 

But Still more am 1 indebted to the gulls and ducks, who 
during a large part of the year are daily visitors to the es¬ 
tuary of the Charles, on which I look from my library win¬ 
dows. 1 wish they could be protected by law, and if law 
cannot, or will not do it, that public opinion, under the lead 
of your society, would come between them and their mur¬ 
derers. Not less, certainly, do I feel the shame of the wan¬ 
ton destruction of our singing birds to feed the demands of 
a barbaric vanity. If it would save them from destruction 
I would say good-by to the woodcock and sigh a long fare¬ 
well to the canvasback. Yours truly, O. W. Holmes. 

Key West, Fla., March 3, 1886. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

1 am interested in the matter of the Audubon Society, 
for I have long watched with deep grief and intense indigna¬ 
tion the wanton and thoughtless destruction of birds now 
going on in all parts of our country. My personal knowledge 
of the matter is limited to what is taking place in Florida; 
but, through the columns of your most admirable paper, I 
learn that the same deplorable state of affairs exists every¬ 
where. Although I am cognizant of many scenes of bird 
slaughter in Florida, and know of the shipment of many 
thousands of bird skins and plumes from the State, I have 
not any reliable statistics of the trade for present reference. 

I will, however, make it my business to obtain such, and will 
forward them to you as speedily as possible. 

One instance that came under ray observation last winter 
made my blood fairly boil. It seems that the slaughter of 
birds for millinery purposes has stimulated those brutes, 
whose debased passions are fed by the sight of blood and 
suffering, to renewed efforts in the line of butchery to such 
an extent that nothing living is safe from them. For many 
years there had been a flourishing pelican rookery on a small 
island at the lower end of the Indian River. About a year 
ago two disgraces to humanity, who called themselves 
“sportsmen from the North,” visited this peaceful island one 
night, and with clubs and knives killed or sorely wounded 
and mutilated every bird on it; broke all the eggs they could 
find and destroyed the nests. They afterward boasted of 
this exploit, and remarked that that den of fish thieves was 
broken up at any rate, and they proposed to treat every other 
rookery they could find in the same way. They must have 
killed over a thousand birds in that one night. 

I know of one skin hunter now at work, who, under the 
name of “naturalist,” has destroyed between four and five 
thousand birds this winter. He is operating on Biscayne 
Bay, and I will try to ascertain more about him. 

Advertisements offering to purchase bird skins appear in 
many of the Florida papers. Please enroll me as a member 
of the Audubon Society, and count on my hearty co-opera¬ 
tion with'you in the noble work of protection to bird life that 
you have undertaken. I never in my life killed a bird, ex¬ 
cept when forced by hunger to do so, and I hope I never 
shall. Kirk Munroe, 

New York, March 1, 1886. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

Your earnest and intelligent efforts for the protection of 
birds is awakening a widespread interest in the cause, and 
is leading to a serious study of the best means to prevent the 
barbarous practice of destroying birds for gain. 

You have my warmest sympathy in your work, and I am 
confident that you will have the co-operation of the thinking 
part of our people. W. A. CoNKiiiN. 

Chapter D, ISo. 818, Agassiz Association, of Newark, 
N. J., will hold its first annual celebration at Library Hall, 
on March 13, at 3 P. M. At a recent meeting of the Chap¬ 
ter it was decided to join the Audubon Society and try 
and advance its commendable purpose. 

Tallahassee, Fla., March 3.—The tii-st purple martins 
arrived from fm'ther south to-day. There were nine in the 
flock, and one killed proved to be in excellent condition. 
Several thousand breed in this city every summer in the 
nooks and corners of the old buildings.—H. A. Kline. 

Albinos.—^In Germany an unusual number of white 
varieties of animals have been noticed this winter. A Avhite 
chamois was shot in the Totengebirge, a white fish otter was 
caught near Luxemburg, white partridges were shot near 
Brunswick, and a white fox was killed in Hessen. 

Recent Arbjnals at the Phuadelphu Zooeodioai, Garden.— 
Three pumas (Fei/s concolor), one great noi’.uoT owl {Bubo vlrgini- 
anus), two European waxwings (Amgelts grt/Tidws.). one larger hill 
mynah {Gracula intermedia), one i-accoon {Procyon lotor), one opos¬ 
sum (Didelphys virginkmu), two Virginia quail (Ortyx virginianus), 
one turkey vulture {Cathartes aura), one red-tailed hawk (Buteo bo¬ 
realis). two Carolina doves {Zenaidurn carolinensis), one barn owl 
(Strix flamniea americana), one screech owl (Scops asio), two red- 
winged blackbirds (Agelmus phainiceus), one alligator (Alligator 
mississippiensi^); born in the garden, two Carolina doves (Zenoidvra 
carolinensis), __________________ 

hgd §ni[. 
Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 

ing Co. _ 

THE TRAJECTORY TEST, 

The full report of the Forest and Stream’s trajectory test of hunt¬ 

ing rifles has been issued in pamphlet form, with the illustra¬ 
tions and the tabular summary, making in all 9fi pages. For sale at 

this oflace, or sent post-paid. Price 50 cents. 

ANTELOPE HUNTING IN DAKOTA. 

rfriTTF. falling .snow is being rapidly driven before the fury 
X of the lately arrived blizzard; the mercury is dropping 

toward the bottom of the thermometer tube, and as I sit be¬ 
fore the blazing fire in my library calling to memoiy inci¬ 
dents and scenes of many a hunting expedition, my eyes fall 
upon the head of a noble buck antelope which looks down 
from the opposite wall recalling the day when in far off 
Dakota he fell before my rifle, and I thought perhaps an 
account of that hunt might be acceptable to your readers. 

It was toward the close of a warm day in the middle of 
last September, that four men were busily engaged pitching 
a tent in the Bad Lands of Dakota, but a short distance 
from the open prairie, about thirty miles north of the line of 
the Northern Pacific Railroad. Four horses were picketed 
a short distance away, and three dogs, a setter and two col¬ 
lies of fine breeding, were lying near by, intelligently watch¬ 
ing the proceedings. The party consisted of two sportsmen 
not unknown on the Atlantic s(;aboard, and their guides 
Jack and Tom McGregor, the first an old buffalo hunter 
who had done his share in the extermination of the noble bi¬ 
son, and the latter his brbther, much younger in years, but a 
skillful and experienced hunter. It was a weird yet beauti¬ 
ful spot they had chosen to camp, a broad level covered with 
the short buffalo grass, bounded on one side by a ravine or 
coulee, through which a clear, cold stream flowed, while the 
trees which shadowed the water ro.se high above the walls 
of the ravine and gave a leafy background to the briglit 
flame and sparks that leaped upward into the air before the 
door of the tent. The other side of the plateau rose rapidly 
toward the ghostly buttes that buttressed the outlying 
prairie beyond them. The parly had driven about twenty 
miles that day through the Bad Lands, and it was plain to 
see the guns had not been idle on the way by the pile of 
sharptail grouse placed on the ground not far from tne tent 
and which the dogs seemed to consider as under their es¬ 
pecial charge. The air was growing chilly, and as the sun 
sank behind the buttes that stood in myriads of fantastic 
shapes around, the moon rose and flooded their many 
colored sides with its silver light, making the rough places 
smooth. As darkness gathered, and the stillness born of 
the wilderness seemed to settle, upon the landscape, from out 
the ground about fifty yards away a form seemed to rise, in¬ 
distinct of shape, hut slender with a round head capped by 
two tapering upright liorus .as they seemed to be. The 
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creature sat motionless and gazed at the party about the hre, 
“Look! get your gun” said Jack, “a jackass-rabbit makes 

a first-rate stew." A shotgun lying by was seized, and a 
cartridge hastily inserted, and although the darkness pre¬ 
vented accurate aim, it was evident when the report broke 
the silence of the night, that the animal was wounded, as it 
made but a few jumps before it stopped. The dogs, all im- 
conscious of the vicinity of the rabbit, had lain quiet until 
the report of the gun aroused them, when catching sight of 
the creature as it bounded into the air, they gave chase and 
soon compelled pussy to exert herself to the utmost to effect 
her escape. Round and round the plain they went in ever 
increasing speed, the rabbit doubling at critical moments 
and using all her stragedy to throw off her pursuers, but the 
wound prevented the creature from availing itself of its ac¬ 
customed flectness, and soon she was overtaken and seized 
by one of the collies, who, in spite of the plaintive cry 
which all rabbits utter when in immediate danger, soon dis¬ 
patched her. She was carried in triumph to the camp by 
Jack, and prepared for dinner of the following day. The 
evening meal having been dispatched, and the pipe of peace 
smoked, the party bade the world good night, as they knew 
a hard ride was before them on the morrow. The sun was 
not an hour high the next morning when our party were 
mounted and on their way to the prairie. At this lime of 
the year the antelope seldom entered the Bad Lands, but 
staid out on the open prairie, and as it was the rutting sea¬ 
son, the bucks were engaged in collecting their harems, and 
fighting away any other buck that approached too near' their 
little troupe of wives. 

I/eaving the Bad Lands which generally lie below the 
prairie, only the summits and hog-backs of the buttes rising 
above its level, the party commenced a search for sign. 
Tommy was by mutual consent placed in the lead, as the 
most skillful of the hunters, but although tracks and beds 
were frequently seen, the animals who made them did not 
come into view. We'rode for hours over the rolling land¬ 
scape, expecting at the summit of every rise to certainly see 
our game. At length, when almost despairing, we caught 
sight of a small band in the far distance, but almost immed¬ 
iately they saw us, and started off at that swift run that has 
made these animals famous. We watched them until they 
disappeared over a roll of the prairie, and then prepared to 
follow them, hoping that they would stop when out of sight 
of our party. We had gone but a short distance when 
Tommy, who was in the lead, suddenly reined in his horse 
and turned about saying in a low tone, “Goats.” Although 
we had seen nothing we followed his example, and he then 
explained how there was a small band of antelope lying 
down around a knoll to our left, but he was afraid he would 
not get near them. However, we decided to try, and dis- 
motmting we left the norses in Jack’s care, and prepared to 
stalk the goats. Flat upon our bellies we crawled to the 
summit of a knoll, when the animals came in view. They 
were in a swale, a long way off from any of the ridges of 
the prairie, the band of about a dozen individuals lying 
down except two, which were standing on either side on the 
watch. We saw it was impossible to approach them from 
the position we were in, and decided to retrace our steps and 
endeavor to get nearer from the other side. We made a 
long detour and then crawled to the top of another ridge, 
and came upon the band in the rear, but we were no closer 
than before. 

"You must shoot from here,” said Tommy, "can’t get any 
nearer.” 

"It will not he of any use,” I said, "can’t hit them at this 
distance unless by accident, it’s over two hundred yards, 
but we’ll try.” 

it was agreed that my friend and myself should shoot to¬ 
gether at the word. Neither of our guides carried guns, as 
we were hunting for sport, not for count. The antelope 
that were lying down did not look larger than rabbits, half 
hidden as they were in the long grass, but on either side of 
the band, the two were still standing as sentinels, looking 
away from us over the prairie. "Ready, one, two, three, 
fire,” said Tommy, and both rifles cracked, the object selec¬ 
ted being the two animals on guard. At the report the 
whole band started like one creature, on the full run. It 
was marvelous to see bow quickly they could rise to their 
feet and get under full headway. Alas, the individuals shot 
at also joined the fleeing throng, and all were soon hidden 
behind a rise in the prairie. Though disappointed we were 
not surprised, as we did not expect to make a sure shot at 
the distance under the circumstances. 

We rode on throughout the afternoon, but although we 
saw several bands of antelope they were too wary to per¬ 
mit us to come near them, and we returned to camp as 
many a hunter had done before, minus our game. My friend 
decided that the next day he would go after mule deer with 
Jack, and I determined under Tommy's guidance to try the 
antelope again. So, soon after sunrise, we were en route for 
the prairie, but this time decided to go north of the grounds 
hunted over tbe day before. We rode on for about two 
hours without seeing any antelope, although signs were 
plenty, until suddenly we came in sight of two feeding in a 
little "swale about half a mile in front of us. Instantly dis¬ 
mounting, we made a long detour, leading our horses, until 
having reached a favorable spot for a stalk, we dropped the 
reins over the horses’ heads and left them, knowing they 
would not go away from the spot, and crawled to the top of 
a neighboring ridge overlooking the place where we had seen 
the antelope, No animal was in sight however, although 
we searched the ground carefully with a strong glass I 
carried. We then continued across the low-lying piece of 
ground, through which the bed of a creek now dry was 
seen, and ascended a roll of the prairie on the opposite side. 
Gaining the top we caught sight of several antelope on an 
opposite ridge, which appeared to see us also, for after 
gazing a moment they disappeared on the other side. 

"Well Tommy, what now,” I said, “shall we follow 
them?” 

“Don’t think it any use,” he replied, "they saw us.” 
“Well, it is not far and I am going over to see if I can 

find where they went to,” I answered, "you go and taring on 
the horses.” 

So I started for the other ridge. As I drew near the top, 
I laid flat upon the ground and pushed myself along, shov¬ 
ing my rifle ahead of me. Peeping over the top, I found the 
ground sloped away for a long distance, giving me an ex¬ 
tended view, and about one hundred and fifty yards from 
me were a band of antelope consisting of thirteen does and 
one splendid buck. They were scattered about feeding, but 
the buck seemed very restless, and kept a sharp eye over his 
wives, and also the surrounding landscape. I crept back 
u nder cover of the ridge, and signalled to Tommy, who was 
coming on with the horses, to leave them and join me, and 
>ben returned to my post of observation. Soon I heard a 

rustling in the grass, and my guide shoved himself along¬ 
side of me. The antelope iiarl fed away from us, and we 
decided they were too far away to give any chance for a 
successful shot, so I determined to watch them and see what 
they would do. The buck had a fine pair of horns and was 
handsomely marked, the tan colored stripes on his neck 
showing clearly against the white portion. I determined to 
have him if I followed him all day, which as the sequel will 
show 1 was obliged to do. He kept his does in excellent 
subjection, never allowing any of them to stray away, but 
herding them very much as a collie does a band of sheep, 
or a stallion a number of mares, driving them all the time 
dead to windward. After awhile, as they kept getting fur¬ 
ther away from us. Tommy said that he would go a little 
distance away and try to flag the buck, so he went off and 
lay down, and tying a red handkerchief to my shotgun 
which he carried held it aloft. Here we made a mistake, as 
we found out, for Tommy should have remained with me 
and done his flagging close by. I lay flat on the ground 
and consequently could not see tbe buck, but presently 
Tommy called out, "Get ready, he is coming.” Expecting to 
see the animal rise above the ridge I held my rifle in position, 
but instead of coming my way he headed straight for 
Tommy naturally, and then before reaching the ridge turned 
off and passed in front of me without coming in sight. He 
kept on, however, and made a wide circuit arouna us and 
returned to the does, without discovering us, as we lay quite 
motionless while he was on his voyage of observation. He 
now headed his wives away from us, all feeding as they 
went. As we watched them another buck appeared over a 
distant ridge, and was immediately challenged by the one in 
front of us, who started off on a swift canter toward his 
would-be rival. The latter watched him approach and then 
turned and fled over a roll of the prairie followed by our 
friend. The latter was gone some little time, his does feed¬ 
ing on in the meanwhile as though they understood pre¬ 
cisely why their lord was absent. Pretty soon, however, he 
returned, not alone though, for he drove before him, prob¬ 
ably in triumph, (for we could not see what bad happened 
beyond the other ridge), two more does, which he was evi¬ 
dently desirous of adding to his harem. They did not seem 
particulary anxious to accede to his wishes, for they ran off 
in every direction sometimes together, sometimes separately. 
The buck, however, was very swift and very determined, and 
every time he would head them off and turn them in the 
direction of his herd. After many and vain attempts to 
escape, the buck at last succeeded in making them join the 
other does, and then getting them all close together he drove 
them to the opposite side of the level prairie. 

The band had now gotten at least a mile away from us, 
and Tommy and I held a council what was best to do. At 
first he seemed inclined to let them go and look for others, 
but I was determined to have that buck if it was possible, 
so we concluded to follow. As they disappeared behind 
the ridge, we mounted our horses, and rode across the 
ground our game had just traversed. Dismounting we 
crawled to the top of the ridge in front and saw the band 
moving on in a kind of valiey between two rolls of the 
prairie, keeping carfully in the center and upwind, the buck 
in the rear holding his harem well in hand, so to speak. We 
dared not follow, for the moment we crossed the ridge, be¬ 
hind which we were concealed, the animals would see us 
and be off at once. We therefore decided to make a detour 
to the right, and see if we could not find more favorable 
ground in front where we could make a successful stalk. 
After riding about half a mile, being careful not to let the 
antelope get our wind, we crawled to a spot overlooking the 
ground the band was traversing and saw that they had se¬ 
lected a spot on the further side and had lain down. We 
carefully scrutinized the ridge beyond them, but there was 
no place we could reach near enough for a shot. However, 
we decided to cross over to that side or get as near as we 
could. So retracing our steps, we rode back to the plain 
where I first saw the band, and then passed up the side the 
antelope were lying, keeping carefully concealed behind the 
higher ground that lay between us. When we had pro¬ 
ceeded as far as we deemed safe with the horses, we left them 
and advanced toward the spot we thought nearest to our 
game. Crawling flat on the ground we looked over the rise 
and saw in front of us, but a very long rifle shot away, the 
antelope still resting. They all lay with their noses to the 
leeward, the buck in the rear, gazing intently down the 
glade through which they had come. 

“You will never get nearer,” saidTomm^, “try the buck.” 
I took aim, but lowered the rifle, and replied, "It would be 
of no use, I could only hit that buck by the merest scratch 
shot. He don't look as big as a rabbit over my sight. Try 
the flag again, but stay close by me.” Tommy raised the red 
handkerchief upon my shotgun, and we watched the effect. 
None of the animals appeared to see it, but all kept their 
gaze steadily down the valley. At last one of the does rose 
and stretched herself. The buck thinking possibly she was 
about to stray away, also got up and turned, when his eye 
caught our fluttering signal. Immediately he started for it, 
galloping up the slope, and increasing his speed every mo¬ 
ment. I crouched lower and brought my rifle to bear on 
the spot where I expected him to come. As he drew near 
Tommy lowered his flag so it could not be seen so clearly. 
When the antelope had approached within forty yards he 
turned to make a circle and get our wind, passing directly in 
front of me. I had brought my sight to bear- on him and as 
he was going by at full speed, pressed the trigger. 1 heard 
the bullet strike with a strong, dull thud, and immediately 
tbe animal turned and began to descend the slope toward the 
does. But he was destined never to reach his band, for the 
bullet was well placed and he had received his death stroke, 
for after running about fifty yards he rolled over on his 
side. The does had huddled together while the above 
scone was being enacted, but when the buck fell, they 
started off on a swift run and were in a moment hidden be¬ 
hind a rise of the prairie. I did not want them and let 
them go, but walked down to where the buck was lying. 
He'was indeed a fine specimen of his race, with wide branch¬ 
ing horns, the hooks being of unusual length. The light 
had not eutii-ely left his eyes, which still shone with the 
bright hues of life, but as I gazed at him their colors rapidly 
changed and faded away before the glaze of death. Any 
regrets that one might naturally experience at the destnic- 
tion of so beautiful a creature, were mastered by the exultant 
feeling that the craft of the hunter had overcome the cun¬ 
ning and wariness of the game, and now as the sun was rap¬ 
idly approaching the horizon, we cleaned the antelope and 
swung him behind my saddle, entering our camp in triumph 
a short time afterward. AlS in hfe, when he first caught 
sight of our alluring flag, the head of this noble buck looks 
down upon me from the wall, a lasting memento of an ex¬ 
citing day’s chase. Sagamore. 

A HUNTER’S PARADISE. 
A'VING had our fill of the mast-fed white meat of the 

wild turkey, near Desputanta Station, Va., the judicial- 
minded Miller and J. M. S. concluded we would again test 
and enjoy the boundless hospitality of Richard D. Sharp, 
Esq., who lives the life of an elegant and hospitable planter 
and farmer on his thousand-acre plantation. Laurel Spring 
Farm, in old SuiTy county, Virginia. Mr. Sharp’s farm 
takes its name from a clear and gushing water, as clear as 
Helicon and as cold as the St. Lawrence in mid-winter. The 
home of our generous and courtly host, who is, in fact, one 
of Nature’s noblemen, is a large, ante-bellum, Virginia man¬ 
sion, with an ample hall at least fifteen feet wide, with open 
fire-places in each room, where the blazing logs give out a 
seductive flame and heat which in the cool November even¬ 
ings make one forget the existence of such "necessary evils” 
as lawyers and creditors. Mr. Sharp is a single man, who, 
with the help of old Uncle Joe, a seveuty-flve-year old Scipio 
Africanus, who for good horse sense and a keen sense of 
humor lays over the deck and ranks as a domestic institution, 
dispenses here a truly princely hospitality. Joe is as straight 
as an arrow, as lithe as a middle-aged Apollo, and loves the 
sound of a gun and even the sight of a firearm as well as the 
sleuth hound loves, by sure tracing, to overtake the bound¬ 
ing stag. Old Joe is the happy possessor of an old Queen 
Anne or Harper’s Ferry musket," and there is no finer sight 
upon an Easter day than to see old Uncle Joe, with his 
frosty prow white as the driven snow, adorn himself with an 
antique hunting costume older than Light Horse Harry, 
shoulder his musket tenderly, and prepare for the slaughter 
of the innocents. When the Judicial Mind praised the bur¬ 
nished barrel of Joe’s gun, the latter smiled a smile like the 
poor man’s lease, from (y)ear to (y)ear, and said, "Yes, 
Jedge, when dat ar’ old musquit goes off, meat is sure to 
drap!” Old Joe is a much-married African, and thinks the 
sacred rites of matrimony not needful to bind him to his 
dusky and voluminous wives. "Don't bodder like white 
folds wid preacher,” said Joe to Mr. Miller; "don’t bodder 
like odder coons. We done gone and gil married just when 
we wants to.” 

In the morning we breakfast on delicious coffee (no matu¬ 
tinal cocktail needed), corn bread, roast shoat, broiled veni¬ 
son (killed by ourselves) and currant jelly, the product of our 
host’s garden currants. 

As we smoke our "Lone Jack” on Sharp’s ample piazza, 
old black Joe shambles up, deferentially doffs his battered 
tile (hat), and says: "Boss, got no toddy for ole man dis yer 
mornin’?” “A ducat to the beggarly denier, ” to the man 
who could refuse the warm-hearted old African one single 
nip! 

Directly fronting the piazza the gray squirrels frisk 
around the oak trees within fifty yards, unsuspicious of dan¬ 
ger; and Bob White wistles a welcome to the rising sun. 

"You can’t knock the head off that squirrel,” said J. M. S. 
to the Judicial Mind. 

The squirrel was one hundred yards off in the top. of a big 
oak. 

"The d—11 ean’t. You think I am only good for drum- 
fish,” said the festive Miller, as he drew bead with Sharp’s 
rifle on the inoffending rodent. Eo imtanti, down came the 
squirrel with its nose shot off, and before the “gray” knew 
what hurt him, old Joe battered its brains out on the side of 
the big oak. 

Then the huntsman’s horn sounded, and the dogs began to 
caper about the house, snuffing fun and frolic in the westerly 
wind. 

The inevitable Harper’s Ferry musket gleamed on the old 
negro’s off shoulder, and the party was made up: Our host, 
Amos Cole, a jolly good man and a boniface, from Uar- 
rin^on, Del.; Edward L. Rice, Jr., Geo. Ellison, Austin 
Ellison, Judge R. T. Miller, J. Sharp (our host’s brother), a 
good man and true, Chas. Ellison. Chas. Crafford, of wild 
turkey fame, and last, your scribe, J. M. S. 

We had three dogs; One half hound and half terrier, old 
Joe’s Cap’n, as he called him. Sharp’s hound Fox, and Dave 
Harrison’s hound Hike. 

One might naturally think himself in South Jersey, be- 
tweeen Dennisville and Tuckahoe, Cape May county, for 
the scrub oak abounds and the roads are so numerous that 
six men can strike and cover all the deer stands within two 
miles of the Sharp plantation, and we kill all our deer within 
this distance of home. We go on the old Petersburg road, 
leaving the Sharp farm where cotton and "peas” are raised 
in abundance, for the latter name is given to the fragrant 
peanut or "goober,” as it is called in North Carolina. It was 
a glorious day, only a little too warm for comfort, and the 
heat made old Joe puff like a Cape May porpoise in one of 
Capt. Cook’s nets. I asked old Joe if he didn’t want a horse 
to ride to the hunt. He gave me a half indignant look as he 
said; "Dis yer nigga’don’t want no boss. W’at he want 
boss for? Deer ’fraid of old Joe when he make track frou’ 
dem woods yonder. Joe whoop ’em up, de deer in de bush,” 
and off he ambled ahead of the party, the happiest hunter 
in the crowd. Joe Sharp, one of the big Injuns of the hunt, 
who knew every stick of timber within twenty miles of the 
plantation, rode Charley Crafford’s horse called Doc Tanner, 
because he looked as if he had fasted forty days. But Doc 
Tanner, albeit he looked like Don Quixote’s Rosinante, was 
more like the Chinaman’s idea of "Hell in Harness,” a loco¬ 
motive, which Ling Foo said, “He no pushee, no pullee, but 
he go like hellee!” 

It was about half past nine in the morning when Old Joe’s 
half terrier gave tongue, followed by the other hounds, and 
no sweeter sound ever greeted the huntsman’s ear or glad¬ 
dened Old Joe’s bounding pulses—for the dogs had started 
a ponderous buck. I stood near the Judicial Mind and we 
held our breath with our guns in our hands at full cock 
ready for venison, on foot. Our nerves were strung like 
steel. The dogs bay louder and louder, and a httle to our 
left Ned Rice, dubbed the “mighty nimrod of Dela¬ 
ware,” let go both barrels at once. I outran the Judicial 
Miller and soon reached Rice, who said; "Hist! I hit him 
bad; I’ve got him down. He ran in that thicket, but I 
heard him bleat.” 

Old Joe began to laugh, and first removing his hat, defer¬ 
entially said: “Boss Rice, no meat drapped dat time, for de 
deer may blate down in Del’war’ in November, but dey don’t 
do dat, not down yer in Ole Virgiuny!” 

The laugh was on Rice and a solemn conclave met to de¬ 
termine whether in consonance with the old Surry county 
custom, the luckless missing hunter’s shirt tail should be 
amputated. On account of Rice’s extreme youth this usual 
formality—when a man missed a deer—was omitted, only in 
this single instance. 

Rice looked lugubrious and did not use the word "blate” 
any more that day. 

By order of Generalissimo Joe Sharp, we all sought new 
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stands. We turned away from the James River, only fourteen 
miles away, and Rosinante—Doc Tanner—coming up like a 
war horse, when old Joe blew the cow’s horn, with a mouth 
like the Mammoth Cave or cornet piston, to call the dogs 
off and in to change the huntsman’s venue. 

The writer and the Judicial Mind were posted on a pretty 
little knoll on the old Petersburg road, and the dogs, at 10 
o’clock, began to give tongue like mad and I saw a light come 
into Millers eye, like that judicial li^ht which shines there 
when he gives a verdict for the plantiff in the district court. 

“Down on your knees,” I said, and down on his marrow 
bones he went; and breathless we waited for the bounding 
buck to come our way, for the quick, deep yelping of the 
hounds told us of the near approach of the venison. Both 
of us turned our eyes at the same instant, and there was 
Nimrod Rice down on one knee, shotgun pointed at some¬ 
thing in the bushes, and quicker than I can write a line, out 
came a one hundred and seventy-five-pound buck running 
like a Camden cyclone, erect and beautiful, with slender 
nostrils distended, head well up in the air, apparently leap¬ 
ing. at every bound, over the top of the small scrub oaks. 

The deer left the dense thicket with the baying dogs close 
behind in hot pursuit. He reached the middle of the old 
road. Rice was twenty-five yards away, well concealed 
from the vigilant but terrified eye of the beautiful animal, 
so lithe and graceful, with the delicate completeness and in¬ 
comparable neatness of limb, round, yet slim. Rice’s gun 
was 14 inch gauge, 64- pounds weight, 28 inch barrel, 44 
drams Dupont’s best powder in each barrel, loaded with 13 
No. 1 buckshot. 

He fired the right barrel, and a two-year-old buck dropped 
in his tracks about the middle of the road. • 

Off went the second barrel, when old Joe came bounding 
out of the brush, and exclaimed: 

“Boss Rice, de Nimble Rod (Nimrod) what you shoot dat 
deer two times for done kill him fust shot.” Then the negro 
began to whoop and yell like a wild Comanche warrior. 

“Well,” said Rice, “old man, I meant to shoot as long as 
the deer’s ears moved.” 

"Boss,” said old Joe, “You ’deemed (redeemed) you’self 
dis time. Meat drapped dere, too, as if old Hai-per Ferry 
hisself done it.” 

Crafford’s horse Doc Tanner came cavorting like a Ken¬ 
tucky racer down the road, trying to throw his rider, and 
prancing wildly as soon as he smelled blood. In vain did the 
gallant rider, .Joe Sharp—all in a glow, looking like the 
ancient Coeur de Lion—endeavor to bring Ro.sinante-Tanner 
to the front, so as to saddle the horse with the saddle of 
venison. Sharp was considerably nonplussed, not being 
familiar with Doc Tanner’s ways, for the horse stood there 
foaming, “rock-ribbed and ancient as the sun,” and refused 
to budge. 

“Get off, Joe,” said the smiling Crafford, for aU were 
hfiariously joyful, and it was what the great Conkling calls 
a “halcypn and vociferous occasion,” old Joe doing most of 
the vociferating. Charley Crafford went up to Tanner, 
trembling in every limb, put the fiat of his hand tenderly on 
his Rosinante’s neck, and said soothingly, “Tanner, what 
ails you? Let me whisper in yer year! I want no more of 
this nonsense.” The horse, figuratively speaking, melted, 
became as gentle as a lamb, and the deer was quietly slung 
across the bow of the saddle. It was nearing 13 o’clock, but 
Director General Dick Sharp said we must have another deer. 
I began to think the woods were full of them, and I was 
nearly right. 

Sharp the elder jumped on his old bay mare and was soon 
scurrying through the bushes, and in fifteen minutes we 
knew too well by the deep-mouthed baying of the dogs that 
the deer were running away from our stand. The Judge 
looked disgusted and all forlorn, as he did the day the 80- 
pound red drum broke away from his Cuttyhunk line at 
Anglesea, N. J., when 1 was one big fish ahead. Sharp 
had driven three deer from the bushes fifteen minutes after 
he started, where they were enjoying a matutinal nap, re¬ 
gardless of danger or the dogs. 

Sharp’s old mare made a good record as to speed across 
the barrens, and taking a cro.ss cut, he caught sight of a fat 
fawn at the coiner of a “goober” field, got in a first shot 
which made the fur fiy, then gave chase, still on horseback, 
and at the corner of the negro grave yard gave the fawn her 
quietus with his left barrel. Here was glory and game enough 
for one day. And these gentlemen sportsmen, for such they 
all were, did not desire to depopulate the forests. We had 
game enough for the table for a week, and some to send to 
our homes in the Jerseys. Old Joe was wild with joy. If 
he had brought along his dilapidated fiddle he would surely 
have stopped along the roadside to play “Leather Stockings,” 
or danced a Virginia breakdown on the amply-shaded piazza 
at home as he gazed with irrepressible emotion at the glossy 
hides of the two big bucks and a fawn triumphantly hang¬ 
ing in a row near the kitchen. 

It was one o’clock P. M. when we reached the house, tired 
but happy huntsmen. At sharp two P. M. the cooks gave 
us a dinner which Lucullus might have envied, and over 
which, if now alive, Sam Ward, the literary gourmet of the 
lobby, would have smiled his blandest benison, and as Sam’s 
dilletanti stomach distended, he would have rendered with a 
grace all his own, his best Rabelaisian stories. The presence 
of some of the brightest and wittiest of the sex, kept us on 
our dignity between the wine and the walnuts. The scribe 
felt that sense of fullness so aptly described by Washington 
Irving, when Mynheer Van Tassel, having dined volumin¬ 
ously. tumbled over asleep on the greensward, while good 
digestion waited on appetite. Old Joe was a never ending 
source of wit in others and of infinite amusement to him¬ 
self. He explained to us how his wives left him, post-bel¬ 
lum, when, as he tersely expressed, “Massa Linkum freed 
the nigga’ man.” 

“Nimrod” L. Rice was the hero of the hour, and did not 
hesitate to declare that he was exceedingly glad that he had 
killed his first deer and on that particular hunt had earned 
the right to wear his undiminished “phylactery” or shirt. 

Charles EUison, who mourned because we could not each 
get one deer on the same day, and who is the crack shot of 
Surrey, coaxed the Judicial Mind to take a shy at the 
quail, and when Richard sees a gun or a game bag or a 
hound dog, it does not require much blandishment to get 
him out for a shoot. It is a case of the war horse who snuff- 
eth the battle from afar. So, before the November sun had 
found his “bath beyond the western stars,” or black night 
had dropped her curtain over our joyous but tired party, they 
bagged and returned with two dozen quaU. 

It was Keats who told so charmingly how hiaJ(or some¬ 
body else’s) sweetheart slept on the eve of St. Agnes. But 
she never revelled in balmy sleep with half the joy that 
gladened our tired sportsmen, whose dreams were filled with 
Tack rabbits galore and turkeys innumerable, while the deer 

roamed the happy hunting grounds of sleep, thick as stars 
in the Mdky Way. What would civilization be without a 
gun and a dog, and, if you please, lacking the quaint humor 
of poor old Joe, who deserves in the great hereafter a home 
where his Harper’s Perry musket will be ever bright. That 
merry party will not soon forget the days “we went gypsy¬ 
ing” through the balmy woods and over the fertile “goober” 
fields of old Surry, nor will we ever cease to remember how 
our hearts warmed before the open fires of our generous host, 
and how glad we were made by the open-handed and large- 
hearted hospitality on Dick Sharp’s plantation in Surry 
county, old Virginia, in November. J. M. S. 

Camden, N. J. _ 

STATE GAME PROTECTORS’ REPORTS. 
Editor Forest and, Stream: 

Protector Seymour C. Armstrong, of the fifth district, in 
his annual report says: “Aclub has been organized at White¬ 
hall for the protection of fish and game. R. H. Cook is 
president, and W. N. Weeks, secretary. The club is com¬ 
posed of active, intelligent men, from whom I have received 
much assistance in enforcing the law. The club has already 
done good work, having secured the passage of an act by 
the Board of Supervisors prohibiting the netting of fish in 
the county of Washington at any time. In May last, I de¬ 
stroyed six very large fyke nets in Lake Champlain near 
Whitehall, and liberated about 600 pounds of bass and a 
large number of pike and other fish. One net contained 
fifty-seven bass that would range from one to six pounds in 
weight. I confess that my heart warmed toward them, but 
I let them all go free—every one. Several other nets have 
been destroyed since that time, and I am assured that there 
has been less illegal taking of fish in that vicinity the past 
year than ever before. I also arrested five men for illegal 
fishing and recovered from them fines aggregating $53. 

“I have effected the organization of a protective club at 
Lake George. Robert Lenox Banks is the president, and W. 
W. Price, secretary. The club was organized late last sea¬ 
son. A strong effort will be made by the members of the 
club to enforce the law in that locality. I am under official 
obligations to Hon. Robert Lenox Banks for valuable assist¬ 
ance rendered. I would recommend the organization of pro¬ 
tective clubs in every county. 

“At the October term of Hamilton County Court two in¬ 
dictments were found. One against Chas. D. Rousseau and 
the other against Richard Birch. At the June term, Elijah 
Camp was indicted for having venison in possession, was 
tried, and escaped conviction by proving that the deer was 
owned by and in the possession of Norman Shaw. The 
Grand Jury would not indict Shaw on the testimony of the 
same witnesses. ‘Consistency thou art a jewel,’ but such 
jewels are not found in the courts of Hamilton county. At 
the October term an action was discontinued on the payment 
of $100 by the offender. This was a case for having trout 
in possession out of season. J. C. Dunn was fined in justice 
court for taking trout out of season. I made a personal ex¬ 
amination of the fish baskets of three young men from Sara¬ 
toga, They have agreed to pay fines for taking trout less 
than six inches in length. In August 1 destroyed a number 
of set lines in Saratoga Lake. 

“I have commenced suit against parties in Washington 
county for using dynamite in killing fish. I have also begun 
suits in the Supreme Court against Philander Shaw and 
Charles D. Rousseau for having deer in possession out of 
.season; against Peter Wilson for spearing fish and against 
Leander Pasko for hounding deer on two occasions. 

“At the September term of the Warren county court I had 
five cases presented to the Grand Jurj', and four indictments 
were found. One of those was for spearing fish, one for 
taking trout less than six inches in length, and two for 
hounding deer. This jury was composed of fair-minded 
men who seemed to be willing to do their duty. There seems 
to be a decided improvement in the sentiment of the people 
in regard to the enforcement of the game laws, save in a few 
localities. 

“There is one case out of which a few interesled parties 
have been trying to make a little capital. In the spring of 
1884 I was notified that Judson N. Barton, Warren Duel, 
and others had fish racks built on the outlet of Brant Lake 
for the purpose of catching pickerel, and that other parties 
were spearing and shooting fish The racks were similar to 
the one built by Charles H. Faxon, at the outlet of Loon 
Lake, and which I destroyed as previously reported. On 
giving Mr. Barton and the other parties notice that it was 
illegal to catch pickerel save only with hook and line they 
immediately removed the racks. I found four men in the 
marsh with guns and spears, but as it was a cloudy they 
had no fish. I told them it was unlawful to shoot or spear 
fish and if they were not anxious to be arrested to go home. 
They went. There was much talk about this matter and 
there was not a man or boy in the vicinity who did not learn 
that it was unlawful to take fish in this way. In the spring 
of 1885 Peter Wilson speared a pickerel in the presence of 
witnesses. He said he did not care for the law and if he 
saw Armstrong he would tell him what he thought about 
fishing. A few days later I advised the man to go before 
Justice J. N. Barton and confess judgment for the penalty. 
He wanted a chance to test the matter and I brought suit 
against him in the Supreme Court, and at the _ September 
term he was indicted for a misdemeanor. Parties were at 
court to ‘log roll' with the jury, but the members were true 
and the indictment was found. Then the man’s friends set 
up a howl in a newspaper about ‘prosecuting boys,’ that he 
was ‘the son of a soldier’ and that I was ‘afraid of a man 
with a gun.’ I do not know whether the writer of the 
article was paid for it or not but he is welcome to all the 
capital he and his friends can make out of it. 

“Pasko, the man indicted for hounding deer, had previ¬ 
ously been fined for killing deer out of season. He was 
afterward indicted for burning a building which was the 
property of the man who first made the complaint against 
him. Pasko has told me that I would not make anything 
out of it. I told him I had my buildings insured when I 
was first appointed. 

“About midnight, May 30, I captured three men on Lake 
George who were spearing fish. I confiscated the spears 
and jack and took the men to Sabbath Day Point to have 
them identified. The only fish found in their possession were 
suckers. It was a violation under the law passed last winter, 
but when I found the family of which the men were mem¬ 
bers were very poor, having recently lost all they had by 
fire, I was disposed to be merciful. I advised with Monroe 
Green and others and on their advice told the offenders to go 
their way and sin no more. I can begin suit against them 
at any time and will when ordered to do so by your honor¬ 
able Board, upon whom must rest the responsibility here¬ 
after. 

“I have sufficient evidence to warrant the prosecution of 
quite a large number of persons for hounding deer. I vis¬ 
ited Indian and Blue Mountain lakes in December to look 
up additional evidence. I returned home Dec. 24 and have 
been confined to my house and bed with pleuro pneumonia 
much of the time since. 

“I have been particularly interested in the case of an Albany 
gentleman who hired the game constable as one of his guides 
to put out dogs. They killed several deer between Oct, 9 
and 16. 1 presume he can give the dates, if not I can inform 
him. 

“The suit against Wescott is still pending. Lately I have 
discovered the witness upon the testimony of whom Wescott 
was indicted is the very man who killed the deer. Wescott’s 
dog drove the deer and the witness killed it. Wescott and 
the witness divided the venison. 

“Several suits are still pending, though it is through no 
fault of mine. 1 have done my best to push them along, 
but find I cannot hurry the court. The above report con¬ 
tains an account of only a small part of the work performed. 
I have visited the different localities where offenses were 
committed, have looked up evidence, chased after witnesses, 
attended courts and have done all in my power to see that 
the law was enforced. I have investigated every complaint 
made to me. Sometimes there is not sutfiicient evidence to 
warrant prosecution and sometimes no offense is committed, 
complaint being made by a party ignorant of the law. 

“I suggest that protectors should be allowed to appoint 
deputies. In some towns they purposely elect game con¬ 
stables who will not qualify. One half of the fines should 
go to the protector and half to the informer. 

“The law should allow the destruction of pickerel in any 
manner and by any device. They are destroying the trout 
in the Hudson River and its tributaries. 

“The game protectors should be allowed to read the evi¬ 
dence in game cases before the Grand Jury, in order that 
they may know it is all given. Much time is now spent in 
collecting evidence never used. Sometimes it is purpo,sely 
omitted. 

“I can assure you that I was much pleased to receive your 
letter, in which you expressed your approval of the manner 
in which I have'performed the duties of protector since my 
appointment. I have done my best to merit your approval 
and that of all who desire to see the law enforced.” 

Matthew Kennedy, of Hudson, State game protector for 
the third district, in his annual report states that he was 
employed 63 days last year and that he traveled 3,604 miles. 
He prosecuted 33 persons for violating the game laws and 
all but two were convicted. Fines aggregating $355 were 
recovered. He has two suits still pending. Mr. Kennedy 
says: “I would recommend a change in section 4 of Chap¬ 
ter 534 of the laws of 1879. The provision relates to the 
shooting of wildfowl, and says, ‘any person who shall at 
any time kill any of said birds between sunset and daylight, 
or pursue or fire at any of said birds with the aid of any light 
or lantern, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,’ etc. 
It is very difficult for me to fasten violators of that part of 
the section, as the hunters who do night shooting do it with¬ 
out the aid of a lantern. They do the most of their hunting 
by twilight or moonlight. I had three violators of the sec¬ 
tion in October, 1884, and the district attorney could not 
hold them for the reason that the justice held that as the par¬ 
ties did not have an artificial light they; were not liable. It 
is a custom for Troy and Albany parties to come here on 
afternoon trains and not attempt to do any shooting until 
after sunset, when they go among the birds on the feeding 
beds. Shooting is done in the vicinity of Coxsackie and 
Stockport. If the section read ‘to pursue or fire at any of 
said birds between sunset and daylight,’ and the words relat¬ 
ing to artificial light were omitted, it would be an easy mat¬ 
ter to dectect and convict offenders.” Port8.\. 

A VIRGINIA GAME SCORE. SITTING this cold February evening before an old-fash 
ioned Virginia fire place, with dry logs piled up high 

and the bright blaze leaping and curling around the wood, i 
naturally fell into a meditative mood. My two red Irish 
setters Nemo and IJno, and a pointer pup, lemon and white, 
whose name is Clio, are my only companions, and as I 
looked from one to the other my thoughts reverted to the 
shooting season just passed, and the many halcyon days 1 
spent in the fields and woods, of times without any compan¬ 
ion save the Irish setters. Partridges were very plentiful 
the past season, and I think I did fairly well as to the num¬ 
ber killed. I kept a diary of each day’s shooting, and look¬ 
ing over it this afternoon I find my best score for any one 
day to be thirty-nine, and the total of the past season to be 
760, which does not include doubtful birds, i. e., birds tired 
at by any other person, for it frequently happens when two 
or more are shooting together that two men claim the same 
bird, in which event I never count such a bird in my day's 
score. My setters are both good retriever.s, and I cannot 
now recall but one single bird that I shot down and they 
failed to find, but on the contrary can recall many birds 
retrieved by them which I would never have known I had 
killed hut for the sagacity of my dogs. There is one fact in 
connection wdth Nemo’s retrieving which I think is worthy 
of mention, and that is that he rarely ever retrieves a bird 
any other way except; by the head. If the bird is only 
winged he catches it in any way he can, but once in his 
mouth he manages to get it by the head, and brings it to me 
with only the head in his mouth and the body of the bird 
hanging down. This is not due to any superior training of 
mine, but is a habit which he has fallen into of his own 
accord. Then again, when birds are onl^y winged he rarely, 
if ever, kills one in retrieving it. I mention these two traits, 
if .such I may call them, because while I have owned a great 
many dogs, it is the first time I have ever seen these two 
trails in the same dog. In addition to the 760 birds, I also 
killed the past season one deer and half a dozen wild turkeys, 
and hares by the quantity. Now that the season for shoot¬ 
ing game is passed, I am turning my attention to the 
destruction of hawks and owls, and such beasts of prey as 
are destructive to our game. The Board of Supervisors of 
this county pay a bounty of fifty cents for the scalps of all 
hawks and owls presented to them at their annual meeting 
in July of each year, and also a premium for the scalps of 
red and gray foxes, wildcats, etc., which practically does 
more for the protection of game than the game laws to be 
found upon our statutes ever did. T. E. E. 

Delhi Sportsmen’s Club.—At the fourth annual meeting 
of the Delhi (N. Y.) Sportsmen’s Club the following officera 
wei-e elected;President. R. F. Mitchell; Vice-President, D L. 
Wight; Treasurer, G. E. Maxwell; Secretary, E. L. Hitt: 
Directors, G. M. Harby, F. H. Gritfis and D. A. McNee.— 
E. L, Hitt, Secretary. 
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HOUNDING AN ADIRONDACK DEER 

To Make it “Shy”—so that the Still-Hunters will not get it. 

THE SENTIMENT AGAINST HOUNDING. 

''jOHE strength of public sentiment against deer hounding 
X in the Adirondacks is becoming daily becoming more 

manifest. Opposed to the selfish individuals, -who by mis¬ 
representation and forged statistics are trying to mislead the 
Senate into serving their greedy purposes, the great mass of 
the sportsmen of the State are showing themselves to be on 
the side of the present law. The Onondaga Sportsmen’s Club 
Syracuse, and the Monroe County Club of Rochester have of 
sent to Albany resolutions indorsing the anti-hounding hill, 
and protesting against the passage of the repealing bill. 

Syracuse, N. Y., March 3.—Editor Forest and Stream: 
The Onondaga County Sportsmen’s Club held a meeting last 
night to protest against the repeal of the anti-hounding law. 
These resolutions were unanimously adopted; 

Whereas, An effort is now being made in the State Legisla¬ 
ture to repeal the act of last session prohibiting the running 
of deer with hounds or dogs in this State; therefore 

Resolved, That it is the sentiment of this meeting that said 
act and its rigid enforcement are necessary for the protection 
and preservation of game. 

Resolved, That in our opinion said law has already produced 
beneficial results. 

Resolved, That we ask the Legislature of the State to defeat 
any act repealing or in any way detracting from the force of 
said act of last session; and 

Resolved, That these resolutions be properly engrossed and 
signed by the officers of this club and delivered to the mem¬ 
bers of the Legislature from this county, and copies sent to 
the city press. 

Action was also taken relative to the fitting up a club 
house north of Onondaga Valley.—Ono^’daga. 

Rochester, K Y., March 5, ISSo—Editor Forest and 
Stream: At a meeting of the Monroe County Sportsmen’s 
Club held last night, the following resolutions were adopted 
unanimously, and it was resolved to send a copy to the 
Governor: 

Whereas, The Assembly has passed a bill repealing the law 
of 1885, prohibiting the houndmg of deer in the Adirondacks, 
and 

Whereas, The law which it is proposed to repeal is a just 
one, called for by the dictates of humanity, common sense and 
the permanent interest of the State; therefore. 

Resolved, That we invoke the Governor to veto the repealing 
law, if it should pstss the Legislature. 

Resolved, That the game on the pubhc lands of this State 
should be preserved and perpetuated for the whole people and 
not be given up to immediate or rapid extermination in the 
temporary interests of professional hunters, hotel keepers, 
gourmands or others who will not hunt it fairly. 

Resolved, That as laws prohibiting the hounding of deer in 
other places have resulted in a great increase of game where 
it was almost extinct, giving abundance of sport where there 
was none, we ask that the present law be allowed to remain 
in force long enough to show the honestly skeptical its advan¬ 
tages, when, we are confident, it will stand on its own merits. 

Edmond Redmond. 

New York Fishery Commission.—New York, Feb 37. 
— Editor Forest and Stream: Venison has been scarce dur¬ 
ing the past season, as compared with previous years. A 
very small percentage of the supply is Adirondack deer. 
Fully 80 per cent, of the venison consumed in New York 
comes from Minnesota. There has been a smaller quantity 
of Adirondack venison in market during the past season 
than ever before. ^ This is the result af my own observation, 
and you can confirm it on application to any of the large 
poultry and game dealers.—E. G. Blackford. 

Hounding must be prohibited absolutely and at all times. 
If the practice be permitted at all, the destruction of deer 
by dogs will not be confined to the hounding season; it will 
be continued the year aiound. This has been abundantly de¬ 
monstrated. The Adirondack deer dogs are maintained on 

game killed out of season. Here is another recent case in 
point: 
Eklitor Forest and Stream: 

Last week a neighbor of mine, while visiting his fox traps, 
came upon the trail of a bleeding deer which had evidently 
been followed by two dogs. Taking the trail he soon found 
where the final struggle had occurred. The snow was 
trod hard within a circle of perhaps thirty feet, and covered 
with blood and the hair of the deer. Near the center of the 
circle was the half devoured carcass of a large doe. The 
work had apparently been done the day before and the dogs 
had disappeared. The doe was with fawn. 

This is one of the evils of keeping and using hounds of 
which I have before spoken. This deer and her fawns have 
here been sacrificed. In the next town where dogs are 
owned, are several more such cases, and so it goes through¬ 
out the region where any deer are to be found. 

I would like to show to every member of our Legislature 
the frozen body of this doe, as it lies with its two little fawns 
disclosed through the gaping wounds, already half way on 
their road to life. 1 would willingly rest my case on their 
mute appeal for protection. 

I well know that all writings upon the question are looked 
upon as coming from a partisan source, and the truth is hard 
to distinguish. But if a mistake is liable to be made, is it 
not better to risk it on the side of humanity than otherwise? 
The truth will eventually be known and the dog will go. 

The Albany men, not one of whom would be seen leading 
a hound on the streets of the city, are working only for their 
own protection. The welfare of the deer is entirely lost 
sight of. While these people are in the woods full license 
must be allowed, and when their sport is ended, turn on the 
protection. A week or two in the woods at the end of 
summer teaches them all it is necessary to know, and they 
are able to discourse knowingly of woodcraft, and especially 
of still hunting. 

A sportsman who is unwilling to give up any part of his 
pleasure when necessity demands it, is unworthy of the 
name. The time has come when to prevent extermination, 
we must all make some concessions. We have asked the 
Legislature with our petitions to continue the law against 
hounding, knowing that practice to be the greatest evil. 
Whatever additional laws are made in the interest of protec¬ 
tion, we will cheerfully abide by. The best possible law 
would prohibit all deer hunting for a number of years. The 
guides with good reputations would not suffer by it, and the 
shiftless, worthless vagabonds who are ever to be found where 
hounding is going on, the people can better afford to support 
in their jails and county houses, than in the deer yards of 
the pleasure park of the State. 

We have sent the petitions numerously signed (only one 
man to whom they were presented refusing) to the Senate 
and Assembly. The case of the deer is a fact as given. 

„ A. C. Clifton. 
Hague, N. Y., March 2,1886. 

The remaining Adirondack deer are not so numerous that 
the State of New York can afford to maintain hordes of 
hungry hounds in the North Woods by feeding them on 
February killed does heavy with young. 

A hearing was given by the Game Law Committee of the 
New York Senate on Tuesday last on the bill to repeal the 
present non-hounding law. Senators Vedder, McMillan and 
Wemple were present. The hearing was opened by those 
who desire the repeal of the present law. Mr. Foster led off, 
and was followed by Mr. Richardson, of Lewis; Mr. Barnes, 
of Essex, and Mr. Palmer, of Franklin. The arguments ad¬ 
vanced were those that have been heard before, thafeApaffd- 
ing made the deer shy and so protected them from the still- 
hunter, The speakers were evidently not practical woods¬ 
men, and all their remarks showed that they were quite ignor¬ 
ant of the habits of deer. They also professed great bitter¬ 
ness against the jack-shooters. 

Mr. Van Santvoord opened on the side favoring the pres¬ 

ent law, and made a capital speech, in which he look th e 
ground that if the bill now under consideration was brought 
forward in good faith the supporters of the measure ought 
to have in some way limited the killing of the deer rather 
than to urge the opening of an additional method of killing. 
He stated that the opponents of the new bill were willing to 
give up jack-shooting or to give up still-hunting, for they 
want to protect the deer. As showing the destructiveness of 
hounding in comparison with other methods, he instanced 
a county in Florida where ten years ago, although still-hunt¬ 
ing and fire-hunting were both practiced, the deer were still 
plenty^ until hounds were brought in, when they began to 
diminish in numbers, until now they are no longer found 
within the limits of the county. 

Mr. Sprague, of New York, followed, showing that hound¬ 
ing deer was the method followed by city sportsmen and 
dudes, by men in other words who had neither the skill nor 
the endurance to match their powers with those of the 
wild animal whose senses aie keen and which is ever on the 
alert. 

Mr. Erwin, Senator from St. Lawrence county, made a 
few remarks in which he stated that he had no intention of 
going into the merits of the question, but he desired to say 
that the people of St. Lawrence county felt very strongly on 
this subject and asked the committee as a favor that what¬ 
ever action they might take on the bill as a whole, they 
would not force hounding upon that county, as his constitu¬ 
ents by a very large majority were unalterably opposed to it. 
Several other gentlemen from St. Lawrence expressed simi¬ 
lar views. 

Mu Rushton, of that county, made a telling statement of 
fact in support of the existing law in which he exposed the 
falsity of many of the statements made by the supporters of the 
bill under discussion. He showed that whereas it had been 
stated that 260 deer had been shipped from Canton during 
the past season, as a matter of fact only 123 had been sent 
from there, and that the number was to be accounted for by 
the fact that a new stage line had recently been opened from 
Canton leading twelve miles back into the woods. These deer 
had been bought up by the merchants at a number of outly¬ 
ing villages and sent to Canton as a shipping point. He said 
that the sportsmen and guides of St. Lawrence had had twelve 
years experience of a non-hounding law and that they knew 
that under its provisions the deer increased. They were prac¬ 
tically unanimous in support of the law as it stands to-day. 

General Curtis made some remarks advising the opponents 
of the present law of the points which would be made against 
them at a subsequent hearing. 

The committee then adjourned to meet in one week in the 
Senate Chamber at Albany for a final hearing in the matter. 

Still-hunting is the most legitimate as it is the most difli- 
eult method. * * * Hounds are also employed to drive 
the deer to runways or to water. It requires no very great 
degree of skill to shoot a deer as he runs by within thirty or 
forty yards, and even less to kill one when swimming in the 
water but a few feet from the boat. The latter method is 
therefore in high favor with the average summer tourist, 
who cares nothing as to how his game is secured, provided 
only he can truthfully boast that he has killed a deer.— 
George Bird Orinnell in “Sport with Gun and Rod,” p. 153. 
{New Yorh: The Century Go., 1884.) 

The Old Trick —J., B. and myself were hunting ducks 
on Thompson’s Lake last fall. One morning, seeing some 
ducks about 200 yards out in the lake, I began firing at them 
with a .40-caliber rifle. After three shots we discovered that 
they were decoy ducks. I left at once for the tent. While 
I was gone the owner of the decoys came up and asked J. 
and B. if they were shooting rifles. They told him they were 
not. “Well,” said he, “somebody has shot my decoys all to 
smithereens with a rifle.” While this may speak well for 
my marksmanship, it speaks badly for my judgment of 
ducks.—En Ami. 
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MASSACHUSETTS ASSOCIATION. 

The regular monthly meeting was held at the Parker 
House, Boston, March 1. Forty-six members present, 

and as invited guests Mr. Wm. H. Parker, of the Fish and 
Game Protective Society of Montreal, and Ned Barber, from 
Rangeleys. Two members were elected and thirteen propo 
sitions for membership presented. The prosecuting attor¬ 
ney of the association, Mr. J. Russell Reid, was elected an 
honorary member. There was considerable discussion in 
regard to pushing the work at the State House regarding the 
game bill prepared by the association, and the following 
resolution was unanimously adopted: 

PREAMBLE. 

The existing game laws of this Commonwealth are in the 
opinion of the members of the Massachusetts Fish and Game 
Protective Association and many others who have given 
these laws an intelligent, impartial and unselfish study, the 
weakest and most absurd of any in this country. 

In almost every other State in the Union, the close time for 
the sale of game is the same as the close time for the killing, 
or in other words the open and close season for field and 
market are identical. 

In every other State in the Union, except New York and 
Missouri, it is most stringently forbidden by law to buy, sell 
or have in possession any Virginia partridge tcommonly 
called quail), or pinnated grouse, commonly called prairie 
chicken, after the first day of January. 

In New York, dealers are given the month of January to 
close out all stock of these birds they may have on hand, 
but after the first day of February they are forbidden under 
heavy penalties to have these birds in their possession. 

In Massachusetts, game speculators are by our present law 
allowed until the 1st of May, or three months longer than in 
any other State, to buy, sell or have these birds in possession. 

This absured provision of law, this association claims, 
works greatly and directly to the detriment of the people of 
this Commonwealth; for it authorizes the game speculators 
to keep at will from the market, and thus from the people, 
all the supply of these two kind of game birds which come 
to this State, and permits them to hold for a rise in price 
greatly in excess of what is just and fair. 

The supply from outside the State, both legitimate and 
illegitimate, must stop early in February, and this being the 
fact the speculators secure the entire stock, and hold it in 
freezers for a fourth part of the year; thus keeping from 
consumers an important and wholesome article of food, 
doling it out in quantities to suit themselves, and at most ex¬ 
tortionate prices. Such a thorough monoply of any article 
of food should not, in the opinion of this association, be 
countenanced by the laws of this Commonwealth. 

The existing law also encourages and stimulates fraudulent 
and surreptitious dealings; for a large proportion of the sup¬ 
ply of these two kinds of game birds that comes East is sent 
here illegally. 

The States which furnish about all the quail and grouse 
brought here are Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Minnesota, 
Iowa, Wisconsin, Missouri, Kansas and Nebraska, and from 
a majority of these States all persons, express companies and 
other transportation companies are forbidden by the law 
under heavy penalties to transport or carry these birds out¬ 
side the borders of those States. 

All quail and grouse, therefore, that are shipped here from 
those States are absolutely contraband; they are sent here in 
defiance and violation of the law. Can Massacbuetts longer 
couutenauee such a monoply as the game speculators now 
enjoy? Is it wise policy to protect and encourage a specula¬ 
tive business whose foundations rest upon a questionable 
basis? 

The association believes it is not, holds that the time 
should no longer be deferred for the observance of decency 
and a fair regard also for inter-state comity in our game 
laws. 

The provision by law for the protection of our native 
song and insect-eating birds is lamentably and miserably 
weak, and as a result, hundreds of thousands of them are 
slaughtered annually for millinery purposes. In conse¬ 
quence of this wholesale slaughter, noxious insects, the far¬ 
mer’s worst enemies, are increasing to a most alarming extent, 
and crops which were formerly protected by these birds are 
now almost impossible of cultivation. 

This is not the only evil, for many of our native songsters, 
particulary those of bright plumage, those beautiful denizens 
of our woods and fields, are almost entirely exterminated, 
and unless a quick remedy in law is found we shall lose 
completely some of our mok valuable birds. 

This association has tried, in vain, for several years to 
secure a better law, and believing that it is its duty to try 
again, makes still another effort. We again call upon the 
Legislature for the enactment of a good and strong law which 
wiU serve to stop the merciless destruction that is so con¬ 
stantly going on. 

RESOLUTIONS. 

It is therefore by the Massachuetts Fish and Game Pro¬ 
tective Association; ^ 

Resolved, That the Legislature of this Commonwealth be 
and is earnestly requested to enact a new and more wise and 
just code of laws providing for the protection and sale of 
game birds, and for the preservation of our native song and 
insect-eating birds. , , , . 

Resolved, That an appeal be, and is made by this associa¬ 
tion to the clergy of this Commonwealth, the various “Bands 
of Mercy” and other bodies formed as bird protectors, the 
nub lie press, the farmers and horticulturists and all others 
who love our native birds and wish to protect them, to, 
without- delay and in the most earnest manner, urge the 
Legislature to enact a better law than that now existing, a 
law that will give protection and which can be enforced. 

CLUB RULES. 

""I'HE following are the by-laws of Delhi Sportsmen’s 

Article I. Name. This club shall be called the Delhi 
Sportsmen’s Club. 
'Art. II. Object. The object shall be to promote gun prac¬ 

tice, and the protection of fish and game. 
Order of Badness. Reading minutes of last meeting. Col¬ 

lection of fines. Reports of committees. Balloting for can¬ 
didates. New Business. Adjournment. 

Art. in. Officers. The officers shall consist of a president, 
vice-president, treasurer, secretary and board of three 

directors. ' ' . . ^ 
Art. IV. Duties of'Officers. Section 1. The f^esident 

shall preside at all meeting of the club or board of airectors, 
Sec. The vice-presideat shall perform tfbe duties of the 
p.'-gsident durkijg Tbe t.rfiaTurer ^haU 

collect and have charge of the funds of the club, and pay 
such bUls as have been approved by the directors, and at the 
annual meeting shall make a detailed report of all funds col¬ 
lected and di.sbursed by him during the year. Sec. 4. The 
secretary shall keep a record of aU meetings of the club and 
board of directors, and notify each member of all meetings, 
by mail or otherwise. Sec. 5. The directors, together with 
the president, vice-president, treasurer and secretary (who 
shall be directors ex officio), shall have charge of the manage¬ 
ment of the club and club property. 

Art. V. Membership. Any person wishing to become a 
member may do so by notifying the secretary and receiving 
a majority of the votes cast, at any meeting of the club, and 
the payment of $1. 

Art. VI. Meetings. Sec. 1. The annual meeting shall fall 
on the first Wednesday of March in each year. The regular 
meetings shall be held on the first Wednesday of each month, 
and special meetings may be called by the president and 
board of directors, or upon the written request of five mem¬ 
bers of the club. Sec. 3. The officers shall be elected at the 
annual meeting, by ballot, for one year, and should any 
vacancy occur during said term it shall be filled by the board 
of directors. Sec. 3. No meeting shall be called except on a 
previous notice of two days to each member. Sec. 4, Five 
members shall constitute a quorum. 

Art. VII. Fees. Sec. 1. Initiation fee shall be $1. See. 
3. If, at any lime, the funds of the club shall be exhausted, 
an equal assessment shall be made upon all members of the 
club, and in no case shall the assessment amount to more 
than five dollars in one year. 

Art. VIII. Fines. Section 1. If any member refuses to 
pay an assessment or fine, he shall be suspended or expelled 
from the club. Sec. 3. Any member pointing his gun at 
another member, whether gun is loaded or not, shall be fined 
$1 for each offense. Sec. h. If any member shall be proven 
guilty of violating the game laws, he shall be fined by the 
club $5. Sec. 4. If any member knowing of the violation 
of the game laws by another member, and fails to report 
the same to the club, he shall be fined $3. Sec. 5. It shall 
be the duty of each and every member to report any viola¬ 
tion of the game laws to the club, and the president shall 
appoint a committee of three to investigate the case, and if 
they find a just one it shall be the duly of the club to prose¬ 
cute said parties. Sec. 6. Any member divulging any of 
the private business of the club shall be fined 50 cents. 

Art. IX. Liquor. Section 1. No liquor shall be fur¬ 
nished by the club or directors. Sec. 3. Any member using 
intoxicating liquors before or during any match or practice, 
shall be debarred from shooting on said day. 

Art. X These by-laws may be amended at any regular 
meeting, notice of the same being sent to each member of 
the proposed change. 

AMERICAN RIFLE TRAJECTORIES. 
[From the Loadon Field, Feb. 13.J Many inquiries have been published in The Field from 

time to time with respect to American rifies, and 
numerous letters have appeared in reply; but, although a 
good deal of information has thns been given, preciseness as 
to matters of detail has often been deficient, and occasion¬ 
ally statements have been made which could only be accep¬ 
ted with the proverbial grain of salt. The remarkable flat¬ 
ness of trajectoiy of some American rifles has been among 
the subjects of eulogium, although the powder charges ordi- 
narly used seemed quite opposite to the production of any 
phenomenal results; and it appeared highly probable that 
the statements made on this point were based merely upon 
hearsay, or upon the assertions set forth in advertisements; 
at any rate, it was obvious that the ti’ajectories spoken of 
could not be considered low when compared with those of 
rifles using very small charges of powder, and that they 
were not likely to be low in comparison with the trajec¬ 
tories of English sporting rifles. At length, however, au- 
thorative information has been published on the subject; 
and it is satisfactory to be put into possession of particulars 
that can be accepted without fear of bias. 

The American journal Forest and Stre.am has for some 
time past been engaged in carrying out and printing the 
details of an extensive series of experiments with rifles, con¬ 
ducted with the utmost care and precision. They were 
commenced in September last, and extended over several 
weeks, and the publication of the results has recently been 
brought to completion. In some respects the experiments 
followed on the lines of The Field trial of rifles carried out 
at Putney about two years ago; but in other respects they 
differed. The Putney" trial was competitive—prizes being 
awarded for the greatest accuracy in the shooting of the re¬ 
spective weapons, as fired from a machine-rest; and this com¬ 
petitive trial having been decided, a few of the most suc¬ 
cessful rifles were afterwards put through tests to ascertain 
their trajectories. The trials carried out by our American 
contemporary, on the other hand, were experimental only, 
and not competitive; there was no test for accuracy of shoot¬ 
ing, the main point being to settle conclusively a long-exist¬ 
ing cause of disputation—viz , the height of the trajectories of 
the numerous rifles that are produced for American sports¬ 
men. The trials were held on the celebrated rifle ground of 
Creedmoor, where the weapons were tested at ranges of 100 
yards and 300 yards. As at Putney, the rifles were fired 
from a machine rest, the bullets passing through paper 
screens, on each of which was marked a horizontal line, on 
a level with the centre of the bore (the height being carefully 
ascertained by means of a spirit level), so that the position of 
the bullet marks could afterwards be accui-alely measured. 
There were, however, at Creedmoor, only three;screen3 for 
each range, whether 100 or 300 yards, whereas_ at Putney 
there were six screens in the 150 yards range, which was the 
only distance in which the trajectories were taken. 

.Before recording the trajectories themselves, it may be of 
interest to give a few particulars about the rifles, for com¬ 
parison with English weapons. One English rifle there was 
in the Creedmoor trial, viz , a .450 bore express, which also 
had taken part in the Putney trial two years since; and this 
was the only double barrelled rifle used in the Creedmoor 
experiments, all the rest being single-barrelled rifles of 
American manufacture. But, as will b® seen by the weights 
given below, although having but a single barrel, the Amer¬ 
ican rifles are usually heavier than English double-barrels of 
the same bore; and this does not apply merely to those which 
are magazine rifles, for some that have no repeating appar¬ 
atus are the heaviest weapons. Generally speaking, the 
Americans put a much greater mass of metal into their bar¬ 
rels than is done by English makers; and that is especially 
noticeable in the muzzlcloading rifles Included below, for, 
although only of .430-bore, one of them weighs IJ ib. 6oz. 
jana/iin other 14lb. J3oz. Jn iiie farmer, the bar/eJ alone. 

88in. long, weighs 81b. 6oz., and in the latter the barrel, 
S7in. long, weighs no less than ll|lb. In several other in¬ 
stances the barrel alone weighs from 61b. to 71b., whereas in 
the English .450 rifle that took part in these experiments the 
weight of the pair of barrels is only 5ilb., the full weight of 
the rifle being 81b. 13oz. 

In the Putney trials there were half a dozen expresses of 
.577-bore, but the largest size used in the American trials was 
•oOO-bore and Ihe smallest .330. The particulars of weight 
and length of baiTel are given in the following list, where 
the rifles are classified according to bore and the names 
placed in alphabetical order; and there are also added along¬ 
side for the purpose of comparison, particulars of English 
rifles at the Putney trials. The numbers “..50-115-350,^’ or 
similar figures after the names of the rifles denote the ammu¬ 
nition used, according to the American mode of notation, this 
meaning “50-hore, 115 grains powder, 350 grains bullet.” 
Of course, where the decimal point is visible, it is immaterial 
w'hetber the diameter of the bore is printed .5, .50 or .500, 
and I have seen these three ways in different pages of the 
same hook; but in England, where many rifles are made of 
.577 or other calibers that cannot be lessened in number, it is 
found more convenient to name other bores likewise by 
thousandths of an inch; and this, at all events, prevents the 
misunderstanding that may possibly arise between the 4- 
bore, 40-bore or other number that means so many spherical 
balls to the pound, and the .4-bore, .40-bore or other caliber 
that denotes a fractional part of an inch. Hence I have 
headed the following divisions in the ordinary Eugliih way, 
although the American notation is followed in respect to the 
particulars of ammunition; 

[We omit the list of rifles entered.—Ed. F, and S.] 
The weight of these weapons of diminutive caiibcr is 

especially noticeable, seeing that here is a .230-borc, single 
barrel, having a charge of only 5 grains of powder and 40 
grains of lead, and yet it weighs more than the English .450 
double-barreled rifle, used with llOgraius of powder and 3l0 
grains of lead. One may readily believe that very steady 
shooting at short ranges can be obtained from such ponderous 
toys. 

The English rifle affords a eouvenient means of comparison 
between the American rifles shot at Creedmoor and the Eng¬ 
lish weapon tried at Putney. At the latter trials Messrs. 
Bland’s rifle made the best ^target at 50 yards in the .450 class, 
but was defeated at 100" yards and 150 yards by Messrs. 
Holland’s rifle, which carried a somewhat heavier projectile, 
that showed much greater steadiness at the longer distances. 
The trajectory ranges at Putney and Creedmooi not being 
the same, an exact'eomparison cannot be made; but, judging 
from the 150 yards records, it may be inferred that the rifles 
of .400, .450 and .500 bores tried at Putney would vary very 
little from the Bland rifle shot at Creedmoor—some probably 
having a slight advantage or disadvantage at the longer 
range, and others at the shorter, according to the weight of 
the bullets and charge of powder. The proportion of powder 
in Holland’s .400-bore wRs about 1 to 3 6; iu Bland's .450- 
bore, 1 to 3.7; and in Holland’s .4.50-bore, 1 to 2.9; while in 
several rifles not tried at the trajectory screens it was 1 to 
2.3 or 3.4. The fact that the ximerican rifies (with the ex¬ 
ception of the two muzzleloaders) showed, in the majority 
of cases, much higher trajectories than the English Express, 
is what might be expected from their comparatively small 
charges of powder. Except iu a single instance, with a very 
lio-ht hollow bullet, uot one of the Amc-i-ican breechloaders 
used a larger proportion of powder than 1 to 3; for the most 
part they varied in the larger bores from about 1 ; 3A to 1 ; 5, 
and in the smaller bores they extended to 1 ; 9 and even 1 ; 10. 
In the muzzleloaders, on the contrary, the proportion of 
powder was greater than in any of the English rifles men¬ 
tioned above, beiug 1 to 3 in Major Merrill’s rifle and 1 to 
2.3 in Mr. Romer’s; and the consequent result was that their 
trajectories were the flattest in the whole series. 

The following are the heights of the trajectories of the re¬ 
spective bullets at distances 50 yards apart iu the 300 yards 
range, and 35 yards apart in the 100 yards range. These 
heights are the average of five shots each, as a rule, although 
there are occasional exceptions, hereafter mcnlioued. The 
weights of powder and lead are the average of three opened 
cartridges, and differ occasionally from the nominal weight 
given above. In one instance there was a remarkable differ¬ 
ence between the nominal and actual charge—the.cartridges 
for the Maynard .400 bore being labeled as containing 70 
grains of powder, whereas those which were opened varied 
from 56 to 60 grains. In all cases, except the muzzleloaders, 
the ammunition was that supplied through the trade, and 
was not specially loaded for this trial. In the original 
records the measurements are given to thousandths of an 
inch; but I think comparison is rendered more easily by 
having only two decima's, so the results are here given to 
the nearest hundredth of an inch. 

[We omit the tabulated r3.sults copied by The Field.—Em. ■ 
F. AND S.J 

In the numerous trajectories here given, Ihere are, as may 
readily be imagined, various irregularities, wliich depart 
more or less from theoretical accuracy. If bullets would 
always spin quite evenly, and the successive cartridges give 
exactly the same amount of speed, and if the atmospheric 
conditions were uniform throughout the trials, then one 
might expect the results to be regular; but, considering the 
numerous incentives to variation, the wonder is that the 
records come out so closely as they do for the most part. 
Instances of irregularity iu cases of this kind may often be 
traced by taking half the height of the trajectory midway in 
the 300 yards rauge, uml deducting it from the 50 yards 
height in the same range, when the height at the middle 
point of 100 yards should be obtained; or, conversely, half 
the 100 yards height in the long range may be added to the 
50 yards height iu the short range; and similar methods 
min-bt be adopted foi- other distances whenever there is a 
foundation to work upon. If such a process be applied to 
the trajectories of the Bullaid rifle that appear at the top of 
the list of .500-bores, it will be found that with the solid 
bullet there is an appreciable difi'erence between the actual 
and calculated results, but that with the hollow bullet the 
figures approach very much closer. This may in great rneas- 
ure be explained by the fact that the atmospheric conditions, 
while the solid projectiles- were being fired in the .300 yards 
range, varied considerably from those which existed, on a 
subsequent day, during the corresponding timl at 100 yards. 
In temperature -alone there was a difference of 20 degrees, 
besides changes in wind and humidity, which altered'the re- . 
distance of the atmos]ffiere, and thus feuded lo increase or 
diminish the normal retardation of the bullet. On the other 
hand, when the hollow biillets were tried at the .long and the 
short range, the differences of atmospheric condition were so 
Amalias lobe immaterial. The careful maaiif;r I a whieU 
/Jjis irjal was ev'ns^ t>iit cA&bJes xpanj 
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to be explained. With every separate rifle, and at each 
range and chauge of bullet, the temperature of the atmos¬ 
phere was taken on the dry and wet-bulb thermometers, also 
the pressure on the barometer, and the direction and velocity 
of the wind; and the full details having been published in 
the pages of Forest and Stream thej’e are ample data to work 
upon by any one disposed to investigate the subject. 

Another kind of irregularity, which may be detected on 
glancing over the above table, is one which was observed at 
the Putney trials and was remarked upon in the Fidd at the 
time. Some of the bullets, instead of spinning evenly during 
their flight, gyrated with a sort of corkscrew-like motion, 
which carried them sometimes above and sometimes below 
the true line of trajectory, besides moving now toward the 
left and then toward the right side of the target. Vagaries 
of this kind, on the part of one or two bullets, would sadly 
interfere with the regularity of a series of shots, spoiling the 
“string” by their divergence from the bullseye, and occa¬ 
sionally disappearing from the target altogether. Occur¬ 
rences of a similar character were comparatively frequent at 
Creedmoor with some of the rifles, and, although they are 
not always noticeable in the above table of trajectories, 
owing to this being an average of five shots, some of which 
may tend to counteract the effect of the others, still in cer¬ 
tain cases they are quite obvious to the eye. In a trajectory 
that is regular, the height of the bullet at three-quarters of 
the full length of the range is always a little greater than it 
was at the first quarter; and at the half distance it is higher 
than at either of the other points. But, on referring to the 
Whitney-Kenuedy rifle, under the head of .500-bores, it will 
be seen that, in the 100-yard range, some of the bullets dipped 
between the first and second screen, and then rose to the 
third. The extent of these variations is, of course, more 
noticeable in the full records giving every shot than it is in 
the average result. 

Space cannot bo afforded here for entering into details 
of the .shooting of all the weapons, and I must confine my 
remarks to the most salient features in the experiments. 

Of the .500 bores, the Bullard repeating rifle came out first, 
as was warranted by its carrying a larger proportion of 
powder than any rifle in the trial, except the English express 
and the two American rauzzleloaders. With the solid bullet 
the powder ratio was 1 to 3 1, and with the hollow bullet 1 
to 2.6; and, as has been pointed out before in the Fisld, the 
hollow bullet has the higher trajectory, for the greater speed 
of the light projectile at the beginning of the range and its 
rapid loss of velocity toward the end both tend to^make the 
curve higher in the center. The Winchester and the Whitney- 
Kennedy repeaters used the same ammunition: and, with 
cartridges taken from the same box, it might reasonably be 
supposed that they would show veiy nearly equal results. 
The Whitney-Kennedy, however, exhibited in a marked de¬ 
gree the corkscrew gyration of bullets alluded to above, as is 
demonstrated by the following record of the five successive 
shots at the 100-yard range with the solid bullet. The Win¬ 
chester was irregular at 75 yards in the last two shots, but 
there is a great contrast between the general results, as will 
be seen by comparing the average of the three most regular 
shots with the average of the whole five. 

WHITSEY-KjESNEBY. WINCHESTER. 
Round. 25vds. 50j-ds. 75j’ds. 25yds. 60yds. rsyds. 
1. ..1.09iu. 1 84m. 155in. 1.55m. 1.97m. i.eein. 
2 . ..1.80m. 1.81m. 2.78m. 1.90m. 2.50m. 2.12in. 
8. ..L25m. —0.88m. —1.71iu. 1.78in. 2.14m. 1.77m. 
4. ..2 15in. 3.41m. 3.53m. 1.66m, 1.98in. 2.73in. 
5. ..l.lOin. —0.83in. —O.Olin. 1.86m. 2.38in. 2,70m. 

Average. .1.48m. LlSin. 1.23in. 1.74m. 2,20m. 2.21m. 

Av. (3 rds.) 1 68iu. 2.88m. 2.62m. l.T8in. 2 22m. 1.85m. 

It will be seen by the minus marks (—) prefixed to two 
shots of the AVhitney-Kennedy, that they dropped so much 
after 25 yards that a horizontal line drawn from the muzzle 
of the rifle to the target would actually have been higher 
than these bullets were at mid-range; but they rose again 
between 50 and 75 yards, and must have risen still higher 
before they completed the 100 yards. Casting out the two 
most irregular shots with both rifles, there is not a vast deal 
of difference between the averages of the three remaining 
rounds; but only one of the bullets from the Whitney- 
Kennedy can be. said to have had a fairly even flight. It is 
not easy to say what could be the cause of this diflference in 
performance with the same ammunition unless it were the 
diflference in the rifling. Both were 6-groove rifles, but the 
Whitney-Kennedy had one turn in 80 inches, and the Win¬ 
chester one turn in 60 inches, the rifling with the former 
being also twice as deep as the latter. It is evident, there¬ 
fore, that mere rapidity of spin does not seem-e accuracy of 
flight. It is rather curious that the hollow bullets shot more 
steadily than the solid ones in both rifles; but it will be ob¬ 
served that the hollow were only 12 grains less in weight 
than the solid, and consequently the latter would be rather 
the shorter of the two, while experience seems to show that 
these vagaries are of most frequent occurrence with bullets 
which are very short in comparison with their caliber. 

Among the .450-bores, the Marlin magazine rifle performed 
very erratically, and the report "says: “Bo what might, 
with a consumption of over 25 rounds, it was only possible 
to get one shot through all the screens and on the target. 
The weapon was several times cleaned, and particular 
attention paid for any traces of leading in the barrel, but 
none were detected; yet the arm threw the bullets now high, 
now low, in every and various directions.” There was, 
strictly speaking, no average with this rifle, for when, a 
fortnight later, it was tried at a shorter range, only one shot 
could be got upon the target; so that to one shot in each 
range the record is confined. The Bullard repeater, with 
the same weight of powder and bullet as the Marlin, gave 
very steady shooting. The Marlin rifling had one turn in 
20in., and the Bullard one turn in 30Ln. On the other .450 
rifles it is not necessary to dwell, except the'Bland double 
Express, which was the only rifle of this bore that shot both 
solid and hollow bullets. Owing to a scanty supply of 
ammunition, thisuifle was not tried so fully as it would have 
been; but four records from each barrel were obtained at- the 
200 yards range, and the separate average results stood as 
follows- 

, , 50jds. 100yds. 150yds. 
Eipht barrel average.4,94in. 7.47in. 5.ti3in 
Left barrel average....,.5.14 7.59 5.75 

General average...5.04 7.S.? .5.79 

This general average is the one entered in the above table 
for the 200 yards.range; and for the shorter range, with both 
solid and hollow bullets, only the right barrel was used. As 
at Putney, there was some little irregularity of gyration ex¬ 
hibited by this rifle, two of the bullets being higher at the 
last screen than they were at the middle, byt it was pnly to 
^1 small .extept, fipe curinus fact, hpwever, rcipa^J^s P'3 

stated. Five shots were fired from this rifle at 100 yards, the 
barrel being wiped out after each round; and five other .shots 
were fired without cleaning. The trajectories were lower in 
the uncleaned rifle, the average being as follows; 

ha and 

..., . 25yds. SOyds. 76yds. Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Fublish- 
Cleaned barrel (average).l.-25m. 1.461n. 1..30in. ing Co. 
Uncleaned barrel (average).1,17 1.33 1.28 -- 

This result may possibly have been due to the lubrication 
left in the uncleaued barrel lessening the friction of the bul¬ 
let, which consequently started on its flight with a higher 
velocity. 

The two muzzleloaders of ,420 bore gave remarkable re- 
siflts, but, as previously stated, the proportion of powder was 
higher than in any of the other rifles, and the trajectories 
were correspondingly low:hut again evidence was given of 
the corkscrew gyration, as will be seen by the following fig¬ 
ures with Major Merrill’s rifle: 
Round, 25 yards. 50 Yards. 76 Yards. 
1.l.lSOin. 1.373in. 1.270m. 
8. l.aia 1.498 1 205 
3 . .1.0.33 1.399 1.419 
4 . 1.170 1.051 1.061 
6.1.031 1.210 1.421 

Average.1.130 1.306 1.273 

Do. (4 shots).1.121 1 370 1.238 

It will be observed, on examination, that only one of the 
five bullets flew with strict accuracy, although most of the 
divergencies arc compai-atively trifling. In the second round 
the bullet at the third point is lower than at the first, instead 
of being higher; in the next the bullet is highest at 75 yards; 
in the fourth round the bullet is higher at 25 yards than at 
the two next screens; and in tlie fifth round it is much lower 
at 50 than at 75 yai’ds. Omitting this last round makes a 
marked change in the center and renders the proportion 
more correct. These statements, however, are only given in 
illustration of the previous recorded facts, and the observa¬ 
tions are not intended to depreciate Major Merrill’s rifle, 
which is an admirable weapon of its kind; and I imagine the 
defect must have been in the bullets. Shortly before this 
trajectory trial, Major Merrill, who is a staunch defender of 
the merits of muzzleloaders, gave in Forest and Stream 

lengthy details of the shooting powers of this rifle, accom¬ 
panied by diagrams of the targets made with spherical balls 
and charges of equal weight of powder and bullet (1 to 1). 
The accuracy of the shooting was remarkable; and 
Major Merrill challenged the world to produce 
any breechloader that would equal this performance when 
using powder and bullet in the ratio of 1 to 1. The chal¬ 
lenge was not accepted, as may be readily supposed. It is 
easy enough for muzzleloaders to use any proportion of pow¬ 
der whatever; but breechloaders are not so accommodating, 
and they are not usually chambered for such a ratio as 1 to 1. 
With a lesser proportion of powder, however, quite as re¬ 
markable shooting was made by breechloaders at the Putney 
trials. Jeffries’ .500-bore, with ten successive shots at 100 
yards (five from the right and five from the left barrel), made 
a string average of 1.004in.; while Holland’s single rifle of 
.295-bore, with twenty successive shots, made at 50 yards an 
average string of .895in., and with the same number of shots 
at 75 yards made an average of .696in. But, to return to 
the American muzzleloaders, Mr. Komer’s rifle made splen¬ 
did shooting at the 200 yards range, there not being an irreg¬ 
ular shot in the whole series. These two rifles were each 
tried only at one range; it had been intended to try Major 
Merrill’s at both distances, but, by an accident, a rifle be¬ 
longing to his friend, Mr. Romer, was brought for the second 
test. 

With respect to the smaller bores, I must leave the records 
to speak for themselves for the most part. It may be said, 
however, that they generally shot with greater steadiness 
than the larger bores—owing, in all probability, to the bul¬ 
lets being longer in proportion to the caliber; and some of 
the very best results were given by rifles of .400 and under. 
The Bullard .300-bore was not shot at 100 yards, owing to 
its action getting out of order. The so called “Hunter’s 
Pet” (.320-bore), was the lightest rifle in the trial, having a 
skeleton stock and a barrel only 18in. long. It gave a great 
deal of trouble in testing, as the shots flew so wildly that 
about a score had to be fired before five could be got through 
the screens on to the target at 200 yards; at 100 yards there 
were similar divergencies, though fewer in number. Those 
bullets that were got on the target showed satisfactory regu¬ 
larity; the trajectory, however, was the highest of the whole 
series, but, as the proportion of powder was only about one 
to ten, the result is not very surprising. 

In conclusion, I can only congratulate your American 
contemporary on having brought its self-imposed and most 
troublesomet ask to so highly satisfactory an issue. T. 

Wood Powder.—When the advertiseruent of the Ameri¬ 
can Wood Powder Company was brought to us by Mr. 
Elliott Smith, the president of the company, we accepted it 
upon that gentleman's representations respecting the mode 
of manufacture and the safety of the product; and, further, 
with the express stipulation on our part that the advertise- 
meut should remain in the Forest and Stream only pro¬ 
vided that Prof. Henry Morton, President of Stevens Insti¬ 
tute, to whom we would submit samples of the powder, 
should report upon it corroborating the representations of 
the manufacturers. We at once sent some of the powder to 
President Morton for analysis. His report was expected 
immediately, was delayed, asked for from time to time, and 
has never been received. Considering the time that has 
elapsed, we can hardly be expected to hold the matter longer 
in abeyance, and it can be taken as no injustice to the manu¬ 
facturers to refuse a further publication 'of their advertise¬ 
ment until we secure from Prof. Morton a report which 
would warrant its insertion. 

Mississippi.—Aberdeen, Feb. 27.—The quail season has 
pretty well closed, although the law in this county allows 
them to be shot until March 15. The birds have stood the 
cold well and we have a fair number to carry over to the next 
season. If the spring proves dry we will have a fine stock 
for the next shooting season. Some snipe have come in and 
a few small bags have been made; but our best shooting 
occurs in March. During the severe weather in January a 
great many ducks were in the river, principally mallards, and 
several large bags were made. This was an unusual occur¬ 
rence for this locality, as ducks have been very scarce for 
several years past.—Will. ' - 

The “Political Science Quarterly,“ a reveiw devoted to history, 
economics and jurisprudence, wiU oe published by Ginn <Sr Co., of 
this city, the subsoriptiou price being $3 per year. The magazine 
Will he edited by the fspiilty of Political Bcieuee of Cohimhia, College, 

ADIRONDACK FISHES. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
My note in your issue of Feb. 11 has already brought a 

valuable contribution to my work on the fishes of the Adir- 
ondacks. I could not find a specimen of tlie little miller’s 
thumb, llranidea gracilis, and inserted a description on the 
authority of Dr. C. Hart Merriam. A few days ago a pint 
fruit jar filled with them came to me from Malone, Franklin 
county, H. Y., and suspected that they came from Mr. A. 
R. Fuller, of Meacham Lake, to whom I wrote and received 
the following very valuable contribution regarding their 
habits: 

Meacham Lake, N. Y., March 1. 
Friend MaiJier: 

I write to-day because I can write and may not be able to 
write a_ word for a week. When I sent ‘ ‘my thumbs” I could 
not write, but I thought you would know where they came 
from. I hope the package reached you safely and that you 
were able to identify tbe fish. I di^ not find as large ones 
as I have seen, but did get larger ones than we generally see 
in the brooks. I have no doubt they can be found in nearly 
every pond and stream in the Adlrondacks; but they are so 
very insignificant that nine out of ten persons wovfld never 
notice them. The little light brown or spotted ones look 
something like a sculpin; we find them in great numbers in 
this lake and in all the streams about here. The larger dark 
ones with red mane and tail I have never seen in any other 
water hut the little brook from which I took the lot, I have 
seen them there at all seasons of the yeai’. I wish I could 
sit down with you for an hour or two and go over your re¬ 
port. I find several things which I think I^an help you to 
describe better. 

In May, 1871,1 met Louis Agassiz at his home in Cam¬ 
bridge and we talked fish for three hours. He asked me 
about this fish which I called miller’s thumb; he had never 
seen it in America, and he said no one knew much about its 
habits, how or where they spawned or how long it took the 
eggs to hatch. I told him I had seen the eggs quite often, 
and when I got home I took several lots into the hatching 
troughs and hatched them, and kept the little chaps about 
ten days. They dig under a stone and fasten the eggs to the 
under side in a pile bottom side up, or like a conical pile of 
shot turned over, point down; the cones vary from a quarter 
to one inch in diameter at the base, and are about the same 
distance from base to point. I put six or seven of the cones 
into the boxes, and kept watch of them. It was fifty days 
from _ the time I put them in until I saw the first fish, and 
the little chaps kept their sack of grub three to five days; 
they were about three-eighths of an inch long. The eggs 
are about the size of No. 8 shot, the temperature of the water 
was 45 to 47. I was somewhat surprised that it took so long 
for the eggs of warm-weather spawners to hatch. You can 
separate the eggs from the stone and they will still keep the 
form of the cone; the pile is well stuck together. I once put 
a large thumb into a pail to take to the house, and also 
caught a newt like the one I put in the jar. In a fewminutes 
on looking in the pail, I saw the thumb bad the newt by the 
middle, and after a long struggle the newt went down my 
thumb, and when the liead came to the thumb’s gill, the newt 
slid out, and I sat down and laughed, 1 thought it about 
the neatest escape I ever heard of, and I expected to see the 
thumb try it over, but he did not. A. E. Fuller. 

The jar has not yet been opened, but seems to contain fifty 
or sixty specimens from one and a half to six inches in length. 
I think it possible that there is but one species in the jar, 
although there are several found in the northeastern States. 
Through the glass of the jar they appear to resemble XT. go- 
Moides more than U. gracilis. Concerning the breeding habits 
of this fish I knew nothing, and think that Mr. Fuller’s ex¬ 
periment is the first that has been made in hatching them. 

Fred Mather. 

THE TROUT OF SUNAPEE LAKE. 

Concerning the notice of the “sun trout,” or ebarr, 
found in Sunapee Lake by Mr. Elliot B. Hodge, Fish 

Commissioner of New Hampshire, which appeared in our 
editorial columns of Jan. 14 and was further commented 
upon by Mr. Samuel Webber in Forest and Stream of 
Feb. 11, we are now enabled to lay before our readers the 
decision regarding its species which has been aiTived at by 
Professor Baird and Dr. Bean. The following correspond¬ 
ence, which we are permitted to publish, explains the matter 
in full: 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
1 send you with this Dr. Bean’s last report on the Sunapee 

Lake trout. In some respects I am surprised at the conclu¬ 
sions he comes to. It seems strange to me that he finds no 
difference between these fish and the blueback trout of Maine, 
as I believe I can show trout as many pounds in weight as 
he can show me a Maine blueback in inches in length. 
Again, the Maine trout seek the streams for the purpose of 
spawning; the Sunapee trout do not, they are lake spawners. 
I do not doubt that they belong to the Oquassa type, but that 
they are identical with the blueback trout of Maine I do. 
I have not time to write you more at present. You will 
please return me all the papers at an early date. 

Yours very truly, 
E. B. Hodge. 

E. B. Hodge, Esq., Plymouth, F. H.: 
Dear Sir—^I beg to inclose herewith a final report from 

Dr. Bean in regard to the trout from Sunapee Lake, and 
would suggest your having it published in Forest and 

Stream. Yours truly, Spencer F. Baird. 

Washington, Feb. 17. 1886. 
P-of. Spencsr F. Baird, Director U. S. National Museum: 

Sir—1 beg leave to offer herewith a report upon some 
trout of Sunapee Lake, New Hampshire, which were re¬ 
ceived from Mr. E B. Hodge, the first and largest on Nov. 
3, 1885. It is a male twenty-two inches long and weighed 
six pounds. It is catalogue No. 37,357. Three additional 
examples arrived on the 9th of January, 1886. These are 
catalogue Nos. 37,408, 9 and 10. The first two being females 
and the last a male. The smaller of the females is about 
twelve inches long, 

I find that these trout are identical with the blue-back 
trout of Oquassa, the Tjangeleys, and other lakes of Jdaine. 
'J'be same fipfecies .dlsq poenrs ip the towpsMp of Depal-'in.nes. 
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Province of Quebec, in a lake just below Lac Sac A Comie, 
which is situated about seventy miles east, and about forty 
miles north of Montreal. A specimen was caught in this 
lake by Mr. C, H. Simpson early in the present month and 
was brought here by 31r. E. tr. Blackford on the 10th inst. 
It is catalogue No. 37,670. 

The blue-back trout is described in recent ichthyological 
works under the name of 8almo, or Salvelinm, oquassa. The 
sarne species also occurs in Labrador and in Greenland, in 
which countries it reaches an immense size. Mr. L. M. 
Turner sent from Labrador a number of very large examples, 
much larger than any other specimens of Salvelinvs to be 
found in the museum. One of these specimens (from Turner) 
is twenty-six and one-half inches lon^, and, in its present 
condition, weighs seven pounds, after lying in alcohol two 
years. 

The oldest available name at present known to me for this 
species is stagnalis, of Eabricius; and our species should 
stand as Salmlinu^ stagnalis. I can find no difference of 
specific importance between Mr. Dresel’s Disco island speci¬ 
mens, Mr. Turner’s Labrador examples, Mr. Hodge’s Suna- 
pee Lake blue-backs, Mr. Simpson’s Quebec specimens and 
the oqtcassa of Maine. 

Among the characters which 1 take to be of specific value 
are the following: 

Proportions of the various parts of the body, length and 
number of developed fiu rays, size and number of the scales, 
shape of the caudal fin, number and size of the gill-rakers, 
shape of the gill-covers, character of the dentition of the 
hyoid bone,.size of the eggs, number of the pyloric emea and 
general features of coloration. I find for example that none 
of the chairs, in which the hypids are specially developed, 
have mottled fins, such as are always observed in the com¬ 
mon brook trout, IS. fontinalis. 

It is highly desirable to obtain from Mr. Hodge a full ac 
count of the feeding and breeding habits of this blue-back 
trout of Suuapee Lake. Our knowledge on this subject is 
very limited. It is highly desirable also to secure additional 
specimens of the blue-back from Maine, and these should be 
as large as possible. There is not now in the Museum a 
single individual from Maine that will reach twelve inches 
in length. Very respectfully yours, T. H. Bean, 

Curator, Dept, of Fisheries. 

It has formerly been supposed that the range of the blue- 
back trout was confined in the United States to a few lakes 
in Maine, and that it was a fish of very small size. It will 
be seen from the above correspondence that its habitat is 
not as restricted .as has been thought, and that its size is 
sufficient to command it to the notice of anglers. Mr. Hodge 
says, ‘he can furnish even larger specimens than those which 
he sent to Professor Baird. When we saw the small speci¬ 
men from Oanda, at Mr. Blackford’s in Pulton Market, we 
said, “if the fish had come from Maine we should think it 
could be nothing else but a blue-back trout.” Its graceful 
shape, forked tail, absence of mottling on fins were sufficient 
to show that it was neither our native brook trout nor a 
salmon; yet its coloration did not seem to be so decided a 
blue as specimens we have seen from Maine. 

BLACK BASS vs. PICKEREL. 

ICKEREL fishing through the ice on New England 
waters has been only fairly good this .season—not up 

to what it was a year ago, and far behind several seasons 
ago. Not nearly as many pickerel have reached the Boston 
market this year as usual, for the reason, the dealers say, 
that they have not been taken. Prom a number of weil- 
known lakes and ponds in Maine comes the report that pick¬ 
erel are scarce. Curiously enough these reports come from 
waters which have been stocked with black bass, or into 
which waters the bass have drilted. 

The Cobosseecontee waters, Maranocook Lake, and the 
other ponds in Winthrop and Readfield, Me., are not yield¬ 
ing the usual quantity of pickerel: all these waters have been 
stocked with black bass. The same situation is true of the 
Sebago waters. A gentleman of excellent judgment, reared 
in the close vicinity of the Sebago lakes and ponds, believes 
that the black bass in those waters are fast thinning out the 
pickerel. The gentleman is an enthusiast with the rod, 
spending all the time he can spare on the trout waters, but he 
is sick of the black bass. He believes the pickerel to be far 
ahead of the bass, and regrets exceedingly that the bass is 
fast becoming the king of the Sebago waters. The increase 
of the black bass in his section is something wonderful; but 
the pickerel are disappearing. The bass, from one or two 
ponds stocked, have crept into all the waters near, and it is 
evident from their multiplication that they have come to stay, 
and with the determination of exterminating other fish. 

“The black bass furnishes good sport with the rod?” 
“Oh, yes.” 
But a little of it has satisfied all the sportsmen near the 

waters in Maine best stocked with them. Lovers of the rod 
who dwell on the banks of the Sebago waters or the Win¬ 
throp ponds, drive thirty or forty miles to trout streams and 
ponds. They take their annual trips to the Androscoggin 
Lukes. But they do not “tackle up” and fish for the black 
bass which are often within less than a mile of their doors. 
The most of them have tried the bass fishing; a few catches 
vas enough. Says one gentleman; “I caught a savage, 
flgly-looking fish, but his ungainly carcass was destitute of 
all the lines of beauty which go with the fresh-caught trout 
or salmon. A pickerel is king to a bass in the way of looks. 
Then when I had caught my row of ugly, black gudgeons, 
what was I to do with them? They are no good as a fish 
to eat. We left our catch of bass to rot, and 1 learn that 
every other sportsman, who has tried them cooked, does the 
same.” 

Who has ever seen a black bass in market? Perhaps a few 
might find their way there, but a very few would block the 
way ever afterward. Not so the pickerel; he is a good mar¬ 
ket fish. Thousands of pounds find their way into the Bos¬ 
ton markets every year. It is too bad to take so much 
poetry out of vvhat has been written concerning the black 
bass as a game fish, but to eat his warty, wormy hide is too 
much. The fact that he is of no earthly use when caught, 
helps to kill the glamour of catching. In some of our 
inland, muddy waters the bass may do, but to the sportsman 
who can reach the clear, sparkling trout waters, he is of no 
account. 

The people upon the bass waters of Maine will probably 
ask their next Legislature to do no more protecting of black 
bass, and possibly to make some law against his irndher en¬ 
croachments. In several sections of that State the people 
wished the black bass in their waters, but they now more 
heartily wish him out and even the pickerel back again. 
The white perch is a far better fish, and he might have been 

propagated in many of the ponds now given up to black 
bass. But both white and brindled perch are fast disappear¬ 
ing from waters where the black bass reigns. There are a 
plenty of Maine sportsmen who seriously blame the prime 
movers in introducing black bass, because they did not look 
more thoroughly into the habits and value of those fish before 
putting them into waters where there was any hope of even 
pickerel. Maine. 

The Same Old Story.—One of the chief attractions of 
Lake Hopatcong as a summer resort is being rapidly de¬ 
stroyed by the waste from theForcite Powder Works being 
allowed to run into the lake. A party from this town went 
on Wednesday to the beautiful inland sea for a day’s fishing 
through the ice, and after fishing for several hours and not 
catching anything, they moved on up the pond to a place 
where a party of men, who reside along the borders of this 
sheet, were fishing, and found empty creels there also. 
Upon inquiry as to the probable cause of the fish not biting, 
one of the natives volunteered to show our townsman where 
the trouble lay, and going to where the ice was clear he told 
him to look through and in doing so innumerable dead fish 
were seen floating away under the ice. The gentleman fur¬ 
ther said that if a live bait were sunk down to within a foot 
of the bottom of the lake, it would die in a minute, and he 
believed that the mortality was caused by the discharge of 
the waste acids into the lake by the powder company. In 
walking a mile our informant counted over a thousand dead 
fish of all varieties. The matter should be looked after by 
the proper authorities, and sportsmen who ai'e interested in 
preserving the lake as a fishing resort should make an effort 
to let the authorities know that danger of its entire ruin 
exists. If the fishing is ruined, the popularity of Lake Hopat¬ 
cong as a summer resort will be short-hved.—HacMtstawn 
Gazette. 

A Nuisance .vr HopatcJong.—Morristown, N. J., 
March 6.—Editor Forest and Stream: Lake Hopatcong, 
lying in the hills of Northern New Jersey, is suffering from 
the poisonous refuse of a powder factory which is drained 
into the lake. The lake has been a favorite resort for ang¬ 
lers for some years past and the black bass have been in¬ 
creasing in its waters since they were planted there some 
ten years ago. This winter thousands of dead fish have 
been seen through the ice, lying on the bottom of the lake 
and the natives about the shores claim that they were killed 
by the acids or other material discharges from the powder 
works. Cannot something be done to stop this?—G. B. 

The New York Trout Law.—As the law now stands, 
all fishing through the ice for brook trout is forbidden at 
any time. Trout may be taken in the counties of Queens 
and Suffolk from April 1 to Sept. 1, but in the rest of 
the State the lawful season is from May I to Sept. 1. 
We learn that Senator Traphagen has introduced a bill 
which provides that trout legally taken on Long Island, in 
the counties mentioned, may be held, but not sold in other 
counties. This will permit anglers who fish on the island 
to bring their fish to their homes in New York or Brooklyn, 
and will remedy one of the errors which we have pointed 
out. We think,' however, that a bill which opened the sea¬ 
son south of one of the lines mentioned in our editorial last 
week, on April 1, would be more satisfactory all around, 
as many anglers wish to fish in other waters near the 
city besides those of Long Island. It was manifestly unjust 
to allow fishing on Long Island and then forbid the angler, 
who in nine cases out of ten came from the city, to bring 
his trout to his own table. 

More Muskrat Fishino.—Manistee, Mich , March 1.— 
In your issue of Feb. 25 I read with interest Mr. Dyer’s 
account of catching a muskrat through the ice on a pickerel 
book. In the winter of 1860, while fishing on Charles River, 
near West Newton, Mass., with a friend, we had almost the 
same experience. Running to one of the lines which wa 
down, I pulled out a dead and limp muskrat securely hooked 
in the side of the head near the mouth. As the bait was 
missing, we at once concluded that, while trying to secure 
the shiner or minnow, the muskrat had hooked himself and 
immediately di’owned. It is singular that the one Mr. D. 
speaks of was alive when taken out, for when fast or caught 
under the ice the}' soon lose their breath and are drowned. 
So it is probable that the one he refers to had but just been 
hooked. It is evident that muskrats sometimes feed on fish. 
I have caught them in traps set for mink and baited with 
fish.—E. H. B. 

St. Lawrence River Fishing.—The Utica Association 
for the Protection of Fish and Game and the Anglers’ Asso¬ 
ciation of the St. Lawrence River have adopted the follow¬ 
ing resolution; “Resolved, That these associations approve 
the extension of the close season for bass and muskalonge 
from May 15 to June 15, as recently made by the depart¬ 
ment of marine and fisheries at Ottawa, and heartily recom¬ 
mend that the close season in the State of New York, and 
particularly in the St. Lawrence River and Lake Ontario, 
be extended to the same date, as the best means for protect¬ 
ing the fish while on the spawning beds.”—Portsa (Utica, 
March 6, 1886). ___ 

The Bass and Muscalonge Season in the St. Lawrence, 
Clyde, Seneca and Oswego rivers, is from May 20 to Jan. 1. 
In other words no black bass qor muscalonge can be caught 
In those rivers, or had in possession, or sold, only from May 
20 to Jan. 1, under a penally of $10 for each fish so killed or 
had in possession. This open season is generally understood, 
and accepted and respected, and it is that there may be no 
mistake about the time that I send you this note, writes 
“Old Sport” to the Syracuse Journal. 

The Sussex Angler’s Club has just been organized 
and has purchased Grant Lake, on Pochuck Mountain, near 
Deckertown, N. J. The lake covers fifty acres, and is so 
liberally supplied with bass that it will not need stocking. 
The officers are: Cyrus C. Force, of Brooklyn, President; 
Schuyler B. Jackson, of Newark, Vice-President; Herward 
Littell, of Deckertown, Treasurer, and Theodore 8. Morrell, 
of Newark, Secretary. The preserve cost $5,000. 

Large Trout from the Yellowstone.—We have a 
paper pattern of a five pound trout caught in the Yellow¬ 
stone on Feb. 24 by Mr. Poole, and which is said to be 
the largest one yet caught there. The pattern is witnessed 
by Charles H. Stuart and Elwood Hofer. 

Herring in the Air.—A correspondent of Nature gives 
some instances of herring jumping out of the water when 
frightened. He says that he has observed whole shoals of 
this fish, in their anxiety to escape when pursued by whales, 
piled up above the surface of the sea to a height of from 
three to six feet. On one occasion the fish formed a mass 
even with the top of the mast of a fishing boat, viz., about 
fifteen feet, and had part of this mass fallen into the boat it 
would doubtless have sunk. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish 
ng Co. _ 

FISHCULTURE AT BLOOMING GROVE PARK. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The Blooming Grove Park Association now have a hatchery 

in their extensive grounds in Pike county, Pa. The selection 
of the site was determined some two years ago through the 
enterprise of Dr, Spencer M. Nash and others, who obtained 
the services of Mr. Fred Mather to examine the different 
springs and streams, and also to plan the hatchery. This 
winter it is in full operation. Mr. Hardy, one of the direct¬ 
ors, has presented the club with over a thousand eggs of the 
brown trout, obtained in England, and which arrived in good 
order and are now on the trays, The native spawnere did not 
yield many brook trout eggs; it seemed to be an off year with 
them, and but a few thousand were obtained. From the U. S. 
Fish Commission the club received 1.5,000 brook trout eggs, 
and 50,000 eggs and 25,000 fry have been purchased from Jas. 
Auuin, Jr., Caledonia, N. Y. All the eggs are looking well, 
the water is cold and the development goes on slowly, which 
is understood to be best for the young fish. White Miller. 

Brooklyn, March .3. 

LAND-LOCKED SALMON IN NEW YORK. 

AS our readers are aware the laud-locked salmon of Maine 
has been successfully acclimated in that portion of the 

Adirondacks which has been eared for by the Bisby Club, so 
far as to live there and to be occasionally captiu’ed. We now 
have an account of their spawning there from the president 
of the club, Gen. R. TJ. Sherman, who is also one of the State 
Commissionei's of Fisheries, who, in a letter dated March 3, 
among some other things, wi-ites: 

“A Woodhnll and Bisby guide, Jolm Stell, was here yester¬ 
day and says that he took at Woodhull dam last fall a male 
land-locked salmon which tipped the scales at ten poimds. The 
land-locked salmon gathered on the sloping wall of the dam 
last fall to spawn. This wall is laid at an angle of forty-five 
degi'ees, without mortar. There are open spaces between the 
stones and I suppose the fish sought to deposit them spawn in 
these spaces where they would he secure fj'om depredations. 
Mr. Stell took also several female fish which he stripped and 
impregnated their spawn and deposited it on a gi-avelly bot¬ 
tom in the stream below the dam, retm-ning the parent fish to 
the water in the lake. The fish were in plain sight from the 
suj-face and were taken by lowering a hook to their mouths, 
baited with a worm. The fish took the hook, apparently to 
keep the bed clear rather than as food. The large salmon was 
probably from the original plant made in 1879! There have 
been two plants made since that time, one in 1882 of 10,000 
from the hatchery at Cold Spring Hai-bor, and 10,000 in 1883 
hatched at the Bisby Club hatchery from spawn fm-nished 
from Cold Spi-ing Harbor. This large fish is probably the 
largest land-iocked salmon ever taken in this State.” 

SHORT LOBSTERS. 

SOME pei-sons may think that a short lobster is as good as a 
long one, but everybody will agree that, in that point of 

size, the long lobster is ahead. Now this is just where the law 
steps in. It has been for a long time understood that the 
lobster fishery on the New England and pi’ovincial coasts was 
dying out, or that the noble crustaceans are becoming extinct 
from constant and unremitting fishing. In order to give the 
lobster time to grow, and prevent the taking of a thi-ee- 
quarter pounder when each year’s growth would add double 
to his weight, the Legislatures of Maine and Massachusetts 
have enacted statutes, with penalities attached, making it a 
punishable offense to catch or seU, or have in possession, a 
lobster under 10).^ inches in length. This law has never been 
very cheerfully obeyed in either of these States. Only a short 
time ago Deputy Fish Commissioner F. R. Shattuck of Bos¬ 
ton, who has worked dUigently, in conjunction with the 
Massachusetts Fish andIGame Protective Association, for the 
protection of the lobster, became satisfied that short lobs¬ 
ters were being shipped from Portland, Me., to this market, 
and being sold “on the sly.” He also became satisfied that 
one or two parties, at least, the owners of smacks, were in 
the practice of sailing down among the islands on Portland 
harbor, buying the short lobstei-s off the fishermen, putting 
them into lian-els/ on the way back, and shipping them to 
Boston and New York under cover of night. Commissioner 
E. M. Stilwell of Maine was enlisted, and he took hold of the 
matter with his usual earnestness. He put B. W; Couuee, 
commissioner of sea and shore fisheries, of Thomaston, on the 
track. One Warden Johnson also came to Boston, ostensibly 
with the intention of putting Deputy Shattuck and his de¬ 
tectives on the watch for certain vessels expected with short 
lobsters. One schooner arrived the other day, and w'as 
searched by Mr. Shattuck and his detectives, but no short 
lobstei-s 'were found. Another suspected vessel put into 
Portland, evidently warned that Boston was getting to be a 
poor place for short lobsters. But the fight at both the Boston 
and tne Portland ends has been kept up with very satisfactory 
results. Commissioner Counce, with one of his deputies, oh 
Thursday seized a lot of shoi*t lobsters from one William Tre- 
fethem, for some time suspected, and later in the day made 
another haul frem the schooner Monterey. But the best move 
of all was made yesterday, when the commissioners seized in 
all 3,000 short lobsters, and later in the day about §200 was 
paid over by the dealers in fines. Joseph A. Brewer of Che- 
beague Island, schooner Horizon, has been caught with shoi-t 
lobsters, and fined §59 and costs. In Maine, the fine for taking 
or having in possession any lobster under 10^ inches in length 
from head to tail extended, exclusive of claws and feelers, is 
§1. In Massachusetts the fine is §5. The Massachusetts law. 
reads: “Whoever sells or offers for sale, or bas in bis pos¬ 
session, a lobster less than 10>^ inches in length, measiu'ing 
from one extreme of the body extended to the other, exclus¬ 
ive of claws or feelers, shall forfeit S5 for every suc'h lobster: 
and in all prosecutions under this section the possession of 
any lobster not of the required length shall be prima facie 
evidence to convict”—Acts of 1884, chap. 212, sec. 1. 

To the lobster trade it may be stated that Commissioner 
Shattuck is determined to see this law enforced, and he has 
able detectives on the alert. Also, it may be added that the . 
earnest fish commissionei’s and wardens of Maine are render¬ 
ing able assistance by preventing the shipping of short lobs¬ 
ters to this market, as the results mentioned above will 
show.—Boston Herald. 

Portland, Me., March 3. William S. Trefethen was before 
the court this morning charged with having in his possession 
1368 lobsters less than 10^ inches in length. He was found 
guilty and was fined §1,308 and costs. 
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FISHCULTTIRE IN NEW HAMPSHIRE.—A large amount 
of work is being done at the State hatcheries at LiTermore 
Falls and Sunapee Lake. There are now in the hatchery at 
Livermore Falls .500,000 eggs of the whitefish, 7.50,000 Penob¬ 
scot salmon eggs, 90,000 lake trout eggs, 830,000 lirook trout 
eggs. Quite recently 2.50,000 brook trout eggs have been sent 
to Massachusetts, and 10,000 rainbow trout eggs from Baird, 
Cal., and 125,000 landlocked salmon eggs will be received this 
week from Grand Lake stream. At Sunapee Lake hatchery 
are 100,000 brook trough_ 

THE AMERICAN FISHERIES SOCIETY.-We have 
before stated that the annual meeting wQuld take place in 
Chicago on April 13, 14 and 1.5. We now learn from Mr. F. N. 
Clark, chairman of the local committee, that the meeting will 
be held in the chrb rooms of the Palmer House, which will 
seat 400 people, and that it is pi-oposed to make an exhibit of 
fish in aquaria, specimens in alcohol, apparatus, etc., in the 
Exposition budding. The printed invitations are not yet issued. 

Address all coniinunications to the Forest and litream FiMish- 
ing Co. _ 

FIXTURES. 

FIELD TRIALS. 

Nov. 8.—Second Annual Field Trials of IhelVestem Field Trials 
Association, at Abilene, Kan. R. C. Van Horn, Secretary, Kansas 
City, Mo. 

Nov. 33.—Fighfch annual field trials of the Eastern Field Trials Club, 
at High Point, N. 0. W. A. Coster, Secretary, Platbush, Kings 
county, N. Y. 

DOG SHOWS. 

March 16.17. 18 and 19.—Western Pennsylvania Poultry Society’s 
Dog Show, at Pittsburgh. Pa. C. B. Elben, Secretary, 

March 38, 34 and 35.—First Annual Dog Show of the New .Jersey 
Keunel and Field Trials Club, Newark, N. J. A. P. Vredenburgn, 
Secretary, Bergen Point. N. J. 

March 30 to AprO 3.—Third Annual Dog Show of the New Haven 
Kennel Club. S. K Hemingway, Secretary, New Haven, Conn. 

April6, 7. Sand 9.—Second Annual Dog Show of the New England 
Kennel Club. Edward A. Moseley, Secretary, Boston, Mass. 

April 13, 14. 15 and Hi. First Annual Dog Show of the Hartford 
Kennel Chib. A. C. Collins, Secretary, Hartford, Conn. 

May 4, 6, 6 aud 7.—Tenth annual dog show of the IVestminster 
Kennel Club, at Madison Square Gaj’den, New York. James Morti¬ 
mer, Siiperiutendent. P. O. Box 1813, New York 

May 18,19. SO and 31 —Third Annual Dog Show of the St. Louis 
Gun Club, St Louis, Mo. Geo. Munson, Manager. 

A. K. R.-SPECIAL NOTICE. 

rpHE AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 

pedigrees, etc. (with prize lists of all shows and trials), is pub 

lished every month. Entries close on the 1st. Should he in early. 

Entry blanks sent on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope. 
Registration fee (50 cents) must accompany each entry. No entries 

inserted unless paid in advance. Yearlv subscription $1.50. Address 

“American Kennel Register,” P. O. Bo.. 3833, New York. Number 

of entries already printed 3481. 

THE CRYSTAL PALACE DOG SHOW. 

[From a Special Correspondent ] The English Kennel Club held their twenty-sixth show at 
the Crystal Palace on Feb. 2, 3, 4 and 5. On this occasion 

their total entries amounted to 1701, which is the largest entry 
on record, but we consider the amount of entries obtained by 
the Kennel Club is greatly due to the fact of aU the special 
clubs offering a great many prizes, and together with their 
produce stakes, which are all for private competition among 
their own members. So we from a practical point of view 
look upon the exhibition as a combination of shows held under 
the Kennel Club. The result is, dogs not fit to win in the 
regular open classes are enabled to win cups and specials 
offered by the clubs upon conditi®ns arranged by themselves. 
On the lli’st night of the show we found a very large gathering 
of the fancy at the Swan ;potel, where the young bulldog 
Tom 'Ball was shown against the well-known Rustic King. 
Mr. Berrie acted as judge, and took a great deal of pains to 
ariive at a true decision. He judged by points, and the result 
was in favor of Rustic King by 17 points to 12. We could not 
agi’ee with Mr, Berrie on some points; for instance, after 
measmlng with a tape line the skull of each, and finding 
according to his measurement one skull was the same 
as the other, he marked both dogs equal. Now, when it 
is considered that Tom Ball was much larger than Rustic King, 
except his skuU was larger. Rustic King should have had the 
score in his favor. However, when it is taken into considera¬ 
tion that Rustic Eling is the smallest dog, is as large in skull, 
and three^ inches shorter in back, with a better bulldog color, 
we think when they meet in an ordinary judging rmg the 
betting will be about a soverign to a shilling on Rustic King. 
Altliough the owner of Tom BaU lost £10 on this occasion, he 
succeeded in 'bringing his dog very prominently before the 
public, and we certainly prefer to sqe dogs becoming prominent 
in a more legitimate way; but if Tom Ball succeeds in working 
to the front in the same way as his opponent, Rustic King, 
has done, we wUl cortainly be very much surprised. 

The judging was carried on in six rings, as follows; 
Ring No. 1.—Bloodhounds, ottei'hounds, deerhounds, Rev. 

W. #. Mellor; mastiffs, Mr. J. Sidney Turner; Gx-eat Danes, 
Mr. R. Leigh Pembex'ton; gi-eyhounds, Col. (Jowen; foreign 
dogs, Mr. VV. Loi’t. 

Ring No. II,—Newfoundlands, Rev. R. O’Callaghan; St. 
Bernai’ds, Mi’. A. B. Bailey. 

Ring No. III.—Pointers, Mi’. E. C. Norrish; setters, other 
than Irish, Mr. T. Webber; retrievers (wavy and curly), Mr. 
E, G. Farquharson; bulldogs, Rev. W. J. Mellor; bull-terriers, 
Mr. Harding de F. Cox; basset hounds, Mr. F. W. Biaine; 
poodles, Mr. W. Lort; Airedale terriers, Dalmatians, Pomer¬ 
anians, Col. Cowen. 

Ring No. IV.—Sheepdogs, Mr. A. N. Radoh'flfe; Irish setters, 
Rev. R. O’Callaghan; spaniels, Mr. J. Farrow. 

Ring No. V.—Fox-terriem (smooth), Mr. C. E. Longmore; 
fox-terriers (rough), Mr. J. H. Colmore; Bedlington terriers, 
hard-haired Scotch terriers, Col. Cowen; Welsh terriers, Mr. 
W. Dew; Irish terriers, pug's, Mr. Harding de F. Cox. 

Ring No. VI.—Smooth-haired terriers, black and tan ter¬ 
riers, Italian greyhounds, smooth-haired toy terriers, Mr. A. 
C. Jackson; Yorkshire terriers, rough-haired toy terriers, Mal¬ 
tese toy teiTiers, toy spaniels, Mr. W. Lort; dachshunde, Mr. 
A. 0. Mudie; Dandie Dinmont terriers, Rev. E. S. Tidderaan; 
Skye terriei’s. Rev. W. J. Mellor. 

The bloodhounds had a real good entry, but nothing par¬ 
ticular turned up. The winner in the open class was a very 
typical animal, with a grand head and ears, but too small in 
size. We understand his dam was purchased by Mr. Nash at 
the dog’s home. 

Mastiffs had a good entry in the challenge class, King Canute 
winning also the cup for the best in the show. He is a grand 
dog and well known, yet he is quite lame and we always ex¬ 
pect him to be so. Monteoraei’y came second to him, beating 
Pontiff and Maximilian, who was in form, but behind the 
others in head. Open dogs saw the Scotch representative first. 
He was in fair condition, but evidently suffering from skin 
disease. Two equal seconds went to young dogs rather plain 
in type. We preferred Bismark, who is rather hght in eye 
but of good type, and has plenty of size, imperial Chancellor, 

although long in face and not the best behind, we think ought 
to be further up in the company. Pi'ussian Prince is too small 
in head-he is good in body but lame. The winner in bitches 
is a good one and was well placed. Vivian is not the best be¬ 
hind the shoulders and her ears are on the large side. Prin¬ 
cess Ida, well known, is longer in face and large in ears, and 
not good enough for a massive body;. First in dog puppies 
is a fine puppy; he was in good condition, but is very throaty 
and is rather low in front. There were only two bitch pup¬ 
pies ; the winner is much the best. 

in the challenge class for St. Bernard dogs Plinlimmoo won 
well, with the small, but typical Gaybird second. There was 
only one entry in the challenge class for bitches and she did 
not turn up. In open dogs Mr. Smith was to the front with 
Maegregor, a gootf sort of dog with plenty of bone and sub¬ 
stance and shown in good form; his ears are a trifle too large. 
Sailor, second, is rather long in face and weak in front of eye, 
bufi a good showy upstanding dog. Kastlehorn is another 
heavy-bodied dog, too large in ear. Scotch Bonivard, a 
strong large dog, is too long in face. Bitches as a class were 
smaller than the dogs, but were good, all the winners showing 
considerable quality. Wethoughtthem correctly placed. The 
feature of the show was the young bitch, first in puppies, 
which beat her sire Plinlimmon, and although a grand bifch, 
we certainly consider her long in face and large of ear. How¬ 
ever, at the same age hpr sire possessed the same faults equally 
as much as she does and it was a great performance beating 
her sire and we hope she will continue to show up to the same 
form when more matured. 

Newfoundlands were, as a collection, the best we have seen 
together. Mr. Farquharson showing up in great force with 
the best team we have seen from one kennel. Lord Nelson 
we tliink won correctly in the challenge class. In the chal¬ 
lenge class for other than blacks, Trafalgar won well. In the 
class for black dogs there was a good collection of typical 
specimens. Hanlan we considered made a good first. Admiral 
Keppel is of good type, but rather small. We think EZing 
Bruce equally as good as the third prize winner. In bitches 
the winner id a gi’and specimen; very good in ear and coat, 
also with a good face, with a rather short tail. Some fancied 
the second prize, Lady Teazle^ equally as tnneh as the winner, 
owing to her size, in puppies we considered the winner a 
good way the best and one likely to hold her own in the open 
classes. 

Great Danes as a breed are evidencly improving, and the 
classes contained good specimens; yet, taking them alto¬ 
gether, they did not make as good a collection as we have 
seen on prejdoas occasions at the Palace. 

Deerhounds had only one entry in the challenge class—our 
old friend Bevis. He is working into yearn, and was here 
catalogued at £15, with, so far as we saw, no piu’chaser. 
First in dogs went to a very good young dog by Chieftain, 
Mr. Pai’kes coming second with a very [fine dog, Randulf. 
Lord of the Isles 11., thii d, is a good dog coarser in type than 
those placed over him. In bitches the ’w^ell-known Lady won 
easily. She is a fine specimen, and possesses both size and 
substance • at the same time she has plenty of quality. She 
might be finer in skull. . 

Hi the variety class one of the winners turned up in a Per¬ 
sian gieyhound, entered as The Shah, 15,798; but claimed by 
a gentleman as a dog belonging to him which he had lost 
some months ago, and not The Shah. Further, he had a photo 
of his dog, which when compared with the animal went far 
to prove the gentleman had good reason for claiming the dog. 
Howevei’, the committee could do nothing in the matter, and 
as the dog was claimed at catalogue price he has now passed 
into a third party’s hand. We understand there will be 
trouble over the matter. 

Greyhounds, as usual at the Palace, were not a strong cless. 
In the challenge class for pointer dogs Milton Bang II. won 

and Belle of Bow won in bitches. We consider her about the 
best pointer bitch in the show. Nan was absent on this occa¬ 
sion, although entered. In the open class for large dogs the 
Birmingham winner, Naso of Ujiton, won well, we think there 
is still improvement in him, his light eye being about his 
worst fault/. Mr. Anthony came second with Lad of Bow, 
who seems to carry his tail well up; he is a good w’ay behind 
the winner in quarters. In fact we preferi ed the third prize, 
Lewban, as the best pointer of the two, although he stands 
full high enough on the leg. We also admired Devon Saneho, 
who was shown in the very worst condition, and under the 
circumstances we were not surprised at his having to take a 
back seat. lu large bitches we found Mr. Anthony first with 
Lass of Bow, and we think him lucky to win in the class; we 
preferred the second prize, Duchess of Huntroyde, who pos¬ 
sesses more bone and sulistance; Kate VIII. is of a good 
stamp but shows herself to bad advantage. Naso of .Kipping 
won well in small sized dogs. Second, Milton Dick, is a well- 
made dog, but not so good before the eye as the winner. 
TJiird, Chandos, is rather leggy and a trifle large of ear and 
light in eye. In small bitches the winner is a very handsome 
bitch. Second and third are also good ones, with not the best 
of faces. The third prize winner, like all Mr. Bulled’s dogs, 
was sadly out of condition. Lady Jane is Too light in bone? ’ 

In the English setter challenge class were five entries, all 
competing. Sting, looking well, won. He has often been I'e- 
ported upon. Count Howai’d we fancied next best. He is 
just on the small side, but one of the most typical of setters. 
In open dogs, King Ned, well known and brother to champion 
Sting, won. He is a real good one; his ears set on rather liigh. 
Isle Bruce, vhc., is a good lemon and white, rather fuU in eye" 
bub a large, powerful dog, with plenty of quality. Prince 
Rupert, the puppy that won first and special at Birmingham, 
only managed to get he. His ears are large, he is very light 
in body and weak in pasterns. Sir Gilbert, third, brother to 
Count Howard, was looking well. He is a good setter, with 
quahty, plenty of coat, and was in good condition; but we 
think he would be improved by being an inch shorter in back. 
Lord Tone is a very nice dog, rather light in condition, but 
with a good, level head and well-knit body,land good feet and 
legs. The bitches were a good collection and the winner well 
placed. Some of the vhc.’s were fit to win in any ordinary 
company. The puppies were nothing special. 

In H’ish setters, Nellie, rather out of coat, was beaten in the 
challenge class by champion Count. Old Frisco won fimt in 
open class. He is a good, well made dog, but we never ad¬ 
mired his color. We certainly would have placed Hector be¬ 
fore Frisco. The rest of the class were in some cases very 
good, while more than the majority were common in head 
and ears, Mr. Bryden’s Grouse XIII. beluga well-made dog of 
good coat and color, with lots of go aud style, but a trifle 
short in head. When coming to this dog, we noticed his chain 
had got fastened to the nail which supported his he. tablet, 
and bis collar had come over his head, and we found him in 
the act of dohig his best to get it on again. We watched him 
for some time, and upon one of our friends going forward and 
holding the coUar up, the dog put his head into it. Upon mak¬ 
ing inquiries we found this dog never had any training, and 
his keeper was as much surprised to hear of his conduct as 
were those who saw him in the act of trying to put his collar 
on instead of taking a gallop round the show as is usual in such 
cases. The bitches saw Wee Kate once more in the fi'ont, 
second having plenty of coat, but rather fine in face and with 
her tail carried up. In puppies, the first is good in body, feet 
and legs. We preferred the second; she is better in eye and 
ears, her feather was too light in color. 

In sheep dogs, challenge class dogs, Dublin Soot, coming into 
good form, won somewhat easy over Sly Fox. In bitches 
Peerless, in good form, won weU over Peggie II. In rough 
dogs The Squire just managed to come to the front. We have 
always liked him, and think him a dog full of quality and of 
the correct type, but always scarce of coat. However, he is 
gaining in coat, but there is room yet for improvement. We 
find Buster, one of the best dogs in the class, unnoticed. He 

is good in coat and has good ears, with good feet and legs, 
but seems short in face and body. The second prize, Motley, 
is very moderate. Sky Blue is a good collie with a good coat, 
but he requires more quality in head. Second, Filbert, red 
in color, is coarse for a young dog, aiid we certainly think 
him too thick in skull. Rob Roy McGregor is a good black 
and white, but just on the coarse side to please some of the 
club men. King of the Glen, c., bar his tail being gaily car¬ 
ried, we liked as well as any in the class. He is a beautiful 
rich red tawny dog, with a very handsome head and ears, 
good in coat and frill, with the best of feet and legs, and is a 
well-made dog all thiough. Paramont is a real good sort, too 
weak in face and light in bone. In bitches fli’st went to Gipsy 
Queen, a good collie, but small and light in bone. Lady of 
the Lake, winner of fourth, is just soft enough in expression. 
Daty, third, is too small in face. Sunbeam, c. only, we think 
one of the best in the show, bub she was just out of coat. 
Tippet Craig, vhc., is also a nice bitch; she was heavy in 
whelp. In dog puppies we fancied the third prize, Sydney. 
He is a good, slashing young dog, with plenty of coat and 
character. Yankee Jack, vhc.-, is of very good style, but is 
boo fine in face. The bitches were only moderate. Taken as 
a whole we think there was a very large percentage of mod¬ 
erate animals. 

In the Irish water spaniel challenge class Young Hilda was 
first. The open classes were moderate, as has been usual 
lately. 

In the challenge class for Clumbers, Psycho won easy. Boss 
III. has a long face. In open dogs, the winner is coarse in 
head and the second is looking nearly worn out. The bitches 
were small, but good in type.. In the Sussex and liver-colored 
challenge class we preferred Guy to the winner, Bachelor III, 
who is coarae and bad in coat. In open class dogs, Bridford, 
Dalhon aud Maubert were correctly placed. Tinkle, about the 
best out, won easily in bitches; one eye is partially blind. 
Newton Abbot Blossom is another good bitch. 

In the champion class for blacks we missed our old friend 
Solus. Con.sequeutly, as was generally expected, Mr. Farrow 
placed Miss Obo first. In open dogs. Mi’. Jacobs won with 
Newton Abbot Victor, a good type of spaniel, but on the high 
side.'while Newton Abbot Dariae is quite too thick in head, 
but lower than the winner on the leg. Scamp, brother to 
Solus, came second, and he might have been first, as there 
was not much to choose between them. Buxton Beauty, well 
known, won in the next class. Second to her came Floss V., 
good in type, but leggy. 

In the challenge class for other than blacks, the black and 
tan Easten’s Bruce won. 

In cockers nothing new turned up, the handsome-colored 
Freda winning easy, and as usual she had a lot of admirers. 

In the fox-terrier challenge class for dogs Resust, who is still 
holding out well, won easy. In the corresponding bitch class 
Diadem, a good terrier, rather fine in coat, won, closely 
pressed by Bedlamite. Joyful, third, being fine in bone and 
plain in face. In open dog.s Rhymer, fifth prize, is of a good 
stamp but wants character in face, he is well put together. 
Bacchanal, the winner, is a good, well-made, compact dog, he 
might be smaller in ear and he has a little canker in his 
mouth. Rollicker, second, is a good dog, but is rather plain 
and wants quality. Veni, fourth, is another good dog, but 
was out of form here. Valet, third, is good in size with a 
good head and front; he is lemon marked. New Forest, vhc., 
is too cloddy. In bitches Lyndhurst Vixen, vhc., is too small. 
Dinah Doe, second, is shelly and fine. Thebais, third, is too 
fine before the eye. Rachel, the winner, is just after rearing 
puppies, she is about the best we have seen and won well. Rose¬ 
mary, the reserve, is also a good one but not up to Rachel’s 
form. Dusky, fifth, is of a similar stamp to Lyndhurst Vixen. 
Sutton Viola, fourthi is another good terrier with a wall-eye 
and fine in face. In dog puppies Kermincham Baffler, third, 
is rather large for his age. Raby Baffler, the winner, is a little 
leggy, but a good terrier, strong enough in face, but shows to 
advantage, being full of go and stands well up. 

In the challenge class for wire-hairs, we thought Sam Weller 
quite as good as Cavendish, the winner, who is showing age. 
In open dogs the winner wes correctly placed. Second went 
to Trick, a good;sort, not so well topped as he might be. Fourth 
went to Bruiser, a very good one, which was objected to as 
being singed and the objection held good, and consequently he 
was disqualified. Mr. DeTrafford was well to the fi out in 
bitches, with real good ones and well known. 

Dandie Dinmonts were a lai’ge coUectiou. In challenge 
classes Border King beat Roderick, and Jennie Dean had a 
walk over. There was close competition m the open and 
puppy classes, which also contained a lot of vei’y moderate 
animals that breeders seemed anxious to dispose of, and we 
understand a good many changed hands from £5 to £10 each. 

Skyes were a poor collection, Mr. Grelton’s exhibits about 
the best shown. 

Scotch terriers were also very moderate, and although Irish 
terriers had a good entry, the quality, taken altogether, was 
not as good as at Liverpool a few weeks since. 

Pugs contained a lot of very good animals, and we under¬ 
stand some of them have Been purchased' for the United 
States. Diamond won in the challenge class for dogs, beating 
Sovereign, who is rather the smallest. The judge had some 
difficulty in selecting the winner in the next' class for bitches. 
The jvinner, Darcey, is old and very fat, but had the best 
head, while the other was too fine before the eye and too 
light in body. In open dogs the winner showed age and is get¬ 
ting CTay. Second went to a good strong dog. Third to a fair 
dog, Dreeder and pedigree unknown. Resei-ve went to King 
of Diamonds, a nice little dog, possessing a lot of bone for his 
size, the winner at Birmingham coming nqxt. Mr. Sheffield 
won in bitches, with Sweetmeat, a very nice one, small in 
size. Lady Cloudy and Our Jenny getting equal second. Belle 
of the Ball only getting he. The class throughout was good. 
There was nothing special in puppies. 

There were three fair Maltese shown, but we missed Lady 
Gifford’s kennel this time. Bowsie beat Flossie in the Blen¬ 
heim challenge class. We prefer Flossie. In the next class 
the winner was much the best, but is the largest. Jumbo II. 
won, Ben d’Or being absent in the challenge class for King 
Charlies. In the open class, first went to old Duchess II. and 
third to Grand Duke, a little dark m tan and large, but about 
the best. Crown Princess, second, is also large, and that good 
bitch Olivetta, out of coat, he. Prince Charles spaniels were 
moderate, the winner being objected to, but the objection was 
overruled. In ruby spaniels we considered Dandy III., he., 
about the best, although rather large. Italian greyhounds 
were moderate in quahty. Toy terriers were a good collec¬ 
tion, especially the rough toys, which contained three of the 
best specimens in England, Mahaeg. 

[The awards will be found in the A7ne7'ioan Kennel Reais- 
ter.1_ 

THE BEN NEVIS SERVICES.-Kditor Forest and Stream.’ 
The following questions having been submitted by the Foeest 
AND Steeam to the undersigned committee for examination 
and report: Whether Ben Nevis was competent to line a 
bitch? What bitches, if any, did he line after July 1, 1885? 
The committee having been attended by numerous witnesses 
on both sides, and having heard all the testimony submitted, 
are of the unanimous opinion that Ben Nevis served the fol¬ 
lowing bitches on the following dates: Beauty HI., on July 
11, 1885; Meg Merrilies, on July 13 and 14, 1685; Jeanne H., on 
Sept. 8, 1885; Nelly Grey, on Sept. 10, 1885; Jeanne III., on 
Sept, 11, iSSo; Daisy, on Nov. 1.3, 1885. Respectfully sub¬ 
mitted, Edwaed Dudley, Wm. H, Child, A. H. Mooee (Phil¬ 
adelphia, March 4, 1856). 

THE TOTAL number of entries in the American Kc^inel 
Register are 3481. The Register is booming. 
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HEW HAVEN SHOW SPECIALS.—The following specials 
have been provided: Chas. H. Mason, a piece of plate, value 
g35, for best dog or bitch in classes judged by him. Best ken¬ 
nel mastiffs. §25. Best mastijS stud dog, $10. Mr. Wade for 
best mastiff $25. “AsBrnont's” “Diseases of the Dog” for best 
bitch in open class, best dog pup and best bitch pup. Best 
kennel rough St. Bernards, $20; smooth $20. Best smooth St. 
Bernard dog, bitch, dog pup and bitch pup, “Aslunont’s” 
“Diseases of Dog.” Best kennel greyhounds. $10. Best grey¬ 
hound, clock (New Haven Clock Co.). Best kennel pointers, $25; 
pointer stud dog, .$10. Prize, value $25, for handsomest setter or 
pointer ever run in public field trials. Spratts Patent, Spratts 
patent collar and KlOlbs. biscuits for best pointer. Best kennel 
English setters, .$25; English setter stud dog,-$10; pair pure 
Laveracks. dog and bitch, $10. Prize, best English setter 
bitch with field trial record. Spratts Patent offer Spratts 
patent collar and lOOlbs. biscuits, best setter. Best black and 
tan setter stud dog, $10; kennel Irish setters, $15; Irish setter 
stud dog,$10. Winchester rifle, best Irish setter. Silver segar box 
best D-ish setter bitch. Best kennel spaniels, $15; spaniel stud 
dog, $10. “Porcupine” offers $10 in spaniel classes to be placed. 
Ameiican Spaniel Club, best field spaniel, $10; cocker spaniel, 
$10. Best kennel beagles, $15; best beagle stud dog, $10. 
American English Beagle Club, silver cup for best beagle over 
12 inches; silver cup for best beagle imder 12 inches. Arm 
chair, best pair basset hounds. Best kennel fox-terriers, $10; 
fox-terrier stud dog, $10. Best kennel collies, $15; collie stud 
dog. $10. Cassell & Co. offer Vero Shaw’s “Book of the Dog” 
for best collie. Best buU-terrier stud dog, $10; kennel pugs, 
$10; pug stud dog, $10. City View Kennels, prize for best 
pug pup su’ed by Bradford Ruby. Specials ai’e in for other 
classes and wiirbe placed later, and specials will be in for the 
small breed classes.—S. R. Hemingway. 

IMPORTANT SALE OF ENGLISH SETTERS.—Mr. E. J. 
Martin, of Wilmington, Del., has sold his kennel of English 
setters, foimerly known as the GoodseU Kennel, to Mr. Fred 
E. Lewis, of Tairytown, N. Y., proprietor of the Blackstone 
Kennel. The sale includes the well-known pure Laveracks: 
Prince, Don Juan, Petrel III., Fairy II., Fairy III. and Daisy 
Laveraek, as well as several puppies of the same breeding. 
Queen Petrel was included, but had strayed or been stolen and 
has not yet been found. This purchase will materially add to 
the strength of the Blackstone Kennel, which, as heretofore, 
is under the charge of Mr. Wm. Tallman. 

AMERICAN-ENGLISH BEAGLE CLUB.—Edffor Forest 
and Stream: The club will donate two silver cups, one for 
the best beagle dog or bitch in open classes over 12 and under 
12 inches at the following shows: Hartford, New Haven, Bos¬ 
ton and Newark. These specials are given to the open classes 
as most specials have heretofore been awarded to dogs in the 
champion classes, and by that means one or two dogs have 
won most all the prizes, which is vmfair, as there is honor 
enough now, as a dog has to win three times before he can 
enter the champion class. 

PUPPY GIVEN TO DR. GARDNER —Editor Forest and 
St ream; During the whiter of 1882 (possibly 1881j apereon who 
imported sporting dogs gave to Dr. Gardner (of Canal street. 
New York city), in part payment for the latter’s services, a 
black and white English setter bitch puppy. At the time of 
the transaction the bitch was so sick that it was doubtful 
whether it would live or not. If any one can give the address 
of the importer or of any one who knew of the transaction, 
he will confer a favor by addressing H. J. Pierhe (Winsted, 
Conn.). __ 

BOUND BOOKS OF KENNEL BLANKS.—We have bound 
books of kennel blanks, each book consisting of 200 blanks of 
a given style, and can furnish these (postpaid 30 cents) for the 
convenience of those who have occasion to use a large num¬ 
ber of blanks. In ordering be careful to state what particular 
series of blanks is desired, i. e., whether Names Claimed, Sales, 
Bred or Whelps. The arrangement of the blanks is such that 
a duplicate record of each note sent for publication may be re¬ 
tained for future reference. 

HARTFORD DOG SHOW.—The following railroads have 
offered to carry dogs D-ee for our exhibition: N. Y., N. H. & 
H , New York & Hew England, Hartford & Conn. Western, 
and Hartford & Conn. Valley. The Adams Express Com¬ 
pany will charge double merchandise rates both ways, but we 
have made airangements with other express companies, and 
special instruction cards will be sent exhibitors at their 
request.—A. C, Collins, Secretary. (Hartford, Conn., March5, 
l8Sfi). _ 

ST. BERNARD IMPORTATIONS.—The Hospice Kennels 
have imported Mr. Henry Schumacher’s smooth-coated dog 
Hector, whelped Feb. 20, 1884. Color, tawny with white 
markings; sire. Apollo. He was accompanied by a yoimg 
bitch for Mr. W. W. Tucker, in whelp to Hector. The bitch 
Tony, from the same kennel, will leave Bremen on the 10th 
inst., consigned to the Hospice Kennels. 

IRISH SETTER BITCH LOST.—A dark red Irish setter 
bitch, eight months old, with a little white on breast and a 
small showing of white on head, and a small scar near right 
eye, strayed or was stolen on Feb. 20. Any information that 
will lead to her recovery will he remunerated. Address R. 
Woodman, Faulkner Station, Malden, Mass. 

NEW ENGLAND KENNEL CLUB.—Boston, March 8.— 
Editor Forest and Stream: Everything looks very favorably 
for our coming show. Entries close the 20th inst. In addition 
to our other deerhound class we have made Class 88A, deer¬ 
hound puppies, dogs; Class 88B, deerhound puppies, bitches. 
—^E. A, Moseley, Secretary. 

NEWARK SHOW.—New York, March 5—Editor Forest 
and Stream; Owing to new business connections, Mr. A. C. 
Wilmerding wiU be unable to ofliciate as judge of the spaniel 
classes at Newark. Mr. J. F. Kirk has kindly consented to 
act in his stead.—A. P. Vredbnburgh, Sec’y. 

Duke Ranger C. By S. B. Dilley, Rosendale, Wis., for liver and 
white pointer dog, whelped Jan, 30,1886, by Ranger Croxteth (A.K.B. 
1047) out of Trix Royal (Vandevort’sDon, A.K.R. 165—Jean Royal). 

Dash Banger C.. Don Banger C., Dan Banger C. 07id Dick Banger 
By S. B. Dilley. Rosendale, Wis.. for liver and white pointer dogs, 

whelped Jan. .30, i886, by Ranger Croxteth (A.K.R. 1047) out of Trlx 
Royal (Vandevort’s Don, A.K.R. 185—Jean Royal). 

Dundee, By J. A. Long, St. Louis. Mo., for black, tan and white 
collie dog, whelped Nov. 7, 188.5, by Grosvenor (E. 15,076) out of Pic¬ 
ture (Harold—Ruby III). , ^ 

Sparkle. By J. A. Long, St. Louis, Mo., for black, tan and white 
collie bitch, whelped Nov. 7,1885, by Grosvenor (E. 16,076) out of Pic- 
ttu-e (Harold—Ruby III.). 

Jennie. By Geo. Gardner, Allentown, N. Y., for black cocker span¬ 
iel bitch, whelped Feb. 14, 1886, by Bob Burdette out of Newman’s 
Nettie (Dash—Cbloe). 

Mac Nevison. By H. L. Hollis, Wellsville, N. Y., for fawn inastifl 
dog, whelped Nov. 28, 1885, by McMahon (A.K R. 550) out of Lady 
Nevison (A.K.R. 3123). 

Lotta Nevison. By H. C. Hollis, Wellsville. N. Y., for fawn mastiff 
bitch, wholped Kov. 28, 1885, by McMahon (A.K.R. 660) out of Lady 
Nevison (A.K.R. 3123). 

Turk Nevison. By Jos A. Fletcher. Steelton, Pa., for fawn mastiff 
dog. whelped Nov. 28, 1885, by McMahon (A.K.R. 550) out of Lady 
Nevison (A K.R. 3123). 

Maud Nevison. By H. L. Hollis. Wellsville, N. Y , for fawn mastiff 
hitch, whelped Nov. 28, 1885, by McMahon (A.K.R. 650) out of Lady 
Nevison (A.K.R. 3123). . 

Daisy Black. By D. W. C. Parker. Springfield, Mass., for black 
pointer bitch, whelped May 2, 1885, by Peter Black (Strong’s Pete- 
Strong’s Mab) out of Bessie. 

General. By Frank F. Dole, New Haven. Conn., for white, lemon 
ear, bull terrier dog, whelped Deo. 4, 1885, by The Earl (Marquis— 
Lady) out of Little Nellie (Padd.v-). 

Bob. By Frank F. Dole, New Haven, Conn., for white, lemon 
markings, bull-terrier dog, whelped Dec. 4,1885, by The Earl (Marquis 
Lady) out of Little (Paddy-). 

Phyllis. By Brooklyn Kennels, Brooklyn, N. Y., for imported Dal¬ 
matian bitch’ age and pedigree unknown. 

Bill Nye. By Thos. H. Jones, Beloit. Kan., for black, white and tan 
English setter dog. whelped Jan. 19,1866, by Pendragon {A.K.R. 2360) 
out of Carrie H. <Roy—Gretchen). _ ^ 

Mack; Jr. By J. W. Webster. Waterbury, Conn., for black setter 
dog, whelped Oct. 13, 1885, by Wallace’s Mack out of Stodard’s 
Topsy. 

Nix. By N. A. Dickinson, Chester, Conn., for liver and white ticked 
pointer dog, whelped July 1,18®, by Duke Royal (A.K.R. 2473) out of 
Gala Day (A.K.R. 2634). ^ 

BlueMollie. By Elm Giove Kennels, South Norwalk, Conn., for 
black and white setter bitch, whelped Jan, 7, 1886, by Priam (A.K R. 
3049) out of Little Eva (A.K.R. 2662). 

Lady Burnette. By Elm Grove Kennels. South Norwalk, Conn . for 
black and white English setter bitch, whelped Jan. 7,1886, by Priam 
(A.K.R. 3049) out of Little Eva (A.KR. 2662). ^ ^ ^ , 

Mars. By Hospice Kennels, Newark, N. J., for dark orange and 
white St. Bernard dog. whelped Feb. 20,1886, by Otho (A.K R. 483) out 
ofBellinell (A K.R. 3033). ^ . „ . . u • 

Jupiter. By Hospice Kennels. Newark, N. J., for white, dark tom- 
dle markings, St. Bernard dog.whelped Feb. 20.1886, by Otho (A.K.R. 
483)outof Bellineir.(A.K.R. 3033). 

Minerva. By Hospice Kennels, Isewark, N. J., for tawny, white 
markings, St. Bernard bitch, whelped Feb. 20,1886, by Otho (A.K.R. 
483) out of Bellme II (A,K.B. 8033). ... 

Pallas. By Hospice Kennels, Newark, N. J., for dark tawny, vrtite 
markings, St. Bernard bitch, whelped Feb. 20, 1886, by Otho (A.K.R. 
483) out of Belline n. (A.K.R. 3033). . ^ 

Ceres. By Hospice Kennels, Newark, N. J., tor dark tawny, white 
markings, St. Bernard bitch, whelped Feb. 20,1886, by Otho (A.K.R. 
483)outof Belline II. (A.K.R. 3033). , ^ * i,n 

Hydra. By Hospice Kennels, Newark, N. J., for tawny, \rtite 
markings, St. Bernard bitch, whelped Feb. 30, 1886, by Otho (A.K.R. 
4S3)outo£BelllneII. (A.K.R. 3033). 

Hebe By Hosoice Kennels, Newark, N. J., for white, brmdle mark¬ 
ings, St. Bernard bitch, whelped Feb. 20, 1886, by Otho (A.K.R. 483) 
outofBemnell. (A.K.R. 3033). ^ v,, , 

Gladstone II. By Dr. R H. Evans. Washington, D. C., for black, 
white and tan-Llewellin setter dog, whelped Jan. 2,1886. by Gladstone 
^Old Dan—Petrel) out of Williams’s Lady M. (Drane’s Mark-Drane’s 

Bhue. By Samuel Coulson. Montreal, Can., for red Irish 
setter dog, whelped 1884, bv Morris’s Conn (Watso.i’s Grouse—Booth’s 
Jule) out of Morris’s Nan (Colgate’s Pat—Pardu^s Dell). 

Oberon. By Mlgnon Kennels, Cortland, N. Y.. for black cocker 
laniel bitch, whelped Sept. 8, 1885, by Obo H. (A K.R. 432) out of 

Sypsy (A.K.R. 2894). „ „ ^ 
muid Jr By Wm. S. Johnson, Germantown, Pa., for mastiff dog. 

whelped’September, 1885, by Druid out of Belle. ^ 
Brooklyn Kennels. By Fred M. Brasher, Brooklyn, Y., for his 

Jcennels of Irish setters, basset hounds and Dalmatians. 
Editor Forest and Stream: In your issue of Feb. 2a air. E. A. Hig¬ 

gins of Cohocton, N. Y., claims the name of Gretchen for black 
cocker spaniel bitch. As I some time ago claimed the name for a 
black cocker bitch, would it not be better for Mr. H. to change the 
name of his for some other?-Eugeme Powers (Cortland, N. Y., 
March 1). 

NAMES CHANGED. 

Olive K. to Marion. Black, white ond tan LleweUin setter bitch, 
whelped 1882 (Rake—Bessie Lee), owned by California Kennels, Sac¬ 
ramento, Cal. 

Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 
_. Jas. Flare’s (St. David’s, Pa.) beagle bitch Lucy to 

W H Ashburner & O. H. McClure’s-, Feb. 26. , ^ ^ 
Miii^nt_. Dr. L. H. Twaddell’s (West Philadelphia, Pa ) 

beagle bitch Milicent to W. H. Ashburiier & O. H. McClure’s -, 

Blue Boy. W. H. Ashbumer & O. H. McClure’s (Philadel¬ 
phia. Pa.) beagle bitch Flirt (Ringwood-Bush) to their imported Blue 

^Do^b'i^Boy. J. Satterthwalte’s (Jenkintown, Pa.) he^le bUch 
Dot to W. H. Ashbumer & O. H. McClure’s imported Blue Boy, Feb. 

THE TOTAL number of entries in the American Kennel 
Register are :1481. The Register is booming. 

KENNEL NOTES. 
KENNEL NOTE BLANKS.—For the convenience of breeders we 

have prepared a series of blanks for “Names Claimed,” “Whelps, 
“Bred” and “.Sales.” All Kennel Notes must be sent to us on these 

blanks, which will be forwarded to any address on receipt of 

stamped and directed envelope. Send for a set of them. 

■ NAMES CLAIMED. 

yw*- Notes must be sent on tbe Prepared Blanks. 
Oueen Ann By J, J. Walker. Ann Arbor, Micb., for fawn mastiff 

bi^ii, whelped Nov. 28,1885, by McMahon (A.K,R. 560) out of Lady 

^'Dare°F«iper 'c!^“By S. E. Dilley. Rosendale. Wis., for liver and 
white pointer bitch, whelped'Jan. 30,1886, by Banger Croxteth.^.K,B, 
lOtn out of Tr' " ’ ” ’ - 

DaiJ Bangp 

Matchless—Dash Ill. D. A. Goodwin, Jr., & Co.'s (Newburyport, 
Mass.) setter bitch Matchless (Roderick n.—Jennie) to Howard Ken¬ 
nels’ Dash in., Feb. 24. 

WHELPS. 
Notes most be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Madge Wildfire. J. A. Long’s (St. Louis, Mo.) collie bitch Madge 
Wildfire (A.K.R. 887). March 4, eleven (seven dogs), by his Clifton 
Hero (E. 18,381). 

Flyaway. J. A. Long’s (St. Louis, Mo.) collie bitch Flyaway 
(A.K.R. 537), Feb. 1, eight (two dogs), by his Rob Rov (Champagne— 
Nellie, A.K.R. 333). 

Nettle. W. H. Cookson’s (Hudson, N. Y.) fox-terrier bitch Nettle 
(A..K.R. 1704), Feb. 25. five (two dogs), by A, Belmon. Jr.’s, Regent 
Vox (Tackier—Sandy Vic). 

Molly. C, F. Wilson’s (Palmyra, O.) pug bitch Molly, Jan, 28, seven 
(five dogs), by City View Kennels’ Bradford Ruby (Lovat—Jenny). 

Sheila. Hospice Kennels’ (Newark, N. J ) St. Bernard bitch Sheila 
(A.K.R. 796), Feb. 15, three, by their Otho (A.K.R. 483); all since 
dead. : 

Belline 11. Hospice Kennels’ (Newark. N. J.) St. Bernard bitch 
Belline H. (A.K.R.. 3033), Feb. 20, ten (three dogs), by their Otho 
(A.K.R. 483); three'since dead. 

Fairy. Jesse D. Welch’s (New Haven, Conn.) fox-terrier bitch 
Fairy (A.K.R. 3305), Feb. 14, two, by .John H. Thayer’s RabvTyrant 
(Baliff 11.-Peach), 

SALES. 

Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Storm King. Black, tan and white collie dog. whelped Nov. v, 1885 
by Grosvenor (E. 15,076) out of Picture, by J. A. Long. St. Loui.», Mo.’ 
to Dave Hays, same place. 

Prince. Blue belton English setter dog, whelped Jan. 9, 1878, by 
Pride of tbe Border out of Petrel, by E. J. Martin, Wilmington, Dei’., 
to Blackstone Kennels, Tarrytown, N. Y. 

Dick Petrel. Lemon belton English setter dog, 8mos. old, by Don 
Juan out of Petrell HI., by E. J. Martin, Wilmington. Del , to Black¬ 
stone Kennels, Tarrytown, N. Y. 

Don Petrel. Black, white and tan English setter dog, 8mos. old, by 
Don Juan out of Petrel III., by E J. Martin, Wilmington, Del,, to Blacli- 
stone Kennels, Tarrytown, N. Y. 

Daisy Laverccck. Lemon and white English setter bitch, whelped 
June 19.1878, by Thunder out of Peeress, byE. J. Martin, Wilmington. 
Del., to Blackstone Kennels, Tarrytown, N. Y. 

Fairy II. Lemon belton English setter bitch, lOyrs. old. by Bally's 
Victor out of Blue Daisy, by E. J. Martin, Wilmington, Del., to Black¬ 
stone Kennels. Tarrytown, N. Y. 

Petrel III. Lem«n belton English setter bitch, whelped Jan. 9,1878, 
by Carlowitz out of Petrel, by E. J. Martin, Wilmington, Del., to Black¬ 
stone Kennels, Tarrytown, N. Y. 

Don Juan. Blue belton English setter dog, whelned Aug. 8. 1879, 
by Tam 0'8hanterout of La Kelne, by E. J. Marlin, Wilmiugton. Del., 
to Blackstone Kennels, Tarrytown, N. V. 

Fairy III. Lemon and white English setter bitch, whelped June 
27,1882 (A.K.R. 35), by E. J. Martin, Wilmington, Del., to Blackstone 
Kennels, Tarrytown, N. Y. 

Fairy Lass. Black and white English setter bitch, whelped June 
27,1882 (A.K.R. 36), by E. J. Martin. Wilmington, Del., to Blackstone 
Kennels, Tarrytown, N. Y. 

Dick Black. Black pointer dog, whelped May 2. 1885. by Peter 
Black out of Bessie, by D. W. C. Parker, Springfield, Mass., to \V. H. 
Lewis, same place. 

Daisy Slack. Black pointer bitch, whelped May 2,1885, by Peter 
Black out of Bessie, by Ed. Thomas. Springfield, Mass., to D. W. C. 
Parker, same place. 

Peter Black. Black pointer dog, whelped May 1.1880, by Pete out 
of Mab. by D. W. 0. Parker, Springfield, Mass., to Dr. Jose Ulairae, 
Havana, Cuba. 

Lon. White and lemon marking bull-terrier dog, whelped Dec. 4, 
1886, by The Earl out of Little Nellie, by Frank F. Dole, Nev,’ Haven, 
Conn., to Edward Plummer, New York. 

Sir Obo. Black cocker spaniel dog, age not given, by Obo 11. out 
of Blackie III., by J. P. Willey, Salmon Falls, N. H., toH. G. Charles- 
worth, Toronto, Ont. 

Nat. Liver and white licked pointer dog, whelped Aug. 1, 1885, by 
Duke Royal out of Lizzie Grace, by Elm Grove Kennels, South Nor¬ 
walk, Conn., to W. S. Cobb, Jackson, Mich, 

Sta7-. Silver fawn, white cross on breast, .-Italian greyhound dog, 
whelped Jan. 8.1835. by Fly out of Posey, by Jas. E. Hair, Bridge¬ 
port, Conn., to H. F. Greenmau, same place. 

Flash. Fawn greyhound bitch, whelped Aug. 13, 1886. by Sport 
out of a Custer bitch, by Warwick Kennels, Bridgeport, Conn., to G. 
R. Hair, same place. 

Plantagenet, Jr. Black, white and tan setter dog, whelped May 3, 
1885, by Plantagenet out of Matchless, by D. A. Goodwin, .Ir.. New¬ 
buryport, Mass., to C. B. Faxon, Dorchester, Mass. 

Terror. Apricot fawn pug dog, whelped Aug. 6, 1885, by Santa 
Claus out of Juno, by D. A. Goodwin, Jr., New-buryport, Mass., lo 
Nath’l Greeley, same place. 

Nell Kelly. Orange and while setter bitch, age not given, by Coin 
out of Belfast, by C. B. Faxon, Dorchester, Mass., to D. A. Goodwlh, 
Jr., Newburyport, Mass. 

Gun (A K.B. loSS)—Morning Star (A.K.B. 1541) whelp. Black, white 
and ticked setter bitch, whelped April 25, 1885, by John Dielch, New' 
York, to George Jarvis, same place, 

Ted LlewelUn—Trusty Gladstone whelp. Blue belton English setter 
bitch, whelped Nov. 3,1886, by Geo. Jarvis, New York, to Walter B. 
Peet, same place. 

Nix. Liver and white ticked pointer dog, whelped July 1, 1885, by 
Elm Grove Kennels, South Norwalk, Conn., lo N. A. Dickinson, Chcis- 
ter. Conn. 

IMPORTATIONS. 

Plinthen. Rough-coated Sc. Bernard bitch. 9mos. old (Plinlimnioii 
—La Maseotte), by W. W. Tuckfer, New York, for R. J. Sawyer, 
Menominee, Wis , from Norris Elye, Orsett. Eng. 

DEATHS. 
countess May. English setter bitch (Foreman—Jolly Nell), owned 

by A. C. Calahan. New Haven, Conn. 
Lady Grace. Beagle bitch (Trueman—Zepher), owned by W. 

Stewart Diffenderffer. Baltimore, Md., March 4. 

28 
Dido-Harold. California Kennels’(Sacramento. Cal.) Irish setter 

bitch Dido (Ben—Jessie) to their Harold (Gath-Gem), Dec 30. 
Janet—Harold. California Kennels’ (Sacramento, Cal.) Ll^elhn 

setter bitch Janet (Count Noble—Dashing Novice) to their Harold 

California Kennels’ (Sacramento, Cal.) LleweUin 
setter bitch Marion (Rake—Bessie Lee) to their Harold (Gath—Gem), 

"^^CoUie—Clifton Hero. A. A. K. Sawyer’s (Hillsboro, Ill) collie bitch 
Collie to J. A. Long’s Clifton Hero (E. 18,381), feb. 2j.. 

Bessie B.-Clifton Hero. J. E. Dougherty;s (Libmy, tod.) collie 
bitch Bessie B. (A.K.R. 1914) to J. A. Long s Chfton Hero (E, 18.881), 

^iFiy-Mixture. H. J. Tobey’s (Hudson, N Y.) terrier bitch Ky 
(A.K R. 3182) to John E. Thayer’s Mixture (Spice-Fairy III.), Feb. 23. 

Queen II.—Bannerman. C. H. Pool s (Rockland, Mass.) b^gle 
bi*h Queen H. (Racer-Spanglei. to A. C. Krueger s imported Ban- 

^%^p^ to—Ofio IL^^’Fred BoUett’s (Brooklyn, N. Y.) cocker spamel 
bitch Topsy B. (Benedict’s Boy. A.K.R. 130—Lady Bub, A.K.K. 998) to 
J. P. Willey’s Obo II. (A.K.R. 482), Jan 8 - . i, 

Gm—Don. Frank Nichols’s (Springfield, Mass.) pointer bitch Gto 
(Peter Black-Bessie) to E. Belding’s Don (Peter clack-Psyche U ), 
Feb 22 

Trada-la-Bradford Buby. Cfiequasset Kennels’(Lancaster, Mass.) 
pug bitch Tra la-la (Young Toby—'I’antrums) to City View Kennels 
Bradford Ruby (Lovat—Jenny), Feb. 28. .... -rr , . u 

So-So-Bradford Buby. Rl H. Dudgeon’s (New York) pug bitch 
So-So to City View Kennels’ Bradford Ruby (Lovab-J eeny), Feb. '28 

^^M^ette-Bradford Buby. J. D. Welch’s (New Haven, (lonn ) pug 
bitch Musette (Voung To by-Titan ia) to City View Kennels’ Bradford 
Ruby (Lovat—Jenny), Feb. 19. „ . , ^ 

Bess-BradfordBuby. City View Kennels^s (New Haven. Conn.) 
pug bitch Bess (Napoleon—Beauty) to their Bradford Buby (Lovat— 

^^mom-Br^ford Buby. Geo. Gillivan’s (West Jefferson, O.) pug 
bitch Flosgy to City View Kennels’ Bradford Raby-(Lovat—JenBy), 

^^BaM^Co^t. C. J. Peshall’s (Jersey City, N. J.) bull terrier bitch 
Baby to Frank F. Dole’s Count (A. K.R. 3178), Jan. 9- , .. 

Little Nell—Bruce. I. H. Roberts’s (Moorestown. N. J.) Irish setter 
bitch Little Nell (A.K.R. 2179) to his Bruce (A.K.R. 54), Feb. 11. 

Lady Clare-Blarney. I. H. Roberts’s (Moorestown. N. J.) Irish 
setter Wh Lady Clare (A.K.R. 3064) to E..W. Clark’s Blarney (A.K.R. 

^^Daity—mck. Chas. P. Ferguson’s (Springvale. Me.) beagle "bitch 
Daisy (Ringwood-Music, A'.K.R. Ill) to his Dick, Feb. 25. 

Canada Qipsey—Obo II. H. O'- 
cocker spaniel bjtch Ganada^iipsey (Hjornell Bab-^Toronto Jet) to J. 

beagle bitoli 

THE TOTAL number of entries in the American Kennel 
Register are 3481. The Register is booming. 

fifle »nd ^haaiing. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Co. ___ 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

BOSTON, March 6.—The attendance at the range at Walnut Hill to¬ 
day was fair. During the day a strong 11 o'clock wind prevailed, 
which made shooting difificult. During the day a friendly match was 
shot between the members of the Massachusetts Rifle Association, all 
shooting at 200yds.: 

No. 1 Team. 
W Gassam (mil.).. 656468486798 7 656587 4-flO—136 
E Davis . 5645987 510 6684678787 —135 
F Carter (mil.).... 5437559715 610 0 7947 -|-10-127 
B B Souther.10 7545570684487536885 —124 
C Williams (mil.). 3 8 7 4 0 4 8 3 6 3 5 5 7 4 5 2 7 8 0 4-10-110-632 

No. 2 Team. 
C B Edwards ...57777886577653676 710 57 6-128 
U F Tufts . 89669569974679 8. 6 3 638 -131 
"W^ Henry (Mil.)... 54 5 6298764742346 610 4-14-119 
H Joseph... 876566 3 66 5 37 blOlO SIO 5 6 4 -127-600 

Military Match. 
W Gassam.9 87656587 
W Henry.4 5 9 9 5 4 6 4 5 
W C Johnston.5 5 7 4 5 

Victory Medal Match. 
H Josephs.9 10 7 5 3 
B Davies .7 5 6 9 9 
WHOler.9 6 7 8 4 
F Carter.6 4 10 9 i 

Decimal Off-hand Match. 

4—65 
4— 65 
6-64 

10—72 
0-71 
6-68 
5- 66 

WF Tufts (A). 8 9 
EB Souther (C).. .8 4 
E Davies.  « 6 
C B Edwards.5 7 
H Oldham.5 6 
LJ Foster.   0 5 
JP Bates...-7 6 
R Dadman-,,,.... — ,..,.,,..4 6 
PLObPA-*!' ,. '.M ■ . ..9 » 

6 6 
8 10 4"7^ i-h 

7=6? 
10-6^ 
10-6o 
p-e! 
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CALIFORNIA VS. NEVADA.—The full detaUs of the iatel*stat6 
match come to hand, and show very fine scores on either side. The 
California Schuetzeu Club shot over its own range in Alameda, and 
the Carson Guard team made its score over the Carson range. Hub 
Parlrer, of the Carson Guard, shot with the California team at Ala¬ 
meda. The scores were as follows, the distance being 300yds., no 
sighting shots allowed: 

California Team. 
Ladd.45i54.')446i454.5i555566—1)3 Dornbier..44554154444444464445—85 
Kellogg... 55644466415555444454-91 Mangels...4444.5455444441.554444—85 
Carr.44454445545444555546 - 89 Stanton.. .45514444441455454444—85 
Beaver.54541455434541455444-88 Robertson.51541443444i545545144—86 
Utschig.... 56544444.541545444.545—87 Lehman.. .44443445434514545564—W 
Strecker . 34555555441444554444-87 
Kuhls.44165444444444565451- 86 
■W'rtheim’r44545444445544446454—86 

Jacoby.. ..44645446644544444453 - 84 
Kuhnle.. ..45454645446464434443—84 
Bachman. 38158455444456444445 -88 

Johnson.. .44454444445544444545—86 Rohlffs. ...45444434644444445344-81 
Smith.44446444414164455445 -85 RahwyleT.35444433144.341444345-77 

1709 
The aggregate, 1,709 out of a possible 3,000 points, is an average of 

a fraction over 85 per cent. 
C. D. Ladd, making the heat score, was awarded the gold medal of 

the California Schuetzen Club military team. 
Nevada Team. 

Alley, Z. 4514664.564440454.5544-89 Saffell ....34544454544654453444- 84 
Thaxter.G45444.555144454415544 - 87 Dormer.. .445433444446444.54654-83 
Cowiog,Jr.44.5544.54-144444.544545-86 Thaxter,fl45444444431444445434—GO 
I.itlle.464454444.54154446445-86 Doyle.34454341444434464544-80 
Cowiag,Sr 6445441^54444445444-85 Raycraft. .44444443444145434.553-80 
Hark.4444544454454<.5544H—85 Cogwin... .4534.3344444544444444—79 
Maisb.45,544444443564446544- 85 Meder.85444484543844444454 -79 
Bicknell.. .53445444444444454554-84 Wi igbt... .4.5444354434434444434—77 
D’gnertv. .43454455445444444454-81 Richard.. .445544011444 •4411005—71 
Alley, T...44144164444655544344-81 Parker ..34454454644514445444 - 84 

1,653 
HAVERHILL. MASS., RIFLE CLUB. March 6.—Riverside Range, 

SflOyds., off-hand, Standard target, Creedmoor count, strong 4 o’clock 
wind: 
H Tuck.445464.5556—46 F R Merrill.6544454444—43 
J P Brown.4514645545- 45 J Busfleld.4345555534-43 
W D Palmer.4546545445-45 C B Wright.4444464544-43 
K Grittiu..5544455464-45 C Bliss.4543553445—40 
S E Johnson.5465444544-44 C Jackson .4854:344444-39 

WORCESTER, Mass., March 5.—At the regular meet yesterday at 
Pine Grove Range, under the auspices of the Worcester Rifie Associ¬ 
ation, the American Standard target was used, with the following 
results: 

Record Match. 
Brown. 7889889 10 7 10-83 
Fuller......10 9 10 899685 9-83 
Leighton. 8 6 10 6 
Jones. 7 5 9 4 
Bice.. 7 7 5 6 

Practice Scores. 
Brown. 7 9 8 10 
Fuller. 6 8 10 7 
Leighton. 7 9 7 8 
Jones. . 7 9 5 10 
Rice.... 7 8 7 6 

Wilson, Whltrldge and Mumnia divided first, Duffy and Russell sec¬ 
ond, Aston third. Strong, Craver and Hinkle fourth. 

Foui'th match, f single glass balls, from a Mole rotary trap: 
McCartney .1111100—6 
Bendel.0111100-4 
Simmerman.OOOlOOO-l 
Rankin.1111001-5 
Whltrldge.1011100-4 
Rice, C.1111101-6 
Peters.1011110-6 
Hinkle .1001001-3 
Wilson.1111101—6 

Munima, A.0111010—4 
Young.1101100-4 
Snyd er.1101011—6 
Aston.1110101—6 
Strong .000ni0-.3 
Rice.L.0111001-4 
Mumraa.0010101—3 
Blessing.0001001-3 
Linson ..1111100—5 

C. Rice and Wilson first, Snyder, of Medway, made McCartney, of 
Huntsville, break 18 straight before he gave up second. Whitridge 
third. 

6 0 
6 9 
4 8 

4-67 
7-63 
6-62 

8 8 
8 6 
6 9 
4 8 

9 8 8-84 
9 10 9-78 
6 9 6-73 
7 6 9—70 
6 7 7-65 

AVORCESTER, Mass. March 4.—At the annual; meeting last even¬ 
ing of the W’^orce.sler Sportsman’s Club, Major L. G. White presided. 
Col. W S. B. Hopkins, E. A. Richmond and Col. E. B. Glasgow were 
admitted to membership. The treasurer. Royal Taft, presented 
his report, showing a balance of SlOJl.OS on hand. During the year 
the profits were about $323. There would have been a larger balance 
but for the extraordinary expense of $230. The club has a good 
supply of slock on hand. The question of a toumoment was left to 
the executive committee. The secretary, W. L. Davis, who has 
been vefy eflicient, declined a re-electicu The officers elected for 
the ensuing year are: Major L. G. White. President; W. S. Perry and 
A. B. F. Kinney, Vice-Presidents; Cowen Doane, Secretary; Alba 
Houghton, Treasurer; Gilbert J. Rugg, Charles A. Allen, M. D. Gil¬ 
man, I- A. Benoit, Exectiuve Committee. 

NATIONAL RIFLE A3SOClATION.-At the regular meeting of 
the Directors on March 2, the advisability of getting up another inter¬ 
national rifle match was discussed. Gen. Wingate, who presided, 
thought the double expense of training an American team and enter¬ 
taining a British team would be greater than the association could 
aft'ord this year. It would he a matter of $2,500 or $3,500. He was 
afraid that it would be difficult to select eight or twelve good marks¬ 
men and have them in good fighting trim by fall. Director James 
Duane was unwilling to abandon the idea of a match. “Let us try it 
anyhow,” said he, and a majority of the members present voted 
with him to send a formal challenge to the British riflemen to shoot 
an international match at Creedmore next fall, the United States 
and England each to be represented by eiglit men, Gen. Wingate 
was authorized to send the clialleuge. 

It was stated that suggestions had been made to officers in the 
AVar Department at Washington that the Government take a hand 
in getting up an international tournament for testing the relative 
merits of firearms in use in different countries. The idea is to invite 
such countries as Germany, France, Great Britain, and Italy to send 
rifle teams to this country, each team to be equipped with the rifles 
most in use by the armies of the respective countries. One of the 
members of the National Rifle Association suggested that the foreign 
countries named would probably he reluctant to show the world 
w'hat improvements they had made in firearms. 

THE TRAP. 

SPRINGFIELD TOURNAMENT. 

t'pHE first, clay-pigeon tournament of the Springfield (O.) Gun Club, 
JL Feb. 32, was well attended, 8 matches being shot over 2 sets of 5 

traps, while a Mole rotary glass ball trap was sandwiched in between 
to please some of the old timers. Over 40 guns were present, the 
largest entry at any one match being 30. Snow covered the ground, 
but the sun shone brightly. During the first match a stiff breeze 
rivisted the birds and carried them out of the reach of the guns, mak¬ 
ing good scores impossible. The club returns thanks to Messrs. Slack 
and Aston for the speedy and efficient manner in which they con¬ 
ducted the shoot throughout. First match for the club medal. Con¬ 
ditions. 10 single and 5 pair Ligowsky: 
Aston.'..0000001111 11 11 11 10 10—12 
Rice.0011001000 11 10 10-11 00— 9 
Wilson.0100111101 11 10 00 11 10—12 
Bailey.OOllllOJll 10 10 11 00 11—13 
HinKle.1111001011 10 11 01 10 11—14 
Linson. 1010100111 00 00 01 00 11— 9 
McCartney.1110011011 11 11 01 10 11—15 
Slack.0100111110 10 10 00 00 01- 9 
Monahan.IIOIOOIOOO 00 11 01 01 11—10 
Graver..lOllOllOll 00 00 11 00 11—11 
Perrin.1101101110 11 10 01 11 00—13 
Peters.llllOlllOl 10 01 01 11 11-15 
Ranldu.. OlllllllOO 11 00 11 11 11-15 
Simmerman.llOOOllllO 10 01 ll 01 11—13 
Bendel.1010000000 10 11 00 01 10- 7 

* Snyder.0000010010 01 10 00 10 01— 8 
Mumma..OOlOllOOll 00 11 10 10 01—10 
Mumma, AM.lOlOOlllll 01 10 00 01 00—10 
Knott.1011111111 10 00 00 10 10-12 
AVhitridge . .. .0011111011 00 11 00 00 01-10 

Peters and Rankin shot off for medal, the former winning. McCart¬ 
ney first, Hinkle second. Bailey, Perrin and Simmerman third. 

Second match at 7 American clay birds: 
McCartnfey.1001111—5 Peters...1001001—3 
Simmerman.0000101—3 Craver.0111111—6 
Bendel. 0001000—1 Snyder.1100001-3 
Aston.1111111—7 Perrin.1100010—3 
vAhlson...-.1101111-6 Hegier.',000011—2 
Hinkle.. ..1001111—5 AVhitridge.0001111—4 
Rice, C.1110000—3 Bailey.0100111—4 
Lmsdn..., .0101110-4 Conley.0101100—3 
Monahan.0010101—3 

Aston first, Craver and Wilson divided second, McCartney, of Hunts¬ 
ville, third. 

Third match, 7single Litrowsky, 30 entries: 
McCartney..IIIOIIO—6 Blessing.....0000000-0 
Craver........0111001—4 Snyder...0101010—3 
Mumma, A M..1001100- 3 Bailey.-.1101000-3 
Aston...1111100-6 Peters.,,.1111000—4 
Wilson. .  lilllll—7 Rice, L... .110,000-2 
Linsoni.  .0001001—3 Angel.   1110000—3 
Rice. C.. .. ....;lOliliO-6 
Perrin__,_. .. .0011100—3 

Duffy.....1101111-6 
Russell.;.. .. 1101111-6 

Mopahan......1100111—5 Russ ...0000000-0 
Hinkle,..1101100—4 Strong,,.1101001—4 

Welsh . .0110101—A 
Betzold...lfilfiOOO-3 

Simmerman...,1100100-3 
Whitridge.3111111-7 ...... , 
Bendel. .1001000 - 2 Conley..,,. .. ..,.OWlOOO—g 
Muaun^, .... .llllllj—:’ Shou.,,.. ,.1101010—4 

Fifth Match—7 single American: 
Hinkle.1001100-4 
Aston.0011111—6 
Perrin.1001110-5 
Simmerman.1111110—6 
Ross.1010010-8 
Whitridge.0001110—3 
Wilson.0111110—6 
Young. 1111000-4 
Craver.0101001—3 
Bussell.1101101-5 
McCartney.1111111-7 

Hegier, A.•..1000101-3 
Rice. C .0111111-6 
Hegier, W. 1000100-2 
Betzold*..1111100-5 
Rice, L.1101110-6 
Strong.1111111—7 
Knott.1100000—2 
Welsh.1011111-0 
Snyder.1100001—3 
Bailey.0100111—4 
Conley.0101100-3 

McCartney and Strong divided first; Simmerman, C. Rice and 
Welsh second, Perrin third. 

Sixth Match—4 pair double Ligowsky; 
Monahan.11 11 00 11—6 
Wilson.11 01 11 01-6 
Simmerman.01 01 11 11—6 
Aston.01 01 10 11—6 
Perrin.11 11 01 01-0 
Hinkle .II 11 11 01-7 
Duffy.11 11 00 01-6 

Strong and Hinkle first, Simmerman and Wilson second, Aston 
third. 

C flice.01 00 10 00-2 
xAIcCartney.10 10 10 11-6 
L Rice..00 10 01 10-3 
Strong.11 11 11 10-7 
Craver.10 11 10 10—5 
Kendel.  00 00 w. 

Seventh Match—6 Ligowsky; 
Aston.01111-4 
Monahan.11101—4 
Whitridge.01001-2 
Hinkle.11010-3 
Simmerman.  11101—4 
Young.01000—1 
Strong.00111—8 
Wilson.10101—3 

CRice.10101-3 
Linson . 10110—3 
McCartney.11010—3 
Duffey.10111-4 
Perrin.  00000-0 
Craver.10011—3 
L Rice...01110-3 
Hegier.00111-3 

Aston first. Strong and McCartney second, Whitridge third. 
Eighth Match—Aston first, Craver second; five single, Ligowsky. 

Sixteen hundred rounds of ammunition were fired during the day. 
_ _ HlAYiTONE. 

BROOKLYN, March 3,—The members of the Fountain Gun Club 
assembled in good force to-day on the Prospect Park Fair Grounds 
at the shoot for the club prizes. The birds were of the best de crip- 
tipn. In Class A, C. W. Wainwright upheld his reputation as a wing- 
shot and won; and in Class B. Grace won. with no competitor. In 
Class C, Dr. S. P. Leveridge won for the fifth time. A handsome 
badge rewards his efforts at kilhng pigeons for the year, no other 
competitor in his class coming near him. In a sweepstake that fol¬ 
lowed, C. W. Walnwright and W. A. Stewart each killed six birds 
straight and won the money. Score, 
L T Duryea, 28yds. .1110010-4 W A Stuart. 21yds.0011110—4 
R Grace, 24yd-».1100001—8 Dr Wynn. 28yds.1101101—5 
C A Chappell, 23/ds.1100111—5 Dr S P Leveridge, 34yds.l]0l011 -5 
Dr Eddy, S9yds....,-.1011101—5 C AV Wainwrlght, 29yds.ICOlll 1—6 

Ties in Class A —C. W. Wain wright 1 0 1—2, Dr. Eddy 1 0 0—1, Dr. 
AVynn 0 1 0—1. Class C.—Dr. S. P. Leveridge 1 1 0-2, C. A. Chap¬ 
pell 0 10—1. 

ELIZABETH, N. J. —The Elizabeth Gun Club had their weekly 
shoot last Thursday. A few of the members only were able to at¬ 
tend, but the scores made were exceptionally good ones. The club 
has changed the days for their regular shoots to the first and third 
Thursdays, and the second and last Saturdays in each month, in ad¬ 
dition to the holidays. The targets used were bits. 

Astfalk...1001011111101101101011111101111111111111111111100011110-43 
ChetwoodllOlllUOllOlllOllllOnillllOUOllllllllIimoillllllOl-46 
Lawrence 111101111111101011111111110110 -39 
L’gheintz. 1111101111101111111101110 -21 
Dack’maulllOlOllOlllllllllOl 

Out 
of 
65 
55 
35 
25 

-16 20 

155 190 
TUCSON, A. T., Feb 22.—The first annual tournament'of the Tucson 

Gun Club took place to-day, and although the day was unfavorable 
for shooting, being very windy, with frequent showers of rain, some 
remarkably fine scores were made and the entire programme carried 
to a conclusion, with enthusiasm. First match, sweepstakes at 12 
glass balls: Judd 11, Parker 7, Etchells 5. Van Kuren .3, Fenner 1. 
Second match, sweepstakes at 10 single birds: Judd 8, Sparrow 8, 
Etchells 7, Afan Kuren 7. Parker 4. The tie between Judd and Sparrow 
was shot off at double birds, Judd killing both birds to Sparrow one. 
A match was shot between AV. S. Reed and F. A. Hai-ttvell at 4 single 
birds, with the result of 3 to 2 in favor of Hartwell. The next match 
at 5 single balls, resulted in a tie betw^een Judd and Godfrey, and in 
the shooting off Judd won. In the next match. 5 single jive birds, 
Judd killed his 5 straight to 4 for Hicock and Godfrey. A match was 
shot at 10 live birds between Judd and Sparrow, which resulted la a 
tie of 6 birds each and was declared a draw for lack of birds to shoot 
off the tie. The judges were: Thos. Gates and AV. J. Ross; referee. 
AV. S. Reed; scorer. AV. 8. Dunsford; trapper, AVm. Morgan. The 
shooting was at 18yds. rise for glass balls, and 25 at live birds. 

BALTIMORE, Feb. 22.—A large number of sporting men were at 
Cross Keys to day to take part in a live pigeon shooting match. Cross 
Keys is a little village on the Falls Road, not 5 miles from the city 
limits. The first match, $1 entrance—miss and out—was won by Cole 
and Coxen, wlio tied on 6 each and divided the purse. The second 
match was of $2 entrance, 3 birds, class shooting: Mills came out first, 
Coxen and AAAgner tied for second place. The third match was $2 
entrance, 3 birds, class shooting, SSyds: It was won by Wagner and 
Knight, who tied and divided the money. Wilson and Wertsner lied 
for second place and divided the money. The fourth match was for 
31yds., $1 entrance, rise, miss and oiit: Coxen, Wilson and Knight 
tied and divided the pot. The fifth match was of $3 entrance, 2.3yds., 
miss and out: The first was won by JUUer and Wilson, who tied; sec¬ 
ond place won by Werstner and Wagner, tied. Mr. Simon J. Marte- 
net, Jr., was referee. Messrs. Mills, Coxen, Bailey and Wagner are 
from Washington. 

WHITE V8. VAN BRACKLE.—A well contested match was shot at 
Middletown. N. J.. March 6, between Henry C. White, of Red Bank, 
and James Van Brackle, of Mattawan. 50 birds. H. & T. traps, 80yds. 
bounds, 25yds. rise. The birds as a lot were very strong flyers, and 
as the wind blew strong from the N. W. the shooting was very fine. 

f 1111110111-01 
0010111111—7 I 

H CAVhite...-) 1001111111-8 1--37 
I 1110101110-7 
(.0011110110-6 

fllOOOIllOl—Gj 
I 0111111011—8 I 

J Van Brackle] 0111110011-7 4—34 
11100111111—8 I 
001110J100-6J 

BED BANK, N. J., March 5.—Riverside Gun Club weekly shoot at 
30 Macomber pigeons, 18yds. rise: 
E Cooper.01110101010110011101—12 
W Bendy.OOOOOOOIOOIOOIOOOOII- 5 
Jos. Cooper, Jr.OlllOJOlOlOlllOOlOll—11 
John Cooper.10101010101101001111—12 

JEANNETTE GUN CLUB.—New Dorp, S. I., March 3.—Match at 25 
birds, 25yds: 
N Brune.1.0201101111121113011121000—16 
J KeUy .1011120021220010212110001-13 

Match at 10 birds, 26yds: 
W Brune.inillll02-8>^ S B Smith.1211100211-7 

First sweepstake at 7 clays. 18yds,. trap fourth notch. Oiten 7, C. 
Meyer 5, Arey 4, Smith 6, Fricke 3, Brune 5, Bohling 2, Hubert .3. Bush 
6. Second sweepstakes. Otten 6, Meyer 7, Arey 2, Smith 5, Fricke 3, 
Bohling 5, Hubert 3, Bush 4. Brvme 5. Third match: Otten first. Smith 
second, Meyer third. 

WOODSIDE, March 3.—Score of the North Side Guo Club, final 
shoot for club badge, 10 birds, 25yds. rise, winner to own badge, 
22 members at score, verv strong wind, fine birds: Duryea 5, Siems 
7, Kroger 9. Helmken 8, Mayer 8. Manning 6, Wahlen 4. Pfaender 7, 
Skelton 4, Terrett 7, Eberhardt 7, Chevallier 7, AVinholz 4, Tapken 3, 
Gran 2. John Kroger wins badge.—August H. Eberhardt, Sec. 

KNOXVILLE, Tenn., March 3.—The Knoxville Gun Club have 
elected the following officers for this year: J. C. Duncan, President; 
S. B. Don, Vice-President; C. M. Wooodbury, Secretary. J. W. 
Slocum. Treasurer. 

JACKSONVILLE, Ill,, March 6.—Captain Borgardus won a shooting 
match here to-day: that was closely contested and excited consider¬ 
able intfipest. His opponent was J. A. Stice, of this city. The terms 
were thirty yards nse, five ground traps, bast two out of three, for 
the 4/wrican Par/Cup and J?50 a side; English Gun Clnh rule? fcr 
12 bora guns under eight pounds, winner to hold the cup tor tva 
years, but to shoot every three pionDis it /Challenged Bogar/lns 
Wiled 93 birds to 90 for St>ii? ' ' '' ' * 

AVELLTNGTON, MASS.. MARCH 6.-The regular shoot of the 
WeUingtoii Gun Club was held to-day with nearly twice the average 
number of shooters. 1. Five blackbirds—Wardweli and Schaefer 
flr,st. 2. Five clay pigeons—Snow first. 3. Five pigeons—Stanton, 
Adams, Nichols and Sanborn first. 4 Fiv'e blackbirds—Shumway 
first. 6 Five nigeons—Swift first. 6 Five hlRckbirds-Swift first. 
7. Three pair blackhirds-Curtis and AVardwell first. 8. Five pigeons 
Holden and Schaefer first. 9. Five blacubirds—Aloore first. 10. 
Five pigeons—Pond first 11. Five blackbirds-AATlson first, 11. 
Purse $5. Ten birds—Between Adams, Shuraway and AlArdwell; 
taken by Adams with 8 broken birds. 12. Same—Taken by AVard¬ 
well with eight broken birds. 13. Five blackbirds-Wilson ilrst. 14. 
Five pigeons-Schaefer and Snow first. 15. Five blackbirds-Shum- 
way first. 16. Five pigeons—AVardwell first. 17. Five blackbirds, 
straightaway—Pond first. 18 Five blackbirds—AA’'ardwell and Snow 
first. 19. Five blackbirds—AVardwell and Slmmway first. 20. Five 
blackbirds—AVardwell first. 21. Five blackbird.s -Snow first. 

lOAVA TOURNAMENT.—The Crystal Lake an<l Eagle Grove Club 
of Burlington, Iowa, issue the following announcement respecting 
the tournament of the Iowa State Association for Protection of 
Game and Fish, to be held at Burlington, .June 15,16. 17, and 18; 
Make your arrangements to visit us. as we expect to have the finest 
shotgun entertainment ever given in the Northwest. Four sets of 
traps to be kept running tlirough the entire four days.- Shooting to 
be at live birds (pigeons and sparrows), and inanimate targets; the 
latter consisting of blackbirds, clay pigeons, red birds, globe flights, 
American clay birds, blue rocks and in targets. Steam cars to the 
grounds. Reduced fare on railroads and at hotels. The manage¬ 
ment will have 12,000 live birds (pigeons and sparrows), and 25.000 
inanimate targets as enumerated above. Two sets of traxis open to 
the world, and two sets will bar professionals. Large citizens’ purse 
will be offered; also a large number of elegant special piu'ses. 
Entrance fees reduced and purses to be subdivided, making practic¬ 
ally eight money prizes, besides specials, in each match. Full pro¬ 
gram to be issued latter part of May and mailed to you. Any aid 
given to us by sportsmen in securing birds will be appreciated. 
For further information adch-ess A. IT. Kubiemeier, Secretary, Bur¬ 
lington, Iowa. 

SPRINGFIELD GUN CLUB.—At the annual meeting of the Spring 
field Gun Club, held Feb. 25. the following officers were elected for 
the ensuing year: James D. Davis. President; John D. Dinkel. Vice- 
President; George Aery, Treasurer; Chas. Janie, Secretary; Michael 
Englert, Purveyor. 

THE TAUNTON GUN CLUB was organized Jan. 30,1886, and I be 
following officers were elected for the first six months: Parley F. 
Slater. President; Harry B. Soule. Vice-President: John C. Gaboon, 
Siscretary and Treasurer. The club wi'l have regular weekly shoots 
as soon as the weather will permit.—Chester. 

Join the National Gun Association.—Send 10 cents, for handbook 
giving aU information, to the Secretary Matt R. Freeman, General 

Manager. F. C. Etheridge, Secretary and Treasurer, Macon, Ga. 

Board of Directors: Dr. L. E. Russell, Springfield, O.; C. M. Stark, 

AVinchester, Mass.; J. Von Lengerke, New York city; AVashington A. 

Coster, Flatbush, L. I.; AVm. G. Cooper, Savannah, Ga.; E. A. Craw¬ 

ford, Tallahassee, Fla.; M. R Freeman, AV. AV. Parker and F. C. 

Etheridge, Macon, Ga.—Adw. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream JPublish- 
ing Co. 

Canoeists are invited to send us notes and full reports of cruises, 
club meets, information about canoeable waters, and other commu¬ 
nications of interest. 

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and 
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signals, etc . of 
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and 
reports of the same. Canoeists and all Interested in canoeing are 
requested to forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with 
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local waters, 
drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all item.s relating 
to the sport. _ 

FIXTURES. 
May 
May 
May 
June 
July 
Aug. 
Sept. 

1—Brooklyn O. C., Challenge Cup and Paddling Race. 
15—Brooklyn C. C., Sailing Race. 
29—Connecticut Meet, Calla Shasta Grove, 
12-Connecticut Meet, Paddling Race. 
10—Connecticut Meet, Paddling Race. 
7—Connecticut Meet, Paddling Race. 
4—Connecticut Meet, Paddling Race. 

Sept. 18—Connecticut Meet, Sailing Races. 
Sept. 25—Connecticut Meet, Challenge Cup. 

A STRUGGLE TO WINDWARD. 

THOUSANDS of glancing gleaming forms started from underneath 
the spoon shaped bow of the Bamegat cruiser Petrel as a 

vigorous shove sent her out into Silver Spring creek, on the west 
shore of Lake George, Florida. They were mullet, and each seemed 
to vie with the other in leaping and frisking a heariy fareweJl, for we 
were just starting northward on our return to Jacksonville after a 
pleasant camp of three weeks, dmnng which time we had feasted 
sumptuously on the fat of the land and the choice of the sea. 

The Petrel with her new and much improved rig of jib and main¬ 
sail leaped gaily forward on the port tack as if fully aware of the 
hard tack to windward, for the wind ivas N. and fi-eshening every 
moment, and sixteen miles of dirty sloppy water rose and fell in ugly 
irregular waves to the north'ard over which the Petrel traversed 
her weary way in a high’.y praiseworthy manner. It soon became 
apparent that we had a reefing breeze and we shortened her down 
one cringle accordingly. Forward and backward and hither and 
thither the Petrel rolled, while the skipper worked her along “full 
and by,” to the best of his ability. Suddenly and without warning 
tne lashing to the halliard on the jaw of the gaff snapped, and liaul- 
ijg down the jib, the mate let go the anchor, and while the “Pet” 
rolled and jerked, the damage was repahed and once more we went 
at it. It was now past noon and I felt a little stiff in the back, havhig 
hung out to windward for four hours steady, but Drayton Island 
loomed up very temptingly and so, filling a fresh pipe and taking a 
long breath I gave my best attention to getting under a lee for the 
night; for the prospects were not very encouraging. Away to the 
north and east heavy mud colored clouds were piling up rai/idly and 
their appearance was the signal for nasty furious flaws of "wind 
which would knock my pet down until her washboards to leeward 
were pretty much out of sight, but she could not be coaxed or foi'ced 
any further. 

At 3 P. M. the mate fished around and opened a can of cold beans, 
canned salmon and these with ,some dried beef and hard bread gave 
us a new nerve. AVe had already beguw to feel the sheltering power 
of the island and smoothing the water, soon after we Avalked up to 
wiudward in good shape. Drayton Island divides the northei-n end of 
Lake George into two channels, but the larger boats rarely take the 
western one, although somewhat nearer than the one to the east. As 
we were in the former we had it all to ourselves. On rounding a 
sharp point. Hog Island bore dead ahead; and on opening the island 
up fully we beheld a very pretty sight. 

lu a snug little cove on the south side of the Island lay a catboat 
with sail furled in man of war stylcr-boom crotched up, gear hauled 
taut, while on the shore was pitched a snowy “A” tent with flaps 
pihned hack wide. In front blazed'a cheei ful "fire around Avhich the 
figure of a man flitted to and fro, now bending to lift a frying pan then 
sti-etehing forth an arm for salt, pepper, etc., all indicating that the 
evening meal was being prepared. As the shadows were groAving 
long and the short southern twilight was upon us, the picture was 
mellowed and enriched to a high degree and the crew of tne "Pet” 
both in a breath whispered in very expressive if not elegam language 
‘ That’s the stuff.” Our slatting sails drew the attention of the 
gentleman, who at once haUed us and invited us to come ashore, and 
we were nothing loth to comply as we had accomjilished enough 
for. one day. Nowif Ave had had a stately i’a'chr,' perhaps I .might 
AV'ork in a little poetry about the ratiliug chains rushing through the 
iron hawsepipes, as Ave anchored; but us, the homely founeeu footer 
can boast of ho such tackle, so I give it'to niA' fellow voyagers in a 
more prosy form. HauUng down the jib the'“Chester” was spaked 
.out and fired bodily into the mud and the stern hauled ashore. Our 
tept was up in a jiffy gntj sow wa had aH shakep hand? with Hr. H. 
from Melrose, Mass., 

I know two fellowe that turned In early I.hoi night wearv with 
hard bout to lyindl^aril- v . Piirnci 
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THE DOUBLE CENTERBOARD. 

Editor Forest and Stream-: 
Tour article about double centerboard canoes in issue of Feb. 25 

applies to me as much as any one, as my new canoe was perhaps 
the first of this lot to reach completion; yeti should hardly have 
attempted to answer your string of questions had it not been for the 
half promise in your concluding sentences to give in return for such 
answers some information about double boards. Now, though re¬ 
ceived in January, my new craft has not yet been afloat and I await 
with much anxiety an opportunity to test practically the two-board 
problem, and meanw'hile am eager to embrace every chance to ac¬ 
quire liuowlsdge on the subject; hence will try to purchase such by 
an honest reply to your questions. 

To begin with I bad too little knowledge of canoes up to the A. 0. A. 
meet of 1884 to form any opinion worth having on the centerboard 
qupstion. At that time 1 had had experience only with the Atwood 
and was well enough satisfied with it. Shortly afterward I was seized 
with a fancy to buy a canoe then partly completed in a certain build¬ 
er’s shop She had an u-on plate of .25 to 30lbs. in her and one trial 
of her filled me up with up with boards of that kind for inland river 
uve, and I sold the canoe on the first oft'er at a sacrifice of about $25. 
So much for experience, 

During the season of 1885 I had numerous chances to try canoe.s of 
club mates, fitted with Radix boards, and though constantly becom¬ 
ing less and less satisfied with the Atwood, these trials were far 
from inducing me to change my old one for the newer form of fold¬ 
ing board. In this state I reached the A. C. A. meet of last year. 

As the shades of the first evening settled upon Eel Bay, a little 
lantern w’as seen dancing over the rough water to the southward, 
and as it drew in toward the beach a lusty bail announced the 
arrival of the Rear-Commodore. Those of us who helped haul 
up his staunch craft were not long in finding out that we had our 
hands upon something new under the sun, or—at that moment—moon 
rather, and it was past ten o’clock before the knot of interested ex¬ 
aminers broke up to seek rest after a weary day of tent-pitching, pole- 
raising, trench-digging and the thousand and steen other duties 
which make the first day in camp so delightful. Well, as I fanned 
away the blessed mosquitoes and registered a vow never again to 
leave home without enough netting to mage a facing mainsail, I told 
ravself I had found the centerboard. A single blade of brass scarce 
l-lGin. thick, weighing less than 61os.. offering the minimum of re 
sistance to the water, adding the minimum of weight to the canoe, 
manipulated by finger and thumb, its light cord leading to any con¬ 
venient point out of inside of coaming, thus doing away wdth the im • 
perative necessity for a shift of your entire person to adjust the 
hoard when perhaps you are leg-length out to windward and wishing 
you had a brick in your hat, or anything else to add a IKtIe weight on 
your side, the “vanishing point” of stability. At last I have found 
it. But just as I am dropping off comes the thought, starting me 
wide awake again, “hut how does he make that canoe balance witli 
the hoard stuck away forward that way? To be sure that question 
was asked and answered that the drop rudder balanced her, but 
somehow that don’t satisfy. My canoe, with dandy only quarter the 
area of main, needs aU her rudder down to equalize a board at least 
two feet further aft than Bofroiiia’s. Well, I presume an after board 
would fix it, but then what a bother.” 

Well, after I reached home once more, and had concluded that my 
happiness demanded a Ruggle.s canoe, the question of board was the 
hardest of all considerations to decide. 1 could not give up my 
dream of the charms of a light brass blade, yet feared to risk one far 
enough forward to leave the cockpit clear, with only the rudder aft 
to depend on. while I could not bring myself to accept the extra com¬ 
plication of a second board aft, with the sure necessity of hauling it 
up every time I wanted to come about. Then came the Lassie! I 
wrote to her skipper for advice in my dilemma, and it was not until 
he had sent a second answer to my objections that the after board 
was ordered, and even then it was with the half acknowledged hope 
that the test would prove it unnecessary—like Sofronia—and enable 
me to talce it out. 

Now, Mr. Editor, you have my statement, and if you find it rather 
long-winded, please accept it as a punishment for calling me a flock 
of sheep. And please put me on record as being far from certain that 
this time next year will find me with a two-board canoe; also tell tne 
rest of the flock for me to go slow until they see how those twin "new 
line" Mohicans turn out with double board in one and single in the 
other. Now, send along your “more to say,” and at same time tell 
us who it is who has discarded the drop rudder. If he finds any rea¬ 
son for so doing in fresh water he must be more ingenious than 

Reade W. Bailey. 

THE TROPHY AND A. C. A. DUES. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
A principle that nas been put forward first, last and all the time by 

the officers of the A. C. A. is that no prizes of money value shall be 
offered. The rules state that A. 0. A. prizes shall be flags. Every 
effort has been made in the past to prevent “mug hunting.” An 
A. C. A. prize certainly means one that the Association pay.s for. The 
Association has not paid for the trophy. Perhaps a hundred mem¬ 
bers have subscribed, and two hundred more may send in $1 each. 
Even then the trophy will be paid for by a minority of the members, 
and why should those who do not subscribe have any claim on the 
trophy? 

It is proposed to have a valuable prize presented to the Association 
for a sailing contest. The Association of course cau and did appoint 
a committee to look after the matter, and it has a right to say under 
what conditions the prize shall be raced for if accepted. It would be 
foreign to the policy of the Association to decree that this prize shall 
be awarded to the winner of the first race—or any race or series of 
races—to become his personal properly. By a rule of the Association 
donations for prizes are placed in the hands of tberegattacommittee. 
Why should any exceptioDjbe made in the case of the trophy? The 
regatta committee’s actions are all subject to the approval of the 
Association as represented by its executive committee. 

I submit the above for consideration since a member of the execu¬ 
tive committee published last week in your valuable paper a letter 
over his own signature that seems to me to show that there has been 
a general misunderstanding as to what this trophy is, what it is for, 
and what the Association has to do with it. 

Three gentlemen from England are expected to be at tlie meet next 
August. To add an attraction to the programme (an extra race or 
races in which they can take part), a few members of the A. 0. 
proposed that such members as wished to should subscribe for a ti o- 
pby to be put up as a prize for such a race, leaving to the Associa¬ 
tion. very properly, the labor of naming the conditions. These are 
the facts. Why is the regular procedure in such cases not now fol¬ 
lowed? The matter will have to come into the hands of the Regatta 
Committee finally. If they are Instiacted what to do they cannot be 
held responsible for the result. "Too many cooks,” etc. 

Another A. C. A. matter has come to my notice. Several clubs have 
taken action at their meetings disapproving of the Association for 
increasing its dues to $2 a year. This is simply a matter of business. 
IE the Association cannot pay its bills with a $l fee it must either re¬ 
duce expenses or increase the dues, the members at the last meet 
chose the latter course. As only a small minority of the members 
can attend a meet, and as those who were absent last year did not 
hear the secretaiy’s report, and therefore do not know why it was 
necessary to raise the dues. To convince them of the necessity of 
the action then taken, it is but good policy to publish in this year’s 
“Annual Book” a full treasurer's report, and thereby show them that 
figures cannot lie. Had this been done last year, probably the ques¬ 
tion never would have been raised, and certainly all members are en¬ 
titled to know for what the furds of the Association have been ex¬ 
pended. This may give our gallant secretary a little more work, but 
be certainly will not grudge the time thus occupied, and every mem¬ 
ber will then be convinced, no doubt, that the increase was necessary 
and act accordingly. 0. Bowyeb Vxux. 

CAMBRIDGE C. C,—Editor Forest and Stream: The Cambridge 
C C. (Cambridge, Mass.), organized June 9. 1885, held its fourth quar¬ 
terly meeting for the election of officers on Mai’ch 4. The officers for 
the following term are; Commodore, John B. Jacobs; Vice-Commo¬ 
dore, Clarence F. Glover; Secretary and Treasurer, Rupert M. Gay. 
The club signal is a pointed burgee, with blue field, white center and 
red letter 0. We have had om’ headquarters at the Riverside Boat 
House dui-ing the past season, but are now thinking of building a 
house of our own. Several of the members it tend to make a cruise 
upon the Charles River this summer. AVe have all had some experi¬ 
ence with heavy canoes on the numerous dams in our viciuliy, and 
agree with the South Boston Club in wanting lighter ones. Three ot 
the members have concluded to build new ones for river work, 10ft. 
by 20in. and 9>^m. deep, of canvas, and they probably will not weigh 
over 25 pounds each. We would like to meet representatives of other 
clubs in the vicinity to arrange for cruises and holiday trips. All 
communications should be addressed to R, M. Gay, 107 Washington 
street, Boston, Secretary C, C. C. 

NEW YORK C. C. CHALLENGE CUP.—The secretary of theN.Y. 
C C has received the foUowin.g letter in regard to the coming races: 
73 Mark Lane, E. C., Feb. 17,1886. Dear Sir-Your letter of Jan. 19, 
containing modified conditions of the proposed international canoe 
race has been duly laid before my committee and approved. It is 
most probable that three of our members will attend to compete for 
your Oup in the latter part of August, but I shall not be authorized to 
send you a formal challenge until after the spring meeting of this 
club on the 23d inst.—T. G. F. Winseb, Sec’y R.C. C. 

THE ROYAL C. C.—The spring meeting took place on Tuesday last 
at the Caledonian Hotel. Much regret was expressed at the retire¬ 
ment of J. W. Clayton from the mateship, and a vote of thanks was 
passed for his kindness and liberality to the club during his term of 
office, Mr. Baden-Powell was unanimously elected to the vacant 
post, and the following list of fixtures were made for 18S6; April 17, 
Hendon; sailing race; sail area limited to 76 sq ft. April 24, Hendon; 
first class sailing. Mayl, Hendon; challenge cup. May 19, Kings¬ 
ton: half-mile paddling. May26,Kingston; onemilepaddling. June 
6, Kingston; two miies paddling. June 12, Teddington; sailing; any 
canoes; girth measurement. June 19. Teddington; first class sail¬ 
ing. June 19, Teddington; long paddling race', June 26, Tedding- 
toiK annual regatta. July 10, Teddington; sailing race, under T. V. 
S. 0. measurement and time allowance. It was resolved that a camp 
be held in the vicinity of Teddington Reach on the Friday before the 
regatta, and that a prize be offered for the best set of cruising appli¬ 
ances, with canoe, exhibited on this occasion. On the metion ot T. J. 
Holding, a sub committee, consisting of F. E. Prothero, W. P. Shad- 
bolt, Major Roberts and T. H. Holding, was appointed to collect in¬ 
formation for the furtherance of canoe cruising and the perfecting 
of cruising appliances. It^was also decided that a challenge should 
be at once sent to the New York C. 0. to race for the handsome inter¬ 
national cup offered by that club, and the meeting then closed.— 
London Field, Feb. 27. 

THE AVESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION.—A meeting of the Ex¬ 
ecutive Committee of the Western Canoe Association was held last 
week in Cincinnati, when the arrangements were perfected for the 
meet at Ballast Island, Lake Erie, beginning July 1 and continuing to 
July 26. The Lake Erie yachts will rendezvous 'at the Island during 
the meet and hold their annual regatta under the auspices of the 
Cleveland Y. C., whose commodore, Mr. Geo. Gardner, is also com¬ 
modore of the \V. C. A. The Inter Lake Yachting Association, which 
met at Toledo on the 6th inst., with representatives from Buffalo, 
Erie, Cleveland, Sandusky, Detroit, Chicago and Milwaukee, will 
probably hold their regatta off Ballast in the middle of July. The 
Western Amateur Rowing Association will, it is expected, accept the 
invitation of W. C. A. to have their races at the same time and place, 
so that the pi-ospects for a brilliant gathering of sails, oars and pad¬ 
dles are very encouraging. The W. (3. A. has now on its menbershlp 
list nearly one hundred names, which will no doubt receive large 
additions'as July approaches. A pamphlet containing the programme 
of the meet, lists of classes, races, amusements for each day. etc., 
with fuU information respecting accommodations and the best means 
of reaching the Island will be published in a few days. 

OAKLAND C. C. CRUISE,—AVhile Eastern canoeists were skating 
and coastmg their luckier brothers of the far West were enjoying 
the opening cruise of 18&6. on the waters about San Francisco. The 
Oakland O. C. started on Feb. 20 at noon, a fleet of ten canoes; Mys¬ 
tic, Flirt, Undine, Columbia, Falcon, Black Dwarf, White Oap, Zephyr, 
Volant and Hattie Belle started from the club house on Oakland 
creek and beat down to its mouth, the latter two boats only going a 
couple of miles. Witli a good breeze Goat Island was reached at 
4 P. M,, camp was made and the night was pleasantly spent. The 
destination next day was Sheep Island, but a foul tide and head 
wind made it irapo.ssible to reach there, and the fleet headed for 
Hunter’s Point, reaching it at 11 A. M. Embarking at 2 P. M. after a 
good dinner, the canoes beaded again for Sheep Island, but met with 
rough water in Mission Bay. Again the course was changed and the 
fleet headed for Goat Island, where a second night was passed. On 
Monday morning a party of ladies and gentlemen visited the canoe¬ 
ists in the steam launch of the revenue cutter Hassler. and after a 
day’s pieme on tlie island they towed the canoes home, ending a 
very pleasant cruise. 

BROOKLYN C, C.—The following programme of races has been 
arranged for 1888: “Challenge Cup” sailing races will beheld from 
May 1 to Sept. 25, probably every two weeks. Sailing races for Classes 
A, B & C., Class C to include all boats outside A. O. A. sailing regula¬ 
tions (sneakboxes, etc.), will be held on May 15 and Sept. 18, at 3 
o’clock, P, M. Paddling races will beheld on the following Saturdays: 
May 1, June 12, July 10. Aug. 7 and Sept. 4. at 3 o’clock, P. M. A. C. 
A. sailing regulations will govern races. Sailing and paddling races 
in May and September to be “All around Record" races. Prizes will 
be given for sailing, paddling, and for record races. Distances: Sail¬ 
ing. about 3 miles. Paddling, about mile. If members of other 
clubs compete, special prizes will be offered. 

SMOOTH SKIN CANOES.—Captain Ruggles, of Charlotte, is busy 
with a number of orders for his carvel built canoes. Oom. Rathbun’s 
new boat will be 15ft. Sin. by 80in. Sofronia will have an after board 
addpd this season. Prof. Mellen will have a new canoe, and Mr. 
Ruggles is also building one for Mr. D, O, Platt, one for Messrs. 
’Walters and Stewart, and one for Mr. W. A. Borden, besides some 
open canoes and rowboats. 

BUCKTAIL CANOES.—We advertise in another column a duplicate 
of “Nessmuk’s,” famous canoe, which he is now using in Florida. The 
boat is a new one and has never been used. 

PEARL.—Mr. Baden-Powell. of the Nautilus, has laid up his 176 
ton yawl Pearl at Shoreham for the season as he will visit America 
with his canoe this year. 

Address all commwiications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Co. _ 
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FIXTURES. 

31—Sandy Bay Y. C., Cup Race, Rockport. 
81—Toledo Y. C., Pennant Matches, 
9— Frisbe and Em Ell Eye. City Point, Match Race, 

12— Sandy Bay Y. C., Cup Race, Gloucester. 
16— Atlantic Y. U., Regatta. 
17— N. Y. Y. V. Regatta. 
17—Dorchester Y.C., Nahaut, Open. 
17—Sandy Bay Y. C., Cup Race. Squam. 
17—Hull Y. C., Corinthian Pennant Race. 
19—Hull Y. C., Pennant race. 
23— Boston y. Gj Oup Race, City .Point. 
26—Sandy Bay Y. O., Cup Saihoff, Squam. 
26—Corinthian Y. C.. Club Race. 

3— Hull Y. C., Club Race. 
4 -Boston y. C.. Regalia. 
4— Sandy Bay Y, C., Open Race, Squam. 
5— Toledo Y. C.. Pennant Matches. 

10— Hull Y. O., Novelty Race. 
10—Corinthian Y. C. Race. 
10— Sandy Day Y. C., Pennant Match, Rockport. 
13— Beverley Y. C., Marblehead, First Championship. 
17—Hull Y. C., Champion Dace. 
17—Sandy Bey Y. C., Corinthian Race. 
21— Hull Y. C., Ladies’ Day. 
22— Boston Y. C., Cup Race, City Point. 
24— Dorchester Y. C., Club Race, Harrison Square. 
34—Corinthian Y. C., Ladies’ Race. 
24— Sandy Bay Y. C , Pennant Race, Gloucester. 
31—Beverlev Y. C.. Swampscott, Second Champioaship. 
81—Hull Y.'C., Cruise to eastward. 
81—Sandy Bay Y. C., Cruise to meet H. Y, C. 
3— Sandy Bay Y. C., Open Race, Rockport. 
7—Corinthian Y. C., Open Race, Marblehead. 

14— Hull Y. C.. Open Race, Hull. 
14_Beverley Y. C , Nahant, Third Championship. 
14—Sandy Bay Y. C.. Club Race, Squam. 
31—Beverley Y. C., Marblehead, Open Matches. 
25— Hull Y. C., Ladies’ Day. 
38—Corinihian Y. O. Race. 
28—Hull Y. C., fthampion Race. 
28—Sandy Bay Y. C., Open Race, Squam. 
2—Boston Y. C., Cup Race, City Point, 
4— Dorchester Y. 0., Fall Race. 
4—Corinthian Y. C., Champion Race. 
4—Sandy Bay Y. C., Pennant Race, Rockport. 

11— Hull Y’. 0., Champion Sail-off. 
11—Corinthian Y’, C., Sweepstakes Regatta. 
11—Sandy Bay Y. C., Sweepstakes, Gloucester. 
13-Sandy Bay Y. 0,, Club Race, Hockport. 
17—Toledo Y. C., Pennant Matches. 
38—Beverley Y. C., Nahant, Fall Matches. 

MORE YACHTS FROM BOSTON.—It is time that New York looked 
to her laurels if she is to retain the place she has so long claimed as 
a leader in yachting. Hitherto she has had little to fear from East¬ 
ern yachts, but last year the Puritan’s success gave all the fame of 
tne races to Boston. This year she is launching out for further vic¬ 
tories. Besides Puritan and the new Mayflower another large yacht 
is now promised, a schooner from Mr. Burgess’s designs, for a gen¬ 
tleman in Providence. This new boat will resemble the other two in 
model, being lOSCt. over aU, 86£t. waterline, 23a. beam, with lead 
keel and centerboard. Lawleys will build her, and she will be ready 
in time for the Newport races. The same firm will also build a third 
class sloop for Mr, J. S. Fay, of Boston, from Mr. Burgess's designs. 

YACHT STOVES. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

I was the original “W.” who wrote in favor of a gasoline stove. 
About two weeks ago another “W.” criticised this class of stoves. I 
stand prepared to prove to any one that the gasoline stove will pro¬ 
duce four times the heat an oil stove will and that it is less liable to 
accidents, and that those accidents which do occur are less serious 
in their results. It is probably not known by most people that if 
gasoline be spilt on a floor and ignited it will burn up the same as 
alcohol and not leave a trace of the flame. With the stove I use an 
accident is impossible, and is a wood-jacketed can is used for storing 
the gasoline in, no accident can happen there. I am now having 
made from patterns of my own design for my own use, a gasoline 
stove perfectly adapted to single-hand craft. The kind before 
described in these columns was designed for heating irons, not for 
cooking. Mine is made for cooking only. 

I have read with much interest the cruise of the Coot, because it 
is over water which I have cruised a number of times. The annoy¬ 
ances Mr. Zunhardt has met with are those that alvvays beset one in 
strange waters. I fear that the effect of reading the cruise will deter 
others from making the trip, which in the summer time is oue of the 
most beautiful among eastern waters. I wish to say here that the 
Delaware from Philadelphia to Trenton is from one-halt to a mile 
wide, and that there is a 14ft. channel to Bordentown and 5ft. to Tren¬ 
ton at low water. A boat drawing 8ft. of water needs no chart. 
There are only two bars of any importance to such a boat, one oppo¬ 
site Florence and the other at the mouth of Rancocas Creek, and 
there is a deep, broad channel opposite each. Moreover, the river is 
buoyed to Trenton wherever there are turns In the channel, and at 
night the river is lighted by beacons the same as our western rivers. 
When I state that canal schooners carrying 300 tons of coal navigate 
the river at all tides, in all winds, and by day and night, I think that 
is sufficient to show that little trouble should be met with by a 25ft. 
boat. Chas. L. Work. 

ATLANTIC. 
The extreme cold weather of last week was not favorable for out¬ 

door work in such an exposed place as Bay Ridge, but consider¬ 
able progress has been made in the new yacht. The two main keel 
logs have been bolted together, the slot has been cut and the head- 
ledges of thetruuk bolted in place; the several pieces forming the 
forward part of keel have been bolted to the main keel and to each 
other, and aft the main keel pieces have had a short piece scarfed to 
them, with a wood chock, carrying outtheshape of thelead keel below, 
and a heavy oak dead wood or keelson, running from the sternpost 
nearly to the after end of the trunlc above the main keel. The stem, 
apron and knightheads are bolted together, the horn timbers are in 
place on the sternpost, the rudder stock is out, a fine stick of locust, 
and all the frames are bolted together. The casting of the keel be¬ 
gan last Saturday. A box was made of Sin, plank, the inside being 
an exact counterpart of the lead keel. This box was lined with 
asbestos paper and laid in place upper, or open, side upward on blocks 
placed to receive it. The keel structure was then made ready, the 
iron tierods being driven through from below, ready for the turn- 
buckles, the composition screw bolts being also driven, projecting 
below, and a number of blind bolts, also of composition, being driven 
from below, with their headed ends left to pro.iect into the lead. A 
wooden cove for the slot was placed in the mould and the keel was 
then placed over it. Heavy chains were passed at intervals around 
the box and keel and set up by wedges, bolding both together, the 
lower side of the keel thus forming the top of the box. The gates 
for pouring the lead were about 4xGin. and were cut at intervms of 
2 or 3ft. along the upper edge of the keel box. On each side of the 
keel was an iron cauldron 5£t. in diameter, supported on iron blocks, 
leaving space beiow for a wood fire. As the lead melted it was car¬ 
ried in iron ladles holding about three quarts, and poured in the 
various gates, fresh pigs being constautly added to the cauldron. 
About half the lead was poured on Saturday and the balance on 
Monday, and when the planks were removed at noon the casting was 
found to be in excellent shape, smooth and solid. Men were set to 
work at once with chisels and adzes to cut away the gates and to 
finish up the surface. The stem, stern and frames are going up 
rapidly, and all wiU soon be ready for planking. 

THE PHILADELPHIA TUCK-UP. 

Editor Forest and Stream; 
The numerous inquiries I have received about the Philadelphia 

tuck-up, again compel me to have recourse to your columns. 
It is very evident to my mind that there is a demand for a larger 

boat for cruising purposes than the canoe, and while I am not pre¬ 
pared to sav that the tuck up is the coming boat, I will say that so 
far as my experience goes it is the most roomy and comfortable boat 
yet brought out. and I have merely opened the subject hoping that 
it would bring out others whose experience had been greater than 
mine. 

As you know', I am not a boat builder, neither am I interested in 
pushing any manufacturer; therefore, whatever information 1 may 
give must not be taken as authoritive, but simply as my individual 
experience, growing out of the ownership of perhaps a dozen of these 
boats. 

As to cost, the builders of these boats build only for local use, and 
the boats are usually turned over to the owner in the wood, i. e., not 
painted. I will mention, however, what I have paid to have the boats 
completed. 

The cost of the hull, specified, no knots or butts in planking; when¬ 
ever any two pieces of wood are placed together, ihey to be first 
painted' over; copper riveted and no iron to be used on hull, combing 
of walnut fastened on with nickel plated screws, $75. If no stress is 
laid on these specifications. $65 will buy the hull. 

Painting the hull and polishing combing is worth $5, the brass work 
for bull and rigging is worth, if polished, $15,and if nickel-plated $20, 
two pair of oars, finished, $4. 

Spars for 156£t. sail $6 and for 90ft. sail $4, shellacing same $1; sails 
156ft., $10; 901t., $0; running rigging and making boat ready for use. 
$3; making a total for the finest class of boat, with two sets of sails, 
of $183. Of course only one suit is necessary. The 156tt. sail ts Ihe 
regular club racing sail, and is only carried hi smooth water and 
moderate winds. Any one who wants this sail must also get the 90£t., 
which can be carried anywhere by a crew of two. 

In Pbiladelphia sails are called by the number of yards of 271n. 
wide canvas contained m them. Allowing for the center bight and 
seams, corner pieces, etc., a yard of canvas makes 6 sq. ft, of sail 
surface; so in ordering from a Philadelphia sailmaker you will call 
for a 15-yard or a 26-yard sail. I doubt if many of them would know 
what to make if you asked for a 90 or 156ft. sail. 

I am aware that to talk to a canoeist of anything larger than the 
cockle shell he is accustomed to drifting around in will bring down 
on my poor head a volley that ought to annihilate me; so to let these 
gentlemen down easy 1 will mention that there is in quite extensive 
use on the Delaware River a double-ended, 15fc. boat, having about 
4ft. beam, chat is in almost all respects a modem canoe broadened to 
that beam. This boat is known as the “ducker,” and was originally 
designed for pushing over the marshes after reed birds. For this 
reason it is even yet painted of a color closely resembling the reeds 
composing the marshes. It carries a 90ft. or 108ft. sail and a crew of 
two, and is a decidedly comfortable boat. To any canoeist who is 
not yet ready to make a bold plunge for a square-stem boat, the 
“ducker” will make an excellent halt-way step. I have noticed, 
however, that all ducker men finally graduate into tuck-ups. on the 
principle. 1 suppose, of the survival of the fittest. U. L. Work. 

MYSTERIOUS DISAPPEARANCE OF A SHARPIE.—The visitor 
to Mumm’syardat Bay Ridge will find on the railway a curious craft, 
whose build is enough to puzzle even an expert. A schooner-rigged 
craft of about 60ft. over all and 14£t. beam; she is noticeable for her 
flat floor, round barrel sides, flat run, and very deep keel of about 
3ft. A striking peculiarity in build is also observable, the planking 
on her flat bottom runs thwarcship’, while that on her sides runs 
fore and aft in the usual manner. A look at the name on her stern 
only increases the mystery, and nothing short of an explanation 
from some one in the secret, will convince the inquirer that this 
curious specimen contains the remains of the nonsinkable. uncapsiz- 
able sharpie, Vidette; which we commented on several times last 
winter (l884-’85). The Vidette will be remembered as a sharpie of 
me usual buflt. with a centerboard and also a keel of lead 3£t. deep 
and weighing four tons. After being in service for a part of the 
season she was hauled up at Mumm’s for two more tons of lead on 
her keel and the removal of her centerboard. This winter she has 
been again hauled up, her sides, flaring as in all sharpies, were 
opened near the bottom, regular frames were inserted and bolted to 
the bottom, making a round bilge and slightly flaring.side, and these 
were planked over, a new rabbet being cut in the stem. Except her 
flat bottom, the sharpie had entirely disappeared, and in its place is 
something that is neither sloop nor cutter in model, an anomaly that 
it would be very hard to class. By the change have been secured in¬ 
creased beam, considerable useless weight, and no more room below 
or on deck. The rie will also be changed, a larger mainmast and 
topmast being substituted. The builder has done his part well, and 
made a very good job. There are various ways of building a yacht, 
and this is one of them. Of course the outlay over such haphazard 
experiments is considerable, and the final results are certain to be 
unsatisfactory; hut if the owner is suited it is no one else's business. 
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CRUISE OF THE COOT. 
XV. 

IT may Vie well to mention that the U. S. charts are known by the 
small numbers engraved above tlie margin in the upper left hand 

comer, and not by the large figures in the title, wbien refer to the 
copper plate only. The Delaware from head of navigation to Lis¬ 
ton’s Point, some twelve miles below Delaware City, is plotted to a 
scale of 1-30,000 on chart No, 126, the stretch from Trenton to the 
northern limits of Philadelphia occupying a corner by itself. I found 
it convenient to cut this out, and the rest was sliced up at Wilming¬ 
ton. A correspondent in Forest akd rTHEAM takes me to task for 
this sub-division on the plea that cross bearings, etc., cannot be 
taken. But as I cut the charts this objection does not hold, for each 
section was complete in itself along the course of the river. In the 
lower Chesapeake the width of the charts became so great that they 
were cut across and also up and down the middle of the bay, or 
nearly so. The hay is, however, twenty miles wide, and the eastern 
shore being low is below the horizon, so that no cross bearings can 
betaken. The prevailing winds being westerly, the Coot was navi¬ 
gated down the western shore, and had no concern with the eastern 
portion of the Chesapeake. Had she at any time stood across, the 
eastern half of each length of chart could have beeu produced from 
the cabin and locked in the frame before closing in with the shore 
sufficiently to require its aid, the water in the middle of the bay being 
so deep as to put the Coot off soundings wliile the change was being 
effected. 

“Piscator,” another correspondent, brings up the time-honored and 
never-to-be-solved problem about stoves. All manner of propositions 
have appeared to do away with the oil stove, tmt, so far, none .seem 
to have earned any recognition. The oil stove is in some respects a 
nuisance, but much depends upon certain small provisions and the 
skill of the person manipulating them. I have found nothing as yet 
which is their equal. Tne chief objection to the pil stove arises from 
the purchase or affairs devisea tor use on shore. In the nautical 
stove the bottom should he of cast iron, cover and bottom all cast iu 
one, so as to prevent leakage, due to the seam where tbe cover is 
screwed on to the base containing the fluid. No matter how the boat 
may jump about, no oU will slop over in the solid bottom. A second 
precaution is to seal up tbe aperture or bung hole in the rear, bore a 
fresh nole in front and solder a smalt funnel three inches high into 
the same. This does away with tuining the stove about every time 
you wish to fill, and the funnel gives notice when full and prevents 
the oil jumping out. Th'rd, set the stove in a tin drip tray, having an 
edge of one or two inches turned up all round. Keep the kerosene in 
two-gallon cans in the cockpit locker. If provided with brass hoods 
to the tin spout and a screw cap on top, perfect control is insured. 
Then only a little care is required to live along weeks without spilling 
a drop. What trifling smell there may be you soon become used to, 
and kerosene in any shape is not at all unwholesome. I should 
strongly advise two small stoves rather than a large one, so that two 
articles may undergo treatment at the same time. There ace several 
stoves of this description in the market, among them the Dietz hot 
blast and the Westlake & Richards, of Chicago, whose office is m 
Fourteenth street, west of Broadway. A single wick will quickly 
heat up the cabin of a small boat in the coldest weather. A few augur 
holes and a can of water kept at a simmer preserve fresh and whole¬ 
some air. Oil of high proof can be procured at every country store. 
The expense all told will not average over 7 cents a day in winter 
and under 5 cents in summer. Not the smallest advantage of the oil 
stove is its ever-ready state, the absence of trouble in preparing for 
a heat and the sudden stoppage of all heat by merely turning down 
tbe flame, leaving no metal or embers to cool down. The oil is handy 
in other respects. It wiU remove grease, paint or red lead from the 
hands and heal the skin. It is also available for bruises or stiffness. 
This by way of parenthesis. 

Chesapeake Bay is a noble sheet of water, more like an inland sea, 
offering every variety of experience afloat and scenery along shore, 
while ducks, fish, oysters, clams and crabs abound and are to be had 
for the trouble of pursuit. To the great majority of New York 
yachtsmen the bay is practically unknown except the name, other¬ 
wise its beautiful natural attractions, its picturesque harbors, great 
belbmouthed rivers and salt-water arms would be visited by squad¬ 
ron? of vessels in spring and in fall. Imagine Long Island Sound 
doubled in length, carrying its greatest width for two thirds of the 
distance and the shores indented with scores of lateral branches like 
Northport, Nairagansett, Buzzard’s Bay and Gardiner’s, but carry¬ 
ing a depth of ten to twenty feet clear up to their heads. Into this 
great body allow river upon river to flow, some of them measuring 
seven miles across and disc, ver to each of these numerous tributaries 
wider than the Thames at New London, many in turn supplied by a 
system of ramifying arms like the branches and twigs of a tree, the 
arms as big as the whole of Northport Harbor. Line all these vs-ith 
bfld bluff's, now clad with the verdure of forests, now tilled in broad 
fields of prosperous farms, now steep and cliff-like in their frowning 
ascent from the sea. Dot in great cities, towns, villages and 
setllements, nestled in the hollows at tide line along the beach, and 
invariably moor a fleet of smart, rakish craft of moderate size under 
the lee of a sandy hook or in the turn of a sheltering creek with others 
standing off and on, their dredges lowing astern, and keen-hulled 
canoes with a strong trace of poetry to their hulls and rig bending 
rail awash to brisk breezes, sundry ocean steamers and large square- 
riggers and freighting schooners innumerable bound out, bound in, 
an-ever-changing panorama of life upon the scene, and you will have 
something like the attractive picture which greets the eye of the 
Ciuiser in the majestic Chesapeake. Imagine Long Island Sound on a 
much greaer scale, more picturesque and nobler even to awe inspiring, 
suth is tl;^p greatest bayou on our coasr,‘he paradise of yachting. If New 
Yorkers and Eastern men were familiar with the prospects of their 
own country instead of being provincials whose limited vision sees no 
further than the comparativelyinarrow confines of Long Island waters 
or Massachusetts Bay, cruising in the Chesapeake would be fraught 
with benefit to yachts and owners. In the great bay vessels muse be 
seagoing in their build and fittings, for they may have to meet turbu¬ 
lent waters and fresh gales with long distances to sail from shelter to 
shelter. All tbe trading vessels of this region are well built, with 
models, spars, gear and iron work especially adapted to seagoing 
work. It is refreshing to contemplate the smacks and carriers, bold, 
high sided, wirh deep waists and stout seamanlike air aloft. They 
have an originality about them which is distinctively American. In 
type and outfit they are to the manor born, unlike the products of 
the art in New York waters, which are but servile copies of the im¬ 
portations of the old Duten settlers two centuries ago. While the 
smack or working boat and even the fishermen of the East are honaely 
to a degree with a Cheap John look to spars and gear, lacking in 
“blood” or "Strain,” the craft of the Chesapeake are ail of them 
sightly, well proportioned, and well fitted for any work. Some of 
them are smart and stylish, with an air of “go” and a cut to their 
rig which would figure with credit iu any fleet of yachts. The Balti¬ 
more pungie, with her beautifully moulded head, pure sheer, clean 
run and high tuck, surmounted by a rig jauntier than that of the 
famous old America herself, and sails equally as flat in their set, is a 
sight as good as a feast. 

The Buckeye, another special creation of the Chesapeake, though 
scarcely known to Northern men, flourishes heregin great numbers. 
And weU she may. A more serviceable, handier, faster, economical 
type of working boat has never been devised. Her merits are such 
that she ought long ago to have been well known to every port on The 
coast. Fast at all times, she excels in ugly weather and a chop sea. 
Long, narrow and often shoal, with great length of floor, she has the 
steady behavior of a cutter, and with a load aboard, launches along 
through the seas in a fashion which would make nine out of ten of 
our sloop yachts look sheepish. She will point and fetch with the 
best of them. One man and a boy make up the crew all told of a 60ft. 
Buckeye, and I know of a 50ft. boat habitually sailed by her owner 
alone. Besides these, there are all manner of canoes, half-decked 
and open, sightly in form and vrith trim and tastefully cut sails. The 
regular schooner is, of course, well represented, and on an average 
far ahead of the Northern conception of such craft. In short, the 
high standard attained in the local practice in shipbuilding is a per¬ 
fect revelation and a most agreeable surprise to the man whose ideas 
have been wrapped up in New York as the source of all that is bright 
and original. A cruise to the Chesapeake strips the eyes of the pro¬ 
vincial from the great metropolis, and he learns that the rest of the 
world has not been asleep, even though it is not huddled into a Babel 
as big os his own city. The vessels of Baltimore and the South are of 
such interest that I nope to give fiu-ther details and plans of a tech¬ 
nical character, as soon as the expected “warm weather” puts in an 
appearance. 

Sloops are not iu great favor above York River, but are more popu¬ 
lar about Norfolk and the James. Catboats are unknown, 'iney 
nave been tried, but were found unhandy and unsafe in the open 
waters of the bay. On my voyage down, the Coot was the recipient 
of many sarcastic pleasantries. “Say Cap, what is the matter with 
your jib.” “Left your jib home to he washed. Cap?” “Stick outyom- 
jib wny don’t you. Cap?” Be it Known that half the population in 
these latitudes answers to the appellation “Cap.” To be a man of 
any account, you must own a boat of some description. Just as the 
farmer inland must have his wagon and team, the boat is in the 
Chesapeake regions an implement of livelihood quite as essential. To 
be boatless is to be without standing. A large fraction of the popu¬ 
lation goes through life habitually in ofiskins. A sou’wester and 
rubber boots admit yoq to good fellowship and full confidence at 
onpe, even to the extending of credit in the country stores, for a man 
so appai’aled must needs be a “Cap,” and that is passport enough 
for your responsibility. 

From Elk Foiut at the confluence of Elk River and the Susque- 
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hanna to Cape Henry, the southernmost extremity, Chesapeake Bay 
measures 160 nautical or 190 statute miles. From Elk Point to Bod¬ 
kin at the mouth of the Patapsco, on which Ballimore is situated, the 
distance is 33 nautical miles. From Bodkin to Severn Elver, upon 
which is located Annapolis, the capital of Maryland, the distance is 
about 13. From the Severn to month of Patuxent 42. Thence to the 
well known Point Lookout of the Potomac, 30 nautical miles. Thence 
to the Rappahannock 33. From there to New Point Comfort, known 
more frequently as New Point, it is 17, and from New Point to Old 
Point Comfort, Hampton Eoads, 24nauiical miles. The bay is 8 jiau- 

t ical miles or 914 land miles from Bodkin Point to the eastern shore, 
t narrows to 6 nules from the Severn across to Kent Island. Off the 

Patuxent it is again 8 miles; off Point Lookout 14. Below this the 
greatest width, of 33 nautical miles or 35 land miles, is found. It 
narrows again to 16 off the Rappahannock and to 13 off New Point. 
At Old Point it expands once more to 17 across to Cape Charles. 
The mouth of the bay is 10 nautical miles from cape to cape. These 
figures hardly give a fair idea of the breadth of the waters, because 
the mouths of the great rivers contribute so much to an increased 
reach for the wind and sea that they must be taken into account. 
In a northeaster, for example, the sweep down the Patapsco, a river 
over three miles wide at the mouth, and across the bay is actually 20 
miles where the bay is but 81 A similar wind has a sweep out of the 
Potomac and across the bay of over 30 miles. As the Potomac is 7 
miles across the mouth, the disturbance out in the bay during a 
northeaster is something never approached in Long Island Sound 
unless during an easterly gale in its widest part. From the head 
of Mobjack Bav to Cape Charles there is another clean sweep 
of 30 miles. If it blows from the northward it is 15 miles from New 
Point to Back River, the next harbor on that shore, if you are fami¬ 
liar enougii to risk its entrance in the high steep sea tumbling over 
the flats through which the narrow winding channel leads. From 
north or south, wind and sea are unobstructed for stretches of 75 
miles. If the gale is on shore, from east round to S. S. E.. the Atlan¬ 
tic rollers pour in the capes and 40 miles up the bay, or 25 miles 
into ’‘the Roads” of Hampton. From these figures it will be seen 
what a mighty sheet the Chesapeake may seem to be in ugly and un¬ 
toward circumstances. I have heard old smacksmen here freely say 
they would sooner ride out a blow in the longer swell of the_ open At¬ 
lantic than in the short and hollow chop of the bay, ostensiblj' shel¬ 
tered water. 

Navigating such an inland ocean is serious work compared to 
which the backing and filling about Long Island Sound is trivial in¬ 
deed. Add to this the distance of 15 to 35 miles between available 
harbors'in the Chesapeake, and the convenience of a hole to run into 
every 3 to 5 miles in the Sound, and the risks grow to correspond, 
especially with a small boar, to which 25 miles is a good day’s run, 
and which could never think of beating to windward half tuat dis 
tance against a high sea, and often not an inch in bad weather. Now 
attempt to navigate the bay in the dead of the winter, the severest 
known in thirty year’s, with ice and cold to battle against besides, 
during an unprecedented period of severest gales, and try to do that 
single handed with nine hours daylight only, and you have the tough 
iob the Coot tackled—and accomplished, without serious acciaent 
of any kind, but with much hardship, exposure, and considerable 
disgust at the lack of wiodwardpowers of a small shoal-bodied beamy 
boat. Likewise, it must be confessed, with immediate fear of a cap¬ 
size at times, when it was impossible to round to or to get the canvas 
off. 

The Chesapeake is charted in six lengths, begiiming just above 
the entrance of the Delaware Canal into Back River, one of the 
eastern tributaries of the noble Elk. The charts are numbered 36,35, 
34. 33, 33 and 31 in the utles. The latter takes in the Elizabeth River 
with the port of Norfolk, Hampton Roads, the Capes, the mouth of 
the .James and Hampton Creek. These charts do not cover the rivers 
such as the Potomac, Patuxent, York, etc., except their lower reach 
as they empty into the Bay. The scale is 1-80,000, which is of sufficient 
detail for all practical purposes, though harbor charts can also be 
had. The price of each sheet is fifty cents. The improvements to 
the "aids to navigation” have been of such recent date that care 
must be taken to buy only "coirected” charts up to the latest date 
attainable. Mine were corrected up to etid of 1883, but were not per¬ 
fect. Several lights, notably those of Sandy Point, half way betjveen 
the Patapsco and Severn and Smith’s Point, southern cape ot the 
Potomac, have since been removed to the extremity of the outlying 
shoals, the old lowet s still standing on the beach. Some of the minor 
harbors have also been staked. Those making the voyage in small 
boats should nor rely altogether on the charts, but supplement them 
with information from local luminaries, being careful not to place 
implicit crust in their counsels. Though well meaning, some of them 
like to appear wise in your opinion and assent readily to what you 
wish. The nomenclature of small holes and inlets is also uncertain. 
Different persons know the same place by different appelations not 
put down on the chart. Many small creeks which afford mucn needed 
shelter between regularly navigable harbors are not marked with 
soundings or names at all on the charts, being beneath the dignity of 
the latter. Others which are located by the government survey are 
now closed up with bars. Around Point Lookout, for mst^ce, two 
small inlets are shown on the chart, half way between the Pomt and 
Smith Creek, five miles up the river. These I could not find, the 
beach being unbroken the whole distance. I believe Professor Roth- 
rock, cruising over the same ground in his slocp Martha, went on the 
same still-bimt with like results. On the other hand. Little Wicomico, 
below Smith Point, is not sounded on the chart. Yet a small bqat 
drawing 3Et. can get in on the ebb without trouble with a leading wind 
or by poling and sculling. At top of tide even 6ft. may find water 
enough. Once inside there is a fine bay, with good anchorage. The 
lower inlet shown on the chart is closed for anything hiit canoes. 
This harbor was called simply Little River by the natives. The 
nomenclature of the Chesapeake is commonplace and abominable. 
Anvnuraberof Back Creeks, Smith and Sandy Points, Little Rivers, 
Smith Rivers, Deep Creeks, Plum Islands, etc., are scattered broad¬ 
cast along the shores. Had some of the Indian nomenclature been 
retained, confusion would have been less and good taste not so 
offended. Around New Point Comfort, which affords only a lee froni 
north and east, it is well to know that there are several creeks in 
which a small boat can find shelter. No soundings being given, I took 
the risk of a night under the Point and escaped a lee shore in a young 
hurricane by only a few hours. Since then I have been told that you 
can carry 5ft. into the creeks without trouble. They are m the big 
bight inside the Point. Deep Creek, just round the Pomt. has only 
3ft. of water, though it is marked with prominence on the chart. 
Oovernor’s Run is said to be another refuge on the long stretch be¬ 
tween Herring Harbor and the Patuxent. St. Jeronie is the proper 
harbor for small boats to make when approaching Pomt Lookout from 
the north, The channel is staked and inside is the pier and establish¬ 
ment of the Fishery Commission. The chart shows this harbor, the 
entrance to which is well buoyed. Horn Harbor, however, similarly 
located with regard to New Point, has not even sounmngs, thougn 
buckeyes drawung 5ft. go in and out, I am told. Thus, it will be seen 
that much can be learned by pumping trustworthy local sources and 
nights spent in snug anchorage grounds instead of putting up with 
open roadsteads, if sailing by chart only. Concerning the eastern 
shore I am unable to speak. It has many large, outlymg shoals, and 
is difficult to approach, with the exception of the prmcipal rivers, 
notably the Choptauk, This is a fine sheet of water, with beautiful 
scenery in its upper windings. There are many mteresting and 
pretty towns on the eastern shore, such as Cambridge, Oxford and 
Easton, well worth a visit, and I hope some day to steer my dm-k up 
that coast on a general voyage of discovery. No doubt some readers 

of Forest and Stream are quite familiar with the lay of the land and 
can give desired information. In Rothrock’s “Vacation Cruises” the 
shore is extensively described. C. P. K. 

MARINE GLUE.—This substance, though little known in America, 
is in general use abroad, not only about yachts and boats, for which 
purpose it is specially adapted, but for such puiTJOses as coating 
galvanic batteries, and for ail waterproof joints. It is used exclusively 
in England for yachts’ decks. Instead of white leal putty, the advan¬ 
tage being that'it is elastic, expanding and contracting with the wood, 
and thus leaving no openings for the water. The deck seams are 
usually a little wider than is usual here, to allow a good body of 
glue. No g:rease must be used on the caulking iron, but in large work 
the latter may be dipped in naptha, water, or coal oil instead of 
linseed oil. The presence of grease on the wood will prevent the 
glue adhering. The method of melting marine glue is as* follows: 
Cut the glue into small pieces, melt in a pot or cauldron over any 
moderate lire, keeping it stirred now and then. 'When the glue is all 
melted the heat is about 313 degrees Fahr.. but rather too thick to 
run freely, and if used in this state air bubbles may arise, therefor it 
requires boiling and stirring a few minutes longer, and should be 
used at a heat of 250 to 300 degrees Fahr., it then becomes perfectly 
liquid, and should be used as quickly as possible. The glue never 
boils over into the fire like pitch, but the contact of flame will ignite 
it, and it will burn entirely away. Should it take fire it may be 
covered with a carpet or cloth which will smother the flames. Marine 
glue is nlso largely used for double skin boats, a layer of muslin being 
laid in glue between the two thicknesses of planks. The makers are 
Messrs. Jeffreys & Co., whose address may be found in our advertis¬ 
ing columns. 

OSV'^EGO Y. C.- A meeting of the Executive Committee of the 
Oswego Y. C. was held Feh. 26. Commodore Phelps appointed July 
3 as the day for ihe start on the annual cruise, ana Charlotte as the 
port of destination. The yachts of the Royal Canadian and Toronto 
Y. O. will be invited to meet the Oswego fleet on the one hundred and 
tenth anniversary of our independence, and the event wiU he duly 
celebrated. The hutiattion was raised from $10 to ?l-5. The Commo¬ 
dore appointed the lollowing committees: Regatta Committee— 
Chas. N.'Worts, chairman; Robert S. Sloan. William Gordon, Fred 
Conde, Jas. D. Henderson, William E. Lee, Allen Poucher. House 
Committee—John D. Phelps, chairman; Geo. N. Burt. Nicholas C. 
Goble. Committee on Admission—Elliot B. Mott, chairman; John P. 
Tuttle, James F. Herrick. Capt. A. Fitzgerald was appointed Assist¬ 
ant Measurer. A general revision of the club book was submitted to 
the committee by Chairman Chas. A. Worts, and a committee was 
appointed, consisting of the Commodore and Messrs. Worts and Don¬ 
nelly, to attend to the publication of the new book. A club meeting 
will be held soon at which three delegates will be elected to represent 
the club at the International Lake Yacht Racing Association meet¬ 
ing, which is to convene at Oswego on May 8. when offlcer-5 will be 
elected for the Association for 1886 and the general condition of 
yachting affsirs will be canvassed. 

NEWARK Y. C.—The annual meeting of the Newark Y. C. was 
held on March 1. Commodore Edward M. Groves presiding. The re¬ 
ports for the past year were read, showing the club to be in a flour¬ 
ishing condition financially. The following officers were elected: 
Commodore, Thomas W. Dawson, schooner Sea Witch; Vice-Com¬ 
modore. Hardy Bush, sloop Cloud; Recording Secretary, Charles H. 
Mayhew; Financial Secretary. Thomas Luff; Treasurer, Stratford 
J. Cullen, sloop Winifred; Measurer, George Hartung, Jr.,. Board 
of Trustees: Charles Cameron. Emmy C.; William B. Adams, Triton, 
and Lysander Wright, Jr.. Duplex. After the election Mr. Charles 
Cameron presented Edward M. Grover, the retiring CommcKlore,with 
a handsome yacht cannon. Alter all business was concluded the club 
sat down to a dinner. The Regatta Committee will at once arrange 
dates for the events of next season: they will be announced as soon 
as fixed and the committee hope to present such attractions as will 
draw a full list of entries. 

YACHTING NOTES.-Oswego—A new yacht is nearly planked, and 
bias fair to warm some of the fast ones which generally have things 
their own waydfi the prizes. She will be about 37ft. long and lift, 
beam. Major Burke is her designer and builder, a guarantee that 
she will be an honest boat .. .Tbe sale of the sloop yacht Ariadne, of 
Cold Spring, which has gone the rounds of the nautical press as being 
purchased by a party in Oswego, is regarded as a mistake, as no one 
willing to shoulder the responsibility can be discovered.... Webber, of 
South Boston, is building a keel boat for Sir. S. J. Wood, of Somer¬ 
ville, Mass. She will be 22ft. Sin. over all, 19ft. waterline, 7ft. beam 
and 3ft. draft, with a 15in. keel and a shoe of 600 pounds. She will be 
sloop riggeds*. King Phillip, Dr. C. G. Weld, will go into commission 
this season_Carlotta, schooner, arrived at St. Kitts on March 6— 
Rival, sloop. Messrs. Converse & Sanford, New Haven, Y. C., has 
been sold to Messrs. Hope & Copman, Atlantic Y. C. 

OPEN BOAT SAILING.—Mr. Tyrrell E, Biddle has added another 
to his well-known handbooks on yachts and boats, in a little volume 
entitled, “Amateur Sailing in Open and Hilf-Decked Boats.” Mr. 
Biddle has had a large experience sailing, and his book contains much 
useful advice to the young navigator, and the hints and directions are 
good, especially in their plain speaking as to caution in sailing. As 
much cannot be said as to the boats and rigs described and the draw¬ 
ings of them, as the former are mostly old-fashioned and clumsy, 
while the cuts give very poor ideas of the boats and sails. Mr. Biddle 
condemns the balance lug. for which we do not blame him if it is 
rigged as shown in the illustrations; but we cannot, at this time, 
agree with his high opinion of the sprit. The latter ch.apters contain 
useful receipts for painting, etc., and hints on the care of boats, which 
wiU be valuable to all young yachtsmen. The book is published by 
Norie & Wilson, London. 

A RIDING CHOCK FOR CATBOATS.—Saugatuck, Conn., Feb. 27. 
-Editor Forest and Stream: Many of your readers, myself among 
the number, are watching Mr. Kunhardt’s progress with the Coot 
with a great deal of interest, and am sure that he carries with him 
the best wishes of us all for his success and pleasure. The catboats 
on Long Island Sound are fitted with a short bowsprit, 2 or 3£t. out 
board, with a bobstay and forestay. On one side an ordinary riding 
chock is fitted as in most sloops. If Mr. K. would use it on the Coot 
he would have less trouble in getting up his anchor in rough water, 
and by leading the painter aft to the cockpit could give his boat way 
to windward and have the tiller within reach. Besides this advantage 
he will find that the Coot will ride easily at anchor with this ng. 
Give the Coot a chance, Mr. K., and she will carry you through m 
safety.—Cat. 

CRUISER.—Mr. AUey is having a small cabin trunk added to the 
Cruiser, so that he may use her for duck shooting in the spring and 
fall. The trunk will be 1ft. high forward, 3ft. aft, with a good crown, 
and will be about 8£t. long, making a cosy little cabin for sleeping. 
The sides and top are of half-inch pine, covered with canvas, and the 
entire affair is so fitted as to he readily removed by withdrawmg a 
few screws. A washboard Sin. high has also been added forward, 
extending about 10ft. aft. McWhirter, of West Brighton, is doing 
the work. The Cruiser will Bome out as a cat. 

PILGRIM.—Dr. W. H. Winslow wishes to dispose of his cutter Pil- 
nrim the cruise of which was so charmingly described in our columns. 
The Doctor was so well satisfied with the boat’s behavior under trying 
circumstances, that he has decided to build a larger one of the same 
kind. 

A SMALL A'UXILIARY YACHT.—A trial has been made at Dart¬ 
mouth during the past week with an Itchen Ferry sailing boat fitted 
as an auxiliary, by Messrs. .Simpson & Dennison, with a small set of 
their Kingdon’s patent compound surface condensing machinery. 
The boat is 20ft. in length, has a beam of 7ft. 6in., and was found to 
have a speed of about five miles an hour. The machinery consists of 
a vertical natural draft boiler, with a diameter of 2ft., and standing 
2ft. lin. above the floor boards, the small engine close alongside only 
occupying a round space of Ift. 6m. by 9iD..from which it will he seen 
that a very small space is taken up in the well of the boat, and that 
the whole machinery, cased in, forms in the center a small table about 
Sft. high, without interfering with the accommodation.-T/ie Field. 
Feb. 27. 

NEW SHARPIES.—Mr. Clapham is now building four Nonpareil 
shaiqiie yachts. Three of them are each 2714ft. in length by about 
7ft. beam, and wiU draw 9in. water with centerboard up. All will 
have the Roslyn yawl rig. One of these yachts wiU be owned in 
Providence, one on Staten Island, and the third goes to Norfolk, Va. 
Mr. Clapham is just beginning work on a Nonpareil sharpie single¬ 
hand keel yacht for a New' York gentleman. She will be 24ft. in 
length, and wUl draw 30in. water. This boat will he similar to the 
one illustrated on page 233 of “Small Yachts,” except that she will 
have the Roslyn yawl rig, w’hich lig is becoming a decided favorite, 
when handiness coupled with speed is needed. There is at present a 
very greatly increased demand for single-hand cruising yachts. 

ATLANTIC Y. C.—The annual meeting of the Atlantic Y. C. was 
held on Monday, in their club rooms. No, 41 Court street, Brooklyn. 
The following officers weie elected: Commodore, H. H. Hogins; Vice- 
Commodore, F. O. Swan; Rear Commodore, E C. Sterling; Recording 
Secretary, R. S. Church; Treasurer. R. C. Field; Measurer, W. C. 
Laenger; Corre.sponding Secretary, J. L. Marcellus. Directors, Wm. 
Peet. S. Lo’nes, N. D. Lawton, J. K. Maxwell, A. H, Farrington and 
W. H. Thomas. Yacht Committee, J. T. 'Van Wyck, C. T. Pierce, W. 
T. Wintringham. Membership Committee. W. W. Richards, T. L. 
Arnold, Henry Earle. The annual regatta will take place on June 16. 

INTER-LAKE YACHTING ASSOCIATION.-A meeting of the Inter¬ 
lake Yachting Association, formed at Ballast Island last July, was 
held at Toledo, O., on March 6. with Commodore Gardner, of Cleve¬ 
land, in the chair. It was decided to meet in Detroit on July .5 and 6, 
and to cruise thence to Put-in-Bay The officers, chosen at Piit-in- 
Bay last year, are; Commodore, G. W. Gardner, Cleveland; Vice- 
Commodore, H. C. Hart, Detroit; Rear-Commodore, A. W. Machen, 
Toledo; Secretary and Treasurer, J. S. Williams, Cleveland. 

THREE SCORE YEARS AND HEARTY.—Capt. Coffin, the old- 
time favorite among the yachting reporters, celebrated his sixtieth 
birthday on tbe 8th. He was overwhelmed with congratulation and 
good wishes from every side, while the way in which he spliced the 
main brace from the bumpkin away lip to the eyebolt of the main- 
yardarm would have turned any sailorman green with envy. 

JERSEY CITY Y. C.—At the annual meeting of th° Jersey City Y. 
C.. held at their rooms on Tuesday, March 4, 1886, the following 
officers were elected for the ensuing year: Commodore, H. B. Pierson; 
Vice-Commodore, C. A. Smith; Secretary, C, C. Pierce; Treasurer, 
Geo. Hawes; Measurer, G. L. Winn. 

ICE YACHTS.—Several races were sailed at Hyde Park on March 
3 In a high wind. Com. Rogers sailed the St. Nicholas against the 
Bessie, three races, each of seven miles, winning every time. 

ST. JOHNS RIVER TO NEW ORLEANS.—A correspondent asks 
the best route from St.wohns River, Fla., to New Orleans, in a 23£t. 
steam launch. __ 

The wonderful growth of athletic sports in this country is well 
Illustrated by the handsome and very complete catalogue of sporting 
goods just issued byA. G. Spalding & Bros., of Chicago and New 
York. It is a large size book of ISO pages, and contains over 1 000 
separate illustrations of the various articles used by sportsmen, 
together with a complete description and prices of each article. In 
addition to its value as a catalogue, it also contains the latest sport¬ 
ing rules governing all kinds of outdoor and indoor sports and pas¬ 
times, which is well worth the price asked for the book.—.4di’, 

^ttswer§ to ^arresfiondent^. 
JSo Kotlce Taken of Anonymous Oorrespondenta. 

J. E. N., Greenpoint, N. J.—We can obtain the book for you. 
W. J., .Jb., Boston.—There is no book that treats of the building of 

ribless boats. 
0. H. H., Lebanon, N. H.—A 13ft, dory should be about 21iu. wide 

on the bottom. 
J. W. C.—We know of no one who builds a decked canoe for the 

price you mention. 
F. A. M., N. Y.—The Yacht List is published by Neils Olsen, stew¬ 

ard of the N. Y. Y. C. 
S. D., Mercei-sburg, Pa.—Write to the Consolidated Fi-uit Jar Co., 

49 Warren street, N. Y. 
L. C. D., New York.—We do not know the signal. The canoes prob¬ 

ably come from Newark or Bayonne. 
W. D. A., Jb,, Montclair, N. J.—You will find several yacht stoves 

described in the Fobbst amd Stream for last year. 
G. H., Jb , Chicago.—Either of the canoes which you name will suit 

your purpose. They are all good cruisers and sailers. 
S. H. H.. Concord, Mass.—Waters’ illustrated catalogue, published 

by Waters & Son, of Troy, in 1870, gives many drawings c£ shells. We 
know of no other boot. 

M. H. Bexslow, Brooklyn.-U’^e linseed oil with a little terebin as a 
dryer. The distance from New Brighton to New Brunswick is nearly 
30 miles. See “Canoe and Camp Cookery” for methods of carrying 
provisions. 

G. A. M.—Are California trout and rainbow trout the same fish or 
are they two distinct species? Ans. They are the same fish. The 
name is rainbow trout, but as they came from California they were 
re-christened. This is a bad habit they have at the Caledonia hatchery 
of the New York Fish Commission of renaming fish after the place 
they come from. They persist in calling the brown trout "German 
trout,” but it is also an English and French trout. 

H. H., Rotherfleld, Sussex. England.—1. Could an experienced Eng¬ 
lish game keeper obtain a permanent situation in Canada or the 
States? 2. What would be his wages per week? 3. Would he be 
hkely to meet with murderous assaults from poachers as is often the 
case here in England? 4. Is pheasant rearing by hand carried on to 
any extent in America as it is in England? Ans. 1. Clubs are forming 
from time to time who might employ such a perspn. 2. Not very 
high. 3. No. 4. 

No Medical Exa.misation is required to take out an accident policy 
in the Travelers, of Hartford, Conn., guaranteeing a sum of money 
weekly while disabled from accidental injury, and principal sum in 
case o’f death resulting therefrom.- Adv. 

HUMPHREYS’ 
k Homeopathic Vetevinary \ Specifics for 

^HORSES, CATTLE, SHEEP* J DOGS, HOGS, POULTRir. 

fused l37U. S. Governm’t. 
Chart on Roilers, 

and B€>ol£ Sent Free* 
Humphreys’ Med. Co., 109 Fulton St.| M. Y* 

3 IN 1. 

A SpUndid Dog Whiitli, 
Water-Tight Match Box, 

-AND- 

Reliable Compass 
COMBINED. 

Nickel-plated meial. Sold by dealers in Spo^- 
men’s goods, or sent by mail on receipt of price 81. 

WILBUR & CO.. Box 2,832, N. Y. P. O. 

TO FLORIDA ANGLERS. 
Keeping fully abreast with the times, we have the last few seasons given particular attention to the manufac¬ 

ture and introduction of tackle specially adapted to the needs of Florida anglers. 

We have an unusually fine assortment of the following goods, used and recommended by expert Florida anglers: 

^ Pearl Florida Spinners, Mottled Pearl Balts, Pearl Squids for Spanish Mackerel, 
Pearl Mullet, Florida Bass Flies, Tackle for Channel Bass, Red Snappers, 

Sheepshead, Salt Water Trout, Etc., Etc. Also a New and Special Tackle 
for TARPTJM, including our famous Xjlxxe. 

If your dealer does not keep our goods in stock, or will not order them for you, send us 50 cents for our 180-page 

foho illustrated catalogue. 

ABBEY & IMBBIE, 

18 Vesey Street (Fourth door from Astor House), New York City. 

TRADE 
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WINCHESTER 

RELOADING TOOLS. 
MAKE 

Perfect 
Cartridg'e. 

Pistol Sizes, 
S3.00 Pei* Set. 

lilitary & Sporting 

S3.50 Per Set. 

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., 
Send tor 76-page Illustrated Catalogue. KTES'W OOKTIXT. 

“REPELLENE.” 
An Infallible Preventive of the Attacks of 

Mosquitoes, Black Flies, Gnats, 
And All Other Insects. 

Neat, clean and easily applied. Contains no tar, 
will not stain nor injure the skin, easily washed off, 
may be carried without danger of leaking or spilling. 

Price, 26 Cents Per Box. 

For sale by Dealers in Sportsmen’s Goods. 

DO NOT RETAIL."®* 

A. FERGUSON, Sole Manufacturer, 
OfiSce, 65 Fulton Street, New York. 

The Open Shot Regulator. 
WINANS & WOODEN, 

97 West Kinney st., Newark, N. J. 

Send Postal for Circular. 

Tlio Oolo'tora.'tecL “ TJUNTIODX' tttt .x 

First target represents 10 consecutive shots made by Otto 
Jaeger, June 10, 1885, at Wheeling, W. Va., 200 yards oft 
hand, vpith some wind, using a No. 6J Off-Hand, .32-caliber. 
It counts 94 on Massachusetts Decimal and 117 on Massachu¬ 
setts Target. The cut is one-half size. 

Second target represents 5 consecutive shots made by J. D. 
Marks, June 24, 1885, at Springfield, Mass., 200 yards, with 
rest, using a Union Hill, .32-cahber. The entire five shote 
are inside of a If-inch circle. The cut is full size. 

This style of Ballard Rifle and the “Off-Hand” are the standard guns for target shooting, carrying off nearly all the prizes. Send 
lor Catalogue: THE HARILIN FIRE ARMS CO.. New Haven, Conn. 

Split Bamboo Fly Rod. 
This cut represents our No. 23 Split Bamboo 

Fly Rod with Grooved Wood Form. Length, 
lOj^ft ; weight. 8oz. We make same style rods 
for trout and bass to weigh from 5 to 12oz:, also 
the “Standard Henshall Rod,” Lancewood Rods. 
Reels, Turned Stock and Rod Trimmings of all 
descriptions. For New Illustrated Catalogue for 
188d address 

THOS. H. CHUBB, 
Orange County, Post Mills, Vermont. 

“FOREST AND STREAM SERIES. 

DEER HUNTING. 
BY JUDGE JOHN DEAN CATON. 

By and by it will be time to hunt antelope and deer. It is 
always time to read about them. Judge Caton’s book 

on the antelope, elk, deer, moose and caribou of America 
discusses in a readable way the life history of these animals 
and the methods of their capture. It is the work of an 
enthusiastic sportsman who has had a wide experience and 
has devoted the leism-e of years to studying these interesting 
game animals. The volume is very fully illustrated, and is a 
perfectfetorehouse of information and entertainment. The first 
edifion was sold by the Boston publishers at $4, Price $2.50. 

WOODCRAFT. 
BY “NESSMUK.” 

A COMPACT pocket handbook of condensed, boiled-down, 
concise, clear, comprehensive, sensible, practical camp 

gumption. “Nessmuk” has been “in the woods” in Michigan, 
New York, Pennsylvania, and South America, and this is a 
book for outers, wherever they kindle their camp-fire. The 
author believes in “smoothing it.” He has learned how; now 
he teUs others. It is much easier to learn from “Nessmuk” 
than from Dame Experience. We should not be surprised if 
“Woodcraft” completely revolutionized the methods of camp¬ 
ing out. If you are going to the woods, read “Woodcraft” 
before you go. It may add to your trip a himdred fold. 
Price 11.00. 

DOG TRAINING. ANGLING TALKS. 
BY S. T, HAMMOND. 

He was a promising puppy, and when you turned him over 
to the breaker to be educated, you thought he was 

bound to make “the best dog in the world.” And you’ll not 
soon forget how disappointed and disgusted you were when 
the dog, the breaker and the big bill—all three turned up 
together, and you saw that the animal’s spirit was brokeu 
and it would take a steam calliope to make him mind. Now, 
this could not have happened if you had been wise enough to 
buy a copy of Hammond’s book, and in your odd leisure 
moments train the dog yourself instead of having him 
broken by some one else. We are selling edition after edition 
of this book, and it is revolutionizing the system of preparing 
dogs for work in the field. Price $1.00. 

SHORE BIRDS. 
A PAMPHLET for those who “gun” along the shore. Tells 

of: I. Haunts and Habits—Where the bay birds live 
and what they do at home. II. Range and Migration—Where 
they go to breed and where to spend the winter. III. A 
Morning Without the Birds—An episode of shore shooting. 
IV. Nomenclature—A list of our American species of LimiooloB, 
with a description of each species. V. Localities—Where to 
go to shoot them. VI. Blinds and Decoys—How to shoot 
them after you have reached the grounds. 45 pp,, paper. 
Price 15 cents. 

BY GEORGE DAWSON. AS a political writer of conceded power, Mr. Dawson 
wielded a trenchant pen; when he terned from the 

conflict of parties to the praise of the favorite pastime of 
“simple wise men,” his essays, limpid as the crystal streams, 
are aglow vdth the soft summer sunlight and melodious with 
the songs of birds. When angling was the theme, he wrote 
from a full heart and in closest sympathy with the scenes and 
pursuits described. These “Talks’’ are brimful of manly, 
wholesome sentiment; there is in them all not a particle of 
cant. Their sincerity and overflowing spirit at once win the 
reader, and he perforce shares the author’s enthusiasm. The 
effect is magical, like that of the mimic players in Xenophon’s 
Memorabilia: he who reads, if he be an angler, must go 
a-fishing; and if he be not, straightway then must he become 
one.—Extract from Publisher^ Preface. Cloth, price 50 cents. 

CANOE “AURORA.” 
BY DR. C. A. NEIDE. A CHARMINGLY written and always entertaining account 

of a canoe cruise from Lake George, New York, down 
the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers to the Gulf of Mexico, by the 
Secretary of the American Canoe Association. To read the 
cruise of the “Aurora” is the next best thing to having made 
it; and the reading is decidedly more pleasant than would 
have been participation in some of the misadventures related. 
216 pp., cloth. Price $1.00. 

Any of the above books can be obtained in London of Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane, Cornbill, 
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Chamberlin Cartridge 
COMPANY, CLEVELAND, OHIO, 

M-A.KTXJJP'-A.OTXJJFLESIl.S OIF' 

Loaded by machinery. Every cartridge perfect. Every one alike. Wadding of uniform thickness, and placed 
squarely on the powder and shot. Rammed with uniform pressure. Beautifully and securely crimped. Packed 
25 in a pasteboard box, 30 boxes in a case. TJrxo Oon.'XT'eixloia.t JB&st ttttj.- 
xiitlon. lix tlxo VA/ orlcai- Highest scores on record made with these cartridges. Persons who use 
them in the field are constantly speahing in their praise. WOOD POWDER has shown its best results in 
these goods. PIGOU, WILKES & LAURENCE POWDER does its best work in Chamberlin cartridges. Any of 
the leading brands of paper shells or powder may be had. THE VARIETY OF CARTRIDGES FOR TRAP 
SHOOTING IS NOW COMPLETE. WADDING ONE SIZE LARGER THAN BORE OF GUN for such guns as 
require this style of loading. __ 

HARTLEY & GRAHAM, 

H. C. SQUIRES, 

W. C. HODGKINS, 

J. P. MOORE’S SONS, . 

FOR SALR IN NEW YORK CITY 
19 Maiden Lane. | LAMBERSON, FURMAN & CO., .283 Broadway. 

178 Broadway. I A. G. SPALDING & BRO., , . 241 Broadway. 

300 Broadway. WM. P. HOWELL, .... 205 Front Street. 

BY 
I WALLACE & SONS, 

W. M. CORNWALL, 

C. J. GODFREY, , 

302 Broadway. I SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 84 Chambers Street. I E. H. MADISON, 

89 Chambers Street. 

. . 18 Warren Street. 

7 Warren Street. 

.564 Fulton Street, Brooklyn. 

fox* Xll'txs»'tx*Oitoc3. Oo,'fcg>»10jSgxi.< 

TATHAM & BHOS., General Eastern Agents, 
82 Beekman Street, New York City. 

^^HlLF A MILLION QARDENS3&^ 
ARE AHRUALUy j •UPPUED 

.uS^ ,^^8^PLArl IV 
Our Green-house Establishment at 

/Jersey Chty is the most extensive in 
America. Annual Sales, 2)4 HilUon 

Plants. 

Onr Seed ■Warehouses, the largest in 
Now York, are fitted np with every ap-' 
pliance for the prompt and carefnl 
filling of orders. _ 

Our Catalogue for 1886, of 140 pages, containing colored, plates, descriptions and Illustrations 
of the NEWEST, BEST and RAREST SEEDS and PLANTS, will be mailed on receipt of 
6 cts. (in stamps) to cover postage. 

PETER HENDERSON & CO. 

EYTERY SEORTSMAYISr 
WHO SHOOTS OVER DECOYS SHOULD HAVE ONE OF 

Dennis’ Portable Folding Wildfowl & Bird Blinds. 
The Invention of an old gunner. Invaluable for Point, Bay, Beach and Marsh Shooting. Can be 

carried thrown across the shoulder without inconvenience. Price complete, S5. Sent free to any part 

of the U. S. on receipt of the price. Address L. ©ENNIS, 632 Pa. Ave., -Washington, D. C. 

AT THE LONDON FISHERIES EXHIBITION 

ECEs Tisruai 

Hexagonal Split Bamboo Fishing Rods 
Were awarded Three SHver Medals and the highest special prize—10 Sovereigns. Neted for excel 
ence more than numbers. This Is the highest prize awarded to any American for Split Bamboo Bods. 

Manufactured by B. F. NICHOLS, 163 MUk Street. Boston, Mass. 
Send for list with Massachusetts Pish and Game Laws. 

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES. 
People of refined taste who desire exceptionally fine 

cigarettes should use only our Straight Cut, 
put up in satin packets and boxes of 

10s, 20s, 50s and 100s. 

14 First Prize Medals. WM. S. KIMBALL & CO. 

Canoe and Camp Coohery. 
By “SENEOA.” 

A practical cook book for canoeists, CorintbiaB sailors and outera. Practical because 
the author gives explicit and intelligible directions for preparing such dishes he has him¬ 
self actually tested in camp and on a cruise. This is just where the recipes frorn the 
absurdly impracticable dishes given in some so-called camp cookery boo^. The cooking 
outfit is desciibed, and numerous hints on camp economy add to the value of the work. 
Cloth, 96 pa^. Price $1.00. _ onx> 

SiW YORK: Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 39 Park Row. 
LONDON: Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane, Comhill. 

Ijesfevei* A.rxxxs Oo. 
MANUEACTUREES OF THE 

LEFEVER AUTOMATIC HAMMERLESS GUNS. 

PRICE, $75 to $300.00 

This Improvement is the only hammerless gun in the world with compensated aehon, to take up 
' ear in every direction. The safety is automatic both in locking and releasing. Used by t^ best trap 
shots in America. Winner of the Pierce Diamond Badge three times at the New York State Convention. 
Send for illustrated catalogue. _____ _ 

liEFEVER ARMS CO., Syracuse, N. Y. 
NEW YORK SALES ROOMS; VON HENGERKE & DETMOLD, 14 Murray St., 
PTtTT.ADET.PTTTA , “ JOSEPH C. QKUBB & CO., 712 Market St. 

8 John St., near Broadway, N. Y. 

MAMACTDMS JEWELER, 
Medals and Badges 

A SPECIALTY. 

Special designs ftimislied on applica¬ 

tion free oi charge. 

IDEAL Reloadine: Tools, 

A, Mouth Opener. 

£, Bullet Mould. C, Seating Primer, 
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The Forest and Stream Publishing Go. will send post paid any boob 

published on receipt oi publisher's price. 

Sportsman’s Library. 
Xjilst of ISooIsls 

We mil forwcurd any of these Books hy mail, postpaid, on receipt of price. 

No books sent unless money accompanies the order. 

POSITIVELY NO BOOKS EXCHANGED. 
ANGLING. 

Adirondack Fishes, Fred Mather.  25 
American Angler’s Book, Norris. 5 50 
Angling.   50 
Angling Talks, Dawson. 50 
Angling, a Book on, Francis. 7 50 
Angling Idteratiu’e in England. 1 25 
Black Bass Fishing. Henshall. 3 00 
Carp Culture. Peirce. .50 
Fish and Pishing, Manly . 6 25 
Fishing, Bottom or Float. 60 
Fishing in American Waters, Scott, Ulus. 2 50 
Fishing with the Fly, Orvls . 2 60 
Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes. 1 25 
Fly JRods and Fly Tackle, Wells. 2 50 
Frank Forester’s Fish and Fishing . 2 50 
Frank Forester’s Fishing with Hook and Line 25 
Fysshe and Fysshyne. 100 
Fresh and Salt Water Aquarium. 50 
Modem PracUcal Angler, Pennell. 2 00 
Practical Trout Culture. 1 00 
Practical Fisherman. 4 20 
Prime’s I Go a-Fishing. 2 50 
Rod and Line in Colorado Waters. 1 00 
Scientific Angler . 1 50 
Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout, 
etc.     2 00 
'Trolhng. 50 
The Game Fish of the Northern States and 

British Provmces. 2 00 
Trout Culture, Slack.   1 00 
Walton. Izaak. £ac simile of first edition. 3 75 

BIRDS. 

American Bird Fancier. 50 
Band’s Birds of North America. 30 00 
Bird Notes. 76 
Birds Nesting. 1 25 
Birds of Eastern Pennsylyania . 4 00 
Birds of the Northwest. 4 50 
Birds and Their Haunts. 3 00 
Cage and Singing Birds, Adams. 60 
Coues’Field Ornithology. 2 50 
Coues’ Key to North American Birds.15 00 
Game Water Birds of the Atlantic Coast, 
Roosevelt. 2 00 

Holden’s Book of Buds, pa. 25 
Minot’s Jjand and Game Birds. 3 00 
Native Song Birds. 75 
Naturalists’ Guide, Maynard. 2 00 
Natural History of Birds. 3 00 
Samuel's Birds of New England. 4 00 
Shore Birds. 15 
Wood’s Natural History of Birds. 6 00 

CAMPING AND TRAPPING. 

Adventures in the WUdemess. 1 25 
Amateur Trapper—pape^, 50c.; bds. 75 
Three in Norway, or Rifie, Rod and Gim in 
Norway. 1 75 

Camps in the Rockies, Grohman. 1 76 
Camp Life in the Wilderness. 30 
Camping and Cruismg in Florida, Henshall. 1 50 
Canoe and Camp Cookery, by “Seneca”. 1 00 
Complete American Trapper, Ginson. 1 00 
Hints on Camping. 1 25 
How to Camp Out, Gould . 75 
How to Hunt and Trap, Batty’s . 1 50 
Rustlings in the Rockies.. 1 00 

GCIDJE BOOKS AND MAPS. 

Adirondacks. Map of, Stoddard. $1 00 
Farrar’s Guide to Moosehead Lake, pa. 50: do. 1 00 
Farrar’s Guide to Richardson and Rangeley 

Lake, paper, 50; cloth. 1 00 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake__ 50 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Region 50 
Florida Annual. *50 
Guide Book and Map of the Dead River Region 60 
Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddard. 23 
Map of Androscoggin Region. 50 
Map of Northern Maine, Steele.... i OO 
Map of the Thousand Islands. 50 
Map of the Yellowstone Park. 2 50 

SPORTS AND GAM£S. 

American Boy’s Own Book, Sports and Games 2 00 
Athletic Sports for Boys, bds. 75c.; cloth. 1 00 
Boy’s Treasury of Sports and Pastimes, etc.. 2 00 
Cassell’s Book of Sports and Pastimes. 3 00 
Croquet. 20 
Easy Whist. 50 
Every Boy’s Book of Sports and Amusements 3 50 
Hands at Whist. 50 
Instmction in the Indian Club Exercise. 25 
Laws andPrinciples of Whist, Cavendish. 2 00 
Quoits and Bowls.   2? 
Skating. 25 
Stonehenge, Encyclopedia of Rural Sports... 7 50 
Whist for Beginners. 50 

HUNTING—SHOOTING. 

Across Country Wanderer. 5 OC 
American Sportsman, The, Lewis. 2 50 
Breech Loader, Modem. Gloan, illustrated... 1 25 
Crack Shot (The Rifle), “Barber,” illustrated. 1 25 
Dead Shot (The Gim), illustrated . 1 25 
Field. Cover and Trap Shooting. 2 00 
Frank Forester’s Sportmg Scenes and Charac¬ 

ters, 2vol., cloth... 4 00 
Prank Forester 's Manual for Young Sportsmen 2 00 
Frank Forester’s Fugitive S. Sketches, paper 75 
How I Became a Crack Shot, Farrow. 1 00 
How I Became a Sportsman. 2 40 
Hunting, Shootmg and E’ishing. 2 50 
Hunting and Hunters of all Nations, Frost... 1 50 
HurUngham Gun Club Rules. 25 
Instructions in Rifle Firing . 2 00 
Nimrod in the North, Schwatka.. 2 60 
Rifle Practice, Wingate. 1 50 
Rod and Gun in California. 1 50 
Shooting. 50 
Shooting, Dougall. 8 00 
Shootmg on the Wing. 75 
Sport. Fox Hunting, Salmon Fishing, etc., W. 

B. Davenport, illustrated. 7 50 
Sport With Gun and Rod, cloth . 10 00 
Sport with Gun and Rod, new, plain edition.. 5 00 

Embossed leather. 15 00 
Sporting Adventures in the Par West. 1 50 
Stfll Hunter, Van Dyke........  2 00 
Stephens’ Lynx Huntmg. 1 25 
Stephens’Fox Hunting.   125 
Stephens’ Young Moose Hunters. 1 50 
The Gim and Its Development, Greener. 2 60 

ROATING AND YACHTING: 
A Canoe Trip, or a Lark on the Water. 
Aroimd the World in the Yacht Sunbeam. 
Boat Racing. Brickwood... 
Boating Trips on New England Rivers. 
Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs, W. P. 
Stephens. 

Canoe and Camp Cookery, by “Seneca”. 
Canoe Handling, C. B. Vaux. 
Canoeing m Kanuckia. 
Canoe and Camera. 
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper. Bishop’s. 
Cruises in Small Yachts . 
Corinthian Yachtsman. 
Donaldson’s Steam Machinery . 
Four Months in a Sneakbox, Bishop.. 
Frazar’s Practical Boat Sailmg. 
Inland Cruise... 
Model Yachts and Boats, Grosvenor. 
Paddle and Portage... 
Practical Boat Sading, Davies. 
Pi’actical Boat Building, Neison. 
The America’s Cup, paper, 50c.: cloth. 
The Canoe Aurora, by Dr. C. A. Neidd. 
Vacation Cruising, Rothrick . 
Yacht Architecture, Dixon Kemp. 
Yachts and Boat Sailing, Kemp. 
Yacht Designing, Kemp. 
Yachts. Small, C. P. Kunhardt...i 
Yachtsman’s Guide, Patterson. 

UORsiE. 

American Roadsters and Trotting Horses. 
Boucher’s Method of Horsemanship. 
Bruce’s Stud Book, 3 vols.. 
Dadd’s American Reformed Horse Book, 8vo. 
Dadd’s Modem Horse Doctor, 12mo. 
Dwyer’s Horse Book. 
Horses, Famous American Race... 
Horses, Famous American Trotting. 
Horses, Famous, of America. 
Jenning’s Horse Training. 
Manual of the Horse. 
Mayhew’s Horse Doctor. 
Mayhew’s Horse Management. 
McClure’s Stable Guide. 
Rarey’s Horse Tamer. 
Riding and Driving. 
Riding Recollections, Whyte Melville’s. 
Stonehenge, Horse Owner’s Cyclopedia. 
Stonehenge on the Horse, English edition, 8vo 
Stonehenge on the Horse, American edition, 
l2mo. 

The Book of the Horse. 
The Saddle Horse. 
Veterinary Dictionary, Going. 
Wallace’s American Stud Book. 
Wallace’s American 'Trotting Register, 2 vols. 
Woodruff's Trotting Horses of America. 
Vouatt and on the Horse . 

KJBNNUL 
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2 50 
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1 60 
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1 00 
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25 00 
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30 00 
2 50 

:50 
1 26 

75 
75 

Dog, Diseases of, Dalzlel.. 

Dog Breafeing, Floyd.. 
Dog Breaking, by Holabird. 

Dogs of Great Britain, America and other 
Countoies. 

Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, 16mo. 
Dogs, Points for Judgmg. 
Dogs, Richardson, pa. 30.: -loth. 

Dogs and the Public . 
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment in 

Vero Shaw’s Book on the Dog, cloth, ^.00; 

MlSCELIiANEOUSi 
A Naturalist’s Rambles About Home, Abbott. 
Adventures of a Young Natiuallst . 
Amateur Photographer. 
Animal Plagues, Fleming. 
Antelope and Deer of America. 
Archer, Modem. 
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson.... 
Atlas of Jersey Coast. 
Black HUls of Dakota, Ludlow, quarto, cloth. 

Government Report. 
Common Objects of the Seashore. 
Eastward Ho!. 
Historical and Biographical Atlas of New Jer¬ 

sey Coast. 
How to Make Photographs. 
Humorous Sketches^Seymour. 
Insects Injurious to Vegetation. 
Keeping One Cow. 
Life and Writings of Frank Forrester, 2 vols., 

per vol. 
Mammals of NewYork, paper, cloth. 
Maynaru’s Manual of 'Taxidermy. 
Manton’s Taxidermy Without a Teacher. 
Natural History Quadruped. 
North American Bisects. 
Old St. Augustine, Fla., Illustrated. 
Packard’s Half-Hours With Insects. 
Pistol, The. .. 
Photography for Amatpurs. 
Practical Forestry, by Fuller. 
Practical Taxidermy and Home Decoration, 
Batty. 

Practical Orange Culture. 
Practical Poult^ Keeping. 
Randall’s Practical Shwherd. 
Sportsman’s Gazetter, Hallock. 
Sportsman’s Hand Book, Col. Horace Park... 
Studies in Animal Life, Lewis. 
The Cream of Leicestershire. 
The Forester, by Brown. 
The Northwest Coast of America.. 
The Heart of Europe. 
The Botanical Atlas, 2 vols... 
The Zoological Atlas ,2 vols. 
The Taxidermists’Manual, Brown. 
Wild Flowers of Switzerland.. 
Wild Woods Life, Farrar... 
WoqdcrAfL “Nessmuk”... 
Woods and Lakes of Maine. 
Youatt on Sheep..... . 
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CANOE 
AND 

BOAT 

BUILDING 
FOR 

AMATEURS. 
Pp. 192, with 29 plates of working drawings. 

Price 81.50. Address, 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 
New York N. Y. 

LONDON: Davies & Co.. 1 Fnch Lane. Comhill. 
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GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1878. 

BAKER'S 

Warranted absolutely pure 
Cocoa, from which the excess of 
Oil has been removed. It has three 
times the strength of Cocoa mixed 
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar, 
and is therefore far more economi¬ 
cal, costing less than one cent a 
Clip. It is delicious, nourishing, 
strengthening, easily digested, and 
admirably adapted for invalids as 
well as for persons in health. 

Sold by Grocers everywhere. 

W. BAKER & CO., Dorcliester, Mass. 

Hunting Boots or ShiMS, Wholesale 
or Retail. JOHN D. BETOTL, Man’f’r of 
Sportsmen’s Gtoods. 124Chambersst., N.Y. 

Send for Prices. No Postal Cards. 

IF YOU WANT A GOOD 

POCKET KNIFE, RAZOR 
OR A 

HUNTING KNIFE, 
Send for our 36-piige illustrated catalogue, sent free. 
Address Wurzbach & Lawrence, 7 Warren si.. N.Y. 

Specialties in Fish¬ 
ing Tackle. Please 
send your address for 
circular and sample 

card of lines. E. J. MARTIN. Rockville, Conn. 

SCB£W PLATES, TAPS, DIES, ETC., FOR 
gunsmiths and amateurs. Send for illustrated 

italooTio « W OAHn » OO.. ManafloM TVfftP-. 

WANTED. 
A partner with capital to engage in stock raising 

and to raise blooded cattle and make dairy products 
near this station, 65 miles from Savannah, Georgia. 
Swamp cane for winter pasture, mila climate on 
stock, abundance of w'ater, and accessibility to 
transportation and to market the advantages. 
Wanlied also a copartner with capital to engage in 
planting on an extensive scale on the Alluvian 
bottom lands of the Ogeechee River, near this 
station. For further particulars apply to H. C. 
KITTLES, Rocky Ford, Seriven Co., Ga. 

nich4,lmo 

COPIES WANTED.—JAN. 4, 11, 18 and 2,5. FEB. 1, 
March 8 and Sept. 13, 1888; Feb. 7 and 14, March 

6,1884. We are short of these issues, and would be 
obliged if any of our readers having one or all of 
these numbers that they do not want will send to 
Forest and Stream Pub. Co.. 39 Park Row. New 
York City. mar26,tf 

WANTED. 

Bear, Buffalo, Deer, Wolves, Foxes, Spotted Cats, 
Civit Cat.*!, Lynx, Panthers. Antelope, (Jtter, Beav- 
ei-s and other animals and birds of all kinds. Ad¬ 
dress D. H. TALBOT, Sioux City, la. 

Jjtrr MU* 

Gun Store For Sale. 
Good location, well established in a live town of 

6,000 population in central New York. Stock will 
invoice about. 81.000. Fine opening for a good 
workman. No opposition. Satisfactory reasons 
for selling. Address BUSINESS, care Forest and 
Stream, New York. 

VA/ lAito XXftx'es. 
(Lepus Americanus.) 

A few living specimens wiU be sent to orders ac 
companied with the cash, at $2 each, and delivered 
in good order and properly boxed, at Bethel express 
office. J. G. RICH, Bethel. Me. 

Chester White, Berkshire 
and Poland China Pigs, Fine 
Setter Dogs, Scotch Collies, 
Foxhounds and Beagles, 
Sheep and Poidtry. bred and 

--- for sale by W. Gibbons & Co., 
West Chester, Chester Co., Pa. Send stamp for 
Circular and Price List. 

Ducking Point on Chesapeake. 
For Sale—A handsome farm on the Sassafras 

River, suitable for club or private per.son; plenty 
of ducks. Address FISHER, 402 Walnut st., Phila¬ 
delphia, Pa. febl8,lmo 

TO LET.-MY PLA.CE ON BARNEGA t’ BAY, 
N. J., suitable for small dub or private party. 

Fine snipe, quail, duck and goose shooting. Be,«t 
fishing on tlie coast. H. CLAY” GLOVER, 1,293 
Broadway, N, Y, mchll,lt 

Iw f»U. 
Two Bullarii Rifles and Field Glass 

FOR SADE. 
A gentleman, just retunied from the West, wishes 

to dispose of two Bullard repeating rifles, a .45-85 
and a .82-40; both of them have pistol grips, and the 
.45-85 has Freund’s sights. Also a first-class English 
binocidar. Apply to C. MESSITER, Dauphin, 
Dauphin Co., Pa. mchll,lt 

T T VTT niT A TT sale, in fine All V Jl/ W U iAlJLv condition Pa. and 
W. Va. birds.^E. B. WOODWARD, Commission 
Merchant, 174 Chambers st,, N.Y. Established 1888 

For sale.-RED tailed hawks in PER 
feet plumage, alive for decoys or dead for 

mounting. Address WM. PARHAM, Tyngsboro, 
Mass. feb26,8t 

m mt 
THE IMMENSE ROUGH-COATED ST. 

BERNARD CHAMPION 

(A,K.R. 4^3). 
Orange tawny, perfect blaze and collar, other 

white markings correct; doubla dew claws. Bom 
August. 1882. This celebrated dog stands .331^ in. 
full at shoulders, weighs 183 lbs. (Jan. 30.188b), has 
a grand, massive head, immense bone, and is per¬ 
fect in disposition. 

“Otho is conceded to be the best fronted St. Ber¬ 
nard in the coimtry,"—American Kennel Register, 
June, 1885. 

“Otho is one of the grandest fronted dogs we 
have ever seen. His head is a study and hLs fore¬ 
arm we have never seen surpassed. He is also an 
immense upstanding dog. -Forest and Stieam, 
Oct. 60. 1884. 

Fee 850. Approved bitches only. Cabinet pho¬ 
tos, 50 cents; cartes of head. 25 cents. Imported 
stock for sale. THE HOSPICE KENNKLS, Im¬ 
porters and Breeders of Tnorongbhrtd St. Ber- 
nard,'>, 55 Waverly Place, Nv.warfc, N. J 

IMAl 
IN THE STUD FEE SIO. 

PILOT (A.K.R. 1635), 
DANDY^ ZULU (A.K.R. 382). 

BEAUCLERK, Field Spaniel. 
FOR SALE.—True Cockers, Fashionably bred, 

correct in coat, size and shape, various ages and 
colors. Prices reasonable. Address 

IDEAL KENNEL. New Haven, Conn. 

IN THE STUD. 
CHAMPION KODERIGO, winner of All-Aged 

Stake at National Trials, Grand Junction, 1885. 

FEE !S75. 

REBEL WIND’EM, imported from Llewellin’s 
Kennel. Blood brother of Count Noble and winner 
of English Derby, 1S82. 

FEE 850. 

Broken dogs for sale. For further information 
address J. M. AVENT, Hickoiw Valley, 'Tenn., or 
MEMPHIS-AVENT KENNEL, Memphis, Tenn. 

BRADFORD RUBY. 
(E 13 834 ) 

Sire, Champion Lovat—Dam. Champion Jenny. 
Champion Pug Dog, whelped May 14,1882; silver 
fawn, with perfect black trace and mask, extra¬ 
ordinary wrinkle and double curled tail, with very 
small, compact body, weighing only 13 pounds. 
Winner of 49 prizes, cups and medals, including 
championship. Crystal Palace, Jan., 1885; 1st. Cin¬ 
cinnati, Ist and medal, Toronto; 1st and special, 
Philadelphia (May and Oct.); 1st and special. New 
York, 1886; and the sire of many winners. Fee 826. 
Puppies For Sale. CITY VIEW KENNELS, Box 
1,369, New Haven, Conn. 

IN THE STUD. 

THE FIELD TRIAL WINNER 

Imported by the late D. C. Sanborn from Mr. 
Liewellin's Fennel. He is by Dasning Bondhu ex 
Novel. Fee 8:35. Address 

A. M. TUCKER, 
85 Main street, Charlestown, Mass. 

CHAMPION BRAHMIN. 
Solid Black Cocker Spaniel. 

Winnings: 1st, open class, London, Out., and 
three specials, 1863; 1st, open class, and two spe¬ 
cials, N. S. S., Philadelphia, and champion prize. 
Montreal, 1884; first, open class. New York, and 
special for best cocker dog in show, 1885, beating 
champion Hornell Silk; 1st, open class. Philadel¬ 
phia, 1886; champianprize, Philadelphia (fall show), 
1886), bearing champion Hornell Silk. In the 
siud. Fee *30. ARTHUR E. RENDLE. 2 Wall 
street. New York. 

DBHJIj'raXJS- 
Imported Laverack setter, thoroughly field broken. 
Has great bone, substance and endurance. Sire of 
imported champion Rockingham, champion show' 
English setter of America. 

FEE, S50.00. 

For circulars giving breedina, winniags. w’innings 
of stock sired by him, etc., Addi'ess i*. F. SCHELL- 
HASS, 6 Brevoort Place, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

SCOTCH COLLIES 
IN THE STUD. 

CHAMPION REX (A.K.R. 149). Fee $20. 
STREPHON (A.K.R. 2730). Fee $30. 
Young dogs and puppies for sale. Gan be seen, 

or address JAS. LINLSAY, 346 Communipaw ave., 
Jersey City, N. J. 

TO OWNERS OF BEAGLE BITCHES.—1 OFFER 
the services of my imported English beagle 

Blue Boy. He is small (13 in.) and symmetrical, his 
breeding unsurpassed, guaranteed first class field 
dog, color B., W., and T,, plenty of bone and gets 
handsome pups. Full pedigree. Fee 810. W. H. 
ASHBUKNEK, 27 North 38th st., Philadelphia, Pa. 

feo4.2mo. 

WHITE BULL-TERRIER YOUNG ROYAL 
Prince (A.K.R. 2102). Fee $16. And small 

white bull-terrier Hector, weight 151bs. Fee $10. 
J. W. NEWMAN, 87 Hanover street, Boston, Mass 
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143 West Fifty.fifth St., New York. 
la tile stud for a few select pointer bitches. 
POINTER BRADFORD, (litter brother to 

champion Beaufort). Sire—Cliampion Bow (E. 
7,070). by champion Bang, by Davey's Luna. Bang, 
by Coham’s Bang out of Price’s Vesta. Luna, by 
Lord Coie’s Cole out of Evan’s Nell. Dam— 
Beulsli (sister to Rush, A.K.R. 367), by Steel’s 
Flake out of Guido’s Lily. Flake, by Strachan’s 
Flash out of SchifEelin’s Juno. Guido’s Lily, by 
Lancaster Sam out of Gibfon’s Lilly. Schiffelin’s 
Juno, by Lonsdale’s Ponto I. out of the Duke of 
Westminster’s Juno, by the Earl of Litchfield’s 
Bragg II. out of Bradford’s Juno, by the Earl of 
Litchfield’s Noble I- out of Autrobus’s Nell (E. 1,229). 
(Bee also A.K.R. 355 and 357 for further tracing). 

BRADFORD is large, strong, well muscled and 
well made, and combines t he best winning bench 
show’ and field trial blood of England and America. 

STUD FEE, S50. 

PILOT (A.K.R. 2547), half brother to champion 
Fritz. Breeder, C. W. Littlejohn, Leesburg, Va. 

Scout II., by Scout (R, H. Dulaney’s imported 
dog and bitch) out of Dixie (Eng.). Dam—Spot 
(dam of champion Fritz), by Col. Dodge’s Don out 
of Grove’s Bep, by Hon. Gus Schley’s imported Plro 
out of Grove's Juno, by John (imported Zess—im¬ 
ported Cameo) out of Col. Savage’s (Philadelphia) 
imported Juno. Record—First, Chicago, 1884; 
special with Fritz for best brace, Washington, 1884; 
v.h.c.. New York, 1885. also v h.c.. Washington, 1884. 

Pilot is a very handsome dog, and beside his 
solendid looks and excellent pedigree is a very fine 
field performer. 

STOD FEE, *60. 
(^“Bitches cared for in the most kind and careful 
manner. 

ST. GEORGE BREEDING AND BREAKING 
KENNELS, 143 West Fifty-fifth st., N. Y. jaii28tf 

He. CLARK, PITTSFIELD, O. 
• Scotland Kennel. Pedigreed collie pups $5 

each. English ferrets, $5 a pam. dec31,3mos. 

Foxhounds For Sale. 
Twenty-six dogs and bitches, comprising one of 

the best packs in Pennsylvania, a few bitches being 
in whelp by champion dogs. Address Box 1684, 
West Chester, Pa. jan28,tf 

JpOE SALE -ENGLISH BEAGLE HOUND 

old. "G‘EO. L. BARNES, Tyringham, Mass. 

For sale cheap.—two setters, broken. 
Also blooded po'nter suitable for stud. C. M. 

PRATT, Westbrook, Conn. febll,6t 

iium VJA X ixua. W 
this spring. Address H. 0. NEWELL, Asbburnham, 
Mass. febll,5t 

retrievi 

/^HEQUASSET KENNELS.—SI. BERNARDS, 
w smooth and rough-coated, of best s 
Champion Hermit in the stud, $50. Engli 
Young Toby, sire of many prize winners, £i 
Flue pups OB sale. P. 0. Box 94. Lancaster 

For sale.—red irish set'i 
Send stamp for pedlg' ee. 

Westbrook, Conn feb26,.3t 

Tj^OE SALE. — ONE BRACE OF 
r thoroughly broken, one brace Et 
hounds, 6 mos. old, good typical sped 
Italian greyhounds, one brood bitch, tw 
from prize winning stock. For descrij 
etc., address WARWICK KENNELS, 
Bridgeport, Conn. 

trieve game when shot. Give full descripti 
particulars as to color, age. price, etc. i 
P. O. Drawer 665, Albany, N. Y. mch4,2t 

A 
oy CUaUJIJiUil ajukc 
No. A.K.R.). A. 0. STOTT, Stottnile, N. Y. 

mchll,3t 

For sale.—a fine working rabbit bea- 
gle, $20. Black and tan foxhound dog, $16. 

Black cocker bitch Smut (champion Brahmin ex 
■ A. McDonald, Rockland 

mchll.lt 
Rose Bonheur), 
Me. 

street, Philadelphia. mchlljlt 

Sale.—BEAUFORT II., 
)g, whelped 
Nellie Bird. 

F^whi’t^*pointer dog, whelped Jan. R 1^5, b; 
champion Beaufort ex 
MAK, Rockland, Me. 

H. E. 
mchll,lt 

For sale.-three thoroughly bi 
beagles, two stud dogs and a ISJ^in. 

bitch. Printed pedigree with each Dog 
spread 17in., bitch 15in. S. C. GRAFF, 4712— 
aven ue, Pittsburgh, Pa. mcbll.lt 

F OR SALE ON ACCOUNT 

ears, little over 1 yr. old, $25. One white Lh 
setter bitch, with a little lemon, a nice one. j 
Llewellin hitch, color white with a little 
will make a good one; price $20. A bitch,: 
old, lemon and white, $5. Black and tan ant 
dog. 7 mos. old, $15. A nice Gordon setter 
col’>r black and tan, 1 yr., $15. One dog, bla 
tan, 6 mos. old. $10. A Gordon setter dog,; 
$15. A lemon and white Llewellin bitch, bro 
quail and snipe, pi ice $60. A black, ton anc 
bitch, broken on quail, medium size, $50. A 
H. B. VONDERSIVUTH. Lancaster. Pa. m 

A B INE IRISH SETTER BITCH, 11 MOB , PRICE 
low. A W. PEaRSALL, Huntington, L I. 

mcbll.lt 

High bred pointers and sErTEKs —w 
breed and dispo.'?e of nothing but flrst-cla 

bioken and unbroken dogs and puppies. Addre 
TT.T.M grove KENNELS, South Nor walk, Conn. 

Stilt itn«tt. 

Setter Pappies for $5. ] 

We have a number of setter puppies from 6 to 10 
wks. old, dogs and bitches, of all colors; we will 
close out for $5 each. Dogs of same breed from 6 
mos. to 1 yr. old. $8 each. These setters are of good 
native blood, fair nose and not gunsby, and satis¬ 
faction is guaranteed in every case. 

WM. W. SILVEY, 
185 South Eighth street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

K 9 Breaking. Kennels. j 

Pointers and setters thoroughly broken for field 
trials or private use. Reference given. W. Q. 
SMITH, Marydel, Md. 

Rory O’More Kennels. 

For Sale—Thoroughbred red Irish setter stock, 
full pedigreed Address with stamp, 

W. N. CALLENDER, Albany, N. Y. 

For Sale—Hornell Spaniel Puppies. - 

The best in the world; 142 prizes in two years J 
proves it. From 3 to 10 mos. old. N® culls or $6 
pups ever sold. , 

In the Stud—Black cocker champion Hornell 2 
Silk. Fee $20. Address J. OTIS FELLOWS, Sec., Jr 
HomeUsville, N. Y., or G. W. LEAVITT, Pres., 32 “ 
Hamilton street, Boston, Mass. Jj 

L/w\aO<»ANYKIND? ; 
If BO, write and name the land you want. f 

E. MAURER, 464 N. NINTH ST., PHILADA. 

Claire-Reeta Kennels. ^ 

palmy'ra, n. y. ; 
Irish and Gordon setters for work as well as show. 

decl7,tf J 

DOGS FOR SYLE. 
Setters, pointers, spaniels, foxhounds, beagles, 

dachshunde. Newfoundlands, German tiger mas- ! 
tiffs, fox-terriers, Scotch terriers, Skye terriers, l 
Yorkshire terriers, bull-terriers, bulldogs, pugs, > 
French poodles, St. Bernards, mastiffs and black J 
and tan terriers. Pups of all the above breeds < 
constantly on hand. Those desiring to purchase 
will do well to consuU me. WM, W. SILVEY, 136 
South Eighth street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

WA^ED. 

The address of an importer of English setters ' 
who had dealings with Dr. Gardner (colored) of ^ 
Canal street. New York City, about four years ago. ’ 
Such person will confer a favor and also receive re- ' 
muneratloa for his trouble and correspondence by ’ 
addressing fl. .f. PIERRE, Winsted, Conn. 

A/TASTIFFS. PUPPIES out of LADY NEVl- 
J.VI son by McMahon (A.KR. 550;; beautiful fawn 
color, black points; extra fine. H. L. HOLLIS, 
Wellsville. N. Y. jan7,t£ 

YTTM. GRAHAM, NEWTOWNBREDA, BELFAST 
W Ireland, is prepared to purchase and ship dogs 

for importers. Do^ purchased from him had the 
following prizes awarded to them: At New York 
and Chicago, 1883, sixteen firsts, nine special, three 
second and one third. At New York, 1884, seven 
firsts, six specials and one third. 

TTIOR SALE.-ITALIAN GREYHOUND PUPS 
T from imported stock. Also fine English pugs. 
HENRY 0. BURDICK, 150 Bridge street Spring- 
field, Mass. dec24,tf 

^ 'T'RAINED foxhounds, they ARE COLD 
J. nosed strike dogs, start the fox, run him to the 
death. Trained coon dogs. Gray squirrel dogs. 
Rabbit dogs. One trained ferret. Lop-eared rabbits. 

. Wyandotte chickens. H. G. GRAFF, Kensington, 
Ohio. dec24,tf 

! TriOR SALE.—having RECENTLY ADDED 
JD several fine brood hitches to the Landseer 
Kennels of Scotch deerhounds and greyhoimds re 

, duced the price of puppies. Some choice grey 
hounds now ready to ship. DB. VAN HUMMELL. 

1 Denver. Ool. anUB-tf 

- TT'OR SALE CHEAP ~ FOUR VERY^ FINE, 
1 J) handsome setter dogs; aiso trained beagles 
i Thane (A.K.R 2923) and Caro. Box 472, Pittsburgh, 

Pa. 

■ T EWELLYN SETTER PUPPIES, COMBINING 
i 1^ blood of noted dogs, viz.: Champion Leicester, 
1 champion Petrel, champion Gladstone, Kirby, Pride 

of the Border, Llewellyn’s Prince and Laverack 
Dash II., for sale; satisfaction guaranteed. CHAS. 

. YORK. 9 and 11 Granite Block, Bangor, Me. 

T\0 YOU KNOW OF ANYBODY THAT WANTS 
r LJ to buy a dog cheap. We have one to sell; he 

is a liver and white cocker spaniel, 2 yrs. ^d. ^r 
’ pedigree and full particulars address FLEETFOOT 
. KeSTNELS, Delhi, Del. Co., N. Y 

i T?OB SALE.-A PAIR OF GORDON SETTER 
t JD mippies, from cbamxjion slock. Address H, 

L. KINSLEY, TVIilford, Mass. mcbn,2t 

) /YLNEY KENNELS—FOR SALE-BEAGLE 
V Uf pups, best to be had, perfect beauties and in- 
- defatigable hunters. Experts pronounce them the 

best they ever saw'. Address W. R. HOFF, S. W. 
. Cor. South and Water streets. Baltimore, Md. 

mchll,3t 

s TT'OR SALE.—TWO BLACK AND TAN COCKER 
>1 J? spaniel bitches, Tina and Leah, whelped Dec. 

17, 1885, out of Rita (A.K.R. 2516) ex Kiddlewink 
(A KR! 997). Address HAUSMANN’S COCKER 

V SPANIEL KENNELS, Binghamton, N. Y. It 

n ATT. FEASANT KENNEL8.—OLDEST AND 
4 jyi most reliable in America. For Sale—Red Irish 
1 uuppy, 7 mos , Dan B. ex .Indy. Gordon dog, two 
} yrs. old, champion Flash ex Chloe. English setter 

Hoe Guv Mannenng ex Bow Bells. Please sepd 
f Sp C. T. BROWNELL, P. O. Box 835, New 
d Bedford, Mass. 

n XIULL-TERRIERS 1 BULL-TERRIERS 11 - GEN- 
e Xj iiemen requiring first-class show bull-terriers 
is should apply to FRED HINKS, Bath Row, Bir 
Jt mlngham, England, the largest breeder and dealer 
■ of buU-terriers in the world. All the buU-terriers 
E now winning, including cbamnlons, emanated from 
It these kennels. N.B.-All kinds cf dogs supplied on 
. the shortest notice. 

d TT'IELD PUPPY FOR SALE.-PUTNAM, GLAD- 
r JD stone, Druid, Thuuder Peeress stock, whelped 

’ Sent 11,1885. Sire field and bench show winner; 
- dam A1 in field. Also Prue, 2J4 yrs. old, broiren on 
E ouail and woodcock and a fine orooJ bitch; Thun- 
?s der Peeress. Carlowilz stock. Photographs sent, 
s Address if you mean business, F. C. MOORE, Ash¬ 

tabula. O. mcfill.at 

iltif 

Hartford Kennel Club 
BENCH SHOW OF DOGS. 

Entries close Friday, April 2,1886. 
For premium list address 

A. C. COLLINS, Secretary, 
Hartford, Conn. 

THIRD ANNUAL BENCH SHOW OF 

DOGS, 

At Second Regiment Armory, 
march 30 and 31, April 1 and 2, 1886. 

Entries close Satui'day, March 13,1886. 
Entries must be made to 

S. R. HEMINGWAY, Secretary, 
New Haven, Conn. 

DOGS! DOGS!! 
Excellent colored plates of 

DOGS!!! 
celebrated dogs. 

Djn, Pointer 
:1 Jack, English Mastiff 
Setter Bow, Pointer 

siMBTJSH, Cl’mb’rSpaniel Don, St. Bernard 
EBKLET, Red Irish Setter Paris, Llewellin Setter 
oxHOUNDs. Imported Fox-Terriers 
3YCHE, Pointer Coin, Llewellin Setter 
dll-Tebriers Elcho and Rose, Cham- 
Evis, Irish Wolf Dog pion Setters 
BEYHODNDs LoFTY, Llewellin Setter 

Rattler and Belle. Beagles. 
Aoy one of above sent prepaid on receipt of $1.00. 
wo for $1.60. Address 

B. WHIDDEN, 41 Arch street, Boston. Mass. 

HE CELEBRATED SILK SPONGE 
FRICTION MIITENS are highly recom- 

lU preparing for e:^ibi ions they will be found in- 

Rosecroft Kennels. 
Birmingham, Conn. 

Puppies by champion Plantagenet (E. 11.890) 
X Forest Dora (A.K.R. 500) for sale, whelped Nov. 
(, Are black and white, very handsome. Now 

HAIR’S WARWICK 

DOG MEDICINES. 
To All Lovers of Well-Bred Dogs. 

Your special attention is called to my Warwick 
Dog medicines. They are the practical results 

forty years' experience by one of the greatest 
Breeders of Dogs in England, and I am positive in 
the assertion that they will supply a want long felt 
and acknowledged by American breeders. These 
preparations have been tested and can be relied 
upon as a sure cure for every DISEASE OF THE 
DOG. And I-can say they wul be valued and ap¬ 
preciated by all practical breeders, 

HAIR’S (CONDITION POW’DERS FOB DOGS. 50 
cents per box. HAIR’S DISTEMPER POWDERS. 
50 cents. HAIR’S MANGE CURE, 35 and 75 cents 
per bottle. HAIR’S WORM POWDERS, 60 cents 
per box. HAIR’S ALTERATIVE :POWDEES, 50 
cents per box. HAIR’S DISINFECTANT SOAP, 
25 cents. 

U. S. DEPOT: 

OURTIS & HAIR, Pharmacists, 
BRIDGEPORT, CONN. 

N.B.—All diseases of dogs treated by Jas E. Hair, 
Prescriptions will be sent when special diseases 
indicate, that can he compounded by druggists In 
any part of U. S. Fee Sl.OO. 

ASHMONPS BOOK; 
Their Management and Treatment in 

DISEASE. 
Accepted as the standard work on the subject by 

the leading sportsmen of America and England. 
Indispensable to owners of valuable dogs. It is 

not confined to Canine Diseases alone, but 
gives full instructions as to management In 
Health. 

PRICE, 82.00. For sale by all the principal 
booksellers, or sent postpaid on receipt of price by 

J. LOKINGr XIIA.YE1R, 
186 Tremont st., Boston, Mass. 

IRISH SETTERS. 
Young stock for sale, and orders taken for choice 

luppies from trained bitches of the finest breeding. 
I CHAmPION ELCHO 

UKU 0X4 \ CHAmPION NOREEN 

In the stud. Fee $25. 
I. HENRY ROBERTS. 

septU.lf P. O. Box 153, Moorestown. N. J 

Tlie Meli SjortsmaH’s Pictare Co., 
PALMYRA, N. Y., 

Are now prepared to furnish copies of the ph^9tp- 
graphs taken by Mr. Walker at the Eastern Field 
Trials. Lists and prices on application. 

STRA^T FIELD KENNELS. 
Dogs of all breeds boarded and conditioned for 

shows. Setters and pointers trained for field trials 
and private use. Best of accommodations and 
attendance, ivain building 100x14; Sixteen rims 
6y6i!, with running stream through all. 

All communications should be addressed to ,^S. 
SEELEY, Lock Box 1887, Bridgeport, Conn. Best 
of references.  

forest city kennels. 

St. Bernards and English Pugs. 
IN THE STUD. 

Champion rough-coated St. Bernard Csesar 
(A.KR. 22); fee $25. English pug Sam; fee $10. 
Pups for sale. Address with stamp, Portland, 

Sf. Bernards 
Of purest Swiss strains, recently 

imported. Several fine dogs and 

bitches and a few puppies are in 

my hands to be disposed of. I 

can promise purchasers they are 

of excellent pedigree, and full of 

true St. Bernard character. 

Address with stamp, 

IV. W. Tucker, 
P. O. Box 1338, N. Y. 

Boliannan’s Magic Skin Cure. 
A positive and absolute cure for ^ A TTriTi' 
(Vres quicker, cheaper and better iMiAXl W JCl. 
than any article ever offered to the public. Two 
cakes, 81.00, post paid. No cure, no pay. Address 
A. A. RAYMOND. South Norwalk. Conn. 

rOR ^ALE- 
One of the finest Druid Wtches in America. Big 

breeder. Going out of dog business reason for 
selling. Address H., Box 228, Hackensack, N. J. 

FOR SALE. 

Three red Irish setter puppies, by W. H. Pierce’s 
Glencho (A.K.R. 295) out of Alex. Kirkland’s Fp- 
chon (A.K.R. 1844). See Produce and Breeding 
Registers A.K.R. Feb. Male puppies iarge; one has 
small white spot on breast. Female small, with 
small white spot on breast, and toes on hind feet 
slightly tip with white. Would exchange the pair, 
male and female, for a good No. 12 central-fire 
breechloader. Address R. Q. TAYLOR, opposite 
Barnum’s, Ballimore, Md^mchll.St 

TtLK 

N. E. KENNEL CLUB 
Will hold their Second Annual 

Bench Show of Dogs 
APRIL 6, 7, 8, 9, 

\t Mecliaiiic’^ Building, 
Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass. 

$2 000 
IN CASH PRIZES AND MEDALS, also numerous 
valuable special prizes. 

For Premium List aud Entry Blanks address 
Secretary N. E. Kennel Club, 

Hotel Boylston, Boston. Mass. 
Any inquiries may be made to March 15 of John 

Read 815 Secoud avenue, or office of Spratts Pat¬ 
ent, 239-245 East Fifty-sixth street. New York. 

STUD FOX-TERRIERS. 

Champion Royal, Champion Joker, Bel- 
erava Primrose, Splanger, Warren Jim, 
Warren Dtckon. Apply by post, L. & W. 
- "I Liberty st., N. Y. City. 

mchll,2mo 
RUTHERFURD, 66 I 

POB SALE.-THREE HANDSOME SETTER 
jL pups, two males, one female, three-quarters 
Ethan Alien stock, one quarter English, whelped 
Jan. 18. Color lemon and white. Sire a grand field 
dog ' dam was hunted through December, is staunch 
and very handsome. For particulars write to J. S. 
MEBRIAM, Marlboro, N. H. _mchll,lt 

Greyhound puppies, 7 mos. old, for 
sale. Champion pedigree, handsome speci¬ 

mens: $35 and ^0 each. Address A. M. HUGHEb, 
Valhalla P. O., Westchester Co.. N. Y. feb25 

Fob sale.-pugs, sired by champion 
Bradford Ruby out of imported Molbe. :^ic^ 

reasonable. WESTERN RESERVE PLG KEN¬ 
NELS, Palmyra, Ohio. mch4,2t 

Nei Jersey Kernel&fiel4Trial Cl 
BENCH SHOW OF DOGS, 

Metropolitan Rink, Newark, N. J. 

MAEOH 23, 24 & 25, 1886. 

ENTRIES CLOSE TUESDAY, MARCH 9. 

Exhibitors desiring to carry dogs by Penn. R- R., 
Erie R. R., Lehigh Valley R. R., bus.&W. B. B., 
PhUa. & Reading R. R.. or D. L. & W. R. R., can do 
so free of charge by presenting certificates issued 
by the club. Apply for same to 

A. P. VREDENBURGH, Sec’y, 
14 Murray street, N. Y. 

Fir sale, a number of well BRED AND 
well broken pointers and setters, also doCT 

boarded and broken, satisfaction guaranteed Ad¬ 
dress H, B. RICHMOND, Lakeville. Maas. Bept^,tf 

fftsltri Pi illn SotWy 
Will hold their Twelfth Annual 

BENCH SHOW OF DOGS 
Marcli 16, 17, 18 and 19. 

Show to close at 6 P. M. on the 19th. 

At Grand Central Skating Rink. 
Pennsylvania ave. & Sixth st., Pittsburgh,Pa. 

For Pi-emlum List address 
fphil 4t O. B, ELBEN, Secretary. 
febll.4t ^ WHITMAN, Supt. 
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G0RRE8P0NDENGE. 

Thk Forest and Strkam Is the recognized medium of entertain¬ 
ment, instruction and information between American sportsmen. 
Communications upon the subjects to which Its pages are devoted are 
respectfully invited. Anonymous communications will not be re¬ 
garded. No name will be published except with writer’s consent. 
The Editors are not responsible for the views of correspondents. 

AD VERTISEMENIB. 

Only advertisements of an approved character inserted. Inside 
pages, nonpareil type, 26 cents per line. Special rates for three, six 
and twelve months. Reading notices $1.00 per line. Eight words 
to the line, twelve lines to one inch. Advertisements should be sent 
In by the Saturday previous to issue in which they are to be inserted. 

Transient advertisements must Invariably be accompanied by the 
money or they will not be inserted. 

SUBSGRIPTIONa 
Ittay begin at any time. Subscription price, $4 per year ; $2 for six 
months; to a club of three annual subscribers, three copies for 810; 
five copies for $16. Remit by express money-order, registered letter, 
money-order, or draft, payable to the Forest twid Stream Publishing 
Company. The paper may be obtained of newsdealers throughout 
the United States, Canadas and Great Britain. For sale by Davies 
& Co., No. 1 Finch Lane, Comhill. London. General subscription 
agents for Great Britain, Messrs. Davies & Co., and Messrs. Samp¬ 
son Low, Marston, Searles and Riviugton, 188 Fleet street, London, 
Eng. Foreign subscription price, $5 per year; $2.50 for six months. 

Address all commimications, 
Forest and Stream Pnbllehlns Oo. 

Nos, 39 AND 40 Park Bow. Nkw York City. 

GONTENT8 

Bditortal. 
Mr. Palmer’s “Shy” Deer. 
The Hopatcong Sulphuric Acid. 
The Audubon Society. 
A Superintendent of Protectors. 
To the Walled-In Lakes.—xv. 

The Sportsman Tourist. 
The Hunter’s Vow. 
A Rocky Mountain Sheep Hunt. 

Natural History. 
Washington Doings. 
The Audubon Kociety. 
The Passing of the Buffalo. 
Some Quail Notes. 

Game Bag and Gun. 
Hunting at Army Posts, 
Grouse in the Snow. 
Viva Los Gachupinosl 
A Tramp for Moose. 
A Day with the Cordelia Club. 
Game Protectors’ Reports. 
The Trajectoiy Test. 
Saddle cling for the Plains. 
The Deer Hounding Bill. 

Sea and River Fishing. 
An Icy Bath. 
Canadian Trout Wa’ers. 
The Fish and Fisheries. 
New Trout of Sunapee Lake. 
Maskinonje, Mascallunge, Mas- 

kinauga. 

Sea and River Fishing. 
The Record of a Line, 
Hampton Ponds. 
Color of Trout in Salt Water. 

Fishculture. 
The .4merican Fisheries Society, 

The Kennel. 
That Unpaid Chicago Special 

Again. 
The Newark Dog Show. 
The Hartford Dog Show. 
The Sc. Louis Dog Show. 
The Boston Dog Show, 
New Haven Kennel Club. 
Pittsburg Dog Show. 
Judges as Competitors. 
Kennel Notes. 

Rifle and Trap Shootino. 
Range and Gallery. 
The Trap. 

Canoeing. 
The A, 0. A. Trophy. 
A Boat Cruise on the Severn. 

Yachting 
The Cruise of the Coot.—xvi. 
Sail Plan of the Mermaid. 
A Comparison of Types. 
A Word for the American Sloop. 
Triple Exp’sion Marine Engines. 

Answers to Corresponoknts, 
Publishers’ Department. 

A SUPERINTENDENT OF PROTECTORS. 

bill recently introduced into the New York Assem- 
bly, providing for the appointment of a superintendent 

of game and fish protectors, is an admirable measure and 
should lie passed without hesitation. The full text of the 
measure is as follows: 

Section 1. The Governor is hereby authorized to appoint, by and 
with the advice and consent of the Senate, a person to be known as 
the superintendent of game and fish protectors, w ho shall receive a 
salary of-dollars per annum, with all necessary and traveling 
expenses necessarily and actually incurred, not to exceed-dol¬ 
lars per year, to be audited and allowed by the Comptroller and paid 
by the Treasurer out of any moneys not otherwise appropriated. 

Sec 2. For the purpose of the more effectual enforcement of the 
laws for the protection cf fish and game, the game and iish protec¬ 
tors now or who may hereafter be appointed by the Governor shall 
be subject to the supervis.on and direction of the superintendent 
of game and fish protectors, who shall divide the territory of the 
Slate into protection districts and shall assign to each protector his 
district, and shall have authority also to assign for temporary duty in 
any district a protector from any other district. The said superin¬ 
tendent shall require of each protector at the close of each calendar 
month a report in writing, and in deta 1 stating the service performed 
by each proteotor during the last preceding month, including an 
account of the suits commenced at his instance, the disposition made 
of such suits, the result of any brought to trial, and the condition of 
any undisposed of; and no payment for services performed, or trav, 
eiing expenses paid by any protector, shall be made until the claim¬ 
ant shall present to the Comptroller, in addition to the usual oath 
of performance and payment, a certiflcate from said superintendent 
that he has made the report required by this act, and has in all other 
respects faithfully performed bis official duty. The superintendent 
of game and fljh protectors shall report to the Governor all cases 
of dereliction or neglect of duty of any protector which shall come 
to his knowledge, together with such evidence as he may have touch¬ 
ing the case, and the Governor shall have authority to remove from 
office any protector lo reported to be delinquent, after giving him an 
opportunity to be heard in his defense. 

Sec. 3. Said superintendent of game and fish protectors, and his 
successors who shall be appointed by the Governor, by and with the 
advice and consent of the Senate, shall hold office for three years 
from the date of his appointment, and all vacancies in said office 
shall he filled by the Governor, subject to a confirmation by the 
Senate at the next session, for the unexpired portion of the term in 
which the vacancy occurs. 

Sec. 4. The said superintendent is hereby invested with and shall 
possess all the powers and privileges for the due and proper enforce¬ 

ment of the game and fish laws of this State, now had and possessed 
by law by the game and fish protectors appointed by the Governor 
pursuant to the provisions of chapter five hundred and ninety-one of 
the laws of eighteen hundred and eighty, and the acts amendatory 
of the same or supplementary thereto. 

Sec. 5. It shall be the duty of tbie superintendent of game and fish 
protectors appointed or who may be appointed under this act to 
supervise and direct the work of the game and fish protectors, to in¬ 
vestigate ail complaints concerning their inefficiency or neglect of 
duty, to assign them to duty wherever required, to see that they in 
all things enforce the laws for the protection of fish and game, and 
perform all the duties required of them by law. 

Sec. 6. It shall be the duty of the said superintendent of fish and 
game protectors appointed or who may he appointed under this act 
to file in the office- of the State Comptroller during the month of 
December in each year, all reports made to him during the preceding 
year by the fish and game protectors, and an account stating the ex¬ 
penses paid or incurred by him in the discharge of the duties of his 
office, which account shall be verified by the oath of said superin¬ 
tendent that the same is correct and true in every particular, and 
shall make and present, in January of each year, a written report to 
the Legislature of his proceedings and the nature and extent of the 
services performed by the State game and fish protectors, together 
with such recommendations of further legislative or official action as 
he may deem proper. 

Sec. 7. Section four of chapter three hundred and seventeen of the 
laws of eighteen hundred and eighty-three is hereby repealed. 

Sec. 8. This act shall take effect immediately. 
This supervision of the game and fish protectors is now a 

part of the duty of the commissioners of fisheries, and the 
actual labor falls to the lot of Gen. R, U. Sherman, the secre¬ 
tary of the commission. His position is an unsalaried one. 
the duties relating to the fish commission proper are all that 
such an unsalaried official could be expected to perform, and 
it is quite right that he should be relieved of the supervision 
of the protectors. 

The actual working of the proposed system will depend 
altogether upon the man who may be selected for the appoint¬ 
ment. If the new office is to be made a political sop, the 
system may very readily be botched. If politicians are dis¬ 
regarded and a superintendent appointed because of his 
known and proved fitness for the post, the office may prove 
a most valuable one in perfecting the protective system. We 
know of no one more fitted to take the office and acceptably fill 
it than Mr. A. N. Cheney, of Glens Falls. What Mr, Cheney’s 
politics may be we are not informed, but he has given re¬ 
peated and signal proofs of his devotion to the cause of game 
and fish protection, his information on the subject, practical 
experience, familiarity with the Adirondack region and 
known ability, are such as should be possessed by the first 
superintendent to be appointed should the bill become a law. 

THE AUDUBON SOCIETY. 

''pHE purpose of the Audubon Society is the protection 
of American birds not used for food. To accomplish 

this purpose it will 
1. Secure and publish information to show the extent of 

the present enormous destruction of biids for millinery, de, 
corative and other purposes. 

2. Expose the outrageous and indefensible cruelty of such 
wanton taking of feathered life. 

3. Point out the damage to the agricultural interests of the 
land which must certainly follow the decimation of the In- 
sectivores. 

4. By thus presenting the subject in its ethical, humane 
and economic aspects, enlist the sympathy and active personal 
co-operation of a large membership in the effort to check the 
evil. 

Three forms of pledges have been adopted, viz: 1. To dis¬ 
courage the killing of any bird not used for food. 2. To dis¬ 
courage the robbing of any bird’s nest or the destruction of 
its eggs. 3. To refrain from the use of any will bird’s 
plumage as an article of dress or adornment. 

The Audubon Society certiflcate of membership will he 
issued to those who subscribe to one, two or all of the 
pledges. Membership involves no expense whatever. There 
are no fees of any kind. The funds necessary to carry on 
the work are supplied entirely by voluntary subscription, the 
immediate expense for organization being borne by the 
Forest and Stream Publishing Company. The Society has 
local secretaries in cities, towns and villages. The local 
secretary will furnish the circulars of information and pledge 
forms; will receive the signed pledges, keep a list of the 
members, forward a duplicate list with the pledges for en¬ 
rollment and file at the Society’s office; and will receive in 
return certificates of membership, to he filled out and signed 
by the local secretary and given to the members. No certifi¬ 
cate of membership will be issued to any person except upon 
the receipt of a signed pledge at the office of the Society. 
Where no local secretary has yet been appointed, individual 
applicants for membership may address the vSociety at its 
office, No. 40 Park Row, New York. 

If there is no local secretary in your town, you are in¬ 
vited to act as such yourself. Upon application we will 
supply copies of this circular and pledge forms. The society 
furnishes to each member a handsome certiflcate of member¬ 
ship. This bears a portrait of the great naturalist, John 
James Audubon, after whom the Society very appropriately 
takes its name._ 

MR. PALMER'S '‘SHY’* DEER. 

'^HE strong plea of the deer bounders is—or wEvS, until they 
were forced to back down from the position last Tues¬ 

day—that the deer is such a stupidly tame and donkey-like 
creature that it must be chased by dogs and clubbed by men in 
boats to be made “shy” and “preserved” from the still-hunt¬ 
ers. The bounders have drummed up all sorts of witnesses 
to prove their “shy” argument, and among them Assembly- 
man George W. Palmer, whom the voters of Clinton county 
saw fit to send to Albany as their representative. Mr. Palmer 
is fond of posing before the House as an “old practical 
hunter,” and when he gets up to deliver himself of some 
choice bit of woodcraft his fellow members give him most 
deferential hearing. Mr. Palmer made his little speech in 
favor of deer hounding the other day, and told his little 
story to show how the deer are made “shy” by the dogs. 
This is what he said; 

Six Days of Hounding. How it made them “Shy. ” 
Now let me tell you a little In- The guides said to us, “Put your 

cident that happened to me about dogs in the kennels, and to morrow 
twenty-five years ago, on one of we will have some sport and you 
those beautiful lakes that grace will have some deer. ’ We fol- 
the Adirondack region. A party lowed their advice, the dogs we 
of four or five gentlemen went to shut up. The next day we went to 
tne upper Chataugeay Lake; on a the shores of that lake still-huut- 
little island in the middle we ing, and before noon we bagged 
camped. We had half a dozen seven deer, 
dogs, half a dozen boats, and naif 
a dozen guides. We spent the 
wnole week tbere with our dogs, 
every day strimng a fresh track— 
for SIX long days, and not a deer 
did we get. 

To have such a relation of actual experience of this sort is 
doubtless very gratifying to the bounders. Here is a 
“sportsman” of forty years’experience, who gives definite 
statistics to prove the “shy” theory. His party, he says, 
hounded deer six days, and having by this time made them 
“shy,” went out still-huntiog on the seventh day, and shot 
down seven of them. Hmfabula docet. 

THE HOPATCONG SULPHURIC ACID. 

A NOTE in our angling columns last week called atten¬ 
tion to the outrageous destruction of the fish of Lake 

Hopatcong, New Jersey, by refuse drained from a powder 
mill into the lake. It is one of a series of hundreds of like 
cases, but it happens to be a very aggravated instance. Lake 
Hopatcong, because near New York, has been for some years 
past a favorite angling resort. The lake was stocked with, 
black bass and these have been a great attraction for anglers 
from this city and vicinity. With utter disregard of the 
rights of others, a powder concern has been draining its 
waste into the lake, and the result is that the fish are dying 
off in such numbers that their utter extermination is soon to 
be wrought. The Evening Post reports that a late analysis of 
the water of the lake, made by Dr. Newton, of Paterson, at 
the request of the State Board of Health, proved that its 
waters are highly charged with sulphuric acid, so much so 
that it is a question of only a short time before all the fish in 
the lake will he killed. His analysis of water taken from the 
stream, running through the powder works pi operty into 
the lake, and also of water taken a mile from the shores of 
the lake, proves that it contains from forty to fifty grains of 
sulphuric acid to the gallon. Live fish placed in this water 
by Dr. Newton died wiihin from six to eleven minutes. So 
Hopatcong is to he ruined by the stupidity of powder manu¬ 
facturers who see in that beautiful lake nothing more than a 
cesspool for the waste from their mill. If “Jersey jus¬ 
tice” cannot remedy this outrage the law should be amended 
£o fit such caseS;_ 

A Clear Case.—At a pigeon shooting match in New 
Jersey the other day, an account of which is given else¬ 
where, the birds were mutilated in a barbarous fashion. 
Their tail feathers were pulled out, their eyes were gouged 
out, and they were otherwise maimed, so that their flight 
might be erratic and puzzle the shooters. This is a case 
which we hope to see brought to the attention of the authori¬ 
ties. Every cowardly and brutal fellow responsible for the 
pigeon torture should be indicted and punished. The open 
air and sunlight are too good for them. Their proper place 
is in jail. It is perhaps too much to hope that the richly- 
deserved punishment will follow. There is too much apathy 
on the part of officials and too much demoralization on the- 
partof the public. 
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TO THE WALLED-IN LAKES. 

XV.—A CHBI8TENING. 

'J'HAT evening I had some conversation with Major Allen 

about the management of the agency, and among other 

things he spoke of the Indian police. Of these there are 

twenty-three, appointed by the agent, who receive $8 per 

month, and wear a uniform and a shield badge. Their 

duties are to keep order in the camp and to make such ar¬ 

rests as the agent may direct. They are chosen from among 

the best men in the tribe. When enrolled they are made to 

understand that every man in the service of the United 

States is obliged to take an oath to obey the laws. This is 

the form which these Piegans use: "The Sun is good;’'as 

they say this they point to the sun. "The earth is good,” 

pointing to the ground. ‘T will obey the orders of my chief 
that I may live long with my family.” 

Major Allen gave me a detailed narrative of the terrible 

condition of affairs at the agency when he reached here in 

March, 1884, some account of which has already been pub¬ 

lished in Forest and Stream. He speaks of the Indians 

as now doing well. They are willing to work, but sadly 

need instruction. A number of competent farmers and 

mechanics, say one to every twenty-five families, should be 

appointed to teach these people how to work to the best ad¬ 

vantage. Their will is good but they are very ignorant. 

The next morning as we were sitting in the trader’s store 

old Nei-su Ki-y u (Four Bears), the camp orator, came in and 

began to tell us about the pursuit of the horse thieves by the 

Pegunny. AU through the previous day warriors on broken 

down horses had been coming into camp, some of them driv¬ 

ing before them other animals from the stolen herd which 

had been unable to keep up and been left behind by the 

thieves. These, of course, were the least valuable of those 
stolen. 

The last Indians who had come in the night before had 

reported that when they had turned back the trail was very 

fresh, and that before they were out of sight the fugitives 

had fired the prairie, and they heard distant shots as if a 

fight were taking place. All this Four Bears explained at 

great length and with such expressive gestures that I caught 

the sense of what he was saying even though I did not com¬ 

prehend his word. He is a born orator, has an unending 

flow of words, a sweetly musical voice, and his gestures are 

wonderfully graceful and telling. After he had finished 

telling us about the war party he proceeded to enlarge on the 

strength of his "medicine” and to explain what wonderful 

feats of magic he was capable of. He said that if he wanted 

to he could step out of doors and open his side and have a 

wagon roll out from between his ribs on to the prairie. "If 

I go to war,” said he, "I cannot be hurt. Even if the bullets 

hit me they will not go through my skin, they will glance 
off. I cannot be hurt by them.” 

"Come,” he continued, "I will show you something which 

is medicine.” He spoke to one of the children, who ran 

into the living room and returned in a moment with a glass 

of water and a whistle made from the leg bone of a beaver, 

and gave them to the old man, who led the way out of doors, 

behind the store. Here he put the water and the whistle on 

the ground, and facing about, took off his cap and gazed 

steadfastly at the sun. In a moment or two he began to pray 

earnestly in a low voice, and presently opening his mouth 

wide he seemed to breathe in the sunlight and then stretch 

upward his open hands to grasp the rays of light and pass 

them over his head and breast and arms. Then he took the 

whistle in one hand and raising the glass of water to his 

mouth and immersing the end of the whistle in the water, 

he blew a few shrill notes. Now putting down the whistle 

he took a swallow of the water, and then taking a mouthful 

of it blew it in fine spray toward the sun. Then he made a 

motion as if vomiting into his hand, which he at once held 

out to me, open and palm up. It was wet but there was 

nothing in it. Again he took a mouthful of the water and 

went through the same performance, and showed me his 

hand wet, but empty. A third time this was repeated, and 

I saw something fall from his mouth into his hand, and when 

he held it out to me there lay on the palm a spherical body 

perhaps three-quarters of an inch in diameter, which looked 

like a polished pebble of clouded whitish quartz. After 

allowing me to inspect it for nearly a minute, he returned it 

to his mouth, took a mouthful of water, and apparently 

swallowed it, choking a little bit in the act as if it was too 

large to pass down easily. Mr. Kipp examined his mouth, 

and there was no foreign body in it. Evidently he had swal¬ 

lowed it, We had been watching him closely for an hour 

and he had had no opportunity to put this object into his 

mouth in that time, and it did not seem that he could have 

had it there during the whole time that he had been talking 

to us. He did something very similar- to this recently in Mr. 

Kipp’s presence; but in this case the objects disgorged were 

three or four in number and were much smaller, perhaps 

one-quarter inch in diameter, and looked like hailstones. 

I thought the exhibition worth a present, and going into 

the store got a plug of tobacco, which I put in my pocket. 

As I came out again Four Bears asked Mr, Edpp who I was, 

and he rephed that I came from the end of the world, from 

the edge of the salt water. After a httle more talk Four 

Bears said, "Come, 1 will give him a name. Long ago I 

named White Bull Calf [Mr. Upham], and now I will name 

my son, your friend who comes from where the world meets 

the salt water.” 
Stenoine ud to me he took my hand, and leading me out 

of the shadow faced me about so that I looked toward the 

sun. He threw his cap on the ground and I my hat. Then 
he prayed, saying; 

"Oh Sun, oh Old Man, look down. Have pity. Look 

upon this my son and me. Let us live. Listen. Many 

years ago, when I w'as a young man, I went upon the top 

of the Sweet Orass Buttes, where all the Indians are afraid 

to go, and stayed there long fasting. And while I slept my 

medicine [secret helper] said to me, ‘Take the name Pe-nut- 

u-ye Uim-o-kan [Fisher Cap, cap made from the 

skin of a fisher], that is what you shall be called.’ For 

many years I bore this name, but now I am getting old, and 

before long I must die. I do not longer need this name, and 

now I give it to this my son. Pity him. Give him long life. 

Keep him from all dangers of every kind. When he goes 

into battle let all the bullets miss him, or, if any of them 

must hit him, let them glance off from his body. Care for him 

and let live. Make him strong. Let his children live very 

long and have plenty. Hear, Sun; hear. Old Man; pity, pity. ” 

As he began his prayer he stretched out his right hand 

and made as if grasping the sunlight, which he spread slowly 

over my head on either side, and down over my shoulders, 

arms and breast. Then he said tome, "That is what you 

are called—Pe-nut-ic-ye is-tdm-o kan.” The prayer was ut¬ 

tered with a fervor and earnestness that quite compelled my 
respect. 

After the ceremony was concluded I gave Four Bears the 

tobacco, which he accepted very pleasantly, and when, after 

a little further conversation, he learned that I was going to 

write down an account of it, he expressed a desire to write 

his name in my notebook. This he did by making his mark, 

and I here present the signature as a sort of certificate of 

baptism from him. 
his 

Nei-su X Ki-vu. 

mark 

These were busy days at the agency. The last of the 

crops were being harvested, and all the white men about the 

stockade and every Indian who could be pressed into the 

service were busily engaged either in hauling the grain or 

tending the threshing machine. The Indians work hard and 

faithfully, but, as might be imagined, they did not always 

put forth their exertions to the best advantage. Everywhere 

there was seen the need of more instructors. 

After watching for some time the progress of the work, 

and spending a pleasant hour or two within the stockade at 

the hospitable home of Major Allen, three of us drove over 

to the bluffs and the south side of the valley of Badger 

Creek to look at some of the many graves which stand there. 

In old times the Pegunny, like many other plains races of 

Indians, buried their dead on scaffolds placed among the 

boughs of trees, or sometimes merely raised on poles, as are 

the graves of the Sioux. Such burial places are naturally 

most common along the rivers, because it is along the streams 

that the trees grow. There are many such burial places 

along the Marias River, and the Piegan name of the St. 

Mary’s River is AJi-kl nm-kwo-na. This is often translated 

the River of the Dead; but a better interpretation of it is 

Many Chiefs Dead. Ah-kl is a contraction of ATi-kwl-im= 

plenty; 7i«s-A^zi)o=the scaffold or platform upon which the 

bodies of the dead are placed, and na is a contraction of the 

word ne nah=a chief; so that the full idea of the name 

would be the place where many chiefs are on their scaffolds. 

Efforts have been made at the agency to induce the Indians 

to give up their primitive mode of burial, and during the 

famine winter many of those who perished were buried in 

coffins in or on top of the ground. Often the hole excavated 

was barely deep enough to contain the coffin, so that its lid 

was level with the ground. Over some of these two or three 

inches of dirt had been piled which had been partly washed 

away by the rain. Here and there skeletons of two or three 

horses would be seen lying on the ground by the grave of 

some more important or wealthy man. As a rule these latter 

were placed on the higher bluffs bordering the valley, and 

the coffins were placed on the ground, while on them were 

piled blankets and robes, and in the case of medicine men, 

their bear pipes and other magical implements. 

After death the spirits of the departed—their shadows the 

Pegunny call them—go to the sand hills. This is a barren, 

hilly country near Medicine Hat, and beyond that to the 

northward. Here too go all the spirits of the animals which 

die, and upon these the shadows feed. 

Our stay at the agency drew to a close, and late one after¬ 

noon we bade a cordial farewell to all those who had been so 

kind to us, and Appekunny and I drove off over the level val¬ 

ley, climbed the long hill, and turning, took our last view of 

the interesting spot. Then a few days later I bade farewell 

to Appekunny and started for the East. 

I had spent but a short time at the Walled-in-Lakes, and 

had accomplished but little in the way of shooting and fish¬ 

ing, yet I felt that the long journey had been well worth 

taking. In an experience of the western country extending 

over many years, I can recall but two trips that were so 

pleasant and so profitable as this one had been. Of the mar¬ 

vellously interesting features of the region I have tried to 

tell, and if I have failed, it is in part because their grandeur 

is too surpassing to be adequately treated by my pen. 

The last nights in camp are to me rather sad, full of 

memories in which the bitter and sweet are oddly com* 

mingled. There is pain at leaving so much that is delight¬ 

ful, melancholy in the reflection that one more year is taken 

from the sum of one’s happiest days. But the recollection 

of these days and their joys is full of pleasure. 

Each year it is harder for me to turn my back on all that is 

left of the happy free life of the olden time. The return to 

civilization is like the return to his dungeon of a prisoner 

who has been shown a glimpse of freedom. The mountain 

life of to-day is not the life of twenty, nor even of ten years 

ago, and now there is mingled with the pleasure of my tern* 

porary independence an undercurrent of sadness. I regret 

the changes that have come and others that I sec near at 

hand. It is useless to feel these regrets—still more useless 

to express them, but old men will still be talking, and you 

will have but little more of my garrulity to endure just 
now. 

So my camps for another year are at an end. The old rifle has 

had its final cleaning and is put away, the knife is rusting in 

its sheath. The story of my summer is at an end, and as I 

have 80 often done before, I close the note book and say 

good-bye. __ Yo- 

^portsnim §mri§l. 

THE HUNTER’S VOW. 

HERE the peaks pierce the home of the storms. 
And stretch in their grandeur divine, 

Tumulcuous, mountainous forms 
Along the Canadian line; 

'Mid the. hills where the waters divide. 
Some guifwards beginning their flow, 

Or on the Saskatchewan’s side. 

Rushing north to the inflnite snow, 

Where lie, looking up to the skies, 
Blue lakes ringed with precipice walls, 

Earth’s solemn, unchangeable eyes, 

Whose curtaining lid never falls; 

There, weary of desE and of pen, 

I wandered the free hills to tread 
And find, among primitive men, 

The rest that from cities has fled. 

The whirling mist had wrapped the peaks. 

A long day’s fruitless labor done 
Was ended by the angry streaks 

That showed where sank the stormy sun. 

My mountain Indian's tireless stride, 
Had left me panting far behind. 

I shouted. Only rocks replied 
With echoes drowned by v^lstling wmd. 

At length I found our upward track. 
And stumbling, faUing, wet and chill, 

I traced the faint marks slowly back. 

Till In tall woods the wind grew still. 

Only the boughs, swayed overhead. 
Droned out their deep .Slolian air, 

And startled from his leafy bed, 
Rustled away some half-seen hare. 

Then, lightening through the deep rich gloom. 
Our camp-fire Hashed a yellow star, 

And homely smells, like rich perfume, 
Caught my starved senses from afar. 

“What luck?’’ they cried, as I drew near. 
“Where are the spoils that hunters bring? 

At least the saddle of a deer 
Should answer for your rifle’s ring.’’ 

“I*ve fired no shot this live-long day. 
My gun is clean. My stomach’s light. 

Just pass the venison this way. 
The game will suffer most at night.” 

The man was feeble, and the jest 

Was weaker still. They passed it by. 

And soon refreshed, I lay at rest 

Watching my smoke wreaths float and die. 

Stretched out toward the grateful heat, 
In broken speech, my half-breed guide 

Tells, beside many a venturous feat. 
Fables by long time sanctifled. 

And from his wakened memory pour 
Grim tales of famine, fight and chase, 

And fragments of that mystic lore 
Nurse of the youth of every race. 

Child stories full of shapeless dream, 
Where homely facts of daily life 

Flow, mixed with marvel in a stream 
Of nightmare-hke, chaotic strife. 

Good Indians, skilled in magic rites. 

Still foil by wonder-working plan 

That wicked King of evil sprites. 

The strong, malicious, sly “Old Man.” 

And through the gloom of caverns dark 

And deserts wild, the story flows 

To music of the coyotes bark 
And rumbling march of buffaloes. 

And with a moral end his tales; 
“Make offering to the mighty Sun; 

The favored bullet never fails. 

If the All Seer’s favor’s won.” 

The next day opened dull and gray, 
But scarce our kindling flames arose 

When a young, stalwart Kootenay 
Rode up and broke my long repose. 

Descendant of the Indian horde 

That ruled this region of the West, 

He came as if the countir’s lord 
Were honoring the country’s guest. 

And soon, perhaps, to make us feel 

The more familiarly at home. 

He volunteered to share our meal 
With gesture eloguent, thoug^dumb. 

His blanket then he backward toesed, 

And turning to his offered place 
He stopped, and reverently cross^ 

His brow and whispered earnest grace, 

A pagan bom, a pagan bred. 

He cherished stiU the holy sign 
Some Jesuit martyr, long since dead. 

Had taught his sites as rite divine. 

This symbol of forgotten creed 
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Surviving still, thus testified 

To the high hearts whose fearless deed 

Told unknown tribes how Christ had died. 

Scanty our intercourse at first, 

But when he’d breakfasted his fill, 

Sated his hunger, slaked his thirst. 

In varied tongues he tried our skill. 

But most of all his speaking hands, 

Portrayed his thought to watchful eyes. 

Till silently one understands 
Sense the unpracticed ear defies. 

Grateful, he offered me his aid. 

To lead me over pathways steep. 

And zigzag trails through long years made 

By clambering hoofs of mountain sheep. 

I took the chance and, while I turned 

Away a moment to prepare, 

Amid the bustle, I discerned 

The muttered chant of savage prayer. 

My Kootenay, with upturned eyes 

And waving hands, began his charm. 

That the bright ruler of the skies 

Might guide aright and guard from harm. 

“Wizard power of rock and forest! 

Poiler of the. hunter’s skill! 

Thou who unseen always warrest 

For the flocks we strive to kill! 

Fade before a mightier sovereign, 

Friend and prop of human kind. 

Overhead the Sun god hovering 

Strikes all those who front him blind. 

Hear our prayer benign protector! 

Guide our aim to happy chance! 

And for our divine director. 

Here we vow a sacred dance.” 

The dismal strains of worship ceased. 

We started on our chmb, and soon 

The chill was chased, the toil increased 

By the high sun of golden noon. 

We reached our station near the top 

Of a long, rugged mountain side, 

And here my Indian bade me stop 

While he should fetch a circuit wide. 

I stood alone, yet notalone; 
Around me crag and jutting peak. 

In every weathering sculptured stone. 

Spread stories more than tongue can speak. 

Far back in geologic time 

I saw, in mind, the mighty chain 

Form grain by grain in ocean's slime. 

Then slowly rise to light again. 

Still deeper pierced my roving thought, 

Till (yet unshaped our spinning sphere). 

Save whirling chaos there was naught 

But infinite space, black, cold and drear. 

The north wind stirs upon my cheek, 

And wakes my fancy from its dream. 
The rocks, before so gray and bleak. 

Now catch the sunshine’s fitful gleam. 

Oh! beautiful the cloud of spray, 

That tops the green surf’s glassy arch. 
And beautiful the sunlit play 

Of the long rollers’ measured march. 

But grander, through the cloud wreaths, loom 

The jagged peaks in lofty line; 

And sweeter, through the mellow gloom, 

The breeze-borne scent of larch and pine. 
And far below the river's thread 

Through its great dike in silver breaks. 

Churning, along its rocky bed. 

The waters of the snow-fed lakes. 

The glacier torrent’s turbid green, 

The dark tall cliffs, that towering stood 

Somber as death, like death serene. 

The sinuous ice-field’s creeping flood; 

All this I saw, all this I felt. 

But some great hand the curtain draws. 

And veiled in mist, the visions melt 

Into the valley’s darkening jaws. 

Long,long my watch. But hark! that noise! 

Down the long glacis rattling fast 

Roll stones, forced from their trembling poise 

By some great creature moving past. 

A moment’s pause. Above the ledge 

A head with broad, curved horns is raised 
On the great slope’s extremest edge. 

And looks toward me like one amazed. 

Out on the stillness rings the shot. 

The rocks reverberating ’round. 

Send, from long ridge and hollow grot, 

A thunder of redoubled sound. 

And the struck beast in wild career 

Goes plunging down the bouldered steep; 

Blind with his death woimd, mad with fear. 
Spending his life with every leap. 

Below I found him stretched out dead. 

Yet half reproachful as he lay. 

The noble horns and the proud head 

Thrown backward on the bloody clay. 

Staggering, I homew.ard bore the spoils. 

At last the hunter’s wish was won. 

And, thankful for my ended toils, 

I cried aloud "Strong is the Sun.” 

And round our fire that autumn night. 

While trembling flame spires fell and rose, 
I owned that earnest vows had might 

On forest game and savage foes. 

The dancei Ah! well the dance was done 
By worshippers who owned its spell, 

Though, recreant when the prize was won, 

I scorned the power that earned it well. 
But ever in my inmost mind 

The dry light science gives is dimmed 
When faintly on the northern wind 

The Sun god’s praise comes rudely hymued. 
It echoes over bustling streets. 

Or in short lulls at parting day. 

Its monotone my spirit greets 

With memories of the Kootenay. 
More in the heart than in the ear 

The dreary music stirs again. 

Bringing the god of nature near, 

By the strong faith of simple men. H. 

A ROCKY MOUNTAIN SHEEP HUNT. 

G. Duloo. 

I HAVE been a hunter for many j’ears, and I suppose 
there is to some degree a similarity in the experience of 

sportsmen. At some period of life there is a ruling ambi¬ 
tion to accomplish a certain end, to kill some particular 
animal, or to succeed in some enterprise. Several times in 
my life some special desire has been the center of my thought 
and energy, and during the summer of 1881, which I passed 
at Wagon Wheel Gap, Col., I had the greatest ambition to 
capture a Rocky Mountain sheep. Tears of success had 
effectually destroyed the pleasing novelty of killing bear, 
deer, catamount, et cU. Here was game 1 had never seen; 
and if I could, with the seeios', succeed in capturing, it 
would constitute quite an event in my hunting life—it would 
be a gay feather in ray much-worn cap. 

The proprietor of the hotel (a rude structure, by the way) 
kept a camping outfit for the use of his guests, and when 
they started out on a hunt the tent was pitched high up on 
some mountain, convenient to waier and some desirable 
hunting ground. The blanket^, rations, cooking utensils, 
etc., were packed on burros for tran.'portation, and the little, 
ungainly animals, with packs double their own size, would 
safely climb rocky steeps, that tried the limbs as well as 
lungs of thp men. 

A certain day we all started out on a deer hunt. Kemper 
McDonald, than whom a better man never lived, and a true 
sportsman, Jesse C., Toodle and the writer were the hunters, 
and an Irishman named Charley drove the burros and kept 
camp. While climbing up a* very high mountain, that I 
inight look down and around upon the world, 1 killed, about 
timber line, a fine buck, as fat as his hide would hold. 
When I reached the top I saw, looking north across Bellows 
Creek, (I had with me a No. 1 field glass) a beautiful hunt¬ 
ing country, large parks interspersed with islands of timber, 
and upon my ear there fell a faint sound, much like the 
bleating of sheep. “It may be an illusion—it may be the 
cry of Rocky Mountain sheep,” I said to myself. My hopes 
alternated as that far-away sound continued at intervals for 
perhaps half an hour. 

When we returned to the Gap I gave Mr. Peck, who had 
been living here for several years, a description of what I 
had seen, and of course evinced a strong desire to make an 
effort to get over there. He said nobody lived in that 
direction, and no white man was ever in the fork of Bellows 
Creek, but it was a fine country for deer, and he had been 
told that mountain sheep ranged in that section. That was 
enough for me. Sampson’s green withes and new cords 
would have been as powerless with me as with himself. Mr. 
Peck said I could not get there without going up to either 
Willow or Sunnyslde creek, some ten or twelve miles above, 
and follow either one or the other, and get on the main 
range and then come back. Where there is a will there is 
generally a way, and I determined to take a hunt over there. 
The project was never out of my mind. 

A few days afterward 1 went up Bellows Creek to fish, 
and found a place where I thought pack animals could 
climb the mountain. So, early next morning, I gave direc¬ 
tions to two of our boys and sent them off on horses. They 
returned about 9 o’clock that night and reported a very hard 
climb for three or four miles, but after that it was a fine 
place for hunting; they said they saw twenty-five deer. We 
soon started on our hunt, a horse a piece and four burros 
packed with tents, blankets, etc. After sunset we reached 
the summit of the mountain, and it was dark before our 
lent-was pitched. Our altitude was about 10,500 feet, and 
sometimes this elevation affects persons very unpleasantly. 
It was particularly so with myself at this time. I could not 
breathe freely, it seemed as though my lungs could not be 
filled, and I could not sleep. Just at daybreak I called up 
our crowd to go out hunting and told them to go on and I 
would try to sleep. About sunrise, as I was beginning to 
doze, old Charley yelled out: “Kcrnil, Kernil, geet up, here 
is three of the beegist bucks ye iver see.” I told him to shut 
up and let me sleep. In a few seconds he called again: “Oh, 
Kernil, jshust cume an luke.” By that lime I was wide 
awake, and as I crawled out of the tent he said: “Ill luck to 
ye, they be jshust a goin’into the teember.” While eating 
my breakfast I saw another deer walk across the park about 
300 yards away. I had just started on horseback to look 
around the country when I heard two rifle reports in quick 
succession. While I was prospecting for the best hunting 
ground Toodle went to camp, took the burros and Charley, 
and brought in two very fine bucks, the first he ever killed. 
A prouder boy could not have been found in these United 
States, and Charley shared his glory because such exploits 
always brought him a treat. Mac and Jesse killed nothing, 
although each shot several times. The next day brought 
them better luck, Mac killed a fine deer and Jesse brought 
down a fawn. I asked Jesse where he hit it; he said in the 
hind shoulder. 

The third day I went up the right prong of Bellows Creek 
toward the place, as well as I could locate it, where I 
thought I heard the bleating of sheep some days before, and 
to my great satisfaction I heard the same sound. I returned 
to camp and told Mac about it. He said he was up in that 
direction, heard nothing of the kind, but saw where a band 
of sheep used to feed, about twenty he supposed, and he had 
determined to capture some before he went down to the 
Gap. Toodle, a wonderful woodsman, age and experience 
considered, came in toward evening, and said he had been 
on a mountain six or eiglit miles distant, and had seen hun¬ 
dreds of birds, brown and white in color, which we supposed 
were ptarmigan. 

The next morning we all concluded to go to the top of 
this mountain, but found it impossible to ride near the top. 
Our horses were picketed, and we made the rest of the way 
on foot. The top of the mountain, far above timber line, 
was almost level, and vast numbers of ptarmigan were seen 
in every direction. We went on for several miles and came 
to a gulch, which I felt sure led not only back to camp, but 
to the sheep range. Mac and I agreed to go down this gulch 
and return to camp on foot, leaving the horses for the boys 
to take back. Our way into this vast ravine was very steep, 
and a covering of slide rock rendered it particularly danger¬ 
ous. A single misstep would have precipitated us to the 
bottom, over a thousand feet below, but practice and Provi¬ 
dence had made us sure-footed, and after going down, down, 
down, we reached the bsttom without harm. Very sooii 
several deer showed themselves, and Mac, true to instinct, 
raised his gun to fire. ‘ ‘Pray don’t shoot, ” I said; ‘ 'it would 
be almo.st impossible to get your game to camp. Besides we 
are hunting sheep.” “Well,” he said, “if it is sheep or 
nothing, you go up the side of the mountain about timber 
line, and 1 will stay in the valley; if I stai't the sheep they 
will run up hill, just as they always do.” 

The timber here had aU been burned. It was a hard 
climb, but as I scrambled up hill I saw the whole side of the 

mountain torn up with tracks, some just made. How my 
heart palpitated 1 I had been told that the mountain sheep 
was the wildest animal in the world, and I must be con¬ 
stantly on the lookout. As I rose a little knoll (it was sleet¬ 
ing very hard at the time) I saw indistinctly through the dead 
timber some animals about 200 yards below, either deer or 
sheep. As the sleet cleared away, I discovered that they 
were not deer, and stepping behind a tree I accidentally broke 
a twig. They all jumped and then I knew they were sheep. 
I tired twice, but overshot; went to where they had been, 
and, looking down, saw them all huddled about 250 j’ards 
below. I fired two shots in as quick succession as possible, 
and away they ran again. I went a short distance and saw 
something scrambling near where they stood when I shot 
last. My heart seemed in my throat as I quickened my 
steps. Getting near, I saw two down. “Victory first sight! 
Tell it everywhere! I Glory enough for one summer III” 

Getting closer. I thought they looked mightily like tame 
sheep. How my triumph faced about as I saw the ears 
marked! Hum ph, umph,|umph. Nevertheless it was a good 
joke. I hallooed. Mac answered away down below. I 
hallooed again, lighted my pipe and sat down to smoke. In 
a little while here came Mac all out of breath. “What have 
you killed. Colonel?” “I have killed two sheep.” “Hurrah 
for our side! We are the men to kill mountain sheep!” “I 
killed them, Mac; you had no hand in it,” I replied. “But 
I told you where to go; we killed the sheep. Three cheers 
for Kemper and Tom!” By that time he was close to them; 
his countenance fell. “These are Mexican sheep you have 
killed. Colonel.” “We killed them, Mac.” “No, I had 
nothing to do with it.” “You told me where to go.” After 
a hearty laugh, Mac asked what I was going to do with 
them. I said I would find the owner and pay for them. 
“Let’s take them to camp and eat them. I prefer mutton to 
venison any day,” said Mac. “I would not eat one for $500,” 
I replied. And there we left them. 
^We went on about a mile and saw the whole'mountain 
side covered with sheep and a Mexican as herdsman. 1 
called and told him I had killed two of his sheep by mistake 
and would pay him for them. He answered “Kin savvy.” 
I repeated what I had said. Again he answered ‘'Kin savvy.” 
I then pointed to his sheep, held up two fingers, shut iny 
eyes, and took out my purse. He raised both hands, which 
were bloody, held up one finger to let me know he had killed 
a deer. We went back to camp, acknowledged the corn, 
relished the joke, and the conversation was merging into 
.something else when old Charley said: “Kernil, I teU ye 
what we’ll do, let’s call this Camp Wool.” 

The evening of the next day found us all at the Gap. ilr. 
Peck chanced to know the owner of the sheep. He had lost 
a band of 2,100 the previous fall in a snowstorm and re¬ 
covered only 900. The others died or were eaten by bears 
and mountain lion. All the guests at the Gap and Hot 
Springs soon heard the joke, and when I went over to Hot 
Springs, the boys, by way of reminder, were bleating around. 
Hannibal’s familiarity with military tactics was insignifi¬ 
cant compared with my knowledge of the ways and pro¬ 
clivities of these western boys and men of like persuasion. 
“Come boys, step up,” was an effectual quietus to all baa¬ 
ing, and I must add, it never lost its charm. Roary. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Fnblish- 
ing Co. 

WASHINGTON DOINGS. 
[From our Special Correspondent.] The present winter may be considered one of unusual 

severity for Washington. The Potomac was closed for 
several weeks with heavy ice, the snowstorms were more 
frequent than usual and of longer duration, and the cold 
waves were separated, from each other by shorter intervals. 

About the middle of February, the heavy rains combined 
with the mild weather which followed, so softened the ice 
in the Potomac as to enable the tide to separate it into cakes 
and to carry it off to the sea. 

As soon as the ice would permit, the Albatross left her; 
moorings at the Navy Yard and started on the long delayed - 
trip to the Bahamas. Some time will be spent in dredging! 
in the vicinity of the various islands which constitute this' 
group, thus enabling one of the naturalists to make frequent i 
excursions to the adjacent land, for the purpose of collecting - 
natural history specimens. 

It is a satisfaction to know that Messrs. J. E. Benedict 
and C. H. , Townsend accompany the expedition in the capa¬ 
city of naturalists, their former experience giving promise 
of a valuable collection. Mr. Benedict will devote most of 
his time to the preservation of specimens procured with the 
dredge, while Mr. Townsend will search the islands for rare 
birds as well as other vertebrate forms. 

Mr. Townsend returned a few days before leaving on the 
Albatross from a trip in Alaska, where he devoted consider¬ 
able time in making valuable observations on the fish and 
bir'ds, as well as collections. On his return he stopped for a 
while at Humboldt Bay, Cal., collecting more valuable mater¬ 
ial for future elaboration. 

A number of iuteiesiing papers have been read before the 
various scientific societies this winter. Mr. Geo. E. Curtis 
lectured before the Philosophical Society on * ‘The Farthest 
North.” He gave a long and detailed account of Lieut. 
Lockwood's and Sergt. Brainard’s sledging journey along 
the north shore of Greenland. He compared their trip with 
that of Lieut. Beaumont’s, of the Nares expedition of 1875- 
76, in the same locality, pointing out the reason why, in his 
opinion, the Americans were enabled to reach a higher lati¬ 
tude than the English. Besides being in much better 
physical condition, the sleds were lighter and were drawn by 
dogs, which animals were wanting in Lieut. Beaumont’s ex¬ 
pedition. Great importance was placed on the value of dogs 
in Arctic traveling. Although a man can draw a half more 
than a dog, he consumes so much more food that the extra 
weight necessary for his subsistence greatly overbalances the 
gain derived from his superior strength. Another factor 
pointing to their success was spoken of by Dr. Dali, in the 
remarks following the lecture, which was that an Eskimo 
driver accompanied them, who evidently was versed in keep¬ 
ing the sled-runners well iced, by pouring water on them, to 
reduce the friction to a minimum while they were traveling 
over snow and ice. 

At the same meeting Prof. O. T. Mason read a paper, a ' 
portion of which was on the “throwing stick” of the Ei-kimo, j 
and exhibited many interesting specimens of this valuable 
accessory to the harpoon. The simplest form comes from 
the Eskimos near the mouth of the Mackenzie River, whence 
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passing to th.e westward it undergoes a variety of modifica¬ 
tions in form in the various tribes, until below the peninsula 
of Alaska near Sitka it becomes an elaborate piece of carv¬ 
ing inlaid with shell fragments, and ceases to be of use except 
as an ornament. 

Prof. G. Brown Goode lectured before the Biological 
Society on “The Beginnings of American Natural His¬ 
tory,” the occasion being the address of the retiring presi¬ 
dent. Brief mention was made of the earlier English, 
French, Dutch and Spanish naturalists who visited the 
country, or whose writings treated of its natural history. 
The early Spaniards in the capital of Montezuma found 
large and well-conducted zoological gardens for the instruc¬ 
tion and amusement of the people. How humiliating it is 
that such an extensive zoological garden should have existed 
in America in the sixteenth century, at the capital of a half- 
civilized nation, and that no such thing as yet exists at our 
national capital. 

Thomas .Jefferson was spoken of in the highest terms as a 
naturalist. Had he not been so much absorbed in matters 
pertaining to the State, he undoubtedly would have been a 
master of science. It is probable no two men have done,so 
much for science in Amei'ica as Jefferson and the elder 
Agassiz, not so much by their direct contributions to knowl¬ 
edge as by the encouragement they gave to science by their 
advocacy." 

Dr. C. Hart Merriam has presented several valuable papers 
at various meetings of the Biological Society, entitled, “Con¬ 
tributions to North American Mammalogy.” 

He separates the eastern chipmunk into two races, giving 
the name of Tamia-x stnaius lysteri to the animal which oc¬ 
curs in the Adirondack region of New York, Northern New 
England and portions of Canada, the habitat of the typical 
Tamias striaius being Southern New York, New Jersey, 
southward to Georgia. In a following paper he described a 
new and very marked species of the chipmunk, from the 
Sierra Nevada Mountains of Central California, ten speci¬ 
mens of which were exhibited. On account of its long 
striped ears the. appropriate name of Tamias macrorhabdotes 
was given it. The most important paper from his pen was 
the descrij)tion of a new species of Shmo’tl or mountain 
beaver {Aplodontia), from the mountains of California. The 
species is much larger and heavier than the Washington 
Territory species (A. rufa), and the hair is of a different 
texture and color. It was named A. major. There are a 
number of good chai-acters which distinguish the skuU of A. 
major from that of A. rufa. 

At the last meeting of the Biological Society Dr. GeorgS 
Vaseyreada paper entitled “New and Recent Species of 
North American Grasses,” and Mr. Charles Hallock pre¬ 
sented a paper on “Hyper Instinct of Animals.” If space 
permitted a number of other interesting papers on various 
subjects might be mentioned. 

The initial lecture of the course of the “Saturday Lec¬ 
tures” (which are under the auspices of the Anthropological 
Society and the Biological Society), was delivered in the 
lecture room of the National Museum on March 6, by Mr. 
William Hallock, the subject being “The Geysers of the 
Yellowstone.” 

The following names and subjects have been announced 
for future lectures: Prof. Wm. Harkness, “How the Solar 
System is Measured.” Prof. T. C. Mendenhall, “The Nature 
of Sound.” Prof. F. W. Clarke, “The Chemistry of Coal.” 
Dr. C. Hart Merriam, “The Migration of Birds.” 

The Cosmos Club, a club composed of the scientific men 
of Washington, recently came into possession of the large 
and desirable premises on the corner of Lafayette place and 
H street. The building will undergo many changes, and a 
large assembly hall or'^lecture room will be added, which 
will be used by the various scientific societies as a place of 
meeting. 

Early in the season a fine snowy owl w'as secured at 
Arlington Heights, Va,, and purchased by the National 
Museum. Ornithologists hoped this owl was a forerunner, 
and that others would soon appear, but their expectations 
were not realized. 

The large harpy eagle which had been so long in the eagle 
cage at Central Park, N. Y., and was so much admired, re¬ 
cently died. It was presented to the Smithsonian Institute, 
and was mounted by Mr. Marshall the taxidermist. 

A considerable number of pileated woodpeckers have been 
observed in the market stalls during the winter. As many 
as five or six have been seen at one time, all were reported- as 
coming from Vh’ginia. It is strange that crows which are 
considered as one of the birds possessing the greatest amount 
of intelligence, should not profit by this intelligence as well 
as by bitter experience. In the fall and wdnter they congre¬ 
gate in immense numbers in this vicinity, roosting in or near 
the National cemetery, at Arlington. During the colder 
weather when the ground is covered with snow, the food 
supply is limited in the area over which they make daily ex- 
cm-sions, so that many are unable to procure sufficient food, 
become enfeebled, and eventually ;die of starvation. This 
mortality would be greatly lessened if they should roost in 
smaller colonies at some distance apart. 

Mr. Wm. Hornaday proposes to found in the National 
Museum a small collection of bird skins, one or two skins 
to be prepared by each of the more noted ornithologists of 
this country. Mr. Horuadaj mounted a zebra, which has 
lately been placed on exhibition in the Museum. The general 
expression of the head and face, together with the position 
of the animal, seem perfect, and plainly show what can be 
done. 

Dr. TrybOitii, who was sent by the Swedish Government 
to this country to examine and study into the practical work¬ 
ings of the U, S. Fish Commission, expresses himself highly 
pleased with what he has already seen. Daring the coming 
season he will study carefully the different steps essential to 
the hatching and" subsequent care of each species of fish 
with which the commission has to do. He will shortly start 
on a visit to several of the hatcheries on the Great Lakes, 
and later will make a trip to California. 

The summer before last, during a visit to Winnipeg, I asked 
the agent of the Hudson’s Bay Fur Co. for statistics about 
the buffalo and was told that the year before he received 
from the Winnipeg district twelve thousand skins and that 
year only four! During the same summer I saw in the 
neighborhood of Lake Minnewakan, Dakota, hundreds of 
buffalo skeletons bleaching upon the prairie where the ani¬ 
mals had been slaughtered only three or four years before, 
chiefly for their hides as I was told. The pioneer farmers 
were beginning to gather up the bones and sell them at the 
railway station for about $8 per ton, to be shipped to Mis¬ 
souri to be converted into fertilizer—a strange product of the 
soil and one that will never be gathered again. At Winni¬ 
peg I was gratified to learn that there was about twelve 
miles from the city a gentleman who had about fifty head of 
buffalo in a large inclosed preserve of some eight hundred 
acres, but that many individuals of the herd were not of pure 
blood but the result of crossing with domestic cattle. It 
would be intere.sting to know if similar efforts are being 
rriade elsewhere for the preservation of the buffalo, and in 
this connection I should like to ask if any one can inform 
the readers of the Forest and Stream what has become 
of the two or three fine specimens which were recently ex¬ 
hibited about the country by William Cody (Buffalo Bill), 
in his “Wild West” show, and where they were obtained. 
Could Mr. Cody himself do a more graceful thing than to 
give to the Forest and Stream what information he can 
as to the present existence of the race in the destruction of 
which he gained his peculiar fame, and such suggestions as 
he can offer as to its preservation from entire extinction? 

C. H. Ames, 
Boston, Mass. 

THE AUDUBON SOCIETY. 

Ediior Forest mid Stream: 
I wish you good speed in the work which you have so 

ably espoused, of preventing the wanton slaughter of birds. 
The press of the country generally needs to be awakened to 
the importance of this subject. Usually questions of this 
kind are largely discussed only when made popular by ener¬ 
getic writers or popular journals, I am glad to note that it 
IS becoming fashionable for the leading journals to discuss 
this topic. I will give a few recent thoughts on the bird 
question; 

Fruit growers and farmers do not appreciate the import¬ 
ance of the birds that nest in their fields and orchards, or 
follow the paths of their plows and harrows. 

There is great need of protection for birds, yet the average 
ruralist is not familiar with the name of one bird in ten that 
inhabits his fields, thus is not able to distinguish the most 
delightful songster or the most effective insect destroyer. 

Each living creature has its use in the economy of nature, 
and no species can be annihilated without disturbance of 
equilibrium. The flies are useful scavengers. Mosquitoes, 
worms, snakes, toads and all forms of life were designed for 
a good purpose. One race may do service in keeping the 
other in check. 

The increase of insects is marvelous. One insect may in 
one year become the progenitor of six billion descendants. 
Three hundred and twenty-five actual species of insects are 
known, and it is thought that there are as many more species 
unknown. If undisturbed, insects would destroy every 
green thing upon the earth’s surface, and men would perish; 
but nature has provided enemies, and prominent among 
them are the birds, which keep the insects in check without 
cost to the horticulturist. 

A swallow as it skims through the air on a summer day, 
will destroy more insects than a farmer in the same length 
of time sweating over a heavy bucket of Paris green mix¬ 
ture. 

As the country became cleared of timber and more thickly 
inhabited, the birds have been destroyed in large numbers 
and insects have gained the ascendancy. 

There are birds worn by our city belles that aUve would 
accomplish more good work for mankind than the average 
fashionable belle, although she lived for a century. The eyes 
and beaks of these dead birds cry out in shame against the 
cruel fashion that causes their slaughter. 

I once heard an intelligent fruit grower exclaim: “Shoot 
the birds, they are eating my cherries.” Why not as well 
say: “Shoot the horses, they are eating my oats; shoot the 
cows, they are eating my hay; shoot the chickens, they are 
eating my com; shoot the children, they are eating my 
bread.” If the horses, cows, chickens, and children are use¬ 
ful and desirable features of our homes we must not des*^^roy 
them; neither must we destroy the birds if useful and de¬ 
sirable. 

Five thousand miles is not a long distance for birds to 
migrate. They often breed in one locality and feast in 
another. But "wherever they go. wherever they alight for a 
mouthful of food, the gun, trap, cat or robbers await them. 
How long will the race survive such treatment? Is not this 
a question worthy of consideration? Charles A. Green, 

Chairman Com. on Ornithology W.N. Y.H. Society. 
Rochester, N. Y. _ 

The lady leaders of the Audubon movement should not 
forget that a prime essential of success is the creation of a 
new channel for the diversion of the current of prevalent 
fashion. No old fashion in dress is ever discarded until a 
new rival establishes its claims to popular favor. Ethical, 
economic and aesthetic forces hurl themselves against estab¬ 
lished fashion in vain. Even the keen shafts of ridicule 
glance off harmless. Fashion can be successfully assailed 
by fashion only. The old by the new. Before feathers can 
be driven out, flowers, or artistically arranged ribbons, or 
other method of ornamention must come in. Ethical, econ¬ 
omical and aesthetic forces are valuable auxiliaries, but the 
practical business of the campaign is to inaugurate a new 
fashion which can successfully compete with feathers for 
popular favor. The Audubon Society must resolve itself 
into a committee of taste, or take counsel with the milliners. 

THE PASSING OF THE BUFFALO. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The positive assurance contained in the letter of Mr. 

Arnold Hague of the U. S. Geological Survey as to the ex¬ 
istence of a few small herds of buffalo in the Yellowstone 
Park, is exceedingly gratifying to me, and doubtless to 
thousands of your readers, and you deserve all thanks for 
your efforts to secure the needed legislative action to secure 
this noble game from utter extinction. The need of 
immediate and vigorous action is most urgent. The de¬ 
struction of the vast herds which so recently roamed 
over the northwestern prairies has been so sudden that 
sportsmen and naturalists have hardly yet awakened to it 

The feather-decked hats reach their highest development 
at the great gambling resort of Monte Carlo, where according 
to the Londem World, “the ladies’ hats are as high as the play. 
Three girls, presumably sisters, and undoubtedly Ameri¬ 
cans not in society, attract an immense attention by reason 
of their showy garments. They wear very high conical 
hats, ornamented in front with large green and yellow par¬ 
rots with glaring glass eyes. Each bird is perched on a little 
bough, and it is'impossible to imagine anything more ludic¬ 
rous or in worse taste. The girls are incessant talkers, and 
my correspondent tells me they are known by the nickname 
of the ‘Prattling Pollies.’ ” 

It is proposed to kill off, with poisoned crumbs, the 

English sparrows which have bravely weathered the intense 
cold and deep snows of this unusually bitter winter. Why? 
Because these pugnacious little scavengers are said to be 
driving away our native birds. Yesterday an observer 
counted the remains of over twenty of our most attractive 
New England birds sewed to the* headgear of the women 
who were riding into town in a horse-car. Five pairs of 
woodpeckers’ wings and their accompanying tails graced, 
or rather disgraced, the hat of one of these persons. We 
venture to say that not one among ten thousand pretended 
friends of our birds ever saw an English sparrow kill or maim 
a native songster. On the other hand, how many women 
are there in the State of Massachusetts who can say that 
they have never worn the plumage of one of the birds they 
profess to love? If poisoned bre^Si is to be fed to the worst 
enemies of our birds, milliners and their customers would 
better live on crackers.—Boston Adeertiscr. 

The humorous writers are poking fun at the feathered 
hats. “E. R.” writes in the Rochester Post-E.epress: 

All the appeals that have been made to the sentimental 
side of woman’s nature, in behalf of the song birds, having 
failed to induce her to abandon the practice of wearing their 
dead bodies to deck her garments, I wish to suggest a way that 
may be more effective toward protecting the feathered tribe 
from sacrifice on the altar of fashion. The plan is to simply 
enforce the laws now in existence for the punishment o"f 
those who kill, or have in their possession, song or insectiv¬ 
orous birds, except for scientific purposes. The state prisons 
and penitentiaries are occupied by thousands of prisoners who 
broke laws that are not at all more binding, in a legal sense, 
than the law for the protection of birds. Every one of the 
ten thousand women in Rochester who has a stuffed song 
bird on her hat is liable to imprisonment for a year or a fine 
of $25. Some of them wear more than one bird, and they 
are subject to a double or triple fine or term in prison, for 
each one of them is guilty of a misdemeanor by the act of 
having in her possession “after the same is killed,” the bird 
with which she seeks to increase her own attractions. If 
any wife, daughter, or sweetheart of a lawyer reads this and 
has any doubt of its tnith, let her consult him, even if she 
has to pay a fee, and be convinced that 1 speak words of 
truth and soberness. When they realize the danger they are 
in by appearing before witnesses with the proof of their guilt, 
they may thank me for this warning, and hasten to destroy 
the poor dumb remains of the beautiful creatures they caused 
to be killed and resolve not to incur such consequences again. 
Think seriously of it, ye fair and gentle dames who have 
broken your country’s laws. Picture yourselves under arrest, 
then indicted, next on trial in the Oyer and Terminer or not 
less terrible Court of Sessions, wherein case of conviction (of 
which there can be no doubt), you will be solemnly sworn to 
tell your age, whether you are married or single, did you 
have religious instruction, can you read and write, and were 
you ever before convicted. After your answers to these in¬ 
teresting questions have been recorded in black ink, the 
judge will ask you if you have anything to say why sentence 
should not be pronounced, and whether you have or not, he 
will proceed to say that you, Maud, Minnie, or Laura so and 
so, shall be imprisoned in the-penitentiary for the term of 
six, eight, ten or twelve months, just as the court feels in¬ 
clined. 'Then an officer will place heavy steel hand-cuffs on 
your beautiful wrists, or at least one of them, and you will 
be taken in company with other sinners to the prison to 
which the judgment of the court consigned you. In the 
house of woe you will have to work hard several hours a day. 
You will not be allowed to talk to your neighbor, nor read 
the papers, nor go to concerts, nor do anything except what 
the keeper of the prison directs. If the satisfaction you de¬ 
rive from wearing a glass-eyed bird perched in an unnatural 
position on your hat, is equal to the pain you vould undergo 
in the hands of the law, as I have mildly drawn it, then, 
according to one of the maxims of an ancient philosopher, 
you may take the risk. In conclusion, I will offer you a 
word of advice, for really I am not your enemy, it is, that 
henceforth, on going out with the mummified bird in your 
bonnet, you make arrangements for the orderly management 
of affairs at home in case of your prolonged absence. State 
Game Constable George M. Shwartz is about to prosecute a 
vigorous spring campaign, and John McDermot has been 
elected city game constable. This new broom may sweep 
you off the street and into a cell at the police station any 
day. Beware' 

At a recent meeting of the South Bristol Farmers’ Club, 
the following total abstinence pledge was circulated by Daniel 
Ricketson, Esq.: “We hereby agree neither to buy nor use, 
for any purpose whatever, the plumage of birds which have 
been killed solely for decoration. And we promise to exer¬ 
cise all our influence to further the object of this pledge, 
which is the preservation of song birds. ” 

SOME QUAIL NOTES. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Yesterday Mr. Arthur L. Smith, of Toledo, took his de¬ 

parture for his new home in Washington Territory, where he 
has purchased six hundred acres of very desirable land near 
Spokane Falls and purposes stock farming. As a part of 
his family he takes with him a dozen live specimens of our 
own Bob White {Ortyx v.) and expects to turn them down on 
his new domain. I know they are in fine condition, for I 
fed them all winter, and Mr. S. believes from a previous 
knowledge of the climate of that portion of the Territory 
that the birds can be acclimated there without difficulty, a 
belief in which some of the rest of us share. 

Speaking of acclimation, my pair of Arizona quail sent me 
in October, 1884, “come up smiling” after their second 
winter in the open air of Northern Ohio, and have aheady 
begun mating, and will probably nest in April. Perhaps 
Mr. Brown will kindly tell us whether they are ever known 
to be polygamous in their breeding habits. 

This winter I have earned through some fifty head of 
Virginia quail and other game birds, with a moderate per 
cent, of loss among the wild stock, and none at all among 
those previously on hand. Shall turn out birds intended for 
stocking purposes within the next two weeks if the weather 
is not unfavorable. 

Among the birds on hand at the beginning of the past 
winter was a male Vuginia quail hatched in the summer of 
1884, and now some eighteen months old. All the wild 
quail were placed in the same coop with him, and he ap¬ 
peared from the first to view their restlessness and alarm with 
a great deal of good-natured contempt. But among the new 
comers was one large, fine looking hen, and with her he was 
deeply smitten from the first. It was evidently a case of 
mutual admiration, since the hen at once placed herself 
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under bia care, follows bim about, and is found with hitu 
when lie stays (as he generally does) at the opposite end of 
the coop from the rest. That this is one and the same hen is 
established b.v the fact that when I first discovered the attrac¬ 
tion 1 marked the hen by tying bits of blue woolen yarn on 
her legs so that she can always be identified. Jay Bebe. 

HUNTING AT ARMY POSTS. 

FEW more replies from outlying army posts adds to 
the favors we have received from our friends in uni¬ 

form, and our readers, too, are treated to additional notes 
from men at the front, close up to the ever-retreating game 
line in our rapidly filling domain. 

Toledo, Ohio, March 11. 

A Pet Skunk.—Mr. S. was left last summer to keep 
“bachelor’s hall” while his wife went North on a visit. _A 
few months after Mrs. S. left home, Mr. S. was quietly sit¬ 
ting by his kitchen fire reading, when he was somewhat sur¬ 
prised to see a skunk come in at a small opening in the door 
which had been left for the accommodation of the cat. The 
skunk was jet black, not a white hair on him, as far as Mr. 
S. could see. He first looked sharply at Mr. S., then com¬ 
menced to explore the room. After bis tour of inspection, 
seeming to think everything all right, he laid down by the 
stove and was soon asleep. Mr. S. sat quietly all the time, 
wishing to see what his visitor would do next. Some time 
after, the skunk, probably thinking that his visit had been 
long enough, quietly left the room the way he entered. This 
programme was kept up for about twenty evepinas, not all 
in succession, however. The coming of the animal got to be 
so common that Mr. S. took no notice of it after looking up 
on its entrance, but read until bedtime and then retired. 
Sometimes he left his visitor in possession of the room. At 
first the cat did not like the intrusion, but raised her back 
and sputtered on the skunk’s arrival. It gradually got accus¬ 
tomed to the visits and paid no more attention to his skunk- 
ship than Mr. S. did. Sometimes the cat would leave part 
of its supper in a saucer in the corner, when the skunk 
would finish the balance. After a time the visits ceased alto¬ 
gether, and nothing has since been seen or heard of the sable 
pet. No unpleasantness resulted from this caller. It shows 
the harmless natiue of the animal when it is not molested. 
Almost anybody in Mr. S.’s place would have jumped up, 
threw something at the skunk, and then-been sorry for 
it for several weeks afterward.—Red Wing (G-lencoe, Vol. 
Co., Fla.).__ 

^an(B agd 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream FtMish- 
ing Co. _ 

THE TRAJECTORY TEST. 

The full report of the Forest and Stream’s trajectory test of bunt¬ 

ing rifles has been issued in pamphlet form, with the illustra¬ 
tions and the tabular summary, making in ail 9fi pages. For sale at 

this office, or sent post-paid. Price 60 cents. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
A very extended description of this beautiful section of 

country, with a full account of its resources for sport would 
be very interesting. But unless one goes some distance from 
the post, game is" scarce—as is usual near military posts 
whose vicinity is always thoroughly and continuously hunted. 
Ducks and geese are fairly abundant within six or eight 
miles. Fish also between ten and twelve, are numerous and 
large, the sport in the Williamson River—twelve miles dis¬ 
tant-being magnificent between May and November. But 
the “post iarder” does not take game of any kind into con¬ 
sideration. The Springfield shotgun is excellent—of its kind 
—and is much used for want of a better; but it is considered 
even by those who use it as a dernier ressort. As double- 
barreled breechloading shotguns of good make and Caliber 
are issued in some branches of the service, we see no reason 
why each company should not be supplied with two such 
guns. A. R. Egbert, First Lieutenant, 2d Infantry. 

Fort Klamath, Ore., Feb. 15. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
In reply to your note of inquiry dated Jan. 9, you are re¬ 

spectfully informed that large game is not plentiful in this 
immediate vicinity, particularly this year on account of 
drouth. Small game—duck, quail and rabbit—is plentiful; 
also doves, starlings and blackbirds. Of ducks we have a 
few canvasback, more redhead, a large proportion of green- 
head, and any amount of the more common varieties. Of 
quail {Orlyx californieus) we have the “black plume” and the 
‘•white crest,” bothi long winded and very swift runners; 
when matured will not lie to a dog. The prevailing 
drouth has destroyed all the ponds on the Texas hank of the 
Rio Grande, but just across, in the “Land of God and 
Liberty,” the ponds, lakes and sloughs are never failing. So 
also the ducks. 

On several different occasions, during November and 
December last, the entire garrison was bountifully supplied 
with ducks bagged by three guns, twice with two guns and 
once with one gun, the party"^leaving camp at 9 o’clock A.M. 
and returning at retreat, the one-gun party left earlier and 
returned later. Distance from fort to nearest pool seven 
miles. The officers and several of the men own and shoot 
their own or their neighbors’ guns. 

The Springfield shotguns issued to troops cannot compete 
alongside the hard and long shooting double guns, and are 
not used, so far as my observation extends. 

The larders were well supplied with duck, quail and rab¬ 
bit, with now and then a saddle of venison ano large channel 
catfish. S. B. M. Yoeng. 

GROUSE IN THE SNOW. Camp Rice, Texas, Feb. 28. 

FI''HE Maine papers have contained numerous items of late 
JL concerning the probable destruction of ruffed grouse 

by the snow crusts, and the Forest and Stream has had 
one or two communications of that nature. The partridge 
has a habit of burrowing in the snow at night, and the 
observers who have been writing for the papers, tell us that 
the snow crust freezes and the bird is imprisoned, hence 
becoming the prey of the fox, its worst enemy. “There 
peated and severe snow crusts this winter has imprsioned 
hundreds of them and the grouse shooting must be poor next 
fall,” they say. Well, nature has made a mistake, then. To 
make the" natural bed of the grouse the snow and to leave it 
liable to be frozen in at every thaw, was a fatal blunder to 
that bhd. Does nature make many such blunders? Docs 
nature leave the breast of the waterfowl to be penetrated by 
the cold water, or has she covered that part with feathers so 
thick and oily that “the duck’s breast is ever dry.” Has she 
left the legs of the deer, which lies on the snow, bare and 
liable to he frozen when the mercury goes down to zero, as 
it does so many nights in the North Woods? Answer—the 
man who ever saw a deer with frozen legs. No. The deer’s 
body and legs are covered with hair, one of the strongest 
non-conductors of heat, so thick that not a particle of the 
heat of the animal's circulation escapes. 

But the partridge dives under the snow and the snow does 
freeze. Granted, but when does the snow freeze so as (o 
form a crust? Immediately after a thaw. It rains all day 
or for several days. Then the wind turns about into the 
northwest, and the mercury falls, the crust forms, and the 
partridges are caught. Well, they would he, if they were 
under the snow; but, in all candor, it is fair to ask, who 
ever saw a partridge dive into the wet snow? Is it not 
always the dry snow of a cold, frosty night, into which the 
bird dives, to form its bed? If the snow is dry, can a crust 
form over it? The change of weather mentioned above takes 
place almost invariably at night in the New England cli¬ 
mate. The day has been warm or rainy, the snow is wet, 
but the partridge goes to bed in the trees. He is just as fond 
of the wet snow to burrow in as a hen is fond of' swimming 
in a frog pond. He avoids the rain and wet as sedulously as 
any one of the bird family, and hence escapes the dreadful 
snow crust. Again, although the bird dives under the dry 
snow, yet before he turns his attention to sleep his head 
comes out so near the top that he can both see and hear, and 
would be very likely to feel any sudden fall of rain and im¬ 
mediately put himself in position to be crusted under rather 
than over. 

The above position is taken after many years’ careful not¬ 
ing of the habits of the grouse. Without boasting I have 
traveled many miles in the woods on snowshoes where the 
borrowings of the grouse were very plenty, yet never have 
I seen the place where I supposed the bird came to his end 
by being crusted beneath the snow. These burrowings aie 
plainly discernible, especially toward spring when the snow 
has begun to settle, and if the grouse peri.shed there, the 
feathers at least would be left. I have found where the 
partridge has come to his end in the winter, but not gener¬ 
ally near any burrow. The owl is a deadly enemy of the 
grouse, and woe betide him if Too Whoo gets his night eye 
upon him. 

Now, in all candor, will the writers in the Forest and 
Stream note carefully how many birds come under their 
observation as actually having perished under the snow 
crust, and give us the number? From such facts we will 
measure the prospects of our fall shooting; hut give us no 
more of the old whine that the partridge dives under the 
wet snow and gets crusted over. And, to wind up with, 
will they please tell us how many hens they ever saw go in 
wimming? Dry Snow. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The only two species of grouse found in the Puget Sound 

country are tlie ruffed and dusky, or blue grouse. The latter 
are plentiful along the foothills of both the Cascade and 
Coast range of mountains. Both the Virginia and California 
quail have been introduced into this part of the Territory, 
and owing to the mildness of the winters, are increasing 
rapidly. On some of the islands in the sound a fair day’s 
shooting can he had on this bird alone. The Chinese or 
Mongolian pheasant, have also been introduced here, but as 
yet are principally confined to Protection Island, alttiough 
some have been seen on the mainland. All kinds of water- 
fowl abound in the waters of Puget Sound. Some of the 
finest hags of ducks and geese I ever saw were made on 
Whitby Island, a short distance from Fort Townsend. 

The country lying between the Straits of Fuca and the 
Coast Range is, as yet, comparatively unknown. Within 
the past two years two parties have been sent From this post 
to reconnoiter this country. Both parties reported as hav¬ 
ing seen large herds of elk near the base of the range, 
where the timber and underbrush is not so dense as it is 
nearer the Straits. When heavy snows fall on the moun¬ 
tains this animal is found nearer the coast. The white and 
black-tail deer are plentiful all throuerh this part of the Terri¬ 
tory, also a great many black hear and cougar; but owing to 
the heavy growth of timber with thick underbrush and wind¬ 
falls, the hunter finds it more of a task than a pleasure in 
hunting the large game. B. 

Fort To'wnsend, W. T., Feb. 20. 

Editor Forest and Stream-: 
The Sringfield shotguns (single barrel) are used by the men 

more or less according to the amount of small game near a 
post. The guns were issued a few years ago (five, if I re¬ 
member rightly), two to a company. They are 20-gauge. 
From this post, parties go out from time to time to kill game 
for the dinners of the companies on Thanksgiving, Christ¬ 
mas, etc. Deer and wild turkeys are the game most sought 
after. One of the cavalry troops sent out a few men before 
last Thanksgiving to the Pecos River (ninety miles) for 
game. They brought back with them for the troop dinner 
75 ducks (mostly mallards) and 122 quail (called here 
the whitetop quail. It is the so-called partridge or 
blue quail of Eastern writers (Gallvpepla squamata), and 
some antelope. More game was killed, but was eaten 
on the trip. The quail and the ducks were gotten with 
the shotguns. The charge used on this hunt for these 
Springfield 20 gauge gnus was 95 grains of fine musket 
powder (about drams) and ounces shot. The load of 
powder I consider entirely too great. Still the end seems to 
justify the means, for meat was what they went for and 
meat they got. A much better charge would have been 2^ 
to 2| drams (70 to 77 grains) moderately coarse powder and 

ounces of No. 4 shot for the ducks. Fine shot does not 
do well in these small gauges; it requires too great a charge 
of powder to give it strength. My experience has been that 
No. 6 is as small as ought to be used. The shells are made 
by the government. They are copper and not brass and are 
24 inches long. These guns whec properly loaded shoot 
well and kill as far as the larger gauges, but they, like all 
small gauges, shoot very close and scatter but little, so they 
are not liked by poor shots, as there is no trusting 
to luck and scattering to make up for had shooting. You 
have to hold right on the bird. I have known a 
fun grown wildcat {Lynx rvfus) to be dropped 
dead by one of these guns at 65 yards. The stocks of the 
guns are rather short, too short for many persons. I think 
the barrels are much too short, and should be 32 to 34 inches 

1 long. The action is the Springfield, strong, solid and safe. 

The gun weighs 6 pounds, the length of barrel proper is 29 
inches, including the breech block the length of barrel is 29i 
inches. Take it all in all, I consider the guns satisfactory, 
and they fulfill the purpose foi which they were issued. 
That is, to give the soldier something to kill game with that 
is too small for shooting with the army rifle. 

As to game in the vicinity of post, within fifteen miles 
there are two kinds of bears, black and cinnamon, two kinds 
of quail, “whitetops” {Callipepki squamata) and fool quail 
(Massena quail of eastern writers, Cyrtonyx massena), wild 
turkeys, blacktail deer, panther, wildcat, and two kinds of 
hares, the “cotton-tail” nnd Lepus ameideanus, var. Bairdii. 
In the spring and fall a few ducks on the mountain streams, 
mostly mallard, widgeon and greenwing teal, and the cinna¬ 
mon teal. By going some distance you get plenty of ducks 
and geese and antelope. The bears are very abundant, more 
so than anywhere I know of. In a range of mountains but 
nine miles from the post they are plentiful. They are not 
hunted. Turkeys are plentiful also. Deer are not so com¬ 
mon, as they are killed by the Apaches, but luckily these 
Indians will not eat wild turkey, so this helps to protect 
them. The Apaches also will not eat trout, which is another 
blessing, as otherwise they would be exterminated. Bear 
meat is another food the Apaches are forbidden by their 
religion or superstition to eat. F. 

Fort Stanton, N. M., Feb. 3. 

THE TRAJECTORY TEST. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
All sportsmen and riflemen should certainly tender you 

their warmest thanks for the great trouble and expense you 
liave incurred in presenting them with the valuable informa¬ 
tion contained in the results of the famous trajectory test. 

As you have invited criticism thereon I would make a few 
observations. 

There are three things which influence the trajectories of 
projectiles, viz.: The initial muzzle velocity, section and 
weight of the projectile. The first varies with the charge 
and nature of the powder contained in the cartridge, the 
second is the caliber of the rifle, and lastly the weight of the 
bullet. Therefore, to arrive at the correct trajectory of a 
rifle, all these must he taken into account, otherwise the test 
is of little value. 

As the ammunition is the important factor, I would draw 
the sportsman’s attention to the great discrepancy that exists 
between the “actual” weight of the powder and bullet, and 
the so called ‘ ‘standard” of the trade cartridge. Noticing 
some difference I took the trouble to tabulate the “cartridge 
test” as given in your valued paper, and was much surprised 
at the result. 

From the list of weighings I will select those of the am¬ 
munition used in the two .50-cal. express rifles, the Win¬ 
chester and Bullard. When the makers designed these rifles, 
they, I presume, found after careful experiments, that the 
best results were obtained with certain weights of powder 
and bullet, and adopted the following as their “standard 
charge,” viz., Winchester 96 grains powder, 300 grains bul¬ 
let; Bullard 115 grains powder. 300 grains bullet. Now the 
“test” shows that we are paying for the “standard,” but 
what do we get? Winchester, 89 8, 89.3, 89.3 grains pow¬ 
der instead of 95, and 305.3, 298 8. 300.8 grains bullet instead 
of 300. Bullard, 1121, 111.2, 110.1 grains powder instead 
of 115, and 303.6, 303.7, 306.8 grains bullet instead of 300. 
The powder is reported as in good condition but “pressed 
hard,” which proves that the shells will not hold the standard 
charge. A difference of 4 grains less of powder will give 
at least 40 feet less initial velocity, and therefore at 200 yards 
the bullet will strike several inches lower on the target, which 
means higher trajectory. These rifles would certainly give 
flatter trajectories than is recorded were the cartridge up to 
“standard” instead of an increased weight of bullet and 
decreased weight of powder, as shown in both cases. In 
going through the whole list of the ammunition test, the only 
deduction that can be drawn from it is that there is no ac¬ 
curacy in the making of the “trade cartridges,” which are 
used by all sportsmen and riflemen in America. 

_Cartridge. 

VIVA LOS GACHUPINOSI 

XF anything had been needed to demonstrate the utter 
brutality, and the immense humbuggery of the modern 

bull fight, it surely was afforded by a recent exhibition of 
that sort near the City of Mexico, during which three bulls— 
or they may have been diguised cows—were slaughtered 
secundum artera, with due accompaniment of banderillas. 
flags, and flapdoodles of various sorts, each and all eminently 
calculated to terrify, bamboozle, disconcert and paralyze 
thD energies of the aforesaid cows. 

The fourth, however, was a hard nut to crack, and was 
afterward admitted to have been the fiercest hull ever let 
loose in a Mexican arena. A distinguished matador from 
Spain, who was at the time starring the country, encountered 
the beast, but he and his espada were alike set at naught; 
and volunteers were called for from the crowd. Two men 
essayed the contest, but the enraged beast defied them both 
and finally remained master of the arena, a worthy successor 
of the renowned Harpads of the cancioneros; but alas! the 
shade of the Alcayde of Algara must have looked on in grim 
disgust when, mastered at length with the treacherous lasso, 
the poor beast was thrown to the ground in mid arena, 
where the courageous attendants coolly cut his throat. 

Comment would seem superfluous, but it may be admissi¬ 
ble to note the fact that in India, the wild boar who in 
similar encounters has vanquished his antagonists, has some¬ 
times been given his liberty, and been allowed to trot away 
unharmed to his haunts among the hills. Khlpie. 

Unseasonable Game in Ontario.—Hamilton, Ont., 
March 10.—Editor Forest and Stream: I beg to call your 
attention to the fact that large quantities of quail and mallard 
ducks are being offei'ed for sale in this city at present pur¬ 
porting to come from different parts of the United States, 
ostensibly from Tennessee and Southern Missouri. As we 
are endeavoring here to get a new bill for the better protec¬ 
tion of game in the Province, in which one of the clauses 
specifies that no game of any kind shall be sold or exposed 
for sale during the protected season here, I think that the 
attention of all sportsmen in your country should be called 
to this matter. If they have no thorough system of inspect¬ 
ing for the prevention of export of game in all the States, the 
matter ought to be thoroughly ventilated through your valu¬ 
able columns. We claim that if game is allowed to be sold 
here during the protected season it is very difficult to prove 
at all times whether the game is all imported or forms parts 
of our own.—Th. Hooper, Secretary, Wentworth Fish and 
Game Protective Association. 
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A DAY WITH THE CORDELIA CLUB. 

Hello, Andy, want to go up to the marsh to-morrow 
night?” I look up and see the jolly faces of Char¬ 

ley and Cap peeping in at the half-opened door, “Why, of 
course I want to go.” “AH right; take plenty of shells and 
the 3:80 P. M. overland train, and I will meet you at Six¬ 
teenth street,” says Charley. Accordingly, 3:40 P. M. next 
day found me with gun and heavy valise bn board the train, 
bound for Teal Station. Charley swings himself aboard at 
Sixteenth street, fresh, smiling, and as neat as though just 
taken out of the drawer, and with no more apparent luggage 
than would fill an ordinary vest pocket. How is it that some 
people always contrive to travel without being encumbered 
with any luggage, while 1 always perspire under the weight 
of so many traps? Two and a half hours of swift riding en¬ 
livened with pleasant chat, and evening shades beginning to 
fall, we find ourselves in a marshy country, with ditches and 
embankments, and an occasional feeble glimmer of light 
froni some little mud-colored house. Presenilj^ “Here we 
are,” says Charley, and hastily grabbing packages, we jump 
down from the scarcely stopping train and find ourselves at 
Teal, represented by a diminutive redwood shanty, a concern 
which any healthy fifteen-year-old boy could easily carry 
away. But here comes Cap, and after hearty hand shakes, 
luggage is again snatched, and we are escorted a few rods 
along the track, down the embankment, and across a narrow 
plank to the yacht Lolita, which now more nearly resembles 
Noah’s ark, the deck being housed over from stem to stern, 
thus transforming the fast little craft into a perfect duck- 
hunter’s home. Down in the cabin we find a bountiful sup¬ 
per awaiting us. Then reclining on the broad cushions, our 
heads supported by the ample pillows, we rake up recollec¬ 
tions of past hunting trips, for you must know that this little 
yacht is hallowed to us by a thousand recollections. Many 
an evening have we dragged ourselves home, wet, tired and 
hungry, to its comfortable shelter, and—“Come, wake up 
there, fellows and to to bed; you will get your deaths of 
cold sleeping there.” So we take Cap’s advice and turn in, 
and soon, lulled to sleep b}' the monotonous lapping of water 
against the yacht’s side, but a few inches from our heads, we 
are hunting the ducks of dreamland—and what a splendid 
flight there always is—till presently, we see one big fellow 
coming straight for us, and with outstretched neck, great 
staring eyes, and wide open mouth, shrieking burr-r-r-r-r. 

Great Heavens, who that ever went out to the “early 
morning’s shooting,” will forget the diabolical racket raised 
by that little alarm clock that hangs in the cabin of the 
Lolita. 

“Turn out, boys, half past three o’clock,” shouts Cap, 
tumbling out of his bunk and climbing on deck to see how 
the weather looks. Charley follows suit, and I make a sleepy 
attempt to crawl into my clothes, generally getting on a gum 
boot first and inwardly wishing that something would hap¬ 
pen so I could get into my comfortable nest again, and an 
instant later I thought I was to be so favored, when Cap 
shouted from on deck, “Boys, it’s raining,” and so we found 
it, a cold drizzle, just enough to be disagreeable, but not 
enough to scare such a couple of old toughs as Cap and 
Charley. In a few moments breakfast is ready, and after 
disposing of a liberal allowance of chops, boiled eggs, toast 
and strong coffee, we envelop ourselves in our oilclothesand 
rubber boots and are ready for wet weather. “How many 
shells shall I take along, Cap?” “Take every shell you have, 
Andy,” But 1 can’t believe 1 shall want a hundred"shells, so 
I take seventy. “Come, on Andy, you are always behind,” 
shouts Charley from the skiff. I take my seat and the bow 
oar and Cap the other, while Charley with a stern counte¬ 
nance, as much as to say, “you need notask me to row your 
old boat,” takes the tiller and we are off for an hour’s pull 
to the Bring Ponds. Soon we come to a ditch and we drag 
the skiff high and dry on the bank, and each selecting a 
small duckboat from a number we find in the ditch, we 
transfer our guns and traps to them, each also taking a large 
sack of decoys and paddle out, Indian file, going through 
many littie ponds and scaring up clouds of mallards, teal 
and sprigtails. But we don’t stop for them, nor they for 
us, for that matter they know they are not “our ducks.” 
Presently Cap shouts back, “Andy, you go inhere, this is 
the Judd stand.” 

I am tired enough to be glad to come to a stand of any 
kind, so I hurry and put out my decoys, drag my little boat 
ashore and cover it with the long grass, crawl into the little 
wet blind, make myself as small as possible, and await the 
ducks. My fingers are numb with cold, and there is always 
a rascally decoy that wants to stand on its head. The ground 
is well littered with empty paper shells, showing that the 
place has been made good use of before. I haven’t got into 
concealment a moment too soon, for the birds are beginning 
to come back. I raise my head a little, a pair of teal coming, 
I miss one but drop the other. Then comes a spoonbill and 
I lay him low, then a succession of misses, and there comes 
a rush of wings, and a mighty splash, and peeping out I see, 
not twenty feet away, half a dozen lordly canvasbacks 
swimming about among the decoys. I blaze away but only 
kill one, as they rise I knock down another. Good enough, 
a pair of “cans.” I am satisfied now, if I don’t get another 
duck. Now comes a lull in the flight, and rising to stretch 
my legs, I discover a pair of mallards that have swam in 
from another pond. I drop one dead as a mackerel, the 
other one comes down too, but only winged, for he is making 
for the shore for dear life. I push out the boat and go for 
him, but he is too quick, and gets away. I hunt the low 
bank over and over, but no use, so I paddle back, pick up 
my five dead birds and get into cover again. Then come 
more mighty rushes of wings, more splashes, a good many 
misses, but a good many ducks drop too, and their white 
bellies begin to make quite a show in the little pond, some 
are drifting away out of sight, round a point, too, so 1 push 
out and gather them in, and am surprised to see what a 
breastwork of ducks I am getting in front of me. I am also 
surprised, on taking stock, to see what a small number of 
shells I have left, and begin to wish I had taken Cap’s ad¬ 
vice. I haven’t heard a great deal of shoooting from him 
and Charley, but an occasional pounding noise, as though 
somebody was building a boat. That’s the Cap pounding 
Lis duckboat with an oar, to scare up some ducks that he 
sees about alighting in another pond. Presently a flock of 
geese, flying low, came over, and I drop two of them. 

It is getting along toward noon now, warm and pleasant, 
and 1 begin to feel hungry; but it is curious how the birds 
come as soon as I begin to eat my lunch. I finish, finally, 
and resume business, firing carefully now and taking no long 
shots, till I fire my last shell and with it get a duck. Then 
I come out of my hole. There is no use for concealment 
any longer; gather up my decoys, wash out my duck boat, 
and ship my game and traps aboard. But how the ducks 

are coming in now. It really seems as if they were trtdng 
to knock my hat off. I paddle back again through the ditch 
toward the skiff, but how terribly hard this duck boat drags 
now, and at one abrupt turn in the ditch. Cape Horn, 1 am 
nearly stuck. How the ducks jump up in front of me, too, 
at every few yards’ advance. They seem to know I am 
pumped out. At last I get back to the skiff, empty my duck 
boat and count my birds: 29 in all; 15 canvasbacks, 2 mal¬ 
lards, 1 sprigtail, 2 teal, 4 blackjacks. 8 spoonbills, 2 white 
geese. I pile them carefully in the bow of the skiff, not for¬ 
getting to give the “cans” the prominence they deserve. 
Then I wash the black mud from my oil-cloth coat, and 
spread it over them to keep the sun off, and with it comes 
a new idea. I start back to meet the boys and help them, for 
I hear their voices approaching. I meet Cap first, who says 
they have done pretty well. Charley, he says, has got as 
many as a dozen ducks. “How many did you get, Andy?” 
I replied that I have had the hardest kind of luck, couldn’t 
seem to hit the birds at all, “but I got a pair of cans and a 
few other little ducks.” “Why, Andy, is that all, I am so 
sorry, what a pity you didn’t come with us, but I thought 
you might have got some birds in the Judd, it is the best 
pond in this marsh, and we put lots of ducks out of there, 
just now as we came through,” and poor Cap goes on wast¬ 
ing sympathy on me, when I am tearing to pieces inside, I 
want to laugh so. Then I take hold and help Charley, 
whose duck boat seems to be crowding all the water out of 
the ditch before it, till at last the end of the ditch and the 
skiff are reached, and they take out their game for my in¬ 
spection and astonishment, 30 birds in alf; 8 of them can¬ 
vasbacks, 8 sprigtails, 3 swans (killed with right and left 
barrel, by Charley), and the balance of small ducks. They 
do look nice, particularly the swans. We admired them a 
while and I got an occasional word of sympathy. Then 
Charley says, “Cap, where will I store all these birds?” 
“Ob, right in the bow of the skiff,” he answers. Charley 
approaches, grabs my oil coat by the tail, shakes it off, and 
stands an instant in silence, “Cap, come here.” ! They both 
take a glance, and make a rush for me, and for the next five 
minutes I a_m shaken and pummeled and embraced, and we 
finish up with a grand war dance on the spot, and a stranger 
visiting the banks of Frankhorn Blough that afternoon, 
would have thought that three lunatics had escaped from 
the insane asylum. Then we find it getting late, and embark 
for the yacht, amid much hilarity and mauy assurances from 
Cap, that he never will show the least sympathy for me 
again, no matter what may happen to me. We arrive in 
ample time for dinner, turn in early, with many promises of 
an early start out again next morning, but our expectations 
were not to be realized, and our next day’s sport was anything 
but a repetition of my day’s sport in the Judd. Andy. 

GAME PROTECTORS’ REPORTS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The several fish and game agents have filed their monthly 

reports for February with State Fish Commissioner Sher¬ 
man, of New Hartford. Brief abstracts of the reports are 
given below: 

Geo. W. Whitaker, protector for the first district, reports 
having brought suit against George Hutton and Eichard 
Drake, of Buffolk county, for having trapped partridges in 
their possession. Hutton was acquitted, but Drake was 
fined $5. The protector traveled 178 miles during the 
month, and his expenses were $10 65. 

Joseph H. Godwin, Jr., protector for the second district, 
in his report says that he has been co-operating with agents 
of the New York City Bportsmen’s Association. But few 
violations of the game laws have been discovered recently, 
Buflicient evidence was obtained to warrant the commence¬ 
ment of two suits for violation of the fish laws. His ex¬ 
penses were $22.50. 

Protector Seymour C. Armstrong, of district No. 5, re¬ 
ports having begun action in the Supreme Court of Warren 
county against John C. Alden and Michael Schrodts for 
hounding deer. He traveled 405 miles during the monih, 
and his expenses amounted to $17.93. 

John Liberty, protector for the sixth district, writes that 
he visited Nichols Pond, near Westport, to obtain informa¬ 
tion against parties accused of hounding deer but found there 
was no cause for the report. He obtained a judgment of $50 
against Wallace McFarland for hounding deer. 'I'he de¬ 
fendant paid the penalty. The protector traveled forty-four 
miles and paid out $5.25. 

Peter R. Leonard, protector for the seventh district, 
brought suit in the Supreme Court of St. Lawrence county 
against W. R. Woodward for hounding deer at Tnpper's 
Lake. The case was settled, defendant paying $75. Pro¬ 
tector Leonard also recovered a penalty of $50. with $5 costs, 
in a suit against Darwin Day and others, for killing deer out 
of season. He traveled 209 miles and expended $13 20. 

Speaking of the recent action of the Assembly relative to 
the repeal of the anti-deer hounding law. Protector Leonard 
says; ‘Tf the law is repealed it will make it very bard for 
the State game agents to protect deer successfully.” 

Thomas Bradley, protector for the eighth district, reports 
having begun suits against W. Dirtser, David Moshier and 
Edward Spencer, in Fulton county, for disturbing trout on 
tbeir spawning beds, in the case of the last two named, 
bills were found. He has two suits pending against Mathew 
Musgrave for having venison in possession in January. Pro¬ 
tector Bradley traveled 300 miles and paid out $24. 

N. C. Phelps, of the tenth district, traveled ll9 miles and 
paid out $22 88. He found no violations of the law. 

Protector Wm. N. Steele, of the twelfth district, traveled 
fifty miles and paid out $2. He found no evidence on which 
to base a suit. 

John Sheridan, of Penn Yan, protector for the fourteenth 
district, destroyed a set line valued at $5 in Keuka Lake. 
He traveled 539 miles and expended $20.83. 

Geo. M. Schwartz, of the fifteenth district, brought suit 
against Wm. Carson, Henry Andrews. F. Ridgeway, Chas. 
Howard, Daniel Tompkins, Daniel Clump and Robert Scott, 
in the Wayne county Court of Oyer and Terminer, for il¬ 
legal fishing in November. During the month he destroyed 
four fyke nets, valued at $45, at Long Pond and Irondequoit 
Bay. The action against the Rochester Paper Mill Company 
has been settled, the corporation paying $25 and promising 
to throw no more refuse in Genesee River. The protector 
traveled 170 miles during the month and his expenses 
amounted lo $58. 

Protector S. A. Roberts, of the sixteenth district, reports 
having destroyed a seine valued at $40, found in Nuigara 
River. Henry and Christopher Miller were fined $25 each 
for illegal fishing, and in default thereof were sent to the 
workhouse for twenty-five days. The protector traveled 298 
miles and expended $13.80, 

SADDLE SLING FOR THE PLAINS. 

Hunting a great deal in the saddle I was naturally very 
much interested in “W. E. B.’s” destription of a gun 

sling, m Fobest and Stream of Oct. 1, and can fully ap¬ 
preciate the difficulties one has in managing a hor.se and 
carrying rifle or shotgun in their hands. I send with this a 
pattern of sling which I use on the plains. It is fitted for a 
Sharps’ .45 70, and a regular “cow-puncher’s” saddle. 

Its extreme length is 15 inches; width, 6 inches; openinffs 
at A and B, 24 inches; width from D toD, 2f inches; length 
from center to E, 7 inches. The square hole marked C is 
where the rear sight comes when the rifle and sling are fast 
to the saddle. I do not cut out the openings A and B but 
leave tongues, the lower one giving a bearing for the rifle 
against the horn of the saddle and furnishing a smooth sur¬ 
face for rifle to be pressed against when in haste to unfasten 
It from sling, or, in other words, to “draw it.” I do not have 
to pull the rifle out lengthwise but can simply grasp it near the 
lever, give it a push forward, and the upper half of the 
shng releases itself. Can draw a rifle as quickly as the 
typical bad man from Bitter Creek can draw a pistol. 

Have ridden hundreds of miles and never had ray rifle 
offer to jump the sling, and when properly fitted rides 
smoothly and does not necessitate ones holding on to it even 
when the horse is running at full speed. Midlard. 

Bear Creek, Wyoming. 

A TRAMP FOR MOOSE. 

Having heard that a well-known sportsman of the 
neighborhood had returned from a week’s tramp with 

one moose, I suggested to my friend S. that we should try 
our hand after them. Accordingly on Saturday, Jan. 16, 
we made preparations for an early start on Monday, the 18th. 
We laid in a supply of biscuits and baked a large pot of 
beans, and with some fat pork, etc., got together enough 
supplies for a week in ease we met with no luck. We then 
drove to the Indian village and secured two hunters at one 
dollar a day each, who vrere to meet us on Moudaj" at the 
house of a farmer named Clark, whose house is the last on 
the road before taking to the woods. 

At 7 A. M. oir Monday, we were all equipped, and pack¬ 
ing our provisions, arms, tabogan, etc., in the pung, we 
started. The day before had been very wet, and the roads 
were somewhat broken; but we arrived at Clark’s, which is 
nine miles from Bear River Village, at 11 A. M. The In¬ 
dians had not yet arrived, so we waited an hour for them. 
When they came they told us that there would be too much 
water on the lakes and that we had better wait till next day, 
but we thought it better to make the attempt, and so started. 
Our first lake was Lake JoUy, about a mile and a half long. 
The ice was not very strong, but we managed to get across 
without mishap, and as it was freezing hard we anticipated 
no further trouble. 

We next passed in succession ninth, eighth, seventh and 
sixth lakes, and at the foot of the latter we came to our first 
camp, and were glad enough of the rest. The camp was a 
poor one, but the night was bright and cold, so that with 
plenty of fire we managed to survive till morning. On Tues¬ 
day we made an early start and crossed the Stillwater River 
and then the “Turnpike,” so called. This is a naturally 
graded sort of sand bank which runs from the Bay of Fundy 
right through to the ocean on the other side. It has no trees on 
it. and looks as if it had been laid out for a railway track. 
Then we went on through Cranberry Swamp, Cranberry 
Lake and over to Whitesand Lake, at the head of which we 
passed an Indian camp, and then we came to Moosehead 
Lake, at the foot of which we intended to camp. This last 
lake is two and a half miles long. We arrived at camp 
rather tired at 2 P. M., and at once started to get dinner 
ready and our supply of wood cut and everything ready for 
our hunt on the morrow. We had walked the whole way so far 
in moccasins, not having had occasion for snowshoes. We 
had thus far seen no tracks. 

W ednesday morning we were all up bright and early, and 
as a good strong breeze was blowing, our Indians said it 
would be an excellent day for moose and probably caribou. 
We thought it wise to divide our forces, so S. took Jerry 
Barllett (Indian) with him and I started with Molti Pictou, 
the other Indian, our plan being to make a circuit and meet 
somewhere about the bohndary rock. Molti and I crossed 
the lake and started over the swamp in the direction of Cow- 
fang Lake. After walking about two miles we struck 
moose signs, but we thought them about a week old, so we 
went on another mile, where my Indian discovered the 
tracks of two quite fresh. He immediately set about fol¬ 
lowing them out, and within a quarter of a mile we discov¬ 
ered them browsing in a small belt of maples. We crept up 
to within about 70 yards, when I thought it best to fire. 
We heard the thud of the bullet, and she at once turned to 
run out of the maples. I loaded and fired again, but 
the bullet struck a small maple and glanced off. As 1 
got ready to fire a third shot I saw her fall over and 
begin to kick. The other one started to run out, and as in 
the course of the battue my snowshoe came off, I handed my 
rifle to the Indian to fire and he had two shots at her, but 
fired high both times. I had by this time got my snowshoes 
off and taking the rifle, jumped on a rock to see where she 
was. Curiosity had overcome her prudence and she stopped 
for a minute full facing me, looking I suppose for the 
other, when a bullet in the breast dropped her where she 
stood. The two were four-year old cows, in good condition, 
and weighed between 1,800 and 1,900 pounds together. 
Not bad sport this for two hours’ hunting we thought We 
then dressed them and had just finished when S. and Indian 
came hurrying up, having tracked these same two about five 
miles. We then all returned to camp. Next day we all 
went and finished skinning and cutting up the meat. Of 
course we could not bring all of it out, so we gave the rest 
to the Indians, On our return to camp we came on the tracks 
of four more moose which had crossed the track about half 
an hour. We had as much meat as we could manage. 

On Friday morning we started on the return trip, and as 
it rained hiud all day, we determined to come through with¬ 
out a halt and arrived at Clark’s at 7 P. M. very tired and 
wet, slept there and arrived home on Saturday at noon. So 
ended one of the best hunts it has been my good luck to 
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join in. For the benefit of those who perhaps have not had 
an extensive experience in this sport I would suggest the 
advisability of carrying a light good rifle, as it becomes very 
heavy carrying after a long tramp. The one I used was a .43 
caliber. Peregrine Pickle. 

THE DEER HOUNDING BILL. 

V^HEN the hill to repeal the anti-hounding law was 
V T under debate in the Assembly, the two principal ad¬ 

vocates of its passage were Messrs. Hadley and Palmer. 
The misstatements contained in Hadley’s speech were ex¬ 
posed and commented upon in our issue of March 4 Belf- 
dubbed “old practical hunter” Palmer's speech is the funniest 
thing we have yet come across in all the deer hounding dis¬ 
cussion. Here is the stenographer’s report of what Palmer 
said: 

Mr. Palmer .spoke as follows: 
Mr. Chairman : It must be evident to the House that my 

gallant friend from St. Lawrence (Gen Curtis) is not a prac¬ 
tical deer hunter; that his knowledge upon this subject is 
derived mainly from a careful perusal of the literature which 
is placed upon our desks and sent through the mail for the 
last two or three weeks upon this subject. He has given us 
a very careful resume of the objections to this bill contained 
in this very literature. 

Now, gentlemen, will you indulge a few moments an old 
practical hunter on this subject? For more than forty years 
I have been accustomed annually to go to the Adirondack 
forests as a sportsman hunting deer and catching speckled 
trout. It is my deliberate opinion, from my personal knowl¬ 
edge of this subject, that the most speedy extermination of 
the deer in those forests that you can possibly devise will be 
to forbid hunteis and sportsmen the use of dogs in the pur¬ 
suit of deer. We all know that the men who hunt deer for 
market for pay never use or own a dog. The men who use 
dogs are the sporting gentlemen who go in there for a week 
or two of amusement. And I assert here that a party of six 
gentlemen going into those forests with half a dozen dogs, 
two or three nights a week on an average, every deer they 
bring out costs them more than one hundred dollars. Hence 
it is "that the men who make a profit in their business, who 
kill deer to send to the market, never use dogs. They still- 
hunt and kill the deer by the score and send them into the 
market. 

Now let me tell you a little incident that happened to me 
about twenty-five years ago, on one of those beautiful lakes 
that grace the Adirondack region. A party of four or five 
gentlemen w'ent to the upper Chataugeay Lake; on a little 
island in the middle we camped. We had half a dozen dogs, 
half a dozen boats, and half a dozen guides. We spent the 
whole week there with our dogs, every day striking a fresh 
track—for six long days, and not a deer did we get. The 
guides said to us, “Put your dogs in the kennels, and to¬ 
morrow we will have some sport and you will have some 
deer.” We followed their advice, the dogs we shut up. The 
next day we went to the shores of that lake still-hunting, and 
before noon we bagged seven deer. 

I know an old hunter who lives in that region, famous all 
the countiy through for his success in killing deer. He never 
owned a dog in his life. 

He kills more deer than any other man within ten miles 
around and he invariably kills them by the still-hunting 
process. He steals noiselessly on the deer when the first snow 
falls. 

The gentleman (Mr. Curtis) has read to us something from 
this literature in regard to various objections to this bill. 
Impracticable, and most of them utterly absurd, as known 
by all men at all acquainted with the subject. He says the 
dogs go out of their own accord and hunt deer through the 
swamps and mountains. Dogs never hunt deer or rarely. 
Dogs only hunt deer where they are led by the guide and 
the track is generally found by the guide and the dog forced 
to follow it. Of course when he goes upon 'it and gets ex¬ 
cited, he sometimes sticks to it if he is a good dog. 

It is said that the venison is ruined by pursuit of dogs. 
Those who are acquainted with this subject know very well 
that a dog never goes at a speed of more than three or four 
miles an hour when pursuing deer through the forests. The 
deer can escape without going one-fourth of the time. 

The gentleman from St. Lawrence says the dogs are in 
the habit of driving the deer into holes and dragging them 
out. He asks me to read this paper. The most absurd and 
nonsensical stuff to be found anywhere! 

I will read you something from an authority well-known 
in this State, not an obscure guide, not a man who never 
owned abound—Mr. Paul Smith, who was a candidate for 
Congress last year, a gentleman, a cultivated man of veracity, 
and he says: “I have lived thirty-five years in the Adiron- 
dacks and I know about that region, and 1 desire to lay 
before you briefly a few facts.” [Reads letter in full to the 
effect that the deer will disappear if dogging is prohibited.] 

[This old sportsman of forty years’ experience is not quite 
decided whether deer are hounded by day or by night, but 
he is dead sure that after being forced by the guide to follow 
the trail the dog will sometimes, if he gets excited, stick to 
it if he is a good dog. If he is a bad dog and does not get 
excited, the guide has to carry him all the way over the 
course. In that case the deer don’t have to go at all; he just 
climbs a tree and makes derisive gestures at the man and the 
dog. They say that Mr. Palmer occasionally gets up in the 
Assembly to talk on bills relating to the prison system. If 
penal legislation is based on speeches like the above, God 
help the convicts.]_ 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I was somewhat surprised when 1 learned by your issue of 

March 4 that the deer hounding bill had passed the Assembly 
by such an overwhelming vote. I had the patience to read 
Mr. Hadley’s speech. It was a flimsy affair, too thin to 
hang togetner, and not worth contesting. But what surprises 
me the most is that ninety-three members of the Assembly 
of the great State of New York should vote to let loose the 
hounds, ostensibly for the preservation of deer. I must say 
that looks lixe preserving the deer with a vengeance. Was 
there ever anything more ridiculous. I mean the flimsy 
excuse. 

The final ending up of the remnant of deer in the south 
western part of the State was accomplished by hounding 
several years ago, and the deer in a portion of Pennsylvania 
shared the same fate. It was hounds from first to last, 
hounding from beginning to end, that is to the end of the 
deer, and 1 am beginning to believe that the same calamity 
awaits the Adirondack region. 

It is only a question of time. 
The deer have something of a reasonable chance among 

still-hunters, also among wolves, but when a pack of wolves 

are on one end of the trail and the water butchers, and the 
inevitable buckshot gun at the other end, the deer must go. 

There are some deer bounders scattered over a large por¬ 
tion of Middle Tennessee, and I have conversed with several 
on that subject, and they are (invariably to a man) honest 
enough to admit the fact that hounding is the most sure and 
only way to exterminate the deer. They also claim that they 
are in favor of a law prohibiting the same. But as it is, they 
reiterate the same old story, that if they don’t hound deer 
somebody else wiU. Antler. 

Grand View, Tenu., March 13. 

A hearing as to the proposed hounding law was had on 
Tuesday last at Albany before the Game Law Committee of 
the Senate. The hour set was 3 o’clock and the place the 
Senate Chamber, but it was after 4:30 before the hearing was 
opened in one of the committee rooms. Of the committee, 
Messrs. Vedder and McMillan were present, and for a part 
of the time Mr. Wemple. The bounders were represented 
by Dr. Ward, Mr. Palmer, Mr. Cookingham, Paul Smith, 
and five or six others. Among the auti-hounders present 
were Hon. Lansing Hotaling, Hon. C. L. Merriam, Hon. H. 
A. Spraaue, Messrs. Collins, Van Santvoord, Sytes, Webb, 
Purdy, Bird, Grinnell, McChesney, Fenton, Smith, Youngs, 
Mayer and about fifteen others. All parts of the State were 
represented, and the greatest interest manifested. The dis¬ 
cussion was opened by Mr. Cookingham, of the Bisby Club, 
who argued that -while floating is permitted the use of dogs 
does protect the deer; that a deerwLuch had been dogged 
would not be so likely to let the jticker paddle up to it." He 
did not regard this bill as by any means a perfect one; it had 
many objectionable features, but he did think it was a fair 
compromise. He would have deer protected for the sake of 
recreation audspoit. He believed that moredeerwerekilled— 
in proportion to the number of men engaged in it—by 
floating than by all other methods, next in order of destruc¬ 
tiveness comes still-hunting in proportion to the number of 
men engaged in it, and last hounding. In other words, more 
people got sport out of the killing of one deer by hounding 
than by any other means. Mr. Cookingham said that the 
only unpleasant part of a hunt by this method was the kill¬ 
ing of the deer. He said that most men cannot still-hunt, 
they do not know how. In his experience a dog could not 
catch a deer when there was no snow on the ground. Detr 
when chased by dogs are accustomed to trot along uncon¬ 
cernedly. frequently stopping to bathe in the water, and then 
get up, shake themselves, rub their heads along the ground, 
and go up on the bank and lie down and sleep until 
aroused by the voice of the slowly approaching dog. 
He stated positively that the use of the dogs had brought 
back the deer to the grounds of the Bisby Club. 
Mr. Sprague followed Mr. Cookingham in a speech, which 
although it did no contain so many startling statements as 
that of his predecessor had more to do with the subject under 
consideration. He defined the methods of killing deer and 
inveighed against water butchering as being essentially the 
same in principle as crusting. He showed why it is impor¬ 
tant to protect the deer, basing his appeal on economic and 
not sentimental grounds. Mr. Grinnell called attention to 
the fact that the speakers in favor of the bill appeared to 
misconceive the purpose of game legislation. Buch legisla¬ 
tion is not to benefit or favor any particular class of people, 
but to protect the game. He then devoted a few words to 
the shy nature of the deer, and showed that the Virginiadeer 
is the most shy and timid of all American game animals. 

In the course of the questions which followed these re¬ 
marks, the question was squarely asked of Dr. Ward whether 
he considered the deer a dull and stupid animal or not, and 
he replied that his side had never stated that deer were not 
shy. Their claim was that the chasing with dogs made them 
more shy. 

Mr. Grant, a guide, who said he had had thirty years’ ex¬ 
perience, next spoke on the side of the bounders, and was 
followed by Mr. Fenton, who read a paper on the other side. 
He brought out two interesting cases to show that deer pui-- 
sued by wolves or hounds became tame, so far as man is 
concerned. Next came Mr. Barnes, of Essex, known to 
fame for his touching comparison of a vigorous Adirondack 
deer to a diseased cat on the back fence, and M. W. Youngs 
and Charles Smith, old guides, both of whom considered 
dogging the most destructive method of killing deer in the 
Beaver River region. 

It was now nearly 7 o’clock, and the hearing was finally 
adjourned, owing to the engagements of the committeemen. 

It was a serious disappointment that neither Mr. Hotaling 
nor Mr, Van Santvoord was heard, owing to lack of time. 

Middlefield, Conn., March 14, .—Editor Forest and 
Stream: At a meeting yesterday of the executive committee 
of the Middlesex County Association for the Protection of 
Fish and Game the following resolution was taken and put 
on file among the minutes of the meeting: 

Middletown, Conn., March 13. Resolved: That this 
association is in entire sympathy with the stand the Forest 

AND Stream is taking against that most unsportsmanlike 
sport, deer hounding, and we hope and believe that we repre¬ 
sent the sentiment of all true sportsmen in Connecticut. 
(Signed) J. C. Broatch, Secretary. 

Our president. Dr. Alsop, and secretary, Mr. Broatch, sug¬ 
gested that I forward this resolution to the Forest and 
Stream for publication if desired. We are about to put a 
lot of young trout in a number of streams in the county and 
hope to catch some of them when they grow up.—Member 

The last number of the Forest and Stream contains an 
admirable cartoon on deer hounding. The artist pictures a 
doe struggling helplessly in the middle of a lake, with two 
men in a boat attempting to kill it. One of the hunters is 
holding the animal by the tail while the other clubs it with 
an oar. Two other boats are coming down the lake, and on 
the shore near by are the three hounds which have put the 
deer to water. The picture illustrates very finely the method 
advocated by bounders for making the de'er shy so the still- 
hunters can not get them.—ZZtica Herald, March 15. 

The deer bounder who has decency enough left to squirm 
while looking at the cartoon in the last number of Forest and 

Stream cannot relieve himself by calling the picture a carica¬ 
ture. It illustrates the alleged prupose of the houuder of 
our noblest game—“to make it 'shy’ so that the still-hunter 
will not get it”—by depicting an excited hunter in the bow 
of a skiff, with, oar uplifted to beat out the brains of a 
swimming doe which the guide, kneeling in the bottom of the 
boat, holds by the tail. The picture would be a gross cari¬ 
cature of any possible action of a sportsman, but the North 
Woods are deplorably infested with mere sporting men. 
Their method of deer hunting affords one of the distinctions 

between the two classes. If the sportsman put hounds on 
the track of a deer it would be for the chance of a shot at 
the bounding game on its “runway.” Missing the animal, 
and seeing it fairly in the water, he would be ashamed to 
use dog and boat in the same hunt. Not so with the sporting 
man. If he had not before lost all shame, he would lose his 
head in the excitement of the occasion, and eagerly butcher 
the game in the manner the cartoon represents. He would 
not dare to honestly describe his exploit to decent people. 
The sportsman need never hesitate. Forest and Stream 
is on the side of the sportsman every time, and it has made 
many a keen thrust at the mere killer; but seldom has it 
punctured a victim’s hide more shrewdly than with the 
pencil of its latest artist.—Syracuse Standard, March 13. 

Last Wednesday afternoon a hound drove a two-year-old 
deer through the outskirts of the village and succeeded in 
catching it near the St Lawrence Marble Co.'s quarry, A 
number of the employes of that company thought they 
would cut its throat and dress it out, which they proceeded 
to do; on being informed that they would be liable to a fine 
for having the meat in their possession, they drew off and 
left the carcass. In a few hours it had disappeared, some 
one having stolen it.—Gomerneur (W, Y.) Free Press, 
March 3, 1886. _ 

Crystal Lake Club.—Burlington, loi^ra, March 10.—I 
send you by mail to day copy of the rules and regulations of 
the Crystal Lake and Eagle Grove Club. This club was or¬ 
ganized less than a year ago, and already has a membership 
of about seventy. It is the intention of the members to pro¬ 
tect and encourage the propagation of game and fish, and 
punish law breakers to the full extent of the law. They 
have purchased about 3,500 acres of land, the best 
duck shooting ground in the vicinity. It includes also 
Crystal Lake, Lone Tree Lake, Sand Lake and several 
smaller lakes, as good fishing waters as can be found in Illi¬ 
nois. They have also erected on Crystal Lake an elegant 
club house 30x40 at a cost of $3,000. It is within about 50 
feet of the C. B. A Q. Railroad, which makes it very con¬ 
venient, the company having made the club house a regular 
station. Accommodations are furnished the members at the 
rate of $1 a day. There has been some spearing and fishing 
through the ice this winter, but the catch did not amount to 
much. Your correspondent and a friend in one day speared 
about 100 dogfish. The ice is just breaking up at this point, 
and ducks are beginning to come in small flocks. Prepara¬ 
tions are already being made for the Sportsman’s Tourna¬ 
ment to be held here in June. The early part of this week 
C. H. Wyman, one of our best amateur ride shots, with a .32- 
caliber Bullard, broke 471 out of a possible 500 glass balls, at 
15 feet.—C. L. E. G._ 

Swans IN Florida.—St. Andrews Bay, Washington Co., 
Fla., March 3.—Editor Forest and Stream: On a trip from 
Pensacola to this port I spent one night at a farm house on 
the sea coast. In the morning I noticed what I thought was a 
swan among a flock of geese paddling in and near the water’s 
edge. Mr. B. (mine host) said he supposed that it was a 
swan, as he had been so informed by a number of persons. 
It had come there about three months before, had “taken 
up” with his geese, and was now perfectly tame, as he 
showed me, by calling it to eat bread from bis hand. Get¬ 
ting my host to catch the bird, I found it to be a whistling 
or American swan. “Hallock’s Gazetteer” says that this 
species is not seen further South than North Carolina, but 
Mr. B. tells me that for some years past he has seen them 
around the salt marshes in his neighborhood. He had shot 
several, and was positive that it was the same bird. The 
largest flock that he saw contained six birds. The hunting 
in this vicinity has been quite good this winter, deer, bears 
and small game being quite abundant. We have a great 
many ducks and a few geese on the bay this season, but they 
have been hunted a great deal and now ai-e quite shy and 
keep well out in deep water. The fishing here during the 
spring, summer and fall months is excellent, there being any 
quantity of redflsh, trout, sheepshead, Spanish mackerel, 
and other varieties of food and game fish.—W. A. M. 

Maine Lpmbermen and Game,—Editor Forest and Stream: 
No doubt nine-tenths of the large game are killed by the 
loggers now in the woods and they rest in assured security. 
Not a season goes by that the writer does not learn that 
crews are largely supplied with wild meat. In the fall, 
before good sliding, the rifles are in constant use. At one 
camp last fall half a score of caribou and one moose were 
shot in one day and the supply was so great that one caribou 
killed two miles only from camp was left to spoil. In the 
salmon pools dynamite is the agent used to procure a change 
of diet. These are cold frozen facts, which the Commis¬ 
sioners can easily verily. The works are easily reached by 
toteroads and once there the evidence is to be found. There 
is now over five feet of snow in the woods and nothing on 
legs can escape the pot-hunter. Meat will be plenty in camps 
not supplied by teams. How long shall this continue?— 
Mattawamkeag (Bangor, March 3). 

New Hampshire Deer.—Plymouth,N. H , March 3.—A 
raid was made last week on the deer crusters in Carroll county 
by Commissioner E. B. Hodge. He succeeded in convicting 
eight who were fined $35 and costs each. Warrants were 
issued for others but they could not be found. The deer are 
rapidly increasing in that section of the State and if they 
could be protected during the deep snows it would soon 
become one of the best sections for still-hunting in New 
England, being very easy of access by rail. From Conway 
or Glen Station, on the P. & 0. R., one hour’s ride and one 
hour’s walk will land the hunter to the deer resorts. Good 
guides can be found at Conway or Jackson and the sportsman 
will have no fancy price to pay for their services,—Carroll. 

Wildcats in Connecticut.—Essex, Conn., March 3.— 
Wildcats have been unusually plenty in this part of Connecti¬ 
cut this winter. In North Guilford recently Nelson Lane, 
armed with an axe, killed one in his woodhouse after a long 
and desperate battle. In Salem a hunter killed another with 
a revolver. A wildcat is robbing Niantic henroosts, and 
has been hunted repeatedly without success. In Killing- 
worth three of the animals have been killed this season; in 
North Guilford one, in Chester one, in Saybrook one. in 
Niantic and East Lyme three. This is something phenome¬ 
nal in Connecticut hunting annals. 

Earlville, Madison Co.. N. Y.—Partridges and wood- 
cock last fall were quite plenty, but our winter shooting is 
poor. Rabbits are very scarce, and very few foxes have 
been killed thus far.—G. F, B. 
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Taunton Notes.—Taunton, Mass., Feb. 20.—The|ganie 
about here appears to be wintering all right. Many quail 
and ruffed grouse were left at the close of the season, and if 
they are not shot and snared during the close season there 
will be plenty to breed. Game has been very plentiful this 
fall and winter ; in fact, I never have seen as many quail and 
partridges before. Many very large bags of partridges have 
been made. Several scores for the season are as high as 125, 
and one fellow says he has killed 300. He is a market- 
hunter and went nearly every day. About two-thirds of the 
game hung up in our markets show no signs of blood or shot 
and have no doubt been snared. Many large flocks of quail 
lived through the open season, and we" may expect plenty of 
quail next season. There were no flights of woodcock this 
fall. Several pairs bred, but were cleaned out in August; 
only a very few taken in the fall flights. Rabbit shooting 
has been as good as usual. Quite a number of foxes have 
been shot. Our markets are filled with prairie chickens, 
some of which have been kept several months. A partridge 
was caught alive in a curious way a short time ago. Two 
boj^s in the woods were sitting down to eat their dinner, when 
a partridge flew by and dropped into some bushes. The 
boys ran and threw themselves into the bushes over the par¬ 
tridge and caught him alive. 1 saw the partridge in a cage 
and should say he was a young bii'd.—Chesteb. 

Gabdex City, Kansas, March 1.—Game of some kinds 
is fairlv plentiful in this part of Kansas. Antelope are found 
in small gangs, though scores of them were “butchered” dur¬ 
ing the blizzards and deep snows of January, their hunger 
driving them into the city limits and rendering them bold. 
I do not hear of the finding of any that were frozen to death, 
though thousands of cattle and sheep met that fate, their 
carcasses lining the Santa Fe Railroad in great numbers on 
the north, where they had drifted against the fences and 
died. A large flock of geese passed north last week, and 
some ducks have been coming into the Arkansas river. 
Wildfowl are said to come in immense numbers 100 to 150 
miles east of here, but I think they will give us the “go by” 
until we begin to raise crops of grain for them to feed upon. 
This I hope will be the case this season, so we may have 
good shooting^ next fall. At present very little grain has 
been raised.— N^eteean. 

New Jeksey Game.—Quail have been quite plentiful 
around Madison, but very hard to find. The shooters have 
been comparatively few, I am glad to say Partridges have 
increased, owing lo the very few who hunt expressly for 
that game, and also to the very thick cover they have been 
driven to occupy. In November I was told by a first-class 
rabbit shooter that there was hardly any of that game to 
hunt, and he owns the best dog in that section, but could 
not make half the bag he made last year; but I know that 
rabbits are quite plenty. The last woodcock season was a 
very poor one, and it will be a poorer one yet next year. If 
summer woodcock shooting is not stopped, good-bye to 
woodcock. Wild ducks do not come to the meadows as 
usual; for what reason I do not know, as there is plenty of 
food for them.—16-Boee. 

“Woodcraft” is a manual of camping out and woods life, 
written by “Nessmuk,” for the guidance and instruction of 
young men who know little of camp life and older men who 
do not know so much that they are unwilling to learn more. 
The little volume is not only instructive, but is remarkably 
entertaining as well. It will prove a companionable book, 
whether one be going into camp next season or for home 
reading. There is a good deal of sound philosophy in 
“Woodcraft” and a great deal of mother wit. Published by 
the Forest and Stream Publishing Company. 

Yirgynia Birds.—Partridges {Ortyr nrginianus) wintered 
well. We had two unusually deep snows, accompanied 
with bitter cold weather, but" fortunately they were not of 
long duration; the first not lasting over ten days, the second 
not over five. The wild assertions that it was the coldest 
weather felt in Verginia for thirty years was all bosh. But 
birds are scarce, and have been for eight or ten years, alt 
north of James River and west of Richmond.—Old Tlmer. 

Galveston, Texas, Feb. 27.—There has not been very 
good duck shooting here for some time in consequence of 
the rainy and windy weather, but I think that after this date 
there will be good inland shooting and good shooting over 
decoys. Jacksnipe have been very plentiful for the last few 
months, and any one who is a good shot can secure a nice 
bag in two or three hours by tramping around the edges of 
the marshes outside of the city.—^Redbreast. 

Indiana.—Packerton.—Our Bob Whites are about played 
out. I wintered about four dozen for the last three years. 
Shooters are making away Avith them. Duck and brant were 
quite plenty on the Kankakee close by this fall. Prairie 
chicken gone. Plenty of cottontails. Few pheasants as they 
are called here. Expect good woodcock shooting in spring. 
—B. H. W. _ 

Albany, N. Y.. March 9 —In the court of special sessions 
at Albany to-day Joseph Clark, a ppominent merchant, paid 
a fine of $20 on conviction of selling quail out of season. 
Geoige L. Thomas, al-o a leading dealer, charged with the 
same offense, demanded a jury trial. 

low.v.—Emmetsburg.—This town is situated on Medium 
Lake which is about eight miles long by one or two wide 
and twenty mile- from Spiiit Lake, We have as fine duck, 
geese and chicken shooting as any place in the State.—S. 

Shinnecock Bay.—Mtrch 8.—Broadbilla, redheads and 
whisihrs Hie appealing in prettv respectable numbers on 
Shinnecjck Bay — J. Wendell Jr, 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 

The Tpaveler-s Insurance Company insue fne; intpuilpd for sale or 
per.e' tU di-t ioa ion by tiie coinpan\, Out d-si^ed solely for gifts to 
it? belp'ul friendsia Louk of artotvpes con aiiiing a series of pic¬ 
tures of tnepnnctpal sirsets. noted buildings, picturesque private 
lesiden 'es, and a few of the literary celebri ies of Hanford.. These 
vi-v« s are not at air like O'-dinary piiotographs. They are dissimilar 
In beauty, locanon and nrig nality to any pictures that btve yet been 
is ued. Ea' b arcotype is a revelation of beauty. The tights, shad¬ 
ows and oiitliues of the huildiogs the luxuriance and delicacy of the 
fo’iage. the fine perspectives of thesTeets, the exquisite details of 
the view, and above all the atmosphere in these gems of photography, 
lift them into the realm of art. Tne localities of the buildings have 
been especially studied, and the result shows Hartford under an 
aspect dtff ^rent from and more correct than any previous puWic^ion 
/Of Lhekindlntlip ffajofphotogra/thy. 

hn and 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Ftiblish- 
mg Co. 

AN ICY BATH. 
Editm'Forest and Stream: 

I said in my last letter tbat the Doctor insisted on taking 
our guns and the dog. Well, after arriving at our destina¬ 
tion and getting everything ready, we started up an Indian 
trail which was parallel to our trout stream, expecting to 
begin fishing one or two hundred yards above where we bad 
bitched our horses and work down. About one hundred 
yards from the buggy, as we were marching alone, Indian 
file, a flock of eight or ten mountain grouse rose up from the 
dusty path and with spread tails, walked leisurely along in 
front of us, not over five yards in advance. The Doctor 
requested me to go back and bring a gun and the dog, while 
he would watch the game. When I returned the Doctor 
pointed to a cluster of undergrowth close by the roadside, 
into which the birds had retreated. When I put the dog 
in, even before he had winded the birds, away they went to 
the steep mountain side beyond the stream without giving 
me a chance for a shot. 

On our return home, in crossing the Bitter Root River, 
which at this ford was about from twenty to thirty inches 
deep and fifty yards wide and a very rapid current. 1 noticed 
the dog being driven rapidly down stream. I asked the 
Doctor if he thought the dog could make it. “Oh, .yes;” re¬ 
plied the Doctor, “he is all right.” Just then the dog struck 
a drift caused by a pine tree projecting out from the bank, 
and dipping down into the water and under he went. 
“There,” said I, “your dog is gone sure.” This caused the 
Doctor to rein up. remarking at the same time while his eyes 
were fastened upon the spot where poor Sport was last seen, 
“He’ll come out all right.” After waiting sometime—long 
enough, I thought, to have completely drowned the poor 
brute, we saw him emerge from the stream some distance 
below the drift, give himself a few shakes and start on a run 
to meet us. When he caught up with us he fairly lashed 
hfs body with his tail and looked up with an expression as 
much as to say, “I tell you I made a narrow escape.” 

These mountain streara.s are all very treacherous, and one 
unacquainted with them has no idea of their depth and 
velocity of current simply by looking at them. In trout 
fishing in water up to the knees you must use extreme 
caution in order to keep your feet, I will never forget my 
first experience. I was told that in order to successfully 
cast for trout you must keep in the middle of the stream and 
fish down. This I could not do without rubber hoots, be¬ 
cause, as I thought a wetting in the ice-cold water would 
certainly prove serious, especially to one who had been a 
sufferer from neuralgic rheumatism. As I had left my hip 
boots out of the kit when packing up for this trip, I was 
kindly tendered a pair by a friend, which, although new and 
water tight, were about two numbers two large for me. I 
could get along very well when exercising caution, and 
always noticing where I placed my foot so as to avoiii the 
many boulders that literally cover the beds of these streams. 
On this last fishing bout, however, the trout w'ere so lively 
and the sport so exhilarating.^that I soon forgot myself, and, 
making a misstep, was submerged, head up stream, in this 
ice bath. After two or three turns over I succeeded in re¬ 
gaining my feet, literally wet to the skin and about a gallon 
of water in each boot. At first the cold was intense, but 
soon a warm glow spread all over me, and especially my 
feet and legs. The water in the rubber boots did not only 
get warm, "but apparently scalding hot. No inconvenience 
resulted from the ducking, in fact I became convinced that 
no better treatment could be suggested than a regular daily 
bath in this pure cold water, for all forms of simple 
neuralgia, _ Occident. 

CANADIAN TROUT WATERS. 

The new Lake St. John Railway, which runs north from 
Quebec, gives easy access to a large number of most 

excellent trout waters. A correspondent of the Quebec 
Chronicle says: “Not only has the road been completed 
some 80 miles beyond St. Raymond, but that it is rapidly 
extending, and in a couple of years the whole road to Lake 
St. John will be an accomplished fact. The line taken over 
by Ike company now extends to Riviere a Pierre. 58 miles 
from Quebec, and where a year ago nothing but a dense for¬ 
est existed may be heard the busy hum of scores of mechanics 
engaged in the workshops of the contractor, where every¬ 
thing in the shape of repairs, etc., are performed in a work¬ 
manlike manner. From this point to thi end of the road at 
Batiscan River, a distance of thirty miles, the line is operated 
by the contractor and is already in excellent order. A train 
leaves Riviere a Pierre daily and reaches the present termin¬ 
us about midday, where the traveler can be accommodated 
with first-class fare at the Windsor. Just imagine, where a 
howling wilderness existed a few months ago almost every 
luxury can now be obtained, and every attention paid to the 
traveler who may fortunately be induced to visit these parts 
on business or pleasure. Wo talk about the land and scenery 
on the Saguenay River, but nothing can surpass the beauties 
all along the route of the Luke St. John railway. Gigantic 
mountains, nearly equaling in height capes Trinity and Eter¬ 
nity, of the far-famed Saguenay, lovely valleys, meandering 
streams and magnificent lakes are to be seen in succession as 
as we travel through this interesting country. The railway 
skiitsthe borders of the beautiful Batiscan River for some 
forty miles, which is perfectly encbanling, being a succession 
of rapids, bays, etc., and studded wiih islands. An iron 
bridge is now beirg thrown across the Batiscan River, and 
it is expected the road will reach Lake Edward, a distance of 
110 miles from Quebec, about the Ist of July next, if finan¬ 
cial arrangements are completed. This splendid sheet of 
water is twenty miles long, about two miles broad, and 
abounds with the finest trout. From the end of the line to 
the second crossing on the Batiscan River, a perfect string 
of magnificent lakes are to be found teeming with fish, offer¬ 
ing to the spoitsman a chance scarcely known elsewhere, 
they being within a few hours’ ride from the city,” 

J. U. Gregory. Esq., writes: “The letter will convey 
some idea of the splendid fly-fl.‘^hing for trout we can now 
enjoy within three or four hours’ ride from home. The Lake 
St. John Railroad runs through an entirely new country, 
offering facilities to reach magnificent lakes and rivers teem¬ 
ing with beautiful trout. Leaving New York at 4:30 P. M., 
the next day at 1 P. M. you are in Quebec, and can reach 
the"lakes or river the same day or in little over twenty-four 
JiDura ftfter leaying New JotK Jou caa )je in cp.mp in time 

to get that evening’s fishing. The scenery is simply grand, 
the atmosphere cool and balmy, and for pleasure combined 
with, healing qualities of the air no place in America can sur¬ 
pass this new region. As yet man has done nothing to inter¬ 
fere with the laws of nature, and for some years to come it 
will be a perfect paradise for tbe lover of the rod and gun. 
In winter caribou are plentiful and there is also an occa¬ 
sional moose. I most confidently recommend any of your 
readers desirous of fine trout fishing to try the Laureutine 
lakes back of Quebec, and shall be happy to assist them all 
in my power. 

THE FISH AND FISHERIES.* 

The work now before us is by far the most thorough and 
important popular work on fishes ever issued in 

America. It has been published by the U. S. Commission of 
Pish and Fisheries, from material gathered under its direction, 
in conjunction with tbe tenth census. It comprises two 
large volumes; the one containing the text covers 850 quarto 
pages, printed in large, clear type on good paper, while the 
accompanying volume of plates give us the finest collection of 
figures of fishes, mollusks, crustaceans and marine mammals 
that has ever been presented to the public. While it does 
not enter into scientific discussions of species, it gives us 
such information as the average reader will value and best 
understand. 

It opens with the marine mammals, etc.—the seals, sea 
lions, walruses, the manatees—giving their life history and 
their commercial uses. In part second, the useful aquatic 
reptiles and the batrachians of tbe United States are treated; 
the species ranging from the great marine turtles down 
through the small pond tortoises, to the frogs, there being a 
chapter on tbe bullfrog, its propagation, mode of capture 
and economic uses. Part third comprises the larger ])ortion 
of the volume, and is devoted to the food fishes of tJie United 
Stales. The author .says in an introductory note: “In pre¬ 
paring the following chapters upon the food fishes of the 
United States, the authors have avoided all technical discus¬ 
sions, all descriptions of form, all digressions of the kind in 
which naturalists, even when writing for the general public, 
are so prone to indulge. We anticipate the criticism that 
the book is of no use in identifj'iug the different kinds of 
fish, by the statement that we expressly desire that it should 
not he. We have tried to present in concise form the infor¬ 
mation suited to the needs of the fisherman, the fish pur¬ 
chaser, statistician, and the general reader. Most of om- 
important species can be ideniifled by reference to the plates. 
If greater accuracy of identification be needed, the inquirer 
is advised to consult 'Jordan’s Synopsis ot the Fishes of 
North Araeiica,’ which forms the Bulletin No. 16 of the 
United Stales National Museum series.” 

The fishes which are of the greatest interest to the angler 
are very generously treated in regard to space, and much 
interesting matter concerning their habits is given in a con¬ 
densed form. Of tbe black bass it is very truly said; “ I'he 
black bass will never become tbe food of the millions. The 
New York market receives probably less than ten thousand 
pounds of them annually, and they are nowhere very numer¬ 
ous. Yet hundreds of bodies of waste water are now stocked 
with them in sufficient numbers to afford pleasant sport and 
excellent food.” 

While much is said upon the habits of the salmon, we note 
that the question of their biennial spawning, whicli has been 
so ably discussed by Mr. Atkins, is not referred to, although 
reference is made to his statement ‘‘that the great run of 
grilse which is so prominent a feature in Canada and Europe 
is almost entirely absent in the rivers of the United States, 
tbe fish not returning until they have become adult.” Tbe 
salmon was formerly plentiful in Lake Ontario, where they 
used to ascend the Oswego River to its falls, but in the last 
eighteen years they have graduallj’’ decreased till now only 
an occasional straggler is found there; this decrease has been 
especially noticeable since tbe construction of dams. 

Prof. D. S. Jordan describes the salmon of the Pacific 
coast. Of tbe rainbow trout he mentions that this species is 
generally known as brook trout, mountain trout, speckled 
trout, golden trout and other evanescent names, and as far 
as is known, they do not reach a weight of more than four 
or five pounds. Its range is throughout California in all 
mountain streams, and it is said to occur in the northern 
part of lower Calitornia. The southernmost specimens seen 
by him were from the San Luis Rey River. Prof. Jordan 
remarks: “It may probably ran into the sea from streams in 
which the lower waters are clear. Specimens refen-ed to 
this species from the north of Mount Shasta are perhaps the 
young of S. gairdneri. It feeds on worms, larvie and the 
like. For a trout it is a fish of little gaminess or activity. It 
is not often brought into the markets of San Francisco, and 
at present has little economic importance, although, of 
course, a good table tisb.” The so-called “red fish of Idaho,” 
whose identity was first determined by our correspondent. 
Capt. Charles Bendire, United States Army, whose notes 
upon its appearance and habits have been published in For¬ 
est AND Stream and in the “Proceedings of the National 
Mus.um,” is described. 

Mr. Livingston Stone contributes an article on the quiunat 
salmon. He vividly describes their headlong rush up the 
streams to the spawning beds, in which gieat numbers die 
upon the way. According to Mr. Slone these salmon scoop 
away the gravel froau a selected spot with their noses and 
sweep it off with their tails, until they have made a clear 
spot q few feet in diameter, usually circular in shape, and 
depressed towaid the center, not unlike a hen’s nest. This 
question of the use of the nose is one that has been much 
discussed among fishculturists on the other side of the water. 
Concerning the question that was agitated some years ago, 
whetiier this species of salmon on tbe Pacific coast died after 
spawning or whether a few returned to sea, Mr. Stone speaks 
in the following words: 

“Some uninformed persons, who have never seen these 
fish in their natural habits, have expressed some incredulity, 
in regard to their all dying aiter they have spawned. Under 
this head. I will only say that it is probably true tbat those 
that .'■pawn near the ocean return to the ocean and recover 
their vitality, but those tbat pass the United States station 
on the McCloud River in the summer never do. In order to 
make sure whether I was mistaken in my views about it, I 
took the testimony, a year ago, of all the white men who 
have lived or worked on the river, and all the Indians I 
could reach. It was tbe unanimous testimony of all tbat the 

* The Fisheries and Fishery Industries ol the United States. Pre¬ 
pared through the co-operation of the CommissioDer of Fisheries 
and the Superintendent of the tenth census, by George Brown Goode, 
Assl-tant Director of the U. 8. National Museum, and a staff cf 
associates. Section I Natural history of useful aquatic animaig, 
with an atlas of t«o hundred and ^gyeaty-seven plat^, Washijiftpj, 
,poverninent Printing Offige, J884. - - ■ 
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salmon which pass the McCloud hatching station in the 
summer, on their way up the river to spawn, die in the 
river and never return to the ocean.” 

The chapter on the brook trout of the East is a reprint of 
Mr. Goode’s essay on this subject in Scribner’s “Game Fishes 
of the United States,” and contains no new matter. We had 
hoped to see something said upon the so-called “sea trout” of 
New Brunswick. 

Following the fishes come the mollusks, the crustaceans 
and the spoligea. Taking the work as a whole, we regard it 
as one of the most valuable popular publications that has 
been issued under the auspices of the U. S. Commission of 
Fish and Fisheries, which has published so many valuable 
works For some reason the number of copies issued to mem¬ 
bers of Congress has been limited to one, and many persons 
have been disappointed in being unable to procure them. 
They can, however, be obtained from the public printer at a 
moderate cost, and the work should find a place in the library 
of every angler and naturalist. 

THE NEW TROUT OF SUNAPEE LAKE. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I have read with great interest the articles you have pub¬ 

lished on the new trout of Suuapee Lake, and hold myself 
some original correspondence in regard to their size and 
origin. Allow me briefly to express my opinion. 

In 1874 I carried my boat seventeen miles over the moun¬ 
tains, and launched her on Sunapee, It was a case of love 
at first sight. 1 began my addresses in an humble way as a 
tent-dweller by its"ci-ystal waters; to-day I own three cot¬ 
tages embosomed in its pines, and If miles of its shore. 
During the last twelve years I have industriously prosecuted 
the gentle art, and frankly admit that I have never hooked 
or even seen one of Oqiiassa trout; moreover, among 
the host of anglers and frequenters of tue lake with whom 
I am acquainted I know not one who has. The trout were ’ 
seen for the first time last October, spawning on my sand 
shoals, by Colonel E. B. Uodge, our Fish Commissioner, 
and Mr. A. H. Powers, ex Commissioner. The problem 
is easily solved: and my esteemed friend. Colonel Hodge, 
I fear may not figure as the discoverer of a new species 
indigenous to the lake—an inhabitant of Suuapee’s depths 
from time immemorial, yet never before noticed by any 
of the thousands of poachers and anglers who have cast 
flies, fished with worms and salt pork, or swept seines 
in the lake for a century! Impossible. The new trout, 
are the giant offspring of Rangeley “blue-backs,” introduced ! 
a few years since as food for the large brook trout, and fur-{ 
nished in Sunapee with phenomenal conditions, not only for 
sustenance, but also for enormous growth. All fish except 
pickerel attain an unusual size in the waters of this lake— 
yellow perch, two pounds and upward; land-locked salmon, 
twelve pounds (seven years from the ovum); brook trout, six 
to nine pounds, and black bass the unprecedented weight of 
seven and a half pounds (two pounds beyond the limit of the 
naturalist). 

So the little “blue-backs” of Rangeley have found here 
the food and water to make them grow as large as their con¬ 
geners of Disco Island and Labrador, and even to exceed in 
weight those famous native dark-skinned, brilliant-spotted 
trout, in pursuit of which the aborigines made frequent 
journeys to “Sunapee’s shore of rock,” and barrels upon bar¬ 
rels of whose juicy pink flesh have been salted down by the 
white settlers and their descendants since the time the coun¬ 
try was opened. John D. Qxjackenbos. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The letters of Prof. Baird and Dr. Bean, in the last For¬ 

est and Stream, seem conclusive as to the point of the new 
trout discovered by Messrs. Hodge and Powers, in Sunapee 
Lake, being of the oquassa type, and I take it were written 
before the publication of Mr. Powers’s letter, which I sent 
you, giving the date when the genuine Salvelinus oquassa 
were planted there. 

There is another question which I have had in my mind 
for a year or two, and that is, as to the exact classification of 
the celebrated Dimond Pond trout. 

Had I been able to have visited those ponds this summer, 
it was my intention to have forwarded some of them to Dr. 
Goode fop examination, but I failed to get there. , 

Mr. Prime gives a very graphic account of fly-fishing in 
the upper pond, in “I Go a-Fishing,” but I have never been 
able to take a single fish in that pond in several visits, 
although I have always-taken them, both with fly and bait, 
in the lower pond. 

When there two years since I whipped the upper pond 
faithfully one evening and the next morning, in company 
with an expert fly-fisherman, who had been very successful 
a fortnight previous, without either of us getting a rise; but 
1 saw the outline, on a piece of birch bark, of a 3|-pounder 
which he took on the former occasion, nailed up against the 
door post of Mart Noyes’s camp. 

Now, I have never seen a trout over one-half pound in 
weight taken from the lower pond. The fish there are very 
uniform in size, from 9 to 13 inches long, round, slender, 
and with no mottling of the fins and very little of the back 
(which is dark and bluish), with the red spots very small and 
the flesh a very deep red, looking when raw like a beef¬ 
steak. 

These ponds are on the Androscoggin water shed, which 
they drain into through Dimond Stream; and the trout of 
the Upper Mohawk, six miles to the westward on the Con¬ 
necticut water shed, are white-fleshed, deeper bellied and more 
distinctly mottled. 

The tail of the Dimond Pond trout, too, is inclined to be 
bifurcated, and, in fact, the first time I ever caught one, I 
was inclined to doubt its being a trout until 1 found the red 
spots, I believe that they also belong to the oquassa variety, 
and should I get up there again shall try and send some to 
Washington for identification. Samuel Webber, 

Charlestown, N. H. —- 

The South Fork Fishing and Hunting Club, of Pitts¬ 
burgh, at their last meeting, decided to erect on their 
property in Cambria county, a large club house or hotel to 
be used for the exclusive benefit of members of the club, and 
a limited number of their friends. Plans of the proposed 
structure have already been prepared. It will be of unique 
design, three stories high, and will be large enough to ac¬ 
commodate 150 guests. It will be located on Conemaugh 
Lake, a body of water two miles long and three-quarters of 
a mile wide, situated two miles back of South Fork, on the 
Pennsylvania Railroad, and about nine miles southeast of 
.Tobnstown, The club, which has a membership of about 
pixty Bubstantial citizens, now owns bet'ty^ep 1,7<10 aud 1,800 
api’f.s of land in Cambria county • ■ ' - • 

MASKINONJE, MASCALLUNGE, MASKl- 
NAUGA. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I find that I have got into a very serious scrape by writing 

about the etymology of maskinonje. In a reminiscence in 
Forest and Stream, of Dec. 31,1 made a foot note, in 
which I called the attention of etymologists to the derivation 
of the word “mascalonge” and its variations, and drew upon 
my very limited stock of the Ojibwa tongue, obtained thirty 
years ago and nearly forgotten. In this I said: 

“My spelling of the Ojibwa name of pike, Kenoslta, is en¬ 
tirely phonetic. I have no idea how it might be spelled. 
Give the o a nasal sound and twist it into ‘Kiuoje’ and it is 
not a far cry to ‘masldnonje,’ which most authorities try to 
twist into a French derivation with ‘mask’ as a synonym 
of ‘face.’ I do not pretend to decide this matter, for I am 
not learned enough in either French or Ojibwa, and know 
that the latter tongue has received many additions since the 
‘Chemokman’ came among them. As an instance of this: 
A poor Indian had begged around camp for some days with 
more or less success, when one morning he came in and re¬ 
quested ‘pungee pegushigun.’ To my untrained ear this 
meant ‘pungee’ (little) ‘pequishigan’ (bread), and I told 
him ‘gowin pequishigan’ (no bread); he insisted, and taking 
up a gun showed me that ‘pegushigun’ meant percussion 
caps for a gun and not bread—showing that he had made a 
word, or others had, for something new.” 

This was followed by one of your correspondents, who 
opened up a new field to ttie, and creetted a desire to go into 
the matter fmther. This correspondent, in your issue of 
Jan. 7, said: 

“In the foot note to the article entitled ‘A New Year Fish¬ 
ing Trip,’Mr. Mather ventured an etymology of the word 
‘mascalonge.’ He might safely have gone further. It is 
hardly necessary to remind so accomplished an Ojibwa 
scholar that aias means ‘spotted’ or ‘speckled.’ Thus: the 
Nipigon Indians (Chippewas) call the lake trout {Salcelinus 
namaycush) ‘namaycush;’ the brook trout ‘mas-namaycush,’ 
and they assured me that mas had the meaning above given. 
If the distinct spots of the mascalonge be compared with the 
broken-line markings of the northern pike, the reason 
of applying the adjective will be evident. ‘Maskinonge’ is 
said by the ‘Encyclopsedic Dictionary’ to be the Algonquin 
name, and in ‘Hiawatha’ ‘kenozha’ and ‘maskinozha’ are 
used as synonymous. I can have little doubt that ‘mas-ki- 
nonge’ means simply ‘spotted pike.’ But like Mr. Mather 1 
have learned the difficulty of expressing Indian sounds in 
our usual notation.—X.” 

An editorial note said: “This opens a new mine for ety¬ 
mologists who have always looked to the French and have 
concluded that the name was derived from ‘mask allonge’ or 
long face. It seems more probable that the French twisted 
the Ojibwa name into their vernacular and made ‘maskinoje’ 
into mascallonge, maskanonge. etc. We will be pleased to 
hear further from our Ojibwa scholars.” 

“X.” gave me ci’edit for a great deal more knowledge than 
I possess, for it never occurred to me that “mas” meant 
“spotted or speckled.” As he truly says, “it is exceedingly 
difficult to express Indian sounds in our usual notation,” 
Ishould have said for red or spotted (?) “mis,” thus: “Mis- 
quah” is red, as I understand their Ojibwa;and “mis-qua-bo,” 
red blood or fluid; “mis qua-walk,” red cedar, etc. 

it occurred to me then to work this matter up and see 
what I could make of this variously spelled name of maskin¬ 
onje or mascalonge and wrote to my old friend, D. H. Fitz- 
hugh, Jr., of Bay City, and asked him to inquire of our 

uide, the famous Len. Jewel, how nearly correct this might 
e, as Len spoke the language quite fluently, and when in 

the woods with him I have attempted to brush up what little 
knowledge I had obtained of the Indian, by conversation. 
This and the attempt at a little “patter” in Ojibwa with 
Jack Shephard, the noted Brown tract guide of fhe Adiron- 
dacks, is all the chance I have had to air the few words in 
my Ojibwa vocabulary in thirty years. The result was that 
I had to depend very largely upon my knowledge of English 
in order to get along at all. Mr. Fitzhugh kindly replied 
to my letter, but before its receipt 1 read the obituary notice 
of Len Jewel in your issue of Jan. 38. 

Mr. Fitzhugh said: 
Bay City, Jan. 11, 1886. My Dear Sir—Your favor re¬ 

ceived: “/ft re maskinonge”—Some thirty years ago the 
question was agitated in Porter’s Spirit, and the same dis 
cussion took place. Genio C. Scott was in correspondence 
with Mr. W. A. Fitzhugh, a cousin of mine, whose gun 
and tackle fell to my lot at his demise. They agreed that 
the proper name was maskinonge, sharp accent on the “e,” 
and Genio quoted him as authority for the correct name. 
Now as to whether the “mas” means “spotted” or not, I 
can’t inform you—1 always thought it meant a pike of larger 
growth, and when I have asked the Indians they always said 
“Yes,” but you know how hard it is to get a correct interpre¬ 
tation from an Indian, as they will always pleasantly agree 
to any suggestion. It is astonishing how far a little Indian 
lore, a little money and a httle whisky will go to make these 
noble natives agree to all you may say or do. Len don’t know, 
but thinks it means a large pike. The fearful march of 
civilization (much to be regretted) has swept away the 
Indians in this vicinity, also the intelligent traders who 
might give me some information. When I go to Nepigon 
next summer, where the purest ‘Castilian’ is said to exist 
among the Chippewa tribe, I will try to find out from the 
Menominees, who are good friends of mine, and report to 
you. The Chippewa language here is corrupted by mixing 
with the Ottawas on the east of Canada. In the Northwest, 
where you picked up your jargon, it was mixed with Meno¬ 
minee, but we had no trouble at Nepigon with Len to inter¬ 
pret. Although but very few of our guides could under¬ 
stand English, more could speak French. I send you by 
mail an Indian primer, which may guide you in your re¬ 
searches. ‘A little book for you to look upon.’ Send it 
back to me, as I value it and cannot replace it. The nota 
tions in pencil were made by my cousin, W. A. Fitzhugh, 
who was an enthusiast on the Ojibwa language. You may 
find it interesting. Old Len is sick in the city hospital with 
gravel and inflammation of the bladder. I made him go 
there for good treatment, and we visit him daily; but I fear 
he will not be able to go with us into the wilds much more, 
although he went with us to Nepigon last year after a similar 
attack, and did good light service. Truly your friend, D. 
H. Fitzhugh.” 

It will be seen from this letter how difficult it is for a man 
who has picked up a little lingo in one portion of a tribe 
which has not preserved its language in its purity to con- 

■ verse or eve'n to understand what is spoken by members of 
the tribe residing at a distance. The admiitture of French 

r^pd English words has tepded to coofuss the tongd^ of the 

different branches of the same tribe. Thus, while I spelled 
the word for large “kigee,” I find that Longfellow, in “Hia¬ 
watha,” spells it “gitchee,” and in the Ojibwa primer, com¬ 
piled by Rev. Peter Dougherty. 1844, kindly sent me by Mr. 
Fitzhugh, he spells it “geche.” 

As near as I understand the Ojibwa or Chippewa as it has 
been Anglicized, they have one general name for fish, 
“kego.” While I understand the pike to be “kenosha” or 
“kinoje” (Dougherty spells it “kenozha”) the trout to be 
“noo-may-gus” (which has been twisted by ichthyologists 
into namaycush)-, the black ba.ss to be “oo-she-gun,” which I 
see Prof. Goode makes “achigan” in his “Game Fishes of the 
United States.” 

In the following I have given all the various spellings that 
I have been able to find in American works on fishes, and 
whenever an author has attempted to give a definition of the 
name of the fish, or to trace its derivation, I give his lan¬ 
guage in full. Much of the spelling is evidently corrupted, 
and some instances are no doubt printers' errors. I have also 
given the number of syllables that should be sounded in the 
different names, and will say that in every case the g should 
be soft. 

In Report of the Geological Survey of Ohio, Vol. IV., 
Part I., Zoology, Columbus, 1883, p. 917, Jordan gives; 
“Esox nobilior, Thompson Muskallonge; Mascalonge. Mas¬ 
kinonge, Great Pike. ‘Esox masquinongy, Mitchell’(quoted, 
‘Mirror, 1834. 397,’ but it is not there; 1 cannot find the de¬ 
scription anywhere),” 

Hallock, “Sportsman's Gazetteer,” 1878, gives “muskel- 
lunge, mascalonge, and maskinonge,” and says: “This fish 
is known in the laws of Canada as the ‘maskinonge,’ from 
the Chippewa word maskanonje, meaning long nose; but in 
the States it is called ‘mascalonge,’ from the French masque 
and allonge (elongated) longface.” 

I give below, in alphabetical order, such various spellings 
as I find, and where an author has attempted to trace the 
derivation, 1 quote his words: 

Roosevelt, “Game Fish of the North,” Chap. XIV., 
“mascallonge. synonyms: Esoxestor, masqueallonge, mus- 
kellunge, muscalinga, masquinongy, maskinonge, musca- 
nonga.” * * * “The name of this fish is derived from 
masque allonge, long snout, which is a translation from the 
Canadian Indian dialect of masca nonga, words which have 
the same signification; and from corruptions of these two 
designations arise nur numerous names. I took great pains 
to ascertain precisely how the Canadian boatmen, who are a 
cross of the Indian and Frenchman, pronounced this name, 
although, in their French patois, he is ordinarily called Bro- 
chat, and the best my ears could make of it was mas or mus- 
calhing, the latter syllable being gutteral.* But as the most 
sonorous, expressive, and appropriate name is mascallonge, 
it is desirable that all sportsmen should employ it.” 

mascalonge (three syllables). 

“Frank Forester” (Henry William Herbert), “Fish and 
Fishing,” no date, pp. lol. 381. Asa synonym he gives, 
•‘Masqucallongfi, Canadian French.” Perhaps thee is a typo- 
gi’aphical error. Page 153, he says: “The mascalonge owes 
its name to the formation of the ’head.—masque allonge, long 
face or snout, Canadian French—but which has been trans¬ 
lated from dialect to dialect, maskinonge, muscalunge, and 
muscalinga, until every trace of true derivation is lost.” 

Norris, Thaddeus, “The American Angler’s Book,” 1865, 
p. 135. 

Sterling, Dr. E., paper read before the Mass. Angler’s 
Ass., no date. 

Jordan. D. 8., “Geological Survey of Ohio,” 1883, Vol. 
IV., p. 917. 

“Kingfisher,” Forest and Stream, Vol. XVL, p. 73, de¬ 
scribes one of 33 pounds. 

“Dr. K ,” Forest and Streaji, Vol. XX., p. 308, “Does 
it leap?” 

“B.,” ibid, p. 348. 
“Canuck,” in Forest and Stream, Vol. XXII., p. 107. 

Catches a big one. 

MASKALONGE (three syllables). 

Dr. C. A. Hewers, Forestand Stream, Vol. XIX., p. 30, 
tells of one caught of 33 pounds, with a live gull for bait. 

Elihu Phinney, Forest and Stream, Vol. XX., p. 331, 
does it leap? 

MA8KEENON.TAI (four syllables). 

Writer in New York Commercial Advertiser,'Dec. 10,1834, 
quoted by Thomas F. Devoe, “The Market Assistant,” 
Orange Judd & Co., no date. 

MASKELLONGE (three syllables). 

G. M. Skinner, Forest and S'I’REam, Vol. XVII., p. 313, 
tells of one of 10 and one of 18 pounds. 

MASKINAVGA. 

I have somewhere seen this spellingbut cannot find it now, 
this is doubtless a printer’s error for maskinonge. 

MASKINONGE (four Syllables). 

Jordan, D 8., Report Ohio Fish Commission, 1877, p. 93. 
“Antoine,” Forest and Stream, Vol. XIX., p. 70, one 

bites a man’s foot. 
Scott, Genio C., “Fishing in American AVaters,” 1875, p. 

377. “The Ojibwa name of this fish is ‘maskanonja,’ mean¬ 
ing ‘long snout.’ When Canada was a French colony the 
habiians named it masque-longue, signifying long visage. 1 
submit that the Ojibwa Avas entitled by priority to the right 
of naming the fish; but as the Dominion of Canada has 
named it again, and in all legal enactments there in reference 
to it the name of the fish is written ‘maskinonge,’ I willingly 
accept the modification instead of either the Indian or the 
French name.” 

Jordan, D. S., Geological Survey of Ohio, 1883, Vol. IV., 
p. 917. 

Scott, J., Forest and Stream, Vol. III., p. 895. 
Roof, Clarence M.. Forest and Stream,Vol. III., p. 333. 

MASKINONJE (four syllables). 

Forest and Stream, Vol. XIX., p. 369, describes one of 
34 pounds. 

MASQUALONGUS (four syllables). 

Jordan and Gilbert, Report Ohio Fish Commission, 1875- 
76, p. 83. 

muscalonge (three syllables). 

Forest and Stream, Vol. XI., p. 334: “A Monster 
Muscalonge.—Bellevue, Ont,, Nov. 13 [1878].—This morn¬ 
ing (Tuesday, Nov. 11) the largest muscalonge ever captured 
in the Bay of Quinte, and probably one of the largest ever 
caught in fresh water, was taken in a seine near Belleville. 
I personally measured the fish and found its dimensions to 
be as follows; Length, from tip of uose to end of tail, 5feet 

»Here is the oaly of a hard 0 which I have met io lOQkmB 
up this subject, ' 
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4 inches; girth at thickest part (after a five-pound pickerel 
had been taken from its stomach), 26i inches; weight, 52 
pounds. Besides the pickerel above referred to, the stomach 
of the monster contained a number of other good-sized 
fish.” 

‘ Stanstead,” Forest and Stream, Vol. XX., p. 490, it 
leaps. 

Clarke, S. C , Forest and Stream, Vol. I., p. 236, edi¬ 
torial: ‘‘The largest we have ever heard of is vouched for 
by our friend S. C. Clarke, who says that in 1840 he saw one 
at the mouth of the Calumet River, Michigan, which had 
just been captured in a seine, that was six feet long and 
weighed eighty pounds. The mouth would have admitted a 
man’s leg; it showed a perfect cJwmux de frise of teeth, the 
canines at least an inch long!” 

“A.,” Forest and Stream, Vol. XVII., p. 251, tells of 
one of 33 pounds. 

MusCHiLONQiE (four syllables). 

“Dr. Williams, author of the ‘History of Vermont,’ in¬ 
forms us that the pike in that State bears the name of 
‘tnusohilongcB.’ ”—J. V. C. Smith, Nat. History Fishes of 
Mass., 1833, p. 166. 

MUSKALLTJNGE (three syllables). 

Jordan, “Manual of the Vertebrates,” 1876. 
-ibid, 1878. 

MtrsKALi.ONGE (three syllables). 

Kirtland, J. P., Proe. Cleveland Acad. Nat. Sci., 1845 to 
1859, pub. 1874. 

Klippart, J. H., Rep. Ohio Fish Commission, 1875-76, p. 
81. 

Jordan and Gilbert, ibid, p. 82. 
Jordan, D. S., Rept. Ohio Fish Com., 1877, p. 92. 
-Contributions to American Ichthyology, 1877. 
Cope, E. D., Rept. Pa. Pish Com., 1879-80, p. 107. 

Rept. Pd. Fish Com., 1881-82, p. 154. 
Atwater, W. O., Rept. U. S. Pish Com., 1880, pp. 239, 

257, 
Jordan, D. S., Geological Survey of Ohio, 1882, Vol. IV., 

p. 917. 
Howard Pyle, “Sport with Gun and Rod,” pp. 591, 592. 
“Rambler,” N. Y. Twies, Aug. 10, 1860. 

Jordan and Gilbert, “Synopsis of the Pishes of North 
America,” p. 353, spells it “muskallonge,” and in a foot-note 
refers to the generic name given by him in Rep. Ohio Fish 
Com’n, 1877. of mascalongus, which he thus defines: “Latin 
7naska, mask; hngus, long.” Turning to the report referred 
to, page 92, we find that in his remarks on the genus Esox 
Prof. Jordan says; “There being but one genus of this 
family at present known, its characters need not be separated 
from the family characters given above. It is divisiWe into 
three well-marked groups, which may be considered as sub¬ 
genera. One of these is the typical Esox; to another Rafin- 
esque long since applied the name Pkorellm; the third, or 
muskallunge type, may be termed Mascalovgus, in allusion 
to the long face and in special allminn to the vernacular 
name muskallunge, which is said to be from the French 
Manque (dlongi; in Latin Mancalongun.'’ Further down, while 
giving the species. Prof. Jordan loliows Thompson and calls 
it E. nobilior. 

MOSKELLDNQE (three syllables). 

De Kay, James E, “Pishes of New York,” 1842, pp. 222, 
223, “The muskellunge, or maskinonge [four syllables], for 
its orthography is not settled, occurs abundantly in Lake 
Erie.” (De Kay had never seen one, and took his name and 
description at second hand, and got the description wrong.) 

Milner, James W. Rept. U. S. Fish Com’n, 1872-73, pp. 
6, 32. 63. 
-ibid, p. 523. 
Goode. “Game Fishes of the United States,” 1879. 
Nelson, E. W. Rept. U. S. Pish Com’n, 1875-76, p. 792. 

MUSQUEALONGE. 

Forest and Stream, Vol. X., p. 280. “In an official 
Minnesota pamphlet we find the name of this fish spelled 
mu?(?!<e«longe! This is the latest orthography. It is alto¬ 
gether an innovation upon the old-time spelling of musca- 
longe, maskeuonge, masquelonge, muskallunge, et al, and 
cannot be regarded as an improvement.” 

MUSQTJINONGY. 

Enox nmsquinongy, Mitchell, Mirror. 1824, p. 297. (This is 
quoted by Gunther, Catalogue of Fishes Brit. Mus., and by 
De Kay. Jordan says he cannot find it in the Mirror, and 
I have not access to it). 

I have no doubt but the French “masqueallonge” is as near 
the Ojibwa “maskinonje” as they could get it, and as the 
fish has a long face or long snout, they accept that as their 
name for it. I have as little doubt also, that the Indian word 
was originally “maskinonje” which, as your correspond¬ 
ent “X.” inclines to think, means the “spotted pike,” and 
thinks the “common pike” was simply “kinoje.” I do not 
anywhere find any warrant for the spelling “muskellonge” 
and its variations. These are probably corruptions, such as 
we sometimes hear in Canada, where the two first syllables 
are entirely ignored, and the fish is spoken of as simply 
‘•lunge,” a term used in Maine for the great lake trout. It 
is too late to attempt to correct any errors in spelling or in 
pronunciation which have crept into the name of this fish; 
and it is no part of my intention in writing this article, to do 
anything of the kind; the only object being to attract the 
attention of others who may be interested in the derivation of 
names to this subject in order that we may know why the 
fish has been thus called. It seems as if the Indian name 
should be spelled “maskenozha” and the Rev. Dr. Dough¬ 
erty gives it as “mushkinozha.” Nowhere in this book of 
his do I find “mas” for spotted, but do find, as I have said, 
“mis” for red, as “mis-ko-be-nay-see” for redbird, “mis- 
quah-muh-gud,” it is red, etc., and as the spots on Eox 
ndbiWyr are not red, it cert-ainly could not have been intended 
to be “mis-que-nonge.” But I do not know the Ojibwa 
word for spotted which your correspondent “X.” tells me is 
“mas,” and therefore I have no reason to doubt it, but hope 
that it is so, for I believe that the Canadian Frenchmen cor¬ 
rupted an Ojibwa word into ma&que allonge, and we have 
accepted it and still further abused it, as above shown. The 
fish was here before the Frenchmen and they learned its 
name from the natives, and from its resemblance to words 
of theirs they gave it a twist into long snout. 

Of the authors quoted above Roosevelt comes the nearest 
to being correct when he says that “masque allonge is a trans¬ 
lation from the Canadian Indian dialect of memo, 7ionga,” 
but he divides these last words wrong and misses it when 
he says they “have the same signification.” “Kenozha” is 
Ojibwa for a pike and has no other meaning more than 
“horse” or “cow” have, and “mas” is an adjective of some 
kind, for only the great nobilior is so called. I do not believe 

with Frank Forester that the derivation is lost nor that long 
face or long snout had anything to do with its original 
Ojibwa name, even though Scott says the same thing. This 
is an after thought of the Canadian Frenchmen. There is 
no authority except that which comes from modern use, for 
either the letters u or 1 in the name. It may be maskinozha, 
maskinonje, or maskinonge, but all such forms as mascalonge 
or muskellunge, not to mention the other outlandish names 
I have quoted, are corruptions. Fred Mather. 

THE RECORD OF A LINE. 

"D U MM AGING among my fishing tackle I pick up a thin 
-LV brown line (sample of which find inclosed) to which is 
attached the following memorandum: 

“July-Aug.,’85, taken on this (2d season), 172 perch, 18 
rock bass, 32 black bass, 298 trout, 4 pike; total 524.” 

_ The remarkable part of this may be in the fact that the 
line has never parted with a fish upon it. Several hooks 
have been broken, but no fish lost through fault of the line. 
It had, however, one pretty severe test. The angler’s wife, 
who is fond of the sport, once hooked a large bass while he 
was busy with the bait, and womanlike, she proposed to let 
no fish escape—big or little—if a strong steady pull would 
effect anything. The light rod was making rapid and very 
profound salaams to the denizen of the flood, while the line 
swished to right and left in a way to make the angler’s heart 
jump to his throat as he realized the impending disaster to 
his tackle; and shouting to his “better half” to “let go the 
reel,” which she was holding with ja determination known 
only to woman on such occasions, he dashed to her relief 
For a brief moment it was a trial of endurance between the 
fish, the lady and the line, but the calamity was averted by 
a timely release of the reel, and plenty of line wherewith to 
divert himself, the gallant fish was soon obliged to succumb. 
He tipped the beam at 5f pounds. 

The record of 1884 has been mislaid, but it included sev¬ 
eral black bass, one pike of 13 pounds and one 17-inch trout 
taken at the mouth of Carp River. Twice did the angler 
have his nose to tbe gravel and as often did the brave fish 
fight his way back to his native element against the utmost 
endeavors of his captor. A third time was he hauled within 
reaching distance, when throwing down the rod, with the 
desperation born of a last hope, the angler pounced upon his 
prize with both hands and the stiuegle was soon over. The 
weight of this fish some hours after, was 3 pounds 1 ounce. 
The hook was an extremely small one and the least slacken¬ 
ing would have lost him. The line will be used again this 
season. 0. J. T. 

HAMPTON PONDS. 

SPRINGFIELD paper yesterday morning contained the 
following item: “A black bass weighing 7f pounds is 

on exhibition in an Elm street store window. It was caught 
at Hampton Ponds, and is the largest fish of this kind ever 
taken there. ” 

That is a monster, indeed, and no doubt the very one so 
many of us were fishing for last summer. Hampton Ponds 
afford about the only bass angling to be found in this imme¬ 
diate vicinity. The fishing there is generally nothing to 
boast of. Every man professes to believe that the waters 
are full of bass, and excuses for poor success are never want¬ 
ing. In fact, I have myself seen them jumping in every 
direction and have not been able to take more than one in all 
the afternoon. Large fish are caught occasionally, and the 
parties who keep boats to rent do not fail to give the matter 
proper circulation. 

The first minnow I ever cast into the pond returned me a 
bass weighing nearly three pounds. I jumped to the conclu¬ 
sion that this was the place I had been looking for for some 
time; but I never caught another so large. I have seen one 
weighing four pounds caught with a frog, while traditions 
of six pound fish are current among the emploj^es at the 
grove, where horses are left and boats obtained. 

It is a very pleasant place to spend a day, and Holyoke 
and We.stfleld anglers are always well represented when the 
weather is favorable for sport, while the tents of campers are 
often seen upon the island. Those who fish the waters fre¬ 
quently meet with occasional good success, and find their 
scores at the end of the season moderately satisfactory. One 
Westfield business man stated in August that he had taken 
fifty up to that time, ranging in weight from four pounds 
down. It was reported that on one day in the mouth of 
May, 1884, a man filled a clothes’ basket with bass from this 
pond. They must, doubtless, have been taken from the 
spawning beds. This and similar practices amply account 
for the fact that a person may fish all day in July and catch 
nothing. Nonotuck. 

Holyokb, Mass., March 10. 

COLOR OF TROUT IN SALT WATER. 

N former numbers of Forest and Stream I have occa¬ 
sionally seen notes on the change of color in trout. That 

the color of trout undergoes some modification in different 
waters seems to me beyond doubt, and this I suppose to be 
the prevalent opinion. I will give an example within my 
own experience. 

There is (or was in 1859) a nice little trout brook and pond 
at Glenwood, L. 1. Glenwood is .situated on Roslyu or 
North Hempstead Harbor. I once stocked two smaU ponds 
of my own from this brook, and years ago took many fine 
trout from it. The brook was dammed up a few hundred 
feet from the harbor. I think it was 1859 that the gate of 
this dam was broken down by a freshet, and hundreds, if 
not thousands, of trout soon found themselves in salt water. 
Five or six weeks afterward I saw some of these trout taken 
from a fyke on the opposite side of the harbor. They had 
all this time been living in salt water. The color had nearly 
all faded out of the spots and the fins, and the whole fish 
was of a pale silvery hue, and they might very well have 
been called silver trout. When cooked the flesh was firm 
and the fl-avor excellent. This account may have some 
interest for Mr. Hallock. 

I wish to say further that the dam was repaired as speedily 
as possible. A few days after it was finished I went over to 
Glenwood to see how things were looking. The water was 
then coming over the dam again in quite a large volume. I 
may state that the dam was over six feet high at the gate. 
While looking at the flow of the water I was surprised to see 
a trout go up over the dam. My interest was at once aroused. 
I stepped back a few paces and looked down the brook to 
the bay, a distance of a few hundred feet. The brook was 
alive with trout, large and small, and they seemed to have 
been alarmed at my presence. Drawing back a little further 
and remaining as motionless as I could, I presently saw the 

beginning of one of the grandest sights I ever beheld. Firs 
two or three, then a dozen or two, and finally multitudes of 
trout went dashing up and over the waterfall For a moment 
1 was spellbound. All, however, did not succeed in going 
over the fall in the first attempt. Apparently exhausted 
before reaching the summit, some of them fell back into the 
stream below, but only to renew the attempt again after a 
few moments of rest. They were moved by a common in¬ 
stinct to get back to their native haunts, and no obstacle 
seemed too great to overcome. 

For two hours I watched this flight of the trout up and 
over the sparkling and foaming waterfall, and then reluct¬ 
antly left for my boat. I had become so fascinated that 
while rowing away my eyes were kept fixed on that water¬ 
fall till it finally faded from sight. I returned the next day, 
and the trout were still leaping the falls, but in lessened 
numbers. Many a time since, in half dreamy moods, I have 
enjoyed this scene over again with little loss of freshness 
from the years that have passed. Petra. 

A Dead Sure Thing.—The member for West Algoraa 
tells a good story about a species of sturgeon from 40 to 60 
pounds in weight, which is peculiar to Rainy River and 
Lake. On a visit which he paid last summer to a settle¬ 
ment on the river, he had occasion to visit a young bachelor, 
who, with true backwoods hospitality, insisted that he should 
stay for dinner. Mr. Conmee seated himself and watched 
the preparations of his entertainer. First he set down his 
home-made bread on the table, with tin mugs for the tea, 
and then he put a big pot full of water over the fire. When 
the water came to the boiling point he infused the tea and set 
it aside. Then he seized a gaff about 6 feet long, stepped out¬ 
side to the river’s edge, which was not over 10 paces distant, 
and returned in three minutes with a sturgeon kicking on 
the end of his gaff, part of which was soon cut off and trans¬ 
ferred to the pot of boiling water to be cooked for dinner. 
This is the usual thing up there. They always have the 
water boiling before they go to catch the fish, and they use 
only a common gaff.—Toi-onto World. 

^ Coil OF Lead Instead of Shot.—Paterson, N. J.—When 
fishing in fast running streams split shot is generally used 
to sink the bait. My objections to using split shot are that 
when attached it is difficult to remove and in attempting the 
same the gut becomes frayed. It is difficult to regulate the 
weight required; sometimes one split shot is too little and 
two are too much. It also has a tendency to become fas¬ 
tened between stones in the bed of the stream. Another de¬ 
vice may be of use to your readers who use split shot. Pro¬ 
cure a small piece of sheet lead and hammer it until it be¬ 
comes the thickness of heavy paper. Cut off a piece the 
shape of a little worm and coil it around the gut in a spiral 
shape. The weight of the lead can be altered in an instant 
without fraying the gut. I carry a little sheet (lx2in.) of 
this lead in my tackle book and when wanted cut off a 
suitable piece. Tbe lead that tea chests are lined with will 
answer the purpose very well.—G. A. M. 

Jap.anese Tackle.—We have recently been shown some 
flies and artificial baits from Japan, by our correspondent 
“Petra,” whose daughter brought them to this country. The 
gut to which these flies were attached was two feet five 
inches long and was composed of five twisted strands and 
yet the wnole of them made a gut length not larger in di¬ 
ameter than we ordinarily use. The flies were delicately 
made, with long black wings and colored wool bodies in 
closer imitation of nature than we are accustomed to. The 
hooks had a sharp bend and a slight beard. A caterpillar 
was a perfect imitation, even to the feet. “Petra” tells us 
that his son-in-law has been fly-fishing with Japanese gentle¬ 
men and he will try and learn something about their 
methods. 

Black Bass in Lake Champlain.—That small portion 
of Lake Champlain which extends northward into Canada 
and is called Missisquoi Bay has been a fruitful source of 
trouble to those who wish to make the laws of New York, 
Vermont and Canada establish a uniform time for fishing in 
the lake. Vermont angleis have complained that they were 
protecting black bass merely to have them taken on the 
spawning beds in Missisquoi Bay, and it is said that black 
bass have been illegally taken in Vermont waters, sent to 
Canada, and returned through the Custom House as legally 
caught Canadian fish. Now that the Dominion has passed 
a law extending the close season until June 15 all such cause 
of complaint is ended. 

The Largest Trout.-Red Bauk N. J. March 8.— 
Editor Forest and Stream: Mr. Charles Hallock in his 
‘ 'Fishing Touiist,” says, page 93, that trout {Salmo fontinalis), 
have been taken in the Rangeley waters weighing as high as 
twelve pounds. From inquiries made last June I found that 
the heaviest on record was eleven pounds. The additional 
one pound is not much in a fish yarn, but let us have the 
true record. Come Stephen Morse, Lawrence Sargcant. 
Marshal Whitney, and all good honest guides, send in your 
records and oblidge your fiiend. Geo. Wild. 

Canadian Seasons.—The fishing regulation of 1879, fix¬ 
ing the close season for pickerel, bass and maskinonge in the 
Provinces of Ontario and Quebec, from the 15th of April to 
the 15th of May in each year, is repealed, and the following 
regulation adopted in lieu thereof : In tbe Provinces of On¬ 
tario and Quebec, no person shall fish for, catch, kill, buy, 
sell or possess any pickerel between the 15th day of April 
and the 15th day of Slay (both days inclusive) in each year, 
nor any bass or maskinonge between the 15th day of April 
and the 15th day of June (both days inclusive) in each year. 

^islfcttUttre. 
THE AMERICAN FISHERIES SOCIETY. 

The following circular has been issued: The American 
Fisheries Society 'will hold its annual meeting in the Pal¬ 

mer House club rooms, Chicago, on Aiiril 13 and 14 next, and 
it is desired to have as large an attendance of Western men 
interested in fishculture as possible. The undersigned, a com¬ 
mittee appointed for the purpose of making arrangements for 
this meeting, hope that jmur Commission may be well repre¬ 
sented, and that you -will invite all other’s interested in these 
matters that you may meet, to be present on that occasion. 

Dming the time of this meeting there will be a fish exhibit 
in the Exposition building, where ample sp^ and aquaria 
have been provided for the display of live fish, hatching appa 
ratus, models of fish ladders, nets, boats, fishing tackle, etc. 
that dealer's or interested parties can be induced to send. W 
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would like to see the woi’k of your Commission on which you 
are spending the most brain and money well exhibited, as we 
desii’e 4o give the people as good an idea as possible of the 
amount of time, labor and cash being spent in the propagation 
of food lishes, with a few practical results. Mr. S. P. Bartlett, 
of the Illinois Fish Commission, will have immediate super¬ 
vision of this display. If you send to Mr. Butler, at Detroit, 
a list of the live fish and anything connected with the propa¬ 
gation thereof that you rnay desire to exhibit, we will in a 
short time send you explicit directions in regard to shipping, 
etc. Respectfully, Wm. A. Butleb, Sec. Local Ex. Com. 

Local executive committee: F. R. Clark, U. S. Fish Com., 
Northville, Mich.; W. V. Cox, Washington, D. C.; W. P. May, 
Nebraska Fish Com.; Fred Mather, New York Fish Com.; R. 
O. Sweeney, Mimiesota Fish Com.; Wm. A. Butler, .Tr., Michi¬ 
gan Fish Com. _ 

THE NEWARK DOG SHOW. 

The entries for the Newark dog show number 546. There 
are 22 mastiffs, 57 St. Bernards, 5 Newfoundlands. 4 

Great Danes, 10 greyhounds, 6 deerhounds, 67 pointers, 56 
English setters, 13 black and tan setters, 38 Dish setters, 3 
Irish water spaniels, 13 field spaniels, 38 cocker spaniels, 14 
spaniel puppies, 3 Clumber spaniels, 7 fo.xhounds, 56 collies, 
31 beagles, 5 basset hounds, 8 dacbshunde, 48 fox-terriers, 5 
bulldogs, 13 bull-tenders, 8 black and tan terriers, 1 Irish ter¬ 
rier, 3 Dandie Dinmonts, 3 Bedlingtons, 6 Skyes, 11 pugs, 4 
Yorkshires, 3 toy terriers, 3 King Charles spaniels, 3 Blen¬ 
heims, 4 poodles and 6 miscellaneous. Twenty-five entries 
were returned, having been received too late. 

THE HARTFORD DOG SHOW. 

Addrcua all communications to the Forest and Idtream Pub 
ing Co 

FIXTURES. 

FIELD TRIALS. 

Nov. 8-Second Annual Field Trials of the Western Field Trials 
Association, at Abilene, Kan. R, C. Van Horn, Secretary, Kansas 
City. Mo. 

Nov. 23.—Elerhth annual field trials of the Eastern Field Trials Club, 
at High Point, N. 0. W. A. Coster, Secretary, Flatbush, Kings 
county, N. Y. 

DOG SHOWS. 

March 16, 17.18 and 19.—Western Pennsylvania Poultry Society’s 
Dog Show, at Pittsburgh. Pa. C. B. Elben, Secretary. 

March 25, 24 and 25.—First Annual Dog Show of the New Jersey 
Kennel and Field Trials Club, Newark, N. J. A, P. Vredenburgii, 
Secretary. Bergen Point. N. J. 

March 30 to April 2.—Third Annual Dog Show of the New Haven 
Kennel Club. 8. K Hemingway, Secretary, New Haven. Conn. 

April ts, 7, 3 and 9.—Second Annual Dog Show of the New England 
Kennel Club. Edward A. Moseley, Secretary, Boston. Mass. 

April 13, 14, 15 and 16. First Annual Dog Show of the Hartford 
Kennel Ciuh. A. C. Collins, Secretary, Hartford, Conn, 

April 27, 28, 29 and 30 —Third Dog Show of the Cleveland Bench 
Show Association. C. M. Munhall, Secretary, Cleveland. O. 

May 4, 5, 6 and 7.—Tenth annual dog show of the Westminster 
Kennel Club, at Madison Square Garden, New York. James Morti¬ 
mer. Superintendent. P. O. Box 1812, New York. 

May 18,19. 20 and 21.—Third Annual Dog Show of the St. Louis 
Gun Club, St. Louis, Mo. Geo. Munson, Manager. 

A. K. R.-SPECIAL NOTICE. 

rpHE AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 

pedigrees, etc. (with prize lists of all shows and trials), is pub 
Jshed every month. Entries close on the 1st. Should be in early. 

Entry blanks sent on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope. 

Registration fee (50 cents) must accompany each entry. No entries 
inserted unless paid in advance. Yearly subscription $1.50. Address 

-American Kennel Register,” P. O. Bo. 2882, New York. Number 
of entries already printed 3481. 

THAT UNPAID CHICAGO SPECIAL AGAIN. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Perhaps you are tired of the above heading, so I will promise 

not to sing the old song over again; in fact, it is not needed, 
for all readers of Fobest and Stbeam have arrived at the 
moral (?) of that transaction. But it comes in very handy to 
preach a sermon on, about the views different people take of 
their duties and resjjonsibilities, and also iDustrates that pecu¬ 
liar diseased condition of mind that produces the rabid ‘‘auti- 
kicker.” I have been favored with some correspondence on 
this subject since I fii*st ventilated it in Fobest and Stbeam 
One party writes that he is very much hurt at my letter, that 
he never kneAv of the special money being paid into the club, 
that he has tried and tried again to get the club together to 
meet these debts, etc., and generally expresses himself as we 
should expect a gentleman—no, I despise that abused name— 
as we expect an houoroble man to do. For such a man, we 
all will have sincere commiseration at the unfortunate plight 
he has been put in. 

But others take a different view; one writes to the victim, 
i. e., the winner of the special who didn’t get bis money, that 
•T didn’t expect you to kick!” Great snakes! Didn’t expect 
that an exhibitor who had been wronged out of his money 
should object to the process? Now this is of no gi-eat moment 
as simply the expression of one individual, but it is of impor¬ 
tance when we remember that it is the code of a certain set of 
dog show people. It is something very base for an exhibitor 
to object to anything that is done him, “keep still or you will 
hurt somebody,” “above all other things, no matter how 
much you are wronged, don’t say anything in the papers, if 
you do you are a ‘kicker’ ” and the magnificent altitude tiiat 
nose takes while the lips below enunciate that odious word 
would put Chimborazo to shame. 

Of course the proposition involved is so utterly preposterous 
that it needs only to be stated to work it’s own reputation, but 
for all that the very fellow that you have sat (Riwn on over 
this will bob up as serenely, with his nose at half cock, the 
next time he hears the word, as though he had just received 
a written opinion from Solomon himself that even “Old Nick” 
would not tolerate so base an animal as a kicker. So, as I 
have had the honor of cham7iioa kicker of America thrust 
on me 1 propose to defend the belt against all comers, and will 
be only too glad when some one wrests the laurels from my 
brow. Tue more “kickers” of the kind that will not stand 
being wronged, the better for us. 

Then another intensely funny view of the situation is scold¬ 
ing that “there has been more fuss about that US than about 
all the remaining §1,600 that was due.” This is ricnness. As 
though misappropriation of a man’s money was no worse than 
the simple owing of a debt! A well-known doggy lawyer 
kindly wrapped me over the knuckles for a misappUcation of 
the legal term ‘ trover and conversion” to this proceeding 
but what would “the hard legal mind” apply to the perform¬ 
ance? Side by side two enormous evils have grown up and 
if dog shows are to prosper, we must learn that the proper 
meaus for the suppression of the kicker are the removal ofall 
real wrongs that he kicks about. Let the constitutional 
“sorehead’^.growl, nobody cares for him anyhow, and he gen¬ 
erally makes an ass of himself without any help. 

Then as the companion piece of the “kicker” silliness has 
grown up a easy, devil-may-care way of going on, passing over 
wrongdoings because the wrongdoer is a “good fellow” or “we 
don’t want to make a fuss,” or “we can’t afford to get Tom 
Collins down on us,” etc., etc. I believe it was some such rea¬ 
son as this that kept shut the mouth of a well-known Phila¬ 
delphia fancier, wno went to claim a dog and found it already 
claimed, and subsequently discovered that the secretary had 
kindly claimed it for the ODmer, that he might not have to 
part with it. And the funny part is, that this piece of busi¬ 
ness was gravely defended by the secretary as all right. In 
other words, it was all right to beat an exhibitor out of his 
rights, which were really a contract between him and the 
club, simply to save some one from having to stick to his bar¬ 
gain. The way face with which that fancier looked on when 
that dog was winning all over the country, was a study, to 
say the least. The W. K. C. set a very wise example when 
they abolished the whole business of claiming dogs, but as the 
actor in this drama kept to the rule it will be curious to see 
how business imder it will turn out. W. Wade, 

Hclton, Pa., March 13, 

rpHE premium list of the Hartford dog show provides for 
JL 137 classes, as follows: Champion dog, §10; champion 
bitch, $10; open dogs, $10 and $5; bitches the same; dog pup¬ 
pies, $5 and $3; bitches the same, for mastiffs, rough-coated 
St. Bernards, smooth-coated St. Bernards, deerhounds, CTey- 
kounds, large pointers, small pointers, English setters, Irish 
setters, Gordon settera, fox-terriers and collies. Newfound¬ 
lands have but one championj one open and one puppy class. 
Clumber spaniels, one champion and one open; field spaniels, 
the same; cocker spaniels, any color, one champion; open, 
liver or black, two classes; other than liver and black, one 
class; puppies, one class; foxhounds, one champion and one 
open; Ibeagles, over 13 inches, one champion and two open; 
under 13 inches, the same; puppies, one class; dacbshunde, one 
class;basset hounds, the same; wire-haired fox-terriers, the 
same; bulldogs, large, two champion and two open; small, the 
same; buU-terriers, large, one champion and one open; small, 
the same; prizes the same. Champion black and tan terriers, 
$S; open, $8 and $4; rough-haired terriers, $8 and $4; Dandie 
Dinmonts, the same; Irish terriers, the^same; Bedlingtons, the 
same; Skyes, the same; Yorkshires, the same; toys, the same. 
Champion pngs, $8; open dogs, $8 and $4; bitches, the same; 
puppies, $5 and $3. Blenheims, $8 and $4; King Charles, the 
same; Mexican hairless, the same; Italian greyhounds, the 
same; poodles, the same: miscellaneous, over 35 pounds, the 
same; under 35 pounds, the same. In addition, there will be 
a good list of special prizes. 

THE ST. LOUIS DOG SHOW. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The printer is at work on the premium listaud entry blanks 

of the coming Bt. Louis Gnn Club bench show. 1 will mail 
them in a few days, and will be glad it intending exhibitors 
will write me for copies. 

Our catalogue is to be six by ten inches, much larger than 
heretofore, and we shall have it illustrated with full-page pic¬ 
tures of prominent dogs. If owners of fine animals who have 
cuts of tneir dogs will communicate with me promptly, I will 
be able to ascertai n what pictures we shall have and announce 
it through the press. 

We have made the prizes so liberal that we believe the dogs 
will come here. We have left out a lot of useless classes so 
common in many of the catalogues, classes that either from 
their veiy nature can’t flU because there are no dogs eligible, 
or that w on’t fill because there are so few do^ of the class. 
Settei-s, pointers and collies get $80 cash champion prizes, and 
$30 open jirizes with us, and all puppy classes get cash prizes. 
If we can be assured of some mastitf and St. Bernard entries 
from the East, we will offer $50 cash kennel prizes, and we 
hope to be able to offer very handsome specials for kennels of 
pointers, setters, collies and fox-terriers, 

As there is to be a bench show in Cleveland following ours, 
and another in Milwaukee later on, we hope some of the prom¬ 
inent Eastern dogs vrill come out to us. 

The collie prizes wiU be the handsomest ever offered. There 
is to be a dog raffled every day of the show. Each person 
entering the show will be given a numbered ticket, a dupli¬ 
cate of which will be put into a wheel and drawn out at 10 
o’clock P. M. of each day, and the lucky number takes the 
prize for that day. The dogs to be raffled will be no doubt a 
collie, a setter, a Newfoundland and a pug. 

Geo. Munson, Manager. 
St. Lons, March 13. 

PITTSBURG DOG SHOW. 

'T'^HE twelfth exhibition of dogs given by the Western Penn- 
sylvauia Poultry Society, oiiened at the Grand Central 

Skating Rink, Pittsburg, on Tuesday, March 16. The entries, 
which only closed a week before, were much larger than there 
was reason to expect, and the disappointed exhibitors who 
had thought to steal a march on less enterprising owners were 
found by the dozen long before the judging commenced. The 
rink was ju.st large enough to accommodate the 400 and odd 
dogs and allow room for a good sized judging ring in the 
center. It was not a particulai'ly cheerful building, and ex¬ 
cept when the sun is shining through the Pittsburg smoke the 
Light is poor. The morning of Tuesday was dull and cheerless, 
but before judging commenced there was a pleasant change. 
The delay was caused by a number of dogs being kept back 
on the railroads, and it was not irntU. after dinner that Mr. 
Mortimer stepped into the ring, half of which was roptd off 
for his use, while Major Taylor occupied the other half. 

Mr. Mortimer not only began his judging first, but his 
classes headed the catalogue so that our criticisms will be con¬ 
fined to the work done by him, reserving Major Taylor’s 
awards for next week, as it was impossible to do justice to the 
dogs or the judging going on in both rings at the same time. 
It IS only proper to ^ate that excellent progress was made, 
and if the judging had only commenced at the hour an¬ 
nounced it would probably have been all completed in one 
day. The first of Mr. Mortimer’s classes was the mastiff dog 
champions, for which Homer was unopposed. Rosalind was 
also alone in the bitch class. Open dogs had four entries and 
Hero III. won easily; he has filled out very much and has 
good width of skuU and plenty of bone, bub is coarse in coat 
and short of wrinkle. Hector is too small and is cut away in 
muzzle, but is very symmetrical. Bevis is also undersized 
and weak in muzzle; he has nice ears. Nero is large but sadly 
lacking in character, and has a ring tail. Hebe easily bea't 
Victoria in the bitch class; both are, however, too small. The 
puppies were poor and only one prize was awarded. 

The champion St. Bernard classes failed to attract any en¬ 
tries. In the class for rough dogs, Randolph 11. had a clear 
win. He is rather on the small side, wants squareness of 
muzzle, and has a bad tail. Rescue was baffly shown, is light 
in bone and body, and weak before tue eye. Tiger got third, 
but it should have been withheld, as he is not a pure St. Ber¬ 
nard. The newly-imported Lady Athol was decidedly the 
best of the roughs. Good in skull, coat and body, she could 
be improved by a more decided stop. Don Juan was given 
first in the puppy class, but be is over 13 months, and an ob¬ 
jection was lodged. Loyal is very good in front, but inherits 
his sire’s faulty hindlegs. Phnthia had been brought sti'aight 
fi’om the steamer, which amved in New York ou Monday, 
and was dirty and in poor shape. Jumbo is a greatly over¬ 
rated puppy,'poor in head, short in body, and stiff in his hind 
legs. Mr. Tucker’s new smooth-coated dogs had nothing to 
beat. Apollo is good in size and bone, but his heavy dewlap 
puUs his face down, and he shows too much haw. Rigi is 
small, but typical. Bess was rightly placed over Bernice, who 
shows age and moves stiffly. The puppies were not veiy prom¬ 
ising, the winner having rather too much coat for a smooth 
dog. 

In the Newfoundland dog class Mr. Mortimer went astray 
when he gave King Leo first. He is small, has not so much 
character as either Bruno or Pascha, and has no coat worthy 
the name. It should have been a clear win for Bruno, whose 

coat should, however, be flatter stUl; there is plenty of it and 
it is of tha right quality. Pascha should have been second. 
Duke is a weedy little dog, bad all over. The bitch and puppy 
prizes were properly withheld. The Great Dane judging was 
well done, Brock being the best of the breed. 

Old Fan had a walk-over in the chammon greyhound class, 
but in open dogs we think Stranger in white should have won 
over Paris. The former is a smart young dog and was well 
shown, while Paris is bad in shoulders. First in bitches went 
to a nicely-shown black, but the others were not a grand lot 
by any means. Deerhounds were drawn blank and then came 
spaniels. Mr. Olcott won first and second in Irish water span¬ 
iels with The O’Donoghue and Mollie, and a fair specimen, 
Onomoo, was vhc. 

The field and cocker spaniel classes were not well filled, In 
the small other than black class Vic was first, but she was not 
good enough for such a position as both Hornell Nell and 
Hornell Nance are lower and better in body and legs. In the 
large class other than black there was a question as to weight, 
and the two dogs were sent out of the I’ing till it was decided. 
An objection on the same score was also made to Peerless 
Gloss Jr., who was placed over Bonanza. Between Hornell 
Silk and Keno there was not much to choose, but we differed 
from the judge, and should have placed Silk at the head of 
affairs. The small black bitches made up the best class of the 
breed, and Bene Silk properly won in coafe, head and move¬ 
ment. Black Pearl was nob quite herself and Gipsy Jane is not 
right in coat. 

Mayor Taylor completed his pointer, Gordon, and L’ish 
setter judging before he stopped, and if an early start be 
made to-morrow the judging wiU be completed in good season. 

PiTTSBUBG, Pa., March 17.—Special Dispatch to Forest 
and Stream: Another fine day. The attendance is stiU lim¬ 
ited. The committee held a meeting at noon, and decided to 
allow none of the protests. Judging by Major Taylor and Mr. 
B. F. Wilson progi’essed slowly. Mr. Mortimer nearly finished 
at 1 o’clock, when a recess was taken. We give awards to 
that time. 

AWARDS. 

MASTIFFS,—Champion—Dog: Winlawn Kennels’ Homer. Bitch: 
Winlawn Kennels’ Rosalind.—Open—Dogs: 1st, V. M, Haldeman’s 
Hero 111.; 2d, Winlawn Kennels’ Hector; 3d, F. Ardary’s Bevis High 
com , G. W. Morris’s Nero. Bitches: 1st, Winlawn Kennels’Hope; 
2d, W. D. Brereton’s Victoria. Puppies: 1st, Winlawn Kennels’ Han¬ 
nibal; 2d. withheld. 

ST. BERNARDS.—Roush-Coated—Open—Hops; 1st. Ohequasset 
Kennels’ Rudolph II.; 2d, O. W. Van Essen’s Rescue; 3(1. F. George’s 
Tiger. Bitches; Ist, J. S. Shepard’s Lady Athol; 2d and 3d, Buena 
Vista Kennels’ Stella and Baronne. Puppies: 1st, J. A. Newell’s Don 
Juan; 2d, Buena Vista Kennels’ Loyal, very high com., R. J. Saw¬ 
yer’s Plinthia, and Mohawk Kennels’ Jumbo. Smooth-Coated.— 
Open—Hops.- 1st and 2d. W. W. Tucker’s Apollo and Rigi. Bitches: 
1st, Dr. E. J. Birmingham’s Bess; 2d, W. W. Tucker’s Bernice. Pip~ 
pies: 1st and 2d, Ohequasset Kennels’ Lionel and Lindau. 

NEWFOUNDLANDS.—Dops; Ist, W. C. Meyer’s King Leo; 2d, D. 
O’Shea’s Bruno. Very high com., W. Lenchwin’s Pascha. High 
com , F. A. Dean’s Duke and W. W. Silvey’s Nero Bitches-. With¬ 
held. Puppies; Withheld. 

GBEAT DANES —Hops.- 1st, A. Trinkle’s Brock; 2d, Paul Marker's 
Pluto. Bitches: Ist, PaulMerker’s Flora; 21, H. M. Meyer’s Elza. 

GBEYHOUNDS.—Champion—H W. Smith’s Fan.—Open—Dops: 1st, 
Associated Fanciers’ Paris; 2d. 11. W. Smith’s Stranger in White. 
Very high com . W. Bagshaw’s Nero and J. H. Beddow’s Spring. 
High com., J. V. Scaife’s Major. Bitches; 1st, J. V. Nicholson’s 
Belle; 2d. J. H. Beddow’s Bess Braddock. Very high com., H. W. 
Smith’s Sister in Black. High com., W. Bagshavv's Nora. 

DEERHOUNDS.-No entries. 
POINTERS.—Champion—Dot/.- St. Louis Kennel Club's Robert le 

Diable.—Open—OVER bbVBS,.- Dogs: 1st, Graphic Kennels’ Graphic; 
2d, 0. 1. Engel’s Young Meteor. High com., L. W. Rutherfurd’s 
Dandy. Bitches; 1st, Graphic Kennels’ Revel lU.—Under 66lbs.— 
Dogs-, 1st, Graphic Kennels’ Bracket; 2d, Westminster Kennel Club's 
Bang Bang; 3d, D. O’Shea’s Don. Very high com., C. L. Dick’s 
Young Sleaford and R. F. Hitchcock’s Duke of Bergen. Com., F. 
Tamblyn’s Roy. Bitches: 1st, Pittsburg Kennel Club’s Jetsam; 3d, 
Graphic Kennels’Meally. Very high com., Pittsburg Kennel Club’s 
Flotsam and F. K. Hitchcock’s Modesty. High com., G. A. Seven’s 
Reiss. Com., Surrey Kennels’Bellegarde and G. H. Bailey’s Grace. 
Puppies-Dops; 1st, C. I. Engel’s Young Meteor; 2d, C. L. Dick’s 
Hamlet S. Very high com. and com., J. M. Hilbert’s Duke, Jr. and 
Prince, Bitches-. 1st, F. Vail's Lady Snow; 2d, J. Fawcett’s Nell. 
Com., V. M. Haldeman’s Leda. 

ENGLISH SETTERS.—Champion—Dop; Pittsburgh Kennel Club’s 
Royal Ranger. Bitch: R. C. Cornell’s Modesta.—Open—Dop.sv 1st, 
B. B. Morgan’s Mandan; 2d, Reserve Kennels’ Pendragon; 3d, C. L. 
Dick’s Prince Royalty. Very high com., J. P. Thorn’s Call and Pitts¬ 
burgh Kennel Club’s Van Dad. High com., Reserve Kennels’ Montana, 
J. O. II. Denny’s Bradon. E. J. Stelley’s Jipsey and H. C. Bughman’s 
Napoleon. Com., W. McOonw^’s Royal Blue, Jr. and W. J, Scully’s 
Shot Ranger. Bitches; Isi, J. S, Lewis’s Lady Rock; 2d, Mrs. Dr. E. 
C. Franklin’s Vixen HI,; 3d, W. R. Travers’s Princess Pearl. Very 
high com., G. Cartwell’s Daisy Darling, R. B. Morgan’s Addie M., 
and Associated Fanciers’ Czarina. High com., Pittsburgh Kennel 
Club’s Bess B.. and G. W. White’s Daisy W. Com., Pittsburgh Ken¬ 
nel Club’s Daisy Queen and Queen Laverack, A. C. Waddell’s Daisy 
Deal, P. Wolfenden’s Nelly, Geo. H. Hill’s Lucy Dean, and R. B. 
Morgan’s Akron Girl. 

BLACK AND TAN SETTERS.-Champion—Dop.- E. Maher’s Royal 
Duke.—Open—Dops,’ 1st and 2d. withheld; 3d, 'G. H. Hill’s Max. 
Bitches: 1st, E. Davis’s Jessie II.; 2d, withheld; 3d, F. Ardary, Jr.'s 
Jes'ie.—Puppies—Hops; 1st, R. Wehrle’s Lang. Bifckes.JW. Ehler’s 
hellie. 

IRISH SETTERS.—Champion—Dop.‘ J. A. J. Sprague’s Brush.— 
Open-Hops; 1st, R. C. Van Horn’s Patsy; 2d, L. G. sweitzer's McCul¬ 
lough; 3d. O. H. Hill’s Jack O’Dono. 'very high com., C. W. Miller’s 
Colonel. Bitches; Isr, H. E. Chubb’s Zella Glenduff; ‘2d, W. Hoyt’s 
Noreen IV ; 3cl, T. J. Farley’s Miss Nellie Husted.-PuppiES-D op.s; 
1st, D. L. Oannichael’s Mac; 2d, withheld. Bitches; 1st, J. A. 'j. 
Sprague’s Cora; 2d, W. Hoyt’s Noreen IV. Very high com., T. J. 
Farley’s Miss Nellie Husted, 

IRISH WATER SPANIELS.—Ist and 2d, Exce].rior Irish water 
Spaniel Kennels’ The O’Donoghue and Mollie. High com., W. Ekler’s 
Anomoo. 

COCKER SPANIELS.—Hops or bitches-. 1st, Cannonshurg Cocker 
Spaniel Club’s Vic; 2d and very high com., Hornell Spaniel Club’s 
Hornell Nell and Hornell Gem. 

BLACK FIELD SPANIllLS.—1st, Miss Nelhe Henrlck’s Peerless 
Gloss, Jr.; 2d Associated fanciers Bonanza. 

BLAuK COCKER SPANIELS.— Dogs; 1st, Cannonshurg Cocker 
Club; Keno; 2na Hornell Spaniel Club’s Hornell Silk. 

FOX-TERRIERS.—Champion—Dog: L. & W. Rutherfurd’s Belgrave 
Primrose. Bitch; L. & W. Eutheifurd’s Diana.—Open—Dops; 1st, 
L. & W. Rutherfurd’s Splanger; 2d, R. Gibson’s Nick; 3d, W. T. 
McAler’s General Grant. Very high com., F. Hoey’s StabJeford 
Joe and A. Belmont’s Regent Vox. High com., Clovernook 
Kennels’ Earl Leycester. Com., W. B. Bruckner’s Flippant. 
Bitches; Ist, L. (S: W. Rutherfurd’s Cornwall Dutchess; 2d, 
A. Belmont, Jr.'s, Marguerite; 3d. Clovernook Kennels’ Delte. 
Very high com., J. H. Shepherd’s Lady Wihnie. High com., 
L. & W. Rutherfurd’s Warren Winsome. Puppies—Dops; Isr, 
W. T. McAlus’s General Grant. Very high com., P. Hoey’s Nut¬ 
meg. Higu com., J. W. Munson’s Virus. Bitches; 1st and very high 
com., F. Huy’s Violet V. and Mac 11. Very hign com , A. Belmont, 
Jr.’s, Blemton Gingerbread. High com., J. W. Munson’s Vice. 

DANDIE DINMONTS,—Ist and 2d, Mrs. J. H. Naylor’s Bennie Brit¬ 
ton and Pansy. Very high com., James Rice’s Bobbie Bums and 
Cleg 11. and Associated Fanciers’ Bob. Com., J. F- Nicholson’s 
Queen Mab. 

IRISH TERRIERS.—1st. D. O’Shea’s Norah; 2d, P. H. Haeke’s 
Patrick II. Very high com., W. W, Silvey’s Barney. 

SKYES.—Withheld 
BULLDOGS.—Ppen—Dops; 1st. J. P. Barnard’s Brimstone; 2d, 

witnnetd. 
BULL TERRIERS.—1st, withheld; 2d, Jos. Lewis’s Maud Lee.— 

Under 25LB8.-ist, T. R. Varick’s Little Nell; 2d, G. Will’s Nelly. 
Pippies; Withheld. 

RuUGH-H AIRED TERRIERS.—1st, J. H. Naylor’s Heather; 2d,D. 
O’Shea’s Major II. 

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.-Dops.- 1st, J. J. Brogan’s Pax. 
Bitches: 1st. E. G. Bird’s Three Cheers; 2d, M. & J. Callahan's Gvd. 
High com., G. Will’s Dot. 

PUGS.—Champion—Dop.- Kentucky Pug Kennels’ Treasure. Bitch: 
Mohawk Kennels’ Bo-Peep.—Open—Dops.- 1st, Ohequasset Kennels’ 
Young Toby, Bitches: 1st, Chequasset KenneJs’ Gra lala; 2d, W. 
C. Myer’s Tiny. Com., W. W. Silvey’s May Queen. Puppies; 1st, 
Miss Gorina Fulton’s Trixie; 2d, Geo. Gillivaa’s Ruby II. Cfem., Mi^ 
M, Cunningham’s Taffy. 
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JUDGES AS COMPETITORS. 

Editor Forest and Stream; 
It seems to me that one feature of the Alexandria Field 

Trials, as reported in your issue of March 4, ought not to pass 
without censure. I refer to the fact that two of the judges 
owned competing dogs. It seems to have been thought that 
so long as these gentlemen did not act as judges in the heats in 
which their dogs ran, there was no objection to the arrange¬ 
ment. All the other competitors may have been quite satis¬ 
fied with the way the business was done, but then again they 
may not, and it is not fair to put upon any competitor the 
necessity of objecting to improprieties on the part of the 
judges. 

The reasons why judges ought not to be competitors are the 
following: In the first place, so long as a judge’s dog is in the 
race, it is his interest to decide every heat in favor of the 
worse dog; that is, in favor of the dog that his own would be 
most likely to beat. Then again, Judge A might easily be 
tempted to give Judge B’s dog every advantage, and indis¬ 
posed to judge him with severe impartiality, when it will 
directly be Judge B’s turn to pass on Judge A’s dog. It is not 
a sufficient answer to say that any particular judges are high- 
minded men who would not let themselves influenced by 
such considerations. Honorable men ought not to let them¬ 
selves be placed in positions where their interests conflict with 
their duty. Every competitor has a right to have judges who 
not onlj^ are fair, but also who have no interest in being 
otherwise. S, H, 

Mew York, Mareli 11. 

NEW HAVEN KENNEL CLUB, 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I want to thank you for the earnest support that you are 

giving our show this year, as in the past. We feel your influ¬ 
ence every year, but never more than this present one, when 
at least two so-called“sporting papers” do all in theii’ power 
to injure us, one for no known reason except to keep up its 
recoi’d. and the other, I beUeve, because we would not accept 
the judges suggested by the editor. This same paper is also 
against us because its editor objects to one of oiu- judges: but 
in a pei’sonal letter to me acknowledges him to be one of the 
best judges in the country, and thinks by another yeai- that he 
will be acknowledged so by every one, but thinks we would 
do better to ask Mr. -and Mr.-this year. 1 think 
our selection of judges is approved by all true lovers of dogs 
and men of judgment; at least our entry book proves it to be 
so to our satisfaction. The classes are tilling up rapidly, and 
especially Messrs. Mason’s and Davidson’s. We shall have 
more specials than ever, and we shall tiy to make “the boys 
happy.” If some persons who are working against us on 
account of not being friendly with Mr. Mason are not careful, 
I shall not feel called upon to consider as confidential some 
letters received by me previous to our selection of judges, and 
shall give them to the public. We ai’e considering some new 
ideas as to benching and bedding the dogs, but have decided 
upon nothing as yet. Again thanking you for your endeavors 
in our behalf, 1 remain, as ever, G. Edw. Osborn, 

Brest. New Haven Kennel Club. 

A BREEDERS’ ASSOCIATION. — Editor Forest and 
Stream: As the breeding of thoroughbred dogs has become a 
source of wealth and has developed into a business of con¬ 
siderable magnitude, I wish, through your paper, to suggest 
to brother sportsmen of our coimtry a scheme whereby we 
may establish a large breeding kennel for all classes of dogs, 
and place ourselves in a position to obtain the very finest 
specunens of the breed we most prefer, at a moderate figure. 
Select an island. I have one in view (400 acres), let each par¬ 
ticipant either furnish-dollars as a share in the company, 
or a thoroughbred bitch of unquestionable breeding of the terrier ----- ^ ^ 
kind he desii-es, to keep and place on said island for breeding 
pui-poses, in the hands of a keeper, and if any owner of a 
thoroughbred dog let him be allowed to place him on the 
island for the same purpose, though only one dog of a kind to 
be admitted and to be the stud dog for that breed for the 
island. Then gentlemen who have taken the trouble and borne 
the expense to import or purchase good bitches will have a 
place to send them, save the annoyance of breeding, and dis¬ 
posing of those they may not require. One competent man 
can be the servant of many owners. Let those who think 
well of it speak through your paper.—Breeder. 

THE BOSTON DOG SHOW.—.Editor Forest and Stream; 
Arrangements for the transportation of dogs to the coming 
bench show of the New England Kennel Club, at Boston, 
April G to 9, have been made with the express and railway 
companies as follows: American, U. S. and Canada, Interna¬ 
tional, United States, and New York & Boston Di.spatch com¬ 
panies have agreed to rettum to shippers free, all dogs that 
may be sent to the show (in crates) in their charge, upon 
which one full rate has been paid. The Boston & Albany, 
Boston & Lowell, Boston & Maine, Fitchburg, Old Colony and 
Providence railroads-will carry dogs free to and from the show 
in baggage or smoking cars when accompanied by owner or 
caretaker paying fare. Railroad companies to be released 
from all liability from loss or injury. This arrangement to 
hold from April 3 to 12 inclusive. The above arrangements 
with the express companies covers nearly all points in the 
United States, Canada and the British Provinces, while the 
arrangements with the railroads cover New York city and 
points in New England. Entries close March 20. 

THE CLEVELAND DOG SHOW.—The third dog show of 
the Cleveland Bench Show Association will be held at the old 
Tabernacle, Cleveland, O., April 27 to 80. Mr. L. G. H^a 
will be the manager and Mr. C. M. Munhall, superintendent. 
Cleveland has always been popular with exhibitors, and as 
Che management will spare no pains to make this the best 
show they have ever held, we have no doubt that the benches 
will be well flUed. 

mistake IN PEDIGREE.—Editor Forest and Stream: 
noticed an advertisement of a red Irish setter bitch with a 
pedigree as follows. “By Dirk out of Maud 11.,” etc. This is 
a mistake, for Maud has never been bred to Du’k until witlun 
a year, but was bred to Red, the sire of Dirk. I make the 
correction to save future trouble in tracing the pedigree of 
the coming generations.—Cal. .45. 

NEW HAVEN SPECIALS.—Editor Forest and Stream: In 
specials sent you last week please change greyhounds to read : 
sWtts Patent, dog collar and 100 pounds biscmt, will put 
the clock elsewhere. Spratts Patent has sene us 800 porads 
biscuit and three collars which they place themselves.—S. R, 
Hemingway, Secretary. _ 

THE GOODSELL KENNELS.—The dogs constituti^ the 
GoodseU Kennels, that were recently purchased by ^e Black- 
stone Kennels from E. I. Martin, of Wilmin^on, Del., have 
been replevined by Mr. j. H. Goodsell, who holds a chattel 
mortgage on them from Mr, Martin. 

THE NEW HAVEN DOG SHOW.—There are four hun¬ 
dred entries for the New Haven dog show. Ilie disptey^ of 
mastifis, St, Bernards, spaniels and greyhounds w^ be the 
finest ever seen. The fox-terrier classes are also welj filled. 

THE HARTFORD CLUB has not yet been elected to mepi 
bership in the A. K, C. This is a matter that should be at¬ 
tended to, for unless the club should he &lccte,d> |ih.e at 
/|s shpjv could PPfb.ejepp|;p:^Cd' 

KENNEL NOTES. 
KENNEL NOTE BLANKS.—For the convenience of breeders we 

have prepared a series of blanks for “Names Claimed,” “Whelps,” 

Bred” and “Sales.” All Kennel Notes must be sent to us on these 
blanks, which will be forwarded to any address on receipt of 

stamped and directed envelope. Send for a set of them. 

NAMES CLAIMED. 
Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Ilford Claudia. By E. H. Moore, Melrose. Mass., for fawn, black 
points, mastiff bitch, whelped Dec. 19, 1885, by Ilford Caution (Crown 
Prince—Ilford Claudia) out ot Brenda II. (A.K.R. 2ri9). 

Ilford Rockwell. By E. H. Moore, Melrose, Mass . for fawn, black 
points, mastiff dog, whelped Dec. 19, 1885, by Ilfoi-d Caution (A.K.R 
2980) out of Brenda 11. (A.K.R. 2219). 

Forest Relle. By Rosebud Kennels, Southington. Conn., for black 
and white English setter bitch, whelped Nov. 17,188.5. by Plantagenet 
(Dashing Monarch—Petrel! out of Forest Dora (A.K.R. 500;. 

Forest May. By Rosebud Kennels, Southington, Conn., for biack 
and white ErigJish setter hitch, whelped Nov. 17, 1886, by Plantagenet 
(Dashing Monarch—Petrel) out of Forest Dora (A.K.R. 500). 

Forest King Bv Rosebud Kennels, Southington, Conn., for blue 
belton English setter dog, wuelped Nov. 17, 188.5, by Plantagenet 
(Dashing Monarch—Petrel) out of Forest Dora (A.K.R. 500). 

Bell Jarvis By Freestone Kennels. Middletown. Conn., for dark 
red. star on breast. Irish setter bitch, whelped Aug. 28,1885, by Nim¬ 
rod (Eicho—Lorna) out of Bizorah (A.K.R. 1388). 

Brown Betty. By A.W. Day, Dunellen, N. .1., for liver spaniel bitch, 
whelped Dec 17,1884, by Obo II. (A.K.R. 4.32) out of Gyp (Snipe- 
Althea). 

Concert. By A. Goetting, New York, for liver and white pointer 
dog, whelped Sept. 1, 1885, by Donald II. (imported Donald—Sappho) 
out of Gayley (Gay—Grace) 

Tell, Emil Marquardt, New York, for liver and white ticked 
pointer dog, whelped Sept. 1, 1885, by Donald II. (imported Donald— 
cappho) out of Gayley (Gay—Grace). 

Black Beau, .Tr. By Jas. Luckwell, 'Woodstock, Ont., for black 
field spaniel dog. whelped March 19, 1885, by Brahmin (Easten’s Bob 
—Clew) out of Woodland Queen (Kelly’s Tippo—Woodstock Queen), 

Beech Orove Queen. By Geo. P. Jones, St. Louis, Mo., for light 
fawn mastiff bitch, whelped Dec. 3, 1885, by imported Beech Grove 
Duke (Duke-) out of Beech Grove Gabrielle (Bob Ingersoll— 
Betsey TYotwood). 

King Philip and Burgoyne. By Jacob Meyer, Newark. N. J.. for 
brindle and white Sc. Bernard dogs, whelped Feb. 11, 1886, by Fust 
Choice out of Flora II. (A K.R. .3016). 

Carlo Chief and Mnnro Chief. By Jacob Meyer, Newark, N. J.,for 
tawny and white Sr. Bernard dogs, whelped Feb. 11, 1886, by B'irst 
Choice out of Flora 11. (A.K.R. 3016) 

Doctor Clyde. By Miss Ida P. Warren. Leicester, Mass., for brindle 
Scotch deerliound dog, whelped March 24. 1885, by Bras (Bruce- 
Maida) out of Lady Dare (Imported Oscar—Ilga). 

BRED 

Notes must he sent on the Prepared Blanks- 
Bessie—Ilford Caution. Sam Allyn’s (Rockport, Tex ) mastiff hilch 

Bessie (Turk II.—Druidess) to E. H. Moore’s Ilford Caution (A K.R. 
2980), March 4. 

Bess—llferd Caution. E. H. Moore’s (Melrose, Mass.) mastiff bitch 
Bess (A.K.R. 2977) to his Ilford Caution (A.K R. 2980), March 7. 

Countess—Ilford Caution. E H. Moore’s (Melrose, Mass.) mastiff 
bitch Countess (A.K R. 2220) to his Ilford Caution ( A.K.R. 2980), 
March 1. 

Bemie V.—Merchant Prince. E H. Moore’s (Melrose, Mass ) St. 
Bernard bitch Bemie Y. (A.K R. 3008) to his Merchant Prince (Bayard 
-Pastime), Feb. 19. , ^ ^ 

Topsy—Merchant Prince. E. H. Mocre’s (Melrose, Mass.) St. Ber¬ 
nard biich Topsy (A.K.R. 3202) to his Merchant Prince (Bayard— 
Pas'ime'', Feb. 24. 

CvDsey Queen—Rem. C. W. Willard's (Westerly, R. I.) beagle bitch 
Gypsey Queen (A.K.R. 2451) to C. S. Davol's Rem (A.K.R. 2116), 

^^^winkle—Rem. C. S. Davol's (Warren, R. I.) beagle bitch Twinkle 
(A.K B. 2390) to his Rem (A.K.R. 2115). March 6. 

Brown Betty-Black Prince. W. Day’s (Dunellen, N. J.) spaniel 
bitch Brown Betty (Obo II.—Gyp) to A. C. WUmerding’s Black Prince 
(A. K.R. 62), March 4 „ , . . 

Zona—Black Prince W. H. Moseley’s (New Haven. Conn.) spaniel 
bitch Zona (A.K.R. 1881) to A. C Wilmerding’s Black Prince (A.K.R. 

^\ai^-Bradford Ruby. Jesse D. Welch’s (NewHaven.Conn.)fox- 
rrier bitch Fairy (A.K.R. 3325) to Walter D. Peck’s Bradford Ruby 

^ovab-Jenny), Feb. 17. . _ , ^ , 
Belle of Scotland—Rob Roy IJI. Francis Tiernen’s (Fort Scott, 

Kan.) collie bitch Belle of Scotland (Help, A.K.R. 2122—Meg Merrilies 
II A K R 890) to W. 8. Powers’s Rob Roy HI. (A.K.R. ^11), Feb. 10. 

Woodland Queen—Obo II. Jas. Luck weU’s (Woodstock, Ont.) h'ack 
cocker spaniel bitcb Woodland Queen (Kelly’s Tippo—Woodstock 
Queen) to J. P. Willey’s Obo H (A K.R. 432), Feb. 6 

Myrtle—Brack. Mill Brook Kennels’ (Bergenfield, N. J.) collie bitch 
Myrtle (Robin Adair—Las.sie) to Martin Dennis’s Brack (^Carlyle—San- 

Gladsome. Theodore Potter’s (Glendale, O.) English 
setter bitch Glen (A.K.R. 1953) to J,jhn Overman’s Count Gladstone 

Verona Brook Kennels’ (Bergenfield. N. J.) St. 
Bernard bitch SnowbaU (Fido—Dinah) to their Verone (Rex—Alma), 
&l.&T*ch 7 

Bertha—Verone. Mill Brook Kennels'(Bergenfield, N. J.) St. Ber¬ 
nard bitch Bertha (Bnmo-Elso) to their Verone (Rex-Alma), March 5. 

_Verone L. Blank’s (Philadelphia, Pa.) St. Bernard bitch 
Nellie (Dirk—Alva) to Mill Rrook Kennels’ Verone (Rex—Alma), 

WHELPS. 

No‘ es must be sent en the Prepared Blanks. 
Bettv W. Stewart Diffenderffer's (Baltimore, Md) beagle bitch 

Betty (A.K.R. 2910), March 4, six (three dogs), by his Rattler IH. 
/A p 2798) 
' Cricket, (jeo. Laick's (Tarrytown, N. Y.) beagle bitch Cricket (Dr. 
Twaddell’s Bugle—Dr. Twaddell’s Pittsbui-g), Feb. 2, six (three dogs), 
by Chas. R. Hoe’s imported Rattler (Chancellor—Careless); all since 

^'^Woodland Molly. Jas. Luckwell’s (Woodstock, Ont.) field spaniel 
bitch Woodland Molly (Toronto Beau—Kelly’s Judy), Jan. 18. four 
doe’s) bv his Bob, Jr. (Bob lU.—Black Bess). 

ThuU Mill Brook Kennels’ (Bergenfield, N.J.) collie bitch Thule 
(imported Garry II.- Lassie, of Wyckoff), March 3, six (fom- dogs), by 

5V.^V(iyt’s (Cleveland, O.) pointer bitch Lady Bow 
(King Bow-Belle), March 10, eleven, by A. E. Godeffroy’s Croxteth 

^^mam^^Eks^^eiinels’ (Andover, Mass.) pug bitch Titanla(A K.R. 
471), March II, six (five dogs), by Forest City Kennels-Sam (Young 

Amorv ’8 (Boston, Mass.) pointer bitch Sal (Dick— Ruby), 
March 7.’six (three dogs and one bitch living), by his Bob (Bang— 

Detroit Kennel Club’s (Deti'oir, Mich.) English setter bitch 
Kefir (A K.R. 110), Feb. 21. twelve (five dogs), by Pride of Dixie; nine 

Detroit Kennel Club’s (Detroit. Mich.) English set^r bitch 
Victory (Count Rapier-Reign), Feb. 26. ten (three dogs), by Pride of 
Dixie; one since dead. , „ . xt t , u 

Flora Il.-First Choice. Jacob Meyer’s (Newark, N. J.) rough- 
coated St. Bernard hiixjh Flora 11. (A.K R. 3016), Feb. 11. eight (four 
dogS), by Burgess’s First Choice (E. 14,297). 

SALES. 

Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks 
JWfi. White native setter bitch, age and pedigree unknown, by St. 

George Kennels, St. George’s, Del . to H. C. Burdick. Spriogheld, 

^^ountess Irene. Fawn mastiff bitch, whelpad Oct 1,18^, by Count 
Waldo (A K R. 1501) out of Lofty (A.K.R. 2843), by Black Tnorn Ken¬ 
nels St. George’s, Del., to John A. (jrahatn, Chester, S. C. 

Roxey's Boy's Girl Black and white English setter biteh, whe^ed 

Nimrod. Jr. Red, small star on breast. Irish setter dog, whelped 
Aug. 28,1885, by Nimrod out of Flora, by Freestone Kennels, IVy|(ldle- 
town, Conn., to Chas. Young, .came place. 

Lady Abbot. Solid black field spaniel bitch, whelped July 11.1886 
(A.K.R. 3312), by A. C. Wilmerding, New York, to E. M. Oldham,same 
place. 

Lola. Black, white and tan English setter bitch, age not given, by 
Rake out of Fanny, by H. E. Hamilton, Hackensack, N. J., to A. E. 
Burche. Washington, D. C. 

Concert. Liver and white ticked pointer dog, whelped Sept. 1, 
1885, by Donald II. out of Gayley, by A. Quick. New York, to A. Goet¬ 
ting, same place. 

Tell. Liver and white licked pointer dog. whelped Sept. 1.1885, by 
Donald H. out of Gayley, by A. Quick, New York, to Emil Marquardt, 
same place. 

Dot III. Black, tan and mottled beagle bitch,whelped Pept. 6, 1885. 
by Judge out of Dot H., by Geo. L. Barnes, Tyrlngham, Mass., to 
Foss & Marston, Holyoke, Mass. 

Rob Roy III. (A.K.R. 26n)—Lilly vjhelps. Collies, whelped Jan. 21, 
1886, by W. S Powers, Si. Louis,Mo., a black and tan dog each to Cooper 
S. Steverson and S. F. Baker and a sable dog to W. 31. Chunvenei, all 
of same place. 

Bugler—Rye whelps. Beagles, whelped Dec. 14, 1885, by George 
Laiek, TarrytowTi, N. Y., two black, white and tan bitches to P. P. 
Lewis, same place, and a white and ticked bitch to J. W. Hedgecock, 
Hyde Park, N. Y. 

Pilot—Gilt whelp. Solid liver cocker spaniel dog, whelped Dee. 12, 
1885, by Ideal Kennels, New Haven, Conn., to A. G. Wetherell, Cincin¬ 
nati, O. 

Pilot—May Stubbs whelps. Cocker spaniels, whelped Dec 6, 1886, 
by Ideal Kennels, New Haven. Conn., a .solid liver dog each to John 
C. Dewey, New York, and Eli Lancaster, Providence, R. I.; a solid 
liver bitch to G. H King, Denver, Col., and a Uver and white dog to 
Mrs. H. W. Lacy, Ray Ridge, L. I. 

Ccnint Gladsome—Glen (A.K.R. 1953) wheljjs. English setters, 
whelped Oct. 26.1886, by Theodore Potter. Glendale, O., a lemon and 
white bitch to Robt. B. Moore, Louisville, Ky., and a black, while and 
tan bitcb to C. C. Kirkpatrick, Springfield. O. 

Beech Grove Queen. Light fawn mastiff bitch, whelped Dec. 3, 
1885. by imported Beech Grove Duke out of Beech Grove Gabrielle, 
by Beech Grove Kennels, Beech Grove, Ind., to Geo. P. Jones, bt. 
Louis. Mo. 

Bertha. Solid black cocker spaniel bitch, whelped Nov. 19,1885. 
by Kiddlewink (A.K.R. 997) out of Gretchen (A.K.R. 996), by Ideal 
Kennels, New Haven, Conn . to Geo. H. King, Denver, Col. 

Banjo. Solid black cocker spaniel dog, whelped Nov. 19, 1885. by 
Kiddlewink (A K.R. 967) out of (Iretchen (A.K.R. 996), by Ideal Ken¬ 
nels. New Haven. Ctnn., to J. 31. Gove. Rocklord, III. 

Pete. Cream fawn, black points, pug dog, wbelped Dec. 1, 1885, by 
Young Toby out of Tantrums, ly^ Essex Kennels, Andover, Mass., to 
Geo. S Tucker. Peterboro, N. H. 

PRESENTATIONS. 
Rob Roy III. (A.K.R. 2%n)—Lidy whelp. Sable and white collie dog, 

whelped .Ian. 2i, 1886, by W. S. Powers, St. Louis, Mo., to 3Iiss Daisy 
E. Kincaid, same place. 

^ifle md ^^haating. 
Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish'^ 

ing Co. _ 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

CINCINNATI, O., 31arch 8.—There was a fair attendance yesterday 
at ihe Four Mile House Range of the Cincinnati Eitte Association. 
Weather condition good, except a 3 o’clock wind.wliicb interfered 
with the shooting some. Scores, 2(X)yds. off'-haud, American stand¬ 
ard target: . ■ 

Morning 31atch. 

Gindele (Captain) .9 
Topf.« 
Best.9 
Hopkins.9 
Rivers .5 
Drube . 
Stegner.\ 
Stickles... 
H Nieman.jj 
Simon..( 
Wemheimer.J 
Seacrist .7 

Louis.... 
Roberts., 

S Nieman. 4 
3Ieyere.° 
Wagner. 

Best.^ 
H Nieman.. 
Hopkins.‘ 

5 8 7 10 7 K 0 8 5-76 
7 10 9 5 9 7 7 8 7-77 
6 10 4 6 6 8 ,5 8 9-75 
5 6 6 9 10 10 7 6 5—7’3 
7 6 7 6 7 9 8 6 8-69 
7 5 5 8 6 10 5 0-69 
8 8 5 10 7 5 7 8 4-69 
6 8 8 6 6 8 9 4 7—66 
8 6 4 8 9 4 5 6 9-64 
7 6 0 8 6 3 5 6 9-63 
4 5 7 9 6 6 6 7 6-63 
5 8 7 4 1 7 8 6 7-6-2 
6 6 8 8 3 7 6 6 7- 62 
6 2 6 5 8 7 9 8 5—61 
5 5 6 5 7 7 7 5 5-58 
6 6 8 6 6 0 8 4 7-56 
:i 9 5 3 6 7 7 6 5—56 
7 3 3 2 6 5 8 4 4—49 
3 4 3 4 7 10 ,.5 5 4-47 
5 2 7 2 5 4 7 4 5-45 
3 0 4 0 3 2 3 1 4-31 
3 8 

eh. 
2 2 2 2 3 0-.28 

7 7 7 9 6 9 6 7 7—74 
6 10 8 10 6 5 10-74 

9 8 7 7 6 8 6 6 8—73 
5 7 5 8 7 10 7 7 9—70 
6 7 8 10 7 7 5 8 5-70 
8 9 6 7 4 8 7 7 6—67 
8 9 6 9 6 7 7 8 4—65 
5 2 10 10 5 10 5 5 4-63 
7 6 7 7 7 4 5 7 6-62 
4 8 6 8 10 6 6 6-6-2 
5 4 9 5 6 4 7 8 7—61 
5 6 5 510 410 3 7-60 
2 5 8 4 10 8 5 6 8-58 
.H 5 5 10 6 3 7 4 8—66 
3 6 7 9 8 6 4 2 7—66 
4 4 5 3 5 8 7 5 5-54 
6 2 5 7 8 3 4 6 7-51 
1 1 5 5 0 8 5 10 8-4‘J 
5 9 3 0 3 3 4 5 4-48 
4 8 0 4 6 7 3 3 2-42 

3 
9 7 
8 7 
9 5 
8 10 
5 2 

) 10 10 6—70 
9-64 
9-64 
8-62 
8-61 
0 -59 

•ny sl' George Kels,’ St. George’s.' Del., to it. C. Burdick, Spring- 

^^llfcmd^'ercules. Pawn mastiff dog,whelped l^c. 19,1885, by Ilford 
Caution out of Brenda II. (A.K.R. 2219), by Pme Hill Aennels, Melrose, 

to Winlawn Kennels, New York , , 
Ilford Brenda. Fawn mastiff bitch, wbelped £ec. 19,188S, by Dford 

Caution out of Brenda II (A.K.R, 2219), by Pine HiU Kennels, Mefiose, 
Mass . to C. 31. Gilman. Southport, Conn. ^ x .• 

Judge Pawn mastiff dog. whelped Jan. 1. 1885, by Judge out ct 
Marchioness, dy Pine Hill Kemiels, Melrose, Mass., to C. M. Gilman, 

^ White, black and tan beagle bitch, whelped .Mr 7 18S4 
(A K,R- 2390), b;^ L. S. Pavol Warren, R. I, to A. H. Wakefield & Co., 

Ross. White, black.and tan -ticked beagle dogs, whelped 
Dec. 10,1884 (A.K.R. 2115 and 2115). ^7 8 p»vpl, Warren. R; I. tQ 
p, yi . iVillard, Westerly) B. ' ■ • 

Rivers.^ 
Gablemau.J 

Meyers.^ 
Black .  I 
Stegner .» 
Topf. I 
Simon.  ” 
Weinheimer.3 
Wagner.y 
S Nieman. 4 
Corre]I ..* ..^ 

Valuabie prizes will be shot for the coming season, and it is now 
expected that the association will hold their fli-st prize shoot of the 
season at their next regular shoot March 22.—Link. 

“SPRINGFIELD, Mass , March 9—The weekly shoot of the Rod and 
Gun Club to-day was fairly well attended. The day was not good for 
rifleshooting ahd the scores were not up to (he averap L. H Mayptt 
made a good score in the record match, which is under the following 
conditions- Two sighting shots, off-hand and the next ten shots to 
count as a record, the new target was used. The scores: 

Record Match. 
T H Mavott . 8 7 6 5 6 10 6 8 10 9—75 
TT^right'..5 e aioio o e o 710-74 
J A Allen.e ^ ^ ® 
CWHorr. a 6 ( t 
..40 5 5 ^ 
George Browning. . 7 I 

J A Sterling (mil).J o ti . 
H McDonald (mil).v: •"' 7.' i' ^ Re-entry-Badge 3fiitch.^ 
T T Cartwright. 6 10 7 8 7 

LHMayott. 7 9 4 10 10 
J A Sterling.40 ” 8 i 5 
SKHindley.j ^ f. 5 5 

^For Oie^monl’hly '$10 gold 'badge the only competitor, George Brown 
icg. made the good score of 85 points: „ g o „ c 7 gs 
George Browning.  10 9 10 J 8 8 8 10 6 7—85 

AN INTERNATIONAL 3IATCH.-The following formal invitation 
to a match during the present year was on Saturday last sent to 

England Office National Rifle Association, / 
Temple Court Building. 

New York, Slarch lO, 1880.) 
Gentlemen—The uompeticious in rifle shooting between Great 

Britain and America have done so much to de-velop an int. iestin 
marksmanship and to improve weapons, as well ^ to tarn a 
friendlv rivalry between the two countries, that the National Rifle 
Association of this country is anxious that they should be continued. 
It has therefore, directed me to cordially invite you to send a teatn 
of eight British volunteers to this country iu September next to shoot 
a return match against a team of Americau National Guardsmen, tue 
details to be settled by correspondence. 

Trusting that the difiioulties which prevented yem- council from ac¬ 
cepting the invltarionlast year no longer exist, I am, vegy sincerely 
vours^ George W. Wingate. President N R A. U- S. 
To the Council of ihe National Rifle Association of GreRt Rntaii,. 

Rpjldpp, 

5 
6 
8 
5 5 
9 10 
5 4 

2 

8 10 
4 6 

6 
5 
7 
8 
5 

8-75 
7 - 1—73 
6- 1—73 
6— 9-73 
5- 3-70 
3_ 5-60 
6- 13-64 
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WILJUNGTON, Del., March 10—Increasing interest in the rifle 
matches at Schuetzen Park was shown by a large attendance at the 
match to-day. The 200yds. match was shot by 21 oonteftants. The 
first prize was won by Joseph E. E, Seeds on a score of 22 out of a 
possible 2.x There were 7 ties on the score of 19. which being “shot 
off,’- awarded the rem.oiniDg prizes as follows: Second to William F. 
Seeds, third to J. G. Williamson, a well-known rifleman of Chadd’s 
Ford; fourth to Charles TTeinel. ftfth to William Bacon. The follow¬ 
ing is the full score with an allowance of one point to members of the 
militia, possible 29: William Floyd. Spg.,16: W. Waraer, Spg., 19; J. 
R. D. Seeds. Spg.. 19; Amos Arthur. Spg , 19; H. Simpson, Bal.. 17: I. 
W. Seeds. Bal, 17; .Tohn Manz. Spg.. 18;PhilemmaChandler. Bal., 10; 
J. G. Williamson. Win., 18; William Bacon. R S.. 19; Charles Heebner, 
B;vl„ 10; H. B. Seeds, Bal., 15; W. S. Simmons, Bal., 7; W.E. Seeds, 
Bal., 14; William Seeds. Bal., 19; Charles Heiuel, R. S., 19; Harry 
Heinel, R S., 14; J. E E. Seeds, Sng., 22; J. G. Williamson, Win.. 19; 
Robert MUler, Spg.. IS: W. H. Hartlove, Spg., 16 Floyd, AV'arner, 
Arthur and Manz were each allowed one point. At the conclusion of 
the 200vds, match, another was immediately opened at lOOyds. There 
were :i ties on 14 out of a possible 15, which, when “shot off,” decided 
the prizes as follows: First to Charles Heinel, second to Charles Heeb- 
uer, third to William F. Seeds, and fourth to William Floyd. Lieu¬ 
tenant Floyd was allowed point: J. G. Williamson, Win., 12; Wii- 
Imm Baeoh. R. 8,12; Charle.« Heebner, Bal.. 14; William Floyd. Spg., 

William F. Seeds. Bal . 11; Charles Hemel, R. S., 14; J. T. Wil- 
lianisoii. Win., 12: Harry neinel. R. S.. 12: Joseph E. E. Seeds, Spg., 
12: John Manz, R. S., 13; Robert Miller. Win., 13; W. H. Harllove, 
Spg., 1.3; H.Simpson. Bal., 13. 

BOSTON, March 13.—^The Saturday shoot of the Massachusetts 
Rifle Association took place as usual to-day. The attendance was 
good, but the rain interfered with the shooting during the latter part 
of the day. Mr. Chase scored a 99 in the rest match, and a Mr. Yen- 
etchianrS4 in the decimal practice match. Cadet Foster won the 
bronze military badge in the State match. The following are the best 
scores of the d'ay, all at 200yds i 

Team Match—Captniu Charles. 
R It Aiken. . 7 7 5 9 1 10 9 8 6 9 8 —78 
B G "UArreu. . 9 8 8 6 5 8 9 6 7 6 -72 
Vf Charles, imil.)... 0 8 7 9 6 5- 65-1-5=70 
L Herbert (mil.)_ 4 5 7 6 4 5- 67- 1-7=64 
F Carter (inil). 6 6 9 8 3 3-67- f7=64 

348 
Captain Reed. 

E R Souther. .10 10 10 6 7 4 3 9 4 10 —73 
BRcpd. . 7 6 7 10 7 8 6 10 5 8 -73 
G P Yenetchi. 6 6 9 9 4 9 -69 
H Jlulloon. . 6 6 6 4 9 6 5 8 0 4 —59 
C TVilliams (mil.).. •'» 9 3 4 6 3- -48-f-7=65 

329 
Decimal Match. 

E B Souther.... .10 10 10 6 4 .3 9 4 10—73 
B G TVarren .. ... 8 6 5 8 9 6 7 6-72 
J P Bates_ 8 5 7 6 7 2 7 9-69 
H Withingtou. ... ..6 6 7 7 6 9 6 7 5 9-67 

Victory Medal Match. 
R Reed. .9 7 8 6 10 8 9 6 V 7-77 
J Landman. .9 7 6 8 7 7 8 8 9 6-74 
TV H Oler. 7 10 7 8 6 10 6 « 73 
CB Edwards. .7 7 7 7 5 8 5 •7 7 9—69 
K DacJujEii , ....78 6 6 

) 
0 4 10 6 5 6-64 

Military Match (Special 
TV Charles. .. 8 6 8 9 5 5 6 ■7 8 9—71 
W Gassam. .6 0 10 6 30 8 7 7 5 5—70 
P Carter . 5 8 6 6 5 7 6 10-67 
L Herbert.. . ..6 6 5 3 30 5 6 6 6 6-69 
C Williams. 4 4 5 10 6 5 10 5 4 6—59 

Decimal Practice Match. 
G B Yenetchi . 9 8 5 10 0 10 8 10 8 10-84 
RH Aiken.   .7 769 10 9869 3-78 
JKMissam. 6 30 5 4 6 9 5 8 10 10—73 
C ■Williams (mil). 5 2 4 6 H 8 6 9 8 9-60 
E S Gilmore. 9 5 6 7 5 2 7 6 5 7-59 
L Herbert (mil) .. .. 5 6 7 8 4 6 7 6 4 6—67 

Rest Match. 
D L Chase.10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 9 10-99 
S Wilder. 9 10 8 10 10 10 10 10 10 9—96 
GB Yenetchi. 10 8 10 9 8 9 9 10 9 8—90 
WHOler.10 8 9 8 9 10 8 6 8 9—86 
ES Gilmore. 7 6 8 10 10 10 8 10 9 7-85 

State Militia Match. 
Cadet B’oster.20 23 20 20 

HAVERHILL, Mass., Rifle Club. Riverside Range, March 13. This 
W'as the first shoot of the club on the standard target with the decimal 
count: 
S Johnson . 8 5 10 9 7 10 9 8 8 8-82 
H Tuck. 6 10 10 7 8 9 5 6 10 7—79 
J Busfleld. __ ... .10 10 8 5 8 10 8 5 7 8—79 
W Worthen.6 8 8 5 6 8 10 10 6 6—73 
J F Brown. 6 5 7 7 10 7 8 9 6 4—69 
F Merrill. 4 5 7 5 6 6 8 6 8 7-62 
L Jackson.10 5 -3 5 6 5 7 6 3 6-66 

THE TRAP. 

k-4>4 
1 -6 
0 —4 
1 -4 

0 0 -3)4 

0 1—3 
0 0 -2 

0 0 0 0 1 —1 
1 1 0 

Cornspondents who favor us with club scores are particularly re 
quested to write on one side of the paper only. 

BROOEXYN. March 10.—The Coney Island Rod and Gun Club had 
two shoots to-day at Prospect Park Fair Grounds. The regular Club 
shoot in Claes A resulted in a tie between A. Eddie. 30yds., and J. 
Schlieman, 27yds., each killing 7 straight birds. They afterward 
divided. In Class B, H. Hayes, 23yds., won. killing 4 out of 7. A 
special p-ize given by one of the members was won bj^ J. Temple; he 
killed 6 out of 7. The shoot was remarkable for the floe score of 
Eddie. He killed 18 straight from the oOyd. mark, only missing his 
last bird; 

Class A. 
A Eddie, 30yds. 1 11111 
JHSchUeraan. 27yd3. .1 1 1 1 1 I 
R L Kane. 20yds .1 1 0 1 1 0 
R T Grace, 27.vds.1 1 1 1 0 0 
A Schwartz, 28yds.  0 1 1 )4 3 
JCDefraue. 26.ds.3 0 0 “ ' ' 
R Furman, gOyds..Hi 0 

Class B. 
H Hayes, 23yds. 1 0 u 
J Temple, 21yds. .    0 0 
.TE Ware, 2Iyds.0 0 

• Special Prize. 
.1 Temple. 2iyds. .l 1 l 0 1 1 1 —6 
A Eddie, 30yds...1 1 1 3 J^3 0 — 
A Sehwarlz. 2Hyds.   1 1 1 1 0 1 0—6 
R Grace. 2Tyds. 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 -3 
J Schlieman, £7yds. ..1 0 10 0 retired. 
H Hayes, 23yds.. .3 1 1 0 0 retired. 
.1 Defran". 26yds.1 0 0 retired. 
R Kane, 26yds. ..14 0 retired. 

Referee. L. P. Van Pelt. 
BOSTON, March 9.—A large attendance and fine weather insured a 

pleasant meeting of the clay-pigeon shooters at Walnut Hill to-day. 
The following are the winners in the sweepstake matches: First 
event, 5 clay birds—Spring first. Second event, 5 clay birds-Tirrill 
flr=t. Third event. 5 blackbirds—Adams first. Fourth event, three 
pair blackbirds -Stanton first. Fifth event, 6 blackbirds—Tirrill first. 
Sixth event, .5 clay bii-ds—Swift first. Seventh event, 5 clay btrd.s— 
Faulkner first Eighth eveut-Henri aud Spring divided. Ninth event 
—Smith aud Warren divided first. Tenth event, 5 clay birds—Adams 
and Russell divided first. Eleventh event, 3 pairs clay birds—Smith 
and Curtis divided first. Twelfth event, 5 clay birds—Bates, Swift 
and Smith divided first. Thirieeuth event, 5 straigntaway birds— 
Low' and Tirrill divided first. Fouiteenth event, 5 blackbirds-Tirrill 
Smith and Stanton divided first. Fifteenth event, 5 straightaway- 
Smith first. Sixteenth event, novelty match—Bates first, 

THE EMERALD GDN CLUB held its annual meeting March 11, and 
elected these officers: John Howard, President, J. J. Ryan, First 
Vice-Prei-idenr; M. McMimn. Second Vice President: P. Keenan, 
Finaueial Seeretai’y: Counsellor Codey, Recording Secretary; J. 
Mease], Treasurer. This club was organized four years ago with 
Serg’t. C. M Grainger as its first president. We have a member.sbip 
of thirty-five, and our funds are very ample, and in a year or two 
more il will be one of the crack clubs of this city.—M. M. Biggane, 
Ex-Seeretaiy. 

NEWARK. N. J., March 6.—The Caledonian Park Gun Club held a 
20 bird clay pigeon shoot to-day with the following result: Floeken 
17. Qlhreeht 16. Bonnier 14. Dr. Hawk 12. Hermann 12, Voigt 10, Hiede- 
mann 9, Kirchmeyer 9, Zellers 8^ Witz 7. An individual shoot was 
had upou the rifle range, twelve, shohs to each, possible score 144, 
The result of the shoit was; Floeken 107, Zellers 106, Ulbrecht 8?. 
Hermann 85. Hiedemap-u 84. Aft'^r- the.match there was a banquet, 
and the election of officers resulted as follows; Beda Voigt, Presi¬ 
dent- E. Floeken, Yice-President;-M. Ulbrecht Secretary; Beqrge 
(^ph.tigLldt, jreitsurcri peprge.Seroiaii. g'bopting Master, ' : 

' SAN FRANCISCO, Feb. 28.-A clay-pigeon contest took place to¬ 
day, at Bay View, between Ed Funke and E. Duushee. of South San 
Francisco.’ for a purse of $50. The match was under the international 
rules, at 100 birds. Of these 40 w'ere shot in pair.s as double birds at 
].5yds. rise, aud 60 as single birds at 38yds rise. The day was a mag¬ 
nificent one for shooting, the clay flyers being very distinctlv seen 
against the dark background of the sky. A large crowd witnessed 
the shoot. The following are the scores for the double, birds: 
Dimshee.il 10 11 01 01 11 11 11 01 00 11 10 01 00 11 11 1 11 11 11-30 
Funke . .11 11 01 11 11 11 11 11 H 11 10 11 10 11 10 01 01 11 11 01-^30 

In the contest with single birds at 18yds. Dunahee shot more easilv 
and with oonfidenct=*. He is a ver^v quick shot. His chief 
drawback is faultv leading. In the single bird match Dunshee not 
only made up for what be had lost with double birds, but at one Hme 
managed to place himself one ahead of Funke. In the second round 
Funke’s eighth bird gave rise to considerable discussion, but the ref¬ 
eree, ,1. Fanning, decided that it was a break. On the last round the 
cont‘=st grew exciting, as Funke was but one bird ahead. He man¬ 
aged to hold to his advantage bv breaking nine straights, and winning 
the match by one break. The following are the scores of the single 

iioiiiiinoitiiittioi-17 (11111010111000111011-14 
Dunshee. A 11111011111001011111—16 Funke 11110111111110111110—li 

! 01111111110111111111-18 |lllll0111101111imi-ffi 

51 49 
Funke’s total .score, 82. Durkee’s total score, 81. 
MTDDLETO'WN. N. Y.. March 6—At the animal meeting of the 

Middletown (iuu Club the following officers were elected: President. 
H. K. Wilcox;Secretary. W. H. Crawford; Treasurer. C. H. Winfield; 
Captain. C. H. Worcester. Purchasing Committee, C. H. Worcester, 
O. H. Winfield. W. H, Crawford. The club will hereafter shoot at 
clay birds aud pigeons instead of glass balls at its matches. All 
delinquent members were drooped from the roll. The club has 
grounds beautifully located, a large and well appointed club bouse, 
and are out of debt. While the past season has been very successful, • 
the coming one bids fair to be one of unusual interest to the lovers 
of outdoor recreation and sport. The present membership numbers 
about 40. and there will undoubtedly be large accessions during the 
coming season. A number of gold badges and prizes are to be offered 
and competed for on regular field days, which will add considerably 
to the sport on those occasions. 

NEWARK N. J., March 10 —The South Side Gun Club held its 
annual meeting this evening at Newark N. .1., and elected Mr. W. R. 
Hobart President; Mr. Lemuel Thomas, Vice-President: Mr. Isaac H. 
Terrel], Treasurer and Mr. Asa "Whiteliead. Secretary. The Execu 
live Committee will consist of Messrs. Herman Unger, E. L. Phillip? 
and C. M. Hedden. The club is in a most flourishing condiiion, hav¬ 
ing a good balance in the treasury. It has fifty-three members and 
during the past five yeare baa shot as 64,0X) clay pigeons and 10,(WO 
glass balls. The present shooting year ends on May 30, when the 
five handsome prizes now in competition will be awarded. During 
the season the club has defeated the Springfield and Seaw^haka 
eiubs, and is now looking for a match with the Elizabeth Gun Club. 

KNOXVILLE GUN CLUB.—Gold medal shoot, Elm Park, March 12. 
Knoxville blackbirds, 3 angles: , ^ 
TCEldridge . - ......1111111111111111111011101-23 
C M Woodbury. 1011100111111111000010011-16 
JC Duncan  1101011111001100110010100-14 
J W Slocum.  1110101000000101111011101—14 
FH Post   1031100101000000100110001-10 

Mr. Eldrldge wou the medal for the second time. 
Olav-pigeon medal. 16 birds, 8 angles; 

CM Woodbury 111111111101111—14 J C Duncan... .lllllllOOriini—13 
JW Slocum....11 nil 111011101-13 TCEldrldge...llll0lllomi0l-12 
F S Mead.100111111111111-13 W. A. Gage, Scorer. 

ROSENDALE. Wis., March 8 —At the annual meeting of the Eldo- 
rada (Wis.) Shooting Club. March 6. the following officers were 
elected: President, S. B Dilley; Vice President. F. Sharralt; Treas- 
m'er, Buell Anderson; Secretary, G. Woodruff.—D, B. S. 

NEW DORP, March 3.—Match at Samuel Burbank’s shooting 
grounds, Staten Island, 50 pigeons, 25yds., 80yds. bound, to count 
half biiMs. Score: _ ^ , 
N Bruuie... 11111111019 
G Smith . 1 0 OHH 1 1 0 0 H-m 

Same day: „ 
C Kelly..1 Vg010^1>^0111)40i40101li4010 0-13 
Brunie...0 111011 1)4111 1)41^0^011J^00J^-16 

LONG BRANCH. March 13.—One of the most exciting pigeon¬ 
shooting matches that has taken place in New Jersey was held to-day 
at the Vv’’est End Shooting club groi.nds. The match was between 
Douglas Slocum, of Long Branch, and William C. Price, of Pleasure 
Bay, for $200 a side. Price is an amateur and a mere boy, while Slo¬ 
cum is a professional. The conditions of the match were 50 hir Is 
each at 28yds. rise, 80yds. boundary, handle and trap. The birds 
were greatly mutilated, being d eprived of their tail feathers, eyes and 
otherwise tortured. Notwithstanding the skill of the professional, 
the boy won on the fiftieth shot, killing 35 birds to his opponent’s 28. 
The score is as follows; 

Price...OllOOlOllllOlOlllllOnilOOOlllOlllllOllOlliniOlOl—Killed. 35; 
missed, 15. 

Slocum.01 lOllOOOlllllllOlOOllllOOlOlOJlllOlOOOOOOOlllllCU-Killed, .28; 
missed, 22. 

The judges were F. R. Van Dyke and De Wilt Cook. Referee, W. 
D. Caniipbell. 

THE UNKNOWN GUN CLUB is a well-known organization in 
Brooklyn. During the season upward of 60 of their members may be 
seen at the traps. Last week at Dexter Park. Hiram Howe’s old 
place, 35 members put in an appearance, and 27 comneted for the 3 
club prizes. H and T traps, club handicap, one barrel. The shooting 
was liardly up to the average, although the birds wei-e not of the 
very best description. Dr. Hartwigson distinguished himself by 
maxing a clean score, and Ike Hyde, in mi.ssing his first bird, let 
several in for the first prize, but only two availed themselves of the 
chance. After all had shot it was found that three had killed 6 out 
of 7, Hyde, Knehel, Sr., aud Monsees, aud as they wanted to go they 
divided. Seven killed 6 out of 7, aud in shooting off the tie Tompford 
and Detlifsen billed 3 each and divided. Eight were left in Class 8, 
and Knebel, Jr., A. Harned and Muller killed 2 each and divided. 

Hyde. 25vds.0111111—6 Tompford, 25yds.lOllilO—5 
Midmer,■23yds...0000101—2 McQuillan, 24yds.1010010-3 
Mattair, 23vds.1110011-6 Knebel. Sr., 25vds .1011111-6 
Paulsen, 25yds.0001001—2 Leach, 22yds. OOretired. 
Hass. 23yds.1101001—4 Monsees. 24yds.1011111-6 
Hartwigson, 23yds.0000000—0 Frieke, 24yds..1111010—5 
Pope. 24yds.1110100—4 A Harned, 23,yds.1000111-4 
Knebel, ’Jr., 22yds.1010011—4 W Harned. 22yds.0110110—4 
Cromwell, 23yd8.1001010-3 W Duffer, 23yds.0000010—1 
Peters, 21yds..1001111—5 Johnson, 25yds.1101010—4 
Houseman, 25yds.0111101—5 Plate, 24yds.1110011—5 
Van Staden, 23vds.1010011—4 Muller.23yds. 0010111-4 
Linke, 22yds...'..0110100—3 Detlifsen, 25yds...1110110—5 
Raibjen, 24yda.0100010-2 

WELLINGTON. Mass., March 13. -At the range to-day the whineia 
were: 1- Five blackbirds—Wardwell. Snow, Sanborn and Adams 
first. 2. Five pigeons—Wardwell and Adams first. 3. F.ve pigeons— 
Shaefer first. 4. Five blacabirds—Shumway aud Adams first. 6. 
Five pigeons—Swift fir.?t. 6. Five blackbirds—Short. Sanboin and 
Shaefer first. 7. Three pair pigeons—Swift, Crosby and Shaoter first. 
8. Five blackbirds—Snow. Adams and Swift first. 9. Five pigeons— 
Swift, Crosby and Shaefer first. 10. Three pair blackbirds—Snow 
first. 11. Five blaekbirds-Swift first. 12. Five pigeons—Short, Swift 
and Stanton first. 13-Five blackbirds—Short, Adams and Pond first. 
14. Five pigeons—Crosby, Shaefer, Short and Adams first. 15. Five 
blaekiiirds, straightaway—Swift, Wardwell, Short and Stanton first. 
16. Five pigeons, straightaway—Shumway first. The Wellington Gun 
Club are to hold a tournament Fast day. 

READING, March 11 —The pigeon shooting match between Jacob 
Hill, ot this city, and L. B. Camphell. of Little Silver, N. J., for $500 
and the championship, 50 birds each, was ended to-day. Hill won 
the march, killing 89 birds to Campbell’s 37. 

FIRST GERMAN GUN CLUB OF NEW YORK.—A regular moutb- 
)y meeting and annual election of officers took place March 10. The 
following gentlemen were elected by acclamaticii: Adam Goetz, 
Prepideni; Julius Grau. Vice-President; F. Bockelmann, Secretary; 
Leopold Maisch, Treasurer. 

THE CHAMBERLIN TOURNAMENT.—Elsewhere will be found a 
notice of the second annual tournament of the Chamberlin Caruridge 
Company. The shooting rules of the tournament were published in 
a late issue. The prizes aggregate $3,000 For full particulars ad¬ 
dress the Chamberlin Cartridge Company, Clevelana, O. 

Join the National Gun Association.—Send 10 cents, for handbook 
giving all information, to the Secretary. Matt R. Freeman, General 
Manager. P. C. Etheridge, Secretary and Treasurer, Macon, Ga. 

Board of Directors: Dr. L. E. Russell, Springfield, O,; C. M. Stark, 

Winchester,. Mass.; J. Von Lepgerke, New York city; Washington A. 

Coster, Flatbush. L. 1.; Wnj, G. Cooper, Savannah, Ga,; E. A. ( raw- 

ford, Tallahassee, Fla.; M. B Fjeeaigp, W TV, Pfiykej’ F, C. 

Qr^—Mv. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish- 
ing Co. _ 

FIXTURES. 
May 31—Knickerbocker Y. C., Spring Regatta. 
May 31—Sandy Bay Y. O., Cup Race. Rockpovt. 
May 31—Toledo Y. C . Pennant Mafebes. 
June 9—Frisbe and Em Ell Eve. City Point. Match Race. 
■Tune 12—Buffalo Y. C,, Club Regatta. 
June 12—Sandy Bay Y. C.. Cup Race, Gloucester, 
June 15—Atlantic Y. U.. Regatta. 
June 17—N. Y. Y. C. Regatta. 
June 17—Dorchester Y. 0., Nahant, Open. 
June 17—Sandy Bay Y. C., Cup Race. Squam. 
June 17—Hull Y. C., Corinthian Pennant Race, 
June 19—Hull Y. 0., Pennant race. 
June 23—Boston Y. C., Cup Race, City Point. 
June 28—Sandy Bay Y. C.. Cup Sail-off, Squam. 
June 26—Corinthian Y. C.. Club Race. 
July 8-TIull Y. C., Club Race. 

CRUISE OF THE COOT. 
XVI. Back creek has anarrow but deep channel, bounded by mudflats 

covered with one or two feet of water. The edges of the channel, 
as in many other navigable rivers and arms of the Chesapeake, are 
abrupt and give no warning by a gradual decrease in depth. The 
channel is like a deep gutter, and in the language of a native boatman, 
“luns every which way.” From 7ft. at the canal lock, it qmckly 
deepens to ’an average of 12ft. at low water, the rise of the tide beirg 
about 2ft.. depending much upon the direction of the wind. At the 
imicture of the creek with the Elk River a 7ft. bar has formed. The 
distance is called four miles. A deep draft boat should accept the 
services of a pilot or tow down. Both shores are rolling hillocks, well 
wooded except near the mouth, where broad clearings indicate pros¬ 
perous farms, given to extensive growing of corn aud wheat. At the 
confluence with the Elk, he creek measures nearly half a mile across. 
Here you sail into 3fms. or more and soundings give no further 
anxiety. . 

After the towing steamer Gen. Reynolds had broken a passage 
through the ice with two barges in tow, the Coot prepared to follow. 
The ice quickly closed in the wake of the tow and much of the dis¬ 
tance a fresh passage had to be broken. As there was not an air stir¬ 
ring, tbe yacht was sculled along into opening.s, first broken with the 
aid of the sweep from the bow. The forenoon was occupied in making 
two miles. Further below long leads were found, of which advan¬ 
tage was taken in a Ught northwesterly air. The water of the creek 
is so fresh that the breaker was filled up on the passage with the 
result that ;he Coot turned up out of the channel and ran into the 
mud. Vigorous hauling to the anchor taken out, brought her off 
after shifting the ballast into her nose. Then more wind came along, 
and by noon the boom was jibed over to starboard, round Court 
House Point, and merrily bowled down the magnificent Elk, whose 
bold bluffs with their brows crowned with patches of dense wood 
were imposing. Cove and deep bay alternated on both sides. Large 
buildings and barns, surrounded by immense fields under tbe plow 
spoke of the wealth of the soil. Exiensive wooden pieis jutted cut 
into deep water. Some were supplied with rails and tram ears by 
which the produce round about was got to tile water for shipment. 
Down to Bohemia River, three miles below Back Cre°k. no ice was 
visible, but a schooner working up informed me that it was almost 
solid further below. She had been imprisoned for many days. The 
Bohemia is big water, though ou'y one of the many arms branching 
from the Chesapeake which figure on the map as insignificant 
by comparismi. It is a mile wide at the mouth, the Elk having the 
same breadth, widening a little at Elk of Turkey Point where it meets 
the Susquehanna waters to form the head of Chesapeake Bay. The 
Coot kept mid-channel till abreast of Cabin John’s Creek, a mile be¬ 
low tbe Bohemia. This little tributary, a quarter of a mile wide, 
affords excellent shelter for less than 6ft. draft. 

Looking ahead, glistening in the sun and reflecting his rays with 
blinding impudence, vast fields of drift ice were now di.scovered, with 
scarce any visible way through the pack. Most of it had come down 
from the Susquehanna, the northwesterly weather having jammed it 
along the Sassafras Neck, as the easiern shore oppo.siie Turkey Point 
is called. With courage failing the Coot was steered into every chance 
opening the ice fields proffered. She was brought by the wind, beat 
a retreat, sheets lifted, jibed over and over, and worried as best she 
could on her passage. At times the heavy fresh water ice had to be 
engaged witn in a hand to band fight for liberty. After cutting 
through the barriers for several hours to i each other streaks of open 
w-ater, the boat was at last brought up for a full due in the pack, and 
patience became a sorely tried virtue. Sail was lowered and resigna¬ 
tion to an adverse fate invoked by a hot lunch down below. Then the 
labor was resumed with increased vigor and much to the detriment 
of 1 he sweep, which by this time had the blade half worn a way. After 
a great deal of harfassing. because excessively stupid toil, a fine 
reach of clear water was espied along the weather shore, and for that 
the boat was poked and sculled and pried through the ice with might 
and main, regardless of consequences. She received many a hard 
butt and deep gash in the contest. But it was to be free water or 
frozen up for tbe winter. , ^ , ,, 

Below Pool's Island, still fifteen miles away to the southward, the 
bay was reported clear, and it w^as all important that the jam at the 
head should be left astern, after which the danger from the cold 
would be reduced to being locked in tbe fast ice of some harbor in¬ 
stead of being cut down by the driving stuff in open, boisterous water. 
While hard at it, hammering and pounding, I escied the white of two 
sails anchdred in one of the many coves of Elk Neck. Mainsails went 
up on two sloops and jibs soon followed. The lucky fellows were in 
the free waier and proposed taking advantage of the same. They 
speedily drove down before the wind and passed me within hail. 
“Boat ahoy! we will come to your assistance,” sung out across the 
crisp breeze. “Where are you bound ?” “South, if I can evei get 
through this ice.’’ “Is that the Coot? By Jove, I knew it." So my 
sails were friends, then, and who could they be? I had never seen 
the vessels before. But they probably read the Forest and Stream, 
aod recognized the Coot from the sketches. Perhaps this was due to 
shreivd guessing on their part, and perhaps it was a compliment to 
those sketches. In a few moments I hal broken through the enforced 
confinement, and with renewed interest in events got the canvas on 
the Coot in a jiffy. The world suddenly seemed more familiar and 
the scenery assumed a warmer aspect. Dreary forebodings and dis¬ 
content vanished. Out of the ice once more and suddenly dropped 
among friends in all these strange surroundings, where 1 supposed 
myself utterly alone in sore straits. II was a welcome ray of relief 
th-at drove awav the dismal mist of dejection and revived waning 
courage to buck through a trying period in the cruise. Unfortunately 
an acquaintance which promised much of mutual comfort and inter¬ 
est came to a close as suddenly as it opened through the vicissitudes 
of winter weather, and to this day my lost friends have not been found. 
Wherever they fetched up during that memorable gale out of the Pa- 
tapsco. it would give me great pleasure to hear of their safely and 
further proceedings. Concerning myself, the appearance of these 
letters is information that the Coot nobly fetched through the gale 
and into a smooth after we three were so precipitately scattered to 
various quarters of the compass. We fell in with one another so 
naturally that not even names were exchanged during the brief com¬ 
panionship, and that leaves mewilhout a dew of any kind. 

It appeared that both boats had been frozen up for three days and 
spent many an anxious hour. Woen the.v first made me out they 
summoned up courage to seek an escape to the southward, in the 
belief that the Coot was a native craft, “Knew all about the ice,” and 
would pilot them out of the scrape. On the other hand, 1 reasoned 
the same way, supposing the pam to be vessels hailing from some 
local point near by, and, therefore, familiar with affairs as they 
stood AS they approached, one was discerned to be a smack with a 
man aloft on tbe crosstrees spying out the fairways through the ice 
from his elevated perch. A second baud, with bronzed visage aud 
hardy mien, was at the helm, and proved to be the skipper. He 
hailed with his boat from near Salem. N. ,1.. on tbe Delaware, where 
he was extensively engaged in oysteringand ran a snug farm besides. 
With his son he was bound “a-plea«uring” down the Chesapeake for 
the winter, and, with an eye to business, proposed to fill up tbe hold 
with oysters from Chrisfleld for the return trip, thereby paying all his 

^^^he^pper was decidedly a character. Jovial, wideawake, a cau¬ 
tious and clever old lore-and-after, with a fund of droll talk and a 
relish for humor, and ever ready to do an act of friendship. His son 
was bis right bower aboard ship, quiet and modest, but a smart and 
experienced hand, who foreswore the farm and threw in his lot with 
the smack by preference. He, too. had a tnrn for tbe funny, and 
craclred his jokes in a dry way with straight face. Both were the 
most agreeable compaaions. 

The second sail was a much smaller boat. From a distance her 
white canvas and natty looks proclaimed her a yaclit of some sort. 1 
took her to be some yachtsman's rig from Baltimore bent on a duck¬ 
ing hunt. It was her owner who had hailed and'iueutifled the Coot 
frbnj the outset. He had with him a hand to aid in the navigation and 
to'cook. TVhen these two vessels saw me free from the ice they boi^e 
away and w'e all lifted sheet for the southward. The smack was 

fihd the bh.t jhp Coot fOso pi^tonaUT ^ 
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my estimation, when I found her SJOft. of length close up on the pair. 
In course of an hour, when clear of Turkey Point, a bold headland 
surmounted by a fixed white light, the lirtle cat had run tlie yacht’s 
lee and conversation was begun. Then I learned with pleasure and 
some surprise that the yacht hailed fifty miles east of New York on 
the Sound, and was bound for Florida, for better or for worse. She 
was a handsome craft, 27ft on deck, of lapstreak build, on the model 
of the well known Long Island surf boats, hut decked fore and aft, 
with a small cabin in the stem. Amidships she had hatches, her 
hold being given up to stowage of provisions in bulk, shooting and 
fishing implements, etc. She was rigged as a sloop, drew 8ft. aft. had 
a centerboard, and was new, neat and trim throughout. Her siding 
was of cedar, and great care had to he exercised lest the ice cut 
her through. This yacht had passed through the canals a few days 
in advance of the Coot, and had fortunately escaped the cold w'eacher 
1 had experience 1, or it would have fared badly with her light con- 
srruction. For strength she had all the wood and fastenings required, 
having but fift. beam and no overhang aft. In a general way she 
might be compared to a ship’s ‘’long boat” with more deadrise and 
shear. She was a fine sea boat, but loaded too deep with fittings and 
stores to profit by the great buoyancv upon which the surf boats 
depend. Her hatch coamings were low and not watertight, an over¬ 
sight which her owner realized and proposed rectifying .some day. 
The cabin was 7ft. long with a berth on each side, but half the floor 
space was taken up by a gallev stove. Abaft the cabin house, the 
stem sheets formed a narrow, tiny cockpit, big enough for the man 
at. the helm, and, as I thought, uncomfortably close to the sea, an*l 
likelv to ship water when the boat heeled, as she easily did, 

Meanwbil'’ the smack had hauled her wind to await our coming, so 
we might all make harbor together for the night. The lookout aloft 
aided materiall V in discerning the clear leads through the field ice 
which had again packed around us in a threatening manner. We 
zigzagged through the winding lanes all the afternoon, passing the 
ice-choked mouth of the Sassafras River, which is three miles and a 
half across from Grove Point to Howell’s Point, a great stream, np 
which you can carry 13fr.. to the town of Frederick, ten miles from 
the capes, and which in places brings up the lead in no less than 8J4 
fathoms. Ordinary Point and Turner's Creek, on the south shore 
opDOsite, about four miles up. afford goofi .shelter. Llovd’s Harbor, 
on the sonth. two miles from the mouth, is too shoal, averaging only 
ai^ft. at low water, though it may be entered through a verj-^ narrow 
opening with over 4ft, on the bar at high tide, if you do not mind 
taking the bottom at low water inside. 

Below the Sassafras the coast tends southward, forming a big bight 
to the next headland, after which you open the well known and 
much frequented Still Pond Harbor. This consists of an outer an¬ 
chorage, an indentation one mile deep and broad, tapering at the 
head where it splits into two small arms at Kmnaird’s Pduff, one 
called Still Pond proper, with a very narrow and secluded entrance, 
the other known as Church Creek. Even the outer bay supplies fair 
anchorage from all but northwesterly winds. It was for this we 
were making, as it has the reputation of being clear of ice before 
other shelters. 

The wind had dropped away entirely, while we were still three 
mUes awa.v from our haven, The sky cleared and the weather moder¬ 
ated. so oiir hopes of getting clear of all ice below Pool’s Island rose 
in proportion as we set to at the sweeps and scull with a wilt. Night 
overtook us, however, while jammed fast in the pack just before 
opening the safe retreat. It looked as though we were in for a desper- 
at3 siiuation, squeezed between some big floes which were carrying us 
down on the ebb and boded evil in the ruthless scrunching of our 
boat’s sides. I felt seriously alarmed for the safety of ray light tim¬ 
bered friend, the Long Island surf boat. After exhausting all means 
to free ourselves we made the best of matters and tossed anchors out 
ou the floes, lashing all three vessels alongside one another, the surf 
boat in the middle. Then we cooked supper and awaited events with 
resignation Gradually drifting down abreast of the bay we dis¬ 
covered with concern that it was closed with the ice solid across from 
shore to shore, but apparently of new formation near the entrance. 
Hailing in the dark, an answer came from shore with the cheering 
information that we could not get in. Captain So and So’s schooner 
had been fast for two weeks and could not budge an inch. It would 
have been madness to remain in the drifting pack as we had tempo¬ 
rarily brought up. so an effort had to be made to cut a way into the 
fast ice and so at least avoid the friction of the moving fields. For 
four hours, nearly up to midnight, we hacked and smashed and stove 
away with otrs, poles, hooks and hatchets, till the heavy floes were 
cut through and quitted to go on their voyage down the bay alone. 
Then our friend of the smack sent his son ahead in a stout yawl boat 
and by dint of violent rocking from side to side, he succeeded in 
slowly breaking a channel well into the fast ice under the protection 
of the northernmost bluff of the harbor. We then sculled the boats 
into his wake and in the light of a bright moon brought up for rest in 
tolerable security with congratulations upon our success. Tired out. 
bunks were speedily sought and sleep indulged till well along next 
dav. 

The flow of ebb and flood and light easterly airs had by that tune, 
much to our relief, partially cleared the outer waters of the heavy 
drift and we got under way. No wind stirring, an ash breeze had to 
be called in. Now if there is anything I hate it is such artificial style 
of locomotion. The Coot is a heavy thing to scull along and with the 
lightest breath ahead, she could scarce be mnde to answer the most 
assiduous labor at the ten foot sweep. Of course what wind we were 
vouchsafed had to come out ahead. There was not room to tack 
ship through the narrow waterways we were working, so our whole 
reliance had to be placed upon the wooden implements of torture. The 
smack got out sweeps and pulled ahead. The surf boat likewise rowed 
and both dropped the Coot with her single hand plying the scull over 
the stern with the greatest vigor and disgust. Out of our berth we 
forced our way tediously enough down the coast to Wharton’s Point, 
the northern headland of a snug harbor by the same name, some 
three miles from the anchorage of the previous night, and after 
doubling the same, two miles more stared us in Ihe face to the head 
before we could fetch into good shelter. Luckily the creek proved 
quite clear of ice and in due course of time the boats were propelled 
far enough in and anchors let go near a projecting sand spit, around 
which we could easily drop into more perfect shelter should it come 
out hard from the northwest. 

In triumph the skipper of the smack ran a brand new star spangled 
banner to the masthead and broke out a variagated assortment of 
brass and wind instruments, a bass drum, keitle drum, triangle and 
cymbals, upon which he and bis son proceeded to regale the neigh¬ 
borhood for miles around with choice melodies, such as “.John 
Brown’s Body," “Marching Through Georgia," “Red, White and 
Blue,’’winding up with Ihe "Rebel Charge." m soothing of possibly 
wounded feelings of ante-bellum birth, Imagine a quiet, peaceful, 
farming community invaded on a calm forenoon, without warning, 
with the most terrible din, the banging of a sonorous bass drum, the 
rolling of a rattling kettle, the clang of cymbals, brassy bugle calls, 
plaintive strains from a fiddle and piping of fifes, and to top all, waves 
of dideful harmony from the ever-popular accordeon. upon which the 
great masters were interpreted with a license to correspond with the 
liberty of the age. Three vessels in a state of pandemomium, bunting 
flying, smoke issuing from the galley funnels, bedding and clothing 
littered about in profusion for an airing, and what else could the 
sudden exhibition produce upon the bucolic mind but the feverish 
state of excitement anticipatory to the arrival of a circus! The 
countrvside woke up in midwinter. The small hoy appeared on the 
brow of the bills in such numbers as the population could afford, the 
housewife and the lord of the manor appeared, dogs likewise, and 
they assisted powerfully with their organs of expression. Cat calls 
resounded through the woods, and hails, half in earnest, half face¬ 
tious, rang over the calm waters as our impromptu hand from New 
Jersey rent the air with their devotions to the muse of the lyre. 
When the festivities had finally ceased as wind and muscle gave out. 
the old skipper of the smack kept all hands in a slate of roanng 
laughter with humorous reminiscences from his life, and the son now 
and then chimed in with a choice morsel equally as good. 

An exploration of the creek in yawl boats occupied the remainoer 
of the day. The surf boat also unshipped her roast and sawed 
off tne heel, after which she sailed with a single reef m mainsai!, she 
being oversparred tor winter work. The night was calm till da.y- 
break when the chafing of the Coot against the smack’s side an¬ 
nounced the advent of a breeze from southwest, the sky becommg 
overcast with fleecy clouds at the same lime. Eight A. M. saw us 
under sail, our next rendezvous being Annaoohs. twenty-eight miles 
in a southwesterly direction, with Love Foiut, eigh een miles, due 
south on the eastern shore as a refuge should the wind head us off 
as it threatened to do. Our plans, however, came to naught, and the 
Coot was the only one of the three to fetch into Annapolis roadstead, 
though not until five days later. _, 

A course could j ist be laid out clear of Wharton’s, when the 
was found with enough westing to make it a dead beat down with a 
night in the bay in prospect. As the moon was near full we ijassed 
the word to siick to first intentions and make for Annapolis, below 
which we were sure to escape being frozen in for the season. After 
a board or two to clt^ar Poors Islaud, we opened the main wat-ers ot 
Chesapeake Bay and found ourselves well clear of Susquehanna ice 
at last The Coot soon had both her friends under her lee. and in the 
smooth water and smart breeze was worting away from them m good 
shape despite her rough splii tered bottom. _ , 

Suddenly rhe wind lulled, then shifted into W. and came out with 
vigor For a while all hands kept at it un’er fufi sail, the rapidly 
rising sea tossing the Coot about like a Utde shell. The breeze uud a 
sweep of eight miles, coming out of Middle River. It rapidly in¬ 
creased to a mild gale, and while the Coot was hove into the wind s 
eye to haul down a single reef, it piped out from northwest in a full. 

fledged storm, which whistled and shrieked about my head and lashed 
the waters into furious seas. The halliards were let inin and the 
close-reef cringle hauled out at once. Tying the points was a diflflcult 
job, as it was scarce possible to get along decks, the way the boat 
was tossing and roiling in waves which by this time were almost 
overpowering to so small a craft. While thus engaged the smack 
drove by to the northward under head of her jib, the mainsail hav¬ 
ing been doused in a hurry. She lost all the southings we had effected, 
and in half an hour nad cut and run out of sight, probably trying for 
Gunpowder River. The Long Islander had freed sheet and headed 
before the gale in some trouble with his canvas. When next I looked 
for him no traces were to be seen, though I scanned the sea with my 
glasses for a long while. Presumably lie had lowered away all and 
his tiny spars were lost to vision. He could not undertake to lav up 
in the heavy sea, I thought, and had concluded to run to leeward and 
hunt shelter around Love Point on the ea-tern sliore. In this, I trust, 
he was successful, for it howled tremendously out of the northwest 
for three days following. Of my two companion vessels I have 
neither seen nor heard anything since, though inquiry was instituted 
at the ports touched ou my way do wn. 

A COMPARISON OF TYPES. 

Editor Forest and titream: 
Last falL after reading some numbers of your valuable paper, Mr. 

Robertson, our builder, and mvself. dedgn^d two yachts to represent 
two prevailing types, now attracting the attention of yschtsmen, 
And this wnnter having seen in that wonderful store of information. 
“Small Yachts.” illustrations of some designs similar to ours, w'e con¬ 
cluded to compare elements. 

Accordingly, from the drawings of two illustrations, those of the 
Petrel and Madge, I deduced such of the elements, not already given, 
as I wished to compare with the corresponding elements of our own 
design. 

With regard to our designs of a cutter, as compared with the Madge, 
there is nothing novel, further than in onr giving some elements not 
furnished in the book, but which may be of intere-t to some of .your 
readers. And with regard (o our sloop as compared with the Petrel, 
we see how a particular characteristic will cling to a particular type, 
notwithstanding a great disparity in size. 

Bv observing tbe distances of the center of buoyancy and the center 
of gr'vity in each, from their respective water hnes.it will be seen 
that these two points are coincident in both vessels, showing that 
though the sloop may have immense sail-carrying power, at a moder¬ 
ate heel it is utterly helpless when on her beam, as then it is without 
a righiing couple. While with the cutter, the center of gravity being 
below the center of buoyancy, the righting power is at a maximum 
when tbe vessel is on the beam, though it may be “tender” at small 
angles of heel. 

We see too, in the comparison of the sloops, the wonderful increase 
in power, derived from the increase of volume, due to increase of 
dimensions, when these vary all alike. Thus, the sloop, though only 
50 per cent, greater in its lineal dimensions, has more than four times 
the sail-caTying power (as seen in their righting moments) and more 
than two times as much power to the foot of wet surface as the 
Petrel. 

COMPABISON OP DESIGM OP CUTTER WITH MADGE. 
Cutte 

(Pearsot 
Length load waterline, ft. 39.8 
Beam at loadline, ft. 7.9 
Depth, gunwale to rabbet, ft. 7 2 
Displacement, gross tons. 18.81 
Center of gravity of displacement below L.L., ft., 1,3.3 
Center of gravity below center buoyancy, ft. 1.37 
Melacentric point above center buoyancy, it. 1.33 
Arm of righiing couple for a heel of 15=, ft.73 
Area of plain sail, sq. ft.. 1430. 
Ratio of sail area to square of loadline.90 
Arm of sail area above center of lateral plane, ft.. 24.75 
Sail moment=armXsail area=sq ft.85392. 
Righting moment in foot lbs , for 15= heel. 27485. 
Righiing moment in foot lbs., per sq.ft, wet surface 56.76 
Sail area pr. sq. ft. wet surface, sq. ft. 2.92 
Mean obliquity of waterlines forward. 8=.20' 
Coefficient of load water plane area.68S 
Coefficient of fineness to bottom of keel.38 
■Waterline, in terms of beam, as unity. 6.04 
Coefficient of immersed section at midship section, . 50 

COMPAEISOS OF DESIGN OF SLOOP WITH PETREL. 
Sloop 

(Robertson). Petrel, 
Length of loadline, ft.. 41.1 
Beam at loadline, ft... 19. 
Depth, rabbet to gunwale, ft... 6.1 
Displacement to loadline, gross tons. 17.6 
Wet surface, including keel, sq. ft.518. 265. 
Area immersed cross section at midship section, ft. 26.4 12.6 
Center of buoyancy to leeward for 16“ heel, ft.88 6 
Center of buoyancy to leeward for 20“ heei, ft. 1.18 .b( 
Center of buoyancy below loadline, ft. 1.50 .94 
Center of gravity below loadline, ft. 1.51 .93 
Metacenter, above center buoyancy, ft. 3 4_ * 
Metacenier, above leadline, ft... 1.93 
Righting moment, for 15“ heel, ft. lbs. .... 31693. 
Righting moment, for 20“ heel, ft. lbs.48850 
Center of effort above center lateral plane, ft — 24 4 
Righting moment, ft. lbs., per sq. ft, wet surface.. 66.91 
Coefficient of water plane area.60 
Coefficient of fineness of displacement.32 

Cutter 
(Pearson's). Madge. 

39.75 
.... 7.9 7.66 
.... 72 7.5 
.. . 16.81 16.5 

ft., i.a3 2 13 
.... 1.37 1.50 
.... 1.33 1.35 
.73 .712 
.... 1430. 1290. 
.90 .82 
ft.. 24.75 23.65 

30508. 
26350. 

60 29 
2.46 

9“ 10' 
.656 
.33 

S.19 
.51 

S 
4 6 
7.5 

1.98 
.99 

8400, 
11200. 

16. 
81.7 

.67 
30 

Mean obliquity of wateriiues.12“ 40' 14“ 80' 
Loadline, in terms of beam as unity. 8.43 •'< .6o 
Molded depth, terms of beam as unity.51 

Grand Haven, Mich., March 5. 

3.50 
.57 

H. C. Pearsons. 

TRIPLE EXPANSION MARINE ENGINES. 

The most remarkable and interesting fact in connection with the re¬ 
turns of the tonnage of new ships laimched last year is the decrease 

in the proportion of the tonnage of steamships to that of sailing ships 
are compared with preceding years. Taking the returns of the Clyde, 
we find that the tonnage of screw steamers launched in 1885 was only 
67 000 tons, whereas the tonnage ot sailing ships amounted to nearly 
105 OOO tons: but in 1684 the sciew steamers stood at 190,000 tons and 
the sailing ships at 68,000 tons; and in 1883 the figures were, re.spec- 
tively 316,000 tons and 04,000 tons. From these particulars we see 
that in 1883 the tonnage of new screw ships was about five times the 
new sailing tonnage; that in 1884 the screw ships were only three 
tim“s the sailing ships; and that in 1885 the balance was turned 
aaainst the screw tonnage which amounted to but little more than 
two-thirds of the sailing tonnage. In other words, during the short 
nerloa to which we have referred, the annual production of sailing 
tonnage increased 64 per cent., while the production of screwtonnage 
decreased nearly 80 per cent., though the cost of steamships per ton, 
excepting perhaps, a few special vessels, has been so low as to 
leave at the best but small profits to the builders. Since the open¬ 
ing of the Suez Canal the screw tonnage launched on the Clyde has 
exceeded the sailing tonnage, except in the years 1876-7 and 1885. 
Whatever the causes may be which have led to this second reaction 
in favor of sailing ships, it is clear from the figures we have given 
that the reaction is a very decided one, and is of considerable interest 
to marine engineers, wlio. if freights continue low, will probably 
have but little work to do except for ships of wai- and vessels in¬ 
tended for mail, passenger, and other special services. Therefore, 
any device which diminishes the working expenses of steamers is of 
peculiar interest at the present time. 

It is extremely satisfactory that the latest great improvement of 
the marine engine largely diminishes the consumption of fuel with¬ 
out any drawback in the shape of lessened durabil ty of the engines 
or boilers We refer lo tbe extension of the ordinary compound 
engine known as the Triple Expansion Engine, where steam of very 
high pressure is expanded in three successive stages in three separate 
cv linders. For those of our readers who may not be acquainted with 
the customary technical expressions we may say that, in tbe ordinary 
compound engine, tbe steam from the boiler is acimittf-d into a 
cylinder known as the high pressure cylinder, and after a certain 
amount of expansion is allowed to enter another cylinder, known as 
the low-pressure cylinder, where expansion again takes place, after 
which tbe steam passes to the condenser; but in the iriple expansion 
engine the steam, after leaving the high-pressure c.yimder. and 
before entering the low-pressure, i-i paesed through an additional 
cylinder known as the intermediate cylinder, where expansion also 
takes place. In the ordinary compound engine the steam expands in 
two successive stages, and in the triple compound in three successive 
stages In a few instances two intermediate cylinders have been 
used, and the steam expanded in four stages; these are spoken of as 
quadruple expansion engines. . 

Those engineers who have had the largest experience with the 
triple expansion engine, agree in claiming an economy of fuel ot 20 
percent, when compared with ordimu-y compound engines. Cases 
may be cit-d where a saving of considerably over 20 per cent,, has 
been obtained, and no doubt others may show somewhat less than 

; this; but 20 per cent, is a saving which ship-owners may, as a niie, 
safeW depend upon as being obtainable by the substitution of triple 
expansions for tne old cooipoiind engine. Of course It very moch 

! depends upon the particular compound engine taken as the standard 

of comparison. Taking a good specimen, that Is, an economical 
specimen, with which the consumption of fuel may be taken as 2 lbs. 
of coal per indicated horse power per hour, on a sea voyage, and 
(aklng the average consumption of a triple expansion engine, where 
the initial pressure is about HO lbs. above the atmospheric pressure, 
at l‘61b8. per indicated horse power per hour, we have a saving of 20 
per cent. When an old compound engine with an initial pressure of 
OOlbs. or less has been replaced by a triple expansion enpiiie, the sav¬ 
ing in fuel has approached 30 tier cent. Assuming a saving of 20 per 
cent., this large reduction is not only a saving of 20 per cent, in the 
coal bill which the owners have to pay, but, also, for any given voy¬ 
age, a reduction of 20 per cent, in the amount of coal to be carried, 
and to be provided for in tbe design of ship. The longer the vo.yage 
the greater is tbe absolute saving, and in China and Australian trades 
the advantage is very considerable. Not only may the capacity of 
the coal boxes be diminished, but tbe size ortbe numberof the boilers 
may be so reduced as to occupy much less space than the boilers 
necessary to supply steam for a compound engine. The reductions 
from these two causes are a gieat advantage, even after aliowanca 
has been made for any increase of space wbich may be necessitated 
by the engine itseJf. The triple expansion engine, therefore, offers 
the ship owner, who is ordering a new s'eamship or refitting an old 
ship, the prospect of a considerable gain In comparison with recent 
vessels which have not been supplied with this type of engine. 

The advantage obtained by the use of steam of about ISOIbs. press¬ 
ure, expanded Till the pressure becomes very low, may theoretically 
he obtained as fully in the ordinary compound engine as in the now- 
type, but experience has shown that in the fornier no appreciable 
gain in economy is r'erived by increasing the pressure over about 
tSOlbs. ner square inch, and the cause of this appears to be that when 
a cylinder works through a large range of pressure, and therefore 
through a large range of temperature tbe loss of .-^team by conden¬ 
sation more than balances the gain due to the use of the higher 
pressure. In the triple expansion engine the steam being expanded 
in three cylinders i'l the three successive stages, the range of temper¬ 
ature in an.v one cylinder is much less than the range would be if the 
expansion were carried out in two stages. This limitation of the 
temperature through wbich the cylinder works is not the practical 
application of any new principle, for the ordinary compound engine 
derives its advantage over the simple engine from the application of 
the same principle. 

It may be asked, Wh.y. with these advantages of economy of fuel, 
and compactness of machinery spaces, was not this principle of 
generating steam of very high pressure and utilizing it by means of 
triple expansion brought into general use before now? The answer 
to this reasonable question is that, although the principle was under¬ 
stood. the difficulty of manufacturing suitable marine boilers was 
insurmountable until the introduction of reliable steel plates capable 
of withstanding, without impracticable thicknesses, the great 
strains due to the higher steam pressure. The adoption of this im¬ 
proved type of marine engine is following as a consequence of the 
inmrovements made in the manufacture of boiler materials. 

The triple expansion engine was first fitted on board the Propon¬ 
tis, by Mr. A. C. Kirk, in the year 1874. This vessel was supplied 
with boilers on the water tube principle, capable of standing a work¬ 
ing pressure of ISOlbs., but after a time they gave considerable 
trouble and were removed from the ship. The trials proved that the 
engine was very economical in the use of steam. The water-tube 
boilers were replaced by ordinary marine boilers to work at 901hs. 
pressure—a high pressure at that time-and we believe the engines 
are still at work. About four years later, a small set of these en¬ 
gines were tried in the yacht Isa, and gave satisfaciion. Tbe Aber¬ 
deen, however, was the first vessel which came into gene-al notice 
for the economical and satisfactory results attainable on a long 
sea voyage br means of the triple exiiansion engine. The Aberdeen 
—a ship 350ft, long h.y 44ft. beam by 3-3ft, deep—wasbuilt and en 
gined by Mr. A. C. Kirk's firm in 1881, for the Australian trade, ana 
the particulars of the early trials were published at the meetings of 
the Institution of Naval Architects in 1882. The results of these 
trials gave promise of the most satisfactory performance at sea, 
which promise was fully realized. When at sea, the necessary data 
were taken in the most careful manner, and the result was a con¬ 
sumption of fuel about 20 per cent, less than that of the best com¬ 
pound engines of the same power. Although the particulars of this 
vessel's performance were published so recently, there are now 
probably about one hundred sets of the new type of engine at work. 
The firm which turned out the Aberdeen has supplied triple expan¬ 
sion engines to the meicantile marine amounting, in the aggregate, 
to about 24,000 indicated horse power, and generally considering the 
short time the engine has been before the shipping world as a prac¬ 
ticable and economical machine, it has made a remarkable advance 
in the favor and confidence of shipowners, and, in view of the great 
advantage its adoption affords, it will not be surprising to see its ap¬ 
plication become rapidly universal in the mercantile marine. Ma¬ 
chinery on the new plan is in course of constructien in various parts 
of the country for the Government, and we understand that for the 
British Navy, all sea-going vessels, from the largest armor clad lo 
the smallest gun vessel, are for the future to he supplied with triple 
expansion engines in preference to the ordinary compound engines, 
which till recently w'ere in general favor for war purposes. The de¬ 
signers of war ships consider it an important feature in their ar¬ 
rangements to secure the required horsepower upon a.s small a 
weight and space as conveniently, and sometimes inconvementiy 
possible, and their adoption of the triple expansion engine may be 
accepted as evidence that it offers a decided advantage in the matter 
of economy of space and weight. Although in the merchant ship 
economy of fuel is the most imporiaut consideration, and in tbe 
great majority of cases is almost the only consideration, still it is 
sometimes, in vessels of high speed, necessary to give attention to 
the question of weight and space, especiallv when the speed is to be 
obtained with moderate dimensions of hull. In the largest class of 
fast vessels, such as the Atlantic liners, the restriction jilaced upon 
the engineer designer, with the space and weight available for the 
machinery, is not nearly so stringent as in some smaller vessels, but 
in any future addition to the fleet ot these liners a higher speed may 
be obtained without any increase of the displacement or of the con¬ 
sumption of fuel, and we may expect to find that the “herring 
pond" will be crossed in less time than the best recorded per¬ 
formances. ... 

We will now make a few observations In general terms about the 
mechanical arrangements of the triple expansion engine. Where 
an old compound engine is to be replaced by the new type of engine, 
the length of engine room is generally so restricted that one of the 
three cylinders has to be fitted above ihe others, and the usual plan 
is to place the high pressure over the intermediate cylinder, and to 
place the low pressure beside the intermediate, the high and inter¬ 
mediate cylinders being applied to the same crank, This is the ar¬ 
rangement also fi'equeutly used in uew engines; but a more satisfac¬ 
tory method is to place each of the cylinders over a separate crank. 
The two-crank arrangement takes up Fss length of engine room, 
and is probably cheaper in the matter of first cost, but the three- 
crank arrangement gives a better balanced engine, with less wear 
and tear, and a more uniform motion is transmitted to the propeller, 
which con-equently is more efficient in the propulsion of tne vessel. 
Experience has proved over and over again that the three crank en¬ 
gine is more efficient iu propulsion than the ordinary two-crank 
engine. Moreover, when the three cylinders are placed side by side 
they admit of tbe internal parts being more easily and rapidly over¬ 
hauled than when one of them is below another. The engines of the 
Aberdeen are of the three.crank type, and the small wear and tear 
during the four years they have been iu use should raise this type in 
the favor of shipowners. To overcome the difficulty of obtaining a 
w’ell-balanced triple expansion engine with two cranks, an arrange¬ 
ment has been used in a few vesse;5 with four cylinders, two of them 
over each crank, the high pressure and a low pressure cylinder over 
one crank, and the intermediate and another low pressure over the 
other crank. With this plan the low pressure cyliuder is divided into 
two .separate cylinders of equal dimensions. This four cylinder en¬ 
gine is not likely to be a favorite for triple expansion, but tor quad¬ 
ruple expansion it is a very suitable arrangement, with the second 
iuteriiiediate cylinder taking the place of one of the low pressure 
cylinders. , . ^ ^ 

Some little difficulty has been expenenced with a few marine 
boilers working at sea under tbe high pressures now coming into use, 
and this difficulty has been erroneously ascribed to the engine, Tbe 
boilers of the Aberdeen and other vessels have been In con.stant use 
on the longest sea voyages, and have given praciically no trouble. 
Experience proves that with proper care, and such care as is not be¬ 
yond the capabilities of the ordinary sea-going engineer, and under 
the conditions wnich obtain at sea. the boilers may be worked at the 
highest pressures without giving trouble. It is essential that too 
great a qiiantiiy of oil sh luld not be used in the cylinders, as 
It passes tbe condenser and is carried by tbe feed water into tbe 
boners, where with the ordinary scale it forms a deposit which is 
such a poor conductor of boat that a thickness of oi.e-sixteentii of 
an inch will sometimes cause over-beating. Of course where over¬ 
heating of the plate takes place, the higher the pressure of steam 
the more likely is the plate to suffer partial collapse or bulging. If 
attenUou be given to this point, and care be taken to regulate the 
feed and the density of the water in the boiler, no difficulty may be 
anticipated. In she rt. as we have already said, with proper care, the 
boilers may be worked on the longest sea voyages without tbe slight- 
061 tl'OUbltJ 

It is probable that within a measurable period of time The quadru¬ 
ple extiansiOD engine will receive more attention than has yet been 
given to it. With quadruple expansion, steam of higher pressure 
than that generally used for triple expansion Is utilized m the manner 
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we have described, and although the saving in the consum ption of 
fuel over the triple expansion type is not so great as the saving of 
the triple expansion over the ordinary compound engine, still, as 
small economies are becoming more and more important, the advan¬ 
tage will probably be sufiScient to lead to the use of the quadruple 
expansion engine, at least in ships intended for long voyages, where 
economy of fuel is especially of importance. 

During the past year as many as eighteen sets of triple exoansion 
engines have been manufactured on the Clyde alone, and many 
others have been turned out on the east coast. The largest set yet 
fitted to a merchant ship is of 7,000 indicated horse power, and is on 
hoard the North German Lloyd’s President Meyer. During last 
year the old Cunard steamers Parthian and Batavia were refitted 
with triple expansion engines, and this example is one which the 
interests of shipowners should prompt them to follow when the ma¬ 
chinery of an old ship is in want of renewal. 

The following particulars of the performance of the steamship 
Yeddo are remarkable for the large saving obtained, although the 
triple expansion was not here at its best. The Yeddo had been 
working with two cylinder compound engines, the pressure of steam 
in the boilers being 701bs. per square inch. There was a large mar¬ 
gin of strength in the boilers, and it was decided to increase the 
working pressure to lOOlbs and fit an intermediate cylinder over the 
low pressure cylinder, thus converting the compound engine into a 
triple expansion engine. The result of this alteration was the reduc¬ 
tion of the average consumption of fuel per day on a sea voyage 
from 17 to 13^ tons, or a saving of a little more than 80 per cent., 
the speed of the ship after the alteration being prictically the same as 
before. Here there were the same boiler, Ine same propeller, the 
same ship, and a similar quality of coal, and improved performance 
was entirely due to the improved engine. If the steam pressure had 
been increased to about 1401 bs. on the square inch the saving would 
have been stUI more marked. 

Steam pressures as high as ISOlbs. on the square inch have lately 
been used with triple expansion or quadruple expansion engines, 
and this is not likely to be much succeeded for some considerable 
time, for the marine boiler is not well adapted for working under a 
higher pressure, owing to the thicknesses of furnace and shell plates 
required for such a pressure, and the ordinary type of boiler is not 
likely to be readily or easily superceded by a new type. The marine 
boiler survives numerous competitors in virtue of i s superior fitness 
for marine work, and as its limit of working pressure has been prac¬ 
tically reached there is no reason to apprehend that the type of en¬ 
gine now coming into use will be speedily replaced by a much more 
economical machine.—The Shipping World, March, 1886. 

SAIL PLAN OF THE MERMAID. 

Mast, deck to hounds . 
Masthead .1. 
Topmast, fid to sheave. 
Bowsprit (outboard).... 
Bowsprit, rabbet to bee hole 
Boom. 
Gaff. ... 
Spinnaker boom. 
No. 1 topsail pole. 
No 1 topsail club. 
Mainsail, hoist. 
Boom. 
Gaff..... 
Angle of peak. 

Foresail, hoist. 
Foot . 
L«aoh. 

19ft. 
5ft. 

16ft. 
12ft. 
lift. 
33ft. 
17ft. 
Soft, 
19ft. 

18.5nft. 
16ft. 
23.ct. 
16ft. 
55“ 
18ft. 
10ft. 

ir.soft. 

Jib, hoist.. 
Foot . 
Leach.. 

Working topsail, luff. 
Leach. 
Foot. 

Clubtopsail No. 1, luff. 
Leach. 
Foot.. 

Jibtopsail, luff. 
Leach ... 
Foot. 

Spinnaker, luff.. 
Leach. 
Foot. 

Areas, mainsail. 
Foresail. 
Jib . 
Three lower sails. 
Working topsail. 
Clubtopsail. 
Jibtopsail.i.. 
Spinnaker ..'. 

Ratio 3 lower sails per sq. ft, wetted surface! . 

28ft. 
15ft. 
20ft. 

.. 19.17ft. 
. 10.67 ft. 
. 15 33ft. 
. 25 6Bft. 
. 14.75ft. 
. 22.00ft. 
. ao.ooft. 
. 20.00ft. 
, 14.25ft. 
. 35.50ft. 
. 36.50ft. 
. 26.00ft. 
.886.40sq. ft. 
. 87 50^q. ft. 
.142.80sq. ft. 
.616 70sq. ft. 

80.75sq ft. 
.163 52sq. ft. 
,184.50.sq. ft. 
46l.5Jsq. ft. 

2.63sq. ft. 

Ratio V wetted surface to -j/displacement in cubic ft. 3.47sq ft. 
Ratio 3 lower sails to square of length of C.W.L . 1 27tq ft. 

Mainsail (laced foot) and jib (set fiying) and working topsail, 10- 
ounce duck; foresail of 8 ounce, clubtopsail and jibtopsail of heavy 
drilling, and spinnaker of heavy sheeting. Though she has quite a 
liberal allowance of muslin, it is not excessive in proportion to the 
bulk of tiie boat, and it is so arranged that there will be no difficulty 
in setting it to suit circumstances. 
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A WORD FOR THE AMERICAN SLOOP. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Last month while in Boston I had occasion to look at the yacht 

building- for General Paine. She differs little from the Puritan 
except that the lead keel is carried further aft than in the latter. 
Will she outsail the Puritan? I do not see why the controlling factor 
(that of size) should not wo'-k as well in her case as in the other, for 
in all her victories (except in that of Priscilla and Qenesta) over 
sloops and eutter.s. in the light of comparison, size and not excellence 
of model has been the controlling factor. It seems to be the prevail¬ 
ing opinion that nothing can be built that will outsail the Puritan. 
What has she accomplished for a one-masted centerboard yacht to 
sustain them in their opinion ? She has not equaled the performances 
of smaller, thoroughbred American centerboard sloops. Take her 
record for the season. Beginning with her maiden race at Marble¬ 
head, where she had nothing to test her but iceel schooners and sloops 
and cutters of inferior size, and any one acquainted with yacbtsailing 
knows that any fair sailing centerboard sloop can outsail a fast keel 
schooner of proportionately larger tonnage as these schooners were 
larger than the Puritan The cutter Bedouin, a vacht vastly inferior 
in size to the Puritan, defeated the speediest schooner of the lot by 
longer oads over a shorter course in the same force of wind the pre¬ 
ceding season. 

The races for the Goelet cup. where the superiority of size sho-wed 
itself over the smalt sloops, and the handicap of a faulty rig and not 
the inferiority of model was the caii.^e of the defeat of the Priscilla. 
Take the trial races, and the difference even with the handicap of rig 
is hardly worth mentis ning. The designer and sponsors of the Pris¬ 
cilla accepting defeat in preference to victory at the sacrifice of the 
principles by which we have held the supremacy for thirty years or 
more. And this c iming season, under an improved rig, the American 
model will yet show its superiority. In the race with Genesta the 
victory is of so small a margain that it passes into insignificance, 
compared with the victory of Vixen over Maggie. Type against type, 
as there is no question but that Maggie is the speediest of her class 
and tonnage in English water-', while Genes a ranks second or third 
in her class I understand that there is a one-masted yacht the size 
of Puritan building at Bay Ridge and modeled by Ellsworth, the firm 
upholder of American ideas,; which he has so practically demon¬ 
strated the superiority of. and now' he has departed from the prin¬ 
ciples that have made him famous, and joined the army of low-weight 
theorists and cutter rigs. What have we to show for advancement in 
yacht designs of original conception, when we have to look to the 
English for ideas? Our models had their faults which should be cor¬ 
rected, but this piling on sail and hanging on lead to balance it will 
not remedy the defects. D minishing the beam is a step in the right 
direction, but it is not necesBarv that we should increase the draft to 
any great extent, as I sincerely believe that an American centerboard 
sloop yacht can be constructed of the same length of the Puritan, of 
less b^m. less draft and less sail area, with her ballast inside, that 
can outsail any English thoroughbred cutter or American combin¬ 
ation that has been constructed on borrowed ideas. Loyalty. 

NEW ROCHELLE Y. C —On March 9 the above club held its annual 
meeting. The following gentlemen were elected ofQcers for the ensu¬ 
ing year; Chas. Pryer, Commodore; J. H. Ryley, Vice-Commodore; 
E. C. Sterling, Rear-Commodore: Ph. J. Krackel, Secretary, Eugene 
Lambden, Treasurer, Ward Wheehr, Measurer; N. D. Lawton. F. T. 
Alder. John W. Rough, Oscar L. Richards, C. Buchanan. Trustees. 
Appointed by the Commodore on Investigating Committee, Messrs. 
S. (j. Chapin, D. D. Acker, .Jr.. Walter Large. At this meeting 22 
new candidates were proposed which will probably bring the mem¬ 
bership list up to 130 at the next meeting—a remarkable showing 
for a club only having organized last July. The initiation fee to this 
club is Si5 and dues $10 per year. It has secured Echo Island, off 
the mouth of the harbor of New' Rochelle for a club site. The house 
on the island at present wid be put in first class condition, and addi¬ 
tional improvements made on the i dand. The harbor is perfectly 
protected against storms from any quarter, making it a very desir¬ 
able club to join for this reason. 

THE INTER-LAKE YACHTING ASSOOIATION.-The first meet 
wiUjopen at Detroit on July 5, with racing, etc. on the 5th and 6th and 
be continued at Put-In-Bay until the llth. Both the Michigan and 
Put In Bay clubs have made hberal offers in the way of prizes, and 
the meet is sure to be a great success and to give yachting a boom. 
The Western Canoe Association nre to have their races at Ballast 
Island during the Jsame week, so the Western aquatic clubs will have 
a very interesting as weU as pleasant time this coming season. 

DISBANDING OF THE HAVERHILL Y. C.-At a meeting of the 
Haverhill Y. C., March 3, it was voted to disband and sdl the prop¬ 
erty. The only yachting organization in Haverhill how is the Pen- 
lucketY. C. All matters in regard to yachting should be addressed 
to Thomas Conley, Secretary Pentucket Y. O., HaverblU, Mass. 

BUFFALO Y. C —Four members were elected at the last meeting. 
A committee was appointed to amend the rules as to time allowance 
and another committee to act with the officers of the club in connec¬ 
tion -with the building of a new club house. A squadron cruise will 
take place during the season. 

^atweing. 

Address aU communications to the Forest and Stream Fublish- 
i ng Co, _ 

Canoeists are invited to send us notes and full reports of cruises, 
club meets, information about canoeable waters, and other commu¬ 
nications of interest. __ 

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Fobest and 
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signals, etc, of 
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and 
reports of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are 
requested to forw'ard to Forest and Stream their addresses, with 
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local waters, 
drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relating 
to the sport. __ 

FIXTURES. 

May 1—Brooklyn C. C., OhaUenge Cup and PadaUng Race. 
May 15-Brooklyn C. C., Sailing Race. 
May 22—Knickerbocker C. C.. SpnuR Regatta. 
May 29—Connecticut Meet, Calla Shasta Grove. 
Jime 12—Connecticut Meet, Paddling Race. 
July 10—Connecticut Meet, Paddling Race. 
Aug. 7—Connecticut Meet, Paddling Race. 
Sept. 4—Connecticut Meet, Paddling Race, 
Sept. IS—Connecticut Meet, Saihng Races. 
Sept. 25—Connecticut Meet, Challenge Cup. 

THE A. C. A. TROPHY. 

Editor Forest and Stream : 
In jour issue of Feb. 25. you invited a “full discussion’’ in reference 

to the “A. C. A. Trophy.” In the following issue (March 4) you kind¬ 
ly published a letter containing my view.s on the subject, in which I 
criticised club management generally, for arbitrary acts at variance 
with the spirit or interests of such clubs. 

Amorigtbe reasous which 1 mentioned as lending to the develop¬ 
ment of this slate of things, was "the apathy of a large majority of 
members,” and certainly it would seem that that part of my proposi¬ 
tion needs no further proof than is furnished by your own columns 

Here is a subject which is, it appears lo me, of vital interest to the 
A. C A., and on which you have invited discussion, and the vice-com¬ 
modore has asked for an expression of opinion to guide him; and yet 
up to the present time only one member has thought it of sufficient 
importance to reply to. 

In your issue of this week (March 11), Mr. C. B. Yaux undertakes to 
explain how the matter stands, but he fails to express himself with 
his usual clearness. His explanation needs an interpretation. As I 
understand it, he objects to the Cup Committee giving the prize, but 
thinks that the Executive or Regatta Committee may do so if they 
choose, notwithstanding it is contrary to the rule which he cites. 

He also takes the curious position that because no one is compelled 
to subscribe and only a minority have or will do so, therefore (I 
quote), “whv should those who do not subscribe have any claims on 
the trophy?” 

“Here’s a pretty state of thingsl” 
The resolution in reference to offering the trophy as published in 

your issue of Feb. 25, reads: “In view of the approaching visit of the 
English canoeists be it resolved that a trophy be offered for compe¬ 
tition at the A. C. A. meet, under A. C. A. rules, open to all A. C. A. 
men, and members of any recognized foreign canoe club, the trophy 
to he the property of ihe winner.” 

If Mr. Vanx had read the above before writing his letter I do not see 
how be could have written his interrogatory, previously quoted. 

If a certain number of canoeists combine to offer a prize, and to 
exclude from competition non-subscribers, by wbat right do they do 
it in the name of the A. C. A. and under its rules? But of course Mr. 
Yaux is wrong in the position be assumes. 

Any person who has had much club experience knows how much of 
the “volurtary” there is in club subscriptions, just about as much as 
there is when the piate is passed atchurch, after a fervid appeal from 
the pulpit, and with your best girl watching to see how much you 
deposit. But, if Mr. Vaux is right, and the committee do assume to 
give the prize in the name of the A. C. A. and to exclude all non- 
subscribers to the fund, then Indeed it is high time to awaken to the 
danger ahead. 

There is still another question I would like to have answered and 
that is, who are the discoverers that these English visitors are so 
much superior to our own members, that what is good enough for us 
is not good enough for them ? Who is responsible for the assumption 
that the honor of winning an A. 0. A. flag would uot be sufficient in¬ 
ducement for them, unless backed up by a valuable prize with privi¬ 
lege of keeping the same, when won? It certainly is the reverse of 
complimentary to them. S. 

A BOAT CRUISE ON THE SEVERN. 

BIRMINGHAM, Saturday, June, 18H6.—The writer and two friends 
left the busy manufacturing city of Birmingham by the evening 

express for Shrewsbury, with the intention of pioceeding from there 
down the beautiful and lapid river Severn as far as Worcester, about 
seventy miles. Arriving there we snatched a hasty tea at the railway 
station (dear and nisty as usual), and having been joined by two 
friends (natives) we embarked at Ellis’s boat house, in our craft, a 
beamv and comfortable river boat of light draft, and pushed off 
without delay. The first two miles afforded plenty of excitement in 
running on shallows and then hauling off again (several weeks with¬ 
out rain having brought the stream very low), finally a heavier bump 
than usual caused a leak, which was hastily caulked, and we pro 
ceeded without any further mishaps. Having reached Uifington, oiir 
first stage, we proceeded to the Corbett Arms Hotel, a charming, old- 
fashioned place, and one of the most comfortable riverside houses in 
my experience, where a hearty meal was dispatched and the leak, 
which proved rather a serious one, effectively stopped, after which 
we all turned in. 

Sunday morning, 6 A. M.—"Bright chanticleer proclaims the morn” 
and we quickly turn out; having walked, or climbed rather, to the top 
of an eminence called Ormond’s Hill, we were rewarded by a 
magnificent view of the country, with the silvery Severn winding 
in and out. and flashing in the morning sun. jVfter a substantial 
breakfast stores were got on board, and the party, now 
reduced to four, proceeded on their way. A quick passage was 
made to Prestou-Boats Weir, where great care in steering and corres¬ 
ponding exertions from the rowers were required to avert disaster. 
This rapid being successfully negotiated, a pleasant row through 
lovely countiy brought us lo Atcham Bridge, a handsome stone 
structure of seven arches, b’lilt in 1769. Atcham Hall, the seat of 
Lord Berwick, and the ancient church “with ivy o’ergrown” were 
passed and much admired, being beautifully situated among luxuri¬ 
ant foliage, and are no less famous for their picturesque beauty than 
for their historical associations. The navigation here again demanded 
prompt attention, several very pretty islands dividing the current, 
and the crew had plenty of variety in having to wade and haul the 
craft over the numerous shoals. Close by are the ruins of the ancient 
city of Uriconinm. formerly a Roman station, and just below there is 
p Roman ford, called by the natives the “Devil’s Bridge,” while right 
ahead appears a remarkable hill called the Wrelrin. Leighton Bridge 
was next passed, and Leighton Hall, a fine mansion on the left bank, 
comes in view, butissoon left behind, unhke the ubiquitous “Wrekin,” 
which appears now on our left, now on our right, then behind, and 
lo, in a short time, looms again, right ahead, the river winding about 
in a most eccentric manner. An hour’s steady pulling brought us to 
Buildwas.’where we landed for luncheon, and afterward inspected the 
rums of Biiildwas Abbey.afine old edifice erected in the twelfth century 
by monks of the Cistercian order, and considered a fine example of the 
architecture of that period. Again embarking, we passed under Tel¬ 
ford’s fine bridge, built in 1796, with one arch of 130ft. span.and floating 
lazily along through two miles of charming scenery, arrived atCoal- 
brookdale. Here the river becomes narrow and rapid, and the naviga¬ 
tion again becomes difficult; an island in midstream, with a ridge of 
rocks lust below,formingan awkward rapid,which was.however.safely 
passed. We are swept along at a fine pace and soon reach Ironbridge.a 
busy manufacturing town and the birthplace of Captain Webb, who 
swam across the English Channel and was drowned in the Niagara 
whirlpool. The river here rushes and swirls between high granite 
banks, with ugly boulders freely interspersed.and we arrive in an incred¬ 
ibly short time at Coalport. The stream here suddenly swerves to the 
right, and a low trestle bridge is seen across it. A smash seemed in¬ 
evitable, when we caught sight of a native on the bridge signaling 
the cox wain to steer straight on. A small portion of the bridge was 
raised, the oars were instantly unshipped, and we shot like an arrow 
through the narrow aperture down a leaping and boiling rapid, ship¬ 
ping a lot of water and narrowly escaping a capsize. Below this the 
river widens, and is consequently not so swift, and a steady pull of 
eight miles through scenes of sylvan beauty brought the crew in sight 
of Bridgnorth, where we arrived about 7 o’clock. Leaving the boat 

in charge of an “ancient mariner,” we climbed up a steep path into 
the town and wended our way to the Crown Hotel, where dinner and 
beds had been ordered in advance. 

It was intended to rise early the next morning and visit the 
High Rocks, the lion of the place: but the bed pulled too 
hard and the excursion had to be given tip. So. after 
breakfast we relieved the aforesaid ancient mariner of his 
charge and got afloat about 9:30 A. M. Below the bridge is an awk¬ 
ward ford, where we had the misfortune to run aground and knock 
hole No. 2 in the boat’s bottom, not, however, a serious one. So pro¬ 
ceeding, in due time we reached Eardington, where we found a large 
party encamped and evidently having a high time. Being invited to 
land, w'e found several acquaintances among the party. So hauling 
in the boat, we decided to halt for a time with the two-fold object of 
toasting our friends and repairing the leak in the craft. Getting im- 
der way again, we passed m succession the hamlets of Alvely and 
Highley, and arrived at the lovely village of .4rley at mid-day. The 
scenery in this neighborhood is enchanting, and so mild Is the climate 
that formerly the vine was cultivated and a wine of such excellent 
quality was produced as scarcely to be known from the best foreign 
brands. The river also here abounds in fisn of all kinds, and the dis¬ 
trict is a favorite summer resort of the residents of Birmingham and 
Worcester. Landing for luncheon and a brief rest, we recognized and 
greeted several Birmingham friends who had come down to rusticate. 
Again embarkirg at 1 P. M., we found great care required to navi¬ 
gate the numerous fords, the most difficult being those at the Round 
Stone Rocks and the famous Polly Ford. After passing Bewdley, we 
bade adieu to fords and rapids, and soon reacned the town of Srour- 
port and entered the first of a series of locks. From this point (the 
day oeing a holiday) the river was gay with craft of all kinds, from a 
canoe to a steam launch. A pleasant row of three miles brought us 
to Gamy Lock and another three to the city of Worcester, famous 
for its caihedral and the fine porcelain manufactured there. Here 
our voyage termuiated and the ship was banded ov.-r to the tender 
mercies of the railway company for iransit to Shrewsbury, while the 
crew, well satisfied with their trip, pvoc-eded to a well-known hos¬ 
telry, where we refreshed our inner man, an additional zest being 
given to the viiuds by the presence of our ho.'t’s charming daughter, 
who presided in toe absence of her father. We were soon whizzed 
home by the express, and parted with mutual congratulations and a 
resolve (at some future time) to further explore the course of our 
beautiful river, under the command of The Skipper. 

THE DOCKRATS’ANNUAL MEETING.-Newburgh, N. Y.—Editor 
Forest and Stream; The Newburgn Canoe and Boating Association 
held their annual meeting at the residence of Commodore Bartlett, 
on March 3. The reports of ofiicers were satisfactory, showing that 
the association was doing a good work; thatwbUe the successes of 
the past year were happy facts to ns all, the prospects fora bright 
future were very promising. The association arranged for a series 
of races—saihng. rowing and paddling—lo take place during the 
coming season for appropriate prizes, and also for a .series of outings, 
short runs to some convenient camp she, of which there are a num¬ 
ber in this vicinity, with a hot supper, a la camp, and a return by 
moonlight: in these we hope to be joined by some of our non member 
friends, Steps were also taken toward a summer cruise and camp, 
en masse. Thefollowingnamedofflcerswerere-eleeied: Commodore, 
Wm. E. Bartlett: Vice-Commodore, James T. Van Daltsen; Captain, 
Nates. Smith: Purser, Henry A. Harrison. The above named to¬ 
gether with Mr. Harry A. Marvel, forming the executive committee. 
The strength of the association was increased by the e'ection of seven 
active, three honorary and four lady honorary members and it begins 
the season with 31 active members, owning at present lO canoes, 10 
rowing and sailing boats, 1 sieam launch, 1 cabin sloop yacht, with 
other new canoes and boats “in signt and a-coming.’’ (jwing to vari¬ 
ous models and sizes of the different craft in our fleet, it was felt im¬ 
possible lo bring them together for racing puruoses in the ordinary 
way, so we have adopted a system of time allowance, based on cubic 
contents and sail area that we hope will do away with all “classes” 
and still give every boat and canoe ow'uer a fair chance. We felt 
that life was too short and time too precious to cut our small fleet 
into pieces and race as classes ii" w’e could do otherwise, and so the 
association adopted the recommendations of the committee to whom 
the matter had beFU given for consideretion. We hope to make a 
prosperous run during the coming season.—Purser. 

YONKERS C. C.—Editor Forest and Stream; At a meeting held 
Feb. 17,1886, there was organized a club under the name of the Yon¬ 
kers C. C., with J. Reevs, Commodore: L. .'^andford, Vice-Commo¬ 
dore; H. Lansing (Juick, Secretary and Ifeasurer. Six members and 
five canoes, the latter as follows: Jennie R., 14ft.x33in., J. Reevs; 
Rip Rap, 14ft. 6ln.x30in., L. Sandford; Spy. l2ft.XiJ8m.. H. L. (Juiclc; 
Scout. 14ft KSOin, T. and J. Simpson; Bonti, llft.xdOin., F. K. 
Shears. The object of the club is the further advancement of canoe¬ 
ing, more especially along the Hudson River and at Yonkers.—H. 
Lansing Quick, Sec.'Yonkers C. C. 

SANDUSKY C. C.—This club noiv numbers 22 members, the officers 
being P. S. Latbam, Captain: J. E. Melrtlle, Mate; Benj. Marshall. 
Purser, and Miles Johnson, Secretary. The club are now building a 
new house on Sandusky Bay, a fine piece of water for canoe sailing. 
They have lately joined the W. C. A. as a body, and will attend the 
meet at Ballast Island. 

A. C. A.—Mr. D. B. Pratt, Rochester, N. Y., has been proposed for 
membership. 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

J. P. L., St. Denis, Md.—Please repeat your questions. 
G. W. R., Hartford.—Do deer shed their antlers yearly? Ans. Yes 

F. J. W., Great Barrington, Mass.—Write to Kennedy Smith, Eiistis 
Me. You will probably find ruffed grouse shooting at hts Tim Pond 
district. 

A. Fin, Providence, R. T.—Can a man control a pond in such a man¬ 
ner as to prohibit fishiug in said pond witnout owning all the land 
around said pond or without haviug the consent of all land owners 
whose property has a w'aler front on the said pond? Ans. We think 
hot, as the owners of the land have rights in the pond. 

S. A. L.—Is there any way to join two braided silk fly lines together 
so that the juncture will pass easily through the rod rings? Ans. it 
is possible that a neat workman might sandpaper them down to flat 
surfaces and then w'hip them with fine silk and varni-h them so that 
some service could be got from them, but t^o much must not be ex¬ 
pected. We do not think they could be inbraided as a rope is spliced. 

Pointer. Baltimore, Md.—In selecting apointerpup is there any way 
to tell which he will favor, sireor dam? That is, will a pup the color 
of dam be more apt to take after her than if the color of sire. Or is 
there any way to select one tending to take after either parent? Ans. 
There is no infallible rule. In selecting a.puppy choose the forma¬ 
tion that you think most resembles tne one you prefer and trust to 
luck. _ 

“I AM Well AND Strong and don’t need to insure.” Queer logic! 
When you are sick or broken down you can’t get insured. Now is 
the time to insure—in the Travelers, of Hanford. Conn., best and 
cheapest of sound companies.—.ddu. 

HUMPHREYS' 
j. Homeopathic VeteVinary \ Specifics for 

|| HORSES, CATTLE, SHEEPv 

DOGS, HOGS, POULTRY. 

fused t7U. S. Govemm’t. 
Chart on Rollers, 

and Book Sent Free. 

Humphreys’ Med. Co., 109 Fulton SL, N. Y. 

3 IN 1. 

A Splendid Dog Whittle, 
Water-Tight Match Box, 

-AND- 

Reliable Compass 
COMBINED. 

Nickel-plated metal. Sold by dealers In Sports¬ 
men’s goods, or sent by mall on receipt of price fl. 

WILBUR & CO.. Box 2.832, N. Y. P. O. 

Among the Many Novelties 
Introduced by us for the coming season, 'we -wish to call attention to our 

Dead Finish, Waterproof, Braided Silk Fly Lines, 
FOR SALMON, TROUT AND BLACK BASS. 

We have been experimenting for some years in the hope of making a perfect waterproof line. Success crowned 
our efforts somewhat less than two years ago, but we have not offered the hues for sale tiU we were certain of their 
excellence in every particular. These lines will iwt crack, chip off or become sticky and stiff. They are completely 

waterproofed, not merely on the surface. They will not become tender in use or by age. 

SAMPLES AND PRICES FURNISHED ON APPLICATION. 

Also a new style L.ANJ>IfliG SET, made of toaferproo/’hmtded linen (tne, which prevents the hooks from catching in the meshes. 

The prices of these nets are only a little in advance of the old style made from twisted thread. 

ABBEY &, IMBBIE, 
Manufacturers of every description of 

XT^ES r* I IS H I 3Nr ca- TA.OIS.I- 
18 Vesey Street (Fourth door from the Astor House), New York. 
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WINCHESTER 
FELT GUN WAD 

I PINK'll 

EDGE. THE BEST. 
White Telt Wads, 3-8 inch Thick, Equal to the Eest Imported Bag Wads. 

■or Tlxom. 

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., 
Send tor 76-page Illustrated Catalogue. KTEi'W HA-VESINT, OOINTINT. 

55 COXIRT STREET, BROOKLYN. REARER IN 

tslrlxig: "rookie. 
First Quality Goods at Lower Prices than any other House in America. 

Aberdeen, Sneck Bent, and all other hooks. Single gut. 12 cts. per doz.; double, 20 cts. per doz.; treble, 30 cts. per doz. Put up one half dozen in a package. 
Single Gut Trout and Black Bass Leaders. 1yd., 5 cts.; 2yds., 10 cts., 3yds., 15 cts. Double Twisted Leaders, 3 length, 5 cts.; treble twisted, 3 length, 10 cts. 
Trout Plies, 60 cts. per doz. Black Bass Flies, §1.00 per doz Trout and Black Bass Bait Bods, 9ft. long, $1.25 to $5.00. Trout and Black Bass Fly Bods. 10ft. 
long, $150 to $10.00. Also forty-eight different styles of rods for all kinds of fishing. Samples of hooks, leaders, etc , .sent by mail on receipt of price in 
money or stamps. SEND STAMP FOR CATALOGUE. THli! MANUFACTUKK OF SKECLEn BOOKS AND lEADEKS A SPECIALTY. 

Established 20 Years. Open Evenings. J. F. MARSTJERS. 55 Court Street. Brooklyn. 

J ” [| =0 

-9--- 0 

5 “-V'" ----- 
7 li' 

11 J ..r li 

Split Bamboo Fly Rod. 
This cut represents our No. 23 Split Bamboo 

Fiy Rod with Grooved Wood Form. Length, 
lO^ft ; weight, 8oz. We make same styie rods 
for trout and bass to weigh from 5 to 12oz , also 
the “Standard Henshall Rod,” Lancewood Rods. 
Reels. Turned Stock and Rod Trimmings of all 
descripiiohs. B’or New Illustrated Catalogue for 
1886 address 

THOS. H. CHUBB, 
Orange County, Post Mills, Vermont. 

I-sefev©!* .A.x'xxi.s Oo. 
MANUFACTURERS OF TELE 

LEFEVER AUTOMATIC HAMMERLESS GUNS. 

PRICE, $76 to $300.00. 

This improvement is the only hammerless gun in the world with compensated action, to take up 
wear in every direction. The safety is automatic both in locking and releasing. Used by the best trap 
shots in America. Winner of the Pierce Diamond Badge three times at the New York State Convention. 
Send for illustrated catalogue. 

LEFEVER ARMS CO., Syracuse, N. Y. 
NEW YORK SALES ROOMS: VON LENOERKE & DETMOLD, 14 Murray St. 
PHILADELPHIA, “ JOSEPH C. OBUBB & CO., 712 Market St. 

o. 
1 8 John St., near Broadway, N. Y. A, Mouth Opeuer. hD 

B. Bullet Mould. C. Seating Primer. 

lAMACTDimiG JEWELEB, 
Medals and Badges 

▲ SPECIALTY. 

Special desigpis fnmulied on applica¬ 

tion free ot charge. 

“REPELLENE.” 
An Infallible Preventive of the Attacks of 

Mosquitoes, Black Flies, Gnats, 
And All Other Insects. 

Neat, clean and easily applied. Contains no tab, 
will not stain nor injure the skin, easily washed off, 
may be carried without danger of leaking or spiUing. 

Price, !35 Cents Per Box. 

For sale by Dealers in Sportsmen’s Goods. 

DO NOT RETAlI..“®i 

A. FERGUSON, Sole Manufacturer, 
Office. 65 Pulton Street, New York. 

The Open Shot Regulator. 
WINANS & WOODEN, 

97 West Kinney st., Newark, N. J. 

Send Postal for Circular. 

Specialties in Fish¬ 
ing Tackle. Please 
send your address for 
circular and sample 

card of lines. E. J. MARTIN. Rockville, Conn. 

TROUT FLIES, 
36c. Per Dozen. 

H. H KIFFE, 
318 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

Send for Fishing Tackle Catalogae. 

IDEAL Reloadinsf 

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES. 
People of refined taste wlio desire exceptionally fine 

cigarettes should use only our Straight Cut, 

put up in satin packets and boxes of 

10s, 20s, 50s and 100s. 

14 First Prize Medals. WM. S. KIMBALL & CO. 

AT THE LONDON FISHERIES EXHIBITION 

KTXC] 

Hexagonal Split Bamboo Fishing Rode 
Were awarded Three SUver Medals and the highest special prize—10 Sovereigns. Neted for excel 
ence more than numbers. This is the highest prize awarded to any American for Split Bamboo Bods. 

Manofaetnred by B. F. NICHOLS, 153 Milk Eltreet, Boston, Maas. 
Send for list with Massaobusetts Fish and Game Laws. 

Canoe and Camp Cookery. 
By “SENECA” 

A practical cook book for canoeists, Corinthian sailors and outers. Practical because 
the author gives explicit and intelligible directions for preparing such dishes as he has him¬ 
self actually tested in camp and on a cruise. This is just where the recipes dififer from the 
absm-dly impracticable dishes given in some so-called camp cookery books. The cooking 
outfit is described, and numerous hints on camp economy add to the value of the work. 
Cloth, 96 pages. Price $1.00. 

NEW YORK: Forest and Stream Publishing Co.. 89 Park Row. 
LONDON; Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane, Comhill. 
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SECOND ANNUAM'OURNAMENT 

ChamMln"Cartridge 
COMPANY. 

No Pro-Rating. No Uncertainty. Open to the World. 

CONTEST—ONE HUNDRED SINGLE RISES. 
CliamlDerliii Cartridge Co.’s Riales to Grovern. 

PRIZES WILL BE DIVIDED AS FOLLOWS: 

$1,000 divided 50, 30 and 30 per cent, to those 
■whose scores are 90 or better, with $300 added for 
the highest score in this class. 

$850 divided 50, 30 and 30 per cent. tO those whose 
scores are eighty or better, and less than 90, with 
$150 added for the highest score in this class. 

$700 divided 40, 30, 30 and 10 per cent, to those 
whose scores are 70 or better, and less than 80, with 
$100 added for the highest score in this class. 

Those who made scores of 90 or better in our tour¬ 
nament of last year, are barred this year from the 80 
class. Those who made scores of 80 or better, and 
less than 90 in our tournament of last year, are barred 
from the 70 class this year. 

All scores made of 90 or better will shoot in the 
ties at Cleveland to decide the division of the $1,000 
prizes in the 90 class. 

All scores of 80 and less than 90 will shoot in the 
ties at Cleveland to decide the division of the $850 
prizes in the 80 class. 

All scores of 70 and less than eighty will shoot in 
the ties at Cleveland to decide the division of the 
$700 prizes in the 70 class. 

The additional prizes for the highest score in each 
class will be decided (if there are ties) by the scores 
made in the regular tie shooting of each class. 

3EI-ul1o£i Axica. Oo33.^1tloxi.s> 

THE CHAMBERLIN CARTRIDGE CO., Cleveland, Ohio. 
_Or TATHAM & BROS., Eastern Agents, 82 Beekman St, New York,_ 

“FOREST AND STREAM SERIES.” 
DEER HUNTING. 

BY JUDGE JOHN DEAN CATON. 

By and by it will be time to bunt antelope and deer. It is 
always time to read about them. Judge Caton’s book 

on the antelope, elk, deer, moose and caribou of America 
discusses in a readable way the life history of these animals 
and the methods of their capture. It is the work of an 
enthusiastic sportsman who has had a wide experience and 
has devoted the leisure of years to studying these interesting 
game animals. The volume is very fully illustrated, and is a 
perfecttetorehouse of information and entertainment. The first 
edition was sold by the Boston publishers at $4. Price $3.50. 

WOODCRAFT. 

DOG TRAINING. 
BY S. T. HAMMOND. 

He was a promising puppy, and when you turned him over 
to the breaker to be educated, you thought he was 

bound to make “the best dog in the world.” And you'll not 
soon forget how disappointed and disgusted you were when 
the dog, the breaker and the big bill—aU three turned up 
together, and you saw that the animal’s spirit was broken 
and it would take a steam calliope to make him mind. Now, 
this could not have happened if you had been wise enough to 
buy a copy of Hammond’s book, and in your odd leisme 
moments train the dog yourself instead of having him 
broken by some one else. We are selling edition after edition 
of this book, and it is revolutionizing the system of preparing 
dogs for work in the field. Price $1.00. 

BY “Ni^SMUK.” 

A COMPACT pocket handbook of condensed, boiled-down, 
concise, clear, comprehensive, sensible, practical camp 

gumption. “Nessmuk” has been “in the woods” in Michigan, 
New York, Pennsylvania, and South America, and this is a 
book for outers, wherever they kindle their camp-fire. The 
author believes in “smoothing it.” He has learned how; now 
he tells others. It is much easier te learn from “Nessmuk” 
than from Dame Experience. We should not be surprised if 
“Woodcraft” completely revolutionized the methods of camp¬ 
ing out. If you are going to the woods, read “Woodcraft” 
before you go. It may add to your trip a hundred fold. 
Price $1.00. 

SHORE BIRDS. 
A PAMPHLET for those who “gun” along the shore. Tells 

of: I. Haunts and Habits—Where the bay birds live 
and what they do at home. IL Range and Migration—Where 
they go to breed and where to spend the winter. III. A 
Morning Without the Birds—An episode of shore shooting. 
IV. Nomenc^ture—A list of our American species of Limicote, 
with a description of each species. V. Localities—Where to 
go to shoot them. VI. Blinds and Decoys—How to shoot 
them after you have reached the grounds. 45 pp., paper. 
Price 15 cents. 

ANGLING TALKS. 
BY GEORGE DAWSON. AS a political writer of conceded power, Mr. Dawson 

wielded a trenchant pen; when he temed from the 
conflict of parties to the praise of the favorite pastime of 
“simple wise men,” his essays, limpid as the crystal streams, 
are aglow with the soft summer sunlight and melodious with 
the son^ of birds. When angling was the theme, he wrote 
from a full heart and in closest sympathy with the scenes and 
pursuits described. These “Talks’’ are brimful of manly, 
wholesome sentiment; there is in them all not a particle of 
cant. Their sincerity and overflowing spirit at once win the 
reader, and he perforce shares the author’s enthusiasm. The 
effect is magical, like that of the mimic players in Xenophon’s 
MemoraMUa: he who reads, if he be an angler, must go 
a-fishii^; and if he be not, straightway then must he become 
one.—Mctract from Publisher^ Preface. Cloth, price 50 cents. 

CANOE “AURORA.” 
BY DR. C. A. NEIDE. A CHARMINGLY written and always entertaining account 

of a canoe cruise from Lake George, New York, down 
the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers to the Gulf of Mexico, by the 
Secretary of the American Canoe Association. To read the 
cruise of the “Aurora” is the next best thing to having made 
it; and the reading is decidedly more pleasant than would 
bave been participation in some of the misadventures related. 
216 pp., cloth. Price $1.00. 

ALLCOCK’S 

Celebrated Fish Hooks. 
May be had from all Fishing Tackle Dealers 

In any part of the world. 

One Good Hook is Worth 50 Bad Ones. 

The Largest Manufacturers of Fishing 

Goods in the World. 

All best goods bear our name and trade mark. 

WORKS, REDDITCH, RMCiiL.lND. 
AND 

Silk Worm Gut Factory, Marcia, Spain. 

WHOLESALE ONLY. 

Tlx© Oelotora-teti *‘TJIXriOIxr UlI.sT 

First target represents 10 consecutive shots made by Otto 
Jaeger, June 10, 1885, at Wheeling, W. Va., 200 yards off 
hand, with some wind, using a No. Off-Hand, .32-caliber. 
It counts 94 on Massachusetts Decimal and 117 on Massachu¬ 
setts Target. The cut is one-half size. 

Second target represents 5 consecutive shots made by J. D. 
Marks, June 24, 1885, at Springfield, Mass., 200 yards, with 
rest, using a Union Hill, .32-caliber. The entire five shots 
are inside of a l|-inch circle. The cut is full size. 

This style or Ballard Rifle and the “Off-Hand” are the standard guns for target shooting, carrying off nearlyaU the prizes, fi 
lor Cataiogaes THE HAREIN FIRE ARHISl €0., Mew Haven, Conn. 

Send 
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Co. will send post paid any booh 
at pnblisheT’s price. 

’s Library. 
SOOlSLS 

/ mail, postpaid, on receipt of price. 

9y accompanies the order. 

)OKS EXCHANGED. 
BOATINO AND iTACHTlNCit 

A Oanoe Trip, or a Lark on the Water. 30 
Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam. 3 00 
Boats of the World.. ... 1 26 
Boat Eacing, Brickwood... 2 50 
Boating Trips on New England Elvers-- 1 26 
Canoe and Boat Building foi’ Amateurs, W. P. 
Stephens.   1 60 

Canoe and Camp Cookery, by “Seneca”. 1 00 
Canoe Handling, C. B. Vaux.. .. 1 00 
Caiioemgm Kanuckia, Norton and Halberton 1 26 
Canoe and Camera. 150 
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper. Bishop’s. 1 50 
Cruises In Small Yachts . 2 60 
Corinthian Yachtsman. .. 125 
Donaldson’s Steam Machinery .. 1 50 
Four Months in a Sneakbox, Bishop. 1 50 
Frazar’s Practical Boat Sailing. 1 00 
Inland Cruise. 50 
Model Yachts and Boats, Qrosvenor. 2 00 
Paddle and Portage. 150 
Practical Boat Sailing, Davies. 2 OC 
Practical Boat Building, Nelson. i 00 
The America’s Cup, paper, 50c.', cloth. 1 00 
The Canoe Aurora, by Dr. C. A. Neid6. 1 00 
Vacation Cruising, Eothrick . 1 60 
Yacht Architecture, Dixon Kemp. 16 80 
Yachts and Boat Sailing, Kemp.  10 00 
Yacht Designing, Kemp. 26 00 
Yachts, Small. C. P. Kunhardt. 7 00 
Yachtsman’s Guide, Patterson. 3 00 
Yachtsman’s Manual and Handy Book. 3 60 

UOlfcSE. 
American Eoadsters and Trotting Horses..... 6 00 
Boots and Saddles, Mrs. Custer. 1 50 
Boucher’s Method of Horsemanship. 1 00 
Bruce's Stud Book, 3 vols. 30 00 
Dadd’s American Eeformed Horse Book, 8vo. 2 60 
Dadd’s Modem Horse Doctor, 12mo. :50 
Dwyer’s Horse Book.   1 26 
Horses, Famous American Eace. 75 
Horses, Famous American Trotting. 75 
Horses, Famous, of America. 1 
Jenning’s Horse Training. 1 25 
Manual of the Horse.   25 
Mayhew’s Horse Doctor. 3 00 
Mayhew’s Horse Management.. 3 00 
McClure’s Stable Guide... l 00 
Earey’s Horse Tamer. 50 
Eiding and Driving.   20 
Riding Eecollections, Whyte Melville’s. 8 00 
Stonehenge, Horse Owner's Cyclopedia. 3 76 
Stonehenge on the Horse, English edition, 8vo 3 50 
Stonehenge on the Horse, American edition, 
l2mo. 2 00 

The Book of the Horse... 8 00 
The Saddle Horse. l 00 
Veterinary Dictionary, Going.  2 00 
Wallace’s American Stud Book. 10 00 
Wallace’s American Trotting Register, 2 vols. 20 00 
Woodruff’s Trotting Horses of America. 2 50 
YouaCt and on the Horae. 8 00 

KENNEJL 
American Kennel, Burges. 3 Of 
British Dogs, Dalziel. 4 00 
Dog, Diseases of, Dalziel. 80 
Dog. Diseases of. Hill. 2 00 
Dog Breaking, Floyd.     60 
Dog Breaking, by Holabird. 25 
Dog Breaking, B utchinson.;.. S 76 
Dog, the Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson. 3 OC 
Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond. 1 Of 
Dogs and Their Doings, Morris. 1 75 
Dogs of Great Britain, America and other 
Coimtries. 2 OC 

Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, 16mo. 76 
Dogs, Points for Judging— .. 5C 
Dogs, Eichardson, pa. 30.; iloth. 6C 
Dogs and Their Ways, Williams. 1 21 
Dogs and the Public ....... 76 
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment in 

Disease, byAshmont. 2 00 
English Kennel C. S. Book, Vol. 1. 5 OC 
English K. 0. 8. Book, Vols. IH. to Z., each.. 4 50 
Our Friend the Dog. 3 0£ 
Practical Kennel Guide, Stablas. l 5L 
Setter Dog, the, Laverack. 3 00 
Stonehenge, Dog of British Islands. 6 00 
The Dog, by Idstone. i 26 
Vero Shaw’s Book on the Dog, cloth, $8.00; 
morocco. 22 5C 

Youatt on the Dog. 2 5t 

MISCEliEANEOESt 
A Naturalist’s Rambles About Home, Abbott. 
Adventures of a Young Naturalist. 
Amateur Photogr^her. . 
Animal Plagues. Fleming... 
Antelope and Deer of America. 
Archer, Modem... 
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson.... 
Atlas of Jersey Coast. 
Black Hills of Dakota. Ludlow, quarto, cloth. 

Government Report... 
Common Objects of the Seashore,.. 
Eastward Hoi. 
Historical and Biographical Atlas of New Jer¬ 

sey Coast. 
How to Make Photographs. 
Humorous Sketches^Seymour.. 
Insects Injmious to Vegetation.. 
Keeping One Cow. 
Life and Writings of Frank Forrester, 2 vols., 

per vol.;. 
Mammals of New York, paper. $4; cloth. 
Maynard’s Manual of Taxidermy. 
Manton’s Taxidermy Without a Teacher...... 
Natural History Quadmped. 
North American Insects. 
Old St. Augustine, Fla., illustrated. 
Packard’s Half-Hours With Insects. 
Pistol, The. ... .. 
Photograj^y for Amateurs. 
Practical Forestry, by Fuller. 
Practical Taxidermy and Home Decoration, 
Batty. 

Practical Orange Culture. 
Practical Poultry Keeping.. 
Randall’s Practical Shepherd... 
Sportsman’s Gazetter, Hallook .. 
Sportsman’s Hand Book, Col. Horace Park... 
Studies in Animal Life, Lewis. 
The Forester, by Brown.... 
The Northwest Coast of America. .. 
The Taxiderihists’Manual, Brown. 
Wild Tlowers of Switzerland.. 
Wild Woods Life, Farrar.. . 
Woodcraft, “Nessmuk’’... 
Woods and Lakes of fitelae... 
Yon*tt on Sheep.. ...v.,- 
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SKETCHES OP SPORT IN THE NORTH¬ 

ERN CATTLE PLAINS, TOGETHER 

WITH PERSONAL EXPERIENCES OP 

LiPE ON A CATTLE RANCH. 

By THEODORE ROOSEVELT, 
AUTHOR OP 

“The Naval War of 1812.” 

Popular edition. Octavo cloth, fully illustrated, 

$3.50. 

“The author may rank with Lloyd, St. John and 

a half dozen other sportsmen whose books will 

always be among the sporting classics. ... He 
vividly describes the pictures which clearly present 

themselves to him . . . and shows himself a 
careful naturalist as well as a keen sportsman. 

His book is a repository of thoughtful woodcraft 

or prairie CTatt."—Saturday Review. 

“Mr. Roosevelt has given a peculiar charm to his 

book from his intense love of nature and his capac¬ 

ity to communicate to others his own impressions. 

. . . His book forms the most important chapter 

in the long history of the conquest of the American 

wilderness.”—27te Atlantic. 

“He must be a hopeless reader wh6 does not rise 

from it with a new and vivid sense of 'the fascina¬ 

tion of the vastness, loneliness and monotony of 

the prairies,’ and of ‘the sad and everlasting unrest 

of the wilderness,’ of the Big Horn Mouatains, in 

addition to pleasant familiarity with their flora and 

fauna. ... As already said, the charm about 

this ranchman author is that he is every inch a 

gentleman sportsman. ... A careful observer 

of the characters and individualities of animals. 

. . . We believe he may safely reckon on a wide 

and permanent popularity with English readers, 

even with those of them who, like the writer, 

have long since laid aside rod and gun. T/ie 

Spectator, London, 

G. P. PUTNAM’S SONS, 
27 & 29 West Twenty-third St,, 

NEW YORK. 

CANOE 
AND 

BOAT 
BUILDING 

FOR 

AMATEURS. 
Pp. 192, with 29 plates of working drawings 

Price $1.60. Add.''68S, 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 
New York N. Y. 

LONDON: Davies & Co.. 1 Finch Lane. Comhill. 

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1878. 

BAKER^S 

Warranted absolutely pure 
Cocoa, from which the excess of 
Oil has been removed. It has three 
times the strength of Cocoa mixed 
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar, 
and Is therefore far more economi¬ 
cal, costing less than one cent a 
cup. It is delicious, nourishing, 
strengthening, easily digested, and 
admirably adapted for invalids as 
well as for persons in health. 

Sold by Grocers everywhere. 

W. BAKER & C8., Dorcliester, lass. 

MOLLER’S 

FOR 
General 

Debility, ^ 
Scrofula, 
Rlieuniatlsm 

or Conaumptiou,'' 
is enperior to any in de¬ 
licacy of taste and smell,'* 
medicinal virtues and purity. 

London, European and New 
York physloians pronounce it the 
purest and best. Sold by Druggists. 

WkScMeftelin & (!o.( JSS aSt )tiewrort 

Hanting Boots or Shoes, Wholesale 
or RetaU. JOHN D. BETHEL, Man’f’r of 
Sportsmen’s Goods, 124 Chambers st., N.Y. 

Send for Prices. No Postal Cards, 

Wantrl 

WAOTED. 
The address of every gun club in United States. 

I will send them a photograph of my new GROUND 

and PLUNGE TRAP, which throws the bird in any 

direction. Address 0. M. BRIDGES, Seattle, Wash, 

ington Territory mchl8,lt 

WANTED. 
A partner with capital to engage in stock raising 

and to raise blooded cattle and make dairy products 
near this sta'ioo, 65 miles from Savannah. Georgia. 
Swamp cane for winter pasture, mild climate on 
stock, abundance of water, and accessibility to 
transportation and to market the advantages. 
Wanted also a copartner with capital to engage in 
planting on an extensive scale o i the Alluvian 
bottom lands of the Ogeechee River, near this 
station. For further particulars apply to H. C. 
KITTLES, Rocky Ford, Scriven Co., Ga. 

mch4,lmo 

COPIES WANTED.-JAN. 4,11,18 and 25. FEB. 1, 
March 8 and Sept. 13,1888; Feb. 7 and 14, March 

6,1884. We are short of these issues, and would be 
obliged if any of our readers having one or all of 
these numbers that they do not want will send to 
Forest and Stream Pub. Co.. 39 Park Row. New 
York City. Toar26,tf 

WANTED. 

Bear, Buffalo, Deer, Wolves, Foxes, blotted Cats, 
Civit Cat.«, Lynx, Panthers. Antelope, Otter, Beav¬ 
ers and other animals and birds of all kinds. Ad¬ 
dress D. H. TALBOT, Sioux City, la. 

MU* 

(Lepus Americanus.) 

A few living specimens will be sent to orders ac¬ 
companied with the cash, at $2 each, and delivered 
in good order and properly boxed, at Bethel express 
office. J. G. RICH, Bethel. Me. 

Chester White, Berkshire 
and Poland China Pigs, Fine 
Setter Dogs, Scotch Collies, 
FoxUounds and Beagles, 

^ Sheep and Poultry, bred and 
_P for sale by W. Gibbons & Co., 

West Chester, Chester Co., Pa. Send stamp tor 
Circular and Price List. 

Ducking Point on Chesapeake. 
For Sale—A handsome farm on the Sassafras 

River, suitable for club or private per.son; plenty 
of ducks. Address FISHER, 402 Walnut st., Phila¬ 
delphia. Pa. febl8,lmo 

T TYTT? OTT A TT FOR sale, in fine 
Jui V XL/ U, U iVlJL/ condition Pa. and 
W. Va. birds.^E. B. WOODWARD, Commission 
Merchant, 174 Chambers st., N.Y. Established 1838 

in tht tttidr. 

idealK ENNEL 
OCEERS. 

IN THE STUD. FEE SIO. 

PILOT (A.K.R. 1635), 

DANDY ZULU (A.K.R. 382). 

BEAUCLERK, Field Spaniel. 
FOR SALE.—True Cockers, Fashionably bred, 

correct in coat, size and shape, various ages and 
colors. Prices reasonable. Address 

IDEAL KENNEL. New Haven, Conn. 

G-uss IBoxxcl.l2.xi. 
IN THE STUD. 

Imported from Mr. Llewellin’s kennels (he is 
bluest of the blue), by Dashing Bondhu ex Novel. 
He is also a grand field dog, as his record shows at 
the late trials of the N. F. T. Club at Grand Junc¬ 
tion, beating such noted dogs as Gladstone Boy, 
Mainspring, Bessie A., Gath’s Mark, 'trinket’s Bang 
and other fine ones. Fee $35. A. M. TUCKER, 85 
Main street, Charlestown. Mass. 

St. Bernards and Pugs. 
CHAMPION HERMIT (A.K.R. 23) litter broth¬ 

er to champion Otho, and sire of prize winners 
K5nig, Kobold, Lys. Fee $'60. 

Imported RUDOLPH II. (champion Cadwalla- 
der—Myra), prize winner m England and winner of 
two firsts and specials in America. Fee |30. 

Imported pug lOCNG T<»BY (A.K.R. 473), win¬ 
ner of rour firsts and specials in America, sire of 
many prize winners. Fee $15. Fine pups on sale. 
CHEQUASSET KENNELS, Lancaster, Mass. 

IN THE STUD. 
Smooth-coated St. Bernard ESSEX (A.K.R. 931), 

white with perfect orange brindle markings, black 
facings, full blaze; heignt, 8liu., immense bone and 
substance; winner of second prize. New York, 
1885; only time shown. Fee $25. ESSEX KEN¬ 
NELS, Andover, Mass. nrchl8.lt 

IN THE STUD.—IMPORTED FOX TERRIER 
Truffles, by champion Jack Russell ex Cissy, 

whelped July 27, 1884 Breeder, Mr. J. H. Murchi¬ 
son; color while, with black and tan marked head. 
Weight 141bs ; height 12in. Never yet shown. Used 
by Mr. Murchison for his own biicbes last summer. 
Will only be allowed a limited number of approved 
bitches. Address M.41ZELAND KENNELS, Red 
Hook, Dutchess Co., N. Y. mchl8,lt 

TO OWNERS OF BEAGLE BITCHES.—1 OFFER 
the services of my imported English beagle 

Blue Boy. He is small (18 in.) and symmetrical, his 
breeding unsurpassed, guaranteed first-class field 
dog, color B., W., and T., plenty of bone and gets 
handsome pups. Full pedigree. Fee $10. W. H. 
ASHBUBNER, 27 North 38th st., Philadelphia, Pa. 

feb4,2mo. 
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in tto ft«l 
THE IMMENSE ROEGH-COATED ST. 

BERNARD CHAMPION 

(A.K.R. 48a). 
Orange tawny, perfect blaze and collar, other 

white markings correct: double dew claws. Born 
August. 1883. This celebrated dog stands 3354 in. 
full at shoulders, weighs 183 lbs. (Jan. 80.1880). has 
a grand, massive head, immense bone, and is per¬ 
fect in disposition. 

"Otho is conceded to be the best fronted St Ber¬ 
nard in the country.”—AvieHcan Kennel Hegister, 
June, 1885. 

“Otho is one of the grandest fronted dogs we 
have ever seen. His head is a study and hLs fore¬ 
arm we have never seen surpassed. He is also an 
Immense upstanding dog. —Forest and Stieam, 
Oct 30.1884. 

Fee S50. Approved bitches only. Cabinet pho¬ 
tos, 50 cents; cartes of head, 25 cents. Imported 
stock for sale. THE HOPPICE KENNELS, Im¬ 
porters and Breeders of Thoroughbred St. Ber¬ 
nards, 55 Waverly Place, Nv-wark, N. J. 

BRADFORD RUBY. 
(E 13 834 ) 

Sire, Champion Lovat—Dam, Champion Jenny. 
Champion Pug Dog, whelped May 14,1882; silver 
fawn, with perfect black trace and mask, extra¬ 
ordinary wrinkle and double curled tail, with very 
small, compact body, weighing only 13 pounds. 
Winner of 49 prizes, cups and medals, incluoing 
championship. Crystal Palace, Jan., 1885; 1st, Cin- 
wnnati, 1st and medal, Toronto; 1st and special, 
Philadelphia (May and Oct.); 1st and special, New 
York, 1886; and the sire of many winners. Fee ?25, 
Puppies For Sale. CITY VIEW KENNELS, Box 
1,369, New Haven, Conn. 

CHAMPION BRAHMIN. 
Solid Black Cocker Spaniel. 

WiKNisGs: 1st, open class, London, Ont., and 
three specials, 186:5; 1st, open class, and two spe¬ 
cials, N. S. S., Philadelphia, and champion prize. 
Montreal. 1884; first, open class. New York, and 
special for best cocker dog in show, 1883. beating 
champion Hornell Silk; 1st. open class. Philadel¬ 
phia, 1885; champion prize, Philadelphia (fall show), 
1885), bearing champion Hornell Silk. Jn the 
stud. Fee S20. ARTHUR E. RENDLE, 2 Wall 
street. New York. 

"Stonehouse" Collies in the Stud. 
MACBETH (A.K.R 2718). Fee SIO. One of the 

best voung dogs in New England; sable, small white. 
BONNIE MAC GRKGOK, fee $15. By im¬ 

ported Rex ex imported Daisey; a Royal Highland 
specimen; black and tan. 

Puppies For Sale.—A litter by Macbeth out of 
Jumper (A.K.R. 2713), a beautiful sable bitch. Pup¬ 
pies are aU sable, small white marks. Price S15 
each. Address LEWIS C. BASS, Woonsocket, 
R. I. mchl8,4t 

SCOTCH COLLIES 
IN THE STUD. 

CHAMPION REX (A.K.R. 149). Fee $20. 
STREPHON (A.K.R. 2730). Fee $30. 
Young dogs and puppies for sale. Can be seen, 

or address JAS. LINDSAY, 346 Communipaw ave., 
Jersey (Mcy, N. J. 

T17HITE BULL-TERRIER YOUNG ROYAL 
VV Prince (A.K.R. 2102). Fee $15. And small 

white bull-terrier Hector, weight 161bs. Fee $10. 
J. W. NEWMAN. 87 Hanover street, Boston, Mass 

He. CLARK, PITTSFIBLD, O. 
• Scotland Kennel. Pedigreed collie pups $5 

each. EngUsh ferrets, $5 a pair. dec31,3mo8. 

Foxhounds For Sale. 
Twenty-six dogs and bitches, comprising one of 

the best packs in Pennsylvania, a few bitcnes being 
in whelp by champion dogs. Address Box 1684, 
West Chester, Pa. ]au28,tf 

For sale.-english beagle hound 
pups of good working stock and several months 

old. GEO. L. BARNES, Tyringham, Mass. 

EEX.-IRISH SETTER (PLUNKETT—NELL), 3 
yrs. old, perfectly broken, diops at shot and 

retrieves. Only those wishing first class dog need 
^ply. ROBT. B. SMITH, Oonunack, Suffolk Co., 

For sale.-red IRISH setter bitch pup. 
Send stamp for pedigiee. A. G. bPENUER, 

Westbrook, Conn feb26,3t 

T;^0R SALE. — ONE BRACE OP BEAGLES, 
r thoroughly broken, one brace EngUsh grey¬ 
hounds, 6 mos. old, good typical specimens, three 
Italian greyhounds, one brood bitch, two dog pups, 
from prize n inning stock. For defcription, price, 
etc., address WARWICK KEN-NELS, Box 1,883, 
Bridgeport, Conn. 

4 litter of large, well marked ST. 
Bernai-d puppies, whelped Jan. 13, 1366; sired 

by champion Duke of Leeds; dam Hero (see March 
No. A.K.R.). A. 0. STOIT, StottviJle, N. Y. 

mchll,3t 

For SALE ON ACCOUNT OF MOVING.—A 
large Llewellin setter dog, color white, lemon 

ears, little over 1 yr. old, $36 One white Llewellin 
setter bitch, with a lit.le lemon, a nice one. $25. A 
Llewellin bitch, color white with a litile brown, 
will make a good one; price $30. A bitch. 10 wks, 
old, lemon and white, $5. Black and tan and white 
dog, 7 mos. old, $15. A nice Gordon setter bitch, 
coL'i- black and tan, 1 yr.. $16. One dog, black and 
tan, 6 mos old, $10. A Gordon setter dog, 8 mos., 
$15. A lemon and white Llewellin bitcb, broken on 
quail and snipe, piice $60. A black, tan and white 
bitcb, broken on quail, medium size, $50. Address 
H. B. VONDERSMITH. Lancaster, Pa. mchll.2t 

High bred pointers and betters —we 
breed and dispo-e of nothiD.g but first-ciass 

broken and untiroken dogs and puppies. Address 
F.T.M GROVE KENNELS, South Norwalk, Conn. 

For SALE.—a HANDSOME BLACK, WHITE 
and tan beagle bitch, large size, 14 mos. old; 

has been hunted some; will make a good one; price 
$10. C. F. KENT, Monticello. N. Y._It 

Five handsomely marked beagle pup¬ 
pies. out of mv old hunter Bessie, for sale 

cheap. M. M. NISSLEY, Elizabethtown, Pa. 
^ mchl2,2t 

lOR sale.-three pointer pops, sire 
^ champion Pete, Jr., dam Minnie, whelped 
Oct. SO, 1866. For particulars address G. H. WAL¬ 
TON, Peabody, Mass, mchl8,4t 

F 

Me gennel 

Setter Puppies for $5. 
We have a number of setter puppies from 5 to 10 

wks. old, dogs and bitches, of all colors; we will 
close out for $5 each. Dogs of same breed from 6 
mos. to 1 yr. old. $8 each. These setters are of good 
native blood, fair nose and not gunsby, and satis¬ 
faction is guaranteed in every ca«0. 

WM. W. SILVEY, 
135 South Eighth street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

K 9 Breaking Kennels. 
Pointers and setters thoroughly broken for field 

trials or private use. Reference given. W. G. 
SMITH. Marydel, Md. 

Kory O’More Kennels. 
For Sale—Thoroughbred red Irish setter stock, 

full pedigreed Address with stamp, 
W. N. CALLENDER, Albany. N. Y. 

DOGS FOR SALE. 
Setters, pointers, spaniels, foxhounds, beagles, 

dachshunde. Newfoundlands, German tiger mas¬ 
tiffs. fox-terriers, Scotch terriers, Skye tenders, 
Yorkshire terriers, bull-terriei's, bulldogs, pugs, 
French poodles. St. Bernards, mastiffs and black 
and tan terriers. Pups of all the above breeds 
constantly on hand. Those desiring to purchase 
wiU do well to consult me. WM, W. SILVEY, 135 
South Eighth street, Philadelphia, Pa, 

WA^ED. 
The address of au importer of English setters 

who had dealings with Dr, Gardner (colored) of 
Canal street. New Y"ork City, about four years ago. 
Such person will confer a favor and also receive re¬ 
muneration for his trouble and correspondence by 
addressing fl. J. PIERRE, Winsted, Conn. 

A/f A STIFFS. PUPPIES OUT OF LADY NEVI- 
IH son by McMahon (A.K.K. 550.i; beautiful fawn 
color, black points; extra fine. H. L. HOLLIS, 
Wellsville, N. Y. jan7,tf 

TXTM. GRAHAM, NEWTOAYNBREDA, BELFAST 
Yt Ireland, is prepared to purchase and ship dogs 

for importers. Dogs purchased from him had the 
foUowmg prizes awarded to them: At New York 
and Chicago, 1888, sixteen firsts, nine special, three 
second and one third. At New York, 1884, seven 
firsts, six specials and one third. 

TTtOR SALE.—ITALIAN GREYHOUND PUPS 
X* from imported stock. Also fine English pugs. 
HENRY C. BURDICK, 150 Bridge street Spring- 
field, Mass. dec24,tf 

rpRAINED FOXHOUNDS, THEY ARE COLD 
L nosed strike dogs, start the fox, run him te the 
death. Trained coon dogs. Gray squirrel dogs. 
Rabbit dogs. One trained ferret. Lop-eared rabbits. 
Wyandotte chickens. H. C. GRAFF, Kensington, 
Ohio. dec24.tf 

TT'OR SALE.—HAVING RECENTLY ADDED 
X; several fine brood bitches to the Landseer 
Kennels of Scotch deerhounds and greyhounds re 
duced the price of puppies. Some choice grey 
hounds now ready to ship. DR. VAN HUMMELL. 
Denver. Col. aplie.tf 

X EWELLYN SETTEE PUPPIES, COMBINING 
Li blood of noted dogs, viz.: Champion L.-icester, 
champion Petrel, champion Gladstone, Kirby, Pride 
of the Border, Llewellyn’s Prince and Laverack 
DasU II., for sale; satisfaction guaranteed. CHAS. 
YORK. 9 and 11 Granite Block, Bangor. Me. 

TT'OR SALE.-A PAIR OF GORDON SETTER 
U puppies, from champion stock. Address H. 
L. KINSLEY, Milforo, Mass. mchll,2t 

/"YUNEY KENNELS.—FOR SALE—BEAGLE 
V_/ pups, best to be had, perfect beauties and in¬ 
defatigable hunters. Experts pronounce them the 
best they ever saw. Address W. R. HOFF, S. W. 
Cor. South and Water streets, Baltimore, Md. 

mchll,3t 

IVTT. FEASANT KENNEL'i.-OLDEST AND 
IVX most reliable in America. For bale—Red Irish 
puppy, 7 mos , Dan B. ex Judy. Gordon dog, two 
yrs. old, champion Flash ex Chloe. Englisu setter 
dog, Guy Mannering ex Bow Bells. Please send 
stamp. 0. T. BROWNELL, P. 0. Box 335, New 
Bedford, Mass. 

TT'IELD PUPPY FOR SALE -PUTNAM, GLAD- 
Jj stone, Druid, Thunder Peeress stock, whelped 
Sept. ll. 1885. Sire field and bench show winner; 
dam A 1 in field. Also Prue, 2^ yrs. old. oroaen on 
quail and woodcock and a fine orooal bitch; Tnun- 
der, Peeress. Carlowiiz stock. Photographs sent. 
Addre.'^s if you mean business, F. C. MOORE, Ash¬ 
tabula. 0. mchll,3t 

T?OR SALE.—STANDARD BRED BULL TER- 
J? rier Mark-Eared Royal (A.a.R. 2100, well 
broken, fine companion and valuable for tbe stud. 
Price $100. J. W. NEWMAN, 87 Hanover street, 
Boston, Mass mchl8,lt 

rpRAINED SETTERS, DOGS AND BITCHES, 
i native and imported, age from 2 to 3 yrs. Prices 

reasonable. 0. F. KENT. Dlonticello, N. Y. 
mchlS.tf 

TIOUGU Sr. BEttNARD blfCn FuK SALE, 4 
JX vrs. old, orange tawny. 29in , finest pedigree; 
price’$175. Also extra fine mastiff bitch nup, per 
feet in coat, black mask; $30. HENRY MUELLER, 
Box 69, Stapleton, Richmond Co., N. Y. It 

TY7ANTED.—CHEAP POINTER DOG; MUST BE 
VV well bro’sen. Address W. H. THOMPSON, 

21 Dodworth street, Brooklyn E. D., N. Y. ■ It 

YTTANTED.—A HLAOK COOKER SPANIEL 
VV dog, 2 yrs old Send price and description 

to P. 0. Box 854, Pittsfield, Mass. mchl8. It 

T?OR SALE CHEAP. — THREE HANI'SOME 
1? English setter dogs and one Irish setter; al-o 
trained beagle.s Thane (A.K.R. 2923) and Caro. 
These dogs are of very best stock. Appiy for par¬ 
ticulars to Box 472, Pittsburgh. Pa. 

T70R SALE. BEAGLE HOUND, 2 Y"RS. OLD, 
J? very mu-ical, fine looking, untiring hunter; 
not pedigreed; 34 rabbits shot over bim and mate 
in one day. Sold for no fault. Best offer takes him. 
W. M. HUGHES, Box 58. Newport, R. I. It 

T^OR SALE.-THREE FIRST-CLASS E’lELD 
L dog.v, two English setters and one pointer, all 
nice retrievers. Also one xmbroken Gordon setter, 
champion Argus ex Beaulah. Do not write unless 
you are willing to pay a fair price lor a good dog. 
GEO. W. LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass. mchl8,2t 

Daisy, llewellin setter brood bitch, 
2^ yrs. old; also Flossy. 5 mos. old; both are 

of the highest breeding and finest quality. Prices 
very low. Have also for sale nearly new Reming¬ 
ton Creedmoor rifle. $80 grade. C. E. LEWIb, 
Suspension Bridge, N. Y. mchl8,lt 

Pointer Bradford 
FOR SAIiB. 

BRADFORD, litter brother to the Celebrated 
Cliampton Beaufort, will be sold to the first 
offerer for $250. He is large, beautifully made, fully 
broken on all game, good disposirion. etc., 6 yrs. olcl 
and in fine condition. Am breaking up my kenneTa, 
Don’t delay if you want bim for field trials, bunting 
or breeding purposes. For pedigree see American 
Kennel Reffister. Dr. H. H. KANE, Gedney House, 
Broadway and 40ch street. New York. 

Rosecroft Kennels. 
Birmingliam, Conn. 

Puppies by champion Plantagenet (E. 11.390) 
ex Forest Dora (A.K.R. 600) for sale, whelped Nov. 
17. Are black and white, very handsome. Now 
booking orders for puppies by champion Foreman 
ex Pas-sion (pure Laverack). 

IRISH SETTERS. 
Young stock for sale, and orders taken for choice 

puppies from trained bitches of the finest breeding. 
CHAMPION BLCHO 
CHAMPION NOKFJSN 

In the stud. Fee $25. 
I. HENRY ROBERTS. 

septlT.tf P. O. Box 153. Moorestown. N. J 

BRUCE 

STBATPIELD KENNELS. 
Dogs of ail breeds boarded and conditioned for 

shows. Settcs and pointers trained for field trials 
and private use. Best of accommodations and 
attendance, ain bailding 100x14; Sixteen runs 
6x60, with running stream through all. 

All communications should be addressed to JAS. 
SEELEY, Lock Box 1887, Bridgeport, Conn. Best 
of references. 

Buenh ® Yi5lh ® I(eiinel5. 

ST. BEKNaROS 

^jlVs|)lonably bred and of tlje best 

l^nown strains, Correct in col¬ 

or, morl^Inps, etc. Grrown ito^s 

and puppies for sole; full and 

guaranteed pedi9ree sent witl? 

eac[) dop sold. @nly superior 

specinnens sent from \\)e f^ennels. 

0ddress, witi? stamp, 

KENSICO STATION, 
WESTCHESTER 00., N.Y. 

Mill-Brook Heuuels 
Tlioroughbred St. Bernards. 
Thoroughbred Scotch Collies. 

In the Stud—Champ. Verone, smooth St. Bernard, 
2 yrs. old, winner 14 prizes. Fee $50. Young stock 
for sale. Address witn scamp, WM. MONTGOMERY, 
JR.,Bergenflelds, N. J. 

English beagles for sale.—one hand- 
some bitcia over year old, partly trained, $15. 

One hitch punpy, handsomely marked, whelped 
June 9, 1885, $12. One bitch puppy, whelped Sept. 
6, 1885, $10. All of above have full and fine pedi¬ 
gree, and are all right. Beagle bitch 6yrs. old. good 
pedigree and has excellent puppies that hunt finely, 
price $i0. She is all right except she is some afraid 
of gun. Also handsome bi’ch puppy, half beagle and 
half shepherd, ought to make good coon, squirrel 
and woodchuck oog. price $5. Also handsome blue 
mottled foxhound birch,whelped June 13,1885. from 
line hunting stock, price $15. N. ELMORE, Granby. 
Conn. mch4.lt 

FOR SALE. 

Three red Irish setter puppies, by W. H. Pierce’s 
Qlencho (A.K.R. 2G5) out of Alex. Kirkland’s Fan- 
chon (A.K.R. 1844). See Produce and Breeaing 
Registers A.K.R Feb. Male pupoies large; one bas 
small white spot on breast. Female small, wiih 
small white soot on breasi', and toes on hind feet 
slightlv lip with white. Would exchange the pair, 
male and female, for a good No 12 central-fire 
breechloader. Address R, Q. TAYLOR, opposite 
Barnutn’s, Bal'imore, Md. mchll.St 

STUD FOX-TERRIERS. 
Champion Royal. Chamolon Joker, Rel- 

grave Primrose, Splauger, Waneu Ji •«, 
\V»rren Jxckon. Apply by post, L. & W. 
RUTHERFURD, 66 Liberty st.. N. Y. City. 

rochll.2mo 

ROSEBUD 
F. E. LEE. Manager. 

Does of all breed.s boarded and conditioned for 
shows. Setters and pointers thoroughly broken 
for field trials or private use Best of accominoda 
tions and attendance. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
Dogs of all breeds bought and sold on commUsiou. 
Consignments and correspondence solicited. Ad- 
dre.ss with stamp for reply, ROSEBUD KENNELS 
P. O. Box 621, Soul hington. t'onn. 

Choice Irish Setters. 
Dark mahogany red, 7 mos. old, very handsome, 

read.y for training; excellent field stock and grand- 
sired by champions Glencho, N'mrod. Bei’kley and 
Elcho i. For sale lo w. X. Y. Z.. Station K, N. Y. 

mchl8.lt 

Gleucho ex Red, Maiul. 
Two bitches, 1 yr. old. dark red, yard broken, 

very handsome; good size, resemble their sire. 
Price reasonable if taken at once. Address JAMKS 
E. MULDOON. Box 876, Hudson. N. Y. mcblfi,2t 

-t A ELEGANT BEAGLE HOUNDS,. 5 MOS. OLD, 
xU dogs and bitches, not akin; $7 single; pair ©IS. 
Box 1,931, 'V\’’est Chester, Pa. decl7,tf 

HAIR’S WARWICK 

DOG MEDICINES. 
, To All Lovers of Well-Bred Dogs. 

Your special attention is called to my Warwick 
Dog Ml-didoes. They are the praciical reyidts 
of forty years' experience by one of the greatest 
Breeders of Dogs in England, and I am po.ri'ive in 
the assertion mat they will supply a want long felt 
and acknowledged by American breeder.^. These 
preparations have been tested and can be relied 
upon as a sure cure for every DISEASE OF THE 
DOG. And I can say they will be valued and ap¬ 
preciated by all nrai-rical breeders. 

HAIR’S CONDITION POWDERS FOR DOGS, 50 
cents per box. HAIR'S DISTEMPER POWDERS, 
60 cents. HAIR’S MANGE CURE. 35 and 75 c- nts 
per bottle. HAIR’S WORM POWDERS, 60 cents 
per box. HAIR’S ALTERATIVE POWDERS. 50 
cents per box. HAIR S DISINFECTANT SOAP, 
25 cents. 

U. S. DEPOT; 

CURTIS & HAIR. Pharmacists, 
BRIDGEPORT, CONN. 

N.B,—All diseases of dogs treated by Jas E. Hair, 
Prescriptions will be sent when special diseases 
indicate, that can be compounded bv druggists in 
any part of U. S. Pee Si 00. 

Boliaunan’s Magic Skia Cure. 
A positive and absolute cure for A TTpl? 
' ures quicker, cheaper and better JLYiiAXN vTJU. 
than any article ever offered to the pubhe. Two 
cakes, $1.00. poi t paid. No cure, no pay. Address 
A, A. RAYMOND, Sou b Norwalk. Conn. 

TMii: 

N. E. KENNEL CLUB 
Will hold their Second Annual 

Bench Show of Dogs 
APRIL 6, 7, 8, 9, 

ENTRIES CLOSE MARCH 20. 

\t Mechanic’s Building, 
Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass. 

$2 000 
IN CASH PRIZES AND MEDALS, also numerous 
valuable special prizes. 

For Premium List and Entry Blanks address 
Secretary N. E. Kennel Club, 

Hotel Boylston, Boston, Mass, 

New JefsejKmel&FieliTrialClili 
BENCH SHOW OF DOGS, 

Metropolitan Rink, Newark, N. J. 

MASOH 23, 24 & 25, 1886. 

ENTRIES CLOSE TUESDAY, MARCH ». 

Exhibitors desiring to carry dogs by Penn. R. R., 
Erie R. K., Lebigh Valley R. R.. Sus. & W. R. K.. 
Fhila. S Reading R. R.. or D. L. & W. R. R., can do 
so free of charge by presenting certificates issued 
by the club. Apply for same to 

A. P. VREDENBCRGH. Sec’y, 
14 Murray street, N. Y. 

Hartford Kennel Club 
BENCH SHOW OF DOOS. 

Union Armory, April 13,14,15 & 16, ’86. 
Entries close Friday, April 2,18ts6. 

For premium list address 
A. C. COLLINS. Secretary, 

Hartford, Conn. 

KEW HAVEN KENNEL CLUB, 
THIRD ANNUAL BENCH SHOW OF 

DOGS, 
At Second Regiment Armory, 

March 30 and 31, April I and 2, 1886. 

Entries close Saturday, March 13,1886. 
Entries must he made to 

S. R. HEMLSGWAY. Secretary, 
New Haven. Conn. 

E. B. GOLDSMITH, 

Cuslflu House auJ Fomriiui Aput, 
58 WALL STREET, NEW YORK. 

Receives and forwards Dogs, Fowls, etc., etc., to 
any destination. Kennel Chibs, Sportsmen and 
others, intending to import dogs fiom Eunme, 
should have their stock consigned to him. Infor¬ 
mation fumishetl in regard to the best methods of 
unportmg, shipping, etc.  

rOR ^ ALE. 
One of the finest Druid'itches in America. Big 

breeder. Going out of doe business reason for 
selling. Address H., Box 228, H^tbensack, N. J. 

For Sale—Hornell Spaniel Puppies. 
The best in the world; 142 prizes in two years 

proves it. From 3 to 10 mos. old. N® culls or $5 
pups ever sold. „ 

In the Stud—Black cocker champion Hornell 
Silk. Fee $20. Address J. OTIS FELLOWS, Sec., 
HomeUsville, N. Y., or G. W. LEAVITT, Pres., 32 
Hamilton street. Boston. Maas. 

k DO YOU WASTl 
‘ DOG 

MNYKIND? 
If BO, vmte and name the kind 70a want. 

E. filAURER, 464 N. NINTH ST.. PHILAOA. 

dogs: 
Clalre-Reeta Kennels. 

PALMY'RA, n. y. 

Irish and Gordon setters for work as well as show. 
decl7.tf 

FR sale, a NUMBER OF WELL BRED AND 
weU broken pointers and setters, also dora 

boarded and broken, satisfsctiOQ guaranteed. Ao- 
dress H. 6. RICHMOND, Lakeville, Ma^ Septet! 



Forest and Stream. 
A Weekly Journal of the Rod and Gun. 

Terms, $4 a Year. 10 Cts. a Copy. 
Six Months, $2. NEW YORK, MARCH 28, 1886. VOL. XXTT.-No 9 

Nos. 30 & 40 Park Row. Nfw York. 

OORREBPONBENCE. 
The Forest and Stream Is tfite recognized medium of entertain¬ 

ment, instructiOD and information between American sportsmen. 

Oommunications upon tRe subjects to which its pages are devoted are 

respectfully invited. Anonymous communications will not be re¬ 

garded. No name will be published except with writer’s consent. 

The Editors are not responsible for the views of correspondents. 

AD VERTISEMEN18. 
Only advertisementa of an approved character inserted. Inside 

pages, nonpareil type, 25 cents per line. Special rates for three, six 

and twelve months. Beading notices $1.00 per line. Eight words 

to the line, twelve lines to one inch. Advertisements should be sent 

In by the Saturday previous to issue in which they are to be Inserted. 

Transient advertisements must Invariably be accompanied by the 
money or they wUl not be inserted. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 
May begin at any time. Subscription price, $4 per year ; $2 for six 

months: to a club of three annual subscribers, three copies for $10; 

five copies for $16. Remit by express money-order, registered letter, 

money-OTder, or draft, payable to the For^t and Stream Publishing 

Ciompany. The paper may be obtained of newsdealers throughout 

the United States, Canadas and Great Britain. For sale by Davies 

& Co., No. 1 Finch Lane, Comhill. London. General subscription 

agents for Great Britain, Messrs. Davies & Co., and Messrs. Samj)- 

8on Low. Marston, Searles and Eivlngton, 188 Fleet street, London, 

Eng. Foreign subscription price, $5 per year; $2.50 for six months. 

Address all communications. 
Forest and Stream Publlalilng Oo. 

Nos. 39 ANP 40 Park Row. New York City. 
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THE DOCUMENT REPUDIATED. 

^T'HE opening paragraph of the misleading document 

relating to deer hounding sent to the New Y'ork Legis¬ 

lature by Dr. Samuel B. Ward, President of the Eastern 

New York Fish and Game Protective Association, of Albany, 

was as follows: 

At a meeting of the Eastern New York Fish and Game Protective 
Association, hrld on Jan. 13,1886, the President stated that soon after 
the organization of the Association the attention of the Executive 

Committee nad been called to the present condition of tne law in this 

State concerning the preservation of the deer in the Adirondack 

region, and that he had been directed to correspond with well known 

residents of the North Woods and others—those who were most 

interested in the success of that district of the State, and knew most 

about it—and ascertain what their views were on this subject. A 

part of the letters, extracts of letters and documents which follow, 

were received in reply. It is to be regretted that lack of space pre¬ 

vents the publication of them all in full. 

It was further stated— 

The Executive Committee having attentively considered all the 

8 igge>tions made in the various communications received, instructed 

their counsel to draw up a bill to be introJuce l in'o the Legidature 
at as early a date as practicable, which should embody the views of 

as many intelligent and interested persons, and antagonize as few as 
possible. 

lu our commerts on this document ^Pcb. 11) we sail that 

because of its peculiar chai-acter it was not creditable to the 

society, and we took the liberty to suggest: 
If the Eastern New York Associati in was not organized by active 

deer bounders for the express p irpose of conjuring with its name at 

Alnany to help their cau^e, the members owe to the public a disclaimer 

of this pampiilet sent in the society’s name to the Legislature.—For¬ 

est AND Stream, Feb. 11. 

In leply Dr. Ward wrote (Feb. 18) as follows: 

The Eastern New York Fish and Game Pi otective Association are 
responsible for the pamphlet to just exactly the extent stated ip the 

opening paragraph. The meeting was regularly called by the secre¬ 
tary and what occurred ts distinctly reported. 

Commenting on this we said: 

We did not quei-tiou the regularity of the meeting of the Eastern 

Assotiation, ive simply intimated tne suspicion, which Dr. Ward’s 

acknowledgment goes to confirm as a fact, that the association was 

shrewdly organized by active deer hounding advocates to influence 
the repeal of the present wt-e law. 

This last statement, we have now ascertained, was unjust 

to the Association, and we take much pleasure in correcting 

it. The correction is tardy, but until the last part of last 

week we bad. no information warranting us in making it. 

We cheerfully state that, after a personal explanation by one 

of the ofl&cers of the Associations we believe that the society 

was not “shrewdly organized by active deer hounding advo¬ 

cates to influence the repeal of the present wise law.” The 

truth appears to be that the Association has been put forth 

aa champion of a practice which its members condemn, and 

its name and influence have shrewdly been employed in the 

attempt to effect something which the members, ten to one, 

oppose. In other words, the boundinff advocates did not 

shrewdly organize the society for their purpose, but they did 

shrewdly make use of it after it was organized. 

An officer of the Association has declared to us iu most 

unequivocal terms that the Eustefn Association is not behind 

the effort to repeal the law; that it is not responsible for the 

misleading document which went to the Legislature ostensi¬ 

bly with its sanction; that it has never endorsed the bill 

(contained in the pamphlet) prepared by its counsel; that it 

refused to pay for the printing of the pamphlet, and that the 

originators of the society had no thought that its name would 

be used to bolster up the cause of the deer bounders. 

This statement is sufficiently comprehensive and emphatic. 

It relieves the Eastern New York Fish and Game Protective 

Association of a certain degree of mistrust and sus¬ 

picion on the part of the public, a feeling which it would 

have been difficult to overcome so long as the responsibility 

for the pamphlet in question attached to the society. 

The disclaimer has been made in another way, equally as 

effective; although the credit for it belongs not to the Associ¬ 

ation, but to the efforts of certain gentlemen whose Interest 

in Adirondack game protection induced them to make a 

careful canvass of the Association’s members, to determine 

by what authority it was represented as a game protective 

society occupying the extraordinary position of seeking to 

repeal a game protective statute. Prepared blanks were 

sent out to the l‘-23 members of the society, requesting their 

views on deer hounding. Following is the result up to 

March 19, the total number of replies received at that time 

being 72: 

Have no opinion...... 5 

Uncertain. 1 

Decline to vote.   1 

In favor of hounding.  6 

Opposed to hounding. 68. 

THE PROGRESS OF THE WORE. 

'^HE good work of protecting our birds from useless 

slaughter goes bravely on. The readiness and even 

eagerness with which it is undertaken by people of all classes 

and all ages is most encouraging, though it is not surprising. 

We have from the first felt confident that in order to abate 

the evil it was only necessary to bring the harm which was 

being done to the people’s attention. To do this work effect¬ 

ively, it was necessary that a strong and concerted effort 

should be made, and that the aid of every one who loves 

nature should be enlisted. To provide the machinery for 

this united action the Audubon Society was formed. 

During the six weeks that have elapsed since the plan of 

the Society was anno’jnced in Forest and Stream we have 

received a vast mass of correspondence on the subject, have 

distributed many thousands of circulars and pledges, and 

have received strong words of encouragement and sj^mpatliy 

from many of the best people in the country. The move¬ 

ment is confined to no one section of the land. From Maine, 

from Florida, from Louisiana, from California and from 

Canada come assurances that our hands will be upheld iu the 

work which we have, undertaken. Massachusetts is one of 

the most earnest States in her attitude for protection. The 

strong efforts of Mr. Geo. T. Angell cannot fail to have a 
most excellent effect. 

As an example of what may be done by one man, a case may 

be cihd in which twenty-five pledges were sent to a gentle¬ 

man in New Bedford, and in three days the whole twenty- 

five were returned, signed. The farmers, as might be 

imagined, are very earnest in their support of the Audubon 

Society, and more than one New England farmers’ club has 

placed itself on record as urging the formation of a branch 
Audubon Society in its locality. 

The young ladies at some of our largest female colleges 

have actively interested themselves in the movement, have 

formed branch societies, and they are certainly most efficient 

and useful workers in the cause. They can wield a tre¬ 

mendous influence in checking forever this barbarous fashion, 

and can thus contribute directly toward the end we have in 

view. We see every reason to predict for the young society 

a vigorous and sturdy growth which nothing can check. 

We hope before long to send out to every member of the 

Audubon Society a certifleato of membership. These have 

been unavoidably delayed by the difficulty of getting a good 

portrait of the great naturalist from whom the Society tabes 

its Damp, but we believe that they will shortly be ready for 

distribution. 

We hope that others who may be interested in Ibis subject, 

but with whom this interest has not ytt taken active shape, 

may send in to us their names for information and pledges. 

There is no reason why the membership of the Audcbon 

Society should not in a short time run up into the hundreds 

of thousands. The good that can be done by these members 

is enormous. _ 

IS THERE AN AFRICAN IN THE WOODPILE? 

'^HE Senate Committee on Railroads have submitted tbeir 

report on the bill granting the right of way to the Cin¬ 

nabar & Clark’s Fork railroad through the Yellowstone Na¬ 

tional Park to the Clark’s Fork Mine. They have tlirown 

out the Senate bill, and favorably reporteel as a substitute 

the House bill, which grants a similar right. 

The report is a remarkable document, and in its two 

printed pages shows more superficiality and contains more 

misinformation than can usually be found in this amount 

of matter. It opens with the statement that the committee 

has “given this bill very careful consideration,” a statement 

which, we are sorry to say, is flatly contradicted by most of 

the succeeding paragraphs. If these gentlemen have “very 

carefully” considered the bill, how can they tell us that “it 

appears that the portion of the Park through which the rail¬ 

road would pass contains no objects of public interest to 

attract the attention of tourists, and that the preservation of 

the timber and game of the Park is more hindered and the 

game more extensively depredated upon by the present and 

increasing travel upon the wagon road than it would be 

under the operation of the railroad.” Do these intelligent 

and well informed gentlemen imagine that forests are pre¬ 

served by cutting them down to make railway ties? or that 

the game is to be made more secui-e by introducing settle.- 

ments of railroad hands inlo its haunts? or does it take alj 

the United States Senate for idiots? 

As a specimen of the “very careful consideration” givep. 

the bill by the committee, the following sentence will do very 

well: “The total length [of the railroad] within the Park 

would be about twenty five miles.” Now, if any of these 

amiable gentlemen had gone to the trouble of taking any ordi¬ 

narily good map, and with the dividers or a slip of paper had 

measured the distance along the Yellowstone, East Fork and 

Soda Butte Creek, from Cinnabar to Cooke City, he would 

have found without any very great amount of lalior, and 

even without any “very careful consideration,” that the total 

length of the railroad within the Park, as laid down by this 

bill, is not very much short of sixty mdes. The truth is that 

the. whole line, except two or three miles, the distance from 

Cinnabar to Gardner, is within the Park. 

In support of the absurd statements made in this report 

the committee quote Lieut. Kingman’s report of 1883, in 

which he states that the present road (f. e., three years ago) 

is in bad condition. Mr. Teller, a gentleman largely inter¬ 

ested in mines and mining, is also quoted as recommending 

the granting of the right of way. Mr. Gannett, who has ex¬ 

plored portions of the Park, also recommends the route, as 

does General Anderson. Neither of the latter are familiar 

with the eastern slope of the range. 

The committee appear to have taken pains to consult only 

those who are in favor of the route through the Park, and 

they have omitted to take the opinion of several gentlemen 

whose experience in this region is of more value than that 

of any of those whom they quote. It is quite remarkable 

that during this “very careful consid*ration” which they 

gave this bill they failed to remember that within easy reach 

of their committee room was Mr. Amold Hague, whose long 

ixperience in the Park and familiarity with the Clark’s Fork 

country and Cooke Ciiy should make his opinion weigh 

more than that of an}' number of less well-informed men. 

They probably lorgot lo ), that Mr. W. Hallett Pnillips, of 

Washington, who was sent out list year by the Sicretary of 

the Interior to examine into llie condition of affairs in the 

Park, w'ould have had good opportunities for forming an 

opinion as to the desirability of a railroad within the Park, 

There are a number of other well-informed persons who 

might have been asked to testify on points connected with 

the bill and who could have given the committee far more 

reliable information than they seem to have been able to 

obtain in the course of their iavestigations. 

The fact appears to he that this committee have been 

grossly misled, and as a consequence, they have made a report 

which, to any one acquainted with the topography of tke 

Park, is a mere bodge podge of fatuities. We are aocua- 

tomedto stupid blunderings by Boards of Aldermen and eyen 
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by State Legislatures, but we ougTit to be able to look for 

better things from a committee of the United States Senate, 

and when such a committee tell us that they have given a bill 

“very careful consideration” it ought to mean something. 

It is a serious misfortune to the interests of the Park that 

Senator Vest is sick and at present absent from Washing¬ 

ton. His intelligent interest in that region is sorely needed 
now. 

It seems extraordinary that after it has been pointed out, 

as was recently done by the Forest akd Stream, that there 

are routes from the Northern Pacific Railroad to the mines, 

which are perfectly practicable, and which do not enter 

the Park, this committee should have recommended the 

Cinnabar route. If the Yellowstone Park is to be turned 

over to enrich a corporation when the poor man cannot build 

a cabin in it, we thinh that the people at large will want 

some better reason for it than is furnished in this curious 
document. 

A VISIT TO TOBIQUE LAKE. 

HE Tobique, one of tiie branches of the river St. John, 
in the Province of New Brunswick, empties into the 

latter river on its east side about two hundred miles from its 
mouth, and is one of the prettiest in that Province, its 
mouth is reached by the New Brunswick railway, where 
there is a considerable settlement of Abenaqui Indians, who 
are always ready to carry visitors in their light and graceful 
canoes to the very source of their beautiful river, distant 
about ninety miles from where it unites its waters with those 
of the St. John. Many of these Indians are very expert 
canoemen and hunters, good cooks, and very ready-witted 
and intelligent. Some of the legends received by tradition 
from their fathers are remarkably interesting, and are com¬ 
mon to the whole Algonquin family, as the writer discovered 
a few years ago when among the Chippeways on the head 
of Lake Superior in the State of Wisconsin. It may be men¬ 
tioned as a sin^Jar instance of the tenacity with which a 
primitive people adhere to words once received by them, 
that these Indians to-day call any king “King James.” while 
Queen Victoria’s designation is King Jamesque, the “que” 
being pronounced exactly in the same manner as it is by the 
French. Abbg I. A. Maurault was the first to call the atten¬ 
tion of the pubhc to the remarkable circumstance of these 
people, a portion of whom resided on the St. Lawrence, 
where he was their missionary, retaining the nan^ of that 
king who ruled England when they first made the acquaint¬ 
ance of the whites, and treating it as that of the designation 
of all subsequent sovereigns. 

For sixty miles from its mouth to the Forks the Tobique 
is a broad, rapid river, free from falls, its waters are bright 
and pure, its banks only are settled. At Nictaux, or the 
Forks, as it is called by the settlers, the Tobique divides 
into two principal streams, Nictaux or Little Tobique, and 
the Right-hand Branch or Campbell River, the former being 
much the better stream for the canoe man, as he will have 
to make no portage for a distance of thirty miles, but can 
pole his canoe aU the way from the Forks into Nictaux 
Lake, where, if he be so disposed, by a portage of two miles 
he can reach the Nepisiquit Lake and descend the stream 
which flows from it to Bathurst on the Intercolonial Railway. 
There is not a solitary settler above the Porks of the Tobiqne, 
and nothing but an unbroken forest, where caribou, moose, 
beaver and other wild animals are yet to be found, more 
especially on the very headwaters of these branches, where 
th^ come near those of the Little Southwest Miramichi. 

The Right hand Branch can be ascended to Tobique Lake 
by means of canoes, but it is a rapid and difficult stream, as 
it makes a great bend to the south as one ascends, and thus 
in going to this lake one can sail at least thirty miles of dis¬ 
tance by making a straight line from the mouth of the Gul- 
quae a stream which enters into the Tobique about forty 
miles from its mouth to the Tobique and LoUg Lakes. As a 
portage was being cut through the woods last autumn be¬ 
tween these two points, the writer determined to revisit by 
this means these lakes, which abound with trout, and in 
one of which. Long Lake, the “Tuladi” {Salmo ferox) is also 
taken. 

Our flrst day’s journey was along the river bank, and, 
over a good road, by nightfall we had reached the house of 
a Mr, B., where one of our party said that we would be well 
entertained. Another, however, who knew the disposition 
of Mr. B. better, shook his head at this. When the inquiry 
was made the consent to remain was given in such a manner 
that we all concluded that we would go ten miles furth^, to 
a Mr. Knowlton’s, where we were comfortably entertained. 

Early the .next morning Mr. Knowlton ferried us across 
the river in a Jog canoe, and led us up an old timber road 
for about two miles, w here we struck the new portage which 
was bt ing cut out to Tobique Lake. Where we first reached 
this road it ran through a country which fire had destroyed 
long ago. Although it was now the end of September there 
was yet great abundance of blue berries to be gathered from 
the vines or shrubs which were scattered around. 

The rock was a red sandstone of the subcarboniferous 
formation, and laid in a basin which was surrounded by dis¬ 
tant hills which here and there showed sharp irregular peaks. 

The “Blue Mountains,” which laid to our left sloped off 
to the south and east, their summits terminating in irregular 
peaks, one of which reaches an elevation of nearly 000 feet 
above the level of the sea. 

The forest which had clothed these mountains the flrst 
time that I saw them had been destroyed by fire and they 
were now covered by white birch or poplar trees whose now 
golden leaves showed off the darker color of the ancient 
mountains against which they stood out in a pleasing relief. 
There were but three of us, and our intention was to walk 
that day about fourteen miles on the portage until we reached 
the place where the men who were engaged in cutting it out 
were camping, so that we were not obliged to can y any 
loads. Two or three miles brought us to the forest; the day 
was warm and the shelter of the trees was very grateful. 
Passing a small stream we noticed some choke berries, a 
fruit of which the common bear is very fond, indeed one of 
the teamsters had surprised one feeding on those at this very 
spot. Our road was altogether through hard wood lands, 
often over long hills, the ascent of which, though gradual, 
was tedious; every here there we crossed spring brobks 
of the clekfest water, beside which we sometimes seated our 
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selves for rest and refreshment. There was’but little wind, 
but each breath filled the air with the golden leaves of 
autumn, and the faint rustle that they made in falling as 
they struck the branches of the trees or the ground was the 
only sound heard in this silent and majestic forest. The 
squirrel whom one often hears along way off running among 
the fallen leaves seemed to be absent, the lumbermen indeed 
inform me that Ibis little creature is scarcer this season in 
the forests of New Brunswick than it has been for many 
years; last winter, which was very cold, may have been too 
much for him. Wild beasts, like man, are subject to famine 
and pestUence; it is only a few years since there was a great 
destruction in New Brunswick among tbe Canada lynx {Loup 
cervier), many of which were found lying dead in the 
woods. 

About three o’clock in tbe afternoon when we had walked 
nearly fourteen miles we beard the sound of axes, and were 
soon welcomed to their tent by the party of woodsmen, who 
had been employed to cut this portage for tbe lumbermen, 
who are this winter at work on the shores of Tobique Lake. 
The cook, whose kitchen was covered by the vault of heaven, 
informed us that he had not many delicacies to offer us. but 
proceeded at once to pour us out tin dippers full of black 
tea sweetened by molasses, and handed each of us plates 
with fiied pork upon them. These articles of food, with 
some light, sweet and excellent bread, such as one gets 
nowhere else but in tbe woods, formed our evening repast. 
This finished and the woodsmen’s desire for the news from 
the settlement having been gratified, we turned in under the 
blankets with the choppers and were soon fast asleep. After 
a good night’s rest we aro.se refreshed and invigorated from 
the fir boughs on which we had passed the night, and so soon 
as the cook bad his tea boiled and pork fried, we sat down 
on the ground to take our breakfast with the crew. Al¬ 
though cooks in the cities never allow the tea to boil, it is 
not so with cooks in the forest, and many a time have 1 
beard tbe weary lumberer, as he walked into the camp and 
shook off the ice and snow from his clothes before tbe cheer¬ 
ful fire, call out to the cooa, “Cook, give the tea a good boil.” 

Breakfast over, we started on our journey of six miles 
through the woods to the lake, as we were now as far as the 
men had reached with their road. The walking through the 
trees was very good, there being but little blown down tim¬ 
ber on our route; the growth consisted of a mixture of hard 
and soft woods, the former predominating; fir, a wood but 
little esteemed, was aUo abundant. We were not long on 
our journey before we came in sight of one of the “Twm” 
mountains, a conical hill wooded to its summit with a mix¬ 
ture of deciduous and evergreen trees. As we neared the 
lake we saw traces of former Indian occupation in old camp¬ 
ing grounds with moose bones scattered around. These 
lakes, Tobique and Long, the former of which is four, the 
latter eight or nine miles long, were once the best moose 
hunting grounds in New Brunswick, and there were numer¬ 
ous lakes and ponds around them to which the Abenakis 
used to resort w'ithin the last twenty years for the purpose of 
calling these animals in the months of September and Octo¬ 
ber. Moose and caribou, if once given protection here, would 
soon be as plentiful as ever; this could be easily done, as the 
whole country across to the Little Southwest MiramicM Lake 
and far beyond it is utterly unfit for settlement and only 
valuable for the wood which covers it. This country is 
either owned by the New Brunswick Railway Company or 
by the Provincial Government, and if these proprietors 
would but take joint action in this matter and appoint forest 
guardians, this neighborhood would soon again abound with 
game. 

I had ascended to these lakes once before in company with 
Ambrose Bear, a famous Abenaqui hunter long since gone to 
his rest; he was a truthful and worthy man. At that time 
we had some conversation about the moose, when he men¬ 
tioned a strange circumstan.ee which h.ad occurred to him a 
year or two before. He had been moose calling in the month 
of ^ptember, and having been very successful had some 
moose hides drying about his camp, an open shed. One 
moonlight night after midnight, when the fire had gone out, 
he was awakened by the sound of an animal sniffing close to 
him. Looking up he saw between himself and the moon the 
head and horns of a huge moose, which was sniffing at one 
of the hides which were hung up to dry. Cautiously mov¬ 
ing his hand he took bold of the gun which he kept con¬ 
stantly at his side, raised it up, took aim and fired, bringing 
down the noble animal on the spot. 

One morning on the same excursion, when Ambrose and 
the writer had been sleeping in the open air in the woods on 
the lidge between Long and Tobique lakes, just after day¬ 
light the Indian awoke me with a low whisper, “Sheddrake, 
sheddrake,” indicating to me that he had heard shelldrakes, 
a species of duck common about these lakes and streams. 
Very quietly he arose, and taking his gun from close to 
where he had lain, and where he had it placed so that he 
could reach it from where he had been sleeping without 
having to rise up, he stole off into the woods silently as the 
night. He had not been more than three minutes from my 
side when I heard his gun, whose report was echoed and 
re-echoed from the high hills which lay north of the lake 
toward the head of the Serpentine River, and in about the 
same time he was back to where I lay, bringing with him a 
string of four or five shelldrakes. 

But to return to our present trip. The first view that we got 
of Tobique Lake was from an old Indian bark camp, which 
consisted of a few sheets of spruce bark placed against a 
pole supported by two forked stakes driven into the ground 
on either side. This shelter was open at both sides as well 
as in the front. On a tree near by was written “John Laporte, 
18M. There was also an old bear house in the vicinity, in 
which the Inditms had been in-the habit of placing their 
provisions to keep them out of the way of these animals, 
this consisted of a pen built as the woodsman builds the 
walls of his camp, with this difference: it was built between 
two fir trees which were cut oC at about five feet from the 
ground and a tenon made on the top of either, after the bot¬ 
tom, sides and top bad been made of round logs deeply 
notched at the ends. A cross piece in which was a suitable 
mortise was placed across tne top of the house, the mortises 
filling over the tenons; this piece of wood was strongly keyed 
with wedaes so that bruin could neither move bottom, top 
nor end log eithtr with his teeth or claws, both of which he 
would be sure to bring into use should he happen to be in 
the vicinity at any time. 

A few minutes’ walk now brought us to tbe outlet of the 
lake, the brook from which seemed almost to lose itself in 
the bed of low-lying boulders through which it ran at the 
place where we took our stand. Howevtr, there was a con¬ 
siderable pond at the foot of a rapid, and everything looked 
as if we were going to gpt some trout; one of our party had 
taken the trouble tb bring nis reel aud flies. On obr way 
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down the brook he had cut a lithe rod, and soon fastened 
some brass rings to it for his line to run through, so that in a 
few moments he had constructed as good a rod for casting 
flies with as if he had carried one from the city. The other 
fisherman contented himself with a mackerel line and a hook 
large enough for cod fishing. I seated mysolf on the edge 
of the pool to watch operations. 

Tbe first fisherman east his line well out into the water, 
and just as be was dragging his fly from beneath the foot of 
tbe little rapid, there was a flop and his reel began to spin. 
Neither fisherman had a landing net, so that the services of 
Mr. Edward Jenkins, a Tobique hunter, who had joined our 
party when we reached the road choppers, were called for. 
He was directed to stand on tlie shore, and when the sports¬ 
man had dragged the tired and half-drowned fish up to him, 
he was to insert his finger gently into the rapidly-moving 
gills and thus secure the game. In this he was eminently 
successful; the trout was one of a pound or more, and in a 
very short time we had all, even more than we wanted; the 
average weight was about three-quarters of a pound each. 

Some of our party proceeded to tbe Indian camp with the 
fish, while the rest went off to explore for timber. Our 
trout were soon cleaned and prepared for cooking. We had 
no frying pan but bad a tin plate which we made do the 
same duty by inserting its edge into a split stick, which held 
it quite firmly, answering all the purposes of a frying pan 
handle. One of the party preferred to take one of the 
largest fish, and after cleaning it car> fuli.y, put inside of it 
some pieces of fat pork; thi-n wrapping it up tightly in a 
piece of paper, thrust it into tbe aslies. When it was with¬ 
drawn it was well and thoroiigbly cooked and tasted very 
savory and well. When our c impanions had returned from 
timber hunting they found a bright fire blazing up. the tea 
kettle boiling and the fish ready cooked in the frying pan, to 
say nothing of (he one which had been cooked in (tie ashes. 
As the pan was small our hunter suggesud that we should 
drink off our tea at once and buil some more of our trout in 
the tea kettle, putting in with them a piece of salt pork to 
season them. We did lhi=, and thus bad our trout seived up 
in three different ways. When night closed in we put on a 
good fire and laid down to rest. We were without any 
blankets or bed clothes, and thus were not any too warm 
toward midnight. Edward Jack. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Fublish- 
ing Co. _ 

THE FEATHER INDUSTRY. 

HE trade in fancy feathers is full of fluctuations and 
illustrates well the vagaries of fashion; its sudden 

whimsical turns and the fiiTtilious values which it places 
upon the objects of its demand. It is a trade seemingly 
without any very definite statistics. A representative of the 
Forest a2^d Stream spent several days looking into the 
trade as it exists in this city. There were plenty of estimates, 
no end of fragmentary guesses, but the very nature of the 
trade, its manner of conduct and the relations existing 
between its members, cut off all possible chance of the col¬ 
lections of those tables of the volume of business which are 
found in every other industry and line of commerce. 

There is a sharp distinct line drawn between the ostrich 
feather trade and that in fancy feathers. The former has 
for years traveled in clearly defined channels. There is the 
great depot of supplies at Cape Town, South Africa, thence 
through the trade sales in London and so on to tbe world. 
In this country and especially this city, the trade is in the 
hands of a few houses conducted by Jews, and just now 
they are almost entirely without trade since fashion has for 
the time put its ban upon the feather of the great South 
African bird. 

Fanev feathers include everything outside of the various 
ways in which the ostrich tips and plumes are worked up. 
Everything in the feather line comes wichin the omnivorous 
maw of the fancy feather worker, and just here is the diffi¬ 
culty of getting any complete data. A feather-working 
establishment may not be a very large one—a few kettles for 
dyeing or steaming the feathers, a supply of wire, gum and 
glass beads, and the manufacturer assisted by a few girls may 
furnish the local shops with a great variety of this class of 
millinery. A gunner goes out, bangs away, right and left, 
brings down anything with wings, outside of bees and barns, 
and forthwitb hies to this local taxidermist or feather dealer. 
He takes the lot at a few cents each, sorts them over—some 
hit the popular craze and bring big profits, others are put 
down in the insect-proof boxes to await the changing dictates 
of fashion. 

In and about New York the most famous of these “feather 
foundries” is that of A. H. Alexander, in West Hoboken. 
It is a three storied wooden building, well up on the Heights, 
and is well worth a visit. Its proprietor has lived and 
worked for thirty-five years at this place, and during that 
time millions of bird skins have pas-ed through bis bands. 
He is a naturalist, a lover ol birds, played through a leather 
manufactory while a bov, and now in middle age would feel 
lost unless surrounUed by heaps of plumage. He has studied 
bird science in hooks and watched them in their leafy homes; 
has shouldered his gun and penetrated South American for¬ 
ests in search of tbe gaudy denizens of tuose sub tropical 
wastes, and while the old Elysian Fields of Hoboken were 
yet a pleasant suburbin sylvan forest, waded in the cove 
near by and shot wild ducks therein. To vi^^it the manufac¬ 
tory is a privilege, to hear its head talk bird lore a pleasure 
to any ornithologist. “YiS,” he said, “it is a trade i.f many 
turns and sudden whims; but I find that it runs in a cycie 
say of seven yeans Now it is this bird, now that. Once 
we bad a run on seafowl, and the sea swallow, as they were 
calk d, was on evtry hat. Then we bunted the seashore. 
Then, perhaps, humming birds were in demand, and down 
into South America we went. Just now itis who!'.* birds for 
bat fronts or set pieces for turbans. What it will be next 
fall the Lord only knows, 1 ilou’t. It may take a sudden 
turn back to osUicb. A feather fancy runs about three 
vears. In tbe first y- ar tbe fa'-hion is set by the best people, 
who pay the best prices. These willowy aigrettes are now 
tlie fashion, and so the loner, slender egret points sell for 
$40 an ounce. The man who foresaw the fashion and has a 
supply makes a fortune; the man who is loaded up with 
stock which is nnt the style cannot give it away. One season 
I sent over 50,000 skins to the London market and got over 
a dollar each for them above expenses. To-day it would not 
pay to send them to New York. 

. “Where do they come.from? Evetywliere. great bulk 
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of the feathers here are imported, and pay 26 per cent, duty 
•when they come in the skin and oU per cent, when made up. 
The rawskins should be free, for there can be no sense in 
putting a protective tariff, say on South American birds, un¬ 
der the notion that some day or other we can raise them in 
the United Stales. I should say that from 10 to 15 per cent, 
of the feathers consumed here are of Ameiican growth, and 
of these the great bulk come from the Southern States. Flor¬ 
ida, Texas and Louisiana. I have men out now in Texas, 
and here are twm cases of merles sent in by them. The 
birds have to be taken when in plumage, and this, in some 
species, is only a few weeks out of the year. There are a 
very few birds in the North taken, simply because there are 
few to be taken. Now and then great flocks of the snow 
bunting come down from the north and are welcome to the 
gunners who shoot and trap for the trade; herons, too, and 
some species of duck. The sparrow, that little pest which 
I saw introduced here and raised ray voice in protest at the 
time, is now brought in and made use of. It is ‘degraded,' 
as we say. That is, the skin is bleached until it is a neutral 
tint. This is done in all skins where it is desired to dye the 
feathers. Common poultry feathers are now entering into 
the trade. As yet we do not get many from this country, 
because our people have not yet learned their value; but in 
Poland and other parts of Europe, the feathers of the poul¬ 
try killed are just as carefully preserved to sale as the eggs. 
Our first task is to separate them, for in the feathers of a 
single bird we make seven grades. The steaming is followed 
by the dyeing, either black, or yellow, or red, or anything 
fashion may dictate. 

“I would gladly see the indiscriminate killing of birds 
stopped. We have law enough, I think. What is needed 
is the enforcement of those laws, and that can be reached by 
the education of the p( ople; but on the other hand, it is not 
fair to say that because there are no birds where years ago 
there were plenty, that therefore they have found their way 
on to ladies’ bonnets. As settlements are made, certain 
species retire. I have shot foxes on that hill yonder where 
now you see rows of houses, but the houses killed the foxes, 
not 1.” 

As the feather maker talked he drew out drawer after 
drawer, opened tin boxes by the dozen, drew out the 
wrapped skins, until every section of the earth had contrib¬ 
uted its quota. Down below stairs were coops of ring doves, 
sleek and coy, and genuine white doves, too, not the ordi¬ 
nary white pigeon. Strutting about the yard outside were 
peacocks in all the glory of full strut, waiting the day when 
in the height of plumage, a severed vertebra should give them 
the happy despatch and give their feathers to the adornment 
of some elaborate screen. Chinese pheasants too were in 
other coops, and all about were evidences that Mr. Alex¬ 
ander was an ornithologist, and differed from the ordinary 
feather dealer in knowing his stock in trade; to with a 
sinele feather as a text the genial tradesman could preach of 
family and genera, of habitat and habits, of past and present 
trade history, and tell, too, of trips into every nook of the 
world in feather quests. 

In the city C. Burton Rouse is the editor of the MiUimry 
Retmc. He confessed that he had no statistics, had never 
known of any gathered beyond tho.-e given in the Custom 
House returns, and there the various classes of feathers were 
run under a common heading. About |10.000,000 per year 
he thought would represent the feather trade of the country 
in tlie finished article, and of this about 40 per cent, repre¬ 
sented what the raw article costs; in other words, what the 
bird killer got. He did not know of any exportation of our 
American birds, and thought that 10 per cent, would repre¬ 
sent our domestic contributions to our domestic consump¬ 
tion. A single week might see a change in fashion, and the 
birds so eagerly sought to-day might not a fortnight hence 
be worth the wad in the cartridge burned in their killing. 

Thomas Wo d, one of the best known leaders in the whole¬ 
sale handling of millinery goods, stood in one of his great 
lofts with open boxes of pjretty artificial flowers and made- 
up feather ornaments about him, and said that it would be 
impossible to form any very accurate estimate of the busi¬ 
ness. He called attention to the fact that many of the 
fealhers were from sea fowl and from game birds, the prairie 
chicken and sandpiper, to instance, hunted for their flesh. 
Then the foreign birds sold at the regular London auctions 
of skins in the Fenchiirch street rooms of Hall & Son, were 
of foreign birds coming from portions of the British Empire, 
where the birds existed in countless numbers. They were 
not song birds, but such as paiTots, tanagers. and others of 
marked plumage and not of the insectivorous class. 

Other dealers were seen. All of them had heard of the 
movement for the protection of home birds, and in every 
case they spoke in favor of it; urging that the largest 
measure of success would come with the cultivation of local 
effort, th.at in a particular section or neighborhood the laws 
enforced would bring benefit to those who acted as bird pro¬ 
tectors, and all agreed that, with the fashion turned from 
any particular class of bird, there would be very little risk of 
any one hunting it._ 

WILD ANIMALS OF MAINE. 
CARIBOU—CBRVUS TARARDUS. 

NLY the woodland caribou occurs in this State. The 
barren ground caribou are found further north. Among 

the cervine tribe of animals of the western continent there 
are, perhaps, none more interesting than the caribou; com¬ 
prising delicacy of form, roundness of body, fine tapering 
limbs, in fact, a compactness of organism calculated for fleet¬ 
ness and endurance, seldom seen in any other animal. 

A full grown male will weigh alive about four hundred 
pounds, and the female adult near one hundred pounds less. 
The venison is considered by many preferable to the moose 
or deer. 

Their hoofs are very broad, parting like the ox, and sharp, 
enabling them to travel with as much ease on ice as on land 
or snow. 

When running at full speed they spread their hoofs, squat 
on their haunches from gambrel to foot, and thus are able 
to keep top of very light deep snow and at the same time 
throw themselves ahead with immense force. And when 
under full blast, a herd of them reminds one of a train of 
cars under fall headway. 

The old male sports a very pretty set of horns, which rise 
high over his head, with two frontals nearly covering his 
eyes. The frontal branches are peculiar to this animal. 
These immense antlers are slanted back on to his shoulders 
by elevating his nose while going through thick woods. The 
young and females have no horns, as a rule; yet there have 
been some females killed in this State with good-sized horns. 
These are exceptions, however, as I have killed and handled 
a large number and have never yet seen horns on a female. 
The horns appear on the male the second year, and they cast 

them every winter after January, generally in a thaw and 
generally one born at a time. They seem to have an itching 
sensation and rub them against a tree, and so shed them; and 
like all the deer kind, receive new ones in early spring. 

They breed at the age of two years, going with young 
about nine months, dropping them in May and June. 

They are extremely social in their habits, congregating in 
large herds where they are plentiful, and ouly singling off 
when frightened and scattered, or by accident stray away. 
They live chiefly in swamps and subsist on mosses and lichens, 
though when hard pressed to food they nip the tender buds 
of the willow and maple. They eat the moss of trees as well 
as ground moss, by sitting on their hindlegs, and, putting 
their toward feet against the tree, stretch up high on the 
body of the tree. In early morning or late evening they may 
be found facing the south and working in that direction, and 
the experienced hunter will take his position and wait their 
approach in the feeding season. The reason they face the 
south while feeding is that the moss grows more abundant 
OQ the north side of trees. 

In the rutting season, which occurs in September or 
October, the call has the sound of “A” flat, with a tremulous 
continuation, and in winter a continued grunt ending in a 
higher key. They may have other sounds but I have not 
been able to hear them. They are not considered dangerous 
or vicious, yet if cornered or excited I would as soon be in a 
safe place. 

They migrate from one forest to another in large herds. 
Thus for many years they have inhabited the Province of 
Nova Scolia and the adjoining forests, but a few years ago 
they seemed to leave the Provinces and came over into Maine, 
and for fifty miles along the range of the Rangeley Lakes, they 
were very abundant, and more than a hundred were killed 
in that fall and early winter by hunters of the Urabagog 
region, and some about Rangeley and Kennebago. Among 
those killed were some very fine bucks with large handsome 
antlers. When the snows are deep and in the coldest weather, 
they stay mostly in the dense forest, and in early spring they 
seek the lakes and ponds. 

The best way to hunt them is by still-hunting or stalking. 
It would be impossible to successfully hunt them with dogs. 
In the spring time when they are on the ice a man can go on 
to the lake some distance to leewaid of the herd or individual 
as the case may be, and lie down, stick his gun up over his 
head and by moving it to and fro attract the attention of the 
caribou, and when the animal discovers it he will make for 
it, but there is danger of being run over if it be a herd, to 
when their curiosity is aroused they are very excited. To 
hunt them in thick woods the hunter spreads a sheet over 
his head and walks carefully up toward the game, and when 
observed by the animal, stops still until he is composed, then 
walks on again until near enough to take his choice of the 
herd, but if a large herd there is danger of being run over, 
to after a few shots are fired they get crazed and furious 
and run in every direction for some time, then make straight 
off for many miles toward the mountains or swamps. 

In the spring of 1862 I went with an Indian of the St. 
Francis tribe—named Prince Bushola—on a hunting expedi¬ 
tion from Canada down by the forks of the Kennebec River 
and over Moxy township, in the northern part of Somerset 
county. On the borders of Mo^ Pond we discovered a herd 
of caribou of nearly thirty individuals. With sheets spread 
over our heads and bodies we slowly advanced toward them 
on the lee side, so they could not scent us by the wind, and 
we were favored by a light falling snow. We struck their 
sloat ou the poud and followed up carefully within sight of 
them. I was highly excited. The woods seemed alive with 
them. Some were reared high up against the trees feeding 
ou the moss; others digging away the snow for evergreens 
on the ground ; others were walking about making a low 
moaning noise in short giunts; others were lying down, and 
others still fawning each other in the most affectionate man¬ 
ner. Presently I heard Bushy fire (I called my Indian guide 
Bushy for short), and very soon after heard him shout, and 
at the same time the very woods seemed alive with caribou— 
the roaring sound of a large herd on the travel, and the 
sonorous grunts of the old males, together with the lively 
shouts of Bushy, who was an eighth of a mile to the north 
of me, made the woods ring with exciting interest. I started 
toward the Indian, but it was with the greatest difliculty I 
could reach the spot from which the shout arose, and on mv 
way shot, right and left, an old buck and a year old doe ‘ 

The whole herd were now fairly aroused and on a lively 
scare, running hither and thither. Bushy had shot a large 
doe, and several old males were after him, and he had 
jumped into a beech top and had dropped his ammunition. 
On my approach they scattered, and Busby, being relieved^ 
soou reloaded and let drive at the nearest. 

As one came near in their circuit, we would shoot 
until we had killed seven, when the whole herd made off to 
the northward at a tremendous pace, and we with tumplines 
and fir boughs dragsred our game together on the shore of 
the pond and then enjoyed the realization of our successful 
hunt over a pot of hot tea and roast venison. 

We camped on the shore of Moxy Pond that night and 
the next day we made some moose sleds and loaded on 
each a whole animal and slowly made our way out of the 
woods to the military road, made more than a hundred years 
ago by Arnold, while on his disastrous expedition into Can¬ 
ada, six miles distant, thence back to camp and so on until 
we hauled them all out. Bushy then returned to Moxy, 
where he trapped a few weeks for fishers and sable. 1 
took the caribou to Boston, whole, hired a room at the foot 
of Cambridge street ou Charles street, where, after due notice 
in the daily papers, I was visited by Prof. Agassiz and gen¬ 
tlemen from the Boston Society of Natural History and 
agents from Yale College, and others who examined my stock 
in trade with much interest, and made purchases—some for 
skeletons, others to mounting, and others for both—and the 
most of the same caribou can now be seen, prepared and 
preserved, in the above museums. 

Thus a relic of that herd of caribou of twenty five years 
ago is being handed down to future posterity—possibly in 
the future years when the original animal shall be extinct 

T, „ G- H- 
Bethel, Maine. _ 

Itory-Billed Woodpecker.—On March 7 I was so for¬ 
tunate as to procure a specimen of the above-named rare 
species. It was pecking on a larse cypress tree in a swamp 
near the St. Mark’s River, about twenty miles from this 
place. I obtoved a pair of these birds near the same place 
a few weeks previous, but was unable to shoot them, as they 
are very shy. March 8 I killed two pileated woodpeckers 
at the same place. They are abundant all along the river 
and in the cypress swamps throughout the States-Horace 
A. Klirb (Tallahassee, Fla.). 

HAWKS AND OWLS,- 

BEREFICIAL OR INJURIOUS? 

At a rneeting of the West Chester (Pa.) Microscopical 
Society, held March 4, some interesting matter on the 

subject of the good and bad qualities of our rapacious birds 
was brought out. 

This subject had been investigated, under the circum¬ 
stances explained below, by a committee, of which Dr. B. 
Harry Warren ■was chairman. 

REPORT OF committee. 

The committee appointed at the last meeting of the Ml- 
cromopical Society to takfe into consideration the Act of 
Assembly passed the 23d day of June, A D., 1885, entitled 
“An act for the destruction of wolves, wildcats, foxes, minks, 
hawks, weasels and owls, in this commonwealth,” and which 
reads as follows: “That for the benefit of agriculture and for 
the protection of game within this commonwealth, there is 
hereby established the following premiums for the destruc¬ 
tion of certain noxious animals and birds, to be paid by the 
respective counties in which the same are slain, namely: For 
every wildcat $2, to every red or gray fox §1, for everv 
mink 50 cents, for every weasel 50 cents, for ever^'^ hawk 50 
cents, and for every owl (except the Acadian screech or barn 
owl. wtiicb is hereby exempted from the provisions of thL 
act) 50 cents;” beg leave to report that the chairman of the 
committee. Dr. B. Harry Warren, Ornithologist of Pennsyl¬ 
vania State Board of Agriculture, has devoted several j^ears 
of his life to the collection, dissection and examination of 
birds, and that all of the committee from observation and 
experience, have believed that all of the birds denounced in 
the law above quoted, with rare exceptions, have been found 
to be the best friends of the farmer. Lest, however, any of 
the committee might be mistaken, they have corresponded, 
with the best ornithologists in the country, men who have 
made ornithology a study and are connected with that de¬ 
partment in the Smithsonian Institution, asking their opinion 
as to the benefits or injury likely to arise from the execution 
of the law against tlie birds therein named. 

They have received answers from Dr. C. Hart Merriam, 
Ornithologist of the United States Department of Agricul¬ 
ture; Robert Rldgway, Curator of Department of Birds 
United States National Museum; Dr. Leonard Stt-jneger, 
Assistant Curator of the same department; H. W. Henshaw. 
of the Bureau of E'hnology, also a collector of birds for the 
Smithsonian Institution and connected with the late Wheeler 
Survey of the Territories, and Lucien M. Turner, a collector 
of birds, etc., to the Smithsonian Institution for the last 
twelve years. These answers, which, are annexed to this 
report, all bear testimony that the hawks and owls are of 
great benefit to th.e farmer, and render him far greater ser¬ 
vice than injury, and that'it is unwise to select any of them 
for destruction. 

The committee regrets that there have been ninety odd 
hawks and a dozen or more owls killed since the law was 
passed, June 2‘6, 1885, at a cost to this county of about .$75, 
and that thc slaughter is still going on. 

Believing, therefore, that the killing of these birds is 
detrimental to the interest of the agriculturists, they believe 
that instead of being destroyed they should be protected, 
and they, therefore, recommend the passage of the following 
resolution: 

Resolved, by the Microscopical Society of West Chester, 
that in the opinion of the soeietwthe act of June 23, 1885, 
offering a premium for the destnaBion of hawks and owls is 
unwise and prejudicial to the interests of agriculture, and so 
far as those birds are concerned, otfcbt to be repealed. 

Resolved, That the president and ^cretary of the society be 
instructed to forward a copy of the ,above resolution to our 
members of the Legislature at its next session and request 
their aid toward the repeal of the act so far as is above 
stated. 

AU of which is respectfully submitted. 
B. Harry Warren, 

W. Townsend, 
Thos D. Dunn, 

James C. Sellers. 
March 4, 1888. 

U. S. Department of Agriculture, / 

Washington, D. C. , March 2, 1888. ( 
Dr. B. Harry Way'ren, Ornithologist of the Pennsylvania 

State Board of ^igricuUure: 
Dear Sir—Your letter'of the 1st inst. has just come to 

hand. I have read with surprise and indignation the copy 
sent of Section 1 page 141 of the laws of Pennsylvauia to 
1885, in which a bounty is offered for the drstructiou of 
weasels, hawks and owls. The clause purports to have been 
enacted “for the benefit of agriculture,” etc. 

The possibility of the passage of such an act by any legis¬ 
lative hody is a melancholy comment on the widespread 
ignorance that prevails even among iutelligent persons, con¬ 
cerning the food of our common birds and mammals, and is 
an evidence of the urgent need of just such systematic and 
comprehersive investigations as this department is now 
making on the subject of the relation of food habits to agri¬ 
culture. 

There are two kinds of weasels in the Eastern States. The 
smaller kind feeds chiefly on mice anel insects and is not 
known to kill poultry. The larger preys also mainly on 
mice and rats, but in addition sometimes kills rabbits and 
poultry. Both species are friends of the farmer, for the 
occasional lass of a few chickens is of tiifling consequence 
compared with the good that these animals are constantly 
doing in checking the increase of mice. 

You ask my opinion in regard to the beneficial and injuri¬ 
ous qualities of the hawks and owls which inhabit Pennsyl¬ 
vania. This question seems almost su perfluous in view of 
the fact that your own investigations, more than those of 
any other one person, have led to a better knowledge of the 
food habits of these birds, and ivliat you have done in the 
East, Prof. Augbey, of Nebraska, has done in the West. Many 
others have added their “mites,” till at the present time a 
sufficient array of facts have been accumulated to enable us 
to state, without fear of contradiction, that our hawks and 
owls must he ranked among the best friends of the farmer, 
With very few exceptions their food consists of mice and 
insects, meadow-mice and grasshoppers predominating. The 
exceptions are the fierce goshawk from the North and two 
smaller resident hawks. Cooper's and sharp-shinned, which 
really destroy many wild birds and some poultry. These 
three hawks have long tails and short wings, which serve, 
among other characters, to distinguish them from the bene¬ 
ficial kind. 

Strange as it may appear to the average farmer, the 
largest hawks are the ones that do the most good. Foremost 
among these are the rough-legged and marsh hawks, ■which 

> Committee. 
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do not meddle with poultry and rarely prey upon wild birds. 
Of hawks and owls collectively, it may safely he said that, 

except in rare instances, the loss they occasion by the de¬ 
struction of poultry is insignificant in comparison with the 
benefits derived by the farmer and fruit grower from their 
constant vigilance; for when unmolested the one guards his 
crop by day and the other by night. 

It is earnestly to be hoped that you will succeed not only 
in causing the repeal of the ill-advised act which provides a 
bounty for the killing of hawks and owls, but that you wuli 
go further, and secure the enactment of a law which will 
impose a fine for the slaughter of these useful birds. 

Yours very truly, 
C. Hart Merutam, 

Ornithologist of the Department of Agriculture. 

UjsiTED States National Mdsecm^ 

Under Direction of the Sma-HSONiAN Institution, 
Washington,- March 3, 1886. 

Dr. B. H. Warren, WeM Chester, Pa.: 
Dear Dr. Warren—I am just in receipt of your letter 

of the 1st inst., and therefore fear that my reply cannot reach 
you in time for use at the meeting to-morrow evening. It 
affords me much pleasure, however, to comply with your re¬ 
quest for my views concerning the food habits of hawks and 
owls, and their relation to man. 

Of all the species which you name there are only two 
which, according to my best judgment, are at all seriously 
destructive to game or poultry, the,se being Cooper’s hawk 
and the great-horned owl. The rest, with the possible ex 
ception of the sharp-shinned hawk, which certainly is de¬ 
structive to the smaller birds, my experience leads me to re¬ 
gard as very decidedly beneficial to man, their food consist¬ 
ing very largely, if not chi’ fly, of the smaller rodents, field 
mice especially. The red-shouldered and red-tailed hawks 
occasionally pick up a young chicken or rabbit, but I feel 
quite sure that their service to man far outweighs the injury 
which they thus do. The little sparrow hawk and other 
smaller species destroy large numbers of grasshoppers, 
locusts, and other large insects. 

Very truly yours, 
Robert Eidgwat, Curator, Dept. Birds. 

Smithsonian Institution, '/ 

Washingtom, D. C., March 3, 1886 [ 
Dr. B. H. Warren, West Chester, Pa.: 

Dear Sir—In reply to your letter of the 3d inst,, asking 
for my opinion in regard to the food etc., of certain hawks 
and owls specified, I would state that I have read Mr. Kobeit 
Ridgways answer to a similar request from you. and that I 
agree with him in every particular. The idea of persecuting 
the majority of hawks and owls systematically is simply 
preposterous, and any law which has for its object their in¬ 
discriminate destruction should be immediately repealed, 
since most of the birds alluded to are among the very bcsl 
friends of the farmer. In regard to a few species it is well 
worth while to suspend judgment until a thorough investiga¬ 
tion as to their habits and food in your Slate can be carrit d 
out, for, as you are well aware, a species which in some parts 
of the country and at some seasons maybe injurious, in other 
regions and under altered circumstances may be chiefly bene¬ 
ficial. I remain, yours sincerely, 

Leonard Stejneger, 

Assist. Curator U. S. Nat. Mus. 

Washington, March 3, 1886. 
B. H. Warren, M. D., West Chester, Pa.: 

Dear Sir—In-reply to your favor of the 1st inst. asking 
for my opinion with regard to the economic utility of the 
birds of prey, I take pleasure in responding as follows: To 
the ornithologist, whose business it is to study the habits of 
birds, the widespread ignorance of the habits of the hawk 
and owl tribe and the mistaken idea as to the amount of in¬ 
jury they do are almost inconceivable. 

So common, however, ai*e these erroneous ideas respecting 
the birds of prey and their relations to the farmer and agri¬ 
culturist that it is not at all surprising that laws similar to 
the one now in force in Pennsylvania should be enacted. 

Your own investigations into the nature of the food of the 
birds of prey of your country might be cited in support of 
the statement that such enactments are based upon ernmeous 
conceptions. 1 may add that wherever such investigations 
have been systematically conducted they have resulted in a 
verdict favorable to the birds of prey. In almost every por¬ 
tion of this country 1 have found the opinions of all field 
ornithologists to be in favor of the preservation of tlm hawk 
and owl tribe on account of the good they do. I believe the 
time will come when the farmers as a class will carefully 
protect the hawks and owls on the ground of their beneficent 
services. 

Following is the list of species most numerous in your 
State: 

1. Marsh hawk {Circus cyaneus hutlsonius). 
2. Sparrow hawk {Falco sparrerius). 
3. Rod-shouldered hawk {Buteo lineatus). 
4. 'Re(i-tai}edh.{iwk {Buteo borealis). 
0. Cooper’s hawk {Accipiter eooperi). 
6. Sharp-shinned hawk {Accipiter fuseus). _ 
7. Broad-winged hawk {Buteo pennsylmnicMs). 
8. Rough-legged hawk {AroUbuteo lagopus sancti-johannis). 
9. Short-eared owl {Asia accipitrinm). 

10. Screech owl (/Seepscs^■c) 
11. Long-eared owl {Asia wilsoniamis). 
12. Ravied ovA {Sirix-nebulosa). 
13. Horned owl {Bubo rirginianus). 
Of this list, the marsh hawk, red-shouldered hawk, red¬ 

tailed hawk, broad-winged hawk, rough-legged hawk, short 
and long eared owls, screech owl, barred owl and horned owl 
are of very great value to the agriculturist because of the 
immense numbers of meadow mice and other small rodents 
they annually destroy. The mice when unchecked increase 
with amazing rapidity, and the hawks and owls above named 
are among the chief natural means for their destruction, 
mice and other rodents forming a large percentage of their 
food. The harm the hawks do in the destruction of small 
birds is inconsiderable compared with the benefits deiived by 
the farmers from the destruction of the four-footed pests. 
The owls particularly work by night, and hence the benefits 
they confer are easily overlooked. 

The sparrow hawk is one of the most harmless of birds and 
one of the most beneficial to man. He lives almost exclu¬ 
sively on grasshoppers and crickets, and the number of the 
former destroyed by these birds is incalculable. 

I mention the Cooper’s and sharp-shinned hawks last 
because they unquestionably kill many small birds and they 
also commit di predations upon the poultry yard, I believe, 
however, that they can safely be left to be dealt with by the 

class they injure, chiefly poultrymen. To place all the hawks with a small quantity of hair, evidently that of a young 
and owls under ban, and to attempt their extermination sim- rabbit. 
ply because one or two species are injurious, is certainly not I Rev. Dr. Clemson spoke deprecatingly of the merciless 
good policy. slaughter sanctioned and rewarded by law of these harmless 

After more than twenty years’ study of birds, I am "" - —._i.- ..t- i- 
decidedly of the opinion that the hawks and owls as a class 
are of great economic value, and that no State in which agri¬ 
culture is pursued to any extent can afford to dispense with 
their services. Tiiey not only ought not to be exterminated, 
but they should be placed upon the list of birds protected by 
law. 1 am, very truly yours, II. W. feNSHAw. 

Smithsonian Institution, / 
Washington, D. C., March 3, 1886, [ 

B. H. Warren, MD., Ornithologist Pennsylvania Slate Board 
Agriculture, Chester, Pa.: 

Dear Sir—Your letter of recent date requesting my opin¬ 
ion of the act (No. 109) of the Commonwealth of Pennsyl¬ 
vania relative to the premiums paid for the destruction of 
certain species of birds and mammals, alleged to be injuri¬ 
ous and classed as noxious within the meaning of that act. 
is at hand. 

I must confess a surprise at the truly lamentable ignorance 
of the framer of that act in regard to the supposed noxious 
character of the hawks and owls, upon whose lives a pre¬ 
mium has been set for their destruction. 

It is well known that no more beneficial bird exists than 
the owl, whose nocturnal habits render it specially fitted to 
pursue the smaller rodents, such as the mice, whose ravages 
uuon the field, grain, root and orchard'arc so well known 
that all farmer's have from time immemorial exclaimed 
against the destructiveness of those quadrupeds whose an¬ 
nual devastation causes the money value of the losses sus¬ 
tained through their ravages to swell into countless thou¬ 
sands of dollars. 

The lender growths of the orchard are decorticated by the 
mice and rabbits, which are in turn devoured by the owls 
sought to be destroyed simply because some one desires to 
become notorious as a lawmaker, and through utter ignor¬ 
ance of the subject endeavors to deprive the farmer of his 
best nocturnal friends, which guard the growing crop with 
zealous care while the owner sleeps to regain a strength to 
enable him to continue the daily toil of protecting his crops 
from the devastation of his sleek-furred enemies, most insidi¬ 
ous at night. There is not a species of owl but that amply 
repays for the few incursions made at irregular periods upon 
isolated hen roosts. Where a single fowl is thus lost, a thou¬ 
sand mice pay the penalty of their lives to the same owl. 

The nocturnal habits of the owls render their services far 
more beneficial than may be accurately ascertained. 

In regard to the hawks, their reputation is much exagger¬ 
ated so far as their injurious propensity is concerned, yet, 
when truthful evidence is placed in the scales, the beneficial 
services of the hawks will preponderate in a most-satisfac¬ 
tory manner. 

Certain species of the diurnal birds of prey are well-known 
to feed almost exclusively upon small rodents, and in fact, 
differing but little from the owls in regard to their food. 
Two or three species of hawks (those belonging to the genus 
Archibuteo) are notoriously the best diurnal mouse catchers 
of all birds. Their habits to soar over the level tracts de¬ 
voted to grasses and search for their food are so well-known 
that further consideration of them is but repetition of estab¬ 
lished facts. The bolder species of hawks so rarely commit 
depredations upon the farmyard fowls tnat these instances 
are, without doubt, the result of an individual predeliction 
for which the enthe family should not be branded. The 
number of rabbits and mice which the hawks annually de¬ 
stroy is simply incredible, as any really observant person 
will admit. 

In my own opinion the destruction of the hawks and owls 
within the State of Pennsylvania will, ere many years, result 
in an incalculable injury to the farmer, who will be overrun 
with hordes of mice,' which he will be powerless to limit, as 
their reproductiveness, when undisturbed, progresses with 
astonishing rapidity. 

It would, in my opinion, be a wise measure to have the 
act relating to the alleged noxious birds totally rep. aled. 
Very truly yours, Lucien M. Turner. 

animals, as he called them, particularly those bsautiful 
creatures, easily domesticated, habitants of the woods and 
meadows. 

THE TENDER HEART. 

SHE gazed upon the burnished braoe 
Of plump ruffed giou.se he showed with pride; 

Angelic grief was in her face: 
"How could you ao it, dear?’’ she sighed. 

"The poor, pathetic, moveless wings 1 
The songs all hushed—oh. cruel shame I" 

Said he, "The partridge never sings." 
Said she. "The sia is quite the same." 

"You iuen ai'e savage through and through 
A ho.v is always bringing in 

S >me string of bird’s eggs) white and blue. 
Or butterfly upon a pin. 

The angle worm in anguish dies, 
Impaled, the pretry trout to tease—" 

-'My own, we fish for trout with flies." 
"Don’t wander from the question, please'" 

She quoted Burns’s “Wounded Hare." 
And certain burning lines of Blake’s, 

And Ru«kinon the fowls of air. 
And Ooli-ridge on the water snakes. 

At Emerson's -‘Forbearance" he 
Begat\ to feel his will benumbed: 

At Browning’s ‘ Donald" utterly 
His soul surrendered and succumbed. 

‘ Oil, gentlest of all gentle girls,’’ 
He thought, ‘‘beneath the blessed sun!" 

He saw her lashes hung with pearls 
And swore to give away his gun. 

She smiled to find her point was gained 
And went, with happv parting words 

(He subsequently ascertained). 
To trim tier hat with bumming birds. 

—Helen Gray Cone, in the Century. 

Massachusetts Birds —Salem, March 18.—Bluebirds, 
redwinofs, cow buntings, song sparrows are with us again, 
A coot {F. arnericana) was recently shot near Boston, 1 saw 
the bird. Gulls occasionally seen in flocks on Lvnn marshes. 
—X. T. Z. 

A RAILROAD IN THE PARK. 

FOOD EXAMINATIONS. 

From a report entitled "Diurnal Rapacious Birds” (with 
special reference to Chester county, Pa.), prepared by B. 
Harry Warren and published in the annual report for 1883 
of the Pennsylvania Stale Board of Agriculture, is taken the 
following reference to the stomach examinations of the 
species of hawks most commonly found in Pennsylvania: 

The Red-tailed Hawk {Buteo borealis).—M.y examination 
of one hundred and two birds of this species, revealed in 
eiglity-one chiefly mice and small quadrupeds, also some few 
small birds; nine, chickens; three, quail; two, rabbit; one. 
barn-skin; one, part of a skunk; one, a red squirrel; one, a 
gray sq'iirrel; three, snakes. 

The Red-shouldered Hawk {Buteo line<ttus).—Ot tbirly-six 
examinations which I have made of this species, twenty- 
three showed mice and small quadrupeds, grasshopper.s and 
coleopterous insects; nine revealed frogs and some few im 
sects, in two, snakes and portions of frogs were present, and 
from the remaining two small birds, particles of hair and a 
few orthopterous insects were taken. 

Broad-winged Hawk {Buteo pennsylvaniens).—In twelve 
specimens examined by myself, four revealed mice; three, 
small birds; four, frogs; one, killed the 22d of May this pres¬ 
ent year, 1882 was gorged with crayfish, with which were 
traces of coleopterous insects. 

The Sparrow Hawk {Calco spaiwws).—Ihe stomach 
contents of twenty-nine of this species, which I have dissected, 
showed, in fifteen, principally mice, with frequent traces of 
various insects; six, grasshoppers; two, coleoptera and 
grasshoppers; two, medow larks; four, small birds—sparrows. 

Cooper’s Hawk {Accipiter eooperi).—01 twenty-seven birds 
which I have examined, fourteen showed the lood taken to 
have been chickens; five revealed small bii'ds—sparrows and 
warblers—two, quail; one, bullfrogs; ihree, mice 
and insects;two, hair and other remains of small.quadru- 

^^sLip-shinned Hawk {Accipiter fuseus).—! have dissected 
fifteen of these falcons. Six of this number showed small 
birds;.three, quail; one, mice; four, remains of young 
chickens; one, grasshoppers and beetles. 

The Rough-legged Falcon (ArcMbuieo lagopus sancti- 
johannis.—Nine birds all showed their food to be exclusively 

field mice. , , . , , 
The Marsh Hawk {Ciiws cyaneus hudsonms )—Of elwen 

birds examined, five revealed mice; two, small birds Den- 
drmti—three, frogs; one, a large number of grasshoppers 

The Senate bill granting to the Cinnabar and Clark’s Fork 
Railroad Company aright of way through the Yellowstone 

National Park has been favorably reported by ibe Committee 
on Railroads of that body. The action is lamented by every 
one interested in the region. Mr. W Hallett Pliillip«. who 
under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior, devoted 
two months last summer to an investigation of the Park, has 
written to tlie chairman of the Senate Committee on Rail¬ 
roads the foliov^ing letter; 

WAiSHrsoTON, D. C.. March 18. 188<i. 

Hon. Philetus Saivycr, Chairman Senate Committee on Railroads: 

Sib—I observe that there has been a favorable report from your 
comm’tte on a bill granting to the Cinnabar and Clark’.s Fork Rail¬ 

road Company the right of way through the Yellowstone National 

Park. 
Thinking perhaps that the attention of the oommiltee has not been 

sufflcienlly drawn to the importance of the measure as affecting the 
Park, I take the liheriy of presenting to you some reasons why, in my 

estimation, the bill should not be enacted into a law. 
Last summer I was instructed by the Secretary of the Interior, 

under an appointment from him, to proceed to the Yellowstone Park 
with a view of placing before him for execudve action and recom¬ 

mendation such informati n as I might acquire in reference to the 

protection, improvement and preservation of the Park. My report to 

the Secretary was communica'ed by him to the Senate under a ea'l 
made by that body, and is printed as S. Ex. Doc. 51. present Congress. 

In that report I remark: ‘‘Interested parties have for some years 

brought to bear a constant pressure upon Congress and the Depart¬ 

ment to induce actiou iu favor of a railroad through the Park. The 
railroad is sought ostensibly for the purpose of bringiiig to market 

the ore from Cooke City, a mining camp adj’acent to the northeast 
" “Tieundary line of the Park. If there is one object which should be 

kept in view more than any other, it is that of preserving the Park as 
much as possible in a slate of nature. A railroad through it would 

go far to destroy its beauty, and besides, it is not demanded by the 

public. The roads are being improved yearly, and soon will make 
every portion of the Park easily accessible. Tlie distance between 

the points of interest is not great, and transportation is good and 

plentiful. Apart from the consideration that a railroad i-i not needed 
i i the Park and that it would deface its beaut.y, is the further con¬ 

sideration that the two objects of Congi'es.s in creating the Park, to 
wit, the preservation of the game and the forests, would be unaltain- 
able should a railroad be allowed within its limits. I think the Depart¬ 

ment should strenuously oppose the project. K the parties interested iu 

the mines really are desirous of a railro.ad, I am satisfied from dillgen i 

inquiry that a route from Billings, Montana, to Cooke, is practicable. 

Such a route would be entirely outside the boundaries of the Park.’’ 
By the hill rtported by the committee a railroad is authorized to 

run its line through one of the most interesting portions of tlie Park. 

I refer particularly to that part of the route along the Yellowstone 

River to its junction with the East Fork of said river. To my mind 

the whole charm of this beautiful and interesting region will have 
departed when once a railroad is established through it. and "sta¬ 
tion houses, depots, machine shop.s" are placed along the route. It 

is needless to say that the game will be driven off, and tbe damage 

to the timber by the increase of forest fires would be incalculable. 
By the organic act estatdishing the Park the land embraced within 

its boundaries was reserved and withdiawn from settlement, occu¬ 

pancy or sale, and set apart as a public Park or pleasure ground 

“for the benefit and enjoyment of the people." 
The proposed hdl, should it become a law, would go far to nullify 

this provision by allowing an occupancy by a private railroad corpo¬ 
ration for the benefit of private interests, while tbe pleasm-e and 

enjoyment of the Park by the whole people would be seriously inter¬ 

fered with. 
it is needless to say that the introduction of a railroad would bring 

with it a settlement along the line of the road, and so practically the 
whole benefit of the original dedication would fee greatly diminished 

if not extinguished. In my opinion the passage of the bill in ques¬ 

tion would be a most serious blow to the intere.sls of the Park, and 1 
may state that this opinion is shared by the officers of the Govern¬ 

ment whose duties are connected with the Park. I refer particularly 

to Mr. Wear, the Superintendent of the Park: Mr. Arnold Hague, in 
charge of the geological survey in the Park, and Lieut. DanlekKing- 

man, of the Engineer Corps, the officer iu charge of the roads in the 

^It^is sincerely to be hoped that the hill will not be enacted into a 
law. Very respectfully, W. Hai-lett Phillips. 
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Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Co. __ 

THE TRAJECTORY TEST. 

The full report of the Forest and Stream's trajectory test of hunt¬ 

ing; rifles lias been issued in pamphlet form, with the illustra¬ 
tions and the tabular summary, making iu all 06 pages. For sale at 

this office, or sent post-paid. Price 50 cents. 

THE ANTI-HOUNDING LAW. 

The following brief of the argument in support of the 
anti-hounding law of New York was submitted to the 

Senate committee 'Tuesday evening. The paper was accom¬ 
panied with numerous Icttens and sworn statements as ex¬ 
hibits. To committee will report this week. 
1 a the Honorable. Committee on Game Laws of the Senate of 

the State of Neiu York; 
The State of New York possesses in the wild game of the 

Adirondacks a natural resource of recognized value. The 
intent of legislation is to conserve that game as a permanent 
possession. If a statute accomplisbes this intent it is a wise 
law and should be retained. 

In purpose the anli-houuding deer law is thus wholly econ¬ 
omic; in practice it accomplishes its purpose, and it should 
be retained. 

The law of 1879, which permitted jacking, hounding and 
still-hunting, was inadequate. Under its provisions, the 
annual desmiction of deer between 1879 and 1885 was so 
great as to insure, if continued, the speedy extinction of the 
species. 

Of the three modes of killing, hounding was the mo.st de¬ 
structive. To check the excessive slaughter, the Legisla¬ 
ture of 1885 enacted the anti-hounding law. 

The statute has proved a wise and benclicial protective 
measure. Where enforced it has already accomplished much 
and promises more. It is sustained by the overwhelming 
sentiment of sportsmen. The retention of the law is essen¬ 
tial to the maintenance of the game interests of the State. 
Its i-epeal w'ould result disastrously. 

In support of these economic considerations for retaining 
the law, the following presentation of evidence is submitted: 

THE EVIDENCE. 

THE DEEK HAD DECKEASED PRIOR TO 1885. 

While the numbers of hunters (of different classes) engaged 
iu its pursuit had multiplied, the deer had been destroyed at 
a rate and to an extent viewed with gravest alarm by all 
intelligent persons cognizant of the actual condition of 
alfairs and concerned tor the perpetuity of the supply. 

Siatement of Professor E. L. Richards.of New Haven.Conn ; “fhave 
been in the woods off and on for almost twenty-five years. I can see 
that tbe deer are decreasing yearly. Tbis decrease is especially 
noticeable in those jiarts of the wilderness where the running of dogs 
has most prevailed.” (Letter of March 6, IBSlfl. [Exhibit 1.] 

Statement of Dr. M. McT. Tobey, late of Jay, Es^ex county, N. Y.: 
‘•Fifteen years ago 1 could find good hunting in North Elba and St 
Armand, and I was satisfied with it, but as deer became scarcer I 
tried other sections, thereby following the deer from one quarter to 
anotner, until my last hunt was had about 60 miles beyond Martin’s, 
in the depths of the wilderness. * « * North Elba and St. Armand, 
where deer used to be plenty, are almost destitute of them ” (Let¬ 
ter of Feb. 22, 1886.) [Ex. ‘>9.] 

Statemeut of Ohas. H. Smith, of Petrie's Corners, Lewis county. N. 
Y.: “I guided at the Saranac House, then kept by William F. Martin, 
in'.56,'57 and '58. I have followed guiding ever since. Deer have 
decreased very fast from '79 until '85. I think the main cause was 
driving with dogs, as there were more killed in that way than in all 
others.” (Letter of Feb. 27, 1886). [Ex. 6.J 

Statement of W. R. Smith, Petrie’s Corners, Lewis countv, fifteen 
years a guide: '‘There is not over one-quarter the deer in tliiscounty 
there was in '82, and if ihey had drove las: fall I don’t think there 
would have been sc-areely a deer left in the whole Adirondacks.” 
(LetteJ of MarclilO, 1886.) [Ex. 4.] 

THE DECREASE WAS DUE TO DO(JGING. 

Among the several modes of taking deer, liounding was 
recognized as most disastrous, and the certain result of its 
continued practice was clearly foreseen to be the impending 
ruin of the North Woods as a game region. ° 

Statement of Richard M.. Shutts. Chateaugay Lake, Franklin county 
(northeast part of Adirondacks): “For thirty years 1 have bunted 
aiound Chateaugay Lake, and have watched decrease of deer. * * * 
Have bunted them by jacking, trapping, hounding, crusting and still 
hunting. * If me dogs are allowed to be used, you may pro¬ 
tect them in every possible way and our deer are doomed.” (Let.er 
Jan. 5, 1886.) |Ex. 15.] t b ei, 

Statemeut of M. W. Young (thirty-five years experience), of Wat¬ 
son, Lewis county, N. Y.: “As to hounding =i= * * I know that it 
is utter destruction to the deer. * * # i believe two or three vears 
more like 1884 would have utterly destroyed the deer in this poVtion 
of the wilderness.” (Letter of Feb. 27,1886.) [Ex. 32 ] 

Statement of F. A. Young, (twelve years experience.) of Watson 
Lewis county, N. Y.: “Two years more of hounding would have been 
utter extermination of deer in this section, as there were nearly 300 
deer killed by hounding in the Beaver River section in the year of 
1881. This number does not include the deer killed by floating On 
the same ground there were less than 60 killed last fall, 1885,” (iLetter 
of March 1, 1886.) [Ex. 33.] ^ 

Statement of H. Wetmore (an old hunter), of Petrie’s Corners, Lewis 
county, N.Y.: ‘T have in former years driven deer with dogs and 
think that it is by far the most destructive to the deer of any kind of 
htmting, and have given it up.” (Letter of March 8, 1886.) [Ex. 34.J 

Statement of Robert Griffith, Jr , of Watson, Lewis county N Y • 
“Thirty years experience has learned me that if we want to preserve 
the deer we must keep out the dogs. A few more vears like the fall 
of 1884 will make the deer in this part very scarce. I have no hesita¬ 
tion in saying that in those two falls in October that there were more 
deer killed with dogs than in any ten years by still-hunting since I 
have known the woods.” (Letter of .March 6, 1886.) [Ex. 31 ] 

Statement of A. J. Muncy. Little Rapids, Herkimer county “In 
Smith and Albany lakes in the fall of ’81 there were about 25 deer got 
with dogs; in the fall of ’02,40: in the fall of '83, 45 to 60, in the fall 
of ’84, 36; the parties and dogs were more numerous, but the deer 
were not there to get it; double the 36 than the 45 to 60. (Letter of 
March 7, 1886 ) [Ex. 8.] ^ 

Statement of Wm. R. Smith, Petrie’s Cornerf. fifteen years a guide- 
“There are but few killed by floating or still hunting in season, but 

* of all evils the hound is the worst and the only thing that 
will exterminate the deer.” (Letter of March 19,1886.) [Ex 4.] 

Statement of Clias. H. Smith (forty-five years experience), Petrie's 
Comers* Lewis county* N. Y.: ’'Deer have decreased very fast from 

until 85. I think Lie main cause was driving: with dogs* as there 
Avere mm'e killed in That way that in all others.” (Letter of Fen. %7. 
lS8b.) [Ex. o. I 

DOGS AND NO DEER, OR DEER AND NO DOGS. 

The Legislature of 1885, then, was petitioned to enaet an 
anti-hounding law. This was not asked for as a piece of 
odious class legislation, working to the deprivation of one 
particular class of hunters for the benefit of another class, 
it was not to stop the sport of the bounder that the stiil- 
hunter might have th.e privilege of killing more game, but 
that the stock might be rescued ftom extinction, and that 
there might be deer left to hunt at all. It was in New York 
as it liad been in Maine and Pennsylvania, an alternative 
between deer dogs and no deer, or deer and no deer dogs. 

Statement of Gen, R. IT. Sherman, Secretary N. Y. State Fish Com¬ 

mission : “I am quite certain that if the hounding had gone on on th 
scale it did in the fall of 1883 and 1884, ihe Adirondack deer would 
soon have been practically exterminated." (Letter of Jan. 19,1886;. 
[Ex. 11.]. 

Statemeut of A. C. Clifton, Hague, Warren county (east side of the 
Woods), for many years a guide: “Tbe act was passed barely in 
season to prevent extermination in several of the border counties of 
t^e deer range.” (Letter of Dec. 28,1885, in Glens Falls Republican.) 

Similar Law in Maine.—Statement of E. M. Stilwell, Com. Fisheries 
and Game. Bangor. Me.: "We cimld have achieved nothing without 
it. * * ♦ Theonly question is between deer and dog.s. -You cannot 
have the one without stringently enforcing the law against the other. 
Thei’e is no suchthing as a compromise between the two. Since the 
passage of the amended dog law in 1888, the deer of our State have 
more than doubled.” (Letter to Forest and Stream, Feb. 16. 1886.) 
Statement of H. O. Stanley, Com. Fisheries and Game, Oxford. Me.: 
“The law, in my opinion, is the very be.st one we have on our statute 
books for the protection of our deer in the Maine forests. •1' * ♦ 
To the enforpement of this law I attribute the increase of the game, 
that has filled our forests with deer as they are to-day.’' (Letter of 
Feb. 14,1886.) [Ex. 28.] 

THE LAW HAS PROVED A WISE ONE. 

The law has been in force one season. It was not every¬ 
where strictly observed. Some of the petitioners for its 
repeal defied and violated it. But where obeyed it dimin¬ 
ished the number of deer killed iu 1885. Its effect was 
beyond all cavil protective. In the Adirondacks, as in Maine, 
it saved the deer. 

St. Latorence and Franklin counties.—Peter B. Leonard, Protector 
for .-t. Lawrence and Franklin counties, says: ‘“In its working there 
can be no question but the law prohibiting dogging has saved large 
numbers ot deer.” The reports from Mr. R. M. Shutts (Upper Cha- 
teaiigay Lake), of the Chateaugay and Meacham lakes, Plumador and 
Duck ponds and Deer River section in Frankhn county, show a like 
beneficial result; the total for Meacham Lake, Plumador and Duck 
ponds and Deer River in 1885 was 69, against 169 for the year before; 
in the Wolf Pond and State Dam section in 1885 by still-hunting 17 
against 40 by dogging in 1884. 

Essex and Clinton counties.—J oho Liberty, Protector for Essex and 
riinton counties, says: “I think the law has saved a great many deer 
in my district.” 

Warren. Washington, Saratoga and part of Hamilton counties.— 
Seymour C. Armstrong, Protector for Warren, Washington and Sara¬ 
toga counties and town of Indian Lake in Hamilton county, says; 
“There were not as many deer killed in 1885 as there were in 1884, 
notwithstandiug that there were only a very few days of good still- 
hunting in 1884 and a month or more in 1885. This is shown by the 
numbers of deer expressed from North Creek during the months of 
September, October and November, i884 and 1885. The former year 
there were 176 against 154 this year.” 

Leivis. Herkimer and part ef Hamilton coiirtfiiw.—“Where the law 
was enforced, it worked well, the Beaver River district (Lewis and 
Herkimer counties) showing total of 60 killed in 1885 against 260 in 
1881.” (Mr. Chas. Fenton.) 

Fulton County.—Protector T. C. Bradley in his annual report urges 
that the auti-hounding law ought to be more stringent than it is. 

Statement of O. F. Hulser, supervisor of the town of Forestport, 
Oneida county: “From a recorti that I have kept it shows that two 
years ago last fall there were brought out of the woods in this vicinity 
47 cai'casses of venison, one year ago last fall 35, and this last fall 15 
only.’" (Letter of Feb. 12, 1886.) [Ex. 22.] 

In St, Lawri’nce county an aati-houmling law has been in 
force since 1879. The result is that the deer have increased 
there in that time. 

Statement of A. Ames Hewlett, of Syracuse; ‘‘In St. Lawrence 
county, the increase of deer [between 1879 and 1885] has been very 
marked indeed, for. by comparison, in i880 I saw there aoout fifteen 
deer in a six weeks’ trip, while in 1884 I saw about forty deer in an 
eighteen days’ trip, and in 1885, in a ten days’ trip, I saw more deer 
than ever before. (Letter of Mnrcb 22,1880 ) [Ex. 41.] 

See Stoddard’s Guide, p. 15. [Ex. ;37.] 

It is significant that in this county, sentiment supports 
the anti-hounding law. Its repeal is asked for only by 
those who are in districts where the few remaining deer can 
be gotten in no other way. 

GENERAL SENTIMENT SUSTAINS THE LAW. 

The law_ is sustained by the overwhelming sentiment of 
sportsmen in all parts of the State, and nowhere more earn 
estly than in m-any districts in the North. Woods. 

Statement of R. M. Shutts, Chateaugay Lake, Franklin county 
‘‘Eight men out of ten of those here whose interests are affected, are 
in favor of retaiiiing the present law.” (Ijetter of Feb. 24, 1886 ) 
[Ex. 15 ] ) / 

Statement of F. A. Young, thirty years guide: "I think it [present 
law] IS good. In proof, I owned two hounds, when the present law 
was passed, they were as good as any in the North Woods. I shot 
both of them. . . I know every guide in this section, and there is 
not one iu favor of hounding deer.” (Letter of March 1,1386.) [Ex. 33.] 

Statement of O. F Hulser, supervisor, town of Forestnort, Oneida 
county: “The non-houndiug law I believe to be the best that has ever 
been enacted, and so do nine out ot every ten people sav who live 
hereabout on the borders of the woods.” (Letter of Feb 12 IS-^e 1 
[Ex. 22 J ' ' / 

Statement of John D. Collins, Esq., Utica, N. Y ; “I am wonder¬ 
fully surprised at the earnest and unanimous enthusiasm with which 
people sign the petition [to retain the law] here. Tbev are verv de¬ 
cided.” (Letter of Feb.-24.) [Ex. 23] ‘ ^ 

Statement of Mark Smith [March 1]: “I thinlCif we can prohibit 
hounding of deer for three years I think they will increase. All our 
hotels are not in favor of hounding, for one reason—extermination 
and unwholesomeness of the meat.” [Ex. 88.] 

THE LAW IS ESSENTIAL TO THE FUTURE WELFARE OP THE 

ADIRONDACKS. 

The conditions which, on economic grounds, demanded 
the enactment of the law in 1885, have not changed—save 
in so far as the law itself in this brief time and with imper¬ 
fect execution has worked advantageously; and these con¬ 
ditions call for the law’s retention. 

Statement of T. Q. Frost, storekeeper and postmaster at Belfort, 
N. Y : “The way to make the deer last the longest is to simply keep 
the dogs out of the woods. We have paid to exterminate the wolf 
and panther, and feel keenly the injustice of turning the dogs in the 
woods. I am a hunter of forty years standing.” [Ex. 39.] 

Statement of O. A. Batcheller, Commander U. S. Navy: “I have 
no doubt deer would be much more plenty if there were no doa-s ” 
(Letter.) [Ex. 16,] ' ^ ' 

• Edward .H. Litchfield, New York; “I disapprove most de¬ 
cidedly of hounding in a country where the deer must take to water 
and there be butchered by having their brains beaten out with a pad¬ 
dle or in some similar unsportsmanlike manner. * * * The legis¬ 
lation that \ve do need, if any, is to compel a more vigorous enforce¬ 
ment of the law as it stands.” (Letter of Feb. 15, 1886.) [Ex. 24.] 

Sworn statement of Elijah Simonds: “As long as they allow hound¬ 
ing and keep dogs in the woods, they won’t have any deer If you 
want to keep the deer, you must cut the dogs’ heads off or get rid of 

[Fx. 2l.l 

Statement of Mark Smith, of Number Four, Lewis county, N. Y • 
1 think If we can prohibit hounding deer say three years longer and 

preventkillmguntilthelst of August, and give them a chance toin- 
(Ijetter of March 1, 1886.) 

[ii<X.‘ Ou.J 

statement of John Hitchcock, Petrie’s Corners: “If the present 
hone ding and crusting law is enforced there is no mistake about the 
increase of deer, as the guides and hunters will assist in protecting 
game^and will assist the game constables in their duties.” (Letter, 
luarca o, Ioqo,) [Ex. 40,] 

statement of Sam Dunning, Essex county [March 12]: “Deer will in¬ 
crease in yiite of the still-hunters, in the rougher parts of the Adi- 

[Ex 2°1 ’ places easily.” 

THE law’s REPEAL WOULD BE DISASTROUS. 

Its repeal would be the license of a mode of hunting so 
destructive iu character and so disastrous in effect as to practi¬ 
cally nullify the purpose of game legislation. After a short 
scramble for the game while it lasted, the end would be ex¬ 

tinction; the Adirondack deer would follow the Adiron¬ 
dack elk and the Adirondack moose. 

Statement of P. B. Leonard, Game Protector, Seventh District: 
If It IS repealed It will make it very hard for tbe State Game Pro¬ 

tectors to protect the deer successfully.” (Monthly report (Feb.I to 
Com. R. U. Sherman.) [Ex. .36.1 j i \ 

Statement oTE. R. Wallace, author “Wallace’s Guide to the Adiron¬ 
dacks: If the bill became a law it would sound the death Vneil 
and mean the total extinction of the deer. * » * If hounding is 
again legalized the entire extinction of deer will be a matter of only 
a few years.” [Ex, 20.] 

Statement of D. W. Cross, author of "Fifty Years with the Gun 
and Rod. ‘Hounding can only be advocated as tbe shortest and 
easiest method of slaughtering and finally exlenriiuan'Dg this noble 
game.”—(Letter of Feb. 1886.) [Ex. 10.] 

Statement of John Hitchcock. Petrie’s Corners: “The State could 
not exterminate the deer quicker if they offer a bounty for each deer 
of $5 than they will by ho-anding again, for all the hunters will take 
their last chance, as I have heard many of them say.” (Letter, 
March 6.) [Ex. 40.] 

Statement of Prof. E. L. Richards, of New Haven, Conn.: “If kill¬ 
ing deer by the aid of dogs is to be allowed to any extent the deer are 
bound to go.” (Letter, March 6.) [Ex, 1.] 

Statement of David Baird, of Croghan, N. Y.: “To pass a law for 
dogging deer for two months I consider an outrage, and will be the 
means of exterminating the deer in five years. I am a hunter and 
will do all I can to protect deer from slaughter.” (Letter, March 6.) 
[Ex. 18.] 

THE DESTRUCTFVTENESS OF HOUNDING. 

It is more destructive than other methods, because by the 
u.se of dogs the game is more surely found. The dogs 
penetrate to the deepest coverts and drive out the game which 
would be perfectly safe from the efforts of man unaided by 
the hound.^ It is the only method of hunting that is success¬ 
fully practiced at all times, in all kinds of weather, wet or 
dry, warm or cold, whether the day be noisy or still, on 
leaves, on bare ground, on snow. Other methods require 
peculiar conditions and are restricted by unfavorable cir¬ 
cumstances. 

Sworn statement of Samuel Dunning, of New Russia, Essex county, 
N. \: “Deer will increase in spite of the still-hunters in the rougher 
parts of the Adirondacks, but the dogs can drive them out of these 
places easily. There are five killed by hounding where there 
IS one killed by still-hunting.” [Ex. 2.] 

Statement of William Hulbert, of Petrie’s Corner.s, Lewis county: 
“Have been a hunter and trapper for 40 years. I think there are 
more deer killed and destroven by dogs than by floating and stifi- 
buntiiig.” (Letter of March 4.) [Ex. :30.] 

Statement of Robt. Griffith, Sr., of Petrie’s Corners, Lewis county, 
N. Y.: ‘-I have have hunted in Lewis, Herkimer and Hamilton coun- 
Ues for forty years. » * * In regard to the most destructive way 
[Ex'^19 ]^ deer, it is by the use of dogs.” (Letter, March 6,1886'.) 

Hounding is more sure in results, because its success de¬ 
pends on the certainty of the deer’s obedience to the instinct 
which prompts it, when pursued, to take refuge in the water. 
Once in the water ils capture is easy. Water-killing is the 
mode of hunting asked for by the advocates of the law’s re¬ 
peal. ^ (Oral testimony of Dr. Samuel B, Ward, in reply to 
question by the chairman of your Committee, hearinc; of 
March 16.) , 

Statement of Wm. R. Smith, fifteen years a guide [supm]; “I don’t 
think tnere is one in twenty that gets away after the hound once gets 
the tracK.’’ (Letter of March 19.) [Ex. 4.] 

Hounding is destructive because the deer is given no 
chance of escape, through any lack of skill on the part of 
the hunter. Water-killing calls for very little or no skill. 
It is practiced with equal success by the professional hunter 
and by the inexperienced tourist. 

Statement of E. R. Wallace, Syracuse, author of “Wallace’s Qiiide 
to tlie Aclironrlacks”: “For twenty-five year.-; that * ^ * re^cion 
has been * * * my careful study and exploration. T have wit¬ 
nessed the killing of deer by every mode practiced, and have ob¬ 
served that none is so effectual as that of hounding.” i;Letter of 
March 13,1886,) [Ex. 20.] 

Statement of Wm. R. Smith, fifteen years a guide [sitpral: “I Imow 
of men killing five and six a day with dogs, when the same men could 
not kill one a year m any other way.” (Letter of March 19.) [Ex. | 

Statement of Sam Dunning, Essex county [s w?-a]: “There are five 
killed by hounding where there is one killed by still hunting. There 
are very few men that are good siill-huntei's. Anyone that has a 
hound can get one now and then, when deer have been ran hard.” 
[Ex. 2.] 

Statement of E. R. Wallace, of Syracuse, N. Y., author of “ Wallace’.s 
Guide to the Adirondacks:” “If hounding is again legalized the entire 
extermination of deer will be a matter of only a tew years. Have 
hunted twenty-five years and observed that no way was so effective 
as hounding.” (Letter, March 13.) [Ex. 20.] 

In its effect upon the deer supply the killing of one doe 
is e.stiinated to be equal to the killing of four bucks. (Dr. 
S. B. AVard, in letter in Forest and Stream Feb 18,1886.) 
Hounding is indirectly more disastrous than other methods 
because of tlie deer killed by it a large proportion are does 
and fawns. This is consequent upon the nature of the 
method, which consists in tiring out the game so that it shall 
plunge into the water; the does and fawns being sooner ex¬ 
hausted, sooner seek refuge in the water. The bill now be 
fore you contemplates the hounding of does when bunlened 
with the cares of maternity, and the starvation of suckling 
fawns deprived of their mothers. 

Statement of Sam Dunning, Essex county [siqarn]: “Dogs will fol¬ 
low a aoe at any time as well as they will any deer. My dog started 
a deer that was with her fawn. It was too young to run, ana I picked 
it up and carried it home. There are more does killed in August 
than any other month.” [Ex. 2.] ^ 

Sworn statement of Sam Dunning \supra]: “My dogs have driven 
very young fawn.s into the water. I have got them that would not 
weigh over tiVenty pounds alive and sold them. 3Iost any dog can 
catch a deer when he gets tired from a long race. * * * When the 
deer was tired I have known deer driven into the water by dogs that 
could not stand up when they got ashore.” [Ex. 2.’] 

Hounding is now more destructive than formerly (i. e., in 
proportion of game killed to game supply) because of the 
confined range of the game. By the extension of railroad 
and steamboat lines, growth of settlements, multiplication of 
hotels, felling of forests, clearing of woodland coverts, de¬ 
nudation of some feeding grounds by fires and freshets, and 
desolation of others by “back waters” of dams and reser¬ 
voirs, the range ©f the game had become year by year more 
narrow. 

For removal of forests and extension of denuded and water-killed 
areas see Report of Forestry Commission [Ex. 35], 

Statement of Prof E. L. Richards, Yale College, 25..vears a visitor to 
the Adirondacks: “If, as was the ease before the woods were so much 
frequented as they are now,an oecasionai pond only was watched whtn 
the dogs were out, there might be some reason in allowing a few days 
to be taken in this way. But now every pond is watched, and if the 
deer escapes one enemy he is certain to fall before one of the many 
others who are lying in wait for him. * * * if tpg 
isUture allow the. deer to be killed by dogs in obedience to the sense¬ 
less clamor of SL few dog keeping guides ami hotel keepers, they may 
enable said guides and hotel proprietors to take in a little money for 
a few years. But after a very few years the woods will be deserted 

because there will be no deer to kiII.-(Letter of March, 
Icooi) [FX. i.J 

Sworn statement of Elijah Simonds fsupm]: “It is the practice of 
some betel beepers to get up a big hunt, take tnirty or forty dogs and 
ten or fifteen guides, watch all the ponds and lakes, scatter the dogs 
through the woods and scoop in deer by the wholesale.” [Ex. 21.] 

Hounding is more destructive than other methods because 
the system entails the slaughter of game all the year around 
by the hounds, unassisted by human agency. The hounda 
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when put out for sport often overtake and destroy game 
without the hunter’s knowledge; and in the close season 
they hunt and kill deer on their own account. This destruc¬ 
tion is inseparable from the maintenance of hordes of ill-fed 
deer dogs in a deer country. 

statement of Gen. R. U. Sherman: “A strong effort will be made 
at the pi'esent session of the Legislature to open a season for hound¬ 
ing, a season not as long as the old law provided, but yet one that 
will warrant guides and camp keepers in keeping hounds; and while 
hounds are kept it is not to be expected that very close adhesion will 
be made to seasons.” (Letter of Jan. 19,1886.) [Ex. 11.] 

Statement of O. A. Batchellei', Commander U. S. Navy: "The own¬ 
ers of hounds * * * as a rule make no attempt to keen their dogs 
confined during the closed season. * * * Any one who knows any¬ 
thing of the bound knows that they will hunt by themselves. The 
result is too often shown bv carcasses found rotting in the woods.” 
(Letter of Jan. S9, 1885.) [Ex. 16.] 

Statement of R. M. Shutts, of Franklin county: "Hounds are 
allowed to run the year round. There is not a month in which you 
cannot hear the hounds baying; if not with a hunter, the.y are on their 
own hunt ” (Letter.) [Ex. 15J 

Statement of R. M. Shutts, of Franklin county [sup7-a]: “To-day 
(Jan. 15) I was shown the carcasses of two deer that were frozen in 
the ice near Ralph’s Hotel. * « * They had been driven in by the 
hounds, v * * Three years ago I saw an immense buck driven 
into the lake three times lu one day * * * in May. The last time 
he was led ashore by (jol. Nichols, of Plattsburgh, ran through the 
hotel yard at Ralph’s and into the marsh where I could not get to 
drive him to dry land. He died in less than an hour,”—(Letter as 
above.) [Ex. 15.] 

Sworn statement of Elijah Simonds, near New Russia, Essex county; 
has hunted deer 40 years; has kept hounds and used them: "In travel 
ing one-half mile on Cold Brook, I counted nine deer killed by hounds 
in Mai-ch. Another time my dog got away from me, and in two days 
killed seventeen deer; this was in March. In my trapping excursions 
I have seen hundreds of hounds after deer in llie winter and spring. 
These hounds were mostly hunting on their own hook. * * As a 
general rule, after the lakes are frozen over the dogs catch and kill 
most of Che deer that they start. Owners of hounds that tie up cheir 
dogs have to let them loose once in a while for exercise. As soon as 
they get out they generally start for the woods and loak for deer. 
Some men make no pretence of tying up their dogs in winter or 
sp ing. 1 have found dead deer killed by dogs in North Hudson, 
Elizabethtown. Blue Mountain Lake, Raqu'ettes, North Elba, Trap¬ 
per's Lake, Long Lake, Saranac, Boreas kiver.” (Sworn to before A. 
R. Dudley, N. P., March 13,1886. [Ex. 21.] 

Sworn statement of Sam Dunning, New Russia, Essex county: "I 
have been in the woods guibing and hunting since 1840; have owned 
a good many bounds. 1 once got a hound tnat # * * caught and 
killed five deer wicno..tany help. I followed on and got every one 
of chem, there being about one inch of snow on the ground at the 
time. Before I got him he had a habit of staying in i be words and 
hunting on his own hook. * * * i have owned several different 
bounds that would very often cntch their deer before they got to 
water, even in September. * * * That night the dog came back. 
In the morning I look i is back track and tound the deer dead on a 
mountain. Tue aor had eaten what he wanted fiom the hindquarters. 
Some dogs will eat a meal from the bams of a live deer. I have 
cauuht them at it in the spring ” (Sworn to before Stephen B. Pitkin, 
Justice of tue Peace, Match 12,1886.) [Ex. 2.] 

Extract from Gouverneur Free Press, March 3: "Last Wedues- 
da.v af'eruoon a hound drove a two-year-old deer through the out¬ 
skirts of the village and succeeded in catching it near the St. Law 
reuce Marble Co.’s quarry.” (Vouched for bv Prof. M. R. Saeke 
[Ex. 42.] 

Statement of Bainbridge Bishop, Essex coimty [supra]'. “I found 
three earcas-es of deer tnat were driven into a small stream m March 
and April. I have seen dogs after deer at all times in the spring and 
winter. Most of the pt ople who keep hounds in this part of the Adi- 
rondacks make a practice of lettmg them run loose in the winter and 
spring.” (Letter, March 12 j [Ex. 3.] 

Statement of A. C. Clifton, of Warren county [supra]: “Last week 
[in Feb.] a neighbor,of mine, while visiting bis fox traps, came upon 
the irail of a bleeding deer which had evidently been followed by 
two dogs. Taking tne trail he soon found where the final struggle 
had occurred. * * # Near the center of the circle was the half de¬ 
voured carcass of a large doe. =(= t* * i would like to show to every 
member of our Legislature the frozen body of this doe, as it lies with 
its two little fawns disclosed through the gaping wounds, already 
half way on their road to life. I would willingly rest my case on 
their mute appeal for protection.” (Letter of March 2.) [Ex. 9.] 

Sworn statement of Sam Dunning, Essex county [supra]: There is 
a set of irresponsible persons ihat own hounds, and some of them ex¬ 
pect them to get most of their own living in the winter, and let them 
run loose for this pui-pose.” [Ex. 2.] 

Statement of Squire Wilcox, an old resident of Indian River, Lewis 
county: “Have lived in border of wilderness for over 40 years, and 
while traveling through the woods In different parts, we have found 
numerous carcasses of deer that have been killed in this waj'- of hunt¬ 
ing with dogs V ♦ ♦ jiy sons * * * come across two dogs with 
a deer in tne road; the dogs had eaten the deer’s hams nearly all out 
and the deer was st'll alive. * * » A short time smce we found a 
large, noble buck * * * that was killed by dogs, lay rotting.” 
(Letter of Dec. 29,1885, in Lowville Republican, vouched for by Ed. 
Rep, [Ex. 17.] 

Statement of J. H. Rushton, Canton: “The still-hunter kills deer, 
the jack-hunter kills deer, the bounder kills deer, but neither jack 
nor gun will go hunting on its own account, at any and' all seasons 
of the year, if not securely chained. Only the dog does that; only 
the dog eats his victim alive. (Letter of March 1, 1886). [Ex. 5.] 

The numerous deer thus sacrificed to feed starving hounds 
arc not the only ones that are wantonly wasted, Scores of 
carcasses of “run” (t. e., hounded) venison are necessarily 
thrown away as unfit for food because of the diseased and 
poisonous character of the meat. 

Sw’om statement of Samuel Dunning, of New' Russia, Essex county, 
New York: "When deer have been run hard, the venison won’t keep.” 
[Ex. 2.] 

Statement of Mark Smith, of Number Four, Lewis county. New 
York: "I have witnessed large parties in the woods who were taken 
sick from eating hounded venison, and one man from Syracuse said 
he would give $500 if he could be at home where he could see his 
friends once more and physician.” (Letter of March 1, 1886.) [Ex. 38.] 

Statement of William Hulbert, of Petrie’s Corners, Lewis county, 
N. ■?.: “Deers drove by dogs and hit, the meat is dark colored and is 
not so good as still-hunted venison.” (Letter of March 4,1886.) [Ex. 
80.1 

Prom a report by Dr. H. M. Detmere, member of the American 
Society of Micro^copists, read before the society, August, 1885, report¬ 
ing on beef, the eating of which had proved fatal. Extract; “Cases 
of frenzy occur quite often among cattle driven from the stock yards 
to Archer avenue, but the health officers seem to pay no attention to 
frenzied cattle, although they ought to know that the meat of a 
frenzied animal is sometimes—not always—exceedingly poisonous. 
So, for instance, there are many cases on record in which venison 
from a deer chased to death by dogs has proved to be poisonous.” 
(Proceedings of the American Society of Microscopists, eighth annual 
meeting, Cleveland. O., Aug. 18-21,1885, pp. 57-8). 

THE ARGUMENTS ADVANCED FOR THE LAW’S 
REPEAL. 

The arguments advanced to justify the repeal of the anti¬ 
hounding law are here alluded to for the purpose of sub¬ 
mitting such considerations as, we suggest, afford a sufficient 
answer to each. 

' The “Sportsmanship" Argument, 
a. Advocates of hounding urge that it is “the historic and 

most sportsmanlike method of hunting deer.” 
Drer hounding, as cotidnded in the Mirth Woods, is not his¬ 

toric; and the general sentiment of American sportsmen con¬ 
demns it as unsportsmanlike and indefensible. A discussion 
of this point is out of place here. The economic phase of 
the subject is of graver importance than its ethical side. 
The law does not concern itself with a consideration of the 
sportsmanship or unsportsmanship of any mode of capture; 
it does concern itself with the preservation of an unimpaired 
deer supply, of which the citizens of the State, now and in 
the future, may enjoy the usufruct. It wisely provides that 
there shall be deer to'hunt in such methods as may be com¬ 
patible with the preservation of the parent stock. 

The “Pot-Hunter" Argument. 
b. It was alleged that the general sentiment of sportsmen 

was in favor of hoimding and that it was objected to only by 
those pot-hunters and still-hunters who desire to kill the 'most 
deer in the shortest possible time, for the few paltry dollars 
that their flesh and hides may bring. (Dr. Samuel B. Wai-d, 
in pamphlet sent to the Legislature, p. 5.) 

Those who at first advanced this argument have since 
found ample reason for its withdrawal. If any doubt as 
to the character of the opposition to hounding still exists it 
inay he removed by reference to the subjoined list of indi¬ 
viduals and societies who hold the conviction that the repeal 
of the anti-hounding law will insure the early extirpation of 
the deer of the Adirondacks. [Exhibit 44.] 

A canvass of the members of the Eastern New York Fish 
and Game Protective Association of Albany has shown that 
the members of that society regard hounding as follows: 

Have no opinion. 6 
Uncertain.  1 
Decline to vote.  1 
In favor of hounding. 6 
Opposed to Uoundiug-.58 

Total number of replies received, 72; total number of 
members, 123. For mode of conducting canvass and for the 
returns, see Exhibit 27. 

The “Shy" Argument. 

c. That hounding was necessary to make the deer shy so 
that they might not fall into the hands of market still-hunters. 

This position also has been abandoned. The facts are 
that the deer is naturally shy, that the use of dogs makes it 
not more, but less, shy of man; that in a country where deer 
are hormded, still-hunting can be practiced more successfully 
than in a district where dogs are not employed; and that pro¬ 
fessional market-hunters hound in the hounding season and 
then still-hunt on the same ground in the still hunting 
season. 

Statement of M. L. Fenton of Jamestovrn, N. Y.: “My camp [in 
the Adirondacks] wassuiTonndel lastNovember by men that hounded 
all summer long and had taken out of the woods several loads of deer 
driven to water by their dogs and killed. But they all stayed and 
still-bunted through the last montb just the same for all that. * * * 
Tney were good stiU-hunters and bagged as many deer as the best of 
hunters. That is just the mode adopted by the hounding fraternity 
years agohy those that followed it years ago in the State of Pennsyl¬ 
vania. They always hounded through the summer and fall months, 
claiming that It was the only way to get a deer, but they also came 
in for their share of the balance left upon snow, and usually succeeded 
in obtaining it. (Letter in Forest asd mream.) [Ex. 36.] 

John Dean Caton, L.L D : "The great characteristic of the 'V’hginia 
(leer is its natural wildness." (“Antelope and Deer of America,” p. 
302), Dr. C Hal t Merriam: “A deer i-i always on the alert; bis eye¬ 
sight is good, his hearing acute, and his sense of smell developed to 
an unusual degree.” (“Mammals of the Adirondacks.” p. 112.) J. J. 
Aiiaubon: “The timidity of the deer is such that it hurries away even 
from the sight of a child.” (“Vivapamus Quadrupeds of North 
America.” p 222.) Charles Hallo k: "Deer stalking is simply man 
vs. brute, and requu-es all the strength, craft and coolne.-s of the 
man before he can lay iuw the deer, who is possessed of a much 
keener sense of smell. Immense speed, excessivenervous organization, 
and is ever on tbe aiei-t to circumvent its human foe. (“Sportsman's 
Gazetteer,” p, 86.) 

Sworn statement of Elijah Simonds [supra]: “I don't think that 
hunting deer with doge makes a deer shyer or more diflicult of ap¬ 
proach by the still-hunter.” [Ex. 21.] 

Statement of Hon. Geo, W. Palmer: “Now let me tell you a little 
incident chat happened to me. * * * A party of four or five gen¬ 
tlemen went to the upper Chateaugay Lake; on a little Island in the 
middle we camped. We had half a dozen dogs, half a dozen boats, 
and half a dozen guides. We spent the whole week there with our 
dogs, every day striking a fresh track—for six long days, and not a 
deer did we get. The guides said to us, ‘Put your dogs in the ken¬ 
nels, and to-moiTow we will have some sport and you will have some 
deer.' We followed their advice, the dogs we shut up. The next 
day we went to the shores of that lake still-huuting. and before noon 
we bagged seven deer.” (Speech before the Assembly.) [Ex. 25. ] 

Statement of John D. Collins, Esq , Utica, N. Y.: “I found tw-o 
persons who think dogs are good for deer preservation. * '* * 
They both seem to think that deer merely trot along in front of the 
dog, quite unconcerned. 'S * * Such is not the case here, where a 
cross of the bloodhound is tised. In such cases it is only a que-^tion 
of the life of tbe deer, or the dog. whether there be a hunter along or 
not.” (Letter of Feb. 24,1886). [Ex. 23.] 

Statement of Chas. H. Smith, Petrie’s Corners: “I hear they claim 
deer are made shy by hounding. Once when I was driving the dogs 
drove a fawn into the water. The dogs swam after the fawn. I 
rowed im to it and caught the fawn and put it in the boat, and I drove 
them ofle and [went] to shore witb fawn. I let the fawn on the shore 
and kept back the dogs. The fawn instead of running away followed 
me to camp. The dogs were put awav. and after a while the fawn 
left. (Letter of March 13,1886 ) [Ex. 6J. 

Statement of Bainbridge Bishop, New Russia, Essex county: ‘-I have 
spent most time still-hunting, hut I killed double the number before 
dogs that I did still-hunting. There is not more than one year in 
three in which still-huaters can work to advantage, and only a few 
days in that year at the mo,9t.” (Letter of Mai ch 12,1886.) [Ex. 8.1 

Sworn statement of Sam Dunning, Essex county, guide and hunter 
since 1840 [supraV. “I do not think that dogging deer makes them 
more shy or difficult to be killed by the still-hunters. * * * it 
is a good time to still-hunt when the hound is in the woods, because 
the aeer are watching for the dog and do not notice the man. ” [Ex 2.J 

The “Market of 188.5” Argument. 

d. To support the “shy” argument it was alleged that an 
unusual number of deer were sent to market last season, so 
that the markets were glutted and the price was lower than 
usual. 

This argument also has been peiforce abandoned. The 
carefully ascertained facts are that the supply of Adirondack 
venison "in market last season was less than usual. 

Utica.—The 8 leading dealers received 59 saddles in 1885 against 82 
to 92 in 1884. [Ex. 26,] 

Syracuse.—Andrews Bros.’ contract price Adirondack venison in 
1884, 10c. per lb.; in 1885.1'iJ^c. Tbos Whiibread & Co. report “no 
material difference in prices” for 1884,1885. W. J. Fage paid in 1885, 
15c. [Ex. 12.] 

New York.—D. Kearr, Washington Market (largest dealer m venison 
in city), not more than the amount received in former years. 
Drohan & Powell, 214 Washington street, received in former years 
Adirondack venison in lots of ‘25 to 50 saddles: received at no one 
time in 1885 so many as 6; total receipts very small. The firm would 
gladly see a law passed forbidding absolutely the transportation to 
market ana sale of any venison killed in New York State at any time. 
French & Co., 180 Reade street, received no Adirondack venison at 
all in 1886, Knapp & Van Nostrand, 208 Washington street, report 
“none on the market this season to speak of, and we never want to 
see any; we would like to see the law forbid the killing and sale of 
New York meat.” E. G. Blackford (State Fish Commissioner), Fuitou 
Market, reports as his observation, less in market than ever before, 
[Ex, 13.] 

Weekly venison quotations, New York market, as given by the 
Producer's P-ice Cui-reni, for month of December, 1883-’81-’86; prices 
are those paid by dealers to commission merchants; venison de¬ 
scribed as Western meat, or in some cases, is undesignated: 

First Second Third Fourth 
Saddles. Week. Week. Week. Week. Average. 
1883 . 13(ai4c. 12(®t3c. 12(©l4c. 12(^140. 
1884 . 18(^15c. 14(§15c. 14(^t5c. I4iid5c. 139|®13 c. 
1885 . 12(^l3c. 12(2)14c. 14@l6o. 13@14c. I2^1434c. 

First Second Third Fourth 
Whole. Week. Week. Week. Week. Average. 
1883 . 8'a 9c. .@83. 8@ 9c. 8@ 9c, . @ 894c. 
1884 . 8®I0c. 8® 9c. 8® 9c. 8® 9c. 8 ® g^c. 
1885 . 8@1Cc. b®10c. 10@I2c. 10®l2<i. 9 @11 c. 

Saddles in 1885 lower than in 1884, higher than in 1883. Whole deer 
in 1885 higher than in 1884 and 1883, The only quotations of "State” 
(or Adirondack) meat, given by the Price Current, for 1883-’84-'85 are 
as follows: , .r, 

Second Third Fourth 
Wefk. Week. Week. 

December, 1884.... 13@14g. 18®14o. 18@14e. 
October, 1886. I4®15e. , l;®l6c. .. .. 

For verification of above and for quotations of venison for wnole 

8bason--August-January, 18aS-’84-’85-see file of Producer's Price 
Current, herewith. [Exhibit 14.] 

The “Crusting, Jacking and Still-Hunting" Argument. 
p. Much stress has been laid upon the alleged great desti‘uc.- 

tion by crusting, jacking and still-hunting. 

Crusting is now forbidden by law; its illicit practice will 
not be detected and punished by restoring bounding. Jack¬ 
ing will not be stopped by restoring hounding; neither will 
the dogs diminish tbe killing by still-bunting, save by the 
number of deer first killed by hounding. 

The way to check destruction by jacking and still-hunting 
is to stop those two practices, not to add a third. 

_ Your attention is invited to the significant fact that the 
bill now under consideration provides for greater license to 
destroy, but it makes no such compensating restriction. It 
d(3es not contemplate the abolition of jack-shooting nor of 
still-hunting. Whether the bill does or does not become a 
law, the jacking and the still-hunting will continue. 
The numbers killed by these modes will not be decreased. 
To the deer, then, certain to he killed by jacking and still- 
hunting in 1886, the repeal would add those killed by bound¬ 
ing, i, 6., it would double the destruction. 

The “Guide, Hotel and Invalid" Argument. 
f. That hounding is necessary for the support of Adiron- 

daiik guides, in the interest of hotel keepers, for the diversion 
of mvahds who sit on logs and listen to the dogs. 

In no part of the North Woods are the guides dependent 
upon the revenue to be deiived from hounding. They can 
find employment in other ways. Tbe profit to them of 
hounding would at the best be temporary, for bounding 
would not last. The only reason why dogging parties now 
engage more guides and dogs than formerly is because tbe 
deer are so scarce that the doggers have to scour over more 
co”ntry to find them. 

Hounding is not essential to the interest of the hotel pro¬ 
prietors; the tourists who frequent the North Woods, ex¬ 
clusively for hounding, are few in comparison with the total 
number of visitors. The only hotel keepers who ask tor 
hounding are those in diatiicts where the deer are so scarce 
that they can be secured in no other way. The use of hounds 
would enable these men to secure for their few rich city 
guests (who are at the bottom of this movement for a repeal) 
the last deer in their region. 

Deer drives are not organized as medicine for invalids. 
Few invalids lake p:irt in dogging. Were deer dogging any 
essential element of the merits of the Adirondacks as a resort 
for invalids, not even then would it be wise economy to 
license hounding. After a few years of hounding there 
lyould still remain consumptives to becured, log.s for them to 
sit on, guns for them to hold, but no dogs to hear because no 
deer to drive. 

Nor can we reasonably overlook the fact that other in¬ 
valids and overworked professional men—lawyers, physicians, 
clergymen, teachers, business men and others—annually re¬ 
pair to the ISorth Woods, attracted thither partly to find recre¬ 
ation, recuperation, and renewed health in the pursuit of 
deer bj’ inodes other than hounding. There will always be 
such visitors, so long as tbe game remains. Their claims 
for consideration—not less in future years than in the im¬ 
mediate present—outweigh the demands of those who ask 
extraordinary and temporary privileges, speedily ruinous in 
their operation. 

The “Number of Participants" Argument. 
g. It is alleged that more persons may participate in tbe 

hounding of deer than in the captui’e by any other method. 
This is true in some cases; in others it is not true. For 

it should be remembered that the practice of deer 
hounding is not confined to any one class of Imnters. It 
is followed by professional hunters, and in many instances 
tbe number of deer killed is very large in proportion to the 
numbers engaged in it. 

Sworn statement of Sam Dunning, New Ru.ssia. Essex county 
[.swpraj: “Stephen Mariiu andl killed 22 deer at Clear Pond in one 
week with two dogs. They drove the deer into the water and we 
killed them there. In this joint hunt we divided over 80 deer skins 
that we got with dogs.” [Ex. 2.] 

Sworn statement of Elijah Simonds [swpra]: ‘‘I have hunted deer 
for market. 1 and another man and three hounds killed ninety-six 
deer in one fall's hunt. We killed them by dogging near Scott’s at 
North Elba. Two of us with two dogs killed forty deer at Schi’oon 
River in one month.”—[Ex. 21.] 

In tbe summer it is true that, when the woods are 
full of tourists, it is the custom, upon hearing the 
hounds, to man all the waters in the vicinity with hunters 
armed with such weapons as may be provided. In this way 
many individuals do take part in the dogging. But under 
such conditions the capture of the game is assured; no water 
is UDwatched; and it is manifest that just in proportion to 
the numbers engaged must bo the speed with which tbe 
ultimate ruin will be accomplished. 

At the very highest estimate, those who would be benefited 
by hounding, for the short time that the scramble for the 
game lasted, would be few compared to the hosts who will 
now and in future years be benefited by the permanent main¬ 
tenance of the game supply. 

Statement of E. L. Rlcbarda, o£ Yale College: “The men who gen¬ 
erally kill the most deer with dogs are the men who live near tlie 
woods and who bring very little money into the woods and do very 
little there but to destroy deer and drink whiskey. That is the result 
of my observation of the men hunting deer mth dogs. * * * Let 
the law against hounding continue and a man can go into the woods, 
if he is anything of a sportsman, and kill what be wants to eat and 
have enough trouble to do it if he does it legitimately and not out of 
season, and the meat will be good. The men who bring money into 
the woods will come and the whiskey drinkers and the slaughterers 
who spend as little as they can and get all the deer tbev can without 
regard to their real wants, will stay away and New York State will 
be better off.” (Letter of March 6.) [Ex. 1.] 

The greatest good to the greatest number demands that 
tbe destruction of game be restricted within a bound com¬ 
mensurate with its power to recuperate. To that end hound¬ 
ing must be forbidden. If other modes must he stopped too, 
prohibit them as well, and stop all bunting for a term of 
years. That is the position held by the defenders of the 
anti-hounding law. _ 

' From the Utica Herald, March 19, 

It is not easy to make a sportsman accept the arguments 
of the pot-hunters who are trying lo create a sentiment 
against the anti-hounding law. There is not even plausi¬ 
bility to the theory that the use of liounds would be more 
preservative of game than still-bunting. Any one knows 
that more biidscan be shot with a good bird dog to start 
them out or tree them. Any one should know that a deer 
can be started and secured with a dog when he could not be 
reached without one. It is not the intention of the law to 
make the hunting of deer impossible, but to make a wise 
restriction so as to guard against extermination, which the 
selfish sportsmen and pot-hunters disregard. The cut, which 
represents the very unsportsmanlike taking of the game with 
the aid of boats and hounds, is reaUy no exaggeration. It is 
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only what a pot-hunter would do, and what a real sportsman 
would disdain to do. There is necessity for protective legis¬ 
lation, if wo intended to protect the game and make the 
persuit of it possible in our game preserves for years to come. 

There is a spirit among real sportsmen which looks be¬ 
yond the present, and that is highly creditable to them. It 
is hoped that this sensible view of the suh-ject will serve as 
a foil against the attacks of the hungry erWd who wish to 
secure to themselves the butchery of game at the expense of 
true sport. If the Adirondacks are to be regarded as mere 
cattle yards for the keeping and slaughtering of venison, 
then let the scheme of pot-hunters go through. But even 
then a little common sense would suggest that some means 
be restored to keep up the supply, instead of using the chief 
means of extermination. The Forest akd Stream, a 
paper always found on the side of the sportsmen’s true in¬ 
terests, eloquently defends the present law, and sounds a note 
of warning which it will be well to heed. It is not without 
signidcance that the oldest and wisest guides of the North 
Woods arc so strongly opposed to the efforts which would 
result in depopulating the forests of their most graceful as 
well as their most valuable game. The cut on our sixth 
page handsomely illustrates the situation which the deer 
bounders would bring about, and to which the opponents of 
the repeal of the present wise law are opposed. They are 
against slaughter of the deer, as such, in every form. 
There is a difference between bunting and slaughtering. 

HUNTING AT ARMY POSTS. 

Editor Forest and Stream; 

Having had a longer experience with the game in this 
vicinity than any other officer at this cantonment I have 
been requested to reply to your inquiries. 

No large game can be said to be abundant Within less than 
fifty miles of this place, except during October, when hun¬ 
dreds of mule deer are crossing the "Uncompahgre Valley 
within a mile of the post on their migration from the high 
mountain ranges forming the continental divide east and 
south of us to the Dolores and other lower valleys west and 
north of us. They are driven from the higher country by 
the first snow storms in October, and cross this valley by 
regular trails which date back to the time that this country 
was occupied by the Ute Indians. As proof of this, several 
Indian “platforms” are still to be seen in pinon trees over¬ 
hanging these deer trails iu the foothills on both sides of 
the valley. Most of the deer cross the open valley at night, 
consequently not very many are shot while crossing, A few 
small bands of deer remain in the wooded foothills within 
five miles of the post during the whole year, and some fifteen 
or twenty are killed every year within these limits by officers 
and enlisted men from the post. 

The Springfield and other .46 calibre rifles are used for 
deer .hunting. Deerhounds are not used. Stalking is the 
only method in use here. The mule deer’s senses are very 
keen—especially his sense of hearing, and few men can hunt 
wilb sufficient care not to startle him by some unusual 
noise before getting within range. Consequently among our 
numerous excellent target shots who hunt deer very few are 
successful. 

There are no whitetail deer in this vicinity. Judging 
from old antlers found in the foothills, elk were once com¬ 
mon here. They are now extinct in all the country nearer 
than that hunter’s paradise, the Grand Mesa, fifty miles north 
of us. 

A few grizzly bears, called here “silver tip,” have been 
killed within fifteen miles of this post, but they are rare. I 
have not heard of any of them exhibiting any special 
ferocity. 

T«vo “mountain lions,” that is the high sounding title 
given to the common American panther in this land of ex¬ 
aggeration, have been killed within fifteen miles of here in 
the past eighteen months. They seem, from the tracks 
seen, more numerous than the bears. 

Mountain sheep, now protected by law, are found in the 
mountains thirty miles south of us. They are said to be 
quite abundant. 

Antelope are said to be found about Grand Junction, 
seventy miles northwest of us; I have heard of none nearer. 

Of small game only cotton-tail rabbits are abundant. The 
Springfield 20-gauge shotgun (.61-caliber and not .30-caliber 
as some of your articles have made it appear) is well 
adapted for rabbit shooting, and many rabbits fall victims to 
it almost daily, from July, when the young rabbits are old 
enough to eat, until April, when they begin to breed. These 
rabbits, with an occasional deer, constitute the only note¬ 
worthy addition to the food supply of the command that is 
contributed by tbe game of the vicinity. 

Jack-rabbits are much less numerous than the cotton-tail. 
The jack-rabbit of Colorado seems to be the same as the 
great northern hare. It is gray in summer and white in 
winter, a very different animal from the jack-rabbit of Cal¬ 
ifornia that remains brown at all seasons. Unless one can 
appreciate a strong wild fiavor he had better not attempt to 
eat a jack-rabbit. 

Ducks, mallard, teal and a brown duck of undetermined 
species, pass over in autumn, and a few small flocks stop on 
the river near the post. Some are killed, but no large bags 
are made. The Spiingfleld thotgun is a poor gun for ducks. 
The more succ.t-shful duck huuurs use 10 and 12 gauge 
double guns. Sandhill crane and a few English snipe are 
sometimes seen here. 

The only other game birds are grouse. These are more 
remarkable lor variety than uuuiber-t. They are rapidly de¬ 
creasing. Sage grouse have ticco shot occasionally within a 
few hundred yards of the pust, but they have become verv 
scarce. 

Ruffed grous", also calDd phea«aat grouse, are occasion¬ 
ally found in pairs in the pinon and cedar woods on the foot 
hills near the post. 

Willow grouse are more abundant. They are found on 
the higher gmss-covered slopes Irom teu to fifteen miles from 
the post. Blue grouse, called also spruce grouse, spruce 
partridge, Canada grouse and, in Utah, fo d bens, are found 
on the same slopes in summer and early autumn and higher 
up in the spruce limber in winter. 

This is decidedly the finest table bird of the grouse family, 
but it should be drawn instantly on being shot, otherwise it 
acquires a disagreeable flavor from the spruce needles in its 
crop and gizzard. The sage flavor of the much underrated 
sage hen can be almost entirely prevented by the same pre¬ 
caution. This bird, by the way, has no crop, but its large 
gizzard will be found stuffed full of sage leaves so-called, the 
“sage bush” is really a wormwood. 

Ptarmigan, called here mountain quail, are shot in the 
high mouptajtis arpqnd Ouray thirty miles south ©f us. A, 

very few upland plover are shot here in the spring. This 
about completes the list of our game birds. 

I have not beard of any wild turkeys being seen nearer 
than Port Lewis, ninety miles north of us; nor of any quail 
in Colorado except where they have been introduced in the 
eastern part of the State. There are no prairie chickens in 
Western Colorado. 

Brook trout of fair size, one half to two pounds, are 
caught in the Uncompahgre River and its tributaries. They 
are not abundant. A dozen flsh is here considered an un¬ 
usually good basket for a day’s fishing. 

J. C. Worthington, Assistant Surgeon, U. S. A. 
Cantonement on the UncompAHGiiE Rtveb, Colorado, March 11,1886. 

CLUB RULES. 

Following is the organization of] the Beaver Dam 
Ducking Club: 

Its purposes are to afford opportunity to its members for 
healthful recreation and occasional relaxation from business 
care and pursuit, and to cultivate gentlemanly intercourse and 
pleasant social relations. 

1. The domicile of the club shall be in the city of Mem¬ 
phis, Shelby county, State of Tennessee; its club house or 
shooting lodge on Beaver Dam Lake, Tunica county, State 
of Mississippi. 

II. Its membership shall be limited to thirty-eight active 
and five honorary members. 

III. The officers of the organization shall be a President, 
Vice-President and a Secretary, who shall act and discharge 
the duties of Treasurer. 

IV. There shall he an Executive Committee, consisting of 
the officers and two members, elected at the annual meeting 
of the club. 

V. The President shall preside at all meetings of the club, 
call special meetings at the request of three members, or 
when, iu bis judgment, the interests of the club require it; 
and he shall also exercise a general supervision over the affairs 
of the club, 

VI. It shall be the duty of the Vice-President to discharge 
the duties of the President in his absence or at his request. 

VII. It shall be the duty of the Secretary to keep a record 
of all meetings and transactions of the club; collect dues and 
assessments; keep and have possession of all papers, funds 
and property of the club. He shall pay all bills, when ap¬ 
proved by the President, conduct all correspondence, and as 
the agent of the Executive Committee employ, control and 
discharge all employes of the club. 

VIn The Executive Committee shall alone authorize the 
expenditure of the funds of the club (except the ordinary 
current expenses), employ and discharge the assistants at the 
club house; and make such club house rules as may be neces¬ 
sary, which shall be posted in a conspicuous place in the 
club Iiouse. 

IX. It is the duty of members to attend all meetings of the 
club, and to observe all rules while at the club house and 
shooting grounds; report derelictions on the part of em¬ 
ployes to the officers; pay promptly the club house charges, 
and manifest due consideration for the pleasure of the less 

•experienced members. 
X. Honoraiy memhersliip .shall be conferred on those only 

who have become distinguished in field sports, or have made 
liberal donations to the club, and they shall be elected by a 
unanimous ballot. 

Xr. The privileges of the club may be extended to persons 
who have placed the club under obligations for favors, 
courtesies, etc., and to ministers in charge of congregations. 

XII. The election of officers shall take place, by ballot, at 
the annual meeting, on the first Monday in September. 

XIII. The Executive Committee shall prepare and submit 
to the club an estimate of the annual expenses, each and 
every year, at the annual meeting in September, and no other 
assessments shall be made during the fiscal year for which the 
estimate is made, unless authorized by a majority vote of the 
active members of the club. 

XIV. No member shall have any right to or ownership of 
the property of the club; and on termination of membership, 
all his lights, privileges, etc., shall cease. 

XV. All applications for membership shall be indorsed by 
two members of the club, and presented at a regular meet¬ 
ing, or at a special meeting called for the purpose, after ten 
days’ notice given by the Secretary to each member; and it 
shall require a unanimous ballot to elect. 

XVI. The initiation fee shall be $100. 
XVII. Failure to pay dues or assessments, after thirty 

days’ notice by the Secretary, shall forfeit membership, with¬ 
out further action of the club. 

XVIII. The privileges of the club can be extended only to 
non residents of Shelby county, State of Tennessee, except 
as hereinbefore provided. No member shall be permitted to 
invite more than one guest at any one time. 

XIX All club hou'^e rules promulgated by the Executive 
Committee shall have the same forse and effect as if ordered 
by the club, until reseinded by resolution of the club. 

XX. For any violation of the rules of the club or of the 
Executive Committee, or for any conduct unbecoming a 
gentleman and sportsman, a fine of twenty-flve dollars shall 
be imposed for the ti^^t offense; and for a 8< cond violation 
of any of the rules aforesaid, the m^ mber shall be expelled, 
aud forfeit all right®, privileges and interest in the clulr, 

XXL Tne Ex> cutive Committee shall employ a manager, 
who snail reside at the club house, whose duty if shall be to 
keep the same clean and in order and the boats secure and 
iu good condition; prepare meals; secure paddlees for mem 
hers and their guests, aud care for aud exeicise a gen. ral 
supervi-ion over the prop rty of tbe club at the lake, and re¬ 
port promptly the flights of game. 

XX'I. Tne oharges for meals at the c’ub bouse, and hire 
for li e paddIt.Ts. shall be fixed by the Exrcutive. Committee. 

XXIII. It shall require ten membeis to constitute a quo 
rum for business, A majority vole of the entire member 
ship of the club shall be necessary for the expulsion of a 
member. 

XXIV. Members of the club shall be held responsible for 
the conduct and expenses of their guests while at the club 
house. 

XXV. It shall be the duty of the Executive Committee to 
prefer charges against any member for a violation of the 
rules of the club. 

XXVI. A register shall be kept in an exposed place at the 
club bouse, in which all members and guests shall register 
their names, date of arrival and departure. 

XXViL The election of persons to membership in the 
club, or for the expulsion of a member, shall be by secret 
ballot, 

XXV III. No member shall claim or have exclusive use of 

any convenience or fixture on or about the lake; except, that 
he may provide his own boat. 

XXIX, Order op Business. 1, Roll call. 2. Reading 
minutes of previous meeting. 8. Reports of committees, 
4. Miscellaneous business. 6. Election of officers. 6. Ad¬ 
journment. 

XXX. These articles may be altered or amended at any 
meeting of the club by a three-fourths’ majority of those 
present. 

Habits of the Ruffed Grouse.—Brookfield, N. Y.— 
Before market hunting became profitalde and the spoitsraau, 
so called, became the “pot-hunter,” grouse were of the more 
stay at home kind, inhabiting tbe same thicket year after 
year; or you could always flush him down near the swamp, 
where the young cedars and hemlocks are the thickest. I 
have crept up quietly and cautiously, parting the branches 
noiselessly, have seen the grouse in its home just in front of 
me on the south side of an old rotten hemlock log, half buried 
in the soft, rich brown decoyed bark and wood, basking in 
the mellow summer morning’s sunshine. I have watched 
the mother grouse with her covey of thirteen, unconscious 
of the picture she formed. For three consecutive seasons an 
old ruffed grouse reared her brood in tlie same place. Could 
I be mistaken in the identity? 1 think not, so many times 
have I flushed her, always within a few yards of the decayed 
hemlock, just thu'ty-six paces from the spring-hole. Ton 
may ask if my gun ever came into position—but fingers that 
were trained to unloose those hammers became motionless. 
Hunting one day in the vicinity I came around to that 
charmed spot. Down near the spring-hole in the soft ground 
were the foot prints of man and dog. Too well I knew the 
story.—;A. C. M. _ 

Swans in the Niagara River.—Ten large wild swan 
were discovered swimming iu Niagara River, just below the 
falls, at an early hour yesterday morning, some of them 
apparently in a wounded condition. Mr. Frank Nasoiy, Jr., 
of this village, succeeded in capturing one of the beauties.— 
C. E. Lewis (Suspension Bridge, N. Y., March 21). 

A WHITE QUAIL. 

Editor- Forest and Stream: 
. Immediately after my arrival here early in Januaiy, I was 
informed that a covey of quail habituatedin a certain locality, 
which among their members contained three pure white 
birds. A_ sportsman of the neighborhood who knew the 
country welL very kindly consented to escort me to the gi'oimd 
so soon as I had got ray puppies sufficiently under control to 
be of much service in the field, neither of them—five in 
number—having ever seen a game bii-d before reaching this 

lace. After giving them a little work aud having them un- 
er fair command we started oyer to the neighborhood the 

birds were said to inhabit, and after a thorough search were 
disappointed in not finding them, although seeing a number of 
coveys and making a nice bag. As time wore on my anxiety 
to at least see those birds increased, as I could still hear of a 
white quail being seen by the negroes; the three being now 
reduced to one. After repeated trials first with one brace of 
dogs, then with another, and always finding fair shooting and 
no white birds, I concluded that either there were no white 
birds at all or I was on the wrong grounds. Meeting with a 
sporting doctor of the place he stated to me that ho knew ex¬ 
actly where they were raised and proposed that we should go 
over and have a day’s shooting and include this field in our 
beat. Soon afterward, on a beautiful clear morning we were 
on the ground and cast the dogs off in a field of cotton stalks 
and patches of sedge gi’ass in a different locality from that in 
which I had formerly looked for them. He was hunting a 
dropper, an excellent dog, while I used Macleod, a young 
setter by Knight of Snowdon out of Aiisa. His dog had the ad¬ 
vantage on coveys while Mac was the superior on single or 
scattered birds. Nearing the close of a fine day’s shooting it 
again looked as if we were doomed to disappointment even 
with tbe negro for our guide who said he had frequently seen 
the white partridge, when, being some distance from the 
othei-s and divided from them by a small strip of woods, 1 
heard both bairels go off in rapid succession and then a loud 
hallo for me to come over there. On going over 1 learned the 
doctor had really got up a small covey, and among them 
the white bird, and the last they had seen of it, it was going 
over the top of a tali tree away off in the woods. A fruitless 
search among the dry leaves failed to discover it, and being 
late we started for home, moi'tified on my part that I had 
failed to see the curiosity, but thinking earnestly of to-mor¬ 
row and what dog or dogs I would take in pursuit of it. My Eet Shela was a little sick and off his feed. Maewhad had a 

ard day of it and would be a little stiff' in the morning, but 
there was Prime, a noble and worthy son of the illustrious 
Druid, and Ben, litter brother to Shela and Mac, both fine 
rangers, staunch before or behind as anything can be, with 
excellent noses, and level heads. 

The next morning looked threatening for a storm, but off I 
went, and after a brisk ride of three and a half miles, when 
nearing the place where the white bird had been sprung the 
previous evening, I cast off the dogs. Prime was to-the left 
and going with a long, raking, easy stride, with head finely 
carried when he suddenly wheeled into the wind, crouched, 
then advanced a few steps and was rigid. Ben, off to the 
right, saw him instantly and was firm as a statue. Without 
speaking to the dogs and riding my horse some distance into 
the field and tying it to a bu^ffi and inserting shells into rny 
gun I returned and walked past Prime when tip sprung a half 
dozen quail and among them the white bird; a brown one 
dropped to the first uarrel and the white to the second, a real 
little beauty. After bagging sixteen more birds and two 
iiares for tue negro into whose stable I had put my horse, I 
got back home just as the rain began to sprinkle, delighted 
with my prize. John Daviuson. 

Marshall CouNTy, Miss., Feb. 34, 1884. 

A Modest Wolf Story.—Lawrence, Kas., March8—Re¬ 
cently a farmei- living in the southern part of this county 
came into the city with the report that he had discovered a 
cave on his farm that was inhabited by prairie wolves, and 
from what he cou.d find out they amounted to about. Sdu. 
He had killed a lew, but they would not come out, and he 
was afraid to enter the cave. Preparations were at once 
made to raid the den. A large party arrived at the ijlace 
yesterday morning and turning the dogs loose, one or two of 
them rushed into the cave and were at once tora to pieces. 
A force of men then began operations and in a short time had 
a hole into the cave, back of the wolves. Two men entered, 
and all the dogs that could be found, and advanced on the 
rear of the mass of^ animals, who had by this time assembled 
in the front part of the caveiTL The dogs became frightened 
and beat a retreat, and ihe men, after tiring a few shots also 
got out. After an all-day’s skirmish, the hunters decided to 
make a dash and drive out their prey and kill as many as 
possible. All drew back from the front and kept quiet, and 
two men again entered in the rear. This time they succeeded 
in causing a stampede, and in a shoi't time the cave was 
empty. The shooters did some good work, and by the time 
they were through about lt)0dea4 wolves strewed the ground. 
The others escaped, and the paity returoai minus four dogs. 
A grand hunt is proposed, it is 9ttppos»?d the animals 
wintered, in theoa.ve 
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NEW ENGLAND ANGLING. 

APRIL ! the trout season will open in Massachusetts. In 
this State prospects are not flattering for the early 

catch, since the streams, in the northern towns at least, are 
likely to be locked in ice. ^ But trout will be in market law¬ 
fully, and that will be satisfactory to the marketman and the 
gourmand. By the way, bow euiious.itis that the fish mar¬ 
kets all have trout on their stands on the morning of April 
1, w’hen the law says plainly that there shall be no having in 
possession previous to that date. Some trout must be caught 
very early in the morning, to say the least. 

•‘But,’’remarked the owner of a fish market on that day 
last year, when asked how he came by trout which had been 
dead a week, “the law isn’t designed to prevent our having 
tiout for sale April 1, but to prevent early fishing and pro¬ 
tect the fish.” Veiy good. The fish must be taken unlaw¬ 
fully- else they cannot be for sale the moment the law is oflf. 
But it is the marketman who must be favored under all fish 
and game protective laws, and it is the marketman who is 
fast driving the last shadow of the best fish and game out of 
existence. When will the public come to understand this? 

In Maine there is a vast body of snow—greater than usual 
at this season. The last storm—rain on the seaboard—added 
to the already heavy quantity of snow in the interior. The 
chances are that the opening of the trout season in that Slate, 
May 1, will find the ground partly covered and the streams 
full of ice and snow water. In the Androscoggin Lake re¬ 
gion, it is not easy to indicate prospects thus early, bq^there 
are great trout expectations. A number of Boston sports¬ 
men will be “on the wing” the day the telegraph says “The 
ice has gone out.” A party of three or four Boston mer¬ 
chants propose to make a novel trip to “the fishing grounds” 
this week. They will go by sleigh, not to fish, but just for 
the novelty of riding down Oquossack to the camps, on the 
ice. 

keeping up a steady strain on the line, the fish began to show 
signs of weariness from its great efforts. I had a landing 
net ready, and as soon as the fish approached the boat, I 
slipped it under him, and came near going into the water in¬ 
stead of taking the fish out. The battle occupied fully fif¬ 
teen minutes at least, although it seemed to be much longer, 
and Mr. Greene was in a violent perspiration. After the 
capture he took the evening boat for Buffalo, which in those 
days occupied much time on the trip, and as there was no 
ice at the Sault, I had fears that the trout would not reach 
New York in good condition. 

If Mr. Greene is still living, I'am in hopes he may see this 
article. * p, R, Hoy, M.D. 

Eacine, Wisconsin. 

ANGLER, GUIDE AND TROUT. 

Anew YORK man went with his guide to Brandy Point 
in 1885 to catch trout. After much laborious sitting 

still the guide managed to hook on the end of a hand line 
with a struggling worm for bait, an enormous trout which 
weighed ten pounds and a quarter. When the fish had been 
safely landed and incontinentally knocked in the head with 
a club, the unsuccessful but ingenious angler looped a gaudy 
“toddle bug” fly upon the end of his line, and fastening the 
hook in the mouth of the gasping fish, he bent his rod double 
by the strain he put upon it, Upon reaching the Mooseluc- 
maguntic house where he lodged for the tims, the angler 
told how the big trout had been caught upon the toddle bug 
fly and had bent double the pliant' rod, but he did not re¬ 
member the guide nor the handline nor the worm. When, 
however, the New York angler had returned to his home 
and had put the big trout and the toddle-bug fly in a glass 
case, the guide remembered the rest of the story and made 
merry over it. 

This fable teaches us how New York can give points to 
the rest of the country in capturing big Rangeley trout, but 
it also teaches us that the angler should fiu-st set it up with 
the guide before extolling the gaudy fly at the expense of 
the humble but industrious red-worm. A. Morce. 

By the way, the rebuilt Upper Dam puts the flowage of 
Mooselucmaguntic Lake some four feet higher, and some of 
the campvs are being moved back. The most of the camps 
on that lake, however, will be “high and dry.” What the 
new flowage will do for the fishing^is a question. At Trout 
Cove it will doubtless be better, since ft has always required 
moderately high water to bring success at that woll known 
point. When Richardson Lake—^the lake below the Upper 
Dam—was raised eight feet by the rebuilding of the Middle 
Dam six years ago, it was followed the second and third 
years by remarkably good fishing. It is concluded that 
flowage creates new feeding grounds for trout, but breaks up 
spawning beds. At the Upper Darn itself there has been no 
fishing for two seasons. The repairing, begun one year 
ago, caused the drawing off of the water and the shutting of 
it off by coffer dam at Trout Cove, so that visitors there last 
season found the bottom dry where the rushing pool used to 
be, and u lot of logs, dry enough to burn, at the very spot 
where the celebrated eleven-pound trout, the largest true 
iSalmo fontinedis on record, was taken six years ago. 

A recent letter from the superintendent says that the re¬ 
pairs at the Upper Dam will be about completed, and the 
w'ater, unobstructed, turned on by the beginning of the fish¬ 
ing season. What the long-continued holding back of the 
water at this point has done for the fishing remains to be 
told. One experienced sportsman suggests that since “trout 
always go up stream in the fall and down stream in the 
spiiug,” there will be no fishing below the new dam, but it 
will be as good as ever above it. Another theory is that the 
trout will follow the minnows up from Richardson Lake be¬ 
low the same as usual, but that there will be no fishing 
above the dam. Probably the true position is that the trout 
have been driven away and much disturbed by the long 
absence of water, and it would be singular if they got back 
in as great numbers as usual in season to be caught this 
spring. 

The popularity of steam launches on the Androscoggin 
lakes is great. Capt. Fred Barker adds a new steamer to 
the Mooselucmaguntic fleet this year. Messrs. Betton & 
McKane have put a nice little steamer on Richardson Lake. 
This makes five steamboats in all on that lake—three private 
boats and tYjp public. Alas! for the march of improvement. 
It builds dams and cuts down the forests. Row boats are 
too slow, and the camp must give way to the hotel and the 
summer cottage. This march of improvement is like the 
coming on of old age. Both are determined to end our sport¬ 
ing days, and it is sometimes a question which will first 
succeed. Special. 

A LARGE TROUT. 

Ediioi' Forest and Stream: 
Mr. Green, of the city of New York, caught at Sault Ste. 

Mary, on the 30th day of June, 1845, a speckled trout {Sal- 
'celimis fontinalis) that weighed on a pair of balances, used 
in a store, just twelve pounds. It caused considerable ex¬ 
citement at the time. Old resident fishermen of the Sault 
declared that it weighed a little over two pounds more than 
the largest that ever before was caught to their knowledge. 
This was the only fish Green caught that day. He started 
back to New York with his monster. I was with him when 
he caught the trout. It was taken near the Canada shore 
just at "the foot of the falls, in a whirlpool caused by the ob- 
kiuction of a large rock. 

As this all happened over forty years ago, I cannot at this 
day give you Mr. Green’s initials or address. I did not know 
him very well; we were guests in a tavern kept by a Mr. 
Fowler and there was no register kept at his house. At Mr. 
Green’s request, I accompanied him in an Indian bark canoe. 
We paddled as near the falls as possible, where he made 
numerous casts which were unsuccessful. We then landed 
on the Canada side; he opened his book of flies, which I 
viewed with pleasure, as it was the first fly-book I had ever 
seen. He selected a fly of medium grade, I think he called 
it a “drake,” and took his position on a projecting rock 
which stood at a point where the water was boiling and 
whirling over a sunken rock, which slightly projected above 
the angry falls. I had left him and gone a short distance 
into the woods in search of flowers when I heard him 
shouting for me to come and assist him, as he had hooked 
a whale. When I came in sight of him his rod was bent 
into an irregular ellipse, the line, about twenty feet long, 
was stretched out to its full extent. Of course, I gave him 
much unasked advice, how to keep away from the rocks, 
how to work his fish as far down stream as possible, etc. 
Finally I got into the canoe and went to his assistance. After 

A GAME CATFISH. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I have just been reading the “Adirondack Fishes” and the 

work has interested me very much. 1 must differ from Mr. 
Mather concerning the edible qualities of the black bass, as 
I am fond of them, but no two persons agree upon tastes and 
relative value of foods, yet I appreciate with him the com¬ 
mon catfish of the East, Amiurus eatus. 

There is one of the cats, however, which is very much 
better; this is the Southern channel cat, Ictalurus jranetatus, 
of the South, west of the Blue Ridge—not to be confounded 
with the catfish, also called “channel’’ found in Pennsylva¬ 
nia, Virginia, etc., 1. albidus. The piinctatus loves clear 
running streams and likes a bottom of stone or gravel. It 
is an excellent table fish, and 1 think is one of our most val¬ 
uable fishes. It is very gamy and rises splendidly to the fly, 
and shows, I think, as much and even more fight than some 
trout. Many, I may say most, people in the Eastern States 
do not know that this is a first-class game fish, and by first 
class I mean one that takes the fly finely and fights well. 
Though mostly fished for with bait, these cats rise splendidly 
to the fly and are full of game. I have heard of many being 
caught in Texas with the brown hackle, but 1 have never 
been successful wdth it and have always found a gaudy, bright 
black bass fly was better. The best fly for these cats is made 
with a white body. A fly which I have never been able to 
find in tackle stores, or in dealers’lists, but which is used 
in the South as a home-made article, is one of the best flies 
for this fish. It has red wings, white body, white hackles 
(deer tail hairs) and a black head, like the heads on some of 
the salmon flies. 

The cat in question I believe grows to the weight of thirty 
pounds—Jordan says twenty to twenty-five pounds-I have 
never seen them of over eighteen pounds. I cannot help 
ranking this fish far above the mascallunge and the lake 
trout, for the deep trolling, spoon trolling and bait fishing 
these two fish require seems like inferior sport, and any fish 
that has to be taken in these ways is much below a fish that 
takes the fly as does this cat. 

Unfortunately many good anglers are but poor naturalists, 
and are not accurate observers of the differences of fishes. 
This has caused many people in the East to confound and 
mix up all the catflshes. In their minds a catfish is a mud- 
loving beast, and the common horn-pout represents to them 
the whole tribe. I have been surprised at the ignorance ex¬ 
isting on this point in the East. I have found skillful anglers 
and intelligent men who thought that the horn-pout, the 
great Mississippi cat and one or two others comprised the 
w'hole family. They tarred all with the same stick, and 
thought all the cats had the same habits, tastes, etc , the 
fundamental axiom being that they all loved mud, were 
coarse fish, exclusively bottom feeders, and not game. Now 
all this is very wrong, of course. According to the latest 
list of North American fishes—published last year, 1885— 
there are thirty-one species of catfish, divided into seven 
genera, north of the Mexican line. They differ much in 
their habits. For instance, the two members of the genus 
Ictalurus, to which the channal cat belongs, love clear water 
and stone or gravel bottoms, while the Amiuri, certain mem¬ 
bers of which are the most known to Eastern people, love 
muddy streams and sluggish water. It is this genus, 
Amiunis, that has thrown odium on the whole family. 

Let me quote from Prof. Jordan, the great ichthyologist, 
whose opinion on a fish is certainly entitled to consideration: 
“The flesh of the channel cat when fresh is very superior; 
it is white, crisp and juicy, of excellent flavor and not tough. 
When well cooked I consider it superior to that of the black 
bass, the wall-eye, the yellow perch, or any other_ of our 
percoid fish. Among our fresh-water fish it is iulerior only 
to the whiteflsh, the trout, and other Sahnonvlm. The chan¬ 
nel cat abounds in all flowing streams from Western New 
York westward to Montana and southward to Texas, It is 
perhaps most common in Tennessee, Arkansas and Jilissouri. 
It seems to prefer running waters, and both young and old 
are most abundant in gravelly shoals and rifmles. " * " 
I have occasionally taken channel cats in ponds and bayous, 
but such localities are apparently not their preference. They 
rarely enter small brooks, unless these are clear and grav¬ 
elly. Whether they will thrive in artificial ponds we can 
anly know from experiment.” 

The channel cat is, as I have said, a southern and western 
fish, and is found from Montana to Mexico, and to Gemgia. 
On the east it seems to be limited by the Blue Ihdge 
Mountains. Prof. Cope, in his “Fishes of North Csu’olina,” 
says that the channel cat is only found west of the Blue 

Ridge, that is, in the streams flowing into the Tennessee, 
and so eventually into the Gulf. East of the Blue Ridge 
another genus of cats—the Arnwwj—takes its place. This 
genus is very different, however, in its habits, haunts and 
value, either for food or game. 

Like many other fishes the channel cat is generally fished 
for with bait, by those who know of no other way, but it is 
a first-class fish for the fly-fisherman, Cyrtoxtx. 

BLACK BASS ANGLING. 
Editor F'orest and Stream: 

Your correspondent “F. W. O.’s” inquiry as to the advan¬ 
tage of using two hooks for bass, and Mr. Leopold’s reply in 
last week’s issue have been noticed. My own experience in 
fishing for black bass (small-mouth) has been confined to 
still-fishing in the lakes of New England, and principally 
in New Hampshire, and during a period of several year’s I 
have caught a groat many. I have used two hooks and 
sometimes three, but have finally come to the conclusion, 
based upon my experience, that more fish and larger ones 
can be caught with a single hook than if more are used. 
Perhaps in running waters the multiplication of hooks 
would be an advantage, and the greater display of tackle 
be a less serious matter than I believe it to bo in still lake 
fishing. 1 have tested the matter until I .am couvinced that 
there is a disadvantage in using several hooks in still-fishing, 
even though different kinds of bait be used on each hook. 
I have often used two rods, one having a single hook and 
the other two or more, .and while the fish would freely 
bite at the single hook, they passed the other assortment 
of hooks and baits, although one of their number might 
be baited with the same kind of bait as the single hook. I 
do not mean to say that they would never bite "at the gang 
of hooks, but my success with a single hook has always fai 
exceeded that when more were used. This in still-fishing 
from a boat. In running water or in rapids, where the water 
is constantly in motion, the extra hooks may be of advan¬ 
tage, as the extra display would be less likely to be noticed 
by the fish than when used in lake fishing, for bass are often 
very capricious, and although many are caught with coarse 
tackle, heavy lines without any leader, yet so far as my ob¬ 
servation has extended, through several successful seasons, 
the finer the tackle used and the less display in the water 
made by the tackle, the more successful has been the result. 

Using but a sinsle hook docs not by any means prevent the 
use of a variety of bait, a half dozen kinds can be tried until 
the right kind is found, if necessary, and if the bass are in a 
biting mood it will take but a very short time to meet their 
requirements in way of bait, if it is at hand, “but if they 
won’t bite they won’t, you may depend on’t.” Days theie 
are when, no matter how varied or enticing the display of 
bait, the prince of game fishes will not be persuaded, days, 
too, that seem to the fisherman most perfeci for the sport. 
Many a time have I watched them in the clear waters of the 
lake—big fellows that fairly drove one wild in his desire to 
hook them—lazily swimming about, and occasionally ap¬ 
proaching the baited hook and, stopping within an inch or 
two of the tempting morsel, suddenly whisk their tail and 
slowly turn away. Days like those, of course, when the 
surface of the water is calm, aie not the best for bass fishing. 

If “F. W. O.” fishes in still water, let him try the experi¬ 
ment next season of fishing with two rods, the one having a 
single hook, the other more, using same kind of leaders and 
hooks on both, and I think he will become convinced that 
the rod with a single hook will kill more pounds of fish than 
the other in the same day. 

The note from “B. O B.,” Kalamazoo, Mich., in Forest 
AXD Stream .Jan. 31, in which he says bass are being caught 
through the ice there this winter, reminds me of a big one 
(smalf-month) I caught a year ago the present month in 
Rockingham county, N. H. 

J was fishing for pickerel through ice eighteen inches 
thick. It was early In the morning; having set my lines the 
day before, I was that morning rebaiting the hooks. It was 
exceedingly cold, and nearly three inches of ice had formed 
in the holes during the night. 1 had set one line about a 
hundred and fifty to two hundred feet from shore iu water 
some thirty-five feet deep, where I frequently caught a big 
perch. I had just put a good-sized live minnow on the hook 
and before it had sunk many feet something seized it and 
started in a hurry toward the north pole, and in less time 
than it takes me to write it had taken out some fifty or sixty 
feet of line, and I thought it about time to have a band in 
the business. I struck—what I could not tell—but some¬ 
thing that made things lively fora time. I pulled in the fish, 
and to my surprise landed a black b-ass that wuughed nearly 
four pounds (31bs. l4oz., ten hours later). It was a female, 
iu good condition, and contained good-sized roes. 1 know 
that several large bass have been caught from the same lake 
through the ice iu mid-winter. 

I also notice in a New Hampshire paper received to-day 
the following; “A black bass weighing seven und a bull 
pounds was caught through the ice in Sunapee laikc a few 
days since.” 

If the bass do hibernate, as claimed by Dr.. Hensball and 
others, there are many exceptions to the rule. Noixoe. 

Kansas City, Mo., Februai’y, 1880 

The "Icefish”of Lake QnAAFijkm.—Editor Forestand 
Stream: I send you to day some specimens of the so-called 
“icefish” from Lake Champlain, and should like to know 
what you determine them to be. If an Osmerus, as you sug¬ 
gested iu conversation a while ago, what species? I send 
them as I received them, without examination.—Petra. 
[The fish were smelts, Osmerus mordax (Mitch.), Gill. They 
were too far gone in decomposition to determine whether 
they might be either of the two varieties from Maine lakes, 
recorded by Jordan and Gilbert—“Synopsis of the Fishes of 
North America”—or not. Had they been packed in ice, this 
point might have been determined.]. 

Bass Flies for Mihnesota.-Casselton, D. T., March 15. 
— Will some of the “brothers of the rod,” who have tiled the 
fly for bass in Minnesota waters, be kind enough to give me 
some bints as to what they found to be the most taking 
“bugs” for those waters? I tried, in a casual way one day 
last summer, a gang composed of the oriole, Cheney and Seth 
Green, but found no takers.—H. P. Ufpord. 

Northern Wisconsin.—Eagle River.—This part of 
northern Wisconsin, on the Wisconsin and Eagle rivers, ^ a 
prime fishing country, Muskelonce, lake trout and otner 
fish are caught in profusion. Deer are found and trapping 
is done near here.—T. 
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The Catfts>i as Game.—We have on sev^eral occasions 
printed letters-from correspondents which stated that a cat¬ 
fish had taken an artificial fiy. This was regarded as a sort 
of accident, or iu the light of nuususd conduct on the part of 
the catty, who-e instincts seldom incline hiur to such trivial 
things as flies, hut rather incite him to search for both the 
early and the late worm upon the bottom. Now comes our 
valued correspondent “Cyrtonyx,” who tells us, iu another 
column, of a genus of catfishes which rises like a trout to 
the lure and fights like a black bass. We know that the 
writer of the article is an accomplished fly-fisher, who sel 
dom or never uses bu't. and is possessed of more ichthyologi¬ 
cal lore than most anglers dream is known to any man, for 
the average angler is content to angle and to know a trout 
from a bass by its general appearance, without burdening 
his head with such trifles as which has spinous fins or teeth 
like bristles. Therefore, we commend the observations of 
“Cyrtonyx” and indorse him as one who knows of what he 
speaks. By a happy coincidence, Mr. John Davidson, of 
Monroe, Mich , dropped into the office while we were read¬ 
ing the letter referred to, and began relating what a beauti¬ 
ful, garay-looking catfish he saw iu Spring River, south of 
Kansas, in the Indian Territory, while down there working 
his dogs recently. He said that he saw many caught by buys 
with bait iu clear, rocky streams, and that the fish was as 
shapely as a mackerel and looked as gamy as a trout. His 
detcription of the spotted sides agreed with that of 1. pinic- 
taidx. Here is a chance for flshculturists. 

Largest Rangelev Trout.—Boston, March 20—Editor 
Forest and Stremi: In your issue of March 18, George Wild 
calls upon “Stephen Morse, Lawrence Sargeant, iVlarshall 
Whitney, and all good honest guides” of the Rangeley Lake 
region to send in their records as to the largest bout {Salmo 
fonimalis) evtv taken in Rangeley waters. In this connec¬ 
tion I would like to say that one of the Rangeley guides, 
Capt. Barker, well-known in Boston for his annual visits and 
his addresses before the boys of the Chauncey Hall school, 
gave an address one evening in the winter or spring of 1885, 
before the Appalachian Mountain Club. At that meeting, 
iu answer to a question from me as to the very largest square¬ 
tailed or speckled trout ever taken iu Rangeley waters, he 
stated that the vep^ largest of w'hicli there was undoubted 
record weighed thirteen pounds and some ounces. The ex¬ 
act ounces I do not remember, but am positive that the 
weight was over thirteen pounds. Will not Capt. Barker 
repeat fiis statement to Forest Airo Stream for the benefit 
ot Mr. Wild and all interested?—C. H. Ames. 

The Niagara Courty Angler’s Club has been organ¬ 
ized at Lockport, N. Y. The officers are: President, David 
Millar; Secretary, Wash. 11. Cross; Treasurer, J. E Emer¬ 
son. 

^islfCttUttu. 
SHORT LOBSTERS.—Recent developments show that the 

catchers of short lobsters along the Maine and Massachusetts 
coasts have really got themselves into deeper trouble than at 
first appeared. A recent letter to Deputy Commissioner Shat- 
tuck shows that the fines imposed upon one man in Portland 
amount to over SI,000. That number of lobsters under lOt^ 
inches in length wer e found iu his possession, and the statute 
of that State imposes a fine cf §1 each. This man swore that 
a car containing about half these lobsters were the property 
of the man who had loaned it to him, and thafc hehadno 
knowledge of the lobsters in it. But the commissioners say 
that they shall have no difficulty iu proving that the key to 
the car -was in the possession of the man imder arrest. They 
have other cases against him, and they say he will have to 
give up the short lobster business. At this end of the line a 
good deal of work is being done. A private detective is em¬ 
ployed, and as the appropriation by the State is insufficient, 
the Massachusetts Fish and Game Protective Association is 
paying the bills. Its members are determined that the most 
valuable crustacean on our coa.st shall be protected to the ex¬ 
tent of the statute at least. But the waste from canniug is 
the worst feature. In Maine it is lawful to take lobsters down 
to nine inches in length during April, May and June for can¬ 
ning. This special privilege, Commissionei- Coimce writes, 
will be sedulously opposed at the next sesiion of the Legisla¬ 
ture of that Stale. The lobstei-s are canned for the foreign 
trade chiefiy, since canned lobsters are not popular, even in 
the West. An earnest endeavor will also be made for lobster 
protective laws in Rhode Island and Connecticut, since Long 
Island Sound, one of the best lobster grounds in the country, 
has been almost depleted by wasteful and indiscriminate fish¬ 
ery. Here the lobster fishermen are coming to Comm.ssioner 
Sliattnck with congratulations at his success in stopping the 
short lobster busine.-s. They say that if it is kept up for only 
a few years longer the lobster is done forever. They appear 
to be in favor of protection—the gi-eat majority of them—and 
they would be willing to furnish evidence to convict the few 
who persist in retaining lobstei s forbidden by law, but for the 
fact that their entire property and living is their lobster pots, 
and they dare not offend the law-breakers.—Boston Herald, 
March 19. _^_ 

PISHCULTURE AT BLOOMING GROVE PARK—for 
Forest and Stream; The club here has about twenty miles of food trout streams, such as Shohola, Blooming Grove and 

aylor’s creeks, and some others. Leaving the railway station 
we drive up the mountain seven miles to the club house, along 
the Blooming Grove Creek most of the way from Millvill^ 
All along here are found spring tributaries suitable to deposit 
trout fry in. Ample provision has been made to protect these 
streams as well as the lakes belonging to the association, by 
the employment of guardians who also look after the hunting 
grounds. These men are invested with power to arrest tres¬ 
passers by the charter of the association given by the State 
of Pennsylvania. In a former letter, published in your issue 
of Mat ch 11, I gave an account of the hatchery and the fish 
now m the troughs. Lakes Laura and Giles abound in black 
bass, but for some reason they will not take any lure in the 
latter although it has been repeatedly tried. The fry in the 
hatchery are doing weU and will be planted in the streams 
next month.—W kite Miller. 

A FISHERMAN'S ASSOCIATION.—A meeting of fisher¬ 
men and citizens of Duluth, Minn., was held on March 13, and 
an association was formed. An address on tishculture was 
made by our correspondent, W. D Tomlin, Esq., in which he 
showed Jiow the fishermen should work with the fishculturists 
for common good. He referred to the millions of whiteflsh 
fry being turned out yearly by Mr. Prank' N. Clark at the 
U. S. hatcheries at Northville and Alpena, Mich., as showing 
what can be done at little expense aud advocated the establish¬ 
ment of a hatchery at Duluth. Mr. Tomlin quoted a fishcul- 
turist as saying that spawn taken from fish found dead in the 
nets can be hatched. This is an erior; the eggs die shortly 
after the fish dies, perhaps in a few minutes. A committee 
was appointed to m-aft a constitution to be submitted at a 
future meeting, and the following officers were elected: 
Martyn Wheeler, Chairman; W. D. Tomhn, Secretary; Capt. 
E. Smith, Treasurer. 

SUNAPEE TROUT.—This fish, which has attracted so 
much attention lately, notices of which have afipeared in our 
last two issues, has yielded its eggs to Mr. Hodge, Commis 
sioner of Fisheries of New Hampshire. It is no doiibt a form 
of the Salvelinus oquassa. or blue-backed trout of Maine, 
which grows to a larger size. Mr. Hodge has pi eseuted to 
Ml-, Fred Mather, Superintendent of the New York State 
Hatchery on Long Island. 1.009 eggs of this fish and some hy¬ 
brid eggs. One lot of the latter are Suuapee eggs impregnated 
by brook trout, and the remainder are brook trout eggs im¬ 
pregnated by the salbling, Salvelinus salvelinus, a fish im¬ 
ported from Germany some yeai-s ago. 

hnmt 
FIXTURES. 
DOG SHOWS. 

March 30 to Aiiril 2.—Thii-d Animal Dog Show Of the New Haven 
Kennel Cmh, S. K Hemingway, Secretary, New Haven. Conn. 

April (J. (, Sand'j,—Second Annual Dog Sliow of the New England 
Kennei Club. Edward A. Moseley, Secretary, Boston. Mass. 

April 13, 14, 15 and 16. First Annual Dog Show of the Hartford 
Kenm-l Ciub. A. C. Collins. Secretary, Hanford, Conn. 

April-47. 28.-29 and 30—Third Dog Show of the Cleveland Bench 
Show Association. C. M Miinhall, Secretary. Cleveland. O. 

May 4, 5, 6 and 7.—Tenth annual dog show of the Westminster 
Kennel Club, at Madison Square Garden, New York. James Morti¬ 
mer, Suporiutendent. P. O. Box 1812, New York, 

May 18,10. 20 and 21.—Third Annual Dog Show of the St. Louis 
Gun Club, St. Louis, Mo. Geo. Munson, Manager. 

A. K. R.-SPECIAL NOTICE. 

npHE AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 

pedigrees, etc. (with prize lists of all shows and trials), is pub 

dshed every month. Entries close on the 1st. Should be in early. 

Entry blanks sent on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope. 

Registration fee (60 cents) must accompany each entry. No entries 

inserted unless paid in advance. Yearly subscription @1.50. Address 

“American Kennel Register,” P. O. Bo. .2832, New York. Number 

of entries already printed 3481. 
THE UNPAID SPECIAL AT CHICAGO. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
In your paper a short time ago appeared an article entitled 

“Unpaid Special at Chicago,” and that the same was paid by 
the donor into the treasury of the Illinois Kennel Club; alsb 
that said amount (@15) was never paid to the gentleman wtio 
won the special. I therefore offer this explanation, and am 
willing at any time to substantiate the same by oath: That 
I do not know Mi-. Waters; I never asked him for a special: 
he never paid me any amount of money, nor was the same 
paid into the treasury of the Illinois Kemiel Club by Mr. 
Waters or any other person; that I never had anything to do 
with Mr. Waters’s special or any other special connected with 
the Illinois Kennel dfinb bench show, nor did I know anything 
of such special until my attention was called to the matter, 
and by referring to the catalogue I found a special offered by 
Mr. ‘VVaters for the best pan- of American standard black 
cockers. I write this in order to place myself properly, and 
innocent of having anything to do with this or any other 
special at the llhnois Kennel Club show. As the letter by 
Ml-. Wade may be taken and understood as reflecting on me, 
or that I had some hand in the matter, I hope you will insert 
this at your earliest convenience; and other proof that may 
be required by the pubhc 1 will gladly submit in ordei- to 
clear my character from any stain. John H. Naylor, 

Chicago, IU., March 13. 
See.-Treas. Illinois Kennel Club. 

CANINE LORE. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The New Jei-sey Kennel Club have offered one hnndi-ed dol- 

lai-s reward for a living dog with the rabies. About every 
dog that is now taken sick, the ci-y is raised (not only by the 
urchin m the street, but in the many sensational newspapers 
now published), mad dog; and as the members of this club 
know that the disease now raging among the dogs is a malig¬ 
nant form of distemper and not rabies, the club has taken this 
method to counteract and aUav the public excitement over 
this mad dog scare. I do not believe there is any such disease 
as rabies. Dogs, like all other animals, must pay the debt of 
nature and die from disease. A dog’s brain may become 
affected from a disease, and when so affected the animal may 
even bite his own master, but if the wound is properly treated 
by a physician, no bad effect will follow. History teaches us 
that for thousands of yeai s the dog has been domesticated and 
has become the almost constant companion of man. That 
man has made the most extensive use of this animal in every 
way, and 1 now think it is time we should begin to give the 
dog his dues, and do justice to him and his race. 

I find that David was among the first to show his aversion 
to the dog. “For dogs have compassed me, the assembly of 
the wicked have enclosed me. They pierced my hands and 
my feet.” Psalm 3-3nd, IGth. 

Now, evidently, in the davs of David they had dogs and 
dogs would then bite. Yet we will find upon examination 
of the traditions and writings of the ancients that the disease 
rabies or hydrophobia is never mentioned. Yet we do 
find that in the case of persons afflicted with sores it was 
a very common habit to have the sores licked by a dog, as 
it tended to heal and soothe the angry flesh, and even to 
this day in country places wheie the mad dog craze has not 
penetrated, you will find the same custom 'Whenever a 
dog has a sore or wound on his body he will lick it, and it is a 
very common saying “the lick of tlie dog is good for the bite.” 

No, the disease called rabies is a modern disease created by 
superstition and kept alive through the influence ot sensational 
newspapers. 

The fii’st authentic case of rabies I find is recorded by Plu¬ 
tarch in his tract on superstition, in which he says that “Aristo- 
demus, the King of the Messenians, was in the war which he 
maintained against the Lacedemonians so alarmed at the dis¬ 
mal denunciations of the prophets when the clogs howled like 
wolves, and a wild herb had grown near the hearth of his 
house that he laid violent hands upon himself in a paroxysm 
of despair.” Evidently in the days of the ancients the only 
rabies they dreaded was created out of the “howl” and not 
from the bite; and those were the days when superstition 
I’uled the world and governed the actions of men. 

In Btehelius’s rabbinical literature on the traditions of the 
Jews contained in their Talmuds, and other mythical writings, 
we are told the two following passages give a very curicnis 
rabbinical account of the different behavior of dogs iu a 
town, sometimes grumbling and howhng, at other times 
gamesome aud. full of play. 

In Bechais’s exposition of the five books of Moses there is 
the following passage: 

“Our rabbins of blessed memory have said when the dogs 
towithen cometh the angel of death into the city, but when 
the dogs are at play then cometh Elias into the cityand in 
rabbi Menecbem 'V'on Re Ranats’s exposition on the same 
books it.is said, “Our rabbins of blessed memory have said 
when the angel of death enters into a city the dogs do -howl ’ 
aud I have seen it written by one of tlie disciples of rablii 
Jehunda the Juet, that upon a time a dog did howl and 
clapped bis tail between his legs and went aside for fear of the 
angel of death, and somebody coming and kicking the dog to 
the place from which he had fled the dog presently died.” 

Le Bruyn says dogs seem to have been looked upon among 
the Jews in a disagreeable light: yet they had them in consid¬ 
erable numbers.in their cities. They were not shut up in their 

houses or courts, but seem to have been forced to seek their 
food where they could find it. 

Busbequius says that the Turks reckon a dog an unclean 
and filthy creature, and therefore drive him from their houses; 
that these animals are there iu common, not belonging to any 
particular owner, and guard rather the streets and districts 
than particular houses, and live off the offal which is thrown 
out. 

In Morocco, says “Host’s Travels,” there are dogs in abund¬ 
ance, and as the greatei- part of the Moors have scarcely 
enough to hve on for themselves, much less to feed dogs, tfiey 
suffer them to lie about tlie streets so starved that they can 
hardly hang together, and almost devotu-ed by fleas and 
vermin. 

Poiret, in his “Travels in Barbary,” says the dog loses in 
Barbary, as in the East in general, a part of those social 
qualities which make him the friend of man. He is no longer 
the domestic, mild, insinuating animal, faithfully attached to 
his master arid ever ready to defend him, even at the expense 
of his life. Amohg the Arabs he is cruel, bloodthirsty, always 
hungry and never satisfied. 

The Moors grant him a comer of their tent, but this is aU. 
They never caress him, never thi-ow him anything to eat. To 
this treatment, in my opinion, must the indifference of the 
dogs toward their master be ascribed. "Very often they have 
not even a master. They choose a tent as a place of refuge, 
they are suffered to remain there, and no further notice is 
taken of them. Refuse, carrion, filth, everything is good 
enough for them if they can but appease their hunger, and 
thfiy are lean, emaciated, and have scarcely any belly.” 

Now, in these Eastern countries we can see the dogs under 
the most unfavorable circumstances. Dog pounds do not ex¬ 
ist. Thei’O is no general killing of dogs. They go on from 
year to year fighting for life, and usually die from starvation. 
Yet, in these countries the cry “Mad dog” is never raised, and 
they have never had a case ot the rabies. Now, does it not 
seem strange that it is only in the civilized coimtries we find 
the existence of the dreaded disease, and does it not seem that 
it is only where the dogs are well housed and fed that we 
find it? 

An urchin in the street sees a dog attacked with a fit (pro¬ 
duced by worms or distemper), the boy shouts “Mad dog,” 
some enteriirising reporter gets hold of the item, which is 
produced and reproduced by the many sensational papers 
now published. Is not this the true story of the mad dog 
scare? 

Once upon a time a man confined in a lunatic asylum made 
the following statement: “We that are locked up here are 
only called mad, because our madness does not happen to 
agree with that of the rest of the world. Eveiyhody thinks 
his neighbor mad if his pursuits happen to be opposite to his 
own. His neighbor thinks the same of him; but then these 
two kinds of madness do not interfere with each other. Now 
and then there comes an eccentric man who, taking a just 
view of things, thinks them all mad. Him they catch and 
lock up. That’s my case.” 

Now, don’t you think if the noy was whipped and the 
reporter taken for tlie eccentric man that you would soon 
heal’ the last of the mad dog craze? These euterprisiug 
reporters like to see the issues of their paper filled with flam¬ 
ing accounts of canine outrages. The poor dog has become in 
their eyes the great Cyclopian problem of the age. Conse¬ 
quently my diagnosis of the rabies is this: One part boy, one 
part dog, ninety-eight parts reporter. These combined will 
usually produce a vei-y modem mad dog. And 11 your imagi¬ 
nation cannot create a mad dog out of this, read the follow¬ 
ing copied from the Jersey City Journal: 

“My name vas Kopp; everybody knows me. I live at IM 
Bloomfield street,” said a bony-looking German,'as he led a 
white, shaggy dog into the Hoboken station house. “I dinks 
me dot dog is grazy,” he continued, as he pointed toward the 
dog, which frisked about apparantly happy. Officer Peter 
Meehan volunteered to act as executioner. Kojip led the dog 
to the lumber yard opposite Police Headquarters, and Meehan 
drew a revolver and cocked it. Kopp wanted to get out of 
range, but the dog insisted on following him running around 
his feet. “Look out,” shouted Kopp, as Meehan pointed the 
revolver. Bang! went the pistol, and Kopp from actual ob¬ 
servation, leaped three feet into the air. 'When he landed he 
stai-ted to run, bin; the dog was constantly making a cii-cle 
around his master’s feet. Five shots werp fired at the dog, and 
every tune the revolver was dischai-ged Kopp leaped into 
the air. Finally, Meehan retreated for ammunition, and Kopp 
was told $0 keep the dog in the lumberyard. Blood was 
trickling down the animal’s body from wounds in the bead and 
neck. Kopp tried to escape, but the faithful dog, whining 
pitifully, followed in his footsteps. The spectators were 
touched by the sight aud cried “shame!” The footmarks of 
the dog, on the snow-covei ed street, could be traced by blood. 
In front of the station house the dog looked appealingly into 
the face of his master. After the lapse of filteen minutes. 
Roundsman Marnell appeared with another revolver. He 
gave it to ex-Policeman Wright who emptied the contents 
into the dog, who whined mournfully. Thirty voices were 
heard to mutter, “Oh! what a shame! what an outrage! If 
that ain’t cruelty to animals, what is? The man is more crazy 
than the dog.” The animal limped toward his master and 
looked up at him with his dimmed eyes, as though appealing 
tor mercy. The man screamed and jumped evei-y time the 
animal approached him. Twelve shots were lired at the 
ammai, the majority hitting him, yet he was alive and hobbled 
around moaning. He was docile as a kitten, and there was 
not the first symptoms of madness about him. After some 
minutes the police retreated and officer Meehan appeared 
with a long night club. "When he got within about ten feet 
of the dog he threw the ciub to policeman Wright, who 
clubbed the poor dog to death. 

Now think of these, our guardians of the law, murdering 
that poor dog. I would very mfieh sooner have that poor- 
dog, if alive, guard me and mine than to have the brutes that 
murdered him. 

We find in Grecian'mythology that Cerberus, the thi-ee- 
headed dog, was placed to g-uard the entrance into the infer¬ 
nal regions. I do not think any of these policemen wiU have 
any trouble passing should they go that way. 

Speaking of the Grecians, they did not always do justice to 
the dog. As is well known by the learned that there was a 
temple upon Mount ..Etna dedicated to Vulcan, which was 
guarded by dogs of so exquisite a smell that they could dis¬ 
cern whether the persons who came thither were chaste or 
otherwise. They used to meet and fawn upon such as were 
chaste, caressing thein as the friends of their master, Vulcan' 
but flew at those who were polluted, and never ceased bark¬ 
ing at them till they had driven them from the temple. After 
they had lived here in great repute for several years, it so hap¬ 
pened that as one of the priests, who had been making a 
charitable visit to a widow who lived on the promontory of 
Lilybeum, returned home pretty late in the evening. 'The 
dogs flew at him with so much fury that they would have 
worried him if his brethren had not come quickly to his as¬ 
sistance. Upon which the dogs were aU doomed to death and 
hanged, because they had lost then- original instinct. 

In those days priests aud ministers were not tried, and con¬ 
sequently the poor dog had to suffer. 

In Africa we find the dog freely associating with the natives; 
constant companions. The natives go about dressed in their 
birthday suits, consequently there is no clothing to interfere 
with the teeth of the dog. Yet here we do not find the 
di-eaded disease. 

Fastqjir says he can create, produce and reproduce the rabies 
by injecting some kind of virus into the brains of a dog or rab¬ 
bit. I think if the French Government would inject some of 
the same vims -within this Prof. Pasteur’s skull, mankind 
would be greatly benefited C. J. Peshall. 
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THE PITTSBURGH DOG SHOW. 

\FVom our Special Reporter.] 

UP to the latest hour at which Forest and Stream could 
be advised by telegraph of the progress of the Pittsburgh 

dog show the regular class judging had l5een nearly completed. 
The telegram containing the awards made up to midday, 
on Wednesday, March 17, also stated that the attendance so 
far had been limited. If that telegram had been sent two 
hours later the remark respecting the attendance would have 
been very decidedly changed. In the afternoon the people 
passed through the doors in steady streams and the accommo¬ 
dations for visitors at the Central Rink were taxed to their 
uttermost until the doors were closed at 10 o’clock. On 
Thursday and Pi'iday the attendance was also large and the 
result undoubtedly must have been satisfactory to the club. 

Judging was continued up to 10 o’clock on Wednesday 
night, by which time all but the impossible-to-decide special 
prizes had found happy owners. These special prizes are be¬ 
coming an incumbrance at many shows, and in place of 
assisting in the finding out of the best dog of the several breeds, 
are in many cases so offered as to become a gift to one animal 
and that the one meant by the donor, while In other instances 
they are the vehicle for a little cheap advertising. At Pitts¬ 
burgh there were about eighty special prizes offered and not 
over a third of these were of any practical value as a guide 
toward designating the best of the breed. Many of the specials 
were not awai’ded and the jtidges might very properly have 
declined decidhig several others. Comment on the judging 
was last week confined to Mr. Mortimer’s classes, finished on 
the first day, and in resuming the subject Major Taylor’s 
classes will fu’st be passed under review, beginning with 
pointers. 

The only entry in either of the pointer champion classes 
was Robert le Diable, and Lewis was soon sent smiling out of 
the ring with a blue ribbon. With Tammany an absentee the 
heavy weight dog class was reduced to four. This was 
Graphic’s first appearance as a competitor for show honors in 
Ameiica, and he won hands down. Like many large pointers 
he is very quiet while being shown, and although shown in 
splendid condition, there was a soft look about him owing to 
his lack of movement. He is certainly a grand dog. Young 
Meteor won second prize. He is bad in shoulders and light in 
body. The latter fault will be remedied with ase, but the 
former is likely to become worse. Danby was badly shown, 
being very duty and too low in fiesh; faulty in muzzle is 
about his first fault. Dan O’Shea’s Bang was passed over. 
He looked all out of sorts, and is slight of bone. Revel Ilf. 
had as easy a win in the bitch class as Graphic in dogs, her 
only opponent being Belle Faust. Most judges would have 
called for a veterinary examination of the St. Louis bitch, 
who had every appearance of being mangy, and repeatedly 
stopped to scratch herself as she was led around. Vanity, 
who was unopposed for the small bitches champion medal, 
was in as bad a state as Belle Faust. She was devoid of hair 
on her ears, her coat was harsh and she smeUed unpleasantly. 
The third win for the Graphic kennels was with Bracket, who 
by hard work was got under 55 pounds. He would show bet¬ 
ter in the large class, as when finely drawn he looks over¬ 
headed and hppy. He is a splendid’ mate to Revel HI., and 
his being placed first was never in doubt. Bang Bang got 
second place. He was in better condition than when last seen 
on the bench, but is certainly not improving in appearance. 
Young Sleaford was the nearest approach to the type of the 
winner, but he lacks in squareness of muzzle and is shallow, 
Don, who was placed third, was injured by a careless attend¬ 
ant while being taken from the bench, and could not put one 
of his feet to the ground. Probably as a solace for the acci¬ 
dent he got the medal, for there waa no other reason appar¬ 
ent. Duke of Bergen, with a big lump under his jaw, was 
very lifeless, and was badly handled. Tinder the circum¬ 
stances he was lucky to get vhe. 

The decisions in the small bitch class evoked much criticism. 
The onlookers early selected Meally and Modesty as the best 
two, and the surprise was great when the blue was given to 
Jetsam and secondto Keswick IL Jetsam is very faulty. She 
is too long from eye to nose, has a flat skull, wide in front, 
shallow in chest, and was very much tucked up. Onthescoro 
of condition old Keswick II. should have been passed over or 
at least left out of the money. Modesty was looking as well 
as she ever has been shown, and Forest and Stream has 
always had a good word for her. Meally comes with a big 
reputation from England, and two Palace wms besides fii sts 
at Bii-mingham and elsewhere speak for her merit. Young 
Meteoi’, second to Graphic, won in the dog puppy class. The 
others were an indifferent lot. Both puppies were also moder¬ 
ate, with Lady Snow a clear winner. 

EngUsh setter classes were well filled by a very good lot of 
dogs. Major Taylor stated that the bitch puppy class was the 
best he had ever been called to judge. In these classes Major 
Taylor was assisted by Mr. B. F. Wilson. Royal Ranger and Mo- 
desta had bloodless victories in the champion classes. Hie dogs 
were headed by Mandan, a blue belton. He is a stylish dog, 
good in shoulders, legs, feet and body. He shows a slight in¬ 
dication to throatiness. Having been worked till late in the 
field, his coat will be better in another month. Pendragon is 
another big dog, with plenty of bone. He is thick in skull. 
Van-Dad has a domy skull, but made his mark in body prop¬ 
erties. Call was from home when we called at his bench on 
two occasions. Prince Royalty was out of coat and his straight 
shoulders were all the more conspicuous. After first and sec¬ 
ond, we fancied Brandon as much as anything; like most big- 
boned dogs, he inclines to coarseness in head, but his gi’and 
shoulders, legs and body, ought to have plaeed him higher in 
the ranks than he., and'on a par with Jipsey, who is anything 
but a fiver. The judging in the bitch class was very erratic. 
Lady Rock has a coarse head with heavy ears and has not im- groved with age, Vixen HE. possesses no setter character in 
ead and is away up in the air. Perhaps it was because of 

Daisy Deal having her tail docked that she only received a c. 
card, otherwise, for setter qualities, she was the equal of any¬ 
thing. Daisy Darling is another good one, as is also Daisy W , 
who fails in head. The Daisies were a strong tiio, but they 
got left. Addie M. and Czarina well desei ved their places. 
In this class coarse bitshes were selected, while in the bitch 
puppy class neatness came to the front in Princess Katie. 
Sparkle we thought poor considering her age, but Flash W. is 
a bitcn that improves on acquaintance, after one gets over the 
black bead. 

The Gordon setters escaped general condemnation by the 
appearance of Royal Duke, who here won his first champion- 
■snip besides tfie special. Irisfi setters were also indifferent 
classes, in which the bitches were the best, In loxfiounds, 
Major Taylor discai'ded the English type for the natives. 
Squire Handle’s hounds were, however, rather a mixed lot, 
with a touch of the pointer in the looks ot some of them. As 
is was, we preferred Kiser to anything shown by the Squire, 
while oetter than any of them was Dan O’Shea’s Ranger, 
The beagle classes were well filled and the quality is still ou 
the impiove. Lee is not entitled to rank in the champion 
class, though he was entered and shown as such. Rattler, 
however, beat the old dog, as well as Bannerman. King Pat, 
a very smart httle hound, was first in the dog class. He fails 
off in muzzie and is inclined to be bitch headed. Dandy is a 
weedy dog and was placed too high. Banker, though not im 
to the O’Suea standard in head, should have been second, while 
for third we fancied Gi and Duke, who is of the right size and 
is good evervwhere except in his short head. Driver is far too 
long in couplings, and we could see no merit in any of Mr. 
Dorsey’s entiles. The bitches were placed to our liking, and 
in the puppy classes there were one or two of good promise. 
Mr. Kinieger won the kennel prize with a very sorty let of five. 

Daehshunde were taken by Mr. Mortimer, and we did not 
envy him his task, for they were of all shapes and siz-^s, Mr, 

Loeffler, of Preston, Minn., swept the decks in all three 
classes and won the kennel prize as well. 

In the fox-teiTier champion classes were Fennel, Belgrave 
Pnr^ose and Diana, and it is very doubtful whether either 
one is entitled to compete in the champion class. Fennel very 
moperly beat Belgi ave Primrose, and Diana had no opponent. 
Tlie only noticeable dog in the open class was the promising 

General Grant, who was so far ahead of Splanger and 
Nick in head that allowance might have been made for his 
youth and want of make up. Regent Vox has not improved 
at all and only got vhc., as did the coarse Stableford Joe. 
Earl Leycester got all he deserved. In the bitches Lady Win¬ 
nie should have been nearer the front; she has improved since 
the Fanciers’ show. Poor old Delta was a wreck and should 
be kept at home now. General Grant made an example of 
the dog puppies, and the bitches were a very seedy lot. An 
objection lodged against the transfer of puppies entered 
in the open classes by Mr. J. W. Munson, was overruled. 

Ben Nevis^ shown in good condition, easily beat the woolly- 
coated Robin Adair. Ben Nevis is now very coarse in head. 
Zulu Piincess, in anything but her old form, had no opposition 
in the champion class. A great deal of interest was taken in 
the open dog class, in which Roy Boy, Clifton Hero and 
Strephon were soon picked out. Roy Boy was properly placed 
tot, his grand front being irresistible. Between the other two 
It was different, but we incline to Clifton Hero on account of 
his better bone and carriage of brush. Craft is rather small 
hut he was in splendid coat. Gilderoy is good in body but off 
in head. Joe Nettles is too cobby, and cuiwes his tail badly. 
Trump should not have had any mention. Lady of the Lake, 
in full bloom, easily won in the bitch, and she should have 
beaten Ben Nevis for the collie special. Gem was fully entitled 
to second place, and Beatrice, but for her new coat being so 
short, would probably have been in front of Lass o’ Lowrie. 
Ronald, the winning puppy, is better in head than Rob Roy 
III., but the latter had the pull in coat and carriage. Bonnie 
Scotland is a t^ng black, white and tan, but his coat has a 
wave. The bitches were poorly judged. Gladys is just pass¬ 
able, but Queen Victoria and Zulu are mere runts. Annie 
Laurie was the best developed one in the class, and has nice 
small ears, properly carried. 

A very inferior bulldog, Brimstone, received the only prize 
awarded. The Earl was an absentee in the bull-terrier class 
and Maud Lee got second prize. Little Nell showed the local 
fanciers what a buU-teriier should look like. Nelly, who 
played second fiddle, is wide enough in front for a bulldog of 
twice her weight. In rough-haired terriers Heather was an 
easy first, but his or her, we forget which, coat is not hard 
enough. Black and tan terriers call for no comment. Three 
Cheers might, under a lenient judge, get commended in a 
good class. There were some very fair dandies and the 
placing was about right, Thi'ee Irish terriers gave Mr. Mor¬ 
timer some trouble. Banrey, the best terrier and of the right 
size, was undershot. Patrick II, will be as big as an Airedale 
before he stops growing and Norah is soft in coat and wide 
in front. 

Very little need be said of the toys. The winning pugs are 
well-known by this time. Yorkshires were very poor. In the 
Blenheim class Nellie is much better as a bitch than Jim as a 
dog, and should have won. The winning Italian greyhound is 
very neat, but a peculiar color—mouse color and fawn is as 
near as it can be described. 

Many of the specials followed the regulai' judging, but the 
pointer sweepstakes were confined to a struggle between the 
St. Louis and Graphic kennels. We take a decided exception 
to Major Taylor placing Robert the Devil over eithei- Graphic 
or Revel, and ail through the sweepstakes our vote would 
have been for Messrs. Anthony and Heath’s dogs. 

Best pah of black pointer bitches, Flotsam and Jetsam. Best Enellsh 
setter bl ch and two puppies, Queet) Laverack. Blue Prince and D^ish- 

cocker in C)a-s 64. dog. Keno. Best cocker in Claa^ 
bitch. Bene Silk. Best Irish setter puppy under 18 mos . Cora. 

Best greyhound dog, Paris. Best greyhound hitch, Belle. Best collie 
in show, Ben Nevis. Best kennel of five daehshunde. W. Loefll^r (1) 
Best black field .spaniel. Peerless Gloss. Jr (3). Best Irish teixier. Norah 
Best pair of imported Laverack setter bitches own d bv one man or 
club, Daisy Queen and Queen Laverack. Best Count Noble dog in 
the show, witti two of bis get, under 13 mos,, and their dam. oiiali v 
of (heir dam and progeny to be considered. Dashing Noble, Q ieth 

In pointer bitches over SOibs., St. Louis Kenuel Club’s Belle Faust, 
won second; under 601bs.. champions, nitch, St. Louis Kennel Club’s 
Vanitv. Open, bitches, Graphic Kennels’ Meally won second instead 
of third. 

FOXHOUNDS.—Champion—D. O’Shea’s Roxey It.—Open—1st, 2d, 
8d and very hign com.. (3; H. Handle’s Jumno, Ruse, Kiser, Drum and 
Bismarck, Very high com.. D. O'Shea’s Ranger. High com. and com-., 
Sceubenville Kennel Club’s Bell and King. Com., J. H. Naylor’s Lady 
Stewari; prize for be.-t pack, fl. Handle. 

BEAGLES.—Champion-Dogs.- 1st, D. O’Shea’s Rattler. Bitches; 
D. O’Shea’s Misctiief.—Open-Dogs; 1st. Mr. Hans Krause’s King Pat; 
21, C. Rleharuson’s Dandy and U. O’Shea’s Banker. Very high com., 
E. A. ahaner’s Driver. High com , 0. Richa-dson’s Grand Duke aud 
P. Dorsey’s Fleetwood. t:om., P. Dorsey’s Duce. Bitc/ies.-l.st, Mrs. 
0. White’s Bonnie 11. Very high com. ana com., A. C. Krueger’s 
Pet, Krueger’s Myrtle and Maids, Uigh com., P. Dorsey’s Ma: Belle 
H. High com. and com., D. O’Shea’s Hasty and Fair Mold. Com., 
G. H. Hill's Marjory and Topsy.—PUPPIES-Dogs.’ Isl, W. H. Child's 
Tony Weller; 2d, J. Shendon's Bob. Very high com., 0. Richardson’s 
Dandy. High com., H. C. Wolfe’s Woodman. Com., C. Richardson’s 
Gyp. Bitches; 1st, A. C. Krueger’s Victress II.; cd, Mrs. C. E. White's 
Bon Bon. Best pack. A. O. Krueger. 

DACHSHUND E.—Doejrs: Island 2d, W. Loeffler’s Prince Lulu and 
Waldmann It. Very high com.. C. Block’s Mink and P. Meiker’s 
Solomon. High com., Mrs. E. M Byers’s Waldman. Com., J. P. 
Schaefer’s Hecker. Bitches: 1st and 3tl, W. Loeffler’s Leonora and 
Tnusnelda. Very high com., AssoJated Fauciers’ Judy and D. 
Lewis's Kate. High com., J. P. Schaefer’s Adelaide. Puppies; 1st, 
W. Loeffler’s Olga. Best puck, 'W. Loeffler. 

In champion fox-terrier dogs, Richard Gibson’s Fennel won instead 
of Belgrave Primrose. In oi eu dog and puppy classes,W. T. McAlces’s 
General Grant won 3d and 1st respectively. 

COLLIES.—Champion — Dogs.- Sans Souci Kennels’ Ben Nevis. 
Bitches: Hempstead Farm Company’s Zulu Princess.—Open — 
Dogs; 1st. Associate i Fanciers’ Roy Boy; 2d, J. Lindsay’s Strepaon; 
3d, J. A. Long’s Clifton Hero. Very hign com., J. Lindsay’s Cralt. 
High com., JVlcEwen & Hibson’s Gilderoy, J. Lindsay’s Joe Nettles. 
Com., Geo. Even’s Iruuip. Bitches: 1st, J. D. Suotvveil's Lady of the 
Lake; 2d. Mitchell Harrison’s Gem; 3a, Hempstead Farm company’s 
Lass o’ Lowrie. Very high com.. Associated Fanciers’ tieatnce. 
Com., T. Maberry’s Maida, J. Myer’s B’annie. Puppies—Hogs.- 1st, 
Hempstead Farm. Company's Roland. Very high cum. reserve, W. 
B. Power’s Rob Roy HI., T. Lindsay's Bonnie Scotland. HigU co.n., 
T. N. Miller’s Harry. W. Buhl’s Rex B. Pitches: 1st and high com., 
Hempstead Farm Oomi>auy’s Gladys and HeatUer Belle. Very high 
com. reserve, VV. S. lower’s Queen Vicioria, Glencoe Collie Keunels’ 
Zulu. High com,, W. Atlee burpee’s Lady Scott. Com., Associated 
Fanciers’ Cockle, H. B. McKuighi’s Anme Laurie. 

YORKSHIRE TKRBIEBS.—Over 6lbs.—1st, J. H. Kramer’s Midge; 
2d, D Aruhein’s Bonnie; 3d, G. Will’s Pearl. High com., 0. J. Myer’s 
Don Pedro.—Under 5lbs.—Prizes wiinneld. 

TOYTERRIERS.-lst, G. Will’s Sport; 2d, Mrs. J. Kennedy’s Daisy. 
Veiyiiigti com., Mrs. C. E. While’s Danny. High com., Mrs. H. B. 
Heiimau’s Pip. George Anay’s Jack. 

TOY SPANIELS.—Kins Charles.-1st, Associated Fanciers’ Duke 
Edinburgh: 3d, Mrs. B F. Wilson’s Wild May Park Beauty. Blen 

HEIMS —Isl and 3d, Mrs. B, F. Wilson’o Jim anu Nehie. 
H'ALIaN GREYHOUNDS.—1st, J. Engelhan’s Puck; equal 3fl, 

Mrs. Kiamer’s Babe; G. McConnell’s Beauty; opcCial 3 j, D. H.Stonei 
rido. High com., G. McConnoii’s Dai^y. Com., J. Eugelnarut’sPearl, 

, > . J onus’s King and Dandle. 
MISCELL.4NEODS.-lsr. Glencoe Collie Kennels’Bob (bob-caileii 

sheep dog , 2d and 3d, D. O’Shea’s Wasp II, and sting H. 
SPECIA1.S. 

Best English setter, field trial record to be considered. Count Noble. 
Best pointer, field tiiaJ record to be considered, Bang Bang. Best 
masiiff in show, Rosalind, Best bt. Bernard, Aooiio. Bast Dull ter 
rirr. Little Nell. Best Irish water spaniel. The O’Donogbue (2). Best 
Bngli n setter, open class. Lady Rock, Best English setter puppy, 
Princess Katie. Best light weisht poiuter, in open class. Bracket. B-si 
Newfoundland, King Leo. Best pug, open class, Tra-la-ia (2). Best 
Italian greyhound. e.jcs. Best Count Noble puppy, dog or bi,ch, 
Dan Noble. Best Yorkshire terrier, Midge. Best olack and tan. 
Three Cneers. Best Dandy Diumonf, Bonnie Briton Best King 
Charle.s, Duke of Edinburgh. Second best Yorkshire, Bonnie. Best 
Irish setter dog. open class, Patsev. Best dachshund dog and bitch, 
Prii.ee Lulu and Lenora. Best dachohund bitch and puppies, Wai- 
dina Best pointer puppy. Lady Snow. Best black and tan setter, 
Royal Duke. Best heavy champion pointer, Robert the Devil. Best 
English setter champion. Royal' Ranger. Best pack ot five beagles, 
A. 0. Krueger. Best Blenheim, Jim (3). Best champion pug, Treasure. 
Best foxhound. Jumbo. Best bulldog and bitch, Brimstone. Best, 
fox-terrier, Diana. Pest King Charles spaniel owned in AUegheny 
county, Mild May Park Beauty. Best Royal Ranger puppy, Spaykle. 

of 

Best beagle dog or bitch under 13 inches, Bannerman. Best English 
setter, dog or bitch, special entry required. Daisy Darling. Rest puck 
of foxhounds, H. Handle. Best kennel of English setter!--, pointers 
and dacushunde, Pittsburg Kennel Club, Graphic Kennels and W. 
Loeffler. Best kennel of three St. Bernards. W. W. Tucker. Best 
kennelof three roasliffs, Winlawn Kennels. Best St. Bernard puppy 
under one year. Loyal. Best mastiff, in open cla-s. Hero HI R.'st 
St. Bernard, open class, Apollo. Best collie, open cla.as, Hob Roy 
Be.st Irish setter bitch. Rex H. Best pack of foxhounds t.'i), H.’ 
Handle, Best hard-haired Scotch terrier. Heal her. Best rough- 
coated St. Bernard bitch puppy. Plinthia. Best kennel of not iecs 
than five English setters. Pittsburg Kenn-1 Club. Kenneluian sho .v- 
ing the largest and best conditioned eolleciion of pointers or setters 
J. Myers. Best pug in the show. Treasure. 

SWEEPSTAKES PRIZES.—Special Entries. 
Pointer dogs over 55 pounds, Robert the Devil. Pointer bitches over 

60 pounds, Revel. Poiuier dogs or bitches. Robert tUe Devil. Pointer 
dogs nne^r 55 pound.s, Bracket. Pointer bitches under 50 pound?, 
Keswick H, Brace of pointers, dogs or bllcbe?. Revel and Brac;>ei. 
Kennel of five pointers owned by one person or club. Graphic Kennels 

THE NEWARK DOG SHOW. 

The tot dog show of the Nevv Jersey Kennel and Field 
Trial Club, held at Newark this week, was a fii-st-elass 

show. There were .546 dogs entered and nearly all of th* in 
were present. The judging did not commence vei-y promptly 
on Tuesday, but very good progress was made, and all but the 
collie puppy classes and the miscellaneous class were finished 
on the first day. The dogs were well benched, but the build¬ 
ing is not quite large enough for the number exhibited, and in 
consequence the space for visitors was rather limited. The 
show was well managed and the dogs well cared for. Many 
members of the club devoted their time to the care of the dogs 
and visitors, and everything connected with the show ap¬ 
peared to run smoothly. 

The attendance on Tuesday was very good for the fiist day, 
and on 'Wednesday the building was uncomfortably crowded 
a portion of the time, making is almost impossible to get near 
the dogs. The club are well satisfied with the success of their 
first attempt, and will imdoubtodly hoii a show each year. 
The quality of the dogs in many of the classes was above the 
average, indeed m some of the classes there was not a jxioi' 
one in the lot. 

A great deal of interest was manifested in the judging foi- 
the large pointer speciaL The contest was between Beaufort 
and Graphic, and when ilr. Davidson, after a long and veiY 
careful examination, handed the ribbon to Beaufort, the long- 
continued applause from the crowd around showed that the 
decision was well indorsed. 

Following is a complete list of the 
A-YARDS. 

MASTIFFS.-Champion—1st, Winlawn Kenufls' PrusEian Princess, 
—Open Dogs: 1st, C R Colwell’s David; 2d, W. S. Johnson’s Dread; 
Sd, Winlawn Kennels’Hector. Very high com., Winlawn Keunrl.s' 
Hildebert. High com., J. L. Wincheli’s Bass. Com.. C. B. OohveU’.s 
Brother. Bitches; 1st. Winlawn Kennels’ Queen II ; 3d, C, R. Col- 
well’s Dido II.; 3J, J. F. Oakey's Nana. Puppies—Hops,- Ist, Win¬ 
lawn Kennels’Hannibal; 2ti. W. S. Johnson’s Dread, Jf. Very high 
com.. J. F. Oakey’s Rab flliyh com., T AIcMurray’s Young Nevison. 
Bifc/ies; 1ft, Mrs. J. H. Oakey’s Dido HI.; 2d, Clovemook Kennels’ 
Madge. 

ST. BERNARDS.—Rough-Coated-Champion—isf. E. R. Hearn's 
Duke of Leeds.—Open—Hops; Isi. J. W. Burgess's First Choice; 2d, 
Arthur Wallaek's Courage II ; 3d, Mill Brook Kennels’ Konig. Very 
high com., Invincible Kennels’ Zeno. High com.. Mrs, A. M. Mc¬ 
Gregor's Rosco 11. Com.. Chequasset Kennels’ Rudtilpti H Bitches: 
1st, J. S. Sheppard’s Lady Athol; 3d, E K. Hearn’s st. Bride; 3d. Hos¬ 
pice Kennels’ Sheila. Vei-y high com.. Buena Vista Kennoi-' Stella. 
High com , J. W. Burgess’s Regis. Uoai., Ur. E. J Beruiingham’s 
Marchioness. Puppies—Hops; 1st, Buena Vista Kennels’ i.o>al; 3d, 
Invincible Kennels’ Strathmore. Very high com , P. E O.-borne’s 
Don Hugo High com., Hospice Kennels’ .St. Triohou, Bitches: 1st, 
Ho.-pice Kennels’ Fleur de Lis; 2d, Hospice Kennels' La Duene.-se. 
Very high com.. Mrs. G. Sealey's Lady Kate. High com., Hospice 
Kennels’ Dame Blanche. 

ST. BERNARDS.—S.MOOTH-'DATED—Champion: 1st, Mill Brook Ken¬ 
nels’ Verone.-Open—Dogs.- Isfc, W. W. Tucker’s Apollo; 2d, Uospice 
Kennels’ Hector; 3d. W. W. Tucker’s Bigi Very nigh com., AV, W. 
Tucker’s Zeno High com.. Mill Brook Kennels’Berg. C>m.,Mi33 
Lulu Balbach’s Czar. Bitches: 1st, W. J. Ehrich's Flora II ; 21, K. R. 
beam's Alma IT.; 3d, Mill Brook Kennels' Snowljail. Very lugUcom., 
HO'pice Kennels’Tony. High com.,AV W. Tucker’s Bernice. Com, 
Hospice Kennels’ Belhne II. Pcppieb—Dogs: Dt, ADll Biook Kecuels’ 
Luck. Bitches; 1st, Hospice Kennels’ 'I huna; 2d, W. W. Tucker’s 
Gemme. 

NEWFOUNDLANDS.-lst, Dan O’.Shea's Bruno; 2d, W. Lendrum’s 
Pascha. Very high com., J. Williams’s Prince. High com , Wm. 
Burke’s Maior. 

GREAT DANTSS (ULMERS).—1st, Mrs. M. Shaw’s Rarntr; 2d, J. 
W. Clark’s Cafe-au Lait. Very high com., Thomas Cosgrove’s Major. 
High com , Associated Fanciers’ Duchess. 

GREYHOUNDS.-lst, C. D. Webber’s Pembroke; 3d, L. S. Rutan's 
Czar. Veiy high com.. P. Loriilard, Jr.’s Rex and Don. Puppies: 
Isc. C. U. AVeboer’s Pembroke; 2d, W. BlacUham’s Dixey. Very uigh 
com., W. blackham's Dora. High com., AV. Blacbham’sTheo. Com., 
G. Bandistel’s Hector. 

DEERHOUNDS.—Champion—1st, Clovernouk Kennels’ Mack,— 
Opbs—Dogs: 1st, J. E Thayer’s ChieCtaiu; 2d, Cloveroook Kennels' 
Heather. Bitches; Isi, J. E. Thayer's AA’anda. Very Jiigh com.,Clo- 
vernook Kennels’ Mercia. 

POINTERS.—Champion—Over 55LB3.—Dops: 1st, C. H. Mason's 
Beaufort, Bitches over oOlds.: No enirie.s.—Ope.v—Do£/s; Ht, Graphic 
Kenuels’ Graphic: 2d, F. R. Hitchcock’s Tammany; 3d. L. a W. 
Rutnerfurd's Danby. Very nigh com., G. J. PoshalTs JUnmis. High 
com.. H. J. Bennett’s Rugby. Com , F. Kamm-I’s Dash. Bitches 
overoOlbs.: 1st, Graphic Kennels’Revel III ; 2d, VVa-tmiuster K-unel 
Club’s Belioua; 3d, A, if. Aldrich’s Neil. Very high com., L. .S. Li\ - 
esey’s Lucille. High com., H. J. Beuneti’s Polly Varaen. Com., C, 
Jacob’s Nelly.—Under o-Albs. —i'hampion—H-jt/s: Aosout. Bitches, 
under Wlbs.: Aoseui.—Open—Under65lbs — Dugs: 1st, Graphic Ken¬ 
nels’ bracket; 2d, Wesluiuister Keen-1 i.lub’s B.ng Bang; 3d. C. J. 
Peshail’s Nick of Naso. Veiwhigti com.. F. R Hi'cncock s Duke of 
Bergen. Hign com , A. P. 'vreacnbuigirs bensaiMn’s L.J. i om., 
A. vjuick'a Clifford Bitches titider 50lbs.; Isi, Gr-.pnio Kennels' 
Meally; 2d, F. a. nitchcock’s Modesty; su, F. R Huchc ck’- Happy 
Medium. Very hign com , G W. AV i.c-’s Ke-wick H. Hign com., J. 
S Brown’s Mon!Clair. Com,, E. A. Hawes's Vinme.—Puppies Dogs: 
Ibt, T. G. Davr-y’s Tory; 2J r'. W Wnite's Don Quixote. Very nigu 
com., Surrey Kennels’Beauseauc. High coui..iLi,s x Kennel fJub’s 
McKaveii Com., J R. Gildersieeve’s oaeg Up SifeJtes; l.-t, X’loyd 
Vail and G L AVilm’s Lady Bno.%;2a, T. G Davey’s Quren. Very 
high com., B AValn, Jr.’s Smi'ax. 

ENGLISH SETTERS.—Champion-Hop.- rit, F. Windhoiz's Rock- 
inghatn. Bitch: 1st, fi. O. Guruell’s Modesia.—Open - ZTogs.- i-r. 
Blackslone Kennels’ Foreman; 2d, T. G Davey’s Kmgut ot Miowden, 
8d, Ramapo Krunels’ Prii>ce Impelial. 'Very oipU com.,!’. G. Davey’:s 
Elcho. High com., L. H Wrtgut’s Prince J-ter. A. Luidlaw’s Biue 
Stem. Com., AV. H. DeForest, Jr.’s, banjo, J. M. Howard’s louy. 
Bitches: Ist, Ramapo Kennels’ Lady Suffern; 2d, P. C. Uhl’s Juno; 
3d, Ramapo Kennels’ Beesie. Very liign com,, 'll. Pape's L-j.ay May, 
J. von Lengerke’s Donna. High com,, aamapo K uueJs’ iiiicess 
Victoria. P C. Oul’s Fedora, tom., H. Beck’s Vuxoria Dale, 0 VV. 
Waite’s Daisy, C. rleath’s Diana 11. Puppies-Daps; Isi, J. von 
Lengerke’s Prince Dash: 2d, D. O’Shea's Piiace Pucoju.-i. Very hign 
com., VV. F. Streeter’s GJeu Roy. High com., C. Y. Sheldoii’s Toby. 
Bitches: 1st, K. R. Moore’s Beulah of Oiidom; 2d Blackstoue Kennels’ 
Lulu. Very higu com., D. O'Shea’s Countess, O. vou Lengerke’s 
Princess Fhrt, High com.. G. Fox’s Princess Katie. Com., W. F. 
Streeter’s Glen Nettie. 

BLACK AND TAN SETTERS.-Champion—1st. J. E. Thayer’s Ar¬ 
gus.-Open—Do<i.9.' 2d, Argyle Kennels’ Buck; 8d, M. Alhug’s Baron, 
Com., E. T. Sprague's Boy, Bitches: J.sc, H, C, Gloyer’s Nora; 2d,Q! 
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G. Brown's Topsoy; 3d. Q. W. DeWolfe’s Maud. Very high coni., C 
W. Tndle’s Cremorce. Hish com., A. H. Aldrich’s Heather Lass- 
Puppies: isr, O. IT. Day’s Don. 

IRISH SETTERS—Champion—Dops.- 1st, Max Wenzel’s Chief. 
Bitches: 1st, T. O. Bndinetou’s Faun.—Open—Do.os; Ist. E- W. Clark. 
Jr.’s Blaroev; 2d, I. H.Roberts's Bruce; 3d, Max Wenzd's Tim. Very 
bijrh com . R. (b Van Horn’s Patsey, L. B. Wright,’.s Glencho’s Boy. 
and R. A. Spaliling’s Oarrv. High com., C. W. Roedenburg’s Chip, 
U. F. Goelf obiiis’s Chief IT., and J Grosvenor’s Banker. Com.. T. S. 
Dumont’s Patsey. Bitches: 1st, W. Duuphy’s Molly Bawn; 2d, Max 
Wer.iB I’s Yoube; 3i, 1. II. Roberts’s Jessie. Very high com., ,1. Qros- 
venoj-’s Zingara. Titos. J. Farrell’s Mi.=8 Nellie llustead, and I. H. 
Roberts’® Hebe. High com.. I. H. Robert.'-'sCreole and Max Wenzel’s 
Dora. Com.. F. G. Leroy’s Bill and H. T. Hensbaw's Bessie Glencbo. 
Pi'ppiEs—Dofy,s-: Ist, W. 'H. Pierce’s Mickey Bitches: 1st, C. W. Roe- 
dtnburg's Ninon: 2d. C. W. Roedenbm'g’s Lady Vie. Very high com., 
B. Lurch’s Queen L. High com.. G. Langram’s Vic. 

CHESAPEAKE B.AY DOGS.—No entries. 
IRISH WATER SPANIELS.-lst. withheld; 2d, W. Ebler’s Ono- 

moo. Com.. P. ,T. Oliliger’a Prince. 
FIELD SPANIELS —Champion—ANY Color, Over 28lbs —1st. A, 

C. Wilmerding’s Black Prince.—Open—1st. A. C. Wilmtrdmg’s New¬ 
ton Abhot Lady; 2d, J. Luckwell's Black Beau. Jr.; 3tl, J. W. Kelly’s 
Lad o’Devon. VeiT high com..J. A. Eoebe’s Fanil. High com,, 
W. 0. Partridge’s Critic, A. C. Wjlrnerding’s Newton Abbot. Com , 
G. H. Whitehead’s Pluto, J. L. Woolston’s Carlotta Patti, E. M. Old¬ 
ham’s Dash, Associated Fanciers, Bonanza. 

COCKER SPANIELS.—Champion-Ant Color, Under 2Slb3 —1st. 
A. E. Rendie’s Compton Brahmin,—Open—Liter or BL40K.—Dofif.t.' 
Ist.J P. Willey's Black Pete; 2d, A. Laidlaw’s Obo. Jr.; 3d, J. P. 
Willey’s Young Obp. High com., S. R. Hemingway's Dunrobitt. 
Com., A. E. Reudle's Compton Bedouin. Bitches: ist, .T. P. Willey’s 
Shir.a; 2d; J. W. Kelly's Woodstock Norab: 3d, A. E. Rendle’s Comp¬ 
ton Gladys. Very high com , .T. Grosvenor’s Black Pearl. W. H. 
Tuck’s Alice Obo, High com., B. J. Rae’s Young Belle, S. R. Hem- 
ingivny’s Miss Nance, A. Laidlaw's Laidlaw’s Belle. 0. Van Vorst 
Sewell's Helene, J. P. Will-ty’s Beauty W., .1. W. Kelly’s AVoodstock 
Ruby.—Any Other Color than Liver or Black, liNDER 23lb3.— 
Isr, j. W. Kelly’s Little Red Rover; 2d. A. C, Wilmerding’s Marion; 
3d, .A Laidlaw’s Don. High com . E. F. Thomas's Wanda T. Pop 
PIES.—Very high com., E. M. Oldham’s Lady Abbot. High com., A. 
O Wilmerding's Ne«ton Abtior. Com., A. E. Rendle’s Compton 
Bedouin, W. West's Queen Obo. Hornell Spaniel Club's Hornell Nell, 
L. R. Hemingway’s Dunrobin. 

CLUMBER .SPANIELS.—lit, M. Richardson’s Newcastle; ‘2d, M. 
Richardson’s Tyne. 

FOXHOUNDS.—Champion—1st, Essex County Hunt’s Vinegar,— 
Opes—Dogs: Isf, Essex County Hunt’s Truman; 2d. Dan O’Snea’s 
Ranger. Bitches; 1st, J. H. Tayh.r’s Lady Stewart. Puppies: 1st, J. 
II. Navloi's Lady Stew-art. 

COf.LIES.—Champion—1st, Sans Souel Farm’s Kennels’ Ben Nevis. 
—Open—Dog's; 1st, J. D. Shotwell’s Glengarry; 2d. Associated Fan¬ 
ciers’ Royboy; 3d, T Lindsay’s Bonnie Scotland. Very high com., J. 
Wat-on's Heather. High com,, J. Watson’s Clipper and J. Van 
Scbaick's S'Aibiton. Com., J. G. Speed’s Laddie. Bitches: 1st. J. D. 
Shotw-ell’s Lady of the Laki ; 2J, J. Watson’s-: 3d. Hempstead 
Farm Co.'s Lass o’ i^owrie. Very high com.. G. H. AVhitebead’s liark 
andM Htrrison’s Gem. Hi h com., Associated Fanciers' Beatrice 
and J Van Schaick’.s Olivia. COm., William G. Martin’s Jean. 
PcppiES-Doffs; IsL J, D. Shotwell's Glengarry: 2d, T. Lindsay’s 
Bonnie Sco'land. Very high com., J. Watson’s He'atner. High com,. 
J. D. Shoiwell’s pilford and Argyle Kennels’ Tobey. Bitches: 1st, J. 
D. Shotwell’s Lady of the Lake; 2d, J. Watson’s Lintie. Very high 
com., ,J. D. Shotwell's Lady Eilli. High com., J. D. snotwell's Mabel, 
The Hempstead Farm Co.’s Bonnie and Heather Belle, H. B. Mc- 
Knighi’s Annie Laurie., C. R. Buckle’s Jessie Dean and Houghton 
Farm’s Phyllis. 

MISCELLANEOUS.-Equal iRt, F. M, Brasher’s Daimation Vixen; 
Argvle Kennels' retriever Black Bess and Q. O. Zeller’s Leonberg 
Barry. Very high com., Argyle Kennels’ Prince Chailes spaniel 
Charley. 

BEAGLES.—Champion - 1st, A. C. Krueger’s imported Bannerman. 
Very high com , Dan O'Shea's Rattler. High com., A. H. Wakefield 
A Co.’s Bush.—Open—Over 12 inches—1st, A. H. Wakefield & Co.'s 
Little Dulce: 2d, W. S. Diffenderffer’s Rattler 111. Very high com., 
W, H. A^hbumer and O. H. McClure’s Blue Cap. Com., A. H. Wake¬ 
field & Co.’s Trifle. Bitches: 1st-, A. C. Kruegei-8Pet;2d, A. H. Wake¬ 
field & Co.'sTwinkle. Very high com. O, Green’s Mollie V. High 
com., A. C. Krueger’s Vicrres.s H ; A. H Wakefield & Co.’s Chase. 
Com.. H. M. Schellhas-i’.s Trinket,—Under 12 inches—lat, W. F. 
Streeter's March Boy IL; 2il, W. F. Streeter’s Magnet. Very high 
com,, Dan O'Shea’s F.drmaid. 

BASSET HOUNDS.-lst, C. B. Gilbert’s Bertrand; 2d, Brooklyn' 
Kennels’ Jacquis. 'V’ery high. com.. C B. Gilbert’s Canace. 

DAOHSHUNDE.—1st, Invincible Kennels' Dina; 2d, W. B. Vogel^’ 
sang’s Fretzel, Jr. Very high com,, Associated Fanciers’ Judy and 
O. B. Ludekins’s Foxball. High com., W. B. Vogelsang’s Qretchen. 
Com., W. B. Vogelsang’s Dina. 

FOX-TERRIERS.—Champion—Dot/: Ist, L. & W. Rutherfurd’s Bel- 
grave Primrose. Bitch: Ist, J. E Thayer’s Richmond Olive.—Opem 
Dogs: 1st, L. & W. RiitUerfurd’s Sp'anger; 2d, J. W. Clark's Rustic 
Flash; 8d. W. T. McAless's General Grant. Very high com., R. Lyon’s 
Richmond Jockey, Clovernook Kennels’ Scarsdale. A. Boote's Orange 
Pippin. Higli com.. John E, Thayer’s Raby Jack, Clovernook 
Kennels’ Earl Leycesier. Bitches: 1st. L. & W. Rutherfurd’s 
Cornwall Duchess: 2d, John E. Thayer’s Nina; 3d, J. H. 
Shepherd’s Lady Winnie. ry high com. L. & W. Rutb- 
erfurd’s Warren Winsome, David S. Collins’s Geraldine. High 
com., J. W. Clark's Pbantasey, W. B. James’s Blossom. Com., 
Clovernook Kennels’ Clover Fidget and Clover Bell. Puppies—Dogs: 
1st. C. A. Sti vens’s Cocaine, Very high com. and reserve, W. T. Mc- 
Alees’s General Grant. Very high com., F. Hoey’s Nutmeg HI. Com., 
J. W, Clark’s Marmion. Bitches: 1st, J E Thayer’s Flirt. Very high 
com. and reserve, J. E. Thayer’s FoUy. High com., F. Hoey’s Violet 
V. —Wire-Haired.—1st, B. B. McGregor’s Trophy. 

BULLDOGS.—Champion: 1st. J. E. Thayer’s Bellissima. Open— 
Dogs: 1st. J. E Thayer’s Remus; 2d, J P. Barnard’s Brlmstoue. 
Bitches: let, R. & W. Livingston's Thespian; 2d, R. & W. Livlngsion's 
BeJlona 

BULL-TERRIERS.—Champion; R. & W. Livings touts Grand Duke. 
Open—Dog'S/ 1st. F. F. Dole’s Count; 2d, T. Blackburn’s Judas. Very 
high com , J. R. Suydam’s Jack. Bitches; 1st. T. R. Vanck’s Little 
Nell. Puppies: C. A. Steven’s Authony. Com., Argyle Kennels' 
Nell. Very high com., H. W. Holmes’s Alice. 

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.-Over Tubs —Withheld. 
IRISH AND ROUGH-HAIRED TERRIERS.—1st, Dan O’Shea’s 

N( ran. 
DANDIE DINMONT TERRIERS —Ist, Associated Fanciers’Binnie; 

2d, G. G. Cleaiher’s Meg. 

BEDLTNGTON TERRIERS.—1st. W. S. Jackson's Sentinel; 2d, D. 
O'Shea’s Wasp, Hign com., D O’Shea’s Sling. 

SKYE TERRIERS.-lat, Mrs. L. E B'llluger's Touzie. 
PUGS.—r HAMPioN—1st, Ci y View Kennels’ Bradford Ruby.—Open 

—Dogs: 1st, Cheq iasset Kennels’ Young Toby; 2d, Argyle Kennels’ 
Dick. Bitches: 1st, A. H. Mooi’e’s Miss Kitty; 2d, Chcquasset Ken¬ 
nels’ Lady Flossie. Very nigh com., City View Kenueis’ Beauty. 
Puppies: Withheld. 

YOKKSHIRETERPvIERS.-Oyer Slbs.—1st, Argyle Kennels’ Ben; 
2d, Argyle KmueL’ Lillie.- UNuER5LBS.—lst,ArgyleKennels’ Charley 
2d. Arg.iie Kennels’ Suidvr. 

TOY T£RBIFR>.—Other than Yorkshire, under “lbs.-1st. Miss 
E. E. Browne’s Tiney. 

KIN i CHARLES nPANIELS.—1st, J. B. Reddie’s Nellie; 21. J. B. 
Reddie’s Pitou. Very hi„h com., Associaied Fanciers’ Duke of Edin¬ 
burgh. 

BLENHEIM SPANIELS-1st, W. Phillips’s King Victor; 2d. Miss 
M. Pniliipa’s King Pippin. 

ITALIAN GRBYHOUNDS.-No entries. 

POODLES,—Black-1st, J. W. Clark’s Sabot; 2d. J. AV. Clark’s Jet 
II. Com , Miss Grauam’s Puffey.—OTSER Than Black-Withheld. 

SPECIALS. 
Best kennel mastiffs. Winlawn Kennel. Best kennel rough-coated 

St Bernai'iis, Hospice Kennels. Best kennel smooth i-oated St. Ber¬ 
nards. W. \V. Tucker. Best rougn-coaiea St. Bernard, E. R. Hearn’s 
DuKe cf Leed.s; nest smooth-coated, \V. W. Tucker’s Apollo. Best 
rough-coated Sr. Bernard in open class. J. W. burgess’s First Choice. 
Best St. Bfrn- rd uuJer best control, .Miss Lulu Balbacli's Czar. Best 
St. Beruard piqipy under 6 raos., E. T. Sprague’s Mrathmore. Best 
mastiff under? mos., W. S. Johnson's Dread, Jr. Best Newfoundland, 
D. O'Shea’s Bruno. Largest St. Bernard, E. R. Hearn's Duke of 
Leeds. 

WORMS IN PUPPIES. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
For the benefit of fellow sportsmen and lovers of I he dog, I 

wish to give a little of my experience in doctoring for worms. 
These pests have been the bane of my most cherished hopes 
and ambition in breeding fine setters; my choice pups, evenly 
marked and best of form, were sure to fall victims of these 
fell destroyers. I have used most every worm remedy with 
little success, except one, this remedy in most cases proving as 
fatal as the disease, my pups often dying affcei- the worms 
were discharged, and oh a postmortem I found a lu'gh state of 
inflammation with effusion of blood throughout stomach and 
Intestines. The remedy referred to is Dr. C. McLane’s vei*- 
mifuge, which I think the great panacea for worms, and with 
which I have had grand success. I am satisfied many pups 
could be saved by treatment such as here related. Two of a 
last litter in my kennel, while in fine form and condition, 
were suddeuljr taken with spasms, the fits following in quick 
succession until they were perfectly prostrate and lay appar¬ 
ently unconscious, iny hope of saving them was so slight that 
I ordered my man to chop off their heads to end their suffer¬ 
ing. He begged to be excused the unpleasant task, and I con¬ 
fess I hadn’t the courage to do it myself. I had, however, 
given each a small spoonful of McLane’s vermifuge, and as I 
left for my ofiSee I remarked, “Well, let them live, they will be 
dead before night any way.” On my return T found them 
living, the spasms had ceased, no worms bad been ejected and 
they seemed nearly dead. I pom'ed a little milk punch down 
each and gave them an injection of warm water, and the 
result was like magic, a great number of dead and living 
worms were at once ejected. In Jess than foi-ty-eight horn’s 
they were on their feet, and are living to-day, fine, healthy 
dogs. I believe if the above remedy was given in small doses 
when pups are but two weeks old, before these pests get such 
headway, very few pups would die with worms. 

All druggists keep tnis old standard medicine, and 1 hope 
yom-I'eaders will try it and report results. If you can’t get 
the vermifuge of your druggist, send to Fleming Bros., Wood 
street, this city, and I will warrant it genuine. I. R. S. 

Pittsburgh, Pa^_ 

DEATH OF CHAMPION TURK—iJdifor Forest and 
Stream: It is with extreme regret that I announce the death 
of champion Turk. He died quietly in my ofiSce on Tuesday 
last, of heart disease, without a sti'uggle or premonitory 
symptom. I'urk was a thoroughly good field dog on all game, 
and his many champion honors are evidence of his bench 
show form. His disposition was amiability itself. The death 
of Turk will be greatly felt by breeders of black and tan 
setters, as he was a remarkably good sii'e and largely bred to. 
I have not retained any of the progeny of Turk in my pos¬ 
session, but foi-tunately lately secured the old imported Gor¬ 
don setter bitch Nell, who is how in whelp to him, Nell has 
not made any reputation on the bench in this country, but is 
the dam of Royal Duke, a young dog that has been very suc¬ 
cessful on the bench for the number of times shown.—H, Clat 
Glover (March 20)._ 

THE CALIFORNIA KENNEL CLUB.-At a meeting of 
the Executive Committee of the California Kennel Club on 
Feb. 4, it was decided to report to the club a recommenda¬ 
tion that a bench show be held in this city in May next. A 
resolution was adopted that any member losing a dog shall 
advertise same in a daily paper for three days, after which 
the Executive Committee will take the matter in hand and 
offer a reward of 150 for the an-est and conviction of any per¬ 
son stealing a dog, and §100 for the arrest and conviction of 
any pei-son who has poisoned any. —San Francisco Call. 

THE HEMPSTEAD FARM COMPANY.-New York. 
March 18.—Editor Forestand Stream: The Hempstead Farm 
Company, Limited, of Hempstead, L. I., of which I am presi¬ 
dent, and A. D. Lewis. Esq., of this city, secretary and trea¬ 
surer, has purchased my entire kennel of collies. It is a com- Eincoi-porated under the laws of this State, its busmess 

J the raising and sale of the higher class of farm products, 
and the breedmgof thoroughbred live stock.—Thos. H. Terry, 

NEW ENGLAND KENNEL CLUB.—Boston, March ;24.— 
Editor Forest and Stream: The entries to the coming show 
of the New England Kennel Club closed with 625. Many re¬ 
turned coming after the 20th. Everything promises a suc¬ 
cessful show. The quahty of those entered is of the highest 
standard, and Mechanics Hall a magnificent bmlding with 
every convenience.—John Read, Supt. 

PROPOSED DOG SHOW AT BUFFALO.—The Society for 
the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, of Buffalo, N. Y., pro¬ 
poses to hold a dog show in that city April 13 to 16. Mi*. 
John Davidson wUl judge. The show will be managed by Mr. 
^dAyard jf. Rouijids, No. T5 White Building, Buffalo, N, Y. 

CLEVELAND BENCH SHOW.—The judges are: English 
setters—B. F. Wilson, Pittsburgh, Pa. Irish and black and tan 
setters—Maj. J. M. Taylor. Cleveland O. Pointers—Judge to 
be announced. Mastiffs. St. Bernards, collies, hounds, fox- 
terriers, spaniels, and all other non-sporting dogs—John H. 
Naylor, Chicago, 111. The entries close April 17. 

KENNEL NOTES. 

KENNEL NOTE BLANKS.—For the convenience of breeders we 

have prepared a series of blanks for “Names Claimed,’’ “Whelps,” 

“Bred” and “Sales.” All Kennel Notes must be sent to us on these 
blanks, which will be forwarded to any address on receipt of 

stamped and directed envelope. Send for a set of them. 

NAMES CLAIMED. 

Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Mignou. By Chequasset Kennels. Lancaster, Mass., for oranee 
tawny,with tvhite markings, smooth coated St. Bernard bitch,whelped 
Nov. 6,1815, by Hermit (A.K R. 23; out of Alma (A.K.R. 27). 

Laird Duncan. By Stoue House Kennels, Woonsocket, R. I,,, for 
black, tan and white collie dog. whelped Nov. 18. 1885. by Bonnie 
MacGregor (imported Rex—imported Daisey) out of Fannie. 

Kina Duncan. By Scone House Kennels, Woonsocket, R. I., for 
sable and white collie dog, whelped Feb. 6, 1886, by Macbeth (A.K.R. 
2718) out ot Jumper (A K.R. 2713). 

Leah. By .-tone House KeiineJs, Woonsocket. R. I, for .«able and 
white collie bitch. wlieJped Feb. 6,1886, by Macbeth (A.K.R. 27l8)out 
of Jumper (A.K R. 2713;. 

Rex Scotia. By Stone House Kennels, Woon=ocket, R. I., for black, 
tan and white collie dog, whelped Feb 0, 1886, by Macoeth (a.K R, 
2^18) out of Jumper (A.K. it. 2713). 

Malcolm 1. By Sione House Kennels, Woonsocket, R I., for sa'fie 
and white collie doer, whelped Feo. 6, losO, by Macboih (A.KR, 2718) 
out of Junaper (A.K R. 2718). 

Malcolm It By Stone Home Kennels,Woonsocket. R. I. for golden 
sable and white collie dog, whelped Feo. 6,1886. by Macbeth K.R. 
2718) out of Jumper (A K R. 27.8). 

Pimy. By Elmer E. Shaner, Pittsburgh, Pa., for white and tan 
beagle Ditch, wiielped Nov. 28, 1884, by Baonercaan (Marcthboy—Dow 
Drop out oi Katie (Rattler- Faunie) 

Doctor Clyde. By Miss Ida F Warren, Leicester. Mass., for brindle 
Scotch deenound dog, whelped Dec. 24,1885, by Bras (Bruce—Maida) 
out of Lady Dare (imported Oscar—llga). 

Stone House Kennels. By Lewis C. Bass, VYoonsooket, R. I. 
Lawrence Barrett By Jocoo Meyer, Newark, N. J., for brindle 

and wnue rough-coated St. Bernard dog. whelped Feb. 11,1886, by 
First Choice (E. 14.297; out of Flora II. (A.K R 36 6). 

John McCullough. By Jacob Meyer, Newark, N. J., for tawnv and 
white rougci-coaied St. Bernard dog, whelped Feb. 11, )886, by First 
Choice (E. 14.297) out of Flora IL (A.K.R. 30l6). 

Clam Morris. By Jacob Meyer, Newark. N. J., for tawny and 
while rough-coated St. Bernard oitch, whelped Feb, 11,1886, by First 
Choice (E. 14,297) out of Flora II, (A.K.E. 3016). 

Tulip. By Chequasset Kennels. Lancaster, Mass., for stone fawn, 
black points, pug dog, whelped Dec. 1, 1885, by Young Toby (A.K.R, 
473) out of Tantrums (A.K R. 220). 

Montague. ByCh^uasset Kennels, Lancaster, Mass., for orange 
tawny, with white markings, rough-coated St. Bernard dog, whelped 
Nov. 20,1885. by Hermit (A.K.R, §J) oqt of Theop i A.K.R, 94) 

Queen Anne. By Jacob Meyer, Newark. N. J.. for tawny and white 
rough-coated St. Bernard bit-ch, whelped Feb, 11,1886, by ifirst Choice 
(E. 14,297) out of Flora 11. (A.K.R. 3016). 

Con. By Walter E. Tooker, Mt.'Yernon. N. Y,, for orange, white 
on chest and fore feet, rough-coated St. Bernard dog. whelped Feb. 
11, 1886, by First Clioice (E 14,297) out of Flora IL (A K.R 8016). 

Constance. By Jacob Meyer, Newark. N. J.. for tawny and while 
rough-coa’ed St. Bernard bitch, whelped FeD. 11,1886, by First Choice 
(E. 14.297) out of Flora II. (A.K R. :-i016). 

Louise. By I. H. Roberts, Mocrestown. N. J.. for red Irish setter 
bitch, whelped Dec. 19,1885, by Blarney (Bruce—Luray) out of Lady 
Clare (EIcbo—Rose). 

Olendare. B.v S. L. Burgess, Meriden, Conn., for red Irish setter 
dog, whelped June 33, 1883, by Glencbo (Eicho-Noreen) out of Red 
Sue (.7oe-Pansey). 

Sibyl. By I. H. Roberta. Moorestnwn, N. J., for red Irish setter bitch, 
whelped Aug. 6, 1885, by Bruce (Elcho—Noreeni out of Creole (Graf¬ 
ton—Megg). 

Pocahontas, Queen Victoria, Queen Elizabeth and Mrs. Langtry. 
By Jacob Meyer. Newark. N J., for tawny and white St. Bernard 
bitcues, whelped Feb. 11,1886, by First Choice out of Flora H. (A.K.R. 
3016) 

Paddy O'Donoghne. By Robt. Somerville, Cbicngo, III., tor Irish 
water spaniel dog, whelped Dec. 28, 1885, by The O’Donoghue out of 
Mollie. 

Monmouth Chief. Bv Jacob Meyer, Newark. N. J,, for tawny and 
white rough-coated St. Bernard dog, whelped Feb. 11, 1886, by first 
Choice (E. 14,297) out of Flora (A.K.R. 8016). 

BRED. 

Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Ashmont Nora-Nimrod Dwight Holbrook’s (Clinton, Conn.) red 
Irish setter bitch Ashmont Nora (A.K R 2875) to W. D. Ferriu’s Nim¬ 
rod. March 6. 

Devonshire Queen—Nick of Naso. Floyd Vail’s (.Tersey Gity.N. .J.) 
pointer bitch Devonshire Queen (A.K.R. 3127) to C. J. Peshair.s im¬ 
ported Nick of Naso (Naso II., E 8,12:3—Pettvoe. E. 15,175), March 12. 

Grace B.-Plantagenet. O. Fred Crawford’s (Pawtucket. R. 1 ) 
English setter bitch Grace B. (London—Dawn) toBlackstone Kennels’ 
Plantagenet (Dashing Monarch- Petrel). March 3. 

Nellie IL—Foreman. C. Fred Crawford’s (Pawtucket, R. I.) Eng¬ 
lish setter bitch Nellie H. (Count Noble—Rosalind) to nlacksione 
Kennels’ Foreman (Dashing Monarch—Fairy II ), March 3. 

Pet Berwyn—Prince. W. Tallman’s (Tarrytown. N. Y ) English 
setter bitch Pet Berwyn (Dashing Berwyn—Mav Druid) to Blackstone 
Kennels’ Prince (Pride of the Border—Petrel). March 3. 

Nell—Bradford. A. H. Aldrich’s (Melrose, Mass.) pointer bitch Nell 
(A.K R. 1351) to Dr. H. H. Kane’s Bradford (Bow—Beulah), Feb. 26. 

Rosa—Buckelleic. W. C, Kennerlly’s (White Post, Va.) English 
setter bitch Rosa (Dashing Monarch—Leila) to W. A. Coster’s Buckel- 
lew (A.K.R. 30). March 4. 

Flora IT.—Czar. Wm, J- Ehrieb’s (New York) smooth-coated St. 
Bernard bitch Flora 11. (Leon—Belline) to Ohas. Bassini’s Czar (Lo¬ 
hengrin—Jura), Feb. 20, 

Ruth—Nero. Wm. J. Ebiich's (New York) rough-coated St. Ber¬ 
nard bitch Ruth (Barry—Bella.) to his Nero (Apollo—Diana), March 1. 

Rosa—Buckellew. W. C. Kennerly’s (White Post, Va.) Englisn set¬ 
ter bitch Ro-ja to W. A. Coster’s Buckellew (A.K.R. 30). March 4. 

Liicy—Blue Boy. Jas. Flare’s (St. Davio’s. Pa.) beagle bitch Lucy 
to W. H. Asiiburner & O. H. MtClure’s Blue Boy (Regent—May ), 
Feb. 26. 

Miliiceiit—Blue Boy. Dr. L. H. Twaddell’s (WestFniladelphia, Pa.) 
beagle bitch Millicent to W. H. Ashburner & O. H. McClure’s Blue Boy 
(Regent-May). March l. 

Topsey—Treasure. Detroit Kennel Club’s (Detroit, Mich.) pug bitch 
Topsey 10 Treasure, Feb. 27. 

May—Treasure. Geo. Shaffner’s (Detroit, Mich.) pug bitch May to 
Treasure. Feb. 25. 

Miss Doonie—Count. E. L. Bailey’s (Pittsfield, Mass.) bull-terrier 
bitch Miss Doonie (Doonie—Nancey) to Frank F’. Dole’s Count (A.K R. 
3178), March 9 and 11. 

Licile Nell—Bruce. I. H. Roberts’s (Moorestown. N. J.) Irish setter 
bitcu Little Nell (Elcho -Rose) tohis Bruce (Elcho-Noreen), FeD. 11. 

WHELPS. 

1^'*’ Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

NtUie. George W. Dixon's (Worcester, Mass.) bull-terrier bitch 
Nellie (A.K.R. 2191), March 14, two (one dog), by R. H. Dudgeou’.s 
Dutch, Jr. (A.K.R. 1887). 

Flora T. Eugene Taylor’s (Lynch’s, 'Va ) English setter bitch Flora 
T. (Kehel Wiua’em—Fleeta). March 12, six (three dogs), by W. Henry 
Colquitt’s Comedy (A.K.R. 2559). 

Glossy. N. V. Ketchum's (Savannah, Ga.) spaniel bitch Glossy 
(A.K.R. 1871), March 14. six (two dog-), by Gto. Noble’s Ponto 11. 
(Ponto—Silken Floss); three bitches boru dead. 

Dorcas. Jos. S. Barber’s (Central Falls, R. I.) red Irish setter bitch 
Dorcas (Glenco—Syren II), Feb 24, five (two dogs), by Geo. Pinkham’s 
Gold Stone (Arlington—imported flora). 

Lady F. Dr. W. F. Fontaine’s (Millbury, Mass.) pointer bitch Lady 
F. (A.K.R. 2744), March 1, five (one dog), by Currier’s Prince (Wateru’s 
Max—Currier’s Belle III.). 

Bernard bitch Nuti (A.K.R. 24), March 8, ten (eight dogs), by their 
Hermit (A.K.R. 23). 

Jumper. Stone House Kennels’ (Woonsocket, R. I.) collie bitch 
Jumper (A.K.R. 271o). Feb. 6, eight (four dogs), by thir Macbeth 
(A.K.R. 2718). 

SALES. 

Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Bessie Noble—Buckellew. Oscar D. Thees’s (New York) English 
setter bitch Bessie Noble (Count Noble—Lady May) to W. a, Coster’s 
Buckellew (A.K.R 30), Mai’ch 1. 

Trinket. ’White, black and tan b-agle bitch, age not given, by Flute 
out of Queen (A.K.R. 1726), by J. W. Morroway, Southington, Conn., 
to H. F. Scueilhass, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Bonnie, black, tan and wnite collie bitch, whelped July 11, 1885 
(A.K.R. 3108), by Jas. Bulger, Barton-on-Sound, N. Y., to j! D. Shot- 
well, Rahway, K. J. 

Pudge. Stone fawn, black points, pug bitch, whelped August, 1884, 
by Young Toby out of Titania, by Ch^uasset Kennels, Lancaster, 
Mass., to Chas. A. Leonhard, Newport, Ky. 

Montague. Orange tawny, with white markings, rough-coated St. 
Bernard dog, whelped Nov. 26, 1885, hy Hermit (A K.R. 23) out of 
Theon (A.K.R 94), by Chequasset Kennels, Lancaster, Mass., to Win- 
ihrop Jordan, Portland, Me. 

Tulip. Silver fawn, black points, pug dog. whelped Dec. 1, 1885, by 
Young Toby out of Tantrums, by Chequasset Kennels, Lancaster, 
Mass , lo Essex Kennels, Anuover, Mass. 

Fidget. White, black and tan ticked beagle bitch, whelped June 9, 
1886, by Trump out of Bess, by N. Elmore, Grauby, Conn., to C. C. 
Pyfer. Foreston, IlL 

Trailer (A.K.R. 2325)—Music (A.K.R. 1111) whelps Beagles,whelped 
Nov, 20, 1886. by d. F. Scnellhaas, Brooklyn, N Y.. a clack, white 
and tan dog to Mr. Middleton, Jamez, N. M., and a black, w bite, tan 
and blue mottled bitch lo W. A. Stauf, Baltimore, Md 

Bob. White aud lemon markings buh-terrier dog, whelped Dee. 4, 
1860, by Tne Earl out of l.ittle Nellie, by Frank F. Dole, New Haven, 
Conn.. TO J. Krupp, Clarksville, Tenn. 

General. White and lemon markings bull terrier dog,whelped Dec, 
4, 18b5. hy The Earl > uto. Little Nellie, cy Frank F. Dole, New Haven, 
Conn . lo ,). Lee lailer. New Y'ork. 

Doctor Clyde. Biiudie 8C0tcD deerhound dog. whelped Dec. 24, 
1885, by Bias out of Lady Dare, by Landseer Keen is, Denver, Col , 
to Miss Ida F’’. Warren, Leicester, Mass. 

Giendare. Red Irish tetter dog,'wUelp d June 30, 1S83. by Glencbo 
out ot Red sue, D.v Gieneho Keiuiels, reeks kill, N. i.,tute. L. bur¬ 
gess. Meiid' D, Conn. 

Barry Orange tawny, correct white markings, St. Berna’-d dog 
(A.K.R 2160), by Henry Miiller, Btaplcton, N. Y.. lu 1, H. bhiterens. 
B'.lralo, N, 1. 

Peep o' Day. Red Irish setter bitch.whelped Nov. 23.1883, by Glen- 
more out of Jessamine, by I. H. Rohci’ts, Mourestown, . . J., to \V. L. 
Beau, Hanford, N. J 

Teaay. bed Irish setter dog, whelped Nov 23, 1685, by Glenmore 
out of Jessamine, by I. H. Rooerte, Moortsiowu, N. J., to Miss Dully 
Weeks. Piiiladt iphia. Pa. 

Glenmore—.Jessamine whelps. Red Irish setters, whelped Nov. S3, 
1885, hy I. H- booerls. Mooi estown, N. J , a oog each to ChuS. Benn tt 
and 0. O Culm, same place; a dog each to Mr. Vahl ucd C. Hi-wnrd 
Clark, Philadelpuia, Pa.; a dog lo C. M. Craver, Brooklyn, Pa., and a 
biten to W. S. F'ortner. camden, N. J. 

Mat y—Ringwood. F’.'Wrighi’s (Granby, Conn.) beagle bitch Mary 
(Fluie-Lucy) to N. Eimore’s Riiigwood (A.K.R. 22 2), March 16. 

Birdie—Ringwood. N. Elmore’s (Grauby, conn.) beagle bitch 
Birdie (Kiug—imported Music) to his Ringwood (A.K.R. 220.2), March 
17. 

DEATHS. 
Mary Scott. Black,white and tan English setter bitch (A.K.R. 8156), 

owuea by C. Duvall, Louisvllte, Ky., tiom distemper. 

Attention. 18 CAt-PED to the advertisement of “Tioga' incur For 
gale columu. Any one jiegoHating with hinj will, we have no doubt 
he fairly treated, 
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^ifle md ^haaiing, 
AMress all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 

ing Co. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

REST SHOOTING. 

rpHERE is a good deal more iu rest shooting with a ride than one a*- 
X the first glance would suppo=e. There is no question that it re¬ 

quires skill, knowledge, and a refinement of nerve. If a rifllemau 
will apply ihe knowledge and experience he may gain at rest shoot¬ 
ing to off-hand practice with the rifle, he will become a better shot 
Mr. conliu has introduced re.st shooting in his gallery, and many of 
the crack shots in the city are trying it. It will be seen from the tar¬ 
gets below, which are ten shots string mea.<aure, that ten shots may 
be made not measuring over one inch. Those given below show the 
marvelous accuracy of the human eye, the quality of nerve and the 
perlection of the gun and ammunition. 

Best shooting is the old time style, and when Mr. Conlin issued hi.s 
announcement of the new programme he induced one of the Now 
York artists who frequent the shooting gallery to add fo the attract¬ 
iveness of ihe circular by a sketch of an oli-time shooter, no less a 
personage ihan Hip Van Winkle, of Oatskill goblin fame. Old Hip 

aat”l 
as personated by .loe Jefferson, is here so faithfully pictured that 
none could mistake him. Had the twenty years of sleep extended to 
one hundred and twenty, the shooter.s who gather at Conlin’s might 
have given the old gentleman coming down the mountains some 
points on shooting a modern breechloading rifle. The scores were 
made with a .2.3 short, 100ft ; shots measured froth center to center: 
T B Doolittle.. .1 13-161n. D E Marsh... .3J41n. 
EH Skidmore.l%m. L D Huntington.3iu. 
F Schucliardt.1 iS-lOin. Lieut GN Whistler.3 1 16in. 
A C White.115 16in. 
Kobert Graham.2 3-1 Gin. 
W W de Forest .254in. 
S HHubbard.; 
D A Davis.2 9 16in. 
Edward Nothnagle_S^^in. 
A C Neumann.3 l-16in. 

R Stroheim.3 3 IGin. 
N S Ward.3%in. 
Chas Van Benschoten_3 9-ltiin. 
G E Betts. 
W .1 Darling.3%in. 
Col M L Riggs.3%in. 
Lewis Darling.3%in. 

BRIDGEPORT VS. NEW YORK.—At the Morrisania Shooting 
Park, on March 10. te.aras of eight men. representing the New York 
Rifle Club and the Bridgeport Rifle Club, met in a match of 15 shots 
per mau, 200yds.. standard target. The day was all that could be de¬ 
sired for good shooting, and the scores of both teams were well up, 
as will be seen by the schedule annexed. By the old Creedmoor 
count, the, average"per man of the Bridgepirt team was 66% and of 
the New York team 65J4. out of the possible 75. The is believed to 
be the best on record under the conditions. If it is not. the Bridge 
port Club would like to be apprised of the fact. Bridgeport’s high 

Hubbard. 
White .. 

Marsh... 
Bassett.. 
Beers.... 

Holton. 
O'Donnell.4 
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WILMINGTON, Del., March 17.—A pleasant day, with scarbely any 
wind, made every condition favorable to the success of the rifle 
matches at Schuetzen Park to-day. There was a good attendance 
both of visitors and participants. There were 18 participants in the 
first match, at which the prizes were distributed according to score 
classes. The following is the score in full at 200yds. out of possible 
15. Lieutenants Floyd and Jones were eacn allowed }4 point as mem¬ 
bers of the militia: 

.004— 4 W C Seeds. Bal. ...300 - 8 
.3:13- 9 Chris Bauer, R S. 
443—H T Jones. Spg. ...422- 8% 
.343-10 Robert Miller, R S.... .. 445-13 
.344-11 W Me Send rick, R 8 . , ..444—12 

..404— 8 William J- Barnes, BaL.344—11 
444—12 William Bacon, R S... ...2.55-12 

,.445—13 JE E Seeds, Spg. .. 234— 9 
,.414-12% D A Greer. Spg. 

C Heebner, Bal. 
Charles Heinel, Jr. R S. 
William F Seeds, Bal... 
Charles Heinel, Sr, R S 
William Floyd, Spg. 

The second match was immeaiaieiy openeu. mere were par¬ 
ticipants, and the prizes were awarded to the highest scores. The 
follovving is the full score at 200yds. out of a possible 15. FJoyd and 
Jones were given the same allowance as in the first match: 
J R D Seeds, Spg.304— 7 Charles Heinel, Sr, R S. .444—12 
J B Bell, Bal.454—13 W Bacon, R S.324— 9 
Robert Miller. R S.444-12 T Jones, Spg.343-10% 
H Simpson, Bal.564—14 WMcKendrick, R S -445—18 
Wilhain fJovd, Spg.533 -11% Charles Heinel, Jr, R S. .444-12 
fl Heebner, B,al.444—12 J E E Seeds, Spg.544—13 
William P Seeds, Bal .. .445—13 Chris Bauer, R S.323— 7 

A fine opportunity is offered those who are fond of target shooting 
at the series of rifle matches which are being hell at Schuetzen Park. 
They take place every Wednesday afternoon, and will continue the 
rest of this month and probably next. For those who take part the 
entrance fee ranges from 25 cents up, which made into a purse is 
divided into several prizes. Any rifle is allowed except those with 
hair triggers, with a fair allowance for military rifles. The equitable 
feature of awarding the prizes according to score classes gives an in¬ 
experienced mark,-<man a fair chance of winning a prize. A fine 
ange of 200yds. and the regulation Creedmoor target are used.—W. 
P. PENNING, a member of the Zettler Club, died of quick cousump- 

ien last week. Mr. Penning was widely known as an expert rifle 
bet, and was much esteemed for his personal qualities. 

BOSTON, March 20.—The riflemen met at Walnut Hill to-day. The 
attendance was very good, and the weather conditions, aside from the 
ram and fog, were fair. Captain Souther and Cap ain Davis chose 
trom among the riflemen present and shot a team match, in which 
the former won. 
_ „ Victorv Medal Match. 
WF Tufts.  7 10 ;■ 5 6 10 9 9 9 9-81 
SReed. .10 8 JO 9 9 4 9 10 5 9-83 
H Joseph. 0 0 7 5 e 8 8 8 8 10-75 
Rpavis . c 6 9 9 9 6 8 8 7 6-74 
A L Brackett.8 in 8 10 7 7 4 4 9 6-T3 
•'^^Frye. .n 8 4 ;■ 9 10 10 9 5-71 

, , Decimal Off Hand Mnio '. 
AC White . s y 7 .1 9 7 9 1-110 T-85 
EB Souther.f, 0 0 ~ 7 5 3 7 ]o 7-73 
JP Bates.   6 -s 3 10 9 8 6 4 4 8-03 

nr rtr, MatCtl 
G W Whitcomb.9 tO 10 10 10 10 JO lO 10 10-09 
G Holbrook. 9 10 10 lo li) JO 10 9 10 '0-98 
H Dadman .10 10 10- 9 30 10 9 9 JO 10-97 
DWt^bster.30 7101010 9 10 H 9 9 92 
W Allston. 8 8 y to 9 lO 10 10 10 8-92 

Practice Match A. 
CB Ed wards. 6 tO 9 5 C 9 9 10 9 10-83 
BE Aiken . 6 10 9 6 6 9 9 10 9 J0-r3 
n Montana .9 7 10 ,s ,8 9 5 6 7 8-77 
A L Brackett. 7 7 5 s 8 7 8 5 4 8- 67 

, Special Milita-y Match. 
T n . 8 6 7 10 10 7 6 6 -75 
JB Bellows. 9 9 5 8 9 5 7 6 8 5-73 
HGassam . 7 0 y .t; e .5 y e s 7_7i 

Special Team Match—Capc;.i;i So .tlier, 
W Ciiai-les (mil.). 886998 5 5 0 lC-p5-78 
L B Edwards . ... 8 10 8 9 7 6 7 6 10 6 —76 
L B isouther .6 8 9 4 6 7 5 10 6 10 —71 
h Carter (mil.). 8 79646846 0-f7—"I 
AE Tufis. 79 5 96879 6 4 —.0 
J B Fellows (mil.). 6 7 8 6 4 5 8 6 3 4-1-5-67-433 

Captain Davis. 
A L Brackett . 710 7 8 8 7 9 9 6 6-79 
ACVhlte...,.7 6 7 8 6 9 9 6 (110—74 
B Davis. 6 7 7 6 9 3 9 6 8 10-71 
B Keed. 6 9 7 6 9 4 5 9 9 6-70 
BH Aiken. 797 6 36856 7-69 
HWithington. 393049685 6-59—422 

SPKING FIELD. Mass.—In answer to the request of several corres¬ 
pondents we republish in full the scores made at the Brattleboro vs. 
Spnnefield match of the 22d ult. The Rod and Gnu Club sent Lieut. 
McDonald to Brattleboro to see that they had a fair show in the tele¬ 
graphic shooting match between the two teams. J-W. Smith was 
sent from Brattleboro to see the demoralization of the Massachusetts 
men. The new standard Hinmaii targets were used. The scores of 
Che two teems ai’e as follows: 

Brattleboro (Vt.) Rifle Club. 

THE TRAP. 

9 
Bridgeport. 
7 8 8 7 10 9 7 8 8 10 7 9 4—120 

7 8 8 7 9 10 8 7 8 8 8 7 9 8 8—1-0 
..10 8 5 8 10 8 5 8 7 8 9 7 7 8 9-117 

7 7 10 6 5 10 6 9 7 5 9 ■8 10 6-111 
7 6 6 7 6 9 9 6 6 5 7 8 10 9-107 

. 7 8 7 5 0 7 7 8 7 7 8 8 9 7 lO-lO':- 
,. 3 6 7 8 10 6 8 5 6 9 8 6 9 8 8—106 

8 7 4 6 9 6 7 7 4 6 7 0 6 9- 95 

9 
New 
6 10 

York. 
9 7 9 5 7 9 7 8 8 

883 

7—117 
9 10 7 7 7 10 6 7 8 7 6 9 6 6-112 
9 3 6 9 6 6 8 7 8 6 10 8 10 S—HI 
5 6 6 6 5 9 8 8 6 8 9 7 5 10—106 

. 7 8 8 8 9 3 5 4 7 6 7 5 10 7 8 101 

. 4 6 6 5 9 6 6 6 6 5 6 10 9 6 9- 9'1 
. 6 0 6 7 6 9 6 5 9 3 6 7 5 5 10 - 96 
. 4 5 6 5 5 8 5 4 6 7 7 6 5 5 7— 84 

8 10 8 10 7 8 8 8 10-85 
7 10 8 8 10 10 7 9 7—85 
7 10 9 10 5 10 6 6 6-75 
6 0 10 8 7 6 8 6 5—74 
6 8 1C 6 7 8 6 9 7-73 
8 6 6 9 9 6 6 10 9-7.3 
8 6 7 4 10 7 9- 7 7—71 
6 5 6 6 8 10 8 6 6 67 
8 9 0 5 5 9 5 7 7-67 
3 5 0 6 7 6 9 6 8-65- 

Rod and Gun Bifle Club. 
8 8 6 9 5 8 10 9 5—73 

9 10 6 6 8-72 
7 7 8 6-70 

TB Wilson.....  ...5 6 8 
HTHare.9 9 5 5 . . . . „ „ 
ET Stephens.9 66786966 6-69 
M W Bull.9 96759 3 55 9-67 
ZC Talbot..;.8 67568766 5—64 
J A Wilson.5 8 5 7 6 6 5 6 8 7—63 
LHMayott.5 576957666-62 
T T Cartwright.7 64666587 4—59 
SKHindley. 46426 7 9 5 2 2^6—645 

After the formal score the Springfield men shot a trial score, and 
with one man missing reacheii: 
ETStephens.lO 9 9 8 10 9 9 8 10 8-88 
J AWil.-on. 10 7 10 6 9 10 9 9 10 7—87 
SKHindley. 10 88869999 7-83 
Z 0 Talbot. 4 10 8 9 9 9 10 10 7 6—8: 
T T Cartwright 6 10 7 10 10 8 10 5 8-81 
T B Wilson. 8 8 8 8 7 10 10 G 8 7—80 
H K Cooley . 8 8 
James Kimball.6 6 
J A Sterling .7 6 

7 6 8 9 7 9 6—71 
6 7 7 10 7 5 8 5-69 
9 4 9 4 9 6 4 10-68—713 

SPRINGFIELD. Mass., March 18 —Ihe 50-shot match between L. 
H. Mayott, S. K. llmdley and T. T. Cartwright, of the Rod and Gun 
Rifle Club, of this city and members of the Topeka (Kan.) Kitie Club, 
was shot co-day by tne local marksmen. The Topeka Club will shoot 
to-morrow. The day was perfect for rifle shooting and the American 
ofl-kand target was used for the first time. The marksmen are plan¬ 
ning several other 50-shot matches. The scores were as follows: 

T T Cartwright.. 

S KHindlley. 

r 5 9 10 8 7 7 6 7 8 6-73 
10 9 10 7 5 8 6 4 10 5-75 
8 10 9 7 4 8 10 9 8 7-80 
8 9 9 5 8 7 8 6 8 7—76 
6 5 8 5 9 9 7 10 6 7-73-875 
9 8 10 4 8 9 6 4 5 9-69 
3 8 8 0 6 0 6 8 8 6-65 

^1 9 9 7 3 6 8 9 1 6 5-64 
1 9 8 4 10 9 5 6 6 5 5—63 
ho 5 9 8 8 7 9 10 3 7-ro'_8.37 
r 710 5 7 4 10 7 7 10 6—73 

6 9 5 6 9 6 9 6 6-to 
10 6 8 8 4 6 7 10 6-72 

1 5 5 6 5 5 10 5 6 6 6-69 
1 5 6 6 7 4 3 6 3 10 7—56-;826 

1088 
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.. March 11.—The regular weekly shoot of the 

rifle club occurred this afternoon at tueir range on theEastside. The 
conditions were 200yds. off-hand, possible lOO. The score was as 
follows: 
Marshall. 7 10 10 10 7 6 8 4 5 10-80 
Morgan (mil.)..... . 9 6 7 6 7 10 6 10 9 5—77 
Weeks. 8 8 5 8 7 10 9 10 8 4-77 
Jones. 6 10 7788777 8-75 
Bush. 4 8 7 8 9 4 6 10 8 10 73 
Cooley.4 10 11 6 6 6 7 8 8 5-69 
Gibbs. 98 7 754427 10-60 

WORCESTER, Mass., March 12.—The following scores were made 
at the weekly shoot in the Record match of the rifle club at the Pine 
Grove Range: 
White. 8 9 6 0 9 10 10 710 7—83 
Clark.9 6 7 7 9 8 7 6 6 8-72 
Norman. 936 10 67 7 34 6—66 
Jones. 4 5 665847 2 .5—.52 

In practice shooting White scored 81 and 81, Norman 74 and 70, 
Jones 68 and 61. 

SPECTRE KIFLEMEN.—Cincinnati, March 15.—The case of Fred 
Kohl against Henry and Rudolph Blelstein for shooting with intent 
to kill was called in the police court to-day and developed some inter¬ 
esting testimony, showing that a communistic order of riflemen ex¬ 
ists in this city, of which the two defendants are member.s. This 
group, as it is called, contists of twelve members and meets every 
other Sunday for rifle practice. The treasurer of the club testified 
that there were no books kept by the commune in order to prevent 
any identification of the members; also that there wei'e 500 to 600 of 
these “groups” iu the United States. 

LAKE LOOKOUT, Mass., March 18.—The Rod and Gun Club shot a 
telegraphic match with the Kansas City Bifle Team at the range here 
this afternoon. The match was shot at the request of the latter club, 
they selecting three men from the Springfield team lo shoot against 
three of their own. Tne day was perfect and the attendance fair. 
The rules gave each man 50 shots. The local result was as follows: 
T. T. Cartwright ;-i74. L. M. Maycoti 338, S. K. Hindley 326: total 1,038. 
This was the first of a proposed series of telegraphic matches. 

SARATOGA, March 19.—Notwithstanding the bad weather a fair 
number of the members of the Saratoga Rifle Club appeared at the 
Glen Mitchell Range to-day and took part in the regular monthly 
shoot. The slight wind prevailing came from the hortheast. The 
snow storm made the light very poor. The conditions included the 
Massachusetts target, distance 200yds.. off-hand. The score: 
Wm B Gage.12 11 11 10 11 12 9 10 It 12-109 
W,m H Gibbs.U 9 lO lO 10 11 10 11 10 11—10:1 
JN Crocker, Jr...10 9 10 10 11 11 11 10 8 12—112 
H M Livengston, Jr. 9 9 11 10 9 10 10 7 11 12— 98 
R C Fonda.10 8 7 0 7 12 lO 11 10 8-89 
WPHowai-d.11 7 9 8 9 5 10 8 11 10- 68 
A L Hall. 7 0 6 0 10 9 12 9 11 3— 67 

CoiTtspondents wiio favor us with club scores are particularly re¬ 
quested to write on one side of the paper only. 

bi^ELLINGTON (MASS.) GUN CLUB.-March 13.-Match at 5 black- 

Wardwell.11011-4 Curtis.00100 1 

.11011-4 Sanhom.11101—4 
Stanton.01111—4 Shuraw’ay.10110—3 
.  00010—1 Adams. 11110—4 

Crosby.  i)|ll0-3 Mitchell .11001-3 
®ohaefer.01111—4 Hutchinson. OlCll—3 
whirteman. 11011-4 Short.11101-4 
'Wilson.11011—4 

Ties—Wardwell. Snow, Sanborn and Adams, fli-st; Hutchinson 
second; Swift and Curtis third. 

Match at 6 clay bird-;: 
Wardwell.11111-5 Curtis.01111-4 
Bnow.01110—3 Sanborn. .01111—4 
Stanton. K'lll—4 Shiimvvay.00111—8 
Swift.01100—2 Adams.11111-6 
Crpsbif .00111-3 Mitchell.10111-4 
^haeter....10110—8 Hutchinson.01001—2 
Whitteman.OHIO - 3 Short.01090—1 
Wilson. 00101-2 

Ties—Wardwell and Adams, first: Curtis, second; Shumway, 
Schaefer and Snow, third; Swltt and Wilson, fourth. 

Match at 6 clay birds: 
Adams .IO111—4 
Wardw’ell....00111-3 
Snow.11111-6 
Crosby.11111—5 

Short.01111—4 
Mitchell.11110—4 
Wilson.Ollli—1 

-   - Hutchinson .  ,11011—4 
Shumway.10111—4 Sanborn.11101-4 
Schaefer.11111—5 Moore.00001—1 
Swift.11110 -4 Whitteman.00101—2 
Stanton.11111-5 Holden.01001-2 
Curtis.11011—4 

Schaefer first. Swift second, W’ardwell third, Whitteman and Holden 
fourth. 

Match at 5 blackbirds: 
Wardwell.11101—4 Hutchinsan. II1OO-2 
Adams.llill-5 Short.01111—4 
Crosby.10101-3 Curtis.10001-2 
Snow.11101-4 Mitchell.11011—4 
Schaefer.01111—4 Sanborn. 11101—4 
Shum w'ay.11111—5 Aloore." .11 icO—3 

IVhittemau.00000-0 
Holden.00111—3 

Stanton.01111—4 
Swift.  .liOlO-3 
Wilson.01101—3 

Ties—Shumway and Adams first. Short second, Swift and Moore 
thtid, Hutchinson fourth. 

Maich at 5 clay birds: 

Sno v .01000-1 
Short.OHIO 

Swift.imi-5 

,'1010—2 Wilson. ... 11 ti 1 •*; 
,01000-1 Whittemore . .00010 1 
OHIO 3 Curtis . 
noil—4 Sanborn . 
11111—5 Hutchinson. 
10001—2 Adams. .IHH 6 
HIH-5 Bradstreet.. 

.01111 4 

.01101-3 
Ellsworth. 

Holden.01101-3 
Ties—Swift first, Sanborn. Hutchinson and Wardwell second, Short, 

Holden and Bradslreet third, Stanton fourth. 
Match at 5 blackbirds: 

Short;.11111—5 Wilson.11110—4 
Crosby.11001—3 Shumway.10101—8 
Snow.01011-3 Sanborn.Hill—5 
Wardwell.HllO-4 Hutchinson_;.OHIO—3 
Adams.10101-3 Whittemore.00000—0 
Swift ...OIUH—3 Curtis.11000—2 
Stanton .00110-2 Moore. 00110—2 
Holden..01111-4 Bradstreet.OOlH- -3 
Schaefer...,.11111—5 Ellsworth.01011—3 

Ties—Short, Schaefer and Sanborn first, Wardwell. Holden and 
Wilson second, Shumway and Crosby third, Curtis fourth. 

Match at 3 pairs clay-pigeons: 
Snow'.11 00 00—2 Curtis.10 00 10—2 
Adams .10 10 10—3 Shumway .19 10 00—2 
Snort ..H 01 (1—1 Schaefer .  10 11 H—5 
Holden.01 10 10-3 
Swift.01 11 11-5 

Sanborn. 00 10 00—1 
VVilsun .10 10 01—3 

Stanton.11 10 10-4 Pond. 10 10 01-3 
Wardwell.10 11 00-3 Hutchinson.10 10 10—3 
Crosby. 11 10 11—5 
^Ties—Swift. Crosby and Schaefer first. Short and Stanton second, 
Holden and Wardwell third, Snow and Curtis fourth. 

Match at 5 blackbirds: 
Si-OW. .IHH—5 Bradstreet. .00001 1 
Schaefer.. .llHO-4 Stanton. 
Wardwell.... Swift. .lull—5 
PnnH Curtis .. . 01100 2 
Wilson. .00111-3 Sanborn . 
Ellsworth.... .11101-4 Shumway. 
Adams. .HHl-5 Holden. 
Crosby. .lH0O-:3 Hutchinson. .11010 :3 
Short. .OOOlO-l Moore . 

Ties—Snow, Adams and Swift first, Crosby and Moore seconp, San- 
born third. 

Match at 5 clay pigeons: 
Wardwell.01111-4 Crosby.Hill—5 
Snow.OHOl-3 Hutchinson. OHll—4 
Bradstreet... .06000-0 Sanborn.lOiul—3 
Short .IHH—5 Adams.01010—2 
Stanton.01011-3 Wilson.lOHO—3 
Swift .11111—5 Holden.HlH—5 
Schaefer.HIH-5 Pond.OHH-4 
Shumway. IHOl—4 EJsworlh.10l0(G-2 

Ties—Swufr, Schaefer and Lrosby first. Shumway, Hutchinson and 
Wa dwell second. Snow and Stanton third, Adams and Ellsworth 
fourth. 

Match at 3 pairs blackbirds: 
Crosby . 10 00 10—2 Shnrt.10 01 10—3 
Wardwell.00 H 11 4 VVihon.00 01 10 -2 
Curtis .  00 00 10—1 Holden.00 11 00 -2 
Adams .10 H 10—4 Snow.11 H 11-6 
Moore .10 00 11—3 Pond .00 11 10-3 
S anion .U U 10—5 Schaefer..10 10 11-4 
Swift.01 00 11-3 Sanborn .10 10 10-3 
chumway .   11 10 10—4 

Snow first, Stanton second, Schaefer third, Moore fourth. 

Match at 5 blackbirds: 
Snow .00101—2 Holden ..OOHl-8 
Adams" .00011—2 Wilson.00011—2 
Wardwell .IHCO—3 Stanton.OOlH—3 
Bradstreet. OHOJ—2 Swift.....11111—5 
Schaefer.llOH-4 Pond.lliXK)—2 
Crosby .10011-3 Shumway.lOiOl—3 
Short...’.’.'..00111—3 Sanborn .11101—4 
Curtis.10111—4 . „ . 

Swift first, Schaefer. Curtis and Sanborn second, Crosby and Stan¬ 
ton third. Snow and Bradstreet fourth. 

Match at 5 clay birds: 
Adams .11101—1 Pond...01010—2 
Schaefer .10111-4 Holden.10111-4 
Oiosbv. 10011—3 Bradstreet . Hill—5 

_ mill .4 Short.11111—5 
HHl-5 Sanborn .IHH—5 
01110—3 Swift.11111—5 

.Hill—5 

shumway.01111—4 
Wardwell 
Snow. 
Wilson....11111—5 Stanton.... 
Curtis.00011—2 

Short, Swift and Stanton first; Adams, Shumway and Schaefer 
second; Snow and Ciosby third: Pond and Curtis fourth. 

Match at 5 clay pigeons: 
Snow .11101—4 Short.HHl-5 
Bradstreet.10110-3 Adams.11111—5 
Crosby.... ......lull—o Molden.... .....11110—4 
Wilson.10110—3 Stanton.11010—3 
Schaefer .HlH—5 Swift........lOllO—3 
Shumway.10100-2 Pond.lOluO-2 
Wardwell...OHll—4 

Ties—Crosby, Schaefer, Short and Adams first. Snow, Wardwell 
and Holden second. Stanton third, Shumway and Pond fourth. 

Match at 5 blackbirds: 
Snow.11110-4 Short.11111—o 
Bradstreet.11011-4 Adams.Hill—6 
Crosby....11110—4 Holden..01111—4 
Wilson.11011—4 Stanton .10111—4 
Schaefer.HOlO-3 Swift.10111-4 
Shumway....10111—4 Pond.llHl-5 
Wardwell.11110—4 ^ ^ 

Ties—Short, Adams and Pond first, Wardwell and Stanton second, 
Schaefer third. 
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Match at 5 clay-pigeons, straightaway; 
Short.nilO-4 HoWen.01110-8 
Snow.00111—3 Schaefer.10011—3 
Wardwell. .01101—3 Adams. 11110—4 
Shumway.......11111—5 Swift.10011—3 
Pond .. .11100-3 Stanton.10101—3 

Ties-Shumway first. Short and Adams second, Wardwell third. 
Match at 6 straightaway blaekbi.ds: 

Snow..11110—4 Schaefer.01101 -3 
Swift.11111—5 Adams.00101— 
SliumwaT.11011—4 Short.11111—.5 
Wardwell.11111—5 Siauton.11111—5 

Ties—Swift, Short, Wardwell and Stanton first, Shumway and 
Snow second, Schaefer third. 

FOUNTAIN GUN CLUB.—The Long Island Sportsmen’s Associa¬ 
tion w-as well represented March 17, at the shoot of the Fountain Gun 
Club, on Prospect Park Fair Grounds. The birds, supplied by Bondan. 
w’ere of first-class quality, still the shooters managed to kill 94 out of 
92 shot at. The performanee of W. A. Stuart, in Class C. killing 7 
straight, in which 1 shot with his second barrel at nearly 60yds , wa^ 
exceedingly good. R. Grace, in Class B, was unfortunate. Two birds 
that got away w ere both hard hit. This gave J. Kathjen the prize. 
Dr. Wynn won in Class A. The score is as follows: 

Class A. 
L Duryea. 29yds.1001110-4 B W We.st. 9Vyds.1111100-5 
A Eddy, 27yds.1101110—5 Dr Wynn, 27yds. .1111001—5 

Class B 
R Grace, 24yds.0111111—6 C Kendall, 25yds.lOOlOiO—3 
F Lenington, 24yds.11.1111—6 .1 Ratbjen, 24yds.0111111—6 

Class C. 
W A Stuart. 22yds.llltlll—7 J Thompson, 21yds.1011001—4 
J Ware. 21yd3.0001100—2 

Ties in Class A. 
Dr Wynn, 2?'vds .. . .111—3 AEddy, 27yds..,10—1 
B W West, 27yds.  110-2 

Ties in Class B. 
J Rathien. 24vds.. .111—3 F Lenington, 24yds.0 —0 
R Grace. 24yd8.110—2 

Referee, C. W. Wainwright. 

BRADFORD, Out., March 12.—A match took place here today 
between the Newmarket and Bradford gun clubs, at Canadian black¬ 
birds with following result: 

Bradford. Newmarket. 
.1 Lawrence .. .000 OlOllOlllll— 9 W Brim ton.OtlltlOllllOlll—12 
W Roger.s.110111000111101-10 CATerry... . .llOlOUlOOOlOlO-8 
JS Boddy.OOlllllllllllU—13 CC Morris.110011100011111—11 
R F Green.110111111111101—13 A E Roe.011101111111111—13 
T R Morris.OOIOilOlllOOOll— 0 T H Lloyd.OlOOOlllllOllOt- 9 
T Edmanson....011101100100000- 6 T T Baiiey.OOOllllllOOOlll— 9 

60 60 

WELLINGTON, Mass., March 20.—The regular shoot of the Wel- 
lirgton Gun Club resulted as follows: 1. PTve pigeons—Swift first. 
Moore and Adams second. Shumway and Lawson third. 2 Five 
blackbircl-s-Schaeter and Shumway first. Swift and Sanborn second, 
Wilson and Moore third. 3. Five blackliirds—Swift and Stanton first, 
Moore and Robinson second. Wilsouand Lewis third. 4. Five pigeons 
—Lawson first, Swift and Adams second, Robinson and Schaefer 
third. 5. Five blackbirds—Adams, Wilson and Sanborn first, Slmm- 
way and Robinson second, Swift and Stanton third, Lewis fourth. 6. 
Five clay-pigeons—Shumway. Wilson and Sanborn first, Stamon and 
Brad.itreet third, Lewis and Stanton fourth. 7. Five pigeons—Swift 
and Wilson first, Moore and Lawson second, Adams and Sanborn 
third, Shumway and Robinson fourth. 8. Fire blackbirds—Schaefer 
first, Stanton and Moore second, Lewis and Sanborn third. Swift and 
W. A. Sauoorn fourth. 9. Five pigeons—Moore and Adams first, 
Law and Bradstreet second. Schaeter third, Swift and Wilson fourth. 
10. Five blackbirds—Robinson, Moore and Adams first, Stanton, 
Schaefer and Wilson second, Lawson third, W. A. Sanborn and Brad- 
street fourth. 11. Five pigeons—Warren, Stanton and Schaefer first, 
Shumway second. Swift and Short third. Adams, W. A. Sanborn, 
Bradstreet and Sanborn fourth. 12. Five blackbirds - Adams first, 
Wilson and Stanton second, Sanborn third. 13. Five pigeons-Schae¬ 
fer, Adams and Warren first. Swift, Stanton and Lawson second, 
Short third. 14. Five Idackbirds—Stanton first. Adams and Lawson 
second. Short third. 15. Five pigeons—Stanton, Lawson and Warren 
first. Schaefer second, Shumway third. 16. Five blackbirds—A-i ims 
first, Watreu and Lawson second, Swift, Short and Schaefer third. 
17. Five pigeons—Stanton. Lawson and Schaefer first, Short. Brad¬ 
street and Swift second, Wairen third. 18. Five blackbirds—Lawson 
first, Stanton second, Adams third. 19. Five pigeons—Lawson first, 
Warren second. Senaefer third. 20. Miss and out—Taken by Short 
and Stanton. 21. Five blackbirds—Short first, Swift second, Brad¬ 
street third. 

BERQENPOINT, N. J., March 19.—The most important pigeon 
shooting match of the winter season was shot to day on the grounds 
of the Carteret Gun Club at Bergen Point, N. J., between Mr. C. Floyd 
.loues. of the Carteret Club, and the well known Irish shot ‘’Mr. Fred¬ 
ericks," of the Westminster Kennel Club. The afternoon was anything 
but pleasant, as it in turn rained and hailed with a thunder and light¬ 
ning ajcompaniment. The wind, which was some whit fresh from tJie 
noitheast, caused many of the bieds to fly to the left of the. score, and 
as some went remarkably fast, the be.st shooting ever seen in this 
counti'y was witnessed. Mr. Floyd Jones showed such form that he 
would have beaten the best shots ever seen at Monaco or Hurling- 
ham in just suca a match. At least such was the opinion of Mr. How¬ 
ard JaflTay, vvho has done more shooting abroad than any American 
now living'. Nor was "Mr. Freiericks” much behicdin form. He made 
a bad break in his second twenty, which was probably due to a vivid 
flash of lightning, followed almost immediately by darkness, making 
the dark blue birds almost invisible. He also missed his 36th, 36th 
and 3rth birds, which gave Mr. Floyd Jones a clear lead that his 
Kennel Club opponent could never overcome, especially as Mr. Floyd 
Jones made a run of 41 wdthont a miss from his 12th to his 65th bird 
inclusive. The conoicions of the match and score were as foil ovs: 
Match for Sl.OCO ($500 each) to shoot at 100 birds at 28yds. rise, from 5 
trans. .50yds. lioundary, club rule->. 

C Floyd Jones—111101111110111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
10111111111I0111I00J11010011111101111111111111—Total, lOO; killed, 90; 
miised. 10. 

Mr. Fredericks-lllllll dllllllllllllOlllllliniOlOOOlllllinoillllOO 
llliniOlltlOllOlllllllOlllllOllllOllllOOllllOl—Total, 100; killed, 82; 
missed. 18. 

Mr. Floyd Jones used second barrel 63 times. “Mr. Fredericks” used 
secwud barrel 03 times. Referees. Howard Jaffray and R. B. Law¬ 
rence; time of shoot. 2 hours. The birds were an excellent lot, nearly 
all dark blue or slate. Of the 200 trapped only 5 failed to get up the 
iustaur the trap was sprung. Tney were handled in excellent style 
by Phil, w-hose dogs Dtlland Ralph, especially the latter, retrieved 
liaudscmely The guns used were a Scott hammerless, by Floyd 
Jone.s, weighing 7% pounds, with 4 drams of Wood powder behind 114 
ounces of No 7 .snot. "Mr. Fredericks” used an under lever hammer 
gun. by Turner, that weighed 714 pounds, with 334 drams of black 
powder behind 1}4 ounces of No. 7 shot, in cartridges loaded by Purdy, 
of London. 

MAHANOY CITY. Pa., March 17.—To day a pigeon match was shot 
in the city park at this place by Stride, of Mahanoy City; Broadbeck, 
of Tamoqua; and Burk, of Shenandoah; 24yds.. 3 ground traps: 
Hairy Stride.100000111111—7 Charles Burk.110001101100—6 
Frank Broadbeck. 010011111111—9 

Broadbeck is young but a fine shot. Many matenes will be shot 
here dming the summer a« much interest is shown, and a great many 
here are really excellent shots.—X. 

THE JAMAICA GUN CLUB. March 17.—First match of the season 
for the Dean's medal, 25 Peoria blackbirds, 18yds.. 3 angles: 
D A Brown.1111001101111101111100110—18 
C H Cilley.lIOllHllOllOlllimOllol-20 
ATanisch.OOOOllOlCOOOlOlOOllllllIl—13 
J T Boothbv.1111100000010010011110100-12 
J B McKay'..0110101011010011000101000-11 
Sam G ist.0001101011111110010010000-12 

STAUNTON GUN CLUB—Match of March 18, 20 single clays, 
ISyds , 3 traps. 12-gauge guns; 
Bargauia.,lllllllll]00llllon0—16 Weymau. lOllOlOOOlOlOOOlOllO—10 
Suram'sonOlHl 110110111011111—16 Jones.00010101111100111111—13 
Cochran...llll000I001101110111—13 Cushing.. .101 lOOOlOlllOllllI 11—14 
Nelson.... 00111101000101100111—11 Alby. 11000111110111110011-14 

Summerson won tie. 

NEWARK, N. J., March 20.—The annual crow shoot of the South 
Side Gun Club was held thus afternoon at the club grounds, near the 
coal dumps, with a full attendance of the member.s. Over 300 crovvs. 
trapped on the shores of the Delaware, near Trenton, were on hand 
in champagne baskets. They W'ere rapidly placed in the trap at 25yds. 
rise. Their sable plumage and lumbering flight made them easy 
victims of the gunners, and few misses were made. Fully one-half of 
the members made clean scores in the 5-bird sw'eepstakes, and few 
missed more than 1 bird in 6. The general verdict w^as that crows 
were easy to hit but hard to kill. When the matches wei‘e over the 
ground was strewn with dead crows. The cost of the birds was con¬ 
siderably less than that of pigeons, and they were placed in the traps 
for the members at twmnty cents each. The few that escaped struck 
a bee-line for Trenton, 

CRUEL HANDLING.—A special correspondent from Reading. Pa., 
tells a shocking story of cruelty practiced by L. B. Campbell, a well- 
known New Jersey pigeon shooter, upon the birds trapped for his 
opponent. He was accused of pinching off the toes and blinding one 
of the eyes of each nird to make them fly to the left and In a frenzied 
manner. The report stated that Re was nearly mobbed w'hen the 
trick was discovered, and then he was finally arrested and taken to 
the station house. It.also said that the match was stopped at the 
tenth bird, Init later reports gave the Reading man credit for killing 
39 birds and the Monmouth county man 37. showing that the match 
was concluded. The fact cannot be disguised that misguided men 
practice many cruel tricks upon pigeons before placing them in the 
traps, under the delusion that they can direct or accelerate their 
flight. Observation shows that it is a fallacy, and that no matter bow 
the birds’ feathers may be pulled out or trimmed off, tlie result can¬ 
not be foretold. Pigeon shooting in itself is cruel, but there is no 
excuse whatever for breaking the birds’ toes, pnlRng tail feathers, 
inji-cting turpentine or peppermint under the skin, or sticking tooth¬ 
picks through their nostrils. 

CINCINNATI, March 12.—Weekly shoot of the Price HillGun Club. 
Weather all that could be wished. The club tried their new plan of 
liaviDg two sets of traps going for singles and doubles; it was a de¬ 
cided success, and none were kept waiting as is generally the case. 
Mr. J. E. Miller broke 93 out of l(i6 singles and doubles. Match at 20 
single Americau clay birds: .1. E. Miller 20,0. Sopf 17, J. Maynard 15, 
C Dreste 12, .Judge 12, Bing 12, Chick 16, D. Bemis 14, C. Beery 17. C. 
Resor 13. 

Match at tO pair: J. E. Miller 18, O. Sopf 16, J. E. Maynard 14, C. 
Droste 13, Judge 13, Bing 10, Chick 12, Bemis 9, C. Beery 10, C. Resor 
10 

Match at 20 singles: J. E. Miller 19, O. Sopf 16, Maynard 15. C. 
Droste 14, Judge 14, Bing 12, Chick 16, lleery 17, Resor 13, Bemis 13, 

Fourth match, 10 pair: J. E. Miller 18, J. MavnarJ 16, O. Sopf 14, C. 
Droste 16, Judge 13, Bing 10, Chick 15, Bemis 14, Beery 18, Resor 11. 

Fifth match. 20 singles: J. E. Miller 18, O. Sopf 13. J, Maynoi-d 18, 
C. Droste 13. judge 17, Bing lO, Chick 19. Bemis 10, Beery 14, Resor 
13.-W. A. L., Sec’y. 

CASSELTON GUN CLUB.—Casselton, Dak.. March 5.—The Cassel- 
tou Gun Club met at W. H. Best’s otflae last Wednesday evening, and 
reorgan zed with the following board of officers: President, I. Wood; 
Vice-President, John McLeod; Secretarj-, W. H. Best: Treasurer, E. 
P. Gilbert; Field Captain, Q. M. Babcock. The club consists of two 
sections, A. or the shotguns; B, or the rifles. The membership is 
about 15, initiation fee $1.50. . 

RECKLESS GUN CLEANING.—Albert Hoelzet, of this city, wish¬ 
ing to clean his gun on Sunday last, found the lock dirty and hard to 
unscrew. He put the weapou on the stove, and on lifting it up it was 
discharged and a full charge of shot entered his breast, killing him 
almost immediately. 

EMERALD GUN CLUB.—The challenge matches of the Emerald 
Gun Club of New York, at pigeons, w’ere shot at Sea View Park, New 
Dorp. S. I., on March 18. Tne match between John Glaccum and 
John Goodwin. 25 birds each, 21yds. rise, 2 traps, both barrels, club 
rules. Glaccum won. with 23 birds to Goodwin’s 19. The match be¬ 
tween E. Cody and H. Hudson, 10 birds each, 21yds. rise, 2 traps, 
club rules, was won by Hudson, who killed 8 to Cody’s 7. Sweep- 
stakes shooting followed. 

OTTAWA, Out , March 13.—The match at Carleton Place to day for 
the L'gowsky clay-pigeon championship medal was won by W. L. 
Cameron, of ibis city, a former champion. 

Join the National Gcn Association.-Send 10 cents, for handbook 

giving aU information, to the Secretary Matt R. Freeman, General 

Manager. F. C. Etheridge, Secretary and Treasurer, Macon, Ga. 

Board of Directors: Dr. L, E. Russell, Springfield, O.; C. M. Stark, 

Winchester, Mass.; J. Von Lengerke, New York city; Washington A. 

Coster, Flatbush, L. I.; Wm. G. Cooper, Savannah, Ga.; E. A. Craw¬ 

ford, Tallahassee, Fla.; M. R Freeman, W. W. Parker and F. G. 

Etheridge, Macon, Qn.—Adv. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Co. _ 

FIXTURES. 
May 30.—New Haven Y. C., Opening Race. 
Mav 31—Knickerbocker Y. C., Spring Regatta. 
May 31—Sandy Bay Y. O., Cup Race, Rockport. 
May 31—Toledo Y. C.. Pennant Matches. 
June 9 —Portland Y. C., Annual Regatta. 
June 9—Frisbe and Em Ell Eye, City Point. Match Race. 
June l2-Buffalo Y. C., Club Regatta. 
June 12—Sandy Bay Y. C., Cup Race, Gloucester. 
June 15—Atlantic Y. C., Regatta. 
June 17-N. Y. Y. O. Regatta. 
June 17—Dorchester Y. O., Nahant, Open. 
June 17—Sandy Bay Y. 0., Cup Race, Squam. 
June 17—Hull y. C., Corinthian Pennant Race. 
June 19—Hull Y. C., Pennant race. 
June 23—Boston Y. C.^ Cup Race, City Point. 
June 26—Sandy Bay V. C., Cup Sail-off, Squam. 
June 26—CoriDihian Y. C.. Club Race. 
July 3-T1ull Y. C., Club Race. 
July 3—Buffalo Y. C., Annual Regatta. 
July 8-4—Knickerbocker Y. C., Annual Cruise. 
July 4 -Boston Y. C.. Regatta. 

ELECTION OF OFFICERS. 

Quebec Y. C.—The following officers for 1886 were elected on March 
6: Commodore, J. U. Gregoiy; Vice-Commodore, John Kiichie; 
Captiin, John S. Thorn; Secretary, Jas.Piddington; Treasurer, Geo. 
C. Scott; Managing Committee—Albert Peters. John Gilmour; SaiUng 
Committee—Eugene Chinie, Charles McKenzie, E. 6. Meredith, John 
Shaw. F. A. Falkenoerg. 

Portland Y. C.—Officers for 1886: Commodore, Wm. Senter. Jr.; 
Vice-(3ommodore, Geo. C. Owen; Fleet Captain, N. D. Gould: Fleet. 
Surgeon, C. W. Bray; Secretary, George Doane Rand; Treasurer, 
Harry R. Virgin; Measurer. J. H. Dyer; Trustees—W. Senter, Jr., K. 
D. Atwood, J. P. Thomas, J. M. Brown; Membership Committee-T. 
Hale Cha.se, C. J. Farrington, E. H. York, George Doane Rand; Re¬ 
gatta Committee—W. Senter Jr„ F. L. Moseley, H. P. Larrabee, H. 
R. Virgin, P. T. Griffin; House Committee. Geo. T. Scott. 

Salem Bag F. C.—Officers for 1886: Commodore, KingUp'^on; Vice- 
Commodore, Gordon Dexter; Rear Commodore, Dr. Geo. S. Osborn; 
Secretary, Horace A. Brooks; Treasurer, Geo. W. Mansfield; Meas¬ 
urer, Thomas J. Sargent; Eegatta Committee, John Newmomb, L. G. 
Whitcomb, Anton Llebsch and George W. Mansfield; Directors. John 
Newcomb, D. B. Gardner and George P. Berry; Membership Com¬ 
mittee, Henry A. Hale, J. W. Dodge and Clarence Murphy. 

New Haven Y. C'.—Officers elected March 9: Commodore, J. G. 
Beecher; Vice-Commodore, G. E. Dudley; Rear Commodore, C. M. 
Peek; Secretary, F. W. Guion; Treasurer. J, Gallagher, Jr.; Meas¬ 
urer, F. H. Andrews; Fleet Surgeon, Dr. Paul C. Skiff. 

Pentucket Y. O.—The fohowing officers have been elected for 
1886: Commodore, F. R. Moore; Vice-Commodore, J. A. Crossin; 
Fleet Captain. C. H. Stacy; Seeretary^and Treasurer, Thos. Conley; 
Measurer, J. Goodell; Trustees, Cha-, H. Stacy, F. H. tjuimby, Thos. 
Conley; Regatta OommiUee, J. A. Crossin, F. F. Drew. G. W. Hicks, 

THE YACHT CLUBS OF OHIO.—The formation of the Inter-Lake 
Yachting Association promises to unite all the clubs of Ohio at least, 
and to benefit greatly yachting on Lake Erie Last season the Ohio 
y. C. was organized at Toledo and new has 164 active members, the 
newly incorporated Toledo Y. 0. has 120 members, the Cleveland 
Y. A. has now 112 members, the Puritan Bay Y. C. has 35 members, 
and the Michigan Y. C., of Detroit, Mich., has 151 active members. 
All of these organizations are interested In the new Inter-Lake Y. A., 
and will aid in making the meet of 1886 a success. 

eVTHERA.—This yawl, with Mr. and Mrs. W. A. W. Stewart and 
and Mr. C. S. Lee on board, left Wivenhoe on March 10 for Gosport, 
wkere she will take on some sails before leaving for Madeira. Mr. 
Stewart has purchased the Cythera, a yawl 84ft, on waterline and 
17ft. beam, and will sail her across after a visit to the Mediterranean, 
Captain 8. D. Porter is in command as navigator. 

SMALL LAUNCHES.—Messrs. Kane & Co., of Racine, Wis., are 
now building several small launches in which water gas is employed 
for fuel. They have now in hand one 25ft. long. 4ft. beam, 24in. ex¬ 
treme draft, for Mr. Will Wood, of Racine. She will have a 3-cylinder 
valveless engine of a new type, and a porcupine boiler, burning 
water gas, 

THE CUP RACES.—A meeting of the Cup Committee of the New 
York Y. G., was held last week. The arrangements for the races will 
probably be the same as last year as regards courses and other de¬ 
tails. Mr. J. F. Tams has been requested by Mr. Beavor-Webb to act 
as Galatea's representative. 

YACHT STOVES. 

Editor Forest and. Stream: 
Having read with interest the communication of Mr. Chas. L.Work, 

published in your issue of March 11, on gasoline stoves for yachts, 
and also the reference which Mr. Kunhardt makes to kerosene stoves 
in his “Cruise of the Coot,” I am led to conclude that my own experi¬ 
ence may be of service to some of those, who, like myself, love a 
boat. 

My only knowledge of gasoline stoves is what has been gained by 
observation. With kerosene stoves for cooking purposes I have had 
an experience of ten yeans, and during the last five years have neither 
changed my stoves nor the method of using them, notwithstanding 
mv cruises have aggregated hundreds of miles. 

I have two little cast Iron kerosene stoves, with two burners each, 
known as the ‘Whitney Hot Air Blast. They are made in Philadelphia. 
In appearance probably the least attractive of any on the market. 
There may be others as good or even better, hut I have never had 
any serious trouble, either from smoking or odor, and the two 
together will cook a good meal for five men in the time it takes to 
heat up a coal or wood stove, say in about thirty minutes. 

My method is to place the two stoves side by side, iu a zinc-lined 
wooden box, constructed as shown. It will be observed that the Kqi 

of the box lifts off, and the front lets down by means of hinges placed 
three or four inches above the bottom, which leaves a reservoir suf¬ 
ficiently large to hold and confine any of the oil that may escape from 
tbe stoves, or any particles of grease that may be thrown off in cook¬ 
ing. 

When saUing to windward in an open boat the front or drafts of 
the stoves are placed to leeward, and are thu.s protected from too 
strong a current of air by the back and sides of the box. When not 
in use for cooking, the whole is closed up, and the top of the box 
affords a very good seat or a place to deposit temporarily some of 
the many necessary articles m constant use on board of a crowded 
little boat. At the time of cooking, the front, wffien let down to a 
horizontal position, offers a convenient place for putting the dishes 
in waiting to he cooked, or those ready and waiting to be served. 
Thus the w'hole arrangement w'ill he found to be a very convenient 
one. 

Besides the advantages so far stated there is another and probably 
a greater one. Science has conclusively shown that the most perfect 
combustion in a flame is obtained by beating the air just before igni¬ 
tion, This is partly accomplished by confining at least a poition of 
the radiated heat around the flame. 

An advantage is gained by having two small stoves instead of a 
large one. The space which is left between the burners of each 
stove enables the cook to place the pots or pans directly over the 
flame, which gives a quicker result than when crowded to the sides, 
as would be the ease with a three-burner stove with two pans or a 
pan and a coffee pot over the flame at the same time; and again, 
about one half the time a single small stove will do all the work that 
is needed, saving thereby a laree percentaere. of oil. 

Wm. H. Dilworth. New Jersey Y. C. 
[The other cuts represent “Piscator’s” stove, described in'the For¬ 

est AND Stream of Dec. 17, 1885 ] 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I see by an article upon yacht stoves by “W.,” in the paper of 

Marcu 11, that he claims as an advantage for gasoline stoves, that 
gasoline when upset or spilled, will burn quietly if ignited, leaving no 
trace of its overflow. In burnirg it is liable to set lii’e to surrounding 
object.®, however. 

1 should, however, regard this a disadvantage rather than an ad¬ 
vantage. For looking at this fact in a scientific sense the superiority 
of kerosene is seen at a glance. It is a fact well known by all chemists 
that kerosene of high fire lest, will not ignite when a flame is applied 
unless it be heated to a temperature high enough to vaporize some of 
its more volatile constituents, which cannot be done in any propeily 
constructed stove or lamp. 

The reason why kerosene lamps explode, is that not sufficient care 
is taken in the filling of them. When the oil gets low the heat from 
the wicki vaporizes some of the oil. w'hich vapor filling the empty 
space mixes with air, forming an explosive compound which is ignited 
by the liime at the wick. X, 

Boston, Mass. 

CRUISING YACHTS.—The schooner Norna collided on March 4 
with the Norwegian bark Guldfaxe, bound from St. Pierre, Martin¬ 
ique, to Pensacola. The yacht was bound from Mobile to Havana, 
and was about 40 miles from the former port at the time. The bark 
struck her on the starboard quarter, cutting down below the water¬ 
line, and carrying away her mainmast and mainsail. The break was 
stopped temporarily, and the sea being calm she made her way safely 
to Mobile. The Guldfa xe lost her jihhoom, cutwater ana topmast. 
Mr. Leith has libelled her, as the collision is laid to her. Montauk 
was at Fortress Monroe on March 18. Her owner left her there, re¬ 
turning to New York by rail. The steam yacht Ibis was lately at 
Key West. Atalanta was at the same port on March 10. Gitana was 
lately at Charlotte Harbor, west coast of Florida, her owner and his 
friends going ashore on a hunting trip. Sue will soon return North. 
Montauk and Atalanta both arrived in New York on Tuesday, 

CAROLINA Y. O.—The races of the Carolina Y. C. last season, 
proved so pleasant, that the coming summer bids fair to surpass any 
of its predecessors. The four new yachts built by McGiehan last 
summer have proved tnemselves very speedy and their work this 
year is looked forward to with great interest. The Mascotte, the 
champion of ’84, was prevented from competing last season, but is 
now being refitted and made ready for this summer’s work. The 
Vixen and Idler (McGiehan’s boats) ivill not have the walkover wffiich 
they had last summer. New boats are being built, and the first re ¬ 
gatta, which takes place on the Cape Fear River in May. will be the 
start of 1886. The club now registers twenty six yachts and the ques¬ 
tion now to be solved is who will be the champion. 

THE NEW YACHTS.—Work is going on rapidly with both of the 
new racers, and they will, in all probabihty, be finished in good time. 
The Atlantic is now planked up, with trunk completed, and deck 
frame, clamps, ceiling, etc., in place. Work on the sails, rigging, 
jolnerwork and ironwork is going on at the same time, so that all 
will be ready when the hull is ready for launching. Similar progress 
has been made on the Mayflower. 'Lawleys are busy with the moulds 
for the big schooner. Her keel box is ready for the lead casting. 
The frames of Mr. Fay’s 49ft. yacht are also ready at the new yard. 
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CRUISE OF THE COOT. 

xvn. 

TffE Coot was the only one to fetch to windward across the mouth 
of the Patapsco. But this feat was attended with a risk of being 

swamped, and scores of hair-breadth escapes from being rolled over 
in the tripping sea. Prudence would have counselled going round 
with the smack to the northward for the land west of Pool’s Island, 
but having underestimated the capacity of the Patapsco, that river 
was well opened before I rued the venture. Having started in, how¬ 
ever, the Coot proposed fighting it out to the last moment. Matters 
would not have been so bad had the boat not failed in windward 
qualities in rough water, and substantiated to the extreme all that 
has been said aaainst shoal, beamy craft in critical situations. The 
wind was blowing N.W. by N.,yet the best the Coot would lay was 
AV. S. W., or seven points from the wdnd. The chart will show that, 
from black buoy No. 1, below Pool’s Island, w'here the reefing was 
done, such a course would have lead well under shore m smooth 
water up to North Point, the opening of the Patapsco, and given me 
the choice cf anchoring under a w^eather shore. But to such an ex¬ 
tent did the Uoot chop off in the sea that she made good nothing 
higher than S. w, s., or nine and a halt points from the wind. 
This w'as not very efiicient and would easily have been surpassed by a 
keel boat of the cutter kind, to say nothing of the total immunity 
from capsizing. Finding the Coot falling to leeward so fast, I made 
a short hitch or two up to the land, hut tnese availed so little that she 
was finally put at it across the mouth of the river for a smooth on the 
weather shore to the southwmrd. This took the boat far outside of 
Front Rance Light, of Craigbill Channel, and even below the Seven 
Foot Knoll Light, exposiug her to the full brunt of sea and wind, and 
worst of ail, carrying her plump across the 5 and 6ft. lumps on the 
Front Shoal. 

Everything went tolerably well tiil the shoal was reached, though 
the boat had to be carefully watched, as she was knocked down time 
and again tiil the water rushed in over the cockpit coaming. She 
had to be luffed and sheet let go by the run to save her from falling 
over. Headway, which was scant at best, would be lost altogether 
and stem board threatened. Until fresh way was gathered the peril 
was imminent Control by the helm was at all times none too certain, 
owing to the pitching and the way the boat was lifted bodily to lee¬ 
ward by the sea. As the Front Shoal was approached the waves grew 
very short, steep and hollow, and they alone seemed quite capable 
of rolling the Coot wrongside uppermos’:, but for the most vigilant 
and assiduous watching. What with luffing to these menacing seas, 
it can be imagined the probabilities of fetching across the river did 
not lo tk encouraging. 

The northwester also Iwought with it a frigid temperature. It was 
not long before I grew numb with the cold. Sea after sea dashing 
barrels full aboard and buckets of salt water into my face, down my 
big rubber boots, down my neck and up my sleeves, assisted to make 
the situation trying to the last degree. The cockpit was speeddy 
afloat and the bilge water sloshed about above, the cabin floor in au 
ominous way. Tde Coot was settling and becoming dull. My fingers 
had frozen and steering had to be done with one arm, the sheet often 
slipping from my grasj). as strength b^gan to give way. Loose ice 
was driven out of the river and a raft of huge logs which had got 
adrift above compelled so much extra exertion to keep the boat from 
pounding boles into her badly wounded sides that I contemplated 
giving up and letting her drift to an improvised sea anchor till I could 
pump her clear, warm up below and study the chart, being wholly 
unacquainted with the pilotage of the sands in the river and not 
knowing for what I was pointing. 

The easi ern shore of Cnesapeake Bay had in the meanwhile loomed 
up so prominently, and having no harbors Into which the Coot could 
be maneuvered as a last resort, that idea was abandoned. With 
the bucket water was bailed out at odd times from the cockpit, 
though it coni inued to gain down below, the weight in the lee bilge 
giving the boat a list to add to other troubles. Once across the shoals 
and clear of the drift ice, the sea assumed an easier face: but the 
wind blew down with hurricane strength. The little patch of a close- 
reefed sail. only 12ft. on the head and four hoops high on the mast, 
was more than the yacht could stagger under any longer. Some 
further reduction had to be made at all hazards. Watching for a 
lull, sheet was let go after luffing as much as the boat would answer 
to, and I scrambled forward to the mast, letting go the throat till the 
jaws of the gaff settled down on the boom, the slack canvas bellying 
out to leeward and almost whipping out of the bolt rope. She 
pluuged stem under, the seas pouring up to the cabin house and 
rushing along the gangways out over the counter. Just as I cast a 

lug the sea. a relief which came none too soon in the condition the LICENSES FOR SMALL LAUNCHES 
boat and I then found ourselves. Slower than a snail the Coot closed ; 
In with the shore, and to my great joy ranged in under a low sand Forest ana Stream.- 
spit projecting into the river and breaking the force of the gale. recent numbers of the Scientific American I have noticed 

Summoning what com..iand of motion I had left, the chart was ®Rswers to inquiries relative to the licenses required for steam 
brought out from the cabin. It was held between the clenched fists, la.tmch^. That journal is evidently of the opinion that launches 
use of the fingers having long ago departed. Even in the arms there 
remained scarce power over the muscles. A black buoy was passed 
close aboard and this I took to be No. 7, on the edge of the 12ft. sand 
spit shown on the chart below Bodkin Point, the soul hern cape of the 
Patapsco River. Then I realized thoroughly how far the Coot had 
brought up to leeward of her true course, for she had originally been 
headed up for Stony Creek, five miles higher. That is to say, in the 
distance of ten miles from buoy off Pool’s Island to anchorage, the 
Coot had made five’miles of leeway 1 For seven hours I had stood up 
to the stick, except as noted above, exposed to the freezing north 
west gale and drenched to the skin. We sailed in among the pungies 
and buckeyes, badly waterlogged, boat and myself, 1 ut the tribula¬ 
tions of the day were coming to an end and I did feel some saiisfuc 
tioh atknorting that the 20ft. Coot had stumped a 40ft. smack and 
27ft. sloop and made her southings for the day which the others did 
not. Heads poked out of the cahius of the other vessels with cmious 
glances at the cat. a strange rig in those parts, for she h id been 
watched for hours in her desperate strife. The crews aboard working 
vessels know by experience wbat a small craft is hke in heavy 
weather, and they understood what the Coot had gone through, 
borne waved their hats, others received me with broad erins of ap¬ 
proval. one skipper hailed, “Glad to get in, aint you. Cap?’’ I tried 
CO answer, but beyond a chattering of teeth I could not bring forth a 
sound and my neck was tqo siiff from constant peering ahead, so I 
could not even reward him with a nod. 

Sailing insiae of all, both anchops were let go to 25 fathoms line, 
the sail was buncoed in some fash¬ 
ion, for a moment I watched the 
boat to see if the anchors had 
nipped and then dove below and - - 
started a full head on stove, to 
shift for dry togs while coffee and 
supper were cooking. The sun had 
just set and the light shone out 
from the beacon towers. With the 
bearings of tnese and my sound¬ 
ings, I knew for certain that the 
yacht had made a lee in 2 fathoms 
under Bodkin Point, bottom sticky. 
For two days more the gale hung 
on with great fury, from exactly 
the same quarter. Not a vessel 
cleared out from the company. 
Toward dusk of the third day the 
wind veered to the northward, and 
fell rapidly away. The clouds 
broke, a glorious calm night of 
quiet succeeded and the mercury 
rose to agreeable figures. 

The ihir i night passed under Bod¬ 
kin Point was one of quiet, though 
not without its anxiety, for the Coot 
lay unprotected from nortit round 
to south, and in the event of a fresh, 
gale from the eastward following in' 
the wake of the northwester just 
blown out, the boat would have had 
to clear out and make tor Bodkin 
Creek around the point, or try for 
Magothy River, four miles down 
the coast. It was my custom 

under five tons measurement require no licenses, either for boat or 
crew. I am the owner of a 20tt. launch propelled by a Shipman oil 
engine, and I have been informed by botb the Shipman Engine Man¬ 
ufacturing Company and the Customs officer at Sotius Point, that the 
ordinary yacht license is required. Also mat there must be a lieeused 
pilot and engineer aboard. Now, as the Customs officers are not 
always posted in yachting matters, and as small single-band launches 
are rapidly coming into favor along the great lakes, it would be a 
matter of considerable interest to many yachtsmen and pleasure 
seekers to know exactly what the regulations require. 1 am no^ per¬ 
mitted to nm my launch on Great Sodus B-ty until the boiler has been 
tested by the supervising inspector and a license i.ssued by the local 
board. Of couri-e 1 never u-e her for other than pleasure purposes, 
and then only when lack of breeze keeps my sailing yacht at her 
moorings. 

The Forest ano Stream settled a controversy between yachtsmen 
and the Revenue Depirtment in relation to commissions for siiling 
yachts, and here seems to be another question equally important and 
equally complicated. If you can help us out of this dilemma you 
will have conferred a great favor upon sportsmen generallv and e.s 
pecially upon Calvin P. H. Vary. 

[Under the present laws all steam vessels, of any size whatever, 
and used for trade or pleasure, must be regularly iospec.teil in hulls 
and boilers at least once a year, and a certificate of such inspection 
must be given. She must also carry a licensed engineer and licens'd 
pilot, each having passtd an examination as to his competency and 

look aft, I saw to my consternation that the last one had floated the 
haadsome roahograny tiller out of it« j*lot in the rudder-head, and with 
a few uncertain jumpsit was tumbling over the quarter I made a 
plunge aft and grabbed for it into the icy waters up to my armpits, 
but without avail, for the tiller was never seen again. The yacht 
had now got stern board on her and was falling off fast into th“ trough 
of the s«a. giving several fearfi 1 lur-hes. which heralded her prob¬ 
able doom unle s she C'uld be broug'd up again, Luckilv an old 
till-r had come with the hoab It was stowed m the run. Heretofo e 
not a thought bad be n be-totved upon its existence. Now its where¬ 
abouts flashed upon me in an instant A quick dive was 'nade into 
the cabin between t o seas and the invaluable article was fished out 
in the nick of time, every thing else s o«ed in the run b>ing tossed 
belter skelter on the cabin floor. The tiHer, a lough stick of oak. 
fitted the s’ot snugly and answered the purpose admirably. The Coot 
was soon under control. Then a strap was hastily passed around the 
slack of the raain-ail Tech and the boom, and the “oalance reef 
thereby perfected, nothing but the peak showiug, and that litJe pa' ch 
sluing well and doing i -a duty even better than the regular close 

- 
Troubles were not over. The yacht had backed over the skiff, cant¬ 

ing her till she filled and sank gunwale to. The oars, a fine pair of 
6ft. spruces, floated away, and clumsy ash substitutes rose before my 
vision. The Coot was again luffed, the rkiff puiled up and lifted on 
the quarter. This too had to be done between seas. Hastily .-ihe was 
turned up on her side on the Coot's weather rail and plumped over 
board again, after which the skiff rode the seas like a oird. Matters 
were now as snug as could be, barring the ever Increasing water in 
the bilge, the coll, and my exhausted condition. The wind shrieked 
and whistled and even under nothing but the peak, laid the Coot in to 
her house, so she required constant begging, but in the deepening 
water the seas were more regular. It seemed like an age before the 
Seven-Foot Knoll light was brought on the Coot’s weather beam, one 
mil** distant. AVnat the light meant and the maze of buoys through 
which we drove I Icnew not at the time. Black and red spars alter¬ 
nated in ut'pnrently iiiejcplien I’.e confusion, the chart being out of 
reach in the cabin, and I being too cold and used up to care about 
anything except fetching into the shore ahead, where I spied out the 
spurs of many gchooners and puqgies seeuimgly anchored in cqnjtort 
tinder some sheltering point For these I made, gradually smooihen- 

throughout the cruise to close 
reef the sail before turning in, 
and learn from the charts pre¬ 
cisely what to do. This night 
the full moon shown out clear, 
which would have facilitated an 
escape. Nothing transpired, 
however, to disturb peaceful 
slumbers, though it seemed to 
be the regular programme at 
this season for one gale to follow 
close upon the heels of another, 
with scarce any respite. In 
fact, I never experienced such 
a succession of storms from all 
quarters as during this cruise. 
This may be exceptional in a 
winter of exceptional severity 
like the past one, or it may be 
the nature of the Chesapeake 
latitudes, situated in the belt of 
transition from cold to tem¬ 
perate winter climates. At an 
early hour the surrounding fleet 
of working vessels lifted their 
anchors and proceeded to their 
dredging grounds below, from 
which they had been forced 
through stress of weather. 
Among them, it should be noted, 
was a genuine example of the 
yawl rig on the San Francisco 
plan, that is, with a jib-headed 
mizz^’U. The tendency toward 
the principles oC the yawl rig is 
very marked in the Chesapeake. 

Numerous styles can be strictly classed as “k'^tches," in which the 
mizzen is stepped forward of the rudder post instead of abaft a-s in 
the out-and-out yawl. The buckeyes in general are expressions of 
the ketch and yawl, differing from the yatchman’s acceptation of 
those, terms only in details, but scarcely in principle. Concerning the 
handiness of these rigs too much cannat be said In tbeir favor. The 
foresail of the schooner becomes the main sail, to which the main¬ 
sail proper IS subsidiary, being w'ell aft and much the smaller of the 
two. A buckeye will handle lio top under any combination She 
will stay under the large foresail alone, or under foresail and jib, er 
or der mainsail and j'b. ihougn the foresail is always the driving 
canvas of the ooat. Thus the rig of the hues eve offers the choice of 
ear, sloop or schooner, and i- effective !• all ca' es. The sails being 
jib-headed, have n<> gaffs and but one halliard each. For simplioi y 
and adapiarility the arrangement surpasses anything I know of 
where a very 1 irge area of sail m propoiTion tolength is not required. 
The buckeyes, being like Huge canoes, need only a modest di-play, 
not more than from one half to two-thirds that of beamy or deep 
vessels, otherwise gaffs would be indispensible to secure the neces¬ 
sary area w ithout too lofty spars and narrow triangular cut. One 
special fea ure in the buckeye rig is the great rake given tothemasts, 
even in excess of that ot the old time schooner America. This rake 
is a great advantage, because breadth of sail is preserved by the con 
sequent large angle between luff and leech at the head. The angle 
which the luff makes with a perpendicular is of’en the same, and in 
some cases even greater than that of the leech In running free, 
however, the booms refuse to square off in light winds, and guys 
from forward are brought into aid Under such perfect control is 
the long canoe-like buckeye, that Mr. Weed, of New York, often works 
his 60xl4ft. boat in and out of creeks without assistance of any kind. 
In places the channels were not widrr than twice the boat’s length. 
With a lee running tide an 1 the wind fickle at that The sloop finds 
little backing in the open waters of the Obesapealte, the long boom 
being a source of danger running before the sea, and always a clumsy 
shipmate. Several which I met had double head sail and quarter 
lifts, showing that cutter influences had spread to these parts. 
Among the yachting fleet the yawl is likely to become popular, owiug 
greatly to its practical and very successful introduction by Mr. ilor- 
ris, an ardent follower of the sport. baihi:g from the St. Mtcijael’a 
Biver, and known lo your readers as “Bneakbox." 0. P. K. 

received a lleeuse for one year. We published lately the text of a 
bill now before Congress, amending the law in favor of launches and 
small yachts, but which .has not yet passed. No special beense ls 
required for small yachts other than the proper inspection papers for 
hu'l and boiler and license for engineer and pilot.] 

YACHTING NOTES.—Romeyn, sloop. Mr. Chas. W. Wetmore lias 
had her name changed to Iseult, and is now en^’olled in the S. C. i. C. 

Polynia, steam yacht, Mr. W. H. Starbuck. has had her name 
changed to TiJlie, the old Tillie, lately sold to C. H Osgood, being 
now the Talisman. The lengfthened Tillie is now 17Vft. ovf r all. 15<ft. 
waterline, and 202 tons register. Her freeboard is now 15in. greater, 
owing to the added displacement amidships. ...Viking, steam yacht, 
8. J. Tilden, will go into commission by May 20. 8he is wintering at 
New London... Wanda, steam jacht, Wm. Woodward, has h^ her 
mainmast shortened 6ft_Halcyon, schooner. Col. J. G. Paine, is 
now for sale .. Phantom, schooner, E V. R. Thayer, has been sold 
to G. Griscom Haven, of New York. She will he towed to New York 
at once, and will sail under the N.Y. Y. C. flag....Coronilla. schooner, 
E. A. Thorp, has been sold to Tarrant Putnam, and will be enrolled 
in the Larchmont Y. C....Bhe sailed from Boston on Friday last for 
New York....Radha, steam yacht, J M. Seymour, was run down by 
a schooner, while at anchor off Hospital Point, Norfolk. No seriou.s 
damage was done. The loss will fall on the schooner, the C. Ihil- 
lips, of Bridgeton, N. J ...Vivid, sloop, formerly Curlew, has been 
sold by W. W. Tompkins to T. N. Slotley, who will give her new 
sails and race her this season_Queen Mab, catboat. will be raced 
this vear by E. L. Burwell, who has bought the interest of bis 
fellow owner, Dr. Litchfield.,..Lurline. steam yacht, J. M. Water- 
hury, has been greatly altered at City Island by David Carll. Her 
sides have been raised, giving a flush deck, and a long counter adde^, 
... Vishnu, schooner, lately sold by Hodgkins & Shepherd to Dr. C. 
B. Kenney, of Brooklyn, has been rechristened Clara Her new owner 
will cruise on the Maine coast this summer Ele<. tra, steam ynent, 
baa lately been fitted with a new steam sieerincgear... Stella.sloop, 
J. L. Marcellus. ba.s been rebuilt at Port Jefferson, and will have a 
ne v and larger rig_Dreadnaugbt, senooner, has had her pUnkirg 
SI ripped at Port .lefferson, and will probably be reuuilt — Gracle, 
sloop. J.P. Earle, will have her sirfes raised this .=priDtr... L lian. 
sloop. J. Fratmce, has taken out her trunk and ai ded an iron keel of 
1.300 pounds. She has also received a new wheel — Clin, schooner, 
has bao her masts shortened 4t’c Hope f,eslie. The schooner build¬ 
ing at Rath, Me , for Com. W-n Minot. Bar Harbor Y. C , will b-c lied 
H' pe Leslie, sne is a seel boat. TOfe. over all, 6.2ft. waterline, 16ft. 
6in. beam, and 9ft. draft-...Norseman, sc It oner, i< now fitting 
out for a cruise abioad . Feldama, E M. Brown's new 
Steam yacht, is well artv^iDcefl. anil will be reaay for the 
water soon Rita. A. T Hliss. has oi-carded her center¬ 
board for an 18ln. keel, including 2 100 pounds of t'on. an.i will 
change h^r mune ro Bohfmi «n Thr* ILon-s of Puii'an and (t-th sta 
have lare y be**n taken troin the modt^Js in tbe N. Y. Y. C. collection 
bv the officers of the Naval Bureau Haverhill. Mass. - A uewe^- 
boat, 21ft long, is building hv J Good*-!!, and al-o a sloop bv G. W. 
Moulton for E. J. Ha>ris, of Brad ford. The latter i-30ff. on deck and 
25ft loariline Di’eaonaught. sloop, has U d a long counter added. 

Williams, of City Point, has he keel cat bull 'ing for Mr. Scanl .n 
planked up. She is 23ft on deck, 2. ft. 9ia waterline. 8 t Ciu beam, 
4ft ‘2in draft, with 3.300 pound.s of iron on keel and 6c0 pounds mside. 
The cabin house is 10ft long and 14ln. high at sides, wiib eft, bed¬ 
room under it The luff of mainsail is22fl, boom 26fi., gaff t8 t. The 
boat is intended for cruising ...Eddy, of East Bo.ston, i- bml ung a 

over all and waterline, lift, beam and 3ft. depth... AAork has tom- 
menced cn ihe new steamer for W. K. Vanderbilt, at Wilmiugton.... 
Banneret, sloop, i- offered for sale, as her owner has no time for sail¬ 
ing She has a long string of victories in the East . Laurena, s'eam 
yacht has been sold by A. L. Downing, of Concord, to J. H. McGrady, 
who will refit her complete >. Mr McGrady has lately sold the Fire¬ 
fly, steamer, 

ULIDIA lO-ioncer has been sold to Mr. Edward Paddleford. 
who will OViO]? her across this season. She is now having a new mast 
at Wivenhoe / ' ' ' 
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Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Fublish- 
ng Co._ 

Canobists are invited to send us notes and full reports of cruises, 
club meets, information about canoeable waters, and other commu¬ 
nications of interest. 

“NO BALLAST” CANOE VESPER. 

The utility of some ballast and of boats built to carry it is grenerally 
admitted when open water sailing is in question, but there are 

some locations where a totally different type of boat has come into 
use, and has found great favor at the expense of the heavier ballasted 
craft. This has been the case particularly at Albany, where canoeing 
is confined to the Hudson Ri^er, with occasional excursions to neigh¬ 
boring streams of a similar character. The boats first used by the 
Mohican C. O. were of the Shadow and similar models as built a few 
years since, but for three years the club has displayed great activity 
in the hunt for improvement, and besides the sail and fittings gener¬ 
ally known by their name, they have devoted much attention to the 
question of model. 

Under the directions of several of their members Mr. Rushton has 
built a number of boats for the club, some of which have proved very 
successful. In these the builder was responsible for the model, only 
building in accordance with the owner’s suggestions, but during this 
past winter some of the club have taken up the matter more 
thoroughly and have produced several designs for canoes specially 
ad^ted to their waters and uses. The accompanying design, by Mr. 
E.W. Gibson, master of the Snake, is now being built from, Mr. Rush- 
ton having two boats on the stocks, one for Mr. Gibson and one for 
ex-Com. Oliver. Every effort has been made to secure a light boat, 
and it is expected that the Vesper will weigh not over 7.5 pounds. She 
will have an Atwood board, like the Snake, as her owner is well satis¬ 
fied with it after trial. Her dimensions are: 

Length Over ail. I5ft. 6>5in. 
Beam, extreme. SO^in. 
BaamatL.W.L. 30 in. 
Draft, excluding keelson.   Uin! 
Draft, including keelson. 6 in. 
Freeboard, bow. 14 in. 
Freeboard, amidships . 6<in. 
Freeboard, stern. lltin. 
Sheer, bow. s^in. 
Sheer, stern. 6 in. 
Rake, sternpost . 2 in". 
Weight of hull, about 85 or 75lbs., if built specially light. 
Crown of deck, about. 2 in. 
Diameter mast tubes .l^kin. (tapered to 
Diameter mast tubes.l^m (about lin 

-- 

o 
Heights. Half-Breadths, 

1 Deck Rab’l Deck lOin. 6}4ih. IJ^in- 2Jim. 1 lin. Keel. Diag. 
a.b.c. 

Ft. In Ft In Ft,In Ft. In Ft. In Ft. In Ft. In Ft In Ft.In Ft.In. 
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01 
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FIXTURES. 
May 1—Brooklyn C. 0., Challenge Cup and Paddling Kace. 
May 15—Brooklyn C. C., Sailing Bace. 
May 22—Knickerbocker C. C.. Spring Regatta. 
May 29—Connecticut Meet, Calla Shasta Grove. 
June 12-Connecticut Meet, Paddling Race. 
July 10—Connecticut Meet, Paddling Race. 
Aug. 7—Connecticut Meet, Paddling Race. 
Sept. 4—Connecticut Meet, Paddling Race. 
Sept. 18—Connecticut Meet, Sailing Races. 
Sept. 23—Connecticut Meet, Challenge Cup. 

A CHALLENGE FOR THE CUP. 

cpHE secretary of the New York C. O. has lately received the fol- 
J_ lowing letter from the secretary of the Royal C. C.: 

11 BucKiNRHiM Street, London W. E , March 8, 1886. 
Chas. J. Stevens, Esq., Secretai-y New York C. C.: 

Sir—The Royal C. C. begs to enter for the challenge cup of the New 
York C. C., in accordance with the conditions contained in your letter 
of Jan. 19, the date of the race to be fixed at a time most convenient 
to the N. Y. C. C. after the A. C. A. meet. I remain, sir, yours truly, 

T. G. P. WiNSER, Secretary R. C. C. 

THE A. C. A, TROPHY, 
Editor Forest and Stream; 

My letter in your issue o£ March 11 was not in answer to one in your 
issue of March 4, signed "S.,” nor was it suggested by that letter. It 
was merely my view of this trophy business, and as “S.”has got 
several wrong impressions from it (see his letter in last week’s num¬ 
ber), I will try to clear up a point or two. 1. To be constitutional 
this trophy must be a donation to the A. C. A., flags only are offered 
as prizes by the A. C. A. It must be for a special race and it must 
come to the Regatta Committee for approval and adjustment. This 
is not the way the matter now stands, and I claim it is unconstitu¬ 
tional therefore. The Regatta Committee is responsible for all racing 
matters, and they report to the Executive Committee. If the Regatta 
Committee accept the trophy w-hen it comes into their hands and ar¬ 
range a special race for it, and decree that it shall become the prop¬ 
erty of the winner, and the Executive Committee agree to this, then 
it will be constitutional and no one can object—except on the ground 
of establishing a bad policy, which objection I win make and “S.” 
will support me. 2. “By having any claim on the trophy,” I meant 
simply, any say as to what it was for. or what it should be and what 
should be done with it—and certainly only subscribers to it have any 
right to express an opinion till it is finally put in the hands of the Re¬ 
gatta Committee, when any A. C. A. member has the right to express 
an opinion. Remember, it must be a donation for a special race to 
be offered at all, and it can’t be donated till it has an existence. This 
explanation of my meaning of those seven words makes it unneces¬ 
sary to reply to five paragraphs in “S.’s” letter, one of which did pain 
me a little—suggesting my not having read the resolutions of the Ex¬ 
ecutive Committee. I do not agree with the last paragraph of “S.’s” 
letter, for I do believe the $300 trophy to be a good thing, only it must 
never become the property of any canoeist, it would surely turn his 
head—over the stern, and his canoe would run foul of something in 
short order. _C. Bowyer Vaux. 

A PLEA FOR THE HEAVY CANOES. 
Editor Forest and Stream; 

Late numbers of the Canoeist have contained articles on large 
canoes. Similar articles have appeared in the Forest and Stream, 
all of them casting discredit on such craft. 

As the owner of one of these despised canoes, and a member of a 
club, the majority of the sailing members of which believe in such 
craft for their pmposes, 1 claim permission to say a few' words in de¬ 
fense. 

In the first place it may be well to ascertain why the members of 
the Toronto C. C. first built such canoes and still continue to do so. 
In 1881 we found our then canoe too small for our rough waters, and 
decided to have something larger. Looking around for information, 
we found the following in a price list issued by W. P. Stephens, then 
one of the leading canoe builders. In describing the Pearl, he says: 
“Besides racing, her owner has cruised in her through the season, 
and she is thus far the best canoe omit for racing and open-water 
sailing. She can sail in water that no other canoe would venture out 
in. and is the best boat for the great lakes and the bays and sounds 
of the Atlantic coast.” The wTiter of the foregoing may have altered 
his opinion on this subject, but if so, it seems strange that in his late 
work, “Canoe and Boat Building.” he should give such p' ominence 
to descriptions of the fittings of such canoes. About two years ago, 
the Forest and Stream had an editorial of nearly a page on Pearls, 
praising them highly. Now I am still quite satisfied with such canoes. 
If I ordered a new canoe to-moirow, she would be—not necessarily a 
Pearl of the 1831 model— but a large canoe with a heavy centerboard. 
Mr Stephens’s assertion that such canoes aro best for the great 
lakes is correct. Some of our members have built other canoes, 
lighter and without heavy boards, but they have since either changed 
to a heavy board or intend doing so. 

Now I have to air a grievance that I personally feel very strongly 
about, and in which I am generally supported by our members. It is 
this: If large canoes are such thoroughly unserviceable craft, both 
for cruising and racing, why is it necessary to continually decry them 
in both of the official organs of the A C A.? And why la it necessary 
in arranging the race programme to single them out from other 
canoes by making rules which either bar them out altogether or 
handicap them? In ‘84 and ’85 prizes for average record were given 
for the purpose of finding out what was the best all round canoe, and 
yet our canoes were—in ’86 at least—practically barred from one of 
the record races, and handicapped in another. Our canoes are built 
to sail with ballast. They need it to bring Ihein dowm to their true 
water line, and yet we are not allowed to use it against men-some of 
whom at least consider it a detriment. 

In the March Canoeist Mr. Tyson has a letter editorially commented 
on in a way which is strongly resented by most of the members of the 
Toronto Club. Canoeists should be tolerant, but I am sorry to say 
that such has not been the case in the-past, and certainly the organs 
of our sport have not shown a good example. 

In the T, 0. 0. sailing races last season ten canoes took part; five 
had heavy boards, the others light boards or lee boards, and three of 
these regularly carried ballast. One of the live has just bought a 
new heavv centerboard canoe, and two more will either put in heavy 
centerboards this season or get new canoes that have them I con¬ 
sider that such canoes are popular in Toronto, and that they are in¬ 
creasing in number, 

Glindinning has now in hand for a Montreal gentleman a very fine 
double C. B. canoe. Both boards are to be of brass, and the forward 
one will weigh 50 pounds. Toe owner and his three sons intended 
joining the A. C. A., but when the rules as to C. B. canoes were shown 
him, determined to wait and see how his canoe w’as to be treated this 
season. 

If any of the A. C. A. crack sailors sent a challenge to a heavy 
O. B. and ballast man. such as Messrs. Tredwen or Powell, would they 
think of stipulating that their opponents should sail with a 15-pound 
board and no ballast? I don't think they would; but if such was done, 
the cha'lenged person would be quite likely to demand that if he 

accepted such conditions he should also have a race in his way, viz., 
both to sit on the floor of the canoe. 

The A. C. A. have a Class B for sailing canoes. Such canoes are 
clearly defined in all particulars; then let each man—so long as he 
remains within such rules—sail his canoe in the way which he con¬ 
siders best. Surely the men who have lately been crying out for 
recognition for larger craft than the present A. C. A. rules allow, 
must feel that we have a greater grievance than they have. Our 
canoes are within the class, yet at the last meet we found, out of three 
races, that we were allowed in one on even terms; practically barred 
from the second, and handicapped by limited sail area in the third. 
I do not so much object to the 75ft., but I do object very strongly to 
the light board and no baUast rule. 

The Canoeist goes on to ask—almost in a triumphant sort of way, as 
if a favorable answer could not be given- if cruises have ever been 
made in .such canoes. I remember read ng in the London Field that 
Mr. Tredwen paddled his Pearl on the Thames something like .'.0 miles 
in a day. Possibly some of your readers may be able to quote the exact 
statement. I think such a statement proves that these canoes can be 
paddled at a fair rate of speed. As to cruises, I am proud to be able 
to say that such canoes can be used for cruising quite as effectively 
as, for instance, the Marion B. Equipped for a cruise such a canoe 
as the Sapphire of our club (or even the old Boreas) will get over in 
a day quite as much water as the canoe mentioned. When her board 
is out she will weigh no more, possibly less, and in transportation by 
steamer or train there will not be the slightest difference. Members 
of our club nave attended every meet since ’81, and in the question of 
transportation there has been very little difference between the light¬ 
est and heaviest canoes of our fleet. During the past season five of 
our canoes cruised in company for nearly three weeks on Lakes Mus- 
koka, Joseph and Rosseau. Three of us had heavy boards and two 
light boards; in sailing the heavy boards had the best of it, and in 
paddling there was no material difference. We cruised all the time; 
only once did we spend two nights at the same place. We slept in 
our canoes, hauled out on shore or anchored out. One of the party 
insisted on doing this anchoring business nearly every night; strange 
to say, his canoe was fitted with an Atwood board. The whole trip 
was so enjoyable, it may be taken for a certainty that if our club is 
not well represented at Grindstone m ’86 it will be because the pleas¬ 
ant memories of our Muskoka trip have caused us to go to that 
canoeist’s paradise again. 

I doubt if any canoe club in America did more genuine cruising in 
1885 than was done by the members of the Toronto Club. One mem¬ 
ber was four months under canvas, using his canoe every day; 
another ditto for two months, many for a month, others for two or 
three weeks, and so on. 

Since 1881 a great many changes have taken place in canoes, but 
none so marked as the gradual increase of size. The canoes now 
mostpopular-the I6x30’s and so on—are just about as large as a 
modern Pearl. Solid boards ai‘e also being put in; even old hands are 
following Mr. Tredwen and putting in two boards. It’s quite possible 
we maj' see these boards get heavier—quite probable if our English 
visitors should win any races. In the meantime let each man use the 
canoe that suits him best, and don’t abuse him because his views 
differ from yours.__ Hugh Neilson. 

A. C. A.—Mr. F. M. Sinclair, Brooklyn C. C., is an applicant for 
membership. Com. Rathbun has sent out the following circular: 
Dear Sir—The interests of the Association were benefited so much 
last year by the publication of the list of cruises made bv different 
members, it is desirable to continue the record, adding to same each 
year. Please enter below the cruises you have made curing the past 
year and concerning which you are willing to furnish information 
upon application, and return this circular to yours truly, F. S. Rath- 
bun, Commodore A. C. A., Deseronto, Onr. The regatta programme 
will soon be ready for publication. It will not differ materially from 
that of last year. 

A^ESPER B. C.—A meeting of this club w'as held on March 11. The 
secretary in his report called special attention to the increasing im¬ 
portance of canoeing in the club. A new 15ft. canoe has been added 
to the club fleet, making two canoes for club use, besides a large 
fleet owned by individual members. The'offlcers elected are: Presi¬ 
dent, Paul Butler; First Vice-President, A. G. Sw'app; Second Vice- 
President, Gerard Beman: Secretary, K. F. Hemenway; Treasurer, 
R. F. Brazer; Directors, C. P. Nichols. F. W. Howe, J. P. Battles: 
Auditing Committee, C. F, Coburn, C. H. Hooke. 

HARRISBDRG C. C.—This club celebrated their first anniversaiy 
on March 1, the programme w'hich we lately published being carried 
out, making a very pleasant entertainment. The following officers 
were elected: Commodore, Will W. Sayford; Captain, George G Mc¬ 
Farland; Vice Captain, Martin W. Fager: Secretary, Bert E. Meily; 
Treasurer, Charles S. Snyder. 

THE C.VNOE EXHIBITION.—Mr. E. W. Brown has charge of the 
manufacturers and builders’ exhibit at the coming Canoe Exhibition. 
Builders desiring space for their goods should address him at No. 4 
Bowling Green, New York. 

SHaTTEMUC C. C.—This club gave an enterta’nment on March 23 
at the residence of one of the members. 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

W. P. C., San Louis Obispo.—The woodduck nests in trees, 
E. H. R., New York.-We cannot recommend any special make of | 

boat. 

T. L. S., New York.—AVrite to W. Graham, Newtownbreda, Belfast, 
Ireland. 

H. T. B., Alton, Ill.—Hickory is not suitable for boat work, oak is 
much better. 

H. L. Q.. Yonkers, N. Y.—The A. 0. A. dues are $2 per year. In¬ 
itiation fee $1. 

Geo. Webster, Hamilton. Ont.—Uleosote is made by H. F. Taiutor, 
Pearl street, New York. 

B. S. V. P., Paterson.—Multiply one side of the sail by one-half the 
least distance to the opposite angle. 

H. 0., North Ferrishurgh, Vt.—The sail should be triangular, 12ft. 
on f oot, 16ft. on luff, ana 12ft. ein. on leach. 

L., Menominee, Wis —Unless the bitch is well grown would advise 
you not to breed her until her second season. 

W. D. A.. Montclair, N. J.—There is no one who makes canoe 
aprons for sale. Pith helmets can be had at any large hat store in 
New York. 

HippiAs, Boston.—The crown of deck is measured at midships. The 
length of the beam is laid off on a board and a circle is struck that 
will give the required round. 

V. D Bacon -We have had no experience with the patent hoists, 
but they are recommended by those wbo have used them. There are 
several “Hard Oil f inishes” in the market, hut only a glossy varnish 
will stand the weather. 

A. H. H., Woodstock, Va.—I send you by mail head and leg of a 
bird I shot yesterday. Please tell me what it is tbrougu your paper. 
Ans. The bird is a coot (Fulica americana), which belongs to the rail 
family, and is abimdant throughout North America. 

PQT LUCK FROM EXCHANGES. 

London Truth says; Here is an advertisement from the 
Cork Constitution. Is it not monstrous that thousands of 
sea--gu]ls should be made victims of fashion and woman’s 
whims? AVanted—1,000 dozen sea-gulls; 4s. per dozen for 
clean birds. “AVilliam Kinmonth, egg and poultry merchant. 
Western Road, Cork.” 

The authorship of “The Old Canoe,” which has been so often 
attributed to General Pike, is now ascribed to a young man 
from Pittsburg named Shepherd, who somayears ago drifted 
to New York and became an occasional contributor to the 
press of that city. He is said to have given high pi'omise as a 
poet, but died early, leaving only a few fugitive pieces as his 
legacy, and these not always easy to identify. 

The Italian Ministry of Agriculture has just undertaken an 
interesting experiment. Half a million of fish eggs were 
artificially hatched, and the young brood has been distributed 
all over the center of the Lake of Como. If the experiment 
succeeds fairly well, it will be taken up on a large scale, and 
the department will undertake the restocking of the Italian 
waters. Efforts will be made immediately to revive and ex¬ 
tend the rearing of lobsters. 

A naturalist in the West has concluded either that owls are 
without memory or that they do not mind going about with 
owl trap fastened to their legs. He set a trap to catch an 
owl, and it mysteriously disappeared. He set a heavier trap, 
and caught in it an owl which had the first trap attached to 
one of its legs. The phrase “stupid as an owl!” seems a fitting 
reflection upon a bird which would set about making a 
collection of owl traps in such a manner as this.—Harper's 
Weekly. 

The death is announced of Count Emeric Sommisch, a 
Hungarian magnate, who was known in society for his ex¬ 
traordinary hatred of horses. This aversion amounted to a 
real hippophobia, and it obliged the Count many years ago 
to throw up his commission in the army. The Count died at 
an advanced a^e on hLs estate in Sclavonia. He was a dis- 
tiuf^^shed agriculturist, an excellent landlord, and on all 
subjects but that of horses, asses and mules a man of sound judg¬ 
ment. He would not allow any animal of the equine kind to 
come upon his lands, so that visitors who rode or drove to see 
him had always to alight at his park gates. He himself for 
many years used a vehicle drawn by ti'ained deer, but latterly 
he went about his estate in a carnage with a team of oxen. 
His horror of horses is said to have been innate, as there was 
no accident m his life to account for it. 

At the winter meeting of tfie Colorado Press Association 
recently held in Denver. Mr. Thomas F. Dawson, one of the 
most prominent newspaper men of Colorado, read a paper on 
‘‘Personalities in Journalism,” in which he had the following 
sensible words to say to his professional brethren: There is 
one particular phase of personal journalism that deserves 
especial attention. I refer to the habit which editors have of 
abusing one another in their respective papers. What shall 
we say of it? Not that it is often right or wise, certainly. 
Yet there are few reminiscences of the press which are so in¬ 
teresting as those of family or professional quarrels. There 
are few American cities which have not been the scenes of on- 
countei-s between rival editors, growing out of these little 
pleasantries. It was George D. Prentice who, when he re¬ 
ceived the card of his rival on the Louisville Democrat, said to 
the messenger: ‘‘TeU the gentleman I’ll be down as soon as I 
can load my pistols.” They had been indulging in some shght 
uncomplimentary remarks about each other, "it was Horace 
Greeley who said in the Tribune, referring to some slur in 
AAtilliam Cullen Bryant’s Evening Post, “You lie, villain; you 
know you lie.” It was Park Benjamin who, in the eaiiy days 
of New York journalism, called the eldei’ Bennett by such pet 
names as obscure vagabond, infamous blasphemer, loathsome 
slanderer, leprous libeler and venomous reptile. Judge Noah 
also spoke kindly of Bennett as rascal, rogue, cheat, liar, 
nuisance, bandit, villain and turkey buzzard, while James 
Watson AYebb considered him “an imprincipled slanderer, a 
wretch and a moral leper, who published a worthless, vile 
sheet, and who ought to occupy a cell at Bing Sing.” But, for 
that matter, we have enough of persohal jouimaiism of our 
own without going back to the time of the ancients for illus¬ 
trations. But does the fact that it is a thoroughly established 
custom make it a wise custom? Is it not a custom more 
honored in the breach than in the observance? “A smart 
thing gotten off by one editor at the expense of another is 
always appreciated by the public in general, but the man who 
fills his paper one day after another and one week after 
another with vilification and vituperation—who devotes his 
columns to epithets directed at a contemporaiy—becomes, 
well, to say the least, a bore. The other fellow may be able to 
stand it, but you do not get any of your income Horn liim and 
the public, from whom you deiive your living, gi-ows weary 
and disgusted and people are apt to fall into the habit of oall- 
iug editors fools. On the other hand it is human to strike 
back and there are few of us who are angels and people should 
not judge too harshly. 

“-The fault we partly may confute. 
But know not what’s resisted.” 

Often we do not say half we might—half we might and tell 
the truth. The best way is to keep out of newspaper fights 
as long as possible, but when once in them it is right to hit as 
hard as you can, always remembering that it is facts and nob 
words that count. The man who is best araied in journalism, 
as in war, is least annoyed. It is aU right to hit the heads that 
need hitting; to fight the good fight and fight it hard. Serve 
your conscience and your people. Davy Crockett’s rule— 
“Be sure you are right, and then go ahead”—is the best pre¬ 
cept in a few words. 

Over One Million of Men have held the accident policies of tho 
Travelers, of Hartford, Conn,, and over one in nine have received 
cash benefits on them.—Adv. 

EUMPHREirS' 
Vetevinairy 

for 
CATTLE, SHEEP. 

POULTRY. 

tyTJ. S. Governin’t. 
Chart on Rollers, 

and Book Sent Free* 

Humphreys* Med. Co., 109 Fulton St., M. Y. 

3 IN 1. 

A Spltudid Dog Whiitli, 
Water-Tight Match Box, 

-AND- 

Reilable Compass 
OOMBINUD. 

Nickel-plated metal. Sold by dealers In Sports¬ 
men’s goods, or sent by mail on receipt of price $1. 

WILBUK & CO., N. Y. P. 0. 

ARTIFICIAL FLIES. 
We keep constantly in stock over 500 varieties of 

Trout, Black Bass, Grayling &. Salmon Flies. 
Particular attention given to the selection of the gut, and all flies tied on our HIGHEST QUALITY SPROAT 

HOOKS. 
Sizes of Trout Flies from No. 2 to No. 18. Any pattern tied to order. 

If your dealer does not keep our goods in stock, or will not order them for you, send us 50 cents for our 180-page 

folio illustrated catalogue, 

ABBEY <Szi IIUBBIE, 
Manufacturers of every description of 

F-IKTE! r’lSSHIKTO T .A. O KL Xj E3, 
18 Yesey Street (Fourth door from the Astor Hoitse), New York# 
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WINCHESTER 
FELT GUN WADS. 

THE BEST. 
White Eelt Wads, 3-8 inch Thick, Equal to the Best Imported Bag Wads. 

"X^li.exn« 

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., 
Send lor 76-page Illustrated Catalogue. IXTES'W' Hja-VEKT, OOKTKT. 

J.A.S. F. XDK. 
55 COXTRT STREET, BRCOKLYN. T)E.A-LER IN’ 

First Quality Goods at Lower Prices tban any other House in America. 
Bi'ass Multiplyiue- Reels with Balance Handles, first quality and fine finish. 75ft., $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 180ft., $1 60; 240ft., $1.75; 300ft.. $2 00; 450ft., 13.25; 

600ft., $2 50 Any of the above Reels with Brass. 25 cts. extra ; nichel plated, 60 cts. extra.. Brass CliCK Reels, 20yds., 50 cts.; 30yds., 75 cts.; 60yds., $1.'0; 
nickel plated, 50 cts. extra. Marster’s Celebrated Hooks SneJled on Gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, O’Shanghnessy, Kinsey, 
Aberdeen, Sneck Bent, and all other hooks. Single gut, 12 ct». per doz.; double. 20 cts. per doz ; treble. 30 cts. ner doz. Put up one half dozen in a package. 
Single Gut Trout, and Black Bass Leaders 1yd.. Sets.; 2yds., 10 cts,, 3vds., 15 cts. Double Twisted Leaders, 3 length, 5 cts.; treble twisted, 3 length, 10 cts. 
Trout Plies, 61 cts. per doz. Black Bass Flies, $1 00 per doz Trout and Black Bass Bait Rods, Oft. long, $1.25 to $5.00, Trout and Black Bass Fly Rods, lOft. 
long, $150 to $10 00. Also forty-eight d>ff> rent styles if rods for all kinds of Ashing. Samples of hooks, leaders, etc , sent by mail on receipt of price in 
money or stamps. SEND STAMP FUR CATALOGUE. THIS MAJNUFACXCRK OF SNELLEI) HOOK8 AND I.EADEK8 A SPBClAXiXT. 

Established 20 Years. Open Evenings. J. F. MARSTFRS. 1 

-D- 

k, ... ---—--jj. —-—i---.-,-■ -U"- ——.'J.r-' ' ~o 
Split Bamboo Fly Rod. 

This cut represents our No. 28 Split Bamboo 
d* Fly Rod with Grooved Wood Form. Length, 

lO^ft ; weight 8oz. We make same style rods 
for trout and bass to weigh from 5 to .l2oz , also 

=tfl the “Standard Henshall Rod.” Lancewood Rods. 
Reels, Turned Stock and Rod Trimmings of all 
descriptions. E’or New Illustrated Catalogue for 
ISSl address 

THOS. H. CHUBB, 
Orange County, Post Mills, Termont. 

Map of the Adirondacks. 
IN CLOTH COVERS. PRICE $1.00. 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 

39 Park Row, N. Y. 

IDEAL Re'oidin? Tools, 

A, Mouth Opener. 

B, Bullet Mould . C, Seating Primer. 

SPOBTSfflElIS WEAR. 
Cortoi, Canvas HorseMie, Bcisto, Sleep- 

slln, Maclialosl M Flapael ClotliE 
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION FOR SPORTSMEN 

Gun Cases, Cartridge Belts and Equip¬ 
ments of all kinds. 

OAXAXOGDi: AND SAMPI^KS FBUFl. 

G-EO. BARNARD & CO., 
108 ]VIad.isoii Street, Cliicago, Ill. 
Eastern Agents: A. G. SPALDING & BROS., 241 Broadway, N. Y. 
Philadelphia Agents: E. K. TRYON, JR. & CO. 

^HALF A MILLION GARDENSl^^ 

Our Seed Warehouses, the largest in 
I Now York, are fitted np with every ap- 
I plianca for the prompt and careful 
J filling of orders. 

eOPPUED WITH 

pLANld 
j Our Green-house Establishment at I 

/Jersey City is the most extensive in [ 
America. Annual Sales, MUUon I 

Plants. 

I Our Catalogue for 1886, of 140 pages, containing colored plates, descriptions and Illustrations I 
I of the NEWEST, BEST and RAREST SEEDS and PLANTS, '. ' ' , will be mailed on receipt of 

6 cts. (in stamps) to cover postage. I 

PETER HENDERSON & GO. 

TELESCOPIC SIGHTS FOR RIFLES 

Increase the effective aim 100 ])er cent, at any distance and 
and even more at long distances. These unrivaled Sights are constructed of 

Solid, Seamless and Jointless Cast Steel Tubes, Improved Lenses 
ivitli fixed adjtistment for any distance; with no sliding or other movable 
internal fixtures, but each individual Lens and other pieces being double screwed, 
effectually preventing any derangement of parts by concussion in firing the heaviest charges. 

Sole Manufacturers, Mural Manufacturing Co., 44 North Fourth Street, Phila¬ 
delphia, Pa., U. S. A. 

SPORTSMEN’S CLOTHING! 
ALSO CLOTHING FOR 

Civil Engineers, Surveyors, tochmen, 
Miners, kmlierinen. Etc., 

Manuf. from Best CORDUROY, MACKINTOSH, 

CANVAS, MACKINAW, LEATHER, Etc. 

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE. 

UPTHE5I107E L McLELLAU, Valparaiso, Indiana. 

THIS m- 
is our Skeleton 
Coat, of strong 
material, and 
weighs taut 15 
oz. Will mail 
it to you for $2. 
Send us taresist 
measure. 

Ganoo and Gamp Goohery. 
By “SENECA” 

A practical cook book for canoeists, Corinthiam .sailors and outers. Practical because 

tbe author gives explicit and intelligible directions for preparing such dishes as he has him¬ 

self actually tested in camp and on a cruise. This Is just where the recipes differ from the 

absurdly impracticable dishes given in some so-called camp cookery books. The cooking 

outfit is described, and numerous hints on camp economy add to the value of the work. 

Cloth, 96 pages. Price $1.00. 

NEW YORK: Forest and Stream Pitblishing Co.. 39 Park Row, 

LONDON; Davies & Co., 1 Pinch Lane, Comhill. 
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Chamberlin Cartridge 
COMPANY, CLEVELAND, OHIO, 

M-A.KTTJJB'ua.OTXJn.ESH.JS OI’ 

Loaded by machinery. Every cartridge perfect. Every one alike. Wadding of uniform thickness, and placed 
squarely on the powder and shot. Rammed with uniform pressure. Beautifully and securely crimped. Packed 
25 in a pasteboard box, 20 boxes in a case. Tlio IMCost Oonvoixloixt azic3L ATrr^t-r-iti» 
xxltloxx Ido. 1:13.0 VV orld. Highest scores on record made with these cartridges. Persons who use 
them in the field are constantly speating in their praise. WOOD POWDER has shown its best results in 
these goods. PIGOP, AVILKES & LAURENCE POWDER does its best work in Chamberlin cartridges. Any of 
the leading brands of paper shells or powder may be had. THE VARIETY OF CARTRIDGES FOR TRAP 
SHOOTING IS NOW COMPLETE. WADDING ONE SIZE LARGER THAN BORE OF GUN for such guns as 
require this style of loading. 

HARTLEY & GRAHAM, 

H. C. SQUIRES, 

W. C. HOJiGKINS, 

J. P. MOORE’S SONS, . 

19 Maiden Lane. 

178 Broadway. 

300 Broadway. 

302 Broadway. 

FOR SALE IN NEW YORK CITY 
I LAMBERSON, FURMAN & CO., .283 Broadway. 

A. G. SPALDING & BRO., . . 241 Broadway. 

WM. P. HOWELL, . . . .205 Front Street. 

I SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 84 Chambers Street. 

BY 
WALLACE & SONS, 

W. M. CORNWALL, 

C. J. GODFREY, . 

E. H. MADISON, . 

89 Chambers Street 

. . 18 Warren Street. 

7 Warren Street. 

. 564 Fulton Street, Brooklyn. 

Sexxd. fox* Xllxi.sfx*£kfo<f Cafsklosuo. 

TATHAM & BHOS., General Eastern Agents, 
82 Beekman Street, New York City. 

“FOREST AND STREAM SERIES.” 
DEER HUNTING. DOG TRAINING. ANGLING TALKS. 

BY JUDGE JOHN DEAN CATON. 

By and by it will be time to hunt antelope and deer. It is 
always time to read about them. Judge Caton’s book 

on the antelope, elk, deer, moose and caribou of America 
discusses in a readable way the life history of these animals 
and the methods of their capture. It is the work of an 
enthusiastic sportsman who has nad a wide experience and 
has devoted the leisure of years to studying these interesting 
game animals. The volume is very fuUy illustrated, and is a 
perfect-storehouse of information and entertainment. The first 
edition was sold by the Boston publishers at $4. Price $2.50. 

WOODCRAFT. 
BY “NESSMUK.” 

A COMPACT pocket handbook of condensed, boiled-down, 
concise, clear, comprehensive, sensible, practical camp 

gumption. “Nessmuk” has been “in the woods” in Michigan, 
New York, Pennsylvania, and South America, and this is a 
book for outers, wherever they kindle their camp-fire. The 
author believes in “smoothing it.” He has learned how; now 
he teUs others. It is much easier to learn from “Nessmuk” 
than from Dame Experience. We should not be surpiised if 
“Woodcraft” completely revolutionized the methods of camp¬ 
ing out. If you aie going to the woods, read “Woodcraft” 
before you go. It may add to your trip a hundred fold, 
■p-rio.o sTon. 

BY S. T. HAMMOND. 

He was a promising puppy, and when you turned him over 
to the breaker to be educated, you thought he was 

bound to make “the best dog in the world.” And youTl not 
soon forget how disappointed and disgusted you were when 
the dog, the breaker and the big bill—all three turned up 
together, and you saw that the animal’s spirit was brokeii 
and it would take a steam calliope to make him mind. Now, 
this could not have happened if you had been wise enough to 
buy a copy of Hammond’s book, and in your odd leisiire 
moments train the dog yourself instead of having Wm 
broken by some one else. We are selling edition after edition 
of this book, and it is revolutionizing the system of preparing 
dogs for work in the field. Price $1.00. 

SHORE BIRDS. 
A PAMPHLET for those who “gun” along the shore. Tells 

of: I. Haunts and Habits—Where the bay birds live 
and what they do at home. II. Range and Migration—Where 
they go to breed and where to spend the winter. III. A 
Mormlg Without the Birds—An episode of shore shooting. 
IV. Nomenclature-A list of our American species of Limtcolce, 
with a description of each species. V. Localities—Where to 
go to shoot them. VI. Blinds and Decoys—How to shoot 
them after you have reached the grounds. 45 pp., paper. 
Prie<» 1.5 cents 

BY GEORGE DAWSON. 
AS a political writer of conceded power, Mr. Dawson 

wielded a trenchant pen; when he terned from the 
conflict of parties to the praise of the favorite pastime of 
“simple wise men,” his essays, limpid as the crystal streams, 
are aglow with the soft summer sunlight and melodious with 
the songs of birds. When angling was the theme, he wrote 
from a full heart and in closest sympathy with the scenes and 
pursuits described. These “Talks” are brimful of manly, 
wholesome sentiment; there is in them all not a particle of 
cant. Their sincerity and overflowing spirit at once win the 
reader, and he perforce shares the author’s enthusiasm. The 
effect is magical, like that of the mimic players in Xenophon’s 
Memorabilia: he who reads, if be be an angler, must go 
a-fishing; and if he be not, straightway then must he become 
one.—]^tract from Publishers’ Preface. Cloth, price 50 cents. 

CANOE “AURORA.” 
BY DR. C. A. NEIDE. A CHARMINGLY written and always entertaining account 

of a canoe cruise from Lake George, New York, down 
the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers to the Gulf of Mexico, by the 
Secretary of the American Canoe Association. To read the 
cruise of the “Aurora” is the next best thing to having made 
it; and the reading is decidedly more pleasant than would 
have been participation in some of the misadventures related. 
21 nt».. cloth Price SI. hO. 

ci. Jhk. 'm/t/J.JLaJis.xxKrsoxisr ♦ Ijefevex* Oo. 
8 John St., near Broadway, N. Y. 

lAMACTUBIMG JEWELER, 
Medals and Badges 

A SPECIALTY. 

Special designs furnished on applica¬ 

tion free of charge. 

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES. 
People of refined taste who desire exceptionally fine 

cigarettes should use only our Straight Cut, 
put up in satiu packets and boxes of 

10s, 20s, 50s and 100s. 

14 First Prize Medais. WM. S. KIMBALL & CO. 

MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

LEFEVER AUTOMATIC HAMMERLESS CUNS. 

PRICE, $75 to $300.00 

This improvement Is the only hammerless gun in the world with compensated action, to take up 
' ear in every direction. The safety is automatic both in locklnsr and releasing. Used bv the best trap 
shots in America. Winner of the Pierce Diamond Badge three times at the New York State Convention, 
Send for illustrated catalogue. __ . .r..—r, -mr 

liBFEVER ARMS CO., Syracuse, N. Y, 
NEW YORK SALES ROOMS: VON UBNOBB&E Si DETMOLD, 14 Murray St. 
pmTfAnF.r.PHTA, “ JOSEPH 0. GBUBB Si CO., 712 Market St. 
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The Forest and Stream Publishing Co. will send post paid any hoob 

published on receipt ot publisher’s price. 

Sportsman’s Library. 
X^ist of Sx>oirfsxxxa,xi.*s Bools.s 

We tffiU forwa/rd any of these Books ly mail, postpaid, on receipt of price. 

No books sent unless money accompanies the order. 

POSITIVELY NO BOOKS EXCHANGED. 
AXGliING. 

Adirondack Fishes, Fred Mather. 25 
American Angler's isooa, norna. 5 50 
Angling. 50 
Angling Talks, Dawson. 50 
Angling, a Book on, Francis. 7 50 
Black Bass Fishing, Heushall. 8 00 
Carp Culture. Peirce. 60 
Fish and Fishing, Manly.. 6 25 
Fishing, Bottom or Float. 50 
Fishing in American Waters, Scott, illus.. 2 50 
Fishing with the Fly, Orvis-Cheney Collection 2 60 
Fly fishing in Maine Lakes . 1 25 
Fly Rods and Fly Tackle, Wells. 2 50 
Frank Foraster’s Fish and Fishing . 2 50 
Frank Forester’s Fishing with Hook and Line 26 
Fysshe and Fysshyne. 1 00 
Fresh and Salt Water Aquarium... . 50 
Modem Practical angler, a Guide to Fly Fish¬ 

ing . 2 00 
Practical Trout Culture.  1 00 
Practical Fisherman. 4 20 
Prime’s I Go a-Fis'iing.   2 50 
Rod and Line in Colorado Waters. 1 00 
Scientific Angler . 1 50 
Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout, 

etc.. by Roosevelt.. 2 00 
Trollmg for Pike, Salmon and Trout. 50 
The Game fish ot ibe Northern states and 

British Provmces, by Roosevelt. 2 00 
Trout Culture, Slack. l 00 

BIRDS. 

American Bird Fancier.. 50 
Baird’s Bufis of Nortn America. 30 00 
Bird Notes. 
Birds Nesting. 1 26 
Birds of Eastern Pennsylvania. 4 00 
Birds and Their Haunts. 3 00 
Cage and Singing Birds, Adams. 50 
Coues’ Field Ornithology. 2 50 
Coues’ Key to North American Birds.15 00 
Game Water Birds of the Atlantic Coast, 
Roosevelt.   2 00 

Holden’s Book of Birds, pa. 25 
Minot’s Tjand and Game Birds. 3 00 
Native Song Birds. 76 
Naturalists’ Guide, Maynard. 2 00 
Natural History of Birds. 8 00 
Samuel's Birds of New England. 4 00 
Shore Birds..   15 

CAMPING AND TRAPPING. 

Adventures in the Wilderness. 1 25 
Amateur Trapper—paper. 60c.; bds. .. 75 

Camps and Tramps in the Adirondacks, North- 
rup..   1 25 

Tnree in Norway, or Eifie, Rod and Gim in 
Norway.   1 76 

Camps in the Roddes, Grohman. 1 76 
Camp life in the Wilderness. 30 
Camping and Cruismg in Florida, Henshall.. 1 50 
Canoe and Camp Cookery, by “Seneca”. 1 00 
Complete American Trapper, Qioson. 1 00 
Hints on Camping. 1 26 
How to Camp Out, Gould . 76 
How to Hunt and Trap, Batty’s. 1 50 
Rustlings in the Rockies. 1 00 

GUIDP BOOKS AND MAPS. 

Adirondacks. Map of, Stoddard . $1 00 
Farrar’s Gmde to Moosehead Lake, pa. 50: do, 1 00 
Farrar’s Guide to Richardson andRangeley 

Lake, paper, 50; doth . 1 00 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake .... 50 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Region 5o 
Florida Anuual. 50 
Guide Book and Map of the Dead River Region 50 
Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddard. 25 
Map of Androsco^n Reg'.on. 50 
Map of Northern Jlaine, Steele,... 1 OO 
Map of the Thousand Islands. 50 
Map of the Yellowstone Park ;. 2 5o 

SPORTS AND GAMES. 

American Boy’s Own Book, Sports and Games 2 00 
Athletic Sports for Boys, bds. 76c.; doth.. 1 00 
Boy’s Treasury of Sports and Pastimes, etc.. 2 Of^ 
Cassell’s Book of Sports and Pastimes. 8 00 
Croquet. 20 
Easy Whist. 50 
Han Is at Whist.  50 
In’-truction m Che Indian Club Exercise. 26 
Skating. .... 25 
Stonehenge, Encyclopedia of Rural Sports... 7 5o 
Whist for Beginners.   50 

HUNTING—SBOOTING. 

Across Country Wanderer... 5 Of 
American Sportsman, The. Lewis. . 2 68 
Breech Loader. Mcaem. Gloan, illustrated... 1 26 
Crack Shot iThe Rifle), “Barber,” illustrated. 1 26 
Dead Shoi (The Gum, illustrated. 1 25 
Field. Cover and Trap Shooting. 2 00 
Frank Forester’s Sportmg Scenes and Charac¬ 

ters, 2vol., doth. . .. 4 00 
Frank Forester's Manual for Yoimg Sportsmen 2 00 
Frank Forester’s Fugitive S. Sketches, paper 76 
How 1 Became a Crack Shot, Farrow. 1 00 
Ho» I Became a Sportsman . 2 4C 
Hunting, Siiootmg and Fishing. 2 50 
Hunting and Hunters of all Nations. Frost... 1 50 
Huntiae Trips oE a Ranchman, Roosevelt. 3 60 
Hurhugham Gun Club Rales. .... 26 
Instructions in Rifle firing, by Capt. Blunt.2 00 
Nimrod in the North. Schwatka. 2 50 
Rifle Practice, W ingate.' i 1 ,51; 
Rod and Gun In California. 1 5C 
Shooting . 5C 
Shooting, Dougall. 3 00 
Shootmg on the Wing. 76 

Sport. Pox Hunting, Salmon Fishing, etc., W. 
B. Davenport, illustrated . 7 50 

Sport With Gun and Bod, doth . 10 00 
Sport with Gun and Rod, new, plain edition.. 5 00 

Embossed leather.15 OC 
Sporting Adventures In the Far West. 1 50 
Still Hunter, Van Dyke... . 2 00 
Stephens’ lynx Hun tang. j 25 
Stephens’Fox Hunting.125 
Stephens’ Young MoOso Hunters. . 1 60 
Tl’" Giin ariH Tto ■naw»tr>T>n>e>’l Grconor.... 2 60 
Wild Animals and Birds, their Haunts and 
Hkblta,.,.....t., 1 76 

BOATING AND t'ACHTINGa 
A Canoe Trim or a Lark on the Water. 30 
Around the world in the Yacht Sunbeam. 8 00 
Boats of the World. 1 25 
Boat Racing, Brickwood. 2 60 
Boating Trips on New England Rivera. 1 25 
Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs, W. P. 
Stephens.   1 60 

Canoe and Camp Cookery, by “Seneca”. 1 00 
Canoe Handling, C. B Vaux. . .. 1 00 
Canoeing m Kanuckia, Norton and Halberton 1 25 
Canoe and Camera. . 
Canoe. Voyage of the Paper, Bishop’s... 1 50 
Cruises la Small Yachts ... 2 50 
Corin'hian Yachtsman. 1 25 
Donaldson’s Steam Machinery . 1 50 
Four Months in a Sneakbox, Bishop..... 1 60 
Prazar’s Pracueal Boat Sailing. i 00 
Inland Cruise.   60 
Model Yachts and Boats, Grosvenor. 2 00 
Paddle and Portage. 150 
Practical Boat Sailing, Davies. 2 OC 
Practical Boat Building, Neison... . 1 oO 
Tbe America’s Cup, paper. 50c.; cloth.1 00 
The Canoe Aurora, by Dr. C. A. Neidd. 1 00 
Vacation Cruising. RotUrick . 1 5c 
Yacht Architecture. Dixon Kemp. 16 80 
Yachts and Boat Sailing, Kemp. 10 00 
Yacht Designing. Kemp. 25 00 
Yachts. Small. C. P. Kunhardt.1 7 oO 
Yachtsman’s Guide, Patterson. ! ”3 00 
Yachtsman’s Manual and Handy Book,3 60 

HORSE. 

American Roadsters and Trotting Horses. 5 00 
Boots and Saddles, Mrs. Custer. 1 50 
Boucher’s Method of Horsemanship. 1 oo 
Bruce’s Stud Book, 3 vols.] 30 00 
Dadd’s Amencan Reformed Horse Book, 8vo. 2 50 
Dadd’s Modem Horse Doctor, 12mo. 50 
Dwyer’s Horse Book. 1 25 
Horses, Famous American Race.!!!!!! 76 
Horses, Famous American Trotting...  75 
Horses, Famous, of America. l 66 
Jenning’s Horse Training. 1 25 
Manual of the Horse. 26 
Mayhew’s Horse Doctor.300 

Mayhew’s Horse Management.. 3 00 
McClure’s Stable Guide. 1 eo 
Rarey’s Horse Tamer. 50 
Rldmg and Driving.  20 

Riding Recollections, Whyte Melville’s......3 00 
Stonehenge, Hor.se Owner's Cyclopedia. 8 75 
Stonehenge on the Horse, English edition, 8vo 3 50 
Stonehenge on the Horse, American edition, 
l2mo. 2 00 

The Book of the Horse. 8 00 
The Saddle Horse. 1 05 
Veterinaiy Dictionary, Going.2 00 
Wallace’s American Stud Book. 10 00 
Wallace’s American Trotting Buster, 2 vols. 20 00 
Woodruff's Trotting^Horses of ionerica. 2 50 
VooAttandon th8Hora« .. gop 

KENNEE 
American Kennel, Burges. s of 
British Dogs, Dalziel.] ” 4 oo 
Dog, Diseases of, Dalziel.80 
Dog. Diseases of. Hill." | ” 2 (Hi 
Dog Breaking, Floyd. 55 
Dog Breakmg, by Holabird.i.... 26 
Dog Breakmg, Hutchinson... 3 75 

Dog, the Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson..... 3 OC 
Dog Training vs. Breakmg. Hammond. J (v 
Dogs and Their Doings, Morris.... ’ l 75 
Dogs of Great Britam, America and other 
Countries. 2 OC 

Dogs. Management of. Mayhew, 16mo....i.!.’ 76 
Dogs, Points for Judgmg.” sf 
Dogs, Richardson, pa. 3(1 ? doth.6t 
Dogs and Their Ways, Williams. 1 26 
Dogs and the Public .' 75 

Dogs, Their Management and Treatment'in 
Disease, byAshmont. 2 OC 

English Eisnnel 0. S. Book, Vol. I. ” ’ 6 oc 
EngUsh K. C. S. Book, Vols. m. to X, each ’ 4 60 
Our Friend the Dog. 3 0( 
Practical Kennel (luide, Stabh*».1 5( 
Setter Dog, the, Laverack. 3 Of 
Stonehenge, Dog of British Islands.6 00 
The Dog, hy Idstone...' 12; 
Vero Shaw’s Book on the Dog, cloth, ^.00: 

morocco .22 6t 
Y ouatt on the Dog.2 5( 

IW ISC EEE A NEOUSj 
A Naturalist’s Rambles About Home, Abbott. 1 6( 
Adventures of a Young Naturalist.! 1 76 
Amateur Phocogr^her.  1 of 
Animal Plagues. Flemmg. 4 8* 
Antelope and Deer of America.] 2 6( 
Archer, Modem.. 26 
Archery, Witchery of, Maiiric© Thompson...!' l 5( 
Atlas of Jersey Coast. j 5c 
Black Hills of Dakota. Ludlow, quarto, cioth, 

Government Report. 2 5f 
Common Objects of the Seashore. .i ]. ] 5c 
Eastward Hoi   1 26 
Historical and Biographical Atlas of New Jer¬ 

sey Coast. 5 o( 
How to Make Photographs. 1 (x 
Humorous Sketches, Seymour.. 6 (X 
Insects Injurious to Vegetation.'. 6 5( 
keeping One Cow.   1 0( 
Life and Writings of Frank Forrester, 2 vols., 

per voh.. -. 1 6( 
Mammals of NewYork, paper. cloth. 5 (K 
Ma.vnard’s Manual 01 iaxidermy. l 26 
Wanton’s Taxidermy Without a Teacher.. 5t 
Natural History Quadruped. 7* 
North American Insects ..' l 6( 
Old St. Augustine, Fla., illustrated.] 5( 
Packard’s Half-Hours With Insects.8 5( 
Pistol. The. 5( 
Photogra^y for Amatyurs. 0i 
Practical Forestry, by Fuller.1 51 
Practical Taxidermy and Home Decoration, 

Batty .  1 50 
Practical Orange Culture. 1 Ofl 
Practical Poultry Keeping.   2 (K 
Randall’s Practical Shepherd.. 2 0( 
Sportsman’s Gazetter. Hallock . 3 oc 
Sportsman’s Hand Book, Col. Horace Park... 1.00 
Studies in Animal Life, Lewis. l oc 
The Forester, by Brown. ..10 00 
The Northwest Coast of Ainerica. ............ 20 00 
The Taxidermists’Manual, Brown. 1 00 
Wild Flowers of Switzerland.. 15 oo 
Wild Woods Life, Farrar.. 126 
Woodorftft, “Nessmuk”...  1 OO 
WobdaimdlAkeaof Maine..................... | oc 
Yonatt oaBtteTO.i A.....,...;... 1 » 

ALLCOCK’S 

Celebrated Fish Hooks 
May be had from all Fishing Tackle Dealers 

in any part of the world. 

One Good Hook is ’Worth 50 Bad Ones. 

Extra-.Strong Spring Steel 
t}ollow=|poiiit 

LIMEhlCKHOOKSi 
__L S . Alleoek & Co. 

^Trade iM?rk RKLpircu. 

i, Ringed .100. 

The Largest Manufacturers of Fishing 

Goods in the World. 

All best goods hear our name and trade mark. 

WORKS, REDDITCK, 
AND 

Silk Worm Gut Factory, Marcia, Spain. 

WHOLESALE ONLY. 

MARTIN’S 

“Business” Braid d Silk lines 
Are made of the verv best silk both raw and soft, 
and are ail that can be desired. 

Circulars and samples free. Made only by 
E <1. ftlARl'lN, Rockville, Conn. 

“REPELLENE.” 
Aja InfHllihle Prev^'ntlve of the Attacks of 

Mosquitoes, Black Flies, Gnats, 
And All Utber Insects. 

Neat, clean and easily applied. Contains no 'Tar, 
will not stain nor injure ihe skin, easily washed ofl, 
may be carried without danger of leaking or spilling. 

Price, 26 Cents Per Box. 

For sale by Dealers In Sportsmen’s Goods. 

DO NOT RETAlL.“©ei 

A. FERGUSON, Sole Manufacturer, 
OfiSce, 65 Fulton Street, New York. 

Hunting Boots or Shoes, Wholesale 
or Retail. JOHN D BETHEL, Man’f’r of 
Sportsmen’s Goods. 124 Chambers st., N.Y. 

Send for Prices. No Postal Cards. 

The Open Shot Regulator 
WINANS & WOODEN, 

97 West Kinney st., Newark, N. J, 

Sand Postal for Circular. 

CANOE 
AND 

BOAT 

BUILDING 
FOR 

AMATEURS. 
Pp. 192, with 29 plates of working drawings 

Price $1.50. Address, ^ 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 
New York N. Y.' 

LONDON: Davies A Co.. 1 Finch Lane. Comhril. 

GOLD MEDAL, PAEIS, 1878. 

BAKER’S 

Warranted absolutely pure 
Cocoa., from which the excess of 
Oil has been removed. Il ha&tbree 
times the strength of Cocoa mixed 
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar, 
and is therefore far more economi- 
cal, costing less than one cent a 
cup. It is delicious, nourishing, 
strengthening, easily digested, and 
admirably adapted for invalids as 
well as for persons in health. 

Sold by Grocers everywhere. 

W. BAKER & CO., DicMer, Mass. 

The Still-Hunter, 
-BY- 

T. S. VAN DYKE. 
PRICE, POSTPAID. $2.00. 

FOREST AJFD SmEAM PDBUSHINGr CO., 

-. .30 Park Row, New Yoric;- 

TROUT FLIES, 
36c. Per Dozen. 

H. H KIFFE, 
318 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y, 

Send for Fishing Tackle Catalogue. 

WANTED. 
A partner with capital to engage in stock raising 

and to raise blooded cattle and make dairy products 
near this s'^a'ion, 65 miles from Savannah. Georgia. 
Swamp cane for winter pasture, mild climate on 
stock, abundance of water, aud accessibility to 
transportation and to market tbe advantages. 
Wanted also a copartner with capital to engage In 
planting on an extensive scale o ■ the Alluvian 
Dottom lands of the Ogeechee River, near this 
station. For further particulars apply to H. C. 
KITTLES, Rocky Ford, Scriven Co., Ga. 

mch4,lmo 

COPIES tVANTED.-JAN, 4, 11,18 and 2.5. FEB. 1, 
March 8 and S*-pfc. 13, 1888; B'eb. 7 and 14. March 

S, 1884. We are short of these issues, and would be 
obliged if any of our readers havmg one or all of 
these numbers that they do not want will send to 
Forest ana Stream Pub. Co.. 39 Park Row. New 
York Citv. tnar26.tf 

WANTED. 

Bear, Buffalo, Deer, Wolves, Foxes. Spotted Ca’s, 
Civit Cats Lynx. Pauthers. Antelope, Otter, Beav¬ 
ers and other animals and birds of all kinds. Ad¬ 
dress D. H. TALBOT, Sioux City. la. 

WANTED.-A MARRIED MAN WHO THOR- 
oughly understands breeding and breaking 

hunting dogs. Willlog to make himself generally 
useful on a farm. A^ply at 513 West Twenty- 
second street, New York m?h25.3t 

W laite nSAxres.. 
(Lepus Americanua.) 

A few living specimens wiU be sent to orders ac¬ 
companied with the cash, at $2 each, and delivered 
in good order and properly boxed, at Bethel express 
office. J. G. RICH, Bethel, Me. 

Chester White, Berkshire 
and Poland China Pigs, Fine 
Setter Dogs, Scotch Collies, 

f Foxhounds and Beagles, 
* Sbeep and Poult'y. bred and 

—11... I M for sale by W, Gibbons & Co., 
West tlhes’er, Chester Co., Pa. Sena stamp lor 
Circular an I Price IJst. 

For sale.-a pine young specimen of 
the baJd or vhite-headed eagle; full grown 

and in gof'd health. Captured off Port Leon. Fla., 
Feb 24.1886. Price $12. I can furnish live quail, 
ca’dinal grosbeaks and Florida bird skins generally. 
Address PROF. H. A. KLINE, Tallahassee. Fla. 

mch25,2t 

For SALE.—TWENTY-FOUR VOLUMES OF 
the Forest and t-TEEAsi. bound in “blue roan” 

in a uniform style and size. They commence Feb. 
12,1874, and are complete to the end of the last 
volume just issued. They are in clean, perfect 
order, aud will be sold for $80. Address W E., 
Box 1404, Boston, Mass. mch25,2t 

Gun SHOP AND GENERAL REPAIRING Bus¬ 
iness, well esrablisbed m a good town in New 

York State. Small capital required. Good chance 
tor the right man. Address NlOQA, care Forest 
and Stream, New York. iich26,2t 

TO LET.—MY PLACE ON BiRNEGaT BAY, 
N J., suitable fot small club or private party. 

Pine snipe, quail, duck and goose shooting. Best 
flshii.g on liie coast. H. CLiY GLOVER, 1,293 
Broadway, N Y. mch26,.f 

T T VTT ATT A TT sale, in fine 
V Xli W U ixllj coudiriou Pa and 

VV. Va. biids K. B WuODW^RO, Commission 
Mercnant, 174 Chambers st., N.Y. Established 1838 

la iUt 

iDiBliis M ATfiit KeaiBl. 
IN THE STUD. 

CHAMPION RODERIOO winner of All Aged 
Stake at National Trials, Grand Junction, 1885. 

FEW #7.5. 

REBEL 'WTND'kM, imported from Llewellln’s 
Kennel Blood brother of Count Noble aud winner 
of English Derby, 1882. 

FEE »60. 

Broken dogs for sale. For further information 
addre-is J. M. AvEN i', Hickoi-y Valley, Tenn , or 
MEMPHIS-A VENT KENNEL, Memphis, Tenn. 

GrUS Boxxdlxxi. 
IN THE STUD. 

Imported from Mr. Llewellin’s kennels (he is 
bluest of tbe blue), by Dashing Bondhu ex Novel. 
He is also a grand field dog, mb his record shows at 
tbe late trials of tho'N F. T. Cluo at Grand Junc¬ 
tion. beating such noted dogs as Gladstone Hov, 
Mainspring, Bessie A., Gath’s Mark, Trinket’s Bang 
and other fine ones. - Fee S33. A. M. TUOKERi 85 
M^n street, Gbarlestttwn, Mass. 
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So tto »m. ifte f 

THE IMMENSE BOtTGH-COATED 8T. 
BERNARD CHAMPION 

O T H O 
(A,K.R. 4831. 

Orange tawny, perfect blaze and collar, other 
white markings correct; double dew claws. Bom 
August. 1888. This celebrated dog stands 33J4 in. 
full at shoulders, weighs 388 lbs. (Jan. 80. 1880), has 
a grand, massive head, immense bone, and is per¬ 
fect in disposition. 

“Otho Is conceded to be the best fronted St Ber¬ 
nard in the country,”—Minorcan Kennel Register, 
June, 1885. 

“Otho is one of the grandest fronted dogs we 
have ever seen. His head is a study and his fore¬ 
arm we have never seen surpassed. He is also an 
Immense upstanding dog. —Forest and Stieam, 
Oct. bO, 1884. 

Fee $60. Approved bitches only. Cabinet pho¬ 
tos, 50 cents; cartes of head. 25 cents. Imported 
stock for sale. THE HOSPICE KENNKLS. Im¬ 
porters and Breeders of Thoroughbred St. Ber¬ 
nards, 55 Waverly Place, N,.wark, N. J. 

Setter Puppies for $5. 
We have a number of setter puppies from 6 to 10 

wks. old, dogs and bitches, oi all colors; we will 
close out for $6 each. Dogs of same breed from 6 
mos. to 1 yr. old. $8 each. These setters are of good 
native blood, fair nose and not gunshy, and satis¬ 
faction is guaranteed in every case. 

WM. W. SILVEY, 
186 South Eighth street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

K 9 Breaking Kennels. 
Pointers and setters thoroughly broken for field 

trials or private use. Reference given. W. Q. 
SMITH. Marydel, Md. 

Kory O’More Kennels. 
For Sale—Thoroughbred red Irish setter stock, 

full pedigreed Address with stamp, 
W. N. CALLENDER, Albany, N. Y, 

DOGS FOR SALE. 
Setters, pointers, spaniels, foxhounds, beagles, 

dachshunde. Newfoundlands, German tiger mas¬ 
tiffs. fox-terriers, Scotch terriers, Skye terriers, 
Yorkshire terriers, bull-terriers, bulldogs, pugs, 
French poodles. St. Bernards, mastiffs and black 
and tan terriers. Pups of all the above breeds 
constantly on band. Those desiring to purchase 
will do well to consult me. WM. W. SILVEY, 135 
South Eighth street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

IDEAL Kennel 

lucHL Hookers. 

IN THE STUD. FEE $10. 
PILOT (A.K.R. 1685), 

DANI»Y ZULU (A.K.R. 382). 

BEAU CLERK, Field Spaniel. 
FOR SALE.—True Cockers, Fashionably bred, 

correct in coat, size and shape, various ages and 
colors. Prices reasonaole. Address 

IDEAL KENVKL, New H«Ten. Conn. 

WA^ED. 
The address of an importer of English se'ters 

who had dealings wiih Dr. Gardner (colored) of 
Canal street. New York City, about four years ago. 
Such person will confer a favor and also receive re- 
mimeratioD for bis trouble and correspondence by 
addressing d. J. PIERRE. Winsted, Conn. 

BRADFORD RUBY. 
(E 13 8t4) 

Sire, Champion Lovat—Dam, Champion Jenny. 
Cb>«mpi»u Pag i>og, whelped May 14,18s2; silver 
fawn, with perfect black trace and mask, exira- 
ordmary wrinkle and doubl.^ curled tail, with very 
small, compact body, weighing only 13 pounds. 
Winner of 49 prizes, cups and melals, inclmiug 
championship. Crystal Palace. Jan., 1885; 1st, Cin¬ 
cinnati. 1st and medal, Toronto; 1st and special, 
Philad-Ipoia (May and Oct.); 1st and special. New 
Yerk, 18e6; and the sire of niany winners. Fee $25. 
Puppies For sale. CITY VIEW KENNELS, Box 
1.36i), New Haven, Conn. 

lyiASTieFS. PUPPIFS OUT OF LADY NEVl- 
IVi sen by McMahon (A.K.R. 656.; beautiful fawn 
color, black points; extra fine. H. L. hOLLIS, 
Wellsvide, N. Y. jan7,tf 

TXTM. GRAHAM, NEWTOWNBREDA, BELFAST 
T V Ireland, is prepared to purchase and ship dogs 

for importers. Dogs purchased from him had the 
following prizes awarded to them: At New York 
and Chicago, 1»88, sixteen firsts, nine special, three 
second and one third. At New York, 1884, seven 
fli-sts, six specials and one third. 

■pOR SALE.—ITALIAN GREYHOUND PUPS 
iJ from imported stock. Also fine English pugs. 
HENRY C. BURDICK, 160 Bridge street Spring- 
field, Maes. dec24,tf ''Stonehouse" Collies in the Stud. 

MACBETH (A.K.R 2718). Fee $10. One of the 
best voungflogs in New England; sable, «mall white. 

BONNIs: M»o UR*<GOti, fee $15. By im- 
poned Rex ex imported Daisey; a Royal Highland 
specimen; black and tan. 

Puppifs For stale.—A IPter by Macbeth out of 
Jumper (A.K.R. 2713), a beautiful sabie bitch. Pup¬ 
pies are all sable, small white marks. Price $15 
each. Address LEWIS C. BASS, Woonsocket, 
R. I. mch18,4t 

rpRAINED FOXHOUNDS. THEY ARE COLD 
L nosed strike flogs, start the fox, run him t© tne 
death. Trained coon dogs. Gray squirrel dogs. 
Rtvbbit dogs. One trained ferret. Lop-eared rabbits. 
Wyandotte chickens. H. C. GRAFF, Kensington, 
Ohio, dec24.tf 

POR SALE.—HAVING RECENTLY ADDED 
J? several fine brood bitches to the Landseer 
Kennels of Scotch deerhounds and greyhounds re^ 
duced the price of puppies. Some choice grey¬ 
hounds now ready to ship. DR. VAN HUMMELL. 
Denver. Ool. ai)116.tf Champion Brahmin. 

(SOLID BLACK COOKER SPANIEL.) 

Uf THE STUB. 
FEE $30. 

Winner of two champions, four firsts and six 
special prizes. 

ARTHUR E. RENDLE, 
2 Wall street, New York. 

/VL9.KY KENNJSES_FOR SALE—BEAGLE 
LI pups, best to be had, perfect beauties aod in¬ 
defatigable hunters. Experts pronounce them the 
best they ever saw. Address W. R. HOFF, S. W. 
Cor. South and Water streets, Baltimore, Md. 

rachll,3t 

l\/fT. PEASANT KENNEL-—OLDEST AND 
iVl most reliable in America. For Sale—Red Irish 
puppy, 7 mos , Dan B. ex Judy. Gordon dog, two 
yrs. oid, champion Flash ex Chloe. EnglisU setter 
dog, Guy Mannenng ex Bow Bells. Please send 
stamp. 0. T. BROWNELL, P. 0. Box 335, New 
Bedford, Mass. 

St. Bernards and Pugs. 
CHAMPION HERMIT (A.K.R. 23) litter broth¬ 

er lo champion Otho, and sire of prize winners 
KOnig, Kobold, Lys. Fee 8(0. 

Imported RD UOLPH 11. (champion Cadwalla- 
der—Myra), prize winner in England and winner of 
two firsts and specials in America. Fee |30. 

Importf-dpug iOUNG T.*BY (A.K.R 4r3), win 
ner of rour firsts and specials in America, sire of 
many prize winners. Fee $15. Fine pups on sale. 
OHEtJUASSET KENNELS, Lancaster, Mass. 

PIELD PUPPY FOR SALE -PUTNAM, GLAD- 
Jj stone, Druid, Thunder Peeress stock, whelped 
Sept. 13, 1886. Sire field and bench show winner; 
dam A 1 in field. Also Prue, 2)4 yrs. old. hroKen on 
quail and woodcock and a fine nrooJ bitch; Thun¬ 
der, Peeress. Carlowi.z stock. Photographs sent 
Address if you mean business, F. C. MOORE, Ash¬ 
tabula. O. mehll,3t 

SCOTCH COLLIES 
IN THE STUD. 

CHAMPION REX (A.K R. 149). Fee $20. 
STREPHON (A.K.R. 2730). I'ee $30. 
Young dogs and puppies for sale. Can be seen, 

or address JAS LINDSAY, 310 Communipaw ave., 
Jersey Cliy, N. J. 

rpRAINED SETTERS, DOGS AND BITCHES, 
i native and imported, age from 2 to 3 yrs. Prices 
reasonable. C. F. KENT, Montlcello, N. Y. 

mchl8,tf 

TNOR SALE CHEAP. — THREE HaNuSOME 
X English setter dogs and one Irish setter; al-io 
trained beagles Thane (A.K.R. 2923) and Caro. 
These dogs are of very best stock. Appiy for par¬ 
ticulars to Box 472, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

BE3XjiTI3LXJiS. 

Imported Laverock setter, thoroughly field broken. 
Has great bone, sub-tance and endurance. Sire of 
imported champion Rockingham, champion show 
EngUsb setter of America. 

FEE, $50.00. 

For circulars giving breeding, winnings, winnings 
of stock vired by h’m, etc,, Add ess h. f. SCHELL- 
HASS, 6 Brevoort Place. Brooklyn, N. Y. 

LriOR SALE.— THREE FIRST-CLASS FIELD 
X dogs, two English setters and one pointer, all 
nice retrievers. Also one unbroken Gordon setter, 
champion Argus ex Bf'aulah. Do nob write unless 
YOU are willing to pay a fair price lor a good dog. 
GEO. W. LOVELL, ftliddleboro, Mass. nacbl8,2c 

XT'OR EXCHANGE-4. POINTER, STAUNCH, 
X good fielder, bunted two seasons for manset. 
for approved breechloading shotgun. For particu¬ 
lars address ERNEST MORAWECK, Tell City, Ind. 

mctflJS.lt rpo OWNERS OF BEAGLE BiTCHES.—I OFFER 
X the services of my imported English beagle 

Blue Bov. He is small (13 in ) and symmetrical, his 
breeding unsurpas>ed, guaranteed tU'st-class field 
dog. color B , W., and T., plenty of bone and gets 
haudsiime pups. Full pedigree. Fee $10 W, H. 
ASHBUttNEK, 27 North 38th st., Philadelphia, Pa. 

fer.4.2rao. 

dU-i Pi FOR FINE IRISH SETIEK. 9 MOS. uLD, 
house and yard woken, very handsome, no 

faults. F. T., Box 925, Newbui-yport, Mass. It 

TT'OR SALE.—flNE GORDON DUKE II. (A.K.R. 
X 3431), by Duke ex Maud, 14 mos. old and par¬ 
tially broken. A fine bargain. For pedigree ad¬ 
dress 23 Matthews, Cambridge, Mass. It YTTHITE bull TERRIER YOUNG ROYAL 

VV Prince (A.K.R. 21ii2n Fee $I5 And small 
wnite bull-terrier Hector, weight 151bs. Fee $10. 
J. W. NEWMAN. 87 Hanover street, Boston. Ma>s 

Ij'OR SALE.—ONE BRACE OF BEAGLES, 
r thoroughly broken, one brace English grey¬ 
hounds, 6 mos. old, good typical specimens, three 
Italian greyhounds, one brood bitch, two dog pups, 
from prize «inning stock. For de-cription, price, 
etc. address VVaRVVICK KENNELS, Box 1,8^, 
Bridgrport, Conn. sue letinel* 

TT E. (?LARK. PITTSFIELD, O. 
11 , Scotland Kennel. Pedigreed collie pups $5 

each. English ferrets, $5 a pair. dec31,3mos. 

A LITTER OF LARGE. WELL MARKED s>T. 
Bernard puppies, whelped Jan. 13, IftfcO; sired 

by champion I'uke of Leeds: dam Hero (s^e March 
No. A.K.R.). A. 0. STOiT, Stottville, N. Y 

mchll,3b 
Foxhounds For Sale. 

Twenty-six dogs and bitches, comprising one of 
the best packs in Pennsylvania, a few bitcaes being 
in whelp by champion dogs. Address Box 1684, 
West (Chester, Pa. ja i28,tf 

TJIGH BRED POINTERS AND SETTERS-WE 
XL breed and dispo-e of nothing but lirsb-flass 
bi oken and unbroken dogs and puppies. Address 
ET.M GROVE KENNELS, South Noraalfc. Coun. 

TTiOR SALE-ENGLISH BEAGLE HOUND 
X pups of good working stock and several months 
old. GEO. L. BARNES, Tyringham, Mass 

TT'OR SALE.-THREE POINTER PUPS, SIBE 
X champion Prte. Jr., dam Minnie, whelped 
Oct. 30,1885. For .particulars address G. H. WAL¬ 
TON. Peabody. Mass. meblS 4b 

-DEX.-IRISH SETTER (PLUNKETT-NELL), 3 
XL jrs. old, perfectly broken, di ops at shot and 
retrieves. Only those wishing first class dog need 
ap]^. ROBT. B. SMITH, Commack,- Suffolk Co., 

ISAi.m, number OF WELL BRED AND 
Jc well broken .pointers and settersr also dOCT 

wixt 

Pointer Bradford 
FOB SAUF. 

BRADFORD, litter brother to the Celebrated 
Champion Beaufort, will be sold to the first 
offerer for $260. He Is large, beautifully made, fully 
broken on all game, good disposiiion, etc., 6 yrs. old 
and in fine condition. Am breaking up my kennels. 
Don’t delay if you want blm for field trials, hunting 
or breeding purposes. For pedigree see American 
Kennel Register. Dr. H. H. KANE, Gedney House, 
Broadway and 40th slrf-et. New York. 

Rosecroft Kennels. 
Birmingham, Conn. 

Puppies by champion Plantagenet (E, 11.390) 
ex Forest Dora (A.K.R. 500) for sale, whriped Nov. 
17. Are black and white, very handsome. Now 
booking orders for puppies by champion Foreman 
ex Passion (pure Laverack). 

IRISH SETTERS. 
Young stock for sale, and orders taken for choice 

puppies from trained bitches of the finest breeding. 

1 CHAMPION ELCHO 
U \JJlA r CHAMPION NOKEEN 

In the stud. Fee $25. 
1. HENRY ROBERTS. 

septW.tf P. O. Box 153. Moorestown. N. J 

STRATPIELD KENNELS. 
Dogs of all breeds boarded and conditioned for 

shows. Sette s and pointers trained for field trials 
and private use. Best of accommodations and 
attendance, a ain building 109X14; Sixteen runs 
6yo«'. with running stream through all. 

All communications should be addressed to JAS. 
SEELEY. Lock Box 1887, Bridgeport, Conu. Best 
of references. 

FOB SALE. 

Three red Irish setter pupple.s, by W. H. Pierce’s 
Glencho (A.K.R. 296) out of Alex. Kirkland’s Fan- 
chon (A.K.R. 1844). See Produce and Breeding 
Registers A.K.R. Feb, Male puppies large; one has 
small white spot on breast. Female small, with 
small white soot on breast, and toes on hind feet 
slightly lip with while. Would exchange the pair, 
male and female, for a good No 12 central-fire 
breechloader. Address R. Q. TAYLOR, opposite 
Barnum’s, Baltimore, Md. mchll.St 

STUI> FOX-TEKKIERS. 
Ofaamplnn Royal. Champion Joker, Bel- 

erave Primrose, Splauger, Warieu Jl>it, 
Warren H«ckon. Apply by post, L. & W, 
RUTHEBFURD, 66 Liberty st., N. Y. City. 

mchll.2mo 

ROSEBUD KENNELS. 
F. E. LEE, Manager. 

Dogs of all breeds boarded and conditioned for 
shows. Setters and pointers thoroughly broken 
for field trials or private use. Best of aceomrooda 
tions and attendance. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
Dogs of all breeds bought and sold on commission. 
Consignments and correspondence solicited. Ad¬ 
dress with stamp for reply, ROSEBUD KENNELS 
P. O. Box 621. Southington, Conn. 

Genu ne Silk Sponge Friction Mittens 
Are the most effective article for cleaning and rub¬ 
bing fine dogs for exhibition or at any time. They 
give an unequalled gloss and polish to the coat. 
For sale by (;asweix. Hazard & Co. and Atwood. 
A pair mailed to any addrees on receipt of 6u cents. 
GEO. S. BROWN, 115 Worth st, Room4, New York. 

mcb25,lt 

Higli Class Fox-Terriers For Sale. 
The following highly bred imported terriers are 

offered well worth the money: No. 1. GLOSTER, 
by Pickle Rodin ex Silver, a grand youngster, 
standing low. with lots of bone, splendid lean head, 
perfect small drop ears, full of quality; one of the 
best bred ones h?ing. No. 2, FUSILEER, litter 
brother to above, most prombing, best of feet and 
legs, good head and perfect ears. Further partic¬ 
ulars furnished on application. Those wanting 
‘•duffers” need not write. FRANK C. WHEELER. 
112 Dundas street, London, Ontario. It 

Gladstone, Paris, Leicester, Thunder. 
BLUE BELTON SETTER PUPPIES, 

Combining blood of the abo»e champions, for sale 
cheap at 3 mos. old. Full pedigree stock and satis¬ 
faction guaranteed. G. W, PROCTOR, P. O. Box 
44, West Gloucester, Mass. mcb26,3t 

BLACK POINTERS. 
For Sale—A fine litter of strong, healthy puppies, 

whelped Jan. 28, 1886. by my black dog froft- 
stone (A.K.R 33»7) (Joe Pane ex Nellie Pipe), out 
ot my black bitch Doris (A.K.R. 3389) (Pete. Jr. ex 
Kate) Price $25 each if taken toon. Address E. 
0. ALDEN, Dedham, Mass. mcn25.2t 

TT'OR SALE OR EX HaNOF.-fRlSH SETTER 
X puLpies from best Baltimore stock. Pedigrees 
furnished. Will sell reatonably. F. C. TYSON, 
Eossville, Md. > mch25,lt 

17OR SALE.-A NO. 1 BULL BITCH, 2}^ YRS. 
X old, good d’sposiriou, color brindlc; good 
watch dog. Only $5. One beautiful Gordon setter 
bitch, 8 wks old. from first-class stock. Only $5. 
L. F. HERRICK, Millbury. Ma s. mee26.lt 

Uieucliu ex Bed Maud. 
Two bitches, 1 yr. old, dark red, yard broken, 

very handsome; good size, resemble their sire. 
Price reasonaole if taken at once. Address JAM^ S 
E. MULDOON. Box 876, Hudson. N. Y. mclil8,2o 

-lA elegant beagle hounds, 5 MOS. OLD. 
lU dogs and bitches, not akin; $7 single; oair $13. 
Box 1.93i, West (^Ibester. Pa. declT.if 

BULL-TEREIERS ! RULE TERRIERS ! ! GEN- 
iR meii requirn g first-class siiow bull terriers 

suoula apply to FRED HlNKs, 16^ Bath Row, Bit 
mingtiam. Eugland. the largtst breeder and deal r 
or bull terriers in the world. All the bull-ierners 
now wineiag, including enamnions, emanated from 
these kennels. N.B.-All kinds cf dogs supplied on 
the shortest notice. 

Site litttiil 

HAIR’S WARWICK 

DOG MEDICINES. 
To All Lovers of Well-Bred Doga. 

Your special attention is called to my W>»rwl»'k 
Do« Al»diciaeB. They are the practical rexvlta 
of forty years' experience by one of the greatest 
Breeders of Dogs in JEMgland, and I am positive in 
the assertion that they will supply a tcant long felt 
and acknon-ledged by American breed«-rs. These 
preparations have been tested and can be relied 
upon as a sure cur‘> for every DISEASE OF THE 
DOG. And I can say they will be valued and ap¬ 
preciated by all nractical breeders. 

HAIR’S COKDITION POWDERS FOB DOGS, 50 
cents per box. HAIR'S DISTEMPFR POWDERS. 
60 cents. HAIR’S MANGE CURE. 35 and 75 c nts 
per bottle. HAIR’S WORM POWDERS, 60 cents 
per box. HAIR’S ALTERATIVE POWDERS. 60 
cents per box. HAIR 8 DISINFECTANT SOAP. 
86 cents. 

U. S. DKPOT: 

CURTIS & HAIR. PbarmacistB, 
BRIDGEPORT, CONN. 

N.B.—All diseases of dogs treated by Jas E. Hair. 
Prescriptions will be sent when epecial diseases 
Indicate, that can be compounded by druggists in 
any part of U. S. Fee £l 00. 

Bohaunau’s Magic Skiu Cure. 
A positive and absolute cure for ^ A 
' ures quicker, cheaper and better JLViAJti wills 
than any article ever offered to the public Two 
cakes, igil .*>•». no-1 p lid. vo cure, no pay. Addiess 
A. A RAYMOND, South Norwalk. Conn. 

THE 

N. E. KENNEL CLUB 
Will hold their Second Annual 

Bench. Show of Dogs 
APRlIi 6, 7. 8, 9, 

ENTRIES CLOSE MARCH 20. 

\t Mechanic’s Building, 
Huntington Avenue. Boston, Mass. 

S2 000 
IN CASH PRIZES AND MEDALS, also numerous 
valuable special prizes. 

For Premium List and Entry Blanks address 
Secreiaiy N. E Kennel Club, 

Hotel Boylston, Boston. Mass. 

Hartford Kennel Clnb 
BENCH SHOW OF DOGS. 

Union Armory, April 13,14,15 & 16, ’86. 
Entries close Friday, April 2,18s6. 

For premium list address 
A. C. COLLINS. Secretary, 

Hartford, Conn. 

KEW HAVEN BENNEL CL.UB. 
THIRD ANNUAL BENCH SHOW OF 

DOGS, 
At Second Regiment Armory, 

March 30 and 31, April I and 3, 1886. 

Entries close Saturday, March 13,18S0. 
Entries must be made to 

S. R. HEMINGWAY. Secretary, 
New Haven, Conn. 

tSy. Bernards 
Of purest Swiss strains, recently 
imported. Several fine dogs and 
bitches and a few puppies are in 
my hands to be disposed of. 1 
can promise purchasers they are 
of excellent pedigree, and full of 
true St. Bernard character. 

Address with stamp, 

JV. W. Tucker, 
P. O. Box 1338, N. Y. 

FOR ^ ALE. 
One of the finest Druid Mtchps in America. Big 

ireeder Going out of dog business reason for 
elling. Address H., Box 223, Hackensack, N. J. 

For Sale—Hornell Spaniel Puppies. 
The bast In the world; 142 prizes in two years 

proves it. F-om 3 to 10 mos. oid. No culls or 86 
pups ever sold. , . ... n 

In the Stud—Black cocker champion Homell 
Silk. Fee $20. Address J. OTIS FtLLOl^, Sec., 
Homellsville, N, Y . or f4. W. LEAVITT, Pres., 32 
Hamilton street. Boston. Mass.  

FOKEST CITY KENNELS. 

St. Bernards and English Pugs. 
Iisr THE STUD. 

Champion roueh-coated St. Bernard Cse^ar 
(A.KR 22); fee $13. English pug feai^ fee $10. 
Hiins for sale. Address with stamp, Portland, Me. 

LEWELLYN SETTER PUPPIES, COMBINING 
blood of noted dogs, viz.; Champion L icester. 

champion Petrel, champion GLidstone, Kirby, Pnde 
of the Border, Llewellyn’s Prince and Lavera^ 
Dash II., for sale: satisfaosion guaranteed. OHAS. 
YORK, 9 and 11 Granite Block, Bangor, Me, 

Claire-Reeta Kennels. 
PALMYRA, N. Y. 

Irish and Gordon setters'for work as well as show. 
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RAILROADS IN THE PARK. 

'T^HE Yellowstone National Park is a beautiful reservation 

which belongs to the people of the IJnited States. 

Each citizen has in it certain rights which are equal to those 

of every other citizen. At various times in the past, indi¬ 

viduals and corporations have endeavored to secure in this 

public reservation certain exclusive privileges, which cannot 

be enjoyed without detriment to the rights of others. Such 

attempts to infringe upon the rights of the people have 

hitherto been prevented. A bill now before Congress, and 

favorably reported by both Houses, gives to a private corpora¬ 

tion the right to build a railroad through this Park. The 

building of a railroad means introduction of settlements, 

destruction of the forests, driving off of the game, inter¬ 

ference with the natural wonders of the reservation. Even 

more important than this, it means the building of other 

railroads in the Park, so that the natural beauty of the region 

will be utterly destroyed forever. 

We believe that the people will not submit to this. We 

believe that this continent is long enough and broad enough 

to accommodate its population without encroachment on this 

little spot, which has been set aside as a park, in which eveiy 

American man, woman and child, and the children of our 

children, have an equal right. 

The bill granting the right of way to a railroad through 

the National Park has been sent back by the Senate to the 

Committee oo Territories, to which all matters concerning 

the Park have hitherto been referred. This committee knows 

something about the Yellowstone Park, and may be ex¬ 

pected to take an intelligent view of the matter. Senator 

Manderson, we are quite sure, understands the situation, 

and the deep interest which he is known to feel in the Park 

justifies the belief that he will give the subject a thorough 
investigation. 

The report of the House Committee on Public Lands, who 

reported a substitute for the original House bill granting this 

right of way, is almost precisely similar to the Senate Com¬ 

mittee report on which we commented last week. The two 

documents furnish abundant internal evidence that if they 

were not prepared by the same hand they were at least in¬ 

spired by the same head, and that the information which 

they purport to contain came from one source. The same 

foolish and untrue statements are made in both, the same 

testimony quoted and the same conclusions drawn. The 

projectors of the Cinnabar and Clark’s Fork Railroad seem 

to have prepared both reports, and both are so weak as to 

show conclusively that no good reason can be furnished for 

asking for the railroad. 

The fatuity of the statements made is utterly in¬ 

comprehensible. It is distinctly affirmed that there are no 

objects of interest, nor any timber, nor any game along 

the line of this proposed railway. Now, every one at all 

familiar with the Park knows perfectly well that on the line, 

as proposed to he run, there is at least one great body of 

limber along the East Fork; that Soda Butte Springs, an 

exceedingly interesting group, which flows an effervescent 

mineral water, are directly on this line; that the fossil forest, 

a locality unequaled of its kind for interest and extent any¬ 

where in the w'orld, is on the line where the proposed railroad is 

to run; that one of the most important bands of bison in the 

Park ranges between Slough Creek and Specimen Ridge, or 

in other words on both sides of the proposed railroad line. 

It will not he forgotten that about a year ago, when the re¬ 

port reached Livingston that the Vest bill had become a 

law, there was a rush of land claimants from that town into 

the Park, and that one of the first claims taken up was Soda 

Butte Springs. It will also be remembered that it was stated 

at the time that plans had been laid by which all the great 

body of timber on the East Fork would he taken up by a cor¬ 

poration. These steps sufficiently indicate that there are 

some people who believe that there are objects of interest, 

game and timber, in the region through which this railroad 

is to run, and this may furnish a hint as to the eagerness of 

its projectors to obtain their right of way. 

There is good reason for believing that a railroad cannot 

be built through the Third Canon of the Yellowstone. This 

great trough is about 800 feet deep, and is cut out of rock 

which is in part volcanic and in part granitic. Its sides are 

in many places almost vertical, it is tremendously rough, 

and if it be practicable to build a roadbed through it, this 

can he done only at vast expense. This may not be known 

to the projectors of the Cinnabar and Clark’s Fork scheme, 

but it is the fact. 
On the whole it seems probable that these people desire 

to obtain a right of way for their railroad in order that they 

may be able to take up under cover of this grant certain 

extremely desirable locations within the Park, from which 

after three years’ occupancy—when, the railroad not having 

been built the right will lapse—they can only be expelled 

with great difficulty. 

It is curious and interesting as showing their methods of 

work, to note the attempt made by this corporation to get 

all that they can in the way of a grant. The House bill, in¬ 

troduced and referred Jan. 7, 1886, provides that unless the 

road be constructed and in running order within one year 

from date, the franchises granted by the act are hereby 

declared to be forfeited. The Senate bill, introduced Jan. 

11, declares that unless the road he completed and in running 

order within two years, the right of way shall be forfeited. 

And the third bill, recommended Feb. 23,1886, by the House 

Committee on Public Lands, and favorably reported by the 

Senate Committee on Railroads, provides that the right of 

way shall be forfeited unless the road is completed within 

three years. Given a session of reasonable length, and these 

people would introduce bills enough to give them a quarter 

of a century in which to complete the road. This would, 

perhaps, be equivalent to a twenty-five years’ lease of Soda 

Butte Springs and the fossil forest, to say nothing of other 

points of interest. 

One more point deserves attention—a point which bears 

directly on the whole question of railroads in the Park. 

Section 3, after declaring that the right of way shall be for¬ 

feited after three years in case the road shall not be com¬ 

pleted within that time, continues: 
Provided, That the grant hereby shall not be held or construed as 

exclusive, so as to prevent the allowance of the locating other roads 
along the valley or route adopted under this act, under such grants 
and regulations as Congress may make and provide and the courts 
equitably administer. 

This clause is susceptible of more than one construction. 

It may either mean that other railroads are to be permitted to 

penetrate the Park, or it may be a practical nullification of 

the time limit on the building of the road. It was probably 

introduced with a double purpose. Those who framed it 

can point to it with an air of conscious virtue as evidence 

that they are not monopolists, that they ask for no exclusive 

privileges; and if the bill passes and the road is not com¬ 

pleted within the time specified in the act, they can then 

form another corporation, have another bill passed giving it 

a right of way over this line, and can then turn over the 

property of the Cinnabar and Clark’s Fork Railway Com¬ 

pany to—themselves. 
The Park grabbers, as we have abundant reason to know, 

are shrewd. They will bear a lot of watching. 

WHY NOT WAIT? 

WE have come to the flayed end of another winter. 

The earth’s white carpet is worn to shreds, and 

nature is making ready to weave her a new one of green, 

with all sorts of flower patterns that ought not to “fail to 

please the most fastidious.” Some of the bluebirds have 

escaped the guns and snares of the milliners’ collectors, and 

are with us again, the return of the robin Jias been 

announced, and the song sparrow is tuning up his pipe for 

the spring concerts. The crystal hatches will soon be off 

the streams, and the fishes will once more get a look at the 

sky, and at the angler, who is now beginning to overhaul his 

tackle in anticipation of the opening day of the season. 

The ducks and geese and snipe and shore birds will 

presently be on their way to northern breeding grounds, and 

too many sportsmen are making ready to give them a most 

inhospitable greeting as they pass or tarry for a few days of 

rest. Too many sportsmen will be ready with the old and 

poor excuse for this wrong doing, “If I do not shoot them, 

some one else will,” which is worth nothing, for it is not at all 

certain that some one else will kill the bird that you spare, 

and that it will not go safely to its breeding ground and 

return to pay ten fold interest in the fall for the lease of life 

you have given it. You would recoil with horror from the 

thought of killing a doe heavy with young, for you are an 

honorable and conscientious sportsman. And yet, all the 

females of these birds of passage are carrying eggs more or 

less developed, the hope of the abundant continuation of 

their species. And your example is worth something, as 

every man’s is, yours perhaps worth far more than another’s. 

If you did not get shooting in the spring, it is not unlikely 

that some one else would stay at home, simply because you 

did. 
Another excuse and a no better one is, “If we do not 

shoot ducks and geese and snipe in spring, we shall have no 

shooting till summer woodcock shooting comes,” which 

ought not to come at all. Why not wait till autumn for 

sport worth having, and concerning which one need have no 

qualms of conscience? Is not sport, like love, “the sweeter 

for the trial and delay?” 

Let the gun rest for a few months longer, and then when 

the steel blue skies of autumn endome the bluer waters and 

the varied hues of frost-painted woods and russet marshes, 

you shall reap your reward if it is no more than the con¬ 

sciousness of having faithfully done your duty. It is some¬ 

times nobler sportsmanship to spare than to kill. Assuredly 

it is so at this season. 

SHALL SELFISHNESS WIN? 

The citizens of this State are awaiting with much solici¬ 

tude the action of the Senate at Albany with respect 

to the hill repealing the anti-hounding law. 

The principles involved are clearly defined; the issue is 

well understood. The advocates of the repeal at first posed 

as philanthrophists, desirous only of preserving the deer 

from the market pot-hunters, and contending for the privilege 

of hounding, only that the deer might be made “shy” and 

their salvation from the still-hunter thereby assured. The 

shy theory has been exploded, and by the bounders perforce 

abandoned. The market still-hunter has been proved a bug¬ 

aboo and the bounders have practically given him over. 

From concealment behind one false pretense and another 

they have been driven to finally avow their true purpose to 

be present gratification of their own desire to hound deer. 

The issue is one between individual selfishness and public^ 

spirited concern for the true interests of the State. The 

question for the Senate to decide is whether it will grant to 

the bounders temporary gratification by permitting them to 

put the dogs on the trail and exterminate the deer, or 

whether the deer shall be preserved for the people of the 

State, a perpetual source of wealth and public benefit, to he 

used and enjoyed in any manner compatible with its wise 

conservation. 

On the side of the present wise law is public economy, 

present and future. On the side of repeal of that law are 

improvidence and selfishness. Between the two the Senate 

ought not long to hesitate. The bill to repeal the law should 

not pass. Selfishness should not win the day. 

The Recollections op a Sportsman, of which the first 

paper in the series is given in our Shooting columns to-day, 

will cover experiences in New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Vir. 

ginia. North Carolina, West Virginia, Wisconsin, Minnesota, 

Iowa, Missouri and Texas. They are written by a gentle¬ 

man whose wide acquaintance among sportsmen will make 

these reminiscences doubly interesting. 
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A Bird Protective Bill.—That rising young states¬ 

man of Franklin, Mr. Floyd. J, Hadley, introduced in the 

New York Legislature on Tuesday a bill to prohibit for five 

years the killing of “any bird of song, or any linnet, blue¬ 

bird, yellow-hammer, yellowbird, thrush, woodpecker, cat¬ 

bird, pewee, swallow, martin, bluejay, oriole, kildee, snow¬ 

bird, grosbeak, bobolink, phoebe bird, humming bird, wren, 

robin, meadow lark, or starling;” but especially exempting 

from this protection the English sparrow. The effect of the 

bill is to forbid the killing of certain birds, as the robin and 

meadow lark, which are at present legally regarded for a 

month or two as game birds. It is a pity that Mr. Hadley’s 

bill had not taken the form of the one recommended by the 

American Ornithologists’ Union, but even in its present 

shape it will do good by calling attention to the growing 

evil of indiscriminate bird slaughter. If the graceful elo¬ 

quence of that old practical hunter of forty years’experience. 

Mr. Palmer, the silver-tongued orator of Clinton, is not 

heard in support of this bill, we are much mistaken in our 

man. It is hoped, too, that Mr. Barnes, of Essex, may for 

the moment arouse himself from the contemplation of his 

diseased cat on the back fence, and make a sturdy fight for 
the birds. 

Spitting on Shot for Luck.—Our correspondent, “Bed¬ 

ford,” relates that when he was a boy in Middlesex county, 

N. J., it was considered the proper thing to spit on the shot 

for luck, just as an orthodox bait-fisherman spits on bis bait. 

We never heard of this before, though familiar with some 

of the other more or less superstitious but commonly ac¬ 

cepted beliefs and rites connected with loading a gun effect¬ 
ively. _ 

§ke gpartstijm §mrip. 

SALMON FISHING IN SWEDEN.-II.^ 

“'^HE prince ©f good fellows is Baron Oscar Dickson.” 
JL So shouted I as I finished reading a polite little note 

from_ him, generously placing his far-famed salmon river— 
the Itran—at my disposition for the first half of July, 1885. 

Stockholm was getting hot and becoming deserted; most 
of my friends had already betaken themselves to their sum¬ 
mer villas, and I was longing for the green fields, the salt 
sea breezes, and the foaming fosses of the west coast. So 
this kind invitation of the Baron was, of all things in the 
world, just what I most wished for. 

1 took the night train from Stockholm to Gothenburg. 
Next morning at 8 o’clock I was on board the superb steamer 
Halland, coasting southward through the labyrinth of rocky 
islands that form the Swedish Skargard. At noon we steamed 
inside the stone piers of the snug harbor of Warberg, and 
after a hasty lunch at the hotel, I jumped into an ancient but 
comfortable, and no doubt honorable carriage, and rattled 
away over the rough stone flagging of the village streets. 

Soon we were driving through the green fields of the open 
country. 

It was a warm, still, hazy, lazy summer’s day, this 2d of 
July, 1885. The blue Cattegat lay sleeping to the right. The 
tall winter rye moved slowly and majestically in the soft 
breeze, larks soared from the meadows and poised on high, 
with quick-beating wings poured out their little souls in song, 
the driver beat time with his cracking whip, our little north¬ 
ern ponies trotted sturdily along the dusty highway, and I 
dozed away on my comfortable seat and fell into sort of a 
half sleep, through which I saw everything as in a dream. 

1 awoke as we rattled into the pretty little village of Falk- 
enberg. 

Here was my gaffer, Carl Nilsson, in the street. He greets 
me with a pleasant smile and “lots o’ salmon, nobody been 
fishing here for over a week. ” 

We drive directly to the old inn of the town, Gfistgifvare- 
garden, these inns are called all over Sweden, but I should 
laugh to hear any of my brother readers of the Forest and 
Stream try to pronounce that word. 

I jumped into my fishing costume as quickly as possible, 
put together my rod, and was on the river bank with Carl 
at 6 o’clock. 

Selecting a small “butcher” from my fly-book, I carefully 
whipped the stream. No rise in the upper pool, none in the 
next. In the middle pool at the second cast, aha! the flash 
of silver out of the depths, the bright splash of spray on the 
surface, the line tightening in a moment, the whiz of the 
reel as the line runs across stream, and the leap, leap, leap, 
of the silver-shining salmon himself, as thrice repeated, he 
jumps three feet into air near the further shore. Ah! that is 
what causes the blood to tingle in the veins, again brings 
back the zest of life in all its keenness. 

The salmon was fresh run from the sea and gave good 
play, but his bright pearly side showed above the wave at 
last. I drew him in close to the shelving shore, and Carl 
flung him high on the bank, 

Carl hooks my pocket scales into the lip of the fish, raises 
him up. I lean over and look at the index. He weighs 
just eleven pounds. 

In the lower pool I took another salmon, and on the oppo¬ 
site shore three more. 

At 10 o’clock we rowed down stream in the ruddy glow 
of the northern twilight, with five salmon gleaming in the 
bottom of our little skiff. 

Next morning Carl called me at 3 o’clock, but in these 
high latitudes it was already bright day. We took a hasty 
cup of coffee, and at 4 I was casting the fly. The salmon 
rose well. I landed seven before 9 o’clock. Then we pulled 
home to breakfast. 

The sky was clear, the sun bright, the river low, so after 
breakfast I turned in for a nap. 

At noon Carl wakes me. The heavens were now all 
clouded over. We hurried back to the stream; I changed 
flies, putting on a Jock Scott. How the salmon rose to that 
fly. A fish took or showed himself at almost every cast. 
From a single post I took five fish, and at 4 o’clock I had 
landed sixteen. 

My supply of Jock Scotts were now frayed out and used 
up. We paddled back to the village. Yes, the mail was in, 
and here was the long looked for letter from Scotland, con¬ 
taining a fresh supply of flies. We do not stop for dinner, 

* For the fii’st paper, see issue of Aug. 88,1884. 

but drinking a bowl of milk hurry back to the stream. The 
salmon are still rising, and I land five more before sundown. 
Then a group of villagers saunter up the Doctor’s way by 
the river bank to see me fish. I put on a large “silver doc¬ 
tor,” and land yet two more salmon before darkness gathers 
over the turbulent river. 

Thirty salmon. A good day’s work. More than I ever 
caught before. More than 1 ever expected to catch in one 
day. 

Next day 1 took it easy, landing two salmon in the morn¬ 
ing and three at evening. At noon a man drove me two 
miles over a winding road, through fields of waving rye, to a 
little bath house at the seaside. Here I look a plunge into 
the Cattegat and washed the sweat and tire of salmon fishing 
out of me. I had a neat little room to dress in, clean towels 
and every attention, and the price was 12 5re, or 3 cents of 
our money. W onder what our fashionable bathing places on 
our Atlantic coast would think of that? 

Sunday came round and I was glad to give my rod and 
m^elf a rest. 

The inn 1 am stopping at is over 200 years old, I have a 
large, low-studded sitting room, 22 feet square, and a bed¬ 
room opening out of it. The sitting room looks on to the 
paved street, but the window of the bedroom opens out upon 
a large flower garden and orchard, which slopes down to the 
river. Climbing rose bushes are trained up ^e walls of the 
house, and my window is embowered with white and red 
roses in full bloom. The summer wind drifts lazily in, 
cooled by the river and perfumed by the flowers. Then I 
walk in the garden, I find a hammock hung between two 
trees and lie and swing in it. It is noon; too hot to walk 
mth comfort in the sun, but lying here in the shade, swing¬ 
ing between a maple and a cherry tree, the temperature is 
perfection. The sound of the rippling river just reaches my 
ear, a bee drones among the flowers hard by. I would like 
to stay here forever. And where else, pray, can 1 catch 
thirty salmon a day, or get a good sea bath for 8 cents? 

At evening I rambled over the river to a little cemetery I 
had seen on the upland, attracted thither by a rude granite 
shaft that stood like an ancient Rune stone. 

I found that this characteristic northern monument marked 
the grave of the good doctor who planned and secured to the 
people their beautiful shaded promenade along the river 

His epitaph is touchingly simple and beautiful. On the 
rough granite is chiseled; 

•‘Hi'lr hoilpr MkaTun och meniskomnneH.''' 

“Here rests the physician and the friend of mankind.” 
For ten days longer I had all the salmon fishing my heart 

could desire or my hands accomplish. The weather was 
hot, sky clear, sun bright the whole time. The river was 
low when I arrived and it grew smaller and smaller with 
every day; rocks showed themselves out of water that had 
not been seen for many years, but the fishing continued 
good every day. The salmon left the upper pools, how¬ 
ever, but the deep pools at the foot of the falls were full of 
them. One day some friends fishing on the Nissa River at 
Oscarstrbm, drove across country and dined with me. I 
passed my rod to one of them as hie came down the bank and 
he hooked a salmon at the first cast. 

On Thursday, July 9, I was very early at the liver. All 
up and down the stream as far as you could see, salmon 
were leaping incessantly. They were all bright fish, evi¬ 
dently a new run come in during the night. There had been 
no raiin, no rise of the river, no wind and no cause for a run 
as far as we knew, but here were the fish nevertheless. They 
rose splendidly. At 9 o’clock I had landed ten salmon. 
Then 1 sent Carl to the hotel for a sandwich and kept on. 
The day was overcast, and using a very small Fairy, the fish 
rose well, even at noon. At three in the afternoon I had 
landed in all thirty-one fish. I rested fifteen minutes, ate 
a light luncheon Carl had brought me and whipped the 
stream again. But the salmon were not so eager; they rose 
more warily. At 9 o’clock I had landed thirty-seven and 
not another rise could I get. 

There was a bit of swift water half way from the falls to 
the village, where I had frequently seen the fish jump, but 
where 1 had never succeeded in catching any. Now, we 
pulled down to this and running the bow of our punt on a rock 
that was just awash and, slipping on a silver doctor I wound 
up the day with four more salmon, taking the last one when 
the clock was nearly at eleven and making my score for the 
day forty-one. 

At noon of July 16, as the village clock struck 12,1 reeled 
in my line for the last time in Sweden. The first half of 
July was ended, and my time was up. The following is 
my score for the trip; 

.30 

6, Sunday. 
R . .a 

. 8 

.8 

.13 

13, Sunday. 
. 6 

.8 
16, until 13 M. 

The first day and last day were only half days. Count¬ 
ing these two halves as one whole day, the total will be 184 
salmon in twelve consecutive days, exclusive of Sundays, 
an average of over 15 salmon a day. 

These fish were not large, to be sure. None of them ex¬ 
ceeded 16 pounds, and few of them ran over 12 pounds, 
though there were a good many that came up to that weight. 

It is my firm belief that in point of the number of fish 
that can be taken by fair casting of the fly, the Itran is the [ 
first salmon river of the world. 

Baron Dickson has owned the fishing in the river for 
many years, and has expended large sums of money in sal¬ 
mon breeding and stocking the river. The Baron is un¬ 
doubtedly the best fly-fisherman in the kingdom, and has 
probably taken more salmon with the fly than any other 
man in Sweden. In fact, he has become almost surfeited 
with the pastime. He told me frankly that the only sport 
now to him was to cast the fly and hook the fish; after that 
he was perfectly willing to pass his rod to anybody. He 
cared nothing about playing the salmon. 

I used a light Leonard 16 feet split bamboo rod, I think 
the first American split bamboo ever used in Sweden, and a 
15 feet Scribner greenheart rod. alternately from one to the 
other, and finding a certain rest in the change. 

I did all the casting, and hooked, played and brought to 
the gaff or landing net all the 184 salmon, and I must con¬ 
fess I was never so thoroughly tired out as at the end of this 
glorious twelve days salmon fishing. Marstr.\nd, 

^torg. 

THE AUDUBON SOCIETY. 
New York, March 9, 1886. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
My reply to your favor of the 18th ult. has been delayed 

by the pressure of numerous engagements. I beg you, how¬ 
ever, to believe that you have my heartiest sympathy in the 
proposed organization of the Audubon Society. I am of 
the opinion that you deserve thanks for bringing to the notice 
of the community the extent to which the slaughter of 
American birds is going on, a fact which I think few realize. 
The success of your society will also tend to refine the public 
taste. Our savage ancestors decorated themselves with the 
tusks_ of wild boars and the skins of wild animals. The 
practice of wearing the stuffed skins or the plumage of birds 
in a hat is perhaps less barbarous, but is after all inspired by 
the same primitive fancy. Very truly yours, Felix Adi.er, 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Though somewhat tardily, I nevertheless cordially indorse 

your worthy movement for the salvation of the birds. I 
should never dare face them again without the consciousness 
that I had enlisted my name upon the roll of those pledged 
to protect them Sincerely yours, with congratulations and 
hopes of success for the movement, W. HAitii.TON GibsoN. 

ACthoh s Onna, New York. 

Mr. George T. Angell, president of the Massachusetts 
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, and edltoi* 
of Our Dumb AnimaU, is rendering “yeoman’s service” In 
the interest of bird protection* 

In the April number of that periodical there Will apbeat ft 
very powerful appeal to Its readers, to read the cofiected 
statistics of the hecatombs of “bright spirits of the air,’’ 
annually sacrificed to the fashion, and the impression this 
heartless sacrifice of innocent life makes on thinking men 
and women, whose utterances on the subject are quoted; 
and then join in one universal demand for the legislation 
asked for'in the body of resolutions and petition, prepared 
for presentation to the Massachusetts Legislature, and having 
for its object the compulsory introduction into the Massa¬ 
chusetts schools for systematic instruction on the economic 
importance of protecting insect-eating birds and their nests, 
and the general importance in its influence on character of 
treating the lower animals kindly, together with some knowl¬ 
edge of the State laws for bird protection. 

That the Legislature may have some expre,ssion of public 
opinion to guide it in its consideration of the proposed act, 
3ir. Angell addressed the collective bodies of the Congrega- 
tionalist, Baptist. Episcopal, Methodist and TJniversalist 
clergy of Boston and its vicinity, the Massachusetts Horti¬ 
cultural Society, the Saturday meeting of farmers at Massa¬ 
chusetts Hall, and the Unitarian clergy, all of whom passed 
unanimous resolutions in favor of the movement; the Epis¬ 
copalian clergy dissenting only to the extent of preferring 
a similar resolution in the form of a petition to the Legisla¬ 
ture, 

A second section in the proposed act provides “that all 
fines collected upon, or resulting from, the complaint or in¬ 
formation of an officer or agent of the Massachusetts Society 
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, for violation of the 
laws of Massachusetts, relating to the birds and their nests, 
shall be paid over to said society in aid of the benevolent 
objects for which it was incorporated.” 

The Society hinting what it will do, if it succeeds in get¬ 
ting both sections of the act passed, leaves it to be shrewdly 
inferred, that whatever of taint of inherited destructive im¬ 
pulse or passionate lust of vengeance the president and 
members of the Society may have received from savage 
ancestors or leaven of the old Adam, shall all be concentrated 
on the offenders against the laws for the prevention of 
cruelty of animals or the protection of birds of importance 
in the general economy of nature. 

SPRING BIRD NOTES* 

Lockpokt, N. Y., March 22.—A large flock of wild 
geese passed over this city, going north, between 7 and 8 
o'clock Saturday morning. The first robin and bluebird 
were seen a week earlier, and to day I saw a number of male 
robins, but no females. The first purple grackle (crow 
blackbird), was also seen on Saturday last, and to-day quite 
a number were seen. We also bad severe lightning and 
thunder on Friday evening, which is very unusual at this 
season of the year.—J. L. Davison. 

March 24.—About two years ago I reported to the Forest 
AND Stream that a Mr. Pomroy, residing about three miles 
from this city, captured a baker’s dozen of wild geese on 
their being enticed into his barn dui’ing a storm by his tame 
geese—with which they mated and bred—and he now has a 
flock of about fifty of the original wild and mixed breed. I 
was informed last evening that for the past few days there 
had been a flock of about one hundred wild geese feeding on 
and about Mr. Pomroy’s farm—probably this is the same 
flock that I reported to you on Monday as passing over the 
city on Saturday morning last.—J. L. D. 

Ridgway, Pa., March 22.—^Robins, bluebirds and yellow- 
birds are here. Many flocks of wild pigeons have been seen 
on their way north, also wild ducks and geese. There are 
but few pheasants left and they are very wild. A few deer 
and bear were shot during the past season, but are not as 
numerous as they were four or five years back.—X. Tem¬ 
pore. 

Central Lake, Mich., March 18.—Robins first seen to¬ 
day. The first crow of the season appeared on the 15th, and 
audibly expressed his opinion that spring was at hand, 

x Weather mild, up to 50°.—Kelpie. 
Newfoundland, N. J., March 22,—A dead woodcock 

was found to-day near the N. Y. S. & W. R. R., about one- 
half mile from here. Supposed to have been killed by flying 
against the telegraph wire. It was in fair condition and a 
full-sized bird. Saw meadow lark March 20.—S. 8. W. 

Hornellsville, N. Y., March 21.—Bluebirds arrived 
March 11; robins, lo; red-wing blackbirds, 19. I believe 
Meadow larks have been here all the winter.—J. Otis Fel¬ 
lows. ___ 

A Hair Seal up the Hudson.—Cheney A. Burhans, of 
this place, had the good fortune to shoot a fine specimen of 
the hair seal yesterday morning, Mr. Burhans was hunting 
ducks on the river opposite Barry town, when he saw the 
seal on a cake of floating ice, and had no difficulty in get¬ 
ting within gunshot. The animal weighed 65 pounds.— 
Howard Burhans (Flatbush, N. Y., March 24). 
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GROUSE IN THE SNOW. 
Editor Fm'eM and Stream: 

Ever since the day, away back in the \iltima Thule of my 
memory, when I ran into the first flock of j^rouse and got my 
first surprise at the flying powers of grouselings the size of 
two-day-old chickens, no bird on the whole^ “check list” has 
possessed for me so much interest, or come in for so large a 
share of ray observation. Therel'ore, when I read the com¬ 
munication of “Dry Snow” to-day. in your issue of 18th 
inst., I thought that perhaps a word from me would be “in 
season.” First let me say to your contributor that I come 
not in my war paint, but as a brother woodsman who has 
spent the major portion of his life within sound of “the 
soughing of tlie pines,” and whose woods-lore is not in any 
way commensurate with his woodland experience. If when 
we are through with this, we still differ, let us do so in the 
kindly spirit of fellow-sportsmen, giving each other credit at 
least for lionesty. I preface with these remarks, because I 
must necessarily show that some of the reasoning in the com¬ 
munication referred to is somewhat illogical, and I thought 
I detected in it a slightly sarcastic undercurrent, which might 
come to the surface when the author’s opinions were con¬ 
fronted with rebutting testimony. I never trail the tail of 
my coat on the ground challenging some one to tread on it; 
but T have sometimes tried to make it interesting for the man 
who raised his foot high enough to reach it when in its 
normal position. 

“Dry Snow’s” letter gives no clue as to the part of the 
continent from which he writes, or which is covered by his 
experience, but were 1 to hazard a guess, I would say: Some 
part to the south of this and far removed from thesca-board. 
He has evidently never seen one of our northern “ice 
storms,” loading every tree with tons of ice, and bending 
some of the more pliant clear to the ground. There is just 
a breath of wind from the “noath cast,”- the thermometer 
stands at about 15°. First come four or five inches of the 
light “goose-feathers.” then the snow becomes finer and 
more heavy; next a few inches of hail. Then there is a lull, 
the wind shifts a point or so to the east, and a dash of rain 
strikes, every drop freezing the moment it touches, and it 
keeps on till it forms a hard smooth crast, from the thick¬ 
ness of a window-pane (and almost as sharp) to the strength 
and solidity necessary to bear a loaded team. Now suppose 
a grouse dives into the light snow before the rain comes, 
what then? He is sealed in like an oyster in a can. If the 
<;rust be thin enough for him to break, all right; if not he 
must die. (Begging “Dry Snow’s” pardon, a grouse’s head 
is not near the surface when he burrows in the snow, for 1 
have put my snow shoe over them many a time; they take 
Iheir oxygen through two or three inches of light snow.) 

“But,” says “Dry Snow,” “have you any evidence?” 
Only a little. By referring to my books, I see that Friday, 
Jan. 29, 1886, treated us to just such a storm as described 
above, the snowfall being about ten inches with five inches 
of hail above that. At 3 P. M. my week’s work was prac¬ 
tically over, and I was six miles from home and snowshoes. 
I started to tramp it through the sand like hail. At 4 P. M. 
it commenced to rain, every drop that touched my rubber 
coat freezing as it struck. Five P. M. found me still a mile 
from home, on a much used trail leading between two popu¬ 
lous settlements. 1 was staggering alon^ with about as cer¬ 
tain footing as I would have had on a pile of apples, when 
-burr-rr-r went a grouse from the snow in the middle of 
the road, right at my boot-toe. The next morning we skated 
anywhere over the crust, and in two days they drove teams 
over it. Now where would that grouse have been had I not 
.kicked him out of that? And supposing, for argument’s 
fSakc, that he had a “diaroond-boi'er” down there with him 
and tunnelled out, would he not have had a gaudy chance to 
feed, with every bud and twig solidly encased in ice? 

Now I will try to answer your correspondent’s questions, 
•not. however, exactly in the order they are asked. 

II) “Did any person ever find the remains of a grouse that 
had been crusted in and killed by a fox?” In the winter of 
1868,1 was one day on the road to the logging-woods. There 
had been a thin sleet crust, and the merest suspicion of a 
fine snow over it. Any “down Easter” will recognise the 
picture at a glance. 1 picked up a bunch of black feathers 
from the crust, and saw it was from the ruff of a grouse. 
As I advanced 1 saw more feathers blowing around till about 
100 yards from where 1 saw the first bunch, I came on the 
scene of a woodland tragedy, about three feet to one side of 
the trail. The mark made by the bird when it went into 
the snow could be distinctly seen. The footprints of rey- 
nard straight down the log trail were as plainly visible in 
the light, frosty snow. He had turned aside just before he 
came to the bird, which had burst through the crust fully 
three feet from where it went in the snow, but too late to 
escape. Whether the fox scented the bird or recognised the 
mark, I can only conjecture. 

I have snowshoed thousands of miles through the woods, 
and even now 1 am lame from an eight-mile tramp yesterday 
in a rain storm, when the snow accumulated on the rear 
part of the shoe, till its weight reminded one of the prover¬ 
bial “leaden heel of justice.” I once worked six months, and 
the gross amount of my wages was just ten cents a mile for 
the tramping done between stations, and I had to work 
.thirty-five hours per week besides. So I am not speaking 
rashly when I say “thousands,” and the above is all the 
■direct evidence I have collected. To some it may seem like 
.the “Behold this walrus tooth,” of Othere, the Saxon dis¬ 
coverer of the North Cape; but to me it is conclusive. We 
should remember that if we knew the remains of a grouse 
were in a certain piece of woods an acre in extent, we might 
have trouble in finding them. Anyway, it goes a long dis¬ 
tance to show that a man may spend the greater part of his 
life in the woods and yet not know all about it. Had I not 
gone to the woods on that particular morning when a boy, 
and been traveling at an unseemly lime when a man, it 
would have been all suppo.sition with me. 

(2) “Does Nature make any such blunders?” In ray 
opinion Nature never blunders. Every one knows that 
tender bu'ds, as vireos, for instance, often migrate north 
before the cold weather is over and get frozen to death, and 
that ducks and geese sometimes get “frozen in,” but are 
these to be stamped as “blunders” of Nature, or exceptional 
misapplications of the instinct that Nature gave these' birds? 
To me “nature” in the above connection simply means God, 
who, the poet tells us, “moves in a mysterious way his 
wonders to perform.” lie gives His dumb creatures a good 
general fund of instinct; but He does not fortify them against 
exceptional circumstances. He would not leave the grouse 
liable to be crusted in at every thaw, but He would permit 
them to perish in an occasional sleet storm, coming once in 
seven or eight years, and as well might He do so, as to allow 
them to fall to the gun of some sportsman or in the snare of 
some pot-hunter. 

(3) ‘Tf the snow is dry can a crust form over it?” Yes, see 
above, 

(4) “The exact number that came under your observation?*’ 
Also answered above. 

(5) “How many hens did you ever see go in swimming?’* 
Though the last sounds strangely like what the late lamented 
“Josh Billing,” the prince of phonetic spellers, would call 
“sarkasm,” I will do my best to answer. I can’t tell the 
exact number, but I assure your correspondent that I have 
often seen them do it—not the mud-hen either, but the com¬ 
mon domestic fowl. However, it was like the grouse being 
frozen in—they had no vote in the matter. Perhays your 
contributor wouldlsay it was because Nature had “blundered” 
in not either paralyzing the arms of sundry small boys and 
old women, who put them in “to take the set out of ’em;” 
or giving said individuals brains enough to know better than 
to adopt such a course. 

So in my misty mind melt the arguments of “Dry Snow,” 
and with a hearty parting shake of the hand I will let my¬ 
self down on that last sentence by quoting a remark from 
the immortal Mrs. Edgar: “Sure we be till be havin’ our 
jokes.” L. 1. Flower. 

Jhmskg, N. B.. Canada, March 25. 

TAXIDERMISTS AND MILLINERS’ 
AGENTS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I have cut the inclosed article from the Boston Globe of 

recent date, and forward same hoping you will insert it in 
your columns. It is from the prominent taxidermist in Bos¬ 
ton, and is also the voice not only of a class who are sup¬ 
posed to be “dead set” against protection, but it is also the 
“ground tier” of the Massachusetts Association of Taxider¬ 
mists and Ornithologists, u society recently formed, and 
which includes every taxidermist in Boston but one, and 
some out of town, besides numerous true sportsmen: 

“I would like to say a few words in defense of the taxi¬ 
dermists, and show that they are not such a class of bird 
destroyers as Fish Commissioner Lathrop and others tried to 
make them appear before the Fish and Game Committee at 
the State House, on Wednesday last. The bill presented by 
the Massachusetts Fish and Game Association, for the better 
preservation of our singing birds, is a good bill, and all 
legitimate taxidermists are in favor of doing what they can 
to have a stop put to the wearing of birds on hats or any 
part of a lady’s dress. I, for one, would like to see the 
ladies discontinue the use of birds as dress trimmings; if 
they will do this, there will be no need to make laws to pre¬ 
serve our birds, as there would be none killed by men who 
now make their living by collecting birds for the milliners; 
and, as birds increase very rapidly, the loss of the few used 
in tlie interests of science would not be felt. I have been 
in business in Boston for the past seventeen years; have had 
a permit to collect birds, and the largest number collected 
in one year was some thirty-six or thirty-seven specimens, 
out of which there were some hawks and butcher birds. Of 
course, in this thirty-six or thirty-seven birds I do not in¬ 
clude game birds killed in open season. Now if is a well- 
known fact that the sparrow hawk, sharp-shinned hawk, 
pigeon hawk. Cooper hawk and butcher bird make their 
living mostly off our small song and insectivorous birds, and 
when it is computed that every pigeon and sharp-shinned 
hawk kills on an average at least two birds per day (and 
they hunt Sundays as well as week days), it will be seen 
that the taxidermist who offers to buy all kinds of hawks, 
owls, weasels, etc., is doing more to save the birds than de¬ 
stroy them. There is one thing the Association of Taxider¬ 
mists and Ornithologists wishes the public to understand, 
and that is the difference between a legitimate taxidermist 
and a milliner’s collector. A legitimate taxidermist has 
nothing to do with millinery collections.—Charles L. Good- 
ale, 'Taxidermist.” 

'The one taxidermist not in the association is one who goes 
to Florida as much for numbers as for good specimens. It 
is for the purpose of protecting legitimate taxidermists (upon 
whom science largely depends), and to show the difference 
between the slaughterer and true scientific taxidermists. It 
is a very commendable association. I take pleasure in in¬ 
dorsing them. Raymond Lee Newcomb. 

Salem, Mass. _ 

Sparrow vs. Robin.—Editor Forest and Stream: In your 
issue of the 18th inst., my attention was attracted to the 
clipping from the Boston Advertiser, in which they venture 
“to say that not one among ten thousand pretended friends of 
our birds ever saw an English sparrow kill or maim a native 
.songster.” This calls to mind a tragedy I witnessed while 
in Erie, and one that was looked upon by a score or more of 
other people: The trees in the park have a number of boxes 
for the birds, all of which the sparrows have taken posses¬ 
sion of. One afternoon while sitting there, I noticed a robin 
singing on a tree. Soon a sparrow stuck his head out of a 
box and began scolding. Finding that did not stop the song, 
he sounded his war cry and was soon surrounded by others 
of his clan, when a pitched battle was immediately engaged 
in and carried on with such vigor that they drove the robin 
to the ground, and by picking and flying against him from 
all sides soon reduced him to submission. When we drove 
the spairows away the robin was so badly used up he could 
neither stand nor fly, and was earned off by one of the spec¬ 
tators. On another occasion I heard a great commotion 
among the sparrows in our yard, and looking out saw them 
attack one of their own species that had a broken leg and 
pick it to death. I am much pleased with the stand the 
Forest and Stream has taken in regard to bird protec¬ 
tion, and hope the Audubon movement may go on until the 
slaughter of birds for their plumage is abolished.—One op 
THE Ten 'Thousand. 

The Spabrow Hawk in Winter.—Washington, D. C., 
March 27.—Editor Forest and Stream: In your issue of March 
25 Mr. Henshaw says of the sparrow hawk after twenty years 
study of birds, “He lives almost exclusively on grasshoppers 
and crickets.” What does he do for grub in the winter time? 
Does he keep a silo or a cannery? About here there are some 
seven mouths in twelve when there are a few classic “crickets 
on hearth stones” around and nary “brown old grasshopper.” 
What does poor sparverius do then? Hop in the barn to keep 
himself warm, and hide his head under his wing, poor thing? 
I merely ask for information.—^M. G. Ellzey, M. D. 

A Woodchuck in the Snow.—East Auburn, Me., March 
22.—Is it not uncommon for woodchucks to come out of their 
holes when there are two feet of snow on the ground? Some 
children sliding on the crust near this place found one on the 
snow, and tried to kill it by crushing it under their sleds.— 

§an(e at(d §ntj. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Co. _ 

THE trajectory TEST. 
'T'HE full report of the Forest and Stream’s trajectory test of liunt- 

iuK rifles has been issued in pamphlet form, with the illustra¬ 
tions and the tabular summary, making in all 06 pages. For sale at 

this office, or sent post-paid. Price 60 cents. 

RECOLLECTIONS OF A SPORTSMAN.-I. 

r CANNOT begin these reminiscences better than by 
quoting from the much worn “Old Oaken Bucket:” 

“How dear to my heart are the scenes of my childhood, 

When fond recollection presents them to view.” 

Only I should substitute the word boyhood for childhood, 
for it was in boyhood that my natural fondness for field 
sports became a passion, that led me to study the habits of 
birds and animals as a naturalist, as well as a'sportsman. I 
took delight in watching the quail pair, nest, and raise their 
young; and spent hours of moonlight nights in the early 
spring, daring the first flight northward of Ihe woodcock, 
quietly watching them feeding, pairing, and performing their 
interesting gyrations, as from the time they left the ground 
whistling upward, until they reached the desired elevation 
to perform the “chip, chip, chip” act in mid-air; then drop¬ 
ping suddenly to the ground, announcing their arrival by the 
usual guttural note. The whole process of nesting, hatch¬ 
ing and raising their little brood was of great interest to me. 
To' learn the call notes of various birds until 1 could almost 
call them at will; to witness the battles between the red and 
giay squirrels; their loves and jealousies during the breeding 
season; performing of a delicate surgical operation by the 
old males upon the young ones, was the delight and pastime 
of many an hour. The study of woodcraft, the location of 
animals’ dens, squirrel and bee trees, were not so well known 
to any boy of my acquaintance. Yet, I doubt not, many of 
your readers have found amusement and instruction in the 
same way, and perhaps obtained greater proficiency. Such 
will agree with me in believing, in spite of the croaker’s and 
money-grubber’s cry of wasted time, we have what many 
of them would like to buy, but cannot, what nature gives to 
her ardent admirers—contentment and a field for enjoy¬ 
ment beyond the comprehension of those whom nature has 
not taught. 

It was in boyhood, in the year 1861, that I first became 
possessed of a double barrel gun—muzzleloader of course, as 
it was before the days of breechloaders—an English gun, 
costing fifteen pounds sterling, handsomely ornamented in 
German silver. Shortly afterward I secured a flue double- 
nose English pointer, Dash by name, a dog of large bone 
and muscle, great endurance and untiring energy. Prom 
that time I have unl)lu.3hingly acknowledged myself a sports¬ 
man. Previously, my proclivities in that direction had been 
limited to a narrow field, bounded on all sides by the fears 
of my parents, and securely fenced in by my inability to 
command the necessary amount of currency, then known as 
shinplasters, to gratify my desires. My experience, there¬ 
fore, had been much the same as other boys with a single 
barrel gun and an inborn love of sport. First firing at the 
ice house door from a rest, feeling proud to find it hit fair 
and square. Next firing from a rest again into a flock of 
blackbirds, being delighted to see five tall to the ground, 
only one of which proved to be dead, the wounded ones ap¬ 
pealing strongly to boyish sympathy. It was easy merely to 
pull a trigger, dealing death and suffering to a number at 
one stroke, but when it came to picking up the wounded, 
and putting them out of misery it could hardly be called 
pleasure. 

Then came the delights of squirrel hunting. 1 use the 
word hunting because there is more of hunting than shoot¬ 
ing in this sport, the pitting of cunning against cunning in¬ 
stead of skill in the use of the gun. I shall never forget a 
certain wood in Middlesex county, N. J., containing a large 
number of shellbark hickory trees, where I killed hundreds 
of squirrels. I would rise before day and quietly creep to a 
good position among the sheUbarks, generally near cross 
fences, and silently wait until just as day was fairly break¬ 
ing, I would suddenly hear and sec a great commotion in 
some neighboring treetop, when it took but an instant for 
me to change my position to within gunshot, as silently as 
an Indian follows the trail. The next moment the report of 
my gun would echo and re-ccho through the wood, break¬ 
ing the profound stillness of early morning, A squirrel, 
sometimes two, would come tumbling through the branches, 
catching and hanging for a second or two, falling limp and 
dead to the ground, the victim of a charge of No. 4 shot, 
which had been carefully spit upon “for luck.” There was 
an ancient tradition among the boys of Middlesex that to 
spit on the shot made it carry closer and stronger. At any 
rate my old single barrel, after I adopted this practice, got 
into the habit of “fetching” almost every time she spoke. I 
might, however, qualify this assertion by .saying I had not 
then attempted wing-shooting, and thought it a great demon¬ 
stration of skill when I killed a squirrel jumping from tree 
to tree or running along the fence. There was also in the 
wood I speak of a number of tall dead trees, famous resorts 
for high holders, or flickers, many of which found their way 
into my game bag. As I have already said, I started on 
these hunts before daybreak, usually reniaining in the woods 
an hour or so, returning home in time to snatch a hurried 
breakfast, do my farm chores, and get to school by 9 o’clock, 
rarely scoring less than four to six squirrels and several high- 
holders, robins, or a dove or two. If luck was poor in the 
morning, an hour in the evening brought my bag up to the 
average. 

I soon contracted the habit of keeping my gun always near 
me while at work about the farm and firing at robins, crows, 
doves, etc., as they happened to fly within range, I soon 
had the satisfaction of being able to make certain wing-shots 
with great accuracy. This knowledge I kept to myself, fully 
realizing that until I could stop quail, woodcock and grouse 
I had better keep quiet. I fi equently tried them, but as such 
birds were generally in the thickest cover, ray gun long and 
unwieldy, I never got a feather, and seldom even a chance 
to shoot at the revelation of brown streak before it had dis¬ 
appeared. 

I was invited on several occasions to join hunting parties 
who had fine dogs and guns, whose bags of game made me 
almost green, with envy. 1 always declined, determined not 
to be laughed at, secretly believing were I as well fixed as 
they I could soon learn. I had one great advantage over 
tliem; I could always find the game, even when dogs had 
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hunted the ground and failed. This came from having many 
times followed hunting parties, learning to mark, and noticing 
where the birds took refuge. I knew every thicket and little 
piece of '“cat brier’ swamp, almost the number of woodcock 
and where they sat. All the logs where grouse drummed, 
and the proper time of day to find them home. They seemed 
to have but little fear of me or my gun, and always* whirred 
“good-bye” to me in a most sarcastic way. This was why 
hunting parties wanted me with them. 1 knew it, and didn't 
go- 

One day one of these parties got into my favorite covey of 
quail and killed thirteen of them over single points before 
my eyes. I couldn’t stand it any longer. A double-barrel 
gun of approved pattern and bird dog I must have. Having 
just formed this deicrminaiion, I was sitting on the fence 
sadly ruminating on the havoc made in my quail, when I 
heard one of the pa^kly calling up some of the others as two 
dogs were pointing in thick undergrowth. I mechanically 
cocked my gun, when I heard a tremendous whirr, and bang 
went four shots at a splendid cock grouse, which came 
toward me like a streak of “greased” lightning. As I had 
a cl arspace, 1 took deliberate aim along my little 16-bore 
single barrel, held well ahead, and fired. The heavy thud of 
my fir^t grouse striking the ground sent a thrill of enthusi¬ 
astic delight and triumph to my heart which could not be 
excelled. 

Two of the men saw the bird fall. One of them rushed 
toward it and told his dog to fetch. I sprang for the bird 
just in time to kick the dog off and secure it, when the man 
excitedly demanded to know why I kicked his dog and 
violently claimed the grouse, which he said he had hit. In 
an instant mv gun was clabl3ed and its stock splintered, the 
bi'd thrown to the ground, as 1 had no pocket to put it in. 
When the third party stepped in as an arbitrator, 1 wanted 
no arbitration; I wanted that grouse, and I got it. When it 
was picked I found only No. 4 shot in it. Sly gun had been 
loaded for squirrel. 

Thus far I have traveled backward in my recollections, but 
in future articles I propose to narrate occurrences from the 
time I came into the possession of Dash and a double-barrel 

up to the present time—an experience of about twenty- 
five years in the field, woods, and on the water. 
_ Bedford. 

THE ANTI-DEER HOUNDING LAW. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

I am very much amused when reading about the benevo¬ 
lent and easy-going dogs that the de^r bounders use in the 
Adirondacks. The advocates of deer hounding would have 
us believe that the hound is a slow-going animal that cannot 
get up to a deer, and would not bite’it if he could. Hounds 
have been bred within rifle-shot of my residence and used all 
about me. 

I have repeatedly heard guides and hunters discuss the 
training of deer dogs and the best crosses for practical use. 
The full-blooded hound for deer is not very highly prized 
here, as they are not fast encugh. A deer for some time will 
not take to -the water before a very slow dog, but plays 
around on the hills and knolls and listens and watches for 
him. Some so-called still-hunters take one of these dogs into 
the woods to stir up the deer and are often quite successful 
in getting chance shots. All hunters a^ree in saying that the 
faster the dog and the harder the deer is pursued the quicker 
it will take to water. The dois most used in the Adiron- 
dacks are a cross between a cor and a hound; but the best 
dog, and the one most highly prized, is one-half deerhound, 
one-quarter bulldog and one quarter greyhound. This dog, 
properly trained, will trail the deer to the death. It has 
speed to overtake it. and ferocity enough to catch and kill 
or cat it alive, which it often proceeds to do. 

There are two wa>s of training deer dogs. One is to put 
out a young dog with an old one and let it learn by example; 
hut the best training and one that makes the most valuable 
dog, is done in this way: In February or March, when the 
snow is deep and cruslt-d, the trainer lakes the young dog 
into the woods and finds a yard of deer. As soon as the 
poor deer leaves the yard it fiounders helplessly in the snow. 
The trainer then sets on. and encourages the dogs uutil they 
succeed in killing it. They are then encom-aged to eat a full 
meal and lap its warm blood. After four or five lessons of 
this kind its education is considered complete. Afterward, 
to keep it in proper training, it is only necessary for the 
hunter to open the deer as soon as killed and give the dogs a 
meal from its quivering heart and liver. I have seen it done, 
and it is not a pleasant sight. I must say it is anything but 
a pleasant sight, too, to see a deer running before one of 
these fast hounds—to see the poor thing loping along at a 
slow gait, its head down, its tongue hanging out and its 
neck and breast white with foam, having run at the top of 
its speed until it is tired out and can go no further: and then 
to 81 e the dog overtake it, pull it down, and then hear its 
desp^ilring and pitiful bleats. This happens very often in 
the valley where I live, there being no lakes or ponds in the 
immediate vicinity. 

Is It any wonder that dogs of such blood and training 
make Ijavt-c among the dtcr when they get loose and have 
a chance to slip away into the woods? 

Bainbridge Bishop. 
New Russia, Essex County. N. Y.. March 22,1686. 

Editor Foi'est and Stream: 
The M issacbusetts Fish and Game Protective Association 

held their regular monthly meeting Wednesday evening at 
the Parker House, full thirty five members being present. 
Thirteen new members we-re elected, and also three proposals 
were presented, spe-aking well as an indication of the pro.s- 
perous coiidiiion of the association. Svmpilhy for the 
opposirs of the dier houndiug bill in the New York Legis¬ 
lature was expressed and the following resolution was 
adopted: 

Resolved, That the association express its appreciation of 
the good work of Forest and Stream in its opposition of 
the hounding of deer, and its hope that those efforts may 
not be made in vain. 

The prospect for successful legislation in our own State 
were discussed, but as a game hill had not as yet been re¬ 
ported by the committee, no definite arrangement can be de¬ 
termined upon. It can be said, howevei, that the prospects 
are decidedly better than for a year or two past for the enact¬ 
ing of a better law than is at present in force. 

H. J. Thayer, Secretary. 
Boston, Mass., March 24._ 

The advocates of the repeal of the anti-hounding law 
began their campaign by misrepresenting facts, and they 
aeem determined to carry these tactics through to the bitter 
end. Mr. H. J. Cookingham, of Utica, writes to the I 

EeraM ol that city; “Every market man is opposed toil 
[the bill of repeal], and wants the law to remain as it now 
Is. The chief, yes, almost the entire opposition to the hill 
comes from that source.” In reply to this Mr. John D. 
Collins says in the Herald that Mr. Cookingham’s statements 
are '‘buncombe.” B-u-n-c-o-m-b-e is a roundabout way of 
spelling it; but it is more euphemistic and less harsh than 
the commonly accepted characterization of statements not in 
accord with the truth. 

]\Ir. Georoe W. Palmer, who made the funny ‘ ‘shy” 
speech in ihe Assembly, is jealous of his fame as an old 
practical hunter, and resents the imputation, in our issue of 
March 18, that he did not know whether deer were hounded 
by day or by night. According to the stenographer’s report 
of the oration of the silver tongued orator from Clinton, Mr. 
Palmer said: “1 assert here that a party of six gentlemen 
going into these forests with half a dozen dogs, two or three 
nights on an average, every deer they bring out costs them 
more than one hundred dollars.” Mr. Palmer thinks that 
he must have said days instead of nights. We take pleasure 
in taking this occasion to correct the erroneous impression 
convej'ed by the stenographer’s report of Mr. Palmer’s 
speech. 

From the Vtica Herald, March 23. 

An esteemed correspondent sends us what seems to he a 
very honest and straightforward appeal for the deer bound¬ 
ers. While admitting that he has never hunted deer with 
hounds himself, he declares that his sympathies are on that 
side, and proceeds with several ingenious arguments in favor 
of the repeal of the present law. His appeal is largely based 
on the theory that if the hounding of deer was likely to be 
the cause of their speedy extermination, the hotel keepers 
and guides would not favor the repeal of the present law. 
He intimates that the sentiments expressed in the Herald 
have only represented one section of the sportsmen, and do 
not represent the regions further north. He alleges that 
there is a chivalric spirit among the guides, hotel keepers, 
proprietors and sportsmen, which will and has prevented the 
slaughter of deer, and the use of unfair means in hunting 
tliem. He urges that the use of hounds is no more cruel than 
still-hunting, and that the number killed that way is no 
greater. 

We shall endeavor to treat these suggestions in the same 
spirit of fairness in which they have been offered. There 
is an honest difference of opinion among genuine sportsmen 
in regpd to the matter, though from published evidence the 
majority against hounding deer is large and eminently 
weighty. 

The argument that the hotel keepers of the Adirondacks 
and guides always do what is for their highest interests, is 
unfortunately not proved by the general experience of 
human nature. As againsttheir true interests in the future, to 
favor their present interests, they are apt to choose the latter. 
The extermination of the game in the course of twenty years 
is a matter of no special moment to the present proprietors, 
many of whom look at that result as a matter of course 
undir any sj'stem. If the principle here laid down by our 
cOi respondent held good, what would be the necessity of 
legislation against taking fish in nets, setting weirs in the 
streams, and of making laws for the preservation of the 
forests from ruthless destruction by the lumbermen, whose 
interests it is supposed to be that the forests be conserved as 
long as possible? It is evident that all proprietors or all 
sportsmen can not be trusted to carry out the very chivalric 
but somewhat too optimistic theory of our correspondent in 
the treatment of game. 

Moreover it will be seen by a glance at the petitions sub¬ 
mitted against the repeal of the anti-hounding law, that those 
guides and sportsmen who are regarded as beat representing 
the interests of the game, are found favoring the present 
law. The hunters ot the whole State, and not of any sec¬ 
tion, must have their interests consulted. This opposition 
to the repeal of the law is not gotten up by those who know 
nothing about the merits of the case, hut by men who have 
tried both methods of hunting the deer and who know what 
they are talking about. The articles published in this 
journal have been written by practical hunters and sports¬ 
men, who have hunted deer and who regard them as game, 
and not as so much venison running wild. 

Now as to the final argument of our correspondent, that 
the hunting of deer with h^ounds is no more cruel than still¬ 
hunting, we readily admit that, when hounding is properly 
carried on, it is a legitimate and exciting sport and has re¬ 
ceived the sanction of ages of sporting methods. It is not 
on this ground that the Herald opposes deer hounding. If 
New York was stiU part of a boundless wilderness, with an 
unlimited supply of game, the situation would be such that 
no restrictions of this kind would be needed. But such 
scenes as pictured in last Friday’s issue* are not the mere 
results of an artist’s lively imagination. The hunter of to¬ 
day is not always as chivalric as he might be. The possible 
escape of the coveted game is now too much of a stake to 
hesitate long at using very unfair and unsportsmanlike 
methods of capturing it. As to the number of deer killed 
when both methods of hunting are allowed being less than 
when only one, that of still hunting, is used, the absurdity 
is apparent. Is not an army with both cavalry and infantry 
more effective than an army with infantry alone? Which 
will cause the most destruction? Which will most rapidly 
annihilate the enemy? The opponents of the repeal law 
believe that in so doing they are not only serving the best 
interests of the sportsmen, the tourist and the proprietor, 
but are also showing a humane and chivahilc spirit toward 
the noblest, and what would soon become the rarest of our 
native game. 

*Ihe “Hounding a Deer” Illustration, from the Forest and Stream, 

March 11. _ 

Wildfowl in Iowa.—Burlington, la., March 23.—The 
spring shooting, which commenced at the grounds of the 
Crystal Lake and Eagle Grove Club grounds about the 15th, 
has not proved to be as good as was expected. When the 
ducks came up from the south they found no water in the 
swamps and no feed. The ice is now out and the spring rise 
has come, but too late, for the ducks are gone. The game 
register of the Crystal Lake and Eagle Grove Club was 
opened on the lath by Mr. Goldthwaite, with a score of 18, 
2 mallards, 1 canvasback, 1 redhead, and 14 blackjacks. 
From the 15th to the 23d but 373 ducks have been shot on 
the club grounds, an average of 5 guns shooting each day, 
not a very good showing. Camp hunters in various parts of 
the State and on the islands have made very poor scores. 
Parties who were out from one to two weeks bringing back 
all the way from 50 to 100. In one instance a party of four, 
and they are all good shots, who were out two weeks, got 
only 150.~C. L, E. G. 

RIFLES AND BULLETS. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

Mr. \ an Dyke is quite right wlien stating, in your paper 
of Feb. 18, that “J. J. M.” “certainly will not assert that a 
bullet whose axis of rotation is correct up to 40 yards could, 
without touching anything, begin to wabble before it reach 
100 yards;” hut I do assert that a bullet may he so slightly 
tilted sideways when leaving the muzzle, that its deviation 
from accuracy is hardly, if at all, perceptible, at 40 yards, 
and yet very evident at 100. At extremely short ranges, the 
great rate of the spin keeps the point of the bullet nearly as 
straight as when starting, but when the spin becomes slower 
the pressure of the air forces the point more and more aside, 
causing a rapid increase in the curve from the true line of 
flight. 

I think this is proved by the fact that many express rifles 
will shoot well at 100 yards, fairly well at 150, and very in¬ 
differently at 200, although the rate of spiral is quite suffi¬ 
cient to keep their short bullets straight up to the last-named 
distance, provided they leave the muzzle with the axis of ro¬ 
tation perfectly coincident with that of the bore of the bar¬ 
rel. The deviation from accuracy is often out of all proppr-' 
tion to the increase in range. For instance, a rifle wi'^- ' 
will hit regularly a 10-inch square at 150 yards mav not 
reliable for less than a 20 inch square at’200; or the; < 
be no wild shots discoverable up to one particular 'usiu 
and yet they may be very apparent 50 yards further on. . 
.36 express rifle alluded to by Mr. Van Dyke (printed .30 by 
mistake), could be depended upon after the maker had im¬ 
proved it, to hit a 6-iDch square several times in succession 
at 100 yards, but at 150 it almost invariably made about 2 
wild shot out of every 6 fired. 

I have always believed that irregular shooting of this kind 
is partly due to the bullets in most sporting breechloaders 
not being held firmly by their bases in the shells, thus be¬ 
coming jammed slightly aside at the moment when the ex¬ 
plosion of powder drives them into the barrel. Even when 
crimped the shell, through fitting loosely in the chamber, 
expands so as to leave the bullet without support. With the 
long bullets used in target rifles this source of error is. to a 
great extent, avoided by their resting with more than half 
their length in the grooves when the cartridge is pushed 
home, and I understood that in some of the American sport¬ 
ing breechloaders, the difficulty had been quite overcome by 
having shells which fit the chambers very closely and using 
loaders which drive the bullets with mathematical exactness 
into the shells, where they are held so tightly that crimping 
is unnecessary. Why a bullet with its fore part already in 
the grooves and all the remainder of its length held firmly in 
this manner until it has entered them, should not he as ac¬ 
curate as in a muzzleloader is difficult to understand. 

In large bore rifles made expressly for spherical balls, 
which, of course, lie in the shells without touching the 
grooves until fired, there is, according to my experience, no 
difference in favor of muzzleloaders, and the late Captain 
Forsyth, of the Indian army, who experimented with sport¬ 
ing weapons more than perhaps many men of his time, stated 
in his book on “Sporting Kifles and their Projectiles,” that 
spherical ball breechloaders are “equal, if not superior,” in 
accuracy to muzzleloaders. 

In a long course of shooting at both targets and game with 
three of my own sixteen-bore rifles, two being sin^e muzzle- 
loaders and one a double breechloader, I could never dis¬ 
cover any inferiority in the breechloader. I certainly can¬ 
not oblige Mr. Van Dyke by showing “a breechloader that 
will hit a half inch ring at twenty yards with four or five 
inches of powder and the ball seated in the shell.” No shells 
are made in England that will hold so much powder. 

In target shooting I never tried a rifle at so short a distance 
as 20 yards, but judging by what a good express rifle will do 
at 40 or 50 yards, I believe it would hit a half-inch ring 
regularly at 20 yards. The longest shell made in this country 
is that of the .45 “Magnum” express, which holds 150 grains 
of powder or barely 3 inches. As the shell is slightly bottle¬ 
shaped, this might, perhaps, be equal to 3^ inches in a muz¬ 
zleloader. More powder is not likely to be tried, because 
the recoil would be too great in rifles light enough for men 
of average strength to carry with comfort. Another objection 
to a heavier charge is that the fouling, in spite of lubricated 
felt wads, increases to such a degree as to spoil the accuracy, 
unless the barrel be wiped out after each shot, a nuisance to 
which few sportsmen on this side of the Atlantic would sub¬ 
mit. Eifles of .42-bore and 12 or 14 pounds weight, such as 
those used in the Foriist and Stream trajectory trial, 
would be almost unsaleable in England. 

From the letters of “Mississippi Lowlands,” Mr. Van 
Dyke and others, it seems clear that there is much greater 
difference between breech and muzzleloaders made in 
America and those made in the British Islands. At the 
shooting matches of the North Indian Rifle Association, to 
which I once belonged, breechloading express rifles were 
allowed only three points when contending against muzzle- 
loaders for a possible score of 60; six shots being fired at 150 
and six at 200 yards, from any position, but without any 
artificial rest. And these three points were found quite suf¬ 
ficient to equalize the rifles. I have before me now a report 
of the shooting in 1877. Among the first twenty competitors 
the three best used express breechloaders, the muzzleloaders 
coming in fourth, seventh, eighth, eleventh, twelfth, four¬ 
teenth, sixteenth and nineteenth. The latter were made by 
some ot the best riflemakers, and were fired by some of the 
best target shots in India—men who made the highest scores 
at the long range matches. 

I fully agree with Mr. Van Dyke when he says that “the 
express or high speed system is a.s old as American rifle 
shooting.” Captain Forsyth, in the hook above mentioned 
said, as long ago as 1862: “With the Yankee rifles no judg¬ 
ing (of distance) was required at anything under 100 yards, 
the aim was taken point blank with the same sight.” I my- ' 
self, when living in Canada about 1865, drew attention in a 
letter to the London Field to the long flat trajectory of sm ” 
bore American rifles, stating that the bullets made a curve 
about 6 inches high when fired at 200 yards. In those - 
the favorite sizes among British sportsmen abroad were trom 
16 to 12 bore, and few men used less than 25-bore, or .577. 

Within two or three years after my letter appeared muzzle- 
loading sporting rifles of .45-gauge came into fashion, with 
short bullets and 80 to 90 grains of powder, then considered 
a heavy charge. The bullets were at first solid, and even in 
that form were found very deadly when made of soft lead. 
A noted sportsman, named Colonel Cuppage, wrote to the 
Oriental Sporting Magazine, y/hile I was in India, describing 
how these small bores gave a large striking surface in conse¬ 
quence of the bullets smashing up into the shape of mush¬ 
rooms when hitting large animals at great velocity. The 
hollow bullets came into general use about 1870, through 
some sportsmen trying to make up for the smalluess of 
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gauge by employing explosive shells, but they often exploded 
before penetrating to a sufficient depth, and it 'was soon 
found that the bullets were much more effective when the 
hollows were filled with beeswax or plugs of wood. The 
powder charges have been increased since then to 50 grains feared. I saw four a short distance from my house since 
in tiio aa .Qo in itio in nr <ivon 1 .^iO in fhp 4/5 and 165 the crust that were lively enough, and ray neighbor only a 

few rods from my house saw thi-ee budding his apple trees 
in bis garden a few evenings since. 1 hope many more 
escaped.—W. 

The 
to 

in the .36, 80 in the .40, 125 or even 150 in the .45, and 165 
in the . 500 breechloaders. 

This is, I believe, the real history of the discovery of the 
modern express rifle. J. J- M- 

London, England, March 15, 1880. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I was very much interested in your trajectory test. ^ 1 

result rather surprised me in several instances. I wish 
ask some of your correspondents who have had experience 
with muzzleloading rifles to please come out and tell for the 
benefit of teuderfeet like myself how to load and manage 
that arm. 

I have always had a great liking for the muzzleloader, so 
last spring when I was in St. Louis I hunted the city over 

'- for a good one. At last I got hold of one, it was a 42-inch 
•Ihlprel 10-pound gun, very well put up and was evidently a 

but the bullet mould was not good. I have made 
• '' v5nrl/have accomplished some verj' good shooting, but 

as 1 think the rifle is capable of. Will some 
'n-ifell ■ me what kind of a bullet to use (the gun shoots 

to the pound) and how to load the gun to get the best 
results. 

I use a .45-caliber Paoifle Ballard for deer and find it an 
excellent gun. As far as accuracy is concerned I think it 
good enough for anything, but the charges cannot be changed 
to suit the game as I like to do. C. L. S. 

Fort Clark, Texas. 

ONTARIO GAME SEASONS. 

Anew law of the Province of Ontario (to take effect 
July 1, 1886) provides the following open seasons: 

Deer, elk, moose, reindeer or caribou, Oet. 15 to Dec. 15. 
Grouse, pheasants, prairie fowl or partridge. Sept. 1 to Jan. 
15 Woodcock, Jan. 1 to Aug. 15. Snipe, rail, golden 
plover, Sept. 1 to Jan 1. Swans or geese. Sept, 1 to May 1. 
Ducks and all other water fowl. Sept. 1 to Jan. 1. Hares, 
Sept. 1 to Mar. 15. Beaver, mink, muskrat, sable, martin, 
otter, fisher, Nov. 1 to May 1. Quail protected to 1888; 
wild turkeys to 1889. Imported game may not be shot with¬ 
out consent of land owner. Unlawful to kill deer, elk, moose, 
reindeer and caribou for exportation. 

New Bkijnswick Game.—Campbellton, N. B., March 25. 
—Winter still retains its icy hold here, the snow lies deep 
over the land and the ice remains firm and strong on the 
lakes. A few caribou have been killed in this vicinity 
during the past season, but no moose, so far as we can learn, 
has been bagged. One party claims to have caught a moose 
in a caribau snare, but he proved a tartar, smashed things 
up, broke the rope and escaped, a wiser and madder moose. 
Quantities of fine trout are brought in here, which are taken 
through the ice on the small lakes in the interior, by the 
Micmacs. The catch of fur-bearing animals has not been a 
large one, which proves that they are also decreasing in 
numbers. Wild geese have put in an appearance down the 
bay. A woodcock was seen on the 22d near St. John, N. B. 
— Stanstead. _ 

Jekvl Island Club.—The Jekyl Island Club is in the 
nature of a hunting, fishing and yachting establishment on 
Jekyl Island, on the coast of Georgia, off Brunswick. A 
meeting of the club was held recently in the Fifth Avenue 
Hotel, in this city, and the following gentlemen were elected 
directors; Gen. Lloyd Aspinwall, New York; ErastusCorn¬ 
ing, Albany; Wirt Dexter, Chicago; Judge Henry E How¬ 
land, New'York; Commodore R. L. Ogden, San hh an cisco; 
O. K. King, Wm. B. DeWolf, Thos. W. Pearsall, Lewis 
Edwards and L. M, Lawson, New York, ,Iohn Eugene du 
Bignon, Georgia; Franklin M. Ketchura and N. S. Finney, 
New York. _ 

Long Island Snipe.—The text of Section 2, Chapter 485 
of the Laws of 1885 reads as follows, the counties designated 
being Queens and Suffolk, which comprise the shoot¬ 
ing along the Atlantic coast: “Section 2. No person 
shall, in said counties, kill or have in possession any 
bay snipe, sandpiper, shore bird or plover, from the first day 
of January to the tenth day of July in any year, or any rail 
bird, or meadow hen, from the first day of January to the 
first day of September in any year, under a penalty of ten 
dollars for each bird killed or had in possession." 

Maine Ruffed Grouse.—East Auburn, Me., March 22. 
—I feel quite sure that our ruffed gi’ouse didn’t suffer as 
much from the severe ice storm (that formed an icy crust an 
inch thick) we had in February, as many of our sportsmen 

A Duck Astray.—Brooklyn. N. Y.—The other morning 
Mr. Bahr, a butcher, at the head of New York avenue, 
Brooklyn, paw a large bird on the telegraph wires, opposite 
his shop. He got a shotgun and killed it. It turned out to 
be a duck about as big as our common ducks, but with a 
long sharp bill, plumage black, rather long wings. Nice 
place to shoot ducks.—E. K. L. 

Westchester County Game and Fish Protective 

Association, organized in 1886. has the following officers: 
President, Frederick G. Leroy; Fir.st Vice President, W. E. 
Warren; Second Vice-President, Wesley H. Wood; Secre¬ 
tary. George Laick, Tarrytown, N. Y.; Treasurer, William 
E Tompkins; Counsel, George C, Andrews; Special Game 
Constable, Oscar Purdy, 

California Laws.—We have received from 8. P. Maslin, 
Esq., of Sacramento, a compilation of all the California 
laws relating to game and fish. The compendium is com¬ 
prehensive, well arranged, fully indexed, and a model in its 
way. It is published under the authority of the State Board 
of Fish Commissioners. 

Mr. Xenophon Cleveland, of AValtham, Mass., has sent 
to us f6r exhibition a number of crayon and oil pictures of 
fishing and camp scenes. 

Viva los Gachupinos (March 18).—For “Harpads” read 
Harpado; for “Algara” read Algava.—Kelpie. 

English Snipe have been killed the past fortnight on the 
Newark meadows. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Ihiblish- 
ing Co. _ 

TROUT SEASON OPENS. 

California, April 1; Colorado, July 1; Connecticut, April 1; 
Dakota, May 1; Iowa, Feb. 1; Maine, May 1; Maryland, 
April 1; Massachusetts, April 1; Michigan, JMay 1; Minne¬ 
sota, April 1; New Brunswick, Feb. 1; New Hampshire, 
May 1; New Jersey, March 1; New Mexico, May 1; New 
York, May 1 (in Queens and Suffolk counties, April 1; not 
to be transported into other counties); Ohio. March 15; 
Ontario, May 1; Oregon. April 1; Pennsylvania, April 15; 
Quebec, Feb. 1; Rhode Bland, March 1: Vermont, May 1; 
Virginia, April 1; West Virginia, .lunel ; Wisconsin, April 
15; Wyoming, June 1. 

Emmetsburg, la., March 22.—Geese are just commencing 
their flight. Only one has been killed that 1 know of so far, 
but as soon as the weather opens there will be plenty of 
hunting. Ducks have not made their appearance yet. We 
had quite a fall of snow on the 20th, but nearly gone to dav. 
Prairie chickens have wintered well in this section, and the 
shooting promises well the coming season. Cotton-tails are 
abundant, with an occasional lone jack. Wolves have not 
been hunted much on account of llie deep snow this winter 
—E. H. S. _ 

Game in Sullivan County —Monticello, N. Y., March 
22. —Poxes and wildcats have been very plenty the past win¬ 
ter. Rabbits and squirrels are too numerous to mention. 
Ruffed grouse have wintered finely and in good numbers. 
The male grouse are now drumming in every direction. To 
the many gentlemen and sportsmen who have hunted here¬ 
with me for the past twenty_ years, I will say that the pros¬ 
pect for next fall’s shooting is better than for many years.— 

HARLE8 F. Kent. 
a I - 

^itiHPOWDER River.—Magnolia, Md , March 26.—Presi- 
uciu Cleveland was one of a party of gentlemen who to night 
pant- nh of a duck supper at the shore of the San Domingo 

■CNin'g Club, on the Gunpowder River, a mile from this 
village. President Cleveland and Gen. Farnsworth came 
from Washington on the invitation of Gen. Olcott, of Albany, 
N. Y., and Mr. Wells, president of the club. Among the 
invited guests were Judge Peckham and Charles H. Ray¬ 
mond, of New York;__ 

Maj. W. D. Fuller.—Sedalia, Mo., March 25.—Editor 
Forest and Stream: Major W. D. Fuller died at the Sicher 
House, this city, March 11, of heart disease. I have no doubt 
but that this notice will meet the eye of some old comrade 
who may be at a loss to know what has become of an old 
friend. His effects, which are valuable, still remain at the 
office of the hotel awaiting the claim of legal owners.—Occi¬ 
dent. 

BOSTON’S TROUT DISPLAY. 

O follow the growth of fishing tackle, from the juniper 
pole, cut green, stripped of the bark and nailed against 

the woodshed to season out the crooks, up to the beautiful 
split bamboo rod, is an interesting study. Thirty years ago 
a few fish rods—stiff bamboo poles or heavy rods of ash— 
were kept in the country store; but to day the fishing tackle 
store is one of the most novel and interesting within the 
limits of our cities. Indeed, his ouifit has come to be one of 
the angler’s chief sources of pleasure, and his eye is open for 
every novelty, and tliey are numerous, both useful and pleas¬ 
ing. But the tackle window', always attractive to the passer¬ 
by, has come to mean something more. Messrs. Aptjleton & 
Litchfield, No. 304 Washington street, Boston, have institu¬ 
ted a new departure in thi* display they opened on the morn¬ 
ing of April 1, the beginning of the trout season. 

Their entire window is a scene from nature. There is the 
rushing stream, the pool containing live brook, rainbow 
and Lake Superior trout, with the lake and the forest be¬ 
yond. 

At one side is also an aquarium, in which trout spawn is 
shown in every stage from the time life begins up to the 
fingeriing. 

The entire window is novel and artistic, and shows a genius 
in love with its calling, which must have been moulded by 
the magic touch of the departed Prouty. 

JC 

NEW YORK BASS LAW. 

0-DAY I notice for the first time—simply because I have 
been obliged to put my Forest and Stream one side 

of late, to be read at a more convenient season—that Forest 
AND Stream of Feb. 25 purports to gi pc the provisions of the 
Husted bill. You have been led into the same error that was 
committed by the Albany Argus. Journal, Express, Troy 
Times, and a dozen other papers. The Husted bill made no 
change in the open season for black bass. The season for 
this fish opens in Lake George and Brant Lake July 20, not 
July 13; in St. Lawrence, Lake Erie, etc.. May 20, not May 
13. Bullheads from Lake George shall not be exposed for 
sale before July 1, not July 18. In short, the only change 
made by the Husted bill is to permit having in possession of 
salt-water striped bass. In Section 21 the words “fresh 
water” are inserted in two instance before the words “striped 
bass.” 

The clause reads thus: “No person shall catch, kill or 
expose for sale, or have in his or her possession after the 
same has been killed, any black bass or fresh-water striped 
bass weighing less than one-half pound or less than eight 
inches in length frem end of snout to end of caudal fin, at 
any time.” This clause is then repeated, except for “black 
bass or fresh water striped bass” read “salt-water striped.” 
In the next clause “fresh water” is inserted before “striped 
bass,” and again in Section 24 “fresh water” is inserted be¬ 
fore “striped bass.” 1 wrote an article for a local paper, 
quoting the law as you have it. Then followed, in other 
country papers about here, the greatest rubbish of fish laws 
that were ever put on paper, so that the people were all at 
sea. 

When in Albany I saw the original draft of the Husted 
bill and got a certified copy of the law from the Secretary of 
State. A. N. Cheney. 

Glens Falls, March ,20. 

BASS FLIES. 
Eliior Forest and Stream: 

I notice in this week’s Forest and Stream one of your 
correspondents seeks information on the subject of killing 
bass flies. I have not fished in Minnesota, but I have had 
twenty-five years experience in fly-fishing for black bass, 
and rarely take them any other way. Bass are much more 
particular than trout in taking flies; often what is good in 
one water proves useless in another. I would advise your 
friend to get one or two of each of the following flies; Bass 
grizzly, match wing ibis, bass miller. Lord Baltimore, Hol- 
bertou, Whitney, post jungle, St. Patrick,.bumble bee. Gov. 
Alvord, Lottie, turkey. 

Use a nine-foot single leader with any two of the above 
flies, which should be on single gut snells, double at the 
head. Cast as far as possible and let the fly sink well under 
water. Then move the fly slowly a foot at a time. Cast 
near the shore or over reefs, always remembering that hass 
are very shy fish, and if you get near enough to see them 
they also see you, and will refuse the most attractive bait. 
Let him try these different flies; and find out which is the 
most taking. W. Holberton. 

New York, March 25. 

TROUTING. 
IN New York the season for taking brook trout opens in 

the counties of Queens and Suffolk, which comprise 
nearly the whole of Long Island, on April 1, and by the 
time this reaches our readers it will have begun. In all 
other parts of ihe Slate the opening day is one month later. 
A bill allowing fish taken in the counties named to be 
brought into other counties for use, but not for sale, is now 
before the Legislature. 

On Long Island there is promise of good sport this month* 
because the season has been early and the trout have been 
feeding freely for some time. At the different clubs and 
jircserves places have been engaged, and if the opening day 
is favorable, a great many will wet their lines and many 
trout will be taken. There is mourning at Massapequa, the 
famous lake owned by Mr. William Floyd-Jones, where ex- 
President Arthur. Francis Eudicott, and other friends have 
literally cast their lines in pleasant places, for the lake has 
been takra by the city water works of Brooklyn, and will 
swarm with strange men of political “inllooence” who will get 
permits to fish its waters under the windows of the late 
owner, whose pride it has been and whose family have 
always owned it since the island was settled. Farewell to 
the glories of Massapequa, witli the loss of its springs the 
trout will soon disappear and give way to the black bass or 
other fish. The South Side Club always has good fishing in 
its well-stocked preserves at Oakdale, and the Suffolk Club 
is ready to entertain its friends at the ponds near Patchogue. 
All along the south side the streams are already marked by 
the anglers for a wbippina to day. 

In New .lersey, Pennsylvania, Connecticut, Massachusetts, 
and several other States, Ihe season for brook trout opens to¬ 
day, but in very few of them will there be much fishing 
done for a fori night or more. Long Island, exposed as it is 
to sea breezes, is always ready for fishing before the streams 
further inland are. in the Adirondacks the lakes are still 
covered with ice, which may not leave them all for five or 
six weeks yet, aud there is really little fishing to be done, 
there before June. \' 

THE SUNAPEE TROUT. ^ 
Editor Forest and Streani: 

Will you allow me a word in regard to the Sunapee Lake 
trout? The specimen that I sent to the National Museum 
at Washington, and which was at first pronounced a com¬ 
mon brook trout, but is now decided to be a gigantic spcci- 
nren of SalveUnus of the Oquassa or blue-back type, and 
identical with the little 3-ounce or 4-ounce blue-back of 
Rangeley, Me., is in no wav connected with the plant made 
by the Commissioners in 1879. These fish are natives of 
the lake, and were known to have been there over forty 
years ago. It is an impossibility that in .six years the little 
Rangtdey trout would reach a weight of 10 pounds. Such 
a radical change in size aud habits, merely by its transfer 
from the Rangeley to the Sunapee water.*, would imply a 
deviation from well known aud fixed laws in nature. 

E. B. H. 
Plyiiovth, N. II., March 23. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
lu April, 1878, the New Hampshire Commissioners planted 

in Sunapee Lake 3.000 fry of blue-back trout, the eggs hav¬ 
ing been obtained from the Rangeley Lakes throiudi the 
courtesy of the Maine Commissioners. It is probable, there¬ 
fore, that the variety of trout recently obtained from the 
lake by Mr. E. B. Hodge, and identified by Dr. Bean .as 
oquassa, is not indigenous to those waters, but has been in¬ 
troduced from the Rangeley Lakes. This, it will be remem¬ 
bered, was mentioned as tbeir probable source by Mr. 
Samuel Webber, late Fish Commissioner of New Hampshire, 

Washington, D. C., March 24. 
X. 

Largest Rangeley Trout.—A letter from Com. H. O. 
Stanley, of Dixficld, Me., to Com. Stilwell, Nov, 19,18S4, con¬ 
tains the following note which we are permitted to copy: 
“In regard to the big trout you want to know about, I can¬ 
not vouch for the truth of it, yet I think it is correct. They 
were caught after I came away. 1 made arrangements with 
Frank Hewy to take some blue-backs’ eggs for me. He 
caught the fish with a large landing net attached to a long 
pole. He was dipping them from under a jam of cedars be¬ 
low the dam on the Rangeley stream, and could not see un¬ 
der Ihe jam. He first dipped the big fish (a female). It was 
so large" that he had the curiosity to weigh it. It weighed 
12 pounds. A few minutes later he dipped a male of 10^- 
pouuds. Both were ripe fish. He put them back in the 
pool below the dam. I am inclined to believe this, though, 
of course, I canuot vouch for it. ” 

Illegal Fishing,—Wehavetwo complaints of illegal fish¬ 
ing in the State of New York, both relating to the same 
waters. One writer charges a State officer with participa¬ 
tion in the work of unlawfully taking fish; but as neither of 
these correspondents has complied with our rule of requiring 
name and address to be signed to letters, we cannot publish 
the complaints. We require this as au evidence of good 
faith on their part, and with no intention of publishing their 
names if they desire to use initials or any other signature. 
They can thus see why no attention is paid to their questions 
and complaints. 
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A TRIP TO THE INTERMEDIATE LAKES. 

T was iu the fall of 1884 that Charley A., from Columbus, 
O., came to visit me in my new home in Missouri, 

bringing a rifle, shotgun and fishing tackle with him. Quail, 
prairie chickens and other small game were abundant, and 
a part of each day when the weather was good, we spent in 
hunting. The Forest and Stream came to us every Mon¬ 
day evening, and one or the other would read aloud every¬ 
thing contained in its pages. The reader was often inter¬ 
rupted with “What a scandalous lie,” “I should say it was 
a remarkable shot,” and similar remarks. It was during 
these fall and winter evenings that we planned a trip to 
Michigan for the coming summer, and it is about, this trip 
that I am going to write. I shall leave out poetry, Indian 
legends, and what the natives said about the game' and fish 
laws. 

Charley and I left home July 12, 1885, and arrived in St. 
Louis next morning. We were there all that day making 
purchases to complete our outfit. Left St. Louis in the eve¬ 
ning for Traverse City, jilich., via Chicago and Grand 
Rapids. The weather was very warm and the ride tedious, 
but we arrived all right in Traverse City on the morning of' 
the 15th. We had ordered a boat but it had not come, so we 
concluded to go up on the Boardman River trout fishing for 
a few days, and wait for it. As we were aU ready to go 
into camp, we got aboard the train and the conductor let us 
off about eight miles up where the river runs close to the 
railroad track. We selected a smooth place for our tent, 
and in half an hour had it up. Store clothes changed and 
tackle ready, for we were determined on having trout for 
dinner if possible. We started in, going in different direc¬ 
tions, agreeing to return in two hours or as soon as we caught 
enough' trout for dinner. The river was only a few yards 
from camp, and in a few minutes 1 had waded out into the 
stream and made a cast, the first for two years. The trout 
were rising freely, and in an hour I had plenty for our din¬ 
ner, so I returned to camp finding Charley there. He had 
caught several good trout and one grayling, which was about 
ten inches long and weighed half a pound, the only one 
caught on the trip. We soon had dinner cooked, and it 
seemed to me I never was so hungry, and thought that meal 
the finest that I ever sat down to. 

The Boardman is a pretty stream and is probably fished 
more than any other in this* section, on account of its being 
accessible. We stayed here three days and then went back 
to Traverse City, very much disappointed at not finding our 
boat, but could not anord to wait any longer, so we hustled 
around to find a boat that would answer our purpose. Many 
were found, but none suited. We were getting discouraged 
when we met a gentleman who had a boat which, from the 
description, we thought would answer, but it was up at the 
head of Torch Lake and how to get it down was the ques¬ 
tion. Fortunately there was a telephone to Eastport, and a 
message was sent to have the steamer Ida bring the boat 
down next morning on her way to Elk Rapids, and leave it 
at Follel’s landing. Having arranged about the boat, we 
then went to Morgan’s and engaged a team to take us to Fol- 
let’s at the foot of Elk Lake. W e left our trunks and every¬ 
thing except our camp outfit with Mr. Gowdy at the Occi¬ 
dental. Left Traverse at one o’clock and arrived at Follet’s 
at three, put the tent up on a grassy bank overlooking the 
lake, and after making everything snug for the night,Charley 
went after berries and I for trout. 'The stream is only a 
few minutes walk from the landing, and 1 was soon catch¬ 
ing the beauties. I had on two flies, and the trout went for 
them as soon as they touched the water. I kept up the sport 
for two hours, returning to camp with enough fish for supper 
and breakfast. The next day at noon the steamer brought 
our boat. We had been quite anxious about it, fearing that 
it would not be as good as represented, but we found it a 
trim little craft and suited exactly. On a trip of this kind 
an old scow of a boat is a nuisance, while a good and light 
running boat is a delight all the time. That afternoon we 
went fishing in the lake. We had not gone a hundred feet 
from the shore when Charley hooked a two pound bass. I 
never saw a fish fight like that one. Five times it jumped 
clear out of the water. The lake is as clear as cry.stal, and 
we could see the fish nearly all the time and, of course it 
could see us, which frightened it so it had to be completely 
licked before coming to the boat. We caught several more, 
all but one small-mouths. Returning to camp at 6 o’clock. 
The next moniing we broke camp and started for Rapid 
River, intending to fish for bass off Skegee Maugh Poin, but 
when we arrived there it was so calm and the sun so hot we 
landed on the point to pick berries and rest awhile and try 
the bass fishing later. 

In an hour we started across Round Lake and reached the 
mouth of Torch River at 10 A. M.; anchored here and fished, 
but had no luck, getting only one bass in half an hour. We 
moved on up the river, stopped at the old Jog camp and ate 
lunch. The Rapid comes into Torch River about two and 
one-half miles up. Arriving here we turned up the Rapid 
and saw lots of ducks, but we had no shotgun to salute them 
with. About two miles from the mouth of the^ river we 
found a good camping place and hurried the outfit ashore. 
In a very short time the tent was up, bed made, and every¬ 
thing ready for supper except cooking the fish and coffee. 
We then got in the boat and went half a mile up the river 
and landed, Charley going up one side and I the other. This 
was my first visit to the Rapid, and I was much pleased with 
it. The water is as cold as ice, and at this time was teem¬ 
ing with trout. We caught nearly a hundred that afternoon, 
keeping only the largest ones. The river is full ot logs and 
treetops, and one must go very slow. We had fished three or 
four hours and had gone only about a hundred yards. We 
were just seven minutes getting back to the boat. It was 
now almost dark, but it was an easy matter to get back to 
camp, as the river is quite rapid, and we shot down stream 
fast enough to satisfy any one. At the landing we scared 
up a flock of mallards. How we wished for a gun, but we 
had not brought one, and we had to content ourselves with 
offering to kick each other for the neglect. The mosquitoes 
were pretty thick, but they did not bother us much. We 
used a mixture we got from the Forest and Stream, and 
after we got our hands and faces well oiled with it a mos¬ 
quito or black fly wouldn’t come within ten feet of us. 

During our stay here I hooked a very targe trout, but did 
not save him. I had played him dead, as 1 thought, and had 
drawn liim up to the log I was standing on, but just as 1 
put out my hand to take him in, he made one last effort to 
break away and succeeded, taking my hook with him. 1 
felt the loss very much; Charley had caught the largest one 
so far, and if I had secured this one it would have beaten the 
record. We enjoyed ourselves here as only our kind can 
until the morning of the third day, when we pulled up 
stakes and were once more on the way to new scenes. We 
reached the head of Torch River at 8 o’clock, and as we 

came into Torch Lake we stopped and looked at the beauti¬ 
ful scene. The distance from where we were to Eastport, 
at the head of the lake, is eighteen miles. Away off to the 
light is Spencer’s Creek. We could see the churches and 
houses quite plain. We took a bee line for the church steeple 
four miles distant, and in an hour and a half landed at Spen¬ 
cer’s. We put up the tent under some pine trees on a high 
bank a lew feet from the lake and right in town. Some of 
the ladies watched us get dinner, and laughed when Charley 
wiped his hunting knife on his boot and then cut the bread 
with the knife. We gave some trout to one of the merchants 
and in return he gave us a pan of honey. In the afternoon 
we fished the two mill ponds, but only got a few trout, and 
they were quite small. The next morning Charley went up 
above the ponds and tried the creek. I took the boat and 
rowed up the lake about a mile to Trautman's Creek. We 
had been told that no one went there to fish, as it was gener¬ 
ally supposed that there were no trout in the creek; but I 
wanted to see for myseK, and was well paid for my trip. 
The stream, or brook rather, runs through a meadow for 
half a mile, and I imagined the trout came down from the 
woods after grasshoppers, for in that half mile there were 
hundreds of fish. I can truly say I had the finest sport fly¬ 
fishing that day I ever had. No trees, no brush, no flies or 
mosquitoes to bother, and plenty of trout. What more could 
I ask? When I got back to camp Charley was waiting sup¬ 
per for me. He was feeling blue on account of his poor luck 
up Spencer’s Creek; but his spirits rose when I showed him 
my catch, and told him I had left lots of trout for him to 
try his luck on the next day. 

By 5 o'clock the next morning we were on our way up the 
lake. It was a perfect morning, the sun just peeping over 
the hiUs when we arrived at the mouth of Trautman’s. 
Charley fished the creek in the opening and I went to the 
woods. The ground for a hundred yards from the clearing 
had grown with soft maple brush, so thick that it was 
almost impossible to get through it. But beyond that the 
woods were free from underbrush. This stream is only a 
few feet wide, and is a succession of rapids and falls, just 
the sort of a place trout love to be on a hot day. Those 
caught here were the most beautiful in shape and color of 
any I had ever seen. I got back to the clearing about noon. 
I had left my lunch with Charley, and was getting anxious 
about it. I found him so busy with the trout that my fears 
were needless, and the lunch had not been touched, though 
he said it had been in danger for an hour. After our lunch 
we returned to the boat and rowed back to Spencer Creek. 
At 5 P. M. we left for Clam River, five miles distant, where 
we arrived at 7 o’clock. Just as we sat down to supper 
Fred Thayer came down on us, and after shaking hands all 
around, we fixed a plate for him, put another pan of fish to 
fry, and all three sat down to eat trout and talk of camp life. 
Fred’s home is on a strip of land between Torch and Clam 
lakes, and is one of the prettiest places in this country. We 
had a jolly time, each relating some experience of camp life, 
and it was late when Fred bade us good-night. 

In the morning we pulled up Clam River into Clam Lake, 
which is four miles long. We trolled along for a while, but 
caught nothing except pickerel, so we took in the hae and 
moved quickly up the lake with a strong ash breeze. At 
the head of the lake we landed and caught some grasshoppers, 
and then started up Grass River. About two miles up Cold 
Creek comes in. Here we put on our tall boots and waded 
up the creek, pulling the boat after us. About half a mile 
up the water became so deep we had to abandon wading, and, 
making the boat fast, we got our tackle ready and started up 
the stream. Cold Creek is so hard to get at, and so far out 
of the way, that very few people take the trouble to come 
here. The brush and mosquitoes also help to keep fisher¬ 
men away; but those that do come have rare sport The 
trout here take the hook with a suddenness that is likened 
only to an electric shock, and if you are not on the alert 
away you go off that log into ice-cold water. The trout we 
caught here were of a different color from those we caught 
in other streams, these were not so black on the back, the 
mottling and red spots were not so marked, and the sides 
were brilliant orange. In a couple of hours we returned to 
the boat, jumped in and were soon going down stream at a 
rapid rate. At the mouth of the creek we turned up Grass 
River and an hour afterward we were in Grass Lake, where 
we did not stop to fish, but pushed on across the lake to 
Intermediate River. The Intermediate was very low and 
quite rapid, and we had a hard pull of it to get to Bellaire. 
Often one of us had to jump out and pull the boat over a 
rapid, and it was late in the evening when we reached Bel¬ 
laire, tired, hungry and sleepy. 

The next morning we were up early and off to the Cedar 
River, which is about a mile from town, where fishing was 
excellent, and we enjoyed the morning’s sport immensely. 
In the afternoon we called on some friends, and early in the 
evening pulled up stakes and were once more on our way up 
the river. Two miles up we came to the foot of Interme¬ 
diate Lake, and a mile up the lake Island JSo. 2, a well- 
known camping place, was reached, and we stopped here 
for two days, fishing for bass in the lake and hunting squir¬ 
rels in the woods on each side of the lake. Bass fishing 
around here is always fair to good, and we had all the sport 
we wanted. After'dinner the second day we put our traps 
in the boat and started up the lake, stopping to fish at Deer 
Point and Johnson’s Lake, arriving at Central Lake at 7 
P. M. We had read several articles in Forest and Stream 
by "Kelpie,” and as this was his home we wanted to see 
what sort of a looking man he was; so as soon as we had 
eaten supper and lit oui- pipes we walked up town to find 
our man. Not knowing his name, we had some trouble in 
finding out who he was. We “got on to him” at the post 
office, and found him a very pleasant gentleman. “Kelpie” 
is well acquainted with thi's section of country, and gave us 
valuable information regarding the trip around the Ox Bow. 
In the morning we put our boat and traps on a wagon and 
started for the Jordan River, twelve miles distant. Six 
miles east of Central Lake the road crosses the headwaters 
of the Intermediate Lakes. The boat was left here in charge 
of Mr. Wilson, who promised to look after it, and also to 
come to the Jordan River for us the following week. The 
road from Central Lake to the Jordan is very good, except 
the last mile, which is on the Jordan Flat, and is corduroy. 
Soon we were on the bank of the beautiful Jordan again; 
for a few moments we stood and gazed on the water as it 
rushed by, and then began to unload the traps preparatory 
to camping. We had just got everything out of the wagon 
when Capt. Colburn, the boss of the lumber camp, came 
along and invited us to come down to his camp and stay 
with him, said he had only a few men now, and we could 
be more comfortable than in a tent. The invitation was so 
strong we concluded to accept. In a few minutes the things 
were back in the wagon and we were on our way down to 

the log camp, which is about a quarter of a mile below the 
State road bridge and a few yards from the river. 

On arriving at camp wo were told to put the baggage in 
the hall and make ourselves perfectly at home. It was now 
10 o’clock, and we set up our rods and started for the river 
to catch our dinner; in two hours we came back with a nice 
lot of trout. The Captain would not allow us to get our own 
dinner, made us sit down with them. We were awful hun¬ 
gry and enjoyed the pork and beans immensely, and it is as¬ 
tonishing how much a man can eat when he is roughing it 
in the woods. We are both good feeders, but to-day we ex- 
celled_ ourselves, and when we pulled out from the table the 
Captain said, if we did as well every meal he would have to 
send to town for more supplies before Sunday. The Captain 
told us we need not bother with cooking our meals, but 
should eat with them. We did not like to accept so much; 
however, if he would board us we would keep the table sup¬ 
plied with trout. The Captain laughed, and said it was a 
bargain. Anxious to make our word good, we struck out 
for the river. The Captain went part of the way with us 
and showed us a road leading through the woods, which we 
followed and came out about half a mile above the State 
Road Bridge. At first we thought we were not going to get 
enough for seven men, but as trout after trout came to the 
creel, that fear vanished, and we felt sure our part of tb e 
bargain would be Sept. We reached camp at half past six 
with eighty trout, The Captain and the boys were surprised 
at our getting so many. We had cleaned the fish at the 
bridge, so they were all ready for the pan. In a little while 
supper was called, and we sat down with the crowd to trout, 
bacon, pork and beans, fried onions, potatoes, bread and but¬ 
ter, stewed prunes and coffee. Charley and I did not go 
much on the prunes, but otherwise we thought it a royal 
feast. The trout was a treat to the men; for they rarely get 
them, though they live where they are to be had at any time; 
but very few of the natives go trout fishing. Nearly every 
one we saw fishing were after pickerel. We saw one man 
who had lived fourteen years five mile.s from the Jordan 
who had never seen trout but once and had never caught 
any. That night we slept under a roof for the first time in 
two weeks. 

The next morning I was up at dayhght, and got a couple 
of hours’ fishing before breakfast, for a mile below the log 
camp the river is very rapid, and two years before I had 
caught the most and largest fish here, one of them a grayling, 
weighing twenty-four ounces. So to-day I thought I would 
try some of the old places, and see if I could hook another 
grayling. I took a lunch with me, intending to stay all day, 
but by noon my creel got so heavy I had to return to cainp 
and empty it, returning at once to the place, I continued to 
fish until night. There is one place a half mile below camp 
where a big log lying across the river forms a dam. The 
stream here is quite narrow, and the water runs over this 
place like a mill race, scooping a hole ten feet deep just 
below the log, and making as pretty a place as any trout 
could desire. I took nine out of this hole, two of them 
weighing twelve ounces each, and lost several flies and also 
several trout while trying to pull them up over the log. 
Those lost I imagined weighed from one to three pounds 
each. 

That evening a party of gentleman from Chicago came up 
the river in boats; “Nessmuk” would have run and bid if he 
had seen the amount of stuff they unloaded. Charley came 
in late and reported fine fishing above, and said he was going 
back to the same place in the morning to catch some of the 
big fellows that he lost that day. 

We got an early start next morning, following the State 
road north for a mile, then turning east on an old log road, 
walked a mile and a half, coming out on the river at an old 
log camp about three miles above the bridge. We started 
in here, fishing slowly down stream, enjoying every moment 
of the time, including the hour we spent in eating our lunch 
and smoking our pipes. In the evening, when we sat down 
to clean our fish, we were unanimous in praise of the stretch 
of water we had fished that day. Indeed a prettier place for 
trout would be hard to find. The next day Warren, one of 
the hands, had promised to get a boat, and take us several 
miles up the river. We had made every preparation for the 
trip and were all ready to start as soon as we bad breakfast. 
Charle yand I walked to the old log camp up the river and 
waited for Warren who soon came in sight. Warren was 
an expert at poling a boat and we looked on in wonder as 
the boat shot up over the rapids. For a mile or two we got 
along first-rate, then the stream began to narrow very fast 
and the way beeame more and more difficult. By noon we 
had gone about four miles, and as we were tired and 
hungry, we concluded to stop and rest and eat our lunch. 

The scenery here was wild in the extreme. We had seen 
signs of deer and bear, and were in hopes we could get sight 
of them, but did not. After lunch we left Warren to look 
after the boat, and taking our rods we started up stream. 
Scarcely any one gets up this far to fish, and we got a rise at 
nearly every cast. It was three o’clock when we got back 
to the boat. Before starting down creek, fish, etc., were put 
in the locker in case of a spill. The word came to let go, and 
away we went on one of the most exciting boat rides 1 ever 
took. For a while it took all our time and attention to keep 
the boat off the rocks and logs, but when we got down into 
smoother water where Warren could manage the boat alone, 
we began to fish, and by the time we reached camp many a 
speckled beauty had been taken in out of the wet. The next 
morning it was raining, and all day long it poured dowii. 
Tuesday morning we found the river quite muddy, and it 
had risen two or three feet during the night. We tried fly¬ 
fishing just below the bridge, but did not have much luck, 
so we went back to camp and packed the traps to leave. At 
noon Mr. Wilson came with the team, and after dinner our 
truck was put in the wagon, and shaking hands all around, 
thanking the Captain and the boys for their hospitality, we 
jumped in the wagon and bade good-bye to the beautiful Jor¬ 
dan. We arrived at the Intermediate River at five o’clock, 
and camped there that night. 

In the morning our boat was put in the stream, traps 
loaded, and were once more afloat, feeling thankful the 
remainder of the trip would be all down stream. In half 
an hour we came into Echo Lake. This is the first of the 
Intermediate Chain. There are about a dozen in all, and the 
distance from Echo Lake to the Lower Intermediate is about 
twentv-five miles, and from Echo Lake to Elk Rapids, where 
these waters empty into Lake Michigan, is about eighty-five 
miles. All these lakes abound in bass, pickerel and the sun- 
ti.sh tribe. Passing through Echo Lake and a narrow chan¬ 
nel of half a mile in length, we came into Scott’s Lake. At 
the head of this lake we had some rare sport with the bass, 
the dozen or so that we caught were all big-mouths. We 
should have camped here, but there is no high ground. 
After two hours’ sport we pulled on down the lake to Me - 
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Mullen’s Mill and stopped for dinner. While 1 picked 
berries Charley got a three-pound bass in shape to eat. It 
was necessary to make a carry here, and McMullen’s ox team, 
cart and hoy conveyed our boat and traps to the head of Six 
Mile Lake, a half mile below the mill. The cart was nearly 
in pieces, and the oxen became frightened when we put the 
boat on the cart and came near running into the lake. We 
began to think we were not going to make it with that team; 
but the boy was confident that he would get us through all 
right, and he did, for in half an hour we were once more 
afloat at the head of Six Mile Lake. We pulled down the 
lake a short distance, and set up our tent in a clearing on the 
edge of the lake and close to a pretty little stream that ran 
down from the hill. After arranging camp we went fishing 
in the lake, and came back in an hour with four good-sized 
pickerel. We would not eat these ourselves, so Chfuley took 
them to a farmhouse near by, and while there the lady of the 
house told him of a trout stream a mile from the house. To 
have a trout stream so close and not visit it was not to he 
thought of. 

Next morning we struck out across the country in the 
direction the lady had told Charley to go. The woods were 
beach, maple and elm, and were q^uite clear of underbrush. 
In a short time we came to a small stream which we thought 
must be the one we were in search of. It was such a little 
brook we thought it could contain only small fish, but con¬ 
cluded to try it before going further. Hastily jointing our 
rods we began to fish. 1 had gone but a few yards down 
stream when I came to a little fall with a deep hole below. 
I put on a sprightly grasshopper and dropped it just below 
the fall. With a rush it disappeared, and I got a tug that 
almost paralyzed me. I was expecting a fingerling and got 
a twelve inch trout. I hooked another good-sized one out of 
this place, and then moved on down stream. Every few 
rods I came to one of these little falls, and got one or two 
trout from each place. We returned to camp at 11 o'clock 
with a fine lot of trout, some of which were prepared for 
dinner. At 9 o’clock we put our traps aboard and pulled on 
down the lake, arriving at the head of St. Clair’s Lake at 6 
o’clock. The tent was put up in a grove of beech trees, near 
a fine spring of water. In the evening we called on Mr. St. 
Clair, who lives near where we had camped. Mr. St. Clah 
is an old resident, and his stories of deer and bear hunts are 
quite interesting. After a pleasant chat of an hour we went 
hack to the tent, rolled up in the blankets and were soon 
fast asleep. 

In the morning the wind was in our favor, and our square- 
sail carried us quickly down the lake. In the Ox-Bow Lake 
we laid to and Charley got out his rifle and took a shot at a 
loon about one hundred and fifty yards away, and by chance 
killed it. Loons are very plenty along these lakes, and their 
noise is heard almost constantly. At Central Lake we stopped 
for dinner, and afterward went up to see “Kelpie” and pro¬ 
cured supplies. We returned to the boat in a short time and 
continued down the lake. When we rounded Blue Point, 
we saw several tents on the east shore, and at once surmised 
they belonged to the “Kingfishers.” We had intended to 
camp at this place, so we headed the boat direct for their 
camp. We did not want to intrude, but we thought it could 
make no difference to them as we were only going to stay 
until morning. When we got to shore Charley asked one of 
the men if he had any objections to our camping there for 
the night. The answer was not very satisfactory, but we 
concluded to stop anyway. Perhaps the gentlemen thought 
they had good reasons for not being cordial. We had been 
in the woods for five weeks, our clothes were torn and we 
looked pretty rough. Charley said I looked like the “Old 
Scratch,” and I’m sure he looked worse than I did. So we 
did not blame the "Kingfishers.” We never let anything 
disturb us, so we hurried the outfit ashore, put up the tent, 
and got everything ready for the night. We had for supper 
hot biscuits, honey, trout, potatoes, bacon and coffee, and 
when we sat down to eat we were as happy as kings. 

About sundown Major Sloane, of the “Kingfishers,” came 
in with a nice string of small-mouths, one of them we judged 
was a four-pounder at least. During the evening two of the 
gentlemen came over to see us. One of them said their 
party had intended going into camp on Platt Lake, twenty- 
five miles southwest of Traverse City, but had changed their 
minds and had come here instead. We broke camp eaif y 
next morning and pulled down the lake to Island No. 2. 
Here we landed our traps, got our rods ready, caught some 
frogs for bait and went bass^fishing. Charley caught a very 
large pickerel and towed him around for half an hour, until 
he w'as quite dead before he got him in the boat. The pick 
erel was about three feet long and weighed nearly six pounds. 
We caught one small-mouth and three big-mouth bass. 
Landing on the west shore Charley took his rifle and went 
for squirrels and I picked berries. ;ln an hour Chai’ley came 
back with two squirrels and one pheasant. When we got 
back to camp we found two strangers there. They were 
from the South and were stopping at Bellaire to take in the 
fishing. We told them dinner would be ready soon and 
invited them to stop and eat with us. They hesitated for a 
moment and then said they would stay. We were glad to 
have them, for we were tired for somebody new to talk 
to. While we were getting dinner ready the gentlemen gave 
us the news from the outside world and the time passed 
leasantly by. Our dinner consisted of bacon, potatoes, 
ass, pheasant, squirrel, honey, bread and butter, coffee and 

raspberries. Our guests remarked that it was “a fine lay 
out” and backed up what they said by eating heartily. After 
dinner we had pipes and tobacco, then our friends bade us 
good bye and good luck. 

In the evening we moved down the lake and Intermediate 
River to Bellaire, made the carry around the dam, and 
camped just below the bridge. We stayed here three days. 
The first two we fished in the Cedar, having fine sport and 
taking 150 trout, one of them the largest caught on the trip; 
it was 13 inches long and weighed 17 ounces. On the third 
morning we got up bright and early, and after a hasty break¬ 
fast struck out on the Mancelona road, following it for three 
miles. We came to Shanty Creek, which empties into Grass 
River a little above Cold Creek. This is a pretty little 
stream and fairly alive with trout. I believe that tnis and 
Cold Creek were the only streams where we found the 
orange-colored trout. At 3 o'clock my creel was nearly 
full, so I reeled in and went back to the road and found 
Charley stretched out on the bridge fast asleep, 1 sat down 
and cleaned my fish and put them in the creel, fastened the 
fid down and sinking it in the creek. By this time Charley 
was awake, and after filling up with berries we sat down on 
the bridge to wait for the stage from Mancelona, which was 
due here at half-past 5. The stage arrived on time, and we 
were soon on our way to Bellaire. The driver was or had 
been a great hunter and fisherman, and in that three-mile 
drive we learned some remarkable things about deer and 

trout that we never knew before. That evening while eat¬ 
ing supper we were surprised with a big pan of pork and 
beans, which the storekeeper’s wife had sent us. We had 
given them trout several times, and here was a present for 
us which we fully appreciated. 

The next morning early we were on our way down the 
Intermediate River. By nine o’clock we had crossed Grass 
Lake and down Grass River to Cold Creek. We tried this 
stream again with good success, taking about thirty fine 
trout. At one o’clock we pulled down the river and through 
Clam Lake. At three o’clock we passed out of 01am River 
and came into Torch Lake. Our boat was headed toward 
Spencer’s Creek, and after three hours’ hard rowing against 
the wind we landed safely at the mouth of Trautmau Creek. 
The next day we fished the Trautman, and in the evening 
moved down to Spencer’s. As we had more trout than we 
could use, gave some to friends. The following day we took 
a trip overland to Leach’s Creek, which empties into Clam 
Lake. The road we took crosses this stream about three 
miles above its mouth, and four miles northeast of Spencer’s. 
We had a pleasant day of it, and brouglit home sixty trout. 
We had intended to leave the next morning, but during the 
night a storm came up and the lake was so rough that a trip 
across the lake in our little craft was not to he thought of. 
None of the steamers landed at Spencer’s that morning, all of 
them keeping close to the opposite shore, as the wind was 
from that direction. We contented ourselves the best we 
could picking berries, mending clothes and wishing for the 
wind to go down. The next morning the sun came up bright 
and clear, and the lake was as smooth as a mirror. By six 
o’clock we were ready to start. The boat was headed for 
Torch River, where we arrived at eight o’clock, and resting 
on the oars, floated slowly down untd we came to the mouth 
of Rapid River. Heading up the rapid a stiff pull of an hour 
brought us to our old camp. The afternoon was spent in 
fishing, but with poor -success. 

As there had been plenty of trout here three weeks before, 
we concluded they had gone further up the stream, so in the 
morning we started for a point about two miles up the 
river. Here we found good fishing and by noon had caught 
all we wanted. After eating lunch we struck out for camp, 
and when we reached there we found some cattle had been 
fooling around and had knocked everything crooked. They 
had tramped on our pans and plates and had mashed them 
all out of shape, had eaten our sugar, salt, bread, two cakes 
of soap, box of cartridges, two towels, three undershirts and 
straw hat. Fortunately the tent was unmolested, that was 
something to be thankful for. This little frolic of the cattle 
made us considerable trouble, but there was no use to get 
mad at a little thing like that, so we hustled around and got 
things in shape again, all the time wishing the cartridges 
that old cow had eaten would go off and kill her. We 
had the next thing to the nightmare that night. In the 
morning our traps were put in the boat, and, jumping in, the 
current carried us quickly down stream. Hundreds of ducks 
got up ahead of us, and, circling around, dropped in the 
river behind. When we came into Round Lake our sail was 
put up and the boat headed for Sutherland’s. The boat fell 
away some in going across, and we had to row up against 
the wind for a short distance; but in an hour and a half we 
reached the landing in safety. There was an empty store 
room a few yards from the lake, which we got permission 
to occupy, and the tent was spread out on the floor for a bed, 
while the counter served very nicely for a table. After din¬ 
ner we took our rods and started for the creek, which is 
about a mile from the landing. 

Arriving there we took a hasty survey of the surroundings 
before starting in. Above us for a mile or so the creek runs 
through an old clearing, and below through the woods into 
a swamp. The bed of the creek was hard clay, and slippery 
as soap. We found the fishing elegant, the best of any 
place we had been, and caught over fifty in two hours, 
throwing back all but about a dozen of the largest. Those 
we kept averaged half a pound each. Returning to camp at 
5 o’clock we prepared supper, and after eating took a row 
up ihe lake to try our luck with the bass. We caught 
several, putting them back in the lake as we had no use for 
them, except the sport they gave us. The next morning the 
sun rose bright and clear, and after a hearty breakfast we 
struck out for the creek. We felt sure of fine sport and were 
in high spirits, prating and prancing along like a cou])le of 
boys until we came to the stream, when we sobered down 
suddenly as though ashamed of our pranks. We intended 
to take what trout we caught that day to Traverse City, so 
we kept everything over six inches long. At noon we 
cleaned our fish and put them into our bread pan, which we 
had brought along for the purpose. At 5 o’clock we started 
for camp with both creels and pan full of trout. After 
supper we made all preparations possible for an early start 
next day, and turned in for a good sleep. About midnight 
a storm came up, and for a couple of hours the wind blew 
and the rain poured down. We felt thankful that we were 
completely sheltered from the storm, and were off at 6 o’clock 
in the morning, pulling against a stiff breeze all the way to 
Skegeemaugh Point, where we landed at 8 o’clock. Taking 
a view of Elk Lake we decided that it was too risky to at¬ 
tempt to cross to Follet’s, so we sat down to wait for the 
wind to go down, rather uncertain business, but it was the 
only thing left for us to do. 

At 9 o’clock the steamer Ida came along, and we rowed out 
to her and asked the captain to take us to Pollet’s; but he had 
passengers for Traverse City boat, and had to make Elk 
Rapids as quick as possible. We got very tfied waiting on 
the wind, and at 10 o’clock we made everything as snug as 
possible in the boat, said our prayers, and headed our craft 
for Follet’s Landing. We felt that we were in danger and 
scarcely spoke, but watched eveiy movement of the boat. 
When a big wave struck us, I would head the boat down 
and run her along in the trough until the next one came. 
We shipped a good deal of water, but 1 managed to bail out 
with one hand and steer with the other. When we landed 
at Follet’s, Charley was almost exhaused, having rowed all 
the way, for we could not change places coming over. If 
we had known how rough the lake was, we would have 
stayed at the Point a week before starting out. It didn’t 
look so awful bad, and we did not realize our danger until 
we had gone some distance from shore, and then it was too 
late to turn back. Now that we were safe on land again, we 
soon forgot our late trouble. 

As soon as dinner was over Charley went to get a team to 
take us to Traverse City, and by the time he returned I had 
our goods all packed for moving. The team was to come at 
4 o’clock, so we had three hours to put in trout fishing. I 
went to the old mill and fished down, and Charley started in 
at the bridge to meet me. It was a lovelj' afternoon, the 
fishing fine, and the time passed quickly away—too quick 
for us, for we would fain have had the afternoon drawn out 

a few hours longer; but'time waits for no one, and with 
regret we reeled in for the last time, and walked back to 
camp. The team was waiting for us, and when everything 
was in the wagon we took a last look across Elk Lake and 
away beyond to the north where we had spent so many 
happy days, jumped into the wagon, and were driven rap¬ 
idly .away. Two miles from Follet’s we passed the pretty 
little village of Williamsburg on our left. Six miles further 
on we came to Acme, a little town on the east shore of Tra¬ 
verse Bay. The drive from here to Traverse City, eight 
miles, is the finest in the land. The road is perfectly level, 
hard, smooth gravel, and runs alongside the bay and through 
groves of evergreen trees almost the entire distance. A 
more beautiful drive could not be imagined. 

We arrived in Traverse City at 7 o’clock and stopped at 
the Occidental Hotel, where we hud left our trunks. We 
gave the proprietor of the hotel some fifteen or twenty 
pounds of trout, which we had brought from Sutherland’s 
and Follet’s. As soon as we got our store clothes on and had 
supper, w’^e went up street to get our hair cut and faces 
shaved. It seemed real awkward to get on pavements again, 
and we went stepping along like a blind horse in high oats. 
At 11 o’clock P. M., we took a sleeper for the south, rsach- 
ing Chicago the next evening at 7; we stayed here until the 
following evening, arriving in St. Louis Sunday morning, 
and California at half past two the same day; a twelve-mile 
drive and we were once more at home. We had been gone 
just six weeks and twelve hours. J. O. S. 

High Point, Missouri. 

OUR BIG BASS. 

WE were camping on the .Juniata that summer. We 
had camped on the Susquehanna several times and 

also on the Yellow Breeches and Conodoguinet creeks, but 
we were all agreed that along the .Juniata River was to be 
found the most sport. 

We were lying stretched out in front of our tents. The hot 
August sun shone fiercely down on the open river in front 
of us, but scarcely penetrated the thick foliage of the trees 
under which our tents were pitched. Right at our sides 
bubbled up Poorman’s Spring, pure limestone water and as 
cold as ice. In front of us flowed the beautiful Juniata, its 
usually placid current broken at this point by a jagged mass 
of rocks which extended clear across the river, and over 
which the water dashed with a ceaseless roar. Below the 
falls the water was very deep and afforded excellent fishing. 
But that afternoon we were lazy aud somewhat tired, for in 
the morning we had climbed four miles across the mountains 
to visit Simon Girtis’ cave, which is said to have been that 
famous renegade’s retreat. 

“Hello, boys!” came a voice suddenly from behind us, 
“Why ain’t you out on the rocks pulling in the bass?” 
“Hello!” we exclaimed, “where did you fellows come from?’’ 
“Why, ain’t we fishing?” “Oh! its more comfortable 
here in the shade.” “Well, it is nice and cool here. Dave 
wants to go out to the falls a while. It seems like a good 
afternoon for bass.” “Any one going along?” called out 
Dave, who was already down by the boat. “What do you 
say to trying it a while Will?” e.xclaimed Charlie Horton. 
“All right,” I answered, “I’ll go out awhile. We might 
catch something. Tell Dave to wait.” 

Sam Blown was a farmer living along the mountain a 
mile below our camp who supplied us with fruit and vege¬ 
tables, and occasionally a melon or a young chicken. Dave 
Hardy was a veritable lone fisherman, and he possessed the 
rare patience common to that class of individuals. The sec¬ 
ond day in camp we had noticed him at daybreak fishing 
below the falls. At noon, when we were crossing the river 
to look for flint arrowheads, which were quite plentiful 
at a point along the shore, he still sat there with his rod. 

“What luck?” I inquired. He shook his head slowly. 
“They don’t bite well to-day. The water is too cloudy. I 
only caught a couple of flyers. It's no use to fish any more,” 
and picking up his rod and a couple of small bass strung on 
a willow switch, he began to make his way over the rocks 
toward shore. He had been a frequent visitor at camp, and 
his knowledge of the fishing ground along the river had been 
of great service to us. 

We rowed out to the falls. Charlie aud I took our posi¬ 
tion on a rock. Dave dropped down a few yards in the boat 
and anchored. We baited our hooks and threw in. The 
fish did not seem to be hungry, for we waited an hour with¬ 
out even a nibble. The sun was intensely hot, and we began 
to envy the boys whom we could see lying in the shade at 
camp. Dave did not mind the heat. He sat motionless in 
the boat watching his line. I was looking at an inquisitive 
turtle which had come up near me, when a sudden excla¬ 
mation from Charlie made me look up. Dave had hooked 
a fish that was engaging all his attention. He was standing 
up in the boat, grasping the rod firmly, while the fish darted 
from side to side. “Don’t give him any line,” shouted Char¬ 
lie; “hold him in.” The stout hickory pole was hent nearly 
double, and threatened to break under the strain. Suddenly 
the fish darted straight down stream. Dave held firm. For 
an instant there was a splash and a huge fish cut the surface 
of the water. Then the rod flew up with half the line hang¬ 
ing from the end of it. The fish was gone. Dave turned 
around and looked at us. Then he slowly pulled up the 
anchor and rowed up to the rock. “Come on,” he said, 
“we’ll go over. I knew I could never land that fish.” 

We started over. I picked up Dave’s rod. The line, 
which was made of link cord, had parted in the middle. As 
I was stepping out of the boat I observed the tin bucket in 
which Dave carried bail. It contained two large chubs 
about six inches long. 

“Did you catch those out there, Dave?” I inquired. 
He looked around. “Those chubs! Why that’s my bait, ” 

he replied. 
“You don’t mean to say you fish with bait of that size,” I 

exclaimed. 
“Yes,” said he, “I don’t use any other kind. If you want 

to catch big bass you must use large bait. I hooked that 
fish out there on a larger chub than either of those. ” 

We stared at him in amazement. Fish of that size for 
bait! Why they would have almost made a supper for the 
crowd. 

“Yes,” resumed Dave, “there’s big fish out in that deep 
water. Go down along shore here and catch some big chubs. 
Then go out where I was and fish. You must have patience, 
though. They won’t bite as soon as you throw in.” 

By this time we had reacheed camp. The boys had pre¬ 
pared supper, and the loss of the big fish certainly did not 
impair our appetites. After supper Charlie and I slipped off 
from camp, and going down the river a short distance suc¬ 
ceeded in catching half a dozen large chubs, put them in a 
small fish box and placed the box in the river near camp. 
“Now,” said Charlie, “we’ll see to-morrow how Dave’s style 
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of fishing goes.” The camp was deserted when we returned. 
They had all gone down to the swamp for frogs. We waited 
for them a while, hut finally grew sletpy and turned in. 

Charlie wohe me in the morning about dawn. We took 
our fishing tackle and left camp without waking the boys. 
The mist, which is so peculiar to the month of August, was 
floating in vapory folds over the water and even partly ob¬ 
scured the mountains. We rowed over below the falls, and 
anchored near the middle of the river, about ten yards below 
the rocks. The water was from twelve to fifteen feet deep. 
Then we threw in our hooks, baited with large chubs, and 
waited. For half an hour we sat in silence. It was very 
pleasant out on the river so early in the morning. No sounds 
broke the silence save the singing of the birds and the oc¬ 
casional lowing of a cow far up the valley, or now and then 
the splash of a fish leaping at some unwary insect. Once 
Charlie jerked eagerly at his rod. “What was it,” I asked, 
“Oh!” he replied, “only my big chub swimming around.” 
By this time the sun was near the mountain top, and soon 
its first rays began to scatter the mist. We waited in 
patience. The camp was all astir now. We saw the hoys 
moving aroimd. They were getting breakfast, and the tan¬ 
talizing odor of fried potatoes and fragrant coffee was wafted 
toward us on the morning breeze. “I can’t stand this much 
longer,” exclaimed Charlie, 'Tm as hungry as a bear.” “All 
right, pull in and we’ll go to breakfast.” I was just about 
to raise the anchor when whirrrrrrr went my reel. I grasped 
the rod. It was not the bait this time.' I knew 1 had 
hooked a large fish. 

The reel was nearly empty before 1 succeeded in checking 
the fish at all. and then he made wild darts backward and 
forward, pulling with such violence that I feared the line 
would break. Once the water swirled violently as he ap¬ 
proached within an inch of the surface, and then he dashed 
downward with such force that my rod was bent nearly 
double. For an instant I thought he was gone, hut the line 
held firm. “Be careful,” shouted Charlie, “don’t lose him.” 
The fish still pulled hard, but I had succeeded in checking 
the reel. And now I began slowly to reel in. Once he 
darted toward the boat, but 1 was on my guard and allowed 
him no slack line. 

“How are you ever going to land him out here?” said 
Charlie. “I don’t think you can do it.” He was right. We 
had no landing net, and here we were anchored out in twelve 
feet of water. I had reeled up most of the line and the huge 
fish was coming ne.arer and nearer, still struggling wildly 
and occasionally displaying his speckled sides. “I have it,” 
I exclaimed. “Pull up the anchor, and row slowly down 
toward that grass bar.” 

A short distance below us the water grew swift and shal¬ 
low and a large patch of grass and gravel divided the cur¬ 
rent. Charlie took, the oars, and while I stood up and guided 
the fish along, in spite of his struggles, he ran the boat along 
side the bar, and leaping out drew the end on shore. I 
quickly reekd the fish in, which had become slightly ex¬ 
hausted. He came nearer and nearer the shore. Suddenly 
Charlie grasped the line and with a couple of vigorous pulls 
hauled him out on the gravel. And just in time, for the hook 
slipped out of his mouth just as we both grasped him. We 
ran part of the anchor rope through his gills and held him 
up in sight of the fellows on shore who had been eagerly 
watching us. - “What a monster!” we exclaimed. By this 
time we were desperately hungry, and putting our prize in 
the boat we pulled over to camp. The boys were all in 
raptures over it, and as soon as breakfast was over we went 
to a farm bouse, a short distance away, where a pair of scales 
was produced and our fish was found to weigh just five 
pounds three ounces. It was the largest bass that had been 
caught in the neighborhood for years. Dave helped us to 
eat it that evening. 

We fished several mornings after that in the same place, 
but we were not fortuna^ enough to catch another five- 
pounder. As Dave suggested it was an old resident who had 
robbed many a hook, but had been caught at last in spite of 
his cunning. W. M. Gkatdok. 

Hareisbi-rg, Pa. _ 

A CLOSE COUNT. 

ON a fine July day of ’81 my friend H. and myself started 
in lo wade the forks of M-Eiver, for a day's sport 

with the wary trout. He took the right branch and I the 
left wending our way leisurely down the purling stream, 
which was at times darkly shaded with overgrowth, again 
dashing over its pebbly bed in the sunshine, with here'and 
there deeper water and dark pools wheiein the larger of the 
finny tribe love to linger. It was a halcyon day and an ideal 
trout stream. Words, or the limner’s art, but inadequately 
depict the glories of a typical stream and its &ut roundings, 
with its lights and shades, its rippling and dashing waters, 
or recall the trill of the forest bird, and the perfume from 
the pines and wild meadows along its course. It was an 
enchanting scene, and we enjoyed it to the full. 

But all good things must have an end; and as the day 
wanes and we are but mortal, we must be fed. So we retrace 
our steps, somewhat hastened by the thought t...atlh8 “other 
feller” will get to the appointed rendezvous and the lunch 
basket first. Arriving there before my friend, the contents 
of said basket had neeu largely absorbed when he ariived; 
as stretched upon the grass, with a post-prandial cigar, my 
happiness was complete. His first remark was, “\Vell, B., 
I have you this time.” He had been endeavoring for some 
time to get even with me. I bad my doubts, but simply 
remarked, “Well, we’ll couut up.” They were counted, and 
his fi<»'ared 119. Mine footed up 130. He used four flies, 
whiled relied on a single fly and a plebiau worm. He assured 
me that at one time he had hooked three trout at one cast. B. 

Bass vs. Pickerel.—Hamburg, Conn.—A few years ago 
the State stocked Rogers Lake and also Hog Lake with black 
bass and then protected them by laws for three years after. It 
was at first regarded as an excellent move as it would in¬ 
crease the fish and afford those who to a very great extent 
depend on what these lakes produce hetter'op^portunities. 
It has been demonstrated, however, that it was a very dis¬ 
astrous step. Previous to that time pickerel and perch were 
very plentiful and any one could go almost any time and 
get a nice string of them, but the bass have proven very 
destructive to the original inhabitants of these lakes and 
seldom can one get many of these. They are admired by 
professional sportsmen for they are a very game fish and 
afford much sport when one is fortunate enough to hook 
one. But the poor people regard it differently, as they find 
more sport in eating the fish than they do iu catching them, 
Jas. A. Bill, one of the fish commissioners, worked hard for 
their introduction into our lakes, believing as he did that it 
would he a great benefit; but we regret that such is not the 
case.—Middletown Herald. 

TIP-UPS FOR PICKEREL. 

IN our issue of March 4 we gave several illustrations of the 
contrivances in use to signal the fact that a fish had 

taken the bait when several lines were set by the fisherman 
through holes cut iu the ice. Here are a few other forms: 
Editor Forest a?id Strea7n: 

1 send you herewith a model of a pickerel trap which I 
think the best I have ever seen. It may he a common style 
but I have only seen four dozen made liy a friend and my¬ 
self. All that is needed for the construction is a bundle of 
laths and a pound of brass spring wire. 

To set the trap bend down the flag wire through the brass 
wire loop; then take a loop in line the depth you wish the 
bait to hang. Pass the loop of line through wire loop over 
flag wire and it will hold it down until the bait is disturbed 
when the flag will fly up and Mr. Pickerel will have a lot of 
spare line to swim round with, giving him time to get the 
bait well swallowed liefore his suspicions are aroused. 

This model is about one-quarter size. A lath cut in two 
being what we have used. They are easy of transportation 
and easy to set, just laid flat on the ice. The way that little 
flag will get in its work when anything touches the bait will 
move a heavy pair of overshoes with a fat man in them over 
the ice at an astounding rate. A. A. D. 

Boston, Feb. '27. _ 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
1 send you a drawing of tip-up and reel which 1 think 

your correspondents will like. It is made of either pine or 
white wood, 30 inches long and ^ inch thick; wire of iron or 
brass 3% of an inch; balls 15 to the pound. 

The drawing shows the position when set and also when 
sprung. F. H. K. 

West Gardiner, Mass. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I fish through the ice occasionally, and have tried differ¬ 

ent ways to tell when a fish took hold. First I tried tying 
the line to an oak bush, expecting to see it move up to the 
hole when a fish was on. This did very well on a still day, 
but when the wind blew, the bush would travel off and take 
the minnow out on the ice. I then tried the most common 
method in use at the present time, called a tip up, made of a 
piece of shingle or thin board, with a hole through it near 
the end, to which the line was fastened. Then putting a rod 
through the hole in the tip and laying the rod across the hole 
iu the ice did very well, but I have often, in going around 
to the lines, taken off a o-pound pickerel and the tip would 
lie down just as it was when the first bait was put on. When 
a bait was taken off down went the tip, and unless you saw 
it tip just the moment the fish bit, you would not know any¬ 
thing about it. I bought a dozen small bells and tied one to 
the end of a line. That worked like a charm, and it was 
really exciting to hear the bells tinkle along up to a stick 
over the hole; but my novel idea was soon frustrated. The 
first snow that came filled the bells, and I heard no more of 
the merry jingle of the misused sleigh bell. Then I made 
a set of sticks, and when Mr. Pickerel ran off with the min¬ 
now the little flag went to the top of the stick, and there it 
stayed until I took off a pickerel or put on a new bait, as the 
case might be. 

3 

This is the way I now fix mv lines: Take of any tough 
elastic wood a piece 3 feet long, 1 inch wide by 4 inch thick 
at one end by f inch wide by 4 inch at top. Jfake a small 
hole through the top and a saw cut iu top and bottom, 1 inch 
iu depth to wind the line on when notin use. Stand this 
stick upright, near a hole cut in the ice to fish through. 

Take an axe and strike a few blows in the ice, put the butt 
end of the stick in the cut thus made, scrape in snow and 
ice and pack down with foot. Then tie on, or do it before 
you leave home, a strip of black or red cloth on one end of 
the line, put on a good lively minnow, and let it down under 
the ice. Put the end of line through the hole at top of stick 
and put the cloth at bottom of the stick and when you see it 
at the top, run for a pickerel. T. P. G. 

Davisbdrg, Mica. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I send you b 

I use iu fishing 
They are the bc=.. an xuuuu aiuuo wcainci auy i 

have ever seen or used. They are simple, durable and can¬ 
not get out of order. The loop on the hook enables one to 

take the hook off the line when through fishing, and thereby 
to wind up the line without rusting the same by contact with 
the hook. After finding the depth of water with the sound¬ 
ing lead, the loop on the line is affixed, thus bringing the 
bait at the right distance from the bottom, and always show¬ 
ing just how deep the water is. A. Fin. 

Providence, R. I. _ 

We have a few more letters on this subject which it wiU 
not be necessary to publish, as they describe apparatus 
already illustrated_ 

The Hopatcong Lake Outr age.—In answer to a politely- 
worded petition, signed by a large number of residents and 
interested persons at Lake Hoptacong, President De Castro, 
of the American Forcite Company, has written a letter in 
which he claims that the escape of acid into the lake was the 
result due to floods and heavy rains. He sajs that precau¬ 
tions have been taken 10 prevent its recurrence, and that any 
suggestions made by those interested in the lake will be ac¬ 
ceptable to the. company. The Dover Iron Era takes a 
queer stand on the subject of the pollution of Lake Hopat¬ 
cong by the Forcite Company. 'The gist of the argument 
appears to be that the powder company pays more wages 
and spends more money in the vicinity than the anglers do, 
and it contends that the poor man is not benefited by the fish 
in the lake. Perhaps the soulless coporation employs 500 
men throughout the year, and pays them each $600 per 
annum, which is highly improbable, but will do as a figure 
of comparison. Now. the money spent by the people who 
go to Hopatcong every season, attracted by the angling, 
cannot fall short of twice or thrice that amount. Even ifJhe 
anglers only spent $10,000 at the lake, is there any reason 
that the powder manufacturers should be allowed to openly 
violate the laws, with the tacit indorsement of the news¬ 
papers? Why cannot the company continue to pay its 100 
meu and yet give the anglers, as well as the poor men of the 
mighborhood. a chance to catch bass and pickerel? What 
it to prevent the construction of cesspools or cisterns to ab¬ 
sorb the waste of acid. It certainly would he cheaper to do 
this than to pay a few fines such as the law provides for 
the offense that they are said to be committing daily.—Ae?c- 
ark{H. J) Call. __ 

Massachusetts Smelts.—The fish and game protective 
laws are not all well obeyed. March 15 is close time on 
smelts in Massachusetts waters, aud yet the Fish and Game 
Protective Association of this city has a complaint from 
reliable sources setting forth that 10 tons of these fish were 
dipped, by means of a purse seine, from Weymouth River 
recently—since the close season—and have been shipped to 
New York by the Old Colony Railroad. The State does 
not appear to have any money to enforce the fish laws, but 
Deputy Sh-dttuck has put detectives at work upon the case. 
They 'report the smelt seiners a hard lot to catch. There 
is little chance to lie in ambush, and the law-breakers 
threaten violence upon any one caught watching their 
operations. Recent letters from the Maine wardens state 
that the short lobster stealers have taken alarm, and have 
given Boston the “go-by,” and are taking their illegal booty 
to New York for a market. That State also has a 104-mch 
law, but only poor enforcement is rife there. But a few 
detectives will be put to work in that city. The Maine 
commissioners have information against two or three 
smacks and schooners which have sailed either for Boston 
or New York with short lobsters. Close watch is being 
kept here, and any such lobsters attempted to be forwarded 
to New York via this port will be seized.—Restore Herald. 

Chatham, N. H., March 34.—One day last week Mr. E. 
B. Hodge, Commissioner of Fisheries, was here and in Con¬ 
way and had three men arrested and fined for catching trout 
out of season. One was fined five dollars, one twenty dol¬ 
lars and one twenty-five dollars. This makes some twelve 
or fourteen convictions which Mr. Hodge has made in Con¬ 
way and Chatham within the past four weeks. 

The Song op Roland.—We have heard with interest 
Mr. B. Robert’s unpublished song descriptive of Roland and 
Olivier in the pass of Roueevalles—a composition of much 
merit. The words are by Auguste Barbier. The subject 
which Mr. Robert has chosen is a grand one and the treat¬ 
ment of the theme skillful and finished. The martial pre¬ 
lude and opening movement carry us into the rugged and 
forest-clad mountains, and lead ns gradually through more 
stirring passages to the noble finale. The composition brings 
out effectively all the energy and fire of the incident, and 
yet a half-hidden strain of sadness seems to run through all 
the theme, prophetic of the melancholy sequel to the story. 
'The composer has thoroughly entered into the spirit of his 
subject, and as we listen to its music we seem to hear the 
horn of Roland echoing through the glens of Roueevalles. 
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Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Co. 

THE AMERICAN FISHERIES SOCIETY. 

WE have already aimounced that the fifteenth annual 
meeting will 'be held in Chicago, A^iril 13, 14 and 15. 

W e are in receipt of circulars saying that it will be held in 
the club rooms of the Palmer House. Members are requested 
to forward the titles of tlie papers which they will read to 
Mr. Win. A. Butler, Ji'., Detroit, Mich. 

MICHIGAN.—At a meeting of the IVIichigan Fish Commis¬ 
sion held at Detroit, resolutions embodying the following 
pi’opositions were adopted: 1. That a law should be enacted 
creating a sulficient number of fish inspectors or wardens to 
properly inspect each portion of the fishing coast and enforce 
such regulations and laws as may now or hereafter be in 
force. 1. Demanding the passage of a law to punish any fish¬ 
erman or fish dealer who catches or has in his possession fish 
so small as to be unmarketable. 3. That pound-nets for the 
catching of whitefish should not be less than 41- inches in the 
pot, and that pound-nets for catching herring should have a 
24 inch mesh on the sides and a 3 inch bottom; such herring 
nets to be used only between the first day of September and 
the close of the year. 4. That discretionary power should 
be vested in the proper State fishery officers to authorize the 
use of smaller twine than that prescribed as the legal size, 
mrder what may seem to them proper conditions, times and 
places. 5. That a law be passed to prohibit and punish foul¬ 
ing the waters of the State with mill refuse, fish offal or other 
substances injurious to fish. A committee on permanent 
organization was appointed; also one to draft laws embodying 
the above declarations for presentation to the next legislature; 
one to call the attention of cur Senators and Representatives 
to the importance of the fishing interests of the State; and 
one to petition Congi'ess to impose a duty on Canadian fresb 
fish arrd remove the duty on gilling twine. The improper use 
of the waters of our State for the taking of fish is a question 
of public importance as affecting, in a marked degree, an im¬ 
portant source of food supply, and legislation upon the subject 
of inspection and regulation of the fisheries should be con¬ 
sidered, not so much with regard to its present effect on any 
inriividual or class, as its future influence on the ability of 
010" waters to continue a permanent yield of cheap fish food. 
No body of water in the world can long withstand the im¬ 
mense drain upon it which the present methods entail. 

Imml 

FIXTURES. 

FIELD TRIALS. 

Nov. 8.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Western Field Trials 
Association, at Abilene, Kan. R. C. Van Horn, Secretary, Kansas 
City, Mo. 

Nov, 2i.—Eighth annual field trials of the Eastern Field Trials Club, 
at High Point, N. O. W A. Coster, Secretary, Flatbush, Kings 
county, N. Y. 

DOG SHOWS. 

March .SO to April 2.—Third Annual Dog Show of the New Haven 
Kennel Club. S. R. Hemingway, Secretary, New Haven. Conn. 

April 0, 7, 8 and 9.—Second Annual Dog Show of the New England 
Kennel Club. Edward A. Moseley, Secretary, Boston. Mass. 

April 13, 14. 15 and 36. First Annual Dog Show of the Hartford 
Kennel Ciub. A. C. Collins, Secretary, Hartford, Conn. 

April 27, 28, 29 and 30.—Third Dog Show of the Cleveland Bench 
Show Association. C. M. Muuhail, Secretary, Cleveland. O. 

May 4. 6, 6 and 7.—Tenth annual dog show of the Westminster 
Kennel Club, at Madison Square Garden, New York, James Morti¬ 
mer, Superintendent. P. O. Box 1812, New York. 

May 18, 39, 20 and 23.—Third Annual Dog Show of the St. Louis 
Gun Club, St. Louis, Mo. Geo. Munson, Manager. 

A. K. R.-SPECIAL NOTICE. 

rpHE AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 

pedigrees, etc. (with prize lists of all shows and trials), is pub 

lished every month, ifntries close on the 1st. Should be in early. 

Entry blanks sent on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope. 
Registration fee (50 cents) must accompany each entry. No entries 

inserted unless paid in advance. Yeariv subscription §1.50. Address 

“American Kennel Register,’’?. O. Bo. 2882, New York. Number 

of entries already printed 3481. 
THE NEWARK DOG SHOW. 

f pHE first aimual dog show of the New Jersey KenueJ aud 
L Field Trial Club was held at Newark last week. In 

many respects the show was a model oue, and the club is to 
be congratulated upon the great success of their first exhibi¬ 
tion. So many of the members of the club devoted their 
time to promoting the interests of the show that it seems out 
of place to individualize; but we are sure that the gentlemen 
composing the club, as well as the exhibitors, will join with 
us in according to the Secretary, Mr. Vredenbnrg, tne praise 
justly his due for the very efficient manner in which he per¬ 
formed the duties of his office. The management of the show 
was in good hands, and everything ran smoothly. The build¬ 
ing is not large enough for the number of dogs exhibited, 
although they were benched comfortably; but there was not 
room enough for the throngs of visitors, and the tmilding was 
uncomfortably crowded each afternoon and evening. There 
were 546 dogs entered, and nearly all of them were present. 
The average quality was above the average: many of the 
classes were as good in this respect as we have seen at any 
show. The St. Bernards were a grand lot. The pointers 
were also good, the four shown by the Graphic Kennel being 
exceptionally good. The English settem were not so good as 
we expected to see, although some of them vere veiy fine. 
The Irish setters were a nice lot. The best classes in the show 
were the spaniels. Take them all through, it was the best 
collection that we remember to have seen. The judging, with 
the exception of two puppy and the miscellaneous classes, 
was finished the first day. We are soiTythatwe are com¬ 
pelled to disagi’ee with any of the decisions of the judges. 
Our reasons for so doing will be found in the comments upon 
the dogs. The weather was good, and the attendance all 
through the show was far beyond the expectations of the 
management, and we are pleased to note that there is a hand¬ 
some balance upon the ri^t side of the books. The treasurer 
commenced paying the piizes at half-past three on Thursday, 
and on Friday all who had not called were sent the amounts 
due them. Iseveral protests were made, only one of which 
was sustained. The special prize offered for the best kennel 
of spaniels xmder 2S pounds was aw'arded to J. P, Willey. 
The special was offered under the conditions that two or 
more kennels should compete; but as one of Mr. Rendle’s 
dogs was sick and absent, and as his was the only compet¬ 
ing kennel, his protest was sustained. The club voted to pay 
the amount of the prize to Mi-. Willey, but he declined to 
receive it until he had faii-ly won it. The Sans Souci Kennel 
was protested on the ground of misconduct at the Philadelphia 
show last fall. The club placed the matter in the hands of 
the A. K. C., but It was referred back, and the club will take 
ac-tion at its next meeting. Two protests were made against 
winners in the champion classes on the ground that the 
winnings entitling them to compete were not published in the 

catalogue. The owners of the animals proterted placed in 
the hands of the committee a record of theh- winnings, and as 
this was satisfactory the protests were not sustained. Ex¬ 
hibitors should cai-efully study the rules, which are intended 
for their protection as well as tbe Association, and comply 
with their requirements. There was also a protest lodged 
against the award of the special prize for the best cocker 
stud dog with one of his get on the ground that it was judged 
in the absence of tbe competitor, and that the puppy taken 
before the judge was not the one he intended to show; but 
the matter "was amicably arranged, and will be decided at 
Boston where all the competing dogs are entered imder the 
same judge. Following is a list of the judges: Mastiffs, St. 
Bernards, Newfoundlands and Great Danes, Mr. Edward 
Dudley. Camden, N. J.; deerhounds and greyhounds, Mr. H. 
W. Smith, Worcester, Mass. ; pointers and setters, Mr. John 
Davidson, Monroe, Mich.; bulldogs and bull-terriers, Mr. Ed¬ 
ward Porter, New Haven, Conn.; colUes, spaniels, foxhounds, 
basset hounds, dachshnnde, Chesapeake Bay dogs, wire- 
haired, Irish, Scotch, Skye, BedJington, Dandie Diumont, 
black and tan terriers and miscellaneous, Mr. J. F. Kirk, 
Toronto, Can.; beagles, Mr. J. A. Stovell, Philadelphia, Pa,; 
fox-terriers. Yorkshire terriers, pugs and toy dogs, Mr. James 
Mortimer, Babylon, L. I.; poodles, Mr. John G. Heckscher, 
New York; veterinary, Mr, H. Clay Glover, New York. The 
dogs were fed by Spratts Patent. In commenting upon the 
dogs we have avoided repetition of description of well-known 
animals except in case such description is needed. 

MASTIFFS—(MR. D0DLET). 

In the champion class Nevison was absent and Prussian 
Princess had a walk over. She was looking well. In the open 
dog class David was selected as the best. He is much too 
small to win in good company with such a head as he has. A 
dog of his proportions muse be exceptionally strong in head 
properties to successfully compete with faii--headed specimens 
of good size. Second went to Dread, in elegant condition. He 
is far removed from flrsfr^lass form, being faulty before the 
eye, short between the couplings and cow-hocked. Hector, 
placed third, is well known, and so is Hildebert. The latter 
is still leggy and faulty in muzzle. Boss, ho., was much the 
best dog iu the class. He is a large, well-formed dog. and has 
a good skull, fairly good ears, and stands well on his feet. His 
fault is in muzzle which is not square enough. While he is 
not a crack, he is a much better specimen than David, aud we 
shall expect to see the decision reversed under other judg¬ 
ment. Of the three bitches shown, Queen H., although faulty 
in muzzle, was well placed fli-st, and Dido II., better in head 
and muzzle but too small, came next, with Nana, faulty in 
head, muzzle and feet, third. This was a poor class. Hanni¬ 
bal, noticed in our report of the Fanciers’ show, was again to 
the front in the dog puppy class. He will not develop into a 
winner in good company.' Dread, Jr., has a long face and a 
domed skull of httle volume. Rah, vhc., is very faulty in 
head, eyes and tail, and should not have been given a card. 
Young" Nevison, although much younger than bis onponents 
and faulty in ears, was oiu- choice for second place. The bitch 
puppies were a vei-y ordinary lot. The winner is domed in 
skull, has heavy ears and a long face. Beatrice, placed second, 
is heavy in ears. Madge is not a mastiff. 

ST. BERNARDS—(MR. DUDLEY). 

These classes were well represented and made a very grand 
display. The judge by his awards clearly demonstrated that 
he is not at home with the breed, and we have seldom, if ever, 
seen the classes so badly handled. Duke of Leeds and Otho 
were the only entries in the champion rough-coated class. 
The award was rightly in favor of the Duke. While he is not 
quite so good in head or so strong in limbs as Otho, he has 
moi-e length between the couplings and is good behind the 
last rib (tail excepted), where Otho faffs. The open class for 
dogs was wretchedly handled, the very best dogs in the class 
being left out in the cold. True to his old love, Mr. Dudley 
selected First Choice for premier honors. He is too long In 
face and too light in hone to compete successfully in such 
company as he met upon this occasion, and he was shown 
light of coat. Courage II. was the next lucky one. He is a 
big dog with plenty of bone, and .stands fairly well on his 
feet. He show's little character in head, has no stop, bad eyes, 
a round skull, and rather heavy ears. He would be better 
had he more length between the couplings, and his tail is not 
carried right; vhc. was quite as much as he was entitled to. 
Konig has not improved upon his puppy form, and was not 
entitled to third prize. He is small, lacks substance and bone, 
and was not in good condition. We thought him outclassed. 
Merchant Prince was absent. Bosco II., a winner at the Crys¬ 
tal Palace, was he. He was without doubt the best dog in the 
class. He is a bit cheeky, rather right in bone and faulty in 
tail, but was far ahead of the winners. Rudolf II., c., was 
one of the best dogs in the class, and the small but typical 
Rene was left out entirely; he was worth vhc. Prince Leo¬ 
pold should also have received notice. In the corresponding 
bitch class Lady Athol, a recently imported bitch, was placed 
first. She is short of coat, too long in face, and rather light 
iu bone. She is a taking bitch of good size. St. Bride, placed 
second, was our choice for first prize. She has a fairly good 
head, is of good size, and has plenty of length of body. She 
is ralher light in bone, and would be improved by more coat. 
Sheila, placed third, lacks in head, tail and in bone. She is 
of fair size. Old Regis was in capital condition, and we liked 
her quite as well as Sheila. Marchioness is a strong-boned 
bitch, but she is not up to show form, being faulty in head, 
ears, color, eyes and formation of limbs. 

The champion smooth-coats were represented by Leila, 
Wanda and Verone. The placing of verone over Leila is 
the worst blunder we have seen committed by a St. Bernard 
judge. Leila, the queen of smooth St. Bernards; the grandest 
specimen ever exhibited in England; the best St. Beraard in 
America, placed behind Verone, a dog that is not her equal in 
any one point, if we except tail, where both are faulty. The 
open dog class was a good one, and the recently imported 
Apollo and Hector were selected for the blue aud tbe red 
ribbon. The former, a grand dog, is too much of the blood¬ 
hound type in head, but he is a big, well-boned and well-built 
dog. Hector has youth on his side, and we like his head better 
than Apollo’s; he is also good in body, legs and feet, and when 
fully developed will turn the tables on his more fortunate 
opponent. He is the better dog. Rlgi, placed thu-d, is of coi-- 
rect ty pe, but is too small. Czar is very faulty in head. The 
first-pi-ize bitch is above the average iu good looks, but we 
would like her better had she more bone and correctly cai-ried 
ears. Ahna II., winner of second prize, is small, but of good 
type. Her hindlegs are faulty. Snowball is light in hone and 
faulty in muzzle. Tony, vhc., is a little bitch of good type. 
Loyal, the winner in the class for i-ough-eoated puppies, is a 
good one and will be heard from again. He scored a vei-y 
easy win over Strathmore. Don Hugo got more than he de¬ 
served. He has a long, collie face and light eyes. Fleur de 
Lis was well placed first in the corresponding class for bitches. 
She is faulty in stop and muzzle, but has good bone and excel¬ 
lent legs and feet, and a body above the average. There was 
nothing good-looking in the smooth-coated puppy classes. 

NEWFOUNDLANDS—(MR. DUDLEY). 

Bruno, a fairly good dog, was the best of the lot: his worse 
faults are in eyes and coat, the former are too light and the 
latter is not straight. He is about as good as anything we 
have seen since the days of Mayor of Bingley. Pascha, second 
prize, is a big, fine dog with a moderate head; hia coat is flat 
but it is much too short. Prince, vhc., is faulty in coat and 
tail; he is of good size. Major was absent but OtheUo II. was 
in his stall. He is almost as close in curl as a retriever and 
should not have been highly commended. 

GREAT DANES—(MR. DUDIxEY). 

Ramyr, placed first in this class, is faulty in expression, too 

light all over, and has an abundance of dew lap, which is very 
objectionable. Cafe-au-lait, a fairly good specimen on the small 
side, was second, and we liked mm better than the winner. 
We did not see Major. Duchess is small and not of correct 
type. 

GREYHOUNDS—(MR. SMITH). 

There were no entries in the champion class. In the open 
dog class Pembroke, weak in muzzle and badly shown, was 
the best. Czar, leggy, shallow and faulty in eyes and stifles, 
was placed second; he is not a show dog. Rex and Don are 
heavy in head aud weak in muzzle, neither was worth a card. 
Paris was absent. This was a poor class. There were no 
entries in the bitch class. Pembroke had an easy win in the 
puppy class. The highly commended Theo was next best. 
Dixey, placed second, is faulty in head, muzzle, eyes and in 
ears. It would have been better to have withheld second 
money for want of merit, as Pembroke alone will be heard of 
in the future, and he not in the fli-st class. We were sony to 
see the classes so poorly represented. 

DEERHOUNDS—(MR. SMITH). 

There were only six entries in the three classes and Mac, a 
useful but not first-class specimen, was well ahead in the 
champion class. Chieftain faiiiy smothered Hea(.her in the 
open dog class: he is a magnificent specimen and can win in 
any company; his head is as near perfect as anything we ever 
hope to see, and he has great size aud raie quarters, good 
shoulders, chest, legs, feet and coat; his ears are a trifle large 
and he would be improved by more sti’ength of forearm. 
Heather, just a fair specimen, was his only opponent. 
Wanda, a grand and game looking bitch, won very easily 
from Mercia, who was scarcely worth a vhc, card in such 
company, 

POINTERS (MR. DAVIDSON). 

There was more interest manifested in pointei’S than we 
have seen at any previous show. The contest between Beau- 
foi-t aud Graphic was the all-absorbing topic among the 
pointer men, even tbe fanciers of other breeds sagely dis¬ 
cussed their merits and shortcomings and glibly reeled off 
long sentences replete with weighty argument which conclu¬ 
sively proved that their favorite was a pointer and his oppon¬ 
ent a dulfev. Indeed the erudite pointer lore that one stum¬ 
bled upon in unexpected places or had thi’own at him from 
odd comers was perfectly bewildei-ing. There were sixty-seven 
entries with nine absentees, among which were the four en¬ 
tered by the St. Louis Kennel Club. In the champion class 
for large-sized dogs Beaufort was alone. He was looking 
almost as well as at Washington, three years ago. His coat 
was in elegant condition, although he has not shed it yet and 
it was somewhat faded. He wa-; drawn just a bit too fine and 
would have appeared more symmetrical had he been two or 
three pounds heavier. There were no t-ntries in the corres¬ 
ponding bitch class. In the open dog class Graphic had an 
easy win. He is so far ahead of the average, pointer that we 
are accustomed to see that the mere fact of his winning does 
not convey an adequate idea of his merit. He is a magnifi¬ 
cent specimen of the pointer; very taking to the eye with 
lots of quality and as good as he is handsome. He was in caii- 
ital condition and showed up in the ring to great advantage. 
His faults are few; he is not quite square cub enough in muz¬ 
zle, and although he has a good head, it wotffd be improved 
with a httle more brow and fullness on top. This would give 
his ears the appearance of setting lower instead of being a 
trifle high. He has a clean, web-formed neck, but it is too 
massive: he is just a bit short coupled, and might be better in 
stifle and second thigh. His tail is also not straight. Second 
went 10 Tammany. We have never seen him looking nearly 
so well. He has developed in quarters more than we thought gossible; this adds greatly to his appearance. Third went to 

•anby, a fairly good dog in head and chest; he is a tiifle too 
long coupled, and is a little leggy and st'-aight behind. Jim¬ 
mie was in capital condition and deserved his vhc. Rugby, 
he., is good in chest, body, loin, legs and feet: he lacks char¬ 
acter in head and has a coarse tail. Dash, c., is plain in head 
and light in bone with ragged hips. Hari’y T., unnoticed, was 
better deserving the Card. He is fairly well formed and has 
good legs and feet. In the bitch class first went to Revel III. 
She is the best large bitch that we ever saw and one of the 
most taking to look at. She has capital shoulders, chest, body, 
loin and quarters and the best of legs and feet. Her head is 
nob so good as her sire’s, Graphic, and her muzzle is not so 
good as his. Her neck is too thick, short and it is a bit 
tliroaty, and she has a coarse tail. There is also a line 
of wavy hair on top of her shoulders that we do nob 
like. Second went to Bellona. She was not looking 
weU. When in condition she is fully as good as any of her 
kennel companions. Nell, thu'd, was looking well, except that 
she was too fat, which makes her lack of bone too prominent. 
Lucille, vhc., was looking faii'ly well. Polly Varden, he., was 
also much too fat. In tEe champion class for dogs under 55 
pounds, Robin Adam had a walk over. He wa."! not quite at 
his best. In the corresponding bitch class, Vanity, roe only 
entry, was absent. In the open dog class, first went to Bracket, 
a very nice son of Graphic’s. He has a good head, although 
his ears might hang a little better. He is a little throaty and a 
trifle heavy in shoulders. He is exceptionally good in chest, 
body and loin; he also has a good tail, bub cari’ies it too high. 
We would like him a bit stronger in pasteras and second thighs. 
Take him all round, he is a very hard dog to beat. Second 
went bo Bang Bang. He was not looking his best, but well 
deserved the place. Third went to Nick of Naso. He is one 
of the best bred pointers in the world, and should prove a 
valuable acquisition to oui- breeders. He is not quite up to 
show foiTU, although he is fairly good in chest an:! body and 
lias a fair amount of bone. He is weak in muzzle, somewhat 
throaty, and might be better in pasterns. Duke of Bergen, 
vhc., had an abcess on his throat and was not looking so well 
as he did at New York last year. Ho. went to Sensation’s 
Lad, rather a nice dog, except that his head is not 
right. Clifford, c., is a fam dog, but shows signs of 
mange. There was nothing else in the class worthy of notice. 
In the bitch class first went to Meally, a capital bitch only 
a little behind her kennel companion in merit. She has a fair 
head, good shouldei-s, chest, legs and feet. She is weak in 
muzzle, throaty, and might be better just behind back ribs. 
She also has a coar se tail. Modesty, looking very well, was 
never in doubt for second place. Happy Medium well deserved 
her third. She is a nice bitch with badly carried ears and 
tail. PoUy, vhc., is also good. She has a moderately good 
head and is a bit heavy in shoulders. Montclair, he., was 
rightly placed. Vinnie, c., was deserving another letter. She 
is fairly good except that she stands a little high and was 
shown so fat that she appears to be lighter in bone than she 
really is. We also liked Lady Bell, Jersey and Birdie, and 
thought them worth a card. The puppies, with the exception 
of the winner in the dog class, were a moderate lot Toiy com¬ 
pletely out-classed the others. With the exception of a faulty 
eye, his head is as good as any. His tail is not right, and 
probably will not improve. His other faults may disappear 
with age; he is too voung to show what he will be, but if he 
goes all right he will be heard from again. The rest of the 
dog class were ordinary. We thought them well placed, ex¬ 
cept that we should have giv^en Young Rush a card for his 
jood head, notwithstanding his youth and bad condition. 
4andy, also unnoticed, was wortE more than Bang Up, al¬ 
though we do not intend this as a compiiment. In the bitch 
class first went to Lady Snow. She has a fam head and good 
chest, but is leggy and lacks substance. Second went to Queen, 
a taking lookmg one, with weak head and too long legs. 
Smilax, the only other entry, was vhc. She is only three 
months old and was in bad condition. 

ENGLISH SETTERS—(ME. DAVIDSON), 
There were 55 entries in the English setter classes, with only 

three absentees, The quality of the winners was very good. 
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Many of them are well known, and nearly all of them were in 
good form. Several of the new comers in the aged classes 
succeeded in winning positions, and two of them got into the 
money. Mr. Davidson has a wonderful faculty for picking 
out the good ones, and it is rarely that inferiority can be 
found among those that receive premier honors at his hands. 
In the champion dog class Rockingham had a walk over. He 
was a trifle too fat, and his coat was not quite so blooming as 
it usually is. Modesta was also alone in the bitch class. She 
was not quite at her best. In the open dog class first went to 
Foreman, looking well except that his coat and feather are 
not fully grown. Next to him came Knight of Snowden. A 
careful examination showed him to be a much better dog 
than he looks at first sight. His rather coarse appearance is 
in a great measure due to the want of grooming. He looks 
soft, but feels hard and is well muscled. He has a good head 
that is just a trifle short and fine in muzzle, and his eyes are 
too light. He is very good in other respects, except that he 
has too much bend at hocks. Prince Imperial came next. 
He is of different type from Knight of Snowden. He has 
slightly the advantage of him in head, and we thought, take 
him all round, that he was, to say the least, his equal. Vhc. 
went to Elcho. a big, rather coarse dog not yet mature. 
Prince Jester, he., is a nice, very well-made dog. His wretched 
condition undoubtedly cost him a letter. Blue Stem, also 
he., is quite a fair young dog, but he is rather coarse. There 
was nothing else in the class worthy special notice. In the 
bitch class Lady Suffern carried off the honors. She has 
greatly improved and was in splendid condition. Second 
went to Juno, a very nice bitch. She is heavily marked, but 
otherwise fully as good as the winner. Third went to Bon¬ 
ner’s Bessie. We have never seen her looking so well. Lady 
May, also in good form, received vhc. Her good head and 
excellent form place her very close to the winners. Donna, 
also vhc., is a very well formed animal and fully deserved her 
card. Next to them we fancied Speck, unnoticed; she is well 
lit together and quite a nice bitch; her very bad condition, 
owever, was greatly against her. Princess' Helen, also un¬ 

noticed, deserved at least two letters, notwithstanding the 
unsightly lump caused by a bite over her eye. The others 
were well placed. In the dog puppy class Pi-ince Dash had it 
all his own way. He is fairly well formed and a very taking 
dog to look at. He is not well developed behind, but may 
improve with age. Prince Phoebus came next. He is ot good 
type, but weak in head and muzzle and is undershot. Glen 
Roy, vhc., and Toby, he., are fair specimens. The bitch class 
was better ; all of the noticed ones were above the average. 
Princess Katie was about as good as any, although she was 
not at her best and did not show up well in the ring. 

BLACK AND TAN SETTERS—(MB. DAVIDSON). 

Only twelve black and tan setters were entered, aU were 
present except champion Turk, his death was published last 
week. Argus consequently had a walk over in the champion 
class. In the open dog class fii’st went to Don, winner of 
second at the recent Fanciers’ show. Buck, winner of second, 
is a big coarse dog with a heavy head and hght eye, vhc. 
would have been plenty for him; neither of the others de¬ 
served notice. Baron, third, is a very ordinary dog with no 
character in head, he also has a sway back and too much 
white on chest to say nothing of his white feet. Boy, c., is a 
poor specimen with a very slack back and without tan mark- 
mgs on head. The bitch class was much better. First went 
to Nora, winner at Philadelphia last fall; she was looking 
well except that she was short of flag. Topsey, winner of 
second, is of the heavy Gordon type; she probably has been a 
good one in her day, but she is too old for.the show bench. 
Third went to Maud; she has a good head but is leggy and 
lathy. Cremorne, vhc., has a good body and coat, but is 
weak in head and has poor markings. Heather Lass, he,, was 
too fat; she has a short body and her condition was greatly to 
her disadvantage. There was but one puppy shown, ho is a 
big coarse fellow but of good color and markings. 

IRISH SETTERS—(MR. DAVIDSON). 

The Irish setters in the aged classes were a good lot. There 
were thirty-eight entries with only one absentee. Chief was 
the only entry in the champion dog class. We never saw him 
looking better. In the corresponding bitch class Faun carried 
off the honors. Lady Clare was much too fat. In the open 
dog class first went to Blarney, He was not in his usual good 
form, but well deserved the place. Bruce, looking well, was 
second, and Tim was thu-d. He has improved since we saw 
him last. Patsey, vhc , is a nicely-made little dog, and were 
it not for his plain head and high tail he would have undoubt¬ 
edly been in the money. The others were not quite up to 
these; we thought them well placed. Molly Bawn rightly 
won in the bitch class. Next to her we preferred Miss Nellie 
Husted, but she has not quiteboneenoughto please the judge, 
who placed both Yoube and Jessie over her. There was noth¬ 
ing else in the class calling for special mention, although sev¬ 
eral of them were fairly good. There was but one dog puppy 
shown, a big fellow with immense.bone. In the bitch class, 
Nanon, rather a pretty bitch, was the best of an ordinary lot. 

IRISH WATER SPANIELS—(MR. KIRK). 

There were two dogs entered in this class. First was with¬ 
held and second given to Onomoo. He has a poor head and 
was far from good in coat. Prince was c. This would have 
been well enough had he been in the miscellaneous class, 
where he belonged, but in this class the card should have been 
withheld. 

SPANIELS—(mb. kirk). 

The field and cocker spaniels were out in force. There were 
58 entries, only three of which were absent. The quality 
throughout was excellent. This was evidently the opinion 
of the judge, as with the exception of about half a dozen, all 
in the open classes received notice. Black Prince was the 
only entry in the champion field spaniel class. He was looking 
his very best. In the open class, first went to Newton Abbot 
Lady, Black Beau Jr. coming second; we liked him as well 
as Lady. He is a very typical specimen, long and low with 
a beautiful head and good coat. Lad o’ Devon, winner of 
third, looks a workman all over, but he is a bit too short in 
body and stands too high. The others were all noticed except 
one, and were much better than we remember to have seen at 
the tail end of a class. In the champion cocker class, Compton 
Brahmin scored a win. He was well shown. The open dog 
class, liver and black, brought out a clinker in Black Pete. 
He has a beautiful head, except that there is a fulness about 
the eyes, his muzzle is much better than we often see. If he 
does not gi-ow too large, he will make it hot for the best of 
them. Obo Jr. won second over Young Obo. The latter is 
better in head, and much better in fore legs. We thought 
that they should have changed places. Dunrobin, he., and 
Compton Bedoum, c., are too young for such company. In 
the bitch class, first went to Shina;she deserved the place 
although she was not looking so well as usual. Woodstock 
Norah, winner of second, is a veiy nice puppy of good type. 
She is shghtly undershot, which is her only serious fault. 
This was a quality class, every one receiving notice. In the 
class for “any other color,” Little Red Rover scored an easy 
win. He is a very styhsh puppy, and will imdoubtedly be 
heard from again, he is slightly undershot. The puppies were 
a capital lot, the first and second prize winners being also 
winners in the aged classes. In the class for Clumbers, New¬ 
castle and Tyne were respectively first and second, both were 
in good condition. 

FOXHOUNDS—(MR. KIRK). 

Only four of the foxhounds entered were shown. Vinegar, 
looking well, won in the champion class. In the open dog 
class Truman won first; he is getting old and his mouth is 
bad. He is more the type of the English foxhound than his 
competitor Ranger, although the latter is much the best look¬ 

ing animal. There was but one entry each in the bitch and 
puppy classes; both were absent. 

COLLIES—(MR. KIRK). 

Ben Nevis, Robin Adah’ and Jersey Lass represented the 
champions. Ben scored an easy win. Jersey Lass is short in 
coat and faulty in head. In the open dog class Glengarry, a 
well-bred youngster, was the best in the class. His head is 
not clean enough. He has a good coat, but he gets his tail up 
too high. Roy Boy is not so good in coat as the winner, but 
be has a better head and frill. His ears are a bit heavy. Bon¬ 
nie Scotland, placed third, was a peg or two higher on the 
list than he ought to have been. He is faulty in brow, ears, 
coat and tail, and moves with his hocks too near together. 
Heather, a litter brother to the winner, was our choice for third 
prize. He is quite as good in head as Bonnie Scotland, and 
better in coat and legs. CHpper, from the same litter, should 
beat Heather when in good condition, but he was out of coat. 
Surbiton is too thick in head, and has a Pomeranian expression 
that we do not like. He would do with more coat, especially 
in the quartere. Laddie, c.. is short in coat and plain in head. 
Lady of the Lake, a nice bitch, scored an easy win in the bitch 
class. She is nicely put together and has a good head. She 
was short of coat and she gets her tail up too high. A daugh¬ 
ter of Rutland came second and Lass o’ Lowi’ie next. We 
liked the vhc,, Gem, better than Lass o’ Lowrie. The former 
is faulty m muzzle and ears, whereas the latter is soft in coat 
ind faulty in head. Glengai’ry and Bonnie Scotland were first 
And second in the dog puppy class. Gilford and Heather are 
better than Bonnie Scotland. Bonnie, a very nice specimen, 
was first in the corresponding class for bitches. Her ears are a 
bit heavy. She was in splendid condition, and has a capital 
coat and a head above the average. Lady Ellis, a sweet little 
bitch, was our choice for second prize. Lintie, a well-bred one, 
is a bit off at both ends. Annie Laurie is round in eye, heavy 
in ears, and faulty in muzzle. Bonnie, he., is too soft in 
coat, 

BEAGLES—(MR. STOVELL). 

There were twenty-one beagles entered and the average 
quality was good. Bannerman, looking well, won in the 
champion class. In the open dog class, over 12 inches. Little 
Duke, in good condition, was placed fcst. Next came Rattler 
III., also looking well. The two others we thought properly 
placed, although we expected to see Trifle higher up, as he 
more neai’ly resembles Bannerman than any of the others. 
The bitch class was good. They were well handled, except 
that Chase and Trinket might have been given another letter 
each. The class under 12 inches was not large but quite 
good. Mr. StoveU judged by points and took a great deal of 
time and pains to place his dogs, and made few mistakes, 

BASSET HOUNDS AND DACHSHUNDE—(MR. KIRK). 

These classes were better represented than we have seen in 
some time. Mr. Gilbert was weU to the front with Bertrand, 
and we fancied Canace, from the same kennel, for second 

lace. There was nothing first-class in the dachshund class, 
ut the eight entries were above the average we generally see 

exhibited. 
FOX-TERRIERS—(MR. MORTIMER). 

Mr. Mortimer worked hard, but failed to get his dogs right. 
His awards were badly received in more than one instance. 
Belgrave Primrose, the only entry in the champion dog class, 
has grown very cheeky; he was in poor condition. Diana, a 
good bitch, had to succumb to the peerless Richmond Olive in 
the corresponding bitch class. Delta was absent. In the open 
dog class the Messrs. Rutherfurd were again successful with 
Spiauger, a very ordinary specimen, faulty in skull, muzzle, 
eyes, ears and loin. There were at least half a dozen better 
specimens in the class. General Grant was much the best dog 
in the class. He is at present a little light before the eye, but 
is a terrier all over. Earl Leycester, be., should have been 
second. He shows a lot of terrier character and is a better 
dog than the winner. The others in the class, excepting per¬ 
haps Orange Pippin, are well known. He is wide in front and 
faulty in feet. Cornwall Duchess won in the bitch class. Bhe 
is rather long cast and is faulty in loin, muzzle and coat. 
Nina is fuU at the brow, but in other res;^cts is the better 
terrier. Warren Winsome is too lon^, Lady Winnie is also too 
long and light, Clover Fidget is wide infront and faulty in 
ears, Clover BeU is long cast and round in skull. There was only 
one entrv in the class for wu-e-haired. He will be heai’d from 
again, flow Cocaine ever came to win first in the dog puppy 
class is more than we can say. His ears are badly carried, he 
is faulty in skull aud muzzle, and is long and shallow in body. 
General Grant, vhc., is woi’th a hundred such as he. Nutmeg 
III., a weU-bred one, shows character, but is much too large 
and leggy for a puppy. He is a big dog now, although entered 
as seven months old. He should not have received the vhc. 
card. Fhrt was the best of the bitch puppies. She is too full 
in brow, has beautiful ears, and stands on capital legs and 
feet. Folly does not carry her ears well, but is a nice terrier. 
Violet V. is faulty in forelegs, feet and ears, stands too high, 
and is too big for her age; she shows character. 

BULLDOGS—(MR. PORTER). 

Only five dogs were entered in the bulldog classes, so that 
Mr. Porter had an easy task set him. Bellissima was all alone 
in the champion class, and Remus outclassed Brimstone in the 
open dog class. We liked Bellona better than Hespian; the 
latter is very pinched in muzzle. 

BULL-TERRIERS—(MR. PORTER). 

There were thirteen entries all told, and Grand Duke sus¬ 
tained his reputation by beating Dutch, Jr. and Victoria. The 
latter was badly shown. Grand Duke has grown veiy cheeky 
of late, and must soon give way to better and cleaner-headed 
specimens. In the open class, Count, the best dog before the 
public, scored an easy win over the tliick-skuUed and hppy 
Judas. We would have placed Jack second; he is better in 
head and muzzle than Judas and as good in body. Little Nell, 
looking well, was alone in the bitch class. The puppies wei'e 
a very ordinary lot. Anthony is too wide in skull for a puppy 
and is long cast and coarse in tail. Alice is cheeky, faulty be¬ 
fore the eyes and coarse in tail. 

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS—(MR. KIRK). 

There were but three entries in this class and the prizes 
were withheld for want of merit. This was a mistake, as 
Sprite is above the average in good looks. 
IRISH, BEDLINGTON, DANDIE AND SKYE TERRIERS—(MR. KIRK). 

These classes were badly filled and only one of the exhibits 
will leave a mark in good company at future shows. Norah, 
the winning Irish terrier, is soft in coat, Binnie, the first 
prize Dandie, is faulty in head and coat. Sentinel, the winner 
in Che Bedltogton class, is a good dog, albeit coo low on the 
legs for our fancy. Touzie, the winning Skye, is faulty in ears. 
He has plenty of length and will improve m coat. 

PUGS—(MR. MORTIMER). 

We were sm’prised Co find but eleven entries in the four 
classes, and of these two were absent—Master Tragedy and 
Miss Ruby. Bradford E,uby, shown in elegant condition, was 
alone in the champion class. It would be no easy task to beat 
this typical little dog when shown as he was on this occasion. 
Young Toby had the open dog class to himself until Dick was 
transferred from the pointer class. The latter is faulty in 
skull, muzzle and ears. Miss Kitty, well known, scored an 
easy win in the bitch class after having been transferred 
from the champion cla-ss. Is it not about time exhibitors 
were held responsible for blunders of this kind? 

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS — (MR. MORTIMER), 

There were only four enti’ies in the two classes, and all were 
from one kennel. Ben, short in coat, was the best of the lot. 

TOY TERRIERS OTHER THAN YORKSHIRE—(MR. MORTIMER.) 

There was only one entiy, Tiney. She was fully described 
in our report of the last New York show. 

TOY SPANIELS—(MR. MORTIMER). 

Of the three entries in the King Charles class Nellie was 

placed first. We are pleased to notice that the judge has re¬ 
versed his decision made at the Philadelphia October show, 
where Pitou was given first. Duke of Edinburgh is a better 
dog than either Nellie or Pitou, and we shall expect to see Mr. 
Mortimer reverse his decision if these dogs ever come under 
his judgment again. King Victor wa.s properly placed over 
King Pippin, his only opponent in the Blenheim class. 

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS—(MR. AtORTIMER). 

No entries. 
POODLES—(MR. HEOKSCHER). 

These classes were not well represented. Sabot and Jet II. 
are moderate specimens. 

MISCELLANEOUS—(MR. KIRK). 

In this class prizes were awarded to Vixen, a Dalmatian, 
faulty m head, bone and markings; Black Bess, an English 
retriever, faulty in head and tail, and to Barry; we did not 
ascertain what breed the latter rejjresents, although he is said 
to be a Leonberg. Charley, a Piince Charles spaniel, is faulty 
in head and lacks in bone and feather, but he was as good 
looking as anything in the class. 

SPECIAL PRIZES. 

There were 55 special prizes awarded. In many cases the 
awards followedthe decisions in the regular classes. The event 
of the show was the coming together of Beaufort and Graphic, 
to decide which should carry off the honors as the best large 
pointer. Both were in elegant condition, and the contest 
between them was watched with absorbing interest. Many 
intelligent admirers of each dog, while claiming supremacy for 
their favorite, freely admitted that there was not much to 
choose between them, and that the victor would by no means 
have an easy win. Two yeare ago we said of Beaufort, “He is 
without doubt the best large pointer we have.” We have seen 
nothing since causing us to change this opinion, although we 
confess that the first glimpse we caught of Graphic at Phila¬ 
delphia last fall led us to think him the better dog, but a care¬ 
ful examination and comparison of the two showed Beaufort 
“still the king.” Beaufort has the advantage of Graphic in 
head, particularly in squareness and proportaon in muzzle, 
beauty of eye, in skuU and set of ear. Gi aphic has a little the 
best of it in neck, it being better arched and ft-ee from throati¬ 
ness, while Beaufort is somewhat thi-oaty, although his neck 
is not so thick as Graphic’s. In shoulders, chest, back and 
forelegs both are grand. In loin Beaufort is well arched, while 
Graphic is comparatively flat. In quarters and stifle Beaufort 
is the best, and much the best in second thighs, and has by far the 
best tail. There is not much difference in quality of feet. IBeau- 
fort has the largest, but the toes are well arched and the pads 
are firm and of good thickness. Graphic is just a bib too shoxt 
coupled, while Beanfort is vei-y good in this respect. In ap¬ 
pearance of coat Graphic had a slight advantage in a new 
coat, while Beaufort has not yet shed his. Both are very 
symmetrical and full of quality, with the advantage slightly 
in favor of Beaufort in the former and Graphic in the latter. 
On Thursday evening, in the judges’ ring, Mr. Heath, the 
owner of Graphic, very gracefully presented to Beaufort the 
ti’ophy he had won. We cannot agree with the judge in plac¬ 
ing Revel III. over Beaufoi*t in the special for the best pointer. 
She has not so good a head even as Graphic, and not nearly so 
good a neck as Beaufort, neither has she nearly so good a 
tail, and she has not enough the best of him in other respects 
to overcome these. She is a very taking animal to look at, 
and, as we have before remarked, she is the best large bitch 
that we have seen. We do not think her, however, quits 
good enough to beat Graphic even. Mr. Davidson is one of 
the best pointer judges that we ha.ve,a,ud we have no doubt 
that had he examined and compared Revel III. and Beaufort 
point by point as carefully as he did Beaufort and Graphic, 
we should not have had to disagree with his decision. 

Leila should have won the smooth-coated St. Bernard 
special easily, and we thought Little Duke eutitled to the 
special for the best beagle, as he is but a trifle behind Banner- 
man at any point, and is greatly his superior in head. 

We published the awards last week. Below will be found 
the omissions and coi’rections, together with a list of the 
specials: 

AWARDS. 

lu Newfoundlands, Major, high com., was a mistake, as he was ab¬ 
sent. In deerhound bitcties, 3d was withheld. In champion pointer 
dogs under 561b8,. Robin Adair won. In small pointer bitches, very 
high com. was won by G. W. Waite’s Polly instead of Keswick II. In 
the open class for black and tan setter dogs. C. W. Tuttle’s Don won 
1st. Infield or cocker spaniel puppie.s, .1 W. Kelly’s Woodstock 
Norah and Little Red Rover were 1st and 3d, W. H. Tuck's May Obo 
and B, J. Rae’s Young Belle were very high com. The only entry in 
foxhound bitches and puppies was absent. In collie bitch puppies, 
Bonnie won first. 

SPECIALS. 

The remainder of the special prizes were awarded as follows; 
Best smooth-coated St. Beniard in open class, W.W. Tucker’s Apollo. 
Best kennel of pointers. Graphic Kennels. Best kennel of English 
setters, Bainapo Kennel. Best kennel of Irish setters, Max W’enzel. 
Best kennel of collies, J. D. Shotwell. Best beagle, A. C. Krueger's 
Bannerman. Best fox-terrier, J. E. Thayer’s Richmond Olive. Best 
field spamel, A. C. Wilaiei’ding’s Newton Abbot Lady. Best grey¬ 
hound, C. D, Wilbur’s Pembroke. Best bull-terrier, R, & W. Living¬ 
ston’s Grand Duke. Best pug. City View Kennels’ Bradford Ruby. 
Brat heavy pointer dog. C. H. Mason’s Beaufort, Best light pointer 
bitch. Graphic Kennels’ Meally. Best collie,,I. D. Hhotwell’s Lady 
of the Lake. Best bulldog, J. E. Thayer’s Bellissima. Best English 
setter. F. Wiudholz’s Rockingham. Best pointer, Grapbie Kennels' 
Revel III. Best mastiff, Wlnlawn Kennels’ Prussian Princess. Be.st 
collie puppy, J. D. Sboiwell's Glengary. Best pointer puppy, T. 
G. Davey^sTory. Best dog, the get of .Jimmie, G. W. McNeil’.s King 
Dan. Best bitch, V. M. Haldeman’s Leda. Best descendant of old 
Phil. C. J. Pe.«hall’s Jimmie. Best get of Chief, C. W. Rodenbiirg’s 
Chip. Best bitch the get of Dashing Monarch, P. O. Ohl’s Juno. Best 
English setter brood bitch that has been placed at a field trial, with 
two of her progeny, Ramapo Kennels’ Bessie with Prince Imperial 
and Princess Helen. Best beagle over 12 inches iu open class, A. C. 
Krueger's Pet, Best under 13 inches, W. F. Streeter’s March Foy II. 
Best American bred fox terrier, C. A. Stevens’s Cocaine. Best Eng¬ 
lish setter in open clas.ses, Ramapo Kennels’ Lady Suffern. Best 
Springer, A. C. Wilmerding’s Newton Abbot Lady. Best cocker, J. 
P. Willey’s Black Pete. Best retrieving spaniel, A. C. Wilmerding’s 
Black Prince Best black and tan setter, H. Clay Glover’s Nora. Best 
light pointer (two). Graphic Kennels’ Bracket. Best English setter 
puppy, J. Von Lengerke’s Prince Dash. Best dog sired by Sensation, 
A. P. Vredenburg’s Sensation’s Lad. Best heavy pointer bitch. 
Graphic Kennels’ Revel HI. Best brace of pointers. Graphic Kennels’ 
Bracket and Revel III. Best stud pointer with two of his get, Graphic 
Kennels' Graphic with Bracket and Kevol lit. 

NEW YORK DOG SHOW. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Following is the list of judges for our coming show: 
Mastiffs, Dr. J. Frank Perry, Boston, Mass. 
St. Bernards, not yet appointed. 
Pointers, J. M. Tracy, Greeenwich, Conn. v 
English setters, B. F. Wilson, Pittsbm-gh, Pa. 
Ii'isli and black and tan setters, H. Olay Glover, New York, 
Fox-terriers, Messrs. L. and W. Rutherfurd, New York. 
Cohies, beagles, dachshunde and basset hounds, Dr. 

Downey, New Market, Md. 
Foxhounds, A. Belmont Purdy. 
Ne’svfoimdlands, spaniels (all classes), deerhounds, grey- 

hoimds, bulldogs, bull, Skye, Bedlington, Dandie Dmmont, 
Irish, Scotch, ^rkshire and toy terriei-s and pugs, J I'. Kii-k, 
Toronto, Canada. 

Poodles, J. G. Heckscher, Esq., New York. 
Special arrangements have been made with all railway com¬ 

panies, also with all express companies except Adams, to 
return dogs free fi’om the show on having company’s l ates 
prepaid. Jas. Mortimer, Supenntendent. 

catalogues OP THE NEWARK DOG SHOW.—z^iy. 
one wishing a catalogue of the Newark dog show, can receive 
one by sending address with stamp to the secretary, Mr. A. 
P. Vredenburg, Bergen Point. N. J. 
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THE NEW HAVEN SHOW. 

The third annual bench show of the Hew Haven Kennel 
(Hub opened Tuesday, March 30, with 400 and odd entries, 

and is now in progress, closing to-morrow evening. The ex¬ 
hibition is in the drill room of the Second Regiment Armory, a 
building which is unsurpassed by any other outside of Hew 
York for bench show purposes. The quality of the dogs is 
very good; they are weU benched, and the management is 
excellent in every respect. The rainy weather interfered 
with the attendance on Tuesday, but a fair number were 
present. The judging progressed through nearly all of the 
classes Tuesday, and was completed yesterday. A hst of the 
awards is given herewith: 

AWARDS. 

MASTIFFS.—Champion—Doj?: Witilawn Kennels’ Homer. Bitch; 
Winlaivn Kennels’ Prussian Princess—Open—Doj/s; 1st, Asbmont 
Kennels’ Ilford Cromwell; 2d, E. H, Moore’s lifoi’d Caution. Very 
high com.. Wm. 8. Johnson's Dread and Winlawn Kennels’ Hector. 
Com.. J. A. Hawarth’s Cedric's Gui'th. Bitches; No entries. Pup¬ 
pies; Withheld. 

ST. BERNARDS.-Rough-Coated — Champion: Dog: Hermitage 
Kennels’Bonivard. Bitch; Hermitage Kennels’Rhona—Open—Doos; 
1st, J. W. Burgess’First Choice; 2(1. E. H. Moore’s Merchant Prince. 
Very high com. and reserve, J. W. Burgess’s Rene. Very high com., 
Chequasset Kennels’ Rudolph H. High com., Arthur Wallack’s 
Courage H. Com., M- C Warner’s Pope. Bitches; 1st, E. A. Moore’s 
Miranda; 2d, Buena Vista Kennels’ Stella. High cnm.,E. F. Mans¬ 
fields’ Venus. Com , Hermitage Kennels’ St. Bride. Puppies: Absent. 
Smooth-Coated.—Open—Dofirs.- 1st and 2d, W. W. Tucker's Rigi and 
Apollo. High com.. Chequasset Kennels’ Lodi. Bitches; 1st, Her¬ 
mitage Kennels' Alma U. Puppies: 1st, Chequasset Kennels’ Lodi, 

NEWFOUNDLANDS.—1st, D. O’Shea’s Bruno; 2d, L. Sommer’s 
Major. 

GREYHOUNDS.—Champion—H. W. Huntington’s Bouncing Boy. 
Open—1st and 2d. H W. Himtington’s Hawthorn Belle and Harlequin, 
Very high com., S. H. Crittenden's Fido. 

DEERHOUNDS.—Champion—Edward Kelley’s Mac. — Open—1st 
and 2d. J. E. Thayer’s Chieftain and Wanda. Very high com. and 
com., Edwapl Kelley’s Heather and Mercia. 

POINTERS.—Champion—Dog; C. F. Mason’s Beaufort. Bitch- 
No entry.—OPEy—Large—Dogs; 1st. A. Collins’s Captain Fred; 2d7 
C. A. Parker’s William Tell. Very high com . R. Wilson’s Zeb. High 
com., A, R. Morrison's Sancho. Bitches: 1st, A. H. Aldrich's Nell. 
Small—Dogs.- 1st. C. J. PeshalTs Nick of Naso; 2d, W. H Moller's 
Bon Ton. Veiy high com., D. Scott’s Ned. High com!. E. K. Sperry’s 
Dixon and Warwick Kennels’ Rex. Com.. F Feller's Dick. Bitches: 
1st. S T. Colt's Phyllis; 2.-1. F. Stevenson’s Mistrel. Very high com., 
C. A. Van Wie’s Queen B-ing. Puppies; 1st, 2d, very high com. and 
high com., P. F. Harris’s Songo. Bowdoin, Sachem and Santee. Very 
high com., Vail & Wilson's Lady Snow. High com., C. A. Parker’s 
Daisey Bell. 

ENGLISH SETTERS.—Champion-Dop; F. Windholz’s Rocking¬ 
ham. Bitch: No entry.—Open—Dogs; 1st and very high com., 
Blackstone Kennels’ Foreman and Mack B.; 2d, Yale Kennels’ Yale 
Belton. Very high com , G-W. Neal’s Pride of Orleans. High com., 
E. A. Todd’s Dash. Com., O. L Washburn’s Ivanhoe and B. T. Mer- 
win’s Yale Belton IT. Bitches; 1st, 'kale Kennels’ Blonde 11.; 2d, P. 
C. Ohl’s Juno. Very high com., Blackstone Kennels’ Daisey Laverack 
and Liilu. High com., Waterloo Kennels’ Nancy Dawson and P. C. 
Ohl’s Nettie B. Com., Associated Fanciers’ Czarine. Puppies— 
Dogs: 1st, Yale Kennels’ Prince Belton; 2d. D. O’thea’s Prince Phoe¬ 
bus. Very high com,, H. Plumb’s Rock. High com., E. M. Youman’s 
Don Belton, J. J. Carmody's Flash and J. H. Redding’s Di ck. Bitches; 
1st. F. D. Freeman’s Lulu; 2c4, O. L, Washburn’s Countess Helen. 
Very high com.. G. W Neal's Daisy Foreman, W. C. Auger's Pearl 
Bellon. High com., J. E. Evelith’s Ramona, Yale Kennels’ Belle Bel¬ 
ton and Princess Belton. Com., D. O’Shea’s Countess, H. Raymond’s 
Meg Belton, W. C. Root’s Mtnka. 

IRISH SETTERS.—Champion—Dog; Max Wenzel’s Chief. Bitch: 
I. H. Roberts’s Lady Clare,—Open—Dogs.- 1st, E, W. Clark’s Blarney; 
2d. 1. H. Roberts’s Bruce. Very high com , M. Wenzel’s Tim. High 
com., R. A. Spalding’s Garry, .1. Grosvenor’s Banker. Com., H. L. 
Bruce's Red. Bitches; 1st, Mr. Dunphy’s Molly Bawn; 2d, M. Wenzel’s 
Yoube. Very high com., H. Wilson’s Jess. I. H. Roberts’s Jessie. 
High com.. Freestone Kennels’ Noreena, I. H. Roberts’s Hebe. Com , 
B. Barnes’s Nana, J. Grosvenor’s Zelda. Puppies; 1st, F. E. Wat¬ 
kins’s Perdita; 2d, T. Carney’s Duke. Very high com., Miss. L. Kun- 
zel man’s Lizzie. ^ 

BLACK AND TAN SETTERS.—Champion—Do*/; J. E. Thayer’s 
Argus. Bitcheo: No entries —OPEy—Dogs; 1st, R. M. Searles’s Dash; 
2d, J. Howe’s Gift. Very high com., J. Connor’s Black Thorn. High 
com., A. Collin’s Kaehler’s Dash. Com., W. L. Spencer's Cliff II. 
Bitc’ies; 1st, H. C. Glover’s Nora; 2d, G. O. Terhune’s Queen. Very 
high com., A. H. Aldrich’s Heather Lass. High com., E. A. Doolittle’s 
Beauty. Puppies: 1st and 2d, G. D. Terhune’s Ned and Rex. 

SPANIELS.—Irish Water - No entries. Clumbers—Dogs.-1st, M. 
Richardson’s Newcastle; 2d, C. C. Trowbridge’s John Halifax Gtentle- 
man. Bitches: 1st, M. Richardson’s Tyne—Field—Champion—Doffs; 
A. C. Wllnierding’s Black Prince.—Open—1st. A. C. Wilmerding’s 
Newton Abbot Lady; 2d, A. C. Brown’s Donuil Dhu. Very high 
com.. F. L. Weston’s Onyx, and J. H. Perry’s Brahma.—Cookers— 
Champion: W. O. Partridge’s Helen.—Open—Liver and Black—Dotis; 
1st and 2d, J. P. Willey’s Black Pete and Young Obo. Very high com., 
S. R. Hemingway’s Dunrobin High com., G. Lamping’.s Nig. Bitches: 
1st. J. P. Willey’s Shina; 2cl, W. H. Tuck’s Alice Obo. Very high com., 
J. P. Willey’s Beauty W.; S. R. Hemingway’s Miss Nance and W. H. 
Moseley’s Zona.—ant Other Color—Ist, A. C. Wiimerding’s Marion; 
2d, E. S. Bird’s Sprinkle. High com., E. S. Bird’s Matchem. Puppies: 
Equal 1st, A. B. Treat’s Doc and S. R. Hemingway’s Dunrobin. Very 
high com., E, E. Hall’s Dorothy. High com.. A. E Rendle’s Comp¬ 
ton Bedouin and S. K. Hemingway’s Doris. 

BEAGLES.—Champion—A. H. Wakefield & Co.’s Bush.—Open— 
Dogs; 1st, 2d and high com., A. H. Wakefield & Co.'s Little Duke, 
Leader and Trifle. Very high com., Ashburner & McClure’s Blue 
Cap. Bitches: 1st, 2d. very high com. and com., A. H. Wakefield & 
Co.’s Twinkle, Chase, Silver and Vixen. High com , Associared Fan¬ 
ciers’ Midget. 

DACHSHUNDE —1st, Associated Fanciers’ Judy. 

BASSET HOLTNDS.—1st and 2d, C. B. Gilbert’s Bertrand and Can- 
ace. 

FOX-TERRIERS.—Champion—Dof/; Absent. Bitch; J. E, Thayer’s 
Richmond Olive.—Open—Da.us.- Isc, J. E. Thayer’s Raby Jack; 2cl,E. 
Kelly’s Earl of Leicester. Very high com. and reserve, E. Kelly’s 
Scarsdale. High com., A. C. Thompson’s Bob. Bitches: 1st, J. E. 
Thayer’s Nina; 2d, D. S. Collins’s Geraldine. Com., E. Kelley’s Clover 
Fidget, J. H. Shepherd’s Lady Winnie. Puppies.—Doffs: 1st, F. 
Hoey’s Nutmeg III.; 2d, R. E. Warner’s John. High com , W. H. 
Hoy’s Music. Com., R. E. Warner’s Jum. Bitches; 1st, J. E. Thayer’s 
Flirt; 2d, F. Hoey’s Mace H. High com., F. Hoey’s Violet V. 

COLLIES.—Champion—No entries.—Open—Dops; 1st, Associated 
Fanciers’ Roy Boy; 2d, J. Watson’s Heather. Verjr high com. re¬ 
serve, J. Lindsay’s Strepbon. Very high com., J. Lindsay’s Bonnie 
Scotland. High com , A. J. Bruff’s Kally B. Com., McEwen & Gib¬ 
son’s Red Gauntlet and GUderoy. Bitches; 1st, J. D. Shotwell’s Lady 
of the Lake: 2d and very high com., J. Watson’s BlackbeiTy Girl and 
Lintie. Com., E. Riley’s Mignonette. Puppies: 1st, J. Watson's 
Braw and Bonnie; 2d, J. Lindsay’s Little Mac. Very high com. re¬ 
serve. H. Forbes’s Gypsey. Very high com. and high com., J. Wat¬ 
son’s Heather and Lintie. 

BULLDOGS.—Champion—Dogs; J. E. Thayer’s Robinson Crusoe. 
Bitches: J. E. Thayer’s Bellissima.—Open—Dogs; Ist, J. E. Thayer’s 
Remus. Bitches: No entries. 

BULL-TERRIERS.—Champion—Dogs; R. H. Dudgeon’s Dutch, ,Ir. 
Bitches: W. J. Comstock’s Victoria. Open—Dogs: 1st, F. F. Dole’s 
Count. Bitches: 1st, T. R Varick’s Little Nell. Puppies: 1st, F. F. 
Dole’s White Violet: 2d, P. O. Schwaab’s Prince. Very high com., G. 
E. Vaughn’s Belie. High com.., F. Harris’s Fannie. 

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.—1st, E. Lever’s Britt. 

BOUGH-HAIRED TERRIERS.—1st, D. O’Shea’s Major H. 

DANDIE DIN MONTS.—1st, Associated Fanciers’ Kelpie; 2d, G. G. 
Cleather’s Meg. 

IRISH TERRIERS.—1st, withheld; 2d, D. O’Shea’s Norah. 

BEDLINGTON TERRIERS.—1st. W. S. Jackson’s Sentinel; 2d, D. 
O’Shea’s Sting. High com., D. O’Shea’s Wasp. 

PUGS —Chamtion—Dog: View Kennels’ Bradford Ruby.— 
OpEy—Dogs: 1st, City View Kennels’ Master Tragedy; 2d, Chequas¬ 
set Kennels’ Young Toby. Very high com., H. R. Surie’s Duke H, 
Bitches; 1st, City View Kennels’ Beauty; 2d, Chequasset Kennels’ 
Lady Flossie. High com , H. C. Herz’s Pug. P\mpies: 1st, City View 
Kennels’ Tiny; 2d, Mrs. S. B- Hubbard’s Mo. 'very high com., City 
View Kennels’ Miss Ruby. High com.. S. S. Holliday’s Beauty. 

TOY TERRIERS.—1st, Dr. H. E. Surie’s Dot; 2d, E. E. Pratt’s Dott. 
KING CHARLES SPANIELS.—1st, Wm. Philh'ps’s Roscius; 2d,As- 

SLciated Fanciere’ Dube of Edlnborough. Very high com., F. B. 
Fay’s Dolly anij Milwaukee Charlie. High com-, F. B. Fay’s Alick, 

BLENHEIM SPANIELS.—1st, W. Phillips’s King Victor; 2d. Miss 
M. Phillips’s King Pippin. Very high com., F. B. Fay’s Joan of Arc. 

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.—1st, Warwick Kennels' Posey; 2d, A. 
B. Norcross’s Spider. 

MEXICAN HAIRLESS.-lst, Mrs. H. T. Foote’s Me Too; 2d. M. C- 
Miner's Judge. Very high com., 8.1. Mayer’s Nellie. High com., S- 
S. Palmer’s Mede. 

MISCELLANEOUS.—Over 26u3s.—Equal Ist. Glencoe Collie Ken¬ 
nels’ Sir Lucifer and Bob, and W. D. Huboard s Nestor.—Under 25lbs. 
—Prize withheld. 

SPECIAL PRIZES. 

EDglLsh Setters—Best kennel. Blackstone Kennels: stud dog, Yale 
Kennels’ Yale Belton; bitch with field trial record, Blackstone Ken¬ 
nels’ Daisy Laverack. Best puppy. Blackstone Kennels’ Lulu: dog 
or bitch in open class, Blackstone Kennels’ Foreman. Irish setters, 
best kennel, J. H. Koherts’; best dog, M Wenzel’s Chief; best bitch, 
Mr. Dunphy’s Mollie Bawn. 

Pointers—Best kennel. Fred F. Harris: stud dog, C. H. Mason’s 
Beaufort; best hitch, S. T. Colt’s Phyllis; best pointer, U. H. Mason’s 
Beaufort. Black and Tan Setters—Best stud dog. C. H Redfield’s 
Glen II.; best dog or bitch, H. C. Glover’s Nora. Best English setter 
bitch owned and bred in New Haven, G. W. Neal’s Daisy Foreman. 
Handsomest pointer or setter that has run in a field trial. C. H. 
Mason’s Beautort. Best foxhound, D. O’Shea’s Ranger. Best kennel 
greyhounds, H. W. Huntington; best dog, H. W. Huntington’s Harle- 
lequin; best bitch, H. W. Huntington’s Hawthorn Bell. 

Spaniels—Best Kennel, J. P. Willey. Best cocker pup and best 
owned in New Haven, A. B Trent’s Doc and S. R. Hemingway’s Dun¬ 
robin. Best spaniel, over 281bs., owned by member of Spaniel Club, 
A. C. Wilmerding’s Black Prince. Under •281bs . same conditions, J. 
P. Willey’s Shina. Best Clumber spaniel, M. Richardson’s Newcastle. 
Best cocker, A. C. Wilmerding’s Marlon. 

Best bull-terrier, F. F. Dole’s Count. Best kennel of pugs, best 
stud dog and best puppy, won by City View Kennels. Best King 
Charles spaniel dog. W. Phillips’ Roscius: bitch, F. B. Fay’s Dolly. 
Best Blenheim. W. Phillips’ King Victor. Best Mexican hairless dog 
or bitch (Mrs. Foote not to compete), M. C. Meyer’s Judge. 

THE BOSTON SHOW. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
We have six hundred and tvyenty-six entries for our show, 

as follows; Mastiffs, 31. St. JBernards, rough, 23; smooth, 23. 
Newfoundland^ 9. Pointers, 59. Euglish settei-s, 57; Gordon, 
17; Irish, 61. Irish water spaniels, 3; field, 10; cocker, 35; 
Clumber, 4. Chesapeake Bay, 1. Greyhounds, 14. Deer¬ 
hounds, 13. Foxhounds, 5. Beagles, 23. Bassets, 5. Dachs- 
hunde, 10. CoUies, 41. Fox-ten-iers, 23. Black and tan, 8. 
Skye, 9. Yorkshire, 11. Scotch, 3. Dandie Dtnmonts, 5. 
Irish terrier, 1. Bedlingtons, 4, Bulldogs, 14. Pugs, '20. 
Toy terriers. 15; King Charles, 13; Blenheim, 2. Italian grey¬ 
hound, 1. Poodles, 5. Mexican hairless, 5. Miscellaneous, 9. 
I also inclose additional special prize list. Our entries exceed 
those of last year, and we look forward to a verv successful 
show. Edw. a, Moseley, Secretary. 

THE IRISH SETTER CLUB. 

At a meeting of prominent breeders and owners of the 
Irish setter at the Continental Hotel, Newark, N^ J., on 

March 29, a club was organized for the pmpose of improve¬ 
ment of the breed and the development of their field quali¬ 
ties. Following is a list of the olflcers; President, William 
Dunphy, Peekskill, N. Y.; Vice-President, Max Wenzel, 
Hoboken, N. J,; Secretary, Luke W. White, Bridgeport, 
Conn.; Treasurer, I. H. Roberts, Morristown, N. J. A com¬ 
mittee on constitution and by-laws, consisting of Dr. Wm. 
Jarvis, Claremont. N. H.; F. G. Leroy, New York; H. T. Hen- 
shaw, Brooklyn, N. Y., and W. H. Pierce, Peekskill, N. Y.. 
was appointed. The initiation fees were fixed at S5, with S5 
annu^ dues. Twenty members subscribed, and undoubtedly 
many morewiU join. The meeting adjourned to meet at 
New" York May 5, at 8 P. M. 

THE CLEVELAND DOG SHOW.—We have received the 
premium hst of the (Cleveland Bench Show Association for 
their third show, to be held in the People’s Tabernacle, Cleve¬ 
land, O., April 27, 28, 29 and SO. The judges so far as appointed 
are: English setters, Mr. B. F. Wilson, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Irish 
and black and tan setters. Major J. M. Taylor, Cleveland, O: 
mastiffs, St. Bernards, hounds, fox-terriers, spaniels, and aB 
non-sporting dogs, Mr, J. H. Naylor, Chicago Ill. The 
judge for pointers has not yet been appointed. The premium 
list giyes S15 in the important champion classes, with §15, $10 
and diploma in each of the dog and bitch, and $7 and $3 in 
the puppy classes. In some of the less important classes the 
champion prize is §10, and the open classes have $10 and $5. 
There are 99 classes in all. There will also be a large hst of 
special prizes. The entries close April 17. The secretary is 
Mr. C. M. MimhaH, room 25, Washington Building, Cleve¬ 
land, O. 

BENCH SHOW RECORD IN CATALOGUES.—Editor 
Forest and Stream: I have a query to put to you which, in 
the present season of bench shows is, I think, decidedly perti¬ 
nent. In many catalogues of the dogs entered the perform¬ 
ances of some of them are given in full. Now, it is undoubt¬ 
edly in the discretion of the club , whether they shall print 
these or not. But is it in their discretion, in ordinary fairness 
and justice, to print the list given of performances of one 
entry and to omit those given in another ’ Has not every 
exhibitor the same right in this respect? I know of three 
instances where this has been done, and I wish to know if it 
is right.—T. B. Dorsey. 

BELGRAVE PRIMROSE.—New York, March 27, 1886,— 
Editor Forest and Stream: We hear that at the Pittsburgh 
show it was asserted that Belgrave Primrose was not eligible 
for the champion class. We had not noticed that it was 
necessary to put the winnings in the enti’y form. We beg to 
state that his winnings in this country are: IHrst, open class. 
New York; first, open class, Philadelphia, 1884, and first, open 
class, Non-Sporting show, New York, 1885.—L. & W. Ruther¬ 
ford. 

AMERICAN SPANIEL CLUB.—March 'Z4.—Editor Forest 
and Stream: Through an oversight tfie Cocker Produce 
Stakes for 1887 have not been duly announced. Members will 

lease take notice that entries for the same will be accepted 
y the secretary for puppies whelped between the 1st of Jan¬ 

uary, 18S6, and date of this announcement if mailed, with 
entry fee of $2 for each bitch, not later than the 7th of April 
next.—J. F. Kirk, for Committee. 

THE SPECIAL POINTER PRIZE AT THE ALEXAN¬ 
DRIA TRIALS.—Editor Forest and Stream: In your report 
of the Alexandiia field trials it was not mentioned that the 
special prize of a §25 silver collar to the pointer displaying 
best natural qualities was won by Mr. Amory R. Starr’s black 
pointer Wat (Bronco—Fan II.), who also won second in All- 
Aged Stake. Will you kindly make this insertion?—J. R. 
Thornton, Secretary Alexandria Rod and Gun Club. 

PRICE PAID FOR GRAPHIC.—New York, March 27.— 
Editor Forest and Stream : You will greatly oblige me by in¬ 
forming me what Mr. Charles Heath paid Mr. Anthony for 
the imported pointer dog Graphic. I have been informed 
that he paid over $2,700 for it. Am I correctly informed?— 
Geo. T. Leach. [Mr. Heath informed us at the time of the 
sale that the price paid was $2,000. See Forest and Stream 
Nov. 19, 1885.1 _ 

AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB. 

A MEETING of the executive committee of the American 
Kennel Club was held at Newark on Wednesday, March 

24. The clubs represented were: New Haven, by L. L. Mor¬ 
gan; Westminster, by T. H. Terry; Cleveland, by C. J. Peshall 
(proxy); New Jersey, C. J. Peshall; Hartford, E. K. Sperry; 
Philadelphia, W. H. Child. Elliot Smith, President; E. Com¬ 
fort, Treasurer, and G. E. Osborn, Secretary,were also present. 
The minutes of the previous meeting and the treasurer’s 
report were read and accepted. Mr. Morgan read a long 
report as chairman of the committee on discipline, relating 
his diflaculties in getting any business done. The executive 
commiutee then took up the St. Elmo and Miro protests. In 
the former case St. Elmo was disqualified as winner of fii’st at 
New York last year, and First Choice was declared the winner 
in the open St. Bernard class. The Miro protest was nob 
allowed. 

Mr. Smith being unable to remain longer, Mr. Childs was 
elected chau-man. „ , „ 

The following resolution, proposed by Mr. Peshall, was 
passed unanimously: “That when a protest has been decided 
by a club, it maybe then and there appealed to the local 
member of the A. KL C. representing said club, who shall at 
once decide on the appeal, subject to the final appeal of the 
executive committee of the A. K. C.” 

Mr, Wade preferred charges agaii^ the Hlinois Kennel 
Club for non-payment of a special prize. As the club had 
been expelled the papers were ordered placed on file. 

Mr. McAlees presented a complaint against the W estem 
Pennsylvania Society for transferring a puppy entered in the 
open class to the puppy class. The secretary was instructed 
to inform Mr. McAlees that the transfer was wrongly made, 
and Eot in accordance with the A. K. C. rules. 

Moved by Mr, Morgan and carried,'^that the words ‘‘and 
shall be published in the catalogue” be added to Rule 8. 

Moved by Mr. Osborn and earned, that a committee of 
three be appointed to make up a list of shows whose awards 
shall be recognized by the A. K. C. The committee is Elliot 
Smith, C. J. Peshall and L. L. Morgan. 

Mr. Watson brought to the notice of the committee the case 
of his having entered a protest at the Pittsburgh show against 
the Sans Souci Kennels in accordance with a telegram re¬ 
ceived from Mr. Long, of St. Louis, which protest was with¬ 
drawn by Mr. John W. Munson without any authority what¬ 
ever. The committee having no rmpeal from Mr. Long, 
simply expressed the opinion that Mr. Munson’s course was 
perfectly unjustifiable. , , 

The representative of the New Jersey Kennel Club was by 
vote instructed that his club had power to decide the protest 
against the Sans Souci Kennels lodged at tbeir show. 

The committee adjourned to meet on Wednesday of the 
New York show week, at 2 P. M. 

DANDIE DINMONTS AT PITTSBURGH.—Editor Forest 
and Stream: I see in your last issue that you have got James 
Rice vhc. in the Dandie Dinmont class, with Bobbie Burns 
and Cleg II., at Pittsburgh, which should be James Rae vhc., 
with Habbie II. and Cleg IL, as Bobbie Burns met with an 
accident and I sent Habbie 11. in his place. I wrote to the 
secretary, informing him to that effect, thinking that he 
would see that the names of the dogs would be corrected.— 
jAsnss Rae (402 Clinton street, Buffalo, N. Y.). 

AN ABSENTEE.—Editor Forest and Stream; I see that 
the daily papers and you, in your last issue, give my Major as 
having received he. at the recent Newark dog show. The 
dog was somewhat out of condition just previous to the show, 
and I did not send him to Newark. He could not, therefore, 
have been passed upon by the judge.—W. Burke (New York, 
March 27). _ 

THE HEMPSTEAD FARM CO. -We understand that the 
Hempstead Farm Co., which was noticed last week as having 
purchased the collies owned by Mr. Thomas H. 'Terry, will 
pay especial attention to the breeding of these animals, and 
that no expense will be spared to procure the best, and to 
maintain the high reputation of the kennel. 

THE HARTFORD DOG SHOW.—We are informed that 
the prospects for a good show at Hartford are very flattering. 
Intending exhibitors should bear in mind that the entries 
close to-morrow, April 2. 

'Me and ^afi ^hooting. 

.nddress all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Co. _ 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

CINCINNATI, O., March 21.—CiDciimali Eifle Association, Four- 
Mile House Range; day dark and stormy, with a strong 4 o’clock 
wind, which tore two of the targets from their frames, and delayed 
the shooting for sometime. Standard target, 200yds., off-hand. 

Morning Scores. 
Oinflele . 8 8 8 !) 8 !» 10 9 10 8-8.5 
S^mon .r . 5669896 10 76 72 
hWers.   38 10 7 48975 8-69 
Stearer"’i.i". 5 8 7 5 8 6 5 10 7 7-68 
H Sian..10 9 7 6 7 7 9 5 7 6-86 

.S6805 10 966 8-60 

Roberts . 6 9 9 5 3 8 7 7 6 5-65 
giSai-::: :;-;:::::::::.4.5745.72 M 
T,oiiis . 86 3 6b476i o—.iS 
Orton. 5 8 5 6 8 4 8 7 5 0-57 
Hosea.   6 5 5 6 4 7 9 0 3 8-53 
SNitman;;.:   2 9 7 5 2 2 9 3 6 6-48 
Wagner (wi'h rest). 9 5 10 6 0 10 10 9 8 10—77 

Afternoon Scores. 
(SindeJe . 8 10 9 8 9 7 5 6 6 7-76 

^Hekl^. 9 6 6 6 5 8 4 9 8 19-70 

.I I i ? I I '.’ti 
Sterner..V.V !!! 1.9 5 6 5 4 3 8 9 7 6-65 
.  6 9 8 9 6 4 5 8 7 5-65 
.  .3 3 5 10 10 9 7 4 7 5-63 

Wa^er.V.V.V. U 0 5 0 5 8 5 2 4 3-32 

SPANIEL JUDGE AT HARTFORD.—Haitford, Conn.. 
March 30.—Editor Forest a,nd stream: Mr. James Mortimer, 
of Babylon, L. I., has very kindly taken the cocker. Clumber 
and field spaniel classes for our &ow.—A. C. Collins, Sec’y. 

NEW JERSEY 'VETERINARIES.—Dr. Lowe, of Paterson, 
State Veterinary Inspector and secretary of Veterinary Medi¬ 
cal Association of New Jersey, announces that the next meet¬ 
ing will be held at Morristown on Thursday, April 8, 

MARYSVILLE, Cal. March 14.—To day was very unpleasant for 
marksmen on account of the chopping, blustering north wtnd. Never- 
theles'^, very good shooting was done. The following are the best 
scores at the200yds. range; .. .o-.,. « 
Manning.443o54.5&M-45 Weseott.^3o44^—il 
White .5451544464— 44 Sibley....444444o543—41 
CoifOTd .54’)4454344- 42 F Br^ den.4444343354- 38 
Holland.4154344454-41 . .u 

Tne shooting was good throughout the day, and the closer to the 
center of the bullseye the thicker the bullets were planted in tne tar¬ 
get. 
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BOSTON, March 27.—The attendance at Walnut Hill to-day was 
prood, and some fine scores were made. A team match for practice 
was shot by teams chosen from those present, and resulted in a 
victory for Captain Davis’s team. The matches C and F will close 
Thursday, April 8. Following are the best scores made: 

Captain Davis’s Team. 
E R Foster. 9 10 9 10 7 10 10 8 10 7-90 
R Reed.6 9 9 C 8 8 9 9 7 9-80 
RDavis. 7 (i 10 9 C 9 7 0 6 8-74 
L Herbert (mil.). (3(5878 5 G9B 4— 

64+7:^71 
vTWFrye. 886478850 8-68 
F Carter (mil.). 6 10 8759461 5— 

53-1-7=60 
JP Bates. 5 8 4 (’. 8 (5 4 0 4 5-61- 494 

Captain Fellows's Team. 
" 6 5 8 9 8 10 8 9 7-75 

i 10-74 
6-09 

JB Fellows... . _ 
EB Souther. . ..8 7 10 4 9 9 5 6 
NF Tufts. 8 7 5 5 9 10 8 6 
BG Warren.10 6 0 < 5 7 5 6 6 8-05 
W Gassam.... 56775768 0 7-()3 
W Henry (mil.). 8 6 4 4 4 5 4 9 7 8 - 

54+6=59 
. 8044374 2 4 3- C Williams (mil). 

45+5 =50—455 

R Reed.. 9 8 7 6 10 8 9-84 
J B Fellows. 8 5 7 8 7 8 9-80 
N F Tufts. 7 7 9 8 6 10 7-74 
R Davis. 8 8 10 3 5 8 8-74 
E B Souther. 

Decimal Off-Hand Match. 
7 8 4 4—68 

ER Foster. . 9 10 10 9 9 8 9 7 9 10-90 
J N Frye. 9 7 a 10 6 7 6-82 
C B Edwards .. . . ... 9 6 10 6 9 6 7 9 8 10-80 
E B Souther. 8 9 8 7 7 7 8-76 
NF Tufts. . 8 10 7 7 4 7 7 8 9 9-73 
B G Warren. .7 8 10 7 9 5 9 5 9 3-72 
J P Bates. 

Special Military Match. 
4 6 7 8 9 9 7—65 

W Charles. .. 9 10 9 10 a 9 6 7 8 4-73 
W Henry. 8 10 5 7 6 10 4-68 
L Herbert. 8 8 6 6 5 5 8—59 

State Military Match. 
Cadet Foster. ...21 21 21 22 23 

Rest Match. 
JNhrye.10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 9 9—98 
D D Chase. 9 10 10 9 10 9 10 10 10 10-97 
G W Whitcomb.10 10 9 9 10 10 9 10 10 10-97 
5 Winchester. 10 10 9 9 10 10 9 10 10 9—96 

WORCESTER, Mass., March 29.—There was a fair attendance at 
the regular meet yesterday at Pine Grove Range under the auspices 
of the Worcester Ride Association The standard American target was 
used. The result in detail was as follows: 

Record Match. 
Leighton. 858 10 87987 7—77 
Jones. 4 4 10 9 9 9 7 6 5 10-73 
Fuller . 667864678 8-68 
Clarit.7 6 8 5 7 8 5 7 7 6-06 
White. 4 7 6 9 5 5 6 5 5 6-57 
Norman.10 5 7 4 5 7 5 4 5 5-57 

Practice Scores. 
Jones.   7 9 5 8 10 5 7 10 7 9-77 
White. 5 8 5 9 5 8 8 10 10 8-76 
Fuler.10 86985998 4-76 
Clark. 9 68895673 8—74 
Leighton. 9 697789 5 i 8-74 
Normam . 8 8 5 4 7 9 9 5 6 6-66 
Bernard. 2 0 3 9 6 5 8 5 1 7—45 

At the regular meet last week in the record match the totals were 
as follows: Fuller 74, Clark 70. Rice (i4, Norman 62, Jones 58. The 
totals in the practice scores were, Fuller 73. Clark 77, Norman 72, 
Jones 69, Rice 68, Brown 34. 

TO SHOOT 4,000 BLOCKS.-Rome, N. Y.. Mareb25,—Thereissome 
talk here concerning an attempt to break 4,000 wooden blocks with a 
.22 Winchester, using but one magazine, in one day. The balls wiR 
be thrown up at between 16 and 20£t. rise, and Wra. A. Parker, one of 
our wing rifle shots, will make the attempt to make 4,000 hits. To ac- 
complisb this he must average neat ly 7 hits each minpte for 10 hours 
including the time taken in loading the gun. It is a task he is little 
aware of, we think, but it is not likely he would try to do it unless he 
had some hopes for success. He will probably shoot this next sum¬ 
mer. It is no small job to stand and hold up a 9-pound gun long 
enough to make that number of hits to say nothing of misses He has 
made some very good scores, ranging from 75 to 98 per cent. hits, and 
once he made 1(K) straight. The gun he will use, if he shoots, has 
been ordered through Geo. Payne, a prominent gun dealer of our 
city. Has any record ever been made by any one in New York State 
as the one I stated? When was it? Where? By whom? How many 
in how long a time?—Dot. [See in Forest and' Stream. Jan. 22,1885, 
report of Dr. Carver’s matcn to hit 60,000 flying targets with rifle in 
6 days. His score was: 64,881 shots fired, 4,865 misses, 60,016 hits.], 

FITCHBURG. Mass., March 25.—The Fitchburg Rifle Association 
have now had four meets at their River Street Range, and have de¬ 
cided to make public the results of tbeir meets. The results at each 
in shooting clay pigeons with a possible 30 were as follows; 

Jan. 18. Mar. 6. Mar. 17. Mar. 24. 
E N Cummings. 22 25 22 22 
G W Wermouth.19 16 .24 
AW Balter, Jr. 17 16 15 29 
JP Sheldon. 11 9 
H E Houghton . 9 
W J Fox . .. 20 9 
G J Wallace . .. .. 9 

The tie between Weymouth and Baker was won by IBaker, and the 
tie between Fox and Wallace was won by Fox. 

HAVERHILL RIFLE CLUB.—Badge shoot. Mar. 27, standard tar¬ 
get. Creedmoor count: 
W D Palmer.5545546.5.54—47 W Worthen.4444454444—41 
S Johnson.4544664446—44 J Busfleld...4444464344—41 
C Brown.4555445444—44 E Bray.5454444453 —41 

HTuck.5544554444—44 C Bliss...444a43.5444—40 
CB Wright ..444.5445445—43 F Merrill.4:134633444—37 
JF Brown .5544-445444—43 OH Poor. 434434-144.3 -37 
L .Jackson.4545146845—43 

SPRINGFIELD, Mass.—The recent telegraph rifle match between 
the Rod and Gun Cflub, of Springfield, Mass., and the Rifle Club, of 
Topeka, Kan., was won by the former by 16 points. 

THE TRAJECTORY TEST.—Edilor Foreat and Stream: In yotir 
issue of the Ith inst., '*D. W. Z.” commenting upon the late trajeetory 
tests between the .40 60-210 Winchester, and the .40 70 2:10 Bullard, 
claims that the latter, owing to iti shai^ twist—one turn in twenty 
inches—made the flattest trajectory at 200yds, “each being loaded 
practically in the same proportion. ’ I fail to see the point, as the 
former threw 3)4 grains of lead to 1 of powder, while the latter only 
threw 3}4 grains of lead to 1 of powder. Secondly, the former had a 
2S-inch barrel, while the latter had been cut down to 20 inches 
Thirdly, they used different brands of powder, with shells unlike in 
shape. The only gun tested tbat came near the Winchester in length 
of barrel, powder and lead—as I view the report—was the Whitney- 
Kennedy .40-60-210. with one turn in 22 inches, but which failed to 
make as flat a trajectory by more than half an inch as did the Win¬ 
chester at 200 yards. So far, therefore, as a settlement of the question 
whether a quick twist is superior to a medium one—for 200 yards at 
least—is to my mind an open question still, and to be fully settled only 
by testing several arms or like caliber, length and nef t, loading botn 
with ammunition from the same box, practically alike in every 
respect except the twist.—Cap Lock (Frewsburg). 

PLAISTED VS. ZEU&NER.—New York, March 22.—Contest at 
Greenfield Schuetzen Park. $100 a side, between George Plaisted of 
tne famous Zettler Rifle Club of New York, and August Zeugner of 
the Greenfield Rifle Club. Many riflemen were present; C. G. Zettler 
referee; conditions, 26 shots. German ring target, 200 yards off hand 
any rifle; Geo Plaisted—21, 24, 25. 20, 21, 18, 10. 20, 19, 22,16,18 24 
22, 24, 25, 22, 21, 17,..19. 22, 20, 25. 24, 18; total, 217. August Zeugner-l 
19, 16, 10. 18. 17. 21, 16, 11, 16, 22, 12, 18. 22, 18, 22, 23. 20, 21, 20, 17, 24, 
19, 20, 22, 22; total, 466. After the shooting the marksmen and in¬ 
vited guests, marched to the Belvidere House, where a fine collation 
was served with Mr. Kattenstroth as hosr. Speeches were made 
by several invited guests. The next match will probably be ten 
members of the Zettler Bifle Club against ten of the best riflemen of 
the State of New Jersey, for $500 a side.—G. W. B. 

LAWRENCE, March 27.—The Lawrence Press Rifle Club chal¬ 
lenged tne Lowell Press Club to shoot a team match on Fast day, and 
the latter has accepted. The conditionsof the shoot are: 200 yards, 
off hand; team of eight men. five shots each; Creedmor target; 
milirary rifles allowed two points in score. The prize is a silver cup 
20 inohe.s high, lined with gold, presented by Bicknell Bros, of this 
city, to be held by the winning team until won back by the opposing 
team, and to be snot for annually. 

THE TRAP. 

Scores for jmhlicaMon should be made out on the printed bionics 
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to club 
secretaries. 

MIDDLESEX GUN CLUB, Dunellen. N. .1. -This newshootfng club 
numbers about 60 active members, with Mr. E. Robinson as the presi¬ 
dent. The shooting ground is only a sliort distance from Dunellen 
station, nicely laid out with anew club house, which will be inclosed 
b.v a high board fence, making one of the best shooting grounds in 
this State. The club will soon issue a challenge to the crack Jerse.v 
City Heights Gun Club to shoot a friendly team match, 15 or 20 men 
a side. 10 birds each. Shootmg meetings .are held every Saturday at 
live birds, gla-s balls, or clay birds. Appended is to-day’s score at 
live birds snot at in a blinding rain. First sweep, handicap rise, one 
barrel, lies shot off miss and out; 

First ,Sweep. Second Sweep. 
CJuiinbo. 25yds.111110—5 Qiiimbv, 25yds.110111-5 
Rich. 22yds.111100-4 Rich, 2.3yd8.101000-2 
Dickens, 24yds.100000—1 
Miller, 24yd.s.111110- ' 

Dickens. 24yds.101000—2 
Miller, 24yds.110110—4 

Terry, 24v(ls .111110-5 Terry, 24yds.110110-4 
Squires, 24yds.111111 -6 Williams.110000—2 
Williams, 22yds.110000—2 

Third Sweep. Fourth Sweep. 
Qiiimby. 23yds.001000—1 Qiilmby, 26yd3. .111110—5 
Rich, 23yds . -...OOldOO—1 Diekins, 24yds.11100)—3 
Diekins, 24yd.s.001000—1 Squires, 24vds.111000—3 
Miller. 24yds..moCO—3 Williams, 23yd3.0Il0(X1-2 
Squires, 25vds.111100—4 Terry. 24yds.011110—4 
Mfllliams, 2;iyds .101000-2 Miller, 24yds.,..011000-2 

SAN FRANCISCO.—An Interesting shootiug match took place on 
March 13, at Bird’s Point, Alameda, between Kilgariff and Hamilton, 
and Beck and Woodward, for a $50 dinner, 24 single bird.s, Hurling- 
ham rules. Hamilton and "Woodward 12-bores and allowance of 2yds. 
Kilgariff and Beck at 30yds. The birds were a fair lot, and among 
them were some rattler.^. 
Kilgariff.llllOliinOO— 9 (.o Beck.111111011111-11 I 
Hamilton.111011101111—10)'^^ "Woodward. .111011010111-9)''“" 

Match between O. K. Hopwlns and ,Tobn Kerrigan, on the afternoon 
of the 14th, at Bird's Point, Alameda, 36 single birds, 30yds., $160 a 
side: 
Kerrigan. . 011111111110111111111111111011111011-82 
HopklDS.111010110101111000111111011101111100—26 

Hopkins throughout had the hardest birds, and he was inclined to 
increase the diflicult.v by waiting on them too long to the detriment 
of his chances with the second barrel. Mr. Hopkins i.s not satisfied 
with his defeat, and is to shoot Kerrigan again at .50 singles. The 
winner yesterday u'ed a 12-bore Porker; the loser a 10-bore Scott. 

BOSTON. March 24.—The trap shooters were out in full force at the 
range at Walnut Hill to-day. to participate in several events, includ¬ 
ing the contest for the individual clay pigeon badge of the Mass¬ 
achusetts State Glass Ball Association, which was won by Mr. O. R. 
Dickey, who also won in the last match. The re.sults of the day 
were as follows; 1. Five pigeons—Eager first, Nichols and Aldoes 
second. 2. Three pair.s birds-Eager first, Allen and Nichols seconii. 
3. Fivestraightaway—Eager first, Nichols and Stark second. 4. Seven 
pigeons—Eager first, Stark and Nichols second, Allen and Laws n 
third. 5. Three pair clay pigeons—Stark first, Allen second. 6. 
Merchandise match- Eager first, Allen second. Dickey third. Stark 
and Witbani fourth, Lewis fifth, Russell sixth. 7. lodivirtual badge 
match-Dickey made a total of 40, Statk !39, Ward well 36, Allen :I2, 
and Perry 29. 8. Five straightaway-Eager first. Allen and Stark 
second, Ward well third, Snow fourth. 9, Three pair pigeons—Aldoes 
first, Eager second, Davis and Stark third. 10. Seven pigeons— 
Eager first, Adams second, Wardwell and Bancroft third, Lawson 
fourth. 11. Novelty match—Eager, Lawson and Nichols divided first. 
Davis second, Wardwell, Stark and Aldoes divided third, Russell 
and Allen fourth. 12, Three pair pigeons—Eager first. Snow, Ward- 
well and Lawson second, Stark third, Adams fourth. 13. Five 
pigeons—Lawson first, Dickey and Nichols second, Stanton third, 
Snow fourth. 14. Six pigeons—Eager, Bancroft and Stanton first, 
Dickey second, Russell, Adams and !Lawson third. Nichols fourth. 
15. Miss and out—Lawson won. 16 Five pigeons—Eager first, Stark 
and Allen second. 17. Five straightaway—Stark first. Eager second, 
Lawson third, Lewis fourth. 18. Three pair.s pigeons—Davis first, 
Nichols and Snow- second, Lawson and Adams third. Stark fourth. 
19 Miss aud out—Swan, Dickey and Aldoes. 20. Miss and out — 
Stantou won. 21. Five pigeons—Stanton first. Dickev second. 22. 
Six pigeons—Nichols first. Snow second. 23. Three pairs pigeons— 
Dickey first, Stan ton-second, Adams third. 24. Five pi.geons—Stanton 
fli’st. Snow and Diekey second. 25. Five pigeons-SiantOn won. 

STAUNTON, t’a., March 24.-Match shot by the Stanton Gun Club, 
3 angles, 18vds.: 
Ayres.(illOlltllloniOOOlll—14 West.11101110101111001110—14 
Allen.. ..11101011110111003111 -14 Berkly ... .01111001111111110110—14 
Alby.10001011110001110100—10 Whittle.. .llllllllllllllUOUl—19 
Bargarain. 11011111001111011 111—15 Sumer.son.11111110101011110111—16 

DOMINION GUN ASSOCLATION.-Ottawa. March, 1888.—A pigeon 
shooting tournament, under the auspice.s of the St. Hubert Gun Club 
of Ottawa, will he held in this city May 4, with prizes to (he amount 
of $1,000 in gold, entrance fee $10. 21 birds each. 26yds., lOOvds. 
boundary, Domiuion rules to govern, the entries to close on or before 
May 3. It is also proDOsed to hold during the meeting a convention 
of the several Canadian gun clubs for the purpose oi organizing a 
Dominion Gun Association, to frame and adopt a constitution for the 
same, elect nfflcer.s and decide when and where the next meeting of 
such association shall be held. It is thought desirable that a shoot¬ 
ing tournament sitould be one of the principal features of the annual 
meeting of this proposed association, also that the provincia* game 
laws generally should be discussed and the opinion of the members 
of the veirious clubs taken in regard thereto, and that should any 
changes be, in the opinion of the majority, con-sidered desirable 
some united efl'ort might be made to have such changes carried into 
effect.—W. L. Cameron, Secretary (Box 385). 

MILFORD, Mass., March 25 —At the annual meeting of the Milford 
Sportsmen’s Club, held last evening, officers were elected as follows: 
President aud Trea.surer, C B. Fletcher; Vice-President. George 
Whitney; Secretary, J. W. Jones; Executive Committe, G. W. P. 
Hancock, Frank Maun, W. Dickinson, O. Joslyn. It was voted to have 
a shoot at their range on Fast Day. April 8, and to invite all persons 
interested in the sport to participate. 

SCORE BLANKS have been prepared for the convenience of club 
secretaries who may wish lo send their reports to the Forest and 
Stream for publication. These blanks will be sent free on application 

BURLINGTON, la , March 23.—In my last I said Mi-. C. H. Wyman 
usen a .22 Bullard; it should have been Ballard. He will attempt this 
week the feat of breaking 950 out of 1,000 glass balls, tossed in iheair 
5yds. The sportsmen's tournament in June promises to be a larger 
affair than was expected. A number of the prominent “shotgun 
artists” have already signified their intention to attend, and the man¬ 
agement IS daily in receipt of letters from manufacturers tendering 
shotguns, reloading tools, ammunition, traps, targets, etc. A cordial 
invitation is extended to all sportsmen. Any information will be 
cheerfull.v given by addressing A. H. Kchlbmeier, Secretary, Bm-- 
lington, la. 

BUFFALO, March 24.—Pigeon shooting match between Geo, Luther, 
of Syracuse, and George Rogers, of St. Catherines. The Canadian 
was victorious, as the following score will show: 
Rogers.nillOlimillOlllOlllllOllllimilllOOl-34 
Luther.OOlOOlOl 10IH110110 i(X.l00l 00100111111110—23 

Koch and Rogers then entered a match, $25 a side, 10 birds each, 
with the following result: 
•Jacob Koch.1110100110—6 George Rogei-s.1110010111—7 

CAPITAL CITY GUN CLUB.-Washington, D. C„ March 25.-Edi- 
tor Fore.st and Stream: At the annual meeting of the Capital City 
Gun Club, the following officers were elected for the year 1886; E. L 
Milks, President: J. A. Goldsborough, Vice-President: J. E. Hosford, 
Secretary; 0. McC. Taylor, Treasurer; Burridge Wilson, Comptroller, 
The club is in a prosperous condition financially, although by reason 
of the changes whicn have taken place d-iring the past year in the 
poliiical world, our membership has been somewhat reduced. But 
the loss is not serious and will soon be regained. The club voted to 
join the National Association for the Protection of Game Birds aud 
Fish.—J. E. Hosford, Sec’y. 

THE WELLINGTON GUN CLUB has been presented with an ele¬ 
gant band-painted vase by the Wellington ladies as a reward for the 
changing of its name from ibe Malden to the Wellington Gun Club. 
The vase will be shot for by the members of the club. Mrs. B. N. 
Marks aud Mrs. C. H. Bird are the artists. 

^nmeing. 

May 
May 
May 
May 
June 
July 
Aug. 
Aug, 
Sept. 
Sept. 
Sept. 

FIXTURES. 
I—Brooklyn C. C., Challenge Cup and Paddling Race. 

15— Brooklyn C. C., Sailing Race. 
2-3—Knickerbocker C. C.. Spring Regatta. 
29—Connecticut Meet, Calla Shasta Grove. 
12—Oounecticut Meet, Paddling Race. 
10—CoDuecttcut Meet, Paddling Race. 

7—Connecticut Meet, Paddling Race. 
16- 29—A. C. A. Meet, Grindstone Island. 
4—Connecticut Meet, Paddling Race. 

18—Connecticut Meet, Sailing Races. 
25—Connecticut Meet, Challenge Cup, 

Join the National Gun Association.—Send 10 cents, for handbook 
giving all information, to the Secretary Matt E. Freeman, General 

Manager. F. C. Etheridqe, Secretary and Treasurer. Macon, Ga. 

Board of Directors: Dr. L. E. Russell, Springfield, O.; C. M. Stark, 

Winchester, Mass.; J. Von Lengerke, New York city; Washington A. 

Coster, Flatbusb, L. I.; Wm. G. Cooper, Savannah, Ga.; E. A. Craw¬ 

ford, Tallahassee, Fla.; M. R Freeman, W, W, Parker and F, 0. 
Etheridge, Macon, Ga.—Adu. 

WHAT THE TORONTO C. C. ARE DOING. THERE is great activity among the members of the club as the 
spring approaches, and many are the alterations taking place in 

last year’s craft. It is rumored tbat a number of the members are in¬ 
vesting in new hats, their present ones being too small to hold the big 
expectations that are daily accumulating in their upper stories. This 
activity is not due so much to the outlook for the A. C. A. as for the 
club races which of late have become very interesting, and the sum¬ 
mer of 1886 will find a fleet of fifteen canoes that will enter in all the 
sailing and combined paddling and sailing races of the club, besides 
the half dozen or more tbat turn up for the paddling events. The 
following are a few of the many alterations going on at present: 

The commodore, Hugh Neilson, skipper of the Boreas, already 
carries a 95ft. mainsail, hut he has come to the conclusion that since 
every one is getting in two boards, he’ll polish up his aft board, add 
20ft. of canvas to his mizzen, and still hang on to that sailing cup 
which he has won three times already. 

The vice-commodore, Fred W. Mason, is having a brand new set of 
Mohican sails made for the Whimbrel, and is thinking of putting a 
moderately heavy plate board into her. With these alterations he 
will show up well in the principal club races. 

The secretary-treasurer has English, of Peterhoro. building a new 
craft for him 15x31, with a brass plate board of about twelve pounds. 
8he promises to be a fast paddler and her skipper is of the opinion 
that he won’t be at the tail end of sailing races either. 

D. B. Jacques has grown out of the open Peterboro and lateen sail 
and this season owns the Wenona, the best general purpose canoe in 
the club, built by English in 1885,16x31, decked, boxwood, Atwood 
board. It is reported that he is getting special quotations from 
a wholesale house for the amoimt of canvas he intends to hoist over 
her. 

J. L. Kew, one of the hardest workers in the club, being a married 
man, is very fond of taking things easy while out sailing What he 
has not tried in the wav of centerboards is not worth mentioning. 
His first canoe had an iron keel, then he purchased the Ada K. with 
an A.twood board; as he carried ballast he soou tired of this and in¬ 
vested in a Radix. After a few months' trial he had the Ada K. on 
dry docK and a plate board of 50 pounds put in her, this he found 
very comfortable; then there was only one thing tbat marred his 
happiness while afloat, it was that beastly sharp combing on his 
cockpit, that made him squander twenty-five cents in St. Jacob’s oil 
to anoint himself after an afternoon is racing; he has had side flaps 
cut in liis craft and is going to have a season’s sport with solid com¬ 
fort. 

Arthur H. Mason has disposed of the Evora to his brother, W. G. 
Mason, who will in future command her helm. Arthur has purchased 
a new canoe from Clendenning, 14,6X3.2;.^. She will carry a 60-pound 
centerboard, and balance lug sails of about llOsq. ft. He thinks the 
close of '86 will see his room decorated with more silver ware than it 
contains at present. 

W. A. Leys, the wielder of the double blade, is getting one of Rush- 
ton’s fastest boats. 16x30, Radix board and drop rudder, sails of 76 
and 16 sq. ft., and is the promisiug novice of the club for the A. C. A. 
tbisyear. 

J. W. Bridgeman, with bis 14.6x32)4, is not a racer. He carries a 
50-pound board and sails of 85 and 15sq. ft, still he likes to make fast 
time occasionally, and is goinp to add .a few feet to bis mainsail. 

Robert Tyson, canoe Isabel. Business will prevent him from tak¬ 
ing as active a iiart in the affairs of the club as formerly, but when he 
does not turn up at the races you may calculate he is either very sick 
or out of town. 

F. M. Nicholson is wishing he could run across .=ome one who wants 
to buy a good canoe with a dagger board. The probabihties are that 
the Sadia N. will be on the dry dock shortly and have a 50-pouader in 
her bull, and then "hurrah! look out for your places in the club 
races, you fellows with the big sails, I’m after you."^’ 

Cohn Fraser, open basswood, leeboards and lateen sail, all English’s 
manufacture, still he scared more fellows in ’85 than any one else. 
He sailed and paddled away from the whole club one day last season 
in the combined race and captured the cup. He is a great cruiser 
and intends taking a trip of 800 miles this summer, finishing up at 
the A. C. A. He would not swap his open basswood for the best 
clinker built boat he ever saw; no wonder he loves the homely Kate, 
he has to take her tenderly up in his arms so often (when portag¬ 
ing). 

A, B. Eadieis getting abig set of sails for the Nautilus and will make 
things veiy lively in the sailing race. 

F. M. Johnson. A murmur comes from Ottawa, where he is at pres¬ 
ent, that he will get one of the longitudinal strip cedar canoe and 
make things warm in the paddling line. 

W. B. Raymond thinks he can get all the exercise he requires out of 
his open Peterboro. 

F. E, Parsons will paddle his Rob Roy for another season. 
Major Leigh, the veteran canoeist of the club, can be seen almost 

any warm summer evening gliding quietly along iu a little open 
canoe, propelled by his skilful single blade. The Major has used the 
log canoe in the backwoods of Canada when canoeing was about the 
only means of traveling, and would uot give up his single paddle for 
the best sailing cauoe in the house, with their lines, reefs, center- 
boards, hatches, rudders and all the “truck” connected with them. 

Will G. McKendrick, Sec’y T. C. 6. 

A TRIP TO UNKNOWN LAKE. 
IT was one of the finest of fine mornings that we started on our last 

cruise. We had been planning for a week, and finally on the 
particular bright morning mentioned above, we got away. By “we” 
is meant “Boston,” a retired merebant of the “Hub,” “Toronto,” a 
young gentleman from Canada, and “Cap,” Arrangements were 
made the night beforehand as follows: Toronto and Cap were to 
start at daylight, paddle up the river some two miles, and carryover 
into “Unknown Lake.” Boston was to meet them there with provi¬ 
sions. etc. The order of exercises was duly carried out, and at 8 A 
M. we were stretching away for a seven or eight-miles paddle to the 
camping ground at the head of the lake. Everything seemed favor¬ 
able for a grand cruise. All three, were iu the best of health and 
spirits, and the very canoes bounded over the crisp waves as if they 
too. enjoyed the day aud its pleasures. ' 

If you were to look on the map of Florida for Unknown Lake, you 
would probably not find it. Yet it is there all the same, and we found 
it on that particular morning lookiDg its best. Along the eastern 
shore the water, smooth as a mirror, reflected every tree and shrub, 
while near the center of the lake a slight ripple tempered the glare of 
the sun, now just climbing over the tops of the tafi pines. A king¬ 
fisher, with his querulous, scolding cry, aecompanied us a long way, 
making wide sweeps from point to point, while cormorants, grdls, 
snake birds, etc., enlivened the scene. The spoons were sent astern, 
but all to no purpose, the fish were not hungry; but what cared we 
for fish? the larder was well stocked and hunger too far in the future 
to cause even a thought. And so we sped on, past bluff headlands 
clothed with tall pines, past cosy bays lined udth huge cypress, their 
feet standing in the dark water, while their shaggy bearcls of Spanish 
moss wagged in the morning breeze. 

The camp ground is reached at last, the canoes unloaded, the little 
tent pitched, the fire lighted and the cofl’ee kettle sending out its fra¬ 
grant odor. We had earned our dinner and like good canoeists we 
enjoyed it. After dinner off for fish or game. Toronto is tired and 
prefers to stay in camp, but Boston and Cap want a little more exer¬ 
cise, so they launch the big canoe and paddle away for the creek—it is 
a short mile away and soon the canoe is threading the narrow and 
tortuous channel. The mouth of the creek projects into the lake, 
every rain brings down its quota of dead leaves, stumps, grass and 
debris generally, which is deposited each side of the mouth, forming 
a seel ion of low flat soil which supports a dense growth of cypress, 
water maple, vines, and ci'eepers without number, all clothed with 
the omnipresent Spanish mass. In this jungle dwell herds of ham¬ 
mock squirrels, coons and multitudes of birds, several species of the 
owl family, fl.v-catchers, small herons, cormorants, the giant wood¬ 
pecker and a bird that is called here the swamp pullet. 

Boston and Cap paddled up the creek for a few miles, finding noth¬ 
ing to shoot hut a few squirrels and they were so fearless and neigh¬ 
borly that by mutual consent they were let alone. At the head, or 
rather as far up ^ the canoe could go, were a flock of woodducks, 
but so wild that it was impossible to get a shot. When the ducks got 
up they started an otter which had been sunning himself wit htn thirty 
yards of the canoe'unseen and unheard. 

As no game was to be had it was voted to return to the lake and 
try the fish. Back they came and Boston rigged his “Tarpon” rod, 
and with a moderate allowance of tinware at the end of his line com¬ 
menced trolling. He is encouraged by a rise. About one and a half 
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pounds of bass is taken in. Tries a^ain, another of the same size. 
Tries again, and just at the edge of the lily pads something strikes 
■with the vim of an expresstraln. “Great Scott!” ejaculates Boston as 
the reel fairly hisses, “I’ve got a whale.” “Guess not,” said Capt,, 
“at least you haven’t him yet.” “Well, I’ll have him if you’ll only 
keep the canoe steady,” and Boston spits on his hands. The fish was 
well hooked, and with the vigorous tactics of Boston w'as soon in the 
canoe, a little over ten pounds. “Great Scott!” said Boston, as he 
takes the fish by the upper and under jaw' and looks down his throat. 
“You don’t call this a big-mouth, do you!” 

By this time the sun was low down among the trees and the idea of 
bass for supper was considered good. Back to the snug camp where 
Toronto, with an eye to a possible fry, has faithfully kept the fire 
supplied with live oak and hickory, and now a bright bed of coals 
welcomes the fish as soon as cleaned. What a supper that was, and 
what appetites were satisfied that night. 

But aU things have an end; the hungry ones are filled, the fire put 
in shape, and lying back on the blankets we watch the sparsle of 
light among the treetops, listen to the thousand and one voices of the 
night and swap lies. 

Across an arm of the lake and some thirtv rods from camp is a cor¬ 
morant roost. The perches were all filled by dark, but there has 
been a steady stream of birds since, all trying to find resting places, 
and so they keep on. ever coming, those that have obtained a foot¬ 
hold trying to keep it, and the newcomers trying to dislodge them, 
yelling, scolding and chattering, till it seems as if pandemonium had 
broken loose. 

Boston can stand it no longer. Seizing the lO-bore, he jumps in the 
canoe and paddles away. Soon comes the roar of his field piece, then 
the second barrel, and there was the sound of trouble; if the other 
was pandemonium, what is this? The air is fairly black with birds; 
for fully five minutes they are passing the camp in an unbroken 
stream, and then, as the last deta Ament flit from sight, there comes 
a silence almost as oppressive as the clamor was unbearable. But 
here comes Boston, and with a chuckle tells how he broke up “that 
town meeting.” Bed time comes at last, everything put in shape, 
fire attended, and rolled in our blankets, we sleep as only men can 
sleep in the great outside. 

Morning comes as blight and cheery as they have anywhere. The 
men who have slept so well sit down to their morning meal with an 
appetite which no denizen of the crowded stuffy city ever feels. What 
is it to day ? A little fishing, a little hunting, and a good deal of quiet 
enjoyment. Verily, those who woo nature in her chosen haunts are 
never disappointed. 

On the morning of the thu’d day we organize for a trip to a large 
orange grove near by. There was no trail, and only the Caphad ever 
been over the ground; but we found our way through the pine forest 
■without any trouble, and a very pleasant walk it was. Some quail 
were flushed, a few squirrels seen, bluejays calling to ore another, 
a white heron swinging away to the sea, while off to the right, over a 
marsh, are a flock of buzzards. They are circling rotmd and round, 
and evidently have a dinner in prospect. 

After an hour’s walk we reach the grove One year ago I was here 
and the place was a marvel of beauty. Now the cold wave has been 
here and left desolation in its path. ‘The ground is fairly covered with 
oranges, but they have been frozen and are ruined. The flower gar¬ 
den that I saw in such splendor a year ago is now a mass of dead 
shrubbery. The guava trees, lime trees, and all the tender shrubs are 
killed. Jack Frost has collected his tithes. We fill a bag with 
oranges, but Boston and Toronto say they are no good; but they eat 
their share after they get in camp, 

Going back we pass a gopher that we had passed on the way out. 
One makes the remark, “That’s the same one we saw coming over.” 

"Yes,” says another, “that proves that we didn’t go far out of our 
way.” 

“Kick him out,” says Boston, “he’s too cunning for anything.” 
But here we are at the camp. It really looks like home. There is 

no trace of frost here, save in the water maples, and they have im¬ 
proved ■with its touch. 

And so the time passes away, and all too soon we have to stow the 
canoes for the homeward trip, This is the saddest part of outing, 
breaking camp; but it must be done. We have no time for regrets, 
Blankets are roiled, tents struck, canoes launched, and with a last 
look at the now forlorn spot we are off. A few hours’ paddle, a short 
carry, and we are at home, with only the memory of our trip to 
Unknown Lake. _ Tabpon. 

A NEW CRUISING AND RACING CANOE. 
The owner of the Grebe, Mr. B. W. Richards, of Brockville, is 

known to all who visit the meets as a most enthusiastic sailor 
and thorough racing man. Last year he had a very fine canoe, 
mainly built by himself, but not entirely satisfied with her he sold her 
in the fall and'has since built another boat. The new craft, 15ft. llin. 
xSOin., is built from a design for a loft.xSOin. canoe by Mr. W. P. 
Stephens, N. Y. C. G . the moulds being spaced a little further apart 
to make the extra length. She has been built with the greatest care, 
the materials being of the best quality, while the workmanship is 
equally fine, her builder being Mr. Sauve, who did part of the work 
on her predecessor. The Mona is of white cedar, smooth lap, and 
filed and sandpapered down until the laps are almost flush. The keel 
is of lin. oak, with a brass shoe l-16m. thick and full width, from stem 
to stern. The stem and stem are of oak, natural crook; the knees, 
bulkheads and two centerboard trunks of white cedar; deck beams of 
pine; ribs of oak; in wale of ash; decks of mahogany, with walnut 
heads on edges and down the center. The cockpit is 6ft. lOin. long, 
18in. wide, with a flaring coaming of black walnut, -Sin. high at fore 
end and at lowest point. The after end of the cockpit is round. 
The mahogany hatches are four in number, covering the well com¬ 
pletely and locking up. The two forward mast tubes are lOin. and 
26in. from fore side of stem, and the mizzen tube is 4ft. 6in. from the 
stern. The rudder is of Wn-teak, coming down-Sin. below keel. The 
fore board is of brass. %m. thick, and weighing .38 pounds. The after 
board is of J^in. brass, weighing 8 pounds. All her trimmings will be 
nickle plated. The bulkheads are made as tight as possible, ■with 
tanks of 38 gauge brass, made over wooden patterns, the latter being 
removed before completing the tank. Each tank is inflated before 
soldering. She will have a trial suit of lateens, 55ft. and 20ft., and 
after some use under them her racing suit will be planned. 

CANOEING IN FLORIDA.—Jacksonvfile, Fla., March 21.—Editor 
Forest and Stream; Canoeing matters here excite considerable in¬ 
terest among the members of the boating fraternity, owing to the 
arrival of Mr. Barnett’s new Mohican No. 4, a beautiful boat, and 
probably the first one of that model which has been launched and 
which will be really sailed much before May 1. She has proved very 
fast, and has been sailed every afternoon this week, and been in two 
races, one in light airs and one in a very strong puffy breeze. Off 
the wind this model leaves every canoe and the various cats about 
here very badly. Her owner has not yet got her in perfect trim for 
windward work. In yesterday’s blow she proved herself a perfect 
sea boat, going easily through waves which stopped the Aurora 
sadly, and being very dry and stiff. She surprises the boating men 
here, and under the stimulus of Mr. Barnett’s skillful sailing and 
enthusiasm there promises to be a strong club formed here. Dr. 
Neide is cruising around Cedar Keys with “Nessmuk” and Kendall. 
Munroe was alro heard from cruising at Charlotte Harbor, and work¬ 
ing up the west coast. He may even be with Neide now. He misses 
Psyche badly he writes. Make the A. C. A. Cup a challenge one by 
all means.—Guenx. 

HARTFORD C. C. WINTER CAMP-FIRE.—On Saturday evenmg, 
Mewch 27, at residence of Dr. Geo. C. Parmele. Messrs. Nickerson, 
Shedd, Knappe, Bowles and Bliss were present from Springfield, and 
Vaux from New York. Mr. Abbott, of the H. C. C., presided. Ar¬ 
rangements for the Calla Shasta tSpringfieid) Decoration Day meet 
were talked over, and the expenses were agreed to be borne equally 
by H. C. C. and S. C. C.. to be raised by subscription. Mr. Mckerson 
was the lecturer of the evening; canoe sails his subject. A very 
choice little supper was served after the lecture, and then canoe talk 
was indulged in till it was time for the Springfield men to go for their 
train at 1:30 A. M. 

A NEW RADIK BOARD.—The success of the Radix board in canoes 
has led to a demand for a larger size, suitable for sailing boats. To 
meet this demand the Radis Manufacturing Company have lately 
placed on the market a larger board, 36in. long and dropping l8in., 
the area being SMsfl- ft- This board is admirably suited tor rowing 
and safling boats, especially for yachts’ yawls, as it takes up no 
space in the boat, and is very effective in operation. There is stiU a 
good demand for the small or canoe size, w^hich promises to retain its 
place as a cruising adjunct, owing to the many advantages in the 
way of increased space which it possesses. 

A. C. A.—The following letter has been received by Secretary 
Neide: 11 Buckingham street, London, W. C., 8 March, 1886. C. A. 
Neide, Secretary A. C. A. Sir—The Royal 0. C. begs to enter for the 
challenge cup of the American Canoe Association, to be saUed for 
during the autumn meet of 1886. I beg to remain, sir, yours truly, 
T G. F. WiNSBR, Secretary R C. C—Messrs. F. B. Hibbard, of 
Rondout, Walter H. Barry, of Montreal, and the Rev. N. R. Everts, 
commodore Shattemuc C. C. of Rewburg, are proposed for member- 

LITERATURE.—The committee on canoe literature of the 
Canoe Exhibition, ■will be glad to receive any loans of books, charts, 
drawings or models from publishers and canoeists. Articles may be 
sent to W. P. Stephens, care Forest Asn Stream, 39 Park Bow, New 
York, not later than April 21. 

HAMILTON C. C. -This club has lately been organized at Hamilton, 
Ont., with twenty-five members. 

^Hchting. 
Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 

ing Co. 

FIXTURES. 
May 30.—New Haven Y. C., Opening Race. 
May 31—Knickerbocker Y. C., Spring Regatta. 
May 31—Sandy Bay Y. C., Cup Race, Rocfcport. 
May 31—Toledo Y. C.. Pennant Matches. 
June 7—Hudson River Y. C., Union Regatta. 
June 9 —Portland Y. C., Annual Regatta. 
June 9—Frisbe and Em EU Eye, City Point. Match Race. 
June 12-Buffalo Y. C., Club Regatta. 
June 12—Sandy Bay Y. C., Cup Race, Gloucester. 
June 15—Atlantic Y. C.. Regatta. 
June 17—N. Y. Y. C. Regatta. 
June 17—Dorchester Y. C., Nahant, Open. 
June 17—Sandy Bay Y. G., Cup Race. Squam. 
June 17—Hull Y. C., Corinthian Pennant Race. 
Jime 19—Hull Y. C., Pennant race. 
June 23—Boston Y. C., Cup Race, City Point. 
June 26—Sandy Bay Y. C., Cup Sail-off, Squam. 
June 26—Corinthian Y. C., Club Race. 
July 3—Huh Y. C., Club Race. 
July 3—Buffalo Y. C., Annual Regatta. 
July 3-4—Knickerbocker Y. C., Annual Cruise. 

MR ISELIN’S NEW YACHT.—This yacht is now partly planked, 
the deck frame laid and cockpit floor and sills of the cabin house in 
place. Those who are interested in the very important questions of 
yacht construction will find much that is w'orthy of a careful study 
m this craft, as her framing has never been equalled in any yacht 
of the kind built about New York. If some of the “experts” to 
whom in their own estimation the yachting world owes ho much, were 
to visit her now they could gather many good ideas to be palmed off 
some day as original inventions. There is really nothing specially 
novel or amazingly ingenious in her construction, but every part 
shows a thorough adaptation to its special place, the result being 
lightness and strength. The yacht is deserving of a more thorough 
and critical notice, but at present, as illustrations, may be mentioned 
the quarter timbers and general construction of the stem, the use of 
hackmatack wherever possible, the through fastenings of copper and 
the conspicuous absence of galvanized spikes and wooden treenails, 
as well as the shaping of the floor and hanging knees, forged to a 
correct shape instead of being bent out of plain bar iron. 

SEAWANHAKA CORINTHIAN Y. C.—The Seawanhaka C. Y. C. 
held a meeting at Delmonico’s on March 30,-with Commodore Canfield 
in the chair. Mr. Frank 8. Lawrence, of the sloop Vixen, was elected 
vice-commodore, in place of Mr. W. E. Iselin, who has declined to 
serve. The secretary read his report showing that notwithstanding 
the late differences in the club it is still in a prosperous condition 
The present membership is 192, compared with 212 at this time last 
year, and eight new names were also presented for admission. The 
club will retain their present anchorage and club house until June 1, 
and probably will lease it for another year, until^May 1, 1887, and the 
club yacht Venture will soon be in commission for the use of mem¬ 
bers. The date of the spring regatta will be set by the flag officers. 
The same amounts were appropriated for prizes as were given last 
year. The Decoration Day race will take place as usual, the prizes 
being the same as last year. 

THE ALTERATIONS TO THE GRACIE.—The sloop Grade is now 
on the ways at Piepgrass’s yard for extensive alterations. Her sides 
will be raised 1ft. amidships, reducing the sheer, as the height at the 
bow will remain unchanged, and the height aft will be increased but 
little. The stern will be narrowed in and altered m shape to conform 
more nearly with modem ideas, and a new deck and cabin house will 
be added. Sister keelsons wili be worked along the keel, jogged 
down over the heels of the floor timbers, as this part of the boat has 
been weak ever since the alterations to her centerboard trunk. The 
new trunk, a large one, put in a few years since, will be cut dewn 
2ft. on the after end, the board being shortened to correspond. The 
interior wiU be refitted throughout. The rig will not be materially 
changed. The alterations will be made by Mr. Piepgrass, under the 
superintendence of Mr. J. F. Tams. 

ME. VANDERBILT’S STEAM YACHT.—The contract for the steel 
for Mr. Vanderbilt’s yacht has been awarded to the Linden Steel Co., 
of Pittsburgh. The specifications are for the best quality, the tensile 
strength being 84,000 pounds. The dimensions ot the yacht are: Over 
all, 285ft.; waterline, 252ft.; beam, 32ft. .3in.; depth, 21ft. 6in.; draft, 
16ft. 8in. It is said that the name Alva has been decided upon. 

YACHT AND CANOE FITTINGS.—Messrs. Topping & Fox. 96 
Chambers street, have now a large stock of ship hardware of all 
kinds, including blocks, chains and anchors. Their stock of brass 
goods includes many handsome patterns of rowlock and other boat 
and canoe fittings, and they are adding to the latter to meet the wants 
of canoeists. 

A NEW STEAM YACHT.-Mr. John Harvey has just completed 
the design for a steam yacht 52ft. over all and 7ft. 6in. beam, drawing 
3ft 6in. The yacht, which will be planked with mahogany and prob¬ 
ably double-skinned, ■wili be built by John Munn, The Westinghouse 
Co. are the owners and will fit her with one of them engines. 

AMERICAN STEAM Y. C.—Messrs. Frank R Lawrence, W. B. 
David and George W. Hall have been appointed a committee to ar¬ 
range for an international race of steam yachts. Designs for the 
A. Y. C. Cup have been presented to the club. 

Y'ACHTING NOTES.—The Providence schooner. The frames of 
this boat are partly out, the lead keel is cast, and the keel logs are 
being shaped, so that the vessel will soon be in frame. She is to be 
ready by the middle of May_Dagmar. The new steel yacht build¬ 
ing at Newburg is for Mr. Geo. Beck, of Poughkeepsie, owner of the 
Mriana, Mr. C. D. Miller being the designer and not the owner as we 
pre'viousiy stated. It is proposed to name her Daggnar_Far Niente, 
sloop, has been sold to Mr. John Hatch, of New York .. Norma, 
steam yacht, has been sold by Mr. Munroe to Mr. Horace Daniels, of 
Pro-vddence, R. I. She has been taken to Manning’s Basin for an over¬ 
hauling. This summer she will fly the pennant of the American 
Y. C_Vision. This old and well-known sloop, after lying idle 
for several seasons, has been sold to Mr. A. Weston, of Yonkers, 
N. Y—Mischief, sloop, ivlll not fit, out this season, and Capt. Clock 
will probably have command of the new schooner Avelon, built for 
Com. Valette, Quaker City Y. C .. Estelle, cutter, is having her cock¬ 
pit removed and a full flush deck laid, the space gained aft being 
converted into a stateroom. Her mast will also be shifted aft to its 
former position, and the cabin will be refitted....Montauk will be 
stripped at once and fitted out with her summer rig_Sasqua, sloop, 
will have a larger sail plan and new mast this summer_Sappho. 
steam yacht, lately bought by Dr. W. S. Webb, is now at the foot of 
East Twelfth street, ■v^ere she will have some repairs made.... 
Seneca, yawl, J. B. Tribken. Brooklyn Y. C.. has received a housing 
topmast, and a new lug mizzen in place of the old leg of mutton 
sail....A steam launch 52ft. long, 6ft. beam is now building 
by Mr. James Lennox for the Harlem Rowing Association_ 
Vivienne, sloop, has been sold to Mr. W, C. Bolton, of New Haven, to 
which port she belongs ...Adelaide—Wood Bros, are now finishing 
Mr. Underhill’s sloop. Mr. R. M. Wood wUl sail her for a time_ 
Union will be the name of a catboat lately built on Staten Island for 
Mr. R. J. Behringer, Brooklyn Y. C. She is 26ft. 6in. long, Oft. 6in. 
beam, and 3ft. depth_Concord, sloop, is atPoiUon’syard for a lead 
keel of 5J4 tons and also for general repairs .. .Wanda, steam yacht— 
The changes in rig have been completed and the engines have been 
run at the dock preparatory to a trial trip .. .Lawleys have the keel 
and frames of Mr. Fay's yacht ail reaily. J. H. McManus & Son will 
make the sails... Rival, steam yacht, lately purchased by Mr. Field, 
will be altered by Poillon Bros., her deck being raised 3ft., with a 
pilot house and smoking room forward. Some changes wiU also be 
made in her boiler_Mr. E. A. Wilhs, of Port'Washington, has about 
completed two open centerboard boats, the Nahlie, for Mr. W. E. 
Connor, 25ft. long, lift, beam, and 1ft. Tin. draft, and the Negle, 20ft. 
long. 9ft. beam, and 1ft. 3in. draft, forW. S. Alley_ifir. L. K. Y’oung, 
of Bridgeport, is at work on a 21ft. open sloop, with counter stern and 
lead ballast... The Deiamater Iron Works are making a steel boiler 
for Mr. J. M. Waterbury’s yacht Lurline.. ..Mr. Pierre LorUlard pro¬ 
poses to build next summer a steam sharpie, 90 by 16ft., for Tlorida 
waters. Mr. Hillman will design the hull and Mr. W. W. Scott the 
engines_Thos. Kane & Co. w'ill put oue of their three-cylinder 
valveless engines and petroleum motors in a launch for Mr. George 
Poppert, of Milwaukee. 

savannah Y. C.—On the 3d inst. our clua held its annual meeting 
at our club house. Thunderbolt, with Commodre Wm. Hone presid¬ 
ing. The Commodore, in presenting his annual report, congratulated 
the club on its increasing prosperity. Five new members were elec¬ 
ted. Officers for 1886 were then elected: Commodore,Wm. Hone; Vice- 
Commodore, John N. Johnson; Rear-Commodore, Thos. P. Bond; 
Secretary, Frank Whiter; Treasurer, M. H. Cohen, Board of Stewards 
—Henry D Stevens, Isaac Beckett, Julian Schley, Alfred M. Martin, 
Jr., Theodore Gordon, Wm. G. Morrill. Commodore William Hone, 
Lawrence Hartshorn, Geo. J. Baldwin, Wallace Camming, Henry H. 
Hull, Wm. D. Sunkins. On March 6 the new Board of Stewards met 
and Alfred M. Martin, Jr., was elected chairman and Frank Winter 
was re elected secretary of the board. The foUo'wlng committees 
were appointed to serve until the annual meeting, Wednesday, March 
2, 1887: House Committee—Henry D. Stevens, chairman: Wm. G. 
Morrill, Wallace Gumming, Wm. Hone. Alfred M. Martin, Jr.; Sailing 
Committee—Lawrence Hartshorn, chairman: Isaac Beckett. .Julian 
Schley; Committee on Membership-Geo. J. Baldwin, chairman;Wm. 
D. Simkins, Theodore Gordon, Heury H. Hull, Wallace Gumming; 
Timers—W. D. Simkins, chairman; Theodore Gordon, Henry H. Hull; 
Measurer, WiUiam G. MorriU. At present there are 171 members to 
our club. The new constitution, by-laws and sailing regulation wiU 
shortly be printed.—Frank Winter, Sec. S. Y. C. 

MARINE BOILERS.—It is somewhat remarkable that little or no 
improvement has been made for many years in the efBciency of the 
marine boiler. At the present time, over 40 per cent, of the total 
heat due to the combustion of the coal is completely wasted. Here is 
a fine field for economy. Several engineers are now directing their 
attention to the improvement of the boiler, considered as a steam 
generator, by the use of a forced draught. The Howden plan, 
w’hich consists of blowing air, heated by means of the waste gases 
from the boiler, direct into the furnaces, has given promising results 
in the steamship New York City, where the boiler has been working 
under air pressm-e for about eighteen months. Mr. Howden claims 
that he can largely reduce the size of the boilers required for any 
given power, and at the same lime effect a great reduction in the 
consumption of fuel. Probably he is a little too sanguine; but as 
the improvement of boiler efficiency is a matter of the greatest im¬ 
portance, not only to the mercantile marine but also to the Navy, we 
should like to see the Admiralty authorities give the Hovyden plan a 
searching trial and make known the results to the shipping world.— 
The Shipping World. 

GENERAL PAINE’S YACHT.—The new yacht is planked and 
decked and the joiners are busy inside. The mainsail will be made 
by J. H. McManus & Sou, ■ivhRe the jib, jiptopsafi and staysail ■will be 
made by Wilson. General Paine is now on a visit South. The yacht 
will be ready for the launch by the latter part of this month. 
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CRUISE OF THE COOT. 

xvin. The contemplated run for the Coot this day was the short distance 
of fifteen miles round Sandy Point, up the Severn to Annapolis, 

the capital of Maryland. The day was fine for a wonder, with a 
moderate wind from S.W., which made it a comfortable full and by 
down to the shoal, which makes out three-quarters of a mile from 
Sandy Point. A new screw pile lighthouse, white light varied with red 
flashes, has been erected on the extremity, the old tower still stand¬ 
ing on shore as a landmark. The Coot pas.sed inside the light and 
found spots several feet shoaler than figured on the chart. Two miles 
above this point you pass the narrow mouth of the Magothy River, 
an estuary in which oystering is carried on extensively. The entrance 
Is Duoyed. After passing in. Deep Creek, on the port hand, affords 
anchorage, with the wind from E. round to W., while Dobbin’s Island, 
in a large bight on the starboard hand, acts as a breakwater for 
everything from W.. N. and E. There are also many other coves and 
creeks further up. The river itself is a large sheet of water, five miles 
long and a mile wide, with two fathoms of water and nine feet on the 
bar between buoys. The shores are bold bluffs, alternating with low 
ground, and very attractive. This confluent itself, though but one 
out of scores of similar stretches connecting with the Chesapeake, 
will supply w'eeks of interesting cruising and sport to a catboat like 
the Coot. In local vernacular the river’s name is pronounced Mag¬ 
goty, with the stress on the first syllable. 

From Sandy Point the coast line turns in almost at right angles 
and trends away southwesterly to Hackett's Point, which you give a 
tolerable berth if bound round into the cove, with Mill and White 
Hall creeks at the head for snug anchorage. But if bovmd for An- 
napoUs, you haul up to S. W. for Greenbury’s Point across the cove. 
On the headland, the northern extremity of the Severn River, there is 
a small lighthouse, with building attached, and a clump of green 
trees. Witn less than 7ft. draft, give the point a fair berth and cut 
across to pick up the channel buoys, which will lead you tm to the 
city. If drawing 7ft. or more, keep well out coming from Hackett’s 
ani make the red can buoy off Greenbury to starboard, as it marks 
the tongue of sand projecting to the S.E. from the Point. Leave it 
on either hand, as there is 16ft. inside of it for some distance before It 
shoals fast. 

The Coot having been knocked off by the wind backing to the south¬ 
ward, stretched well across lo Kent Island from Sandy Point, then 
flung round for the harbor, with the dome of the historic old State 
Capitol towering majestically above the town clustered beneath and 
radiant in the sun in the many-colored tints of its house*. Prominent 
objects, familiar objects, met the gaze ahead. Bight up the channel, 
in full view, the trun park of Uncle Sam's far-famed Naval Academy 
caught the eye with pleasing effect. Broad lawns, handsome build¬ 
ings and public edifices, piers, fort, armories and gunnery ships, 
splendid in fresh paint, spoke of the care and solicitude bestowed by 
a great nation upon this seat of nautical training and instruction. 
To me the sight was one of utmost gratification. It was fifteen years 
since, to the tune of “The Girl I Left Behind Me,’’ we “broke ranks” 
from the final dress parade on the sward facing the Admu-al’s quar¬ 
ters. Amid cheers we rushed for our quarters to don ftdl regimentals, 
frock taU coats with gold lace and shoulder knots, gorgeous swords 
and smart naval caps, each one of our grand old “class of ’70” armed 
with a parchment certifying our graduation and admission to “the 
line” of Uncle Sam’s bold navy. From the hands of General Grant 
we had received these documents in person, with a few commenda¬ 
tory words from the great chieftain, which made the day doubly 
precious. From that hour we were ready to fight tooth and nail 
through Uncle Sam’s battles, but as the generous-minded soul had 
no particular quarrels on hand, we drew our pay with utmost 
promptitude ins-iead. As the Coot approached and the ports of the 
old Santee could be counted, the very muzzles of the guns which had 
many a time sent volleys across the waters and shot and shell at tar¬ 
gets in the bay at my command to my ‘-division.” peered from the 
noble frigate’s shining side like so many old friends welcoming back 
the wanderer to their fold. One by one"objects of great interest were 
made out. A whole row of buildings was gradually opened, then a 
particular dwelling, then a particular door, and lastja particular 
window with which I had for years a most intimate acquaintance; 
a window on the ground floor which served me well, from which you 
could jump when belated to slip unobserved inio the rear rank of the 
breakfast "formation” before the roll call had reached your name; 
a window- from which ih#juicy lemon cakes—“snots” we then called 
them for short—could be deftly purloined from -‘Frenchy,” who had 
the privilege from high quarters of wheedling us outof spare pennies 
through his dainty sweets piled on top of his basket, which was, of 
course, empty below, like shot m a pyramid; a window from which 
our eagle eyes would catch the officer of the day on his rounds and at 
at sign still the noisy tumult within and send us flymg to our books 
to meet the stern official’s ‘-in-'pection” w-ith the looks of innocent 
babes, guileless as the angels above; a window from which the 
“plebs" could be twitted, for it w-as in the good old days w-hen hazing 
was still a legitimate institution; from w-hich fair damsels could be 
cut up when passing to and fro: from w-bich rose cheer upon cheer 
from the spectators gathered wdthin when one of ‘-our class” brought 
the pig down from the greased pole, or sent the big, puffy leather ball 
through the goal by a dexterous kick, or made a home run round the 
three bases; a window w-hich, if it could speak, might many a tale of 
youthful pranks and conspiracy unfold. And yet a window which 
once played us shamefully false, as the cloud of smoke leaking 
through its sashes betrayed' the sacrifice to the fragrant weed going 
on within, and put us all on the “tobacco pledge” and brought us 
down to smoking tea! Fifteen years ago, but it all came back as if it 
were but yesterday, and the incliuation to dodge round the corner 
and hide my cigar as the beardles.*, juvenile officer of tbs present day- 
sauntered down the brick-laid walk was an almost irresistible inclina¬ 
tion on the part of the Coot’s solitary crew 

Round the last black buoy the Coot swept with a rush, as sheet was 
got in for a berth well up the harnor, in close company w-ith a score 
of swift, keen-nosed canoes returning from their day’s longing. 
These boats were all manned by our colored brethren, and most dex¬ 
terously they managed their craft almost gunwaleto with their 
freight. They were racing to get alongside the piers first to unload 
at the oyster houses and larger vessels awaiting the filling of their 
holds before casting off for more distant markets. As the colored 
brother neared the aim of his day’s ambition, he hurriedly took in 
sail and set up a vigorous shouting and hailing and mouth-fighting in 
his eagerness to maintain his right of position, that the w-aters rang 
far and near with his African patois, till a riot seemed imminent. Of 
this nothing came, the colored citizen being happily given to fighting 
it out with muck objurgation and then accepting the inevitable with 
philosophic resignation. The Coot came in for a large share of their 
objurgatory pow-ers. She struck them most favorably, as any yacht 
IS likely to do, for paint and a large cabin go a great way by com¬ 
parison with the rougher looks and more restricted conveniences of 
working vessels. 1 ran the yacht close up to a shell beach below the 
county bridge, crossing Spaw Creek, and dropped the book in 9ft. 
abreast the last market wharf, being familiar enough ivith the harbor 
through former residence at the Academy. 

The port is easily entered night or day, and is snug and perfectly 
protected. From 1‘3 to 18ft at low water is found all over, unless vou 
anchor close inshore. The Severn River extends 8 miles in a north¬ 
westerly direction, ending in Round Bay. a mile and a half diameter. 
The shores are bold, pretty bluffs and undulating country. You 
carry from 3 to 5 fathoms clear up to the head, and 15ft. in the lateral 
c reeks. In oays gone by we used to w-ork the Dale, an old-time sloop- 
of-war, square-rigged, all the way up to Round Bay for practice, so 
an idea can be formed of the magnificent and imposing nature of the 
Ctiesapeake’s tributary arms, to which Long Island Sound pales by 
comparison. There is no such cruising water as the Severn any¬ 
where about New York or Boston short of the Maine coast, and that 
is intricate, rock bound, blustering, uncongenial and foggy, except 
for a few short months in midsummer. Yet in the Chesapeake, what 
I have said concerning the Severn applies with equal force to hosts 
of similar estuaries, bays, rivers and so-called creeks, cnusing being, 
moreover, enjoyable aU year round, unless an excepilonally severe 
winter, like the one just passed, should be experienced. O -casional 
cold snaps may cause a few days’ interruption, but the way is al ways 
clear to escape in the south. Still these latitudes remain practically 
unexplored, and strange to say. the sport has scarcely found a foot¬ 
ing among the natives. One would suppose that a wealthy city like 
Baltimore, the largest “fore-and-aft port” in the country, would 
boast its yachts by the hundred, and that Norfolk would count hers 
at fifty at least. With the exception of the Chesapeake Y. C., re¬ 
cently organized by a few gentlemen of the eastern shore, there 
seems no inclination whatever on the part of men to the manor born 
to take to the water, and ihey are ignorant of the splendid opportuni¬ 
ties thrown in their way. Pe'rhaps with the fashion once sec by the 
more frequent appearance of yachts from the North, the discovery 
of what has been so far missed will be made, so that the Chesapeake 
towns may take their proper rank in a sport to which their location 
especially invites them. 

Annapolis is a quaint little toy town, which appears to have been 
dropped into the present age out of the basket of bygone limes. It 
is still in the main a remnant of Wa.-hington’s era, and contiasts in 
its small scale funnily with the huge planning we are accustomed to 
in cities of modern descent. Evidently Annapolis grew and got ripe 
before the age of steam. It represents labor by hand from cellar to 
garret, from stone stoop to carved dormer window. It is neat, tidy 
and tiny. Neat and tidy because nothing is going on to keep the 
grass from gi-owing between the identical stone pavements which 
were laid in revolutionary period, when Annapolis was a central sun 
to politics and society. Tiny, because you can almost reach to the 

cornice of its little but very complete buildings. They show by their 
ornamentalion in brick and wood that once a fashionable class ruled 
from the streets converging at the capitol, and no doubt with all and 
more of the imperiousness, cabals, vanities and competition 
that characterize tbe nouveaux riches ot New York’s pet Murray 
Hill. Once upon a time Annapolis had its “up town” and “down 
town,” its “west end” audits “city.” Butin these days of big dis¬ 
tances and things, it does not even rank a mule-car line, and scarcely 
rises to the dignity of more than a village. The old dwelling.* have 
become stores, and small stores with a small assortment of goods. 
Some have degenerated into boarding houses, though where the 
people are expected from to join the festive hash is hard to say. The 
legislative sessions bring a few stragglers from the country, and the 
Naval Academy furnishes the basis of some support. The State 
capitol, a fine structure even in the eyes of the present generation, 
must have represented such an enormous effort and prodigal outlay 
when first planned, that the handiwork of our worthy sires must 
command respect, though the town itself fails to arouse admiration. 
The capitol is situated on an elevation in an open circle, recently 
marred by a stupid attempt at modemizatioB, totally out of harmony 
with the buildicg itself. From it radiate the streets, avenues of the 
olden time, and these are covered by sundry little back alleys, prob¬ 
ably the Five Points, Minetta lanes and Baxter streets of a century 
ago, the reveling hordes of which were also probably a source of 
constant anxiety to the one town watchman, with his smoky oil lamp 
and lame rattle. The capitol is replete with historic memorials and 
relics. It is enough for me to remind the reader that 'Washington the 
immortal resigned his commission as General of the Revolutionary 
Army in this same building. For further information Jet him come 
and see himself, as it is not a guide book I am writing. In rear of 
the capitol stands an ugly mansard-roofed “mansion” of modern 
■late, already out Of date, flopped down among the remnants of an 
interesting past, an uninteresting reminder of the insipid taste and 
lack of c.mception characteristic of our own years. Then there are 
some very respectable church edifices, one solitaiw dwelling of the 
Americanized Queen-Anne-Swiss Chalet-Pagoda-Rhine Castle con¬ 
glomerate red-painted order, a large Catholic coUege for priests of 
some sort, a baby gas works, and a very few fairly commodious 
modem residences of some of the old “first families,” left behind. 
There is also a railroad. If there had been no war there would have 
been no railroad. Gen. BuUer builf the 20 mile connection with the 
Baltimore & Ohio Railroad for the transport of troops. When hands 
had been clasped across the chasm, it had to be sold. Somebody was 
rash enough to buy it. As I knew the road, it still retained the old 
U i-ails of aboriginal device, or what was left of them, and the con¬ 
sumptive engine of the line ran at intervals on mud. The rolling 
stock cou.sisted of two cars tottering to the grave. A shanty or two 
passed for depots, and one lonesome-looking side track of a few 
yards lengtn furnished the chance for imitating real roads and a rush 
of business by furious backing up and shunting off the two lame cars, 
the engine straining itself at whistling and bell clanging for an hour 
before departure. I heard at the time ugly rumors that this ghost of 
a road was made the stalking horse for some of the wildest stock 
manipulations and capital watering on the most approved Wall street 

Ians, but of course on a very tiny scale to correspond with the road’s 
ucolic suiToundings. Time has done wonders, however. 

A general renovation has overcome the road and now the bold 
engine, with a fierce headlight, sweeps into the new shed at a two- 
raile rate, whistling loud and long for the crowds to make way, 
whereupon the single small urchin witjjin hearing walks off the track 
with his hands in his pockets. A steamboat also makes daily connec- 
t on with Baltimore. Industrially considered. Annapolis would be 
only a small country store but for the trade in oysters, which has 
assumed considerable magnitude. Socially considered, the place has 
some attractions, and the outlying country is studded with fine farms, 
some of them held by wealthy men from Northern cities. The country 
is very healthy, and along the shores excellent and romantic sitesfo'r 
dwellings are plentiful. I know several gentlemen from the North 
who have settled here to escape the rigorous winters of higher lati¬ 
tudes and to pass their age in quiet contentment and fresh supplies 
reaped from a small patch of ground, chickens, cow and oyster beds. 
Sport is good, birds and fish plentiful. From a purely yachting point 
of view, few places can surpass or even equal the regions about An¬ 
napolis. Sheltered or open water, with all the variations imaginable, 
with depth enough for any type of boat, with shores clad in sylvan 
beauty, with harbors in every direction, with stores and water at 
hand and the route to the North or to the South open as you like, 
with Baltimore and Washington within handy reach for metropolitan 
excursions by land, combine to make the ancient colonial settlement 
named in honor of Queen Anne a charmingand inviting headquartei-s 
for yachting purposes. I did gratify my longing eyes upon one nice 
little black cabin sloop of about 80ft.. called the Elfin, belonging to a 
gentleman owning a farm on Hackett’s Bay. She is the sole repre¬ 
sentative of the sport for many a mile around. 

To tbe attractions of the town itself the Naval Academy, of course, 
lends the lion’s share. Within the high walls of the Government 
grounds is a city by itself, half military, half civic in charac’er- a 
city in which dwells refinement and intellect of the highest degree. 
All that is agreeable in the amenities of social life, all that Is attrac¬ 
tive to the student of the art of warfare or of the sciences of peace is 
within easy reach through the iron gateway granting admission 
Fine buildings situated in a well preserved park, engineering and gun¬ 
nery establishments, museums, libraries, laboratories, observatory, 
model rooms, collec'ions of great historic value, armories, monu¬ 
ments. churches, hospitals, public music by tbe most proficient band 
in America, the fine arts—all are well represented and accessible in 
one form or another, with scholars and experts and specialists pre¬ 
siding. Practice ships for drills, including frigates, a monitor, tor¬ 
pedoes and steamers, a steam fire engine, gas works, and all the 
addenda of a community upon the highest plane of civilization go to 
make up the institution which has long been a pattern to all other 
nations The flash of nobby uniforms, the parade of the smart 
cadets, the soldierly marine corps, the fashionable fair sex, form an 
ever-changing kaleidoscope of brilliant color and delightful form, 

upon which the amateur mariner, fresh from a great city, can feast 
bis eyes without stint as a relief to his rough roaming at sea. 

The Co it swung round her anchor for three days, during balmy 
weather and light southerly winds, which were an nnnnatural but 
welcome break in the monotony of winter gales for which she subse¬ 
quently paid dearly. Provisions for two weeks were laid in, a mas^ 
coat was tacked about the w edges to keepihe water from penetrating 
below, and sundry odd jobs per/ormed. New oars for the skiff were 
purchased and the water breaker refilled, To a light northwester she 
got under way the morning of the fourth day and sailed out past the 
Herreshoff steamer Gleam and the gunbiat Gov. McLane, of the 
Maryland oyster police. The Coot was bound south for a harbor as 
far as wind and weather would permit. C. P. K. 

NEW JERSEY Y. C.—The annual meeting of the New Jersey 
Yacht Club was held at their club nouse foot of 10th street, Hoboken, 
N. J.. on March ‘25, Commodore John H. Longstreet presiding, forty 
members being present. The reports of the various officers were 
read, that of the Treasurer being the most important, showing the 
club to have a large surplu.s on hand. Mr. Charles I. Rogers, in his 
annual report stated the amount of cash on hand at the beginning of 
the past year, and the amount at the present time, and said that the 
club was in better financial condition now than at any previous 
time, since its organization in 1878. The trustees in t’heii- report 
through their chairmau Com Dilworth, spoke of their improvements 
made in the past year and of those contemplated, and said that on or 
about May 1 the ferry from 14th street. New York, to 14th street, 
Hoboken, will be in operation, and will be a great convenience to 
members living in New York city. The time it will take to get to the 
club house being about seven and a half minutes. He also spoke of 
the electric light that bad been placed at tJie entrance to the club 
grounds, at tbe request of one of the trustees. After concluding his 
report, on a motion to that effect, the trustees were c instituted a 
committee of the whole to procure plans and specifications for a new 
ways. The present ways are rather ancient, and by them yachts are 
hauled out over rollers. The proposed ways will have a truck and 
cradle, and by the cradle a boat may be moved anywhere on the 
grounds. It is calculated that the ways will cost less that $500. 
On a motion to that effect, a ballot for officers was taken, and the 
following gentlemen elected for the ensuing year. Commodore, 
William H. Dilworth, of yacht Dare Devil; Vice Commodore, Henry 
F. Ogden, Duplex (catamaran); Recording Secretary, William S. 
Dilworth; Corresponding Secretary, George E. Gartlarid; Treasurer, 
Charles I. Rogers; Financial Secretary, John D. Goelsehius.-Measurer, 
Arnold Jeanneret; Regatta Committee, Edward W. Ketcham, chair¬ 
man, John Cmtin and Martin V. B. Evesson. Trustees, Theophilus 
Butts, chairman, Edwin A. Stevens, Edward W. Ketcham, James A. 
Reed and William Stone. Commodore Dilworth assumes the reins 
after an absence of three years from the chair, and being hearlily in¬ 
terested in yachting, and all that pertains to it, will infuse new blood 
into the club. The fifteenth annual regatta w-ill be sailed on Mon¬ 
day, June 14, over the club course, starfiug from Bedloe’s Island, to 
buoy, 13 and 18 (red can off Coney Island i, leaving both to port, passing 
to the westward of buoy on Robbins Reef going and coming to place 
of starting. The committee talk of chartering one ol the Iron boats, 
for the guests of the club. The fall open race will probably be 
sailed the latter pai-t of September or first part of October, but the 
date will depend in a great measure on tbe cup races. The resigna¬ 
tion of Mr. Abram Hennim was lendered and accepted. On motion of 
Commodore Dilworth, Mr. Hennim was unanimously elected an 
honorary member. Mr. Hennim was one of tbe charter members, 
and is at present in Florida recuperating lost health. He was 
formerly the owner of the sloop yacht Estelle. He is the first 
honorary member that has been elected in about ten years, and it i s 
only on rare occasions that one is elected. 

NEW YCRK Y. C.—A meeting of the club w-as held on Mar. 25, 
w-ith Com Gerry in the chair. The annual reports of the officers were 
red and accepted. A telegram was received from the Hon. Perry 
Belmont, announcing that the Sub-Committee on Commerce and 
Navigation had reported favorably ou the bill relating to steam yachts 
and pilotage. The Regatta Committee reported that a letter had 
been sent to Lieut. Henn, givmg the .same terms and conditions to 
the Galatea as were accorded to Genesta last year, namely, three 
races ovei the same courses. The following members were elected - 
F. A. Schermerhorn, George L. Ingraham, Richard Henderson, J. 
Hyslop. D. A. Levy, George Lawrence. Leroy King. Ranson Underhill. 
Edward Winslow, George M. Hand, Wright Duryea, J. S, Tappan, 
J. Seward Webb, G. Farley, Jr., J. D. Grant, Edward Annan, C. C. 
Marsh, W. K. Vanderbilt. .John F. Lovejoy, Charles W. Chapin, 
Thomas A. Young, Jr., Effingham Lawrence. The list of yachts now 
includes 60 schooners, 50 sloops and cutters, 35 steam yachts and 10 
launches. 

BURLLNGTCN ICE Y. C.—The third regatta of the Burlington Ice 
Y. C. took place Saturday, March 27, and the prize was a year’s sub¬ 
scription to the Forest and Stream, offered by W. B. McKillip a 
pominent member of the club. The pennant was sailed for on the 
23d. and as no cash prizes are allowed the club, the Forest and 

STREAM seems very appropriate. The Mudjekeewis, owned byT. P. 
W. Rogers, took the prize, covering tlie course in 14mlii. The course 
was ‘2*4 miles to windward. Distance sailed about 94d miles Wind 
W. by N. and rather light. 

A HANDY yacht BUCK FT.—A new and convenient style of 
bucket has lately been devised by a yaeiitsrnan for use about yachts. 
It is made entirely of rubber, the outside being protected by three 
Stout hoops t^in. square in sections. The bnil is'also of rubber, very 
strongly made, and is fitted with a galvanized thimble. The makers 
are the Goodyear Rubber Co., 503 aud -2U5 Broadway, New York. 

A NEW IRCN SCHCCNER —The little Whim, designed last year 
by Mr. A. Cary Smith, has proved so successful that Mr. Smith has 
now an order for a large schooner of similar design, 80ft, on water¬ 
line and not over 6ft. draft. She will be built of iron and will be used 
about Florida, her owner being a Massachusetts yachtsman. 
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A HANDY KEEL SLOOP. The accompanying drawings, for which we are indebted to Mr. J. 
A. Wyhe, of Newburgh, N. Y., show an excellent boat of moder¬ 

ate proportions that will commend itself to many who desire a keel 
craft, but who hold initial stability and moderate draft as of the first 
importance. The accommodations are very good for so small a 
craft, while the draft, 4ft., is not too great to permit a very wide 
range of cruising. The centerboard is entirely dispensed with, and 
the space is increased largely in consequence. The headroom in the 
cabin is good and the galley is very fair. The Gipsey was built in 
the winter of 1884-5 by Daniel C. Bernard, of South Brooklyn, for Mr. 
Theodore C. HaU. of Newburgh, N. Y., and her dimensions are a,s 
follows: 

Length on deck.  26ft. 6in. 
Length on leadline.23ft. Oin. 
Beam (extreme). 9ft. Oin. 
Draft.   4ft. Oin. 
Least freeboard. 1ft. Sin. 
Ballast (iron cast to fit). 5.000 lbs. 
Mast, deck to hounds. 25ft. Oin. 
Boom ..  27ft. Oin. 
Gaff. 14ft. 2in. 
Bowsprit, outboard .12ft. Oin. 
Topmast, above masthead. lift. Oin. 
Hoist of mainsail.22ft. Oin. 
Jib on luff. 29ft. Oin. 
Jib on foot.   16ft. Oin. 
Area of lower sails.749 sq. ft. 

Stem, keel and sternpost are of oak. the keel being I4in.x6in.; 
frames bent 2J4s2Ln. at neels, and 2xi?^iu. at .deck, spaced 12in. be¬ 
tween centers; floors of hackmatack, natural growth; bilge strake 
(inside) of white pine, lx4in.; deck beams. 2x-<!J4m.; wales of Georgia 
pine lJ4tn. thick: planking of cedar IJ^in. thick; deck of white pine 
lj4in. square. The cabin slide and runners, cabin doors and cockpit 
rail are of cherry. 

The interior which is finished in clear pine with cherry trimmings 
and varnish, is unusually roomy for a boat of this size, there being 
5ft. lin. headroom and 3ft. of floor between the transoms, which is 
all available as there is no centerboard trunk to cut it up into two 
narrow' alleys. 

The cabin is arranged with a view to accommodate two, and there 
is a berth forward in case a hand should be shipped for a long cruise. 
There is an ample supply of locker room, the benefits of which will 
be appreciated by all who have cruised in a small yacht. 

Under the cockpit and accessible from the cabin oy a sliding door, 
is the refrigerator, 2ft. square, and each side of this is a water tank, 
the two tanks being eonneeted by a galvanized iron pipe, in which is 
placed a cock, so that the water may be kept from running all to 
Inward when the yacht is heeled over, there is also a cock just within 
the cabin, under the companion ladder, by w hich the water may be 
drawn off for use. The two tanks hold thirty-five gallons. 

At the after end of the cabin on each side is a locker! Sin. long 
without shelves, but provided with hooks so that clotning and oilers 
may be hung at full length. Back of these closets are small doors, 
leading imder the deck on each side of the cockpit, and as the cock¬ 
pit floor runs all the w'ay out to the planking of the boat and back to 
tne archboard, this makes a narrow closet about 8£t. long, suitable 
for awning stanchions, boat hook, mop, broom, etc , which are 
usually knocking about on deck and in the way. Then comes a berth 
on each side, 6ft. 3ln. long and with plenty of width for comfortable 
sleeping. The lockers under these berths are accessible by doors m 
front of the lockers, which, being hinged, let dowm, opening outward 
into the cabin. Forward of these berths on each side is a closet with 
shelves for the reception of crockery, glass and silverware, bed and 
table linen, towels, etc., etc. ... 

The forecastle contains a berth which can be turned up against the 
side of the yacht when not in use, while opposite is a Monitor oil 
stove with three bimiers, capable of cooking anything that can be 
mentioned. Over the stove is a rack for tinware and cooking utensils. 
The forecastle also has ample locker room, including chain lockers 
in the eyes. 

In the after end of the cockpit floor and Just forward of the rudder 
trunk is a small hatch leaoing to a large open space under the cock¬ 
pit and aft of the refrigerator and water tank, where may be stored 
spare anchor and cable, extra sails, awning etc. 

The Gipsy has proved a weatherly and able boat and in the matter 
of speed, in both light and heavy weather, has also proved herself 
exceedingly satisfactory to her owner._ 

TORONTO SKIFF SAILING CLUB.—This club has opened its 
doors to its members about six weeks earlier than last year, the ice 
having left our several bay weeks earlier than was expected. Several 
members have been out sailing already, and it is proposed to have a 
club cruise on Saturday, March 27, which in all probability will open 
skiff sailing on our bay. Several are having new boats built this 
spring which they expect will leave astern everything else in the 
club, but ihere are some good boats in the club yet. which will make 
it pretty hot for some of them. The officers will be elected for this 
year at annual meeting, which will take place on the 6th prox.— 
Hamilton S. Hall, Sec’y-Treas. 

^nswer^ to ^amspandmt§. 
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No Notice Taken of Anonymons Correspondents. 

The White Mountain Hammock Chair is a useful article for camp 
life in the woods, as well as for the house or iawn. It is self-adjust¬ 
ing to any position, and the weary sportsman can recline at full 
length, or sit upright as in an ordinary chair. It is strongly made, 
and can be stowed in very compact shape. See advertisement in 
another column.—Adv. 

M. E.—See Shot columns. 
A Quiz.—For Long Island snipe law see Shot columns. 
E. H. F.. City.—The gun can undoubtedly be so altered. 
N. Y.. Belleville, On't.—Write to J. C. Greeley, Jacksonville, Fla. 
W. E. S.—Le Page’s Liquid Glue will probably answer your purpose. 
T. H . Easthampton.—Try a beagle; see advertisements of breeders 

elsewhere. 
J. D G.—The diameter of a “10-inch circle,” as understood in target 

shooting, would be 10 inches. 
H. F. M., Quebec.—The .32-caliber will do, though if you have the 

choice, choose a larger one. 
Duck, Patterson, Ont.—Long’s “American Wildfowl Shooting” is a 

good book on the subject. Price $1.50. 
Stranger —1. There is no law on snipe. 2. The season for summer 

duck in New Jersey is Sept. 1-Jan. 1. 
A. B. H , St. Mark’s.—Norris’s “American Anglers’ Book” is best 

suited to TOur needs. See price elsewhere. 
C. M., Uauphin, Pa.—The trap may be ordered through any of the 

gun dealers; we do not know address of makers. 
B. C. W.—Spring snipe shooting is forbidden in Suffolk and Queens 

counties, N. Y.. by the law which is given in our Shot columns 
R. W. R., Boston.—Call on E. M. Messenger, Bromfleld House, 

Boston, and he will post you on the angling waters you wan''. 
G. L., Tarrytown, N. Y.—You can probably procure the Jack rab¬ 

bits upon application to Chas. Reiche & Bro., Chatham sircct. New 

J. B. B.—The county supervisors of New York State have authority 
to increase the close season of any game fish, bird or animal, but not 
to decrease it. 

A. P., Louisiana.—A special rubber cement is supplied by dea ers 
in rubber goods. You can order it through any of the sportsmen’s 
goods’ dealers. 

G. H. T., New York.—1. For largest Rangeley Lakes trout see cor¬ 
respondence in last and current issues of this paper. 2. The fish 
were brook trout. , , 

F. F. R., New’ York.—There are trout streams on Long Island. 
Perch may he caught in Croton Lake, bass in Greenwood and Ho- 
patcong lakes. To be taken in proper season. 

G. B.P.-Either one of the rifles you name is an ad mu-able arm 
and w’lil give you satisfaction. The Lyman sight will answer better 
than any other for the work you contemplate. 

E. P.'L.—1. “Jacking’’ means hunting with a Jack-light to show 
presence of game by reflection of eyes, or fishing with a Jaok-lignt 
to reveal the fish in'the w-ater. 2. No law on pickerel in this State. 

A. K. T. -Moose rut in September and October. The does bring 
forth in May. Caribou rut in September and October; bring forth in 
May and June. The antlers of ail deer are best in the rutting season. 

C. B. S.—1. The Roper is not manufactured. You may find one in 
some of the stores; write to them. 2. There is little practical differ¬ 
ence in the wearing qualities of the two: either one should outlast 
the shooter. . . . 

A. C. J.—1. Ashmont’s book has some useful hints on care of dogs, 
hut the bulk of it refers to management and treatment m disease. 
Hammond’s “Training vs. Breaking” is the best in its field. 2. The 
rifle will do well for deer. . „ ,, . 

Canuk, Ottawa —Will you kindly give me a receipt for blueing gun 
barrels? Ans. The better plan for you is to put y^ ^n into the 
hands of a competent gunsmith. The process is a difficult one for an 
amateur to work successfully. 

J. N. P., Springfield, Mass.—Can you mform me of any one who 
owns a good salmon stream that would rent it in the season to a 
small party for a week or ten days? Ans. We do not know of any 
such stream Try an advertisement. . . 

E. T.. Long Island.—The rule about shooting off for ues m a match 
must be agreed upon before the match is shot. Sometimes the shoot¬ 
ers who tie shoot off and the one finally making the highest score 
takes the prize; sometimes they divide on ties. _ , . „ „ 

G. A. L. Laurens, N. Y.—If you wish a book treatmg briefly of the 
game birds and animals the “Gazetteer” will answer. For fuller 

vv. J3. u.,-ijaKeiaiia rarK, rm.— 
best” shotgun. By paying a reasonable price you can get a good gun 
of any one of a dozen makers. See our advertising columns. Send 
to the makers for their catalogues. Select the one that siuts you and 
you will not be in any danger of going astray. 

J. A. L.—It will not injure the gim provided the card hoard w a^e 
which fits the choke. Y’our gun Itself should concentrate the shot 
sufficiently for all useful purposes. Try varying proportions oi pow¬ 
der and shot untU you get it right, remembering always that you do 
not want to mangle your game beyond all reason by too close shoot- 

*'^5! H., Charlestown. Mass.—Will you be kind enough to inform me 
if the black bass can be found in Greenbrier county or m M^klen- 
burg county, Virginia, also what flies or bait are proper ^ use m that 
section, what other fishes are to be found (or caught) m Yugima. and 

. - --irimary object m going to 

days or weeks of fishing. Ans. Black oass may oe luuuu m tuo 
Greenbrier River, West Virginia, and also m Mecklenburg comly, 
Virginia. There are also brook trout in the streams of Greenbrier 

county. You will sometimes find that black bass are called “chub’ 
in that region. Pike, locally calle.1 “J'ick.”are found in Virginia- 
Take a trout rod and tackle and an assortment of bass and trout flies. 
If you use halts you will get them there. 

Woodcock. Bridgeport, Conn.-Please mform me what time of the 
year is best for planting small trout in Crooks and where 1 can get 
the trout? Ans. This is the proper time or as .soon as they begin to 
take food. It is possible that the Connecticut Fish Commission may 
have them to spare. Write Dr. W. M. Hudson, Hartford. If they 
have none you may purchase of Mr. W. L. Gilbert, Plymouth, Mass.; 
Livingston Stone, Charlestown, N. H., or James Annin, Caledonia, 
N. Y. 

P. p. D.. St. .lohn county, N B.—1. Probably the best course is to 
send the gun to a reputable firm and have the locks repaired or 
entirely replaced. Correspond with the gunsmiths who advertise in 
the Forest and Stream. By application to your customs officers you 
may learn what will be required in the way of bonds to pass the gun 
into the U. S. and back again, duty free. 2. The shells are not diffi¬ 
cult to reload, and the manufacturers will furnish the necessary ap¬ 
pliances; send to them for descriptive catalogue. 

Virginia.—To waterproof a silk line, Mr. H. P. Wells, in “Fly-Rods 
and Fly-Tackle,” says he has personally used with success 2 parts 
boiled linseed oil and 1 part best coach-body varnish mixed together 
and warmed until it will singe a feather. Soak twice and rub once, 
the mixture being at a temperature not exceeding 100° Fahr. Finish 
and polish with paraffine candle (page 50). But It is suggested that 
the better and far more satisfactory way to secure a waterproof line 
is to go to a reputable dealer and buy it already prepared. For first- 
class rod makers consult our advertising columns. 

H. B., Jr., New York.—1. Is there any good map of the interior of 
Newfoundland? 2. Is a license required to shoot in Newfoundland? 
3. What is the fastest rate of speed made by any hawk? Ans. 1. There 
are vast tracts of unexplored country in the interior of Newfound¬ 
land. The usual map has “conjectural mountains and hypothetical 
lakes.” You may find some help in the British Admiralty chart of 
the iMand. to be consulted, we presume, in the Astor Library. 2, 
No. 3. Probably the peregrine falcon is as swift on the wing as any 
hawk. We have seen it overtake the passenger pigeon, but how fast 
it flies is not known. 

G. W. B.. New York.—Our gun club by-laws allow both barrels to a 
bird, and do not count half birds. As we are going to have new by¬ 
laws, I think it would be better to count the second barrel one-half 
bird. What is best in this case? Ans. The credit of only one-half to 
second barrel will give stricter record of each shooter’s performance. 
It is more progressive than the ordinary way; and is adopted by 
clubs whose members desire a better test of comparative merits of 
the members. You will find it more satisfactory than the old way. 
A man who scores with his first barrel does better work than the one 
who scores with his second. 

Bluefish, New York.—The blueflsh is taken in various kinds of 
nets, but we presume that you refer to angling for them. The fish 
will bite at anything smaller than itself which moves and has the ap¬ 
pearance of life. Artificial “squids” of bone or metal are trolled be¬ 
hind a sailboat or are thrown into the surf from the shore and hauled 
in quickly. The best way is to “chum” for them. “Chum” is finely 
chopped menhaden or other fish scattered m a tideway to toll blue¬ 
flsh to the anchored boat, where baited hooks are used in connection 
with rods and reels. Menhaden are best because they are oily and 
make a “slick” on the water which the fish see or smell. A strong 
tide is needed for this sport. 

INFORMATION WANTED. 
1. Reader, of Detroit, wishes good small game shooting in Ontario, 
th trout fishing. 
i. G W., Dunellen, N. J., writes that a party of sportsnien who 
sign to build a wagon to serve as a portable camp for deer hunting, 
sh information as to cost, mode of construction, etc. 
S. C. H., Birmingham, Conn., would like information in regard to 
e fishing in the neighborhood of Pembroke, Can. This is on the 
.nadian Pacific Railway and on the Ottawa River. 
4. W. C. G.—Whereabouts in Maine can I have the best general 
le fishing—black bass, pickerel and perch? 
5 E. F. H., of New York, wants to examine a gun which has been 
anged from a hammer to a hammerless principle. 
8. Enquirer.—Please tell me, if you can, whereabouts east of the 
lio River is the best pheasant shooting to be had in the month of 
ptember? 
7 M B H . Baltimore, Md., wants to know the address of the per¬ 
ns manufacturing portable houses with canvas walls in place of 
jod? They are mostly used in camping out. 

8. 0. H. S. wants place in New Brunswick for trout or salmon flsh- 
g, with some small game. 
9. L. L. wants locality where fur is abundant, beaver, otter, fisher, 
c. 
10. “Avis,” who contributed, Vol. VII. p. 395, note on occurrence 

Hudsonian titmouse at Utica, N. Y., is requested to send us his 

S’ Days of Health prepare for sickness; in youth prepare for old 
>; which means insure In the Travelers, of Hartford, whde you 
I healthy and can get insurance, and while you are young and can 
, it cheao.—Adv. 
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HTJ1IPHIIE7S' 
Homeopathic VeteVinary 

Specifics for 
HORSES, CATTLE, SHEEP. 

DOGS, HOGS, POULTRr. 

tyU. S. Governm’t. 

Chart on Rollers, 
and Book Sent Free. 

Humphreys’ Med. Co., 109 Fulton St., N. Y. 

FISHING RODj 
Brother angler, do you want to know where to 

purchase a fine hand-made fishing rod, with numer¬ 
ous improvements not found in any other rod man¬ 
ufactured, and at a lower price than a machine rod 
can be purchased? Send for price list containing 
hints in selecting a rod. 

EDWARD SMITH, 
Pittsford, Rutland Oo., Vt. 

Round Section Bamboo Rods. 
Having been the pioneers in the manufacture and introduction of Section Bamboo Rods, we have always 

taken great pride in securing and perfecting every improvement in order to maintain our position as the makers of 

the very best rods. Knowing not only theoretically, but also by long experience, that a properly made round rod 

is the only absolutely perfect rod, we have invariably refused, and still do refuse, to put our name on any but our 

“Best” round section rods. Wbile our prices for these round rods are only a trifle more than the prices asked by 

any other makers, the rods are widely known to be incomparably mperior and guaranteed in the most liberal 

manner. 

We have just finished and put on the market a new caliber round rod, 10 feet long, and weighing with the solid 

reel seat only 7 ounces. This rod has stood the most severe tests, and found capable of billing the largest black 

oass. The many expert anglers who have handled this rod pronounce it the best balanced and most perfect rod in the market. 

The Open Shot Regulator. 
WINANS & WOODEN, 

1)7 West Kinney st., Newark, N. .1. 

Send Postal for Circular. 

ABBEY Sl IMBBIE, 
18 Vesey Street (Fourth door from Astor House), New York City. 

WINCHESTER 
FELT GUN WADS. 

THE BEST. 
White Pelt Wads, 3-8 inch Thick, Equal to the Best Imported Eag Wads. 

Yo-ULir 

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., 
KTES-W H-A-VEIXT, OOKTKT. Send tor 76-page Illustrated Catalogue, 

55 COURT STREET, BROOKLYN. UE.A-LER IN 

First Quality Goods at liower Prices tban any other House in America. 

onA.. Balance Handles, first qualify and fine finish. 75ft., $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 180ft., $1.50 : 240ft., $1.75; 800ft.. $2 00; 450ft., $2.25; 
eqOft., $2.50 .^y of the above Reels with Drags, 25 cts. extra; nickel plated, 50 cts. extra. Brass ClicK Reels, 20yds., 50 cts.; 30yds., 75 cts.; 60yds., $1.C0; 
nickel plated, 50 cts. extra. Marster’s Celebrated Hooks Snelled on Gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, Sproat, Carlisle, dhesteriown, O’Shaughnessy, Kinsey, 
A^berdeen, Sneck Bent, and all other hooks. Single gut, 12 cts. per doz.; double, 20 cts. per doz ; treble, SO cts. per doz. Put up one half dozen in a package. 

and Black Bass Leaders, 1yd., 5 cts.; 2yds., 10 cts., 3yds., 15 cts. Double Twisted Leaders, 3 length, 5 cts.; treble twisted, 8 length. 10 cis. 
^ $1 ^6 to $5.00. Trout and Black Bass Fly Rods, 10ft. 

long, $1.50 to $10.00 Also for^-eight different styles of rods for all kinds of fishing. Samples of hooks, leaders, etc , sent by mail on receipt of price in 
money or stamps. SEND STAMP FOR OATALOGDE. THU! MANUFACTURE OF SNFLLFD HOOKS AND UFADURS A SPECIALTY. 

Established 20 Years. Open Evenings. J. F. MARSTERS, ! 

g- -J-—^^—■■ ■ ' ' 6 “r-— -o 
Ij ■ • ' T- ————-——*1?*==^ ■=T^rr-. .--.y . , ^. 

.li ■ ■ 

Split Bamboo Fly Rod. 
This cut represents our No. 23 Split Bamboo 

Fly Rod with Grooved Wood Form. Length, 
lOJ^ft ; weight, 8oz. We make same style rods 
for trout and bass to weigh from 5 to 12oz,also 

«=W the “Standard Henshall Rod,” Lancewood Rods. 
Reels, Turned Stock and Rod Trimmings of all 
descriptions. E'or New Illustrated Catalogue for 
1886 address 

THOS. H. CHUBB, 
Orange County, Post Mills, Vermont. 

■rii© “TJKTIOKr 

Neat and Elegant. 
A great addition to the appearance of any lawn. 

Just the_thing for porch and lawn use and for camp- 
mg parties. Light and strong and folds compactly. 

he carried as easily .ss a common camp stool. 
Send for illustrated catalogue of Hammock and 
Invalid Chairs free to any addre.ss. 

HUBBARD HAMMOCK CHAIR CO., 
Sauk Centre, Minn. 

First target represents 10 consecutive shots made by Otto 
Jaeger, June 10, 188.5, at Wheeling, W, Va., 200 yards of? 
hand, with some wind, using a No. Off-Hand, .32-caliber. 
It counts 94 on Massachusetts Decimal and 117 on Massachu¬ 
setts Target. The cut is one-half size. 

Second target represents 5 consecutive shots made by J. D. 
Marks, June 24, 1885, at Springfield, Mass., 200 yards, with 
rest, using a Union Hill, .32-cahber. The entire five shots 
are inside of a l|-inch circle. The cut is fuU size. 

tor “Off-Hand” are the ^andard guns for target shooting, carrying off nearly all the prizes. Send 
tor catalogue. XHE SIABIilliV riBE ABUS CCK, Mew Haven, Conn. 

MA-RTIN’S 

“Business” Braldad Silk Lines 
Are made of the very best silk both raw and soft, 
and are all that can be desired. 

Circulars and samples free. Made only by 
 E- J. MARTIN, Rockville, Conn. 

“REPELLENE.” 
An InfAllible Preventive of tbe Attacks of 

Mosquitoes, Black Flies, Gnats, 
And AH Other Insects. 

Neat, clean and easily applied. Contains no tak, 
will not stain nor injure i he skin, easily washed off, 
may be carried without danger of leaking or spilling. 

Price, 26 Cents Per Box. 

NEW YORK AGENTS: 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 18 Vessy Street. 
THOS. J. CONROY, 65 Fulton Street. 
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SECOND ANNUA^OURNAMENT 

ChamberUn Cartridge 
COMPANY. 

No Pro-Rating. No Uncertainty. Open to the World. 

CONTEST—ONE HUNDRED SINGLE RISES. 
Ch.am'berliii Cartridge Co.’s IRales to Grovern. 

PRIZES WILE BE DIVIDED AS FOLLOWS : 

SI,000 divided 50, 30 and 20 per cent, to those 
whose scores are 90 or better, with $300 added for 
the highest score in this class. 

$850 divided 50, 30 and 30 per cent, to those whose 
scores are eighty or better, and less than 90, with 
$150 added for the highest score in this class. 

$700 divided 40, 30, 30 and 10 per cent, to those 
whose scores are 70 or better, and less than 80, with 
$100 added for the highest score in this class. 

Those who made scores of 90 or better in our tour¬ 
nament of last year, are barred this year from the 80 
class. Those who made scores of 80 or better, and 
less than 90 in our tournament of last year, are barred 
from the 70 class this year. 

All scores made of 90 or better will shoot in the 
ties at Cleveland to decide the division of the $1,000 
prizes in the 90 class. 

All scores of 80 and less than 90 will shoot in the 
ties at Cleveland to decide the division of the $850 
prizes in the 80 class. 

All scores of 70 and less than eighty will shoot in 
the ties at Cleveland to decide the division of the 
$700 prizes in the 70 class. 

The additional prizes for the highest score in each 
class will be decided (if there are ties) by the scores 
made in the regular tie shooting of each class. 

H-xiIos Axxci. Ooxxca.itioms 

THE CHAMBERLIN CARTRIDGE CO., Cleveland, Ohio. 
Or TATHAM & BROS., Eastern Agents, 82 Beekman St, New York. 

SPOBTSHEirS WEAR. 
Coliroy, Canvas HorseliWe, Bopto, Sleep- 

skin, Mackinlosl anl Flannel Clotlini 
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION FOR SPORTSMEN 

Dun Cases, Cartridge Belts and Equip¬ 
ments of all kinds. 

CATAXOGtJB AND SAMPLES FBEB. 

G-EO. BARNARD & CO., 
108 Madison Street, Chicago, 111. 
Eastern Agents: A. Q. SPALDING & BEOS., 241 Broadway, N. Y. 
Philadelphia Agents: E. K. TRYON, JR. & CO. 

SPORTSMEN’S CLOTHING! 
ALSO CLOTHING FOR 

CM Engineers, Snrveyors, Ranclinien, 

Miners, Lumbermen, Etc,, 
Manuf. from Best CORDUROY, MACKINTOSH, 

CANVAS, MACKINAW, LEATHER, Etc. 

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE. 

TZIXS 4S- 
is our Skeleton 
Coat, of strong- 
material, and 
weighs but 15 
oz. Will mail 
it to you for $2. 
Send us breast 
measure. 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAW, Valparaiso, Indiana. 

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES. 
People of refined taste who desire exceptionally fine 

cigarettes should use only our Straight Cut, 
put up in satin packets and boxes of 

10s, 20s, 50s and 100s. 

14 First Prize Medals. WM. S. KIMBALL & CO 

Canoe and Camp Cookery. 
By “SENECA.’ 

A practical cook book for canoeists, Corinthian sailors and outers. Pract)ical because 
the author gives explicit and intelligible directions for preparing such dishes as he has him¬ 
self actually tested in camp and on a cruise. This is just where the recipes difi^r from the 
absurdly impracticable dishes given in some so-called camp cookery oooks. The cooking 
outfit is described, and numerous hints on camp economy add to the value of the work 
Cloth, 96 pages Price $1.00. ^ on -a 

NEW YORK: Forest and Stream Publishing Co.. 39 Park Row. 
LONDON: Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane, Cornhill. 

IjeftexT©!* A-rixis Oo. 
MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

LEFEVER AUTOMATIC HAMMERLESS GUNS. 

This Improvement is the only hammerless gun in the world with compensated action, to take up 
ear In every direction. The safety is automatic both in locking and releasing. Used by the best trap 

^hots in America. Winner of the Pierce Diamond Badge three times at the New York State Convention. 
Send for illustrated catalogue. 

LEFEVER ARMS CO., Syracuse, N. T. 
NEW YORK SALES ROOMS: VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD, 14 Murray St. 
PHILADELPHIA. “ JOSEPH C. GRUBB & CO., 712 Market St. 

8 John St., near Broadway, N. Y. 

IMPACTDSISS JffSLEB, 
Medals and Badges 

A SPECIALTY. 

Special designs furnislied on applica¬ 

tion free ol charge. 
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The Forest and Stream Publishing Go. will send post paid any boot 

published on receipt oi publisher’s price. 

Sportsman's Library. 
X^lsst of BooIsls 

We wiU forwa/rd any of these Books dy mail, postpaid, on receipt of price. 

No books sent unless money accompanies the order. 

POSITIVELY NO BOOKS EXCHANGED. 
ANGIilNG. 

Adirondack Fishes, Fred Mather... ^ 
American Angler’s Book, Norris. 5 60 
Angling...; . 50 
Angling Talks, Dawson. 50 
Angling, a Book on, Francis. 7 50 
Black Bass'Fishing, Henshall. 8 00 
Carp Culture, Peirce. 50 
Fish and Fishing, Manly .. 5 35 
Fishing, Bottom or Float.  50 
Fishing in AmericanUVaters, Scott, Ulus.. 3 50 
Fishing ^Mth the Fly, Orvis-Cheney Collection 2 50 
Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes,. 1 25 
My Rods and Fly Tackle, Wells. 2 50 
Fhank Forester’s Fish and Fishing . 2 50 
Frafak Forester’s Fis'ning with Hook and Llhe 25 
Fysshe ahd Fysshyne. 100 
Fresh and Salt Water Aquariuin. 50 
Modem Practical Angler, a Guide to Fly Fish¬ 

ing . 2 00 
Practical Trout Culture. 1 00 
Practical Fisherman. 4 20 
Prime's I Go a-Fisbing... 2 50 
Rod and Line in Colorado Waters. 1 00 
Scientific Angler . 1 50 
Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout, 

etc., by Roosevelt. . 3 00 
Trolimg for Pike, Salmon and Trout. 50 
The Game Fish of the Northern States and 

British Provinces, by Roosevelt. 2 00 
Trout Culture, Slack.. 1 00 

fllRDS* 

Afiierlcaii Bird Faficlet. 50 
Bhbfi’s Birds of North AmBriCA. 30 06 
Bird Notes. 75 
Birds Nesting:. 1 25 
Birds of Eastern Pennsylvania. 4 00 
Birds and Their Haunts. . 3 00 
Cage and Singing Birds, Adams. 50 
Coues’ Field Ornithology. 2 50 
Coues’ Key to North American Birds.15 00 
Game Water Birds of the Atlantic Coast, 
Roosevelt. 3 00 

Holden’s Book of Birds, pa.. 25 
Minot’s Jjand and Game Birds. 3 00 
Native Song Birds... 75 
Naturalists’Guide, Maynard. 2 00 
Natural History of Birds. 3 00 
Samuel's Birds of New England. 4 00 
Shore Birds. 15 

BOATING AND VACHTING: 

A Canoe Trip, or a Lark on the Water. 30 
Aroimd the World in the Yacht Simbeam. 3 00 
Boats of the World. 1 26 
Boat Racing, Brickwood. 2 60 
Boating Trips on New England BJvers. 1 25 
Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs, W. P. 

Stephens. 1 60 
Canoe and Camp Cookery, by “Seneca”. 1 00 
Canoe Handling, C. B Vaux. 1 00 
Oanoemg m Kanucfcia, Norton and Halberton 1 25 
Canoe and Camera. 150 
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper. Bishop’s. 1 50 
Cruises in Small Yachts . 2 60 
Corinthian Yachtsman. 186 
Donaldson’s Steam Machinery . 1 60 
Four Months in a Sneakbox, Bishop. 1 50 
Frazar’s Practical Boat Sailing. 1 OO 
Inland Cruise. 60 
Model Yachts and Boats, Grosvenor. 2 00 
Paddle and Portage. 1 ao 
Practical Boat Sailing, Davies. 2 OC 
practical Boat Building, Neison.. 1 00 
The America’s Cup, paber, 50c.; cloth. 1 oO 
The CSnob Aurora, by Dr. C. A Neidd. 1 00 
Vacation Cruising, Rothrick. 1 ^ 
Yacht Architecture, Dixon Kemp. 16 80 
Yachts and Boat Sailing, Kemp. 10 00 
Yacht Designing. Kemp.. 25 00 
Yachts, Small. C. P. Kimhardt. 7 00 
Yachtsman’s Guide, Patterson. 3 00 
Yachtsman’s Manual and Handy Book. 3 50 

GI7IDB BOOKS AND mAPS. 

Adirondacks. Map of, Stoddard.f 1 00 
Farrar’s Guide to MooseheadLake, pa. 50: do. 1 00 
Farrar’s Guide to Richardson and Rangeley 

Lake, paper, 50; cloth... 1 oo 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake_ 50 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Region 50 
Florida Annual.. 50 
GFuide Book and Map of the Dead River Region 50 
Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddard. 25 
Map of Androscoggin Region. 50 
Map of Northern Maine, Steele.. 1 oo 
Map of the Thousand Islands. 60 
Map of the Yellowstone Park . 2 50 

HUNTING—SHOOTING. 

Across Country Wanderer. 6 Ot 
American Sportsman, The, Lewis. 2 50 
Breech Loader, Modem, Gloan, illustrated... 1 35 
Crack Shot (The Rifie), “Barber,” illustrated. 1 25 
Dead Shot (The Gun), illustrated . 1 25 
Field, Cover and Trap Shooting. 2 00 
Frank Forester’s Sporting Scenes and Charao-. 

ters, 2 vol., cloth. 4 00 
Frank Forester's Manual for Young Sportemen 2 00 
Frank Forester’s Fugitive 8. Sketches, paper 76 
How I Became a Crack Shot, Farrow. 1 00 
How I Became a Sportsman. 2 40 
Hunting, Shooting and Fishing. 2 50 
Hunting and Hunters of all Nations. Most... 1 50 
Hunting Trips of a Ranchman, Roosevelt_ 8 60 
Hurllngham Gun Club Rules. 25 
Instmctions in Rifle Firing, by Capt. Blunt... 2 00 
Nimrod in the North, Schwatka. 2 50 
Rifie Practice, Wingate. 1 50 
Rod and Gim in Calif omia. ,. 1 50 
Shooting. 50 
Shooting, Dougall. 3 00 
Shootmg on the Wing. . 75 
Sport-. Fox Hunting, Salmon Fishing, etc., W. 

B. Davenport, illustrated. 7 50 
Sport With Gun and Rod, cloth . 10 00 
Sport with Gun and Rod, new, plain edition.. 5 00 

Embossed leather. 15 00 
Sporting Adventures in the Par West. 1 50 
Still Hunter, Van Dyke.. 2 00 
Stephens’ Lynx Hunttng. 1 25 
Stephens’ Fox Hunting. 1 26 
Stephens’Young Moose Hunters. 160 
Tho Gun and Its Develonment. Greener_ 3 60 
Wild Animals and Birds, their Haunts and 
Habits...7.. I 76 

CAMPING AND TRAPPING. 

Adventures in the Wilderness. 1 25 
Amateur Trapper—paper. 50c.; bds. 75 
Camps and Tramps in the Adirondacks, North- 
rup. 1 2.5 

Three in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gun in 
Norway . .. 1 75 

Camps in the Rockies, Grohraan. 1 75 
Camp Life in the Wilderness. 30 
Camping and Cruising in Florida, Henshall. 1 50 
Canoe and Camp Cookery, by “Seneca**. 1 00 
Cofliplete American Trapper, Gioson. 1 00 
Hints on Camping. 1 ^ 
How to Camp Out, Gould .... 75 
How to Hunt and Trap, Batty’s . 1 50 
Rustlings in the Rockies.. 1 00 

UOR£l£. 

American Roadsters afid Trotting Horses. 6 00 
Boots and Saddles, Mrs. Custer. 1 50 
Boucher’s Method of Horsemanship. 1 00 
Bruce’s Stud Book, 3 vols. 30 00 
Dadd’s American Reformed Horse Book, 8vo. 2 50 
Dadd’s Modem Horse Doctor, 12mo. :50 
Dwyer’s Horse Book. 1 25 
Horses, Famous American Race. -. 76 
Horses, Famous American Trotting. 75 
Horses, Famous, of Amenca. . 1 St 
How to Ride and School a Horse. 1 00 
Jenning’s Horse Trainmg. 1 25 
Manual of the Horse.   25 
Mayhew’s Horse Doctor . 3 00 
Mayhew’s Horae Management. 3 00 
McClure’s Stable Guide. 1 00 
Rarey’s Horse Tamer.   50 
Biding and Driving. 20 
Riding Recollections, Whyte Melville’s.. 3 00 
Stdnehenge, Hotse Owner s Cyclopedia. 3 76 
Stonehenge on the Hofse, English edition, 8vo 3 50 
Stonehenge dn the Horse, American edition, 
l2mo. 2 00 

The Book of the Hofse . 8 00 
Veterinary Dictionary, Going. 2 00 
Wallace’s American Stud Book. 10 00 
Wallace’s American Trotting Register, 2 vols. 20 00 
Woodruff’s Trotting Horses of America_ 2 50 
v^onattajid on the Hnrfle .. 2 O’ 

KPNNEL. 
American Kennel, Burges. 8 OG 
British Dogs, Dalziel. 4 00 
Dog, Diseases of, Dalziel. 89 
Dog. Diseases of, Hfil. 2 00 
Dog Breaking, Floyd.  00 
Dog Breaking, by Holabird. 25 
Dog Breaking, Hutchinson. 3 75 
Dog, the Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson .... 3 OC 
Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond. 1 Of 
Dogs and Their Doings, Morris. 1 75 
Dogs of Great Britain, America and other 
(jountries. 2 OC 

Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, 16mo. 7£ 
Dogs, Points for Judging. 6( 
Dogs, Richardson, pa. 30. r doth. 6C 
Dogs and Their Ways, Williams. 12,’ 
Dogs and the Public . 71 
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment in 

Disease, byAshmont. 2 oc 
English Kennel C. 8. Book, Vol. I.. 5 (X 
English K. 0. 8. Book, Vols. III. to X.. each.. 4 5C 
Glover’s Album, A Treatise on Canin e Diseases 60 
Our Friend the Dog. 3 Ot 
Practical Keimel Guide, Stable*. 1 5f 
Setter Dog, the. Laverack. . 3 0 
Stonehenge, Dog of British Islands. 8 00 
The D0g,by Idstone. i 2.' 
Vero Shaw 8 Book on the Dog, clovh, ^.00; 

morocco . 22 5< 
Vouatt on the Dog . 2 5f 

SPORT8 AND GAM US. 

American Boy’s Own Book, Sports and Games 2 00 
Athletic Sports for Boys, bds. 75c.; cloth. 1 00 
Boy’s Treasury of Sports and Pastimes, etc.. 2 Ot 
Cassell’s Book of Sports and Pastimes . 8 00 
Croquet. 20 
Easy Whist. 50 
Hands at Whist.  50 
Instmction in the Indian Club Exer^e. 25 
Skating.  25 
Stonehenge, Encyclopedia of Rural Sports... 7 50 
Whist for Beginners. 50 

MISGUL.1.A N UOUSi 
A Naturalist’s Rambles About Home, Abbott 
Adventures of a Young Naturalist . 
Amateur Photogr^her. 
Animal Plagues. Fleming. 
Antelope and Deer of America. 
Archer, Modem. 
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thomnson.... 
Atlas of Jersey Coast. 
Black HUls of Dakota, Ludlow, quarto, cloth, 

Government Report. 
Common Objects of the Sea^ore. 
Eastward Hoi. 
Historical and Biographical Atlas of New Jer¬ 

sey Coast. 
How to Make Photographs. 
Humorous Sketches, Seymour. 
Insects Injurious to Vegetation. 
Keeping One Cow. 
Life and Writings of Frank Forrester, 2 vols., 

per vol. 
Mammals of NewYork, paper. $4; eloth. 
Maynaru’s Manual of Taxidermy. 
Manton’s Taxidermy Without a Teacher. 
Natural History Quadruped. 
North American Insects. 
Old St. Augustine, Fla., illustrated. 
Packard’s Half-Hours With Insects. 
Pistol, The.. 
Photography for Imateurs. 
Practical Forestry, by Miller. 
Practical Taxidermy and Home Decoration, 
Batty. 

Practical Orange Culture. 
Practical Poultiy Keeping. 
Randall’s Practical Sh^herd. 
Sportsman’s Qazetter, HaUock. 
Sportsman’s Hand Book, Col. Horace Park... 
Studies in Animal Life, Lewis. . 
The Forester, by Brown. 
The Northwest Coast of America. .. 
The Taxidermists’Manual, Brown. 
Wild Elowers of Switzerland. 
Wild Woods Life, Farrar. 
Woodcraft, “Neasmub”.. ........... 
Woods and Lakes of Maine... 
Yoaatt on Bhaep. 
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ALLCOCK’S 

Celebrated Fish Hooks. 
May be bad froin all Fishing Tackle Dealers 

in any part of the world. 

One Good Hook is Worth 50 Bad Ones. 

185 R-E.S. 
Extra-Strong Spring Steel 

1bollow=|poinf 

LIMERICK KQOKSi 
LS . Allcoek & Co. 

KXrade Rki mreii. 
K No. Ringed.. 100. 

The Largest Manxifacturers of Fishing 
Goods in the World. 

All best goods bear our name and trade mark. 

WORKS, REDDITCH, ENCiLAKD. 
AXD 

811k Worm Gut Factory, Marcia, Spain. 

WHOLESALE ONLY. 

S g 3 w § 

j‘2’2 
<1 c3 O 

CANOE 
AND 

BOAT 

BUILDING 
FOR 

AMATEURS. 
Pp. 192, with 29 plates of working drawings. 

Price $1.50. Address, 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 
New York N. Y. 

LONDON: Davies & Co.. 1 Finch I^ane. Comhill. 

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1878. 

BAKER’S 

Warranted absolutely pure 
Cocoa, from which the excess of 
Oil has been removed. It has three 
times the strength of Cocoa mixed 
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar, 
and is therefore far more economi¬ 
cal, costing less than one cent a 
cup. It is delicious, nourishing, 
strengthening, easily digested, and 
admirably adapted for invalids aa 
well as for persons in health. 

Sold by Grocers everywhere. 

W. BAKER & CO., Borcliester, Mass. 

HANNAFORD 

Ventilated 

_The only boots made that 
WILiL NOT sweat or chill the feet. 

WIIjTj keep the feet dry and warm. 
These boots have been in use for two seasons, 

and given entire satisfaction. Hundreds testify 
that they can be worn tvith comfort. 

Will be sent C.O.D. Ask your 
dealer for them, or send for circular, 

HAMAFORD VENTILATED BOOT CO. 
79 Milk Street, Boston. 

MOLLER’S 

COD-LIVER Oil 
FOB 

General 
Debility, 

Scrofnia, 
Rhenmatism 

or Consumption, , 
is superior to any m de¬ 
licacy of taste and smell,'* 
medicinal virtues and purity. 

LondMi, European and New 
York physitHans pronounce it the 
purest and best. Sold byDruggiste. 

W.H.Sehieffelin&Co.(^^'::::^c^^;)'Newrork 

TROUT FLIES, 
36c. Per Dozen. 

H. H KIFFE, 
318 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

Send for Fishing Tackle Catalogue. 

Hunting Boots or Shoe., Wholesale 
or Retail. JOHN D. BETHEL, Man’f’r of 
Sportsmen’s Goods. 124 Chambers st., N.Y. 

Send for Prices. No Postal Cards. 

WANTED. 
A partner with capital to engage in stock raising 

and to raise blooded cattle and make dairy products 
near this s’a'ion, 65 miles from Savannah, Georgia. 
Swamp cane for winter pasture, mild climate on 
stock, abundance of water, and accessibility to 
transportation and to market the advantages. 
Wanted also a copartner with capital to engage in 
planting on an extensive scale o i the Alluvian 
bottom lands of the Ogeechee River, near this 
station. For further particulars apply to H. C. 
KITTLES, Rocky Ford, Scriven Co., Ga. 

mch4,lmo 

COPIES WANTED.—JAN. 4,11,18 and 25. FEB. 1, 
March 8 and Sept. 13, 1883: Feb. 7 and 14, March 

6,1884. We are short of these issues, and would be 
obliged if any of our readers having one or all of 
these numbers that they do not want will send to 
Forest and Stream Pub. Co.. 39 Park Row. New 
York tMty. mar26,tf 

WANTED. 

Bear, Buffalo, Deer, Wolves, Foxes, Spotted Cats, 
Civit Cats, Lynx, Panthers. Antelope, (Jtter, Beav¬ 
ers and other animals and birds of all kinds. Ad¬ 
dress D. H. TALBOT, Sioux City, la. 

WANTED.-A MARRIED MAN WHO TflOR- 
oughly understands breeding and breaking 

hunting dogs. Willing to make himself generally 
useful on a farm. Apply at 513 West Twen^- 
second street, New York mch25.3t 

lor Jialr, 

X^lAito IBlAxres.. 
iLepxis Americanus.) 

A few living specimens will be sent to orders ac¬ 
companied with the cash, at $2 each, and delivered 
in good order and properly boxed, at Bethel express 
office. J. G. RICH, Bethel, Me. 

Chester White, Berkshire 
and Poland China Pigs, Fine 
Setter Dogs, Scotch Collies. 
Foxhounds and Beagles. 
Sheep and Poultry, bred and 

, for sale by W. Gibbons& Co., 
West Chester, Chester Co., Pa. Send stamp for 
Circular and ihnee IJst. 

For SALE.-a FINE YOUNG SPECIMEN OF 
the bald or svhite-headed eagle; full grown 

nnd in good health. Captured off Port Leon. Fla., 
Feb 24,1886. Price S12. I can furnish live quail, 
cai dinal grosbeaks and Florida bird skins generally. 
Address PROF. H. A. KLINE, Tallahassee, Fla. 

njch25,2t 

For sale.—TWENTY-FOUR VOLUMES OF 
the Forest and Stream, bound in "blue roan” 

in a uniform style and size. They commence Feb. 
12,1874, and are complete to the end of the last 
volume just issued. They are in clean, perfect 
order, and wdll be sold for $80. Address W. E., 
Box 14(M, Boston, Mass. mch25,2t 

Gun shop and general repairing Bus¬ 
iness, well established m a good town in New 

York State. Small capital required. Good chance 
for the right man. Address NlOQA, care Forest 
and Stream, New Ytork. mch26,2t 

TO LET.—MV PLACE ON BARNEGAT BAY, 
N J., suitable for small club or private party. 

Furnished or unfurnished. Pine snipe, quail, duck 
and goose shooting. Best fishing on the coast. H. 
CLAY’^ GLOVER, 1,293 Broadway, N. Y. mcli26,if 

For sale.-six rifles, sporting, tar- 
get and military, .22 to .46-caliber, cheap. 

A Idress H. G P., 10 West Thirty-fifth st., N. Y. It 

JT'ISH AND «AMB PRESERVE. 
' 7oi acres, 100 lake, trout stream, 50 acres under 

cultivation, one large house, one small one, four 
bamr, 100 miles from city, three miles from dmjot, 
good road; will sell cheap. Address G. H. R(jW» 
L and. Rowland, Pa. aprl,3t 

dfe-lO KA FOR ALL. — 14-OZ. BAIT ROD, 
qp wound hollow- butt, nickel mountings, 
solid nickel multiplying reel, brass click reel, 200 
yards silk line, creel, two dozen flies, hooks, leaders, 
bait box, etc. Good as new; cost overl^S. Address 
FISH, Forest and Stream office. aprl.lt 

r TVT'TT' rVTT A TT for sale, in fine 
La± V W U condition Pa. and 
W. Va. birds.^E. B. WOODWARD, Commission 
Merchant, 174 Chambers st., N.Y. Established 1888 

m flu »m. 
IRISH TERRIER IN THE STUD —IMROTED 

Garryoweu iA.K.R. 8091), red. 6yrs.; breeder, 
William Graham, Newtownbreda, Belfast, Ireland. 
Sire, Padiy 11. (E.K.C.S.B. 9699; dam, champion 
Erin (E.K.(r.S.B.9,704). Wiimings: 1st,Chicago; 1st, 
NewYork; Isl,Pittsburgh. 1883; 1st,Montreal, 1884; 
1st, New Haven, 1885. Sire of Garryford, winner 
champion prize, Crystal Palace, 1886. Fee $15. Ad¬ 
dress MAIZELAND KENNELS, Red Hook, Dutch¬ 
ess Co., N. Y. aprl,lt 
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ill tiK ftttl 
THE IMMENSE ROUGH-COATED 8T. 

BERNARD CHAMPION 

(A.K.R. 483). 
Orange tawny, perfect blaze and collar, other 

white naarkings correct; double dew claws. Born 
August, 1882. This celebrated dog stands 38}^ in. 
full at shoulders, weighs 188 lbs. (Jan. 80,1886), has 
a grand, massive head, immense bone, and is per¬ 
fect in disposition. 

“Otho is conceded to he the best fronted St. Ber¬ 
nard in the country.”—A.»ne>-lcan. Kennel Register, 
June. 1885. 

“Otho is one of the grandest fronted dogs we 
have ever seen. His head is a study and his fore¬ 
arm we have never seen surpassed. He is also an 
Immense upstanding dog. -Forest and Stream, 
Oct. 30.1884. 

Fee $50. Approved hitches only. Cabinet pho¬ 
tos, 50 cents; cartes of head. 25 cents. Imported 
stock for sale. THE HOSPICE KENNELS, Im¬ 
porters and Breeders of Thoroughbred St. Ber¬ 
nards, 55 Waverly Place, Newark, N. J. 

IDEALK ENNEL 
OCKERS. 

IN THE STUD. FEE 810. 

PILOT (A.K.R. 1635), 

DANDY ZULU (A.K.R. 383). 

BEAUCLERK, Field Spaniel. 
FOR SALE.—True Cockers, Fashionably bred, 

correct in coat, size and shape, various ages and 
colors. Prices reasonable. Address 

IDEAL KENNEL, New Haven, Conn. 

BRADFORD RUBY. 
(E 13 834) 

Sire, Champion Lovat—Dam, Champion Jenny. 
Champion Pug Dog, whelped May 14,1882; silver 
fawn, with perfect black trace and mask, extra¬ 
ordinary wrinkle and double curled tail, with very 
small, compact body, weighing only 13 pounds. 
Winner of 49 prizes, cups and medals, including 
championship. Crystal Palace, Jan., 1885; Ist, Cin¬ 
cinnati, 1st and medal, Toronto; 1st and special, 
Philadelphia (May and Oct.); 1st and special. New 
York, 1886; and the sire of many winners. Fee $26. 
Puppies For Sale. CITY VIEW KENNELS, Box 
1,369, New Haven, Conn. 

ItttiKt. 

Setter Fnppies for $5. 
We have a number of setter puppies from 6 to 10 

wks. old, dogs and bitches, of all colors; we win 
close out for $5 each. Dogs of same breed from 6 
mos. to 1 yr. old, $8 each. These setters are of good 
native blood, fair nose and not gunshy, and satis¬ 
faction is guaranteed in every case. 

WM. W. SILVEY, 
135 South Eighth street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

“Stonehouse” Collies in the Stud. 
MACBETH (A.K.R 2718). Fee $10. One of the 

best vouug dogs in New England; sable, small white. 
BONNia MAO GRKGOK, fee $15. By im¬ 

ported Rex ex imported Daisey; a Royal Highland 
specimen; black and tan. 

Puppies For Sale.—A litter by Macbeth out of 
Jumper (A.K.R. 2713), a beautiful sable bitch. Pup¬ 
pies are all sable, small white marks. Price $15 
each. Address LEWIS C. BASS, Woonsocket, 
R. I. mchl8,4t 

Champion Brahmin. 
(SOLID BLACK COCKER SPANIEL.) 

IN THE STUD. 
FEE $1S0. 

Winner of two champions, four firsts and six 

special E. RBNDLE, 

2 Wall street, New York. 

St. Bernards and Pugs. 
CHAMPION HERMIT (A.K.R.23) litter broth¬ 

er to champion Otho, and sire of prize winners 
KOnig, Kobold, Lys. Fee $40. 

Imported RUDOLPH 11. (champion Cadwalla- 
der—Myra), prize winner in England and winner of 
two firsts and specials in America. Fee $30. 

Imported pug lOUNG ToBY (A.K.R. 473), win 
ner of tour firsts and specials in America, sire of 
many prize winners. Fee $15. Fine pups on sale. 
OHEQUASSET KENNELS, Lancaster, Mass. 

OrUS BOXXdllLU 
IN THE STUD. 

Imported from Mr. Llewellin’s kennels (he is 
Wuest of the blue), by Dashing Bondhu ex Novel. 
He is also a grand field dog, as his record shows at 
the late trials of the N. F. T. Club at Grand Junc¬ 
tion. beating such noted dogs as Gladstone Boy, 
Mainspring, Bessie A.., Gath’s Mark, Trinket’s Bang 
and other fine ones. Fee $35. A. M. TUCKER, 85 
Main street, Charlestown, Mass. 

SCOTCH COLLIES 
IN THE STUD. 

CHAMPION REX (A.K.R. 149). Fee $20. 
STREPHON (A.K.R. 2730). Fee $30. 
Young dogs and puppies for sale. Can be seen, 

or address JAS. LINDSAY, 346 Comm unipaw ave., 
Jersey City, N. J. 

TO OWNERS OF BEAGLE BITCHES.—I OFFER 
the services of my imported English beagle 

Blue Boy. He is small (13 in.) and symmetrical, his 
breeding unsurpassed, guaranteed first-class field 
dog. colors., W., and T., plenty of bone and gets 
handsome pups. Full pedigree. Fee $10. W.H. 
ASHBURNER, 27 North 38th st., Philadelphia, Pa. 

feD4.2tno. 

WHITE BULL-TERRIER YOUNG ROYAL 
Prince (A.K.R. 2102). Fee $15 And small 

white bull-terrier Hector, weight 151bs. Fee $10. 
J. W. NEWMAN, 87 Hanover street, Boston, Mass 

mt 
REX.-ntlSH SETTER (PLUNKETT-NELL), 3 

jrs. old, perfectly broken, diops at shot and 
retrieves. Only those wishing first class dog need 
apply. ROBT. B. SMITH, Commack, Suffolk Co., 

English beagles for sale.—one hand- 
some biteu over year old, partly trained, $15. 

One bitch puopy, handsomely marked, whelped 
June 9,1885. $12. One bitch puppy, whelped Sept. 
6, 1885, $10. All of above have full and fine pedi¬ 
gree, and are all right. Beagle bitch 6yrs. old. good 
pedigree and has excellent puppies that hunt finely, 
price $10. She is all right except she is some afraid 
of gun. Also handsome bitch pujipy. half beagle and 
half shepherd, ought to make good coon, squirrel 
and woodchuck dog, price $5. Also handsome blue 
mottled foxhound bitch,whelped June 13,1885, from 
fine bunting stock, price $15. N. ELMORE, Granby, 
Conn, 

K 9 Breaking Kennels. 
Pointers and setters thoroughly broken for field 

trials or private use. Reference given. W. Q. 
SMITH, MMydel, Md. 

Rory O^More Kennels. 
For Sale—Thoroughbred red Irish setter stock, 

full pedigreed Address with stamp, 
W. N. CALLENDER, Albany, N. Y. 

DOGS FOR SALE. 
Setters, pointers, spaniels, foxhounds, beagles, 

dachshunde. Newfoundlands, German tiger mas¬ 
tiffs, fox-terriers, Scotch terriers, Skye terriers, 
Yorkshire terriers, bull-terriers, bulldogs, pugs, 
French poodles, St. Bernards, mastiffs and black 
and tan terriers. Pups of all the above breeds 
constantly on hand. Those desiring to purchase 
will do well to consult me. WM. W. SILVEY, 135 
South Eighth street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

ATASTIPFS.-PUPPIES OUT OF LADY NEVI- 
ItI son by McMahon (A.K.R. 559;- beautiful fawn 
color, black points; extra fine. H. L. HOLLIS, 
Wellsville, N. Y. jan7,tf 

TTTM. GRAHAM, NEWTOWNBREDA, BELFAST 
T V Ireland, is prepared to purchase and ship dogs 

for Importers. Dogs purchased from him had the 
following prizes awarded to them: At New York 
and Chicago, 1883, sixteen firsts, nine special, three 
second and one third. At New York, 1884, seven 
firsts, six specials and one third. 

TTiOR SALE.—ITALIAN GREYHOUND PUPS 
Jj from imported stock. Also fine English pugs. 
HENRY C. BURDICK, 160 Bridge street Spring- 
field, Mass. dec24,tf 

npRAINED FOXHOUNDS, THEY ARE COLD 
L nosed strike dogs, start the fox, run him to the 
death. Trained coon dogs. Gray squirrel dogs. 
Rabbit dogs. One trained ferret. Lop-eared rabbits. 
Wyandotte chickens. H. C. GRAFF, Kensington, 
Ohio. dec24,tf 

Tf'OR SALE.—HAVING RECENTLY ADDED 
X? several fine brood bitches to the Landseer 
Kennels of Scotch deerhounds and greyhounds re 
duced the price of puppies. Some choice grey 
bounds now ready to ship. DR. VAN HUMMELL. 
Denver. Col. apllC.tf 

/■YLNEY KENNELS—FOR SALE—BEAGLE 
Ur pups, best to be had, perfect beauties and in¬ 
defatigable hunters. Experts pronounce them the 
best they ever saw. Address W. R, HOFF, S. W. 
Cor. South and Water streets, Baltimore, Md. 

mchll,3t 

PEASANT KENNEL<I—OLDEST AND 
IVi most reliable in America. For Sale—Red Irish 
puppy, 7 mos , Dan B. ex Judy. Gordon dog, two 
yrs. old, champion Flash ex Chloe. English setter 
dog. Guy Mannenng ex Bow Bells. Please send 
stamp. C. T. BROWNELL, P. O. Box 335, New 
Bedford, Mass. 

T7IELD PUPPY FOB SALE.-PUTNAM, GLAD- 
Ij stone, Druid, Thunder Peeress stock, whelped 
Sept. 11,1886. Sire field and bench show winner; 
dam A 1 in field. Also Prue, 2)4 yrs. old, broken on 
quail and woodcock and a fine brood bitch; Thun¬ 
der, Peeress, Carlowitz stock. Photographs sent. 
Address if you mean business, F. C. MOORE, Ash¬ 
tabula. O. mchll,3t 

A LITTER OF LARGE, WELL MARKED HT. 
J\ Bernard puppies, whelped Jan. 13, 1886; sired 
by champion Duke of Leeds; dam Hero (see March 
No. A.K.K.). A. C. STOTT, Stottville, N. Y. 

mchll,3t 

TTIGH bred POINTERS AND SETTERS-WE 
11 breed and dispose of nothing but first-class 
broken and unbroken dogs and puppies. Address 
F.T.ivr GROVE KENNELS, South Norwalk, Conn. 

TTIOR SALE.-THREE DOG PUPS, SIRE CHAM- 
JD pionPete, Jr., dam Minnie, whelped Oct 30, 
1885. For particulars address G. H. WALTON, 
Peabody, Mass, mchl8,4t 

LT'OR SALE CHEAP.—FINE SETTER BITCH 
X' out of the best stock. Address H. B. BRACK¬ 
ETT, Littleton, N. H. aprl.lt 

17 OR SALE — HANDSOME BEAGLE BITCH 
U Katie (A.K.R. I7a2), in whelp. She is by cham 
pion Rattler out of Baker’s Fannie. Her sire and 
dam have won more prizes on the bench than any 
other dog or bitch in the U. S. Apply to Box 472, 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 

A N ITALIAN GREYHOUND, FEMALE, 6 MOS. 
old, for sale cheap. Full pedigree. Address 

HEBE, Forest and Stream office. It 

nno MAKE ROOM WE WILL SELL AT LOW 
i figures the following: Pointers—Bitch Belle- 

garde, 3d, Philadelphia, and com., Pittsburgh, and 
dog pup Beauseani, by Beaufort ex Lady Maud, 
very high com., Newark. Collies—Bitches, Laoy 
Lilias, by champion Lome ex champion Lassie, 2d, 
Toronto, 3d, Ontario Club show: Edgewood Jessie, 
Tweed II. blood and broken on cattle; dog pup, by 
Rokeby ex Jessie. Fox terriers—Ditch Surrey Nan. 
by Flippant ex Jill. Full pedigree. SURREY 
KENNEeS, Ellicott City, Maryland. aprl,2t 

XT'OR SALE.-AN EXTRA FINE PAIR DACHS- 
X' bund pups, out of imported Gretchen, 1st prize, 
New York, 1884 and 1886, by Fretzel, Jr., 2d prize, 
Newark, 1886. Price $26 each. Also a 2yr. old 
English setter dog, hunted last fall. A No 1 retriever 

. from land and water. Price $25 THEODORE 
MEYER, 318 Eighth street. Jersey City, N. J. It 

XT'OR SALE.—FIRST-CLASS CuCKER SPANIEL 
Jj dog. perfect beauty, 7 mos. old: only $6. K. 
M. FRANK, Worcester, Mass. aprl,lt 

Foxliounds For Sale. 
Twenty-six dogs and bitches, comprising one of 

the best packs in Pennsylvania, a few hitches being 
in whelp by champion dogs. Address Box 1684, 
West Chester, Pa. jaQ28,tf 

T?0R sale-ENGLISH BEAGLE HOUND 
F pups of good working stock and several months 
old. GEO. L. BARNES, Tyringham, Mass. 

Pointer Bradford 
FOB SALS. 

BRADFORD, litter brother to the Celebrated 
Champion Beaufort, will be sold to the first 
offerer for $250. He is large, beautifully made, fully 
broken on all game, good disposition, etc., 6 yrs. old 
and in fine condition. Am breaking up my kennels. 
Don’t delay if you want him for field trials, hunting 
or breeding purposes. For pedigree see American 
Kennel Register. Dr. H. H. KANE, Gedney House, 
Broadway and 40th street, New York. 

InOB 8iAt.R, A NUMBJSK OF WJ!U>L. UUlini . 
* well broken pointers and setters, also dogs 

boarded and broken, sattsfaction guarantee^ Ad- 
d^B:B.S10HMOND, Lakeville, Maae. 8ept2i,tt 

Rosecroft Kennels. 
Birmingham, Conn. 

Puppies by champion Plantagenet (E. 11,390) 
ex Forest Dora (A.K.R. 500) for sale, whelped Nov. 
17. Are black and white, very handsome. Now 
booking orders for puppies by champion Foreman 
ex Passion (pure Laverack). 

STR AT FIELD KENNELS. 
Dogs of all breeds boarded and conditioned for 

shows. Setters and pointers trained for field trials 
and private use. Best of accommodations and 
attendance, fi’ain building 100X14; Sixteen runs 
6V.60, with running stream through all. 

All communications should be addressed to JAS. 
SEELEY, Lock Box 1887, Bridgeport, Conn. Best 
of references. 

FOB SALE. 

Three red Irish setter puppies by W. H. Pierce’s 
Qlencho (A.K.R. 295) out of Alex. Kirkland’s Fan- 
chon (A.K.R. 1844). See Produce and Breeding 
Registers A.K.R. Feb. Male puppies large; one has 
small white spot on breast. Female small, with 
small white spot on breast, and toes on hind feet 
slightly lip with white. Would exchange the pair, 
male and female, for a good No. 12 central-fire 
breechloader. Address R. Q. TAYLOR, opposite 
Barnum’s, Baltimore, Md. mehll,3t 

STUD FOX-TERRIERS. 
Champion Boyal, Champion Joker, Bel- 

grave Primrose, Splanger, Warren Jim, 
Warren Dickon. Apply by post, L. & W. 
RUTHERFURD, 66 Liberty st., N. Y. City. 

mchll,2mo 

ROSEBUD KENNELS. 
F. E. LEE. Manager. 

Dogs of all breeds boarded and conditioned for 
shows. Setters and pointers thoroughly broken 
for field trials or private use. Best of acoommoda 
tions and attendance. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
Dogs of all breeds bought and sold on commission. 
Consignments and correspondence solicited. Ad¬ 
dress with stamp for reply, ROSEBUD KENNELS 
P. 0. Box 621, Southington. Conn. 

Gladstone, Paris, Leicester, Thunder. 
BLUE BELTON SETTER PUPPIES, 

Combining blood of the above champions, for sale 
cheap at 3 mos. old. Full pedigree stock and satis¬ 
faction guaranteed. G. W, PROCTOR, P. O. Box 
44, West Gloucester, Mass. mcb26,3t 

-g A ELEGANT BEAGLE HOUNDS, 5 MOS, OLD, 
lU dogs and bitches, not akin; $7 single; pair $13. 
Box 1,931, West Chester, Pa. decl7.tf 

T EWELLYN SETTER PUPPIES, COMBINING 
1 J blood of noted dogs, viz.; Champion Leicester, 
champion Petrel, champion Gladstone, Kirby, Pride 
of the Border, Llewellyn’s Prince and Laverack 
Dash n., for sale; satisfaction guaranteed. CHAS. 
YORK. 9 and 11 Granite Block, Bangor. Me. 

WA^ED. 
The address of an importer of English setters 

who had dealings with Dr. Gardner (colored) of 
Canal street. New York City, about four years ago. 
Such person will confer a favor and also receive re¬ 
muneration for his trouble and correspondence by 
addressing fl. J. PIERRE. Winsted, Conn. 

Choice Irish Setters. 
Dark mahogany red, 7 mos. old, very handsome, 

ready for training; excellent field stock and grand- 
sired by champions Glencho, Nimrod, Berkley and 
Elcho 1. For sale low. X. Y. Z , Station R., N Y. 

aprl.lt 

rpRAINED SETTERS AT $25 EACH. SETTER 
X pups at $5. Must be sold. C. F. KENT, Mon- 
ficello, N. Y. 

XrOR SALE.—CHOICE LLEWELLIN SETTER 
F stock, dogs and bitches, young and old. L. 
SHUSTER, JR., 712 Callowhill st., Phila. aprl,3t 

/COLLIE PUPS FOR SALE, SIRED BY POBIN 
w Adair’s best son, Gordon, out of imported 
Lassie of Wyckoff, MILLBR(DOK KENNELS, 
Wyckoff, N. J. apil,2t 

XT* OR SALE. - MASTIFF PUP LEONIDAS 
F (champion Nevison—Brenda, A.K.R. 1189) age 
10 mos.; very highly commended, New York Fan¬ 
ciers’ Show, February, 1886. J. A. GREGG, 3 Bond 
stieot. New York. apr],lt 

X?OR SALE.—ST. BERNARD DOG, COLLIE 
F dog, pug brood bitch and three broken beagles. 
Will exchange collie dog for a fox-terrier dog. S. 
C. GRAFF, 4712 Laurel avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa. It 

TTOR SALE -EXTRA FINE ENGLISH SETTER 
r bitch, orange and white; also five of her pup¬ 
pies, perfectly marked black and wffiite. One 
cocker spaniel bitch, 7 mos , solid black and white 
frill, and one black and tan terrier bitch with three 
of her puppies; sire and dam weigh 3)4 and 6 lbs. 
The above dogs are finely bred and handsome, and 
will be sent to any responsible parties on approval. 
Address P. O. Box 693, Newburyport, Mass. 

aprl,2t 

XPOR SALE.-TBOROUGHSRED STOCK. EX 
F tra fine mastiff puppies, $26; St. Bernard dog 
pun. $15; Newfoundland bitch pup, $16. HENRY 
MUELLER, Box 59, Stapleton, Richmond Co., 
Staten Island. N. Y. aprl.lt 

IVING UP BREEDING, I WILL SELL TWO 
Ur Newfoundland hitches, two St. Bernard bitches, 
one cocker spaniel bitch, one pointer bitch, all ped¬ 
igreed and young; also a few Newfoundland pup¬ 
pies. J. C. LONG, JR . 63 Cortlandt st., New York. 
^ apiT.lt 

$2,000 m Prizes 
Clevelant Beicl SIot Asseciatioi. 

THIRD ANNUAL 

Bench Show of Dogs, 
PEOPLES’ TABERNACLE, 

APRIL 27, 28, 29 & 80. 

For premium lists and entry blanks address 
C. M. MON BALL. Secretary, 

Room 25, Wilshire Building, Cleveland, O, 

ENTRIES CLOSE APRIL 17. 

Hartford Kennel Club 
BENCH SHOW OF DOGS. 

Union Armory, April 13,14,15 & 16, ’86. 
Entries close Friday, April 2,1886. 

For premium list address 
A. C. COLLINS, Secretary, 

Hartford, Conn. 

NEW HATEN KENNEL CLUB, 
THIRD ANNUAL BENCH SHOW OF 

DOGS, 

At Second Beginient Armory, 
March 30 and 31, April 1 and S, 1886. 

Entries close Saturday, March 13,1886. 
Entries must be made to 

S. R. HEMINGWAY, Secretary, 
New Haven, Conn. 

Bl 
These hounds were originaUy a cross between the 

English beagle and the basset or dachshund, but 
they have been cirefully bred for many years in 
Pennsylvania, Delaware and Maryland, until they 
now may be classed as a distinct breed. 

For very rocky, or brieiy country where a rather 
alow hound is required, they are exactly the sort of 
hound wanted. 

In body they are longer than the true beagle, 
usually a tri-color, good length of ears, splendid 
voices, height from 10 to 14 inches, very strongly 
built, front legs slightly bowed, aad for keen scent 
and staying powers are believed to be superior to 
the Enghsh beagle. 

We can furnish broken dogs or hitches, 2 to 5 yrs. 
old, at $20 each; 1 yr. old, not broken, $15 each; 
and pups of either sex, $10 each. They make ex¬ 
cellent coon and po^siim hounds. 

ASSOCIATED FANCIERS, 

237 South. Eighth Street, 
PHILADELPHIA. 

rLloIl lilirvru.i:iXL x'uxxxilo 
red dogs, whelped Jan. 20,1886; sire. Garryowen 

(AK.R. 3091): dam, Sheila (A.K.R. 187), 1st, New 
York. 1682,1684 and 1885. Price $25 each. Address 
MAIZELAND KENNELS, Red Hook, Dutchess Co., 
N. y. aprl,lt 

Buenb. # Yi5l^ # I(ennel5. 
ST. BERNaROS 

^asbionably bred and of tl^e best 

l^nown strains, Correct in col¬ 

or, marl^mps, etc. Gri'own do^s 

and puppies for sale; full and 

guaranteed pedipree sent witf) 

each do^ sold. 0nly superior 

specimens sent from i\)Q i^ennels. 

ress, witb stamp, 

KENSICO STATION, 
WESTCHESTER 00., K. Y. 

For Sale—Hornell Spaniel Puppies. 
The best In the world; 142 prizes in two years 

proves it. From 3 to 10 mos. old. N» culls or $6 
pups ever sold. , , .rr „ 

In the Stud—Black cocker champion Hornell 
Silk. Fee $20. Address J. OTIS FELLOV^, Sec., 
flomellsville, N. Y., or G. W. LEAVITT, Pres., 3- 
Hamilton street, Boston, Maas. 

FOREST CITY KENNELS. 

St. Bernards and English Pugs. 
IN THE STUD. 

Champion rough-coated St. Bernard Caesar 
(A.K R. 23): fee $25. English pug Sam; fee $10. 
Pups for sail-. Address with stamp, Portland, Me. 

Claire-Reeta Kennels. 
palmyra, n. y. 

Irish and Gordon setters for work as well as show. 
decl7,tf 

IRISH SETTERS. 
Young stock for sale, and orders taken for choice 

puppies from trained bitches of the finest breeding. 
I CHAMPION ELCHO 

rC fC. U OJbl 1 CHAMPION NOKEEN 

In the stud. Fee $26. 
I. HENRY ROBERTS. 

septl7,tf P. O. Boxl63. Moorestown. N-J 

BLACK POINTERS. 
For Sale—A fine litter of strong, healthy puppies, 

whelped Jau. 28. 1886, by my black i^g Croft- 
stone (A.K.R. 3387) (Joe i'ape ex Nellie Pape), out 
ot my black bitch Doris (A.K.R. 3-389) (P®^, Jr. ex 
Kate). Prices^ each if taken soon. Addre^ L, 
C. ALDEN, Dedham, Mass. mch2o,2t 
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TEE A UD UBON SOCIETY. 

^T'HE interest in the movement to put an end to the 

slaughter of song and insectivorous birds is increasing 

■every day, and the work is constantly gaining momentum. 

Local secretaries have been appointed in many cities and 

towns, and the membership is already large. The plan of 

effort is very simple. There are no elaborate forms of local 

organization to cumber and hamper. The Society seeks to 

accomplish its end by moral suasion and the creation of 

right sentiment. It does not work in a roundabout way. 

The hearty enthusiasm with which the plan o/ the Addu- 

BON Society has already been received and the activity 

displayed by friends of the birds in different localities give 

abundant promise of the achievements sure to follow the 

■efforts now put forth. The extent of the evil sought to be 

remedied is of such startling magnitude that the bare state¬ 

ment of the actu d facts is sufficient to command attention 

'to the movement and win approval of the methods adopted. 

After a vexatious delay the’ ceitificates of membership are 

almost ready to be issued. 

Circulars of information and pledge forms will he fur¬ 

nished upon application. As the ultimate success of the 

Society will depend largely upon the extent of its member- 

:«hip, it is hoped that every reader of the Fokest and 

Stream who is concerned for the welfare of our birds, may 

actively co-operate in the effort and either act as a local 

.‘secretary or bring the matter to the attention of some one 

•else who will. 

THE DEER HOUEDING BILL. 

FjpHE Senate Committee on Game Laws favorably reported 

the hill to repeal the non-hounding deer law, and the 

measure was made a special order for yesterday; owing to 

the protracted discussion of other hills, however, it was not 

reached. It will probably be voted upon this week. 

The full text of the bill is given in another column. The 

Senate Committee amended the hounding clause so that the 

season contemplated will be from Sept. 1 to Oct. 5. A fort¬ 

night more or less of lawful season will make little practical 

difference. If hounding be permitted for a month only, that 

will mean the maintenance of deer dogs aU the year through 

to kill deer at all seasons. Nothing short of absolute pro¬ 

hibition of hounding will secure for the game the protection 

essential to its conservancy. It is only a question between 

deer and dogs. 

The provisions against marketing venison are plausible, 

but the good to be achieved by them is purely imaginary. 

Venison bounded in September and October is not fit to 

market. So long as the law permits city “sportsmen” to 

water-butcher deer in September and leave the carcasses to 

rot in the woods, legislation against market-hunting is fool¬ 

ishness. 

In like manner the shortening of the season is only a 

pretext. The number of deer saved by this provision will 

amount to nothing compared with the numbers destroyed by 

the hounds. These clauses are offered by the bounders only 

with the deliberate intent to mislead the Legislature if it is 

in earnest in its purpose to properly protect the game, or to 

furnish it an excuse if it is more eager to heed the clamor of 

the water-butchers than to consult the true interests of the 

community. The real purpose of these agitators is not to 

secure any belter protection for Adirondack deer. They are 

eager only to gain permission to pursue their own selfish 

sport, to be let alone in their indecent scramble for the game 

while it lasts, and to enjoy their brief term of hounding and 

exterminating. 

CANADIAN SALMON RIVERS. 

'T^HE transfer of the salmon rivers from the Dominion, or 

general, to the Provincial, or State, governments, has 

proved very unfortunate as regards their protection and 

improvement, A gentleman residing in the Dominion, and 

who is exceptionally well posted in this matter, tells us that, 

with the exception of such streams as have fallen within the 

private control of moneyed men, chiefly Americans, the 

rivers are rapidly deteriorating. The local, or provincial, 

authorities confine their efforts to collecting rents from 

them, without making any adequate provision for their pro¬ 

tection and guardianship. In fact, their limited funds will 

not allow them to do this. At various times we have heard 

reports that in consequence of tbis state of things all the 

old and destructive practices are reviving with marvelous 

rapidity with fatal effects. 

We remember that this is just what Mr, W. P. Whitcher, 

late Commissioner of Fisheries of the Dominion, predicted 

would follow the changes made by the Hon. A. W. McLean, 

late Minister of Marine and Fisheries, who turned a deaf ear 

to all the suggestions of Mr. Whitcher, who was perfectly 

familiar with all the facts, and had labored to build up the 

system of protection which worked so well under his foster¬ 

ing care, Mr. McLean let slip the command of the resources 

from the rivers, and to this may be attributed their decline. 

This is much to be regretted, but whether it is past remedy 

by legislation or not, we cannot say. Certain it is that with 

the exception of a few rivers which are under private con¬ 

trol, the salmon streams of Canada are failing fast. 

Spring Shooting is now in order wherever the wildfowl 

can be intercepted on their way to the northern breeding 

grounds. One by one the different States are coming to see 

the folly of permitting the untimely destruction of breeding 

creatures. The New York law forbids snipe shooting on 

Long Island; the same prohibition ought to hold all along 

the Atlantic coast and on all inland waters. It was hoped 

that the new Ontario law might stop spring shooting, but 

it did not. 

No Soul in It.—The daily press reporter who is detailed 

to write up the “opening of the trout season” may make a 

readable story of it, and pack it full of information; hut did 

you never note that there is no soul in such an article? 

For the true afflatus one must write of angling con amove; 
and a simple bit of actual experience told in plainest words 

by an angler is worth more than all the gaudy rhetoric of 

the space-writer. 

Bears,—Eavper’a Weekly of April 3, has a page of illus¬ 

trations of the Central Park bear pit, the pride and glory of 

which are the Forest and Stream’s grizzly cubs. The 

hears and their fame are growing daily; iron bars contain 

the one, but a continent’s range is limit aU too pent for the 

expansion of the other. 

In a Nutshell.—“I’ve had lots of fun in the Adirou- 

dacks myself, and when’my boy is old enough I want him 

to have some deer hunting there, too. That's why Pm op¬ 

posed to the repeal of the anti-hounding law.” Tbis was 

said to us by a Syracuse gentleman last week. It states the 

whole case in two sentences. 

RAILROAD ROUTES TO COOKE. 
'^HE results sure to follow the building of a railway In the 

Yellowstone National Park will be most disastrous to 

that reservation. On this point there is but one opinion 

among those who are familiar with the region, and whose 

knowledge best qualifies them to pass judgment on the sub¬ 

ject, The Park has been set apart as a pleasure ground for 

the people, and to devote any part of it to commercial pur¬ 

poses at this time will be to do a grievous injustice to all for 

the benefit of a few. 

We have more than once pointed out the evils which 

would follow the construction of any railroad within the 

Park, and have shown bow it would neutralize all the bene¬ 

fits which are certain to follow the wise action of Congress in 

setting aside the reservation, and the efforts which have of late 

years been made in the direction of a proper conservancy of 

this wonderful region. The inestimable economic importance 

of the forests about the headwaters of the Yellowstone and 

Snake rivers, the popular aud scientific interest in the preser¬ 

vation of the various species of wild animals and of the natural 

curiosities of the region have been sufflciently insisted on, 

and are generally understood. They furnish the strongest 

possible reasons against the building of a railroad in the 

Park. 

On the other hand we have the urgent demands of certain 

mine owners, interested in the development of a mineral 

region, situated in the mountains, in which rise Soda Butte 

Creek, Clark’s Fork, and Stillwater Creek, for a railroad 

which shall enable them to bring their ore to a point where 

it can be reduced at comparatively small expense. These 

mine owners assert that a line up the Yellowstone, the East 

Fork and Soda Butte Creek is the only one practicable for a 

railroad. We have already shown that such a route presents 

enormous engineering difficulties, and have the testimony of 

reliable engineers to prove that there are other routes runniug 

up the streams which flow down the eastern slope of the 

range which present fewer difflculties of construction, lighter 

grades and less rock work and which do not infringe upon 

the territory set apart by Congress; for the people’s pleasure. 

Cooke City is not, as it is supposed by many, the center of 

this mining camp. It is on the extreme southern border of 

a mineral region, which extends about fifteen miles to the 

north and northeast. The only mines of any importance 

near to the town are the Great Republic and the Iron Clad,' 

early discoveries of the region. The natural center of this 

district is some miles east of Cooke, in a little park on the 

head of Clark’s Fork, a basin through which passes all the 

trafflc from the east to Cooke and to the mines at the foot 

of Henderson Mountain. From this liitle park there are 

practicable wagon routes to nearly all the mines in the 

district. 

There are three possible ways for a railroad from the 

Northern Pacific to the Clark’s Fork mines, none of them 

crossing any portion of the National Park, These are (1) 

from Billings up Clark’s Fork; (2) from Park City up Clark’s, 

and then up Rocky Fork to a point near its head, thence 

across by a tunnel to Bear Tooth Creek to its head, thence 

across to Davies’ Ranch and up Clark’s Fork, and (3) from 

the mouth of the Stillwater up that stream to a point three 

miles above the upper west fork, where a considerable 

group of mines have been located. These routes have 

not been made the subject of detailed railroad surveys, 

hut each of them has been carefully gone over by a civil 

engineer with a view to the possible construction of a 

railroad, and each one of them is pronounced perfectly 

practicable. 
The Stillwater route is about the same length as the Cin¬ 

nabar and Clark’s Fork; hut it is an easier one, and, as we 

have already shown, entails but little heavy work. The 

Clark’s Fork route is longer, and there is but one difflcult 

piece of work on it. This is at the canon. By commencing 

to climb the hill some distance before the cailon is reached, 

however, it is practicable to reach a point some three hun¬ 

dred feet above the water and above the canon, where a road¬ 

bed could he built along a steeply sloping, grassy hillside, 

which further up the stream runs into a flat bench. From 

this point to the head of the river there appears to be no 

difficulty in building a roadbed. About the Rocky Fork route 

less is known. 
If there is any practicable way for a railroad to the Cooke 

City mines without infringing on the Park, Congress has no 

business to grant permission for a tie to he laid within that 

reservation. That such routes do exist on the eastern slope 

of the range can be easily shown, and until the most search¬ 

ing investigation has demonstrated their impracticability, 

Congress should refuse even to consider the proposition to 

lay rails within the Park, 
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There is a hidden naotive for the eagerness with which this 

grant is sought; a motive that has not yet been acknowledged. 

It has probably to do with the natural wonders which lie 

along the proposed line, and which may be included in any 

grants of land which may bp made to the Cinnabar & 

Clark’s Fork Eailroad for stations and other purposes. We 

notice among the names of those who urge the granting of 

this right of way that of C. F. Hobart, who has before 

reached out an eager hand for the National Park, happily 

without much success. An inspection of the map will 

show that the proposed line would pass close by Soda 

Butte Springs and not very far from the wonderful fossil 

forest. 
We print this week a map, carefully compiled from the 

best sources, which shows the falsity of the statement made 

by two committees of Congress, that the proposed railway 

line which follows the Yellowstone River and Soda Butte 

Creek will only pass through the Park for twenty-five miles. 

If any one cares to take the trouble to measure the Yellow¬ 

stone River from the point where it leaves the Park up to 

the East Pork, and then up that to and up Soda Butte Creek 

to where the latter enters the Park, he can readily calculate 

for himself what distance will be traversed by this line. 

Lieutenant Daniel C. Kingman, Engineer-in-Charge of the 

Park, has been quoted in committee reports as favoring the 

railroad line up the Yellowstone, Let us see what he says 

about it: 
Headquabtebs Depabtment of the Peatte, I 
Kngineeb’s Office, Omaha, Neb., March 25. f 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Your favor is received. I am surprised that my report of 1883 should 

be quoted as in any ■way favoring the construction of railroads for 

any purpose whatever within the Yellowstone National Park. 
I think this must be a mistake. I have always been opposed to the 

construction of railroads in the Park. I have given this subject the 
most careful thought and study, and I should regard their introduc¬ 

tion as the most serious injury that could be luflicted on the Park. 
And the construction of the Cinnabar and Clarke’s Fork Railroad 

would be specially deplorable because it seems so unnecessary. 
There is every reason to believe that the route up the Stillwater 

(lying wholly outside of the Park) is a better one for a raUroad to the 
mines than that via the Yellowstone River and Soda Butte Creek. 

Dan C. Kingman, 

First Lieut, of Engineers, in charge of Improvement, Yellowatone 

National Park, 

She ^ortsntm 

SIGNS OF SPRING. 

[From Mrs. Huldah Lovel’s Rag Bag.] 

TITORB'N a month the crows ha’ ben a-jawin’ 

Where they’d hev corn planted; 

Naow they’ve got it settled wi’ their cawin’. 
An’ appears contented. 

Snow banks is a-gittin’ siled an’ gritty 
All along the fences, 

An’ the bluebird ’long the stakes his ditty 

In these days commences. 

The phebe on a mullein sets a-watchln’ 
For the fust flies a-wingin’. 

Frequent ’twist her frequent scoops o’ ketchin’. 
Tew short notes a-singin’. 

The woo’chuck’s top o’ the world agin 

A-thawin’ aout his whistle, 

A-wishin’ the clover’s growth to begin 
As spry as the thistle. 

The pussy willers where brooks is runnin’. 
An’ a-prattlin’ busy, 

Is yallerin’ some, an’ their tails so cunnin’. 
Is a girtin’ fuzzy. 

From his ellum I hear the high-hole’s cackle, 
I s’pose he calls it singin’. 

An’ in alder swamps the sputterin’ crackle, 
O’ the frogs is ringin’. 

The maples their slow sweet rain is drippin’ 
Int’ one dish or nu'her. 

When the blankit of the snow is slippin’ 

From last year’s leaves o’ luther. 

Onkiv'rin’ logs for the patridges’ drummin’. 
An’ liverworts a-blowin’; 

Where sunshine’s sot wild bees to hummin,’ 
A-comin’ an* a-goin.’ 

O, spring hes cornel The long days o’ wishin’ 
Is ended fairly. 

If the wind is saouth I’ll go a-flshin’ 

In the mornin’ airly t g. L. 

NOTES FROM KEY WEST. 

S the “Key of the Gulf” entirely escaped the frost of 
the last cold snap which played such havoc with the 

fruit crop on the peninsula of Florida, and blighted the 
usually verdant foliage of Jacksonville’s semi-tropical 
vegetation, everything in the way of plant life here is 
green and flourishing, and would Ijok fresh if the absence 
of rain for nearly two months had not allowed the whitish 
dust to settle on all the trees and shrubs and somewhat dim 
their beauty. 

Key West is a low coral island which lies about 50 miles 
southwestprly from the South Cape or end of Florida, and 
the Dry Tortugas island lies southwesterly from Key West 
70 miles. Key West is a chief naval station of the United 
States. The town now contains about 10,000 inhabitants 
about one-half of whom are Spaniards from Cuba engaged 
in the tobacco business. Fort Taylor is on Key West and 
Fort Jefferson on the Dry Tortugas; both are small i.Oands 
of the sea. Southern prisoners were confined at the Tortu¬ 
gas during the late civil war. 

The natural or indigenous flora of the island is rather 
scanty, and at tbis season there are less than twenty plants 
in flower. None are more striking to the eye of an inhabi¬ 
tant of the Northern States than the cactus {Oereus mono- 
clonos), which attains quite majestic proportions and a height 
of nearly twenty feet, presenting with its ascending, col¬ 
umnar branches, ridged and armed with closely set snines, 
as formidable an obstacle as man or beast cares to encounter. 
It is not, however, in bloom. The botanical feature of the 
island is the large number of foreign palms and shade trees 
which are to be seen about the dwellings. The cocoanut 
palm grows almost everywhere in the settled portions, and 
the date palm, though not so frtquent, is very luxuriant. 
Figs, limes, bananas, tamarinds, sapodillas, sugar apples, 
and other semi tropical fruits are produced in abundance. 
Most interesting of all, perhaps, is the banyan tree, which 
occurs in many of the house yards, and, though small, as a 
rule, has attained great proportions in one specimen growing: 
within the inclosure of the barracks. This covers with its 
outstretched branches an area of fifty feet or more in 
diameter. Its later descending shoots firmly rooted in the 
ground are interlaced and entwined about each other and 
about the older ones with the firmness of the serpents enfold¬ 
ing the ill-fated Laocobn, and, unpoetical though it be tO' 
tell, a numerous flock of poultry nestle between its roots 
with as much enjoyment and complacency as if banyan 
trees had been introduced into the United States for the ex¬ 
press accommodation of domestic fowl. 

The usual occupations of the seafaring inhabitants— 
sponging, wrecking and fishing—are quite dull at present. 
The high duty on fish at the Cuban ports renders tbis pur¬ 
suit unremuneralive, and there have been no wrecks for 
some time. Moreover the high winds of the present month- 
have stirred up the fine coral mud through the constant- 
agitation of the water so that the sea is quite milky and the: 
sponger, even with his glass, cannot see bottom. 

The wrecking vessels, which are employed in summer in- 
carrying fruit to New York, are able smacks of 35 to 50’ 
tons register and schooner rigged, some rigged with a main- 
topmast and some with none; they carry but one jib andi 
sometimes set a maintopsail and maintopmast staysail. With 
a generous but not very large spread of canvas and often 8^ 
fet t draft of water, they will stand up and fly with a good 
breeze in a style that would make many a yachtsman turn 
green with envy. And right well the wreckers know how to- 
handle them. The crews consist of a captain, mate, cook, 
and four or five men, none of whom receive any compen¬ 
sation, but share in the salvage. Out of about 400 shares- 
the captain receives 4, the mate 2, the cook li, and the men 
1 share each. In some cases a share will amount to a small 
fraction of a dollar. The smacks are providoned by the 
owner, and go to the Dry Tortugas, some 65 miles west 
from here, where they usually lie at anchor in the harbor of 
(larden Key till something turns up. During the past season 
four wrecks have occurred, but so many vessels have been 
on hand that the individual receipts were small. 

During the past week I made a very enjoyable trip to and' 
from the Dry Tortugas, on wrecking smacks which happened 
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to be on the point of sailing. At Garden Key the whole 
island is covered, or rather inclosed, by Fort Jefferson, a 
Cyclopean structure of concrete faced with brick comprising 
an area of about six acres, of which the sea wall outside the 
moat has a length of nearly seven-eighths of a mile. The 
edifice is in the form of a hexagon, with towers at the angles, 
and consists of three tiers of casements (only the lowest one 
of which has been completed), and is surmounted by a para¬ 
pet. Within are two large brick bdildings for the quarters 
of officers and men. As the foundation was laid on piles, 
the fort is settling in many places, aud its unfinished condi¬ 
tion permits the weather to act freely and hasten the impend¬ 
ing ruin. The roofs of the buildings within are also out of 
repair, and the floors are rapidly decaying with the conse¬ 
quent leakage. At a distance the great inclosiire looms up, 
a monument of apparently misdirected energy, as it is im¬ 
possible with the unaide(^ vision to determine why such an 
immense fort should ever have been deemed necessary to 
protect so insignificant a harbor. 

The Torlugas have long been noted as a collecting ground 
for corals, and large quantities are shipped yearly to dealers 
in New York and other cities, The constant search for good 
specimens, however, during the past sixteen years, by Mr. 
Messina, keeper of the lighthouse at Garden Key, has ren¬ 
dered it impossible to gather anything desirable within three 
or four miles of that point. Bird Key, one of the gi'oup, 
was long famous for the immense number of gulls and other 
sea fowl which came there during the early summer to lay. 
At this season the fishermen and others used to collect the 
eggs for food, aud when the fort was occupied they formed 
an important element in the rations of the garrison. Such 
wholesale interference with the domestic affairs of the birds 
has rendered the locality less popular as a summer resort for 
them, and Bird Key now owes its name chiefly to history. 
At Loggerhead Key, the largest of the group, is a light of 
the first order, aud here, as well as at the other islands of the 
group, turtles are very abundant in season. Rare shells are 
occasionally found on the beaches, but few are prettier or 
more interesting than the ianthina, or purple snail, a fragile 
univalve shell, whose occupant passes the lime floating about 
on the coral seas, the female towing after her a raft many* 
times larger than herself, which supports the numerous 
young in cells attached to the lower surface. 

On the voyage back from Tortugus it was my fortune to 
experience a norther, which at the present season is some¬ 
what of a rarity. We left the mooring at Fort Jefferson 
about sunrise, and with a light but favorable breeze were 
plunging over the heavy swell produced by the strong 
wind of the previous day. Toward noon the breeze began to 
die out and for several hours we flapped along eastward, 
barely making headway, the reef points rattling on the can¬ 
vas with the sound of a distant volley of musketry and the 
sheet blocks every moment being jerked along the trav¬ 
elers and slammed on the deck with a violence somewhat 
prejudicial to the quiet enjoyment of a day. A few Portu¬ 
gese men-of-war floated along with purplish sails on the 
greenish white water and half a dozen porpoises followed us 
closely in search of provender. So we lingered, the wooded 
group of the .Marquesas gradually coming into view and 
drawing nearer until by some imperceptible^agency, in the 
course of long hours we were nearly abreast of them. At 
last we began to feel the influence of the flood tide and the' 
southerly wind freshened until we were making fairly six 
knots. Meanwhile the sun had set, the northern horizon 
had darkened and clouds were gathering fast. 

•‘There's some wind off there,” remarked the skipper, 
"and I’d as lief get in before it reaches us.” 

But Key West is a good twelve miles away, its watch 
towers and steeples appearing indistinctly above the water 
and that rolling cloud bank will reach us within an hour. 
Ominously and majestically it comes; in front and above two 
lines of white cloud like a folded veil; below the dark gray 
nimbus stretching east and west with indefinite extent and 
hanging with uniform depth over the dark green water as it 
advances. We are moving slowly along with a southerly 
breeze abaft the beam; but gradually the air becomes still, 
and the norther, now only a few miles away, seems to in¬ 
crease in speed. Orders are quickly given to unbend the 
staysail and take in the foresail, and are as quickly obeyed. 
Oilskins and sou’westers are donned, and everything made 
fast. A moment's utter silence and the squall is upon us. 
Yielding gracefully to the pressure of the wind, the smack 
heels over until the water boils in at her scuppers, and, under 
jib and mainsail, flies over the water like a teal startled from 
its cover. To windward the water is greenish gray, with 
the reflection of the cloud, save where a rift allows the twi¬ 
light to enter dimly on the scene, and flying white caps fleck 
its surface. To leeward a narrow band of leaden sky ap¬ 
pears below the border of the fast flydng storm cloud. On 
we scud, the able craft dashing the spray from her bows. 
At this rate we shall be at our anchorage in less than an 
hour. At last we near Fort Taylor. Now comes the tug. 
There are five men of-war lying at anchor m the channel, 
and we have to work our way among them with a head 
wind. Now we are driving straight at the starboard quarter 
of the Swatara, and a collision seems inevitable. "Ready 
about 1” commands the captain. A rush to the sheets, a 
moment’s overhauling of sails, the smack quivers an instant 
in stays, and now we are flying past the Swatara, seemingly 
turning our backs on Key West. Again wetack and threaten 
instant destruction to the antiquated paddle wheels of the 
Powhatan. So it continues until after a long series of tacks 
we reach the anchorage and make fast. The boat is hoisted 
out and the passengers are ready to go ashore. 

“Captain, how much do I owe you?” 
"Nothin’ at all, sir. Why wrackers always can-ies people 

up from Tortugas, an’ I never heerd of any of ’em chargin’ 
a cent.” 

The fishing in this vicinity has been so well described by 
Dr. Henshali that it would be superfluous for me to add any¬ 
thing on the subject. During the present season many dead 
fish have washed up on the shore, and their destruction has 
been attributed by some to the low temperature of the past 
winter. A similar mortality is said to have prevailed among 
the sponges, and is attributed to the same cause. Having 
had no opportunity to investigate the matter, I can offer no 
reliable explanation, but I doubt the probability of the re¬ 
cent cold weather having to any injurious extent lowered the 
temperature of that portion of the equatorial current which 
flows through the Gulf of Mexico and unites with the Gulf 
Stream north of the Bahamas. Some of the residents here 
advance the theory of poisoned water coming from some of 
the swamps of the mainland of Florida. Apropos of this an 
anecdote is related of a former well-known citizen of Key 
West. A number of gentlemen were discussing the cause of 
mortality in fish and spores, which has occurred before. 
Mr. 8. attributed it to colu weather, while Mr. B. asserted 

that it was owing to a volcanic eruption in the Everglades, 
which had caused the swamp water to flow into the gulf and 
poison the fish. The well-known citizen referred to on being 
asked his opinion replied, with a sententious air, "Gentle¬ 
men, there’s no doubt but what Mr. B. is right, and there’s 
been a vulgar corruption in the Everglades.” 

F. J. H. Merrill. 
Key West, Fla., March tS, 

^targ. 

THE AUDUBON SOCIETY. 

WE bad thought that Boston and Philadelphia were the 
chief centers of extended work for the Auporon So¬ 

ciety, but Buffalo, N. Y., bids fair to rival these larger cities 
in the interest which it shows in the movement. Atamecting 
of the Buffalo Field Club, held on Friday last, Prof. Linden 
read a report on the proposition to join or otherwise co¬ 
operate with the New York Audubon Society, and the 
following was adopted by the club: 

"The Buffalo Field Clilb declares its unqualified indorse¬ 
ment of the annouDC( d aims and purposes of the Audubon 
Protective Bird Society, and pledges hereby its hearty co¬ 
operation in any case that the same is requested for the fur¬ 
therance of any legal measures wliich may be adopted to 
prevent the reckless decimation of our useful birds. Their 
skins or feathers are still permitted to be exposed abroad 
like any other legitimate article of commerce, or are freely 
sold in the home market by unscrupulous venders for exclu¬ 
sive purpose of ornamentation, and in open defiance to the 
true spirit of existing legal restrictions which are on our 
statutes to insure the protection of our useful native birds.” 

On Saturday Dr. John Parmenler delivered a lecture before 
the Woman’s Union, at the clo.se of which he devoted some 
time to our cause. His hearers were greatly interested and 
were almost unanimous in their wish to support the movement. 
This was no small triumph and a great compliment to the 
powers of the lecturer, for the majority of the audience were 
bird wearers. The greatest energy is being displayed by the 
Buffalo members, who have before them always the destruc¬ 
tion of birds constantly taking place at Niagara for ornaments 
From all over the country warm expressions of interest are 
heard, and many thousands of pledges have been sent out in 
response to letters asking for them. Of these a large pro¬ 
portion have been returned signed. The press as well as the 
people give most cordial support to the movement and all 
are agreed that the birds must be saved. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I do not think that the milliners’ assistants have invaded 

this region yet, but no one can tell how soon they may, if 
the abominable traffic is not presently checked. I think the 
effect of the ruthless slaughter elsewhere is noticeable here, 
however. Orioles were scarcer last season than for many years. 
Forty years ago it was something worthy of note to see a 
"hang-bird” about, but they kept increasing in numbers, 
and till last summer, almost every roadside and door yard 
elm had one or more of their hammocks swung in it. And 
bobolinks grow fewer year by year; and so do meadow larks, 
though perhaps "sportsmen” are partly to blame for the 
falling off in the number of these. 

This winter there have been no chickadees about our 
house, when for many winters past they have come in dozens 
to be fed with scraps of fat, along with many nuthatches 
and hairy and downy woodpeckers. A few nuthatches and 
woodpeckers are daily visitors, but not one chickadee. This 
might be attributed to the English sparrows that are becom¬ 
ing altogether too plenty; but in a long tramp in the woods 
a few days since 1 heard but two of my little black capped 
friends, when in no day of any other winter do I remember 
going without having an inquisitive company of them about 
me every time I halted to light my pipe, or took my stand 
upon a runway. I heard and saw a few nuthatches and 
two or three bluejays, but these were noticeably scarce. 
Our farmers have a foolish prejudice against the jays, but 
for all that they seldom kill one, and their absence is not to 
be accounted for on that score. 

I have seen but one large flock of snow buntings, and 
that flock but once. In past winters hardly a day, certainly 
not a week, went by that a flurry of these birds did not drift 
over the fields, or settle on the tops of the de.-id weeds. The 
Canadians have been slaughtering these winter visitors for 
years for market. A friend told me that he saw strings of 
them six feet long in the Montreal markets last winter. Such 
slaughter there, with the work of our skin collectors here, 
with whom, I see by Mr. Chapman’s list, they are greatly in 
favor, must make sad havoc with them. 

Somtlhing or other is thinning off all our birds except the 
crows and English sparrows. I did not think it necessary 
to tell you that I for one am very heartily with you in your 
efforts in behalf of our harmless birds. I am, and if you 
wili send us the circulars, etc., my wife and I will do what 
we can to help. 

In the "woods loafing,” before mentioned, I saw three 
ruffed grouse, and the tracks of four more, a pretty good 
showing, I thought, for this season and these years. 

Awahsoose. 
. Ferreshurkh, Vt., March, 1886. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Your letter with accompanying circulars of the Audubon 

Society, has been received. I took the papers home to din¬ 
ner, and while disposing of my radons, discussed with the 
mistress of my affections and household, the tenor of three 
pledges submitted for signature. 

Said I: "I don’t wish to kill any ‘wild birds not used for 
food;’ in fact I haven’t done such a thing in a long time. You 
remember when, last summer the blackbirds were devouring 
our corn, and I charged the little muzzleloader and went 
forth to sweep them from the face of the earth, and when 
they rose in a mass from the corn and settled in the dry top 
of a tree and when I had walked up to a point distant about 
thirty yards and cocked both barrels of little Jenny, the 
Impertinent things just sat there and chirped and glittered 
and flourished then-tails, as if to say, ‘Shoot if you can,' 
and—well 1 couldn’t. I ju-ff stood there looking at those 
birds, and I suppose looking like a fool to my neighbor 
Watts who, with his myrmidons, stood glowering open- 
mouthed across the fence, aud wondering why I didn’t cut 
a swath right through the flock. I do not think it would 
have been an easy matter to explain to him just why I low¬ 
ered the hammers and stalked back to the house, and my 
reputation for possessing some skill with firearms must have 
made the thing seem all the more odd.” 

"1 don't like to have the birds killed,” said the lady, "aud 

I think that we can manage to protect our crops more easily 
without a gun than without the birds. I do not see how I 
can manage to sign all the pledges just yet, though, for my 
hat has some feather ornaments on it and I must wait until 
1 can get a new one. There shall be no wild birds’ feathers 
on that; but you know that if I were to tear the trimming 
off this hat it would look awfully.” 

"V(ry true,” said I; "and now I come to think of it, I 
selected that hat myself. The feathers seem to have belonged 
to some wild bird, though of no variety against which I ever 
pointed gun. The hat does not trouble my conscience, how¬ 
ever; but there is one point on which I feel a little like 
kicking.’ Do you remember when we lived on our old 

place, Riverwood, that a great hawk one day made a descent 
upon our chickens, and that you came running out of the 
house with my old 12-pound deer gun in your hands, just in 
time for me to catch the piece and take a snap shot at the 
robber as he sped away through the trees in the direction of 
the river? Three feet ten inches was the distance across 
that fellow’s wings. It does seem to me that the A. 8. 
might let up a little on birds of prey. However, 1 am going 
to whack down my autograph beneath the three pledges, 
aud let this matter take care of itself. When your new hat 
arrives you can do the same.’’ 

It is no time to hold back in this matter. The senseless 
fusillade which has been kept up along our lakes during the 
past five years has so far destroyed the bird-life of this region 
that I have repeatedly paddled for many miles without see¬ 
ing a single song bird, hawk or owl. I hope ere long to see 
the day when stringent laws shall teach the wanton butchers 
of our feathered friends to seek some substitute for any pleas¬ 
ure they may now find in this needless slaughter, for which 
the perpetrators appear not to have found, in this region at 
least, the poor excuse of a scanty pecuniary compensation. 

I shall endeavor to bring these matters before the public 

through the medium of our local press, and shall feel obliged 
if you will send me more circulars for that and similar pur¬ 

poses. Kelpie. 
Central Lake, Mich., Match 28, 

Northampton, Mass., March 15, 1886. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

Being at home only for a moment, I have but scant time 
to say that I am heartily in sympathy with your Audubon 
Society. 

I offer but one limitation; the wearing of feathers as or¬ 
naments may be indulged in, if I am not mistaken, to some 
considerable extent without blame. For example, ostrich 
plumes, got from ostrich farms do not, I believe, stand for 
any suffering inflicted anywhere. Cock feathers, worn as 
military or millinery adornment, are not evidence that any 
creature has suffered appreciably in yielding them. The 
wearing of hawks’, jays’, owls’ and other predatory birds' 
wings, I see no more harm in than in sporting a belt or pair 
of slippers made of snakeskius, or a tiger-skin saddle cover. 
But the use, for ornament of person or drawing-room, of 
feathers, wings, heads, etc., cruelly got from harmless birds, 
I think should be discountenanced everywhere as unworthy 
of any people professing to be humane. 

I have'five little daughters—quite an Audubon Society 
in numbers, and avowedly so in their intentions—to wage 
war against no innocent, and make peace with no harmful, 
practice. Yours truly, G. W. Cable. 

FVank Leslie’s, of March 27, had an effective full-page 
illustration, entitled "Slaughter of the Innocents.” It 
showed a gunner shooting song birds, and a corner sketch 
illustrated the bird feather hat ornamentation of the day. 
The page tells its story very effectively. 

WILD CELERY. 

tape grass—yalisneuia spiralis. The following account is reprinted from the Forest and 
Stream of Jan. 5, 1882, in response to a number of in¬ 

quiries : 
Mr. Robt. O. Morris, of Springfield, Mass., to whom I 

sent seeds and roots, Oct. 6, 1881, sent me an extract from 
Prof. H. D. Butler’s history of the wild celery, as follows: 
"Tape Grass, which may be had in the Hudson River, es¬ 
pecially near Newburgh, or on the Delaware and Raritan 
Canal, where it becomes seriously abundant occasionally, 
about Princeton, N. J. [Add: In the Chesapeake, Dela¬ 
ware and Saudusky bays; in several of the interior lakes of 
Wisconsin, and in portions of Lake St. Clair.] The Valia- 
neria spiralis came originally from Italy, and is named 
after Valisner, an Italian naturalist, who wrote on insects 
and plants in the last century. As the male aud female 
flowers of the plant grow from different roots, care must be 
taken to secure both for propagation. They may be dis¬ 
tinguished without difficulty. The female flowers are found 
on long, spiral foot-stalks, the male ones on straight, 
short flower-stalks. The female flower ascends by the assist¬ 
ance of a coil, and floats on the surface of the watei-. The 
male flowers, when matured, gallantly detach themselves 
from the plant stalk and follow their feminine relatives to 
the surface. Here they expand, float among their favorites, 
and impart to them the pollen with which they are laden. 
The female plant then descends to the bottom, and the pro¬ 
cess of reproduction goes on agreeably to the order of 
nature. The wild celery is also propagated by offshoots. A 
lateral shoot (a rhizoma) branches from the mother plant and 
pushes forward until it discovers some suitable spot in which 
it may strike a root. Here it fixes itself at once, and in its 
turn assumes all the characteristics of the parent plant, and 
devotes itself to the same functional performances.” 

While the above is undoubtedly substantially correct in a 
scientific and botanical sense, yet, by careful observation of 
the growing plant, I have been unable to discover the 
"straight short flower stalk” of the male plant. 

What I have observed is this: There are a great many of 
the plants that bear no seed. In fact, in deep water there 
may be found acres of such, while in water from three to five 
feet deep, large patches are found, nearly all bearing seed 
pods. Why this is so I cannot tell. It may be that they are 
all male plants, but as that would appear unreasonable, I 
conclude that it is owin^ to the depth of the water affecting 
its temperature and the influence which the sun would have 
in deep water, while in shoaler water it would aid in 
warming and maturing the spiral flower stem, the flower and 
the seed. The growth of the narrow green blades, three cr 
four from each root, is very rapid. They reach the surface 
early in August, where the water is from six to eight feet 
deep. The spiral flower stems, eight to twelve feet long 
when the numerous coils are stretched out, also come to the 
surface in August, bearing a little three-leafed flower, not 
bi^er than a lield-pea. 

whind the flower the spiral stem (which, at the roots, is 
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not as large as a common knitting-needle, and grows slightly 
larger up to the end) enlarges into a seed-pod, which grows 
to the length of from three to five inches, and to about the 
diameter of a clay-pipe stem. This seed-pod, if undisturbed, 
floats on the surface until the seeds are fully ripe, when it 
sinks to the bottom, and as the stem is very brittle is easily 
detached. This seed-pod is also very brittle, and is easily 
broken into fragments—a wise provision of nature, as each 
pod contains numerous little black seeds. The seeds are 
surrounded with a tenacious pulp, transparent and glutinous 
extending the whole length of the pod; and by averaging ten 
pods, it was found that each pod contained about 412 seeds. 

The roots are similar to those of common lawn grass. On 
the upper sides of the roots the spiral stem .shoots up, and 
beneath the roots a lateral stem (a rhizoma) shoots out— 
similiar to that from the roots of a potatoe—on the end of 
which grows a bulb about the size and shape of a small top- 
onion. This bulb is the principal food of the canvas-back 
luck. If undisturbed, no doubt a new plant is produced 

from it. 
To find and secure these bulbs in water from three to eight 

feet deep appears to be easy enough for the ducks; but so ex¬ 
ceedingly brittle are the stems connecting then., with the roots 
that I have found it very difficult to gather them in quanti¬ 
ties sufficient for planting, Whether the roots themselves 
die out every year or are perennial 1 am not now prepared 
to say, but I have experiments in progress, which I trust will 
enable me to determine the fact next fall. 

The canvas back ducks and the innumerable mud hens 
begin to dive for the bulbs and to pull up the roots of the 
wild celery about the 10th or 15th of October, in Sandusky 
Bay, Ohio,, but generally the bulbs are not all then fully 
matured. They grow on until the heavy frosts come. The 
seed-irods generally complete their growth about the 1st of 
October, and continue to float on the surface, or near it, 
until fully ripe, and until severe cold frosts set in. Then 
they sink to the bottom, and to gather them then is a very 
difficult task. It is almost necessary then to gather the seed- 
pods during the month of October, and generally in the early 
part of that month. If the proper means could be con¬ 
trived I have no doubt that both seed-pods and bulbs could 
be gathered from the bottom at any time before ice comes, if 
the water could be found clear enough to see the bottom. 
With us at our club grounds (bays) the water is seldom clear 
after the fall storms set in and the tops of the celery have 
fallen to the bottom. As long as the tops stand up there is 
little or no sea in our bays, and the water does not get roiled. 

To plant the seeds, the pods, I think, should be broken 
into small sections and planted where the water is never less 
than six inches nor more than eight feet deep. It is be¬ 
lieved (it is so in our bay) that generally it thrives and goes 
to seed the best when the water is pretty still and about 31 
o 44 feet deep. 

It does not matter much how hard the bottom may be, 
whether of clay, gravel or solid rock, provided there be, un¬ 
disturbed by currents or waves, a deposit of mud from two 
mches to two feet deep. I do not think the plant will thrive 
in sand. It may do so, but, as yet, I have never seen it. The 
common mud of the marshes, mostly formed from decayed 
vegetable matter deposited on hard clay deep enough for the 
plant to take root, and in water so still that the deposit of 
mud will not be removed, is probably the best place to plant 
the wild celery. I think warm water is best, and should the 
lakes or ponds or marshes selected for the experiment be 
very deep and cold, or supplied from cold brooks and springs, 
it might be found best to look for some shallow bayous where 
the wild rice and the lily-pods will grow, and where the 
warm sun will have the most influence on the water, away 
from shade trees and cold springs. If there be any set and 
swift currents or swift tides avoid them if possible. If cur¬ 
rents are moderate plant up stream. The current will then 
help you scatter and extend your growth. 

The wild celery is exceedingly prolific and will crowd out 
nearl}^ all other water vegetation, although its leaves are 
brittle and tender and the roots easily pulled up. 

It is difficult for me to give the best mode of planting the 
seeds, roots or bulbs, when I have no experience myself in 
the business. But I would suggest that several ways be 
tried,, and among them the following: Drop some of the 
seed-pods in the water and let them sink and bury themselves 
in the mud, as nearly as they would naturally be deposited 
as possible. Be sure that they sink to the muddy bottom. 
Break the seed-pods up into small sections and scatter them 
broadcast over the grounds selected. I think they will sink. 

But what I think is the surest and best way to plant both 
seeds and roots is asfoUows: Prepare a tin tube afoot longer 
than the depth of the water; prepare a plunger a foot longer 
than the tube. Make the tube to 2 inches in diameter. 
Place the seeds, or bulbs, or roots in one end of the tube; 
run the plunger down close to them; plunge the tube in the 
water, and the pressure will hold the seeds against the 
plunger until the tube reaches the bottom. Then gently 
press the seeds into the mud with the plunger, and your 
plant is safely deposited just where you want it A little 
mud or clay might be put into the mouth of the tube to pre¬ 
vent the seed from falling out before reaching the bottom, if 
thought best. I). W. Cross. 

Cleveland, O. _ 

HAWKS AND GAME BIRDS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
In yoiu’ number March 25 1 carefully read “Pood Exam¬ 

inations of Hawks.” Thinking the matter over 1 concluded 
that the test was not a fair one for this reason: During the 
summer months frogs, snakes, field mice and insects can be 
caught by the hawks more readily than _ birds. But during 
winter and cool weather, my opinion is, they live almost 
exclusively on birds; and I believe they destroy more quail, 
young and old, ten times, than are shot, to say nothing about 
chicks. I also believe one quail, as an insect destroyer, 
worth forty hawks. To illustrate, while I was walking over 
a wheat stubble a year or so ago, a terrier dog started a covey 
of small quail; one attempted to hide and he caught it, and 
before I could stop him maimed it so it died. I noticed that 
its little crop was very full, and taking it to the house I ex¬ 
amined it, To my surprise I did not find a grain of wheat, 
but (if my memoiy serves me) some fifty or sixty insects of 
small size and different kinds. Since then knowing hawks 
to be their greatest enemies, I have waged war against them. 
I have yet to see something more to change my views. 

B. B. D. 
Slfkolk, Va. _ 

A Hxwk-Catcheko Device.—Take a pole 12 or 15 feet 
long and about 3 inches across at the top, bore an inch hole 
through about two inches from the top; set the pole firmly 
in the ground near where the quail feed. (let a light ladder 

which can be kept near at hand. Take a common steel trap, 
one with the spring working under the jaw preferred; set it 
on top of the pole; pass a strap or cord through the lower 
part of the trap and through the hole in the pole, and fasten 
it. A farmer to whom I told this plan caught six hawks 
after the snow came, by setting traps on top of his stack 
poles. The quail came there after grain, and the hawks 
would alight on the poles to watch for them.—X. (Smith- 
burg, N. ,1.). 

As TO Crawfish.—Looking over a file of Forest and 
Stream the other day, I ran across the following in “Habits 
of Crawfish,” by Ralph S. Tarr, printed in the issue of Oct. 
22, 1885: “In New England there are none (crawfish) except 
in a river in the north of Maine, where one kind is found. 
That such a large area should be uninhabited by these ani¬ 
mals, while the much less favorable place, the Mammoth 
Cave, has a peculiar blind kind of its own, is certainly re¬ 
markable.” It was, I think, during the summer of 1884, 
that a number of specimens of Cainianis bartoni were taken 
from a cold spring in Grafton, Mass., and placed in the 
museum of the Worcester Natural History Society, where 
they now are. This is, I believe, the only capture in Massa¬ 
chusetts on record, though of this I am not positive, being 
too far from books to verify the assertion. The crawfish 
were found, as before mentioned, in a spring at the head of 
a small clear brook, in a similar situation as the “brook 
species” Mr. Tarr refers to as being found in Virginia. I 
have found one species of Cambarus herein Florida. It was 
taken from a “sink,” and is pure white and nearly three 
inches in length. Of its habits I know nothing. I kept it 
alive for some time, but could not see that it took any food, 
although I placed several small water beetles (Bytiscidee) in 
its globe. I do not know to what species it is to be referred, 
though it is probably not the Cambarus bartoni. I hope this 
will meet Mr. Tarr’s eye. for, though the capture was pub¬ 
lished at the time, he evidently has not seen it.—Henry A. 
Ejelly (BeUeview, Fla.). 

Breeding of the Brant.—Sackville, New Brunswick. 
—Can any of your readers tell us where brant breed? They 
leave here about June 10 and return Sept. 1 with their young 
fuUy grown. Old salts who have sailed as far north as the 
southern coast of Greenland claim that the brant go 
further north than that point to nest.—Stanstead. [The 
brant breeds in the far north, and their nests have Oeen 
found by the naturalists of various polar expeditions. 
Messrs. Evans and Sturge found it breeding on the island of 
Spitzbergen, and it was also found breeding by Sir James 
Ross’s expedition at Parry’s Island in latitude 74° and 75°. 
During the British arctic expedition (1875-6) Mr. Fielden 
reports finding a nest with eggs in latitude 82° 30' N., and 
subsequently many more were found.] 

Albino Grouse.—A friend writes me that R. B. MUlard, 
of Cornwall Bridge, Conn , caught an albino partridge last 
fall, which he had mounted, making a beautiful specimen. 
A hen, and by the way, are not albinos usually females?—C. 
[Albinism is not known to be more common among females 
than males.] 

Woodcock in the City.—A woodcock flew against a tele¬ 
graph wire in New street, just back of the Stock Exchange, 
New York city, last Thursday afternoon, fell to the street 
stunned, was captured, put into a basket and exhibited in a 
restaurant; lived a short while and died. 

Hanover, N. H., April 4.—Cedar birds, robins and blue 
birds have arrived in considerable numbers, although the 
snow has not entirely disa^eared. Crows spent the winter 
with us, a rare incident.—E. C. 

§mnt stjd §m[. 
Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 

ing Co. _ 

THE TRAJECTORY TEST. 

HE full report of the Fohest and Sth.e4M’s trajectory test of hunt¬ 

ing rifles has been issued in pamphlet form, with the illustra¬ 
tions and the tabular summary, making in all 96 pages. For sale at 

this office, or sent post-paid. Price 60 cents. 

OUR TRAJECTORY TRIALS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
In reference to the experiments made by your journal in 

rifle trajectories, the London Field account of which is 
copied in your issue of the llth inst., I would like to inquire 
whether the .50-bore Bullard used in the competitive trials 
was of the caliber advertised by the Bullard Repeating 
Arms Co., on page vi of your paper as the “.50-115-346?” 
And, if so, do you regard any American repeating rifle as 
safe with a charge of 113 grains of powder? I say “Ameri¬ 
can,” because I have no acquaintance with any repeating 
rifles that may be made abroad. 

In the next place, if you regard the Bullard repeating 
rifle as safe with a charge of 115 grains, is such a cartridge 
made by any of our factories? The catalogue of the Union 
Metallic Cartridge Co. is not accessible to me, but the list 
contained in the latest catalogue of the Winchester Repeat¬ 
ing Arms Co. makes no mention of any such cartridge. My 
inquiries, therefore, are two: First, is the Bullard “.50-115- 
346” repeater safe; and, secondly, if it is, can a factory-made 
cartridge be obtained for it? I have no interest in the mat¬ 
ter except as' an amateur sportsman. G. B. 

San Fkancisco, Cal., March 85. 

[Our correspondent should provide himself with a copy of 
the pamphlet report of the trial, where he will find his in¬ 
quiries fully answered.] 

Editor Forest and Sire-am: 
Having but recently returned from the West, I note a 

copy of your trajectory test in pamphlet form, and will say: 
Riflemen seem to be well posted in this line and rather look 
aside, as they say if one kind of ammunition was used in all 
makes of rifles it might be of some use to a man who is 
about to purchase a rifle for his own use; but instead, all 
kinds of ammunition were used and the result of same is not 
novel or instructive. Anybody knows, who has had any 
experience with a rifle, that a heavy charge of powder and a 
light ball will fly faster in the air, and of course with less 
trajectory or curve, for a given distance, say 200 yards or 
under. This is an important point in a hunting rifle, allow¬ 
ing the sights to be stationary on rifle, as are invariably used 
on the Pacific Slope, where the largest game of this 

country are found; and many an old grizzly, both mountain 
and valley, have I made to chew the dust with my Wesson 
rifle, caliber .45, 310-grain ball, 120 grains powder. 
^ F. Wesson. 
Worcester, Mass., March 15. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Since the publication of the results of your recent tra¬ 

jectory tests the trouble with our .45 caliber Marlin rifle, 
which you experienced at that time, has been the subject of 
much comment, both in private letters to ourselves from as 
far away as India, and of articles in the sporting papers. 

As this apparent inaccuracy of the rifle was entirely be¬ 
yond our comprehension, we have submitted the identical 
arm. No. 9,449, to Mr. George Joinei’, of Brooklyn, a well- 
known marksman, and requested him to give the rifle a fair, 
impartial trial. Accompanied by Mr. Henrj’" Vetter, an ex¬ 
pert gunsmith and also an excellent marksman, he proceeded 
to test the gun on Jan. 8, 1886, usins the .45-85 cartridges 
manufactured by the U. M C. Co., being the same ammu¬ 
nition as was used in your tests. 

He returned the ride to us (it is now in our sample rack) 
with the following communication: 

Brooklyn, Jan. 10.—Marlin Fire-arms Co.: Gentlemen—I 
have made a trial of rifle No. 9,449, as you requested, and I re¬ 
turn the rifle with some targets made at 200 yai'ds, at the 
Union Hill range on the 8th inst. The rifle was to my notion 
one of the best shooting sporting rifles I ever had to my 
shoulder. The day was quite gusty and unfavorable for very 
accurate shooting. The ammunition I used was .4.5-85 cart¬ 
ridges of U. M. C. Co. make, which I took from a case of the 
same standing in Schoverling, Daly & Gales’s stock. If I could 
have loaded them myself I am certain I could have kept them 
in a four-inch circle. Truly yours, GEohoB Joiner. 

New York, Jan. 10.—I was present at the testing of the 
Marlin rifle referred to in above letter of Mr. Joiner, and cer¬ 
tify that the shooting was done with factory ammunition, 
.4.5-caliber, So grains of powder, 285 grain buUet, at Union Hill, 
Jan. S last, at 200 yards range, and that the targets to which I 
have put my name were made by Mr. Joiner as stated.— 
Henry ‘Vetter. 

We mail you an electrotype made from one of these targets 
and respectfully ask, in justice to ourselves, that you publish 
this communication and accompanying target. 

The Marlin Firearms Co. 
New Haven, Conn., March 30. 

[It is entirely possible that the rifle may have acted well 
at Union Hill, It is certainly true that it acted in the man¬ 
ner described at Creedmoor during the tests. No rifleman 
of any experience would jump from an isolated case of this 
sort to a condemnation of a class of rifles. Our report of the 
trial was one of facts only. The experiments at Creedmoor 
were open to aU, and invitations freely extended. Many 
wbo were present saw the stubborn Marlin .45; several tried 
it a few rounds, but it seemed entirely out of sorts, and we 
were regretfully compelled to content ourselves with a single 
round for the trajectory figures. We regret that there are 
not more data about the Joiner test; whether the shots shown 
in the cut are consecutive, and whether the circle shown is 
the bullseye fired at or only a circle struck about a group 
of shots, and what scale the cut is made to. We give space 
gladly to the further report on the arm used in the trials. It 
simply shows that after all there is a good deal of intelligent 
cussedness about pieces of machinery at limes, and a rifle is 
no exception ] 

A TURKEY AND CHICKEN SHOOT. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
“Turkey and chicken shoots” are always interesting in the 

country. Having but recently purchased a muzzleloader 
rifle which the maker said would kill the turkeys, I con¬ 
cluded that on New Years Day last I would go to a turkey 
and chicken shoot at Salesville and try it. M_y rifle was all 
out of the shining fashion, to be sure,'but I did not care for 
that provided it would only bring me in the turkeys, reward 
the ten cents a shot, and thus make the children smile around 
the savory table. The day was mild, not much wind, a 
little a times, and we shot in an open field without any fire. 
Besides my muzzleloader, there were two old German muz- 
zleloaders on the ground which shot very well, but they did 
not get any turkeys. There were present also the following 
breechloaders: One Winchester, .44cal. one Ballard, .38- 
cal.; one Remington, .32 cal., and one .32 Ballard. The 
breechloaders did most of the shooting; they commenced 
early and shot late; bang! bang! bang!” 

The tuikeys were very small, larger than spring blackbirds 
and most remarkable for flaxseed-shaped bodies, short pin¬ 
feathers, and a wonderful display of very long feathers, as 
if to say we are actually larger than spring crows. They 
were decidedly of the genus “ten cents a shot” and of the 
order “turkey shoot.” 

I win pass over most of the chicken part of the shoot. The 
shotguns were engaged in this—chickens, or rather tough 
hens, twelve rods distant and to kill dead, is generally the 
rule—but to kill dead requires large shot, and these scatter 
so much at twelve rods that killing hens at this distance 
dead is not as easy as many suppose—not many were killed. 
The shoot at turkeys opened in the morning by shooting off¬ 
hand at their heads at fifty yards. I took no interest nor 
stock in this shooting, but looked on. They, that is, all the 
other rifles on the ground, after many shots got but four 
turkeys at this kind of shooting. Thus ended most of the 
forenoon part of the shoot, and you will see the breech¬ 
loaders did not mow down more than a regiment of these 
tm-keys at fifty yards. The trouble was, yon see, the heads 
of these bii’ds were not large enough; if they had been much 
larger more meat could have been won for tbe family and 
children at home. The breechloaders sometimes hit where 
aimed. 
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Then came the crowning efforts—the shooting at turkeys 
at 175 yards, any rest. I shot 20 shots and got 4 turkeys, 
each weighing from 3, to 3J, to 44 pounds only. The 20 
shots include 6 or 8 sighting shots. I did not get my spin 
trained for good work until toward the last; 1 was shooting 
a little too high every time and made the feathers fly, and 
they said, •‘If you can bring feathers do not alter things,” 
hut I soon found that to get turkeys I had to get down to 
the finest point, even below the pin feathers, which I did at 
last. This fine work was in my fourth and last small turkey. 

At this very lime the turkey man and my brother were 
near the turkey and marking my shots, he saw the bullets 
fall a little lower at each shot among that deceitful bunch of 
feathers, and very much feared the next shot. Behold it 
came certain and sure when I centered the poor bird, and it 
gave one grand spring and lofty flop into the air and was 
dead. 1 had, you see, finally found the center of this flax¬ 
seed figure below the pinfeather, and I was now ready with 
my muzzleloader to proceed to business. The turkey man 
saw this, for he had been at the turkey stand watching my 
progress. 

Sequel.—When he saw the last shot, and witnessed the 
last jump and flop of that little turkey, he said, “I’ll be 
hanged if I put up any rao’^e turkeys for that rifle.” “Then 
you rule it out, do you?” “Yes.” “All right. I have 
nothing more to say, except the maker (when I bought it) 
said it had been to one turkey shoot, where it was ruled out, 
and so it happens you are only following the fashion in ruling 
it out again.” Mne turkeys in all were killed this day, and 
I got four of them while shooting my strange rifle. This 
will do for an unfashionable weapon, and one rejected by 
the modern tyro. 

I left the others shooting at this same turkey; they brought 
it up nearer for three times, when one fellow finally got it. 
It cost him $2 60 and it dressed 44 pounds. The others got 
no turkeys at 175 yards, but four at 50 yards. The trouble 
was their rifles were too fashionable, and scattered too much. 
I beat them all with mine, and mine was aisecond-hand one, 
which had been exchanged with the maker by the fashion¬ 
ables for a more fashionable one. You see the man of 
fashion must have a fashionable gun, and no old-fogy muz¬ 
zleloader will do for him. All right; the world moves, and 
some go empty-handed while others reap. 

1 forgot to say my brother shot my rifle 60 cents worth 
(10 cents a shot), and he took it all out, much to his mortifi¬ 
cation, in feather. He is a kind of mathematician, and can 
find the center of a small circle very readily; but you see 
the flaxseed center of this bird was too much for him, he 
did not get down below the pin feathers. The other shoot¬ 
ers, full of pluck, banged away until near dusk, as fast as 
they could push in the loads, but all this to little effect. 

The proprietor of this shoot cleared $23 as his profit, be¬ 
sides entertaining his good friends. You see the breech¬ 
loaders contributed more than their proportion to the $23 
most manfully. All praise to them and to mine good host, 
and may he long live to give us many other good shoots in 
the coming years. But leave the muzzleloader at home. 

While 1 consider my report now ended, yet many of your 
readers will no doubt take an interest in a little more detail. 
The breechloader men marked the striking of their own bul 
lets. 1 could see them throw the mud at 175 yards plainly. 
They all used fixed ammunition, except they loaded the 
Winchester shells. 

My rifle was made by J. C. Welles, of Milwaukee, Wis., 
who is an elegant riflemaker, and the same who made my 
other good M. L. that was stolen, but never returned. He is 
the maker of very many close shooting M. L. rifles of the old 
type and style and taste, when a uniform accuracy was con¬ 
sidered of far more importance than fashion. I cling to ex¬ 
treme accuracy always, as accuracy is about aU there is of 
value in any rifle. 

Where game is so small as it generally is in this country, I 
do not want nor will own an unsteady and weak-shooting 
rifle, or one making a nigh trajectory and throwing its long, 
gyrating bullets (many of them) wildly down the range, as 
shown at the recent Forest and Stream trial of hunting 
rifles. 

A majority of the elongated bullets fired from American 
breechloaders have more or less a gyratory flight, and hence 
they cannot hit the object aimed at, but fly around it or the 
line of sight from the beginning to the end of the range, and 
consequently we cannot hit what we aim at even by chance. 

My caliber is .42, length of barrel 33 inches, barrel of iron, 
twist increasing, sights peep and globe, metallic bullet starter, 
bullet conical-shaped, weight only 230 grains, with but two- 
tenths inch pull (displaced), lead bearing in barfel and only 
eight-tenths of an inch long. 

The breechloaders of this caliber cannot shoot such a short 
bullet from the shell with any degree of satisfactory accu¬ 
racy. 

I used about 55 grains of FFG powder at the turkey shoot. 
I will simply say I have got as good a “crow gun” as 1 
want. It has got a marvelous way of shooting; not up to the 
fashion of these dude times, but as formerly, when accuracy 
was regarded as paramount to convenience or fashion. 

It does not give the wild, corkscrew motion to its bullets, 
but sends them with great velocity just where they are 
wanted to go. Proof positive; read the correct result of its 
shooting at this turkey shoot. Witness how I was ruled 
out just when I had got the rifle fairly ready, to prevent my 
“wiping out” the man’s turkeys, 

1 was willing to stop shooting, for I did not wish him to 
lose his turkeys; besides, I felt sad for the other shooters and 
wished to give them a full chance to get a turkey to carry 
home to their families. 

Lesson.—To get small game or turkeys at 175 yards you 
must have a good rifle. One that scatters its bullets will not 
begin to answer, nor can any amount of fashion make it 
ai^wer. Napoleon Merrill. 

Waukesh-v, Wis., March, 1886. 

IVIaine Deer in March —William Crocker and Charles 
Beatham, of Chester, and George Kimball, of Woodville 
were found guilty of hunting, killing and destroying one 
deer on the 9th day of March ult., and Matthew Spencer of 
Chester, was acquitted. Hon. Thomas W. Vose, of Bangor 
appeared for State, and Alexander McLain, of Mattawam- 
keag, game warden, was the complainant. Jere E Estes 
Esq., of Winn, appeared for the defense. Crocker, Beatham 
and Kimball appealed to the August term. The parties were 
fined $40 and costs. The deer was put into Charles Beat- 
ham’s barn and died, as claimed, a short time afterward 
from exhaustion. JohnB. McAlpine, of Winn, was brought 
before the justice, with the same counsel, for simply hunt 
ing and capturing a deer alive. He was found guilty, fined 
and appealed. The deer captured was released some time 
since. 

A STUDY OF BULLETS. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

My memory and knowledge of gunpowder projectiles 
extends back to the days of the flintlock musket of old Revo¬ 

lutionary fame, the old-fashioned single- 
barreled shotgun, and the long, slender- 
barreled smooth-bore, designed primarily 
to shoot a single patched ball, but used 
occasionally for shot. In those palmy days 
the musket did duty on “general training” 
days, and roared its ancient patriotic salute 
on every Fourth of July, and couldn’t get 

(O over the habit as long as it lived. 'The 
' ’Jj/HP shotgun was exclusively a boy weapon, to 

be left behind when the youth had passed 
the period of adolescence and the suspicion 
of down had appeared upon his face. Then 
the smooth-bore, with its single ball of lead, 
was to be taken up, to be laid down no 
more till old age forbade its further use. 
But the love of the tried and true old piece 
lived in the warm heart of its owner, 
though the arm had grown weak and pal¬ 
sied and the old eyes too dim to see the 
dust gathering upon it. The old gun still 
lay in the hooks when the old man was 
laid away, and ever after reverently and 
tenderly cared for as it descended from 

_ generation to generation in the same fam- 
^ i "There are a few of those old guns in 

T K yd the country to day which a million couldn’t 
buy. 

But the spirit of improvement and pro¬ 
gress was abroad in that day as now, and 
one fine day along came a man with the 
smooth-bore, rifled with a twisting cut, and 
as he beat them all shooting at the paper 
pinned against the trunk of the beech tree, 
the innovation took and spread. 

With the experimenting in guns com¬ 
menced the experimenting in projectiles, 
and it is not done jet. It was natural that 
the primitive form of bullet should be that 

^ sphere (1) for obvious reasons. The 
* . I earth is spherical, falling rain drops assume 

the same form; besides, the ball was handy 
to charge and always right side up, and 
even to this day there has been found no 
truer or more deadly projectile for its range 
than the simple sphere of lead. 

It was not long before the devotees of the 
rifle began to experiment to reduce the 
number of grooves, and the result was the 
production of a bullet (2) in the form of the 
planet Saturn—a bullet with a belt around 
its middle which should engage with the 
two grooves. No great advantage was 
gained by the use of this bullet, and in 
time it was practically abandoned as not 
being quite so easy to load with. 

The next attempt was in producing a 
bullet (3) which would increase in range 
though using the same quantity of powder. 
Then the conical bullet came into existence. 
The rifle, with its twist, made it possible. 
The men who designed this form of bullet 
had used wedges in splitting rails and 
sharpened the prows of clipper-built boats. 
They judged correctly that air was more 
easily divided than pushed. Some of them 
got to thinking that it might be possible to 
shoot a conical bullet from a smooth-bore 
and cause it to revolve on its own axis by 
means of a saw-toothed rifling on its outer 
side (4). But the attempt was abandoned 
and they returned to the plain conical. 
There was a great increase in the range of 
the bullet, but a decrease in its killing 
power. The cone gave no such paralyzing 
shock to large game as the sphere, and the 
latter is still preferred by many old hunters 
in hunting in dense forests. A twig will 
not turn a ball out of its course, but the 
same cannot be said of the cone. 

In those years there was another, though 
obscure, attempt to increase the range and 
penetrating power of the conical bullet. It 
was cast with a long lead neck or stem, 
solid to its base (5). The powder charge 
surrounded this neck, and upon its explo 
sion broke off the neck just at the base of 
the cone and sent it out with terrific force. 
It was said that one-fourth of a dram of 
powder had sent one of those cones out of 
a Harper’s Ferry rifle entirely through a 
solid piece of hemlock timber twelve inches 
square. The breech pin had been short¬ 
ened to make room for the flange of the 
stem. 

By this time the attention of the Govern¬ 
ment was drawn to the new form of bullet, 
and experiments were tried which caused 
the adoption for a while of the Minie pat¬ 
tern, with some modifications (6). This 
form is cyhndro-conical, with grooves 
around its cylindrical part, and with a 
hollow butt, in which was sometimes placed 
a sabot. Being a heavy projectile, it could 
be dropped down the muzzle of the gun on to 
its powder charge, and when fired the base 
of the bullet expanded so as to fit the 
grooves tight, and the projectile would 
have no windage. It was a bullet of great 
range and terrible in its destructive effects, 
but not of fine accuracy. Daring our late 

■unpleasautness” it was used on both sides, 
^ but our humane English cousins of the 

Alabama variety sympathized so tenderly 
with the failing fortunes of our Southern 
bielhren that they supplemented the Minie 
with another which would present an un- 
solvable problem for the surgeons. It was 
a cylindro-conical bullet (7), composed of 

two pieces so arranged as to come apart when entering a 
body and tear in different directions. But if the whole hap¬ 
pened to stay together, the probe had a job to get them both 
out at once. Major Willison, of Creston, la., now has one 

\ 

of those beauties which he picked up on a battlefield 
South. 

But, as if that bullet was not Infernal enough in its ingenu¬ 
ity, a further present was made to the South by the same 
benevolent hand of another more deadly still. This bullet 
(8) was constructed with a tapering plug'fitted into its base, 
which was to be drivenhome by the explosion of the powder, 
causing an enlargement of the body of the projectile and 
thus swaging it into the grooves of the gun. The conical 
end of this innocent little thing was hollowed out to form a 
receptacle for poison. To the eternal honor of the South be 
it said, that the instances were exceedingly rare of its ever 
having been used in that way. 

The attempt to use an explosive bullet was accompanied 
with so much trouble and danger that it was soon abandoned. 
One of the simpler forlus (9) was that of a holloa, elongated 
cone, charged with a low grade of fulminating powder, and 
fired by a common cap placed on its point. 

With the advent of the breechloader, the changed condi¬ 
tions seem to have resulted in the adoption of a new set of 
projectiles, the best the world has ever seen, for special pur¬ 
poses. 

For long-range target shooting the long, heavy, cylindro- 
conical bullet (10) is found to be the best, theoretically and 
practically. Its weight gives it an irresistible momentum in 
the air, its conical front meets with the least resistance, and 
its flattened point insures the greatest accuracy. 

For high speed, a very flattened trajectory, and great par¬ 
alyzing, killing power in the pursuit of large game, the 
cylindro-conical express bullet (11) has no superior. 

More humane than this, the Government has adopted for 
its service the cylindro hemispherical form (12). which stuns 
and wounds or kills without barbarously scattering fragments 
of ragged lead where it strikes. Its killing space is not so 
great as the sporting bullets, but owing to its form it is not 
so eaisily turned out of its true course. Recognizing the fact 
that it is better to wound men than tokiU them to insure the 
winning of a battle, it is likely that the caliber of the pro¬ 
jectile will be reduced and its trajectory thereby decreased. 

Common Sense. 
Washington, D. C. 

DEER HOUNDING. 

Following is the full text of the deer hounding bill 
now before the New York Senate: 

An act to amend chapter five hundred and thirty-four of the 
laws of eighteen himdred and seventy-nine, entitled “An 
act for the preservation of moose, wild deer, birds, fish 
and other game,” and to repeal chapter five hundred and 
fifty-seven of the laws of eighteen hundred and eighty- 
five, entitled “An act for the better preservation of wild 
deer.” 

The People of the State of Neiv York, represented in Seriate 
and Assembly, do enact as follows: 

Section 1. Section one of chapter five hundred and thirty- 
fom’ of the laws of eighteen hundred and seventy-nine, en¬ 
titled “An act for the oreservation of moose, wild deer, birds, 
fish and other game,” is hereby amended so as to read as fol¬ 
lows: 

Sec. 1. No person shall hunt, kill, chase or take alive any 
wild deer in any part of the State save only from the fifteenth 
day of August to the first day of November in any year. No 
pereon, corporation, association or company shall transport or 
have in his possession in this State, after the same has been 
killed, any wild deer or venison, save only from the fifteenth 
day of August to the fifteenth day of November in each year. 
No person, corporation, association or company shall sell, or ■ 
expose for sale after the same has been killed, any wild deer 
or venison, save only from the fifteenth day of August to the 
first day of November in each year. No person shall at any 
time, in this State, kill any fawn, or have in possession the 
carcass or skin of any such fawn after the same shall have 
been killed. No person shall, in any part of this State, set any 
trap, spring gim or other device at any artificial salt lick or 
other place for the purpose of trapping or killing wild deer. 
It shall not be lawful to hunt or pursue deer with dogs in any 
county of this State, except from the first day of September 
to the fifth day of October in each year. [It shad not be law¬ 
ful to pursue deer with dogs in the county of St. Lawrence at 
any time.] It shall be lawful for any person to shoot or kill 
any dog while in actual pursuit of any deer in violation of the 
provisions of this act. It shall not be lawful for any person to 
km or cause to be killed any wild deer in the counties of Suf¬ 
folk and Queens at any time within five years from the pas¬ 
sage of this act. No person, common carrier, corporation as¬ 
sociation or company shall at any time carry or transport in 
this State, or have in possession for the purpose of transporta¬ 
tion, any wild deer or venison, taken, caught, kmed or cap¬ 
tured in the counties of this State, or in either of them, except 
the counties of Queens and Suffolk, and any person, common 
carrier, corporation, association or company which has in his 
or its possession any such wild deer or venison, taken, cau-^ht 
kUled or captured in any of the said counties of this State as 
aforesaid, or in either of them, except the counties of Queens 
S’Pd Suffolk, shall be deemed to have them in possession in 
violation of this act, except, however, that they may trans¬ 
port or have in possession for the purposes of transportation 
from the fifteenth day of August to the fifteenth day of 
November, not more than one carcass of wild deer 
or venison, taken, caught, killed or captured in said 
counties as aforesaid, or in either of them, for each owner of 
said carcass as aforesaid, provided that such carcass be accom¬ 
panied by the owner. This section shall not apply to the head 
or feet of wold deer when severed from the carcass. Any per¬ 
son offending against any of the preceding provisions of this 
section shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and in ad¬ 
dition thereto shall be hable to a penalty of one hundred dol¬ 
lars for each wild deer or fawn so killed, himted, pursued or 
trapped, or for each carcass or part thereof transported or 
had in possession for transportation in violation of this act 
and for every spring gun so set, or wild deer or fawn skin or 
venison had in possession, and may be proceeded against there¬ 
for in any county of this State in^hich the offense was com¬ 
mitted or in which the offender ^Dr prosecutor may reside or 
have an oflace for the transaction of business. ’ 

Sec. 2. Section three of said act is hereby amended so as bo 
read as follows: 

Sec. 3. No person shall hunt, kill or take ahve any wild 
deer by the process or mode commonlv known as crusting or 
enter any place where wild deer are yarded with intent to kUl 
take ahve or destrOT the same at any time. Any person 
offending against an^of the provisions of this section shall be 
deemed guilty of a^idemeanor, andin addition thereto shall 
be hable to a penaWy of one himdred dollars for each wild deer 
so hunted, killed, taken alive, or destroyed. 

Sec. 3. Section thirty-six of said act is hereby amended so 
as to read as follows: 

Sec. 3(3.. Any person may sell or have in possession any haro 
or rabbit or any woodcock, any ruffed grouse commonly 
c^led partridge, any pinnated grouse commonly called prairie 
chicken, and any black or gray squirrel during the month of 
December, and any quail from the first day of Januai-y to the 
m-st day of Febmarj', and any fresh venison from the fifteenth 
day of November to the fifteenth day of December, and shall 
not .be liable for any penalty under this act, provided he 
proves that such game was lawfully killed dming the periodi 
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allowed by this act and not transported contrary to the pro¬ 
visions thereof. 

Sec. 4. Chapter five hundred and fifty-seven of the laws of 
eighteen hundred and eighty-five, entitled “An act for the 
better preservation of wild deer,” is hereby repealed, and all 
other acts or parts of acts inconsistent with the provisions of 
this act ajre hereby repealed, 

Sec, 5. This act shall take effect immediately. 

Editor Eorest and Stream-. 
Your discussion of the subject of deer hounding reminds 

me of the method adopted by an old friend of mine, who 
settled in Michigan many years ago, to prevent deer hound¬ 
ing in his vicinity. Settlers at that time were few, and deer 
being plenty afforded them much of their animal food. 

Late in the fall his quiet and solitude were broken for 
several weeks by the bellowing of two hounds in pursuit of 
deer, and the frequent sound of the shotgun as it belched 
forth its charge of buckshot, generally wounding but seldom 
killing its game at once. By chance meeting the owner of 
the hounds one day in the woods, he quietly told him that 
he did not like the hounding of deer in his neighborhood, 
but the man indignantly replied that he should be there 
again the next fall. The settler quietly told him that he 
would get more deer if he left his dogs at home, and they 
parted. 

When the season came round, sure enough, the woods 
again rang with the baying of the same hounds. Hearing 
them coming one day in his direction, he took a station, rifle 
in hand, and in a few minutes the deer swept past within 
twenty yards of him. The deer had not been long gone 
when the hounds came up on the trail, and when the first 
one reached the opening he leveled his rifle and shot him 
dead. The other one turned and retraced his tracks, and he 
never heard his voice again or saw his owner. He said he 
hated awfully to shoot the dog, but he wanted to stop deer 
hounding in some way, and that seemed to be the only way 
for him to do it. 

This was nearly fifty years ago, when such a thing as a 
game law was unknown in that country, except the law of 
necessity; and while no one would advocate such a course in 
a law-governed country, it worked well in his case, and the 
injustice in any country would be confined entirely to the 
dog. C. 

Chicaoo, Ill. _ 

MANAGEMENT OF MUZZLELOADING 
RIFLES. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Your correspondent. ‘‘C. L. S.,”of Fort Clark, Texas, 

asks for information upon the above subject from those hav¬ 
ing experience. 

Your correspondent says he hunted St. Louis over for a 
good muzzleloading rifle, and finally obtained one having a 
42-inch barrel. Now if *‘C. L. S.” will excuse my modesty 
and accept my advice, it is this: Go at once to a good gun¬ 
smith and have just 12 inches of his rifle barrel sawed off, 
send the piece to me by express at my expense to remember 
him by, and I will fit up a rifle from it to carry in my yalise. 
If “C. L. 8.” does not find himself well paid by the im¬ 
proved shooting qualities of his 30 inch barrel rifle, I will pay 
all damages. 

Noav, premising that “C. L. S.” will follow my advice 
thus given, I will advise further as follows: If he wishes to 
use his rifle for small game at short range, have the gun¬ 
smith turn off the sharp corner of the bore at the muzzle to 
the depth of the grooving in order to facilitate loading with 
a round ball. Have a heavy bullet mould made of brass or 
gun metal. Have the bullet fit so tightly that when it is 
driven through the rifle barrel the grooving will be well de¬ 
fined upon the bullet. Use pure lead for the bullets. Heat 
the moulds quite hot before casting any bullet. This will 
insure a full flow of lead into the mould. Use cutting nip¬ 
pers for clipping off the bullet necks and clip all close to the 
bullet. Use the Hazard FG Sea Shooting rifle powder. For 
ordinary ranges, a quantity which will fairly cover the bul¬ 
let when resting on a level surface, is about the right charge. 
If a flask is used, do not chuck the powder violently into the 
charger, but let it run in and fill gradually. For patches, 
use the finest quality and most even texture of brown Irish 
linen. Cut them with a No. 13 wad cutter upon the smooth 
end of hard fine-grain wood. Wet the patch with the mouth 
and lay it upon the muzzle, centering it carefully over the 
bore. Place the bullet upon it, neck down, and placing the 
rod in contact, keep it there and force the bullet down gently 
upon the powder; stop as soon as it touches the powder. The 
end of the rod should be burred half round with the same 
burr used for the bullet mould. 

Now, if ‘‘C. L. S.” desires to use his rifle for very fine 
work, and especially at long range, then the barrel should 
be left, say 31 inches, so as to admit of a patent detachable 
loading muzzle, which any first-class gunsmith can fully 
explain and prepare for him. The bullet mould should be 
made with extreme accuracy in a solid block of metal of the 
thickness of 2i calibers of the rifle. The shape of the 
projectile which has given the best results with me (and I 
have tried all in use duiing the past forty years) is defined 
by the following cut; 

i 
It is two calibers in length. The base fairly fills the grooves 
and at once tapers to receive the folds of the patch. It is 
cast from the point, the neck being cut squarely off with 
nippers. For fine work I always leave the neck full in 
trimming, and then with a sharp knife trim all to a uniform 
weight by a delicate scale. In selecting linen for patches I 
always use a magnifying glass, and I do not find one piece 
of linent|[in twenty-five sufficiently even in texture for re¬ 
liable patches. In forcing the projectile down the barrel 1 
am always especially careful to let it barely touch the pow¬ 
der. When commencing the fii-ing of a string of shots I 
take a pencil and run a mark around my lomling rod where 
I have seated the first projectile, and watch this mark every 
time I load. I use a small, long charger, filling it with 
powder poured gradually without shaking until heaped, then 
tip the charger to an angle of forty-five degrees and let the 
surplus powder fall off. By actual and repeated tests I 
secure in this way the same uniformity as by weighing. I 
pour the powder into the rifle through a long funnel. I use 
a hair-trigger delicately set, and I would as soon do without 
a rifle as without a telescopic sight, whether for target or 
general game shooting. I have had over forty years’ experi¬ 
ence, have attended innumerable "turkey shoots” and other 

matches, and have never been beaten. I credit my success 

to the above stated practices and the non-use of liquor and 
tobacco, Milton P. Peirce. 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

Editor Foi'est a,nd Stream: 
For use in his muzzleloader let “C. L, S.” try the 32-caliber 

bullet made for the Smith & Wesson revolvers of that size. 
I think his 42-inch barrel will burn about 40 grains of pow¬ 
der. Use a chamois or kid patch, f inch in diameter, well 
greased. The 32-caliber bullet is the closest fit he can obtain 
rfeady made. If the above is not satisfactory, a well-made 
mould and swedge for a bullet of about 90 grains need not 
cost more than .$4.50, and will add much to his pleasure in 
using an M. L. rifle. ,T. S. D. 

Bethlehem, Pa. 

SPRING WILDFOWL. 

H.arrisbueg, Pa., March 30.—A flock of about twenty 
swans was discovered early yesterday morning on the river 
opposite the town. Four of them were bagged by local 
sportsmen. Ducks have not been coming in any great 
numbers, but quite a number of snipe have been killed the 
past week.—B. 

Sackville, N. B., March 27.—Wild geese have arrived 
here and the booming of ducking gubs is now heard along 
the line of the north coast, and many a mother goose and 
festive gander have, within the past few days, been laid low. 
—Stanstead. 

Kankakee Swamps.—La Fayette, Ind., March 29.—A 
party of four of our local sportsmen returned yesterday from 
a two days' hunt in the Kankakee Swamps, near Beayer 
Lake, this State, bringing with them 250 ducks and six very 
large swan. They report hunting very fine.—W. 

Shinnecock Bay.—March 30.—There are very many 
ducks—broadbills, redheads, sheldrakes and whistlers—on 
Shinnecock Bay; also a few geese and brant, but they are 
very shy. Was out all day Saturday and shot nothing. No 
snipe have come along as yet.—J. W. 

ANOTHER CLUB CONSTITUTION. 

RTICLE I.—This society shall be known as the "West¬ 
chester County Game and Fish Protective Associa¬ 

tion.” 
Art. II.—Sec. 1. This society has been formed, for the 

stocking of farms and streams of Westchester county with 
game birds and fish, and for the enforcement of the game 
laws of the State and county. 

Art. in.—Sec. 1. The officers of this society shall consist 
of a president, two vice-presidents, secretary, treasurer and 
counsel. Sec. 2. There shall also be two vice-presidents in 
each town of the county, who, with the other officers shall 
constitute a board of directors. Sec. 3. All officers of the 
society shall be chosen by a ballot at a regular annual meet¬ 
ing. An annual meeting of the members of each town shall 
be called by the vice-presidents of each town for the purpose 
of electing two vice-presidents for the next ensuing year W 
said town. The officers shall hold office for one year. 

Art. IV.—Sec. 1. In the absence of the president from 
any annual or special meeting of the society, the first or 
second vice-presidents, and in the event of their absence, 
the secretary or treasurer shall call such meeting to order. 
In the absence of the president from any meeting of the 
board of directors, the senior member of such board shall act 
as president, pro tempore; neither the secretary nor the 
treasurer, however, shall so preside. 

Art. Y.—Sec. 1, The society shall hold an annual meeting 
which shall be called by the president, between the first and 
fifteenth day of January of each year, and the vice-presidents 
of each town shall be and act as delegates to said meeting, 
for their respective towns. There shall also at such meet¬ 
ings he held the regular annual election of officers for the 
next ensuing year, and a distribution of game and game fish, 
and such other buisness as may properly come before the 
society. 

Art. VI.—Sec. 2. Special meetings of the society may be 
called by the president, when he shall deem the same ne¬ 
cessary, and shall be called by him, or by a vice-president 
thereof, in the event of his absence or failure to act, upon 
the written request of any nine members of the society. 
And at such special meeting, vacancies in office may be 
filled by election. Sec. 2. The secretary shall give the vice- 
presidents of each town at least ten days’ notice, in writing, 
of any meeting to be called. 

Art. VII.—Sec. 1. A list of membership will be in the 
hands of each vice president of each town, and any person 
wishing to become a member can do so by applying to said 
vice-president, signing the list of membership, and paying 
dues. 

Art. VHI.—Sec. 1. The annual dues of this association 
shall be two dollars in addition to an initiation fee of one 
dollar, to be paid on or before the first day of January of 
each year in advance. 

Ar'DiIX .—Sec. 1. Officers shall hold over in office until 
the election and qualification of their successors. 

Art. X.—Sec. 1. The society shall have power to make all 
by-laws necessary or proper to the carrying out of the pro¬ 
visions of this constitution or the purposes of the society, 
which by-laws shall be of equal binding force with the con¬ 
stitution, except when in conflict therewith; and such by¬ 
laws shall not be altered or amended except at a meeting of 
the society, nor upon less than a majority vote of all of the 
members present and voting in person, provided, that no 
alteration or amendment of the said by-laws shall be made 
except upon notice thereof, given at a preceding regular 
meeting of the society. 

Art. XI.—Sec. 1. Each town shall select one or more of 
the members of this association to be appointed by the 
sheriff or board of supervisors as special game constables for 
the county, with full power to enforce the game laws of 
the state of New York and Westchester county. 

Art. XII.—Sec. 1. The president shall cause to be pub¬ 
lished in all newspapers published in Westchester county, a 
full copy of the game laws of the state of New York and 
Westchester county, at such time of the year as the president 
may deem proper. Also any changes that may be made in 
said laws. 

Art. XIII.—Sec. 1. Each member of the society shall 
pledge himself to give the special game constable, for the 
benefit of the society, any information he may have of the 
violation of any of the game laws of the state or county. 
Sec. 2. The special game constables shall receive from the 
association, five dollars for each and every person arrested 
and convicted for such violation of the laws. 

Art. XIV.—Sec. 1, At a regular or special meeting of the 

association, five members shall constitute a quorum to 
transact any business which may be brought before them. 

Art. XV.—Sec. 1. Persons may be proposed and elected 
as honorary members in this association by any member 
^ereof, and honorary members so elected shall be exempt 
from the payment of any initiation fee or annual dues, but 
Bball not be entitled to fill any office or vote at meetings of 
the association, and shall not be deemed as forming'any 
part of a quorum at any meeting. 

Art. XVI.—Sec. 1. No person, residing in the town of 
his predecessor, shall be eligible to fill any office until after 
the expiration of three years, except in the case of vice 
presidents and two constables. 

BY-LAWS. 
Sec. 1. At the time appointed for a meeting of the society 

the president, or in his absence, the first or second vice- 
president, the secretary or the treasurer, shall, in the order 
named, call such meeting to order as soon as a quorum shall 
have appeared. Sec. 2. At the annual meeting of the 
society the order of business shall be as follows: 1. Reading 
minutes of previous meeting^. 2. Reports of officers. 3. Re¬ 
ports of committees. 4. Reading of communications. 5. 
Deferred business. 6. New business. 7. Election of officers. 
8. Adjournment, and suqh order shall not be departed from, 
except by the unanimous consent of the members present. 

Sec. 3. The presiding officer at all meetings of the society 
shall be the president, or in his absence the first or second 
vice-president, the secretary or the treasurer. The presiding 
officer shall have no vote, except in case of a tie, when he 
shall have the casting vote. 

Sec. 4. All money shall be first paid to the secretary, who 
shall keep a book, in which he shall at once record the 
receipt of all moneys to him paid; and it shall be his duty to 
transfer all such moneys to the treasurer, within one w”eek 
after receipt thereof, and to take from the treasurer a proper 
voucher therefor. It shall be the duty of the secretary also, 
to keep a record of all of the transactions of the society; to 
draw all orders for the payment of bills contracted by or 
under the direction of the society or the board of directors, 
and by them or either of them ordered to be paid; to keep 
a list of members in a book properly bound and arranged 
for the purpose, with the place of residence of each member 
and the dale of his election, and a suitable space for the entry 
of general remarks. He shall give ten days notice of all 
meetings of the society. He shall make an annual report to 
the society of his acts as secretary, and of the transactions 
of the board of directors, giving such details as shall be ne¬ 
cessary to show the financial and general condition of the 
society. He shall act as secretary to the board of directors, 
and shall preform all other duties appertaining to his 
office. 

Sec. 5. The treasurer shall receive from the secretary 
all moneys belonging tg the society, and shall upon receipt 
thereof give to such secretary proper vouchers therefor. He 
shall pay out all moneys of the society, but no such moneys 
shall be by him paid out except upon the written order of 
the president, drawn and signed by him, under and in pur¬ 
suance of a resolution of the society or of the board of direc¬ 
tors. He shall make an annual report to the society showing 
the amount in detail, of all moneys received and disbursed 
by him. 

Sec. 6. The counsel to the society shall attend to all the 
legal affairs of the society, and shall under the direction of 
the board of directors or the proper committee, bring prompt 
suit against all offenders against the provisions of the game 
laws of the state and county. He shall report to the board 
of directors upon request, and to the society at its annual 
meeting, all of his acts and proceedings as such named, and 
should pay over to the secretary all fines and penalties by 
him collected or received, after deducting his necessary dis¬ 
bursements. 

Sec. 7. The annual dues shall be two dollars for each year, 
to be paid by each member in advance, the first such pay¬ 
ment to be made upon the application for certificate of mem¬ 
bership, and subsequent payments to be annually in advance 
upon the commencement of each succeeding year of member¬ 
ship; and in case of non-election such first annual fee shall 
be returned forthwith to such applicant. 

Sec. 8. No member or officer shall be expelled nr removed 
from office except at a special meeting of the society, called 
to act upon the question of such expulsion or removal; and 
whenever any such meeting shall be called for any such pur¬ 
pose, it shall be the duty of the secretary to forward to the 
member or officer to be proceeded against, a copy of the 
notice of such meeting, together with the specification of the 
charges to be tried, which copy and specification shall be 
sent to said member or officer at least ten days before the 
convening of such meeting. At such meeting testimony 
may be taken to prove or disprove the charges to be tried; 
the presiding officer shall rule upon the admission or rejec¬ 
tion of evidence, and shall be entitled to consult with the 
counsel upon such points; no vote of removal or expulsion 
shall be taken until all proofs offered in support or disproof 
of the charge to be tried shall have been duly considered. 

Sec. 9. The executive affairs of the society shall be man¬ 
aged by the boai d of directors, who shaU meet at such times 
as shall seem proper. The board of directors shall have the 
power to appoint all proper committees, and to do all acts 
and pass resolutions necessary or proper for the conduct of 
the affairs of the society; which acta and resolutions shall be 
binding, except when in conflict with the constitution or by¬ 
laws of the society. 

Sec. 10. Whenever the funds of the society shall permit, 
the board of directors may purchase and distribute game 
and fish at such points within Westchester county as they 
shall select, and may employ all necessary agents therefor. 

Sec. 11. The board of directors may by unanimous vote 
elect honorary members, and any proper person, who shall 
pay $100 into the treasury of the society, shall be elected an 
honorary member for life. Honorary members shall be ex¬ 
empt from all dues, and shall be entitled to a voice, but not 
to a vote, at the meetings of the society. 

amendments. 

Sec. 11 of the by-laws amended so as to read: Any person 
who will pay into the treasury of the society one hundred 
dollars shall be elected by the directors a life member, which 
said life member shall thereafter be exempt from all dues. 

Wellsville, O., March 29.—The Amateur Sporting Club 
of this place have elected officers, as follows: President, E, 
K. Taylor; Vice-President, Wm. Stevenson; Secretary and 
Treasurer, C. R. McDonald. They anticipate going into 
camp this fall on Cheat River, West Virginia. Any of your 
readers who are familiar with that section of countiy and 
can designate a good location, or other information, will con¬ 
fer a favor in so doing. Game in Eastern Ohio is becoming 
very scarce. QuaU almost extinct.—Buz. 
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Braikerd, Minn., March 30.—A number of gentlemen 
met Monday evening and took initial steps for the organiza¬ 
tion of a sportsmen’s club. There were about fifteen pres¬ 
ent. The meeting organized by electing Mr. A. J. Halsted 
as chairman, and Mr. W. S. McClenahan was called upon 
to act as secretary. Dr. J. L. Camp, who had taken a 
prominent part in bringing about the meeting, explained at 
some length what was sought to be accomplished by the 
organization, the prime object of which would be the pro¬ 
tection of game and fish in this vicinity, and the enforce¬ 
ment of all laws relating thereto. The wholesale destruction 
of game and fish in Northern Minnesota is becoming alarm¬ 
ing, and acitve and vigorous measures should be taken to 
check it. Therefore the Doctor thought a strong organiza¬ 
tion should be effected, and every possible effort made to 
enforce the laws and bring the guilty parties to justice. The 
existence of such an organization, he believed, would 
materially check the evil, if it did not stop it altogether. At 
Dr. Camp’s suggestion, a committee of five was appointed 
to correspond with other associations of the kind, for the 
purpose of obtaining all necessarj' information in regard to 
organization, by laws, etc.; also to arrange tor another meet¬ 
ing, to be announced in the newspapers, together with an 
urgent request for all citizens of the county interested in the 
object of the association to be present. The chair appointed 
upon this committee Messrs. Geo. Keene, Dr. Camp, Wm. 
Seelye, S. H. Relf and A. A. Greene. 

Antrim County Society.—-The Bellaire, Mich., Breeze xe- 
ports that the citizens of Antrim county, Mich., propose to 
organize “the Antrim County Society for the Preservation of 
Fish and Game, and that the movements and aims of this 
society shall be in the direct interests of the farmers and 
other'inhabitants of this county. The societs’- shall take 
every means in its power to enforce existing laws looking to 
the protection of our fish, game and birds, and endeavor to 
procure the passage of other statutes looking toward the 
same ends. It shall use its best efforts to discourage and 
prevent the wanton Waste by tourists and others, who have 
repeatedly made our shores offensive with the tons of valu¬ 
able food fish they have left to rot near their camps. It shall 
see to it that every butcher who, out of season, shall slay 
his scores of deer in the deep snows, shall not get off scot 
free, as in times past. It shall endeavor to stop the hounding 
of deer, and shall seek to obtain information to guide its 
actions as best it may in all kindred matters looking to the 
benefit of the inhabitants of Antrim county. Twenty-five 
persons gave in their names as desirous of being enrolled as 
members of the association, and a committee was appointed, 
consisting of F. H. Thm-ston, Secretary, of Central Lake- 
Robert R. Wilkinson, of Eastport, and Roswell Leavitt, of 
Bellaire, to draft a constitution and by-laws, and give public 
notice of the time and place of a future meeting, at which 
the organization of she society may be perfected. ’ 

Georgia Dove Shooting.—Columbus, Ga., March 31.— 
The finest dove shooting of the season has just taken place. 
A party of gentlemen, consisting of Messrs'. O. C. Johnson 
Kyle Nuckolis, J. S. Wilcox, Fred Gordon and Henry 
Burrus, went down into Alabama on the McMillan planta¬ 
tion last Thursday afternoon, where they were royally enter¬ 
tained by Mrs. McMillan and family. The parly was joined 
by Mr. Will Nuckolis and Mr McMillan, who, with some of 
the neighbors, took part in the shooting, li must not be 
overlooked that all the participants are amateur sportsmen, 
as the party made no pretensions whatever to shooting. The 
total number of doves which were actually bagged, as far as 
can be recollected, is 783. There were only ten in the party. 
The most remarkable feature of the occasion was the shoot¬ 
ing of Mr. Kyle Nuckolis, as it was his first attempt. Of the 
total number of birds killed Mr. Kyle Nuckolis killed and 
bagged 174, The whole party was surprised and dumb¬ 
founded, and are very much inclined to think that this 
champion shot was playing off. The party did credit to 
themselves and are to be congratulated on having made 
what the Enquirer-Sun says is the finest record of the sea¬ 
son. 

Caspar Mountains.—In November, 1884, I met at the 
forty-two mile crossing of the Little Medicine, a government 
outfit of mule teams, besides pack mules, from Fort Russell, 
loaded down to the guards with elk hindquarters. Last No¬ 
vember, while in camp at the same place, in the Caspar 
Mountains, Wyoming, we discovered that a large band of 
Indians were camped just over Mud Mountain engaged in 
killing elk and deer for the hide. We were informed by 
some ranch men that these Indians were from the Pine Rid04 
Agency. Caspar Mountains are the best place for grouse°I 
ever saw, have .seen more than one hundred in a bunch, 
mostly willow grouse. A great deal of game is annually 
destroyed in these mountains by hunters going in there too 
early in the fall for fear of being snowed m later, and their 
game spoils. I saw last fall a lai-ge number of elk hind¬ 
quarters that had spoiled, but this is done mostly by tender¬ 
foot hunters; the old hunters know better how to save their 
game. 1 have hunted there for the last three years, about 
three weeks in October or November of each year, and have 
never lost any meat yet, except by bob cats or mountain 
lions.—Elk. 

Colorado.—Berthoud.—In this country game is tolerably 
plentiful. Blacktail deer can be found in a half day's drive. 
Ducks and geese are very plenty. In a radius of five miles 
of my house are fifteen small lakes or reservoirs for irriga¬ 
tion, ranging from five to one hundred acres each. and°in 
these the ducks and geese have a picnic. Jack rabbits arc 
also abundant. Most of our lovers of the camp and gun 
have their regular fall hunt in Northwestern Colorado or 
Wyoming. Some three years ago North Park was a great 
resort for antelope hunters. I have seen many a wagon load 
of from 50 to 100 antelope each brought out from there to be 
shipped from Larima City to Denver; but that is now a 
thing of the past. The elk and antelope are fast following 
the buffalo. One good thing I can say for the Rocky Moun¬ 
tain hunters, they don’t hound the game “to make them 
shy.”—Elk. 

Jesse Conkling’s Burned.—“Castle Conkling,” one of the 
old and popular resorts on the Great South Bay, was struck 
by lightning Wednesday morning, March 31, and burned to 
the ground. For the past twenty-five years “Jesse Conk¬ 
ling’s” has been a household word with the lovers of the rod 
and gun. It was situated on Whig Inlet, not far from Sam- 
mis’s summer hotel on Fire Island and Havemeyer’s on 
Creektree Island. For two generations the Castle has been 
a landmark, and few sportsmen wiU hear of the destruction 
of the old place without regrets. The loss was about $8,000. 

Wisconsin Game Birds.—Black River Palls, Wis., April 
2.—We have good prairie chicken shooting through this 
country in season. By traveling considerable quite large 
bags, as well as fine sport can be had. 1 have to-day talked 
with a party who is traveling through the country almost 
every day surveying, and lie tells me that he has not seen 
prairie chickens so plenty at their season in years as they are 
this spring. So we anticipate fine shooting the coming sea¬ 
son. He tells me he flushed a nice flock of quail of some 
eighteen or twenty one day last week. He also raises many 
partridges in his travels. All this goes to show that not¬ 
withstanding the very severe weather and unusual large fall 
of snow, game birds of all classes in this vicinity have win¬ 
tered unusually well, and if nothing happens from now out 
shooting will be good this fall.—G. J. S. 

Fisher’s Island Hare Hunt.—Hoboken, N. J., April 
4—Editor Forest and Stream: You will oblige us by pub¬ 
lishing in your next issue an invitation to all the friends of 
the club members, and also to any of the gentlemen of the 
Eastern Field Trial and Westminster Kennel clubs to join 
the members of the Fisher’s Island Club in a grand hunt for 
the two breeds of European hares, which we are obliged to 
exterminate on account of their interference with garden 
crops. We will leave New York city. April 14, by the 8 A. 
M. train, N. Y., N. H. & H. R R., and go aboard boat at 
New London, 12 M. —Max Wenzel, Sec’y F. 1. Club. 

Grouse in Wisconsin.—Egg Harbor, Door County.— 
Having occasion recently to visit the resorts of the ruffed 
grouse I find they have wintered well, notwithstanding the 
cold days and deep snows of January and Febntary, and if 
they are not molested during the breeding season by men and 
boys who care little for the future of this noble bird, we can 
look for good shooting next fall. Robins and meadow larks 
have made their appearance, which indicates that spring 
with us is close at hand.—Corona. 

Bridgeport, Conn.—A new club has leased grounds. 
1,500 acres in extent, for a term of years, and already 200 
quail have been turned down, and a like number will shortly 
be added. The land will be strictly preserved, and none but 
members allowed the use of it. 

w awf ^ivtr fishing. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Co. __ 

CASTING THE FLY. 

IT is a very difficult matter to teach fly-casting by mail or 
in the columns of a newspaper, still there are some gen¬ 

eral principles which may be laid down, and in the absence 
of a teacher some proficiency may be acquired by observing 
these rules and by practice. The Forest and Stream has 
a letter from a young man who has been trying it alone, 
practicing diligently on the roof of a four-story building^ 
making casts at an imaginary pool with a small shot tied on 
for a fly. An ordinary tin roof with its seams would proba¬ 
bly use up a waterproof silk line in a short time, and the 
shot on the end of it is worse than useless. We would ad¬ 
vise him, if he can’t get a pool of water, to try casting on 
snow or grass without flies or anything beyond a simple knot 
in the end of his line to keep it from fraying out. The first 
thing to be impressed upon him is not to attempt long casts; 
these are for the distant future. Water is by far the best 
medium to learn to cast upon, for the resistance to the line 
when retrieving is exactly what he will experience in actual 
fishing. Let him procure a good trout rod, of such material 
as he may choose or may suit his purse. It should be of 
moderate stiffness, yet with action enough to do its work 
without violent exertion. The selection of this rod is some¬ 
thing he should consult an expert upon. Between one stiff 
as a bean pole and one of the “limber-go-shiftless” things so 
weak in the back that when one strikes a fish with it. the tip 
gives down instead of striking, such as are called “double 
action rods,” we would choose the bean pole. 

The line and the rod should fit each other in the exact 
proportion with which the Mikado attempts to make “the 
punishment fit the crime.” A heavy line on a light and 
limber rod is almost as bad a combination as could be made. 
Presuming that he has his line, rod and reel all in proportion 
and fitting each other well, the reel always below his hand, 
he takes his position where there is no obstacle behind him 
to interfere with his back cast. It is entirely upon this back 
cast, or the retrieving of the line, that his success depends. 
It must on no account touch the ground or water behind 
him. Let him begin with about fifteen feet of line, his rod 
in an erect position, and then make a forward cast; his elbow 
close to the body and the movement mainly with the wrist. 
As the line lies out upon the water, with the rod paiallel to 
its surface, he should draw it back a foot or two slowly, 
gradually increasing its speed, and then with the spring of 
the rod send it up behind him with an upward motion of bis 
wrist, stop his rod at nearly a vertical position; then allow¬ 
ing just as much time for the line to be straightened out 
behind as it occupied in going forward, let him make the 
cast again with his wrist and send it forward. He should 
practice this until he can lay his line straight upon the water 
in the spot where he wishes it to land. 

When he has accomplished this to his satisfaction, let him 
take his left hand and reel off a few feet more line while it 
lies upon the water and before he retrievesit. Theresistance 
of the water will then draw this extra line through the rings, 
and he must allow a little more time for the line to get behind 
him than he did before. He must also bear in mind that his 
rod must not stand at a greater angle than forty-five degrees 
behind him, and if he attempts to stop it when it is vertical 
he will find it will go back to about this angle. It would be 
well to count one, two, three backward, timing it as a 
musician counts bis beats. As he gets out more line, it will 
be necessary to draw it slightly nearer him, in order to start 
it from the water, than when he was making shorter-casts; 
but in all cases he must start it slowly, increasing the speed 
until he gives it a twitch which sends it back, always bearing 
in mind that it is the rod which is to do the work by its 
spring, and not entirely bis muscles. The cast of a fly is a 
sleight which is only to be acquired by practice. Should he 
fail in giving it time to straighten out behind him. he will 
hear a snap like the crack of a whip, which, in case he had 
a fly upon the leader, would be snapped off; yet, should he 
give it too much time, he will find that the line falls in the 
water behind him and impedes his cast. A longer cast can 

be made without flies than with them, as a rule, and only 
when he attains the proficiency of having his back cast go 
straight out behind him and can start it just at that moment 
when it straightens, without looking behind to see where it 
is, should he attempt to use the fly. 

There is a peculiar upward motion of the wrist attained 
onl^ by practice which sends the fly, instead of straight 
behind the caster, up into the air, and an expert can do this 
without danger of catching low bushes, such as alders, etc., 
which may be close behind. It is during these early days 
of practice that the novice will acquire a sleight of hand, 
good or bad, which will stick to him for a long time. Prac¬ 
ticing alone he cannot judge of his faults of style. He 
shoidd beware of slashing his line forward in the hope of 
getting it out by main strength; remembering that the elas¬ 
ticity of the rod is the projecting power and that the phys¬ 
ical strength of the caster is a very small factor in sending 
a fly to a distance. Again we would impress upon him the 
necessity of keeping his elbow close to his body in the be¬ 
ginning. This will teach him to depend upon his wrist 
niore than upon his arm. We have many times cast while 
sitting in a boat and have seen others do the same, with the 
elbow resting on the knee; this was a favorite mode with the 
late Ruben Wood. 

A beginner should never attempt to cast beyond twenty- 
five or thirty feet, until he can lay his line straight and with¬ 
out kink upon the water for that distance. He should then 
pay attention to the falling of the flies upon the water. The 
first efforts will doubtless be accompanied by a splash. He 
can, however, soon acquire the trick of checking the line 
and so regulating the tip of his rod that the flies will fall 
gently. This is one of the most difficult things to explain, 
but quite easy to do. It is perfectly possible, at a distance 
of forty or fifty feet, to cast, check the line, and raise the 
tip in such a manner that the flies shall alight before the line 
does. In actual fishing we do not often do this, and it is 
perhaps more ornamental than useful. In long casts the 
line will strike the water beyond its middle and gradually 
follow out until the end is reached, even the point where the 
leader is joined to the line being in advance of the flies, until 
this point touches the water, where the flies go on beyond 
and straighten out to the full length of the cast. 

The beginner should, by all means, have a friend to watch 
when the line goes behind him, and caution him to give 
more or not quite so much time, although it is seldom the 
latter caution will be used. Our own experience in teaching 
novices has been that they fail in not giving the line time 
enough behind them in order to have it perfectly straight 
and no whip cracking in the rear. In practice haste should 
be made slowly, and a certain distance should be well cov¬ 
ered and cast with certainly every time before any increase 
is attempted. Casting with the wind is by far the easiest, 
and one should begin in this way if there is any wind; after¬ 
ward he should cast against the wind, when he will find 
that with a moderate breeze he requires more vim in the 
cast than he does in the recovery when the wind helps him 
to get his line well behind. He should by all means learn to 
cast with both hands, that in actual fishing he may rest one 
arm by casting with the other, a very great advantage, as he 
will find in a day’s work. No amount of teaching will make 
him a good caster, practice alone will do this. 

HINTS ON BASS ANGLING. 
Editor Forest and Stream; 

Your correspondent “Noinoe,” in your issue of March 25, 
gives a very interesting deseription of his method of still¬ 
fishing for the small-mouth baas. He advocates fine tackle 
and one hook, which is apparently exactly the opposite of 
my advice in a former communication. I believe that the 
difference in our views of the matter is caused by the differ¬ 
ent character of the waters habitually fished by each. For 
still, clear water, I believe his plan is better than mine; but 
for the kind of fishing I have been accustomed to, I still 
think that two hooks on one line is the correct thing. More 
than nine tenths of my bass fishing has been done just below 
a dam, where the water swirls and boils, and where, early in 
the season, the black bass is found in all his glory and in full 
fighting trim. Under such circumstances you cannot see 
Mr. Bass and he cannot see'you. If he sees you he won’t bite. 
Of course you need a heavy sinker to keep the bait where 
you cast it. I have about made up my mind to Iry another 
style of bait-fishing, viz.: casting the minnow, or other bait, 
as described by Dr. Henshall in his book of the “Black 
Bass.” I believe that to be the best method for most waters 
when the bass will not take the fly. For this style of casting 
a very free running reel is necessary, and I believe that those 
now on the market, that permit of long casts being made in 
this style, are very expensive. My former inquiries on this 
point failed to bring any response through the columns of 
Forest and Stream, but I have received a number of 
letters containing valuable hints, and have been experiment¬ 
ing with a view to producing something that would cast a 
veiy light bait without resorting to metallic swivels or other 
weights to assist in starting the reel and keeping it in motion, 
and so far as my very meagre experiments have gone 1 have 
been very successful. E. A. Leopold. 

RANGELEY LAKE LARGE TROUT. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

I was very much surprised to notice in the last issue of 
Forest and Stream, Mr. Ames’s statement quoting me as 
saying that a trout of thirteen pounds or over was ever taken, 
to my knowledge, in Rangeley waters. It is surely a mis¬ 
take. Either Mr. Ames misunderstood me or I said what I 
had no intention or remembrance of saying, and if the mis¬ 
take is on my side I am very glad of this chance of correct¬ 
ing it. In speaking in Boston of the catches of trout that 
have been made at our lakes, I have no doubt referred to 
what has been done at one cast, but I am veiy sorry if I 
worded my remarks so as to give any one to understand that 
the weight of trout landed at one cast meant the weight of 
only one trout. As far as I know the large trout taken near 
the Rangeley Dam a few years ago, by the men fishing for 
breeding purposes* still stands at the head of the list of our 
large trout. I did not see the fish weighed, but a man who 
did told me this afternoon that the weight was an honest 
twelve pounds and two ounces. A birch bark cut of the fish 
with the weight marked on it adorns the wall of one of the 
lake cottages. What a pity that that fine specimen of a trout 
could not have been nicely mounted, its history written up 
and placed with it in a conspicuous place. It would have 
told two stories, one, what the Rangeley Lakes could do to 
grow fine trout; the other, what artificial hatching could do 
to stop their growing. Capt. Barker. 

Ranselev, Me., March 28. 
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THE TROUT OF SUNAPEE LAKE. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Mr. Livingston Stone, whose name is well-known to all 

your readers, called to my notice a day or two since, a letter 
from Dr. C, A. Kingsbury, of Philadelphia, in which he 
pronounces my suggestion, that if they he Oquassa trout, 
which have been lately discovered in the Sunapee Lake, they 
may be the descendants of the plant of 4,000 fry of that vari¬ 
ety made hy Mr. K. H. Powers in June, 1879,when we were 
both members of the N. H. Fish Commission, as “quite im¬ 
probable, if not absolutely impossible.” Also another letter 
from Mr. John D. Quackenboss, of Kew York, who has had 
for a dozen years a summer cottage on the shore of the lake 
and is well versed in its inhabitants and who warmly in¬ 
dorses my suggestion, for which I hereby return him my 
thanks. 

Now, Mr. Kingsbury’s statement as to the impossibility _ of 
my suggestion, seems to be rather an ex-cathedia assumption 
inasmuch as the landlocked salmon from the Schoodic eggs 
have increased in weight from two to twelve pounds by the 
same change of habititation, and as I now believe that what 
I first suggested as a possibility is extremely probable. I will 
give my reasons for such faith. 

In the first place, let me premise that I was born and 
brought up in this village within thirty miles of Lake Suna¬ 
pee, and although I went away from here, when seventeen 
years old. more than forty years since, I have always when 
practicable made an annual visit of more or less duration to 
my birthplace. When a boy I was familiar with the Suna¬ 
pee trout, and have seen them of three or four pounds 
weight, which was considered very large and was, I think, 
as large as they used to grow in those days. When Mr. Stone 
handed me these papers, he asked me, “to what cause do 
you attribute this abnormal growth of these fish in Sunapee 
Lake?” 

“To the abundance of smelt food,” I answered, and he 
then asked me when the smelt spawned and what was their 
size. I told him early in April or as soon as the ice was out 
of the lake, and their ova were not much larger than a mus¬ 
tard seed or a No. 8 shot. “They are small enough then,” 
said he, “for the young trout just planted in May or June 
to swallow ?” 

I told him that they were, that a young trout could easily 
dispose of half a dozen of them. 

“Then,” said Mr. Stone, “I think this may account for 
the increased size of the trout, if they are those which you 
planted in 1879, for I have noticed in my experience in fish- 
culture that the size of the fish depended very much on the 
quantity of food which they could obtain during the first 
six months of their existence, and if these young trout just 
planted in the lake, could obtain an unlimited supply of 
young smelt for food, I do not see why they should not have 
grown to this unusual size.” 

Mr. Stone has promised me to give you his own opinions 
on the matter, and I will not forestall him any further, but 
simply say, that the growth of the land-locked salmon in 
Sunapee has been surpassed by that of the plant of the same 
date in Squam, where one was taken last year that weighed 
sixteen pounds from the same lot of Schoodic eggs, and that 
in both these cases the lakes are well stocked with fresh¬ 
water smelt, as is also the case with Sebago Lake, where the 
great size of the land-locked salmon has long been known. 

This plant of Oquassa trout referred to was part of a lot of 
eggs, 20,000 in number, which were divided between Sunapee 
Lake in the west, New-Found and Squam lakes in the center, 
and Cook’s Pond in Brookfield and Lovewell’s Pond in 
Wakefield, in the east of the State. 

The first possible discovery of them is that of Mr. Hodge, 
when on the spawning beds in Sunapee last October; but it 
will be iutcreating to ascertain if they can be found in the 
other waters the coming autumn, and I shall urge the present 
Commission to examine them. 

If they can be found of equal size in Squam, it will give 
some additional ground to the smelt food theory, and it will 
then become desirable to stock all trout waters with smelt 
also, for they are a very prolific fish. 

I will say no more for the present, except that if any extra¬ 
ordinary variety of trout had existed in Sunapee Lake forty 
years ago I should have been as likely to have known it as 
any one, and I am very sure that the swarm of poachers who 
have infested the lake would have found them out and 
stripped the spawning beds, as they have those of the lake 
trout in Winnepesaukee long ago, and by lake trout I mean 
Salmo namaycush, for the dwellers around aU these waters 
call their fish lake trout, even to little Dublin Pond, which 
has been rechristened Lake Monadnock. 

Bamdel Webber. 
Charlestown, N. H., March 30. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Ten pounds in six years is certainly a phenomenal growth 

for a trout, but is it impossible or only phenomenal? The capac¬ 
ity of a young trout for digesting and assimilating food is so 
great that it is hardly safe to set a limit to it anywhere. 
When a trout breeder has six boxes of young trout fry to 
feed, the first lot is hungry and ready to feed again by the 
time the sixth lot has been fed, so that the breeder could 
keep going the rounds of the six boxes all day without find¬ 
ing a single fish that had had enough food to satisfy it. 

This digestive power of a trout is something marvellous 
and it so rapidly destroys the animal tissues that have been 
taken into its stomach as food that, as Col. Lyman suggested, 
its operation more resembles that of fire than anything one 
would expect from any kind of organic action. 

Now, the more the fish eat, the faster they grow, indeed 
their amount of growth seems to be in direct ratio to their 
amount of food, other things being equal, and this is partic¬ 
ularly true, or rather particularly noticeable in the first few 
months of their lives, when them capacity for taking and dis¬ 
posing of food is so enormous. 

In fact the difference in size between well fed young trout 
and poorly fed ones is sometimes so groat as to be almost 
incredible, and I can testify from personal experience that I 
have seen many a well fed yearling trout that could and 
would eat for his breakfast a dozen poorly fed trout, such 
as I have also seen, of his own age. 

Now to bring my remarks to a point. Do we really know 
that it is impossible for an Oquassa trout to get a ten pound 
growth in six years? May it not be possible after all that 
with a trout’s prodigious capaciiy for eating and growing, 
there may be favorable circum.stanjces which would enable 
Ihe fish to accomplish this growth in the time given. My 
friend, Col. Webber, to whom New Hampshire fishculture 
is so much indebted and whose efforts to improve the fish 
of Sunapee Lake are so well known, has told me of some- 
fchiQf has ceytainl/ propa/ed tjje way in S.tmapoe,La)^p 

for this extraordinary growth of ten pounds in six years and 
has made it possible, if anything can make it possible. Col. 
Webber says that fresh-water smelts have been plentifully 
planted in Sunapee Lake. This being the case and the in¬ 
troduction of smelts being supposed to be a success, I can 
hardly imagine anything more likely to furnish for the trout 
just the right kind of food to give them a rapid and extraor¬ 
dinary growth. The smelts hatch out just enough later than 
the trout and are just enough smaller to provide the trout in 
their infancy and early life with the very best growing food 
that they could possibly have. This must increase their 
ultimate growth immensely, for this depends more upon the 
feed and growth they get during the first six or eight months 
than during any other similar periods of their lives. If after 
this they have all the food they want, and if smelts are abun¬ 
dant in the lake, I do not see why they should not. Then I 
cannot help thinking that it is still an open question about 
the extraordinary growth that is claimed for the Oquassa 
plant. At all events I do not think that any positive evidence 
in favor of the Oquassa theory should be set aside, or would 
be even much weakened by any a pnori argument based on 
the supposed impossibility of the alleged growth, it being 
generally conceded, I believe, that a priori arguments are at 
best extremely hazardous and fragile weapons against evi¬ 
dence resting on established facts. 

Some day it may be proved that Oquassa cannot grow ten 
pounds in six years, but it has not been proved yet and it 
does not seem to me that the alleged impossibility can be 
fairly used yet in the present state of this good-natured con¬ 
troversy against the advocates of the Oquassa explanation 
of the appearance of the new fish. 

On the other hand there appears to be, from Mr. Hodge’s 
statements, conclusive proof in his possession against the 
Oquassa theory, viz., evidence that the fish was caught in 
the lake before the Oquassa were put in in 1879. The estab¬ 
lishment of this fact would settle the question forever in Mr. 
Hodge’s favor, and it now seems to be in order for Mr. Hodge 
to produce this evidence. Llv^engston Stone, 

Charlestown, N. H. 

A TROUT ANGLER’S FIRST SALMON. 
HAVE been a trout fisherman for many years, but have 
always had an ambition to try salmon fishing, and last 

summer was able for the first time to gratify that ambition. 
My friend B. and I are members of the Sainte Marguerite 

Salmon Club, and on our arrival at the river last summer 
found ourselves assigned to the home pool as our station on 
the stream. We arrived at the pretty little cottage, which 
was to be our home for some time, on Sunday afternoon, 
July 5. After inspecting our very pleasant quarters and 
resting from our four-mile tramp over the portage, we went 
to look at the lower pool, which is just in front of the cot¬ 
tage, and found it an ideal place to hook and play a large 
fish. At the upper end the water comes rolling and tum¬ 
bling from the heavy rapids above, and all through the pool 
it is swift and boisterous in mid-stream, with comparatively 
smooth water on either side. While watching the water, 
out in the middle of the pool a large salmon came handsomely 
out of the water, showing his bright silve^ sides, and fell 
back wdth a splash, “like a Frenchman falling off a wharf,” 
as one of the old Oswegatchie guides used to say. It was a 
sight to make a fisherman’s heart heat a little quicker than 
usual, and make him look around for his tackle; but it was 
Sunday, and the Canadian game laws are strict, and we felt 
it was best to observe them, although it was hard work to 
sit still and not just try those new rods for a few casts on 
that water where we knew there were such good fish. 

Monday morning bright and earlv found us stirring, and 
after a hurried breakfast we carefully examined our rods, 
lines, leaders and flies, which had been made ready the night 
before, and started to kill our first salmon. 

The lower pool fell to me for the morning’s fishing, and. 
with my pulse beating rather more rapidly than usual, I 
began casting from the shingle beach at the head of the pool. 
At the third cast one of the Frenchmen stopped me, and on 
reeling up showed me my beautiful Jock Scott broken off at 
the bend of the hook. Not being accustomed to a rod six¬ 
teen feet long and weighing over twenty ounces, I had struck 
the fly against the stones behind me and the quick-eyed 
Frenchman had immediately noticed it. Putting on another 
Jock Scolt, I began casting again, and at the third or fourth 
cast saw a fish come up out of the rushing, surging water, 
not over thirty feet away, that looked to me—a trout fisher¬ 
man—as large as a porpoise. As he turned to go down, in 
my excitement I struck hard enough to have broken some¬ 
thing if he had taken the fly, but fortunately he missed it. 

I sat down and rested him for the orthodox five minutes, 
and then when the fly reached the spot where he rose before, 
up he came again, only to disappoint me once more. 

After another rest, as the fly went over him he came up 
with a rush, trowing himself out of the water and taking 
the fly back with him, and started with a fierce rush across 
the pool. It was my first experience of the rush of a salmon 
when first hooked, and I found it something simply mag¬ 
nificent. It seemed almost impossible to get the rod up 
straight enough to give the fish the spring necessary to keep 
him from breaking line or leader, and the rod in my hand felt 
as though I had hooked a “limited” express train. He went 
straight across the river, and when within twenty feet of the 
opposite bank threw himself out of the water fully six feet. 
I dropped the tip of the rod quickly, as I had been so sol¬ 
emnly warned to do by all the old salmon fishermen, and he 
returned to the water still on the hook, and nothing parted. 
After a run of twenty feet out he came again, and as the sun 
stmek him he looked like a bar of burnished silver. By 
this time my heart was beating like a trip-hammer against 
my ribs, and the excitement was intense. After some lively 
rushes about the upper part of the pool he started for the 
rapids below, I making quick lime over the rocks, but just 
as be reached a point where I should have had to take to the 
canoe the men had ready for me, he changed his plans and 
rushing up stream faster than I could follow to the point he 
first rose from, he went to the bottom and sulked. This 
gave me time to till and light ray pipe, which tended to 
quiet my rather excited nerves. When at last he started, it 
was to rush to the surface and throw himself out at very 
close quarters—not over thirty feet away—and it startled me 
tremendously, and I am afraid the rod was not lowered as 
quickly as it should have been, hut the tackle was new and 
strong, and as he started off I found he was still “thar,” 
and I began to feel easier. After a few more circles about 
the pool he began to show he was not as fresh as when 
he was first hooked, and as the line was reeled in he finally 
showed himself not over fifteen feet from the shore, where it 
was quite shoal. One of the men stole into tlie water with 
the ;gaff, but befojre he was withia readi the fish sjtw irifli 

and made a last desperate dash out to the middle of the 
river. My hands and arms by this time had become fairly 
sore from the long strain, and it was really hard work to 
reel him in again across that strong current. But this time 
Pete was successful, and as he thrust the gaff in the water, 
bubbles and blood came up and the pressure was taken off 
the rod. He raised the struggling fish from the water, and 
I would not let him stop until he had taken the salmon full 
twenty feet from the shore. And now 1 had killed my first 
salmon! Time fifty minutes from strike to gaff. The scales 
were brought out and the fish found to weigh twenty-four 
and a half pounds. 

I took my salmon over to the shade of a tree and told the 
men I had had all the fishing I wanted for that morning, 
although it was then only half past seven. I lighted my 

ipe, and throwing myself on the grass, “visited” with my 
eautiful prize until I knew every inch of him from head to 

tail, and if I had been an artist could have drawn his portrait 
from memory. 

On the trip I struck altogether 28 fish, saving 19 of them; 
the largest weighed 33 pounds, the smallest 8, and the aver¬ 
age was 17 pounds. 1 made up my mind that a trout fisher¬ 
man could readily learn to kill salmon, even on such a rush¬ 
ing, tumbling stream as the Sainte Marguerite is the whole 
forty miles from Upper Forks to the Saguinay. G.akt). 

Oswego, N. Y., March, 1888. 

DEATH OF IRA WOOD. 

WE are pained to chronicle the death of our friend and 
companion of boyhood. Ira Wood, the well known 

angler and genial sportsman. Mr. Wood died very suddenly 
of bilious colic at Albany, N, Y., on Tuesday last! Be was 
born at Greenbush, opposite Albany, about the year 1883, and 
was consequently close to his fifty-third year.' Whije yet a 
boy his family moved to Syracuse, where for a long time Ira 
was chief of the fire department of that city. He served 
with credit during the war, and a few years ago returned to 
Albany, where he was in the employ of a large house deal¬ 
ing in stoves. Within a month he opened a store for the 
sale of fishing tackle, and hardly a week ago he was in our 
office, cheery as ever, and with bright hopes for the future. 
Those who met him at the recent fly-casting tournaments in 
this city were impressed with his manly, straight-forward 
way, and the unselfishness with which he coached amateurs 
and helped his opponents when their lines became tangled. 

Mr. Wood was a brother to the late Eeuben Wood, so re*- 
nowned as an angler. He leaves a family. 

To A Firm in Gloucester, Mass., who have named a new 
schooner in his honor, Mr. Whittier has sent a note in which 
he writes: “I have always been interested in the New 
England fisheries, and am glad you have honored me by giv¬ 
ing one of your schooners my name. I thank you for the 
compliment, and send you my unasked-for autograph on the 
sheet inclosed.” On the sheet inclosed he had written; 

Luck to the craft that bears this name of mine. 
Good fortune follow with the golden spoon. 
The glazed hat, and tarry pantaloon: 
And whereso’er her keel shall cut the brine. 
Cod, hake and mackerel quarrel for her line. 
Shipped with her crew, whatever wind may blow, 
Or tides delay, my wish with her shall go. 
Fishing by proxy. Would that it might i-how 
At ncM her course, in lack of sun and star. 
Where icdbergs threaten, and the sharp reefs are; 
Lift the blind fogs on Anticosti’s lee 
And Avalon’s rocks: make populous the sea 
Round Grand Manan with eager finny swarms. 
Break the long calms, and charm away the storms. 

John G. Whittier. 
Oax Knoll, 3d mo., 18£6. 

What Fish Has This Rabit?—Editor Forest and Stream: 
For several years, in my fishing tours around Montauk Point, 
Oyster Bay, Sea Cliff, and several places about Long Island 
Sound, I have noticed in small fishing that I would catch 
two fish on one hook, the cause of which I attributed to 
their being frightened by larger fish of prey. So last season 
I determined to find out, in order to be sure that this state¬ 
ment would be right. I was accompanied by an angler, and 
by careful watching came to the conclusion that, seeing one 
of their school taken in an opposite direction, they take hold 
of the unfortunate’s tail to keep him back from a supposed 
current, as they are used to this habit in streams of opposite 
currents; and'after being out of water, exhaustion causes 
them to tighten the bite, thus enabling the angler to land 
them. I would like older anglers than myself to publish 
their experience of this.—E. Fk.vnk Ross. 

Maskinonge.—Editor Forest and Stream: I see that I am 
quoted as using the spelling “muscallonge,” but in the 
manuscript of my article menlioned (see Forest and Stream, 

Vol. XX., page 490), I certainly wrote maskinonge, but the 
printer made it read muscollonge. In the Province of Que¬ 
bec there is a Maskinonge county, also several villages, 
rivers and lakes by the same name, and as it is to be sup¬ 
posed that they there have the correct pronunciation of the 
word, its glossic is as follows: M+a+s-fk-j-i-fnq-au’n+g-t-e. 
(the sign -|- stands for the glide from the sound of a letter 
to the next following). Some years ago I attempted fq learn 
the origin of the above word, and after most diligent inquir¬ 
ies among the best informed habitants, I could only learn 
that it was the Indian name for the largest of the pike fam¬ 
ily, Espx Stanstead (Sackville, N. B). 

Bass Flies.—Will Mr. Holberton give a little information 
about the dressing of the bass flies he mentions as taking 
ones in a late issue of Forest and Stream, if it is not ask¬ 
ing too much, 80 that we will know what to purchase or how 
to tie? He speaks of a “bass grizzly” and a “bass miller.” 
Are these any wise different from the regular grizzly king or 
white miller, save that they are tied on hooks of a size suit¬ 
able for bass? And wherein does a “match-wing ibis” differ 
from the red ibis, so well known? And will he give the 
tying of these flies that he mentions—Holberton, post jungle, 
St. Patrick and Lottie? These may be common specie.':, but 
there is such a woeful looseness in fly nomenclature, that 
they, in name at least, are new to me.—Percyval. 

An Unique Angling Work —For the past three years 
Mr. Wakeman Holberton, well-known as an accomplished 
angler and artist, has been engaged in writing a book on his 
favorite sport. The volume is entirely engrossed by Mr. 
Holberton’s pen on vellum. The illustrations are in pen and 
ink and in water colors, while the initial letters are illumin¬ 
ated in mediteval style. It is calculated that three more 
years will be required to finish this volume, which will b© e. 
treat to who are ao fortunate ^ to a* ik 
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Fish and Game in the Aderondacks —Mr. A. R. Fuller, 
of Meacham Lake, Franklin county, writes: “The winter 
lias been a good one for game. My deer have wintered well, 
and we saw two of them a few days ago, near my' log house 
at the other end of the beach. Tliey did not look thin, and 
could run well. We see partridge (ruffed grouse) often, aud 
a few days ago I saw three foxes at onetime. I cannot hear 
of any killing of deer in this section, and think there has 
been none. There has been no fishing. The new fish law 
for the Adirondacks I think is a good one. We have just 
finished getting in ice, which is about 22 inches of solid 
blue, and our next job is to get in wood, and then we are 
ready for the fishers.” 

Trouting on Long Island.—Comparatively few trout 
have been taken on the island during the first week of the 
open season. Cold northeast storms with rain have pre¬ 
vailed, and but one decent day occurred in the week. This 
was on Friday, the 2d. At the South Side Club many mem¬ 
bers have been waiting for better weather, while a few have 
fished. At times the wind has blown a gale in which no 
fly-fishing could be done. But few fish were taken on the 
south side of the island and few or none on the north side. 
There are plenty of trout in the streams and ponds, which 
will rise to the fly when better weather comes. 

Trp-up FOR Pickerel.—“Awabsoose” sends us a modifi¬ 
cation of “Yager’s’’ tip up, illustrated in issue of March 4: 
“Here is a rough sketch of a ‘jack’ or ‘tip-up,’ which I think 
is more convenient than any of those you gave. The two 
pieces pivot on a screw, and can be folded into very compact 
shape for carrying. The end of the upper stick that rests 
upon the ice may be painted black or red to make it show 
plainly when raised by a fish biting. ‘W. -I. C.’s' slot might 
easily be adopted, and would doubtless be an improvement. 
Any stake arrangement seems troublesome and unnecessary.” 

Mooselccmagtjnttc Lake.—1 think your correspondent, 
‘‘Special,” is mistaken about the new flowage on the Moose- 
lucmaguntic Lake. I have it from good authority that there 
will be no new flowage this spring. When the wings of the 
new upper dam are finally completed, as I understand it, 
there will only be two feet and three inches more water on 
the lake than there has been for the past two or three springs, 
—Capt. Barker. 

Keltka Lake.—Keuka Lake has just received into its 
deep waters 600,000 Halsey trout and 80,000 black basss 
which were placed therein by Jack Sheridan, of Penn Yan, 
State fish protector. The trout are from the spawn of trout 
taken by the late Wm. L. Halsey from the mountain lakes 
of Oregon, and given to Seth Green to propagate.—Elmira 
Gazette, March 27. 

Pennsylvania Trout Season will open April 15, as stated 
in list of seasons at head of this column last week. 

Address all communications to the Forest and, Utream Fublish- 
ing Co. _ 

RESTOCKING WITH SALMON. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I wish to obtain answers to the following inquiries: 
(1) Has the planting of salmon and trout eggs in any of the 

Maine rivers resulted in a commercial success; that is, has a 
river from which the fish had been exterminated, been re¬ 
stocked so as to afford good sport again within, say five years, 
at a reasonable figiu-e? 

(2) What is the cost of eggs and young fish per 1,000 of 
salmon, trout and landlocked salmon and where can they be 
obtained? 

(3^ Is it better to turn in matm-e fish ready to spawn, young 
fish or eggs? 

(4) What are the best practical works on flsheulture? 
I should farther be glad of an expression of opinion from 

experts on the following question; Given a river in which 
salmon are knowux to have been abundant, but are completely 
exterminated at present, all obstruction being now, however, 
removed and ample spawning grounds. Would the expendit¬ 
ure of a sum of money in fish or eggs be likely to result in a 
success financially in the sale after a few yeai's of fish or fishing 
privileges? Jock Scott. 

LWe will answer the questions hoping to hear from others 
treating the subject at greater length. 1. Yes. 2. We cannot 
give cost of eggs or fry,write to Mr. Charles G. Atkins, Bucks- 
port. Me.; Mr. E. M, Stilwell, Bangor, Me., or Mr. Henry O. 
Stanley, Dixfield, Me. 3. Young fish just ready to feed. 4. 
The Beports of the U. S. Pisli Commission, some twelve vol¬ 
umes.] _ 

BROWN TROUT EGGS IMPORTED.-This spring, Herr 
von Behr, Pi esident of the German Fishery Association, made 
a shipment of 64,000 eggs of the brown trout, Salmo fario, to 
be divided between Prof. S. P Baird, Mr. E. G. Blackford 
and Mr. Fred Mather. This lot was a total loss on arrival. A 
second shipment of 40,000 from Herr von Behr to the same 
persons arrived in good order. The steamer Elbe, of the North 
German Lloyds, will bring a further shipment of 50,000 from 
Herr Jlax von dem Borne, the well-known fishcultmist, to 
Messrs. Blackford and Mather, but by agreement will be 
divided with Prof. Baird. Some of the eggs already received 
were sent to the U. S. Stations at Northville, Mich., and 
Wytheville, Va. Mr. Prank N. Clark, in charge of the former 
hatchery, rejiorts their arrival in good order. Some 30,000 
eggs are now m the troughs at Cold Sprinc Harbor, L. I., and 
are doing well. Mr. W. L. Gilbert, of Plymouth, Mass., has 
imported 2.5,000 eggs of this fish from England, and has sent 
some to the Blooming Grove Park Association of Pennsyl¬ 
vania, .and to other places, reserving 5,000 for himself. The 
merits of this fish are rapidly becommg known to our anglers 
and the fry are in great demand. 

THE ADIRONDACE: HATCHERY.—Some time ago we 
published a pledge signed bj' one hundred guides, hotel- 
keepers, and others, condemning the depredations of tlie 
vandals who cut up the nets of the Pish Commission at Little 
Cedar Pond (now Lake Brandon), and agreeing to sustain any 
efforts to bi’ing the offendei's to justice. We have now re¬ 
ceived from Mr. J. M. Wardner, proprietor of the Rainbow 
Lake Hotel, a printed list of as many more names from St. 
Regis Lake, Bloomiugdale, and Loon Lake. Mr. Walters, the 
superintendent of the hatchery, is now at Cold SpiingHarbor, 
Long Island, hatching land-locked salmon, lake trout, brown 
trout and smelts, for the Adirondacks, in consequence of the 
breaking of his dam. He wiU return with these fish in May. 

SHORT lobsters SEIZED.—Damariscotta, Me., March 
30.—Pish Warden John L. Thompson seized about 1,000 under¬ 
size lobsters in Roothbay and Bristol yesterday. Hachai'tered 
<j sm&il3ts«^OJ' sihd took tl3f» ORnniiig factories by surprise- 

SHORT LOBSTERS.—The Rocldand (Me.) Courier-Gazette 
repoi'ts: “Fish Warden Thompson made a seizm-e of three 
barrels of lobsters consigned to parties in Boston at the 
steamboat landing at Wiscasset, Tuesday. Forty out of the 
two hundred and forty lobsters were found to be less than 
the law allowed. The seizure has made a great stir among 
the fish dealers in that vicinity. Warden Thompson is too 
much for them. The short lobster business has cost a Portland 
man Sl,300, according to Deputy Fish Commissioner Shattuck 
of Boston. It is claimed by friends of the lobster law that the 
lobster fishermen are coming to the commissioners with con¬ 
gratulations on their success in stopping the short lobster 
business. They say that if it is kept up for only a few years 
longer the lobster is saved. They appear to be in favor of 
protection—the great majority of them—and they would be 
willing to furnish evidence to convict the few who persist in 
retaining lobsters forbidden by law, but for the fact that their 
entire property and living is in their lobster pots, and they 
dare not offend the law breakers. In the case of the Portland 
man who swore that a car containing short lobsters was the 
property of the man who had loaned it to him, and that he had 
no knowledge of the lobsters in it, the commissioners say that 
they shall have no difiSculty in proving that the key to the car 
wns in the possession of the man under arrest. They have other 
cases against him, and they say he will have to give up the 
short lobster business. Fish Commissioner Counce, fish war¬ 
dens Thompson, of Newcastle, Nichols, of Winnegance and 
Despreaux of Brunswick, and others, held a private meeting 
in Bath, Tuesday, and action was taken concerning the futm-e 
course to be pursued by these offlcei’s of the law. It was the 
decided expression of all to push things to the fullest extent of 
the law. 

^mml 

FIXTURES. 

FIELD TRIALS. 

Nov. 8._—Second Annual Field Trials of the Western Field Trials 
Association, at Abilene, Kan. R. O. Van Horn, Secretary, Kansas 
City, Mo. 

Nov. 23.—Eighth annual field trials of the Eastern Field Trials Club, 
at High Point, N. C. W. A. Coster, Secretary, Flatbush, Kings 
county, N. T. 

DOG SHOWS. 

April 6, 7. 8 and 9.—Second Annual Dog Show of the New England 
Kennel Club. Edward A. Moseley, Secretary, Boston, Mass. 

April 18, 14, 15 and 16. First Annual Dog Show of the Hartford 
Kennel Ciuh. A. C. Collins, Secretary. Hartford. Conn. 

April 13 to 18.—Bench Show of the Buffalo S. F. P. C A., Main 
Street Rink. Buffalo E. H. Rounds, Secretary, 75 White Building. 

April 27, 28, 2i) and 30.—Third Dog Show of the Cleveland Bench 
Show Association. C. M. Munhall, Secretary, Cleveland. O. 

May 4, 6. 6 and 7.—Tenth annual dog show of the Westminster 
Kennel Club, at Madison Square Garden, New York. James Morti¬ 
mer, Superintendent. P. O. Box 1812, New York. 

May 18, 19, 20 and 21 —Third Annual Dog Show of the St. Louis 
Gun Club, St. Louis, Mo. Geo. Munson, Manager. 

A. K. R.-SPECIAL NOTICE. 

E AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 
pedigrees, etc. (with prize lists of all shows and trials), is pub¬ 

lished every month. Entries close on the 1st. Should be in early. 

Entry blanks sent on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope. 

Registration fee (60 cents) must accompany each entry. No entries 

inserted unless paid in advance. Yeariv subscription 81-50. Address 
“American Kennel Register,” P. O. Bo.. 2832, New York, Number 

of entries already printed 3481. 
THE NEW HAVEN DOG SHOW. 

The third annual dog show of the New Haven Kennel 
Club, held at New Haven last week, was a first-class 

show. Although there were not so many entries as last year, 
the average quality was much better. The management was 
as good as we have ever seen; everything in connection with 
it ran smoothly, and the exhibitors were warm in praise of 
the manner in which the show was conducted. There is a 
genuine ring to the words of welcome with which the New 
Haven boys greet their visitors that makes them feel at home. 
There has always been at the New Haven shows an entente 
cordlale among the visitors that renders the reimions there 
very pleasant. At no show has this been more apparent than 
at the one just held. The armory of the 2d Regiment, in 
which the snow was held, is very roomy, well lighted and 
well ventilated. The dogs were comfortably benched, and 
there was ample room for visitors. The attendance was fairly 
good at all times, notwithstanding the disagreeable weather 
of the first two days, and we have no doubt that the receipts 
of the show will exceed the expenses. The judging in nearly 
all of the classes was satisfactory, although some mistakes 
were made; We are pleased to record that not a single pro¬ 
test was made. The performance of the trick dogs was 
eagerly watched by delighted crowds. Nep, one of the per¬ 
formers, is a nondescript terrier possessed of wonderful pow¬ 
ers. He performed many difficult and pleasing feats, display¬ 
ing in some of them a degree of intelligence that was aston¬ 
ishing. His owner informs us that Nep has been trained en¬ 
tirely by the humane method, and that he has not been struck 
a blow. 

Spratts Patent had charge of the feeding of the dogs, 
although the club furnished free to those who desired it any 
description of food called for. We questioned many of the 
exhibitors in regard to Spratts biscuit, and found that those 
who had not previously used them complained that they phy¬ 
sicked their dogs, and consequently they were not favorably 
disposed towai'd them. On the other hand, we found many 
that feed them at home who like them. One of om- most 
prominent kennels makes a practice of feeding the biscuit for 
at least a week previous to attending a show, and the kennel 
man in charge strongly recommends this course, and says that 
if this is done nine dogs out of ten will thrive on the food. 

The judging ring was in the center of the building. It was 
commodious enough to allow the largest classes ample room. 
The judging commenced on Tuesday and was completed on 
Wednesday at noon. We published a list of the awards last 
week. The list was more accurate than could be expected. 
The corrections wiU be found below, together with the re¬ 
mainder of the specials. The judges of the different classes 
were as follows; English.setters, black and tan setters, Irish 
setters and pointers, Mr. John Davidson, Monroe, Dlich. 
Mastiffs, spaniels, ^eyhounds, deerhounds, Newfmmdlands, 
bull-teiTiei's, pugs, Yorkshire and toy tenders, toy spaniels, 
Italian greyhoimds, Mexican hairless and miscellaneous, Mr. 
C. H. MasoP, Bay Ridge, L. I. Beagles, Mr. L. D. Sloan, 
Philadelphia, ;Pa. Foxhounds, Messrs. Sloan and Davidson. 
St. Bernards, coUies, bulldogs, poodles, fox-terriers, basset 
hounds, dachshunde, black and tan, Bedliugton, Irish, Skye. 
Dandle Dinmont and rough terriers, Mr. Ronald H. Bai-low, 
Philadelphia, Pa. Trick dogs, Messrs. A. H. Wakefield, Provi¬ 
dence, R. I., and Jas. Lindsay, Jei'sey City, N. J. Veteri¬ 
nary, Dr. Edward C. Ross, New Haven, Conn. 

MASTIFFS—(MR. MASON). 

There were sixteen entries in these classes, and the quality 
was decidedly good. Homer, looking very well, represented 
the champion dogs and Prussian Princess and Rosalind the 
opposite sex. The judging of the next class was eagerly 
watched by admirers of the breed, and both the ilfords found 
numerous friends. Caution’s beautiful color and excellent 
Gcaidition not of theoJsolvQS sufficient to outweigh the 
truer li oes ^ Croifi'w'filL The latter is a truly dog, 

longer and stouter than his opponent. He stands on the best 
of legs and feet, moves well, and has plenty of bone. He 
is rather long from eye to nose and lacks depth of muzzle, 
and his eyes are not the correct color. He is above the aver¬ 
age in skull and has small ears. Caution has plenty of skull, 
and it is fairly well formed, but his ears are much too large, 
and he is underhung more than we like to see. He would do 
with more length of body; and his hindlegs are weak and of 
faulty conformation. Hector and Dread took the vhc. cards, 
and they were looking well. Hector is the truer-formed dog 
of the two. Boss was absent. Cedric’s Gurth is a big, long- 
legged dog, short between the couplings and faulty in head, 
muzzle, ears and feet. Maidus is faulty in head, muzzle, eyes, 
ears, size and color. Court is leggy, light of bone, shallow in 
body, houndy in head, and faulty in ears and feet. Laylass is 
faulty at both ends and is light of bone. Nero is deficient in 
head, size and color. Hannibal was looking so tucked up that 
the prize was withheld from him in the puppy class. Dread 
Jr., in the same class, shows little mastiff character. There 
was a shai’p tussle between Ilford Cromwell and Prussian 
Princess for the handsome prize offered by Mr, Wade, and 
after a very careful inspection of the two dogs the blue ribbon 
was handed to Cromwell’s owner. Princess has the best of it 
in muzzle, wrinkles and eyes, but in other respects CromweU 
is the better dog. He stands over more gi’ound, is much truer 
formed in body, a,nd has by far the b°st limbs. The judge 
kept well to type, and discarded houndy specimens. 

ST. BERNARDS—(MR. BARLOW). 

Bonivard and Rohna were the entries in the champion 
classes for rough coats. The former is a most typical dog. In 
the open dog class Firet Choice was selected for premier 
honors. We cannot indorse the decision, and would have 
given the pride of place to Merchant Prince. These dogs have 
been fully described in our previous reports. Rudolph II., not 
looking so well as he did at Newark, deserved his card, and 
the others were well placed. Miranda was well selected as the 
pick of the rough-coated bitches. She is a good one, but was 
not in full coat on this occasion. Stella was overrated. St. 
Bride, c., should have been second. Venus is sour in expres¬ 
sion and lacks the necessary markings. Lady Athol and Mar¬ 
gery were absent, as was also Loyal, only entiy in the puppy 
class. There were no smooth-coated champions, and in the 
open dog class Rigi was placed over Apollo. Rigi is a very 
little dog of good type, but he lacks bone, is not sufficiently 
square in muzzle, and has a badly-canied tail. Apollo is too 
houndy in head, but should have been first. Mt. Velan is 
faulty at both ends and lacks character.' Bernice was absent 
from the corresponding bitch class, leaving Alma II., fully 
described in our Newark report, to win. Lodi was alone in 
the puppy class. He is faulty in head, ears and coat. 

NEWFOUNDLANDS—(MR. MASON). 

Bruno, looking well, scored an easy victory. Major, placed 
second, is faulty in head and coat. Joe is a long way removed 
from bench show form, being faulty in head, coat, limbs and 
tail. 

. GREYHOUNDS—(MR. MASON). 

Bouncing Boy, looking weU, scored a bloodless vlctoiy in 
the champion class. In the open class Hawthorn Belle, a 
racy little bitch, not quite stout enough for our Uking, beat 
Harlequin, whose worst faults ai-e in feet and back. Fido 
would have been higher on the list but for Ms plain head and 
light eyes. He stands on capital legs and feet, has good pro¬ 
pellers, and was well shown. Hush Money was badly shown, 
and has not improved on Ms pupiiyform. The special prize 
offered by the club for the best greyhound bitch was a splendid 
trophy, and fell to the share of Hawthorn Belle. 

DEERHOUNDS—(MR. MASON). 

In the champion class Mac, lookmg well, beat his old op¬ 
ponent Bran, who, as usual, was short of coat. The open 
class for dogs and bitches was undoubtedly the best ever seen 
in this country. Chieftain, a magnificent specimen, remarka¬ 
bly good in almost every point, was first, and his kennel eom- 
pamon Wanda, a great bitch, was properly placed second. 
Ignorant persons have stated that CMeftain’s head is too thick. 
It is sufflcently wide at the base to prevent the dog from slip¬ 
ping Ms collar before he is sent out of the shps, and this is just 
what it should be. Heather, a fair specimen, took the reserve 
card. He is much below the winners in good looks. Mercia 
is far too small a'd is faulty in head, eai’s, and coat. The win¬ 
ner in this class took the special prize for the best dog or bitch 
entered in the classes judged by Mr. Mason. 

POINTERS—(MR. DAVIDSON). 
There were thii’ty pointers entered, with five absentees. 

Beaufort was alone in the champion class. In the open class 
for large dogs ffi-st went to Captain Fred, rather a taking look¬ 
ing dog, with a fair head, muzzle and eye; his ears set a tilfle 
high, and he is too throaty for so small a dog, being very close 
to the dividing line. He lias a fair chest and back, moderate 
shoulders, good loin, quarters and tail, except that it is car¬ 
ried too high; he has rather weak pasterns, and is too straight 
beMnd; he also has dew claws. Second went to William. 
TeU, first at Boston last year. He was looking weU, except 
that he was much too fat; tMs magmfies Ms worst fault—too 
much width in front. Had he been in good form he would 
probably have beaten Fred. Zeb, vhc., is a big, rather coaj"se 
dog, with a fail* head, except that he is undershot and has too 
large an eye; he is too wide in front and is a bit slack in back; 
he has lots of bone, good legs, feet and tail. Sancho, he., 
looks a workman, hut is not a show dog. He has heavy shoul¬ 
ders, is too wide in front and round in barrel; his head is 
moderate. He is quite fair in hack, loin, legs and has a good 
tail. In the correspondmg bitch class Nell, looking weU, was 
alone. In the small dog class first went to Nick of Naso, win¬ 
ner of thii-d at Newark tue previous week. Second went to 
Bon Ton, winner of fii-st at New Haven last year. He does 
not improve with age, and Ms head has decidedly gone 
the wrong way. Ned, vhc., has a good loin and tail, but 
otherwise has not much to recommend Mm. He is weak in 
head with heavy shoulders, light bone and poor feet. Dixon, 
he., has a fair head, although his ears set too Mgh. He is 
rather lathy and shallow and weak in pastern and is also 
straight behind and has too long a tail. Rex, also he., has 
fair shoulders and loin and a good tail, but is faulty in head, a 
bit shallow, and has ragged hips and might be better in bone. 
In the corresponding bitch class, fii'st and second went to two 
fairly good blacks. There was not much to choose between 
them. Both have fair heads disfigured by light eyes. Phyllis, 
placed first, has a trifle the best of Mistrel aU round, except 
m feet. The puppy class brought out four good ones, all of 
one litter, by Beaufort. They cairied off the kennel prize, which 
they well des-ei’ved and also won the stud dog prize for Beaufort. 
Songo, placed first, is a fine upstanding dog with no seri¬ 
ous faults except that he is not right in pasterns and in 
consequence does not move so well as Bowdoin, winner of 
second. We hked Mm better than Songo, he has no conspic¬ 
uous faults, and has fuU as good a head as his brother, and 
moves much better. He is a very nice dog and shows lots of 
quality. We shall expect to see him among the winueas next 
year. Sachem, v4c., is a bit light in muzzle, and not qmte so 
good in head as the others, but otherwise nearly their equal. 
Santer, he., is also well np with them, except that he is a trifle 
heavy in head, throaty, and a little too sti-aight behind. All 
have good legs, feet and tails, and are a credit to their sii'e. 
Lady Snow, vhc., winner of first at Newark, is not so good as 
either of the four, and should have been content with the two 
letters. Daisy Belle, he., was in too good company. She is 
very good in chest, body and tail, but is weak in head, light in 
bone, and faulty in pasterns, with turned out toes. 

ENGLISH SETTERS—(MR. DAVIDSON). 
Rockingham and Plantagenet graced the class for champion 

Ei^lish dogs, Plantagenet being but of coat left Ms formid- 
opfiopeht to sc!s.->re ai) easy viotcry. Thei'e were no entries 
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Jessie. Black and tan bitch, age and pedigree not given, by War- 
vick Kennels, Bridgeporc, Conn , to S- Jordan, same place. 

Quittie. Black, white, tan and ticked beagle bitch, age and pedi¬ 
gree unknown, by Warwick Kennels, Bridgeport, Conn., to William 
Kussell, same place. 

Jim. Black, white and tan beagle dog, age and pedigree unknown, 
b., iVarwick Kennels, Bridgeport, Conn., to J. Ellis. Milford, < onn. 

Rex Liver and white pointer dog. whelped August, 1884. by Mike 
out, of Lena, by Warwick Kennels, Bridgeport, Conn., toAVilliam C. 
Russell, same place. 

Vic. Liver and white pointer bitch, whelped Aug. 14, 188.5, by 
Fred out of Fan, by Warwick Kennels. Bridgeport. Conn., to J. Ellis. 
Milford. Conn. 

Dandy. Blue Skye terrier dog. whelped Feb. 15, 188(5, by Joe out 
of Gyp, by Warwick Kennel.«, Bridgeport, Conn., to G. W FT. Powers, 
satneplai-e. 

Bessie A. Lemon and white EuglNh setter bitch, whelped Aug. 10, 
18-1. b.y Da.shing Lion out of Arminda, by Memphis & Avent Kennels, 
Memphis, Tenn , to E E Pray, Denver. Col. 

Lufra Black and tan. little white, collie bitch, whelped .Tune 11), 
1881 (.\.K.R. 2450), by B. Holmes, Jr., Mountaiuville, N, Y., to H. B. 
Everest, Riverside, Cal. 

Rosie. Lemon and white fox-terrier bitch, whelped August, 1885, 
by Foxie out of Cute, by 0. H. Dole, Lynn, Mass., to Chas, W. Nut¬ 
ting, same place. 

Duke de Foard. Black, white and tan English setter dog, wdielped 
J IV. 1, 1885. by Glen Rock (A K R. lOlGi out of Leah 11, by E. W 
Jester, St. George's, Del., to D. W. Eyans. New York. 

Nero-—Fa7iny whelps. Newfoundlands, whelped Feh. 11, 1886, by 
Warwick K' l nels, Bridgeport. Conn., a black, white on chest, dog to 
AV. J. Hills aud a black dog to J. Evans, same place. 

Kaiser— LisetLe whelp. Black and tan dachshund dog, whelped 
November, 1885. hv Wm. Loeffler, Preston, Mmu., to F. G. Stewart, 
Hoosick Falls, N. Y. 

Waldmann Ji.—Crawl whelp. Red dachshund bitch, whelped De¬ 
cember. 1886, bv Wm. Loeffler, Preston, idiiiu., to F. G. Stewart, 
Hoo.sick Fall.“, N. Y. 

Gaffa II {A.K.R. ?32a)—Ffoss { A K R. 2457) ivhelps. Black. Ian and 
white collies, wnelped Nov 21, 1885, by B. Holmes, Jr , Mountainville, 
N. Y , a dog to Geo. Rudd, New York, and a bitch to W. A Mitchell, 
Ilatboro, Pa. 

Roy—Princess Trix e (A.K.R. lOdi) whelps. Red Irish setter dogs, 
whelped March 10,1886, by W. Holberton, Hackensack, N. J.. one to 
W. D. Chase, same place, and one to E. E. Williams, New York. 

Scottish Queen. Iron gray Skye tc-rrier bitch .whelped Feb. 22,1885, 
by rcott out of Highland Mary, by Dr. Wm P. Sanderson, Philadel¬ 
phia, Pa., to N. V. Ketchum. Savannah, Ga. 

Chica. Black, white and tan English setter bitch, age not given, 
by Royal Blue out of Diana, by Walter B. Peck, Centi'al Fails. R I., 
to Wm. Talman, South Attleboro. Mass. 

Betsey D Blue belton English setter bitch, age not given, by Druid 
of Dodge’s Rose, by Walter B. Peck, Central Falls. R. 1 . to Jos. ii. 
Brady. Pawtucket, R. I 

Mlirdoclc Black, white and tan English setter hiteb .whelped March, 
1885, uy Foreman out of Pet Berwyn, by Walter IT Peck, Central Falls, 
R. 1 . to Theodore Rebie, Providence, K. 1. 

Dorcas. Red Irish setter bitch, age not given, by Glenco out of 
Syren II., by Walter B. Peck, Central Falls, R. I., to Jos. S. Barber, 
same place. 

Chip. R^d Irish setter dog, whelped Jan. 19, 1885, by Arlington out 
ot Dorcas, by Walter B. Peck, Central Falls, R. I., to Dr. Stephen F. 
Lee, Pan-tucket, R. I. 

Nellie Laverack. Blue belton English setter bitch, whelped June 7, 
l8So I A.K R. 2764), by Henry Sturtevant, Medina, N.Y.. to T. H. Adams, 
Pawiuekel. R. I. 

Maida. Black, white and tan beagle bitch, whelped N.ov. 18. 
18S5, by Little Duke (A.K.R. 1994) out of Mischief (A.K.R. 2592), 
by Joseph H, Brady. Pawtucket. R. I., to Wm. Tallman, Tarrytown, 
N. Y. 

Mikado. Black, white aud tan beagle dog, whelped Nov. 18, 1885, 
by L'ttle Duke (A.K R. 1994) out of Mischief (A.K.R. 2592), by T H. 
Adams. Pawtucket. R. 1.. to Wm, Tallman, Tarrytown. N. Y. 

Lola. Black, white aud tan English setter bitch, 6yrs. old, by Rake 
out of Fannie, by H. E. Hamilton, New Y’ork, to A. B. Burch, Wash¬ 
ington, D. C. 

Belthns. Blue belton English setter dog, whelped March 17, 1881, 
by Rock out of Meg. by S. L. Boggs, Pittsburgh, Pa., to H. F. Schell 
hass, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

PRESENTATIONS. 
Dash. Black, white and tan LieweUm setter dog. whelped June 29, 

1885, by a brother of Morning Star out of Lady Bright, by T. J. Flack. 
Y aihinglon, D. C., to D. Giloert Adler, Philadelphia, Pa. 

mtd ^hooting. 

Address all comniwxications to the Forest and Stream Publish^ 
ing Co. _ 

OUR MILITIA MARKSMEN. 

ADJT.-GEN, R. C. DRUSI, in his report to Secretary of War Endi- 
coEC for the la-t official year, accompanies it with a series of 

reports made by officers of the army detailed during the past sum¬ 
mer aud fall to inspect militia encampments in the various States as 
follovv.s: 

•'Alabama.—At Mobile, by Capt. W. H. Powell, Fourth TJ. S. Infan¬ 
try. and Fif.st Lieut. 0. B. Satterlee. Third 0. S. Artillery. AtMoutgo- 
nii-ry by Second Lieut. J T. Thompson, Second U. S. Artillery. 

“///inois.—Near Ottawa and near Springfleld, by Gapt. T. Soli wan. 
Eleventh U. S Infantry. 

"Maine.—At Augusta, by Major W. H. Graham, Fourth U. S. Arlil- 
lery. 

"Massachiisetts.-At South Framingham, by Major A. C. M. Pen¬ 
nington and Gapt J Egan. Fourth U. S. Artillery. At Hingham 
near Lake Cheoaco, by Major A. C. M. Pennington, Fourth U. t' 
Artillery. 

"Minnesota.-At, Fairbault, by Capt. G. Lawson, Twenty fifth TJ, S. 
lotanrry, 

"Mississip2it.—At Greenville, by Gapt. F. B. Hamilton, Second U. S. 
Artillery. 

"New Hampshire.—At Concoid by Major R. If. .lack,son,Fifth U. S. 
Artillery, 

"North. Carolina.—kt Asheville, by Col. H. M. Black, Twenty-third 
U. S. Infantry. 

“OAio.—Near Cleveland, by Lieut.-Cul. R, H. Offley, Seventeenth 
U. S. Infantry. 

"Pennsylvania.—At Harnaburg. liy Major W J. Vidkraar, assistant 
adjutant general. At Fairmount Park, by Major R. H. Jackson, Fifth 
D.S. Artillery; Capt. W. Mills. Second TJ. S. Infantry, and First 
Lieuis. C Chase, W. E. Birkhei..;er and C. B Satterlee, Tnird U. S. 
Artillery. 

"Rhode Island.—At Oakland Beach, by Capt. J. S. Egan. Fourth 
U. S. Artillery. 

"Iowa.—At Centerville and Creston, Clear Lake and Dubuque, by 
Second Lieut. O. J. T. Clarke, Tenth TJ. S. Infantry. 

•'Vermont.-At St. Albans, by First Lieut. C. P. Miller. Fourth U. S. 
Infantry. 

"California. -At Santa Cruz, by Major R. T, Frank. First U. S. 
Artillery. 

"Illinois.—At. Centreville, etc., by Second Lieut. C. J. T. Clarke, 
Tenth D. S. Infantry. 

"Alabama.—At selma, by Second Lieut. J. T. Thompson, Second 
U S. Artillery. 

‘•Yehmsto.—At Lincoln, by First Lieut. E. S. Dudley, Second U. S. 
Artuleiy." 

The repoi 11 f course covers a great many matters of detail not par¬ 
ticularly interesting to readers of Forest and Stream, but the re- 
p rts aiid accompanying criiicisms upon the arms and rifle practice 
of several bodies of State troops are worth reproductiou in a com¬ 
pact iorm. 

Adj. G-n. Drum calls the special attention of the Secretary to the 
subject in bis general report, saying: 

‘•1 beg to invite your attention to the subject of the ohfolete arms 
and ammuniuon in the hands of the State militia or stoied in the 
several State armories. Many of the men are armed vvich the dis¬ 
carded c'liber .50 Springfield rifled musket, for which it is difficult 
to ooiain cartridges, and some of theieser^e ammunition bears the 
scamp of manufacture in l87l—material now as unreliable as it is 
cumbersome; and it would seem a most wise measure if, at the ap¬ 
proaching session of Congres , a general act was passed providing 
immediate change, when requested, of all obsolete arms now in the 
hands of the miliciaof the .several States for improved Springfleld 
rities, caliber .45. and appropriate ammunition' therefor. Should 
Oong^e^s, however, not deem it advisable to pass a general act look¬ 
ing toward absolute exchange of obsolete weapons iu the hands of 
me militia for improved arms and ammunition, I beg earnestly to 
reco.nmeiid it to be urged to grant authority for returning to the 
United States, at a fair valuation, all obsolete guns iu hands of States, 
me monpy value thereof to be placed to their credit and to he drawn 
aeamst lii form of issue of improved weapon,s. Until this is done the 
usefulness of the State militia, iu either fciate or national emergency, 
njust remain ssifil.y impaired by the d'BrifivanJs^je nn^er "’hwTh 
r-Suffer^,'' ■ ‘ 

From Alabama Capt. Powell reports that “a number of the com¬ 
panies were supplied with the Springfleld safety notch rifle, and these 
were, as a rule, in excellent order. A majority of the companies 
were, however, armed with the old rifles, model of 1873, and though 
serviceable, were not in as good condition as they might he. But 
there i.s an excuse for this; opportunities do not present themselves 
to these men for any extra care of arms, almost all the time that they 
can be spared from their respective professions being consumed iu 
perfecting their drill.” There was no mention of any rifle practice 
either at the camp or otherwise. 

The New- Hampshire i-epon by Major Jack'on says of the arms and 
their use: “the arms are Springfield breechloaders, caliber .45, with 
gun slings; the cartridge box is of the orsolete pattern (the inside a 
block of wood with holes bored in it for the reception of the cartridge). 
It could not be used to advantage in active service for obvious rea¬ 
sons. There was no ammunition for these arms brought to or used 
during the encampment. Target practice, v'bich Is now neglected in 
consequence of the want of rangts and ammunition, should, in my 
opinion, he begun at ouce. I was informed that rigorous efforts are 
to be made iu this direction before the next camping season.” 

Mississippi maUe.s i ut a poor showing, according to the brief report 
of Capt. Hamilton, who savs; "All the companies were armed and 
accoutered by the State. Their arms were the Springfleld rifle, cali¬ 
ber ,45, late model, and Ihe accouterments were ®f the regulation 
pattern. At.4Le inspec’ion many of the guns were found to be some 
what rusty, but their general condition w-as tolerably fair. No target 
practice was alteropteJ, nor drill as skiniii hers, it having been ascer¬ 
tained that no attention had ever been paid to these important 
matters.^ 

Minneseta makes a much bettersbowing than the last-named State, 
and Capr. T,awson say.«, under head of arms: “Spriogfield rifle, call - 
her .45. With but few exceptions the guns are old and badly cared 
for. some having been in use for five years, and have the appearance 
of having been kept in a dark room or cellar.” 

Touching the 2d Regiment Minnesota mUitia, the same officer says of 
arms: "Springfleld rifle, caliber.45, audin most of ihecompanies were 
in good condition; some, however, had old rifles, which have been in 
u-e for some years. Two of the Mirneapolis companies (A and B) 
had these guns. It is rather discouraging to a soldier w ho prides him¬ 
self on preisenting a good appearance to be armed with such a wea¬ 
pon. Target practice was under the direction of Lieutenant (or Doctor) 
Skinner, the instructor of musketry for the regiment. The Doctor is 
an enthusiast on the subject, aud had everythmg pertaining to the 
range iu fine coudiiion. He has a system of signaling from the firing 
point to the range by means of a luirror set in a frame between the 
targets at the pit. aud is so arranged that It reflects everything that 
occurs at the firing point. Some large numbers are painted on can¬ 
vas, and are placed in a box at the tiring point. When a shot is fired 
find there is any delay iu marking the shot, the officer in charge says, 
•Mark No. —,’ when a man near the box displays a figure that corre¬ 
sponds with the target he wishes examined. The number is instantly 
seen at the pit. and the target turned down, examined, and signaled. 
I have seen this system work as far as 500yds . and it did well. The 
distance fired was 100, 200.300 and 500 yards. Five companies aud ihe 
fleid, staff aud band fired at the saine’time. There were 204 mark- 
men and 32 sharpshooters qualified during the encampment.” 

The- Pennsylvania report covers much space. Major Volkmar says 
generally of the arms; 

‘T carefully examined the property remaining in the arsenal, and 
tills seems to be a proper place for me to mostearnesily invite atten¬ 
tion to the wretched stock of obsolete arms and ammimiiion in the 
hand:- of the Pennsylvania National Guard. Armed with the dis¬ 
carded caliber .50 Bpringfield rifled musket, for which it is difficult, 
if not impossible, to obtain cartridges, I found the State reserve of 
amuiimition maiked with the stamp of manufacture in 1871—mater¬ 
ial now as unreliable as It is cumbersome. In all other respects well 
equipped and self-sustaining, this flue division of troops is in a situ 
at ion little better than if armed with fflubs. It is rema'-kable how, 
with such miserable means, they have attained the creditable record 
ihev have in Uu-get practice. In one regiment 1 found a company in 
which the commanding general assured me that every man was a 
qualified marksman; while in another company of the same regi¬ 
ment I discovered the captain to be a retired colonel of cavalry of the 
Regular Armv. who had emerged from his well-earned repose, at the 
call of his neighbors, m order to give tbem the benefit of his military 
experience aud knowledge. 

‘To be so poorly armed as are these troops would discourage the 
most hopeful officer of the Regular Army; aud in view of theii' possi¬ 
ble usefulness at any day lo the general government, it would seem 
a most wise measure if, at the approaching session of Congress, a 
general act was passed providing for immediate exchange, when re¬ 
quested. of all obsolete arms now in hands of National Guards of 
States, for improved Springfield (caliber .45) rifles and appropriate 
ammunition therefor. 

"1 have been informed that at the close of the last fiscal year there 
were on hand in the United States Ordnance Department upward of 
125.000 Springfleld rifles, caliber .45, and that about 36,000 of these 
guns are manufactured annually; while on June 30,1885, over 5 000,- 
000 calioer .45 rifle ball cartridges were on hand. 

"If, notwithstanding the foregoing exhibit of facilities for replen¬ 
ishing the national reserve of ordnance, Coiigrese should not deem 
it advisable to pass a general act looking toward absolute exchange 
of obsolete weapons in the bands of the militia for improved arms 
and ammunition, perhaps authority might be granted for returning 
to the United Siaies, at a fair valuation, all obsolete guns in hands of 
States, the money value thereof to be placed to their credit and to 
be drawn against in form of issue of improved weapons. Until this 
otherwise efficient National Guard of Pennsylvania is better armed 
than it is now, its usefulness in either State or national emergency 
must remain sadly impaired by the great disadvantage under which 
it suffers.” 

For North Carolina Col. Black reports and says: "They are armed 
with Springfield rifles, caliber .45, safety notch, which are in good 
condition, highly prized, and ready for any service They have 2,000 
rifles, irith full sets of accouterments for the same. There was no 
target practice during the encampment. L'ttie or none this year. 
Regulations provide, and they hope to indulge during the coming 
year.” 

The Rhode Island militia w‘ere inspected by Capt. Egan, and he re¬ 
ports; "There was DO target practice. There was no range or time 
for it; nor is a brigade encampment of a few days, where the move¬ 
ments and combinations of large bodies of troops should be of the 
first cjiisideration, the place for it. Though its importance is 
thoroughly realized, the brigade is behind other States in shooting. 
It had to be neglected (reason, no money to pay its expense); but last 
year $2,,500 was’appropriated for target practice, a State range was 
establi.sbed, and all the companies, under the instruction of Capt. 
Howe, an experienced Creedmoor sharpshooter, had one day’s prac¬ 
tice, each man firing five shots. This year the same or more practice 
will be had, and gallery practice introduced. Tne muskets were re¬ 
ceived last year, are the latest improved ones, and are all in good 
condition.’’ 

The MassBchiisetts troop went into camp at several points, At 
South Framingham Maj. Pennington found the First Brigade, and of 
it he says; 

"Target practice received no attention in the camp of this brigade, 
except that the officers of one of the regiments were permuted to 
practice at their own request. There is a fine 200yds. range, with 
twelve iron targets, near the camp; hut, inasmuch as the companies 
have ample opportunities for practice at home stations (the law re¬ 
quiring the towns where companies are located to provide a suitable 
range), it was not regarded as important that tune snould he taken 
from other duties for thi.s jiurpose. Target practice receives con¬ 
siderable attention in the niditia of this State, as is attested by the 
large number of marksmen's and other badges worn by members of 
the commands. A Stale‘inspector of i-ifle practice' has charge of 
this branch of military instruction, and teams from the various com¬ 
mands assemble at certain times and places designated in orders for 
practice and competition. The infantry is armed with Springfleld 
rifled muskets, caliber .45, and arms are in good serviceable con 
dition.” 

At the Lake Chebaco camp Maj. Penningtou found: 
"Target practice was indulged in every day until the whole com¬ 

mand had been at the range and each man had fired his score.” 
In Vern out Lieut. Miller does not find things iu a very encouraging 

way. He reports; 
•The arms were of the old .50 caliber, Spi-ingneld pattern, some of 

the first that were altered from the muzzle to the breechloader. The 
cartridge boxes and belts were also of a very olt) pattern. I under¬ 
stand that the companies have only one or two rifle ranges that they 
can use. Target practice appears to Ire almost entirely neglected in 
This State, and a Urge manoriiy of its National Guard know little or 
nothing about the actual use of the guns with which they are armed. 
We may feel assured that if ttie State will provide her troops with 
good arms and ammunition for target practice, it will take this class 
of men but a short time to become good shots. In my judgment the 
usefulness of the Guard ivould be promoted if they -were armed with 
the present service rifle, caliber 45. The National Guard of Vermont, 
in recognition of their zeal and efficiency, should ne furnished with 
guns and equipinents that they could feel would be of some use to 
them in service, and they should be taught to u=e them effectively. 
One day should be devoted to target practice; and to excite an inter¬ 
est and a spirit of emulation among the companies, prizes should be 
offered for teams of ten men from each company; also for individual 
matches. Ammunition should bs provided, and each man of the 
National Guard leiiuired to five a certain number of rounds each 

With this sncourtjjf^ ent th- •ciotmpahies •srmild aoop aroviiie 

themselves with ranges and the target practice and matches' would 
he a useful feature of the muster. 

Ohio men come m for inspeetion by Col. Offley, who simply says: 
“The arms used by the Ohio National Guard are Springfield rifles, 
caliber .-45, the same as used in the United States army.” 

In Maine Major Graham found much to report upon. He found 
that "On the lower or southwest end of the encampment was the 
target praciiee ground, giving a range of 200yds. one way and of 
400yds. the other. At the lower end of the 2(;0yds. range an epaule- 
ment has been constructed in front of a high emlmnkmenr.. and serves 
aij excellent purpose for instructing men iu firing alone the crest of 
an enemy's earthwork, as well as lor the protection of the markers." 
The troops were armed with the Springfield .45 ” Of the target prac¬ 
tice drills he reports: "This most important branch of instruction 
was very thoroughlv conducted by Col. E. C. Farrington, State in¬ 
spector of rifle practice. Under his personal supervision competi¬ 
tion took place each day of the encampmen', to which I was a most 
interested spectator. The results, I consider, demonstrate a high de¬ 
gree of proficiency, alike most creditable to the inspector and the 
officers and men under his command. The instructions contained in 
'Blunt’s Rifle and Carbine Firing’have been adopted by these troops, 
and were followed as closely as could be expectea The militia speak 
iu the highest terms of Blunt’s book in every respect, and have 
adopted hisrules for classification, which raises the standard reached 
by the Maine Volunteer Militia in target firing above that attained by 
tlie militia of any other State. There is every reason for holding out 
inducements to this fine body of marksmen to send teams to compete 
at Creedmoor. and it is to be hoped that the State authorities will 
not delay taking steps to that end.” 

The Illinois soldiers were inspected by Capt. Schwan, who reports 
of the First Brigade: "The infantry regiments were all armed with 
.45 caliber Springfleld rifles. In the 4th Infantry five of the seven 
companies, and in the 3d Infautty about one-ha'if of thejmen had 
rifles unprovided with the safety notch or improved rear sight. The 
cavalry battalion was armed with the United Stales Springfleld car¬ 
bine, caliber .45, with safety notch and new sight. There was no for¬ 
mal inspection. Great interest was manifested in target practice, in 
which this brigade engaged for the first lime. The only firing point.s 
were on the north side, and quite close to the edge of the ‘Kook,’ 
scarcely a quarter of a mile from camp, and about 300yds. to the 
northward were placed five vertically sliding targets, constructed 
after the Brihton pattern. The Illinois and Michigan Canal was im¬ 
mediately in front and the Rock Inland Railroad closely in rear of the 
targets; the centers of which were only about 8yds. apart; a high 
bluff north of the road formed an effective butt. The markers' shel¬ 
ters, though well built, were not continuous, owing to the shortness 
of the time during which the range was expected’ to be in use. and 
the amount of labor which would have been required to make them 
so. Lookouts were posted at elevated points at the sides of the range 
to give notice to the markers of the approach of canal boats or rail 
way trains, and to warn off passers by, A more extensive range, or 
one aft’ordingiiirtirmediate firing points, was not obtainable within a 
convenient distance from camp. The erection of at least one pole, 
near the targets, flying a streamer to indicate the direction and 
strength of the wind, might have added to the success of the prac¬ 
tice. The place on the 'Rock' from which the firing was done was 
considerably above the level of the gi’ound on which the targets 
stood, but this could not be avoided. The piactice, which lasted four 
days, passed off without accident, and was well conducted by(jol. 
J, A. Shaffer, general inspector of rifle practice, a very capable offi¬ 
cer, who was most assiduous in his labors. The firing was done by 
details. foi’Cy men from each regiment belonging to different compa¬ 
nies being on the ground at the same time, under the immediate 
supervision of the regimental inspector of rifle practice, who has the 
rank of captain, and is a member of the regimental staff. The men 
not having had any previous experience. Col. Shaffer thought it best, 
in order not to discourage them at the beginning, to allow to each a 
sighting shot, and to permit the prone instead of insisting upon the 
prescribed sitting or kneeling position. For the same reason the 
mid-range in place of the short-range target was used. The average 
number of points made by each regiment, out of a possible 25, was 
as follows: 4th Infantry 10.81, 3d Infantry 10 61, Ist Infantry 9.39, 
and 1st Cavalry 5.88.” 

About the Second Brigade Capt. Schwan says: 
"The infantry was armed with 45-cal. Springfield breecliloading 

rifles, about one-third of them having the improved rear sight and 
safety notch. In some instances pRces of both kinds were found in 
the same company. The target practice was under the direction of 
Col. .1. A. Shaffer, general inspector of rifle practice, and Lieut.-Col. 
James M. Rice, inspector of rifle practice of the brigade, and no more 
earnest or capable officers could have been chosen for this important 
duty. The rifle range, which had been selected by Col. Riee, lay out¬ 
side of the inclosure in which the camp was si'uated, and waskss 
than a mile distant from it. The targets, of which tliere were seven 
—two ot the Brinton pattern and the others revolving on a horizontal 
axis—were iu line, about 8yds. apart, and south of the firing points, 
which were established at 200 and500yds. from them. There was no 
fifing except from these two distances. Paper targets, nearly corres¬ 
ponding In size aud the divisions on them to Army targets A and B. 
respectively, were posted upon the canvas stretched over the frames, 
according as firing was done from the shorU-r or longer distance. 
The targets were nearly on the same level with the 2()0yds. filing 
points; the 500yds. firing points were somewhat above tne level of 
the targets. The markers' shelters were not continuous, and a rail¬ 
road embankment 13ft. high, closely in rear of them, formed a not 
very reliable butt. The latter was not, however, wholly depended 
upon for security to passers by. for behiud it were unoccuined fields 
nearly l,5C0vds. in depth, and lookouts were established at suitable 
points, witb orders to caution the markers should they see persons or 
animals approach these fields. Communication between the firing 
points and the markers’ shelters was kept up by means of the tele¬ 
phone, and as every new detail of soldiers w ould have had to be in¬ 
structed in marking, this was done by persons hired for the purpose. 

‘•The rule requiring the firing to be done off-hand or stanoing at 
200yds. and lying down at 500y(ls. was conformed to. The prevailing 
army position at the longer rar ges known as the‘Texas grip’found 
favor with Col. Rice, to whom it was expiaiaed, and who secured 80 
per cent, on first trying it. 

"The following rules determine the classilleation of officers and 
men: InehiCetl m the marksman's class were those who marie 13 or 
more points out of a possible 25 in a score of 5 shots at 500yds. For 
the first class at least 18 points, or 52 per cr-nt, at 200ydp. were re¬ 
quired Those who fired at either range but failed to qualify for 
either of the classes named c.'uslicuted the third, and those not firing 
at all, whether present or absent, the fourth class. The majority of 
those repoi-ted as belonging lo the latter class were absent from 
camp. There seemed to oe no second class. 

' ihe regimental figure of merit was thus determined: Multiply the 
numner of iTiarksmen by 100, of first class men b.y 60, of third-class 
men by 10, of fourth class men by 0, and divide the sum of the pro¬ 
ducts ny the number of men contained in all the classes. 

' The general results of the firing during the encampment are indi- 
cuied b.y the figures of merit of the several regiments, whicn wete as 
follows': 6'h Infantry,'23 20; 9th Infantry, 22 oO; 8th Infantry, 22.43; 
5th Infantry, 21; 7th Infantry, 15. The entire brigade's figure of 
merit was 21 41. 

' As showing the progress made in rifle firing, it may be stated that 
at last year’s encampment but 22 qualified as inarksmeii, while this 
year more than five time that number (113) made the requisite quali¬ 
fying sccres. 

"1 heartily concur with Col. Riee in his recommendatioa that since 
a thorough instruction in sighting, position and aiming drills and 
gallery practice is an indispensable prerequisite to fiood work on the 
range, the month of June be exclusively devoted to tfiese preliminary 
drills at the. armories, and that regimental and oompany cominanoers 
be impressed with the fact that instruction in rifle fli ing is at lea.st as 
important a part of the soldier’s education as Tactical instruction, 
and that they are as much responsible for the one as for the other.” 

Lieut Thompson reports from the Montgomery camp of the Ala¬ 
bama troops, 3d Regiment; “The importance of rifle pracUce seems 
to be realized: but practice is impossible without ammunition, f rthe 
purchase of which the State makes no appropriation. By reloading 
the shells, the cost of practice is reduced to a sum which cannot bo 
complained of in consideration of the benefits derived Gallery prac¬ 
tice with reduced charges and ranges could bo had at the company 
arnio’ ies during the winter mouths. Besides, this practice would add 
much to the interest and attractiveness of the service If it were prop¬ 
erly conducted. 

"By strategy the soldier is brought to the vieiaiiy of a fight; by the 
maneuver tactics he is placed up the line of battle; imd by skirmish 
tactics he is put in the exact position to do good work But of what 
benefit is all this If, after getting there, he is unable to use hia rifle 
with precision and rapidity-; At the next encampment I would 
recomnirncl that a competent officer interesled in the subject be de¬ 
tailed on special duty in charge of rifle practice. Ei-ery man should 
he practiced in the tneory. pbiining, aiming, and estimating distance 
drills. If possible, a competition atdr ng teams selected from the best 
shot-^ in each company should be held. 

"The regiraent is already armed with the Springfield rifle, caliber 
.45. which is satisfactory in every respert. A certain number of 
rounds of ammunition should be issued to each company, to be kept 
on band for emei^encies. I would aim suggest tbenecessiry on the 
part of the State of making a suitable appropriation so that each 
officer and man coul-i be allowed to espedd fifty cartridges, at least, 
in rifle practice during oacip.” 

Ths CalU'ornii lerort is made oy Major Frank, and he foqnd att'no 
ifoXA Qfiu. fATup:' "Theif juap.,'* few the rilVe*5 mv,skgt. 
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caliber .45—the oldest model of this caliber. They were clean, with 
some exceptions, and free from rust, but are very old, much battered 
and bruised, and appear at some time, perhaps while in store, to have 
been injured by rust. 

‘ Some tareet practice was had, but it was not generail. and there 
appeared to have been no resndar or systematic instruction in this 
important branch of a soldier's duty, it is recommended that an in¬ 
spector of target practice be appointed, who should visit periodically 
every armory and institute a regular system or armory instruction 
and practice, which should be required of every soldier In addition 
to tbe practice required upon the. range. The present powerful arm 
is of little avail in the hands of troops not skilled in its use.” 

The Nebraska troops were found at Lincoln by Lieut. Dudley, who 
reports: ‘The troops are armed with the Springfield rifles, caliber 
.50. These have all been very rusty at some time, and show signs on 
their exterior of effort on the part of the soldier to get them clean. 
An inspection showed, however, more or less rust still inside the 
bore. A few guns were exceptionally well cared for, but the large 
majority were not entirely free from rust, and yet w'ould be called 
•serviceable,’ A number were ‘unserviceable’ from various causes, 
and .«ome had already been condemned by the inspector, but were 
still in use for lack of better ones to replace them. 
’ “There was no target practice during this encampment. The ‘Regu¬ 
lations of the Nebraska National Guard,’published in 1883, provide 
an allowance of five rounds per mouth to each man, and that a re¬ 
port of such practice shall be made to the regimental commander. 1 
am informed that at the encampment in 1883 prizes were offered and 
a competition took place under the supervision of the commanding 
officer.” 

Iowa had a number of camps, all inspected by Lieut. Clarke, who 
say.s of the 3d Regiment: “The regiment was armed w ith the Spring- 
field rifle—one company with caliber .45 and seven with caliber .60, 
old pattern, all breechloaders; they were in good condition, having 
but recently returned from Rock Island Arsenal, where they had 
been undergoing needed repairs ” 

Of tbe 6th Regiment he says: “This regiment is armed with Spring- 
field rifle, breechloader, two companies having caliber .45, the re¬ 
maining six being armed with caliber .r.0, old-pattern Springfield. 
Arms in splendid order, particularly the caliber ,50 rifles, they hav¬ 
ing been but recently received from Rock Island Arsenal, where they 
had been sent for repairs.” 

About the 6lh Regiment, at camp near Clear Lane, Lieut. Clarke 
says: 

"No target range had been selected, although suitable grounds 
could easily have been found for one. Tne uniform was the full- 
dress United States regulation, without helmets, as in the other regi¬ 
ments. The regiment was armed with caliber 60, old pattern Spring- 
field breechloaders, which were in fine condition, having but recently 
come from Rock Island Arsenal, where they had been undergoing 
repairs.” 

In the 4th Regiment he found that two companies were armed with 
the Springfield ,45 breechloader and six with the .50 caliber old pat¬ 
tern. Arms in good order, most of them .just from the Rock Island 
Arsenal, as in the other regiments: 

“A range of ikXlyds. had been laid off and targets provided, under 
the supervision of the major of the regiment. .The best five shots 
from each company were selected as teams, the one making the 
highest score to be known as the ‘regimental team,’ evei’y one of its 
members being entitled to wear a gold medal as long as his team 
score should be ahead of all others In the regiment. Five silver 
silver medals, very neat in design, were also offered for the best cor¬ 
responding number of individual scores.” 

Generally speaking, Lieut. Clarke recommends: 
“I am informed that most of the companies have facilities at home 

for target practice, and th'it. as a consequence, many good shots are 
already to be found in the guard. The State allows 1.000 rounds of 
ammunition a year for this purpose. I earnestly recommend that 
this be increased, and that proper attention be paid the subject at all 
succeeding encampments.” 

New York State is the last one reported upon, and Lieut.-Col. Clas- 
son makes an extended report, saymg of the camp at Peekskill: 

“The supply of blank ammunition is fixed at fifteen rounds per man 
For use on the range, forty rounds per man of ball cartridges are 
furnished. Most, if not all, tbe regiments bought out of their own 
funds ammunition in addition to that issued by the State, and it 
would seem as though a larger supply could very profitably be used. 
It was the intention for the State to hold in reserve at least half a 
million rounds. 

“The New York National Guard are armed with the .50-caliber Rem 
ington. It will be made to correspond in caliber with the United 
Slates system when that shall have been finally decided upon. 

“The work done and the results gained on the rifle range in continu¬ 
ation of the experience at Creedmoor and at the various regimental 
armories deserve special commendation, as might be readily inferred 
from the presence on the field of such men as Col. Bodineand Gen. 
Roberts, the In.-mector-General of Rifle Practice of the State. He 
was assisted by Col. Beal, Col. David, Major Fox and the different 
regimental instructors. 

"There are ranges for 100, 300. 800 and 500 yards, with seven No. 3 
and seven No. 3 targets of the Brinlon make. The men are divided 
into three classes, the third comprising such as have had no practice, 
the second such as practice on the 100 and 300 yard ranges, kneeling 
at the latter distance, and who, when they have completed a score of 
25 at both these ranges taken together, form the first class and continue 
practice at the 200 and 600-yard ranges, lying down at the latter dis¬ 
tance. A score of 36 here makes them marksmen, and a scare of 42 
sharpshooters. In addition, there is required volley firing of five 
rounds at 100yds., as follows; By company-, two rounds; by rank, 
one round; by company, one round front rank kneeling; by company, 
one round rear ranK in front kneeling: and also five rounds in the 
skirmish drill, advancing from 250 to 50 yards three rounds, and two 
on the return." 

Col. Closson does some fine writing in winding up his report and 
among other things says: 

“A body of men who can go through the manual with all the uni 
formity of a die might certainly amuse, hut could hardly obtain that 
respect from the mob that is felt for a shooter known to he good for 
his man up to SOOyds. or over. Exact alignment and unvaried like¬ 
ness of step and wheel are well enough, and probably under the cor¬ 
poral’s stick, reached a higher point of perfection more than a hun¬ 
dred years ago among old Frederick’s grenadiers than they have since 
attained through the pleasanter stimulus of gate fees and prize pack- 
age.s; but when days of danger come, such mechanism will soon be 
eliminated in favor of the the man taught how best to protect, himself 
in disposing of his enemy and who has learned how most completely 
to provide for tbe exposure and wants of the march and bivouac, and 
whose reliance is not so much upon the touch of his neighbor’s elbow 
as upon his own efforts and experience. If we have not time for 
both the millinery and marrow of the profession, the former can 
safest be slighted. 

"The fire drills is of the utmost importance and men should be kept 
at it until they have lose all fear of the piece, are perfectly familiar 
with its working and power, and can be trusted to handle it with 
ease, confidence and effect. 

“Under tbe conditions given to our present life, powder will have 
as much to do in bringing about any millennium as pbilantrophy; 
and tbe more terrible its posslbilitie.s, the greater the need for intrus- 
mg them only to men of trained intelligence, special capacitv and 
tried character.” • 

COL. LAIDLEY.—A dispatch from Palatka, Pla., dated April 4, 
states that Theodore T. S. Laidley. Colonel or Ordnance, United 
States Army, died there on that date, aged 65 years. He was born in 
Virginia, and was appointed from that State to the West Point iMili- 
tary Academy in 18;J8 He was graduated fom- years later and made 
an ordnance officer at Watervliet Arsenal. N. Y. He went to the 
Mexican war and participated in the siege of Vera Oruz, For gallant 
and meditorious conduct in the battle of Cerro Gordo he was made 
Brevet Captain on April 18.1847, and the following October he ob¬ 
tained the title of Brevet Major for bravery in tbs defense of Puebla. 
After serving at the Washington, Cnarleslon and North Carolina ar¬ 
senals, he was, in 1866, made Captain ot Ordnance for 14 years' con¬ 
tinuous service. He complied a new edilion of the “Ordnance Man¬ 
ual.” For services during the rebellion he was made Major of Ord¬ 
nance in 186.3, end two years later, for faithful service in the Ordnance 
Department, be was made Brevet Colonel and was subsequently ad¬ 
vanced to Lieutenant Colonel, lie served in command of the'New 
York Arsenal from May, 1866, to April, 1871. In 1875 he wa.s made 
Colonel. He was on the retired list at the time of his death. He w ill 
be remembexed among riflemen as the author of “A Cour.se of In¬ 
struction in Ride Firing,” prepared under order of Gen. Benet, dated 
1877. The work was transmitted to the War Department in 1879 and 
published by Lippmcott the following year. It gave rise to litigation 
at once. Col. Wingate claiming that the book was an infringement 
upon his earlier work. The courts sustained this view and the book 
was withdrawn from the market, to be replaced a few years after by 
the manual prepared by Col. Blunt. 

BULLSHEAD RIFLE CLUB, April 2.—12 ring target, possible 120: 
J. H Brown 119. G. Zimmerman 118. M Dorrler 118. L. Flach 117, J. 
Schrarder 117, J. Sbutz 117, C. F, Getsch 116, C. R* in 116. E. Holzmann 
116. C. W. Karclier 114, II. Gunther 114, J. Jordan 113, A. Liss 111, H. 
SindJinger 100, V. Steinback 108, D. Holland 102. D. Louitzki 100, B. 
Wragge 100, H. Wasmuth 100, A. Shaw 97.—A. Lobeb, Secretary. 

NEWARK, N. J.—The Zeltlers, of New York, are anxious to ar¬ 
range a match between ten of their men and tbe tea best shots in 
^w.JeraeiV S>4(00 a side, aitd are likely to baaQDonmiQdaied. 

SIR HENRY ST. JOHN HALFORD. A CABLE dispatch on Monday brought, the brief announcement, 
“Sir Henry Halford is dying.’’ To the riflemen of America he 

will be remembered as the hero of several well-fought matches, and 
either as victor or vanquished was always the same courtly gentle 
man. For years he had been a leader aniong'the advanced riflemen 
at Wimbledon, and from tbe start he took the liveliest and most in¬ 
telligent interest in the international matches. He entertained Col. 

Gildersleeve and his men on their visit to Great Britain in 1875, and 
the American gentlemen shot over the private range of Bir Henry at 
WistowHaU. In 1877 he captained the Brilish smallbore team to 
Creedmoor and took defeat gracefully. In 1882 he brought over a 
team of military shots and administered a sharp knockdown to Col. 
Bodine and his team of militia shots, and when in the year following 
Col. Bodine peacefully invaded Wimbledon the defeat was repealed 
and emphasized. 

It was at the time of his visit here in 1882 that a writer sketched the 
old Elcho shield veteran, and part of his words we quote: 

As the books write him down, he is Sir Henry St, John Halford, 
Bart , of Wistow Hall, in the comity of Leicestershire, Lieutenant- 
Colonel of tbe Leicestershire Rides, born in the year 1828. Apart 
from his dignities he is a VaugUan. The Vaughans are a very, very 
ancient Welsh family. Lord Lisburne is now ihe head of the house. 

Toward the close of the last century James Vaughan was a physi¬ 
cian in the borough of Leicester. Among tlie magnates of the town 
was Alderman Smalley, who had married a daughter of Sir Richard 
Halford, whose baronetage was in a few years destined to become 
extinct. Hester, tbe Alderman’s daughter,'was wooed and won by 
our reputable young country doctor, and in time became the mother 
of a son who was christened Henry and was sent to London lo study 
medicine. In the course of years he became famous He w‘as made 
physician to that plain old monarch King George III. He was cre¬ 
ated a baronet and revived tbe title of his mother’s family, being 
thenceforth known as Sir Henry Halford. That was in 1809. 

In his son Henry, the second Baronet, a new strain appeared in the 
family. King George’s physician married the daughter of Lord St. 
John, of Bletsho, the head of another very ancient family, descended 
from Sir John St. John, whose half-sister was the mother of King 
Henry VII. One of the St. Johns married a daughter of the Duke of 
Newcastle, another had the hardihood to seek a wife in America,and 
to marry Miss Schuyler, of New York. ''Data fata secutus" was 
their motto, and as a rule, they did not seek other than their ap¬ 
pointed destinies. They were zealous Conservative*:, and the head of 
the house always took his seat at the council board of the Carlton 
Club. So Sir Henry Halfoi'd, second of the name, was content to fol¬ 
low the traditions of bis race; he, too, was a Conservative; he. too, 
was a member of the Carlton; and when his son Henry St. John Hal¬ 
ford was bom, he determined to bring him up as became the pros¬ 
pective master of Wistow. But the third baronet had a soul above 
polities. He sighed for militaiy glory, and not being allowed to join 
the army, he forthwith joined the volunteers. Then began his record 
of success as a marksman. He swept the prize board at Wimbledon, 
He won the Cambridge Cup, the Albert Cup, the Association Cup, tbe 
Duke of Cambridge’s prize, and twice made the highest score in the 
competition for the Elcho Shield. 

Although he had been always the friend of Americans, although he 
had entertained our countrymen at Wistow, he was at first slow to 
come to the United Slates. He thought it improper that Irishmen or 
Scotchmen should accept separate challenges from America. He 
thought the match should be national, not sectional. With hG cus¬ 
tomary frankness he stated his objections, being supported by Lord 
Wharncliffe and other men of note, and when the Scottish and Irish 
teams determined to come to Creedmoor, he objected with vigor. 
Next year, however, in 1877, he made up a national team to compete 
for the Centennial trophy. His men were of a wholly different kind 
from those whom he now commands. Many of them were barristers, 
men who could merely practice at the butts in the intervals of w-ait- 
ing for a brief. There was Humptirey who won the Queen’s prize, 
and Evans, a Cambridge M.A., and Piggoit, a University man, and 
Fraz r, a Doctor of laws, from Edinburgh. All the profession jost'e 1 
in that strange collection. There was Col. Lennox Peel, of the Scots 
Guards; Colonel Fenton, of the Seventy-seventh Foot: Grant Peter- 
kin. who had shot tigers and stuck pigs in the jungles of India; Will¬ 
iam Rigby, brother of John, the rifle maker; Ferguson, the Scot; 
Milner and Greenhill. of the Irish team; Sergeant W. H. Gilder, an 
old soldier, hardy and weatherworn. Falstaff’s regiment was not 
more curiously composed. 

Sir Henry Halford stood on the deck of the City of Richmond as 
she .steamed up the bay. The American delegation went down to 
meet him. Judge Stanton made a little speech. It was a somewhat 
rhetorical little speech. It w-as even a little speech in theview of Mr. 
Hannibal Chollop. “The representatives of two great nations,” said 
tbe Judge, “are now to meet at Creedmoor armed with deadly 
weapons.” And seeing that Sir Henry did not quail, the orator 
remarked: “Kind sir, I welcome you, and extend the hand of friend¬ 
ship.” Whereat the captain of the British team shook hands very 
warmly, then blushed, grew confused, cleared his throat several time-:, 
said he would make a speech if he could, but he couldn’t, and was 
immensely relieved when the band of Governor’s Island blared out 
and drowned his excuses. So it was after the match. Sir Henry Hal¬ 
ford had been the life of his party. He might have been seen eveiy- 
where in the field, sipping stout in the tent, looking after the watchers 
in the rifle pits, making the best score of the team—71, 63, 71 on the 
first day; 73, 69, 66 on the second—marring his total by one fatal miss 
alone; and when it was all done and he was enthusiastically called 
by the crowd to make a speech, he could only say, “Gentlemen, to 
say I am not disappointed would be to he. I congratulate you on 
your team.” 

Who that was present has forgotten the scene in Gilmore’s Garden 
when the trophy was presented to the Anierieaus? The hall was 
decorated with flags and plants. Gilmore’s brass made the roof re¬ 
sound. Mr. Carleton sang “Hearts of Oak ” Fashion was there in 
its choicest costurae.s. Spore was there in its turbulence. Tbe Ameri¬ 
can team, in their brown working suits, came down the platform arm 
in arm with the British team in their evening dress. Judge Brady 
made jests about walling and gnasbing of teetb. Sir Henry Halford 
advanced amid a tempest of applause. "No.” he said, "1 do not 
wail. 1 do not gnash my teeth. You have beaten us honestly, fairly, 
nobly. You have done it thoroughly, but in all courtesy. We maae 
a good score, but not good enough to beat you. I wisb to God we 
had.” 

Our portrait of the man who knew so much of the art and science 
of rifle shooting is a vei-y good one. It represented iiim as he ap¬ 
peared at Creedmoor on his first visit. Five years later he had still 
the figure, tall and erect, the commanding presence. His men obey 
him implicitly; he is their Mailboroiigh, their Wellington. Time hau 
dealt gently with Sir Heniy Halford. The five years had helped to 
frost big beard and hair, but look more closely: note Ihe sunny .smile 
that plays about the mouth; see how the snows of age vanish at its 
coming, bow the light of an Indian summer breaks over the features; 
bow boyish Is tbe face, how genial how honesfc—tho face of an Eng- 
'isU gepfc)B.n-ian, a qian og-iujei ’ 7 . 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

CHICOPEE FALLS, Mass..March 27.—Maynard Rifle Club weekly 
shoot, at Riverside Rifle Range, good attendance, weather conditions 
all I bat riflemen could wish for. The club used Eames’s standard 
union target. The folio wing are the scores by decimal, Massaebu- 
sttts and Creedmoor couut.s: 

Decimal Count. 
Garden. 9 8 10 8 8 8 7 8 6 8-80 
Franklin. 7788 6 9968 6-74 
Engle....,. ..777687869 8-73 
Horr.JO 9 5 6 5 7 7 R 7 7—71 
Witberell. 3 8 9 6 8 7 3 8 9 10-69 
Ellsworth. 9 8 6 5 7 5 7 5 7 T—66 
Brown . 0 3 8 5 6 6 7 8 6 8—63 
Warfield . 0 8 5 8 0 5 6 5 4 8-61 
Jenfcs.  448e87089 1-60 

Massachusetts Couiii. 
Garden. ..12 li 12 11 II 11 10 11 9 11-109 
Franklin.10 10 11 11 9 12 ]‘2 0 11 9—104 
Fnple.... .10 10 10 9 1110 11 9 12 11-108 
Horr. 12 12 8 9 8 10 10 ll 10 10—100 
Witherell . 6 11 13 9 11 10 6 9 12 12— 98 
Ellsworih.12 II 9 8 10 8 10 8 10 10— 98 
Brown.  9 6 11 8 9 9 JO 11 9 G—93 
Warfield. . 9 11 8 11 98987 II— 01 
Jenfcs ......7 7 11 8 11 10 9 11 13 12- 88 

Creedmoor Count. 
Garden ..... 5 5 5 5 6 5 4 5 4 5—48 
Franklin. 4 4 6 5 4 5 5 4 5 4 -45 
Engle. 4444 5 4545 .5-44 
Horr . ... .. ...5 5 4 4 4 4 4 6 4 4-43 
Wai field.404544444 5—43 
Witherell. 3 5 5 4 5 4 3 4 6 6-43 
Ellsworth . 6 6 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4—43 
Brown. 4 3 5 4 4 4 4 5 4 6—42 
Jenks . 4 4 6 4 5 4 4 6 5 3-43 

GARDNER, Mas?,, April 1.—There was a good attendance at the 
last regular meeting of the Gardner Rifle Club at Hackmatack Range. 
1 he new standard American target was used, distance 200vds . shoot¬ 
ing off-hand. The score was as follows; G. F. Ellsworth,'90.88—178; 
W. C Loveland, 83. 87—170; I. N. Dodge, 78. 75—163; Frank Nichols, 
78. 74 153; Charles Crabtree, 67, 69-136; C. Leland, 58, 63-131; C. N. 
Edgell, 61, 63—116. The following is a detail score of three strings 
shot during the afternoon by 

17 6 7 8 9 8 10 10 10 9-84 
G F Ellsworth.{ 8 10 10 9 10 10 8 8 8 9—90 

/ 10 7 10 7 9 9 8 8 10 10—88 

WALNUT HILL. April 3.—The riflemen turned out in numbers 
to-day at Walnut Hill. The day’s weather conditions were poor, the 
storm making rhe targets indistinct. A team match for practice was 
shot. W, Charles, with a militarv rifle, made a fin e .score of 88 on 
tbe standard American target. Past day, April 8, the riflemen will 
meet and matches C and F will close: 

Decimal off-hand Match. 
R Reed .  7 0 7 8 9 10 8 8 9 9—84 
C E Berry. 8 8 8 7 10 7 7 10 9 9—83 
B G Warren . 8 8 9 5 9 0 S 6 10 7—76 
E B Souther.10 98 10 74786 6-75 
A L Brackett.6 5 8 7 8 10 9 6 10 5—74 
N F Tufts. 986 10 78866 6-73 
H Withington. 6 6 6 6 8 6 4 8 9 10—69 
JP Bates. 787566547 8-65 

Victory Medal Matcn. 
H Joseph.10 6 8 9 10 7 8 6 8 8—80 
EB Souther. 7 8 9 8 7 9 8 8 5 10—79 
JB Fellows. 6 7 8 10 6 10 10 6 6 7—77 
A L Brackett . 6 10 8 5 7 7 8 6 7 10-74 
F Carter (mU).7 8 9 8 8 6 4 6 4 6—66 

Special Military Match. 
W Charles. 9 10 10 8 10 7 lo 8 10 e ss 

State Militia Match. 
Cadet Foster.22 28 21 31—86 

Rest Match. 
J N Frye. 9 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10-99 
D L Chase. 10 9 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 9—98 
H Poster.10 9 9 9 10 9 9 9 10 10—94 
N F Tufts.   8 9 10 10 10 10 9 10 7 8-91 

Special Team Match—Capt. Carter’s Team. 
JB Fellows. 8 7 9 7 5 10 8 10 9 8— 81 
W Charles trail.).8 9 7 6 7 6 10 6 7 5-71-f6=76 
A L Brackett.  8 7 9 6 7 7 9 9 6 6— 71 
C B Edwards.10 5 8 6 8 5 7 10 6 6- 71 
H .Joseph. 9 7 7 8 4 10 5 4 8 8— 70 
F Carter (mil.).10 46654459 7- 60+7=67 

Capt. Bates’s Team. 
N F Tufts. 6 6 9 7 9 5 10 6 5 8— 
J N Frye. 5 5 8 4 6 7 8 7 8 9— 
REeed.6 6 6 8 7 6 8 4 8 5— 
E B Souther. 5 6 6 8 7 10 5 4 4 9— 
H Withington. 7 5 7 10 8 7 8 3 4 6— 
JP Bates. 0 02756045 6 — 

439 

71 
67 
64 
63 
60 
53 

378 
KEY WEST, March 25.—The blue Jackets on the war ships of the 

North Atlantic squadron are having spirited contests with rifles at 
the targets. The rifle practice record of the marine guard of the 
Galena is the best in the service. The range was 200.yds., no rest, 
army regulation target, five shots fired, best score possible, 25. The 
result was as follows: 

Best Individual Scores. 
S Baxter (ordinary seaman, Galena). . 2i 
VV H Eckley (ordinary seaman, Tennessee). 19 
G Frei (sei^eant-at-arms, second class, Tennessee).18 
H Mathaison (seaman, Galena). ]7 
John McGrath (coxswain. Galena). 17 
N note (seaman. Galena).'. 17 
G Anderson (ordinary seaman. Galena). 17 
R P Gearing (landsman, Galena).. 17 

Average Score of Companies. 
Galena’s Third Co., Ensign Truxtun.10.0 
Galena’s Second Co., Ensign Gibson. 6.4 
Tennessee’s D Co., Lieut. Hosley...6.3 
Tennessee's B Co.. Cadet Copps . 6 6 
Yantic's Co., Ensign Eldridge.5.4 
Swatara’s A Co., Ensign Wall. 4.8 
Tennessee’s G Co.. Lieut. Seabury..4.8 
Swatara’s Third Co., Lieut. Neal. 3.8 
Tennessee’s E Co , Lieut. Doyle . 3,7 

Average of all contestants, 6.6. 

A NEW TARGET.—The Eames standard union target has been 
designed by Albert L. Eames of the Springfield, Mass , Rod and Gun 
Club. He says of it that it “was designed to cover all of the good 
points that riflemen have called for in a target for rest end off-hand 
shooting. It is a union target for the simple reason that itiueludes 
a decimal, Massachusetts and Creedmoor target. The first point in 
the target is, that it is full size. 4ftx6ft., and has all the decimal 
count on it, not part of a target, that has to be pasted on to 4ft.x6ft. 
to use it. The second point is, that it contains all of the Creedmoor 
lines. That fact makes it a standard target. The third point is, that 
it has all of the Massachusetts line.?, from the 12 count to including 
the 6 count. The fonrth paint is a 3-inch center ring for the 10 count, 
making ic next to Impossible to make a 10-shot score of 100 points at 
rest. To better illustrate, let me give a score shot on Eames’s stand¬ 
ard union target March 27, by Mr. Garden, of Chicopee. Mas?.; 
The score, decimal count.10 98888786 8— 80 
Same score by Mass, count.12 12 11 II 11 11 10 11 9 11—109 
Reckoned Creedmoor count. 5 5 5 5 6 5 4 5 4 5— 48 

“Mr. Garden hasdone up to March 27 nearly all of his rifle shooting 
on the Massachusetts target, and had made a record of 107 After 
he had made 80, standardunion count, by reckoning it by Massachu¬ 
setts count, he found he had 109, two points better than his previous 
best record. That is just the reason all but one riflemen to whom I 
have shown the target like it. It gives a decimal count that cannot 
be made oft'-nand, and it is barely possible to make it at rest. It 
covers the whole of Creedmoor target, and can be used as such. It 
has enough of the Massachusetts target to reckon all good scores at 
that count. If the target should be used by the different rifle clubs, 
new recorus would be made by decimal count. All old recoi'ds at 
Massachusetts and Creedmoor could be compared and tlie fact 
knovTi whether they were being broken by riflemen of the future.” 

5 10 10—75 
7 7 6-74 

HAVERHILL (MASS.) RIFLE CLUB.—Record match, Saturday, 
April 3; 
J F Brown. 6 10 5 7 9 7 
« Johnson.7 10 7 0 8 8 
K Griffin.... ,7 6 8 5 5 9 
WWorihen..  7 4 5 r) 8 6 
JRusfleld.  6 10 5 5 4 lO 
LJacfcson.r...   ,,,......5 6 4 7 S 5 
F Me'-r>el,],.„.   a 4 4 5 (■ 9 4 ,5 4 10-4^ 

(-69 
6-07 
il-64 
4-65 
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ZEUGNER vs. PLATSTED.—Georsre Plaisted, of the Zettler Rifle 
Club, of New York, and Ausfust Zsugner, of the Greenfield Rifle 
Club, shot a match for StOO a side at Greenfield, Monday, March 
as. The conditions were 25 shots each, German ring target, 300yds., 
off-hand, any rifle. The match resulted in favor of Zeuguer by a 
score of 517 to Plaisted's 406. 

THE TRAP. 

Correspondents who favor us with club scores are particularly re¬ 
quested to write on one side of the paper only, 

Scores for publication should be made out on the printed blanks 
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to club 
secr-etaries. 

A MAG.'IZINE TR.'VP.—The Raub trap would seem to reduce the 
question of a flying object as a target down to the minimum of 
trouble and expense. The cut will give an idea what The trap is like. 
It consists of a cylinder into which a number of cardboard disks are 
inserted and fed up to a slit by a spring. A lever arm sends the num¬ 
bered disks whirring up in the air, and when the score is shot rut 
they are picked up, and those showing shot marks are scored as hits. 
Mr, Raub claims for his invention that it can be used in shooting 

STANTON,Va., April 2.—Match between Bargamin and Summerson, 
of the Stanton Gun Club, and Cord and McClenan, of the Hagerstown 
(Md.) Gun Ciub, 50 clays, ISyds., 2 angles: 
Bargamin...lllOOllllOOlOlllllIlimnilllllllllllllHlllllOll—44 1 
Summerson lOOlllllllllOllllllOlllOllinOllOlllllllOlnillOll—42 ( ° 
McClenan,...1000001010101111101110111011110111001001011100000—25 / 
Cord,.looiioioaoiioioooiooiiuooiooiioillioooioiooonil—26i 

Second match at 25 clays; 
Bargamin.1111111111111111110011111—23 i 
Summerson.1111111111111111111111011-24 
McClenan.11 lOlllllOIliniOl 10011111—19 ( on 
Cord.OOOOlOlOlllOOOlOlOlOlOOll—11 
Whittle.0 11111111111111111111011—22 —22 

Whittle shot independently of the others. 

SPRINGFIELD GUN CLUB.—Regular shootatclubgrounds.Mas- 
peth, L. I., March 31: 
Major Aery.1110011111-7 MEnglert.0010000101-3 
A1 Davis..0:.00011010-3 M Bairich.01010<010l-4 
DrMiilins.1111110100-6 A Strohmenger.10001(10001—3 
HEnglert.1010001110-5 F Ernst.1101000000-3 

The low average was caused by a bottle of wine breaking over the 
cartridges, in consequence of which they failed to reach. 

FITCHBL'^RG. Mass.. April I.—Members of the Fitchburg Rifle .an.l 
Gun Club were out to the River street range yesterday shooting clay- 
pigeons. Out of a possible 30 the totals of each were as follows: E. 
N. Cummings 22, 6. W. Weymouth 31, A W. Baker, Jr., 19, R. H. 
Sperrin 15, W. I. Pox 14. H. I. Wallace 14, George A. Colony 14, U. L. 
Gotham 10, Walter Simonds 7. J. E. Kellogg 5.—E. 

THE FOREST Cl I'Y GUN CLUB of Savannah has elected the fol¬ 
lowing ottlcers for the ensuing year; Pre,sident, E J. Kieffer: Vice- 
President, John Riedeman; Secretary and Treasurer. J. D. Helmken; 
Directors, John Booker, P. J. Ott, P. O. Kessler, J. Rocker, F. G. 
Jaugstetter, Geo. Ebberwein. 

JAMAICA. L. I.—There- are few clubs on Long Island where as 
much intellect, wealth and sociability exist as in the Rod and Rifle 
Association of Jamaica. This fact is made only the more interesting 
when it is known that every member is a resident of the village in 
which the headquarters are situated. The name is indica'.ive of the 
intentions of the original members, but these intentions have almost 
been forgotten. The rod has given way to whist and the rifle is only 
spoken of as an ornament to the walls of the club-room. When tost 
organized this association had an elegant rifle range in the rear of 
ex Judge Busteed’s home in the eastern part of the village, and 
some very creditable shooting has been done by the members. The 
range now is a thing of the past, but the Jove for the rifle still exists 
among a few of the memoers, who take advantage of every oppor 
tunily to indulge in one of their favorite pastimes. While nearly 
every member swears by either rod or gun, they find more pleasure 
in hunting or fishing in couples, than the trying conclusions with 
teams from similar organizations throughout the State, at the tar¬ 
gets. The club rooms are situated on Fulton street. The building is 
of brick, wi h brown stone trimmings, anti is one of a row of four 
belonging to the Herriman estate. Inside it is handsomely fitted up, 
and on every side is evidence of the taste of the men who spend their 
evenings in the rooms. Deer antlers, buffalo heads, canvas-back 
ducks, storks and in fact all species of birds and game that have 
been hunted by the gentlemanly sportsmen adorn the walls, occupy 
brackets in the corners and crop out in every direction the visitor 
looks. Cards, chess, dominoes, checkers and billiards are among the 
attractions for those who prefer them to reading or discussing the 
politi'-al chances of some candidate, probably one who is a member 
of the club. 

1st Sweep. 2d Sweep. .3d Sweep. 
....111—3 101-2 Ill -3 

... 101-2 
111-3 110-2 

....101-2 011-2 

....110—3 101-2 110-2 

...111-3 111-3 101—2 
100—1 111—3 

.111-3 lJl-8 

.. .011-2 111-3 111-3 
010-1 

gallery and Held with equal success. Can be adjusted to throw 
either to right, left, or pecpendicular, and at any angle required. 
The height of flyihg target can he regulated by the simple adjust¬ 
ment of the spring. The targets are three Inches in uianieter, and 
weigh )4 ounce. Twenty-flve can be thrown from the trap in 5 sec¬ 
onds or as rapidly as required and Can be used many times, thereby 
making the snooting very inexpensive. The trap is arranged to be 
either bolted to the box In which it is packed, to a stake m the ground, 
or tc the floor when used in shooting galleries. Each trap is com¬ 
pactly packed with 500 targets in a well made wooden box. The tar¬ 
gets are made of a composition of hard clay and straw board, colored 
light on one side and dark on the other, and can be thrown with 
either side to shooter. The trap is arranged to hold 25 targets num- 
liered from 1 to 25 to correspond with score sheet accompanying each 
trap. The trap throws hut 1 target with each full pull of the cord, 
andean be operated either by the foot of shooter or by an assistant. 
The trap, packed in box with 500 targets, scores, cord, etc., complete, 
weighs but 23 pounds. Hartley & Graham have taken the wholesale 
agency of these traps, and report a satisfactory sale since their re¬ 
cent introduction upon the market. 

DUNELLEN, N J, April 3,—Middlesex Gun Club match at live 
birds, 5 ground traps, handicap. 80yds. bounds. Long Island rules: 

ist Sweep 0,1 c<...„— 
Canon, 26vds..111—3 
Quimby. 24yd8.. 
Richards 22yds.101-2 
Ayers, 24yds.101—2 
Williams.110—3 
Dickens..111—3 
Squires .010—1 
Terry. 

Campbell. 
Quimhy, Terry, Miller and Dickens divided first money in sweep 

Nm 1 and 3, Canon wins second in sweep No. 1 by kiiling all in 2d 
sweep. First money divided by Canon, Miller and Squire in 3d sweep, 
Quiniby winning second after Dickens had made him kill 5 birds out 
of 6 on the shoot off at 30yds.—Duffer. 

WELLINGTON GUN CLUB.—The contest for the vase recently 
presented to the Wellington Gun Club by the ladies of Wellington, 
opened April 3. The entries were numerous, the leading scores being 
Schaefer lO, two re entries of 9, Stanton 9, Wilson 8 and Sanborn 8. 
The other events: 1. Five olackbirds-Adams and Snow first, Reuard 
and Papanti second. Schaefer third. 2. Five pigeons—Tucker. Adams 
and Schaefer first. Moore third, Panpanti third. 3 Five blackbirds— 
Swift first, Sanborn second. Adams and Schaefer third. Tucker 
fourth 4. Five pigeons—Snow, Sw'ift and Schaefer first, Adams and 
Moore second, Palmer third, Clark and Sanboan fourth. 5. Five 
blackbirds—Moore first, Sanborn and Schaefer second. Adams third, 
Snow fourth 6. Five pigeons—Tucker first, Schaefer second, Adams 
third Snow fourth. 7. Five blackbirds—Sanborn and Schaefer first, 
Tucker second, Sw'ift third. Palmer and Bradstreet fourth. 8. Five 
pigeons-Palmer, Moore and Schaefer first. Snow second, Kenard 
ami Swift third, Sanborn and Tucker fourth. 9. Five pigeons—Renard 
and Tucker first, Stanton, Seha fer and Palmer second. Swift third, 
Papanti fourth. 10. Five blackbirds—Stanton first, Schaefer second, 
Bradstreet and Clark third. 11. Three pair pigeons—Stanton first, 
Swift and Adams second, Sanborn third, Papanti fourth. 12. Five 
blackbirds—Snow first, Stanton second, Schaefer and Short third. 
Palmer fourth. 13. Five pigeons—Swift, Palmer and Renard first, 
Blanton, Wilson and Sanborn second, Adams and Schaefer third, 
Moore fourth. 14. Five blackbirus-Swift first, Sanborn and Schaefer 
second Moore third. Short fourth. 15. Five pigeons—Snow first. 
Gage and Adams second. Woodruff and Wilson third, 16. Five 
nigeons—Adams first, Snow second. 17. Miss and out—Taken by 
Adams. A contest for a diamond badge vvUl soon be held on the 
grounds of the gun club. 

MASSAf’HUSETTS RIFLE ASSOCIATION.—The Massachusetts 
Rifle Association wi'l, in addition to the regular practice and sweep 
smke matches, offer for competition of members, on the following 
conditions: Entrance fee, 25 cents each day; score to consist of 7 
clav-nigeons from three traps, 18yds,. and 3 pair blackbirds. l8yds.; 
fniir elegant diamond collar buttons, valued, viz ; One at S35, one at 
*■>0 and tw'G at $15 each, inscribed M. R. A , 1886, A, B. C. D, respec¬ 
tive! V The Association also offer for competition to all non members, 
on the same days and conditions above-named, one elegant diamond 
collar button, valued at $20, inscribed M. R. A , 1886, F. Competitors 
for the members’ trophies, making equal scores on the dav of com- 
netillon will each be credited one point in the class in which their 
score is made. Competiuors for the non-members’ trophy making 
the highest score or scores on the cay of the competition will each be 
scored one noint. At the close of each day’s competition, competitors 
who have scored in the different classes will shoot off to determine 
who shall be the holder of the trophy in their class until the follow¬ 
ing shoot The winners shall hold and vouch for the trophies until 
the next competition, when they shall deliver them to the secretary 
of the Association. At the final competition, competitors who have, 
during the several competitions, scored an equal number of points in 
the different classes will shoot off for the ownership of the trophies. 
In the event of any compelItor having tied for more than one trophy 
such competitor must elect, before shooting off. which trophy he will 
shoot for. Ties in single bird matches to be shot off a t thr^ angles; 
double bird matches at one pair. All the above competitions will 
take place at Walnut Hill Rang^, to open on Wednesday, April 7, and 
succeeding alternate Wednesdays, viz.: April 21, May 5 and 19, June 
3.16 and 30. July 14 and 28. Aug. 11 and 25. Sept. 8 and 32, Oct. 6 and 
20 and will come off at the debignated times, regardless of weather. 
Class shooting in all matchi s. Shooting to begin at 11 A. M. .Buds, 
2U cents each lo non-members. Dinners sei ved and ammunition tor 
sale at the i ange. The range open for practice to ail every weekday, 
excepting on days devoted lo rifle shooting. 

Join the National Gun Association.—Send 10 cents, for handbook 
giviug all iniormation, to the Secretary. Matt R. Freeman, General 

Manager. F. C. Etheridge, Secretary and Treasurer. Macon, Ga. 

Board of Directors: Dr. L. E. Russell, Springfield, O.: C. M. Stark, 

Winchester, Mass.; J. VonLengerke, New York city; Washington A. 
Coster, Flatbush, L. I.; Wm. G. Cooper, Savannah, Ga.; E. A. Craw¬ 

ford, Tallahassee, Fla.; M. R Freeman, W. W. Parker and F. C. 

Etheridge, Macon, Oa.—Adv. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Fublish- 
ing Co. 

FIXTURES. 

Mav. 
Yorkville. Open, East River. 
Sandy Bay, Cup. Rockport. 
Knickerbocker, Spring Keg., 

Port Morris. 
Onondaga, Opening,On. Lake. 
S.C.Y.C., Opening, N. Y. Bay. 
New Haven. Opening Sail, 

New Haven. 
Toledo, Pennant, Toledo. 
Brooklyn, Opening. N. Y. Bay. 

June 
Great Head. Open, Sweep- 

stake, Winthrop. 
Hudson River, Union, Open, 

Hudson River. 
Portland, Annual. Portland. 
Frisbie—Em Ell Eye. Private 

Match, City Point. 
Sandy Bay. Cup, Rockport. 
Brooklyn, Annual, N. Y. Bay. 
Great Head. Pen., Winthrop. 
Buffalo, Annual. Lake Erie. 
Portland,Challenge, Portland. 
Atlantic. Annual, N. Y. Bay. 
New York, Annual, N. Y. Bay. 
Dorchester, Open, Nabant. 
Sandy Bay. Cup, Squam. 
Hull. Cor. Pennant, Hull. 
Hull. Pennant. Hull. 
Boston. Cup, City Point. 
Sandy Bay, Cup.Fiiial.Sqiiam. 
Corinthian. Cup. Marblenead. 
Great Head, idiam.,Winthrop, 

July. 
Knickerbocker Cruise, L. I. 

Sound. _ , ^ 
Oswego Cruise, Charlotte 
Hull, Club, Hull. 
Buffalo, Annual, Lake Erie. 
Boston, Opel, City Point. 
Sandy Bay. Open. Squam. 
Beverly, Open, Sweepstake, 

Mon. Beach. 
. Toledo. Pen., Toledo, 
to 0 Interlake Y. R. A. Rendez¬ 

vous and Race, Detroit, 
to 11, Interlake Y. 14. A. Cruise 

to Put In Bay. 
. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 

Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 
. Hull, Novelty, Hull. 

Corinthian, Club, Marblehead 
Sandy Bay, Pen., Rockport. 
Beverly, Cham., Marblehead. 
Great Head, Ladies’,Winthrop 
Hull. Cham., Hull. 
Sandy Bay, Cor., Rockport. 
to 26. Knickerbocker, Cruise. 
Hull, Ladies’, Hull. 
Boston. Cup, City Point. 
Dorchester, Club, Harris in. 
Beverly, ('lub, Mon. Beach. 
Corinthian, Ladies’, Marble¬ 

head. 
Sandy Bay, Pen. Gloucester. 
Great Head, Cham..Winthrop. 
Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 
Beverly. Cham., Swampscoit. 
Hull. Cruise, Eastward. 
Sandy Bay, Ladies', Rockport. 

August. 
Sandy Bay. Open, Rockport. 
C orinthian, Open, Marblehead 
Beverly, Club, Mon. Beach. 
Great Head, Club. Winthrop. 
Great Head, Ladies.Winthrop. 
Sandy Bay, Cl ib. Squam. 
Hull, Open, Hull. 
Beverly, Cham , Nahant. 
Beverly, Open, Marblehead. 
Great Head, Cham .Winthrop. 
Hull, Ladies’. Hull. 
Corinthian, Club. Marblehead. 
Hull, Cham.. Hull. 
Sandy Bay, Open, Squam. 

September, 
Boston, Cup, City Point. 
Dorchester, Club, Harrison. 
Beverly, Open, Mon. Beach. 
Coriuthian.Cham., Marblehead 
Sandy Bay, Pen., Rockport. 
Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 
Hull, Cham., Huh. 
Corinthian, Sweepstake, Mar¬ 

blehead. 
Sandy Bay, Sweepstake, Glou¬ 

cester. 
Toledo, Pen., Toledo. 
Sandy Bay, Club, Rockport. 
Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 
Buffalo, Club, Lake Erie. 
Beverly, Club, Nahant. 

CRUISE OF THE COOT. 

The Cruise of the Coot will be continued in our next issue. 

A CLASS FOR THE LARGE SINGLE-STICKERS —If there was 
any doubt as to whether the older boats would save their time over 
the new and larger class, it was dispelled very early in the first trial 
race when Puritan and Priscilla paired oft', leaving Bedouin and 
Grade together astern. Since then it has been perfectly evident that 
the present time scale left the lOft. boats out of the race, and to 
rem^y this matter the Eastern Y. C. have this winter created a 
separate class for the large yachts over 70ft. The New York Y C. 

propose to follow their example at the meeting this week and to 
e'^tablish a simUar class of over 70ft.. making the second class to 
include Grade, Bedouin and Mischief with others of their size. The 
question was mooted last year as to the probable fate of the large 
yachts then buiiding. and it was generally considered that they were 
too expensive to be kept up, and would be converted into schooners. 
Now two more are building and the fatherless Priscilla has at last 
found a real owner, and it looks as if the class had come to stay, even 
after the cup race of ihis year is concluded. The outlook for the 70tt, 
class is much leas promising, and it will muster only two boats in 
New York and;probably three in Boston. Tne smalhr class, under 55ft.. 
is filling up in away that is suggestive, and it promises to teke the 
place m popular interest so long filled by Gracie and h‘*r sisters. 

OSWEGO Y, C .—This club will cruise to Charlotte on July 3. 

LAKE ONTARIO YACHTING. 

Editor Forest and Stream.- 
While there will be no boom in yachting on Lake Ontario and its 

great inlet, the Bay of Quinte, in 1886, there is yet every indication of 
the sharpest contest that has yet taken place for the championship 
of the Lake Yacht Racing Association—in the first and second classes 
at least. Belleville has kept ahead heretofore, in the first class with 
the Norah in 1884 and the Atalanta in 18SS. and in the second class 
with the lolanihe in both years. This year, in the usual order, we 
will have the Commodore, bur the other honors are to be disputed, 
and by no mean antagonist. Mr. Gooderham’s large schooner, of 
which you have bad particulars, will no doubt dispute the highest 
honors m the first class with our champion sloop Atalanta, and in 
the second class a new and formidable competitor to our peerless 
lolanthe will make her debut. This craft, which has been named 
the Vision was built at Cobourg, by Cuthbert, to the order of a gentle¬ 
man whose name has not been made public. She is described by 
those who have seen her as of beautiful model and well and strongly 
built of flrstrclass material. Her keel and centerooard box aremadein 
the same manner as these of the Atlantic, now building at Bay Ridge 
and the dimensions of null and spar.s are given as follows: Keel, 
29ft.; length over all, 34ft.; beam 12ft.; mast, 36ft., topmast, 17ft.; gaff, 
17fi.; boom, 32ft.; bowsprit, outboard, 18ft. Her keel, timbers, gar- 
board streak, bottom as far as waterline, wales and all deadwoc^ are 
of white oak; the planking above waterhue and deck of the best yel¬ 
low pine. The Laura, of Kingston, has been cut in two and lengthened 
two or three feet. Laura was a good boat last season and won sev¬ 
eral honors in her class. She fluked into first placeat Oswego, hunted 
the champion closely at Kingston and was badly beaten here, getting 
second honor by a lucky streak. She will be a formidable opponent 
if any improvement is made in her. 

The lolanthe ha.s not been altered, but she has been smoothed 
down finely and will be in perfect trim. If handled as ably as usual 
she will take a lot of beating. 

The big sloop Atalanta has been, I have been informed, chartered 
by the members of the B. Q Y'. C., and will make the circuit which 
will probably be commenced here. Fort Tack. 

Belleville, OnF_ 

ONONDAGA Y. C.—This club, organized last November, now has a 
membership of *>3; it was incorporated Feb. 6, the incorporators be¬ 
ing Philip A. Barker, Dr. Victor. M. Smith, Wra. Wescott, Charles D. 
Dibble, Charles N. Brown and Frank L. Stevens. The fleet now num¬ 
bers seven sailing and four steam yachts, and there are about thirty 
sailing skiffs, canoes an J rowboats owned by members of the club. 
It is expected that the number of yachts will be increased dm ing the 
coming reason, several members having expressed the intention 
of buying yachts. The club is building for the use of its members a 
sectional boat house. 60 x20fc. It is being built in sections to it can 
be removed in the fall to the club’s winter quarters, the low, marshy 
shores of Onondaga Lake being submerged in the fall and spring two 
feet at least, and a permanent structure would be crushed in the ice 
in the spring. The club had au offer of a tract of land by the present 
owner of the Geddes Pier, on the westerly side of the lake, free of 
charge, on which lo erect its club and boat house, but as at least two- 
thirds of the members of the club live on the easrerly .side, it w'as de¬ 
cided that on account of the inconvenience the kind offer could not 
be accepted. The management of the 8alina Pier offered the club a 
tract of land also, but demanded a yearly rent of $100, which the 
members unanimously refused to pay as they deem the price too ex- 
orbiiant. The matter has been settled by the club securing a tract of 
land southwe.sterl.y of the Salina Pier on both banks of the old chan¬ 
nel of Onondaga Creek, which forms a natural harbor and has ample 
depth of water at all times to accommodate the fleet. The unlooked 
for opposition of the mat ager of Salina Pier is a subject of general 
comment both by members and outside parties, and their unfavor¬ 
able action toward the club is condemned on all sides. Every obstacle 
has so far been overcome, and every member is working for the suc¬ 
cess of the club. The opening day and flr.st regatta will take place 
May 31. Our fixtures will be forwarded to you soon. 

HAMILTON, Ontario.—The yachts are all getting ready for the 
coming season, which, no doubt, will be an early one. The Cruiser, 
Molly, and Whistlewing are all having more ballast put on outside. 
The Coquette has been replanked and newly decked, and will have a 
new'suit of sails throughout. The Cruiser has been lengthened 4ft. 
in the bows, and has had her counter pulled out about 2ft. She will 
also appear in a new suit of sails and rig. She has had a ton of iron 
put on her keel outside, and will be the first sloop which has taken 
step in this direction in these waters. The cutter W tiistlewing has 
been tiken to Port Dalhousie, where Messrs. A. Muir & Bro. have 
her on the dry dock placing two tons more ballast on her keel, and 
lowering her old ballast 4m,, so that this season she will sail w'itb 
little or no inside ballast. Her owner expects by loivering her 
weight in this way to be able to discard one ton of lead and still re¬ 
tain her stiffness. She is also having her counter lengthened and 
some other work done on her. Tne yawl Molly is having her ballast 
arrang^ in a like manner to the Whistlewing, and will now carry 
five tons outside. She is to have a new sail plan on a larger scale. 
The Brunette, Cacique, Thetis. Flirt, and Neptune have had nothing 
done to them yet. Mr. J. Weir has built a 6-tonner for a Toionto 
gentlemen. She is a little deeper than his other productions, tne 
Flirt and Neptune, and w'ill no doubt be an able little craft. 

A MODERN ENGLISH CRUISER.—The Mary, the new cruising 
cutter for Mr. Cosmo Romilly, was lowered down into the water on 
Wednesday. Her leading dimensions are: Length on the load water¬ 
line, 50£t. 8ui.; length over all, 65ft. 6in.; beam, 1 Ift. Sin.; draft of 
water, 8Et.; tons, 28 (yacht measurement). She has 10 tons of lead on 
her keel, and iron ba'last inside. Toe yacht possesses good accom¬ 
modation for a vessel of her size, having a main cabin, with owner's 
cabin on one side and a w. c. and W'ardrobe on the other, while in the 
steerage is the ladies’ cabin. She has a roomy forecastle, with w. c., 
and there is 6ft. 2in. of head room under the beams, The fittings in 
the main cabin are of teak and birch polished, and in the ladies’ cabin 
pine and teak, with teak moulding. Tne deck work is of teas. The 
Mary is only partially coppered, and it is probable she will be hauled 
up again shortly to have this completed.—T/ie Field. 

FAST TORPEDO LAUNCHES.—The search for high speed is still 
going on in England with satisfactory results, judging by some re¬ 
cent craft. A torpedo boat, lately built by Messrs. White, of Cowes, 
and purchased by the British Ad niralty, has made 21 knots on trial, 
and IS said to turn within her own length at full speed. She is 125ft. 
long Another "lorpedo catcher,’’ the Grasshopper, has lately been 
commenced at Sheerness, to be 200ft. long, 23ft. beam, 8ft. draft, and 
2,700 indicated H. P.. her estimated speed being 19 knots. Her arma¬ 
ment includes 5 guns, 4 Nordenfeldt machine guns, and 4 torpedo 
tubes Still another has been completed by Messrs. Yarrow, for 
Austria, 135ft. long, 13ft. 9iu. beam, 88 tons displacement, with three 
cylinder compound condensing engines, and a two-bladed wheel of 
solid steel. On her trial trip she made an average of 22.3 knots, and 
a maximum of 25.5 knots when light. 

empire Y. C —The officers lately elected are: .lohn 8. Macduff. 
Commodore: Daniel O’Brien, Vice-Commodore; Lewis McGowen, 
Rear Commodore: Richard Cullen, President; James Mulligan.Treas- 
urer- Charles Poiiib, Secretary; Chas. F. Friend, Assistant Secretary: 
A J Brush, Measurer; Hiram Ketchuoi, Judge-Advocate; Robert J. 
Lang. Chaplain; W. 5Y Yungee, Fleet Surgeon: John O’Brieu, Ser 
eeant-at-Arms; John Blue. Steward. Trustees—John S. Macduff, 
Bichard Cullen, A. J. Brush, Daniel O’Brien, Patrick Myhan, Patrick 
J O’Brien. John A- McManus. William Kinsey. George Brush,Robert 
Lang John Fennell; Regatta Committee—Patrick Myhan, John 
O’Brien, John Fennell, John A. McManus, John J. Clifford. 

OIL STOVES FOR YACHYB.—Editor Forest and Stream.- The 
cuts representing two oil stoves in a box. published,in your is.sue of 
the 23d ult, are not exactly correct, and a word of explanation may 
save trouble. The stoves should be placed together and fitted snugly 
in the box to avoid shifting, and the tops of the stoves should be 
about 2in below the lop of the box in order to get a good effect from 
the radiated heat. The cut showing the end of the box gives the im- 
oression of hinges and a lid. A cover to lift entirely off will be found 
more convenient and less in the way.—Wm. H. Dilwobth. 

THE SALE OF THE PKISCILLA.-Coni. Canfield, S. C. Y. C-.bas 
Durchased the Priscilla from Messrs. Bennett and Douglas, and will 
sail her in the coming races, Important alterations will be made at 
once under the direction of Mr. A. Cai-y Smith Her forefoot wdl be 
rounded off, beginning at a point about 2i)ft. abaft tb® tbe 
greatest reduction being loin. The sternpost will be raked .3ft. and 
the mast will be shifted 2ft. aft, the channels beiug i-emoved en¬ 
tirely The boom will be lengthened, and also the gaff and bowsprit, 
while the mast will be cut down, preserving about the same sail area. 

BROOKLYN Y. C.—A meeting of this club was held last week, at 
which the date of the annual regatta was fixed for June 12. The 
committee on the location of a club house recominended a .site on 
what is known as the Widow’s Hole. Though the anchorage is in 
deep water, it can only be reached by passing over a bar that would 
exclude the larger boats of the club and admit only the shoal ones. 
The selection of s-ich a site as this is not likely to help the club to 
regain its old position. 

SOUTHERN Y. C.- At the annual meeting on April 1, the following 
officers were eketed: Emile J. O’Brien, Commodore; Al^nder 
Brewster, Vice-Commodore; Joe MarencOTich. gsq.. Rear Com^- 
dore- J. B. McConnell. Esq,, Treasurer; H. B. Hof^ihs. Secremiy. 
House Committee: Frank M. Hall. Chairman; M S. Brmgier, Wm. 
Walsh, Blaine Jamison, P. 13. Canfield. 
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AMERICAN CENTERBOARD SLOOP ATLANTIC. 

[From a Photograph hy MUler.J 

THE COLLAPSE OF THE CUTTER BOOM. 

SOME wicked person has evidently imposed successfully on the 
credulity of the London Meld and has magnifled a petty differ¬ 

ence in a ^acht club into a general uprising of the leading American 
clubs against the cutter men and a complete extinction of the tv^je 
in America. Under the title of “Topics of Interest.” the Meld of 
March 20 speaks as follows anent the present status of sloops and cut¬ 
ters in America. " • The centerboard type’ of yacht is just now exciting 
a gi eatdeal of justifiable admiration in America. A year or two ago 
was some chance that the type would succumb under the advocacy 
there and introduction of the British type of yacht in America. But 
we saw all along that this was not likely to be the case, and predicted 
exactly what would happen in the way of a compromise. Well, the 
undoubted success of the Puritan has stifled the ^‘cutter boom.' 
and the British type of yacht will have a struggling existence for 
some years to come in America. The members of the New York Y. 
C., Seawanhaka Y. C., and Atlantic Y. C. have turned out of office all 
officers with cutter proclivities, and everything, it appears, will be 
done to give the American type at least a fair chance. We, on this 
aide of the Atlantic, woull have thought such nursing of the national 
type entirely unnecessary; but there is more in the maneuvre than 
appears on the surface. That yachts like Puritan, Priscilla, and the 
new vessels building will be a most formidable type for deep keelers 
to taekle there is no doubt, and. supposing that they are actually no 
better for match sailing purposes than the narrow, deep yachts, there 
is stUl every inducement for most Americans to prefer them, because 
they are better suited to the coast.” 

This statement was denied in the Field of Mar. 27 by Mr. E. M. Padel- 
ford, now in England, and New York yachtsmen also will know how far 
from the truth it is concerning the three clubs mentioned above, but 
lest it should carry some weight with those at a distance, we hasten 
to deny it in toto. It has originated in the disputes that have vexed 
both the New Yerk and 8eawanhaka clubs this winter, disputes which 
have no connection in any way with the cutter question. 

In the New York Y. C. a difference arose between two parties in the 
club, the principal issue being over the question of the representation 
of non-owners in the meetings. The result was the election of a new 
board of officers, and the removal of the old, every one of the latter 
being strong centerboard men. Not a member of the old or new 
board is a cutter man. so the oecurrence has no importance whatever 
except within the club. 

In the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C., trouble has also arisen this 
winter over a purely business matter, between the trustees of the 
club on the oue hand, and several members who have heretofor been 
most active in forwarding the interests of the club, and who have 
been chiefly instru mental in providing a clubhouse and anchorage. 

■It happens that these gentlemen are nearly all cutter advocates, and as 
they have resigned from the club it has given some color to various 
rumors, but the new ly elected commodore is a cutter man, other cutter 
men are still in the club, and the difficulty is entirely a personal one, 
the question of sloop versus cutter bein^ in no way involved. 

The third club mentioned, the Atlantic, has been almost to a man, 
resolutely opposed to the cujtter. or even to keel boats during the 
whole of the long controversy. Until a very recent period there has 
not been a cutter in the fleet, and every officer of the club for many 
years has been a staunch upholder of the shoal centerboard type, 
the same being true of the officers lately elected. The only action 
which the club has taken that bears at all on the question of cutter 
and sloop, is the adoption of a rule which makes it possible for cut¬ 
ters to enter the club races with some chance of success, from which 
heretofore they have been as completely excluded by an ancient and 
illogical measurement rule as centerboards are by the Y. R. A. 

These facts reduce the reported expulsion of “all officers with cut¬ 
ter proclivities,” and the “nursing of the national type” to their 
proper place as silly canards, which should not have imposed on 
such an authority as the Field. 

Looking at the prospects of the cutters for the coming year it is not 
encouraging to know that Wenonah and Been will probably lay up 
all the season, and only Bedouin in the large class will be afloat; but 
on the other hand all this is more than offset by the almost com¬ 
plete disappearance of their antagonists, the first class sloops; a 
class that was once the pride of American yachting, and that this 
season will have but one representative afloat. Mischief will not 
fit out, Hildegarde and Fanny have dropped all racing. Vision will be 
in commission but will not race. Arrow will not show up at the line, 
Pocahontas is rotting in Manning’s Basin, and Gracie, the sole sm- 
vivor, is even now undergoing an extensive modernizing. The cutters 
of the large class are few in number and built here ns experiments, 
and one at least has won a reputation that will last for some seasons, 
though she does not win another race. The sloops are the outgrowth 
of over three decades of American yachting, supposed but five years 

since to be the best that we could produce, and consequently far 
superior to the yachts of any other nation. To-day they have prac¬ 
tically retired from racing, leaving the field either to the genuine Eng¬ 
lish cutter or to a mongrel production whose salient features are as 
much English as American. 

Last year it seemed probable that a win for Qenesta would turn the 
tide entirely in favor of the modern cutter. We have previously 
discussed the issue between the two large boats and shown that the 
main point in dispute was beam, moderate or extremely narrow; 
and that with that decided the question of board was only one of 
adaptability to special purposes. All the other points of rig and 
ballast have been conceded in the general adoption of the detmls of 
the English cutters. Everyone knows how the question, trembling in 
the balance, was turned by Puritan’s victory in favor of the wider 
boats, and also of the centerboard. How little it took to effect this 
change is shown by the fact that the great race was won by a min¬ 
ute and a half. A little difference the other way and almost every 
boat built this seaon would have had a keel, and we should soon have 
outstripped the English in the matter of narrow beam, draft and 
lead. 

This year it is extremely probable that with four boats to choose 
from on this side, and such weather ns we are apt to have, the new 
type will be again successful against a still narrower adversary than 
Genesta, though it is not such a dead certanity as most Americans 
consider it. The result wiU be to foster the developement of the 
new type and a very good type it is for certam purposes. Fast, able, 
comparatively safe, well sparred, and with a draft that is certainly 
of great advantage in many places, jt is incomparably superior to 
the yachts It has displaced so effectually. Along our coast and 
for our uses it may prove superior to the modern cutter, especially in 
the sizes under 50 or 60 feet. When it comes to bolder and more 
dangerous offshore work, which, judging by the increasing interest 
in yachting and the fleet ■jvhich found its way south this winter must 
soon become general; the new type has not been tried. 

How the combination of beam and lead will affect not the comfort 
but the strength of a centerboard in a continued hammering in a 
seaway is a question not yet settled, and some of the new weight 
carriers if caught in a long blow may solve it in a far from satisfac¬ 
tory manner. The form of the keel cutter of narrow^ or moderate 
beam is one allowing of great structural strength, while the wider 
flatter hull of the centerboard boat, with its strength reduced where 
most needed, and the weak place attacked by the strain of the board, 
offers a serious problem to the builder. We know that centerboard 
yachts can be and have been proved seaworthy: but the new type, 
with heavy and low ballast and high bilge, has yet to be tried. Of 

■course such boats can be built strongly enough for coasting, cruising 
and summer racing; but we must look forward to a time not far dis¬ 
tant when our yachtsmen will not be contented with this, but will 
eagerly push further afield to the West Indies and Mediterranean, and 
for this purpose will come to the keel boat of medium or narrow pro¬ 
portions. 

The “stifling of the cutter boom” to which the Field alludes, 
implies a total failure of efforts made by a comparative few 
to introduce this type in America, but has such been the case? The 
races of 1886 have not yet beeudecided, and it is not yet fully settled 
that Galatea will prove the failure that many so confidently expect. 
Supposing that she is beaten by Puritan or her fellows, does it prove 
conclusively that the keel is inferior to the centerboard, or is it not 
rather probable that the vise-like compression of an unreasonable and 
arbitrary rule has compelled the British yachtsman to handicap him¬ 
self with less beam than is absolutely essential? It rests with the Brit¬ 
ish yachting world to win the Cup soon if they would re¬ 
gain their prestige, and should Lieut.Henn’s plucky attempt fall 
it will be time for them to drop the present cramping rule 
and build a cutter especially for the contest. In the 70ft. class 
Bedouin is likely to be able to take care of all comers if she is 
up to her old form, and to give a good account of herself. The interest 
this year, outside the Cup races, will depend entirely on the 50ft. 
class, and though there will be at least one new boat of the “national 
type,” besides Athlon, Qaviota, Daphne, Isis, and several others, 
Oriva if in commission has a good show for a high place, while little 
Clara promises to be ahead of the leaders. What the result may be 
no one can teU, but supposing that every cutter from Galatea to 
Delvin is beaten, and that Bedouin, Been, Wenonah, Oriva and Clara 
are left next year to rot on the shore while people build “comprom¬ 
ises,’’ is any one prepared to say that the “cutter boom” has been a 
failure? To it alone is due the extinction of a false standard of 
yachting, a dangerous and undesirable type of yacht that unfortun¬ 
ately was really “national.” and from it have been drawn the com¬ 
ponents of the new type. Rig, ballast, methods of construction, and 
numberless details of the new boats are thoroughly English, adopted, 
not adapted, from the cutter. Beam we have retained, though even 

that has been lessened; while our boats are far deeper than of old ex¬ 
treme depth we have rejected from local considerations; while for 
the same reasons the centerboard is retained. With these innova¬ 
tions we have thrown aside old rules that compelled the construction 
of certain types, and with a foresight and a comprehension of the 
entire question of the developement of yachting which the British 
yachtsman has not seen fit as yet to follow, we have enacted fair and 
just regulations that bear as equally as any rules can on all types. 
This has been done here since the inauguration of the “cutter boom” 
and largely by the “cutter fiends” and “cutter cranks,” -who have 
been so heartily abused. The results are plain and palpable in the 
present state of American yachting, and no better evidence can be 
had than the common verdict which hails as an American sloop, a 
vessel that only a couple of years since would have been ridiculed by 
all as an English cutter. Now let our Biiti.sh confreres profit 
by our example with benefit to themselves, while they can still 
do it gracefully; for another victory for the American yacht -will 
probably put a quietus to the present measurement rule of the Y. R. 
A., and the advent of a thoroughly well built yacht of the Iffiritan 
type In English waters, after a successful passage across the Atlan¬ 
tic, will compel a recognition of centerboard yachts in spite of the 
scolding of that irascible old lady, the Saturday Revieio. 

YACHTING NOTES.—Mr. Mumm launched last week a new open 
catboat, the Phryne, for ex Com. J. R. Maxwell....Norseman, 
schooner, Mr. Ogden Goelet, is now at Tebo’s Pier, all ready for her 
voyage to Europe. Her owner will cross at once by steamer. The 
Norseman has received a suit of heavy canvas.. ..The South Boston 
Y. C. have finished the rebuilding of their house and are now in very 
convenient quarters....Lagonda, steam yacht, will undergo general 
repairs at Wilmington, Del .. Radha, steam yacht, has returned 
from Norfolk and is at Twenty-fourth street. East River, repairing 
the damage received by collision... Indolent, sloop, has been uur- 
chased by Mr. Frederick Grinned, of Providence, from Com. Rhodes, 
of New Bedford, and has changed her name to Lydia_Gaviota, Mr. 
Edwards’s iron sloop, will this year have a larger rig. Her center¬ 
board trunk will be removed and board dispensed wilh Wm. McKie, 
of East Boston, has nearly completed the steam yacht he is building 
from Mr. Burgess’ designs for Mr. Ford. She will be reaoy for the 
water by May 1—Wood Bros, have tne engines iu Mr Pickman’s 
new steam launch and will soon put her afloat. The Adelaide will be 
rigged on the stocks and launched all complete... Elfin, schooner, 
formerly Latona. has been sold to Mi’. C. P. Huntington, who will use 
her about the west end of Long Island Sound.... Montauk, schooner, 
will have a new set of racing sails by Sawyer, all made from hard 
cotton duck, specially woven in narrow breadths. The rig will in¬ 
clude an extra boom foresail and double heal sails....Atalanta, 
schooner, will be overhauled for the season at City Island. 
...Grayling, schoener, has gone from Gowanus Creek to 

M imra’s yard to fit out_Decoy, sharpie, has been launched 
au Mumm’s and is cruising after ducks in Great South Bay....Ele¬ 
phant, sloop, has been taken to Twenty-fourth street, Brooklyn, to 
fit out. She has wintered at New London....Wallin & Gorman 
launched last week a racing sloop for Mr. Theodore Roosevelt, which 
will be sailed in Oyster Bay this season_Varana, schooner, has ar¬ 
rived at Mumm’s Basin, from Newark, where she has wintered_ 
Mr. W W. Scott, the mechanical engineer, has been busy with yacht 
engines tbis winter. Be.sides the pair of compounds which he de¬ 
signed for the Reva. he has designed one for the Sappho, Dr. Webb. 
This engine is 10 and 18 by 12'n., inverted compound. MLr. Scolt has 
charge also of the alterations in the machinery of the Edith, and J. 
W. Sullfvan is doing the work_Bedouin, cutter, will soon be afloat, 
as Capt. Pettuck and his crew of ten have lately arrived from Eng¬ 
land. A new and stiffer stick will be shipped at once, as the new 
mast, put in last year, was a failure.... Coronet, schooner, has been 
on the screw dock for a suit of metal, and is now nearly ready for 
sea... .Venture, sloop, lately put overboard at Mumm’s^ settled on 
her anchor and stove a hole in her planking. No serious damage re¬ 
sulted_Puritan will be out early in May, with Com. Forbes in com¬ 
mand .... Lawley & Son will run out their dock at the new yard this 
summer, and will dredge out the basin, offering every facility to large 
yachts, either to haul out or to take aboard or unload stores and.gear 
at the dock. They have planked the Harvard launch, and will s^obn 
put in the engine. Mr. Fay’s sloop is all ready to be framed 
together. The little Baltimore sloop is nearly finished. A 
lead keel has been added to the sloop Echo_A new cruiser, build¬ 
ing at Milbay, Eng., is 32ft. waterline, 8ft. beam, 6ft. 6in draft, and 
6ft. clear headroom, with a 6-ton iron keel_Galatea is having new 
spars made by Payne, of Southampton .. .May, 40 ton cutter, wiU go 
in the C Class this year, of course with reduced rig... .Vanessa, the 
ever famous, is being modernized to the extent of a reduction of her 
prominent forefoot, and will also sail in the C Class... .Messrs. Simp¬ 
son & Dennison have lately built a little launch, for use in warm 
Eastern countries, entirely of Delta metal. The hull is 24x5ft., and 
“planked” with longitudinal strips of the metal, and very handsomely 
fitted up with teak and nickle-plate. Her machinery includes a small 
set of Kingdon engines_Cythera, yawl, Mi-. W. A. W. Stewart, was 
at Southampton on March 10, going on the patent slip at Day & Sum¬ 
mers’s. After a clearing and examination she sailed for Gibraltar, 
leaving Yarmouth on March 23_Sylvia, keel cutter, 10 tons, has 
been sold by Vice Commodore Pike, Bay of Quinte Y. C. to Mr. H. E. 
Parrish, Buffalo Y. C_Shona, 5 ton cutter and rival of Delvin in 
British waters, has been sold to a Boston yachtsman, and will be 
shipped on the deck of a Boston steamer....Magnolia, steam yacht. 
sailed on April 4 from St. Augustine for the North_Ambassadress, 
schooner, arrived at St, Thomas from Martinique on March 9, and 
sailed on March 13 for Jamaica_Vega, schooner, arrived at St, 
Thomas from Fernandina on March 22. 

SOUTH BOSTON MOSQUITO FLEET.-The regatta of the mos¬ 
quito fleet will be sailed on Fast Day, starting at 11 A. M. from the 
house of the South Boston Y. C. The boats will be in two classes— 
open boats, 13 to 15ft., in the first, and under 13ft. in the second. Two 
prizes, $10 and $5. will be given in each class. Entries can be made 
to James Bertram, 803 Fourth street. South Boston. 

PHOTOS OF THE ATLANTIC.—Yachtsmen at a distance who are- 
interested in the new Atlantic, can form an excellent idea of the 
boat’s shape from the photos made by Chas. Miller, 62 Nassau street, 
N. Y. Five views have been taken, one of the bow, one from astern, 
one from the high ground above, showing the deck frame, and two 
broadside views. 

OUR LIST OF FIXTURES has run to such a length already that a 
more compact arrangement has become necessary to obtain space. 
There are still many clubs not represented, and some of the dates in 
the table are not official. We ask the aid of club secretaries and 
others in completing and correcting the above list. 

SAN FRANCISCO.—Lurline, Chispa, Aggie, Nellie, sloop, are all in 
commission, and the season has begun. A movement is on foot in 
San Francisco to oi^anize a club for small yachts under 40ft, A 
meeting has been held and a preliminary organization effected. 

GENESTA.—W’e learn from private advices that Sir Richard Sutton 
will not race Genesta this season owing to family matters, and she 
will be offered for sale. 

HUDSON RIVER Y. C.—This club wiB hold a union regatta, open 
to yachts of all clubs, on June 7. The steamer Columbia will accom¬ 
pany the fleet. __ 

^anaeing. 
Address all communicatio7is to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 

ing Co. 

FIXTURES. 
May 1—Brooklyn C. C-, Challenge Cup and Paddling Race. 
May 15—Brooklyn C. C., Sailing Race. 
May 22—Knickerbocker C. 0.. Spring Regatta. 
May 29—Connecticut Meet, Calla Shasta Grove. 
May 29, 30, 31.—Hudson River Meet, Esopus Island, 
June 12—Brooklyn C. C. Paddling Race. 
July 10—Brooklyn C.C., Paddling Race. 
Aug. 7—Brooklyn C. C., Paddling Race. 
Aug, 15-29—A. C. A. Meet, Grindstone Island. 
Sept. 4—Rrooklyn C. C., Paddling Race. 
Sept. 18—Brooklyn C. C., Sailing Races. 
Sept. 25—Brooklyn C. C., Challenge Cup. 

CANOE CLUB IN PATERSON.—Editor Forest and Stream: A 
canoe club was organized on Saturday, March 27, under the name of 
Paterson C. C. The following officers were elected; Commodore, 
A. S. Pennington; Secretary-Treasurer,Charles K. Berdan.—Chas. K. 
Berdan, Secretary. 

WISCONSIN RIVERS.—Editor Forest and Stream: Will any of 
your numerous readers kindly teU me the route to take by boat from 
Winneconne. in Wisconsin, to the Mississippi? Do I go up Fox River 
to the Wisconsin; and is there any portage?—An Old Subscriber. 

A. C. A.—The following names have heen proposed for member¬ 
ship: Messrs. Edward A. Moseley, Boston; Chas. K. Cobb. Boston; 
Chas. K. Berdan, Paterson. N. J.; H. V. Kent, Halifax, N. S.; J. A. 
Seely, Ogdensburg, N. Y.; George Brown, Ottawa, Can., and Hanner 
I. Denny, Pittsburgh, Pa, > . . 
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A. C. A. MEMBERS AND A. C. A. MATTERS. 

organization such as the American Canoe Association, in 
which the menibers are scattered over a very large territory so 

inat a general meeting of a majority is impossible, it must be more 
or less difficult to secure the views of all and to legislate in aecord- 

general meet of the Association is held at 
the camp in Augusj, but it is attended by less than one-sixth of the 
whole number of members. To remedy this disadvantage and to 
give lull weight to every voice, two means are adopted: one, the 
seJection of the officers so as to give as complete a representation as 
possible to each section, taking leading men who are well known in 
their respective localities for the officers and members of the Execu 
tive (committee. The other and principal means of communication 
between the Association and its individual members is through two 
publications which are devoted especially to the sport and are recog¬ 
nized by the A. C. A. as the official mediums for the publication of its- 
com.munications, the American Canoeist and the Forest and Stream. 

In every club cr society it is of vital importance that every mem¬ 
ber shall be on an equal footing, and have an equal voice in all deliber¬ 
ations and votmg. In the case of yacht and canoe clubs this is easily 
accomplished, as the members reside near the headquarters of the 
club aM can be promptly summoned to a meeting. In the case of 
the A. C. A. It Is of course impossible to secure a maioritv of the mem- 
bers ateven the great yearly meeting, but it is not just that a man 
should entirely lose his voice in the proceedings because he cannot 
make a long journey to the meet. As a substitute for such personal 

association, the members have a medium in 
the Forest and Stream, coming to them every week with the official 
records as well as the general news of the association, and open to 
mem, for such comment and discussion as they may choose to make. 
By this means every member may know long in advance of any pro¬ 
posed action or change in the rules, and may express his objections 
or approval to as large an audience as he would have were the sub¬ 
ject under discussion at a meeting. The Forest and Stream is ready 
as all times to publish any bona fide communication, whether signed 
or unsigned, provided the name of the writer be sent to the editor, 
and reservmg only the right to reject anything manifestly improper, 
or to condense letters of too great length. This gives every opportunity 
for such a thorough and complete discussion as should precede a 
change in the rules or constitution, and the officers would gladly en¬ 
courage such an expression of the general opinion as would aid them 
in their work and relieve them of a portion of the responsibility. 

Our invitation to canoeists to use our columns for a free discussion 
of A. C. A. matters has been extended for some time. How has the 
scheme worked? Since the Executive Committee meeting in Novem¬ 
ber there has been a very important subject under consideration, 
the offering of a trophy on the occasion of the coming visit of some 
of the leading English canoeists to our August meet The Executive 
Committee resolved to offer such a trophy, to become the property 
of the winner, and appointed a committee to raise the necessary 
funds and to purchase the trophy. Since this resolution has been 
passed the opinion has been widely expressed that the offering of a 
valuable prize would not be in consonance with the aims of the 
A. C. A. or with its rule in relation to prizes, and that the trophy 
should be given as a challenge cup. to be raced for each year at'the 
meet, or if won by our visitors, to be raced for abroad under similar 
conditions. Certainly such a cup will effect the desired end better 
than a prize given outright, but whether or no a change in the con¬ 
ditions is desirable is not the question at issue just now. What we 
wish to emphasize is the lack of interest taken by canoeisis in the 
question, and the failure of all discussion. 

In our issue ot March 4, one side of the question was presented by 
our correspondent "S.” in a very able manner, but in the month that 
has since elapsed it has failed to awaken any response, and canoeists 
have exhloited a complete indifference to the matter. A short time 
since we published a complaint concerning last year’s races. The 
programme was made out and published long in advance, and was a 
legitimate subject for criticism by all interested, and any weak 
points, on being revealed, would probably have been changed. No 
comments were forthcoming at the time, however, though it now ap- 
ptars that serious objections were held by some canoeists to the races 
laid out. -The programme for 1886 will soon appear in our columns, 
and ah opportunity wUl be given for fair and intelligent comment.’ 

This matter, with the trophy ana many others concern directly every 
memberof the .^sociation, and if any disapprove, it is their duty to 

course Only can the Executive 
1^® ^ efforts to govem the Association fairly 

and agreeably to all. Every member should feel that he has an im- 
mediate niterest m all measures presented to cr by the A. C A., and 

mnor* ® i"®-appropriate time, he 
must not complam or rebel when the proposal has become a law. 

A WORD FOR THE WATERS OF THE TOOTH¬ 
PICK STATE. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

hiorida, are cl^eft by the sharp prows of the cruising canoes, and the 
glancing paddles and miniature sails of the adventurous canoeists 
gleam al*e o er the placid bosom of Superior and the turgid waters 
of the • Daddy of Waters,'’it is strange that no one has cared to 

upon the almost unknown streams of the "Tooth¬ 
pick State, and their romantic scenery of mountain and lowland 
along their respective courses. 

Occasionally a party of well-informed sportsmen will visit ihe 
swamps of northeastern Arkansas for a few weeks spent in slaugh¬ 
tering the game with which our forests teem, but as they generally 

“ the bleakest season of the year, they see but little of 
the beauties of nature that can be beheld at more favorable seasons 
and in more desirable localities. 

It is an unaccountable but at the same time an indisputable fact 
that, by the generality of the reading public, less is known of the 
half-,spttled regions of this State than of the furthest wilds of Idaho 
or Arizona To them the name "Ai-kansaw'’’ conveys an indistinct 
idea of v^t swampS’peopled only by mosquitoes, alligators, and 
their blood-stained and scaly second cousin the desperado To this 
class the sight ot our pine-ctad hills and gentle slopes, slumbering 
in calm serenity beneath the rays of an April sun, would be indeed a 
revelation. Here amid our rank valley vegetation ^and mossy moun- 
tein sines the amateur bonatist might loiter for weeks, listing or 
classifying to his heart s content; or the ardent naturalist bring down 
the choicest specimens from the ever-present sw'arm of birds. Here 
the mineralogist could seek—aye, and flnd-indications of gold, silver 
andthe baser metals, and the hammer of the geologist weary with 
constant whacking on attractive boulders: and here the happy owner 
of a. Rushton or a Powell and Douglas can find hundreds, yes, thotb- 
sands. of miles of miles of creek and river that has never divided 
before the bo w of a modern canoe or saturated the garments of him 
whose glory is the reel and fly. v uo oi umt 

to speak at lengthen the various streams of 
the State I should naturally place the Arkansas first on the list, as 
longest and largest of all, and tnits upper course—between Little 
Rock and Fort Smith—its narrow valley, bordered by a range of 
mountains on either side, would afford many interesting views to the 
romantic tounst; but still to the greater part of the traveling sight- 
®®m^? 1®®®. attractive than many of the smaller streams. 

The White, that rises in the Boston Mountains east of Favettevllle, 
sweeps grandly through the borders of Missouri, and then re-enters 
Arkansas for a 600-mile run to the Mississippi, would no doubt offer 
as great attractions as the rivers of Maine, if the canoeists were only 
aware of the fact. Certainly few rivers east of the Rockv Mountains 
taaverse so rugged a region as the White proper and its tributary the 
Buffalo, and few rivers, even in the swampy South, can show a wilder 
stretch of overflow lands than the White from Batesville to its mouth. 

Classified as mountain streams we can append the Upper Washita, 
mth its gold-specked bars and bluffs rich in the purest of crystals ; 
the little Cossatot, trickling down from the mountains of the same 
name; the Little Missouri, the Little Saline and the three forks of 
the larger stream of that name; the Antoine, Caddo, Mulberry, Little 
Red, Petit Jean, Fourche le Fave and others; while the wilderness 
of swamps border the lower waters of a few of those named, and the 
entire length of the St. Francis, L’Anguille, Cache, and various creeks 
and bayous, all swarming with the finest of game fish, and most of 
them entirely unknown outside of the State. Verily an enticing field 
for exploration. Can some one tell me why it is thus neglected? 

Beebe, Ark. g. f). Barnes. 

^n8wer§ to Correspondent^. 

No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents. 

Roury.—Please send address to this office. 

J. W.—We have no reports from there this season. 

E. H.—For wild rice, write to Valentine Bros., Janesville, Wls. 

T. Cleveland, O.-Write to Charles Harker, 63 Cortlandt street* 
New York. 

M. A F.--The 8-pound 13 bore will probably suit you, and we would 
advise the hammerless. 

J. V. W., New Haven.—We cannot direct you with certainty. See 
answer to another correspondent on same subject. 

L., Niagara Falls.—The "inventor’’ of the invisible duck boat is 
Lew Casady, of South Bend, Ind. The principle is very ancient. 

Tourist.--You will probably fiad Minnesota the better region. We 
believe ttmt Imtb the States pay bounty on wolves; we do not know 
how much. Try a .33-caliber. 

T. C., Troy, N. Y.-The vicinity of Salisbury or High Point, N. C., 
, gi^ you good quail shooting in season, with some o'her game 

also. The quail season in Virginia is from Nov. 1 to Feb. 1. 

Jay Bebe.—Are there any changes in the plumage or other mark¬ 
ings of the male ruffed grouse with the approach of the breeding 
season m the spring? Ans. None that can be relied on so far as we 
are aware. 

« Ka^.—1. Are the poison fangs of the rattlesnake 
teed m the jaw like the tusk of the dog or cat? 2. Did the migra¬ 
tory quail importation amount to anything ? Ans. 1. No. 2. Wehaye 
no information that any of the birds survived. 

Lyme, Conn —We reprint on another page the paper by Mr. 
F'^ Cross on wild celery. We cannot advise you where to apply 
for the seed. If some one would make it his business to supply this 
plant to those who wish to cultivate it he-would find patronage. 

W P. M;, Baltimore.—1. Will you be kind enough to teU me whether 
an Irish setter must have a dark nose, or is a light-colored nose 

^®®d Mr. Wells calls ‘‘dagame’’ in his book 
“Fly.Rods and Fly-Tackle’’ can be bought in New York ? Ans. 1. 
The no^ ov^ht to be dark. 2 We do not think it can be found here, 
but an inquiry at the tackle shops might discover it. 

F. W., Providence—Can you tell me where in Connecticut or Mas¬ 
sachusetts I can find English snipe shooting this month, and whom 
to apply to for board and particulars in 'the vicinity ? How is mouth 
of the Houptonic River for sniping? Ans. The best snipe grounds 
in Connecticut aj;e on the Connecticut River, near Essex and Lyme. 
A few birds are sometimes to be found on the meadows at the mouth 
of the Housatonic, but they are not to be depended on to furnish 
sport. 

„ W®®p T®^^!jteton, Conn.—Please describe the following arti¬ 
ficial flies? Ans. Cow dung—Bo ly of yellow mohair whipped with 
yellow silk, and wings of grayish blue, either mallard or land-rail. 
Lreen drake-;-Body of hog’s down or light bear’s hair mixed with 
y®llow mohair, whipped with pale floss silk and a strip of peacock 
herl for the head; wings of the rayed feathers of mallard, dyed yel¬ 
low; hackle from bittern’s neck, and tail from the long hairs of the 
sable ®r ferret. Queen of the water—Body of yellow mohair, feet 
and hackle of brown, wings of gray, mallard feathers. 

Accidents will happen, whether you like to think .so or not; and 
I®® .'I® ®®* run in debt while disabled, or have your family 

suffer if you die, insure in the Travelers, of Hanford. Conn.—Adv. 

HUMPHEE7S’ 
I^Homeopathic VeteVinary 

Specifics for 
I HORSES, CATTLE, SHEEP* 

DOGS, HOGS, POULTRY. 

f Used by V. S. Croyemm’t. 
Chart on Rollers, 

and Book Sent Free* 

Humphreys’ Med. Co., 109 Fulton SL, N. Y. 

FISHING ROD 
Brother angler, do you want to know where to 

purchase a fine hand made fishing rod. with numer¬ 
ous improvements not found in any other rod man¬ 
ufactured, and at a lower price than a machine rod 
can he purchased? Send for price list containing 
hints in selecting a rod. 

EDWARD SMITH, 
Pittsford, Rutland Co., Vt. 

The Open Shot Regulator. 
WINANS & WOODEN, 

97 West Kinney st., Newark, N. J. 

Send Postal for Circular. 

Round Section Bamboo Rods. 
Having been the pioneers in the manufacture and introduction of Section Bamboo Rods, we have always 

taken great pride in securing and perfecting every improvement in order to maintain our position as the makers of 

the very best rods. Knowing not only theoretically, but also by long experience, that a properly made round rod 

is the only absolutely perfect rod, we have invariably refused, and still do refuse, to put om- name on any hut our 

“Best” round section rods. While our prices for these round rods are only a trifle more than the prices asked by 

any other makers, the rods are widely known to be incomparably superior and guaranteed in the most liberal 
manner. 

We have jiist finished and put on the market a new caliber round rod, 10 feet long, and weighing with the solid 

reel seat only 7 ounces. This rod has stood the most severe tests, and found capable of kUling the largest black 

The many expert anglers who have handled this rod pronounce it the best balanced and most perfect rod in the market, 

ABBEY &, IMBRIE, 
18 Vesey Street (Fourth door from Astor House), New York City. 

WINCHESTER 
FELT GUN WADS. 

THE BEST. 
White Eelt "Wads, 3-8 inch Thick, Equal to the Eest Imported Bag ¥ads. 

Yovir ror "ncL&xxx* 

WINCHESTER EEPEATINQ ARMS CO., 
HNTES'W OOKTnNT. Send lor 7 6-page Illustrated Catalogue. 
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Spring Opening Sportsmen’s Goods. 
XEW YORK. APRIL 10. CHICAGO. 

Perfiiciii at Last. 
THE 

BRAY FLY BOOK. 
It will be gratifying to anglers to know that 

there is at last & perfect Fly Book in the market 

one in which flies may be attached as quickly 

as they could be thrown into an ordinary 

envelope, being at the same time perfectly 

secure, and may be as readily detached. The 

snell, regardless of its length, is at all times 

kept straight (the advantage of which no ang¬ 

ler need be told), and each fly stands out so 

that one can see in an instant his entire assort¬ 

ment and select the one he desires. 

Leaves to which flies are attached are of 

flexible metal, and of a composition that will 

not rust. Extra leaves of waterproof leather 

covered with felt for a dryer. Pockets for 

extra hooks, leadeis, etc. You should see it. 

Prices in Sheep Skin. 
3 Sheets to hold 6 dozen.|4 0O 

“ “13 “ . 5 00 

“ “ 4 “   4 00 

“ “ 8 “   4 50 

“ “ 3 “   4 00 

“ “ 4 “   4 00 

3 ‘ 

2 ‘ 

2 ‘ 

1 ‘ 

Morocco Cover, 2 Pockets, 

$1.00 Extra. 

Til© Sp>£tlcllzi^ 3E3:^inni©i*©ci (INDORSED.) 

Sent postpaid on receipt 

of price. 

MESSRS. A. G. SPALDING <& BROS., CHIGAGO, ILL.; 
Size No. ©. 

Made in Ten Sizes. 
PRICES m SILVER PLATE. 

No. 1, 50 cents. 
“ 2,50 “ 
“ 3, 50 “ 
“ 4, .50 “ 
“ 5, 50 “ 

No. 6, 50 cents. 
“ 7, 65 “ 
“ 8, 65 “ 
“ 9, 75 “ 
“ 10, 75 “ 

Gold Plate 35 cents each extra, 

Ctnthiaxa, Ely , Sept. 25, 1885. 
Gentlemen—Agreeably at your request I tried your new “Hammered” Spoon Bait at Gogebic Lake, where, from the scarcity of live bait of any kind, a trolling spoon becomes 

almost a, sine qua non at such tiroes when the bass refuse to rise to the fly. The “Hammered” Bait is a happy idea, for it is hardly possible to devise a more attractive lure, as all who 
have used it can affirm. It is well and carefully made, has good, strong hooks, and well deserves the great popularity it has so soon acquired 

Very truly yours. J. A. Henshall. 

The “GOGEBIC” Trout and Bass Reels. 
In presenting this line 

of Reels to anglers, we 
call attention to the mod¬ 
erate price and practical 
value over the ma joi ity 
of reels, as are pointed 
out in following descrip¬ 
tion. They can be 
changed at will from 
trout click to free-run¬ 
ning bass reels. The 
large diameter of spool 
makes the multiplication 
equal to any quadruple 
reel made, and the open 
side disks permits a free 
circulation of air, which 
dries line quickly on 
spool, and is of great 
practical value in keep¬ 
ing any line in prime 
condition, thereby pre¬ 
serving it from rotten¬ 
ness, whioh often occurs 
on the old style closed 
disk reels where line is 
left on wet. 

Light, Handsome and Durable, and compares favorably with higher priced reels. 

“FOX LAKE” BLACK BASS REELS. 
Rubber and Nickel, Multiplying Steel Pivot, 

with Adjustable Click. 

No. 402J, 40 yards, 3 inches diameter of plate.each, S4 00 
“ 4034. 60 “ 3 3-16“ “ “ « ’ 1 or 4034, 60 

404|', 80 
Can furnish above with back sliding click at same price. 

4 25 
4 50 

SPALDING’S CELEBRATED SPLIT BAMBOO RODS. 
With Patent Serrated, Shouldered, Waterproof Ferrules. Unequalled for Uniformity of Spring, Durability and Beauty of Finish. 

good use Of the Fly Book if I had it. This Is the third 'n inter I have been here, and blve^lway?hlard t^re^w^’no'fly-fehtog 

A. C3-. SP.A.X.DXNGS- BROS., 
J.OS IMCadisoxx Xll« 
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Chamberlin Cartridge 
COMPtNY, CLEVELDND, OHIO, 

Loaded by machinery. Every cartridge perfect. Every one alike. Wadding of uniform thickness, and placed 
squarely on the powder and shot. Kammed with uniform pressure. Beautifully and securely crimped. Packed 
25 in a pasteboard box, 20 boxes in a case. Tlio AHost Ooixv©n.loi3Lt Azxd Best a n - 
xxitloxx li:x tl3.e "Worlcai. Highest scores on record made with these cartridges. Persons who use 
them in the field are constantly speahiiig in their praise. WOOD POWDER has shown its best results in 
these goods. PIGOTJ, WILKES & LAURENCE POWDER does its best work in Chamberlin cartridges. Any of 
the leading brands of paper shells or i>owder may be had, THE VARIETY OF CARTRIDGES FOR TRAP 
SHOOTING IS NOW COMPLETE. WADDING ONE SIZE LARGER THAN BORE OF GUN for such guns as 
require this style of loading. 

HARTLEY & GRAHAM, 

H. C. SQUIRES, 

W. C. HODGKINS, 

J. P. MOORE’S SONS, . 

FOR SALE IN NEW YORK CITY BY 
. 19 Maiden Lane. t LAMBERSON, FURMAN & CO., . .283 Broadway. i WALLACE & SONS, .... 89 Chambers Street 

178 Broadway. A. G. SPALDING & BRO., . . 241 Broadway. W. M. CORNWALL, ... 18 Warren Street. 

. 300 Broadway. WM. P. HOWELL, . . . .205 Front Street. C. J. GODFREY,.7 Warren Street. 

302 Broadway. | SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 84 Chambers Street. I E. H. MADISON, . . . .564 Fulton Street, Brooklyn. 

_ S^xxd. fox* XU‘tX9S‘i;x*o«focl. Oaifstilosuo* 

TATHAM & EHOS., General Eastern Agents, 
82 Beekman Street, New York City. 

ALLCOCK’S 

Celebrafed Fish Hooks. 
May be had from all fisbing Tackle Dealers 

In any part of the world. 

One Good Hook is Worth 50 Bad Ones. 

185 R-E.b. p 
Extra-Strong Spring Steel 

■fcollowspoint ^ 

, LIIVIEfilCKKOOKsi 
L S . Alleoek & Co. ^ 

Trade Mark REddttch. ^ 

No. Ringed. 100. ^ 

The Largest Manufacturers of Fishing 
Goods in the World. 

All best goods bear our name and trade mark. 

WORKS, REDDITCH, ENGLAND. 
AND 

Silk Worm Out Factory, Marcia, Spain. 

■wholesale only. 

55 COXJRT STREET, BROOKL'YlSr. r)E.A.i:,ER IMT 

T 

First Quality Goods at Lower Prices than any other House in America. 
Bmss Multiplying Reels with Balance Handles, first quality and fine finish. 76ft., $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 180ft., $1.50 : 240ft.. $1.75; 300ft.. $2.00; 460ft., $2 25; 

600ft., $2.50. Any of the above Reels with Drags, 25 cts. extra; nickel plated, 50 cts. extra. Brass Click Reels, 20yd8., 60 cts.; 30yds., 75 cts.; eOyds., $1.r0; 
nickel plated. 50 cts. extra. Marster’s Celebrated Hooks Snelled on Gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, O’Shaughnessy, Kinsey, 
Aberdeen, Sneck Bent, and all other hooks. Single gut, 12 cts. per doz.; double, 20 cts. per doz ; treble, 30 cts. per doz. Put up one half dozen in a package. 
Single Gut Trout and Black Bass Leaders. 1yd., 5 ct.s.; 2yds., 10 cts., 3yds.. 15 cts. llouble Twisted Leaders, 3 length, 6 cts.; treble twisted, 3 length, 10 cis. 
Trout Plies, 60 cts. per doz. Black Bass Flies, $1.00 per doz Trout and Black Bass Bait Rods, Oft. long, $1.25 to $5.00. Trout and Black Bass Fly Rods, lOft. 
long, $150 to $10.00. Also forty-eight different styles of rods for all kinds of fishing. Samples of hooks, leaders, etc , sent by mail on receipt of price in 
money or stamps. SEND STAMP FOR CATALOGUE. THIS MANUFACTUBK OF SN.KLL.BD BOOKS AND rKADFBS A SPECIALTY. 

Established 20 Years. Open Evenikgb. J. F. MARSTERS, 55 Court Street. Brooklyn. 

u a .. •'■' ll' ' ' ~ B ' '• B 
-yi --- (l' ■ ■ - - -It,-- ==T==* --- ■ ■ 
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Split Bamboo Fly Rod. 
This cut represents our No. 28 Split Pamboo 

Fly Rod with Grooved Wood Form. Length, 
lOJ^ft ; weight. 8oz. We make same style rods 
for trout and bass to weigh from 5 to 12oz., also 

bM the “Standard Henshall Rod,” Lancewood Rods, 
Reels, Turned Stock and Rod Trimmings of all 
descriptions. For New Illustrated Catalogue for 
1886 address 

THOS. H. CHUBB, 
Orange County, Post Mills, Termont. 

SFOBTSIEN’S WEAR. 
Cordiiroi, Camas Horseliide, Dop^ia, Sleap- 

skii, MacMosI and Flannel ClotUnE 
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION FOR SPORTSMEN 

Gun Cases, Cartridge Belts and Equip¬ 
ments of all kinds. 

OATALOGCB AND SAMPLES FBEE. 

G-EO. BARNARD & CO., 
108 Madison Street. Chicago, Ill. 
Eastern Agents: A. Q. SPALDING & BROS., 241 Broadway, N. Y. 
PmLADELPHiA Agknts: E. K. TRYON, JR. & CO. 

SPORTSMEN’S CLOTHING! 
ALSO CLOTHING FOR 

Civil Engineers, Surveyors, Raneliien, 

Miners, Lumberinen, Etc., 
Manuf. from Best CORDUROY, MACKINTOSH, 

CANVAS, MACKINAW, LEATHER, Etc. 

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE. 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, ValpMaiso, Indiana. 

Canoe and Camp Cookery. 
By "SENECA.” 

A practical cook book for canoeists, Corinthiaa sailors and outers. Practical because 
the author gives explicit and intelligible directions for preparing such dishes as he has him¬ 
self actually tested in camp and on a cruise. This is just where the recipes di ffer from the 
absurdly impracticable dishes given in some so-called camp cookery books. The cooking 
outfit is described, and numei’ous hints on camp economy add to the value of the work. 
Cloth, 96 pages. Price $L0O. 

NEW YORK: Forest and Stream PuBUSHiNa Co.. 39 Park Row. 
LONDON: Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane, Comhill. 
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facbtiug (Beadit. 
J. M. SAWTEB & SON, 

YACHT SAIL MAKERS, 
(Established 1852.) 

84 & 86 South SCrert, Now York. 

Sails, awnincs and canvas flttinsrs of every kind. 
This flim confine themselves exclusively to making 
yacht sails of every desci iption, and can therefore 
give sail plans with estimates on (he most reason¬ 
able terms. Particular attention given to racing 
Sails. All work guaranteed. 

McMANUS & SON, 

Y a cht P ail M akers. 
No. 57 CommeroiHl 'Wharf, Boston. 

Makers of sails for yachts of all rigs and sizes. 
■We have supplied many of the principal yachts in 
Eastern waters, and having increased facilities for 
making yacht sails, we are prepared to furnish 
first-class sails at the lowest prices possible for per 
feet work, which we guarantee. CU • TttR SAILS 
A 8 • Ef 14 LTV. MainsaUs cut with loose foot or 
lace to boom. Estimates, etc., on application. 

BORDER & WOOD, 
Yacht Designers. 
Drawings made, specifications furnished, and 

building superintended Models furnished if de 

Hired. Correspondence solicited. • Address, 

P. O. Box 338, Fall iliver. Mass. 

HIGGINS & GIFPOBD, 
GLOUCESTER, MASS. 

Manufacture to order Yachts. Rowboats, Yawls, 
Excelsior Life Boats and Seine Boats. Two medals 
awarded at the London Exhibition. 3,000 boats 
built the last thirteen vears. 

JOHN HARVEY, M. I. N. A., 
Naval AroMteot. 

241 'West Fo-arteenth. St.. N". Y. 

All closes of steam and saihng yachts designed 
and ' uiJding supenntended. 

Estimates and specifiuations. 
Designer of Volante, Sea Belle, Miranda, Alex- 

anda, Catarina, etc., in England. Oriva, Bedouin, 
Wtenonah, Been, Surf, Wanda, etc., in America. 

THOMAS CliAPHAM, 

Yacht Builder & Designer, 
BOSLYN, L. I., N. Y. 

tJnsinkable and non-capsizable light draft yachts 
for ducking and cruising. Unequaled in seaworthi¬ 
ness, comfort and speed. 

Nonpareil" Sharpie?, Roslyn Yawls, Racing Yachts 
and Sailboats of any type. To order only. 

Models and sail plans made promptly to order 
and sent anywhere. 

New York and Eastern 
YACHT AGENCY, 

A. CARY SMITH, 61 West Tenth Street, New York. 
BURGESS BROTHERS, 13 Exchange Place, Boston. 

Yachts and vessels of all kinds sold, purchased 
and chartered. Special attention given to buildmg, 
repairs and alterations. Surveys and inspectionf 
made. Designs and estim; ies furnished. A large 
number of flrat-class yachts now for sale. 

Tor Sale.—The English cutter DAISY, and the 
ell known racing schooner yacht HALCYON. 

Two BoantilU IlUatei Boob 

PADDLE AND PORTAGE 
AND 

Canoe and Camera. 
BY THOUAS SKDQWicx STEELS, Of Hartford, Conn. 

123 exquisite illustrations of life in the woods 
with map in each copy. 

The humorous as well as the serious side of camr 
life is vividly represented, while Mr. Steele’s well 
known artistic perceptions, and a most Intense love 
of nature, has made the work all that could be 
desired. 

Seven Editions of these works sold. Most popu- 
ar books in the market. Cloth. Price $1.50 each 

A NEW MAINE MAP. 
The headwaters of the 

iroostool. Faaoliscot aaa St. Jalii Biyers 
Compiled by Thomas Sedgwick Steele. 

The chart Is 80x30 inches, printed on Govern 
ment survey paper and mounted on 'loth. Bent 
postpaid on receipt of price, 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISmNG CO. 
39 Park Row, New York. 

putting tadg. 

Mar Boarils for Boats and C«s. 
ALSO 

Hackmatack ^ Boat Knees. 
G. T. HODSDON, 

74r2 & 74r4r Watop Street 
Near Grand Street Ferrv. New York. 

f niktii «ttd <Smm Mat Mt. 

For Sale or Charter. 
Iron steam yachts, flush deck and trunk cabins. 

Steam yachts designed. SAMUEL HOLMES, Mem¬ 
ber Institution Naval Architects, 120 Front st., N.Y. 

Hunting Boats, Sneak Boxes, 
Cruising Canoes. 

Built to order after the most approved models. 
Correspondence solicited and prices given on appli¬ 
cation. B. W, DAVENPORT, Ashland, Wis. 

For SALE AT A GREAT SACRIFICE. Q-WING 
to owner’s death —Magnificent steel steam 

yacht, 170x23^x10. one year old, flush deck, 
schooner rig, compound surface condensing en¬ 
gines steaming ISJJg knots, or with one boiler iO 
knots. Complete inventory, supplied with electric 
lights and every modern improvement, including 
steam stearlng gear. Steam yachts and launches 
of all sizes for racing, cruising, fishing and hunting 
purposes. FIELD & VOUN6, 

Steam Yacht Brokers and Marine Engineers, 
6 State Street, New York. 

For sale at low price. - the fast 
yacht Lois, 31ft. long, 13ft. beam, over 4ft. 

draft, standing room in cabin; modeW by cele¬ 
brated designer Phillip Ellsworth.. Send for par¬ 
ticulars. LAMAR FOOS, Union League Club, N.Y. 

For sale ireap.-a rushton American 
Traveling canoe, complete outfit, all in good 

condition. Address DAWN, Box 375, Sing Sing, N.Y. 

WANTED.-SAILING canoe, 15 TO 16 FT. 
in good order, Rushton’s Princess or Mohican 

preferred. State very lowest cash price. MOHI- 
CAN, this office. 

CANOE 
AND 

BOAT 

BUILDING 
FOR 

AMATEURS. 
Pp. 192, with 29 plates of working drawings. 

Price $1.50. Address, 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 
New York N. Y. 

LONDON: Davies & Co.. 1 Finch Lane, Comhill. 

Neat and Elegant. 
A great addition fo the appearance of any lawn. 

Just the thing for porch and lawn use and for camp 
ing parlies. _ Light and strong and folds compactly. 
Can be carried as easily as a common camp aiool. 
Send for illustrated catalogue of Hammock aud 
Invalid Chairs free to any address. 

HUBBABD HAMMOCK CHAIR CO., 
Sauk Centre, Minn. 

^Grecn-houso EsUblUhment at 
mw York, are fitted up-Wth every ap-'^HJJtliyWJeMey City ii the most er tensive in 
pUance for the prompt and carefulAmerica. Annual Bales. Million 
filling of orders. Plants. 

descriptions and Illustrations 
of tho NEWEST, BEST and RAREST SEEDS Md PLANTS, will bo mailed on receipt of 
6 cts. (in stamps) to cover postage. ’ 

PETEB HEmnnSOH t m. “ 

TROUT FLIES, 
36o. Per Dozen. 

H. H. KIFFE, 
318 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y 

Send for Fishing Tackle Catalogne. 

jyiA.F4TIJS’S 

“Business” Braid'^d Silk lines 
Are made of the very best silk both raw and soft, 
and are all that can be desired. 

Circulars and samples free. Made only by 
E. J. MARTIN, Rockville, Conn. 

Attention Sportsmen. 
For best trolling, for salmon and fly-fishing, for 

trout address at once R. M. SHUTTS, Chateaugay 
Lake, Franklin Co., N. Y. 

THE ANDROSCOGGIN LAKES REGION 
FURNISHES THE 

Best Trout Fisliiug in the World. 
PARRAR’S ANDR0SCCG6IH LAKES. 

’ (Illustrated.) 

A cloth-bound book of 260 pages, large map and 
60 illustrations, will give you full and complete 
information about this wonderful fishing, hunting 
and summer resort. Mailed on receipt of $1 00 by 
Jamaica PUBLISHIM^ CO., Jamaica Plain, Ma.ss. 

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1878. 
BAKER’S 

Warranted absolutely pure 
Cocoa, from which the excess of 
on has been removed. It has three 
times the ati^ngth of Cocoa mixed 
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar, 
and is therefore far more economi¬ 
cal, costing leas than one cent a 
cup. It is delicious, nourishing, 
strengthening, easily digested, and 
admirably adapted for invalids as 
well as for persons in health. 

Sold by Grocers everywhere. 

W. BiER & CO., BorcUer, Mass. 

HANNAFORD 

Ventilated 

RUBBER BOOTS. 
__ The only boots made that 
WlLiL JVOT sweat or chill the feet. 

WJLL KEEP the feet dry and wartn. 
These boots have been in use for two seasons, 

and given entire satisfaction. Hundreds testify 
that they can be worn with comfort. 

Will be sent C.O.D. Ask your 
dealer for them, or send for circular. 

HAMAFORD VENTILATED BOOT CO. 
79 Milk Street, Boston. 

COPIES WANTED.-^AN. 4,11,18 and 26. FEB. 1, 
March 8 and Sept. 18,1883; Feb. 7 and 14, March 

6,1884. We are short of these issues, and would be 
obliged if any of our readers havmg one or all of 
these numbers that they do not want will send to 
Fore.st and Stream Pub. Co., 39 Park Row. New 
York City. mar26.tf 

WANTJKG. 

Bear, Buffalo, Deer, Wolves, Poxes, Spotted Cats. 
Civit Cats, Lynx, Panthers, Antelope, Otter, Beav¬ 
ers and other animals and birds of all kinds. Ad¬ 
dress D. H. TALBOT, Sioux City, la. 

■f^ANTED.-A MARRIH^D MAN WHO THOR- 
TT oughly understands breeding and breaking 

hunting dogs. Willing to make himself generally 
useful on a farm. A^ply at 613 West Twenty 
second street, New York mch25.3t 

WANTED.-A FEW ANGLERS TO JOIN WITH 
imdersigned for the purpose of buying a 

trout stream in Ulster Co., N.Y. Address H.. Box 
,294, New York. apr8,lt 

“REPELLENE.” 
An Infallible Preventive of tbe Attacks of 

Mosquitoes, Black Flies, Gnats, 
And All Other Insects. 

Neat, clean and easily applied. Contains no tar, 
will not stain nor injure ^ne skin, easily washed off, 
may be carried without danger of leaking or spilling. 

Price, 85 Cents Per Box. 

NEW YORK AGENTS: 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 18 VeS‘y Street. 
THOS. J. CONROY, 61 Fulton Street. 

ior JaU. 

AA/ lAlto 
(Lepus Americanus.) 

A few living specimens will be sent to orders ac¬ 
companied with the cash, at $2 each, and delivered 
In good order and properly boxed, at Bethel expres-s 
office. J. G. RICH, Bethel, Me. 

W'est Chesten Chester Co., PaT Sena stamp tor 
Circular and iTice List. 

rpo LET.-MY PLACE ON BARNEGAT BAY, 
X N J., suitable for small club or private party. 
Furnished or unfurnished. Fine snipe, quail, duck 
and goose shooting. Best fishing on the coast. H. 
CLAY GLOVER, 1,293 Broadway, N. Y. mch25,tf 

17ISH AND I4AME PREsEkVE. 
X; 75i acres, 100 lake, trout .stream, 50 acres under 
cultivation, one large house, one small one, .'"our 
bam®, 100 miles from city, three miles from depot, 
good road; will sell cheap. Address G. H. ROW¬ 
LAND, Rowland, Pa. aprl,3t 

XT'OR SALE.-GUN, FOXHOUND, BEAGLE, RE¬ 
X’ triever and setter. All extra workers. A. 
McDonald, Rockland, Me. apr8.lt 

■rrOR SALE.—SIXTEEN VOLUMES OF “FOREST 
X' and Stream,” comprising all numbers from 
beginning of 1877 to Jan. 1,1885, unbound. GEO. 
LAICK, Tarrytown. N. Y. apr8,2t 

QUMMER RESIDENCE AT HALIFAX, NOVA 
O Scotia, to let (furnished). That fine mansion, 
the Town House of Sir Adams Archibald, situate on 
Holll'street, in front of Government House, with 
stables and coacb house attaclied. Possession given 
on or after the Ist of May. For terms and particu¬ 
lars apply to JOHN S. MACLEAN, Jerusalem Ware¬ 
house, Halifax, N. S. apr8,4t 

T Tin? r^TT A TT sale, in pine 
J-^X V Sid w U ./A-XX^ condition Pa. and 
W. Va. birds.^K B. WOODWARD. Commission 
Merchant, 174 Chambers st., N.Y. Established 1838 

in tut iittna. 

Champion Brahmin. 
(SOLID BLACK COCKER SPANIEL.) 

IN THE STUD. 
FEE S20. 

Winner of two champions, four firsts and six 
special prizes. 

ARTHUR E. RENDLE, 
2 Wall street, New York. 

St. Bernards and Pugs. 

CHAMPION HERMIT (A.K.R. 23) litter broth¬ 
er to champion Otho, and sire of prize winners 
KOnig, Kobold, Lys. Fee $40. 

Imported RDUOLPH 11. (champion Cadwalla- 
der—Myra), prize winner m England and winner of 
two firsts and specials in America. Fee |30. 

Imported pug lOUNG T-»BY (A.K.R 473), win¬ 
ner of Tour firsts and specials in America, sire of 
many prize winners. Fee $15. Fine pups on sale. 
CHEQUASSET KENNELS, Lancaster, Mass. 

CS-ULS Boxxdbxi. 

IN THE STUD. 
Imported from Mr. LlewelUn’s kennels (he is 

bluest of the blue), by Dashing Bondhu ex Novel. 
He is also a grand field dog, as his record shows at 
the late trials of the N F. T. Cluo at Grand Junc¬ 
tion, beating such noted dogs as Gladstone Roy, 
Main.spring, Bessie A., Gath’s Mark, Trinket’s Bang 
and other fine ones. Fee $35. A. M. TUCEER, 85 
Main street, Charlestown. Maas. 

"Stonehouse” Collies in the Stud. 
MACBETH (A.K.R 2718). Fee $10. One of the 

bestyoungdogsin New England; sable, .small white. 
BONNIK M*o GRKGOtt, fee $15. By im¬ 

ported Rex ex unported Daisey; a Royal Highland 
specimen; black and tan. 

Puppies For Sale.—A IPter by Macbeth out of 
Jumper (A.K.R. 2713), a beautiful sabie bitch. Pup¬ 
pies are all sable, small white marks. Price $16 
each. Address LEWIS C. BASS, Woonsocket, 
R. I. mchl8,4t 

SCOTCH COLLIES 
IN THE STUD. 

CHAMPION REX (A.K.R. 149). Fee $20. 
STREPHON (A.K.R. 2730). Fee $30. 
Young dogs and puppies for sale. Can be seen, 

or address JA8 LINDSAY, 346 Communipaw ave,, 
Jersey City, N. J. 

Imported Laverack setter, thoroughly field broken. 
Has great bone, substance and endurance. Sire of 
imported champion Rockingham, champion show 
English setter of America. 

FEE, 850.00. 

For circulars giving breeding, winnings, winnings 
of stock .sired by him, etc., Address H. F. SCllELL- 
HASS, 6 Brevoort Place, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

\T7HITE BULLTERRIBR YOUNG ROYAL 
TV Prince (A.K.R. 2102). Fee $15. And small 

white bull-terrier Hector, weight 151 hs. Fee $10. 
J. W. NEWMAN. 87 Hanover street. Boston. Mass 

HILL ON THE HOG. 
THE STANDARD WORK ON THEIR 

MANAGEMENT AND DISEASES. 
Price sa.OO. 

For Bale by the Forest and Stream Pub Co, 



220 FOREST AND STREAM. 

gu tiu ftnl 
THE IMMENSE ROTTGH-COATED ST. 

BEBNARD CHAMPKIN 

(A.K.R. 48a). 
Orange tawny, pei^ect blaee and collar, other 

white markings correct; double dew claws. Born 
August. 1882. This celebrated dog stands 38V4 in. 
full at shoulders, weighs 183 lbs. (Jan. 80.1880). has 
a grand, massive Head, immense bone, and is per¬ 
fect in disposition. 

“Otho is conceded to be the best fronted St Ber¬ 
nard in the country.”—American Kennel Register, 
June. 1885. ’ 

“Otho is one of the grandest fronted dogs we 
have ever seen. His head is a study and his fore¬ 
arm we have never seen surpas-sed. He is also an 

and Sty earn, 
Ctei. bO. 1884. 

Fee $50. Approved bitches only. Cabinet pho- 
tos, 60 cents; cartes of hea^l, 26 cents. Imported 
stock for sale. THE HOSPICE KENNELS, Im¬ 
porter and Breeders of Thoroughbred St. Ber¬ 
nard,-, 55 Waverly Place, N»^wark, N. J. 

IDEAL Kennel 
Lil±Jl±. Hookers. 

IN THE STUD. PEE $10. 
PILOT (A.K.R. 1635), 

DANOY ZULU (A.K.R. 382), 
BEAUCLERK, Field Spaniel. 

FOR SALE.—True Cockers, Fashionably bred, 
correct in coat, size and shape, various ages and 
colors. Prices reasonable. Address 

IDEAL KENNEL, New Haven, Conn. 

BRADFORD RUBY. 
(E 13 834 ) 

Sire, Champion Lovat—Dam, Champion Jenny. 
Cbampiun Pug Dog, whelped May 14,1882; silver 
fawn, with perfect black trace and mask, extra¬ 
ordinary wrinkle and double curled tail, with very 
small, compact body, weighing only 13 pounds. 
"VViuner of 49 prizes, cups and medals, including 
championship. Crystal Palace. Jan., 18M; 1st. Cin¬ 
cinnati, 1st and medal, Toronto; 1st and special, 
Philadelpnia (May and Oct.); 1st and special. New 
York, 18s6; and the sire of many winners. Fee $26. 
Puppies Por Sale. CITY VIEW KENNELS, Box 
1,369, New Haven, Conn. 

Hvlils iri imt itnil. 
IN THE STUD. 

CHAMPION RODEBIGO. winner of All Aged 
Stake at National Trials, Grand Junction, 1885. 

PEK 875. 

REBEL WTND’EM, imported from Llewellin’s 
Kennel. Blood brother of (Jount Noble and winner 
of Itnglish Derby, 1882. 

PEE 850. 

Broken dogs for sale. For further information 
addre-ss J. M. A VENT, Hickory Valley, Tenn., or 
MEMPflIS-AVENT KENNEL, Memphis, Tenn. 

sue 
For sale-ENGLISH BEAGLE HOUND 

pups of good working stock and several months 
old. GEO. L. BARNES, Tyringham, Mass. 

Bull-terriers i bull terriers : i gen- 
I Lmen requiring flrst-class show bull-terriers 

should apply to FRED HINKS, 16>^ Bath Row, Bir 
mingbam. England, the largest breeder and dealer 
of bull terriers in the world. All the bull-terriers 
now winning, inoluding champions, emanated from 
these kennels. N.B.—AU kinds of dogs supplied on 
the shortest notice. 

Five handsomely marked beagle pup¬ 
pies, out of my old hunter Bessie, for sale 

cheap. M M. NISSLEY. Elizabethtown, Pa. It 

bALfc..—Two BKaUHFUL LIVER-OOL- 
' ored pointers, male, 6 mos., with be^t pedigree. 

Can be seen any time. JOHN McGRaNDLE, 463 
Sixth avenue. New York. apr8,lt 

Messrs, r. & w. livingston offer the 
following dogs for sale: Bull-terner Archi¬ 

bald (champion Grand Duke ex champion lAttle 
Maggie). Bull bitch Gip-y (Young Gully ex Rose), 
dam of Thunderer, Hero II, etc., and two bull pups 
by champion Boz ex Bellona, 4 mos. old. Address 
K. & W. LIVINGbTON, 16 West Thirty-sixth street, 
New York City. apr8,2t 

WANTED.—A bear AND PANTHER DOG. 
Warranted to run no other animals. Ad¬ 

dress THE PORT TOWNSEND SPORTING CLUB, 
Port Townsend, Wa-hington Territory. apr8,lt 

ir'OR SALE.-GREYHOUND DOG MASTER Mc¬ 
Gee. by imported Blonde—Calypso, 18 mos. 

old and a beautiful dog. H. E. BURKM.AR, Rock¬ 
land, Me. apr8,2t 

■57OR SALE. MY RED IRISH SETTER BROOD 
U bitch Red Biody; she is da; k red and is by ibe 
cbampii >n and field t rial winner Chief ex Biddy. 
GEORGE LAICK, Tarrytown, N. Y. apr8,2c 

For sale very low,—the solid black 
cocker Dinah (Imported Leda ex Montague); 

Bent C. O. D. to any re^ponsible party subje-ct to 
approval. Also the dark red Irish setter dog Rock, 
sired by Plunkett ex Carrie, dam by Elcho I. ex 
Lillian II.; has been yard 01 oken. Best of refer¬ 
ences given; perfect satisfaction guaranteed. Ad 
dress E. H. S.. 4 Fifth street. Troy, N, Y. It 

PEDIGREE ENGLISH BLOOD HOUND, BLACK 
and tan. A gentleman has a magnificent dog 

for sale, 2 yrs. old, prize bred and prize winner. 
Address W. R., Forest and Stream office. It 

Beagles PROPER FOR SALE.—ONE pair op 
dog puppies, by champion Bannerman out of 

Queen, dam of champion Bush and Leader; very 
fine. Also one of the smaHest bitches living, 10^ 
iuchts, 3 yrs., a good breeder. Prices right. A. C. 
KRUEGER, Wrigtitsville, York Co., Pa It 

DO YOU WANT TO BUY A DOG? IF Y’OU 
do I can supply you with fine, well-broken 

setters, pointers or beagles at very fair prices for 
good dogs. I have also a very strong, handsome 
sbephe d dog. Price $25, Apply to Box 472, Pitts¬ 
burgh. Pa. 

ONuTA KrNNRL-.-IRISH SETTER PUP- 
pies for sale, containing the blood of cham¬ 

pions Palmerston,--Elcho. Noreen, Glencho. Rose, 
Nimrod, Biz, Flora. Address ONOTA KENNELS, 
Pittsfield, Mass. apr8,4t 

Setter Puppies for $5. 
We have a number of setter puppies from 5 to 10 

wks. old, dogs and bitches, of all colors; we will 
close out for $5 each. Dogs of same bre^ from 6 
mos. to 1 yr. old. $8 each. These setters are of good 
native blood, fair nose and not gunshy, and satis¬ 
faction is guaranteed in every case. 

WM. W. SILVEY, 
135 South Eighth street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

K 9 Breakingc Kennels. 
Pointers and setters thoroughly broken for field 

trials or private use. Reference given. W. G. 
RMTTH. Marydel, Md. 

Kory O’More Kennels. 
For Sale—Thoroughbred red Irish setter stock, 

full pedigreed Address with stamp, 
W. N. CALLENDER, Albany, N. Y. 

DOGS FOR SALE. 
Setters, pointers, spaniels, foxhounds, beagles, 

dachshunde. Newfoundlands, German tiger mas¬ 
tiffs, fox-terriers, Scotch terriers, Skye terriers, 
Yorkshire terriers, bull-terriers, bulldogs, pugs, 
FYench poodles. St. Bernards, mastiffs and black 
and tan terriers. Pups of all the above breeds 
constantly on hand. Those desiring to purchase 
will do well to consult me. WM. W. SILVEY, 136 
South Eighth street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Ttie Fieli Sporisman’s Pictire Co., 
PALMYRA, N. T., 

Are now prepared to furnish copies of the photo¬ 
graphs taken by Mr. Walker at the Eastern Field 
Trials. Lists and prices on application. 

FOR ^ALE. 
One of the finest Druid bitches in America. Big 

breeder. Going out of dog business reason for 
selling. Address H., Box 228, Hackensack, N. J. 

IRISH SETTERS. 
Yoimg stock for sale, and orders taken for choice 

puppies from trained bitches of the finest breeding. 

Xl'DTT/^X’ I CHAMPION BLOHO 
U 0X4 r CHAMPION NOBBBN 

In the stud. Fee $25. 
I. HENRY ROBERTS. 

eeptl7.tf P. O. Box 163. Moorestown. N. J 

For Sale—Hornell Spaniel Puppies. 
The best in the world; 142 prizes in two years 

proves it. From 3 to 10 mos. old. Ne culls or $5 
pups ever sold. 

In the Stud—Black cocker champion Hornell 
Silk. Fee $20. Address J. OTIS FELLOWS, Sec., 
Homellsville, N. Y., or G. W. LEAVITT, Pres., 32 
Hamilton street, Boston, Mass. 

Clalre-Reeta Kennels. 
PALMY’RA, N. Y. 

Irish and Gordon setters for work as well as show. 
decl7.tf 

Stratfield Kennels. 
Setters. Collies, Spaniels and Pugs. Dogs and 

puppies for sale at all times from phe best stock 
that tnis country produces. Prices and description 
given for a 2 cent stamp Address 

JAS. H. SEELEY, 
Box 1887, Bridgeport, Oonn. 

Satisfaction guaranteed on every sale. Visitors 
welcome. 

Mastib’fs. puppies out of lady NEVI- 
son by McMahon (A.K.R. 659;: beautiful fawn 

color, black points; extra fine. H. L. HOLLIS, 
WeUsville, N. Y. jan7,t£ 

WM. GRAHAM, NEWTOWNBREDA, BELFAST 
Ireland, is prepared to purchase and ship dogs 

for importers. Dogs purchased from him had the 
following prizes awarded to them: At New York 
and Chicago, 1888, sixteen firsts, nine special, three 
second and one third. At New York, 1884, seven 
firsts, six specials and one third. 

For sale.—ITALIAN GREYHOUND PUPS 
from imported stock. .Mso fine EugUsh pugs. 

HENRY C. BU^MICK, 150 Bridge street Spring- 
field, Mass. dec24,tf 

Trained foxhounds, they are cold 
nosed strike dogs, start the fox, run him to the 

death. Trained coon dogs. Gray squirrel dogs. 
Rabbit dogs. One trained ferret. Lop-eared rabbits. 
Wyandotte chickens. H. C. GRAFF, Kensington, 
Ohio, dec24,tf 

For sale.—ElAVING RECENTLY ADDED 
several fine brood bitches to the Landseer 

Kennels of Scotch deerhounds and greyhounds re 
duced the price of puppies. Some choice grey¬ 
hounds now ready to ship. DR. VAN HUMMELL. 
Danver. Onl aoUB.tf 

MX. PEASANT KENNEL>t.—OLDEST AND 
most reliable in America. For Bale—Red Irish 

puppv, 7 mos , Dan B. ex Judy. Gordon dog, two 
yrs. old, champion Flash ex Chloe. English setter 
dog, Guy Mannering ex Bow Bells. Please send 
stamp. 0. T. BROWNELL, P. O. Box 335, New 
Bedford, Mass. 

High bred pointers and setters — we 
breed and dispose of nothing but first-class 

broken and unbroken dogs and puppies. Address 
ELM GROVE KENNELS, South Norwalk, Conn. 

For sale.—THREE DOG PUPS, SIRE CHAM- 
pion Pete, Jr., dam Minnie, whelped Oct 30, 

1886. For particulars address G. H. WALTON, 
Peabody, Mass. mchl8.4t 

rpo MAKE ROOM WE WILL SELL AT LOW 
X figures the following: Pointers—Bitch Belle- 

garde, 3d, Philadelphia, and com., Pittsburgh, and 
dog pup Beauseant, by Beaufort ex Lady Maud, 
very high com., Newark. Collies—Bitches, Lady 
Lilias, by champion Lome ex champion Lassie, 2a, 
Toronto, 3d, Ontario Club show: Edgewood Jessie, 
Tweed II. blood and broken on cattle; c og pup, by 
Rokeby ex Jessie. Fox terriers—Bitch Surrey Nan, 
by Flippant ex Jill. Full pedigree. SURREY 
KENNEliS, Ellicott City, Maryland. aprl,2t 

Foxhounds For 8ale. 
Twenty-sdx dogs and bitches, comprising one of 

the best packs in Pennsylvania, a few bitches being 
in whelp by champion dogs. Address Box 1684, 
West Chester, Pa. 3aa28,tf 

These bounds were originally a cross between the 
English beagle and the basset or dachshund, but 
toey have been cirefully bred for many veara in 
Pennsylvania, Delaware and Maryland, until they 
now may be classed as a distinct breed. 

For very rocky, or briery country where a rather 
slow hound is required, they are exactly the sort of 
hound wanted. 

In ^y they are longer than the tme beagle, 
usually a tri-color, good length of ears, splendid 
voices, height from 10 to 14 inches, very strongly 
built, front legs sRgbely bowed, and for keen scent 
and staying powers are believed to be superior to 
the English beagle. 

We can furnish broken dogs or bitches, 2 to 6 yrs. 
old, at $20 each; 1 yr. old, not broken, $15 each; 
and pups of either sex, $1() each. They make ex¬ 
cellent coon and possum hounds. 

ASSOCIATED FANCIERS, 

237 South Eighth Street, 
PHILADELPHIA. 

tSy. Bernards 
Of purest Swiss strains, recently 

imported. Several fine dogs and 

bitches and a few puppies are in 

my hands to be disposed of. I 

can promise purchasers they are 

of excellent pedigree, and full of 

true St. Bernard character. 

Address with stamp, 

IV. rV. Tucker, 
P. O. Box 1338, N. Y. 

Pointer Bradford 
FOR SAIiB. 

BRADFORD, litter brother to the Celebrated 
Champion Beaufort, will be sold to the first 
offerer for $250. He is large, beautifully made, fully 
broken on all game, good disposition, etc., 6 yrs. old 
and in fine condition. Am breaking up my kennels. 
Don’t delay if you want him for field trials, hunting 
or breeding purposes. For pedigree see American 
Kennel Register. Dr. H. H. KANE, Gedney House, 
Broadway and 40Dh street. New York. 

Rosecroft Kennels.. 
Birxoingham, Conn. 

Puppies by champion Plantagenet (E. 11,390) 
ex Forest Dora (A.K.R. 500) for sale, whelped Nov 
17. Are black and white, very handsome. Now 
booking orders for puppies by champion Foreman 
ex Pas,sion (pure Laverack). 

STUD FOX-TEKKIEKS. 
Champion Royal, Champion. Joker, Bel- 

grave Primrose, Splanger, Warren Jim, 
Warren Dickon. Apply by post, L. & W. 
RUTHBRFURD, 66 Liberty st., N. Y. City. 

mchll.2mo 

ROSEBUD KENNELS. 
F. E. LEE. Manager. 

Dogs of all breeds hoarded and conditioned for 
shows. Setters and piornters thoroughly broken 
for field trials or private use. Best of accommoda 
tions and attendance. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
Dogs of aU breeds bought and sold on commission. 
Consignments and correspondence solicited. Ad 
dress with stamp for reply, ROSEBUD KENNELS 
P O. Itox 621. Southington. Conn. 

Gladstone, Paris, Leicester, Thunder. 
BLUE BELTON SETTER PUPPIES, 

Combining blood of the above champions, for sale 
cheap at 3 mos. old. Fulljpedigree stock and satis 
faction guaranteed. G. W. PROCTOR, P. O. Box 
44, West Gloucester, Mass. mch26,3t 

LEWELLYN SETTER PUPPIES, COMBINING 
blood of noted dogs, viz.: Champion Leicester, 

champion Petrel, champion Gladstone, Kirby, Pride 
of the Border, Llewellyn's Prince and Laverack 
Dash H., for sale; satisfaction guaranteed. CHAS. 
YORK. 9 and 11 Granite Block, Bangor. Me. 

WANTED. 
The address of an importer of English setters 

who had dealings with Dr. Gardner (colored) of 
Canal street. New York City, about four years ago. 
Such person will confer a favor and also receive re¬ 
muneration for his trouble and correspondence by 
addressing fl. J. PIERRE, Winsted, Conn. 

Trained setters at $25 each, setter 
pups at Must be sold. C. F. KENT, Mon- 

ticello, N. Y. 

For sale.—choice llewelun setter 
stock, dogs and bltcnes, young and old. L. 

SHXrSTER, JR., 712 Callowhill st.. Phlla. aprl,3t 

COLLIE PUPS FOR SALE, SIRED BY lOBIN 
Adair’s best son, Gordon, out of imported 

Lassie of Wyckoff. MILLBROOK KENNELS, 
Wyckoff, N. J. apil,2t 

FfOR 8ALE.-EXTR4. FINE ENGLISH SETTER 
' bitch, orange and while; also five of her pup¬ 

pies, perfectly marked black and white. One 
cocker spaniel bitch, 7 mos , solid black and white 
frill, ancf one black and tan terrier bitch with three 
of her puppies; sire and dam weigh 8^ and 6 lbs. 
The above dogs are finely bred and handsome, and 
will be sent to any responsible parties on approval. 
Address P. O. Box 693, Newburyport, Mass. 

aprl,2t 

tApBn. 8, 1886. 

NatioMl Fieli Trials Cl. 
ENTRIES TO THE 

Seventh Annual Derby 
Will positively close May 1, 

3PXJH.S353, S7SO.OOy 

DIVIDED AS FOLLOWS: 

$250 to the winner of first prize. 

$250 to the winner of second prize, 

$250 to the winner of third prize. 

With $10 to nominate and $10 addi¬ 

tional to start. 

The d a’wing for places will begin 

immediately after the drawing for the 

All-Aged Stakes. 

For Blanks, etc., apply to 

B. M. STEPHENSON, 
La Grange, Tenn. 

TENTH ANNUAL 

NEW YORK 

To be given under the auspices of the 

Westminster Kennel Club, 
AT THE 

MADISON SQUARE GARDEN, 
Madison Avenue, 26th and 27th Streets, 

ON 

Taeslay, Wedieslay, Tliiirsday & Friday, 
M4T 4, 5, 6 & 7, 1886. 

ENTRIES CLOSE APRIL 19, 

JAS. MORTIMER, 
Superintendent, 

Office, 48 Broad Street, Boom 14, 

NEW YORK. 

ANNUAL DERBY OF 1886 
OF THE 

Eastern Field Trials Club, 
Open to all Setter and Pointer Fnpplee 

whelped on or after Jan. 1, 1885. 

PURSE $700 CASH. 
First prize. $4(X); second prize, $200; third prize, 

$100. $10 forfeit, $10 additional to fill n ght before 
race, ENTRIES POSITIVELY CLOSE MAY 1, ’86, 

Meeting Feb. 10, 1886.—“That the secretary 
be directed to accept no entries unless accompanied 
by a certificate In writing, signed by the owner of 
the sire of the entry, statiug the month and year 
when dam was serve i, or a similar certificate from 
owner of dam stating time of whelping.” 

To receive prompt attention forfeit money must 
accompany evuy entry. 

For blanks, particulars, etc., address 
WASHINGTO'O A. CO>TER, 

Box 30. Flatbush, Kings Co., N. Y, 
B. F. WILSON, Presideut._ 

$2,000 in Prizes 
CleTelanl Beicli Siioi AssecMoi 

THIRD ANNUAL 

Bench Show of Dogs, 
PEOPLES’ TABERNACLE, 

APRIL 27, 28, 29 & 30. 

For premium lists and entry blanks address 
C. M. M:1>NHAiX. Secretary, 

Room 25, Wilshire Building, Cleveland, O, 

ENTRIES CLOSE APRIL 17. 

XVJU HAI.N.- A NUMBER UF WELL BRED AND 
I: well broien pointers and setters, also doa 
boarded and broken, satiafactlon guaranteed. AA- 
dnMH.B.BIOmO^. Lakeville. Maas. 8«ptS8,tf 
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THE WATER-BUTCHER WINS. 

^T^HE clamor of the few has prevailed over the interest of 

the many. Selfishness has carried the day. The 

water-butcher has won. Yesterday the Senate of New York 

passed the bill to repeal the anti-houndina; law. The bil 

was passed as given in our last issue, save that the amend, 

ment was adopted limiting the number of deer killed by one 

person to three. An amendment forbidding the killing of 

deer in the water was voted down. St. Lawrence and Dela¬ 

ware counties are exempted from the dog scourge. The 

measure now goes back to the Assembly for its concurrence 

in the amendments, and then to the Governor, who will 

promptly give it his signature, and the dogging and water¬ 

killing of Adirondack deer will have the sanction of the l&w 
of the land. 

The result was not unlocked for. It had been practically 

a foregone conclusion from the beginning. As explained in 

these columns two months ago, the conditions at Albany 

this year were peculiarly favorable to the clique of individ' 

ualswho had declared their purpose of overthrowing the 

deer protective law. The Speaker of the House, Mr. Hus- 

ted, a deer bounder, was opposed to the law because it in¬ 

terfered with the sport of himself and some of his cronies; 

and it was understood that he would use the infiuence of his 

position to secure its repeal. Several of the members of the 

Legislature, as Barnes, Hadley and Palmer in the Assembly, 

and Kellog in the Senate, had been directed by the June 

mountain mutton hotel keepers to repeal the law; they had 

practically no volition in the matter; they were told what 

to do, and when the time came they obeyed orders and 

did it. Mr. Hosted took care to appoint the 

right kind of a game committee. It was a body 

made up of wax-noses, and their plasticity was something 

astonishing. It was equaled only by their avidity to he 

humbugged. That the bounders had taken an accurate 

measure of these men, was proved by the character of the 

misleading and deceptive document they sent to the Legis¬ 

lature. This was prepared by an Albany doctor, who gave 

it out as coming from the Eastern New York Fish and Game 

Protective Association. In its ostensible origin, its contents 

and its purpose, it was a humbug; and naturally had weight 

with the committee and the Assembly. As had been antici¬ 

pated, when the bill caaie up in the House, the members, 

eager to curry cheap favor with Speaker Husted, rushed the 

measure through and sent it to the Senate. 

In the several hearings before the Senate committee the 

humbug was stripped off. The defenders of the hill were 

compelled to recede from their stand as game protectors. 

They were forced to acknowledge, one after another, the 

ridiculous nature of their pretenses, and to own up that all 

their hue and cry were solely with purpose to secure to 

themselves present gratification. The selfish character of 

their efforts was clearly proved. The committee f’ally under¬ 

stood this and knew that the bill ought to be killed; hut 

surrounded as they were by the persistent doggers and 

hampered by entangling alliances, they lacked the moral 

courage to do what they knew to be right, and sought a way 

out of it by “compromising”—the customary makeshift of 

weak men. (It should be stated that Senator Vedder, of the 

committee, intelligently and consistently opposed the meas¬ 

ure ) The bill, which had been favorably reported by 

the pliable Assembly wax-nose committee because of defi¬ 

ciency of brains, was approved by the Senate committee 

because of a corresponding lack of back-bone. 

In its final form the bill does not give the bounders all 

they at first asked, but it gives to the selfish clique for whose 

special benefit it has been passed, about all they want. These 

men go to the woods in September. Lawful hounding will 

be limited to that month and the first five days of October, 

a period suiting their convenience. The evils attendant upon 

the system will, however, not he confined to that season. 

The destruction of deer by dogs will, in the future as in the 

past, go on at all limes of the year. All the abuses and 

abominations incident to the maintenance of hordes of 

domestic wolves in the Northern Wilderness will he perpetu. 

ated. That an Albany doctor may take the President of the 

United States on a deer dogging expedition in September, 

the dogs will be fed on February killed does heavy with 

fawn. That a Peekskill politician may have his September 

sport, the young deer dogs will he “blooded” with the 

blood of deer run down in March snows. That a 

New York physician may gratify his propensity for butcher¬ 

ing deer and leaving the carcasses to rot, the Adirondack 

woods must witness the hoimding to death of the mother 

doe in July. That the members of the Bisby Club may dog 

deer in September, fawns must starve to death in August. 

That Paul Smith may feed his guests on “run” venison, 

running and clubbing and drowning must be waged from 

Jan. 1 to Dec. 31. The so called “compromise” is such 

only in name. Hounding one month means hounding 

twelve months. Killing with dogs in September means kill¬ 

ing with dogs in June and January. There is no such thing 

as a compromise between dogs and no dogs. 

Temporarily, then, the bounders have gained what they 

sought. Temporarily—because in the very nature of things 

their extraordinary privileges cannot he lasting. They have 

obtained permission to destroy. They have added celerity 

and certainty to the approaching practical extermination of 

Adirondack deer. When they have enjoyed for a short 

while this license to destroy, they must perforce come to a 

halt. The supply cannot last. The end will come when 
the deer are gone. 

It may come before. With a Legislature less in awe of 

millionaire deer doggers, less susceptible to humbug, less 

eager to please cliques, less forgetful of their obligation to 

the community, it may be possible to save the deer from the 

fate certain to overtake them if hounding continues. 

The deer doggers have gained their point, hut it is most 

certain that they have lost something as well. The discus¬ 

sion has not been altogether fruitless. It has thrown a flood 

of light on the motives of the advocates of deer dogging. 

It has torn from them their mask; laid bare their motives. 

They can never again pose as philanthropists and game 

protectors. The thorough selfishness of their demands has 

been made clear. The next time they appear at Albany 

it must be in their real character, not as seeking game con¬ 

servancy, hut as putting in a special plea for personal privi¬ 

leges of game destruction at the expense of the public. 

Moreover, a brand has been put on the forehead of the 

water-butcher. The prowess of hounding “that buck when 

I was in the Adirondacks” will not be as great in 1886 as it 

was in 1884. The same old dog and guide and boat and 

magazine rifle and club performance will be repeated as of 

yore, but it will not be so generally sanctioned as in years 

past. Mr. John T. Denny and other water-butchers of deer 

may he rowed out by their oarsmen to the animal and bravely 

slaughter it, but they can no longer prate of their 

philanthropy in “pumping lead” into the struggling crea¬ 

ture to make it “shy,” so the cruel still-hunters may not get 

it. Such valiant exploits will be put down for what they 

are. The public now has a pretty clear notion of what Adir¬ 

ondack deer hounding means. It will have a still clearer 

notion in the near future. The time is coming when the antlers 

of an Adirondack buck killed in the water will be about as 

much of a trophy as the horns of a Texas steer killed in the 

abottoir. That time is not far off either. 

THE FOLLY OF 8PRLNG SHOOTING. 

E presume that in the ordinary affairs of life the 

sportsman conducts himself much as other men do- 

Why then in matters connected with his recreation should 

he show himself a fool—a selfish fool? If he he a farmer he 

does not send to the butcher cows that are about to calve, 

nor does he kill the ewes just before lambing time. He knows 

that to do this would be to bring upon himself loss, that he 

would lose two animals while receiving the price of but one. 

When it comes to shooting and fishing, however, the average 

man seems at once bereft of Intelligence and foresight. He 

reasons with himself that the game and fish are something 

elusive, here to-day and there to-morrow, if one man does 

not take it another may. The future may look out for itself. 

So he starts out in the spring and butchers, or tries to butcher, 

the snipe and the ducks and the geese which are passing on 

to northern breeding grounds, but many of which, if undis¬ 

turbed, would stop with us and rear their brood, where they 

used to in the old days before the greed for blood had become 

universal throughout the land. Each, year the killing goes 

on and every year the birds become fewer in numbers. 

There are localities, of course, such as Currituck Sound for 

example, where the fowl are more plenty now than in former 

years, but this is because a certain amount of protection is 

afforded them on these waters, and having been driven from 

others on which they were formerly scattered, they have 

concentrated in such places, leaving their former homes 

tenantless. 

Every female killed in the spring is so much taken from 

next fall’s shooting, and in these days when game is so 

scarce and good shooting so hard to find, it ought not to he 

difficult to make the sportsman realize that it is for his inter¬ 

est more than for that of any one else that this abominable, 

selfish and and wasteful practice should cease. The fact that 

the birds are in such wretched condition in spring would^ 

furnish to the minds of many a strong argument against the 

practice. They are lean, often rank in taste, and frequently 

affected with parasitic worms in the flesh, which certainly 

are not pleasant to see, however innocuous they may be to 
the eater. 

It is high time that spring shooting were abolished. We have 

more than once made strong efforts to bring about such a 

change, and a few years since came near seeing the pass¬ 

age of a bill in New York State entirely forbidding shoot¬ 

ing after February 1. The selfishness of certain New York 

sportsmen, and of the keepers of Long Island shooting 

resorts, defeated the objects we had in view. 

It is time that the sportsmen of the country awoke to the 

importance of this matter. If any change is to be made it 

must be done by agitating the subject in earnest, and arousing 
a public interest in the matter. 

The birds are becoming fewer and fewer. The old shoot¬ 

ing resorts are giving out, there are no new ones to go to, for 

the whole country is covered with shooters. If we are to 

have any game left we must more closely restrict the 

killing, and the most effective way to do that is to cut off 
the murders of the mother in the spring. 

The New Ontario Law.—By the omission of a word 

in reference to the new Ontario game law last week an 

erroneous impression of the clause relating to spring shoot¬ 

ing was given. By reference to the full text of the law, as 

printed in another column, it will be seen that the killing of 

swans and geese is forbidden between May 1 and Sept. 1; 

of ducks and other water fowl between Jan. 1 and Sept. 1; 

and snipe, rail and golden plover between Jan. 1 and Sept 1. 

A correspondent suggests with good reason that the ;iaw3 

of the several States should be changed so that the pro¬ 

tection given to migratory game may not be limited to the 

line between the United States and Canada. 

Michigan’s Need.—The Michigan Sportsmen’s Association 

members have before them the task of awakening public in¬ 

terest in their cause. The effort will he made at the next 

session of the Legislature to secure a State game warden. 

The Association cannot begin too early a systematic cam¬ 

paign to prepare the way for securing what the people of 
the State so greatly need, 
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SOME POINTS IN WOODCRAFT. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

Perhaps it is a little late to answer a critique printed last 
Deeember in Forest and Stream. But as there are some 
points in it that may mislead the general reader, 1 beg to 
answer briefly. 

“Wawayanda,” under date of Dec. 31, “begs to inform 
the father of the craft, before whom we are all but as dust.” 
etc. It is answered that “Nessmuli” does not assume any 
such paternity; that he is only one of an army of outers who 
love the forest and spend much time therein, with small 
profit in a worldly point of view. That be gets more com¬ 
forts and woodland conveniences into a flfteen-pound knap¬ 
sack than the average outer gets into a dry goods box may 
be true; and he does not go into the woods to rough it, but, 
as claimed in “Woodcraft,” to smooth it. 

We beg to inform “Wawayanda” there is no such dissimi¬ 
larity between us on the “shirt” and "soap” question as hi 
is pleased to assume. We use both—in moderation; and we 
may here mention that, on a week’s recent outing with a 
couple of gentlemen who came into camp with a skiff-load 
of duffle, the knapsack of “Nessmuk” furnished forth the 
only piece of soap in camp. 

As to the piece of soap and towel that were carried for 
seven weeks in the North Woods without being once used, 
the critics and caviiers remember to forget that it is stated in 
immediate connection that clear water was used, and that at 
intervals of two or three days woodland hostleries were 
reached where a thorough ablution could be had, to re¬ 
establish the anti-black-fly glaze on once more taking to the 
woods. 

“Wawaj'anda” doesn’t understand why one should “pre¬ 
fer an open brush shanty for a two-months’ outing when a 
tent that will close is obtainable,” etc. This is hedging the 
question with a vengeance. “Nessmuk” never recommended 
or used the brush shanty when anything better was to be had. 
But it is well for the outer to know how. As a dernier 
resort, one can he comparatively comfortable in very bad 
weather with only a brush shanty for shelter. Let “Waway¬ 
anda” read just what is said in "Woodcraft” on the shanty 
question. As to “a tent that will close.” 1 recently spent a 
week in one on a lonely spot up the coast, and found it very 
light, airy and pleasant. I wish I could always have one 
when camping out. But I cruised there in a ten pound canoe, 
and if the tent were cut in two in the middle the little Rush- 
ton could not carry one-half of it. What she does carry is 
the oblong square of cotton drilling described in “Wood¬ 
craft.” It is 7x9 feet, and when skillfully put up and 
stretched at a pretty sharp angle, makes a suflicient shelter. 
If intended for more than one night, the sides are closed in 
with the large fans of the cabbage palmetto. I have lived 
a good deal in such a camp during the last fourteen months 
and found it, even during the northers that prevail here, 
entirely satisfactory. It is intended for two, but will shelter 
three very well. 

As to that “extra shanty” for outdoor cooking in rainy 
weather, I can best explain the immense trouble connected 
with it by briefly relating a little episode of an outing wherein 
I took the role of guide and cook for a party of two gentle¬ 
men, one from Lincoln, Del., the other from Chicago. We 
were camped at the Lead of Lake Butler, where game was 
fairly plenty and black bass most abundant, when there 
came up a norjher, and it was evident we were to have a 
rough, rainy night of it. The gentlemen referred to will 
bear me witness that in less than half an hour I had the fire 
sheltered with that “extra shanty” in a manner that proved 
effective during an all-night rain and strong wind. To erect 
an old stove top and build a smoky fire inside a tent in wet 
weather would hardly lake less time and trouble. 

Again, “WaWRyauda” admits that it may require less 
labor to outstay a rattler than to build a bedstead. Say 150 
bedsteads and add time to the labor. Then say that among 
ten of the grayest woodsmen you can find not more than one 
was ever called on to outstay rattler at all. I have certainly 
made as many as 150 camps, and if I had my choice between 
building that many bedsteads or chancing a rattler’s strike 
in the dark, I would lake chances. Not to mention the facts, 
that a rattler when disturbed in the dark is pretty certain to 
strike at a slight noise, and that a bedstead raised a few 
inches from the ground affords no safety from the stroke of 
a large rattlesuake. 

As to that old stovetop, I “dunno.” It rather beats me, 
though I have met with much the same notions in my out¬ 
ings. I once had a friend, a genial, wholesouled fellow, who 
was delighted to camp out with us in the crisp October days, 
although he was no hunter and a poor shot. We always 
gave him the runway nearest the shanty, which he usually 
left in less than two hours to cook and monkey around camp, 
and his w^eakness was broiled venison. So long as he con¬ 
fined himself to a three-pronged frizzling stick of birch or 
hickory, this was e7i regie and even commendable. But one 
unlucky day he came across the discarded wheel of a baby 
wagon, and thfi plentitude of wire spoke being suggestive of 
broiling, he adopted it as a broiler and went into camp with 
it dangling from bis knapsack, to the intense delight and 
merriment of the older hunters. Of course, it made a good 
enough broiler, and as we happened to get a deer on the first 
day, he devoted his time mostly to broiling and eating choice 
bits of venison steak. It happened, one morning, that he 
had a runway near camp, while I watched one-half a mile 
further down. And I sat on a log and heard our best hound 
go through bis runway with the rapid, eager yelps I so well 
knew the meaning of, and no shot! It was clear that Billy 
R. had quit his runway and gone to camp to broil venison. 
Deer were not plenty enough to fool away in that fashion, 
and I left my runway and walked up stream to see about it. 
The camp was on a little flat on the east side of the creek, 
and on the other side was a high bank with a dense growth 
of laurel. It was easy to bushwhack the camp from the 
laurel to within twenty-live yards of the campfire without 
being seen. So I crept up in moccasins and took a peep 
through the laurel. There he was, the little wheel resting 
on the summits of three small stakes driven in the ground, a 
bed of bright embers underneath, and a nice, juicy steak be¬ 
ing broiled to a turn. It was a grand chance to run a rig on 
him and he deserved it. Waiting until he squatted on his 
heels trving to get a turn on his steak, I drew a fine bead on 
the rim'of the wheel and cut loose. There was sudden com¬ 
motion in that camp. Wheel and venison flew off into space, 
Billy gave a spasmodic yell, and the last I saw of it all as I 
backed silently out of sight was a pair of boot heels keeling 
UD over the wearer’s head. In ten minutes I was back to my 
runway with the rifle reloaded, and drowsily smoking by the 

smouldering watch-fire. Down came Billy, pale with ex¬ 
citement. 

“Did you hear the shot?” he asked wildly. 
“Well, I thought I heard a shot. Sounded as though it 

was near your runway,” 
“My runway? I should say so. May I never breathe or 

speak again if that shot wasn’t made at me. Yes, sir, 
missed me by an inch or two and hit the br’iler. You ouglit 
to see it. It’s just a tangle of twisted wire. Some of these 
Babbs Creek sneak hunters did it. Crawled along the bank 
in the high laurel and took a standing shot at five rods. It’s 
a cold-blooded attempt at murder, and it’s a miracle how I 
escaped. ” 

“Well, if any sneak hunter in these woods has really 
missed you at five rods it is a miracle. Looks to me as 
though some feller had been trying his sights on that br’iler.” 

A light seemed to break in on him. His under jaw 
dropped, he looked me steadily in the eye for a full minute, 
and then said in tones of mingled reproach and entreaty: 

“George, if you did it, don’t tell the boys.” 
There was uproarious fun and laughter in camp that night. 

We hung the demoralized “br’iler” in the light of the camp 
fire, and I told the story as well as I could under the circum¬ 
stances. Billy also gave his version, and he had wit and 
good sense to get as much fun out of it as any man in camp, 
while returning to sound woodland principles in the shape of 
a three-pronged birch fork. 

And there is no moral that 1 recollect. The little wagon- 
wheel made as good a “br’iler” as the birch fork, but no 
better. And it was a ridiculous piece of hunting kit to carry 
into the woods. 

By the same token, I have no doubt the old stove-lop 
answers the same purpose as two small logs placed side by 
side on the ground as a cooking range, after the manner 
described in “Woodcraft.” But it is no better; and if there 
be any significance in the fitness of things, one would be 
more apt to look for it in a camp of gypsey tinkers than in a 
camp of hunters. Nevertheless, I have no disposition to 
“pay out” on “Camp Flotsam,” and none but genial feelings 
for “Wawayanda.” I am about done with Florida for the 
present; and I half ptomise myself another cruise across the 
Northern Wilderness in a very light canoe. I think Camp 
Flotsam is on Long Lake, not far from Mitchell Sabattis’s 
landing. If so, I am likely enough to paddle in on it some 
pleasant July evening, and take a (knife and fork) shot at 
that old, old stove top. Nessmdk. 

P. S.—“Kingfisher” alluded to me a long time since with 
some mild criticism, but so gentle and genial withal that it 
is without sting. And his conclusions are sound, f. e., to 
take all the comfort you conveniently can when going to the 
woods, but go. Would that I might cruise in on a “Cainp 
of the Kingfishers.” The liberal and free-hearted manner in 
which I would wade into their 11 cwt. of groceries should 
convince them that 1 am not so prejudiced against weight 
after all—when some one else carries it. N-k. 

of grace, beauty and joy? God gave us these exquisite crea¬ 
tures for delight and solace, and we suffer them to be slain 
by thousands for our “adornment.” When I take note of 
the headgear of my sex, a kind of despair overwhelms me. 
I go mourning at heart in an endless funeral procession of 
slaughtered birds, many of whom are like dear friends to me. 
From infancy I have lived among them, have watched them 
with the most profound reverence and love, respected their . 
rights, adored their beauty and their song, and I could no 
more injure a bird than 1 could hurt a child. No woman 
would if she knew it. 

The family life of most birds is a lesson to men and women. 
But how few people have had the privilege of watching that 
sweet life, of knowing how precious and sacred it is, how 
the little beings guard their nests with almost human wis- ’ 
dom, and cherish their young with faithful, careful, self- 
sacrificing love. If women only knew these things, there is 
not one in the length and breadth of the land, I am happy to 
believe, who could be cruel enough to encourage this mass¬ 
acre of the innocents by wearing any precious rifled plume 
of theirs upon her person. At this moment, when again 
comes April back to us, bringing once more these sky-born 
minstrels and poets dear, troops of boys throughout the 
whole country are slaughtering the bluebirds for the milliner! 
and not only the bluebirds, but every feathered thing that 
flies. Oh, let us begin to try to put an end to this evil, 
“wrought from want of thought”! 'The Audubon SodETV 
furnish some facts which prove how far it has gone. “From 
one small district on Long Island about 70,000 birds were 
brought to New York in four months’ time. In New York 
one firm had on hand Feb. 1, 1886, 200,000 skins. The sup¬ 
ply is not limited by domestic consumption; American bird 
skins are sent abroad; one New York firm had a contract to 
supply 40,000 skins of American birds to one Paris firm.” 

Will not the women of Boston lead the way as a city of 
merciful women, and take vigorous steps toward putting an 
end to this outrage against our Mother Nature? Once let 
refined and cultivated women see the matter in its true light, ' 
refuse to wear feathers and refuse to allow their children to 
wear them, the evil in this city at least would soon disap- : 
pear. And it would be a beginning—^let the fine women lead ' 
the way, the rest will soon follow; the servant will not 
wear what the lady refuses to countenance, for cmiously . 
enough fashion is respected as much by the ignorant as by ' 
the cultured—high and and low alike bow down before the ; 
grim goddess and fashion has become a murderous fiend. ■ 

It is spring, the old hats and bonnets are to be laid aside. ; 
Let us buy no more birds with which to “decorate” the new ) 
head covering. More than this, let us not keep any we have 
now for future use, neither give them away, but destroy them , 
at once, without hesitation, that they may never again set i 
a bad example. Let us all be proud to walk abroad without 
a badge of cruelty upon our heads. Destroy them and never ii 
purchase others. How slight a sacrifice is this for us, how 
great a gain in the cause of humanity! At once, this day, 
this hour let us, in the name of love and pity, begin to spare 
and try to save the birds.—GeUa Thaxter, in Bostoii Tran¬ 
script. _ 

THE A. O. U. CHECK LIST. 

THE AUDUBON SOCIETY. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

Your note about the Audubon Society followed me to 
Mexico and here. After this long delay, if it is of any ser¬ 
vice to you, I should be glad to be quoted as in entire 
sympathy with its object. A dead bird does not help the 
appearance of an ugly woman, and a pretty woman needs 
no such adornment. If you can get the women to recognize 
these two things a great deal will be done for the protection 
of our song birds. Yours sincerely, 

Charles Dudley Warner. 
New Orleans, April 5,1886. 

At a meeting of the Narrows Island Club, held in this 
city April 12, the subject of the destruction of our non game 
birds was brought up by Mr. Lewis Edwards. Mr. Grin 
nell made some remarks on the magnitude of the evil and the 
methods which were being taken to suppress it, and Mr. 
Elliot urged the importance of each individual exercising 
his influence to put an end to the present fashion of wearing 
birds in hats. Dr. J. C. Barron presented the following 
resolution: 

Resolved, That this club heartily indorses the plats and 
work of the committee of the A. O. IT. on the protection of 
birds and of the Audubon Society, in their efforts to sup¬ 
press this wholesale destruction. 

The motion was seconded by Mr. Edwards and unani¬ 
mously carried. 

A writer in the Evening Post of April 7 says: “My visit 
to the National Academy was spoiled yesterday. Not by 
viewing bad pictures, either. It was by a 3'oung lady’s hat. 
There was nothing in her face to denote excessive cmelly. 
Indeed, she was very pretty, and the attention 8he_ paid to 
the best pictures seemed to indicate that her artistic taste 
was not uncultivated. But her hat! The front rim of this 
was decorated with the heads of over twenty little birds. I 
counted them at the risk of seeming to stare rudely. These 
heads were simply sewed on side by side as closely as possi¬ 
ble. Aside from the shock that any lover of bird life must 
receive on seeing this evidence of slaughter of innocent 
warblers, their use as a decoration was so inartistic and ugly 
that I wondered that any milliner would so apply them. I 
hope the Legislature will not fail to push the bill to check 
the extermination of our song birds by the milliners and 
their customers.”_ 

Is it not possible to persuade the women of Boston—the 
city we are proud to consider a center of refinement, reason 
and intelligence—to take a decided stand in the matter of 
the slaughter of birds, and protect them by refusing to wear 
them? VVe are fostering a grievous wrong out of pure 
thoughtlessness. A bit of ribbon, or a bunch of flowers, or 
any of the endless variety of materials used by the milliner 
would answer every purpose of decoration without involving 
the sacrifice of bright and beautiful lives. But women do 
not know what they are doing when they buy and wear 
birds and feathers, or they never would do it. How should 
people brought up in cities know anything of the sacred lives 
of birds? What woman whose head is bristling with their 
feathers knows, for instance, the hymn of the song sparrows, 
the sweet jargon of the blackbirds, the fairy fluting of the 
oriole, the lonely, lovely wooing call of the sandpiper, the 
cheerful challenge of the chickadee, the wild, clear whistle 
of the curlew, the twittering of the swallows as they go 
careering in wide curves through summer air, Ailing earth 
and heaven with tones of pure gladness, each bird a marvel 

T the first session of the American Ornithologists’ i 
Union, held in New York in September, 1883, a com¬ 

mittee was appointed to consider the question of a Re¬ 
vision of the Classification and Nomenclature of the Birds 
of North America. This committee, which consisted of : 
Messrs. Allen, Coues, Ridgway, Brewster and Henshaw, 
reported to the Union at its second meeting in October, 1884. 
The report was accepted, adopted and referred back to the ; 
committee, with instructions to complete their work and 
submit it to the Council, which was empowered to accept 
and adopt the report and to publish it in the name and under 
the auspices of tbe A. O. U. The Council accepted the re-: 
port in April, 1885, and it is now issued in its completed form. 

The volume, whieh is handsomely printed on laid paper, 
contains 400 pages. Of these seventeen are devoted to an i 
historical introduction, in which is briefly set forth what has 
been done in zoological nomenclature up to the present time 
and the ha:;is upon which its principles are founded. 

Then follow fifty pages devoted to “Principles, Canons 
and Recommendations.” The principles are five in number, 
and while briefly stated, are quite fully explained in the re¬ 
marks which accompany them. The fifty-one canons come 
next in order and are also fully annotated, as are the 
recommendations, of which there are ten. 

The Check List proper completes the volume, and to those 
who have not altogether kept up with the progress of modern 
ideas on nomenclature and classification, it will be a surprise. 
It is an absolute overturning of old methods, the order of the 
species being reversed, and the lower forms of bird life com¬ 
ing first in order, while the higher ones bring up the rear. 
This is, of course, the natural order, and the one which has 
long been followed in all groups except birds, and why the 
desirability of such an arrangement has never before oc¬ 
curred to ornithologists is one of the mysteries that will per¬ 
haps never be solved. As soon as the idea was suggested, it 
at once commended itself to every one; but it was long in 
coming. 

Beginning then with the Pygopodes, the List takes us 
through the Longipennes, Tubinares, Steganopodes and Au- 
seres, the trumpeter swan ending the true swimming birds. 
Then follow in order OdontoglossiE, Herodiones, Paludico- 
Ise, Limicolaj, Gallime, Columbse, Raptures, Psittaci, Coccy- 
zes, Pici, Macrochires (goatsuckers,) swifts and humming 
birds, and finally Passeres. 

Recent investigations into the nomenclature of our birds 
has brought about many changes of names, and old and well- 
known titles have disappeared to give place to others, older, 
no donbt, but not as well known. Thus, the loon is no 
longer Colymbus torquatus Brilnn., but Urinator imber (Gum.), 
and the red throated diver is IT. lumms. The black-headed 
gulls, long generically separated from Larus under the name 
Ckroicocephalvs, now return to their former place. The 
generic name Plotus has become Anhinga, Mergus is changed 
to Merganser, Anas includes the old genera Anas, ChauU- 
Immus, Mareca. Nettion and Querqit-edvla-; Agthya includes 
the old Aythya, Fulix and thdigida. The name Clangula is 
no longer applied to the golden-eyes and buffle-head. Glau- 
cfofiglto is the generic name of the iorvner and Ckaritonetta 
that of the Anas albeola of Linnaius. Clangula is now used 
for the old wife or long-tailed duck, once Earelda. A long 
list of these important changes might be given, but they 
would not supply the place of the volume itself, which must 
be in the library of every working ornithologist. , 

A number of doubtful species have been thrown out of the. 
list, so that it now number* but 768 species as against nearly 
9U0 (878 to be exact) in the last edition of Dr. Coues’s Key. 

Following the Check List is a Hypothetical List of twenty- 
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six species, which consists of “species whicli have been re¬ 
corded as North American, but whose status as North Amer¬ 
ican birds is doubtful, either from lack of positive evidence 
of their occurrence within the prescribed limits of the present 
Check List, or from absence of satisfactory proof of their 
validity as species. This includes such species as Xenia 
furcata, doubtfully N. American; probably 
only a color phase; iSpisa toicnsendi, still a mystery, and 
others. A list of forty-six fossil species, most of them made 
known by Professor Marsh, and, as to one group, fully 
described and figured in his superb monograph on the 
Odoutornithes, or birds with teeth, completes the Check 
List, to which is of course added an excellent index. 

The volume represents the best work and the most care¬ 
ful thought of our foremost ornithologists. As the exponent 
of this thought and work it will carry great weight, and will 
be gladly received by workers in this field at home and 
abroad. __ 

-.THE SPARROW HAWK IN WINTER. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
In your issue of April 1 your correspondent, Dr. M. Gr. 

ElJzey, quotes my .statement that the sparrow hawk “lives 
almost exclusively on grasshoppers and crickets,” and asks 
“what does he do for grub in winter time? Does he keep a 
silo or cannery?” 

Certainly not. Why should he? About Washington, at 
least, he has a bountiful store of preserved English sparrows 
which he falls back upon when hoppers are scarce, which 
fact the Doctor may easily verify for himself—or might have 
verified a few weeks since—by taking a stroll through the 
Smithsonian or Agricultural grounds. 

Mice and sparrows answer very well for any sparrow 
hawk who is foolish enough to winter so far north, and it 
may be remarked that very few are so foolish. For the 
sparrow hawk is a rare winter resident in these parts, the 
large majority going south, where they have no difficulty in 
finding plenty of their favorite insect food. Even in summer 
the sparrow hawk destroys more or less field mice, and there 
is plenty of evidence on record to show that he is occasionally 
responsible for the death of a small bird, while in winter the 
few that remain in this latitude do, no doubt, rely “almost 
exclusively” upon mice and small birds. However, taking 
the year round, the food of the sparrow hawk is gi’ass- 
hoppers, crickets, and such like, by a very large majority. 

•But how dare Dr. Ellzey so defame the climate of Wash¬ 
ington and mislead the innocent readers of Forest ajtd 

Stream by asserting that: “About here there are some seven 
months in twelve when there are a few classic ‘crickets on 
hearthstones’ around and nary ‘brown old grasshopper’ ” ? 
He must “den up” very early in the fall and wake late in 
spring if this is a sample of what be knows about the festive 
’hopper. Under ordinary circumstances grasshoppers are 
plenty around here up to the middle of December, and on 
warm, sunny days, in both January and February, a sharp- 
eyed and hungry sparrow hawk will have little difficulty in 
finding a few immature ’hoppers crawling among the leaves, 
while as early as the middle of March well developed insects 
are to be found. As a matter of fact, then, there is not a 
month in the year when an enterprising sparrow hawk—and 
all the Washington hawks are of this sort—cannot get more 
or less grasshoppers—enough, at least, for a relish. 

I rather think the Washington sparrow hawk doesn’t 
trouble himself much about grasshoppers in January and 
February, and there are certainly periods of longer or shorter 
duration in those months when he couldn’t get them if he 
would, owing to cold weather and snow; but “seven 
months!” Fie, Doctor, how could you! Can it be that this 
severe refieclion upon our climate is made in the interests of 
those who would see the capital moved beyond the Missis¬ 
sippi? H. 'W. He^shaw. 

Washington, D. C., April 8,188G. 

HOUSES FOR BIRDS. 

Years ago I traveled through the State of Maine on my 
way to the Bay of Fundy, where I was to join a party 

of “pseudo naturalists” who were off for three weeks on a 
grand bird slaughtering and egg snatching expedition. 
During this journey I was often amused at the many crude 
and grotesque styles of bird houses used by the farmers and 
country folk. Among these were tomato and fruit cans, 
butter firkins, old straw hats, dilapidated bee hives, and in 
one case a most worthy and bird-loving farmer had scooped 
out several crook-neck squashes which he had fastened under 
the eaves of his barn, in which several familes of wrens were 
bringing forth their young, mixing freely and peacefully 
with their neighbors, the barn swallows. 

Does the reader think that the evidence I met on every 
hand of how deeply the kind-hearted farmers and people of 
the town and country love our native birds made no impres¬ 
sion on me? Oh no! It sank deep, so deep, that after 
returning from the slaughtering expedition, repentant 
and most thoroughly disgusted with myself for the part that 
1 had taken in it, I determined that for all time to come I 
would devote myself to the protection of all wild birds of 
gentle habits. Having shot but one wild bird in my life, 
and that some thirty years ago, there was still time left to 
make ample restitution in kindly acts performed toward 
and in the defense of my sweet-voiced and light-feathered 
friends. What more natural, therefore, than that 1 should 
turn my attention to the proper construction of bird houses 
—a subject that, as a rule, has been much overlooked. 

The prevailing style of bird house architecture is very 
primitive and very ugly, consisting mostly of a rude square 
box with a hole cut in it, on which is placed a sloping roof, 
and afterward, as if to add to their ugliness, they are painted 
a dead white, glaring yellow', occasionally bright red, ultra- 
marine blue and even black; and often,"meaningless jack- 
knife_ whittlings, vanes and wind mills, painted in every 
combination of bright colors, are nailed on to them. None 
but those foreign, feathered tramps and loafers, the European 
sparrow, would ever condescend to occupy such quarters, but 
they being color blind and of no refinement or sesthetic 
tastes, are indifferent so long as they obtain a roof to shelter 
them, a hole to crawl into. When painting bird houses, never 
use bright or loud colors or gilding, as it is not only in bad 
taste and out of harmony with the surroimdings of the birds, 
but to birds of modest, refined and retiring habits, I believe 
it is very trying. Imagine, reader, lover of our wild birds, 
if you can, a pair of those plaintive-voiced birds of gentle 
habits, the bluebirds, selecting a house bedaubed with grinning 
yellow chrome! Believe me, these birds of azure blue and 
breasts of red would never think of degrading their beautiful 
plumage by bringing it in vulgar contrast with a hideous 
yellow. I know of none of the animal kingdom who are so 

aesthetic, artistic, nice and exquisite in all their tastes and 
habits as are our native wild birds. _ They seem to have an 
instinctive knowledge of the pi’opriety and fitness of all 
things, never breaking up nature’s harmonious color plan, 
but always falling in with it. 

My father, some years ago, fastened a number of flower 
pots against the side of a brick bouse. The holes at the bot¬ 
tom of the pots were made large enough for wrens and too 
small for bluebirds, as a battle between these two species had 
been raging for a number of days over the possession of the 
only bird house on the gTOunds. I have since used flower¬ 
pot bird houses very extensively. The simplest method of 
making them is to fasten a five-inch pot against a stone or 

FLOWER POT BIRD HOUSE. 

brick wall. The drain hole of the pot is enlarged by chip¬ 
ping off a small piece at a time with the sharp ferrule end 
of a file, but to do this successfully the pot must first be 
soaked in water for three hours to soften the ware. Do not 
try to make the hole exactly symmetrical, but have its out¬ 
line irregular. Two small holes are also chipped in the 
sides of the pot, one of the diameter of one half inch; this 
hole when the pot is in position is to answer as a window to 
admit a small quantity of light into the interior of the pot; 
the other hole, on the under side of the pot, is to be but one- 
quarter of an inch in diameter, and is for the purpose of 
admitting a current of fresh air. When it is placed in posi¬ 
tion the pot is held against the wall to which it is to be fast¬ 
ened by leaning a post or board against it. For a cement 
for fastening and ornamenting the pot, plaster of Paris is to 
be preferred to Portland or other cements, the plaster being 
light and quick setting, which is hastened by adding a small 
quantity of salt when mixing it. Another advantage the 
plaster possesses is that it is a non conductor of heat, so that 
all danger of the interior of the bird house becoming over¬ 
heated is removed. Before applying the plaster to the pot 
the latter must be soaked in water for one hour, or the plaster 
will not adhere. If the pot is an old one it must be thor¬ 
oughly scrubbed with a stiff brush in warm water to remove 
all minute vegetable growths. Before applying the plaster 
to the rim of the pot and against the wall, the wall must be 
thoroughly moistened or the plaster will not adhere. When 

HANOLNO OR STANDARD FLOWER-POT BIRD HOUSE. 

applying the plaster about the rim of the pot, and aaainst the 
wall, use it thick and pasty and apply rapidly. After the 
plaster has set, the board prop is removed and work on 
another port begun. When all are in position the plaster 
is given six hours to harden and dry before putting on 
the rough ornamental coating, as the weight of this might 
break away the pots from Ihe wall. This rough coating is 
applied with an old tea or table spoon well greased with 
lard or suet fat, to prevent the plaster from adhering to the 
spoon and forming into an unmanageable mass. When ap¬ 
plying the plaster, small living branches of vines can be im¬ 
bedded in the plaster, and before the entrance a small twig 
or rustic branch is fastened for a perch. 

After the plaster is thoroughly dry two heavy coats of 
boiled linseed oil mixed with a “dryer” are applied. The 
oil protects the plaster from the action of rains and the 
atmosphere. The pots can be painted with a dull green or 
any of the grays or browns that match the colors of the 
barks of our native trees, or that correspond with the grays 
or dull browns of our various earths. Lichens and mosses 
can be fastened to the houses hy imbedding them in the 
plaster when it is soft. 

A hanging bird house can be constructed of a nine-inch 
flower pot and an old milk pan, as shown in Fig. 3. A hole 
is made in the bottom of the pot and pan large enough for a 
turned picket or round stick to pass through, so as to allow 
for the fastening of the straw which is to form the thatched 
roof. A small hole is bored through the picket into which 
a cross pin of either iron or wood is inserted. On this pin 
the bottom of the pan rests, otherwise it would slide down 
the picket. The sides of the milk pan are punched full of 

holes to allow the plaster to pass through and clinch, as it 
will not adhere to the smooth surface of the tin. 

The pan is to be filled with earth, in which may be planted 
Tradeseanlia, German ivy, or moneywort, which will droop 
over and twine in the branches of the “cat screen.” Some 
of the more hardy succulent plants, such as house leeks, 
creeping Charley, Sempervimim, etc., do well in dry loca¬ 
tions. 

This bird house can also be fastened to a standard pole, as 
indicated by the dotted lines in Fig 2, when it is notdesiaed 
to suspend it. The cat screen is intended to prevent cats 
from passing up the pole and also to break the otherwise 
stiff and ungraceful lines, and as a trellis for vines to entwine 
on after having climbed or been trained up the standard 
pole. The cat screen is made of the branches of the black 
alder, or birch, which are firmly bound to the picket or 
standard pole, some two feet below the bottom of the pan, 
against which they press and radiate out as shown in the 
figure. The best and most ornamental woods for making 
the screens are red birch with the cones on, spruce with its 
rich buds, and sweet gum with its curious corky bark. 

A. W. Roberts. 

A Least Bittern’s Nest in a Tree.—Newport, R. I.. 
Feb. 38, 1886. Editor Forest and Stream: It was on the 
19th of June, and a finer morning I don’t believe could have 
dawned, that I left the house about 8:30, taking a good 
hmch, and wenc out to a place called Hanging Rocks, to see 
if I could see any new birds or find any new nests. I hunted 
about until noon, and then I ate lunch under a large oak 
tree, Mffiile 1 was sitting there a chickadee came and lit on 
the tree. He lit about ten feet over my head, but in a very 
little while he worked himself down within about three feet 
and there he sat for a minute or so watching me with a kind 
of a what-do-you-want ah, and then flew off. I then stai'ted 
off for Southwick’s Grove, and on my way I went through 
many orchards. I remember one of them very well, and I 
think I will never forget it. It was G. A.’s, as the boys 
called it, meaning George Anthony’s. As I walked through 
ii, watching the wood pewees, the least flycatchers and many 
other birds, my attention was attracted by the noise the 
robins and redwing blackbirds were making. I stood still 
for a moment, and a male blackbird came and lit on a little 
bush not over six feet away. He did not see me, and as I 
knew he didn’t, I picked up a rock and sent it at him. And 
now comes the sui-prising part of my day. On missing the 
blackbird the stone went tearing through a pear tree, and to 
my utter amazement a least bittern {Ardeita exilis) flew out. 
I ran quickly to the tree that the bittern flew out of, as¬ 
cended, and there, in a very shallow nest, composed of first 
a layer of twigs about the size of an ordinary lead pencil, 
next a layer of smaller ones, and lastly a lining of moss and 
a few bits of straw, lay one egg of a very pale bluish white, 
without spots or any markings whatever. I left the nest and 
returned on the 31st. This time 1 found three eggs in the 
nest, and this shows that the bittern lays an egg every twenty- 
four hours, or within that time. I waited to see if she would 
lay any more eggs, but on visiting it on the 33d I found the 
same three eggs and took them. I was obliged to leave the 
nest, as it was too frail to take from the tree. I was agai n 
in the orchard some time afterward, but the nest was gone, 
the bird having broken it up, or it having fallen to pieces. 
It is a mystery to me that this bird should budd in such a 
dry place, it being one of the water birds, and besides there 
was no water within a distance of a half mile, except a half 
stagnant brook which afforded no food for the bird whatever. 
I hope some of your correspondents will relate some of 
their experiences with this bird.—F. L. T. 

Another Tame Partridge.—The Athens “spook”- bird 
has been captured. On Tuesday evening last, reports the 
Hudson Bepublican, April 6, as Deacon Gordon W. Brady 
was returning to his home in Athens from Catskill, he 
observed the partridge running beside his horse. Mr. 
Brady alighted and attempted to catch the bird, chasing it 
around the wagon a couple of times, but the bird managed 
to keep out of reach, until finally Mr. Brady stopped and 
made motions with his hand as if to strike the bird, when it 
immediately turned on him and fought his hand, striking 
with his feet, rooster fashion. Mr. Brady caught it. The 
partridge made no resistance when captured, not even flut¬ 
tering. It seemed perfectly docile. Mr. Brady rode home 
with the bird, in high glee. The news soon spread, and 
scores of citizens flocked to see it. The partridge, unlike 
other birds of its'species, shows no signs of fear while being 
handled, not even a single heart palpitation, which is &o 
pronounced in all wild birds when touched. It seems utterly 
unconcerned to all around it, submitting to stroking on its 
head and breast with indifference. Many people in Athens 
entertain a superstitious fear of the rara avis, asserting it to 
be the “ghost” of the murdered Waltz, who was hung in 
Catskill some years ago for the kilUng of a scissors grinder 
named Hultz. Others again feel anxious to possess the par¬ 
tridge, offering large prices for it. Many strange stories are 
related of this partringe. Early last winter, whUe a sleigh¬ 
load of men were returning from Hamburg, where they had 
been working on the ice, the partridge flew from the hillside 
in through the sleigh, and passing out between the heads of 
two men. Two days later the partridge again flew in and 
out of the sleigh in precisely the same manner, uassing 
between the same two men as before. A few evenings later, 
while Col. Henry Nicholas, of Athens, was driving home, the 
partridge alighted upon tire back of his horse, he being com¬ 
pelled to use the whip in order to drive it away. Next 
George W. Loud met with the partridge; it alighted on the 
back of his horse. Mr. Loud, in relating the incident, said 
that he was not at all superstitious, but he hoped the par¬ 
tridge would notbother him again.' It did on two subsequent 
occasions. Mauy other reputable citizens relate similiar 
stories of meeting with the bird at night, some evincing such 
fear as to avoid traveling along the road after dark. 

Salem, Mass., April 13.—Cedar birds have been in flocks 
and plenty of them this year. I understand two Lynn 
parties whose names are known have been buying them from 
boys this season for seventy-five cents a dozen. If either 
of them see this mention I hope they will set a better ex¬ 
ample to minors. A few scattering 'Wilson’s snipe have been 
shot and woodcock are along. Swallows {T. bicolor) and 
purple finches are about, and the frogs are piping merrily. 
Bluebirds are nesting and several other species are mating. 

Buffalo.—A correspondent reports a herd of 400 buffalo. 
The residents are not killing them, except occasionally one 
for food, and they are increasing. They will have to move 
soon, however, as the ubiquitous wire fence is encroaching 
on them. 
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Utility of the Spaerow.—At a council meeting of the 
Royal Agricultural Society of England, Miss Omerod, in 
lier report on injurious insects, maintained her indictment 
against the sparrow as a mischievous bird, and repeated her 
advice in favor of checking its enormous increase. She 
said: “We do not find from' examination of their contents 
that they feed on corn red-maggot, corn-thrips, corn-aphis, 
or any other corn insect; nor have we any observations of 
fields infested by these huge Hocks being freer than other 
places from insect attack. From careful obsei’vations in 
different places, extending over a period of from one to fif¬ 
teen years, we do not find any diminution of insects round 
the farm buildings where the spaiTows greatly resort, but we 
find they have been observed, in many cases, to drive away 
true iusect-fceding birds. The State Entomological Returns 
from the United States confirm these views, and likewise in¬ 
formation forwarded by Mr. A. Molineux, member of the 
Committee of Agriculture of the Royal Agricultural and 
Horticultural Societies of South Australia, relatively to the 
English sparrow, as observed by himself at Adelaide, South 
Australia. Sparrows can and do eat some amount of insects 
if other food is short, but by choice I consider it to be proved 
that they are almost wholly corn and vegetable feeders. The 
matter being of much importance, I have collected informa¬ 
tion from known observers on the subject, of which I give 
the main points in my own forthcoming report.” 

HUNTING TRIPS OF A RANCHMAN. 

A SECOND and less expensive edition of Mr Theodore Roosevelt’s 
capital book has recently been issued by the Putnams. On its 

first appearance we took pleasure In calling attention to the merits 
of this volume, which is both happy in its conception and excellent 
in its execution. In all respects it is a delightful book, ftill of the 
breezy freshness of the plains, and telling graphically and entertain¬ 
ingly the story of the simple life of the cow camp. It gives, too, a 
great deal of information about the various species of our large 
game which are passing away at so rapid a rate, and which the 
hunter of a few years hence will find only in the few preserves that 
have been or may be established in the mountains. In our previous 
notice we called attention to one or two points on which the author 
generalized from insuflicient experience, and also to two of the illus- 
ti-ations which were unsatisCactory. These last we afterward learned 
were prepared during the author’s absence in the West, and were 
not seen by him until after the volume was issued from the press. 
In the present edition aU these matters have been put right, and 
there is now nothing to be said save in praise of the book, which 
although much less elaborate than the Medora edition, is still a hand¬ 
some volume. It lacks the etchings and the rubricated title and the 
initials, but has all the engravings, and considerable additional read¬ 
ing matter. 
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McLELLAN’S POEMS.* 

TO the thi'ee volumes of poetiy, “The Pall of the Indian,” 
“The Year,’' and “Mount Auburn,” published some years 

ago, Mr. Isaac McLelian has now added a foimth, “Poems of 
the Rod and Gun.’' This is the long looked for collection in 
book form of the poems on sporting topics, which have graced 
the columns of the sporting press for the past quarter of a 
century. Mr. McLeUan’s muse has taken aU animated nature 
for her own. The volume now before us is not confined to any 
one phase of field sports, nor is it limited in range to game 
animals and fish, nor to the American continent. The author’s 
love for natm-e is deep, his ear quick to catch the rhythmic 
unison of the harmonies in the winter winds which howl about 
the camp of the moose hunter in Canadian wilds, in the 
tinkling splash of the distant western rivers, in the dissolution 
of Arctic ice packs, in the inharmonious haimaonies of the 
tropic night forest. Here are:pictures of sport in Africa, 
America, Australia, Ceylon, in the Arctic and the Antarctic, 
the north and the south and the east and the west. He sings 
of all birds, from the albatross to the woodduck; all animals, 
from the antelope to the wolf; aU fishes, from the bass to the 
yellow perch. No form of sport, b3' sea or land, with game 
or fish, is foreign to his sympathetic pen. Of the nearly 200 
poems, 104 relate to game and shooting, 14 are classed as mis¬ 
cellaneous, and the rest sing the charms of angling and the 
varying fortunes of its devotees. The first poem in the book, 
* ‘Nature’s Invitation”, orginaUy occupied the fii-st column of the 
fii-st number of the Forest and Stream. Among the miscel¬ 
laneous poems is a “Frank Forester Memorial Ode,” written 
by request for the proposed ceremonies in laying the corner¬ 
stone of a monument to be erected at Greenwood Lake in 
honor of Frank Forester. The monument never reached the 
proportions entitling it to a poem, though it will be remem¬ 
bered that the “generally ditfused” funds originally intended 
for the memorial were not very many years ago tangible 
enough to draw out a great deal of vicious swasn and gi-o- 
tesque bathos from some of the Forester idolaters and hierolo- 
gists. “riiis votive cenotaph,” of which Mr. McLelian writes 
was unfortimately never erected to 

Epitome op Diseases of the Skin. By Louis A. Duhring, M. D. 
Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Co, Cloth, 130 pp.. price, 60 cents. 

Salmon Problems. By J. W. Willis Bund. London: Samson Low, 
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Here and There in Our Own Country, embracing sketches of 
travel and descriptions of places by popular writers. With 127 illus¬ 
trations, Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Co. Cloth, 2l4pp., price, 
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Poems of the Rod and Gun. or sports by flood and field. By 
Isa^c McLelian. New York: Henry Thorpe. Cloth, 271pp., price 

Hints on Languao^e. Ay Arthur Bent, A.M. Boston: Lee & Shep¬ 
ard. Cloth, 75 pp., price, SO cents. 

Haphazard Personalities; chiefly of noted Americans. By 
Charles Lanman. Boston: Lee & Shepard. Cloth, 387 pp., price, 

Young People’s History of England. By George Makepeace 
Towle, Boston: Lee & Shepard. Cloth, 388 pp., price, $1.50. 

The Year's Sport: a review of British sports and pastimes for the 
year 1885. Edited by Alfred E. T. Watson. liOndon: Longmans, 
Green & Co.; New York; Worthington Co. Cloth, 549 pp.. price, 
$2.50. 

The Message of the Bluebird; told to me to tell to others. An 
illustrated souvenir. By Irene E. Jerome. Boston; Lee A Shepard. 
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§anie utfd §atj. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Co. 

THE TRAJECTORY TEST. 

'^HE full report of the Forest and Stream’s trajectory test of hunt- 

ing rifles has been issued in pamphlet form, with the illustra¬ 
tions and the tabiilar summary, making in all 90 pages. For sale at 

this office, or sent post-paid. Price 60 cents. 

RECOLLECTIONS OF A SPORTSMAN.-Il. 
bear 

The tribute of aflfection’s tear, 

and it is probable that the poem, as preseiwed in this volume, 
will be, as it is now, the only permanent record of the monu¬ 
ment enterprise. Mr. McLelian’s volume will meet with a 
warm welcome by American sportsmen. It is a book which 
should be iu the hbrary of everj^ man who uses rod or gun. 
The poems make a substantial volume of 271 pages, bound in 
cloth, and embellished with an etching, “The Shot at the 
Start,” Dy Mr. J. E. Sabin, From the author's preface we 
take the foUowing: 

“Our widely extended country, reaching from the Atlantic 
to the Pacific coast, from the Northern Lakes to the Gulf of 
Mexico, abounds ivith almost every variety of wild game of 
the choicest qualities. The ocean, the river, the lake, the 
brook, moimtain, forest, prairie and smbble field, aU have 
their peeuhar tenants; fish, fowl and wild animal ranging the 
wood, swimming the waters, beating the air. Almost without 
hmit ai’e the attractions of field and flood in our noble and far 
spread land; and to describe their different varieties, then- 
mode of life and capture, the scenery where they are found, 
has been the business of the naturahst, novelist and sports¬ 
man; but the poet in a collected volume has hardly here con¬ 
tributed his part to the general store of knowledge. As the 
variety of the noble game and fish of our land and waters is 
greatei- and more attractive than that of any other coma try, 
with the exception perhaps of Africa, so nowhere are the 
sports of field and flood more univei-sally followed than with 
us. The consideration of these facts and the desire to contrib¬ 
ute something to the treasm-y of the knowledge of our wild 
game, and to depict the pleasures to be enjoyed in then- pur¬ 
suit, led the writer to prepare this work; and if it may yield 
pleasm-e to any pei-son, and more especially to brother sports¬ 
men, he will feel he has his reward. To commence and com¬ 
plete the work has been a labor of love, for his pai-ticipa- 
tion in field sports has not been small; and he can only 
regret that his ability to describe does not equal his 
power to enjoy the delightful pastimes of the gimner and the 
angler. 

“The author, in preparing a work that might perhaps be 
styled a book of natm-al history, has not confined his pen 
strictly to descriptions of bh-ds, fish and animals that are con¬ 
sidered as game, but has included many others that have no 
claim to such title. In the. present v'olume he has sought to 
reproduce, as far as possible, his coUeetion of sporting poems 
lost in a recent disastrous fire in New York, viz., the hm-ning 
of the Potter Building on Park Row, attended -mth giievous 
loss of life and property. 

“Since this volume was commenced, several years ago, a 
great number of sporting association’s have been formed in 
the coimtiy, consisting of gentlemen of leism-e, intelligence 
and high repute, who are interested in field sports and the pre¬ 
servation of fisli aud game, and to gain their brotherly favor 
would be honor indeed. So what poems we have been able 
to save fi’om the wreck we hope may find favor in their sight. 
There has always been a degree of friendly brotherly feeling 
among sportsmen, and this has encouraged us to offer this 
work for public notice, and above all, to brother sportsmen, 
to whom it is respectfully dedicated. If we meet with fi-a- 
ternal approval at then- hands, we shall feel rewai-ded for the 
labor of many years in trying to produce something accepta¬ 
ble to lovers of the rod aud gun.” 

For autobiographical notes by Mi-. McLelian see Vol. XXV. 
page 4^ 

*Poems of the Rod and Gun; or. Sports by Flood and Field. By 
Isaac McLelian, Greenport, Long Island. New York; Henry Thorpe, 
1886. 

IT WAS in the early autumn of 1861. Foliage was still 
on. Farmers were cutting and shocking corn. _ The 

buckwheat had just beeu cut, and much was yet in the 
fields in little heaps ready to he hauled to the thrashing floor; 
when I decided, as my work of this kind was well in hand, 
to spend the afternoon with my new gun and dog. “Bob 
White” had long since ceased to caU his name, and only used 
the call note when his family had become scattered, or at 
evening wlien going to roost. Dash had never been with me 
in the field before. However, I had the most implicit con¬ 
fidence in him, as I knew his former master never kept a 
poor dog. He had brought Dash across the water because 
he considered him the best dog in his kennel, one of the 
finest in England. Dash seemed to have as much confidence 
in me. When I threw my gun on my shoulder and whistled 
him up, his very look and action spoke most eloquently of 
the fun we were going to have in each other’s company. I 
began to wonder if Dash would think as well of me when 
we returned. 

We took our course down a little brook that ran mostly 
through a narrow wood into a large millpond. On the south 
bank was a farm on which I knew were two coveys of quail, 
well grown and strong birds. Along the brook were many 
patches of cat brier and alders. In one of these Dash came 
to a beautiful point, a picture of grace and beauty that would 
charm the eye of an artist or sth- the soul of a sportsman 
with delight. I walked in, expecting to flush a woodcock, 
but up jumped a rabbit right in front of the dog and went 
off shaking his bunch of cotton at me in such a tantalizing 
way I fired both barrels at him, apparently without effect, 
except to increase his speed. I had scarcely emptied my 
second barrel when I saw a woodcock disappearing through 
the alders. Dash was still pointing, though it seemed to me 
he had changed his position slightly. I could flush nothing 
in front of him, so tried to call him off, but could not. 1 
was about to collar and lead him away, supposing he was 
pointing where the woodcock had been, when up got another 
woodcock behind the dog. I wounded it with my second 
barrel, followed up and secured it by another shot. I con¬ 
sidered it a serious defect in my dog that he should be liable 
to point at either end. 

[This, by the way, reminds me of an incident that occurred 
in later years, that may bear repeating. I was once return¬ 
ing from a little hunt near the city, with my gun and dog, 
carrying a small hunch of game in my hand, outfit and 
rig would not indicate to the average feminine mind, accus¬ 
tomed to city habits, a high idea of gentihty. As 1 was 
crossing on a Fulton fen^'boat, standing in front of the ladies’ 
cabin, I noticed two ladies watching me, evidently admiring 
my birds. Presently they stepped up to me, and one of 
them asked how I sold them. 1 replied that I did not usually 
deal in birds as merchandise, but if tney were very anxious 
to buy I could not think of charging them more than cost, 
and proceeded to figure up my railroad fares, hotel bill, am¬ 
munition, etc., when my fair questioners gracefully with¬ 
drew, exclaiming, “Oh, we thought your dog caught them!” 
As it was a time of day when hut few people rode uptown, 
I succeeded in getting my dog into a street car. I had just 
stowed myself away comfortably, when the same ladies got 
into the car, we being the only passengers. They immedi¬ 

ately asked if my dog would bite. I assured them he would 
not, and called their attention to the fact that he was very 
tired, already being coiled up close in the corner under my 
feet fast asleep. The idea that a dog ever got tired was new 
to them, and they wanted to know why. I explained to 
the best of my ability, and by way of illustration made old 
Bob get up and straighten himself, I stroking his tail, mak¬ 
ing him assume the position of pointing as nearly as possible. 
Both ladies exclaimed, “Oh, isn’t it wonderful! Yes, thanks, 
we understand;” one saying to the other, “Don’t ybu see, my 
dear, nature has so adjusted the creature that he points with 
his tail.”] 

1 was quite uncertain for some time at which end of the 
dog to look for the bird, but concluded to watch both ends 
and aU around whenever he pointed and be ready on aU 
sides. A first-class resolution, but not always lived up to. 
The most careful sportsman will sometimes lose the chance 
for a good shot by thinking his dog “is just fooling.” I had 
proceeded perhaps 300 yards, when Dash found and brought 
me a rabbit not yet dead, hut with one hind leg broken, aud 
his good-bye end well filled with shot. Before reaching the 
millpond, a distance of about one mile, I got seven more 
points on woodcock, two of which I killed. I then hunted 
some thickets around a buckwheat stubble, without finding 
the covey I expected. Continuing to a ridge or sort of bluff 
at the edge of the Raritan meadows, Dash, while ranging at 
full speed, suddenly wheeled, walked cautiously to a brush 
fence and looked into it in a most interested way, wagging 
his tail all the time. Presently he jumped in as if to catch 
something, when out flew a spaiTow. 1 scolded and shamed 
him, hut he persisted in devoting his attention to that brush 
fence. He followed it about 200 yards to a rugged ravine, 
where he made a stiff point in tolerably open oak woods. 
After kicking in the leaves behind the dog until I became 
nervous, I walked some twenty feet in front of him and 
flushed a fine covey of quail. They flew well together, 
straight from me, so I pulled away with both barrels with¬ 
out aim at any particular bird and didn’t get a feather. Dash 
behaved splendidly, though in my ignorance I blamed him 
for coming in and lying at my feet as soon as I shot. 'When 
I told him to go on, he struck out full speed in the direction 
the birds had taken. 

He had not gone over 150 yards when he made a kind of 
sideway double summersault and froze stiff. I know none 
of the quail had stopped there, and noticed the ground where 
Dash stood was springy and wet. I expected a w'oodcock, 
when up jumped three English snipe, flying toward the 
meadows at a ninety-mile per hour rate, hut 1 stopped one of 
them very neatly within fifty yards. Having marked tne 
quail to my satisfaction, I followed and found them beauti¬ 
fully scattered in the head of a little hollow, in large oak 
woods with whortleberry undergrowth not very thick; in 
fact just the place where an expert shot would like to have 
them. Dash made ten or twelve beauiiful stands on single 
birds, and I fired both barrels at each bird as it rose, but my 
bag was still yawning for quail. 1 followed up a few birds 
I had been able to mark on their second flight with the same 
result, until I had birds and dog as wild as they could be 
made. I then sat down, pulled out an old pipe and pro¬ 
ceeded to take a smoke. 

As it was now about sundown, it was not long before the 
quail commenced to whistle. I took Dash to where they 
w'ere whistling, and although he was constantly trailing, he 
could not get a point. Becoming desperate I fastened him 
to a sapUng with an old skate strap. Leaving him howling 
and whining, I hastened to where I considered a good stand 
and proceeded to whistle them up. In this way I killed two 
at one shot on the gi-ound, and one at another. At the last 
report of my gun I saw Dash coming toward me with part of 
the strap, which he had gnawed, hanging to his neck, and a 
quail in his mouth. One that I had evidently hit during my 
reckless tiring. As I was going home, passing near where 1 
had first flushed the covey, he found another which had 
been wing-tipped, and caught and brought it to me. 
Although I was ashamed of my poor shooting, I f, It pretty 
well satisfied with my hag, having 3 woodcock, 1 English 
snipe, 5 quail, and 1 rabbit, the result of 38 shots tired. 
This first hunt with my new outfit satisfied me that I had a 
first-class dog, and probably a good gun, but did not know 
how to use either. Bedford. 

AN UP AND DOWN SHOT. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Under the head of “Erratic Bullet Flights” you have re¬ 

cently published two communications from me giving inci- 
deuts in my own experience where life was endangered by 
singular and unlocked for bullet flights. I will now give 
another incident in my practice which, although not quite so 
singular, was really attended with more probable danger. 
It occurred within half a mile of the scene of my duck shoot¬ 
ing adventure, published by you, I was hunting black and 
gray squirrels iu the adjacent forests; I had that very com¬ 
mon run of luck so often experienced by the solitary squirrel 
hunter, namely, of having the squirrels lie close to and on 
the opposite side of a horizontal limb. Finally I tried the 
plan of stepping directly under the squirrel and imitating its 
bark. This caused the squirrel to stretch its neck and look 
down over the side of the limb, exposing most of its head, 
which in those days I rarely missed, whether firing perpen¬ 
dicularly or otherwise, I had in this manner killed two or 
ihree squirrels within a half hour, when another opportunity 
offered and I stood so nearly under the squirrel that it would 
have fallen upon me if I had not stepped aside at the instant 
it dropped at my feet. As I was raising my flask to the 
muzzle of my rifle there was a whiz and a sharp crack, 
partly behind and within three feet of me upon the ground. 
As I turned my head quickly I saw the extreme ends of a 
di-y limb about one inch in diameter and six or seven feet 
feet long just falling upon the ground. An examination 
revealed the fact that the bullet having expended its force 
vertically in the air, had returned, and striking this stick 
squarely midway between the ends had partly cut and partly 
broken it in two, bouncing the extreme ends upward. The 
bullet mark was plainly defined nearly through the stick. 
This ended my vertical rifle practice. 

Milton P. Peirce. 
Philadelphia, Pa, _ 

Meciianicsville, N. Y., April 5.—A Rod and Gun Club 
was organized in this village last week. The object is the 
better protection of game and for trap shooting. You will 
hear from us in the future concerning the club’s improve¬ 
ment. The members are all true woodsmen, and I think the 
club will be a success. We are watching the deer hill with 
interest. Ice is going fast and the fisherman is varnishing 
his rod and inspecting his lines for the spring fishing. Boys 
are having fine luck catching the river fish.—A. C. J. 
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THE ONTARIO GAME LAW. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I inclose a copy of the Ontario game bill passed during the 

session just closed. You will find that though deficient in 
some respects it is a great improvement on the last one. It 
it to be hoped that the States of the Union adjoining Onta¬ 
rio will see fit to follow in her footsteps and put a stop to 
spring duck shooting. The great diflBcult^ we experienced 
in getting the Legislature to consent to this change was the 
fact that spring shooting was allowed on the American sides 
of the St. Lawrence, Niagara, Detroit and St. Claire rivers 
in sight and hearing of our sportsmen. The true sportsmen 
of the United Statk will doubtless thank us for taking the 
initiative and for clearing away this difiiculfy in seeking 
legislation against spring shooting. All true Canadian sports¬ 
men hope that their American brother* sportsmen will go 
still further and put a stop to all spring shooting—geese, 
swan and plover as well as ducks, and stimulate us in mrn 
to further exertions. We had hoped that plover of all kinds 
would have been included with the snipe, but some mem¬ 
bers of the famous Toronto Gun Club spoke so strongly 
before the committee on the sport obtained from black 
heart plover in May that the clause embracing snipe and 
plover*was not passed in its entirety. Pot shots of from ten 
to thirty of these small birds on their way to breed can be 
made and it must be grand sport indeed. 

In contrast to these small bird destroyers we had opposi¬ 
tion from the grand sportsmen who desired to retain spring 
geese and swan shooting. It was suggested that they could 
hardly be consistent if they desired the abolition of spring 
duck shooting, which they said they did, but reason could 
not prevail. Were it not'for the opposition from these par¬ 
ties, a more stringent game law would have passed, we 
believe, and one that would have done still greater cretiit to 
W. C. Caldwell, Esq., M. P. P., who kindly undertook its 
management before the house. It is well known that this 
bill embodied resolutions passed by the Wentworth Fish and 
Game Protective Association from time to time; in fact that 
the proposed change in the law came from this association, 
and that to one local member, J. M. Gibson, Esq., M. P. P., 
we are chiefly indebted for this stringent bill. No one will 
regret more than W. C. Caldwell, Esq., M. P. P., and J. M. 
Gibson, Esq., M. P. P. their failure to secure the prevention 
of deer slaughtering in the water and the exportation of 
small game. They have done good and faithful work, and 
the sportsmen of Canada may well thank them. 

JMember Wentworth Fish and Game 

Protecth’^e Association. 
Hamilton, Ont., April 3,1886. 

Following is the text of the Ontario law: 

Whereas, It is expedient to amend the law respecting the 
preservation of game and fur-bearing animals in Ontario; 
therefore. Her Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of 
the legislative assembly of the province of Ontario, enacts as 
follows: 

1. The act passed in the forty-third year of Her Majesty’s 
reign, and chaptered 31, is hereby repealed. 

2. None of the animals or birds hereinafter mentioned, 
shall be hunted, taken or killed within the periods herein¬ 
after limited: 

(1) . Deer, elk, moose, reindeer or caribou, between the 
fifteenth day of December and the fifteenth day of October. 

(2) . Grouse, pheasants, prairie fowl or partridge, between 
the first day of January and the first day of,September. 

(3) . No quail shall be hunted, taken, or killed, during the 
years 1886, 1887, and no wild turkeys during the years 1886, 
1887, 1888, and in each case thereafter not between the 
fifteenth day of December and the fifteenth day of October 
following. 

(4) . Woodcock, between the first day of January and the 
fifteenth day of August. 

(5) . Snipe, rail and golden plover, between the first day of 
January and the first day of September. 

(6) . Swans or geese, between the first day of May and the 
first day of September. 

(7) . Ducks of all kinds, and all other water fowl, between 
the first day of January and the first day of September. 

(8) . Hares, between "the fifteenth day of March and the 
first day of September. 

3. No person shall have in his possession any of the said 
animals or birds, no matter where procured, or any part or 
portion of any such animals or birds, during the periods in 
which they are so protected; provided that they may be ex¬ 
posed for sale for fifteen days, and no longer, after such 
periods, and may be had in possession for the private use of 
the owner and his family at any time, but in all cases the 
proof of the time of killing, taking or purchasing shall be on 
the person so in possession. 

4. No eggs of any of the birds above mentioned shall be 
taken, destroyed or had in possession by any person at any 
time. 

6. None of the said animals or birds, except the animals 
mentioned in Section 8 of this act, shall be trapped or taken 
by means of traps, nets, snares, gins, baited line, or other 
similar contrivances; nor shall such traps, nets, snares, gins, 
baited lines or contrivances be set for them, or any of them' 
at any time; and such traps, nets, snares, gins, baited lines 
or contrivances may be destroyed by any person without such 
person thereby incurring any liability therefor. 

6. None of the contrivances for taMug or killing the wild¬ 
fowl known as swans, geese or ducks, which are described or 
known as batteries, swivel guns, sunken punts, shall be used 
at any time, and no wildfowl known as ducks, or other 
water fowl, except geese or swans, shall be hunted, taken or 
killed between the expiration of the hour next after sun¬ 
set and the commencement of the hour next before sunrise. 

7. No beaver, mink, muskrat, sable, martin, otter, or 
fisher, shall be hunted, taken or killed, or had in possession 
of any person between the first day of May and the first day 
of November; nor shall any traps, snares, gins, or other con¬ 
trivances, be set for them during such period; nor shall any 
muskrat house be cut, speared, broken or destroyed at any 
time; and any such traps, snares, gins or other contrivance 
so set, may be destroyed by any person without such person 
thereby incurring any liability therefor; provided that this 
section shall not apply to any person destroying any of the 
said wild animals in defense or preservation of his property. 

8. Offenses against this act shall he punished upon sum¬ 
mary conviction on information or complaint before a jus¬ 
tice of the peace, as follows: 

(a) In case of deer, elk, moose, reindeer or caribou, by a 
fine not exceeding $50, nor less than $10, with costs, for 
each offense, (b) In case of birds or eggs, by a fine not ex¬ 
ceeding $25, nor less than $5, with costs, for each bird or 
egg. (c) In case of fur-bearing animals, mentioned in sec¬ 

tion 7 of this act, by a fine not exceeding $25, nor less than 
$5, with costs, for each offense, (d) In case of other 
breaches of this act, by a fine not exceeding $25, nor less 
than $5, with costs. 

9. The whole of such fine shall be paid to the prosecutor 
unless the convicting justice has reason to believe that the 
prosecution is in collusion with, and for the purpose of 
benefiting the accused, in which case the justice may order 
the disposal of the fine as in ordinary cases. 

10. In all cases confiscation of game shall follow convic¬ 
tion, and the game so confiscated shall be given to some 
charitable institution or purpose, at the discretion of the con¬ 
victing justice. 

11. In order to encoarage persons who have heretofore im¬ 
ported or hereafter import different kinds of game with the 
desire to breed and preserve the same on their own lands, it 
is enacted that it shall not be lawful to hunt, shoot, kill or 
destroy any such game without the consent of the owner of 
the property wherever the same may be bred. 

12. It shall not be lawful for any person to kill or take any 
animal protected by this act by the use of poison or poison¬ 
ous substances, nor to expose poison, poisoned bait or other 
poisoned substances in any place or locality, where dogs 
or cattle may have access to the same. 

13. (1) No person shall at any time hunt, take or kill any 
deer, elk, moose, reindeer or caribou, for the purpose of ex¬ 
porting the same out of Ontario, and in all cases the onus of 
proving that any such deer, elk, moose, reindeer or caribou, 
as aforesaid, so hunted, taken or killed, is not intended to be 
exported as aforesaid, shall be upon the person hunting, kill¬ 
ing or taking the same, or in whose possession or custody 
the same may be found. 

(2) Offenses against this section shall bo punished by a fine 
not exceeding $25, nor less than $5 for each animal. 

14. No owner of any hound, or other dog known by the 
owner to be accustomed to pursue deer, shall permit any 
such hound or other dog to run at large in any locality where 
deer are usually found, during the period, from the fifteenth 
day of November to the fifteenth day of October, under 
a penally on conviction of not more than $25 nor less than 
$5 for each offense; any person harboring or claiming to be 
owner of any such hound or dog shall be deemed the owner 
thereof. 

15. It shall be lawful for the council of any county, city, 
town, township, or incorporated village to appoint an officer 
who shall be known as the game inspector for such county, 
city, town, township or incorporated village, and who shall 
perform such duties in enforcing the provisions of this act, 
and be paid such salary as may be mutually agreed upon. 

16. —(1). It shall be the duty of every such game inspector 
appointed as aforesaid, forthwith to seize all animals or por¬ 
tions of animals in the possession of any person contrary to 
the provisions of this act, and to bring the person in pos¬ 
session of the same before a justice of the peace, to answer 
for such illegal possession. 

(2). It shall also be the duty of every such game inspector 
to institute prosecutions against all persons found infringing 
the provisions of this act, or any of them, and every such 
inspector may cause to be opened, or may himself open in 
case of refusal, any bag, parcel, chest, box, trunk, or recep¬ 
tacle in which he has reason to believe that game killed or 
taken during the close season, or peltries out of season, are 
hidden. 

(8j. Every such inspector, if he has reason to suspect, and 
does suspect that game killed or taken during the close season, 
or peltries out of season, are contained or kept in any private 
house, shed, or other buildings, shall make a deposition in the 
form A annexed to this act, and demand a search warrant to 
search such store, private house, shed, or other building, 
and thereupon such justice of the peace may issue a search 
warrant according to form B. 

17. This act shall come into effect on and after the first 
day of July next after the passing thereof. 

A GOOSE SHOOTING MATCH. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

The turkey shoot described in your last issue by Mr. Mer¬ 
rill, reminds me of a goose shoot in which I participated 
about five years ago. I used a Phoenix single-barrel breech- 
loading 12-gauge shotgun, made by the Whitney Arms Co. 
The barrel is steel, 28 inches long, and the entire”gun weighs 
six pounds. A few days previous to the match I targeted 
the gun at 40, 60 and 60 yards. While shooting at the latter 
distance, two of my brothers expressed the opinion that they 
could excel my shooting, they to use their old muzzleloaders. 
Their challenge was promptly accepted. A new target was 
put up. One of my brothers fired at it. I was standing 
near the target, and noting the effect, told him to try the 
other barrel. The other barrel was fired. My younger 
brother then toed the mark and fired a heavy charge of No. 
12 shot from his long single barrel. A new target was put 
up and I fired one shot at it. The number of pellets in each 
target were then counted, and it was found that in one shot 
I had exceeded their three shots by about 40 pellets. This 
experiment, and numerous others, convinced me that the 
new gun was good enough to shoot for geese. I even went 
so far as to bargain with a neighbor that if he would give 
me twenty cents to pay for two shots, I would bring him 
home a goose. 

When the day for the match arrived I hitched up Prince 
to the old milk wagon and drove three miles to the place 
where the shoot was to take place. On my arrival there 
was considerable merriment over the unusual proceeding of 
bringing a wagon to a shooting match. I explained that 
although I could easily walk the distance, I might not be 
able to carry my winnings home. This explanation was 
received with loud and probably derisive laughter on all 
sides. The terms of the match were as follows: Distance, 
40 yards; any shotgun of ordinary size, loading unrestricted; 
target, 4 inches square with a cross mark in the center. The 
marksman putting a pellet of shot nearest the cross won the 
goose. The geese were weighed, labeled and numbered. A 
value was set upon each goose by the owner, and this 
amount was made up by the shooters paying ten cents a 
shot. The geese averaged 8i pounds each, and were valued 
at about $1.50 each. There were 10 shooters, and about 
one-half the number took two shots for each bird. When 
more money was put up than the bird was worth, the sur¬ 
plus was put up as a second prize, and went to the shooter 
making second best shot. 

Goose No. 1 was put up. I took two entries and fired two 
shots. Won by Jacob Ecker, Jr. I was second best on 
target. No second prize. Goose No. 2. Took two entries. 
Fired one shot and won first. Goose No. 3. Took two 
entries. Fired one shot and won first. No. 4. Two entries. 
One shot and won first. No. 5. Two entries. One shot 

and won first. Goose No. 6. Two entries. Only one man 
would enter against me. Eight men positively refused to 
shoot against my six-pound popgun. All the other guns in 
the match were muzzleloaders, and weighed from one to 
four pounds heavier than mine. It was proposed that I lay 
aside iny breechloader and select any one of their guns and 
continue shooting. This I respectfully declined to do, and 
withdrew my last entries, and the shooting was resumed. 
Then it occurred to some of the shooters how a wagon was a 
useful accompaniment to a popauu at a shooting match, 
when they saw me load up my four fat geese won in four 
successive shots. When I got home I notified Mr. Zenas M. 
Savage that his twenty cents had won a fine fat young goose 
weighing eight and one-half pounds. He paid the money 
and took the goose. The next day we ate goose No. 2. The 
third goose I sold to a friend who had attended the match 
and won nothing, for about one-half its value. 

Then my brother and John Fox, a shooting companion in 
nearly all our hunts, commenced a new line of argument. 
They tried to convince me that had they been at the shoot 
the result would have been very different. This had the 
desired result. I put up goose No. 4 for thirty cents. We 
each put ten cents in the pool and each fired one shot. 
Again 1 won the goose and the pool money. My style of 
loading was 1 dram of powder and 24 ounces of No. 12 shot, 
with one pink-edge wad over powder and one over shot. 
The trajectory was very high, but it brought the meat. 
With this charge I was compelled to aim several inches above 
the target to get the center of the charge where I wanted it. 
I used this same gun in many turkey matches since that 
time and never came home empty-handed, although I have 
sometimes spent more money in entrance fees than the value 
of my winnings. I always shoot off-hand in these matches, 
while my opponents almost invariably shoot from a dead 
rest placed close to the ground. This gives me an advan¬ 
tage, as I am shooting down hill while they are shooting on 
a level. This is a very important matter when extreme 
proportions of powder and shot are used, such as ^ dram to 
3 ounces, as some use. This is not intended as a “flicker¬ 
ing.” It is a truthful statement of actual occurrences, and 
devoid of exaggeration in every particular. 

E. A. Leopold. 
Norristown, Pa., April 9. 

GAME PROTECTORS’ REPORTS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Fred P. Drew, Special State Fish and Game Protector, 

has made the following annual report to the State Fish Com¬ 
mission: 
To the Commissioners of Fisheries: 

Gentlejien—In submitting for your consideration my 
second annual report, 1 am reminded that the protection of 
game and fish, like the stocking of our lakes and streams, 
dees not in a single season display all the results that might 
be hoped for or which a later examination may develop. 

My duties, as you are aware, have been largely of special 
and detective nature, and a great part of my services have 
been rendered pursuant to the orders of the Commissioners 
outside of the district to which 1 was assigned. The in¬ 
formation I have obtained on special trips has been mostly 
of a kind that could not be made public without detriment 
to the objects in view, and therefore will not be recapitu¬ 
lated in this report, having already been communicated to 
you either in verbal or written form. I have, nevertheless, 
rendered some important service in my district, and especially 
in the counties of Broome, Cortland and Otsego, localities in 
which, till very lately, the game laws have been a dead letter. 

Five suits successfully prosecuted in Broome county, for 
spearing fish in the Susquehanna Eiver, resulted in securing 
a pretty general observance of the law in that county. 

In the fourth district for violation of the first section of 
the game laws I commenced proceedings in county court, 
which were promptly settled by the defendant pleading 
guilty and paying the penalty and costs to the district 
attorney. 

A suit is pending in Oortlandt county for pollution of 
public waters, the effect of which, it is hoped will tend to 
check this most injurious and too-long-tolerated practice. In 
the county of Otsego I have endeavored to make a very 
thorough examination into all offenses that have been re¬ 
ported to me and have begun eleven suits for violations of 
the law, in all of which I think the testimony is sufficient to 
warrant an affirmative verdict. I have also virtually secured 
sufficient evidence in several other cases of violations of the 
law in the same county, which will be placed in the hands 
of the district attorney at an early date. I have seized a 
number of nets in Schuyler Lake which are now in the hands 
of the sheriff and have suits pending against some of the 
owners. Here permit me to say that if the officers in every 
county in the State would emulate the example of the sheriff 
and district attorney of this county, violations of the game 
laws would be less frequent and the duties of a protector less 
arduous. 

I have also suits pending in the tenth district which, I am 
informed, will not be contested by defendants. 

Early in the season, with Protector Schwartz, of the fif¬ 
teenth district, I took from the St. Lawrence River two large 
nets, which we burned at Clayton. 

The difficulties principally in the way of enforcing the 
game laws I find to be, in my experience, a lack of interest 
in many localities, or a laxity of public opinion. There is 
also need of more active and courageous co-operation of those 
interested in the maintenance of the game laws, whereby 
the hands of the officials may be upheld in the discharge of 
their duties. Too much is often expected of the officers and 
thejf are often censured for not doing what is not in their 
power to do with their limited allowance for traveling ex¬ 
penses. Wherever the public sentiment is sound the obstacles 
to enforcement are no longer formidable. Where there are 
good game protective associations acting in practical and 
hearty co-operation with the officers, there are but few vio¬ 
lations, but when from indifference or fear, or a corrupt self- 
interest, they will not assist, the best efforts of the protectors 
are often without avail. 

In reviewing the results of my labors during the past year 
I find much to encourage all who are interested in the pro¬ 
pagation and protection of fish and game. Public opinion 
is slowly but surely awakening in favor of protection. A 
number of protective associations have been organized and 
evince a strong desire to advance every effort in behalf of a 
ri^d enforcement of the laws. 

The amendments to the game laws which were passed at 
the last session of the Legislature respecting brook trout 
meet with general approval. The same may be said regard¬ 
ing the anti-hounding law for the protectioiT of deer. There 
are a large number of sportsmen in this district who have 
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for years frequented the northern wilderness each season, 
and with scarce an exception they fully approve of the law, 
at the same time being cognizant of the fact that it has not 
had a fair test. From my own observation and information 
obtained from guides and sportsmen while they were en¬ 
gaged in hunting deer in the counties of Herkimer and Ham¬ 
ilton, I think it but fair to attribute much of the success of 
the still-hunters during the past season—which we are asked 
to believe was unprecedented and will exterminate the deer 
faster than they can be bred, even with the aid of such pow¬ 
erful auxiliaries as jack lights and hounds—to the fact that 
dogs were running in every direction dming the open season 
at least. A single instance, the truth of which cannot be 
disputed, illustrates this. A well-known still-hunter in 
October last shot a deer, but had hardly dressed it when two 
valuable dogs came baying on its trail. He secured both, 
and they were soon subject to your orders. This is not an 
exceptional case, as one of my special reports will show, and 
for this reason we fear the fate of the deer of the Adiron- 
dacks is foreshadowed by that of the buffalo of the Western 
plains. 

The argument that outweighs all others in the minds of 
many opponents of the present law for protecting deer may 
be briefly stated thus; It helps the hunters who are endowed 
with more money than skill in hunting, for they can, by a 
lavish use of the former, secure the services of a half dozen 
or more guides and a full pack of hounds, who will drive 
the game to water, where, if needs be, they will hold it till 
the valiant modern Nimrod succeeds in killing it—with their 
assistance perhaps at that. Is it to be wondered at then that 
these persons should join with the pot-hunters in the cry 
that went up in olden time: “Our craft is in danger to be 
set at naught.” 

With your permission I beg leave to offer a single sug¬ 
gestion regarding the distribhtion of trout spawn for restock¬ 
ing public^waters in the settled portion of the State. A pre¬ 
requisite to granting every application should be the existence 
of an active protective association, some of whose members 
reside in the neighborhood of the waters it is proposed to 
restock. All of which is respectfully submitted. 

Fred P. Drew. 
Special N. Y. S. Fish and Game Protector, llth District. 

Washingtok Mills. N. Y. 

HUNTING AT ARMY POSTS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Your letter of Jan. 9, 1886, making inquiries in regard to fame in this vicinity, also with what success the Government 

pringfield shotguns are used in improving the company’s 
mess, has just been handed me by the commanding officer 
with request to answer. Whitetail deer can be found within 
five miles of the fort, but mule or blacktails are further off, 
about forty miles. Last fall a black bear cub was killed on 
the prairie within fifty yards of the guard house. Elk can 
be found thirty miles away, and mountain sheep seventy or 
eighty miles. * Sharptail grouse, sage hens and blue quail are 
abundant. I saw but one ruffed grouse during the hunting 
season last year. A species of jack rabbit, here called 
“black-tail,” are very plentiful; a short time ago they were 
such a nuisance that the county paid a bounty for theh ears. 
Sixteen years ago some gentlemen of Boise City imported to 
this county or valley a lot of eastern quait (Bob Whites) and 
turned them loose, hoping for fine sport within ten years. 
An act was passed by the Legislature protecting these birds, 
but the pot-hunter has left but few. 

With regard to the shotguns, I consider them but little 
better than nothing, and no one tliinks of using them if they 
can possibly get any other kind. But little game was killed 
by the men of my company last year, but the previous year 
at Fort Lapwai in this Territory they killed a good many 
sharptail grouse and a few ducks. 

C. A. Dempsey, Capt. Second Infantry. 
Boise Barracks, Idaho, March 28. 

Okostdaga Sportsmen’s Club.—Syracuse, N. Y., April 
7.—At the annual meeting of the Onondaga Sportsmen’s 
Club last evening Mr. Hewlett was elected President; Z. C. 
Smith Smith, Vice-President; John Stedman, Secretary; 
Harry Ayling, Treasurer; George Palmer, Financial Secre¬ 
tary; Wm. Prettie, James Montgomery and Daniel LeFever, 
Executive Committee. There seemed a disposition on the 
part of the old heads to make the younger members oflicers. 
A. G. Courtney was chosen attorney of the club amid great 
applause. G. W. Dakin moved a vote of thanks to Thomas 
Kimber for his faithful performance of the duties of treas¬ 
urer for the ten years he has held that position. The motion 
was carried with enthusiasm. The treasurer turned over 
$894.77 to the new treasurer. F. M. Earns, Edward Hud¬ 
son, Jr., and Charles Castle were elected members of the 
club. It was voted that article 17 of the constitution shall 
be rigidly enforced, and all delinquents in dues should be 
blackboarded. Jefferson Hopkins, of Caughdenoy, asked 
the club to give him a letter to Assemblyman Nutting, stating 
that the members do not oppose the people of that vicinity 
having eel weirs for catching eels in the Oneida River, not 
interfering with game fish. It is understood that an effort 
is to be made to have a law pass the Legislature forbidding 
eel weirs in that river. The club voted to give Mr. Hopkins 
a letter to the effect desired. There is talk of holding a cele¬ 
bration on the twentieth anniversary of the establishment of 
the club, Sept. 29, 1886. 

“Wonderland, or Alaska and the Inland Passage.” 
By Lieut. Frederick Schwatka. With a description of the 
country traversed by the Northern Pacific Railroad, by 
John Hyde. This is a beautifully illustrated pamphlet of 
a hundred pages describing the scenic beauties, attractions 
and resources of the Northwest. It relates to a portion of 
the United States which is every year visited by larger and 
larger numbers of tourists, and which would attract thous-: 
ands more were it better known. Those who are thinking 
of a trip to the Yellowstone Park, to the Pacific Coast, or 
to Alaska should, before leaving home, provide themselves 
with this work. It is sent free on application by Charles S. 
Fee, Gen. Passenger Agt., N. P. R. R., St. Paul, Minn. 

The Boston Dumping Ground.—Chicago, Ill., April 6. 
—Editor Forest and Stream: I desire through your widely 
circulated paper to ask if the sportsmen of Massachusetts 
will not at once set about having a law framed and passed 
by their Legislature, making the close season for game to 
begin the same as in most of our Western States, Jan. 1 of 
each year, so as to prevent the trapping and killing of prairie 
chickens, grouse, quail and deer in the West all winter. The 
best way to stop this illegal killing and shipping out here is 
to close the markets for sale of game.—M. R. B, 

ABoldRuffed Grouse.—Cortlandt, N. Y.—Occasionally 
a remarkable instance of boldness of the naturally timid 
ruffed grouse is related. Two wood choppers stated to me 
that while they were felling a tree in the woods last winter 
a partridge, which had from some cause been startled from 
its hiding place in the cover adjoining, alighted in the tree 
they were chopping down and remained there until the tree 
commenced to fall. Prom observation and reports of others 
more ruffed grouse were found in this section last season 
than have been noticed for a number of yeais past. Evidently 
the hunters have not caused the destruction of these game 
birds to such an extent as the foxes, hawks and owls.—AIig. 

San Luis Obispo, Cal.—We are about forming a sports- 
mp’s club, as game and fish receive little or no protection in 
this county. I have been agitating this for a year, as I have 
seen the wanton destruction of game and fish in the 
State of Colorado. Many are out every day murdering the 
trout now, and as ive have no organization, 1 am powerless. 
Quail are now mating. There are but few out with guns, 
but they, I fear, respect nothing.—C. 

Spitting on the Shot for Luck.—Perrisburgh, Vt., 
A]iril 7.—Editor Forest and Stream: If it is worth noting, 
you may say in Forest and Stream that when “Awah- 
soose” was a boy, it was a common custom with our gunners 
to wet their shot with spittle, not for luck, but from the 
idea that it made them carry closer. But we always used to 
spit on our baits of worms for luck, and nothing else. Some¬ 
times it brought it.—Awahsoose, 

Narrows Island Club —The annual meeting of the 
Narrows Island Club was held in this city on Monday, April 
12. The following oflicers were elected: President, Mr. 
D. G. Elliot; Vice-President, Mr. J. A. Hewlett; Secretary 
and Treasurer. Mr. C. T. Baruy; members of the Governing 
Committee in addition to the above, Messrs. H. Sampson, 
W. G. Dominick and B. Dominick. 

New Jersev.—Smithburg, April 8.—Since my last re¬ 
port 1 have been out looking after the birds, and find quail 
in fair supply. Started one covey of about 18 or 20 birds. 
Woodcock are quite plentiful now, but they seldom remain 
here until the shooting season opens.—W. L. B. 

Texas.—Midland, March 31.—Plenty of prairie chicken 
and curlew here, but their flesh is strong, owing to their 
eating grass and weeds, I have seen but two antelope since 
Jan. 1.—D. H. K. 

The Chamberlin Cartridge Loading Machine is on 
exhibition at Messrs. Tatham & Bros.’ establishment. No. 82 
Beekman street, this city. It is worth going to see. 

’>ea and ^iver fishing. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Co. 

ANGLING GUSH. 

IT may not be amiss thus early in the season to give some 
angling impressions. In the first place, it is wonderful 

to note how the interest in the rod and line has increased 
during ten years even. It is also amusing to notice the way 
different individuals are affected by the mania; for mania it 
is with one whole class of anglers. Indeed, anglers may be 
separated into three distinct classes—viz., the staid and true 
anglers, the gushing anglers, and the selfish anglers The 
true anglers have been in the profession for years. They go 
to the lakes and streams annually, as regularly as the'sun 
rises, and if they fish from sunrise to sunset without a single 
rise, they return to camp satisfied; they have spent another 
day on the beloved waters; they have tried the trout, but 
wait till to-morrow for success. Do black flics bite or mos¬ 
quitoes trouble, it is all the same. The disposition is un¬ 
ruffled and undemonstrative. They will take out some tar 
to-morrow and try the trout again. To this class success and 
pleasure always come. It would almost seem as though the 
big trout come to their hooks out of pure respect for a dis¬ 
position as kind, as quiet, and as loyal as persevering. Such 
are the true anglers. Dawson—only gone before us—was a 
fitting type of this class. Chester A. Arthur- is another. 
May heaven restore his strength for other campaigns in the 
forests and on the waters! There are many others in Boston, 
in your own city, good Forest and Stream—scattered all 
over the world ;'but their native modesty forbids a roll call in 
public print. 

But for the gushers—What shall be said of them? They 
feed upon gush until the season opens, and they are carried 
away by gush. .Their flies “lightly kiss the surface, as 
smooth as a maiden’s cheek.” Another dextrous cast, and 
the tinsel-ornamented lure falls aslightly asa summer zephyr; 
when the sheen opens, there is a mighty swirl of a really 
pretty tail! The water boils and eddies as the pliant rod 
bends and buckles, but the angler is as true and steadfast as 
gush can make. The struggle lasts one month, if a mosquito 
with a big bill does not happen along and send Gusher to 
camp. A—what—“speckled beauty” is caught, just tipping 
the scales at 5-10-1,000 pounds. Plain trout is not a name 
good enough, and greeny always selects “speckled beauty,” 
because that name is new—to him—and not a bit silly. 

Now, if all this could have happened under cover, with 
the trout in a pool before an open window, it would have 
been better, and less tiresome, you know. The place should 
also be heated with steam and well lighted with gas, and 
there should be an admiring audience. Here is a sample of 
what catches Gusher. It is from the Boston SundayUerald: 

In the shoAv window of a store on Washington street is a 
prettily constructed tank, wtiose waters are inhabited by 
about three dozen of the finest trout that ever gladdened the 
eye of an angler. Over this miniature pond stood Manager 
Soden yesterday evening. His eyes had a turnstile twinkle as 
he gazed upon the “speckled beauties” gracefully moving 
about in the limpid watei-s. Tm-ning to an attach^ of the 
place, he said: 

“Iwonderif they would like a fly ?” “You may try their 
appetites,” said the clerk, and in a few moments an improvised 
rod and line, with a tempting bait attached, were placed in 
the hands of the astute manager of the Boston Base Ball Club. 
With a graceful move of the right arm the fly was thrown in 
true angler style, and it feU within an inch of the nose of a 
queenly fish. But much to the simprise of the no-dead-head- 
ticket-this-season manager, the piscatorial belle paid not the 
slightest attention to the Delmonico lunch that had been so 
generously offered her. With a jerky movement of her pretty 
tail, she sailed disdainfully away to another part of the pond. 
The buyer of franchises was evidently a trifle disappointed at 
his. fii-st attempt to make an agreement with the water 

coquette, and again the arm was lifted and the fly sent to 
mother point on the trembling surface of the little lake. It 
dropped as lightly as a baby’s kiss immediately over the heads 
of half a dozen finny Yum-Yums. each one of whom, as soon 
as the tidbit struck the water, gave a gentle movement of the 
tail, and departed for new quarters. The fifty cent admis.sion 
manager looked up with surprise at this second refusal to bite 
at his free lunch. At this time a large number of men and 
boys had collected in front of the window, and were eagerlv 
watcliing the performance of the far-sighted director of the 
!^ston league team. Not realizing, in his eagerness to demon¬ 
strate Im skill as an angler, that he had so large an audience, 
he hastily withdrew to the rear of the store, and remarked 
that he was more successful in catching subsidiary coin than 
hooking trout. 

What twaddle! The light of a fact or two is too plain. 
The -‘improvised rod” was the tip of a lancewood pole. The 
flies had both hooks broken off. The cast into the “little 
lake” was about as much “in true angler style” as a lady’s 
smile is like a dump cart. The audience was the usual one 
which throngs any show window or street fight. Such 
literature disgiaces the profession. It might do for base 
ball, but never for the true angler. The plain congratula¬ 
tion of an angler of thirty years’ every season at the Andros¬ 
coggin Lakes, told the true story when he heseechingly 
said_: “I wouldn’t worry the poor trout with that stick”— 
the improvised rod of the base hall manager; then bowing 
and shaking hands with Mr. Litchfield, he quietly said, “Let 
me congratulate you on a good show of trout.” 

The third class of anglers must not be omitted, but thev 
too take more pride in their profession. To call them the 
“meanest men on earth” might be too much of a compliment. 
They fish for numbers, and count their trout as does the 
butcher his meat—hy the pound. The selfish anglers have 
depleated our lakes and streams till we tremble for the 
residue. In their greed they steal pounds of trout which 
should go to make up the sport of their brother anglers. I 
have a case in point. 

The selfish angler came from the Quaker City—that alt 
Quakers are not like him, is doubtless true. He arrived at 
the Upper Dam early in the season. He hired a guide—only 
for a day or two. It did not take long for him to find out, 
through his guide, that by standing down on the pier of the 
old apron and casting a line down the rushing torrent, baited 
with a live minnow, trout might he caught about as fast as 
the hook could be baited and returned. This was the spot 
for him. He had found the Mecca of his dreams. With his 
guide, he planted himself on the end of that pier—about 
wide enough for two persons. The guide dipped up the live 
bait and the Quaker City man slew trout. Did another 
person attempt to drop a line? That person was quickly 
reminded that the position was occupied, and that no gentle¬ 
man would ever interfere with an angler’s pre-empted posi¬ 
tion. They kept that position till the next day at noon. 
When the Quaker man went to his meals at the camp, the 
guide held the position; then the guide would go to dinner. 
But the second day, when the guide went to dinner, the 
assembled sportsmen could stand it no longer. They made 
a rush for the position with baited hooks; throwing their 
lines over the Quaker’s head. He frowned; but when two 
other lines were hooked to his on which he was drawing in 
a trout, he saw the point and quietly wound up his tackle. 
He called his guide and together they proceeded to dress off 
the catch. They had 350 trout. The largest weighed 
pounds and the smallest probably not less than 1 pound. 
The fish were packed in a big box, and the next morning 
the Quaker City man paid his guide and started for home 
with his catch. It was before the 50-pound law of Maine, 
or he would have been stopped. He was a true specimen of 
the selfish angler. The question is. How much true sport 
with the fiy, later in the season, did he carry off, which 
rightfully belonged to a hundred other anglers? Special. 

THE TROUT OF SUNAPEE LAKE. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I have read the views of your different correspondents on 

the identity of this fish and am very anxious to learn how 
the vexed question will be settled. Mr. Hodge claims that 
this fish has been in the lake for perhaps centuries, while Mr. 
Quackenboss, Mr. Webber and Mr. Stone incline to think it 
a recent importation of S. oquassa from Maine. I, being 
merely a monad from Monadnock, have no theories to con¬ 
firm nor to condemn, the facts will be entirely sufficient, if 
they can be obtained. If all your correspondents can look 
at it in this light and feel as Dr. Bean did when he said to 
Mr. Hodge, after pronouncing the fish a fontinalis, “you 
were right and I was wrong,” then we may hope to see the 
question settled. 

1 must confess to feeling a little doubt about the possi¬ 
bility of a fish of small breed, whose ancestors never meas¬ 
ured more than ten inches, reaching a weight of ten pounds 
in new waters. This doubt is based on the fact that there 
are certain limits assigned by nature to all forms of life 
which, while they may be occasionally exceeded by individ¬ 
uals, or even by many, under different conditions, are con¬ 
stant even in the exceptions. For instance: The average 
weight of a man is about 150 pounds, the world over, but in¬ 
dividuals have been known which reached upwards of 400 
(outside of dime-museum weight) and there are countries 
where the average is 160 pounds or above, but none where 
this average reaches 200 pounds, or one-third more than 
the average for the whole world. Again; An individual ox 
might weigh 2.500 pounds, or about three times the average 
of his race, still we would doubt that one could weigh 240,- 
000 pounds under any conditions. In this case it would be 
forty times the average of his race, placing this average at 
6,000 pounds. Now take a blue-backed trout which does 
not average a quarter of a pound in his native waters, in fact 
one rarely reaches that weight, and then imagine him to grow 
ten pounds in some new lake because there was plenty of 
food there! 

Food is a great factor, hut it cannot make an elephant out 
of a mouse because the material is not there, the ancestry is 
not there, and ancestry is as important as food. 

The Thirsty Pelican. 
Monadno’ckevtjnk, Ap; il 10. 

Bass Flies.—New York, April Q.—Editor Forest and 
Stream: The flics mentioned by me were Post, and J uugie 
St. Patrick—not Post Jungle. Your correspondent will 
find these flies, with the exception of the Post, on the hand 
colored plate of standard black bass and lake flies, pub¬ 
lished by Messrs. Abbey & imbrie of New York, and often 
advertised in your paper. The Post has wings of wild 
turkey, salmon colored body, black hackle, and tail of 
scarlet ibis and yellow, mixed. The St. Patrick is also 
known as the Alexandra.—W. Holberton. 
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CAIVIPS OF THE KINGFISHERS.* 

CARP LAKE, MICHIGAN—Vn. 

The morning dawned gloomy and dismal and rainy, y?ilh 
a sharp cold wind blowing from the west that chilled 

us to the bones, and the girls came reluctantly out of the 
“hennery” at the call to get ready for breakfast, without the 
usual cheerful morning “cackle,” and stood shivering around 
the glowing stoves with a far-away, wish I-was-home look 
on their lengthened faces. This seemed mightily to the 
pleasurement of that philosopher Al, who was industriously 
dodging and elbowing his way around among the blue-look¬ 
ing crowd as he got the breakfast ready. Meantime chuck¬ 
ling softly to himself at his great luck—as Ben and I figured 
it out—in finding his kitchen and cooking utensils in so much 
better shape than was to be looked for after the violent storm 
of the previous night. But more than likely the little one¬ 
sided chuckling match the philosopher was consoling him¬ 
self with was in the nature of getting even with the girls for 
laughing at him when told of his struggles with his tent 
during the night; however, the exact cause of his unusual 
cheerfulness remains an unsolved mystery to this day. 

It was indeed a spiritless crowd, but I am not quite sure 
but old Ben and the skipper of the holler log edged along to 
the further end of the table to nudge each other and work 
off a shivery snicker at the general cerulean aspect of the 
camp. 

It was pleasing, however, to note the effect of a cup of hot 
coffee and a good breakfast on the temper of the party. 
Long faces shortened up, an air of good humor diffused 
itself through the camp, and every one seemed determined 
to make the best of an uncomfortable position without 
grumbling. 

A rousing fire was built directly in front of the big store 
tent, the flaps tied back, and into this the happy family 
gathered to chat, read, amuse themselves, and wish for 
pleasant weather. 

Sunday should he a day of rest in a camp, and I had prom¬ 
ised myself to stay in as a shining example to the others, but 
when the spirit begins early in the morning to wheedle one 
into going a-fishin’, it’s not much use in trying to hold out 
against it, and accordingly between 9 and 10 o’clock the in¬ 
clination prevailed. I bailed out one of the boats, put in a 
bucket of frogs, bait box of worms, the old bass rod and a 
short stiff one, handy to get along with in the brush, and 
headed up shore to find a trout stream which one of the 
Horton boys had told us about, that came into the lake a 
couple of miles above camp. 

Mother Jim and her sister Fanny having been brought up 
in the rigid old mossbacked Seotch Presbyterian faith, 
were no doubt horrified at this move; but as the sin of fish¬ 
ing on a Sunday is probably not greater than that of loafing 
in camp and thinking about it all day, making imaginary 
casts and bringing to gaff or net a brave, strong fish the 
whiles, I settled with my conscience in this view of it, and, 
bending to the oars, was soon out of sight around the point 
above Horton’s, looking for the landmark by which I was to 
find the mouth of the stream. The others seemed to have 
caught the spirit of goodness pervading Mother Jim, or per¬ 
haps they did not care to brave the discomforts of the cold 
wind and rain, and I was to have the day to myself. 

I failed to find the landmark or the mouth of the stream, 
as it was lost in a maze of swamps and dead trees, killed by 
the backwater, that extended back I could not tell how far 
in the direction of the hills, and I had a pull of nearly a mile 
further before I could find a place where I could make 
a landing—at Alexander’s Point, full three miles from 
camp. 

Here the lake takes a turn in a southwesterly direction, 
and from this point to the head is about four miles. The 
wind had veered around since my leaving camp, and was 
now blowing down this long stretch with a force that 
kicked up white-capped waves three or four feet high and 
rolling and tumbling, quartering down the lake till they 
spent themselves with a roar and a cloud of spray against 
the further shore. 

Directly across from the Point is a big steam sawmill and 
a small hamlet (Bingham P. O.), and, as a matter of infor¬ 
mation for the brethren, I may note that it is about nine 
mih s from Traverse City by wagon road, and that Mr. B. J. 
Morgan a livery man at Traverse, has a boat house here and 
boats to hire to any one wishing to drive out for a day’s 
fishing. 

As it was useless to think of making headway against the 
heavy wind and sea, sweeping by only a few rods away, 1 
pulled the boat up under the shelter of the point, hid the 
bass rod in a handy pile of logs, took ihe other one and 
worms, and crossing a field of growing peas, struck into a 
road, which I followed back till I found the trout stream, 
a puny affair a yard or two wide and slightly discolored by 
the heavy rain of the previous night. There are trout 
streams and trout brooks, and this was perhaps one of the 
latter, but it took another and equally as bad a day to 
establish the fact that there were some good trout in it, of 
which more anon. This dreary Sabbath day 1 fished for a 
goodly distance down and up, through an open field and up 
into the woods into a dripping tangle of “bresh,” floundering 
over logs and fallen trees, crawling under them when 1 
couldn’t crawl over, nearly stuck fast once in a treacherous 
swamp, and ever fighting skeeters; all this without catching 
sight of a solitary tin. 

There is a good deal of straight fun in fishing an average 
Michigan trout stream in its wild state if you know just how 
to do It, but it requires long practice and a thorough train¬ 
ing in all the grades of true goodness to do it without drift¬ 
ing into profanity. I’ve tried it week days and Sundays, 
and always with results bordering more or less on a failure. 
It is no place for an average church deacon, for he would 
backslide to the level of an ordinary^ every day sinner before 
he had fished and ‘ fit muskeeters” five rods. I worked 
hack out of the tangle into the road, hot and tired, and 
trudged back to the boat filled with disgust and disappoint¬ 
ment, for I wished very much to treat the girls to a trout 
supper as a peace offering, a bribe, so to speak, to go easy on 
the skipper in the matter of the scoring they were certain to 
have laid up for him for the sin of Sunday fishing. But I 
“hadn’t ketched nuthiu’,” and the sin was perhaps not so 
fiagrant as it might have been. 

The rain had stopped, but the wind had increased and the 
lake was rougher than when I left it to hunt the trout 
stream. I tied a troller on the bass line, and getting in the 
boat, pulled out past the point into the waves and headed 

^Continued from page 4fi0, Vol. XXIV’.. July 16. 18S5. Old Ben sug 
gesrs that “as it hes bin Ejjh a long spell between drinks, the ‘Jones 
family’ had better apologize to the brethi in’ an’ a.^k ’em all into the 
big tent to hev a drink—o’ water.’’ The apology and invitation are 
hereby tendered.—K. 

with the wind for the further shore with the swiftly-revolv¬ 
ing spoon trailing 200 feet astern, a tempting sham for any 
bass, pickerel or maskalonge that might mistake the glitter¬ 
ing, quivering thing for a new-fangled bug that he had not 
sampled. 

It was a wild ride for three-quarters of a mile, first on top 
of a big wave then bow buried in a roller with stern high in 
air, raising the line clear of the water with a jerk that caused 
the troller to skip from the crest of one wave to another like 
a bright-winged insect full of life; again stern down and bow 
high out, pitching and rolling we went, the boat and I, over 
the curling waves till, when near the middle of the lake, a 
savage tug tightened the line like a bow siring, and before I 
could free the reel handle and snatch the rod from under my 
leg, the strain eased, and a glance at the sagging line and 
“feel” of the reel handle tokrthe tale; the troller was gone, 
and with it, of course, tbe mightiest pickerel or maskalonge 
in the lake. I felt sore over the mishap, but then, one always 
does lose his biggest fish, simply, I believe, because he is big 
and strong and powerful enough to break ordinary tackle, 
if inadvertently the slightest advantage is allowed, and I 
consoled myself with a quotation, slightly altered, from old 
Ben: “Any fool kin ketch a pound bass, but it takes science 
to ketch a big muskylunge, cspeshally ef he slips up on ye 
when ye ain’t a lookin’.” Besides, had I been attending 
strictly to business instead of gaping around over the lake 
enjoying the blow, I would have lost him anyhow, for (he 
water was so rough and I was going at such a jiace that I 
would not have been able to handle boat and rod at the 
same time. There’s nothing like a good excuse for losing a 
big fish, and the brother that can’t make peace with himself 
for his awkwardness by framing a plausible and satisfying 
reason that will cover all the weak spots in the case, had 
better not go a-fishing. When I found out it was not my 
fault—and it is surprising how easy a conclusion of this kind 
is arrived at-I felt easier; but I did not feel like telling the 
camp of the adventure, and being laughed at as the “peer¬ 
less prevaricator,” according to “Old Knots,” and to this day 
they don’t know that “old Hickory’s calamity box” is short 
its most enticing troller. {Note—To whom it may concern: 
Tell no “fish story” to old campers without the fish to back 
it up; they’ve been there). 

After pulling down shore for half a mile into compara¬ 
tively quiet water I reeled up to see how much of the line 
had gone with the troller and found dangling at the end of it 
a fragment of the broken swivel—nothing more—and this 
accounted for the calamity. That fish must certainly have 
been a thirty pounder. 

Tbe philosopher had told us of a trout stream coming into 
the lake near where I then was, out of which he had taken 
over 70 trout a couple of days before we arrived, but there 
was such a dense growth of deadened trees standing in the 
backwater along here for half a mile and extending hack 
further than I could see through the network and tangle of 
dead trunks and leafless branches, that I looked in vam for 
the mouth of the stream. There were more days left, 
however, and the stream could be more easily reachetl by an 
old road beginning at the water at a point opposite camp, 
and the signs were not good for trout that day and “thejonses 
wasn’t used to heviu’ trout o’ Sundays nohow,” all these 
trifling drawbacks making a most gratifying excuse for not 
taking any hack to camp. 

I tied on a hook, put on a live kicking frog and at a point 
where the shore swept hack, forming a little bay, soon for¬ 
got all about tangles and trout streams in a lively fight with 
a hig-mouthed bass of quite three pounds. In less than an 
liour five more were on the stringer shedding fresh water 
tears of regret over the unsatisfying results following their 
several encounters with a speckled frog with a fishhook in 
his mouth, when, as six bass were enough for supper aud 
breakfast the boat was headed for camp, now in plain sight, 
the stars and stripes whippiug in the breeze, a mile or more 
down the lake, but I may say (this for the especial eye of 
old Dave) that the start to camp was not decided on till some 
time after the fish had quit biting. 

I found the family, except Dan and Ben, in the big tent as 
comfortable as a good fire in front could make them, but 
wearing an aspect of “subdued cheerfulness” that said plainly 
they were all glad the dismal, gloomy day was about draw¬ 
ing 10 a close. I fancied, too, I could detect in the reproviug 
glance of Mother Jim the symptoms of the expected lecture 
I no doubt merited (for not bringing in a mess of trout), and 
I could have hugged “Top” (a nickname old Ben had be¬ 
stowed on little Cora Muller) when she broke the silence by 
asking naively, “Did j'^ou catch any fish, James Mackerel?” 
This raised a general laugh at the expense of “James 
Mackerel,” and diverted Mother Jim’s thoughts from the 
scoring she had doubtless mapped out in her mind for J. M., 
and taking advantage of the hilarity Top and I repaired to 
the boat to look at tbe bass, the others following shortly. 
Mother Jim with the rest, so innate is the desire iri us all to 
view the trophies of a sportsman’s skill with rod or gun, even 
though killed on a day that should be devoted to better pur¬ 
suits. But if Sunday fishing is a sin, it is easier to be a sin¬ 
ner than a saint, and* it would seem the brethren of the rod 
have need to mend tbeir ways. 

I may note that from that evening on Top and the Skipper 
had a good many_ little confidences together—a relation which 
has since grown into a kind of “June and January” friend¬ 
ship, and, I take it, no man is the worse for the friendship 
of a pure-minded, artless little girl. 

Those two old worthies, Dan and “Hyperboler .Jones” (the 
girls had so named old Ben), had dozed around camp most 
of the day suffering in silence, but when the rain was over 
the longing to go a-fishing was no longer to be resisted, and 
they had bailed out a boat and taken theu’ way down the 
lake, as Ben said, “to limber up their jints an’ sneak ’round 
kinder onconsarned like an’ find out whereabouts the bass 
an’ pickerel held their Sundaj’- schools.” 

They came in a short time before supper was ready with 
four or five bass, a couple of pickerel and a dogfish of over 
two feet in length, the latter identical in appearance with 
dogfish found in Lake Erie, the Wabash, Kankakee, and 
Tippecanoe rivers; the same eel-shaped mouth, dorsal and 
caudal, with the same black spot on each side of the 
tail fin near the base, and the same little head-like, snaky 
eyes. They may, and no doubt do, inhabit other lakes in 
Northern Michigan, but Carp Lake is the only one we have 
taken them in. Their flesh is soft and mushy, and utterly 
worthless for the table; the longer it is cooked the “slicker” 
it gets; hut they are a powerful, hard-fighting fish, and about 
the meanest, vicious-looking devils that infest the water. I 
merely record the fact without comment, that the natives 
around Carp Lake call them “lawyers.” 

Before supper was over the rain began to fall again, and 
continued throughout the night. Kingfisher. 

Cincinnati, Ohio. 

ATTACHING DROPPERS. 

NOW that the angling season is so nearly ready to begin, 
almost every angler will be overhauling his tackle, etc. 

A new stock of leaders he will either buy or tie. So I think 
it will be perhaps pardoned me, if I present the method I 
have elaborated for attaching droppers to leaders, in con¬ 
sideration of the fact that it will he useful to many of the 
fraternity. It may very likely happen that this method is, 
in slang, “a chestnut.” I have shown it to a number of my 
friends, and have found none who liave seen it before. They 
have adopted it and assure me that it is very satisfactory; at 
least, there will be some to whom it is new, and to them I 
recommend it, and hope those who may perhaps have already 
struck upon it will forgive me for the sake of those who 
have not. The drawings will, I think, explain themselves. 
In tying lengths of gut together to make the leader, when 
you arrive at the point where it is desired to have a dropper 
loop, say thirty inches for a fine trout leader, or three feet 
for a heavy trout or bass, from the lower end to which the 
stretcher fly is looped, double the gut back, making a loop 
up the leader, lay the other upper sti-and alongside, as in 
Fig. 1, then make a curl in them all and pass loop and line 
gut through, or in other words, make a knot, as in ordinary 
tying. 

It will then present the appearance of Fig. 2. Then 
draw down tight, and, having the gut well soaked and soft, 
take the loop just tied in one hand and the upper end, C, in 
the other, and pull them strongly apart, so that the loop will 
he pulled down the line. Then when released, instead of 
pointing straight up the leader aud lying hard on C, it will 

Fig. I. 

Fig.-V. 

point out nearly at right angles. The advantages of this loop, 
which is seen on a completed leader in Fig. 3, and in which 
A is the stretcher loop, B the dropper loop and C the upper 
or reel-line loop, are these; As flies are tied nowadays they 
invariably come on short gut sue!Is, terminated by a loop; it 
is highly desirable to be able to use tbe same fly indifferently 
for stretcher or dropper. It may be that some day they will 
be tied on eyed hooks, and we can then follow the ideas of 
some of our angling authors, hut until they do, the attach¬ 
ing of the dropper will always be a nuisance, according to 
the old methods. This way enables any man, whether he 
be an adept in making tackle or not, to fasten on or take 
off in a moment a dropper as easily as a stretcher. The ad¬ 
vantage of tying the loop into the line in this way is that 
pointing up and being a short stiff loop, the dropper always 
stands out at a right angle with the line, making it an im¬ 
possibility for it to foul with the leader ; the hook is never 
curled over the line, so if a fish strikes he gets it into his 
mouth as easily as the stretcher fly. 

This idea is not wholly original with me, for Mr. Up De- 
Graff, in “Bodine’s,” presented the leader shown in Fig. 4. I 
tried this, but found that the loop standing on a stem, so to 
speak, of single gut, soon dragged down and lay along the 
line; I then tried tying the loop into the line, with perfectly 
satisfactory results. The extra stiffness acquired in this 
way obviates the former difficulty. As it might, however, 
be too stiff at first, the pulling it out at a right angle is 
recommended. It may be claimed that this loop will crack, 
when the dropper is struck by a heavy fish, at the knot. 1 
always soak my leaders or keep them moist awhile, before 
using them in any case, to have them soft and pliable. I 
have used this method for two years now, and have never 
had an accident from it, nor have any of my friends, although 
the leaders have been hard worked and have often landed 
two large bass at once. As has been observed, “the proof 
of the pudding,” etc., and 1 have tested this to my entire 
satisfaction and, with the precautions I have mentioned, and 
which should be used on auy leader, iu any case, I think it 
will be, by all those to whom it is new and who oare to try 
it. _ Percyval. 

Operinct the Sea.son on Green Creek, L. l.—Editoi' 
Forest and Stream: I opened the hall on Green Creek with 
the best day’s fishing 1 ever had there. A friend and I 
killed 98 trout, weighing in all 41i lbs. We did not strike 
any very large ones, tbe bigge^^ of the lot being only Ijr lbs. 
I lost one fish that may have been bigger, but I am rather 
wary about estimating size of lost fish. I would rather be¬ 
lieve a poor pair of scales than George Washington. The 
greater number of fish were just about i lb. each, a very 
nice size for light tackle, and especially considering the 
unusually fine condition the fish are in for the .season. Tbe 
trout are about as far advanced as I generally find them the 
latter part of April. They are round and full of vigor, 
take the fly on the surface and give great sport in handling. 
Used hooks about two sizes smaller than 1 am accustomed 
to fish with April 1. The best patterns of flies were Abbey, 
Grizzly King, Lowery and Professor.—Chas. F. Imbbie. 

Neversink Club.-New York, April 9.—The third 
annual meeting of the Neversink Club took place at the office 
of D. W. James, Jr., April 5. Alfred Roe was re-elected 
president, and W. Holbeiton secretary and treasurer. The 
club is in flourishing condition. Unusual care will be taken 
the coming season to guard the stream against poaching. 
Since the last annual meeting the club has purchased most 
of the property they formerly leased.—W. Holberton, Sec. 

Two bills for the benefit of the trees have passed the Con¬ 
necticut Senate. One exempts from taxation for twenty- 
years land not worth over $‘35 an acre on which 1,200 trees to 
the acre have been planted and have reached the heiglit of 
six feet. The other, to prevent forest fires, -visits severe penal¬ 
ties on those who kindle fires in wood land. There is to be 
an arbor day. 
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SHORT LOBSTERS.—It appears, says the Boston Heradd, 
from recent communications to Deputy Commissioner Shat- 
tuok, that a great deal of interest is being taken in the enforce¬ 
ment of the law protecting lobstei s under a certain size. Even 
the lobster fishermen say that they have for a longtime regret¬ 
ted that such small lobsters were being taken and not'allowed 
to glow, and these same fishermen promise to aid in enforcing 
the 10>^-inch law, provided all their number can be brought 
to obedience. They can see the advantages to themselves im- 
der such a law, and they are daily coming to the authorities 
with information, much of it valuable, in enforcing the law. 
They even propose to form societies of their own for the keep¬ 
ing ot the law. This is especially true in one or two towns on 
Cape Cod, which were formerly noted for sending short lob¬ 
sters to New York by smacks. In Maine the canners are send¬ 
ing congratulatory letters to the authorities upon their suc¬ 
cess in enforcing the law against the “slaughtering of infant 
lobsters.” They say that they get all the lobsters there are, 
miyway, and “we must be fools to desire the trouble of open¬ 
ing small lobsters—two or three to the can, when one should 
do it.” In an interview with a prominent Maine carmer yes¬ 
terday. he promised Deputy Shattuck aU the aid in his power 
toward the enforcement of the law, and hoped that he should 
yet see lobsters of good size at his cannery. He also com 
plained of the injustice of that form of the Maine statute 
which makes the canner responsible for short lobsters left on 
his wharf. He says that the lobster fishermen persist in bring¬ 
ing them in, and they are dumped, with those of lawful 
length, on the canner’s wharf; that he has invariably caused 
the short ones to be thrown overboard as soon as they come 
to his notice, but that, under the law, he is liable for lobsters 
he does not want. But in such cases the canner “owns the 
fisherman,” as it were. He furnishes him money before the 
season begins and takes his catch in payment; yet he does not 
desire unlawful lobsters. It might be a question for the courts 
which was the real owner at any stage—the fisherman or the 
canner. 

Imnel. 

FIXTURES. 

FIELD TRIALS. 

Nov. 8.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Western Field Trials 
Association, at Abilene, Kan. R. C. Van Horn, Secretary, Kansas 
City, Mo. 

Nov. 22.—Eighth annual field trials of the Eastern Field Trials Club, 
at High Point, N. C. W. A. Coster, Secretary, Flatbush, Kings 
county, N. Y. 

DOG SHOWS. 
April la, 14, 15 and 16. First Annual Dog Show of the Hartford 

Kennel Ciub. A. C. Collins. Secretary. Hartford. Conn. 
April 18 to 18.—Bench .Show of the Buffalo S. F. P. C-A., Main 

Strtet Rink. Buffalo. E. H. Rounds, Secretary, 75 White Building. 
April 27. 28. 29 and 30 —Third Dog Show of the Cleveland Bench 

Show Association. C. M. Monhall, Secretary. Cleveland. O. 
May 4, 5. 6 and 7.—Tenth annual dog show of the Westminster 

Kennel Club, at Madison Square Garden, New York. James Morti¬ 
mer, Superintendent. P. O. Bex 1812, New York. 

May 18,19. 20 and 21 -Third Annual Dog Show of the St. Louis 
Gun Club, St. Louis, Mo. Geo. Munson, Manager. 

A. K. R.-SPECIAL NOTICE. 

rr^HE AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 

pedigrees, etc. (with prize lists of all shows and trials). Is pub¬ 
lished every month. Entries close on the 1st. Should be in early. 

Entry blanks sent on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope. 

Registration fee (50 cents) must accompany each entry. No entries 

inserted unless paid in advance. Yearlv subscription §1.60. Address 
“American Kennel Register,” P. O. Boi 2832, New York. Number 

of entries already printed 3481. 

THE BOSTON DOG SHOW. 

The second annual dog show of the New England Kennel 
Club, held at Boston last week, was a very successful one. 

The show was held at Mechanic’s Hall, a building very well 
adapted for the purpose, it being somewhat larger than the 
Armory at New Haven. It was feared that the location was 
very unfavorable, as it is a long distance from the center of 
the city, but as Music Hall could not be secured the experi¬ 
ment was tried and theJVesult proved most satisfactory, as the 
hall was crowded every day, notwithstanding the very un¬ 
comfortable weather of the first two days, during which thei e 
was almost a steady down pour of rain. On Thursday the 
weather was better and the building was uncomfortably 
crowded from the middle of the forenoon till the closing hour. 
There was also a large crowd on Friday and the club have 
added to their funds some two to three thousand dollars. The 
dogs were benched in the center of the hall, leaving consider¬ 
able space at the sides which would have been better utilized 
had there been a row of stalls next the walls, leaviug more 
space for visitors near the judging ring. Mr. John Read super¬ 
intended the show, and so well were the exhibitors satisfied 
that they presented to him a handsome and valuable silver 
service as a token of their appreciation of his efforts to please. 

There were 632 dogs entered, and the proportion of absen¬ 
tees was not so large as is usual. The quality was above the 
average, and in some of the classes it was superior to any¬ 
thing we have yet seen. AVith the exception of the classes 
assigned to Mr. Tracy and one Or two minor classes, the judg¬ 
ing was done on the first day. Many of the stalls were elab¬ 
orately draped, adding very much to the attractive appeai-- 
ance of the show. Mr. Alexander Pope displayed several of 
his best pictui-es in a well lighted room; among them was a 
life size painting of champion Argus that attracted much 
attention. There was also a well-executed picture of a fox¬ 
hound, and another of a pair of beagles, that were greatly 
admired. The list of judges was as follows: Mastiff^ St. Ber¬ 
nards and collies, Mr. James Mortimer, Babylon, L. I.; point¬ 
ers, Irish and (iordon setters, Mr. J. M. Tracy, Greenwich, 
Conn.; English setters, Mr. J. Otto Donner, New York bull¬ 
dogs, bull-terriers, fox-teniers, wire-haired, Irish and York¬ 
shire terriers, pugs and miscellaneous, Mr. R. H. Bai-low, 
Philadelphia, Pa.; spaniels, Skye, Scotch, Bedlington, Dandle 
Dinmout and black and tan terriers, Newfoundlands, fox¬ 
hounds, basset bounds and dachshunde, Mr. J. P. Kirk, Tor¬ 
onto, Ont.; greyhounds, deerhounds, Italian greyhounds and 
ponies, Mr. J. R. Pierson, Brooklyn, N. Y.; beagles. Mr. N. 
Elmore, Granby, Conn.; veterinery, Dr. G. AYalton, Boston, 
Mass. 

MASTIFFS—(MR. MORTIMER). 

There were thirty-one mastiffs entered, with fom- absentees. 
In the champion dog class Homer was placed over Hero II., a 
decision that we cannot indorse. Hero was sick and in poor 
condition, but he was not near so badly off as to deserve a 
beating by Homer. Prussian Princess and Rosalind were the 
only entries in the champion bitch cla.ss; both were in excel¬ 
lent condition, but only the former was brought before the 
judge. In the open dog class Ilford Caution was placed first 
and Boss second. WhUe recognizing the many good qualities 
of Caution we cannot ignore his serious faults, and should Elace him behind Boss. Three dogs received vhc.: of these 

•ictator is much the best, although he is too small. Dread, 
he., won second at Newark; he got all he deserved. Thor, 

also he., is a large dog and not yet developed. His muzzle is 
too long and pointed, and he is deficient in bone. Gripp c is 
a promising puppy, and bids fair to turn out something good. 
Ashmont Prince, also c., did not show at all well in the 
ring. Had he shown up as well as when we examined him he 
would undoubtedly have received at least another letter. The 
remainder of the class were sadly wanting. In the bitch class 
only four of the seven entries were shown. Hilda V., looking 
well, won first, although she was closely pressed by NeUie, 
winner of second, a nice broody bitch vrith a good head, ribs 
weU rounded, broad and deep loins, good legs and feet and 
plenty of bone. She carries her eai-s badly. Tamira, vhc, is a 
nicely made bitch on the small side. Her head is too long and 
pointed at muzzle and she is rough in coat, Freda, also vhc 
ri of good size and has plenty of bone. She is also too pointed 
in muzzle and carries her ears badly. In the dog puppy class 
Hannibal was placed first. Monarch, the winner of second, is 
much the better dog; he is less than five months old and 
promises to make a winner in good oompain'’ when mature. 
Dolly Varden was alone in the bitch class. Sbe is litter sister 
toMTonarch and is a fairly good specimen. 

ST. BERNARDS—(MR. MORTIMER). 

There were 50 St. Bernards entered with only two absen¬ 
tees. In the champion class for rough-coated dogs, Duke of 
Leeds, looking weU, was alone, and Gertie also had a walk¬ 
over in the bitch class. Merchant Prince had an easy win in 
the open dog class. He was looking better than we have seen 
him, but h® was stiU far from bein« in first-class condition. 
He also won the special over Duke of Leeds for the best rough- 
coat, and was beaten Iw Leha for the best of either breed. 
Two years ago Duke of Leeds beat Lelia at New York under 
the same judge. We are glad to see this decision reversed, as 
the Duke is not quite up to Leha; we thought him, however, 
just about good enough to win over Merchant Prince in their 
present condition. Rudolph II. came next: he deserved the 
place. Prince was given the reserve card. His good head 
and correct markings entitled him to the place; he might be 
sti'onger in muzzle and better in coat; he is &o too small. Czar, 
vhc., is light in muzzle, faulty in marking and curly in 
coat. Loyal, also vhc.. is a nice dog in front, but faulty 
behind. Thelo, he., is fairly well made "with good bone, 
might be better in head and coat. Everest, also he., is of good 
size and has a good bead except that he is not deep enough in 
muzzle. He was not in good condition. Ito Van Winkie is 
also of good size and has good markings. He is long in head 
a-nd light in bone and curly in coat. In the bitch class Miranda 
well deseiwed her first. Verone, second, is rather nicely put 
together, but is houndy in head, long in ears and lacks coat. 
Stella, reserve, was better for the place. Lys, vhc., has im¬ 
proved since we saw her last. She is a trifle long in head and 
was not in good condition. Cad ess, he., has a good head with 
badly placed ears. She was short of coat. Empress, c., is 
rather a nice bitch with a hoimdy head. In dog puppies 
Loyal won. He was also vhc. in the aged class. Second went 
to Bruno II., a big eight months puppy and he. to two very 
pretty little fellows only two months old. In the bitch 
class Lys, the winner, was also vhc. in the open class. Linda, 
second, is a fail' specimen of good size; she is too sharp in 
muzzle. Lady Guyder, he., may develop well, there is cer¬ 
tainly room for improvement. The champion smooth coats 
were well represented by Don II. in the dog and Leila in the 
bitch class. In the open dog class Apollo won; he was 
closely pressed by St. Botolph, placed second; both were 
looking well. Leo, reseiwe, is a big dog, well made, but a 
little deficient in bone. Rigi was vhc. Essex, he., was not in 
good condition. Terror, also he., we failed to find. In the 
biten class only two were shown, Beatrice being absent. 
Belle of Sterling, awarded first, is a nice level bitch, faulty in 
ears and muzzle. Second was properly withheld from Flora, 
a weak-headed specimen lacking in character. AU of the 
puppies, with the exception of one very moderate specimen, 
were of one litter. They were too young to judge but were 
given a diploma for their good looks. 

NEWFOWnLANDS—(MR. KIRK). 

With the exception of Bruno, first, and Prince, second, there 
was nothing worthy of notice in the open class. The two pup¬ 
pies shown are of the same litter, they are quite pretty but 
too young for the show bench. 

POINTERS—(MR. TRACY). 

There were fifty-nine pointei's entered, with nine absentees. 
Taken as a whole they were a better lot than we generally 
see. There were no entries in the champion classes. Graphic 
had an easy win in the open class for large dogs. Next to him 
came Tempter, winner of second in the puppy class at New 
York last year. He has grown to be a fine upstanding dog, 
with good head, shoulders, chest, loin, le^ and feet and tail; 
he has plenty of bone and moves well; he is somewhat 
thi-oaty, and might be better just behind his shoulders. AVill- 
iam Tell, greatly improved since New Haven, received the 
vhc. card. Bang, he., weU deserved his card; he begins to 
show age. Randolph Guy, also he., is not so good as Bang; 
his head is of good shape, but it is a trifle heavy; he has plenty 
of bone and is fairly well put together; he is tnroatv, a bit 
shallow in chest, and stands too high on his legs. Captain 
Fred, first at New Haven, was thrown out on account of his 
dew claws. We thought him deserving at least two letters. 
Scott, also unnoticed, is a useful sort, with a fair head and 
capital legs and feet; he is too wide in front and a trifle out 
at elbow, but worth a c. There were several others in the 
class that looked like workmen, but they are not quite up to 
show form. Tammany and Duke of Bergen were absent. In 
the corresponding bitch class Revel III. and Nell, respectively 
firat and second, were the only ones noticed. Old Regalia, shown 
grossly fat, was looking well for her years. She has grown 
throaty and wide in front since we last saw her. In the smaU 
dog class Bracket again scored a win. Bob. placed second, has 
gone a bit wrong in forelegs since lastyear. DickDeadeye, vhc., 
has a fair head, but is wide in front and a trifle light in bone. 
In the corresponding bitch class MeaUy won handily. Belle 
Randolph, placed second, is a nice bitch, with good head, 
chest, loin, legs and feet; she might be better in shoulders ana 
tail, and cleaner in hocks, she also stands a trifle high. AHic. 
went to Daisy B., a veryjfair bitch of lai’ge type; her open 
feet are her worst fault. Vaynol, he., should not have been 
noticed; she is well made, but a dwarf in size, with an awful 
head for a pointer. Jule and Clover, both he., are much 
better specimens; Jule, except that she is a trifle light in 
muzzle and coarse in tail, is very good; Clover is also good 
except that she is wide in front and coarse in tail. Modesty, 
Happy Medium and Leda were absent. In the dog puppy 
class lirst went to Don Quixote, a catchy-looking black and 
white with a nice head, which he carries very handsomely; 
he is much too flat-ribbed and straight behind, and has a coarse 
tail; he should have exchanged places with Mascot, a very 
promising lemon and white, with no marked faults except 
that his ears are a bit high ; he was the best in the class, and if 
he goes all right he will take a lot of beating. Tennis was 
rightly given second; he is rather a nicely made dog, a trifle 
shallow, and out at elbows, and he might be better in feet. 
Tom Tucker, he., has a pretty head but is shallow. There 
was nothing else in the class worth notice. The bitches were 
nothing remarkably good. Daisy Belle, he. at New Haven, 
was placed first, and Jeanette second; she is rather pretty but 
too shallow and light, she may improve. Daisy Ranger, vhc., 
we liked as well as any in the class, although there was not 
much to choose between the three. Daisy Is of bad color, but 
has the best form of either and moves much the best; her 
badly carried ears are against her. Favette, he., is fairly weU 
put together; she is decidedly cross-eyed. Mr. Tracy handled 
the classes very weU and his decisions were weU received. 

ENGLISH SETTERS—(MR. DONNER). 

There were 57 English setters entered, of which only Rock¬ 
ingham, Modesta and Lady Rock were absent. Plantagenet 

was conseguently alone in the champion dog class; he was 
loomng fairly well. In the open dog class Foreman scored 
another flret, making five in all, or two more than necessary 
to qualify him for the champion class. Some of the exhibi¬ 
tors grumbled at the working of the rule which should be 
changed so as to count all winnings up to the date of any 
show. Second went to Premier, rather a taking looking dog 
with capital shoulders, good legs and feet, nice color and 
coat. His head is a trifle heavy and plain, owing somewhat 
to bad tan marking. He is also long in back and lacks 
quality. AYe preferred Gus Boudhu, vhc., for the place. He 
was shown a trifle too fat, but was looking as well as ever 
we saw him. He is a rai-e bred one and shows it in his looks. 
Mack B captured the reserve. There was not much to 
choose between him and Premier. Draco, he., is rather 
a nice clog and deserved his card. Roy, c., we did not 
find in his stall. Old Coin showed want of grooming 
as did Glen Rock, both unnoticed. Tlie judge was sparing 
of hri favors and several dogs that were worthy of mention 
received no notice. AVe do not believe in an indiscriminate 
distribution of ribbons, but in a good class a judicious bestowal 
of deserved favors is not out of place. In the bitch class there 
were no flyers, although there were several very good speci¬ 
mens. First went to the well-known Dashing Belle and second 
to Vixen HI., winner of same position at Pittsburgh this year. 
She is plain iu head and too wavy in coat, otherwise she has 
no bad faults. AVe liked Peck’s Bad Girl, vhc., better for the 
place. She is a trifle wide in front and was shown too fat, but 
otherwise she was about as good as any in the class. She is 
the best mover of any of them. Lulu received the i-eserve 
card; she was looking well. Bessie, vhc., is a nice bitch with 
a fair head. Her coat is almost curly and she was shown too 
low in flesh. Katy Berwyn and Alice D., both he., are 
good with the exception of plain heads. Katy is not 
quite straight on her fore legs. The dog puppies, 
with the exception of the winners, were an ordinary lot. In 
the bitch class first went to Princess Novel, a very nice puppy 
with a plain head, Zulu winning second. Bess, vhc. reserve, 
was very badly shown. Had she been in proper condition she 
might have done better as she appears to be very good, 

GORDON SETTERS—(MR. TRACY). 

The premium list called for Gordon setters instead of black 
and tan. There were eighteen entries with four absentees. 
Aj-gus was alone in the champion class. In the open dog 
class, first went to Tom II., a fairly well made deg of good 
coat and color, and better hind legs than we generally see on 
a Gordon. He is rather plain in head and bis ribs are not 
well sprung. Second went to Jack. He has a good head and 
is well formed. Had he been in good condition he would 
have undoubtedly wou; he was shown too fat and in bad coat. 
G5TP, vhc., we liked; he has a fairly good head, is well put 
together, has a good coat and markings, Trim, he., is rather 
coarse and has a weak head. Dash, c., is a cobby little dog. 
with fair coat and markings. In the bitch class, the well- 
known Heather Lass was placed first. Second went to Jessica; 
she is a well-formed light-weight, with a weak head and light 
eye. _Vic, vhc., was nursing a litter and not in form; her 
head is of the Irish setter type. The two puppies shown were 
weak in head and poorly marked. The prizes were properly 
withheld. 

IRISH SETTERS—(MR. TRACY). 

There were 61 Irish setters entered with 7 absentees. In the 
champion dog class, Elcho, Jr., was the only one to compete. 
He was in better form than we have ever seen him. Old 
Elcho was not for competition in this class; he carries his 
twelve years lightly, and was looking better than when we 
saw hiin three years ago. In the bitch class, Noreen, in ele¬ 
gant condition, won over Lady Clare and Zella Glenduff. Ree- 
ta was absent. The open dog class was a red hot one, and the 
unnoticed ones would have made a very good class of them¬ 
selves. The well-known Blarney was properly placed first. 
He has got rid of some of his lumber since New Haven and 
was looking better. Second went to Dash, winner of &st at 
New York three years ago. AVe did not think him so good as 
Bruce, he.; they should have exchanged places. Bruce is a 
typical dog, and when in as good form as he was here it takes 
a first-class one to beat him. Echo, vhc., is a well-made dog, 
but was not in good condition; he. was about his mark in such 
company. There was scarcely an inferior specimen in the 
class. AVe noticed the owner of one of the dogs that received 
a card looking for a poor specimen to place his dog alongside, 
thinking that the contrast would help him, but after a careful 
search he gave up the job in disgust. The bitches were not so 
good as the -dogs, still there were several very fine animals in 
the class. Loma, the winner, is well-known; she was in beau¬ 
tiful condition; she showed up very stylish in the ring. She is 
symmetrical and well formed, her head is clean cut but a trifle 
too wide. Hebe, second, and Jessie, he., should have ex¬ 
changed places; both are well-known. Daphne, vhc., is a 
sweet bitch and deseiwed her card. Noreen IV., he., would 
not have disgraced the three letters, and Mona, unnoticed, de¬ 
served mention. The winning dog puppy, Thaddeus, promises 
weU. The bitch puppies were well placed. Sonsie, the win¬ 
ner, will do to show again. 

SPANIELS—(MR. KIRK). 

The spaniel classes contained fifty-two entries, the same 
number as were at New Haven. The Irish v?ater classes did 
not fill well, and with the exception of Mollie, did not amount 
to much. She has a good head and topknot. Black Prince 
was alone in the champion field class. He was looking well. 
In the open class for dogs, Black Beau, Jr. was rightly placed 
first. Bte is a good dog with few faults. A little more depth 
to the muzzle and thickness through the pads would improve 
him. He is also a bit high, and will lower down with age. 
Beau, second, is good in body and coat, but has wretched 
forelegs, as crooked as a dachshund. His muzzle should be 
heavier. Black Dandy, he., is short in body and head, and a 
little high on his pins, but has a very good coat. He is of the 
cocker type. Newton Abbot Lady headed the class for 
bitches. She was in good form. (Dnyx, second, is high on 
her legs and light in eye, but otherwise good. She will show 
better after breeding, (jritic, also light in eye, and more of 
the cocker type, received he. The champion cockers were 
divided by sex. In cons^uence Helen and Brahmin did nob 
meet as at New Haven. Each had a walk-over. Helen was 
vastly improved from her Newark form, though her coat is 
still not right. Brahmin was in good condition. The open 
class for liver or black dogs, though containing but five entries,, 
proved a hot one. Black Pete, feeling a little dumpish, led the 
string, with Young Obo, Obo, Jr., Kobo and Ned Obo follow¬ 
ing in the order named. It was a close pull between the three 
latter, but we should have placed Kobo and Ned Obo in front 
of the Junior. He is weak at the elbows and has very short 
ears. The bitch class was a fairly good one and very well 
judged. Shiua got the blue ribbon, with Dido AV. second. 
They are good ones. Black Pearl, vhc. reserve, is poor in 
head. Pauline Markham, vhc., is much improved from her 
last year’s form. Alice Obo was not shown well. She is light 
in muzzle and lacks substance. She does not improve as we 
expected she would when we saw her last fall. Mass Obo II. 
was absent. The liver or black cocker puppies were a weedy 
lot. Blister, in getting first, got more than his allowance. 
The any other color cockei-s were led in the dog class by Don, 
a bit short-headed and high on his legs, and in the bitch class 
by Marion. Aside from the winnei-s, these classes did not show 
much quality. The Clumbers numbered four all told. They 
were only fair. Punch won. Sancho and Pedro will have a 
chance to improve, as they are only eight months old. 

GREYHOUNDS—(MR. PIERSON). 

Eleven of the fourteen greyhounds entered were owned by 
Mr. H. AV. Bmlth, who won everything but second and a com¬ 
mended card in the open dog class. Memnon wa.s alone iu thq 
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champion dog class. He was drawn a bit fine, but was look¬ 
ing well. Mother Demdike, in capital condition, was also 
alone in the bitch class. In the open dog class, first went to 
Stranger in White. He looked soft but felt hard and good. 
Second went to Stag, a fair-looking animal with a broken toe. 
Sir Ben, vhc., was not looking his best. Jack, c., has too 
heavy a head and too bad feet to receive notice. In the bitch 
class, first went to Sister in Black, looking well. Sorceress, 
second, is a nicely formed animal of ligh weight, with well 
developed quarters. Sept. 2fith, the wiuning dog puppy, 
is a large dog and not yet developed; his ears are a bit large. 
Silver BeUs, the winning bitch, is a fair animal in bad con¬ 
dition. 

DEERHOUNDS—(JIR. PIERSON). 

The display of deerhounds was much better than we have 
ever seen, nine of the thirteen entries are owned by Mr. John 
E. Thayer; nearly all of the >vinners are weU known. Bran 
and Lorna were the winners in the champion classes. In the 
open dog classes first went to Chieftain, and second to Brian, 
the winner at New York last year, both were looking well, as 
was Diincan, vhc. Ton’iim, also vhc , was badly shovui, 
Wanda won in the bitch class, with Heather Belle second, 
Eelle is a large bitch with a good head; she carries her ears 
badly and is straight behind; she was not in good condition. 
Only two puppies were shown. They are from the same 
htter; both are of good size and promlsuig; they are some¬ 
what lacking in length of skull. They are not yet a year old, 
and if they improve as they should they will be found among 
the winners when mature. 

FOXHOUNDS—(MB. KIRK). 

Only five foxhotmds Avere shown. Roxey had a walk over 
in the champion bitch class. In tbe open dog class Ranger 
had an easy win. Zip, second, has a good head and is very 
fair all round, except that he has open feet. Lady Stewart, 
the only entry in the bitch class, is more of the EngHsh type 
than any of the others; her very small ears will always keep 
her back in good company. 

BEAGLES—(MR. ELMORE). 

With one exception aU of the beagles noticed at New Haven 
were at Boston. In the champion class the decision at New 
Haven was revei-sed and Mischief was placed over Bush by four 
points; we have not the figures made at New Haven but to 
the best of our recollection they were two points in favor of 
Bush. This is a matter that should be explained as exhibitors 
do not understand how so great a difference can exist. In the 
open dog class the awards were the same as at New Haven, 
except that Trifle received one letter less. In the bitch class 
Chase was placed over Twinkle, again reversing the decision 
at New Haven. Chase also beat Little Duke for the special; 
both of these decisions we must dissent from. Mr. Elmore is a 
painstaking judge and examined his dogs very carefully, and 
with the exception of placing Chase too high, he handled them 
vei-y nicely. In the class under 12 inches. Fail* Maid won first, 
second went to Bramble, a very nice puppy that will do to 
show agam. The two winning puppies are also very prom¬ 
ising. 

BASSET HOUNDS—(Mr. KIRK). 

Nemours in the champion, Bertrand in the dog and Canace 
in the bitch class were aU that desei-ved notice. All are well 
known. The two others showed more of the han'ier than 
basset. 

DACHSHUNDE—(MR. KIRK). 

There were ten dachsnunde, all but one of them receiving 
notice. Two or three different types were shown and nearly 
aU of the animals were above the average of previous years. 
We thought them well placed. 

COLLIES—(MR. MORTIJCER). 

There were 40 collies entered with six absentees. In the 
champion dog class, Robin Adair, the only entry, was absent. 
In the bitch class, Winnie won. She was looking weU, except 
that she has a new coat that is not fully grown. She was the 
best collie shown and should have had the special, which went 
to her kennel companion, Bruce of the Fylde, also the winner 
in the open dog class. He was in good form and well deserved 
the place. Second went to Roy Boy. He was not looking 
his best, and should have given place to ElilmaiDock Bruce, 
who received the reserve card; he was looking fairly well. 
Skip, vhc., is a nice dog, with good head, coat and frill. He 
is a bit short in body and too light in eye. Joker, he., has 
improved since last year, but is still far from perfection. 
There was nothing else in the class that will ever be heard 
from in good company. In the bitch class, first went to Daisy 
Dean, a beautiful animal, fairly good all over, except 
that her ears are badly carried and she is a bit shoit 
in body. Second went to Dahlia, a vei*y sweet bitch, 
better all round than the winner. Lass O’ Lowrie. 
received the reserve card. She is faulty in head and soft in 
coat, and should have exchanged places with Kilmarnock 
Belle, a nice bitch; she was a little short of coat. Dmmlin 
Isle, he., was not in firet-class condition. lu the dog pujjpy 
class first went to Ronald, a fairly well-made animal; he is 
off in coat and was shown very thin; he is too long in head 
and muzzle and a bit heavy in ear. Bute, second, is also well 
made, with a good head, plenty of coat, and a weU-caiTied 
tail; he stands a bit high behind. Daisy Queen, winner in 
the open class, easily captured first in the bitch puppy class. 
Second went to Madge, a nice httle black and tan. Topsey, 
vhc., we failed to find in her stall. 

TERRIERS-(MR. BARLOW). 

There were forty-two fox-terriers entered with General 
Grant the only absentee reported, although we failed to find 
Stableford Joe after a diligent search. Mr. Bai*low generally 
handles his terriers in a masterly manner, but he was off the 
mark in placing Beigrave Primrose over Fennel in the 
champion dog class, and in placing Splauger at the head 
of affairs in the open dog class. Bacchanal should have been 
first and Raby Jack second. Nearly all of the winners 
are well known. They were placed as well perhaps as 
possible. There were no entries in the wire-haired classes. 
Nearly all of the winning buU-tei-riers are well-known. Birm¬ 
ingham Joe, winner in the small dog class, is just a fair speci¬ 
men. He is out at elbow and caiTies the marks of many a 
battle. There was only one black and tan in each of the three 
classes represented; aU have been described before. The win¬ 
ning Skyes were a fair lot, we thought them well placed. We 
did not see a single Yorkshire in good coat. Only three Scotch 
terriers were shown, each was fii’st m its respective class, 
Heather was the best of them. Thei-e were five Dandies shown. 
Pansy and Bennie Britton we failed to find in their stalls. 
Meg, second in the bitch class, and Kelpie, vhc., should have 
exchanged places. Nora was alone in the Irish cla.ss. Sentinel 
and Sting, m the dog, and Wasp in the bitch class, represented 
the Bedlmgtons. 

BULLDOGS—(MR. BARLOW). 

AU of the buUdogs in the aged classes have been often de¬ 
scribed, and as they were placed right no comment is needed. 
Fu'st was withheld in the dog puppy class and second given to 
Doctor, not a good specimen. Atossa, in the bitch class, was 
deserAong her fii'st, 

PUGS—(MB, barlow). 

The pugs were not out in force, only nineteen were entered. 
The winners in the champion and dog classes are well-knoAvn. 
Only two bitches Avere noticed, both are veiy fan* specimens. 
Only one of the four puppies suited the judge; she is quite 
promising. 

TOV TERRIERS—(MB. BARLOW). 

The toy dogs had but one representative. Bootless, a nice 
Maltese not yet in full coat. In the bitch class first and second 
went to two very fan* black and tans, 

KING CHARLES SPANIELS—(MR. KIRK). 

There were fourteen King Charles spaniels entered with two 

absentees. This is more than twice as many as were shoAvn 
at New Haven, and much the best display that we have seen 
In the dog class Duke of Edinburgh sliouid have been placed 
first, with Milwaukee Charlie next, and Pictou, vhc., and in 
the bitch class Neflie and Dolly should have exchanged places. 
Our reasons may be found in former reports. Nearly all of 
them were in bad coat. There was only one Blenheim shoAAm, 
Joan of Arc, winner of vhc. at New Haven. 

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS—(MR. PIERSON). 

There was only one in this class. She was too large and had 
to be content Avith second prize. 

POODLES—(MR. PIERSON). 

There were three enti'ies in the dog class. Beauleau, Avinner 
at New York last year, was the only one worthy of notice. 
Both of the bitches shown were awarded prizes. They are 
fair specimens. 

MEXICAN HAIRLESS—(MR. PIERSON). 

Me Too and Mide, both well-known, were respectively first 
and second. 

MISCELLANEOUS—(MR. BABLOW). 

lu the miscellaneous class, over twenty-five pounds, first 
and second went to two fair Ulmers. First was Avithheld in 
the small class, and second given to a Maltese terrier, too lai’ge 
and not good in coat. 

Following are the corrections to the list of awards published 
last week, together AVith the specials: 

CORRECTIONS. 
In small pointer bitches Tuckerfleld Kennels' Daisy B. Avas very- 

high com. instead of Parker's Daisy Belle. In black or liver cocker 
spaniel hitches Black Pearl was reserve instead of Rev. In beagle 
dogs Wakefield & Co.'s Trifle and W.- E. Deane’s Little Duke, Jr., and 
Racer, Jr., were com. In bitches Wakefield & Co.’s Vixen and D. 
O'Shea’s Hasty were high com., and M. W. Hammond's Zulie, Asso¬ 
ciated Fanciers’ Midget and A. E. Bowler’s Jennie were com. In 
puppies C. H. Lounsbury’s Little Rhodv was high com. In champion 
large bull-terriers W. J. Comstock’s Victoria won instead of Grand 
Duke. In champion small bull-terriers R. & W. Livingstone’s Little 
Maggie won. In Yorkshire tenders W. Barrowscale’s Dandy was first 
and P, Clancy’s Bill second. In Italian greyhounds first was withheld 
and Mrs. A. A. Monrheuse’s Minnie was second. 

ADDITIONAL AWARDS. 

GORDON SETTERS.—Champion—Dop." J. E. Thayer's Argus. 
Bitch: No entry.—Opeh -Dogs: 1st, G. A. Coleman’s Tom IL: 3d, 
C. E. Molloy’s Jack- Very high com.. G. D. Holbrook's Gyp. High 
com., Q. R. Reed's Trim. Com.. S. H. Blodgett’s Dash. Bitches-. 1st, 
A. H. Aldrich’s Heather Lass; 3d, G. E. Browne’s Jessica. Very high 
com., J. L. Well’s Vic. Puppies: Withheld, 

IRISH SETTERS.—Champion—Dop: Dr. Wm Jarvis’s Elcho, Jr. 
Bitch: Dr. Wm. Jarvis’s Noreen.-Open—Dop.s: 1st, E. W. Clark, 
Jr.’s, Blarney; 3d, T. Wilson’s Dash. Very high com.. Dr. Wm. 
Jarvis’s Echo. High com., C. F. Kernerson’s Tim; A. Wright’s Trip; 
J. L. Locke’s Dash Elcho: R. (’.Van Horn’s Patsy, and I. H. Roberts’s 
Bruce. Bitches: 1st. Dr.Wm. Jarvis’s Lorna; 2d, I. H- Roberts’s Hebe. 
Very high com., J. D Ide’s Daphne. High com.. W. Hoyt’s Noreen 
IV.; I. H. Roberts's Jessie, and C. F. Milliken’s Dolly M.—Puppies— 
Dog.s: 1st, W. H. Saimder’s Thaddeus; 2d, Avithbeld. Bitches: 1st, 
W. G. Simon’s Sonsie; 2d, J. H. Gavin’s Quail. High com., G. W. 
Cobb’s Lady Sprite. 

POODLES.—Open—Dops: 1st, J. Ferguson's Beauleau; 2d,withheld. 
Bitches. 1st, J. Compton’s Leslie; 2d, Mrs. W. N. Pond's Lady Pink. 

MEXICAN HAIRLESS.—Lst. Mrs. H. T. Foote's Me Too; 3d, S. S- 
Palmer’s Mede. 

SPECIAL PRIZES. 

Best kennel mastiffs, AVinlawn Kennels. Best mastiffs (two), Prus¬ 
sian Princess. Best mastiff dog puppy, Hannibal; best bitch puppy, 
Dolly Varden. Best St. Bernard kennel, Hermitage Kennels. Best 
St. Bernard. Lelia. Best in open classes, Merchant Prince. Best 
rough-coated dog, Merchant Prince. Best smooth-coated dog. Apollo; 
best bitch, Leila. Best rough-coated dog puppy. Loyal; best bitch, 
Lys Best Newfoundland, Bruno. Best kennel of pointers, Graphic 
Kennels. Best pointer, Graphic. Best pointer dog in open classes, 
Graphic. Best dog or bitch, Graphic. Best bitch in open classes. 
Revel HI. Best stud dog. Graphic. Best brace. Bracket and Bevel 
III. Best deg puppy (two), Don Quixote; best bitch puppy, Daisy 
Belle. Best kennel English setter.s, Blackstone Kennels. Best Eng¬ 
lish setter, Foreman. Best in open classes, Foreman. Best puppy, 
Glen Roy. Best setter, any breed. Foreman. Best kennel Irish set¬ 
ters, Dr. Wm. Jarvis. Best dog. Elcho, Jr. Best in open classes 
(two). Blarney. Best dog puppy, Thaddeus. Best bitch, Sonsie. Best 
Gordon setter dog, Argus. Best in open elagses. Heather Lass. Best 
kennel cocker spaniels, J. P. Willey. Best dog or bitch, Shina. Best 
bitch. Shina. Best black cocker dog, Black Pete. Best bitch, Shina. 
Best field spaniel, Newton Abbot Lady. Best black field spaniel 
bitch. Onyx. Best kennel greyhounds, H. W. Smith. Best greyhound 
(two), Memnon. Best brace, Memnon and Mother Demdike. Best 
dog puppy, S^t. 30. Best bitch. Silver BeUs. Best kennel deer¬ 
hounds, J. E. Thayer. Best deerhound, Chieftain. Best foxhound, 
Roxey. Best in open classes. Ranger. Best beagle, over 13 inches. 
Chase; under 13 inches. Fair Maid. Best dog. Little Duke. Best 
kennel collies (two). Kilmarnock. Best collie (two). Bruce of the 
Fylde. Best fox-terrier, Richmond Olive. Best bred in America, 
Mona. Best bull-terrier (two). Count. Best under 25 lbs.. Little 
Nell. Best Yorkshire terrier (two). Dandy. Best bulldog, Bellissima. 
Best in open classes, BeUona. Best Badlington terrier. Sentinel. 
Best bitch, Wasp. Best brace. Sting and Wasp. Best pug. Bradford 
Ruby. Best in open classes (two), Master Tragedy. Best bitch 
puppy, Pattie. Best Italian grayhound, Minnie. Best Mexican hair¬ 
less (Me Too not competing), Mede. Best kennel King Charles span¬ 
iels, F. Blackwood Pay, Best dog, Milwaukee Charlie. Best bitch, 
Dolly. Best sky-terrier, Domhey. 

THE HARTFORD DOG SHOW. 

[Prom a Special Correspondent.\ 

fpHE first dog show of the Hartford Kennel Club commenced 
JL at Hartford on Tuesday. The number of entries is 369, 

of which about 300 ai*e present. The quality in many of the 
classes is much below the average. The building is well 
adapted for a small show. Judging has progressed fahdy 
well. The show is well managed so far with the exception of 
unnecessary delay in bringing do^ into the rings. The attend¬ 
ance to-day has been only fair. Below is a hst of the awards: 

AWARDS. 

MASTIFFS—Champion—Dop’.- Wlnlawn Kennels’ Homer. Bitch: 
Winlawn Kennels’ Prussian Princess.—Open—Do£:s: 1st, E. H. Moore’s 
Ilford thution; 2d. Winlawn Kennels’ Hector. Very high com., P. 
H. IngaU’s Odin. High com., W. S. Johnson’s Dread. Bitches: 1st, 
Ashmout Kennels’ Bal-Gal; Id, H. Mead's Aydak.—Puppies—Do»s: 
1st. Winlawn Kennels’ Hannibal; 2d, O. C. West’s Guess. Com., W. 
D. Hubbard’s Rex. Bitches: No entries. 

ST. BERNARDS.-Rough-Coated —Champion—Dos'; Hermitage 
Kennels’ Duke of Leeds. Bitch: Hermitage Kenuels’ Gertei.—Open 
—Dogs: 1st, E. H. Moore’s Merchant Prince; 2d, Mrs. A. McGregor’s 
Bosco II. Very high com. reserve, Chequasset Kennels’ Rudolph II. 
Very high com., J. P. Barnard, Jr.’s Prince. Com., C. E. Beach’s 
MonkDetrich. Bitches: 1st, E, H. Moore’s Miranda; 2d, J. S. Shep¬ 
pard’s Lady Athol. Very high com., Buena Vista Kennels’ Stelia.— 
Puppies—Dogs: 1st, C. E. Beach’s unnamed. Bitches: No entries. 

ST. BERN.AEDS.—Smooth-Coated—Champion—Dog: Hermitage 
Kennels’ Don II. Bitch: Hermita^ Kennels’ Lelia.—Open—Dogs: 
1st, 8d, high com. and com., W. W. Tucker’s Apollo, Rigi, Snldanand 
Mt, Velan. Bitches: 1st, withheld; 2d, R. L. Stevens’s Flora.—Pup¬ 
pies—Dogs: 1st, Chequasset Kennels’ Lodi. Bitches: Withheld. 

NEWFOUNDLANDS.—1st, B. F. Lewis’s Carlo; 2d, withheld. Pup¬ 
pies: 1st, J. A. Miller’s Prmce. 

DEERHOUNDS.—CJhampion—Dog; E. Kelly’s Mac. Bitch; J. E. 
Thayer’s Lorna II.—Open—Dogs; 1st, J. E. Tnayer’s Chieftain; 2d, 
E. D. Morgan’s Bevys 111. Very high com., E. Kelly’s Bras. High 
com., J. A. Butler's Bruce. Bitches: J. E. Thayer’s 'Wanda; 2d, J. A. 
Butler, Jr.'s Blithe. Puppies—Dogs: 1st, J. A. Butler, Jr.'s Braie; 2d, 
J. E, Thayer’s King of the Forest. Very high com., Miss Mary A. 
Sheafe’s Braco. High com., W. M. Rankin’s Lancer HI. Bitches: 
lst, J. E. Thayer’s Ramona. 

GREYHOLTNDS.—Champion—Dog: H W. Smith’s Slemnon. Bitch: 
H.W. Smith’s Mother Demdike.—Open—Dogs: 1st, H. W. Huntington's 
Harlequin; 2d, H. W. Smith’s Stranger in White. Very high com., 
H. W. Smith's Sir Ben. Com.. T. M. Little’s Jack. Bitches: lst, H. 
W. Huntington's Hawthorne BeUe; 2d, H. W. Smith's Sister in Black. 
Very high com., H. W. Smith’s Sorceress. Puppies—Dog.s-; 1st, H. W. 
Smith’s Stranger in White, Bitches: 1st, H. W. Smith’s Sister in 
Black. 

POINTERS.—Large—Champion—No entries. — Open—Dogs: 1st, 
Graphic Kennels’Graphic; 2d, F. R. Hitchcock’s Tammany, Vei-y 

high com., M. Woodworth’s Sport. High com.. J. O. Enders’s Shot. 
Bitches: 1st, Graphic Kenne’s’ Revel HI. ;2d, A. H. Aldrich's Nell. 
Very high com., W. W. Tucker's Topsey.—Small—Champion—Dog: 
Only entry absent. Bitch: No entry.-hOpEN-Dogs: 1st, Graphic 
Kennels’ Bracket; 2d, A. C. Collin.s’s Fritz. Very high com., M. M. 
Francis’s Sancho. High com.. .J. E. Daley’s Game. Bitches: 1st., 
Graphic Kennels’ Meally:2d, F. R. Hitchcock's Happy Medium. Very 
high com., S. T. Colt’s Phyllis.—Puppies—Dogs: lst, R. W. E. Alcott’s 
Dash; 3d, P. H. CaiToll’s Dv,n. Bitches: lst. D. W. C. Parker’s Daisy 
Black. 

ENGLISH SETTERS.—Champion—Dog: F. Windholz’s Rockingham . 
Bitch: R. C. Corneirs Modesta.—Open—Dogs: 1st, Blackstone Ken¬ 
nels’Mack B.; 2d. C. A. Hart's Pride. Very high com., R. Smith’s 
Spot. High com., R. R. Penn's Dashing Prince Regent. Com., E. G. 
Pone’s Don Belton. Bitches: 1st, Mrs. Dr. E. C. Franklin's Vixen III.; 
2d, O. D, Redfleld’s Belva. “Very high com.. Blackstone Kennels' 
Lulu. High com., A. F. Craig’s Rebecca. Com., E. Lohman’s Mistle¬ 
toe. Puppies—Dogs: 1st. E. W Bull’s Grover; 2d, E. W. Kingsley’s 
Ben, Jr. Bitches: 1st, O. L. Washburn’s Countess Helen; 2d. Black¬ 
stone Kennels’ Lulu. 

IRISH SETTERS.—Dogs; 1st. A. Collins’s Dash; 2d, A. Allen’s Skip. 
Very high com., Clara G. Ware's Mikado and H. W. Stoehr’s Sam. 
High com,, R. S. DeLamater's Bluff. Com.. D. Heeney’s Echo HI 
Bitches: 1st, A. C. Ware's Josie; 8d, J. H. Root’s Nellie. Puppies: 
1st, H. E, Moseley’s Glencho; 2d, T. Fahy’s Gip. Com,, L. Whitaker’s 
Plonta and G. W. Thomas’s Adie. 

GORDON SETTERS.—Champion—Dog: E. Maher’s Royal Duke. 
Bitch: No entry.—Open—Dog.5: 1st, Wm. Tali man’s Flash: 2d. J. 
Howe’.s Gift. Very high com., F. Koehler’s Dash. Com., L. P. Braine’s 
Brick. F. B. Richard’s Don and W. Brown's Gyp. Bitches: 1st and 
.2d, C. T. Brownell’s Gordon C'hloe and Beulah. Very high com., A. 
H. Aldrich’s Heather Lass. High com., G. W. DeWoHe’s Maud. 
Puppies—Dogs: 1st, E. C. Howe's Fly. 

IRISH SETTERS.—Champion-Dog: Dr. Wm. Jarvis’s Elcho, Jr. 
Bitch: H. E. Chubb’s Ella Glenduff.—Open—Dog.s: 1st, F. S. Parrott’s 
Gerald; 2d. Claire-Reeta Kennels’ Glenclaire. Very high com.. Dr. 
Wm. Jarvis's Echo and L. B. Wright’s Glencho’s Boy, High com., 
R. C. Van Horn’s PaLy and R. A. Spalding’s Garry. Com., W. F. 
Sherman’s Robin Kildare. Bitches: 1st. W. Dunphy's Mollie Bawn; 
3d. Dr. Wm. Jarvis’s Lorna. Very high com.. Freestone Kennels’ 
Noreena and W. Hoyt’s Noreen IV. High com., W. Line’s Nannie 
and C. H. Dayton’s Maud, Puppies—Dog.s: 1st. J. A. Garland, Jr.’s 
Mickey; •2d, S. B. Harper’s Fritz. Bitches': 1st. Claire-Reeta Kennels’ 
Madcap; 2d, F. E. Watkin’s Perdita. 

SPANIELS.-Field—Chajipion—A. C. Wilmerdmg’s Newton Abbot 
Lady.—Open—Dogs or Bitches: 1st. A. C. Wilmerding’s Black Beau, 
Jr.; 2d, withheld.—Cocker—Champion—J. P. Willey’s Shina.—Open- 
Liver OR Black—Dogs: 1st, J. P. Willey’s Young Obo. Bitches: 1st, 
S. K. Hemingway's Miss Nance.—Any Other Color—1st, C. V. V. 
SeweU’s Don. High com.. H. T. Sperry’s Victor. Puppies: 1st, F. 
Stengelin’s Black Flash; 2d, A. C. WUmerding’s Suzette. High com., 
G. H. Gilman’s Dot. 

FOXHOUNDS.—1st, J. H. Naylor’s Lady Stewart; 3d. E. Kelly’s 
Racket. 

BEAGLES.—Over 1*2ins.—Dtfriies: 1st, A. H. Wakefield & Co.'s 
Twinkle; 2d. A. II. Wakefield & Co.’s Chase. Very high com., A. H. 
Wakefield & Co.’s Silver and Vixen, and Associated Fanciers’ Midget. 
Under 12ins.—Dogs: 1st, W. F. Streeter’s JIarch Boy II. Bitches: 
1st, W. P. Streeter’s Magnet; 2d. A. H. Wakefield & Co.’s Ruby. 
Puppies: 1st, J. E. Lord’s Snow Fdake; 2d, Westchester Kennels’ 
Befie. 

FOX-TERRIERS.—Champion—Dog: R. Gibson's Fennel. Bitch: J. 
E. Thayer’s Richmond Olive.—Open—Dogs: 1st, L. and W. Ruther- 
furd’s Splauger; 2d, A. Belmont, Jr.’s Bacchanal. Reserve, E. Kelly’s 
Shovel. Very high com., E. Kelly’s Valet and R. Gibson's Nick. High 
Com.. J. E. Thayer’s Raby Jack; E. Kelly's Scarsdale, and F. Hoey’s 
Stableford Joe. Bitches: ist. A. Belmont, Jr.’s Marguerite; 2d, L. 
& W. Rutherfvrd’s Cornwall Duchess, Reserve, J. E. Thayer’s Nina. 
Very high com., R. Gibson’s Thistle. High com.. J. E. Thayer’s Ger¬ 
aldine, and L. & W. Rutherfurd’s Warren Winsome.—Puppies—Dog.s; 
1st, W. Meggat’s Nobby; 2d. J. E, Thayer’s Richmond Tyrant. High 
com,. D. VV'. C. Skilton’s Dum'obin. Com., W. Meggat’s O.stler Joe 
and Tansy. Bitches: 1st, very high com. and high com., W. Meggat’s 
Allspice, Blue Bell and Peep Bo; 2d and com.. A. Belmont, Jr. 's Blemp- 
ton Marigold and Blempton Thyme.—Wire-Haired—1st, B. M. 
McGregor’s Trophy. 

COLLIES.—Champion—Dog: Sans Souci Kennels’ BenNevis. Bitch: 
J. D. Shotwell's Lady of the Lake.—Opes- Dogs: 1st. McEwen & Gib- 
sou’s Bonnie Dunkeld; 2d. E. J. Hawley’s Oscar II. Very high com.. 
Associated Fanciers’ King Bruce. High com,, Rev. F. Goodwin’s 
Rab. Bitches: 1st, Hempsted Farm Co.'s Lass o’ Lowrie; 2d, H. S. 
Pitkin’s Sheperdess. High com., S. Estlow’sButtercup. Com., F. B. 
FarweU’s Mys.sie. Puppies-Dogs: 1st. J. H. Smith’s Tramp: 2d, C. 
P. Smith’s FVank. Bitches: 1st, W. T. Wells's Janet; 2d, Hempstead 
Farm Co.’s Gladys. Very high com., McEwen & Gibsbn’s Popsie. 
Com.. R. Gibson’s Madge. 

BULLDOGS.—Large—Champion—Dog; J. E. Thayer's Robinson 
Crusoe. Bitch: J. E. Thayer’s Rhodora.—Open—Dogs: lst. J. P. 
Barnaul, Jr.’s King; 2d, T. W. Mills’s Guillermo. Bitches: 1st and 2d, 
R. & W. Livingstone’s Be Ilona and Thespian. Very high com., J. E. 
Thayer’s Josephine. 

BULLDOGS-—Small—Champion - Dog: R. & W. Livingstone’s Boz. 
Bitch: No entry.-OPEN- Dogs: 1st, J. E. Thayer’s Moses; 2d, Dr. E. 
S. Green’s Clover Grip. Very high com.. T. W. Mills’s Tostig. Bitches: 
1st, J. E. Thayer’s Juno: 2d, E. D. Morgan’s Rosa. Very high com., 
T. W. Mills’s Princess Maud. 

BULL-TERRIERS.—Large—Champion—W. J. Comstock’s Victoria. 
Open—1st, F. F. Dole’s Count; E. D. Morgan’s Grand Dutchess. 
Small.—Champion—R. & W. Livingston’s Litile Maggie. Open—1st. 
F. F. Dole’s White Violet. 

TERRIERS,—Black and Tan—J. R. Giklersleeve’s Sprite. Rougb- 
Haired—Prize withheld. Dandie Dinmonts—1st, Associated Fanciers’ 
Kelpie; 2d, Q. Q. Cleather’s Meg. Skyes—1st. H. S. Stearns’s High¬ 
land Nellie; 2d, withheld. Yorkshire—Large—1st and 2d. P. (jaa- 
sedy’s Ben and Lillie. Com., W. C. Wellman's Barney.—Small—1st, 
J. R. Gildersleeve’s Spider. High com., W. C. Wellman’s Tony. 
Toys—1st, J. A. Garland’s Brighty. 

PUGS.-Champion—Mrs. W. Peck’s Bradford Ruby.—OPEN—Dogs: 
1st, A. D. Vora’s Puck; 2d, J. E. Mitchell’s Dude. Very high com., 
Chequasset Kennels' Thunder. High com., J. R. Gildersleeve’s Dick. 
Bitches: 1st, Chequasset Kennels’ Lady i< lossie. 

BLENHEIM SPANIELS. -1st, Miss Minnie Phillips’s King Pippin. 

KING CHARLES SPANIELS.-1st, W. Phillips’s Roscius. 

MEXICAN HAIRLESS.—lst, Mrs. H. T. Foote’s Me Too; 2d, M. O. 
Mayer’s Judge. 

ITALI.AN GREYHOUNDS.—1st, Mrs. Alice A. Moorehouse’s Min¬ 
nie: 2d, Warwick Kennels’ Posey. 

DACHSHUNDE.—1st, E. D. Morgan’s Rubenstein; 2d, Associated 
Fanciers’ Judy. 

BxYSSET HOUNDS.-lst, C. B. Gilbert’s Canace. 

MISCELLANEOUS.—Large—Equal 1st, Glencoe Collie Kennels’ 
bob-tailed sheep dog Sir Lucifer; W. D. Hubbard’s bloodhound 
Nestor; Excelsior Irish Water Kennels’ Irish water spaniel Mollie, 
and S. Scoville’s coon dog Jack. High com., J. R. Gildersleeve’s 
Black Bess and M. S. Munsell’s Gyp.~SMALL~lst, J. R. Gildersleeve’s 
Charlie; 3d, L. Struck’s Cuckitt. 

EASTERN FIELD TRL4LS CLUB.—There was a quarterly 
meeting of the Eastern Field Trials Club at the St. James 
Hotel on the evening of Mai-ch 1:3, Vice-President J. O. Donuer 
was in the chair. 'The other members present were Messrs. 
F. R. Hitchcock, Bayard Thayer, EL E, Hamilton, A. E. God- 
effroy, D, S. Gregoi*y Jr., 2d, and W. A. Coster. The rule allow¬ 
ing members to handle other dogs than their own was re¬ 
scinded. There was not a quorum, under the rules, to act upon 
the proposed amendment abolishing the initiation fee. After 
the open meeting adjourned the Boai’d of Govei'uors convened. 
It was voted that every member of the club in good standing 
he allowed to enter one dog in the Membere’ Stake free, and 
that for each additional dog an entry fee of §10 shall be re¬ 
quired. Several names were proposed for membership. The 
next meeting will be held the first week in May. 

THE HOSPICE KENNELS.-Mr. K. E. Hopf has removed 
his kennels of St. Bernards from Newark to Ai'lington, N J. 
Arlington is on the New York & Greenwood Lake Raih’oad, 
seventeen minutes from Jersey City. 

DISQUALIFICATION OF THE SANS SOUCI KENNELS. 
—Editor Forest and Stream: The New England Kennel Club 
have disquaUfled H. M. Peri-y, proprietor Sans Souci Kennels, 
from exhibiting dogs in tHeir show.—G, E. Osbobne, Sec. 
A. K, C« 
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BEAGLES AT PITTSBURGH.—Wriglitsville, Pa., April 9. 
—Editor Forest and Stream: I thought Mr. Dorsey was aware 
that although his dog has won three first prizes, the same do 
not couat under the A. K. C. rules. How as to Bannennan’s 
■mnning without competition, and his eligibility to the cham¬ 
pion class. Bannennan has beaten the following champions 
and fii-st prize winners in open and special competition, not 
counting the numerous lesser lights which he has defeated: 
Rattler, Mischief, Bush, Little Duke, Rattler III., Bonnie, 
Pet, Chase, Rena, Marchboy II., Fair Maid, etc. (Some of 
above mentioned dogs have on different occasions turned the 
tables on Bannerman.) Is this what Mr. D. calls no competi¬ 
tion? If so the ownei-s of the above named dogs must indeed 
feel flattered. As to entering Bannerman in the champion 
class for over 13-inch beagles. I only did so onc^ at Phila¬ 
delphia, 188.5, where my dog was disqualified. My entering 
him as I did has been fully explained in these columns. Can 
Mr. D. mention another instance? Mr. D. admits that Ban¬ 
nerman is a champion under 13 inches; he (Bannerman) must 
therefore be considered a champion when no size is men¬ 
tioned. When the premium list reads “champions,” with no 
clause regarding size attached, then an under 13-inch cham¬ 
pion has as good a right in such a class as the larger one. I 
am awax’e that a number of beagle exhibitors would hke to 
see the clause “over 13 inches” inserted in the champion class. 
This and no champion class for under 13-inch beagles would 
bring about the result dtsired by them, viz: Bannerman, who 
has proved a dangerous opponent, would be kept from compe¬ 
tition, as they could protest against him in the champion 
class, and exhibitors in the open class under 13 inches could 
protest on the ground that he has taken three firsts. Mr. D.’s 
insinuation that the under 13-inch classes were made for Ban¬ 
nerman is, to say the least, a slander on the American English 
Beagle Club, on whose suggestions alone these classes were 
made.—A. C. KIrtteger. 

SPRATTS PATENT.—April 9.—Editor Forest and Stream.' 
We observe that in notice of New Haven dog show you say 
exhibitors complained that our biscuits “physicked” their 
dogs. On this side of the water nonsense of this kind has ap¬ 
peared in the papers with reference to Spratts dog bisenits. 
Knowing, as we do, the reputation that our food has, and that 
90,000 dogs consume 200 tons of it every week in England, that 
we never have complaints of “physicking,” and knowing also 
that there is nothing in the biscuits which can possibly physic 
a dog, we can only snppose that the nonsense above alluded to 
proceeds from the splenetic envy of those other makers of dog 
food and their friends, who, not content with having imitated 
OUT patents and trade marks, even condescend to the putting 
forth of false statements to try and injure us. It very likely is 
the case, that, as Spratts biscuits are not lai-gely used in this 
country as yet, tne change from a soft diet to our food under 
the excitement of a show may have had a relaxing effect upon 
certain dogs which may have been in a state of great excite¬ 
ment, or may have been relaxed before they came to the 
show, but that surely cannot be a sufldcient reason for saying 
that Spratts biscuits physicked the dogs. All I can say, if 
this be true, is what becomes of the health of the 90,000 dogs 
who eat no other food? I think no further answer is necessary. 
The advocates of soft food for dogs are continually urging 
that dogs eat their food readily and at once, while they some¬ 
times have to be starved to eating Spratts biscuits. No doubt 
a dog which has been pampered and whose gums have become 
soft and out of condition by the constant feeding on soft 
food, could only at first be got to eat Spratts biscuits with 
difficulty, especially if the dog was getting on in years, but 
this may be, and we know that it is, rather an argument in 
favor of the hard and against the soft food. We make a 
wholesome food for dogs, and one which any healthy dog 
likes, relishes and digests.—G. G. Cleather, Manager for 
the American Branch of Spratts Patent Limited. 

NEW JERSEY KENNEL CLUB.-Editor Forest and 
Stream: At the annual meeting of this club, held the 8th 
inst., the following officers were elected for the ensuing year: 
President, Chas. J. Peshall; Vice-President, K. E. Hopf; 
Secretay, A. P. Vredenburgh, Treasurer, E. R. Hearn; Board 
of Governors, G. L. Wilms, J. Lindsay, Max Wenzel, A. C. 
Wiimerding, J. N. Lewis, J. D. Shotwell, Chas. Heath, Chas. 
Bassini, H. Pape and L. F. Brigham. The name of the club 
was changed to the New Jersey Kennel Club. The protest 
made at Newark against the San Souci Kennels’ entry of Ben 
Nevis, was not allowed and the prize was ordered paid.—A. 
P. Vredenburgh, Sec. 

PUPPIES AT NEW YORK.—Editor Forest and Stream: 
As it is likely that some exhibitors may be deterred from mak¬ 
ing entries in the puppy classes by unfavorable conclusions 
ari'ived at by i-eading the communications of your correspon¬ 
dents “E. T. S.” and “H.,” in your last issue, allow me to 
say that at the Westminster Kennel Club’s coming show, all 
classes provided for puppies are for those under twelve 
months, and that there is a class made for beagle puppies as 
heretofore.—Jas. Mortimer, Supt. 

VERY HIGHLY COMMENDED.—Editor Forest and 
Stream; I would like to ask if a yeUow ribbon counts for 
third at a show which only has first and second prize. I had 
a beagle dog entered at Newark and New Haven, and each 
time won the yellow ribbon and was awarded vhc. If the 
dog was winner of the ribbon, is he not a third prize winner, 
or could I enter him as winner of third in making an entry at 
a show.—Briar. [You can enter him only as winning vhc.] 

PEDIGE.ee blanks.—We have prepared two series of 
duplicate pedigree blanks, one blank providing for pedigree to 
fifI h generation, the other to tliird. The former fills a page 
size of Kennel Record Book page; the latter, same size page, 
with fom* on. Price of each, twenty-five cents per dozen 
pages. The blanks wiU be very convenient for fui-nishing 
pedigrees with sales, etc. 

THE CLEVELAND DOG SHOW.—Editor Forest and 
Stream: The Cleveland Bench Show Association will offer 
$35 cash for the best kennel of rough-coated St. Bernards, 
smooth-coated St. Bernards and mastiffs, to consist of not 
less than three. We shall have sixty or seventy specials; all 
classes will be taken care of.—C. M. Munhall, Sec’y. 

SETTER DOG STOLEN.—Melrose, April 9.—Editor Eorest 
and Stream: My English setter dog Sailor Boy (A.K.R. 2674) 
was stolen April 3. Red and white, with red star on fore¬ 
head. One hundred dollars reward is offered for evidence 
that will convict the thief. The dog is now supposed to be 
somewhere in New York.—0. J. Swain. 

BULL-TERRIER SPECIAL AT BOSTON.—Editor Forest 
and btream: Will you please state in your next issue that 
Little Maggie was not shown for the special prize for the best 
bnll-terrier under 35 pounds in Boston. 1 was absent at the 
time, and by mistake she was not taken in the ring.—R. & W. 
LrVINGSTON. _ 

THE F. & S. AND THE A. K. R. are separate concerns, 
and kennel notes intended for one cannot be transferred to the 
other. If it is desired that a note appeal- in both, it must 
be sent to both. _ 

SPECIAL BEAGLE PRIZES will be riven by the American 
English Beagle Club at Cleveland and St. Louis, Silver cup 
for best dog and one for best bitch in open classes; also at New 
York. 

DEATH OP FIRE FLY.—Dr. Wilson, of Havana, Cuba, 
writes that his well-known red Irish setter bitch Fire Fly died 
on March 20 from abscess of the liver. 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 

No Notice Taken of Anonymous CerreBpondents. 

Yourre Reader, Mich.—A setter pup is afiflicted with a little scurf 
through his hair like dandruff. He scratches himself continually 
and his eyes run a little aU the time? Ans. Send some of the hair to 
us; send it as long as possible. He probablysuffers from some para¬ 
sitic trouble. Get a box of borax and calomel powder, equal parts, 
and rub it into the hair as you would flea powder. Wash the dog once 
weekly with carbolic soap. 

G. G. Houtzdale, Pa.—I have a two-year old foxhound dog which 
shakes bis head and scratches at the roots of his ears. In Forest 
AND Steem of March 6 a correspondent asks prescription for dog 
havmg same symptoms. You define disease as canker. My dog has 
no unnatural discharge from ears as in that case. I see nothing 
wrong, except at the lower edges there is a sort of spreading 
sore, not large, somewhat like scratches on a horse. Is the trouble 
inside of the head and curable by treatment? Ans. Wash the ears 
inside and out daily with warm water and castile soap. Get some 
balsam of Peru ointment and smear the sore spot night and morning 
Prevent the dog scratching by hobbling if necessary. If a discharge 
begins follow the directions for canker. 

and ^haating. 
.Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 

ing Co. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

A NEW REST TARGET. 

Mr. CONLIN has invented a new target, ten bullseyes on one sheet 
of paper, all numbered. By this target every shot can be ac¬ 

curately measured. Every one has often heard big stories about 
putting ten or more shots into the same bullet hole, but the men said 
to have done this are, of course, long since dead. Some notion may 
be formed of the accuracy of such shooting as has been done in recent 
tournaments if we take into consideration the gnus, sights, distance, 
ammunition, etc., the eye must calculate a variation of less than 
the thousandth part of an inch, the reflection of the target against the 
pinhead sight, then through the peep sight, and lastly upon the retina 
of the eye must be without the variation of less than the one 
hundredth part of an inch. Then the application and pressure uoon 
the trigger, at the supreme moment, must be as true and unmistak¬ 
able as a line drawn by mathematical instruments of the most accu¬ 
rate that can be made by human eyes and hands. 

This shooting also develops the fact of making perfect ammunition, 
and lastly the bore and rifling of the guns must be perfection itself. 
So that taking all into consioeration these tests prove that a great 
advance has been made in the handling and shooting of this favorite 
American weapon, the breechloading ride. 

The following is a list of scores made up to date with prize winners. 
Mr. Bixby, winner of H first prizes; Mr. Doolittle, winner of one first 
and one second prize; Mr. Skidmore, winner of one second; Mr. 
Crocker, winner of third prize, with scores in inches of all com¬ 
petitors. Ten shots. String given is sum of distances of all the shots, 
each measured from center of buUseye to center of shot. 

Inches. Inches. 
Maynard Bixby. 1% L D Huntington. a 
TB Doolittle. 1 ]3-16 L Livingston. 3 1-16 
D Crocker. 1 15-ie AC Neumann.3 1-16 
ER Skidmore. 1% 
F Schuchardt.1 15-16 
AC White. 1 15-lG 
P J Lauritzen.2 1-16 
Robert Graham.2 3-16 
WWDeForest. 2% 
S H Hubbard .2% 
George Bird.2J-g 
NFBrisac.2 7-10 

DE .Marsh. 3^4 
Salo Stroheim.3 3-16 
ND Ward.3% 
G E Betts. 3)4 
J T B Collins.3 9-16 
E E Tiffany .3 9-16 
W J Darling.3% 
Arthur Dean . 3^ 
Chas Van Benschotus. 3 9-16 

D A Davis .. .2 9-16 Col M L Higgs.3% 

Edward Northnagle.. 
JLBuggs.  294 
C E Gensch, Jr.294 
M Rynear.3 

M J Murphy.4 1-16 
T W Lane..4 3-16 
O E Ballin. 4J4 
Edward Bartlett. 

NATIONAL RIFLE CLUB. 

Editor' Forest and Stream: 
On the last Wednesday in May. at Vernon, Vt.. will be held the 

spring meeting of the National Rifle Club, one of the oldest, if not 
the oldest club of its kind in existence in this country, and I think in 
the world. This club shoots exclusively muzzleloaders, hair triggers, 
tele.scopic sights, at 40 rods, string measure; 10 per cent, odds are 
allowed to parties shooting from the shoulder with only a muzzle 
rest, and an extra 10 per cent, to those who also use open sights, i. e., 
other than telescopic or magnifying. It is hoped that the advocates 
of the breechloader will be induced to attend and compete. 

Several of Boston’s crack rest-sbooters have signified their inten¬ 
tion to be present and shoot, Frye, Rabbeth, Hlnman, Gould, May¬ 
nard, and Frank Wesson, of Worcester. I give you a most cordial 
invitation to be present and shoot if you feel disposed to do so, and 
would be glad if you could induce other shooters to attend. Thirty 
shots will be fired, three strings of 10 shots each, one string Wednes¬ 
day about 2 P. M., two strings Thursday, one at about 10 A. M., the 
other about 2 P. M. Vernon is reached by Nesv London Northern & 
Connecticut Paver road, a short distance from Greenfield, Mass., and 
Brattleboro and Bellows Falls, Vt. William V. Lowe. 

Fitchburg, Mass^_ 

HILLSIDE (MASS.) CLUB.—The Hillside Club shot three tele¬ 
graphic matches at Waltham, on April 8, one with the Arlington 
Heights Club, one with the Haverhill team and a third with the Elgin 
(111.) Club. The scores are given below, as far as received: 

Arlington Heights Match—200yds., 15 shots—Hillside Club score. 

E A Rmerson. 
6 8 5 

.. 4 6 70998956 7 5 8 4 6-98 
... 4 7 53875795 4 9 7 7 9-92 
...10 4 86679702 4 3 9 8 4—90 
... 7 7 4 3 6 5 8 10 4 10 

Arlington Heights. 
7894 3864 

6 10 4 6 7-97-470 

. 7 6 5 6 6 9 6— 94 

.78 559475 10 8 5 5 8 4 5- 90 
.10 8 3 3 2 4 10 5 5 ■ 7 7 7 7 5 0- 89 
..7 7 66488586 7 6 10 8 8-104 
.. 8 10 085857 10 8 6 0 6 5 7- 99-476 

Haverhill Match—Hillside Club. 
. 6 5 4 10 7 9 4 6 8 7-66 
. 3 5 7 9 9 6 10 7 8 5—72 

JB Monroe. 4 10 6 3 8 6 10 
4 9 8 8 
6 3 
6 2 
5 6 

4 
7 
4 

8 6 
6 4 
6 5 

3- 64 
9-65 
9-54 
6-49 
5—58 
4- 49 
5- 53 
8-64-683 

HL Whiling. 5 3 7 
WACaughey. 5 4 6 
A L Clark. 0 7 5 
W H Stone. 9 7 4 
DWEldredge.4 4 8 4 
John Logan.'..2 7 6 6 
LO Dennison. 8 4 3 7 

GARDNER, Mass , April 8.—At the last regular meet of the Gard¬ 
ner Rifle Club at Hackmatack Range, the standard American taiget 
was used. The shooting was off-hand, distance, 200yds. The totals 
of the two strings were as follows: 
GF Elis worth. 85 83—168 George Warfield. 69 81—150 
A Matthews. 79 83—162 Charles Crabtree. 59 64—123 
Frank Nichols. 83 78-158 CN Edgell . 51 70—120 
W C Loveland. 75 82—157 C Leland. 56 67—113 
G C Goodale. 80 71 -161 

To-day, Fast Day. there was a very good attendance, the sums 
made are shown by the following score: 
GF Ellsworth. 86 89—175 Chas Crabtree. 66 76—142 
G C Goodale . 88 83-171 C N Edgell. 64 67-131 
A Matthews. 86 84-170 E L Taft. 68 59-127 
I N Dodge. 80 81—161 D E Warfield. 60 63—123 
George Warfield. 80 70—156 Amos Coleman. 68 55-123 
F Nichols. 75 80—155 Chas Leland. 54 50—104 
W C Loveland. 77 74-151 

FITCHBURG. Mass.. April 8.—The regular shoot at River street 
range of the Fitchburg Rifle and Gun Club was postponed from 
yesterday until to day, which is Fast Day in this State. The principal 
events was the breaking of elay-pigeons. Out of a possible 40 ihe 
following are tbe totals of the best strings: E. N. Cumlngs-J, T. E. 
Flaherty 20, Georee A. Polony 16, G. H. Baldwin 16, Charles Watkins 
14, A. W. Baker, Jr. 13, U. L. Gotham 18, J. A. Stiles 11, C. R. Burleigh 
11, H. F. Boutwell 10, H. E. Houghton 8, Walter Simonds 8,1. D, Con¬ 
verse 7, E. H. Spencer 6, J. L. Brown 1. 

TOPEKA VS. TRINIDAD, April 8 —The Topeka Rifle Club shot the 
following match with the Trimdad Rifle Club, of Colorado The wind 
blew a perfect gale from 12 o’clock, making very unsteady holding. 
The Trinidad Rifle Club shot while it rained and snowed with change¬ 
able wind: 

Topeka Team. 
J L Paine. 6 5 7 9 9 10 8 8 6-63 
Robt Thompson.. 2 8 7 3 10 6 8 5-67 
GE Morrison. 8 6 6 4 5 9 8 6 9-64 
J H Leonard. 6 2 8 6 8 8 6 10 5-64 
JT Williams. 2 4 9 5 9 8 8 4 9-64 
F H Martin. 4 6 8 8 8 2 5 4 6-57 
C C Trimmer. 7 2 4 4 9 5 8 3 4—56 
Reed McCarter. 6 6 7 2 3 5 6-62 

Trinidad Team. 
491 

W B Cunningham. 8 7 10 9 7 6 6 8 6—73 
W L Ogle . 7 9 10 6 7 7 8 8 6—71 
John M Burkart. . 9 3 8 9 4 6 8 10 6 7—71 
A F Bishop. 7 3 4 7 4 7 7 8-61 
John fay . 2 2 5 8 10 4 7 7 6-54 
HH Griffin. 4 6 3 8 6 6 6 3 2—49 
C B White. 0 3 4 7 4 7 8 5 4—45 
HM Fish. 4 3 8 6 6 8 6 5-48 

Extra for open sights.... 
467 

475 
BRATTLEBORO, Vt., Apr! 10.—The Brattleboro riflemen made 

these scores to-day at the Oak Grove range, at 200yds.: 
CL Cobb.10 7 7 10 8 8 9 9 10 7-86 
W M Farrow. 8 10 9 9 9 6 9 7 9 8—84 
WHTaft.10 10 7 9 6 9 9 7 8 8-83 
ALNichols.10 8 10 a 7 8 8 6 10 8-83 
HC French.10 9 6 10 7 10 6 6 10 8—82 
A E Knight. 9 10 7 6 9 7 8 7 10 7—80 
ER Parker. 80789 10 85 10 7—80 
GBRead..,..10 0 9 9 8 4 7 8 8 9-78 
J.Longuiel.*.. 779 10 87757 8-75 
T Hannon. . 997587969 6-75 
E D Whitney.6 9 7 8 6 5 10 9 8 5—73 
G H Sargent. 7 6 9 9 8 6 4 6 9 7—72 
A T McClure.9 6 6 0 5 6 5 8 7 7—65 
W D Gilson. 6 9 6 5 6 6 8 6 6 5—62 

CHICOPEE FALLS, April 10.—The Maynard Rifle Club of Chicopee 
Falls, made the following scores at Riverside range to-day: Garden 
79, Ellsworth 74, Jenks 70, Engle 67. Horr 68. 

SPRINGFIELD, Mass., April 10 —Two courageous members of the 
Rod and Gun Club braved the wind and dust which swept over their 
Shooting ground to-day. S. K. Hindley carried off both the field 
record and re-entry badges, notwithstanding the fact that his com¬ 
petitor, “Bud” Hibbard, used a Springfield military rifle with the 
new Buffington sight. The scores: 

Field Badges. 
S K Hindley.2 10 4 5 9 10 8 4 6 3—66 
Bud Hibbard...7 45746 7 64 5—53 

Re-entry Badges. 
LKHindley.10 948645 0 10 8 4-78 

Re entry. 67947947 10 5 4—74 
Bud Hibbard. 4 9 7 9 6 10 6 7 7 6—71 
Re-entry.... 979789 3 77 6—71 
MINNEAPOLIS, April 8.—To-day’s shooting of the Minneapolis 

Rifle Club was phenominal in some respectr. Weeks making within 
two of the highest record on the standard Americau target. The 
shooting was off-hand at 200yd3. The following are the record scores: 
Weeks. 9 7 8 10 0 10 10 9 10 8—90 
Mandlin.10 8 7 9 8 9 9 7 7 10-84 
Marshall.6 4 9 9 9 8 8 5 7 8—74 
Lewis. 9 6 10 8 6 7 7 6 9 6-73 
Bi'-sh.10 4 8 5 0 8 9 5 4 7-66 
Cooley... 8 9 7679876 4—71 

During the afternoon Private Mandlin, of the Company B, and 
Lieut. Skinner, of Col. Bend’s staff, St. Paul, shot a military match 
against two of the Massachusetts National Guard, and two of com¬ 
pany D, Second Regiment. Conditions, 50 shots, standard American 
target, 200yd.s.. off-hand, any military rifle, no cleaning except after 
each score of 10 shots: Private Mandlin scored 365 and Lieut. Skin¬ 
ner 387. 

THE INTERNATIONAL MATCH.—The Volunteer Service Gazette, 
speaking of the American invitation to a match this year, says: “The 
American papers tell us that tne directors of the United States Rifle 
Association have determined to invite the volunteers of Great Britain 
to shoot another match with military rifles at Creedmoor, in the 
autumn of ihe present year. We are quite sure that if the challenge 
should be given there will be every disposition on the part of the 
council of the National Rifle Association to accept it. But it is no 
easy matter to find a sufficient number of our good military shots 
who can spare the time lor a holiday on the other side of the Atlantic, 
and it will, perhaps, be still less easy to raise the necessary funds for 
such an expedition.” 

WILMINGTON, Del., April 12.-At a meeting held this evening, the 
Wilmington Rifle Club was organized with the following officers: 
President, William F. Seeds: Vice-President, John Franz; Secretary 
and Treasurer. Howard Simpjon; Firing Captain, Charles Heiml, 
Sr.—Howabd Simpson. 

WORCEi>TER, Mass., April 8.—At the Fast Day shoot at Pine Grove 
Range to-day, under the auspices of the Worcester Rifle Association, 
the results were as follow: 

Record Match. 
A C White. .10 9 9 9 10 10 7 10 9 7-90 
8 Clark. . 0 9 7- 7 8 6 10 9 10 7-79 
L Thomas. .6 7 8 8 7 7 3 8 10 7-70 
M G Fnllor. ..7 9 10 10 0 5 5 6 5 5—68 
A L Rice. 8 4 7 8 8 5 ■ -64 
IC Jones . 6 7 5 10 5 4 8-60 

Match Scores. 
A C White. 9 8 8 10 9 6 8-84 
I C Jones. 7 10 8 7 10 8 7-fcO 
8 Clark. 7 8 6 6 7 7—79 
L Thomas. 4 7 8 8 10 9 7—79 
M G Fuller. .6 6 9 8 9 7 7 8 7 6-73 
A L Rice. 0 7 7 9 8 8 6-7:f 
*A (.; White. . 5 0 10 C 10 10 8 5 5 10-75 
Re-entry. . 5 7 8 7 10 7 8 6 7 7-72 

Best Match. 
M G Fuller. 9 9 10 10 9 9 10-95 
L Thomas. 8 9 10 9 10 10 10-95 
S Clark. .10 9 9 8 10 10 9 9 10 9—95 
A L Rice. . 3 10 9 8 9 10 10 9 9 10—92 
J Bernards. 8 9 8 6 10 6 7—84 

* Military rifle. 

WILMINGTON, Del., April 1.—A brisk, dry wind and warm sunshine 
combined yesterday morning to prepare the ground for the rifle 
matches at Schuetzen Park in the afternoon. The attendance was 
small, but the closeness of the shooting made up in interest what 
was lacking In number of participants. At the first match the follow¬ 
ing is the score m full, at 20iJyd8., out of a possible 16: 
W Bacon, R. 8 .334—10 J Manz, R. S.554—14 
C Heinel. 8r., R. 8 .434—11 H Simpson, Bal.444—12 
C Heebner. Bal.444-^12 O Heinel, Jr., R. 8.444—12 
R Miller, R. S.433—10 W F Seeds, Bal.434—11 

A second match was immediately opened with prizes divided ac¬ 
cording to the highest shots. The fuh score is as follows: 
C Heinel, Jr.. R. 8.304 — 7 W F Seeds, Bal.445—13 
C Heebner. Bal.443—11 W Bacon, R. 8.314— 9 
C Heine], 8r.. R. S.844-11 B Miller, R. 8 .444-12 
H Simpson, Bal.-140—8 . - „ 

A third match was then opened. The score in full is as follows; 
0 Heebner, Bal.442—10 W F Seeds, Bal.444—12 
C Heinel, Sr., B. S.454-13 H Simpson, Bal.444—12 
W Bacon, R. S.433- 9 R Miller, R. 8.453 -12 

A fourth match was no sooner proposed tuan it was opened. The 
following is the score: 
C Heebner. Bal.-..444—12 W Bacon, R. S..,352 10 
C Heinel, Sr., S. R.415—13 R Miller, R. 8.345-12 
W F Seeds, Bal.434—11 C Heinel, Jr., R. 8.443—11 
H Simpson, Bal., j u 

It was unanimously agreed before leaving the ground to hold a 
meeting for the purpose of organizing a rifle club. 

SALEM, Mass., April 8.—The Salem Rifle Association held a largely 
attended shoot at its range to-day, there being two classes, Creed¬ 
moor oount, best 4 sti-ings to count. A. D. Gardner won first prize, a 
gold medal, and S. R. Ayers second, a silver medal. The scores of 
tbe winners were: Gardner 86, Ayers 79. 

LAWRENCE, April 8.—The team shoot for gold and silver cham¬ 
pionship cups between the Lowell and Lawrence Press rifle clubs oc¬ 
curred this afternoon. Col. John P. Sweeney won the first individual 
prize. A banquet was served at St. James Cafe, and by invitation, 
the press dubs occupied boxes at the Opera House. 
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BOSTON, April 8.—The range at Walnut Hill to-day was occupied 
by a large number of riflemen, anxious to enjoy Fast day, including 
detachments of militia, who shot at 200 and 500yds. The weather 
conditions were excellent. Appended are the results of the winners 
of the matches which closed, also the scores of the day, all at 200yds.: 
F C Sheppard (mil.). 47754 10 49 10 9-69 
Davis... .. 8 10 7 7 8 6 6 5 6 6-68 
J B Darmody (mil.).   2 2 3 5 10 6 8 10 5 10-61 
F E Bateman (mil.). 3 8 7 3 5 10 3 8 5 9—59 
TS Stewart.10 7 6 1 4 5 4 7 4 5—63 
J Hurd . 7 5 5 7 4 5 4 2 5 7—51 

Rest Match. 
Graham (A). 9 10 9 10 10 9 10 10 10 10-97 
HF Dudley (A). 9 9 9 10 10 10 10 9 9 10-95 
J Hurd (A).10 8 9 10 9 8 10 9 10 8—91 
T Stewart (A).     8 10 10 7 6 9 9 7 10 10-86 

Victory Medal Match. 
JB Fellows. . 6 5 7 7 6 8 10 8 8 10—76 
R Davis. 5 5 6 6 6 9 10 8 9 10-74 
N P Tufts. 688579888 5—72 

Decimal Off-Hand Match. 
JNPrve .10 7 9 9 10 9 10 10 6 8—90 
JB Fellows. 9 10 9 9 9 7 7 10 10 8-88 
W Fisher. 7 10 10 8 6 7 6 9 10 7—82 
AL Brackett..... 8 7 7 10 9 10 6 6 10 8—81 
O M Jewell. 796899988 7-80 
R Reed.. 9 7 8 6 8 8 8 10 6 9-79 
A Daw. 94776 10 64 10 9-72 
A B Archer. 7 10 5 6 8 9 6 6 8 9-71 
W C Johnston (mil.)....5 766 10 6955 7—65 

Special Military Match. 
W Charles. 7 7 7 6 7 9 5 8 8 5-75 
W Henry. 86 10 698665 10—68 
L Herbert. 7 4 5 4 6 7 6 9 6 7-69 

State Militia Match. 
F C Sheppard.. 

Standard American Target. 
Prize winners—decimal off band handicap match: 

EF Richardson. 88 90 90 
J N Frye. 74 82 90 
JB Fellows. 83 84 88 
C W Hinman. 83 87 84 
A L Brackett. 74 74 78 81=: 
E B Souther.. 76 76 76 
W Fisher. 82 76 
George R Russell. 82 81 79 
B G Warren.75 
AC White.81 
CE Berry .   80 83 -- 
H Withington. 67 67 65 
A Law. 70 68 68 
NF Tufts. 71 73 72 
A B Archer. 69 71 65 

Prize Winners in the Rest Match. 
JNFrye......98 99 
D L Chase. 99 99 
GW Whitcomb. 97 99 
S Wilder. 95 96 
W Fisher. 84 84 

79 74 
85 76 

86: 
80= 
82= 
85: 
81= 
75= 
72: 
84: 
76= 
76: 
74= 
69= 
72: 
73: 
67=: 

348 
:376+20=346 
347-1- 8=345 

339 
:307-i-38= 335 
:303-f32=335 
303- 1-32=336 
326-1- 8=334 
304- 1-20=324 
317-1- 4=821 
:.30.5-f12=317 
268-1-48=316 
:278-(-32= 310 
289-1-20=309 
:272-f36=308 

98 99—493 
98 98-492 
96 97—487 
95 96-479 
94 86—438 

QUEER DIET.—Morgantown, W. Va., April 11.—James Houston, a 
well-known resident, is dying from a most painful cause. He has 42 
rifle bullets in his stomach. These bullets Houston swallowed at 
divers times as a cure for costiveness, and aU attempts of physicians 
to remove them have proved futile. 

POWDER BAGGAGE.—New Haven, April 9.—John A. Thomas, a 
gunsmith of Meriden, was arrested to-flay for expressing package 

of gunpowder without th^ir being properly marked. It was discov¬ 
ered in the depot in this city by some of the railroad hands in hand¬ 
ling the trunk. The.v found powder sifting out on the floor. They 
at once notified the fire marshal and the police. There were about 
30 pounds of powder in the trunk, enough to have gutted the build¬ 
ing had it ignited. The penalty for this offense is not more than 
gl0,000 fine or five years in State prison. 

WINCHENDON, Mass.. April 9.—The Wincbendon Gun Club held its 
annual meeting this week and elected the following officers: Presi¬ 
dent, James Sutherland, Jr.; Vice-President, P. S. Davis; Secretary 
and Treasurer, J. G. Henry: Directors. F. F. Hopgood, A. H. Felsh. 
L. E. Martin. P. S. Davis and F. E Mann. 

HAVERHILL RIFLE CLUB.—On Fast Day, April 8, the Haverhill, 
Mass., Rifle Club shot a telegraph match with the Hillside Rifle Club, 
of Waltham. Mass. Conditions. 10 men. 200yds., off-hand, standard 
target, 6 points allowed for military rifles: 
JF Brown. 7658969 10 8 9-77 
H Tuck. 8 5 7 6 8 9 7 6 10 7-73 
J Busfield. 66 10 46 10 789 7—73 
E Brown. 6 9 10 5 5 7 9 6 8( 18-72 
C B Wright. 9 6 9 7 8 8 5 10 6 4-72 
R Griffin. 757896746 6-65 
W A Browning.7 6 7 5 7 9 6 8 7 3-62 
WWorther. 8 9 5 7 5 7 6 6 4 6-61 
SE Johnson. 6 57759464 5-57 
C Brown. 2 9 8 3 6 10 4 2 6 7-57—669 

Total for Walthams, telegraphed.635 
Also same dav, same conditions, 6 men, telegraph match with the 

Cocheco Rifle Club, of Dover, N. H.: 
HTuck. 10 7 7 7 7 10 6 9 6 10-78 
W A Browning.   5 6 9 6 10 9 5 6 10 10—76 
E Brown. 9 4 4 6 10 5 7 8 5 7-65 
JF Brown. 7 676 10 4686 4-62 
J Busfield. 5 2 8 8 6 5 6 4 5 9—68—339 

Total for Dovers, telegraphed. .312 
Record match, same day. 

3 E Johnson.... . 6 7 6 10 7 9 7 6 4 7-67 
R Griffin. 10 84 10 74756 6-66 
J PM Green. 5 10 639972 5 10-66 
C Brown. 9 10 5 684745 7-61 
W Worther. 9678 8 6745 4—63 
C B Wright. 9 6 6 8 6 8 7 4 8 4-63 
F Merrill. 648586459 5-59 
L Jackson. .. 733775 10 23 5—52 

Record match, Saturday, April 10. 
SE Johnson. 78869874 10 7-73 
E Brown. 55 10 6 10 7576 10-71 
JF Brown. 10 99966676 5—71 
R Griffin. 8 10 9 3 4 5 4 9 10 4-66 
J Busfield. 774987566 7-65 
J Manners. 9 5 6 7 6 5 4 6 6 7—60 
F Merrill . 9 5 2 9 6 5 5 5 7 4—57 
G Ellis . 10 539 3 5746 3—55 
SC James.. 843862455 4-49 

THE TRAP. 

Correspondents who favor us with club scores are particularly re~ 
quested to unite on one side of the paper only. 

Scores for publication should be made out on the printed blanks 
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to club 
secretaries. 

SAVANNAH, Ga.—A three day tournament will be held during the 
Chatham Artillery Centennial, It will be the fourth inter state shot¬ 

gun and wing-shooting contest, under the auspices of the National 
Gun Association, to be held at the shooting park of the Chatham Gun 
Club, Savanrah. Ga., May 4, 6 and 6, 1886. General manager, W. G. 
Cooper, president Chatham Gun Club; general secretary, W. H. Con- 
nerat, secretary and treasurer Chatham Gun Club. The matches will 
be: Individual sweepstakes, teams of 3, individual championship, 
for badge donated by National Gun Association; championship match 
for State championship, medal and money, teams of 5 men members 
of organized gun clubs; consolation purse, barring all winners of first 
and second moneys; individual American championship contest for 
diamond badge, donated by the Ligowsky Clay-Pigeon Co., of Cincin¬ 
nati. O., no entrance fee for members of the National Gun Associ¬ 
ation. Thqre will be 3 goneys in all matches unless the entrances 
exceed 40, then there will be 4 moneys. In individual championship 
winner to have both badge and money. National Gun Association 
rules to govern all matches. 

WASBINGTON HEIGHTS GUTI CLUB.—Monthly glass ball shoot, 
club grounds. Sixteenth street and Ridge road, April 3. Mr. Harrison 
winning the medal for the third time becomes the owner: 
Fountain.!.iClOOllOllOllOlllll 101110—17 
Roe .0011111110001101100000101-18 
Vietch. 0011100010111100011011111—15 
Harrison.1101101110011111111111111—21 
W Snook.1101111111011011111110011 —20 
Davidson.1100101110111111111011110-19 
G Snook.0101111111111110111110011—20 
Male.1011101010010000000100000- 8 

J. R. S. 

FAST DAY SHOOTS, April 8.—The shotgun tournament at the 
Wellington Gun Club’s range to-day was participated in by a large 
number, the first prize winners in the various events being as follows: 
E’ive blackbirds, Sanborn; 5 pigeons,Stark; 5 blackbirds, straight¬ 
away, Papanti and Bancroft;7pigeons, Stanton: 7 blackbirds, Dicky; 
5 pigeons, Parker and Lawson; 3 pair blackbirds, Stanton and Law- 
son; 7 pigeons, Dickey; 5 blackbirds. Eager and Stanton; 5 blackbirds, 
Adams and Lawson; 7 pigeons, Stanton; 5 blackbirds, Lawson and 
Stanton; 7 pigeons, Dickey and Eager; 6 pigeons, Williams, Dickey 
and Swift; 7 pigeons, Stanton; 5 pigeons, Dickey and Lawson; 5 
pigeons, straightaway, Sanborn and Parker; 5 blackbirds. Stark, 
Stanton and Sanborn; 5 pigeons. Stark; 6 blackbirds, Parker, Eager 
and Chester; 50 birds, private match, Dickey; 5 pigeons. Hall; 3 pair 
pigeons, Henry Tank and Eager; 5 pigeons, imwder match, Stanton, 
Swift and Dickey each taking a keg; 3 pair pigeons. Swift; 5 pigeons, 
Stanton and Dickey; 3 pair pigeons, Stanton. 

The Suffolk Sportsman’s Club, of Chelsea had a shoot to day at its 
range, Woodlawn avenue. There was a large attendance. The win¬ 
ners of the matches were: Sweep, 5 clay birds, Warren; 5 clay birds 
Sampson and Warren; 3 pair clay birds, G. Libby and H. F. Libby; 5 
clay birds, Libby,Warren and Perry; challenge match for Mageecup, 
10 single and 5 pair clay birds, H. F. Libby; badge match, 10 clay 
birds, Sampson and Warren; novelty match, Warren and Perry, 
sweep, 5 clay birds. Hatch and Warren; two-man team match. Perry 
and Warren; 6 clay birds, Warren and H. F. Libby; 5 clay birds 
W. Jones and H. F. Libby; two-men team match, Warren and R. 
Jones; 11 clay birds. Perry and Warren; miss and out, Warren; miss 
and out Perry. 

The members of the Dedham Gun Club held a shoot to day at their 
grounds m Dedham. The following is the score, each member shoot¬ 
ing at 20 clay blackbirds at 18yds. rise: John Philbrook, 16; G. A. 
Phillips, 14; Dr. H. A. Baker, 12; Amasa Alden, 11; A. G. Baker, 11; 
H. G. Humphrey, 8; George Baker, 7. 

There was a large attendance at the range of the Wakefield Sports¬ 
man’s Club to-day, including many visitors from neighboring towns, 
and several interesting matches were shot. The first prize winners 
in the clay pigeon tournament were: Kellum, Goodale, Smith, Curtis 
and Gerry. The Dutton gold badge was w on by Mr. B. F. Kellum, 
score, 17 out of a possible 20, 
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CLUB OFPTCIALS.—The Hudson Gun Club, of Boston, has 
elected F. F. Trail President; H. P. Andrews, Vice-President- G. W 
Poor, Treasurer, and C. Newton. Secretary. , vr tr. 

TheEl^ornGun Club was recently organized at Lodi, Cal, the 
officers being: President, Dr. E. F. Grant; Secretary, John N. Stein- 
Treasurer, R. L. Graham. • ’ 

At New Hope, La., on March 21, the organization of the R. O. Lan- 
^y Gun Club was completed by the election of Mr. R. O Landry 
President, and Mr. J. G. Comeax. Secretary and Treasurer. The club 
has a membership of 24, including a number of gentlemen from 
Donaldsonville, and will engage in trap shooting during the close sea- 
son. The object of the organization is th».promotion of field snorts 
and the proper mforcement of the game laws in that section of the 
State. 

ARION ROD AND GUN CLUB.-At its annual meeting at Win- 
’"'PP? .Bropklyn, on April 7, the Arion Rod and Gun Club 
elected the following-named officers to serve for the ensuine vear- 
Pre.sident, Albiii Pizakra; Vice-Presideni, Henry JDller; SeCTetarv' 
Frank Obernier, and Treasurer, John Negur. An excellent collalion 
Avas served after the business matters of the club were disposed of. 

WASHINGTON HEIGHTS AND YONKERS GUN CLUBS —Pigeon 
shooting match at Burbank’s, New Dorp, S. I., April 9. Teams of 10 
10 birds. 25yds. rise, 80yds. boundary, H. and T. traps, both barrels’ 
The birds were rather slow in getting started, but when started with 
the wind were not a bad lot: 

Yonkers. 
JS Waring. ...1100111110— r 
G Osborn.OllOOOllll— 6 
O Austin.lllllOOlll— 8 
R EBis.1101100111- 7 
Schlesinger.1001111111— 8 
R Eickmeyer.. ..1011010100- 6 
LDucro.0111100111— 7 
HB Waring.0101111111 8 
E L Thomas....1111110011— 8 
A L Kolk.1011111111— 9-73 

CINCINNATI, April 6.—The shoot for the Price Hill Gun Chib^^al 
was contested for on one of the worst dajs in this vicinity for years 
snow 12 inches of the ground, match shot during a blinding'snow 

Washington Heights. 
E Roe.OlOlOOlOll— 5 
P Hunt. 1001100011- 5 
J Glaser.llllllOlll— 9 
E A Fountain. .1111111111—10 
W Snook.11111111(0- 8 
J Mannix.1001101100— 5 
S Male.,....0011111111— 8 
H Harrison.lllllllllO— 9 
J Dunseith... ..OllllllOIl— S 
W W Disbrow...1011111111— 9—76 

... • --- during a blinding'snow 
storm, yet the few present did some excellent shooting, especially J 
E. MUler, AA-ho won the medal for the seventh time. A^meriean clay 
birds, flying from 60 to 4oyds., testing one’s skill to the utmost 
national rules, 5 traps. 20 singles: ’ 
D Bemis.. .llOIOlllOllllOllllll—16 J Miller.. .11111010111111111010—16 
CDroste. .10011011111110111011—15 J MaynardllOOlOllllOllllOlOll-14 
Judge.111011(1101111601110-14 O Topf... MlllOllOllllSlLn 

10 pairs: 

D Bemis.10 10 10 10 11 10 11 11 10 11-14 
V Dro.ste.OO 10 10 10 11 10 00 11 10 11—11 
Judse .11 11 10 11 01 11 01 11 10.11-16 
JE Miller ..11 11 11 11 10 11 01 11 10 10-16 
•Xl^^JTiard.10 01 11 01 10 11 11 10 10 11-14 
OTopf....... .  00 11 11 01 10 11 11 11 10 11-16 

Miller wins the medal. ^ L 

WOr^ESTER, Mass., April 8.—There was a good attendence to-day 
at the Coal Mine Brook Range, of the Worcester Sportsman’s Olub^, 
The results of the seA-eral events were as follows: 1. 6 clay-pigeons 
Hudson first. 2. 6 clay.pigeons, Hudson first. .3. 6 blackbirds, Hough¬ 
ton. Davis and Welch firet. 4. 7 clay-pigeons, Houghton first. 6. 
3 pairs^clay-pigeons. White and Rugg first. 6. 7 gl^ balls, Adams 
first. 1. 7 clay-pigeons, Rugg and Adams first. 8, 6 straightaAvav 
clay-pigeons, Davis and Smith first. 9. 6 blackbirds. Houghton first 
10. 3 pairs clay-pigeons. Davis and Smith first. 11. 6 clav-nigeons’ 

Webber first. 12. 6 clay-pigeons. Davis and 
Webber first. 13. 1 pair and 2 single clay-pigeons, 2 blackbirds and 
2 ^ass halls, Doane first. 14. 6 clay birds, Davis and Jordan first 
Extra-3 pairs clay-pigeous, Swan flist. 

NORTH SIDE GUN CLUB OF LONG ISLAND, April 7.—For band- 
some badge, best average score of one year to win; 5 ground traps 
handicap club rules, 7 birds each: Kroger 5, Winholz 4, Lyon 5 Man- 
ning 7. Tierns 7. Biglow 5. Bohmeke 4, Barlow .5, Krumbeck4, Tapken 
5, Dr. Franz 5, Duryea 5, Wahlen 3, Eberhsrdt 4, ChevaUier 4 Gran 2 
Primrose 6, Smith 3. Ties of 7: Manning 3, Tierns 2. ’ ’ 

BROOiaYN, April 7.-A shoot of the Foimtain Gnu Club took 
place to day at Prospect Park Fair Grounds. The winner was W A 
Stuart, who killed 9 out of 10 birds from the 2lyds. mark, defeating 
W. .Tones, SOyds., by one bird only. A handicap sweepstak4 followed, 
v^ich was won by J. H. AUen, who killed 4 birds straight from the 
30yds. mark. 

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS SPORTSMEN’S ASSOClATION.-DuQuoin, 
Ill., April 8.—Editor Forest and Stream: The sixth annual iteet-me 
ana tournament of the Southern Illinois Sportsmen’s Association 
will be held at DuQuoin, May 11, 12 and 1.3,1886.—C. P. Riohabps, 
Secretary. 

Join the National Gun Association.—Send 10 cents, for handbook 
giving all information, to the Secretary. Matt R. Feeeman, General 

Manager. F. C. Ethepidoe, Secretary and Treasurer, Macon, Ga. 
Board of Directors: Dr, L. E. Russell, Springfield, O.; C. M. Stark, 

Winchester, Mass.; J. Von Lengerke, New York city; Washington A. 

Coster, FJatbush, L. I.; Wm. G. Cooper, Savannah, Ga.; E. A. Craw¬ 

ford, Tallahassee, Fla.; M. R Freeman, W. W. Parker and F. C. 
Etheridge, Macon, Ga.—Adu. 

^ameing. 
FIXTURES. 

1—Brooklyn C. C., Challenge Cup and Paddling Race. 
15—Brooklyn C. C., Sailing Race. 
22—Knickerbocker C. C.. Spring Regatta. 
29—Connecticut Meet, Calla Shasta Grove. 

May 29, 30, 31.—Hudson River Meet, Esopus Island. 
June 12—Brooklyn C. C. Paddling Race. 
July 10—Brooklyn C.C.. Paddling Race. 
Aug. 7—Brooklyn C. C., Paddling Race. 
Aug, 15-29—A. C. A. Meet, (Grindstone Island, 
Sept. 4—Rrooklyn C. C,, Paddling Race. 
Sept. 18—Brooklyn C. 0., Sailing Races, 
bept. 25—Brooklyn C. C.. Challenge Cup. 

May 
May 
May 
May 

A 500-M1LE CRUISE ON THE RIVERS OF 

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA, IN the spring of ’86, our vacation was drawing near, and the prob¬ 
lem of “Where shall we spend it?” was agitating our brains till 

we could not sleep. Every spare day of the past year had been spent 
on the Bay of San Francisco, until we knew its waters like a book, 
and every sheltered cove seemed a home to us. While we were dis¬ 
cussing the Columbia River and Puget Soimd, a friend of ours who 
was employed as pilot on the Upper Sacramento River, gave us such 
a glowing account of its beauties that we determined to spend our 
vacation in exploring our own State. 

On the first of May we were all ready, our baggage bad been taken 
down to the club bouse at Oakland, and taking our canoes out, we 
loaded them with it, and the many spars and other cumbrous articles 
that are necessary to the convenience of cruising canoeists. Then 
lashing down our canvas deck hatches, to keep ont any superfluous 
moisture that might be incUned to make its way into the sacred in¬ 
teriors of our little vessels, we pushed off from the float and said 
good-bye for a month to toil and trouble. In spite of the strong flood 
which was against us all the way over, we managed to make the trip 
to San Francisco in good time. We had a lively experience getting 
the canoes aboard the steamer, there being no suitable wharf to land 
at, the deckhands hoisted our tiny craft on board by means of lines 
passea under them. As each contained nearly two hundreds poimds 
of baggage, the work was by no means easy for them nor was it with¬ 
out interest for us. as the slipping of a rope would have sent all our 
impedimenta to the bottom of the sea, and meant the giving up of 
our cherished trip. After much pulling on the part of the deckhands 
and a good deal of swearing on the part of the mate (my, how he did 
swear, as only a Portuguese can), we at last had the pleasure of see¬ 
ing the two perched on top of a pile of barrels above the reach of 
harm. We covered them with a tarpaulin, leaving just enough ©f 
their bows projecting to show the names Undine in gilt on a blue 
ground, and Talisman in blue on her yellow sides. 

Leaving the city at 4 in the afternoon, we had 15 hours traveling up 
the river by steamer to Sacramento. From there we were to take 
the steamer Dover and go as far up the river as she went, probably 
about two hundred miles, and from there descend with the stream to 
its mouth, or as near it as our time would allow. 

Sunset clouds were glorious in the western sky as we reached 
Vallejo, and by the time that the steamer reached the mouth of the 
river, it was so dark that we, being then inexperienced, could not dis¬ 
tinguish between earth and water. Shortly afterward the moon rose 
and we eagerly scanned the banks for landmarks that might be of 
use to us on our down trip. The Captain hearing the particulars of 
our proposed trip invited us into tne pilot house to continue our ob¬ 
servations; it being five stories above the main deck, enabling ub to 

e over everything; from the Coast Range on one side to the Sierra 

Nevadas on the other, the imraense fertile valley fairly shone in the 
moonlight. To the north and south its limits were indistinguishable, 
and were to be traced only by the golden thread of the Sacramento 
and the silvery San Joaquin. Tne banks os the river for nearly four 
hundred miles are thickly fringed with trees, on the lower part of it 
orchards and hop ranches extend continuously for nearly a hundred 
mdes, relieved here and there by the grounds and residences of the 
owners of surraunding property. Such was the beauty of the scene 
that we spent tte night in viewing it and listened to the pilot’s descrip¬ 
tive stones. At 5 in the morning coffee was served us in the pilot 
house by his courtesy. Shortly “afterward the dome of the State 
capitol, and later the Marysville Buttes came in sight, although the 
latter were then over one hundred miles distant. 

I landed at Sacramento and proceeded to the house of 
one of Undin^e’s cousins, who had cordially extended to us his hospi¬ 
tality Not being familiar with the sireets of Sacramento, we had 
some trouble m finding his domicile. In the meantime our knicker- 
bockers were attracting no end of attention and we felt that our Tam 
o bhantera were not understood to mean boating as they would have 
been down below, in short, we felt decidedly uncomfortable. Pres¬ 
ently a yotmg miss remarked to her companion as we passed that 
we must belong to tbe Salvation Army, and a little further along a 
small boy, noticing the similarity in our costumes, asked us if we 
were twin brothers. Even the “slony British stare,” which was a 
part of Undme’s patrimony, failed to quell the potency of the gaze 
with which some of the coy maidens honored us. so we were heartily 
glad when we came upon the street and number that we had been 
looking for. A cheerful welcome, and instructions to make ourselves 
at home, soon made us forget all the small annoyances that we had 
been subjected to upon the street. A generous breakfast, and after 
that a few hours spent in company with our host in seeing the sights 
and meeting some of the people of the city who could rfve us n^es- 
sary information, was all that we had time for at this stage of our 
trip, but on our return we spent several pleasant days of which I 
shall speak in time. 

[To Be Continued J 

THE CANOE EXHIBITION. 
piANOEISTS who are willing to lend plans or drawings of canoes 

for the exhibition will confer a favor by sending them to W. P 
Stephens, care of Forest and Stream, 39 Park Row, New York not 
later than Thursday, April 22. They will be carefully handled and 
returaed the following week. Books on canoeing, club books and 
constirations, and any description of canoe literature will be accepta¬ 
ble. We have received the following request from the committee on 
ilecoratioDs: 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
It is respectfully requested that secretaries of canoe clubs will 

kindly collect from members all prizes that they will be willing to 
loan to the exposition, and forward them to the undersigned at 24 
\\ est Fortieth street, New York. It is also urgently requested that 
secretaries and members will aid us by sending prize flags, club bur¬ 
gees and sailing signals, private signals and totems, and anything in 
the way of club regaUa and souvenirs available. Whatever is loaned 
will be gratefully acknowledged and promptly returned. It is honed 
that the Frog, the Turtle, the Sea Horse and the Alligator will here 
enjoy convivial and zoological fellowship. 

For General Committee, 

R.B. Burohard, Com. on Prizes and Trophies. 
New York, April .5.1886. 

THE SPRING MEETS. The two leading events of Decoration Day in the canoe world are 
the Connecticut River and Hudson River meets, at Oaiia Shasta 

Grove and Coddington's Dock. The former, under the active direc¬ 
tion of the Springfield and Hartford Clubs, promises to be much 
larger than in previous years, and it is hoped that canoeists generally 
throughout New England will attend. Circulars have been sent out 
hut canoeists who may not have received one are invited to attend’ 
It is desirable that notice be givent one of the committee The pro' 
gramme is as follows; Saturday, May 29, selecting camps and election 
of officers; Sunday, May 30, religious exercises at 11 A. M.; Monday 
May 31, races, to iaclude both paddling and sailing; illnmination m 
the evening; Tuesday, June 1, breaking up of camp. Shelter will be 
furnished to a limited number who And it impossible to come provided 
with tents. A caterer will also be on hand to furnish at a small cost 
meals to those who wish them. Such supplies a.s milk, eggs, etc can 
be procurred at a store in the vicinity. Committee: Dr. George L 
Parmele, Pres.; John D. Parker, Sec.; William B. Davidson Treas 
Hartford C. C. O. W. Bliss. Capt.; E. C. Knappe, Lieut.; G M Bar¬ 
ney. C. M. Shedd. F. A. Nickerson, F D. Foot, ^ringfleld C C 

The Hudson River meet will be held at CoddQngton’s Dock" four 
miles above Rondout, on the west bank of the Hudson. Canoerits 
will meet on Friday, May 28. at tbe camp. A large attendance from 
Albany, New York, Newburgh, Sing Sing. Amsterdam and other 
points along the river is expected. A party of Mohicans will also 
start abotit the same date for a week’s cruise down the Susquehanna. 

THE A. C. A. TROPHY. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

The reproach you make in your issue of tbe 8th seems a just one, 
but there is another side to the question. The active men in any 
association are usually the ones to w'hom necessary work is portioned 
out from headquarters, the officers being sure of their interest and 
cooperation. That being the case, it seems a little hard to berate 
them for not rushing into print on every occasion, considering that 
they themselves have private correspondence on canoeing matters 
their own boats to design and build, new rigs to invent or old ones to 
perfect, etc., and possibly committee or club work besides. In the 
matter you cite, the A. C. A. trophy, I believe I speak for the major¬ 
ity in saying that they agree with your correspondent (“S.,” in March 
4) on all points, and I infer that his letter convinced those interested 
in the matter', and that from that cause and not from want of inter¬ 
est the discussion dropped. 

There is a certain amount of misconception about what the duties 
of the Trophy Committee are and how gi'eat scope their authority 
gives them. The members themselves understand that they are to 
raise funds, select a suitable design, and purchase the cup and pre¬ 
sent it to the Regatta Committee, and that there their absolute duty 
ends. They are also instructed to draft rules and outline conditions 
for holding cup. their final report being made to the Regatta Com¬ 
mittee. who can either adopt or reject their work, as it may see fit. 

In brief, the programme will not be very different from this: The 
race will be five times round the IJ^-mile triangular course. It will 
have a time Umit. Ten entries only from the A. C. A. permitted in 
the final, making 13 starters. Trial races will be held—A. C. A. rules 
govern. It will probably be sailed on Friday preceding the race 
week, so as not te interfere with the regular programme. No entrance 
fee or charge of any kind, and may the best man win. 

Toward the fund $146 only is yet in hand, but the committee have 
practically just begun work. They send out this week a circular note 
to individual A. C. A. men, who may not have seen the published 
appeals, and believe that the spring canoeing fever now attacking us 
all, will stimulate a plentiful crop of dollar buds to the committee, 
and finally culminate in a flower worthy of international competition, 

Wm. Whitlock. 
[We recognize the important work done by a few of the leading 

members of the A. C. A., and our comments last week were not 
directed against them, who generally have all in hand that they can 
attend to, but to tbe rant and file whose place it is to aid the officers 
and committees by the means pointed out. K left to a few, the labor 
and responsibility are heavy, but if all will take hold the practical 
working of the Association will be improved and the work involved 
lessened each year.] _ 

majority among those who take part in the races) would be induced 

^ the detriS of padd^K quaUties, and all that the record system of the past two years has 
begun to build up would be swept away at once.^ We shoiild have 

h" «^®“8lve trophy to contrast with our modest 
^ ivould ^ OTlya short time before there would be a de- 

mand for more valuable prizes. No! Far better have this thing 
ended at once and forever, with the full understanding that there § 
to be nothing like it in the future. 

for change In the original resolutions, which has 
® B.y M usually level-headed member, is, that the whole 

tRe hands of the Regatta 
This seems very unnecessary in view of the wordiSg of 

S’cenT^d for special races or competitors may be 
Mcepted, etc. This surely does not mean that the donor must 

^ ^ right to ^ecify how bis gift shall be competed for but 
I opposite. Hence, it is most proper to have a special ’com- 

conditions and relieve the Regatta Committe of all 
comes ^‘^“se conditions when the time 

object is simply to show to any 

i 3®"® ^I® ■^ho view the matter in 
^ from the two who have written on the other side; 

rarionsWftBH»r ^’®“® ’‘^o'mowfrom private letters from 
various localities. SeVerAl Pittsburghers. 

• bloom, &c.. are not visible yet 
m this northern clime. 1 see from my window thdt snow stiff covers 
thetowenng (szc!) heights of the HClderbergs, but the Turtles feel 

night’s meeting resolved to 
parade during the coming week. Twenty canoes 

ought to be out, and would mate a brilliantBight for the wateiw sports 
man or the snorting waterman riant-oin 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
In your last issue you refer to the “indifference” of A. C. A. mem¬ 

bers to Association matters, instancing tbe fact that only one side of 
the question, which has been raised concerning the trophy to com¬ 
memorate tbe first visit of foreign canoeists, has been discussed in 
your columns. Perhaps the explanation of this is that those who 
think the conditions, as first proposed, should not be changed, have 
so strong a case that they consider it superfluous to discuss it, for 
certainly tbe case is a strong one. 

The executive boar.i have asked and received contributions for an 
explicit object. How can they take that money and devote it to an 
entirely different purpose, without the express consent of each sub¬ 
scriber? And if they had such consent, and changed the prize from 
individual to challenge, what a position the A C. a. would be in next 
August when the race had been captured by one of the visitors! We 
should have to say, “Here, my dear sir, is your prize. Youare aware 
it was gotten up in honor of your visit, and expressly for you to 
compete for. But after five or six months we changed our minds, 
and now you can take it home and show to your friends, but you can’t 
keep it permanently. It must be returned to the A. C. A. next year 
for competition.” You must excuse us, but we should rather not be 
placed in that position. 

Now, isn't there a good deal of nonsense In the objections raised by 
one or two to presenting this prize outright to the winner? I’he pres¬ 
ent case is one which, from its very nature, can never occur again. 
There cannot be two first visits of foreigners, hence this cannot form 
a precedent. But on the other hand, what will he the result of the 
e.scablishment of a challenge cup of considerable value for yearly 
competition? The race for it would become the most important event 
of each meet. Men who prefer sailing to paddling (already in the 

races, sailing or paddling. The Susquehanna cruise is a i-esoived 
teet. not yet an accomphshed one, and the rural towns along that 
river mav expect to see a goodly number of Turtles floating past 

The kindly invita- 
tlon of the Rondout 0. C. wiU, however, not be neglected, and there 
too the Turtle flag will show up. The dispute about the cup. to he 
sailed for ^ Eel Bay this year, has led to the adoption of the following 
motion: That the M. C. 0. recommend that the A. C. A. cup now In 
preparaHon for the meet at Eel Bay in August, 1886. be made a per¬ 
petual challenge cup. and that the committee authorized to procure 
R turo it over for that purpose to the regatta committee A C. A ”— 
Fior da Lice (Albany. April 7). 

THE ONTARIO CANOE CO.—The peculiar build of canoe made 
by the Ontario Canoe Co. has found great favor with canoe men 
especiaJly those who prefer an open or partly decked canoe, and this 
year the company have made special exertions to supply the eon- 
stanlly increasing demand. Owing to the large number'of models 
which th^ build after, it is impossible to keep a full stock made up- 
but they have always a large stock on hand to choose from, and can 
build any model put in stock in about a month. While making a 
specialty of open canoes the company buUd also decked canoes fitted 
for sailing. Many canoeists have of late come to the conclusion that 
it is a good thing to have two canoes, an all around craft for sailing 
and racing, and a light paddling canoe for occasional use. For the 
latter purpose there is uothing better than the cheap basswood or 
cedar canoes made by the company, as they are very light, easily 
paddled and cost but little. The catalogue, a very neat looking 
pamphlet, contains a list of several short cruises in the vicinity of 
Beterboro. •' 

SHATTEMUC C. C.—The Shattemuc C. C., of .Sing Sing, have 
more than kept alive the interest in canoeing this winter by a series 
of entertainments which have been attended bv many who are not 
yet canoeists. The most instructive and entertaining of these series 
was held on Mar. 28, at the residence of Mrs. Carpenter, the 
subject for the evening being a talk on canoes by the Rev. W. R 
Everts. Mr. Everts’ canoe, Winnakee, was placed at one end of the 
parlor, and served to illustrate the lecture. The speaker dascribed 
the canoe and its advantages, and compared it with other boats. At 
the conclusion of his lecture sails were set on the canoe, the tent was 
pitched over it, the stove was set up and a meal cooked, after which 
the canoeist made up his bed and his assistant turned in. A sectional 
canoe, composed of a dozen pieces, was also exhibited and put to¬ 
gether. The evening was passed very pleasantly, the entertainment 
being the most successful yet given. 

THE SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE TROPHY FUND.-Editor Forest 
and Stream: I beg to report subscriptions to the A, 0. A. Interna- 
challenge cup fund as follows: Hugh Neilson, W. A. Leys. Toronto; 
H. T. Keyser, New York; E D. Jennison, Guy 0 BaEer, H. 0. Cush¬ 
man, Dr. W. Masten.W. Howard Browne, H. R, Pierson, Jr., F. L. 
Mix. B. Fernow. Myron Smith. P. M. Wackerhagen, W. B. Wacker- 
hagen, Albany; WiJilam H. Rea, Harry R. Rea, James K. Bakewell 
Thomas W. Bakewell, B. Campbell Bakewell, Allan 0. Bakewell’ 
George A. Howe. G. Harton Singer. William W. Lawrence, John j’ 
Lawreiice,;jr., W. Howard Nlmick, Reade W. Baily, Charles F Hold- 
ship, Alex. K. Nimick, William 0. Woodwell, George Shiras, 34 T 
Howe Childs, all of Pittsburg canoe clubs $1 each. Previously ac¬ 
knowledged. $115. As above, $31. Total to date $146.—Wm. Whitlock 
Chairmam (37 West Twenty second street, New York). ' 

PITTSBURGH 0. 0.—At the annual meeting Reade M. Bailev was 
elected Captain, T. M. Bakewell, Mate, and W. W. Lawrence, Purser. 
A resolution was passed that hereafter the purser pay the A. C. A. 
annual dues and subscription to the Canoeist for each member from 
the club funds. Arrangements were made fora regatta on Decoration 
Day. A committee was appointed to review the constitution. It 
was also voted to subscribe one dollar for each member for the chal¬ 
lenge cup. 

PACIFIC COAST.—A cruise to Clear Lake is proposed by the Oak¬ 
land C. C. to take place in June. The fleet are out frequently for 
short cruises. We have received a sketch of the camp on Goat 
Island, with eight canoes hauled up. 

ffacMing. 
FIXTURES. 

Max. 10. Corinthian, Club, Marblehead 
16. Yorkviile, Open, Bast River. 10. Sandy Bay, Pen., Rockport. 
.31. Sandy Bay, Cup, Rockport. 13. Beverly, Cham , Marblehead. 
31. Knickerbocker, Spring Reg., 13. Great Head, Ladies’,Winthrop 

Port Morris. 14. Hull, Cham., Hull. 
31. Onondaga, Opening.On. Lake. 17. Sandy Bay, Cor., Rockport. 
31, S.C.Y.O., Opening, N. Y. Bay. 17 to 25. Knickerbocker, Cruise. 
31. New Haven, Opening Sail, 21. Hull, Ladies’, Huff. 

New Haven. 22. Boston, Cup, City Point. 
31. Toledo, Pennant, Toledo. 24. Dorchester, Club, Harrison. 
31. Brooklyn, Opening, N. Y. Bay. 24. Beverly, Club, Mon. Beach. 

June. 24. Corinthian, Ladies’, Marble- 
5. Great Head, Open, Sweep- head. 

stake, Winthr^. 24. Sandy Bay, Pen. Gloucester. 
7. Hudson River, Union, Open, 24. Great Head, Cham..Winthrop. 

Hudson River. 27. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 
9. Portland, Annual Portland. 31. Beverly, Cham., Swampscolt. 
9. Frisbie—Em Ell Eye. Private 31. Huff, Crm'se, Eastward. 

Match, City Point. 31. Sandy Bay, Ladles’, Rockport. 
9. Sandy Bay. Cup, Rockport. August. 

12. Brooklyn, Annual, N. Y. Bay. 2. Sandy Bay. Open, Rockport. 
12. Great Head. Pen., Winthrop. 
12. Buffalo, Annual, Lake Erie. 
12. Portland,Challenge, Portland. 
15. Atlantic, Annual N. Y. Bay. 
17. New York, Annual, N. Y. Bay. 
17. Dorobester, Open, Nahant, 
17. Sandy Bay. Cup, Squam. 
17. Hull, Cor. Pennant, Hull. 
19, Hull, Pennant, Hull 
23. Boston, Cup, City Point. 

7. Corinthian, Open, Marblehead 
7. Beverly, Club, Mon. Beach. 
9. Great Head, (jluh. Winthrop. 

ll. Great Head, Ladies.Winthrop. 
14, Sandy Bay, Clab, Squam. 
14. Hull, Open, Hull. 
14. Beverly, Cham., Nahant. 
21. Beverly, Open. Marblehead. 
24. Great Head, Cfaam.,Winthrop. 
25. Huff. Ladies’, Hull. 

26. Sandy Bay, Cup.Final,Squam. 28. Corinthian, Club, Marblehead. 
26. Corinthian, Cup, Marblehead. 5«. Huff. Cham.. Hull 
2b. Great Head. Cham..Winthrop. 26. Sandy Bay. Open. Squam. 

JULT. 
3. Knickerbocker Cruise, L. I. 

Sound. 
■3. Oswego Cruise, Charlotte. 
3. Hull, Club, Hull. 
3. Buffalo, Annual, Lake Brie. 
5, Boston, Open, City Point. 
5. Saudv Bay. Open, Squam. 

September. 
2. Boston, Cup. City Point. 
4. Dorchester, Club, Harrison. 
4. Beverly, Open, Mon. Beach. 
A Corinthian,Cham.,Marblehead 
A Sandy Bay, Pen., Rockport. 
8. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 

11. Huff, Cham., Hull. 
6. Beverly, Open. Sweepstake, 11. Corinthian, Sweepstake, Mar- 

Mon.'Beach. ' blehead. 
5. Toledo. Pen., Toledo. ll. Sandy Bay, Sweepstake, Glou- 
5 to 6 Interlake Y. R. A. Rendez- cester. 

V0U8 and Race, Detroit. 17. Toledo, Pen., Toledo. 
6 to 11, Interlake Y. R. A. Cruise 18. Sandy Bay, Club, Rockport. 

to Put-In Bay. 18. Great Head, Club. Winthrop. 
8. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 23. Buffalo, Club, Lake Erie. 

lO. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 38. Beverly, Club. Nahant, 
jO, Hull, Novelty, Hull. 
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A NATIONAL YACHTING ASSOCIATION. 

The following letter explains itself fully, and hardly needs an in¬ 
troduction to the favor of American yachtsmen. The neces¬ 

sity of a national association has been Tirged before in our columns, 
but the time has not been ripe for it. and the matter has never been 
taken up in earnest. Last season’s races and the immediate pros¬ 
pect of still more Important events have given a most powerful im¬ 
pulse to yachting, not only along the Atlantic seaboard, but in nil 
parrs of America, and this season will, beyond doubt, eclipse every 
previous year of our yachting existence. Since the idea of a national 
association was last before yachtsmen a great change has taken 
place. New York and the East have become more thoroughly united 
and are more closely joined by the increased exchange of visits 
around Cape Cod; yachting has grown greatly in the intermediate 
ports along the Sound; local intlnences have weakened with a decided 
gain to the general cause: and the way has been paved to a common 
meeting ground by the adoption of the same rule by the leading clubs 
of the country. Now, when the Interest in yachting is at its height, 
is the time for such an organization as our correspondent outlines 
below, and the appropriate occasion is offered at Newport, where 
the majority of the yachts which he mentions will be in August. Of 
course there is now no definite authority which can deal with the 
scheme; it must rest with the great body of yachtsmen interested, 
and especially with the larger and more prominent clubs, and to 
them we submit the idea, in expectation of a thorough discussion of 
its merits and details. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Now that the chances for Galatea coming to this country this sum¬ 

mer grow more beautifully less, we begin to look roimd for the next 
most important regattas, and we find innumerable races will take 
place from Eastport to Florida during the coming season. 

Now^may I suggest the advisability of forming in America a grand 
Yacht^cing Association, one that would not only rival, but par e:r 
ceUence, eclipse our British cousins, for we not only have the yachts 
and men, but what is most necessary, America now has the money, 
too. 

Think of it! The verging together of the entire fieet of racing 
yachts belonging to the Now York, Eastern, Atlantic, Boston, Sea- 
wanbaka, Dorchester, Hull, New Haven and Larchmont yacht clubs, 
with a series of races extending over say three days, and held at some 
port suitable as a rendezvous for both the Eastern and New York 
clubs. 

What a sight! 'Tw^ere fit for a king! With I he cracks of New York 
pitted against the fiyers from Dowii East! What an array of types 
and rigs would come forth 1 What a chance for a decided study and 
test of their individual ability in blow and in calm, in rough and in 
smooth water, where cutters could safely meet their old rivals, the 
centerboards, without fear of a mill pond race (as they have been 
pleased to call some of the New York Bay regattas), for I would sug¬ 
gest that Newport, being accessible from both New York and Boston 
with about equal ease, and having the advantage of a good harbor 
besides plenty of shore accommodation, would be the most desirable 
place to hold a national regatta. Newport’s lower bay is so situated 
that a fair racing course is always ready for the larger classes, there¬ 
by saving expenses in the matter of stakeboats. Then again, in the 
event of the formation of a National Yacht Kaclng Association, the 
different vacht owners would be enabled to make their cruises more 
in company, as without doubt, the (races Sunder the management of 
the association would do away with many of the smaller home races 
of the different yacht clubs, besides giving all yacht owners a grand 
suflaciency of racing, providing we allow that the more prominent 
clubs each give one club regatta also during the year. 

But to refer to Newport again as a desirable place to hold the Na¬ 
tional regattas. I would suggest also, that Newport city, besides the 
various steamship companies, would contribute toward the fund of 
the association, as they would receive large benefits without doubt. 

There is one very essential point to be considered, and that is the 
amount of prize money. In England they have very large prizes, 
which are the means of bringing forth the best yachts from far and 
near, and it would be necessary in this country to make a prize, even 
if it were pewter ware, of such value that it will be an honor to cap¬ 
ture and hold the same. 

The different gentlemen, who have so kindly in the past supplied 
the handsome prizes and purses would without doubt aid the associa¬ 
tion. 

As I have been requested to write this article by owners of different 
yachts. I can assure you that already I have found a hearty support 
for such an association by the gentlemen who are not only owners of 
yachts, but who are deeply interested in the different types and rigs. 
With a little of the spirit of 1776 shown for this undertaking we could 
have in America an American National Yacht Racing Association 
second to none in the world. 

Think of such an array as the following, all equipped and manned 
by the best talent obtainable arrayed against each other in their re¬ 
spective classes and tell me if it would not be worth a day’s journey 
to see them all buried to their lee rails, struggling for the supremacy 
of the yacht racing world: 

Montauk, Grayling, Mohigan, Fortuna, Gitana, Dauntless, America, 
Ambassadress, Phantom, Foam. Halyeon, Fleetwing, Agnes. Fearless, 
Adrienne, Clytie. Atlantic, Priscilla, Puritan, Jtayflbwer, Grade, 
Bedouin, Clara, Mischief. Huron, Fanny, Crocodile, Fanita, Vixen, 
Penguin, Syren, Maggie, Daphne, Athlon, Isis, Wave. Mistral, 
Schemer, Shadow, Hera. Lillie and hosts of others, all fast and able 
boats, beside those that might be attracted from not only England, 
but from Canadian waters, in the hopes of securing a trophy that 
would soon become world renowned. Not only would an association 
bring about yacht racing, but a yearly convention could be held say 
at Newport, at which the various new points always arising in this 
pleasure could be discussed, and the much vexed question up to the 
present time of racing measurement could be argued fully by advo¬ 
cates from all sides, and without doubt, before a full house, some 
equitable measurement to suit all might be reached. There can be 
no doubt, I know, in my fellow yachtmen’s minds that such an Asso¬ 
ciation as I allude to would be productive of the greatest good. We 
have many knotty points as regards yachting whicli have been dis¬ 
cussed between members and also before the clubs, where one party 
is apt to be far in the minority, and in another club the same party 
may be far in the majority, and the result remaius the same, but if 
a convention was held at which all our prominent active workers and 
designers were present, where they could address the prominent 
members of all the different clubs as one body, there can be no doubt 
but that a satisfactory conclusion would soon be reached, and many 
who now talk very wisely on certain subjects would see matters in a 
very different light. 

Still further benefits, than those already mentioned, can also be ob¬ 
tained. in the way of prizes in each class to he offered for the best 
handled yacht in a race, also to skippers for the best sailed yacht, 
which would result in training men to proficiency in sail handling, 
something that needs far more attention in this country. Our differ¬ 
ent skippers are all, taken as a whole, fully as sharp and quick as 
any nation’s, but a handsome purse to a skipper who has sailed his 
boat well and true, although not necessarily to a successful finish, 
would be but a fair compensation, to show a just appreciation of his 
merits, as also can be said of a crew, whether amateur or profes¬ 
sional, which has strained and pulled quick, and with precision, with¬ 
out balk or error. All this and more would help buUd up a class 
of sailors which other nations would find hard to equal. 

In conclusion I would say that it would seem that such an associa¬ 
tion should include all yachts over 80ft. on load waterline, as yachts 
under that size would find it very unsafe outside of Point Judith or 
Brenton’s Reef, should t hey be caught in a sudden breeze of wind. 
And now if any of my brother yachtsmen have any corrections or 
suggestions to make to the above, I should be pleased to learn their 
views. SiTEHT. 

Boston, April 12,1886. 

AN INTERRUPTED CRUISE. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
■When the cruise of the Bonita was first proposed I hoped to start 

in her or to join her at some southern port and finish the trip m her, 
but man proposes, etc. Since Feb. 9 wehad no news from her and had 
about made up our minds she had gone to Davy Jones’s locker with 
all on hoard, or had come to an untimely end in some mysterious 
way, after some fashion, and were thinking of engaging the services 
of a newspaper man to write an obituary and have it filled in with 
poetry and pen and ink sketches, telling of angry winds and moun¬ 
tainous waves and monsters of the deep. etc. Our scheme w’as 
foiled, however, by a letter from the missing cruiser, probably the 
last W6 shall ever hear from the Bonita on her most disastrous cruise 
in search of summer airs. 

Goose Point, Old River, S. C., March 13, 1883.—Dear Sir: You 
may think it strange not hearing from the Bonita and crew for so 
long a period, but I had to stop here on this trip, everything has 
played out, so I have laid the Bonita off for a while. My last let¬ 
ter was from Swan.sboro. N. C., Feb, 9. I left Swansboro, Feb. 10 
and went to lay at Bear Inlet until Feb. 11. Then I sailed and got 
here on the last day of February and have laid here in the river up 
to this day. The mate and I are to attend court here the latter part 
of this month as witnesses in a case of slander, beautiful young ladv' 
of this place and a squint-eved bully. We were summoned by the 
sheriff to-day to attend next Thursday. 1 don’t know how it will come 
out, but I am in favor of the young lady; she Is a very nice girl and 
belongs to the church, I have been m her company a great deal 

since I have been here and if I do not get away after the case is tried 
you can bet there is something up. I think it will be my hair, for I 
am getting lost in love and if any d—d fool goes to kicking he will 
find me gunning for him as I am so mad. 1 may get married before 
long and bring a wife North with me. Hoping this will find you in 
good health, I remain very truly-.’’ 

In writing the valedictory of the Bonita, Itnay remark that half the 
dangers of a trip to Florida have not been told, nor does the chart 
mark them to warn the daring mariner. These unseen dangers do 
not exist alone on our southern coast, but are like the islands we hear 
of from truthful Jack that rise from the depths of the ocean in places 
marked deep water on the charts, and I shudder when I think how 
near I came going on the same trip, and also 1 feel sad to think of so 
many more perils that are open to the Coot besides the dangers she so 
successfully combats. I shall watch anxiously for her story as she 
crosses the line and enters warmer climes, and heat s the songs of 
sirens, who lead one on and on. That which started as a cruise to 
show how easily and cheaply it could be done, comes prematurely to 
an end after showing a moral and pointing the uncertainty of mim- 
dane matters, and despair sits on the brow of one who in the Interest 
of voyagers thought to overcome the changes of the seasons. 

Bonita. 

CRUISE OF THE BRUNHILDE. 

COLOMBO. Ceylon, Feb. 14.—During the afternoon of June 29. 1885, 
the schooner yacht Brunhilde, of the New York Y. C.. weighed 

anchor for Cowes.‘isle of Wight, on a voyage around the world. Her 
crew consisted of the captain, two mates, a boat'^wain. two stewards, 
a cabin boy, and eight men before the mast. W'hile in the cabin were 
six recent graduates of Yale. After five months spent with much 
pleasure afloat and ashore, the party arrived at Suez, in Egypt, with 
the Red Sea before them. Here they were informed that the passage 
of this sea at this lime of the year would be impossible for a sailing 
vessel owing to the great belt of calms, the adverse currents, the 
contrary winds and dangerous reefs In consequence of this the 
Captain made arrangements with the agent of the Clan Line of 
steamers to tow the yacht by one of their vessels to the port 
of Aden, distant 1,600 miles. At noon of Nov. 22 the Clan Buchanan 
toek the Brunhilde In tow. and she went merrily along at the rate of 
ten knots an hour through the Gulf of Suez. She passed Mount Sinai 
during the night, and was in the Straits of Jubsl by 8 o’clock the 
next morning. In the afternoon she wms in the Red bea with every 
prospect of a prosperous voyage. 

After running through the great calm belt, and having Jiddab, the 
ort of the sacred tow-n of Mecca, bearing abeam, the yacht had a 
ead wind which increased to such an extent that tbe steamship was 

compelled to reduce her speed. At this point tbe captain of the 
steamer sent a message in a bottle attached to a long line asking if 
the two stout cables by which the yacht w’as being towed were well 
parceled; also expressing some doubt of their strength to tow in the 
heavy seas which were there running. On the morning of the 29th 
of November the seas had increased to a ereat height, and although 
the steamer had slackened downn to tw o knots per hour, waves w'ere 
constantly breaking over the bows, till one sea larger than its fellows 
buried the bows completely. There was a shock and a crash—tbe 
jibboom, bowsprit, and foretopmast broke off. The cables snapped 
like threads, while the stays and cordage tenaciously held the broken 
spars which bumped against and gnawed the bows of the good yacht 
as she pitched and rolled in the angry waters. The captain of the 
steamer, as soon as he discovered that the Brunhilde was adrift, 
rounded his ship, and came as close as he dared to tell ns that it 
would be dangerous to take us in tow. He then steamed off. 

AH hands worked like heaveys to clear away the wreckage from 
the bows, which we not onl5' succeeded in accomplishing before 
night came on, but also had a jury rig forward, and thus handi¬ 
capped we had before us the prospect of sailing without a pilot, in 
the woi^st season, in a sea which has been the dread of navigators of 
all ages, and where sailing vessels are rareiy seen in the best season. 
After spending a most anxious night of beating against a head gale, 
during which we momentarily expected to hear our keel crunch on 
one of the sunken reefs which abound here, we were able to anchor 
under the lee of Jabel-Sogbair, a volcanic island of barren aspect, on 
which several rocky eminences, rugged and of fanciful shape, rise to 
considerable height. We determined to remain here until we could 
get the yacht in some condition for beating against a head wind and 
rough sea, because we could not expect much lull in the wind, which 
at this season blows constantly, with moie or less violence, from the 
southeast. This wind is a curious phenomenon. It is caused by the 
northeast monsoon striking the high land of Africa, which turns it 
at right angles; then it is contracted by the mountainous funnel-like 
shores of the sea. 

We anchored about half a mile off shore, in fifteen fathoms of 
water. As we lay here tbe wind rushed through the jagged peaks 
and down the barren sides of the island, driving before it a fine black 
sand and rendering the water between us and the shore so rough 
that a trip ashore seemed hazardous. In the afternoon, however, we 
determined to try it. Accordingly, clad in only a pair of light 
pajamas, with our clothes, a few trinkets, our guns, revolvers, and 
ammunition carefully wrapped in waterproof covers, and strapped to 
the boat to prevent loss in case of capsizing, three of us started for 
shore. Before we had gone a htmdred yards we were all thoroughly 
drenched by the falling spray. As we neared the island we discovered 
that a barrier reef was lying about sixty feet off shore, while beyond 
it was a deep-looking pool backed by a fine beach. As we drew near 
the reef the water began to shoal and grow smoother, which enabled 
us to Jump out of the. boat and drag it over the reef into the pool 
beyond, the water in which we found up to our necks. On reaching 
the beach we found it composed of broken coral and coral sand, on 
which countless crabs of various kinds were running, among which 
we noticed the curious hermit crab. 

Hastily dressing and taking our guns we found many snipe on the 
beach, a goodly number of which we bagged. We also shot several 
fine flshhawks, while one of our number, who had taken to the hills 
with his rltte, returned with a gazelle slung over his shoulder. We 
moved down the beach and saw some wretched huts. As we ap¬ 
proached these we were met by a very old man, chocolate colored, 
clad in a small piece of cloth. He seemed frightened at our approach, 
but we soon allayed his fears by many friendly signs. While we at¬ 
tempted to talk with him in the sign language several dark colored 
women and children were dodging behind the huts to get a better 
sight of us. Our attempts to talk with the old man were not very suc¬ 
cessful. We visited the huts and found that they were of the most 
primitive construction, consisting of four upright posts, over which 
some gj-ass matting was tied with grass rope. Inside they exhibited 
the utmost squalor. We gave the old man a few trifles and returned 
to the yacht. 

We remained at anchor here for several days, and succeeded in 
making the boat shipshape forward, with the hope that she would 
keep BO till we reached Perim Island, distant 100 miles, at the lower 
entrance of the Red Sea, in the Straits of Bab el-Mandeb. We beat 
against a strong wind and head sea for three days, and finally 
anchored safe off the island.-iVewi York Times. 

THE N. Y. T. C. AND THE PURITAN.—The following resolution 
passed by the N. Y. Y. 0. has been engrossed and a copy sent to each 
of the owners of the Puritan by the Club: At a general meeting of 
the N. Y. Y. C., held Tuesday, Oct. 22, 1883, the resolution was un¬ 
animously carried: “That a committee of seven, to include the flag 
officers of the club, be appointed by the chair, with power to express 
to tbe owners of the Puritan the appreciation of the club of their 
spirited and sportsmanlike action in building and raomg that vessel 
as the representative of the N. Y. Y. C. in the recent contest for the 
possession of the America’s cup,” and the undersigned were ap¬ 
pointed as the committee. They desire, on behalf of the club, to 
convey to the owners of the Puritan the unanimous sentiment of the 
club as to the enterprise, zeal, good judgment and true yachtmg 
spirit characterizing their action in conceiving and canying out to a 
successful issue the object they had in view, namely, tbe providing 
the N. Y. Y. C. with a worthy champion to meet the challenge of the 
Royal Yacht Squadron of England, represented by the Genesta, for 
the possession of the America’s cup. And as an earnest of the desire 
of the N, Y. Y. C. to convey this feeling in a permanent manner, the 
committee takes great pleasure in presenting the accompanying 
memento of the event which took place in September. 1885. (Signed), 
Vice-Commodore William P. Douglass. Rear-Commodore Frank (3. 
Lawrence, Jr., Philip Schuvler, J. Frederic Tams. James D. Smith, 
Ogden Goelet. (New York, Dec. 22,1885.) 

QUADRUPLE EXPANSION ENGINBS.-Messrs. John Beid and Co., 
Port-Glasgow, on Mar. 8, launched a steel screw yacht, the Riou- 
nagna-Mara, built from their designs, for Mr. A. G. Pirie. She is of 
311 tons, Thames yacht measurement, 170ft. by 21ft. by I3ft. 6in. 
Messrs. Rankin and Blackmore. Greenock, have fitted the’vessel with 
a set of their novel engines, of the six-cylinder qundrnj;le-expansion 
type. This is the first steamer in which they have been used, and 
much interest is being excited among engineers regarding them. 
Tbe boiler, which is made of mild steel, has a working pressure of 
iSOlbs. per square inch.—The Field, March 20. 

AMERICAN Y. 0. REGATTA.—The aiTangemeiits for the large 
regatta this year are now being completed. The dates fixed are July 
15,16,17, and the cruise will be similar to the very successful one of 
last year. The Cygnus has been chartered to accompany the yachts. 
Several cups have already been offered for prizes. Com. Hoagland 
giving one for the best time to New' London without allowance. 

YACHTING NOTES.—Namouna, steam yacht, was at Civita Veie- 
chia on March 18, leaving there for Port Said. She is hound to 
Bombay. On March 25 she left Suez, arriving at Aden on March 31. 
_The Cythera is now cruising in the MefUterranean_Huron, 
sloop, will haul out at Smith’s yard next week preparatory to going 
into commission_Rival, sloop, Messrs. Hope and Chapman, has 
been brought to the Atlantic Basin from W'estport, Conn_Dolphin, 
cat, has been sold by Gen. Paine to Mr. 0. A. Burbank, who will rig 
her anew and name her the Jessie B... jEgir, Seabird, Thelga and 
Saracen are in commission at Boston_Firefly, cat, has been pur¬ 
chased by H. L. Darding, Hull Y. C_Georgia, sloop, of Portland, 
has been sold to A. T. Morrill_Stranger, cutter, was launched on 
April 7, at Salem, where she has laid up. Her ng has been cut oown 
and altered... .KrlmhUda, cutter, English, is now fitted throughou 
with electric lights, the dynamo being operated by the engine of her 
steam launch .. .Ranger, schooner, is in commission and lies at West 
Brighton, Staten Island .. .Tartar, cat, will be I’aced by Messrs. Dunn 
and Brown. Mr. Dunn will not build a new'boat this year_At 
Frisbee’syard, Salem, the Firefly has received a now boiler, and the 
Ethel, Playmate, Dreadnaiight and Narragansett are fitting out.... 
Tbe new open boat building by Driscoll from Mr. Smith’s designs is 
23ft. waterline, 7ft. 8in. beam, and 2ft. lOin. deep. She will sail with 
fixed ballast_Shona, cutter, 6 tons. It is reported that Mr. Chas. 
H. Sweet, owner of the Clara, is the purchaser of Shona, 
and will race her at Beverly, Mas.s — Actea, schooner. Mr. 
David Sears, will fit out this season ...Wanda, steam yacht, 
has been down the Bay, and if reported to work much 
better since the alterations in her engines — Undine, sloop, 
Knickerbocker Y. C., has had an iron keel added—It is proposed to 
make a landing for yachts on the pier at the Marine Park, Boston, 
which will be a great convenience to yachtsmen who anchor near by. 
_Loando, steam yacht, has just returned from a long cruise in the 
South_Nomad, sloop, Mr. H. C. Wintringham, is receiving a lead 
keel of two tons_Lagonda, steam yacht, has sailed for 'Wilming¬ 
ton, where she will receive new boilers_Talisman, late Tillie, steam 
yacht, has been sold by Mi’. Starbuck to Mr, J, W. Slater, of Provi¬ 
dence, late owner of the Sappho_Calumet, steam yacht. Mr. C. C. 
Emery, is at Clayton, N. Y., where a new engine is being placed in 
her_Nooya, steam yacht, arrived in New York on April 8. and has 
been docked for painting and to change her wheel_Utowana, 
steam yacht, has had her name changed to Oneida — Listless, sloop, 
has been sold to J. C. Moouey; she is now fitting out at Munim’s_ 
Whisper, steam yacht, Mr. E. A. Seacomb, is fitting out at New London 
where she has wintered_Elephant, sloop, baa been sold to Mr. Wm. 
Meyer by Dr. Patton_Vixen, sloop, will have a longer bowsprit 
tins year_Rita, sloop. Mr. A. T. Bliss, will come out this season as 
the Bohemian, with an iron keel of 2.10()ibs., 18in. deep, in place of a 
board.. .Genevieve, sloop, has been sold by Mr. Harry Klngaland to 
Mr. D. H. Warner, of Bridgeport . .A steam yacht 48ft. on waterline, 
8ft. beam, and 3ft. ein. draft, is building at Rome, N. Y., for Mr. J. M. 
Barton. Her engines will be5 and 8 by 8in,, with a 3-bladed wheel_ 
Emma, sloop, Mr. J. G. Suydam, has been sold to a member of the 
J. C. Y. C. 

BUILDING NOTES. -Wood Bros, launched Mr. Pickman’s steam 
launch on April 8, and will have her completed by May 1. The 
Adelaide is out of the shop aud will be rigged in the ways before 
launching. Borden, of South Boston, has removed tbe center- 
board from the sloop Beatrice and added a keel^of SOOlbs., iron. She 
has also received a trunk cabin. At the same yard the deep cat, 
Dolphin will he altered to a cutter in rig, and the sloop Alice is being 
replanked. Borden has also nearly completed a eatboat. similar to 
the Cruiser, 18ft. 6in. by 9ft. 8in., and 1ft draft,..,At Lawlevs’, Gen. 
Paine's yacht is nearly finished and will be launched on the high 
tides, the last of this month. The joiners are at work on deck and 
below. Her spars, w'bich are now in the yard, measure as follows. 
Mast, heel to head, 83ft.: topmast, 47ft.; boom. 80ft.: gaff, 60ft.; bow¬ 
sprit, 49ft.; 37ft. outboard. Puritan will be towed from Beverly in a 
few weeks and will fit out at once. She will meet the new boat'iu the 
E. Y. C. regatta, the last of June. The lead keel, wood keel, stern 
and stern post of the new schooner were bolted together last week 
and she will be in frame by the end of next week. This week the 
frame of Mr. Fay’s yacht will be completed Her iron keel is in place. 
The Baltimore yacht is nearly rea.dy for delivery, and the How'ard 
launch is nearly as far advanced. The sloop Echo has received a new 
keel, the Maggie a new mast, and standing rigging and other repairs. 
The alterations on tbe Tempest, schooner, are completed, and she 
will be afloat next week. Mr. Longfellow’s cutter Alga will have a 
10 ton lead keel In place of her present iron keel and inside ballast. 
A lead keel of the same weight will be added to the schooner 
GevaUa, outside her present oak keel. The fii’in are busy overhaul¬ 
ing a number of other yachts, and also building some yawls and 
tenders. 

■WOBK AT POILLON’S YARD.—The sohooner Coronet has been 
coppered on the screw dock and has returned to her old berth across 
the river. He» crew are at woi’k scraping and varnishing and also on 
the rigging. She is completed below with the exception of the furni¬ 
ture. The crew of the Daimtless are also at work scraping and var¬ 
nishing. In tbe next berth to tbe Coronet lies the Secor boat Eureka, 
pufllng away at intervals in an asthmatic and mysterious manner. 
She has not yet left the dock, but her mashinery is said to he com¬ 
pleted. The sloop Concord, Commodore Roome, Jersey City Y. C., 
is to be launched this week from the ways, where she has been hauled 
up for a lead keel of 5 tons. The Concord is a shoal-bodied sloop 
with a very long and wide counter partially immersed, her rudder bc- 
.ing forward of the after end of the waterline. She was built in New 
London in 1880, and was pm-chaaed last year by Mr. Roome, whose 
former yacht, the Linda, was lost last season on Sandy Hook. She is 
a centerboard boat, but now has about 161n. of keel outside, drawing 
6ft. Her rig has been increased, the topmast lengthened 8ft., a new 
bowsprit 4ft. longer and a longer gaff. The steam yacht rival, which 
is being altered under the supervision of Mr. Steuler, has had her 
cabin trimu entirely removed. The sides are now being carried up 
18in. above the rail for the full length of the house, hackmatack knees 
are bolted to the rail, the knee extending above and carrying the 
deck beams. Thus the new cabin will extend the full width of the 
boat, and be much higher. 

THE COMING OF GALATEA.—The impression seems to be gain¬ 
ing ground here, though with what foundation it i.s difficult to say. 
that there is little prospect of Galatea standing by the challenge she 
has given and crossing the Atlantic for a race this summer. Not only 
is it generally assumed that she will be badly beaten if she does come, 
but also that her owner will not bring her in view of the preparations 
now making to meet her here. Such an assumption is unjust to the 
thorough yachtsman w'ho owns and sails the Galatea, and who, hav¬ 
ing challenged in good faith, is now making every effort to remedy 
faults of his boat last season, due to bad wox’kmanship, and who will 
certainly bring her over and make a bold fight for the Cup. Galatea 
will sail in the early matches in England, leaving in July for New 
York, Of course, there is always an uncertainty about the futui-e, 
and contingencies might aiise within four months that would frus¬ 
trate present plans; but there is now not the slightest ground for the 
belief that Lieut. Henn intends to withdraw from his part of the con¬ 
tract, and we may confidently hope by the end of July to see Gala¬ 
tea’s red cross flying off Staten Island. 

YACHTS FOR SALE.—The list this spring offers many opportuni¬ 
ties to yachtsmen who wish to display the wisdom credited to pur¬ 
chasers by the old adage. Abroad, Mi’. Beavor 'Webb offers Genesta, 
81ft., and Tara, 65ft., for sale; Carmen, steam yacht, 208 tons, lately 
illustrated in our columns, is also offered; Lenore, 20 tons, Clai-a’s 
fastest rival, can be had at a low price; the 20-ton yawl Orion, so well 
known from her owner’s (Mr. McMullen) writings, is for sale: Van- 
duara, the famous steel cutter, 82ft. long, is also offered, and Say- 
vnara, 20 tons, while of the little ones there is Snarley Yow, the fine 
little 8-tonner. At home the centerboard schooner Harbinger is on 
the list, the cutters Wenonah and Oriva, the Boston sloop ^gir, 
33xl3ft.,the well known Elephant and the cutter Daisy, 25x8ft, Sin. 
All of these boats have made excellent records and the prices asked 
are in most cases very reasonable, while there is an absolute certainty 
as to their performances. Yachtsmen, especially those of little ex¬ 
perience in building, will do well to consult the sale list before making 
any contracts. 

THE MOSQUITO FLEET.—The first race of 18S6 was sailed on April 
8, in Dorchester Bay, the Mosquito fleet turning out to the number of 
19. The course was from buoy off club house raft to buoy off Ocean 
pier, leaving it on the starboard; thence to Buoy 4, leaving it on the 
starboard; back to buoy off club house, and return ov’er tbe same 
course back to the starting point, a distance of 3 miles. Twelve boats 
entered in the flr.st class, over 13 and under 15ft., and 7 in the second 
class, under I3ft. All got away well at 11:50 A. M.. the Dot leading, 
with Lizzie H. and Baby following close. At first mark Dot still lead, 
but on the second leg Baby passed her, winning in 55m.. with Lizzie 
second in 65m. 78eo. Mascot won in the second class, time Ih. Om. 
lOsec., with Maggie second in Ih. 2m. ICsec. The prizes were $10 and 
gS in each class. The judges were R. V. King and H. L Roberts. 

NEW YOKK Y. 0.—At a meeting April 8, Mr. John Hyslop was 
elected measurer in place of Mr. John Wilson, resigned. A resolution 
was passed piohlbitiug the use of club topsails on the annual cruise. 
This does not cover the regular races, but only from port to port. A 
new classification for sloops aud aud cutters vvas adopted as follow’s; 
Class 1, all over 70ft. load waterhne. Class 2. all of 55 and not over 
70ft, Class 3, all of 45 and not over 55ft. Class 4. all under 45rt. At the 
last meeting of this year a nominating committee, five yacht owners 
andfive non-owners will be elected to nominate candidates for offices, 
this nomination notto be binding on the members or to prohibit an¬ 
other ticket. 
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CRUISE OF THE COOT. 

From Annapolis it Is cnstomaTy to make Black Walnut Cove 
inside the southern end of Tilghman’s Island, in the mouth of 

the ChoRtank Rivei-, a run of twenly-flvo miles, and nearly half the 
distance to the mouth of the Patuxent River, which is xisually the 
next harbor on the voyaRe down. Althou^rh Walnut Cove is oh the 
eastern shore of the Chesapeake, and involves crossiuf? over, it is 
almost directly in the course owing to an elbow in the Bay. There 
are several good harbors on the western shore immediately below 
the Severn Rivei’. Four miles places you abreast the South River 
and six miles leads you into West River, both of which are easily 
made, while a fifteen mile run will take you into Herring Bav. 
But these are generally skipped, as they do not afford a good day’s 
3 un. Below Herring Bay there is no shelter on the western shore 
for thh’ty-flve miles, until the mouth of the Patuxent is reached, 
unless you except a smooth under Cove Pointtwenty-six miles down. 
The fifty odd miles between the Severn and Patuxent is therefore 
best split by putting into Walnut Cove. Should the wind head you 
off in this attempt, there is always a chance of anchoring under the 
lee of Kent or Wade’s Point in Eastern Bay or of Poplar Island, in 
doing Avhich caution is necessary, owing to surrounding shoal 
water. Alter clearing the black buoy Ko. 19 off Tally’s Point in the 
mouth of the Severn, steer about S. by E. for Bloody Point Eight, 
which is fixed red and a prominent object by daylight. Then haul 
up due south and gklrt Poplar Island, giving it a tolerable berth for 
deep water. Steer S. by E. again for Sharp’s Island Light, eiuht 
miles away. Leave it to the southward, passing between it and 
black buoy off southern end of Tilghman’s Island and sweep round 
into the cove. If the wind is from the southward seek the creeks of 
the Ohoptank instead. Kext day you can lay a course for the 
Patuxent, and so complete the remaining half of the distance from 
Annapolis. 

The Choptank; itself is a great river four miles wide with over 9 
fathoms in some spots and has lateral branches innumerable, giving a 
hundred miles of shore line to be explored if the time can be spared. 
Shboting is excellent in these creeks, especially during the ducking 
season. The town of Oxford is situated eight miles from the mouth 
and should be taken in by yachtsmen. Cambridge, a city of many 
attractions, is about twelve miles up. You can let go in 131t off the 
pier or in 7ft. at low water in the creek. A run ten miles further 
down, or thirty-five miles from the Severn, shows good anchorage 
under James and Ragged Point, in the Little Ohoptank. Below this 
the Eastern Shore has no harbors, and the beach is sho,al for many 
miles, .«o that the western coast is to be preferred. 

The Coot sailed out of Annapolis through a vast fleet of oystermen 
of all kinds, making a magnificent picture. Scores of pnngies and 
buckeyes were bending to the freshening northwestei-. Their low, 
smart'hulls and rakish rigs with flat setting canvas standing out 
against the clear blue sky in strong relief, made a maritime picture 
worthy the brush of an artist. The fleet looked like a bunch of 
vachts in the perfection of their outline and grace of their man- 

* With the wind increasing in strength and kicking up the sea, the 
Coot resolved to stick to the weather shore and rest content with a 
run down to Herring Bay rather than cross over to leeward where 
navio'ation was not quite so simple. She was jibed over to port, 
rounding Tally’s Point, and drove past the desolate looking summer 
hotel with a bone in her teeth. South and West River were opened 
and passed, the coast being dotted with dredging vessels standing 
off and on. The shore was skirted down till Fairhaven in Herring 
Bav bore well abaft the beam, when the yacht was hauled up to 
fetch into the long submerged sandpit which forms a partial pro¬ 
tection to the bay from the eastward. The channel leads round this 
spit far to the southward. No buoy marks the termination of this 
tono-ue on which there are but 2 and 3ft. Later I learned that a 
bnov had been moored, by private enterprise I believe, where one is 
much needed. The chart shows no mark of any kind. Not aware of 
this. I brought the Coot up too soon, steering for a pungie at anchor 
on the bar, in the belief that she must be in water deep enough to 
float the Coot. Suddenly there was a bump, then several more, and 
the wake of the Coot showed that she was stirring up sand enoush 
tocloud the waters. Fortunately it was only about half ebb and she 
slipped off into deeper water Inside after crossing the bow of the 
pungie and discovering that the latter had grounded hard in a 
plumb position which deceived me at the outset. If less confidence 
had been placed iti the centerboard and more in the lead, the 
narrow escape from sticking in a dangerous place in the coming 
blow would have been avoided. From 7 to 10ft. can be counted on 
Inside the bar well up to the head of the cove. The Coot was 
turned up in short boards passing outside of a bush planted on a 
tongue projecting south of Fairhaven pier. A steamer from Balti¬ 
more calls at the place twice a week and a store can be found at the 
harbor. There is an inner pond into which small boats can get at 
top of high water, but the sea in the harbor proper is never serious. 

Things had scai-celv been snugged aboard the Coot when the wind 
came out howling and freezing cold from N.W., so that I congratu¬ 
lated myself upon not having attempted the longer run across the 
Chesapeake to Walnut Cove. It shrieked and whistled all night. 
The skiff was full of ice next morning and the anchor line like a rod 
of ice Towards noon the wind lulled, but shifting round to N.E. 
continued to blow furiously, raising a tremendous sea outside which 
sent all the ovstermen infer shelter. Having got as far round as 
E.N.E., the gale slowly backed into N.W. and for two moi-e days 
kept up at top notch, at times reaching the strength of a hurricane. 
I could not leave the yacht, owing to cold and sea, so had to spend a 
rather dismal Christmas in something like close confinement. A 
Large ’white sloop under reefed mainsail had sought shelter and 
forged up alongside, the skipper hailing for rum wherewith to cele¬ 
brate the ausplcions day. Popped head out of the cabin and re¬ 
gretted exceedingly that my supply had been exhausted and An¬ 
napolis did not seem equal to replenishing the stock with desired 
quality. To this the skipper answered that he had hailed in fun to 
see Who was aboard the little tcatboat and find out where she was 
bound, his sloop being a Maryland poliise cutter, engaged in driving 
dredgers off illegal ground into deep water. When the wind lulled 
in the evening he and his deputy pulled alongside for achat and a 
smoke. Not until the fourth day was the Coot able to i-esume her 
voyage and that nearly came to an early termination by mashing a 
finger under the anchor while securing it forward where there is so 
little room In a cat rigged boat. After an hour’s doctoring the yacht 
got underway again, this time almost literally with a single hand. 
There was a nice wind from W.N.W. and not very cold. It promised 
to blow me down thirty-five miles into the Patuxent, but failed to 
meet expectations. Got round Holland Point under full sail and 
rapidly spun down the bold timber-clad coast, in company with a 
large fleet of dredgers who dropped off one by one as they reached 
their customary grounds. These dredgers carry a numerous crew, 
usually ten to a dozen men. The skipper and mate are often white, 
the rest invariably of the colored contingent of citizens, who right 
manfully wind away at the cranks of an iron geared windlass 
placed fore and aft amidships. The dredge or trawl, much like 
oyster tongs on a large scale without the handles, is thrown over the 
side with a stout rope attached, which is paid out over a roller on 
the gunwale or smack’s waist. The vessel is then tacked to and 
fro w'ith sheets lifted. Finally she is rounded to, whereupon the 
dusky tollers haul the dredge in upon deck and dump the contents, 
which are sorted and shoveled into the hold. At night a harbor Is 
sought. For this occupation the phlegmatic soul of the African 
seems to be peculiarly adapted, though a galley slave could scarcely be 
put to severer or more dreary toil. But the African has a finaorin the 
pie, as he is generally paid with a fraction of the catch or works, like 
the whaler, ons hares. He is free with his money, light-hearted, good- 
natured and always ready for moi'e work without grumbling. The 
more ambitious and steady, of whomthere are not a lew’, save their 
earnings, soon own a little sloop or buckeye, then a large smack, 
and finally become extensive employers of labor themselves. I ran 
foul of one sable toiler of the deep who commissioner! three vessels 
and twenty hands. These he paid $2.60 and to a week and “found” 
them. “Oh, just give’em some salt horse and a bite of cornmeal,” 
he vouchsafed while expounding the economies of his business. He 
was then bound after a tug, which he would charter for $75 tc) tow 
his vessel out of the ice to market, and realize over $100 profit for 
three weeks’ w'ork. “Oysters is up now, you see that freeze has kept 
’em from coming in. but I propose to take advantage of high prices 
and try again,” and he paced the deck with the air of a capitalist 
and speculator who would turn up his nose at the Knights of Labor. 
From 40 to 76 cents was being paid per bushel in the local markets by 
the “bosses,” who pack and ship out of the country. That man’s 
credit stood so high with the “bosses,” that they lent him $75 out¬ 
right to charter the tug, as he had no cash with him, having tramped 
twenty-live miles across country to connect. 

It was not expected thiit the foot should put in a day wdthout the 
regulation gale. When Plum Point, eight miles below Herring Bay, 
was over the bow, with the long pier just to be seen below, tiie wind 
battled into N.W. in a series of ugly squalls which knocked the boat 
down to the cabin house, and caused the sheet to be spilled incess¬ 
antly. Having kept well off shore to avoid the lee ol the bluffs, it 
was now necessary to work the boat in under the land by a series of 
half boards to each puff. A biscuit’s toss off shore there is still 18ft., 
BO it was almost with nose butting into the bank that the Coot lay to 
her anchor, while the sail was close reefed and a hasty lunch 
swallowed with Ihe warmth of the stove to revive circulation. 
Schooners had come down to reefed mainsail and jib, and a large 
sloop close aboard had her ten men tying away reef points for dear 

life. As she di-ove under the Coot’s stern showing nothing but 
bobbed jib, I hailed the grizzly bearded mariner at the wdieel to 
identify Plum Point without fail. “Whar yer bound?” he casually 
added. “Norfolk.” “Reckon you’d better keep inshore with that 
thing.” All the crew di-opped their points and stared at the Coot 
with a broad grin. In half an hour the boat was on her course 
again, spinning away at a dashing rate, but I did not keep her 
under the bluffs, as the sea was now very high beyond. Passed 
Governor’s Run where there is said to be entrance to a small creek 
but could make out nothing definite. In the afteimoon the wind 
lulled again and the boat w’as boldly put across a ten mile bight 
formed by the receding shore. When off St. Leonai’d, the weather 
had modei-ated considerably and reefs were shaken out. The sun 
sank behind three remarkable bluffs and gulleys below St. Leonard 
and left the waters almost calm, the yacht drifting with barely 
steerage way for two hours, slowly creeping up on Uove Point Light 
and the open roadstead under its projecting sandy hook. Seven 
miles yet remained to the customary harbor round Drum Point in 
the Patuxent and it was now dark. The entrance being by buoys 
which w'ould be hard to make out. I resolved upon turning into the 
Cove and taking chances for the night, rather than drift about to no 
purpose. It was a risky and scarcely warranted plan, lor though 
the night boded no evil. 1 had long ago discovered that in midwdnter 
half an hour can lash the Chesapeake into a gale from any quarter. 
The chart was on so small a scale, the light on the point so blinding 
and the background of pine so dark, with the heach so bold, that I 
turned the Coot plump against the almost vertical sand wall, nose 
first, and realized by suddenly being taken off my feet that the boat 
had stood in about as far as she w'as likely to go. Perhaps I was 
also a little drowsy from the cold and long vigil of twelve hours at 
the stick. The Coot rebounded and jibed out into lift, where the 
hook was let go to 15 fathoms. Many working vessels followed my 
example until a fleet had collected under the same spit. One fellow 
pulled his yawl alongside for some tobacco. Yachts were always well 
stocked he said. He was dying for want ol the weed. They had 
been out for a long time with a load of potatoes from North Caro¬ 
lina, He got a package of Seal, plug cut, and sculled away 

happy. Slept sound and did not care a rap for impending gales. 
Twenty-seven miles nearer warm weather. It remained calm and 
serene all night, which was the first piece of good 1 uck which fell 
to the Coot on this voyage. 

Got the anchor at sunrise and was about shaking out the t)recau- 
tionary reefs turned in for the night when an ominous tune through 
the gear bid me keep fast. The boat swun^ away to the first or a 
blow from N.N \V. From the Cove light to Cedar Point across the 
mouth of the Patuxent measures 5 miles, course due S., wind and sea 
■were over the starboard quarter and from that direction the Coot 
can stand a deal as long as she can be kept off’ and her boom free. 
Under close reef she soon was wallowing along at a dizzv spin, the 
seething foam thrown off" each bow in a long streak as far ns you 
could see. The protection of the weather shore rvas lelt with ex¬ 
ceeding rapidity. Down the Coot's nose would drop into the deep 
hollows and up would fly her haunches. 'I he boom end would go 
skimming along in brine' and dip several feet at each lee roll, then 
freeing itself siuldenly, would bring up on the sheet with a wang 
that shook every frame in the boat’s body. It took all the muscle I 
had to keep the helm up which had to be let go by fits and starts to 
meet the yacht’s wild antics. Held on to things as they were as we 
were flying across to Cedar Point beyond which a fresh lee would be 
made. This cape is a long, low triangular spit, all sand, with here 
and there some patches of stunted growth. The banks below the 
water are straight up and down, 4 fathoms on one side and 5 faihoms 
on the other within a couple of boats lengths from the Jfringiug 
pebbles. Down upon it we came at a rush, reached up abreast and 
in an instant more ran into aflat calm, with not a breath to distend 
the collaping sail. This strange phenomenon I have observed 
around man j’of the sandy spits in Cnesape.ake. Within fifty yards 
astern it was blowiisg a stiff’ gale and ahead it was absolutely still. 
While puugles were following in my wake staggering rail to under 
reduced sail, others ^ahead could not control their movements for 
lack of steerage way. So potential was the eft’ect of the low sand 
spit in cutting off the wind as with a knife. The sudden change 
which had come over the Coot, from the livelist and most exhilarat¬ 
ing kind of a race to sluggishly drifting as in a hot summer’s day, was 
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so amazing that I glancerl repeatedly over the stern to be sure the 
breeze was still howling down from the northward in the rear. The 
calm belt, probably induced by the heat reflecting from the sands, 
for the sun was shining brilliantly, and a sheer given to the breeze 
at the surface by the curvature of the hook extended for three miles 
to the southward. The true wind came inagain in little puffs and 
airs which gradually grew in strength, but he full force of the 
original wind was not attained. These sand capes should be given a 
wide berth in consequence. 

Below Cedar Point the shore backs in S.W. and then trends out 
again S.K. down to Point Ko Point, ten miles belowq forming a long 
bight three miles deep In the center. There is no harbor of any kind 
along this stretch. With a leading breeze, the Coot was sent across 
the bight so as to fall in with Mo Point. Below the same lack of 
windgreeted the Coot which had been observed at Cedar Point, and 
nothing but light airs slowly lifted the yacht along, past St. Jerome’s 
harbor to Point Lookout, the northern extremity of which hides the 
broad bosom of the majestic Potomac until the lighthouse has been 
brought abeam. The point is strikingly marked andean be made 
oi'.talongway off by a prominent cluster of tall trees which rise 
from the sea before the low sands upon which they stand appear 
above the horizon. It is the most available and favorite land mark 
for vessels sailing tho Bay bound to or from Baltimore. It is a very 
good point to keep at a considerable distance or to hug very, very 
close. It is a notorious trap to catch the unwary and the crew ol the 
Cootjbeing both guileless and unwary got caught. It is sixteen miles 
from Cedar Point, or about twentj’-one from the Coot’s last anchor¬ 
age under the Cove Light. I had hoped to cross the seven mile mouth 
of the Potomac and lerret the w^ay into Little Wicomico for the 
night; but Point Lookout clung to me like molasses to a fly. It was 
Cedar Point over again, only worse. The wind had picked up after 
leaving No Point well astern. Reefs had long ago been shaken out. 
When I had Lookout over the quarter and was settling down for a 
nice run across the Potomac in a nice wind with boom well ofl', the 
inevitable calm belt under the lee of Lookout squashed all hope of 
shaking the big sand spit’s company. For hours not a breath, not 
the faintest air filled the canvas, though it was apparently breezing 
lively every wheres else. As evening wore on I tried to turn up the 
shore a piece to get into Ft. Jerome, but the ebb would not have it- 
There was no other harbor within seven miles and no wind to get 
anywhere at all, not even under Point Lookout itself. All this time 
a nice wind was drawing close inshore round the horseshoe curve 
of the Point, but not within my reach by two miles. The right way 
to the Potomac is to hug the point of sand just as close as you dare 
and catch the draft which alw-ays blows close along shore in the 
bight called Cornfield Harbor. That will lake you into the regular 
winds ol the river higher up. I noticed that this was the maneuver of 
all boats locally posted. They know by experience what it means to 
get stuck under Lookout’s inevitable and annoying lee. After jibing 
till the boom seemed tired and w'histling and patience till it fell pitch 
dark, that last hope of the forlorn boat sailer, the scull, was shipped 
over the stern. By dint of wuiggling till 11 P. M. the Coot w-as pro¬ 
pelled at last into shoal water under Cornfield Point, a mile and 
a half up the river. There was of coui-se no harbor, the place being 
open to everything except N. and N.E. It was not even a half re¬ 
spectable roadstead and a vei-y poor place for a little thing like the 

■ Coot to spend a winter night. But nothing else could be done under 
the circumstances. Once more 1 had to trust blindly to luck. Luck 
stood by me. Slept like a log of course and woke up to find the 
•world all sml lug in the sun and exactly the same calm in the month 
of the Potomac I hud left. It continued to stay there, blow high or 
low, as long as I remained in these latitudes and probably is there 
still to catch other strangei-s in its net. Further down the coast, in 
coming across smacks bound for the river, the unvarying hall was, 
“How- did you leave the Potomac, any wind?” which went to show- 
that its treachery was a matter ol common familiarity. The harbor 
for small boats to make in the vicinity of Lookout is St. Jerome’s, 
which is buoyed and into which you can carry 6lt. and more, it is 
also the station of the U. S. Fish Commission and has a w-ell stocked 
store and post oflice close by. Keep out of the Potomac if you can. 
The first harbor in the river is Smith’s Creek, six miles up the 
northern bank; other inlets marked on the chart are now- closed. 
Heating from a colored gentleman in a canoe that there was a post 
office a few miles inland from Smith’s Creek, the Coot was sculled 
along, till light land breezes lifted her up to the desired haven. The 
entrance is zig zag between properly jtainted buoys. Inside there is 
deep w-ater, 17ft, to 10ft. clear up and in the lateral branches. On the 
chart the creek cuts a very small figure in comparison to neighboring 
waters, but in this part of the world creation did things on a big scale. 
The so-called creek is three miles long, has a two mile branch and a 
mass of coves and little stow holes with 10ft. anchorages. It is a 
beautiful ramification for sailing small boats, and only one out of 
hundreds of like attractions, the e.xlstence of which is unsuspected 
by the provincial New Yorkers. Multiply N orthport harbor in Long 
Island Sound by four and you have but this one little insignificant 

i 
indentation out of fifty connecting with one river out of flltv flowing 
nto the Chesapeake. Place obscure plebeian Smith’s Cree’k in the 

Sound and its glories and praises would be heralded lar and wide, 
till the New Yorker actually believes that Smith’s Creek is the eighth 
w-onder of the world and the “finest yachting waters on earth, sir.” 
But of Smith’s Creek a few miles away from his stock-ticker or dry- 
goods box he wots not of. 

The Coot sailed in among oystermen longing from canoes much to 
their astonishment. She brought up in a snug little round hole 
before an expedition to the post office was set on foot. Some sus¬ 
picion attached to her character. She was supposed to be a police 
boat bent on catching oflenders of the rigorotis ovster laws, and was 
eyed somewhat askance. Gradually the conviction gained that “he 
was a NewYorker just pleasurin’ round.” C. P. K. 

A HANDSOME STEAM YACHT. 

fpHE accompanying illustrations show the lines and plans (with a 
JL few alterations) of a small steam launch, now being built in the 

yards of R. J. Douglass So Co., at Waukegan, Ill, for Mr. Jas. Alex¬ 
ander Kirk, of Chicago, III., for use on Pine Lake, Wis. Her length 
is 46ft., beam, 9ft.: draft of water aft, 36io. The keel is of the finest 
selected white oak 6x8, witbj stem, sternpost Jand deadwoods of the 
same. Her frames are of oak, sided Sin., moulded 4in. at heels, Sin. 
at heads, with galvanized wrought iron floors on each, fastened with 
%m. copper bolts. She is planked with clear white cedar 1 j^in. thick, 
copper fastened. The garboards, sheerstrake and keelsons urder 
boiler and engine bemg oak for good fastening. Her decks are laid 
in white pine with oak covering board and partner for holy stone 
finish, and her inside finish will all be solid mahogany. 

The oddity of her arrangements from a first observation is a little 
puzzling, but a closer study w-ill diselose its advantages. 

in the first instance there is a gangway to go aboard of her (some¬ 
thing new in a boat of her dimensions, every person chmbing in at 
the best place they could pick out to get aboard). The gangway is 
shown between two dog heads on the brass railing. From the gang¬ 
way is a step of lOin. into the cockpit floor, where there is only one 
seat on either side for the helmsman (never having any person sitting 
in the passage way). From the cockpit one can pass into the accom¬ 
modation proper, between two upholstered mahogany seats on either 
side. There is eomlortable seating capacity for 25 persons. Passing 
from the after accommodation to the forward, with the extra beam 
for a boat of her length, there is ample room to pass around the 
boiler, not having a lady climbing over coal bunkers, as in the ordin¬ 
ary launch of her dimensions. The canopy is suppported with carved 
mahogany stanchions (instead of turned, as shown), ceiled on top 
with Spanish cedar. Her finish throughout will be mahogany and 
polished trass. The outside fender strake running around plank- 
sheer, will be 2in. half-round brass, also a rail fore and aft on turned 
polished standards. Biits, chocks, cleats, rudder head, flag staff 
sockets, etc., will all be polished brass. A half circling fender, 30in. 
high, with parallel sides made of 4 brass rails, and a plate glass space 
of 24in. will surround the engine, giving an opportunity to see the 
working without danger of getting the clothing soiled from oil. 
Electric annunciators will be used throughout for signalling the en¬ 
gineer. 

Under the forward decks there will be a galvanized iron refriger¬ 
ator with an ice ^ace of tv o feet, and three shelves below. Under 
the stern decks is a catch-all stowage. Her scuppers and drainage 
are perfect. 

She has a close rail (not shown in drawing) running aiound the 
outside edge of planksheer, with mahogany cap made perfectly 
watertight. Inside of this are 3 1*4 deck scuppers with brass caps 
below and above, emptying through the skin below waterline. The 
canopy also has a close rail, and is drained through the center 
stanchions on to deck below by brass spouts. 

The eugme is being built by the Hercules Iron Works, the boiler by 
John Davis & Co., both of Chicago. They are both a credit to their 
builders, and combined will develop 60 horse power. The wheel is a 
4-3in. diameter and 6iD. below keel. 

DORCHESTER Y. C.—Otilcei-s for 1886: Commodore, Henry W. 
Savage; Vice-Commodore, W. D. Hodgkins; Secretary, Henry B. 
Callender; Treasurer, Samuel G. King; Measurer, Hartford Daven¬ 
port; Assistant Measurer, William L. Dearborn; Directors, W. H. L. 
Smith, C. H. Nute. Cooiidge Barnard; Regatta Committee, Louis M. 
Clark, Erastus Willard, William B. McClellan, Herberts. Carruth and 
Frank Gray. 

THE BOSTON SCHOOL FOR YACHT DESIGNING.-An exhibi¬ 
tion of the work of the students of this class will be held in the Bird 
school at South Boston on April 21-22. Besides yacht designs there 
will be exhibits of freehand and mechanical drafting and clay mod¬ 
elling. The school has proved very successful this year and will be 
contnued next season, 

QUINCY Y. C.—Officers for 1886, elected April 10; Commodore, 
C. F. Adams, 3d; Vice-Commodore, H. H. Sheen; Fleet Captain, C. 
II. Porter; Measurer, A. B. Lelois; Secretaiy and Treasurer, Henry M. 
Faxon; Regatta Committee—G. W. Morton, E. W. Baxter, G. G. Sa 
ville, W. T. Babcock. The subject: of erecting a club house was 
agitated, and the following gentlemen were appointed a committee 
to procure plans, etc., and report in two weeks: E. W. Baxter, Geo. 
W. Morton, G. G. Saviile, C. F. Adams. 3d, H. M. Faxon. Seven new 
members were admitted. Dates for tbe season’s regattas will be 
decided upon later. 

CLEVELAND YACHTING ASSOCIATION.—The annual election 
of officers was held on April 3, the following officers being elected: 
Commodore. Geo. W. Gardner; Vice-Commodore, Perev W. Rice; 
Rear-Commodore, Charles W. Kelly; Secretary, J. Geo. Downie, 88 
Euclid avenue; Treasurer, G. W. Luetkemeyer; Measurer, H. Ger- 
lacb; Assistant Measurer. H. D. Moran; Surveyor. H. O. Rettger: 
Director. Charles W. Kelly; Regatta Committee, R. E. Mix, Chair¬ 
man; L. H. Ware, C. C. Goodwin, P. A. Mettling. H. Richter. Three 
new- members were admitted, and the club is in a flourishing condi¬ 
tion.—J. Geo. 

TORONTO SKIFF SAILING CLUB.—On April 6 a special meeting 
was held at which several amendments to the by-laws were made, 
and a committee was appointed to revise the classification. The re¬ 
port of the secretary showed the club to be in a prosperous condition. 
A meeting to elect officers will be held on April 15 at the club house. 
An “At Home” wi'l be given in May. Races will be sailed every' 
Saturday through the season. 

COLU'lBIA Y. C.—At the annual meeting, April 6, 1886, the fol¬ 
lowing officers for the ensuing year were elected; Commodore, R P. 
H. Abell; Vice-Commodore, Geo. R. Stone; Secretary. C M. Arm¬ 
strong; Treasurer. Joseph A. Weaver; Measurer, A.'Fowler Gore; 
Steward, Cbas. H. Knubel; Fleet Sui’geon, Henry Griswold, M. D.; 
Regatta Committee, A. M. Everett, Chas. Dietz, C. T. Will, L. D. Ur¬ 
ban, W. J. Greacen. 

A NEAT TURNBUCKLE.—A new style of turnbiickle for yachts is 
now made by R. Mitchell & Co., of Boston, tbe body being a sleeve of 
round brass with a right hand screw in one end and a left hand in the 
o'her. One screw is finished with an eye and the other terminates in 
a shackle, so that the treacherous hook usually employed is dispensed 
with. They are made in various sizes. 

SHIP AND YACHT HARDWARE.—We have received from L. W 
Ferdinand & Co., 267 Federal St., Boston, their new catologrue ©f lit 
lings of all kinds for yachts, boats and laige vessels. They deal in 
everything required by builders and yachtsmen, including cordage 
blocks, paints, oils, and bra»s and iron goods. 

THE CRUISE OF THE AMBASSADRESS.—The schooner Amba.s- 
sadress, Mr. Nathaniel Thayer, arrived in New York on April 7, and 
reached Boston on the 18th, after a cruise in the West Indies, -visiting 
Bermuda, St. Kitts, Martinique, St. Thomas and Cuba. The voyage 
was a very pleasant one, but without special incident. 

SOUTH BOSTON Y. C.—Officers for 1886, elected April 7: Commo¬ 
dore, Henry Hussey; Vice Commodore, W. J. Orcutt: Fleet Captain, 
J J. Bligh; Treasurer. Thos. Christian; Secretary, ,Tohn C. Merry; 
Measurer, James Bertram; Trustees—C. McKenna, Charles Griffin, 
F. E. Colley. 

NEVER HEARD THE “MIKADO.”—The Field notes the launch of 
a new 5 tonner on the Clyde, named Pitti Sing, “after an African 
river.” 

HULL Y. O.—The club will probably offer substantial prizes in the 
large class, 26 to 40ft., to encourage entries this season. 

SEAWANHAKA C. Y. C.—The annual regatta this year will be 
sailed on Saturday, June 19. 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 

A Close Shooter.—Picking up No. 445 of the Dickernian patent 
hammerless single barrel shotguns at the works of the Strong Fire- 
Arms Co. at New Haven the other day, a member of the Forest and 
Stream staff aimed at a screen 33yds. away; 272 pellet marks in a 
circle with a 6-inch radius teils the close shooting qualities of the arm. 

In our issue of April 9, 1885 we chronicled the event of the opening 
of the New Y’ork branch of the sportings goods house of A. G. Spalding 
& Bros., of Chicago, and at that lime we predicted a successful issue 
of the experiment on account of their well known ability and enter¬ 
prise, which has inade the success of their Chicago house so phe¬ 
nomenal. In this issue on another page will be found their advertise¬ 
ment for their spring opening for 1886, and a glance at its contents 
will show a few of the novelties they will bring out this season, 
During the past year they have established agencies and depots i 
supplies in some twenty of the largest cities east and west. 
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^nmer§ to Correspondent^. 

No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents. 

F. P. W.—The shell should fit the chamber. If it is shorter the 
shooting: wiil be injured. 

J. B. M., Orillia, Canada.—For information about openings for 
veterinaries in this vicinity write to Dr. Lowe, Paterson, N. J. 

G. S. W., Concord, April 11, 1886.—T savr a bluebird building in a 
hollow tree. Is not this early for bluebirds to build here? Ans. It 
is not early. 

Club Constitutions.—The attention of several correspondents is 
directed to the forms of club constitutions printed in issues of March 
25 and April 8. 

W. R., Meridian.—The Sharps rifle is not manufactured. Address 
of the other firm is given in our advertising columns. There are a 
dozen from which you can select. 

E. P. D.—The best book on the subject, giving instructions in fly¬ 
fishing for bass, is Dr. Henshall’s “ Book of the Black Bass,” which 
we can send you. Price |3.00. 

H. A. S.—A setter dog has been killing chicliens (always selecting 
the best game). He does not eat them. I have punished him severely 
whenever I have caught him, but still he continues. Can you tell me 
how to stop him? Ans. The next time he kills a fowl tie’it securely 

to his neck and make him wear it as a badge of disgrace. This has 
worked well in some cases, where other deuces have failed. 

Inquirer, Stamford.—Is it rare to find the great white egret as far 
north as this ? A very fine specimen was shot near this place April 2. 
Ans. Quite unusual so early in the season. The species only occurs 
in Connecticut as a rare accidental visitant. 

F. C., Madison Ave., N. Y.-^Being anxious to have some snipe¬ 
shooting—English snipe preferred—and not having the time to travel 
any great distance, I tnought you might be able to mform me of some 
place within one or two hours ride from city where if possible one 
can go and come the same day. Ans. There may be some place that 
will fill your requirements, but if there is we do not know of it. 

W. A. B , Spring Hill, Conn.—Please state through your corres¬ 
pondent column whether water draws a bullet or not when fired 
across it. Ans. Water “draws” a bullet just as land “draws” a 
bullet, no more, no lees. A bullet will fall the same distance in the 
same time, whether it be shot over water or over land, in obedience 
to the law of gravitation. 

L. E. P., Greenfield, Mass.—Is Sunapee Lake, N. H., a desirable place 
t© camp out? Is there good trout or bass fishing and how large do 
they run? What flies are used there for bass in August? Ans. Ex¬ 
cellent camping place, on shore and islands. Take train from Clare¬ 
mont to Newbury station, on Concond and Claremont branch of 
Boston and Lowell Railroad. Steamers leave there for all parts of 
the lake. Good bass fishing, up to 61bs. in weight. Trout up to 6 or 
Hbs., the latter in deep water in August. Usual bass files, ibis, 
Henshall, oriole, silver doctor, Prouty, etc. Write A. H. Powers 
Grantham, N. H., for further particulars. ' 

A Senate committee has acted unwisely in favorably re¬ 
porting a bill for the extension of a railroad through the 
Yellowstone Park. It is said by the supporters of the bill 
that such a road is needed for the accommodation of miners 
at the Clark’s Fork Mines, in Montana, not far from the 
northeast corner of the park, but it is stated by others that 
a road can be built directly from their mines to the Northern 
Pacific. The Yellowstone Park should be preserved in a 
state of nature. It is proposed that the road shall pass 
through one of the most interesting regions of the reserva¬ 
tion, in the valley of the Yellowstone Eiver. This road or 
any other would go far toward destroying the beauty and 
charm of the park. It would tend to destroy the game. It 
would necessitate the establishment of settlements on its 
line. Its construction would be followed by the destruction 
of many trees, felled by the axe or swept away by fires. 
There are almost innumerable arguments against the building 
of such a road, and we can find none in favor of it.—Jfew 
York Times, March 36. 

How WOULD YOU LIKE IT to have your wife and children in want of 
the necessaries of life? Many families have suffered this from death 
of a protector who expected it as little as you. Moral, Insure in the 
Travelers, of Hartford, Conn.—Adv, 

HUlIPHREirS' 
^Homeopathic Vetevinary 

Specifics for 
I HORSES, CATTLE, SHEEPi 

DOGS, HOGS, POULTRY. 

r Used by U. S. (Jovernin’t. 
Chart on Rollers, 

and Book Sent Free. 

Humphreys’ Med. Co., 109 Fulton St., N. Y. 

FISHING RODS 
Brother angler, do you want to know where to 

purchase a fine hand made fishing rod, with numer¬ 
ous improvements not found in any other rod man¬ 
ufactured, and at a lower price than a machine rod 
can be pm'chased? Send for price list containing 
hints in selecting a rod. 

EDWARD SMITH, 
Pittsford, Rutland Co., Vt. 

_- ■> The Open Shot Regulator. 
WINANS & WOODEN, 

PAT West Kinney st., Newark, N. J. 

Send Postal for Circular. 

SELECTED PATTERNS FROM ARREY & IMBRIE'S 

Standard American Trout and Bass Flies. 
Named, Numbered, and with full description of material, etc. 

Colored by Hand by W. Holberton, - - per copy, $1.25 

Same as above, with wide margin for framing, 2.00 

Standard AmericanBlack Bass andLakePlies. 
Size 20x24 inches, forty named varieties with engraving of Black Bass, all 

colored by baud by W. Holberton, price per copy, - - - $4.00 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, Manufacturers of Fine Fishing Jackie, 
18 Vesey Street (Fourth door from tbe Astor House), New York. 

WINCHESTER 
FELT GUN WADS. 

THE BEST. 
White Pelt Wads, 3-8 inch Thick, Equal to the Best Imported Bag Wads. 

WIITCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., 
Send tor 76-page Illustrated Catalogue. nXTES'W H-A-VESKT, OOnJlNT. 

TROUT FLIES, 
36c. Per Dozen. 

H. H- KIFFE, 
318 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

Send for Fishing Tackle Catalogne. 

“Murcia” Silk Worm Gut. 
PISHING AND STJRGIOAL USE. 

In lots to suit, all grades and lengths, “Extra 
Heavy” to “Extra Fine.” Assorted thousands, ten 
different grades, including “Extra Long,” put up 
for country trade and clubs. Prices, $5 lo $16 per 
1.0(X). Assorted thousands, $7.50. Address LATA8A 
& CO., P. O. Box 2,708, Washington Building, N. Y. 

Dickerman Pat. Hammerless Single-Barrel Shotgun. 
DESIGNED ESPECIAEEY FOR 

12-GAUGE KOW READY. 

Weight 7 lbs. 

Warranted to throw 350 

No. 8 shot in 30-iaeb circle 

at 33 yards. 

ImproveixLeiits. 
Automatic Safety Pistol (rrip. Double Bolt, Rubber Butt Plate, Pull Choke, 

Blued Frame, with Twist, Laminated or Damascus Barrels. 

The Top Snap is utilized as the lever for cooking the hammer as well as breaking up the gpin. The leverage is so adjusted that the gun is 
broken up and hammer cocked as easily as an ordinary gun with simple top snap is broken up. By the same movement of the top snap the safety 
bolt is forced imder the forward part of the trigger, locking the latter firmly into the bent of the hammer. The Safety Button is located just in front 
of the trigger, and is fully protected by the guard (as shown in cut). Pronounced by the trade and sportsmen generally the Finest Single Oun Made. 

INTBBCHANGEAbLK BIFLE BABBELS of all calibers fm-nished for these guns if desired. SEND FOB CIRCULAR. 

Manufactured by THE STRONG FIRE ARMS CO., New Haven, Conn., U. S. A. 
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Chamberlin Cartridge 
COMPINY, CLEVELAND, OHIO, 

MAHO'XJJF'^OTXJU.DEJU.S OIF" 

80RA. 

Loaded by machinery. Every cartridge perfect. Every one alike. Wadding of uniform thickness, and placed 
squarely on the powder and shot. Kammed with uniform pressure. Beautifully and securely crimped. Packed 
25 in a pasteboard box, 20 boxes in a case. Tlio IMCosI; Ooixx7-oxi.loix1: axxca. Sest 
xxltloxx lix tl^LO W ox*lcl.. Highest scores on record made with these cartridges. Persons who use 
them in the field are constantly speahing in their praise. WOOD POWDER has shown its best results in 
these goods. PIGOU, WILKES & LAURENCE POWDER does its best work in Chamberlin cartridges. Any of 
the leading brands of paper shells or powder may be had. THE VARIETY OF CARTRIDGES FOR TRAP 
SHOOTING IS NOW COMPLETE. WADDING ONE SIZE LARGER THAN BORE OF GUN for such guns as 
require this style of loading. 

HARTLEY & GRAHAM, 

H. C. SQUIRES, 

W. C. HODGKINS, 

J. P. MOORE’S SONS, , 

19 Maiden Lane. 

178 Broadway. 

300 Broadway. 

302 Broadway. 

FOR SALE IN NEW YORK CITY BY 
LAMBERSON, FURMAN & CO., . 

A. G. SPALDING & BRO., . 

WM. P. HOWELL, . . . . 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 

283 Broadway. 

241 Broadway. 

205 Front Street. 

84 Chambers Street. 

WALLACE & SONS, . 

W. M. CORNWALL, 

C. J. GODFREY, . 

E. H. MADISON, . 

Send foxr Xllnstira^ted C^'to.losgne^ 

TATHAM & EHOS., Greneral Eastern 
82 Beekman Street, New York City. 

. . 89 Chambers Street 

. . 18 Warren Street. 

. . 7 Warren Street. 

. 564 Fulton Street, Brooklyn. 

Ag'ents, 

PERFECTION AT LAST. 
THE 

BRAY fiy BOOK. 
It will be gratifying to anglers to know that 

there is at last a Ply Book in the market 

one in which flies may be attached as quickly 

as they could be thrown into an ordinary 

envelope, being at the same time perfectly 

secure, and may be as readily detached. The 

snell, regardless of its length, is at all times 

kept straight (the advantage of which no ang¬ 

ler need be told), and each fly stands out so 

that one can see in an instant his entire assort¬ 

ment and select the one he desires. 

Prices in Sheep Skin. 
2 Sheets to hold 8 dozen.$4 00 

3 “ “ “12 “ . 5 00 

2 “ “ “ 4 “   4 00 

2 “ “ “ 8 “   4 50 

1 “ “ “ 2 “  4 00 

1 “ “ “ 4 “  4 00 

Morocco Cover, 2 Pockets, 
$1.00 Extra. 

Spalding’s Celeljrated Split Bamboo Eods, 
With Patent Serrated, Shouldered, Waterproof Ferrules. Unequalled for Uniformity of Spring, Durability and Beauty of Finish. 

BrosMiwsfcy, 3Xr.'Sr. 108 xiiKa,<a.isoxi St., Cliica,so, XU. 
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SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES. 

01i.a.irles XysLLy XXfLxxixxrex^less. 
THE BEST HAMMERLESS GUN IN THE WORLD. 

'W n Y- 
THE PECULIAR SYSTEM OF BORING, CHOKING AND CHAMBERING gives the maxim result in eloseness ot shooting 

(this, however, ean he done by any one), combined with PENETRATION. This latter is the great point. Ask any one who shoots a 

Daly and they will tell you they “Kill dead.’* 

THE GREAT SUPERIORITY IN ACCURACY OF THE FITTING AND CLOSENESS OF THE WORK makes the guns last 

a lifetime. Large numbers of DALY GUNS have been in use a score of years, and are as tight to-day as when first made. The work¬ 

men who make these guns are all “ARTISTS IN IRON AND WOOD.” We confidently assert that no better or closer work can be 

found in the world, whether it comes from a Purdy, a Grant, or a Westley Richards. 

THE BARRELS AND LOCKWORK ARE MADE OF FIRST QUALITY MATERIAL. One of the great points in a gun is 

the accuracy with which the barrels are put together. It costs more to put a pair of barrels together properly than it does to make an 

ordinary gun out and out. DALY GUNS have no superior in this respect. 

THE ANSON & DEELEY SYSTEM, ON WHICH THESE GUNS ARE MADE, is the best ever yet put on the market. It is 

the same system as used by Westley Richards, Harrington & Richardson and many others. The only objection has been that the 

forearm of the frame is rather short. We have, however, overcome this difliculty, and a DALY HAMMERLESS ANSON & DEELEY 

SYSTEM WITH LONG FOREARM IS THE STRONGEST HAMMERLESS IN THE WORLD. 

THEY ARE BEAUTIFUL IN OUTLINE, ARTISTIC IN FINISH. THE STOCKS HAYE HANDSOME FIGURE. They are 

stocked for use, “come up’* properly. It is a pleasure to handle them, and to look at them is like viewing a handsome picture. A 

DALY is A “THING OF BEAUTY.** 

THE RIBS ARE HAND MATTED (not machine work which does not give the best effect) and give a perfectly dead surface 

to sight over. 

While in sales every other Hammerless Gun has fallen off at least 50 per cent, this season (which has been a dull one in gun trade) 

the DALY has increased 60 per cent. Everyone who has one is enthusiastic in their praise. 

No. 120—10, (2 and 16 Gauges, Damascus Barrels, Neat Engraving, ■ $125 00 
No. 200—10, 12 and 16 Gauges, Diamond, ------ 225.00 

SCHOTEELDfa, DALY & IjALES, 84 & 86 Chambers Street, New York. 

This Gun has met with an unprecedented sale for an arm of this kind—far beyond our expectations. In order to get them it is 

necessary for the present to enter orders in advance. 
They are made with fine Damascus Shot Barrels, Best Steel Rifle Barrels. Matted Bib, Locks and entire work of the very best 

quality. 
Pushing the Top Lever to the left, the rifle barrel is fired by the right-hand lock. This mechanism is very simple, but effective 

and durable, and does not admit of any mistake being made. 
A Folding Peep Sight throws down flush with the tang of the frame; a hinge back sight is placed on the barrel, which is flush for 

shotgun use and ean be turned up for rifle use. 

Px-ioe, -witlx Sisb-ts Ooixi.i>lete, ^SS.OO. 

SCHOVERLING. DALY & GALES, 
84.<fc 86 Chambers Street, New York. 
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HINDS’ 

BL^CK-FLY 

CREAM, 
For Repelling 

Flies, Mosquitoes, Midges and other 

Insects, and protecting the Skin, 

from Sunburn, Irritation 

and Infection. 

No Tar. No Stain 

Glens Falls, N. Y., June 15,1884. 
Mr. A. S. Hinds, Portland, Me.; 

Dear Sir—I have not sooner acknowledged the 
receipt of box of “BJack-Fly Cream,” as I desired 
to first test it; this 1/ have now done on two fishing 
trips where I found the Mosquitoes, Black Fiies, 
Punkies and Moose or Deer Flies in great abundance. 
Although all these pests swarmed about me, I found 
the Cream a perfect preiwn iive against their bites 
when it was applied to face, hands, ears and neck. 
For many years T have sought after the insect re¬ 
pellent, and have tried all manner of compounds, 
but yours is the most thorough, at the same time 
cleanly and not disagreeable. 

Yours truly, A. Nelson Cheney. 

Price, 85 Cents, Postpaid. 

SOLD BY’ DEALERS IN SPORTING GOODS. 

WM. MtLLS & SONS, New York. DAME, STODDARD & KENDALL, Boston. 

IDEAL Reioidin? Tools, 
For Rifles, Pisto’s and 

A, Mouth Opener. 

B, Bullet Mould. C, Seating Primer. 

SPORTSMEN’S CLOTHING! 

ll-^-€HkLF t WUION aUoM 
•VPPUtO WITH 

Our Seed 'Warehouses, the largest in 
i New York, are fitted tip with every ap- 
I plianco for the prompt and careful 
I filling of orders. _ 

Our Catalogue for 1886, of 140 pages, containing colored plates, descriptions an 
I of the NEWEST, BEST and RAREST SEEDS and PLANTS, will be mailed 
16 cts. (in stamps) to cover postage. 

Our Green-house Establishment at 
/Jersey City is the most extensive in. 
America. Annual Bales, MiUloui 

Plants, 
and Illustrations 

on receipt of 

I PETER HENDERSON & 

S ALLCOCK & CO.’S 

Celebrated Fish Hooks. 
May be had from all Fishing Tackle Dealers 

in any part of the world. 

One Good Hook is Worth 50 Bad Ones. 
Gold Medsis and Highest Awards at all Exhibitions. 

ALSO CLOTHING FOR 

Civil Engineers, Snrveyors, Ranehinen, 
lliners, Lumtemen, Etc., 

Manuf. from Best CORDUROY. MACKINTOSH, 

CANVAS, MACKINAW, LEATHER, Etc. 

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE. 

THIS 4®* 
is our Skeleton 
Coat, of strong 
material, and 
weighs but 15 
oz. ’Will mail 
it to you for $2. 
Send us breast 
measure. 

UPTHEGEOVE L McLELLAN, Valparaiso, Indiana. 

SPORTSH^S WEAR. 
Coital, Canyas Horseiiie, Doplio, Sleep- 

skin, Macttiitosl ant Ilanael Clotliii 
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION FOR SPORTSMEN 

Gun Cases, Cartridge Belts and Equip¬ 
ments of all kinds. 

OATAXOGUB AND SAMPLES FREE. 

G-EO. BARNARD & CO., 
108 Madison. Street, Cliioago, 111. 
Eastkrn Agents; A. G. SPALDING & BEOS., 241 Broadway, N. Y. 
Philadelphia Agents; E. K. TRYON, JR. & CO. 

No. 777. ^ 

FIEST QUALITY g 

8PR0AT HOOKS, | 
S. ALLCOCK Sc CO., ^ 

BEDDTTCH: J 

No. 100. k 

The Largest Manufacturers of Fishing 

Goods in the World. 

All best goods hear our name and trade mark. 

WORKS, REDDITCH, EXUL.4ND. 
AND 

Silk Worm Gut Factory, Murcia, Spain. 

WHOLESALE ONLY, 

E, & H. T. ANTHONY & CO., 
501 Broadway, New York. 

]yi.^RTIN’S 

"Business” Braid’d Silk lines 
Are made of the very best silk both raw and soft, 
and are all that can be desired. 

Circulars and samples free. Made only by 
E. J. MARTIN, Rockville, Conn. 

Attention Sportsmen. 
For best trolling, for salmon and fly-fishing, for 

trout address at once R. M. SHUTTS, Chateaugay 
Lake, Franklin Co., N. Y. 

SEND ME YOUR ADDRESS AND I WILL SEND 
catalogue of my DOT7KLE ENAMEL 

SPLIT BAMBOO RODS (patented). 
Some more good workmen wanted. 

Address, E. M. EDWARDS, 
Hancock, N. Y. 

5o COTJE.T STREET, BROOKTiYISr. DEALER IN' 

First Quality Goods at Lower Prices than any other House in America. 
Brass Multiplying Reels with Balance Handles, first quality and fine finish. 76ft., 81.00; 120ft., $1.2o; 180ft., $1 50; 240ft., $1.75; 800ft., $2 00; 450ft., $2.25; 

600ft $2 50 Any of the above Reels with Drags, 25 cts. extra; nickel plated, 60 cts. extra. Brass ClicK Reels, 20yd8., 50 cts.; 80yds., 75 cts.; COyds., $1.C0; 
nickel plated. 50 cts. extra. Marster’s Celebrated Hooks Snelled on Gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, Sproat, Carlisle, Chestenown, O’Shaughnessy, Kinsey, 
Aberdeen. Sneck Bent, and all other hooks. Single gut, 12 cts. per doz.; double, 20 cts. per doz ; tiehle. 30 cts. rer dcz. Put up one half dozen m a package. 
Single Gut Trout and Black Bass Leaders. Ivd.. 5 cts.; 2yd8., 10 cts., 3yds., 15 cts. Double Twisted Leaders, 3 length, 5 cts.; treble twisted, 8 length. 10 cts. 
Trout Flies, 60 cts. per doz. Black Bass Flies, $1.00 per doz Trout end Black Bass Bait Rods, 9ft. long, $1.26 to $5.00. Trout and Black Bass Fly Rods, lOfi. 
lone $1 50 to $10 00. Also forty-eight different stvles of rods for all kinds of fishing. Samples of hooks, leaders, etc , sent by mail on receipt of price in 
money or stamps. SEND STAMP FOR CATALOGUE. THE MANUFACTURE OF SNELLED HOOKS AND LEADERS A SPECIALTY, 

Established 20 Tears. Open Evenings. J. F. MARSTERS, 55 Court Street. Brooklyn. 

=Y= 

=V= 

Split Bamboo Fly Rod. 
This cut represents our No. 23 Split Bamboo 

>4 cffl Fly Rod with Grooved Wood Form. Length, 
lOj^ft ; weight, 8oz. We make same style rods 
for trout and bass to weigh from 5 to 12oz , also 

=4 i=tt the “Standard Henshali Rod.” Lancew-ood Rods. 
Reels, Turned Stock and Rod Trimmings of all 
descriptions. For New Illustrated Catalogue for 
1886 address 

THOS. H. CHUBB, 
Orange County, Post Mills, Vermont. 

Tlxo Oolej'br^'tecl * TJUNTIOINr 

J 

First target represents 10 consecutive shots made by Otto 
Jaeger, June 10, 1885, at Wheeling, W. Va., 200 yards off 
hand, with some wind, using a No. Off-Hand, .32-caliber. 
It counts 94 on Massachusetts Decimal and 117 on Massachu¬ 
setts Target. The cut is one-half size. 

Second target represents 5 consecutive shots made by J. D. 
Marks, June 24, 1885, at Springfield, Mass., 200 yards, with 
rest, using a Union Hill, .32-caUber. The entire five shots 
are inside of a If-inch circle. The cut is full size. 

This style of Ballard Rifle and the 
lor Catalogue: 

‘Off-Hand” are the standard guns for target shooting, carrying off nearly all the prizes, fi 
THE HA REIN FIRE ARMS CO., New Haven, Conn. 

Send 

THREAD-WOUND, LON(4-RANOE 

SHOT CAHTHIDGE CASES 
For muzzle and breechloading, cylindrical and 
choke-bore shotguns. Made to open just short of 
50, 70 and 90 yards, giving close pattern and great 
penetration; 10 and 12-gauge. Send for circular. 

Twenty sent, postpaid, for $1. 

H. H. SCHLEBER & CO., Rochester, N. Y. 

Eaton’s Rust Preventer. 
For GUNS, CUTLERY and SURGICAL INSTRU 

ffENTS. Specially adapted for salt water shooting. 
For sale at all principal gun stores. Western 

trade supplied dy E. E. EATON, 53 State street, 
Chicago, m. Cannot he sent by mail. 

Manufactured solely by 
GEO. B. EATON, 570 Pavonla Av^uue. 

Jersey City, N. J 

HILL ON THE DOO. 
THE STANDARD WORK ON THEIR 

MANAGEMENT AND DISEASES. 

Prise Sii.OO. 

For Sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Co. 

COPIES WANTED.—JAN. 4,11,18 and 25. FEB. 1, 
March 8 and Sept. 13,1883; Feb. 7 and 14. March 

6, 1884. We are short of these issues, and would be 
obliged if any of our readers having one or all of 
these numbers that they do not want will send to 
Forest and Stream Pub. Co.. 39 Park Row. New 
York City. mar26,tf 

WANTEH. 

Bear, Buffalo, Deer, Wolves, Foxes, Spotted Cats, 
Civlt Cat-s, Lynx, Panthers. Antelope, Otter, Beav¬ 
ers and other animals and birds of aU kinds. Ad¬ 
dress D. H. TALBOT, Sioux City, la. 

WANTED.-A FEW ANGLERS TO JOIN WITH 
undersigned for the purpose of buying a 

trout stream in Ulster Co., N. Y. Address H.. Box 
1,294, New York. aprl5,lt 

"Wlxlto XXAxres. 
(Lepns Americanus.) 

A few living specimens wiU be sent to orders ac¬ 
companied with the cash, at $2 each, and delivered 
in good order and properly boxed, at Bethel express 
office. J. G. RICH, Bethel, Me. 

Chester White, Berkshire 
and Poland China Pigs, Fine 
Setter Dogs, Scotch CoUies, 
Foxhounds and Beagles, 
Sheep and Poultry, bred and 

_ for sale by W. Gibbons & Co., 
West Chester, Chester Co., Pa. Bend stamp for 
Circular and Price IJst. 

Fish and game preserve. 
75t acres, 100 lake, trout stream, 50 acres under 

cultivation, one large house, one small one, four 
bams, 100 mUes from city, three miles from depot, 
good road; will sell cheap. Address G. H. ROW¬ 
LAND, Rowland, Pa. aprl,3t 

For sale.-elk and moose antlers. 
Fine large sets for mounting; some on shields. 

Address A. B., office of Forest and Stream. 
aprl5.2t 

Guaranteed genuine william moore, 
London, D. B. B. L. shotgun, 12-28-'U4, perfect 

order, excellent shooter, 40 brass shells, loading 
tools, cartridge bag, primers, cleaning rod; all 
complete; $60. J. D. RUFF, 1^4 West Houston st., 
N.Y. aprl5.lt 

For sale.—sixteen volumes of “forest 
and Stream,” comprising all numbers from 

beginning of 1877 to Jan. 1, 1885, unbound. GEO. 
LAICK, Tarrytown. N. Y. apr8,2t 

OUMMER RESIDENCE AT HALIFAX, NOVA 
lO Scotia, to let (furnished). That fine mansion, 
the Town House of Sir Adams Archibald, situate on 
Hollis street, in front of Government House, with 
stables and coach house attached. Possession given 
on or after the 1st of May. For terms and particu¬ 
lars apply to JOHN S. MACLEAN, Jerusalem Ware¬ 
house, Halifax, N. S. apr8,4t 

in ti» J'tttii. 

Champion Brahmin. 
(SOLID BLACK COCKER SPANIEL.) 

IN THE STUD. 
EEE $ao. 

Winner of two champions, four firsts and six 
special prizes. 

ARTHUR E. RENDLE, 
2 Wall street, New York, 
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THE IMMENSE BOUGH-COATED ST. 

BERNARD CHAMPION 

(A.K.R. 483). 
Orange tawny, perfect blaze and collar, otbe*’ 

white markings correct: double dew claws. Born 
August, 18S2. This celebrated dog stands 33U in. 
full at shoulders, weighs 188 lbs. (Jan. 80. 188(5), has 
a grand, massive head, immense bone, and is per¬ 
fect in disposition. 

“Otho is conceded to be the best fronted St. Ber¬ 
nard in the country.”—Awicncan Kewiel Register, 
June, 188S. 

“Otho is one of the grandest fronted dogs we 
have ever seen. His head is a study and his fore¬ 
arm we have never seen surpassed. He is also an 
tomense upstanding dog. -Forest and Stream, 
Oct. 30,1884. 

Fee $50. Approved bitches only. Cabinet pho¬ 
tos, 50 cents. Imported stock for sale. Also pup¬ 
pies sired by Otho. THE HOSPICE KENNELS. Im¬ 
porters and Breeders of Thoroughbred St. Ber¬ 
nards, Arlington, N. J. 

ENNEL 
OCKERS. 

IN THE STUD, FEE $10. 
PILOT (A.K.R. 1635), 

DANDY ZULU (A.K.R. 382). 

BEAUCLERK, Field Spaniel. 
FOR SALE.—True Cockers, Fashionably bred, 

correct in coat, size and shape, various ages and 
colors. Prices reasonable. Address 

IDEAL KENNEL, New Haven, Conn. 

BRADFORD RUBY. 
(E. 13 834 ) 

Sire, Champion Lovat—Dam, Champion Jenny. 
Champion Pug Dog, whelped May 14,1882; silver 
fawn, with perfect black trace and mask, extra¬ 
ordinary wrinkle and double curled tail, with very 
small, compact body, weighing only 18 pounds. 
Winner of 49 prizes, cups and medals, including 
championship. Crystal Palace, Jan., 1885; 1st, Cin¬ 
cinnati, 1st and medal, Toronto; 1st and special, 
Philadelphia (May and Oct.); 1st and special, New 
York, 1886; and the sire of many winners. Fee $26. 
Puppies For Sale, CITY VIEW KENNELS, Box 
1,369, New Haven, Conn. 

IN THE STUD 
AT PHILADELPHIA. 

To a limited number of approved bitches: 
Champion Irish red setter BERKLEY.fee $40 
Champion English setter THUNDER. “ $40 
Champion pointer DONALD. “ $40 

A. H. MOORE, 1711 Spring (Jarden st., 
aprl6,3mo Philadelphia, Pa. 

IN THE STUD. 
ENGLISH MASTIFF HERO III. 
Winner of first prize and special prize for the best 
dog or bitch, at Pittsburgh, 1886. 

FEE - - - $26. 
For picture and pedigree, address 

VICTOR M. HALDEMAN, 
aprl5.3mos General Wayne, Delaware Co., Pa. 

BEAUFORT. 
(Champion Bow—Beulah), 

The best looking pointer living. A grand field 
dog and the sire of winners on the bench and in the 
field. Fee $30. 

NEVISON. 
The acknowledged champion mastiff of America. 

Winner of 40 champion and first prizes, beating The 
Emperor. Creole, Ilford Cromwell, Hero H., Prus¬ 
sian Princess, etc., etc. Fee $50. 

For Sale.—Three handsome young setter bitches 
of fashionable blood. CHAS. H. MASON, Bay 
Ridge, L. I. aprl5,tf 

St. Bernards and Pugs. 
CHAMPION HERMIT (A.K.R. 23) litter broth¬ 

er to champion Otho, and sire of prize winners 
KOnig, Kobold, Lys. Fee $40. 

Imported RUDOLPH II. (champion Cadwalla- 
der-Myra), prize winner in England and winner of 
two firsts and specials in America. Fee $80. 

Imported pug VOUNG TOBY (A.K.R. 473), win 
ner of four firsts and specials in America, sire of 
many prize winners. Fee $15. Fine pups on sale. 
OHE<3UASSET KENNELS, Lancaster, Mass. 

OrUS Boxxdlx-UL 
IN THE STUD. 

Imported from Mr. Llewellin’s kennels (he is 
bluest of the blue), by Dashing Bondhu ex Novel. 
He is also a grand field dog, as his record shows at 
the late trials of the N. P. T. Club at Grand Junc¬ 
tion, beating such noted dogs as Gladstone Boy, 
Mainspring, Bessie A., Gath’s Mark. Trinket’s Bang 
and other fine ones. Fee $35. A. M. TUCKER, ^ 
Main street, Charlestown, Mass. 

SCOTCH COLLIES 
IN THE STUD. 

CHAMPION REX (A.K.R. 149). Fee $20. 
8TREPHON (A.K.R. 2730). Fee $30. 
Young dogs and puppies for sale. Can be seen, 

or address JAS. LINDSAY, 346 Communipaw ave., 
Jersey City, N. J. 

WHITE BULL-TERRIER YOUNG ROYAL 
Prince (A.K.R. 2102). Fee $16. And small 

white bull-terrier Hector, weight 161bs. Fee $10. 
J. W. NEWMAN, 87 Hanover street, Boston, Mass 

Mt. pleasant kennels.—for sale— 
One English pug bitch, 2 yrs. old, been served 

by pug dog Dude; also one Morrison pug bitch 
puppy, from Judy by Dandy, and one pointer, 7 
mos. old, full pedigrees. Please send stamp. 

0. T. BROWNELL, Box 335, New Bedford, Mass. 

WANTED.-OLD LIVER AND WHITE COCKER 
spaniel hitch and one male dog puppy. E. 

M. OXI.EY, 264 Twenty-second street, Brooklyn, 
N Y. aprl5,lt 

For sale, -pointer puppies, liver and 
white, three dogs, one bitch, whelped Nov. 5, 

1885, by Joker, Jr. (Beaufort ex Nymph) out of Lady 
Me (Faust ex Gertrude); $15 each if taken soon. 
G. H. NIXON, Leesburg, Va._aprl5,2t 

For sale.-verycheap, handsome mas- 
tiff dog and three cocker spaniel ^ppies. 

W. T. PAYNE, 31 West Thirty-eighth st,, N.T. It 

E. B. GOLDSMITH, 

Cnslom Honsc ani Forfarling Agent, 
58 WALL STREET, NEW YORK. 

Receives and forwards Dogs, Fowls, etc., etc , to 
an/ destination. Kennel Clubs, Sportsmen and 

jntending to import dogs from Europe, 
snotfid have their stock consigned to him. Infor¬ 
mation furnished in regard to Qie best methods of 
importing, shipping, etc. 

FOREST CITY KENNELS. 

St. Bernards and English Pugs. 
IN THE STUD. 

Champion rough-coated St. Bernard Ceesar 
^.KR. 22); fee $25. English pug Sam; fee $10. 
Pups for sale. Address with stamp, Portland, Me 

K 9 Breaking Kennels. 
Pointers and setters thoroughly broken for field 

trials or private use. Reference given. W. G. 
SMITH, Marydel, Md. 

Rory O’More Kennels. 
For Sale—Thoroughbred red Irish setter stock, 

full pedigreed Address with stamp, 
W. N. CALLENDER, Albany, N. Y. 

DOGS FOR SALE. 
Setters, pointers, spaniels, foxhounds, beagles, 

dachshunde. Newfoundlands, German tiger mas¬ 
tiffs, fox-terriers, Scotch terriers, Skye terriers, 
Yorkshire terriers, bull-terriers, bulldogs, pugs, 
French poodles, St. Bernards, mastiffs and black 
and tan terriers. Pups of all the above breeds 
constantly on hand. Those desiring to purchase 
will do well to consult me. WM. W. SILVEY, 136 
South Eighth street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Tie Fleli Sporlsniaii’s Pictnre Co., 
PALMYRA, N. Y., 

Are now prepared to furnish copies of the photo¬ 
graphs taken by Mr. Walker at the Eastern Field 
Trials. Lists and prices on application. 

FOR ^ALE. 
One of the finest Druid bitches in America. Big 

breeder. Going out of dog business reason for 
selling. Address H., Box 228, Hackensack, N. J. 

IRISH SETTERS. 
Young stock for sale, and orders taken for choice 

puppies from trained hitches of the finest breeding. 

TI’DTT/'*T I champion elcho 
JD U WXi r CHAMPION NOREEN 

In the stud. Fee $25. 
I. HENRY ROBERTS. 

8eptl7,tf P. O. Box 153. Moorestown. N. J 

For Sale—Hornell Spaniel Puppies. 
The best in the world; 142 prizes in two years 

proves it. Prom 3 to 10 mos. old. N© culls or $6 
pups ever sold. 

In the Stud—Black cocker champion HomeU 
Silk. Fee $20. Address J. OTIS FELLOWS, Sec., 
HomeUsville, N. Y., or G. W. LEAVITT, Pres., 32 
Hamilton street, Boston, Mass. 

Claire-Reeta Kennels. 
PALMYRA, N. Y. 

Irish and Gordon setters for work as well as show. 
decl7,tf 

Stratfield Kennels. 
Setters. Collies, Spaniels and Pugs, Dogs and 

puppies for sale at all times from the best stock 
that this country produces. Prices and description 
given for a 2 cent stamp. Address 

JAS. H. SEELEY, 
Box 1887, Bridgeport, Conn. 

Satisfaction guaranteed on every sale. Visitors 
welcome. 

WM. GRAHAM, NEWTOWNBREDA, BELFAST 
Ireland, is prepared to purchase and ship dogs 

for importers. Dogs purchased from him had the 
following prizes awarded to them: At New York 
and Chicago, 1883, sixteen firsts, nine special, three 
second and one third. At New York, 1884, seven 
firsts, six specials and one third. 

For sale.-italian greyhound pups 
from imported stock. Also fine English pugs. 

HENRY C. BURDICK, 150 Bridge street. Spring- 
field, Mass. dee^.tf 

Trained foxhounds, they are cold 
nosed strike dogs, start the fox, run him to the 

death. Trained coon dogs. Gray squirrel dogs. 
Rabbit dogs. One trained ferret. Lop-eared rabbits. 
Wyandotte chickens. H. C. GRAFF, Kensington, 
Ohio. dec24,tf 

For sale.—having recently added 
several fine brood bitches to the Landseer 

Kennels of Scotch deerhounds and greyhounds re¬ 
duced the price of puppies. Some choice grey¬ 
hounds now ready to ship. DR. VAN HUMMELL. 
Denver, Col. apll6.tf 

High bred pointers and setters -ave 
breed and dispose of nothing but first-class 

broken and unbroken dogs and puppies. Address 
ELM GROVE kennels, South Norwalk, Conn. 

Foxhounds For Sale. 
Twenty-six dogs and bitches, comprising one of 

the best packs in Pennsylvania, a few hitches being 
in whelp by champion dogs. Address Box 1684, 
West Chester, Pa. jaa28,tf 

For sale.-english beagle hound 
pups of good working stock and several months 

old. GEO. L. BARNES, Tyringham, Mass. 

For SALE.-GREYHOUND dog master Mc¬ 
Gee, by imported Blonde—Calypso, 18 mos. 

old and a beautiful dog. H. E. BURKMAR, Rock¬ 
land, Me. apr8,2t 

For sale. - my red irtsh setter brood 
bitch Red Biddy; she is daik red and is by the 

champion and field t rial winner Chief ex Biddy. 
GEORGE LAICK, Tarrytown, N. Y. apr8,2t 

ONOTA KLNNELS.-IRISH SETTER PUP- 
pies for sale, containing the blood of cham¬ 

pions Palmerston, Elcho, Noreen, Glencho, Rose, 
Nimrod, Biz, Flora. Address ONOTA KENNELS, 
Pittsfield, Mass. apr8,4t 

Mt 

BEGONIA, 
Champion greyhound biich of America, having 
beaten the greatest champions in the U. S., includ¬ 
ing champion School Girl (late Lord Sefton.s, Eag- 
land), champion Mother Demdike and others, has 
now 8 pups which are for sale. Sired by champion 
Bouncing Boy (E. C. Stud Book 4,639). Begonia and 
Bouncing Boys pups won first and second, We.st- 
mmsterClub; first and second. New Haven, 1885 
and other prizes. H. W. HUNTINGTON, 143 South 
Eighth street, Brooklyn, N. Y. aprlS.tf 

Mill-Brook Kennels 
Thoroughbred St. Bernards. 
Thoroughbred Scotch Collies. 

In the Stud—Champ. Verone, smooth St. Bernard, 
2 yrs. old, winner 14 prizes. Fee $50. Young stock 
for sale. Address with stamp, WM. MONTGOMERY 
JR., Bergenfields, N. J. 

Rosecroft Kennels. 
Birmingham, Conn. 

Puppies by champion Plantagenet (E. 11.390) 
ex Forest Dora (A.K.R. 500) for sale, whelped Nov. 
17. Are black and white, very handsome. Now 
booking orders for puppies by champion Foreman 
ex Passion (pure Laverack). 

STUD FOX-TERRIERS. 

Champion Royal, Champion Joker, Bel- 
grare Primrose, Splauger, "Warren Jim, 
Warren Dickon. Apply by post, L. & W. 
RUTHERFURD, 66 Liberty st., N. Y. City. 

mchll,2mo 

ROSEBUD KBNNBUS. 
F. E. LEE, Manager. 

Dogs of all breeds hoarded and conditioned for 
shows. Setters and pointers thoroughly broken 
for field trials or private use. Best of accommoda 
tions and attendance. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
Dogs of all breeds bought and sold on commission. 
Consignments and correspondence solicited. Ad¬ 
dress with stamp for reply, ROSEBUD KENNELS, 
P. O. Box 621, Southington, Conn. 

T EWELLYN SETTER PUPPIES, COMBINING 
JLJ blood of noted dogs, viz.: Champion Leicester, 
champion Petrel, champion Gladstone, Kirby, Pride 
of the Border, Llewellyn’s Prince and Laverack 
Dash II., for sale; satisfaction guaranteed. CHAS. 
YORK, 9 and 11 Granite Block, Bangor, Me. 

rpRAINED SETTERS AT 825 EACH. SETTER 
JL pups at $5. Must be sold. C. F. KENT, Mon- 

ticello, N. Y. 

U'OR SALE.—CHOICE LLEWELLIN SETTER 
JT stock, dogs and bitches, young and old. L. 
SHUSTER, JR., 712 Callowhill st.. Phila. aprl,3t 

liATHROF’S DIUK. 

Four dog pups, by Lathrop’s Dash out of Norma i 
for sale. Norma is by Lathrop's Dick out of Vesper. 
Dash is out of Dick’s sister. Pups are 3mos. old 
and fine. Mr. Lathrop guarantees these to he all 
good field dogs. Dash and Vesper are both splendid J 
field dogs, known all over Massachusetts. H. J. , 
PERRY, Palmer, Mass. aprl5,3t 

U'OR SALE.-THOROUGHBRED STOCK. EX- ' 
U tra fine mastiff puppies $25. St. Bernard dog 
pup, $45. Newfoundland bitch pup, $15. HENRY 
MULLER, Box 69, Stapleton, Richmond county, 
Staten Island, N. Y. aprl5,lt 

fAOR SALE.-MASTIPF PUPPIES FROM THE 
JP best of blood. Pedigree of dam and sire 
furnished. C. C. RICHARDSON, Box 139, Westfield, 
Mass. aprl6,lt | 

MASTIFFS. 
Address HOLLIS. Wellsville, N. Y. 

ENUJLISH SETTER PUPPIES. 
From imported Flora, by Roy (Dash III.—Bessie), 

whelped March 3, 1H86. Price $20. Dogs or bitches. 
Will guarantee these pups to be just right; strong 
nose, natural hunters, and very staunch with little 
training. They are not sold to close out any scrub 
stock or to make room, but were bred especially 
for the trade, and to show as well in the field as on 
paper. Address, H. J. PIERRE, Winsted, Conn. 

•170R SALE.-LEMON AND WHITE ENGLISH 
P setter Victor. Price $30. Red Irish setter 
Jack, $20, Lemon and white English setter Captor, 
$20. Handsome black and tan shepherd dog, $25. 
Black and tan beagle bitch Katie (A K.R. 1722), $25. 
Black and tan beagle dog Caro, $20. Count of ■ 
Monte Cristo, $15. Address Box 472, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

TTTHITE BULL-TERRIER YOUNG ROYAL 
VV Prince (A.K.R. 2102). Fee $15. Pups by 

Royal Prince for sale. J. W. NEWMAN, 87 Han¬ 
over street, Boston, Mass. 

-\IESSRS. R. & W. LIVINGSTON OFFER THE 
following dogs for sale: Bull-terrier Archi¬ 

bald (champion Grand Duke ex champion Little 
Maggie). Bull hitch Gipsy (Young Gully ex Rose), 
dam of Thunderer, Hero II., etc., and two bull pups 
by champion Boz ex Bellona, 4 mos. old. Address 
R. & W. LIVINGSTON, care of Beekman & Ogden, 
111 Broadway, New York City. apr8,2t 

TT'OR SALE.—GLAUCUS (A.K.R. 3282). FOR 
P particulars write to owner* M. M. MACMIL¬ 
LAN, Mahanoy City, Pa. aprl2,lD 

TT'OR SALE.—THE LEMON AND WHITE TICKED 
r pointer puppy Dash (A.K.R. 2838) (Jimmie— 
Daisy). Murdock, lOmos. old, a prize winner. Also 
several thoroughly broken pointers and setters. If 
you want a good one write tor particulars. GEO. 
W. LOVELL, Mlddleboro, Mass. aprlB.2t 

IT'OR SALE.-TWO PURE BRED COCKER 
P spaniel dogs, 15 mos. old; also one beautiful 
brood bitch and a few choice puppies; all are jet 
black and in prime condition. C. E. LE"WT8, U. S. 
Custom House, Suspension Bridge, N. Y. aprl5,2t 

/COCKERS FOR SALE CHEAP.—FIVE BITCHES 
W (two in pup) and ©ne liver and white dog; 
must be sold as 1 have to move. Will sell the lot 
very cheap and deliver them free in New York or 
Boston. For price and pedigree address G. NOBLE, 
Savannah, Qa. aprlo.lt 

■pOINTER BITCH LUCILLE FOR SALE. PRIZE 
P winner; also three pups, whelped Jan. 1,1886, 
by Jimmie ex Lucille. L. LTVESE'y, 264 Old Ber¬ 
gen Road, Jersey City, N. J. aprl5,2t i 

T7X)B SALE, A NUMBER OP WELL BRED AND 
P well broken pointers and setters, also dora 
boarded and broken, satisfaction goaranteed. Ad- 
dz«M H. B. BIOHUOra. Lakeville, Maas. SeptS2,tf 

gettial 

itiflil Fifilfl Trials Clali. 
ENTRIES TO THE 

Seventh Annual Derby 
Will positively close May 1. 

$7SO.OO, 

DIVIDED AS FOLLOWS: 

$250 to the winner of first prize. 

$250 to the winner of second prize. 

$250 to the winner of third prize. 

With $10 to nominate and $10 addi¬ 

tional to start. 

The di awing for places will begin 

immediately after the drawing for the 

All-Aged Stakes. 

For Blanks, etc., apply to 

B. M. STEPHENSON 
La Grange, Tenn. 

ANNUAL DERBY OF 1886 
OF THE 

Eastern Field Trials Club. 
Open to all Setter and Pointer Pnpples 

whelped on or after Jan. 1, 1886. 

PURSE $TOO CASH. 
First prize, $400; second prize, $200; third prize. 

Meeting Peb. 10, 1886.—“That the secretary 

To receive prompt attention forfeit money must 
tccompany every entry. 
For blanks, particulars, etc., address 

WASHINGTON A. COSTER, 
Box 30. Flatbush, Kings Co., N. Y. 

B. F. WILSON, Presideut. 

ST. LOUIS CfUN CLUB. 
THIRD ANNUAL 

Grand Exposition Building, St. Louis, 
MAY 18, 19, 20 and 21, 1886. 

ENTRIES CLOSE MAY 2. 

The Pennsylvania R. R. Co. and its leased lines 

For Premium List and Entry Blanks address 
GEO. MUNSON, Manager, 

610 Olive street, St. Louis. 

All railroads entering St. Louis pass dogs free. 

Buenb. # Yi5l^ # I(ei2nel5. 

ST. BERNaRIlS 
^^i^^ionably bred and of \’\)e best 

l^nown strains, Correct in col¬ 

or, marl^inps, etc. (^rown dops 

and puppies for sale; full and 

guaranteed pedipree sent wit!) 

each do^ sold. 0nly superior 

specimens sent from tl^e d^ennels. 

0ddress, witi) stamp, 

KENSICO STATION, 
_WESTCHESTER 00., U.Y. 

Setter Puppies for $5. 
We have a number of setter puppies from 5 to 10 

WM. W. SILVEY, 
135 South Eighth street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
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A NATION*8 HONOR. 

r^AR away in the northwestern corner of Washington Ter- 
ritory is a little reservation occupied by the Puyallup 

Indians. They number 660 individuals, and the reser¬ 
vation covers about 18,000 acres of land, so that they have 
about thirty-two and a half acres apiece, or not far from 
a quarter section—-160 acres—to a family of flve per¬ 
sons. These people are entirely self supporting and derive 
Eour-flfths of their living from the cultivation of their 
farms. These have been allotted to them on the reservation, 
and they hold them solely by allotment certificates issued by 
the Government in the year 1881. 

The Puyallup Indians are to all intents and purposes 
civilized. They are farmers, mechanics, laborers. They 
earn their bread by the sweat of their brow like other men. 
Two-thirds of them liave made valuable improvements on 
their lands, cleared off heavy forests, built houses, cultivated 
lands, provided homes for their familie,s. Besides this they 
have, without assistance, purchased an eight horse power 
thrashing machine, seven mowing machines, sixty-eight 
horse rakes, ninety-three wagons, and all that is necessary 
for farming in the way of plows and smaller tools. They 
have teams and cattle, their lands are fenced, they are a 
well-to-do farming community. Their children, to the 
number of sixty or eighty, attend the school at Puyallup, 
which is within one-half mile of the limits of Tacoma. 

Almost without help these Indians have raised themselves 
from a condition of barbarism to one of civilization. They 
are constantly improving. Each year the attendance at the 
school has grown larger, and it was never so good as last 
year. 

One thing they have to fight against, one thing discourages 
them in their attempts to make their farms valuable, leads 
them to feel that it is useless to work hard, paralyzes their 
industries. They do not own their lands. 

The allotment certificates recite that a certain man is 
entitled to a certain specified tract of land, and that he “may 
take immediate possession of said land and occupy the same, 
and the United States guarantees such possession and will 
hold the title thereto in trust for the exclusive use and bene¬ 
fit” of the Indian named and his “heirs, as long as such oc¬ 
cupancy shall continue.” The certificate then goes on to 
state that it is not assignable, except to the United States, or 

ever, which gives the holder any reason to believe that he 
has any right to occupy this land permanently. He is a 
tenant at will. At any moment he may be evicted at the 
pleasure of a Government ofiScer. At any moment he may 
he expelled from the home which he has made for himself, 
losing it and all the labor which he has expended on it. 

These Indians are deeply attached to their land. This 
country has from time immemorial been their home. Here 
their fathers were born, lived and are buried. Here this 
generation have passed their childhood and their youth. 
Here their children were horn. It is their home. On these 
lands this simple people carried on the great struggle which 
has lifted them from barbarism to civilization. They cleared 
away the virgin forest and fenced in the wild land. Their 
hands subdued the stubborn soil; their labor converted it 
into fertile farms. Once barren it is now productive; once 
worthless, it is now valuable. By every tie of sentiment 
and affection they are hound to these homes; by every right 
which patient industry confers, these lands are theirs. To 
take from them these farms, with the improvements which 
they have made on them, would be injustice, would be out¬ 
rage, would be robbery. 

This is just what the United States tried to do. 
The agent for the Puyallup Indians, knowing the attach- 

ment that they feel for their lands, knowing that they had 
all made their locations, built houses, and made some im¬ 
provements on their allotments, and that they are intensely 
desirous to obtain patents for their lands and would by no 
means consent to sell them, sent on to the Interior Depart¬ 
ment a statement of the condition of things at the agency 
and urged the prompt granting of the patents to the people. 

This is the reply he received; 

Department op the Interior, I 
Washington, D. C., March 3, 188.5. ) 

Sir: I have your telegram concerning the patents to the Pu¬ 
yallup Indians. I do not think it for the interest of the In¬ 
dians to have the patents issued. The land they occupy is 
valuable for farming and town site purposes and ought to be 
sold and the money used to establish them in another place. I 
shall therefore decline to allow the patents to issue, hoping 
Congress may make suitable provision for their removal and 
the sale of their land and the investment of the money for their 
benefit in some other place. Very respectfully, 

H, M. Teller, Secretary. 
Mr. Edwin Eells, U. S. Indian Agent, Tacoma, Wash. 

Their homes were to be taken from them and sold and 
they with their families were to be moved off to some desert 
place, and having been located there were to be encouraged 
to become civilized, to become self-supporting. This is the 
Government method of encouraging the Indians to follow 
the white man’s road. 

The robbery thus contemplated was never carried out. 
Secretary Teller went out of office before this could be done, 
and the present administration has recommended the grant¬ 
ing of the patents to the Puyallup Indians. But the action 
of this Cabinet officer is a fair example of the shameful 
course of fraud and oppression carried on by the Govern¬ 
ment toward the Indians. 

THE INTERNATIONAL MATCH. 

^^HE letter from the National Rifle Association here to 
the Association in Great Britain has up to this writing 

brought no response. This is not surprising, since it is a 
matter not to be lightly decided, and besides the lapse of 
time has hardly been great enough to permit a reply to reach 
our shores. There is considerable doubt whether or no a 
match will he held this year. With Sir Henry Halford 
lying at deatti’s door, the American marksmen lose the ser¬ 
vice and active aid of one who has borne almost the entire 
burden of organizing and carrying out previous matches 
between the two countries. 

The Council will in due time consider the American letter 
and do what they can to bring about a contest. It is not at 
all unlikely, however, that the response will come in the 
form of a counter proposition for a match to be fought on 
British soil. The victory now lies with the foreign team. 
We are a defeated company, and the most natural way 
would be to send a challenge for the championship and 
follow it up with a strong team. It may strike the British 
riflemen as smacking somewhat of presumption for a de¬ 
feated team to send over an invitation for the victors to 
come and give a chance for reclaiming the lost laurels. 

The great Wimbledon meeting is a fixture. An American 
team going abroad may be sure of finding the very pick of 
the marksmen from the entire Kingdom gathered there, and 
a victory over such a team on such a field would he one of 

which the Americans might be justly proud. Such a step 
would be the natural one to take, and thus the onus of get¬ 
ting back their laurels would rest on our foreign cousins. 
We regret that they show no disposition to take away our 
small-bore honors, and our regret would be more than 
doubled if the great army of Volunteers should ever follow 
the example of their small-bore, long-range comrades and 
rest quietly in the ranks of the defeated. At present we 
on our side the water have but a partial victory to our 
credit. We know we have the better long-range weapons. 
We are certain that we can make the better military rifle, 
and find men to shoot them, too. Let us do it, and in a 
manly fashion, too, by going over with a strong team, armed 
with home-made weapons, loaded with home-made ammuni¬ 
tion, and fighting both the British weather and the British 
shooter. 

Just at present th.ere does not seem to be very much ex¬ 
citement anent the proposed renewal of international hos¬ 
tilities, but then we have a way of jumping in with a rush, 
getting ready for victory, getting the victory, and getting 
back to business again, which is peculiarly our own. If an 
American team is to be organized, a good percentage of it 
ought to come from other than the vicinity of New York. 
Boston and the West ought to contribute men. The Pacific 
slope keeps up a great deal of shooting of a sweepstake sort. 
Let a few of the California shooters come over and gain the 
skill in long-range work they have in short-range shooting, 
and there will be no trouble about satisfactory results. 

Spring Woodcock.—A gentleman who recently returned 
from Washington, informs us that woodcock are now being 
served up there at certain restaurants. He was told by John 
Chamberlain, that he was receiving about 25 woodcock 
daily. The idea of serving up nesting birds—as woodcock 
killed during the month of March certainly are—is suffi¬ 
ciently shocking and calls attention to the miserable in¬ 
efficiency of the game laws of the District of Columbia, and 
tbe equally miserable inadequacy of their enforcement. It 
is a shame that the seat of the United States Government 
should be the scene of such an abomination as eating breed¬ 
ing woodcock. The sportsmen of the District of Columbia 
are entitled to some consideration at the hands of Congress, 
and a suitable game law ought to be introduced and passed 
without delay. 

Initials are not Names.—If every correspondent who 
writes to the Forest and Stream on business should sign 
his bare initial instead of his name, the paper would shortly 
suspend. Some stupid folks do send in such semi-anonymous 
letters, and they are always a source of bother and vexation 
of spirit. Sometimes such letters contain money; sometimes 
the writers want something sent to them; sometimes the 
letter relates to a sick dog. There are all sorts of demands, 
requests, inquiries, written by people who do not know 
enough to sign their names. It takes all sorts of people to 
make up the world. Even fools have their place in the 
economy of human nature, for as said the Elder Cato, wise 
men may learn from them. 

Spring Shooting.—A correspondent suggests that the 
speediest way to legislate against spring shooting would be 
to secure the enactment by Congress of a law forbidding the 
spring killing of migratory birds. Unfortunately, however, 
Congress has no jurisdiction in the matter; it can only legis* 
late with reference to the game of the Territories, The stu-* 
pid and bungling fashion in which Congress handled the 
buffalo question a few years ago, showed that little intelli¬ 
gent game conservancy is to be expected from that body, 
even where it has jurisdiction. The abolition of spring 
shooting must be secured by State legislation. 

Chicago has a Quail Net Factory. Quail nets are 
more familiar institutions in the South and Southwest than 
in other parts of the country. Their use ought to he for¬ 
bidden everywhere. The only mitigating feature of the 
netting business is that some of the live birds are bought 
by sportsmen to restock depleted game grounds. 

The Yachting Season of 1886 promises to be more active 
than that of 1885. The canoeing season will be made 
notable by the international races. 

The Hounder’s Motto.—A deer in the water is worth 
two in the woodA^_ 

The Milliner’s Motto.—A bird in the hat is worth 
two in the bush. 
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A BOOM FOR COOKE CITY. 

^HESE are great days for Oooke. That inconsiderable. 

and almost whoMy undeveloped mining camp is brought! 

into undeserved prominence by the project to build a rafl'- 

load to it from Cinnabar, the end of the Northern Paadfc 

Park line, up the Yellowstone Kiver to the East Fork.,aaidi 

up that and Soda Butte Creek almost to the divide. What 

the mines at the head of Clark’s Fork may contain tj@>living 

man knows to day. We have seen specimens of ore;, said 

.to be from this region, that were enormously rich, but 

whether they came from these mines or not we- are unable to 

say. Ore specimens are not difficult to obtain^ in the West¬ 

ern country, and there never was a prospector yet who lacked 

specimens to show that his mine was one of tke most valu¬ 

able ever discovered. Cooke City has,been fortunate in that 

a number of prominent men are interested in the mines on 

the head of Clark’s Fork, and they have brought to bear on 

Congress influences which have resulted in a favorable re¬ 

port by committees in the Senate and the House of Repre¬ 

sentatives on a bill to.grant the right of way to a railroad 

through the Park., The rights of the people are thus most 
seriously threatened. 

The practicability of this route is not, so far as we have 

been able to learn, vouched for by any disinterested person. 

On the other hand, we have the testimony of Mr. Arnold 

RLague,. of the U. S. Geological Survey, who has examined 

the Third Canon of the Yellowstone River, that it is ex¬ 

tremely rough, and that the construction of a railroad 

through it would be attended with very great difficulties..' 

Such a road even if constructed would be a mere side line;, j 
having no traffic except what it might draw from the mines-;,; 

and it is as yet wholly uncertain whether this would bem3SDhii| 

or little, whether it would or would not justify the consteuc^l 

tion of this line. ^ 

:i 

So far as actual business possibilities go, any one of the 

routes on tihe east side of the range, i. e , the Stillwater, the 

Rocky Focrk, or the Clark’s Pork lines, is much more 

favorable. The Stillwater route would tap the mines at the 

foot of Hemderson Mountain, would open up a fine grazing 

country, a.nd a region, producing coal, marble and gypsum, 

but would, not for the present have much local traffic. The 

Rocky Fork route would develop a coal region and would 

tap all the mines of the district. The Clark’s Pork route, 

after running for about eighty miles over a level praiiie, 

where the cost of construction would be very slight, would 

turn up the river, and, passing abo've the canon, proceed to 

the mines. From this it would bring down their ore, and it 

•would be an easy route for the tourists who might wish to 

visit the wonderful Hoodoo country. It would open up a 

great stretch of valuable agricultural and grazing country 

Into which .settlers would pour as soon as permitted by the 

■Government. A spur to Rocky Fork would develop the 

‘excellent coal mines of that region. Another spur to the 

south would reach the new petroleum fields of Wyoming, 

whose development pi’omises such rich results. The road 

would not be dependent on the possible results of mining at 

the head of Clark’s Pork. It would have a far more certain, 

•csubstantial and enduring source of revenue than this. 

General Anderson, of the Northern Pacific R. R., is quoted 

ras stating that there is no practicable route to those mines 

;from the east side of the range; but General Anderson has 

never in person been over the ground referred to, nor, so far 

as we can learn, ha ve any of his subordinates. The H. S. 

topographical surveys have been over the ground and their 

reports speak of slight divides or easy passes between the 

heads of Soda Butte Creek and Clark’s Fork, and the same 

is true of the heads of Soda Butte and of Stillwater. 

We print this week anoljier map of the region under dis¬ 

cussion, showing the results of rough surveys of the three 

routes on the east side of the range, with the approximate 

lines to be followed and the length of each. As we have 

already pointed out, the Stillwater line can be still further 

extended up that stream to the foot of Henderson Mountain. 

These plattings are the results of a careful examination of 

the ground, and will be found to be approximately correct. 

There seems to be a very fair prospect that a road up 

Clark’s Fork will be built, whether the Cinnabar & Clark’s 

Fork Railroad obtains its right of way or not. Articles of 

incorporation for the Billings, Clark’s Fork & Cooke City 

Railroad were recently filed at Billings by Messrs. Thomas 

Hanlon, Philip M. Gallaher and Geo. B. Hulme, of Billings; 

Geo. V. Sims, of New A^ork. and Henry Kelley, of Phila¬ 
delphia, The capital stock of the corporation is $1,000,000 

in 10,000 shares of the par value of $100 each. This corpor¬ 

ation has its engineer now in the field making surveys, and 

it is stated that the work will be pushed forward as rapidly 

as possible. Another road is projected up Stillwater, and 

surveyors have been at work along this line. 
Under any circumstances, therefore, it seems probable that 

Cooke will have its railroad, and on this point the capitalists 

of that district and their friends in Congress may feel 

easy in their minds. The development of the region does 

not call for the giving away by Congress of a portion of the 

people’s pleasure ground. That must not be tampered with, 

must not be taken away from those to whom it belongs, to 

put dollars into the pockets of a few men. The region must 

not be thrown open so that, as was the case last year, a lot 

of people can rush in and stake out coal claims all over one 

of the most beautiful and interesting portions of the :^rk. 
The game and the timber, now so abundant along the East 
Fork, must not be handed over to the tender care of the hide 
hunter, the tie chopper and the charcoal burner. 

The Park must be preserved. 
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A SLICE OF LUCKi 

HOW fully, as lie casts a retrospective glance over the 
vanished years, the hunter realizes that there are days 

and days. Days when, in spite of all his ingenuity and per¬ 
severance, the shades of night turned his steps homeward 
weary and nnsuccessful* or days when, ivitli the minimum 
of effort, a Beuj imin’s portion fell to his lot; when the un¬ 
friendly snow, hardened by last night’s frost after yesterday’s 
thaw, snapped crisp warnings of dantrer to far-away, vigi¬ 
lant ears, or when, powdery and silent, it muffled and dead¬ 
ened every footfall and bore him on to glorious victory; 
when the fickle and eddying gusts carried to remotest hiding 
places the taint of his presence, or when the steady and 
favoring brei z-i baffled the keenest-scented monarchs of the 
wuldwoods; when ti e untimely crackle of a broken twig at 
the crucial moment forfeited the one chance of the day, or 
when, no matter whether noisy or still, his star of luck was 
ever in the ascendant; again, when, worst of all, the hunted 
and wounded game eluded his most persistent search only to 
die a lingering and lonely death, or when, even with the 
most risky and all but hopeless opportunities, bullet upon bul¬ 
let sang prompt and deci-ive death knells. We have all 
known our good an«l our bad days, but we naturally prefer 
to permit memory to linger on the cheering reminiscences of 
the lucky ones; so 1 now recall what was, taking all things 
into consideration, the most fortunate hunting experience of 
my life. 

I was living at the time on Grand Prairie, a small settle¬ 
ment situated some thirty or forty miles southeast of Kam¬ 
loops and eighteen or twenty from the nearest accessible 
point of the present Canadian Pacific Bail way. In spite of 
its pretentious name the prairie is only a narrow valley a 
couple of miles or so in width, and probably three or four 
times as long, with a small stream, dignified by the title of 
Salmon River (I suppose on the lueus a non lucendo princi¬ 
ple, for, so far as my observation goes, it is destitute of 
salmon), winding through it. The trend of the valley is 
east and west. On the north and south are timbered foothills, 
covered with a luxuriant growth of fir and pine, running up 
to meet the precipitous heights that cap the mountains. 
Here and there the ruddy volcanic cliffs rise almost directly 
from the grass-covered plain without any intervening slopes, 
and from their crowns a further stretch of rolling, limbered 
ground leads to the uppermost tier of rocks. Along the 
mountain breast, with its dark, deep gulches, its grassy and 
brush-dotted slopes, its tiny, rippling, crystal streams, that 
are sucked up by the thirsty land before they can reach the 
prairie, the deir wander in happy and safe seclusion, save 
when the Shuswap Indians, with whom this is a favorite 
hunting ground, are laying in a supply of meat, or when 
some venison-appreciating settler leaves his work-a day life 
for a while to enrich the family larder with a fat buck. 

In the winter of 1881-3, a number of Indians were camped 
on the prairie, and they several times told us, during their 
periodical visits to the house, of a mountain sheep with fine 
horns which they had occasionally seen on their hunting 
expeditions but had failed to capture. Now a genuine 
Rocky Mountain sheep was pme of a class I had hitherto 
had no opportunity of hunting, and I felt proportionately 
anxious to try my luck, though it seemed almost absurd to 
expect success where so many had met with disappointment. 
However, the thought kept forcing itself upon me that such 
a chance might never present itself again, seeing that we 
were separated from the Rockies by at least two minor but 
far from despicable chains of mountains, the Selkirks and 
the Gold Range, and that this was the first sheep seen in our 
vicinity for a number of years. While hesitating and un¬ 
certain whether to start on such an apparently wild goose 
chase or not, one of the neighbors, who had been on the top 
of the mountains to the north looking for stray horses, 
dropped in to say that during the day he had seen thirty or 
forty deer and the coveted sheep—the latter leisurely pick¬ 
ing his way along a rocky sidehill half a mile or so from 
him. This news decided me, and I prepared for a hunt on 
the morrow. 

When morning dawned I took my rifle and a lunch in 
case of any delay and started up the mountain. Very for¬ 
tunately for the success of the enterprise there had been a 
slight snowfall during the night, and as I toiled upward I 
noted with hopeful satisfaction the excellent tracking and 
the noiselessness of my steps. The whole mountain was 
familiar ground, for I had killed deer in almost every pan 
of it, so there was no difficulty in selecting the proper course 
to pursue to reach the place where the sheep had last been 
seen. Straight upward till the base of the highest line of 
cliffs barred" further progress in that direction, and then I 
turned at right angles along the face of the hill, and cautiously 
picked my steps among the scattered rocks that had fallen 
from above, till I gained a point up which a steep but prac¬ 
ticable path to the summit ascended. Right on the trail 
there was a solitary downward track that set my pulses 
throbbing tumultuously, for, though I had never seen a 
mountain sheep’s hoof-prints before, I knew I saw them 
then. With watchful gaze and ready rifle, step by step, 1 
followed down the mount8.in. Down went the track lower 
and lower, over grassy slopes, where the mildnets of the 
morning was already wasting the new-fallen snow; through 
belts of fir and pine, where my senses needed to be doubly 
on the alert. Onward and downward the sheep had gone, 
never stopping to nibble the grass or to crop the tiny shoots 
of the unrterbrush, but ever pressing steadily downward. 
Downward till I knew that I was nearing one of the points 
where the lower cliffs directly overlooked the prairie; down¬ 
ward, till my heart began to sink and my mind to be filled 
with misgivings lest the game had eluded my pursuit by 
crossing the valley to the possibly more congenial, because 
more inaccessible, heights to the south. 

Near the southern edge of the last narrow fringe of tim¬ 
ber that lay between me and the front of the mountain, the 
sheep had for the first time varied from the unswerving 
directness of his march, and had zigzagged in and out a little 
among the brush. By this time the snow had almost dis¬ 
appeared, and it had become a matter of some little difficulty 
to follow the windings of the track, but still the melting 
snow had softened the ground sufficiently to leave the hoof- 
prints perceptible enough on close examination. Slowly and 
patiently I followed the animal’s steps, stealthily moving, 
yard by yard. till finally I stood behind the outmost tr. e, 
looking anxiously across the hundred and fifty yards of open 
rocky ground that alone separated me from t.^e bluff in front. 
More than ever did I fear that the chase had been in vain, 
for the only possible bit of cover that could shelter the sheep 
was a diminutive stunted juniper growing alone about fiity 

yards from where I stood. The brush was so dwarfed and 
small as to seem quite incapable of concealing any animal 
as large as the one whose trail I had been following; but as 
it was the only spot of cover within sight, I watched it much 
as a cat would watch a mousediole. As 1 stood, with rifle 
cocked and half raised, debating in my mind what course 
to pursue, a movement behind the juniper brought the rifle 
to my shoulder just in time to cover the shoulder of the ram 
as he rose quietly from his resting place, and leisurely 
stretched himself, apparently quite unalarmed, but with his 
head half turned toward me* a clean broadside shot. The 
low bush concealed Ms legs, and thus prevented me from 
appreciating his appearance properly) but I must confess 
that my first feeling was one of keen disappointment, for he 
looked squat and ungainly to eyes accustomed to the more 
slender and graceful deer. His head, too, surmounted by 
its monstrous horns, was seemingly so utterly out of propor¬ 
tion as to largely enhance the first impression of his ungainlb 
ness. 

How long I stood in that fashion drinking in every detail 
of his appearance—and I am candid enough to admit that his 
style became much more striking as our acquaintance pro¬ 
gressed—I don’t know, possibly not more than two or three 
seconds, though it certainly seemed as many minutes. A 
slight motion on his part suggested meditated flight, so I 
pressed the trigger and assisted him to make up his mind a 
trifle more promptly perhaps. Half a dozen rapid bounds to 
the left carried him to the brink of a steep cleft in the rocks 
down which he literally slid on all fours. There was no 
snow and on the bare ground I could not see a drop of blood. 
I ran to the edge of the gulch so as to get another shot if he 
attemnled either to run down to the prairie or to climb the 
opposite bank, but there was no sign of life. Down in the 
bottom of the ravine, however, on a patch of snow which 
the sombre shade of the sheer cliff had preserved, was a long 
streak of red. It was utterly out of the question to follow 
his short cut to the bottom, so I climbed back up the moun¬ 
tain till I could manage to scramble into the gulch with 
safety. Carefully following it down to the prairie, I 
presently spied the ram jammed between the trunk of a pine 
and the rocky wall of the ravine. I was morally certain he 
was stone dead, but, to remove all doubt, I gave him another 
bullet. It was unnecessary, however, for the first one had 
gone clean through his heart. He was lean, but, without 
the head, dressed 140 pounds. The head was a noble one, 
and to-day graces the dining-room of a Spallumcheen friend. 

Often in thinking over the subject of this sketch, when I 
remember the rarity of the animal so far west of the Rockies, 
the bare chance there was in such a stretch of country of 
even striking his track, the strong possibility of not getting 
a successful shot even if he was started, the fortunate snow 
fall which just lasted long enough for the needs of the oc¬ 
casion and no more, and the accommodating manner in 
which he journeyed homeward so as to save the trouble of 
packing, 1 cannot help regarding the work of that January 
morning as a huge slice of luck. R. M. C. 

Caohk Creek, British Columbia. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Fublish- 
ing Co. 

THE AUDUBON SOCIETY. 

HE AtmuBON SociETT has given form to what may fairly 
be characterized as a national movement. The wide¬ 

spread circulation of Forest and Stream has penetrated 
to the remotest towns and villages of the land; the press has 
been stirred up and the best sentiments of the American 
women have been roused. Local secretaries have been 
appointed in different towns in almost every State in the 
Union, and correspondence is flowing in from all the States 
and Territories, as well as from Ontario, Quebec, and the 
maritime Provinces of the Dominion. The registered mem¬ 
bership is well into the thousands, and several thousand of 
the Society’s pledges are in the hands of its local secretaries. 
The Utica (N. Y.) Secretary heads the list with a member¬ 
ship of upward of two hundred, which will probably be soon 
eclipsed, for while the movement advances generally with a 
steady glow, it occasionally bursts into a flame of enthusiasm. 
At Grand Rapids, Mich., there have been numerous public 
meetings within the past week, and the question of discarding 
feathers put to the vote at the women’s clubs and carried in 
the affirmative by two-thirds majority, amid the sighs of the 
minority. At Davenport, Iowa, too, an influential public 
Hjeeting secured a very important adhesion to the cause, ac¬ 
companied by resolutions to organize for the propagation of 
the movement in affiliation with the parent Society, while 
from secluded villages come letters from' isolated women, 
who unmoved by any evidences of enthusiasm around them, 
announce the destruction of their leathers and ask permission 
to labor for the cause. The Natural History Society of 
Toronto is taking comprehensive measures for securing the 
CO operation of the clergy of all denominations throughout 
the Province, but beyond and above all this the New York 
milliners, anticipating the results of the movement, have 
brought out their spriug stock prettily decorated with brignt 
flowers, ribbons and artistic bead works. The head gear of 
the women on the streets is a moving museum of stuffed 
birds and fragments of birds, but the shop windows reflect 
back few feathers excepting the graceful plumes of the 
ostrich. These are gratifying results from a movement which 
is but yet in its infancy, the promoters and officers of which 
have hardly had time to consider the details of their organiz 
ation. We are happy to announce that the certificates of 
membership, with a beautifully executed portrait of John 
James Audubon, the painter naturalist, are now ready for 
distribution, and we wish that all secretaries who do not 
receive their quota within the ensuing week would send us a 
list of their membership. Those members who have been in 
direct communication with the parent Society will receive 
theirs as early as possible, but the secretary’s hands are full. 

Dr. I. E. Nagle writes of the bird destruction in Florida: 
“What a sari contrast to all that is the present condition of 

things. So-called hunters have shot out and frightened away 
all of the game and singing birds in the State, except those 
which hide in the almost inaccessible portions. And though 
it is almost as rare a thing to see a bird in a day's travel as it 
is to find a hen’s tooth, yet the hunters go tramping in search 
of the poor birds, which they call game. It is a pitiful and 1 pi liable sight indeed to see a big overgrown lout of a fellow, 
after being out all day with a gun, come home in the gloam¬ 
ing, toting a tom-tit as big as one’s thumb, and act as if he 

had done a great thing in shooting away a pound or two of 
shot to do the deed of killing. The noise that such shooters 
make with their guns, popping all day long, frightens fill 
song and plumage birds so that not a chirp or chirrup, except 
What comes from the pugnacious arid fearless sparrows, are 
heard in the land. So if you want to hear a mocking bird or 
red bird, you have to go to some barber shop dr drink shop 
or elsewhere, w here the 'critter* is kept prisoner in a cage. 
The past Cold winter and the shooters have almost annihilated 
the birds in this section, and if there ever was a time thdt 
demanded a cessation of such wholesale slaughter of thepoOr 
birds, now is the time, and we earnestly hope that the gun 
clubs and sportsmen's associations will urge the matter and 
inflict the most stringent punishment against these promiscu¬ 
ous and abominable gun snappers and powder-burning 
wretches.” 

On page V. is printed the pledge blank of the Audubon 

SociBTv. Those of the readers of Forest and Stream; 
who are interested m the work of the Society may cut out 
this pledge form and return it with signature; and receive in 
return the certificate of membership to which its signer Is 
entitled. Where no local secretary has been appointed (the 
Society wishes to have one in every town), applicants lor 
membership may send their pledges directly to ihe Society. 
In no case will a certificate of membership be hsued before 
the receipt of the signed pledges. The signing of any of the 
pledges will qualify one for membership in the Society. It 
is earnestly desired that each member may sign all of the 
pledges. Beyond the promise contained in the pledge no 
obligation nor responsibility is incurred. There are no fees, 
no dues nor any expenses of any kind. There are no con¬ 
ditions as to age. Address The Audobon Society, No. 40 
Park Row, New Yoik city. 

HABITS OF THE BLUEJAY. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
“A wahsoose” alludes in a recent communication to a fool¬ 

ish prejudice existing among the farmers against the bluejay. 
That this feeling exists there is no doubt, nor that it is 
widely spread. There is no question that this bird steals a 
good 'deal of corn, both from the ear while still upon the 
stalk and from the corn cribs, where he can manage to find 
entrance to such. In this region there is much complaint of 
his depredations upon the wheat in shocks and stacks, audit 
will be difficult to convince the people that the bird does not 
do a great deal of mischief with little benefit of any sort aris¬ 
ing from his insecl-destioying proclivities. 

Now the jay, as I have before stated in the columns of the 
Forest AND Stream, is a particular friend of mine, notwith¬ 
standing Ms intractable voice, and I have been on familiar 
terms with a good many of them. I have not harmed one 
for more than thirty years, and 1 am sorry that my knowl¬ 
edge of their habits during the milder portion of the year is 
insufficient for me to decide how far they are beneficial or 
otherwise to the farmer’s crops. My intimacy with them 
has usually ceased with the close of the snowy months, dur¬ 
ing which I have often had many of them as pensioners 
upon my bounty. So far as I know, they spend their sum¬ 
mers in the woods. 

Will some Thoreau or Burroughs kindly enlighten on these 
points the friends and enemies of this beautiful bird? 

I often regret that I have not been favored by circum¬ 
stances in the accurate study of ornithology, but if 1 have 
missed many facts I have also learned a few. My favorite 
bird is the woodpecker. I like his ways and admire his per¬ 
sistence. I have derived much satisfaction from watching 
the methods of the bird in its different varieties, and nave 
sat within a few feet of the pileated woodpecker while he, 
with his combination tool chest, created a pile of wooden- 
ware as large as a fair-sized cooking range. I have seen one 
of a different variety tapping upon one of the iron suspen¬ 
sion rods of a bridge over the Oconto River, in Northern 
Wisconsin, and this upon the 10th of January. I could not 
identify the species, neither could I suppose that the racket 
he made had an amatory purpose, and 1 had too much re¬ 
spect for the mental characteristics of the genus to think that 
he expected to derive any sustenance from that piece of iron. 
On the whole T am of the opinion that he was seeking to 
keep up appearances, just as sailors are said to have been set 
to pounding the anchors during a calm. 

Not to occupy too much of your space with these matters, 
1 desire to offer a suggestion. There are certain varieties of 
birds which are specially banned, and devoted on principle 
to destruction by most who cultivate the soil. If the Audu¬ 
bon Society could issue for distribution among farmers a 
circulai- or pamphlet, especially devoted to the consideration 
of the habits of this class of birds, pleading their cause where 
reason exists, and enforcing the plea with facts, and in the 
case of any feathered felon whose predatory or destructive 
propensities outweigh his services, admitting the fact and 
proposing remedies, it might be beneficial. It is hard to 
persuade the average countryman that all birds should be 
spared. I myself cannot take that stand, although I have 
signed the three pledges of the Audubon Society. 

Kelpie. 

APRIL 14, 1&56.__ 

HAWKS VS. PARTRIDGES. 

Editor Forest and Stream-. 
If hawks kill so many more partridges than guns do (as all 

huntsmen who are opposed to the protection of game by law 
try to make us believe), is it not right funny that where the 
report of the gun or rifle never breaks upon the stillness of 
the scene there game is always plentiful. The cold winter 
of ’57 destroyed all the partridges in Virginia west of Rich¬ 
mond, and when the war broke out they were still scarce; 
yet in the fall of ’65, after four years of peace alike to the 
hawk and the partridge, the latter were more numerous than 
the oldest inhabitant had ever seen before, and I venture the 
assertion that more of them were exhibited for sale in the 
streets of Richmond that fall than have been seen there 
within the last ten years all put together. I suppose it is the 
hawk that has so thinned out the muskrat in tide-water Vir¬ 
ginia and not the trapper; that it is the hawk which has well 
nigh extirpated the wild pigeon of the West and not the 
pigeon shooting, and that the wolf aud panther have been 
the slavers of the vast herds of bison of the plains and not the 
fur hunter. 

For my part, I wish all the hawks and all their tribe, with 
all the feroe natures, were at the bottom of the deep sea. But 
it surprises me that every one who has given the subject a 
moment’s thought does not see at a glance that man is the 
destroying angel of all the animals upon this earth when he 
sets himself to the work. N. 

Virginia, March, 1880. 
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SPARROW HAWKS WISE AND FOOLISH. 

WE have now been told by one having authority, that 
“classic crickets” and “brown old grasshoDoers” are 

atfd 
plenty around Washington "warm sunny days” in January. 
Shall we next be told that June bugs also are plenty in 
January? I perceive that Mr. Henshaw has “bit off raore 
than he can chaw.” I understand him now to say, cold 
wintry days, when “full knee deep the wintry snows are 
lying,” those foolish virgins of the sparmrius family who have 
not flown south, do then feed on English sparrows, not having 
“brown old grasshoppers” in their silos. It is not my 
intention to force the learned gentleman to the wall, but 1 
suggest it to him that the English sparrow nuisance being of 
recent origin, is, speaking after the manner of a great person¬ 
age, matter to this issue aliunde. Before there were any 
English sparrows what did poor sparverius do then? It is 
admitted those foolish virgins of the spai^eni, having no 
silos and no brown old grasshoppers in them cold wintry 
days, do then, as it were, perforce, taste of field mice. Like¬ 
wise aliujide, as I maintain, is removal of the capital beyond 
the Mississippi. If the soldiers and the politicians and the 
parsons found that scheme too much for them it will not, as 
I believe, materialize if now taken up by the grasshoppers 
and the sparrow hawks and the savants. 

Excluding, therefore, matters aliunde, the issue here to be 
tried narrows itself to three considerations, viz., (a) Do all 
wise sparrow hawks go south in winter? (6) If “festive 
hoppers” are plenty around here warm sunny days in Janu¬ 
ary and February, what are they feasting on ? (c) How many 
“grasshopper days” are there hereabouts from Dec. 1 to May 
1? On this point I demand a bill of particulars and 1 give 
notice of intention to put Professor Eiley on the stand. I 
am of opinion that all wise sparrow hawks do not go 
south in winter, and 1 will argue this point further on. 
Further I am of opinion that neither “warm sunny days” 
nor “brown old grasshoppers” are plenty around here in 
January and February, and I omit here all reference to 
June bugs for the sake of brevity and perspicuity. 

I have not, as has Mr. Henshaw, upon my head and down 
tipon my flowing beard, even unto the skirts of my garments 
that sacred Smithsonian oil, but all the same I will not “take 
a dare” from him. How dare he so misrepresent the wisdom 
of the sparrow hawk to the misleading of the readers of 
Forest akd Stream as to pretend that he goes south in the 
winter to get “brown old grasshoppers,” thereby showing 
his wisdom, whereas all the while “brown old grasshoppers” 
are plenty around here. An argument which carries with it 
its own contradiction and contains within itself the principle 
of self stultification. 

The fact is, Mr. Editor, that Mr. Henshaw in the outset 
overstated his case. Neither winter nor summer, in my 
opinion and belief, does the sparrow hawk feed on insects 
by preference, but according to my observation and knowl¬ 
edge always by preference upon field mice, thereby render¬ 
ing important service to the farmer, for he can and does 
keep these pests in check. But if he were exclusively an 
iusectivore, his labors in that behalf would amount to little, 
seeing the paucity of his numbers and the size of his maw. 
I have very rarely seen them attack any manner of small 
bird, but I have seen them neglecting swarms of small birds 
hard by, following the cartmen all day in hauling out fodder 
to cattle, day after day, cold wintry days hovering over head 
on expectant wing, and dropping like a bolt upon every 
mouse uncovered by the removal of the fodder. In mid¬ 
summer when the grass fields were literally alive with 
“brown old grasshoppers,” I have seen a pair of these dimin¬ 
utive falcons ignoring the insects wholly, bringing in to their 
young mouse after mouse, and mice exclusively, for hours 
together. I depend on my own long familiarity with these 
birds when I say that I think them absolutely harmless and 
very useful to the farmer, and it is a downright, diabolical 
shame for any man to shoot them. 

I am convinced that but for the sparrow hawk, the 
marsh harrier, and certain owls, the field mouse would so 
multiply as to become an extremely serious and destructive 
pest. I have repeatedly sought to call attention to the 
shameful folly of destroying these and other useful and 
innocent and beautiful birds, which add so greatly to the 
charms of rural life, and I beg to add voice to those 
more potent in behalf of the preservation of birds as put 
forth so much to my satisfaction through the columns of 
Forest and Stream, and am ready to shake hands across 
the bloody chasm with Mr. Henshaw and join hands with 
him in this good cause. M. G. Ellzet, M.D. 

Anglers and Birds.—Editor Forest and Stream; The dis¬ 
appearance of our native song birds and those that are purely 
ornamental when alive, and not so when dead, is a matter 
that is deplored by anglers as much as by any other class. 
You know my belief that it’s not all of fishing to fish, and 
the birds contribute not a little to the sum total of pleasure 
in a day’s outing. One can lay on his back in the green 
grass, sniff the odor of the pine, listen to the murmur of the 
brook and the songs of the birds, and return home feeling 
that the day has been one of joy, even if there is no fish in 
the creel. The birds are part of an angler’s day out, and I 
am right glad your paper has taken the matter up and I 
trust your efforts may result in righting this great wrong to 
our friends, the birds. My wife, daughter and self wish to 
be enrolled as members of the Audubon Socebtt.—A. N. 
Chenev. _ 

Prairie Dog’s Habits.—Philadelphia, Miss.—We have a 
pet prairie dog, brought from Wise county, Texas. It 
drinks water.—S. P. Nash. 

Recent Arriv^xls at the Philadelphia Zoological Garden.— 
Purchased—Tvro striped hyenas (Hyaena striatus), male and female, 
three Campbell’s monkeys (Cercopithecus campbellii), one maleaou- 
dad (Ovis tragelaphus), two hog deer (Cervus porcinus) male and 
female, one female African porcupine (Hystrix cristata), one male 
tiger (Felis tigris), two Europesn squirrels (Sciums vulgaris) male 
and female, one male harnessed antelope (Tragelaphus scriptus), one 
male red kangaroo (Macropus rufus), one female silver pheasant 
(Euplocamus nycthemerus), four Mexican jays (Xanthura beeclieyi), 
two golden-headed parrakeets (Brotogerys tui), two European wax 
wings (Ampelis garrulus), two cardinal redbirds (Cardinalis virgini- 
anus), two ground doves (Qharncepeleia passerina), two goldfinches 
(Carduelis elegans, one black bullfinch (Pyrrimla rubicilla), one petz 
conure (Conurus petzi) and one cactus conm-e (Coiiurus cactorum. 
Presented—One Macaque monkey (Macacus cynomolgus), one Brazil¬ 
ian squirrel (Sciums aistuuns), one muskrat (Fiber zibethec^is), one 
red fox (Vxdpes fulvus), one common deer (Cervus virginianus), one 
crow blackbird (Quiscaluspurpureus) and one white sparrow (Passer 
doniesticus). Born—Two Ansrora goats (Capra hircus) male and 
female, one striped hyena (Hyaena striatus), one male eland (Oreas 
canna) and three turtle doves (Turtur risorius). 

Nearly Eighteen Thousand Men in 1SS4 were paid cash benefits 
under accident policies in the Travelers, of Hartford, or 57 for every 
working day.— 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Co. 

THE TRAJECTORY TEST. 
'’^HE full repKjrt of the Forest and Stre4m’s trajectory test of hunt- 

ing rifles has been issued in pamphlet form, with the illustra¬ 
tions and the tabular summary, making in all 96 pages. For sale at 
this office, or sent post-paid. Price 50 cents. 

LINES 
ON FLUSHING A QUAIL IN THE CITY STREET. 

A H! whistling wings with startled rush, 
I hear your flurry at the flush; 

To hear thy drumming pinions raise. 

Here in the dust of city ways. 

Brings back the “flight” of other days— 
The field, the hollow and the swale. 

Where erst I knew thee, royal quail. 

Hath fright then wak'd thy whirring wings 

From silent sylvan woods and springs, 
To linger ’mong the haunts of men, 
From field and wood, the copse and fen. 

Where grieves disconsolate thy hen— 
Her truant love, her mate, her male, 

Her royal master. Bob White quail? 

Make haste then “Rob” and fly the town. 
And seek thy bonny mate of brown; 

Take on again thy household cares. 
Rear well thy brood, avoid the snares; 

Rear goodly bevies from the “pairs,” 
And next October, without fail, 

ni see you, royal Bob White quail. Folk. 

Cleburn-e, Texas. 

THE DEER HOUNDING BILL. 

ACOBRESPONDENT who was present when the bill 
was discussed by the Senate writes: The dogs will 

soon be loose again. Senators Vedder, Fassett, Raines, and 
Hendricks made a hard fight, but the Senate was fixed. Ail 
the New York and Brooklyn senators were against us. I 
believe they are inspired to this by the Governor and by the 
promise of help from the Republican members of the House 
who favor the Dill. Still it took over two hours to pass it, and 
it only passed by the united efforts of Messrs. Erwin, Tuck, 
Barnes. Palmer and Hadley, all of whom were on the floor 
of the Senate holding up Senatore who had promised to vote 
for it or could be induced to do so. The singular spectacle 
was presented of the sergeant-at-arms of the Assembly 
actually circulating among senators and soliciting votes. 

Senator Fassett moved to strike out the fines allowing the 
use of dogs. A Ion? discussion followed. This and the 
motion against water killing, offered by Senator Hendricks, 
were defeated. It was agreed that St. Lawrence should be 
exempt. Senator Marvin asked that Delaware be also ex¬ 
cepted. This was at first refused, but to conciliate matters, 
agreed to. Then the three-deer clause was moved. This 
led to quite a discussion, but was at length agreed to. It 
was then moved to progress the bill. Hon. Senator Vedder 
again renewed the motion to prohibit water killing, support 
ing his motion by two strong speeches. Senator Fassett also 
warmly supported this motion. Senator Raines also addressed 
the Senate. For a few moments it looked as though the 
thing would carry, but the vote stood twelve for and sixteen 
against the amendment. The bill was then read a third 
time and passed. McMillan spoke briefly. Wemple said 
nothing, but worked the Democratic side of the house. 

So ends the fighting of ’86. We have had great odds 
against us all the lime. Albany. 

From the Albany Evening Journal, April 14. 

The special order of the Senate was the deer-hounding 
bill, but two hours were given to general business before it 
was reached. Then Mr. Hendricks offered an amendment 
which prohibits wounding or killing deer while in the water. 
He denounced as brutal and cowardly the methods of jack¬ 
hunting and Mr. Fassett joined in this opinion. Mr. Kel¬ 
logg protested against attempts to load down the bill with 
amendments with a view to killing it in the Assembly. This 
was done at the instigation of a member of the Assembly. 
Men were opposing the bill who had no knowledge of the 
subject. Mr. McMillan said the bill was the result of the 
best thought of the committee and it ought not to be amended 
as proposed. Jack-hunting was restricted by the bill. Mr. 
Vedder said no one could defend jack-hunting. All that 
could be said for it was that it was good for city consump¬ 
tives to sit about on a log, hear the baying of dogs, and shoot 
the deer while they were helpless in the water. The amend¬ 
ment was lost, ayes 9, noes 15. Mr. Marvin moved to ex¬ 
cept Delaware county from this act. They had a few deer 
down in that county and they wanted to keep them. Mr. 
Kellogg said that this was another attempt to kill the bill. 
Mr. Fassett maintained that each amendment should be 
treated fairly. Deer hounding was brutal butchery, and if 
Delaware county wanted to be excepted it should be. Mr. 
Kellogg declared that it was true that a member (referring to 
Gen. Curtis) was on the floor trying to beat the bill by induc¬ 
ing Senators to offer amendments. Against his judgment 
Mr. Kellogg said he accepted Mr. Marvin’s amendment. Mr. 
Fassett moved to amend by prohibiting deer hounding in any 
county. He believed it would be a good thing if all killing 
of deer could be prohibited for five or ten years. Deer 
hounding was prohibited last year and there was no reason 
why it should now be permitted. Mr. Kellogg held that if 
still-buntingispermitted, deer hounding should be permitted. 
Deer bounding is more manly than still-hunting. The 
opposition to the bill comes from those who make mer¬ 
chandise of still-hunting. Where one deer is killed by 
hounding, four or five are killed still-hunting. Deer 
hounding makes the deer shy and more difficult to kill. He 
read letters from New York city sporting clubs in favor of 
the bill. The guides, too, who are dependant on city sports¬ 
men for earning a livelihood are forced to still-hunt for 
merchandise unless deer hounding is permitted and city 
sportsmen visit the woods. Deer carcasses could not find a 
market in his county last year under the prohibitory law, 
so many deer were killed still-hunting. Deer hounding gives 
consumptives a brief experience of manly sport, and for this 
reason—sentimental though it bo—should be considered. 
Mr. Fassett held that the city sportsmen, without muscle, in 
English clothes, who wish to hear the baying of the hounds, 
desire hounding, because when the deer is all tired out and 

driven in the water_these city sportsmen can then kill it with 
a shotgun if the guide holds it by the tail. It was absurd to 
say that the deer are protected by being made sby by the 
hounds. As well say that cats protect mice, and wolves pro¬ 
tect sheep. If the city sportsmen want to hear the haying 
of the hounds he suggested dragging the anise-seed bag in 
the North Woods as Long Island and Newport sportsmen do. 
Mr. Smith believed that no harm could come from deer 
hounding during September. Mr. Sloan believed that prac¬ 
tically deer hounding was no more cruel than still-hunting. 
He believed the encouragement of tourists in the North 
Woods would put to check the extermination of deer, as 
deer killing was not then left the only means of a guide’s 
livelihood. Mr. Wemple declared this game bill was the best 
ever introduced. The only manly and humane way to kill 
deer is by hounding. Mr. Fassett’s amendment was lost- 
ayes 6, noes 18. Mr. Vedder moved to amend by prohibiting 
persons from killing more than three deer in a season. Ac¬ 
cepted. Mr. Vedder renewed Mr. Hendrick’s amendment 
which prohibits killing any deer in the water. Replying to 
Mr. Vedder, Mr. Kellogg held up a picture from Forest 
AND Stream, and declared that its representation of men in 
tall silk hats mounted on horses showed all it knew of deer 
hunting in the Adirondacks. Mr. Kellogg said that 
Fassett’s position was not a surprise to him. He had been 
on the “off” side of everything this winter. Mr. Vedder’s 
amendment was lost, and the bill was paseed—ayes 21, noes 8. 
[Kellogg was mistaken about the picture. That should be 
credited to Dr. Ward. The Forest and Stream picture 
was of Mr. Kellogg’s friends with the club and the “tail 
holt. ”] 

Following is a list of the members of the New York Sen¬ 
ate with their votes on the deer hounding bill: 

VOTED IN ITS favor. 
Fagan, Dem., Maspeth. 
Pierce, Dem., 7 Montague terrace, Brooklyn. 
Worth, Kcp., 182 Graham avenue, Brooklyn. 
Murphy, Dem., 441 Washington street, New York. 
Reilly, Dem., 35 Ridge street, New York. 
Daly, Dem., 230 East Twelfth street. New York. 
Dunham, Dem., 68 Murray street. New York. 
Cullen, Dem., 219 East Thirty ninth street. New York. 
Plunkitt, Dem., 442 West Fifty-first street. New York, 
Nelson, Dem., Sing Sing. 
Hoysradt, Rep., Hudson. 
Comstock, Rep., Lansinghurgh. 
Parker, Jr., Dem., Albany. 
Wemple, Dem., Fnitonville. 
Kellogg. Rep., Elizabethtown. 
Knapp, Rep., Lowville. 
Sloan, Rep., Oswego. 
CoggesbaU, Rep., Waterville. 
Smith, Rep., Morrisville. 
Walker, Rep., Batavia. 
McMillan, Rep., Buffalo. 

VOTED AGAINST IT. 
Marvin, Rep., Walton. 
Hendricks, Rep., Syracuse. 
Barager, Rep., Candor. 
Fassett, Rep., Elmira. 
Raines, Rep., Canandaigua. 
Pitts, Rep., Medina. 
Vedder, Rep., Ellicottville. 
Griswold, Rep., 43 Fort Green place, Brooklyn. 

DID NOT VOTE. 
Connelly, Rep., Eangston. 
Low, Rep., Middletown. 
Traphagen, Dem., 14 East Sixty-third street. New York. 

The bill again passed the Assembly last Friday by a vote 
of 99 to 11. 

From the New York Times, April 15. 

The bill passed by the State Senate yesterday in respect to 
the hunting of deer in this State took a very unsatisfactory 
shape. Mr. Fassett’s amendment preventing the running of 
deer with dogs should have been adopted, as necessary to 
preserve the deer. There was no argument against it. The 
plea that a consumptive might soothe his declining years by 
setting dogs after deer was as nearly worthy that name as 
anything that was said. If a wise system of game laws had 
been adopted fifty years ago, the extinct animals of the 
Adirondack wilderness, like the moose, might still be found 
there and be hunted under suitable restrictions. In spite of 
the restrictions contained in the Senate bill, it is to be feared 
that if that hill becomes law, sportsmen already elderly will 
see the time when there is not a deer left in the North 
Woods. 

The Legislature does well in shortening the deer hunting 
season, and in virtually stopping the slaughter of deer for 
market by the provision that no person- shall send game out 
of the forest or bring out more than one carcase; and in re¬ 
storing to hunters the privilege of hounding it thinks to save 
the deer by preventing still-hunting, which last year proved 
very destructive. But last season was exceptional, and after 
a study of the testimony of sportsmen on both sides, we 
reached the conclusion that hunting with dogs is not less de¬ 
structive than the rival method. Aside from other consider¬ 
ations the practice of hounding is ahominabiy cruel. Persons 
of much refinement know that the deer should not be hunted 
at all and the slaying of these animals in the State Park 
should be prohibited; but the entire public is not yet enlight¬ 
ened on this subject.—Syracuse Standard, April 16. 

Victoria, Texas, April 10.—Editor Forest and Stream: I 
inclose you a clipping from a Southern newspaper: “A wild 
hog in Northern Alabama has become the acknowledged 
master of a large tract of wooded country. Hunters give the 
place a wide berth. A few days ago the animal lacerated a 
pack of hounds so badly that they will never be of service 
again,” If the New York Legislature repeals the non-hound¬ 
ing law, how would it work to capture this animal and turn 
him loose in the Aditondacks?—C. S. W. 

April Deer Houndesg.—Chateaugay Lake, N. Y., April 
12.—Deer have wintered nicely in this part of the Adiron¬ 
dacks. I saw the tracks of at least thirty different ones in a 
walk of eight miles last week. Grouse very scarce. No end 
of foxes and rabbits, for we never hunt them. Pish are very 
plenty. We catch laree quantities of whitefish or shad, 
weighing from one to four pounds. Salmon are very plenty 
on the shoals where we fish for shad, and are often hooked, 
hut are lost through using too light tackle. The hounds 
were out yesterday and kUled a nice doe on the lower lake. 
—R. M. Shutts. 
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THE UTICA ASSOCIATION. 

The sixth annual meeting of the Utica Association for the 
Protection of Fish and Game was held April 14. 

President I. J. Gray presided and John D. Collins acted as 
secretary. President Gray read his annual report, which 
was as follows: 
To the Members of (he Utim Fish and Game Protective 

Association: 
The report of our treasurer shows a balance on hand at the 

close of the year of .$48 35, and that we have expended 
during the year the sum of $81 85. That the amount ex¬ 
pended in but a small degree indicates the work performed 
by the officers of the association, is shown by the report of 
our secretary; indeed it will appear that the board has been 
more than usually active, while it has kept in view the 
greatest possible economy, I am gratified to be able to say 
that the members of the board of directors have each and all 
shown much zeal and considerable self-sacrifice in behalf of 
the cause. 

I think I can safely say that this applies with much force 
to our secretary, as the excellent and convenient synopsis of 
our game laws—almost entirely his work—and drafts of new 
game laws and amendments of the old, newspaper discus¬ 
sions of protective measures and an extensive correspon¬ 
dence will prove. 

Much of the work of the association, from its very 
nature, can not appear on the snrface to give proof of its 
extent and value. 

Much has been accomplished—but infinitely more re¬ 
mains to be done, and as the people become awake to the 
need and value of protection, we must become more aggres¬ 
sive. The unprincipled market hunter, increased facilities 
for killing wild animals, the destruction of their haunts by 
the agriculturist and the manufacturer, all combine to 
diminish the domain of the sportsman; and he already 
dreads the coming of the day when he will “feel like one 
who treads alone some banquet hall deserted, whose lights 
are fled, whose garlands dead, and all but he departed.” 

The time has come when we should demand that our game 
animals should be exempt from slaughter for gain. We can 
not begin the agitation of this subject too soon, and I hope 
this association will take the initiative here and now. 

1 must not close this communication without again making 
an appeal for a large increase of membership. Can it be 
that the interest of the citizens of Utica and vicinity is to be 
measured by the pittance of less than $100 of dues annually 
paid into the treasury of the association for fish and game 
protection? There should be at least $500 collected an¬ 
nually in dues alone. The State protectors are doing much, 
but they can not cover the ground. We need private de¬ 
tective work. They are not sufficiently mobilized, nor are 
they in sufficient numbers. Every man in Utica who is in¬ 
terested in the cause of protection should become a member 
of this association, and pay his dues promptly. Our battle 
is going on bravely, but we need, and must have, reinforce¬ 
ments. 

The report was adopted and ordered placed on file. Sec¬ 
retary Collins then mad his annual report, which was as 
follows: 

To the Members of the Utica Fish and Game Protective 
Association: 
This association is now entering upon its sixth year. Tt 

was organized as you will recollect because the so-called 
State association and local clubs were not managed according 
to the needs of fish and game protection. Their manage¬ 
ment was degenerating into mere tournaments of prowess, 
dexterity and contests of destruction. 

Protection and preservation as such had become a mere 
incidental matter. Our earlier efforts though crude were in 
the right direction, and under the management of your 
trustees its efforts have gradually been perfected into a 
system strictly of the business affairs which relate to replen¬ 
ishing, restocking, detection and prosecution of violators, 
the supervision of laws before the Legislature, and the draft¬ 
ing, preparing and consideration of new laws for enactment 
as may from time to time seem to be necessary to the pur¬ 
pose of protection. 

The dues upon membership which have been each year 
contributed constitute the only revenue of the association. 
As the reports of officers will show, these funds, although 
limited, have been judiciously husbanded and so prudently 
expended to the purposes intended as to warrant good 
results. 

In the administration of our corporate affairs the duties of 
your trustees have not been those of pastime or pleasure. 
They hold no festivities, entertainments or tournaments of 
any kind. On the contrary their duties have been wholly of 
labor requii-ing the exercise of judgment, discrimination, 
wisdom and consideration. 

In this respect your board have been effectually* aided by 
the legal advice and assistance contributed by those members 
of the board of that profession. The most important duties 
of the board are of a legal nature, particularly as to detec¬ 
tions, violations, prosecutions and framing of laws. 

In former years it was necessary to employ and pay 
counsel, an expense which crippled our resources, and left 
but little for other purposes. This expense during the past 
two years has been avoided by the advice and efforts 
which the legal members have contributed without charge 
beyond their actual expense; bestowing their service gratis 
and paying their annual dues like other members. The re¬ 
sult of this has been a larger surplus to devote to the purpose 
of restocking and replenishing, also to publish and distribute 
an abbreviation of the game laws, to the purpose that the 
law will be better observed and enforced by being more 
widely known. 

The association has already acquired a reputation and es¬ 
teem over the whole State. The success within our own 
and neighboring countries has been equally beneficial, 
well worth our contributions, by promoting public regard 
for protection and a more general observance and sanction of 
protective laws. Observance has been the rule where form¬ 
erly ic was the exception. Such of us as are sportsmen will 
no doubt appreciate the benefits. When we lake a day off 
at considerable expense and effort, we wish some assurance, 
and our pleasure depends on the success we meet. 

In this connection your board of trustees would feel them¬ 
selves guilty of neglecting an important duty if they were to 
suffer this meeting to pass without bringing to your notice 
the invaluable aid to our efforts which have been ably con¬ 
tributed by the press. The Morning Herald and Evening 
Observer and the Forest and Streaii of New York have 
each during the past year been magnificently bountiful in 
allowing us their valuable space and by articles written in 
the dissemination of information bearing upon this subject. 
That this has been done without money and without price is ' 

a matter we should not only appreciate and esteem, but 
should tender them an especial mention of our gratitude. 
The Daily P-ess has also shown us the same spirit of cour¬ 
tesy and has contributed its full share in the promotion of 
our objects. The benefits which these newspapers have ac¬ 
corded have been such in some instance as your trustees 
would not have felt at liberty to accept without paying for 
them except under the circumstances of our voluntary con¬ 
tribution of funds and services in objects of a public nature. 
We have accordingly assumed that their contributions are in 
the same spirit which prompts our own and that they are 
fully awake to all matters of interest. Too much has’ been 
said that the protection of fish and game is for purposes of 
sport and recreation. We do not so entirely esteem it. If 
sport and recreation were the only objects for cultivating 
and protecting fish and game, we should consider our efforts 
and expenditures trivial and trifling. 

In the discharge of our duties, we have discovered that the 
popular notion of “sport” has been a hindrance rather than 
an aid to our efforts. It has been a leading consideration, 
when in fact it is only a matter of secondary or incidental 
importance; so that protection has received not only an in¬ 
different attention, when it is entitled to an important con¬ 
sideration, and place among the affairs of state. 

Fish and game constitute a source of wealth and supply. 
They come like our fruits and cereals with the season, but 
without husbandry and without care. 

They are self-producing and self-sustaining—are wild in 
their nature; are capable of self-replenishing to a degree of 
present waste; unlike cattle and sheep. Whoever gathers 
them into possession becomes the owner at common law; 
hence the need of restrictive laws. The Adirondack wild¬ 
erness has lately become a public park, as to State lands. 
This region embraces millions of square miles of forest, lake 
and stream. It has a capacity for feeding and sustaining 
tens of thousands of deer, with vast amounts of other game 
and valuable fish, which by the common law are public 
property and a public source of wealth and food. In this 
view the subject is one of importance in the economic and 
domestic affairs of the state. Beside it, the matter of “sport 
and recreation” is insignificant. This source of wealth and 
food is in proportion to the plant. If the plant be large, the 
annual supply is vast—small and of little consequence if the 
plant be small. When this plant has become so far reduced 
that its self-producing power is not sufficient to supply the 
annual waste and ravages of the vicious and law-defying, 
no laws can avail to prevent total extinction. The “goose 
is dead that laid the golden egg.” The question is now, 
before too late: 1, What is the self-sustaining capacity of the 
Adirondacks? 2. What measures are necessary to bring 
the yet remaining plant up to the sustaining capacity? 3. 
What efforts can we make to bring it to the proper notice of 
our legislators, and gain their impartial ear, amid the din 
and clamor of loud-mouthed pot-hunters and job seekers 
that infest legislative halls—a state of things incompatible 
with that mature consideration and preparation which all 
good laws so necessarily require? 

From all indications around us we are gratified and en¬ 
couraged by the assurance that public opinion is steadily 
advancing to a better comprehension of this subject and its 
importance. But the work is by no means completed. 
There is still more before us. Our game laws are yet im¬ 
perfect, and can be greatly improved in time when public 
sentiment has become more matured. The greedy spirit of 
the pot-hunter, and the selfish and inconsistent clamor of 
impatient and enthusiastic sportsmen with new rods or 
guns, are obstacles yet in our way, asking for more liberal 
or loose laws to accomplish personal aims or conveniences. 
These constantly need our watchfulness, lest our legis¬ 
lative work may be undone by inattention, since bills of this 
nature are constantly offered. Our present Legislature is no 
exception in this respect. It is rather to be signalized by an 
over amount of effort to annul good laws. 

In respect to our song birds, there is a vast field of labor 
before us, which needs the combined effort of every mem¬ 
ber, not only of the association, but of community. Our 
song birds are depleted to an extent that will seem mar¬ 
velous to the unreflective mind. Yet it is a fact that can be 
witnessed the coming season. If we will notice the number 
of ladies who wear the plumage of birds we will wonder that 
any be left. 

The prevailing fashion in this respect is one of giddy 
thoughtlessness, of the fact that every birdskin or wing worn 
upon bonnets cost the life of a bird. The avarice of mer¬ 
chants knows no bounds in supplying them to all who have 
money to pay for them. As a consequence we may soon ex¬ 
pect insect ravages only equalled by the grasshopper plagues. 
The combined efforts of community are needed without 
delay, to discountenance this dangerous fashion, worse than 
folly, and to teach our ladies the direful consequences of 
their indulgence in this sort of decoration. Another form of 
destruction is by parents allowing their boys to have guns, 
and who go about the fields on holidays killing every bird 
they meet. If the small boys must have guns they should 
be taught to spare the birds. 

Ladies are cordially invited to co operate with us in this 
work, as it must be from their influence and example that 
practical benefit must come. 

The following resolution was adopted: Resolved, that 
the thanks of this association and of its members be ten 
dered to the Utica Morning Herald, the Utica Daily Observer, 
the Daily Press, of this city and to the Forest and Stream 

of New York city, for their efficient aid to the efforts of 
this association and in behalf of the preservation of fish and 
game. 

The following officers for the ensuing year were unani¬ 
mously elected: President, Colonel I. J. Gray; directors, I 
C. McIntosh, John D. Collins, Frank I. Meyers, W. ’ C. 
Harris, W. K. Gilmore, Dr. C. M. Hitchcock, ’William 
Townsend. The vice-president, secretary and treasurer are 
appointed by the board of directors. 

The Forest and Stream takes strong ground against 
the building of a railroad through Yellowstone Park. 
A committee of the Senate has reported favorably on 
a bill granting the right of way, and the Forest and Stream 

tears the report into shreds, and shows that there is nothing 
in it except a mere pandering to rich monopolists. This is 
about the way such things are generally done. It is not a 
difficult matter for rich capitalists to lobby any scheme 
through Congress. We are sorry to say it, but it is so neverthe¬ 
less. Yellowstone Park is too far away for us to feel any 
inler^t in this particular case, but we are opposed to it upon 
principle. The public lands belong to the whole people; to 
the poorest as much as to the richest man in the country and 
should not be surrendered to the speculators and grasping 
monopolist to be despoiled.—Sardis, Miss., Southern Reporter. 

SPRING WILDFOWL SHOOTING. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

Occasionally the suggesfion is made that there ought to be 
a national prohibition of spring wildfowl shooting; but, so 
fp as the writer is advised, there has been no general agita¬ 
tion of the subject. With all due deference to the men who 
have so ably and gracefully conducted journals especially 
adapted to the tastes and interests of the sportsman in this 
country, it does seem that this is one important subject that 
has not received the consideration its importance merits. It 
is a well-known fact that on some of the migratory lines of 
duck, geese and bmnt more birds are killed in the spring 
than fall. When it is considered, first, that the killing of 
one wildfowl in the spring is equal to the destruction of from 
two to a half dozen in the fall, there is good and sufficient 
reason for asking that the spring slaughter should stop. 
When the further argument is .added that the spring birds 
are comparatively unpalatable, there is really no reason why 
any sportsman should shoot them. 

Of course the pot-hunters and keepers of spring resorts 
will oppose any legislation interfering with their trade. But 
these are probably the only parties who will object to an act 
of Congress prohibiting the shooting of any wild game fowl 
in the spring of the year. National legislation is the only 
way to reach this matter. It is useless for Indiana, for in¬ 
stance, to prohibit the shooting of duck in the spring when 
there is no such inhibition in Kentucky, Illinois or other 
adjoining States. But if Congress would pass a well consid¬ 
ered act, the remedy for the evil of spring shooting would be 
complete. Its effects would soon be apparent. In less than 
four years the number of wildfowl in this country would be 
doubled, and with thereafter twice or three times the fall 
duck shooting there is now, the birds would still be 
abundant. 

This is a matter worthy of the serious attention of sports¬ 
men and of the journals devoted to their interests. It is also 
a popular movement. A well-known and widely-circulated 
journal like the Forest and Stream can render sportsmen 
a real service by taking up this matter, pressing it upon the 
attention of Congress and securing the passage of an act 
preventing the annual spring slaughter of the wildfowl in 
the United States. Jap. 

New Albany, Ind., April 12. 

GROUSE AND THE SNOW CRUST. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

My experience and obseiwation has been so directly oppo¬ 
site to that of “Dry Snow” that I am perfectly willing to 
stand up and count one in opposition to his conclusions. 

That ruffed grouse do perish, and in no inconsiderable 
numbers, from being crusted in the snow, is to my mind 
beyond question. I know it. I know it because ! have 
found them beneath the crust dead; found them beneath the 
crust alive, dug them out and secured them alive. Let me 
relate my first experience in this matter. My boyhood was 
pa.sscd in Ossipee, N. H. The winter of my thirteenth year, 
early in January, there was an exceptionally heavy fall of 
light, dry snow, followed, however, by hail and two hours 
of pouring rain late in the evening. The next morning there 
was a crust that would bear me up. and twenty-four^hours 
later, a crust upon which heavy teams moved without diffi¬ 
culty. Several days after the crust formed I went to the. 
woods with my father after a load of fuel. Near a grove of 
small hemlocks my dog commenced to bark, and made 
frantic endeavors to dig down into the snow. Going to him 
we could discern a dark object beneath the crust, and a few 
blows of the axe brought to view a dead ruffed grouse. A 
few yards away we dug out another, which was alive but 
so nearly starved that it died before I could get it to the- 
house. That same day, under a low, bushy pine, where the 
crust had not formed so solidly, we found yet another grouse 
which had picked its way up through tne crust until a tiny 
hole was made, through which the bird had thrust its head, 
and there, unable to withdraw its head or further use its 
beak, had died of starvation or cold. 1 remember that the 
poor prisoner’s head was sadly bruised, and remember also 
that my eyes grew strangely moist. 

I know not what part of the globe “Diy Snow” tramps, 
but certainly he is not a New Englander, or has lamentably 
failed to see all there was in the woods, for I have found 
ruffed grouse helplessly imprisoned beneath the crust in 
Maine, Hew Hampshire and Massachusetts. 

I have hunted in more than half of the States of the 
Union, and am convinced beyond a doubt that wherever 
snow falls to any considerable depth, grouse do cover them¬ 
selves in it, though the number that perish in consequence 
of this habit is of course largely confined to those States or 
localities where sudden changes of the temperature is con¬ 
ducive to hard crusts. 

With all deference to “Dry Snow,” it is respectfully sug¬ 
gested as unwise to make war upon animal instinct, or hold 
Providence responsible for a snow crust. Birds and' beasts 
do not always exercise their instinct and experience judi¬ 
ciously. J. Frank Locke, 

PiLLSBURY, Minn. 

jEKYii Island Club.—The members of the new Jekyl 
Island Club are: Gen, Lloyd Aspinwall, New York; Com. 
John C. Barron, N. Y. (}'acht Athlon); C. N. Bliss, N. Y. • 
Francis Bartlett, Boston; Erastus Corning, Albany; w’ 
Bayard Cutting, N. Y.; John Claflin, N. Y.; John Eugene 
Du Beguin, Georgia; William B. DeWolf, N. Y.; John De 
Koven, Chicago; Wirt Dexter, Chicago; Lewis Edwards, 
N, Y.; Rudolph Ellis, Philadelphia; Newton 8. Finney.N. Y.; 
Com. L. A. Fish, N. Y. (yacht Grayling); N. K. Fairbanks, 
Chicago; Marshall Field, Chicago; Walter Roger Furniss! 
Philadelphia; G. E. Gray, San Francisco; Jas. B. M. Gros- 
venor. Providence; Ogden Goelet, N. Y.; A. Lawrence 
Hopkins, N. Y.; Henry B. Hyde, N. Y. (Pres. Equitable 
Life Ins, Co ); B. 8. Henning, N. Y. (Pres, Florida Railroad 
System); Judge Henry E. Howland, N. Y,; A. Foster Hig¬ 
gins, N. Y. (Pres. Carroll’s Island Club); Oliver K. Kiov 
N. Y.; Franklin M. Ketehum, N. Y.; L. M. Lawson, N.Y*^’ 
J. Mason Loomis, Chicago (yacht Viking); J. Pierpont Mor¬ 
gan, N. Y. (yacht Corsair); E B. McCagg, Chicago; H 
Victor Newcomb, N. Y.; Com. R. L. Ogden, San Francisco; 
Dunbar Price, Philadelphia; Thos. W. Pearsall, N. Y.; 
Fairman Rogers, Philadelphia (yacht Magnolia);’William 
Rockefeller, N. Y.; John A. Stewart, N. Y. (Pres. U. S. 
Trust Co.); George Sard, Albany; Robt. D. Smith, Boston; 
Joseph Stickney, Philadelphia; J. L. Stackpole, Boston; 
Samuel Thorne, N. Y.; A. E. Touzalain, Boston (Pres, 
B & A. R.R.); William K. Vanderbilt, N. Y.; John Wveth, 
Philadelphia; E. K. Willard, N. Y.; Edmund W. McClave, 
N. Y. Officers: President, Gen. Lloyd Aspinwall; Vice- 
President, Judge Henry E. Howland; Treasurer, Franklin 
M. Ketehum; Secretary, Com, R, L. Ogden; Attorney. 
Alfred J. Croyatl. 
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ALMOST A MISS. 

Hunting on the headwaters of the Wolf River, Wis., 
in the fall of ’51, as my wont in those days, I was one 

day returning from an unsuccessful tramp; for being after 
big game,the partridges and rabbits that abound were allowed 
to'go by unheeded. 

Having passed a large marsh, I was ascending a gentle rise 
of ground covered with tall grass, and marching along rather 
Carelessly—as it was mid-day —when my attention was 
aroused by the softmusical hum of a bullet overhead followed 
by two rifle cracks in quick succession. 

The cause of this fusillade was soon apparent, as a deer 
bounded over the high grass and made for the marsh I had 
left^ passing me diagonally at a distance of fully eighty yards. 
I only noticed that his flag was down, as throwing my gun 
well ahead of him when he descended from his long bounds, 
the heavy barrel rang out under the double charge of Du¬ 
pont; but the bolt seemed to have sped in vain, for the only 
apparent effect of the shot was an increased speed, and he 
kept on for some two hundred yards, when he was lost to 
view in a bunch of bushes and thick grass. 

Looking up my new allies I found that they had jumped 
the deer from his" bed in the pleasant sunshine, at a distance 
of about three rods, and had both fired at him as he stood 
broadside and perfectly still, with what result was unknown. 
We proceeded to the place where he was last seen, and to 
our surprise found him quite dead; a spike buck of fair size 
and in good condition. Examination showed that one of 
their bullets had passed through his ham, close to the edge; 
the other had evidently been in more dangerous proximity 
to me than to the deer. Both were fair hunters and used to 
the rifle, but had practically missed a deer at a distance of 
fifty feet; my conical bullet of forty-five to the pound from 
a Billinghurst hud struck him near the shoulder and was 
found to have passed out at the loin on the other side, nearly 
his whole length. We divided the spoil equitably, as per 
the hunter’s code—they taking the skin and 1 the venison. 

C. J. T. 

THE TURKEY SHOOT. 

W. C. F., mounted with Lyman sights. I have killed crows 
with this rifle, off-hand, at 200 yards, and consider that it 
takes a "putty tolluble” good muzzleloader to beat it. 

Minnesota Game Notes.—Ruffed grouse wintered well 
and are more numerous than I ever knew them td be at this 
season of the year. The indications are favorable to extra 
fine sport in that line this fall. This immediate locality has 
never been considered promising pinnated grouse territory^ 
but there has befen a wonderful multiplication of the numbers 
of this game bird within two years. Hereafter they will 
afford prime sport. Though the streams are nearly all open, 
and the weather is so warm that seeding is in full blast, but 
few ducks have arrived. Full battalions of them will prob¬ 
ably be along soon. The last open season for deer was an 
unusually poor one for hunters, owing to the want of snow, 
and as a natural and desirable result a good stock of this 
noble game is left over. Four deer, all apparently in excel¬ 
lent condition, were discovered rubbing against a wood-pile 
near this village yesterday. Fish are beginning to “run,” 
and already the murderous, barbarous, and altogether abom¬ 
inable spear is thinning their ranks. Lovers of the rod and 
gun who are casting about for a place to spend their vaca¬ 
tion cannot, I believe, do better than come hitherward.— 
J. F. L. (Pillsbury, Minn.). 

Seasonal Change in Rtjfb'Kd Gkousb.—Attention is 
called by our correspondent “Jay Bebe” to the fact that 
recently the naked superciliary strip in a ruffed grouse in his 
possession has become vivid orange red. Two other birds, 
known to be females, show no change of color. Our cor¬ 
respondent suggest that the bird is probably a male, and that 
the change is due to the approach of the breeding season. 

“The Tear’s Sport.”—We are advised by Messrs. Worth¬ 
ington & Co., the American publishers, that the price of 
“The Year’s Sport” is $6 and not $2.50, as stated in our 
issue of the 15th inst. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I have read with a great and increasing interest Napolen 

Merrill’s article, “A Turkey and Chicken Shoot,” in your 
paper of April 8. To a person about to buy a rifle it would 
seem that there was nothing in rifles worth having except 
the M. L., judging, of course, from the tenor of the article 
referred to above. I, myself, cling to extreme accuracy and 
value any rifle according to its accuracy. 

“The crowning efforts” killing or wounding four turkeys, 
any rest, thirty-two rods distance, by shooting twenty shots, 
is by no means wonderful. Why! at a range in a small 
country town a few miles from here, where nothing is used 
but breechloaders, they shoot eighty rods at chickens, not 
old hens, and kill them, too, and more than four out of 
twenty shots. That club uses Sharps, Whitney and Reming¬ 
ton rifles, without a gyratory motion to their bullets. Their 
rifles are safe, accurate and symmetrical, fine polished and 
fashionable. They are not men of fashion, but they use 
fashionable guns. They reap and do not go empty-handed. 
The world has moved for them. 

The owner of the Sharps rifle, in my presence, July 4, 
1885, fired five consecutive shots in a 8-inch ring, 33 rods. 
Is that to be condemned on account of fashion? This same 
rifle has placed 7 out of 10 shots in an 8-inch ring, 80 rods. 
If accuracy is the main thing, why do all M. L. men say, 
“You cannot shoot as short a bullet as we do with any de¬ 
gree of accuracy”? Neither can you, M. L., shoot as long a 
bullet as we who use a B. L. and do as fine work. I use a 
Maynard .35 40 for patched or lubricated bullets, and, while 
it may not be quite as accurate as the finer M. L. guns of the 
present day, I consider it quite accurate. It does not scatter 
badly; not as badly as some M. L. guns I have owned and 
seen. 1 have many targets in my possession made with it 
and witnessed by others of 10 consecutive shots each in a 
1^inch ring, 10 rods. I have four targets made by lamp- 
hght at night, each of 10 consecutive shots, striking an inch 
ring, distance 10 rods. I have one of 5 consecutive shots, 20 
rods, all striking an inch ring. Mr. Merrill, is that poor 
shooting viewed from your standpoint? If so, report your 
targets to Forest and Stream. If the M. L. can do much 
better I want one, but it must not scatter. J. T. Clapp. 

Geddes, N. Y., April 16. 

Editor Foi'est and Stream: 
There are turkey shoots and turkey shoots. Reading 

with much interest Mr. Merrill’s account of turkey shoot¬ 
ing, in Forest and Stream of April 8, I feel conkrained 
to give a short description of the only turkey shoot I ever 
attended. This occurred some eight years ago and being 
at that time a mere boy, I took no part in the shooting, but 
remained a deeply interested looker on. 

Although young, I was familiar with muzzleloading 
rifles and a tolerable shot at short range. The turkeys were 
set up on a box, distant 275 yards from the shooters (here in 
Ontario turkeys are never shot at distances le.ss than 250 to 
350 yards), with a background of running water. 

'The day was cold with a moderate wind blowing across 
the range from the left. The rides used were as follows : 
Two muzzleloaders (mounted with globe and peep sights), 
weighing respectively, 21 pounds and 10 pounds, the heavier 
of the two being a costly gun, made by a reliable maker of 
turkey rifles. The breechloaders comprised two .46-caliber 
R. F. Kentucky Ballards, with coarse open sights, and two 
or three Snider-Enfield rifles used by Canadian volunteers. 

I will speak now of results. After an half day’s bombard¬ 
ment the twenty-one-pounder secured three or four birds. It 
scattered its pellets on all sides, and there was no talk of 
ruling it out. The light muzzleloader did very well, secur¬ 
ing a very fair proportion of the birds killed. The winning 
gun, however, was a 46 R F. Ballard, which secured about 
a third of the birds killed. The other Ballard and the 
Sniders compared very favorably with the light muzzle- 
loader in the number of birds secured, although they were 
heavily handicapped by using open sights against aperture 
sights. About thirty-five birds were killed in the afternoon, 
the turkey man getting a very moderate price for his fowls. 

Why does Mr. Merrill imagine that after killing four tur¬ 
keys in twenty shots he was about to “wipe out” the man's 
turkeys in such deadly style? He does not tell us whether 
the other rifles were mounted with aperture or sporting 
sights. 

Mr. Merrill unsparingly condemns all breechloading rifles; 
that he is in error, see account of turkey shoot No. 2. 

1 have used a number of muzzleloaders, but never saw one 
which surpassed in accuracy my 84-pound Colt, .44 caliber 

md Miver 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Co. _ 

CAMPS OF THE KINGFISHERS. 

CARP LAKE, MICHIGAN.—VIII. 

IT was still raining when we got out in the morning, and 
it kept coming down steadily until near the middle of 

the afternoon, when Jim and I concluded to cross the lake 
and hunt up Al’s trout stream (Maybert’s Creek), and try for 
a “mess o’ them spotted minners,” to quote Ben, as our trout 
tooth had began to be a trifle bothersome after nearly a year's 
disuse. But we mi.?understood the directions somehow, and 
wandered up the road and through the woods hunting for 
the trail and the stream till too late to do but little fishing 
had we found it, and we were glad enough to get back to 
the boat and camp with the last glimmer of daylight. 

We went to bed ihat night with the trout tooth unappeased. 
More rain in the evening and during the night and all next 

day, but we were accustomed to it, “fur the Joneses never 
was used to the very best o’ weather, nohow.” In the after¬ 
noon, however, Dan and I made a short run down the lake, 
struck a couple of fish but lost them because the wind blew 
such a gale. I could not hold the boat even for Dan to 
handle a fish, and it took nearly an hour of hard wmrk to get 
back to camp, leaving behind us a blue strea'a of anathemas 
on the w'eather, with which we were overcharged. 

But under all these trials and discomforts we had not lost 
our spirits nor our appetites, and we enjoyed the supper 
Prince A1 spread for us that evening with a relish and a 
“capacity” that would have an average tea-and flahby-cake- 
for-supper boarding-house keeper feel discouraged, in look¬ 
ing over an old memorandum book found in the tray of the 
“camp trunk,” 1 find, in Kit’s handwriting, the following 
“programme” for supper on that identical evening, which is 
herewith presented: 

Fish. Fried. Poached Eggs. Pickles. 
Cold Ham. Potatoes (in jacket). Cheese. 

Side Meat. Onions (rart’). Bread, 
Coffee. Tea (for the girls). Apricots (in can). 

Roly Poly. Raspberries. 
(Mosquitoes, 14,030,000.) ’ 

The above may serve as a sample of several other “pro¬ 
grammes” I find in the same old book, varied frequently 
with some additions as trout, biscuits, cake, “corn pone,” 
etc., and ‘ lunch” at alarmingly frequent intervals. 1 am a 
little inclined to think, however, that Kit put rather a high 
estimate on the number of “skeeters” engaged for the chorus 
that evening, as I have been thinking it over quite seriously 
since looking over the old book, and can only recall about 
eight and a half millions of the melodious pests as being 
present on that particular night, and as the “old man” has 
bad considerably more experience in estimating skeeters than 
Kit has. she is evidently in error by some millions. As to 
“roly poly,” I give it up; it’s a new kind of dish on “the 
skipper.” 

After a late breakfast the following morning Ben and I 
determined to find Maybert’s Creek and some trout if it took 
all day; and getting plain directions from the philosopher 
we crossed the lake equipped with a short stiff rod each—a 
limber fly-rod is of no earthly account in the “bresh”—a bait 
box of worms, a few flies in case we found an open space 
where we could make a cast, a pocket compass and rubber 
coats, for we were having a little more rain with no symp¬ 
toms of it letting up very soon. 

We were to follow the road that led around the base of 
the hill, a matter of three-quarters of a mile, till we came to 
an old blind trail leading off to the right a quarter of a mile 
or more, to where a pine tree had been felled, tradition said, 
many moons ago by the Indians, and out of the log they had 
fashioned a famous canoe, doubtless a craft similar to our 
“holler log.” From the old stump, still standing, we were 
to go due south ten rods, and we would find the stream. We 
found the trail which the philosopher had made with Ms 
jack-knife on a good-sized maple sapling near the road (Jim 
and 1 had not known of this blaze), and with some diflficulty 
followed it to the old stump, where it ended in a dense 
tangle. Here we took our course by the compass, for there 
was no sun to steer by, and started, climbing over old fallen, 
decaying trees, crawling under one occasionally, and work¬ 
ing around tangles of brush and bushes where it was too 
thick to get through, every bush we touched bringing a 

shower of water on us, till we thought we had certainly trav¬ 
eled a mile instead of the ten rods laid out for us. 

We stopped a few minutes while Ben wasted a dozen 
matches before he succeeded in firing the briar root, after 
which we went ahead again for the stream, Ben remarking 
as he straddled over a rain soaked log. “Hickory, ef any¬ 
body was to offer me ten dollars fur it, 1 don’t b’lieve I could 
find that ole stump agin in this durned—cuss a fishpole that’s 
always a ketchin’ yer line on to somethin’ when ye don’t 
want it to,’’ wdth a savage yank that stripped the leaves from 
a green twig on which the line had caught as he dragged his 
rod after him through the bushes. He was so mad that he 
let the pipe go out, and while he stopped to relight it he for¬ 
got all about the stump. 

Moving on. We came to a less dense place in the woods 
that had rather a familiar look and directly we were in the 
same old trail, and as we turned a slight bend in it. there 
was the same old stump, the same old decaying chips, the 
remains of the dead trunk and limbs off to the left, from 
which we had taken our bearings three-quarters of an hour 
before. 

“Not so hard to find the old stump after all, eh, Ben?” 
And Ben’s answer as he took the pipe from his mouth to give 
due force to the brief sentence, “Well, I’ll bedurned!” or 
words to that effect. And then we stood there in the rain 
and laughed, ashamed to look each other in the face for our 
stupidity, and wondered—I speak for myself, at least— 
what Jim and Dan and Muller and the girls would say, 
could they peer through the bushes and see how sheepish we 
looked. 

Two smart old woodsmen, we. We had gone chattering 
heedlessly through the vfoods, avoiding a fallen tree here or 
a dense group of bushes there, always bearing to the right, 
as it proved, till we had made a complete circuit and came 
back to exactly where we h^ started from. No wonder 
that we were ashamed of oup^woodcraft and tried to laugh 
it off, and charge it to the rain and cloudy weather, and half 
a dozen other causes that might be accountable for our blun¬ 
der. Tell it not to “Yo” nor yet to “Appekunny,” lest they 
smile a “voriferous snicker” "at us for a pair of tenderfeet. 
I record this brilliant maneuver of ours only to show how 
easy it is for even those who are usually clear-headed in the 
woods, to get turned around and lost on a cloudy day if they 
don't pay close attention to the course laid out and read 
aright nature’s handwriting on the trees. 

We started again, and Ben said: “Keep yer eye on the 
south end o' the needle in that compass, an’ ef ye come to a 
tree don’t go 'round it, jest climb it an’ come down on t’other 
side an’ holler, an’ I’ll come around.” 

By the exercise of a little common woods sense, and with¬ 
out the aid of the compass we soon found the stream, not 
more than seven or eight rods from the old stump. It 
proved to be a small brook not more than four or five yards 
wide at any place we found, and oftener barely two yards, 
and shallow except for frequent deep holes from a foot to 
three and four feet in depth. The tangle through which it 
flows is not quite so dense as that along Cedar River, Cold 
Brook, or Shanty Creek (from this “Norman” can form an 
idea as to the comfort of fishing it) but the general ground 
plan is much the same: a net work of fallen trees and limbs 
covering it except at infrequent interval.^, the low banks 
overhung with trees and “bresh,” just the thing to compel 
the angler every few minutes to untangle his line from an 
exasperating limb overhead; a convenient fallen tree every 
few rods under which yon may crawl and scrape the cuticle 
from your “dorsal,” or maybe three or four lying close to¬ 
gether bristling with dead spikes through which to flounder 
and fall and bark your shin; and after you are well over you 
find your line caught on the further side on a stubborn, in¬ 
tensely crooked cedar limb that never lets go. The line is 
always sure to take from nine to thirty-five turns around a 
limb of that kind in as many different directions, and the 
safest way out of the “category” is to lay your rod down 
gently, rub your barked shin once or twice before starling, 
crawl baca through the spikes, and free the line without 
saying anything, bark the other shin in getfmg back, then 
pick up your rod. This was about the experience Ben and 
I worried through that day, and Maybert’s Creek is one of 
the easiest of Michigan trout streams to fish, but then “the 
.Joneses never was used to the very best o’ trout streams 
nohow.” 

Finding we could do nothing with our flies on account of 
the overhang, and the logs and limbs infesting the stream, 
we fell back on our reserves, the time-tried, regulation trout 
persuader—plain “fish worm.” 

“Speakin’ o’ fly fishin’,” said Ben, as he impaled a squirm¬ 
ing worm on his hook and “spit on it for luck” (so tena¬ 
ciously do the teachings and superstitions of boyhood cling 
to us), “some feller hes wrote that fly-fishin’ is the poetiy ov 
anglin’; but, as I don’t go much on poetry, a chapter er two 
o’ plain prose is good enough fur Ben, an’ that I kin git out 
o’ wurms an’ clams an’ bacon an’ squir’l meat, an’ sech, 
to say nothin’ o’ hitchin’ on a cricket er a grasshopper once 
’n a while for a change.” Here he stood his rod up against 
a bush and proceeded leisurely to fill and light the briar-root, 
talking the while, as he wasted three or four matches search¬ 
ing for the right kind of a dry spot on which to scrape them. 
“I’d like, to see ye git any poetry out ov a limber fly-rod an’ 
a whole hatful o’ artificial flies along a branch hke this er 
the Cedar [the memory of Ben’s first trip up the Cedar River 
and the swarms of black flies that made life a burden to us 
that day seemed yet fresh in his mind], where the bresh is so 
thick that a groun’ squir’l would git lost and forget the way 
back to his hole.” The briar-root finally under headway, he 
took up bis rod, and, tiptoeing stealthily to within a few feet 
of the bank, dropped the baited hook into the water with, 
“It’s a heap o’ sport to handle a fly-rod where ye hev room 
to cast yer fly without gittin’ hitched on to a limb or—some¬ 
thin’like that cussed'thing up yander.” This explosive 
finish to the sentence was caused by a bite and a jerk that 
wrapped the line around a twig on a bush hanging over the 
water a few feet above Mm. Stepping cautiously back, he 
pulled the bush down slowly and carefully, freed the hook, 
and let it back in the same manner, so as sot to alarm the 
fish. “Durn a fish hook, anyhow! Ef there’s a limb in a 
half a mile ov ye it’s boun’ to ketch on it. I was too fresh, 
though, that time, seein’ as it was the first bite, an’ I j< rked 
with a little too much vigor.” (I may say that during this 
time I was a couple of rods below Ben, making good, with 
a short piece of a sharpened twig, the loss of a susnender 
button that had taken its departure under the strain of crawl¬ 
ing under the last fallen tree.) Adjusting the worm on his 
hook he dropped it in above a half-sunken log, and the next 
moment the rod was given a smart twitch with, “Fooled ye 
that time, ye spotted sardeen!” and as the rod came up I 
could see a pretty little trout dangling and twisting in the air 
and Ben reacMng for it. 
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I ’was not over four or five inches long, not up to the law¬ 
ful length of six inches, and after carefully extracting the 
hook he returned it to the water with, “Shucks, ye ain’t big 
enough for good bass bait; hie off under yer log an’stay 
there till ye git big enough to make a smell in a fry in’ pan.” 

He took a couple more of about the same size and then 
moved on up stream muttering something about “an old 
crank a-ketchin’ minners with a bass rod.” We fished the 
creek for half a mile or more, counting in the “kinks.” Ben 
ahead and out of sight most of the time and found it literally 
swarming with trout, but of small size. 

In one pool, however, where the water was near five feet 
deep and almost hidden by closely packed drift and logs, I 
saw four or five good sized ones—a half to three-quarters of 
a pound in weight perhaps—lazily fanning the gravelly bot¬ 
tom with theii fins, all unconscious of my presence, for I 
had walked softly out on one of the tree trunks lying clear 
across the stream to where I could see the bottom through 
the only opening in the mass of ihift that promised room to 
lower the hook" into the water. Moving cautiously back a 
step or two and “shortening” the rod I dropped the baited 
hook through the opening till it struck the water, when it 
was instantly seized with a furious jerk that made my hair 
bristle, and in a twinkling I had a splendid dark backed fel¬ 
low half out ol water through the rift, but a flirt of his tail 
against the log tore the hook loose and he went out of sight 
in a flash. lie must have left a streak of information after 
him as he darted under the bank, warning his mates of the 
narrow escape he bad made, for a half hour’s patient 
and persistent fishing failed to “restore confidence in the 
pool.” 

A cautious look through the opening revealed nothing in 
sight but the crystal water and 1 took my way up stream 
after Bon in the tangle and drizzle with a heart bowed down 
with disappointment and defeat. 

We left the stream about the middle of the afternoon with 
fifty six trout, a few of them quarter-pounders, and we had 
besides put back in the water nearly as many more that we 
thought wei'e under the lawful size of six inches. 

I recall the score from the mental notebook: Hyperboler 
twenty-nine. Hickory tweniy-seven, but the chief glory of 
the day’s sport rested with Hickory, for he had “lost the big 
one.” 

A due north course soon brought us out into the road, 
where we were shortly overtaken by a couple of country 
lads going after the cows down by the lake side, and in the 
cour-e of atrouty conversation with them, Ben gathered 
that the older one had taken a nineteen-inch trout with fat 
pork bait a few weeks before out of the stream near the 
point where we had just left it. There are no doubt many 
good-sized trout in Maybert’s Creek, although we got none 
of them in fishing it three or four times while in camp. How¬ 
ever, it is alive with small ones, and if the count fisher and 
tko trout-hog -will let it rest for two or three years, an honest 
angler could now and then get a day of “pure delight” with 
rod and worm or plain side meat out of its shaded pools, and 
think nothing of the loss of a section of cuticle from his shin 
or the labor of working his way through the “bresh” along 
its sinuous course. 

But it is idle to hope that it will be let alone. The trout- 
hog and the “resorter” and the dude fisherman from the city, 
with knee breeches and "mutton chops,” will scent it frorn 
afar, and the native mossback will diligently “thrash its 
waters” with a total disregard of the beginning or ending of 
the close season. The hog, the dude and the resorter will 
fish it for numbers; the mossback for meat. To him a trout 
is a trout whether two inches or two feet long, and repre¬ 
sents so many mou'fuls, more or less, of “succulent susten¬ 
ance.” 

Verily the days of the wild Salvelinus (this will have to 
stand good for trout till some aspiring half-fledged natural— 
ist digs up a name from the original Choctaw with more 
“priority” to it) are numbered, unless some better law is 
enforced to give the fingerlings a chance to grow up. 

But how is one to tell the length of a trout in the water 
when he takes the bait under a log and out of sight, and 
how are you to prevent the little ones from taking the fly or 
bait? The Michigan law says (I write from memory): “It 
shall be unlawful for any person to take trout under six 
inches in length ” If we take one only five and a half inches 
long, do we satisfy the law by returning it to the water? In 
many cases, in freeing the hook from a small fish it is una¬ 
voidably wounded so it will die even if returned to the 
water. If we keep it and take it to camp, we violate the 
statute; if we put it back in the water dead or hurt it so it 
will not recover, do we not break the law by complying 
with it? 

Somebody show us the way out of the fog. 
But after all I don’t see why trout fishing is to be classed 

as the sport par excellencejov the angler, although there is a 
fascination in it not to be accounted for, and I am not ready 
to admit that a six-inch trout is superior in game qualities to 
a six-inch small-mouthed baas. If there is more sport in 
handling a pound trout than there is in handling a bass of 
the same weight with the same tackle—and 1 deny it—it 
must be solely because he is a trout and not a bass, and be¬ 
cause he has the “priority” over the bass in the matter of a 
fighting record. Mcropterus dal. (the latest name out I be¬ 
lieve, but it is getting a trifle old) is building up a reputation, 
however, as a fighter of many parts, and he hSs come to 
stay. 

And while in a fighting vein it might be mentioned that a 
six-inch “blue gill” will kick up a fight with great celerity, 
and to my notion is about as tough a customer to handle as 
a trout of the same length, though not so long-winded, and 
when you have taken one you can hold up your head and 
exult over the victory, and not feel that you are a culprit in 
the eye of the law, as you do after subduing a fingerling 
trout. 

Old Ben says, “There’s jest as much fun a flippin’ out 
good big chubs an’ shiners as there is in ketchin' them little 
sucklin’ trout;” and I am inclined to fall in with Ben’s way 
of thinking, even at the risk of having a figurative rock shied 
at me for an old fogy who believes there are some other good 
fish besides trout, and that plain bass fishing with fly, and 
even minnow and frog, is “good enough for the Joneses.” 

As we siepped back in the boat to start for camp Ben tied 
the trout over the side to “freshen ’em up like,” as he said, 
and after hading out a few gallons of water with an old 
peach can, said with his usual gravity of speech, “Hickory, 
’pears to me we’ve struck on to a new kind o’ trout in that 
crick. What’s the matter with callin’ ’em 8al-mo infantalis, 
an’ gittin’ Jim to publish it in his paper fur a new species 
discovered by his nibs. Professor Hyperboler Jones?” And 
then the old bronze.-back scraped a match and hovered over 
it to keep the wind from blowing it, chuckling to himself, I 
fancied, at the neat manner in which he had relieved him¬ 

self of this “fool notion” that had been weighing him down 
for the last half mile. 

We found the happy family somewhat out of sorts at the 
state of the weather, for it still rained, and the wind was 
cold and raw, and worse than all, the hike was most of the 
time too rough to fish, but a yell of “trout” from Ben worked 
a magic change in the camp. Rain, cold and wind were for¬ 
gotten, as the girls came trooping out of the big tent to see 
our “speckled beauties” (a brand new name for trout that it 
is hoped will cause old “priority” to take a back seat) where 
Ben had spread them out on the table in a manner to make 
the best showing, as any other conscientious angler would 
have done. The Editor lost interest in a game of cribbage 
that old Dan and Muller were hotly contesting despite the 
chill in the air, relieved his long suffering camp stool of its 
burden, shook himself together, and came in under the fly 
to cast a mouth-watering glance at the spread out and give 
vent to his feelings in a regretful, “wish I had gone with you 
two old lunatics this morning;” aud then the Philosopher 
came crawling out of the “Knots” tent, where he had been 
cat-napping, and expressed his satisfaction at the catch; and 
finally from the big tent, in measured rumble from Muller, 
“fifteen two, fifteen four, and a pair,” and from the old 
Pelican in a sort of “urapirish” tone that implied a strong 
leaning to the “national game” even in matters of crib, 
“game called on account of rain, let’s go and see the trout;” 
and at last the entire Jones family were under the big fly, all 
talking at once and all talking trout, utterly unmindful of 
the weather and all happy, with Ben and the Skipper a 
couple of lengths ahead in the matter of “complacent 
serenity,” notwithstanding we were “a trifle stiff in the 
j’ints,” as Ben said, “an’ hungry as a sucklin’ wolf.” 

Bob and Kit were at once seized with a desire to catch a 
trout, but when told of the difficulties a womau would labor 
under in getting through the “bresh” with skirts and the 
other flummery they arc usually oppressed with, their ardor 
cooled somewhat, but I have no doubt had not the scheme 
been discovered and the enterprise nipped in the bud, these 
two mischievous madcaps would have “sneaked out papa’s 
two old pair of extra breeches,” rigged themselves out for 
the occasion and made a trip to Maybert’s Creek or some 
nearer stream the very first lime I was out of camp for a 
day with the bass. But “the best laid scheme o’ mice and 
girls are oft knocked higher’n a kite” (slightly altered from 
Burns) and the twins are yet pining over that lost opportun¬ 
ity to distinguish themselves as trout fishers. 

The trout were dressed and many of them, notably the 
smaller ones, were found to be full of spawn, and this raised 
the question, how long will the wild trout last in Michigan or 
any other place, if they are allowed to be taken during at 
least a mouth while the females are full of eggs? Is it any 
more destructive to leave the season open up to the very day 
of spawning? We fish for trout all through the month of 
August, till darkness drives us from the stream on the 31st 
day, when the season closes, because the law allows it, but 
we don’t seem to realize that we kill the goose that lays the 
golden egg every time we take a fish that is in spawn, and 
lessen our chance for sport for each succeeding year till the 
streams will be utterly barren. But we all do it, and will 
keep on doing it to the end, simply, perhaps, because it is 
not unlawful, and yet I don’t believe there is a solitary, con¬ 
scientious angler in the land but will say it is wrong to kill 
a fish that is full of eggs. And this may apply as well to 
early spring bass fishing. 

This little digression may be something for the honest 
angler to think over, but it is not intended to reach the trout 
hog and the count fisher, nor yet the native and the dude; 
they will fish in season and out of season; they never put a 
fish back in the water, alive or dead; some of them would 
shoot a timid mother doe with a week-old fawn pulling at 
the teat. 

At breakfast next morning the trout were so toothsome 
that Ben was moved to say: “Ef there’s ary fish that has 
more of a flaver to it than another, strikes me it must be a 
trout; beats side meat clean out o’ sight,” and as he deftly 
extracted the backbone from his second one and dropped a 
section of the savory flesh into the rift in his countenance, 
he added, with a glance up and down the table, “guess 
James Mackerel an’ me’ll hev to slip over an’ ketch another 
mess o’ them minners in a day or two,” and then, as Kit 
turned to help Mother Jim to another “minner,” the old 
sinner hastily gathered all the fish bones within his reach 
and furtively deposited them alongside of her plate, "^hen 
she faced around to replace the trout dish (a tin pan), she 
discovered the sudden accumulation of bones, but aside from 
a flash of color in her face and a quick glance at the old cul¬ 
prit, she showed no sign of anything amiss. Ben stirred bis 
coffee in an absent-minded sort of way, meantime delighting 
little Top with a yarn about “a famous place jest around 
the pint, where he would take her some fine day when it 
quit rainin’, where she could hev dead loads o’ fun with the 
sunfish.” 

As the yarn was finished, he solemnly passed the trout pan 
to Kit with: “It’s ’stonishin’ what Michigan air an’ a few 
days’ campin’ out’ll do in the way o’ creatin’ an appytitefur 
fish in some gals. Ef Miss Kit keeps on the way she’s started 
in an’ don’t git a backset, it’ll keep her daddy an’ me a hust¬ 
lin’ aroun’ to ketch trout enough fur her from the look o’ 
that pile o’ bones.” 

Top clapped her hands and laughed in great glee (Top had 
pddenly become Ben’s fast crony on account of the prom¬ 
ised frolic with the sunfish), and her happy laugh seeming 
to be infectious, the whole camp “jined in,’*’ even the usual 
gravity of old Dan’s face relaxed into a broad grin, and Kit 
was forced to follow the example of the others to hide her 
confusion. 

A morning or two after, however, Ben inadvertently 
sweetened his coffee with salt in place of sugar, and as he 
emptied the cup behind him after the first taste, he looked at 
Miss Kitty, who sat opposite, and remarked, without the 
twitch of a muzzle in his mirth-provoking old face, “Must a 
some o’ them trout bones got into that coffee from the taste 
of it,” and we knew that retribution had overtaken him at 
the hands of Miss Innocence across the table, who was de¬ 
murely stirring her coffee with a complacency that be¬ 
tokened a keen satisfaction in getting even with “Hyper¬ 
boler.” 

Miss Top felt it her bounden duty to laugh at about every¬ 
thing “Uncle Ben” said, and when she bubbled over it 
started the others, older heads and all, and merriment and 
hilarity reigned in the Kingfishers’ camp despite the rain, 
that kept up a steady, monotonous patter on the canvas 
overhead. But it takes little to make one laugh in the woods, 
when all the cares and worries of life have been left behind. 
A whole camp will roar at an asinine remark that ought to 
be the death warrant of the perpetrator. Old, stale jokes 
that have been worked over and done service for years, that 

have lost all their edge and brightness from oft recurring 
use, are brought forth and burnished up in the light of the 
camp fire till they are almost as good as new and we laugh 
at them aud enjoy them with the same keen zest that we did 
a score of years gone by. Some one has said all this before, 
and I quote it, in effect, only because it is so true. The 
camp in the woods, too, is a great equalizer. The clerk 
stands as high as his employer, the owner of a block 
of bricks; the shover of the plaue sleeps and snores 
under the same blanket with the dignified judge; the 
undertaker cracks business jokes with the dispenser of phy¬ 
sic; the sun-browned follower of the plow ranks equal to the 
M. C. “from the flat-rock deestrick,” and all partake with 
equal relish of the same stew concocted in the same old 
blackened and battered camp kettle that has weathered half 
a score of rough campaigns. In the woods social distinctions 
are lost sight of; no lines of caste are there to mar good 
fellowship, albeit lines are often cast, and all the certificate 
required for admission to the circle around the camp fire is 
a love of rod, gun and the woods, and to be possessed of the 
instincts of a sportsman, which are always gentlemanly; and 
I am going to record it that I don’t take any stock in the 
terras true sportsman and gentleman sportsman, for I take it 
a sportsman can bo nothing but a gentleman, however, a 
gentleman may not be a sportsman, but “sportsman” covers 
the whole ground, whether he be a respected Governor of a 
State or the humblest woodchopper in the pineries. 

But the trout bones have led into a digression. 
Kingfisher. 

Cincinnati, Ohio^^_ 

THE TROUT OF SUNAPEE LAKE. 

Editor Forest ami Stream: 
Food makes trout grow. After the interesting letter of 

Mr. Livingston Stone, in last week’s issue, it seems needless 
to cite instances from the experience of pisciculturists, anglers 
and naturalists in this country aud England to prove the 
above. Abundance of digestible food is a condition which 
Sunapee Lake meets in its countless millions of smelts, 
which suppl.5( the black bass and the salmonidcB. These fish, 
two or three inches in length, are tender-fleshed and easily 
disintegrate in the stomach of the trout, and there is prac¬ 
tically no limit to a trout’s voracity. Mr. Henry R. Francis, 
in the recent pages of the Badminton Library, mentions a 
trout caught by him, weighing a little more than f pounds, 
that had “forty-si.x small minnows in its maw, the upper¬ 
most freshly swallowed, while those furthest down were 
more than half digested.” The same author further instances 
a brook trout, whose stuffed skin is in the possession of the 
Driffield Club, that attained a weight of 17 pounds from 
feeding upon minnows that swarmed in the neighboring 
Beck and its tributaries. 

It is every way probable that the oquasste taken in Sunapee 
last fall attained their remarkable proportions in six years, 
Mr. Livingston Stone seeks to account for four pounds more 
than the steelyard proves. The largest trout taken, accord¬ 
ing to the testimony before us, weighed but 6 pounds; that 
there were lO-pounders on the spawning bed was a guess. 
Now, according to Dr. Merriam, six pounds is not an un¬ 
usual weight for oquassoi rapidly to attain in the salt waters 
of the Lower St, Lawrence. The same little despised four- 
ounce “blue back,” give it an abundance of appropriate food 
and the tonic effects of a favorable change of waters, de¬ 
velops in the Godhout, the Mingan aud the Trinity River, 
as well as in Sunapee, into a giant worthy of the angler’s 
skill, in accordance with nature’s simplest laws. I fully 
agree with Col. Samuel Webber that our noble fish are 
sprung from his 1879 plant. John D. Qoackenhos. 

Columbia Oolleoe, New York, April 14. 

P, S —Permit me to add the following postscript ; in 
reply to your correspondent who has .seen fit to enter tliis 
scientific discussion under the shadow of a pseudonym. It is 
rather late in the day to speak of four ounces, as the 
maximum weight of the Salmo oquassa, it having been 
repeatedly shown in the columns of this paper that oquassm 
have attained a weight of six aud eight pounds; nor is it 
absolutely certain that the “ blue-backs,” of Rangeley, “do 
not average a quarter of a pound.” Let me engage our 
opponents for a moment with their own weapons. They 
gravely inform us that monster oqmmce probably make their 
home in a number of New Hampshire lakes. It would not 
surprise me, therefore, at any time to learn that there are in 
Rangeley Lake oquassa trout weighing from six to eight 
pounds. The “blue-backs ” swarming in the Inlets during 
October may be the callow offspring of astute giants that 
rise annually from fathomless waters to spawn upon some 
mid-lake shoal unknown to the genus Jwmo, and after a few 
days recede into depths where no lure can reach them. 
Assuredly, it is as probable that such Solomons among 
SalmonidcB have eluded the vigilance of Caucasian man for a 
few decades in Rangeley, as that they have reproduced their 
species for a century in' Sunapee unmolested by the net or 
spear ? What is sauce for the goose is sauce for the 
gander. Your correspondent does not know that these 
large oquassm have always been in Sunapee any more than 
he knows they are not to-day actually in the lakes of the 
Rangeley chain. If the latter be a fact, then the presence 
in Sunapee of six pound fish from the 1879 plant would by 
no one be regarded even as remarkable. 

The dime museum analogy is so absolutely inapplicable 
as to be undeserving of serious notice. 

Once more, the largest Salmo oquassa taken from Sunapee 
weighed six, not ten, pounds. To quote Charles F. Imbris, 
when the weight of a trout is in question, “I would rather 
believe a poor pair of scales than George Washington.” 

_ J. D. Q. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I have lately noticed in the Forest and Stream remarks 

on the different species of trout in Sunapee Lake, N. H. I 
will say to the readers of Forest and Stream, and others, 
that I began fishing for trout in that lake in 1857, and have 
fished every year since, more or less, therefore am able to 
state to, you the different varieties of trout in the lake. 
When 1 first began to fish for trout in the lake there was 
but one species of trout in it and that was the native speck¬ 
led trout. We have at this time four different varieties of 
trout in this lake, viz., the speckled trout, the white trout, 
blue-back trout, and landlocked salmon. The speckled 
trout sometimes weigh 5 or 6 pounds ; the white fish average 
a little more than the speckled trout ; the landlocked salmon 
average 8 or 10 pounds, and the blue-back not so much. As 
to the white fish being a species of the speckled trout I 
should say they were not, but are a species of the real 8t. 
John River trout. These four varieties of trout are caught 
in great abundance. Jacob R. Hutchinson 

Newport, N. H., April 0. 
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BIG TROUT. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

Having read in your always truthful journal several ac¬ 
counts of very large trout which have been caught in various 
places and at recent dates, I trust you will not object to pub¬ 
lish, and thus perpetuate, an account of the biggest kind of 
a trout, although caught “in the days of long ago.” 

While sojourning on Long Island several years ago I 
became conversant with the following facts—say facts, 
because there are living witnesses enough who were per¬ 
sonally cognizant of them to establish their truth in any 
court: 

In June, 1823 or 1833, a trout was caught in Carman’s 
River, South Haven, L. I., below the mill dam and about 
three miles from the South Bay, which weighed 14J pounds. 
When discovered in the “mill hole” a strong net was 
stretched around it, and after having been kept in confine¬ 
ment for some time was killed and sent to New York to 
some noted fishermen of those days, who sent in return a 
check for .$100 to its captors. 

Daniel AVebster and other noted sportsmen of the old 
school were often guests at Carman’s celebrated hostlery, 
and enjoyed fishing in this stream. Trout of three and four 
pounds’ weight were not uncommon there at that time. The 
waters of this stream, at the time I was there, were, and I 
think are still, controlled by the Suffolk Club, a party of 
gentlemen and true sportsmen. 

The following named gentlemen are now living who saw 
this wonderful fish, and declare it to have been a genuine 
brook trout—viz., Nathaniel Miller, Joseph Carman and D. 
M. Clark, men of undoubted integrity, who can be found at 
Brook Haven and South Haven, L. 1., to verify the above 
statement. 

A better account of this trout may have been published at 
the time it was caught. I hope so, and that this mention 
may be the means of reviving it. If no account was ever 
published, I am sure you will deem this worthy of the space 
it requires. A. 

Chicago, Ill., April 13. 

VARIATION OF BROOK TROUT. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

Seeing a communication from Mr. Webber, ex-Fish Com¬ 
missioner of New Hampshire, in which he says that perhaps 
the trout in lower Diamond Pond are identical with the 
blue-back'trout in the Rangeley Lake, reminds me that some 
time ago 1 thought of writing an article for Forest and 
STBEA.M in regard to the variation of the brook trout in our 
different waters. 

But the execution was for some reason de]a3fed, until the 
discoverj' of the new variety of trout in Sunapee Lake by 
Mr. Hodge again brought the idea to mind. 

I am pretty familiar with nearly all the trout streams and 
ponds in Coos county, N. H., and excepting the lake trout 
{Salmo namaycush), found in First and Second Connecticut 
lakes and South Pond, in Stark, I think we have but one 
variety of the Salmo family’' native to our waters, although 
they vary much in their general appearance as well as habits. 
The causes of some of these variations are still a puzzle to 
me, and a discussion on this subject wifi, be of great interest 
to me and I think to many others. 

I will state some of the differences in size, shape, color, 
habits, etc., of trout caught in different localities, and per¬ 
haps some one 'will tell us the cause. Of course there is a 
reason why the trout in one pond scarcely ever attain a 
weight of f of a pound and never exceed 1 pound each, 
while in another only a short distance from the first and con¬ 
nected by quite a large stream, they are often taken weigh¬ 
ing from' 3 to 8 pounds each. This is the case with the trout 
in the Diamond Ponds near Colebrook. In the lower pond 
I have never seen a trout taken that would weigh more than 
f of a pound, and a native fisherman who has fished it every 
season fur over 30 years, told me that he had never caught 
one larger. The Swift Diamond (the outlet of the pond) is 
a very prolific stream, and small trout are continually run¬ 
ning into the pond during the summer season, and they are 
certainly genuine brook trout when they enter the pond, and 
I think they still remain the same, although they gradually 
change their habits and appearance. Their food is not so 
abundant in the lower pond as in the upper one, but is that 
the cause or one of the causes of the difference in size of the 
fish? 

Another common difference in trout taken in the same 
pond, and fed and raised under the same conditions, is that 
one specimen has white meat and another red, but outwardly 
they are the same. Are they the same variety, and if so 
what causes the difference in color? 

Where trout have an abundance of food they grow faster 
than where their food supply is scanty, but in the pond 
where the food supply is the best of any pond that I know 
they never exceed 3 pounds in weight, and the most of them 
go from ^ to f of a pound each. 

Another pond where the fish have a different appearance 
from the ordinary brook trout is North Pond, in Stark. 
They are quite long for their weight, light colored below, 
and average i of a pound each. The pond is fed by moun¬ 
tain streams and springs, but the natural food supply is 
small and the native fish is small although of fine flavor. 
Good fishermen who have fished there for years say that they 
never caught one there that would weigh more than a pound. 
The waters discharge into the Ammonoosuc River,*where 
formerly large numbers of trout wqfe caught of 3 and 4 
pounds weight. 

In Big Dummer Pond, the trout caught will average 2 
pounds each if caught in deep water. I caught one a few 
years ago that measured 21-|- inches in length and was 13A 
Inches in circumference. They are of almost a bronze color 
and .scarcely ever rise to a fly. In Greenough Lake some of 
the fish are of the same color, but they are not as large. 

There is a small pond in Errol, of probably not over seven 
or eight acres in extent, that contains very finely flavored 
trout and of very good size, and they are the gamiest fellows 
one would wish to find, A dish of these fish baked in cream 
at the Errol House, some time during the summer of 1884, 
is often spoken of by the participants as something to be long 
remembered, and the gastronomic gymnastics of Clark, the 
Magalloway stage driver, were something simply wonderful 
for so large a man. 

At Success Meadows is the junction of two streams called 
respectively Black Strap and Silver Stream, together with 
the outlet of Success Pond, forming the Chickwolnepy River 
which empties into the Androscoggin at Milan, N. H. In 
Black Strap the trout are very dark colored and thick-bodied 
and in the other they are long and slim, and almost as silvery 
as a true salmon. A greater contrast in trout found in 
different streams whose waters unite is probably not found 
in the State. 

In Mill Brook in Stark the trout in the upper part of the 
stream are orange-colored on their sides and bellies, and I 
have noticed that they were exceptionally fine-flavored, but 
they are of small size, scarcely any weighing over four 
ounces each. But the best of all our trout are those found 
in Little Millsfield Pond. Probably hundreds of small fry 
run up into the pond every year, but after they have been in 
the pond a few months they don’t look enough like those in 
the stream to be brothers. Their change of food and habits 
make a wonderful difference in the appearance of the fish. 
So much so that Dr. Elmendorf, of Brooklyn, N. T., threw 
away a half pound specimen caught in the stream below the 
pond, because it bore so little resemblance to those we had 
been catching from the pond that he thought there was 
something wrong about it and so threw it away. These 
trout have the smallest heads of any trout in our waters and 
a gamier trort never rose to a fly. They are very dark- 
colored above and white beneath, and take a fly very readily. 
There is a great uniformity in the fish after they have been 
in the pond for some time, but once in a while I have caught 
small ones that were like those in the stream below. 

I have enumerated some of the peculiarities of the trout 
found in our waters, the cause of which I will leave to be 
explained by some one with more knowledge on the subject 
than myself. There must be a cause for all these variations, 
but some of them seem very singular. 

In mentioning our different ponds I have made mention 
only of the native trout. Some of them have been stocked 
with land-locked .salmon and black bass, but this article has 
reference onlv to fish native to Coos county. Our waters 
can only stand the great drain on them by restocking by the 
State. But let them be stocked with trout, for black bass 
are a poor substitute for our beautiful brook trout. 

S. J. G. 
Lancastbr, N. II. 

NEW ENGLAND TROUT STREAMS. 

HE Massachusetts trout season has not yet been very pro¬ 
ductive, though the snow and ice are*about out of the 

way, even in the western part of the State. There is a com¬ 
plaint that favorite trout streams are not “panning out” 
very satisfactorily, even to the annual visitor for many years. 
The dealers in the Boston market are much dissatisfied. 
They claim to be able to obtain a fair supply of trout, but 
the demand is small. This they attribute to the law, which 
prevents their selling trout in winter. “It is so long between 
seasons,” they say, “that the public lose the taste for trout.” 
If they could be allowed to sell Canada trout in winter, there 
would be a good trade in native trout in the spring, and thus 
a good deal of money made. This is their argument. It 
sounds as reasonable as that of the boy who desired to be fed 
on strawberries in January, simply because he was fond of 
them. These marketmen imagine that because they can get 
all the trout they can now sell from Sandwich and other 
towns on Cape Cod, that a continued supply could be kept 
up, the same as in codfish or mackerel. They desire to make 
a market fish out of what must be regarded as a rarity. 

Besides, the privilege of selling trout from the Provinces 
in winter would simply mean more smuggling from the 
Maine waters at that season; and the marketmen are well 
aware of it. One of them recently confes.sed as much to me. 
He also further remarked that the whole fish protective laws 
of New England, Maine especially, were non-constitutional; 
that he had the money—made in the fish business—and had 
he the time and the desire to go into the courts, he would 
drive the trout and salmon laws from the Maine statute 
bocks and the fish commissioners and wardens out of busi¬ 
ness. Truly it is the marketman that the angler has to fear, 
as well as does his fellow sportsman with dog and gun. It 
gives the angler the heartache to see such a strong desire for 
traffic in that which is so dear to him, and that which, in 
spite of all protection has done, is yearly growing more and 
more scarce. 

Recent letters from those familiar with the Maine waters 
suggest an early clearing of the ice from the lakes, though 
this is probably based chiefly on theory. The snow has been 
very deep late in the winter, causing thinner ice and rapid 
melting from below. The trout season promises well. The 
law has been well obeyed, as to close time, .ami rough 
weather and deep snows have prevented residents Irom fish¬ 
ing since Feb. 1, to the extent they otherwise would have 
done. All this is favorable to the angler. So far as the big 
catches through the ice are concerned, the Maine papers 
have told of but very few this spring. It is to be hoped that 
another session of the Legislature of that State will repeal 
the law which allows residents to take trout and land-locked 
salmon through the ice after Feb. 1. The law is abused. 
Non-residents only have to go to “the holes” and “watch 
the residents fish,” to get all the trout they want. Commis¬ 
sioner Stilwell put (he matter in its true light when he told 
the Legislature of that Stale that her fish and game were 
worth as much as her lumber—that her fish and game drew 
in millions of dollars every year from summer visitors who 
come into that State for no other purpose than for fish and 
game. 

But very few fresh salmon have yet been received in this 
market. Two from the Penobscot came in Tuesday, and 
sold at $1 per pound. It is a pity that the Salmo salar is not 
better protected by law below tide water in the Penobscot 
River. That river is now known to be the last resort for 
eggs of the true salmon for propagation, and yet the parent 
fish are the prey of the marketmen, till the arrivals from the 
Provinces bring down the price to where it no longer pays 
to net the Maine salmon. Special. 

Crawfish.—H. A. Kelly’s note in your last issue reminds 
me that after R. S. Tarr’s paper on crawfish, I wrote you 
that he was mistaken in saying that they were found in only 
one locality in New England. When I was a boy, we used 
to find them often in a brook on my father’s farm, and it is 
not more than ten or fifteen years since I saw one in the 
same brook, but have seen none there since. Then the brook 
was perennial, or at least, there was always water in the deep 
pools. Now, in summer, its bed is as dry as the highway. 
I am told that in some of the brooks emptying into Lewis 
Creek, crawfish are yet to be found in considerable numbers. 
Thompson’s “Vermont,” 1843, says; “It is very common in 
many of the small streams in the western part of the State.” 
—Awahsoose (Ferrisburgh, Vt., April 10). 

Minnesota Bass Flies.—Hastings, Iowa—In reply to H 
P. Ufford, would say that I found the grizzly king the most 
attractive to the bass last summer. Will some of your cor¬ 
respondents in Colorado, along the Denver & Rio Grande 
Railroad, please give some information as to trout fishing 
localities, etc., and whether streams have to be waded or 
fished from bank, also flies used?—Hollow Rib. 

THE BRANDY POINT TROUT. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

In one of the issues of Forest and Stream last fall, I 
noticed an article by one of your regular correspondents, the 
sum and substance of which was that the large trout 
taken the latter part of September near Brandy Point by a 
New York gentleman did not rise to the fly, but was taken 
in an unsportsmanlike manner; and all the ground the 
writer seemed to have for his suspicion was the idea that 
large trout did not rise to the fly at that season of the year 
as they were “down on the spawning beds.” If your cor¬ 
respondent is really the sportsman that he evidently would 
have the readers of Forest and Stream believe him to be, 
it is very singular that he should be so ignorant of the habits 
of large trout. 

I took the gentleman and his guide to Brandy Point on 
my steamer the morning of the clay that he took the large 
trout, also the following morning. He told me that the trout 
rose fair and took the toodle bug fly; also of the hard fiaht 
of an hour he had with him before the suide slipped the 
landing net under him. I had not at the time, and still have 
not a shadow of a doubt but that he told me the truth. I 
have seen that guide many times since then, and have been 
with many of the guides continually from the time the trout 
was taken to date. The only intimation that I have ever 
seen or heard that the trout was taken otherwise than fairly 
is what I have seen in the Forest and Stream. 

The last few days of September were very favorable for 
the fishing ground in the vicinity of Brandy Point. The 
same gentleman who took the large trout took, the last day 
of September, three trout of 4, 74- and 84 pounds. Three 
New York gentlemen, members of the Oquossoc Anglers’As¬ 
sociation, with their guides fished near Brandy Point the day 
after the large fish was taken. These gentlemen are old 
time frequenters to our lakes and the mention of their names 
to those who know their fishing principles would be a guar¬ 
antee that whatever the record was it was a clean one. No 
trout comes to their landing-net except by fair angling with 
the artificial fly, and then usually only to be weighed and 
let go again. These gentlemen took one each which is worth 
mentioning, one 54, one 7i and one 94 pounds. One of the 
guides told me lately that the seven-and a-half-pouuder came 
for the fly three times before he struck it, as smart as he 
ever saw a small trout. These trout were all weighed and 
then permitted to go again. How is that for a New York 
angler? Can any city show a better illustration of a true 
gentleman sportsman? And is it to be wondered at that when 
gentlemen from a distance take so much interest in keeping 
up our fishing, as to put back not only the small ones, but 
trouf of this size, that we who are directly and pecuniarily 
interested, should feel kindly toward them, and when a 
slanderous statement, like what appeared in Forest and 
Stream, comes under our eye that we should feel like letting 
some one have it right from the shoulder? 

1 once used to ^ide a New York gentleman, and I was 
never tired of sitting on the piers at Upper Dam or in a boat 
at the Cove, with the landing net in readiness watching “my 
man” cast or handle his trout. After I got to running a 
camp and boat he stopped with me, and one day, with no 
other object in view than that of patronizing the boat, he 
took a round trip. At the Upper Dam I had a landing to 
make to connect with the boat on Mollechunkemunk Lake. 
We had a little while to wait; so he took his rod and said he 
would go down on the pier and make a few casts, if he 
“struck anything” he would halloo,when I should come with 
the landing net. It seemed that he had had hardly lime to 
get there before I heard him halloo, as only the angler can 
who has struck something and thinks he is in a hurry for 
the net. I caught up the net and scrambled down on to the 
pier. I found him with only the butt joint of the rod left in 
his hand; the rest of it and most of his line was out of sight 
under water, the water was swift but the trout switter. 
While he would reel iu and snub, the trout would pull out 
and try not to be snubbed. After about half an hour of this 
kind o'f work we began to occasionally see the broken joint 
of the rod, the tip being snug dowm to the leader. Then all 
of a sudden the trout made a run for the pier where we 
stood, but he made a mistake and landed in the net instead 
of under the rocks. Out he came, a good eight pounder, 
and as I lifted him from the water the fly dropped from his 
mouth, where it had been very lightly hooked. The best of 
handling was all that saved him; and I should like to sec 
one handled better, just to see how it is done. 

C^u’T. Barker. 
Camp Bemis, Rangeley Lakes, April 6. 

“A Trip TO the Intermediate Lakes.”—Your corres¬ 
pondent, “J. O. S.,” in issue April 1, is substantially correct 
in his statements, so far as I can remember. He and his 
friend did call on “Kelpie”—how they found him I know 
not—probably through some process of generalization and 
deduction, for there wiis no sign out. He says that one of 
’em looked like the Old Scratch, and the other still worse. 
If by the 0. S. is meant the devil, I believe that authorities 
differ as to his appearance. If we accept the Japanese ideal 
I should say that “J. O. S.” did himself and friend less 
than justice, though they did look rather the worse for wear. 
If 1 had known that they were man hunting I might have 
been ready with a rifle; *as it was, when I overheard them 
wondering whether their rags w'ould hold together until they 
reached Traverse City, I thought of offering one of them my 
other suit (consisting of an old jumper and overalls). I did 
not act on this benevolent intention, partly from native 
modesty—I am a very modest man; partly because the O. S. 
aforesaid could not have told which of the twain was the 
more dilapidated, and partly owing to the fact that there 
hung about them an indescribable something which to a close 
observer indicated that they thoroughly enjoyed the situ- 
atiou, were having a glorious vacation, and asked no odds 
or favors from anybody. It was a surprise to me to learn 
that I had been “interviewed,” but the crisis is past, and 
here I am. They were visitors of the right sort, and I shall 
be glad again to greet them when next they visit the Inter¬ 
mediate Valley.—Kelpie (April 10). 

Those Lono Island Trout,—The bill relating to trout 
illustrated, in the engrossed act as filed iu the Secretary of 
State’s office, the value of punctuation points. The first 
section sets out to amend Section 19 of the laws of 1879 so as 
to have it read as follows: “No person shall catch, or 
attempt to catch, or kill, or expose for sale, or have in pos¬ 
session after the same has been caught or killed, any speckled 
trout, brook trout, salmon trout, landlocked salmon, or Cali¬ 
fornia trout, save only from the first day of May to the first 
day of September in each year, except in the counties of 
Queens and Suffolk, where it shall be from the first day of 
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April to the first day of September in each year. And such 
speckled trout, brook trout, landlocked salmon and Califor¬ 
nia trout taken in said counties of Queens and Suffolk during 
the month of April may be had in possession in other coun¬ 
ties of the State, bul shall not be exposed for sale. _ In the 
counties included in the Adirondack preserve, established by 
Chapter 283 of the laws of 1880, it shall be lawful to catch, 
expose for sale, and have in possession after the same has 
been caught, speckled trout, brook trout and California 
trout from the first day of May to the fifteenth day of Sep¬ 
tember, and salmon trout and landlocked salmon from the 
first day of May to the first day of October.” The engross¬ 
ing clerk overlooked the period after the words “shall not 
be exposed for sale.” By omitting to put in that point and 
by beginning the word “in” with a small i the law virtually 
reads, “But such speckled trout,” etc., “shall not be exposed 
for sale in the counties included in the Adirondack preserve.” 
That is to say, the whole intent of the act, so far as prohib¬ 
iting the marketing of trout caught in Queens and Suffolk 
counties within the period during which they are allowed to 
be caught, is changed to mean that they may be marketed in 
every county of the State except in the counties of the Adir¬ 
ondack region, wherein the State has a preserve. 

Opening of the Maine Tkout Season.—Recent letters 
from the Androscoggin Lake region in Maine give it as the 
opinion of the guides that the lakes will clear of ice by May 1 
or a few days later. This is especially true of Oquossoc or 
Rangeley Lake, The weather has been unusually warm 
down there for April, and the guides claim that the ice is 
rapidly melting. May 1 would be very early for these lakes 
to clear; the average date for the past eight or ten years has 
been May 14. There is very much of uncertainty about the 
matter, however. When the ice goes the trout season begins, 
and the event will be hailed by sportsmen ready for the 
annual fishing trip. Indeed, one or two parties propose 
to leave Boston a day or two before the telegraph brings the 
news of departed ice, in order to be on the ground for the 
first trips of the little steamers to the fishing grounds.— 
Special. 

Whitepish and Grayling.—Timber Line, IMontana.— 
Editor Forest and Stream: In the Yellowstone River, and in 
the Madison, Gallatin and Jefl^erson livers, which unite to 
form the Missouri, there is a fish which lises to the fly, and 
which is called the grayling or whitefish. An old Scotch¬ 
man living in the camp says they are the same fish in every 
respect which he had caught in Scotland, and were there 
called the grayling. Last summer I showed some of them 
to a gentleman from Michigan, who said they were not gray¬ 
ling. A day’s catch in the Yellowstone shows about two- 
thirds trout and one-third “grayling,” so called. In the 
Gallatin the catches average about one-half trout and one- 
half grayling,-F. M. H. [Both whitefish and grayling are 
found in these streams. The latter have distinct teeth and a 
dorsal fin of seventeen to twenty rays. The whitefish have 
no teeth and a dorsal fin of ten to twelve rays. ] 

Bass Flies—Athens, Pa.—Editor Forest and Stream: I 
see that some of your readers want to learn how some killing 
bass flies are made. I will give you a description of my 
favorites: Dark orange body, with gold tinsel, red and yel¬ 
low tail, cinnamon brown hackle, and the rayed feathers of 
the mallard colored yellow for wings. This I find the most 
killing fly for all times, dark or bright days, early or late in 
the season; that is, in the Susquehanna, Chemung and Clyde 
rivers, Canandaigua outlet and the lower lakes. My next is 
all black (crow’s wings), hackle black, with silver tinsel, tail 
black. Next is the hackle fly, which is the same as the first, 
without any wings. Next is the Reuben Wood and scarlet 
ibis, with orange body and gold tinsel. I also use the Fer¬ 
guson; but the first one, the yellow one, “takes the cakes.”— 
E. W. Davies. _ 

Address all communications to the Forest and Utream Fiiblish- 
ing Co. _ 

THE AMERICAN FISHERIES SOCIETY. 

fifteenth annual meeting of the Society was held in the 
X Palmer House, Chicago, on April 13 and. 14, pursuant of 
a call issued by the executive committee some months previ¬ 
ously. During the session there was a line display of fish and 
fishculture in the Permanent Exhibition Building, which is 
situated within a short distance of the Palmer House. This 
display was made by the United States and the Michigan fish 
commissions, and by private persons. 

By a coincidence hatching car No. 3 of the United States 
Commission, in charge of Mr. J. P. Ellis, was at Chicago at 
the time. It had started from Noi’thville, Mich., on April 11, 
with three million whitefish fiy in cans, to be planted at 
Michigan City, Ind., and also three million whitefish eggs in 
McDonald hatching jars, from the Northville station, to be 
hatched en route and planted at Waukegan, HI. After plant¬ 
ing the whitefish at Michigan City the car was then on its 
way to Waukegan, and as the fish were not hatched, Mr. Ellis 
stopped at Chicago to give the society a chance to view the 
operations of hatching in transit. 

In the building Mr. Frank N. Clark, Superintendent of the 
U. S. Fish Commission stations at NorthvUle and Alpena, ex¬ 
hibited whitefish one and two years old which he had grown 
from the egg; Loch Leven trout one year old, grown from 
eggs received from Sir James G. Maitland, Howieton Fishery, 
Sterling, Scotland, sent as a gift to Professor Baird; gfayling, 
one year old, from eggs taken on the An Sable River, Michi¬ 
gan; brown trout, two yeai's old, from eggs presented by Herr 
Von Behr to Mr. F. Mather and batched by Mr. Clark, together 
with fry produced from the same fish; lake or sahnon trout 
fry, rambow trout, one and two years old; whitefish eggs in 
process of hatching and fry. 

The Michigan Fish Commission, through its superintendent, 
Mr. W. D. Marks, exhibited large brook trout from one to two 
pounds weight, large gi-ayhng (wild fish), rainbow trout, land¬ 
locked salmon, two years old; hybrids of lake and brook trout, 
lake and brook trout fry from their ponds at Paris, and a’so a 
model of the Shaw fishway. 

A very interesting exhibition of pounds, fykes. giU and 
pocket nets, with other apparatus for capturing fish were 
shown by Carpenter & Company, of Chicago. A very hand¬ 
some display of fishing tackle, compi-ising every thing used by 
the angler, from an expensive salmon outfit down to a modest 
hand line rig, was made by A. G. Spalding & Bros., Chicago 
and New York. An exhibit of rowboats and sportsmen’s 
boats was made by R. J. Douglas & Company, Waukegan, 11). 

The meeting was called to order in the nall-i-oom of the 
Palmer House, on Tuesday the loth, at 11 A. M., by Vice-Presi¬ 
dent Dr. W. M. Hudson, who. not expecting to preside, had 
not prepared a formal address, as it had been undei'stood that 

Colonel McDonald would be at the meeting. The following 
letter was read by the secretary: 

Washington, D. C., April 10, 1886. -Sir; I am requested by 
Col. McDonald to inform you that his baby died this morning, 
and it will be impossible for him to attend the meeting of the 
Fisheries Society, which he exceedingly regrets. I send you 
by to-day’s express a package of papers, minute book, etc. 
Very respectfully yours, J. J. O’Connor. 

Letters of regi’et were read from Mr. E. G. Blackford, Mi*. 
A. N. Cheney, Dr. R. E. C. Stearns, W. V. Cox. Geo. Shepard 
Page and D. H. Fitzhugh. 

The morning attendance being veiy light, Dr. Hudson sug¬ 
gested that it would be well to get through with such routine 
work as was necessary, and leave the reading of papers until 
the afternoon session, when no doubt the attendance would be 
better. 

During the meeting the following new members were 
eleeted : S, P. Bartlett, Quincy, Ill.; J. H. Bissell, Detroit, 
Mich.; C. C. Hinchman, Detroit, Mich.; Dr. S. C. Adams, 
Peoria, lU.'Herschel Whitaker, Detroit, Mich.; Walter D. 
Maries, Pans, Mich.; N. K. Fairbank, Chicago; A. Booth, 
Chicago ; Dr. E. 8. Holmes, Grand Rapids, Mich.; J. N. 
Dewey, Toledo ; Dr. R. O. Sweeney, St. Paul ; W. D. Ton^n, 
Duluth, Minn.; James Neviu, Madison, Wis.; Philo Dunning, 
Madison Wis. 

The chairman gave notice that during the meeting the fol¬ 
lowing papers would be read; 

“Oyster Culture,” “Smelt Hatching” and “Work at Cold 
Spring Harbor, New York,” by Fred Mather. 

“Fishculture as a Practical Art,” by J. H. Bissell. 
“The Michigan Grayling,” by Herschel Whitaker. 
“Intentional and Accidental Destruction of Species,” by Dr. 

R. E. C. Stearns. 
“Deep Sea Dredging on the United States Steamer Alba¬ 

tross,” by F. L. Washburn. 
“Transportation of Fish in the British Islands,” by W. V. 

Cox. 
“History of the Iced Fish and the Frozen Fish Trade of the 

United States,” by A. Howard Clark; 
The following gentlemen were then appointed by the chair 

as a committee to nominate officers for the coming year, co be 
elected on the following day. This committee consisted of 
Messrs. May, of Nebraska; Butler, of Michigan; Bartlett, of 
Illinois; Sweeney, of Minnesota, and Downing, of Wisconsin. 

The meeting adjourned rmtil 2:30 P. M. A full report of the 
meeting will follow. 

kernel 
FIXTURES. 

FIELD TRIALS. 

Nov. 8.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Western Field Trials 
Association, at Abilene, Kan. R. C. Van Horn, Secretary, Kansas 
City. Mo. 

Nov. 22.—Eighth annual field trials of the Eastern Field Trials Club, 
at High Point, N. C. W. A. Coster, Secretary, Flatbush, Kings 
county, N. Y. 

DOG SHOWS. 

Api’ll 27, 28, 29 and 30.—Third Dog Show of the Cleveland Bench 
Show Association. C. M. Munhall, Secretary, Cleveland. O. 

May 4, 6, 6 and 7.—Tenth annual dog show of the Westminster 
Kennel Club, at Madison Square Garden, New York. James Morti¬ 
mer, Superintendent. P. O. Box 1812, New York. 

May 18,19. 20 and 21.—Third Annual Dog Show of the St. Louis 
Gun Club, St. Louis, Mo. Geo. Munson, Blanager. 

July 20, 21, 22 and 28.—Milwaukee Dog Show. John D. Olcott, Man¬ 
ager, Milwaukee, Wis. 

A. K. R.-SPECIAL NOTICE. 

The AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 

pedigrees, etc. (with prize lists of all shows and trials), is puh- 

ished every month. Entries close on the 1st. Should be in early. 

Entry blanks sent on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope. 
Registration fee (50 cents) must accompany each entry. No entries 

inserted unless paid in advance. Yearly subscription 81,50. Address 

“American Kennel Register,”?. O. Boi 2832, New York, Number 

of entries already printed 3616. 

ENGLISH KENNEL NOTES. 

were not thoroughbred; after that fooling looking in the dog’s 
mouth to estimate his breeding by the color of his palate is 
comparatively quite sensible. The Airedales showed up re¬ 
markably well. Among them was a very fair second rater 
entered at £3; from the opening of the show to the closing 
hour this terrier furnished a deal of hard labor to the frantic 
clerk in the office, as everybody who saw the price rushed 
with the speed of a writ-chased debtor to claim the good 
thing. 

But what a wanderer I am, I hadn’t done with Hanley and 
here I am in the Aquarium; well, back to Hanley for a few 
words. When you are in Rome, do as the rum ’uns do—so did 
the Hanley exhibitoi's. They went to the circus and stopped 
the performance, they went into the street and stopped the 
procession, and generally continued to behave themselves “as 
sich” with contentment to themselves and to the well expressed 
contempt of a population not over nice in their manners or 
appearances. It was playing it a few notes too low down. 

The smouldering ill-feeling against the ubiqmtous all vic¬ 
torious Mr. S. Boddington at Hanley, bm’st into a vicious 
flame. The unbroken successes of hisIkennelUhave long soured 
liis rivals and competitor’s. “He is always on the make,” 
they exclaim, “dogs are not his hobby, he makes a business 
of them; he’s a pot-hunter—look at his prize record; he’s a 
mug-hunter—look at the sales he effects. Oh, this sort of 
thing won’t do for us, its nothing but ‘our Mr. Boddington’ 
who travels for Collie, Collie & Co.” Translated this carping 
reads thusly: Mr. B. has judgment and money, by the ex¬ 
ercise of a deal of the first and the outlay of a little of the 
latter he contrives to secure the best dogs which he wins with 
and sells to a profit, and there is not one of the grumblers who 
would not do the same if he got the chance. I don’t think the 
progress of the breed much troubles Mr. Boddington, but I do 
think he involuntarily advances it all the same by putting 
decent dogs into circulation. 

His last offense consists of having ‘ ‘picked up” a good dog at 
a fair price (£.50) that was in a subordinate position at the 
Crystal Palace. At Hanley this doe: beat the C. P. winner, 
The Squire, and the latter’s owner, Mr. Charles, made a scene 
in the ring and swore the dog was lame, but this not the 
judge, the vet., nor the onlookers could see. No matter. Mi-. 
Chai’les who, with Mr. Ashwin and one or two others, is 
known to subscribe to the mean suspicions of the now in¬ 
famous and notorious “collie circular,” had kept his envious 
wrath corked long enough, so he let loose his frothy feelings 
and soon evei’ybody knew that according to Mr. Charles, ms 
successful opponent, Mr. Boddington, squared judges and made 
the awards safe over night. Every impartial person who ex¬ 
amined Rob Roy MacGregor asserted that the lump on his leg, 
the effect of an old accident, in noway interfered with his 
level gait, stfil Mr. Charles was not to be baulked, he had re¬ 
ceived an anonymous telegi-am from Birmingham “putting 
him up to it,” that Boddington’s new dog was lame; so he 
depo.sited his sovereign and the Kennel Club have to consider 
the objection. When I heard of Mr. Charles’s passionate 
charges against his successful opponent, I remarked it was a 
gi’eat pity all this sneering and snarling among men in the 
same hobby, a pity that the pm’suit of pleasure and prizes 
should thus make bitter enemies of former friends. “Not a 
bib of it,” I was told, “why, I did hear they shook hands before 
going to lodge an objection against one another.” I gazed at 
the speaker with despairing incredulity. My brain was 
softening, as George Sims’ (Dagonet) lines ran through my 
head: 

They called one another the vilest of names, 

They played one another the shabbiest games. 

They ascribed to each other the meanest of aims— 

But still they were personal friends. 

They struck one another with poker and tongs, 

They did one another the cruellest wrongs, 

They labelled each other in scandalous songs— 

But still they were personal friends. 

They stabbed one another with knives in the back, 

They tried hard to get one another the sack. 

And each put the ’tecs on the other one’s track— 

But still they were personal friends. 

Each tore out by handfuls tne other one’s hair, 

Each scratched till the other one’s cheek-bones were bare, 

And each made the other one halloo and swear— 
But still they were personal friends. 

OUR bulldog fancy that quite boiled over has now settled 
down again. The match between Rustic King and, Tom 

Ball was an event, and recalled the glories of bar-parlors in 
the neighborhood of St. Martin’s Lane. There was never any 
doubt that the well-known prize-winner would gain the day 
and at the same time the owner of Tom Ball may be said to 
have gained his purpose, as for an outlay of railway fares and 
a £10 note, he succeeded in making an unknown animal the 
topic of the horn’. Three times the amount spent in advertise¬ 
ments woiild not have achieved the Uke. I understand that 
Tom Ball can be bought tor £100, I think he is well worth £80. 
Mr. Lyell never exhibits, he buys on his own judgment and 
sells for his own profit. He is a straightforward, shrewd and 
canny Scotchman. Since the match, the bulldog men have 
prostrated themselves before the new idol. Rustic King rules 
supreme and has hedged himself with blinding divinity. But 
for a’ that and a’ that Grabber can spare him a few points. 

At the late Hanley show an une^mected and undeserved 
defeat overtook the rural monarch. The committee had dis¬ 
played more originality than judgment in the selection of 
their judges. Among the same was a certain Mr. Pemberton, 
not Leigh Pemberton, but a member of the Bulldog Club. 
This gentlemen is one of those fools of the fancy, who rush in 
where angels of judgment fe^ to tread. He judged fr’om a 
light-hearted, light-headed point of view that must have been 
distractingiy comical to his victims. Rustic King and Queen 
Mab were led before him in the challenge class. He was as 
polite as he was shallow so he put the lady flist. When the 
storm bm-st as it certainly did, the poor weak vacillating 
judgeling confessed he had made a mistake, he was very 
sorry, he chattered, and he wouldn’t do it again—boo-hooh. 
Well, what could a man say more, or a woman for the matter 
of that? Mr. George Raper was satisfied, Rhadamanthus had 
stepped down from his seat and grovelled on his stomach for 
pity, he bad erred and apologized, Geoi’ge was satisfied, voild 
tout. That is Act I. Act II. opens in the Aquarium Terrier- 
Show. The Hanley judge has recovered from his fi-ight and 
now plucklly protests he never withdrew his awai’d, not he, 
why should he, he sbiU thought the bitch better than the dog, 
come now, who’s afeard! These matters crept into pi-int and 
a befogged editor querulously inquii’ed, “Now which is it, if 
you please, did my reporter circulate a false account or did 
Mr. Pemberton really apologize for the award at Hanley?” 
Until now the judge and reporter remain dumb. Have they 
been got at? I am sure I can’t tell you; as they say in the law, 
“My lud, this case has been settled out of court.” One thing 
can be relied on and that is Mr. Mouse-heai-t Pemberton will 
never be asked to perform again. The Bulldog Club’s next 
show is announced to take place at the Westminster Aquar¬ 
ium in tfle summer. Mr. Ellis will judge for the first time. 

The terrier shpw in the same place was a glowing success. I fot there on tHe second day and could scarcely get to the 
enches for. the crowd of wefl-dressed, perfumed and gay beau 

nionde. The fox-terriers were a weak lot, somebody picked 
up a bargin in a first prize wire-hair for £30. 1 noticed a 
couple of good mustard dandies, Scotch terriers were not bad 
but provokingly misjudged by a merryman named Pratt 
who carried the joke so far as to pluck hairs out of the ex¬ 
hibits’ back to examine with a microscope—those that had 
not three prongs at the root he declared belonged to dogs thaj; 

At last they fell senseless and smothered with gore, 

The doctor arrived, and said both were no more; 

They had sent one another to Pluto’s warm shore— 

But still they were personal friends. 
Lillibulero. 

March 27,1886. 
[TO BE CONTINUED.] 

[Letters from England to be addressed to “LiUibulero,” care 
of Mr. T. Hamblen, 16 The Higher Parade, Leamington.] 

DOG SHOW SECRETARIES AND “SPECIALS.” 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
‘•V. M. H.” lately gave some very sound advice on the first 

of the above subjects, using the late Pittsburgh show as a text, 
and I feel like enlarging on the same matter. We will all 
admit that the exhibitor is responsible for the correctness of 
his entries, that on him rests the onus of seeing that all is in 
accordance with rule and letter; but does this absolve the sec¬ 
retary from all responsibility ? For instance, the premium list 
clearly sets forth that three wins at shows given‘’under the 
auspices of clubs members of the association” are required 
to quahfy fo? entry in the champion class, and gives a list of 
clubs member’s of “this association.” It was painfully evident 
at Pittsburgh that not the least attention had been paid to 
this by the authorities; entry after entry appeared on the 
catalogue that did not show sufficient wins to qualify. In one 
of the champion fox-terrier classes neither of the competitors 
were eligible! 

Now, will it be contended that it is simple honesty for a 
club to take the money for an entry when the enti-y form 
plainly shows that the animal is not eligible under then’ own 
rules? and does it help the honesty of the transaction to accept 
the entry and then shamefully deny their own published rule 
by refusing the protest that follows, as was done in the St. 
Bernard puppy class? In other words, are dog show clubs 
under any obligation of treating exhibitors with common 
honesty? 

I was speaking with the brains of the Pittsbrn-gh Club about 
their folly in so curtly refusing exhibitors their plain rights 
to a hearing, when he said, “The right thing to have done was 
to refuse an entry that was WTong, and not to take a man’s 
money and then beat him out of his winnings.” “Brains” is 
nearly always right, and he was not far from it here; but he 
fails to recognize the rights that a protesting exhibitor has. 
1 thought there was a pm’pose to punish Philadelphia exhibi¬ 
tors for their upsetting the show last fall; at all events, I heard 
more complaints from Philadelphians than from all others. 

Your romarks^on specials were to the point, but you might 
have written a book’on the ludici’ous aspect of the phenom¬ 
enon. Just ihink of an Irish water spaniel winning a cooking 
stove! I twice noticed a fine, jolly looking gentleman study¬ 
ing that wonderfull cooking stove that was stuck up on stilts 
at the entrance to the show in the most pi’ominent position 
that could be had. After conjuring over the cause of his deep 
interest in a very small and common looking stove, I came to 
the conclusion that he was an old bachelor contemplating 
matrimony and he was studying up on the matter; but I was 
set right on this before the show closed, by learning that he 
was an Irish water spaniel fancier; I warrant that he was 
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wondoriDg "what in the world he was going to do with that 
store. Then the wonderful variety of articles that foxhound 
owners had to compete for. I wonder what our jolly smiire 
did with that silk dress, barrel of Rhine wine (made on Troy 
Hill, Allegheny county), cast of “merline” beer, etc., that he 
won? The silliness of offering cooking stoves, castors, per¬ 
fumery bottles, bad cigars, etc., as dog show prizes, does not 
seem to strike the authorities, as “getting specials” seems to be 
the height of their ambition. The donors of these wonderful 
collections are not responsible for the foolishness of it. as they 
are simplv dunned to "give a special” and they give something 
in their line as a bit of cheap and very p'oor advertising. 
Surely no exhibitor sends a dog four hundred miles on the 
inducement of winning a cooking store, a black silk dress, a 
cask of “merline” beer (what in the world is that^, a box of 
toilet soap, one of five ice cream sets, a meerschaum pipe, a 
brass sconce, a lady’s umbrella, a piano cover, a hoi-se blanket, 
a shooting suit (six of these were offered), a poir of shooting 
boots_ (this was dead sure not to go two miles from the show 
building), or any of the many curiosities offered. 

In a word, is it not a trifle silly. To caU it by the “most tend- 
erest” name, to have 110 classes and 84 specials? or are exhib¬ 
itors still the fools of yore to be humbugged ad libitum f 

Of course when I use the word “secretary” I mean the cler¬ 
ical officer or officers of the show, be he secretary, supei intend- 
ent or plain clerk. W, Wade. 

Hulton, Pa., April 10. 

THE HARTFORD DOG SHOW. 

The inaugural dog show of the Hartford Kennel Club was 
held at Hartford last week, in the Union Armory. The 

building is rather small for a large show, and is not well 
lighted. The benching was patterned after that of Hew 
Haven, and as well arranged as possible. The management 
was firet-class in every respect. There were 369 dogs entered 
of which 44 were absent. Many of the classes were weak in 
numbers, and with the exception of a few well-known prize 
winners, some of them were very poor in quality. This was 
notably the case in the English setter, pointer and spaniel 
classes. We expected to see a good turn out of pointers and 
setters, as there are many flne specimens of each breed owned 
in the State. There was an innovation in the making of a class 
for red native settM^ that cannot be too strongly condemned. 
The principal objects for which dog shows are held are to im¬ 
prove the different breeds of dogs and to educate the public as 
to the points of ment peculiar to each. How this can be ac¬ 
complished by making a class and offering prizes for mongrels 
or even for well bred animals that cannot win a card in their 
regular class, we fail to understand. Aside from this view of 
the case it was vsTong to make a class for these dogs without 
due notice to the public, in order that the-competition might 
have been open to all instead of to a select few, as appears to 
have been the case. We teel sure that the intentions of the 
managers were of the best, and we also feel sure that upon re¬ 
flection they will agree with us that the class should have 
been omitted. The attendance during the show was very 
good, and, we were informed by the secretary, that the club 
would net at least rS500. This is a very good showing and 
places Hartford on the list of cities that will support a dog 
show. Much of the success of the show is due to the untiring 
effort of the secretaiy, Mr. A. C. Coliins, who has devoted a 
large amount of labor to the cause. Spratts Patent had the 
feeding of the dogs. They were well cared for and had plenty 
of exercise and clean bedding. The judging was nearly all 
done on the first day, and. except as noted in our comments 
on the dogs, gave general satisfaction. In some of the cases 
noted there was considerable talk, but so far as we were able 
to learn no protests were made. Following is a list of the 
judges: Pointers, Mr. J M. Tracy, Greenwich, Conn: English 
setters, Mr. J. O Donner, New York; Irish setters, Mr. VV. H. 
Pierce, Peekskill, N. Y ; Gordon setters, Mr. H. C. Glover, 
New York; beagles, Mr. N. Elmore, Granby, Conn.; trick 
dogs and retrieving dogs, Mr. B. Waters, Chicago. Ill.; all 
other classes. Mr. James Mortimer, Babylon, L. I, Veterinarv, 
Mr. H. C. Glover. 

MASTIFFS—(MK. MOKTIMEB). 

There were fifteen entries in these classes, three of which 
were absent. Homer, Rosalind and Prussian Princess repre¬ 
sented the champions. The winners in the open dog class are 
well known and were properly placed. Odin, vhc., is just a 
fair specimen, deficient in hea^ feet and forelegs. Adyk, 
placed second to Bal-Gal in the bitch class, is a lengthy speci¬ 
men of fair type. She is light in bone, faulty in eye. and lacks 
depth of muzzle. Tamora, the other entry, was absent. The 
class was correctly placed. Hannibal, looking better than he 
did at New Haven, but still very light and txicked up, was 
first in the puppy class for dogs. Guess, placed second, is a 
very poor specimen, not worth a prize in any company. He 
has a long, houndy head, a peak that would do credit to a 
bloodhoimd, crooked forelegs and faulty ears. Rex, c., is 
faulty in head and ear, light in bone, leggy and lacks sub¬ 
stance. He is quite as good as Guess. There were no entries 
in the bitch class. 

ST. BERNARDS—(MR. MORTIMER). 

Don II. and Leila were alone in the chan pion classes. Mr. 
Tucker was the only exhibitor in the open dog class. His 
dogs were properly placed in order of merit, although Mt. 
Velan and Seeldan are far behind the others. Flora I., the 
only entry in the bitch c ass. is faulty in head and lacks bone 
and substance. Lodi had the dog puppy class to himself, and 
Gemme was equally fortunate in the bitch class, but the prize 
was withheld tor want of merit. Duke of Leeds and Gertie 
represented rough-coated champions, and in the open dog 
class Merchant Prince was properly placed firet. He lacks 
character in head and is faulty in expression. He is a big, 
fine dog, not good either in markings or coat, and he stands 
badly on his forelegs. Bosco II., second prize, was fully de¬ 
scribed in our r^ort of the Newark show, as was Rudolph 
II, vhc. Monk Detrica, c., is faulty in head, quarters, eyes, 
body and color. Prince, vhc., is faulty in back and stUty 
behind. Loyal was absent. Miranda, Lady Athol and Stelia 
were properly placed in the bitch class. The other entry, 
Barone, was absent. Monk Detrich, c. in the open dog class, 
was given first prize m the class for dog puppies, and the bitch 
class did not till. We have previously expressed our opinion 
as to how the dogs that were enteied ih these classes should 
be placed, so that it would be egotistical to say they were 
well judged. 

NEWFOUNDLANDS-(MR. MORTIMER). 

There were no entries in the champion class, and of the 
three in the open class we failed to find Tom, and Pxince was 
transferred to the puppy class, leaving Carlo to score a blood¬ 
less victory. He is faulty at both ends, but has good body, 
legs and a fairly good coat. Prince, the only exhibit in the 
puppy class, was given first prize, and he is evidently a lucky 
dog. 

DEERHOUNDS— (MR. MORTIMER). 

Mac, as usual, beat Bran in the class for champion dogs, and 
in the bitch class Lorna U. was alone. The magnificent Chief¬ 
tain proved an easy winner over Bevys III. in the next class, 
although the last named is by no means a poor specimen. He 
is too straight from the hocks down, and is not nearly so good 
as Chieltain either in head, expression, neck or in quartei-s. 
Bras, vhc., was badly shown. His ribs are not well sprung, 
and he is faulty in shoulders and hind parts. His head is 
fairly good. Briice, he., was not worth a card in such com¬ 
pany. He is very small and has no coat. Duncan was absent. 
Of the two bitches shown, Wanda was much the best at aU 
points. Blithe, small and lacking in character and short of 
coat, was not worth the second prize. There were four entries 
in the dog puppy class. Braie, given first prize, is not very 
good in head and his pasteras are light; he may, however, I 
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improve in the latter. King of the Forest Is a fairly good 
puppy; he stands on the best of 1^ and feet, and is above the 
average in head, body and coat. Braco, vhc., is faulty in head 
and rather light in body. Lancer III., he , is faulty in coat, 
color and eyes. Ramona was alone in the bitch class. She 
was on the sick list, but if all goes well with her she will be 
heard from again. She is a big bitch, of good quality, fairly food in head, body and coat, and excellent in legs and feet, 

hese classes were well judged. 

GREYHOUNDS-(MR. MORTIMER.) 

Memnon and Mother Demdike were the entries in the cham¬ 
pion classes. Harlequin, describedin previous reports, was first 
in the dog class. Stranger in White coming second. His head 
is fairly good, but not first-class, he has a good neck and 
shows his good breeding. He is light in bone and faulty in 
feet, shallow in body and rather heavy in ears. Notwith¬ 
standing the fact that old Ben has been knighted, he was not 
worth a vhc. card. His mouth is gone and he lacks power at 
all points. Jack C. is leggv and shows little true greyhound 
character. Hawthorne Belle, the New Haven winner, was 
first in the bitch class, followed by Sister in Black. The lat¬ 
ter, a racy looking one, is not very good in shoulders, loin, 
pasterns, or feet. Sorceress, vhc., is a bit light in bone, plain 
in head and straight from the hocks down, but she is a grey¬ 
hound. They were properly placed. Stranger in White and 
Sister in Black book the prizes in the puppy classes, and had 
no competitors. 

POINTERS—(MR. TRACT). 

We were much disappointed with the display of pointers, 
the more so because we had been given to understand that 
the pointer men would be out in force. Thanks to the Graphic 
Kennels, four good dogs were shown. There were no entries 
in the champion classes for heavy weights and in the open 
dog class Graphic fairly smothered the rest of the class. 
Tammany was second. There is a wear-and-tear look about him 
that we like, but he is not quite up to first-class form. Duke 
of Bergen was absent and Captain Fred was not for competi¬ 
tion. Sport, Prince and Shot are not show do^. In the bitch 
class Revell 111. was much the beat. She was described in our 
Newark report. We saw her gallop at Hartford and did not 
like her shoulder action. Nell,winner of second, is well-known; 
Topsy, vhc., lacks character. Robin Adair, the only entry in 
the champion lightweight class, was absent at the time of 
judging, but came later and was given the prize by the com¬ 
mittee. The next class was a very poor one and we agree 
with the judge that he would have been justified in withholding 
the prize for want of merit. Bracket scored a one-sided vic¬ 
tory. This is a good dog; the best light weight in America. 
We like him better than either Donald 11. or Rush, althou.^h 
he is not so good in tail as either of these dogs. Fritz, Sancho 
and Game are not show dogs. Only three bitches were shown. 
Meally’s good body and excellent legs, feet and shoulders 
placed her much ahead of Happy Medium, who is very faulty 
in legs and feet. Phyllis, vhc., should have been second. She 
was fully described in our report of the New Haven show. 
There were only three puppies in the two classes and they are 
not show dogs. 

ENGLISH SETTERS—(MR. DONNEr), 

These classes were very thin and the quality Was below 
what we have ever seen at a kennel ciub show. There was 
not a good one shown in the open classes, and we never re¬ 
member having seen such a lot of puppies at any show. 
Rockingham, not looking quite so well as he did last year, 
was again placed over his old opponents, Plantagenet' and 
Foreman. Modesta, badly shown, was alone in the champion 
bitch class. Her forelegs are growing more crocsed, and she 
is wider in front than she was. The quality of the next class 
may be estimated when we say that Mack B. scored an easy 
win. We sympathized with the judge in his endeavors to 
find a decent looking specimen for second place, but we can¬ 
not indorse the award in favor of Pride. He is a big, coarse, 
heavy dog of Gordon type, heavy in head, cheeky, throaty, 
faulty in shoulders, straight from the hocks down, very bad 
in stifles, and almost as curly in coat as a retriever. 'Dan. 
chained next to him, although not noticed, is of the same type 
and is quite as good. Spot, vhc., should have been second. 
He does not stand straight on his forelegs, but is better at 
other points than Pride, and shows some quality. Dashing 
Prince Regent, faulty in eyes, straight behind and long in 
loin, was third best. We did not see Lanman’s Dan. Vixen 
III., a strong bitch, plain in head, and faulty in ears and eyes 
and curly in coat, scored an easy win in the bitch class. 
Belva, placed second, must be a good fielder if she finds a 
purchaser at catalogue price, S.50. She is snipy, out at the 
elbows, crooked in forelegs and faulty in eare. Lulu, vhc., 
was described in our New Haven report. Mistletoe, c., should 
have been higher on the list, although she w'as shown much 
too fat We will not attempt a criticism of the two dog pup¬ 
pies. The prizes should have been withheld. We liked Lulu, 
in the bitch class, better than Countess Helen. Both were 
shown at New Haven. Pansy, the best of the three, did not 
compete. 

IRISH SETTERS—(MR. PIERCE). 

These classes were well represented, and Mr. Pierce, who 
made his debut as a judge, handled them in a masterly man¬ 
ner. We were unable to detect a single error of judgment, and 
the classes were better handled than we have seen in many 
years. Elcho, Jr., looking fairly well, was alone in the 
champion dog class, and Noreen and Bella Glenduff did battle 
for the ladies. Noreen is not nearly so good in front as she 
was in her younger days, and good bitch that she still is, she 
is not rangy enough for our liking. Bella Glenduff, a bitch of 
nice quality, is a trifle light between the couplings and not so 
good in stifles and thighs as we would like to see: she is also a 
bit too straight from the hocks down and would do with more 
bone. She has a nice clean head, straight legs and good feet, 
and in coat and color she is fit for any company. Of the fifteen 
entries in the open dog class, one only was absent. Gerald was 
correctly placed at the head of affairs. He is a big, fine, up¬ 
standing dog with rather too much daylight under him, and 
although his head is above the average, he is rather too flat in 
skull and small and light in eyes. In shoulders there is loom 
for improvement. His le^, feet, back, loin, coat and color are 
good, and he was shown in superb condition. Glencaire was 
not looking his best, but made a good second. He could be 
improved in “stop,” and his ears are not very well carried; 
he does not stand quite straight on his pins, is rather 
light in middle and flat in loin and straighten from 
the hock down than we like to see. In other respects 
he win do. Glencho’s Boy carries his flag too high, is straight 
from the hocks down and has a moderate head and style. 
Echo, vhc., was not well shown. He is defficient in skull, 
muzzle and might be better in hind parts, Patsy, he., is a 
useful looking dog, not quite up to snow form in head and 
ears. Garry, he., is not good in head and is faulty in back, 
quarters and chest. Robin Kildare is light and weak behind, 
faulty in head and shallow in chest. Old Elcho was shown in 
this class, but not for competition. He was looking well and 
is in excellent condition. ’Molly Bawn, a bitch of rai-e sub¬ 
stance and quality combined, was first in the bitch class. Her 
faults, which are few, are well-known to our readers. Loma, 
placed second, is not so good in head as her kennel companion, 
Noreen, and she is too round in bai’rel and short on the legs. 
Noreen IV., vhc., has a fairly good head, but she is too high 
behind, does not stand well on her forelegs, is light in thighs 
and faulty in tail. Nannie, he., has a poor head, is light in 
limb, straight from hocks down, and hght in first and second 
thighs. Her good coat and color got her the card. Noreena, 
vhc., is too long and is faulty in loin, skull and stop. Her 
ears are nicely placed and she is good in muzzle and 
fairly good in other respects. Maud, he,, is faulty in 
coat, color, eyes, and body. She is fairly good in head, 
eaj’S, legs and feet. Two dog puppies were shown. 

Mickey, ffiaced flrst.'has not improved since he was first 
snown. He is pretty good in head and bone, but is light 
between the couplings and faulty in color. Fritz, placed 
second, is faulty in head, coat and color. This was a poor 
dass. Madcap was much the best of the two bitches shown. 
Her faults are in muzzle and stop. She is above the average 
m body, coat, color, legs, feet and strength of limbs. 

GORDON SETTERS—(MR. GLOVER). 

There were no entries in the champion bitch class, and in 
the dog class Royal Duke was properly placed over Argus. 
The former is a good dog; he is rather cheeky, lacks depth of 
muzzle and is too heavy in neck; he stands on the best of legs 
and feet, is fairly good in body, and exceptionally good m 
quarters; in coat, color and markings he will do for any com¬ 
pany, and he carries himself very gaily. Flash, winner in the 
open dog class, is faulty in head and tail, but showed more 
character than the balance of the class. Gift, second, is of 
different type; he occupied the same position at New Haven. 
Koehler’s Dash got a letter more than he did at New Haven. 
The others were a poor lot. Gordon Chloe, first in the bitch 
class, is a fairly good one, but not a crack; she is faulty in 
muzzle, stop, color and tail; she was .shown much too fat. 
Heather Lass, vhc.. is well knoivn. Maud, he., is much too 
l^SKy Rud light, and is faulty in color and quarters; her fairly 
good head won her the card. Two puppy classes failed to 
draw more than one entry, a very seedy-looking specimen, 
faulty in skull, muzzle, body and bone. With the exception 
of an unnecessary distribution of cards, these ciasses were 
well handled. 

SPANIELS—(MR. MORTIMER). 

Nine classes were provided for these dogs, but only fifteen 
were shown, and the quality was much below the average. 
Two classes were provided for Clumbers, but there were no 
entries. Newton Abbot Lady was alone in the champion class 
for field spaniels, and in the open class Black Beau, Jr., who 
took first, was opposed by three mongrels, and tbeotherprizes 
were vvithheld. Shina was opposed by Brahmin in the cham¬ 
pion class for cockers. The bitch scored an easy win. Br ah¬ 
min should be relegated to the field spaniel class. He lacks 
cocker character. There were two entries in the open class for 
dogs and Young Obo won, second prize being withheld. The 
bitch class was even worse, and of the three entries Miss 
Nance was the only one jiresent. She is well bred, but is a 
long way removed from high-class form. The two dog pup¬ 
pies are not up to show form. Three, bitches made a better 
class, and Black Flash was much the best. He is fairly good 
in body and legs, but might be improved in head and eyes. 
Dot, he., was not worth a card. She is a weedy specimen, 
faulty in head and ears. The judge could not have felt com- 
phmented by the entries in these classes. 

FOXHOUNDS—(MR. MORTIMER). 

Five foxhounds were shown and all received notice. Lady 
Stewart was placed first. She is not so good Racket, 
winner of second. The others are good looking animals, 
but not of the type called for by the standard. Ail of 
them are heavier than the average New England hound and 
all looked like workmen. 

BEAGLES—(MR. ELMoRe). 

There were twenty-one beagles entered with only one ab¬ 
sentee. Little Duke was alone in the champion class over 
12 inches. In the open dog cl iss first went to IVailer. This 
dog was i-uled out at Philadelphia last fall as being over 16 
inches. Mr. Elmore, however, after raf-asuring him, decided 
that he was within the limit. As we have before remarked 
of him. he is a useful-looking, well made dog. He was not in 
the best of condition Leader, placed second, was the only 
one in the class that is unquestionably under Ln inches. Tony 
Weller, vhc., looks decidedly above the limit, he is also too 
long in body and light in muzzle. He stands straight on the best 
of legs and feet. Piute L., he., is nearer 17 than 15 inches. He 
is fairly well formed. In the bitch class the decision at Boston 
was properly reversed and Twinkle won over Chase. Silver 
received the same award as at Boston wtiile Vixen received 
one more letter and Midget two March Boy G. was alone in 
the dog class under 12 inches. In the bitch class first went to 
Magnet, a very pretty Little bitch, with the sweetest head that 
we ever saw on a small beagle; she is a trifle out at elbow, a 
bit long in body, and has flat open feet, for this reason we pre¬ 
ferred Ruby for the place; she is not quite so good in bead 
and is also a trifle out at elbow, but she lias a good body with 
capital legs and feet and a good taiL In the puppy class fiist 
went to Snowflake, a nicely n ade puppy; her woret fault is a 
much too fine muzzle. Belle, winner of second, has a good 
head and is well formed, but she is not quite straight on her 
forelegs. 

DACHSHUNDE—(MR. MORTIMER). 

There were but two dachshunds shoira. Rubensteio, the 
winner, is a long way ahead of anything we have seen 
recently; he is tit to win in any company. Judy, placed 
second, had the same position at Boston. 

BASSET HOUNDS-;MB. MORTIMEB), 

The only entry, Canace, was absent. 
FOX-TERRERS—(MR. MORTIMER). 

The judging of these classes caused much dissatisfaction 
and we do not remember having seen so many blunders com¬ 
mitted at any previous show. Fennel scored an easy win 
over the spitz-headed and woolly Pelgrave Primrose, anri in 
the bitch class Richmond Olive had a very easy win, being 
better than Diana in coat, hack, loin, quarters, legs, feet and 
bone, 'ihe open dog class was a fairly good one and the 
judge placed upon his book the following rather astound¬ 
ing statement: “An exceedingly fine class. Probably no¬ 
where in England has so much quality been seen in one class.” 
We can assure the judge there was a better class at Bii-ming- 
ham more than ten years ago when Tyke was first and FoUer 
second. Splauger could not be compared with either of these 
dogs and could not have taken a card in such company. This 
dog is sadly overrated and is a very ordinary specimen. He 
is faulty in muzzle, ears, skull, eyes, ribs, back, loin and quar¬ 
ters, and is very deficient in terrier character. Bacchanal, 
placed second, is a terrier all over and was much the best dog 
m the class. We are not at all certain that Richmond Olive 
can beat him and must reserve our opinion, on that until we 
see the dogs side by side. Shovel, vhc., should have been 
second. He is a bit cheeky and wide in front and his cal’s do 
not lay close enough to the head, but he stands on capital legs 
and feet, has a good coat and shows that indispensable 
requisite—“character.” Rabv Jack, he., is getting too light 
of flesh and needs rest. Scarsdale, growing coarse, was 
in his proper place. Valet, vhc., is a good terrier 
and deserved his card. Stableford Joe, he,, should 
have been vhc.. and Nick, vhc., got more thau he d^ 
served. He is fairly good in legs and feet, but is light in 
middle, full in body and faulty in e:^ression. Nina, vhc , in 
the bitch class, should have been first. Marguerite, placed 
fii-st, is not nearly so good looking as we expected to find her. 
She is too cheeky and round in skull, wide in front, does not 
carry her ears very well, and would do with more booe. 
Cornwall Duches.s, second prize, was first at Newark. We like 
her quite as well as Marguerite. Wan en Winsome is very 
long cast and was shown in wretched condition. She should 
not have been noticed. Thistle, vhc.. was overrated; she is 
too large and is faulty in head, coat and chest. Diadem, 
Jaunty and Hollywood Lyra were absent. Nobby, placed fii’st 
in the dog puppy class and catalogued as weighmg 16 pounds, 
is very much too large for a puppy. Tansy, c., is a better ter¬ 
rier; he is not so good in head, out is shorter on the Ie :3, of 
better size, and surpasses Nobby in bodi’. legs and feet. Ulster 
Joe is faulty in feet, ears and head. Richmond 'Tyrant, second 
prize, excels in legs, feet and bone, but is cheeky, heai'y iu the 
eai’S and long cast. Dunrobin, he., is much too big for ^ 
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pnppy. Allspice was much the best of the bitches, but Blem- 
toD Mariptold, placed second, should not have been noticed. 
She is a monkey faced specimen, with prick ears, and is faulty 
in quarters; her leps and feet are good. Blemton Thy me, c., 
is better than Marigold. These dogs are owned by Mr'. August 
Belmont, Jr. Blue Belle, vbc , should have been second. She 
is fairly good in hea<l, has plenty of bone, and is above the 
average in body. She does not stand quite straight on her 
pins, but will improve in this respect. Peep Bo, he., is also 
better than the second-prize winner. Her faults are in head, 
ears and legs. Of the ten bitches entered in this class six only 
were shown. Trophy was the only wire-haired terrier entered. 
He is a fairly good dog, ralher wide in front and light in bone. 

COLLIRS—(MR. MORTIMER). 

In the class for champion dogs, Ben Nevis was very proper¬ 
ly placed over Roy-boy. They are well-known. Lady of the 
Lake was alone in the hitch class. The open dog class was a 
poor one. Bonnie Dunkeld, the winner, is a useful looking 
dog, not quite up to first-class form in head, body, coat, legs, 
feet or tail. Oscar II., second prize, is faulty in eyes, ears, 
hocks and shoulders. King Bruce, vhc., is faulty in ears and 
tail and his coat is not straight. Rab. he., is not worth a card 
in any company. He is bad at almost eveiy points and it was 
with difficulty he moved around the ring. Lass O’ Lowrie, 
faulty in head, ears, tail and coat, was first in the bitch class. 
The others did not deserve notice and are not show dogs. A 
bad lot. Two dog puppies were shown. Tramp, awarded 
first prize, was purchased by the judge for the Hempstead 
Farm Co., before the class was passed on ; at least we were 
so informed by the person in charge of him. He is faulty in 
head, eyes and shouders. Frank, second prize, is faulty in 
head but has a better coat than Tramp. Four bitches were 
shown, and of these Janet was correctly placed first. Popsie, 
vhc., is rather soft in coat, but is a better bitch than Gladys, 
winner of second. Madge, c., is a very poor specimen, not 
worth a card in any company. 

BOXRDOGS—(MR. MORTIMER). 

These classes were well represented, and the prize winners 
are all known to our readers. The classes were well 
handled. 

BtTLL-TERRTERS—(JIR. MORTIMER). 

Victoria and Grand Duke were the entries in the champion 
class for heaAy weights. The prize was given to Victoria, but 
we think Grand Duke the better dog. There were four entries 
in the open class, and Count again took the blue ribbon. 
Grand Duchess, placed second, should have been first; she is 
better at both ends than Count, and, barring a trifle too much 
length in body, not much fault can be found with her. The 
others were outclassed. Little Maggie, rather stouter all over 
than Little Nell, beat her; it is a close thing between them; 
bo'h are faulty in head and eves, and Maggie has the best of 
it in legs and feet, while Nell is much the best in tail. White 
Violet, fli-st at New Haven, was the only puppy shown. 
BLA.CK AND TAN, ROUGH-HAIRED, DANDIE DINMONT. IRISH, BED- 

LINGTON, SKVE, TORKSHIRE AND TOY TERRIERS— 

(MR. MORTIMER). 

There w^as only one entry in the black and tan terrier 
classes; a moderate specimen that was described in our New¬ 
ark repoit. The prizes were withheld in the rough-haired 
terrier class. Two Dandies were shown and were placed as 
at New Haven, The only Irish terrier entered was absent, 
and there were no Bedlingtons on view. Of the four Skves 
entered only one, Highland Nellie, was deserving of notice; 
she is faulty in head, ears and coat. Five Yorkshires were 
showm in the two claeses. but none of the winners are good 
in either coat or color. Brightv, one of Mr. Dan O’Shea’s'half 
Irish and half Scotch (a good cross) was the only entry. 

PUGS—(MR. MORTIMER). 

Bradford Ruby, in grand trim, was alone in the champion 
class. Four of the five entries turned up in che open dog 
class, and a poor lot they were. Mr. Mortimer got things 
badly mixed. Puck, the first prize winner, was catalogued 
as weighing 20 pounds. We should say he weighed nearer .30 
pounds. He does not show the slightest particle of pug 
character, has a long, wolfish head, and stands like a bull¬ 
dog in front. He should not receive notice in any pug class. 
Dude, placed second, is a much smaller dog, although he is 
catalogued as weighing 20 pounds. He is a plain animal, 
faulty aU ovei’, and should not have been noticed. Thun¬ 
der. vhc., and Dick, he., were the only pugs in the class. 
The former should have scored a very easy win. While he 
is not a good one, he is worth all the other dogs in the class. 
Dick was second at Newai k. 

TOT SPANIELS—(MR. MORTIMER). 

King Pippin was alone in the class for Blenheims, and 
Roscius had the King Charles class to himself. These dogs 
are weU known. 

MEXICAN HAIRLESS-(MR. MORTIMER). 

Me Too, Judge and Nellie were the entries in this class, 
and they were placed as at New Haven. 

inSCELLANEOUS—(MR. MORTIMER). 

Four equal first prizes were awarded in the heavy weight 
class to Sir Lucifer, an English bob-tad sheep dog (first at 
New Haven), Black Bess, a poor specimen of the English 
retriever, Nestor, a bloodhound (first at New l^ven), and 
Mollie, a fair Irish water spaniel, faulty in eyes. Onomoo, 
another Irish water spaniel, was given vhc. This dog is faulty 
in head, tad and forelegs, and has some white on the chest. 
Gyp, he., should not have been noticed. He is a very poor 
specimen, and a class was provided for mastiffs. There were 
two entries in the light weight class. First was given to 
Charlie, a Prince Charles spaniel, faulty in muzzle, short in 
coat, feather and friU, and too heavily marked. Cuckitt, 
placed second, should not have been noticed in this class. 
He is a toy terrier, and a class was provided for the breed. 

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS-(MR. MORriMEB). 

Minnie, placed first and catalogued as weighing 75 pounds, 
is too heavy, and is faulty in bodv and quai-ters. The New 
Haven winner was second. The others were outclassed. 

SPECIAL PRIZES. 

Several mistakes were made in the distribution of these 
prizes. We have always said of Merchant Rince that he is a 
good dog, but be is not nearly so good as Duke of Leeds. The 
latter shows much more character, has a much grander head 
and expres.rion, stands better on his legs, and is infinitely 
superior in coat, color and markings. Merchant Prince 
stands a trifle higher at the shoulder, and carries his tail 
better, but such points should never be allowed to outweigh 
the more important characteristics of the breed. We feel 
sure that if the judge will again examine the two dogs, he 
will agree with us that Duke of Leeds is vastly superior to 
Merchant Prince. Memnon begins to show age, and we agree 
with Mr. Mortimer in placing Mother Demdike first. The 
deerhound puppy prize should have gone to Ramona instead 
of Braie. Lady Stewart was not the best foxhound shown, 
and (irand Duchess should have won the special for the Lest 
bull-terrier. There were a dozen better fox-teiTior dogs than 
Splauger. The prize should have gone to Bacchanal. Mr. 
Thayer and Mr. Belmont showed better kennels than the 
Messrs. Rutherfurd. 

ADDITIONAL AWARDS. 
E#bin Adair won champion prize in small pointer dog ciass. The 

Irish setters that came flj-.st on The list puhlished last week should 
ha'e read, “Ked Native Setters” In foxhound--, F. C. C'ark’s Tip 
was very bigh com., F. W. Rossiter’s Rock, Jr., and Pinto were higu 
com.andc/m. 

BEAGLES. - Over 12m.—Champion: A, H. Wakefield & Co.’s LitUe 
Duke.—OPEN-Dogs: 1st, H. P. Schellha^s’a Trailer; 2d, A. H. Wakt- 
fleld & Co.’s Leader. V^ry higb com., W. H. Child’s Tony Weller. 
High com., E. E. & H. W. Lora’.- Flute L. 

In pug puppies, first prize vas given to E, C. Wander’s unnamed. 
In basset hounds, Canace, the only entry, was absent. In miscel¬ 

laneous large class, F. R. Qildersleve’s Black Bess was equal first In¬ 
stead of S. Scoviile’3 Jack, and W. Ehlers’s Onomoo was very high 
com. In the small class, Cuckitt was first and Charlie second. 

SPECIAL PRIZES. 
Mastiffs.—Best kennel, Winlawn Kennel. Best pair, Homer and 

Prussian Princess : best American bred, Homer ; best dog or bitch, 
Prussian Princess 

St. Bernabds.—Rough-coated : best dog or bitch, Merchant 
Prince ; best bitch. Miranda ; smooth-coated, best dog or bitch 
(two), Lriia ; best puppy. Lodi ; best in open classes, Apollo. 

Greyhounds.—Best kennel, H. W. Smith ; best dog or bitch, 
Mother Demdike. 

Pointers.—Best kennel. Graphic Kennel ; best dog or bitch. 
Graphic ; ba«t in open classes. Graphic ; host small. Bracket. 

English Setters—Best kennel, Biackstone Kennel ; best dog or 
bitch, Kockingham ; best dog in open class, MackB.; best bitch in 
open class, Vixen HI.; best with field trial record. Foreman; best 
brace. Foreman and Plantagenet. 

Gordon Setters.—Best dog or bitch (three). Royal Duke; best 
puppy. Fly. 

Irish Setters.—Best kennel, Dr. Wm. Jarvis ; best dog or hitch 
(two), Elcho Jr.; best bitch, Molly Bawn ; best red native setter, 
Josie. 

Beagles.—Best kennel, A. H. Wakefield & Co.; best over twelve 
inches. Twinkle; best under twelve inches (two), March Boy and 
Magnet scored the same. 

Dberhcunds.—Best kennel, J. B. Thayer; best in open classes, 
Chieftain; best puppy. Braie. 

Bull-Terrikrs.—Best bull terrier (three). Count; best bitch. Grand 
DuebPs-. 

Fox-Tereiers.—Best exhibit, L & W. Rutherfurd; best kennel, L 
& W. Rutherfurd; best dog or bitch, Richmond Olive; best in open 
class--8, Splauger; best American bred, Nina. 

Collies—Best dog or bitch (two), Ben Nevis; best bitch. Lady of 
tbe Lake; bes'. puppy. Tramp; best bob-tailed. Sir Lucifer. 

Cocker Spaniels —Best dog or bitch, Shina; best bitch Shina; best 
in open classes, Yeung Oho; best bitch puppy, Susette. Best fox¬ 
hound, Lady Stewart. Best kennel bulldogs, J. E. Thayer; best in 
open class, Bellona. Best pug. Bradford Ruby; best in open class. 
Lady Flossie. Largest dog. Merchant Prince. Best Mexican hairless, 
Mo Too; second best. Judge. Best King Charles spaniel, Roscius. 
Best 8kye terrier. Highland Nellie. Best retriever, W. Tallman’s 
Flash. 

THE BUFFALO DOG SHOW. 
[From a special correspondent]. 

Editor Forest and Stream. 
The dog show held here this week under the auspices of the 

Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, has been a 
great success financially, and the Society have realized a 
handsome amount. The building is commodious and the 
management was first-class. The weather was delightful, and 
immense crowds attended the show. There were 23.5 entries; 
many of them were ordinary specimens, although there were 
quite a number of fairly good am'mals shown. There were 
some fair mastiffs, a few middling St. Bernards, one good 
Newfoundland, a few fair setters, two or three good pointem 
and two nice collies. There was a tine display of greyhounds 
and foxhounds. The terriers were a mixed lot with few well- 
bred ones, except two good Dandies. The judges were Messrs. 
John Davidson, Monroe, Mich., and John Hammond, Thorald, 

j Out. Following is a list of the 
; AWARDS. 

I MASTIFFS.—Dog-s; Isl, Buffalo Hat Manufacturing Co.’s Hero; 2d, 
J. D. WilfOn’s Prince; 3i, J S. Metcalf’s Giant. Bitches: 1st. G. S. 

' Metcalf’s Vic; 2d. G. 8. Metcalf’s Lady Nelson. Puppies: 1st. Lillie 
D. Milburu’s Max; 2d, B. E. Welch’s Ward;3d. Gustav Fleiscbmanu’s 
h'omeo. 

ST. BERNARDS.—BouGH-CoATED-Dogs; 1st. J. H. Schifferin’s 
Barry; 21, C. Ransom's Pius; 3d. A. Meldrum’s Hero. Bitches: 1st, 
A. Meldnim’s Leo: 2rl. O. S. Laycock’s Maida. Puppies: 1st. G. 
I-.Williams’s Reginald; 2d, K. Evans, Jr.’s, Bruce II ; 3d, C. F. Kopp’s 
Noia—Smooth-Coated—Bitches: 1st, J. P. Davis’s Beatrix. 

NEWf OUNDLANDS.—lst, G. Barrett's Rich; 2d, Miss A. Powell’s 
Neptune. 

GREYHOUNDS,-1st, A. S. Washburne’s Nellie; 2d, Ph. Horn’s 
Lady; 3d, F. Stettenbenz’s Belle. 

POINTER^.—Dogs; 1-t. J. Koch’s Jeff; 2d,L D. Rumsey’s Doncaster 
3d. Omega’s Prince of Orange. Puppies: 1st, Omega’s Flint; 2d, E. H. 
Rounds’s Spot; 3d, W. G Killhoffer’s Budge. 

ENGLISH SETTERS.-Dogs; 1st, T. S Coburn’s Noble Philip; 2d, 
B B Laiislcg’s Lord Lynwood; 3d, H. H. Smith’s Rex Hydrogen. 
Bitches; Isl. L D. Ramsey’s Belle; 2a, H. M. Olay’s Fannie. Pup¬ 
pies: 1st, H. M. Clay’s Fannie. 

BLACK AND TAN SETTERS.—Dogs: C. R. Wilson’s Glenn; 2d, G. 
S. Metcalfe’s Grouse; 3d, T. S. Clark’s Don Gordon. Bitches: 1st, J. 
O. Metcalfe’s Josephine; 2d, F. tV, Caulkius’s Beauty Gordon; 3d, E. 
Fleming’s Belle. Puppies: Ist. G. BJeistein’sSnap; 2d, R. P. Wilson’s 
Bruce; 3d, G. Fleischmann’s Dash. 

IRISH SETTERS.-Dogs; 1st, F. A. Bell’s Brakem.an; 2d. F. A. 
Rell’s Conductor; 3d,F. Sibley’s Don. Bitche.s: 1st, G. Fleischmann’s 
Belle. Puppie-: 1st, J. W. Brown’s Sultan; 2d, T. C. Welch’s Mug¬ 
wump; 3d, G. H. Field’s Fred. 

IRISH WATER SPANIELS—1st, S. Somerville’s Pete; 2d, C. M. 
Graves’s Milo; 3J, W, M. Enos’s Sport. 

FIELD SPANIELS.—Any Color Except Clumbers—Dogs: Ist. 
Charles D Marshall’s Rex; 2d, Park Kennel’s (’on; -Id, ParkKenneis' 
Dott. Bitches: 1st, J. B. Harrington’s Anna Flirt; zd, R. W. Met¬ 
calf's Lady; 3d. Harvey H. Johnson’s Fan. 

COCKER SPANIELS.—Black—^Dogs; Ist. Chas. E. Lewis’s Sambo; 
2d. H. E. Philip’s Sport. Baches: 1st and 2d. Charles E. Lewis’s 
Black Diana and Topsy.—Black Puppies—l.rt, Charles 0. Hampel’s 
Jack; 2d, Rev. J. W. Brown’s Jet.—any other Color—Dogs: 1st, 
James P. White, Jr.’s Fritz. Bitches: 1st, James ('.Evans's Venus; 
2d. S. H. Cowles’s Flora. Puppies: 1st and 2d, Charles C. Hampel’s 
Speed and Flora. 

FOXHOUNDS.—1st and 2d, John D. Kamman’s Tramp and Lady 
K. ; 3d, W. B. Dieffenoach’s Rattler. 

BEAGLES.—Dogs: 1st, C. C. Rupple's Trimmer. Bitches: 1st, Park 
Kennels’ Tiny. Papples: 1st, Mrs. Matthew Wasser’s Ginger. 

COLLIES.—Dogs: ist, Dr, B. Folwell’s Bruce; 2d. A. F. Payne’s 
-; 5d, A. Meldrum’s Roy. Puppies—1st, Julia T. Sherman’s Rod¬ 

erick Dhu. 

BULL-TERRIERS.—1st, J. N. Powell’s Patsy; 2d, H. J. McCartney’s 
Jim; 3d, 0. W. Miller’s Sam. 

BLACK AND TAN TERRlERS.-lst. W. E. Cameron’s — 
R. and F. Inglehart’s Daisy; 3d, Mrs. E. C. W. O’Brien’s Fly. 

-;2d, 

ROUGH-HAIRED TERRIERS.—1st, Grace Fobush’s Leo-2d A W 
Horton’s Buzz. 

SCOTCH TERRIERS.—lai. W. Harrington’s Bargo. 

DANDIE DINMONT TERRIERS.-lst, J. Rae’s Bobbie Burns- 2d 
Mrs, J. Rae’s Elsa. 

SKYE TERRIERS.-1st, J. E. Marsball's Denis; 2d, D. McIntosh’s 
Jesse; H. C. Laverack's- 

J. £1.. *J. TV 
Danit-ls s Towser; 3d, Sister Louise’s Gipsy. 

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.-lst, Mrs. W. P. Henry’s Buz-fuz; 2d C 
B. Cook’s Nellie; 3d, P. C. Cornell’s Crab. 

BLENHEIM SPANIELS.—1st, Mrs. C. F. Bingham’s Daisy. 

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.—1st, Mrs. S. N. Brayton’s Beauty; 2di 
Marjorie N. Noye’s Roscoe; 3d. M. W. Kammerer’s Roxy. 

PO("iDLES.-German—First, Julius Dorn’s Neilie; 2d, Julius Dorn’s 
Bruno; 3d, Richard John’s Curly. FUENCH-lst, J. 8. Williams’s 
Pinkey. 

GREAT DANES.—Isl, Gustav Fleischmaan’s Jack; 2d, AgnesLoeh 
felm’s Jessie; 3d, N. P. Hickley’s Turk. 

JllSCELLANEOUS.—1st, N. A, Dane’s Mexican hairless dog Jip; 2d, 
Frank Mauermann’s Spitz; 3d, Annie Gail’s Colcnel Witzelben. 

ST. LOUIS DOG SHOW.—Editor Forest and Stream: The 
judges selected for our show are: Major J. M. Taylor, Cleve- 
^nd, O., pointers, English setters, hounds and beagles; Mr. W. 
H Pierce, Peekskill, N. Y, Irish and Gordon setters; Mr. J. 
H. Naylor, Chicago, Ill., aU other classes. The entries are 
coming in fast. We have nearly one hundred special prizes 
so far, with more coming in daily. Please announce that eu- 
tnes close May 8.—Geo. Munson, Manager, 

THE FOX-TERRIER CLUB’S COAT OF ARMS. 

Below wiU be found the coat of arms of the Fox-Terrier 
Club. The design is neat and appropriate. The legend 

was undoubtedly suggested by a judge of the breed just after 
deciding upon the merits of a well-matched brace. 

ENTRIES FOR THE NEW YORK DOG SHOW.—The 
entries for the New York dog show number 995. The differ¬ 
ent classes are represented by 45 mastiffs, 85 St. Bernards, 12 
Newfoundlands, 14 Great Danes, 25 greyhounds, 15 deer¬ 
hounds, 85 pointers, 93 English setters, 37 black and tan set¬ 
ters, 65 Irish setters, 77 spaniels, 15 foxhounds, 27 beagles, 4 
basset hounds, 7 dachshunde, 86 fox-terriers. 100 collies, 21 
bulldogs, 24 bull-terriers, 6 black and tan terriers, 2 hard- 
haired, 3 Dandie Dinmont, 4 Irish, 8 Bedlington, 7 Skye, 19 
Yorkshire and 8 toy terriei-s, 28 pugs, 16 King Charles, 3 Blen¬ 
heim, 5 Japanese, lO Prince Charles and ruby spaniels, 6 Italian 
greyhounds, 15 poodles and 18 miscellaneous. 

DOG SHOW AT Wn..KESBARRE. - Wilkesbarre, Pa., 
April 20, 1886.—Edifor Forest and Stream: The Ninth Regi¬ 
ment, N. G. P.. have decided to give a bench show of dogs in 
connection with their fair, to be held in this city May 25, 26 
and 27. Entries to close May 15. Mr. James Watson has 
kindly consented to act as judge, and will handle most of the 
classes. It is expected that Mr. W. F. Streeter, of Lehigh 
Tannery, will judge some classes, and that R. M. Lindsay, 
Esq., of Scranton, will also officiate. Although rather la'te 
in the season, it is hoped that this show may receive such 
support as will contribute to the increase of the armory 
fund, and enco’oi-age the admirers of dogs in this section to 
make it a permanent institution.—W. H. Tuck, Secretary. 

VERERINARY MEDICAL ASSOCIATION OF NEW JER¬ 
SEY.—At a meeting held a few days ago at Morristown, Dr. 
Wm. B. E. Miller, of Camden, was re-elected president, and 
Dr. Wm. Herbert Lowe, of Paterson, State Veterinary Sur¬ 
geon, was I’e-elected secretary. The Association is incorpor¬ 
ated under the act of the Legislature for the promotion of 
veterinary science and art, and has already done much in ad¬ 
vancing the interests of the profession throughout the State 
of Ne w Jersey. _ 

BEAGLE SPECIAL AT PITTSBURGH—Cleveland, O., 
April 15.—Editor Forest and Stream: In your list of awards 
of the Pittsburgh show you give champion Banuermau the 
prize for the best beagle under 12 inches. WiU you please cor¬ 
rect that, as Mrs. C. E. White’s beagle bitch Bonnie won it.— 
Mrs. C. E. White. 

SETTER DOG LOST.—Strayed or stolen on March 30, a 
large white and orange Enghsh setter dog. Orange head and 
ears, large orange spot on back and small one on side. A 
liberal reward will be paid for information that will lead to 
his return. Address C. A. Tuttle, Newmarket, N. H. 

THE CLEVELAND DOG SHOW.—There are three hundred 
and forty entries for the dog show to be held at Cleveland 
next week. 

KENNEL NOTES. 

KENNEL NOTE BLANKS.—For the convenience of breeders we 

have prepared a series of blanks for “Names Claimed,” “Whelps,” 

“Bred” and “Sales.” AU Kennel Notes must be'sent to us on'these 
blanks, which will be forwarded to any address on receipt of 

stamped and directed envelope. Send for a set of them. Sets of 

each form (200), bound, for retaining duplicates, sent postpaid, 30c. 
NAMES CLAIMED. 

Notes mast be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Duchess. By City View Kennels. New Haven, Conn., for silver fawn 
pug birch, whelped March 16, 1886, by Little Duke (Gallant- Gipsey) 
out of Lady Cloudy (Max—Lady Flora). 

Lady Claire. By City View Kennels, Neiv Haven. Conn., for silver 
fawn pug bitch, whelped March 16. 1886, by Little Duke (Gallant— 
Gip'^ey) out of Lady Cloudy (Max—Lany Flora). 

Nina. By City View Kennels, New Haven, C!onn., for silver fawn 
pug hi ch, whelped March 16 1896. by Little Duke (Gallant—Gipsey) 
out of Lady Cloudy (Max—Lady Flora). 

Ko-Ko. By City View Kennels, New Haven. Conn., for silver fawn 
pug dog, whelped March 16, 1886, by Little Duke (Gallant—Gipsey) 
out of Lady Cloudy (Max—Lady Flora) 

Lulu. By City 'View Kennels, New Haven, Conn., for silver fawn 
pug bitch, whelped March 16. 1886, by Little Duke (Gallant—Gipsey) 
out of Lady Cloudy (Max-Lady Flora). 

Waverly Daisy. By J. W. Rushforth. Yonkers, N. Y.. for orange 
and white cocker spaniel bitch, whelped May, 1885, pedigree un¬ 
known. 

Merlin, by Thos. Jackson, Metuchen, N. J., for black and white 
ticked Liewellin setter dog, whelped Nov. 11, 18K, by Gun (A.K.R. 
1538) out of Morning Slur (A.K.R. 1541). 

Marked-Eyed Kitt. By Geo. W. Dix'm, Worce.ster, Mass., for white 
bull-terrier bitch, whelped March 14, 1886, by Dutch, Jr. (Dutch—Ne’l) 
out of Nellie (Rebel -Kltt II.). 

Dutchman. By Geo. W. Dixon, Worcester, Mass., for white bull- 
teri ier oog, whelped March 14,1886, by Dutch, Jr. (Dutch—Nell) out 
of Nellie (Rebel-Kitt H ). 

Jingo. By E. W. Jester. St. George’s, Del., for fawn Italian grey- 
bouuu dog, whelped Feb. 7,1886, by imported Duke out of Nellie (Silk 
Socks—Naughty I. 

Glen Amia. ByE W. Jester, St. George’s, Del., for lemon belton 
English setter dog, whelped Jan. 29.1886, by Glen Rock (A.K K. 1616) 
out of Armida (Leices:er—Pocahontas). 

Owen. By Clarence Sackeit, Rye. N. Y., for red Irish setter dog. 
Whelped Aug. 4,1885, by Snap (Chief—Tilley) out of Di. 

Shela. By Lynn Kennels, Lynn, Mass , for liver cocker spaniel 
bitch, whelped March 30, 1886, by Beau (E. 9.278) out of Bessie Obo 
(Oboll.—Hornell Ruby). 

Ailsa arid Lady B. By Lynn Kennels. Lynn, Mass., for black 
cocker spani 1 bitches, whelped March 30,1886, by Beau (e. 9,276) out 
of Bessie Obo (Oho II.—Hornell Ruby). 

Beaumont. By Lynn Kennels. Lynr, Mass., for black and while 
cocker spaniel dog, whelped March 30, 1886, by Beau lE. 9,276) out of 
Bessie Obo (Obo II —Hornell Rubv). 

Mark C. By Henry Bass. Auguka, Ga., for lemon belton Laverack 
setter dog, whelped Nov. 20, 1885, by Harry S. (A.K.R. 22.1) out of 
Mary Hellelll (A.K.R. 1373) 

Birdie Croxteth, By R. W. Houghton, Milwaukee, Wis., for liver, 
white and ticked pointer bitch, whelped Dee. 3. 1885, by Royal Crox¬ 
teth (Croxteth—Countess Rival) out of Birdie (King Bow—Chess) 

Jobo. By 0. S Davol, Warren R. I., for solid black cocker spaniel 
dog, whelped Aug. 29, 1886, by Ooo II. (A.K.R. 432) out of Darkle 

250). 
American Cocker Kennels. By Wm. West, Camden, N. J., for his 

cocker spaniel kennels. 
BRED. 

Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

—^ ai. n . .ixogujiD s^iumvauKee, WIS.) pug OlDCn 
Bess (Napoleon- Beauty) to City View Kennels’Bradford Ruby (Lovat 
—Jenny). Feb. 17. 

Lady Cloudy Little Duke. City View Kennels’(New Haven. Conn,) 
pug biich Lady Cloudy (Max—Lady Flora) to Little DUke iGallant— 
Gipsey), Jan. 16 

Beauty—Master Tragedy. City View Kennels' (New Haven. Conn.) 
pug bitch Beauty (Hecksher—Daisy) to their Master Tragedy (Max- 
Lady Flora), March 9 and 12. e J ' 

Pinkey-Bradford Ruby. T. H. Adame’s (Pawtucket. R. I.) pug 
bitch Pmkey (Elchc—Rauket) to City View Kennels’ Bradford Ruby 
(Loyat—Jenny), March 21. 
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Wnverty Daisy—Waverly Gyp. J. W. Rushforth's (Yonkers. N. T.) 
cocker spiuuel bitch Waverly Daisy to his Waverly Gyp (Pilot— 
Beauty), March 25. 

Lady Snotc—Bracket. Floyd Vail & Geo. L. Wilms’s (Jersey City, 
N.J.) pointer bitch Lady Snow (Mark—Birdie) to Graphic Kennels’ 
Bracket (Graphic, A.K R. 2411—Bloomo), March 29. 

Morning—Glen Rock. E. W. Jester's (St. George’s, Del.) English 
setter bitch Morning (A.K.R. 41) to his Glen Rock(A.K.R. I6l6), March 
27. 

Crook—Sultan. J. M. Bloomfield’s (New York) English setter bitch 
Crook (Carlo ivitz—Dell) to his Sultan (Ted Liewellin—imported Queen 
Bess). March 20. 

Empress—Turk. Lynn Kennels’ (Lynn. Mass.) mastiff bitch Em¬ 
press (Major—Nellie) to E. H. Moore's Turk (imported Rajah—im¬ 
ported Brenda). March 30. 

Fannie—Treasure. Chas. Beneger's imported pug bitch Fannie to 
Kentucky Pug Kennels’ Treasure (A.K.R. 472). Feb. 20. 

Flossy R.—Treasure. E. C. Riedmver's pug bitch Flossy R. to Ken¬ 
tucky Pug Kennels’ Treasure (A.K.R. 472), March 30. 

Ruby—Kilmarnock Bruce. Kilmarnock Collie Kennels’ (Boston, 
Mass.) collie bitch Ruby (Carlyle-Westmoreland Lassie) to their Kil¬ 
marnock Bruce (A.K.R. 1422), March 21. 

Iona—Kilmarnock Bruce. Kilmarnock Collie Kennels' (Boston, 
Mass.) collie bitch Iona (A.K.R. 1121) to their Kilmarnock Bruce 
(A.K.R. 1422). April 4. 

Canace—Bertrand. C. B. Gilbert’s (New Hav'en, Conn.) Basset 
hound bitch Canace (Jupiter—Cypron) to his Bertrand (Bourbon- 
Cigarette). March 21. 

Zula—Strephon. Glencoe Collie Kennels' (East Bethlehem, Pa.) col- 
lie bitch Zula (A.K.R. 3363) to Jas. Lindsay’s SWephon (A.K.R. 2730), 
March 17. 

Gretchen—Kiddlewink. Mignon Kennels’(Cortland, N. Y.) cocker 
spaniel bitch Gretchen (A.K.R. 993) to their Kiddlewink (A.K.R. 997), 
March 7. 

Blue Belle—Dashing Monarch. Rancocas Kennels’ (Jobstown, N. J.) 
English setter bitch Blue Belle (Rattler—Daisy) to their Dashing Mon¬ 
arch (Dash II.—Countess Moll), March 22. 

Countess Mollie—Dashing Monarch. Rancocas Kennels’ (Jobstown, 
N. J.) English setter bitch Countess Mollie (Count Noble—Spark) to 
their Dashing Monarch (Dash II.—Countess Moll), April 1. 

Lavelette—Dashing Monarch Rancocas Kennels’ (Jobstown, N. J.) 
English setter bitch Lavelette (Druid—Princess Draco) to their Dash¬ 
ing Monarch (Dash II.—Countess Moll). April 2. 

Petrel II.—Storm Petrel. Rancocas Kennels' (Jobstown, N. J.) Eng¬ 
lish setter bitch Petrel II. (Pride of the Border—Petrel) to their Storm 
Petrel (Don Juan—Petrel III.), April 3. 

WHELPS. 

Notes naust be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Lady Cloudy. City View Kennels’ (New Haven, Conn.) pug bitch 
Lady Cloudy (Max—Lady Flora), March 16, rive (one dog), by Little 
Duke (Gallant—Gipsey) 

Waverly Jennie. J. AV. Rushforth’s (Yonkers, N.Y.) cocker spaniel 
bitch Waverly Jennie (Chance—Flora 11.), March 15, thirteen (seven 
dogs), by his Waverly Gyp (Pilot-Beauty) 

Fannie. W. Thomas’s (Yonkers. N.Y.) cocker spaniel bitch Fannie 
(Ned - Jennie), Feb. 20, four (two dogs), by J. W. Rushforth's Waverly 

Geo. w! Dixon’s (Worcester, Mass.) pug bitch Toodles 
(A.K.R. 2147), March 29, five (two dogs), by C. H. Amsden's Tuck 
(Comedy—Booth’s Lady). 

Bessie Obo. W. H. Beede’s (Lynn. Mass.) cocker spaniel bitch Bes¬ 
sie Obo (Obo II.—Hornell Ruby), March 30, five (two dogs), by his 
Beau II. (E 9.270). 

Lucretia Gladstone. E. E. Weiss’s (Cincinnati. O.) English setter 
bitch Lucretia Gladstone (A K.R. 1372), March 27. eleven (five dogs), 
by J. 1. Case, Jr.’s, King Noble (Count Noble—fiosalind); three since 
dead. 

Clara Belle. E. F. Weiss’s (Cincinnati, O.) red Irish setter bitch 
Clara Belle (A.K.R. 1389), March 7, sixteen (five dogs), by W. H. 
Pierce’s Glencho (Elcbo—Noreen); five since dead. 

Peep o' Day. Glencoe Collie Kennels’ (East Bethlhem. Pa.) collie 
bitch Peep o’Day (A.K.R. 3553), March 19, five dogs, by their Scot 
Free (Chief Clansman—Brenda). 

Ailsa. Glencoe Collie Kennels’ (East Bethlehem, Pa.) collie bitch 
Ailsa (A K.R. 1217), Dec. 12, ten (five dogs), by Jas. Watson’s Bounce 
(A.K.R. 2456). 

Daisy Dean. Fishel Bros.’ (Hope, Ind.) red Irish setter bitch Daisy 
Dean (Sancho—Queen Astoria). Dec. 22, eleven (six dogs), by B. B. 
Jones’s Swing (Rufus-Fan). 

Ida Nettles. Glencoe Collie Kennels’ (East Bethlehem, Pa.) collie 
hitch Ida Nettles (A.K.R 2533), Jan. 19, five (three dogs), by their Scot 
Free (Chief Clansman—Brenda). 

Judith. Glencoe Collie Kennels’ (East Bethlehem. Pa.) English bob- 
tail sheepdog biich Judith (A.K.R. 3164), Nov. 12, nine (five dogs), by 
their Bob (A.K.R. 3163). 

Young Venom. Frank F. Dole’s (New Haven, Conn.) bull-terner 
bi;ch Young Venom, April—, eight (six dogs), by his Count (A.K.R. 
3178); two dogs since dead. 

Coomassie. Rancocas Kennels’ (Jobstown, N. J.) English setter 
bitch Coomassie (Thunder—Peeress), March 24, five (two dogs), by 
their Storm Petrel (Don Juan—Petrel HI.). 

SALES. 

Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Bess. Apricot fawn pug bitch, whelped Dec. 3,1883, by Napoleon 
out of Beauty, by City 'View Kennels, New Haven, Conn., to R. W. 
Maguire. Milwaukee,'Wis. 

Jobo. Solid black cocker spaniel dog, whelped Aug, 29,1885, by 
Obo n. (A.K R. 432) out of Darkie (A.KR 250), by P. Cullen, Salmon 
Falls, N. H.,to C. S. Davol, Warren, R. I. 

Bruce. Black, white and tan English setter dog, whelped July 30, 
1882, by Gun (A.K.R. 1538) out of May B. Taylor, by Geo. W. Davis, 
Bangor, Me., to Associated Fanciers, Philadelphia. Pa. 

John A. Logan. Red Irish setter dog,' whelped October, 1884, by 
Sancho out of Betty Ilunkett, by Associated Fanciers, Philadelphia, 
Pa., to D. W. McKee, Morganza, Pa. 

Colonel. Red Irish setter dog, whelped August, 1884, by Rexford 
out of Ladv O’More, by Associated Fanciers, Philadelphia, Pa., to J. 
Raymond Claghoru, same place. 

Paris. Black and white greyhound dog, whelped June 11,1884, by 
Doubleshot out of Clio, by Associated Fanciers, Philadelphia, Pa., to 
A. Howard Hinkle. Cincinnati. O. 

Millwood. Fawn mastiff dog, whelped December, 1884, by Five out 
of Mustapha, by Associated Fanciers, Philadelphia, Pa., to General 
Richard Coulter, Greensburg, Pa. , „ 

Nun. Liver and white and tickea pointer bitch, whelped Nov. 18, 
1886, by Graphic out of Zitta, by Fred F. Harris, Woodford, Me., to 
W. A. Faxon, Boston, Mass. 

Mac. Light red Irish setter dog. age not given, by Swing out of 
__. by Fishel Bros., Hope, Ind., to Geo. Gaugh, New Albany, Ind. 

Birdie Croxteth. Liver, white and ticked pointer bitch, wnelped 
Dec 3,1885, by Royal Croxteth out of Birdie, by Badger State Ken¬ 
nels, Milwaukee, Wis.. to R. W. Houghton, same place. 

Dimond Ranger. Liver and wliite pointer dog. whelped May, 1885, 
by Ranger Croxteth (A K.R. 1047) out of White Lily, by S. B. Dilley, 
Rosendale, W is., to F. W. Kingsbury, Ripon, Wis. 

Duke Royal C. and Don Ranger C. Liver and white'pomter dog, 
whelped Jan. 30,1886, by Ranger Croxteth (A K.R. 1047) out of Tnx 
Royal (A.K.R 3229), by S, B. Dilley, Eosendale,’Wis., to R. S. Rockwell, 
Columbus, Wis. u i. 

Prince. Liver cocker spaniel dog, age not given, by Brahmin out 
of Daphne (A.K.H. 16.12), by Chas. S. Fitch, Fort Washington, New 
York, to W. A. H. Stafford, New York. 

Jacques. Black, fawn and white Basset hound dog (A.K.R. 2909), by 
Lawrence Timpson, Red Hook, N. Y., to Fred M. Brasher, Brooklyn, 
N Y 

Duchess. Fawn mastiff bitch, whelped July 21, 1882 (A.K.R. 260), 
by Shaw & Bates, Clinton. Mass., to W. H. Tuck, Wfikesbarre, Pa. 

Agrippa. Fawn mastiff dog, whelped March 12, 1882 (A.K.R. 449), 
by Shaw & Bates, Clinton, Mass., to K. E. Westlake, Olyphant. Pa. 

Pride. Fawn mastiff bitch, whelped June 27, 1880 (A.K.R. 1516), by 
Shaw & Bates, Clinton, Mass., to Wm. Hood, Minneapolis, Minn. 

Anselm. Fawn mastiff dog, whelped Sept. 6, 1885, by Agrippa 
(A.K.R. 419) out of Antea (A.K.R. 200), by Shaw & Bates, Clinton, 
Ma s., to D. L. Child, Bethel, Vc. 

Rena. Fawn mastiff bitch, whelped July 21, 1882 (A.K.R. 262), by 
Shaw & Bates, Clinton, Mass., to W. H. Tuck, Wilkesbarre. Pa. 

Dot cos. Fawn mastiff bitch, whelped Nov. 17, 1885, by Agrippa 
(A.K R. 440) out of Delph Viva (A.K. tt. 1432), by Shaw & Bates, Clin¬ 
ton, Mass., to D. L. Child, Bethel, Vt. . 

Duva. Fawn mastiff bitch, whelped Nov. 17, 1885, by Agrippa 
(A.K R 449) out Of Delph Viva (A.K K. 1432), by Shaw & Bates, Chn- 
ton, Mass., to C. W. Travis, LaFayette, Ind. , a. . 

Hamlet. Light fawn mastiff dog, whelped Sept. 22, 1683, by Turk 
out of Druidess, by Miss Ida F. Warren, Leicester, Mass., to Everett 
V. Prouty, Spencer, Mass. _ , 

Donna. Fawn mastiff biicb, whelped Nov. 17, 13b5, by Agrippa 
(A.K B 449) out of Delph Viva (A.KR. 1432), by Shaw & Bates, Clin¬ 
ton, Mass . to H. B. Brackett, Littleton, N. H. ^ , 

Hazel. Silver fawn pug bitch, whelped Aug. 30, 1885, by Bradford 
Ruby out of Daisy 11., by City View Kennels, New Haven, Conn,, to 
Benj'. C, Thomas,'Columbus, Ind. ^ , 

Zoe. Silver fawn pug bitch, whelped Aug. 30, 188o, by Bradford 
Ruby out of Daisy II., by City View Kennels, New Haven, Conn., to 
Chas. Huneker, Philadelplua, Pa, 

Pmot Yum. Silver fawn pug bitch, whelped Oct. 3. 1885, by Brad¬ 
ford Ruby out of Daisy, by City View Kennels, New Haven, Conn., to 
Chas. H. Mason, Bay Ridge, L. I, 

Nanon. Silver tawnpug bitch, wh^ed October, 1885, by Bradford 
Ruby out of Beauty, by City View Kennels, New Haven, Conn., to 
Alfred Burgess, New York. 

Romp. Silver fawn pug dog, whelped Dec, 30,1885, by Bradford 
Ruby out of Topsy, by City View Kennels, New Haven, Conn., to H. 
W. Lohmeyer, Philadelphia. Pa. 

Swing—Daisy Dean whelps. Irish setters, whelped Dec. 22.188.5, 
by FDhel Bros.. Hope. Ind., a dark red dog each to C. C. Kirkpatrick. 
Springfield. O., and Harry A. Rheads, Butte City, Mont., a light red 
dog to M. L. Myers. Burne.y’s, Ind. 

Bruce [A.K.R. 54)—Lady Erin whelp. Red Irish setter bitch, 
whelped Aug. 15,1886, by Associated Fanciers, Philadelphia, Pa., to 
Lynn Faulkconer, Seymour, Ind. 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 

No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents. 
Q. T. R.—I have a beagle dog that scratches its neck a great deal 

and groans when scratching or shaking his head. On the lower jaw 
and down on bis neck the skin is very red and looks chafed and is 
sore. V ill you please to tell me what to do for him ? Ans. Get two 
drams of powdered calomel and dust the surface affected every other 
day. You can accomplish this best by doubling a piece of note paper 
into a V-shaped furro^ by blowing along this the powder wUl be 
dusted over the parts. On the alternate days rub in gently some 
balsam of Peru ointment with the fingers or hand. 

L C. S., Alabama.—4 pointer dog one year old is troubled with 
canker, I think. About a month ago he commenced scratching his 
ear, then to shake his head, which he does continuallynow, as though 
to get rid of something which troubled him there. Lately I noticed 
a very dark, dirty-looking matter which flows from his ear. It has 
become so sore as to cause pain to touch it. An’. Wash the ears 
carefully with warm water and castile soap twice daily, using a fine 
sponge fastened to a small stick. Get the following; Of bromo 
chloral and of laudanum each one drachm, of water six ounces. Mix. 
Drop in the ear. 

C. F. H. E., Greenfield, Mass.—My setter dog got bjdly cut on 
barbed wire about two weeks ago. and I was compelled to have him 
etherized and sewed up. Since which time he has been in low spirits 
and showsno desire to eat. There has also from that time commence<i 
an enlargement of the gland, apparently on what we call “Adam’s 
apple’’ and it has assmned the size of a hen’s eeg already. I desire 
your opinion about it and also what to give him to tone up his sys¬ 
tem and stop the growth of. and remove the enlargement? Ans. The 
growth is probably an enlarged lymphatic gland, the enlargement 
dfpending upon the absorption of septic matter (decomposed pus) 
from some one of the wounds which was suppurated and retains its 
discharge. If such is the case the wound should be opened and 
allowed to drain freely and be treated antiseptically. a good anti¬ 
septic dressing is balsam of Peru ointment and iodoforta. 

C. F. L., Haverhill, Mass.—I have a litter of pointer puppies, 
whelped April 7. The morning of the 9th went out and four d one 
dead. The 10th another was lying on his side just aUve. Took him 
into the house by a warm fire and gave him about five drops of 
alcohol diluted with water. In the afternoon be was as well as anv 
of them apparently. The next morning he was dead. I lost another 
one under the same circumstances, and opened him and made a 
thorough examination, but could find nothing wrong. One of them 
has a bunch about as large as half a pigeon’s egg on his belly, just 
inside and a little forward of his left hind leg. between where it joins 
trie body and the center of his beUy. Please give me some advice in 
regard to the above case and what killed the puppies? Ans. Your 
dogs may have had intestinal obstruction, the gut either twisting on 
itself or one part being telescoped into another, or perhaps the feces 
became impacted. A surgeon or veterinary could settle the question. 
We cannot from this distance. The treatment would, of course, 
depend upon the diagnosis of the case. 

lute md ^hooting. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

WILMINGTON, Del.—The first match under the management of the 
newly organized Wilmington Rifle Club at Schuelzen Park. The 
weather was fine and in fact all the conditions united to make the 
day favorable for the sport. After the ties had been decided the 
prizes of the first match were awarded as follows; FirstManz, second 
seeds, third Heinel, Si'., fourth Bell. 200yds , Creedmoor target, Manz 
allowed one point as a member of the militia. 
W A Bacon, R. S.42404—14 H B Seeds. May.44348—18 
I W Seeds, Bal.23433—15 A L Chapman, Bal.45434—20 
J B Bell, Bal..33444—18 C Heinel, Sr., R. S.43444—19 
J R D Seeds, Bal.22343—14 W F Seeds, Bal.44444-20 
J Manz, Spg.43544—21 H Heinel, R. S .32451—18 
E L Seeds. S. M.44344—19 J L Jones, R. S.44444-20 
J Scott, R. S.84354-20 H Simpson. Bal .48544-20 

The second match was then opened, and, after “shooting off” the 
ties, the prizes were awarded as follows; First Jones, second Bacon, 
third Manz, fourth I. W. Seeds, fifth Heinel, Sr.; tmder the same con¬ 
ditions as at first match. The score follows: 
W A Bacon. R. S.45444—21 J Scott, R. S.84334-17 
C Heine], Sr., R. S.44345-20 J L Jones, R. S.44555-23 
J B Bell, Bal.46344—20 H B Seeds, May.45443—20 
I W Seeds, Bal... .44544—21 W F Seeds, Bal.54443—20 
J R D Seeds, Bal. 43224—15 H Simpson, Bal .30333—12 
J Manz, Spg.54-355-21 A L Chapman, Bal.34653 -20 
E L Seeds. May.33223—18 

BOSTON. April 17.—With the exception of the strong 6 o’clock fish 
tail wind which prevailed at the Walnut Hill range to day, the rifle 
men present were favored witn an excellent day. All the current 
matenes were finished. On Saturday next the SOOyds. military match 
will open, in which silver medals will be given for ten 47s made during 
the season. Results: 

Team Match. 
RReed. 9 8 8 7 9 5 5 10 8 8 —77 
J B Fellows. 8 5 8 10 9 0 10 7 7 6 —76 
N F Tufts. 8 10 10 8 10 7 5 5 7 5 -76 
F Carter (mil). ..10 8 1 2 9 8 7 8 8 6-374-7=74 

SRa _-yi 8 3 6 0 5 
8 7 7 5 7 
6 7 4 8 5 

—71 
-03 
-61—497 

-87 

56666866 8—65-j-5=70 
—66 

CE Berry. 7 8 _ 
H Joseph. 8 0 0 7 
R Davis . 8 5 8 5 5 
J Francis.10 8 5 9 8 10 9 9 10 9 
E B Souther.10 88567 10 67 10 
W Charles (mil). 756666866 8- 
SH Gerry. 7 5 6 8 8 6 7 6 8 6 
A L Brackett (mil) . 7 0 6 6 9 6 3 6 3 6-56-}-5=6l 
JPBates. 3 9 2 9 5 10 6 8 5 8 —60 
Graham. 6 4 7 .5 5 7 5 8 5 

Victory Medal Match. 
J Francis.10 8 10 9 8 
RReed.10 6 8 8 
R Duffer... 
H Cushing. „ „ „ „ 
H Joseph. 7 9 b 8 
R Davis .• 6 7 

Decimal Match, 
JB Fellows, A. 8 7 _ __ 
N F Tufis, A. 8 4 6 10 9 10 8 7 6 9—77 
E B Souther, C.  8 10 7 7 6 10 4 9 8 6-76 
JP Bates, C..... 6 6 7 5 

Special Military Match. 
W Charles.. 80 

Rest Match. 
D L Claire, A.10 10 10 10 10 9 10 10 9 10—98 
Graham, A.10 9 10 10 10 10 7 10 10 7—94 
S Wilder. A. 9 10 9 8 10 10 9 10 10 8-93 
J Hurd, A. 10 10 10 10 10 7 8 10 9 8-92 

BRIDGEPORT VS. NEW YORK.—In response to some inquiries 
we give the full score of the match shot at Morrisania March 16 last; 

Hubbard.. 
White. 

-60-481 

8 8 8 9 9-87 
9 10 10 8 9-85 

7 9 9 8 8 6 10 10 10 7-84 
68797988 6-80 

9 6 6 7 4-69 
7 6 7 4 8 0 4 9-64 

9 9 8 8 8 8 7 8—80 

6 7 5 5 9-64 

79 73 

Betts 
Beardsley., 
Marsh. 
Bassett.3 6 
Beers. 

Case. 
Herrington.. 
Duane 
Meinnes .... 
Holton. 
O’Donnell... 

Bridgeport. 
. 9 9 7 8 8 7 10 9 7 8 8 10 7 9 4-120 

7 8 8 7 9 10 8 7 8 8 8 7 9 8 8-120 
.10 8 5 8 10 8 6 8 7 8 9 7 7 8 9-117 
. 6 7 7 10 6 5 10 6 9 7 5 9 8 10 6-111 

7 6 6 7 6 9 9 5 6 5 7 8 10 9-107 
. 7 8 7 5 0 7 7 8 7 7 8 8 9 7 10-107 

6 7 8 10 6 8 5 6 9 8 6 9 8 s-io.; 
. 4 8 7 4 6 9 6 7 7 4 6 7 5 6 9— 95- 

New Yerk. 
. 9 9 6 10 9 7 9 5 7 7 9 7 8 8 7-117 

9 10 7 7 7 10 6 7 8 7 0 9 6 6-1)2 
.. 9 9 3 6 9 5 6 8 7 8 5 10 8 10 8-111 
. 8 5 6 6 6 6 9 8 8 6 8 9 7 6 10-1(16 

8 8 8 9 3 5 4 7 6 7 5 10 7 8-101 
. 4 6 6 6 9 6 6 6 G 5 6 10 9 6 9- 99 
. 6 6 6 7 6 9 6 5 9 3 6 7 5 5 10— 96 

5 6 5 6 8 6 4 6 7 7 6 5 6 7— 81- 

HILLSIDE CLUB, April 17.—The Hillside, Mass., Club shot at its 
range to-day under poor weather conditions. Bonfires in the vicinity 
created a heavy smoke, making good scores an impossibility. The 
fcore: Standard Target, 200yds. 

Emerson. 5 8 6 0 7 9 4 5 8 7—72 
? EEdes.mil. 6775 10 6 10 78 5—70 
.10 6 7 6 6 4 7 5 5 6-66 

HE'Whiling. . 3 73846669 5-59 
H W S'nckland .10 3 4 4 6 4 8 9 3 .3-53 

Whiting . 6 4 0 3 7 7 4 6 4 6-46 
ilVxEtehardson, mil.2 3 3 6 2 6 3 7 1 5-45 
M Nithercate. 84073 3 274 3-41 
H Pbinney. b 4 4 3 2 3 1 4 6 0-44 

* Five points for open front sight. 

April 15.—The Gardner Rifle Club have elected 
we following officers ; President, H. C. Knowlton ; Vice President, 
Frank Nichols; Secretary and Treasurer, G. C. (loodale ; Executive 
Committee, G. F. Ellsworth and A. Mathews. The club has accepted 
a challenge from tne Jamestown, N. Y.. Club to shoot a telegraph 

T?° Eriday, April 30. At the last regular meeting of the 
club at Hackmatack Range, there were but few present. The new 
standard American target was userl, shooting off-hand, the distance 

WORCESTER, April 15.—At the Pine Grove Range today the 
following scores were made in t'ae record match : 
A. C. White. 788687998 7—77 
Clark. 76968 10 660 10-76 

J. C. Jones. 10 9 9 0 6 4 10 7 7 4—75 
Nwmau. 0 8 3 5 7 9 5 10 7 9-71 

Match scores are recorded as follows : 
A. f!. White. 9 8 10 8 7 9 6 9 7 8—81 
L.C. Jones. 978979598 8-80 
S. Clark. 10 10 6 9 7 8 10 4 8 6—78 
Norman. 899 10 57566 7—72 
Dell. 7 8 3 4 6 8 8 8 1 10-64 
J. Bernards. 2 6 2 5 4 5 5 8 3 4-44 

THE TRAP. 

Geo. A Warder. 

iniomio— 8 
I 111 moil- 9 
0111010111- 7 
iiiiniiii-10 
1011010010— 5-39 
llllOOllOO— 6 
1001100101— 5 

Dr. Parsons. 0111000111— 6 

1 
—75 

I 0001011101— 6 

Correspondents who favor us with club scores are particularly re- 
luested to write on one side of the paper only. 

WARDER VS. PARSONS.—Match between Dr. J. G. Parsons, ama¬ 
teur champion of Indianapolis, Ind., and Geo. A. Warder, amateur 
champion of Onio, at Springfield. O., April 9. Parsons used a H. & R. 
hammerless 10 pound, 10-bore, 3)4 drams powder, IJ^ ounce No. 8 
chilled shot. Warder used an L. C. Smith, 9^ pounds, 10-bore, 4 
drams powder, 1)4 ounces No. 7 chilled shot. Conditions: 60 singles, 
25 pairs Ligowsky clay-pigeons, 5 regulation traps set low, unknown 
trap to be sprung. National Association rides to govern. 

.. 10 11 10 01 11-7 
11 10 11 11 11—9 
11 10 10 11 11-8 
10 11 10 10 11—7 
11 10 10 10 00—6—36 
11 11 10 11 10-8 
10 11 11 10 11-8 
11 11 11 10 11—9 J--65 
00 10 10 01 10-4 I 

LllIOOlllOl— 7-29 11 10 11 10 10—7-36J 
E. E. Peters, Secretary S. S. and F. Club. 

STAUNTON, Va., April 16. 1886 -Match between Summerson and 
Bargamin. 50 clays, each 15yds , 8 angles. No. 12 Gune : 
Summerson.lllIlllOOllllOOllllHOOlOllllllllllllOOlllllOlllil-40 
Bargamin .llllOllllllllOllllOOOllOlOllllllllllllllllllinnO-42 

Match between Bargamin and Summerson, of the Staunton Club, 
and Cord and McClenan. of the Hagerstown (Md.) Club, 35 clays, 3 
traps, 15yds rise. Shot April 15th. 
Bargamin.10111111111111111110111111111111011-32 
Cord.11110111101111111111111111110110111-31 
Summerson.lOllllOOllOllOlllOllOllllllllllliOl-26 
McClenan.011111101111111 llOOOnOlinillllOlO-27 

Tie was decided April 16 ; 50 clays, same angles and rise, same 
team, with the followinc victory for Staunton : 
Bargamin... .10111010110110111000111110111111110111111111111111-40 
Summerson ..11111110111111111111111011101011000011110110111110-89—79 
Cord.101111111 llllioconoooiioioilllioooilllinonioooo-33 
McClenan.01001111111011010011111111001100101110010111101110 - 38—66 
Wayman.11101111111010011011101101111111001110110000100101—38 

"Wayman of the S. G. C., shot independently. Bargamin and Sum¬ 
merson will soon shoot match with Cord and McClenan at Hagers¬ 
town, Md. Bargamin shot under great disadvantage today, as he 
was suffering with bad arm, caused by shoot of day before. 

COLUMBUS, O., April 16,—The regular weekly practice of the Sher¬ 
man Gun Club was held at the club’s grounds this afternoon. The 
atlendance was better than at any previous shoot of the season and 
the average very good. The following is the score of the badge con¬ 
test: 
Siebert.Hill 
Flowers.10110 
Am bos. 11011 
Tressel.10000 
Bonnet. 00101 
Darragh.11111 
Hardy.10110 00011 Hill . 
Mason.01111 10000 OHIO HOH—13 
Yost.00100 10001 11100 11110—13 
Neddermeyer.00010 10001 
McLiech.Hill HHl 
Barger.  .01000 OCOOO 
Houseman.11 HO 01101 
Stribarger.01000 10011 
Damsel.00111 
Early.OOHO 

11111 11100 01111-17 
10010 oocoo 00000- a 
10010 OlOll OHH—13 
11100 00101 — 
lOOJO 00100 
10110 HlOl 

01100— 7 
00100- 5 
10101—15 
00100-11 

OOlCO 
10111 
OOCOO 
00011 
01010 OHH— 9 

10110 OHH HOll-14 
10001 OOHO 00111—10 

11111— 9 
11101—18 
11000- 6 
00000-10 

01110—12 
10000— 5 
10100— 7 
00111— 9 
11010— 8 
11000-16 
10001— 9 

lotro 01100— 8 
10101 00000- 9 

IHH 
HlH 

Flowers. HlOl 11100 01100 11001-13 
Reiiiert .00100 00000 lOOlO lOlol— 6 
Webb.HOOl HOH IHH IHH-17 
Link.01010 HOOO 11100 01011—11 
Graham.OHH OOlOO 11101 11110—13 

CAMDEN, N. J., April 17.—The Camden Gun Club held its first 
shoot of the season this afternoon on its new grounds, on East Mar¬ 
ket street, Camden, with the following result: 
HoUaday. OlllO 00111 00111 
Somers.00101 10001 00000 
Felton.00010 01010 OlOlO 
Turner.OHIO 00000 OjllO 
WiUiams.00000 OOlOl 10011 
Armstrong.-.10111 IHH 
Fortiner.00000 10001 
Pancoast.00010 10110 
AustermuhJ.  HOOO 10111 

NEW DORP, S. I, April 15.—Emerald Gun Club, at Sea View Park, 
live birds, 21 to 30yds. rise, 80yds. boundary, 6 ground traps. Score; 
J Mdley, 25yds.lOIOlOOOlO— 4 R Regan, 21yd8.OlOIOOlOOl— 4 
JHVoss, 25yds.OOOHIOHI— 6 H Rubino, 21yds. ...OHHOOOOl— 5 
J Howard, 21yds... .1110001011— 6 L Gehering, 21yds. ..lOllHllH— 9 
N Measel,30yds.HOHHHl— 9 T Shrader, 21yds.. ..HHOHHl— 9 
G Hudson, 30yds... OHIOIHH— 8 M Mc3Iunn, 21yds.. .HOlHHOl— 8 
Schermerhorn.25ydsHlHHHl—10 M vv Murphy. 21 yds.OlOOH 1001— 5 
J Measel, 25vd3.HHIOHH— 9 J Glaccum, 30yds....OOH001001— 4 
G Remsen, 25yds....HIHOHH— 9 A McHale. 2lyds....0010001001— 3 
B Lynch, 21yds .HOOIOHH— 7 J Makin, 21yds.HHHHOl— 9 
P Keenan, 21yds.... 1010010001— 4 J Fisher, 21yds.OlHlOlHl— 8 
M Cherry, 21yds.HOlOOlOOl—5 J Klein, 21yd8. 1101110111—8 
J Butz, 21yds.lOHHllH— 9 J J Ryan, 21yds ....0101010001— 4 
T Cotley, 25yd8.0101101011—6 C M Grainger, 25yds.HHH0Hl— 9 

L Sebermerhorn won first. Ties on miss and out for second at 
25ytls., P. Butz won. Ties for third at 21, 25 and 30yds., Dr. G. V. 
Hudson won. John Howard won fourth. The birds were an ex¬ 
cellent lot, high flyers and hard diers, many of which were hit hard 
but mauaged to fall dtad without the bounds.—Thomas Cody. 

EASION, Pa.—Miles L. Jounson, of New Jen ey, defeated Jacob 
Hill, of Reading, Pa., in a pigeon match at this place to-day. Condi- 
iion«, find, trap and handle, 35 birds, 2oyds., new Long Island rules, 
for £50 a side: 
Johi^on .lOHH 0111110110110011 HI HOOHH-25 
Uill.111111H HIOHIOCOOHOH 10.000110-21 

Following this match Hank Whiteof Little Silver, N. J.,was matched 
to beat El. Somers, of Easton. Pa., the same day and place. Although 
the Jersey boys pinned their faith on their representative he proved 
no match for the Easton boy; 35 birds, basket match, H. and T. traps, 
3i0 a side. New Long Island rules: 
VVhite . ..OlOHOOOlOlOHlOlOOlOHOOlOlH-16 
Somers..101011101001110011111111111111-23 

PIGEON TOURNAMENT POSTPONED.-Ottawa, AprU 13- 
Eiitor Forest and Stream: I am directed by the Committee to 
advise you that owing to the diflaculty they have experienced in 
procuring a sufiacient quantity of live birds, the pigeon tournament 
advertised to be held in this city on May 4 next, has been postponed 
until June 29 next.-W. L. Cameron, Secretaiy of Committee. 
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BROCKTON, April 15.—The Knoxville blackbird shoot at the 
groimfls of the Brockton Gun Club this afternoon attracted a larpe 
number of experienced gunners. The principal shoot of the day was 
for the New England championship badge, which w'as contested for 
for the sixth time. The shooting was interesting throughout, owing 
to the closeness in the score, and was finally tied by Eager and Web¬ 
ber and finally won by Webber. Following is the .score: 

Davis. 6 
Allen. 
Aldoes.3 
Eager. 9 
Wilbur. 8 
Schaefer. 8 
Nichols. 3 
Ring. 4 
Baker. 5 
Smith. (5 
Copeland. _ 3 

Single. Double. Total 
10 

8 
e 

18 
13 
13 
6 
r 
8 

11 
4 

Adams. 
Dickey.. 
Gilman . 7 
Farrar.5 
Bartlett. 0 
Stanton. 9 
Ames.9 
AVebber.8 
Wright. 6 
Jones.8 

Single. Double. Total 
7 

10 
10 
8 
9 

11 
13 
13 
7 

11 

Ties on 13 for badge: H. W. Webber, of Worcester, won. At tbe 
conclusion of the badge match a large number of sweeps were shot. 

DUNELLEN, N. J.. April 10.—Middlesex Gun Club, match for a 
gun; $10 second prize; 5 live birds: 
Canon. 36yds,... 1 0 1 1 0-3 Rich, 33yds.1 1 0 1^1-314 
Quimby, 34yds.. 1 1 1 1 0—1 Miller, S4yds.... 1 1 14 1 J^-4 
Craft, S3yds.1 110 0-3 Dickens, 3Syds.l 1 0 0 1—3 
Williams, 33ycls.l 1 1 14 1-414 

Williams took gun; Miller and 'Quimby divide second. The birds a 
good strong lot of flyers.—Duffer. 

WINCHESTER, InJ.—The Winchester Gnu Club have reorganized, 
and elected offlcei's as follows; Rev, W. H. Sands. President; Prank 
Marman, Vice-President; L. W. Norton. Secretary and Treasurer. 

SYRACUSE, N. Y".—The Onondaga Sportsmen’s Club has com¬ 
pleted the bunding on its new grounds on the Anderson farm, Onon¬ 
daga Valle3^ The grounds are said to be the finest in the State. The 
opening shoot on the new ground began yesterday and will be con¬ 
tinued to-day. 

THE DICKBRMANPATTERN.-Editor Forest and Stream; We 
note your mention of the shooting qualities of our gun and regret to 
state that in some way tne distance shot as mentioned is incorrect, 
as the actual distance was 38yds. and not 33yds. We do not want to 
claim more than we can substantiate, and therefore hasten to inform 
you of the mistake.—Stbono Fire Arms Co. 

THE RAUB target.—iS7dtfor Forest and Stream; I would like to 
bear from your readers woo have used tbe “ Raub ■" trap. I am 
going to put a brittle clay target on the market soon, have put the 
work in the hands of one of our best potteries, and will bring out a 
target to fl,y to pieces when bit with ball or shot. The clayboarcl 
target will still be used largely for practice shooting, on account of 
its cheapness, and convenience in carrying. I keep an outfit in an 
outhouse—trap, box of targets, a few boxes of conical B. B. caps 
and a Remington action Flobert rifle, from which I get lots of amuse¬ 
ment, in odd half hour.s. I fasten the trap by tbe knee to a piece of 
board eight or ten inches wide and four feet long, on which I lay a 
stone suffleieutly heavy to keep it in place. When through sliooting, 
I coil the line and throw it over tbe trap, roll off the stone, and carry 
board and trap to the house, losing no time fixing. One hundred 
shots will afford an hour’s amusement and twenty-five targets will 
last for several hours. I find the best arrangement in standing 
about eight paces from the irap and setting it to throw an average 
of twelve feet high, and inclining to tbe direction of the wind, tbe 
targets will vary several feet in height and direction so as to keep 
one constantly on the alert. I find the 23 Winchester repeater too 
heavy for me to handle, and have tried expert riflemen who use it, 
who can hit five out of ten maroles tossed up over their heads, but 
cannot hit fifty per cent, of targets at twenty feet in sixty seconds. 
When using the B. B cap I can hear the shot strike the target with 
certainty, and mostly see the chips fly off. The target should he 
retrieved, score counted and holes marked at the end of each score. 
—R. (New London. Conn.), 

WELLINGTON, Mass., April 17.—To-day was no exception to tbe 
rule of good attendance and good shooting at the range of tlie Wel¬ 
lington Guu Club. Results: 1. Five blue rock birds—Bradstreet first, 
Francis second, Adams andD. G. Walton third. 2. Three pair pigeons 
—Adams and G. H. Walton first, Schaefer secona, Francis and Crosby 
third. 3. Three pair pigeons-Schaeferfirst, Francis second, Adams, 
Crosby and Williams, third, G. H. Walton and Wilson fourth. 4. Five 
blue rock birds—Williams and Francis first, Schaefer, G. H. VValton 
and Wilson second, Jones and Short tuird, Smith and Crosby fourth. 
5. Six bats—Schaefer and G H. Walton first. 6. Five blackbirds— 
Wilson first. 7. Six bats—G. H. Walton, Shumway and Schaefer first. 
8. Five Knoxville birds—Hart first. 9. Five blue rock birds—Adams 
and Wilson first. 10. Three pair pigeons—Hart and Williams first. 
11. Six pigeons—Williams and Wilson first. 13. Five blue rock birds 
— Shumway first. 13. Six pigeons—Wilson, Crosby and Shumway first. 
14. Five blue rock birds—Adams, Hart and Crosby first. 15. Five 
pig^-ons—Crosby first. 

ST. LOUTS, April 15.—The Excelsior Gun Club held a crowded meet¬ 
ing this evening. Fred Trescher donated a $100 gold medal to the 
club. The terms in relation to the same are; That it shall be shot for 
at live birds, at the monthly shoots, the biggest scorer on the oeca 
sion to wear the trophy until the next monthly shoot. At the end of 
the season The scores of all participants will be cast up and the Iriller 
of most birds altogether will become the absolute possessor of the 
medal. It is quite possble that some one who has not been first in a 
monthly shoot may carry off the trophy. The club decided to order 
another gold medal for general skill, and as George W. Riukle turned 
in his gold and Joe Welber his silver medal, the Excelsiors have no 
less than four medals to shoot for this season. 

HARTFORD, Conn., April 16.—Tbe season’s shooting of the Colt 
Hammerless Gun Club began to-day, and the results of the contests 
were as follows: 
J F Ives.101111110111111—13 W .Tohnson.OOllOOllOOlllll— 9 
MCook,....100001111111101—10 J Melrose. 101110011010101- 9 
E C Howe.nilllKXllOOOn—10 S T Colt.oiiooooiiooino- 7 
J Howe.00111111010:100- 9 G Tolies.OOlOOl010010101— 0 

All shooting was at eighteen yards. The next shoot will be on the 
30th inst. 

SARATOGA. April l4.—The Saratoga Gun Club made the following 
score at Glen Mitchell to day: 
JMColcoi-d. lllOlOlliO-7 II M Levengston, Jr. 1001101101—6 
W H Bokes.J^llOlOOHl—034 W H Gibbs.0010010111—5 
F M Crawford. 1010101011-6 LeG C Cramer.1100001010—4 
AV Shepard . 11.1110000 -6 

Ow ing to the traps not working well, the scores were not as good as 
usual. Next week the club expects some new birds and traps, which 
will probably improve the scores. 

LEOMINSTER, Mass.. April 15.—^The Leominster Gun Club have 
elected the following officers: President, I. F. (Jorhara; Vice-Presi¬ 
dent, C. W. Burbank; Secretary, H. B. Andrews; Treasurer, A. G. 
Powers; Directors, A. W. Woods, E. F. Blodgett. George L. Rice. 

FITCHBURG. Mass., April 15.—A few of the members of the Fitch¬ 
burg Gun and Rifle Club went out to the River street range yesterday 
to shoot clav-pigeons. The totals out of a possible 39 were a's follows: 
C. R. Burleigh 11, II. I. Wallace 10,1. O. Conveise 10, G. A. Colony 9, 
H. F. Bout well 5. J . 

ONE-ARMED SHOTS.—The second pigeon shooting match between 
tbe one armed maiksmen, Samuel Burbank and Captain David H. 
Cortelyou, for .$100 a side, at lO birds eacU. 31 varJs’ rise, two trips, 
80 yards boundary, came off April 17, at Sea View Park, New Dorp, 
S. I. The birds were very strong flyers, and the score, although 
small settled, the superiority between the one-armed champions in 
Richmond county as follows : Burbank killing his first, sixth and 
seventh birds to Lortelyou’.s second and eighth. Burbank challenges 
the State on a similar match. 

WESTMINSTER CLUB.—A pigeon shooting match between James 
Watson and Chauncey Floyd, of the Westminster Kennel Club, on 
tbe grounds of tbe club at Babylon, L. I, April 17. for $1,000 a side, 
was won by Mr. Watson by two birds. Each shot at 126 birds, Mr. 
Watson killing ninety seven, to ninety-five by his antagonist. 

BROOKLY’'N, April 14.—The Coney Island Rod and Gun Club had 
two shoots to-day at Prospect Park Fair Grounds. Tbe first was the 
club handicap. W. Jones, :i0yds.. won in Class A, killing 6 out of 7, 
using the second barrel three times. .T. Temple, Slyds., won in Class 
B, killing 7 straight, only using his second barrel once. He also wOu 
the silver cup for the highest score, lu tbe special prize shoot, W, 
Jones, 30yds., won, killing 5 straight birds. The birds were an especi¬ 
ally good lot. 

FORT BENTON GUN CLUB.—The Fort Benton Gun Club consists 
of fourteen members, divided into two teams, which bold weekl.v 
contests at tbe trap. On the third Saturday of each month they shoot 
for a gold badge, which is to become the property of the person win¬ 
ning it in three consecutive contests. 

Join the National Gun Association.—Send 10 cents, for handbook 
giving all information, to the Secretary. Matt R. Freeman, General 

Manager, F. C. Ethepidoe, Secretary and Treasurer, Macon, Ga. 

Board of Directors; Dr. L. E. RuBsell. Springfleld/O.: C, M. Stark, 
Winchester, Mass.; J. Von Lengerke, New York city; Washington A. 

Coster, Flatbush, L. I.; Wm. G. Cooper, Savannah, Ga,; E. A. Craw¬ 

ford, Tallahassee, Fla.; M. E. Freeman, W. W, Parker and F. 0. 
Etheridge, Macon, Ga.—Adv, 

Canoeing. 
FIXTURES. 

Mohican Races every Thursday through the season. 
May 1—Brooklyn C. C , Challenge Gup and Paddling Race. 
May 15—Brooklyn 0. C., Sailing Race. 
May 23—Knickerbocker C. C.. Spring Regatta. 

May 39, 30, 31—Connecticut Meet, Caila Shasta Grove. 
May 29, 30, 31—Hudson River Meet, Coddington’s Dock, Rouudout. 
May 30—Mohican Cruise. Susquehanna River. 
May 31—Pittsburgh Regatta. 
June 12—Brooklyn C. C. Paddling Race. 
July 10—Brooklyn C.O.. Paddling Race. 
Aug. 7—Brooklyn G. C., Paddling Race. 
Aug, 15-39—A. C. A. Meet, Grindstone Island. 
Sept. 4—Rrooklyu C. C., Paddling Race. 
Sept. 18—Brooldyn C. 0., Bailing Races. 
Sept. 2.5—Brooklyn C. C . Challenge Cup. 

THE AMERICAN CRUISING CANOE. 

A NUMBER of inquiries have reached us for a table of offsets for 
this canoe, the lines of which were published m the Forest and 

Stream of Nov. 20,1884, and also in ‘'Canoe and Boatbuilding for 
Amateurs,” Plate XI. The following table has been carefully laid 
down fall size. The fractions given are all eighths of an inch, as lu 
other tables latel.y published. Tbe design sbould be carefully faired, 
as described in ’-Canoe and Boat Building.” To make tbe same lines 
answer for a 16x30 canoe the moulds, six in number, may oe spaced 
25tiii. apart instead of 24in., as shown. An extra mould at each end, 
Nos. 1 and 13, will be useful iu buildiug: 

Depths. 

1 

Halp-Bbeadths. 

1 Deck. Rabbet. Deck. 

L. W. L. 

Bin. 4in. I^in. 

Ft. In. Ft. Id. Ft. In. Ft. In. Ft. In. Ft. In. 

0 1 6 01 01 

1 1 4" 13 31 23 15 0» 

2 1 2’ 01 71 5' 4 23 

3 I !■> O' lO'i 81 6" 41 

4 1 OS 0 1 0‘i 101 91 6« 

5 115 1 15 1 1 11« 93 

6 11' 1 23 1 23 1 13 113 

11 1 2“ 1 21 1 23 1 03 

8 11' 1 21 1 2" 1 2 lU 

9 113 1 2' 1 1" 1 05 103 

10 1 0 1 1 115 101 75 

11 1 08 01 10" 9 71 51 

13 1 I® 01 7" 66 41 25 

13 1 £5 11 01 25 2 1 

14 1 4 01 01 
.1. 

A 500-MILE CRUISE ON THE RIVERS OF 
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA. 

{Continued frorn page 282.) 

The next morning at 7 we boarded the steamer Dover, and as we had 
stowed the canoes the day before there was nothing for us to do 

but to eat breakfast and enjoy the scenery. After breakfast we lay 
upon the Lurricane deck of the steamer smoking our briar pipes 
fiJled with genuine Durham, talking in the mean time of the glorious 
trip that lay before us. Tbe prospect was certainly lovely, the morn- 
iug was perfect, and every thing was calculated to heighten our enjoy¬ 
ment. Shortly after leaving Sacramento we passed the mouth of the 
American Idver, whose bed is nothing more than a great, shifting 
sandbar, and, as we afterward found to our cost, it sometimes dams 
itself with its own sediment until the obstructed waters gather 
strength to sweep the obstruction away. Twenty miles above Sacra¬ 
mento tbe river, which has hitherto been as yellow as clay can make 
it, suddenly becomes clear, owing to our having passed the mouth of 
the Feather, on the tributaries of which nearly all the hydraulic 
mining in the State is carried on. The junction of the two rivers 
is quite an interesting phenomenon. The turbid waters of tbe 
Feather, although far less iu volume than tbe Sacramento, impart to 
it a color scarcely less than their own. But before they mix thor¬ 
oughly they roll along side by side for some little distance, presenting 
a very marked contrast. 

For the next seventy-five miles tbe scenery is perfectlv tropical, 
excepting of course from the pilothouse. Massive trunks of syca¬ 
more and cottonwood trees rise to a heighth of fifty or sixty feet 
above the banks, crowned with magnificent masses of foliage and 
supporting countless numbers of wild grape and other trailing vines 
which depend from them and make an impenetrable curtain reaching 
to the water’s edge. This continues with unvarying and yet inter¬ 
esting monotony on either side of the river, and the only sign of 
human visitation is where some stock-raiser has here and there cut a 
trail down to the water side to enable hi-i cattle to obtain a drink with¬ 
out risking their necks in the attempt. Night comes on with all the 
accompaniments of a tropical evening, and after a vain attempt to 
sit up in the pilot bouse and watch the river’s course, we at last suc¬ 
cumbed to the soporific effect of the warm, perfume laden air and 
retired to our btrths to dieam of future glories to be achieved in the 
cruising line. 

The next morning the scenery had changed, the fringe of tropical 
verdure had disappeared and in its place were fern-covered banks, 
capped with a growth of smaller trees. Below each point was a beau¬ 
tiful beacn of sand or gravel, covered on the top with a generous al¬ 
lowance of driftwood and behind it a small sort of bay which seemed 
the ideal place to harbor a canoe. 

Durmg the day we passed, as before, a few small settlements, and 
about four in tbe afternoon arrived at Jacinto, the destination of the 
steamer. We at once proeeded to embark iu our canoes, and after 
receiving tbe good wishes of our friends, the oBScers of the steamer, 
and a welcome present in tbe shape of a supply of fresh meat from 
the celestial steward, started for a small bar which projected from a 
point above tbe town. Here we made our first camp for the season, 
and doubtless every canoeist and woodsman can imagine the satis¬ 
faction wdth which we stood and viewed the picture made by our two 
canoes, as they lay on the shelving beach, their glossy sides nestling 
iu the sand with which we bad shored them, and the tents giving 
promise of luxurious comfort when we should be snugly esconced 
therein. Higher on the bank bui-ned a brignt fire of old drift, and 
from its middle came a cloud of steam, which to the nostrils of the 
rusticating citizen is sweeter than all the perfumes of Pans—that of 
coffee. 

Our canoes were admirably adapted for cruising in company. The 
Undine was a kind of Jacksonian model, with lots of room for stow¬ 
ing sails, spars, pots, pan.s, and all the rest of the things that make 
cruising such a bugbear to the average “Saturday afternoon” canoe¬ 
ist, while the Talisman, Racine Shadow, had iii her dry stowages 
ample room for be.st clothes, cartridges, sugar, tobacco, and all other 
things wliich do not improve with water. Undine had pinned his 
faith to a "V” tent, coated with parraflue, while I had a simple box 
tent without any waterproofing at all, and, “if I do say it myself,” 1 
had never had more enjoyment and comfort out of any one thing 
than I bad out of that tent. So it was with Undine, and he expresses 
it as his belief that those canoeists who depreciate the value of canoe 
tents are sadly lacking in practical experienee. 

The first meal of our trip had its pleasures enhanced by the visit of 
some young ladies from tne town below, and while we plied ourselves 
with coffee, steaks and hot potatoes, they plied us with questions con¬ 
cerning ourselves, our projected trip ana past experiences. Their 
bright presence made us forget for the lime our resolve, that we 
would have no thought for anything but for the wildwoods life that 
we were to lead for the next few weeks. It was nearly dark when 
they left, and with a heavy sigh I started to wash the dishes. I put 
them in a sack, and they being only tin, I fotmd that I could wash 
them to my satisfaction, but not to the cook’s, liy sousing them up 
and down in the river, and then hanging them up to dry. 

After making all snug for the night we retired to our tents, and 
lighting our briars proceeded to enjoy life as only canoeists may. It 

seems selfish for the cruising canoeist to have all tbe good ibings in 
this world, but it is my opinion that he has them all the same. Sleep 
interrupted our pleasant thoughts, and till the blazing sun awoke us 
in the morning we did not miss a single wink; then gathering some 
driftwood we soon had a biaza to cook our hotcakes and coffee. We 
then packed the canoes and started on our descent of the river. 

Owing to the slight cuiTeiit and our "constitutionallv tired” dis- 
positiori we did not intend to make more than twenty miles per day, 
but from the fact chat our time was limited we were forced into 
greater activity, and on one occasion with a favorable wind traveled 
sixty. On this particular day we had not gone over twelve miles 
when we came to a flsb camp on the river bank, to which we had 
been directed by our friend the pilot. Landing at the bar, our canoes 
at once became objects of general inteiest, and excited the admira¬ 
tion of the fishermen. As for ourselves, however, we were looked 
upon with cold distrust, and it was not until two days afterward that 
we found the reason of it. Our object had been to do some fishing 
by way of variety, and we thought there was no belter place than 
here. So. unlacing tbe tents, we spread them as canopies over the 
canops. supported with willow saplings. The first day in camp our 
attempts ended in dismal failure, but, taking the advice of a neigh¬ 
boring farmer, we arose the next morning at three, and proceeded 
I0 wnip the stream for salmon. Not succeeding in this, however, we 
changed our tackle, and using lighter rods and a flv were successful 
in landing several shad. Tlie river, which several j-ears ago was 
amply stocked with these fish, is now so depleted by tbe inroads of 
tbe fishermen with their illegal nets, that it will only be a matter of 
a tew years before the market supply will be a thing of the past. 
The next day we had an explanation with our friends the fisJiermen. 
It seemed that they had taken us for agents of the fish commissioners 
sent to c.atch them in the act of violating tlie fish law, which was 
their regular practice. Upon Undine’s a--sui-ing them that we were 
nothing but innocent canoeists, bent only upon pleasure, their cold¬ 
ness at once vanished, and we were invited to take pai-t in their 
evening’s work of drawing the nets. We did not look upon this as 
as Very entertaining sport for the evening, but after the first haul 
which landed a six-foot sturgeon we became enthusiastic, and wad¬ 
ing into the water thereafter worked as hard as the rest. Twelve 
o’clock came and still our interest had not flagged, so we concluded 
to make a night of it. One of the largest shad taken from the nets 
was selected by the fishermen for their supper, while Undine and I 
concluded to regale onrselves with fried salmon fresh from the water. 
Building a fire upon tbe beach, the fishermen proceeded to cook their 
midnight meal; a frying pan of gigantic proportions was filled with 
tlie fi.sh, and a coffee pot which might have served lor a regiment 
boiled merrily over tbe fire. Tbe coutents of these two dishes, with 
some camp bread, constituted the entire repast. Returning to the 
nets we worked until six o’clock, and none were more interested in 
the results of each haul than were we, and had the profit been ours 
we could not have exerted ourselyes more. When morning came we 
were too tired to think of proceeding on our journey for that day, 
and so devoted our time to wriliug descriptive letters to our less 
fortunate friends who were stUl toiling away at the otfiee. Then each 
finished up with a letter home, we laid down in our cauoes and slept 
peacefully until evening. 

Having been invited to the fishermen’s camp for supper, we con¬ 
cluded to go and see something of their domestic life. ' Their camp 
was situated under a clump of lovely trees overlooking a bluff at the 
edge of tbe river. A bark shanty without sides was then-kitchen, 
and at a Utile distance from it was the tent where they slept On tbe 
other side of the clearing there dwelt an old trapper, who himted 
during the summer and in winter tanned his skins and made traps 
for the next year’s use. A number of deer and bear skins hanging 
around the camp gave things a picturesque appearance, and the old 
hunter himself did not detract from the wildness of the < ffect. 
Though not dressed in the costume which is worn by trappers on the 
stage, he was sciil so uncouth that one might know that it had been 
long since he had seen the city. While we were conversing with him 
supper was announced. The bill of fare was e.«sentia!ly the same as 
the night before, only that the quantities were liberally augmented, 
and we were expected to partake of them iu an equally increased 
ratio. Dessert consisted of blackberry pie, made as it can be made 
only in camp; of the crust the less w-e say the bettei-. but the black¬ 
berries inside were at least as good as nature had made them. 

Supper over, we stretched out around the fire which, on account of 
the coolness of the evening and our supposedly delicate constitutions 
was piled up until it looked like a conflagration. Our pipes were 
brought cut. and tobacco of inky blackness was offered by our hosts. 
This we were In dutj bonnd to accept, although three whiffs made us 
both turn pale. Whisky of a milder quality was produced in liberal 
quantity to give the proper eclat to the evening's entertainment, and 
wlien we left we felt that we could not have fallen into more hospit¬ 
able hands. 

The next morning, the cook being indisposed, I prepared thebi’eak- 
fast mvseif. Not having cooked before on this trip, I had not gauged 
our appetites correctly, and when tbe cook looked at the pile of ouJy 
eighteen cakes he smiled a smile in which was more pity than scorn, 
and sitting down at the table be disposed of tbe whole"; that opened 
my eyes, and cooking about twice the number we finally had enough 
to satisfy our appetites. 

By 7 o’clock we bad pulled up stakes and were ready to be under 
way. The river just below the bar where we had been encamped, 
breaks into small rapids, aud after that there is a long, swift run, in 
which we both ran the risk of upsetting, as we had not lakenthepre- 
caution to remove our masts from their steps. This done, however, 
wo felt once more at home in our floating domiciles, and put them 
through antics that no other craft except a canoe would ever submit 
to without indignantly capsizing to show how aggrieved it felt at 
such treatment; dodging under sweeping or ds of grape and honey¬ 
suckle vines, running behind stumps that had fallen into the water 
and cut tbe bank out back of them, and then for variety giving chase 
to each other and splashing water as hard as we could in 1 he" mean¬ 
time. Of this play we soon tired, then laying down, we would float 
with the stream until some obstruction barred the way and brought 
us up all standing. Though the river is unvarying in its scenery for 
miles, still there is a strange fascination about it that grows on one, 
aud as each succeeding bend is reached, one looks forward with in¬ 
creased interest to see what the next will be like, and the fact that 
this is not a common every-day cruising ground for canoeists, adds 
to the novelty of each otherwise unimportant incident. 

One thing that rather surprised us was the fact that there are so 
few boats on the river. On asking an “oldest inhabitant” the reason 
of it, he explained that, as the river rose and fell with the rains in the 
mountains, boats w'ere swamped when i( rose and hung when it fell. 
I wonder if there is a canoeist alive who could not overcome that 
difficulty? About 4 in the afternoon we commenced to look for a bai* 
that ban the requisite amount of beauty in its surroundings to suit 
our requirements for a camping ground, as well as a more substan¬ 
tial recommendation in the shape of an abundant supply of wood for 
a camp tire. 

While we were engaged in this occupation, and I was explaining to 
Undine why it was that experienced canoeists like ourselves never 
got into any bad predicaments through carelessness, we were sud¬ 
denly conscious of a great acceleration of ovu’speed. Hooked up 
and saw that w'e were drifting into a sort of cut-off, w here the river 
ran with terrible velocity aud occasioualiy broke into big swirls, 
which circled about, threatening destruction to our canoes and dan¬ 
ger to ourselves. I was already too far advanced to think of return¬ 
ing, and Undine, seeing my position, bravely started forward to see 
me through Tbe Talisman, always quick under paddle, seemed to 
know what was required of her, and sprang forward to the middle of 
the narrow passage as by instinct, just iu time to avoid a mass of 
tree roots against whish the current set. The next instant she struck 
the edge of a swirl which set her clean about in less time than it 
takes to say it. In the meantime Undine passed, going so fast that he 
looked as though the devil were after him, while the Talisman, hav¬ 
ing completed her gyration, started in pursuit, stern first, and faster 
than before. Being now unable to see where I was going, I was in 
the aut of jumping overboard to save myself, when the trunk of a 
fallen tree, under which the canoe passed, struck me on the back of 
the head and knocked my paddle out of my hand, immediately after 
which I shot into calm water. Undine was there all right, excepting 
the loss of his hat, which came floating down with my cap and pad¬ 
dle shortly afterward. Wethenmaile across to the opposite shore, 
where we found just such a beach as we had been looking for. We 
then proceeded to run our canoes upon terra ^Vmo, and the threat¬ 
ening appearance of a cloud in tbe south warned us to prepare for a 
thunder storm. 

Our a’-rangements for tbe night were easily made. I unpacked tbe 
canoe', made the beds in them and set the tents in them, while Undine 
made a fire, boiled coffee, fried bacon and eggs and cooked hot cakes. 
Then, by the time I had laid a piece of tarpaulin on the ground and 
set the tin dishes on it, we were both ready for our dinner, which sel- 
doni.took Ihe cook more than half an bom- to prepare. The dinner 
over. I washed the dishes in the usual way and hung them up in the 
sack to dry. 

Scarcely had I finished when a few large drops of rain fell, and we 
noticed that the black cloud had spread itself nearly over us, and its 
edges were whirling about in an ominous manner. Undine’s tent 
being waterproofed, he simply weighted the edges down by tying 
rocks thereto, and then turned in to wait for the storm to wreak its 
fury on my devoted head. Borrowing his rubber blanket, I tied it 
over the top of my tent in the same way that he had secured the 
edges of his tent, and then ran guy ropes from the mainmast 10 the 
round and fastened them to pegs, so that the canoe might not be 
lown over by the fury of the gale. No sooner were my arrange¬ 

ments completed than we heard a tremendous roaring in the trees 
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buck of us. Ere I couH pet uuder shelter a pust of wind tossed my 
hot into the river and sent me under my tent in a hurry, without 
wniMn? to see what was pnine to come next. It s®en]s to us as we 
look hock that everythinp came nex'—tornado, hail, rain, with Ov¬ 
ine sticks and leaves, in a wav that would amnly fulfil the alarmine 
proenootications of a dyspentic weather prophet. The canoe rocked 
to nnd fro as thoneh it was fbinkine of starting off to flv, but in spite 
of the violence of the pust there was not a drop of wet that entered 
either one of the cnnoe.o: and Undine, at the risk of having his scalp 
hlo-vn off. stuck his head out to ask if it was not plorious, to which I 
replied that it was- inside, and then proceeded to enjoy a smoke, to 
show that I appreciated my immunity from the attacks of (he ele¬ 
ments. Undine followed my example, as I could see by the smoke 
that oozed out from the cracks of his teot. I opened up one corner 
of the tent on the lee side, and as he avas on that side we could carry 
on a conversation quite easily throtisrh the intervening had weather. 

The. storm continued until about 7 in the evening, when, with a final 
dash of hail that sent a ohdl through us. it ceased as suddenly as it 
had commenced, and we gladly crawled out of onr nest®, to make a 
five and get, something wmrm in our stomachs. The sand and gravel 
held no moisture ,and was dry almost as soon as the rain ceased to 
fall. Nor did the driftwood seem to he affected by the rain that had 
poured over it so recepHv. on the contrary the flames burned all the 
brighter hv contrast with the leaden sky that hnng over us like a 
searnless dorrie, muffling ail sound. We gathered a large store of 
drift, and aft^r we had heated some coffee, piled up the fire until it 
illuminated the whole eamp; which had been gradually swallowed 
up in the gathering darkness. Havipp drank our coffee. Undioe de¬ 
termined to trv his luck with the traps; taking the tent off his canoe 
he p,addlsd across the river to the little island, behind which the cur¬ 
rent had carried ns in the afternoon. The.re he set the traps in the 
most, likelv rla-’es. and then came back to camp to bake bread, as he 
said that he would he unable to obtain any for the next few davs. I 
was not deepiv interested ip the bread making process as I knew 
nothinv about it and Undine did. or at least he said he did. Sol went 
to my little bed and slept unmolested, except that the irrepressible 
cook kept coming to the dry stowage lockers of the Talisman far into 
the ni’ddle wateh, each time for flour I presumed, and by the looks of 
the bread next nav, it must have, been so. 

The next morning I awoke earlv a most unusual thing for me. and 
found ihe reason for it was that I had been almost eaten alive by 
mosquitoes, my face, being of the complexion of a rare beefsteak; 
elearlv we were getting into the mosquito country and no mistake. 
However, the peautv of the morning which, bv its calmness, had al¬ 
lowed the mosquii-oes to inflict themselves upon us. was enough to 
repay all damage done hv them. Without waiting to dress we got up 
to look about. The storm of the d.ay before had cleared the air and 
hrightene.d every leaf, while the birds, appreciating the heauMful 
fa^e that nature’had assumed to greet ihem with, sang their 6arne,st 
thanks. The beauty of the river, combined with the increasing 
warmth of thesiin.'was too much to he resisted, so tossing off onr 
shirts, we sprang into the river simultaneouslv, and there swam and 
ducked each other like two schoolhovs. The <un had been up for 
half an hour before we were willing to leave the water, and it was 
high time for us tp vet under wav. unless we wanted tn he roasted by 
the heat of the midday sun. After disposing of our coffee and hot 
cakes, we put an allowance of coffee in a bottle and some cold qnall 
and hard tack in a handy Place in th“ canoes, as this was to consti¬ 
tute our lunch, thereby saving one stop. There h°ing npt the slight¬ 
est indication of a hreoj-p packed all sails and spars below and 
started in for a hard dav’s p’ddling, as it was our intention to make 
the town of colnsa that night, and in order to do it we would have to 
work until after dark any way. 

AVe first crossed the river to where the traps had been set the night 
before, and were disappointed to find nothing hut two eonns iu them, 
.although there were otter signs all round We did not wait to skin 
the animals then, hut knocked them on the heads, and, a-s we thought, 
killed them, and then threw them, traps and all. into the Undine. 
Shorfiy after w° started down stream one of the coons gave nnmis- 
fnkahle signs of life, and when the captain of the craft attemp+ed to 
sui)due the mutineer with a paddle be gave a blood-curdling snarlatid 
jnmped ovei’hnard. taking his trap with him, and disappeared beneath 
the wn.tpr. .lust as we were giving un all hope of seeing him again, 
he came to the surface nearly a htmdred feet down the river, scum¬ 
ming for dear life. We immediately gave chase, and the ouon, 
although hampered by the. wmight of the tramp and wotinded as he 
was. still managed to give us a iivelv raftle. We finally intercepted 
him and he was then dispatched wPh a. blow from n hatchet. This 
litt.le episode had stirred np our blood, and to avoid cooling it too 
suddenly we started in an impromptu race of the “go as you please” 
variety, the one who kept it np the longest to be the winner. Some, 
curious deviations of the lower cnaunel sometimes sent the surface 
current diagonally across from hank to bank, leaving the water almost 
motionless on one .“ide while it ran like a mill race on the other. This 
gave a pleasing uncertainty to the race which it would not have pos¬ 
sessed if we had only our own st rength to rdv on. Sometimes one of 
us wouldhe well ahead, when all of a sudden, owing to some miscal- 
C’dation, he would lose the current and his opponent fly past at the 
rate of nine or ten knot® an hour. After half an hour’s hard work 
we remained still unsatisfied as to which was the faster. 

The heat was now getting intolerable, I was weai’ing nothinghiit a 
sleeveless jersey and a pair of light duck trousers with stockings 
and slippers; on mvhead a linen hat with a moderately broad brim. 
Undine was attired in the same costume and had his feet bare, so that 
he could stick them over the deck into the water when be felt so dis 
posed. The result was that he got a terrible sunburning which spoiled 
his morals every time he mentioned it. 

[to be OONTINPKD.] 

THE n^NOE EXHTRITION.—A meeting will be held on Friday 
next at the Harvard Rooms, to complete all arrangements, and on 
Saturday the exposition will open. Everything points to a large dis¬ 
play, and to accommodate the visitors the exhibition will he con'lnued 
OveV until Monday night. It is expected that every department of 
canoeing will he represented and an opportunity affoi-ded to novices 
and those unfamiliar with ctnoeing, to obtain all inform.ation about 
the snort. Yachtsmen and rowing men are especially invited to visit 
the Harvard Rooms. Forty-second street and Sixth avenue, and see 
just what the mosqui'o fleet is composed of. 

THE CALLA SHASTA CAMP—The programme for the races on 
Monday i« as follows: At 9:30 A. M.. paddling race, half mile and 
turn; 10:30 A. M . tandem padd'ing race, half mile and turn: 11 A. M., 
hand paddling race. aOOyds.; 11 ;30 A. M ; novice sailing race; 1 P. M., 
sailing race, po limit to rig or ballasl; 2:30 P. M.. sailing race, no 
ballast; 3 P. M., sailuig race, area limited to 75 sq. ft.: 8:30 R. M , 
standing paddling race, 400yds.; 4 P M . open sailing race; 5 P. M , 
consolation race, sailing and paddling. The prizes will be two in each 
event, and will be flags. 

WISCONSIN RIVERS —We have received the following answer to 
the inquiry published last week: “Osbko.sh, Wis., April 10.—To get 
into the Fox River from Winneconne you will have to go down the 
Wolf River for about three miles. The mouth of the Fox is on the 
right side. There is a canal from the Fox to Wisconsin River about two 
miles long, which you will easily find. If you come to Oshkosh before 
starting we will give you maps and all necessary information, having 
made the trip twice.—Frank Hellabd ” 

THE KENNEBEC AND DEAD RIVERS —A correspondent asks 
the following questions; can any of our readers in Maine answer 
them for him ? What is the state of theKennebec River from Augus'a 
to the cam ing place, and is it suitable for a canoe or is It all rapidsf 
About where and how long is the shortest carry between the south 
branch of the Dead River and Lake Oquossoe; on Farrar’s latest map 
there is no carry marked? 

A 0. A.—Messrs. R. S Hubbard. Philadelphia, and B. N. Barstow, 
Boston, are proposed for membership. The name of Mr. Geo. Brown. 
Ottawa, lately published, was an error. It should read Geo. Burn. 
The programme and rules for the coming meet are now ready and 
will he published in pamphlet form for distrioution, as was done last 
year. — 

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED. 

A Winter in Central America and Mexico. By Helen J. San¬ 
born. Boston: Lee & Shepard. Cloth, 321 pp.. price $1 50. 

Down the West Branch; or, Camps and Tramps Around Katahdin. 
By Capt. A. J. Farrar. Boston; Lee& Shepard. Cloth, 3ilpp.,price 
.$i 26. 

Forgotten Meanings; or. An Hour with a Dictionary, By Alfred 
Waites. Boston: Lee & Shepard. Cloth, 75 pp., price 50 cents. 

Exercises for the Improvement op the Senses. For young chil¬ 
dren. By Horace Grant. Boston: Lee & Shepard. Cloth, 15< pp., 
price 50 cents. 

tiALAMBO of Gustave Flaubert. Englished hy M. French Sheldon, 
New York: Saxon & Co. Cloth, 421 pp , price $1.50. 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 
A Premium of $100 has been offered by A. G Spalding & Bros., of 

New York and Chicago, to the individual who will correctly guess 
the relative standing of tlie eight League clubs at the close of the 
championship season of 1886. All contestants must send in their 
guess before June 1, and inclose 25 cents and receive one of their 
complete catalogues of IbO pages, which amount will be returned, 
or rather applied on the first purchase amounting to $1 and upward. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Puhlishr 
ing Co. _ 

FIXTURES. 

There are still many clubs uot r( 
dates in the table are not official, 
and others in completing and corr 

May. 
16. Yorkville, Open, East River. 
31. Sandy Bay, Cup. Rockport. 
31. Knickerbocker, Spring Keg.! 
81. Onondaga, Opening,On. Lake. 
81. S.C.Y.C., Opening, N. Y. Bay. 
81, New Haven, Opening Sail. 
31. Toledo. Pennant, Toledo. 
31. Brooklyn, Opening. N. Y. Bay. 
31. Atlantic, Opening Sail. 

June 
6. Great Head. Open, Sweep- 

stake, Winthrop. 
7. Hudson River. Union, Open, 
7. Williamsburg Regatta. 
9. Portland, Annual. Portland. 
9. Frisbie—Em Ell Eye. Private 

Match, City Point. 
9. Sandy Bay, Cup, Rockport. 

12. Brooklyn, Annual, N. Y. Bay. 
12. Great Head, Pen.. Winthrop. 
12. Buffalo, Annual, Lake Erie. 
12. Portland,Challenge, Portland. 
16. Atlantic. Annual,'N Y. Bay. 
17. New York, Annual, N. Y. Bay. 
17. Dorchester, Open, Nahant. 
17. Sandy Bay. Cup, Squam. 
17. Hull, Cor. Pennant, Hull. 
17. American, Newhuryport. 
19. Hull, Pennant. Hull. 
19. S. 0. Y. C., Annual. 
23. Boston. Cup. City Point. 
26. Sandy Bay, Cup.nnal,Squam. 
26. Corinthian, Cup. Marblehead. 
26. Great Head. Oham.,Winthrop. 

July. 
8. Knickerbocker Cruise. 
3. Oswego Cruise. Charlotte. 
3. Hull. Club, Hull. 
3. Buffalo, Annual, Lake Erie. 
5. Boston, Ope 1, Ulcy Point. 
5. Sandy Bay. Open, Squam. 
5. Beverly, Open, Sweepstake, 

Mon. Beach. 
5. Toledo. Pen., Toledo. 
6 to 6 Interlake Y R. A. Rendez¬ 

vous and Race, Detroit. 
6 to 11, Interlake Y. K. A. Cruise 

to Put In Bay. 
8. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 

10. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 
10. HuU, Novelty, Hull. 

presented below, aanci some of the 
We ask the aid of club secretaries 
acting the list: 
10. Corinthian, Club, Marblehead 
10. Sandy Bay, Pen., Rockport. 
13. Beverly, Cham., Marblehead. 
13. Great Head, Ladies’,Winthrop 
14. Hull, Cham., Hull. 
16-17. Amer. (Steam), Annual. 
17. Sandy Bay, Cor., Rockport. 
17 to 25. Knickerbocker, Cruise. 
21. Hull, Ladies’, Hull. 
22. Boston. Cup, City Point. 
24. Dorchester, Club, Harrison. 
24. Beverly, Club, Mon. Beach. 
24. Corinthian, Ladies’, Marble¬ 

head . 
24. Sandy Bay, Pen. Gloucester. 
24. Great Head, Cham.,Winthrop. 
27. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 
81. Beverly, Cham., Swampscott. 
-81. Hull, Cruise, Eastward. 
31. Sandy Bay, Ladles’, Rockport. 

August. 
2. Sandy Bgy. Open, Rockport. 
7, ( orinthian. Open. Marblehead 
7. Beverly, Club. Mon. Beach. 
9. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 

11. Great Head, Ladies.Winthrop. 
14. Sandy Bay, Cl ib. Squam. 
14. Hull, Open, Hull. 
14. Beverly, Cham , Nahant. 
21. Beverly, Open, Marblehead. 
24. Great Head, Cham., Winthrop. 
25 Hull, Ladie.®’. Hull. 
28. Conuthian, Club. Marblehead. 
68. Hull, Cham., Hull. 
28. Sandy Bay, Open. Squam. 

September. 
2. Boston, Cup. City Point. 
4. Dorchester, Club, Harrison. 
4. Bevcrlv, Open, Mon. Beach. 
4. Coriuthian,Cham.,Marblehead 
4. Sandy Bay, Pen., Rockport. 
8. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 

11. Hull, Cham., Hull. 
11. Coriuthian, Sweepstake, Mar¬ 

blehead. 
11. Sandy Bay, Sweep.,Gloucester 
17. Toledo, Pen., Toledo. 
18. Sandy Bay, Club, Rockport. 
18. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 
25. Buffalo, Club, Lake Erie. 
28. Beverly, Club, Nahant. 

THE ATLANTIC. At Bay Ridge everything is bustle and activity along the water 
front, but of course the cliief center of attraction is at Munim’s 

yard, where the Atlantic is now in such shape as to be seen load- 
vantage. Every day brings crowds to visit her, and on Sundays the 
yard is thronged from morning to night. The outside of the yacht is 
now planed and painted, the waterline drawn, the bulwarks are 
finished, the oak rail is in place, and the gold stripe completed. The 
bottom has received a coat of verdigris. Decks and coaming are 
finished. The former is sprung with the sides, a fashion that looks 
well where there is a wide cabin trunk and narrow gangways, hut in 
the present case, where the butts all come in the middle line of deck, 
the effect is not pleasing. The bowsprit is in place, firudy step ed 
between two heavy locust bitts, and amidships and on each quarter 
are 8in. locust bollards, four in all. The stern is very narrow (the 
boat being practically a double-ender) and gives an appearance of 
great width amidships. The bowsprit is of Oregon pine, around spar, 
the iron withe on the extreme end being fitted wdth a shciave on each 
side. Half way in is a second withe fitted against a shoulder, to 
w'hich the. preventer bobslay and shrouds will be made fast. There 
are two pairs of bolt® for the bowsprit shrouds, one about 6in. above 
the oth<-r. An iron plate, as long as the spacing of the timbers, is let 
into the planking to take each of the bolls. On the stem are two 
pairs of plates for the main and preventer bobstay.®. The yacht will 
have four shrouds on each side, the chainplates, 3J4x%m, being let 
in flush and fastened with %\n. holts. The plates are each 6ft. 9in. 
long over ail. 

The workmen have laid the bilge ways and the yacht will be ready 
for launching at any time the tide serves. The basin is so shoal that 
some dredging may be necessary unless the tide should be unusually 
high. 

Cast iron floors, each 3ft. long. i}4iD. wide and lJ4in. ihicK at middle, 
are being fitted and bolted, so as to connect the heels of the timbers 
to the trunk, faying on top of each with four bolts in each arm. The 
partners are of yellow pine, 6in. thick, filled in solid between the 
adjoining beams, and the step is cut in tiie keel. In addition to the 
four tierods on each side of the trunk, two IJ^in. iron rods have been 
run through the keel and deck beams, one just forward and one abaft 
the mast, also set up with turnbuckles The rudder is hung and all 
outside work is completed. The spars lie on the beech at the club 
grounds, a mast iBJ^in. at partners, 16hi. at hounds and 80ft. over all. 
with lOfc. of masthead, tapering to 14in. at the upper cap No flimsy 
ironworK, but heavy oak cheek pieces and locust trestle trees. The 
cheek pieces, 2ft. wide and Sft. 6ui. long, are of white oak, through 
bolted and checked into the mast, besides beii'g firmly bolted through 
the masthead. On them rest solid trestle trees of 4x6in. locust, 3ft. 
long. These are encircled by an iron band 4m. wide, let into tneir 
outer sides. The space for the heel of the topmast is llj4in. square. 
Mr. Sawyer has the lower floor of the old shop fitted up as a sail loft, 
and halt a dozen men are now at work on Che sails. The rigging is 
also under way in Mr. Low’s lofts in South street. The wire shrouds 
have been parcelled in the eyes with heavy linen canvas covered with 
shellac, iu place of the leather commonly used. The lanyards will be 
of tin. Italian hemp. 

LENGTH AND BEAM IN YACHT DESIGNING. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Since tve have yachts to represent every proportion of length 

to beam and draft, with aud without hoiiras, from the dishpan 
Fanny to the cleaver-shaped Bedouin, it seems to me the masters in 
yacht designing might give us a standard rule for centerboard boats 
and for cutters to guide amateur yachtsmen in the dimensions of 
those they have built. Every designer and builder has his own pet 
model to which he conforms the boats which he builds. Every man 
having a boat built has certain notions of what he would like, but 
unless he has studied the subject well, aud sometimes, after he has 
done so. he does not have such definite opinions of the main dimen¬ 
sions as would lead him to resist the predilections of his builder. 
The consequence is that boats are put afloat every year that arc. 
Slow, faulty, and even dangerous In stormy weather The knowing 
ones see the errors of dimension, and theowner finds them out after 
awhile, but having 110 guide, he plunges into others by rernodcling 
ills craft or building another. Now I should like to have you lay 
down the rules lor the two classes of boats, i.e.. the centerboards 
and the keel boats, and tell us what dlmensloas are the best for the 
work they respectively perlorra. IVo are all floundering around in 
figures between the Puritan and Geuesta, and would like to get upon 
Che deck ol a perfect tyiic of yacht. Scleki a. 

[Our correspondent asks a question that has puzzled many before 
him, but thiit few who know anything about the subject would 
attempt to answer by definite figures. To say positively that any 
proportions ol be;im and depth are the best lor a given length in any 
particular type of boat, would be a wry difficult task, and even ii 
suecesslully accomplished it would of itscll proven very deceptive 
guiileto the tjro. The secret of yacht designing is In a thorough 
harmony of every element, and to secure tins requires long exjieri- 
ence, thorough practical training, and a knowledge of n.itural phil¬ 
osophy. With these the designer will consider first tlie requirements 
of the case, and then lit to them the dimensions, ibim, displacement, 
ballast, keel or board, rig, sail area, and the thousand and one items 
that go to make a successlul yacht. Lacking them, any set tables ol 
dimensions would be ol little value. The safest plan for the man 
who desires to build is to go to some one whose work speaks lor him. 
and who is known as a successful ileslgner. Failing this, there arc 
well known boats of every type who.se lines and elements may he 
had, and which will serve as examples to he closely copied, vari:i- 
tions being made by the novice only where their value is manitesl. 
Bv coi'ving such a boat and availing himself ol the literature of the 
subject' now readily accessible, the amateur may secure a fairly 
good craft as the result of his care and study, but the at¬ 

tempt to depart from the beaten grooves nnd to essay something 
beyond the onlinavy line, without the requisite knowledge Xl ex¬ 
perience, is Jilmost invariably costly and unsuccessful. Whether de¬ 
pending on himsHfor on a builder, there is alw.ays one point to he 
kept in view, that a harmony of design is absolutely essential A 
man of moderate ability may plan and carry out siioce.ssfiiUy a veiw 
good design while it attention i.s paid to the dictum of every self an- 
pointed expert, .an incongruous botch must result. With a thorough 
consideration of the requirements and ends in view, a studv of 
sinil ar vessels and a c.arelull^y matured plan that when once made, 
wil be rigbUy adhered to, a fair amount of success may be expected 
and while the boat may not be a second Puritan, she is not likelv to’ 
prove a mortilylng failure.] ' ““-oiy to 

CRUISE OF THE COOT. 

XX, 

T^HEN about shoving off for a largo, rambling white building, at 
▼ ” the head of Sinllh’s Greek, which had been pointed out to mo 

ns a store, a bellicose voice hailed me with, “Watcher going In do?’’ 
Gomn ashore.” I s.aid. “mail some letters nnd get some of rour kero- 

8e;ne;”(,hi8 latter as a peace-offering to the store keeper's temper 
Which lor some reason seemed ruffled at the Coots nppearsnee upon 
the scene. He glared at me from the bench with Hinnzenient. Queer 
reception I thought from one who ought to propitiate stranger.® for 
their pocket-book’s sake Stepping from the .skiff. I hastened to dis¬ 
play a kerosene, can as a sign that I meant hiisine.ss to the full extent 
of the can “I have no kerosene, except what Ihev use in the 
kitchen.” he broke opt and scanned me from he.ad to foot, much as 
he would some piirloiner of the hen roost. “No kerosene? Why 
what kind of a store do von keep?” “Sto\ sto>. I keen no sto’’’ 
This w-as aecompanied tviih such a look of disdain that T saw I had 
put mv foot in it and excused mv error as well .as I could, blaming 
the barrels nnd tubs on the veranda. He wms fuliv six feet high, a 
fine looking man with military hearing, a atami no colliir ami fash¬ 
ionable scarf. As soon as he had been assured that the Coot was 
notcapahle of stealing hi® oysters, even if she w'antod to, nnd that 
her crew came from NewY'ork on neaeofid exploration, he gracionslv 
unbent and came dowm from his colonel-like asperity, telling mo with 
piid'O that he was from Wash in glon and bv implication dlscowned 
the country round nhout. The ground upon whicli I had landed 
was known as the Jutland Farm. A magnifle.Rnt demesne it cer¬ 
tainly was, if I interpreted the hoiindnvles right. It covered many 
great fields of rich soil, had its own l.imhcr lands, sawmill, liarns, 
'•gncultiival machinerv, blneksmilh shops and a village for the 
hands. Herds of sleek cattle and flock.s of sheep burdened with 
clotted fleeces, strayed over the pastures, which in their extent put 
me in mind of scene.® alongthe railroads through grass-covered Kan¬ 
sas. Corn and wheat are the staples, and the stubble In some old 
fields attested by their size the rich return from systematic and im¬ 
proved methods of cnitivallon in these parts. The dwelling was one 
ol the old homesteads hidlt In the stvle of colony days and bore 
signs of the wealth of its earlier orcuoants. Ilavlrg taken In ail 
this, and realized the immensity of mv affront in addressing the lord 
of the manor as a sordid country store keeper, I was about relenting 
towards the great seigneur. But when be in a tboro\ighly 
American spirit of materialism wanted to know wliv I did not take 
steamboat to Norfolk, mv good opinion of the worthy man tonka 
great fall. “What, go down the Bav in that little s 'll vessel I Why 
don’t you take steamboat, voti will get there so much quicker.” He 
wa® astonished that! did not “get lost no some of these creeks,” 
wberent I lannhed and told him I knew more about the creeks flow¬ 
ing through his own land than he. Then followed explanations 
about charts, the. attractions of yachting, etc. But he was irreclaim¬ 
able from the slough of materialism and set me down as a very 
queer example tvho did not care to get somewhere in the least pos¬ 
sible time. Wo walked nlotig to one gate where he gave medirec- 
fions to the nearest store nnd post office, some three miles awav. I 
started in my jersey and cap. On the road an old farmer ami his 
son stppiied oiit of a barn. Said the old man: “ Off’er a steamer I 
siinposp.” after pointing out a short cut to the store. “Yes.” 
“Thought T henrn her wffiistle. n while ago.” The store proved 
quitf* a Inxnrions nflalr and stood in evidene.e of the pn>'chasiiig 
power of the countrv near by. AVell bred horses and smart buggies 
were hitched up to the ridge pole outside and a well ilressed crowd 
of local nabobs of fhe .soil had c -ngregnted inside ahont the stove, at 
which thev spat with great vehemence, though the stove had ap- 
oavantly done them no harm. The proorletor of Ih® estahlfshnient, 
ilkewlse the postmaster, was a polite young man with a eitv cut to 
his rig. I waddled nut tvilh the can filled between two score of 
eves nnd one score of open moii'hs nnd heard a darkv identify me 
as “'1e can’ll ob de vat fom Now Yoke.” Some awful dog.s came for 
mv shanks onder full sail and nntbing but the most persimslve wiles 
kept Ibem from laying me aboard A huge monster, wil I as a wolf, 
gnarde.il the gates of the .Tntland Farm. I whistled and tried to look 
careless, hut laid a plan of battle, which was to shy the can at the 
dog’s head to his confn.=ion. nnd shin up the nearest tree, in accord 
with the policy recommended in a certain sporting book when pur¬ 
sued hv a bear. The dogmerelv spiffed at mv heo's nnd let me. pass 
on. tor which I was exeeedingl v thankful. He had seen me, or rather 
smelt me before with his master and he remembered my particular 
flavor, which was not mnch to the credit of his nose, seeing the 
length of time which had elapsed since certain articles of clothing 
had been refreshed. 

The following morning T turned out bright and earlv and at once 
turned In again. It was h’nwing a strong gale from R.E,. dircotly in 
niv teeth going out of Ihe Potomac. At noon the wind shifted to X. 
W in a few minutes nnd brought down a terrific eleetricnl storm. 
Sombre and threatening nimbus clouds towered one above the other 
and advanced rapidly unid overhead. Then the vivid flash of light¬ 
ning and a burst of roaringtbnnder looserl the floodgates and poured 
•lown sheets of lukewarm rain for half an hour. As suddenly as 
the storm had come in. it ceased. The skv cleared and the evening 
sun crowned tlie moist foliage with golden tips. The ntmosuhere 
had heenmo bnlmv as in spring, though it was tlie last dnv in Decem- 
iier I stripped off an oii'er jersev and stood in the cockpit bareheaded. 
Could this he the “warm weather” T had all along tried to sight 
ahead, nr was it onlv the forerunner of .some violent change, cer- 
tninlv It seemed very unnatural. During Ihe afternoon, the Coot 
shifted her berth into the first branch ioinlng the creek from the 
eastward. Among the little eollectlon of honsesnear a landing there 
i.s a pump suffering from exhaustion, hiit which vlelds good water 
after starting it Into life with a bucket lull poured down Ha throat. 
The old people were on the. door steps and children plaved about in 
bare feet nnd arms, vet the next dnv was to usher In the new year. 
From a native, who had been fireman on a New York steam r. but 
had with good sense retired to a flourishing little farm and some 
oyster beds. I learned that Little Wiconilcn. just inside, of Smith’s 
Point on the south side of the Potomac, could be entered and a har¬ 
bor made, if 1 could not reach round seven miles further In the 
Great Wicoinieo. That evening 1 beheld the most beautiful sunset I 
have ever witnessed, whether from the sea or perched twelve 
thousand feet hi'>h noon the Rockies. ForhrilUancy and vanety of 
color, no artist’s brush con'd have apiiroached this gorgeous 
spectacle. As the dusk faded into the silvery gloom of a moonlit 
skv. the wealth of gold and crimson, the richest blues, the greens 
which were almost starting in their intensity, nnd the most delicate 
gravB. slowlv passed through many fascia ting modifications, paling 
the while, till all wa® finally merged into a hall lit night of mystic 
spell. Tt was late when the daydreams in the cockpit g'iive way to 
dreamless slumber in the snug cabin below. 

With a rousing northwester Ihe Coot freed sheet down the Poto¬ 
mac and reeled before Its impulse to such an extent that I wished 
for two reefs in the sail, hut still not quite enough lo induce me. to 
come-hy and haul out the earing. The first dav of January should 
he inangnrnted liy a run fit to go on record. But “man proposes, 
etc ” Instead of hugging the northern sliorc around Cornfield Har¬ 
bor nnd running well out into the Bay before hauling up lor the 
south. I put the Oont on a direct course for Smith’s Point after 
emerging from the creek. This carried me across the mouth of the 
Potomac and right through the inevitnVile zone of calms already 
spoken of. From the low cockpit floor of a small boat yon cannot 
see far ahead and I r.an out of the wind before the extent of the 
calm zone could he appreciated. It kept on blowing a gale along the 
northern shore, while for three hours the Coot and other vessels in 
her companv tossed about upon an irregular swell and through some 
tide rips. It seemed as though we tverc lorked for good in the 
doldrums. The Coot headed in all directions, jibed and jibed aud 
rolled and plunged in an exa.sperating manner. By dint of a great 
deal of sculling, .a turn in the tide and a few light airs picked np on 
the edge of the doldrums, the boat crawled and fanned across, tlien 
followed clown the shore, edging Into get a look lor the narrow 
entrance to the Little, Wicomico, as it was already well along in the 
afternoon, nearly calm and tlie next harbor more than seven miles 
away. A small pungie with a flag at the m.astheail was loading up 
with oysters brought alongside in canoes. Seemingly a sand bar 
stretched across the former entrance to the larger sheet of water 
within. Soon one of the canoes cast off from the pungie and .®culle(l 
inshore. By watching it through the glasses, I discerned several 
stakes and noted the side these were left on hy the canoe. Sailing 
down into his wake, a long gutter like passage b* twc'en the sana 
spit and Smith’s Island was easily made out The water became so 
shoal, that the boat was poled along with the oar. Ae the head of 
the gut was reached the ebb was found rushing out like a sluice 
way. nnd the greatest exertion had to be used to force the Coot 
against it without letUug her slew round ou to tLe shoals each side, 
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In spots the channel was not more than twenty feet avidc ntid three 
feet 'lee]) on the. last of the ebb. Once rouinl Smith’s Islaml, the ebb 
lost its streimth anil the Coot let ro her anchor, alter Rroiimling, 
ha via jr missed the best water, which runs close alonsr the back of 
the Island and also alonp: the mainl!in<l, the shoals being in the 
mi'tdlo. This Involved the nniileasant duty at midnight of shifting 
balla.st. carrying out an an<dior and hauling the boat off at high 
water, so as to be sure ot a start early next day when the tide would 
be on the ebb. 

There was an absolute calm at seven A. >1., and the Coot sUigglshiy 
drilled out to sea on the tail end of the ebb. Off Smith’s Point, the 
anchor Was let go and a breeze whistled for. It came not. Butin 
due course of events it once more turned ebb. permitting the Coot to 
resume her drift southward. Light airs finally assisted her round 
the red can off Fleet’s Point, and a few boards took her into Cockle’s 
Creek for the night. On the way down a youngster in a dilapidated 
yawl boat Irom a small schooner gave chase and ran alongside. 
First he asked fora mess of meat. My stock had run down to a 
remnant of bacon, so had to refuse him. Then he asked lor tabacco. 
Mine was out. Then he asked lor a loan of some shot. I had only 
cartridges. So the bov took it out in admiring the yacht as “tlie 
neatest thing he ever did see” and sculled back to his skipper empty 
handeil. The schooner never offered oysters in return, but took it 
as a matter of course that I would fork over for the asking. In 
Cockles Creek, there was a good deal of life. Oysters were the main¬ 
stay of the population. Schooners had scores of canoes about them 
and were hoi.sting in the coveted game by the bushel. Substantial 
houses crowned the tops of the hillocks along the shores which 
were quite picturesque here and there. Ugly and ill-smelling struc¬ 
tures with stacks and kettles and nlatforms gave notice that vile 
sten<'.hes would pervade the whole river reigon. as soon as the 
menhaden fishery opens in spring. Nearly all the rivers and havens 
south of the Wicomico suffer from iikepolUition. There is acountry 
store alter the usual pattern on the north bank of the first branch 
on the eastern shore of Cockle’s Creek. This same branch affords 
afforiis perloct shelter and 14ft. of water 

The next day and the forenoon following the Coot was compelled 
to swing idly at her anchor on account of a dense fog. When 

it lifted the second afternoon, the yacht was among the first of a 
fleet to clear on o light northerly nh's. Around Fleet’s Point tliese 
lorsook us entlrtlv and an .adverse tide made further progress im- 
psssiblo Meanwhile a heavy bank of clouds had risen in the south¬ 
east and the sun was reiluced to a red spot through the damp at¬ 
mosphere. The skipper of a schooner at anchor was hailed to tell 
me what day ami date it was, as I had lost my reckoning, having 
been without any authentic sources for some lime. He was sur¬ 
prised to read the Cooc’s hailing port under her stern and still more 
so to hear where she was honnd. "This looks threatening up there. 
It is no kind ol weather to leave port.” So I thought too, as thn sky 
had assumed a very ugly look, though not a breath was stirring. 
The sweep was shi((ped and the Coot scnlleil into Mill Creek for a 
change of scenery alter the abortive attempt of the day to make any 
southings. It was well she lay In a snug berth, perfectly protected. 
Ere midnight the gale swooped down with a great din. For nearly 
sixty hours the music was kept up in the rigging. Not until noon 
three days after seeking the i-efuge, could the Coot poke her nose 
outside to continue her voyage, and this under two reefs. The wind 
fell away fast, and after passing the black buoy off Damnieron’a 
Marsh whole sail was made. Then a calm ensued and some hours 
were put in at driltiug. 

Suddenly a Ircsl) breeze struck across the Chesapeake from N.E. 
Filteeii niinutes later the Coot was rounded up and the second 
cringle lutuled down. The breeze was quartering and the boat tore 
along in good fashion, lifting tier haunches to the flowing sea which 
was rapidly vising. Passed Dividing Creek we flew with a boiling 
wake., then hauled our wind a Int to weather the hoi iz'intal stripe 
buoy marking the Bluff Point shoals. From here we squared away 
dead before it and ran in for Little Bay. Until North Point was 
rounded, there vvas a constant danger from jibing, as the boat rolled 
and dipped her boom into the sea. Fetclied round North Point and 
stood in' to I he Horsepen, picking a way between a maze ot stakes 
and abandoned nets. Anchored in 6ft. An invitation from the 
burly skipper of a pungy. jumping in the middle of Little Bay. to 
lie to his stern for the liight was declined. The run lor the after¬ 
noon was about fifteen miles. 

During the night the wind subsided, but piped up fresh again 
upon getting underway next morning. Anlepoison Creek Is tlie 
usual shelter sought at the head of Dittle Bay. A northwesterly 
wind necessitated a few boards to weather North Point on the 
passage out. After jibing to port the Coot hud It quartering down 
to the light house on Bappuhannock Kjiit. Seven leet can be carried 
half way between the liaht house and the shore, but the red light off 
Stingray Spit, across the river must be left to starboard. The Bap- 
pahaunock has the reputation of being a breezy and boisterous 
river. More than one yacht has come to grief while crossing its 
mouth in a northwester. The wind has a sweep of many miles and 
the river is between three and four miles wide. As nsnal, the wind 
has greater strength drawing out of the river than some distance out 
in the Bay. When the Coot had opened Mosquito Point and quit 
the protection of a weather shore, she found sea and wind in dead 
earnest and I was glad that the two i-eefs ot the night had not been 
shaken out. The sea was abeam which made it very trying lor the 
boat as she wallowed heavily in the trough and shipped much 
woiter in the weather roll. But alter experiences in the Patapsco, 
the rough passage across the Rappahannock was by comparison not 
serious. Constant luffing to puffs worked the Coot out above the 
Stingray light, so that she had to be squared down river a bit. 
Shaved the screw spile sti ueture pretty close and swapped greetings 
with the light house keeper who remarked it was a rough day and 
watched the Coot’s behavior iutently. 

The entrance to Piankatank river is well buoyed and easily made 
though in the dark a stranger would not be likely to give Stove 
Point a wide enough berth. The usual anchorage is in Fishing Bay 
around this long projecting tongue. The Piankatank has become 
more or less celebrated on account ot some bold Amazons of the 
oyster fleet who are said to have tripped anchor and sailed merrily 
away from pursuit by a State governor in an armed vessel on the 
lookout for infractions of the oyster laws which prohibit dredging 
in Vlgiula waters. The river is pretty and invites the cruiser to 
tarry in some of its numerous branches and attractive coves. It was 
growing cold again, so the Coot was pushed south instead and ran 
into Hill's Bay in search of the obscure entrance to Millford Haven. 
The light house keeper, who had launched his boat from lofty davits 
to give the 'foot a brush, had, by cutting across lots, gained on me 
considerably, so I hove to for directions. He was bound Into 
Queen’s Creek, but pointed out a schooner in the southwestern bight 
of the bay as the object to steer for. Nothing but low sand being 
vi'llile aheait, the yacht’s way was reduced by dropping the peak 
and half spilling'the sail, for the rate at which she was driving 
before the gale was too great a risk in doubtful waters. A tongue of 
sand overlaps the entrance to Millford so as to hide it until nearly 
abreast. You then turn up, pass through a gut and suddenly open 
up a miniature Inland sea. Near the entrance is a lump with but i to 
2tt. thereon It is marked by a brush. You may pass either side. 
A short distance further is another and larger lump marked in the 
same way. Plenty water on each side. Beyond that the Haven is 
broad and deep with 10 to 16ft. and good holding ground. In the 
lateral branclies 7 to lOlt. can be found, the Haven Itselt Is protection 
enough for any boat. The Coot rounded up to leeward of some 
schooners and stowed canvas in time to escape the rapidly increas¬ 
ing cold, the thermometer being down to 28. 

Tlie harbor affords plenty ot interest and to look at, as do all the 
feeders oi tlie Chesapeake. The population derives its support from 
the Avater and may be said to have its being afloat. Everybody has 
a canoe (locally o6rrii(ited into kunner). The well-to-do,'aml there 
.are plenty of lliein judging by the neat and even ornamental dwell¬ 
ings asliore, branch out into small buckeyes, sloops, pungles or 
schooners according to their aspirations. There Is a constant 
movement on the waters. Boats of all sorts passing and repassing. 
either under sail and very smartly handled, or propelled by a paddle 
Avith a graceful swing of the body, recalling the half indolent SAA'ay- 
ing ol the Venetian gondolier. The paddle in universal use in the 
Chesapeake is a springy board of long triangrilar form. It is worked 
In measured sweeps over the head of the sternpost as a pry. the 
boatman standing and facing aft. A A’ery fair rate ot speed is 
maintained. Oars and rowlocks are almost unknown in this Avorld 
of diigouiB. You may meet the long gracefully hewn log miles away 
from port Avith the crew placidly Avorking the peculiar paddle iu 
prelerence to pulling with oars. Broad shouldered Africans ot 
Herculean mould can he seen.Avhose manner of working the blade 
is the exemplification of manly grace. C. P. K, 

NOTES FROM THE DELA.WARE.—For the first time the Quaker 
City Y. C. will have a race for large schooners, as two, the Helen and’ 
Avelon, are now owned in Philadelphia, and will meet in the regatta 
in June. The Helen, Mr. C. D. Middleton, is 70£t. over all, 62ft. water 
line. 21ft beam. 6£t. 5in. hold, and 5ft. draft. The Avelon is now- 
building for Dr. W. H. Vallette, and is TOft. over all, 59rt. waterline, 
20ft. beam. 6ft. draft Both are modeled and built by Alonzo E. 
Smifh. of I lip. The sloop Venitzia has had a new- overhang put on, 
and Is now 59ft. Tin. over all, 53fc. 4in. waterUne, 18ft. 4in. beam, and 
.5ft. 4in. hold. A new sloop, a3£c. over all. has been built at Trenton, 
by Whitehead Bros , and Minerva has been altered aft. The Agile 
has also been changed sinew last year. The sloop Carrie Z. has lately 
been enrolled in cue club; she is 33£d. Tin. overall, 30ft. lOin. water 
line, 13ft. 41n. beam, and 3ft. llj^in. hold. The sloop Cberie has had 
a new keel and fastenings, witu a larger mainsail. The Ln.-line will 
come out with new sails and spars, and the Foam has receivea a 
ccunier 3ft. long, Tne prizes given bv the Q. C. Y. C. this year will 
be compasses, logs, and similar articles, In place of the flags pre¬ 
viously given. 

YACHTING IN NORTH CAROLINA.-Wilmington, N. C.. April 16. 
—Wditor tCorest and Stream: Your correspondent has just returned 
from a visit to the Sound, eight miles from Wilmington, where he 
found all of the fleet belonging to the Carolina Y. 0. Great prepar¬ 
ations are being made to have each yacht in perfect order when the 
season opens. The yachts Mascoite. Idler, Vixen, Ripple, Lillian- 
Fiorence. Loulie and Restless, are ready to be launched and look very 
handsome. Tne others are undergoing repairs. The first meeting of 
liii' club will be held on the first Monday in May. when all the races 
will be arranged and officers for the coming year elected. It is pro¬ 
posed to extend an invitation to the Charleston fleet to visit this city, 
and have a regatta on the Cape Fear River. There is great interest 
manifested in these races, and the all-absorbing topic of conversation 
is the yacht racing this season. It promises to be the most exciting 
season ever had by the club. We hear of new boats being ordered 
from Northern builders, which will add wonderfully to the interest in 
the club.—X. 

AT THE WHEEL.—Captain Joe Ellsworth will, of course, sail the 
Atlantic this season....Captain George Cooley, of Red Bank, the ice 
boat sailor, and for some seasons captain of the schooner Clj tie, will 
sail the Priscilla, the Clvtie being laid up. as her owner, Mr. Anson 
Pnelps Stokes, will go abroad—Captain 51. V. B. Stone Avill probably 
sail General Paine’s new yacht_Captain Gibson, last season in the 
Priscilla, will handle Graeie this year... .Capiam George Pettuck is 
now fitting out Bedouin, and will sail her as usual . Captain James 
McCormack, who has sailed Graeie for two seasons, since Cap’ain 
Baker's death, will probably command the Crusader.,..Captain Barr 
will be out soon witn his crew to look after Clara . Captam Crocker, 
of the Puritan, will sail the Thetis and Shadow... .Captain Eldndge, 
formerly of the Yosemite, will sail the Vision, sloop, this vear.... 
Captain Than Clock, so long known as the successful skipper of the 
Mischief, will probably command the new schooner Avelon, of Phila- 
delpbia. 

YACHTING NOTES.—McManus has completed a new suit of head- 
sails for the Puritan and is busy with much other work. He is mak¬ 
ing the .sails tor Burgess’s neiv schooner, a mainsail for Gen. Paine's 
yacht, a full suii for Mr. Fay’s yacht, one for George Lawley’a sloop 
Edna, for Mr, Ford’s steam yacht, the yacht W’indward, the schooner 
Actea, Mr. Haskin’s Louette, Mr. Driscoll’s 25ft. catboat. Mr. Lom¬ 
bard’s catbuat and the cutter building for the Neptune Club, for Mr. 
Anderson’s cutter, and has much repair work besides... It is reported 
that Puritan will have herflusb deck cut and a cockpit nut in this 
season by Smith. Covers will be fitted for use in racing_Harbinger, 
scjbooner, the handsome little yacht designed two years since bv Mr. 
A. Cary -mith, has been sold to Mr. H. B. Russell of Providence”. R.I. 
Mr. Burgess has also disposed of the sloops Countess and Ethel_ 
Neptune Club.—This club is a fishing club only and not a yacht club. 
They have, however, had a yacht built for the use of the members 
by Thos. Eddy, of East Boston. This craft is 37ft. lOin. over all, 33£t. 
on waterline. 13ft. beam, 6ft. deep, with a cabin 16ft. long. The mast 
Is 46ft.. heel to truck, and Sin. diameter, boom 37£t., gaff 20ft., bow¬ 
sprit, outboard, 14ft. Sne is white outside Avith c ipper bottom, andt 
hardwood finish inside... .Zulu, keel sloop, bas been sold to Mr. C. P.. 
Pikf, Jeffries Y. C.At Driscoll’s, Pottery Beach, Greenpoint, Mr.. 
Keil’s Little Joker, a 27ft. open racer, is ready for launching. She iS' 
lift, wide and 2ft. Sin. deep. The open boat Thetis, Mr. Fred Oakley,, 
has received a neAv bowsprit and planksheer with general repaire. 
Mr. Driscoll is also busy with a 23ft. open boat from Mr. Smith's; 
design, for Mr. 'Wm. Kent, Larchmont Y. C., and is repairing Mr.. 
Hagerineyer’s open boat .. .Eugenia, the catboat, of Marblehead and! 
Beverly, Avill be lengthened and rigged as a sloop_Gen. Butler now 
proposes to alter the America under Mr. Burgess' supervision. ..Rev. 
W. H. H. Murray, of Adirondack fame, is about to have a 45£t. sloop 
built for Lake Champlain, and cruises in Inland waters. She will be 
of lift, beam and 3£t. 4iu. depth, with accommodations for twenty 
men on a cruise, and will cost, finished in hard wood, $B00. Who 
has designed and who will build this wonderful craft, is not stated. 
—Vera, keel sloop, has been sold by F. J. Carter to Dr. J. B. Cool- 
idge_Hull Y. C.—The regatta committee have abolished the 6tfii 
class, under 18ff, and have added a 4th class (20 and less than 22), tor 
keels. The 4th class, centerboara boats, are 19 and under 22fc.; the 6th 
class, under 19£t.A race of the Musquito fleet will be sailed at ihe 
foot of O street. South Boston, on April 2*1_Dolphin, eat, of South 
Boston, will be changed to a cutter ng....Livonia, schooner, Mr. 
Thos. Woods, was at Nassau, N. P.. last month, bound for Bermuda. 
_Fleetwing, schooner, was docked at South Brooklyn on April 16, 
for inspection....Sophia, steam yacht, now owned oy Mr, Augustus 
Schermerhorn, will be knoAvn as the Erapre.ss. She will soon be 
read7 at Greenport_Isis, cuiter, ComnriO'lore Canfield, L. I. Y. O., 
is laid up yet at Manning’s....Melvina, sloop, K. Y C., has had 5,000 
pounds of iron added to her keel_Elephant, sloop, is being thor¬ 
oughly overhauled a Tebo’s pier... .Holden, sloop, has been sold to 
Mr. Allen, Red Bank, N. J.. ..Atalanca, schooner, is hauled out at 
City Island_Leatha, schooner, has been sold to Mr. Nathan Ryer- 
son, who has named her Elsa ...A steam launch has been lately 
built by Lennox, of Brooklyn, for Mr. Wilson, of Harlem, she is 
51ft. long, 6fc. beam. 3ft. 9 in. draft, with an engine 614 x 614, and 
upright tubular boiler 44 ins. 3h; high and 36 ins. diameter, 
150 pounds working pressure. The composition wheel is 43 in. 
diameter, 3 blades. . Mr. Lennox is also building two launches, 
28£t. X 6 X '3ft. 6in., for Messrs. Wm. Young and Thos. Robert 
White of Brooklyn....Magnolia, steam yacht, Avas at Wil¬ 
mington N. C. on April 11, with a broken shaft ... 
Nautilus—This dory, which has lain in the Old South Church since 
her trip across the Atlantic, has been taken to Bertram’s yard to fit 
out for a cruise to the South. The Andrews Brothers will use her_ 
Radha, steam yacht, Mr. J. M. Seymour, will be fitted at once with a 
Kunstadter steering propeUor... .Triton, schooni-r, will repair and fit 
out at Greenport, after wintering at ftlamiing’s basin....I^solute, 
schooner, is fitting out at Tebo’s pier_Speranza, schooner, rebuilt 
last fall at City Island, is fitting out at Essex, Conn. She will have a 
neAV suit of canvas ..Ruth, schooner, is fitting out at Noank_ 
Psyche, keel sloop, of New London, has been sold to Mr. Edward 
Winslow, of New York—Noi a, sedooner, formerly the Nellie G.. bas 
been sold to Mr. G. K. Brooks, of Boston, from which port she hails 
_Amaryllis, catamaran, is at Lenox’s yard for an overhauling 
_Mamie, cutter, is at Frank Bates’s, where she is receiving new 
spars and general repairs—Uncas. steam yacht, Mr. J. Buchanan 
Henry, is having a new engine and wheel put in at the same place.... 
Wanda, New Haven Y. C., is at Oyster Point, she will have a smaller 
rig and less ballast than before_Wild Duck will be painted white, 
Instead of black, and will have a new stern and bowsprit. Viola and; 
Wild Pigeon are fitting out at Stony Creek.... Ceres will have more, 
keel and a rail added. Happy Thought has had still more lead added, 
to her keel ... Fanny, sloop, is fitting out in her winter berth at Islip. 
She will haul out for painting at Muinm’s .. Huron has been hauled] 
up at Smith’s for more lead on her keel.... Widgeon, sloop, has beeni 
sold by Mr. John Dimon to Mr. L. W. Parker, of New Bedford... 
Octopus, yawl, is fitting out and will be ready by May 1 with new sail.«I 
At Piepgrass’s yard Mr Iselin’s new yacht is planed and painted, her 
ironwork is on, and she is ready for the water. Her mast and spars 
are completed, and the sheer legs are in place to steo the former 
before she is launched. Plumbers and joiners are at work below_ 
Gaeie is now planked up and her new stern is about completed. TTie 
planking is of yellow pine, and inside a new strake of ceiling 2JXx 
12in. has been run, inside of which is a yellow pine clamp 4x6in. The 
interior has been entirely removed, and nothing remains of the old 
boat but the frames and the bottom planking. As soon as she is off 
the ways the steam yacht Sappho will be hauled up for alterations. 
_Agatha, Gen. Franklin’s steam yacht, is now in frame, filling up 
the lower floor of Smith’s shop. Though a comparatively small 
yacht, she will possess good sailing powers, being schooner-rigged 
and with a deep body. The frame is of steamed oak, light and strong 
in appearance. A novel point in the construction is the use of a back¬ 
water knee for both sternpost and horntimber in one piece. Another 
good ideals to be seen in the oak wale, which is %in. ihicker than 
the upper streak about it, so that all the timbers are let into the ivale 
steadying their heads ana stiffening the frame.. .Puzzle, Mr. J. Lo- 
rillard’s yacht, is lying m the upper end of W ater street, the hull being 
painted, the three-bladed propeller in place, and the yacht ready tor 
launching .. Reva, Mr. Pierre Lorillard's new steam yacht, was 
docked on 5Ionday at the foot of Gouvemeur .vtreet, and her two 
Avheels, each four-bladed, were put on, the scags were put in place, 
and the rudders, of which there are two, were hung, she is about 
completed ...Arab, sloop, Mr. M. D Lawton, was launched on Mon¬ 
day at Mumm’s yard. 'With her taunt spars, her outside weight was 
not sufflclent to keep her on an even keel_Gitana, schooner. Mr. 
Wm. Weld, arrived in Boston on April 19, after an absence of exactly 
three months. It is reported that she is improved by the lengthening 
of last fall. Smith will refit her at once and her summer rig avUI be 
put on her. 

CUTTER 5IEN IN THE YACHT CLUBS.-The statement by the 
London FieZd that the New York, Atlantic and Seawanhaka yacht 
clubs had turned out of office all the cutter men, with ihe idea of 
giving the American type of yacht "at least a fair show,” is hardly 
borne out by the facts. It is true that Elbridge T. Gerry, who suc¬ 
ceeded James Gordon Bennett as commodore of the New York Y. 0 
is not known as an advocate of the cutter, but neither was Mr. Ben¬ 
nett. Both of these men prefer large and elegant yachts to any 
other. A Cass Canfield, the commodore of the Seawanhaka Club, is 
well known as one of the most intelligent and consistent of cutter 
men. He not only sails a cutter, hut he designed a most excellent, 
one, his Isis. Tne Atlantic Y. C. never had more than the faintest, 
suspicion of cutter blood in it, and the question of cutter or sloop] 
never entered into its politics. The only serious blow that cutter- 
interests have received at yacht club elections recently was the elec- 
tion of F. C. Lawrence as vice-commodore of the Seawanhaka Club. 
He is the owner of the sloop Vixen, and the fine qualities of his sloop] 
have made him prejudiced in favor of this type. But Mr. Lawrence- 
has held office in the Seawanhaka Club before, and has never weaned 
the organization from its ancieni faith in the cutter. As a matter oC 
fact, the question of type has had nothing to do with recent yacht 
club elections. They have turned, unfortunately, on less sportsman¬ 
like que.stions.—A. V. Tribune. 

SAN FRANCISCO.-On April 5, at a meeting at Irving Hall, the 
riorinthian Y. C. Avas organized, with a roll of 25 members, and' the 
following officers : Commodore W. C. Moody, President; Commo¬ 
dore R. B. Cnapman Vice-President; George E. Billings, Recording 
Secretary ; T. F. Tracy, Jr., Financial Secretary ; T. D. Spaulding 
Treasurer. The club is limited to yachts of 45ft. over all. Theip 
opening sail will be on Decoraiion Day, and the first regatta on June. 
19. Pleasures will be taken at once to secure a club house and 
anchorage. The club have been out in the Spray looking for a loca^ 
tion, which will probably be at Lyf.>rd’s Cove, three-quarters of a 
mile below Tiburon Ferry. The proposed house will be 40x30ft. The 
membership is now 45, and the fleet includes tne Dawn, Spray 
Ripple, Thetis, Lively, Fawn. Sea Nymph, Nellie and Neva. The 
club flag is a red triangle containing a white star at the head and ^ 
white center stripe, bordered above and below by blue. The other 
yachts are all out and in commission, and the season has fairly 
opened. 

A FINE CUTTER FOR SALE. —Over a year ago 5Ir. J. Malcolm 
Forbes ordered the cutter Bayadere from young Fife, and she was 
shipped out here last spring. Since her completion she bas laid idle, 
her owuer being interested in the Puritan, which he now owns and 
will sail this season. The Bayadere is offered for sale in consequence. 
She is a fine little vessel of 45ft. loaditue and 10ft. b^m, very strongly 
built and handsomely fitted inside. 
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GE2SI. PAINE’S YACHT.—It is not yet decided to christen the new 
yacht Mayflower, and her owner may .select .some other name. The 
bowsprit and spreader are shipped, and tne chain plates and other 
ironwork are fastened. The topsides have been painted white and 
the bottom has had a coat ot red. All the work inside is well ad¬ 
vanced. the fipars and gear are ready, and as soon as a comfortable 
berth is dredged out for the yacht to lie in, she will he launched 
probably about May 1. Wilson has completed her head sails and 
McManus is finishing the mainsail in the Navy Yard sail loft. Mc¬ 
Manus will also make the sails for the new schooner, now said to be 
for a Boston owner, not Providence, as at first reported. This yacht, 
now being planked, has a clipper stem, but in other respects resembles 
Gen Paine’s boat, She is intended for racing as wmll as cruising. 
Her sails, which will be ready by June 1, will be of the canvas speci¬ 
ally woven for the Puritan. Mr. Pay’s yacht is partly planked up at 
Lawley’s. 

AN ENGLISH STEAM YACHT.—On April 8, at the yard of Ram- 
age & Ferguson, Leith, was launch'.d an auxiliary steam yacht 
designed hy Mr. St. Claie J. Byrne, for Sir George Curtis Lampson 
Commodore of the Royal London Y. C. The hull is of steel, 13.8ft' 
between perpendiculais, 24ft. beam, and 15£t. Gin. moulded depth' 
The deck house is of steel plating sheathed with teak, and fitted 
inside wdth rosewood and tapestry. The dining saloon forward is 
fitted in mahogany and ola gold, the cabmti and staterooms being 
finished in maple, satinwmod and oak, with paneling of tapestry 
and silk plush. The engines are triple expansion. 13,21 and S3in. by 
22in., with Joy’s valve gear. The boilers have Fox’s corrugated flues 
There are sixty electric lights throughout the vessel. She has been 
named Miranda, after the famous schooner built for the late Sir Curtis 
Miranda Lampson, father of Sir George Lampson. 

ALVA.—This name has been selected for Mr. Vanderbilt’s new 
yacht. Her machinery will be made entirely by her builders the 
Harlan & Hollingsworth Co. The main engines will be inverted 
dii'ect acting compound, with one high and two low pressure cylin¬ 
ders, 32 and 45in. by 42in. stroke. The high pressure cylinder will be 
in the center, with a low pressure on each side. Joy’s patent valve 
gear will be used, with Thom’s patent piston valves. The surface 
condenser will be fed hy a circulating pump with an independent 
engine wdth another for the dynamo. The air and feed pumps will be 
attached to the main engine m the usual manner. There will be the 
usual auxiliary engines for the capstans, steering gear, ash holsters 
ice machine, etc. Steam will be provided by two horizontal tubular 
boilers, each 19£t. loog and lift, diameter, with Fox’s corrugated 
furnaces. The working pressure will be lOUIbs. 

PRISCILLA.—Work is progressing rapidly on the Priscilla. The 
bow has been opened, the stem retorgerl and replaced, maldng a con¬ 
siderable reduction in the forefoot. The plumb sternpost has also 
been removed and replaced, the keel being shortened 3ft. aft, giving 
a corresponding rake. The high side has also been reduced, the 
plates being chipped off. The chainplates will be flush without chan¬ 
nels, as the hoist is lOft. less than last year. The sail area has been 
altered hy a considerable reouction in heightand a proportionate! - 
crease in a fore and aft direction, the distance from jibstay to end of 
mamboom being 10ft. more than before, 8ft. being on the end of the 
bowsprit. As soon as the alterations are completed the yacht will sail 
for New York and will he in readiness to lead the S. C. Y. C. fleet on 
Decoration Day. Captain George Cooley, formerly of the schooner 
Clytie, will command her this season. 

A BOOM IN CATBOATS.—About the middle of last season a new 
catboat, the Wraith, designed by Mr. Burgess for Gen. Paine’s sons, 
made her appearance in the races of the new Corinthian Y. C. at 
Marblehead, and astonished her rivals by the way in wliich she, a 
deep keel boat, defeated all comers, especially the centerboards. 
Her success has led to a demand for similar boats, and Mr. Burgess 
has been called on for a number of designs. One of these is a keel 
boat for Philadelphia, besides which are three or four others for the 
vicinity of Boston. Blr. McManus, the sailmaker, will have a center- 
board cat 18ft. waterline and 23ft. over all, to be built by Lawley. and 
another centerboard 2Cft. Gin. long has just been designed by Mr. 
Burgess for a western gentleman. 

FAST FISHING VESSELS.—Boston is building up a fleet of very 
fast fishing vessels, and considerable interest is felt among the 
owners as to the swiftest of these new craft. One has latelj' been 
launched at East Boston for Mr. P. Whelan, and Lawlor. of Chelsea, 
is to commence another at once for Mr. Sylvester Whelan. Mr. 
Burgess has also been called in. and will design a similar craft for a 
party of fish dealers, with whom is associated Mr. J. H. McManus, 
the sailmaker. The two will be built side by side, as Mr. A D. 
Storey, of Essex, has taken the ground adjoining Lawlor’s yard, and 
will build the Burgess boat. This latter will be 100ft. over all, 90fc. 
waterline, 24ft. beam, 10ft. hold, and will carry 15 tons of iron out¬ 
side, with more stowed inside. 

A NEW CRUI81NG YAWL —On April 8 the Dove, a yawl of 89 
tons, was launched at Pay’s yard, Southampton, where she was built 
for Mr. R. Moss, of Weston Grove. She is 58ft. Gin. between perpen¬ 
diculars, 12ft. Gin. beam, 10ft. draft, and 59 tons displacement, witli 
16 tons of lead on her keel. The fittings below are excellent for a 
cruising boat, 7£L head room under the beams, from forecastle to 
after cabin. There is a large main cabin, a stateroom forward, 
owner’s stateroom and ladies’cabin. The latter has two beds, two 
sofas, two wardrobes and washstand. The cabins are fitted with pitch 
pine, trimmed with teak mouldings, and all fittings on deck are also 
of teak. The ironwork and fittings are very complete, including a 
Cantelo capstan. 

CORINTHIAN Y. C.—This club has taken in 45 new members this 
year, making a total of 155, while it is not yet one year old. A club 
house, to cost $500, will be erected at once at Marblehead, the money 
being now subscribed. It will be fitted with sleeping accommoda¬ 
tions for the members. The sum of $300 has been devoted by the 
club to the regular races, while $100 extra has been subscribed for 
an open regatta outside the harbor. A new classification has been 
adopted, as follows: First class, 25 to 30ft.; second class, 21 to 25ft..; 
third class, 16 to 21ft. The races this year will be started shortly 
after the arrival of the noon train from Boston. There will be three 
championship races, with cash prizes of $10 and $5. 

TORONTO SKIFF SAILING CLUB.—On April 15 a meeting of the 
club was held at which the following officers were elected: Commo¬ 
dore, J Walker Dick; Vice-Commodore, J. B. Kilgour; Captain, Percy 
A. Both; Secretary and Treasurer, Hamilton S. Hall (re-elected); 
Ajiditore. T. P. Cowan and H. W. Prmgle, and a committee consisting 
m L. Biordan, Evelyn Macrae. P. N. W. Brown, N. Macrae, J. 
i. O. Boydj^F, W. Green and J. Denny. The committee on classifica¬ 
tion of skiffs and also the committee on accommodation presented 
their reports. 

PELHAM Y. C.—A meeting was held on April 16, at which the fol¬ 
lowing officers were elected: Commodore. J. M. Waterbuiy; Vice- 
Commodore. Sidney Chubb; Rear-Commodore, Geo. C. Fo.ster; Secre- 

F. H. Ballard; Treasurer, F. D. Felton; Governing Oommitiee, 
f’hilip Cross, Thos. E. Brown, Jr., J. Frank Patterson. 

F. P. Walter and Wm. G. Wilinerding. The constitution and by-laws 
were amended to meet the Increased growth of the club. Several 
new members were elected. 

T BOSTON Y. C.—The fixtures for 1880 include races on June 23 and 
July 22, in each of whicn mere will be three classes, schooners, 33£t. 
and over, sloops, 83ft. and over, and sloops under 33tb. The Pfaff 
cup, won twice by tne Kitty and twice by tbe Edna, must be won once 
more by either in order to retain it. Vice-Corn. J. B. Meer offers two 
silver cups, one for first class schooners and one for sloops, to be won 
twice, besides which cash prizes will be given. 

NOTES PROBINEWARK.—The dates for the Newark Y. C. fixtures 
pe May 16, opening sail; May 31, club regatta; July .3-12, cruise iu 
Long Island Sound; Sept. 6, open regatta. An open sweepstakes is 
proposed for July. The yachts are now afloat, the Vixen has a 
housing topmast and her bottom has been planed. Emma U. has a 
new bowsprit and has been painted white. 

QUINCY Y. C.—This club has taken in 16 new members lately and 
IS now in a prosperous condition. They propose to erect a club 
house and have appointed a committee to consider the matter. Races 
are arranged as follows: May 22, 1 ::30 P. M.. Hough’s Neck: June 22, 
2 P. M., Germantown Point; July 8, 3 P, 51.; July 24, 3 P. M.; Aug. 7, 
3P. M.;8ept. 3, 1;30P. 51. > J > , S , 

ADELE. - A steam yacht of this name has been built this winter at 
the foot of Twentieth street, South Brooklyn, for Messrs. Boyer, from 
a design by Mr. Jas. Kaine. She is 37ft. long, 8ft. beam, 4ft. hold, 2£t. 
4m. draft, with a hull of teak, copper-fastened. The engine is 4 and 
Ti^in.xein., with a return tubular boiler, 5ft. long and :3ft. diameter, 
carrying 250 pounds. The little vessel is very handsomely finished 
througiiout. 

MORE FOREIGN INNOVATIONS.—According to a daily paper, 
the toxit ensemble of the Crusader has lately been materially altered. 
It is bad enough to see the numberless British notions that have of 
late found their way into the ing and model of Yankee yachts, hut it 
appears now as if the French were to betaken as models. 

LICENSES FOR S5IALL STEAM YACHTS.-Our correspondent 
“Norman” who writes on the above subject, has neglected to send us 
his name and address. 

OFF FOR ENGLAND.—The Norseman was towed through Hell 
Gate last week and sailed for Newport, arriving at 2 A. M., April 19. 
She will sail at once for Cowes. 

to ^orresfondmt^. 

Mo Notice Taken of Anonymous Oorrespondeuts. 

A. K. T. -We can furnish the book, price $3. 

E. F.—Try Fort Hamilton or some of the Staten Island centers. 

L. A. B. Montreal.—We know nothing of life jacket you mention. 

S. M G., New York.—We know of no company that insures dogs. 

5Io,, Hampton, Va.—The puppies will probably grow dark with 
age. 

J. A., Jr., Brooklyn,-You can get charts at D. Eggerts, 76 Wall 
street, N. Y. 

E. L. A., Fort Staunton. N. M.-J. & H. Berge, 95 John street, N. 
Y., can furnish blowpipes. 

E. G., Geneva, N, Y.—Dr. Henshall’s “Book of the Black Bass” is 
the best tor your purpose. 

E. S. B., Philadelphia, Pa,—The lines were published iu the Scien¬ 
tific American supplement. 

Evans, New York.—We should say from your description that you 
have a good Dandia Dlnmont. 

W, G., Toronto.—A receipt for waterproofing was published in For¬ 
est AND Stream for Nov. 8, 18.83. 

C. P. P.. Boston.—We have published several articles on oil stoves 
of late. Consult our files for 1885-’6. 

W. B. B., Brooklyn.-You do not give sufficient particulars. See 
“ Small Yachts ” for draw ings of sails. 

I H. F., Spencer, 5Iass.—^I’be best book giving descriptions of game 
animals, birds, and fishes is Hallock’s “Sportsmen’s Gazetteer.” 

J. T. W.—How long does a pug bitch go after visit to dog before 
giving birth to her young; how many weeks? Ans. Seven weeks. 

J, F. R., Washington, D, C.—We know of no material which would 
answer your purpose. You can write to the Field, 340 Strand, Lon¬ 
don, Eng. 

D. DbM., East; Rockaway, L. I.—Please tell me what time of year 
wild geese lay. Ans. In late 5Iay and early June; earlier in the South 
than in the North, 

W. G. A.. Racine.—A good yacht will lie from 3^ to 4 points from 
the wind, and a canoe about the same. This refers to the angle at 
which the boat’s course lies, irrespective of leeway. It is best to build 

with streaks iu one length, if possible, but one or two scarfs on aside 
•'h ssi’tflus detriment if well made, and are sometimes unavoid- 

water that a brook trout will thrive in? Ans. Seventy degrees Fahr . 
if there is a good flow. ” 

_ C. 51. S, Glean, N. Y.—Your steamer will need a certificate of 
inspection, and must be run by a licensed engineer and pilot, who 
have been duly examined. 

•iT T yyjxx l/CU UJC UA aUJ' J^eirL.V WXJO llES ilve 
quailI want fiety or more, but if I could get half a dozen I should 
like to get them? Ans. We know of none now. 

J. F. P., New York.—See “Canoe and Boatbuilding,” for plans of 
canoe sails. A mast of about 9fc. above deck, boom 8ft. and yard 
(ft., will suit a sail of 50 ft. area. Bamboo is very good if it can be 

obtained. 

(3. B., Staunton, Va.—A. and B. shoot a match. A. misses a bird 
and claims bis gun hung lire. Is he entitled to another bird ? The 
gun was discharged, but he claims he had started to take it from his 
shoulder. A. scores a miss. 

T. M , Philadelphia.—Copper bronze is more expensive than other 
bottom punts. It makes a very handsome bottom and is also smooth, 
if properly applied. It can be had ready mixed for yachts of O. T. 
Raynolds & Co., Fulton street, N. Y. 

J. E. M., Grand 5Iarais, Minn.—AVe can have working drawings of 
sharpie made for you at a cost of about $25. They would have to be 
sDCcially made by a draftsman. You will probably find what you 
wish in “Small Yachts,” in which book several sizes of sharpies are 
given. 

December I killed a mallard duck on 
Wlute River near this place that had the body markings of the duck 
aud the green neck and head of the drake. Is such a freak unusual? 
Ans. It may have been a young male bird just changing from the 
young to the adult plumage. 

T. S. B.—1. Please define the term “battery.” Is it applied to a box 
sunk in marsh or beach, so that the top of the box is on a level with 
the surface of the ground? 2. Is a sneakbox a battery? Ans. 1. It 
is usually applied to a floatiug box sunk to level of the water. 2. 
We have never heard it so called. 

H. V., New Berlin. N. Y.—Unadilla River forms the boundary line 
between Otsego and Chenango counties, flows south and empties into 
tbe Susquehanna. Has any person a right to use a net in this river 
forthepurposeof catching suckers? Ans. No. See chap. 5:i4, laws 
of 1879, as amended by laws 1884, chap. 127. 

Roselle, N. J.—1. When is the law off of black bass in New Jersey? 
2. In bait fishing for black bass with light tackle is the reel held on 
top of the rod or underneath? Ans. 1. June 1. 2. It is held on top so 
as to check the line with the thumb, if you cast the minnow. If, how¬ 
ever, you use a float and sinker, it makes no difference. 

H. W. B., Binghamton, N. Y.—Will you please state some of the 
most essential requirements in brook trout culture; that is, the con¬ 
dition of water, pond or brook, etc.? Ans. A good flow of spring 
water, with fall enough to lead it where you wish; a series of ponds, 
large and small, and cheap food for the fish. Added to this, some 
knowledge of the business is necessary. 

X. Y. Z , Bridgeport, Conn.—Please give me the best method for 
preserving the mounted heads of animals from moths. How would a 
weak solution of corrosive sublimate and water answer? Ans The 
preparation commonly used by taxidermists is, we believe, a satu¬ 
rated solution of corrosive sublimate in alcohol. If, after drying, a 
white deposit remains, it can he removed with stiff brush. 

Fly Rod.- Some few years ago I had a very fine fly rod presented 
tome. 1 have never used it, but expect to this summer. Conse¬ 
quently it must__be very dry. What would you advise me to do? 
AVould you varnf^h it or wet it when the fishing grounds are reached ? 
Ans. We do not know of what material your rod is composed of, nor 
its condition. Take it to some rodmaker or to any of our dealers in 
fishing tackle. 

F. E. S., Halstead, Pa.—A man who now catches pickerel in a net 
set on an inundated flat contends he has a right to take ary fish in 
any manner he chose so long as theflsli is not taken in running water. 
Has any one a right to set a net, fyke or seine on flats covered with 
water, caused from an overflow of the river, and take pickerel at 
this or any other season of the year? Ans. The law permits fyke 
nets in streams not inhabited by brook trout. AVhen pickerel or 
other fish taken by fyke nets have been introduced into the stream 
by the Fish Commissioners they must be returned to the water. The 
overflowed flat is subject to the same law as the running stream. 

Awahsoose, Ferrisburgh, Vt.—What is the bird, described as fol¬ 
lows: Top of head gray, edged with black on sides and front; white 
line from behind eyes above them to upper mandible and over it; 
black line from eye to lower mandible; cheeks black, bill the same, 
rather stout and straight; throat white with narrow black bar across 
it; throat above baryellowish-whlte; belly and brea.st white, as nearly 
as I can make out, by “ogling it through a glass;” back brownish- 
gray ; a runner, not a hopper, some of the black feathers above the 
eye are slightly raised at will, so that tbe head seen from in front 
looks a little like a small-eared owl’s. I do not find that I made a note 
of the .'Jize, but should say a verv little larger than the English spar¬ 
row. Will some of you tell me what the birds were? They were about 
a barn wffiere I foddered a flock of sheep, and were seen first March 
10,1885, then for a w-eek or more and never since. Ans. It must be 
the shore lark {Bremophila alpestris) from description. 

INFOR5IATION WANTED. 

I noticed some articles in Forest and Stream some time ago relative 
to the vast amount of quail to be found in 51oDtagne county, Texas. 
I wish to know something about the various kinds of game to be found 
in this and adj oining counties.-S. P. Nash (Philadelphia, Miss.). 

HUMPHREirS’ 
I-Homeopathic VeteViBary 

I Specifics for 
I HORSES, CATTLE, SHEEP. 

DOGS, HOGS, POULTRY. 

fused tyU. S. Groyernm't. 
Chart on Roliers, 

___ and Book Sent Free. 

Humphreys* Med. Co., 109 Fulton St., H. Y. 

3 IN 1. 

Water-Tight Match Box, 
-AND- 

Reliable Compass 
COMBINED. 

Nickel-plated meml. Sold hy dealers In Sports¬ 
men’s goods, or sent by mall on receipt of price $1. 

WTLBITR & CO.. Box 2.832. N. Y. P O 

HANNAFORD 

Ventilated 

RUBBER BOOTS. 
._The only hoots made that 
WJJjL NOl' sweat or chill the feet, 

WILI^ KJEEF the feet dry and warm. 
These boots have been in use for tw'o seasons, 

and given entire satisfaction. Hundreds testify 
that they can he worn with comfort. 

Will be sent C.O.D. Ask your 
dealer for them, or send for circular. 

, HAMAFORD VENTII/ATED BOOT CO. 
79 Milk Street, Boston. 

TRADE ARK. 

Among the Many Novelties 
Introduced by us for the coming season, we wish to call attention to our 

Dead Finish, Waterproof, Braided Silk Fly Lines, 
FOR SALMON, TROUT AND BLACK BASS. 

We have been experimenting for some years in the hope of making a perfect waterproof line. Success crowned 
our efforts somewhat less than two years ago, but we have not offered the hues for sale till we were certain of their 
excellence in every particular. These lines tvill not crack, chip off or hecanie sticky and stiff. They are eo-mpletely 
waterproofed, not merely on the surface. They will not become tender in use or by age. 

SAMPLES AND PKICES FURNISHED ON APPLICATION. 

Also a new style LiAKDING SET, made of'wafe^yu’oof fcraided linen Zwe, which prevents the hooks from catching in the meshes. 
The prices of these nets are only a little in advance of the old style made from twisted thread. 

ABBEY <Ss IMBBIE, 
Manufacturers of every description of 

IKTES IT-IJS H I KT C3r T-A. O K. 31 
18 Vesey Street (Fourth door from the Astor House), New York. 

55 COURT STREET, BROOKUYISr. UEA-TiER IN 

Flxie Fislxlxigr 
First Quality Goods at Eower Prices tDan any other House in America. 

Brass 5Iultiplying Reels with Balance Handles, first quality and fine finish. 76ft., $1.00; 120ft., $1.26; 180ft., $1 60 : 240ft., $1.76; 800ft.. $2 00; 450ft., *2.25; 
600ft., $2.50. Any of the above Reels with Drags, 25 cts. exira; nickel plated, 50 cts. extra. Brass ClicK Reels, 20yds., 50 cts.; 30yds.. 75 cts.; GOyds., $1.00; 
nickel plated, 50 cts. extra. Marster’s Celebrated Hooks Snelled on Gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, O’Shaughnessy, Kinsey, 
Aberdeen, Sneck Bent, and all other hooks. Single gut, 12 cts. per doz.; double. 20 cts. per doz ; treble, 30 cts. per doz. Put up one half dozen in a package. 
Single Gut Trout and Black Bass Leaders. 1yd., 5 cts.; 2yds., 10 cts., 3yds., 15 cts. Double Twisted Leaders, 3 length, 6 cts.; treble twisted, 3 length. 10 cis. 
Trout Flies, 60 cts. per doz. Black Bass Flies, $1.00 per doz Trout and Black Bass Bait Rods, 9ft. long, $1.25 to $5.00. Trout and Black Bass Fly Rods, 10ft. 
long, $1.60 to $10 00. Also forty-eight diffnent styles of rods for all kinds of fishing. Samples of hooks, leaders, etc , sent by mail on receipt of price in 
money or stamps. SEND STAMP FOR CATALOGUE. THIS MANUFACTUBK Ok SNELLED HOOKS AND lEADEBS A SPECIALTY. 

Established 30 Years. Open Evenings. J. F, MARSTEBl-S, 55 Court Street, Brooklyn.! 
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WINCHESTER 
FELT GUN WADS. 

THE BEST fBLACKl 
,,EDGE,i 

¥Mte Eelt ¥ads, 3-8 incli TMck, Equal to tlie Best Imported Bag ¥ads. 

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., 
KTES-W OOKTKT. Send tor 76-page Illustrated Catalogue. 

Dickerman Pat. Hammerless Single-Barrel Shotgun. 
DESIGNED ES.PECIADEY FOR 

TI3XrC3S-. 

12-GAUGE NOW READY. 

Weight 634 to 7 lbs. 

Warranted to throw 300 

No. 8 shot in 30-inch circle 

^ 33 yards. 

-Improvements. 
Automatic Safety Pistol Grip. Double Bolt, Rubber Butt Plate, Pull Choke, 

Blued Frame, with Twist, Laminated or Damascus Barrels. 

hammer as well as breaking np the gun- The leverage is so adjusted that the gun is 
bolt fs forced ordinary giiD with simple top snap is broken up. By the same movement of the top snap the safety 
of the trigger Md Is fnllv^^^t«nf«u trigger, locking the latter fir only into the bent of the hammer. The Sa'ety Button is located just in front 

Manufactured by THE STRONG FIRE ARMS CO., New Haven, Conn., U. S. A. 

Split Bamboo Fly Rod. 
This cut represents our No. S3 Split Bamboo 

ccfl Fly Rod with Grooved Wood Form. Length, 
lOJ^ft ; weight. 8oz. We maJre same style rods 
for trout and bass to weigh from 6 to IJioz , also 

*=CI1 the “Standard Henshall Bod,” Lancewood Rods. 
Reels. Turned Stock and Rod Trimmings of all 
descriptions. For New Illustrated Catalogue for 
188o address 

THOS. H. CHUBB, 
Orange County, Post Mills, Vermont. 

SFOBTSHEjrS WEAR. 
Cordnroj, Canvas EorseMie, Doptin, Sheep¬ 

skin, Mackintosh and Flannel Clnini 
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION FOR SPORTSMEN 

Gun Cases, Cartridge Belts and Equip¬ 
ments of all kinds. 

OATAIiOOUX: AND SAMPIIBS FUEB. 

GEO. BARNARD & CO., 
108 IVEaUison. Street, CBioagfo, 111. 
Eastern Agents: A. G. SPALDING & BROS., 241 Broady-ay. N Y* 
Philadelphia Agents: E. K. TRYON, JR. & CO. 

The Open Shot Regulator. 
Good for 10 or 40 yds. 

WINAN8 & WOODEN, 
97 West Kinney st., Newark, N. J. 

Send bore of gun for sample. 

itfeat and Blegant. 
A great addition to the appearance of any lawn. 

J list the thing for porch and lawn use and for camp¬ 
ing parties. _ Light and strong and folds compactly. 
Can be carried as fasily as a common camp siool. 
bend for illustrated catalogue of Hammock and 
Invalid Chairs free to any address. 

HUBBAED HAMMOCK CHAIR CO., 
Sauk Centre, Minn. 

A. Readable Volnme. 

DOWN THE T^ST BRANCH; 
OE, 

Camps and Tramps Around Katahdin, 
CAPT, FARRAR’S NEW BOOK, 

address on receipt of price, 
|1,25, by JAMAICA PUBLISHING CO , Jamaica 
Plains, Mass. 

Map of the Adirondacks, 
IN CLOTH COVERS. PRICE $1.00. 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co , 
39 Park Row, N. Y. 

SPORTSMEN’S CLOTHING! 
ALSO CLOTHING FOR 

Civil Engiaeers, Surveyors, Ranchmen, 

Miners, Lumhermen, Etc,, 
Manuf. from Besf CORDUROY, MACKINTOSH, 

CANVAS, MACKINAW, LEATHER, Etc. 

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE. 

THIS 4®- 
is our Skeleton 
Coat, of strong 
material, and 
weighs but 15 
oz. "Will mail 
it to you for $3. 
Send us breast 
measure. 

UPTHEGR07E & McLELLAIT, Valparaiso, Indiana. 

T I ibl A T. Drt I rtn/4 ! n rr 

UNEQUALLED 

AS A 

Combined Tool. 
Beautifully Finished 

and aU 

B. BuUet Mould. 

F^^ALF A MILLION GARDENij^*^ 

SEEiii^S^iANTS 
Our Seed Warehouses, the largest in, 

I New York, are fitted up with every ap-, 
I pliance for the prompt and careful 
I filling of orders. 

Our Green-house Establishment at 
, Jersey City is the most extensive in 
America. Annual Sales, 214 MllUou 

Plants. 

descriptions and Illustrations 
will be mailed on receipt of 

i Our Catalogue for 188S, of 140 pages, containing colored plates i 
I of the NEWEST, BEST and RAREST SEEDS and PLANTS. 
16 cts. (In stamps) to cover postage. * ' ~ -r- —. 

HENDERSON & CO. st. 
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Chamberlin Cartridge 
COMPANr, CLEVELAND, OHIO, 

M:-A.N*XJJF*-AaLOTXJH.E3H.JS OF* 

Loaded by machinery. Every cartridge perfect. Every one alike. Wadding of uniform thickness, and placed 
squarely on the powder and shot. Rammed with uniform pressure. Beautifully and securely crimped. Packed 
25^ in a pasteboard box, 20 boxes in a case. Tlio AdCost Ooia-vonloixt Azxd DSest .A.xaa.na.'u.- 
^itiork In -Worlca. Highest scores on record made wllh these cartridges. Persons who use 
them in the field are constantly speafcing in their praise. WOOD POWDER has shown its best results in 
these goods. PIGOU, WILKES & LAURENCE POWDER does its best work in Chamberlin cartridges Any of 
the leading brands of paper shells or powder may be had. THE VARIETY OF CARTRIDGES FOR TRAR 
SHOOTING IS NOW COMPLETE. WADDING ONE SIZE LARGER THAN BORE OF GUN for such jru^ ^ 
require this style of loading. ^ 

HARTLEY & GRAHAM, 

II. C. SQUIRES, 

W. C. hojlgkins, 

J. P. MOORE’S SONS, . 

FOR SALE IN NEW YORK CITY 
19 Maiden Lane. i LAMBERSON, FURMAN & CO., . 383 Broadway. 

178 Broadway. A. G. SPALDING & BRO,, . . 241 Broadway. 

300 Broadway. WM. P. HOWELL, .... 20.5 Front Street. 

303 Broadway. | SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 84 Chambers Street. 

foxr Xllustx*a,tecl. 

BY 
WALLACE & SONS, .... 89 Chambers Street 

W. M. CORNWALL, ... 18 Warren Street. 

C. J. GODFREY,.7 Warren Street. 

E. H. MADISON, . . .564 Fulton Street, Brooklyn. 

TATHAM &> BHOS., General Eastern Agents, 
82 Beekman Street, New York City. 

PERFECTION AT LAST. 
THE 

BRAY Fl^ BOOK. 
It will be gratifying to anglers to know that 

there is at last ayjej/ecf FlyBook in the market 

one in which flies may be attached as quickly 

as they could be thrown into an ordinary 

envelope, being at the same time perfectly 

secure, and may be as readily detached. The 

snell, regardless of its length, is at all times 

kept straight (the advantage of which no ang¬ 

ler need be told), and each fly stands out so 

that one can see in an instant his entire assort¬ 

ment and select the one he desh’es. 

Prices in Sheep Skin. 
3 Sheets to hold 8 dozen.|4 60 

3 “ “ “12 “ . 5 00 

3 “ “ “ 4 “   4 00 

2 “ “ “ 8 “   4 50 

1 “ “ “ 2 “   4 00 

1 “ “ “ 4 “   4 00 

Morocco Cover, 2 Pockets, 
$1.00 Extra. 

Spalding’s Celebrated Split Eamboo Eods, 
'With Pa:tent Serrated, Shouldered, Waterproof Ferrules. Unequalled for Uniformity of Spring, Durability and Beauty of Finish. 

241 JXT* 108 IMEadlsoxx Xll« 
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The Forest and Stream Publishing Co. will send post paid any booh 

published on receipt of publisher’s price. 

Sportsman's Library. 
OLiljSt; of Si>oirfssi33.a,xi.*is Boo]s.s 

W6 mil forwa/rd any of these Books by mail^ postpaid, on receipt of price. 

No books sent unless money accompanies the order. 

POSITIVELY NO BOOKS EXCHANGED. 
ANGLING. 

Adirondack Fishes, Fred Mather. 85 
American Angler’s Book, iN orris . 6 50 
Angling.     50 
Angling Talks, Dawson. 50 
Angling, a Book on, Francis.. 7 50 
Black Bass Fishing, HenshaU. 3 00 
Oarp Culture, Peirce. 50 
Fish and Fishing, Manly . 5 25 
Fishing, Bottom or Float. 50 
Fishing in American Waters, Scott, illus. 2 50 
Fishing with the Fly, Orvig-Cheney Collection 2 60 
Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes. 1 25 
Fly Rods and Fly Tackle, Wells. 2 50 
Frank Forester’s Fish and Fishing. 2 60 
Frank Forester’s Fishing with Hook and Line 26 
Fysshe and Fysshyne. 1 00 
Fresh and Salt Water Aquarium. 60 
Modem Practical Angler, a Guide to Ply Pish¬ 

ing . 2 00 
Practical Trout Culture. 1 00 
Practical Fisherman. 4 20 
Prime’s I Go a-Fishing. 2 50 
Rod and Line in Colorado Waters. 1 00 
Scientific Angler . . 1 60 
Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout, 

etc., by Roosevelt. 8 00 
TroUing for Pike, Salmon and Trout. 50 
The Game Fish of the Northern States and 

British Provinces, by Roosevelt. 2 00 
Trout Cultm-e, Slack. 1 00 

BIRDS. 

American Bird Fancier.   50 
Baird’s Birds of North America. 30 00 
Bird Notes. 75 
Birds Nesting..— 1 26 
Birds of Eastern Pennsylvania. 4 00 
Birds and Their Haunts. 3 00 
Cage and Singing Birds, Adams. 50 
Ooues’ Field Ornithology. 2 60 
Coues’ Key to North American Birds.15 00 
Game Water Birds of, the Atlantic Coast, 
Roosevelt.?. 8 00 

Holden’s Book of Birds, pa. 85 
Minot’s Land and Game Birds. 3 00 
Native Song Bhds... 76 
Naturalists’ Guide, Maynard. 2 00 
Natural History of Birds. 3 00 
Samuel's Birds of New England. 4 00 
Shore Birds. 16 

BOATING AND VACHTINGj 

A Canoe Trip, or a Lark on the Water. 30 
Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam. 3 00 
Boats of the World. 1 25 
Boat Racing, Briekwood. 2 50 
Boating Trips on New England Rivers. 1 25 
Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs, W. P. 
Stephens. 1 50 

Canoe and Camp Cookery, by “Seneca”. 1 00 
Canoe Handling, C. B. Vaux. 1 00 
Canoeing m Kanuekia, Norton and Halberton 1 25 
Canoe and Camera. 1 50 
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper. Bishop’s. 1 50 
Cruises in Small Yachts. 2 60 
Corinthian Yachtsman. 125 
Donaldson’s Steam Machinery . 1 50 
Four Months in a Sneakbox, Bishop... 1 50 
Prazar’s Practical Boat Sailmg. 1 00 
Inland Cruise. 50 
Model Yachts and Boats, Grosvenor. 2 00 
Paddle and Portage... 1 50 
Practical Boat SaUing, Davies. 2 OC 
Practical Boat Building, Neison. 1 00 
The America’s Cup, paper, 50c.; cloth. 1 00 
The Canoe Aurora, by Dr. 0. A. Neid§. 1 00 
Vacation Cruising, Rothrick.. i 50 
Yacht Architecture, Dixon Kemp. 16 80 
Yachts and Boat Sailing, Kemp. 10 00 
Yachts, Small. C. P. Kunhardt. 7 00 
Yachtsman’s Guide, Patterson.. 3 00 
Yachtsman’s Manual and Handy Book. 3 50 

GGIDB BOOKS AND MAPS. 
Adirondacks. Map of, Stoddard. $1 00 
Farrar’s Guide to Moosehead Lake, pa. 50: do. 1 00 
Farrar’s Guide to Richardson and Rangel ey 

Lake, paper, 50; cloth.. l OO 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake. 50 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Region 50 
Florida Annual.  50 
Guide Book and Map of the Dead River Region 50 
Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddard. 25 
Map of Androscoggin Region. 50 
Map of Northern Maine, Steele,. 1 00 
Map of the Thousand Islands. 50 
Map of the Yellowstone Park . 2 50 

HUNTING—SHOOTING. 

Across Country Wanderer. 5 00 
American Sportsman, The, Lewis. 2 50 
Breech Loader, Modem, Gloan, illustrated... 1 25 
Crack Shot (The Rifle), “Barber,” illustrated. 1 25 
Dead Shot ('The Gun), illustrated . 1 25 
Down the West Branch, by Capt. Farrar...... 1 26 
Field, Cot’er and Trap Shooting. 2 00 
Frank Forester’s Sporting Scenes and Charac¬ 

ters, 2vol., cloth. 4 00 
Frank Forester's Manual for Young Sportsmen 2 00 
Fi'ank Forester’s Fugitive S. Sketches, paper 1 00 
How I Became a Crack Shot, Farrow. 1 (X) 
How I Became a Sportsman. 2 40 
Eimting, Shooting and Fishing. 2 50 
Hunting and Hunters of all Nations, Frost... 1 60 
Hunting Trips of a Ranchman, Roosevelt. 3 50 
Hurlingham Gun Club Rules. 25 
Instmctions in Rifle Firing, by Capt. Blunt... 8 00 
Nimrod in the North, Schwatka. 2 50 
Rifle Practice, Wingate. 150 
Rod and Gun in California. 1 50 
Shooting. 50 
Shooting, DougaU. 3 00 
Shooting on the Wing. 76 
Sport. Fox Hunting, Salmon Fishing, etc., W. 

B. Davenport, illustrated. 7 50 
Sport With Gun and Rod, cloth . 10 00 
Sport with Gun and Rod, new, plain edition.. 5 00 

Embossed leather.   15 00 
Sporting Adventures in the Far West. 1 50 
StiU Hunter, Van Dyke.. 2 00 
Stephens’ Lynx Himting. 1 25 
Stephens’ Fox Hunting. 1 25 
Stephens’ Young Moose Himters. 1 60 
The Gun and Its Development. Greener. 2 60 
Wild Animals and Birds, their Haunts and 
Habits...  175 

CAMPING AND TRAPPING. 

Adventures in the Wilderness. 1 25 
Amateur Trapper—paper, 50c.; bds. 76 
Camps and Tramps in the Adirondacks, North- 
rup. 1 25 

Three in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gun in 
Norway. 1 75 

Camps in the Rockies, Grohman.  1 76 
Camp Life in the Wilderness. 30 
Camping and Cruising in Florida, HenshaU. 1 50 
Canoe and Camp Cookery, by “Seneca”. 1 00 
Complete American Trapper, GiDson. 1 00 
Hints on Camping. 1 25 
How to Camp Out, Gould .. . 75 
How to Hunt and Trap, Batty’S. 1 50 
Rustlings in the Rockies. 1 00 

UORSB. 

American Roadsters and Trotting Horses. 6 00 
Boots and Saddles, Mrs. Custer. 1 50 
Boucher’s Method of Horsemanship. 1 00 
Bruce’s Stud Book, 3 vols. 30 00 
Dadd’s American Reformed Horse Book, 8vo. 2 60 
Dadd’s Modem Horse Doctor, 12mo. ;50 
Dwyer’s Horse Book. 1 25 
Horses, Famous American Race. 75 
Horses, Famous American Trotting. 76 
Horses, Famous, of America.   1 60 
How to Ride and School a Horse. .. 1 00 
Jennlng’s Horse Training. i 25 
Manual of the Horse. 25 
Mayhew’s Horse Doctor. 3 00 
Mayhew’s Horse Management.  3 00 
McClure’s Stable Guide. .... i 00 
Rarey’s Horse Tamer. 50 
Riding and Driving.   20 
Riding RecoUections, Whyte MelvUle’s.. 3 00 
Stonehenge, Horse Owner’s Cyclopedia. 3 75 
Stonehenge on the Horse, English edition, 8vo 3 50 
Stonehenge on the Horse, American edition, 
12mo. 2 00 

The Book of the Horse. 8 00 
Veterinary Dictionaiw, Going. 2 00 
Wallace’s American Stud Book.10 00 
Wallace’s American Trotting Register, 2 vols. 20 00 
Woodruff’s Trottlng^Horses of America. 2 50 
Youatt tmd on the Horae.. 2 00 

KDNNDIi. 

American Kennel, Burges... 3 06 
British Dogs, Dalziel.. 4 00 
Dog, Diseases of, Dalziel... 80 
Dog. Diseases of. Hill. 2 00 
Dog Breaking, Floyd.  30 
Dog Breaking, by Holabird. 26 
Dog Breaking, Hutchinson. 3 75 
Dog, the Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson. 3 00 
Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond. 1 00 
Dogs and Their Doings, Morris. 1 73 
Dogs of Great Britain, America and other 
Countries. 2 00 

Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, 16mo. 75 
Dogs, Points for Judging. 5C 
Dogs, Richardson, pa. 30. { Moth. 60 
Dogs and Their Ways, WiUiams. . 1 26 
Dogs and the Public . 76 
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment in 

Disease, by Ashmont. 2 00 
English Kennel C. S. Book, Vol. 1. 5 00 
English K. C. S. Book, Vols. III. to X.. each.. 4 60 
Glover’s Album, A Treatise on Canine Diseases 50 
Our Friend the Bog. 3 Of 
Practical Kennel (julde. Stable*. l 6C 
Setter Dog, the, Laverack. 3 00 
Stonehenge, Dog of British Islands. 6 00 
The Dog, by Idstone. i 2£ 
Vero Shaw’s Book on the Dog, cloth, 88.00; 
morocco. 22 50 

Youatt on the Dog.   2 6C 

SPORTS AND GAMES. 

American Boy’s Own Book, Sports and Games 2 00 
Athletic Sports for Boys, bds. 75c.; cloth. 1 00 
Boy’s Treasury of Sports and Pastimes, etc.. 2 00 
Cassell’s Book of Sports and Pastimes. 3 00 
Croquet. 20 
Easy Whist. 50 
Hands at Whist. 50 
Instmctlon in the Indian Club Exercise. 26 
Skating.   25 
Stonehenge, Encyclopedia of Rural Sports... 7 60 
Whist for Beginners.  50 

MISCELLANEOUS^ 
A Naturalist’s Rambles About Home, Abbott. 
Adventures of a Young Naturalist. 
Amateur Photogi^her.. .. 
ijiimal Plagues. Fleming... 
Antelope and Deer of America. 
Archer, Modem... 
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson.... 
Atlas of Jersey Coast. 
Black Hills of Dakota, Ludlow, quartK), cloth. 

Government Report. 
Common Objects of the Seashore,.. 
Eastward Hoi. 
Historical and Biographical Atlas of New Jer¬ 

sey Coast... 
How to Make Photographs. 
Humorous SketcheSjSeymour. 
Insects Injurious to Vegetation. 
Keeping One Cow. 
Lfe and Writings of Prank Forrester, 2 vols., 

per vol. . 
Mammals of New York, paper. cloth. 
Maynard’s Manual of Taxidermy... 
Manton’s Taxidermy Without a Teacher. 
North American Insects. 
Old St. Augustine, Fla., illustrated. 
Packard’s'Half-Hours With Insects. 
Pistol, The.. 
Photography for Amateurs. 
Practical Forestry, by Skiller. 
Practical Taxidermy and Home Decoration, 
Batty. 

Practical Orange Culture. 
Practical Poultry Keeping. 
RandaU’s Practical Shepherd. 
Sportsman’s Gazetter, Hallock. 
Sportsman’s Hand Book, Col. Horace Park... 
Studies in Animal Life, Lewis. 
The Forester, by Brown. 
The Northwest Coast of America. 
The Taxidermists’ Manual, Brown. 
Wild Flowers of Switzerland... 
Wild Woods life, Farrar. 
Woodcraft, “Nessmuk”.. 
Woods and Lakes of Maine... 
Yonatt onSheeD..,.— 

1 50 
1 76 
1 00 
4 81 
2 60 

25 
1 6C 
1 50 

2 50 
50 

1 26 

5 00 
1 00 
6 00 
6 50 
1 00 

1 60 
5 00 
1 25 

60 
1 5C 
1 5C 
2 50 

50 
60 

1 50 

1 50 
1 00 
2 00 
2 00 
3 00 
1 00 
1 OC 

10 00 
20 00 

1 00 
15 00 

1 25 
1 00 
I 00 
1 3f 

f and (fanmis Mt. 

STEAMJYACHT. 
HANDSOME PLEASURE BOAT, with tender, 

life-saving appointments, etc., etc., for sale at a 
bargain. Length over all, 45ft.; width of beam, 
lift. 6in.; draft of water aft, 5ft.; forward, 2ft.; 
engine S'XlO", for either high or low pressure; 
locomotive boilers, keel condenser, steam pump, 
inspirator, etc., etc. All machinery in first rate 
order. Will seat about forty passengers. Has 
four-bladed screw and will steam from 12 to 14 
knots per hour. For further information address 
A. DE LASKI, 147 High street, Boston, Mass. 

Steam YacMs Stecially Offered For Sale. 
Iron steam yacht, 194 x25xi2j7^, speed 14 knots. 
Iron steam yacht, 185X84X18, speed 16>^ knots. 
New steel steam yacht, 170x8.3}^xl034 speed 1S]4 k. 
Wooden steam yacht, 100x16x6, speed 13 knots. 
Cabin steam yacht. 42X9X314, speed 12 miles. 
Bteam Yachts and Launches of all sizes for Rac¬ 

ing, Cruising, Fishing and Hunting Purposes. 
EIELD & YOUNG, 

Steam Vessel Brokers and Marine Engineers, 
6 State Street, New York. 

For Sale or Charter. 
Iron steam yachts, flush deck and trunk cabins. 

Steam yachts designed. SAMUEL HOLMES, Mem¬ 
ber Instilnition Naval Architects, 120 Front st., N.Y. 

Hunting Boats, Sneak Boxes, 
Cruising Canoes. 

Built to order after the most approved models. 
Correspondence solicited and prices given on appli¬ 
cation. B. W. DAVENPORT, Ashland, Wis. 

For sale at low price.-the fast 
yacht Lois, 31ft. long, 13ft. beam, over 4ft. 

draft, standing room in cabin; modeled by cele¬ 
brated designer Phillip Ellsworth. Send for par¬ 
ticulars. LAMAR FOOS, Union League Club, N.Y, 

For sale.—barnegat sneak boat, 
nearly new. sail, oars; 13ft., 4ft. wide. 

16-gauge, 28in. barrels, lever under guard, Schaefer 
of Boston make; an extra shooting gun. Sin. crook, 
14J4,13. Good as new. Send me an offer-for either. 
W, Box 408, Red Bank, N. J. 

STEAM LAUNCH FOR SALE, 24x6ft; ALSO 
Government inspected steel boiler, 28X48in., 

and 3x6in. engine. All nearly new and in prime 
order. Address E. F. POWERS, Troy, N. Y. 

For SALE.—fast sloop ALDA, 26' 3" OVER 
all, lead ballast, complete suit of new sails, 

cabin and standing room mahogany; everything In 
first-class condition Address Box 3,600 Boston, 
Mass. 

CLASS B CANOE WANTED, IN GOOD ORDER. 
Address with full particulars. Box 376, Sing 

Sing, N. Y. 

A SAIL BOAT. 15X5 FT., CENTERBOARD, 
sails, oars, pump, etc.; $126. Room 16, 200 

Broadway, New York. 

TROUT FLIES, 
36c. Per Dozen* 

H. H, KIFFE, 
318 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

Send for Flsblug Tackle Catalogue. 

“Murcia” Silkworm Gut. 
FISHING AND SURGIOAL USE. 

In lots to suit, all grades and lengths, “Extra 
Heavy” to “Extra Fme.” Assorted thousands, ten 
different grades, including “Extra Long,” put up 
for country trade and clubs. Prices, $6 to $15 per 
1,000. Assorted thousands, $7.50. Address LATASA 
& CO., P. O. Box 2,708, Washingtou Building, N. Y. 

FISHING RODS 
Brother angler, do you want to know where to 

purchase a fine hand made fishing rod, with numer¬ 
ous improvements not found in any other rod man¬ 
ufactured, and at a lower price than a machine rod 
can be purchased? Send for price list containing 
hints in selecting a rod. 

EDWAKD SMITH, 
Plttsford, Rutland Co., Vt. 

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1878. 

BAKER’S 

Warranted absolutely pure 
Cocoa, from which the excess of 
Oil has been removed. It has three 
times the strength of Cocoa mixed 
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar, 
and is therefore far more economi¬ 
cal, costing less than one cent a 
cup. It is delicious, nourishing, 
strengthening, easily digested, and 
admirably adapted for Invalids as 
well as for persons in health. 

Sold by Grocers everywhere. 

W. 6AEEB & CO., Dorcliester, Mass. 

THREAD-WOUOT), LONG-RANGE 

SHOT CARTRIDGE CASES 
For muzzle and breechloading, cylindrical and 
choke-bore shotgtms. Made to open just short of 
50, 70 and 90 yards, giving close pattern and great 
penetration; 10 and 12-gauge, Send for circular. 

Twenty sent, postpaid, for $1. 

H. H. SCHLEBER & CO., Rochester, N. T. 

Eaton’s Rust Preventor. 
For GUNS, CUTLERY and SURGICAL INSTRU 

MENTS. Specially adapted for salt water shooting. 
For sale at aU principal gun stores. Western 

trade supplied dy B. E. EATON, 53 State street, 
Chicago, HI. Cannot be sent by mail. 

Manufactured solely by 
OIEO. B. EATON, 670 Pavonla Av»mi«, 

Jersey City. N. J. 

HILL ON THE DOG. 
THE STANDARD WORK ON THEIR 

MANAGEMENT AND DISEASES. 
Price SS.OO. 

For Sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Oo. 

COPIES WANTED.—JAN. 4,11,18 and 25. FEB. 1, 
March 8 and Sept. 13, 1888; Feb. 7 and 14, March 

6,1884. We are sborl of these issues, and woiild be 
obliged if any of our readers having one or all of 
these numbers that they do not want will send to 
Forest ana Stream Pub. Co., 39 Park Bow. New 
York City. mar26,tf 

WANTED. 

Bear, Buffalo, Deer, Wolves, Foxes, Spotted Cats, 
Civlt Cats, Lynx, Panthers, Antelope, Otter, Beav¬ 
ers and other animals and birds of all kinds. Ad¬ 
dress D. H. TALBOT, Sioux City, la. 

W lalto 
(Lepiis Americanus.) 

A few living specimens will be sent to orders ac¬ 
companied with the cash, at $8 each, and delivered 
in good order and properly boxed, at Bethel express- 
office. J. G. RICH, Bethel, Me. 

Chester White, Berkshire 
and Poland China Pigs, Fine 
Setter Dogs, Scotch Collies, 

f Foxhounds and Beagles, 
= Sheep and Poultry, bred and 

__P for sale by W. Gibbons & Co., 
West Chester, Chester Co., Pa. Send stamp for 
Circular and Price List. 

For sale.-elk and moose antlers. 
Fine large sets for mounting; some on shields. 

Address A. B., office of Forest and Stream. 

SUMMER RESIDENCE AT HALIFAX, NOVA 
Scotia, to let (furnished). That fine mansion, 

the Town House of Sir Adams Archibald, situate on 
Hollis street, in front of Government House, with 
stables and coach house attached. Possession given 
on or after the 1st of May. For terms and particu¬ 
lars apply to JOHN S. MACLEAN, Jerusalem Ware¬ 
house, Halifax, N. S. apr8,4t 

For sale.—a salmon rod and reel 
made by Duguid, at Abingden, Scotland; in 

perfect order, for $25. Address LEO P. WHEAT, 
Berryville, Va. apr22,lt 

LIVE QUAIL. ir‘!st”pCI 
send orders at once to insure prompt delivery. 
E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Merchant, 174 
Chambers st., N. Y. 

For sale.-the following volumes of 
Forest and Stream; Vols XXI., XXII., XXIH. 

and XXIV.; they are all well bound: will sell at $2 
per volume. Address W. T. MATTHEWS, 137 Wal¬ 
nut street, Cincinnati, O. apr22,lt 

leffliiliis M KfliBl. 
IN THE STUD. 

CHAMPION KODERIGO, winner of All Aged 
Stake at National Trials, Grand Junction, 1885. 

FEE «75. 

REBEL WIND’EM, imported from Llewellin’s 
Kennel. Blood brother of Count Noble and winner 
of English Derby, 1882. 

FEE 850. 

Broken dogs for sale. For further information 
address J. M. AVENT, Hickory Valley, Tenn., or 
MEMPHIS-AVENT KENNEL, Memphis, Tenn. 

Champion Brahmin. 
(SOLID BLACK COCKER SPANIEL.) 

IN THE STUD. 
FEE 820. 

Winner of two champions, four firsts and six 
special prizes. 

ARTHUR E. RENDLE, 
2 Wall street, New York. 

FOREST CITY KENNELS. 

St. Bernards and English Pugs. 
IN THE STUD. 

Champion rough-coated St. Bernard Cmsar 
^.K.R. 22); fee $26. English pug Sam; fee $10. 
Pups for sale. Address with stamp, Portland, Me. 

Imported Laverack setter, thoroughly field broken. 
Has great bone, substance and endurance. Sire of 
imported champion Rockingham, champion show 
English setter of America. 

FEE, 850.00. 

For circulars giving breeding, winnings, winnings 
of stock sired by him, etc.. Address H. F. SCHELL- 
HA8S, 6 Brevoort Place, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
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IKTXSRO. 
In the Stud at $50. 

He is very large and powerful, dark tawny with 
regular white markings, 234 yrs. old. Honorable 
mention, Basle, 1885 ; 3d prize, Philadelphia, 1885, 
and vhc., N. Y. Fanciers’ show, 1886. Sire, Apollo: 
dam. Diana. Apollo, recently imported from 
Switzerland, received 1st prize at Pittsburgh, New¬ 
ark. Boston and Hartford, and 2d at New Haven. 
Photos of Nero, 25 cents. 

For Sale,—Imported smooth-coated St. Bernard 
dog; also imported rough-coated St. Bernard bitch. 
Address WM. J. EHRICH. 306 West Fifty-eighth 
street, New York. apr23,lmo 

XHB IMMENSE HOUGH-COATED ST. 
BERNARD CHAMPION 

(A.K.R. 483). 
Orange tawny, perfect blaze and collar, other 

white markings correct; double dew claws. Bom 
August, 1882. This celebrated dog stands in. 
full at shoulders, weighs 188 lbs. (Jan. 80,1886), has 
a grand, massive head. Immense bone, and is per¬ 
fect in disposition. 

“Otho Is conceded to be the best fronted St. Ber¬ 
nard in the country.”—American Kennel Register, 
June, 1885. 

•‘Otho is one of the grandest fronted dogs we 
have ever seen. His head is a study and his fore¬ 
arm we have never seen surpassed. He is also an 
Immense upstanding dog. —Forest and Stream, 
Oct. 30.1884. 

Fee $50. Approved bitches only. Cabinet pho¬ 
tos, 50 cents. Imported stock for sale. Also pup¬ 
pies sired by Otho. THE HOSPICE KENNELS, Im¬ 
porter's and Breeders of Thoroughbred St. Ber¬ 
nards, Arlingion, N. J. 

nj^llENNEL 
Hookers. 

IN THE STUD. FEE $10. 

PHiOT (a.e:.r. less), 

DANDY ZULU (A.K.R. 382). 

BUAUGLURK, Field Spaniel. 
FOR SALE.—True Cockers, Fashionably bred, 

correct in coat, size and shape, various ages and 
colors. Prices reasonable. Address 

IDEAL KENNEL, New Haven, Conn. 

IN THE STUD 
AT PHILADELPHIA. 

To a limited number of approved bitches: 

Champion Irish red setter BERKLEY.fee $40 
Champion English setter THUNDER. ” $40 
Champion pointer DONALD. “ $40 

A. H. MOORE, 1711 Spring Garden st., 
aprl5,3mo Philadelphia, Pa. 

IN THC STUD. 
ENGLISH MASTIFF HERO III. 
Winner of first prize and special prize for the best 
dog or bitch, at Pittsburgh, 1886. 

FEE - - - $-25. 
For picture and pedigree, address 

VICTOR M. HALDEMAN, 
aprl5,3mos General Wayne, Delaware Co., Pa. 

BEAUFORT. 
(Champion Bow—Beulah). 

The best looking pointer living. A grand field 
dog and the sire or winners on the bench and in the 
field. Fee $50. 

NBVISON. 
The acknowledged champion mastiff of America, 

Winner of 40 champion and first prizes, beating The 
Emperor, Creole, Ilford Cromwell, Hero H., Prus¬ 
sian Prince.ss, etc., etc. Fee $50. 

For Sale.—Three handsome young setter bitches 
of fashionable blood. CHAS. H. MASON, Bay 
Ridge, L. I. aprl5,tf 

St. Bernards and Pugs. 
CHAMPION HERMIT (A.K.R. 23) litter broth¬ 

er to champion Otho, and sire of prize winners 
KOnig, Kobold, L.ys. Fee $40. 

Im] ■ ’ 
der—_ 
two firsts and specials--, 

Imported pug YOUNG TOBY (A.K.R. 473), win¬ 
ner of four firsts and specials in America, sire of 
many prize winners. Fee $15. Fine pups on sale. 
OHESQUASSET kennels, Lancaster, 

Grus BoxidlriA 
IN THE STUD. 

Imported from Mr. LlewelUn’s kennels (he is 
bluest of the blue), by Dashing Bondhu ex Novel. 
He is also a grand field dog, as his record shows at 
the late trials of the N. F. T. Club at Grand Junc¬ 
tion, beating such noted dogs as Gladstone Boy, 
Mainspring, Bessie A., Gath’s Mark, Trinket’s Bang 
and other fine ones. Fee $35. A. M. TUCKER, 85 
Main street, Charlestown, Mass. 

SCOTCH COLLIES 
IN THE STUD. 

CHAMPION REX (A.K.R. 149). Fee $20, 
STREPHON (A.K.R. 2730). Fee $30. 
Young dogs and puppies for sale. Can be seen, 

or address JAS. LINDSAY, 346 Communipaw ave., 
Jersey City, N. J.  

YORKSHIRE TERRIER 
IN THE STUD. 

LANCASHIRE STAR, dark blue and tan, 1st 
prize, Westminster Kennel Club show, 1884. Fee 
|16. A, W. C., this office. apr22,lt 

in mua. 

, BRADFORD RUBY. 
(E. 13,834.) 

Sire, Champion Lovat—Dam, Champion Jenny. 
Ohampion Fug Dog, whelped May 14,1883; silver 
fa-wn, -with perfect black trace and mask, extra¬ 
ordinary wrinkle and double curled tail, with very 
small, compact body, weighing only 13 pounds. 
Winner of 49 prizes, cups and medals, including 
championship. Crystal Palace, Jan., 1885; 1st, Cin¬ 
cinnati, 1st and medal, Toronto; 1st and special, 
l^iladelphia (May and Oct.); 1st and special, New 
York, 1886; and the sire of many winners. Fee $25. 
Puppies For Sale. CITY VIEW KENNELS, Box 
1,369, New Haven, Conn. 

Me kernel 

K 9 Breaking: Kennels. 
Pointers and setters thoroughly broken for field 

trials or private use. Reference given. W. G. 
SMITH, IVforydel, Md. 

Rory O’More Kennels. 
For Sale—Thoroughbred red Irish setter stock, 

full pedigreed. Address with stamp, 
W. N. CALLENDER, Albany, N. Y. 

DOGS FOR SALE. 
Setters, pointers, spaniels, foxhounds, beagles, 

dachshunde, Newfoundlands, German tiger mas¬ 
tiffs, fox-terriers, Scotch terriers, Skye terriers, 
Yorkshire terriers, bull-terriers, bulldogs, pugs, 
French poodles, St. Bernards, mastiffs and black 
and tan terriers. Pups of all the above breeds 
constantly on band. Those desiring to purchase 
will do well to consult me. WM. W. SILVEY, 135 
South Eighth street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Tie Fielil Sportsm’s Picture Co., 
FADMYBA, N. Y., 

Are now prepared to furnish copies of the photo¬ 
graphs taken by Mr. Walker at the Eastern Field 
Trials. Lists and prices on application. 

FOR ^ALE. 
One of the finest Druid bitches in America. Big 

breeder. Going out of dog business reason for 
selling. Address H., Box 223, Hackensack, N. J. 

For Sale—Hornell Spaniel Puppies. 
The best in the world; 142 prizes in two years 

proves it. From 3 to 10 mos. old. N© culls or $6 
pups ever sold. 

In the Stud-Black cocker champion HomeU 
Silk. Fee $30. Address J. OTIS FELLOWS, Sec., 
Homellsville, N. Y., or G. W. LEA’VITT, Pres., 32 
Hamilton street, Boston, Mass. 

Claire-Reeta Kennels. 
PALMYRA, N. Y. 

Irish and Gordon setters for work as well as show. 
decl7,tf ‘ 

Stratfield Kennels. 
Setters, Collies, Spaniels and Pugs. Dogs and 

puppies for sale at all times from the best stock ' 
that this country produces. Prices and description 
given for a 2 cent stamp. Address ! 

JAS. H. SEELEY, ! 
Box 1887, Bridgeport, Conn. 

Satisfaction guaranteed on every sale. Visitors ' 
welcome. 

TXTM. GRAHAM, NEWTOWNBREDA, BELFAST T T Ireland, is prepared to purchase and ship dogs 
for importers. 3Dogs purchased from him had the 
followmg prizes awarded to them: At New York 
and Chicago, 1883, sixteen firsts, nine special, three 
second and one third. At New York, 1884, seven 
firsts, six specials and one third. 

TT'OR SALE.—ITALIAN GREYHOUND PUPS ' X; from imported stock. Also fine English pugs. ' 
HENRY C. BURDICK, 150 Bridge street. Spring- : 
field. Mass. dec24,tf 

rpRAINED FOXHOUNDS. THEY ARE COLD X nosed strike dogs, start the fox, run him to the 
death. Trained coon dogs. Gray squirrel dogs. 
Rabbit dogs. One trained feiret. LOT-eared rabbits. 
Wyandotte chlckeus. H. C. GRAFF, Kensington, 
Ohio. dec24,tf 

TT'OE SALE.—HA’VENG RECENTLY ADDED J; several fine brood hitches to the Landseer , 
Kennels of Scotch deerhounds and greyhotmds re¬ 
duced the price of puppies. Some choice grey¬ 
hounds now ready to ship. DR. VAN HUMMELL, 
Denver, Col. aplld.tf ' 
TJIGH BRED POINTERS AND SETTERS.-WE : XI breed and dispose of nothing but first-class 
broken and unbroken dogs and puppies. Address 
ELM GROVE KENNELS, South Norwalk, Conn. 

Foxhovmds For Sale. 
Twenty-six dogs and bitches, comprising one of 

the best packs in Pennsylvania, a few bitches being 
in whelp by champion dogs. Address Box 1684, 
W’est Chester, Pa. jan28,tf 

Tj^OR SALE.-BNGLISH BEAGLE HOUND : X' pups of good working stock and several months ■ 
old. GEO. L. BARNES, Tyringham, Mass. 

/^NOTA KENNELS.—IRISH SETTER PUP- ■ V/ pies for sale, containing the blood of cham- : 
pions Palmerston, Elcho, Noreen, Glencho, Rose, 
Nimrod, Biz, Flora. Address ONOTA KENNELS, 
Pittsfield, Mass. apr8.4t 

T30INTER BITCH LUCILLE FOR SALE. PRIZE X winner: also three pups, whelped Jan 1,1886, 
by Jimmie ex Lucille. L. LIVESEY, 364 Old Ber¬ 
gen Road, Jersey City, N. J. aprl5,2t 

170R SALE.-A HANDSOME, SMALL SIZE X black and tan cocker spaniel bteeb, 15 mos. 
old; also a Willoughby pug bitch, 12 mos. old, from 
imported stock. Box 17, Beverly, N. J. It : 

Hf T. F PEASANT KENNELS.-FOR SALE- JyX One English pug bitch, 2 yrs. old, been served ' 
by pug dog Dude; also one Morrison pug bitch 
puppy, from Judy by Dandy, and one pointer, 7 
mos. old, fu'l pedigrees. Please send stamp. 

0. T. BROWNELL, Box 335, New Bedford, Mass. 

[April 22, 1886. 

Fob sale, -pointer puppies, liver and 
white, Itoee dogs, one bitch, whelped Nov. 5, 

1885 by Joker, Jr. (Beaufort ex Nymph) out of Lady 
Me (Faust ex Gertrude); $15 each if taken soon. 
G. H. NIXON, Leesbm-g, Va. aprl5,2t 

•“s^^ndfOTDOGBUYERSn 
J*DIDE, containing- colored plates, 1! 

, 100 engravings of different breeds, I 

prices they are worth, and where to C 
? bny them. Directions for ’Training 11 

Dogs and Breeding Ferrets. Mailed 1 
V’ents* -Mbo Cuts of Dog * 

Furnishing Goods of all kindj I 

YOU INTERESTED IN POULTRY 2| 

H Practical POUL- 
a [Tliy Book. lOO pages; beau- 
ntfful colored.plate; engravings 
a of nei^y dl kinds of fowls; desenp- 
4 tiODs of the breeds; how to caponize; 
J plana for poultry houses: information 
a ^ouL incubators, and where to buy 
yisiffgs from bcHt stock nt §1.30 
I per wittiHg. Sent for 15 Cents. 

'DOYOU KEEP CAGE BIRDS 2 

book OF CAGE 

uijcu Kuio. jamv u) Duua ana stocK I 
an Ayi^, All about Parrots. Prices of L 

^ aU kinds c^es, etc. Mailed for I 
" 15 Cents. The Three Books, 40 Cts. [ 

ASSOCIATED fanciers, 
237 South Eighth Street, Philadelphi«j Pw, 

Rosecroft Kennels. 
Birmingham, Conn. 

Puppies by champion Plantagenet (E. 11.300) 
TP. / a TT" 1» e/5/\\ J! ..-I.. • - ... ' 

STUD FOX-TERRIERS. 
Champion Royal, Champion Joker, Bel- 

;rave Primrose, Splauger, Warren Jim, 

mchll,2mo 

ROSEBUD KENNEIiS. 
F. E, LEE, Manager. 

Dogs of all breeds hoarded and conditioned for 

EWELLYN setter PUPPIES, COMBINING 
J blood of noted dogs, viz.: Champion Leicester, 

'4RA1NED SETTERS AT $25 EACH. SETTER 
- pups at $5. Must be sold. C. F. KENT, Mon- 
;eUo, N. Y. 

UATHROP’S DICK. 
Four dog pups, by Lathi-op’s Dash out of Norma 

or sale. Norma is by Lathrop's Dick out of Vesper. 

aprl5,3t 

MASTIFFS. 
Address HOLLIS, Wellsville, N. Y. 

ENGLISH SETTER PUPPIES. 
From imported Flora, by Roy (Dash III.—Bessie), 
helped March 3, 1886. Price $20. Dogs or bitches. 

MASTIFFS FOR SALE. 
yiCTOBIA, 3d prize, Pittsbu^h, 1886, whelped 

champion Nevison ex Winlawn Kennels’ 
Splendid brood bitch. Price $100. 

VIC’S BOY. by imported Noble ex Victoria, 
whelped August, 1885. Price $50. 
Address J. O. H. DENNY, Box 97, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

apl2'2,2t 

Irish Terriers For Sale. 

apr22,lt 

FOR SALE. 

Three Irish pups, sire Galliard, dam Fawn, by 

apr22,lt 

'OR SALE.—LEMON AND WHITE ENGLISH 
setter Victor. Price $30. Red Irish setter 

3k, $30. Lemon and white English setter Captor, 
). Handsome black and tan shepherd dog, $35. 
ick and tan beagle bitch Katie (A K.R. 1722). $35. 
ick and tan beagle dog Oaro. $20. Count of 

W 
’HITE BULL-TERRIER YOUNG ROYAL 

T'OE SALE.-THE LEMON AND WHITE TICKED 
J pointer puppy Dash (A.K.R. 3838) (Jimmie— 
aisy). Murdock, lOmos. old, a prize winner. Also 

leverai thoroughly broken pointers and setters. If 
lou want a good one write tor particulars. GEO. 
” ’-^'tELL, Middleboro, Mass. aprl5.2c 

rOR SALE.—TWO PURE BRED COCKER 
spaniel dogs, 15 mos. old; also one beautiful 

•ood bitch and a few choice puppies; are jet 
ack and in prime condition. 0. E. LEWIS, U. b. 
istom House, Suspension Bridge, N. Y. aprl5,»t 

For SALE, A NDMBEB OF WELL BBlff» AND 
well broken pointers and setters, also dora 

boarded and broken, sattefactlon guarantee^ Ad* 
drees H. B. RICHMOND, Lakeville, Maaa, 8ept22,tf 

Sbr gnsiKl. 

ANNUAL DERBY OF 1886 
OF THE 

Eastern Field Trials Club. 
Open to all Setter and Pointer Puppies 

wheiped on or after Jan. 1, 1885. 

PURSE $700 CASH. 
Krat prizB, $400; second prize, $200; third prize. 

$100. $10 forfeit, $10 additional to fill n’ght. before 
race. ENTRIES POSITIVELY CLOSE MAY 1, ’86. 

Meeting Feb. 10, 1885.—“That the secretary 
be directed to accept no entries unless accompanied 
by a certificate in writing, signed by the owner of 
the sire of the entry, stating the month and year 
when dam was serve!, or a similar certificate from 
owner of dam stating time of whelping.” 

To receive prompt attention forfeit money must 
accompany evi-ry entry. 

For blanks, particulars, etc., address 
WASHINGTON A. COSTER, 

Box 30. Flatbush, Kings Co., N, Y. 
B. F. AVILSON, President. S^u.,xn, x. 

ST. LOUIS 6UN CLUB. 
THIRD ANNUAL 

Bench Show of Dogs, 
Grand Exposition Building, St. Louis, 

MAY 18. 10, 30 and 21, 1886. 

ENTRIES CLOSE MAY 2. 

The Pennsylvania R. R, Co. and its leased lines 
will carry dogs from the East free of charge when 
accompanied by owner or handler. 

For Premium List and Entry Blanks address 

GEO. MUNSON, Manager, 

610 Olive street, St. Louis. 
All railroads entering St. Louis pass dogs free. 

Express companies give half rales. 

(Sy. Bernards 

Of purest Swiss strains, recently 

importeid. Se\«ral fine clogs and 

bitches and a few puppies are in 

my hands to be disposed of. I 

can promise purchasers they are 

of excellent pedigree, and full of 

true St. Bernard character. 

Address witli stamp, 

IV. JV. Tticker, 
P. O, Box 1338, N. Y. , 

BEGONIA, 
Champion Greyhound Bitch of America, 
Having beaten some of the greatest champions in 
the U. S., including champion School Girl (late 
Lord Sefton’s) and England’s champion Mother 
Demdike, has now eight pups which are for sale, 
sired by champion Bouncing Boy (E. G. Stud Book 
4,639). Begonia and Bouncing Boy's pups won 1st 
and 2d, Westminster Club, Iscand 2d, New Haven, 
1885. and many otherprize.s. H. W. HUNTINGTON, 
148 South Eighth st., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Setter Puppies for $5. 
We have a number of setter puppies from 5 to 10 

wks. old, dogs and bitches, of all colors; we will 
close out for $5 each. Dogs of same breed from 6 
mos. to 1 yr. old. $8 each. These setters are of good 
native blood, fair no.se and not gunshy, and satis¬ 
faction is guaranteed in every case. 

WM. W. SILVEY, 
i:)5 South Eighth street, rbiladelphia. Pa. 

BULLDOG FOFFIES. 
For Sale—Two bitch puppies, bred from King, 

winner of 1st prize Boston and 1st at Hanford, out 
of Nanon (Brimstone and Phillis). These puppies 
are very healthy and perfect: one all white in color, 
other handsome brindle. Will be fit to deliver in 
one week. Price $50 each. No less and no corres¬ 
pondence solicited. BEACON KENNEL, 23 Myrtle 
street, Boston. apr22,lt 

Bull-terriers i bull-terriers ! i- gen- 
tkmen requiring finst-class show bull-terriers 

should apply to FRED HINKS, 16)4 Bath Row, Blr 
minguam, England, the largest breeder and dealer 
of bull terriers in the world. All the bull-terriers 
now winning, including champions, emanated from 
these kennels. N.B.—All kinds of dogs supplied on 
t'ne shortest notice. 

For sale.—four GBNUI^E ENGLISH PUG 
dogs. 7 wks. old, and two old ones. Address 

216 Eldridge st., New York. apr22,lt 

For sale.-ENGLISH MASTIFF BITCH, 10 
mos. old, solid fawn, large, strong, healthy 

and intelligent; from fine stock; pedigree given. 
DR. D. P. FR.AME, Burlington, Iowa. It 

For sale.-a fine, first-class llew- 
ellin bitch, hunted lait year.anu a 16-gauge B. 

L. shotgun, in perfect order, weight 6J4 jhs. Will 
sell for $60. Either dog or gun is vverth the abOTC. 
For particulars address R. W. HUbS, 383 W. Lake 
st.. Chicago apr23.lt 

U'OX TERRIER PUPS FUK SALE--ACGU^ 
J: Belmont. Jr.’s Regent Vox—Nettle (A,KR. 
1704) pups, 9 wks. old, unexcelled in heaut.y, pedi¬ 
gree and gameness. Prices moderate. Address W. 
H. COOKBON, P. O. Box 158, Hudson, N. 

apr33,2t 
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SOME POOR MEN’S RICHES. 

There are many wlio have inherited the hunting instinct 
and were born too late to find game enough in the 

region of their birth, to make hunting worth while for the 
game that can be got by the most persistent seeking, and 
who have not inherited wealth, nor the faculty of acquiring 
it, so that they may go for a week, or month, or more of a 
year, to places where game is still abundant. Some of these 
sometimes wonder whether this inheritance, come down to 
them through a thousand generations from wild ancestors, is 
not under such conditions an entailed ill-fortune, a whole¬ 
some desire, given without the opportunity of satisfying it, a 
purse of gold that one must always carry hut never spend. 

Most assuredly it is an unprofitable dower if it leads one to 
too continual pursuit of what at best he can get but little of, 
mere game. But if it takes him to the woods and fields for 
that reasonable share of recreation which belongs of right to 
all, rather than to questionable pastimes among ill-assorted 
associates, then it is something to he thankful for. With 
a gun to excuse his day’s outing he goes forth. His wits are 
sharpened to find the haunts of the infrequent woodcock or 
quaU or grouse, that should of right be in the swamp, or 
field, or copse that of old their tribes possessed. All these he 
must search, and study how changed conditions have wrought 
changes in the habits of those few survivors. Their wits, 
loo, are sharpened. The woodcock does not wait till the 
dog’s nose is almost above him before he springs up with a 
twittering whistle, but flushes wild, and alights afar off. 
The scant bevy of quail goes off out of gunshot in a gray 
flurry to the mazes of the woods. The ruffed grouse tarries 
not to cry “quit! quit!” nor strut along the dim aisles of his 
woodland sanctuary, but hurtles away unseen, almost out of 
ear shot. If by good luck one of these falls to the unaccus. 
tomed aim, if a woodcock tumbles in a shower of leaves to 
the ferny carpet of the swamp, if a quail drops to the earth 
out of a whiff of feathers, if a grouse slants from his arrowy 
flight and strikes with a fluttering thud upon the fallen 
leaves, or a woodduck started from a willowy bend of the 
river, splashes hack into it before the powder smoke has un¬ 
veiled him, how the heart is warmed with a thrill of the satis¬ 
faction of well-doing! 

■Without even this appeasing of the sportsman’s gentle 
bloodthirst, there is more and better to be got of a day’s 

panionship of Nature, tbe eavesdropping and spying to 
catch her secrets, the studying of the ways of all the little 
wood people, not worth, or inestimably more than worth, 
powder and shot. Who has ever heard the last word the 
jay has to tell him in her many voices? or who has tired of 
visiting with the chickadees, or of watching the nuthatches 
creeping headlong down the mossy tree trunks, or the squir¬ 
rels’ saucy tricks, or the ways of strange woods plants grow¬ 
ing and blowing and seeding, and the odd freaks of trees’ 
growths, and no end of things that he would never have 
heard or seen if it had not been for this wooden and iron ex¬ 
cuse that he lugs about with him? Thanks be to its first in¬ 
ventor, in spite of all the woeful mischief it has wrought. 
How many happy days it has gone to the making of, from 
boyhood to old age, in the lives of those who love it. What 
a comfort is the ownership of a good gun, though one sel¬ 
dom shoots it. What a pleasure its owner has in those sea¬ 
sons when it cannot be otherwise used, in putting it in order 
for the days fondly looked forward to—days when the 
woods have put on their last and bravest attire of the year— 
days when they have cast it off and all the landscape is veiled 
in the gray haze of Indian summer, and days when all the 
fields and frozen waters are white with the first snows and 
the wild music of the hounds stirs the woods. 

When these days have come and gone and winter winds 
are howling, who so much as he, horn to the love of field 
sports with small opportunity of enjoying them, delights to 
read by his cheerful fireside what others more fortunate 
have written of their outings, and to share with them in 
spirit the happy hours in camps by wild lakes, the tramps in 
primeval forests, and hunting tours in far away lands that 
he may never see. 

THE SENTIMENT ON SPRING SHOOTING. 

IT is an encouraging sign of the limes that the sentiment 
of the West, where spring shooting is chiefly carried 

on, is changing on this subject. It was formerly as much a 
matter of course to kill ducks in the spring as in the fall, but 
of late, individuals in great numbers, and in some cases the 
press, are protesting against the scandalous folly of this 
wasteful practice. 

The Milwaukee Wisconmi of April 17 says; 

The annual spring slaughter of ducks in Wisconsin and other 

Northern States has begun rather earlier than usual and appears to 

be pursued with more than common energy. Thousands of ducks 

are being killed daily. The Oshkosh Northwestern states that the 
birds which are being killed in that vicinity are “mere skeletons.” 

This is usually the condition of ducks in the spring, and for that 

reason alone the shooting of them should he forbidden by legal en¬ 

actment. But another and stUl better reason is, that each pair of 

birds killed would raise a large brood during the'summer if they were 

unmolested now. Thus every duck destroyed stands for several 

which might live. There are a few himting clubs in the State which 

have bought or leased tracts of marsh where the ducks are allowed 

to live through the summer and breed without molestation. This 
plan makes the best of shooting in the fall at those places, and but 

for them the ducks would be nearly exterminated in Wisconsin. 

Comparatively little spring shooting is done along the 
Atlantic seaboard, for the very excellent reason that there 
are few places where birds are to be found, and few birds to 
shoot, hut in the West the case is different. The experience 
of a number of clubs in Western States has shown conclus¬ 
ively the advantage which may be derived from the pro¬ 
hibition of shooting at this season over limited areas. On 
the gTounds of the Winous Point Club ducks are protected 
in spring, and as a direct result of this protection, the birds 
are wonderfully numerous and tame in the autumn. 

It is, perhaps, hopeless to think of inaugurating the 
abolition of spring shooting in the East at present. The 
miserably foolish and short-sighted action of the Legislature 
of the State of New York on the deer hounding question, 
recently, shows how narrow and petty is the view taken by 
our legislators on the subject of game protection. Still, 
people are being educated, though very slowly, and we trust 
that a few years more will see game of every kind protected 
everywhere for all the year, except a short period in autumn 
and early winter. The recent change in the Canadian game 
laws, and the change of sentiment among sportsmen, point 
to an awakening on the importance of a general alteration in 
our laws, and as soon as the shooting public begin to think 
seriously on this matter it will certainly be brought to the 
notice of the different State legi.slatures in a way that will 
compel their attention. 

Maine and Adirondack Waters will soon be open for 

the angler, and many gentlemen are anxiously awaiting the 

telegrams which shall announce that the ice has gone out. 

TT is well understood that whatever the damage done by 
the reckless cutting away of our forests, this injury 

is inconsiderable when compared with that caused by forest 
fires. Those who are familiar with the mountains of the 
Far West have seen the fearful havoc there wrought by fire, 
and know a long way off the cause which gives to many a 
lofty mountain its curious silver-gray appearance. For 
years after being burned over, the dead and bleaching tree 
trunks stand as witnesses of the terrible destruction brought 
about by carelessness or malice. The loss of life and prop¬ 
erty caused by forest fires in Michigan is too recent to have 
been forgotten. 

The importance of this matter has long been appreciated 
by those who have to do with large forest areas. One of the 
principal duties of the police of the National Park is the 
guarding against the spread of forest fires, and the value of 
their services is shown by the fact that in the Park, a coun¬ 
try especially liable to this scourge, there were last year no 
forest fires of any considerable magnitude. 

The New York Forestry Commission recently adopted a 
series of rules and regulations for the protection of the Adi¬ 
rondack woods, which are as follows: 

First. All persons having occasion to hum a fallow or start a fire 

in any old chopping, wind slash, bush or berry lot, swamp, “vlaie,” 

or beaver meadow, for the purpose of clearing or improvement, shall 

give five days’ notice of such intention to the nearest fire warden, 

forester, or agent of the Forest Commission. He shall also give 

notice to any neighbors who may have fields or woodlands adjacent 

and liable to injury at least one day previous to the settfug of such 

fires. Such fires will be permitted only when the wind is favorable, 

and competent persons must remain on guard until the fire is com¬ 

pletely extinguished on the surface and in the “duff.” 

Second. All hunters, fishermen, loggers, guides, tourists and others 

lighting fires in or near the forest for cooking, warmth, insect 

smudges or other purposes, must clear away all combustible material 

from within six feet of the place where the fire is to be kindled, and 

must thoroughly stamp out, drench, or otherwise extinguish any 

such fire upon leaving it either temporarily or permanently; and 

hunters using firearms with inflammable wadding are hereby cau¬ 

tioned against allowing fires to start from such causes. 

Third. Smokers are cautioned in regard to fires arising from any 

carelessness of theirs, and their attention is called to the penalty for 

negligence in causing fires. Parents and teachers are respectfully 

requested to instruct children to avoid lighting fires in the forests or 

exposed places. 
Fourth. Peeling standing trees of their hark for covering camps or 

shanties is hereby prohibited. For such purposes the tree must he 

felled, and all the available bark removed therefrom before another 

tree is cut down. The trees thus felled must be utilized for firewood, 

and such fallen timber as lies in the vicinity of the camp must also 

be used for firewood before any green standing timber is cut for that 

purpose. 

The fourth of these rules implies a measure of license in¬ 
consistent with any high standard of forest conservancy; 
and although, so long as no c-iarket exists for the timber, it 
would perhaps be a dog-in the-manger policy to impose 
severe restrictions on the utilization of forest products by 
camping parties, it is desirable that i^strictions be imposed 
on the barking or felling of pine or spruce for any purpose. 
Camping parties should bear in mind, too, that the sanctions 
implied in this rule cannot extend to forests in private 
hands, the owners of which have a right of action for dam¬ 
ages for any tree felled on their property. These regula¬ 
tions should he carefully read and remembered, by all those 
who contemplate camping out in the Adirondacks this sum¬ 
mer, and advantage should not be taken of the liberal spirit 
in which the fourth rule is framed to perpetrate reckless 
waste. Sound growing timber, so situated that there is 
room for its development, should never he felled, for 
although it have no immediate market value, it may be in 
active demand in another decade or two. 

It is well known that careless hunters start a comparatively 
large number of the fires which spread and involve large 
areas, and too much care cannot he exercised with regard 
to the proper selection of the spot for the fire and its thorough 
extinguishment before leaving it. 

In another column will he found that portion of the 
report of the New York State Fish Commissioners which 
relates to the protection of fish and game in this State. The 
document is an important one and contains many suggestions 
and recommendations whicli deserve the attention of our 
legislators. The position taken by this report on the deer 
hounding question, shows that the Commissioners hold sound 
views on this subject. The recommendation for the appoint¬ 
ment of a Superintendent of game protectors is in line with 
what we have strongly urged. The report may be read with 
profit by all who are interested in game and fish protection, 
and it deserves the prompt attention of the New York 
Legislature, 
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DAYS AMOr.G THE ALLIGATORS. 

N one occasion, while hunting on Lake Bisteneau, in 
Louisiana, I was returning through the woods by a 

dim path that led by a small spring of water. The spring 
was located half a pile from the lake, in a small ravine, on 
the slope of a hillside and about three hundred yards from 
where the drainage of the spring, scarcely perceptible in the 
dry season, emptied into a small and sluggish bayou that 
flowed into the lake. I was thirsty, and the only drinkable 
water to be had was to be found in the little spring in ques¬ 
tion. Many a time had its grateful waters quenched my 
thirst when returning from a hard day’s hunting or fishing 
on the lake. It was in a secluded spot and but few people 
ever visited the place. 

Often 1 had noticed, a little to one side and just above the 
spring, in a small drain formed by an inequality of the hill¬ 
side, two small pools of water that never seemed to go dry, 
even in the drouth of summer. They were about twenty feet 
long, about three feet wide, and apparently only a few inches 
deep. They were about fifteen or twenty feet apait, with 
apparently no connection, as no water fiowed from either, 
and from casual observation I supposed they were formed 
by the drainage water after a rain collecting and standing in 
two shallow pools. I had taken them for two innocent hog 
wallows, where I supposed the swine in the woods were ac¬ 
customed to regale themselves in summer weather, in the 
mud and water. I had passed there dozens of times and 
never once suspected that danger lurked in those innocent 
looking holes of water. I afterward learned that it would 
have been anything but healthy for a hog or a dog to have 
made a bathing place of those little pools. 

As I approached, riding, I had to pass these pools before 
I reached the spring, about thirty steps beyond. When 
about twenty yards from the upper and deeper hole, which 
had banks about a foot high, my attention was attracted by 
something dropping from the banks into the water. Look¬ 
ing that way, I thought I had never seen so many snakes in 
one place in my life. The banks and the water seemed full 
of them. I immediately dismounted and began an investi¬ 
gation of the matter. By this time all had tumbled into the 
water and many of them were still visible swimming about. 
On approaching the bank what was my astonishment on 
discovering that what I supposed were snakes were in 
reality a brood of young alligators, many of them whining 
like young puppies. On my approach, however, they rapid¬ 
ly disappeared in the most mysterious manner, and it was 
with difficulty that I captured one of the little rascals before 
all the rest were gone, 1 could not tell where. The one I 
caught was about fourteen inches long, and as vicious for 
his size as any venomous reptile ever dared to be. If I put 
a stick close to his head he would snap at it, and once get¬ 
ting a hold, I could almost make a whip cracker of him 
b3fore he would turn loose. 

I could not understand' the sudden disappearance of the 
others, as I at first supposed I could catch the whole brood. 
To investigate the matter I got a stick and commenced to 
poke it all around in the water and under the edges of the 
banks wherever I thought one could hide. In doing this I 
could stand with one foot on each bank. Suddenly as I was 
feeling about with the stick under the bank on one side my 
stick failed to touch bottom. I reached as far as I could 
and still did not touch bottom. To say I was surprised is 
putting it mildly, I got a. longer stick, and still could not 
touch bottom. I shot it into the hole, with a plunge. It 
went out of sight—I was amazed. I then began an inspec¬ 
tion of the surroundings. Just out on the bank was a lot of 
old rubbish composed of twigs and leaves, etc. On going to 
the lower hole of water I discovered a fresh track of a large 
alligator coming up from the direction of the bayou and en¬ 
tering the pool. The pool had no steep banks at all and I 
had no idea from its appearance it was anytliing but a com¬ 
mon hog wallow with mud and water lour or five inches 
deep, at most. What puzzled me now was I could find no 
trace of the alligator coming out of the hole. I examined 
carefully the soft ground around the margin of the water 
and it was very evident he had not come out. Anybody 
could see very plainly he had gone in there and only a short 
time before. It was equally evident he was in there then. 
Where was he was the question. The mysterious deep hole 
xmder the bank in the upper pool gave me a clue, and getting 
a long pole I commenced feeling about in the water which 
was not over four or five inches deep but too muddy to see 
the bottom. Suddenly my pole went down, as it had before 
in the other hole. A further investigation showed that this 
was an alligator’s den. He had burrowed just below the 
surface of the water around under the bank from one hole 
to the other. How he ever kept these holes filled with 
water in a porous soil, and on the slope of a hill, is a ques¬ 
tion I have never been able to solve. I learned afterward 
that an aUigator had nested in that place for many years. 
About the same time, I was hunting one day on Brushy 
Bayou, a small stream that flows into Lake Bisteneau, 
about seven or eight miles above this place, when I heard 
what seemed to be the whining of a young puppy in the 
dense and tangled growth of vines, bushes and trees that 
bordered the stream. On making my way cautiously in to 
the banks of the bayou a huge alligator rolled off of a log 
that spanned the stream and fell with a great splash into the 
water. Approaching nearer I discovered that the whining 
noise proceeded from a brood of young alligators that lay 
around the mouth of their den. This consisted of a hole 
about the size of the mouth of a large barrel that had been 
burrowed in the earth just above the edge of the water in 
the bayou. This hole was full of water to the top, and the 
young alligators, on the first intimation or danger, sought 
and found protection in its mysterious depths. 

My first experience in shooting alligators was as follows: 
Happening to be hunting with two boys as my companions 
on the lake during the period of high water, we discovered 
an alligator floating on the water about one hundred yards 
from the bank. I had a short double gun, one barrel a rifle 
that carried a large ball for shooting deer. We concluded 
to try to capture the alligator, and getting into a small boat 
we rowed out for an interview. The saurian was unlike the 
politician of the present day and seemed determined not to 
be interviewed. Every time we attempted to apiDroach him 
he would move off so as to keep at a safe distance. When 
floating on the surface they expose above the water their 
eyes which are set in a small elevation on the front part of 
the skull, the tip of the nose, and the top of the head from 
the eyes back. These are carried about an inch above the 
water. Some old ones expose portions of the back and 
tail while swimming on the surface. The one in question, 

whenever we got nearer than he thought conducive to his 
safety, would lower himself under the water and come up 
again in a short time further off. After making several in¬ 
effectual attempts to get near enough for a shot,"I adopted a 
strategy that worked finely. Paddling the boat toward him 
until he went under, we rowed rapidly some distance 
beyond where he was last seen and remained quiet, with 
rifle cocked and ready. I had heard they could only be 
killed by a shot in the eye and I wanted to be near enough 
to hit that organ. We had waited but a few minutes before 
he rose to the surface, in thirty yards of the boat, and just 
where I was looking for him. Before he could get his head 
under again I fired at his eye. He was lying broadside to 
me. In an instant there was a wild commotion and churn¬ 
ing of the water into foam. In a few moments he ceased 
his contortions, and sank quietly to the bottom. Approach¬ 
ing the place we could discover air bubbles rising rapidly 
from the water over the place where he lay. 'There was in 
the boat a stout fish gig used for gigging the huge buffalo 
fish that were found in great numbers in the lake. It had 
three strong barbed iron prongs and a stout handle about 
ten feet in length. With this I felt about on the bottom 
until I touched the body of the alligator. The water was 
about eight feet deep. He did not move when I touched 
him and I supposed he was dead. Raising the gig above 
him I brought it down with all my might and felt that I 
had sent it home. A moment later and I was sorry I had. 
He was not dead by gi-eat odds. He made a tremendous 
lurch and I soon discovered I was in a very embarrassing 
predicament. It became at once a serious question whether 
it was best to turn him loose or hold on to him. I was 
afraid to turn him loose for fear he would in his contortions 
upset the boat. To hold on to him was no easy matter. I 
finally lifted him from the bottom and held him midway 
between the bottom of the lake and the boat. Fortunately 
he soon ceased his struggles, but not until my hand was 
blistered in holding the handle of the gig. We succeeded in 
towing him to the bank and found that the rifle ball had 
struck him in the eye, and ploughing through from side to 
side, had put out the other eye also. He was still not dead, 
but made no further resistance. 

Some four or five miles down the lake from this place 
was a wide deep hole even during the low stages of the 
water. The hole was about half or three quarters of a mile 
long and was a great place for alligators. In the summer 
they could be seen basking in the sun, almost any day, 
stretched out upon logs or in the mud along the banks, or 
floating lazily upon the water. There was the hull of an 
old sunken steamboat that lay midway the lake, and this 
formed the favorite lounging place of a rusty looking old 
fellow who was in the habit of crawling up on it for his 
midday nap. I was riding down the lake one bright day 
and discovered this old fellow lying in his favorite place on 
the hull of the boat. He was a wily old dog and always 
slept with one eye open. As soon as he discovered any¬ 
one approaching, off into the water he would roll. The boat 
was about 80 or 100 yards from the bank. A cluster of 
cypress trees stood on the bank. I was on the lookout for 
him, and as soon as I saw he was on the boat, I dismounted 
and crept along behind the cypress trees until I got to the 
tree nearest the bank. He was all unconscious of my pres¬ 
ence. I had a small muzzleloading rifle. Taking aim at 
his body just below the shoulders, I fired. He was the 
most completely surprised alligator I ever saw. He rolled 
oft' the boat and into the water with a splash, and not know¬ 
ing the direction of his unseen enemy he struck out in a bee 
line to the very place where I was standing, in a manner as 
if he thought that boat was filled with dynamite and the 
whole thing would blow up in about two minutes. I con¬ 
cluded the old fellow had taken offense at my unceremonious 
interruption of his nap and was coming to demand an ex¬ 
planation, and I turned to look after my horse about that 
time. The saurian did not want me, however, and as soon 
as he saw me he changed his course and started for the 
other bank in a double quick gait. 

After this, I had some good sport hunting them at this 
place. I had heard much of their dangerous character, and 
of the impenetrability of their hides to shot, and of the 
impossibility of killing them unless shot in the eye. I found 
all of this the sheerest nonsense. I found them about as 
timid and as hard to approach as any wild game I ever 
hunted. I could rarely ever get within one hundred yards 
of one, if he saw me. I killed several ten feet and upward 
in length with one shot from a squirrel rifle, and killed them 
so instantaneously that they would turn belly up and sink 
without the least struggle. The place to shoot them is just 
back of the eye from one to three inches. This part is ex¬ 
posed, and offers [the best target, while they are swimming 
©n the surface, or floating, and if you can get a plunging 
shot from above them, and hit them here, they are very 
easily killed. The frontal bone extending from the nose, or 
snout, back over the top of the head is very hard and forms 
almost a perfect shield against ordinary rifle shot tired from 
in front of them. The baU striking this will be almost sm-e 
to glance and leave the alligator unharmed. 

I had several times noticed an unusually large one in my 
trips to the lake that, in swimming on the surface, exposed 
almost the entire length of his body above the surface of 
the water. He was so wary that 1 had found it impossible 
to get in rifle shot of him. I had only an old-fashioned 
squirrel rifle. Every time he caught sight of me, if two 
hundred yards away, he would move off to safer quarters. 
I determined to get him if possible, and arranged a urive for 
him. Taking my stand cautiously on a point of laud and 
behind a large cypress tree, on the bank of the lake, about 
three hundred yards below where I saw the old fellow floa^ 
ing on the water, I sent a negro man, whom 1 had laken 
along for the purpose, in a boat several hundredyaj-ds above 
him, wdth instructions to approach him very slowly and 
carefully from a point opposite to the place where I stood. 
As soon as the alligator discovered the negro approaching in 
the boat, just as I expected he would, he began to move in 
my direction. He seemingly suspected the trap set for 
him, however, for he soon got in the middle of the lake, 
which was about two hundred yards wide at the place, and 
putting on a full head of steam came down the lake like a 
young steamboat. When he got opposite to me I fired, 
and he quietly sank under the water. I was satisfied I had 
not hurt him, and yet, from the fact that the ball did not 
strike the water, I felt confident I had hit him. The bank 
here was high and tolerably steep with a number of old 
cypress trees standing on the slope. I had a companion 
with me, and we selected a place about half way up the 
bank and sat down on a log to eat our lunch. We were 
screened from the lake by the trunks of two or three large 
trees. Immediately below us the water was deep and it was 
a favorite place for alligators to float. The weather was 
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warm and I suppose we had been sitting there an hour 
when I cautiously looked around the tree behind which I 
sat, when there, not thirty yards off. right below us, lay the 
big alligator we were after, quietly floating on the water. 
With a motion to my companion to keep quiet, I cautiously 
raised my rifle, and passing the muzzle past the tree, took 
deliberate aim at his head just back of the eye, and in an 
instant more the clear ring of the rifle reverberated over the 
lake. When the smoke cleared away we saw this huge 
monster turn slowly over on his back and with a shiver 
sink quietly out of sight. With the aid of a long handled 
gig, we succeeded in raising his body to the surface and 
dragging him to the bank. An examination showed that 
my first shot had struck him on the frontal bone, in front of 
the eye, and glanced harmlessly off. A short time after 
this, I was hunting alligators on the lake near where I had 
killed the big fellow above. The nearo was paddling the 
boat and I was sitting forward with rifle in hand. I dis¬ 
covered a large one floating, and directing the negro to 
paddle slowly and cautiously toward him, I succeeded in 
getting a long shot at him. The ball struck him in the eye, 
and for a time he made things lively. Reloading my rifle as 
hastily as I could, I made the negro paddle the boat to the 
place where he was cavorting about in the water, blinded 
and enraged by the first shot, and succeeded by standing up 
in the boat in getting a plunging shot at his head as he 
passed. The ball entered the fatal spot behind the eye, pene¬ 
trated the brain, and the monster sank to the bottom dead, 
without another struggle. 

This was during the war, at which lime the great scarcity 
of leather and of tanner’s oil, in the South, made their hides 
and oil very valuable. Whenever I killed a large one, my 
friend, at whose house I was stopping, would have the 
carcass hauled to the house and skinned and the fat con¬ 
verted into oil, which he found useful for many purposes. 

On skinning tflb last one mentioned above, 1 discovered 
that he was the same one I had shot while basking in the 
sim on the hull of the sunken steamboat. He was lying at 
the time with his side to me and i attempted to shoot him 
behind the shoulder, in the region of the heart, but he had 
his fore leg stretched out beside him, and the ball buried 
itself in this, near the elbow joint, whence I recovered it. 

One peculiarity of alligators is their power of emitting a 
powerful, musky odor. I never noticed this except when 
one was killed. Whenever I killed a large one and ap¬ 
proached the spot where he sunk, the air and water seemed 
filled with this strong, pungent odor. H. E. Jones. 

Nashville, Tenn. 

THE AUDUBON SOCIETY. 

The career of the Audubon Society during the past 
week has been one of steady and gratifying progress. 

Additional secretaries have been appointed, and those already 
at work have been steadily increasing their membership. 
Many of our branch societies have been organizing their forces 
for the directing of public attention to the movement, the 
clergy have responded warmly to the appeal for co-operation 
wheiever called on, and many effective sermons have been 
preached, which generally had the effect of startling a num¬ 
ber of the fair hearers with a sense of the enormity of the 
practice, to the consequences of which they had never before 
given a passing thought. 

The Educational Department has in some instances exhib¬ 
ited a considerable interest in the movement, and a few 
schools have been canvassed; in all cases with results indi¬ 
cating that the pupils were very generally impressed with 
the presentation of the case. Mr. Comstock, principal of the 
LeRoy Academic Institute, this State, heads the weekly list 
with a contribution of a hundred and twenty-six members, 
mostly pupils. Certificates of membership have been issued 
at an average rate of two hundred daily, and being really 
artistically executed, promise to become not only an evi¬ 
dence, but an element of success. Compensation for self- 
denial is found in the artistic evidence of it. With the more 
advanced students of our colleges a different, but equally 
suitable, course has been adopted ; attention has been directed 
to the fashion of wearing stuffed bird skins for personal 
adornment, and to the Audubon movement for its subver¬ 
sion, and the students instnicted to study the problem, 
and make it the subject of competitive themes or commence¬ 
ment orations. Inquiries instituted at millinery establishments 
confirms the view, that the almost total absence of small 
bird plumage is due to a change of sentiment on the part of 
their customers. There is a general unanimity of assertion 
that their purchases for the approaching season exhibit 
great falling off in comparison with past seasons. We hear, 
too, of orders given in ignorance of the movement, which 
have since been countermanded. In the smaller towns the 
miUiners have been interviewing the Audubon secretaries 
and displaying a lively interest in ascertaining what ladies 
have joined the Society. These are results affording ample 
evidence of the general interest aroused by the movement, 
wherever it has spread; and there is every ground to hope that 
as branch societies perfect their organization and are able to 
concentrate as much effort on individual cities, as the Soci¬ 
ety is now spreading over the whole nation, success will fol¬ 
low in an ever accelerated ratio. The best people of the 
land lend the movement their eai-nest advocacy, and what is 
perhaps as much to the purpose, thousands of women of 
prominent soccial position who would not discard the fash¬ 
ion from principle or conviction, will not longer adhere to 
it when they see it condemned by people whose character 
and judgment they are bound to respect. 

More Truth than Fiction.—Scene in court—A small 
boy, caught in the act of shooting birds, has been arrested 
for truancy. Officer—“This, your honor, is the young 
truant and bird shooter.” Judge—“I am deeply distressed 
to see you, so young a lad, so cruel. Do you not attend 
both day and Sabbath school, where you sing beautiful songs 
about the lovely birds and their little nestlings? And does 
not your own mother teach you when you say your prayers 
at night, how wicked it is to shoot the dear birds?” Small 
boy—“Yes, sir.” Judge—“Then you must be depraved in¬ 
deed! Tour extreme youth would certainly demand clem¬ 
ency. If you were an outcast, an orphan I—” Small boy— 
“Then, judge, I wouldn’t ha’done it. ’Twas for mother’s 
hat. 'Tnat bird was ten times prettier ’n the one in your 
wife’s bonnet, ’cause I seen it last Sunday in Sunday school. 
She’s my teacher.” Judge—“Oh! Oh! yes! A case of 
necessity, I see. You were not shooting in mere, wanton 
sport; discharge the boy and bring on the next case.”— 
Fartlmid TranscHpt. 
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THE SPARROW HAWK’S SERVICES. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

I perceive that Dr. Ellzey is somewhat incredulous as 
to the exactness of the information I gave him in the 
last issue of the Forest and Stream relative to the grass¬ 
hoppers of this locality, but as he intends to seek counsel of 
an expert and to put “Professor Riley on the stand,” I am 
quite conteut, and willingly leave him to the care of the 
Professor, trusting that the pupil may prove worthy of so 
good a master. 

If he will apply also for information to Mr. Theodore Per- 
gandie, Prof. Riley’s assistant, who is particularly well 
posted on the Orthoptera of this vicinity, he will, I think, 
find the statements made in my letter fully' corrobo¬ 
rated. 

As the Doctor is on the right side of the sparrow question, 
or as he correctly terms it, the “sparrow nuisance,” 1 shall 
be able to forgive him even if he puts a strain on his inclina¬ 
tion and “forces me to the wall.” 

As to what the sparrow hawk did for a living in winter 
about Washington prior to the advent of the English spar¬ 
row, I am unable to say of my own knowledge, as that 
period preceded my residence here. What evidence has the 
Doctor that the sparrow hawk wintered here in those by¬ 
gone days? If he did—a point I am doubtful upon—I wish 
I could believe he lived entirely on mice with an occasional 
grasshopper throwm in, and that his taste for small birds be¬ 
gan with the introduction of the English sparrow. I may 
remind the Doctor that there is plenty of small game to be 
found about here in winter in the shape of tree sparrows, 
field sparrows, snowbirds, etc., and a sparrow hawk ambi¬ 
tious for such dainties would have had little difficulty in 
gratifying his preferences. 

I should only be too glad to accept Dr. Ellzey’s statement 
that the sparrow hawk is absolutely harmless, but stern facts 
forbid it. Too many sparrow hawks have been seen to 
pounce upon small birds, and too many have been shot with 
the remains of various species of birds in their stomachs to 
render such a sweeping statement tenable for a moment. 
However unwelcome truth may be, it should not be withheld 
even in so excellent a cause as the establishment of the good 
character of the sparrow hawk, and the truth is that occas¬ 
ionally the little falcon is the reverse of beneficial in that he 
kills insectivorous birds. Let me hasten to add that the 
destruction of insectivorous birds by the sparrow hawk is, 
so far as I have been able to ascertain, an inconsiderable 
item as compared with the good it does, and that in making 
up the balance sheet the harm it does in this way weighs but 
a feather in the scale against the bird’s beneficent habits. 
That the sparrow hawk lives more or less upon field mice I 
have freely admitted, and the farmer ought to remember the 
fact to the bird’s credit, since there can be no doubt of the 
mischievous propensities of these small rodents. But while 
admitting this, I deny that I “overstated my case,” and 
again assert that the bulk of the food of Falco sparverius in 
the length and breadth of the land consists of insects. Under 
certain circumstances and in certain localities, as the case 
cited by Dr. Ellzey, the bird may feed more upon mice than 
upon grasshoppers, or even exclusively for a time upon the 
former, but the observations made in no one section will 
justify a statement of the habits of a species as a whole, 
especially of a bird so widely distributed as the sparrow 
hawk. 

It is well known tliat in fall, owing to a scarcity of food, 
birds leave their summer haunts and winter South or where 
food is abundant. Mice cannot be said to migrate. They 
are as abundant in the North in winter as in summer, and 
form a very considerable part of the food of several species 
of owls, whose especial value to the farmer is due to the fact 
that this warfare against mice is not intermittent, but persist¬ 
ent. The owls keep watch and ward when other natural 
checks upon the mice, as the snakes and most of the hawks, 
are off duty. One of the hawks, however—the rough legged 
—stands nearly or perhaps quite at the head of the list as a 
check to the iacrea«e of mice. 

If, then, mice form the chief dependence of the sparrow 
hawk, as Dr. Ellzey asserts, will he explain why it is that the 
great majority of sparrow hawks leave home—which birds 
rarely if ever do so long as food is plenty—and go South to 
winter? If so large a bird as the rough-legged hawk, 
one of the largest of the family, finds mice enough to live 
upon far north of the winter home of Sparverius, why should 
not the sparrow hawk? The truth is, the majority of Bpar- 
verius go far enough south to find plenty of insect food, and 
there stay till spring assures them of plenty of their favorite 
fare at home. 

I have no doubt that were grasshoppers abundant about 
Washington all winter—which I stated they were not, 
though some are to be found every month in the year—the 
sparrow hawk would be a common winter resident here in¬ 
stead of being, as it is, a rare one. 

Dr. Ellzey appears to overlook the important fact that 
from an economic point of view, the destruction of grass¬ 
hoppers entitles the sparrow hawk to the gratitude of the 
farmer no less than does the destruction of mice. This is 
not the case, of course, in the East, where the grasshopper 
is not seriously destructive; but it is the case in the West, 
where the insects have proved a veritable plague, and it is 
precisely in the grasshopoer-infesteu portions of the far West 
that this little hawk is most numerous, more so than it is 
anywhere east of the Mississippi. In many sections of Col¬ 
orado, Arizona and New Mexico, for instance, the sparrow 
hawk is found, or perhaps I should say was found, in sur¬ 
prising numbers, and rarely indeed are they to be seen feed¬ 
ing upon anything but grasshoppers and crickets. The 
number of insects destroyed by these hawks and by 
their young—for I have seen them feeding their 
young with grasshoppers—is simply beyond calcula¬ 
tion. Notwithstanding this fact, and the no less 
important one that when grasshoppers are abundant the large 
Swainson’s hawk also feeds almost exclusively upon these 
insects, the Legislature of Colorado passed a law a few years 
ago offering a bounty on hawks without discrimination of 
species. The result was that in 1883 I found that the spar¬ 
row hawk had been almost exterminated in districts where 
several years before they were exceedingly numerous. What 
a spectacle! A great Stale expending thousands of dollars 
to exterminate birds whose value to agriculture is almost 
incalculable! For admitting, as must be done, that certain 
species of hawks destroy more or less insectivorous birds, 
game birds and poultry, there is no room to doubt that the 
economic value of the hawk tribe as a whole is very great. 
In one part or another of the country the various species of 
hawks and owls are busy the year round in checking the 
increase of mice and grasshoppers. In this silent, and ill- 
requited service of man the little sparrow hawk plays a con¬ 

spicuous part, and, as Dr. Ellzey says, it is shameful folly 
to destroy them. A. W. Henshaw. 

Washington, D. C., April 24, lg86. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I notice that Dr, Ellzey is inclined to doubt the exist 

ence of warm sunny days around Washington during Jan 
uary and February, and especially the presence of grasshop¬ 
pers thereon, as asserted by JVIi’. Henshaw. He asks, sar 
castically, how many grasshopper days there are between 
Dec. 1 and May 1, and announces his intention of calling 
Prof. Riley to the stand. 1 have a record in my note book 
under date of March 18, 1883, of finding three grasshoppers, 
of the species Acridium alustaceum, in lively condition, while 
passing through an open field near the Aqueduct bridge. At 
the same time there was ice under the shadow of a rock in 
Spout Run. One of Prof. Riley’s assistants was in our 
party. While I have no other record, I am sure that I have 
seen grasshoppers in February. 

Henry Litchfield West. 
Washinton, April 23, 1886. 

An Old and Vexed Question.—When I was a boy, a 
long time ago, I read in tbe brilliant pages of “Frank For¬ 
ester’’ that the partridge could withhold his scent at will, 
and I thought to myself how much more F. F. knows about 

minds. It is about on a par with the idea that at th 
white frost the sora, every one, turns to a frog and li 
the mud all through the winter. I have never seen a 
of birds settle and marked the spots at which they ali 
with accuracy that I did not find all or nearly all if I 
straight after them. But whenever I have waited t( 
them time to let go their scent, which I have freqi 
done in close cover in order to take advantage of gooa_ 
ing ground between me and them, I have always been left. 
Like the Arabs they have folded their tents and silently 
stolen away, knowing full well that that is the sensible thing 
to do. It may be true that from excessive fright the part¬ 
ridge will press his feathers so close to the body as to sup¬ 
press all exhalations, but I doubt it. 1 have all my life been 

marked down and go off after another flock so as to give the 
other fellows time to let off the effluvium. The truth is, 
hardly half of the men who hunt partridges are good at 
marking them down. They see ’em flying in a certain direc¬ 
tion and imagine they are going to alight in a particular 
swamp or slosh or brush. Off they go and fail to find. 
Then they say they have all corked up their scent bottles, 
just as “Frank Forester” tells us is their habit. I would like 
very much to hear from Dr. Ellzey on this subject. He is 
not only a gentleman of culture and scientific information, 
but withal he thinks and observes for himself, and don’t 
take his opinions at second hand.—Old Timer. 

Spring Notes.—Salem, Neb., April 16.—Cranes arrived 
here March 18, killdeer plover March 19, golden-wing wood¬ 
pecker April 3, blackbirds and robins about a week earlier, 
bluebirds {Sialia sialis) have been here nearly all winter. I 
saw the first turkey buzzard this season April 9. There is 
another bluebird sometimes seen here that is smaller and 
darker blue than Sialia sialis. What are they?—J. F. L. 
[Perhaps Sialia arctica, a common species in the mountains 
to the west of you, but only accidental on the plains.] 

aijd 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Co. 

THE TRAJECTORY TEST. 

^HE full report of the Forest and Streim’s trajectory test of hunt- 
ing rifles has been issued in pamphlet form, with the illustra¬ 

tions and the tabular summary, making in all ! 

this office, or sent post-paid. Price 50 cents. 
i pages. For sale at 

GAME AND FISH PROTECTION, 

SECTION 4 of Chapter 817, Laws of 1883, provides that 
“the game and fish protectors shall be subject to the 

supervision and direction of the Commissioners of Fisheries,” 
and directs that the Commissioners shall divide the territory 
of the State into protection districts, and shall assign to each 
protector his district, and shall have authority also to assio-n 
for temporary duty in any district a protector from any otlier 
district. The protector is to make, at the end of each cal¬ 
endar month, a report, giving “an account of the suits com¬ 
menced at his instance, the disposition made of such suits, 
the result of any brought to trial, and the condition of any 
undisposed of," and no payment of salary or traveling ex¬ 
penses is to he made except on the certificate of the Commis¬ 
sioners that such reports have been made, and that the pro¬ 
tector has in all other respects faithfully performed his duty. 

For three years previous to the act above referred to there 
were eight game and fish protectors, appointed especially to 
attend to the enforcement of the laws for the protection of 
game and fish. They were selected without particular ref¬ 
erence to geographical locality, and had equal territorial 
jurisdiction throughout the whole State. They were at 
liberty to proceed according to their own pleasure in the 
execution of their duties, and were in fact under no official 
supervision. Under such a system there was of course im¬ 
perfect performance. In but few localities was there any 
persistent attempt to enforce the law, and what was done 
was of a spasmodic rather than a systematic character. 
Most of the protectors did, in the line of official duty, what 
fell in their way to do, but there was no concerted action, 
HO directing head, and practically no official accountability. 
That their work was not more thorough was not altogether 
the fault of the protectors. Reformation of long tolerated 
abuses must of necessity be gradual, even when they have 
the support of moral sentiment. When they lack this pow¬ 
erful hacking the task is formidable indeed. 

The game laws of the Slate had been, up to the time of 
their appointment, dead letters. It was true there were game 
constables in every town that chose to elect them, but in 
most cases these officers, if not poachers themselves, were in 
the interest of poachers. The office was sought principally 
by those who wished to secure immunity for their own offend¬ 
ing.^ The law, too. made it the duty of every sheriff, deputy 
sheriff, constable and policeman to take cognizance of this 
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class of offenses, hut as obedience brought unpopularity 
rather than profit, there were few arrests and fewer punish¬ 
ments. 

Game laws were regarded as infringements upon natural 
right, and until the rapid disappearance of game from the 
forests and fish from the waters awakened the attention of 
thoughtful economists, the laws were violated with impun¬ 
ity. In some places the choice of game constables was made 
in good faith, and the enforcement, which followed, of laws 
long set at naught, gradually led to a more wholesome pub¬ 
lic sentiment. It was to this sentiment that the passage of 
the law was due, creating the office of game and fish pro¬ 
tector and the amendatory act increasing the number and 
making them accountable to the Fish Commissioners was 
the result of the defects discovered in the first three years’ 
working. 

The monthly reports in full of the protectors would take 
up too large a space and furnish more of detail than is ne¬ 
cessary in a document like this. The Commissioners have, 
therefore, called on each protector for a summary of his 
work for the last year, which will be found at the proper 
place in the appendix. 

A statement of the unlawful devices seized and of the 
penalties recovered during the last year, is furnished in the 
following tables: 

NETS AND OTHER ILLEGAL DEVICES DESTROYED IN 1885. 

Value 
of nets. 

; 20 00 
835.00 

150 00 
170,00 
426.00 
477.00 
88.00 

1.267 60 
3,830.00 

567.00 
1,228.00 

130.00 

RECAPITULATION—KINDS OP NETS AND OTHER DEVICES. 

2 Trout. 
3 Night-Lines. 
3 Squat. 

13 Fiat. 
1 Dip. 
1 Leader. 

3 Spears.. 
1 Scissors. 
1 Scoop. 
1 Scrap. 
8 Shad Drifts. 

15 "eines. 

08 Fyke. 
76 Trap. 

106 Gill. 
2 Hoop. 

16 Set Lines. 

345 of all kinds valued at $8,688.50. 

PENALTIES RECOVERED. 

The following table shows the amount of penalties recov¬ 
ered in suits brought by protectors for the year ending Dec. 

31, 1885. There are other suits pending, the penalties under 
which amount to upward of $5,000: 

Dist. No. Names of Protectors. Amounts. 
1 .G. W. Whittaker.  None. 
2 .J. H. Godwin, Jr.None. 
3 .Matthew'Kennedy.$230 00 
4 .Francisco Wood. lOO 00 
5 ...8. U. Aroj.sirong. HO OO 
6 .John Liberty. i65 00 
7 .P. R Leonard.’.j 235 00 
8 .Thomas Bradley, and $23.40 costs. 50 00 
9 .. J. N. Brinkerhofll, and $5 costs. 515 00 

10 .N. C. Pneips. 150 00 
11 .F. P. Drew. 100 00 
12 .W. N. Steele.None. 
18.W. H. Lindley.. 75 oO 
14 .John Sheridan, and costs. 25 00 
15 .George M. Schwrarta. I6l 00 
16 .8. A. Roberts. ]0 00 

Total.$1,027 00 

The protectors have been hampered a good deal by the in¬ 
sufficient allowance for travel, a difficulty to which attention 
was called in the last report of the Commissioners, but which 
the Legislature has failed thus far to relieve. It is idle to 
expect that a protector can each month travel his district of 
perhaps two thousand square miles, in some places where no 
wagon roads penetrate, on the pittance of twenty dollars and 
forty cents. Often that amount is expended in a single trip, 
and the protector is powerless to make another during the 
month, however urgent the case may be. Discretion should 
be given to the Commissioners to make extra allowances for 
travel in such cases, and money should be appropriated ac¬ 
cordingly. The number of protectors provided by law is 
sixteen. It was thought at first that thirteen would be suf¬ 
ficient for the duty, and that number only was appointed. 
The need of the full number became apparent before the end 
of the first year’s service, and in May, 1884, the additional 
three were appointed. At that time a reapportionment of 
districts was made to correspond with the full number of 
protectors. These districts stand at present as follows: 

First District —Counties of Suffolk, Queens, Kings and 
Richmond. G. W. Whitaker, protector. South Hampton, 
Suffolk county. 

Second District.—New York, Rockland and Orange. J. 
H. Godwin, Jr., protector. Kings Bridge, N. Y. 

Third District -Westchester, Putnam, Dutchess, Col¬ 
umbia, Greene, Ulster, Matthew Kennedy, protector, Hud¬ 
son, Columbia county. 

Fourth District.—Albany, Schenectady, Schoharie, Dela¬ 
ware, Sullivan. Francisco Wood, protector, Schoharie, Scho¬ 
harie county. 

Fifth District.—Rensselaer, Washington, Warren, Sara¬ 
toga, and the town of Indian Lake in Hamilton county. 
Seymour C. Armstrong, protector, Weavertown, Warren 
county, N. Y. 

Sixth District.—Essex, Clinton and alt the town of Long 
Lake in Hamilton except that part lying west of the east line 
of great lots 4, 5, 41 and 42. John Liberty, protector, Eliza¬ 
bethtown, Essex county, N. Y. 

Seventh District.—St. Lawrence and Franklin. Peter R, 
Leonard, protector, Ogdensbnrg, St. Lawrence county. 

Eighth District.—Montgomery, Pulton and the towns of 
Hope, Wells, Lake Pleasant, Arietta and Morehouse, except 
that portion of Arietta and Morehouse lying north of the 
south branch of Moose River. Thomas Bradley, protector, 
Rockwood, Fulton county. 

Ninth District.—All that part of Lewis lying east of the 
Black River and of the west lines of the towns of Diana and 
Croghan; all that part of Wilmurt, Herkimer county, and of 
Morehouse and Arietta, Hamilton county, lying north of the 
south branch of Moose River, and all that part of the town 
of Long Lake, Hamilton county, lying west of the east line 
of great lots 4, 5, 4l and 42. John L. Brinckerhofl, pro¬ 
tector, Boonville, Oneida county. 
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Tenth District.— All that part of Oneida lying north of the 
south lines of Verona, Rome, Marcy and Deerfield, all of the 
county of Lewis lying west of the west lines of Diana and 
Croghan, and all of the county of Herkimer lying south of 
the south branch of Moose River. Nathan C. Phelps, pro¬ 
tector, Remsen, Oneida county. 

Eleventh District.—The counties of Otsego, Chemung, 
Broome, Cortland and Tioga, and aU the towns of Oneida 
county lying south of the south lines of Verona, Rome, 
Marcy and Deerfield. Frederick P. Drew, protector, Wash- 
in^on Mills, Oneida county. 

Twelftli District.—Jefferson and Oswego, except Oneida 
Lake. William N. Steele, protector, Clayton, Jefferson 
county. 

Thirteenth District.—Madison, Onondaga, Cayuga, Wayne. 
Seneca, and the waters of Oneida Lake in Oswego and 
Oneida counties. W. H. Lindley, protector, Canastota, Mad¬ 
ison county. 

Fourteenth District.—Schuyler, Yates, Chemung, Tomp¬ 
kins, Steuben and Allegany. John Sheriden, protector, Penn 
Yan, Yates county. 

Fifteenth District,—Monroe, Livingston, Ontario, Wyo¬ 
ming, Genesee and Orleans. Geo. M. Schwartz, protector, 
Rochester, Monroe county. 

Sixteenth District.—Erie, Niagara. Chautauqua and Cat¬ 
taraugus. S. A. Roberts, protector, Buffalo, Erie county. 

The terms of office of all except Mr. Steele, Mr. Brincker- 
hoff and Mr. Drew expire on or about July 30, 1886; these 
three hold until May 13, 1887. The appointments are made 
by the Governor alone. The term is thrCe years, unless a 
removal is made meanwhile for cause. In one respect, but 
in this only, can the protector system be said to have worked 
contrary to its purpose. It was not intended that this sys¬ 
tem should supplant all others having the same object, but 
that the State force should work co-ordinately with the local 
officers already provided. There is much of the work that 
may be done more promptly and at less cost by the regular 
criminal officers of counties and towns, or by individuals 
having an interest in protecting game and fish, than through 
the agency of the State protective force. Yet it has become 
the custom of sheriffs and other criminal officers in cases 
where complaint has been made to them of violations of 
which the law required them imperatively to take notice to 
send the complainants to the protectors. 

Many so-called game protection clubs and individuals 
having a personal interest in the enforcement of the law, 
instead of using the ample means at their own command for 
the detection and punishment of offenders, call for the inter¬ 
vention of protectors. If a partridge be trapped, or a pick¬ 
erel be speared in Tuckertown a message is sent to the game 
protector living perhaps sixty miles away, when the case 
might be promptly disposed of by a suit before the nearest 
justice, which any constable or indeed any individual has a 
right to prosecute in his own name. If the protector re¬ 
sponds to the call, the cost of travel in the case may exhaust 
his whole monthly allowance, and when an aggravated case 
of deer slaughter or robbery of spawning beds is reported 
from some other part of the district, he has no means to pay 
his expenses in looking it up. There is a general, but of 
course a false impression, that the protector not only receives 
a large salary, but an unlimited allowance for travel and 
expenses. He gets but little aid in the way of private hos¬ 
pitality. even in cases when his host is the principal bene¬ 
ficiary by his visit. Instances have been reported where 
hotel keeper's at prominent fishing resorts have charged a 
protector, who came at their urgent call, the highest rates 
of board and boat hire, when in consideration of the services 
rendered to their special interest, he should have been 
treated as a free guest; and as sometimes happens, in case a 
protector pays an official visit to a place where the public 
sentiment sustains poaching, he must make his own camp 
for shelter and look to his own pack basket for sustenance. 
The work of the protectors might be greatly aided by the 
active co-operation of a class who, though they have the 
greatest practical interest in the enforcement of law, are too 
timid or parsimonious to render assistance. There are some 
who hunt and fish for pleasure or health, who do all that 
interest and duty demands of them, but there are others, and 
they are much the larger portion, who clamor for protection, 
but will not hft a hand to aid. Cases have been reported 
where proprietors of fishing resorts deriving large profits 
from waters stocked by the State, find fault because the 
State does not furnish them with special protection. One 
instance may be cited where at a lake in which the State has 
deposited two million of salmon trout fry, there are eight 
steam yachts owned by as many proprietors of cottages. A 
protector cannot get one of these for love nor money, for 
the purpose of removing nets of which these same cottage 
proprietors complain, but if a poacher wanted to use one 
in putting out unlawful nets it would be at his service. The 
excuse given in such cases is, fear of the poachers. ‘‘O, I 
dare not let you have my boat to look up nets; my barn 
would be burned or my boat destroyed if I did.” 

In many cases where the protector needs a witness, and 
calls upon one who could give the necessary evidence if he 
would, the answer is, ‘ ‘O, I don't want to be known in the 
case; the poachers would retaliate if I told what I knew; 
you must find out the facts by some other means; I hope 
the offender will be punished, but please do not let anybody 
see you talking to me here; they will suspect me at once of 
informing on them.” 

These are the excuses every day made to protectors who 
■ are trying to do their duty, but are balked by the cowardice 
of the class referied to. 

The most effective agency that can be brought to the as¬ 
sistance of the protectors in the discharge of their difficult 
duties, are local game and fish protection societies formed 
and conducted in good faith as such. 

Of this class there are many in the State. It would be in¬ 
vidious, perhaps, to name any particular one as an example, 
but they are known to the public by their works. _ They are 
increasing in numbers and usefulness, and are doing more, 
perhaps, than any other means to promote a healthy moral 
sentiment in support of the game laws. They are the co¬ 
ordinate remedy which the Commissioners recommended in 
all places where other means have been found insufficient 
for local protection. Our letters of instruction to the pro¬ 
tectors have enjoined on them the importance of these so¬ 
cieties and of their keeping in active working relations with 
them. 

If the honest, law-respecting people of any locality in the 
State, will unite in an organization, pledged to support the 
game laws and to stand firmly by each other and by the law, 
without fear or favor, there will be no barns burned, or boats 
destroyed in that locality, by poachers. 

Of all classes these are the greatest cowards, except th«se 
who are afraid of them, and they will yield always before a 

bold front. Wherever there is a determination on the part 
of good men to give the laws honest and brave support, 
public sentiment will not lag behind. 

Not all of the professed protection societies are of the class 
described. There are some with good purposes but without 
efficiency, and others whose objects, whatever their profes¬ 
sions, are wholly selfish. Beyond the protection of the par¬ 
ticular game they covet, they have no interest. There are 
still others which under cover of specious titles are the shield 
of other law breakers, or are themselves law breakers. These 
organizations are best known by their high pretensions and 
small performance. 

It is claimed Iw many that there should be a larger force 
of protectors. The Commissioners do not concur in this 
view. They believe that the State has done all in the prem¬ 
ises that it can be reasonably asked to do. 

The game and fish interest, it is true, is a public one, but 
much of the protection called for concerns only special 
interests. It is not equitable that the State should keep 
guards and watchmen over waters which are the chief 
source of revenue to keepers of public resorts, but which 
do not contribute to the market supply of fish. Those who 
reap the benefit in such cases shoula pay a fair share if not 
the whole of the cost. Nor can we conscientiously recom¬ 
mend in a time like the present, when the taxes on most of 
the lands in the State are so largely disproportionate to the 
income, that unnecessary charges should be put on the 
treasury by the creation af additional officers. The present 
force of protectors, if properly supported in the manner 
suggested, is adequate to the work to be done. Experience 
suggests that a different adjustment of service should be 
made; and this will probably be done when the appointments 
shall be renewed or revised next summer. 

In those parts of the State where there is only small game 
to be protected, the local officers and clubs ought to be able 
to enforce the law. In the great deer country and in the 
region of the large waters of the border and of the interior, 
the bulk of the force should be placed. There are lakes like 
Oneida, Cayuga and Keuka, of such size and of such re¬ 
markable fish-bearing qualities that they require constant 
watching. Where there are lakes lying wholly in one county, 
or in parts of adjoining counties, they may be provided for 
under that clause of the game laws which gives power to 
Boards of Supervisors to furnish protection. The provision 
referred to is as follows: “Each of the Boards of Super¬ 
visors of this State shall have power to raise by tax, in the 
same manner as other taxes are raised for county purposes, 
such sum not exceeding one thousand dollars in any year, as 
they shall deem proper, to further aid in the enforcement of 
the provisions of this act.” 

Extract from Section 35, Revised Game Law: 
These boards have authority also, given by the same sec¬ 

tion, to apply all fines (except the moities to which the pros¬ 
ecutor is entitled) under the game laws “Either for the 
employment of special deteclives or the payment of rewards 
for the detection or arrest of offenders.” 

The mode of action under this provision would be for the 
sheriff to appoint a special deputy for service at the particu¬ 
lar water or district to be protected or for the whole county. 
The compensation of such officer to be provided for by the 
Board of Supervisors under the ample pro visions made by the 
law quoted. Detectives to aid the special deputies might be 
provided and paid by the same authority. 

The Commissioners would feel relieved if the Legislature 
should devise some other adequate means than the present 
for the supervision of the protectors’ force. This duty was 
put upon them, not by any request or wish of their own, but 
in the belief probably that the business was more properly in 
their line than in any other of the existing departments of 
the government. They have endeavored to discharge their 
duties with an eye single to the public interest and "without 
fear or favor or the hope of reward.” They receive no com¬ 
pensation for their services. The time of one of their number, 
who was deputed to act for the whole board, has been occu¬ 
pied in this official labor practically to the exclusion of all 
other business for three years, and his ability, mental and 
physical, has been taxed to the full measure of his duties as 
a public officer and a citizen. The force is well organized, 
and its machinery is working smoothly and efficiently. 
Therefore, the transfer to a new head would not involve the 
labor and care it has been to the Commissioners. They have 
all on their hands they can be reasonably required to do in 
attention to the interests of flshculture, for which they were 
especially appointed, and have a right, therefore, to ask to 
be relieved from other official burdens. There should be a 
responsible head to this force—some officer whose especial 
duty it should be to direct its movements and to see that all 
its members are faithful to their work; and such an officer 
should be so compensated for his services that he could afford 
to devote his whole time to them and be held to full respon¬ 
sibility for his work. A chief game protector, to be appointed 
by the Governor or by the Attorney-General or by the For¬ 
estry Commissioners, or to be selected from the whole force 
of the game protectors, would serve the purpose. 

In the opinion of the Commissioners, the department of 
game protection should have its head in the office of the At¬ 
torney General. So many questions arise as to the construc¬ 
tion of laws and of practice, that the highest legal authority 
of the State ought to be available to secure the wisest action. 
This would be the more desirable as there is a reluctance on 
the part of many district attorneys to perform the duties 
which thelaw imposes on them in regard to suits brought by 
the protectors. While the majority are faithful, there are 
those who are indifferent. Some are overburdened with 
duty, which they regard as more important, and are really 
not able to attend to such cases, and there are a few, the 
Commissioners are sorry to say, whose sympathies are more 
with the offenders than with the law. The unpleasant duty 
fell to us during the administration of Governor Cleveland, 
of making formal complaint against two district attorneys 
for refusing to do what the statute plainly required of them. 
Pressure of business requiring first attention prevented action 
on these complaints during Governor Cleveland’s term, but 
they are still pending in the executive department. 

The moral effect of a prosecution is often lost by the delay 
in bringing cases to trial. The resources of the protectors 
and the patience of witnesses are exhausted in attending 
courts to try cases which are put off to serve the convenience 
or whim of a district attorney. In some counties there are 
cases which have been on the calendar for two years. The 
protector has been several times present with his witnesses, 
and it would puzzle the district attorney to explain why the 
cases have not been brought to trial. In the city of New 
York there have been more than twenty suits pending for 
two years, and the district attorney has never found time to 
attend to one of them. In some gounties the protector has 
had to employ counsel on his own responsibility in order to 

get his suits before the courts. In such cases, though he 
may succeed in getting trials and verdicts in his favor, it is 
uncertain whether he can hold his claim for moities of the 
penalties, which are so necessary to make up the shortage of 
his expenses. If the game laws are to be enforced, it is im¬ 
portant that the district attorneys cobperate promptly and 
efficiently with the protectors. The law does not excuse 
neglect in a prosecuting officer any more than it does in a 
protector. It is useless for the latter to spend time and 
money in getting up cases that are never to be tried, or are 
put off till the chance of conviction is lost. 

The ingenuity of the practical poacher in dodging the 
penalty of the law makes it doubly necessary that the prose¬ 
cuting attorney should be always watchful. Cases occur 
where the shrewdest are outwitted. One is reported from 
Steuben coimty where the protector detected a man in un¬ 
lawful fishing. He lost no time in bringing suit, but before 
process could be served, the poacher had procured a friend 
to complain to a neighboring j ustice. The willing defendant 
pleaded guilty, and was fined a small sum. When in the 
course of regular proceedings issue was joined in a court of 
record, thejdefendant pleaded the justice's judgment as a bar. 
Though it was apparent from the evidence that the proceed¬ 
ings were not only collusive, but otherwise irregular, with 
a strong suspicion of fraud, the court held for the defend¬ 
ant. The case was taken to the General Term, where the 
judgment was, strangely enough, affirmed, the court sustain¬ 
ing the technicality and overriding the merit. This was a 
case, too, where the district attorney performed his duty ably 
and faithfully. It was not his fault that “the law’s an ass,'' 
but it was the misfortune of the people of the county, who 
had to pay the costs. There was a similar case in Oneida 
county lately, where judgment was given in favor of the 
prosecution on all the points. 

AMENDMENTS TO THE GAME DAWS. 

The many amendments proposed at each session of the 
Legislature to the game laws, and the frequent passage of 
some without due consideration of the merits or of their 
coherence to the general plan, have been a source of per¬ 
plexity and confusion in the^execution of these laws. The 
Legislature is constantly appealed to to make exceptions to 
useful general provisions, in the interest of particular 
localities. The indiscriminate granting of these applications 
is not wise. If a separate law were made for each county 
that asked it. the result would be enforcement in none. Ex¬ 
ceptions in statutes make profitable work for lawyers, but do 
not promote law, and they are a stumbling block in the way 
of honest effort to enforce it. 

Two instances occurred at the last session where haste and 
want of proper consideration led to serious mistakes. One 
was in case of salt-water striped bass, which was by inad- 
vertance inhibited at the season when it was most service¬ 
able to consumers. The other was to make an open season 
for trout in one section of the State a month earlier than in 
another, and thus to permit trout to be taken in one place, 
but forbidding its transfer, for consumption, to another. 
One of these errors has been corrected by an amendatory act. 
The other should^ be corrected in the same manner. Beyond 
these cases there is but little need of amendatory legislation. 
Steps should be taken, however, to eliminate from the law 
the inconsistencies, contradictions and crudities that have 
crept in in the course of frequent amendment. This may be 
best done by the appointment of a commission of not more 
than three experts, representing the different interests 
affected, to prepare a concise, consistent and clearly ex¬ 
pressed code, and report to the Legislature at the next ses¬ 
sion. Such a commission need not be an expensive one. 
Three competent men may be found for this service who 
would willingly perform it pro bonopublico, for the simple 
consideration of their actual expenses. 

THE DEER LAWS. 

No problem connected with game protection has been so 
difficult of solution as that of preserving the deer of the Adi¬ 
rondack forest. Up to a period of about ten years ago the 
deer laws were practically a dead letter. Jack hunting in 
early summer and the stili more detestable practice of crust¬ 
ing in the winter, for the pitiful spoil of the hides, were car¬ 
ried on with impunity, till growing scarcity drew attention 
to the need of more rigorous measures for repressing these 
murderous methods. I'he passage of the law in 1880 for the 
appointment of State game protectors was the outcome of 
the situation. Even the few examples made the first year 
produced a check, and offenses which had been committed 
before with impunity were done now only by stealth. It 
was the interest of all classes of legitimate hunters to break 
up crust-bunting, and the repression of this evil was not 
difficult. Under the operation of these saving influences the 
stock soon showed signs of augmentation. In the autumn 
of 1883 it was not unusual to see in the daytime deer feeding 
on the shores of lakes much frequented by tourists, where 
none had been seen before for many years. Hounding, 
which had been Wbidden by a legislative act in 1877, had 
been meanwhUe again legalized. It had been always the 
favorite mode of fall hunting, and with the replenishment of 
the game it grew to proportions never known before. In 
1883 the woods, from the Black River waters on the south 
to the St. Regis on the north, resounded with the baying of 
hounds, and the spoil of the hunter was great. The success 
of this year greatly stimulated hounding in 1884, and the 
destruction was estimated from careful sources to have been 
greater than it has been from illegal modes in any previous 
year. Deer appeared no more on the shores of frequented 
lakes. The baying of the dogs had driven them to their dis¬ 
tant fastnesses in the forest, whence they emerged only when 
forced out by their relentless canine pursuers. 

The passage of the anti-hounding act of 1885 was the 
heroic remedy applied to this case. It was doubtless the 
only logical remedy presented and it had the approbation of 
the best moral sentiment. But it did not please the huntera 
and was especially distasteful to the “gentlemen sportsmen” 
who loved the excitement of the chase and could afford to 
pay for the noble sport of shooting a frightened and fagged 
deer at short range in the water. It was especially unpop¬ 
ular with the guides, who seemed to imagine that they had 
vested rights in the deer and thought they should be per¬ 
mitted to hunt them “for revenue only,” against all comers. 
As it was an object of greater profit to the guide to hunt the 
deer in this manner, it was to his interest to discourage other 
modes. So the guide became the ally of the game protector 
and gave him information and aid in his work. But when 
hounding was again made rmlawful, the guide became indif¬ 
ferent, if not hostile, and so far from aiding to punish viola¬ 
tors, was often a violator himself. With these obstacles to 
encounter, it is not to be wondered at that the enforcement 
of the law has not been entirely successful. The protectors 
have done what they could, working with scanty resources 
in a hostile country. 
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The fruide.s say, “Give us a limited hounding season and we 
will aid you against the poachers. Deny this and we are no 
longer your allies.” This is the case as it stands. The pre¬ 
text—it does not deserve to be called an argument—that deer 
may be best preserved by running them with dogs, is too 
shallow to be worth serious notice. It might be as well 
claimed that the best way to keep ducks on their feeding 
grounds would be to turn loose upon them each day a bevy 
of hawks, or that to make trout plenty in the streams it 
would be useful to put in a school of pickerel to keep them 
stirring. A further sequence to this claim would be that 
the farmer or cattle grower desiring to increase his stock 
should turn into his pasture a pack of dogs to keep the cattle 
lively and put them in good multiplying condition! There 
can be no doubt that if all the interests concerned would unite 
in supporting still hunting and in discountenancing all other 
modes, the deer would lose their extreme wildness and be 
accessible to the hunter at any time during the season when 
the flesh is suitable for food. But, unfortunately, it is one 
of the failings of human nature to see things, each man for 
himself, in the light of his own interest. In this case the 
public interest conflicts too much with selfish interests to 
encourage hope of unanimity on any measure. 

It may be that less deer will be unlawfully slain if the 
guides, in return for a limited season of hounding, will pro¬ 
tect them at other times. It is no uncommon thing in mod¬ 
ern legislation to set aside principle for expediency. The 
Legislature will judge for itself whether such a course would 
be justifiable in the present case. 

The Commissioners will do what the law may enjoin upon 
them to secure the observance of any enactment the Legisla¬ 
ture may make upon the subject. 

ECHOES FROM THE PACIFIC. 

Edii(rr Forest and Stream: 
Always an admirer of your excellent journal, which has 

done much - indeed its full share—toward elevating and 
maintaining the standard of sportsmanship throughout 
America, I have been more than pleased to note its strenuous 
oppo.«ition of late to the proposed legislative recognition in 
isfew York of the despisable practice of hounding deer. If 
the splendid fight that you are making against that ignoble 
custom shall fail to impress the lawmakers of the Empire 
State with a sense of the justness of the cause, then indeed 
may the friends and advocates of game protection make up 
their minds to soon bid a fond farewell to the few deer that 
are left in the forests of the East. This thing of deer hound¬ 
ing is not, happily, now practiced to any great extent here 
in California, still it has not been brought as yet under legal 
inhibition, and therefore remains as one of the issues over 
which the real sportsmen of the State will in the coming years 
have to struggle against legislative stupidity or meanness or 
both. The general disregard of the importance of game protec¬ 
tion is one of the things that has always been a puzzle to me. 
Somehow or other we have managed to keep upon our Cali¬ 
fornia statute books very creditable provisions for the pro¬ 
tection of game, but at almost every session of the Legisla¬ 
ture a few cranks come near spoiling the whole business and 
throwing wnle open the doors to the game butchers. Four 
years ago a lot of grangers induced their representatives to 
insist upon repealing that provision of the game law which 
protected—or was intended to protect—wildfowl from 
slaughter from March 15 to Sept. 15. At the same time 
another set of representatives from horticultural districts 
demanded the withdrawal of all protection from the quail, 
which their constituents claimed were eating up their grapes 
and other fruits. In neither case was there the slightest 
cause for alarm on the part of the horny-handed (and thick¬ 
headed) gentry. By the time the close season commenced 
the grain crops were too far advanced for ducks or geese to 
injure them (you see our grain begins to grow in November 
or December), and the great army of migratory fowl was 
broken up and its members en route to the Arctic regions. 
The few ducks that remain to breed in our marshes can 
injure nobody, of course, during the summer. 

Neither are the quail responsible for the loss of the few 
grapes attributed to them. The berries are eaten by other 
birds, while the quail go to the vineyards to feed upon the 
bugs and worms to be found about the vines. I venture to 
say that nobody has ever found a dozen grape seeds in the 
crops of quail in as many seasons’ shooting. I have never 
found one. Well, the few sportsmen who took interest 
enough in the matter to argue with the legislators against 
the absurd demands of the latter’s bucolic constituency, 
found they could make little headway against the current’. 
The “yeomanry of the land” were too many for them, and 
they had to accept a compromise in favor of the quail. 
Hence the poor ducks are shot at any and all times ^ the 
year, and it is a favorite pastime of a certain class of hunters 
to go to the ponds in the marshes in June, July and August 
and slaughter the broods of young ducks by the wholesale. 
To the credit of the local clubs in this section and San Fran¬ 
cisco, however, be it said, they have done all in their power 
to persuade men from disturbing the ducks before the 1st of 
October. The law still says quail must not be shot between 
March 1 and Oct. 1, but little attention is paid to it in out 
of the way places. Indeed it was only a few days ago that 
a railroad man, who has a young vineyard in the foothills 
some thirty miles from here, said to me, “Say, whenever 
you want any shooting this summer come up to my place 
this summer and kill the d—d quail. No matter what any¬ 
body says, you shoot all you want to.” He was somewhat 
taken aback when I told him what I thought of such an in¬ 
vitation, and was almo.st speechless with amazement when I 
challenged him to bet a cigar against $10 that he had ever 
seen a quail eat a grape. He confessed he didn’t know any¬ 
thing about quail except that they did come into his vine¬ 
yard, and that something ate his grapes. The fact that 
scores of other kinds of birds also live in the vineyards, and 
that jack rabbits come into them nightly in droves, had not 
concerned him much, because his neighbors had told him 
that the quail were the grape fiends. 

One little incident will illustrate the blindness with which 
farmers g® for these little, inoffensive and beautiful top- 
knotted creatures. On the opening day of the last season a 
friend and myself went to the foothills, some twenty-five 
miles off, for quail. Contrary to the rule, there had been no 
rain in September and the country was dry and parched, and 
birds very scarce. Late in the afternoon we drove to a large 
vineyard, owned by a mutual friend, thinking the birds 
might be there in numbers, where they could find water and 
cool shelter from the still ardent sun. We hunted that 125- 
acre vineyard all over without finding a bird. But we had 
all the grapes we could stuff into us. The great bunches of 
purple or white berries hung from every vine, and I can 
assure you the fruit tasted naighty good to us, hot, tired and 

thirsty as we were. (How would you like to spend an hour 
or two of each day’s hunt in such a place, where you would 
have to steer your way through rows of vines above your 
knees, bearing their loads of from three to five tons of lus¬ 
cious grapes to the acre? You could do it in this part of the 
State and never be ordered off the place.) Well, when we 
were about to go the owner expressed surpi ise that we had 
found no birds; for, he said, he often encountered them in 
the vineyard, and the darned things had even gotten away 
with tons of his grapes. We told him that we had seen evi¬ 
dences of ravages among the vines, but thought he must be 
mistaken about the quail—that we did not believe they were 
the cause of it. It happened that when we left the house to 
prospect the vineyard, a greyhound sneaked out and fol¬ 
lowed us until we returned. He paid no attention to our 
dogs, but seemed to be on the lookout for bares. These being 
scarce, he put in his time tearing off bunches of grapes and 
eating others from the vines. We watched the brute with 
some interest, and found that within an hour he had de¬ 
stroyed not less than one hundred pounds of grapes; and 
doubtless this was a part of that hound’s daily business on 
the ranch. His owner, when informed of the above fact, 
said he had seen the dog occasionally eat a few grapes, but 
had no idea he was so destructive; and, finally, he admitted 
that between the various kinds of birds that frequented the 
vineyard, the hound, and the rabbits, the damage to his 
grapes might be accounted for. Now, this was his first year 
in the country; he had bought the vineyard from the origi¬ 
nal owner, and knew nothing whatever of the habits of quail 
or other residents of the forests about him, but had accepted 
without hesitation the opinions of ignorant neighbors to the 
effect that all injuries done to vineyards are chargeable to 
the quail. 

These are the kind of people who influence legislation in 
matters of this kind. Only a few years ago some game 
butchers got around a board of supervisors in one of the 
mountain counties and induced them to passa local ordinance 
extending the open season for deer shooling beyond Nov. 1 
and up to Jan. 1. They found an old and obsolete provision 
in our codified laws, which—by a far-fetched construction— 
seemed to give them the power to do. The object was to 
enable parties to slaughter deer in the deep snow, when the 
poor things could not get away. The cue was taken in 
other counties, and deer weie killed openly, in defiance of 
the general State law of 1881, all through the foothills. The 
infection spread like cholera, and it looked for a lime as if 
every county in the State were going to have its own game 
regulations, or, rather, that each was trying to outdo the 
other in facilitating the destruction of the wild game of the 
State. I fought the efforts of these creatures from the 
start through the public press, despite the opinions of some 
lawyers, who held that local boards of supervisors had the 
right to suspend the State law. Local journals in these 
mountain counties sided with “the boys” of their respective 
villages, and denounced me personally, and at least one of 
the San Francisco dailies, which gave some attention to 
“sporting” matters, contended that, “unfortunately, the 
thin^ couldn’t be helped.” But I knew I was right, that the 
provision in the law of twelve years before, above referred 
to, was a dead letter in the face of the more recent laws 
enacted since the new constitution was adopted, which latter 
expressly provides against all .special legislation (for counties), 
requiring every law to be general in its application. The 
law of 1881 was general, and it declared that it would be a 
crime to hunt, take or kill deer “in any of the counties of 
of this State” between Nov. 1 and July 1 of the following 
year. 

Well, the fight lasted for a whole season, and then the 
matter finally got into the courts, and my side of the ques¬ 
tion was sustained. By that time the faint-hearted and the 
doubting Thomases were ready to fall in, and the shout went 
up all along the line, “I told you so!” Finding themselves 
beaten at this game, what did these fellows do—the ones that 
wanted to run deer into the snowbanks with their dogs, and 
then shoot or club them to death—but try to prevail upon 
the Legislature to amend the law so as to allow all boards of 
supervisors to make laws for their respective counties. All 
sorts of subterfuges were suggested in order to evade the 
constitutional provision against special legislation, but for¬ 
tunately there were several well informed, upright sportsmen 
in the last Assembly—such men as Hazard, of Los Angelos; 
Coleman, of San Francisco; Munday, of Sonoma; P^le, of 
Santa Clara, and others—and the bushwhackers accomplished 
nothing For all that, deer are killed in the mountains at 
all seasons by the hide hunters. Thousands are slain every 
year by these trafiickers in illicit merchandise, aided by the 
gangs of youths from the towns, who swarm through the 
hills in the summer camping season. 

I intended to refer to the bad effects of hounding deer in 
the hills about here some years ago, but I find I am covering 
too much space. I shall, however, resume the subject in a 
week or two, although I doubt if any testimony can be given 
that will be stronger than that published in your latest num¬ 
bers. There may be “music” in the baying of a pack of 
dogs on the trail of a deer in the woods, as some contend, 
but where will the music come from when the last deer shall 
be run down and knocked in the head? N. E. White. 

Sacramento, Cal, April 6. 

A DAY ON SHINNECOCK BAY. 

AREY and myself were to have a day off, and how to 
spend it had been the subject of our thoughts for the 

past forty eight hours. Finally I proposed a day’s ducking 
on Shinnecock Bay, to which he readily acquiesced, as he is 
a thorough sportsman and a very good shot. 

The arrangements were soon made Our guide was Eugene 
Jackson, whose letter about the foul slaughter of our snipe 
in the spring has no doubt been read with great interest by 
the upholders of the Audubon Socibtv, in a late issue of 
Forest and Stream. 

We arrived at AUanticville one Friday evening, and were 
at once driven to Eugene’s house, where" after a hearty sup¬ 
per and a little talk about the birds we turned in. We were 
up betimes the next morning and ready for the ill fated 
waterfowl. There was but very little wind, and we had to 
pole almost the whole way across the bay. As the daylight 
appeared we could see flocks of broad bills, coots and red¬ 
heads scattered over the bay, evidently at their morning 
meal. This looked encouraging, and Eugene thought we 
ought to have good shooting. When we arrived near the 
inlet, which was a quarter of a mile or more away, we 
dropped anchor and commenced to get the batteries ready. 
Eugene put out the decoys, while his men and ourselves 
were at work on the batteries. This took us upward of half 
an hour, and by that time the sun was up and the birds were 
beginning to fly. 

Finally we ensconced ourselves in the batteries and waited 
for the birds. The first lot that came along were broadbilJs, 
and when our ^uns spoke, four dropped among the decoys, 
and the rest, with hurried flappings, winged their way to 
the westward. Then came some coots, then some redheads, 
and we had good sport. 

“Here comes a single broadbill,” said Harry, “you take 
him.” 

On came the ill-fated canard—bang, bang—not a feather 
stirred, by thunder! 

“Yes there L. too,” said Harry, “see, he’s going down; 
there, he’s struck water!” as the bird fell with a spla'^h, and 
lay still. So they came, and by noon we had thirty four 
birds, redhead, broadbill, boobies and coots. 

We signaled to Eugene, and he came, and gave us oUr 
dinner cans, and after sailing round and picking up our 
birds, he left us to do some more shooting. 

It was now comparatively dull, as the afternoon flight had 
not begun, but about 8 o’clock the birds begun to come back, 
and then the shooting was better, but not so good as in the 
morning. That afbrnoon we bagged about fifteen birds, 
mostly broadbill and boobies. When Eugene came for us, 
about 6 o’clock, our grand total was fifty-one birds, counting 
in some that Eugene had shot. We got the batteries and 
decoys aboard in a short time, and started for home, helped 
along by a brisk sou’west breeze. 

Imay as well say here, that, if any one wants a good 
guide, go to Eugene Jackson, He’ll give you good board, 
and, if there’s any shooting, you may be sure he’ll give you 
as good as there is on Shinnecock Bay. 

We were well satisfied with our day’s sport, and went 
home feeling belter for the short respite on our monotonous 
city life. J. Wendell, Jr. 

ABOLISH SPRING SHOOTING. 
Editor Forest and Stream-. 

It is not my intention to overload the waste basket that 
leads rne to write you again, but knowing that your good 
paper is always in the lead in pushing any cause that is for 
the interest of our true sportsmen, I wish to ask if you will 
not lend a helping hand in stopping spring shooling of all 
kinds. _ I have just returned from a four days’ pleasure trip, 
and will own that I was guilty of shooting clucks, but let 
me add that the bag made by two of us in the four days 
was less than that made by many in three-quarters of a day. 
I realized more fully than ever before tue harm done by 
allowing the war on our game to go oif in the spring. 

I know that the pot-hunter will object, but what of that; 
he would shoot the mother duck while feeding her young, 
or steal the eggs and sell them before they were hatched, but 
1 am sure that every true lover of the sport will gladly put 
his shoulder to the wheel and help along so noble a cause. 
Let us hear from our brother sportsmen from all along the 
line, and see if then is not some way to check this growing 
evil. 

It is folly to argue this question in the least. If spring 
shooting continues we will soon have no shooting at all. 
What stronger or more forcible proof does any one want 
than the lesson taught by allowing the thieves to trap and 
slay our pigeons? Yet the war goes on, and in a very short 
time that splendid bird will be numbered among the things 
of the past. Look at the game markets in our large cities 
to-day. Count the dozens of ducks that come in, and then 
count the thousands of poor birds that are allowed to spoil and 
find their way to the dump pile. But I have said enough; 
let others better fitted to do the cause justice come to the 
tront and help to keep the stone rolling. I am sure we are 
in the right, and have on_our side the God of justice and 
humanity. Ndirod. 

Batavia, Ill, April 1.3. 

FLIGHT OF BULLETS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Reading of the erratic flight of bullets brings to my mem* 

ory an incident in my own experience. In my youthful 
days I became the happy possessor of a single-barrel muzzle 
loading shotgun, “Indian Chief” we used to call it. It had 
been changed from flint lock to a percussion cap gun, and 
many a day’s sport did I have with it. In an unfortunate 
moment one of my younger brothers suggested the idea of 
getting a pair of mouids and casting some bullets for it. 
The moulds were procurred and the bullets cast. They 
weighed about one ounce each. Wishing then to test the 
powers and accuracy of the old Chief, we set to work and 
made a target, which consisted of aninch pine board marked 
off with circles and a bullseye. 

We lived at that time in the village of H., and were sur¬ 
rounded by neighbors, the nearest of which, on the right, 
was a Dr. V., whose house was only a few feet distant. 

After finishing the target I went out behind the. coach 
house and placed it against a small building. A large garden 
and lawn separated us from our neighbor on the lelt. I 
loaded the Cuief with the usual quantity of powder, and 
rammed the big bullet down good and solid, then stepped 
across the lawn and garden, aimed at the bullseye and let 
her flicker. The idea never entered my youthful head that 
the bullet would more than pass through the target. I 
crossed to examine my target, and was rather surpr'Fsed to 
find that the bullet had passed entirely thiough, more sur¬ 
prised to find that it had passed through the two sides of the 
building, behind which stood a hogshead used as a receptacle 
for rubbish. Upon tracing the bullet’s flight I found it had 
passed through two sides of the hogshead, thence through a 
picket on the fence dividing our lot from the doctor’s. 

Then my hair began to rise. 1 examined the side of the 
doctor’s kitchen and saw the bullet hole there, and then I 
legged it for the house with my gun, told my brothers to 
scatter, stowed away the Chhf and became intensely 
interested in my studies. A few moments later a ring at ihe 
door bell became more interesting, and then I heard the 
doctor’s voice inquiring from my mother of her hopeful's 
whereabouts. 1 was summoned from my intellectual pur¬ 
suits and was asked a few leading questions, the result of 
which was that I was invited to accompany the doctor to 
his house. He showed me into the kitchen, pointed out 
where the bullet had entered, having passed through weather¬ 
boards and plaster, and making its exit on the opposite side, 
passing through plaster and weather-bo-irds again, just miss¬ 
ing the pump on the outside, and entering the rail of a 
picket fence close to the pump and passed diagonally 
through it. 

It did not need the doctor’s lecture to thoroughly scare me 
and impress on my mind the criminal foolishness of target 
practice within the bounds of a village. At,, 

Gravenhijrst, April 10. 
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VIRGINIA COAST GROUNDS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Tbe cackle of the mud hen, marsh hen, American rail— 

all the same bird but passing under different aliases, up and 
down the Atlantic coast—has begun sounding her familiar 
note in the night time. As tradition has it; “Coming out 
of the clouds,” alighting upon our meadows to give us, 
through May, countless numbers of her delicious eggs. Soon 
to follow we will have the yellowleg, brownback, black- 
breast, robin snine, curlew, with all the other sorts of coast 
birds. These will make their appearance about May 15, and 
remain along our shores about thirty days, affording to 
sportsmen shooting second perhaps to none in this country. 

The chief difficulty that we find sportsmen labor under in 
visiting our coast is an unusual degree of impatience. They 
don’t seem to want to wait long enough to realize what our 
country really presents in the direction of the object for 
which they come to see us. One day or so, and if not a full 
bag of birds, they are up and gone. The fact that tides, 
weather and the curious way that coast birds have of not 
frequenting the same feeding ground every day does not 
seem to present itself to them as a matter of fact. 

Near our place lies the pretty little stream known as 
Machapongo Creek, running north and south for a distance 
of ten miles, bordered on each side by broad meadows, in¬ 
terspread by smaller creeks, as well with mudbanks, that 
abound with insect life, affording fine food for the birds, and 
acting as an attraction to draw them, by the aid of decoys, 
almost to alight upon the muzzle of the breechloader. 
Machapongo Creek has as well tine hiding places in the tall 
grass growing on the points of marsh, which are naturally 
formed by the windings of the stream. Here the sportsman 
may secrete himself for hours, and if a lucky day, get fine 
shooting. The birds are almost constantly passing on the 
wing, up and down the stream, coming most frequently in 
easy" range. 

If at any time the sportsman should tire of shooting, he 
would have but to push his boat out in the stream and get 
the best of fishing. May being the month that trout fish 
abound in our waters in great quantities. 

Again, that most rational of all amusements, fox hunting, 
can be had within a radius of a mile from where I am now 
writing. In this amusement there need not exist a fear of 
disappointment in getting up a fox. The dogs are as sure 
to raise the fox as the steak is for one’s breakfast put on 
the ice over night. Within ten minutes’ walk from this 
moment, with a dozen or even half dozen good dogs, our 
neighborhood would be ringing with the sweet sound of a 
pack in full cry. 

There is no need of horses in hunting in our county. The 
country is as level as a billiard table. No streams to obstruct 
the speed of the dogs, nor stone nor rail fences, February 
being about whelping time, tbe young ones remain near to 
or in the dens to May 15, consequently the old foxes will 
not run a great way from home, but circlet around the den, 
through fields and swamps, giving the huntsmen very fre¬ 
quent sight of the fox, with dogs running by sight, and if 
good ones—due to the soft, level soil—with amazing speed. 
'I'he writer has seen horses of good speed lost to sight in 
crossing field of a couple of miles in following a good pack 
of dogs. 

Since the construction of the New York, Philadelphia & 
Norfolk Railroad through our county, its accessibility is as 
convenient as could be desired. Eight hours from New 
York and six from Philadelphia, with fast express trains 
each way three times a day. S. A. E. 

Mappsbusq Station, Va., April 7,1886. 

MASSACHUSETTS POACHING. 

PROTECTION sometimes fails of bringing the poacher 
to justice, even in staid old Massachusetts. She has a 

law on her statute books providing a close time for smelts, 
beginning March 15 and ending June 1. This law is designed 
to cover the spawning time of the smelt, and to prevent their 
being dipped and nettted to the utter depletion of our rivers 
and arms of the sea, where they come up in great numbers 
to spawn. Indeed, so full are these streams at times during 
the spawning season that a well-directed stone thrown in by 
a boy has resulted in bringing half a dozen dead filsh to the 
top of the water. 

At Quincy the smelt poacher has been in his element of 
late. It is estimated that several tons of these fish have been 
dipped and shipped to New York by the Old Colony Railroad 
from that town alone. From the Quincy canal, from Four 
River, from Weymouth River and other streams they have 
been taken under the cover of night. It is not the policy of 
the smelt stealers to ship their booty from the point where 
taken, but they are sent by wagons to other stations and 
shipped by express, thus lessening the danger of detection. 

An attempt is being made to stop this poaching, but the 
offenders are very “sly.” They work in bands of three or 
four; two or three guarding the roadways near, while one 
man uses the dip-net or seine. The guards have several 
times been alarmed by people passing, but very quickly have 
the fish and paraphernalia been put out of sight. The Fish 
Commissioners have been called upon once or twice to stop 
this poaching, but they have very little money with which 
to enforce the laws for fish protection. The State has made 
a statute, but has not provided the means for its enforce¬ 
ment. 'The law makes the possession of these fish during 
close time punishable to the extent of $l for every smelt, 
but the poachers are invariably worthless scamps who can¬ 
not pay a dollar. In several cases persons have been appre¬ 
hended, but as “you cannot draw blood from a stone,” so 
have these worthless law breakers got off without paying a 
cent. 

The Massachusetts Fish and Game Protective Association 
has been asked to send detectives to catch these smelt poach¬ 
ers, and men might readily be found who could apprehend 
them; but the task is a costly and thankless one where the 
offender when caught mu.st be allowed to depart in peace, 
because he is not worth a dollar. Special. 

Bay County Sportsmen’s Club.—Bay City, Mich., 
April Editor Forest and Stream: About six weeks ago 
the Bay County Sportsmen’s Club was organized, and the 
12th inst. the first annual election was held, when the follow¬ 
ing officers were elected: T. F. Shepard, President; J. R. 
Hall, Vice-President; F. H. Durell, Secretary; L. R. Russell, 
Treasurer. Directors; T. F. Shepard, President; F. H. 
Durell, Secretary; Benson Conklin, H. P. Warfield, C. A. 
Eddy. The club starts off with a membership of 175, and 
with every prospect of success. Had trap shooting practice 
last week under national rules. Have a fine boat house in 
contemplation.—F. H. D. 

Goose and Turkey Shoots.—In your issue of April 15 a 
correspondent gives his experience and success with a light 
gun. ^ The methods used at that match were the same that 
were in vogue in this section, although I never heard of 
such until about two years ago. Last Thanksgiving ten 
turkeys were advertised for a shoot under rules similar to 
those detailed by your correspondent, except that a small 
circle—about two inches in diameter—was pinned to a board, 
the pin being placed in center of paper, and the pellet nearest 
the pin won. Our experience in loading was different from 
that mentioned, as we used four drams of powder and one 
and one-fourth ounces shot, in a 10-gauge L. C. Smith gun. 
and that proportion seemed to work well as we—a friend 
and myself—won seven of the ten turkeys. After the ten 
were shot off a gentleman offered to put up a turkey at a 
certain gap in the fence—afterward found to be fifty-five 
paces—at five cents per shot. A gentleman handed me a 
charge of No. 4 shot, and the first fire killed the turkey. 
Then an envelope was put on tbe snow, and three pellets of 
No. 4 were put in it at the same distance. Two years ago 
this method—shooting at paper targets—was much in use 
here, and at first a large number of guns attended, but, as 
your correspondent states, the numbers soon dwindled. 
Three of us, by taking only two chances on each turkey, 
won quite a large number, and after eating and dividing 
with neighbors, wc had enough to get up a shoot, and de¬ 
clared quite a dividend on the investment. I never went to 
a shoot but that I did well, although I tried several guns and 
varying proportions of powder and shot. These shoots oc¬ 
curred during the winter, and served to vary the humdrum 
of the season and to furnish a topic for discussion. Game 
here is scarce, even the hawks seem not always particular in 
choice of food, as last fall Mr. P. B. Thornton, ex-super¬ 
visor, while in the field one Sunday, saw a great commotion 
among the crows, and going there, found a hawk eating a 
crow, and it was not a political crow either. Is such a cir¬ 
cumstance unusual? I never heard of one before.—Mar- 
cellus. 

Spitting ON THE Shot,—Umpqua Ferry, Ore., Apiil 13. 
—I see by Forest and Stream of April 1 that “Bedford’s” 
style of bringing good luck—spitting on the shot—is some¬ 
thing new to'you. I can’t say who taught it to me, but I 
practiced it when a boy and saw others do it. When hunt¬ 
ing squirrels with a smooth-bore yager, if I failed to kill the 
first shot I always spit upon the shot before loading for the 
second, and imagined the slaughter was more bloody for so 
doing. But if I thought the load would remain in the gun 
for any length of time, I refrained, for fer of rusting it with 
the wet shot.—Yager. 

Mansfield Valley, Pa., April 21.—1 did not spit on the shot 
to make it throw close, but in muzzleloading days we used 
to oil it. It would make ’em stick together “closer than a 
brother,” but would bunch them, someiimes seven or eight 
pellets striking in the same place; and it was sure death to 
anything a bunch like that would hit as they would separate 
as they struck, the result being much like an explosive ball. 
—J. H. B. 

New Brun.swick Moose Butchery.—CampbeUfon, N. 
B., April 19.—Editor Barest and Stream: The moose this 
spring are very plentiful up the branches of this river, and 
are being slaughtered in an unmerciful manner. Indians are 
chasing them for their hides only; others—not deserving the 
name of sportsmen—shoot them for the sport they have, 
leaving the carcass to rot. A team came down river last 
week loaded with moose skins, but I could not learn how 
they were disposed of. The game warden, when spoken to, 
replied that he was not allowed any salary, and could not 
afford to spend weeks up river in endeavors to detect law 
breakers. This is how the game law is observed and pro¬ 
tected here, and unless amends are made, the lordly .moose 
must soon vanish from the woods of this country.—Hermit, 

How THE Birds Wintered.—Salem, Neb., April 16.— 
Quail fared badly here last winter, particularly along the 
hedges on the prairies. The snow drifted so that they had 
to get out, and then, being scattered and no cover, dozens of 
them were frozen. Prairie chickens came through all right; 
they had plenty of feed, as a good deal of corn was left in 
the fields over winter, some in shock and some stood out 
ungathered,—J. F. L. 

Coming of the Geese.—Campbollton, N. B., April 19. 
—Editor Forest and Stream: The wild geese have thus far 
failed to make their appearance here this spring, except a 
stray one seen flying past now and then. The sportsmen 
have their ice houses and decoys in place as usual, but have 
not bagged one yet. Other seasons at this date scores were 
shot.—Hermit. _ 

md Miter 
Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 

ing Co. __ 

CAMPS OF THE KINGFISHERS. 

CARP LAKE, MICHIGAN.—IX. 

The rain held on that particular morning till near noon 
when it eased up to a steady drizzle; but the lake was 

too rough to fish, and the only haven of comfort to be found 
for the girls was inside the big tent, in front of which a good 
fire was kept going. Here also the cribbage war was re¬ 
sumed, the opposing generals snugly ensconced in a corner 
out of the wet and cold. 

The note book (mental) records that this beastly weather 
prevailed till nearly the end of the week. Cold wind and 
rain every day and night, with only an occasional let up of 
a few hours at a time, and in consequence there was little 
fishing done in the lake; only enough to keep the camp 
“sortin’ bones” and prevent a “side meat odor” from getting 
a too firm grip on the frying pans. 

But in face*of all these drawbacks the girls were cheerful 
and happy, which was a great comfort to us, for we had 
rather looked for some grumbling and a fit of homesickness 
to attack some of them; but I am constrained to say the 
growling was mostly confined to Hickory and Hyperboler, 
and the growls were mainly directed, in a general way, at 
the weather clerk. 

After dinner (we had appetites if nothing else, and took 
three square meals a day, to say nothing of lunches), Bp 
cast his weather eye up and down the lake, fidgeted awhile 
on his seat, and beckoning me to follow said, as we left the 
shelter of the fly: “Hickory, I’ve got to do a leetle plain 
cussin’ or bust. Le’s go out behind Dan’s tent, where the 

gals can’t hear us, an’ hev a private cussin’ match, to our- 
selves on account o’ the existin’ state o’ this weather.” 

It is needless to chronicle the remarks made behind Dan’s 
tent, the conference ended in our going back to where our 
lods stood on the dry side of the big popple tree, selecting 
two for our purpose, and with a box of worms strapped to 
our side taking the road up lake along the hills for the trout 
stream near Alexander’s point. We splashed along through 
mud and puddles of water, stopping here and there to pick 
a bpdful of luscious red raspberries more tempting than 
their fellows, that seemed to grow along the road in inviting 
clusters for the sole purpose of beguiling us from our mission, 
till we came to the stieam, where it flowed through an open 
field and out through the deadened swamp into the lake. 

A few rods from where we stopped to bait our hooks was 
the “deestrict school house” standing on higher ground back 
from tbe stream, and while cautiously fishing a couple of 
small pools as a “feeler,” the master, a big, full bearded, 
sorrel complected, pleasant-faced man, dismissed his four 
tow-headed urchins for a recess, and came down to have a 
chat and to show us where he had seen a big trout dart under 
the bank as he crossed the stream that morning on his way 
to the arduous duty of trying to keep awake during the 
tedious school hours of the drizzly day. No wonder the 
hours dragged heavily on the fragile master’s hands with 
such slim attendance, but this, he explained, was owing to 
the bad weather and the near close of the term. Besides 
this, as we learned in a ten minutes’ talk, his instincts were 
fishy rather than educational, and he would rather meandi r 
along a trout stream, even on a rainy day, than to be penned 
up in a little, cheerless log school house, punching tbe rudi¬ 
ments into the obdurate craniums of half a dozen or so of 
possible future presidents or commissioners of the Civil 
Bervlce. 

He knew every trout stream along the lake and everv 
hole wherein lurked a big trout, and was never so happy as 
when poking along their brush-lined banks with “native rod 
and can of wums.” 

We felt for the master and Ben was so impressed that he 
was moved to remark, after we were out of earshot, “What 
a pity that pore feller hes to work so hard fur a livin’; judg¬ 
in’ from the size an’ build of him, ’pears to me he’s mistaken 
his callin’—make a hellrackin’ good Texas bullwhucker.” 
He dropped in on us several times at camp afterward and 
we found him to be a pleasant companionable gentleman, 
and he found his way at once into Muller’s good graces by 
playing a very fair game of chess, even though rusty from long 
disuse. In looking on at a game of crib between Dan and 
Muller he had rather scoffed at it and veniured that chess 
was about the only game worth wasting time on and snoke 
somewhat confidently of his prowess at the game. There 
were no chess players in miles of him and he evidently 
thought he had struck it rich when Muller produced from 
his trunk a board and small set of chess men and bantered 
him for a friendly trial of skill, but after the second game 
which the master won, his glory departed and he was laid 
out and figuratively sat down on by Muller till be was as flat 
as one of the philosopher’s flapjacks. Many an hour these 
two chess cranks spent pouring over the board alter school 
hours, when they might have been better engaged with the 
'rod, to the evident disgust of Miss Annie, who at such 
times was sure to want brother Hen to go after a bucket of 
freshwater, or to take her and Top out a fishing, and she 
usually had her way, although at times it was like pulling at 
a stump to get Hen away from the board. Clearly, Miss 
Annie was not seriously impressed with the master. 

The big trout hidden under the bank where the master 
had located him seemed to have doubts as to the toothsome¬ 
ness of our bait, and all our plans to coax him out were of 
no avail. If we could not catch him we had a notion we 
would like to get a glance at his spotted side if nothing more, 
and becoming a trifle ‘ ‘riled” at last we tried to punch him 
out with a piece of rail lying handy, but he knew the hiding 
places in the hole better than we, and I’ve no doubt he was 
snugged away in some cranny in the grass roots under the 
overhanging bank shaking his fins with laughter at our 
vigorous but futile efforts to rout him out of his retreat. 
After working ourselves into a perspiration in a performance 
that might have delighted a pair of school boys, we left the 
trout to have his laugh out, and separated, Ben going down 
toward the lake, while I took my way up stream, fishing 
carefully along the winding brook in the direction of the 
woods, above where was the trouty-looking pool I had fished 
in vain the past Sunday. 

With all the rain that had fallen the creek was not per¬ 
ceptibly swollen, and the water was clear enough to see the 
smallest pebble on the bottom, but with the quietest of fish¬ 
ing 1 failed to start a fin. Crossing a low rail fence inclosing 
a small, grassy field, a few rods brought me to the pool I 
was seeking, at the edge of the woods where the little brook, 
here not over a yard wide, crept under an old brush fence 
and tumbled with noisy glee over a pebble riffle into a small 
basin two or three feet deep, just above a great tree whose 

•roots found lodgment in either bank. 
The water had washed out a deep hole directly under the 

trunk of the tree and then taken a sharp turn to the right 
and came out from under a mass of roots two or three yards 
below, to find its way over a shallow riffle into another 
smaller pool some distance away. Above the tree for a yard 
or two the water was unobstructed by bush or root, and into 
this I cautiously dropped the baited hook and let the current 
suck it down toward the tree, when just as it was about to 
go under the root I saw a trout that looked a foot long dart 
out and seize it and turn leisurely to go back under the tree. 
No room to fool with him there; no time to deliberate. A 
quick twitch, followed by a short but furious struggle, and 
he was ingloriously swung around back of me and dropped 
into a small puddle of clear rain water formed' in a sag of 
the grass-grown field. 

With a chuckle of intense satisfaction, not to be expressed 
by any form of speech known to the tongue of man, 1 released 
the hook, re baited it with the most enticing worm in the 
box, and creeping quietly back, dropped it in as before, but 
not with the same result. A dozen times I dropped it in at 
the foot of the riffle and let it drift under the tree out of 
sight, and then pull it back with many a bewildering and 
inviting twitch; but not another trout seemed tliere to be in¬ 
veigled. Discouraged at last with this fruitless “bobbing,” 
I stepped around a bush to get a better sight at the stream 
below, and in doing so discovered a small opening in the 
closely-woven and interlaced roots covering the lower part 
of the pool, through which I could see the deep, quiet water 
beneath. Through this opening, but a trifle larger than a 
brimkss hat, I steadied the baited hook till it touched the 
water a foot below. Instantly a monster trout—a monster, 
at least, for such a puny stream—seized it, and as instantly 
I yanked him, for I knew that to give him an inch of line 
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would be to lose him. But the hook failed to fiud a soft 
spot to bury itself ia and only turned him up so I could see 
the whole of bis boautifully-'spotted side. For a wonder of 
wonders the hook came up with a swish through that hole 
without "ketchiu’ on to a root,"but 1 was so “flustrated like” 
and nervous that it was five minutes—it seemed an hour— 
before I could feel steady enough to steer it safely through the 
opening again. 

Tajk' about “buck ague,” I’ve had it, but it wasn’t a 
marker to what I went through that day, standing there in 
the drizzle waiting for my heart to stop trying to “knock 
the chaw tobacker out o’ray mouth” (old Dave Edwards). 
But the neives finally braced up to their accustomed relia¬ 
bility, the heart ticked oil its usual number of beats, and I 
dropped bait and hook through the opening again without 
a tremor. I sciircely dared hope he would rise again, but 
with the same sudden diish the big fellow took it, and at the 
same instant another one that looked almost as large, darted 
alongside of him from somewhere under the bank and tried 
to take the coveted worm from his mouth, but I gave them 
no time to advance any views as to a proper division of the 
morsel or to get into a wrangle over it. 

A quick upward stroke, and then “sech thrashin’ an' 
twistin’ an’ wrigglin’ an’ cavortin’,” and such furious plunges 
and surges to free himself from the deadly barb, were never 
seen, I have a notion, by mortal man. But in whatever 
direction he plunged, the almost invisible thread of the finest 
twisted silk pressed against a root .woven over the pool a 
foot or more from the w'ater, preventing him from getting 
under the bank, and the very same old rod with which Jim 
worked a five pound pickerel out from under the boat by 
main strength in 1880, on Central Lake, was working at him 
with the same tenacious, soul-harrowing pull, that wore the 
life out of the longface on that memorable occasion. 

For what seemed a half hour, but in reality it was, perhaps, 
not longer than a half minute, the umqual fighj went on, 
but there was no more buck ague, we were having it out in 
deadly strife, and the least quiver or false move on either 
side would quickly decide the battle. 'The warrior at the 
tip end of the rod seemed utterly at a loss to understand how 
a harmless looking red worm could cause him such anxiety 
of mind and make him hustle around at such a furious rate, 
while be at the butt end stood firmly his ground, with nerves 
as quiet and steady as a rock, but not over-confident of the 
outcome. 

Once the old fellow took a turn around a slender root 
hanging loosely down in the water, and I felt a chill of defeat 
sweep up my spinal column, for I felt sure the frail thread 
of a line would part, but the next contortion worked the line 
clear and he came head up and open-mouthed to the top of 
the water, materially assisted by the spring of the staunch 
old rod. This instant that he forgot his wariness lost him 
the battle, and his life. With a quick pull that must have 
tested the little line to its utmost, i lifted him straight up 
through the opening without touching a root and swung him 
around over the grass back of me, where, with a violent 
wrivgle he freed the hook and fell with a splash into the rain 
puddle near his mate. 

I say nothing about the unsportsmanlike manner of bis 
taking, if it were unsportsmanlike, or of the “science and 
skill” displayed in the struggle; let the brethren who read 
this settle that to their own pleasement. I will only say that 
after he was once fairly hooked I was dead bent on taking 
him to camp or “bust the tackle.” There was no time for 
parleying; no room to let the reel whiz off ten or fifteen yards 
of line and then work him back with sundry flourishes of 
“science,” and over the landing net. There was no room to 
use a net, besides I bad none to use, and at no time during 
the brief controversy was there three feet of line, out from 
the rod tip. It was a square country fight from the start, 
where main strength was the only factor to win, and I got 
Mm out of the pool in just the only way he could have been 
taken out. 

Considering the line and hook used—a ISo. 10 salmon-trout 
hook and a No. 1 twisted silk line—it was a famous achieve¬ 
ment, and I feU more elated over it than if I had struck him 
with a “killing fly” in fifty yards of open water, and led him 
over the landing net with a $50 split bamboo. Had I been 
using a limber fiy-rod this tale of the big trout would never 
have been written. And he was a glorious trout, too, for 
such a tiny stream; just seventeen inches long as he lay on 
the table at camp, and the most brilliantly colored fish I 
have ever seen taken from any waters. Dark backed with 
clean cut carmine spots dotting his sides, the whole belly, 
and on a line as high as the base of the pectoral tins of the 
very brightest Vermillion, anal, ventral (not neutral, as the 
tjpps have made me say in a former number of these letters, 
page 409, line 40 from bottom of page), and pectoral fins 
broadly streaked with dazzling white, with a stripe of black 
and red, be was indeed a living poem of glowing colors. 

Sitting here now writing of the splendid old fellow, with 
the old “calamity box" within reach of my foot under the 
table, and the same old rod, with three of its slenderer com¬ 
panions standing in the corner under my eye, it comes back 
to me that as I stood watching that trout, who with his mate 
was beating the water of the little puddle into a foam, 1 felt 
I weighed within a few pounds of as much as I did after I 
bad fought, conquered, gaffed and dragged the big maska- 
longe over the side of the boat on Bower’s Lake, and on that 
occasion old Dan said I must have weighed upward of a 
ton. 

But I spent short time in looking at the pair in the puddle, 
for there was another big one in the pool, and possessed as 
I must have been just then with the spirit of the trout hog, 
I wanted him too. Pulling the hook down to put on a fresh 
worm, I found it broken short off at the barb. Was ever 
noble trout in such villainous luck? A judicious stroke of 
his tail at ju?t the right time would have robbed me of a 
year’s glory. Since that day I am almost convinced there is 
something in luck after all. 

I'ymg on another hook and baiting it carefully I dropped 
it through the opening in the roots into the water, but the 
other one was too_much alarmed or too wary to heed any 
of the most enlioing twitches and bewildering flirts known 
to the art of bail-fishing, and after trying awhile under the 
mat of roots and again about the tree, I was fain to give 
it up. 

I knew he was in there and not further away than I could 
reach with the tip of the rod, for the whole pool might 
have been covered by a pair of goat blankets, but the mys¬ 
terious disappearance of his mates was doubtless connected 
in some fishy way in his mind with the squirming worm 
and he was probably all the time peering at it from a secure 
nook away under the bank with, figuratively, a grin of de¬ 
rision on his usually pensive countenance at my blundering 
efforts to lure him from his hiding. Ur he might have been 
ln,a fit of the sulks and waiting for a little more artful coax¬ 

ing. But trout are much like some petulant beauties of our 
own kind—when they won’t they won’t, and the more you 
coax ’em, the more they won’t. 

Wishing to take ray prizes to camp alive, if possible, I took 
the lace cord from my overshirt, after searching all my 
pockets in vain for a piece of string and with it tied them lo 
a twig overhanging the water and left them trailing in the 
current while I fished the stream up through the tangle of 
dripping woods for forty or fifty rods without, however, see¬ 
ing or “feeling” another trout. 

It was near an hour before I got back to the pool, but the 
coveted fish was still in the sulks, and would look at neither 
a fat worm nor a bright-colored fly that had fortunately not 
been torn from its place in ray hat baud by the “bre8h,”and 
1 left the creek with the other two and took the road at a 
brisk w.alk for the camp. As I lifted them from the water, 
I could scarcely believe they were of the same family offish. 
The larger one was a dazzle of brilliant hues, while the 
smaller one was a dirty b]acki.sh brown, even to the belly, 
and only relieved by the carmine spots on the sides. The 
fins, too, were of nearly the same color as the belly, with no 
special marking of bright color like the other one”, and was 
withal an unattractive fish, except in plumpness and beauty 
of form. Yet they were both taken from the same little pool 
where they had been together, without a doubt, during the 
entire season, feeding on the same kind of food, sheltered 
and shaded by the same roots and banks and bushes—for it 
was a place the sun would not reach only for a short time in 
the morning—and passing their lives, from day to day, in 
exactly the same manner, with all the conditions of exist¬ 
ence alike. 

Writers tell us that the waters in which the trout live have 
something to do with their color; that certain kinds of food 
brighten their hues; that shaded pools and overhanging 
banks give their markings a dull cast, and so on, but must it 
be a condition that the dull, dirty colored fish pass all its life 
away under the gloom of the bank, and feed on other diet 
than his brighter colored brother, in order to be dull and 
dirty? Must the other one—seemingly of the same spawn¬ 
ing—^select other food and stay out from under the shadows 
and in the glare of the sun, that it may be clothed in 
gorgeous colors? 

I confess it is a “category” that I can’t see my way out of, 
nor can I quite follow (he “food and shade” theory that 
seems to satisfy some of the better informed of the brethren. 
Let us have a better reason for the different shades of color 
and markings of trout of the same stream, for I am Inclined 
to think, with due deference to the “theory” that it has not 
yet been found out why one trout’s belly is a bright red and 
another's a lusterless brown. And it may be that some of 
the scientists who make life a burden to plain anglers by 
hunting up new names (with “priority” to ’em) for old fish, 
can tell why a black bass, which, when taken out of the 
water, was a dirty cream-white all over, could change its 
color within five minutes to a bright, beautifully mottled 
green; the change so thorough and wonderful'that one 
might swear it was not the same fish. 

But these are things beyond my ken. I am content with 
nature’s handiwork as I find it, and see beauty and good in 
it in whatever shape it comes to me. 

Thai’s my creed for the woods, and I get large dividends 
of sport and enjoyment and solid comfort out of it with a 
very small investment of capital. 

’This may be charged up as another digression. 
A lusty yell or two near where I had left Ben failed to get 

a response, but I overtook him and the master at the little 
stream near camp, in which the master said he had taken 
nineteen fair-sized trout a few days before the storm, but 
from the marks designated on bis outstretched hand and 
wrist as the lengths of some of them, I fear the greater num¬ 
ber would have failed to fill the six-inch eye of the law. 

While we rested and freshened up the trout in the cold 
water of the little brook, Ben related how, after we parted 
near the school house, he had fished the stream clear down 
into the swamp till he got mired, and back again up to 
within a few yards of where I had tied my fish, “without a 
durned solitary symptum,” when, thinking I had soneto the 
headwaters of the stream, and becoming disgusted with his 
poor luck, he had struck for camp, “cussin’ the little one- 
hoss crick fur- a fraud,” The master had just dismissed 
school as he came by, and they had walked leisurely down 
the road together. 

Tossing a half-burned match into the water after firing up 
the briar root, he remarked, with a grave wink at the mas¬ 
ter: “That’s a hellrackin’ fine sucker you’ve got there, Hick¬ 
ory—that feller with the red belly—kind of a red bass, I 
reckon. Te didn’t ketch him in that little branch, did ye?” 
When told where the pair had been taken and that they 
were left tied in the stream a few feet from where he said 
he had quit fishing it, his face was a study, “How I wish 
I’d a kep’ on a leetle furder to where them trout was tied,” 
and then he humped himself and laughed till his pipe went 
out, and the master and I joined in from sheer inability to 
keep from it. as Ben told how he would have worked off 
another joke on “old Hickory” by stealing the trout and 
“hiein’ ” back to camp, and claiming that he had caught 
them himself. 

“But ye kin bet yer life,” as he hunted a dry place on his 
breeches and scraped another Qjatch, “that when I saw ye 
a cornin’ I’d a hied off somewheres an’ hid till ye got over 
yer mad, fui- it would hev bin a mighty onhealthy place to 
be a lingerin’ around," and then he chuckled again in an ab¬ 
sent-minded sort of way till the burning match, which he 
had forgotten to apply to the pipe, nipped his fingers, caus¬ 
ing him to drop it with surprising celerity. 

“That reminds me,” as he stooped and dipped the scorched 
finger in the water to cool it, “that 1 didn’t light my pipe at 
jest the right time.” 

Rare and incomparable old Ben! may he live many years 
yet tp “hev his fun,” even at the expense of old Hickory. 

With a wistful look at the trout, a look that i fancied 
would read if put in print, “now there goes a fool for luck,” 
and a pleasant good day to u?. the master struck off in tlie 
brush on his way home somewhere back iu the woods, and 
shortly after Ben and I stole quietly into camp and laid the 
fruits of our wet tramp on the table before any of the happy 
family were aware of our presence. ' 

Then we called them out to see “the biggest trout taken in 
ttat neighborhood that season,” so the master had said, and 
Ben was soon tangled up in a graphic and side-splitting 
description of his experience in “swamp flshin’” near the 
mouth of the little branch, winding up with a solemn wink 
at K it and the query, asked with a most innocent and matter- 
of-fact expression, “How much, James Mackerel, did you 
say you paid that country boy for them two trout?” (I have 
been at some pains since that day trying to convince little 
Miss Top that I actually caught those two trout myself, but 

I am not quite sure that I have made any noticeable headway. 
The skin of the big trout was carefully taken off and pre¬ 

served for an angler friend at home; the peeled frame, with 
the smaller one, went to the frying pan to furnish a taste 
around for the girls at supper, while the others of the Jones 
family looked on with watering mouths, busy, however, in 
satisfying the cravings of a camp appetite with fried slabs 
from the side of a pickerel, side meat, eggs and other deli¬ 
cacies usually found in a well regulated camp. 

Kestofisiiek. 
CmcrNNATi, Ohio. 

BLACK BASS RIG. 

OW do we fish for bass?” That depends. 
In the waters accessible to Toledo we get three dis¬ 

tinct kinds of black bass fishing, and the rig employed is 
arranged accordingly. 

First—We have three streams, one of them of rapid cur¬ 
rent, which is fished either from the shore or by wading. 
Here we use a light rod and small sinker, generally but one 
hook, and seldom any leader, 'fhese waters are scarcely 
ever entirely clear, and leaders are superfluous. 

Second—The fishing in the channels on the St. Clair Flats 
in August, September and October. Here the water is very 
clear (too clear at times), with a depth of from eight to six¬ 
teen feet, and a current of three to four mites per hour. The 
rod used here is stiffer, but with spring enough to cast a 
single minnow and an ounce sinker twenty-five to forty 
yards from a multiplying reel. The line is the finest size of 
sea grass or braided silk, and a leader almost Indispensable. 
The two hooks used are No. 1 or 1-0 sproat or sneck—the 
latter has come into use a great deal in the last two years, 
mainly because it is regarded as the easiest shape for the 
mouth of a live minnow. 

Lastly, comes the fishing on the reefs in the open waters of 
Lake Erie (May, September, October and November), where 
the work is done over a rocky bottom from six to twenty- 
five feet under the boat of the fisher, and, as a rule, most 
successfully in a good strong swell. The rod for this lake 
fishing must have backbone enough to carry a two-ounce 
sinker all day, without weakening or sagging,' with a No. 3 
or 4 braided linen line, no leader, and two to three hooks 
twice as large as are used on the flats. Any good multiply¬ 
ing reel finishes the rig, but it ought to be large enough to 
hold a hundred yards of line, although fifty yards are an 
abundance to have on the spool. [Pardon me for sajdng 
here that the man who makes an easy running quadruplex 
multiplier, with simply and solely an adjustable click, will 
meet the wants of some of the practical bass fishers in western 
waters. A drag ia a superfluity, a “stop” is an abomination, 
and any long-handled contrivance for clogging the swift and 
simple working of a wheel is little better.] 

We use two to three books in the lake because when the 
fish are biting freely, double catches are common and triple 
ones not infrequent. On the flats we fish with boat at anchor, 
in clear, quiet running water, with the bait playing over a 
smooth, sandy bottom, and from twenty-five to fifty yards 
away. But on the open lake you are constantly drifting 
over a rough and varying bottom, quartering back and forth 
over countless acres (like a hunting dog) with your boat con¬ 
stantly pitching in the swell. It takes strong, well made 
tackle here, and when you strike a school of fish the fun is 
fast and furious, and every second is worth a dollar. Bad 
luck comes like an avalanche on the man who has a weak 
spot in his tackle at this critical moment. Jay Bebe. 

Toledo, O., April 17. 

FLORIDA GAME AND FISH. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
_1 left for Florida last October weighing about 126 pounds, 

with little or no appetite, a severe cough, night sweats, etc. 
After spending a month or more in different places without 
much benefit to my health, and with very little hunting and 
fishing, I wound up at Capt. J. F. ’Tucker’s, about seven 
miles northwest of Brooksville and a few hours’ drive of the 
Homasassa River. Here is the best fishing I have ever had 
the pleasure to indulge in. I had a couple of 11-ounce 
rods and an automatic reel with 135 feet of line, and I do not 
recollect of having to wait over ten seconds at any time for 
a strike. Never have I seen such fishing. Two gentlemen, 
neighbors of Capt. Tucker, in one hour caught more fish 
with hooks and line than they could carry home. Our fish¬ 
ing grounds were where the salt and fresh waters meet, and 
this was the best place to study the habits of the different 
species of fish that I have ever seen. The water is as clear 
as crystal and you can see your bait distinctly at a distance 
of 20 feet in 10 feet of water. The fish are so numerous 
that they do not appear to notice you, and if they should 
their fright is soon over. Our catch consisted of black bass, 
red snapper, sheepshead, channel bass, sea trout and whiting. 
We found the sheepshead of the gulf coast to be hard fighters, 
and enjoyed catching them more than any other. A 5 pound 
sheepshead in these waters will fight as long and hard as an 
8-pound black bass. They bite so rapidly that you soon tire 
of catching them. 

On our way to the river I have seen as many as twelve 
deer at one sight. This was on the Sand Hills pine growth 
where they can be seen at a long distance. 

Captain T.’s residence was on the border of the famous 
Annuttaliga Hammock, a large portion of which he owns. 
It is very productive and is covered with a heavy growth of 
oak and hickory, and it abounds with deer, wilu turkeys, 
ducks, squiirels, wild hogs, and a few panthers and black 
bt ars. We killed quite a number of wild turkeys, deer 
ducks, and hundreds of squirrels. Willie T. killed two fine 
deer in one morning—one weighing 130 pounds minus the 
entrails. I shall not go into details as to my deer shooting, 
for I disgraced myself by my numerous misses. Willie t! 
offered to accompany lAS in the hammock with a well-loaded 
shotgun, to prevent, as he expressed it, my being hurt by 
those horned animals. I had killed a numbpr of deer, and 
certainly did not have the “buck fever,” though I made no 
defense on that line, for circumstantial evidence was against 
me. I carried my setter Duke with me and had all the quail 
shooting I cared for. When I left Captain T.’s for home I 
weighed 146 pounds, had a splendid appetite and little or no 
cough. 1 expect to make the same trip again the first oppor¬ 
tunity. Sheepshead. 

Macojt, Ga , April 14. 

The First Salmon.—Ottawa, Cm.—Editor Forest and 
Stream: First salmon taken on La Have River, Lunenburg 
county. Nova Scotia, with fly, was March 18. Several 
have been taken since. Early for fly-fishing.—F. H. D, V, 
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THE MAINE ANGLING SEASON. 

By the time ma-oy of the readers of the Forest and 
Stream have seen these lines, the Maine trout and 

land-locked salmon season will have opened—May 1. Pros¬ 
pects on the streams in that State are earlier than usual. 
The very warm weather for a week past Las dissolved moun¬ 
tains of snow and ice, and put the trout streams in good 
condition for the early catch. Such weather was unex¬ 
pected and the season promised to be late; hut even in the 
lakes now locked in ice, the chances are for a very early 
opening. One-letter, from good authority, suggests that the 
ice will be all out of the Androscoggin lakes by May 10. 
This is remarkably early. But such prospective clearing of 
the ice is no earlier than the desires of many sportsmen, 
usual frequenteis of the Maine lake regions. A good many 
of them will go to the h-ihing grounds as soon as steam and 
stage can take them; others will go beforehand and be ready 
for the first trips up the lakes One Boston sportsman is 
bound to eclipse all the rest. He has camned for one or two 
season.s at The Narrows of Bichardson Labe, a celebrated 
fishing ground with those who know it. This year he sent 
up his cook stove and blankets a month or more ago, to be 
left near his camping ground by the lumber teams. He will 
take his own departure in a day or two, or has already taken 
it. in order to go up on the ice”before it becomes too rotten. 
At his camping ground he will wait for the ice to leave, or 
rather, he expects The Narrows to clear some days before 
his brother sportsmen can reach him and give himflne.eport 
all by himself. Alas for such cupidity! If he desired to go 
mackerel or cod fishing, he could do so with less trouble and 
exDOSure; and how much better is catching hungry trout 
with worms just released from a six-months ice prison, than 
is deep sea fishing for cod or halibut? If pounds of fish are 
wanted, then the ocean voyage would be the more satisfac¬ 
tory. 

In Wtdd Pond, in the town of Weld, Maine, some remark¬ 
able good catches of land-locked salmon have been made 
this spring. Alas! through the ice. Salmon as heavy as 
ten pounds have been taken. This is all the more remark¬ 
able when it is considered that only a few years ago—the 
dates are not at hand—the first salmon fry were put into this 
pond; a tangible proof of the value of fishculture. This 
spot is a particular pet of one at least of the able Fish and 
Game Commis.'-ioner of Maine—Henry O. Stanley. He owns 
a camp there, which he enjovs in summer with his friends. 
It is fast getting to be understood that land locked smelts— 
have I coined a term?—are the best, if not the natural food 
of the land-locked salmon, just as the minnow or dace, so 
well-known and so abundant in the Androscoggin Lakes, is 
the natural food of the speckled trout. In conversation the 
other evening. Commissioner Stillwell remarked that "ene 
of the first conditions of successful fishculture is food, and 
without food there is no success. In the Rangeley—or 
belter, the Androscoggin Lakes—there are minnows by the 
million, and there we get the monster speckled trout or red- 
spots. The Sebago waters are renowned for landlocked 
smelts, and there we get the largest laml-locked salmon or 
black spots in the world. In Weld Pond the smelts are 
abundant.” 

The sea salmon are putting in quite a remarkable appear¬ 
ance in the Penobscot, just below Bangor, this year. On 
Friday, April 9, there were taken from a weir two salmon 
which weighed 37i pounds. Four more of good size were 
taken on the following Tuesday. On Monday the 12th one 
was caught at Verona weighing 18 pounds, and the same 
day one of 22J pounds. These were all taken in wt-irs and 
sent tu tlie Boston market. Oti 1 for some force to stop this 
weir fi.dnng. But a Maine paper says the “salmon fishery 
is an important industry on the Penobscot and is the source 
of quite a handsome revenue to down-river people.” They 
buy them olf and pension them to let the salmon alone. 

Commissioner Stillwell believes that the salmon are in¬ 
creasing in the Penobscot, even under the poor protection 
the law affords in allowing of no fishing near the dam at 
Bangor nor at any time above the dam with nets or weirs. 
Last year an unusual number were caught with the fly above 
the dam, and there are strong hopes of this season. Salmon 
anglers went all the way to New Brunswick waters for no 
better sport than was enjoyed not far from above the dam 
at Bangor, Maine. Besides the waters are free to every fair 
angler, royalty having no rights to sell. Perhaps, under 
protection, the Penobscot above the dam may yet become 
the Mecca for the fly-fisherman. This can all be done under 
so good a form of protection as the Commissioners of Maine 
have organized for moose and deer—only two or three 
salmon to each sportsman in a season, to be taken with the 
fly only. How will that do, brothers of the salmon angle? 
Not enough! Then make it four or five, but stop fishing 
for numbers and for the market. Special. 

Bass and Pickerel.—Amboy, Ill., April 14.—Editor 
Fored and Stream: it is very interesting to read the experience 
of anglers in taking bass, and reports of big bass in Forest 
AND Stream. It is surprising to see so much piejudice ex- 
istiug against bass in some of the Eastern States, and the 
statements that they are driving all other game fish from the 
waters where they have been ])lanted, I have failed so far 
to find any logic or good proof to sustain any of those argu¬ 
ments. We are fighting hard here for the propagation of 
bass, both the large and the small mouth, considering them 
not only the gamiest fi.sh for sport, but the finest for food 
that the waters in this State will produce. Our Fish Com¬ 
mission in Illinois amounts simply to no commission at all 
except in name, and it would be a credit to lovers of the rod 
aud reel to have that name changed to a set-still committee. I 
will give my reasons for thinking that pickerel at least pre¬ 
dominates over bass. I have never yet found any pickerel fry 
in the stomach of a bass, hut have often found baby bass in 
a pickerel’s stomach. I have carefully examined the digestive 
organs of many bass for the purpose of finding their food for the 
sake of procuring bait suitable to their tastes, for sometimes 
they seem to be quite dainty. I have often found in the stom¬ 
achs of black bass, both large and small-mouth, such food as 
small frogs, crabs, water grubs of different kinds, flies, bees 
and minnows. In the white bass seldom anything but flies 
and small minnows. In pickerel I bcdteve I have found every 
species of fish that inhabits the waters of this 8tate, and 
some not very small either, with occasionally a green or 
meadow frog. On a fishing excursion to the Mississippi 
River one of the party caught a five-pound pickerel and 
dressed it for supper. In the stomach was a pickerel five 
inches long, and inside of that one was a pickerel fry fully 
two inches in length. On one other occasi ui a gentleman 
named Barr took a twelve-pound pickerel in Rock River, 
near Dixon, and in its stomach was a small snake ten inches 
in length.—J. Swisher. 

Pennsylvania.—The trout season opened in Pennsyl¬ 
vania on April 16. The following is a condensation of the 
State laws: Sunday fishing and hunting are offenses pun¬ 
ishable by $26 fine. Trout fishing is legal from April 15 to 
July 15, hut only with rod, line and hook. Bass, pike and 
other game fl-^h can be caught from June 1 to the end of the 
year, but with rod, line and hook or troll only. Set and 
fvke nets (the latter a small hoop net) can be legally fished 
with in March, April and May, and in September, October 
and November, hut must be placed in the open stream and 
not under a dam, wing, wall or sluice of any kind. Any 
game fish caught and retained renders the party liable to the 
fine. Nets found set in the water from June 1 to Sept. 1 
can be taken up by any one, their contents put back in the 
water and the net or nets held until the owner calls for 
them. Dip-nets for catching bait are legal, and larger dip- 
nets for suckers, etc., will be tolerated so long as their use is 
not abused. The only nets recognized by the law are set 
nets as stated above, dip nets for catching bait and catching 
fish to stock other waters, and the warden will act accord¬ 
ingly. Outline fishermen who raise their lines do so for the 
purpose of catching bass and other game fish and are liable 
to the fine for so catching them. Nets and outlines have no 
business in the waters on Sundays. They^ come under the 
law of Sunday fishing and the owner is liable to the fine of 
$25. Laying up new or repairing old fish dams is illegal 
under a heavy fine. There are other violations which the 
laws condem, so well known that they need not be referred 
to. It is unlawful to kill web-footed wildfowl, such as geese, 
etc., between May 1 and Sept. 1. 

Black Bass at Pelee Island.—This famous fishing 
ground in Lake Erie belongs to the Dominion of Canada, 
and lies near to the mouth of the Detroit River. On Tues¬ 
day, April 6, a public meeting was held on the island to 
protest against a recent law, or order-in-council, which 
changed the close season by making, it unlawful to take 
pickerel from April 15 to May 15. and black bass between 
April 15 and June 15. The meeting was well attended and 
was enthusiaetic. Wm. McCormick, reeve of Pelee Island, 
was appointed chairman, and J. H. C. Atkinson, secretary. 
A committee was appointed to draft suitable resolutions ex¬ 
pressing the sentiments of the meeting. The preamble and 
re.'solulions of the committee, which were unanimausly 
adopted, set forth that to enforce such an order would vir¬ 
tually he a prohibition of spring fishing, as by far the most 
valuable of the spring catch were pickerel and bass, and the 
close season for these covers the whole fishing season; that 
this would not only injure the business and capital of the 
numerous persons engaged in pond fishing there, but would 
injure the business of tti^e whole island, and stop the rurminj 
of a steamer.to the island, which is now mainly supportci 
by the fisheries. While (he meeting approved of the pro¬ 
tection of fish, such as existed under the old law, it was con¬ 
sidered that the change would work to the advantage of the 
Americans, because the island was so near the boundary 
of the two countries, being within six miles, and that as the 
Americans had no such close time they would catch all the 
fish. A petition to restore the old law was numerously 
signed. _ 

Size of the Channel Cat,—“Cyrtonyx” saysthathe has 
never seen a channel cat that weighed over eighteen pounds. 
When fishing in the Missouri Riveryvith trot lines, on a hard, 
sandy bottom, in a stiff current, we catch channel cats much 
larger than those he speaks of. One morning about eleven 
years ago I took from a trot line that had been baited with 
paw-paws three channel cats, aggregating 170 pounds. The 
largest one weighed 90 pounds and was 6 feet 4 inches long, 
and when dressed weighed 60 pounds. They are the same 
fish, so far as I am able to see, as the smaller ones that we 
catch in the small rivers tributary to the Missouri. If the 
large ones I speak of are not channel cat, what are they and 
what is the difference between them? We never catch any 
channel cat in an eddy in the Missouri River.—J, F. L. 

California Notes.—The Petaluma Argus says; “After 
Thursday next it will be lawful to catch trout—but there 
will be none to catch except in out-of-the-way places. The 
boys in several places that we could mention have already 
taken out about all the trout that are large enough to eat. 
They say that they are tired of protecting the fish until the 
first day of April for the benefit of the San Francisco sports¬ 
men, who swarm along the banks of the streams and take 
them all out in a short time.” The Sacramento Bee makes 
the following excellent comment on the selfishness embodied 
in the above, as follows: “The old story—there’s always 
some excuse for violating laws designed to protect game 
and fish. If everybody acted upon the theory of these boys, 
there would soon be no fish left in any stream.” 

Address all communications to the Forest and Utrearn Publish¬ 
ing Co._ 
DEEP SEA DREDGING ON THE U. S. S. ALBA¬ 

TROSS. 

[Read before the American Fisheries Society,] 

BY F. L. WASHBURN. Though the appropriateness of discussing the above sub¬ 
ject in the Society of American Fisheries might at first 

be questioned, second thought assures me that the work now- 
being done by the Albatross will, in the near future, prove of 
the greatest value to fishculture and fishery economy. 

Thus assured, I ask your attention for a few minutes, hop¬ 
ing not to tax too severely those who_ are familiar with the 
process of marine dredging, and trusting the article may be 
of some interest to our western friends, whose opportunities 
for deep sea fishing are naturally limited. 

In the first place, a word about the Albatross and the pur¬ 
pose for which she was built. She is a twin screw iron 
steamer of 1,000 tons displacement, 235 feet in length, built m 
1883 by the Pusev & Jones Co., of Wilmington, Del. She was 
constructed for the United States Pish Commission, and in¬ 
tended to make extensive trips along our coast and to other 
countries, for the purpose of making observations on the 
ocean fisheries. Her work, principally, consists in determin¬ 
ing by sounding operations, the temperatures of the water oi 
the'sea, the nature of the bottom, and the effect of the same 
on the migra'ions and breeding of _ the mackerel, cod, 
haden and other varieties of economic importance to our fish¬ 
eries. When the vessel can be spared from the regular work 
of the Fish Commission, she is loaned to the Navy Depart¬ 
ment, who use her for the purpose of observing ocean depths, 
surveying harbors, and especially in determining the exist¬ 
ence of ledges and shoals hitherto unknown. Her crew num¬ 
bers between fifty and sixty men. Her commander at present 

is Capt. Z. L. Tanner, U. S. N., and she is officered by lieu¬ 
tenants of the navy. 

Mr. J. E. Benedict is the naturalist in charge, and there is 
generally associated with him on board a scientific staff of two 
or more to assist him in obtaining data and preparing speci¬ 
mens. 

The ship is admirably planned and constructed. The cap¬ 
tain’s cabin occupies most of the after part of the deck, is 
spacious and well furnished with everything necessary for the 
commander’s comfort. This cabin contains two staterooms, 
and is lighted during the day by port holes on the side an?l a 
skylight above on the poop deck. The officers’ ward room is 
below this, having seven spacious staterooms, a bathroom, 
and other conveniences not generally found on steamships. 
The ship is lighted throughout with the incandescent electric 
light, which nob only mates the wardroom particularly cheer¬ 
ful in the evening, but also illuminates the entire deck, so 
that at night the vessel, as seen from the shore, looks fike a 
brilliantly lighted ballroom. Another thing rendered possible 
by the presence of the electric light is surface collecting at 
night. 

Mr. G. W. Baird, chief engineer of the ship, is the inventor 
of a cable to which he attaefies a screen-covered electric light. 
This, when the vessel is at anchor, can be lowered into the 
water just below the suiface, and the numerous young fish, 
marine worms, squids and shrimp, attracted by the brightness 
of the light, are captured by means of a hand net and trans¬ 
ferred to the laboratory table for examination. This labora¬ 
tory is amidships. There are really two laboratories, an 
upper and lower; the first furnished with working tables, a 
sink, a library of books for reference, a microscope and con¬ 
venient tanks of alcohol; the second, called the ‘ ‘lo-vver labo¬ 
ratory,” is below this, has benches for chemical work, and 
opportunities for general carpentry and work connected with 
the collections. Here guns are cleaned and mended, and here 
too are tiers of di awers in which specimens are stored. Be¬ 
neath these drawers are large metal tanka filled -with alcohol, 
for containing the larger fish and specimens whose size pre¬ 
vents them fi'om being stored in the small glass jars. Below 
this second laboratory, in the hold of the vessel, is still a third 
storeroom, of much the same nature and used for much the 
same purposes as the one above it. 

The apparatus for deep sea sounding, which is placed on 
the port bow, consists of an easily nmning wheel supported 
in a frame. Over this wheel runs a steel piano wire from a 
cylinder or drum, which holds about 4000 fathoms. When a 
sounding is to be made, a brass cup is attached to the end of 
the wire to catch and bring up some of the botton, that Its 
composition may be observed. Just above the cup is a ther¬ 
mometer which records the temperature of the deep water. 
To the above-mentioued cup a heavy shot is fastened to ac¬ 
celerate the downward motion. When a sounding is to be 
taken the ship is kept stationary, that the wire may be 
straight up and down, and, everything being ready, the 
weight sinks rapidly to the bottom. The concussion caused 
by striking the bottom detaches the hea-vy weight, at the same 
time the cup grasps a portion of the bottom’s surface, and a 
donkey engine turns the cylinder, whereby the wire is quickly 
reeled in. Each sounding station is given a number, and a 
record is kept of the depth of the water, the nature of the 
bottom and the temperature at that depth. 

A long article might be written on the various appliances 
and mechanisms of the ship, but it would be too great a 
digression from the subject originally proposed. Most worthy 
of mention, however, are the annimciators on the upper 
deck, placed against the wheel house. These are two con¬ 
trivances, one for the starboaid engine and a similar one for 
the poi-t engine, which indicate to the offeer of the deck the 
movement of both engines. This is also an invention of 
Engineer Baird, as is, too, the process by which the ship is 
furnished -with a never failing supply of pure, fresh drinking 
water distilled from the salt water. 

Now, as to deep-sea dredging. Just forward of the wheel 
house, attached by one end to the foremast, is a boom capable 
of being raised like a derrick and swung over the side. Just 
below this boom is a donkey engine, and below that, in the 
hold of the vessel, is coiled a strong wh-e cable, about one-half 
inch in diameter and about four miles long. This runs along 
the imder side of the boom and over a wheel at its free ex¬ 
tremity. To this end of the cable is attached the dredge, or 
trawl, as it is sometimes called. This consists of a strong, 
baggy net, fastened to what looks like a pair of huge ii-on 
sleigh runners, kept at a distance of about eight feet fi om one 
another by means of an iron rod. It is between these “sleigU 
runners,” in the intervening eight feet of space, that the net is 
placed. To these sleigh inmners is also attached by ropes a 
stout canvas bag, tbe mouth of which is kept open by iron 
jaws. The position of this bag is just behind the small end of 
the net, and on the sea bottom it is dragged along after the 
lai-ge net, scraping up mud or sand and rocks, thus relieving 
the meshes of the net from a strain which would be too heavy 
for them. 

Evervthing being ready for dredging, and soundings having 
first been taken to ascertain the depth, the net is lowered 
carefully into the sea, the progress of the vessel being stopped. 
If the sounding gave 1,200 fathoms, then 1,700 fathoms of 
dredge cable has to be let out, or even more than that before 
bottom is reached. This has to be done slowly and necessarily 
takes a long time. Sometimes when the water is 3,000 fathoms 
deep as is often the case, four hours are consumed m one 
lowering and hauling. This process is also called “trawling.” 
When the bottom is reached, the dredge is dragged slowly 
along for half an hour and then hoisted on board by means 
of the donkey engine, at first slowly, then, as it gets cleai- of 
the bottom, very rapidly. 

It is an exciting moment when the huge net and canvas bag 
emerges from the water and hangs di-ipping over the deck. 
The net is then opened at the bottom and its contents allowed 
to roll out into tubs, while mud and sand and rock in the can¬ 
vas bag are emptied into a lai'ge sieve on the forward deck, 
then to be carefully washed and examined for small marine 

The contents of the net which have been emptied into tubs 
consist of many curious forms of life from the deep sea, which 
are carefully picked out and sorted, each class by itself, and 
then placed in glass jars containing alcohol. A minu be report 
of each haul is kept in a book for that purpose. 

Sometimes the “catch” is extremely interesting, beautiful 
specimens of Actinidee (sea anemones), corals; Echinoids or 
sea urchins, varieties not found in shallower waters. Also 
specimens of Octopus (the cuttle fish), rare sponges, ^d deep 
sea forms of holothurians or sea cucumbers. These latter so 
much dislike being torn from tbeir ocean bed that they use a 
power given them by nature and split into fragments before 
reaching the surface. Rare forms of starfish sometimes de¬ 
light the eye of the naturalist who is sorting the contents of 
the dredge; and deep sea fish, which, on being released from 
the tremendous pressure to which they were subjected in the 
deeper water, become distended by the gases contained within 
them, and often bui-st, reaching the ship’s deck in a rather 
dilapidated condition. Often, however, the dredge comes up 
nearly empty, or with but little life in it. To my question as 
to whether such work was nob veiy disappointing at times, 
the captain replied; “Not at all; we consider ourselves fortu¬ 
nate if we get the di’edge back safely,” for it occasionally 
happens that di-edge and many fathoms of cable are lost by 
the catching of the apparatus on the bottom. 

Wlien the bottom is supposed to be so rocky that lowering 
the dredge would be unsafe, “tangling” is resorted to, which 
consists in dragging over the bottom large bunches of hemp 
rope attached to iron bars. These bunches of rope catch and 
hold in their strands smaU marine animals with which they 
come in contact. In the April 2d number of Science Mr. Bene¬ 
dict has described the method of surface collectmg, so I need 
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do nothing more than refer to it here. It consists In dragging 
a large but fine-meshed net from the end of a swinging boom 
along the surface and through the water just below the sur¬ 
face. It is often done on the port side while dredging is going 
on on the starboai’d side. This secures all the surface life 
found in the seaweed and just below the surface of the water. 
Varieties of Tentennariiis, a little, brown-mottled fish fre¬ 
quenting the masses of seaweed, are caught thus in large 
numbers, as well as small crabs, which also five in the sea¬ 
weed; a great many marine worms, various kinds of molluscs 
and other forms lower in the scale of life. 

Washington, D. C. 

PACKING EGGS FOR FOREIGN SHIPMENT.—Mr. W. 
Oldham Chambers, seci-etary of the National Fishculture 
Association of England, in his history of fishculture, Land and 
Water, March 27, says: “We may well take a lesson from the 
American system of packing, which is very simple, but moat 
efficacious in attaining the desired end, which is to diminish 
as much as possible the rate of mortality through injmy. In 
the first place, the ova are placed into trays, consisting of 
calico [canton flannel] stretch^ upon wooden frames, which 
are deposited one above the other in the center of a large box, 
each tray being interlaid with moss. Around the pyramid of 
brays, which are fixed firmly into position, a partition is 
reserved, serving as a receptacle for ice and sawdust—two 
most important factors in transmitting ova. On arrival at 
their destination the eggs can be readily unpacked by remov¬ 
ing the trays from the box, clearing away the moss between 
each, and turning the ova ea masse by means of water into the 
hatcning troughs. The originator of this capital method>is, 1 
believe, Mr. Fred Mather, of New York. I am able to testify 
to the fact than not more than thirty eggs out of every thou¬ 
sand sent me at various periods have perished dmnng the 
journey from New York to London, which is an evidence of 
the skill displayed in packing them.” 

imnel 

FIXTURES. 

FIELD TBIALS. 

Nov. 8.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Western Field Trials 
Association, at Abilene, Kan. R. 0. Van Horn, Secretary, Kansas 
City, Mo. 

Nov. 32.—Eighth annual field trials of the Eastern Field Trials Club, 
at High Point, N. G. W. A. Coster, Secretary, Flatbush, Kings 
county, N. Y. 

DOG SHOWS. 

May 4, 5, 6 and 7.—Tenth annual dog show of the Westminster 
Kennel Club, at Madison Square Garden, New York. James Morti¬ 
mer, Superintendent. P. O. Box 1812, New York. 

May 18, 19. SO and 31.—Third Annual Dog Show of the St. Louis 
Gun Club, St. Louis, Mo. Geo. Munson. Manager. 

May26, 26 and 27.—First Doe Show of the Ninth Regiment. Wilkes- 
Pa. W. H Tuck, Secretary, Wilkesbarre, Pa. 

July 20, 21, 22 and 28.—Milwaukee Dog Show. John D. Olcott, Man¬ 
ager, Milwaukee, Wis. 

A. K. R.-SPECIAL NOTICE. 

The AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 

pedigrees, etc. (with prize lists of all shows and trials), Is puh- 

Ushed every month. Entries close on the 1st. Should be in early. 

Elntry blanks sent on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope. 
Registration fee (50 cents) must accompany each entry. No entries 

inserted imless paid in advance. Yearly subscription $1.50. Address 
“American Kennel Register,” P. O. Boa 2832, New York. Number 

of entries already printed 3616. 

OUR HARTFORD REPORT. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I am a staunch advocate of fair and honest criticism, but 

criticism is one thing and a deliberate attempt to bes mirch a 
judge’s reputation is quite another, therefore I cannot allow 
this last instance of personal animosity toward me as displayed 
by your reporter in his account of the Hartford show to pass 
unnoticed. His reference to the note which I made in my book 
regarding the quality of fox-terriers in the open dog class, I 
care nothing for, for the simple reason tnat I question whether 
he understands or recognizes fox-terrier quanty when he sees 
it; but I still maintain there are few shows in England where 
so much quality has been seen in one class, Splauger was a 
very good second to his litter brother Splinter, who won at 
Brighton, Bacchanal won first prize at the (ilrystal Palace show, 
Valet first at Birmingham, Shovel was a champion in England 
and Stableford Joe and Scarsdale both scored winning brackets 
there, and Nick, although he may be as your reporter veiy 
lucidly puts it, “light in middle and full in body,” whatever 
that may mean, is a terrier of much more than ordinary pre¬ 
tensions. His ill nature culminated when he heard that I had 
bought a collie puppy and had afterward given it first prize 
in its class. This of itself would be an ofliense against good 
taste were there not attendant circumstances which place the 
matter in a totally different light. It is true I bought the puppy 
Tramp. It is also true that there were only two dogs entered in 
the class, and that both belonged to one and the same owner, 
and that I could have bought either of them at the same price. 
I chose that which I thought was the best, and paid for it 
with the understanding that all prizes which the dog might 
win wore to revert to the original owner. Was I, then, be¬ 
cause I bought the dog, to withhold the prize which was 
rightfully his? Your reporter fiu-ther says that I bought the 
puppy for the Hempstead Farm Co. This is a wilful mis¬ 
statement. I had no commission for the Hempstead Farm 
Co. or any one else, but seeing what I thought a fairly good 
puppy at a reasonable price, I bought it. Mr. Terry, who, as 
you are aware, is the president of the Hempstead Farm Co., 
Limited, arrived at Hartford late in the day. 1 told him I had 
purchased a puppy and asked him to go and look it over. This 
he did, and coming back expressed his admii-ation of the dog 
and a desire to become his owner. I'o this I readily agreed, 
and that, as far as I was concerned, I supposed would be the 
end of the matter. 

Is it not carrying spite and jealousy, or whatever may be 
the impelling rnotive, too far, to allow attacks of such a per¬ 
sonal nature to appear in the columns of your paper, and 
especially in the report of a dog show? Surely this is not 
“educating the public as to the points of merit peculiar to 
each breed,” but simply making your columns the channel for 
an unwarranted and imjustiflable expression of iU will, which 
you, as the editor of a paper priding itself on its impartiality 
and truthfulness, should strive to discourage. 

Jas. Mortimek. 
New York, April 23. 

[Although Mr. Mortimer has been connected with dogs and 
dog shows for some years he does not appear yet to have 
learned that the judges and the animals' on exhibition are 
leg^imate subjects for criticism. We are not singular in our 
opinion of Splauger. At the Hanley (Eng.) show last year, 
where there were 774 entries, with nineteen in the open dog 
fox-terrier class, Splauger did not get a mention. The well- 
kndwn judge, Mr. L, P. C. Astley, awarded four prizes, six 
vhc. cards and three he., but gave nothing to Splauger, the 
winner at Hartford. As we have stated, the open dog class 
at Hartford was a fairly good one, but by no means deserved 
Mr. Mortimer’s extravagant praise. Our statement about the 
collie puppy bought by Mr. Mortimer appears to have been 
inaccurate only in aUeging that the dog was bought for the 
Hempstead Farm Company, whereas he was bought by Mr, 
Mortimer for himself and afterward sold to that company. 

Our authority for our statement was the owner of the dog, 
Mr. Smith of Hartford. We have refrained from expressing 
our views on this transaction, but if Mr. Mortimer deisires 
them they are quite at his service. We ai’e quite ready to 
leave the public to pass on the motives which prompt our re- 
mai’ks on dogs and dog shows. They need no defense or ex¬ 
cuse.] _ 

NORTH CAROLINA AMATEUR FIELDTRIAL CLUB 

Editor Forest and Stream : 
A desire for better dogs, and more especially better trained 

dogs, has induced several of the leading sportsmen in this 
State to organize an amateur field trials club, open to all 
non-professionally trained dogs; the object being to induce 
om- sportsmen to learn how to train and handle theii’ own 
anim^. The organization of this club has not yet been per¬ 
fected, but the cliief matters of importance, snen as securing 
hunting groimds, posting it and stocking it with birds, have 
been attended to and everything will be in order for the trials 
next fall, just after the Eastern field trials close at High Point, 
N. C. 

The land of the North Carolina Field Trials Club is situated 
north and northeast of Raleigh, N. C,, beginning about four 
miles from the city, and runs along and between several small 
streams, including much of the very best shooting ground 
within reach of the city. It contains in all from 3,500 to 4,000 
acres of old field and stubble. 

This tract of land has always been considered the best hunt¬ 
ing ground in our vicinity, and now that it has been thoroughly 
posted, planted with small patches of peas, wheat and oats 
along the creek banks, and nearly two hundred quail put on 
it, we e:^ect in a year or two to have the finest field trial 
grounds in the South. 

Our sportsmen are beginning to appreciate a dog with a 
pedigree, and are learning to breed dogs with an eye to speed, 
nose, endurance and style. Formerly a dog was only required 
to find birds and remain steady until you came to him. Now 
we have inaugurated a different school for the dogs and we 
are determined to have them well trained. With om’ small 
beginning we intend to push on each year, adding to our 
grounds and bettering our dogs, and before long we will ex¬ 
tend an invitation to our Nortnera friends to come down and 
try dogs with us. E. B. E. 

Raleigh, N. 0., April 17. 

SPRATTS BISCUITS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The letter of Mr. Cleather in the last issue of Forest anp 

Stream opens the door for testimony in support of the state¬ 
ment with which he finds fault. Mr. Cleather, like a good 
many of my countrymen when they first arrive on this side 
of the Atlantic, proceeds to air his superior knowledge and 
alleges that American dog owners are ignoramuses. I rather 
doubt the good policy of a person in his position taking t.big 
step, but that is his lookout. Forest and Stream in report¬ 
ing New Haven show drew attention to the effect Spratls 
biscuits had on the dogs, and I for one was very glad to see 
the remarks. Mr. Cleather pays Forest and Stream the 
very high compliment of insinuating that the remarks re¬ 
ferred to were dictated by rival manufacturers. Those who 
know the independent pofiew of your journal are not likely to 
be much misled by Mr. Cleather’s mistaken views, while 
those whose dogs suffered, as mine did, cannot but thank you 
for running your editoi-ial department entiiely free from con¬ 
siderations affected by the advertising department. Perhaps 
we do not know when a dog is purged in this country, and 
even if we do make a correct guess we are such complete 
novices that we cannot tell the cause. That is what we are 
to understand from Mr. Cleather’s letter. 

I would like to ask that gentleman whether he was at New 
Haven, and hotv long a time he spent at Newark show. We 
can then arrive at some estimate of his opportunity for bring¬ 
ing Forest and Stream up with such a round turn. 

I will tell my experience with Spratts biscuits. I tried them 
in England and liked them very well, my dogs relishing and 
doing well on them. I have also tried biscuits imported by 
Mr, de Luze and found nothing wrong with them. Knowing 
that the dogs I proposed exhibiting at Newark and New 
Haven would be fed on these biscuits, and with the view of 
accustoming them to that food, I purchased a bag of Spratts 
biscuits and proceeded to mix some with their usual food, 
changing the method of feeding as is customary when feeding 
with these biscuits. I ought to say that my dogs were pe^ 
fectly healthy and were not old toothless plugs, but strong, 
well-developed ten months puppies. Looseness of the bowels 
at once resulted, but that being usual with a change of diet, I 
persevered giving a reduced quantity of biscuit. The dogs 
would pick out everything else from their dishes and only take 
the biscuit as a last necessity. The passages were never quite 
natural during the period of probation, and in that condition 
the dogs went to Newark. There they all started purging, 
and 1 did the best I could by giving them bread and milk and 
bread and meat. Next week came New Haven, and here 
matters assumed a serious aspect. The purging continued 
and the passages had the impleasant smell so well knovpn at 
dog shows with biscuit fed dogs. I had to leave before the 
show was over, so the dogs had nothing but the contract food 
to wind up with. When they got home they were a sorry 
sight. The dog Heather was passing pure blood, and the 
bitches, though not so bad, were still in horrible condition 
inbemally. The latter I got round by exercising the greatest 
care, but the dog, I regret to say, succumbed. If any one 
wants to experiment with the balance of my bag of biscuits 
they are welcome to them, but no more of them for me, thank 
you. 

Now that Mr. Cleather has opened the door for a relation of 
American dog owners’ experiences with Spratts biscuits, I hope 
that the subject may be well ventilated. James Watson. 

A DOG OF ROMANCE.—New York, April 19.—Editor 
Forest and Stream: In Mr. F. Marion Crawford’s recent 
novel, “A Tale of a Lonely Parish,” one of the leading char¬ 
acters is the dog Stamboul. He is said to be a Russian blood¬ 
hound, taller than the tallest mastiff, of a slate color, with 
closely cropped ears and a fine, smooth coat. He is also de¬ 
scribed as following with great speed a trail twelve hours old. 
baying sonorously, and killing a man so quickly as to leave it 
doubtful whether he “hurt him much.” Now I should like to 
know if there is any such dog in the world. 1 seem to recog¬ 
nize the slate color, huge size and cropped ears as belonging to 
the well-known Siberian or TJlm dog, commonly called 
“bloodhound.” But was that dog ever known to foUow a 
cold trail, or to bay after the manner of a true hound? The 
book is, of course, interesting and well written; but novelists 
ought to be very careful to get the details of their work tech¬ 
nically correct. The late George Eliot, for example, used to 
submit the law of her novels, before publication, to “counsel 
learned in the law;" whereas Anthony Trollope evolved his 
law from bis inner consciousness. The method of the former 
was that of the conscientious artist, that of the latter fell 
short of this standard—S. H. [The advice of our correspond¬ 
ent to novelists is most excellent: but wo very much fear that 
“poetic license" in the future will still continue bo override 
both common law and common sense.]. 

PEDIGREE BLAJIKS.—Wo have prepared two series of 
duplicate pedigi-ee blanks, one blank providing for pedigree to 
ffflli generatiom the other to third. The former :&s a page 
size of Kennel Record Book page; the latter, same size page, 
with four on. Price of each, twenty-five cents per dozen 
pages. The blanks will be very convenient for furnishing 
pedigrees with sales, etc. 

THE CLEVELAND DOG SHOW. 
[Special Dispatch to Forest and Stream.^ 

CLEVELAND, O., April 37.—The attendance at the show 
to-day was good. Tne arrangements are excellent. There 

are several new dogs here that are good enough for almost 
any company. Judging commenced at 3 o’clock and has pro¬ 
gressed slowly. The following awards have been made: 

ENGLISH SETTERS.—Champion—Do(j: Absent. Bitch; Pittsburg 
Kennel Club’s Qupen Alice.—Open—Dogs: 1st, R. B Morgan’s Man- 
dan; 2d, John Davidson's Scotlisb Chief; 3d, Reserve Kennels’ Pen- 
dragon. Very high com., J. Denny’s Brandon. F. Milham’s Blue 
Hope. High com.. J. Cockrell’s Tasso. 0. W. Fromm’s Dash and 
North, M. Martin’s Count. Bitches: 1st. H. & D. Bryson’s Lillian; 
2d, Mrs. E. C. Franklin’s Vixen; 3d. J. Donoghue’s Jeannette. Very 
high com., J. David.son's Swan; R. B. Morgan's Bess M. and Fannie 
M ; F. Milham’s Jealousy, and D. O’Shea’s Rosey. High com., R B. 
Morgan’s Akron Girl, and L. Cobaugh’s Daisy.—Puppies.—Do(/s.’ 1st, 
A. Sander’s Dude; 2d, T. G. Davey’s Canada. Very high com., S. B. 
Conklin’s Doc C. Two classes were made of the dogpupnies. in the 
second class—Hops/ rit. Pittsburgh Kennel Club’s Bine Prince: 2d. R. 
T. Kennedy’s Prince Royal. Very high com., C. E. White's Earl of 
Britton. Bitches: 1st, J. Denny’s Nantahala; 2d, Pittsburgh Kennel 
Club’s Sparle. Very high com., G. Volker’s Lady, P. Wolfender’s 
Blink Bonney, and T, Donoghue’s Dart Gladstone. High com., P. 
Milham’s Jealousy. 

POINTERS.—l.,ARGE—Champion—Doq.- Absent. Bitch; B. F. Seit- 
ner’s Lady Croxfetb.—Open—Do.qs.* 1st and 2d, Whealenand Sander's 
Pap Smizer and Kingshot. Very high com., Pittsburgh Kennel Club’s 
Sweep. High com., C. T. Engel’s Young Meteor. Com., B. F. Seit- 
ner’s Planet. Bitches: IsOand 2d, Idstone Kennels’ Komp and l.a.«s. 
Very high com., Whealen and Sander’s Diana.—Small—Hops; Ist.W. 
C. Nelson’s Tippecanoe; 2(1, Whealen .rfiud Sander’s Rumpty. Very 
high com., P. Wolfenden’s Don, and' Idstone Kennels’ Doncaster. 
High com., Whealen and Sander’s Bullseye, and W. K. Huntingdon’s 
LeRoy Bitches: 1st, St. Louis Kennel Club's Keswick; 2d, Id.stone 
Kennels’ Lillie Bang. VetT high com. and high com.. J. R. Daniel’s 
Fan and Daisy Donald.—Puppies—Dops.' Ist. C. T. Engel’s Young 
Meteor: 2d, W. L. White’s Shot. High com., J. Lewis's Frank Slea¬ 
ford. Bitches; 1st, T. Donoghue’s Leramie Croxterh. Veiy high 
com., J. B. Bosworth'a Dinah. High com., G. M. Hubbard’s Belle. 
Com., W. 0. Meyer’s Topsy. 

DOG SHOW SECRETARIES AND SPECIALS.—Kditor 
Forest and Stream: Mr. Wade, while commenting upon the 
above subjects last week, re the late Pittsburgh ^ow, asks: 
“Does it help the honesty of the transaction to accept the 
entrjr and then shamefully deny their own published rule by 
refusing the protest that follows, as was done in the St. Ber¬ 
nard puppy class?” The facts are more damaging to the club, 
Mr. Wade, than you have stated. The owner of the St. Ber¬ 
nard dog did not enter him in the puppy class. He brought 
and showed the dog to Mr. L. F. Whitman, who purposely put 
him into the class where he would m ost lightly win, President 
Gregg made himself a party to this brazen fraud by teUing 
Ml-. Hanford, the representative of Mr. Tucker, “'This is a 
poor place for protests; we will have nothing to do with 
them.” “When the supeiintendent and president ‘stand in’ to 
beat an absent exhibitor, what is he going to do about it?” 
This pertinent question was propounded as we traveled East 
after the show. The answer was, “Stay at home.” I assure 
you, Mr, Wade, it is not so easy to “punish” Philadelphia ex¬ 
hibitors. We are like the proverbial Philadelphia lawyer- 
sharp. We light with facts on our side, and when the lie is 
passed, as it was at Pittsburgh, the Philadelphian proves it on 
the other man. A word about the indiscriminate accepting of 
special prizes to be given to certain dogs really without com- fietition. It is a growing evil and should be stopped at once, 

c gives judges, reporters and aU concerned twice the amount 
of work, besides bringing into prominence for the moment 
worthless dogs that as quickly sink into oblivion.—V. M. H. 

WILKESBARRE DOG SHOW.—The pi-emium list of the 
Ninth Regiment’s inaugural bench, show of dogs has been 
issued. Tne show will be held at the armoiy, Wilkesbarre, 
Pa., May 35, 26 and 27. The entries close May 15. The judges, 
as indicated last week, are: For mastiffs, St. Bernards, New¬ 
foundlands, greyhounds, collies, bulldog, bull-terriers, fox- 
terriers, pugs, foxhounds, toy terriers, miscellaneous, spaniels 
and others, Mr. Jas. Watsoi^ pointers and setters, Mr. R. M. 
Lindsay, of Scranton, Pa.; Enrfish and Irish setters, Mr. W, 
F. Streeter, Lehigh Tannery, Pa.; beagles, to be judged by 
the A. E. B. Club standard, Mr. T. W. White, Wilkesoan-e, 
Pa. The premiums are $10 and $5 for the more important 
classes, $7 and $4 for St. Bernards, spaniels (field, black and 
any color), foxhounds, beagles (two classes) and collies, and 
$5 and $3 for pointers, English and Irish setter puppies, and 
for fox-terriers, bulldogs, all other terriers and pugs. The 
Adams Express Co. will return all dogs free that are sent by 
their company. The committee have decided to make a class 
for Italian greyhounds.—WhjKES. 

ENTRIES FOR THE NEW YORK DOG SUOW.—Editor 
Forest and Stream; I am sorry that the list I gave you of the 
dogs at the coming show was hardly a correct one; this is 
pai-tly excusable from the fact that it was hastily and roughly 
estimated. Following is, 1 believe, a con-ect list: Mastiffs, 44; 
St. Bernards, 81; Newfoundlands, 11; Great Danes, 11; grey¬ 
hounds, 34; deerhounds, 15; pointers, 97; English settei-s, 102; 
black and tan setters, 3S; Irish settere, 67; Chesapeake Bay- 
dogs, 1; Irish water spaniels, 1; Clumber spaniels, 5; field 
spaniels, 13; cocker spaniels, 59; foxhounds. 14; beagles, 31; 
basset hoimds, 4; dachshimde, 10; fox-terriers, smooth, 81; 
wire-haii-ed, 8; collies, 100; oulldogs, 22; bull-terriers, 25; 
black and tan terriers, 6; hard-haired, 2; Dandle Dinmont, 2; 
Irish terriers, 5; Skye terriers, 8; pugs, SO; Yorkshire terriers, 
19; toy ten-iers, 8; King Charles spaniels, 13; Blenheim span¬ 
iels, S; Japanese spaniels, 5; rubys and Piince Charles, 8; 
Italian greyhounds, 6; poodles, 15; miscellaneous, 18.—Jas, 
Mortimer, Supt. _ 

POOR OLD FELLOW.—Cleveland, O., April 28.—Editor 
Forest and Stream: I have an old black and tan dog with me 
now which has reached the remarkable age ot twenty-one 
years. The usual evidence of old age, viz., failing eyesight 
and hearing and a general feebleness. His teeth are worn 
away even with the gums. One peculiai-ity is very marked, 
when he sits upon his haunch(js his back assumes that semi¬ 
circular form peculiaa* to the cat when in the same position. 
Old Prin, as he is called, survived a severe attack of mange 
the past winter and really appears to be gaining strength 
every day. Is not this a rare instance?—Watt. 

NEW POINTERS COMING.—New York, Aprfi 26, 1886.— 
Editor Forest and Stream: The Westminster Kennel Club 
have purchased from Prince Albert Solms the well known 
lightweight pointer Naso of Kipping. Naso has been very 
successful on the bench and in the field, having won four firet 
prizes at the Crystal Palace, and several first prizes in field 
trials. He has mso proved a successful sire, his son, Naso of 
Upton, having won first prizes at Birmingham and Ci-ystal 
Palace, Eng, They have also purchased the heavy weight 
bitch Kate VIII., in whelp to Priam, and Glauca, by Fluke- 
champion Glee.—James Mortimer, Superintendent. 

ST. LOUIS KENNEL CLUB.—Graphic will not be shown 
at St. Louis and the club will therefore enter for competition 
their pointer dog Robert le Diable. It was then- intention to 
have entered him “not for competition” bad Graphic put in an 
appearance, as under Major Taylor, who judged at Pittsburgh, 
and is to officiate at St. Louis, Robert won over the Graphic 
Kennels’ entry. Entries for St. Louis close May 8 and not 
May 2, as incorrectly stated. Entries are said to be coming in 
very satisfactorily. 

“HISTORY OP THE MASTIFF.”—Mastiff lovers will re¬ 
joice to learn that copies of Mi‘. Wynn’s “History of the 
Mastiff” are now accessible to book buyers ou this side of the 
water. We have received a small consignment of this ex¬ 
cellent work, which is for sale at this office at $2.50 each. 
We shall review the work at the earliest moment possible. 
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IMPORTANT SALE OP COLLIES.—EKior Forest emi 
Stream: I have this day sold my entu'e kennel of collies, in¬ 
cluding chai^ion Lady of the Lake and Glengarry to the 
Hempstead Farm Co. Parties who have cone^onded with 
me in regard to the above ai'e kindly referred to the new 
owners,—J. D. Shotwell (Rahway, April 24). 

BEAGLES AT PITTSBURGH.—Wrightsville, Pa., April 28. 
—Editor Forest and Stream: Your list of awards in the open 
bitch class at the late Pittsburgh show is wrong. My bitch 
Pet won second, Krueger’s Myrtle vhc. and Maida he. Please 
make the correction.—A. C. Ketjegbe. 

THE F. & S. AND THE A. K. R. are separate concerns, 
and kennel notes intended for one cannot be transferred to the 
other. If it is desired that a note appear in both, it must 
be sent to both;_ 

KENNEL NOTES. 

KENNEL NOTE BLANKS.—For the convenience of breeders we 

have prepared a series of blanks for “Names Claimed,” “Whelps,” 

“Bred” and “Sales.” All Kennel Notes must be sent to us on these 

blanks, which will be forwarded to any address on receipt of 

stamped and directed envelope. Send for a set of them. Sets of 

each form (200), bound, for retaining duplicates, sent postpaid, 30c. 
NAMES CLAIMED. 

Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Peep Bo, Pita Sing and Yum Yum. By H. C. Bronsdon, Boston, 
Mass., for black cocker spaniel bitches, wbeloed Feb. 23,1886, by Obo 
n. (A..K-R. 432) out of Fannie Obo (A.K R. 1311). 

Lady in White. By Frank F. Dole, New Haven, Conn., for white 
bull-terrier bitch, whelped September, 1884, by Dutch (E. 13,818) out 
of Young Daisie (Rebel—Little Madge). 

Lady ISdgecomh. By Lothian Kennels, Stepney, Conn., for sable 
collie bitch, imported by Hon. R. K. Wright, TJ. S. Consul. 

Aladain and Lothian Queen. By Lothian Kennels, Stepney, Conn., 
for sable and white collie dog and bitch, whelped Nov. 16,1885, by 
Montrose (A.K R. 891) out of Tibbie (A.K.R. 2825). 

Urania. Bv Lothian Kennels, Stepney, Conn., for black and fawn 
collie bitch, vvhelped Nov. 16, 1885, by Montrose (A.K.R. 891) out of 
Tibbie (A.K R. 2325). 

Lothian Kennels. By C. E. Osborn, Stepney, Conn., for his kennels 
of collies. 

Tower Grove Collie Kennels. By W. S. Powers, Tower Grove, St. 
Louis, Mo., for his kennels of rough-coated collies. 

Progressive Kennels. By L. Braudels, Flatbush, L. I., for his ken¬ 
nels of mastiffs, St. Bernards, collies, English and Irish setters, and 
terriers. 

BRED. 

1^*^ Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Omen Bess -Zulu II. Progressive Kennels’ (Flatbush, L. I.) mastiff 
biich Queen Bess to their Zulu H. (A.K.R. 2403), April 17. 

Puneh—Pink. Lynn Kennels’ (Lynn, Mass.) pug bitch Punch to 
their Pink, April 10. 

Gipsy Queen Il.—Otey. Dr. Jas. McKee’s (Raleigh, N. C.) English 
sett^ bitch Gipsy Queen II. to J. W. Pegram’s Otey (A.K.R. 3423), 
April 7. 

Fan Fan—Bang Bang. J. O. Donner’s (New York) pointer bitch 
Pan Fan to Westminster Kennel Club’s Bang Bang (A.K.R. 394), 
March 2. 

Madstone—Bang Bang. Westminster Kennel Club’s (Babylon, 
pointer bitch Madstone (Tory-Moonstone) to their Bang Bang 
(A K.R. 394), Feb. 24 

Happy Medium—Bang Bang. P. R. Hitchcock’s (NewTork) pointer 
bitch Happ.y Medium (Oroxteth—Fan Fan) to Westminster Kennel 
Club’s Bang’Bang (A.K.R. 394), April 2. 

Bellona— Tammany. Westminster Kennel Club's (Babylon, L. I.) 
pointer bitch Bellona (A.K.R. 204) to F. R. Hitchcock’s Tammany 
(Tory—Moonstooe), Feb 27. 

Lotta—Bang Bang. J. Andrews's pointer bitch Lotta to Westmiu 
ster Kennel Club’s Bang Bang (A K R. 394), March 29. 

Erie—Bang Bang. T. F, Rivers’s (Bridgeport, Conn.) pointer bitch 
Erie (Rake II.—Brownie) to Westminster Kennel Club’s Bang Bang 
(A.K.R 894). AprU 1. 

Pauline Mamham—Black Silk. Chas. H. Baker’s (Boston, Mass.) 
black cocker spaniel bitch Pauline Markham (Obo It, A.K.R. 432— 
Hornell Ruby. A.K.R. 67) to Hornell Spaniel Club’s Black Silk (Obo- 
-), Feb. 24 

WHELPS. 

1^“ Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 
Mabel Blue. G. A. Colman’s (Charlestown, Mass.) English setter 

hitch Mabel Blue (Royal Blue-Endova), March 29, six (two dogs), by 
A M. Tucker’s Dash ill., Jr. (Dash HI.—Model Druid). 

Shelloch. Mrs. Geo. Shepard Page’s (Stanley, N. J.) deerhound 
bitch Shelloch (A.K.B. 2214), March 1, seven (fom- dogs), by her Dun- 
robin (A-K R. 12S6). 

Gipsy Maid. J C. Duncan’s (Knoxville, Tenn.) English setter bitch 
Gipsy Maid. April 9, seven (three dogs), by Memphis & Avent’s Ken¬ 
nels’ Boderigo (Count Noble-Twin Maud). 

Woodland Queen, Jas. Luckwell's (Woodstock, Ont.) cocker span¬ 
iel bitch Wooaiand Queen (Kelly’s Tippo—Woodstock Queen), April 
8 SIX (three dogs), by J. P. Willey’s Obo If. (A K R. 432). 

Lmra. P. Hoey’s .Long Branch, N. J.) fox-ierrier bitch Lyra (Pen- 
uei—Fay), March 6, seven (three dogs), by Mr. Thayer’s Mixture 
(Spice—Fairy lit). 

Zanetta. 'Wm. F. Todd’s (Portland, Me.) pointer bitch Zanetta 
(A.K.R. 1261). April 10, seven (three dogs), by Westminster Kennel 
Club’s B.ang Bang (A.K.R. 394); all lemon and white. 

Belle. Andrew Laidiaw’s ( Woodstock, Ont.) cocker spaniel bitch 
Belle (Silk—VI oodstock Flirt), Jan, 30, eignt (three dogs), by his Obo, 
Jr. (A.K.R. 1841). 

Topsy B. Fred Bollett’s (Brooklyn, N. Y.) cocker spaniel bitch 
Topsy B. (A.KB. 3317). March 9. ten (eight dogs), by J. P. Willey’s 
Obo 11. (A.K.R. 432); three since dead. 

Judy J. D. Olcott’s (Milwaukee, Wis.) Irish water spaniel bitch 
Judy (Yarney-Judy), eight (six dogs), by his The O’Donohue (Mickey 
Free-Eily O’Connor). 

Passion. Bosecroft Kennels’ (Birmingham, Conn.) English setter 
bitch Passion (Prince—Pebble), April 12, five (twodogs),byBlackstone 
Keimeis’ Foreman. 

Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 
Gipsy Queen IT. Black, white and tan English setter bitch,whelped 

Dec. 5, 1880, by Royal Ben out of Gip.sy Queen, by Alfred Jones, 
Neuse. N. C , to Dr. jas. McKee, Raleigb, N. O. 

Puke of Calvert. Black, white and tan English setter dog,whelped 
Oct. 4,1880, by Belton out of Bellmore, by Alfred Jones, Neuse, N. C., 
to Dr. Jas. McKeCj N. C. 

Craft's Maid. Dark red Irish setter bitch, whelped Feb. 22,1835, 
bv imported Bragg out of imported Effle, by H. E, Craft, Lima, 0., to 
Coi. N.T. Colby, New York, 

Hamlet. Stone gray mastiff dog, whelped Sept. 22, 1883. Iw Turk 
out of Druidess, by Miss Ida F. Warren, Leicester, Mass., to Everett 
V Prouty, Spencer, Mass. 

Yum Yum Tyrant. White, black and tan head fox-terrier bitch, 
whelped Feb. i4, ls86, by Raby Tyrant ©ut of Fau-y (A.K.R. 3325), by 
Jesse D. Welch, New Haven, Conn., to G. F. Nesbitt, Wilkesbarre, 
Pa> 

idle Tyrant. W'^bite, evenly marked black and tan head, fox-terrier 
bitch, wnelped Feb. 14, 1886, by Baby Tyrant out of Fairy (A.K.R. 
3325), by Jesse D. Welch, New Haven, Conn., to A. C. Thompson, 

^^.D(maiw!^'Pointer dog, age not given, by Bob out of Sappho, by A. 
B. Moore to Graphic Kennels. 

Glenmar II. (A.K.R -mu—Bizreena (A.K B. 2876) whelps. Red Irish 
setters, whelped Dec. 9,1886. by Onota Kennels, Plttslield, Mass., a 
dog R E Burbank, same place; a dog to 0. P. Woodruff, Housatonic, 
Mass , and a bitch to 0. A Quick, Wilkesbarre, Pa. 

Gun (A.K.B. 1588)-Morning Star (A K.R. 1641) whelps. English 
setters, whelped Nov.ll, 1886, by Chas. York, Bangor, Me., two white, 
black and tan dogs, to John W. Hamer, Philadelphia, Pa., and two 
black, white and tan dogs to V. L. Bassa, New Canaan, Conn , 

Gun (A.K.R. im)-Pearl Blue (A.K.R. 1542) whelps. Black, trtita 
and tan English setters, whelped Aug 14.1885, by Chas. York, Ban¬ 
gor, Me., two dogs to Chas. Fenton, Saccarappa, Me. 

IMPORTATIONS. 
Rluto. White and brindJe smooth-coated St. Bernard dog, ISmos. 

old, pedigree not received, by Hospice Kennels, Arlington, N. J., 
from A. Knechfcenhofer. Thun, Switeierland. 

Queen of Sheba. White and orange smooth-coated St. Bernard 
bitch, 6mos. old (Forthos—Sabab), by Hospice Kennels, Arlington, 
N, J., from A. Knechtenhofer, Thira, Switzerland. 

Myrtle. Black, white and tan beagle bitch, whelped September, 
1882 (Mynstrel—Handmaid), by \V. S. Dlffenderffer, Baltimore, Md,, 
from C. H. Beck, Macclesfield, Eng. 

DEATHS, 
Gus. Blue belton English setter dog (A.K.R. 2769), owned by Dr. 

Jas, McKee. Raleigh, N. C., March 21, from distemper, 

Fire Fly. Red Irish setter bitoh, whelped August, 1875 (Rufus— 
Friend), owned by Dr. E. Wilson, Havana, Cuba, March 20, from ab¬ 
scess in the liver. 

Fleur de Lis. St. Bernard bitch (A.K.R. 3016), owned by Hospice 
Kennels, Arlington, N. J,, April 16, from distemper. 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 
1^** No Notice Taken of Anonymons CerreBpondente. 

E. S. C.. Medbnry, Idaho.—Please tell me what I can do for a rough 
Scotch terrier dog whose foot for the last three weeks has been in a 
bad state. It has gathered and broken in three different places on the 
inner side of the foreleg just above the large pad on the foot and 
once between the second and third toe. The skin round ihe sore is of 
a blackish blue spotted appearance, and there is a bad discharge of 
matter; otherwise the dog seems to be in good condition and spirit^. 
I may mention that he and a bitch of the same breed have only been 
out from Scotland about six weeks. Ans. The dog is probably suf¬ 
fering Irom some form of scurvy resulting from the sea voyage and 
food. Give mixed diet of meat and vegetables. Get a prescription 
as follows: Of the citrate of iron and ammonia, 1 ounce; of Fowler’s 
solution of arsenic, 2 ounces. Mix. Give four drops three times 
daily with the food. Dress the sores twice daily with balsam of Peru 
ointment. 

C. R , Mississippi.—I have a spaniel dog that has the mange very 
bad. Will you please tell me what tc do for him? Ans. Wash the 
dog twice weekly with warm water and carbolic soap. Get a box of 
powdered calomel and bismuth in equal parts and dust the affected 
surface with the powder once daily. Give five drops of Fowler’s solu¬ 
tion of arsenic twice daily in the food. 

lifle md ^hauting. 
TARGET TALK. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I have heard many comments about the standard target that the 

riflemen have adopted. Standard target they say. Do you call a 
piece of white paper about 26in. square, with 7 circles on it", counting 
from 10 center to 2, including only the 4 Creedmoor count, stamped 
copyright, 1885, a standard target. Is there any Creedmoor about it? 

How are you to use it? I will tell you. Buy one for 6 cents, get a 
piece of huff or white paper 4x6ft., paste that standard American 
target in tbe center, then take a set of Irammell points and make up 
the rest of the Creedmoor lines. By so doing something is made that 
can be shot on. Thai’s the way that one famous rifle club in Spring- 
field are doing. They did not vote for the target, but say they must 
use it because the Rifle says it’s a standard. You cannot find a 
militia company who will use that piece of paper called the standard 
target. There aint a commissioned company that can shoot a 10-shot 
score on it and every shot hit it. What’s the use of making a piece 
of paper that size a standard target? 

A friend of mine who is a member of the Rod and Gun Club, of 
Springfield, could not attend the club meeting when they voted for 
a target. His choice was Capt. Gendele’s target. Action was taken 
at tbe meeting on the targets. A majority present (perhaps 15 out of 
45 members) decided for the Farrow target. So tbe majority voted 
to throw the whole vote of the club for that target, when by actual 
count one-third of the club wanted some other target My way to 
get the best target is to take more time. Then submit the targets to 
all of the rifle clubs and also the militia companies Let each rifle¬ 
man vote for the target he hires best by printed or written ballot, 
with Ws name signed to the same, vouened for by the secretary of 
the club and the captain of the military company. Let the ballots be 
sent to some responsible paper, say the Forest and Stream; let them 
count and decide the vote. Fair Play. 

Westfield, Mass., April 13. 

Editor Forest and Stream ; 
I note in your issue of April 8 a partial description of the Eames 

standard union target. It has several features of great merit, and if 
it is not “fearfully and wonderfully made,” like the standard Amer¬ 
ican target, it is probably quite as good as anything yet offered. I 
rmderstand ihat the standard American target has been accepted in 
some quarters “without the fractions,” whatever that may mean- 
something like the Shakesperian play with Hamlet left out. The one 
is all fractions, and it is “standard,” the other has no fractious, and 
it is alao “standard;” but tbe two cannot resemble each other. If 
the several dimensions of the Eames target cannot be measured by 
any one who is not provided with instruments fine enough to meas¬ 
ure fractions as small as one one-huodredth of an inch, then there be 
more than ten thousand target shooters in the United States who will 
care nothing about it. E. A. L. 

Norristown, Pa., April 14,1886. 

THE TRAJECTORY TRIAL. 

A CORRESPONDENT of the Rifle has arranged an interesting 
exhibit of tbe results of the late trajectory trial conducted by 

the Forest and Stream, incorporating with them a half-dozen of 
the lifltes tested on a previoas occasion by an Eastern riflleman and 
printed in the paper from which we quote; the correspondent who, 
writing from Providence, B. I., over the initials T. F. S.. says : 

For convenience, I have arranged the recently published results of 
the trajectory tests in tabular form, with like calibers in the same 
group. For each caliber seven columns are devoted: 

First Column.—“ No.”—shows the number of the test. Those 
made by Rifle are numbered in Roman numerals. Some, however, 
that are upon the same rifle and charge as those made by Forest and 
Stream—and which agree closely enough-are included under the 
“ F and S’s.” all of which are denoted by italics corresponding to 
the “ F and S’s’’ numbeis of the tests. 

Second Column—'* Charge”—includes three numbers, denoting re¬ 
spectively, caliber, weight of powder in grains, and weight of bullet 
in grrains. 

Third Column—" Charge reduced to .40-caliber.”—This means 
merely what the charge would be if magnified enough or reduced 
enough, as the case may be, so that the bullet would be of •40-caIiber. 
This increase or diminution of course takes place both in iengtb and 
diameter in the same proportion. Thus, if we “increase” a .22- 
callber bullet to .44-caliber, we double its diameter and double its 
length, and also double the breadth and depth of its grooves, keep¬ 
ing its point sharp to the same angle ; so we have a homologous 
body of just the same shape as original, but of larger size ( 40-cali- 
her) ’ The same Is true in case of reducing a bullet larger than .40- 
caliber. It is evident that the weights of like-shaped bullets vary in 
proportion to the cubes of their respective calibers. When it is re- 
ouiced to reduce a bullet or charge of powder of one caliber to any 
other (.40 or not), muliipJy by tbe factor corresponding to the origi¬ 
nal caliber, and divide this product by the factor corresponding to 
the caliber desired. 

For any future use, the following decimal fractions are given, with 
explanation: 
rp., RO-nnliViAP tn 40.f;ahher. multiolv bv.612 

.703 

. 762 

. 866 

.1.17 

.. 1.95 

.6 01 

.45 
(i .44 it *4 
(( .43 it it 

(( .38 
it tt 

It .33 “ *4 «« 
t( .22 “ it t* 

This column is inserted and , _ 
ing” all of our cartridges to .40 caliber (any other one caliber would 
do! but this was taken as a medium one) we have a more comprehen¬ 
sive way of comnaring the relative strengths of tbe various charges. 

Fourth Column-“Batio”—gives the ratio between the weight of 
lead and the weight of powder used. _ „ , . . 

Fifth Column—“lOOvd. trajectory at 50yds.”—explains itself. It is 
the only one-the central trajectory height-on the lOOyd. trial that 
it was worth while to Insert. , , . ^ ^ 

Sixth, and Seventh Columns-"200yd. trajectory—at 50yds. and at 
lOOyds.”—also explains itself. The other heights of the 200yd. tra¬ 
jectory are not considered. . , - 

To make the matter more simple, the minute details of powder and 
bullet are left out of consideration. The weight of the bullet Is its 
principal character within certain limits; but it is true that its gen- 
ei’al shape and its own peculiar form have considerable iDfluence to 
bear. But it is out of the question to take all these points into ac- 

*^°it^ust be borne in mind, too, that when we speak of a rifle's tra¬ 
jectory we should likewise state the distance of target. It is possible 
to get a very flat trajectory for a short range,, which on a long range 
might be far higher than the average. If a rifle fulfils the require¬ 
ments for 200yds. it will meet the wants of the ordinary hunter. 

Amoug the questions to be answered are the following: 
(1) To what extent is the trajectory flattened by making the ratio 

of lead and powder small? „ . ^ 
(2) If this small ratio has the desured effect, can the result be se- 

cured by merely cutting down the lead and thereby getting a small 

*^^(8° Wes a small caliber with a charge proportionally the same (see 

column 3) as a larger caliber give the same result as to flatness of 
trajectory? 

Let us glance at our tables. But before so doing it is worth while 
to bear in mind that the pressure of tbe atmosphere as measured by 
the barometer-also the direction and force of the wind—at the time 
the shots were made, all have their bearing upon the resulting tra¬ 
jectory heights. A low barometer is favorable to a flat trajectory, 
in one sense—the resistance is less in tbe same proportion nearly. 
Moreover, from the same cause we would expect a flatter trajectory 
with tbe same charge at places situated 2,0()0ft., 3,000ft. or more 
above the sea level, where the air israrer, than at points near the sea 
level. Hence it won’t do to draw too fine a line betiveen this and that 
kind of ammunition, unless we care to undertake the laborious task 
of correcting all these tests to standard condition; and by carefully 
studying the tables we find it to be a general rule that each time we 
diminish the ratio of leafl to powder we obtain a flatter trajectory, 
providing, however, that we do this by increasing the powder. It "is 
true that if we diminish this ratio by cutting down on the lead we do 
sometimes get a flatter trajectory, but generally not, unless in so 
doing we do not cut down the lead to such an extent that the weight 
of the bullet •‘reduced” to .40-cal., comes less than 230 to '250 grains. 

If you cut down the lead less than above stated, we get a flatter 
trajectory only on very short distances, as 5 lOOyds, but not on a 
200 yard target. 

(3) It will be seen, by comparing trajectories of the various cali¬ 
bers, that whenever the proportions are kept the same. t. e., when¬ 
ever the various cartridges reduced to .40-cahber are the same, the 
small calibers have practically the same heights of trajectory as do 
the large calibeTS, and vice versa. This statement is intended to 
apply to ordinary calibers (.22 to .60, or better, perhaps, .32 to .46). 

It must not be supposed that we can reduce a cartridge from one 
caliber to another at pleasure without affecting results. The pene¬ 
tration may differ; the destructive power may differ greatly; but if 
our change is not too great we are reasonably certain of affecting the 
trajectory and accuracy to no very great extent. 

In speaking of the influence of the resistance of the air, according 
to its density, upon the flight of bullet, it is evident that tbe light 
express bullet (or the round ball) is more sensitive to this resistance 
than is the heavy long-range, bullet. The same is true regarding the 
influence of the direction of the wind. 

For fairly luavy charges the above points are hardly worthy of 
consideration. 

•TABLES OF TB \ JECTORIES. 

.22-Calibsr. 

No. Charge. Charge red. 
to .4()-bal. R

a
ti

o
. 

Trajectory. 

lOOyds. 
at 60yds 

200yds. 
at 50yds. 

200yds. 
at lOOyds. 

15 22-6-40 40- 30 - 340 8.0 4 21 13 49 18.92 
26 22—3-40 40 -30—240 8 0 4.‘21 1 15.04 21.07 

.32-Caliber. 

4 82-40—165 40-78-322 
1 

4 1 2 13 7.16 10 13 
20 32-40-150 40-78-202 8 7 I 2.44 7.93 11.34 

9 32-40-120 40 - 78-234 3.0 1 80 6.:i0 8.89 
Xlll 32-30-120 40—59-234 4.0 2.4 8.2 11 5 

I. 32 -20-116 40-39-2-24 5.7 3.1 10 3 14.4 
29 32 - 20-100 40—39—195 5 0 2 90 9 68 13.55 
10 32-13- 90 40-35-175 6.9 3.97 12 94 18.'24 
24 3 -2-13- 80 4'1-25—175 6 9 3 76 12.79 18.(?3 
25 33— 9- 86 40-18-166 9,4 4 95 15.5-i 21,99 

.38-Caliber. 

3 83-55-255 40-64-298 ' 4.6 2 61 8.26 11 62 
8 ;.!8—60- 320 40- 58-H 74 ; 6.4 2 77 8,85 1 12.41 

19 33-45-190 40-53-2-22 4.'2 8 95 12.69 
23 38—40-145 40-47-170 3.0 i.hk 9 42 ; 13.59 

.40 Calibeb. 

vnr. 40-90-300 40 90- 300 3.3 ! 2.4 j 7.6 i 10 3 
6 40-85-370 40 — 83—370 4.4 1 2.08 1 7.04 9 89 

VH. 40-75-230 i 40-73-230 3 1 2 2 ' 7-2 ! 10.1 
40—70-330 1 40-70-330 4,7 2.45 7.91 11.07 

27 40-70-240 1 40—70—240 3.4 2.15 7.96 1 11.09 
IH 40—70-2.30 40-70-230 3.3 2.16 7 34 10.50 
7 40-65-3-2r) 1 40-65—3-25 5 0 2.62 S.68 12.12 
2 40-6)—260 40-60-200 4.3 2 45 8.12 1 11 62 

14 40-60—210 40-60-210 3 5 2.29 8,06 ' 11.51 
22 40-60—210 40-60-210 3.5 2.42 8 40 12.04 

.44-Caliber. 

III. 44-40 -200 40-30-150 5.0 3.1 10.8 15 4 
28 44—28-214 

1 
40—21—161 

1 
7.6 4.53 13.98 I9.2t 

.43-Calibbb 

32a 45-110-;310 40—77-218 28 1,41 404 
1 
1 7.53 

17 46 - 85-290 40 - 60-204 34 : 2 21 7.23 11.18 
t 45— 85—286 1 40 - 00 - 200 3.3 ' 2.12 1 7.60 12.24 

13 45— 76-350 40—53—246 1 4.7 ' 2.53 1 8 59 ! 1198 
30 45— 70 - 6C0 , 40-49-351 i 7 1 2.89 9.41 12.99 
31 45_ 70—405 40-49-285 1 5.8 1 2.t’2 1 8.5.3 1 11.66 

IV. 46— 60-300 j 40-42-'2n 6.0 3,00 : 9.50 13.0 

.50-Calibeb. 

16a 50-115 - 350 ! 40-59-179 8.0 1.82 7.28 10,29 
165 50-115-300 40-59—154 . 26 2 05 7.21 1'.49 
21a 50— 95—312 40-49-160 3.8 218 7.52 11 02 
I2a 50 - 95-312 40-49—160 3.3 2 20 7.97 11.21 
128 50— 95-300 40-49-151 3.2 i 2 39 8.00 11.3) 
216 50— 95-300 1 40-49-154 3.'2 2.53 , 8 80 11.57 
11 60— 70-430 j 40-36-230 64 2 99 10 05 13.03 

The various riflees indicated in the tables by numbers are as fol¬ 
lows, the Arabic numerals referring to the tabulated summary of the 
Forest and Stream trajectory lest, and the Roman numerals refei- 
ring to the tests made by the Rifle. The list is given in the same 
order as the above tabular arrangement. 

.22-cal.—15. Winchester; 26, Stevens. 

.32-cal.—4, Mirlin; 20, Bullard; 9, Rem.-Hep ; XIH.. Remington: I,, 
Winchester; 29, Colt; 10, Remington; 24, Stevens; -26, Hunter’s Pet 
(Stevens). 

3P-cal.—3. Marlin; 8, Rem.-Hep.; 19. Bullard; 23, Stevens. 
40-cal—VIII.. Bullard; 6, Ballard; VH.. Bullard; 6. Ballard; 27. 

Maynard; 18. Bullard; 7, Rem.-Hep.; it, Marlin; 14, Winchester; 22. 
Whit -Ken. _ 

.44-cai.—III., Winchester; 28, Wesson. 
43 cal.—33a, Bland; 17, Bullard; 1, Marlin; 13, Winchester; 30, 

Springfield (mil.)’. 31, Sharps; IV.,’mnohester. 
.50 cal—16a, Bullard (sol.); 16b. Bullard (exp.): 21a, Whit. Ken. 

(-■ol); 12a, Winchester (sol.); t2b, Winchester (exp.); 21b, Whit. Ken. 
(exp ); 11, Remington (N. Y. State mil.). 

ECCENTRIC FLIGHT.—Pittsburgh. Pa , April iO.—Editor Forest 
and Stream; The experience of Milton P. Peirce on an erratic bullet 
flight as related in Forest and Stream of April 15. reminds me of an 
incident which happened to me about nine years since, and which 
almost sent me to '-the happy hunting ground ” I was standing in a 
large apple orchard situated on a farm two miles from the town of 
Muncy, Lycoming couniv. Pa., firing at a thick oak plank, in the 
center of which was a solid, bard knot, the surface of which was even 
with surface of the plank. The weapon used was a Colt navy revol¬ 
ver .44-caI., and the distance at which I shot was about 20yds. With 
the’plank inclined against a tree at an angle of about 45 degrees, I 
had fired, I suppose, about ten shots, hittiog the knot several times 
without any startling results, when upon firing again I was surprised 
to see the branch of a limb not more than three feet above my head 
drop to the ground. To say I was sui’prised would not expre-ss my 
feelings; I was completely dumbfounded. Oh examination of the 
target I found I had bit it, and upon examining tbe limb I saw that 
the latter had been cut off cleanly through the center, beanng uamis-. 
takable evidence of a bullet's passage. The fact that a bullet womd 
glance from an oak knot does not. In itself, seem remarkable; but 
that one could possibly glance taking an almost opposite direcaon to 
tbe line of fire, and this yet with force sufficient to cut an apple tr^ 
Jimb almost an inch in diameter, is one of those mysterious events, 
which I, for one, will never be able to explain.—0. A. R. 
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RANGE AND GALLERY. 

THE REMINGTON FA.ILURE.—A Utica dispatch, of April 22, 
states that “Judge Williams, of Watertown, has granted the motion 
ashing for the dis.«olution or the corporation of E. Remington & Sons, 
of Ilion. Addison Brill and A. H. Russell were appointed receivers. 
Papers were filed in the County Clerk’s office of Herkimer co\mty on 
that day, and soon after the individual and partnership assignment 
of Philo and Eliphalet Remington to Charles Herter, of Ilion. was 
also filed. This arrangement is understood to carrr down the Rem¬ 
ington works, of which the Remingtons were the chief backers. There 
has been little work done there for some time and there are said to be 
attachments upon much of the property in the agricultural works. 
Upon rhe armory works, where the business of cartridge making, 
sewing machine manufacture, and type-writer manufacture was also 
carried on, there are understood to be no mortgages or liens of any 
kind. The judgments seeured against the corporation ore less than 
$15,t00, and it was to stop these piling up and to give all the cretlitor.s 
an equal showing that receivers were secured. The receivers are 
only temporary appointments by the Court. Upon filing a bond for 
$50,000 they are authorized to take possession of the works and wind 
up the business. The “order system’’ has long prevailed in Ilion, and 
it is feared that many of the store keepers there wll go down with 
the corporation, which has supplied almost all of the business of that 
place.’’ The failure seriously affects not only Ilion and the adjacent 
towns, hut this city as well, where large amounts of their paper are 
held. The suspension has been inevitable for a long time. When 
the Remingtons had large contracts for arms everybody made money 
and spent it freely, making no provision for a rainy day. The man¬ 
ufacture of sporting goods, the agricultural works, and the type¬ 
writer facto^'y enabled them to live along, but times have been by no 
means prosperous. The liabilities of the concern are about $1,000,000, 
mostly in paper. Only about $12,000 is in judgments. For years the 
firm has never had a pay day, and men got their wages m orders on 
the concern. The merchants took these orders in payment for goods, 
and ^yhea they had a sufficient amount they exchanged them for the 
Remingtons’notes, which were frequently renewed, and have ac¬ 
cumulated until now they aggregate about $300,000. There were fiOO 
men employed in the works, and the majority, if not all of them, have 
been paid during the last four or five years in orders only, and have 
not seen a cent of money; The out-of-town creditors are ii-on, brass 
and coal dealers. The plant is valued at $1,500,000, though it in¬ 
ventoried last January at $2,000,000. The type-writer works were 
sold a few weeks ago. and the new proprietors at once established 
weekly pay days, to the great graiiflcation of the men. Mr. A. H. 
Russell, speaking of the affairs of the firm, said: “Our plans, of 
cour.se, are not yet formed. One of the strongest efforts will be to 
pay the employes in money. I have not had an opportunity myself 
to look over the corre.spondence, but I am assured by the Messrs. 
Remington that they have not known a time in the fiistory of the 
business when the outlook for arms contracts for foreign govern¬ 
ments was as good. No contract is absolutely in hand, but there are 
very good prospects, and, as is well known, money has always been 
made on these.” 

A TEXAS OPINION.—Fort Clark, Tex., April 14 —Editor Forest 
and Stream: I wish to thank your correspondents Milton P. Peirce 
and “J. S. D.,” for their prompt response to my letter of April 1. I 
myself think that 42 inches ia too long a barrel, but the gun mentioned 
ivas the only well-made gun of the kind that I saw, and I had to take 
It or none. I wanted a rifle of somewhat larger bore and shorter bar¬ 
rel, but found none except cheap flimsy things. I am not now in a 
place where I can have it altered, so will have to let it remain as it is. 
I always thought that kid made the best patching because, when 
oiled, it stretches around the ball and leaves no wrinkle or folds. I 
see that “J. S. D.” agrees with me. I see that the muzzleloading 
rifles get another send off in your issue of April 8. I think that your 
correspondent goes in rather strong for his favorite. I don’t pre¬ 
tend to say that the breechloader is as accurate as the muzzleloader, 
for any clase target shooting, for I don’t know; but I do know that 
the Ballard rifle will hit turkeys at nSyds. or tui keys’ heads at 50yds. 
It may throw a wild ball once in a long time, but not often. I know 
mine will shoot into an 8in. bullseye at 200vds., and it is a mighty 
small turkey that lets much of an Sin. circle show round him. I am 
obliged CO believe that the fault was in the men, not the breechload¬ 
ing rifles, as Mr. Napoleon Merrill seems to think. He says that the 
Forest and Stream trajec'ory tests showed that the breechloaders 
shot wildly. Some of them did. but Forest and Stream distinctly 
said that in most cases the atm had to be changed between shots to 
keep from spoihng the targets for close measurement. Not so very 
bad for “wild shooting guns,” is it? He also says that a .42-ealiber 
breechloader will not shoot accurately with as short a ball as 230 
grains. I know that a .45 with a 300 grain ball half in the shell and 
85 grains of powder, will shoot accurately up to 200yds., and they 
shoot closer than I can hold with a rest at 300yds. I ‘like a muzzle- 
loader as well as mo.at men, but I want to give the breechloader its 
due.—Charles L. Smith. 

NEWARK, N. J.. April 24—The match between teams representine- 
Newark and New York is likely to fall through, as the New York 
parties have stated that under no circumstances will they shoot in 
this city, claiming that they were never fairly treated when thev did 
shoot here. A meeting of riflemen was held at the Essex range last 
Monday evening, with J. Daniiy chairman and John H. Huegel sec 
retary. A committee, consisting of J. Copper.smith. F. SneUen and 
A. C. Neuman, was appointed and instructed to arrange a match for 
$50 a side: ten men per team, twenty shots per man: one-half the 
score to be shot on a Newark range, and the other half on a New 
York range, the side scoring the greatest number of points in the 
two shoots to take the stake. This the New York people thought 
unfair, preferring to keep all the advantages of range, etc on their 
own side. Having been beaten twice by a Newark team is probablv 
the reason for their declining to shoot here again. They informed 
the committee that they would think the matter over, provided a 
match could be arranged without necessitating their coming to thi<! 
city. The terms for the match are open, and if the ones who were 
anxious to make a match should fail to do so. it is hoped that some 
one of the crack teams or clubs of the metropolis will take up the 
g-ountlet. A meeting of the riflemen interested will be held at the 
Essex range to hear a further report of the committee. 

In the competition for position on the Newark team, which was 
begun last evening at HengeTs range, John Coppersmith scored in 
ten targets 49-115, 49-115. 50 117,48.113, 49-115, 49-114, 49-110 5^114 
50-115, 50-118, a total of 493 Creedmoor, or 1,152 ring count Godfrev 
Snellen scored 49-113, 50-118 and 50-114 in three targets. The comne^ 
tition will be continued on Monday and Friday evenings, until each 
competitor has shot ten targets. All riflemen are invited to compete. 

the INTERNATIONAL MATCH.-Gen. Wingate talking with a 
reporter says of the prospects for the British match: “We have com 
municated with the British Association, askirg them to send over a 
team this summer, and have received a reply formally acknowledf/ 
ing its receipt, but that is all. I hardly think we will succeed in 
bringing about another contest in 1886. There is no doubt that since 
the last international contest, a marked improvement has been made 
on this side of the water at the 800. 900 and 1,000-yard ranees and 
the English team will have to beat i's previous records to retain the 
championship. Already from all parts of the West the best shots at 
Jong range are hard at work getting in condition for the m'atoh at 
Creedmoor. Each State wall have its own competitions. The We.<d 
ern men will take the lead in high scores, but no doubt some of mir 
old-timers will succeed in getting a place on the team The nnW 
trouble in the way of a match is the apparent lack of funds at the 
disposal of the Englishmen.” 

SAN FRANCISCO, April 18.—There was but a light attendance of 
marksmen at Shell Mound Range to-day, the majority of the shooters 
having gone to Schuetzen Pai-k to participate in the benefit eiven 
there 10 the widow and family of the late Alois Schneider Ser^rpant 
Major Waltham, of the Second Artillery, in a practice shoot ‘made 
The following scores: ’ 
SOOyds.4444454445 - 42 200yds.4445545544-44 
500yds.6535545454- 47- 89 60(^ds.6545541555 -47-91 

The following scores were made by members of Company C First 
Infantry, in a practice shoot at 200 and 500yds • 
Pembroke .43 40-83 Ruddock...'. 36 43-79 
.48 43-86 Poulter.42 36 - 78 

Snook.42 45 -87 

MANCHESTER, N. H., April 17.—The most successful and interest- 
mg regular shoot which Manchester riflemen have held for months 
took place at the range this afternoon and indications point to a 
lively season for the sport. The day was bright with half a point of 
wind blowing from the west. The following scores were completed, 
although they do not represent the whole number of riflemen in 
attendance: 

Practice Match—Rounds 7. possible 35, Creedmoor count- 
W H Thomas. 4 4 3 5 5 4 4 nn 

Medal Match—Rounds 10, possible 100, decimal count; 
E Cole .. 6 10 3 8 ^ 4 7 5 8 5_58 

Handicap Match—Rounds 10, possible 100, decimal count 
N Johnson. 8 9 10 7 6 4 9 10 ^ 7-75 
Frank Jay. . 6 6 7 8 4 7 7 7 9 5-65 

Rest Match—Rounds 10, possible 100. decimal count. 
. 9 10 10 10 10 6 7 10 8 7-67 

OEHoIdrige. 7 9 7 10 8 7 8 8 8 8-80 
CM Henry... 7 6 0 9 10 7 9 10 8 6-80 

BOSTON, April 24.—The rifle matches were shot at Walnut Hill 
to-day. The uew 600 yards for military rifles was opened and several 
competitors made good scores. The wind proved rather to much for 
the rest shooters, and most of the scores in that match were unfin¬ 
ished. Following are the best scores made during the day: . 

Victory Medal Match, D. 
J Francis... 7 9 
A Duffer.6 9 
R Reid.8 8 
E B Souther.   6 9 
W Henry (Mil.).  2 8 

Decimal Off-Hand Match. 

9 10 7 9 9 6 10 8-84 
9 9 10 5 10 7 7 10-82 
8 9 7 6 9 8 8 10-81 

9 6 9 8—75 
5 6 8 7-60 

9 
9 3 

7 8 

9 8 10 
9 8 7 
9 6 6 
7 

5 10 10 6 

8- 85 
9- 82 
8-79 
8- 74 
9- 69 
7-65 

9 10 10 10 10 10 8-90 
8 10 10 10 9 9 9-93 
8 8 9 10 10 8 10-92 

.IB Fellows, A. 9 10 6 10 10 10 
E B Souther. C . 9 6 5 9 9 
GBYenetchi,A...,.9 8 8 7 8 
NF Tufts, A.10 6 6 6 9 
J P Hates, C.  0 6 6 
A L Brackett (Mil.). 4 10 6 

Rest Match. 
N Washburn, F. 9 9 9 
DLCuase. A.10 8 10 
8 Wilder, A.lO 10 9 

Creedmoor Practice Match (Mil.). 
E C B Erickron.  4 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 6—42 
L Gra nt. 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4—40 
W S Simmons .3 3 5 4 4 4 5 4 4 4—40 

Special Military Match, B. 
W Charles. 7 9 10 7 10 10 8 9 8 6-84 
W Henry. 6 9 7 5 9 7 3 9 8 10—73 
L Herbert. 7 5 8 6 6 8 5 4 7 7—62 

State Militia Match, S. M.—(’Winners of Bronze Badges). 
A L Brackett.20 20 20 20 
J E Darmody.20 20 18 20 
W S Simmon's.  19 19 21 20 

500-Yards Match. 
D L Chase. A.46545.5.5.565 -48 F Carter (Mi!) E.51664.35565—45 
L Grant (Mil) E.55456.5.5564-46 A L Brackett (Mil) A3224552544-86 
S Wilder, A.5545545545-47 

MASSACHUSETTS VS. MAINE -The Walth.am Hillside Cli* shot 
a match on April 24, at its range, with the Houlton (Me.) Club. The 
score of the former is appended: 

Decimal Standard Target—200yds. 
LO Dennison.9 7858708 10 4—75 
E A Emerson.8 4688 10 888 6-73 
RBEdes(Mil.).6 7 3 7 9 6 4 6 4 10-72 
JKMnnroe.  6 10 4 7 7 8 10 7 7 5—71 
W H Stone.9 7 8 6 8 6 7 9 10 3—72 

HAMILTON. April 23.—A match between the Victoria Rifle riuh, of 
this city, and the Toronto Rifle Association, of Toronto, was fired at 
ihe Victoria Club ranges, Ainsliewood, to dav. The weather was 
sultry, and a strong and very unsteady wind from the right made 
good shooting difficult. Notwltbstanding all this, a few remarkably 
good scores were made, although the shooting was, on the whole 
rather below the average. The conditions of the match were 12 
marksmen from each club. Snider rifles ranges. 200, 600 and 600yds. 
seven shots on each range, Wimbledon targets and regulations. The 
following are the scores: 

The Victoria Rifle Club. 
200 500 600 

yds. yds. yds. Total, 

JAMESTOWN, N. Y,, April 23,—At the regular club shoot to day, 
200yds. off band, Hinman target center, bright light, wind moderate 
from 8 o'clock, some very good scores were made, i. e., good for us, 
but very poor for such men as J. A. Huggins, of West Elizabeth, Pa. 
HDDeLisle. 6 
R H Burns. 7 
J R Brown. 8 
F L Norton... 9 
“Pinafore”. 6 
E E Kapp'e . 6 

7 8 8-80 
8 7 8-76 
9 6 6-74 
8 6 fr-74 
7 9 8-70 
6 4 6-63 

Zero. 

LONDON, April 23.—Australia will send a rifle team to take part in 
the Wimbledon contests in July. 

8 7 10 8 10 
8 6 8 8 
9 9 10 6 
9 8 6 10 
5 6 8 8 
6 G 10 4 

THE TRAP. 

Toronto Rifle Association. 
200 500 600 

yds. 
Thompson. ..29 
Mowat.32 
McDonald. .81 
Foreman....26 
Bell .26 
Lewis.29 
Mitchell.28 
Duncan .27 
Lanskall ....23 
Anderson....25 
Ashall .26 
Kennedy... .26 

yds. yds. Total. 
23 28 80 

14 
17 
23 
23 
20 
25 
16 
28 
20 
17 
16 

30 
2.8 
25 
25 
23 
13 
25 
15 
20 
22 
20 

75 
75 
76 
75 
72 
71 
68 
66 
65 
65 
61 

Zealand.. .'.31 
Morris.29 
Adam.28 
Pain.27 
Ross.25 
Goodwin . 30 
Robeson.. .26 
Hancock... .25 
Murdoch .. .26 
Gibson.29 
Panton . .. 25 
Margetts .. 25 

29 
28 
24 
21 
20 
20 
19 
25 
18 
20 
24 
18 

20 
21 
23 
26 
15 
17 
20 
13 
17 
11 

327 274 245 846 325 275 198 796 

WELLINGTON, Del.. April 12.—The regular club matches took 
place at Schuetzen Park to-day. At the first match the prizes were 
divided by score classes. After deciding the ties the prizes were 
awarded as follows; Robert Miller first. Charles Hein<-1, Sr. second 
William A. Bacon third, H. B. Seeds fourth and William F Seeds 
fifth. The following is the full score at 200yds., Creedmoor target 
Manz was allowed one point and was the only member of the militia 
present. 
J B Bell, Bal .43444—19 j Manz. Spg.03344—15 
W A Bacon, R S.34464—20 A Chapman, Bal .54456 -23 
W F Seeds, Bal.34443-18 R Miller. R S.5451^9.3 
H Simpson, Bal.34340-14 CHelnel. Jr .45!34-21 
I W Seeds, Bal .28443—16 W McKendrick,’SVin.55.544—2.3 
C Heinei, Sr, R S.44445—21 C Carleton .33444-16 
FS Jackson, Bal.34644 -20 W Hertlove, Win .45342—18 
J Scott, RS .44544—21 W S Simmons. Bal.433.(5—jg 
HB Seeds. May.41434-19 la 

At the second match the Massachusetts target was used and 
although a more severe test, some flue shooting was developed After 
deciding the only tie that oecurred. the prizes were awarded as fol¬ 
lows: Ehrst, Robert Miller; second. Charles Helnel, Sr.; third C 
Carleton; fourth, Jerome B. Bell; fifth, John Manz. The full score 
is as follows, out of a possible 60: 
.Terome B Bell, Bal. 8 0 8 10 10-45 
William A Bacon, RS. 9 3 8 8 
William F Seeds, Bal. 10 9 7 e 8-ffi 
HSjmMon.Bal . ....4 3 9 10 4-35 
Irwm W seed.^", Bal. 9 g 5 5 2—27 
Charles Heiuel. Sr., R. S.. .1112 9 11 8—51 
Robert Miller, RS. 9 12 11 9 ll-V* 
Charles Heinel, Jr., R. S. n 3 11 9 0-35 
Joh>LScott, R S.2 12 10 6 10-39 
HB Seeds, Slay.  g 7 5-13 
John Manz. Bal...  5 12 7 10 11-45 
Arthur Chapman, Bal.1111 4 10 7-43 
O Carleton. Bal.'..'.lilt 9 10 8—49 
William McKendrick, Win.    fill 6 10 9-42 
AVHHartlove, Win. 3 6 lO 5 2-26 

VOROESTER, Mass , April22.—At the regular meet to-day of the 
Worcester Rifle Association, at Pine Grove Range, the following 
scores were made at 200ydB.: 

Record Match. 
Brown.10 8 8 5 6 6 
Mathews. 9 5 9 5 9 7 
Jones. 6 6 9 9 6 8 
Ellsworth. 6 9 6 6 9 9 
Clark.10 5 6 10 6 4 
Leighton.10 10 5 4 9 4 

Practice Scores. 
Mathews. 8 10 
Prown. 9 8 

8 6 9 
5 S 10 
6 8 7 
7 5 6 
7 9 8 
4 9 5 

9 6 7 

6 7 7 10 
7 10 10 7 

6 8 10 
C 9 

Clark ... „ 
Ellsworth. 9 6 10 6 10 
Leighton. . 9 910 9 10 
Smith.  8 7 8 9 5 
Bernards. 6 6 5 5 6 

HA.VERH1LL, Mass , April 17.—Standard target: 
S E Johnron. 5 7 7 5 9 10 6 
CB Wright. 6 10 6 ‘ 
J F Browm.4 10 7 
E Brown. 6 8 8 
C Bliss. 4 9 7 
A Edgerly. 9 4 8 
JBusfleld.10 6 10 
F Merrill.5 10 7 

9—75 
7- 75 
9-73 
8- 71 
6-70 
8-68 

9 10-84 
7 10-82 
6 10—79 
8 9—79 
4 7-79 
7 7-69 
4 4-53 

6 6 8 
8 4 5 
3 8 5 
6 5 10 
■7 4 5 
5 3 7 
6 3 6 

8 
6 6 
6 10 
5 6 

4 4 

9 8—76 
9 9-?l 
9 7-70 
5 10-64 
8 5-63 
7 4-62 
4 5-60 
4 4-53 

Mass., April 24.-Badge match, Creedmoor count: 
■t^W D Palmer.4445544555—45 AEdeerlv..34454.34445 40 

Bliss. . .4644154445—43 F Merrill'...’.3354444544 - 40 
to B Wright.6444445454- 43 S C Jackson.4544353413—39 
b E Johnson.4554465344—43 J F Brown.5445504444—39 
J Busfield.4453436464—41 L W Jackson...5344432358—86 
♦Handicapped. tGold badge. tSUver badge. 

Record Match, Standard Target. 

w   9 ^ ® 'i' 7 10 6 10 

A Edgerly.  9 5 7 

JBusfield. 6 6 5 
JF Brown. 10 6 4 
c Bliss.;;;; 7 5 7 
L W Jackson. 7 8 8 
FMerriU. 8 6 4 

5 9 
7 10 
5 10 
6 5 
6 7 
6 

9 9-84 
7 9 8 6—71 
7 6 5 8-68 
5 6 10 6-64 
8 6 9 6-64 
7 6 8 6-62 

6 8 6 5 6-58 
4 9 5 4 4-57 

GARDNER, Mass., April 22.—There was a large attendance at the 
last regul^ar meet of the Gardner Rifle Club at Hackmatack Range. 
The stand^d American target was used, the shooting was off-hand, 

Scores for publication should be made out on the printed blanks 
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to club 
secretaries. 

THE OHIO TOURNAMENT. 

SPRINGFIELD, O., April 21.—What Is proving to be the best tour¬ 
nament ever conducted by Ihe Springfield Shooting Club com¬ 

menced to day on Ihe Perrin farm, south of the city. The occasion 
is the formal opening of the new range at that place with a two days’ 
clay-pigeon tournament, open to any non profrssional in thecount'ry. 
The first day opened most auspiciously, with a large attendance of 
visi ing marksmen, four or five hundred spectators, delicious weather, 
and favorable conditions generally. Among those present from sur¬ 
rounding cities are Messrs. S'^ibertand McLeJ8b,of Columbus; Under¬ 
wood and Hornberger, Bellefontaine; Siramermon.Thomas and Allen. 
South Selou; Ackerman, Lima; Keifer, Dayton; Wendt, Kenton; 
Wickershara and others Jamestown; McHenry and Ball, Xenia; Mc¬ 
Cartney, Huntsville; Mumma, Medway. Some very good shooting 
was done, the home club taking a large share of the laurels. In the 
fourth match, detailed below. John Strong won the club medal 
(which must be won three times to be owned), mailing a total of 16 
out of 20. The contest for the medal was of course a club affair. The 
leading scores are as follows: 

First match, 7 single Ligowsky, $1 entrance, three purses, 50, 30 and 
20 per cent.: 
Aston.1011111—6 Simmermon. 0110011—4 
McCartney.1110010—4 Wickersham.1111011—6 
Leffel.lOniOl—5 Thomas .0111101—6 
Graver.0111010—4 McLeish.0101011—4 
Wilson.1110111-6 Allen.0011111-6 
Smith.1111100—5 Wendt .0111010—4 
Hornberger. .1111111—7 Ackerman.1111111—7 
Seibert.1110101-6 Keifer.IIOHOI-S 
Mumma.0111011-5 

First, divided by Ackeriiian and Hornberger; second, Aston, Wick- 
ersbam and Wilson; third. Allen and Keifer. 

Second match, 7 single blue rocks, 25 entries, entrance $1: 
Aston.lOtlOOI—4 Keifer.1100011—4 
McCartney.0110011—4 Allen.0011101— 4 
Leffel.0101011—4 Perrin.1111111-f 
Mumma.0111111—6 Gray.111)1100—4 
Ackerman.1111111—7 McLeish.1010101—4 
Wendt. ..0111101—5 Peters.0101011—4 

First divided by Ackerman and Perrin; second, Mumma; third 
Wendt. ’ 

Third match, 7 single new American clay birds, $1 entrance; 
Underwood.1010011—4 Wickersham..1011111—6 
Mct'artney.1111110—6 Rice.1111101—6 
Wilson.0011111—5 Strong.OIII1IO-6 
Ackerman.Onilll -6 Peters.1010110—4 
Aston.millO—6 McLeish.1101111—6 
Hornberger.1011110—5 Seibert. 1010110—4 
Keifer .0011111—5 Simmerman.iOllOOl—4 
Wendt.1100111—6 Duffy.0111101-6 
Allen.0101110-4 

First, Ackerman and IVickersham; second, Wilson and Perrin* 
third, Allen and Seibert. ’ 

Fourth match, 10 single and 5 pair Ligowsky; $2entrance.4purses 
40, 30, 20 and lO per cent.: ’ 
Aston .1110110110—7 H) 11 11 10 10—7—14 
Graver.0001111001—5 11 00 01 10 11-6-11 
Ackerman.1111011110-8 10 11 11 11 10—8—16 
Wendt......0101010101—6 11 11 11 11 00—8—13 
Perrin.. 1111111110- 9 00 11 11 01 00-5—14 
Hornberger.1110101110-7 10 10 01 00 i0-4—11 
t^mith.1100100100—4 01 10 11 CO 10—5— 9 
Rice.1111001111-8 01 00 11 01 00-4—12 
Ball .0100000010-2 10 10 00 10 CO-8— 6 
Wilson.1110011010- 5 01 11 10 11 10—7—12 
Thomas.1000011111-6 10 11 00 10 11—6—12 
Jones .0100110101—5 10 00 00 01 00—2— 7 
Keifer.1010111101—7 01 il 00 00 11—4—11 
Underwood.1010110111—7 00 10 01 01 01—4—11 
Simmerman.0110011101-6 00 01 00 10 10-3— 9 
Mumma.llGllOllll—8 00 01 11 11 01-6—14 
McCartney.0110011001—5 10 11 11 11 11-9—14 
Wickersham.1100100111—6 lO 01 01 11 10—6—12 
Langstaff.1000000010—2 10 11 10 10 11-7— 9 
^len. 1000110101—6 11 11 10 11 01-8-14 
Duffy.1111100001-6 10 00 11 11 10-7—13 
Leffel.  OllOUOOOl-4 11 01 11 11 01-8—12 
Deters .1010011101-6 01 10 10 10 11-6-12 

.0011111011—7 11 10 10 11 11-8-15 
Mead.OOOffiJOOll—3 00 00 OO 01 00—1— 4 

Ackerman first, Strong second, Perrin and McCartney third. Duffv 
and Wendt fourth. ^ ^ 

Fifth match, 6 Cleveland blue rocks, $1 entrance, 21yds : 
Wendt.11001-3 McCartney.11011-4 
Jones.OlCOl—2 Monahan .10010—2 
AVilson.■.lOlOI—3 Strong. 11011 4 
Keifer.01101—3 Ackerman...!l0110—3 
Aston.OlOtl—3 Rice, L.00011—2 
Hornberger.00111—3 Underwood.01010—2 
Perrin.00111—3 Allen.10111—4 
Ross.  01111—4 Peters.11110—4 
Graver .00110—2 Simmerman. 00111—3 
Bice, C.10010-2 

McCartney first, Perrin and Hornberger second, Graver third. 
April 22.—The clay bird tournament terminated to-day. A num 

ber of new faces were seen at the range, including C. C. Hubbard of 
Cleveland; Bendle, of Jeffersonville, Quail and Ball, of Gallon and 
Snyder and Young, of Enon. Nine matches were shot under a broil¬ 
ing sun, which fell alike upon shoolists ad spectators. Clay Rice, the 
veteran and the oldest clay-pigeon shot in the city, kicked dust into 
the eyes of his young competitors by walking off with the magnificent 
silver cup, donated by Landlord Ed Voight, of the Lagonda House 
This is a trophy worthy of gaining. Following is the leading score 
of all matches: 

First match, 5 single Ligowsky, $1 entrance: 
Aston.11111—5 Perrin.10001—2 
■Allen.11101-4 HebharJ.00111—3 
Ackerman.01110—3 Ball. 11101—4 
McCartney.11101—4 Slack." iliii—5 
Kiefer.11010-3 Rice, C..’ilOllO—3 
Wilson. 11110-4 Leffel.11110-4 

Aston and Slack divided first, Allen second, Ackerman and Hebbard 
third. 

Second match, 0 blue rocks, $1 entrance, prizes 60, 30 and 20 per 
cent.; 
Aston.001110—3 Perrin.111011—6 
Rice.111111—6 Ackerman .111110—5 
Leffel.111010—4 Allen.  111010—4 
Wilson.111! 10—5 Wickersham.11 lOOl—4 
Ball.100101—3 Slack.110111 5 
Boss.111110—6 Hinkle... 111001—4 
McCartney. 101010—3 Strong. 111110-5 
Keifer.011100—3 Mumma.' llllOO—4 

Rice first, Perrin second, Medway third. 
Third match, 5 American, $1 entrance; 

-Aston.11100—3 Strong. 01011—3 
McCartney.01101-3 Hebbard. 11001—3 
Wickersham..11111—6 Ross .11001—3 
A1 ten.01110-3 Langstaff.  10110—3 
Kiefer.01111—4 Rice, C. 11110—4 
Perrin....10101—3 Mumma. lllOl—4 
Ackerman .Jini-5 Hinkle.11010-3 
Stiles.11110-4 Wendt... 00111—3 
Wilson.11111—5 

Fourth match, 6 Cleveland blue rocks, $1 entrance: 
^ce, 0.111001—4 McCartney.Oll'^Ol—3 
Kstou-.OtlOll—4 Ackerman.111110—5 
Bendel.1(K011~8 Perrin.111111-6 
SHles.110110—4 Leffel.111001—i 
giefer. .011111-6 Wendt.101011-4 
Hebbard.011110—4 Wickersham.100111—4 
Hmkle.111011—6 Snyder.110101—4 
Ross.101101—4 Corry.111100—4 
^roog.110011-4 Quail.101101-4 
Wilson.101001—3 
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Perrin first, Ackerman, Kiefer and Hinkle second, Leffel and Wick- 
ersliam third. 

Fifth match, 5 single Llgowsk.y: 
Aston.11100—3 
Wilson.01101—S 
Wendt.10111-4 
Strong.11110-4 
Mumma.01111—4 
Perrin.11111—5 
McCartney.11111—5 

Perrin first, Strong and Wickersham second, Wilson third. 

Sixth match, 3 pair blue rocks: 
Hebbard. .01 11 00-3 Leffel.. 10 11-4 
Strong. 00 11—3 Wendt. .11 11 11-6 
Ackerman. 10 10-3 McCartney.... .10 10 11^ 
Wilson.. 10 11—4 Quail . .10 10 11—4 
Hinkle... .11 11 10-6 Monahan__ 10 10-4 
Snyder. . 01 01 11-4 Young. 10 11—4 
Perrin. .11 01 11-5 

Wendt first, Perrin and Hinkle second, Wilson and Leffel third. 

Seventh match, 10 single Ligowsky birds, §1.50 entrance, citizens’ 
donation prizes: 
Ball.'... Hinkle. .1101110111—8 
Scott. Hebbard. .1111001110-6 
Young. Slack. 
Aston . Monahan. .0110101100—5 
Strong... ....1111110100-7 Jones. 
Leffel. . 0100111100—5 Wendt.... .1110111101—7 
Lessner. . ..1010111010-6 Rice, C. .......0111111111-9 
Ackerman. ....1100110011-6 Croft. . 1110111100-7 
McCartney. Stiles. .0100111101-6 
Quail. .1100111101—6 Ross . 
Wilson. 
Perrin.. 

....1011010111—7 
....0000110111-5 

May. .1000011110-5 

Bice, first price, Ed. Voight's silver cup, valued at $25. Hinkle 
second, Wilson third, Scott fourth, Aston fifth, Ball sixth. 

Eighth match, 3 Cleveland blue rocks, $1 entrance; 
McCartney.101—2 Quail.011—2 
Wilson. .101—2 Bice.111—8 
Perrin. 011—2 Aston.111—3 
Hinkle.  110—2 Lessner ..110—2 

First, Aston and Bice; Hinkle second, Monahan third. 

Allen.11111-5 
Bice (C).10110-3 
Stiles.00111-3 
Wick.,.11110-4 
Ackerman.11111—6 
Snyder.11110—4 
Boss.11011—4 

Binth match, 5 single Ligowsky, $1 entrance: 
McCartney.11111—5 Perrin. 
Aston.  11111-5 Strong. 
Bice.'....lOilO—8 Wilson. 
Hinkle.11111—5 Boss.. 

Aston first. Strong second, Wilson and Bice third. 

.11111—6 

.11110-4 

.01101—3 

.01011—3 

THREE TRAPS OR FIVE. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
You treated my article on protection of game birds in Kansas with 

such marked courtesy, that I am encouraged to communicate with 
you again upon a very different subject, and trust you may find it 
interesting and instructive. Flying target trap shooting is purely an 
American in.stitution, req^uiring the best skill, the clearest perception, 
the coolest judgment and the quickest handling of a gun of any trap 
shooting ever yet devised. The day of live pigeon trap shooting is 
rapidly and surely passing away since the departure and loss of the 
wild pigeon, for tame pigeon trap shooting is very tame indeed from 
any style of trap and from any sportsmanlike standpoint. There is 
a slugging kind of cruelty about tame pigeon shooting which I can 
never bring myself to like, and therefore never heartily indorse. I 
intend in this article to deal with trap shooting at artificial birds, but 
more particularly the arranging of traps to secure perfect 6 angle 
shooting from 3 traps instead of 5. as required by National rules. My 
object is also to assist young clubs and beginners, and enable them 
to mark out and establish the lines of flight, and then show them how 
to make them permanent, so that once having secured the exact 
position of score, traps and angles of flight, they may be enabled, 
without any further trouble, to maintain them so long as they may 
use the same shooting ground. For the purpose of more cletirly il¬ 
lustrating my views, and making all the points plain to inexperienced 
shooters, I send yoif-herewith a drawing of 3-trap shooting versus 5- 
trap shooting at 6 angles, corresponding as nearly as possible to the 
lines of flight and distances established under the National rules. 
Let me say right here that all kinds of American trap shooting should 
make the National rules apply, and do away entirel.y with State and 
local rules, so that from Maine to California, yea, even unto Alaska, 
there would be but one method of trap shooting, but one style of 
holding a gun, and but one system of distances, handicaps, etc. ,If 
we can have nothing else original, let our trap shooting be purely so 
—purely American. 

In my plan of 3-trap shooting Ido nor propose to make any changes 
or offer any suggestions touching the 5-trap shooting, for I think it is 
about, perfect; but it is only suited to great matches, can only be 
carried out by large clubs with plenty of money in the treasury, and 
is not suited to the hundreds and thousands of smaller and poorer 
clubs throughout the country. I am writing for the benefit of the’ 
younger clubs whose small number of members enjoy the pleasant 
recreation of trap-shooting, but who are not able to lay in a stock of 
5 traps. In fact, many of them can only purchase one trap; and 
as there are so many different kinds of flying targets, the clubs for 
various reasons may be constrained to have two or three different 
kinds of traps, and certainly could not purchase five of each kind. 
Good angle-shooting can be had from one trap, but in no wise can it 
be compared to 3 or 5 trap shooting. With these explanations I will 
now return to my -S-trap shooting as represented in the drawing. The 
traps are set in a circle, having for a center the 18 yard score or rise, 
and each trap is 8yds. apart (National rules, 5 traps, 6yds. apart). 
The traps are numbered from left to right—1, 2, 3—the even number 
being center trap. Trap 1 throws a right half quartering bird and 
trap 3 throws a left half quartering to correspond. Both of these 
lines of flight cross the straightaway or straight outgoing line exactly 
7yds. from the center trap (this is the limit of the National rules). 
By setting your end traps so as to secure as nearly as possible this 
crossing of lines, you have established a permanent basis. Now mark 
the exact lines on which your traps are set. and set them ever after 
on exactly the same square and your angles will be perfect. Of 
course to give new ground for the pins occasionally it will be neces 
sary to move the traps a little, but be spre you retain the same square. 
Now, to permanently mark these two half quartering lines, drive a 
small stake in the ground on the lines of crossing 7yd8. from center 
trap. Then take a line 33yds. long, keeping one end on the score and 
the other on the straightaway line, 15yds. from thecenter trap; make 
your circle to the right, and when you reach the point which forms a 
true line from you to trap 1 over the stake at the 7-yard 
crossing point, drive in a small stake with a hole in the 
end, and put a small flag in it for a marker, as shown 
in the plan.' From this flag continue on your circle to the right, 
to a point just 13yds, on a straight line from your flag just set, 
and there drive another stake and insert your flagstaff. Beturn now 
to the point of beginning on the straightaway line, and establish your 
stakes and flags at the points on the left, corresponding to those on 
the right. You will by this time find your four flags about equally 
distant from each other on the circle described, thus giving an equal 
division o^augles. Were you to continue your circle about 13 yds. further 
on each end and establish flags you would find a line running through 
the center trap, and thus forming two right angles with the center 
trap as their vertex. This is not absolutely coi rect, but very nearly 
so, and makes an equal division of all the ground. The center trap 
must be set on such a square as will secure the throwing of a straight¬ 
away bird, and as thecenter trap throws the right and left quarter¬ 
ing birds, set .your angles so as to throw the birds over the right and 
left flags established. The angles of the trap may not allow this ex¬ 
actly, but get as near to them as possible and you will have all the 
variety of shooting any five angles can give you inside of the two 
right angles herein described. The National rules'do not allow, or 
rather condemn, screens to protect the trapper, ana this may be safe 
with experts handling the gun, but it is not safe with ordinary club 
shooting. With the close-shooting guns of to-day in the hands of 
careless and inexperienced shooters, no trapper’s life is safe at 18yds 
without an iron screen or a 2in. plank 36in. high and 30m. wide. The 
correct rule in trap shooting is for each man to stand at the score and 
shoot at birds from each of the 5 angles before giving place to the 
next shooter, and so on in turn; hence the five traps under the Na¬ 
tional rules are loaded at one time for each shooter, and the trap¬ 
per hides himself somewhere by usually burrowing in the ground 
like a fox. or he comes back on a line with the score until the traps 
are emptied. It very otten happens, however, that birds break 
in the traps and have to be replaced while the shooter remains 
at. the score. The trapper rooting in the ground for fear of 
bein’g shot, cannot see all of these breakages, as his eyes are 
on'y in the front of his head, and much time is wasted before 
the reloading of the trap takes place.' The shooter is still at the 
score wailing, and often gets nervous and angry before be can get 
his five shots. Should he miss his bird after all his weary waiting, he 
is very apt to say something real naughty, and I don’t blamehtin one 
bit. My 3-trap shooting almost cures this evil in the 5-trap system; 
for as the trapper sits on the ground with his feet in a hole for com¬ 
fort, close to the center trap, covered by a screen, he sees in a mo¬ 
ment if any breakage occurs, and reloads the traps at once. Another 
point, there being three different flights from the center trap where 
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he sits, any mishap there Is soon remedied and the shooting goes on, 
very much to the relief of the shooter. This I consider a very im¬ 
portant point in favor of the three traps, and that together with the 
saving of two traps is worth something to any club, poor or rich. 
One trapper with three traps as I have described can do as much as 
two trappers with five traps. This is another saving, and gives secur¬ 
ity to the trapper. I have thought it best in making the drawing to 
place the targets upon the lines of flight 5yds. apart, beginning with 
16yds. from the traps up to 25, 35 and 40 yards, and the figures over 
the targets determine the distances from the traps. The lines of fire 
are drawn to each bird in its flight, supposing it to be hit at some one 
of the points of flight designated, and the distances are carefully 
given and marked on each line of fire. This is to me a very interest, 
ing study, and I believe will be of great service to those who have not 
had an extended practice in this kind of shooting. They will see 
perhaps for the first time the necessity for a study of the angles, and 
then bring their practice into play. Take for Instance a bird 25.yds. 
from the trap on a half quarbermg line, and they will see that it is 
but 36yds. from the score, while the straightaway bird'at the same 
distance from the trap is 48yds. from the score. The plan shows that 
the birds thrown over any of the right and left angles will give the 
shooter 7yds. longer time than the straightaway bird; and as the 
right and left quartering birds are harder to hit than the half 
quartering birds, set your center trap one notch easier, thus evening 
up the speed or flight of the birds on the 3 lines from the center trap. 
A lightning shot will catch the bird at 16yd8. from any trap, a first- 
class shot will smash it at 20yds , a very good shot will get there at 
26yds. a good shot will be blazing away at 80yds., a poor .shot will 
fool along until the bird reaches SSyds., and he who expects to break 
his bird at 40yds. from the trap, being from 50 to 68yds. from the 
score, will find the judges calling out “lost bird’’ unless he has a 
first-class, hard-shooting gun. Poor shooters are not generally blest 
with the best guns. I would advise every beginner at trap shooting 
to shoot quickly even if he misses, for in the end he will, with study 
of flights and steady practice, make the best shot. Learn first to 
handle your gun with freedom and grace. Throw it up to your 
shoulder with confidence and firmness, as you cry “pull” throwyour 
elbow well up as the gun comes to your shoulder, press it well against 
your shoulder, swing your gun with the bird, shootas you swing, and 
the moment you get on to the bird, for the motion of the gun being 
much faster than the movement of the bird, you will naturally shoot 
ahead of the bird just about the distance required. Don’t be afraid 
about shooting ahead, for in nine cases out of ten you will find your¬ 
self behind the bird instead of being ahead of it. Of course, this does 
not apply to the straightaway birds, but you are more likely to un¬ 
dershoot them than the others. Hold weli up on to the straightaway 
birds within SOyds. of flight, but after this you must be a little under. 
Now let me repeat so as to impress it upon the beginner. Shoot the 
instant you get on to the bird; don't wait for another aim, but shoot 
at once, even though you may miss many of them. The longer and 
smoother the flight of the bird the more likely you will be to dally 
along with it, expecting still a better aim; but remember, every yard 
of flight takes it away from you and lessens the chances of putting 
at least 3 pellets into it. 

I desire In closing this rather long letter to acknowledge my appre¬ 
ciation of the many artificial birds now in use, from the glass ball to 
the Macomber metal target, which I like. All are good, but as a rule 
too hard shooting'for common shooters. It is a mistake, and I am 
glad to see the American clay bird company of Cincinnati, under the 
guidance of that crack shot and true sportsman, J. E. Miller, present 
to the world a target somewhat larger, with a slower flight, just suited 
to the wants of seventy-five per cent, of all the clubs. All these 
saucer-like targets still leave an opening for a finer inventive; genius 
to supply a want in trap shooting; something to take the place of 
live pigeon shooting is what I mean. There is now in process of per- 
fectmn by W. C. Hinman, of our Leavenworth Gun Club, a target 
that will, in originality of conception, lay in the shade all known in¬ 
ventions, and I am now at liberty to let you know all about it. Are 
you listening? It is a metallic pigeon, with bead, tail, back, wings, 
neck and body, so nicely adjusted that three pellets of 7s or Ss at 
46ydSi, hitting any part thereof, will disjoint the wing, and bring it 
tumbling to the ground. It will be known as “The Hinman_ Metallic 
Pigeon. Leavenworth. Kansas.” The pigeon is made of spring brass 
so far as wings, back and tail are concerned, and is as pretty as a 
picture. Some of our boys went out the other day and banged away 
at it with 8s, 7a and 8s, knocking it every time, but after a hundred 
shots the pigeon was ready for another flight, and will stand any 
number of- shots. The pigeon is assured, and also a powerful trap 
invented to throw it smooth and even a distance of about 25yds. and 
from 8 to 12ft. high. The rise will bo 25yds., National rules for live 
pigeon shooting. O. it's a daisy. Mr. Hinman showed me last eve¬ 
ning a letter from England making him a very handsome offer for 
the invention. Some American firm ought to make a good thing out 
of it. In live pigeon shooting the trapper has to come back at least 
in a line with the score to get his birds; with the Hinman pigeon the 
trapper will be screened as in my three-trap shooting, and go out for 
his pigeons the same distance he would have to come hack for live 

pigeons; and the trapping of the pigeon is so easy as to waste no 
time. The trap will throw the five angles National rules. Yon will 
hear more of this bird very soon. Taos. Moonhoht. 

Leavenworth, Kansas._ 

"WELLINGTON, April 24.—The regular weekly shoot of the Wel¬ 
lington Gun Club was held to-day, with the following result: First, 
6 clay-pigeons: Pond first. Swift second, Stanton and Williams third. 
Second, 6 blackbirds: Adams first. Pond and Swift second, Sanborn 
third. Third. 6 clay-pigeons; Sanborn and Swift first, Stanton sec¬ 
ond, Pond third, Schaefer and Falser fourth. Fourth, 6 blackbirds: 
Stanton and Pond first. Swift and Williams second. Adams and Little¬ 
field third. Falser fourth. Fifth, 5 blackbirds; Stanton first. Shum- 
way and Williams second, Swift third. Warren fourth. Sixth, 6 clay- §igeons: Adams first. Pond. Swift and Sanborn second, Snow third, 

tanton and Shumway fourth. Seventh, 5 bluebirds: Parker and 
Wilson first. Swift, Schaefer and Warren second. Snow third, san- 
born and Stanton fourth. Eighth, 6 clay-pigeons: Stanton first. 
Pond second, Swift and Warren third, Shumway and Wilson fourth. 
Ninth, 6 clay-pigeons: Adams, Swift and Warren first, Sanborn sec 
ond, Fond third, Suchtteld fourth. Tenth, 6 blackbirds: Pond first, 
Schaefer, Warren and Sanborn second, Williams third. Swift and 
Stanton fourth. Eleventh, 5 clay-pigeons, straightaway: Adams 
and Schaefer first, Shumway and McCoy second, Swift and Williams 
third. Snow and Parker fourth. Twelfth, 6 clay-pigeons: Swift and 
Wilson first, Adams, Williams and Shumway second, Schaefer and 
Pond third, Sanborn fourth. Thirteenth, 5 blackbirds: Pond first, 
Schaefer and Wilson second, Swift and Snow third, Shumway fourth. 
Fourteenth, 6 clay-pigeons; Schaefer first. Shumway, Williams and 
Adams second, Wilson third, Pood fourth. Fifteenth, 5 blackbirds; 
Schaefer first, Snow second. Swift and Parker third. Sixteenth, 3 
bats; Shumway, Stanton and Sanborn first. Pond and Warren sec¬ 
ond, Bradstreet and Litchfield fourth. Seventeenth, 5 clay-pigeons, 
straightaway: Shumway first, Stanton, Warren and Adams second. 
Snow third. 

CINCINNATI, April 20.—The shoot of the Price Hill Gun Club was 
largely attended. The weather was delightful, bringing out a num¬ 
ber of spectators, who witnessed some of the finest shooting ever 
seen on the hill top. Ten traps were in operation, giving the mem¬ 
bers all the shooting they wanted. The old American clay bird No. 
2 was used, and the way J. E. MiUer. B. THpel and Al. Handle 
smashed them was wonderful. Miller making a record of three 
straight scores of 20, while Teipel followed, making two straight. 
Such shooting is seldom seen, and these three marksmen may well 
be called the “big 3,” for all are big—six feet and over—and know 
how to shoot. The following are the scores: 

First shoot, 20 single American birds: J. E. Miller 20. J. E. May¬ 
nard 15, D. Bemis 11. Bing 7, Mark 15, Shott 15, O. Topf 13, Keller 12. 

Second shoot, 20 single American birds; J. E. Miller 20, J. E. May¬ 
nard 12, D. Bemis 11. Bing 10, Mark 13. Shott 12, O. Topf 16, Keller 8, 
Clement 11, Al. Bandle 19, B. Teipel 19. 

Third shoot, 20 single American birds: J. E. Miller 20, Maynard 11, 
Bemis 16, Bing 10, Mark 13, Shott 11, O. Topf 13, Clement 12, Al. Ban- 
dlc 18, B. Teipel 17, Carpenter 16. Blarney 14. 

Fourth shoot, 20 single American birds: Miller 17, Maynard 11, 
Bemis 13, Bing 12, Mark 13, Shott 12, Al. Bandle 19, B. Teipel 20, Clem¬ 
ent 9, Petit 7, Carpenter 14. O. Topf 16. 

Fifth shoot, 20 single American birds; Al. Bandle 19. Shott 16, 
Mark 12. Bing 9, Bemis 13, Maynard 10, B. Teipel 20, Clement 9, Blar- 
nev 13, Carpenter 14. 

Sixth shoot. 20 singles; Maynard 12, Bemis li, Bing 12, Marx 13, 
Shott 14, Toiif 16. Blarney 18, -Al. Bandle 18, B. Teipel 18.—W. A. 
LoOKMAN, Secretary. 

SOUTHEKN ILLINOIS SPORTSMEN’S ASSOCIATION.—Sixth 
annual tournament, Du Quoin, Ill., May II. 12 and 13. Tuesday, May 
11.—Shoot No. 1—7 single glass balls. Shoot No. 2—10 clay-pigeons. 
Shoot No. 3, Association Special—10 single clay-pigeons and 10 Peoria 
blackbirds. Shoot No. 4—5 live birds, 26yds. rhe, nse of both barrels. 
Wednesday. May 12.-Shoot No. 5—10 single Peoria blackbirds. 
Shoot No. 6—6 double clay-pigeons. Shoot No. 7.-Association Special, 
Gold Medal Contest—10 Peoria blackbirds and 10 clay pigeons. Thurs¬ 
day, May 13.—Shoot No. 9—7 Peoria blackbirds. Shoot No. lO, Team 
Shoot, any 2 to compose team—6 double blackbirds to each man. 
Shoot No. 11, Association Special, Citizens’ purse of S75 in gold—10 
clay-pigeons and 10 Peoria blackbirds. ShootNo. 12—10clay-pigeons. 
Special Frizes—For best general average in shoots Nos. 3.7 and 11, an 
elegant silver basket. For second best average in same shoots. 6J4 
pounds Orange ducking poivder. For third oest, 6J4 pounds dead 
shot powder. All matches will be governed by the newly printed 
rules of this association. Ties will be shot off at 21yd8. rise, uulrss all 
contestants agree to lengthen the distance. All matches will be cImb 
shooting. If plenty of live birds can be obtained, more live bird 
matches will be arranged. A cordial invitation is extended to all 
reputable sportsmen in Southern Illinois to join the association. Offi¬ 
cers of the Association: C. A. Hobbs, President: Joseph Victor and 
A. C. Reuss, Vice-Presidente; Don Onstot6,Treastu'er; C. P. Richards. 
Secretary. 
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CINCINNATI, O.—The trap shooters of this clt.r are ajtop over the 
new team trophy which is to he shot for by the gun clubs of this city, 
comprising the Cincinnati, Independents, Cosmopolitan, Price Hill, 
East End and Columbia gun clubs, in a series of clay-pigeon matches 
for one of the handsomest gold medals ever shot for in tnis country. 
Mr. A1 Bandle, who donates the medal, has made the following con¬ 
ditions to govern the contest and entries: The medal to be ©pen to 
any teams of five men from any regularly organized gun club organ¬ 
ization in Hamilton county only j each club to name its five men and 
two Buhsiitutes two weeks prior to the opening shoot, and thereafter 
to shoot five of the seven men originally named; the match to he at 
20 single American clay-birds each man, 18yds. rise, National Gun 
Association rules to govern. The medal is to be known as the “Ban¬ 
dle Trophy," and shot for on the 22d of each month, beginning April 
22, on the grounds of the Independent Gun Club, after which one 
match will be shot on the grounds of the different clubs entered for 
competition. Both H. McMurchey (McDuff) and A1 Bandle are barred 
from competing. 

CRESCENT GUN CLUB.—Waltham, Mass , April 26.—A gun club 
has been organized here to be known as the Oi-escent Gun Club. The 
objects of said club are to promote trap and wing shooting. The 
following ofidcers have been chosen; President, E. Davis; Treasurer, 
C Palmer; Secretary, R. G. Marshall; Board of Directors, C. Palmer, 
H. Whiting andN. Scribner. The club have purchased traps and en¬ 
tered upon active duty (or sport) last Saturday. The score made was 
poor, owing partly to defective traps and inexperienced trappei-s. 
We look for some good sport this summer, as the boys are quite en¬ 
thusiastic and much friendly rivalry exists. We have elected Mr. 
John H iggins, one of our best shots, to the dignity of captain of the 
team.—Rail-Bird. 

FIRST GERMAN GUN CLUB OP NEW YORK.—At the March meet¬ 
ing it was decided to have a pigeon shoot every month instead of, as 
hitherto, quarto-annually. The first of these shoots came off on 
Wednesday, March 17, at Schwalenberg’s Park, Long Island City. 
Birds were sprung from five traps, 21yas. rise, 7 birds per man, both 
barrels. The effect of contrary winds can be seen in the scores: 
Goetz 2. J. Grau 3. Bockelman 3, Nowak 5, P. NeuscU 3, Pfaender 6, 
Robeno 4, Goeilicz 5, Meyer 3, Pfaff 3, Schwalenberg 6, Garvin 3, 
Opperman 4, A. Neusch 2, Maisch 5. The prize, which was a sum in 
cash, was won by F. W. Pfaender—6 out of 7 killed.—F. B. 

SAN ANTONIO, April 2.—Editor Forest and Stream; I would 
like to make the following announcement respecting the ninth annual 
tournament of the Texas State Sportsmen's Association, which will 
be held at San Antonio commencing May 18 and lasting 4days. Don’t 
fail to visit us, as we expect to have the finest shotgun entertainment 
ever given in this State. Fourteen matches will be on our pro¬ 
gramme, including team and Individual match for the championship 
of the Slate. Six live bird and 8 artificial target matches,, the latter 
consi.sting of red birds, blue rocks, American birds, clay-pigeons and 
blackhirds; 8 and 4 elegant specials in each match, also large purs© 
for best average. Programmes will be ready April 18, and mailed on 
application.—A. Thiell, Sec’y. 

OHIO.—At the meeting of the Central Ohio Shooting Association 
held April 28, it was decided to hold the first association shoot at 
Columbus May 18 and 19. 

OTTAWA.—The St. Hubert Gun Club tournament has been post¬ 
poned to June 29, owing to the difficulty in getting live birds. 

MIDDLESEX VS. JFRSEY CITY HEIGHTS —A very enjoyable 
time w as had on the grounds of the Jersey City Heights Gun Club, 
Marion, on the 21st Inst. The first of a series of matches between 
the Middlesex Gun Club and the former took place, 20 men each club, 
25yds. rise, 8 birds per man, J. C. H. G. 0. rules to govern (that is gun 
to he below elbow until the bird is on the wing), use of both barrels, 
but second barrel to count but half bird. The day was everything 
one could wish. The sportsmen were out in full force, there being 
representatives from nearly a dozen other clubs from Jersey, Long 
Island, New York and even Connecticut. The birds were an exceed¬ 
ing good lot, having been selected by “old South Paw" especially for 
the occasion, and there was not a duffer or a squealer in the lot, 
which may account to a certain extent for the low score of some. 
The chowder prepared under the supervision of caterer Oarmody 
was, of course, first-class, and the encomiums on the same were loud 
and often, some 60 gallons being put “ivhere it W'ould do the most 
good.” Jerry Maher was captain of the J. C. H. team with Mr. Ste¬ 
vens in same capacity for the Middlesex, Henry Siegler, referee; 
Major J. S. Hutchinson, judge for Middlf-ser: Geo. B. Eaton, ditto for 
J. C. H.; G, F. Sutherlang. of Jersey City Evening Journal, official 
scorer, with A1 Heritage grand master of ceremonies “and all over 
the ground.” Everything passed off in the most friendly and satis¬ 
factory manner, particulariy so for the Middlesex, as they expected 
(so they said) to be beaten by a far greater number. But as the 
match was only for the birds and a good time, we opine the Mid- 
dlesexes went home welt satisfied, having lost the match by only 7 
birds against the champion club of the country. As In all matches, 
especially where so many are engaged, some have better luck than 
others in regard to hard or easy birds. This was especially the case 
wifh Dr. Bird. J. R. Vorhees and Mr. Robinson, But the shooting of 
the third squad of the J C. H. was simply abominable. The squad 
that was considered the strongest and most reliable proved to be 
right the reverse. Cummins, always good for 6 or 7, got only 4; 
Townsend, an old shot, almost a professional, got but 4)4, and Out- 
water, another professional, couldn’t hit an elephant. Quinlan, too. 
generally sure for 7 straight, retires with only 5, and Geo. Baier! 
What under the blue heavens was the matter with him? One of the 
Jersey’s most even shooters scores 5 goose eggs in succession and fets but 2 out of his 8. But then we felt proud of “old reliable’’ No. 

(Uncle Billy H.), and reliable No. 2 (Uncle Billy S.). They are al¬ 
ways safe to bet on, and the stakes come to the right side. Some of 
the members of the Middlesex had exceeding hard birds, among 
whom e.special]y were Vorhees, Smith and Squires. Of course, there 
were some excellent good kills on both sides and the.v were heartily 
cheered. It is but justice to say that the Middlesex Club lost two 
dead birds scored against them in their throwing up the gun above 
the elbow before the bird was on the wing. Had they been promptly 
challenged they would have lost more. It is a good rule to enforce, 
for how would a sportsman look in the field poking around with his 
gun up near the armpit before he sees his game? Upon the whole 
the boys bad a good time, and we hope to be present at the return 
match on the new grounds of the Middlesex not far in the future, 
where. In all human probability, the result will be reversed, and 
more so, for they are all good fellows and know how to handle their 
breechloaders. Al’s setter Duke did the retrieving, and as usual, did 
it well. The following is the score as shot in squads: 

Middlesex. 
First Squad. 

,0 0 0 0 0 1 o—iu 
.1 1 0 0 0 1 ^ i-‘iH 
.0 1 0 ^ 1 1—6 
,1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1—6 
.1 0 0 0 0 OH o-iH 

Second Squad. 
Kramer...! 0 0—4 
Chapman 0 0 0 1 0 1}^ 1—8^ 
Greeley...! 1 1 0 1 1 1—6- 
Day.1 11111! 1-8' 
Rodolph..! 0 1^ 1 1)4 0-5 

Jersey Ci'y Heights. 
First Squad. 

Earns.1)4 1 U)4 1 0 1—5 
Leroy.1 10 1111 1—7 
Holcomb..0 11111 
Hughes...1 1 )4 1 1 1 
Bird.1 0 ^ 0 0 1 

Second Squad. 
Berkery..l)4 1111 
Cannon...! O’OIOI 
Headclen.,1 1 J4 0 0 1 1 1—6)4 
B Payne..1 0 0 1 1 1 i 1—6 
Burdett...! 110 111 0—6 

Third Squad. 
Williams .0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1—6 
Jobs .0 0 1 1 1 0 
Dickins...! 11111 
Smith ..0 0 1 0 oyi 
Shephard. 1 0 10 0 1 

Z714 

1 
1 1—5 

Third Squad. 
CummiDS.O 0)4 1 1 0)4 1—4 

1—Townsend 0 0 1 0 1 )4 I 
1—7 Siegler.. ..1 J4 11111 0-6U 
0—2U Ouiwater.l 0 1 0 0 0 0)4-2t| 
■* ” Quinlan..! 0 1110 0 1—5 

24 2^ 
Fourth Squad. Fourth Squad. 

Miller.....! 1 1 0 1 0 1 )^-6)4 H v. Lengerke.l 0 110 111-6 
Terry.1 10 1110 1—6 Sieb.1 0 1 1 )4 1 0 0—4)4 
Craft.OU 1 1 1 1)^ 1-6 Baier.0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1-2 
Squires...0 0 1 0 0 1 1 )4-3)4 W Payne.0 1111111-7 
Campbell.1 1 0 1 1 1 i 1-7 Jv. Lengerke.l 1110 0 11-6 

Total. 

28 
Killed. BDssed. 

... 98 62 

25^ 
Killed. Missed. 

Total. 105 65 
Jacobstaef. 

STAUNTON GUN CLUB, April 20.—Twenty single clays, 3 Ligow- 
sky traps, lOyds. rise, National Gun Association rules: 
Allen.01110101101100101111—13 Alby.llllOlUOlOOlllOlOll—14 
Nelson ....llllllllll 1110110111—18 Whittle....1111111) 111111111111—20 
Cochran ..010001 lOllOlO 001101—10 Summer’nlOlllllllllIllOlOlll—17 
Cushing...llllinoi OOinnOn-15 Schaffer..OOOnilOOOOOlllOOOn— 9 
Crowder...IIOIOOIOIOIIOIOIOOII-II 

Whittle, 5 clays. 30yds. rise: 11111-S. 
Whittle, Summerson and Bargamin will shoot in a team match at 

Hagenstown, Md., in May. 

WINCHESTER, Ind., April 14.—The Winchester Gun Club held their 
first annual shooting to-dav, and scored as follows: 
W Norton.1111001010—6 8 D Coats.......1100000100—3 
Ed Diggs.1010101010—6 M C Nelson.0000100001-2 
C Rookette.IIOOOIIIOO-5 Rech Wells.1100000001—3 

NEW ENGLAND TRAP SHOOT.—The first day of the tournament 
of the New England Trap Shooters’ Association was held at Walnut 
HHl April 21, under very favorable conditions, both of weather and 
attendance. As will he seen by the scores appended, Mr. Stark won 
the individual badge on a clean score. The scores: 

1. Six clay birds, 3 traps.-Eager first. Snow, Renaud and Bates 
second. Tinker and Dickey third, Nichols and Gray fourth. 

2. Three pair clay pigeons—Cooper and Stark first, Eager second, 
Faulkner and Nichols third, Williams fourth. 

3. Six blackbirds, 3 angles—Curtis and Stark first, Allen and 
Williams second, Snow tnird, Nichols and Dickey fourth. 

4. Three pair clay-pigeons—Cooper first. Bates second, Lovejoy 
and Williams third, Allen fourth. 

6. Three pair clay pigeons—Cooper first, Buffington second, Nichols 
and Eager third. Williams fourth. 

6. Seven blackbirds, straightaway-Eager and Faulkner first, Stan¬ 
ton second, Lovejoy and Cooper third. Bates and Allen fourth. 

7. Nine clay-pigeons, 3 traps—Cooper and Dickey first, Bates and 
Lovejoy second, Tinker third, Buffington fourth. 

8. Three pair clay-pigeons—Stanton first, Dickey second, Adams 
and Eager third, Lovejoy and Curtis fourth. 

9. Six blackbirds, 3 angles-Pond first, Aldoes second, Dickey and 
Stanton third, Renaud and Curtis fourth. 

10. Badge match sweep—Stark first, Stanton aud Charles second, 
Faulkner, Buffington and Bates third. Eager and Lovejoy fourth. 
Conditions-9 singles and 3 pair of doubles: 

Stark..111111111-9 111111-6-15 
Stanton.111111111-9 11 10 11-6-14 
Charles.111111111-9 11 11 10—5—14 
Bates.....llltlllll-9 11 11 00-4—18 
Buffington.110111111-8 11 10 11—5—13 
Faulkner.. 111011111-8 1110 11-5-13 
Eager .110101110-6 11 11 11-6-12 
Lovejoy.101111111-8 11 10 10-4-12 
Dickey.;.100011111-6 11 01 11—5—11 
Allen.111101110—7 10 11 10-4—11 
Lawson.111101111—8 10 10 10—3—11 
Pond.110101011-6 11 11 10-5-11 

11. Three pair clay-pigeons—Williams. Stanton and Kirkwood first, 
Papantl, Faullmer and Tinker second, Bates and Buffington third, 
Lewis fourth. 

12. Seven blackbirds, straightaway—Stanton and Lovejoy first, 
Knowles and Snow second. Bates. Dickey and Kirkwood third, Faulk¬ 
ner fourth. 

13. Nine clay-pigeons. 3 traps—Adams, Stanton, Stark and Allen 
first. Bates second. Hall third, Lovejoy fourth. 

14. Three pair clay pigeons—Dickey first, Lewis and Bates second, 
Eager and Faulkner third, Nichols fourth. 

16. Six blackbirds, 8 angles—Adams, Stark. Allen and Buffington 
first, Dickey second, Nichols and Knowles third, Charles fourth. 

16. Miss and out, clay bii-ds, 21yds.—Eager and Cooper divided. 
17. Three pair clay-pigeons—Curtis and Bates first, Stanton and 

Williams second, Buffington and Allen third, Faulkner fourth. 
18. Seven blackbirds, straightaway, 21yds.—Dickey and Lovejoy 

first, Knowles second. Bates third, Buffington fourth. 
19. Six clay-pigeons—Russell, Kirkwood. Allen and Snow first, 

Cooper and Lovejoy second, Williams and Lawson third, Aldoes 
fourth. 

20. Three pair clay-plgeons-Curtls first, Stanton and Eager second, 
Bates and Lovejoy third, Aldoes and Dickey fourth. 

21. Six cl^-pigeons—Stanton, Dickey and Snow' first, Lovejoy, 
Cooper and Stark second. Eager third. Hall fourth. 

22. Seven clay-pigeons, straightawajy-Lovejoy and Cooper first, 
Curtis and Bates second, Stanton and Knowles third. Eager fourth. 

The tournament was finished on the 22d. The challenge team badge 
was won by the M. B. A. team. The standard of the shooting was as 
good as the average at large meetings and some excellent scores 
were made. Following are the records: 

1. Six clay-pigeons, three traps—Stark and Cooper first, Holden and 
Dickey second, Bufifington and Swift third, Charles and Nichols 
fourth. 

2. Three pair clay-pigeons—Holden first. Snow and Swift second. 
Eager third, Sturtevant and Lovejoy fourth. 

3. Five blackbirds straightaway—Swift and Stark first, Charles 
and Snow second, Lovejoy and Eagsr third, Nichols and Holden 
fourth. 

4. Nine clay-pigeons, three traps-Holden and Stark first. Eager 
second, Schaefer and Stanton third, Swift fourth. 

5. Three pair clay-pigeons—Buffington and Schaefer first, Dickey 
second, Eager third, Nichols and Lovejoy fourth. 

6. Six blackbirds, three angles—Lovejoy first, Gilman second, Hol¬ 
den third, Dickey fourth. 

7. Team badge match, sweepstake—Schaefer and Stanton first, 
Dickey and Faulkner second. Law and Lovejoy third. 

8. Three pair clay-pigeons. Schaefer and Eager first, Stanton, 
Nichols, Cooper and Stark second, Charles and Knowles third, Buff¬ 
ington fourth. 

9. Seven blackbirds, straightaway—Buffington, Cooper and Dickey 
first, Adams second, Knowles third, Loring and Eager fourth. 

10 Six single and three pairs clay-pigeons—Eager and Stark first, 
Buffington and Hall second, Stanton and Dickey third, Gilman and 
Schaefer fourth. 

11. Six blackbirds, three angles—Eager first, Dickey. Swift and 
Gilman second, Bailey and Schaefer third. Short and Hall fourth. 

12. Nine clay-pieeons, three traps—Stark and Gilman first, Dickey 
and Law second. Smith third. 

13 Three pairs clay-pigeons—Stanton, Schaefer and Eager first, 
Stark second, Buffington third, Lawson and Nichols fourth. 

14. Five blackbirds, straightaway—Dickey, Adams and Knowles 
first, Snow and Pond second, Bartlett, Faulkner and Bailey third, 
Nichols fourth. 

16. Miss and out. blackbirds, 21yds. rise—Swift first. 
16. Seven clay-pigeons, straightaway—Lawson. Stanton and Swift 

first, Dickey, Schaefer and Pond second. Eager, Faulkner and Gilman 
third. Snow and Bartlett fourth. 

17. Six clay-pigeons-Eager and Dickey first. Cooper and Swift 
second, Stanton and Knowles third, Nichols fourth. 

18..Three pair clay-pigeons—Eager and Stanton first, Dickey and 
Schaefer second. Lawson, Short and Faulkner third. Swift and Nichols 
fourth. 

19. Five blackbirds, straightaway-Swift and Dickey first, Stanton 
and Knowles second. Pond and Adams third., 

20. Novelty match, six clay-pigeons—Eager first. Adams and Gil¬ 
man fcecond, Knowles and Stanton third. Short fourth. 

21. Six clay-pigeons—Knowles and Dickey first, Nichols and Swift 
second. Pond and Adams third. 

22. Seven clay-pigeons—Stanton and Snow first, Pond and Dickey 
second, Adams third. 

Gold Team Badge Match. 
M. R. A. Team. 

Faulkner.011110110—6 
Lawson.101111110—7 
Lovejoy.  .111011000—5 
Curtis .111111111-9 
Dickey.010110111-6 

Wellington Gun Club Team. 
Stanton.111101111—8 
Buffum.011101111-7 
Snow....001110011—6 
Francis.111000101-6 
Schaefer.:.111111011—8 _ _ ... „ 

The Massachusetts Rifie Association team will hold the challenge 
badge until it is competed for again, 

SACRAMENTO, Cal., April 18.—The Forester Gun Club held itsflrst 
monthly shoot of the season at Agricultural Park to-day, 16 of ihe 
members participating. The club denarted from its usual practice 
with one barrel, and adopted Hurlingham rules—both barrels. SOyds. 
12 birds each. The pigeons were a fair lot, and, as a strong wind was 
blowing, carrying the birds swiftly in a right quartering direction, the 
shooters were compelled to be quick and to use good Judgment. As 
it was the first shoot of the club under these rules, the score was un¬ 
expectedly good, being as follows: 
WE Gerber.llllllllOllO—10 Rushtaller.llllllOOllit-10 
JWTodd.011111111001— 9 J Gerber.OllOUlillll—10 
Schroth.101110010)10—7 O Miller. llllp 100010—7 
H Gerber.111101111111—il Hamilton......111110000011— 7 

11 01 11-5-11 
01 00 11-3—10 
10 11 11—6—10 
10 10 11-4-13 
11 11 11-6—11—65 

00 11 11-4-12 
01 01 11—4 -11 
11 11 00-4— 9 
11 11 00-4- 9 
10 10 11-4—12-53 

Kane.lOOllIHlOlO— 8 
Hotz.110000101000— 4 
Ankener.111010100011— 7 
Kilgariff.101011011100- 7 

Coffey.111111111110-11 
W B Miller.1001 Ol 010001— 4 
Watson.111111110111-11 
Zuver ..001010011111—7 

H. Gerber, Coffey and Watson shot off their tie on 11 at three pairs 
of birds each. Gerber killing 2, and Coffey and Watson 4 each. The 
last two shot off again, and Watson won, killiog 5 to his opponent’s 3. 

SOUTH MANCHESTER, Conn., April53.—The Manchester Gun Club 
opened tbe season to day with the following scores: 
M White .....mO'lllOOlllIlOllll—16 
F E Watkins.   ...11101110010111100111—14 
O Treat.., 10111111101100100001-12 
W B Cheney..  ....10001)01110011110011-13 
W C Cheney..  11101101100011010001—11 
J Shewry ...11111100000000001101— 9 
W Hyde. ..lllOlOlOOOOOlOOOlllO— 9 
GPearl.  ....11110011001100000101—10 

The next meet will be on Tuesday, May 4, and every second Tues¬ 
day throughout the summer.-W, 

T0PSH4M, Me., April 22.-The annual shoot of the Riverside Club 
was held to-day, and everbody bad a good time, the club being repre¬ 
sented by 10 shooters, besides a good number or spectators. The day 
was perfect, but the average scores were not quite up to the usual 
point, it being the first shoot of the season. There were two matches 
shot, the first being the regular match at 20 birds, ali single shooting, 
consisting of 10 blue rocks and 10 clay-pigeons, for the club badges, 
three in number. The second, a match at 25 single clay-biias ior 
1,000 Climax shells, donated by Mr. Chas. W. Dimick, of Boston. 

Shoot No. 1. 
Keene.IIIOOOII1IOIIIOOIOIO-I2 G Strout ..OlOOUOOOOOlOOOOllOl— 7 
GGoud. ..00011101101111101010-12 C Goud....10110100010111100011—11 
8 Strout.. .01000011110011010001- 9 Greenleaf .10011100000110001011- 9 
Alexander llTlllOlllllllimiO-18 Crocker.. .OOlIOOOOOOllOlOllllO- 9 
A Goud....00100211011111010100-11 Winslow..10001111001110001111—12 
MHall.11000011010101110110—11 Simpson. ..lOOOOOllOOOOlOOlOl 00— 6 
A HaU ....mOiOOlllOlOOIlUOl-12 Cornish.. .11011000101000011101-10 
Purlnton...00111110011010010001—10 Tate.OOOUOlOlOOOOOOOOlOJ— 6 

Ties shot off in No. 2: Alexander first, Winslow second, M. C. Hall 
third. 

Shoot No. 2. 
Keene.1110011111101101001101100-16 
Goud, G H.0001101101011111011110100—16 
Alexander.1110111111011111111111111-23 
Goud, A Q.1101101110001111111110101—17 
Hall, MO.1101011110111011111011111—20 
Hall, A E....1100101010101111110110111-17 
Purmton.IIIOIOI110111110011111011—19 
Winslow...lllOOOlIOOOllOlllOlllllll—17 
Simpson.1101010111101010001100010-13 
Cornish.1000110001110000101010111—12 
Goud, 0.111011001101011OllOl 11010—16 
Strout. S.lllOOlllOlOOOilOlllOllllO-16 

Alexander first, M. C. Hall second, Purinton third, ties on 17 divided 
fourth.—Chas. Goud, Sec’y. 

MOBILE, Ala., April 20.—The monthly shoot of the teams of the 
Y. P. G. Club, captained by Messrs. Weems and Pollard, resulted as 
follows; 
Capt Pollard.1111111110-9 Capt Weems.0000000000-0 
Wagner.1100010100—4 Lott.0000000001—1 
Shelton.0000100010-2 Vizard.111010111)—8 
Cowart.0001000001—2 Fountain.1100010111—7 
Ladd.1000000000-1 Alvarez.0000101000 -2 
Tunstall.0010010000—2—20 Hill.0000011000—2—20 

Tbe shoot was for the gold medal and was won by Capt. Pollard. 

SAN FRANCISCO, April 18.—There were three clay-pigeon shoots 
at the Bay View House to-day between Coykendall, Anderson, Dun- 
shee, Hamilton and Fanning. The first was for five birds, $2.50 
entrance money, with single pot, which resulted as follows: 
Coykendall. 01101—.3 Hamilton.11010—3 
Anderson.10101—3 Fanning....10110—3 
Dunshee....10111—4 

The second, under the same money conditions, with 10 birds, was 
as follows: 
Coykendall.0101111110—7 Hamilton.1011011111—8 
Anderson.0100000100—2 Fanning. 1001111011—7 

Then came another shoot with 16 single birds and $5 entrance fee, 
with the following result; 
John Fanning.  011101110111011—11 
James Fanning. 100001101000010— 6 
Hamilton...OlOOOlllOlOlOlO— 7 

Join the National Gun Association.-Send 10 cents, for handbook 

giving all information, to the Secretary. Matt R. Freeman, (Jeneraj 

Manager. F. C. Etheridge, Secretary and Treasurer, Macon, Ga. 

Board of Directors: Dr. L. E. Russell, Springfield, O.; 0. M. Stark, 

Winchester, Mass.; J. Von Lengerke, New York city; Washington A. 

Coster, Flatbuah, L. I.; Wm. G. Cooper, Savannah, Qa.; E. A. Craw¬ 

ford, Tallahassee, Fla.; M. R, Freeman, W. W. Parker and F. 0. 

Etheridge, Macon, Ga.—Adu. 

W' 

^anaeing. 
Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest anu 

Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signals, etc , of 
their clubSi and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and 
reports of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are 
requested to forw'ard to Forest and Stream their addresses, with 
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local ivaters. 
drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relating 
to the sport. 

FIXTURES. 
Mohican Races every Thursday through the season. 
May 1—Brooklyn C. 0., Challenge Cup and PadOling Race. 
May 15—Brooklyn C. C., Sailing Race. 
May 22—Knickerbocker C. C.. Spriue Regatta. 
May 29. 30, .31—Connecticut Meet, Calla Shasta Grove. 
May 29, 30, 31—Hudson River Meet, Coddington’s Dock, Roundout. 
May 30—Mohican Cruise, Susquehanna River. 
May 31—Pittsburgh Regatta. 
June 12—Brooklyn C. C. Paddling Race. 
July 10—Brooklyn C.C.. Paddling Race. 
Aug. 7—Brooklyn C. C., Paddling Race. 
Aug, 15-29—A. C. A. Meet, Grindstone Island. 
Sept. 4—Brooklyn C. C., PaddUng Race. 
Sept. 18—Brooklyn 0. 0., Sailing Races. 
Sept. 25—Brooklyn C. C.. Challenge Cup. 

THE A. C. A. MEET. 
E give below the report of the reg.atta committee and the pro¬ 

gramme for the races of 1886. The races are substantially the 
same as last year, and the rules are unchanged. The racing in'85 
was so sucGi sslul that we may expect still belter results in the com¬ 
ing season, and it appears now as though the rules and programme 
would be little altered (or soipo time to come, unless by the adilition 
of other classes. It will be remembered that an objection has been 
made by the owners of the heavy canoes to the races open to them, 
but no practical suggestion has been made to remedy the trouble, 
and apart from them, we believe the rules and programme meet with 
the general approbation of those who race and who are certainly 
the best judges. It is evident that no further extension of the list of 
races is possible, owing to the time and labor Involved this year, and 
in the luture every effort must be made to keep down the list as far 
as is consistent with lair play to the majority. Any fixed rule must 
operate adversely In some isolated cases: but those at present en¬ 
forced seem to meet the wants of canoeists very fully, and to give a 
fair chance to almost all, Complaints are heard at times from those 
who .are not familiar, through non-attendance at a meet, with their 
practical working, but there Is no organization of similar character 
In boating or yachting which has been so successful iu its racing 
legislation; 
To-the Members of the A. G. A.: 

Gen'I'LKMEn—The regatta committee beg to advise the following 
programme lor the 1886 meet at Grindstone Island. 

As will he seen, there is not much change Irom last year. The 
number of events has been cut down, thus making the programme 
shorter, which will give more time for cruising, special races etc. 

There was some thought of combining the paddling classes IT. and 
HI. or ILL and IV., but it was considered best to let them remain as 
they are for this year, when the matter could be decided. 

Rules for the tournament will be advised as soon as possible. 
Definite information in respect to the trophy will be published in 

FOKES'f,' AND Stream and Canoeist at an early date. 
Wo trust our efforts will meet the approval of the A. C. A.; 

PROGRAMME. 

First Day, Monday, August 23. 

No. 1. 9:.30 A. M.-Paddling Class II., 1 mile. 
No. 2. 9:45 A. M.—Paddling Class IV.. 1 mile. 
No. 3. 10:00 A. M.—Sailing Novices Classes A and B, no limits to 

rig or ballast (open only to members who never sailed a cauoo prior 
to Sept. 1, 1885), miles. 

No. 4. 11:00 A. M.—Paddling Class I. (This race exempt from “1 
man 1 canoe” rule), 1 mile. 

No. 5. 11:30 A. M.—Paddling Class III., 1 mile. 
No. 6. 2:00 P. M.—Paddling tandem. Classes III. and IV., 1 mile. 
No. 7. 3:30 P. M.—Sailing Class B, sail limited to 75ft., any ballast, 

3 miles. 
No. 8. 3:00 P. M.—Sailing Class A, sail limited to 50ft., any ballast, 

3 miles. ' ■ , 
Mo. 9. 4:00 P. M.—Upset race, any Class II. or larger canoe (no 

•special appliances allowed, at signal every canoe must be turned 
completely over), 20011. 

Second Day, Tuesday, August 24. 
No. 10. 9:30 A. M.—Paddling Class IV. (canoe and load must weigh 

at least 200 pounds) 1 mile. 
No. 11. 9:45 A. M.—Paddling Class III. (canoe and load must weigh 

at least 160 (jounds) ,1 mile. 
No, 12. 10:00 A, M.—Paddling and Sailing combined. Classes A and 
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B, paddle X mile, snil 14 mile, pnddle H mile, sail H mile, paddle K 
mile, sail X mile, .1 miles. 

No. 13. 11:00 A. M.—Paddling Class II. (canoe and load must weigh 
at least 120 pounds), 1 mile. 

No. ll. IP.IO A. M.—Pa(ldling tandem. Classes III. and IV., decked, 
1 mile. (Canoes for this race must be decked half their length.) 

No. 15. 2:0J P. M—Sailing Class B, no limits in rig or ballast, 3 
miles. 

No. 16. 2:.10 P. M. —Sailing Class A, no limits in rig or ballast, 3 
miles. 

No. 17. 3:00 P. M.—Sailing unclassified canoes, no limits in ballast 
or rig. 3 miles. 

No. 18. 3:30 P. M.—Hurry-scurry race, 100yds. run, 20yds. swim, 
200yd8, paddle. 

No. 19. 4:00 P. M.-Tournament and gymnastics. 
The second day of this programme will bo Tuesday, August 24. 

unless weather prevents or some of Monday’s races are postponed, in 
which case Monday’s programme will be finished If possible and the 
remainder of the diiy be devoted to special races or sports, and the 
second (lay will be Wednesday, Aug. 25. In absence of wind the 
paddlingvacos will be calicd .at their appointed time. Punctuality will 
be insisted on, no race will wait for any members. Any event de¬ 
layed by lack of wind or by reason of the preceding one not having 
finished, will be postponed to the same hour next day, and the next 
event started at its appointed lime. All A. C. A. rules will be 
enforced. 

The “.■dl-i'ound record” with five prizes will be based upon all 
events in this programme except Nos. :l, 4, 6, 9.14,17, 18, 19-that is, 
upon 6 paddling, 4 sailing and 1 coraldned. Every classified canoe 
(except Class 1.) being eligible alike for 2 padrllln'g races, 2 sailing, 
and I combined. Por No. 4 momlurva may bring and use another 
canoe beside.s the one allowed under Rule II. for other events. 

The committee recommend as desirable subjects for special prizes 
itndcr Rule V.. long distance races, sailing races for open canoes and 
paddling race for decked canoes, portage or obstruction races, and 
sports to afford amusement. J. B. McMokkich, Chairman, 

S. T. FAIRTI.OntJH, 
Bbade W.BAii.Er, 

Regatta Committee. 

THE CANOE EXHIBITION. 

IT has always been the custom among those who are strangers to 
canoeing to picture the canoeist as a solitary and misanthropical 

hermit, whose chief delight is to wander off alone, and who cynically 
scorns the company of his fellow beings. So far from this being the 
case, however, if he is distinguished for one virtue rather than 
another, it is for his broad philanthropy, which shows itself so fully 
in the desire to induce others to share the sport which he prizes so 
highly. The invention of new and complicated reefing gear.s, of fold¬ 
ing frying pans and multitudinous centerboards; the elaboration of 
various devices to increase bis comfort and to enhance the beauty of 
his canoe; and tbe striving for that ignis fatuus. the perfect canoe; 
each has its peculiar charms for the true canoeist, but dearer than 
nU of these to his heart is the conversion of the benighted ones who 
toil tnechanleallv at the oar.or seek pleasure in the deceptive and 
treacherous catboat. Neither age, sex nor station offer any pro¬ 
tection from a canoeist in reach of converts. A man has been known 
to risk the life of an innocent and elderly father-in-law, and to duck 
him ignominiously in the vain effort to convert him to a belief in a 
28in. canoe, while sweethearts and pretty cousin.s by scores have 
fallen victims to the canoe fever. The canoeists of Now York have 
long been foremost in this mis-ionary w'ork, the introduefion and for 
many years tbe keeping alive of American canoeing was due entirely 
to the New York C. C.. and of late tbe fellow clubs have been no less 
active. This year will undoubtedly be the greatest that canoeing has 
ever known, either here or abroad; the prospect of two important 
series of races has attracted general attention to the sport, 
a'ld many throughout tbe country have expressed a de- 
sire to know more of it. The many inquiries that have 
come to canoeists about New York, suggested to a few of the Knick¬ 
erbocker C. (.l. the idea of a general exhibition of canoes and canoe 
goods of all kinds; the idea was laid before the club and received a 
general approval, and a meeting of canoeists from the vicinity of 
New York w'as called, at which the date and details were arranged, 
and all was finally settled. To Com. Fowler and the other officers of 
tbe Knickerbocker C. C. the inception and successful carrying out of 
the idei is mainly due. while they have been ably seconded by other 
canoeists about New York, as well as in other parts of the country. 
Com. Fowler i.s known not only as a thorough and active canoeist, 
but as the effieient head of a large and flom-lshiug military school, 
the Columbia Institute. Located in the center of the city, at the 
Forty-second street station of the Sixth avenue elevated railroad, the 
school occupies a large three story building, the second fioor contain¬ 
ing class rooms, while the third is alarge hall, used as a drill room and 
gymnasium. Advantage was taken of the Easter holiday to clear 
away desks and seats and to make an excellent place for the ex- 
hibiliOD. The time was necessarily short and Saturday only was 
fixed, but it was afterward decided to keep the exhibition open on 
Monday April 26 as well. Circulars were sent out requesting exhibits, 
and they were divided under the following heads, each in charge of 
one or more specialists: Sailing (janoes, C. Bowyer Vaux. Paddling 
and racing canoes, M. G. Foster, C. Cox. Cruising canoes, E. \V. 
Brown. Canoe and shore tent, arranged for sleeping. J. F. Newman. 
Canoe and camp cookery, Capt. N. Smith, M. V. Brokaw, C. V. R. 
Schuyler. Canoe aopbances and inventions, E. P. Martin, F. A. 
Renton. Regatta and club trophies. R. B. Burchard. Manufacturers 
and builders exbibits. E. W. Brown. Canoe photography and stere- 
opticon views, L. W. Seavey. Canoe literature, W. P. Stephens. 
Canoe costume. A. W. Dumie. Music, vocal and instrumental, R. 
J. Wilkin. Allotment of spac^J. L Greenleaf. Hall decorations,E. 
0. Delavan, W. L, Green. Placards and labels, W’m. Whitlock. 
Boy's first canoe, J. L. Greenleaf. Press and invitations, Col. C. L 
Norton, Arthur Brentano. Unclassified exhibits, E. Fowler. The 
managing committee were Messrs. Fowler, Stanton and Seavey, 
K. C. C. 

One great difficulty experienced was the lack of time, all the mem¬ 
bers of the committees being active business men as well ascanoeists, 
and their leisure just now being so occupied with Ine fitting out of 
their own boats that little time could be spared for the exhibition. 
Notwithstanding this drawback, unavoidable at this season, the di‘- 
pla^ was a most interesting one, and a convincing evidence of the Serous condition of this newest of outdoor sports. Be-ides the 

jmen directly concerned, canoeists at a distance displayed a 
great interest, and contributions of flags, photographs and trophies 
were received from many. Most of the promlaent clubs were repre¬ 
sented by members who visited New York especially to attend tbe ex¬ 
hibition, among them the Cleveland. Toronto. Amsterdam. Newburgh, 
Sing Sing (Shatteniue) Bayonne. Newark (lantbe), Rochester, Hart¬ 
ford, Springfield, Oswego and Trenton (Crescent). 

The large ball of the Institute, with its ceiling lofty enough to allow 
large sails to be set. was decorated with flags and banners, both large 
an(i small, contributed by many clubs. Qn tli® south wall was the 
most interesting display, several hundred small flags, all won in club 
and Association races, souvenirs of most exciting cor tests with sail 
and 'paddle. The largest exhibit was that of the victorious 
Snake, in the place of honor, while next in size and position 
came the old Dot. The walls were also decorated with paddles, 
a number of original boating sketches contributed by Outing, 
and a collection of working drawings of canoes and cruising boats. 
The raised platform at the north end of the room was devoted 
to photography. Around tbe three sides were displayed a large 
number of photographs of canoe scenes, the A. C. A. meets, 
tne various local meets and different cruises, while on tables was a 
collection of photographic apparatus. This included a Scovill detec¬ 
tive camera, an Anthony bicycle outfit, anew and compact 4x5 
camera, also Anthony's, a very small camera, folding flat and car¬ 
ried in the pocket, with holders, tripods and other appliances, A 
special novelty was a vest camera, the case of circular form about 
6ia. in diameter and i^in. thick. It is suspended under the vest by 
a cord around the neck, and the lense and plate adjuster are each in 
the shape of buttons, so that the apparatus is invisiole. The plate is 
circular and is so arranged that eight pictures, each square 

. may be made on it in suecessiou. In the same department were a 
large number of books relating to canoeing and yachting. The Forest 
and Stream Publishing Company displayed their senes of hand 
hooks on canoeing ami camping. Messrs. Bretano contributed a 
number of American and foreign works, and others were rec ived 
from Roberts Bros., of Boston, and Harper & Bros , New Ycirk. 

Foremost among the canoes was the Idlewild, exhibiteo by Mr. H. 
C Squires, a new Riishton canoe of the same model as Mr. Gibson s 
new Vesper, tbe design of which lately appeared in the Forest and 
Stream. Much speculation has been indulged in by canoeists as to 
this new model and her performance. The idea of a flat fioor and no 
ballast finds favor with a large number, who are watching carefully 
for the trials between this boat and the deeper ones of the Sunbeam 
and Lassie type. As she lies on the floor tbe appearance is disap¬ 
pointing anil met with little favorable comment from the canoeists 
present. Both bow and stern below water are very full, ihe bilge is 
carried far forward and aft with a hard turn, and the boat looks very 
large and full. AJlowanee must be made for the position^ and 
she may show to better advantage on the water. The deck 
is handsomely finished, but the appearance of the bottom 
is marred by the shapes of the planks, which are such as to show the 
Unas of the bull to poor advantage. The rig of this boat, which is 
owned by Mr. Buddingcou, B. O. C., is of the Mohican pattern, 76 and 
26ft, She is handsomely fitted on deck with tiller, seat, etc., and 

very finely finished in all parts. Near by is a large case of bi’ass work 
of all kinds for canoes, making by far tiie most complete assortment 
yet shown. Among other novelties are several varieties of blocks 
and brass bands for booms and yards, and a new and ingenious holder 
for a pennant, allowing It to turn freely without fouling. All of these 
are made by Mr. Rushton frohi his own designs. Two other boats in 
the same exhibit were shown on tbe east side of the room, lO and 20- 
pound samples of the light-weight canoes for which he is so famous. 
The first, wnile light arid strong, is fitted only for such work as it 
would receive at the hands of an expert; but the 20-pouDd boat of the 
same size, may be used by any one for gunning, fishing or exploring, 
and is still so light as to be easily carried on tbe shoulders. With the 
canoes were shown some single and double paddles of Mr. Rushton’s 
make. Down stairs were two m<5re from the same builder, an open 
rowing and sailing boat and a Mohican No. 1 canoe, both of the usual 
fine finish. The former was rigged with one boom and gaff sail 

Next to the Idlewild is Com. Fowler’s new Ideal, the Viking, fresh 
from Everson’s shop. This new model is one of the handsomest in 
appearance that Everson has yet turned out, and with lines full rather 
than hollow, but very clean cut, she promises to become more popu¬ 
lar than any of his previous models. The present boat is shown as 
the "Married Member’s Canoe,” and attracts general notice by her 
sails. These two cruising lateens are of a bright Turkey red, orna¬ 
mented with a white sea horse. Though novel, the effect is not dis¬ 
pleasing for variety, though nothing can exceed the effect of a pure 
white sail on the water. The canoe is very comfortably equipped 
with cushions and rugs, a seat being made forward for a lady. For 
cruising and racing, which form part of her Intended use, she is fitted 
with two plate-brass centerboards. 

The next canoe in the row is the Inerlia, exhibited by her owner, 
Mr. E. W. Brown, K. C. C. fehe is fitted with her regular suit of cruis¬ 
ing lugs, and is heeled at a good angle, with booms a little off. while 
on the weather deck is seated a member ofthe Eden Mused C. C .with 
sheets and tiller in hand. Inside is packed a full equipment of 
stores, bedding, etc., as used in cruising. 

Along the east side of the room are two of the Ontario Company’s 
canoes, a very light and handsome racing paddler, of smooth build, 
and a cedar rib canoe. The latter is a very fine boat, light, strong 
and graceful, but the zsbra-like appearance, the sides being of inch 
strips of dark and light wood alternately, is not pleasing to a canoeist. 
With the two are some very light mnple paddles, by the same makers. 

The next boat is a large open Canadian canoe, shown bottom up, 
with Rough’s natent centerboard and rudder attached. This is a 
deep wooden fin, fastened to the bottom by brass straps from each 
gunwale. The fin is of triangular shape, like the exposed portion of 
a centerboard, and to its after end a rudder is huug, operated by a 
wire cord leading to each quarter. 

A most curious relic is a dugout about 8£c. long, from the southern 
coast of California, in appearance much like a big chopping bowl. 
Mr. G. S. Seybolt, of Newark. N. J., has on exhibition two pairs of 
double paddles of very neat shape and excellent finish. On the walls 
near by are two comic sketches, in colors, of canoe life, by Mr. 
Peebles. Bayonne 0. C.. while near the north end is a model and sail 
plan of Mr. Clapham’s sailing boat, mentioned some time since in our 
columns. This boat is a double ender, 15X47, of shoal draft, The 
sides are of one board each, flaring out, bateau fashion, while the 
bottom is rounding, instead of flat, the cross section at every part 
being a segment of the same circle. The rudder is of the balance 
pattern, with a small skag as a guard. The centerboard is not shown, 
but Is a new device of Mr. Clapham's. The rig is a sharpie yawl 
without jib. The actual boat is very light in construction, weighing 
but 125 pounds. 

In the center of the hall is a large showcase containing an exhibit 
of silverware by the Gorham Co., with some badges and trophies by 
other makers. The Pittsburgh, Hartford, Rochester and otber cups 
are shown; but the most prominent feature.s of the exhibit are the 
large cups designed by Mr. Geo. Marcus and made by the Gorham 
Co. for ihe New York and Brooklyn canoe clubs, the latter of which 
we have p-eviously described. The former is in the form of a pitcher, 
the leading Idea of the design being the life of the American Indian. 
The shape Is not graceful, following closely the squat and bulky form 
of ancient Indian pottery; but in the originality of its treatment and 
its Departure from the conventional, the effect is very pleasing. 
Around tbe top is worked a bent witbe of hickory, lashed on with 
leather thongs in true Indian fashion, while the handle is a branch of 
a tree. Around the bowl is shown a pine forest, rising sharply above 
a river, up which a fleet of tiny birches is paddling, while above, on a 
blacked ground, Is the inscription "New York Canoe Club, Interna¬ 
tional Challenge Cup.” With the cup is a bag of tanned deerskin, 
ornamented with Indian symbols and totems, in keeping with the 
main design. 

In sails the most prominent is Mr. P. Martin's new sliding gunter, 
similar in general arrangement to the old, but much improved in 
detail. Near it is Mr. Stoddard’s new mizz^n, used in 1885, another 
variety of the gunter, A smaU working model of Mr. Stoddard’s first 
sail is also shown. 

Among the fittings the Radix Company take a leading place with 
an exhibit of three boards, two for canoes and one of their new and 
larger hoards for sailboats. A finely finished Atwood board is also 
shown, an improvement on the old one, while in another part of the 
hall is a section of a canoe with one of Joyner’s cmious oscillating 
centerboards, designed to keep a vertical position at aU times. The 
section of canoe shows plainly the method of manufacture followed 
by Mr. Joyner, the edges of each plank being rebated, making a 
smooth surface inside and out. The boat seems to be very strong, 
and the smooth surface is an advantage. Mr. Joyner also exhibits 
one of his drop rudders with his patent attachment. Mr. Barney, 
Springfield C. C., shows one of bis rudders and clutch tillers 
wnile Mr. Buggies, of Charlotte, N. Y , has a rudder hangiag of the 
well-known Clyde pattern. The Kittiwake shows a compact folding 
seat for a canoe. Mr. Farnham’s folding apron, Mr. Morse’s canoe 
lamp and cleat, a neat canoe compass and a collection of sleeve but¬ 
tons ornamented with club designs, sent by Mr. A. S. Pennington, of 
Paterson, N. J., are on the same table. On tbe walls are hung some 
of the charts used by Mr. Stoddard on his long cruise and tne drop 
rudder of the Atalantis. 

In the rooms below a woods scene decorated the waUs, a tent was 
pitched and completely fitted up within, while a number of canoe 
and camp stoves were shown close by. Mr. Newman also exhibited 
a canoe fitted w’lth a tent, canoe bed of rubber, sleeping bag, etc., as 
used in cruising. 

Throughout the afternoon and evening of both days the halls were 
filled with visitors. Canoeists from far and near with their lady 
friends, yachtsmen and boating men, and many who were attracted 
solely by a desire to learn someihing about canoeing. On both eve¬ 
nings a stereopticon exhibition of canoe views in camo and afloat, 
was given by Mr. L. W. Seavey, K. C. C. The exhibition has been in 
all ways a great success, and its results will be seen this season in 
accessions to the ranks of canoeists in New York and the surround¬ 
ing country. __ 

THE ASSOCIATION CUP. 

The following circular has been sent out by; the cup committee, 
following tho amendment by the executive committee of the 

original resolution. The fund up to date is but $149, and a considera¬ 
ble amount is still needed. Subscriptions have come in slowly ow log 
to the misunderstanding w'hich has prevailed, but now that all is 
finally settled there is no doubt but that the desired amount will be 
soon subscribed. It will be noticed that the committee have decide 1 
to accept subacrintlons of over $1. All American canoeists are con¬ 
cerned in the success of the trophy, and now that its object is fully 
understood, each will gladly do his part: 

Dear Sir—Acting on the resolution of the Executive Committee, 
passed at the meeting on Nov. 12.1885, and subsequently amended, 
you are respectfully asked to contribute to a prize fund to procure a 
plec6.of plate to be first raced for at the appicaching A. 0. A. meet, 
on the occasion of the visit of the accredited representatives of the 
Royal Canoe Club of London, England. Subscriptions were originally 
limited »x) $l each and that amount is now solicited from :you. In 
view of the importance and exceptional natiu’e of the occasion, and 
urged by the small re.sult achieved during the six months last past in 
which the matter has been before A, 0. A. members, the committee 
feel justified in announcing that they w'ili receive such increased 
amounts as members may he prompted to contribute. All receipts 
will be duly acknowledged In the Canoeist, Forest and Stream, or to 
club secretaries, and may be sent to any of the committee, it is pro¬ 
posed to invest the sum collected in a handsome International Chal¬ 
lenge Cup, to be raced for each year at the annual meet under A. C. 
A. rules and under the supeivision ol the regular A. C. A regatta 
committee of that year. The proposed course is 7J4 miles over the 
Association triangular course (6 times around) the winner to be given 
a champion flag and to be inscribed as such on the cup or pedestal, 
he to hold the cup for that year under such proper guarantees as 
may satisfy the Regatta Committee. This plan conforms^ to tbe 
settled custom of our Association, which does not saiiciion the 
element of value in the prize ever being a consideration to the com 
petifcors.and at the same time aims to procurea worthy chamoionship 
emblem in this cup, and to excite a noble emulation and enthusiasm 
for a suprenjA effort once each year. Your co-operation is respect¬ 
fully solicited; an addressed envelope is enclosed. To do this work 
wTil req’iire consiilerable time and everything must be provided 
beforehand. Yom‘ early action therefore will greatly aid this com¬ 
mittee. G L. Parmele, M. D., Rear Com. A. C. A., 17 Haynes street. 
Hartford, Conn.; W. B. Wackerhagen, 756 Broadway, Albany, N. Y - j 
Wm. Whituook, 37 West 22nd Street, N. Y.. Chairman. N- B. Postal 
notes are recommended for remittances. 

BRITISH CANOEING IN 1886. rN the Field of March 13,1 cniised over the history of canoeing in 
the past and its general condition at this season, loosiug at the 

subject chiefly from a cruising point. It is now ray intention to con¬ 
sider the sport and pastime of canoeing as forshaclowed for 1886 in 
Its racing aspect. 

The governing idea in the programme set out to cancers for 1886 is 
undoubtedly the attempt to so balanco the patronage of the sport 
that all kinds of canoes anil all conditions of the men have a fair 
chance of enjoyment in camps, cruises, or meats, and in prize win¬ 
ning. 

In regard lo nrize winning it would appear that everything has 
been done to bring forward "new blood;" one of the oldest and most 
successful prize winners having brought in and carried a rule that 
"any member who has won three first prizes in club races of the 
same denomination (viz., 'sailing’ or ‘paddling and sailing') shall be 
consid,ered a ‘senior,’ and shall thereby become ineligible to take any 
prize given by the club in 1886, except in challenge cup races, in a 
race of the same di^nomlnation as that in which he is a ‘senior,’ the 
prize given by the club going to the ‘junloiv.' The senior winning 
the race, however, takes asilk Bag in niemoriam. Thus the ‘new 
blood’ has a certainty of cup-winning, and it is only a question of 
number of races among them as to wiping off the ‘junior’ into a 
‘senior,' ” 

Whether this act of self-denial on the part of the leading sailing 
racing men will produce the hoped for large entries remains to be 
seen. It only affects thesailing races; why, one cannot sav, but the 
paddlera would have none of it. However that may be. there is thus 
peculiarity about canoe sailing—that I know of in no other aquatic 
spott—for the past sixteen years the same two men, "Nautilus” and 
"Pearl,” have been first and second and second and first whenever 
they raced, with but one or two exceptions; and neither Scotland, 
Ireland, or any part of England, has ever sent a successful competitor 
to the Royal C. V. matches. 

It is somewhat peculiar that in the club Itself some cruising genius 
should not ere now have sprung up to lower the “red and yellow 
cross” and the “blue with white diamond;” out it is still more curious 
that with a £50 challenge enp, and numerous other prizes of value, 
open to canoe clubs, no competitor of merit should have been found 
in the length and breadth of the, at present. United Kingdom. 

This season, however, the programme has been expanded, with the 
hope of inducing canoes from all or any parts, in any kind of canoe, 
to compete in the R. 0. C. races. Girth measurement and time al- 
towance is to be tried in some races, in hope of obtaining a compe¬ 
tition between small, medium, and large canoes, even Mersey sailing 
canoes and Humber canoe yawls. 

If any skipper with a belief in himself and his canoe, wants "a fair 
field and no favor,” he can’t do better than hoist his fichting flag on 
Hendon Lake There will be racing there April 17, April 84 nnd chal¬ 
lenge cup May 1. The canoes will probably remain there till Whit¬ 
suntide, with sweepstake and other raoes if entries turn up. The 
lake has no current or difficulties of navigation, so the visitor is as 
fairly dealt with in that respect as can be; the Midland Railway sta¬ 
tion is within SOOyds. of the lake, and the Royal C. C. raft is of ample 
size. 

Hendon racing being over the canoes are carted to the Thames, 
for a few shillings and then races and camp take place at Tedcliog- 
ton on June 12.19. 26 (camp and "camp fittings competition”) and 26 
regatta; and finally July 10, sailing race for “every de'^cription of 
canoe.” A further feature of attraction Ls, that In hope of seeing 
competitors from the colonies or abroad, two special prizes of £25 
each are offered for their competition. 

The club further holds an autumn cruise and camp meet on the 
Norfolk Broads in August. No doubt this should and will be popular, 
especially with the cruisers, i. e., those who are cruisers onlv, for 
there is no greater fallacy in canoeing than the oft-rep .-ated allega- 
Hon that '‘racing men” and “cruisers" are a separate class, whereas 
in truth the racing men are almost to a man, the most expert cruisers 
we have. 

In America and Canada canoeing has grown in a marvelous man¬ 
ner, and its burning life flame is chiefly fanned by camp meets with 
races. In the autumn of this year two “international match races,” 
for valuable tropbws, are to be sailed in America, besides a host of 
club challenge cup races, and four, if not moic, of the best English 
canoe sailors are going over to compete; and it is much to be hoped 
that, by the time the party starts In August, there will be added to it 
the best hands from the Clyde, the Mersey, tlie Humber and the 
Forth. 

Meantime there is open competition enough for the veriest glutton 
at racing, and the boat and yacht sailors generally may fight shy of 
attempting a competition in which the whole work, lioth head and 
hand, devolves upon the one man, making him and his craft alone 
responsible for failure or success. There are men who sail canoes in 
various parts of our country who are competent to race in Che first 
flight, and wUo, by modesty alone, have hitherto been deprived of 
the pleasure of winning and the glory of carrying home to their club 
tbe challenge cup of the Royal 0. C. 

A noticeable feature in the canoes of the South for t.his year is the 
general reduction in the size of sails both on the Thairies and at 
Hendon Lake. The tendency is evident in the direction of less sail 
and ballast; and, indeed, in one new canoe—the Nautilus—the sizi 
of bull has also been considerably reduced. 

Of novelties thus far disclosed-that is, as to alterations or novel¬ 
ties in fittings-Che deck yoke and hand liller on the Pearl is an in¬ 
genious contrivance. Mersey canoes, no doubt, had a iiand in bring¬ 
ing to the front this mode of ‘'tiller and yoke” steering, ami it lias 
lately become almost universal in America. The Nautilus has gen- 
erallr had a “deck yoke.” but forward of the well; in the new craft 
this does not appear to exist, but some arrangement of “hand tiller" 
(as yet dark) acting as a supplement to the foot steering gear, is said 
to be in process of creation. 

Some seven canoes are on the club raft at Hendon, and several 
were out, for a trial spin last week, among them the Diamond, a 
rather large canoe witn a very heavy plate, did some remarkably 
good sailing in company with the crack canoes of the day; appar¬ 
ently also she had considerably less sail set than any of the otners. 
The mizzen on the Pearl, the mast of which is stepped upon lier 
rudder, reminds one at a distance as if a toy yacht bad got foul of 
the Pearl’s rudder, it being but three or four square feet in size. 

As regards workmanship in boat building, tho two new canoes built 
by Turk, of Kingsten, the Pearl and Nautilus, are perfect gems of the 
art; and looking at them, one wonders it the Thames Conservancy 
“blue burgee and register number in 2in figures” will ever be allowed 
to hide and disfigure their pretty faces "Pearl,” in block letters on 
her bows, can be read half a mile oft'; ami ‘ Nautilus” is clearly set 
out on each bow. In addition to the R. C. C. monogram of a crown and 
crossed 0. C. SVhat more can any nuthoritied want? The match on 
Hendon Lake to-day is limited to sail area—i. e., to 76fp. total—so the 
second class canoe Sabrina should have a very fair chance if the 
wind is not fresh. The sailing among the others will be mainly a 
question of handling and model, as motive power is practically fixed 
by the limiting of sail area. With tbe improvemema in Diamond, 
Kitten, and last year’s Pearl, a new hand at the liller of Pearl 6, and 
the presence of three new—or at least as yet uiiraced—canoes, Nina, 
Sabrina, and Nautilus, and with probably Gladys and 'Violet as late 
aiTivals, some exciting and interesting racing may be anticipated.— 
Old Hand, in the MeM, April 17. 

THE AVOLF AND FOX RIVERS.—Editor Forest and Stream: 
"An old subscriber” asks about the route from Winneconno, Wis., 
to the Mississippi River. 'Winneconne is on the Wolf River a few 
miles above its junction witli the Fox. He would, therefore, godown 
the Wolf to the Fox, then up the Fox to Portage City and across to 
the Wisconsin River, and down it to the Mississippi. There i.s a canal 
from tbe Fox to the Wisconsin at Portage, and the distance is only 
about a mile and a half or two miles. Steamers run regularly on the 
Fox from Oskhosh to Berlin, and I think about once a week to Port¬ 
age; but I believe no boats are now running on the Wisconsin as far 
up Che river a.s Portage, though I am not sure. The trip by canoe or 
rowboat is quite pleasant, especially from Portage to the Mississippi. 
Tbe current on the Fox where the route is up stream is slow, while on 
the Wisconsin it is very swift.—Ghetzel. 

THE W. A. 0. A. MEET.—We have received the full programme 
of the coming meet at Ballast Island from July 8 to 21. It will ap¬ 
pear fiext weex, our space being occupied this week by the canoe 
exposition. 

A. C. A.—Mr. Chas. C. Elfelt. Blinneapolis, tt.inn., is a candidate 
for membership. _ 

“■Whoever poisoned my dog is a low-down puppy and is 
mean enough to do anything. I am satisfied that it is a white 
man and of good standing in this town, and he ought to be 
found out, I am afraid of him only in one way, and that is 
lie wiU burn me up while asleep, t hope whoever it may be 
when he reads this he will stop, as he is called a puppy, and 
is not man enough to resent it. I am satisfied it is a white 
man, as no negro could get so much poison from the druggist 
without some notice being taken of it. I am responsible for 
every word in this card, and can whip the man that poisoned 
my dog. No man will resent an insult that will steal, lie, 
burn houses, and slip around at night and poison a man’s 

• dog.”—i7. H. Fridge, m Albany (Ga.) Neros, 
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FIXTURES. 

There are still many clubs not represented below, aand some of the 
dates in ihe table are not official. We a.sk the aid of club secretaries 
and others in completing and correcting the list: 

May. 
16. Yorkville, Open. East Kiver. 
31. Sandy Bay, Ouii.‘ Hockport. 
31. Knickerbocker, Spring Keg.! 
31. Onondaga, Opening,On. Lake. 
31. S.C.Y.G., Opening, N. Y. Bay. 
31. New Haven, Opening Sail. 
31. Toledo. Pennant. Toledo. 
31. Brooklyn, Opening. N.Y. Bay. 
31. Atlantic, Opening Sail. 

June. 
6. Great Head. Open, Sweep- 

stake, Winthrop. 
7. Hudson River, Union, Open. 
7. Williamsburg Regatta. 
y. Portland, Annual, Portland. 
9. Sandy Bay, Cup, Rockport, 

13. Brooklyn, Annual, N. Y. Bay. 
12. Great Head. Pen., Winthrop. 
12. Buffalo, Annual, Lake Erie. 
12. Portland,Challenge. Portland. 
14. New Jersey, Ajinual. 
l.'i. Atlantic. Annual, N. Y. Bay. 
17. New York, Annual, N. Y. Bay. 
17. Dorchester, Open, Nabant. 
17. Sandy Bay, Cup, Squam. 
17. Hull, Cor. Pennant, Hull. 
17. American, Newburyport. 
19. Hull. Pennant. Hull. 
19. S. C. Y. C., Annual. 
33. Boston. Gup, City Point. 
26. Sandy Bay, Cup.Final.Squam. 
26. Corintbian. Cup, Marblehead. 
26. Great Head, Cham.,Winthrop. 

July. 
3. Knickerbocker Cruise. 
3, O.swego Cruise, Charlotte. 
3. Hull. Club. Hull. 
3. Buffalo, Annual, Lake Erie. 
5. Boston, Open, City Point. 
5. Sandy Bay. Open, Squam. 
5. Beverly, Open, Sweepstake, 

Moa. Beach. 
6. Toledo. Pen., Toledo. 
6 to 6 Interlake Y. R. A. Rendez¬ 

vous and Race, Detroit. 

10, Corinthian, Club, Marblehead 
10. Sandy Bay. Pen.^ Rockport. 
13. Beverly, Cham., >larblebead. 
13. Great Head, Ladies’,Winthrop 
14. Hull, Cham., HuU. 
16-17. Amex. (Steam), Annual. 
17. Sandy Bay, Cor., Rockport. 
17 to 25. Knickerbocker, Cruise, 
21. Hull, Ladies’, Hull, 
22. Boston. Cup, City Point. 
24. Dorchester, Club, Harrison, 
24. Beverly, Club, Mon. Beach, 
24. Corinthian, Ladies’, Marble¬ 

head. 
24. Sandy Bay, Pen. Gloucester, 
24, Great Head, Cham.,Wiuthrop, 
27. Great Head, Club, winthrop. 
31. Beverly, Cham., Svvampscott. 
31. Hull, Cruise, Eastward. 
31. Sandy Bay, Ladies’, Rockport, 

August. 
2. Sandy Bay. Open, Rockport. 
7. Corinthian, Open, Marblehead 
7. Beverly, Club. Mon. Beach. 
9. Great Head, Club, WiuUirop. 

11. Great Head, Ladies.Winthrop. 
14. Sandy Bay, Cl-ih, Squam. 
14. Hull, Open, Hull. 
14. Beverly, Oham , Nahant. 
21. Beverly, Open, Marblehead, 
24. Great Head, Cham.,Winthrop, 
26. Hull, Ladies'. HuU. 
28. Corinthian, Club. Marblehead 
58. Hull, Cham., Hull. 
28. Sandy Bay, Open, Squam. 

September 
2. Boston, Gup, City Point. 
4. Dorchester, Club, Harrison. 
4. Beverly, Open, Mon. Beach. 
4. Corinthian,Cham.,Marblehead 
4. Sandy Bay, Pen., Rockport. 
8. Great Head, Club, Winthrop, 

11. Hull, Cham., Hull. 
11. Corinthian, Sweepstake, Mar¬ 

blehead. 
11. Sandy Bay, Sweep.,Gloucester 

6 to 11, Interlake Y. K. A. Cruise 17. Toledo. Pen., Toledo. 
to Putin Bay. 

8. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 
10. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 
10. Hull, Novelty, Hull. 

18. Sandy Bay, Club, Rockport. 
18. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 
25. Buffalo, Club, Lake Erie. 
28. Beverly, Club, Nabant. 

F 
PUZZLE. 

OR some time past Mr. Samuel Ayres has been busy at his upper 
J.' shop on a steam launch for Mr. Jacob Lorillard, from the latter 
gentleman’s designs, and on April 23 the boat was taken on rollers to 
the foot of Corlears street, and lifted off the dock by the large derrick 
of the marble yard near by. The Puzzle is a shoal draft yacht, in¬ 
tended for speed, and is very fine in her lines below water. The stern 
is square, and the horn timbers show an ugly curve that .spoils the 
appearance aft. The bulwarks are about 18in. high and form an 
ellipse aft, above the square stern. On deckforward is awheel house, 
abaft which is a low cabin trunk, with gangwavs 3ft. wide between It 
and the rail. This extends about to the middle of the boat, abaft 
which point the cabin top extends into a flush deck from rail to rail, 
giving head room for the full width of the boat in the cabins. The 
length over all is fi6ft., waterline 90ft., beam 16ft., depth 6ft. Bin., and 
draft 4£t. Her frames are double sawn, of hackmatack, sided 2m., 
moulded 3^ and 2J4. spaced 18m. The cedar planking is double, laid 
diagonally, the inner skin being %m., and the outer %in , with canvas 
laid in paint between. The plank fastenings are of copper. The 
engine, an Inverted compound, is now ready, and will be put aboard 
at the foot of Fifth street. 

A NATIONAL YACHTING ASSOCIATION. 

Editor Forest and Stream-: 

is different in some respects from that formerly taken, and which 
pe^onally I still adhere to. It appears to be his wish and that of 
thff yacht owners he represents to secure additional general regattas 
and to do away with smaller local regattas. In other words, the 
N. Y, A. would be a big Newport Yacht Club, formed by the associa¬ 

tion of the leading clubs in the country. Now I think that instead of 
aiming first at organizing new regattas, it is most desirable that a 
uniform code of sailing regulations, a uniform rule of measurement 
with tables of time allowance, and a uniform claasifllcatlon of yachts 
for racing purposes should be enacted. If the leading clubs will 
found an association for that purpose, au association to which every 

attained, then let the association have an annual “week,” with good 
prizes for small as well as for large yachts. Rouqe-Ceoix. 

[Our correspondent is undoubtedly correct as to the ends in view 
but though warmly advocated in the past, the efforts to form such 
an association and to enact rules has always failed. Now it is proposed 
to effect the same end in a little different way. The clubs mostlargelv 
represented at Newport sail practioaily under the same rule, which 
would no doubt be the one under which the races would be sailed 
The New York, Eastern, Seawanhaka and Knickerbocker clubs have 
a length and sail area rule, and the smaller clubs would probably 
conform to it for the regatta and perhaps adopt it permanently soon. 
It Is always easier to get men to race than to talk over rules, and 
what Is needed now is that the clubs should take the initiative in or¬ 
ganizing an open regatta at Newpoi t. This done the yachts would be 
piesentand the carrying out of such a scheme as liouge Croix sug¬ 
gests, would readily follow. The tendency in the larger clubs is 
toward one mea-surement and one system of classification, and while 
K is not possible just now to organize an association similar to the 
Yacht Racing Association in England, the Lake Y. R. A on Lake 
Ontario, and the A. C. A. in the United States and Canada, it will be 
a less difficult matter to hold such a meet as “Siteht” has proposed, 
which would be the first step to a permanent organizrtion.' 

NANITA. 

SINCE we published the lines of the little cruiser Windward sev¬ 
eral yachts have been built from them, the latest being the Nau- 

ita, built by Mr, John D. Coughtry for his brother. Mr. Chas. Cough- 
try, of the Knickerbocker Y. C., and launched this week. The 
design of the Windward has been followed except in two respects 
the rabbet line has been raised about 2in., taking out the slight hol¬ 
low in the floors, and the weight has been placed almost entirely on 
the keel, the iron shoe weighing 3,200 pounds. The Nanita is 22ft 
over all. 18ft. waterline, 6ft. beam and 4ft. 8in. draft. Uolike the 
Windward, she Is sloop rigged, her main boom being I9ft. 6in.. gaff 
13ft., bow-prit outboard, 10ft and topmast 16ft. Both in material 
and workuianship she is far ahead of the usual run of small boats 
about Aew York. The stem ii of an oak knee with a good grain, ilie 
keel IS of oak, and the frames are all of steamed white oak. single, 
sided 2iu. and spaced 18in. Each frame is planed up and finished, as 
there is no ceiling m the boat. At their heels each pair is joined bv 
an iron fioov knee, with ka'a. screw bolts through the keel ana oak 
keelson, the floor.s running over the top of the latter. The Min. keel 
bmts ai’e set up cn top of the keelson with nuts and washers. 

The cockpit is small, as in the Windward, and is high above the 
water. At its after side is a door opening in under the counter for 
stowage and ventilation. On each side under the deck are large 
spaces, reached from the cabin. The sill of the companion is cot 
down about lOln. below the level of deck. From the companion for¬ 
ward the boat is clear of bulkheads or fittings, except a good locker 
on each side, large enough for a bed, so that she appears to have a 
great amount of room, while the head room is 4ft Tin The cabin 
trunk is about Sin. at the highest pomt of the sides, and is carefully 

, framed of mahogany, the sides being of Mm. plate glass, three panels 
on each side, giving plenty of light below. The top of the trunk is of 
narrow Mm- mahogany, a feather of thlu braes being let in to the 
adjoining edges, making a tight joint. The ice box and water tank 
are under the cockpit, while in the extreme bow is a shelf for a stove 

The rudder stock works through a large brass tube, making a water¬ 
tight job. Around the cockpit on deck is a curved oak rail, enclosing 
a part of the deck as a seat. The finish is excellent throughout, and 
bespeaks the thorough workman. The sails ore by fiawyer, the lib 
being fitted to set flying or on the stay. The Nanita will be used for 
cruising, but it is probable that if the model is capable of any speed 
her owner will soon discover it, as his reputation as a bold sailor is 
well known above the Gate. 

THE NICE REGATTA. 

The Nice regatta of 1886, sailed on April, 7, 8 and 9. was much less 
brilliant than in former years, being confined entirely lo French 

and Italian yachts of moderate tonnage, of which a few were of 
English build, None of the English and American yachts were pres¬ 
ent, and there was no steam yacht racing. An easterly storm, which 
prevailed for several days, prevented the attendance, of several 
yachts from Marseilles and Cette. The weather was more favorable 
on the race days. The first race, on April 7, for yachts of 40 tons 
and over, was won by Fieiamosa, a yawl of French buud but of the Eng¬ 
lish type. She defeated Coralia, Maria and Magali. In the second 
class, 10 to.20 tons. Rigoletio won first prize and Miss Mary second. 
In the third class, 6 to 10 tons. Bonita was first and Alcyon second, 
only three starting. The fourth class, 2 to 5 tons, had five staiters, 
the winne’'s heicg Sirena, Hirondelle and Elan. The winners in 
classes five and six were Conchita. Horizon and Caijrice, and Fol- 
ichon. CEgitua and Shanghai, respectively. 

On the second day the weather was quite calm, with a little wind 
at timeSj flatting out at the finish. The prize of honor was sailed for 
with fifteen entries, the winners being Rigoletto, Fieramosa and 
Miss Mary. Two rowing races completed the day’s sport. 

The final race, on April 9, for the Union of Nautical Societies of the 
Mediterranean, was won by Fieramosa. The racing was successful 
and gave good sport to all present, though not to be compared with 
that of former years._ 

THE INTERNATIONAL RACES. 

An answer was received last week from Mr. J. Beavor-Webb, in 
behalf of Lieut. FTenn, to the letter sent on March 12by the New 

York Y. 0., in regard to the terms of the coming races. A meeting 
of the committee was called on April 21 to consider the letter, but 
owing to the absence of ex-Com. Smith, it was postponed until the 
26th. On Monday afternoon, Com. Gerry, Vice-Com. Haight and 
Rear-Corn. Barrow, with Messrs. Krebs, Dickerson and Smith, met at 
the office of the latter and the following letters were read It was 
resolved to reply at once to the letter of Mr. Webb, but the decision 
of the committee on the various points was kept private. The corre¬ 
spondence is as follows: 

New Y’ork Yacht Club, March 12. 1886. 
Lieutenant W. Henn. R. N., London: 

Dear Sia-The New YorkY. C. has notified you, through Mr. J. 
Beavor-Webb, of the appointment of a committee of the club to make 
arrangements for the contest for the America Cup between your 
yacht, the Galatea, and a representative of that club. 

1 am instructed by the covnuiittee so appointed to notify you that 
at a meeting held the 11th Just, a note wm.s submitted from Mr. J. 
Beavor-Webb dated London, Jan. 17. in which he stated that you 
desired him to say that should it be of any convenience to the New 
Y’ork Y. 0. you will be happy to name Mr. J. F. Tams as your repre¬ 
sentative in New York to arrange all the details of the race, etc. 

The committee agreed to accept Mr. Tams asyour representative 
for the purpose named. Subsequently, by request of the committee, 
he attended their meeting, and after some discussion decided that he 
would not be able to act in the position referred to, and stated that 
he would communicate with you upon the subject. 

At the same meeting it was decided to propose to you the following 
details for the races: 

Date op Races.—To be between the 1st and 20th of September next, 
the exact days to be mutually agreed upon. 

NuMBEm OP Races.—To be three, one day at least intervening be¬ 
tween each two, and the best two out of three to decide. 

Courses.—The first race to be over the New York Y. C. course, as 
sailed by the Genesta last year; the second race to be over a triangu¬ 
lar course, starling from Sandy Hook Lightship; the third to be to 
windward or to leewmrd and return, starling either from the point of 
the Hook or from the Sandy Hook Lightship, as you may el?ct. 

The order of the last races to be reversed If you should wish. 
Length op Course —To be as nearly as possible forty statute miles 
Time op Making Races.—To be either eight or seven hours, as you 

may elect. 
Measurement.—The rules of the New York Y. C. as to measurement 

and time allowance to govern. 
The yacht to represent the New York Y. C. in the races to be named 

one week prior to the day fixed for the first race, with the proviso 
that in case of accident before the first race the New York Y. C. shall 
have the right to substitute another vessel or to have the time neces¬ 
sary for repairs. In case of an accident after the first race the New 
York Y’. C. shall have the time necessary for repairs; and under the 
same circumstances and at any lime the Galatea to have the same 
privilege. 

AU minor details to be arranged between you and your representa¬ 
tive and the committee, and any differences that may ai-ise to be set¬ 
tled by them. 

Referring to the suggestion made in one of Mr. Webb’s letters that 
there should be four races, and that two of them should take place 
off Newport, the committee instructed me to say tuat from the ex¬ 
perience of last year it was found that with the delav that may 
possibly take place, the time required for three races is as much as 
can generally be given to the purpose, and that that number is con¬ 
sidered sufficient to test ihe ves-els. 

I am insTucted by the committee to say that should your yacht be 
in these waters at Ihe time of the annual cni'se, which will take 
place in August, the cJub will be most happy if you will join, and that 
all facilities that can be offered by the club will be placed at vour 
service at all times. 

I am, dear sir. your obedient servant, 
William Krebs, Secretary of the Committee, 

No. 02 Wall street, New York. 

18 Cranlky Gardens, I 
„ „ r, . London, S. W., April 18,1886. i 
My Dear Sir—I am requested by Lieutenant W. Henn, R. N., to 

acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 12th ult. 
It is no doubt within the knowledge of your committee that at an 

interview I had last autumn with several members of the committee, 
of which Mr. Tams was chairman, a desire was expressed that Lieut 
Henn’s challenge of last year, which circumstances prevented his 
carrying into effect, should coniinue to stand and be brought to a 
conclusion this year. I pointed out then to those members of the 
committee that it would be agreeable to Lieut. Henn if the first race 
couM be sailed at Newport during the annual cruise of the New York 

This arrangement would place Galatea and her owner en rapport 
with American yachts and their owmers at au earilerdate than would 
be the case if the races were all sailed at the time mentioned in vour 
letter of the 12th ult., and would admit of the Galatea taking part m 
any races held during the cruise to which she might be admitted bv 
the courtesy of the New York Y. C. ^ 

Mr. Tams was suggested as Lieut. Henu’s representative in case it 
should be of any convenience to your committee with reference to 
this arraDgemeut. 

If this arrangement is accepted it will alter the date of the first 
race in conformity with the date of the New York Y. 0. cruise. 

With regard to the other courses Lieut. Henn thinks that as the 
New York Y. C. oource is not an open sea course, but is encumbered 
wltb shoals affording an advantage to a vessel capable of reducing 
her draft at will—as instanced in the case of the Puritan standing 
oyer Flynn's Knoll last year-the other races should be started out- 
mde Sandy Hook Point, This is the more necessary, as your commit¬ 
tee cannot but have observed that, owing to the narrowness of the 
channel, the steamers accompanying 
were unable to keep clear of the c 

last year’s races over this course 
- - —,, - —-ompeting yachts. Lieut. Henn 

would be glad that the method of determining the time allowance 
should be reconsidered. The time allowance between the Puritan 
and Genesta was about 31 seconds. He cannot consider this a suffi¬ 
cient allowance between two yachts one of which carries a mainsail 
25 per cent, larger than the other and a topsail in much the same 
proportion. 

Lieutenant Henn therefore suggests that it will be apparent that 
two yachts built to sail under w'idelv different scales of time allow¬ 
ance cannot compete on equal terms if only one of such scales is 
taken into account; therefore he suggests that a mean of the time 
allowances be obtained by the New York Y. 0., and that the Yacht 
Racing Association tonnage shall be adopted. 

The holders of the cup receive such notice of the name and rig of 
toe challenging yacht which gives them time to build a ves.sel to beat 
her. This is a clear advantage, and guided by the experience of last 
year. Lieutenant Henn feels that with the additional advantage of 
time allowance and a course more In favor of one vessel than the 
other, Galatea would not compete on equal terms; and as he feels 
sure the committee are anxious to encourage true sport, he hones 
toey will see their way to agree to his proposals. Lieutenant Henn 
hopes th^ Mr. bchuyler will be appointed the umpire, as last year, 
ana that he will be good enough to accept the task. 

To the proposed number of races, as well as toe length of the 
course, Lieutenant Henn accepts your proposal on these points. 

Time of making races and all other minor details Lieutenant Henn 
wishes to remain the same as last year. 

I am to thank you for your invitation to Join the New York Y. C. 
cruise, which Lieutenant Henn would have great pleasure in doing, 
but it would only be practicable if the first race for the cup takes 
place as suggested, and it would greatly add to the pleasure of his 
visit to America. 

I am. ray dear sir. yours faithfully. J. Beavor Webb. 
To William Krebs, Honorable Secretary America’s Cup Committee. 

Y’ACHTING NOTES.—At the Seawanhaka Basin the A2olus, sloop, 
Mr. R. K. MoMurray.is fitting out. and will bend sails after hauling 
out for painting... Oriva. cutter, is being piic in order, hut will not 
fit out until Mr Lee’s return — Gael, sloop, is also in the Basin fitting 
out .. Gladys, sloop, was launched from the beach on Monday and 
taken into toe Basin_Aneto, yawl, has had her fore deadwood re¬ 
moved and replaced with lead. Her mainmast has been shifted for¬ 
ward and she will carry a larger mainsail. Mr. H. W. Eaton, her 
owner, is now abroad, but will return next month, when she will be 
launched at once.... Thf* club sloop Venture has her crew on board 
aud is fitting out . .Estelle, cutter, Mr A. Blerck, is on the beach at 
MaeWhirter’s shop, West Brighton, waiting for a flood tide to float 
her off, when she will tow to the Basin for her spars and gear. Her 
cockpit has been replaced by a flush deck and an after stateroom has 
been added. The icebox, tank and w'. c. have been shifted so as to 
gain much more room. .Ibis, steam yacht, has been taken to Cramp’s 
Philadelphia yard for a new boiler and a general overhaul. .The match 
betw een Thisbe and Em Ell Eye is off, owung to 8|dlmgret raent over the 
terms.. Nimbus, sloop, has been sold byB. Jenny, Jr, to J. K. Souther, 
Hull Y. C.. formerly owner of the Ibi.s.. ..Republic, schooner, has 
her crew on board and is fitting out... .Va.runa, schooner. Geo. H. B. 
Hill, is still in the Atlantic Basin, and will not fit out .The new 
fishing schooner building at Noankfrom Capt. J. W. Collins’s designs, 
will be completed nexd) month_Espiriio, sloop, is fitting out at the 
old Basin at Tompkiusville, S. 1, ...Nemesi«, the catamaran built by 
Geo. Everson last year, has had her hulls raised 8tn .. FJeetwing, 
schooner, owned by the late R. 8. Elliott, has been sold to N. 0. Chap¬ 
man, of St. Louis, a member of the N. Y’. Y. C., who will sail her 
from New Y’ork... Social, sloop, has been sold by H. C. Wadsworth 
to Mr. H. Upsum, of Bridgeport—Oriole. sJoop, has been sold by W. 
W, Keith to Mrs. Eccleston, of New York, who will use her about 
Atlantic Cl:y — Cricket, cat, has been sold to W. B. Lambert, Hull 
Y. C., by W. A. Cary....Alice, keel sloop, has been sold by Wm 
Stoptord to W. H. Wedger, of Boston, a member of the new Onelsea 
Y. C—Eclipse, sloop, E. H. Wales, has come from Northport, L. I., 
to Mumm’s yard to fit out....Fanlta, sloop, will not fit out this sea¬ 
son.... Huron, keel sloop, is hauled up at .Smith’s City Point, for 
a ton of lead on her keel_Adelaide, Mr. Underhill’s yacht, 
is nearly finished, and will be in New York shortly_Ray, 
schooner, W. W. Tompkins, is fitting out at Nyack_The N. Y. Y. C. 
has obtained permission of the Bureau of Charities and Corrections 
to place a float stage at East Twenty-sixth street, and will soon have 
one in position... .Lurline, steam yacht, arrived at Charleston, S. 0., 
on April 24 — A new sidewheel steamer for D. M. Anthony, from de¬ 
signs by J. Borden, Jr., of Fall River, was launched on Saturday, 
being christened Baypolnt. She is of light draft, for bay cruising, 
and is 62ft. over all, 48ft. waterline, 20ft. over guards, with 10ft. 
wheels and 3ft. buckets, displacement 183^ toni.. ..AtBath, Me., C.B. 
Harrington is building a steam launch about 75ft, long for Mr. Stout, 
of Portland, Me , and Perkins & BlaDdell are building one 46ft. long for 
Brazil .. Puritan Is fitting out rapidly and will soon be in commission 
—Feldama, Mr. Brown's steam yacht, will be launched about toe 
middle of May—Clara, cutter, and Fortuna, schooner, are both 
fitting out at Beverley... .Captain Morrison, formerly commander of 
the Ohio of the American Steamship Company, will command the 
Alva. ...Captain Reuben Titus, formerly of the Rover, will command 
Mr. Iselin’s new yacht Cinderella_Tlie Stiletto, sloop, has changed 
her name to Zepho, and the Marjorie to Zipb. 

THE BLOCKS FOR THE ATLANTIC.—Messrs. Bagnall & Loud 
of Boston, who madorithe blocks for toe Puritan, have just shipped 
to New York the blocks for the Atlantic. The following account of 
them is given in the Boston Globe of April 26: “The blocks on the 
Atlantic, which were finished and .shipped yesterday, will miraher 
about 100. and some of them are larger than corresponding blocks 
on any three-masted schooners now afloat. For instance, too lib 
halliards are three llin. single blocks, with two 6in. double blocks 
for whip purchase. Large three-masted schooners generally have 
two lOln. single on the same sail without the purchase blocks. The 
Atlantic is to have for peak halliards four 121n. single blocks on the 
gaff, and two double and one single block of the s.nne dimensions on 
the masthead, with two doable blocks for whl|) purchase, making in 
all thirteen sheaves alone on the peak halliards in addition to the 
deck leader, by which a tremendous purchase is’ obtained. On the 
throat halliard the blocks are still larger, being a Uin. triple aloft, 
and 14In. double on the gaff, with two double blocks for whip tmv- 
chnse, making nine sheaves on Ihe throat alone in addlllon to a deck 
leader. The main sheet blocks are 14in. double and triple, with two 
leaders on the deck. The quarter lifts are wire rope, and .are rove 
through two novel and peculiar blocks at the masthead, particularly 
designed for the Atlantic, with a purchase on each lilt of an 8in. 
triple and double. Throughout toe sloop the blocks are increased in 
size and purchase, as compared with other racing crafts. All the 
blocks are lilted with self-adjusting antl-lriclion hearings, for which 
many letters patent have been obtained by the efficient superintend¬ 
ent of the company, T. R. Ferrail. All the blocks for the Atlantic 
arc made from a newly Imported wood called Aiuaranthiis, or punde 
wood of Brazil, now lor the first time utilized in making blocks. 
When first cut its color is dark gray, but changes rapidly and flnallv 
becomes a dark purple and red in variegated hues, producing a most 
artistic effect. Besides being of a tough nature, with very close 
grain, it makes the most durable as well as the handsomest blocks 
that can be produced. All the halliard block sheaves are m.ade of 
best St. Domingo lignum vilai, and the smaller blocks are fllted with 
the best composition sheaves, and the rolls in all are made of tool 
steel.” 

“CHAIN CABLES AJfD CHAINS.”—If asked io pick out the most 
valuable and essential parts of the equipment of a vessel th^re are 
few landsmen who would select the short length of chain seen about 
the bows, as one of xhe first in value. Compared with the lofty spars 
aud snowy canvas that must impress the most careless spectator a 
few yards of iron chain seem of little importance, hut with the sea¬ 
men it is very different, and his rest is often sounder merely because 
he knows a little about the chain that lies out of sight in the lower 
part of his vessel. To toe yachtsman especially is the quality of his 
cables of the greatest importance, as much of hD lime afloat is spent 
in harbors and at anchor, rather than under way on the open sea; 
yet there are comparatively few who devote much considt raiion to 
this part of the outfit, or to securing a guarantee of ifs reliability. 
In this country especially, little alien ion is paid to the testing of 
chain and to its quality, by yachtsmen. Those who wi h to learn 
more about the history and manufacture of chain cables will find 
much to interest them in a handsome quarto volume entitled “Chain 
Cables and Chains,” by Mr. Thos. W. Traill. C. E.. R. N., lately pub¬ 
lished by Crosby. Lockwood & Co., of London, The author has been 
for many vear.s intimately connected with the manufacture and test¬ 
ing of chain cables fn Great Britain, holding the positions of engineer 
surveyor-In-chief to the Board of Trade, inspector of chain cable 
and anchor proving establishments, and general superintendent of 
Lloyd’s committee on proving establishments. After years of care¬ 
ful research he has compiled an interesting history of the invention 
and adoption of chain cables, but the most valuable part of the work 
is devoted to the present methods of manufacture and to the testing 
of chams. These subjects are treated at length, with the aid of many 
illustrations. Fac similes of the certificates of the various proving 
houses are given, with their private marks as affixed to tested cham. 
The proportions of links and shackles, both properly and improperly 
formed, are illustrated by full size plates, while many valuable tables 
of sizes and weights are giv^n. Both historically and praeticaUv the 
work IS a valuable one, and it promises to remain for a long time the 
standard one on the subject. 

A UNION OF THE SMALL YACIITS.-Fdttor Forest and Sfream.- 
Why do not the yacht clubs of New Y’ork and vicinity offer more in¬ 
ducements to our small craft in the way of open regattas? There are 
enough clubs, whose fleets are composed principally of the little 
fellows, to offer a continued round of events ihat would draw together 
an immense fleet of gallant little craft if each club would bold but 
one open regatta each season, and select their dates so as not to con¬ 
flict. Each locality seems to ne tied down, to a certain extent, to its 
local builder, and each new boat is more or less a copy of its prede 
cessprs. Each club thinks it has the best boats, as no doubt it has; 
but IS It fair to hide this vast superiority by holding only club regat¬ 
tas? Why not invite the outside barbarians in and show them how 
slow they reaUy are and what insignificant competitors their local 
cracks are? To those who have seen the magnificent fleet of starters 
at the open regattas of the Beverly, Hull, and other Eastern clubs 
an ordinary club regatta is but a tame affair. Another thought sug¬ 
gests itself. The Harlem, KnicKerbocker, Eclipse, Manhattan, East 
River, Jer-sey City. New Jersey, Newark and other clubs all erufee 
about the same time—Fourth of July week. Why not ail unite in one 
big squadron, rendezvous say at Port Morris, and race from port to 
port for champion pennants or other prizes, and have one glorious 
regatta at, s^, New Haven, to which yachts from alljthe Bound ports 
be Invited? I am sure it would be a snccesss that would be looked 
forward to each year with more and more interest. Let us have toe 
opimon of our clubs on this matter, and let several of them unite in 
starting the movement,—Pas-se-40. 
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A MOSQUITO RA.CE AT BOSTON.—On April 24 a race for small 
boats was sailed off City Point, over a four-mile coiirse to the buoy 
off the Marine Park pier, round buoy 2 to channel buoy off K street, 
to and around the buoy off the pier, and back to the starting point. 
The prizes for first class were three, S6 cash, a pair of rowlocks, and 
an anchor; for the second, $5 and an anchor. The times were: 

First Class—13ft. and not over 15ft. over all. 
Name and Owner. Length. Corrected 

Baby, C. A. Borden. 13.02 4 51 48 
Lizzie, H, McDonough... 13 03 4 67 65 
Tot. E. S. McElroy. 13,10 4 58 46 
Wizard. James Bertram. 13.06 4 54 12 
Lady May, W. J. Tilley.... 13.06 4 65 59 
Frolic, E. Lawley. 14.10 4 59 41 

Second class, under 18 feet over all. 
Brunette, W C. Cherrington.12.02 5 01 68 
Maggie, W. H. Buckley.12.04 4 59 17 
BunDy, W. H. Ransom.12.11 4 57 37 
Etta, R. T. F. Caldwell.11.4 65 54 

The winners in the first class were the Baby, Wizard and Lady 
May; in the second class the Etta and Bunty. The judges were Cap¬ 
tain William A. Andrews of the dory Nautilus, Charles A. Borden 
and Joseph Golden. 

NEWARK T. C.—Three of the boats of this club, the Vixen, 
Emmy C. and Winifred, are ready to race any three yachts of an¬ 
other club of 26 to 28ft., an average of the limes of each trio to 
decide. 

CYTHERA.—Mr. Stewart’s yawl was spoken on April 4 in lat. 42 
north, long. 11 west, by the steamer Roslin Castle. On April 9 she 
arrived at Funchal, Madeira, after a passage of 19 days from Eng¬ 
land. 

ANOTHER PROPOSED CRUISE.—The New England Y. R. A. are 
talking of a large cruise from City Point this summer, visiting 
Marblehead, Rockport, Portsmouth, Newburyport and Isle of Shoals. 

THE SALE OP “246.”—The large steam yacht, built by Cramp & 
Sons last yea^ and known only as No. 246, has been sold to Mr. S. V. 
Harkness, who will use her on the lakes. 

GEN. PAINE’S YACHT.—All is ready for launching, the painting 
and gilding is completed, and the yacht will be launehed about May 
6. The name will probably be Mayflower. 

THE GOELET CUPS.-Mr. Ogden Goelet has notified the New 
York Y.C. that the cups offered by him will be ready by July 1. They 
will be raced for at Newport, as usual. 

RIVERSIDE Y. C —This club, of .lacksonville, Fla., held its annual 
meeting on April 16, electing the following officers: Commodore, W. 
S. Wightman; Vice-Commodore, John P. Varnum; Secretary and 
Treasurer. L. D. Hosmer; Fleet Captain, W. L. Davids; Flag Officer, 
F. V. Wightman. Executive Committee, J. H. Stead, H. B. Wood¬ 
ward, Geo. L Drew. The by-laws, sailing rules and constitution will 
be carefully revised at once, and the club house will be much im¬ 
proved. The next meeting will be on April 80, at 7:30 P. M. 

MUMM’S YARD.—In consequence of ill he.alth. Mr. John Mumm 
has leased his yard and business to Messrs. Guion & Costigan for five 
years. 

SHONA.—Mr. Sweet’s new purchase arrived in Boston last week* 
and is now at Beverly. She will race in Boston waters this year. 

NORTH END Y. C —Boston is to have a new club with this nanfe 
It starts with a good fleet of small boats. 

MIRAMICHI Y. C —A new club with this name was organized on 
April 12 at Newcastle, N. B. with 30 members, the officers being as 
follows: Commodore. J. C. Miller; Vice-Commodore, J. L. Steward; 
Rear Commodore, C. J. Butcher; Secretary-Treasurer, P. Kennedy; 
Trustees, J. C. Miller. James Miller, G. Watt and P. Wheeler; Meas¬ 
urer, T. Crimmen. The burgee is of blue and white, with letters M. 
Y. C. A club book will soon be issued. 

^nswer§ to ^amsfiondmt§. 

Mo Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents. 

NEWARK Y. C.—The opening sail on May 16 will be to Bay Ridge 
to inspect the Atlantic. The fleet wUl leave Newark at 9 A. M., and 
there will be a scrub race each way. Most of the yachts are ready, 
all the cabin sloops being painted white this season. 

A SHOAL SLOOP.—A centerboard yacht 30ft. long, lift. 2in. beam 
and 15in. draft, is now building at Canarsie from designs by her 
owner. Mr. Samuel Robbins, of New York. She will have both jib 
and mainsail and cat rigs. 

KNICKERBOCKER Y. C.—The yachts are being launched and 
fitted out rapidly. Last week the Whim and John Demarest were 
set afloat. A large number of the club fleet have had iron keels 
added this season. 

NEW JERSEY Y. C.—June 14 has been named'for the 15th annual 
regatta of the club. Com. Dilworth has lately added to the fleet the 
yacht Wayward, late of New Haven, purchased by him from Mr. C. 
B. Warner. 

Amatbur —Use yacht drill (OJ^oz.) for sails of 17ft. boat, bighting it 
twice. 

W. S. C., Jamestown, N. Y.—Write to E. & C. Von Culin, Delaware 
City, Del. 

D. C. G.—See “Canoeing in Kanukia.” Mr. R. B.Burchard, A. C. A., 
has cruised down the St. Lavvrence. 

J. M. F., Philadelphia.—See files of the Forest and Stream for the 
past year for articles on gasoline and other stoves. 

E. B., Boston.—Where can I get photographs of dogs; prizewin¬ 
ners? Is there anyone who sells them? Ans. We know of no one 
who has them for sale. 

S. T., Centerville.—1. Does extremely frosty atmosphere affect a 
rifle for accurate target shooting? 2. I have a Hotchkiss rifle I want 
to put a graduated peep sight on it, but if I put it on the tang it will 
be in the way of the bolt. Would it give good satisfaction to place it 

back of the grip about where a person usually places the stock 
against the face? Ans. 1. No. 2. Yes, if suitable lb position assumed 
by yo:<i m shooting. 

jib from the figures sent. If you will refer to “Small Yachts” you 
wiU find the method of calculation fully explained. 

T. F. T., New York.—Would you be kind enough to give me the 
name of one or more of the Fish Commissioners of‘New Hampshire’ 
Ans. They are: Geo. F. Biddle, Manchester; Luther Hayes, Milton, 
and E. B. Hodge, Plymouth. The latter is also the superintendent. 

F. B. D.. Ovid. Mich,—For caulking a light boat use a light caulk¬ 
ing iron and wooden mallet. Raw cotton is used for such work in 
preference to the oakum used on large vessels. It Is spun into a 
thick strand and sold in rolls. The seam is first opened by driving 
in the iron. The strand of cotton is then driven in firmly, painted 
over and the seam puttied up. 

C. Y. B., Albany. N. Y.—1. Can you tell me where there is good 
trout fishing anywhere near the Adirondacks? 2. What month is the 
best for trout fishing? Ans. 1. West Canada Creek, Herkimer 
county, reached by way of Remsen or Prospect, N. & B. R. R.. or go 
to the Fulton Chain, via Booneville and the Forge House, or on the 
north side to Meacham Lake. 2. May and June. 

R. H., Winsted, Conn.—It is always best to rub down paint with 
puniic© stone rather than to scrape it. For the latter purpose a paint 
burner or torch may be had at the paint store. Alcohol or napthha is 
burned giving a hot fiame, which must be followed closely by the 
scraper. Use white lead and linseed oil, mixed with lamp black to 
a lead color for the priming coat, thinning with a Uttle turpentine. 

D. D. P., Hicksville, O.—Can you conveniently give me anv infor- 
ation as to the colonization of California quail. WiU it probably suc¬ 
ceed here or at my home in Northwestern Ohio. I have released four 
pair in this vicinity and have three pair left that I am in doubt 
whether to release here or to take to Ohio. I would prefer to have 
them in Ohio if tney are likely to thrive and to stand the winters 
there? Ans. They would be quite sure to do well in Tennessee and 
probably in Ohio, but the experiment should be tried on a large scale, 
and as much protection as possible afforded the birds for the first 
season or two. 

A. R. G., Centerville, N. Y.—1. Is a stream stocked with trout from 
the State fisheries, by parties who went to the expense of getting 
them here, private or public fishing? 2. When does the trout season 
commence in Suit van and Ulster counties? 3. What sized sign boarus 
must a farmer put up to prohibit fishing and hunting. Ans. 1. The 
fishing is as much public as it was before. The owner of land through 
which a stream runs may forbid fishmg on his part of the stream, and 
if all the owners through whose land it runs combine they can pro¬ 
tect the entire stream by forbidding tresspasing. 2. May 1. 3. Sign 
boards must be at least Ift. square and at least one board to every 
fifty acres. _ 

$843,000 was paid last year for claims under the life policies of the 
Travelers, of Hartford, Conn., and $1,292,000 to life and accident 
claimants together.—Aciu. 

HUMPHREYS' 
Homeopathic VeteVkiary 

Specifics for 
HORSES, CATTLE, SHEEP* 

DOGS, HOGS, POULTRY. 

tyU. S. Govemin’t. 
Chart on Rollers, 

_ and Book Sent Free. 

Humphreys’ Med. Co., 109 Fulton St., N. Y. 

TROUT FLIES, 
36c. Per Dozen. 

H. H. KIFFE, 
818 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

Send for Fishing Tackle Catalogoe. 

The Open Shot Regulator. 
Good for 10 or 40 yds. 

WIN ANS & WOODEN, dat 
97 West Kinney st,, Newark, N. J. I I y 

Send bore of gun for sample. ' mi Ml* 

Among the Many Novelties 
Introduced by us for the coming season, we wish to call attention to our 

Dead Finish, Waterproof, Braided Silk Fly Lines, 
FOR SALMON, TROUT AND BLACK BASS. 

We have been experimenting for some years in the hope of making a perfect waterproof line. Success crowned 
our efforts somewhat less than two years ago, but we have not offered the lines for sale till we were certain of their 
excellence in every particular. These lines will not orach, chip off or become sticky and stiff. They are completely 

waterproofed, not merely on the surface. They will not become tender in use or by age. 

SAMPLES AND PRICES FURNISHED ON APPLICATION. 

Also a new style liANDlNO MET, made of waterproof braided linen line, which prevents the hooks from catching in the meshes. 
The prices of these nets are only a little in advance of the old style made from twisted thread. 

ABBEY &, IMBBIE, 
Manufacturers of every description of 

Tr'IKTES r* I S H I TST Ca- A. O ZSL Xj lES , 
18 Vesey Street (Fourth door from the Astor House), New York. 

Split Bamboo Fly Rod. 
This cut represents our No. 28 Split Bamboo 

Fly Bod with Grooved Wood Form. Length, 
lO^ft ; weieht 8oz. We make same style rods 
for trout and bass to weigh from 6 to 12oz , also 
the "Standard Hensholl Rod.” Lancewood Rods. 
Reels. Turned Stock and Rod Trimmings of all 
descriptions. For New Illustrated Catalogue for 
1886 address 

THOS. H. CHUBB, 
Orange County, Post Mills, Vermont. 

WINCHESTER 
Repeating Arms Co.’s 

RIFLES <So AMMUNITION, 
Fox* bsr oil ]Iieolex*ss« 

Send for 76-page (April, 1886) Catalogue. Just out. 

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., 
oonxTKr. 

XVeiTtr 'SToxtIs.. Sabxi Fx*a.zioisoo. 
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Dickerman Pat. Hammerless Single-Barrel Shotgun. 
DESIGNED ESPECIAEET FOR 

12-GAUGE NOW READY. 

Weight 634 to 7 Ihs. 

Warranted to throw 300 

No. 8 shot in 30-inch circle 

at 33 yards. 

Improvements. 
Automatic Safety Pistol Grip. Double Bolt, Rubber Butt Plate, Full Choke, 

Blued Frame, with Twist, Laminated or Damascus Barrels. 

The Top Snap is utilized as the lever for corking: the hammer as well as breaking np the gpin. The leverage is so adjusted that the gun is 
broken np and hammer cocked as easily as an ordinary gun with simple top snap is broken up. By the same movement of the top snap the safety 
. .E under the forward part of the trigger, locking the latter firmly into the bent of the hammer. The 8a*ety Button is located just in front 

of the jigger, tmd IS fully protected by the guard (as shown in cut). Pronounced by the trade and sportsmen generally the Finest Single Gun Made. 
lNXJE!KCHANG-l£AiiIsl& KIFLiB BARBJSLS OF AIjIj OALIHBRS furnished for these guns if desired SEND FOR CIRCULAR. 

Manufactured by THE STRONG FIRE ARMS CO., New Haven, Conn., U. S. A 

ESTABLISHED 50 YEARS. 

Importers, Manufacturers, Wholesale and Retail Dealers In 

r'lsmoNrcsr 
50 & 52 Fulton Street, New York City. 

SPECIALTIES rOR 1886. 
Hand-Made Fishing Rods as follows: Split Bamboo Trout and Bass Rods, $15. $30, $26; Greenheart 

Trout and Bass Rods, $15; Ash and Lancewood Trout and Bass Rods, $5, $7, $10; Weakfish Rods, pepper 
cane 8djoint, 3 Greenhart tips, $15, $20, $25: Ash and Lancewood. 3 joints, TJ^ft., $5, $7, $10; Midge Trout 
Flies, $lperdoz.; Ordinary Trout Flies, 75 cts., $1 per doz.; Bass Casting and Trolling Flies $2, §3 per 

Enameled Fly Line, per yard, 6 cts.: Kelso Salmon Flies, the largest assortment in America, 
fb to ^9 per doz.; Click Keels from $1 upward. Also the largest stock of Dog Collars, Muzzles and Fixings 
in the United States. Full line of Guns, Rerolvers, Cutlery, Traveling Bags and every article used by the 
sportsman. Spratts Dog Cake, $7 per bag of lOOlbs. Stedman’s Areoa Niit, sure cure for worms in dogs, 
25 cts. Stedman’s Flea Powder, 25 cts. Stedtnan’s Dog Soap, 25 cte. 

Headquarters for Archery, Lawn Tennis, Base Ball and Crieket. 
Send 15 cents for our 160-page Illustrated Catalogue, eontaining everything In the line. 

ORDERS BT MAIL PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO. 

"Murcia” Silkworm Gut. 
PISHING AND SURGIOAL USE. 

In lots to suit, all grades and lengths, “Extra 
Heavy” to “Extra Fine." Assorted thousands, ten 
different grades, including “Extra Long,” put up 
for country trade and clubs. Prices, $5 to $15 per 
1,000. Assorted thousands, $7.50. Address LATASA 
& CO., P. O. Box 8,708, Washington Building, N. Y. 

BFORTSlirS WEAR. 
Cordiiroi, Canyas Horselide, Doptia, Sheep- 

shin, Macintosh and Flannel Clothini 
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION FOR SPORTSMEN 

Gun Oases, Cartridge Belts and Equip¬ 
ments of all kinds. 

CATALOGUE AND SAMPLES FREE. 

GEO. BARNARD & CO., 
108 IVCadison Street, Ch.ioago, Ill. 
Eastern Agents: A. G. SPALDING & BROS., 241 Broadway, N. Y. 
Philadelphia Agents: E. K. TRYON. JR. & CO. 

SPORTSMEN’S CLOTHING! 
ALSO CLOTHING FOR 

Civil Engineers, Surveyors, Ranchnien, 

Miners, Lnmkrmen, Etc,, 
Manuf. from Besf CORDUROY, MACKINTOSH, 

CANVAS, MACKINAW, LEATHER, Eto. 

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE. 

THIS 
Is our Skeleton 
Coat, of strong- 
material, and 
weighs but 16 
oz. Will mail 
it to you for $2. 
Send us breast 
measure. 

FISHING RODS 
Brother angler, do you want to know where to 

purchase a fine hand made fishing rod. with numer¬ 
ous Improvements not found in any other rod man¬ 
ufactured, and at a lower price than a machine rod 
can bo purchased? Send for price list containing 
hints in selecting a rod. 

EDWARD SMITH, 
Pittsford, Rutland Co., Vt. 

E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO., 
691 Broadway, New York. 

A Readable Volume. 
DOWN THE WEST BRANCH; 

OR, 

Camps and Tramps Around Katahdin. 
CAPT, FARRAR'S NEW BOOK, 

Will be sent to any address on receipt of price. 
$1.^, by JAMAICA PUBLISHING CO , Jamaica 
Plains, Mass. 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAlT, Valparaiso, Indiana. 

IDEAL Reioidinsr Tools, 

B, Bullet Mould. 

JUMBOLENE 
(Trade Mark Registered.) 

Cures and prevents Insect Bites, Sunburn, 
Chapped Hands and Pace. It is the host Lini¬ 
ment in use for Burns, Scalds, Chilblains. Frost 
Biles, Sprains, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, etc. 

It prevents blood poisoning in cuts and other 
wounds and promotes rapid healing in all eases. 

For Sale by Druggists and Dealers in Sporting 
Goods, at 6U Cents per bottle. 

THOS. JENNESS & SON, 
PROPRIETORS, 

Bangor, Me., U. S. A. 

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING. 

EPPS’S COCOA. 
BREAKFAST. 

“Bv a thorough knowledge of the natural laws 
which govern the operations of digestion and nutri¬ 
tion, and by a careful application of the fine prop¬ 
erties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided 
our breakfast tables with a delicately flavored 
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors’ 
bills. It is by the judicious use of such articles o'’ 
diet that a constitution may be gradually built up 
until strong enough to resist every tendency to 
disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating 
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak 
point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by keep 
mg ourselves well fortified with pure blood and a 
properly nourished frame.’’—Citn'l Service Gazette. 

Made simply with bolting water or milk, bold 
on^ In half mound tins by Grocers, labelled thus: 
JAMES Epps & CO., Homoeopathic Ckein* 

lots. London. Knsilnnd. 

HANNAFORD 
\ 

Ventilated 

RHR BOOTS. 
——---. The only boots made that 
WJJjL Not sweat or chill the feet. 

Wllili the feet dry and warm. 
These boots have been in use for two seasons, 

and given entire satisfaction. Hundreds testify 
that they can be worn with comfort. 

Will be sent O.O.D. A'sk your 
dealer for them, or send for circular. 

. HANNAFOED VENTILATED BOOT CO. 
 79 Milk Street, Boston. 

Whelesal* Agante: John P. Lovell’s Sobs, Boston; Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co., Chicago. I f. 6MER & CO., DorcUr, Hass. 

GOLD MEDAL, FABIS, 1878. 
BAKER’S 

Warranted absolutely pure 
Cocoa, from which the excess of 
Oil has been removed. It has three 
times the strength of Cocoa mixed 
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar, 
and is therefore far more economi¬ 
cal, costing less than one cent a 

j cup. It Is delicious, nourishing, 
I strengthening, easily digested, and 
I admirably adapted for invalids as 
I well as for persons In health. 

Sold by Grocers everywhere. 

fafittii aod Mmm fait. 

STEAMJFACHT. 
HANDSOME PLEASURE BOAT, with tender, 

life-saving appointments, etc., etc., f-ir sale at a 
bargain. Length over all, 45ft.; width Of beam, 
lift. 6in ; draft of water aft, 5ft.; forward, 2ft.; 
engine 8'XlO", for either high or low pressure; 
locomotive boilers, keel condenser, steam pump, 
inspirator, etc., etc. All machinery in first rate 
order. Will seit about forty passengers. Has 
four-bladed screw and will steam from 12 to 14 
knots per hour. For further infotmaiion address 
A. DE LASKI, 147 High street, Boston, Mass. 

Steam YacMs Specially Offered For Sale. 
Iron steam yacht, 194 x25xi2}4, speed 14 knots. 
Iron steam yacht, 185X21X18, speed 16J4 knots. 
New steel steam yacht, 170x2.3}4xl0}4 speed IBli k. 
Wooden sttam yacht. 100x16x6, speed 13 knots. 
Cabin steam yacht. 42x9x3J^. speed 12 miles. 
Steam Yachts and Launches of all sizes for Rac¬ 

ing, Cruising, FHhing and Hunting Purposes. 
PIELD & YOUNG, 

Steam Vessel Brokers and Marine Engineers, 
6 State Street, New York. 

For Sale or Charter. 
Iron steam yachts, flush deck and trunk cabins. 

Steam yachts designed. SAMUEL HOLMES, Mem¬ 
ber Institution Naval Architects, 120 Front st., N.Y. 

Hunting Boats, Sneak Boxes, 
Cruising Canoes. 

Built to order after the most approved models. 
Correspondence solicited and prices given on appli¬ 
cation. B. W. DAVENPORT, Ashland, Wis. 

For SALE AT LOW PRICE.— THE FAST 
yacht Lois, 31ft. long, 13ft. beam, over 4ft. 

draft, standing room in cabin; modeled by cele¬ 
brated designer Phillip Ellsworth. Send for par- 
tlculars. LAMAR FOOS, Union League Club, N.Y. 

For SALE.-FAST sloop ALDA, 26' 3" OVER 
all, lead ballast, complete suit of new sails, 

cabin and standmg room mahogany; everything in 
first-class condition Address Box 3,600 Boston 
Mass. ’ 

For sale at a sacrifice, on account 
of the death of owner, one canoe, I4.6x30in., 

built by Smith of Lansingburgh, lines of the Snake; 
has brass air tanks and dry storage, Radix board, 
two pair of paddles, two sets Mohican sails, one 
wall tent 15X3ft. (Janoe has been used but once; 
full nickel trimmings. Address GARDINER 
BLOOD, Amsterdam, N. Y. 

CANOE FOR SALE. - RUSHTON’S SPRING- 
fleld model. 14ft.x30iu., with Mohican sails 

(new), deck steering gear and Mohican canoe tent. 
Price $86. Address Commodore Harvard Canoe 
Club Cambridge, Mass. 

For sale.—PINE cruising canoe, left.x 
82m., good for one or two. Butternut planks, 

cedar decks, centerboard, masts, sails, paddles, 
cushions; used three weeks; sold by doctor’s orders- 
cheap. Apply to builder, F. JOYNER, Glens Falls,’ 

For sale. — 14-ft. clinker boat, joe 
Hughes builder; complete and in perfect 

ord^r. J. H. GOLDING, 124tn st. and East River 

Twa BeaatllDl IlMratail Bools 

PADDLE AND POETAGE 

ay THOMAS SKDGWioK STBELK, Of Hartford, Conn, 

133 exquisite illustrations of life in the woods, 
vith map in each copy. 

The humorous as well as the serious side of camp 
fife is vividly represented, while Mr. Steele’s well- 
known artistic perceptions, and a most intense love 
of natm-e, has made the work an that could be 
iesired. 

Seven Editions of these works sold. Most popu- 
•r books In the market. Cloth. Price $1.50 each 

A NEW MAINE MAP. 
The headwaters of the 

HoostooL PoBobscot aab St. Juba Rirers 
Compfied by Thomas Sedgwick Steele. 

The chart la 30x30 inches, prmted on Govern 
ment survey paper and mounted on doth. Sent 
postpaid on receipt of price, $jl. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHINa CO. 
39 Park Row. Rew York. 

PUBLISHED TO-DAY. 

The Third Volume of the 

Badminton Library of Sports 
Pastimes, entitled 

and 

racing. By the Earl of Suffolk and Berkshire 
and Mr. W. G. Craven. With a contribution bv 
the Hon. F. Lawiey. 

STEEPLECHASING. By Arthur Coventry and Al¬ 
lied E. T. Watson. Crown 8vo. Cloth, $3 60; 
half blue Morocco, gilt top, $5.00. Illustrated 
with a colored frontispiece and 57 heautilul wood 
engravings from designs by J. Sturgess. 

The other volumes of the series consist of 

HUNTING. 
By His Grace the Duke of Beaufort and Mowbray 

Thoms. Colored frontispiece and numerous illus¬ 
trations. One volume, crown 8vo, cloth, $3 50: 
Half blue morocco, $5.00. 

FISHING. 
By H Cholmondeley-Pennell. With contributions 

from other authors. Two volumes, crown 8vo., 
cloth. $7.00; half blue morocco. $10 00. 

S^^Volumes on Riding and Driving, Shooting, 
Tennis, ’Cycling, Yachting, etc., are in preparation. 

LITTLE, BROWN & CO., 
No. 254 Washington Street, 

BOSTON. 
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THE! 

Chamberlin Cartridge 
COMPANY, CLEVELAND, OHIO, 

MjaL3»'TJJF’-A.OTTJ3Ft.E3mS OIF' 

SORA. 

Loaded by machinery* Every cartridge perfect. Every one alike. Wadding of uniform thickness, and placed 
squarely on the powder and shot. Rammed with uniform pressure. Beautifully and securely crimped. Packed 
25 in a pasteboard box, 20 boxes in a case. Tlx© ACost OoiXAZOixloxit £ixi.d 113©s»t Atyitytl-ul- 
xxltiozx lix 1:11.© VA/ cxt1c3.. Highest scores on record made with these cartridges. Persons who use 
them in the field are constantly speaking in their praise. WOOD POWDER has shown its best results in 
these goods. PIGrOTJ, WILKES & LjIURENCE POWDER does its best work in Chamberlin cartridges. Any of 
the leading brands of paper shells or powder may be had. THE VARIETY OE CARTRIDOES FOR TRAP 
SHOOTING IS NOW COMPLETE. WADDING ONE SIZE LARGER THAN BORE OF GUN for such guns as 
require this style of loading. _ 

HARTLEY & GRAHAM, 

H. C. SQUIRES, 

W. C. HODGKINS, 

J. P. MOORE’S SONS, . 

FOR SALE IN NEW 
19 Maiden Lane. i LAMBERSON, FURMAN & CO., 

178 Broadway. A. G. SPALDING & BRO., . 

800 Broadway. WM. P. HOWELL, 

YORK CITY 
, 283 Broadway. 

241 Broadway. 

. 205 Front Street. 

BY 
I WALLACE & SONS, 

W. M. CORNWALL, 

C. J. GODFREY, . 

302 Broadway. I SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 84 Chambers Street. 1 E. H. MADISON, 

89 Chambers Street 

. . 18 Warren Street. 

. . 7 Warren Street. 

564 Pulton Street, Brooklyn. 

fox* Xll'ULsstira.tod Oeiifo.lojas'ixo^ 

TATHAM & BROS., General Eastern Agents, 
_82 Beekman Street, New York City._ 

PERFECTION AT LAST. 
THE 

BRAY FU BOOK, 
It will be gratifying to anglers to know that 

there is at last a jjcr/ecf Fly Book in the market 

one in which flies may be attached as quickly 

as they could be thrown into an ordinary 

envelope, being at the same time perfectly 

secure, and may be as readily detached. The 

snell, regardless of its length, is at all times 

kept straight (the advantage of which no ang¬ 

ler need be told), and each fly stands out so 

that one can see in an instant his entire assort¬ 

ment and select the one he desires. 

Prices in Sheep Skin. 
2 Sheets to hold 8 dozen.|4 00 

12 

4 

8 

2 

4 

Morocco Cover, 2 Pockets, 

$1.00 Extra. 

With Patent Serrated, Shouldered, Waterproof Ferrules. 

Spalding’s Celebrated Split Bamboo Beds 

SSog-. 
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NOR¬ 
WEGIAN 

GOD-LIVER Oil 

PURIST 

FOR 
G«neral 

Debility, 
Scrofula, 

Rfaeumatigm 
or Consumption, 
is Biiperior to any in de¬ 
licacy of taste Mid smell, 
medicinal virtues and purity. 

London, European and Ne-w 
York physicians pronoimce it the 
purest and best. Sold by Druggists. 

/ WhtUiaXt Age 
\XJ.8. and Canada) 

HILL ON THE DOG. 
THE STAKDABD WORK ON THEIR 

MANAGEMENT AND DISEASES. 
Price 83.00. 

For Sale by the Forest and Stream Pnh. Co. 

COPIES WANTED.—JAN. 4,11, 18 and 25. FEB. 1, 
March 8 and Sept. 1.3,1883; Feb. 7 and 14, March 

8,1884. We are short of these issues, and would he 
obliged if any of our readers having one or all of 
these numbers that they do not want will send to 
Forest and Stream Pub. Co.. 39 Park Row. New 
York City. mar26,tf 

WANTED. 

Bear, Buffalo, Deer, Wolves, Foxes, Spotted Cats. 
Civit Cats, Lynx, Panthers. Antelope, Otter, Beav¬ 
ers and other animals and birds of all kinds. Ad¬ 
dress 18 H- TALBOT, Sioux City, la. 

MU* 

W to-lto XZAX'esi. 
{Lep-us Americaniis.) 

A few living specimens will be sent to orders ac- 
eompanied with the cash, at $2 each, and delivered 
in good order and properly boxed, at Bethel express 
ofSce. J. G. RICH, Bethel, Me. 

, Chester White, Berkshire 
and Poland China Pigs, Fine 
Setter Dogs, Scotch Collies, 
Foxhounds and Beagles, 

I Sheep and Poultry, bred and 
* for sale by W. Gibbons & Co., 

West Chester, Chester Co., Pa. Send stamp for 
Circular and Price List. 

Hunting box for sale.—near meets of 
Essex County Foxhounds. Charming, old- 

fashioned vine-covered house, modern improve¬ 
ments, hard wood, plate glass, good water abundant; 
twenty acres elegant lawn-like land; ample stabling 
for large stud, box stalls, etc. Will sell whole very 
cheap, $12,500. Eighteen miles out. Address 
SHORT HILLS, N. J., Forest and Stream office. It 

T^R SALE.—VERY FINE COMBINATION ROD 
-1? and reel, Ben Welch maker; price $75; a rare 
chance to procure flue rig by celebrated maker. 
J. B. CROOK & CO., 50 & 52 Fulton st., N. Y. It 

SUMMER RESIDENCE AT HALIFAX, NOVA 
Scotia, to let (furnished). That flue mansion, 

the Town House of Sir Adams Archibald, situate on 
Hollis street, in front of Government House, with 
stables and coach house attached. Possession given 
on or after the Ist of May. For terms and particu¬ 
lars apply to JOHN S. MACLEAN, Jerusalem Ware¬ 
house, Halifax, N. S. apr8,4t 

LIVE QUAIL. 
send orders at once to insure prompt delivery. 
E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Merchant, 174 
Chambers st., N. Y. 

iu tto 

55 COTJRT STREET, BROOKLYN. REA^LER IN 

Flxie 
First Quality Goods at Lower Prices than any other House in America. 

Brass Multiplying Reels with Balance Handles, fli-st quality and fine finish, 75ft., $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 180ft., $1.60; 240ft.. $1.75; 800ft., $2 00; 450ft., $2 26; 
600ft., $2.50. Any of the above Eeels with Drags, 26 cts. extra; nickel plated, 60 cts. extra. Brass Click Reels, 20yds., 50 c'ts.; 30yds., 75 cts.; 60yds., $1.f'0; 
nickel plated, 50 cts. extra. Marster’s Celebrated Hooks Snelled on Gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, O’Shaughnessy, Kinsey, 
Aberdeen, Sneck Bent, and all other hooks. Single gut, 12 cts. per doz.; double, 20 cts. per doz.; treble, 30 cts. rer doz. Put up one-half dozen in a package. 
Single Gut Trout and Black Bass Leaders. 1yd., 5 cts.; 2yds., 10 cts., 8yds., 15 cts. Double Twisted Leaders, 3 length, 5 cts.; treble twisted, 8 length, 10 cts. 
Trout Plies, 60 cts. per doz. Black r,.-—---h  - - --- - ... 
long, $1.50 to $10 00. Also fort' 
money or stamps. SEND STAM 

Established 20 Years. Open Evenings. J. F. MARSTFRS, 55 Court Street. Brooklyn. 

Til© 0©l©l>r*£t1:©cl “XJKTIonNT tttt ,t 

First target represents 10 consecutive shots made by Otto 
Jaeger, June 10, 1885, at Wheeling, W. Va., 300 yards off 
hand, with sonae wind, using a No. Off-Hand, .32-caliber. 
It counts 94 on Massachusetts Decimal and 117 on Massachu¬ 
setts Target. The cub is one-half size. 

Second target represents 6 consecutive shots made by J. D. 
Marks, June 34, 1885, at Springfield, Mass., 200 yards, with 
rest, using a Union Hill, .33-caliber. The entire five shots 
are inside of a l|-inch circle. The cut is full size. 

This style of Ballard Rifle and the 
for datalogne: 

“Off-Hand” are the standard guns for target shooting, carrying off nearly all the prizes. Send 
THE HABEIN FIRE ABHS CO., New Haven, Conn. 

BEAUFORT. 
(Champion Bow—Beulah), 

The best looking pointer living. A grand field 
dog and the sire of winners on the bench and in the 
field. Fee $i0. 

NEVISON. 
The acknowledged champion mastiff of America, 

Winner of 40 champion and first prizes, beating The 
Emperor, Creole, Ilford Cromwell, Hero II., Prus¬ 
sian Princess, etc , etc. Fee $50. 

For Sale.—Three handsome young setter bitches 
of fashionable blood. CHAS. H. MiSON, Bay 
Ridge, L. I. aprl5,tf 

St. Bernards and Pugs. 
CHAMPION HERMIT (A.K.R.23) litter broth¬ 

er to champion Otho, and sire of prize winners 
KSnig, Kobold, Lys. Fee $40. 

Imported RUDOLPH II. (champion CadwaUa- 
der—Myra), prize winner in England and winner of 
two firsts and specials in America. Fee $30. 

Imported pug YOUNG TOBY (A.K.R. 473), win¬ 
ner of four firsts and specials in America, sire of 
many prize winners. Fee $15. Fine pups on sale. 
CHEQUASSET KENNELS, Lancaster, Mass. 

BRADFORD RUBY. 
(E. 13 834) 

Sire, Champion Lovat—Dam, Champion Jenny. 
Champion Pug Dog, whelped May 14,1882; silver 
fawn, with perfect black trace and mask, extra¬ 
ordinary wrinkle and double curled tail, with very 
small, compact body, weighing only 13 pounds. 
Winner of 49 prizes, cups and medals, including 
championship, Crystal Palace, Jan., 1885; 1st, Cin¬ 
cinnati, 1st and medal, Toronto; 1st and special, 
Philadelphia (May and Oct.); 1st and special. New 
York, 1886; and the sire of many winners. Fee $25. 
Puppies For Sale. CITY VIEW KENNELS, Box 
1,369, New Haven, Conn. 

Champion Brahmin. 
(SOLID BLACK COCKER SPANIEL.) 

IN THE STUD. 
FEE S30. 

Winner of two champions, four firsts and six 
special prizes. 

ARTHUR E. RENDLB, 
2 Wall street, New York. 
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in »m. 

jxr 
In tlie Stud at $50. 

He is very large and powerful, dark tawny with 
regular white markings, 2J4 yrs. old. Honorable 
mention, Basle, 1885; 3d prize, Philadelphia, 1885, 
and vhc., N. Y. Fanciers’ show. 1886. Sire, Apollo: 
dam, Diana. Apollo, recently imported from 
Switzerland, received 1st prize at Pittsburgh, New¬ 
ark, Boston and Hartford, and 2d at New Haven. 
Photos of Nero, 25 cents. 

For Sale.—Imported smooth-coated St. Bernard 
dog; also imported rough-coated St. Bernard bitch. 
Address WM. J. EHRICH. 806 West Fifty-eighth 
street, New York. apr22,lmo 

THK lUdMBNSE! RODOH-COATFD ST. 
BFBNABD CHASKPION 

(A.K.R. 483). 
Orange tawny, perfect blaze and collar, other 

white markings correct; double dew claws. Bom 
August, 1882. This celebrated dog stands 83Vg in. 
full at shoulders, weighs 183 lbs. (Jan. 30, 1886), has 
a grand, massive head. Immense bone, and is per¬ 
fect in disposition. 

"Otho is conceded to be the best fronted St. Ber¬ 
nard in the country.”—Aniej-fcaa Kennel Register, 
June, 1885. 

“Otho is one of the grandest fro^ed dogs we 
have ever seen. His head is a study*ltnd his fore¬ 
arm we have never seen surpassed. He is also an 
Immense upstanding dog. —Forest and Stream, 
Oct. 30. 1884. 

Fee $50. Approved bitches only. Cabinet pho¬ 
tos, 50 cents. Imported stock for sale. Also pup¬ 
pies sired by Otho. THE HOSPICE KENNELS, Im¬ 
porters and Breeders of Thoroughbred St. Ber¬ 
nards, Arlington, N. J. 

IN THE STUD 
AT PHII-ADKI.PHIA. 

To a limited number of approved bitches: 

Champion Irish red setter BERKLEY.fee $40 
Champion English setter THUNDER. “ $40 

A. H, MOORE, 1711 Spring Garden st., 
aprl5,3m0 Philadelphia, Pa. 

IN THE STUD. 
ENGLISH MASTIFF HERO III. 
Winner of first prize and speciai prize for the best 
dog or bitch, at Pittsburgh, 1886. 

FEE - - - $25. 
For picture and pedigree, address 

VICTOR M. HALDEMAN, 
aprl5,3mo8 General Wayne, Delaware Oo., Pa. 

SCOTCH COLLIES 
IN THE STUD. 

CHAMPION REX (A.K.R. 149). Fee $20. 
STREPHON (A.K.R. 2730). Fee $30. 
Young dogs and puppies for sale. Can be seen, 

or address JAS. LUIDSAY, 346 Communipaw ave.. 
Jersey City, N. J.  

Gus Boxxd.lx.'U. 
IN THE STUD. 

Imported from Mr. Llewellin’s kennels (he is 
bluest of the blue), by Dashing Bondhu ex Novel. 
He is also a grand field dog, as his record shows at 
. - • 3N. F. T.-- the late trials of the 1 Club at Grand Junc- 

as Gladstone Boy, 

Main street, Charlestown, Mass. 

Ute SfiiiKl. 

Locust Grove Kennel. 
J. M. ALDRICH, Manager. 

For Sale—Three setter dogs and one bitch, all 
broken; also two puppies by Blarney ex Smut II., 7 
mos. old; one orange and white pointer, by Dean 
ex Roxie II., 9 mos. old; five pointers, 4 mos. old, 
all liver and white, by Dean ex Floy. This is the 
chance if any one wants a good dog or pup cheap, 
as I am bound to sell without reserve. J. M. AL¬ 
DRICH, Manton, R. I. apr29,lt 

The Bluest of the Blue. 
Three Llewellin setter pups, two white with lemon 

ears, dog and bitch, one blue belton bitch, by Prince 
Noble ((Jount Noble ex Lassie) out of Cassandra T. 
(Thunder ex Cornelia). These pups combine the 
best of Llewellin blood. Will be sold reasonable. 
Address J. J. 8CANLAN, Fall River, Mass. 

apr29,2t 

For sale.—BLACK COCKER SHADY (A.K.R. 
3085), brother to Young Obo, shown twice, 

commended and second prize. F. H. PERRIN, Box 
3,483, Boston, Mass. apr29,lt 

For sale.-pointer pups, marked liver 
and white, finely bred; pedigree given on im¬ 

plication. HARVEV GOODWIN, Manchester, N.H. 
apr29,lt 

Limited accommodations oblige me to 
offer my black cocker spaniel King Cpai 

(A K R. 26853, by Horaell Silk out of Hornell Belle 
whelped March 16, 1885. Wimier of two prizes 
good afield. For particulars address WM. WEbT^ 
708 North Fourth street, Camden, N. J. apr29,lt 

FORSALE.-GOEDON SETTER PUPPIES, FULL 
pedigree*, fin6 stock; males $15, females $12. 

Will be on exhibition at N. Y. dog: show. A^iess 
H. E. JANES, 1346 Broadway, N. Y. apr29,lt 

For sale.-english foxhound pups of 
very superior blood. A rare chance to get a 

No. 1 pup. Address J. E. HOLDEN, Sherbom, 
Middlesex Co., Mass. _apr27,lt 

High bred pointers and settees.-we 
breed and dispose of nothing but first-class 

broken and unbroken dogs and puppies. Address 
ELM GROVE KENNELS, South Norwalk, Conn, 

ibt itnnd. 
THOROUGHBREDS. 

1. premier, handsome, evenly marked black 
and white, with traces of tan, setter dog, whelped 
May 18,1883, by Dashing Monarch ex Armida, took 
2d prize in open class at Boston, April, 1886, beatr 
ing the celebrated setters Mack B., Gus Bondhu. 
Glen Rock, Coin and others. Premier is an extra 
good dog, perfectly house and yard broken, full of 
bunt and point, fast and stylish; was hunted this 
winter in North Carolina on quail. Will not re¬ 
trieve or drop to shot. Price reasonable. 

2. BLUE PRINCE, very handsome, evenly marked 
blue belton dog, 11 mos. old, by Cid (Dash III. ex 
Opal) out of Floy (Dashing Lion ex Armida). He 
has good, square muzzle, ears set low, straight, fiat 
coat and tail, is staunch on point, yard broken. 
Price $50. 

3. PLANTER’S PRIDE, a handsome, evenly 
marked black, white and tan setter dog, whelped 
May 3,1886, by champion Plantagenet ex Match¬ 
less; fine shaped, is staunch on point, yard broken. 
Price $ro. 

4. NELLIE B., handsome, evenly marked blue 
belton setter bitch, whelped May, 1883, by Pollux 
(Dash in. ex Diana) out of Elsa (Adam’s Draxe ox 
Countess May), partly broken, extra good brood 
bitch, being the dam of Princess Novel, winner of 
Ist at Boston, April, 1886. Price $50. 

The above dogs are all thoroughbreds and war¬ 
ranted as represented or no sale. Address 

D. A. GOODWIN, JR., 
apr29,lt New bury port. Mass. 

K 9 Breaking Kennels. 
Pointers and setters thoroughly broken for field 

trials or private use. Reference given. W. G. 
SMITH, JIarydel, Md. 

Rory O’More Kennels. 
For Sale—Thoroughbred red Irish setter stock, 

full pedigreed. Address with stamp, 
W. N. CALLENDER, Albany, N. Y. 

DOGS FOR SAFE. 
Setters, pointers, spaniels, foxhounds, beagles, 

dachshunde, Newfoundlands, German tiger mas¬ 
tiffs, fox-terriers, Scotch terriers, Skye terriers, 
Yorkshire terriers, bull-terriers, bulldogs, pugs, 
French poodles, St. Bernards, mastiffs and black 
and tan terriers. Pups of all the above breeds 
constantly on hand. Those desiring to purchase 
will do well to consult me. WM. W. SILVEY, 135 
South Eighth street, Philadelphia. Pa. 

Tie FielJ Sportsian’s Picture Co., 
PALMYRA, N. T., 

Are now prepared to furnish copies of the photo¬ 
graphs taken by Mr. Walker at the Eastern Field 
Trials. Lists and prices on application. 

FOR ^ALE. 
One of the finest Druid bitches in America. Big 

breeder. Going out of dog business reason for 
selling. Address H., Box 223, Hackensack, N. J. 

For Sale—Hornell Spaniel Puppies. 
The best In the world; 142 prizes in two years 

proves it. From 3 to 10 mos. old. N® culls or $6 
pirns ever sold. 

In the Stud—Black cocker champion Hornell 
Silk. Fee $20. Address J. OTIS FELLOWS, Sec., 
Homellsville, N. Y., or G. W. LEAVITT, Pres., 32 
Hamilton street, Boston, Mass. 

Claire-Reeta Kennels. 
PALMYRA, N. Y. 

Irish and Gordon setters for work as well as show. 
decl7,tf 

Stratfield Kennels. 
Setters, Collies, Spaniels and Pugs. Dogs and 

puppies for sale at all times from the best stock 
that this country produces. Prices and description 
given for a 2 cent stamp. Address 

JAS. IL SEELEY, 
Box 1887, Bridgeport, Conn. 

Satisfaction guaranteed on every sale. Visitors 
welcome. 

WM. GRAHAM, NEWTOWNBREDA, BELFAST 
Ireland, is prepared to purchase and ship dogs 

for Importers. Do^ purchased from him had the 
following prizes awarded to them: At New York 
and Chicago, 1883, sixteen firsts, nine special, three 
second and one third. At New York, 1884, seven 
firsts, six specials and one third. 

For sale.-italian greyhound pups 
from imported stock. Also fine English pugs. 

HENRY 0. BURDICK, 160 Bridge street. Spring- 
field, Mass.dec24,tf 

Trained foxhounds, they are cold 
nosed strike dogs, start the fox, run him to the 

death. Trained coon dogs. Gray squirrel doj?s. 
Rabbit dogs. One trained ferret. Lcm-eared rabbits. 
Wyandotte chickens. H. C. GRaF^P, Kensington, 
Ohio. dec24,tf 

For sale.—having recently added 
several fine brood bitches to the Landseer 

Kennels of Scotch deerhounds and greyhounds re¬ 
duced the price of puppies. Some choice grey¬ 
hounds now ready to ship. DR. VAN HUMMELL, 
Denver, Col. apI16,tf 

A FINE PAIR OF DARK RED HUSH BETTERS, 
Irish King (A.K.R. 3440) and Beatrix (A.K.R. 

3433), sired by champion Glencho, dam Red Maud 
(A.K.R. 3448). Price for pair, $150. These dogs 
were shot over last fall. A. C. STOTT, Stottville, 
N. Y. apr29,3t 

Foxhounds For Sale. 
Twenty-six dogs and bitches, comprising one of 

the best packs in Pennsylvania, a few bitches beino’ 
in whelp by champion dogs. Address Box 168 
West Chester, Pa. jaD28,t£ 

For SALE.-ENGLISH BEAGLE HOUND 
pups of good working stock and several months 

old. GEO. L. BARNES, Tyringham, Mass. 

ONOTA KENNELS.-IRISH SETTER PUP- 
pies for sale, containing the blood of cham- 

Dions Palmerston, Elcbo, Noreen, Glencho, Rose, 
Nimrod, Biz, Flora. Address ONOTA KENNELS, 
Pittsfield, Mass. apr°'4t 

MT. pleasant kennels.—FOR SALE— 
One English pug bitch, 2 yrs. old, been served 

by pug dog Dude; also one Morrison pug bitch 
puppy, from Judy by Dandy, and one pointer, 7 
mos. old, full pedigrees. Please send sUmp. 

O. T j^RG^^L, Box 335, New Bedford, Mass. 

DO YOU WANT A DOG ? 
If BO, send for DOG BUYERJS’l 

GUIDE, containing colored plates, G 100 engravings of different breeds, I 
prices toey are worth, and where to [ 
bny them. Directions for Training 
Dogs and Breeding Ferrets. Mailed, 

for 15 Cents. Also Cuts of Dog I 
Furnishing Goods of all kinds. G 

I ARE YOU INTERESTED IN P0ULTRY 2 

^en Mnd for Practical POUL- 
3 TRY BOOK. 100 pages; beau- 
Jtiful colored plate; engravings 
y of nearly all kinds of fowls; desorip- 
I tions of the breeds; how to caponize; 
J plans for poultry houses; information 
1 about incubators, and where to buy 
J Eggs from best stock at $1.50 
I per sitting. Sent for 15 Cents. 

DO YOU KEEP CAGE BIRDS 2 

Iterations. HeautifuT colored plati 
tf Treatment and breeding of all kindsOag.- 
' birds, for pleasure and mofil. Diseases 

and their cure How to nuild and stock 
an Ayiaiy. All about Parrots. Prices of 

S all kinds birds, cages, etc. Mailed for 
" 15 Cents. The Three Books, 40 Cts, 

ASSOCIATED FANCIERS, 
287 South Eighth Streep Philadelphia, Pa. I 

Rosecroft Kennels. 
Birmingham, Conn. 

Puppies by champion Plantagenet (E. 11.890) 
ex Forest Dora (A.K.R. 600) for sale, whelped Nov. 
17. Are black and white, very handsome. Now 
booking orders for puppies by champion Foreman 
ex Passion (pure Laverack). 

STUD FOX-TERRIERS. 
Chanapion Boyal, Champion Joker, Bel- 
rave Primrose, Splauger, Warren Jim, 
Tarren Dickon. Apply by post, L. & W. 

RUTHERFURD, 66 Liberty st., N. Y. City. 
mchll,2mo 

ROSEBUD KENNEltS. 
F. E. LEE, Manager. 

Dogs of all breeds boarded and conditioned for 
shows. Setters and pointers thoroughly broken 
for field trials or private use. Best of accommoda 
tions and attendance. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
Dogs of all breeds bought and sold on commission. 
Consignments and correspondence solicited. Ad¬ 
dress with stamp for reply, ROSEBUD KENNELS 
P. O, Box 621, Southington. Conn. 

LEWELLYN SETTER PUPPIES, COMBINING 
blood of noted dogs, viz.: Champion Leicester, 

champion Petrel, champion Gladstone, Kirby, Pride 
of the Border, Llewellyn’s Prince and Laverack 
Dash II., for sale; satisfaction guaranteed. CHAS. 
YORK, 9 and 11 Granite Block, Bangor, Me. 

EA.THROF’S DIUK. 
Four dog pups, by Lathrop’s Dash out of Norma 

for sale. Norma is by Lathrop's Dick out of Vesper. 
Dash Is out of Dick’s sister. Pups are 3mos. old 
and fine. Mr. Lathfop guarantees these to be all 
good field dogs. Dash and Vesper are both splendid 
field dogs, known all over Massachusetts. H. J. 
FERRY, Palmer, Mass. aprl5,3t 

MASTIFFS. 
Address HOLLIS. Wellsville, N. Y. 

ENGLISH SETTER PUPPIES. 
From imported Flora, by Roy fDash HI.—Bessie), 

whelped March 3,1886. Price $20. Dogs or bitches. 
Will guarantee these pups to be just right; strong 
nose, natural hunters, and very staunch with little 
training. They are not sold to close out any scrub 
stock or to make room, but were bred especially 
for the trade, and to show as well in the field as on 
paper. Address, H. J. PIERRE, Wlnsted, Conn. 

MASTIFFS FOR SALE. 
VICTORIA, 2d prize, Pittsburgh, 1886, whelped 

1883, by champion Nevison ex Winlawn Kennels’ 
Venus. Splenuid brood bitch. Price $100. 

VIC’S BOY. by imported Noble ex Victoria, 
whelped August, 1885. Price $60. 

Address J. O. H. DENNY, Box 97, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
apl22,2t 

For sale.-lemon and white English 
setter Victor. Price $30. Red Irish setter 

Jack, $20. Lemon and white English setter Captor, 
$20. Handsome black and tan shepherd dog, $25. 
Black and tan beagle bitch Katie (A.K.R. 1722), $25. 
Black and tan beagle dog Caro, $20. Count of 
Monte Cristo, $15. Address Box 472, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

WHITE BULL-TERRIER YOUNG ROYAL 
Prince (A.K.R. 2102). Fee $15. Pups by 

Royal IMnce tor sale. J. W. NEWMAN, 87 Han¬ 
over street, Boston, Mass.  

Bargains in trained setters, poiners 
and beagles. Choice setter pups, $5 each. 

Write for kind and sex wanted. C. F. KENT. Mon- 
ticello, N. Y. apr29,2t 

For sale.-two Gordon setters, pedi- 
gree stock, 3 and 9 mos. old; would exchange 

for a trained pointer or foxhound. E. H. HARTS¬ 
HORN, 71 Blackstone street, Boston. apr29,lt 

For sale.-english greyhound brood 
bitch, imported, 3 yrs. old, very handsome 

and good breeder; also very large, fine dog, 2 yrs. 
old, prize winner; will sell very cheap it taken 
soon. Address C. W. TRAVIS, P. O. Box 3^, 
LaFayette, Ind.  

FOR SALE. 
KITTY (A.K.R. 1759) English Greyhound, sire 

champion Friday Night ex Queen Bess ; 2 yrs. 
RHODA, English setter, sire Mac B. ex Betty 

White; 18 mos. 
ROSA, English pointer, 4 yre. „ „ 

apr29,2t MAJOR LOVEJOY, Bethel, Me. 

TTIOE bale, a number OF WELL BRED AND 
JP well broken pointers and setters, also doM 
boarded and broken, satlsfaotion guarantee^ Ad- 
dreae H. B. BIOHMOND. Lakeville. Maas. 8ept22.tf 

THE SETTER, 
-BY- 

ANNUAL DERBY OF 1886 
OF THE 

Eastern Field Trials Club. 
Open to all Setter and Pointer Pnpples 

whelped on or after Jan. 1, 1885. 

PURSE $700 CASH. 
First prize, $400; second prize, $200; third prize, 

$100. $10 forfeit, $10 additional to fill night before 
race. ENTRIES POSITIVELY CLOSE MAY 1, ’86, 

Meeting Feb. 10, 1885.-“That the secretary 
be directed to accept no entries unle.ss accompanied 
by a certificate in writing, signed by the owner of 
the sire of the entry, stating the month and year 
when dam was serve 3, or a similar certificate from 
owner of dam stating time of whelping.” 

To receive prompt attention forfeit money must 
accompany evt ry entry. 

For blanks, particulars, etc., address 
WASHINGTON A. COSTFR, 

Box 30. Flatbush, Kings Co., N. Y. 
B. F. WILSON, President. 

LAVERACK. 
;Vith colored illustrations. Price, postpaid, $3.00 

For sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Co. 

ST. LOUIS m CLUB. 
THIRD ANNUAL 

Bench Show of Dogs, 
Grand Exposition Building, St. Louis, 

MAY 18, 19, 20 and 21, 1886. 

ENTRIES CLOSE M.4.Y 8. 

The Pennsylvania R. R. Co. and its leased lines 
will carry dogs from the East free of charge when 
accompanied by owner or handler. 

For Premium List and Entry Blanks address 

GEO. MUNSON, Manager, 
610 Olive street, St. Louis. 

All railroads entering St. Louis pass dogs free. 
Express companies give half rates. 

iMipral Beiicli Sliiif of Dois 
AT 

WILKES BARRE, PA. 

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, 

May 26, 26, 27, 1886, 
Under the auspices of the Ninth Regiment, N. Q. 

P., and for the benefit of the Armory Fund. 
ENTRIES CLOSE MAY 15, 1886. 

For Premium List and Entry Blanks address 
W. H. TUCK, Secretary, 

apr29,3t 63 Public Square, Wilkesbarre, Pa. 

BiienA ® Yi5l A # 

ST. BEKNaRtJS . 
^^^s[?lonably bred and of tlje best 

l^nown strains, Correct in col¬ 

or, marl^inps, etc. 0:rown (Jo^s 

and puppies for sale; full and 

guaranteed pedipree sent witl? 

eaef) dop sold. 0nly superior 

specimens sent from tl^e l^ennels. 

0ddress, witl? stamp, 

KENSICO STATION, 
_VESTOHESTEB 00.,K.Y. 

BEGONIA, 
Champion Greyhound Bitch of America, 
Having beaten some of the greatest champions in 
the U. S., including champion School Girl (late 
Lord Sefton’s) and England’s champion Mother 
Demdike, has now eight pups which are for sale, 
sired by champion Bouncing Boy (E. G. Stud Book 
4,639). Begonia and Bouncing Boy’s pups won 1st 
and 2d, 'Westminster Club, 1st and 2d. New Haven, 
1885, and many other prizes. H. W. HUNTINGTON, 
148 South Eighth st., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Setter Puppies for $5. 
We have a number of setter puppies from 5 to 10 

wks. old, dogs and bitches, of all colors; we will 
close out for $5 each. Dogs of same breed from 6 
mos. to 1 yr. old, $8 each. These setters are of gopd 
native blood, fair nose and not gunshy, and satis¬ 
faction is guaranteed in every case. 

WM. W. SILVEY, . ^ 
1.35 South Eighth street. Philadelphia, Fa. 

FOR SAl,i:. 

Handsome Cocker Bitches. 
Having decided to locate kennels at Orange, N. J., 

and reduce the number of our brood bitches to 
make room for young stock, we offer a few beauti¬ 
ful little brood bitches at unheard of prices if order 
Is received at once. AU have extended pedigrees 
which will be furnished upon application. Bene 
Stubbs, liver and white, 4 yrs., IBlhs., $15: Daisy D, 
solid liver, 8 mos.. $10; Flossy, solid liver 6 mos., 
$8. IDEAL KENNEL, New Haven, Conn 
‘ apr29,2t 

Mill-Brook Kennels 
Thorouglibred St. Bernards. 
Thoroughbred Scotch Collies. 

JR., Bergenflelds, N. J. 
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Answers to Correspondents. 

THE NEW PARK BILL. 

IN a bill, reported by Senator Manderson on Friday last, 

we have an outline of the action recommended by the 

Senate Committee on Territories with regard to the Park. 

This bill (S. 101) was introduced in the Senate Dec. 8,1885, 

and was read twice and referred to the Committee on Terri¬ 

tories. In its original shape it was imperfect, and we called 

attention then to some of its faults. It is now reported by 

Senator Manderson with a number of provisions struck out, 

and with several important additions. In this form it is re¬ 

committed to the ,Committee on Territories for further con¬ 

sideration. 
When it is reported in its final shape we shall lay before 

our readers the full text of the bill, but for the present the 

following abstract is enough. 

Section 1 defines the boundaries of the Park, and author 

izes the boundary lines to be surveyed. They are to be as 

follows: Beginning at a point on the forty-fifth parallel of 

north latitude, where that parallel is intersected by the 

western boundary of Wyoming, thence due east to its point 

of intersection with the meridian of 110° west longitude; 

thence due south five miles, thence due east to the meridian 

of 109° 30' west longitude; thence due south along said 

meridian to the forty-fourth parallel, thence due west to its 

point of intersection with the west boundary of Wyoming, 

thence due north along that west boundary to the point of 

beginning. 

Section 2 is wholly new and treats of jurisdiction, provid¬ 

ing that the Park shall be under the sole and exclusive juris¬ 

diction of the United States; but that, if any offense be com¬ 

mitted in the Park, punishment for which is not provided 

for by any law of the United States, or by any regulation of 

the Secretary of the Interior, such offense shall receive the 

punishment provided by the laws of Wyoming for a like 

offense in that Territory, and that for the present the Park 

shall constitute a part of the Third Judicial District of that 

Territory. 

Section 4 sets aside the territory embraced within the 

Park as a public pleasure ground for the benefit and enjoy¬ 

ment of the people of the United States. 

Section 5 authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to make 

and publish such rules as he may deem necessary for the 

preservation “of all timber, mineral deposits, natural curi- 

protection of the animals and birds found’’ in it. 

Section 5 prohibits the hunting, killing, wounding or 

capturing of any animal or bird, except dangerous animals, 

when it may be necessary to prevent them from destroying 

life or inflicting injury, and the capture of fish except by 

means of hook and line. It provides penalties for violations 

of the act, makes possession of dead bodies or parts thereof 

primafacie evidence of a violation of the act, provides that 

persons or transportation companies receiving for transporta¬ 

tion game or fish which they know or have reason to believe 

were taken in violation of this, shall be deemed guilty of a 

misdemeanor. 

Section 6 authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to lease 

small plots of ground for building purposes. 

Section 7 authorizes the President to appoint a “Commis¬ 

sioner learned in the law,” who shall be the judicial officer 

of the Park, and shall hear and try cases of violation of the 

law or of the regulations of the Secretary of the Interior, and 

gives him power to hold persons charged with the commis¬ 

sion of felony. The Superintendent and the Park police are 

vested with the powers of U. S. marshals, or deputy mar¬ 

shals, and are also authorized to arrest, without process, any 

person taken in the act of violating the law or the Govern¬ 

ment regulations. 

Section 8 provides for the payment of costs and expenses 

incurred under this act, makes the violation of the regula¬ 

tions established by the Secretary of the Interior a misde¬ 

meanor, and establishes penalties. 

Section 9 authorizes the erection of a jail within the Park. 

Section 10 authorizes the appointment by the President of 

a superintendent, and the appointment by the superintendent, 

subject to the approval of the Secretary of the Interior, of 

fifteen Park policemen, defines their duties and powers, pro¬ 

vides that no growing timber nor hay shall be cut without 

the written permission of the superintendent, specifying time 

and place where it may be cut, and the amount. 

Section 11 authorizes the appointment by the Secretary of 

War of an officer of the Corps of Engineers, who shall have 

charge of the improvements in the Park, and provides that 

all sums received by the Secretary of the Interior from rents, 

or from fines and forfeitures for violations of law and regu¬ 

lations, shall be applied to these improvements. 

Many of the provisions of this bill are excellent, and it is 

by far the best and most intelligent attempt at improvement 

in the government of the Park yet brought forward. It is 

not without grave faults, but it is a great advanee over pre¬ 

vious bills. It is so difficult in the present confused state of 

things in Washington to obtain consideration for any bill in 

which there is neither money nor politics, that we may think 

ourselves fortunate if so good a biU as the one recommended 

shall pass. This bill, we understand, is in some sense a 

compromise, efforts having been made to conciliate all oppo¬ 

sition. 
The bill stiU contains a clause which virtually permits 

transportation companies to traffic in illegally killed game 

and fish without punishment. The words in lines 26 and 

27 of Section 4, “Knowing or having reasonable cause to 

believe that such animals, birds or fish were” destroy the 

whole force of the prohibitive clause, and, as we have before 

remarked, will prevent the conviction of any one under this 

act. If the clause read, “Any person or persons, or stage, 

express or railroad company, receiving for transportation 

any of the said animals, birds or fish killed or captured in 

violation of this act, shall be deemed guilty of a misde¬ 

meanor,” etc., the transportation companies would be forced 

to know that the game or fish which they took was legally 

killed, so that if questions were asked they could show them¬ 

selves free from blame. They would therefore accept no 

meat about which there was a doubt, and the violators of 

the law would soon lose their market. We reserve any ex¬ 

tended comments on the biU until we see it before the Senate 

in its final shape. 

The enlargement of the Park, the definition of jurisdiction 

so far as it goes, the prohibition of hunting, the appoint¬ 

ment of a Commissioner for the Park, the increase in the 

number of the poiice, and the enlargement of their powers 

of arrest, are all excellent provisions, though in many cases 

the act fails to satisfy those who are best acquainted with 

the Park, because it does not go nearly far enough in the 

direction of protection and improvement. At the same time 

it must be acknowledged that the recommendations of the 

friends of the Park have been patiently listened to and in 

many cases adopted. 

It does not seem likely that any very serious alterations 

will be made in the bill in committee, and we hope before 

long to see it appear before the Senate for action. 

The famous trout streams of Long Island are threatened 

with extinction. The bill before the New York Legis¬ 

lature to tap the brooks and sink wells in the counties of 

Queens and Suffolk threatens, if it becomes a law, to dry up 

the streams which give value to the surrounding property. 

We have before referred to the fact that they have taken the 

fountains which supply Lake Massapequa, one of the most 

famous trout waters of the island. We now learn that Mr. 

Pearsall Dorlon, of Hempstead, has begun an action against 

the city of Brooklyn for $3,000 for damage done to his 

property through the draining of a trout pond by the Brook¬ 

lyn Water Works Company, which has driven a well and 

established a pumping station near his pond. 

There is no doubt that the growing city of Brooklyn needs 

water, and there is just as little doubt that the trout streams 

of the south side of Long Island will be but a temporary 

alleviation of the city’s needs, and that, within five years 

after consuming all the brooks on the south shore, 

Brooklyn will then invade the north side of the island with 

its driven wells and pumping stations. This would bridge 

over the difficulty for perhaps five or ten years, when there 

would be a cry for more water, just as has been the case in 

the city of New York, which has absorbed the streams of 

Westchester county and now is wondering where the next 

supply will come from. Eventually these cities must be 

supplied from the Adirondack region at a great cost of labor 

and time. This work, if begun now, would require eight or 

ten years to complete, but would furnish an unlimited sup¬ 

ply, especially if taken from those streams which flow into 

Lake Champlain and the St. Lawrence. 

The worth of Long Island trout streams can hardly be 

computed in money. Much of the value placed upon some 

of the most beautiful lands on the island is based upon the 

spring brooks which flow through them. Some of these are 

owned by clubs and others by individuals, who would regard 

their property as practically ruined if these streams were di¬ 

verted from their natm-al courses. If the evil ended there it 

would be great enough; but the great number of fishermen and 

oystermen in Great South Bay would find their occupation 

gone when these streams ceased to flow into the bay. The 

large oyster beds which give employment to hundreds of 

men, and have made a name for themselves all over this 

country and in many parts of Europe, would be things of 

the past. The Great South Bay itself without the supply 

of fresh waters which now flow into it, and swell the 

receding tides which keep its only inlet open, might be 

closed up, as Shinnecock Bay has been, and become a stag¬ 

nant pool. After all this ruin has been effected, Brooklyn 

will then find her increasing population still thirsty and will 

be sighing for other streams to conquer. 

Now is the time, before Long Island is ruined, to consider 

plans which will furnish a supply of water sufficient for a 

city of three times the size of Brooklyn. At its present rate 

of growth that city may reach those dimensions during the 

lifetime of men now mature. 

RIFLE AND TRAP SHOOTING. 

From here, there and everywhere over this country come 

indications of a very lively season before the butts and 

before the trap. Dozens of traps are upon the market and 

each maker reports a heavy sale and still heavier demand. 

Flying targets to be hit by the marksmen are put forth in a 

score of forms, while every little village and large town 

maintains its coterie of shooters, or better still a few clubs, 

ready to push this delightful outdoor sport through the 

medium of rivalry. 

In the rifle field the attention paid of late years to the 

proper arming and drill of the State troops has its natural 

result in calUng the attention of many men to the attractions 

of ball practice at the target. 

The fact is that in the growing American love for field 

sports, for the reinvigoration which comes to those who get 

out into the open air and away from the brain-racking tur¬ 

moil of the shop and office, in all this new life the merits of 

the shotgun and the rifle has been recognized. They afford 

a gentlemanly sport, free from many of the associations 

which make not a few of the open-air pastimes obnoxious 

to lovers of fair play. The man who takes his rifle for a 

short or long-range practice gets a delicious breath of fresh 

air. He may spend an afternoon free from any violent 

effort, yet with just enough of muscular exercise to send 

him home with a keen appetite, a bright eye and an assurance 

of a good night’s rest. He knows that his success depends 

on the care with which he maintains a clear head ready to 

guide and direct a steady hand. This means care in his 
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habits in eating and drinking, of working and sleeping. 

Very soon he finds that he is enjoying better health, that he 

can despatch business with greater ease and yet find time for 

an occasional run out to the range. Such time spent is not 

time lost, and every year more and more of our citizens are 

making this discovery for themselves and acting upon it, 

hence the growth of the gun club and the rifle club, until 

our columns, crowded with the brief returns from many 

points, tell how many there are already in line for the season’s 

sport. 

With the prospect of having no great international rifle 

match during this year to overshadow all the smaller efforts, 

the present attention to the art of precision in flrearms is 

all the more noteworthy. It is not in the line of a sudden 

fever or spasm, fanned up by the efforts of the newspapers, 

rather it is, as we have pointed out, the due development of 

the idea that it is good to have sport, and for men of sedent¬ 

ary habits beyond the age for active athletic endeavor, the 

use of the rifle or the gun completely fills the bill for a 

rational outdoor pastime. Nor is it a mere relaxation for 

the body. There is a wonderful interest readily excited in a 

thinking mind in studying out the cause and effect, the 

effort and result in all matters of marksmanship. A man 

may grow in skill, and this growth and improvement may 

safely be assured to him who will exercise care and thought 

in all his efforts. Every one may not become a leader in a 

certain line of sport. There is a natural aptitude or physical 

formation which marks certain ones as champions. Not so in 

shooting. With good weapons, proper practice, compelling 

success to spring from failure, there is no reason why any 

man should not rise into the front rank. If he does not it 

is generally because he will not. 

A CENTURY OF EXTERMINATION. 

IT seems quite probable that this Nineteenth century may 

be unpleasantly memorable in centuries to come as that 

in which many species of animate and inanimate nature 

became extinct. It has witnessed the extinction of the great 

auk, so utterly swept off the face of the earth that the skin, 

or even the egg, of one is a small fortune to the possessor, 

and it is almost as certain as death that in the less than a 

decade and a half that remain of it, the last wild bison will 

have disappeared. Reduced from the hundreds of thousands 

of twenty years ago to the single thousand or so of to-day, it 

needs not a third of the time to compass their complete 

annihilation. It is not improbable that the elk and the 

antelope will be overtaken by almost as swift a fate, and 

have passed away before A. D. 1900. The skin hunters, and, 

impelled by quite as ignoble and a more savage impulse, the 

game butchers miscalled sportsmen, are making almost as 

speedy way with them as they have with the buffalo. 

In the untamable wilderness of the north, the moose and 

caribou may endure for many years to come, but this hope 

can hardly be entertained for the common deer, hedged as 

they are within their narrowing ranges by civilization, and 

mercilessly hunted by all methods in all seasons. They may 

outlast the century, but they will have become woefully 

scarce at the close of it, even in such regions as the Adiron- 

dacks, that seem to have been set apart by nature especially 

for the preservation of wild life, unless some better and more 

unselfish feeling takes’hold of the people who should be fore¬ 

most in protecting them. 

The wild turkey is passing away, and it is a question of 

but few years when he shall have departed forever. In 

some localities the next noblest of our game birds, the ruffed 

grouse, has become almost a thing of the past, and in some 

years is everywhere so scarce that there are sad forebodings 

of his complete disappearance from the rugged hills of which 

he seems as much a belonging as the lichened rocks, the 

arbutus and the wind-swept evergreens. Out of all New 

England but one little island, and out of all the Eastern 

States, the besom of destruction has swept his kinsman, the 

pinnated grouse. 
The woodcock is being cultivated and improved and 

murdered out of existence with clearing and draining and 

summer shooting, and unseasonable shooting is doing the 

same for many kinds of waterfowl. In the Eastern States a 

wild pigeon is a rare sight now, and has been for years; the 

netters and slaughterers have done their work too thoroughly. 

And now gentle woman is making an end of the song 

birds that she may trick her headgear in barbaric and truly 

savage fashion. The brighter plumaged small birds are be¬ 

coming noticeably scarce even in those parts of the country 

that the milliners’ collector and the pot-naturalist have not yet 

invaded, and such as the scarlet tanager, never anywhere 

numerous, are like to be soon “collected” out of living exist¬ 

ence. If they are to be saved, it is by no dallying, nor slow 

awakening of popular feeling in their behalf. 

There will be pine trees, no doubt, for centuries to come, 

but who that live twenty years hence will see one of their 

grand monarchs of the woods towering above all other for¬ 

est growth, or see any ancient tree, however historied or 

precious for its age and beauty and majesty and mystery of 

long past years, if it is worth the cutting for timber or fuel? 

An old man may be glad that his eyes are not to behold 

the coming desolation, but he must be sad when he thinks of 

the poor inheritance of his children. 

The Dog Show Season is drawing to a close. It has been 

a very successful one. 

^fiortsnim ^auri^t. 

A NIGHT AMONG THE KEYS. 

T WAS early, very early in the morning, when the for’ard 
hands, acting as cook for the time, turned out, and, in 

bare feet and with no unnecessary noise, proceeded to make 
a fire in the sand-box on the lee quarter of the sharpie, and 
brew a pot of strong coffee. For Captain Tarpon, after the 
manner of those who have lived long in the tropics, winds 
himself up for each day’s run by a small cup of black coffee, 
taken the first thing in the morning. Lacking this, he is apt 
to get in a snarl and run down before night; and the cook, 
being aware of this, had a hand full of dry wood prepared 
over night and went about the deck silently until the coffee 
was ready, hot and black. Then he went below, where the 
captain was sleeping soundly, and sang out “coffee-e.” At 
the word Captain T. opens bis eyes, stares around vaguely, 
and finally, getting his bearings, reaches for the coffee and 
the tobacco bag with brown sugar in it and a tin spoon stick¬ 
ing out of it. Swallowing bis coffee at a temperature that 
would skin an ordinary mouth, he follows the cook on deck, 
casts an eye to windward, to leeward and overhead, gets a 
pull on the dandy sheet, and hoists mainsail and jib; and, 
by the time the cook has swallowed his coffee, is walk¬ 
ing the sharpie up to her anchor. The tide is full, the 
light breeze lair, and the upper rim of the rising sun is fast 
beginning to gleam through the orange groves and turkey 
oaks that adorn the little town of Duneden as the cook lays 
coffeepot and cups aside to take up the role of for’ard hands 
or crew. The anchor is peaked and the captain performs the 
unsailorlike operation of shoving her nose off with a setting 
pole that the jib might fill, while the crew takes the wheel 
(represented by a crooked live oak stick), and the sharpie 
begins to go as she looks, straight toward the tall tripod that 
marks the entrance to Big Pass, five miles distant. 

There is no need to follow the tortuous channel with its 
puzzling array of tripods, red boards and black crosses, 
which often fog even old coasters, for there is a rise of four 
feet on the shoals, and the sharpie only draws sixteen inches 
with her centerboard up. We can give her two feet of 
board safely, to hang on by. Very pleasant summer sailing 
it is on these inner waters, protected on one side by a line of 
keys and on the other by the main land. Not adventurous. 
No exciting thrashes to windward. There is danger—of get¬ 
ting stuck on the mud flats—and a light, serviceable setting 
pole becomes an indispensable nautical instrument when 
Sailing among the Florida keys. From the North Anclote 
Key to Punta Rassa it is nearly all inside work, and the less 
water a cruiser draws the better for the comfort of the crew. 
Anything of the cutter type would be apt to spend half her 
time beam-ended on the flats. About the best cruiser I know 
on this coast is a yacht owned at Manatee. She is 19 feet 
long and has 10 feet beam, works well to windward and is 
very fast. 

An hour of smooth sailing took the sharpie past the tri¬ 
pod at the entrance of the Pass. Fifteen minutes more and 
she swung to her anchor at the head of the Pass, with her 
stern line fast to the last mangi-ove at the outer end of the 
Pass, where there was a broad, free outlook over the crisp 
salt waves of the Gulf and a clean white beach within step¬ 
ping distance of her starboard gunwale. The tide was flow¬ 
ing through from seaward, and large schools of mullet were 
swarming in to feed on the flats, carrying a visible wave 
ahead of them as they came, and constantly leaping out of 
water to escape the redfish and tarpon that prey on them 
night and day unceasingly. And these, too, have their turns 
at sereal gymnastics when the sharks, that attend on every 
school of mullet, make an indiscriminate dash at the whole 
array. The leap that a tarpon will make with a shark after 
him is almost marvelous; and I think he generally gets away, 
leaving his enemy to take it out of redfish and mullet. 

As the intention was to spend an entire day and night at 
the Pass, stores were landed, and the captain volunteered to 
get breakfast while the crew took a plunge in the bright, 
clear water that was bubbling past the beach. “Don’t go 
out in deep water, and keep an eye to windward,” said the 
captain. “These passes are the hunting grounds of sharks.” 
The crew “shucked” himself and plunged under the counter 
of the sharpie, came up, shook the water out of his eyes, and 
struck out. Then he altered his mind suddenly—and struck 
out for the beach at his best speed and with much splashing 
withal. For he had seen the black, sickle shaped fin of a 
man-eater coming his way swiftly, and he is a man who has 
a high respect for his legs, depends a good deal on them, in 
fact; so he landed rather hastily, and as he turned to look, 
there were the ugly jaws and cruel eyes of a shark within a 
yard of the beach. The crew muttered “dammim”— 

“But nothing else; the time for words was o’er,” 

Provision boxes, blankets, guns and canoes were snugly 
berthed in the shade of leafy mangroves, and the captain 
had the breakfast ready by 8 A. M. There was nothing 
specially notable about the breakfast, unless it may be the 
appetites with which it was eaten. Bacon, eggs, hardtack, 
butter, potatoes and coffee. But in outing there should be 
fish or game at each meal, as the crew ventured to remark. 
He also mentioned the fact that he had good fishing tackle 
along, and intended to launch the Bucktail after breakfast 
for an hour’s trolling up and down the channel. The cap¬ 
tain volunteered some advice. “You can try it if you like, 
but, if I were you, 1 wouldn’t. You can hook a redfish, no 
doubt, and he is as likely to weigh thirty to forty pounds as 
less. Then what becomes of your tackle? And if you hook 
a smaller one that you can handle, the sharks will mitten on 
to him as soon as they see him in trouble, and way goes the 
whole business. Wait till the tide goes out and you will see 
the flats speckled with beach birds, snipe, plover, curlew 
and others. Working the Rushton as you do with the one- 
handed paddle and sitting flat on the keelson, 1 should think 
you might sly up to a flock of birds and rake enought at one 
pop to supply the camp all day. Meantime we can take in 
some surf bathing and pick up all the shells we want on the 

outer beach.” . j 
The proposition seemed so reasonaWe that it was assented 

to at once; and dishes were quickly cleared, stowed away 
and a dense smudge started to windward of the camp to 
drive the key mosquitoes, which were getting bad, and the 
party started for the head of the Pass. 

On rounding the point where the channel begins a sight 
met the eyes of the crew that made him clutch his gun ner¬ 
vously and long for the power to make himself invisible. 
For on a long, low sand spot that run off from the shore 
diagonally, there was such an aggregation of shore birds as 
one seldom sees. There was a fine and varied assortment. 
Snipe, plover and curlew, brown and white sickle bills, 

sheerwater, willet, etc., all flanked by a solemn-looking line 
of pelicans. But there was nothing whatever to blind the 
approach of the gunner, and a man—even a small man— 
looms up so ridiculously large on a background of white 
sand. The crew dropped flat and spread himself thin as 
three shilling molasses, but in vain. They took flight while 
he was far out of shot and left the shore birdless. A couple 
of hours were spent very pleasantly gathering shells and 
splashing in the surf and then back to camp. The tide was 
already running out strongly, and wherever the flats were 
bare the birds were gathering rapidly. They came from all 
quarters and seemed quite tame, not having been fired at 
probably, though one shot would be pretty certain to chevy 
the whole gathering and clear the flats of birds for half a 
mile in every direction, not to return until next tide. Under 
such circumstances it seems a pity to shoot, unless the camp 
be a trifle short on meat. 

There was an extensive flat on the opposite side of the 
channel that seemed to be a favorite feeding ground for wil¬ 
let and plover, and when the tide was low and the birds had 
gathered in hundreds at least, the Rushton was launched and 
the crew began to work her slowly and silently over the flats. 
Sitting low and using only the small one-handed paddle he 
was able to get within thirty yards without scaring a bird. 
Then the paddle was left overboard to tow by its bit of fish 
line while the gun came slowly to its place, and then there 
was a roar that sent every bird out of sight in about one 
minute, all, save five unfortunates that got left on the sand. 
These were fat and tender, and they were sufficient for pres¬ 
ent use. The crew paddled over to camp, lamenting that 
only willet and plover were to be had, while on a distant 
flat there was a grand flock of roseate spoonbills, looking 
like a company of soldiers in pink uniform. They are the 
finest shore birds on the coast, but wary and difficult to ap¬ 
proach. They are called pink curlew on-the gulf coast. 

The dinner was a success; and then came the question of 
how best to fill the time until evening. It may be well to 
explain that the key, at the south end of which the sharpie 
was anchored, is about fifteen miles long, and bears the 
euphonious name of Hog Island. The island is nowhere 
more than a mile in width, and at the middle narrows to a 
few yards, with an easy carry across from the bay to the 
open coast. It is a favorite resort for sailing parties from 
Anclote and Tarpon Springs, who usually land at the carry, 
and spend the day picnicking and gathering shells on the 
outer coast. Like most of the Florida keys it is largely 
covered with mangrove thickets, but near the south end the 
land is higher, and here there is a strong growth of live oak 
and pine, grapevines and cabbage palmetto. This is the 
pleasantest part of the island, but the distance being rather 
too great for a day’s outing, parties usually land at the carry, 
six miles above the Pass, To the northward of Hog Island 
there is open water for five miles, and a strong westerly 
wind sweeping in from the gulf makes it rough on the bay 
for small boats or canoes. North of this open space lie the 
Anclote Keys, the largest of which is six miles in length, 
with a high, pine-crowned rise and a well of good water. 
The surf bathing here is excellent, but every party that goes 
out to the keys for an outing seems to have “shells” on the 
brain, and the beach at Anclote Keys is not a good place for 
gathering shells. 

Both at Hog Island and Anclote may be seen the charred 
remains of a very small settlement. A quarter of an acre of 
rough clearing, blackened stumps, half-burned logs, etc., 
denote that somebody has had the temerity to brave the key 
mosquito in an attempt to live on the keys. You wonder at 
this, until you are told significantly that there may be worse 
things than black mosquitoes, that the Southern Confederacy 
in its last years enforced the conscription without mercy or 
conscience, and that these keys made the very best of hiding 
places. Here the refugee could smoke the pipe of safety 
as he calmly watched the searching party row out from the 
mainland. When they came too near for fun he had only to 
walk off to a hiding place where a score of men could not 
find him in a month. But they could and did find his camp, 
and burned it, usually. Sometimes, not often, they caught 
him, and it was a hanging matter when they did. If the 
Confederate service was worse than a life on the keys of the 
gulf coast it must have been bad enough, that is, in mosquito 
time. 

July and August are the mosquito months, they will tell 
you. But the black mosquito is omnipresent and ubiquitous. 
He will come buzzing around your head in a warm camp on 
nights when the thermometer stands at 28°, and you need 
not take the trouble to put up mosquito bars. He will go 
through the cloth like a flea, and he always gets to business 
on the instant of his arrival. He is poisonous, virulent, per¬ 
sistent, and oh, so numerous. He renders the Florida keys 
uninhabitable, which, but for him, would be most delightful 
summer resorts. In short, the black, or key raosqm’to, is the 
demon of the mosquito kingdom. 

The cook did not know this, though he thought he knew 
all about mosquitoes. He had fought them in Michigan, in 
Jersey, and even in the Amazon Valley, and had always 
pulled through in pretty good shape with the aid of punkie 
dope and nets. Was it likely he was going to be beaten on 
a shallow, skiffy coast like this? And so, setting aside wiser 
and wider knowledge, he insisted that the sharpie should 
anchor in the channel, some 300 yards from the nearest key, 
where one could see the sun set goldenly, gloriously, oyer 
the tumbling breakers of the outer reef, and watch the im¬ 
mense schools of fish that come in through the pass with 
each incoming tide. 

“We will anchor just where you say,” said the skipper. 
“But 1 think you will pine for wider water.” 

The sharpie dropped quietly down the channel, and was 
anchored just as the cook desired. And the sunset was a 
glorious one; and the fish came on in ponderous, dense 
schools, so heavy that speed seemed impossible, and escape 
from their numerous foes a helpless attempt. 

Also, as darkness came down on the face of the waters, it 
brought such clouds of black, active little mosquitoes as that 
misguided cook had never before seen. He tried a smudge, 
but the vessel was short of the proper material for smudging, 
and the insects did not mind it in the least. Then he got 
out an open sack of mosquito netting rigged with a shir 
string to close around the crown of the hat, while the lower 
end was to be tucked snugly under the coat collar. And in 
five minutes the little demons were plentier inside the net¬ 
ting than out. Then he tried the fly medicine, composed of 
tar7 castor oil and pennyroyal. This he considered unfailing, 
and he gave himself a most liberal coating on every inch of 
exposed skin. The mixture was sticky, and in a few min¬ 
utes his face and hands were black with the countless thou¬ 
sands that got mired therein; and still they came, thicker 
and faster. They filled ears, eyes and nostrils; they got in 
their irritating work in spite of any fly medicine, and they 
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made life a Lurden grievous to bear. Lastly, that unhappy 
cook tried swathing himself head and ears in his blanket. 
This was more nearly effective than anything else, but when 
the blanket was drawn snugly enough to keep out the insects 
breathing became very difficult, and at the least opening for 
air they swarmed in with fresh vigor. 

The cook wilted. “Captain,” "he said, “I think I am 
beaten. ” 

And the skipper responded, “I told you so,” a phrase that 
bas comforted the afflicted since the days of Job. 

All night that miserable cook sat on the port quarter of the 
sharpie, swabbing himself with strong brine and smoking 
strong tobacco. His only consolation was in watching the 
countless schools of fish that were every minute leaping and 
slapping about the vessel; and this soon became monotonous; 
it was the same thing over and over again; first, a slowly 
advancing, phosphorescent wave, suddenly breaking into 
thousands of glinting, shining white sparkles as the redfish 
charged the mullet, the tarpon made a dash at both, and tue 
sharks wound up the confusion by dashing at the whole on 
general principles; then silence. 

“And this,” mused the cook, “is going on this very hour 
all along the gulf coast, and has been going on daily for God 
knows how many centuries. And yet, the mullets kept 
their numbers good until the arch destroyer—man, the white 
man—entered the lists with modern appliances and inven¬ 
tions for scooping the luckless fish by millions. Already 
the oldest and most observant of the old fishermen along the 
coast will testify that the supply of mullet has diminished 
more than one-half, and there is no more need of the law 
against using the mullet as manure. The difflculty at present 
is to get sufficient for the food supply; and the coast fisheries 
often fail in that. And like the salmon and brook trout of 
the East, or even the mackerel and lobster, the mullet must 
go. 

“It is not that the strong devour the weak, or the big fish 
eat the little ones; that is Nature’s law of compensations, and 
her balances always hang level. The savage man lives for 
the most part on fish and game, but Nature counts him in as 
a leading factor, and the woodfolk and water kelpies keep 
their numbers good for long centuries—until civilized men 
come to the front, and then? They vanish like the mists of 
the morning, in spite of all laws for their preservation. It 
is true that from the days of Pharaoh to the present time 
the strong have devoured the weak,—and—dammit,” he 
interjected, as a black cloud of mosquitoes fresh from the 
nearest key swept into his face, “the weak have had their 
innings about as often. But lice and frogs are respectable 
compared with key mosquitoes. I wonder is the afterguard 
really asleep, or only shamming?” 

For the skipper had swathed himself tightly from crown 
to heels in that wonderful blanket with the blue check and 
was stretched to his full length on the after house, snoring 
peacefully. Lying on his back, with his feet elevated per¬ 
pendicularly, he looked in the dim starlight like an Indian 
mound, with a pair of headstones at the wrong end of it. 
“When he is sufficiently asphyxiated,” muttered the cook, 
“I’ll roll him overboard.” But he did not asphyxiate. He 
had served time on a North Sea whaler and had studied the 
mysteries of suffocation in Esquimau igloos; wherefore, 
after sleeping for more than an hour he was able to emerge 
in a fresh condition, considering the weather, and to take a 
smoke, a cooling wash in the sea water, and another nap. 
This he repeated at least three times before a faint rosy glow 
in the east gave “hint that the sun would shortly come that 
way.” Then he arose like a giant refreshed, folded the mar¬ 
vellous blanket, and prepared to get the sharpie under way, 
while the cook started a fire in the sand-box and brewed a 
pot of strong, black coffee. 

It is five miles from the head of Big Pass to the anchorage 
off’ the bluffs of Clearwater Harbor, and with a light sea 
breeze the sharpie glided over the smooth bay like a white¬ 
winged ghost, and turned to look at her anchor with the 
ease and grace of a—wild goose. 

Then the cook paddled ashore in the light canoe, intent on 
getting even. Skirmishing along the bluff among the live 
oaks he soon gathered a supply of dry punk, and came back 
prepared to rout the enemy by final and effective smudging. 
Something like a peck of dry, pulverized mulch was built 
into a pyramid on the biggest frying-pan, moistened with 
sea water, set on fire and taken below, chock forward to the 
eyes. Below decks the air was turgid with the little black 
demons, and there was an incessant metallic, low hum, like 
the sighing of a harp string. But it did not last. Never 
since the first decked vessel was launched was the hold of a 
ship more thoroughly filled with a dense volume of smoke 
than was the cabin of the sharpie on that morning. The 
key mosquito can stand more smudging than any other 
winged insect; but there is a point beyond endurance even 
for him. Slowly, in a black, buzzing cloud the enemy rose 
through the fore hatch or fell back en ?nasse through the 
companion way. He hung like a dark mist on the quarter 
of the vessel for awhile; but it came too thick, and with 
heartfelt reluctance he let go and drifted landward. 

The cook took heart of grace to get up a good breakfast, 
and willingly fell in with the proposition of a final run ashore 
at Clearwater; for there were some old coasters whom he 
wished to interview, and the skipper had kindly agreed to 
look them up for an introduction—the mode of which, as it 
struck the cook, was, to say the least, a trifle unique. It 
was about like this; “Cap’n Topliff, let me make you ac¬ 
quainted with my friend ‘Nessmuk,’ who is down here for a 
cruise in the lightest canoe ever built of cedar. He and I 
represent the two extremes—the Head and the Tail—of Ameri¬ 
can canoeing.” 

“H’m-m,” mused the cook, “He and I, the Head and the 
Tail.” 

“Very good; but it must be‘wery self denyin’o’you,’ 
this constant allusion to yourself as ’The Tail,’ my dear 
captain.” 

Clearwater has natural advantages which render it very 
popular as a winter resort, not only for Northerners, hut for 
Southern people as well, who come there from malarial dis- 
ti-icts to recuperate. It is high, dry, healthy, and has the 
unusual advantage, for a gulf coast town, of being easily ac¬ 
cessible by water. It is handy to some of the finest keys, 
and also to good shooting for beach birds. But the hunting 
for deer, turkey and even quail is poor. There are two good 
hotels and—high prices. 

A well-known Boston yachtsman sums up the advantages 
of Clearwater Harbor about like this: “1 like Clearwater be¬ 
cause it has the finest outlook of any town on the coast; 
there is capital sailing, either inside the keys or on the open 
gulf, and it is a place you can always get away from,” 

Late in the day the skipper and cook met on board the 
sharpie and prepared to stand up the coast with the flood 
tide. The former had visited all his Clearwater acquaint¬ 

ances; the latter had buttonholed every old coaster, wrecker 
and sponger at all available, and had listened to some strange 
yarns; what is more, he had believed them. As a rule, the 
old coaster is the most prosaic, matter-of-fact, unimaginative 
being you can meet on the outskirts of civilization. Mud 
flats, mangrove swanms and saw-grass marshes are not con¬ 
ducive of romance. It takes a mountain man to develop a 
grand lie. The ghost of Munchausen dwells in the Eockies. 

As the sharpie glided quietly aloug the coast while the sun 
was making a very creditable exit behind the tumbling 
breakers beyond the keys, the skipper asked with a grin: 
“And where shall we anchor to-night?” And the cook 
answered, sadly: “Anywhere, anywhere—off from the 
keys.” Nessmuk. 

Tarpon Springs, Fla., Aug. 26, 1886-April 10,1880. 

THE BIRD AND MAIDEN. 

[Inscribed to the Audubon Societv.] 

WEETLY in the quietude 

Of a leafy solitude. 

In the after glow of day, 

Like an angelus of old time. 

Echoed clear a rippling rhyme 

From a song bird on a spray. 

And a maiden came, demurely, 

To the woody way securely, 

As in cloister walks the nun, 

And she heard with no evadence 
Every trill and every cadence, 

’Mid the shadows falling dim. 

Plaintive grew the wilding note 

From the pretty singer’s throat. 

Pensive grew the maiden’s mien— 

Now she paused with look aghast, 

As the startled bird flew past 

And no more was heard or seen. 

From her head a branch had riven, 

And a vengeful toss had given, 

Hat on which a bird was placed: 

Bird like that whose vesper song 

Lured her feet thus far along— 

Stood the maiden as disgraced. 

For she reck’d the cruel fashion. 

That with her had grown a passion, 

Thus to wear the sweet birds slain, 

And by contrite pangs reproved, 

Tenderly the bird removed 

From the hat where it had lain. 

Then a grave she deftly made it. 
And within she gently laid it, 

In the silent sylvan shade. 

And returning thence she pondered 

Of the lives her sex had squandered. 

Of the desolation made I 

Prithee, women, look and listen 

Where the dew-sprent daisies glisten. 

Where the woodland shadows falll 

Miss ye not the flash of wing. 

Miss ye not the gladsome ring 

Of the birds’ entrancing call? 

Pitiful and plaintive note 

Ye may hear from hermit throat— 

’Tis the requiem for the lost 1 

O forsake thy cruel quest. 

Spare the birds and guard the nest. 

Or ye cannot count the cost. O. W. R. 

THE AUDUBON SOCIETY. 

LTHOUGH the movement set on foot by this Society 
for the protection of our birds is universally approved 

as a whole, every clause of our pledges is objected to m turn 
by the offenders against that particular clause. The boys 
who find their reci eation in bird nesting, and who flatter 
themselves that making collections of eggs is a scientific 
pursuit, approve warmly of pledges one and three, but sug¬ 
gest that bird nesting for scientific purposes should be ex¬ 
empted, Another tiody of our supporters suggest that 
pledge one should exempt all noxious birds, by which is gen¬ 
erally understood hawks, vultures, owls, crows, jays, etc , 
while many ladies are not without a protest against what 
they consider the too arbitrary provisions of the third 
pledge. Some of them are content with claiming exemption 
in respect of the feathers already in use, a claim with which 
one can sympathize readily in all cases in which discarding 
their feathers involves an expenditure of importance to the 
persons concerned; but others go further, and argue that 
although it is a shame to sacrifice ten million birds annually 
to meet the demands of fashion, it were a sin and a shame, 
now that a year’s stock of skins has been accumulated, that 
the ten million lives needlessly sacrificed should be sacrificed 
in vain. These last plead of course that existing stocks 
should be utilized, and further slaughter put a stop to by 
penal legislation. To the reply that penal legislation will be 
ineffectual, as long as the demand is continuous, they turn 
a deaf ear. They understand reason of course—what Amer¬ 
ican woman does not?—but they wiU not listen to it. 

The Audubon Society has set itself a great task, but it 
is evident that it can achieve nothing if it yield to every 
plea for exemption. It is not a body of unreasoning sen¬ 
timentalists; the movement was inaugurated by scientific 
men on purely economic grounds. They see evil, very seri¬ 
ous evil, threatening to amount to a national calamity in the 
annual destruction of from ten to twenty millions of birds to 
gratify the passing vagaries of the generation. They have 
not taken up the question as to whether there is anything 
shocking, cruel, or revolting in the needless sacrifice of this 
enormous measure of bird life. That is a point for the con¬ 
sideration of the morahst, and it is a point well worthy of 
consideration in the training of children, whether they can 
be made participators in a needless sacrifice of life without 
blunting their finer sensibilities. But setting this aside, it 
is evident that this destruction expanded to meet an almost 
universal demand, has already been carried far beyond the 
recuperative powers of nature to replace. In our own coun¬ 
try the concurrent testimony of old residents all over the land 
is, that all the once familiar species of birds are disappear¬ 
ing. The demand exceeds the source of supply, a condition 
Which cannot fail to lead to the almost total extinction 

of our birds, with all that is involved in so serious a 
disturbance of the balance of life. It is not 
merely that ten millions of birds will eat billions 
of insects in a year. That is easily calculated. The 
unknown quantity, the problem for which the present 
fashion is prepaiing a practical solution, is the extent to 
which insects, now comparatively rare and unnoticed, would 
multiply and ravage the land if the birds which prey on 
them were utterly or nearly annihilated. To arrest this 
destruction of our birds is the object of the Addubon So¬ 
ciety, which calls on all who have hitherto been thought¬ 
lessly contributing to bring about a condition of things, the 
evils of which are inestimable;—to pause before it is too late. 
The greatest drain upon our birds is for feather millinery. 
Excepting only the ostrich feather for which no artificial 
substitute could be provided, and the wearing of which is 
encouraged by the Audubon Society, as tending to support 
an important industry, and to perpetuate these birds, which 
would soon be extinct if they were not domesticated, there 
is no other class of plumage indispensable to millinery. 
Good artistic effects can be produced by choice varieties of 
feathers, but equally as good effects can be produced with 
the products of the loom and other artificial substances, and 
the first important consideration is to awaken popular senti¬ 
ment to the desirability of a change of fashion before the 
nation shall be visited with a just retribution for reckless 
disturbance of the economic laws of nature. 

To the egg collectors for .‘scientific purposes we say: Do 
your part to arrest the threatened wholesale destruction in¬ 
stead of aggravating it, that your boys after you may be 
able to study ornithology from living specimens, and not 
have to read of the now familiar song birds of the grove as 
recently extinct species. 

The destroyers of noxious birds, as they choose to style all 
predatory birds, stand on somewhat different ground from 
the egg collectors and the plumage wearers. They take the 
stand that noxious birds are of no value in the economy of 
Nature, but are destructive of the species we are mainly 
desirous of preserving. To a very limited extent this is true; 
but while the evil these birds perpetrate is readily appreci¬ 
able, the advantages they confer on man are not at all patent 
to the casual observer. That shrewd observer Elisha Slade 
says be knows no American bird that is not more beneficial 
than prejudicial to the farmer, and such woulc^ be the gen¬ 
eral verdict if every one observed as carefully and dispas¬ 
sionately as he. All these so-called noxious birds prey to a 
certain extent on small birds; but they also prey to a very 
considerable extent on reptiles, mice, and the larger insects, 
which but for them would increase unduly and perpetrate 
untold havoc on the farmers’ crops. To the destroyers of 
predatory birds we say; Join the Audubon movement and 
aid in checking the present wholesale destruction, and stay 
your bands from the attempted extermination of your pet 
aversions until the old conditions are restored, after which 
the Audubon Society will gladly investigate all charges 
against hawks, crows or jays, and give an unbiased verdict 
according to conscience. 

If the Audubon movement encounters passing difficulties, 
these are liberally compensated for by the daily evidences 
we receive ol a general readiness to make sacrifices to prin¬ 
ciple. The two letters we publish to-day, one from an intel¬ 
ligent schoolboy, the other from a simple New England 
maiden, indicate traits of character which the nation may 
well be proud of. As long as such types of humanity shall 
be common in the land, there is little fear but that the 
nation will pass triumphantly through all the difficulties 
that beset the unparalleled development that awaits it. That 
such types are common, the success of the Audubon move¬ 
ment bears ample testimony. We ai’e not simply collecting 
in one fold all the friends of the movement, but are making 
converts to it on a large scale among those with whom con¬ 
version means in all cases a measure of self-denial. 

One secretary writes: “There is no difflculty in getting 
any required number of pledges signed, but I make members 
only of those who have been persistently violating the 
pledges.” Another secretary contributes, among others, a 
red Indian as captive of her bow and spear, and although 
her little daughter attempted to discount the conquest by 
remarking that it was a tame Indian, there is food for re¬ 
flection in his having become a member of the Audubon 
Society. On the same day we enrolled an actress of dis¬ 
tinction on the Boston boards on our list of members, and 
the movement is advancing in an ever accelerating ratio. 
Onr confidence in the ultimate results lies in the fact that 
wherever we secure an energetic and influential secretary, 
success follows in the ratio of enemy displayed, and although 
a great many ladies are bargaining for the privilege of wear¬ 
ing out the feathers on hand, we believe that the fashion has 
received a blow from which it will not again rally. 

Editor Foi'esl and Stream: 
I desire to be secretary in the village of Elmwood if no one 

else has applied for that position. As soon as I have finished 
this letter I will burn up all the feathers I have. 

Bertha Paine. 
P. S.—My mother and I have stripped our hats and bon 

nets of feathers of every kind and burned them. B. P. 
Elmwood, Mass., April 13. 

Editor Forestand Stream: 
Having seen so much in the newspapers this last few 

months about the Audubon Society and the cause for 
which they are woikiug, 1 resolved to give up collecting 
buds and their eggs. So, after consulting some of my com¬ 
panions, we resolved to try and become members of your 
Society and to aid in tiying to protect our birds. So please 
send me circulars of information, and about one dozen pledge 
forms. Louis J. Townsend, 

Bloomsburg, Pa., April 26. 

A meeting of the Sorosis was held on Monday last at Del- 
monico’s. The chairman, Mrs. S. E. Youmans, introduced 
the question for discussion which read as follows; 

Besolved, That the destruction of the native birds, for 
which women are largely responsible, is an injury to the 
welfare and beauty of our country. 

A report of the meeting states: The first paper was by 
H. H. Miller (Olive Thorne), “June with the Birds,which 
was an earnest protest against the sacrifice of bird life. The 
next paper was “A Birdlees World,” by Hester M. Poole. 
Mrs. Poole offered the following resolutions: 

Wh&reas, fl’he destruction of our native birds, largely for 
purposes of adornment, has reached an extent calculated to 
alarm the lover of nature and the agriculturist, be it 

Resolved, That the undersigned members of Sorosis and 
tbeir friends pledge themselves not to use the plumage of 
native birds in any manner whatever; 

Resohed, That we forward our names to the Audubon 
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Soctett to be enrolled among the members of that society. 
This bird-killing question was agitated in Sorosis two 

months ago, and many availed themselves of the opportu¬ 
nity of signing these resolutions. A letter was read from 
Miss White, an officer of the Atouboh Society, in which 
she said if no more birds were killed in this country it would 
take four generations to replace the birds that had been 
destroyed in the last four years. The ladies condemned the 
English sparrows as foreign intruders and a miisance. 

THE TRAJECTORY TEST. 

nnHE full report of the Forest and Strejm’s trajectory test of hunt- 

ing rifles has been issued in pamphlet form, with the illustra¬ 
tions and the tabular summary, making in all 96 pages. For sale at 

this office, or sent post-paid. Price 60 cents. 

A TAME SQUIRREL. 

“ ELPIE,” who writes'of pet squirrels, brings to my mind 
JX. the hours of real enjoyment I have had with the king 

of all pets, a tame gray squirrel. When a boy, my brother 
and I caught one about half grown, and after a few weeks’ 
confinement we allowed him to come out of his cage and 
play in the kitchen, first making sure that all doors and win¬ 
dows were made fast. It was not long before he became 
quite tame, and would allow us to handle him without show¬ 
ing any resentment. As winter approached he discarded his 
cage altogether, and it was amusing to see him demoli.sh old 
newspapers to make himself a nest in a large kettle which 
was kept under the sink in a back room. Boy like, I 
imagined he would sleep cold there, so after much coaxing 
my mother consented that I might take him to bed with me, 
and from early winter till the waim days of April I did not 
retire for one night without my Curly nestled by my side, 
warmly tucked under the clothes. If by chance his inclina¬ 
tion led him to take a run about the farm house chamber, he 
never forgot which side of the bed I lay on, and always came 
creeping under the clothes and remained till I was dressed, 
and then would perch on my shoulder for me to take him 
down stairs. 

Then the music would commence. First the dog and cal 
had to be looked after, and I doubt if ever any poor dumb 
animals lived in more mortal terror than did that dog and 
cat. Many were the times I have taken the part of poor 
Tabby as Curly would be running her in the back room, 
over the sink, around the big arch and oven, over the big 
cupboard, till the poor cat would be nearly winded. If, per¬ 
chance, poor Major so far forgot himself as to go to sleep by 
the open fte, his dreams were always haunted by the spirit 
of a mcked squirrel, and he would always awake with a 
yelp, and the shadow of a tail as it flitted under the table 
told the cause of his troubled dreams. If we had company 
Curly did not need any introduction. He would take hfs 
stand of observation, and after a thorough in.«pection his first 
thought would be to show them what he could do. Talk of 
the spoiled child of the family, that' squirrel was master of 
that house and yet as gentle as a kitten. Iso animal lives, I 
believe, so playful and that shows so much cunning. 

Pumpkin seeds were his weakness. If I wanted him to go 
to the barn with me. a few seeds closed in my hand furnished 
an attraction which he could not resist. The old ink peddler 
who was showing his samples on the kitchen table was sur¬ 
prised to hear a crash and to find while his back was turned 
that his squirrelship had made love to the choicest sample, 
and only failed of capturing it by it being too heavy for him 
to carry. 

Of all my pets, of which I have had many, none will ever 
take the place of that squirrel. As the warm days came, 
and the snow disappeared, with windows and doors thrown 
open, he would get lonesome, and would try the wood pile, 
then the fences, always being careful to see that the coast 
was clear for a shelter in the house, should danger approach, 
but he gradually went further till he would be gone an 
hour, then a half day, then all night, at last he was gone a 
week, and when he returned he showed that the natural in¬ 
stincts of his animal nature was fast developing and it 
seemed too cruel to confine him again, so we let him go, and 
it was not until late in September that he came back, per¬ 
haps to take up his abode with us again. But the mis¬ 
chievous curiosity of a tame crow was more than he could 
stand and he disappeared again only to be seen thereafter 
occasionally in the woods. Mill. 

Eels in Watek Pipes.—Eclito7' Forest and Stream: While 
looking on at the flowing of a street hydrant, corner Broad¬ 
way and Walker street. I was much amused by seeing an 
eel over two feet long make its appearance, and squirm up 
Broadway in the company of cabs, trucks, etc. It was 
finally captured by a laborer, who carried it off in triumph. 
Has this fish attained its growth in our water pipes? If so, 
how could it manage to exist on oiur clear, clean Croton ?— 
Ernest P. Thomas. [Eels have been known to live in 
water pipes for a long time and to have grown while there. 
They love to hide and can find food in the dark.—Ed.J 

Tame Ruffed Grouse.—Morris, Ill., May 1.—I saw a 
pheasant or ruflfed grouse on the 25th of last month at the 
farm house of S. Hage, in our township, • that has been a 
frequent visitor in the door yard for the last three years. 
The bird has become so tame by kind usage that it will take 
food from the hand and jump up on the lap of a person 
without any apparent fear. It is not so familiar with a 
stranger, however. It is without doubt a female, for the 
black feathers on the neck are wanting. In the hot season 
and when its food is plenty it absents itself for months at a 
time.—M. H. Crtder^_ 

Spring Notes.—Pairhaven, Vt., April 5.—The season 
here is very far advanced, being fully three weeks earlier 
tlian last year. Robins made their first appearance on the 
16th of Mai-ch, about dusk. Crows, ravens, bluebirds and 
blackbirds are all here, making the barren woods and marsh 
ring with their notes. Ducks and geese have been going 
north for over two weeks. Only one ducji was shot that I 
know of and that was a fish duck and had a young sucker 
over seven inches long in his throat. —Ned. 

It is a Liberal Education.—While I had a lame back I 
availed myself of my enforced idleness to faithfully read the 
back numbers of Forest and Stream since Sept. Some¬ 
times they accumulate as in this instance, but sooner or later 
I read them from cover to cover. I am more and more im¬ 
pressed with the value of this paper, which I have taken 
since its first issue. It contains aworld of information for 
the scientist and the layman; its character is of the highest 
order, making it, aside from being the best paper for the 
American sportsman that is published on the globe, an ex 
cellent family paper, as an educator of the young. In fact, 
f one reads it faithfully ;and understandingly, he or she 
will receive a liberal education, “To” and Nanny are par¬ 
ticularly happy in their present series, but one cannot dis¬ 
criminate where all are so good.—0. 

IN THE WILDS OF ARKANSAS. 
[Extracts from a letter written, by a sportsman to a sportsman and 

here printed for other sportsmen.] 

ON Thanksgiving Day, Nov, 26, a party of sixteen, in¬ 
cluding two cooks, boarded the 4 o’clock west-bound 

train at Elkhart, Ind., bound for Brinkly, Ark. There 
were two cut-in-two boats, six tents, boxes and barrels of 
provisions, guns and dogs. And such a lay-out of dogs one 
does not see a second time in a lifetime! Three setters in 
which setter blood predominated, though mine showed 
unmistakable signs that some of his ancestors had been 
badly frightened by a pointer; a half-bred spaniel bitch, a 
French dog of unnameable breed, two hounds, and a “fice.” 
We arrived in Weiner, Poinsett county. Ark., on the 28th, 
in lime for breakfast. I had been told at Cairo by the agent 
of the Texas & St. Louis Railroad that the fire had trav¬ 
eled over hundreds of miles of prairie and forest, includ¬ 
ing the territory about Weiner; also that a deputy sheriff 
had been collecting $12.30 from every man who landed there 
with a gun, as a license fee for non-resident shooters. 

On arrival I immediately interviewed the constable, who 
was at the same time the station agent and postmaster, in 
regard to the license; looked over the law in his book where 
the page showed unmistakably that he had showed it to 
severarbefore. He said he could see no way to avoid pay¬ 
ing the fee. 

I hired a mule team and lumber wagon, drove fourteen 
miles across country to HaiTisburg, where I met the sheriff, 
who, in Arkansas, is the collector. He appeared to be a 
pretty good sort of fellow, listened to my arguments on 
points of law, then gave me a written statement over his 
official signature, that in his opinion only those who followed 
shooting, etc., for profit, and not those who came in for a 
few days’ sport should be made to pay a license fee. We 
were never molested. When I got back that night I wrote 
a long letter explaining the matter to the General Passenger 
Agent at 'Texarcana, and simply suggested that should the 
railroad company see fit to discharge their agent at Weiner, 
Mr. George Phillips—a native—would fill the bill. When 
we came away Mr. Phillips was the station agent. 

Sunday we went into two camps about a half mile apart. 
Quail were to be found in fair numbers, but the dear people 
who reside on the edge of the prairie had put out strychnia 
(a native called it “strike 9”) to poison wolves, and as it was 
put where the quail were, our dogs were in danger of 
getting it, and so we decided to move camp. K. and C. 
went to find ducks, as there was no water, consequently 
no ducks, where we were, while Tom and 1, taking blan¬ 
kets and provisions, shouldered our guns and made a break 
eight miles into the woods, where deer and turkeys were 
said to be very plenty. We started' after dinner following 
the “blazes” and along toward night arrived at a clearing of 
perhaps forty acres; there dwelt in primitive style Mr. M. S. 
Cox, formerly a captain in the Confederate army, an Ala¬ 
bamian and jolly good fellow to boot. Adjoining him was 
Philip Hanes and his sixteen-year-old son, who had come 
from Ohio a year before on a hunt, found good land cheap 
and had never been back. The two lived in a crude log hut, 
doing their own work, for the mother was dead. Hanes 
turned out to be a whole-souled man—one who can he re¬ 
lied on, and the best woodsman I have ever met. He can 
call a sitting turkey off her nest, while the gobblers blush 
with envy at his beautiful notes, especially when be slaps the 
ground with his old hat, imitating the noise made by them 
while fighting. He carries a .45-75 Winchester and doesn’t 
need a rest to shoot it, in fact he is old “Deer Slayer” him¬ 
self. 

About this time you are saying, “Why in thunder don’t 
he get down to hunting?” Well, hold on, I cannot put the 
top rails on the fence first. 

That night H. steered Tom and me to a place where deer 
sometimes passed, but they didn’t pass then. On our way 
back to H.’s, Tom, who was a few rods to my right, called 
out, “Come here. Doc, qi;,ick, and see what I have found.” 
Sure enough, he had found—C., on a stub ten feet from 
the ground, where he too was looking for deer, and K. 
was near at hand. They had started for the St, Francis 
region, but hearing from a reliable source that theie were no 
ducks there, and that we had gone where game was plenty, 
concluded to join us. They stopped with Cox, while Tom 
and I spread our blankets in Hanes’s bunk on a pile of millet 
straw, and slept the sleep of tired hunters. 

Early the next morning, after a brief breakfast, we followed 
H. three miles N.E., where he perched me on a bent hickory, 
ten feet from the ground, and Tom about forty rods away, 
while he, bidding us keep stiU and look out sharp for 
deer, loped off into the slough (slew in the vernacular) just 
to see if there were any turkeys about. Standing on a log 
in mid air with nothing more exciting than expectation is 
not calculated to unstring one’s nerves very much, and so 
when, after a half hour’s waiting, Iheai'd H.’s Winchester 
crack, I was all eyes and ears. Soon I saw four big tur¬ 
keys flying toward me, but they turned off and lit within 
rifle range, too far away for my open bore shotgun. While 
I was debating whether to get off my roost and attack the 
turkeys on their’s, Hanes’s gun spoke again and another 
bird came toward me. Hastily changing shells in my right 
barrel, Ss for soUd ball, I caught her away above the tree 
tops. Not a fatal shot 1 feared, for she lit on the first limb 
in her way, and whether her teetering motion meant fall or 
fly I didn’t wait to inquire, but sent a charge of buck shot 
which was enouah to settle the question, for she fell, not 
with a “dull, sickening thud,” but ker-plump! Hastily 
loading again, I was just in time for another that flew almost 
directly over head, but at great height, so that the 5s did not 
do her up very bad, as she jumped for a run as soon as she 
struck the ground, about eighty yards away. Again the 
buckshot went on their mission, and another tmkey would 
pluck no more grasshoppers from the “sweet potato vine.” 
And still those four sat in the tree unmindful of the 
holocaust of death around them. Sliding carefully 
down from my perch, I made my way toward them as care¬ 
fully as possible; but about then they got word to go on an 
important business trip across the “slew,” and they still live, 
I presume. I picked up my birds and put them at the root 
of the hickory and resumed my elevated perch, when Hanes 

appeared with two nice birds, one a gobbler. He was some¬ 
what surprised at seeing the fruits of my firing, but not as 
much as was Tom, who came up then and wanted to know 
what we were wasting ammunition on. He hadn’t seen any¬ 
thing to shoot at but squirrels. Then H. took us into 
the slough, where K. and Charley Cox joined us, the 
latter with a fine gobbler he had shot only a few minutes 
before. H. placed us in ambush and began “yawping.” 
Yawp answered. Bang! bang! from K.’s gun, and we were 
all on hand to witness the death of two more, and K. said: 
“There they are. Killed one with each barrel. Would have 
killed another if I’d had another barrel. Take ’em if you 
want ’em, Tom. I’ve no use for them.” But “alle saraee,” 
he was ready to lie low again while H. called. This time 
the bird came shyly toward me, and as he presented his 
breast, I gave him a chai-ge of five’s at forty yards, and such 
a flopping and pounding as he made! A good twent}’- 
pounder with an elegant beard—a noble bird! This ended 
the hunt for the turkeys, and no more game came to bag that 
day. But how tired and hungry we were when we got back 
to camp! I had dined on three little crackers and a few per¬ 
simmons, and when Hanes said supper was ready, Tom, K., 
and I were not long in responding. 

Now about that supper in the log hut. Our friends say 
that hunger had so sharpened om- appetites that anything 
would have relished—allowed. But I leave it to you to de¬ 
cide if we did not have a good meal. H. skinned the tur¬ 
keys, cut out their breasts, sliced them across the grain like 
steak, rolled them in flour and fried them in butter. I baked 
buckwheat cakes (Hecker’s self-raising flour) and Tom made 
coffee. A can of nice peaches furnished dessert. There! 
What matters it now that we had no snowy linen spreadupon 
the rough boards that formed our table? That our chairs 
were made from “shakes” and our coffee cups and plates were 
tin? What mattered it then? I have eaten a Christmas din¬ 
ner at the finest hotel in London, I have dined at your famous 
Palmer House, I have eaten old-fashioned New England 
dinners at home—down East; but I had never eaten such a 
meal before. Even now my mouth waters for the savory 
viands. 

The next day we sent Charley Cox down to our camp, 
carrying three turkeys to the boys with word to get a team 
and join us, which they did the next day. Two tents, twelve 
feet apart, facing each other, a fly stretched overhead be¬ 
tween them and a smaller tent just to west of the fly, formed 
kitchen, bedroom and hall. Just east of the fly was an 
enormous white oak stump, against which we built our 
camp fire. Fuel was abundant and dry, so we did not lack 
for a cheering fii-e. Near by was a shed partly filled with 
corn fodder, on which lay our dogs, a good well of water 
near by was a valuable adjunct to our happiness, and when 
the shades of evening came and supper was over we would 
light our pipes and tell yarns around the camp-fire, or in¬ 
dulge in a friendly seven-up till time to retire. For beds 
we had laid poles on the ground, on these put thin shakes 
left by the lumbermen, over these cornstalks, then millet 
straw and topped off with straw ticks ard woolen blankets. 
Not a bad bed, especially to a fellow who had tramped all 
day. 

From this time we gave most of our attention to deer which 
were very plenty. Our shotguns were not just what we 
needed for them, but we managed to get in one or more 
nearly every day, while a big wolf and a couple of wildcats 
came to hand for variety. The tanned and mounted skins of 
the two cats now adorn the floor of our parlor for rugs and 
call out many questions regarding the trip. The day the 
wolf was killed, C. and 1 were still-hunting for deer. C. 
whispered to me that there was a fawn ahead a hundred 
yards or so, as he had seen it run, but had been unable to get 
in a shot owing to the thick black-spice brush. He suggested 
that we should separate afew rods and keeping a sharp lookout 
would probably get a shot. Si., moving noiselesly along we 
watched. Soon C.’s rifle cracked and with a “Come on 
Doc, I’ve got her,” he shouldered his gun and started foi- 
ward. Next I heard him say “No I havm’t either. There 
she goes now.” But he couldn’t get in his work then as the 
spice was too thick. Where she fell was a hig puddle of 
blood, and at every jump the blood had spurted. We had 
not over twenty rods to go before we found her—not a fawn, 
but a big she wolf, too weak to run but sandy enough to show 
an elegant set of teeth. C. kept her attention to the front 
with a stick while I slipped around and knocked her in the 
head with my hatchet. We “toted” her to the nearest 
smoke, a hickory log on fire, and hung her up, then blazed a 
line due south a half mile to a wagon trail, so that we could 
find her again, then resumed our tramp. 

When night came we had covered twenty-four miles, the 
natives said, as we had been a mile beyond Prince’s Camp, 
in Craighead county. We saw only one deer, a fewturkeys, 
and lots of signs, but did not raise hair or feathers again. 
Each one had some particular experience of his own to 
narrate, and to this day when a group of the hoys get to¬ 
gether the stories are told over, jokes cracked, and all agree 
that it was the jolliest experience of our lives. 

You may have noticed in the papers last fall a little article 
saying that millions of squirrels were crossing the Mississippi 
River near Memphis, going west. Well, I think we got 
right among them, though natives say they were no thicker 
than usual. People here will scarcely credit the stories we 
tell about them. Any pleasant day four men who will try 
can kill a barrel full of them—all grays. Beaver and otter 
are there quite plenty. Bears there were none. 

At the other camp, eight miles from us, quail shoot¬ 
ing was quite good. We missed the ducks, as we all enjoy 
shooting them very much. As the season was an excep¬ 
tional one we shall expect them next year in their usual 
numbers. Already the boys are calculating for next fall. 
Eby, an old Canadian Dutchman (70 years), is after a Win¬ 
chester; going to practice all summer. K. is going to try a 
rifle, while I am going to fix good sights on my shotgun, 
believing that I can make good work with it shooting a solid 
ball, 12 gauge, and the “Kay” buckshot cartridges seem to 
work fine in it. If I cannot satisfy myself with it, shall get 
a rifle, for I want deer shooting. There is a charm about it 
that outweighs all other kinds of sport. I know that quail 
shooting over a fine-working dog is the true sportsman’s de¬ 
light; I°know just how it is to tumble the incoming mallard, 
the swift-winged teal and the bluebill, hut—I want some 
deer shooting. 

When, finally, we broke camp, loaded our tents, boxes of 
venison and equipage into a wagon drawn by a yoke of oxen, 
and started for home, it was hke leaving home. Not one, 
even the cook, but would have been pleased to stay. O, that 
grand, glorious forest! But there were interests at home 
demanding our supervision, dear ones awaiting our return, 
and we had to go. A half-dozen settlers were on hand to 
bid us good-bye and urge us to return. They were truly 
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sorry to see as go, for we liad dwelt in harmony. Cox was 
almost inconsolable. A dozen letters from there since our 
return have proved their sincerity. K. sent the little girls 
flannel dresses, I added a big package of picture cards, 
Edgerly a suitable remembrance for Cap. Turner, and we feel 
sure of a hearty greeting when we visit their clearing again. 
Several invite us to come right into their cabins, and it is 
doubtful if we take tents again. 1 met Mr. J. O. Pelton at 
Caiio on our down trip who was on his way to Keelfoot 
Lake, Tennessee. He would have joined us had be not 
made arrangements that prohibited. He wrote me in Janu¬ 
ary, giving a very fine description of the place. He is still 
there. Quail and ducks are very plenty, and good board can 
be had at the hotel for $16 per month. F. 

A FIRST OUTING. 

IT is on the 14th of August, the eve of the opening of the 
duck shooting, that we hurry our traps into the canoes, 

and after putting our dogs on board, embark ourselves. 
How long and expectantly through the dark winter eve¬ 

nings we had dreamed over the open grate fire of the de¬ 
lights of that day? How anxiously had we wondered how 
the new guns would shoot, how the young dogs would work, 
how the new canoe would “run” with a load, and how the 
new tent would suit? And at last the longed-for time had 
come and we were off. 

It was a stormy evening, and not without misgivings for 
our safety did we cast off from the boat house floats, and dip 
our paddles for the start. The boat house bay, sheltered by 
high bluffs, was calm enough; but on passing out into the 
stream, we saw that it would be “touch and go” on the trip 
down. 

For the first three miles the wind was almost right ahead, 
and only by working with might and main, could we induce 
our craft to make wuy against it. But the river taking a 
turn brought the wind nearly astern, and hoisting our bal¬ 
anced lug we flew before the breeze. A few minutes brought 
us to the end of the island which had been partly sheltering 
us, and on getting into clear water below, the wind lulled 
for a moment, but only for a moment. In the distance we 
saw the waves flattened by a squall, and the water turning 
black as night. Hale, seeing the danger in time, hurriedly 
let go the halliards, stowing the sail just as the squall struck 
us. Over! over! went the canoe, and for a moment we 
thought our last moments had come; but luckily the squall 
bjew past as suddenly as it had come, leaving us none the 
w'orse, with the exception of badly demoralized rigging and 
a shock to the nervous system. 

For several miles we trusted solely to “elbow grease” for 
motive power, still feeling rather shy of the sail; but as the 
wind moderated we again hoisted it and scudded along at a 
great pace, “speeding” a little with the paddles. In two 
hours we reached the first opening of the L-Islands, our 
destined shooting ground, turned in, and paddled down the 
“channels” to “the old camp ground.” 

How lovely was the scene! The setting sun cast a golden 
light over the thickly wooded islandsj among which we 
swiftly glided, enjoying an ever varying picture. The 
Laurentian Mountains to the nqrth, tinged with blue, form¬ 
ing .a majestic background. Verily it was worth coming 
far to see. 

Impressed with the quiet loveliness of the evening, we 
took in our paddles and drifted with the stream, dreading, 
almost, to profane its beauty by disturbing the stillness of 
the surroundings. But camp had to be made before dark, 
so, after a drift of a quarter of an hour, we again take up 
our paddles and set earnestly to work, endeavoring to make 
up for lost time. At length we reach the last turning, after 
rounding which we will be in sight of the camp ground. 
Horror of horrors! What do we see? Two canoes drawn 
up on our landing, two tents pitched on our ground, with 
the smoke of a camp Are lazily creeping through the tops of 
the tall trees. Blankly we gaze at each other. It is the 
only good camp ground on the islands, and all campers 
know how disagreeable it is camping near strangers; but as 
we approach the landing we recognize a familiar figure, and 
inwardly muttering that things do not look as gloomy as 
before, we ran the canoe ashore, jumped out, and in a 
moment were shaking hands with Tyler, in whose company 
we had often shot. He introduced us to his friends, and 
they good-naturedly helped us to land our cargo, and carry 
it up to the contemplated site for our tent. 

In ten minutes everything was snug. The tent up, traps 
in, fire lighted and supper cooking. The dogs were rushing 
about, crazy with delight. It was their first trip, and every¬ 
thing was new and strange to them. They are Clumber 
spaniels, Johnny and Drake. That the trip now being de¬ 
scribed may not be their last, as well as first, by very many 
in the same company, is the earnest wish of their masters. 

An enormous meal disposed of, we feel at peace with all 
mankind as we lie by the camp-fire watching the stars as 
they come out; but the dogs growl and we hear footsteps 
approaching from the other camp. Our friends come over 
to pay us a Visit, so we make them welcome, and soon are all 
lying around the fire chatting. As a matter of course, yarns 
are swapped, and many and marvellous are the tales con¬ 
jured up by the firelight. A most readable and wonderful 
addition would they make to the Camp-Fire Flickerings of 
Forest and Stream, and oft is the heading, “That reminds 
me,” of that interesting column repeated as each succeeding 
tale wakes another still more strange, no one liking to be 
beaten at story-telling. 

There we sit till the hours wane from large to small and 
from small to large. Our guests do not move, and in com¬ 
mon courtesy we_cannot tell them to begone; but at last that 
point beyond which forbearance “ceases to be a virtue” is 
reached, and we mildly suggest that, as it will be time to 
start for the shooting grounds in an hour, it would be advis¬ 
able to snatch a wink of sleep; so, to our relief, they take the 
hint and go, and we hurriedly tumble into our blankets and 
in a moment are sound asleep. 

In an hour I woke and striking a match, looked at my 
watch and saw it was time to be stirring, so shook Hale and 
told hirn to get up. Hurriedly dressing and taking a hand¬ 
ful of biscuit to eat by the way, we shouldered our guns 
and “heeling” the dogs, went over to the other camp to 
waken them. We then walked on through the woods to a 
marsh at the back of the camp. Each taking a side, we 
made the dogs work between us among the rushes to put up 
the lurking ducks from their hiding places. They worked 
to perfection, as if they had been at it for years, and our 
delight at their prowess knew no bounds. 

Hello! what’s that? Johnny has caught a scent and soon 
puts up a duck, which is promptly dropped. The dofs 
show unsteadiness here, as what dogs out for the first time w?ll 
not; but soon they steady down and set to work again. The 
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wading is very heavy and the water comes alarmingly near 
the tops of my wading boots. At last I step into a hole and 
go in up to my arm pits, wetting all the cartidges in my 
vest. What is to be done? They are paper shells and sure 
to be spoilt. But remembering that it’s “no use crying over 
spilt milk,’* I try to put on a cheerful face and trudge along, 
no longer caring how deep the water is. 

The mist is so thick over the marsh that I cannot see two 
yards ahead, and in vain try to sight several ducks whose 
quacks 1 hear as the dogs put them up. Suddenly I see two 
flashes at the other side, and Halt’s hammerless speaks twice 
and he whistles for the dog to retrieve two ducks which he 
has shot. The mist .seems now to be doubly dense, and 
though the ducks are flying about in numbers, we cannot see 
to shoot at them. At last a flock alights in the pond in front 
of me, first I snap one hammer, then the otherbut with no 
result. I try two more cartridges, but it is “mo go.” The 
flock, tired of waiting, I presume, continues its flight, leav¬ 
ing, as I supposed, one of the number. Quickly slipping in 
two new cartridges I aim with deadly intent. This time 
the cartridge did explode and I have the satisfaction of 
blowing to pieces a stump, which in the uncertain light I 
had mistaken for a duck. 

Remarks, more vigorous than complimentary, are hurled 
at me from Hale’s side of the marsh, and I pocket my morti¬ 
fication, vowing vengeance on ducks in general, always 
suppo.sing the cartridges to be “so dispoged.” After several 
disappointments from misfires, and after slaughtering but 
one more duck, which fell to Hale’s fire, we take our way 
down the marsh again, the dogs working as before, I helping 
them, being as wet as mortal man can be. Soon the dogs 
put up a bird, “snap”'goes the first, but “bang” says the 
left, and over topples the duck. Further on another flush, 
and another disappointment. Poor Hale is in great distress, 
as all the birds seem to get up near me, and I am unable to 
shoot them. 

It is now growing late, so we return to quarters. We find 
the other camp tenantless, its occupants being still absent. 
Before getting breakfast ready, I cannot resist working a 
marsh to the left of the camp, in the midst of the thick 
woods, so call the dogs and go to it. 

The dogs immediately begin working with a will, and 
soon put up a duck from a pool at long range. I pull on 
him, but Iwth cartridges miss fire, and he goes off unharmed. 
1 now notice that the dogs are working very excitedly, and 
rim back into the woods; the cause of their anxiety, a fine 
black duck, comes flying out. Snap! goes the right barrel, 
but the left does its duty, and over topples duckey among 
some thick bushes, from which Johnny dislodges him. 
He was a huge fellow, and I felt proportionately elated. 

The puppies now strike another scent and again follow it 
into the woods, I unwisely following them. Soon I see 
them “roading up” a duck which is hurrying to the pond. I 
run as fast as I can to get a shot, but am only in time to see 
it fly off, out of shot. I had hardly ceased anathematizing 
the bird, when a huge blue heron sailed majestically over 
my head. I pull on him and he drops into the water, when 
the dogs retrieve him. Blue herons are so destructive to fish 
that we kill them whenever we have an opportunity. 

I now work down the other side of the marsh, but without 
success, so leave it and go back to the canoe. Seeing Tyler 
and his chum across the channel, I paddle over to swap 
yarns. They had had bad luck, only having bagged one 
duck. I succeeded in wheedling half a dozen cartridges out 
of Tyler. Just as he handed them to me I heard Hale from 
the camp point shout, “Mark, duck,” so slip in a cartridge 
as I see a duck flying past. Snapping the breech, I cut loose 
at very long range, and have the gratification of seeing him 
drop into the water with a broken wing. He dives im¬ 
mediately, so I take the canoe and paddle after him. When 
he comes up I fire a^ain, fairly burying him with shot, but 
he sf^ems to bear a charmed life, for down he goes again. 
He leads me a dance for a quarter of an hour, when I lose 
patience from the effects of wet and hunger combined, and 
paddle back to camp. A huge meal is soon disposed of, and 
I take off my wet things and have a lay off. After a rest of 
an hour we again dress and start out in search of birds, this 
time in the canoe. On pushing of from the landing Hale saw 
a duck in the water where I had shot the one before break¬ 
fast. , We paddled up, and a dose from the Greener put an 
end to its career. It was the one I had wounded. We pad- 
died about for two hours without getting a shot, and then 
returned to camp. On landing I took the dogs back into a 
cover where cock are often shot. For some time they bustle 
about without getting a scent, but at last I saw from their 
excitement that they had fobnd something. The “some¬ 
thing” in the shape of a fine cock was soon flushed and 
“grassed” with the first barrel. This good fortune added 
new vigor to our energies, both canine and human, and we 
worked all the covers but without putting up any more birds. 

I then went back to camp and found Hale lying in the 
tent feeling very seedy. The great heat had affected him. 
Thinking it best to leave him alone, I took the dogs back to 
the marsh which we had worked in the morning. Again 
they got on a .scent which they followed into the woods, and 
again, stupidly, I went after them with the same result, the 
duck escaping unscathed. 

A little further up the marsh the Clumbers put up a snipe, 
which was bagged, A few steps more and another is flushed 
and missed with the right, but floored with the left. Soon 
they sprint another, which is beautifully missed with both 
barrels. On reaching the head of the marsh I hide with the 
dogs in the bushes. 

Ten minutes, a quarter of an hour pass, but nothing comes. 
At last, whirr! and a blue-winged teal alights in the pond! 
When 1 am alone I always take pot shots, and on returning 
to camp tell long stories about ibe length and difficulty of 
the shot. etc.; so, when the teal settles I take careful aim. 
and—-snap! The treacherous cartridge misses fire. The 
duck, alarmed, flies off, but not in time to escape the con¬ 
tents of the left, and he comes down with both wings'broken. 
After an exciting chase Johnny catches him, and he is 
bagged. 

I now return to camp and find poor Hale very ill. We 
hold a council of war and decide upon returning home; so I 
begin to pack up while he lies in the shade of the trees,’ Car- 
ruthers, one of our friends of the previous night, assisting 
me. At last the canoe is loaded, and, after making Hale 
comfortable in the bow, we say adieu to our friend and 
push off. 

It was heavy work for one man paddling the loaded canoe 
—she is an eighteen-foot Peterboro yclept Mud Turtle— 
against the swift current. After going a couple of miles H. 
felt better, and insisted on paddling; needless to say 1 was 
not sorry, as I was getting a wee bit tired after my exertions. 

We had sixteen miles to paddle against a current, which 
in many places runs like a mill race, and in all parts is very 

swift. We had paddled down the previous evening, as has 
been related, in two hours and a quarter, had sat up till half 
past two the past night, had had one hour’s sleep, and then 
gone out for the hardest kind of shooting, i. e., marsh wad¬ 
ing, and had been at it till four that afternoon, so it will be 
seen that we would have done a good deal in thirty hours by 
the time we reached homo. 

After going eight miles or more we landed, had a snack, 
and laid off for an hour, when we re-embarked and con¬ 
tinued our journey. It was a lovely evening. The broad 
rivCT, two miles wide in parts, was smooth as glass, and the 
white Jtahitan cottages on the north shore, with their back¬ 
ground of blue mountains, formed a picturesque scene. 

Paddfing steadily, we reached the boat house at 9 o^cIock, 
and two weary sportsmen and two not less weary dogs, 
trudged home through the deepening twilight and hurried 
to their “downies” with as little loss of time as possible. 

F. M. 
Ottawa, Canada. 

FIELD NOTES FROM GEORGIA. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

Believing that sporting items from away down south in 
“Dixie Laud” might be interesting to some of your Northern 
readers, I have, in the language of the Georgia Crackers, 
concluded to “drop you these few lines” in relation thereto. 
The hunting season for all game, wdth all true sportsmen, 
closed here April 1. Only a few Northern sportsmen visited 
this immediate section during the season, and they were well 
pleased with the sport, the climate and our people. We had 
large quantities of quail and doves, and while a quantity 
were killed, there are many now mating here. We had a 
good many snipe and woodcock, which were not hunted at 
all, our dogs not being trained for them. Your correspond¬ 
ent could in the early spring hear the bating of snipe and 
woodcock any night from the piazza of his dwelling, and 
saw several woodcock that had killed themselves in flight 
against the telegraph wires near the house. We had only a 
moderate quantity of ducks in the streams here during the 
past season, and consequently only a few were killed. When 
we do have ducks, and especially in the Ogeechee and Sa¬ 
vannah rivers, it is our finest shooting, and they are hunted 
in this way: The Central Railroad of Georgia runs up the 
valley of the Ogeechee River and near the river for a num¬ 
ber of miles, and sportsmen send their small canoes up on 
the cars and float down the crooked, narrow and swift flow¬ 
ing stream and shoot the ducks on the wing as they rise 
from the water. 

Two of our local sportsmen. Col. Dick Berrien and Col, 
Bunnie Bell, of Miller, Ga., took a shooting trip of this kind 
down the Ogeechee from Miller, Ga., to this place during 
the cold spell of weather in January last; they killed fifteen 
ducks and one otter that they got, and say that they killed 
thirty-five ducks that they could not get owing to the thick¬ 
ness of the ice near the banks of the river, a very unusual 
thing in this climate; the time consumed in this hunt was 
one day and the distance floated down the river about 45 
miles. 

The Savannah River is accessible in the same way by 
steamers. We have a few deer and wild turkeys in the river 
swamps. We have only one gun club in the county, the 
Scriven County Gun Club. Col. N. P. Wade, »Sylva,nia, Ga., 
President; its membership is small, but is made up of gen¬ 
tlemen. Your correspondent was never at any of their prac¬ 
tices, but is informed that the members shoot well. We 
also have many sportsmen who are devotees of the chase and 
have many packs of the finest foxhounds in the State, and 
reynard is run to the death when once they get straight after 
him; running wildcat in the jungles of the swamps is also a 
favorite sport. 

Fishing in the Ogeechee River with nets for white shad, 
suckers and a fish called here red horse is the only sport at 
present. The river is well stocked with the following named 
fish: Roekfish, trout, jack, grindel, blue bream, red¬ 
breasted perch, speckle perch and catfish. The season for 
pitching (I believe you Northern sportsmen call it casting) 
for trout, red-breasted perch and blue bream opens here 
about the 1st of May, and we have very fine sport indeed. 
These are game fish and the finest table fish in the world, 
except possibly the roekfish. We catch trout by bobbing, 
as we call trolling—a metallic bait with a short line on the 
end of a stiff fishing cane. We do not use a wooden fish- 
pole, as you do in the North. We use either a Bermuda 
cane or a large cane cut from the canebrakes in the Savan¬ 
nah River swamp._ We capture the roekfish, the king of all 
fresh-water fish, either by fishing with a large live perch as 
a bait or by spearing them in the early fall, when the rivers 
are low. They can be seen plainly with a light at night, 
and many of them weigh as much as 40 pounds. 

The fame of our rivers for fish, the accessibility and nearness 
to tbe railroad stations, telegraph and mail facilities and 
means of obtaining ice, sends us in the summer many dis¬ 
ciples of Izaak Walton from our Southern cities. And 
many no doubt would come from the North were they net 
driven off by the scarecrow of grown people, imaginary 
malaria. We have no malaria here; we have the brightest 
skies, the fairest women and the bravest and most generous 
of men, and our laws and customs are the freest of any place on 
the planet. Life, liberty and property are protected and re¬ 
spected, and any white person, be he bent on sport with rod 
and gun, or pleasure, or business, can pass at will through 
and over our lands and highways with every assurance of 
security from violence or insult. 

We wish our Northern friends to visit us on sport, pleasure 
or business; they will be kindly and cordially received and 
we will, if we can, sell them land and make them permanent 
fixtures, anyway for the winter months. We have cheap 
lands, a generous soil, and the mildest and pleasantest of 
climates, and we invite you to come to Georgia and buy land 
and go to truck farming and grow watermelons for the North¬ 
ern markets. A watermelon crop we believe to be more 
profitable than an orange crop and much safer from injury 
by frosts and cold. Henry C. Kittles. 

Rocky Fobd, Ga., April 13. 

How Shall I Load.—Rome, N. Y., April 29.—Through 
your columns I would like to have the opinions of different 
sportsmen on the subject of wadding powder in shot shells, 
and to be definite I will put the question thus: Which will 
give the best penetration and pattern with least recoil, a shell 
loaded with 3 drams powder and 1 of shot, with 2 pink- 
edge wads on powder and 1 card board on shot, or a shell 
with same amount of powder and shot, wadded with one f 
felt wad on powder and 1 card board on shot? Colt and 
Parker advise 2 pink edge on powder and 1 on shot, while 
the best English gunmakers use one | felt and 1 card board 
on each side of it and a card board on shot.—C. C. G. 
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ALONG THE TENNESSEE, 
ANO arma viramque,” arms, men and dogs. The men 

\J were John Jones (his real name) and the writer. The 
arma were a twelve-bore Remington for Jones and a ten-bore 
E. James & Co. for the writer. The dogs were Jones' Nel and 
ier pup Jennie, and T. J. Lattner's Nel, distinguished as big 
Nel and little Nel, Lattner’s being little Nel—all good 
lively Irish setters, but th.eir lineage is almost as little known 
as that of Melchizedek. Chattanooga was our starting 
point, and a boat twenty-five feet long and six feet wide, 
with a cabin six by fifteen was our means of conveyance. 
A large step stove with its accompaniments, ample bedding, 
provisions, ammunition etc., being stored within, we set sail 
(witliout sails) on Dec. 20, down the river. 

Next day we hunted on Rankin’s farm opposite Shell- 
mound, and bad royal sport shooting birds over level stubble 
and sedge grass. The first covey was found by Jones' Nel 
and he scored a double. The writer fired once and missed. 
Bagging his birds, Jones motioned on and in a minute she 
was on a dead point again. The writ«r scored a second 
miss as the second bird went off. Having shot prairie 
chickens in Kansas, sage hens and blue grouse in Oregon, 
how strange it seemed that a little quail should unnerve me. 
Subsequent shots were more effectual, and from 10 A. M. 
until 4 P. M. we bagged thirty-six quail, Jones having 
twenty-two and the writer only fourteen. We had three 
days’ fine shooting at that place (Mr. Rankin having kindly 
allowed us to hunt his place), and averaged about thirty-five 
birds per day without much fatigue. 

Our next point was four miles below Bridgeport, Ala., 
and there we had royal sport for three days, shooting over 
large level fields of sedge grass. If any of your readers 
have never hunted over sedge grass, allow me to suggest to 
them to make a trial hunt of the kind, and they will not re¬ 
gret it, if they hunt where birds are moderately plentiful. 
This kind of shooting, however, must be done when the 
weather is dry and cold. 

We stopped two days at Caldwell’s Feny, about forty 
miles below Bridgeport, where we carried a light canoe to a 
lake about a quarter of a mile from the river. Up to this 
time duck killing had only been occasional, here they were 
in flocks of a hundred or more. We explored the lake pretty 
thoroughly and found it covered with heavy timber, except 
an area of deep water about one hundred yards wide and 
six hundred yards long. Half an hour before sunset the 
writer took position in the forks of an ash tree, and Jones in 
the canoe went about four hundred yards aTvay. In a few 
minutes the ducks were flying over very high, and only 
about three were killed before sunset, after which they com¬ 
menced whizzing by, in small groups at flrst, but later in 
bunches of thirty to fifty. For fifteen minutes the woods 
resounded with the terrific roar of 4 drams of ducking pow¬ 
der giving deadly momentum to ounces No, 4 chilled shot. 
I held up when darkness came on, and Jones arriving just 
then wanted to know “how many Indians were there,” 
“which side whipped,” and so on. Paddling around we 
found sixteen dead ducks and divers others fluttering around 
on the water, but the night being very cold and dark, we 
left at once. Returning next morning, we found four more 
dead and the remains of some that the coons or other animals 
had eaten. Two more evenings of such noise and firing in¬ 
duced them to seek more quiet resting places. Jones had 
killed six from the boat, and the writer had used twenty- 
eight shells, killing all but three on the wing, and all singly. 
Quail were plentiful in the bottoms, but generally crossed 
water when flushed, therefore our bags of quail here were 
small. Our next halt was at Buck Island, where Jones killed 
a turkey and ran himself out of breath after one that he had 
winged. Here we killed a large swamp rabbit that weighed 
seven pounds and a few ducks, and pulled out again for 
Guntersville, where the thermometer showed eight below 
zero, but our cabin and stove were equal to the occasion, and 
we did not suffer. The water having frozen when the river 
was high and then receded, left acres of ice upheld by sap 
lings and small trees. Under this ice ducks would go out to 
feed in large flocks, and around Henry’s Island, while the 
weather was so cold, we had fine sport for several days. 
From Guntersvflle we went to within four miles of Decatur, 
and found birds very plentiful, Here we killed sixteen 
woodcock, the first, except one. on our trip. Only two that 
we saw got away. This was the end of our journey, and we 
stopped hunting there. 

We learned some things worth knowing on the trip: First, 
oui- cabin was about eight feet high, seven would have been 
better for width of boat; second, always have a steering oar, 
whether used or not; third, do not be very strict with a 
timid, untrained young dog; fourth, dogs stand hard service 
better on corn bread diet than on wheat bread; fifth, if your 
gun is an E. James & Co. ten-bore, four drams Orange duck¬ 
ing powder is better than less, and one and an eighth ounces 
of shot is better than one and a quarter ounces; sixth, do 
not think to kill three-fourths of the ducks you shoot at in 
group forty to fifty yards off: seventh, always feel more 
confident of killing a duck on the wing forty yards away 
than on the water the same distance; eighth, do not expect to 
have all the sport we had without some troubles, little hurts 
feet wet, ravenous appetites, crippled game escaping, etc. 
etc.; but these the true sportsman expects and prepares him 
self for them. _Fifth Ward. 

Hard to Kxld.—Tallahassee, Fla.—^A short time ago. 
while driving through the pine woods near this place, I dis 
covered two red foxes that had been driven from their home 
by a fire which was raging through the woods. It was the 
work of an instant to slip a couple of shells in the No. 10. 
One was loaded with 32 small buckshot, and the other with 
1 ounce of No. 8. Reynard stood about 30 yards distant 
watching the process of loading with the utmost composure, 
At the report of the gun and on receiving the contents, he 
tore through the woods at fearful pace apparently unhurt. 
After running 300 yards he sprang several feet in the air and 
fell dead. On examination, it was proven that the humerus 
of the right front and the femur of the left hind leg was 
shot entirely off, and two more shot had passed entirely 
through his body. His mate, after receiving the charge of 
shot, went like a flash, and as a friend remarked at the time, 
is probably going yet. It seems wonderful that any animal 
.should be able to run such a distance after being so badly 
shot.—H. A. Kltne^__ 

A Reminiscence.—Ashtabula, O.—Editor Forest and 
Stream: I find many things that are useful in your valuable 
paper. I try them when I have an opportunity and retain 
those of value, discarding the rest. The shotgun has long 
been my solace and joy. Having learned to shoot on the 
wing when but few shots of the kind were in the country, I 
have followed it more or less for years, and could tell of 
many a bag of “Bob Whites” which would make lovers of 

the gun and dog eager to imitate, and when the first fall of 
snow comes and whitens the ground, I would with some 
chosen few hie off to the mountains and in our snug cabin that 
we had built in the fall away from the haunts of men and the 
trouble and turmoil of the busy mart, seclude ourselves, 
and each night bring to camp the trophies of the chase, and 
after supper with pipes aglow would hunt the forest over 
again. There is music in the deep and silent forest which 
none but they who love it know. There is but little game 
where my lines of life have now been cast. The quail have 
all disappeared^ before the murderous pot-hunters, a few 
squirrels in the interior of the county, very few ducks and 
an occasional grouse, and to get trout we go to the tributa¬ 
ries of the Alleghany River, where they are fairly plenty 
yet, by going back from the haunts of civilization. We will 
soon have fair fishing here at the harbor and out in the lake, 
and next month black bass will be on hand, I look for the 
return of snipe every day if the weather holds, and then I 
will see what virtue there is in powder and shot. It will 
soon be time to overhaul my tent and traps to see if they are 
in order for the summer camping.—G. 

Norwich Rod and Gun Club.—Norwich, Conn., April 
29.—Editor Foi'mt and Stream: The Norwich Rod and Gun 
Club was organized March 18 under very favorable circum¬ 
stances. Its object is the protection of fish and game and 
rifle and gun practice. The following officers were elected: 
J. D. T. Blackstone, President; Archibald Mitchell, Vice- 
President; Z. R. Robbins, Treasurer; A. M. Cutler, Secre¬ 
tary; L. B. Aling, Jas. H. Arnold, Prank E. Patterson, 
Directors; Prank T. Brown, Attorney. The club started 
with 76 members and has now 125. They have secured 
ample grounds, conveniently located. Thursday Is the club 
day, and as they have the most approved traps for ball and 
clay-pigeon shooting, as well as rifle ranges of 100, 300 and 
600 yards, they are prepared to extend a cordial invitation 
to the members of other clubs to join them in shooting on 
any Thursday during the season. They also ask the co¬ 
operation of other similar organizations in the enforcement 
of the game laws, the protection of game and fish being the 
main object of the club.—J. D. T. &ackstonb. 

CAMPS OF THE KINGFISHERS. 
CARP LAKE, MICHIGAN.—X. 

went to bed early that night to escape the mosquitoes, 
T T the pests having taken advantage of a break in the rain 

to come in from aU directions in swarms and clouds until, as 
DickM. once remarked on Black Lake about the “croppies,” 
(punkies) “there was no sich consistency as livin’ with 
’em,” The girls, however, were better prepared to resist 
the attacks of the blood suckers than were the rest of us, 
and for the benefit of any sister of the craft who may take 
a notion to go to the North Woods, I may here write how 
we circumvented the “varniints,” 

Our girls were each provided with a piece of headgear in 
shape of a straw hat with a good wide brim to it, as every 
woman should be in a summer camp. From among the 
calamities was fished out a strip of musquito netting which 
was cut into squares of about two and a half feet. One of 
these squares hung over the hat and the loose folds drawn in 
comfortably tight about the throat with a piece of cord or 
fish line completes the circumvention and the festive skeeter 
is barred out, much to the pleasement of the wearer of the 
hat and the disgust of the skeeter. This contrivance will 
be a source of much comfort also to the opposite gender, 
always provided they don’t smoke or “chaw tobacker,” and 
will allow about the same time to elhpse between drinks as 
did the two governors of the Carolinas—a good while. The 
device is not new perhaps nor patentable, and all are wel¬ 
come to use it without fear of a suit for infrii^ement, and 
I venture they will say it beats “smears” and “fly unguents” 
out of sight. It may be noted, however, that its usefulness 
would depart before fishing three rods through the “bresh” 
along the banks of an average trout stream. 

The morning dawned cloudy and windy and cold, with 
some more rain, a fact which moved Hyperboler Jones to 
remark, as he casta weather wise look up and down the mist- 
covered lake, “Reminds me o’ Californy ; guess the rainy 
season has set in fur a fact.” This promised another lazy, 
sleepy day in the tent for the girls and another day of per¬ 
sistent pegging at the cribbage board on the part of Muller 
and old Danny, the score having closed the evening before 
with Dan enough games ahead to make him ‘ ‘sassy. ” Break¬ 
fast over, a fresh fire was started in front of the big tent and 
business resumed at the old stand: the girls laughing and 
chatting or reading a book or magazine brought along especi¬ 
ally for rainy days, while Dan and Muller began where they 
had left off, with a freshly sharpened pencil to keep the score. 

Jim hid himself in a big rubber coat and wandered aim¬ 
lessly off up toward the woods, as Ben guessed it, “to hev a 
little cussin’ match on his own hook on account o’ the 
wether, an’ he wanted to git out o’ earshot o’ the gala so he 
wouldn’t disturb the meetin’,” but more likely he wanted to 
console himself with a surreptitious smoke, out of the range 
of Mother Jim’s gentle eye. He came back after a while 
and balanced himself on a camp stool to watch the game, 
but tiring of this soon he stretched out on a blanket and re¬ 
lapsed into one of his periodical speUa of reticence to ponder 
no doubt on the sweets of matrimony as a salve to the smarts 
and snubs incident to the engineering of a “weakly news¬ 
paper” largely devoted to the interests of “the party”—and 
Jim. 

The morning dragged on to near 10 o’clock, and still rain¬ 
ing; the philosopher of the kitchen whistled cheerily under 
the big fly, despite the weather, as he industriously burnished 
up the silverware (?) or scoured the knives and forks by jab¬ 
bing them repeatedly into the sandy soil, and Ben and I 
stood around the fire, swapping sides now and then to keep 
out of the smoke, hatching a scheme to fool the other big 
trout in the pool above the school house, after giving him a 
day or two in which to get over his scare. 

“Kit, ain’t it about time for our morning lunch?” came 
from the back part of the tent in Bob’s meUow tones, and 
directly the twins came out under the shelter of one rubber 
poncho and tripped over to the kitchen to wheedle the phil¬ 
osopher into building them a ham sandwich, or teasing him 
till he disclosed the last hiding place of the maple sugar. 
Then little Top came out and scudded across with shawl 
over head, and then Miss Annie, and last Fanny and Mother 
Jim seemed to realize that it had been a good while between 
meals, and soon they had the philosopher surrounded and 
he was fain to surrender and open up his store of “cold 
wittles” and impart the “combination” that led to the sugar 

During the “ramy season”-when the girls could not fish, 
this performance took place with frequent regularity, twice 
a day or oftener, besides the three square meals, and the 
keeper of the fryin’ pans was kept busy hustling around to 
meet the oft recurring demand for ‘‘‘lunch.” But A1 was 
good-natured and obliging, and with all the trouble the tor¬ 
ments put him to he was always ready to open his depart¬ 
ment and wait on them with cheerfulness. 

“Tell ye what. Hickory,” said Ben, and then he stooped 
and pulled a burning splinter of wood from the fire, with 
which he proceeded leisurely to light his pipe, blinking 
solemnly at each puff as though weighing in his mind some¬ 
thing of ^eat import; “tell ye what, ef them gals keep on 
destroyin’ grub like they hev in the last few days, you an’ 
me’ll hev to take a couple o’ boats an’ go down to old 
Cootereye’s (Couturier’s) after some more provender, or git 
him to move his grocery up here where it’ll be a leetle more 
handier. When one of ’em hollers lunch thb rest 'pears 
to git hungry in less’n a second, and they make a raid on the 
sutler. But, bless their hearts”—here another raid was made 
on the fire for a burning brand, as the brier root had gone 
out while he was talking—“it does me good to see the Joneses 
a-livin’ so high, fur they never was used to the very best o’ 
everything nohow,” and the twinkle in his old eyes pro¬ 
claimed that all the solemn blinkings and deliberate puffings at 
the “source o’ comfort” were only premonitory symptorns of 
a mild attack of "the Jones family,” these attacks, however, 
always taking a new form. 

The girls were having a merry time over their lunch under 
the big fly; Jim had struck a balance between matrimony 
and polities and gone to sleep; “it’s a go,” came from the 
seat of war at the crib board in Muller’s baritone, and Hyper¬ 
boler and the skipper stood around the fire in the rain, with 
watery eyes, changing places frequently, that neither might 
get more than a rightful share of the suffocating smoke that 
pursued us no matter on whichever side of the fire we might 
come to a temporary anchor. 

The chatter (or chi-r-r-r, as brother “Bigosh” writes it) of 
a kingfisher bowing to us from his perch on a limb of one of 
the birches hanging over the water a few yards above the 
camp, seemed to start Ben on a new trail, and as he dodged 
a puff of smoke from the fire he opened on it with “Hickory, 
’pears that you an' me haint got sense enough to go in out 
o’ the wet, an’ as it looks like we’re about the only two old 
loons in the camp that’s tough enough to shed rain, 1 move 
we go a fishin’.” As a sensible motion of this kind was 
never lost in a camp of the Kingfishers for want of a second 
it was at once before the house and carried unanimously, 
and there was no need to resort to the “Cincinnatti method” 
of counting votes, as there was only two to count. While 
Ben bailed out one of the boats 1 got the rods and a bucket 
of frogs, hastily collected a few scraps of cold comfort from 
the provender box for a lunch, and we wei'e off up the lake 
before the Joneses were fairly aware of what we were about. 
As we pulled away from shore we heard Bob say, “there 
they go again, two of the biggest old fish cranks in Michi¬ 
gan,” and Ben in his dry way, as he reached for the frog 
bucket, “’stonishin’how near the truth that gal kin come 
once in a while when she’s away from home," 

We took a short cut across Horton’s Bay, and when just 
off the point where a patch of big “bush weeds” grew up 
from the bottom, where the old mossback told us he lost his 
spoon, line and float, Ben said quietly, “Whoa, Hickory, 
stop ’er,” as a sudden jerk took two or three yards of line off 
his reel, “there’s a fish back there that’s never heerd o’ me, 
or he wouldn’t be so brash in tamperin’ with that frog. Look 
out there ole fellow”—to the fish, as Ben stood up and the 
boat came to a stop—“when I tech ye up with ole ‘quintes¬ 
sence’ here [a name he had given his rod] ye’ll think yer 
jaw’s come onsoddered.” 

The line had stopped running and Ben said, “Pickerel, I 
reckon; an’ as ole brother King used to say, he’s jest a layiu’ 
there a ‘demasticatin’ that frog to git the taste o’ sunfish out 
o’ his mouth.” 

As I pulled the boat out in the lake two or three lengths, 
an advisable move always when a fish is struck near a belt 
of weeds or grass, Ben let the line run free till the fish started 
again when he brought “ole quintessence” around with a 
sweep that must have loosened all the joints in the fish’s 
frame, and the fun began. 

He came to the surface with a great swirl and staited 
straight down the lake toward camp, but Ben’s dander was 
up, and jamming his hat down on the back of his head that 
the wind might not get a lift on it, he set to work in dead 
earnest to hold him up, at the same time proffering the ad¬ 
vice, “Tou’d better wait awhile ole boss, fur the Joneses 
aint a lookin’ fur company jest now.” 

A stroke or two of the oars sent the boat further out, and 
with a pull that caused “quintessence” lo take the shape of 
a new moon, the fish was pulled up and swung around away 
from the big weeds and “musrat grass,” heading in our 
direction at a pace that took the liveliest kind of turning to 
keep the line tight enough to be sure he was still on the 
hook. 

When near the boat the sight of Ben seemed to bewilder 
him and instead of going under it, as Dick M. says “they 
almost always invariably do.” he sheered off and went for 
the grass inshore and quintessence was again called on to 
avert a catastrophe. And the rod was equal to the emer¬ 
gency—a sprout of Japanese cane nine feet long, tough as a 
splinter of swamp hickory, jointed in two piece and weigh¬ 
ing about nine ounces; the best of all rods, as I believe, for 
honest reliable work on bass, pickerel and maskalonge that 
was ever fashioned. I have one of the same material under 
ray eyes as I write this, weighing but five ounces, that I 
would not hesitate a moment to risk in a dear, square fight 
(“bitiu’ an’ gougin’ barred”) with a forty pound maskalonge, 
and be reasonably sure of coming out on top. But there are 
rods and rods, the pliant wand to flip the feathered sham 
when trout are sought; the twenty-foot cane pole, beloved of 
the pensive catfish slinger; the native rod, the sapling of un- 
graspable butt, the dude rod, the Henshall rod and a score 
of others—and every angler to his own notion. 

As the fish went by we caught a glimpse of him, but he 
was swimming so deep and the water was so rough that we 
could not make out whether it was a picker^ or maskalonge 
but sure it was not a bass, 

“Like as not it’s the same feller that walked off with the 
ole mosshack's whole outfit the other day, an' he’s swallered 
the float jest to keep frum towin’ it around,” said Ben. as be 
straddled the after thwart and balanced himself for the 
coming struggle. 

When a strong fish makes a rush for a bank of weeds a 
cool head at tfie butt end of the rod is better than main 
strength, and as the tip of old quintessence came down 
alarmingly near under the unusual strain, Ben said quietly, 
“Yank the boat up the lake a piece. Hickory; so's I kin git a 
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kind of a side winder on him, an' I’ll astonish, him so he’ll 
forgit all aboxit that patch o’ musrat grass he’s a steerin’ fur,” 
and as the boat was yanked in the desired direction the side 
winder changed his course up the lake, and under a stubborn 
pull he was gradually worked up to within reach of the gaff, 

“Ef it aiut a durned snake” (one of several names for 
pickerel), said Ben in disgust, “but it's good enough fur the 
Joneses, speshally when they’re about out o’meat,” and as 
he was led a little nearer a well directed stroke of the gaff 
lifted him in the boat, and a scientiQc whack with the 
“pickerel club,” administered by Ben with a precision ac¬ 
quired by much practice, put an end to his “proclivities fur 
sunfish,” as he put it. It was a handsomely marked fish of 
near seven pounds, but a trifle lacking in game qualities, and 
Ben did not feel much glorified over the capture. 

Fifty yards further along the ^ass belt he astonished 
another smaller one by “unjintin’ his jaw,” and as he smote 
his head with the club he remai'ked gravely, “More brain 
food for the Joneses,” and as the hook was released with a 
dextrous twitch, “We kin stan’ a heap of it.” 

“Curious,” he went on, as he passed his hook carefully 
through the jaws of a fresh live frog, threw it overboard, 
and let fifty or sixty feet of line run off the reel, "that some 
people hev an idee'that eatin’ plenty o’ fish makes brains fur 
’em. Now my notion is that sich people as them don’t hev 
much more brains to start with than a mud turkle, an’ the 
more fish they eat the less they know. I rasseled with a fish 
diet myself a good many years ago till the scales begun to 
sprout out on me an’ then 1 let up on it fur fear I’d turn into 
a suckermoojen, but I’ve bin eatin’ more or less of 'em ever 
sence, an’ I don’t see that I’m a dmmed bit smarter'n I was 
before I cornered the fish market. I eat fish now ’cause I 
like ’em, but I don’t take any stock in ’em as brain food. 
An’ besides,” here he turned the click on his reel, laid the 
rod carefully down with the tip pointing over the stern, and 
after some difficulty in lighting the brier root, repeated, “an’ 
besides, there’s plenty o’ grub that’s more sustainin’ than 
fish, sich as beans an’ corned beef, an’ taters an’ side meat, 
et settery; an’ speakin’ o’ plain vittels—^that was a daisy 
batch o’ corn bread A1 baked fur us this mornin’.” 

After a long pause, during which he puffed meditatively 
at his “source o’ comfort” and gazed abstractedly at the belt 
of bulrushes along which we were passing, he faced around 
with, “Whenever I eat corn bread it reminds me of a ‘coin¬ 
cidence’—as blessed old Dick M, would say—that happened 
to me once away down in Texas, an’ ef ye don’t mind bearin’ 
it, an’U let me spell ye awhile at the oars, I’ll tell ye about 
it jest to kill time till we find a more fishy lookin’ streak o’ 
water than it is along here.” KmoFiSHER. 

Cincinnati, Ohio_ 

- THE! TROUT OF SUNAPEE LAKE. 

Editor Forest and Stream; 
I have been much interested in reading the letters lately 

ublished in your valuable paper regarding the large trout of 
unapee Lake, N. H., and, while I do not pretend to explain 

the large size or variety, would beg to say a few woras in 
the matter. The town of New London, lying on one side of 
Sunapee Lake, was my birthplace, and my home for some 
twenty-five years. I was for a time engaged in a country 
store at George’s Mills, and quite well acquainted with many- 
people living at Wendel Harbor, both places being at the 
upper end of the lake; was also acquainted with some of the 
people living alon^ the lake shore, and I can well remember of 
hearing from parties at these places about the large trout then 
being taken from the lake. 

The time to which I refer was now some thirty years ago. 
I think at that time and down the lake from George’s Mills 
trout were taken of weight from six to ten pound^s. It is 
quite clear to my mind that very large trout have always 
lived in Sunapee and also in very many of the smaller lakes, 
or ponds, as we used to call them in those days. A case in 
point. In New London and within a quarter of a mile of 
my home was a most beautiful sheet of water, called, and 
rightly. Pleasant Pond. It is about two miles long and about 
one mile wide. At the upper end three small brooks came 
down through the hills and entered the pond. These streams 
were at certain seasons quite well supplied with brook trout, 
some of very good size. We used to see sometimes up the 
lafgest of these brooks in the fall of the year some very 
large trout, and were told by the older people that there were 
in the pond and had always been, trout of immense size. 

One July day while crossing the pond with a friend, the 
water being smooth as glass, we had got about half the way 
across and were resting, our attention was called to the 
swallows after the flies on the water, and by seeing one of 
the birds caught by something and taken below. I can re¬ 
member that we then thought it must be a big trout that had 
caught the bird, and we then decided that we would before 
the ice broke up next spring try for trout in deep water with 
live bait. I well remember the day in March following, it 
being the day of the annual spring election. My chum and 
myself, instead of going to “town meeting” with all the rest, 
started to try for our trout. Having arrived at what we 
thought about the right place, we cut a hole to determine the 
depth of water; found it about twenty feet; put on a good 
lively minnow and fixed line to bush set in the ice, letting 
down about fifteen feet of line. We then proceeded to cut 
holes and set some four more lines, when on looking at the 
first one I saw the bush was down, and it being a warm, 
still day I concluded we had better see what was the matter. 
I went to the hole, and looking down saw the line hanging 
straight and no motion. Taking hold of it I found there 
was a heavy weight on it, drew it up carefully, and into the 
hole came the head of a big trout; reached down and got 
hold with both hands and threw him out, then threw my 
cap and shouted loud and long. My companion coming up 
we held a grand war dance around our captive, and decided 
to leave the lines set and go up town to show and brag about 
our fish, and it was something to brag about, as he weighed 
5f pounds, good honest weight, and was in every way a 
most splendid fish. It had so completely played itself out 
before I got to the line that there was not a motion made 
until after I had him out on the ice, and then but very little. 

We left our lines until the next day, and on cutting them 
out took off one trout of about 3 pounds and a chub of IJ 
pounds weight. I have it from those still living near the 
same pond that almost every season they get some trout of 
very large size. Now without having anything to say 
about the particular species of the Sunapee Lake trout under 
discussion, I do not doubt but that very large trout have 
always existed, not only in Sunapee, but in very many of 
the much smaller lakes and ponds in New Hampshire, and 
that at the proper time, with all conditions favorable, these 
same large 6 to 10 pound trout could have been taken in 
Sunapee for the last seventy years or more. 

Watertown, Wls. S. S. WooDARD. 

THE OPENING OF THE TROUT SEASON. 

Not within thirty years has the ice left the Adirondack 
lakes as early as it has this spring. Gen. R. U. Sher¬ 

man reported the ice off the Bisby Chain nearly a month 
ago. Mr. F. A. Walters, superintendent of the Adirondack 
hatchery of the N. T. Fish Commission, reports that the 
oldest inhabitants do not remember an earlier season. Mr. 
A. R. Fuller reports Meacham Lake clear of ice and fishing 
begun on May 1. All this may mean a longer season for 
good fishing, which usually begins in the Adirondacks from 
M^ 15 to June 1. 

From Maine we learn from Major Lovejoy, of the hotel at 
Bethel, that the ice is out of Umbagog Lakes and Richard¬ 
son Narrows, and will be out of the South Arm before the 
10th, and that fishermen are going to Middle Dam by 
way of Bethel and Upton, while the steamer will move by 
the 4th. 

Now that New York State has two opening days, one for 
Long Island and one for the rest of the State, tjiere has been 
no customary display in the markets. The dealers all had 
some fish and Mr. Blackford had a few flowers and trim¬ 
mings, but nothing like what he has treated the public to in 
previous years, when he has given up his whole business to 
show trout from all parts of the country and even from 
Europe. He had a lot of sixty live trout from a private 
pond on Lom Island, twelve of which averaged two pounds 
each. At Washington Market, Messrs. Knoll & Prichard 
had an exhibit of trout and some paintings of fish by A. Wy- 
derveld. At midnight before Saturday there were 10,000 
pounds of trout coming into the city by express. They were 
mainly from the preserves of Long Island and Rhode Island, 
with a few frozen Canadian fish. 

The dealers in fishing tackle are very busy fitting out ang¬ 
lers for the woods and in filling orders for country custom¬ 
ers, and all things point to a large catch of trout this season. 

FISHING AT NIPISSING. 

H.,” Birmingham, Conn., writes for information 
\J • about fishing in vicinity of Pembroke, Ont. We 

were op that way last August on a fishing trip, and while we 
did not try the fishing there, to judge from our experience 
further up the line of the Canadian Pacific Railway, we have 
no doubt that the fishing a little back from Pembroke is 
good. The Ottawa River is several miles wide there, and is 
called Allumette Lake. Pembroke are quite a lumber depot, 
and a place of considerable business. There are about 3.000 
inhabitants, and this is about the last place that contains a 
bank (and postal money order office) on the C. P. line till 
you get to Winnipeg. 

We went directly to North Bay, on Lake Nipissing, and 
put in part of one day fishing there. Not very successful, 
however, but we “sampled” the pike, bass and "pickerel,” 
the latter being in reality pike-perch. There seem to be none 
of our common pickerel there, and pike-perch take that name 
in that locality. Nipissing is a large lake, forty to fifty 
miles long and fifteen to twenty wide. There is good fishing 
in this lake in the right season, but a guide to the best places 
is necessary. North Bay has five or six hundred people and 
is growing. The stores there are very good and campers can 
get almost everything requisite, and at reasonable prices. 
From North Bay we went back four and one-half miles to 
Trout Lake, where we went into camp. Trout Lake is one 
of the loveliest lakes I was ever on. It is twelve miles long, 
with very irregular shores, making innumerable bays and 
coves. The water is clear and deep, and there are many 
islands of all shapes and sizes. We engaged Dick Jessup, 
the only settler living on the lake, as guide, and went down 
the lake seven miles and camped on what is called “Big 
Camp Island.” We came for good fishing and we found it. 
And why shouldn’t it be good? It is the natural home of 
bass, trout, maskalonge, etc., and it has never been netted or 
fished to any extent. 

We were in just the right time for black bass, and in troll¬ 
ing we could catch all we had a mind to. We were sure of 
a strike every few moments, and as one or two fish were all 
we could eat in a day, we called the rest “lucky dogs,” and 
after weighing them, threw them back for some one else to 
catch. After a few days we did most of our trolling with a 
small spoon, fine silk line and fly-rod, and though more 
would get away, the sport was much better. With large 
tackle the bass would run from two to five and six pounds, 
and plenty of them. 

Maskalonge are there, but in August you only get a stray 
one now and then. We caught eight, the largest fifteen 
pounds (forty-two inches long), the others between five and 
fourteen pounds. I caught two or three small maskalonge, 
five and six pounds, on a fly-rod (with small spoon), and it 
was great sport with such light tackle. We also caught 
pike, plenty* of pickerel (pike-perch), the latter were the 
most plenty next to the bass. 

Lake trout were plenty, but were in deep water while we 
were there. The largest we caught weighed ten pounds. 
Dick called them “salmon,” and they are a beautiful fish and 
good eating. Brook trout were plenty in the smaller streams, 
but were small and darker colored than those here. We 
caught a number of what they call “ling,” a new fish to me. 
They look to be a cross between a catfish and lamprey eel, 
a very repulsive-looking creature. These we did not eat. 
We enjoyed fishing for bass with a fly and live bait in a 
rocky river. Bass took the fly there better than anywhere 
elss. I hooked a large size green frog through one of his 
hind legs and tossed him into a deep pool in this river; he 
sat there serenely a moment, and as I glanced away there 
was a rush and a swirl, the frog was gone and I had a large 
fish hooked. Notwithstanding I handled him with the 
utmost care I did not save him, for he bit the wire gimp off 
above the hook and was gone. I do not know what kind of 
fish it was as I did not see it, but it was a large one. 

As for hunting, it is good in the fall; the law is off Get. 
16, I believe. Deer and moose are quite plenty. We saw 
places where the tracks were as thick as in a barnyard; also 
saw tracks and signs of bears. A few weeks before we were 
there some Indians were encamped on a little island near our 
camp, and they got two moose and three deer, probably by 
floating, as we saw the remains of their jack as well as the 
hoofs and bones of the moose and deer. They smoked the 
meat and “portaged” it out. We think any one going to 
that locality would find it a very enjoyable trip. They will 
find the Canadian Pacific people pleasant gentlemen, willing 
to give any infonnation and to do all they can to make their 
journey pleasant. One of the most weighty reasons for our 
going to Nipissing, which is directly north of the celebrated 
Muskoka region, was the fact that you can reach there from 
New York city or almost any point in New England by 
losing but one business day; for instance, leave New York 

city on Montreal train after business hours (4:30 P. M.) on a 
Saturday and arrive at Montreal about 9 Sunday morning. 
Leave Montreal Sunday morning about 9 and train reaches 
North Bay late that night and you can go into camp Tues¬ 
day. At North Bay stop at Snyder’s hotel, which is the 
best. Do not expect too much of a town but two years old, 
but you will find the people jovial and pleasant. This re¬ 
gion was all a wilderness about two years ago, and settlers 
are not very thick yet. R, B. Jessup, of Trout Lake (his 
post office is North Bay), has boats and canoes, tent blankets, 
etc., and could probably be engaged as guide. 

__ B, AND H. 

TARPON FISHING WITH ROD AND REEL. 
Editor Forest aiid Stream: 

The tarpon, or silver king as it is commonly called, may 
justly be described as a tropical fish, though found in a semi- 
tropical climate and waters. In substantiation of this propos¬ 
ition, I may state the fact, which came under my own 
observation, that the cold snap of last January which did so 
much damage throughout the South to the fruit, also killed 
or was the immediate cause of the death of thousands of 
these fish. I did not visit the scene of this devastation until 
about March following; but at that time I counted hundreds 
of the carcasses of this fish upon nearly every beach I visited, 
stripped of their flesh by the buzzards, hawks, coons and 
other animals and birds that seek the shores fpr their food. 
The tarpon are found in nearly all the winters of Southern 
and Southwestern Florida and the keys and waters of the 
Gulf of Mexico, are found in the more southerly portions 
thereof, where the waters are warmest, early in the spring 
or throughout the winter, and migrate into the more interior 
waters as the warm weather approaches, and in summer 
swarming in all the rivers and bayous of the Gulf and Flor¬ 
ida coast. 

This fish is said to grow to a very large size, though my 
own experience did not carry out the fables told of them as 
to size and weight. I had the experience of capturing some 
eight and of seeing nearly as many more captured by others, 
and of seeing and estimating for myself some ten or twelve 
others which 1 hooked but did not capture; and as a result of 
this observation I am led to the belief that from six to seven 
feet is about their maximum length and that about 150 
pounds would be their maximum weight; both of which 
should, and probably would, be quite satisfactory to any of 
our expert striped-bass anglers if they could but see, as I 
have seen, and feel, as I have felt, them hooked on the ordi¬ 
nary tackle of our striped-bass fishermen, 

The tarpon, though cautious and wary, is not timid, and 
with ordinary care can easily be induced to take the bait; 
and any one at all familiar with what is necessary in cap¬ 
turing the striped bass of our Eastern waters, can readily 
hook as many as he can safely take care of, provided he 
hooks them well, and by his skill prevents them from get¬ 
ting away. The object of my trip to Florida was to demon¬ 
strate if these fish could be captured with the ordinary tackle 
used by our Eastern club fishermen in their pursuit of the 
striped bass, and to see if patience, skill and perseverance 
could be made successful as against weight, activity, power 
and endurance. This I have successfully accomplished, for, 
while I haye taken some eight of these monsters, I have used 
nothing but my striped-bass tackle, which is of the lightest 
kind used by any of the bass fishermen, consisting of Nos. 9 
and 12 bass lines, the ordinary full-size bass reels, a light six- 
foot split bamboo rod weighing fourteen ounces, and 10-0 
knobbed hook, increased one size for convenience, simply 
to accommodate an increased size bait. 

The mullet used for bait are much larger than our men¬ 
haden, and are used in exactly the same way, and 1 made a 
success of chumming as in striped bass fishing, and the only 
drawback that I found in the capture of tarpon was in a 
proper and suitable snell to stand the action of their iron and 
shear-like jaws. Close examination shows the head of this 
fish to be a curiosity. The mouth, when closed, resembles 
the eagle’s beak reversed, and one would be led to suppose 
that it was very small, as compared to the size of the fish; 
but it possesses a sort of folding power, and when fully 
opened it presents a monstrous cavity, quite sufficient to 
take in a man’s head. The gills are of immense size and 
capable of great distention, and when the fish leaps from the 
water, as it always does on being hooked, it presents a spec¬ 
tacle at once grand and imposing, and the continuation of 
those efforts during the time he has the power to make them, 
render this fish and its capture at once an awe and delight. 
He leaps from the water when hooked, and with mouth open 
and gills distended shakes himself as I have never before 
seen any living object do. to rid himself of the hook, and in 
a majority of cases, sooner or later succeeds. 

1 have had them, as I supposed, securely -hooked, and, 
after h^ilf an hour’s tussle, when I thought them nearly cap¬ 
tured, have had them make a rush and take line enough 
from me to get sufficient headway to leap from the water 
and by one of those tremendous shakes throw line, bait and 
hook ten feet in the air and then gracefully move away. In 
some cases I have had them leap from the water, from one 
to six feet clear, thirteen times before they lost power to do 
so, after which many attempts to leap would end in their 
getting only part way out of the water. 

The brilliancy of the spectacle of this fish, with a head 
completely covered with a coat of the most brilliant pearl, 
and the sides from the gill down covered with frosty silver, 
leaping six feet out of the water, far enough to allow the 
turning of a complete somersault, and repeating this momen¬ 
tarily, must be seen to be appreciated, for it cannot be 
accurately or effectively described—it is awe-inspiring and 
sublime. The notion which is entertained by some English 
sporting journals, that to capture fish of more than two and 
a half pounds’ weight to the pound of tensile strength of 
line, has in this experience been entirely exploded; for in my 
captures a fish weighing 135 pounds has been captured by a 
line having a tensile strength of less than twenty-five pounds; 
this is five to one instead of two and one-half to one. 

Punta Rassa, Fla., and the adjacent waters of the coast of 
West Florida, were the field of my operations, though other 
waters of the Gulf abound with these fish. To reach the 
waters of this beautiful giant of the deep is not difficult, and 
the accommodations, though in most places plain, are com¬ 
fortable, and where I had the good fortune to go I found the 
attendance good. The fishing is done from boats, and in not 
very deep water. 

The flesh of the tarpon is good to eat, and I am informed 
that in some cases the beautiful scales are manufactured into 
very handsome and pleasing jewelry ornaments, A pre¬ 
served specimens of the largest of my captures can be seen at 
Edward vom Hofe’s, 97 Fulton street. New York. 

Bippt Bowdegqs. 
Punta Rassa, Fla., April IS?. 
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MAINE TROUT SEASON. 
The ice is out of the Maine lakes, and the trout season of 

1886 is fairly started. The ice left the Umbagog, the 
lowest of the Androscoggins, April 30. Moosehead was clear 
May 2. so that the first steamer ran up to Kineo on that day. 
Monday evening brought the news by wire that Richardson 
Lake had just cleared, and that the boats were running. 
The other Androscoggin lakes cleared about the same time, 
eight or ten days earlier than last year. So the suggestions 
in the Forest anp Stream that the ice would break up 
early have been correct, and hereafter we shall all put more 
confidence in the opinion of experienced guides. The sea¬ 
son opens auspiciously, and with the usual desire among 
trout fishermen to be first on the ground. But cold weather 
early in the week has rather dampened the spirits of some of 
the early birds from Boston, and they will wait a few days 
longer. Still the trains out of the city have carried a num 
her of rod and line sportsmen, but cold fingers and damp 
and leafless woods will be their reward. 

The desire is strong to go early, but the season is too im¬ 
mature by far. The purpose is to take big trout, almost 
always by trolling, for there is seldom any fly-fishing in 
Maine till the temperature of the water begins to change. In 
the taking of large trout the record goes to show that it has 
not been done by those who rush off before the snow water 
is done. In my memory the trout above six poimds have 
nearly all been taken as late as Decoration day or there 
abouts. The celebrated Whittier pound trout was taken 
somewhere about the middle of June. Mr. Harrison Gard¬ 
ner took his 8-pound trout May 80. Mr. R. A. Tuttle has 
taken several large ones about that date. As soon as the ice 
goes out a multitude of small trout may be had at the mouth 
of the streams, but for large trout and certainly for bodily 
comfort, T should go later. To those not familiar with the 
Maine woods, or to those who have only been there in mid¬ 
summer or autumn, it may not be amiss to say that winter 
lingers long in the lap of spring in that State. Snow may 
be found in abundance in the woods till the middle, and 
sometimes the last of May. I have seen deep drifts there as 
late as the middle of June even. But the trees usually begin 
to be in leaf in the lake regions by the last of May. 

Special, 

FISH SLAUGHTER IN VERIVIONT. 

The disciples of the rod and line in this section are re¬ 
joicing over the appointment of Charles H. Lotrase, of 

the Champlain Rod and Gun Association, as fish warden for 
this State. He is a thorough business man and turns upon 
the law breakers when they least expect it. He also has been 
warden in New York ^tate for over a year, so now he can 
work on both sides of Dake Champlain. During the past 
season he took over sixty nets and seines from those waters, 
most of which run in the marshy breeding grounds at the 
head of the lake. It is hoped and expected that he will 
give no little attention to Lahe Bomoseene, which is a beau¬ 
tiful little sheet of water eight miles long and nearly two 
wide in the widest part. About two miles of the upper part 
of this lake is a large marsh of over two hundred acres, mak¬ 
ing a splendid breeding bed for pickerel and the large-mou«u 
black bass, which were quite numerous in the lake a few 
years ago. For a number of years it has been the practice of 
a party who live there to set a large net in the channel,while 
they were running to and from this bed, and most of those 
which managed to get by the net without being caught, met 
their death by the cruel spear when they were on the spawn¬ 
ing beds. In the spring I have seen four boats at a time 
rigged with jacks being silently pushed by a man in the 
stern, while the other stood in the bow with spear in hand 
watching for bass. (I say bass, as they are more likely to find 
them, as they are not so cunning in concealing themselves as 
the pickerel.) 

I have also seen exposed for sale in our village no less than 
fifty of these fine bass at one time, all of which bore the 
marks of the spear. The bass usually captured in this way 
are females, and every one so killed lessened the number of 
bass by hundreds. It is thought that over 500 were taken 
by this party last spring. If there were not a number of 
other small marshes in the lake the bass would be entirely 
annihilated in a short time, and it is earnestly hoped that our 
new warden will bring this business of spearing and netting 
to a stop at once, and in a couple of years we will again 
enjoy good fishing with the rod and line. 

The fishing through the ice has been unusually good this 
winter, it has been so mild. But the men who do this are 
mainly another lot of pot-fishers who catch the fish for 
market, and over one ton have been caught and sold this 
spring, some of the finest ones going to your city. A great 
many have been very large, the largest of which I had any 
knowledge weighed 23^, others weighed respectively 22, 

18i, 16i, 15, 14|, and a good many from 8 to 13, while 
those from 4 to 8 were more than three hundred. Ned. 

Fishing in Florida. — Cedar Keys, Fla., April 11.— 
Editor Forest and Stream; I have been here for some time 
with a friend from Canada, and we have kept the hotel in 
fish ever since we came. We have had lots of fun catching 
sheepsbead. 1 suppose they took this name from having a 
mouth like a sheep. On April 11 three of us took a sail out 
to Snake Keys, an island five miles from Cedar Keys. We 
sailed a mile further in the Gulf, and I noticed trout about 
us. As there was a piece of mullet in the bottom of the boat 
and I always carry my line in my pocket, 1 thought I would 
try a cast. Well, I made a cast of fifty feet out, and the 
bait had only struck the water when something took my 
bait. I let the fish have some more line and then checked 
him, and had fine sport pulling him in. It was a trout of 
about 3i pounds, a beauty. My friend could not stand the 
temptation, so he felt for his line and found he had one in 
his pocket; but he lost a number of fish, as his line was not 
heavy enough and would break every now and then. For 
two hours we had lots of sport, but then had to take up 
anchor and start for Cedar Keys, as there was a storm com¬ 
ing up. We hated to leave, as they were still biting freely. 
The wind blew very hard and the Gulf got very rough and 
ugly; but we had only one thing to do, and that was to keep 
on, for the longer we stayed out the more likely we were to 
be swamped. We had to keep bailing all the time. We got 
in safe and carried our fish to the hotel and took the house 
by surprise, showing sixty-seven trout and one bluefish. 
They weighed I37i pounds. That was the best sport in fish¬ 
ing I ever had.—H. A. B. 

Coil Lead or Shot.—Ashtabula, O.—Editor Forest and 
Stream: Living as I do among the fastness of the everlasting 
mountains of the Alleghanies, where their evergreen tops 
pierce the blue vault above, where the bounding deer roam 
at will, and where in the deep valleys the pure mountain 
streams rush headlong on their way to the mighty river, it 
has been my solace and joy to spend many weeks in decoying 
to my line the speckled trout, which it is the delight of all 
lovers of sport to lure to their hand. I see in the issue of 
March 18 some one advocates coil lead instead of shot for 
sinkers. I cannot understand why an idea so long abandoned 
should be again brought forward. I used it for years, until I 
tried the shot, since then I have never returned to that primi¬ 
tive mode of sinkers. My reasons for not liking it are many. 
It is not decided enough in its action when casting my hook. 
When trying to place the line at a given point the lead is so 
distributed "that the wind will take it from the place in¬ 
tended, whereas the shot has less surface for the wind to act 
upon, and therefore your cast is more perfect. I used to 
find the coil lead an abomination and a nuisance, it was con¬ 
stantly getting off from my line, or becoming foul, and 
when on the line it made a stiff and unpliable spot where I 
wanted the most elasticity. I always put the shot above the 
loop on the line, which leaves to the leader and hook, with a 
gut, a free action, while the line is held at will by the shot. 
In swift running streams I seldom use a sinker, I think the 
fly has more of its natural appearance than when held under 
water, the current being sufficient for all purposes.—G. 

Fishing in the Potomac.—Washington, D. C., April 22. 
—From observation and reports received, I am able to state 
that better bass fishing was never had in the Potomac than 
sportsmen are having now. Strings of from five to fifty are 
now brought in from Little Falls and Great Falls and other 
points, while further up, at Point of Rocks, Harpei’s Ferry, 
Sir John’s Run and other well-known places, the catches 
have been something remarkable, both for number and size. 
A letter just received from the south branch of the Potomac 
states the bass never were more nnmerous, that bait is very 
scarce there in consequence, and that anglers must come well 
prepared in this respect. Small catfish seem to be the most 
taking, but chubs, smelt, canal minnows and other small fry 
are used with success. Have not heard of anv fly-fishing. 
The catch of Potomac shad is very large and the fish are 
unusually fine. Herring are also reported as good as usual 
in size and quality. Striped bass are running up, and sports¬ 
men are taking them at various favorable points with excel¬ 
lent luck.—Bijrnet'e_ 

Salmon Angling in Maine.—A Maine paper says: “A 
few days ago Mr. Henry A. Wing caught a fine salmon in 
the Matlawamkeag River. The fish was taken with a small 
rod, and is the first of the kind which has been caught here 
in a long while. Salmon are moving up the river in large 
numbers, and the prospect is that many will be taken with 
rod and line. The people feel much gratified to think the 
rivers are once more becoming populated with the ‘king of 
fish.’” We also learn from good authority that a twenty- 
four pound salmon was taken with a rod in the Penobscot 
below the water works dam of Bangor, last week, by Mr. 
Fred Ayer. Beside the fish taken by Mr. Ayer, we learn 
that two more were taken on Friday last, three, on Saturday, 
and one took the hook but was lost. 

Fishing for Land-locked Salmon.—Bucksport, Me., 
April 27.—Editor Forest and Stream: The question, what is 
the best fly and bait for land-locked salmon, also season and 
time of day'? may be answered thus: For a fly the silver 
doctor is the greatest favorite. The butcher is another that 
some have found successful; also an unnamed fly of private 
make, with a yellow body and a gray mallard wing, and 
another called Montreal, but not the original Montreal— 
nearer a golden pheasant. There is a great variety of opinion 
as to bait. Fly-fishermen do not like to talk about bait, 
though the fact is the most of the fish taken at Grand Lake 
Stream and all those now taken at Sebago are victims of 
bait. The natives at Grand Lake use a piece of pork rind. 
Some use a shining and tough piece cut from any fish. If 
smelts run in the stream where land-locked salmon are ex¬ 
pected, a small smelt or piece of a large one is recommended. 
The season of fishing is from the breaking up of the ice till 
some time late in June. The April and May fishing is 
mainly trolling with fly or bail, mostly the latter. Whip¬ 
ping is not very successful until after the cherry is in bloom 
and the black flics bite vigorously, at Grand Lake Stream 
after the 1st of June generally, say from June 5 to 20. There 
is some fishing in September, which is best in case of high 
water in the streams, but this rarely compares well with the 
May and June fishing. As to time of day, early morning 
and late afternoon are best. Some find the silver doctor 
best in the moi'ning and a gray miller in the evening.— 
C. G. A. _ 

The Largest Tarpon.—Mr. W. H. Wood, who took the 
first tarpon with rod and reel one year, ago, has been at it 
again. He has recently sent one of these fish to New York 
which measui-ed 6 feet 5 inches and weighed 140 pounds, 
and the mounted skin is now in the window of Thomas J. 
Conroy, 65 Fulton street, where it attracts crowds. This, 
largest of all game fishes, was taken a few miles from Key 
West, Fla., on 900 feet of 15-thread linen line, an O’Shaug- 
nessy knobbed 10-0 hook, a 3-foot link ebiiin, a 5-foot bamboo 
rod and a “Silver King” reel. The great strength of the 
fish compelled Mr. Wood to lift his anchor and let the boat 
follow the fish. A similar rod, reel and line are in the win¬ 
dow at Conroy’s._ 

Central New York.—Syracuse, May 3.—Last week 
Game Protector Lindsay pulled twenty-two trap nets out of 
Oneida Lake in twenty-four hours, a good day’s work. Mr. 
Henry Loftie caught twenty-two brook trout on the opening 
day which weighed five pounds. He says he lost one that 
would have weighed two pounds, but does not understand 
why the boys grin when he states this fact.—S^aline. 

^isJtcttUme, 

THE NEW YORK FISH COMMISSION. 

WE have the following figures of the work done at the 
three hatcheries in the State for the past season, up to 

May 1. At Caledonia they are still taking eggs of the rainbow 
trout, and at Cold Spring Harbor some other hatching work 
is in progress, but not reported. At the Adirondack hatchery, 
at Lake Brandon, the figures include eggs placed in the 
streams after the breaking of the dam, which ended oper a- 
tions in the building: 

cadedonia station. 

(In charge of Moivroe A. Green.) 
Egg Shipments. 

Warren County.—Schroou Lake hatching house, 250,000 

salmon trout, 100,000 whitefish, 150,000 California mountain 
and rainbow trout. 

Dutchess County.—Wagner’s and other brooks, 3.5,000 brook 
trout; New Hamburg, 1,.500 brown and 25,000 California trout. 

New YorkCoimty.—To E. G. Blackford, to be sent to Ger¬ 
many, 20,000 rainbow trout; to be sent to France, 10,000 rain¬ 
bow trout. 

Essex County.—Adirondack hatchery, 875.000 salmon trout 
and 75,000 Cah'fomia mountain trout, for Adirondack Club at 
Newcomb. 

Fry. 
Allegany County.—Canada Creed and tributaries, 20,000 

brook trout. 
Cayuga County.—Salmon Creek tributaries and North 

Brook, 25,000 brook ti'out. 
Chenango County.—Willie Brook and tributaries. Fly Creek, 

Blue Brook, 44,000 brook trout. 
Cattai’augus County.—Conewango Creek and tributaries, 

Trout and Hooper brooks, Sam and Ischua creeks, 65,000 
brook trout. 

Chautauqua County.—Cold, Crooked and Dyton broofes, 
Will Creek, 21,000 brook trout. 

Columbia County.—Roosmau, Ltok, Harlemville, CrayviLle, 
Groat, New Suydam, Ecclestyne, Spring, Indian and Pulven 
brooks, Steinville Creek, 83,000 brook trout. 

Delaware County.—Trout, Peeks, Platner, Steel, Bennett, 
Bradley, Loby. Griswold, Baker, Bogart, Baxter, Fish’s, Ty¬ 
ler’s, Cadosia, Chase’s, Beers, Marion, Theirl, East, West, Fall 
Mill, Elk, Glenbury brooks, Little Delaware, Willis and Hyer 
creeks, 200,000 brook trout. 

Dutchess County.—Shunpike, Deep Hollow, Shekonoko, 
Amenia, Sherman, Stone Church, Edmond, Belding, Wells 
brooks, Lansmaukill Creek, Washart Lake, 110,000 brook 
trout. 12,000 salmon trout. 

Fulton County.—Bennetts, Conners, Blackart, Pamon and 
Loften creeks, 30,000 brook trout. 

Franklin County.—Ragged Lake, 75,000 salmon trout. 
Genesee County.—Oatka Creek, 15,000 brown trout. 
Green Comity.—Plattkill and other streams, 28,000 brook 

trout. 
Herkimer County.—Fulmer, Willard, Flat, Chatman, West 

Canada, East Canada, Beaver, Cold, Limekill, Little and Big 
Sprite creeks and brooks; Fulton Chain of Lakes, Little and 
Big Moose Lake, Moss Lake, Canachagala and Bug lakes, 
8,000 brown, 127,000 brook, 105,000 salmon trout, 14,000 hybrids 
(half brook, half salmon). 

Hamilton County.—Spring Creek tributaries in Fulton Chain 
of Lakes, 50,000 salmpn trout and 50,000 brook trout. 

JeflCerson County.—Centenary and Cold brooks, Sandy and 
Felt Mill creeks and tributaries, 36,000 brook trout. 

Livingston County.—Hemlock Lake, MiU and Spring creeks, 
205,000 salmon trout, .50,000 whitefish, 6,000 brook and 16,000 
brown trout. 

Monroe County.—Lake Ontario (at Charlotte), Tennis, Hoff¬ 
man, Spring and'Oatka creeks, 380,000 whitefish, 19,000 brook 
and 50,000 brown trout. 

Onondaga County.—Onondaga Creek, Bishop, General Pat¬ 
rick, Don, Lowers, Hartup, Putnam and Edward’s brooks, 
35,000 brook trout. 

Otsego County.—South Columbia Brook and Clark’s creeks, 
35,000 brook trout. 

Oneida County.—lYhito Sugar, Gulf, Mill (and tributaries to 
Black River), Sauquoit, Cummings, Christie and Langworthy 
creeks, Baker and Read brooks, Jock’s and South lakes, Una- 
dfila River (west branch), 1*35,000 brook trout, 69,000 salmon 
ti’out, 6,000 hybrids (half brook, half salmon). 

« Oi’ange County.—Thompson Ridge, 30,000 brook trout. 
Ontario County.—Canandaigua Lake, Irondequoit Creek, 

381,000 salmon and 15,000 brook trout. 
Steuben County.—Tributaries to Cohocton River, 10,000 

brook trout. 
Sullivan County.—Beaverkill River and tributaries. Little 

Beaverkill Creek and tributai'ies, Neversink River and tribu¬ 
taries, Delaware River tributaries, East and West Mongaup, 
Black Joe, Conklin, Simpson, Narvoo, Benson’s, Brown, Ras- 
sel’s, Horton, Appley’s, Bennett’s, Willowcasac, Sprague, Ben¬ 
ton Meadow, Little Beamville, Salsbury, Patsy, SawmiU, 
Spring and Lawrence brooks and creeks, 285,000 brook trout, 
7,000 salmon trout. 

Suffolk County.—Cold Spring hatchery, 110,000 brook trout. 
St. Lawrence County.-^ordau Lake, 35,000 hybrids {]4, 

brook, 34 salmon trout). 
Tioga County.—Owego Creek and tributaries, 35,000 brook 

trout. 
Tompkins County.—Six-Mile, Willow and Enfield creeks, 

24,000 brook trout, 6,000 brown trout. 
Ulster County.—Dry "Brook and tributaries, Fm-low Eake 

and tributaries, Wawaising Creek, 115,000 brook trout. 
Wyoming County.—Tonawanda Creek (east stream), East 

Cov Creek, 84,000 trout. 
Washington County.—Blair’s Brook and White Creek, 30,000 

brook trout. 
Warren County.—Lake George, 950,0(10 salmon trout. 
Yates County.—Keuka Lake, 530,000 salmon trout. 

Mecapitulation. 
Brook trou t.11683,000 
Lake or salmon trout.3,499,000 
Whitefish. .530,000 
Bainbow trout. ‘380,000 
Brown ti’out. 96.500 
Hybrids. 4,5,000 

Total.6^3,500 
COLD SPRING HARBOR STATION. 

(In care of Fred Mather.) 
State Woi'k. 

Brook trout hatched at station, 130,000; fry received from 
Caledonia, 110,000. 

Brown trout, 65,000 hatched from eggs received fr(^ Ger¬ 
many and taken at the station; 8,000 distributed to Clenden 
Brook, Warren coimty, to date. 

Hybrids, 300 from male saibling aqd female brook trout 
received from E. B. Hodge, Commissioner of New Hamp¬ 
shire. .-..1C, 

Tomcods, 3,872,000 hatched and planted in Cold Sprmg 
Harbor. , , , 

Smelts, 2,100,000 hatched and planted in the harbor. 
U. S. Work. 

Whitefish, 1,000,000 hatched and planted in Great Pond, near 
Riverhead and in Lake Rrmkonkoma. ^ . 

Penobscot salmon. 5(X1,()(M hatched and planted m tributaries 
of the Hudson, the Oswego and Salmon rivers. 

Landlocked salmon, 34,000 hatched for Lake Brandon, or 
as previously called Little Clear Pond in the Saranac region. 

Lake trout, 150,000; 100,000 distributed and remainder kept 
for iuture distribution. . . „ 

Shad, 850.000 shad fry now in process of hatching from l,3o0,- 
000 eggs sent fi-om the Central hatching station. Washington, tcv 
be planted as may be directed by Mi-. Blackford. 

Recapitulation. 
Brook trout. 340,0il0 
Brown trout... 
Hybrids. 300 

Smelts.3,100,^1 
Whitefish.:. 1,000,000 
Penobscot salmon. 500,000 
Land-locked salmon. 34,000 
Lake trout. 150,000 
Shad. 850,000 

Total.  7,811,30(1 
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ADIRONDACK HATCnERY. 

(In charge of F. A. Walters.) 
Placed in streams, frost fish eggs. 600,000 
Placed in streams, brook trout eggs. 40,000 
Placed in streams, lake trout eggs. 250,000 
Plauted in lake, la.ke trout fiy. 80,00(1 

Total.   870,000 

This makes the grand total as follows: 
Caledonia, all kinds. ... 6,132,.500 
Cold Spring Harbor, aU kinds. 7,811,.300 
Adu'ondack, all kinds. 870,000 

Total.-.14,813,800 

HATCHING SHAD.—The United States Pish Commission’s 
steamer Lookout arrived in the Delaware River off Glouces¬ 
ter City on May 1, to commence the work of artificially hatch¬ 
ing shad and stocking the stream with them. The Fish Hawk, 
a larger steamer, commanded by Lieut. Pietmeyer, of the 
Navy, which did the work last year, will arrive in a few days 
to relieve the Lookout, and will remain up the river until after 
the close of the season. It is proposed to place fifty million 
young shad in the river from these vessels. The Lookout 
ah-eady has one million eggs in the incubators, and the first 
spawn will be Uberated in about four days. The eggs are ob¬ 
tained from the largest and fine.st female shad just as they 
ai’e drawn from the water in the big seine net at Thompson & 
Guy’s fishery. The Government officials have the fii'st pick 
and pay a stipulated price for each fish used. The hatching 
process consists in placing the eggs in jars containing water 
heated above the nonnal temperature of the rivex’, and keep¬ 
ing them constantly in motion. In from four to seven days 
the young shad break through the eggs and are placed in the 
river to start on their perilous journey to the sea.—Philadel¬ 
phia Tillies^ . 

Immt 

FIXTURES. 

FIELD TRIALS. 

Nov. 8.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Western Field Trials 
Association, at Abilene, Kan. B. C. Van Horn, Secretary, Kansas 
City. Mo. 

Nov. 3-2.—Eighth annual field trials of the Eastern Field Ti’ials Club, 
at High Point, N. C. W. A. Coster, Secretary, Flatbush, Kings 
county, N. Y. 

DOG SHOWS. 

May 4, 5, 6 and 7.—Tenth annual dog show of the Westminster 
Kennel Club, at Madison Square Garden, New York. James Morti¬ 
mer, Superintendent. P. O. Box 1813, New York. 

May 18, 19, SO and 21.—Third Annual Dog Show of the St. Louis 
Gun Club,.St. Louis, Mo. Geo. Munson, Manager. 

May 26, 20 and 27.—First Dog Show of the Ninth Eegiment, Wilkes- 
Pa. W. H. Tuck, Secretary, Wilkesbarre, Pa. 

July 30, 31, 32 and 23.—Milwaukee Dog Show. John D. Olcott, Man¬ 
ager, Milwaukee, Wis. 

A. K. R.-SPECIAL NOTICE. 

The AIMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 

pedigrees, etc. (with prize lists of all shows and trials), is pub¬ 

lished eveiy month. Entries close on the 1st. Shoidd be in early. 

Entry blanks sent on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope, 
Registration fee (50 cents) must accompany each entry. No entries 

inserted unless paid in advance. Yearlv subscription 81.50. Address 
“American Kennel Register,” P. O, Boa 3832, New York. Number 

of entries already printed 3616. 

THE CLEVELAND DOG SHOW. 

The third dog show of the Cleveland Bench Show Associ¬ 
ation was held at Cleveland, O., last week. Previous 

shows at Cleveland have proved very satisfactoi’y to the ex¬ 
hibitors as well as the association, and we are pleased to note 
that this show will compare favorably in this respect with 
any that has been held. The Tabernacle, in which the show 
was held, is of good size and well ventilated, but is badly 
lighted. The benches were well arranged, and the manage¬ 
ment was first-class, except that there were not attendants 
to do the necessary woi’k in its proper time. -The dogs were 
well cared for, and the exhibitors warmly praised the manage¬ 
ment for the care taken of their interests and for the efficient 
and cordial manner in which their wants were attended to. 
There were 305 entries, with 30 absentees. The quality in 
most of the classes was good, the Enghsh setters being re¬ 
markably tine. One of the local papers solemnly announced 
that “taking all things into consideration thex’e is not a poor 
dog in the show.” We have no knowledge of where the re¬ 
porter draws the line, hut presume that it is at the “yaller 
dog,” as the judge failed to find a worthy recipient of the 
special offered for this kind. There were quite a number of 
dogs that made their fii'st appearance in public. Some of them 
made the knowing ones open their eyes, and we have no 
doubt that this operation will be repeated if these dogs put in 
an appearance at future shows, no matter how hot the com¬ 
pany. 

Judging did not commence until 2 o’clock on Tuesday, and 
was not completed until late on Thursday. The management 
thought that the public would like to*see the dogs judged, 
and uxis was the reason for the delay. We can assure them, 
however, that this is a mistaken idea. We have taken great 
pains to obtain infoi’matioa upon this point, and are cei'tain 
that a very large majoi-ity of the public who visit dog shows 
are far more anxious to see the “best of its breed” than to 
witness the process of selection. It is also true that, until the 
cards are put up, the display of dogs to most of the visitors 
means nothing, but when the animals are gi’aded aOcording 
to their merit, the man who knows nothing about the char¬ 
acteristics of the different breeds can compare the blue with 
the red, and so on through the class, with opportunity at least 
to learn something. Then again the exhibitor, or at all 
events, the lucky one, is anxious for an eai'ly display of the 
prize he has won, as he takes a pardonable pxide in the suc¬ 
cess of his favorite and the consequent woi'ds of praise be¬ 
stowed upon it by the visitor. The weather, except a few 
showers on the last day, was aU that could be wished, and the 
show was visited by a larger number than has attended any 
of the previous shows held here. The judges of the different 
classes were Mr. B. F. Wilson, Pittsburg, Pa., Enghsh setters; 
Major J. M. Taylor, Cleveland, O., Iri^ and black and tan 
setters; Mr. John Davidson, Monroe, Mich., pointers; Mr. J, 
H. Naylor, Chicago, Ill., all other classes. 

Only two protests were made. Mr. Seitnei- very foolishly 
protested Keswick II. on account of late ai-rival. The rule 
requiring entries to be present the morning of the first day is 
a very necessary one, but in case of unavoidable delay it has 
been the custom to waive its provisions, and as Keswick ai'- 
rived before the class was judged, the committee very prop¬ 
erly refused to sustain the protest. Messrs. Whitehead and 
Wi-ight protested the Irish setter puppy Frank as being over 
age, but it was proven to the satisfaction of the committee 
that he was ehgible, and the protest was not sustained. 

ENGLISH SETTERS—(MR. WILSON). 

There were many very fine animals in the English settei* 
classes, and several of them are good enough for any company, 
The judge did nob handle them at all well. He let no bad ones 
into the money, but some of the best were entirely overlooked, 
and others were rated below their merits. We are sorry to 

have to disagree with the decisiops of Mr. Wilson, as we know 
him to be a conscientious, painstaking judge. Outside indi¬ 
cations are not always reliable in assisting one to form a 
correct idea of the worth of an animal, and we are confident 
that had the judge made a more careful examination and 
comparison of the dogs, he would have arrived at diffei'ent 
conclusions in some instances at least. In the champion dog 
class. Paid Gladstone, the only entry, was absent. In the 
bitch class the beautiful Queen AMce won over her offiy com¬ 
petitor, Liddersdale. Juno A., also entered in this class, was 
absent. The open dog class was the best we have seen this 
year. Mandan, the winner, is a stylish looking dog, of beau¬ 
tiful color- he is a trifle coarse in head; having rathei’ a wide, 
short skull; he is also faulty in thighs, and might be better in 
feet; he was shown boo thin. Scottish Chief, placed second, 
was much the best in the class. He is a trifle narrow in head 
and might be better in thighs, but otherwise he is about as 
good as the best. Pendragon, winner of third, is a well-formed 
dog of good size, with a fair head, good body, legs and feet. 
Brandon, vhc., has a good body and capital legs and feet; he is 
much too thick and short in head, lacks quality and is vei-y 
bad in taU. Blue Hope, also vhc., is just a fair dog without 
much quality. Tasso, he., is a fine upstanding dog, with capi¬ 
tal shouldei's, body, legs and feet, and a beautiful tail. He is 
a bit wide and short in skull, and a trifle out at elbows; his 
neck is also a little too short. Dash and Cotiut, both he., were 
lucky. Knight of Snowden, imnoticed, was looking much 
better than at Newark. Craig, also unnoticed, is of the same 
type as Knight of Snowden and neai'ly as good; he has a good 
head, is well put together, with capital legs and feet. Scot¬ 
tish (Jhiof should have been firet, Knight of Snowden second, 
with not much to choose between Pendragon, Mandan and 
Craig for third. Tasso and Blue Hope were near enough to 
these to mei-it vhc., Brandon was worth he., and Count a 
single letter. The bitches were better even than the dogs, and 
we are sorry to add that they fared worse. LDlian, the win¬ 
ner, is a well-known field ti-ial performer. She has a beautiful 
head and neck, fair body and loin, with capital legs and feet, 
and shows much quality. She lacks in efiest, is too straight 
in stifle and is off in tail. Vixen III. was placed second. She 
is too plain in head and lacking in quahty for the place in such 
company. Thu-d went to Jeanette, a nice bitch not weU 
shown; Swan, vhc., is a good aU aroxmd bitch with a raod 
flat coat; her head would be improved with more stop. Bess 
M., Fannie M., vhc., and Akron Girl, he., are all well made, 
but coarse and lacking in quality. Jealousy, vhc., is just a 
fair specimen. Rosey, also vhc., is a fair bitch, -with a 
good head. She is a trifle light in chest and long 
in back, and has open feet. Daisy, he-., we failed to find. 
Novelette was the best bitch in the class. How the judge 
could overlook her many good points and evident quality we 
cannot comprehend. Heather Bell, Abbess and Helen Doug¬ 
lass, also unnoticed, are much the same type as Novelette, and 
very close to her in mei-it. Novelette has recently an-ived 
from England, and is a first-prize winner at the Crystal Pal¬ 
ace, Dai lington and other shows. She was shown too fat, but 
was in good enough form to win. Either the Enghsh judges 
and many of our best known breeders are wi ong or Mr. Wil¬ 
son is wi-ong. The class should have been led by Novelette, 
with Heather BeUe second and Abbess third. Helen Douglass, 
Lillian, Swan, Vixen III. and Jeanette were all worth the 
three letters. Bess M., Fannie M., Jealousy and Rosey should 
have been content with two letters each. At the head of the 
he. division we should place R. B. Morgan’s Addie M., unno¬ 
ticed, She is a strong, good bitch, well made and with capital 
legs and feet. J. Bang’s Daisy, also unnotioed, deserved a c. 
There were sixteen entries in the dog puppy class. The secre- 
tai'y bad stated that where more than ten were entei-ed in a 
puppy class the class would be divided. This of course only 
applies to classes where dogs and bitches compete; hut through 
mistake this class was run in -two sections, divided in the 
order in which the entries were received. Prince Royal H., 
winner of second in the second division, was much the best in 
the two classes. Doc C., he,, in the first division, came next. 
Dude has a good head, but is shallow in chest and out at 
elbow. Blue Prince is a fair specimen only, with a weak 
head, short neck and straight stifle. Grouse is also a fair 
puppy, with a weak head. Sport, uimoticed, deserved men¬ 
tion for his good body, excellenl legs and feet. In the bitch 
class, Nantahala, placed first, is faulty in head and ears, and 
roimd in barrel; second was her jxlace. Second went to 
Sparkle, a coarse bitch, out elbow and not straight in forelegs; 
she was woi'th he. Dart Gladstone, vhc., was the best of the 
lot: she has no very sex-ions faults. Lady and Blink Boimy, 
both vhc., desex'ved their cards, as did Jealousy, he.: she was 
very close to them. Nellie and Nettie, both unnoticed, showed 
more quality than anything in the class, and should have had 
one or two letters each. 

IRISH SETTERS—(MAJOR TAYLOR). 

The Irish settex's, as a whole, were the poorest lot that we 
have seen at any show this year. In the champion dog class, 
Blcho, Jr., had an easy win over Brush. Zella Glenduff, look¬ 
ing well, had a walk over in the bitch class. Thex-e were only 
five shown in the open dog class. They were properly placed. 
Mickey C., placed third, except for a broken foot, was the 
best of the lot. In the bitch class, first went to Laura B., a 
very nice big bitch with plenty of bone. She is very well 
made, but a little too much of English type. Cora, winner of 
second, is a very promising puppy, but not good enough to 
beat Lox’na, placed third. Noreen IV., vhc., was looking well, 
and deserved the place. Clara Belle, also vhc., received all 
she deserved. She has a short head and is too heavy in body. 
Her good coat and color gave her the place. Nellie C. is a 
fair little bitch shown out of coat and feather. The dog pup¬ 
pies wei e nothing extra. Frank, the best one, is just a fair 
puppy, with too much white on chest. In the bitch class, 
flrrt went to Cora, xvinner of second in the open class. There 
was nothiing else in the class that we fancied. 

BLACK AND TAN SETTERS—(MAJOR TAYLOR). 

There were no entries in the black and tan setter champion 
classes, and but two in the open dog class. Both of tliese 
were wxnnei’s of first and second here two years ago. They 
have fallen off from their form then, and the judge withheld 
first and placed them second and third, their relative position 
two years ago. Dash, placed second, has grown coarse and 
wide in front, and is out at elbow. Mr. Brown was much too 
fat. He has grown throaty and wide, and shows age. In the 
bitch class, fix-st went to Lottie, a vei-y nice bitch, with rather 
a plain head and poor tail, but otherwese very good. Second 
went to Jess II., a fine big bitch with a fair head, and of 
good coat and color. She is not quite straight on her fore¬ 
legs. Duchess C. has an Irish head, and is of Ix-ish type. 
Bell, unnoticed, desexwed the two lettex's. She is a fair light 
weight, with too much tan on head. First was withheld in 
the puppy class, and second given to Dash. We failed to find 
him in his stall. He should be much better than the remain¬ 
der of the class to be worth the place. 

POINTERS-(MR. DAVIDSON). 

There were forty-two pointers entered and aU were shown 
except five of che Grapfaic Kennels and Jetsam, the Pittsburgh 
winner. Taken as a whole, the quality was above the aver¬ 
age. Robert le Diable was entered in the champion class over 
55 pounds, but was not for competition. He has improved 
since we last saw him. In the corresponding bitch class Lady 
Ci'oxteth, looking well, was alone. In open dogs first and second 
went to Pap Smizer and Kingshot, litter brothers. They are 
very well made with good legs and feet, both are a trifle weak 
in head. Sweep, vhc., we failed to find in his stall. Young 
Meteor, he. is rather a nice puppy, but too wide in front. 
Planet, c., was in bad condition. He appeal’s to be a good 
dog. His worst fault is his open feet. In the bitch class first 
went to Romp, sister to Lady Croxteth, but a year younger. 

She is nearly as good as Lady, Second went to Lass, well 
known. She was much too fat. Diana, vhc., is qute a fair 
bitch, except that she is too snipy and a bit straight in stifle. 
There was one entry in each of the small champion classes and 
both were absent. In the open dog class first went to Tipjxe- 
canoe, a taking looking dog with fair head, neck and chest, 
good loin, quarters, tail, legs and feet. His ears are up a bit 
high and he is a trifle wide in front. He might be better in 
shoulders. Second went to Rumpty, a well put together dog 
of consider.able quality. He has a fan' head that would be 
improved with mox-e stop. Don and Doncaster, both vhc., 
deserved their cards. Le Roy, he., is a taking looking dog 
with good neck, shoulders, chest and tail. He is weak in head 
and light in bone. Bull’s Eye, also he., is a fair dog, a bit 
leggy. Spot, unnoticed, deserved a card for his good body, 
capital legs and feet. In the hitch class first went to Keswick 
II., winner of second at Pittsburgh. She is quite a nice bitch. 
Her worst faults are a flat skull, not depth enough in chest, 
and a bad gait behind. LiUie Bang,-winner of second, is a 
nicish lemon and white; she deserved the place. Fan, vhc., 
looks, like a good one, but she was too fat to show. Daisy 
Donald, he., was nursing a htter and not inform. The dog 
puppies were a poor class. Young Meteor, the winner, was 
much the best. He was he., in the open large class. The 
others were not vex'y prstoiisiug. The bitches were better, 
although we noticed nothing likely -to win in the future in 
good company. 

SPANIELS!—(MR. NAYLOR). 

There were seven Irish water spaniels sho-wn. Coxmt Ben¬ 
digo Avas alone in the champion class. He was looking well. 
In the open dog class first went to Patsy O’Connor, a rangy, 
workmanlike-looking dog, with good head, ears, topknot, legs 
and feet; his tail has been hurt, which will account for its bad 
carriage. He also has a large white spot on chest. Second 
went to Champion, of good shape and a nice head; he was off 
in coat. Onomoo, vhc., is well known. O’Duff, he., is fairly 
well formed, but is too leggy and shallow and was short in coat. 
In the bitch class first went to Little Sioux, a nice bitch with 
a good head. She is a txifle short in body and was off in coat. 
Gypsy, winner of second, is well formed. She has a mustache 
a lid considerable feather on her tail; her coat w-as also ragged. 
There were no entx’ies in the champion field spaniel class. In 
the open class first went to Homell Mikado, one of the 
handsomest black and whites that we have seen. He is 
fair all x-ound, except that his tail is carx-ied too 
high. This was his fix'st appearance. He is to be 
at Nexv Yoi-k to take the measure of the cracks. Second went 
to Peerless Gloss, a very nice dog of cocker type. Bocco, c., 
has a good head, coat, legs and feet, but is to© short in body. 
Bob S., imnoticed, is of fair type and deserved a notice. The 
two others show a water spaniel cross. Black Beau, Jr., and 
Hox-nell Dan were absent. The latter is a capital dog. He 
gnawed a hole in his thigh the first day and was not shown. 
Homell Silk, looking better than at Newark, was alone in the 
champion cocker class. In the open class for other than black 
first went to Vic. She is faulty in head and ears and too short 
in body. Homell Belle II., winner of second, has a gi and body 
and a beautiful coat. She is a trifle faulty in head and has 
chorea; but for the latter we would place her first, Homell 
Nance, vhc., is faulty in head, but has a good body and the 
best of legs and feet. The two others were not worthy notice. 
EGno, winner at Pittsburgh, was first in the class for blacks. 
He is a nice little dog, a trifle too short in body and stands too 
wide in fx-ont. Homell Jock, winner of second, is a little faulty 
in head and ears, but is good in body. Homell Dinah is a bit 
light in bone, and Avas not in good condition. Ruby, he., is 

ood in body, but stands a little too high. Roy, e., is weak in 
ead and light in bone. Mikado, Avinner in the open class for 

field spaniels, also won fix'st in the puppy class. But one other 
was shown. He was a mongx'el and second was very pi’operly 
withheld. These classes wex-e well judged. 

FOXHOUNDS--(MR. NAYLOR). 

In the champion foxhoxmd class Roxey II. was alone. In 
the open class Ranger was first, and Abe, a handsome black 
and tan with white feet, was placed second; he is too leggy 
and is rather shallow. We preferred Leader, vhc., for the 
place, he is better all round, except in beauty. The othex'S 
were a workmanlike looking lot. There was no uniforrriity of 
type in the class, and not one that appx’oaches the type called 
for by the standard. 

BEAGLES—(MR. NAYLOR). 

Tbex'e were nineteen entx-ies in the beagle classes^ Avith only 
one absentee. In the champion class Barmei-man, looking 
well, beat Mischief. The open dog class brought out a capital 
hoxmd in Racket ;ihe was bred by Gen. Rowett, and has a 
grand head and an immense chest; he seemed to be slack be¬ 
hind, which is pei’haps owing to his thin condition; when in 
good fox-m he Avill undoubtedly be a bard one to beat. Dx-iver, 
placed second, is a wox-kmanlike looldng dog, but not of so 
good type as Bob, vhc. Bob is a bit leggy, and might be better 
m muzzle, otherwise he is good. Banker, also vhc., is 
rather coax'se. Boxer, c., might be impx’oved in coat, bx'ush 
and muzzle; in other respects he is quite good. The 
bitch class also brought out a new comer in Dot, 
the winner. She is an excellent bitch. Her woi-st fault is a 
trifle too much length of body. Piney, placed second, is a 
serviceable looking bitch, also a little too long in body and 
out at elbow, and is light in eye. Minnie, vhc., is very pretty. 
She is weak in muzzle, and niight be better in brush. Queen 
Bird, he., is well made, with a good body. She lacks in 
muzzle and eai's. Millie, also he., is an excellent bitch. She 
is somewhat snipy and a bit out at elbow. Maida, c.. is a 
little long cast, and a trifle out at elbow. She also lacks in 
coat. Stella, also c., lacks quality. In the under 12 inch dog 
class, Max’chboy II. was alone, the other entx'y being trans- 
feired to the large class. Max'chboy should have been entered 
in the champion class, as he has won three firsts. He has lost 
flesh during the catnpaign, and this magnifies his worst fault, 
lack of substance. There were but two shown in the bitch 
class. Fairy, placed fix-st, we did not h'ke so well for the place 
as Magnet. The latter is bad in fox-elegs and feet, but better 
than Fairy in all other points. Maida it. -was the only puppy 
shoAvu. If she gets a good coat and brush with age she Avill 
do to show again. Both of the packs shown were vei-y good. 
The one placed firsc contained four first winners. The classes 
were woU handled. 

DACHSHUNDE—(MR. NAYLOR). 

This was an excellent class, the most “sorty” lot we have 
yet seen together. We thought them propex-ly placed. 

FOX-TERRIERS—(MR. NAYLOR). 

Only four fox-terriers were shoAvn. Stableford Joe, looking 
better than we have seen him, was alone in the open dog 
class, and his kennel mate Lyi-a, also looking well, won in the 
bitch class, Busy, her only competitor, wirmiog second. The 
latter has a fan’ Ixead and good legs and feet; she is not clean 
enough before the eyes and stands too Avide in front. First 
was withheld in the puppy class, and no fault could have 
been found had the second, given to Lert, been withheld also. 

GREYHOUNDS-(MR. NAYLOR). 

With the exception of fix’St and second there was nothing 
worthy notice. Belle, the winner, is quite a nice bitch, Avith 
a fair head, good neck, chest and loins, and snows quality; 
she is too straight behind and her feet might be improved. 
Major, second, is well known. 

DEERHOUNDS—(MR, NAYLOR). 

There were oxily two deerhoimds shown. Fly, placed ffi-st, 
is just a fair specimen. Garfield, given second, looks the bet¬ 
ter of the two, but his ugly disposition prevented examina¬ 
tion, and he was properly placed in the rear. 

MASTIFFS—(MR. NAYLOR). 

The only entries in the champion classes, Homer and Rosa¬ 
lind, were absent. The open dog class brought out a very fair 
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dog in Baby. He was much the best in the class. He is 
too long in head and light in bone and might be bet¬ 
ter in feet. He has a good body, which woiild be 
greatly improved with more flesh. He Is evidently well bred, 
although unfortunately his pedigree is missing. Csesar II., 
placed second, we do not like. Captain, vhc., is a very dark 
brindle, almost black; he is of fair type and immense bulk. 
Prince, he., should have been second. He is not first-class, 
but much above the average, and the beet red we have seen 
for a long time; he is rather light and leggv, and could be im¬ 
proved in head. In the bitch class Bal-Gal and Ilford 
Cambria had a very close thing of it. Bal-Gal's good 
condition pulled her through, but she did not have much to 
spare. Ilford Cambria is litter sister to the well-known Ilford 
Caution. She has a fair head and is well-formed. She 
was not shown in good condition, being much too 
thin. There was only one puppy worth notice, Ashmont 
Tiger, a nice brindle, much like his sire Ilford Crom¬ 
well. He is not quite deep enough in muzzle and has a ring 
tail. He is rather timid and d’d not like to go into the ring, 
whereupon Mr. Fellows, of spaniel fame, who had become 
somewhat acquainted with him, took him in charge and 
showed him nicely. When the ribbon was handed him, Mr. 
Fellows very blandly reiparked to tne judge, “If you are as f ood a judge of spaniels as you are of mastiffs, I am all right.” 
t is perhaps unnecessary to add that he retired amid the 

plaudits of the audience. 

ST. BERNARDS—(mb. NAYLOR). 

There were eighteen St. Bernards entered and aUwere 
present. First Choice, looking well, was alone in the cham¬ 
pion rough-coated class. There were no entries in the bitch 
class, in the open dog class, Rene won first. He was in good 
condition. Humbolt, placed second, is a fair dog, a trifle long 
in nauzzle and a bit large in ear; he also has an open coat. 
Julien, vhc., is also a fair dog of good size, with more than an 
average Bead, and is well marked. His expression is not just 
right, and he is a little weak behind. His bad condition un¬ 
doubtedly lost him second place. Jumbo, he., is a big, coarse, 
eight-months’ puppy, with a small head and snipy muzzle. He 
may improve with age. In the bitch class there were only 
two—htter sisters. Norna, placed first, is a fair specimen, 
lacking in bone and short of coat. Jumbo, he. in the open 
class, was the best of a poor lot of puppies. There were no 
entries in the smooth-coated champion classes. In the open 
dog class Montreaux was alone. He is a good dog, with badly 
carried ears and tail. There was only one bitch entered; not 
a good specimen. The puppies were ho better than the rough- 
coats, and we noticed nothing that pi’omises to be first-class. 

NEWFOUNDLANDS—(MR. NATLOR). 

Mr. Naylor very properly reversed the decision at Pitts¬ 
burgh and placed Bruno over King Leo, giving them first and 
second. Lear, vhc., we thought just about as good as King 
Leo; he is a young dog with good head and coat, and promises 
to be as good as his sire, Bruno, when mature. Carlo, the 
winner at Hartford, was also vhc. Aside from these there 
was nothing else in the class worth mention. 

COLLIES—(MB. NAYLOR), 

There were only nine collies entered and one was absent. 
Ben Nevis, looking well, was alone in the champion class. 
Why he was allowed to compete after having been disqualified 
by the New England Kennel Club we cannot understand. 
Such violation of one of the most important rules of the Amer¬ 
ican Kennel Club cannot be overlooked. In the open dog 
class, Clifton Hero won first. He is a nice dog with a beauti¬ 
ful head and ear, good body, legs and feet, a fair amoimt of 
bone and a beautiful, well-carried brush. He is too soft in 
coat, a trifle oveishot and has dew claws. He beat Ben Nevis 
for the special. We cannot agree with this decision, as Ben 
is better than him in everything except head and should have 
won easily. Second went to Yarrow, the winner here two 
years ago. He is still a good dog but has grown coarse in 
head. In the bitch class. Beauty, the winner, is a well-formed 
animal with a good head, disfigured by badly-carried ears. 
She has but just arrived in this countiy and was in horrible 
condition. Judic, her only competitor, received all she de¬ 
served. The puppies were nothing extra. 

BULLDOGS-(MR. NAYLOR). 

Only two bulldogs were shown. King, in the dog class, won 
at Boston and Hartford. We overheard one critic severely 
rate the judge for awarding King a prize, as he is undershot. 
Nanon, in the bitch class, owing to her long face, could get no 
higher than second. 

TERRIERS—(MR. NAYLOR). 

There were thirteen entered as bull-terriers, and aU of them 
were on hand for the fray. Yankee, placed first in the large 
class, is a big, coarse dog with a “Dudley nose,” heavy head 
and coarse taU. He should have exchanged places ^ith Maud 
Lee, placed second; she is quite a nice bitch, a trifle heavy in 
head. Of the others, in both classes, the less said the better, 
as, judging from their looks, it would take but little to start 
a fight. Mr. Naylor, the judge, placed on exhibition a capital 
lot of Scotch teiriers, among them was Niel Gow, a varmint¬ 
looking one as we have seen in many a day. This was his first 
appearance. When he is shown for competition it will take a 
wonder to beat him. The two that were shown for compe¬ 
tition did not receive notice. There was only one black and 
tan shown, a good tei’rier, fairly well marked. Three of the 
five entries in the Dandies were owned by the judge, and not 
for competition. Bobbie Bums, the winner, is a nice Dandie, 
not quite round enough in body. Elsa, rtaced second, beats 
him in this respect, but is a bit too short. Erin, looking better 
than we have ever seen her, was alone in the Irish class. Flora 
II. was absent in the Skye class, and the others were trans¬ 
ferred to the Yorkshire class and given another chance. We 
thought the judge very hberal in this as wall as in his distii- 
bution of cards, as there was only one decent Yorkshire 
shown. There were two fair toys. Midget, a pretty black and 
tan, receiving first. There were no toy spaniels shown. The 
two Itahan greyhounds were much too large. In the class for 
poodles first went to a fair white, with good curl. Second 
was given to Curly, by name, but not by nature. 

PUGS—(MB. NAYLOR). 

Dan O’Shea helped out the entries in the pug»classes with a 
couple of foxhounds and a beagle, but they were transferred 
to their proper classes, leaving twelve to face the judge. Joe, 
looking well and fat, was alone in the champion dog class. 
In the bitch class the Mohawk Kennel entei ed Bo-Feep, but 
she was not in condition, and with the consent of the man¬ 
agers Judy was substituted. Toby, a big dog, lacking in 
wrinkle, mask and trace, was the only 60117 in the dog class. 
In the bitch class, first went to Peggie, a fairly well shaped 
bitch; she might be better in wrinkle, mask and trace. Second 
went to Tody, a nice puppy with capital wrinkle. Tiny, he., 
received aU she deserved; she is long in body and faulty in 
markings. Tody, winner of second, won first in the puppy 
cla,ss. B,ubie F., a cobby, promising puppy, was entitled to 
her reserve card. Chiquit^ vhc.. is also well formed, but has 
bad ears and lacks trace. Tony May, he., has a nice body and 
fair wrinkle and mask, but has a wild looking eye and badly 
carried ears. 

MISCELLANEOUS—(MR. NAYLOR). 

In the miscellaneous class first wi nt to the well-known bob- 
tail sheepdog 8ir Lucifer. Second and third to a pair of prom¬ 
ising young basset hounds. Vhc. and he. also went to Teaser 
and LdJl, a pair of the same breed, a little shorter in body 
than the others. The dog has some characteristics of the 
dachshund. Si, entered as a Siberian bloodhoimd, should not 
have been noticed.; he is a mongrel with some St. Bernard 
blood in his veins. 

GERMAN MASTIFFS OR GREAT DANES—(StB. NAYLOR). 

Six good animals were shown in this class. Csesar, placed 
first in the dog class, is an imnaense brindle, one of the best we 

have seen. He is a trifle straight behind, which is his worst 
famt. He would show better with more flesh Second went 
to Nero, an uncropped blue, but little behind the winner in 
merit. General, vnc., was transferred from the miscellaneous 
class where he was entered as a Russian bloodhound. He is a 
fair sDecimen, a bit wide in front and weak in muzzle. Co¬ 
lumbus, c., would have been better placed but for his de¬ 
form^ forelegs, caused by being broken. Pluto was absent. 
In the bitch class Flora was absent and Lady Gray, a very 
nice blue, was alone. Barring a weak muzzle she is a very 
nice specimen. Below is a full Ust of 

AWARDS. 

ENGLKH SETTERS.—Champion—Dog; Absent. Bitch: Pittsburg 
pnnel Club’s Queen Alice.-Open—Dogs; Ist, R. B Moraan’s Man- 
dan: 3a, .Tonn Davidson's Scoilisn Chief; 3(J. Reserve Kennels’ Pen- 
dragon. Very high com., J. Denny's Brandon, P. Milham’s Blue 
Hope. High com., J. Cockrell’s Tasso. C. W. Fromm's Dash and 
North, M. Martin’s Count. Bitches: 1st. H. & D. Bryson's Lillian; 
2d, Mrs. E. C. Franklin’s Vixen; Sd. J. Donoghue’s Jeannette. Very 

bavidson’s Swan: R. B. Morgan’s Bess M. and Fannie 
M ; F. Milham s Jealousy, and D. O’Shea’s Rosey. High com., R B. 
Morgan s Akron Oirl. and L. Cohaugh’s Daisy —Poppies.—Dogs; Ist, 
A. ^nder's Dude; 2d. T. 0. Davey’s Grouse. Very high com. and 
nigh com., S. B. Conklin’s Dash C. and Doc C. Two classes were 
made of the dog puppies. In the second class—Dogs; l.st, Pittsburgh 
Kennel Club’s Blue Prince; 2d, R. T. Kennedy’s Prince Royal. Very 
high com., C. E. White’s Earl of Britton. Bitches: 1st, j. Denny’s 
Na^ahala; M, Pittsburgh Kennel Club’s Sparle. Very high com., 
G Volker’s Lady, P. Wolfender’s Blink Bonney, and T. Donoghue’s 
Dart Gladstone. High com., F. Milham’s Jealousy, 

IRISH SETTERS —Champion—Dog; Dr. Wm. Jarvis’s Elcho, Jr. 
Bitch: H.E. Chubb's Zella Glenduff.—Open—Dogs; Ist, R. O Van 
Horn’s Patsy; 3d. C. Hanitch’s Dash; 3d, H. E. Chubb’s Mickey C, 
High com , A. T. Biechele’e Tray. Bitches: lat, J. M. Leekley’s Laura 
B. ; 2d,J. A. J. Sprague’s Cora; .Sd, Dr. Wm. Jarvis’s Lorna, Very 
^gh com,. W. Hoyt’s Noreen IV. and E. F. Weiss’s Clara Bell. qom„ 
W. B. Wright’s Nellie. Puppies - Dogs; lst,W. C^Schneider’s Frank; 

H. F. Conley’s Bush. High com., S. T. Oswald’s Pat ann W. B. 
Wright s Concord. Bitches: Ist. J. A. J. Snrague’s Cora; 2d and very 
hitfh com , Ct. Randerson's Cleveland Belle and Little Daisy. HigU 
com., Mrs. T. R. Whitehead’s Kiltie. Com., C. E. Wilbur’s Qipsey. 

Fanchon. Very high com., J. H. Smith’s basser.hoiind Teaser. High 
com,, A. Smith’s basset hound Llll and H. Zeiroer’s Si. 

SPECIAL PRIZES. 

T English setter puppies from Cleveland, S. C. Conklin. 
Jr. 8 Dash C. and Doc C.; best from Canada. T. G Davey’s Lidder-- 
dale; best bitch with field trial record. Lillian; best puppy, Dude; 
best kennel. John Davidson; best dog in Cnyahora county Pen- 
dragon: best bitch. Queen Alice; best dog puppy from New ITork C 
p Black’s Lome Best brace Irish setters. Elcho. Jr., and Lorna- 
best dog, Elcho, Jr.; best bitch. Zella Gleiiduff; best DUDoy from' 
Cleveland, Frank; beat puppy. Frank; best with field trial record 
Patsy-best dog in open class, Patsy. Best black and tan setter dog' 
E. Clobits’a Dash; best puppy, the same; best bitch, Lottie. Best 
kennel pointers, Idstone Kennels; best dog, Pap Smizer; best bitch 
Keswick H.; best from Cuyahoga county. Le Roy; bo'^t dog nutmv’ 
Young Meteor: best it open small class, Keswick II.; best brood 
bitch. Lass, with Lady Croxteth, Romp and Tippecanoe; best bitch 
puppy. Net. Best bred Irish water spaniel in America, Patsy O’Con¬ 
nor; best from Cleveland, the same; best in open class. I.lttle Sioux 
Best kenn^ spaniels, Hornell Spaniel Club; best field spaniel from 
Cleveland. Rocco; best cocker, Homell Silk; best cocker from Cleve¬ 
land, Ruby: best stud dog. Homell "ilk. Best foxhound dog. Ranger- 
best bitch, Roxey IT.; best matched brace. Moody and Sankey Best 
beagle dog m open class, Racket; best bitch in open cLssi two) Fairy- 
best dog under I2in.. Bannermap. Best dachshund dog. Prince- 
beat bitch, Waldine IH. Best brace basset hound.«, Nimrod and Fan- 
ebon. Best fox terrier in open class, Stableford Joe; best bitch 
Lyra; best puppy. Busy. Best greyhound, Belle. Best deerhound’ 
Fly. Best kennel mastiffs, R. J. Aston; best bitch in open cla^s Bal- 
Gal; best puppy, Ashmont Tiger. Best kennel rough-coated St. 
Bernards, Mohawk Kennels; second best kennel, E. S Siller- best 
puppy, Jumbo. Best Newfoundland, Bruoo; best from Pennsylvania 
png Leo. Best collie, Clifton Hero: best puppy, Dumont’s Mac. Best 
bulldog, png. Best bull-terrier, Yankee; best bitch, Maud Lee. 
Best black and tan terrier. Smart Best Dandie Dlnmont Bobbie 
Burns. Best Irish terrier. Erin. Best pug, Joe; beat from Cleveland, 
Toby. Best Yorkshire. Maud. Best toy. Migit. Best Italian grey¬ 
hound. Chula. Best German mastiff, Caesar, Best non winner in 
miscellaneous class. Teaser. Largest kennel from Canada, D O’Shea 
Largest number In best show condition, B. P. Lewis. 

NEW YORK DOG SHOW. 

BLACK AND TAN SETTERS.—Dogs; 1st, withheld; 2d, R. R. 
Rhodes’s Dash; 3d, Miss L. Walton’s Mr. Brown. Bitches: Ist. F. 
W. J Ball’s Lottie; 2d. E. Davis’s Jess II ; 3d. withheld. Com., Mrs. 
G. Griffin’s Dutchess. Puppies: 1st, withheld; 2d, E. Clobitz’s Dash. 
Com., R. W. Wehrle’s Lang and C. E. Grover’s Peter. 

POINTERS.—Laege—Champion—Dog; Absent. Bitch; B. F, Seit- 
ner’s Lady Croxteth.-Open—Dogs; 1st and 2d. Whealen and Sander’s 
Pap Smizer and Kingshot. Very high com., Pittsburgh Kennel Club’s 
Sweep. High com., C. T. Engel’s Young Meteor. Com., B. F. Seit- 
ner’s Planet. Bitches: (stand 2d, Idstone Kennels’ Romp and Lass. 
Very high com., Whealen and Sander’s Diana.—Small—Dogs; Ist.W. 
C. Nelson’s Tippecanoe; 2d, Whealen and Sander’s Rumpty. Very 
high com., P. Wolfenden’s Don, and Idstone Kennels’ Doncaster. 
Hi^ com.. Whealen and Sander's Bullse.ye, and W. K. Huntingdon's 
LeRoy. Bitches: 1st, S’. Louis Kennel Club’s Keswick; 2d, Idstone 
Kennels’ Lillie Bang. Very high com. and high com., J. R. Daniel's 
Fan and Daisy Donald.—Puppies—Dogs.- 1st. C. T. Engel’s Young 
Meteor; 2d, W. L. White’s Shot. High com.. J. Lewis’s Frank Slea¬ 
ford. Bitches; Ist, B. F. Roach’s Net; 2d. T. Donoghue’s Lemmie 
Croxteth. Very high com., J. B. Bosworth’s Dinah. High com., G. 
M. Hubbard’s Belle. Com.. W. C. Meyer’s Topsy. 

IRISH WATER SPANIELS.—Champion—T. Donoghue’s Count Ben¬ 
digo.—Open—Dogs.- Ist, Stocky & Chisholm’s Patsy O’Connor; 2d. 
J. J. Flick’s Champion. Very high com., W. Ehler’s Onomoo. High 
com., W. K. Huntington’s O’Duff. Bitches; 1st, T. Donoghue’s Little 
Sioux; 2d, Excelsior Irish Water Spaniel Kennels' Gypsy. 

FIELD SPANIELS.-lst, Hornell Spaniel Club’s Hornell Mikado; 
2d, Pittsburgh Kennel Club’s Peerless (jloss, Jr. Com., C. E. Curtiss’s 
Rocco. 

COCKER SPANIELS.—Ant Color—Champion—Hornell Sp.aniel 
Club’s Hornell Silk.—Open—Other than Black—1st, Caunonsbiirg 
Cocker Club’s Vic; 2d and very high com., Hornell Spauiel Club’s 
Hornell Belle II. and Hdrnell Nance.—Black—1st, Cannonsburg 
Cocker Club’s Kino; 2d and very high com., HorneU Spaniel Club’s 
Hornell Jock and Hornell Dinah. High com., S. H. Foster’s Ruby. 
Com., R M. Parnialee’s Roy. Puppies: Ist, Hornell Spaniel Club’s 
Homell Mikado; 2d, withheld. 

FOXHOUNDS.—Champion—D. O’Shea’s Boxy H. Open—1st. D. 
O’Shea’s Banger; 2d, Cape. J. Bright’s Abe. Very hiph com.. F. 
Bailey’s Leader. High com., C. B. Jordan's Bessie. Com., H. L. 
Stanton’s Moody and Sankey. 

BEAGLES.—Champion—A. C. Krueger’s Bannerman. Open, Over 
12in.—Dogs; Ist, A.C. Kreugers’s Racket; 2d, B. Sbaner’sDriver. Very 
high com., Mrs. G. H. Hill’s Banker and E. E. Shaner’s Bob. Com., 
J. Bergold’s Boxer III. and W. C. Scott’s Riot. Under 12in.—Dogs; 
1st, W. F. Streeter’s Marchboy II. Bitches: 1st. A. C Krueger’s 
Fairy; 2d, W. F. Streeter’s Magnet. Puppies: 1st, E. E. Shaner’s 
Maida IT. Pack, five or more. 1st, A. C. Krueger; 2d, E. E. Shaner. 

DACHSHUNDE,—1st, Idstone Kennel’s Prince; 2d, Mohawk Ken¬ 
nels’ Waldine III. Very high com., Idstone Kennels’ Wallexie and 
P. Merker’s Solomon. High com., A. 8. Williams’ Gipsey; F. Kos- 
tering’s Rover and Mohawk Kennels’ Lena. Com., P. H. Moran’s 
Prince. 

FOX-TERRIERS.—Dogs; let. F. Hoey's Stableford Joe. Bitches; 
1st, F. Hoev’s Lvra IT , H. Howell’s Busy. Puppies: 1st, withheld: 
2d, M. Lewis, Jr.'s Lert. 

GREYHOUNDS.—Ist. J. F. Nichol.=on’s BeUe; 2d. S. S. Parvin’g 
Major. Very high com., T. H- Miller’s Spring. High com., J. H. 
Sahsbury’s Lita and Lady. Com., W, S. Kitselman’s Burt. 

DEERHOUNDS.—1st, E. P. Watterson’s Fly; 2d, J. Kruger’s Gar¬ 
field. 

MA-STIFFS.—Champions—Absent.—Open—Dogs: 1st. R. J. Aston’s 
Baby; 2d. C C. Cook’s Ctesarll. Very high com. F. W, Stockey’s 
Captain. High com., D. & J. Wilson’s Prince. Bitches: 1st, Ash¬ 
mont Kennels’ Bal-Gal: 2d and high com., R J Aston’s Ilford Cam¬ 
bria and Maidstone NeJll*>. Puppie^: 1st, E. H Patterson’s Ashmont 
Tiger; 2d, J. G. Dreschler’s Flora., High com., J. G Corn’s Reginald 

ST. BERNARDS —Rough-Coated-Champion—Dog; J.W. Burgess’s 
First Choice. Bitch: No entry,—Open—Dogs; 1st, J. W. Burgess's 
Rene; 2d. H. W. Weidman’s Humbolt. Very high com., T. H. New¬ 
bury’s Julien. High com , Mohawk Kennels’ Jumbo. Bitches; 1st 
and 2d, Mohawk Kennels’ Noma and Clio. Puppies: 1st, Mohawk 
Kennels’ Jumbo; 2d and high com,, H. J. Siller’s Alma and Arnold. 
-Smooth-Coated.—Champions—No entries.—Open-Dogs; 1st, M. 
Van Wmkle's Montreaux. Bitches: 1st, withheld; 2d, E. J, Siller’s 
Gemmi. Puppies: 1st. E. J. Siller’s Ada; 2d, J. C. Weidman’s Arno. 
High com., W. Horrock’s Annie. 

NEWFOUNDLANDS—1st, D. O’Shea’s Bruno; 2d, W. C. Myers’s 
King Leo. Very high com., D. O’Shea’s Lear and B. F. Lewis’s Carlo, 
Com.. W. Sellers’s Watch. 

COLLIES —Champion—Dog; Sans Souci Kennels’ Ben Nevis.— 
Open—Dogs; Ist, J. A. Long’s Clifton Hero; 2d, C A. Otis, Jr.’s Yar¬ 
row. Bitches: 1st, J. Walker’s Beauty: 2d, B. W. King’s Judic.—Pup¬ 
pies—Dogs; 1st, T, S. Dumont’s Mac; 2d, B. W. King’s Mack. Bitches: 
1st, witnheld; E. J. Siller’s Gemmi. 

BULLDOGS.—Dogs; 1st. J P. Barnard’s King. Bitches; 1st, with¬ 
held; 2d, J. P. Barnard’s Nanon. 

BULL-TERRIERS.—Large—Ist, W. H. Harvey’s Yankee; 2d, J. 
Lewis’s Maud Lee. Very high com., G. H. Kimberly’s Maxey.— 
Small—Prizes withheld. High com. and com., T. Gray's Jack and 
Daisy n. 

TERRIERS.—Scotch and Hard-Haired—Prizes withheld.—Black 
AND Tan—1st, Mrs. B. F. Lewis’s Smart.—Dandie Dinmonts—1st and 
2d, J Roe’s Bobbie Burns and Elsa —Irish—1st, D. O’Shea’s Erin.— 
Skvbs—1st, E. Etzensperger’s Migit; •3d, F. H. Kennedy’s Trix. 

PUGS.—Champion—Dog; Mrs. J. H. Hill's Joe. Bitch: Mohawk 
Kennels’ Judy.—Open—Dogs; 1st. Miss Nettie Short’s Toby. Bitches: 
1st, G. Gillivau's Peggie; 2d, Mohawk Kennels’ Tody. High com., 
W. C. Meyer’s Tiny. Puppies: 1st, Mohawk Kennels’ Tody. Very 
high com. reserve, G. Gillivan’s Ruble E. Very high com., W. 
Hatch’s Chiquita. High com , G. McBride’s Tony May, 

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.—Large—1st, W. Etzensperger’s Maud: 
2d, Mrs. W. H. Hill’s Dot. Very high com , J. Krieger’s Dandie and 
W. B. 'Wright’s Daisy. High com.. J. Krieger’s Brownie and Mrs. G. 
H. Hill’s Ginger. Com., W. Wellman’s Penney and W. B. Wright’s 
Budgy. 

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.—Ist, Mrs. A. H. Stanley’s Chula; 2d, E. 
J. Huebschman’s Fero. 

POODLES.—1st, A. Sanders’s Lillie; 2d, J. G. Drechsler’s Curly. 
GERMAN MASTIFFS.—Dogs; 1st and 2d, Dr. G. Nicolai’s Caesar 

and Nero. Very high com., E. E. Hoiden’s General. Com., Col. F. 
Frick’s Columbus. Bitches: 1st. Dr. G. Nicolai’s Lady Gray. 

MISCELLANEOUS.—1st, Glencoe Collie Kennels’ bobtail sheepdog 
Sir Lucifer; 2d and 3d. Idstone Kciffiris’ ba-sset bounds Nimrod and 

The tenth annual show of the TYestminster Kennel Club 
opened on Tuesday last. The number of entries was 

a great improvement on that of last year, there being over a. 
thousand dogs entered in the catalogue. 

The judges announced were as follows: Pointers. Mr. J. M 
Tracy, Greenwich, Conn.; English setters, Mr. B. F. Wilson, 
Pittsburgh, Pa.; Irish setters, black and tan setters, Mr. H 
Clay Glover, New York; mastiffs, St. Bernards, English blood¬ 
hounds, Newfoundlands, deerhounds, greyhounds, Great 
Danes, spaniels, bulldogs, bull-terriers, and all other terriers 
except fox-terriers and pugs, Mr. J. F. Kork, Toronto; collies, 
beagles, dachshunde. bassk hounds, Dr. Downey, Newmar¬ 
ket, Md.; fox-terriers, Mr. W. Rutherfurd, New York; fox¬ 
hounds, A. Belmont Purdy, Hempstead, L. I.: Chesapeake 
Bay dogs, Isaac Townsend, New York; poodles, John G. 
Hecksher, New York; miscellaneous classes, J. F. KJrk and 
W. W. Tucker. 

Some changes were made from this list. Mr. Wilson tele¬ 
graphed that he was detained by illness, and his place was 
taken by Mr. Donner for aU English setters except champion 
dogs, in which Rockingham, Foreman and Plantagenet met. 
Mr. Donner had already once judged these animals, and by 
consent of all hands Mr. John S. Wise took the class for judg¬ 
ment. Dr. Perry, of Boston, judged mastiffs, and Mr. W. W, 
Tucker St. Bei’nards. Foxhounds were judged by Mr. Bache 
Cunard. No Chesapeake Bay dogs were present. 

The arrangements at the show were of course good. There 
is no place for a dog show hke the Madison Square Garden. 
The weather for the first two days has been most propitious, 
and the attendance is fair. Considerable dissatisfaction was 
expressed at some of the decisions. We reserve our extended 
comments on the dogs until next week, and giwe now only a 
full list of the 

AWARDS. 

MASTIFFS —Champion—Dog; Winlami Kennels' Homer. Bitch: 
Wlnlawn Kennels’ Prussian Princess.—Open—Dogs.- Ist, R. J. Asiou’s 
Baby; 2d. J. L. Winchell’s Boss; 3d, E. H. Moore's Ilford Gaution. 
Very high com., E. Morgan’s Vulcan. High com., R. H. Derby’s 
Pharoah and Shaw & Bates’s Dictator. Com .Winlawn Kennels’ Hec¬ 
tor, C. P. Fraleigh’s Bismarck and E. R. Coleman’s Jag. Bitches: 
1st, 0. H. Morgan’s Ladv Gladys; 2d, R. J. Aston’s Ilford Cambria; 
3d. Scarsdale Mastiff Kennels’ Reeina. Reserve, Shaw & Bates's 
Hilda V. Very high com..'WinlawD Kennels’s Queen IT. High com., 
J. L. Winchell’s Bess and J. Oakey’s Wana. Com., F. Ulenhant’s 
Venice and Helen M. Cowles’s Lorna. Puppies—Dogs; 1st. Scarsdale 
Mastiff Kennels'Sir Roderick: 2d, A. Whitmaner’s Ajax. Bitches; 
1st and 2d, Scarsdale Mastiff Kennels’ Lady Florence and Regina II. 

ST. BERNARDS.—Rough Coated—Champion—Dog; E. R. Hearn’s 
Duke of Leeds. Difcii: E. H. Moore’s Miranda. Open—Dogs; isr, E. 
H Moore’s Merchant Prince: 2d. Mrs. A. M AIcGregor’s BoscoII.; .Sd, 
A. Wallack’s Courage II. Very high com., W. J. Enrich’s Nero. W. 
W. Russell’s Bamev. Miss Edna Ward’s Og, Coffin. Zimmer & Co.’s 
Prince Lrf>opold and Cheqiins.set Kennels' Rudolph II. High com., O. 
K. Goulding’s Rip Van Winkle and C, F. Donohue’s Schoonoven. 
Coro., H. E. Newell’s Duke. Bitches; Sheppard’s Lady A'hoi; 
2d, E. R. Hearn’s St. Bride; 3d. Dr. W. Young’s Empress. Very high 
com., Buena Vista Kennels’ Stella, Hospice Kennel’s Sheila, D. P. 
Foster's Lady Clyde aud Miss Ethel A. Watson’.s Margery.—Puppies— 
Dogs; Ist. C. Wagner’s Barry; 2d. D. P Foster’s unnamed. Reserve, 
S. Hallock’s Byron. Very high com., H. Moller’s Hero. High com., 
S. P. Slater’s Carlos. Com . A. J. Massey's St. Triphon. Bitches; 1st, 
Wagner & Fotheringham’s Lucy; 2d, W. W. Wall’s Gipsy, Very high 
com., R. H. Derby’s Ike. 

ST. BERNARDS-Smooth-Coated—Champion—Dog; 1st, E. R. 
Hearn’s Don II. Bitch: E. R. Hearn's Leila.—Open—Dogs; Ist, Hos¬ 
pice Kennels’ Hector; 2d. J. Stillman's St. Botolph; 3rl. j. E. S. Had¬ 
den’s Cara. Very high com., H. H. Chittenden’s Ernst. Garrett, 
Roach’s Barkis and Millbrook Kennels’ Berg High com . J. S. Lake’s 
Noble. Com,, Hospice Kennels’ Pluto. Bitches; 1st, W. J. Ehrich’s 
Flora II ; 2d. J, Stillman’s Belle of Sterling; Sd. E. R. Hearn’s Alma 
ll. Very high com., HospiceKenurls'Tonv.—Puppies—Doga; let, H. 
C. Whitney’s Cardinal; 2d, E, Stevenson's Leo. Very high com., 
(toffln, Zimmer & Co.’s Noble II. Bitches: 1st, E. D. Mix’s Cryl; 2d, 
Hospice Kennels’ Queen of Sheba. 

NEWFOUNDLANDS.—1st, D. O’Shea’s Bruno; 2cl. J. W. Burke’s 
Major. Very high com., W. G. Martin’s Juno II. Com., W. Selig- 
man's Guy. 

GREAT DANES.—1st, J. B. Miller’s Tiger; Cd, A. Morello’s BLs- 
raarck; 3d, J. B. Miller’s Tigress. Very high com., J. J. Timolai’s 
Jumbo. High com., J W Clark's Cafe-au Lait. E. Magnus’s Nero 
and G. Von Skal’s Flora H. Com., O. Shmied’s Hector and H. G. 
Marline’s Nero. 

GREYHOUNDS.—Champion—Dog; H. W. Smith’s Memnon. Bitch: 
H. W. Smith's Mother Demdike.- Otev—Dogs; 1st, H. W. Hunting¬ 
ton’s Harlequin; 2d, G. H, Gouldiug’s Joe Jumper. Very high com. 
and high com.. Miss W. L. Butler’s Rajah and Rawhl. Bitches: 1st, 
H. W. Huntington’s Leuisette; 2d. J. M. Thornton’s Juno. Reserve, 
H. vV. Huntington’s Hawthorne BeUe. Very high com.. Miss May 
Cummings’s Lady Maud. High com., F. H. Platt’s Pretty Puss. 
Puppies: 1st, H. W. Smith’s Si=ter in Black; 2d, W. Blackham’s Dora. 
Very high com., F. H. Platt’s Bold Brigand. High com., G. V. 
Goulding’s Mystery and F. H. Platt's Ahwaga Chief. Com., F. H. 
Platt’s Gay Pirate H. 

DEERHOUNDS.—Champion-J. E. Thayer’s Chieftain. — Open— 
Dogs: 1st and high com., Clovernook Kennels' Bras and Heather; 2d. 
E. D. Morgan’s Bevys U. Very high com., Mrs. Frank Loring's 
Brian. Bitches: 1st. j. E. Thayer’s Wanda; 2d, Clovernook Kennels’ 
Mercia. High com., J. E, Thayer’s Heather BeUe. Puppies; 1st, 
Clovernook Kennels’ Storma. 

POINTERS.- Lahge-Champion—Dog; St. Louis Kennel Club’s 
Robert le Diable. Bitch: Graphic Kennels’ Revel III.—Open—Dogs; 
1st and 2d, F. R. Hlichcock’s Tammany and Duke of Bergen; 3d. C. 
W. Littlejohn's Fritz. Reserve. L. & W. Rutherfurd’s Danby. Very 
high com., C. A. Parker’s Wiih'am Tell and F. B. Fay’s Tempter. 
High com., Nevarsink Lodge Kennels’ Drake. Com., Miss Breese’s 
Joe Hindoo. Bitches: 1st, j. B. S. Holmes’s Seph G.; 2d, A. H. Ald¬ 
rich’s Nell; 3d, Neversink Lodge Kennels'Jilt. Very high com., C. 
W. Tuttle’s Vera and.! P. Swain, Jr.’s Nau.-Small—Ch.vmpion— 
Dog: <3raphic Kennels’ Bracket. Bitch; Graphic Kennels’ Meally.— 
OPBN-DogA.- Isr, C. H. Odell’.? Consolation; 2d, C. J. Peshall’s Nick, 
of Naso; 3d, Dr. J. A. Well’s Puck. Reserve and very high com., J. 
L. Breese’s Bang Grace and (jastor. High com.. Somerset Kennels' 
Slam Bang and J. L. Grubbs’s Tom Peter. Bitches: 1st, St. Louis 
Kennel Club’s Keswick H.; 3d, Graphic Kennels' Bloomo; 8J. J. N 
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Lewis’s Jill. Reserve. J. R. Purcell’s Ion, Very high com.. J. 8, 
Wise’s Young Beulah. F. R. Hitchcock’s Happy Medium. C. W. Little¬ 
john’s Virginia and L. W White’s LiDa Rookh. High com.. P. H. 
Adee’s Jane. Com.. F. Bolleit’s Bertie and R Stuyvesant’s Beldame. 
—Puppies, Over 12 and Under ISmob.—Vogs; 1st. C. H. Odell’s 
Consolation; 2d. G. H. Hooper’sRosedale. Reserve. Hr. A. F. Dulin’s 
Nixon. Verv high com., A. Q Henderson’s Ros, Bitches: 1st, F. R. 
Hitchcock’s Queen Fan.—Under 12mos.—1st. F. R. Hitchcock’s Pene- 
lone; 2d, O. F. Earle. Jr.’s Monte. Reserve. F. F. Harris’.s Sir 
Anthony. Very high com., C. W. Littlejohn’s Virgiuious and F. F. 
Harris’s Beau of Portland. High com.. F. F. Harrists May F. Com., 
M. H. Byrnes’s Kitty Clover and E. R. Coleman’s Rushing Flirt. 

ENGLISH SETTERS.—Champion—Hofii; Blackstone Kennels' Fore¬ 
man. Bitch: R. C. Cornell’s Modesta.—Open—Hops; 1st, Blackstone 
Kennels’Rock; 2d. Adams & Tucker’s Gns Bondbu; 3d, Blackstone 
Kennels’ Mack B. Reserve, R. B Morgan’s Mandan. Very high com., 
L. O Clark's Bob White, H. Pape’s Count Ranger and E. W. Jester’s 
Glen Rock. High com., D, Lord’s Patch and L. Gardner’s Bueke.ve 
II. Com.. F. T. Brown’s Shot, T. P Mather’s Dan and F. H. .Hoe’s 
Carl Dale.. Bitches: 1st. G. E. Schofield’s Daisy; 2d, F. Windholz’s 
Cora of Wetherall: 3d. D. O’Shea’s Rosey. Reserve, E. W. Jester's 
Dashing Belle. VeiT high com., R. B. Morgan’s Bess M., L Shuster, 
Jr.'s, Chester and Blackstone Kennels’ Daisy Laverack. High com,, 
J. Cooper’s Leindnr, Mrs. E. B. Convers’s Mirth Elgin and L. Shuster. 
.Tr’s. Cornelia. Com.. W. B. Peet’s Blanche T,ewls, L Shuster. .Jr.’s, 
Alberta and Blackstone Kennels’ Alice Dale. Puppies—Over 12 and 
UNDER 18 MONTHS—Hog'S.- 1st, G. W. Lovell’s Draco; 2d, J. Drlscoll’s 
Ned. Reserve. J. von Lengerke’s Prince Dash. High com., E. M. 
Evan’s Druid’s Rook and E. Matheson’s Warwick. Com., F. T, 
Brown’s Shot. Bitches; Prizes w-ithhejd. Very high com . E. W, Jes¬ 
ter’s Fairy Glen. Unuer 12 months—1st, G. W. Neal’s Daisy Fore¬ 
man: 2d. S. B. Foard’s Countess Leah. Reserve, E. W. Durkee’s 
Chintz. Verv high com.. J. C. Munroe’s Gath Dale, E. Matheson’s 
Prince Rockingham and Blackstone Kennels' Lulu. High com., E. 
W. Jester’s Little Boy Blue and 8. B.Ford’s Rock Glen. Com., E. W. 
Durkee’s Nahmke and Saddle Bags. 

IRISH SETTERS.—Ohampion-Hoo.- Dr. Wm. Jarvis’s Elcho, Jr. 
Hifeli; W. Dunphy’s Molly Bawn.—OPEK—Hogs.- 1st, I. H. Roberts’s 
Bruce: 2d, E. B. Convers’s Burke; 3d, Max Wenzel’s Tim. Very high 
oom.. F S. Parrott’s Gerald. Olaire-Reeta Kennels’ Glenclaire and 
Max Wenzel’s Chief II. High com.. R. C. Van Horn’s Patsey, L. B. 
Wright’s Glencho Boy and E. Matheson’s Glen Elcho and Pat Elcho. 
Com.. E. B. Frost’.s Grover and C. B. L. Clement's Rcamp. Bitches; 
1st, M. Richardson’s Hazel; 2d, Dr. Wm, Jarvis’s Loma; 3d, R. W. 
Evans’s Rue. Very high com., L. W. White’s Rose of KiUamey and 
I. H. Roberts’.s Jessie. High com., H. T. Henshaw's Bessie Glencoe, 
J. D. Hyde's Daphne and B. YoHmer’s Nellie. Com., C. J. Stewart’s 
Mee. 

BLACK AND TAN SETTERS.—Champion—E. Maher’s Royal Duke. 
—Open—Hogs.- Ist. Dr. W. H. Tillinghast’s Mont; 2d, Miss L. Wood- 
worth’s Phil; .3d, C. W. Tuttle’s Don. Reserve. J. H. Friedlander’s 
Don. Very high com.. Neversink Lodge Kennels’Bruce. High com.. 
8. P. Blagden’s Jim. Com.. 8. A. Hess’s Dash and C. 8. Fitch's Mac¬ 
beth. Bitches; 1st, Chas. 8 Fitch’s Madge; 2d. D. O’Shea’s Jip: 3d, 
O. W. Tuttle’s Uremorne. High com.. Dr. W. H Tillinghaat’s Perley. 
and Associated Fanciers’ Clara. Con).. C. Valentine’s Rye. Buppies: 
Isb, Mr. .John Allen’s B-ewster Bov; 2d, C. S. Fitch's Harrv Malcolm. 
Reserve, Dr. W. H. Tillinghast’s Fannie. High, com., W. Hughson’s 
Duchess. Com. E. w. Jacobs’s Grouse. 

IRISH WATER SPANIELS.-1st withheld, 2d, Dr. E. L. Hilton’s 
Flora. 

CLUMBER SPANIELS.—Champion—M. Richardson’s Newcastle.— 
Open—Bops; tst-.W. H. Pchieffelln’s Bateman; 2d, C. H. Tweed’s 
Punch. Bitches: 1st, M. Richardson's Tyne; 2d, Miss Marylnger- 
Boll’s Kolena. 

FIELD SPANIELS.—Champion—Hog.- A. G. Wllmerding’s Black 
Prince. Bitch: A. O. Wilmerding’s Newton Abbott Lady.—Open— 
Ist, A. E. Rendle’s Compton Bandit: 2d, C. DuBois Wagstaff's Dash 
II. Reserve, E. M. Oldham’s Lady Abbott. Very high com., Homell 
Spaniel Club’s Homell Mikado, and J. F. Johnson’s Jim. High com., 
R. M. Bull’s Black Joe. Com., B. M. Oldham’s Dash, and W. H. James’s 
Clue. 

COOKER SPANIELS —Champion-J. P Willey’s Black Pete.—Open 
—Liver or Black—Hog.?.- Isi. American Cocker Kennels’ Doc; 2d. A. 
Laidlaw's Obo. Jr. Very high com., Fay & Baxter’s Ned Obo. High 
com.. Homell Spaniel Club's Homell Jock and Mis-s Appleton’s Sweep. 
Cora., E. W. Durkee’s Jumbo and C. V. V. Sewell’s Ben Lachine. 
Bitches: 1st, A. Laidla w’s Woodstock Nora; 2d. J. P. Willey’s Miss 
Obo H. Reserve, A. 0. Wilmerding’s Suzette. Very high com., A. 
Laidlaw’s Belle. High com., C. V. V. Sewell’s Hfelene. Com;, H 
Maher’s Beulah and J. Feht’s Bella. Ant other Color—1st, A. Laid¬ 
law’s Little Red Rover: 2d. Hornell Spaniel Club’s Homell Belle It. 
Reserve, H. K. Bloodgood’s Lilly. Very high com., C. V. V. Sewell’s 
Don. High com.. H. Maher’s Mary and E. Rogers’s Charley II. Com., 
H. K. Blondgood'sirince Hal. Puppies—Hogs: 1 st, American Cocker 
Kennels'Doe; 2d, A- Laidlaw's JJttle Red Rover. Very high com , 
HoraeU 8pani»l Club's Hornell Mikado. High com., A. Laidlaw’s 
Gath. Com.. H. 8. Clark’s Romeo and H, K. Bloodgood’s Captain. 
Bitches: 1st, A. Laidlaw’s Nora; 2d. A. 0. Wilmerding’s Suzette. 
Very high com.. E. M- Oldham’s Lady Abbot and A. Laidlaw’s Young 
Belle. High com., H. S. Clark’s Juliet. Com., E. M. Culver’s Vere. 

FOXHOUNDS.—Dog.i.- 1st, Meadow Brook Kennels’Puppy; 2d. Es¬ 
sex County Hunt’s Vinegar; 3d. Meadow Brook Kennels’ Sports¬ 
man. Very high com.. Montreal Hunt's Airy. Bitches; 1st, Meadow 
Brook Kennels’ Scandal; 2d and 3d, Montreal Hunt’s Hasty and Light- 
heart. 

BEAGLES.—Champion—A. H.Wakefl“ld’s Little Duke.-OPBN-Hogs; 
1st. W. S. Diflfendefler’s Rartler; 2d. A. H. Wakefield’s Racer. Jr.; .3d, 
H. F. Schellhass’s Trailer. Very high eom . A. H.Wakefield’s Leader, 
and Somerset Kennels' Jupiter. Bitches; Ist, W. S. Diffenderfifer’s 
M'\T-tle;2d, Somerset Kennels' Jessi^ 3d. A. H. Wakefield’s Chase. 
Very high com.. Somerset Kennels’ Virginia. High com., A. H. Wake¬ 
field’s Vixen Puppies: Ist, Blackburn Kennels’ Theo. 

BASSET HOUNDS.—1st, C. P. Gilbert’s Bertrand; 2d, Malzeland 
Kennels’ Nemours. 

DA.CHSHUNDE.—Ist. E. D. Morgan’s Rubensteln; 2d, Mrs. E. K. 
Robinson’s Do-vney. Verv high com.. O. A Mygatt’s Fritz. High 
com.. Invincible Kennels’Herzog. Bitches: 1st. Invincible Kennels’ 
Diana; 2d. O, A. Mygatt’s Sc’-eamer 

FOX-TERRIERS,—Champion-Hog; J. E. Thayer’s Belgrave Prim¬ 
rose. Bitch: J. E. Thayer’,« Richmond Olive.—Open—Hog.s; 1st, A. 
Belmont, Jr.'s Bacchanal; 2d. E. Kelly’s Valet; 3d, Kell.y & Hoey’s 
Shove], Reserve, J. W. Clark’i Rustic Flash. Vary high com., A. 
Belmont. Jr.’s Regent Vox and J. E. Thaycr'.s Mixture Agent and 
Rabv Jack. High com.. .1. A. Burden, .Jr’s Ba^quo, Somerset Ken¬ 
nels’ Somerset Mike and E. Kelly's Scarsdale and Glover Turk. Com., 
J. L. Bank’s Spot and E. Griffith’s Regal Bitches; 1st and 2d, A. 
Belmont, Jr's Disdera and Marguerite; 3d, E. Kelly’s Delta. Re¬ 
serve, J. F,. Thayer’s Nina. Very high com . E. Kelly’s Clover Belle. 
High com.. D. S. Appleton’s Lnliiand E. Kelly’s Clover Fidget. Com.. 
E. Kelly’s Clover Blossom and J. W. Clark’s Phantasy.—Wire-haired 
—;lst. R. H. Bailow’s Bundle; 2'’. B. P. McGregor’s Trophy. Very 
high com., R. H. Barlow’s New Year’s Day and J. E. I. Grainger’s 
Pbryne. Com . C. Walton’s Mystic—Puppies—Hogs; 1st and very 
high com., E. Kelly’s Clover Turk and Scarsdale Jim; 2d, C. A. Ste¬ 
vens's Cocaine. Com., R. F. Kenehan’s Yankee and D. Lord. Jr.’s 
Mac. Bitches: 1st. J. White’s Queen; 2d. withheld. Com., E. Kelly’s 
Clover Polly, A. Belmont, Jr.’s Blemton Lilly and J. E. Thayer’s Raby 
Susie. 

COLLIES.—Champion—Hog; Hempstead Farm Co.’s Robin Adair. 
Bitch; Hempstead Farm Co.’s Ladv of the Lake.—Open—Hogs.- 1st, 
Hempstead Farm Go.'s Glengarry; 2d. W. C. Sanford’s- Success; 3d. 
J. Lindsay’s Craft. Very high com.. J. Lindsay’s Strephon, M. Har¬ 
rison's Nullamore, and A.J. Bruff’sKolly B. High com., Agnes Foggo’s 
Master Roy. Bitches: 1st, 2d and 3d.'Hempstead Farm Co.’s Daisy 
Dean. Lass o’Gowrie and Lass o’Lowrie. Very high com,, G. H. 
Whitehead’s Lark and Mrs. Arthur Wallack’s Fairy. High com., G, 
B Campbell’s Topsy.—Puppies—Hogs; 1st, Hempstead Farm Co.’s 
Glengarry; 2d, B. F. Perry. Jr.’s Sigma. Very high com., Agnes 
Foggo’s Master Roy and Hempstead FarmfCo.’s Gilford. High com., 
L' & A. Wallack’s Dougal and Ronald. Com , Mrs. Elliot Smith’s 
J; I- M. Bitches; Ist and 2d, Hemp=tead Farm Co.’s Lady Ellis and 
Mabel. Very high com.. E. Leveque’s Chula and P. F. Perry’s Kappa. 
Com., O. S. Tuck’s Flora, 

BULLDOGS.—Champion—Hog; J. E. Thayer’s Robinson Crusoe. 
Bitch: J. E. Thaver’s Bellisima.-OPEN—Hogs; 1st and 2d. C. L. Col- 
1ms’Bendigo and Boss; 8d. J. K. Tod’s Bill Svkes. High com., Mrs. 
W. W. Russell's Hamlet Com . J. E. Thayer’s Dick Fuller and J. W. 
Morgan's Jumbo IX. Bitches: 1st. R. & W. Livingston's Bellona; 2d, 
W. S. Jackson’s Norwich Bess; 3d. J. L. Boarefman’s Bose. High 
com., R. & W. Livingston’s Silver Pitcher. Puppies: 1st. P. J. Shar¬ 
key’s Rose; 2d and high com., R. & W. Livingston’s Silver Pitcher 
and Boz II. 

BULL-TERRIERS.—IjiARfiE-CHAAiPiON—Hog; F. F. Dole’s Count. 
Hffch; W. J. Comstock’s Victoria.—Open—Hogs: 1st, C. A. Steven’s 
Earl; 2d, J. Patterson's Judas. Verv high com.. S. Van Vechten’s 
Lord Nelson. High com.. A. S. Emmett’s Punch and C. A. Steven’s 
Anthony. Com , J. Tracy’s Ring. Bitches: 1st, G. D. Woodill's 
Modjeska; 2d, F F. Dole’s White Violet. High com.. C. A. Steven’s 
white Rose.—Under 25lbs.—R. & W. Livingston's Little Maggie: 2d, 
H. W. Holmes’s Bess; 3d, G. W. Dixon’s Nellie. High com!? IVL J. 

raven’s Nick. Puppies: 1st, R. W. Rolmes’s Bess. High com.. H. 
A. Stern’s Scalper. 

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS,—1st. G. D. Woodill’s Queen; 2d, J. 
F. Scholes'sBessy. Very high com,, J. F. Campbell’s Squaw. Com., 
G. Barford’s Britt. 

SCOTCH AND HARD-HAIRFD TERRIERS.-Ist and 2d, P. Law¬ 
rence’s Pin and Needle. 

DANDIE DINMONT TERRIERS.-Ist, P. Lawrence’s Badger H.; 
2d. Associated Fanciers’ Kelpie. High com.. G. G. Cleather’s Meg 

IRISH TERRIERS —1st, Maizeland Kennels'a Sheila; 2d.W. Scully’s 
Evictor. High com., D. O’Shea's Erin. Com., Maizeland Kennels’ 
Garryowen and A. P. Tiers’s Tim, 

BEDLINGTON TERRIERS.—Hogs; Ist, W. 8. Jackson’s Sentinel. 
Bitches: 1st, W. S. Jackson’s Tyneaider H.; 2d, A. Holcroft’s Domino. 
High com., W. S. Jackson’s Sapphire. Com., L. Arthur’s Cinder, 

SKYE TERRIERS —Champion—w. p. Sanderson’s Jim.—Open—1st, 
Miss N. E. Burch’s Phoenix; equal 2d, L. S. Spence’s Tonsy and A.W. 
Powers’s Tunic. Very high com., Mrs. L. E. Bellinger’s Tanzie. High 
com., F. G. Lloyd’s Mopsey. Com., A. E. Powers's Chaucer. 

PUGS.—Champion—City View Kennels’ Bradford Ruby —Open— 
Dogs: 1st, City View Kennels’ Master Tragedy; 2d, Miss F. W. Bis- 
sell’s .Tames G. Blaine; 3d, H. Sanson’s Sancho. Very high com., 
Mrs Kisteman’s Punch. High com., Blackburn Kennels’ Scamp and 
Dr. H. R. Series’s Duke 11. and Bob Boy. Com., M. D. Stern’s Pert, 
T, D. Burke’s Punch and P. Cassidy’s Punch. Bitches: 1st, W. 8. 
Jackson’s What’s That; 2d, Mrs. Kisteman’s Beauty; 3d, Mrs. Louisa 
Read’s Flora. High com., Blackburn Kennels’ Fannie, M. J. Mc¬ 
Govern’s Beauty and Chequasset Kennels’Tra-la-Ia. Com., Black¬ 
burn Kennels’ Nellie D. and Mrs. Geo. D, Hart’s Beauty. Puppies: 
1st, Blackburn Kennels’ Fun. 

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.—Hogs; Ist, .1. F. Campbell’s Prince; 2d, 
P. Cassidy’s Ben; 3d, A. W. Cabot’s Lancashire Star. Very high com., 
M. McCarty’s Pepper and F. McCarty’s Billy. High com., J. Bell’s 
Young Hero, W. McGovern’s Gilder and P. Cassidy’s unnamed. 
Com.. T. W. M. Draper’s Pfiz. Bitches; 1st, J. F. Campbell’s Dolly; 
2d, P. Cassidy’s Lillie; 3d, F. Flanagan’s Cozey. 

TOT TERRIERS.-Ist. Miss Elsa Landau’s Prince; 2d. J. R. Gilder- 
sleeve’s Monarch. Very high com. and high com., T. Moody’s Fanny 
and Gertie. High com. and com., Dr. H. R. Surle’s Dot II. and 
Jumbo II. 

KING CHARLES SPANIELS.-lst, J. Marriott’s Clifton Belle: 2d 
and very high com.. F. B. F^’s Milwaukee Charlie and Dolly. High 
com.. J. Marriott’s Flossie, W. Phillips’s Roscius, King Charles Ken¬ 
nels’ Duke and Priceless. 

BLENHEIM SPANIELS.—1st and ‘2d, W. Phillips’s King Victor and 
King Pippin. 

JAPANESE SPANIELS.-lst and 2d. Mrs. Eugene Clark's Kobe 
and Zeddo. Very high com., R. Quinn’s Chfng. High com., M. F. 
Reeves’s Jap. Com., M. L. Pain’s Jap. 

TOY SPANIELS.—1st. Jlrs. Klsteman’s Lilly; 2d, J. Marriott’s 
Nora. High com.. King Charles Kennels’ Sister Sally. Com., G. W. 
Pier’s The Marquis, Irene Ackerman’s Dick and King Charles Ken¬ 
nels’ Roses Bed. 

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.-lst, Mrs. S. J. Mayer’s Prince: 2d, 
Miss Edith Van Buren’s Fanny. High com., Dr. H. R. Surles’s 
Zephyr. Com., Miss A. Minnie Herts’s Dido. 

POODLES.—Black—Hogs; 1st, W. C Sanford’s Styx: 2d, Dr. W. F. 
Lusk’s Fritz. Very high com., Dr. O. H. Presby’s Jack and R, H. 
McCormick’s Jumbo. Bitches: Prizes withheld. Very high com.. 
Miss Clark’s Jet U.—Other than Black—Prizes withheld. Very high 
com., Mrs. G. Von Skal’s Carlo. 

MISCELLANEOUS-—Over 25lbs.—1st. F. M. Brasher’s Vixen; 2d, 
Glencho Collie Kennels’ Sir Lucifer; 3d. Miss Edith Van Buren’s 

> Kuma. Very high com.. A. P. Weston’s Don, W. Bellefuilie’s Bruno, 
J. R. Gildersleeve’s Black Bess. F. M. Brasher’s Don. E. Dexter’s 
Belle Tinker and R. & W. Livingston’s Yum-Yum. High com., S. 
Robinson’s Wallie and L. W. Pye’s Boz. Under 28lbs.—1st, Mrs. 
Hubert T. Foote’s Me-Too; 2d, F. T. Brown’s Jim. Very high com., 
S. J. Major's Nellie and J. F. Campbell’s Lulu. 

THREE-DAY DOG SHOWS. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

I beg a little space in your columns to call attention of all 
“whom it may concern” to the advisability of curtailing the 
duration of kennel shows, i. e., making the time three rather 
than four days as the hmit. I am convinced that three days 
is long enough to subject our dogs to the wearying trial of 
exhibition and its attendant “wear and tear" on the nervous 
system, as well as,the general health of our pets. I thiulr that 
all breeders and exhibitors are with me in this matter, and 1 
respectfully commend it to the careful consideration of aU 
clubs and associations under whose auspices and patronage 
the bench shows are held. 

The dog is of an extremely nervous organization, and the 
continued strain of a four-day exhibition is too much—just 
“one too many”—for the long-suffering animals. It is quite 
evident that the fourth day is added for the purpose of swell¬ 
ing the receipts of the club promoting the exhibition, but it is 
a moot question if it reaUy pays. All hona fide dog lovers and 
fanciers are to the fore when the dogs are fresh and in best 
condition to be seen, and on the fourth day neither the ex¬ 
hibited nor the exhibitors are in any mood to be admired, or 
to hold speech with. The number of bench shows are increas¬ 
ing so fast that it is even more desirable that the limit of each 
should be three days. I think if this rule were adopted it 
would be very advantageous, and if shows were duly prepared 
for and properly managed the three days’ hmit would to, in 
every way, as satisfactory as the now common four. I am 
sure it would to the dogs, and they surely ought to he con- 
sidled, as of what possible use is a show without well-con¬ 
ditioned dogs to show? I hope this expression of opinion may 
call out othem of those who are interested in the subject and 
who love and admire dogs, 0. VV. R. 

DEATH OP THE FIELD SPANIEL BENEDICT.—jEditor 
Forest and Stream: In the death ■ of champion Benedict, 
killed recently by tbe D. L. & W. Railroad, the spaniel men 
have sustained a severe loss. He was the property of Mr. 
Albert E. Foster, of Mountain Station, near Orange, New 
Jersey. The recent, but now subsiding, craze for ; small 
spaniels has heretofore quite thro'wn the merits and supei ior 
usefulness of the large spaniels in the shade. His death is 
most untimely, as the Spaniel Club were about taking up this 
type of tbe breed, to lend them a helping hand and encourage 
their breeding and training, and several well-known bitches 
were soon to be bred to him. By reference to No. 61 in the 
initial copy of the American Kennel Register, we can see that 
his breeding was of the best, champions %urmg hberally on 
both sides. He was bred by Jacobs, Wolborough House, 
Newton Abbot, Devonshire, Eng., and was sent to this country 
in 1880. His winnings were as follows: Mrsc New York, 1881- 
champion Cleveland, 1882: first New York and Pittsburgh,’ 
1882: champion Ottawa, Washington, Pittsburgh, LouisviUe’ 
Chicago and New York, 1883; champion New Haven, New 
York and Philadelphia, 1884; champion New York, New 
Haven and Boston, 1885, and many specials.—Spaniel. 

THE MANITOBA FIELD TRIALS CLUB.-Winnipeg, 
Man., April 2^.—Editor Forest and Stream: At a meeting held 
in this city this evening an association was formed for the 
purpose of improving the field qualities of pointers and setters, 
by holding field trials in this vicinity. The name adopted is 
the Manitoba Field Trials Club, President, Mr. Alexander 
Logan; Vice-President, Mr. Thos. Johnson; Secretary and 
Treasurer, Mr. C. A. Boxer. A board of directors was elected 
and quite a number of members enrolled. It is the intention 
of the club to hold a field trial next fall and to offer liberal 
prizes. Those desirous of joining^the club should address the 
secretary, Mr. C. A. Boxer, 4 Portage avenue, Winnioeff — 
Pointer. _^^ 

“GLOVER’S ALBUM.”—This is the title of a treatise on 
canine diseases lately published by Dr. H, Clay Glover. It 
touches on most of the troubles peculiar to dogs, clearly and 
briefly giving symptoms and treatment for the same. The 
author’s ideas differ in many respects from those of the old 
EngUsb writers. One particular merit tbe “Album” possesses 
is that of being written in plain English, care being taken to 
avoid technical terms. It is nicely gotten up, containing pic¬ 
tures of a number of prize winning dogs, and will proven 
valuable little book to all dog owners. 

SALE OF THE SHOTWELL COLLIES—We learn from 
outside but authentic sources that the price paid by the 
Hempstead Farm Co. to Mr. Shotwell for his kennel of collies 
was $1,000. The two old dogs, vee understand, were sold for 
$400 each and the three puppies for $200. 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 

No Notice Taken of Anonymous Gorrespondents. 

F. P. Q., N. Y.—Do not continue arsenic more than three weeks 
without an intermission of ten days. Give her a little meat cooked 
with com meal. You should wash her with warm water and carbolic 
soap once weekly. Dry her thoroughly afterward. 

M. T., CloBter. N. J.—1 have a hound two years old that is troubled 
with a cough. It has been annoying him for about two weeks; he 
will cough and then appears to gag or choke; he is in good flesh and 
his appetite fair. I also have a Gordon setter bitch six months old 
that was taken in the same way that the hound was, only she has not 
been troubled so long. Eyes do not run much and nose clean, but by 
spells warm. I thought at first it might be distemper. I have had a 
numb'=r of dogs that had the distemper in its different forms, but this 
gets the best of me. Would you please prescribe? Ans. Get the 
foliowing: Of the muriate of ammonia, ounce; of the syrup of 
wild cherry. 1!4 ounces; of paregoric, ounce; of water to make a 
4-ouuce mixture. Mix. Give a teaspoonful four times daily. Give 
the pup halt this dose. 

Constant Reaber, Boston.—My Gordon setter, age nearly three 
years, was run over by a wagon some four weeks ago, one wheel 
passing over hindleg and one over neck or shoulder near neck. No 
bones were broken and he has nearly recovered from lameness, but 
has developed within a week a choking cough which I can only de¬ 
scribe as having the appearance of an effort to vomit. Nothing is 
coughed up and he has no symptoms of a cold, and seems, aside from 
lameness and the cough, to be in perfect health. Is it probable that 
any connection exists between the accident and the cough, or can you 
advrie what course to pursue? Ans. It is quite probable that some 
of the nerves of the larnyx were irritated or injured by the accident. 
We should think that he will recover without treatment. Pr-obably 
electricity will benefit him. You might try eight drops of tincture of 
nux vomica three times daily in the food. Consult a veterinary or 
physician. 

H. R. W., Columbus, O.—The writer would like advice as to treat¬ 
ment of the following case: I have two mastiff dog pups now seven 
months old. Up to four months they were fat and plump, legs and 
feet all right. At that age both lost afi appetite, were reduced almost 
to skeletons, and were weak in the loins. No discharge from nose or 
eyes was ever seen; showed appearance merely of canker of ear. In 
course of a month aopetite cattie back, but pups could har^y walk, 
and were cow-hocked, knock-kneed in front and splay-footed ail 
around. Now one has nearlj' recovered, is still a little weak behind 
but legs are straight; the other, while feeling better, is .vtill cow- 
hocked in one leg and continually breaks out in small sores, on the 
back chiefly, but also on the sides and between forelegs. Have given 
no medicine, pups have dry, airy place to stay in. are chained only at 
meals, otherwise they fight; are fed all they will eat, raw meat at 
times and beef boiled and thickened with corn meal. Ans. Give both 
dogs five drops of the following solution: Of the citrate of iron and 
ammonia, one ounce; of Fowler’s solution of arsenic, two ouoces. 
Mix. Give five drops three times daily in food. Do not feed raw 
meat, hut continue the com meal mush and boiled meat, and put a 
good deal of salt in it. For the sores use the balsam of Peru oint¬ 
ment, consisting of balsam of Peru and vaseline, morning and even¬ 
ing after washing the parts with warm water and castile soap. 

KENNEL NOTES^ 

KENNEL NOTE BLANKS.—For the convenience of breeders we 
have prepared a series of blanks for “Names Claimeif^’ “Whelps," 
“Bred” and “Sales.” All Kennel Notes must be sent to us on these 
blanks, which will be forwarded to any address on receipt of 
stamped and directed envelope. Send for a set of them. Sets of 
each form (200), boimd, for retaining duplicates, sent postpaid, 80c. 

NAMES CLAIMED. 
Notes must be aent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Gath. By Andrew Laidlaw, Woodstock, Ont., for chestnut and tan 
cocker spaniel dog, whelped Oct. 14,1885, by Obo, Jr. (A.K.R. 14&1) out 
of Devon Beauty (Lad o’ Devon—Dinah). 

Daisg Dale and Lilia Dale. By H. E. Burkmar, Rockland, Me., for 
lemon and white English setter hitches, whelped Feb. 23, 1886, by 
Frank Dale out of Daisy. 

Willie D and Tempest. By W. Stewart Diffenderfler, Baltimore, 
Md., for white, black and tan beagle dogs, whelped March 4,1886 bv 
Rattler IH. (A K.R. 2798) out of Betty (A.K.R. 2910). ' 

Pluto, By Hospice Kennels, Arlington. N J., for imported white 
and dark brindle smooth-coated St. Bernard dog, 18mos. old, pedigree 
not received yet. 

Queen of Sheba. By Hospice Kennels, Arlington, N.J,, for im¬ 
ported white and orange, black mask, smooth-coated St. Bernard 
bitch, whelped October, 1885, by Porthos out of Sabah (Apollo—Ber¬ 
nice!. 

Hillsboro Frisky. By T. R. Varick, Manchester. N. H.. for white 
black and tan head, black tail, fox-terrier dog, whelped Dec. 21, 1886’ 
by Mixture (Spice-Fairy III.) out of Haze (Raby Tyrant—Fay II.). ’ 

Nanon. By E. Lever. Philadeiphia, Pa., for black and tan terrter 
hitch, whelped March 29, 18.®6. by Vortigera (Viper—Gipsev) out of 
Lilly II. (Cupid-Burton’s Lilly). u ouu or 

NAMES CHANGED. 
Black Beau, Jr., to Compton Bandit. Black field spaniel dog 

whelped March 19,1885 (Brahmin—Woodland Queen), owned by A. e’ 
Rendle, New York. 

BRED. 
Notes must be afent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Juno A.—Gladstone. Memphis & Avent Kennels’ (Memphis. Tenn ) 
English setter bitch Juno A. (Druid—Ruby) to P. H. Bryson’s Glad¬ 
stone (Dan—Petrel), March 21. 

Muggins—Beaver. J. A. Spracklen's (Woodstock, Out.) cocker 
spaniel bitch Muggins (Brahmin—Gipsy) to Andrew Laidlaw’s Beaver 
(Obo II.—Belle). March 28. 

May Obo-Obo, Jr. W. H. Tuck’s (Wilkesbarre, Pa ) cocker spaniel 
bitch May Obo (Obo II.—Yolande) to Andrew Laidlaw’s Obo, Jr, (Obo 
—Farrow’s Nellie), March 24. 

Devon Beauty—Obo, Jr. A. L. Haven’s (Woodstock, Ont.) cocker 
spaniel bitch Devon Beauty (Lad o’ Devon—Dinah) to Andrew Laid¬ 
law’s Obo, Jr. (Obn—Farrow's Nellie), March 22. 

Juno W.—Obo. Jr. C. M. Nelles’s (Brantford, Ont.) cocker spaniel 
bitch Juno W. (Obo H.—Darkie) to Andrew Laidlaw's Obo, Jr. (Obo— 
Farrow's Nellie), March 19. 

Winnie II.—Banker. H. F. Hamilton’s (Boston, Mass.) Irish setter 
bitch Winnie II. (Dash—Peggy) to J. Grosvenor’s Banker (Glencno— 
Zeida, April 6. 

Floss B.—Pluto. H. J. Bennett's (Trenton. N. J.) field spaniel bitch 
Floss B. (A.K.R, 3449) to G. H. Whitenead’s Pluto (A K.R. 1879), April 
13. 

Bebelle—Dashing Rover. W. Henrv Colquitt’s (Richmond, Vs.) 
English setter bitch Rebelle (A.K.R. 2064) to T. F. Taylor’s Dashing 
Rover (Dash II.—Norna), April 10. 

Midlothian Lassie—Montrose. Lothian Kennels’ (Stepney, Conn.) 
collie bitch Midlothian Lassie (A.K.R, 2124) to their Montrose (A.K R. 
891). March 18. 

Lady Edgecomb—Oscar U. Lothian Kennels'(Stepney, Conn ) im¬ 
ported collie bitch Lady Edgecomb to E. J. Hawley’s Oscar U. (im¬ 
ported Oscar—Imported Fannie), Mardh 6. 

Tibbie—Montrose. Lothian Kennels’ (Stepney, Conn.) collie bitch 
Tibbie (A.K.R. 2825) to their Montrase (A.K.R. 891), March 23. 

Lady C—Roderigo. B. M. Stephenson’s (LaGrange, Tenn.) English 
setter bitch Lady C. (Coleman’s London—Belle of Hatcbie) to Mem¬ 
phis & Avent Kennels’ Roderigo (Count Noble—Twin Maud). Jan 17 

Gipsy Maid—Roderigo. J. C. Duncan's English setter bitch Gipsy 
Maid to Memphis & Avent Kennels’ Roderigo (Count Noble—Twin 
Maud), Feb. 3. 

Luna—Roderigo. Judge J. M, Thompson’s English setter bitch 
Luna (Gladstone—Flossy) to Memphis & Avent Kennels’Roderigo 
(Count Noble—Twin Maud). Feb. 23 ® 

Queen Bess—Roderigo. B. Price’s English setter bitch Queen Bess 
(Gladstone—Donna J.) to Memphis & Avent Kennels’ Roderigo (Coimt 
Noble—Twin Maud), March 6. 

Maud—Roderigo. B. Crane’s English setter bitch Maud to Mem- 
pMs & Avent Kennels’ Roderigo (Cotmt Noble—Twin Maud), March 

LiUian—Roderigo. P. H. & D. Bryson’s (Memphis, Tenn.) EngUsh 
setter bitch Lillian (Gladstone—Sue) to Memphis & A vent Kennels’ 
Roderigo (Count Noble—Twin Maud), March 21. 

WHELPS. 
Nol es must be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Bess III W. W. Hurd’s (Hartford, Conn.) pointer bitch Bess III, 
April 21, fourteen (ten dogs), by C. J. Peshall’s Jimmie (A.K.R. 1589). 

Flossy. East Lake Kennels’(West Jefferson. O.) pug bitch Flossy 
(A.K.R. 2250), April 20, six (two dogs), by Walter D. Peck’s Bradford 
Ruby; hght and dark fawn. 
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Krueger's Myrtle. A. C. Krueger’s (Wrightsville, Pa.) imported 
beagle' bitcli Krueger’s Myrtle (Miustrel—Handmaid), April 18, five 
(three dogs), by his Banuermau (Marchboy—Devydrop). 

Pet. A. C. Krueger’s (Wrightsville, Pa.) beagle bitch Pet (Racer— 
Vic), April 20, five (one dog), by his Bannerman (Marchboy—Dew- 
drop). 

Fairy. A. C. Krueger’s (Wrightsville, P.a.) beagle bitch Fairy (King 
—Music), March 7, four (one dog), by his Bannerman (Marchboy— 
Dewdrop). 

Florid. Max Wenzel’s (Hoboken, N. J ) Irish setter bitoh Florid 
(Cbief—Raab’s Becky), March 22. eleven (five dogs), by his Tim (Biz- 
Hazel). 

8al. O. W. Araory’s (Boston, Mass.) pointer bitch Sal (Dick—Ruby), 
March 7, four (three dogs), by his Bob (Bang—Princess Kate). 

Bernice F. B. H. Moore’s (Melrose, Mass.) St. Bernard bitch Bernice 
V. (A.K.R. 8008), April 23, ten (six dogs), hy his Merchant Prince 
(A.K.R. 3251). 

Lilly II. B. Lever’s (Philadelphia, Pa.) black and tan terrier bitch 
Lilly II. (Cupid-Burton’s Lilly), March 29, six (five dogs), by his Vor- 
tiaern (Viper—G-ipseyi. • 

Old Gold. J. Ck Motley’s (Danville, Va.) English setter bitch Old 
Gold (A.K R. 2165), April 22, ten (seven dogs), by Pace & Holland’s 
Monarch (Dashing Monarch-). 

8ALBS, 

Motes mast be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 
Don. Black and white cocker spaniel dog, whelped March. 1885, by 

Black Mack out of Simcoe Flirt, by Andrew Laid law, Woodstock, 
Ont., to C. V. V. Sewell. Tarrytown, N. Y. 

Juno W. Black cocker spaniel bitch, whelped Oct. 9. 1833, by Obo 
II. out of Darkle, by Andrew Laidlaw, Woodstock, Ont., to C. M. 
NeUe-v, Brantford, Oiit. 

Hebe. Black cocker spaniel bitch, whelped May 28.1885, by Obo II. 
out of Belle, by Andrew Laidlasv, Woodstock. Ont., to H. G. Charles- 
worth, Toronto, Ont. 

IVoodstock Nora. Black cocker spaniel bitch, v. helped June, 1885, 
by Obo II. out of Dinah, by J. W. Kelly, Woodstock, Ont., to Andrew 
Laidlaw. same place. , , ^ . 

Little Bed Rover. Red cocker spaniel dog, whelped June, 188o, by 
Obo II out of Dinah, by J. W. Kelly, Woodstock, Ont., to Andrew 
Laidlaw. same place. 

Zanita. Black cocker spaniel bitch, whelped Oct. 17, 1884 (A.K.R. 
1986), by Will H. Merrill, Haverhill, Mass., to Lynn Breeding and 
Boarding Kennels, Lynn. Mass. 

Bletclc Beau. Jr. Black field spaniel dog, whelped March 19,1885, 
by Brahmin out of Woodland Queen, by J. LuckweU,Woodstock, Ont., 
to A. E. Rendle, New York. 

Nero. Mastiff dog, whelped Dec. 24, 1885, by Bruce (A.K.R. 1763) 
out of Jessie (A.K.R 1032), by F. C. Grimes, Hillsboro Bridge, N. H., 
to E F Johnson, Reading. Mass. 

Hero. Mastiff dog, whelped Dec. 24, 1885, bv Bruce (A.K.R. 1763) 
out of Jessie (A.K-R.:10:32\ by F. C. Grimes, Hillsboro Bridge. N. H., 
to M- Milliken. Boston, Mass. 

Princess. Mastiff bitch, whelped Dec. 24, 1885, by Bruce (A.K.R. 
1763) out of Jessie (A.K.R. 1032), by F. 0. Grimes, Hillsboro Bridge, 
N. H.. to G. A. Weston, Bellows Falls, Vt. 

Duke II. Black and tan, white soot on breast, Gordon setter dog, 
whelped Jan. 28, 1885, by Duke 1. out of Maud, by O. P. Pinckard, 
Cambri'-’ge, Mass., to Geo. C. Eggleston, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Tom II. Black and tan Gordon setter dog, whelped Jan. 6,1882, by 
Tom out of Flora, by G. A. Colman, Charlestown, Mass., to F. M. 
Harris, Worcester, Mass. 

Count Noble—Spark tohelp. Lemon belton English setter dog, age 
not given, by B. F. Wilson, Pittsburgh, Pa., to A. E. Burch, Washing¬ 
ton, D. C. 

Bob - Judy B. (A.K.R. 3481) whelps. Blue and tan Yorkshire terriers, 
whelped Jan. 5,1886, by Fred Bollett, Brooklyn, N. Y,. a bitch to Geo. 
Hllfrich and a dog to Frank Hanshew, same place; a dog and bitch 
to (ihas. York, Bangor, Me., and a dog teKrank J. Haas, Elmira, 
N. Y. 

Obo, Jr.—BkIIc v)helps. Black cocker spaniels, whelped Jan. 30, 
1886^v Andrew Laidlaw_Y;oodstock, Ont.. a bitch to C. V. V. Sewell, 

'Tarrvtovvni N'. Y,: a. dog to E. McGinnis, New York, and a dog to W. 
B. Phillips. Newark, N..I. ... , , j 

Beau—Bessie Obo whelp. Black cocker spaniel dog, whelped 
March 30, 1886, by Lynn Boarding and Breeding Kennels, Lynn, 
Mass., to C. H. Dole, same place. 

PRESENTATIONS. 

Boy. Black and tan Gordon setter dog. whelped Aug. 10, 1884 
(A K.R. 2576), by Evan T. Sprague, New York, to Chas. Bassini, New¬ 
ark, N. J. ■ 

^Hte and ^ap ^hooting. 
THE NATIONAL RIFLE CLUB. 

Editor- Forest and Stream: -ir t u 
I read in your April 15 number a card from Mr. W. V. Lowe, who 

States that the National Rifle Club will hold a meeting at Vernon, 
Vermont, on the 26th and 27th of May, 1886. 

I am pleased to hear that the old club is still alive and wull do some 
shooting. As Mr. Lowe states I believe it to be “the oldest organiza¬ 
tion of its kind in this country, if not in the world." I have known of 
its existence for the last quarter of a century. Most if not all of its 
original founders have passed away and their places are filled by 

°*I a^so note he states that a number of crack experts who shoot with 
breechloading rifles are to be present and compete in the shooting. 
As the shooting of various members of the club with muzzleloaders 
has always been regarded as the highest attainably point of excellence 
for extreme accuracy up to and at the distance at which they shoot, 
i e 4.0 rods, it will be interesting to learn whether the improved 
modern breechloading rifle has been improved sufficiently to beat or 
evefi equal the old time gun. ,, „ 

Mr. Lowe states that muzzleloaders are used by the members of the 
club exclusively, that is no doubt correct at <hhe present time, still, I 
have known breechloaders to be used in the past, at the matches of 
the National Club, and also of the New York State Rifle Club, an 
organization similar to it. I have, however, never known or heard of 
a breechloader winning first place but once in thirty years. 

As the shooting is open to the world, i. e., to any one who pays the 
entrance fee and conforms to the rules, it is hoped that all shooters 
who have faith in their pet guns will come forward to take a hand. 
“From time to time I read articles and letters in the pages of the 
Forest and Stream, from which I am forced to the conclusion that 
the writers thereof never saw a really first class M. L. rifle shot.’ 

I would advise all such to attend the coming shoot, as m ali prob¬ 
ability, if the weather is at all favorable, they will see some shooting 
done that will be hard to excel with any kind of gun. I am also 
pleased to see an increasing tendency toward string measurement, as 
without question it is the only correct way to test the shootmg power 
of either the rifle or the shooter, “In the recent past a Creedmoor 
target as large as a small barn was thought good enough; then it was 
reduced, then reduced again, and for the past year the country has 
been agitated about a target that would smt all kinds of shootmg.’ 

It will never be found, as far as accurate close work is concerned, 
until striug meature is adopted. Again, not long since, it was thought 
bv some discreditable to shoot from a rest. I have even heard some 
shooters claim that better shooting could be done off-hand than could 
possibly be done from a rest. I would be pleased to shoot against some 
of those gentlemen myself under such conditions. G. J. Romer. 

Pebkskill, N. Y.____ 

Editor Forest and Stream: . 
I have read with considerable mterest the various articles that 

have appeared from time to time advocating the respective advan¬ 
tages as to trajectory and accuracy of muzzleloaders and breech¬ 
loaders. Some of your correspondents are apparently basing their 
claims of the superiority of the muzzleloader on a statement of facts 
and figures that to my idea are not very highly creditable to any 
kind of a rifle. Mr. Merrifl, in your issue of the 8th mst, for instance, 
tells us that with his muzzleloader and a rest at a distance of 32 rods 
or 176 yards, he killed four turkeys out of twenty shots, and from 
this wonderful performance he argues that he would soon have won 
all the balance of the turkeys. It has been a long time since I was 
at a turkey shoot, but at the last one, if my recollectmn servea me 
rightly, turkeys were put up at 40 rods—220yds.--for off-hand shoot¬ 
ing and at 80 rods for'shooting from a rest. At the latter distance I 
recollect that one man killed two out of five shots, or just double Mr. 
Merrill’s performance at nearly three times the distance, and did it 
with a Sharps breechloader, too. While in Utah a few years since, 
I had a common militay Sharps hammerless .45-70, costing, I believe, 
$13, with which I have frequently put 6, 7,8, and in one instance 14 
consecutive shots in an Sin. buUseye at 200yds. off-ffiand. 

I think it quite possible that a muzzleloading hand-made rifle, care¬ 
fully rifled by hand, and if not found satisfactory, re rifled, loadmg 
with patent muzzle and carefully patched bullet will, at a distance of 
say SOyds. and at a small target, shoot with more accuracy than 
most of the factory-made breechloading rifles; but that at this or any 
ereater distance, they will shoot with any more kUlmg accuracy at 
living game 1 do not believe. I know that I have owned several of 
the latter class that would bring the game every time at a reasonable 
distance when held right. Remus. 

Rome, 6a., April 26. 

N. Y, STATE PRACTICE. 

ADJT.-GEN. .JOSIAH PORTER has issued the orders for the sea¬ 
son’s practice by the militia of the State of New York. The ex¬ 

perience of previous years has been utilized in the preparation of tlie 
scheme of practice. Forty rounds per man will be used, and a sys¬ 
tem of duplicate score cards, one coupon to go to the general in¬ 
spector immediately after practice, will prevent anything likeiiregu- 
larityin the returns. The plan of practice, classification, etc., as 
prepared by Gen. C. E. Robbins, bead of the rifle department, are 
incorporated in the order, and provide as follows; 

CDASSIFICATION. 

The third class shall consist of all who do not appear on a range 
for practice. The second class consists of all present for practice, 
without reference to qualifications in previous years, and the prac¬ 
tice in this class will be at IClOyds. standing; on a third class or No. 3 
target, and at 200yds. kneeling, or sitting, on. a third class or No. 3 
target. The first class consists of those who score 25 and upward in 
the second cla,'s, and the practice in this class will be at 2O0yds. 
standing. No. 3 target, and at 600yds, lying prone. No. 2 target. A 
Fcore of 26 and upward in the first class constitutes a marksman, and 
entitles the maker to receive the State decoration. A score of 42 
and upward in the first class constitutes a sharpshooter, and entitles 
the maker to receive a silver bar. All officers and enlisted men, who 
practice, must shoot through the regular classes, and are prohibited 
from .shooting for a second or higher score in a class in which they 
have already qualified. The record must stand upon the first quali¬ 
fying score made. No score by officer or enlisted man will be recog¬ 
nized, unless made at a target to which he has been regularly as¬ 
signed, and where his name has been previously entered on a score 
blank. 

FIRST GENERAL PRACTICE. 

(«.) The practice will commence with class firing in squads, under 
a competent non commissioned officer or other duly designated in¬ 
structor at each firing point, and the whole under the supervision of 
an inspector of lifie practice, subject to the orders of the command¬ 
ing officer present. Five consecutive shots will be fired at each 
distance. This practice will be continued to the end hy all present 
without reference to the scores recorded, except that those who fail 
to qualify in the second class may be restricted to two shots for 
practice at each of the higher ranges. The practice of 500yds. may 
be postponed until after the course of firing in ranks. In regular 
class practice no officer or enlisted man will he permitted to fire 
more than five consecutive shots at any one distance on the same 
day, except the necessary sighting shots to ascertain elevation, 
windage and the condition of pieces, which may be fired by officers or 
well instructed men, under the inspection or approval of an inspector 
of rifle practice. Trial practice between classes will notbepermitted. 
At the first distance of either class (i. c., at 100 or 200yds.) a score of 
12 or upward is considered as qualifying, and second practice may 
be allowed to such men as fail to qualify at either distance (as above), 
provided time will permit; but third practice shall not he allowed in 
any case. If, however, the entire tour of duty, including volley and 
skirmish, bas been performed, and time stUl permits, such praclice 
may be had as the inspector of rifle practice deems proper. Those 
who mav have qualified at 200 and 500yds., but not at 100 and 200, 
may make their scores valid by practicing through the second class 
without shooting in the first again. 

In regular practice each enlisted man will shoot with the piece 
issued by the Ordnance Department of the State, and brought by him 
on the ground, unless the same is declared imperfect hy an inspector 
of rifle practice. In that case the man may shoot with the nearest 
approved piece in the ranks. 

(W Yolley Firing, 5 Rounds.—F'ring in ranks at 100yds. shall then 
be taken up in the following order, the squad or company being 
formed in single rank: Fire by squad (or company). 3 rounds. Fire 
by squad (or company), kneeling, 2 rounds. 

(c) Firing as Skirmishers.—The tro 'ps shall be exercised as skirm¬ 
ishers from 325 to lOOyils. and return; firing on the advance, 1 round 
.300yds., 1 at 200yds. and 1 at lOOyds., and on the retreat 1 at ISOyds.. 
and 1 at 250yds., great care being taken by each commanding officer 
that the men are di-liberate and cautious, that no accident may hap¬ 
pen. Officers should use discretion and tact, varying the drill ac¬ 
cording to their ground and targets, deploying men and taking such 
distances as targets and range will allow: each body of troops to he 
so divided that no more may be exercised at one time than can be 
readily handled on the range, a second class target being used. As 
soon as the last (fifth) shot is fired, assemble on the right (or left), 
thus leaving the front uncovered, so that the second squad or com¬ 
pany may deploy; during this time the marking can be done. Com¬ 
manding' officers are particularly cautioned to use great care in 
handling their men, having the clement of safety in view- at all times. 

SECOND OR VOLUNTARY GENERAL PRACTICE. 
Those present will praclice in the classes to whicii they respectively 

belong. In other respects the tour of duty will be identical with that 
prescribed for first general practice, including volley firing and firing 
as skirmishers. ___ 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

FAIRMONT, Minn., April 27.—Five members of the Fairmont Guards 
fOo. D 2d Regiment M. N. G.) spent the afternoon at the range and 
used the standard American target, 200yds., off hand, Springfield 
military rifle, 6 pounds trigger pull: 

Match No. 1. 
Corp Walker.6 5 4 
Sergt Payne.6 6 / 
Private Livermore.a a 4 
Private Warren.7 5 6 
Lieut Bird.i 

Match No. 2. 
Walker.5 J 10 

Payne.% | \ 
Livermore .  A « o 
Warren.a 7 5 
Bird..*.® ^ 

Match No. 3. 
Walker.9 8 8 
Payne .8 9 8 
Livermore. ■•9 " » 
Warren.a 4 10 

.Match No. 4. 

S'-.1 to 
LWe"more.V..6 8 10 6 
Warren.  5 8 ’ 
Bird.9 8 6 

TARGET HINT.—Jamestown, N. Y., April 25.—Editor Forest and 
Stream: A great deal has been said concernipg a new short-range 
target that will answer for offhand and for rest shootmg. .1 have 
iust made up a target from the Massachusetts decimal, covering the 
lines so as to leave those between 3 and 4 and 6 and 7. leaving the 
lines in the bull, and placing it on the Creedmoor target. The count 
in the bull is 10, 9, 8, 7, being inch nngs. I he first ring outside the 
bull is 2 inches wide and counts 6; the next ring 3 inches, counts 5; 
next one, or outer part of Creedmoor center, i^ 4 inches wide and 
counts 4; the balance of the target being Creedmoor, counts 8 and .. 

The target formation runs: n 
Count Radius. Creedmoor. 

10.;. linch. ■) 
9.2 inches. !  5 
..3 inches, ( ’ ■ 
7.'.'.'.4 inches. J 
.. 6 inches.) 
5. 9 inches. J-.  4 
4"..’..13 inches. ) 
3.  23 inches.3 
8.35 inebes.; • • v.:' j • ■ • 

Bv this target we preserve the Creedmoor target, also the division 
in the bull of the Massachusetts target, and get a target large enough 
for the poorest and fine enough for the best,—R. H. Burns. 

FITCHBURG, Mass., April 28.-Members of the Fitchburg Gun and 
Rifle Club went out to the River Street Range to-day. Out of a posa¬ 
ble 30 the following number of clay-pigeons were brokem ^orge A. 
Colony 23, E. N. Cummings 22, G. W. Weymouth 19, A. W. Baker, Jr. 
14, J. O. Converse 10, C. R. Burleigh 8. 

NATIONAL RIFLE CLUB.—The spring meeting of the club will 
be held at Vernon. Vt., May 26 and 27. A general invitation is ex¬ 
tended to all interested in rifle shooting. Any one can become a 
member and entitled to all the privileges of the club by paying the 
$5 entrance fee to the match for prizes. The standard weiglR for 
rifle barrels being 151bs., all over must give the following odds: From 
15 to 201bs.. Min. to the pound for everv 10 shots. From 20 to 301bs., 
3-l6in. to the pound for every 10 shots. From 3() to 40lbs., l-16m to the 
pound for every 10 shots. Ten per cent will be allowed to parties 
shooting from shoulder. Ten per cent, odds will he aUowed for rifles 
under lOIbs. and globe and peep sights. The.flrst string will be called 
at 3 o’clock P. M., Wednesday; second strmg 10 A. M.. Thursday, 
thii-d string 2 P. M. Thursday. A silver medal will be given by Mr. 
Hiram W. Smith for the best 30 birds. Distance 40 rods, time rules. - 
John Williamson, President; N. S. Brockway, Secretary (Bellows 
Falls, Vt.). 

BOSTON, May 1.—There was a fair attendance of riflemen at Wal 
nut Hill to day, and the delightful weather conditions made the short 
range men happy. The scores; 

Victory Medal .Match 
J Francis. 9 “ ' 
RReed.9 
D Juffey. 10 
W H Lemons. 7 
EB Souther. 

C B Edwards, A .  5 
N F Tufts, A.6 
J R Missam. A. 5 
E B Souther, C.10 

Special Military M 
W Charles.9 
W Gassam. 9 
W Heni-y. .. 

Rest Match. 
DL Chase.  10 1( 
N Washburn.8 K_ 
D Chardon.10 10 10 
HJ Foster. 

Team Match—First Team. 
Reed. “ ~ - -- -- ■ - 
Francis. 
Frye. 

. 9 9 9 7 9 9 10 7 7 10-86 
. 9 7 9 9 1) 10 10 8 7 7-85 
-10 9 10 6 10 10 a 8 7 7—85 

9 5 6 9 10 7 a 10 10-81 
.8 4 10 7 
nd Match. 

9 8 8 6 9 9-78 

0 8 8 8 10 7 9 7 8-76 
8 6 10 5 8 7 9 6 10-75 
7 8 6 9 8 8 8 7 8-74 

.10 7 7 
y Match. 

6 f 7 5 5 7-73 

9 0 8 8 7 8 9 5 10—79 
9 5 7 8 8 10 6 10 5 9—77 

. 8 5 7 4 5 7 8 7 6 8-63 

,10 10 10 10 10 9 10 10 10 10-99 
. 8 10 10 10 10 10 9 10 10 10- 97 
.10 10 10 9 10 10 10 10 8 9- -96 
. 8 9 10 10 9 10 10 10 8 10- -91 

Carter (mil).. 

White (mil). 
H Joseph. 

500yds. Match. 
HJ Foster. 5 4 
W Henry (mil).5 5 
AC White.5 5 

State >Iilitia Match. 

.. 7 8 8 10 10 !) 8 8 6 9 —83 
, 7 8 10 8 10 8 8 10 8 6 -8.3 
... 5 9 6 8 7 3 9 4 8 10 —06 
.. 4 6 7 10 7 7 8 6 6 4 —66 
... 6 6 7 6 7 4 6 7 4 4-56-1-7- 63 
..6 8 8 9 7 5 

Second Team, 
2 7 4 5 - 59-421 

.. 8 7.776 4 5 6 8 0-694-5—74 
... 8 7 6 7 7 5 7 4 8 7-674-5-72 

6—63-f7-70 6 6 8 4 8 6 5 '6 
.. 8 8 7 8 7 8 6 8 6 .4 -69 
.. 8 7 6 7 7 6 10 5 4 5-60-1-7-67 
.. 4 4 5 6 6 5 5 10 8 6 -69-411 

5—49 
4-45 
3-44 

J E Dannody. .19 19 23 22 
A C White. .21 22 22 22 
A L Brackett. .21 21 21 .23 
C C Foster.. .23 22 22 22 

8 5 8 6 0 7 8-63 

4 8 8 6 6 4 5-58 
6 3 4 5 6 6 10-49 
7 5 9 6 6 5 6-62 

4 8 4 6 5 5 7-56-288 

7 10 7 7 9 7 8—77 

6 8 0 10 4 6 6-62 

8 3 6 6 3 9—58 

7 5 5 8 3 4 9-68 

6 9 9 9 5 4 6 - 69-324 

6 7 6 9 5 8 10-74 

8 6 9 6 0 7 10-77 
3 4 4 6 7 4 4-52 

4 5 7 9 7 7 6-64 
8 6 6 10 8 6 6-67—334 

7 8 9 7 7 7 7-77 

7 8 6 10 6 7 7—77 

6 5 4 4 4 9 9—63 

8 6 4 6 9 6 7-64 

10 6 9 6 5 7 5-71-352 
Heel Plate. 

WILMINGTON, Del, April 28.-The attendance at the club matches 
this afternoon was small. After deciding the ties of the first match 
the prizes were awarded as follows: First to Robert Miller, second to 
C. Carleton, third to Joseph E, Seeds, fourth to J. Scottweil. The 
full score is as follows, at 200yds., Creedmoor target: 
R Miller, R. S .4.5455 -23 J Manz. Bal.463,34—19 
W A Bacon. RS.....44455—22 C Heinel, Jr., R S.44431—19 
J Scottweil, R S.45344-20 C Carleton, Bal.51454-22 
\V F Seeds, Bal.34444—19 S E Seeds. Bal .3.5544-21 
P Oaks...43.346-19 C Heine!, Sr., R S.54454-22 
J W Seeds, Bal.2-4544-19 

The prizes of the second match were won as follows: C. Heinel, Sr , 
first, J. W. Seeds second, R. Miller third, J. Manz fourth. The follow¬ 
ing is the full score at 200yds. on Fame’s standard union target, out 
of possible 50: 
R Miller. R S..76710-30 J Manz. Bal.37477-28 
W A Bacon, R S.04675—28 C Heinel. Jr.. R S.56626—25 
J Scottweil. BS .62760—19 C Carleton, Bai.22476—20 
W F Seeds, Bal.84576—25 J E Seeds, Bal .56475-26 
I W Seeds. Bal.68772—30 C Heinel. Sr. B S.58777—34 

The prizes of the third match were won as follows: O. Heinel, Sr., 
first, J. E. Seeds second, J. Manz third. The couditions were the 
same as for the second match. The score was as follows: 
R Miller, R S..547—16 W F Seeds, Bal.504—15 
W A Bacon, R S.2.55-12 J E Seeds. Bal.856-19 
C Heinel, Sr., R S.876-21 C Carleton, Bal.944-17 
J Manz, Bal...783—17 

MASS. MILITIA.—Vfaltham, May 1.—The Waltham Rifles, Com¬ 
pany F, Fifth Regiment, had a practice shoot at their range yester¬ 
day afternoon, with the following result: 

200 Yards—Creedmoor Target. 
Priv. C. J. Maloney.44454—21 Priv. H. A Biwniog,. .43341 18 
Priv. M. J. Nevius.44134—19 

500 Yards. 
Lieut. R. B. Edes.. .4.555545556—48 Priv. 0. Richardson. i.52<1.365444- 40 

GARDNER, Mass., April 29.—There vvas a goodly number at the 
last regular meet of the Gardner Rifle Club, at Hackmatack Range, 
Tbe distance was 200yds., shooting oll’-haud, and the stamlard Amei'i- 

- . Dodge.- - . .. . 
62-126; C: N. EdgeU, 64, 58-122; Charles Crabtree. 56, 03-119; 
Charles Leland, 56, 60—116. 

NEW BEDFORD, May 1.—At the City Guards range to-day tlie fol¬ 
lowing scores were made in a possible .50 at 200yd8.; O. L. McBay 40, 
T. Goggin 39, C. H. Fuller 36, E. L. Baudoin 36, J. A. Ruodale 35. 

J AMESTOWN, N, Y., April :30.—In telegraph match to-day with 
Gardner, 200yds., off-hand, Hinmaii target center, oiu' club made ibe 
following score: , 
B H Burns.*.6 8 6 10 6 10 
FLNorton.<' 0 6 8 0 10 
HW Watson.  8 6 6 4 5 8 
SN Ayres.9 8 6 6 7 7 
HAAhlslrom.7 8 9 5 5 < 
HV Perry.I 8 0 
EEKapple.4 5 0 8 
Pin A Four. 8 8 6 6 
JR Brown.,.-.  9 2 5 5 
JR Moore.0 6 10 6 
Gardner... .„ ■■lOit 

Zeuo. 

WORCESTER, Mass., April 29.—There wms not a large number 
that faced the butts to-day at the regular meet of the Worce;-ter 
Rifle Association at Pine Grove Range. The results of those there 
were as follows; „ . , 

Record Match. 
Jones.   ^9 8 8 8 9 6 

Clark. t Vyi a 
Norman." o’ ® ^ ^ ^ ^ 

Pi'adice Scores. 
Curtis.  I I 8 10 
Norman.... 7 6 0 J 
Jones. 10 9 4 
Clark... 8 10 7 

Military Score. 
Brown . 8 6 86 10 6837 5-68 

FAIRMONT, Minn., April 28.-The Fairmont Guards to-day shot a 
match with the Minneapolis Rifle Club under the following condi¬ 
tions: Teams of five men each from the Miniipapolis Rifle ()luh and 
Co. D. Second Regiment, M, N. G., 20 shots each on the standard 
American target, at 200yd8.. off-hand, the former to shoot any l■irte, 
and allow the latter 70 points on the total; the latter ta shoot Spring- 
field military rifles and service ammunition. Both teams shot in a 
heavy rain and wind storm, as the scores will show; 

Fairmont Team. 
Corp Walker.. 7 8 0 6 5 8 5 9 5 

^ 7 6 5 7 6 to 8 6 10 

.8 till 
Private Livermore.| 8 10 5J 4 9 5 5 

Sergt Shanks. 9'? I 5 10 « « " ® 

8 7 5 -70 
9 9 6-76 
8 6 4-02 

8 6 6 10 
7 6 10 8 

6 10 8 5 9 

7-74 
5-60 
7-60 
9-51 
7— 70 
0 - 65 
8- 73-079 

6 6 
9 8 

7 10 8 
5 10 6 

5 10 
6 7 
4 5 
5 4 

9 6-78 
5 9-73 
0 4-60 

7 10-71 
7 9-73 
8 7-72 
5 10-70 

8-70 
7-71-111 
0-66 
5- 75—141 
0—71 
4-62-133 
7-74 
6- 62—136 

Lieut Bird. . 8 7 4 8 7 7 2 8 6 5-65 
7 9 5 6 6 9 6 7 5 7-67—132 
Handicap. 

Minneapolis Team. 
.70-' 

Weeks. . 6 4 7 0 10 9 9 3 7 10—74 
7 9 7 7 9 8 6 6 9 6-73-147 

Skinner. . 6 7 4 4 7 5 6 4 5 5-53 
3 4 8 10 6 6 5 6 5 4-56-109 

Mandlin. .10 8 7 9 6 6 7 9 7 10-79 
8 9 10 10 7 6 7 8 10 10-85-161 

Marshall. . 6 10 5 8 6 4 5 7 8 7-66 
0 6 8 9 8 7 8 6 9 9-70-136 

. 6 8 6 r 6 8 7 6 2—59 
9 10 5 8 5 10 8 10 6 2—73-13’3—1 

Heel Plate. 

NEWARK, May 1.—No definite arrangements have been made as 
vet in regard to the match between teams representing New'ark and 
New York. Practices are held each week on the Essex Range, and 
some very fine scores are being made. On Friday evening John 
Coppersmith made 498-1,150 and 4931,149 in 200 consMutiye ^ots. 
Go^rev Saelton scored 60-114, 49-113. 50-118; C. U, M^el. 40-106. 49- 
116 47-111’ Joseph Dainty, 46-104, 43-103. 46-107; Charles Cooper. 43- 
106,’ 44-104; Ed. Neil, 50-H‘4, 50-116; Alfred Lake, 49-113. 
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TIAVERHILL, MASS., RIFLE CLUB, May 1.—Standard target, 
200yds. off-hand. 
HTuck. 078598778 8-7C 
AV AVorthcn. 6 8 6 8 9 4 7 9 7 8-72 
r Brown. 5 5 6 3 7 8 6 9 8 10-67 
E Brown. 7 8 9 6 5 3 8 5 10 5-65 
R Uriffln. 6 9 10 5 4 6 6 7 6 4-63 
JBusfleld.,. 4 6 8 5 9 4 7 5 9 4-60 
V BAVright. 76454684 3 4—51 

MANCHESTER, N. H., April 30.—The best scores made at the rifle 
range this afternoon were by AV'. Jlorris and C. tV. Lyman. It was 
the first Friday shoot held by the club, and Mr. Morris did the closest 
shooting in all his experience. The scores were, out of a possible 100, 
in the handicap medal match, as follows; 

(88878665 10 6-72 
AV Morris.< 8 4 8 9 10 10 8 7 8 7-79 

16999799 10 7 6-81 
1568 10 779 10 5 9—76 

CW Lyman. .-< 10 84697 5 89 9-75 
( 5 10 9 7 10 9 6 10 6 6-78 

MARKHAM, Out., April 26 —Much talk has Anally resulted in the 
organization of an enthusiastic rifle club—about 30 members being 
already enrolled—with the object of improvement in the art of shoot¬ 
ing off-hand. The target known as the standard American. 26ln. in 
diameter, has been adopted, and is well liked generally, although at 
300yds. some of the old’uns get a surprise—want to rest on some¬ 
thing. The following are the officers: President. 0. AV. Crawford; 
AHce-President. D. F. Ross; Captain. H. Megill; Secretary, John Me 
Gaw-; Treasurer, M. Speight. 

CoLOPAno Springs. Col.—I used several kinds of ammunition last 
season in Wyoming, in my Sbaip’s .45 cal., ranging from 110 grains 
powder and '650 grams lead down to a Marlin .15-85 285, inclutiing a 
500-grdin Express ball, and found the Marlin 16 2'5 to do the best 
work, and predicted that that cartridge would shotv a good record in 
the test, as it did. You are entitled to great credit for the good you 
have done the cause of rifle shooting by this test.—K. 

THE TRAP. 

Scores for publicatwn should be made out on the printed blanks 
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to ehtb 
secretaries. 

Correspondents who favor us with club scores are particularly re¬ 
quested to write on one side of the paper only. 

WORCESTER, Mass., May 1.—The series of prize shoots at the 
South End Range, under the auspices of the South End Gun Club, 
closed this week. There were five events, the first was Feb. 2. The 
events were first, five glass balls; second, five Macomber targets; 
third, five blackbirds; fourth, three pairs of doubles, and fifth, five 
clay-pigeons, with a possible total of 156. The successful competitors 
with the prize and score are as follows: AV. S. Davis. 125, prize S20; 
E. T. Smith, 11.3, prize $16; G. J. Jones, 112, prize $12; Alba Hough¬ 
ton. ilO, prize $I0; M. D. Gilman and Corren. 105. prize divided, $10; 
J. B. Tongos, 103. prize $8; L R. Hudson, lOO, prize $7; W. R. Dean, 
97, prize $6; H. AV. AA’'ebber. 96, prize $5; M. O. Whittier, 92, prize $5; 
H. 15. Franklin, 82. prize half a keg of powder. The Executive Com¬ 
mittee of the club have announced for another series of these meets. 
The first to be May 11. The prizes, three in number, will be divided 
into three prizes and will include $30 and the entrance fee of $2 re¬ 
quired of each shooter who competes. The events are seven glass 
balls, four Macomber targets, five clay-pigeons, three pair doubles, 
five blackbirds, six straightaway cla y pigeons. 

AVELLTNGTON, Mass.. May 1.—The weekly shoot at Wellington 
to-day was well attended. The winners of first prizes were: Six 
pigeons, Adams, Schaefer and AATlson; 6 blackbirds. Wilson and 
Adams; 6 blackbirds. Jones; 6 pigeons, Sanborn , 6 blackbirds, Stan¬ 
ton, Wilson and Schaefer; 5 blue rock birds, Stanton, Schaefer and 
Sanborn; 6 pigeons. Schaefer; 6 bats, Schaefer and Swift; 5 bine rock 
birds, Sanborn, Swift and Snow; 6 pigeons, Wilson; 5blue rock birds, 
Edwards and Schaefer; 6 bats, Moore, Adams and Swift; 6 black¬ 
birds, Edwards; 6 pigeons, Moore: 6 blackbirds, Sanborn; 6 pigeons, 
Wilson and Moore; 3 pair blackbirds, Stanton and Schaefer; 5 

igeons straightaway, Schaefer; 5 blackbirds, McCoy, Swift and 
tanton; 6 bats, Adams. 

NEW ENGLAND CHAMPIONSHIP.-The challenge match for the 
Massachusetts State Glass Ball Association individual gold badge w'as 
shot on the grounds of the Massachusetts Rifle Association, at Wal¬ 
nut Hill, May 5. O. R. Dickey, of the Massachusetts Rifle Association, 
was the holder of the badge, and Messrs. W. L. Davis of the Worcester 
Club, John Buffum, of the Wellington Club, O. M. Stark and E. AV. 
Law, of the Boston Gun Club, and W. H. Allen, of the Brocto.i Club, 
challenged him. 

HARTFORD, Conn.. April 30.—The Colt Hammerless Gun Club made 
the following scores at their shoot to-day, all shooting being done at 
iSyds; 
E O Howe.110101111111111—13 J Melrose.111100011100100— 8 
JHowe.001111110011101—10 J Cook.000101110101101—8 
A McMullen....100101011101111—10 W Johnson.010010111010000- 5 
M Cook .010111100110101— 9 

Mr. E. C. Howe won tUe club m^dal. 

Join the National, Gun A.ssociation.—Send 10 cents, for handbook 

BROOKLY'K, April 21.—The fourth regular shoot of the Fountain 
Gun Club was held to day at Prospect Park Fair Grounds, and 
attracted quite a good attendance and a larger number of entries 
than in the previous shoots. Boudan had again supplied a good lot 
of birds, although some ot them hung in the trap and had to be 
walked up. The wind was blowing from right to left of the traps, 
giving the shooters plenty of lime to use their second barrel, and 
enabled some of them to make good scores. Dr. Weed, who won in 
Class A, killed 5 of the 7 be was credited with with his second barrel. 
J. Ratbjen, 25yds., killed his 7 straight with his first barrel, but made 
sure of one bird by giving it an extra dose with the second. This is 
Rathjen’s second win this season in his class. Vf. Stuart, although 
not shooting up to his regular form, still had no difficulty in defeat¬ 
ing his two moderate opponents in Class C. The following is the full 
score: 

A Ol&ss B 
Dr Weed, 27yds"...1111111 -7 J Ratbjen, 25yds...1111111-7 
W Jones. 27vds.1111110—6 H McLaughlin, 24yds.. .0111111—6 
A Schwartz.' 27yds.1101011—5 C Chappel. 25.vds.1100110-4 
Dr AVynn. 28yds.1011101—5 Dr Edwards. 24yds.IHOIOO—4 
A Eddy, 27yds .1011001-4 C Kendall, 95yds .0100010—2 

Class C. 
AV Stuart, 23yds.1100111—5 J Sawyer, 21yds.1000100—2 
W Lake. 21yds.OCOlllO-3 

WESTMINSTER CLUB.—A small gathering of gentlemen assem¬ 
bled on the grounds of the Westminster Kennel Club. Babylon. L. I., 
May 1, to see the pigeon shoot between Mr. William Chauncey Floyd- 
Jones and Mr. Pierre Lorillard, Jr., members of the club, for a wager 
of $1,000 each. The Wesminster Club rules governed the match, 
each contestant to supply 100 birds and to shoot at the same num- 
ht r, 30yds. rise, both barrels to count. The birds were spnmg from 
five traps, and Mr. Jones won, killing 86 within bounds. Five fell 
dead outside. Mr. Lorillard killed 81'out of the possible 100, and 5 
fell dead out of bounds. A heavy northwest wind was blowing, and 
tlie birds, though tame when they were carried in, flew in rather zig¬ 
zag shape. Jones took the lead from the first and held it. He was 
the favorite in the betting, but notwithstanding this fact considerable 
money changed bands. After the shoot a dinner was served in the 
dining-room of the club house. Among the well-known sporting 
gentlemen who went to see the shoot were: Mr. Colman Drayton, Mr. 
Howard Jaffray, Mr. De Forrest Grant, Mr. Travers, Mr. Van Buren. 
Dr. Knapp, the Messrs. Wagstafl, Mr. Charles McAlister, the Phila¬ 
delphia champion wing shot, and Mr. Watson, who has twice been 
defeated by Mr. Floyd-Jones. The winner’s friends are much elated 
and talk of matching him against either Mr. McAllister, Mr. Drayton 
or Mr. Edehr Murphy, who is now on his way back from his very 
successful sojourn at Monaco. Mr. Lorillard’s ifriends think he did 
very well, indeed, shooting so close in a contest with an experienced 
hand. 

TORONTO, April 27.—The following are the scores in the tourna¬ 
ment, Canada blackbirds, held nearD. Blea’s, West Toronto Junction, 
commercing on Good Friday and concluding to-day: 

Boys competition (under 151,10 birds each, 9 entries—J. Jennings 5, 
M. Crotbers 5, T. Sawden 5. In the shoot off Jennings won, with 3 
straight birds. 

Competition No. 2, 20 birds each, from 5 screened traps, 30 entries: 
J R Humphrey. .. 16 J Townsend .14 
W Felstead .15 RJ Kidd.14 
C Rogers.15 A Kay.13 

Consolation competition for non-prize winners, at 10 birds each-^. 
Thomas 6, J. Jennings 5. B. Clarke 5. 

Team shoot, 15 bircls each: 
Louden’s Team. 

T Louden . 
Blea’s Team. 

D Blea. 10 
J Jennings. F Wakefield. 
A Ellis. ..11 E Reed. . 9 
WBugg. ..13 C Sinclair. . 9 
E Brown. .10-52 T Charlton . 10_52 

McDowall’s Team. 
W McDowall. .12 

Owl Team No. 1. 
J Townsend ..... , g 

R J Kidd. J Humphries. . 9 
W Feist ead. .13 C Rodgers. . 9 
A Wymess. . 6 J Douglas. 
G Thomas. .10—51 C Cockburn.,.. . , 9 46 

Owl Team No. 2. 
J Wells.. 

Newmarket Team. 
G Wilkinson. 

W Smith. . 7 A Dunn. 10 
C Unwiii. .. 6 W Bunton .... 10 
C Lockhart..... .10 C Menis.. 6 
J Montgomery. .11—45 A. Roe. . 5 38 

Shooting off ties, 5 each man: Louden's t-eain 10, Blea’s team 10. 
Second tie: Louden's team 8, Blea’s team 7. 

Double bird competition, clay-pigeons, 8 pair; 
W Felstead.  12 W McDowall.7 
AAVymess.  11 C Siuclair.6 
A Ellis.10 W Clark.  6 
AV Smith. 9 J Wells.6 

F AA^akefleld.5 
F Brown.3 
0 Lockhart.3 

DBlea.9 
T Louden. 9 
AV Bugg. 8 
E Reid .7 

The winner in this competition secures as prize a handsome dia¬ 
mond medal. 

SARATOGA, April 28.—The regular weekly meeting of the Saratoga 
Gun Club was held to day at the Glen Mitchell grounds, one mile 
north; of the village. Owing to tne rainy weather but few mem¬ 
bers were present. Ligowsky birds and traps (screened), all direc¬ 
tions, 18yds. rise: 
HMLeveugston, Jr.limillll—10 J A Manning, Jr.1110111011— 8 
George Bird. 1111111111—lO AA’^m Shepard.1011011011—7 
Wm H Bockes.lllllOllll— 9 W. M. Levengston, Jr. 

WINCHESTER, Ind., April 27.—The Winchester Gun Club shot a 
match at Ligo'vsky clay-pigeons, Ligowsky trap, 20yds. rise, 40yds. 
boundary, N. G. A. rules. 
Wells .1100011110- 6 Pockett.1111111100—8 
Norton.OOOllOllOI—5 Cheney.IIOOJCOIIO—4 
Coats.0110101111-7 Diggs.limn 110—9 
Morman .0010010101—4 Sands.  .1110101111-8 
Nelson.1000010100—3 

LEOMINSTER. Mass., Mar 1.—The Leominster Gun Club has been 
organized by the election of the following officers: President, I. F. 
Gorham; A'ice-President, C. W. Burbank; Secretary. H. B. Andrews; 
Treasurer, A. G. Powers; Directors—A. AV. AVoods, E. F. Blodgett 
and George L. Rice. 

giving all information, to the Secretary Matt R. Freeman, General 

Manager. F. C. Etheridge, Secretary and Treasurer, Macon, Ga. 

Board of Directors: Dr. L. E. Russell, Springfield, O.; C. M. Stark, 

Winchester, Mass.; J. Von Lengerke, New York city; Washington A. 

Coster, Flatbush, L. I.; Wm. G. Cooper, Savannah, Ga.; E. A. Craw¬ 

ford, Tallahassee, Fla.; M. R Freeman, W. W. Parker and F. C. 

Etheridge, Macon, Ga—Adv. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Co. _ 

FIXTURES. 

There are still many clubs not represented below, and some of the 
dates in the table are not official. AVe ask the aid of club secretaries 
and others in completing and correcting the list: 

Mat, 8. Quincy, Club. 
16. Newark, Opening. 10. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 
16. Y'orkville, Open, East River. 10. Hull, Novelty, Hull. 
22. Quincy. 10. Corinthian, Club, Marblehead 
23. Quaker City, Opening. 10. Sandy Bay, Pen.. Roekport. 
31. Sandy Bay, Cup, Roekport. 13. Beverly, Cham., Marblehead. 
31. Knickerbocker, Spring Reg." 13. Great Head, Ladies’,AA’intlmop 
31. Onondaga, Opening,On. Lake. 14. Hull, Cham., HuU. 
31. S.C.Y.O., (jpening, N. Y. Bay. 15-17. Amer. (Steam), Annual. 
31. New Haven, Opening Sail. 17. Sandy Bay, Cor., Roekport. 
31. Toledo. Pennant, Toledo. 17 to 26. Knickerbocker, Cruise. 
31. Brooklyn, Opening. N.Y. Bay. 21. Hull, Ladies’, Hull. 
31. Atlantic, Opening Sail. 22. Boston. Cup, City Point. 
31. Corinthian, San Francisco. - 24. Dorchester, Club, Harrison. 
31. Newark, Annual. 24. Beverly. Club, Mon. lleach. 

June. 24. Corinthian, Ladies’, Marble- 
5. Great Head, Open, Sweep- head. 

stake, AVinthrop. 24. Sandy Bay, Pen. Gloucester. 
7. Hudson River, Union, Open. 24. Great Head, Cham.,Winthrop. 
7. AVilliamsburg Regatta. 24. Quincy, Club. 
9. Portland, Annual. Portland. 27. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 
9. Sandy Bay, Cup, Roekport. 31. Beverly, Cham., Swampscolt. 
9. Quaker City, Annual. 31. Hull, tiruise. Eastward. 

12. Brooklyn, Annual, N. Y. Bay. 31. Sandy Bay, Ladies’, Roekport. 
12. Great Head. Pen., AVinthrop. August. 
12. Buffalo, Annual, Lake Erie. 2. Sandy Bay. Open, Roekport. 
12. Portland,Challenge. Portland. 7. Corinthian, Open, Marblehead 
14. New Jersey, Annual. 7. Beverly, Club, Mon. Beach. 
15. Atlantic. Annual. N. Y'. Bay. 7. Quincy, Club. 
15. Quaker City. Ladies’ Day. 8. (Quaker City, Review. 
17. New York, Annual, N. Y. Bay. 9. Great Head, Club, AVinthrop. 
17. Dorchester, Open, Nahant. 11. Great Head, Ladies,Wintiu-op. 
17. Sandy Bay, Cup, Squam. 14. Sandy Bay, Cl ib, Squam. 
17. Hull, Cor. Pennant, Hull. 14. Hull, Open, Hull. 
17. American, Newburyport. 14. Beverly, Cham , Nahant. 
19. Hull, Pennant. Hull. 14-S9. Quaker City, An. Cruise. 
19. S. C. T. C., Annual. 21. Beverly, Open, Marblehead. 
19. Corinthian, San Francisco. 24. Great Head, Cham .Winthrop. 
22. Quincy, Club. 25. Hull, Ladies’, HuU. 
23. Boston, Cup, City Point. 28. Corinthian, Club. Marblehead. 
24. Eastern, Annual. Marblehead. 58. Hull. Cham., Hull. 
26. Sandy Bay, Cup,Final,Squam. 28. Sandy Ba.y, Open. Squam. 
26. Corinthian, Cup, Marblehead. Setptember. 
26. Great Head, Cham..Winthrop. 2. Boston, Cup, City Point. 
27. Quaker City, Review & Cruise. 3. Quincy, Club. 

July. 4. Dorchester, (iliib, Harrison. 
3. Knickerbocker Cruise. 4. Beverly, Open, Mon. Beach. 
3. Oswego Cruise, Charlotte. 4. Coriuthian.Cham.,Marblehead 
3. Hull, Club, Hull. 4. Sandy Bay, Pen., Roekport. 
3. Buffalo, Annual, Lake Erie. 6. Newark, Open. 
3. Newark, Cruise. 6. Quaker City, Cup, 2d Class. 

3-6. Quaker City, Reg. and Cruise. 8. Great Head, Club, AVinthrop. 
5. Boston, Open, City Point. 11. Hull, Cham., Hull. 
6. Sandy Bay. Open, Squam. 11. Corinthian, Sweepstake, Mar- 
5. Beverly, Open, Sweepstake, blehead. 

Mon. Beach. 11. Sandy Bay, Sweep.,Gloucester 
5. Toledo. Pen., Toledo. 17. Toledo, Pen., Toledo. 
5 to 6 Interlake Y. R. A. Rendez- 19. Quaker City. Review & Cruise. 

vous and Race, Detroit. 18. Sandy Bay, Club, Roekport. 
6 to 11, Interlake Y. R. A. Cruise 18. Great Head, Club, AATnthrop. 

to Put In Bay. 25. Buffalo, Club, Lake Erie. 
8. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 28. Beverly, Club, Nahant. 

THE LAUNCH OF THE ATLANTIC. 

SATURDAY" afternoon was a general holiday at Bay Ridge, flags 
flying, crowds of visitors hurrying down Fifty-fifth street from 

the dummy road, and yachts and boats afloat about the two basins. 
The east wind was blowing heavily, hurrying about a fleet of canoes 
under reefed muslin, whose maneuvers were eagerly watched by a 
large crowd on the shore and -bulkheads. About 3 o’clock a yacht 
bound down the Bay rounded into the Atlantic Basin and anchored 
in her berth in the tier, the Athlon, fresh in paint and lugging a new 
lead keel, just in from her winter berth at Nyack. About the same 
time the attention of the spectators was attracted to a little cabin 
yacht which warped out of Mumm’s Basin, ran up jib and mainsail, 
and started for a reach up the Brooklyn shore. This w’as the new 
Ellsworth boat, Arab, on her trial trip, with one of her owners, Mr. 
Lawton, on board, and Captain John Van Buskirk at the wheel. 
With boom to port she went staggering along funder the whole sail, 
as yet too new to reef, with her deck at an angle that would have 
done credit to the narrowest cutter. AA'^ith the breeze that was blow¬ 
ing she should have carried one reef in her big rig, and even then the 
initial stability considered by some as indispensable for comfort 
would have been conspicuous only by its absence. Coming down 
again, she ran below the bulkhead, affording an excellent oppor¬ 
tunity to see her. Pressed as she was, she drove down deeply by the 
head, and heeled until her boom feathered the water, Allow'ance 
must be made for the large sail spread, and the absence of pi-oper 
trim incident to a trial trip, but it look.s now as though, even with 
reduced canvas and well adjusted ballast, the new beat would in a 
breeze heel badly and run down by the head, with a corresponding 
diminution of speed. 

AA’hile the spectators displayed a lively interest in these side shows 
it was not to see canoes or small boats that they came by dozens and 
stood about for four hours in the raw east (rind. There was one 
point in the middle of the yard on which all eyes centered eagerly: 
one boat which was criticised and commented on, adversely or favor¬ 
ably as the case might be, by the combined “talent” of New York, 
Brooklyn. Bay Ridge, Gowanus, Bayonne, and adjacent parts. Fin¬ 
ished to all appearance as far as hull is concerned, there stood in the 
center of the crowd of five or six hundred the boat from which so 
much is expected, the yacht Atlantic, the fourth of the great quar¬ 
tette which is to meet soon in the trial races. 

Last season introduced a new and interesting element into the in¬ 
ternational race.s. Hitherto the defenders in each race had been dis¬ 
tinctively New Y"ork, but in 1885, for the first time. New York was 
pitted against Boston, with the result now so well known. This year 
not only will two Boston boats be in the field, but New Y'ork will have 
two as well, the work of different designers, which fact has created 
a strong feeling of rivalry between the friends of each party. Thus 
the interest in the contest is almost tripled, the three issues involved 
being between America and England, Boston and New Y’ork, and be¬ 
tween the three designers whose boats are entered lor Ihe trial races. 

To classify the Atlantic would be a difficult and thankless task. 
Judged by the standards that have so long been acknowledged in 
America, she is not a sloop, compared with her designer’s former 
successful effort, the Gravling, now hauled out almost beside her; 
she. i.s no way a typical Americnn centerboard yaebt. and on the 
other hand she is not a cutter, though only a very short time since 
she would have been pronounced one by those who are building her. 
What she should be called matters little now, the main points are, 
what is she and what will she do? 

The Atlantic is 95ft. 7in. over all, 84ft. waterline. 23ft. 2in. extreme 
beam, and 8ft. 6in. estimated draft. Her ballast is of lead, 35 tons 
outside, shaped to the form ot the hull, and 19 tons stowed inside. 
The centerboard works through a slot in the center of the lead keel. 
The keel rockers up sharply into a plumb stem with a forefoot well 
cut away, while aft it turns up more gradually to meet a sternpost 
raking about 1ft. in 4. The side view shows a high stem and stern, 
the sheer coming down fairly from the stem to a point well aft of 
midships, and then springing up sharply. The overhang is long, 
ending in a very small triangiilar counter, and the entire after end is 
drawn in shapely to a point, sheering very narrow on deck and cock¬ 
ing well up in the side view. The midship section is well aft, and is 
of a V form up to the waterline, being verv full below, and the bulk 
of the boat seems to be massed about it. The hull is fair in all parts, 
but the body of the boat appears very bulky compared to the ends. 
The bow is a long tapering wedge, with very little hollow, but looking 
veiy sharp, being cut away rapidly from the large bulk amidships, 
and relatively is very much shorter, and also much fuller above the 
water than the bow. On deck the breadth is distributed In much the 
same proportions, a great width well aft, a long fine bow with no 
signs of fullness at the planksheer, and from midships aft a quick 
tapering in. almost to a point. 

The yacht looked at her best, as far as form goes, when on the 
ways just previous to launching. The bottom was of a dark green, 
verdigris, the topsides black, a gold stripe around the gunwale, and 
a good deal of gilt forward. The long bowsprit, a clean round spar, 
was in place and stayed. The bobstay leads to an iron bail, bolted 
on each side of the withe on the bowsprit end, a plan that looks less 
simple and strong than the common method. The spreader for the 
bowsprit shrouds i? about one-third the length of the bo(vsprit from 
the stemhead, and of good width, the throuds leading in from it 
almost parallel with the bowsprit. The preventer shrouds are not 
yet in place. The cbainplates are all on. with the deadey es attached. 

The ways had been laid for some aays and the ba<=in had been 
specially dredged to receive the new craft, and by Saturday noon ail 
was ready in anticipation of a very high tide, d'ue to the easterly 
winds that had blown for several days. The yacht was decorated 
only with an American flag aft. the club signal forward, and a gilt 
horseshoe hung from her bobstay at the stem. At five minutes be¬ 
fore 5 P. M.. the first of the wedges were driven under the heels of the 
poppets, and soon after the keel blocks were removed and the yacht 
rested on the ways alone. Some time was lost in digging away the 
earth aft. but by 5:30 anumber of guests were on herdecks, the gang 
planks were removed and all was read.v. It was just eight minutes 
later when she began to move, and gathering way, slid rapidly down 
into the water, entering smoothly and easily, bowing lightlv as she 
left the edge of the beach and floating out into the basin. As she left 
the ways, A’ice-Com. Swan’s four-year-old daughter Ethel broke a 
bottle of wine over the bow. As she lay on the water, the painted 
loadliue was about 1ft. above the water aft and a little more forward. 
The spars, rigging and sails are all ready, and the work of rigging 
and fitting out will go on rapidly, so that the Atlantic will be ready 
for a trial trip before May .30. It is very creditable to Mr. Mumm as 
well as to aU concerned, that the work tbrougbouLhas been done so 
well and so promptly, little over three months having elapsed since 
it was first decided to build her. The Mayflower will also be afloat 
this week, and both boats will be ready at about the same time. 
Puritan is now fitting out and the changes in Priscilla will soon be 
completed, so that by the time the season opens these four large 
racers will be in figuring trim. 

A RACE OF FISHING SCHOONERS. 

Not content with fast yachts, Boston is now looking sharply after 
the spfeed of her fishing fleet. As we have noted two new ves¬ 

sels, expected to be very fast, are now building, and discussions 
over the merits of the various boats have become so frequent that it 
was decided to settle the matter by a race between them. A purse 
of nearly $400 was subscribed, partly by leading yachtsmen who felt 
a great interest in the race, and Com. Forbes presented a handsome 
cup as an additional prize. Besides the ten fishing schooners that 
entered was the pilot boat Hesper, No. 5, designed and built by D J 
Lawler. The latter entered to compete only for the cup. 

The cour.-e laid out was from the starting line between the judge’.s 
boat \ and a buoy on the line of Boston light, to Davis’s ledge (7 
miles ’ thence north to Half YTay rock (a stretch of 14 miles), and 
thence southeast to starring line of- the light 02 miles) 33 miles. Ten 
minutes were allowed eacl^boatto cross the line after the signal to 
start, any boat failing to cross between the judge’s boat and the buoy 
toheoHiged to return and cross the same in order to start. There 
was no rime allowance and the sails were limited to wonting rig. main¬ 
sail, foresail, main gafftopsail. staysail, jib and flying jib, the Hesper 
only being allowed to carry a jibtopsail In addition. The entries 
were; 

Tons. Feet. 
Sarah H. Prior, Tr McLaughlin. 97 
J. H. YIcManus, John O’Brien.ICG 97 
Gertie S. Winsor, M. Powers. 73 84 
W. Emerson, B. Campbell . 81 94 
B. J. Noale, J. Driscoll.... 96 94 
H. Phillips, E. J. Plunkett. 94 94 
E. P. Wright, J. Carney. 90 94 
Edith Emery, P, Sullivan. 79 87 
W. Parnell O’Hara. T. Connell. 80 90 
Hesper, D. J. Lawler. log 
Augusta E. Herrick, W. P. Herrick. loo 

Mr. Geo. Goddard, E. Y'. C., was the starter. The yachts were all 
keel except the Herrick, a centerboard boat from Swan’s Island, Me 
reputed to be very fast. The fleet left Commercial Wharf about 10;.s6 
and sailed out in company, the wind being southeast by east, in which 
quarter it held aU day After some scrub racing all arrived off Bos¬ 
ton Liaht, and Mr. Goddard, in the tug Elsie, gave the course and 
directions to all. At 12.-60 P. M. the first whistle was blown, and at 
1 P. M. the second. The fishermen were not used to such work ard 
made a bad figure at the start, two, the Wright and Neale, going to 
leeward of the starting line by mistake, thus being disqualified. The 
start was rimed thus: 
Hesper..1 0 17 
J. H. McManus. I 0 25 
Sarah H. Prior.1 1 13 
Edith Emery.1 1 29 

Wm. Parnell O’Hara.1 1 40 
Hattie I. Phillips.l 2 05 
Wm. Emerson.1 2 05 
Gertie S. Winsor.12 05 

Out to Davis Ledge was a beat to windward, the fleet crossing in 
the starboard tack. At the line Hesper and McManus had a struggle 
for the weather berth, and after some close work Hesper gave way 
and the McManus weathered her. All sail was set on each boat, the 
Hesper carrying her big jibtopsail, and soon leading the fleet, with 
the McManus second. At 2:38:42 Hesper turned Davis Ledge, while 
the McManus was 12min. later. 

The run to Half Way Rock was made with a quartering wind 
Hesper rounded the Rock at 4:.33:32, and made the last leg with the 
fleet far in the rear. The McManus came in second, with the Prior 
two miles astern. The full times were; 

Davis 
Ledge. 

He.«per.2 88 42 
McManus.2 52 47 
Prior. .3 03 52 
Winsor.3 06 02 
Neal.3 02 41 
Phelps..3 07 2S 
Emery.3 13 31 
Wright.3 15 45 
Emerson.3 25 30 
O’Hara.3 25 30 . . . 

The wind throughout was too light to niake the race a thorough 
test, and the question of supremacy is not yet fully settled. 

Davis 
Ledge. 

Half-way 
Rock. Finish. Elapsed 

.2 88 42 4 33 36 5 62 15 4 51 58 
,.2 52 47 5 00 27 6 31 00 6 30 35 

3 03 52 5 10 45 6 46 00 5 44 47 
5 22 30 6 5:4 30 5 51 25 

.8 07 2S 
5 22 32 
5 22 .33 

6 57 00 

.3 13 31 

.3 15 45 
6 22 40 
5 22 59 

.3 25 30 
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CRUISE OF THE COOT. 

WITH tho advent of the siin next morning:, the Coot was got 
underway and proceeded to pick a com*se through the narrow 

winding channel leading out of the lower enti-ance to Mlllford 
Haven. By so doing a return over old ground and some seven miles 
were saved. The Haven Itself Is broad with 10ft. of water, but 
nearing the lower end, the bottom shoals to 1 and 2ft., a narrow 
gutter like lead with fi to 10ft. carrying you out to sea through a 
break in the beach. This is not staked nor defined and the charts 
are on too small a scale to be of much assistance. A boat drawing 
over 3ft. should take a local pilot. The Coot managed to shoot the 
entrance after stirring up the sand in some places. At low water 
the chart indicates only 3ft. on the bar which would make it 4 to 4>ift. 
on the flood. To me there seemed to be rather more water. Once 
across the bar the depth suddenly increases to 7. then to 10ft., which 
may be carried down the shore until the Wolf Trap Spit is reached. 
This has several .'ift. spots half way between the light and the beach, 
hence you must give the beach a good berth. Below the light house, 
which is of the screw pile kind, you can sheer it again in trying for a 
harbor. Horn Harbor can be entered with 4 to 6ft. and is the proper 
place to try for. unless willing to round New Point Comfort and sail 
five miles up Mob Jack Bay for East Eiver, where twenty feet can be 
found. 

I had been told that Deep Creek, just round the Pointconld shelter 
the Coot, and so when the cold northerly wind failed, boxed about 
in a calm and light airs from ahead all the afternoon seeking to get 
in. In doing so a strong flood set into Hoi-n Harbor was encount¬ 
ered, obliging a long board out into the Chesapeake. After several 
hours of tedious doldrums, the Coot was coaxed up to New Point 
and made a close round according to the chart. After crossing some 
strongly marked tide rips, she suddenly struck where 7ft. was ex¬ 
pected. This led to an Investigation. I found a long bar of hard 
sand extending out to the eastward between two lines of tide rips. 
On the bar there was hardly 3ft. As 
the soirndings on the chart were 
taken twenty-six years ago, this bar 
may have formed since. It also ex¬ 
tended to the westward of the cape, 
nearly out to the red can buoy, 
although 14ft. should have been found 
according to the chart. There were 
many very shoal lumps, over which 
the Coot could just pass. In mak¬ 
ing Mob Jack Bay, the can buoy 
should be hugged pretty close. 
Around it the water qidckly deepens 
and the Coot went away with lifted 
sheet lor her proposed harbor, the 
sun already having sunk below the 
trees in the'west. 

Approaching the sandy cape the 
boat hook was kept going and soon 
brought up 'in .3ft., 'whereupon the 
yacht was rounded up andanchored 
while I pulled ahead in the skilT to 
hunt for a channel. None could be 
found, a flat of hard sand with 2ft. of 
water extending all along and barring 
retreat into the attractive little cove. 
With darkness upon me and no in¬ 
clination to sail five miles up into 
East River and out again in themorn- 
Ing, I determined once more to trust 
to luck for the night and hold on 
right there after close reefing the 
sail. This was the third time the 
desperate chance of escaping a lee 
shore in a winter gale was taken 
and for the third time good luck 
stuck by the boat. There was a 
sweep of 10 to 25 miles for wind and 
sea according to the quarter from 
which it might come, and the situa¬ 
tion wms not much relished. Later 
on I learnt that some of the creeks 
In the large bight to the northward 
could shelter any draft less than 5ft. 
but this I mention with reservation, 
not knowing how trustworthy the 
information. Large boats generally 
make for the Poquosin River in this 
neighborhood, but without wind that 
was out of the question and a harbor 
there would have taken me out of my 
course. Daylight is necessary to 
make out the buoys marking the 
narrow cut across York Spit, the 
water shoaling very abruptly on both 
sides. Plenty of water can be 
carried across the Spit lower down 
however, which will be in your course 
if New Point has been kept close 
aboard. 

The moon rose in all her silvery 
splendor and the night remained 
calm though very cold. Early next 
morning a brisk icy wind struck in 
from the northward. A haze about 
the sun and mist rising in the south¬ 
east betokened a change before the 
day was over. This m ight brin g wi n d 
and sea ahead and leave the Coot in 
sore straits, as the nearest practicable 
harbor would be in Hampton Roads 
around old Point Comfort, twenty- 
four miles away. It was necessary, 
however, to clear out from the meagre 
protection afforded by New Point 
and take chances on slipping into 
Back River as a last resort. The 
entrance is readily made in moderate 
weather, but in an on shore wind, a 
nasty sea tumbles up on the shoals 
surrounding the tortuous channel, 
and should vou miss the latter, a 
small boat like the Coot would find 
herself on an ugly lee shore without 
the power of beating off. The idea 
of making Back River was soon 
given up, as the wind veered Into N. 
E. and came down in hard squalls, 
turning up a dangerous sea In which 
I did not dare venture inshore. To 
make the most way, whole sail was 
got on and the boat went foaming 
and boiling on her southerly travels, 
burying lee waist and flying over the 
sea as New Point’s lofty white tower 
was dropped in her wake. 

For a while everything went well, 
though the hardening of the blow 
Into a gale forced me to round up 
and haul out second cringle while 
the sea assumed a threatening as¬ 
pect. To the southward it looked 
decidedly dirty and had a harbor 
been within reach, the Coot would 
have run lor it might and main. 
There was no choice but to keep at 
it, after getting on to York Spit. 
Here the shoaling of the water 
caused the longer seas so far met, to 
mount into towering, curling masses, 
steep and hollow, which piled after 
the little Coot with a roar. To look 
back as the foam-crested billows 
threw the skiff from side to side, 
talmost tossing her bodily aboard, 
then letting her drop out of sight 
into the succeeding hollows with a 
fierce snap on the doubled painter, 
was enough to make one’s head turn 
dlzzv. I did try to bear away for 
Poquosin, but found it impossibleto 
keep the boat off, let alone running 
dead before the sea Avithout jibing 
and wrecking the whole rig. At 
each high roller, the Coot would 
round up till the wind was brought 
abeam in spite of helm, and tending 
sheet and board. Barely w'as I able 
to miss ramming the ligbthou.se on 
he Spit. But the boat was making 
wonderful speed all the same and 

when the Spit had been crossed a perceptible smoothing in the 
sea set in. The involuntary lufling had also lifted the boat so far 
to the eastward as to clear the shoal Avater about Back River. For 
half an hour things took a favorable turn, though the sun had 
become obscured in portentous steam and the wind kept veering 
more to the eastAvard. 

When it settled N.E., it came out Avith rencAved vigor, this time a 
lull gale in its force, lifting the caps off the seas and driving them 
along in a heavy shoAver of spray. The Coot’s sail threatened to go 
out of the bolt ropes. Steering had been a great labor and the air 
Avas wintry enough to stiffen me from head to foot. Along we flew, 
the minutes seemed to grow into hours, and one narroAV escape from 
broaching to followed another so quickly, that I began to grow used 
to the trouble, though wishing myself well through Avlth the job 
The worst was yet to come. Back River Light had been made and 
passed. Fifteen miles had been reeled off and seven remained to 
Old Point. It looked as though Ave should pull through, if the rig 
Avould hold out. The skiff I expected to lose, but strange to say, 
though indulging in the most frightful antics, sheering square 
across the stern like a shot out of a gun, spinning along on her side, 
gunwale to, and turning up the seething Avaters like a plow does 
the sod, she escaped all damage and did not ship more than a bucket 
full the whole ti ip. I had given her an extra length of painter and 
doubled the parts and lashed the oars to the thwart. 

The gale outside had been nearly 8. E., and Avhen the capes of the 
Chesapeake Avere opened, the full effect of the ocean swell made 
itself felt in a way which boded literally the engulfing of the Coot. 
Huge rollers poured in and grew steeper and steeper, their heavy 
m.asses breaking in seas of boiling foam as they tumbled in upon the 
Horseshoe shoal, which the Coot had reached. It would have been 
too far out of the course, and more than boat and myself could 
stand to trim in sheet and bead up to round the tall of the Shoe, so 
we Avere obliged to cut across inside the Thimbles light. This drove 
us over some 8 and 9ft. spots and into 14ft. generally. 

For six miles the Atlantic rollers were breaking in an endless boll 

of foam. They wofuld rise so steep and thin as to become a trans- 
parent ^een. Then with a crash, after a moment’s poise, the tons 
would tumble and SAveep along with hurling force and rapidity, 
impetuous streams of hissing fi-oth. These would lift the^ Coot 
under her haunches, pwpellingher along on the wavefront as thoiurh 
?!i? would force her nose doAvu and under, 
till she burled stem, mast and even up to the cabin house She 
Avould then screw out with iresistible force and broach to, rollin'^ to 
windward into the next hollow Avith such a swing that a capsize to 
WludAvard impended. The boom would be wliipped half way up the 
mast and drop with a thud that was like the report of a gun and 
send my heart into my mouth for some immediate disaster on the 
canvas and sheet. 

I certainly was frightened, but not fright in the ordinary sense 
Reason told me that such a state of affairs could not last. The mar¬ 
gin of escape was too narrow not to bo crossed sooner or later 
Time and again I managed to get the boat off in the last second ami 
prevent the next huge sea from tumbling bodily aboard. H.ad such 
a thing happened, the cabin and decks AV'ould have been stove 
to atoms, the boat fllled and sunk in an instant. The tiller and 
sheet were the tools with which disaster h.ad to be resisted. The 
tiller bent like a reed, the tenon in the rudder’s head AA^as on the 
point of giving way. The sheet and boom might have gone any 
moment, for the boom dipped half Its length in the iee rolls and fell 
many feet after the roll to windward. The sheet Avould bring up on 
the blocks with a check they could not long withstand. Three 
times I was thrown into the lee scuppers of the cockpit and had to 
scramble back to the helm to keep the boat away. Seas broke 
aboard, but the violent tossing served to keep her pretty clear. She 
did not get much down below. 

I was Avell nigh exhausted and frozen. The welcome pier of the 
Hygela Hotel had been opened, vessels could be descried riding 
comfortably at anchorage in comparative shelter and the haven for 
the Ooot was not far away. I looked astern and suav a green"mon¬ 
ster, bigger than any yet encountered, rushing towat d the Coot 
with implacable fury. On it tore Avith tumult and confusion at its 
head. This was a critical one and no mistake. 1 grasped the tiller 
tightly, braced with a fresh brace, kept one eye on the ruffian folloAv- 
ing me up and met him Avith helm beforehand. Something lifted 
the Coot high into the air. A momentary sharp tug at the helm, 
then the boat was suddenly let doAvn easy as on a cushion and 
nothing remained of the huge sea. It was the last of the lot, for the 
Coot had slid off into seventy feet of water. The sea w'as still 
villanous but longer and regular, so you could figure on ways and 
means to evade the Avorst. 

Abreast of Old Comfort Light, the wind had a northerly vein and 
in the sea the Coot had to be jibed, tacking being out of the ques¬ 
tion. It was done by getting In sheet, seeing it clear, easing helm 
over very sloAvly and then letting the boom go out on a spin like 
lightning. The smallipatch of sail enabled this to be consummated 
Avith success. When the Ooot drove between the buoy on Hampton 
Bar and the government pier, there was a very audible sigh of relief 
aboard the yacht. Smooth Avater and a weather shore Avas some¬ 
thing to be thankful for, and Old Point proved a Comfort Indeed. 

It was shortlived, a few hours saw a shift to the scene. Anchor 
was let go off the ordnance shops in 6ft. Sail stowed and a hot 
stove and grub. It had been bloAving 50 miles at the capes 
and 40 in the roads on the climax of the gale, just as the Coot 
reached into safety. EveiTrbody about the Point is. an old tar of 
some sort. Pilots and seafaring men opened their eyes in wonder 
when they learned that the Coot had come across “the Shoe” in the 
hight of the storm and survived the kind of sea they are well able 
to appreciate. Coasting schooners, a square rigger and numerous 
oyster smacks had gone ashore and life had been lost, though none 
of them Avere exposed like the Coot; and all Avell maimed in the 
bargain. I don’t quite understand mVself hoAv I got through the 
mess. It certainly Avas not the fault of the boat. 

Provisions wei'e at a low ebb; so Avere the finances of.the estab¬ 
lishment; concluded to eke out an existence on some sago, and sail to 
Norfolk next day where funds were in Avaiting. This was a lament¬ 
able miscalculation, lor I missed reaching Norfolk bytAvo months. 
Toward evening the gale abated in short order and a mysterious 
calm set in. 

At midnight I awoke. The boat was pitching bows under. It 
must be a gale from the N.W., as nothing could raise such a dis¬ 
turbance. Upon opening the cabin door, the sky Avas as clear as a 
boll, a howling northwester was in full possession, the Coot on a 
lee shore at last, tailing a few lengths from a dock, and worst of all, 
it was freezing at a great rate, the mercury being down in the 
twenties. At daybreak It was blowing a hurricane. Conld not 
communicate with the shore owing to high sea and cold. Crumbs 
of remaining grab were apportioned into homeopathic doses. For 
three days the gale held on. The last day I was down to a mouthful 
of lard, not a drop of oil for the stove and no tobacco. 

That night the blockade was raised. The wind fell, the ice packed 
into the bight and froze fast before morning. The Coot was nearly 
rall-to, doAvn by the head, encased In a solid armor of ice, so -that 
nothing but the cabin doors could bo distinguished. She Avas 
litei'ally bui'ied. As fast as the spray flew aboard the intense cold 
solidified it In an Instant. In this way layer Avas Imposed upon 
layer, till the boat could no longer be distinguished, resembling a 
hillock of ice. The skiff had been sunk under her burden. She was 
chopped out first and an expedition undertaken to the shore. At 
Old Point stores were procured and carried off. Then with a 
hatchet I set about cutting the Coot clear of her encumbrance. 

All Avas well ior the next ten days, Avbile the ice held last. When 
it broke up, the old battle against the drift had to be refought Avith 
scarce any rest night and day. Ice ont of the James river folloAved 
down and only after four days’incessant labor, could I get the Coot 
underway and sail into Hampton Creek for protection during tlm 
remainder of the winter. Many vessels dragged ashore during this 
freeze, and that the Coot with tAVo little rope cables should liave es¬ 
caped right alongside the big vessels is one more marvel of the 
cruise. She was fearfully cut and Avounded in the encounter and 
was about being carried out to sea, when a lucky turn in the cake of 
ice set her free. Once in Hampton creek, in a snug berth, all 
danger from drift ice ceased. 

YACHTING NOTES.—Deloin will he shipped for New York on 
Monday next Shona.—Mr. Charles Sweet, owner of the Clara, was 
incorrectly mentioned as the owner of the 5-ton Shona. Mr. Sweet 
owns only tne Clara and is in no way interested in the other craft.... 
Happy Thought, keel sloop, of New Haven, has been sold to Messrs. 
Van Wart, of New York, and will be enrolled in the Knickerbocker 
Y. C.Uncas, steam yacht, Mr. J. Buchanan Henry, has been sold 
to a Boston gentleman for $1,400. 

AMERICAN Y. C.—The design for the International Challenge 
Cup has been decided upon, that offered by Tiffany & Co., being tbe 
one selected. It will be 3Et. Sin. from base to top and will cost 10,000. 
The competition will be open to yachts of all nations. 

MAYFLOWER AND PURITAN.-Gen. Paine’s yacht will be launched 
at 11:30 A. M to-day. Puritan has been cleaned of tbe blacklead and 
will be painted white again. Her bowsprit has been reduced lin. in 
diameter at the outer end. She will be fitted out at once. 

To a faithful dog belon^g to Mr. Schwartz, the proprietor 
of a jewelry store in Cherry street, Rahway, N. J., he, 
and his wife and two children, owe their lives in all probabil¬ 
ity. Between 4 and 5 A. M. yesterday Mr. Schwartz was 
awakened by the dog jumping on his bed and excitedly lick¬ 
ing his face. He was several minutes before he could realize 
the situation. Smoke filled every part of the bedroom. Half 
unconscious from its effects he hurriedly aroused his wife and 
then ran to the room adjoining, in which his two children were 
sleeping. He took them from their bed and with great diffi¬ 
culty groped his way down stairs and out of doors. 
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Canoeists are invited to send us notes and full reports of cruises, 
club meets, information about canoeable waters, and other commu¬ 
nications of interest. 

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and 
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, sif^rnals, etc, of 
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and 
reports of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are 
requested to forward to Fore.st and Stream their addresses, with 
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local waters, 
drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relating 
to the sport. 

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION. 

SECRFTARY—Dr. C. A. Neide. Sehuylervllle, N.T. Candidates for 
membership must lorward their names, accompanied by the re¬ 

commendation of an active member of the A. C. A., together with 
the sum of $3 for initiation fee and first year’s dues, to the secretary, 
who will present the names to the commodore. Money should be 
sent by registered letter, or money order oh Saratoga Springs, N. Y. 

FIXTURES. 
Mohican Races every Thursday through the season. 
May 1—Brooklyn C. C., Challenge Cup and Paddling Race. 
May 15—Brooklyn C. C., Sailing Race. 
May 22—Knickerbocker C. C., Spring Regatta. 
May 29. 30. 31—Connecticut Meet, Calla Shasta Grove. 
May 29, 30, 31—Hudson River Meet, Coddington’s Dock, Roundout. 
May 33—Mohican Cruise, Susquehanna River. 
May 31—Pittsburgh Regatta. 
June 12-Brooklyn C. C. Paddling Race. 
July 8-24—W. A. C. A. Meet. La ice Erie. 
July 10—Brooklyn C.C.. Paddling Race. 
Aug. 7—Brooklyn C. C., Paddling Race. 
Aug, 15-29—A. C. A. Meet. Grindstone Island. 
Sept. 4—Rrooklyu C. C., Paddling Race. 
Sept. 18—Brooklyn C. O., Sailing Races. 
Sept. 25—Brooklyn C. 0.. Challenge Cup. 

THE WESTERN A. C. A. MEET. 

rpHE W. A. C. A. have issued a neat pamphlet containing a list of 
X members, the. constitution, sailing rules, camp rules and pro¬ 

gramme of the coming meet to be held at Ballast Island from July 
8 to 24 inclusive. The membership roll now numbei-s 77. including 4 
ladles; 21 coming from Cleveland, 20 from Cincinnati, 13 from 
Chicago and 18 from Sandusky. The constituiion, by-laws and sailing 
rules, except as noted below, are substantially identical with the 
A. C. A. The classes and programme are as follows: 

PADDLING. 

Class I. Length not over 18ft., beam not under 24in. and not over 
28in. 

Class n. Length not over 16ft., beam not under 26in. and not over 
30in. 

Class HI. Length not over 17ft., and beam not under 30in. 
Class IV. Open canoes, single or double-bladed paddles. 
Class V. Tandem canoes. 

SAILING. 

a^Olass A, Length not over 16ft., and beam not over 28in. 
Class B. Length not over 17fc, with a limit of 28^in. beam for that 

length. The beam may be increased % of an inch for each full 6in 
of length decreased. 

Class C. Length not over 18ft. and any beam. Time allowance 
allowed according to Tredwen’s Measurement. 

The general programme has been arranged subject to changes in 
accordance with the weather, at the discretion of the regatta com¬ 
mittee, 

Thitrsdav, July 8—Formation of camp. 
Friday and Saturday, July 9 and 10, general cruising and visiting 

among cancers and the Islands. 
Sunday, July 11—Church service 10:30 A. M. 
Monday and Tuesday, Julj' 12 and 13—Two days' cruise among the 

neighboring islands, under command of the commodore. First and 
second prizes offered for best equipped canoes arranged for cruising, 
displayed and operated on this cruise. 

Wednesday, July 14—Canoe races: 
Race No. 1-9:30 A. M. Paddling; Class I.. 1 mile. 
Rime 2.-10:00 A. M. Sailing: Class B, 3 miles. No limit to ballast 

or rig:. 
Race 3.—1:30 P. M. Sailing; Blass A, 3 miles. No limit to ballast 

or ng. 
Race 4.—3:00 P. M. Paddling; Class II., 1 mile. 
Thursday, July 15- Canoe races: 
Race 6,-9:aOA M Paddling; Class HI., M mile. 
Race 6.—10:00 A. M. Sailing; 3 miles. Open to all canoes, with 

time allowance calculated as per table. 
Race 7.—1:30 P. M. All classes; 3 miles. Sail first mile, paddle 

second, sail third. ’ 
^ce 8 —3:00 P, M. Double paddling race; two men; Class V., 1 

mile. 
Race 9.-4:00 P. M. Classes I and A; 303 feet; upset race 
At 8:30 P. M.-Grand canoe hop at Wehries’s parlors 
Friday. July 16—Canoe races; 
Race 10.-9:30 A. M. All canoes; 2 miles. Open to novices oniv. 
Race 11.-11:00 A. M. Paddling; Class TV., 1 mile. ^ 
Race 12.--1:30 P. M. All classes; sailing. 3 miles, with time allow¬ 

ance calculated as per table. 
Race 13.-3:00 P. M. Paddling portage; Class I. 
Race 14.- 4:00 P. M. Hurry scurry race, open to all canoes; i-un 100 

yards, swim to canoe and paddle 200 yards. I 
|t7^30.—Meeting for general business and to elect officers for ensuing 

Saturday. July 17.—Canoe races: 
Race 15.-9:30 A. M. All classes sailing, without ballast; 3 miles, 

with time allowance calculated as per table. 
Race 16.—11:00 A. M. All classes, sailing; 2 miles; sail 1 mile, 

paddle 1 mile. 
Race 17.-1:30 P. M. Class C, sailing; 3 miles, with time allowance 

calculated as per table. 
Race 18.-4:00 P. M. Classes HI. and B; SOOft., double upset race. 
Monday, July 19.—Canoe races: 
Race 19.-9:30 A. M. Sailing; Class A, 3 miles, without ballast, open 

to prize winners only. 
Race 20.-11:00 A, M. Paddling; 1 mile, Class L, open to prize win¬ 

ners only. 
Race 21.—11:30 A. M. Paddling; mile, Class HI., open to prize 

winners only. 
Race 22,-12M. Paddling; mile, Class IV., single-bladed paddles. 
At 5:00 P. M. The presentation of prizes at headquarters. 
8:00 P.M. Venetian carnival. Each canoer is expected to bring 

Chinese lanterns with which to decorate his canoe, and Roman 
candles for the p^otechnlc display. 

Tuesday, July 20, and continuing week, general cruising and visit¬ 
ing to the neighboring Islands, and general good time. 

CAMP RULES AND GENERAL INFORMATION. 

1. A member Of the Executive Committee will be appointed daily 
by the Commodore, to act as officer of the day. ’ 

2. The occupants of each tent are expected to put their tent and 
the surrounding space in order by 9 A. M. each day. 

3. No visitors will be allowed in camp before 10 A. M. 
It is left to each canoer to see that the above rules are carried out 
Members who expect to take their meals at the hotel are requested 

to forward their names to the Secretary by the first of July A 
branch post office will be established at headquarters. Mail should 
be addressed to Canoe Camp, Ballast Island, via Put-in Bay Ohio 
Tents will be pitched to the liking of each individual or dub.’ under 
the supervision of the Superintendent of Camps. Invitations to the 
Canoe Hop will be restricted to the cancers and their immediate 
friends. The number of Invitations will, of necessity, be limited, and 
it is especially requested that all who expect to attend will procure 
their tickets from the Secretary on or before noon of the day of the 
ball. 

Meals can be obtained at the hotel by those who do not desire to 
cook in camp. Ballast Island can be reached by dally boats from 
Cleveland, Sandusky, Toledo and Detroit. Information regarding 
time of departure can be obtained from the Secretary. Camp sui> 
plies can be obtained at Put-in-Bay at moderate prices. Canoes will 
be carried free of cost on the steamers, provided owners are with 
them. Headquarters, Commodore’s tent. Assembly Room Ballast 
Island Club dining room. Secretary’s office at headquarte’rs The 
Committee desire to impress upon you the importance of giving 
notice, through the Secretary, of your intention of being present 
vour da'e of arrival and s ze of tent, so that preparations can be made 
for your accommodation. Address all communications to W. H Eck- 
man. room 31, City Hall, Cleveland. Ohio. The officers for the ensu¬ 
ing year are: Commodore, Geo. W. Gardner, Cleveland, O.; Vice- 
Commodore, Geo. B. Ellard, Cincinnati, O.; Rear Commodore Geo” 
W. Mtinger, Chicago, Ill.; Secretary and Treasurer, W. H. Eckman* 
Cleveland. O. Executive Committee—Geo. W. Gardner. Cleveiqnri’ 
O ; Geo. B. Ellard, Cincinnati, 0 ; Geo. W. Munger, Chicago Ill ■ w’ 
H. Eckman, Cleveland. O.; W. O. Brown, Cincinnati, O • J W Hen- 
buru’Toledo, O.; O. A. Woodruff, Chicago. lU. Regatta Committee 
—G. H. Gardner, Jas. O. Shiras, H. D. Crane. Superintendent of 
Camp, Chas. R. Melville, 

noUc^ that the paddling rules allow one foot more length 
than the similar claves of the A. 0. A., which wiU disbar any ean^s 
budt up to the full limit of this rule, from the A. C. A. races^ Should 

no provision made 
for ^in. boats which promise again to become very popular in 

handicapped in the same class with a I6x26hi 
canoe. Under these rules such a canoe as the Lassie would h^e no 
r^sonable chance. The sailing classes A and B are Identical with 

u' classes, but the committee have added a new class 
C, with a time allowance baaed on Mr. Tredwen’s jrirth rule onen tn 
canoes not over 18ft. long, but with no limit of beam or deptii There 
are many good reasons against time allowance in canoe racing but 
m spite of them the estaWlshraent of the present cla.«8 is a good’'idea 
for a time at le^t. It will bring in all the odd sizes of canoes outsfde 

h and af^r one or two seasons’ trial it shows just 
what lllmits should be laid down for this new class to encourage 

building of larger boats which can still be efficiently paddled 
The progr^me offered is a good one and promises plenty of varlttv 
No finer location tnan the Put-in-Bay Islands oould be desired i^ 
canoeists, and the efforts now making in the West should attract a 
lai-ge number. Eastern canoeists who may have the leisure will find 
no pleasanter place to spend a few weeks, and we can assure them 
from a persimal experience, of a warm welcome from their fellow nad- 
dlers of the West.] 

A BID FOR AN "ACCIDENT.” 

ONE day last week two canoeists on a Staten Island ferry boat 
were surprised to see out in New York Bay, near Robbins Reef 

and from one to two miles from shore, a small white canoe, in the 
cockpit of which a lady was seated, while on the deck, welt out to 
windward, was a young man, handling the sheet and tiller There 
was a strong breeze blowing, and the canoe was carrying a good 
amount of sail. As no case of drowning has thus far been reported 
we may conclude that the venturous couple reached shore safelv in 
which case the experiment will probably be tried again until it comes 
to a disastrous end. It should be well understood that cauoe sailing 
unless in some special circumstances, is no sport for a lady If she 
can swim, can sail a boat, and is perfectlv self-possessed, or if the 
boat IS a large one and in the hands of a competent sailor there is 
little danger in good weather, if constant c.tre be exercised; but to 
take out m a small canoe a person who is ignorant of the great risk 
and worse than helpless In case of the least emergency, is an offense 
mat shoffid be severely punished. We have had occasion to allude 
before this to a class of small, badly-modeled and buUt canoes used 
reckle^ly about Staten Island, Bayonne and Elizabethport, and in 
spite of our warning a canoe was capsized last fall through a rig that 
no expert would venture out with, and the occupant not a club 
member, was drowned. 

In the interMts of canoeing it Is the duty of the clubs in these vari¬ 
ous localities to look up such cases as that reported above, and if 
possible to put a stpp to risks which not only endanger Innocent per¬ 
sons, but inflict serious harm on canoeing when a fatal termination 
ensues. The occasion seems to warrant a repetition of the warnings 
so often given by old canoeists to novices. Do not use a canoe unless 
you are certain that It is of suitable size and model, either for sailing 
or paddling. ° 

Do not attempt to sail a canoe unless the model and rig have been 

approved by a practical sailor, and even then do not go out alone 
until you have some knowledge of boat sailing, unless you area good 
swimmer and the water is such that no danger from tides or boats 
need be apprehended. It is generally possible to obtain a little coach¬ 
ing from an old sailor; if not, take a very small sail in smooth water 
and practice with it before trying a larger rig. Do not take a lady, 
even for a paddle, in avery small or cranky canoe, and do not attempt 
to move about or to sail with a lady aboard unless under the condi¬ 
tions given above. These rules apply as fully to small row and sail 
boats as to canoes, and an observance of them may prevent serious 
consequences, 

EXPENSES OF REGATTA COMMITTEE, 1885. 

The following account of expenses is a copy of the one sent to the 
Secretary of the A. C. A., by the Regatta Committee of lasc 

year. By their request we publish iti 

. . „ Albany, N. Y., April 19,1886. 
Amerwan Canoe Association: 

To R. W. Gibson, Dr. 

FOR DIBURSBMENTS BY REGATTA COMMITTEE IN CONNECTION 
1885. WITH THE REGATTA 1885. 

March— Paid to clerk for stamps for measurer’s certificates, etc. 84 72 
March— Paid to clerk for stamped envelopes for flag circulars . 6 70 
March— Paid to clerk for envelopes. 2 40 
March— Paid to clerk for express charges, 50c., 25c. ... 76 
March 13Paid Van Benthuysen, printing 600 circulars (flags). .. 4 75 
April S.Paid VanBenthuysen.lprintingSO measure r’s certificate 

books and binding. 7 75 
AprillO. Paid Van Benthuysen, printing 150 circulars (flags).’.'.'.’ 3 26 
July 2. Paid Van Benthuysen, printing and padding 400 slips 

(entry blanks)... 125 
July 2. Paid Michael for stencils.. 5 60 
July 2. Paid Meyers for flags (paddling an’d second prize)’.’.’.'.’.’. 12 00 
July 2. Paid Lawrence tor painting flags. 14 OO 

Mitchell for stfcks for flags (paddling colors’)’.’.’. 1 00 
July 2. Paid at Clayton for books and paper for records. 1 85 

.. 92 

THE ROYAL C. C.—The first match of the season took place at 
Hendon on baturday. the 17th inst. With a view to bring in some of 
the cruismg caMes. the sail area was on this occasion limited to 75 

Tredwen; Diamond, H. Church; Nina, F. T 
Miles; Sabrina, Rede Turner. Nautilus. Kitten and Minnie were also 
entered, but did not start. Nina was first away, followed by Dia¬ 
mond and Pearl, Sabrina being away to leeward. Nina led to the 
buoy m the bight, where Pearl stole the inside station, and obtained 
the lead running down the lake. In the beat to windward, however, 
Nina held a much better wind than Pearl, and again assumed the 
lead, rounding the Eastern buoy just a minute to the good. Nina 
managed to hold her own on the next run down, and kept ahead 
until nearly on completion of the second round, when Pearl crossed 
her to windward. On the next board Nina’s skipper unfortunately 
did not give the rails which rundown into the water a sufficiently 
wide berth, and stuck fast for some time. Finding that the center- 
board was jammed, he retired from the race, leaving Pearl an ea.sy 
winner. E. B. Tredwen being a “senior” can only claim the senior 
flag, and the club prize, therefore, passes on to H. Church, who was 
next man in. The times of the prizes were as under: 

1st Round. 2d Round. 3d Round. 
.4 09 0 retired. retired. 

P?arl... .4 10 0 4 48 0 5 32 00 
Diamond.4 12 0 4 53 0 B 57 30 
Sahrma.4 17 0 5 06 0 6 14 00 

^ —The Field, April 24. 
ihe other races of the R. C. C.. as far as announced, are: May 19, 

Kingston; half mile paddling. May 26, Kingston; one mile paodhng 
June 5, Kingston; two miles paddling. June 12. Teddington; sailing; 
any canoes; girth measurement. June 19, Teddington; first class 
sailing. Juno 19, Teddington; long paddling race. June 26, Tedding¬ 
ton; annual regatta. July 10, Teddington: sailing race; under T.V. 
S.C. measurement and time allowance. 

AN INTERRUPTED CRUISE.—On the morning of the 13th of April 
the pilots at Eadsport noticed a singular looking craft witn two sails 
and a jibboom making its way down the Jetties to the sea, but paid 
no particular attention to the stranger. The vessel proceeded to sea, 
and notwitbstaddlng there being a heavy sea on at the time, she got 
about five miles off shore, when the pilot boat Underwriter, com¬ 
manded byCapt. J. hurdick, caught sight of her, and seeing the 
critical condition of matters, proceeded to render assistance. Upon 
reaching her it was found that her rudder was broken and the vessel 
in an unmanageable condition; in fact, she was an old-fashioned scow 
or flatboat, 3ft. In the water, 15ft. broadside above, a little pointed 
forward and square stern, with two short masts and a jibboom. The 
caulking was oozing out of the seams; she had no bulkheads or 
strengthening braces, or any similar device of marine architecture. 
The Imng things aboard were one man, bis wife, two children and a 
dog. These adventurers were all the way from some interior point m 
Arkansas, on their way to Florida, without knowledge or even chart, 
chro'iometer or other maritime appliances. There was no water 
aboard, and but little provisions. The captain of this nondescript 
must have been reacing some dime novel and new geography, and 
probably thought he could tie up at night—get water and provisions 
and go ahead whenever he desired. He had, he said, been six years 
building this craft. The kind-hearted Captain Burdick immediately 
took the vessel in tow and brought it into the Jetties, thus saving the 
lives of four persons who would undoubtedly have gone to Daw 
Jones’s locker.—New) Orleans City Item. 

A SUGGESTION REGARDING THE TROPHY.-ffdifor Forest 
and Stream: The “Several Pittsburgers” in your is.sue of April 15 do 
I think, our English friends a grave discourtesy In Imputing to tneui 
a desire to hold as personal property our trophy any longer than their 
canoemanship can so retain It. nor would they feel flattered that any 
member of the A. C. A. attribute their coming to a valuable prize 
offered at that time. No, they are our own invited guests, honoring 
us by their presence and honored by us in being permitted to com¬ 
pete for the A. C. A. cup, a trophy that should be held for perpetual 
challenge, aud on which it Is to be hoped each year a winner’s name 
may be engraved, and to have his name thereon inscribed should be 
the aim of every A. C. A. sailor (I am a paddler); and here a ihougbc 
suggests itself and is submitted: That the Executive Committee 
cause to be prepared an appropriate medal, on which shall be en¬ 
graved the date of winning and from whom. The names of the 
officers of that year and any other data they may deem advisable- 
said medal to be given to the winner of the A. C. A cup when he sur-^ 
renders it to his more successful opponent. By this method each 
victor who has held om- trophy, upon surrendering It receives undis¬ 
puted acknowledgment of having done so, carrying w ith him for all 
time the full value of his victory to show to admiring and interested 
friend.s, and in ydars to come these badge,«. if forwarded by their 
Gwners to the meets, would add a feature thereto.—Yon. 

A SPRING MEET IN CANADA.—No other feature of canoeing 
promises to become so generaUy popular as the local and spring 
meeke. established two years since. Half a dozen will be held in dif¬ 
ferent localities in the United States aud Canada, and now a new one 
is announced in the latter, to be held on May 22-24, at Knapp’s Point 
five miles below Kingston, Ont. Of course the promoters of the 
scheme are the members of the Royal Military College C. C. under 
Com. Fairtlough. which is enough to guarantee a jolly time, and to 
make us wish that Kingston was not so far from New York, Albany 
and Pittsburgh. Com. Rathbun will be in command of the camp 
and of course the new flagship will be present. Meals will be tiiru- 
ished at a farmhouse near by for $1.00 per day. Several races will be 
held on Monday, in which the Deseronto, R. M. C. and Brockville 
clubs will take part. 

CRUISING.—Com. Munroe, N. Y. C. C., is still in Florida, but will 
return next month. Mr, Nadal, N. Y. C. C., has just returned from a 
short trip to Florida. -‘Nessmuk” called on us ou Saturday on his 
way home from the same place, and Mr. Hugh Willoughbv lias also 
returned north for a summer at Newport. Com. Longworth and Dr 
Henshall are both cruising somewhere in Florida, their exact where¬ 
abouts being unknown. Dr. Neid6 is now in St. Paul, Minn., and his 
father has returned to Sehuylervllle, after a winter in FlerlJa. Mr 
Andrews offers for sale his Barnegat cruiser Petrel, now in Florida’ 
with a most complete outfit, as he will remain North all summer. ’ 

A. C. A.—Dr. Neid6is now in St. Paul, Minn., w-here the ice is just 
out of the rivers. He reports that there is an active interest in 
canoeing, and that a club will probably be formed. Another club is 
in prospect at Miles City, Montana Territory. The following appli¬ 
cants for A. C. A. membership have been received since last week- 
Major-General Sir Fred Middleton, K. C. M. C., and Mr. W. B. Leslie' 
both of the Royal Military College, Kingston; also Mr. L. J. Prince’ 
of Albany, A. L. Judson, Albany, and Frank M. Van Deusen Ron- 
dout, N. Y. ’ 

fUE .A C. A. TROPHY.—Editor Forest and Stream: I beg to 
aclmowledge for the A. C. A. challenge cup as follows: Capt. Geo. 
A. Kuggles.Sl; Daniel Appleton, N. Y., 8 ; J. B. Ellsworth, Canton, 

Pittsburgh, 8I; Ed. Jay Allen, Pittsburgh. 81; 
Wm. R. Farrell, Jr., N. Y., gl; R. W. Gibson, Albany, $4 (this is an 
increase of original subscription to 85); total, 819; previously 
acknowledged, 8149; grand total, $159.—VVm. Whitlock. 
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THE TRIAL RACES AT THE MEET.-Edilor Forest and 
Stream- In reading Mr. Whitlock’s letter, I noticed that the Regatta 
Committee are thinking of having the trial races for the A. C. A. tro¬ 
phy during the first week of the meet. If this were done. I think it 
would be debarring quite a number who are not in positions where 
they can take their holidajs during August, and who find it very 
difttcult to get away even for one week of the meet, but who always 
turn up for the last week and er joy the wielding of the ash and hand¬ 
ling of the sheet during the three busy days As these races will be 
among the principal races of the meet, because the trial for a place 
among those doughty ten will be w-ell worth seeing, I think the com¬ 
mittee should try to arrange it so that it all came off during the last 
week, and if any of the races through lack of time have to'come off 
before the last seven days, let it be some of the minor events. 'It 
will be a difficult matter to arrange the trial races for the race week, 
as it will disturb the entire programme. If any wish to enter the 
trial races and cannot possibly be present by Friday, perhaps some 
special arrangement can be made to suit them, but it is not probable 
that many will be so situated.] 

BOSTON C. C.—The Boston C. C., of Boston, Mass., was organized 
June 30. 1886, and incorporated Dec. 31. 1886. The officers for 1886 
are: Commodore, Arthur J. King; Vice-Commodore, Arthur H. For- 
bush; Secretary and Treasurer, Charles H. Worcester; Assistant 
Secretary, Gilmer Clapp; Directors, Arthur J. King. Charles H. Wor¬ 
cester, Walter H. King. The club propose to make their headquart¬ 
ers on the Charles River at Riverside, where they are building a club 
house and camp. 

^mwtr$ to ^orresfiondmt^. 
No Notice Taken ol Anonymons Oorrespondenta. 

F. M. D , Dunkirk. N. Y.—The proposed law for steam yachts was 
published in the Forest and Stream of Dec. 24,1885. 

J. P. P., Hartford, Conn.—Use boiled linseed oil mixed with terebin 
dryer. We know of nothing lighter or better for a canvas boat. 

Strip.—We do not recommend the method for large boats. It is not 
as strong as a good frame planked over, especially for a sailing yacht 

A. D. F.—You will find the lines of a 14ft. keel yacht in the Forest 
AND Stream of Oct. 19 and 26,1882; also this and other small boats, 
with du-ections for building, in “Small Yachts,” published by the 
Forest and Stream Publishing Company. 

Roselee.—1. On what part of the Susquehanna is the best black 
bass fishing to be found? 2. On what part of the Delaware is the 
best black bass fishing to be found? 3. Does-make a first-class 
split bamboo rod ? Ans.—1. From Danville to Towanda, on the east 
branch. 2. From the Water Gap down to Lambertville. 3. Yes. 

N. C. L., Salem, Mass.—Please tell me if land locked salmon in 
New Found Lake in New Hampshire can be caught with a hook. If 
so, what bait should be used. What time do they take most salmon 
in Sebago Lake above Portland? What bait do they use, and how 
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do they fish for them ? Have they been tried in the lake first men¬ 
tioned ? Ans.—See article in this issue by C. G. A. 

J. J. G., Steubenville, O.—Is'any handicap allowed open-sighted 
rifles—not military or special military—as against globe and peep 
sights at 200 yards, off-hand? Ans.—No. 

Cedar, New York.—Please inform me what is thebest way to stiffen 
up the ferrules of rods that have been in a room with furnace heat 
all winter? W’ill putting in a cellar have the desired effect? Ans. 
No Ferrules are put on with shellac, and if the rod is swollen m a 
damp place they will loosen again when the rod dries. If not very 
loose, heat the ferrules and melt the shellac, or send the rods to a 
rod maker. 

J. W. P., North Middletown, Ky.—1. At what place in Louisiana 
did Mr P. make his famous snipe shooting? 2. What year was it and 
what time in the year? 3. What number of snipe did he kill? 4. Was 
it done in so many hours or was it from sum ise to sunset? 5. How 
many guns did he use and what kind? 6. How did he carry his am¬ 
munition? 7. What assistance did he have? Ans. A number of the 
above questions we are unable to answer, but the followine facts are 
authentic. 1. Franklin Bayeu Teche, Louisiana. 3. 366. 6. By 
negroes following him on foot. 7. Answered in 6. 

Some other man is always the one you think will get hurt by acci¬ 
dent, and the “other man” thinks it will be you. If he is right, you 
will be sorry yeu didn’t insure in the Travelers, of Hartford—or your 
family will.—Mdw. 

HTJMPHPwEYS' 
, Homeopathic VeteVinary 

Specifics for 
I HORSES, CATTLE, SHEEP. 

DOGS, HOGS, POULTRY. 

f Used t7 TJ. S. Governm’t. 
Chart on Rollers, 

and Book Sent Free. 

Humphreys’ Med. Co., 109 Fulton St., N. Y. 

TROUT FLIES, 
36c. Per Dozen. 

H. H. KIFFE, 
318 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

Send for ITshlng Tackle Catalogue. 

Salmon Fishing in Canada. 
We have the largest stock in America of Forrest 

& Son’s celebrated Salmon Flies, Bods, Reels, 
Casting Lines, etc., etc.. We have everything in 
Fishing Tackle for the successful capture of Sal¬ 
mon and Trout in Canadian waters. American 
anglers can obtain their complete outfit from us 
far below New York prices. Spliced Salmon and 
Trout Rods a specialty. Salmon and Trout Rods 
made to order and repaired. W. W. Greener’s 
Guns, Eley Bros. Ammunition, Curtis and Harvey’s 
Diamond Grain Powder, Clay Pigeons, Blackbirds, 
Glass Balls, Traps and ail kinds of sporting goods. 
Send stamp for 42-page illustrated catalogue. 

T. W. BOYD & SON, 1641 Notre Dame st., 
Montreal, Canada. 

SHALL YACHTS. 
Their Design and Construction, Exemplified by the 

Ruling Types of Modern Practice. With 
Numerous Plates and Hlustrations. 

—BY— 

C. P. KUNHARDT. 

Cloth, 370 pages of type and illustrations, and 70 
plates. Size of page, 14J4X1234. Price $7.00. 

FOR sale by the 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 

39 Park Row, New York. 

rr xwcBft- 
Patented January 17, 1883. 

The rapidly increasing demand for our patent compensating reels, 
both double and quadruple, prove that anglers prefer them to all 

. other reels for black bass fishing. 

The following reels are all made under our patent as above. They 
all run on steel pivots; are the freest rtmning, strongest, and in every 
respect the very best black bass reels ever offered. They have been in 
use over three years, and so far not a single reel has given out. 

QUADRUPLE MULTIPLYING. 
Nickel Plated, with Slide Click and Slide Drag. 

Nos.. 0204c 
Yaras. 40 

0206c 
60 

02070 
80 

DOUBLE MULTIPLYING. 
Nickel Plated with Adjustable Click. 

Nos.94c 96c 97c 98c 99c 
Yards . 40 60 80 100 150 

EXTRA FINE “IMBRIE.” 
Hard Rubber and German Silver, with Adjustable Click. 

Nos. 4 3 2 1 
Yards.. 80 100 150 200 

If your dealer does not keep our goods in stock, or will not order 
them for you, send us 50 cents for our 185 page folio illustrated cata¬ 
logue. 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, Manufacturers of Every Description of Fine Fishing Tackle, 
18 Vesey Street (Fourth door from the Astor House), New Y'ork. 

Dickerman Pat. Hammerless Single-Barrel Shotgun. 
DESIGNED ESPECIALLY FOR 

12-GAUGE NOW READY. 

Weiglit 6K to 7 lbs. 

Warranted to tliroAV 300 

No. 8 shot in 30-incli circle 

at 33 yards. 

Improvements. 
Automatic Safety Pistol Grip, Double Bolt, Rubber Butt Plate, Pull Choke, 

Blued Frame, with Twist, Laminated or Damascus Barrels. 

_ _ lever for cooking the hammer as well as breaking np the gun. T1 
broken up and hammer cocked as easily as an_ ordinary gun with^ simple top snap is broken up^ By the 

The Top Snap is utilized as the 1 The leverage Is so adjusted that the gun is 
..a......... v-.—...j . --- -JB Same movement of thc top ^ap the Safety 

bwlt is forced under the forward part of the trig:ger, locking the latter firmly into the bent of the hammer. The Satety Button is located just m front 
of the trierger, and is fully protected by the guard (as shown in cut). Pronounced by the trade and sportsmen generally Hun Made* 

INTERCHANGEAwLK RIFLE BARRELS OF ALL CALIBERS furnished for these guns if desired. SEND FOR CIUCDLAR. 

Manufactured by THE STRONG FIRE ARMS CO., New Haven, Conn., U. S. A. 

WINCHESTER 
Repeating Arms Co.’s 

RIFLES & AMMUNITION, 
SSS£i.le toy a-H Dealers 

Send for tC-page (April, 1886) Catalogue. Just out. 

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO. 
INTES'W mXVEKT, OOIXTIXT. 

XVe'vcr A'x*a,xioisoo. 

1 
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STEAMJTACHT. 
HANDSOME PLEASURE BOAT, with tender, 

lite-saving appointments, etc., etc., for sale at a 
bargain. Length over all, 45ft.; width of beam, 
lift. Gin ; draft of water aft, 5ft.; forward, 2ft.; 
engine 8"xl0”, for either high or low pressure; 
locomotive boilers, keel condenser, steam pump, 
inspirator, etc., etc. All machinery in first rate 
order. Will seat about forty passengers. Has 
four-bladed screw and will steam from 12 to 14 
knots per hour. For further information address 
A. DE LASKI, 147 High street, Boston, Mass. 

Sleam YacMs Sjecially Offereil For Sale, 
Iron steam yacht, 194X25xi2}4, speed 14 knots. 
Iron steam yacht, 185X24X12, speed IGJ^ knots. 
New steel steam yacht, 170x 23i5xl0J4 speed ISii k. 
Wooden steam yacht, 100x16x6, speed 13 knots. 
Cabin steam yacht, 42x9x314, speed 12 miles. 
Steam Yachts and Launches of all sizes for Rac¬ 

ing, Cruising, Fishing and Hunting Purposes. 
FIELD & YOUNG, 

Steam Vessel Brokers and Marine Engineers, 
6 State Street, New York. 

For Sale or Charter. 
Iron steam yachts, flush deck and trunk cabins. 

Steam yachts designed. SAMUEL HOLMES, Mem¬ 
ber Institution Naval Architects, 120 Front st., N.Y. 

Hunting Boats, Sneak Boxes, 
Cruising Canoes. 

Built to order after the most approved models. 
Correspondence solicited and prices given on appli¬ 
cation. B. W. DAVENPORT, Ashland, Wis. 

For sale.-fast sloop alda, 26' 3* over 
all, lead ballast, complete suit of new sails, 

cabin and standmg room mahogany; everything in 
first-class condition Address Box 3,600 Boston, 
Mass. 

For sale.-fine cruising canoe, left.x 
32in., good for one or two. Butternut planks, 

cedar decks, centerboard, masts, sails, paddles, 
cushions; used three weeks; sold by doctor’s orders; 
cheap. Apply to builder, F. JOYNER, Glens Falls, 

For sale. — keel sloop, 39-ft. long, 
head room in cabin 5ft. 7in. (looks much like 

Gipsy, illustrated in Forest and Stream April 1); 
could be cutter rigged at trifling expense as mast 
sets well aft. Address H. H. FISHER, 20 Sheldon 
street. Providence, R. I. 

S ALLCOCK & CO.’S 

Celebrated Fish Hooks. 
May be had from all Fishing Tackle Dealers 

In any part of the world. 

One Good Hook is Worth 50 Bad Ones, 
Gold Medsls and Highest Awards at all Exhibitions 

No. 777. M 

FIRST QUALITY S 

8PR0AT HOOKS, I 
S. ALLCOCK * CO., 

I BEDDITCH. g 

i No. 100. ^ 

The Largest Manufacturers of Fishing 
Goods in the World. 

All best goods bear our name and trade mark. 
WORKS, REDDITCH, ENGLAND. 

AND 

Silk Worm Gut Factory, Murcia, Spain. 

WHOLESALE ONLY. 

ADAM WATTERS, 
Wholesale and Retail 

Aberdeen Sneck Bent mffi all I- Limerick, Sproat, Carlisle, (Ihestertown, O’Shaughnessy, Kinse 
Sinele Gut Trout anri PiLv T i ’ ^^o^ble, 20 cts. per doz.; treble, 30 cts. per doz. Put up one-half dozen In a packag 
Trout Flics m ^ ne,?rinl Ri?nV m’ l^ouble Twisted Leaders, 3 length, 5 cts.; treble twisted, 3 length, 10 ct 
lone SI °0 to Trout and Black Bass Bait Rods, 9ft. long, $1.26 to 85.00. Trout and Black Bass Fly Rods, 101 
monev or starnns^^ wvn A ***' kinds of fishing. Samples of hooks, leaders, etc , sent by mail on receipt of price 
money oi stamps. SEND STAMP FOR CATALOGUE. THE MANUFACTURE OF SNELLED HOOKS AND LEADERS A SPECIALTY.^ 

Established 20 Years. Open Evenings. J. r. MARSTERS. 55 Court Street. Brooklyn 

Split Bamboo Fly Rod 

Send for IPrice List of* tlie DIVINE ROD. 

This cut represents our No. 28 Split Bambt 
Eta Fly Rod with Grooved Wood Form. Lengt 

lO^ft ; weight, 8oz. We make same style ro( 
for trout and bass to weigh from 5 to 12oz., all 

=40 the “Standard Henshall Rod,” Lancewood Rod 
Reels, Turned Stock and Rod Trimmings of £ 
descriptions. For New Illustrated Catalogue f( 
1886 address 

THOS. H. CHUBB, 
Orange County, Post MiUs, Vermont. 

joivikte, 

Utica, If. Y. 

No. 22 Fabrique Street, 
aUEBEC. 

Fishing and Hunting Parties 

furnished with everything neces¬ 

sary for the woods on the short- 

est notice. 

Oil-Tanned Moccasins, 
For Hunting, Fishing, Canoeing, &c. 
They £ire easy to the feet, and very 

durable. Made to order in a 
variety of styles and warranted 

the genuine article. Send 
■for price list. MARTIN 
'S. HUTCHINGS, Dover, 

„ N. H., P. O. Box 368. 
Damb, Stoddard & Kendall, Boston: Henry C. 
S<jDXRES, New York: F. Chas. Eichel, Philadelphia; 
VoN Lenuerke & Detmold, Newark, N. J., Agents 

IDEAL Reloadinsr Tools, 
TTi_r ' 

B, BuUei Mould 
A, Mouth Opener. 

C, Seating Primer. 
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Canoe and Camp Coohery. 
By “SENECA.” 

A practical cook book for canoeists, Corinthiaa sailors and outere. Practical because 
the author gives explicit and intelligible directions for preparing such dishes as he has him¬ 
self actually tested in camp and on a cruise. This is just where the recipes differ from the 
absm’dly Impracticable dishes given in some so-called camp cookery books. The cooking 
outfit is described, and numerous hints on camp economy add to the value of the work. 
Cloth, 96 pages. Price $1.00. 

NEW YORK: Forest and Stream Publishing Co.. 39 Park Row. 
LONDOR: Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane. Comhill, 
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EDW. K. TRYON, JR. & CO., 
10 and 12 North Sixth and 220 North Second Streets, 

PXXIi:.^X>ESX.«PXXX^ 
FOR SALE OF THE 

Chamberlin Cartridge 
COMPANY’S 

Loaded by machinery. Every cartridge perfect. Every one alike. Wadding of uniform thickness, and placed 

squarely on the powder and shot. Rammed with uniform pressure. Beautifully and securely crimped. Packed 

25 in a pasteboard box, 30 boxes in a case. Tlx© Most Ooiaveixleixt Axxd. Pest AirTmu.- 

zxltloxi. lix tlxe W orld- Highest scores on record made vrith these cartridges. Persons who use 

them in the field are constantly speahing in their praise. WOOD POWDER has shown its best results in 

these goods. PIGOU, WILKES & LAURENCE POWDER does its best work in Chamberlin cartridges. Any of 

the leading brands of paper shells or powder may be had. THE VARIETY OF CARTRIDGES FOR TRAP 

SHOOTING IS NOW COMPLETE. WADDING ONE SIZE LARGER THAN BORE OF GUN for such guns as 

require this style of loading.  

PERFECTION AT LAST. 
THE 

BRAY FIA BOOK, 
It will be gratifying to anglers to know that 

there is at last a perfect Fly Book in the market 

one in which flies may be attached as quickly 

as they could be thrown into an ordinary 

envelope, being at the same time perfectly 

secure, and may be as readily detached. The 

snell, regardless of its length, is at all times 

kept straight (the advantage of which no ang¬ 

ler need be told), and each fly stands out so 

that one can see in an instant his entire assort¬ 

ment and select the one he desires. 

Prices in Sheep Skin. 
2 Sheets to hold 8 dozen.|4 00 

3 “ “ “12 “   5 00 

2 <‘ “ “ 4 “   4 00 

2 “ “ “ 8 “   4 50 

1 “ “ 2 “    4 00 

1 “ “ “ 4 “   4 00 

Morocco Cover, 2 Pockets, 

$1.00 Extra. 

Spaldmg’s Celebrated Split Bamboo Bods, 
With Patent Serrated, Shouldered, Waterproof Ferrules. Unequalled for Uniformity of Spring, Durability and Beauty of Finish. 

•9 

XOS IMCad-isoxx 01a.ioa»sc>5 Xll« 
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The Forest and Stream Publishing Go. will send post paid any boob 

published on receipt ot publisher’s price. 

Sportsman's Library. 

XLalst Of Spojrfsm.a.xi.’as Bools.s 

We mU forwa/rd any of theee Books by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price. 

No books sent unless money accompanies the order. 

POSITIVELY NO BOOKS EXCHANGED. 
ANGIilNG. 

Adirondack Fishes, Fred Mather. 35 
American Angler’s Book, IS orris. 5 60 
Angling.   50 
Angling Talks, Dawson. 50 
Angling, a Book on, Francis. 7 50 
Black Bass Fishing, HenshaU. 3 00 
Carp Culture, Peirce. 50 
Fish and Fishing, Manly . 5 25 
Fishing, Bottom or Float. 50 
Pishing in American Waters, Scott, illus.. 2 50 
Fishing with the Fly, Orvis-Cheney Collection 2 60 
Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes. 1 25 
Fly Bods and Fly Tackle, Wells. 2 50 
Frank Forester’s Fish and Fishing. 2 50 
Frank Forester’s Fisning with Hook and Line 25 
Fysshe and Fysshyne. 100 
Fresh and Salt Water Aquarium.. 50 
Modem Practical Angler, a Guide to Fly Pish¬ 

ing . 3 00 
Practical Trout Culture. 1 00 
Practical Fisherman. 4 20 
Prime’s I Go a-Fishing. 2 50 
Rod and Line in Colorado Waters... 1 00 
Scientific Angler . 1 50 
Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout, 

etc., by Roosevelt. . 2 00 
Trolhng for Pike, Salmon and Trout. 60 
The Game Fish of the Northern States and 

British Provinces, by Roosevelt. 2 00 
Trout Culture, Slack.... 1 00 

BIRDS. 

American Bird Fancier. 60 
Baird’s Birds of North America. 30 00 
Bird Notes. 75 
Birds Nesting. 1 25 
Birds of Eastern Pennsylvania. 4 00 
Birds and Their Haunts. 3 00 
Cage and Singing Birds, Adams. 60 
Coues’ Key to North American Birds.15 00 
Game Water Birds of the Atlantic Coast, 
Roosevelt... 2 00 

Holden’s Book of Birds, pa.. 25 
Minot’s Jjand and Game Birds. 3 00 
Native Song Birds. 76 
Naturalists’ Guide, Maynard. 2 00 
Natural History of Birds. 3 00 
Samuel's Birds of New England. 4 00 
Shore Birds.   15 

BOATING AND YACHTING: 

A Canoe Trip, or a Lark on the Water. 30 
Aroimd the World in the Yacht Sunbeam. 3 00 
Boats of the World.  125 
Boat Racing, Brickwood. 2 50 
Boating Trips on New England Rivers. 1 26 
Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs, W. P. 
Stephens. . 1 50 

Canoe and Camp Cookery, by “Seneca”. 1 00 
Canoe Handling, C. B. Vaux. 1 00 
Canoemg m Kanuckia, Norton and Halberton 1 25 
Canoe and Camera. 150 
Canoe. Voyage of the Paper. Bishop’s. 1 50 
Cruises in Small Yachts. 2 60 
Corinthian Yachtsman. 1 25 
Donaldson’s Steam Machinery . 1 50 
Pour Months in a Sneakbox, Bishop. 1 50 
Prazar’s Practical Boat Sailing. 100 
Inland Cruise. 50 
Model Yachts and Boats, Grosvenor. 2 00 
Paddle and Portage. 1 50 
Practical Boat Sailing, Davies. 2 OC 
Pi-actical Boat BuUding, Neison. 1 00 
■rhe America’s Cup, paper, 60c.; cloth. 1 00 
The Canoe Aurora, by Dr. C. A. Neid6. 1 00 
Vacation Cruising, Rothrick. 1 M 
Yacht Architecture, Dixon Kemp. 16 80 
Yachts and Boat Sailing. Kemp. 10 00 
Yachts. Small. C. P. Kunhardt. 7 00 
Yachtsman’s Guide, Patterson. 3 00 
Yachtsman’s Manual and Handy Book. 3 50 

CAMPING AND TRAPPING, 
Adventures in the Wilderness. 1 25 
Amateur Trapper—paper. 50c.; bda. 75 
Camps and Tramps m the Adirondacks, North- 
rup. 1 25 

Three in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gun in 
Norway. 1 75 

Camps in the Rockies, Grohman. 1 75 
Camp Life in the Wilderness. 30 
Camping and Cruising in Florida, HenshaU.. 1 50 
Canoe and Camp Cookery, by “Seneca”. 1 00 
Complete American Trapper, Qihson. 1 00 
Hints on Camping. 1 25 
How to Camp Out, Gould . 76 
How to Hunt and Trap, Batty’8. 1 50 
Rustlings in the Rockies. 1 00 

HUNTING—SHOOTING. 
Across Country Wanderer. 5 OC 
American Sportsman, The, Lewis. 2 50 
Breech Loader, Modem, Gloan, illustrated... 1 25 
Crack Shot (The Rifle), “Barber,” illustrated, 1 25 
Dead Shot (The Gun), illustrated . 1 25 
Down the West Branch, by Capt. Farrar. 1 25 
Field. Cover and Trap Shooting. 2 00 
Frank Forester’s Sporting Scenes and Charac¬ 

ters, 2vol., cloth. 4 00 
Frank Forester's Manual for Yoimg Sportsmen 2 00 
Frank Forester’s Fugitive S. Sketches, paper 1 00 
How I Became a Crack Shot, Farrow. 1 00 
How I Became a Sportsman. 2 40 
Hunting, Shooting and Fishing. 2 50 
Hunting and Himters of aU Nations, Frost... 1 60 
Hunting Trips of a Ranchman, Roosevelt. 3 50 
Hurlingham Gun Club Rules. 25 
Instmctions in Rifle Firing, by Capt. Blunt... 2 00 
Nimrod in the North, Schwatka. 2 50 
Rifle Practice, Wingate. 1 50 
Bod and Gun in California. 1 50 
Shooting. 50 
Shooting, DougaU. 3 00 
Sport. Fox Hunting, Salmon Fishing, etc., W. 

B. Davenport, illustrated... 7 50 
Sport With Gun and Bod, cloth . 10 00 
Sport with Gun and Rod, new, plain edition.. 5 00 

Embossed leather. 15 00 
Sporting Adventures in the Far West. 1 60 
StUl Hunter, Van Dyke.     2 00 
Stephens’ Lynx Huntmg. 1 25 
Stephens’ Fox Himting.   1 25 
Stephens’ Young Moose Hunters. 1 60 
The Gun and Its Develonment. Greener. 2 60 
Wild Animals and Birds, their Haunte and 
Habits.    1 75 

ggidje: books an^ maps. 

Adirondacks. Map of, Stoddard . $1 00 
Farrar’s Guide to Moosehead Lake, pa. 60; do. 1 00 
Farrar’s Guide to Richardson and Rangeley 

Lake, paper, 50; cloth. . 1 00 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake_ 50 
Farrar’s PocketMap of Rangeley Lake Region 60 
Florida Annual. 60 
Guide Book and Map of the Dead River Region 50 
Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddard. 25 
Map of Androscoggin Region. 50 
Map of Northern Maine, Steele,. 1 00 
Map of the Thousand Islands. 60 
Map of the Yellowstone Park . 2 50 

UORSJE. 

American Roadsters and Trotting Horses. 6 00 
Boots and Saddles, Mrs. Custer. i 50 
Boucher’s Method of Horsemanship. 1 00 
Bruce’s Stud Book, 3 vols. 30 00 
Dadd’s American Reformed Horse Book, 8vo. 2 50 
Dadd’s Modem Horse Doctor, 12mo. :50 
Dwyer’s Horse Book. 125 
Horses, Famous American Race. 76 
Horses, Famous American Trotting. 76 
Horses. Famous, of Amenca. l 66 
How to Ride and School a Horse.... 1 00 
Jenning’s Horse Training. 1 25 
Manual of the Horse. 25 
Mayhew’s Horse Doctor. 3 00 
Mayhew’s Horse Management... 8 00 
McClure’s Stable Guide. 1 00 
Rarey’s Horse Tamer. 60 
Biding and Driving.   20 
Biding Recollections, Whyte Melville’s. 3 00 
Stonehenge, Horse Owner’s Cyclopedia. 3 76 
Stonehenge on the Horse, English edition, 8vo 3 60 
Stonehenge on the Horse, American edition, 
12mo. 2 00 

The Book of the Horse. . 8 00 
The Mastiff, the History of, by M. B. Wynn... 2 60 
Veterinary Dictionaiw. Going. 2 00 
Wtdlace’s American Stud Book. 10 00 
Wallace’s American Trotting Register, 2 vols. 20 00 
Woodruff’s Trotting Horses of America__ 2 50 
Yonattandon the Horse. 2 OO 

KENNEI, 

American Kennel, Burges. 3 00 
British Dogs, Dalziel. 4 00 
Dog, Diseases of, Dalziel. 80 
Dog, Diseases of, HiU. 2 00 
Dog Breaking, Floyd. 60 
Dog Breaking, by Holabird. 26 
Dog Breaking, Butchinson. 3 76 
Dog, the Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson. 3 OC 
Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond. IOC 
Dogs and Their Doings, Morris. 1 75 
Dogs of Great Britain, America and other 
(5ountries.   2 OC 

Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, 16mo. 76 
Dogs, Points for Judgmg. 5f 
Dogs, Richardson, pa. 30.; doth. 6C 
Dogs and Their Ways, Williams. . l 26 
Dogs and the PubUc . 75 
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment in 

Disease, byAshmont. 2 00 
English Kennel C. S. Book, Vol. 1. 5 OG 
English K. C. S. Book, Vols. III. to X.. each.. 4 60 
Glover’s Album, A Treatise on Canine Diseases 50 
Our Friend the Dog.. 3 Ot 
Practical Kennel Guide, Stable*. l 5C 
Setter Dog, the, Laverack. 8 00 
Stonehenge, Dog of British Islands. 6 00 
The Dog, by Idstone. 1 2{ 
Vero Shaw’s Book on the Dog, clo«h, ^.00; 
morocco. 22 5t 

Youatt on the Dog. 2 6( 

SPORTS AND GAMES. 

American Boy’s Own Book, Sports and Games 2 00 
Athletic Sports for Boys, bus. 76c.; cloth. 1 00 
Boy’s Treasury of Sports and Pastimes, etc.. 2 00 
Cassell’s Book of Sports and Pastimes. 3 00 
Croquet. 20 
Easy Whist. 50 
Hands at Whist. 50 
Instmction in the Indian Club Exercise. 26 
Skating.   25 
Stonehenge, Encyclopedia of Rural Sports... 7 60 
Whist for Begiimers. 50 

MISCEEEANEOVS: 
A Naturalist’s Rambles About Home, Abbott. 
Adventures of a Young Naturalist . 
Amateur Photographer.. 
Animal Plagues, Fleming. 
Antelope and Deer of America. 
Archer, Modem.. 
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson.... 
Atlas of Jersey Coast. 
Black Hills of Dakota, Ludlow, quarto, cloth. 

Government Report. 
Common Objects of the Seashore. . 
Eastward Hoi. 
Historical and Biographical Atlas of New Jer¬ 

sey Coast. 
How to Make Photographs. 
Humorous Sketches,8eymour. 
Insects Injurious to Vegetation. 
Keeping One Cow. 
Life and Writings of Frank Forrester, 2 vols., 

per vol....... 
Mammals of NewYork, paper. $4; cloth. 
Maynard’s Manual of Taxidermy. 
Manton’s Taxidermy Without a Teacher. 
North American Insects. 
Old St. Augustine, Fla., Illustrated. 
Packard’s Half-Hours With Insects. 
Pistol, The. . .. 
Photography for Amateurs. 
Practical forestry, by Fuller. 
Practical Taxidermy and Home Decoration, 
Batty. 

Practical Orange Culture. 
Practical Poultry Keeping. 
Randall’s Practical Shepherd. 
Sportsman’s Gazetter, Hallock. 
Sportsman’s Hand Book, Col. Horace Park... 
Studies in Animal Life, Lewis. 
The Forester, by Brown. 
The Northwest Coast of America. .. 
The Taxidenhists’ Manual, Brown. 
Wild Flowers of Switzerland. 
Wild Woods Life, Farrar.... 
WoodcrafL “Nessmuk”.. 
Woods ahdLakes of Maine..... 
Ycnatt onBh^....... 

1 se 
1 76 
1 « 
4 8C 
2 6C 

26 
1 6C 
1 50 

2 5C 
50 

1 2f 

6 0( 
1 OC 
6 OC 
6 6C 
1 a 
1 6t 
5 00 
1 26 

5( 
1 5( 
1 5f 
2 51 

5C 
6C 

1 5( 

1 50 
1 00 
2 Of 
2 Of 
3 00 
1 00 
1 OC 

10 00 
20 00 

1 00 
15 00 

1 26 
IflO 
I 00 
I ar 

SHORE BIRDS. 
A. pamphlet for those who “gun” 

along he shore. 

TELLS OF 
t. Haunts and Habits—Where the bay birds live, and 

what they do at home. 
[I. Range and Migration—Where they go to breed, 

and where to spend the winter. 

HI. A Morning Without the Birds-An episode of 
shore shooting. 

IV. Nomenclature—A list of our American species 
of Limicolce, with a description of each 
species. 

7. Localities—Where to go to shoot them. 

VI. Blinds and Decoys—How to shoot them after 
you have reached the grounds. 

44 pp., paper. Price, IS Cents. 

“Murcia” Silk Worm Gut. 
FISHING AND SURQIOAL USE. 

In lots to suit, all grades and lengths, “Extra 
Heavy” to “Extra Fine.” Assorted thousands, ten 
different grades, including “Extra Long,” put up 
for country trade and clubs. Prices, $5 to $15 per 
1,000. Assorted thousands, $7.50. Address LATA8A 
& CO., P. O. Box 2,703, Washington Building, N. Y. 

FISHING RODS 
Brother angler, do you want to know where to 

purchase a fine hand made fishing rod. with numer¬ 
ous improverqents not found in any other rod man¬ 
ufactured, ana at a lower price than a machine rod 
can be purchased? ‘ Send for price list containing 
hints in selecting a rod. 

BDWAKD SMITH, 
Pittsford, Rutland Co., Vt. 

COPIES WANTED.—JAN. 4,11,18 and 25. FEB. 1, 
March 8 and Sept. 13,1888; Feb. 7 and 14, March 

6,1884. We are short of these issues, and would be 
obliged if any of our readers having one or all of 
these numbers that they do not want will send to 
Forest and Stream Pub. Co.. 39 Park Row. New 
York City. mar26,tf 

WANTED. 

Bear, Buffalo, Deer, Wolves, Foxes, Spotted Cats, 
Civit Cats, Lynx, Panthers. Aitelope, Otter, Beav¬ 
ers and other animals and birds of all kinds. Ad¬ 
dress D. H. TALBOT, Sioux City, la. 

im MU. 

W lAlto XZAzros. 
(Lepus Aviericanus.) 

A few living specimens will be sent to orders ac¬ 
companied with the cash, at $2 each, and delivered 
in good order and properly boxed, at Bethel express 
office. J. G. RICH, Bethel, Me. 

, Chester White, Berkshire 
I and Poland China Pigs, Fine 
I Setter Dogs, Scotch Collies, 

Foxhounds and Beagles, 
, Sheep and Poultry, bred and 

___' for sale by W. Gibbons & Co., 
West Chester, Chester Co., Pa. Send stamp for 
Circular and Mce List. 

For Sale.—a very fine Charles daly 
B. L. shotgun, 10-bore, 91bs., Damascus barrels, 

solid head strikers, pistol grip, horn heel plate and 
very handsomely engraved; sole leather case and 
cleaning rod. Cost $175; will sell for $90. Address 
GEO. H. EVERALL, 7 East 'Thirty-second st., N. Y. 

may6,2t 

WHITE BUCKING. 
ff and Carriage Top Iiressing made and also 

the cheapest and easiest to use, when applied ac¬ 
cording to directions. It cleans, oils, softens and 
preserves harness, bringing out its original color as 
when new, in one operation. S. STONE, Sole Ag’t. 
S. O. BRIGHAM, Manager, 27 Park Place, N. Y. 

SEND ME YOUR ADDRESS AND I WILL SEND 
catalogue of my DOUBLE ENAMEL 

SPLIT BAMBOO RODS (patented). 
Some more good workmen wanted. 

Address,- E. M. EDWARDS, 
Hancock, N. Y. 

The Open Shot Regulator, 
Good for 10 or 40 yds. /W2cW/^BpM 

WINAN8 & WOODEN, TpA-r- 
97 West Kinney st., Newark, N. J. I I J 

Send bore of gun for sample. 

HILL ON THE DOG. 
THE STANDARD WORK ON THEIR 

MANAGEMENT AND DISEASES. 
Price *9.00. 

For Sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Co. 

T TYrT? ATT Season reopens 
JUi V JLi VJUiXlJL/. Sept. 1st. Please 
send order.s at once to insure prompt delivery. 
E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Merchant, 174 
Chambers st., N. Y. 

git tftt W. 

FOREST CITY KENNEES. 

St. Bernards and English Pugs. 
IN THE STTJD. 

Champion rough-coated St. Bernard Caesar 
(A.KR. 22); fee $26. English pug Sam; fee $10. 
Ihips for sale. Address with stamp, Portland, Me. 

BlESZji^XaiTJS. 
Imported Laverack setter, thoroughly field broken. 
Has great bone, substance and endurance. Sire of 
imported champion Rockingham, champion show 
English setter of America. 

FEE, 850.00. 

For circulars giving breeding, winnings, winnings 
of stock sired by him, etc., Address H. F. SCHELL- 
HASS, 6 Brevoort Place, Brooklvn, N. Y. 

ESTABLISHED 50 YEARS. 

UBS* 
Importers, Manufacturers, Wholesale and Retail Dealers in 

50 & 53 Fulton Street, New York City. 

SPECIALTIES FOR 1886. 
Hand-Made Fishing Rods as follows: Split Bamboo Trout and Bass Rods, $15. $20, $25; Greenheart 

Trout and Bass Rods, $15; Ash and Lancewood Trout and Bass Rods, $5, $7, $10; Weakfl.sh Rods, pepper 
cane 2d joint, 2 Greenhart tips, $15, $20, $25: Ash and Lancewood, 3 joints, $7, $10; Midge Trout 
Flies, $1 per doz.; Ordinary Trout Flies, 75 cts., $1 per doz.; Bass Casting and 'Trolling Flies $2, $3 per 
doz.; Best Enameled Fly Line, per yard, 6 cts.; Kelso Salmon Flies, the largest assortment in America, 
$6 to $9 per doz.; Click Reels from $1 upward. Also the largest stock of Dog Collars, Muzzles and Fixings 
in the United States. Full line of Guns, Revolvers, Cutlery, Traveling Bags and every article used by the 
sportsman. Spratts Dog Cake, $7 per bag of lOOlbs. Stedraao’s Areca Nut, sure cure for worms in dogs, 
25 cts. Stedman’s Flea Powder, 25 cts. Stedman’s Dog Soap, 25 cts. 

Headquarters for Archery, Lawn Tennis, Base Ball and Cricket. 
Send 15 cents for our 160-page Illustrated Catalogue, containing everything in the line. 

ORDERS BY MAIL PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO. 

JUMBOLENE 
(Trade Mark Registered.) 

Cures and prevents Insect Bites, Sunburn, 
Chapped Hands and Pace. It is the best Lini¬ 
ment in use for Burns, Scald®, Chilblains. Frost 
Biles. Sprains, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, etc. 

It prevents blood poisoning in cuts and other 
wounds and promotes rapid healing in all cases. 

For Sale by Druggists and Dealers in Sporting 
Goods, at 60 cents per bottle. 

THOS. JENNESS & SON, 
PROPRIETORS, 

Bangor, Me., U. S. A. 
cell’s Sons, Boston: Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co., Chicago. 

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES. 
People ot refined taste who desire exceptionally fine 

cigarettes sliould use only our Straight Cut, 
put up in satin packets and boxes of 

10s, aos, 50s and 100s. 

14 First Prize Medals. WM. S. KIMBALL & CO. 



300 FOREST AND STREAM [Mat 6, 1880. 

9ii tiu jttttd. 

In tlie Stnd at $50. 
He is very large and powerful, dark tawny with 

regular white markings, 2}4 yrs. old. Honorable 
mention, Basle, 1885: 2d prize, Philadelphia. 1886, 
and vhc., N. Y. Fanciers’ show, 1886. Sire, Apollo: 
dam, Diana. Apollo, recently imported from 
Switzerland, received 1st prize at Pittsburgh, New¬ 
ark. Boston and Hartford, and 2d at New Haven. 
Photos of Nero, 25 cents. 

For Sale.—Imported smooth-coated St. Bernard 
dog; also Imported rough-coated St. Bernard bitch. 
Address WM. .1. EHRICH. 206 West Fifty-eighth 
street. New York. apr&,lmo 

THE IMMENSE BOUGH-COATED ST. 
BERNARD CHAMPION 

(A.K.R. 488). 
Orange tawny, perfect blaze and collar, other 

white markings correct; double dew claws. Bom 
August, 1882. This celebrated dog stands in. 
full at shoulders, weighs 1&3 lbs. (Jan. 30,1886), has 
a grand, massive nead, immense bone, and is per¬ 
fect in disposition, 

“Otho is conceded to be the best fronted St. Ber¬ 
nard in the country.”—Americon Kennel Register, 
June, 1885. 

“Otho is one of the grandest fronted dogs we 
have ever seen. His head is a study and his fore¬ 
arm we have never seen surpassed. He is also an 
immense upstanding dog. —Forest and Stream, 
Oct. bO, 1884. 

Fee $50. Approved bitches only. Cabinet pho¬ 
tos, 60 cents. Imported stock for sale. Also pup¬ 
pies sired by Otho. THE HOSPICE KENNELS. Im¬ 
porters and Breeders of Thoroughbred St. Ber¬ 
nards, Arlington, N. J. 

Memiills M Afeit Keiel. 
IN THE STUD. 

CHAMPION RODERIGO, winner of All-Aged 
Stake at National Trials, Grand Junction, 1885. 

FEE 876. 
REBEL WIND’EM, imported from Llewellin’s 

Kennel. Blood brother of Count Noble and winner 
of English Derby, 1882. 

FEE 850. 

Broken dogs for sale. For further information 
address J. M. AVBNT, Hickory Valley, Tenn., or 
MEMLPHIS-AVENT KENNEL, Memphis, Tenn. 

IN THE STUD 
AT PHILADELPHIA. 

To a limited number of approved bitches: 

Champion Irish red setter BERKLEY.fee $40 
Champion English setter THUNDER. ” $40 

A. H. MOORE, 1711 Spring Garden st., 
aprl5,3mo Philadelphia, Pa. 

CBIrUS BoxxdLlrxi. 
IN THE STUD. 

Imported from Mr. Llewellin’s kennels (he is 
bluest of the blue), by Dashing Bondhu ex Novel. 
He is also a grand field dog, as his record shows at 
the late trials of the N. F. T. Club at Grand Junc¬ 
tion, beating such noted do^ as Gladstone Boy, 
Mainspring, Bessie A., Gath’s Mark, Trinket’s Bang 
and other fine ones. Fee $35. A. M. TUCKER, 86 
Main street, Charlestown, Mass. 

BEAUFORT. 
(Champion Bow—Beulah). 

The best looking pointer living. A grand field 
dog and the sire of winners on the bench and in the 
field. Fee $50. 

NEVISON. 
The acknowledged champion mastilt of America. 

Winner of 40 champion and first prizes, beating The 
Emperor. Creole, Ilford Cromwell, Hero U , Prus¬ 
sian Princess, etc., etc. Fee $50. 

For Sale.—Three handsome young setter bitches 
of fashionable blood. CHAS. H. MASON, Bay 
Ridge, L. I. aprl5,tf 

St. Bernards and Pugs. 
CHAMPION HERMIT (A.K.R. 23) litter broth¬ 

er to champion Otho, and sire of prize winners 
Kfinig, Kobold, Lys. Fee $40. 

Imported RUDOLPH II. (champion Cadwalla- 
der—Myra), prize winner in England and winner of 
two firsts and specials in America. Fee $30. 

Imported pug lOUNG TDBY (A.K.R. 473), win 
ner of four firsts and specials in America, sire of 
many prize winners. Fee S15. Fine pups on sale. 
CHEQUASSET KENNELS, Lancaster, Mass. 

BRADFORD RUBY. 
(E. 13,834) 

Sire, Champion Lovat—Dam, Champion Jenny. 
Cbampion Pug Dog, whelped May 14,1882; silver 
fawn, with perfect black trace and mask, extra¬ 
ordinary wrinkle and double curled tail, with very 
small, compact body, weighing only 13 pounds. 
Winner of 49 prizes, cups and medals, including 
championship. Crystal Palace, Jan., 1885; 1st. Cin¬ 
cinnati, Ist and medal, Toronto; 1st and special, 
Philadelphia (May and Oct.); 1st and special. New 
York. 1886; and the sire of many winners. Fee $26. 
Puppies For Sale. CITY VIEW KENNELS, Box 
1,369, New Haven, Conn.  

Champion Brahmin. 
(SOLID BLACK COCKER SPANIEL.) 

IN THE STUD. 
FEE 820. 

Winner of two champions, four firsts and six 

‘’.*” AETironE.BENDLE.„ ^ , 
2 Wall street, New York. 

ill ttu fitUI. 

IN THE STUD. 
ENGLISH MASTIFF HERO III. 
Winner of first prize and special prize for the best 
dog or bitch, at Pittsburgh, 1886. 

FEE - - - $26. 
For picture and pedigree, address 

VICTOR M. HALDEMAN, 
aprl6,3mos General Wayne, Delaware Co., Pa. 

SCOTCH COLLIES 
IN THE STUD. 

CHAMPION REX (A.K.R. 149). Fee $20. 
STREPHON (A.K.R. 2730). B’ee $30. 
Young dogs and puppies for sale. Can be seen, 

or address J AS. LINDSAY, 340 Communipaw ave., 
Jersey City, N. J. 

m 
K 9 Breaking Kennels. 

Pointers and setters thoroughly broken for field 
trials or private use. Reference given. W. G. 
SMITH, Marydel, Md. 

Rory O’More Kennels. 
For Sale—Thoroughbred red Irish setter stock, 

full pedigreed Address wdth stamp, 
W. N. CALLENDER, Albany, N. Y. 

DOGS FOR SALE. 
Setters, pointers, spaniels, foxhounds, beagles, 

dachshunde. Newfoundlands, German tiger mas- i 
tiffs, fox-terriers, Scotch terriers, Skye terriers, • 
Yorkshire terriers, bull-terriers, bulldogs, pugs, 
French poodles, St. Bernards, mastiffs and black 
and tan terriers. Pups of all the above breeds ' 
constantly on hand. Those desiring to purchase ' 
will do w’ell to consult me. WM, W. SILVEY, 135 
South Eighth street, Philadelphia, Pa. ' 

Tie Fieli Sporlsiai’s Pictnre Co., 
PALMYRA, N. T., 

Are now prepared to furnish copies of the photo¬ 
graphs taken by Mr. Walker at the Eastern Field 
Trials. Lists and prices on application. 

FOR^ALE. 
One of the finest Druid bitches in America. Big 

breeder. Going out of dog business reason for 
selling. Address H., Box 228, Hackensack, N. J. 

For Sale—Horneil Spaniel Puppies. 
The best in the world; 142 prizes in two years 

proves it. From 3 to 10 mos. old. N® culls or $5 
pupa ever sold. 

In the Stud—Black cocker champion Homell 
Silk. Fee $20. Address J. OTIS FELLOWS, Sec., 
HomellsviUe, N. Y., or G. W. LEAVITT, Pres., 32 
Hamilton street, Boston, Mass. 

Claire-Reeta Kennels. 
PALaiYRA, N. Y. 

Irish and Gordon setters for work as well as show. 
decl7,tf 

TXTM. GRAHAM, NEWTOWNBREDA, BELFAST 
VV Ireland, is prepared to purchase and ship dogs 

for importers. Dogs purchased from him had the 
following prizes awarded to them: At New York 
and Chicago, 1883, sixteen firsts, nine special, three 
second and one third. At New York, 1884, seven 
firsts, six specials and one third. 

XTIOR SALE.-ITALIAN GREYHOUND PUPS 
Jj from Imported stock. Also fine English pugs. 
HENRY C. BURDICK, 150 Bridge street Spring- 
field, Mass. dec24,tf 

nr^lAINED FOXHOUNDS, THEY ARE COLD 
L nosed strike dogs, start the fox, run him to the 
death. Trained coon dogs. Gray squirrel dogs. 
Rabbit dogs. One trained ferret. Lmi-eared rabbits. 
Wyandotte chickens. H. C. GRAFF, Kensington, 
Ohio. dec24,tf 

TT'OR SALE.—HAVING RECENTLY ADDED 
I? several fine brood bitches to the Landseer 
Kennels of Scotch deerhounds and greyhounds re¬ 
duced the price of puppies. Some choice grey¬ 
hounds now ready to ship. DR. VAN HUMMELL, 
Denver, Col. apll6,tf 

A FINE PAIR OF DARK RED IRISH SETTERS, 
J\. Irish King (A.K.R. 8440) and Beatrix (A.K.R. 
3433), sired by champion Qlencho, dam Red Maud 
(A.K.R. 3443;. Price for pair, $150. These dogs 
were shot over last fall. A. C. STOTT, Stottvilie, 
N. Y. apr29,3t 

Foxhounds For Sale. 
Twenty-six dogs and bitches, comprising one of 

the best packs in Pennsylvania, a few bitches being 
in whelp by champion dogs. Address Box 1684, 
West Chester, Pa. jan28,tf 

TTIOR SALE.-ENGLISH BEAGLE HOUND 
U pups of good working stock and several months 
old. GEO. L. BARNES, Tyringham, Mass. 

T>EAGLE PUPS FOR SALE OUT OF MY OLD 
Ij hunter Skip, (A.K.R. 1997), by Flute (A.K.R. 
1990). Cheap if taken at once. GEO. F. REED, 
Barton, Vt. may6,2t 

X?OB SALE, A NUMBER OF WELL BRED AND 
X- well broken pointers and setters, also dora 
boarded and broken, satisfaction guaranteed. Ad- 
(Irejw H. B. RICHMOND. lAkevUle. Mam. 8ept22.tf 

The Still-Hunter, 
-BY- 

T. S. VAN DYKE. 

PRICE, POSTPAID. $2.00. 

FOREST AJID STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 

89 Park Row, New York. 

Site iettttel. 

If BO, send for DOG BUYER.S’ 1 
GUIDE, containing colored plates, Ij 

^ 100 engravings of different breeds, I 
prices they are worth, and where to I 

f buy them. Directions for Trainiuj 
Dogs and Breeding Ferrets. Maileug 

for 16 Cents. Also Cuts of Dog I 
Furnishing Goods of all kinds L' 

^|ARE YOU INTERESTED IN POULTRY 3| 

n Practical POUL- 
9 TRY BOOK. lOO pages; beau- 
ntilul colored.plate; engravings 
uqf nearly all kinds of fowls; descrip- ' 
i tions of the bree<is; how to cajjonize; 
J plans for pooltry honsos: information 
I abouiincuDators, snd wliere to buy | 
iEggti from best stock at Sl.dO J 
I per sittinff. Sent lor 15 Cents, i 

axaau. XJLVW W UUUU OliU HVVKIit. 11 
an Anary. All about Parrots. Prices of | 

S all kinds birds, cages, etc. Mailed for I 
' 15 Cents. The Three Books, 40 Cts. | 

ASSOCIATED FANCIERS, 
287 South Eighth Street, Philadelphia, Pa. I 

ROSEBUD KBNNEIiS. 
F. E. LEE, Manager. 

Dogs of all breeds hoarded and conditioned for 
hows. Setters and pointers thoroughly broken 
or field trials or private use. Best of accommoda 
ions and attendance. Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Locust Grove Kennel. 
T. M. ALDRICH, Manager. 

For Sale—Three setter dogs and one bitch, all 
broken; also two puppies by Blarney ex Smut II., 7 
mos. old; one orange and w'hite pointer, by Dean 
ex Koxie II., 9 mos. old: five pointers, 4 mos. old, 
all liver and white, by Dean ex Floy. This is the 
chance if any one wants a good dog or pim cheap, 
as I am bound to sell without reserve, T. M, AL¬ 
DRICH, Manton, R. I. apr29,lt 

The Bluest of the Blue. 
Three Llewellln setter pups, two white with lemon 

ears, dog and bitch, one blue belton bitch, by Prince 
Noble (Count Noble ex Lassie) out of Cassandra T. 
“'bunder ex Cornelia). These pups combine the 
, 3St of Llewellln blood. Will be sold reasonable. 
Address J. J. SCANLAN, Fall River, Mass. 

apr29,2t 

High bred pointers and setters -we 
breed and dispose of nothing but first-class 

broken and unbroken dogs and puppies. Address 
ELM GROVE KENNELS, South ] , Conn. 

LEWELLYN SETTER PUPPIES, COMBINING 
blood of noted dOgs, viz.: Champion Leicester, 

champion Petrel, champion Gladstone, Kirby, Pride 
of the Border, Llewellyn’s Prince and Laverack 
Dash II., for sale; satisfaction guaranteed. CHAS. 
YORK. 9 and 11 Granite Block, Bangor, Me. 

MASTIFFS. 
Address HOLLIS, Wellsville, N. Y. 

ENGLISH SETTER PUPPIES. 
From imported Flora, by Roy rDash III.—Bessie), 

whelped March 3, 1886. Price $20. Dogs or bitches. 
Will guarantee these pups to be just right; strong 
nose, natural hunters, and very staunch with little 
training. They are not sold to close out any scrub 
stock or to make room, but were bred especially 
for the trade, and to show as well in the field as on 
paper. Address, H. J. PIERRE, Winsted, Conn. 

WHITE BULL-TERRIER YOUNG ROYAL 
Prince (A.K.R. 2102). Fee $15. Pups by 

Royal Prince for sale. J. W. NEWMAN, 87 Han¬ 
over street, Boston, Mass. 

Bargains in trained setters, poiners 
and beagles. Choice setter pups, $6 each. 

Write for kind and sex wanted. C. F. KENT. Mon- 
ticello, N. Y. apr29,2t 

FOB SALE. 
KITTY (A.K.R. 17691 English Greyhound, sire 

champion Friday Night ex (Jueen Bess: 2 yrs. 
RHODA, BngUsh setter, sire Mac B. ex Betty 

White; 18 mos. 
ROSA, English pointer, 4 yrs. 

apr29,2t MAJOR LOVEJOY, Bethel, Me. 

A CHANCE SELDOM OFFERED.-UVER AND 
tan pointer bitch, grand fielder, record, fall 

1884, nearly 800 chickens in Dakota. Handsome 
and rare house dog, kindly in disposition as well as 
very watchful. A perfect gentlemen’s dog. Price 
$65. Address DEPARTURE, care Forest and 
Stream. may6.lt 

Red IRISH SETTERS FOR SALE.—THREE 
female pups equal m blood to owm daughters 

of champion Elcho. A rare chance for breeders to 
renew that famous strain. Printed pedigree. P. O. 
Box 8589, New York. may6.lt 

FOR SAUE. 
Light weight buU-terrier pups, 12 wks. old. F. H. 

HOWE, New Haven, Conn. may6,lt 

FOX TERRIERS.-S MOS. OLD, REGENT VOX 
—Nettle (1704) pups. $8 each. Full pedigree. 

W. H. COOKSON, Box 158, Hudson, N. Y. It 

MT. pleasant GORDON KENNELS.— 
The oldest and most succe'^sful Gordon ken¬ 

nels in America. For Sale—Four thoroughbred 
solid black and tan Gordon setter dog puppies, 
Argus, Jr., dam 1st prize bitch Bell Mont. For 
pedigrees, prices, etc., address , , 

C7T. BROWNELL. Box 335, New Bedford. Mass. 

For sale.-two irish red setter full 
blooded pups Call or address 114 East Fifty- 

second street, N. Y.. first flat. may 6, It 

dl»^ e FOR SPLENDID YOUNG ENGLISH SET 
tfelO ter. Very fast, stylish and handsome 
F. T., Box 925, Newburyport, Mass, may6,lt 

ST. LOUIS eUN CLUB. 
THIRD ANNUAL 

Bencli Show of Dogs, 
Grand Exposition Building, St. Louis, 

MAT 18, 19, 20 and 21, 1886. 

ENTRIES CLOSE MAY 8. 

The Pennsylvania R. R. Co. and its leased lines 
wiU carry dogs from the East free of charge when 
accompanied by owner or handler. 

For Premium List and Entry Blanks address 
GEO. MDN80N, Manager, 

610 Olive street, St. Louis. 
All railroads entering St. Louis pass dogs free. 

Express companies give half rates. 

iDaDttnral Bsacli Slow of Doss 
AT 

WILKES BARBE, PA. 

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, 

May 26, 26, 27, 1886, 

Under the auspices of the Ninth Regiment, N. G. 
P., and for the benefit of the Armory Fund. 

ENTRIES CLOSE MAY 15, 1886. 
For Premium List and Entry Blanks address 

W. H. TUCK. Secretary, 
apr29,3t 63 Public Square, Wilkesbarre, Pa. 

St Bernards 
Of purest Swiss strains, recently 

imported. Several fine dogs and 

bitches and a few puppies are in 

my hands to be disposed of. I 

can promise purchasers they are 

of excellent pedigree, and full of 

true St. Bernard character. 

Address with stamp, 

IV. W. Tucker, 
P. O. Box 1338, N. Y. 

Setter Puppies for $5. 
We have a number of setter puppies from 5 to 10 

wks. old, dogs and bitches, of all colors; we will 
close out for $5 each. Dogs of same breed from 6 
mos. to 1 yr. old. $8 each. These setters are of good 
native blood, fair nose and not gunshy, and satis¬ 
faction is guaranteed in every case. 

WM. W. 8ILVEY, 
1.85 South Eighth street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

FOR SAI,£. 

Handsome Cocker Bitches. 
Having decided to locate kennels at Orange, N. J., 

and reduce the number of our brood bitches to 
make room for young stock, we offer a few beauti¬ 
ful little brood bitches at unheard of prices if order 
is received at once. All have extended pedigrees 
which will be furnished upon application. Belle 
Stubbs, liver and white, 4 yrs., 18lbs., $15: Daisy D, 
solid liver, 8 mos., $10; Flossy, solid liver, 5 mos., 
$8. LDEAL KENNEL, New Haven, Conn. 

apr29,2t 

FIELD MERIT. 
For Sale—When 12 wks. old, two black, white and 

tan English setter bitch puppies, whelped April 9, 
1886, out of Gypsy Maid by champion Roderlgo, 
Gypsy Maid by Dashing Lion out of Roxy: guar¬ 
anteed perfect health. Price $40, J. U. DUNCAN, 
Knoxville, Tenn. may6,lt 

DO YOU WANT TO BUY A DOG? IF YOU DO 
I can supply you with fine, well broken setters, 

pointers and beagles at very fair prices for good 
dogs. I have also a very handsome, strong shep¬ 
herd dog, price $15. For full particulars apply to 
Box 472, Pittsburgh, Pa.  

COCKERS. 
For Sale—To make room for young stock, I offer 

for two weeks only fine Uver and liver arid white 
dog pups, by McKoon’s Col. Stubbs, at $8 each. 
Fvul pedigree. HANDSOME BROOK KENNELS, 
E. CohooD, Prop., Franklin, Dei. Co., N. Y. It 

For sale.-a fine English foxhound 
dog. 10 mos. old, fuU pedigree. Will follow 

fox or rabbit. Price cheap. L, N. EDWARDS, 
Box 84, Oxford, Mm_niay6,lt 

10R SALE CHEAP.— LIVER AND WHITE 
pointer dog pup, imported Bang out of Rita 

oxteth. from the famous Bang Bang and Crox- 
•h stock. Address W. B. COLLAGAN, West New- 
Q Mass. may6,lt 

[T'OR SALE.-THOROUGHBRED ROUGH-COAT- 
D ed St Bernard Dog Guy. orange with P^fect 
fhite markings- Formerly ownedT by Mr. W. K. 
’anderbilt. Full pedigree; 19 mos. old. Address 
. E., Box 314, Hoboken, N. J. mayotlt 

JULL-TERRIERS ! BULL-TERRIERS !!- Gpi- 
5 ilemeii requirinff first-clsss show bull*t6rner8 
lould apply to FRED HINKS, 16)4 Bath Row, Bir- 
lingdarn, England, the largest breeder and dealer 
i bull terriers in the world. All the bull-terriers 
Dw wipning including chanioions, emanated from 
lese kennels. N.B.-AU kinds of dogs supplied on 
le shortest notice. 
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TEE RAILROADS AND THE PARK. 

^HE Senate Committee on Territories has favorably re- 

ported the hill authorizing the granting of a right of 

way to a railway through the National Park to Cooke City. 

This favorable report is signed by four members of the com¬ 

mittee, while a minority report, presented by Mr. Mander- 

son, is signed by three. 

The majority report consists mainly of the two favorable 

reports by committees of the Senate and House, which we 

have reviewed and shown each to he a tissue of misrepresenta¬ 

tions. We remarked weeks ago, that these documents furnish 

abundant evidence that they were prepared by the same 

hand, and there seems to be little doubt that this hand he 

longed to General Armstrong, some time Railroad Commis¬ 

sioner, and now a mine owner of Cooke City. This individ¬ 

ual has shown remarkable energy in pushing forward this 

railroad scheme, and is credited with having tried to bully 

the friends of the Park into ceasing their opposition to his 

plans by saying to them, in language more forcible than 

elegant, " IE we don’t get our railroad, we’ll bust the Park.” 

It remains to he seen whether this magniloquent threat of 

'‘busting the Park” will so alarm Congress and the people 
of the United Stales that they will tamely submit to see their 

pleasure ground taken away from them, to see it cut up by 

railroads, to see it dotted with towns in which are machine 

shops, dwellings occupied by railroad hands and saloons, 

to see its forests and its prairies burned off, to see its game 

destroyed or ^.driven out of the reservation, so that it may 

fall an easy prey to the hide hunters and meat butchers. 

In this majority report the false statements as to the length 

of the line in the Park are repeated. General Anderson 

again refers to the difficulties of crossing the range between 

Clark’s Fork and the head of Soda Butte Creek, as if there 

were a steep divide there, whereas it is perfectly well known 

that the divides are very slight and easily surmounted. 

General Anderson has never been over the country, but the 

members of the U. S. Geological Survey have, and the char¬ 

acter of the divides can be ascertained from their reports or 

from the men who made them. Major George O. Eaton, an 

interested mine owner, says in this report that all that the 

miners of Cooke want is a railroad, and that ouo from Bil¬ 

lings would suit them just as well as any other. Let the 

miners of Cooke possess their souls in patienr<j. A road will 

he built from Billings, the surveys are being made, and the 

money for building the road has all been promised. It is a 

road that does not pass through the Park. 

The friends of the Cinnabar & Clark’s Fork Railroad 

scheme are evidently hard pushed for ammunition, for they 

introduce in their report a quotation from a petition signed 

by sixty-six citizens of Cinnabar, who ask for this railroad 

grant. To any one who has been to Cinnabar, this is really 

laughable. Cinnabar has only four or five houses in all. 

These are the railway station, a stable for Wakefield & 

Hoffman’s horses, a saloon and one or two cabins. Probably 

there are not a dozen voters in the town, and every rancher, 

teamster, cowboy, hrakeman, and probably woman and 

child, in the whole region must have put his or her name to 

the document to make up the “sixty-six citizens of Cinna¬ 
bar.” 

The minority report is signed by men who have given 

themselves the trouble to lookr into the matter and to take 

the opinion of those intelligent and disinterested persons, 

who are best acquainted with the National Park and its re¬ 

quirements. Against the railroad we find men like Secretary 

Lamar, General P. H. Sheridan, Mr. Arnold Hague, Lieut. 

Dan C. Kingman and Mr. W. Hallett Phillips. Letters 

from these gentlemen giving incontrovertible reasons why 

the railroad should not be built through the Park, have been 

written in support of the minority report, and we print them 

this week. They should be carefully read by every one who 

is interested in the preservation of this wonderland. 

We do not at present care to express an opinion as to 

whether it is desirable to have the national pleasure ground 

so entirely in the power of a great corporation. But we in¬ 

sist that neither the Northern Pacific nor any other corpora¬ 

tion shall push a railroad into the Park. Let them be con¬ 

tent with what they have, and leave to the people their Park 

undisturbed by the scream of the locomotive and the rumble 

of the train. We have already res sted the attempts of 

monopolists to seize this pleasure ground, and there are more 

people interested in the Park and ready to fight for it now, 

than there were when we first took the matter up some 

years ago. 

Congress cannot afford to turn over this Park to a cor¬ 

poration. 

Recent advices from a surveying party now engaged in an 

examination of the Clark’s Fork route, give a very favor¬ 

able report of the line along the canon, the only place on 

the whole route where it has been pretended that there are 

any difficulties to be overcome. The practicability of the 

Clark’s Fork route seems thus to be assured. The party, 

when we heard from it, had been only two days in the canon, 

and had already surveyed a line where the grade, for a dis¬ 

tance of seven miles only, is 171.4 feet to the mile, with very 

light work, and there is every prospect that further investi¬ 

gation and the running of other lines will result in the dis¬ 

covery of a much more moderate grade. It is usual in run¬ 

ning new lines through a mountain country to look 

about for some time before the best and easiest 

line is found. Suppose, however, that no grade 

easier than 171 feet to the mile can be found, 

there is nothing very alarming in this. It is true that it is 

steeper than the maximum grade on the Northern Pacific 

main line, hut it is 54 feet less than the maximum on 

the Denver & Rio Grande R. R., and 79 feet less than the 

temporary line over the MuUan Pass. It is not a heavy 

grade for a mountain road, and it is less important here, 

because all the heavy freight to be hauled from the mines 

will pass down the grade, while only empty cars or very 

light trains will go up the hill. There seems little doubt 

that a road from Billings will before long be an accomplished 

fact, and this being the case, it would be insane to permit a 
railroad to enter the Park. 

The tremendously strong lobby which is working in favor 

of the Cinnabar & Clark’s Pork R. R. has been a good deal 

of a puzzle to the people who have been watching it, and 

who are familiar with what it has accomplished. 

We have good reason to believe that the strength of this 

movement, for some time so mysterious, lies in the fact that 

the Northern Pacific Railway Company is hacking the pro¬ 

ject. We are informed, on authority which we cannot but 

trust, that this is the case, that this grant will be utilized 

by the Northern Pacific people to run a line into the Park, 

so as to secure considerable additional passenger traffic 

that there is no intention of building the road to Cooke, but 

that it is merely the entering wedge to enable this company 

to gain a foothold for a railway in the Park. Once within 

the boundaries of the reservation, it is believed that it will be 

easy to get permission to build a little further in one direc¬ 

tion. and a little further in auother direction, until the whole 

Park is gridironed with tracks, and its usefulness and its 
beauty destroyed forever. 

Already this corporation has a strong hold on the National 

Park. Theirs is the only railway which runs to its borders. 

A. powerful syndicate of its stockholders have obtained 

leases for hotel and other privileges within the Park. Yes¬ 

terday the franchise and leases of the National Park Im¬ 

provement Company were to have been sold at public auction 

in Evanston, the county seat of Uinta county, Wyoming 

'I’erritory, and it was the reported intention of the NorthOTu 

Pacific people to bid them in. These leases include the 

exclusive transportation privileges in the Park. 

A PLEA FOB TEE UNPROTECTED. 

TXT'HEN one goes out for a day’s shooting he is a little 

’ ’ apt, especially if young, thoughtless and too ardent, 

to shoot at many things that when alive harm no one, that 

when killed are of no worth to him but as proof of his skill 

with the gun; not even that. Why not spare them? The 

world is pleasanter for all of us the more happy wild life 

there is in it. Why kill for the mere sake of killing or the 

exhibition of one’s knack of killing? 

When one is duck shooting on inland waters, sitting alert 

in the how of the skiff with his gun ready for the expected 

gaudy wood duck, or plump mallard, or loud quacking 

dusky duck, or swift-winged teal, to rise with a splashing 

flutter out of the wild rice, and there is a sudden heating of 

broad wings among the sedges with a startled guttural quack, 

and one’s heart leaps to his throat and his gun to his shoul¬ 

der, and then—only an awkward bittern climbs the Septem • 

her breeze with a slow incline, there is a vengeful tempta¬ 

tion to let drive at the disappointing good-for-nothing. But 

why not let the poor fellow go? If you dropped him hack 

(as the poorest and most poking shot might) into the marsh 

to rot unprofltably there, disdained even by the mink, unat¬ 

tainable to the scavenger skunk, what good would it do you? 

If he disappointed you, you disturbed him in his medita¬ 

tions, or in the- pursuit of a poor hut honest living. Or per¬ 

haps a great heron too intent upon his fishing or frogging, 

or dozing in the fancied seclusion of his reedy bower, springs 

up within short range and goes lagging away on his broad 

vans. If you kill him you will take him home to show, for 

he is worth showing even then. But if you wish your 

friends to see him at his best, bring them to him and let them 

see how well he befits these sedgy levels—a goodly sight, 

whether he makes his lazy flight above them or stands a 

motionless sentinel in the oozy shallows. The marshes 

would be lonely without him, or if one desires the charm of 

loneliness, does not his silent presence add to it? 

A kingfisher comes clattering along the channel. As he 

jerks his swift way over the sluggish water he may test your 

marksmanship, but as he hangs with rapid wing beats over 

a school of minnows as steadfast for a minute as a star for¬ 

ever, needing no skill to launch him to his final unrewarded 

plunge, why kill him! In such waters he takes no fish 

that you would, and he enlivens the scene more than almost 

On the uplands, where the meadow lark starts out of the 

grass with a sharp, defiant “zeet!” and speeds away on his 

steady game-like flight, remember before you stop it or try 

to, of how little account he is when brought to bag; and re¬ 

member, too, how when the weary days of winter had 

passed, his cheery voice welcomed the coming spring, a 

little later than the robin’s, a little earlier than the flicker’s 

cackle; and what an enlivening dot of color his yellow breast 

made where he strutted in the dun bare meadows. 

In some States the woodpeckers are unprotected, and are a 

mark for every gunner. Their galloping flight tempts the 

ambitious young shooter to try his skill, hut they are among 

the best friends of the ahoriculturist and the fruit grower, 

for though some of them steal cherries and peck early apples, 

and one species, perhaps, sucks the sap of trees, they are the 

only birds that search out and kill the insidious, destructive 
borer. 

any other frequenter of it, never skulking and hiding, but 

with metallic, vociferous clatter, heralding his coming. Then 

his stiU mid-air poise, the same in calm or wind, and his 

unerring headlong plunge, that one never tires of watching 
nor ceases to wonder at. 

When one wanders along a willowy stream with his gun, 

cautiously approaching every lily-padded pool and shadowed 

bend likely to harbor woodduck or teal, and finds neither, 

and his ears begin to ache for the sound of his gun—^if a 

green heron flaps off a branch before him, he is sorely 

tempted to shoot the ungainly bird, but for what? If the 
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gun must be heard, let it speak to a stump or a tossed chip, 

either as difficult a target as he, and let the poor harmless 

little heron live. Uncouth as he is, he comes in well in the 

picture of such a watercourse, that has done with the worry 

of turning mills, left far behind with their noise and bustle 

on foaming rapids among the hills, and crawls now in lazy 

ease through wide intervales, uuder elms and water maples 

and thickets of willows. 

In some States, too, the hare is unprotected by any law, 

and it is the common custom to hunt it even so late as April, 

for the mere sake of killing, apparently, or perhaps the 

charm of the hound’s music, which makes the butchery of 

Adirondack deer so delightful a sport to some, adds a zest to 

the slaughter of these innocents—though, be it said, there is 

no comparison in the marksmanship required. Alive, the 

northern hare is one of the most hai’mless of animals; dead, 

he is, in the opinion of most people, one of the most worth¬ 

less. So worthless that hunters frequently leave the result 

of all their day’s “sport” in the woods where they were 

killed. Yet the hare is legitimate game, and should be 

hunted as such, and only in proper seasons, and not be 

ruthlessly exterminated. A woodland stroll is the pleasanter 

if one sees “Br’er Rabbit” there in his brown summer suit, 

or white as the snow about him in his winter furs. 

Where there are no statute laws for the protection of game 

and harmless creatures not so classed, an unwritten law of 

common sense, common decency and common humanity 

should rule sportsmen, and be powerful enough to protect al 

these. The fox is an outlaw; it is every one’s legal right to 

kill him whenever and however he may, and yet wherever 

the fox is hunted with any semblance of fair play, whether 

in New England with gun and hound, or elsewhere with 

horse and hound, the man. who traps a fox, or kills one un¬ 

seasonably, or destroys a vixen and her cubs, bears a reputa¬ 

tion but little better than a sheep stealer’s. 

A sentiment as popular and as potent ought lo prevail to 

protect those that, though harmless, are as imshielded by 

legislative enactments as the fox, and much less guarded by 

natural laws and inborn cunning. The truest sportsman is 

the most merciful, and is never a wanton slayer. 

THE REPORT ON THE PARK RAILROAD. 

Wild Pigeons have been nesting in the woods of Forest 

and Warren Counties, Pa., this year, and the netters and gun¬ 

ners have been reaping an unexpected spring harvest. When 

the birds appear all the male inhabitants of the neighborhood 

leave their customary occupations, as farmers, bark-peelers, 

oil-scouts, wild-catters, and tavern loafers, and join in the 

work of capturing and marketing the game. The Pennsyl¬ 

vania law very plainly forbids the destruction of the pigeons 

on their nesting grounds, but no one pays any attention to 

the law, and the nesting birds have been killed by thousands 

and tens of thousands. Formerly the usual market demand 

has been augumented by a large demand for live birds to be 

shot, for purpose of game protection, by State game pro¬ 

tective associations, but of recent years, the birds being un¬ 

attainable, the demand for them has ceased, and now the 

consumption of nesting pigeons is confined to the markets. 

Had some of our State societies been told of the Pennsylvania 

nesting, there is no reckoning the tremendous impetus that 

might have been given to game protection by another Coney 

Island spring pigeon killing tournament. 

The New York Game Protectors.—The bill before the 

New York Legislature creating the office of chief of the 

game protectors passed the Assembly last week almost unani¬ 

mously. The bill in its present shape fixes the salary at 

$1 ,200 per year with an allowance of $600 for traveling ex¬ 

penses, This accords more nearly with the views of Gen. 

R. U. Sherman, secretary of the N. Y. Fish Commission, 

upon whose shoulders the burden of supervising the game 

protector,s has fallen, and whose request to be relieved from 

this labor has been heeded. It is well imderstood that Mr. 

A. N. Cheney, of Glens E'alls is pressed by his numerous 

friends for the position, and we do not know of a better 

man. We hope that the bill may become a law, and that 

the Governor may appoint Mr. Cheney. 

“IhsECO. Capt. L. A. Beaidslce, of the U. 8. 8, Pow 

hatan, has just returned to the Brooklyn Navy Yard after 

six months of West India service. Capt. Beardslee’s last 

communication to the Forest and Stream, it will be 

remembered, was a relation of the Powhatan’s rescue of the 

maroons of Roncador. Soon after that Capt, Beardslee was 

engaged in tlje relief of the homeless citizens of Key West 

at the time of the great conflagratien; and the efficiency with 

which he performed the difficult task has won for him much 

praise from the press. 

“Public Opinion” is a new Washington weekly which 

gives the collected opinions of the press of the country on 

current events and the questions of the day. The journal 

starts out well and promises to be a success. It is under the 

management of Mr. Jerome Burnett and associates. 

Thirty-Two Pages.—Owing to the demand for space in 

our advertising columns this week, the present issue con¬ 

sists of thirty-two pages. The business-like character of the 

advertising pages of this journal affords a fair indication of 

the condition of the trade to-day. 

views of the minority. 

Mr. MANDERSON, from the Committee on Territories, 
submitted the following views of the minority, to ac¬ 

company 8. 980: 
The undersigned beg leave to dissent from the views of 

the majority of the Committee on Territories, in reference to 
8. 980, granting the right of way to the Cinnabai’ and Clark’s 
Fork Railroad Company. 

* * * Instead of the distance through Yellowstone 
Park traversed by this projected railroad being from ten to 
twenty five miles, it will be seen, by reference to the letters 
hereto attached, from those having full knowledge of the 
facts, that the distance traversed is from forty to sixty miles, 
and that the probabilities are that the length of the projected 
railroad Will be about fifty-six miles. 

The undersigned, believing that the construction of this 
road would be decidedly injurious to the purposes for which 
the Park was established, and that there are other routes 
over which a railroad can he constructed from points on the 
Northern Pacific road to the Clark's Fork mining district, 
report adversely to the bill, and urge that it be indefinitely 
postponed; and in suppost of this view call careful attention 
to letters from the Hon. L. Q. C. Lamar, Secretary of the In¬ 
terior; Lieutenant-General Sheridan, Major J. W. Powell, 
Director of Geological Survey; W. H. Phillips, Esq., special 
agent for investigating Yellowstone Park, of the Interior 
Department; Prof. Arnold Hague, of the Geological Survey; 
Lieut. Dan. C. Kingman, Corps of Engineers, United States 
Army, and others having knowledge of the facts. A careful 
reading of these letters from gentlemen who have personal 
knowledge of the facts will, we believe, ciuite conclusively 
show that it is extremely undesirable that a railroad, as pro¬ 
jected, should be permitted to be built. 

We first attach the letter of the Secretary of the Interior, 
and the accompanying documents, all of extreme value in 
the consideration of this bill; 

Department of the Interior, j 
Washington, April 2i, 1886. ) 

Sir —I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your commu¬ 
nication of the 3d inst.. inclosing Senate bill @80, and report No. 204, 
in relation to “granting the way to the Cinnabar and Clark’s Fork 
Railroad Company” through Yellowstone Park reservation, with re¬ 
quest that this Department will furnish for the use of the Committee 
on Territories all of the data and information in its possession. The 
delay in responding is explained by the inclosed documents, which 
were obtained mainly through correspondence incident to your in¬ 
quiry. 

The Park, as you are aware, was established by act of Congress, 
March 1,1872, and in the language of that enactment (sec. 2474 R. S.) 
“dedicated and set apart as a public Park or pleasure ground for the 
benefit and enjoyment of the people; and all persons who locate or 
settle upon, or occupy any of the land thus set apart as a public 
Park, except as provided in the following section, shall be considered 
trespassers and removed therefrom. 

“Sec. 2475. Such public Park shall be under the exclusive control 
of the Secretary of the Interior, whose duty it shall be, as soon as 
practicable, to make and publish suen regulations as he may deem 
necessary or proper for the care and management of the same. Such 
regulations shall provide for the preservation from injury or spolia¬ 
tion of all timber, mineral deposits, natural curiosities, or wonders, 
within the Park aud their retention in their natural condition. The 
Secretary may, in his discretion, grant leases for building purposes 
for terms not exceeding ten years of small parcels of ground at such 
places in the Park as may require the erection of buildings for the 
accommodation of visitors; « * =<' he shall provide against the 
wanton destruction of the fish and game found within the Park; * * 
he shall cause ali trespassers upon the same to be removed there¬ 
from, and generally is authorized to take all such measures as may 
be necessary or proper to fuUy cariy out the objects and purposes of 
this section.” 

In the second session of the Forty-seventh Congress (see p. 626, 
vol. Statutes at Large) the following legislation loolnng to the 
preservation of the Park in its “natural state” was had. 

* ♦ ♦ “Two thousand dollars to be paid annually to a superin¬ 
tendent of said Park, and not exceeding $900 annually to each of ten 
assistants, all of whom shall be appointed by the Secretary of the In¬ 
terior, and reside continuously in the Park, and whose duty it shall 
be to protect the game, timber and objects of interest therein; the 
balance of the sum appropiiated [$40,000 was the total amountj to be 
expended in the construction and improvement of suitable roads and 
bridges within said Park, under the supervision and direction of an 
engineer officer detailed by the Secretary of War for that purpose. 

“The Secretary of the Interior shall lease small portions of ground 
in the Park, not exceeding ten acres in extent for each tract, on which 
may be erected hotels and necessary outbuildings, and for a period 
not exceeding ten yeai s: but such lease shall not include any of the 
geysers or other objects of curiosity or interest in said Park, or ex¬ 
clude the public from the free and convenient approach thereto; or in¬ 
clude any ground within a quarter of a mile of any of the geysers or 
the YeUowstone Falls, nor Mali there be leased more than ten acres 
to any one person or corporation; nor shall any hotel or other build¬ 
ing be erected within the Park untU such lease shall be executed by 
the Secretary of the Interior, and all contracts, agreements, or ex¬ 
clusive privileges heretofore made or given in regard to said Park or 
any part thereof are hereby declared to be invalid; nor shall the Sec¬ 
retary of the Interior, in any lease which he may make and execute, 
grant any exclusive privileges within said Park, except upon the 
ground leased. 

•‘The Secretary of War, upon the request of the Secretary of the 
Interior, is hereby authorized and directed to make the necessary 
detail of troops to prevent trespassers or intruders from entering the 
Park for the purpose of destroying the game or objects of curiosity 
therein, or for any other purpose prohibited by law, and to remove 
such persons from the Park if found therein.” 

A similar appropriation was made by the Fony-eight Congress, 
second session (see Statutes at Large, vol. 23, p. 499); “For every pur¬ 
pose and object necessary for the protection, preservation and im¬ 
provement of ihe Yellowstone National Park.” 

I quote the statutes in this connection to show the spirit of the legis¬ 
lation had in regard to the Park, and that the dominant idea in Con¬ 
gress in reference to the matter has been the preservation of the 
wilderness of forests, geysers, moimtalns, etc,, so to speak, and the 
game common to that region, in as nearly the condition in which we 
found them as possible, with a view to holding for the benefit of 
those who shall come after us something of the original “Wild West” 
that shall stand while the rest of the world moves, affording to the 
student of nature and the pleasure tourist a restful contrast to the 
busy and progressive scenes that the story of the past American en¬ 
terprise gives assurance will ere long be repeated in the growth in 
population and civilizing influences of the Territories of Idaho, Wyo¬ 
ming and Montana, that now border on the Park, and that even now 
are aspiring to the dignity of Statehood. 

The data of surveys in this Park and the region immediately north 
of It is too meager to enable this Department to answer with any de¬ 
gree of positiveness your inquiry as to whether there is any other 
practicable route for the proposed road except the one comprehended 
in the provisions of the bill in question, but I would respectfully sug¬ 
gest in this connection that the line proposed by the “Cinnabar and 
Clark’s Fork Railroad Company” is a creature of the draughtsman 
rather than of the engineer, and is not, so far as I can ascertain, a 
deduction from instrumental survej', supported by notes of topog¬ 
raphy and levels, and estimates of excavation, fill and grade. 

Several other routes are suggested by military and scientific au¬ 
thorities of high repute, whose letters and reports upon the subject 
I send you, as practicable and feasible, and though these lines have 
not been subjected to the test of instrumental scrutiny, they are at 
least as familiar to engineers, geologists and border hunters as the 
one seeking recognition in Senate bill 980, and while longer and per¬ 
haps more expensive in the demands of coDstruction, I do not think 
that that question should have consideration in view of the aims and 
objects of Congress in the legislation of 1872 and subsequent years, 
and the hopes engendered in the hearts of the lovers of science and 
nature bv that legislation, that at least “oue brand should be saved 
from the" burning” of a restless civilization, before whop relenttos 
advance the forests, the plains, and ev6n the mountains in their wild 
aspect, are disappearing, particularly when for the purposes of this 
legacy to posterity a reservation was made of rugpd rock?, bitter 
watei4, inaccessible forests, boiling fountains, and plains, and on 
the whole a region that, but for its selection by the Govpnment for 
the people of to-day and the future, would have been reiecpd by aU 
men and corporations animated by thirst for gain or the selfish 
frenzy of speculation. . , 

The Lieufonant-General commanding the army, m a communica¬ 

tion that I inclose, says: “The railroad from Cinnahar to Cooke City, 
following,the route proposed, will traverse about 46 miles of the Park 
and be at the road’s most southern point, the junction of Soda Butte 
Creek with the East Fork, about 12 miles south of the north line of 
the Park. Except near the Mammoth Hot Springs, the road will not 
pass in the immediate vicinity of any of the objects of public inter¬ 
est, but it would pass through some of the best grazing and meadow 
lands in its northwestern corner,” 

The General, in the above frank recital, gives some good reasons 
for the company’s anxiety to secure a line through the Park, and ex¬ 
cellent reasons, in my opinion, for rejecting the application. The 
fact of the line penetrating 12 miles south of the northern border, its 
passing in the vicinity of the Mammoth Hot Springs, and its virtual 
capture of some of the best grazing and meadow lands, are all strong 
arguments against the granting of its application if the theory that 
suggested the reservation still holds good, and comprehends the 
maintenance of its original and present characteristics. 

The conclusion of General Sheridan’s letter shows that he also 
holds this opinion, for he says; “A railroad through any portion of 
the Park is, however, not in harmony with the objects for which this 
reservation was created, and if permitted in this case, will, I much 
fear, be used as a precedent by the advocates of the various other 
roads already projected through different sections. Under the present 
circumstances the objects of the Park are being well fulfilled. The 
game is collecting in large numbers, and, if not disturbed, will prob¬ 
ably continue to do so in the future. These conditions should then, 
as far as possible, be maintained. With reference to other lines of 
communication, that by Boulder Creek mav prove possible. This 
route was traversed by an officer of the army iu 1873, who then re¬ 
ported that he deemed a railroad by this route practicable.’" 

Lieut. Daniel C. Kingman, first lieutenant of Engineers, United 
States Army, in charge of preparing roadways, bridges, and Govern¬ 
ment improvements generally, at Y'ellowstone National Park, in a 
letter under date of March 25, replying to a communication from the 
editor of Forest and Stream, expresses surprise that his report of 
1888 “should be quoted in any way favoring the construction of rail- 
road.s for any purpose whatever within the Yellov/stone Park." “I 
have,” he says, “always been opposed to the construction of railroads 
in the Park. I have given this subject the most careful thoiighD and 
study, and I should regard their introduction as the most serious 
injury that could be inflicted on the Park, and the construction of the 
Cinnabar and Clark’.s Fork Raih'oad would be especially deplorable, 
because it seems so unnecessary. There is every reason to believe 
that the route of the Stillwater (lying wholly outside of the Park) is a 
better one for a railroad to the mines than tliat via the Yellowstone 
River and Soda Butte Creek.” 

Under date of April 10,1886, Maj. J. W. Powell, Director of the 
United States Geological Survey, forwarded a communication to this 
Department, which I inclose herewith, replying to some of the 
inquiries suggested by your letter of the 3d instant. * * * Com¬ 
menting upon the various loutes, and reasoning from the meager 
engineering data at hand, Major Powell says: “Altogether the 
Yellowstone Park route is shorter; can be constructed more cheaply 
per mile; has less elevation to overcome, and could be maiutaine’d 
and operated at much less expense than either of the other routes.” 

These conclusions would have force aud weight if addressed by a 
chief engineer, employed on preliminary survey, to the board of 
directors of a company contemplating an economical investment in 
railroad construction between given points, but they are not entitled 
to consideration in this connection, where but two questions, it seems 
to me, present themselves: First, the protection of the people’s her¬ 
itage, the Park, from an intrusion that threatens its destruction! 
and. second, the furtherance of the interests of speculators, individual 
and corporate; and if I understand the object of the inquiry sub¬ 
mitted by your honorable committee to this Department, it is to 
ascertain the possibility of meeting the wishes of the railroad pro¬ 
jectors who have in view certain mining possibilities, or probabilities, 
without trenching upon the precincts of the Park, heretofore so care¬ 
fully hedged and guarded by Congress and this department. In this 
connection it seems to me we have no right to consider the questions 
of distance, grade, or cost, particularly as instanced here, where all 
are within feasible bounds. Such surveys and data as we have—and 
the information is as meager in regard to one route as another— 
demonstrate the practicability of connecting the Clark's Fork mining 
district with the Northern Pacific Railroad without traversing by rail 
any portion of the Park; and, this being the case, it is not for the 
Department to make estimates of relative cost or consider the matter 
of relative speed as dependent upon ease of grades, in an instance 
where speed is not a consideration, and the grades are not excessive 
as compared with those of many mining and commercial lines in 
mountain countries, being about 66 feet to the mile on the “Stillwater 
Route,” and about 33 feet to the mile on the “Clark’s Fork Route,"’ 
while it would average about 38 feet to the mile on the “Yellowstone 
Park Route.” It must be observed, also, that the distance for the 
Park route is estimated as nearly as possible upon air line assumptions, 
while in respect of the others, wide latitude is taken to cover deficits 
in mformation and exploration. Further, if we consider the fact that 
the Park route extends for all its length, except about 15 miles, 
through a country where “the road would be of easy construction," 
and yet obtains in an estimated 55 miles an altitude of 2,100 feet, the 
inference of enormous grades to be accepted, somewhere, suggests 
itself. 

In answer to your inquiry, transmitted through this office as to the 
importance of the mining district in question. Major Powell says: 
"No thorough information exists in this office relating to the im¬ 
portance of the mining region at Cooke City. It is known that 
mineral lodes have been discovered in this district of country and 
have been worked to some ejctent. None of the workings have been 
extended to great depths, but many small workings have been made, 
and it is believed that much ore is now piled upon the ground. But 
the exploitation of the region seems not yet to be sufficient to war- 
rent expression of opinion in relation to the ultimate extent of the 
mining industries that may be developed therein. 

It will be seen that the importance of the mining interests in this 
district are far from being demons’.rated by any data in the posses¬ 
sion of either the military or scientific authorities of the Government, 
and that doubt is expressed by both as to the ultimate importance of 
Cooke City as a mining town in the event of the most favorable out¬ 
come or the pending “prospecting”; but admitting its importance 
and future greatness, is it not possible that the researches of the 
near future may disclose like deposits of mineral wealth in the 
Territory of Idaho immediately bordering on the west line of the 
Park, aud in Wyoming territory near its.south and east lines, and will 
not the demands that now come up to Congress in behalf of the 
“Clark’s Fork mining district,” in Senate bill 980, if favorably con¬ 
sidered, be annually echoed from other mineral districts with equal 
claim to recognition, until the Park shall be, if equal justice be done 
to all petitioners, webbed with the ai-teries of intercourse and com¬ 
merce, and cease to exist as the creature of the legislation of 1872, 
chat "dedicated and set apart as a public park and pleasure ground, 
for the benefit and enjoyment of the people,” this rugged, romantic, 
beautiful wilderness and wonderland? 

In connection with other documents forwarded herewith, I send you 
a number of extracts from a representative journal of the American 
lovers of field sports and students of forestry, the Forest and Stream, 
to show the deep interest that is being taken in the question under 
discussion by an immense class of our most thoughtful and intelligent 
fellow-citizens, and the anxiety and suspicion with which they re¬ 
gard the overtures and representations of the corporations now be¬ 
sieging Congress for authority to penetrate the Park with railroads. 

In the event, however, that the judgment of your committee shall 
BO tar incline to the repeal or amendment of the legislation of 1872 
and subsequent Congresses as to favor the granting of the right of 
way proposed in Senate Bill 980,1 would respectfully suggest chat the 
grant be restricted to such limits as are absolucely essential to road¬ 
bed and slopes of “cues” and bases of’"fills.” * ♦ ♦ » 
This amendment is suggested rather in the interest of timber preser¬ 
vation than economy ot land, and with a view to guarding against 
that appearance of utter desolation usually incident to a Corest right 
of way from which the timber has been cut or culled for a distance 
of a hundred feet on either side. . ^ 

If the grant is to be made upon the simple ground of affording an out¬ 
let for the products of the mines of the Clark’s Fork district, there is 
no apparent necessity for stations at intervals more frequent than 
ten miles, and I would respectfully suggest amendment in this par¬ 
ticular and that the grant of land at stations be limited to sites for 
depot buildings, wood or coal sheds and water tanks. ♦ * ♦ And 
that the struotui-es erected by said railroad company within the Park 
shall not in any instance include machine shops, repair shops, supply 
stations hotels, retaurants, eating houses, stores or any building 
except a depot, including telegraph or telephone office, residence for 
station agent and one building for residence of section hands: and 
said right of way and locations for depot grounds shall not in any in¬ 
stance include objects designated as natural curiosities or matters of 
interest to tourists, or be surrounded or inclosed by fences, walls or 
hedges that shall obstruct the view of any contiguous objects, or bar 
the passage to them of pedestrians or vehicles. . . ^ , 

H the purpose of the projectors of this enterprise is fully disclosed 
in bill 980, their object is not in any degree thwarted by acceptance 
of amendments suggested in the interest of the people and m fur¬ 
therance of the views expressed so forcibly in the legislation creat¬ 
ine the Park. But the property grants asked for naturally excite dis¬ 
trust as thoc-e usually sought and accorded in the interest of local 
trade. progres:Uve enterprise and the aggregating ^pulation—thrM 
conditions that antagonize the letter and spirit of the Jaw estabhsh- 

*°ff^^rightiy way°" should be granted, I respectfully suggest that it 
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should be “right of way,'’ plain and simple and so circumscribed as 
to guard against peopling the Park in the interest of personal or corpor¬ 
ate gain of speculation; otherwise it will result at an eai'lr day in estab¬ 
lishing a condition of affairs that may necessitate abandonment of the 
oripnal theory of a national park or such a contraction of territorial 
hmits as will surrender to the “ Cinnabar and Clark’s Fork Eailroad 
Company,” and the other corporations in whose interest their bill 
practically blazes the way, all the lands and settlements in the reser- 
yation contiguous to their several lines. 

Tne demand for grants at depots and sidings, of tracts 2,000 by 400 
feet in extent, representing areas of SOO.OOO square feet, or more than 
18 acres, in each instance, would, if conceded, enable the company to 
absorb and control every “oasis” of meadow land through w'hich 
their lines can be twisted or diverted; or, cutting these tracts in 
center, or diagonally, practically possess a larger number of acres 
than the grants comprehend, by rendering the other portions of the 
valleys useless because inaccessible to others. In fact, it is question¬ 
able whether any of the valleys of the Park will be more than equal 
to the demand of a general right of way, 200 feetin width, and a right 
of way of switches of 400 feet in width. The grant sought would 
include, and may be intended to include and absorb, the best meadow 
and grazing lands in the Park referred to by General Sheridan, 
Geologist Hague, and Special Agent Phillips, in the letters that ac¬ 
company this report, very respectfully, 

' L. Q. C. Lamak, Secretary. 
Hon. Charles F. Manderson, United States Senate. 

DEPABTMENT of the iNTKRIOn. ) 
Washington, April (5.1?86. f 

Sm—In reply to your request for information as to the necessity of 
granting to the Ginnabar and Clark’s Fork Railroad the right of way 
to build a road through the Yellowstone Park and the effect such a 
road would have upon the reservation, I take pleasure in laying be¬ 
fore you such information as I have gathered and at the same time 
presenting my objections to any railway in the Park. 

The Clark’s Fork mining district lies just outside the northeast cor¬ 
ner of the Park. It is situated high up m the mountains, near the 
headwaters of the Stillwater and Clark’s Fork rivers and Soda Butte 
Creek. The district as yet is small and undeveloped. It may have 
a brilliant future before it, but however this may be, it has not 
been satisfactorily demonstrated. Every mining engineer knows 
that the number of mining locations held has very little 
to do with the importance of a district. I first visited the dis¬ 
trict in the autumn of ISSil. I again visited the di.-trlct in September 
1885, and found that the mining developments had progressed far 
less than I had been led to suppose. So far as I was aole to judge, 
upon careful inquiry. I think tuere were not more than one hundred 
miners actively employed in the district, and most of these w'ere do¬ 
ing what is known as prospecting work. In no one mine were there 
more than three or four men at work. Considerable ore has been 
taken out, but it is mostly of a very low grade and will have to be 
smelted in the disiriet. From present developments I fail to see how 
the Clark’s Fork mining district t ould support a railway. 

No careful surveys for railway routes have as yet been made, 
although much misinformation has been scattered broadcast about 
the impracticability of reaching the district in any other way than 
through the Park. 

Three routes, however, have been proposed—one by way of Still¬ 
water River, from Stillwater, on the Northern Pacific Railroad; one 
from Billings, liiont., by way of Clark’s Fork; and one by Soda Butte 
and the Third Canyon of the Yellowstone River, passing through the 
Yellowstone Park for about fifty miles, nearly the entire length of the 
road. 

It has been stated that the mines are all situated on Soda Butte 
Creek, and to reach them a railway from the ncrth or east would 
have to cro-s a high mountain range. This I consider an error. It 
should be understood that although Cooke City is situated on Soda 
Butte Creek. It is only a small settlement and inconveniently located 
for nearly all the recent mining developments of this district. All the 
more important of the recent developments are situated either on 
the opposite side of the watersoed on the streams tributary to the 
Stillwater and Clark’s Fork, oi else within a few hundred feet of the 
summit of the range. With a railway a mining town would be equally 
as well situated on either the Stillwater or Clark’s Fork. From all I 
can learn 1 am inclined to believe that the route following the valley 
of the Stillwater will prove practicable. 1 have not examined it per¬ 
sonally, but more accurate siu-veys have been made of it than of the 
other lines. I am told that it is feasible to build the road to within 
fifteen miles of Cooke City. It should be borne in minu that all the 
newest mining locations are from three to six miles from Cooke City, 
high up in the mountains. The road would be about fifty-four miles 
in length. Stillwater, the junction of the brancii road with the 
Northern Pacific Railroad, is about 135 miles nearer Saint Paul than 
Cinnabar. 

I have personally examined the Clark’s Pork Valley for forty miies 
east of Cooke City, and I am of the opinion that if the mining interests 
demand a railway, a road could be built from the mines to Billmgs, 
Mont., which would be far more serviceable than a road through the 
Park. There is on this route one very rugged place known as Clark 
Fork Canyon, a deep gorge six miles in length, but I am told that it 
13 quite possible to avoid it. The route, at least, seems so feasible 
that accurate surveys should be made before granting a right of way 
through the Park. 

1 am well acquainted with the country through which the railway 
would have to pass in going from Cooke City to Cinnabar. My own 
work has compelled me to study the Third Canyon carefully, and I 
have no hesitation in saying that it would be a very costly matter to 
build the road for 18 or 20 miles from Gardiner te the East Fork of 
the Yellowstone River. It has been estimated by the friends of the 
Cinnabar & Cooke City Railway that this road could be built for 
$1,000,000, It seems to me that it the output of the mines at Clark’s 
Fork could stand such an expense, either of the other routes should 
be chosen. 

In ray opinion there are many persons who are interested in obtain¬ 
ing this right of way through the Park who desire to use the road for 
the purpose of transporting traveiers who annually visit the Park in 
the summer. Having a right of way, and the only one granted by 
Congress, they anticipate receiving large revenues derived from tour¬ 
ists. Upon Che completion of the road we should see glowing induce¬ 
ments held out to tourists of a railway ride through the Third 
Canyon of the Yellowstone and thecharming valley of the EastFork 
The granting of one or two hundred feet on each side of the track 
would necessarily include Soda Butie Spring, the water of which is 
already much sought after by many people, and the only on« in the 
Park which has yet been found to possess curative properties In 
my opinion it would be a mistake to allow this spring to pass beyond 
Government control. 

I cannot but believe that the establishment of a railway in the Park 
would prove a permanent injury to the reservation, and tend to sub¬ 
vert the purposes for which the Park was originally set apart The 
danger arising from forest fires would be very great, and the large 
game would disappear, as it has everywhere else, with the appear¬ 
ance of railways. With a railway in the Park fifty miles m length 
with stations every seven miles, disagreements difficult to settle 
would immediately arise between a powerful railway corporation and 
the management of the Park. 

A railway means the settlement of large number of people living in 
the Park, over whom the Department would have but little control 
It would require constables, justices and courts, and finally the 
people wouid ask for political privileges. It should be the 
aim of the Department to permit as few people as possible to reside 
permanently in the Park other than those engaged in the accommo¬ 
dation of visitors. A railway in the Park is. in my opim'on the be¬ 
ginning of the end. The demand of others claiming equal rights 
would grow with years, and in time the Park would have to be throwTi 
open to settlement. 

By preserving the Park intact for the next ten years it will take 
such a firm hold upon the country that the people w ill never consent 
to its desecration for purely personal ends. It Delongs to Maine and 
Florida quite as much as to Wyoming and Montana, but in time the 
latter Territories will derive the greatest benefits. 

With this letter I inclose a communication from Lieut. D. C King- 
man, in charge of the improvements, Yellowstone National Park 
His letter is addressed to the editor of Forest and Stream, who 
kindly furnished me with a copy. Arnold Hague, Geologist 

Hon. L. Q. 0. Lamar, Secretary of Interior. 

.r, o -nr ^ , Washington, D. C., April 6,1886. 
DEAR SIR—Understandmg that your opinion has been requested by 

the Senate Cpmmlttee on Territories through a letter from Senator 
Manderson, dated April 3. as to the effect of permitting the Clark’s 
Fork & Cinnabar Railroad to penetrate the Yellowstone National 
Park, with your kind permission, I will state in short why, in my 
jiidgrcaeBt} the enactment of such a law would inflict a serious blow to 
the interests of the Park. 

FytheorganicactorganizingthePark.it was set apart to consti¬ 
tute forever a great National Park or reservation, for the benefit and 
enjoyment of the while people. As expressed m that act, it was to 
be kept in a state of nature, free from settlement, occupancy or sale 
The only erections to be allowed within its limits were to be such few 
houses as should be ueeeed for the accommodation of the visiting 
public. Besides the expressed objects in the act. it is universally con¬ 
ceded that the two main objects attained in the dedication of this 
wonderful region were the preservation of the great forests wuthin 
its limits and of the large game of the West, which bad oeen almost 
exterminated everywhere except in the country proposed to be em¬ 
braced within the Park, 

The objects contemplated by the act have in a great measure been 
attained. Not only from all portions of this country, but from all 
portions of the world, the people have come to behold the wonders of 
nature contained in the Park and to seek escape from the trammels 
of civilized life surrounding them at home. The main wonder and 
joy to them has been to behold everything that was beautiful in the 
Park in a state of nature; that the fair picture contained no blot of 
man’s band. 

By the bill under consideration, all this is proposed to be changed. 
For the benefit of a private corporation, the pleasure ground of the 
whole people is to be invaded. Where they used to hear the plaintive 
cry of the elk will now be heard the shriex of the locomotive. The 
face of nature is to bo scarred with a railroad, and one of the fairest 
portions of the Park surrendered to a corporation for that purpose, 
upon which may be erected, in the language of the bill, “station 
houses, depots and machine shops.” This railroad w'ill run 56 miles 
through the Park, penetrating the wonderful canyons, cutting 
through the forests, and over the finest grass country in the Park, 
and pursuing its course along the beautiful Yellowstone River. 

That the building of a railroad would be destructive of the beauly 
of the Park will be conceded by all No less clear is it that the pro¬ 
ject is opposed to the main purposes for which the Park was set 
apart. Already a railroad reaches the very gate of the Park, and 
since it has reached that point, they would have it penetrate within 
“the sacr«d precincts.” 

In ray report on the Park, made to you last September, and which 
has been communicated to the Senate and printed as Sen. Ex. Doc. 
51, present Congress, I say at page 7: "Inter--sted partie.® have for 
some years brought to bear a constant pressnie upon Congress and 
nie Department to induce action in favor of a railroad through the 
Park. This railroad is sought ostensibly for the purpose of bringing 
to market the ore from Cooke City, a mining camp adjacent to the 
northeast boundary line of the Park. 

‘‘If there is one object which should be kept in view more than any 
other, it is that of preserving the Park as much as pos.^ible in'a state 
fli mature. A railroad through it would go far to destroy its beauty, 
Md besides it is uot demanded by the public. The roads are being 
improved yearly, and soon will make every portion of the Park easily 
accessible. The distance between the points of interest is not great, 
and transpiortation is good and plentiful. 

Apart from the consideration that a railroad is not needed in the 
l^rk. and that it would deface its beamy, is the further consideration 
that the pre ervation of the game and the forests would be utiartain- 
fhi railroad be allowed within the limi a of the Park. I 
think the department Should strenuously oppose the project. And I 
further observe that the country through which the railroad would 
run was one much frequented by game, and that if the object of pro¬ 
jectors of the railroad was simply to reach Cooke, I wassati-fled that 
object could be practicably attained by a route which would be 
wholly outside the boundaries of the Park. 

It is needless to point out to one of your observation that the game 
will be utterly driven away from the Park should a railroad be per- 
noitted. The road would run through one of the widest poitions of 
the reservation within which the herd of buffalo, sole remnant of the 
once mighty herds, now roams. 

Nor need I dilate upon the damage to the forests which would re- 
.sult should the bill become a law Owing to the dryness of the climate 
during most of the year, forest fires are very easily caused, and once 
st.arted do immense injury. A railroad would be the means of greatly 
increasing the danger to the forests from fire. 

In the rmjort made at this session of Congress by the House Coni- 
mittee on Expenditures for Indians and Yellowstone Park (Rep. No. 
1076, page 63) it is said, "The- preservation of the forests, which 
clothe with verdure the valleys, rugged declivities, and mountain 
peaks of the whole region, is of special moment. It is made very 
clear by the scientific views presented on this subject in the testi¬ 
mony, that the regular flow of water in these regions is greatly de¬ 
pendent on these forests. It is, therefore, in the judgment of the 
committee, of the highest moment that these forests should be pro¬ 
tected from destruction either by fire or the axe. To this extent, 
having in view at once the beauty of the Park as a delightful resort 
the people and the value of the great s reams of water that Issue 
from the mountains, as well as the benign influence of the forests on 
climate and health, this Park should receive the special care of the 
Government.” 

Another consideration of importance is that if a railroad is allowed, 
the difficulties which the Department already labors under as to the 
management of the Park will be greatly increased. It will be im¬ 
possible to avoid more or less settlement along the line, and the in¬ 
troduction of a large number of people connected with the road. 

regulations will have to be made, and when made, 
with the present force under the superintendent, their enforcement 
will be very difficult, if not impossible. 

In the general views which I have submitted I have not entered 
particiiJarly into the questions as to the most desirable route to Cooke 
« ^ value of the private interests proposed to be ben- 

entted by the railroad. The people of the whole country are con¬ 
cerned m having the Park preserved for the purposes for which it 
was originally dedicated, and no considerations of private interests 
should be allowed to interfere with such preservation. 

It is to be regretted that the Committee on Railroads in submitting 
Its report should have been so much influenced by the statements of 
interested parties. 

There is but one opinion, as far as I know on the subject among 
the officers of the Government who occupy important positions in the 
Park, and that is that the granting of the desired right to run the 
railroad through the Park would be most detrimental to its interests. 
General Sheridan, who is thoroughly acquainted with the Park, 1 be- 

shares this opinion, and I have grounds for saying, would be 
glad to communicate his views to you when requested. It is to be 
hoped that the Senate Committee on Territories will give the bill the 
consideration its importance demands. Very respectfully yours, 

„ W. IIaLLET felLLIPS, 
Late Special Agent for Investigations in Yellowstone National Park. 

Hon. L. Q. C. Lamar, Secretary of the Interior. 

We do not attach the voluminous extracts from Forest 

AND Stream, and the maps referred to in the letter of the 
Secretary of the Interior, fearing that this report may be of 
too great length, but return them to the files of the Senate 
that they may be considered and given the weight that their 
importance demands. We also file clippings from the Spii'it 
of the Tinier and other newspapers, showing the view taken 
by an observing public of this projected railroad. 

Upon the proposition that there is an available railroad 
route from the Northern Pacific Railroad to the Clark’s Fork 
mining district by way of the Stillwater River, w'e file with 
the Secretary of the Senate a map showing that route. This 
map was prepared by a civil engineer of the town of Billings, 
Mont,, who made personal exploration of the route. From 
a late letter of the present efficient superintendent of the 
Park, we extract the following, showing the danger to the 
timber in the Park from the construction of railroads within 
its limits: 

Another material point is the spread of fires from the locomotives 
This country is so high and dry that it would be impossible to pre¬ 
vent the firing of the Park, and in less than three years’ time there 
would scarcely be a green tree on the headwaters of the Yellotvstone. 
to say nothing of the Park. Last fall I extinguished sixty odd fires 
resulting from the carelessness of campers, and the railroad would 
bean hundred times worse. To save the timber on the headwaters 
of the Yellow'scone, Missouri and Columbia rivers should be of itself 
sufficient to prevent the granting of the right of way to any railroad 
company. 

For the numerou.s reasons herein presented, we believe the 
bill under consideration should not pass. 

C’HAitLEs F. Manderson. 
Benj. Harrison. 
Geo. Gray. 

A Hambm-g newspaper gives the following account of a 
curious and exceptional incident which occurred in the collec¬ 
tion of a dealer in wild animals in that city. For some time 
past one of the largest elephants, brought over by some Cin¬ 
galese, had showed signs of furious delirium, and it was at 
length decided to kill the animal, which was valued at 12,0(Xlfr. 
An Englishman had once offered .to give 1,000 marks, if the 
occasion presented itself, for the privilege of shooting the en¬ 
raged beast. The sportsman was thereupon summoned by 
telegraph; but in the presence of the raging animal he became 
frightened, and gave up the intention of bringing it down 
vnth shot. Strangulation was then resolved upon as a means 
of despatch. Chains were passed around the neck of the ele¬ 
phant, which bad been bound, and the two ends of the chains 
wei'e drawn tightly by means of tackle. Ten minutes after¬ 
ward the colossal creature had ceased to live. 

§^ortsnim ^onri^t 

A WEEK ON MICHIGAN LAKE. 

PRETTY Lac Vieux Desert, the “old deserted planting 
ground,” had been visited by Beecher and myself last 

year’s season. We found it to be the source of the Wiscons, 
and also that of much pleasure and trouble. We camped 
independently—independent Of several indiapensibles, for 
instance. We carried heavy packs throueb swamps, between 
Twin Lakes and the railroad track. We had scandalous 
fights with mosquitoes. We had “boots that didn’t fit,” etc., 
but when after a few weeks our sore heels were healed, we 
concluded that we had had a jolly time of it and that this 
summer we would try again. So we did, and the writer 
yearns to relate about it, although nobody asked him to and 
nothing happened either. But to wiite something about 
nothing has been indulged in and tolerated before this. 

It was the morning of one of nature’s perfect days in 
August that we ihree—Hector, Mi‘. B., and myself—boarded 
a train of the Milwaukee, Lake Shore & Western Railway, 
in order to get to Marenisco, L. S., Mich., the station lying 
nearest to Presque Isle River and its source, the Presque 
Isle Lake, whicn latter was to be this trip’s happy hunting 
ground. 

To the eye of the land-.seeking immigrant the scenery along 
this route may present a pleasing change of hardwood tim¬ 
ber (indicating fine farming soil) of numberless small streams, 
winding rivers and bubbling brooks, of prosperous farms, 
and extensive pine fbrests, but when after Antigo, the long, 
narrow aisle begins, within whose limits the train thunders 
along up to Ashland—the surrounding primeval woods, 
beautifully interspersed by lakelets glimmering through the 
emerald foliage of the fragile birch, the stately maple, or the 
slender pine, and then these crystal depths disappearing like 
a fla'ih, scon to be replaced by others still more fascinating, 
most of them sleeping in undisturbed seclusion; the heart of 
the angler and pleasure-seeking sportsman bounds in antici¬ 
pation of luck, such as Izaak Walton would have longed to 
experience. 

At Eland we noticed, for the first time on this trip, some 
Injuns. But the season for them wasn’t open yet. There 
was no .James Fennimore-Cooper style about them. In fact, 
they appeared so slimy that B.’s remark seemed plausible, 
that if thrust a.gainst a wall they would stick to it. Between 
Scott and the State line we gazed with elegiac recollections 
upon the places that witnessed our privations on the former 
tour. At Watersmeet we met George, a half breed, who had 
extended to us some favors a year ago. At 3 P. M. the city 
of Marenisco bursted upon our vision. One solitary section 
house stood there all alone, hard by the turbulent, fast¬ 
flowing Presque Isle. Walking down the track about a 
mile, we canie to a sawmill, the owner of which very kindly 
loaned us his boat, with which we at once began to ascend 
the river. We hoped to make three miles before sundown. 
However, these hopes were not fulfilled. The only things 
filled full were our boots, although the shoemaker bad sol¬ 
emnly pronounced them watertight. After having paddled 
for two hours against the current, and pushed over shallows 
and pulled over rapids by wading in the water, and cutting 
and bruising our bands, we had a mile and a half behind us, 
for miles the same work before us, dusk around us and 
hunger within us. Just this side of a new series of rapids 
the gondola was therefore moored, an idyllic ravine was 
selected as a bed chamber, a thick layer of hemlock boughs 
was provided, and soon the steaming coffee and sizzling 
bacon were taken from the flickering camp-fire. After 
smoking the calumet and cheating at a little sixty-six, we 
wrapped ourselves up in our blankets, and the murmuring, 
talkative Presque Isle and the monotonous song of the mos¬ 
quito speedily lulled us into peaceful slumbers. As pleas'ure 
the evening’s toil had not been a success. It had procured 
less charm than harm, less bliss than blisters. Next morn¬ 
ing we brought back the craft. Going down stream was 
comparatively easy. Out of gratititude I pencilled one of 
the rapids. Owing to the tortuous flow of the Presque Isle 
only a small piece of it could be seen at a lime, which, in 
connection with the large rocks strewn about and the leaves 
of the shrubs and trees hanging down to the margin of the 
water like a flowery carpet, the more enhanced the pic¬ 
turesqueness of the scene. Under way a quill pig was treed 
by Hector. I dropped it, and kept a handful of quills as a 
token of remembrance. After several bashful attempts to 
capture speckled trout we neared the mill. The intention 
had been to be absent four days, but the man was not sur¬ 
prised to have his boat returned so soon, as he had pointed 
out beforehand the slight difference between seeing and 
ascending these mimic cascades. 

Having thus gained another experience, we lustily tramped 
back to our dutfie and had pork and beans at the section 
house. Soon the train approached that took us to the next 
station southward, Gogebic, Mich. 

On account of the delay of a train, we were obliged to 
pass three tiresome hours in this forsaken place. These 
three hours were destined to become fateful to Hector, our 
beloved water spaniel. As be bad nothing to do, and leisure 
being the first step to mischief, it was not long ere he, the 
unapproachable, had fallen a victim to the enticing artifices 
of an unprincipled though graceful specimen of the same 
persuasion. She led him further and further into the swamp, 
till nothing could be seen or heard of them. Finally, when 
we thought it proper to express our longing for him 
by shouting, whistling and scolding, he didn’t respond. For 
an entire hour I then crept about the tamaracks with a hick¬ 
ory stick iu order to guide him to a sense of his guilt. Alas, 
all in vain! He was gone but not forgotten. Leaving order 
to retain him on his return until the following morning, we 
entered the stage to Lake Gogebic. Fourteen persons, ’lads 
and lassies, were packed like sardines iu that vehicle; four 
able-bodied horses could seldom do more than proceed at 
walking gait with that old broad wheeled box trundling be¬ 
hind, the road was awful, the miles were a deal longer than 
in Wisconsin, and for all that we only paid $1.50 in advance. 
Although the hotel and its management seemed eomrne ilfaut, 
we preferred oscillating waves and the mild breeze of a warm 
summer night, and even the bill of the ever-present mosquito 
to the bill of the hotel man. We hired a trim little clinker- 
built and rowed along the eastern shore of the lake. On the 
way my companion sighted a monster raccoon, but the re¬ 
tiring orb of day was just preparing to bestow upon th 
towering crowns of the sighing pines a lincering kiss of 
farewell, and as we wouldn’t miss that spectacle, even for a 
coon, we hud to forego the pleasure of a more intimate ac¬ 
quaintance. We discovered a cove of ideal beauty, and 
within its shady recesses a natural bower so inviting, that 
we were persuaded to turn our prow to the sandy beach and 
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coinmence housekeeping. Our mattress was easily cut from 
the trees, and supper was appreciated more than at home. 
Late in the evening we enjoyed another boat ride on the now 
rather ruffled waters of the “lake of the falling leaves.” 

The rosy tints of Friday morning’s dawn found us break¬ 
fasting, for at 7 o’clock the hotel team was to convey our 
bundles to the station. That attended to, we resume seats 
once more in the skiff and ferry over to the Point, a distance 
of about three.miles. Were it not for the liaison of that 
wretched cur, we might now go out with that elegant 
steamer puffing past us, to the other end of Gogebic, fifteen 
miles north. Leisurely gliding along the cool waters, one 
cannot but admire Gogebic’s rare loveliness. Rocky shores, 
wood clad hills, secluded nooks, forests of gigantic ever¬ 
greens, radiant sunshine, and glittering waves invite to 
dreamy languor, out of which a sudden pull at the line 
rouses us. (Right here would be a chance to speak of an 
almighty big haul, but I’m just like the Mher of my 
country: I cannot tell a lie. Tiiat black bass weighed per¬ 
haps a pound and that’s all.) After an instructive ramble 
about the woods at the Point, time was up, and the landing 
oared for. We bade a reluctant good-bye to Gogebic. 

At the depot waited our poodle, willing to be forgiven 
and wagging a joyous welcome. All united, the snorting 
steam horse hurried us down to the far-famed Eagle Waters. 

After securing a convenient, serviceable flat-bottomed at a 
very reasonable price, how did we value it, that there was 
no necessity for carrying our traps, that we could simply 
lay them down in the boat while lazily cruising up the quiet 
Ergle River. The first lake was Yellow Birch. Excellent! 
The second. Duck. Exquisite! The third. Otter. Exceed¬ 
ingly romanticl The fourth, ^hile Eagle. Ex—well, its 
attractions induced us to slay. Our attention was directed 
to a bold eminence stretching along the eastern bank, and, 
as the receding light of day urged a prompt decision, our 
boat was directed there also. A few squirrels were shot, 
dressed and tried, and before the nocturnal shades had en¬ 
veloped us, all preparations for the night’s rest had been ac¬ 
complish* d. Dark clouds advised uslo improvise with oil¬ 
cloths a tent, which was fastened to the earth by ropes and 
pegs. Then we said good-niirht. 

At 5 of the succeeding morning part of the environing 
dewy landscape was reconnoitered. After a ten minutes’ 
stroll another sheet of water—Scattering Rice—was espied. 
On the ridge an empty pine tar can, partridge feathers, 
chips, teut-polfS, a tag with the name Rev. Th. G., etc., 
bore evidence that others ’ before us had considered this 
charming region “good medicine” for overwrought body and 
mental weariness. But at present we seemed to have nature 
“devoid of modern impibvements” all to ourselves, and 
were not sorry for it, for this, to my view, belongs to the 
very acme of camping. 

M aulime it had become^ cooler and cooler. Gusts of 
wind lushed through the branches, first singly, then in quick 
succession, the sun was veiled more and more by the bine- 
gray clouds that rolled by. Nearer and nearer growled the 
thunder, and slowly fell the iirst drops, coming faster and 
faster until they had degenerated into a complete deluge. 
At first we betook ourselves to the under-brush, and en¬ 
deavored to look at the funny side of the thing, but failing 
to find it and things appearing rather su^piciou.s, an oilcloth 
was spiead between four trees. Here we squatted for two 
full-sizjed hours, till the la^t dry thread had been well mois 
tened and the pipes had gone out. Seeing no chance here 
to become wiser, and especially wetter men, we resolved, 
afler a counsel of war, lo hasten over to the north side 
where, the evening before, we had perceived a pile of boards. 
Five minutes’ hard pulling brougbt us there. A location 
was chosen, boards were dragged, nails were searened out, 
we measured, hammered, pounded—within an hour we were 
sheltered. Well, the exultation. Even old Sol squinted 
from behind the clouds aeain. A hearty dinner diopelled 
the remainder of uneasiness. 

Then oui sylvan residence was furnished in princely style. 
A floor was laid, the roof was improved, nails were diiveu 
whereon to hang pans, tin cups, pails, clothes pouches, guns; 
colossal armfuls of browse were hewn and drawn to camp. 
In short, no'hing was left to wish for. We could afford it. 

The rest of the cloudless aiternoon was spent in courting 
a huge fire. One piece of raiment after the other was impar¬ 
tially stripped off and dried. Were I afflicted with an irrev¬ 
erent, humorous vein, how should 1 now chucklingly nar¬ 
rate about Mr. B.’s singed pants or scorched rubber coat; but 
charity forbids and I’ll forbear. 

Toward evening several wall-eyed pike were hooked in 
the waveless, pine-encircled Scattering Rice, We had not 
often disentangled our line from the over-affectionate pond 
lilies though, before we heard the dwarfish steamboat Eagle 
whistle behind us and visitors alighted in the neighborhood. 
Shortly after a skiff, containing two anglers, floated into the 
8. R. Interchanging the news of the day with them, fishing 
was recommenced. Birch-bark canoes on different parts of 
the lake showed that these waters were also frequented by 
the noble redskin. One of these sons of the forest I accosted. 
He went up the Deer Skin Creek that night to bill a deer. 
On White Eagle, not far from our abode, the steamer 
anchored, and its occupants, four ladies and two gentlemen, 
awakened the slumbering echoes of forest, hill and dale, 
with chatting, singing, shouting, screaming and yelling. 

The next morning, ere Pheebus’s golden chariot wheeled 
into sight, I feverishly pursued the causes of a tickling sen¬ 
sation, of which I had zealously but vaiuly struggled to rid 
myself since the stars had begun to fade. Thej' relished me 
extremely, the frisky darlings. They and their scientific 
name escaped me, but an Indian once described them as 
“heap bite an’no see’em,” hence their local appellation, 
"no-see-’ems.” They are hateful, detestable, voracious—but 
why portray them! 

1 went hunting. Discovered a lonely, sinuous, undulat¬ 
ing road, from which I could occasionally, where the dense 
leafy screen permitted, gaze down the steep banks upon the 
river. Leaning on my trusty breechloader, the faithful dog 
at my side, the mists that hovered over the pebbly shores 
sluggishly departing, as the rising sun cast brightness and 
warmth over the world; the gentle morning wind breathing 
through the verdant curtains of the white birch; yonder, 
part of Oder Lake’s glassy surface shimmering across; afar 
off, the hoarse notes of the wary loon; around me solitude 
and serenity. This was the picture on that morning. It 
will forever form one of the pleasant reminescences of the 
Eagle Waters. I tried to sketch, but it could not be done; 
the no-see-’ems were too fiendish. I jumped to my feet and 
wandered on. 

When I arrived at home, Mr. B. returned from Deer Skin 
Creek with one fish. We put it under the planks, break¬ 
fasted hastily, and set out trolling. Doubling a certain 
point we came upon an Indian camp of six tepees. The 

bucks sat and smoked, one of the squaws cleaned venison, 
some pappoosos amused themselves with a dog, and on a 
scaffold was strained a deer skin. Here I actually caught an 
Indian washing himself. Further on we surprised some 
woodducks that dallied on a log perfecting their toilet. At 
our salute they dropped a courtesy till below the water, and 
are probably still smiling at our impetuosity. Returning 
after noon with some pike, we were entertained by one of the 
campers from yesterday. When preparing dinner we looked 
for the bass. It had disappeared. My colleague suspected 
the spaniel, hut, having educated that dog myself, I was 
certain that he wouldn’t touch a fish unless it were “well 
done.” His innocence shortly afterward emerged from the 
pile of lumber in shape of a black mink. I rubbed the pilfer¬ 
ing little bandit’s skin with salt and delight, and he now 
adorns my school room in a glass case with tobacco in him, 
till the moths get him. That’s Hector’s curse. 

Toward eventide we were out on another piscatorial ex¬ 
cursion and lugged homeward three handsome pickerel. 
One of them I estimated at eight pounds to please Mr. B., 
vvho caught it. (Between the reader and myself, it was a 
six-pounder). After a delectable repast of tea, corn-cake 
and pickerel, reclining on the bed of leaves, yarns are ex¬ 
changed. This, after a while, ceases. You stare reflectively 
on the fantastic pictures, traced in grotesque designs on the 
pile of wood that the greedy element consumes, the eye fol¬ 
lows idly the weird shadows dancing on the sombre bao^t- 
ground while 

“Viewless hands the aeolian organ play,” 
the scintillating Orion leads to reveries of gas-lighted streets, 
peace and good will toward all rule the heart; the musing 
thoughts wander from the melodious lullaby of the waves, 
splashing against the boat and the stones at the landing, to 
the music and din of city life; before your mental vision 
there arises home. 

At daybreak the chit of the red squirrels and the lances of 
the uo-see-’ems aroused me. The spaniel flushed partridges 
twice, while 1 .sauntered along the forest-hidden path, but— 
they can fly fast, can’t they?—but when a third time he 
treed three more, up to which he looked with great expecta¬ 
tions, while they inquisitively peeped down, probably wonder¬ 
ing at the nervous excitement of his tail, 1 satisfied his wish 
and their curiosity with neatness and dispatch. Toward 
evening we started for Cranberry Lake. We had read so 

.many glowing accounts of hunting the deer, where these 
beauties coyly step down to the pellucid shallows to bathe 
their lithe forms and to nibble of the water lillies, that we 
made up our minds to secure a look at them. Let nobody 
be shocked at the idea of a deer hunt out of season. There 
is no cause for alarm. What is virtue without temptation? 
We were not tempted. Those deer ptobably never read those 
accounts or else roust have inLsed us. When the pennyroyal 
and Ollier preventives were used up we started for White 
Eagle and reached our hearth at 11 P. M. 

While at supper Hector occasioned a noise in the bushes 
and presently sw* pt down the declivity chasing a muskrat of 
enormous siz?. we could not fire during the scramble, 
for fear of hitting the dog, he had an ugly* job of it. Before 
he was through with her he had quite a lacerated lip him¬ 
self. We finished our meal, which had turned cold, and 
soon there reigned at the dying embers the silence of a well- 
merited repose. 

Tuesday, at sunrise, we noticed quite a number of fresh 
deer tracks, beginning not thirty rods from camp and con¬ 
tinuing for miles along the road. With a rabbit and a raven¬ 
ous appetite we wended our way toward our hut. While 
resting at the wooded slope, with a grand view of White 
Eagle and Otter, there passed up tbe thoroughfare a birch 
bark, the individuals in which did not perceive us. Two 
Indian women paddled, while their lords sedulously prac¬ 
ticed dolcefar nienie, and, judging from their laughter, re¬ 
lated some good ones. 

Conformably to previous arrangement we were to leave 
to day. Our hotel was broken up, and the boards were re¬ 
turned. My blanket, care-worn and aged, was suspended to 
a tree. It has presumably been adopted by the Injuns, and 
this winter, perhaps, serves another term in tbe wigwam of 
the Chippewa. Hie transit gloria mundi, says the Laimisi. 

The capricious White Eagle, the magnificent Otter, the 
curling expanse of Duck, the attractive Yellow Birch, they 
were all once more p:owed by our keel, and Eagle River 
station was reached hale and hearty, just in time for the M. 
L. S. that, on wings of steam, brought us back. 793-11. 

THE SPARROW HAWK. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I shall have to kill two birds with one stone; all the 

“scientific fellers” are about to get after me, I perceive. I 
have discussed the sparrow hawk as I observed him in Mary¬ 
land, Virginia and Louisiana, and I have found his habits to 
be the same in ail those places. 1 have never seen any dif¬ 
ference in tbe numbers observed at different seasons in either 
of those States to warrant the conclusion that there is a gen¬ 
eral migration of the species in the Atlantic coast States 
southward in winter. 

1 suspect that I have spent as many days abroad in the 
field in pursuit of fish and game as any man of forty-seven 
years of age in these parts. Moreover, I did for years a very 
large medical practice in Piedmont, Virginia, which kept me 
in the saddle some part of every day in the year, many times 
all day, often carrying dog ana gun for a shoot going and 
coming. In reply to Mr. Henshaw’s doubt, therefore, as to 
the sparrow hawk wintering here long before the advent of 
the sparrow nuisance, 1 have to assure him of my personal 
knowledge of the fact, and while I pay due and respectful 
attention to what that learned gentleman says and thinks, I 
know that he is wrong in supposing that the sparrow hawk 
has not always been a winter resident hereabouts. He asks 
what evidence I have of it, I reply, my own eyes. 

I still adhere to my own opinion that the sparrow hawk 
feeds in the States named above largely, and well nigh ex¬ 
clusively on field mice. I have, in my personal experience, 
never seen in my lifetime ten small birds seized by sparrow 
hawks. 1 have found the remains of small birds in no speci¬ 
men ever examined by me, and I have examined not a few. 
I remain of opinion, notwithstanding what Mr. Henshaw 
thinks, that the sparrow hawk is now and has been since I 
was a small boy, a common, and not a rare, winter resident 
here. I am of opinion that the great majority of sparrow 
hawks do not leave here for the South in winter, as Mr. Hen¬ 
shaw thinks. The sparrow hawk in the grasshopper cursed 
regions of the West may feed chiefly or almost exclusively 

on grasshoppers in grasshopper season and when the snow 
falls may go to the South, but such beyond question is not 
the case here. 

I beg Mr. Henshaw to understand me correctly as to the 
utility of the destruction of grasshoppers. The point I make 
is that of the thousands of millions of them in a given locality, 
the few that sparrow hawks destroy neither amounts nor can 
amount to a perceptible check upon them. To speak of the 
number of grasshoppers destroyed by a sparrow hawk as 
“simply incalculable,” is to put it in a manner “I do not 
understand,” not being a “scientific feller” accustomed to 
the precise language of science. If the flshculturists can 
tell in a minute how many hundred thousand fry are in a 
pail of water, an ornithologist ought to be able to “calculate” 
how many grasshoppers a sparrow hawk will hold and how 
often his contents change in twenty-four hours. 

There is no one fact in natural history more apparent to 
me than that the habits of' species vm-y very widely in dif¬ 
ferent and even in neighboring localities, nor has sufficient 
importance been attached to this fact by professional scien¬ 
tists. Due attention to this fact would save us outside bar¬ 
barians the mortification of many an exhibit of ourselves. 

Let me say to Mr. Henry LitcLfleid West that upon his 
authority 1 accept the 18th day of March. 1883, as “a warm 
sunny day in January and February” when brown old 
grasshoppers” were abroad, if “Acrulium alustaemm in a, 
lively condition,” be a “brown old grasshopper,” and this I 
call one grasshopper day between Dec. 1 and Jan. 1, when 
an “enterprising” sparrow hawk may have had “brown old 
grasshoppers” for dessert. Nextl M. G. Ellzey, M.D. 

Washington, D. C. 

THE DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIES. 

BY DR. R. E. C. STEARNS. 

[Read before the American Fisheries Society.] 

HE geographical distribution of species is one of the 
most inviting fields which nature offers to the student. 

Once entered upon, every path is found to lead to new and 
attractive vistas, and to point the way to curious and inter¬ 
esting phenomena. At every step we receive delightful im- 
prestioiis, and from everj*^ side hints and suggestions as to 
nature’s methods. 

Through the establishment of the United States Fish Com¬ 
mission and of Fish Commissions in many of the States, as 
well as by tbe organizition of societies and various private 
enterprises, the propagation of food fishes has become an im¬ 
portant protective resource, and the economic aspect of 
ichthyology has been made familiar to a great number of per¬ 
sons. Incidentally, too, but to a smaller extent, the scien¬ 
tific side has attracted increased attention from a class of 
per.=ons who would not have become interested in the bio¬ 
logical aspect if the latter had been presented to them first. 
Wiih tbe selection of species for propagation and distribu¬ 
tion, there naturally followed tbe investigation as to the 
habits, habitat, etc., of eahh selected species; and one inquiry 
led lo another, for in order to insure success from the busi¬ 
ness standpoint, it is necessary to pursue as closely as possi¬ 
ble the various steps, and follow the various methods and 
order that nature follows. So a knowledge of the character 
or peculiarities of the environment or native haunts of the 
selected species has to be obtained. 

Preceding the distribution and planting of the young fish, 
occurs the inquiry and consideration of the factors or 
physical character of the region in which it is proposed to 
make a plant and so on. In this way much special and ab¬ 
stract knowledge is accumulated and brought to public 
attention, and more general notice; the laws of life are better 
underslood, and the relation of species to species, and of all 
life to its environment, is made more clearly perceptible and 
more widely known. It will be seen by the foregoing that 
fish propagating operations and enterprises, both from the 
scientific and natural history side, as well as from the econo¬ 
mic point of view, are incidentally useful as promoters of 
public education. 

1 am sure it will not be an uninteresting digression if we 
turn for a few moments from tbe consideration of the distri¬ 
bution of species by natural methods, that is to say by the 
hand of nature, as well as that intentional and artificial dis¬ 
tribution by tbe hand of man, which is such an important 
and interesting part of modern fish-producing operations, to 
take a glance or side view through the collateral vista of un¬ 
intentional, accidental, or more properly incidental distribu¬ 
tion, and see what or where it leads to. 

The transplantation of animal and vegetable species from 
theimative haunts to some other part of the earth, more or 
leas distant from their indigenous habitat, as an incident of 
traffic or commercial intercourse and enterprise, has many 
peculiar and striking illustrations. We have a notable ex¬ 
ample in the geographical distribution of the common rat. 
With the extension of commercial intercourse and interna¬ 
tional trade, the brown rat or as it is often called the Norway 
rat, as a species, became more and more cosmopolitan. At 
the beginning of the last century this rat, a native of India, 
made its appearance in Europe', having stolen a passage on 
the ships engaged in the India trade. 

It first appeared in England in 1730, and twenty years 
later it had reached France. In Europe it drove out the 
black rat which appeared in that continent durmg the middle 
ages; the black rat coming from no one knew where, having 
previously driven out the native mouse which was the only 
representative of the family known to the ancients. At the 
present time the brown rat is everywhere, pretty much; on 
the main lands of the globe and the islands of all seas, wher¬ 
ever commerce sends its ships. So too with the cockroaches 
{Blatia mientalis), a very cosmopolitan and very disagreeable 
form of insect life. These two familiar species are exceed¬ 
ingly active animals, and make their way on board of vessels 
or hide in packages of merchandise, and are thus carried on 
board of ships or cars, their inconspicuous size enabling them 
to steal a passage. 

Again we have other illustrations of unintentional distri¬ 
bution by man, where the trees, plants or seeds of one region 
are sent to another. Upon the trees and plants thus trans¬ 
ported there often occur forms like the scale bark lice, 
Aspidiotus and Lemnium; also the eggs of various insects. 
Many seeds contain the grub, maggot or larva of insect 
forms. If the roots of the trees or plants are protected by 
a ball of the eaith in which they grew, and the earth if pro¬ 
tected, by a cover of bagging, from crumbling away and 
separating from the roots, a precaution which is usually 
practiced by careful nurserymen, both earth and bagging 
afford a hiding place for small animals, such as insects (and 
larvae of insects), worms, slugs and other small forms. If 
traffic, through the facilities of its machinery, assists in dis¬ 
tributing plants that are useful to man, by the same system 
it contributes to his discomfort and pecuniary loss. It is 
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highly probable that the scale bark lice, Aspidiotus aurantia 
(red scale) and Lecanium olm (black scale), now such great 
pests to the orange gi-owers of California, found their way 
into the Citrus orchards of that State directly or indirectly 
from the Australian acacias or some similar species of exotic 
trees, imported aiJd planted for use or ornament. The Aus¬ 
tralian acacias have long been popular in California, and 
many of these beautiful trees may be seen growing there in 
the towns and country places. In the same State, less than 
a dozen years ago, the inspection of a bushel or two of 
apples or pears would perhaps have resulted in finding one 
or two specimens of the larva of the codling moth {Trypela 
pomonellti, Walsh). Since that time the fruit growers have 
had to fight it as a pest, and have been put to great expense 
to cleanse their orchards of this and other injurious insects, 
the stock of which was incidentally introduced, as is gener¬ 
ally believed, on trees from the East. In the climate of the 
west coast, which is particularly favorable to the develop¬ 
ment of this class of animal life, the increase of pestiferous 
insects has been surprisingly rapid. 

The trade in plant seeds is enormous and extends through¬ 
out the entire world. The increase and spread of noxious 
plants is largely owing to their seeds being mixed with the 
seeds of desirable plants, and the weeds of one region thus 
become the weeds of another, remote from the original habi¬ 
tat. The May weed of the New Englander, Antlienm cotula 
or European dog-fennel, has through the operations of nature 
and the incidental assistance of roan, put a girdle around the 
earth. The GhrysantJiemvm vulgare is a pretty but to the 
farmer an obnoxious cosmopolite, popularly known as white- 
weed and ox-eye daisy,; Another plant pest, Cnicus armrms, 
familiarly called Canada thistle, though of European origin, 
has spread it might be said to the uttermost bounds of the 
earth. So far as America is concerned, it, the latter country, 
has reciprocated by contributing the horse weed, Erigeron 
canadensis, to the pestiferous plant stock of Europe. 

From mammalian, insect and vegetable forms, let us now 
briefly glance at molluscan species. The slowness of the 
snail’s pace is proverbial. Yet we find that several species 
are widely dispersed, not by reason of their own means of 
locomotion, but as an incident of commercial intercourse. 
A spe<«es of slug, hewstowni, Cp., has become quite 
common of late years in the grass plots and lawns of San 
Francisco and vicinity. There is good reason for regarding 
it as an incidental importation. Both, or rather all of these 
are pests, the insect forms especially, as they entail a heavy 
burden upon an important industry. The slugs are a pest, 
though the damage done by them is trifling, insomuch that 
they are slimy and disagreeable, and therefore a nuisance. 
There are other molluscan forms, which in this connection 
are worthy of notice. 

The common land snail of Europe, Helix Iwrtenm, which 
annoys the gardeners of portions of the old world by eating 
the lettuce and other tender vegetables, is found on several 
of the islands along the Atlantic coast from Newfoundland 
to Cape Cod, and on the main land, plentifully at Gaspe, 
Canada East, along the St. Lawrence River, also in Vermont, 
Connecticut, etc., etc. Another land snail. Helix asjyersa, 
one of the principal European species, and largely used in 
France and elsewhere on the Continent as an article of food, 
has become naturalized in the gardens of Charleston, S. C., 
and vicinity, where it has existed for fifty years; it 
has also been detected at New Orleans and Baton Rouge, 
La.; Portland, Me.. Nova Scotia, etc. In addition to those 
named another well known land snail, Stenogyra decollata, is 
numerous in Charleston, S. C., where it has been living for 
many years. It is also found in Cuba and Brazil. I found 
it abundant in January, 1869, in Charleston, among the ruins 
caused by the civil war. These three species of mollusks, as 
before mentioned, are indigenes of Europe and have been 
incidentally introduced through commerce into the portions 
of Eastern North America I have indicated. 

By the same medium one of our American species of pond 
snails has been transported to England. In November, 1869, 
the late Dr. Jeffreys announced the discovery of Planorbis 
dilatatus, in the Bolton and Gorton canals at Manchester. 
Suspecting that this American species had been introduced 
into the canals through the cotton mills, he wrote for in¬ 
formation and learned that in one habitat, the waste from 
the first process or “blowing machine,” was discharged close 
to that part of the capal where the Planorbis occurs. This 
little mollusk was doubtless conveyed in the raw cotton, 
either in the egg state or otherwise, from some point in the 
Southern States. 

It is not necessary to enlarge by adding to the illustrations 
above presented. 1 have submitted but a few, a very few, 
and the few submitted relate only to such forms as have 
maintained themselves, and increased their numbers and ex¬ 
tended their distribution in the regions into which they have 
been incidentally placed. Of the species thus unintention¬ 
ally transplanted, it will be noticed that they are generally 
obnoxious or pestiferous. Some of them are harmless, others 
seriously detrimental to human interests. Rarely a highh'^ 
useful species is incidentally planted. We have, however, 
one interesting instance on the profitable side in the acci- 

- dental planting of the soft-shelled or long-necked sand clam 
or mananose, Mya arenaria, of the Atlantic seaboard, in the 
waters of California. Soon after the completion of the Cen¬ 
tral Transcontinental Railway, the oyster dealers of Cali¬ 
fornia, many of whom have a large capital invested in the 
business, commenced the importation of small oysters, Ostrea 
mrginica, from the Atlantic coast by the car load, for plant¬ 
ing in San Francisco Bay, where they soon grow to a mer¬ 
chantable size. This was somewhere about 1873 or 1873. 
The small oysters were obtained in part from Newark Bay. 
Among and adhering to them was the spat of the clam, for 
in November, 1874, several specimens of Mya half to two- 
thirds adult size, were collected by Mr. Hemphill on the 
eastern shore of the bay where the oyster beds are. Since 
thali time it has multiplied so wonderfully and the environ¬ 
ment has proved so favorable, that it has spread in every 
direction and attains a large size. It is now the principal 
clam; it has so monopolized the bay region that the indi¬ 
genous forms thit were previously sought for food, have 
become comparatively scarce, and the cockle, Cardium 
corbis, and the thin shelled tellen, Macoma nasuta, once so 
abundant, are seldom seen on the market stalls and are not 
easily obtained. Outside the Bay of San Francisco, the 
mananose (Mya) has either incidentally or intentionally been 
planted at Santa Cruz, at the northern end of Monterey Bay, 
and an intentional plant was made at Shoalwater Bay’ 
Washington Territory, a few years ago, by Capt. Simpson’ 
of San Francisco; he informed me that it resulted in an 
abundance of this excellent clam. 

As proof of the previous non-occurrence of Mya menaria 
on the West coast; it may be well to state that the shore 
from Cape St. Lucas northerly has been explored by many 

competent naturalists at various times, extending back to 
nearly the beginning of the present century. Since the 
American occupation of California, commencing with 1849, 
several intelligent collectors have resided there, and others 
have visited the coast. It would have been impossible for 
so familiar a form, inhabiting, too, the easily accessible lit¬ 
toral zone, to have escaped detection; and corroborative of 
the above, we have the further evidence of the kitchen-mid¬ 
dens or shell heaps of the aborigines, many of which have 
been examined by me without detecting any sign of this 
easily recognized species. 

Washington, D^_C^_ 

THE Birds of Michigan. 
BY DU. MOKUrS GIBBS. 

{Continued from page 386, Vol. XXF.) 

58. Siurus ncevius (Bodd.) Cones. Small-biUcd water 
thrush. 

I have never found this species common in sections where 
I collected, but it is not rare during migrations in some 
quarters. Mr. Trombley, of Monroe county, writes me that 
the birds are abundant in that extreme southern portion of 
the State durmg migration, but asserts that he has failed to 
find one by the most vigorous searching during the summer 
months. Unlike the large-billed thrush which is a very 
common species in all suitable localities, the small-bill is 
unevenly distributed and but little known by the average 
collector. Only a few ornithologists in our State have iden¬ 
tified this species and the next, and studied them separately, 
and therefore reliable information from some sections is 
wanting. The majority of the collectors of my acquaintance, 
when laboring under the delusion that only a single species 
is found with us, have continued to recoi'd the water thrush 
of their acquaintance as the small-billed species, and several 
instances have reached me in which the much more abund¬ 
ant large-bill is called the small-bill. The large bill is not 
recorded. 

Sager, 1839, in bis list of the birds of Michigan, which 
was the first published and may be found in the Geological 
Survey of the State, records the small-bill and omits the large- 
bill, Hughes omits both species and thereby at least avoids 
possible error. Dr. Miles, in the Geological Report, 1860, em¬ 
braces this species and the next. Dr. Fox,who published a list, 
I believe about 1853, and whose original manuscript 1 have 
had the pleasure of scanning, embraces the small-bill and 
ornits the other. Boies, in his list of Birds of Southern 
Michigan, 1875, embraces this bird and says, “summer resi¬ 
dent; breeds.” His list is based entirely, I understand, on 
notes taken in our southern counties, and as he omits the 
large-bill, which is a very common summer resident in all of 
our southern counties, I judge that he has confounded the two 
species, for as yet there is not an authentic instance of the 
capture of a nest of this species in the State. Covert, in 
1878, in the Birds of the Lower Peninsula says “rather com¬ 
mon; breeds.” In 1881, in his list of the birds of Washtenaw 
county, he modifies his observations to, “Not a common 
summer resident; breeds,” which would indicate that he did 
not find the species as common in that county as in other 
parts of the JState. Many collectors have recorded the large- 
bill as the small-bill. One instance, which is certainly sur¬ 
prising, is worth mentioning as proof of an error which is 
often the result of incomplete analysis. It is, however, not 
strange that when only a single species is known it should be 
mistaken when identified b^ book alone, when we consider 
that many of the older writers were sorely puzzled by the 
water thrushes, and that Audubon finally, after often com¬ 
paring them, confounded these two of the Siuri and left 
them as but one species in his work, The case in question 
occurred a few seasons back, when a reliable observer offered 
me notes on some of the warblers, and embraced the small- 
bill as breeding in his county, and recorded for twenty-four 
years. Knowing that the large-bill was certainly to be found 
in his section, I sent him a bird of each species, and was 
pleased to learn from him by return mail that he had recorded 
the wrong species for a quarter of a century. Since then he 
has made every effort to find the small-bill, but to no pur¬ 
pose. 

The small-btll is a rather rare species and but little known. 
I first met with it May 13,1876, in Kalamazoo county. Since 
that time it has never been taken in our county, although I 
found it not rare during the past May in Van Buren county, 
twelve miles west. On May 16, 1883, I first became ac¬ 
quainted with its song, which was a very agreeable surprise 
to me from its extreme dissimilarity to those of the other- 
members of the genus. 1 do not think that Audubon or any 
of the observers who have confounded the two species would 
have fallen into so ridiculous an error if they had listened to 
the songs of the two water thrushes. The notes of the small- 
bill in no way resemble those of the large-bill, either in tone, 
continuance or accent, and once heard cannot be confounded 
with either of the others of the genus. The common song 
is a bright, animated chatter, and may be expressed by the 
notes Chet, chef, chef, chet, chei-er, chet-er, chet-er^r-r-r-r r r. 
Starting in brisk and loud, it ends somewhat lower in a reg¬ 
ular chatter, which may be heard several hundred yards dis¬ 
tant, if the woods are not too noisy. I picked out my first 
one from its peculiar notes, among a forest full of jubilant 
singers, when 1 was quite two hundred yards away, and 
followed it through mire holes and over slippery logs for a 
long time before bringing it to the ground. Again the notes 
are Chink, chink, chink, chink, cltgro werra chanker, or again, 
Eee-che-chow-chweedleUe or Pee-choro-cheeledee. The birds while 
singing—in fact at all times, so far as my experience goes— 
are extremely shy, and I have found it difficult to secure 
specimens. As a rule, while singing they perch high up in 
trees, and I have taken them from the tops of tall leafless 
trees in spring. Occasionall3'- observed on the ground or 
skipping about among the stumps, trunks of fallen trees and 
pools of surface water, similar to the large-bill, but usually 
they select a perch from fifteen to thirty feet from the 
ground, and only descend when feeding or to hide. My 
latest specimen was taken on May 20 in latitude noidh about 
43° 30'. I do not think that the species summer south of 43° 
north, and as yet have never taken one in the summer months 
in the State. On one point lam satisfied: the large-bill is 
ten times and I should say fifty times more abundant than 
the small-bill, and I think it safe to say that in those in¬ 
stances where the large-bill is omitted from collectors’ lists 
in Michigan and the small-bill given as common, there is a 
mistake. 

59. Siurus moiacilla (Vieill.) Coues.—Large-billed water 
thrush. 

Abundant during about four months of the year. Un¬ 
doubtedly our earliest arrival of the birds of this family, 
although the yellow-rump is generally credited with being 
first with us. The large-bill often arrives by April 13, and 
is frequently abundant by the 30th. The birds are musical 

on their arrival or soon after, and by May 1 the woods in 
sections frequented by them are filled with their queer jing¬ 
ling melody. This is quite a well-di,stribuled species, but is 
confined to certain sections from the nature of its habits. It 
is often unlinown by amateur local collectors, whose field of 
trips are confined to uplands and high oak woods, while it» 
may be very common in some swale within a radius of two 
miles of our collectors’ grounds. It is not only not found on 
high and dry land during the regular season, but even during 
rnigrations it is unusual to take "a specimen in elevated sec¬ 
tions. It, however, must traverse many parts of the country 
where there is no low land, rivers or ponds, and as an 
instance. I would mention the capture of a specimen in a 
store in the city during April, it undoubtedly having found 
its way there during its night travels. 

The large-bm is very much more abundant than the small- 
bill, and is found much more evenly distributed. It is em¬ 
braced by the lists of Dr, Miles, 1860, C. W. Gunn. B. F. 
Syke, A.-B. Covert, Trombley, Dr. Atkins and others. Not 
given by Steere in his first list, but embraced in his second 
list, viz., “Migration of Michigan Birds, 1880,” Not given 
by Sager, 1839; Cabot, “Birds of the Northern Peninsula,” or 
Boies. Many have made a mistake regarding the identity of 
this species, and the last as above mentioned. 

The first arrivals appear some seasons by April 5, and by 
the 15th of the month they are usually quite common. I 
have seen the old birds carrying nesting material as early as 
May 13, but have never myself found a neat. Mr. Chapin 
found a nest in Kalamazoo county near the river on May 34, 
containing one egg and one of the cowbird. Mr. Trombley’, 
of Monroe county, says that the neats are well concealed and 
very difficult to find, and are usually near a pool of water or 
stream. One which he found May 13, 1879, contained four 
eggs slightly incubated, and two eggs of Molothrus. The 
nest was built into the side of a decayed log, a sort of roof 
being formed by a portion of the wood covering the nest, 
which effectually protected it from the weather as well as 
concealing it from view. It was composed of dead leaves 
which formed the base, next stems of weeds, black rootlets, 
shreds of moss and fibrous roots of plants composed the sides 
and rim. The lining was of coar.se grass and fine stems of 
plants. It was five inches outside by three inches inside 
diameter, and three inches depth outside by one and three- 
quarters inside. 

To a certain extent the notes of the two water thrushes 
are similar, but the large-bill far excels the rarer thrush, and 
his best notes are something like the inspired notes of the 
oven bird when, rarely, he exhibits his greatest powers. If 
one visits the little overflowed spots in the forest during 
spring, he will not fail to hear the wild, sweet, expressive 
song, which possesses a charm which the melodies of few 
birds surpass. The song is evidently uttered in an easy off¬ 
hand manner, unlike that of the golden-crowned thrush, 
who stops in his walk to chatter his simple notes, and is de* 
livered as he skips about the pools and over the logs and 
dead leaves, while he actively gleans his food and wags his 
tail. To visit the large-bill, or in fact, to spy about the 
haunts of any of ikx^ Biuri without their knowledge, is not 
an easy matter, and it is only occasionally that one has the 
gratification of beholding them in their freedom about their 
nesting sites. It is a pretty sight to witness the peculiar 
movements of the wag-tails, as they move about in the re¬ 
cesses of the woods, peering into the niches of logs and 
stumps, dipping their bills into the water, or gaily flitting 
from pool to pool. They are all active and suspicious in 
their habits, but the large-bill is especially wary and timor¬ 
ous, and rarely observed for any length of time, so shy is he 
even in the seclusion of the forest glades. Ever alert, it is 
unusual to creep upon him near enough to note his a’ction, 
and it is often difficult to secure a specimen with the gun’ 
for as soon as the disturber appears, the wag tail flies quite a 
a distance, and is only located by his mocking, clanking chirp. 

After the nesting season is over it is rare to see a water 
thrush, as they are very quiet and retiring in their habits. 
When the pools of May and June are dried from the July 
and August heat, the species moves deeper into the woods 
and haunts small running streams or even the banks of rivers 
of some size, but unquestionably remains with us until Oct. 
1, although few are taken at that late date. 

60. OpoTornis agilis (Wils.) Baird.—Connecticut warbler. 
A rare visitor thus far, but evidently becoming a regular 

sojourner in our southern counties. So recent has been the 
first appearance of the Connecticut warbler in our State that 
but little is as yet known concerning it here, but the fact of 
its quite general dispersion south of 43° north latitude, here 
where it was formerly unknown, may be taken as evidence 
that it will eventually become common in the State. The 
appearance of this rare species in various counties within 
our boundaries at about the same time during succeeding 
seasons is so singular that it may be interesting to those who 
have studied the first arrivals of new or little known species 
to record the dates during the past few years. In 1879 
while collecting with my friend C. W. Gunn in Ottawa 
county, we were surprised in capturing a peculiar warbler, 
which at first sight we mistook for a female mourning 
warbler, an abundant species there, about 43° north latitude. 
Dissection proved it a male and a Connecticut warbler. The 
date was June 33. The same day I received a letter from 
Dr. H. A. Atkins, Ingham county, about 43° north latitude, 
in which he recorded a capture in his neighborhood on May 
20. These birds were taken about 100 miles apart, andwere 
the first recorded in the State. In 1880, A. B. Covert re¬ 
corded a capture in Washtenaw county, about 43° 10' north 
latitude, and Benjamin F. Syke secured one in Kalamazoo 
county, 100 miles west, on the same date. May 17, and about 
the same latitude. In 1881, F. H. Chapin secured a speci¬ 
men on May 37 in the same grounds that Syke shot his bird 
the year before, and is satisfied that it was the first arrival 
as he had looked over the locality repeatedly and carefully’ 
It was a late season, as was 1883, when another specimen 
was taken by Mr. Chapin on May 28. Others were seen and 
one shot but not found during the year. They were very 
shy and difficult to procure. No birds that I have heard of 
were seen in 1883 in the State, although near Kalamazoo 
they were more common in 1883 than any previous year 
Not one was seen in 1884, although we hunted carefully for 
them. None were seen in 1885. 

The locations chosen were, so far as I can learn about the 
scene, the edges of low woods next a swampy, rank, grass- 
grown, partial clearing. Mr. Skye claims that the Connec¬ 
ticut is one of the last of the family to arrive, and Mr. Chapin 
calls it the last. Mr. Chapin thinks the species undoubtedly 
breeds in the county; the song he describes as loud, clear 
and easily heard at quite a distance, and unlike that of 
any others of oui‘ warblers. All the specimens, so far as I 
can learn, were males. 

We have recorded above the capture of six specimens 
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within the period of five years, 1874 to 1883 inclusive, em- 
hracing counties in four parts of the State, ranging quite 
one hundred miles in longitude and over fifty in latitude. 
They were first seen as early as May 17, and latest on the 38th 
of the month. Only one season, 1883, was omitted during 
their appearance with us, while since the last seen in 1883 
two years have gone hy without a record. 

The study of those birds which have increased from the 
encroachments of civilization on field and forest, offers a 
wide opportunity for observation, and the facts to be derived 
from a pursuit of this nature are extremely interesting. It 
may seem strange to many that more species have been 
added to our State through the advancement of civilization, 
than there have been removed from our midst by the many 
ways of lessening their numbers and thereby driving them 
away. Perhaps twenty species that were once abundant 
with us have been removed through hunting and other means 
of extermination. Many have been totally exterminated 
in our more populous portions, and this loss is irreparable in 
many ways as regards our game birds. However, I think 1 
may safely say that where twenty have left us, at least twice 
as many—probably more—new species have appeared, which 
visit us as a, result direct from our- advancement in country 
improvements. 

61. Oporornis formosa CWils.) Baird.—J^tucky warbler. 
This is an extremely rare bird either in Michigan or other 

States at this latitude, and a record of this nature is neces¬ 
sarily unexpected. In 1875, while actively engaged in col¬ 
lecting, I secured one day a large number of specimens, and, 
as the weather was extremely warm, I found it impossible to 
preserve them all. At the time I was busily engaged in my 
heated task of skinning, after a hard day’s tramp, I was 
called away, and on my return found several specimens past 
recall, among them one of these birds, which I examined 
carefully but could not save. The specimen was poorly 
marked and I had no others of the species with which to 
compare it. and doubts often assailed me as to its identity. 
But after the beginning of my acquaintance with Dr. H. A. 
Atkins, that true lover of nature, lamented by all collectors 
in the State, I became convinced" that my specimen was the 
Kentucky warbler, for I found that the species had been 
taken even north of ray own field of labors. The Doctor 
wrote me that he had taken a male July 34, 1877. At the 
time he shot it, it kept in the tops of the tamarack trees and 
repeated its curious little notes, wMl-ishee, whit ishee. 

The tops of the tamaracks seem rather against the record, 
as we might expect this species, like the other member of 
the genua and as with the yellow-throat and mourning, to 
confine itself to the underbrush, and this is what shook my 
confidence in my own analysis; but with an authority like 
that of Dr. Atkins, I am now satisfied that the embracing of 
the Kentucky warbler in our list is proper. 

BIRDS AND TREES. 

SINCE the roads have become passable and comfortable 
this spring (or what we by courtesy call spring) I Uave 

tramped over some old familiar roads (noy;, alas, becom¬ 
ing unfamiliar from causes I presently -^111 state) and have 
been surprised and saddened at the contrast they presented 
with their pleasant condition laqg syne. 

A few years ago one ^ of th.^se roads was notably a rural 
and secluded one, winding- through dense growths of pines 
and maples and ash trees, consequently well shaded and 
comfortable to man an^ beast. From hedge and forest came 
th^qnga-of diiofe'Shd their pretty forms were seen, flitting 
hither and von, enlivening both sheen and shadow. 

Now in place of the trees are barren wast.es of arid brush, 
charred and unsightly stumps over which fires have swept, 
and sandv shadeless stretches of dreary road. As a natural 
consequence the song of birds is hushed wherever this whole¬ 
sale and ruthless devastation is made, but the few “clumps” 
of trees that have been spared are sadly destitute of bird 
life and song. I have, within a month, frequented these 
roads in early morn and at dewy eve with like result—sol¬ 
emn silence and saddening sights. 

Even my dog seems to notice the change as he bolts to 
slake his thirst at what was once a wayside spring, or trick¬ 
ling stream, now a sandy hollow or dry and cheerless chan¬ 
nel. His questioning crest-fallen appearance at finding no 
water is piteous to behold and accords well with the wide- 
spreading and desolate scene. 

At this season in a wild section of country, one expects to 
hear the joyous notes of mating and nesting birds, but on a 
late tramp in the early morning I heard but the plaintive 
note of a pewee for a distance of nearly four miles. The 
fact is significant and deplorably so. 

The Audubon Society has not been formed a minute too 
soon, and its influence cannot be too wide-spread and bene¬ 
ficent. It is the bounden duty of every lover of nature to be 
its zealous ally, and by every means to advance its interests 
and to aid in the suppression of the cruel slaughter of birds. 

What may be done to stay the indiscriminate felling of 
forest trees? This is a moot question and pertinent. It is 
evident that something ought to be done. 

The institution of “Arbor” days is good and timely, but 
let us spare as well as plant, let us wisely thin out as well as 
ruthlessly exterminate all trees. 

On many miles of country road the only shade to be had 
Is that cast by the unsightly telegraph or telephone poles, 
and the doleful or strident sound of their wires is a wretcned 
substitute for the gladsome song of birds. 

The independent and fearless course of Forest and 

Stream in re birds and trees is commendable, and should 
have the support of all who love 

* * * “to muse o’er flood and fell. 
To slowly trace the forest’s shady scene, 

Where things that own not man’s dominion dwell. 
And mortal foot hath ne’er, or rarely been.” 

^_. O. W. R. 

Voracity of the Blacksnake.—Mifflintown, May 3.— 
Editor Forest and Stream: I not only vouch for the truth of 
the following statement, but can substantiate it by at least a 
dozen men who were eye witnesses of the fact. On last Fri¬ 
day, ex-Sheriff Shivery, who has men peeling bark on the 
ridge about two miles west of Mifilintown, discovered a large 
blacksnake on the side of a tree about fifteeii feet from the 
ground, head downward, with the end of his tail in a hole 
in the side of the tree. He called his men to see the, to him, 
singular sight. They eventually killed the snake, and as he 
was very thick, one of the party suggested that they see what 
was in it. On opening him. five young gray squirrels and 
two young flying squirrels were found in his stomach. The 
gray squirrels had only been swallowed a short time, and in 
all probability he had found them in the tree that he was on 
when discovered. This is no snake story, but a veritable 
fact.—J, E. H. 

§atne »ifd 

THE TRAJECTORY TEST. 
^T'HE full report of the Forest and Stream’s trajectory test of hunt- 

iug rifles has been issued in pamphlet form^ with the illustra¬ 
tions and the tabular summary, making in all 96 pages. For sale at 
this ofiflce, or sent post-paid. Price 60 cents. 

A TENNESSEE VALLEY HUNT. 

Mr. SCHUYLER HARRIS, of Harris Station, North 
Alabama, was a gentleman of the olden time, and a 

prince among hunters. A man of fortune and many broad 
acres, he possessed an ideal Southern home, in the valley of 
the beautiful Tennessee, the most picturesque of Southern 
rivers, where the roses bloomed in beauty, the magnolia 
burdened the air with its ^rfume, and the pecan waved its 
fruit-laden boughs in the fragrant air. Though advanced in 
years, Mr. Harris was as fond of sport as a boy, and seemed 
never so happy as when he had gathered a few young and 
ardent hunters around him in his hospitable home, for a few 
days’ hunt in the fall of the year. It was a rftre treat to me 
to make one of the party on occasions of this kind, and I 
rarely ever failed to accept the oft repeated invitation to 
come down for a hunt when the autumn frosts had stripped 
the forests of their leaves and notified the hunters that the 
time had arrived when wild ducks were feeding in the 
southern streams, the children of Bob White were as large as 
their parents, the wild turkeys were fat and ready for.the 
spit, and the dun-hided bucks had rubbed the velvet from 
their horns and were paying their lordly attention to the 
meek eyed does. I never came back from a trip of this 
kind without a sense of enjoyed recreation, and invigorated 
in both mind and body. 

To the south and west of Mr. Harris’s, along the Tennessee 
River, extended a dense forest, interspersed with almost im¬ 
penetrable cane brakes. Through the midst of this forest, 
about half to three-quarters of a mile from the river and par¬ 
allel to the river’s course, for many miles flows a sluggish 
slough. The gum, the water oak and other fruit-bearing 
trees spread their giant boughs above the water of this 
slough, and these, fastened, as they often are, with the black 
and purple clusters of the wild grape, “casting their, bread 
upon the waters,” make here an attractive resort for the mal¬ 
lard and other ducks. The canebrakes afford a safe retreat 
and protect from extermination that glory of the A^-.crican 
forests, the wild turkey, while squirrels in untold numbers 
sport among the trees and grow fat q” the rich nuts which 
nature supplies with lavish hanu for their support. An 
occasional deer might now and then be found, sleek and fat, 
lurking among the b’^Tkes. Just north of this swampy for¬ 
est, and followir" lUe course of the river east and west, lay 
a belt of rich, cultivated land, in the midst of which was Mr. 
Sarris’s home. The fields around were a famous place for 
Bob White or quail or partridge, whichever his name may 
be, for whatever doubt there maybe on this subject, there is 
none, and never can be, as to his character and quality as a 
game bird. Still further north, and beyond this belt of 
farming land, lay the post oak barrens, a wooded tract ex¬ 
tending for many miles, and too poor for settlement. These 
barrens were the favorite haunts of the deer. Thus it was 
at the time of which I write, on which occasion I enjoyed a 
week of varied and most delightful sport. 

The first morning after my arrival, for some reason Mr. H. 
could not join in the hunt, and Mr. W. N. Richardson and 
myself determined to try the ducks and squirrels down on 
the slough. He was armed with a Remington rifle and 1 
with a 7i-pound 13-bore breechloading Scott gun. On the 
way we were joined by Mr. Lucas, a famous duck hunter of 
the neighborhood, who was armed with a heavy lO-bore 
double gun, said to be the best duck gun in the country. I 
have never been convinced that large caliber and much 
weight in a gun contributed either to the pleasure or success 
of a hunt. 1 have always observed that with a 13 bore gun 
of good quality and of the proper proportion in the barrels, 
weif^hing from 7i to 8 pounds, I could do as good execution 
on Sther small or large game as I ever saw done with a 10- 
bore of any weight. My little Scott was a model, and I was 
anxious to te.st its killing capacity with the big No. 10 duck 
killer. Soon after reaching the slough, Mr. Lucas and my¬ 
self were standing together on the bank looking for ducks. 
Just then we saw a flock of ducks of a peculiar kind not 
often seen here, high above the trees, coming directly over 
us traveling in steady flight in the form of the letter V. We 
had just been discussing the relative merits of our respective 
guns. Mr. L. thought the ducks out of range and made no 
preparation to shoot. As they came over us I raised my 
little gun and fired. To his utter astonishment the leader of 
the flock drooped his head, closed wings and fell from his 
lofty elevation, striking the water some hundred yards away 
whence it was nicely retrieved by Mr. L.’s dog. The great 
height at which the duck was killed brought forth from Mr. 
L. an emphatic exclamation of surprise and of admiration 
for the killing qualities of my ^n. It was early in the sea¬ 
son and ducks were not plentiful, though we made a very 
respectable bag. When we closed the day’s sport, Mr. Rich¬ 
ardson had ten squirrels, Mr. Lucas six ducks and two or 
three squirrels, and I nine ducks and half a dozen squirrels. 

Late in the afternoon, while hunting along the bank of 
the slough looking for ducks, I heard the put-ptit of a wild 
turkey close by in the cane. Sending in Mr. L.'s dog on a 
scout, a large flock was flushed and scattered. Soon after- 
ward’a hen turkey rose from the switch cane and flew by 
me I fired at it as it passed, and at the crack of the gun 
the turkey dropped both legs, spread its wings, and sank 
nearly to the ground. But just as I was congratulating my¬ 
self on killing a nice fat turkey, it made a desperate struggle 
and recovered sufliciently to fly across the slough and beyond 
my reach. There was no means of crossing, and I lost my 
tlll'kGV _ 

The hext morning, with our party reinforced by Mr. Har¬ 
ris and Mr. John Tanner, Jr., of Athens, Ala., we returned 
to the slough for the double purpose of making a drive for 
deer and ot hunting the turkeys that had been flushed and 
scattered the evening before. Mr. Richardson was to make 
a wide circuit with the hounds and drive from below, while 
the rest of us were to be stationed between the river and the 
slough to intercept any deer that might be started. J ust as 
we were approaching the place where we expected to make 
our stands, we discovered ahead of us about two hundred 
yards the flock of turkeys. Before they could run off in the 
cane, which was close by, Mr. Harris put his horse to a run 
and soon had the turkeys scattered in every direction. Se¬ 
lecting our positions we remained quiet for a short time and 
then began to call for the scattered turkeys. Mr. Tanner 

was a young man who had quite a brilliant record as a wing- 
shot on quail, but had no experience with turkeys or deer. 
Mr. Harris took him in charge for the purpose of giving him 
a shot at a turkey. 
^ Soon after we began to call we were answered by turkeys 
in different directions. In a few minutes the loud report of a 
gun in the direction of Mr. Harris announced that a turkey 
had responded ^ to his call. Several others were yelping in 
different directions and I was in momentary expectation of 
a shot. Just then we heard Mr. R with the hounds coming 
up the drive. He had started no deer and I was annoyed to 
think that he was coming up just in time to spoil our sport 
with the turkeys. As I was in the act of leaving my place 
of concealment, thinking my chances for a shot gone, I heard 
the patter of feet in the dry leaves rapidly approaching. I 
supposed it was one of the hounds, as they were very near, 
but just then a black and glossy hen turkey ran out of the 
switch cane not thirty yards away, coming straight toward 
me. In a moment it was fluttering in its death struggles on 
the ground. Before I had time to move a fine young gobbler, 
flushed by the approaching hounds, came flying by and fell 
to my second barrel. 

Mr. Harris and Mr. Tanner then came up with a fine young 
gobbler, called up by Mr. H. and killed by Mr. T. While 
the others were resting and eating their lunch, I strolled 
down into the drive, and in walking about in the switch 
cane, flushed a hen turkey, at which I fired as it flew away. 
It went on, apparently unhurt, but in a little while I dis¬ 
covered it was rising rapidly in its flight—a sign of a death 
wound. Describing an upward curve, it rose above the tops 
of the tall trees, and then making an almost perpendicular 
flight for a few feet, it suddenly ceased its struggles in the 
air and fell back dead, striking the earth with a heavy thud. 
There were no ducks in the slough that day and we turned 
our attention to the squirrels, of which we made a good bag. 

Early the next morning we were off to the barrens for a 
deer drive. Stationing Mr. Tanner at the best stand, and 
myself at a stand close by, Mr. Harris and Mr. Richardson 
went into the drive with the dogs. The drive was a short 
one, and hardly had we hitched our horses and taken our 
places before we heard the hounds on the trail of a deer. 
Mr. T. and myself were stationed on a road that ran through 
the woods, and Mr. T. was cautioned to stand at a certain 
tree on the side of the road which was pointed out to him, 
while I was placed a bttlc <"erther on, just beyond a little 
knoll that hid him from my sight. After a few minutes of 
trail’•'g i.ne hounds suddenly burst forth in a united chorus 
of voices, and on they come. Every dog gives tongue, and 
the very woods resound with the music of their mingling 
voices. Ah, what a moment this is to the expectant hunter. 
He knows the deer is up, and may dash by him at any mo¬ 
ment with the speed of the wind. With eyes and ears intent, 
and ready gun, he awaits the oncoming of the noble game. 
There, they turn to the left toward the railroad. If they 
cross that our chances are gone, for they will go to the river. 
Suddenly they change their course again. Here they come 
now, like Pandemonium turned loose, straight for my 
stand. I can atmost hear the deer CTashing through the 
brusli, and every nerve is tense with expectation. Just 
before they come in sight they turn toward the other stand, 
and I listen to hear Mr. Tanner’s gun sound the death knell 
of the buck. 

They have crossed the road and no sound of gun. With 
astonishment I walk over to his stand and ask him why he 
did not shoot. Imagine my surprise when he told me he had 
seen no deer; that the deer had walked out of the drive 
before we got to the stand, and showed me the track of a 
small deer that had evidently walked across the road the 
night before. I told him I had hunted deer a good deal and 
never heard hounds run a trail that way before. Thinking 
the deer might return, I went back to my stand just as Mr. 
Harris rode out of the drive. He was greatly disappointed 
that we had not killed the deer. I told him what Mr. T. had 
said about the deer walking out before we got there and 
showing me the walking track. He was too old a hunter to 
be put oft' that way, and told me to go back and I would find 
another track, that those dogs were not running, any walking 
deer. I returned and asked Mr. T. to show me where the 
dogs crossed the road. He x>ointed to their tracks, and there 
in the road, not twenty feet from the tree where we told him 
to stand, were the tracks where the great, spreading hoofs of 
an enormous old buck had buried themselves deep in the 
ground in his headlong flight before the hotly following 
pack. The mystery was explained. Mr. T. had never before 
seen the branching antlers of an old wild buck coming 
straight toward him in the woods, and. as he afterward ad¬ 
mitted, he “went a piece up the road” about that time. We 
had no little fun at his expense that night, and promised him 
that the next time we would run out a smaller deer or give 
him the protection of a larger tree. 

The next morning Mr. Tanner and I exchanged stands 
and both were fortunate. He killed a small yearling deer 
and I a very large and fat doe. 

The third day of the deer driving a joint hunt was ar¬ 
ranged between our party and a number of gentlemen from 
Athens, Ala., headed by the noble old veteran of the chase, 
the Hon. Luke Pryor, whose ardor age has not diminished, 
and who knows no enjoyment like that of the chase, and no 
music like that of the well kept pack as they follow the 
track of the swift-footed deer. \Ye were to meet on half¬ 
way ground. There were two roads crossing each other at 
right angles, one running north and south and the other east 
and west. The standers were to occupy these roads at 
places where the deer were known to cross. The party from 
Athens to take the north and south road and ours the east 
and west road. The Athens party had the advantage of 
stand, as the deer usually crossed the north and south road 
first and afterward the other. Mr. Pryor was to drive south 
from Athens with his pack, and Mr. Richardson north with 
his, so as to meet on the half-way ground. Mr. Pryor is an 
early riser and got the start of us. When our party retiched 
the place where we were expected to stand we found him 
already there. His hormds had started several deer and ran 
them, through the first stands where hi^ party got sever.al 
shots but failed to kill. They then crossed to our stands 
and we were not there. He was provoked and disappointed, 
as he had a right to be. However, he .succeeded in calling 
off several of his dogs, and directing us to take our stands, 
said he would go back and join Richardson and drive 
through again. We promised to remain at our posts until 
he came through. 

It was not a flattering prospect. It was a cold, bleak day, 
and the sun was struggling to shine through the hazy atmos¬ 
phere. Wrapping my overcoat about me, I sat down in the 
leaves on the sunny side of a tree and tried to keep warm. 
I had been there perhaps an hour, scanning the woods from 
time to time lest some straggling deer might approach unseen 
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when in the distance I saw the noble form of a splendid buck 
emerge from the thick undergrowth. He was coming 
directly toward me, but was 200 yards away. He knew he 
was approaching a place of danger, and as soon as he entered 
the open ground he stopped, and with head erect looked long 
and anxiously in the direction where I sat. I was in plain 
view and knew that my only chance for a shot was to remain 
motionless. He was a splendid fellow, and as he stood with 
his branching antlers lifted high, with eyes intent and nostrils 
sniffing the air for token of danger, he was a picture for an 
artist. I almost held ray breath, knowing full well that his 
eager eyes would catch the least motion and that he would 
be off like the wind. Apparently satisfied, he moves for¬ 
ward, and with quick and graceful bounds comes onward 
to his death. Changing his course as he approached 
so as to pass about thirty or forty yards from where 
I was sitting, I waited until he was in point 
blank range, when I raised my gun quickly and 
fired. With a terrific burst of speed he rushed by me 
and across the road. I was cramped by my position and 
encumbered by my overcoat, but managed to fire the second 
barrel as he crossed the road. He disappeared like a flash 
in the thick woods beyond the road. Just then I heard, for 
the first time, the notes of a single hound approaching on 
the track. Looking in that direction I saw a piece of reck¬ 
less riding that would have done credit to the dare-devil ac¬ 
complishments of a wild Comanche. Mr. Pease, one of the 
hunters from Athens, had just at the wrong time for him 
and the right time for me left his stand on the other road for 
a few minutes, and in his absence the old,buck passed. 
There was a horse lied near by that had been driven to the 
ground hitched to a buggy. Loosing the horse, he sprang 
on his bare back, and gun in hand and hatless, he came 
dashing through the woods like a madman. He was keep¬ 
ing up with the hound that was following the deer. I told 
him 1 thought I had wounded the deer and not to lose sight 
of the hound. On he dashed across the road and into the 
tangled brush. In a moment more I heard him yell like an 
Indian. He had found the deer dead about one hundred 
yards from the road. He was a five-point buck,-and I 
brought his antlers home with me as trophies of the hunt. 

H. E. Jokes. 
NASHvmLK, Team_ 

DIFFERENT WAYS OF CAMPING. 

Dek^teb, Col., April 28, 1886. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

I have several times thought of coming to the support of 
“Nessmuk” in his discussion of the camping outfit question. 
But I do not know that he needs any help. He has so far 
decidedly the best of it. It is all very nice to go “roughing 
it” in a palace car or a fifty ton yacht, but “Nessmuk” and 
I can’t go that way, and thousands of others are in the same 
unfortunate fix. And yet I fancy we can get more real solid 
enjoyrnent out of our way of doing it than is realized by our 
fine haired friends in thieir buffet coaches and mahogany 
cabins. They might not enjoy our way so intensely as we 
do, and therefore we cheerfully concede them the right to 
carry along a foiu-post French bedstead and a full service of 
silverware if they want to. There is a good deal in the 
spirit and more iu the experience to enable the camper to 
enjoy life. 

My camping has been more or less for thirty-five years, 
and reached from Florida to Puget Soimd. Some years it 
has not covered much time, in others it has been most of the 
year. In it all I have never driven crotched stakes in the 
ground and built a bedstead thereon, and I have always 
been firmly of opinion that the fellow who did it was a con¬ 
summate fool. Hor will I sleep in a wagon if there is ground 
under it upon which to spread my blankets. When out 
doors always sleep on the earth for comfort. Make your 
bed there as comfortable as time and circumstances will per¬ 
mit. If the ground is cold, or wet, or covered with snow, 
you must provide some kind of a foundation. It may be of 
hay, straw, weeds, brush, corn stalks or fence rails, but in 
any event stick to the ground. Don’t roost on a perch like 
a chicken and get every breath of air that blows and chills 
you from every side. Balsam fir boughs make the best bed 
of all beds; the tips broken off short and laid shingle fashion, 
bottom side up from head to foot. All the firs, hemlock, 
juniper, cedar and pine, may be substituted in the order 
named as to choice. Cherry, willow, alder or any such 
shrubs follow next. If the ground is smooth and dry, and 
it can generally be so found in this western country, it is 
plenty good enough. Under any ciinumstances, when camp¬ 
ing tiy to so provide yourself as to sleep warm, and the 
nearer you get to the ground the easier that is accomplished. 
With a comfortable night’s sleep you can endure almost 
anything the next day. Once, a long time ago, after pitch¬ 
ing my tent, I was examining the ground for my bed when 
I found a very small rattlesnake—a young one. That was 
the only snake adventure I ever had in or about my sleeping 
place, and I never knew anybody else to have a similar ex¬ 
perience. 

About shelter; a square of canvas sufficient for a “dog 
tent” is good enough for anybody, though not as handy as a 
wall tent or a Sibley. I have lived all summer with nothing 
better, and other summers with nothing at all. He is a poor 
woodsman who in a forest of any kind cannot very 
quickly provide himself with shelter from rain or snow. It 
may be of palmetto leaves, of branches of trees, or of bark 
from the trunk of a tree. The favoring trunk of a tree may 
keep off the storm, or in a rocky country a shelter can often 
be found undei' a projecting ledge or in a shallow cave. A 
good thing always to carry along is a rubber poncho for each 
person. It is good to roll around the bedding when en route 
to protect it from wet and dirt; or to put over one’s shoulders 
when traveling in rain or wet snow. When night comes, if 
the ground is wet and the heavens dry, spread it under your 
bed. If the reverse, reverse it. With two small stakes at 
opposite sides of a bed for two, to support two corners of a 
poncho, the other two corners being stretched backward and 
held to the ground by a couple of stones or chunks of wood, 
a very good shelter is provided for your heads and shoulders. 
Then another poncho sprpd over the blankets to your feet, 
and you two can sleep blissfully through any ordinary rainy 
night. Use only woolen blankets for camp bedding. Let 
Arctic explorers have the fur bags and feather ticks. In 
camp outfit, be governed by your ability to carry it. I have 
made a successful and entirely satisfactory expedition with 
a tin cup and pocket knife. Meat can be broiled on a stick. 
Flour can be transformed into dough in the mouth of the 
sack and baked on a flat stone, a chip or a piece of bark 
before the fire, but a cup is positively needed for the coffee. 
Under such circumstances the addition of a frying pan enables 
you to revel in positive luxury. In it you fry your meat, 
bake your bread and can make your coffee. The tin cup is 

then superfluous. After the necessities add anything you 
want and can carry. In provisions, bread, meat and coffee 
are important though not indispensable. It is more com¬ 
fortable to have them, and unless you are a first-rate rustler 
it is quite essential that you have plenty of something. After 
a few weeks the more you have of it the better you will be 
satisfied, and yet it is quite possible to live off the natural 
resources of the country for a considerable length of time, 
Indians do it. 

Again, I have gone camping with wagon trains loaded 
with luxuries—wall tents, spring mattrasses, arm chairs, cup¬ 
boards, four story South African broilers, and china table 
service, and we had dinners of eleven courses after dark 
every day—after starving to death ah day—and had a high 
old time generally. This way did seem more comfortable, 
and stylish, and all that at the time, but the other was 
decidedly the more satisfactory—after it was over. You 
have something then to look back to—a kind of triumph over 
difficulties and hardships overcome, so to speak. Hence 
“Hessmuk’s” great satisfaction, and also that of W. N. B. 

IN THE OLDEN TIME. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Your communication from "Nimrod,” of Batavia, HI, 

about “Spring Shooting,” stirs mo to add a word in support 
of his proposition. Spring shooting is an outrage in every 
sense, and the worst folly for all who care for the future. 
To day I was vexed at the appearance on the bill of fare at 
my favorite restaurant of plover and curlew, and I would 
not think of ordering either of them were they the most 
toothsome morsels between Boston and Fox River. 

I wish metaphorically to shake hands with “Nimrod,” and 
to condole with him over the disappearance from his waters 
of the great flights of fowl, which in the days of ray boy¬ 
hood made the river between Batavia Bridge and Snyder’s 
Dam as fine a reach of water for a day’s sport as one could 
wish for. I wonder if “Nimrod” knew the river then. It 
was before the timber was cut from the banks and the islands 
below the mouth of Mill Creek, and before the railroads and 
excavations of the quarrymen had made their havoc. 

I would not dare to tell from memory the bags of game 
made iu those days by Mr. Morris, and Tom Meredith, and 
the Belden boys, and other famous shots; nor even what 
backloads of greenheads and teal feU to the awkward aim 
of one schoolboy, whenever he could secure a “Saturday 
down river.” 

It was in the days when ducks were sometimes shot flying 
low over Batavia Bridge, when prairie chickens not in¬ 
frequently alighted on the roofs of the village houses, and 
when great whirling flocks of them could be seen in autumn 
from the doorstep of the school house, and when down river 
among the islands, it was a frequent thing to start up 
such myriads of ducks that they seemed to darken the air, 
and the number of species represented would hardly now be 
credited. It was when deer were still shot in the “Big 
Woods” and wolves still occasionally prowled on the prairie, 
and when in spring great flights of pigeons, in long extended 
lines, reaching out of sight both ways over the prairie, would 
go roaring over, startling us with the hurtle of their wings, 
at short intervals for two or three days at a time. 

This great abundance of wild life is gone, and it cannot 
be helped. But something may yet be done to preserve the 
remnant of it that is left. 

To discourage spring shooting and to cause it to be 
esteemed the improvident and unsportsmanlike thing it is, 
will be the first step toward this preservation. 

An Old Batavian. 
Bostox, Mass., May 1. 

MY FIRST TRIP TO MAINE WOODS. 

August 20, I853, with a relative, whom I will designate 
as L., I arrived at the Franklin, now American House, 

Bangor, en route to Moosehead Lake, Here we met Johnny 
M., who was to be our guide. We tarried over one night 
and started next morning by wagon, in company with two 
more wagonloads of red-shirted lumbermen, who were on 
the way to the upper waters of the west branch of the 
Penobscot thus early to “open up” for the ensuing winter’s 
operations. A jolly, roystering crowd they were, shouting, 
singing, and dancing juba on the wagon floor continuously. 

We dined at Oxford, if I recollect aright. Soon after 
leaving the town, and where the road lies at the base of a 
wooded hill, we met several men with guns, who informed 
us that a l>ear hunt was taking place and they were surround¬ 
ing the hill. Soon after the report of several guns announced 
the death of bruin. This, to our youthful mind, was very 
exhilarating. At night we stayed at Monson. But little of 
the hotel or its surroundings is remembered. One thing I 
cherish in this connection is that I inscribed my name imme¬ 
diately next that of Bayard Taylor, one whom I had learned 
to love for his charming essays and foreign letters. I in¬ 
quired for him, and learned with regret he had just departed. 
We stayed the following night at the Lake House, Green¬ 
ville, and next morning went on board the little steamer 
Moosehead for passage up the lake. We made a brief stop 
at the Hines House and warmed ourselves at its large, open 
fireplace, on who.se broad mantle shelf were many specimens 
of backwoods bric-a-brac that pleased our youthful fancy. 

About the middle of the afternoon we landed at the foot 
of the long narrow pier at the Northeast carry. Our duffle 
was transferred to a truck or car that ran on a wooden tram¬ 
way and was-hauled over to the landing on the river by a 
single ox. Our parly kept to the rear. On reaching the 
stunted growth of timber, but a short distance from the pier, 
we came upon a large flock of grouse feeding upon the low- 
growing raspberries, who paid not the least attention or 
seemed in the least afraid. This was a revelation. We had often 
heard of, but never seen the like. L. and I immediately 
opened our gripsacks, spread out our ammunition upon the 
tramway and kept up a murderous fusilade for a few min¬ 
utes. But the sport soon failed. Gathering up the twenty 
odd birds we proceeded to camp. As we reached the little 
clearing on the river we beheld another sight that sent me 
wild. The lumbermen were ranged along on the bank at the 
landing and were lifting out the trout continuously. Setting 
down rifle and grip at the door of the log camp, I hiuried 
down and was soon having a hand in the game. Supper 
being announced we went to camp and did ample service 
with knife and fork. 

At that time one camp was used for sleeping berths, one 
on each aide extending the whole length, with a tall “ram- 
down” stove in the center of the camp and a deacon seat on 
each side. Soon after supper the stove cover was used as a 
frying pan and the catch of trout was cooked and eaten 
before bed time. The lumbermen were up and away before 
daylight. Our party enjoyed the novelty of a browse bed, 

and only turned out as the sun’s rays came through the 
chinks. We went outside to sit a while in the sunshine, for 
it was quite cool and a heavy frost covered the ground. We 
were about to go in, when a monster moose—the first wild 
one L. or I bad ever seen—came out of the woods which 
grew close to the further side of the tramway, and entering 
a gully came out into the clearing. The road was supported 
on trestle-work at that place some eight or ten feet high, yet 
the moose, a bull, had to lower his crest to pass under. At 
first we were too surprised to act, but as he came into full 
view we went for our rifles, but when again outside he was 
out of sight, beyond the narrow clearing. 

In the coui’se of the day we started in a canoe, a birch, for 
Lobster Pond, where we were to camp two weeks. About 
two miles down stream we came to the outlet of the pond 
which was a couple of miles further. The thoroughfare was 
dead water. We had seen all along tracks innumerable of 
moose, as well as of bear and wolf. On rounding a bend 
we came upon a cow and calf moose. The former at once 
leaped up the abrupt bank and in a second was out of sight 
in the thick growth of white birch. The calf fell back in 
its efforts to follow, then started up stream. L., sitting with 
rifle in hand in the midship, had a good chance for a shot 
but failed to improve it. I held the bow paddle, but ex¬ 
changed it for my rifle just before the calf went out of sight 
around another bend in a thicket of alders. Johnny swung 
the birch just in time so both could shoot. The game went 
out of sight but was found dead on the next stretch with one 
bullet wound. Cutting out the meat and shouting engaged 
our attention awhile. As we came into the pond a shout, 
sounding like “halloo, you!” greeted us. I suggested going 
ashore, as in all probability some one was in distress. At 
this the guide, a backwoodsman, gave a quiet chuckle and 
kept on the course. I was about chiding him for his inhu¬ 
manity, when he explained that it was a bear, whose halloo 
was incited by the scent of the meat. On the opposite side, 
about a third of the way up, was a cove with sandy beach 
and a huge pile of dry drift wood. Here we pitched camp 
long enough to jerk the meat. On the thoroughfare were 
large meadows of wild grass and their margin was cut in 
frequent places by moose paths. Every day and night we 
saw or heard moose, but though near enough often, never 
tried to shoot another. We had been told at the camp how 
a man the year previous had killed over seventy moose for 
their hides, leaving the meat to rot. This had a due effect 
upon us. We would not kill to waste. 

That was a very dry season, and the streams had shrunk 
so as to leave a wide margin everywhere, and all the shores 
were completely tracked up by moose, bear and wolf, and 
many other animals. Every night the wolves were howling 
about us. One night while camped at the head of the pond 
the pack had congregated nearly at the end of a big moose 
path, and we gave them a shot from the two rifles and an old 
musket carried by Johnny, which was loaded with buckshot. 
In the morning we found blood and hair to show we had 
warmed them. Our staples now gave out about the time we 
set out to return, but in the two weeks we had lived a 
hundred years, and it was the commencement of the life in 
the woods for the writer. His companions, alas, have long 
since gone to the happy hunting ground. Good men and 
hunters, and generous, steadfast friends. Peace to their 
manes. The return trip was devoid of startling events, only, 
as we came in view of Bangor at set of sun, a fine deer 
crossed the road out of a little, clump of brush, cleared the 
fence by several feet and was out of sight ere the rifles could 
be gotten out of their covers. In those days deer were “thick 
as hoppers” in the immediate vicinity of Bangor, but none 
were found in the vicinity of Moosehead Lake, so I was in¬ 
formed, nor were there many caribou, 

I forgot to state that on the boat, returning down the lake, 
was a hunter-farmer from ’Suncook, having quite a large 
bundle of moose hides, a calf moose which he shot that 
morning in the river just below the “carry” and a magnifi¬ 
cent set of antlers which he sold at Greenville for the then 
munificent price of five dollars. 

About ten years ago, while camping on the Moluncus, I 
met Sam Smith, of Veazie, a veteran hunter and lumberman. 
We swapped yarns, as hunters will, and I related, among 
other things, my trip as here given, dwelling, at length, on 
the great number of moose I found. I was' some in doubt 
how he would receive it, but was relieved when he replied, 
saying, “O, lordy! that's true enough. Why,” said he, “I 
was booming logs that very fall at the head of ’Suncook, 
and one day in September, when moose were ‘traveling up,' 
I counted fifty-two, and wasn’t looking for moose neither." 
Sam, too, dear fellow, has gone to his rest to the deep regret 
of many, and none who knew him will doubt the truth of 
his statement. And what of that noble game? Alas! too, 
going, going, and soon will be gone. 

CoBPORAL Lot Warfield. 
Camp Reynolds, N. B., May 1,1886. 

NORTH CAROLINA DOINGS. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

As I carefully oil and clean my guns and lay them away, 
recollections of the past season’s shooting and outings crowd 
upon me, and I feel like reviewing them and writing them 
up, thus affording myself some pleasure in the retrospect, 
and it may be a moment’s relaxation to some of your readers. 

The past season’s shooting has not been much for me to 
brag of in the way of big bags or fine shots, though I have 
managed to get lots of solid enjoyment and unalloyed happi¬ 
ness out of it. My outings up to February, 1886, were more 
numerous than usual, but game seems to have been educated 
up to the point of being self-protecting; and this knowledge, 
of which it avails itself by remaining in thick cover during 
the best of the open season, when more guns are in the fleld 
than at any other time (that is during December and Jan¬ 
uary), together with our game laws, which are beginning to 
be respected, promise us plenty of quail (or partridge) shoot¬ 
ing for years to come. The birds were seemingly abundant 
during the months of October and November, and some fine 
bags were made; but in December and January they retired 
from the fields and betook themselves to the depths of the 
thickest and most impenetrable woods, and during those two 
months one might do a great deal of hunting and have very 
little shooting. Most of our local shots therefore retired 
from the fleld, and very few birds were killed. In the 
months of February and March I only made a few excur¬ 
sions after birds and found them in abundance, but owing 
to poor health on my part and the extremely robust condi¬ 
tion of the birds, my game bag was but poorly filled; so, 
early in February I concluded to give it up, and only took 
my dogs out a few times afterward to keep them under 
control. Thus many healthy, fine birds have l^en saved over 
to multiply for next season’s shooting. 

During the early fall of 18815, together with some congenial 
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f^ompanioTip. I made a visit across the Albemarle Sound to 
East Lake for the purpose of deer hunting, with Bill Bass- 
night, the great hear hunter. We bagged only two deer, but 
had lots of fun fishing, campinsr nut, etc. It was then too 
early for bear shooting, so we didn’t see Bill in his favorite 
Wile. One of our party gave him two fine hounds and I gave 
him a pup, and in a letter from him some time in December 
be says he has killed twelve deer and fourteen bears with 
them'already, and be^ us to come again. Which pleasure 
we will probably avail ourselves of -the coming summer. 
During the months of October and November we had some 
good bear hunting near this nlace, and killed teu very fine 
specimens of our common hog bear. 

But the outing over which I lost most sleep, thinking and 
planning, was a trip to Currituck Sound for the double pur¬ 
pose of shooting ereese. ducks and swan, and going over to 
the banks near Kitty Hawk on a deer hunt. Two congenial 
spirits from Washington. D. C , met me at the hospitable 
residence of Mr. A. J. Forbes on the evening of Dec. 8, and 
before retiring that night our plans were laid for the mor¬ 
row’s sport. I had taken my favorites, Monroe and Crowder, 
along, and it was agreed that, as the wind was quite high 
and ducks scarce and wild, we would get a boat and join 
forces with Captain Barrett, of Powell’s Point, and go 
across to Mrs. Gallop’s on a two-days' deer hunt, not forget¬ 
ting to take along old Uncle Jim, an old colored man, who 
knew every foot of the ground over which we were to hunt, 
and where lay, to quote Wimsalt, the “big buck of Curri¬ 
tuck.” 

The next morning opened dark and lowering, with a threat¬ 
ening looking cloud rising and flying from the southwest, 
and occasional mutterings of thunder. However, our pips 
had been laid and we set out, made a run of about six miles 
to a landing, where we met Capt. Barrett and son, with 
Uncle Jim and two hounds. We had now quite a parly— 
Capt. Gregg and Mr. Wimsatt, of Washington. Capt. Barrett 
and Sam, Uncle Jim, myself, and four hounds all packed 
away in a Currituck canoe. After a short parley over the 
weather prospect, the wind blowing strong from the south¬ 
east, having veered, we boarded our frail craft and with 
Capt, Barrett at the helm sailed for the banks, the weather 
growing worse all the while. Pretty soon a dense fog set in 
and the-wind blew great guns. After a run of about an 
hour the Captain sighted the mouth of the creek in which 
we were to anchor, and attempted to make it, but to our 
utter discomfiture we found that our centerboard had in 
some manner been carried away, and we could do nothing 
at all with the craft. The weather grew worse all the while, 
a terrible thunder storm coming on us, and the rain pouring 
down by bucketsful. After vainly trying to make the creek 
and nearly capsizing, sails were lowered, the anchor cast, 
and we resigned ourselves to our fate and the storms. Phew! 
how it did rain, and how the wind did blow! We were 
wet through. Oilcloths, sails, etc., seemed to be no protec¬ 
tion, and finally Wimsatt and Capt. Gregg said they could 
stand it no longer, and would make a break for the shore; 
so taking the Captain’s small boat, which he brought with 
him from Washington, they struck out, and after hard pull¬ 
ing and terrible efiort they struck shoal water, and leaping 
out waded ashore, pulling the boat after them. They im¬ 
mediately struck for Mrs. Gallop’s house, about a half mile 
away, where they soon changed clothing, Mrs. G. providing 
for them from her son’s wardrobe, and dried and warmed 
themselves before a roaring fire. 

In the meantime what of us who were left? For four long 
cold hours we sat and shivered, the dogs whining around 
us, with no protection from the raging storm. In vain we 
tried to he merry; the wind took away our breath as we 
tried to laugh. I tried the lunch basket, but the rain soaked 
the grub and it didn’t taste good. Monroe crawled up in my 
lap as I sat crouched down against the mast, and Crowder 
tried to get in also, but failing sat down beside me, and we 
contributed to each other’s warmth. After hours of weary 
waiting the storm abated somewhat, and two small boats 
came oK for us, and we finally left the boat anchored and 
made for the shore, soon reaching the house where the Cap¬ 
tain and ]Mr, W. had warmed up, and recovered their wonted 
spirits and flow of good humor. My! but didn’t that fire 
feel good, and didn’t the hot coffee cheer us up? Ask those 
who have been through like experience. The dogs were tied 
up and fed, and we ensconced ourselves around the open 
fire place and made ourselves comfortable until a late hour, 
then retired and sank to sleep, such sleep as is known only 
to tired hunters and weary seamen, the soft downy feather 
beds adding everything needed to induce the deepest forget¬ 
fulness. On arising the next morning the clouds still hung 
heavy and looked threatening; but after a hearty breakfast 
we untied the dogs, and taking boats went up the creek 
some distance, ran the boat ashore and proceeded to our 
stands, which were to be pointed out to us by Capt. Barrett, 
Uncle Jim having gone ashore some distance below with 
dogs. Soon we were on our way, and the Captain had 
placed us where he thought we “would do most good.” 

We have hardly got settled down before we hear Monroe’s 
bugle note, followed by the deeper notes of Crowder and 
the others and they are coming toward us, but the wind is 
blowing directly to them and before the deer gets to us he 
gets the wind and strikes across, running near enough for 
Captain Gregg to see, but not to shoot him, Passing between 
the Captain and me he strikes south for a half mile or more 
and then turns back and runs past Wimsatt, just out of 
range, but in sight, and makes a straight run for Uncle Jim 
who is following on toward us. Pretty soon we hear a roar, 
but the dogs keep on and we know that Uncle Jim’s old 
cannon has failed to do its work. The dogs have now gone 
out of hearing and as the old darky comes up he is greeted 
with the question, “What did you fire at?” ‘‘De biggest buck 
in dis woods, sah, but I didn’t tech him; doan know what 
the matter was, but he wa’n’t over twenty yards away; 
guess I’se too shore on him!” Thus our big buck had es¬ 
caped—Wimsatt had never shot a deer and was all aglow, as 
this was his first sight ofj a live wild deer in his native for¬ 
est. To make a long story short, we started and ran no less 
than six deer that day and got neither hide nor hair of one, 
as we did not follow them to the water where they all took 
refuge. The rain coming down harder and harder we finally 
left disgusted and took boat for the house. 

The next day was but a repetition of the first. Never saw 
so many deer in one piece of woods, but got none at all. 
On this last day w^e concluded to quit about noon, and had 
started out blowing our horns for the return of the dogs that 
had gone off after deer, when chancing to look over his 
shoulder Wimsatt saw a fine deer standing on top of a high 
knoll about fifty yards away, and turning quickly he fired. 
But the deer was too quick for him, and he didn’t see her 
again. He called to me, then on the edge of a swamp, to 
“look out,” but I could see nothing of her until she sprang 

in the bushes, when I sent a .38 bullet after her, but guess it 
was a clean miss as I saw no blood signs. We were now 
thoroughly disgusted and concluded to return to Forbes’s 
and have some duck shooting; so returning to the house we 
found dinner awaiting us, and while the others prepared to 
pack up, eat dinner and get the boat ready, I struck for the 
sound, a quarter of a mile away, to try my hand on a swan 
with my .38 rifle. I soqp reached the fringe of bushes grow¬ 
ing near the water, and peering through saw several fine 
swans floating lazily on the water and cackling to each 
other. Raising ray rifle hastily I overshot my mark, and the 
swans immediately took wing, but having a repeater I kept 
firing until I cut out two fine ones, the last one being fully a 
half mile out when shot—accidental shot, perhaps. A 
couple of boys rowed out and got my swan, and I returned 
to the house feeling that I wasn’t “skunked” after all. After 
dinner we set sail, bade our hostess adieu, and returned to 
Mr. Forbes that night. Mr. Wimsatt was completely dis¬ 
gusted by this time,, so took steamer for home that night. 
Capt. Gregg and I remained, thinking to try our hand on 
geese the following day, as Mr, Forbes had some excellent 
trained decoys; but “man proposes,” etc. The following 
day was so inclement that the professional shooters could 
not go out. and thus our shooting was not to be thought of. 
The next day was Sunday, and we sat indoors and listened 
to the patter, patter of the rain until 12 o’clock at night, 
when we took the steamer for home, Capt. Gregg leaving me 
at Elizabeth City, where he took the northern bound train. 
We have planned for another excursion next fall and hope 
to do better. “Wells” had my fullest sympathy in his article 
on “A Wild Goose Chase.” I “had been thar.” A. F. R. 

Belwdebe, N. C., April SO. 

How To Load.—New York, May 6—In reply to “C. C. 
G.’s” inquiry in your issue of to-day, I would say decidedly 
that in most guns he will get better pattern, penetration, and 
less recoil from two pink-edge wads on powder than from 
one three-eighths felt wad. This applies to black powders. 
The reverse is the case with wood powder, provided there is 
a hard card wad first put in on the powder. This should be 
done in any case to prevent grease coming in contact with 
the powder.—Bedfoud. 

Long Island Quail.—Quail have wintered well in the 
neigborhood of Southampton, Suffolk county, L. I., and 
those in charge of preserves were only obliged to feed twice 
during the winter. 

»nd Miver 

HOW TO CAST A FLY. 

Dear Uncle: 
Are you coming up here this summer to fish, because if 

you are not I wish you would tell me how to throw them 
flies with which you caught the big trout on the Little Dia¬ 
mond. You promised to show me when you came again, 
but mamma says you are going to Paris this summer and,will 
not come here. So if you will only write me all about it I 
will try and learn myself. Your afectionate nephew, 

Walter. 
CoLEBKOOK, N. n., March 1, 1885. 

My Dear Walter: 
I am delighted to note that the angling spirit still holds a 

place in your heart, for there is no recreation that will afford 
you more innocent pleasure. It will fill your cheeks with 
nature’s signboard of health, make a good man of you and 
bring you nearer to your Creator. Obey your mamma, Wal¬ 
ter, and go a-fishing and your manhood will be healthy, 
happy and honorabie. With the instinct of an angler in 
your bosom you have only to turn about to gratify your de¬ 
sire. A few miles eastward from your home nestle the beau¬ 
tiful Rangeley Lakes, from whose waters the largest brook 
trout known have been taken. Rising in the Notch and tum¬ 
bling over a hundred cascades until it broadens into a charm¬ 
ing little river that passes at your very door, you have the 
Mohawk of the north. It is a glorious stream from which 
vast numbers of trout have been lured. This river shall be 
your school room in which to learn fly-casting, and the box 
I send you to-day contains your implements of warfare. On 
opening it you will find a bamboo rod ten feet long, weigh¬ 
ing nearly seven ounces, a No. 1 click and drag reel, a hue 
of silk, made waterproof by enamelling, leaders and a vari¬ 
ety of flies. Each is the best of its kind, and with ordinary 
care will serve you many years. Take good care of them, 
my lad, for they are worthy of your every attention and affec¬ 
tion. 

When the weather is pleasant and there is no wind, walk 
up the Notch road to Wellman’s farm, where the bridge 
crosses the Mohawk. A short distance above the bridge, in 
the center of the river, there is a broad rock with a flat sur¬ 
face. Wade out to it and rig your tackle. Of course your 
leader has been soaked in water over night and straightens 
at once. Loop a fly on the end, which we will call the “tail” 
fly, and fasten another fly to the leader two feet from the 
“tail” fly. This we will call the “dropper.” Reel out fifteen 
feet of line and let the swift current float it down stream. 
When its full length has gone down, raise the tip of your 
rod slowly until the “dropper” just clears the water. There, 
the whole secret of fly-casting lies in casting your flies so 
they alight on the water in this position, and but little more 
line will ever be required to do effective work. You have 
doubtless read of casting flies eighty or ninety feet, but these 
long casts are merelv for display, and are never used in fish¬ 
ing. If a fish rose at a fly at this distance he would rarely 
be heoked, and if he were hooked it would be purely an ac¬ 
cident, while if the fish was saved it would be a still more 
remarkable accident. 

While the flies are down stream give your rod a lively in¬ 
clination backward until the tip is above and a trifle back of 
you head. This will throw the line straight back, and when 
it lies out straight in the air behind you, send your rod for- 
wai’d and the flies will shoot straight ahead. Let them fall 
on the water, raising your tip to guide them and draw them 
toward you. Do not let your line touch the water when the 
flies fall in the forward cast, if you can avoid it, and never, 
under any circumstances, in the backward cast. Keep your 
flies in the air behind you and on the water in front of you, 
and when you are drawing them toward you do not let the 
tip of your rod come nearer than an angle of 45 degrees 
before retrieving and making another cast. If the tip of 
the rod is over your head and your flies are on the water, you 
would, in ea.se a fish rose, eitfier miss your fish or, if hooked. 

you might break the rod. Besides, you cannot retrieve your 
line to make the next cast while the tip of the rod is above 
your head. 1 could write a large volume on this subject, for 
there are many pretty points in fly-casting; but I will simply 
advise you to practice daily for a month, watching and cor¬ 
recting your errors, and then ask Lawyer 8. to go out with 
you and see how you can cast a fly. He will readily do so, 
for he is an expert and rejoices at the very sight of a rod. 
and he will advise and coach you far better in ten minutes’ 
actual work than I could in a dozen long letters. 

When you have learned to cast flies with some little skill, 
go over to the Diamonds, get one of Heath’s boats, anchor in 
a good place, and try to catch a trout. You will find that 
casting flies and catching trout are not precisely one and the 
same thing. I feel rather sure that some splendid fly-casters 
whom I have seen would make very tender fishermen. You 
will read in books that the instant you see a rise, “strike.” 
Don’t do it, at least not yet. For the present, when you get 
arise, wait until you feel your fish, then a light “strike” 
will fasten him or her, as the case may he, secufely. You 
are but a beginner and your enthusiasm will very likely 
cause you to forget the delicate nature of your apparatus. 
If you “strike” hard you are likely to break your rod, or if 
the fish is small you are liable to send him sailing through 
the air over into the next county. Therefore “strike” just 
hard enough to fasten your fish and play him in the water 
until he turns over exhausted. If he pulls too hard, of 
course, you will give him line, but make him earn every 
inch. When he seems very weary you can reel him in, but 
look out for his last break, for every fish, no matter how 
tired he may seem, will make a final vicious rush for liberty 
when it is brought near the landing net, and his capers in 
this last frantic struggle are dangerous and often end in his 
escape. 

You have doubtless read of the beautiful and perfect arch 
formed by your rod while playing a trout in the water. If 
you desire to make these arches a study fasten your tail fly 
to a gate post and pull; but if you are fishing don’t let the 
beautiful arch worry you. As long as a fish is hooked and 
pulls, you will necessarily hold your rod up and play the 
fish on the rod, and the bend in the rod will remain as long 
as the fish remains. When the fish escapes, your rod, 
especially the one I have sent you, will straighten at once. 
In such a predicament, that is to say, after you have hooked 
and had lots of fun with a good fish, if he should escape all 
you need do is to exclaim, “There now!” and continue cast¬ 
ing and wait for the next victim. Do not get angry, at least 
do not display anger. You will be tempted to exclaim 
“Hang it all!” and “Blame it!” and “Jirainy Pelts!” but 
don’t do it. Swallow your bubbling sentiments cheerfully, 
if possible, but somehow under any circumstances. Pretty 
soon you will become familiar with the loss of a fish, it will 
become easier, and ymu will be master of the angler’s great¬ 
est virtue, patience. This, with practice, will soon make an 
accomplished fly-caster, and then, when you start on a day’s 
outing on a stream, discard your worms, minnows, CTubs, 
grasshoppers, bugs and all the other nasty things, and take 
only a few pretty and artistic flies. You wiU at once see 
the great difference between fishing with the fly and murder¬ 
ing fish with bait. One is clean and artistic, the other re¬ 
pulsive and dirty. At certain seasons the bait fisherman 
may be more successful, but at others the fly will prove by 
far the best, if not the only lure, while on the whole, I con¬ 
sider it immeasurably the most honorable method of catch¬ 
ing trout. Your affectionate uncle. 

Kit Clarke. 
New York, March 10. 

ROCKY MOUNTAIN TROUT STREAMS. 
Denver, Col., April 28, 1886. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
“Hollow Rib,” of Hastings, la , asks for information about 

trout fishing along the Denver & Rio Grande Railway in this 
State. He can hardly go amiss of good fishing along almost 
any of its lines. Taking the main line hence to Salt Lake 
he will reach the trout country at Salida, and find them 
plentiful in the South Arkansas and all the smaller tribu¬ 
taries of the Arkansas. Continuing west over the main 
range at Marshall Pass he will reaph the headwaters of the 
Gunnison, and follow down that stream, with good trout 
streams coming in from right and left every few miles all 
the way to Grand Junction at the crossing of Grand River. 
After passing the great valley of the Grand and Green he 
will find trout in aU or most of the mountain streams of Utah 
to Salt Lake City. Returning lo Salida he can turn north up 
the Arkansas to Leadville, and fish Lake Creek, Twin Lakes, 
Clear Creek and numerous others. Beyond Leadville he can 
take the Eagle Rriver branch and go by rail fax down tliat 
stream, which is one of the best for trout in the country. 
Coming back to Leadville he can take the Blue River line to 
Dillon, at the junction of Ten-Mile Creek, Blue River, Swan 
River and Snake River, in all of which, and in scores of 
their tributaries within easy reach, he will find as good 
trouting as he need ever hope to enjoy. Coming further 
back to Pueblo he may there take the San Juan branch of 
the road over the Saugre-de-Christo range of mountains to 
San Luis Park. There he can fish the Rio Grande River 
along the railway track from Alamosa to Wagon Wheel Gap, 
to say nothing of South Pork and many smaller tributaries. 
Having exhausted that field he can come back to Alamosa 
and take the Durango line, reaching thereby the network of 
tributaries of the San Juan River, said to abound in trout, 
but of which I cannot speak from personal experience. In 
short, “Hollow Rib” can take the Rio Grande Railway and 
it branches and put in an “open season” trouting, and every 
day a new stream. It is not necessary to wade to fish any 
of these streams. Some fishermen wade from choice, and 
it is occasionally very handy to do so, but 1 never yet have 
been obliged to wade a single Colorado stream i^t^uUng. 

Editor Forest and Stream: _ _ , 
Noticing “Hollow Rib’s” inquiry in your issue of the 

22d as to trout fishing localities along the line of the D. & 
R. G, Railway, I venture to give the results of my knowl¬ 
edge on the subject. , , „ • II 

In the immediate vicinity of Salida are the following, ali 
good trout streams. The South Arkansas, part of which, m 
the shape of ditches, runs through town, and its branches, 
Poncha and Silver creeks and North Fork. Above town, 
thirteen miles distant, is Chalk Creek, and further, at Imena. 
Vista, Cottonwood Creek; Pine and Clear creeks, neai-Gran¬ 
ite and Twin lakes, near LeadvUle. Crossing Marshall Pass, 
a trip that should be taken owing to its scenic attractions, 
with Sargent’s as a base of operations, are Marshall and 
Tomiebi creeks. At Parlins, twenty miles below, Qu^z, 
Cochetopa and Tomichi. From Gunnison, the Gunnison 
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and Taylor rivers; from Papinero, Sapinero or Soap Creek, 
a fine stream, and the Grunuison; at Cimarron, both branches 
of the Cimarron and the Gunnison in ihe Black Canon. I, 
should have mentioned Lake Fork at Sapinero. I have 
fished all these streams and can pronounce them excellent. 
The proper time to go is after the spring rise, when the 
streams are clear and not too full. For flies I would suggest 
coachman, governor, brown hackle, peacock body; gray 
hackle, peacock body, in the order named on small, say No. 
8 hooks, except in the Gunnison River, where No. 6 is more 
suitable. All the streams can be fished from the banks, but 
your correspondent will find wading more satisfactory. He 
will find that the oflacials of the road and especially at Salida, 
are courteous and accommodating, and will willingly afford 
him any additional information he may require. Kokomo. 

Samda, Col., Aprils?, 1886. 

CAMPS OF THE KINGFISHERS. 

CABP LAKE, MICHKiAN.—XL. 

A =;ipLL in the rain ^ave us a chance to shed our hot 
.LA- 1 fibber coats, and wken we had ch anged place. Ben 
settled down to the oars and the “coincidence,'’ and I give 
it in his own words but not in his inimitable manner, as near 
as I can now recall it. When 1 had trimmed boat to his 
liking, he began: 

“Several years ago I got a letter from my brother William 
that lived in a little town away off in Northern Texas, invit¬ 
in’ me to come down an’ spend the winter an’ bev some 
sport a huntin’ with my neflfew Harry, who had a cow ranch 
on the Little Wichita River, about I'^O miles from the town 
where he lived. He said there was jest slathers o’ deer in 
the woods along the river an’in the hills not fur from the 
ranch, an’ wolves an’ kyotes an’ jack rabbits on the perairies 
till ye couldn’t rest. The bait was too temptin’, an’ I made 
up my mind to go. 

“But I’m a leetle ahead o’ the houn’s—started the story 
without a preface, ye might say—an’ I might as well tell ye 
what was the main reason that started me. Ye see, the 
winter afore that I’d got into the habit o’ hitebin’ a boss to 
the buggy every day or two an’ drivin’ to town to hev some 
fun with the boys—a gang o’ town fellers that 1 was ac¬ 
quainted with—-an’ we ginerally, six or eight of us, got into 
one pertickelar saloon an’ set an’ played sell-out seven up till 
we got our hides chuck full o’ a mixtur’ o’ malt lickers an 
blue ruin. Lots o’ times it would be after midnight when I 
got home, fuller ’n a goose, an’ I git up next moruin’ with a 
head on me bigger ’n a country school house, an' several 
nights, ef ngy boss hadn’t a had more sense than the driver I’d 
a failed to show up at feedin’ time. Well, the day I got this 
letter it was late in the fall, the crops was all in and housed, 
the farm work all over, an’ I’d got to goin’ to town agin an’ 
tamperin’ with the flowin’ bowl. Goin’ home that night 
with a lighter head on than usual, I got to thinkin’ things 
over, an’ I concluded I’d paid about my sheer to’ards the new 
house the gin slinger was a-buildin’, besides hevin’ right 
smart o’ stock in the sparkler a-glistenin'on his shirt buzum, 
an’ techin’ up the boss kinder mad-like at myself, I said, 
‘Ren R., yer a cussed fool fur the want o’ sense’—.an’, mind 
ye, I said it a heap stronger ’n that—‘an’ the best thing you 
ean do is to shake the gang an’ go to Texas an’ get the on- 
rectified corn juice out o’ ye and keep it out.' 

“Ye see,” he went on after filling and lighting afresh pipe, 
“I hev to tell ye all this afore I kin git a good start to 
Texas. 

“Next mornin’1 got up dryer’n a fish, but I’d made up 
my mind the night afore jest what I was a goin’ to do, an’ 
as my head was not so big but what I could git it through 
the door, I went out to the pump an’ let about a half a bar’l 
o’ water sizzel down my throat, an’ from that day to this 
I’ve not teched a drop o’ anything strong enough to confuse 
a hossfly, ’thout it’s cofly an’ tea an’ sich like home made 
flooids. 

“Brother Jack an’ his wife an’ me talked it all over that 
mornin’, an’ as Jack an’ a hired hand or two that we gener¬ 
ally kep’ through the winter could git along with the stock 
an’ what little work there was to do about the4arm in winter 
time, they thought it would be a good scheme fur me to go, 
’specially if I kep’ on ’tendin’ the seeances in town. 

“I went to town that day, an’ after paralizin’ the boys by 
refusin’ to drink with ’em, I bought some things I’d need, 
ye see I didn’t hev to buy a gun fur I had as good a 'Win¬ 
chester as ever was turned loose, an’ next day was off fur 
the Southwest, dry as a contribushun-box, but feelin’ a heap 
better ’n I expected. 

“I reckon the gang an’ the head sawyer o’ the gin mill 
missed me from my usual place at the costive board, but I’d 
had enough o’ his buzz saw whisky, an’ the move I was 
makin’ would be money in my pocket ef nothin’ else, fur ye 
can bet yer last fish hook. Hickory, that ye never draw out 
any dividends from money that ye invest in a gin slinger’s 
buildin’ associashun; the more ye put in the less ye take 
out.” 

Just here a thoughtless big-mouthed bass interrupted the 
story by a savage pull at the frog trailing away astern, and 
at the end of a five minutes’ vigorous remonstrance with him 
for the breach of good manners, he was towing alongside the 
boat with a stringer through his lower jaw, to take his turn 
in the fryiug-pan next day as a brain sharpener for the 
family. ” Ben reached for the stringer, raised the fish out of 
water to “heft” it, and dropping it back remarked, “three- 
pounder. I reckon, an’ a right smart fighter fur one o’ the 
open-faced kind.” 

“Well,” he continued, after wetting his whistle with a tin 
cup of water dipped from thelake, “i arrived at my brother’s 
in due course o’ time, an’ be was as glad to see ole Ben as ef 
he’d found a soap mine, an’ I was mighty glad that 1 was 
about at the end o’ my journey, fur 1 was nigh about clean 
bushed, as Jim says, but alter a few days rest an’ a heap o’ 
talk about ole times when we was youngsters together 1 felt 
in middlin’ good trim an’ got ready fur a start to the ranch. 

“I bought a rackin’ good little boss, or pony I’d call him 
[by some unaccountable oversight Ben left off the usual pre¬ 
fix to “rackin’ ”J, a big navy pistol an’ a scalpin’ knife of un¬ 
usual diuienshuns, an’ I felt heeled fur killin’deer, buffalow, 
wolves, Injuns, or any other species o’ wild animals that 
might git in my way.” 

Then he told about his long ride to the “cow ranch,” and 
described in his humorous way the peculiarities of the four 
“cow punchers” and the cook, who with himself and nephew 
“are a couple o’ lean lookin’ dogs without any leadin’ traits 
o’ character less it was bein’ always hungry,” were to make 
up the “family” and pass the winter in this isolated region, 
near a hundred miles from another habitation. 

For near an hour he rowed slowly along the line of bul¬ 
rushes and grass fringing the shore, now and then stopping 

for me to make a castor two inshore at a likely-looking spot, 
recounting in his droll way the many days of great sport he 
had with deer, wolf and sneaking coyote, and each day’s 
hunt with any special feature of interest in it was told with 
such accuracy of detail and with such realistic descriptive 
power that at times I fancied I was au actual participant in 
the glories of the day. 

Then, as we passed a patch of yellow water lilies reaching 
out into the lake from the grass line, came a sharp dispute 
with another “snake.” which ended dLastrously for his 
snakeship, in that he was shortly doing a ground and lofty 
flopping feat in the boat, snapping his vicious j.aws together 
on the gimp, and glaring savagely at us with his snaky eyes. 
Y'^hen quiet had been restored by a smart rap of the club, 
Ben dropped the oars and lighting the brier-root for not Itss 
than the twentieth time since leaving camp, he went on 
without removing it from his mouth. 

“I’ll leave out several o’ the least interestin’ chapters o’ 
this tale, an’ jest say that I had more sport there at the cow 
ranch than I ever nad on the face o’ this livin’ earth, ’h ss it 
was when 1 ketched that big musky lunge over in Central 
Lake lat-t year. 

“Deer was plenty, an’it was no trick to go out an’kill 
more ’n we could u«e, an’ knockin’ over a wolf or kyote 
every once in awhile was worked in as pastime to keep us 
from killing too many deer; but”—with a solemn blink of 
his eyes—“but the Injuns must a got wind that I was 
a cornin’, fur not a solitary one of ’em showed up while 1 
was around, an’ I didn’t git to use my big scalpin’ knife only 
to peel the hides off the game I killed. 

“I hunted most o’ the best days an’ loafed around the 
ranch in bad weather, and eat deer meat and jack rabbit 
stews an’ slept-good o’ nights, till I got as fat an’ lazy as a 
possum in a paw paw patch, an’ afore I thought the winter 
had fairly set in it was mighty nigh time tor me to hustle 
home an’ put in a few licks'at the spring work on the farm. 

“I hadn’t brought my trunk nor no dude clothes with me. 
so I strapped my wardrobe on behind the saddle, said good¬ 
bye to Harry ati’ the other fellers, an’ one mornin’ afore day¬ 
light a solitary horseman might hev bin seen pursuin’ of his 
way acrost the perairies, with his cutwater a-pintin’ a leetle 
south o’ sunrise. 

“Just about dusk, after ridin’ between eighty an’ninety 
miles, I pulled up at the only house between the ranch an’ 
the little town, where I intended to stay all night an’ rest 
myself an’ the pony, fur it had bin a long pull on the little 
feller; but he was a clean stepper and a stayer from ’way 
back on his gran’father’s side, an’ he'd made the whole dis¬ 
tance on a few bites o’ grass about noon an’ a drink o’ water 
once ’n a while without turnin’ a hair. 

“I hollered to see ef anybody was at home, an’ a woman 
opened the door an’ asked what was wantin,’ an’ I told her 
very politely who I was, where I come from an’ where 1 
was goin’, an’ asked ef 1 could stay all night an’ git somethin’ 
to eat for me a’ my boss. 

“She said she could git me some supper, but I couldn’t 
stop over night unless her husband got back from town. She 
expected him back in an hour or two, an’ I could eat some 
supper an’ wait that long anyhow. A bite to eat an’ a rest 
was good enough fur Ben, even ef 1 had to move on after¬ 
ward, an’ it wasn’t many minutes till the pony was stripped 
an’ picketed out, fur there was nary a sign of a shed or 
stable in sight, an’ I was settin’ in the house with my mouth 
a-wateriu’, waitin’ fur the promised supper. 

“The lady said they hadn't much of a variety in the way 
o’ eatables, but ef I could git along with some corn bread an’ 
bacon, an’ some molas.ses an’ a cup o’ tea I was welcome to 
it. I told her that corn bread an’ side meat was one o’ my 
best holts when I was a-travelin’, an’ as fur tea, I was a heap 
fonder of it than the heethen chinee that makes the turkle 
tracks on the tea boxes. 

‘When I said that 1 noticed a small smile lurkin’ around 
the corners o’ her mouth, an’ she didn’t ’pear quite so skit¬ 
tish as when I first went in the house, an’ I kinder felt then 
that I was in fur the best in the ranch. Tell ye. Hickory, 
there’s nothing like playin’ a little strategy on the wimen 
folks, ’specially when yer a-talkin’ fur somethin’ to eat. 

“The first proceedin’she made to’ards supper was to git 
out a shaller cast iron skillet with a handle an’ three legs to 
it, wipe it out with her apron an’ set it on some coals she 
raked out from the fireplace, fur there was nary stove in the 
house, an’ then lean the lid of it up agin one o’ the dog irons 
to git it hot, Then she got some corn meal in a pan from 
somewhere back in the corner an’ set in to mixin’ it into a 
tolerable stiff dough, an’ when it was the right thickness, 
she scooped out a big hau’ful an’ patted it an’ tossed it back 
and forth frura one hand to t’other, an’ then patted it agin 
till she got it into a ball about as big as my fist, an’ then she 
laid it down on the table. 

“About this time I noticed a cradle a settin’ jest back o’ 
me, an’ d’rectiy there was a commotion in it an’ then a squall, 
an’ in about a second there was some o’ the tallest kickin’ 
with a pair o’ chubby legs an’ a sawin’ of the air with two 
fat little arms an’ fists a goin’ on in that cradle that ever was 
seen on the face o’ this livin’ earth, an’ the squallin’ was in¬ 
creasin’ with every kick. 

“‘Hush, baby,”’ sed Mistress Jones—I forgot to tell ye 
the folkses name was Jones, some o’ the ojiginal Jones 
family, I reckon—‘hush, baby!’ don’t cry now till I git the 
gentleman’s supper ready.’ The gentleman was me, mind 
ye,” said the blessed old sinner, with a wink and a comical 
twist of his sun-browned face that would have made a Digger 
Indian laugh. 

“She was a pattin’ the second corn dodger jest then an’ I 
hitched over an’ went to rockin’ the craule to see if I could 
pasify the baby an’ keep the supper proceedins from cornin’ 
to a full stop. 

“ ‘Sho, little feUer,’ stz I, ye see I took the chances on it 
bein’ a boy by the way it yelled. ‘Sho now; don’t cry, little 
snoozer; don’t ye see yer mammy’s a makin’ patty cakes fur 
the gentleman?’ 

“.I kep’ a rockin’ an’ talkin’ taffy to the little sardeen till 
1 reckon I must a rocked a little too hard, fur I felt his head 
bump agin the side o’ the cradle an’ then he jest turned him¬ 
self loose an’ squalled with renewed vigor. Great boss 
ches’nuts! how he yelled, an’ 1 rocked with increased 
vehemence. 

“Jest then his mammy had begun to pat dodger number 
three, but she drapped it on the table an’ in hss’n a second 
was sitlin’ in a cneer alongsiue ’o the cradle, an’ had the 
litile fellow yanked out an’ spread out on her lap a layin’ 
flat on his stummick. 

“She jerked the little loose calico slip that stood fur a 
whole suit o' clothes up over bis head, and there he hty as 
bare as the back, o’ my hand, an’ a kickin’ an’ a yellin’ fit to 
kill. Whack! she took him jest about aft o’ the dorsal fin, ef 
he’d a bin a trout. Clip, clip, whack! without givjn’ hijn time 

to ketch his breath, an’ at every lick the dough flew clear 
over to the fireplace. 

“The performance didn’t last more ’n two seconds an’ a 
quarter, but when it was over the little feller looked like he’d 
bin a siltin’ down in tbe bread pan, an’his mother pulled the 
slip back to its place an’ socked him down in the cradle an’ 
sez quiet like, ‘There, now I 1 guess you’ll stop bellerin’ till I 
git the gentleman’s supper ready.’ 

“I reckon he’d bin there before fur it knocked all the squall 
out o’ him, an’ he snuggled down as quiet as ef he’d swallcred 
a whole bottle o’ soothin’ .syrup, or a pint o’ parjgorick, 

“I felt kinder sorry fur the little cuss, for he wasn’t more 
’u fourteen or fifteen months old, an’ at tbe same time 1 was 
nearly a bustin’ to laugh at the way the dough flew. When 
she put the little man back in the cradle Mistress Jones went 
straight back to the table an’ grabbed up the unfioi.shed 
dodger, without wasbin’ her ban’s, mind ye, an’ patted an' 
tossed it this a way an’ that, [Here Ben let the oars trail 
while he went through the motions of to«sing and patting a 
corn dodaer. in such an utterly ludicrous manner that I 
laughed till I was forced to lay the rod down that I might 
employ both hands in holding my aching sides, Ben joining 
in at last out of pure sympathy.] like she was in a hurry to 
make up fur lo-t time, till she got it into the light shape. 

‘ She laid No. 3 ’longside o’ the other two,” Ben went on 
when we had come to our senses, “an I kep’ on rockin’ the 
cradle easy like fur fear the kickin’ and squallin’ would 
break out agin, but ye kin bet yer last chaw tobacki r I kep’ 
my eye on that pertickelar dodger, fur I didn’t jest like the 
experience it had jest bin through. 

“There was only dough left fur two more, an’ when they 
was finished she greased the skillet with a piece o’ bacon rine 
an’ put ’em in one at a time an’ patted ’em down flat till the 
bottom o’ the skillet was kivered; an’ me a keepin’ a peeled 
eye on No. 3 by makin’ a landmark o’ the skillet handle. 

^ But when she put the lid on an’shoveled some coals-on it 
an’ turned it around two or three times while they was a 
bakin’, I forgot which s.de o’ the handle No. 3 was on, an’ 
lost the bearm’s o’ the durned thing altogether.” 

Here the yarn seemed to end, as Ben rowed along for sev¬ 
eral rods seemingly lost in thought without saying a word, 
and smoking placidly the while as was his wont. 

“Did you eat ao.y supper, Ben?” I finally asked. 
“Course,” he said, rousing himself, “a little thing like 

that don’t amount to nothin’ when yer hungry, but I was 
jest a try in’ to think which side o’ the skillet handle that 
cussed corn dodger was on. When the table was set an’ the 
tea made an’ the bacon fried, I sailed in, an’ I don’t believe 
1 ever eat a meal on the face o’ this livin’ earth that tasted 
better’u that did. Ye see, I’d made up my mind not to eat 
No. 3, but I’d lost the bearin’s of it, an’ ef I’d a left one of 
’em it would hev bin jest my luck to leave No. 1 or 5, so I 
eat the whole five so as to give the one I was the most con- 
serned in a fair show with the rest, an’ they all tasted jest 
alike. I done some monstrous braggin’ on that supper as it 
disappeared, but when the table was cleared i come mighty 
nigh sp’ilin’ it all an’ makin’ a cussed fool o’ myself, fur I 
was jest a goin’ to say that ‘it was good enough fur the 
Joneses, fur they never was used to the very best o’ every¬ 
thing, nohow;’ but I ketched myself jest in lime, an’ choked 
it back, but it was sich a narrer escape that it made me 
sweat. 

“After supper, when I was a thinkin’ I’d hev to saddle up 
an’ move on. Mister Jones himself come an’ I got permission 
to stay all night. I went out an’ hobbled the pony an’ turned 
him loose to rustle ’round after the rest o’ his supper, an’ 
next mornin’, after walkin’ a half a mile after him, I saddled 
up, thanked the folks fur their hospitality to me an’ my 
hoss, said goodbye an’ rode on to the little town bef ire' noon 

“I stayed at my brother’s a few days, sold the little hoss, 
an’ then he rode with me to Sherman—at the end of the 
railroad—to take the bosses back, an’ we made the whole 
distance o’ ninety miles in one day. In a few days I was 
back at the farm wadin’ into the spring work like 1 was a 
seinin’ fur minners. An’ the trip done me a heap o’ good, 
only for one thing,” said Ben, soberly. Here he removed a 
pair of blue tinted spectacles from his nose that he usually 
wore when on the water, wiped his eyes with great delibera¬ 
tion with a voluminous silk handkerchief secreted some¬ 
where in his overshirt, and after replacing specs and hand¬ 
kerchief and picking up the oars, continued, “Ever sence 
that trip it ’pears liae my eyes hev been kinder weak an’ 
watery, an’ I reckon I must a strained ’em that night a-tryiu’ 
to keep track o’ that durned Texas corn dodger. ” 

The “coincidence” was told, and could it be told on paper 
in old Ben’s inimitable manner, with his ludicrous motions 
of shaping the dodger and administering the “soothin’ 
surup” to the “little sardeen,” and with his serious delibera¬ 
tions of speech, the reader would doubtless have occasion to 
hold his aching sides, as I did, but an effort to do justice to 
his quaint droll rehearsal of the “fun he had in Texas” 
would be as futile as an attempt to paint a streak o’moonshine. 

Kengfisaiee. 
Cincinnati, O. _ 

TIM AND THE SEVEN PONDS. 

Telegrams say the ice has gone from Moosehead Lake. 
No doubt this is the best lake in Northern Maine for 

the sportsmen that prefer to fish in deep water or troll for 
large trout. The steamboat nuisance has not so badly in¬ 
fested It as it has the once noble lakes of the Rangeley re¬ 
gion; nor have high water and low water, new oams and 
broken dams, as spoken of by your recent correspondent, 
demoralized the trout and guides so the fish cannot be found. 
This doubtless is regarded by the Stale Commissioners as a 
grand provision of man and nature to restock these Andro¬ 
scoggin lakes. They have become so much depleted they 
needed rest. 

But for greatest number of trout, ranging from 6 ounces 
to 2:^ pounds in weight, and for the greatest amount ot sport 
to the fly fisherman, the Dead River region has no equal. 
This is Clearly proved by the fact that “oid-iimers” have bid 
adieu to other waters and turned to Tim and the Seven 
Ponds. This is true of Bostonians. Very large pai iies leave 
soon for these ponds, and still larger numbers are preparing 
to go about the last of this month or early in June. Those 
best posted say the ponds will open about two weeks earlier 
than last year. Mr. Lambert, the favorite landlord at Tim 
Pond, has been there marly a mouth putting wharves, boats 
and camps in better order than ever uetore. Eogar Smith 
and wife are to have charge at Seven Ponds, anu theii' thou¬ 
sands of friends know what this means. A new hotel has 
been built at Kingfleld, furnished iu grand style for a coun¬ 
try hotel, and is to be run by a man well known and popular 
m that section of the country. This, as i have smd lu your 
columns, has been a great need since the old “tavern” of the 
plape was bufueij, Thousands with rne wiU rejoice at this 
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item of news. I am informed on good authority that a com¬ 
petent man proposes to inn a stage daily from King-field to 
Smith’s Farm. Smith has been ill, hut “Ken is himself 
again.” 

From a recent conversation -with one of the eflacient Com¬ 
missioners of Fish and Game for the good old Pine Tree 
State, I learn that grand sport is promised to the lovers of 
salmon fishing at Sehago and on the Penobscot, and when 
the season opens there -will be “no end of fun” for those who 
like myself gain health and happiness in fighting the gamy 
black bass in the chain of ponds extending from Monmouth, 
through Winthrop, Eeadfield and Mt. Vernon, to Belgrade. 
Manchester and Gardiner have some of the oldest stocked 
ponds, but are a little off the line I have named. Maine has 
now great wealth in all which attracts a true sportsman. 
Later on 1 may have something to say of ruffed grouse and 
large game. j. W. T. 

Boston, May 5, 1886._ 

NOTES FROM EAGLE’S NEST. 

TO-MORROW signalzes the “trout opening” in this vicin¬ 
ity and a hundred rods will bend over the flashing waters 

of the west branch of the Delaware here, and in over twenty 
pretty trout streams which are now flashing down our hills 
close by. For the first time in many years at this date all 
the snow and ice is gone, the trees are leaving out, the grass 
is green, the apple trees in blossom and all nature on the 
broad smile. Where will be my rod tomorrow? Rt-sting 
in its case beside my rifles and shotguns in the armory. Why? 
Ten weeks will be reached tu-morrow since I have been so 
near to bliss as I am now, propped up in my invalid chair 
near the window where I can look out on mv green lawn 
and see the sparkle of my trout brook at the “Pines.” Ten 
weeks of suffering—lingering between life and death—ill fit 
me for this correspondence, but I can’t let the season pass 
without a note to the dear old paper which has cheered me 
even in my darkest hour. I do not know now when I will 
be able to get nearer to the bright water to listen to the long 
cherished music of forest and stream. 

And now, I wouldn’t “tell tales out of school” if it was 
not to prove that our streams, repeatedly stocked by two 
citizens, dead within two years, John Griffin, John Bennett, 
and myself, are strangely full of trout. 

As early as the 10th in.st. Mr. E. S.. one of your subscrib¬ 
ers and an evident lover of rod and gun, encouraged by my 
physician to wink at the law, brought to my sick room six 
speckhd trout, the largest ten inches long, the smallest six 
or more inches. It was a four-day feast, yet he caught 
them within sight of Eagle’s Nest and in a twenty-minute 
tramp from his store. Bless him for thinking I might love 
to look on a trout, even if unable to enjoy it. Four days’ 
rations were in those trout, anyway. 

And since this the little luck loving schoolboys have sent 
in to “Old Uncle Ned” proof that the alder rod is as good asj 
the split bamboo, and a red worm as potent as an artificial 
fly- 

Dell Maynard, while spearing suckers at nitrht, by acci-* 
dent struck a beauty trout that weighed one pound and^ 
quarter and measured near fourteen inches loner. It was stmt 
to cheer and strengthen the invalid. I grieved to see,.^ch 
glorious yellow meat borne away, but I was too sick lokni. 
I think “Ned Buntline, Jr.,” my little five-year ol^ ^uld 
tell a different tale, for he is a chip of the old hlpl/and 
likes to catch fish and eat them, too [ 

Now, I have got to hold on. I have written as IpnJas I 
can hold my pen, and must fall back on my “beam ^ 
as the captain of the Coot would say. From all I heVr-l-and 
I have many visitors—^fishing has not been so promisVl for 
years as it is now in Delaware and Sullivan counties. 

E Z. 0. JuPSON(“Ned Buntline’' 
Stamford, N. Y., April 31. 

POACHING IN SARATOGA. 
Editor Forest and Stream. 

The following is from a Saratoga paper of to-day: 

The Schenectady Gazette has the following, which should 
engage the attention of our sportsmen: “It is reported that 
parties are illegally catching black bass in Saratoga county. 
What are our game clubs for? What are State protectors of 
game and fish appointed for? It is about time something was 
done to stop the wholesale slaughter of black bass in Sara¬ 
toga county by men who use spears, nets and other illegal 
devices to deplete the lakes and streams in that county of 
black bass. We are informed that parties have a ‘rack’ built 
in the rifts of the creek near East Line and are captm-ing black 
baas by the wagon. A few arrests and convictions might 
prove beneficial.” Why don’t the town game constables look 
into this matter? 

“Why don’t the town game constable look into this mat¬ 
ter?” Because it is a well-known fact that in many of the 
towns of Saratoga county no man can be elected to the office 
of town game constable unless it is well ascertained that he 
will wink at infractions of the law. I have heard of one 
who not only does this, but actually engages in illegal fish¬ 
ing and shooting. In Saratoga county many trout stream.? 
are fished with nets in order to supply the hotels. It is said 
that in July and August “chicken partridges,’’the young 
ruffed grouse, are to be found in the ice boxes of the larger 
hotels. 

And what is to be done about all this? There is no public 
sentiment against it; it would be next to impossible to pro¬ 
cure information or secure a conviction. Each man -will say 
“Well, if I don’t do it somebody else will, and I don’t see 
why I should not. And so it goes”on. Meanwhile this devil- 
born selfishness is cutting away the limb upon which it is 
sitting, for year by year fish and game are growing more and 
more scarce, not because of the destruction of their habitat, 
but because of the violation of the protective laws by selfish 
men and the connivance of those whose duty it is to see the 
laws enforced. M. 

[If the local authorities will do nothing, application should 
be made to the State game protector of this region. If he can¬ 
not or will not act, write to Gen. R, U. Sherman, who will 
certainly help you if it be in his power. If the bill to appoint 
a superintendent of game protectors ever becomes a law and 
a good man shall be nominated for the place, we may hope 
that outrages, such as those detailed above, will no longer 
be practiced openly.] 

FiSHise Dsr the Adikondacks.—The Malone Palladium 
says: “The roads leading from Malone into the wilderness 
were never better at this season than they are this year, and 
if first reports indicate anything the waters in this vicinity 
have not been more amply stocked in recent years with trout 
eager to reward the efforts of the angler. Many parties from 
Malone and a few from abroad have already tested rod and 
reel in the neighboring waters, and from Meachara and 
Chateaugay Lake in particular come reports of remark 

able catches. Two rods at Meacham have taken in five 
hours full twenty-five pounds of speckled trout. At Chateau- 
gay Lake the catches have been made mostly by trolling and 
the salmon taken have been large both in number and in 
size. One speckled trout weighing over five pounds has also 
been caught. 

Tkouting in California.—San Francisco, May 1.— 
Editor Foi'est and Stream-. But few trout have been taken in 
our streams to date because but few anglers have fished them 
because of the high water and discoloration. The streams 
in Ban Mateo county have not been flooded, and consequently 
fishing has been good. I went down there last week with a 
party of thi-ee, and we fished Tornilas and San Gregorio 
creeks and filled our creels. These streams are bushy, and 
fly fishing is difficult and often impossible. These streams 
are little visited, and therefore they afford better fishing than 
those which are better known. I learn that Sulphur Creek, 
in Sonoma county, promises well, but the best fishing near 
San Francisco is said to be at Crystal Springs, where some 
of our local anglers have distinguished themselves.—San 
Mateo. 

To Cool Water.—In a recent book of African travel, 
mention is made of a linen bag used to hold water, which by 
evaporation becomes ice cold. Could any African traveler 
explain how the bag is made and of what precise material? 
—X. P. [The principle of cooling water by evaporation is 
a very familiar one, but we should be glad of any informa¬ 
tion as to the particular mode above alluded to. Old army 
men and campaigners on the plains will remember how often 
they have cooled water by wetting the felt with which their 
canteens are covered. So, too, with the porous crockery 
used in Mexico, South America and India. In the Southern 
States this method of cooling water is extensively employed.] 

West Canada Cheek.—This once famous trout stream 
of Herkimer and Hamilton counties, N. Y., still has chances 
for the angler, owing to repeated stocking by the State and 
individuals. Mr. John J. Flanagan, president of the St. 
Lawrence Angler’s Association, writes, under date of May 5 
from the Mountain Home, that trout are biting lively iu the 
creek and fairly in the lakes. Mr. Flanagan finds Wilmurt 
Lake too high a climb for his 300 pounds weight, but he has 
taken several fine trout from the creek. This is a fine stream 
for both wading and boat fishing, and is easily reached from 
Herkimer, Prospect or Remsen. Quite a number of anglers 
are at Ed Wilkinson’s, and most of them have done fairly. 

How Got He There?—One of the most prominent dairy¬ 
men of Orange county, N. Y., has a spring on his farm in 
which for years he has kept a fine brook trout. The dairy¬ 
man is a most upright and conscientious man, ..and was 
grieved to get the following note from a New York man: 
‘‘The trout you sent me in one of the cans of milk was -vei-y 
fine, thanks; but wasn’t that a queer way to send it?” When 
the dairy'man expiains it to bis neighbors that the trout 
jumped inro the can they grin and say, “0, yes,” and this is 
"what puzzles him and us. Perhaps the cow drank the trout, 
who knows? _ 

Salmon in the Hudson.—A ten-pound salmon was taken 
last Monday in Gravesend Buy, by JohnB. Denise, a fisher¬ 
man of Coney Island. We saw the fish at Middle-ton & Car¬ 
man’s, in Fulton Market, and looked it over carefully to see 
if there was a brand of “Cold Spuing Harbor” on it, but 
could not di.scover it. The fish no doubt is one planted in 
the Hudson by order of Prof. Baird and was on its way 
back. It was labelled “The first salmon from the Hudson 
and probably the last,” but all of the inscription may not be 
true. _ 

Massachusetts Trouting.—Ayer, Mass., April 30.— 
Some trout have been taken in our neighborhood. I am 
usually quite successful, but have not tried them as yet. 
Partridges wintered finely about here.—W. F. F. 

FIELD TRIALS. 
Not. 8.—Second Annual Field Tnals of the Western Field Trials 

Association, at Abilene, Kan. R. C. Van Horn, Secretary, Kansas 
City, Mo. 

Nov. 33.—Eighth annual field trials of the Eastern Field Trials Club, 
at High Point, K. 0. W. A. Coster, Secretary, Flatbush, Kings 
county, N. Y. 

DOG SHOWS. 
May 18,19. 20 and 31.—Third Annual Dog Show of the St, Louis 

Gun Olnb. .'^t. Louis, Mo. Geo. Munson, Manager. 
May 35, 26 and 37.—First D«>e Show of the Ninth Regiment. Wilkes- 

Pa. W. H Tuck, Secretary, Wilkesbarre, Pa. 
Jul.T 20, 31, 22 and 23.—Milwaukee Dog Show, John D. Olcolt, Man¬ 

ager, Milwaukee, Wls. 
Sept. 14,15,16 and 17.—First fall dog show of the New Jersey Ken 

Del Club, Waverly, N. J. A. P. Vredenburg, secretary, Bergen Point, 
N. J. _ 

A. K. R.-SPECIAL NOTICE. 

The AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 
^ pedigrees, etc. (with prize lists of all shows and trials), is pub¬ 

lished every month. Entries close on the 1st. Should.be in early. 

{Intry blanks sent on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope, 
feegistration fee (50 cents) must accompany each entry. No entries 

Snserted unless paid in advance. Yearlv subscription ?1.50. Address 
American Kennel Register,” P. O. B04 2883, New York. Number 

of entries already printed 3689. 

AMERICAN CARP CULTURAL ASSOCIATION. 

r|''HE regular spring meeting of this Association was held at 
JL the St. Charles Hotel, in Philadelphia, on Tuesday, the 

4bh inst. Universal regrets were expressed because of the ab¬ 
sence, for the first time, of the honored president, Judge 
Parry, bv reason of severe sickness. Dr. J. H. Brakeley pre¬ 
sided. The followmg board of officers were elected for the 
ensuing year: President, William Parry; Vice-President, Dr. 
J. H. Brakeley; Secretary, Milton P. Peirce; Treasurer, Samuel 
K. Wilkins; Directors—S. T. Davis, Joseph Pyle, Edwin Tom¬ 
linson, George Hamel, Sr., Amos Ebei-t, Dr. J. H. Brakeley, 
Dr. E. G. Shorthdge. [The president and secretary are ex- 
officio directors.] 

‘ An important resolution was passed respecting the establish¬ 
ment of a monthly journal. 

Information having been sought by members of various State 
Legislatures conceming a close time for carp in public watem, 
and inasmuch as such watem throughout the country are rap¬ 
idly becoming stocked with millions of sm-plus young carp 
from thousands of ponds, and there being as yet no laws regu¬ 
lating the same, it was 

Resolved, That this Association respectfully recommend that 
the taking of carp in public waters, by any process whatever, 
be prohibited throughout the Northern States between the last 
day of March and the fii'st day of October, and in the Southern 
States for such longer period as experienced carp culturists 
there may deem necessary, probably with the addition of 
March and October to the close season. 

A committee was appointed, with Dr. S. T. Davis as chair¬ 
man, to make such arrangements as they may deem proper 
for a cai’p dinner upon the occasion of the fall meeting in 
1886. 

The Association desires it more generally known that they 
are not a company for speculative purposes, but a national 
organization for the mutual benefit of carp culturists, their 
omy income being derived from membership^ fees, the same 
(and much more in addition) being expended for the issue of 
documents—no person connected with the oi’gamzation i-eceiv- 
ing salary or emoluments of any kind. The membership fee 
is $1, and any person interested in carp culture may become a 
member. Milton P. Peirce, Secretary, 

44 North Fourth street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

A GOLD MEDAL.—Pish Commissioner E. G. Blackford 
was on Saturday morning visited by a delegation of the mem¬ 
bers of the Assembly under the leadership of Hon. E. P. Doyle, 
for the purpose of presenting a gold medal which had been 
bestowed upon him by the Depai'tment of Fishculture of the 
Lower Seine, France. This medal "was sent by the French 
Government to Governor Hill, and by him placed in the hands 
of this delegation to present to Mi-. Black ford. The inscription 
on the meflal is, “Mi*. Blackford, Commissioner of Fisheries 
of the State of New York,Departement De La Seine-Inferieure 
La Commission de Pisciculture, 30 Novembre, 1885.” 

THE NEW YORK FISH COMMISSION. 

A MEETING of the New York Fish Commission was held 
at the hatching house, Caledonia, on Wednesday, May 

5. Messrs. R. B. Roosevelt, E. G. Blackford, W. H. Bowman 
and Gen. Richard U. Sherman were present. The meeting 
was called for the purpose of considering the report to the 
Legislatm-e which has been prepared, and also to inspect some 
land which adjoins the grounds of the State that have been 
thought should be purchased in order to get a more conveni¬ 
ent entrance to the hatchery. 

The report was read and agreed to, and it will be presented 
to the Legislatm-e within a few days. It will be larger than 
any previous one and will be a valuable document, giving de¬ 
tails of the work done at all the hatcheries, and wilT be mors 
than a mere account of waters stocked and a list of shipments 
of eggs and fry. It was decided that it was inexpedient to 
purchase the property adjoining the grounds at Caledonia, as 
the owner demanded too high a price for it. It was also voted 
to authorize Gen. Sherman to employ a se cretary to the Fish¬ 
ery Commission. Reports were received from the different 
hatcheries, showing a large increase in the work. 

After the business was disposed of, the Commissioners ligged 
up their rods and tried the wild trout in the stream ' 
and took brook trout, brown trout-and rainbow troul 
were afterward cooked and eaten in the hatchery. Tn__ 
missionei-s expressed themselves pleased at the condition 1 

the hatchery and ponds. 

Immt 

FIXTURES. 

NOTES FROM THE OCCIDENT. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Accept my most cordial greetings. My Federal duties have 

pltevented me from writing to your journal on many subjects 
“ ■ ih interest lovers of pjood dogs, but I have read its glow- 

'Sgea every week with real pleasure. This very moment 
gr^ly gratified by reading that Beaufort, the grand 
ier o-wned by my valued frieud Mason, has won the cham- 
jibbon at Newark against Graphic. I never saw the 

latfcr, but con-sider Beaufort the best large pointer I have 
see^in many a day. With the exception of one or two minor 
poihts he comes nearer to my idea of what a dog of his kind 
oujit to be tnan any pointer I remember. What those points 

1 will not say, as you may think me too hard to please 
hypercritical. And Mason will say I want a dog made to 

■derl Beaufoi-t is certainly a splendid specimen of the mod- 
n pointer, and far lu advance of Croxtetn et id omne genus. 
I am glad Americans are purchasing some of England’s best 

Bernards and mastiffs. Merchant Prince must be a noble 
animal from all I have read of him, and only second to the 
grandest dog I ever saw and which I persuaded Mr. Hearn to 
import—Rector. He may not have been perfect as a typical 
St. Bernard; but his vast size (I measured him 35)4 inches at 
shoulder at Crystal Palace, London, tn 1881) and majestic car¬ 
riage entitled him to be called the king of the canine race. 
Had I been the happy possessor of much gold and abused silver, 
Mr. “Fritz” Emmet would never have been a mourner over the 
gi-ave of that lost love, for Rector would have been mine over 
and above any dog I ever saw, of any breed, and at no matter 
how long a price. 

In vain have I endeavored to induce some of our wealthy 
citizens here to invest in No. 1 specimens of man’s most faith¬ 
ful friend, the dog. Absolutely in vain have been all my 
efforts. A man here who wiU give a few hundreds for a mas¬ 
tiff, a St. Bez-nard, a setter, a pointer, a Newfoundland, or 
even a greyhound-fond as some of our people are of coursing- 
is looked upon as fit for Bamum or for an asylum 1 

There is some talk of a bench show, but -wffiere the dogs are 
to come fi'om—except from the East — I “dinna ken!” There 
are some fair setters and greyhounds here, a very few notice¬ 
able pointers, and so far as I know- (and I have pretty accurate 
knowledge of them) not one mastiff, St. Bernard, Newfoimd- 
land, deerhound, field spaniel, bulldog, bull-terrier, (except 
my Kittie) or type of any other breed which could under a 
good and conscientious judge win even he. in an established 
and reputable Eastern bench show. 

I tried to induce some men of means to bring Memnon and 
Mother Demdike, those two grand greyhounds, out here, the 
price being quite reasonable. No, not one could be persuaded 
to touch them. Apropos of gi-eyhounds, I recently mduced a 
friend to purchase of Mr. H. W. Smith, the owner qt Memnon 
and Mother Demdike, five puppies by Friday Night out of 
Demdike. They an-ived here recently in the most pitiable and 
filthy condition imaginable. They were almost starved, were 
so weak they could scarcely stand and the box they were ex¬ 
pressed in was not large enough for three of their size. Such 
a cruel piece of work on the part of the sender and the ex¬ 
pressman of Wells, Fargo & Go. in charge, deserves severst 
condemnation. It will deter me from ever again inducing any 
Mend to transport puppies from the East. 

A man who is not kind and considerate, wnere the welfare 
of our little foui--footed friends is concerned, would be pitiless 
with children at the same tender age. I may be laughed at, 
but the comfort of my dogs must be guarded with almost as 
much solicitude as I would extend to human beings. 

There are many lovers of the horse here, revelling in lucre, 
whom I am trying to interest, too, in fine dogs, and to get 
them to import the best specimens' of several breeds. They 
have fine “ranches” on which to create kennels. A man who 
don’t love horses and dogs, and women and children, has got 
^n infernally mean streak in him somewhere, don’t you think'? 
’he fact is, people here generally seem to manifest a total in¬ 
difference to good dogs. They display ignorance about them 
hat is really laughable, and appear to think that the man 
vho does o'^ them, or knows anything about them, is a queer 
;iud of a fellow anyway. In ray opinion a man can show 

^reat brain power, and all kinds of talent, oi- genius, and yet 
know a thing or two about the canine kingdom. “A man’s a 
jnan, for all that,” don’t you agree with me? Out here by the 
Western Sea you can almost coimt on your fingers the men 
who take a real interest iu this subject, or who read the papers 
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devoted to that kind of literature, and know a bull-terrier 
from a fox-tenier, or don’t call a deerhound a staghouud. 

Why, I just this raomeut sent a messenger to the Bohemian 
Club to bori’ow for five minutes its copy of your paper (or one 
devoted to similar subjects), my own having been lost;, and 
the response came back to me, “They are not taken any more, 
no readers.” I was amazed, because from the hnninous pages 
of Forest and Stream I derive not only pleasure and amuse¬ 
ment, but profit and instruction on many subjects linked with 
outdoor life, and which “greater than me” can afford to 
peruse. Why, yom- columns on natm-al histoi*y alone are 
worthy of the scholar’s study. I never spent a couple of horn's 
over the “North American Review,” or ^‘Macauley’s Essay’s,” 
or ‘‘Baxter’s Saint’s Rest,” or the endless accounts of un¬ 
quenchable and incomprehensible “Shiloh,” that I didn’t want 
to woo recreation and comfort in the pages which tell me, as 
well as do yoiu's, of spords aflood and afield. I think it is Bal¬ 
zac who says, “If those who are the enemies of manly sports 
had the direction of the world, they would take away the 
spring and youtn—the formei' from the year and the latter 
from human life.” 

But I am wandering, and only intended sending you a few 
' i of kindly greeting. I hope we will have a bench show 
|h.nd that a judge or judges from the East will be re- 

_jed to visit us. The fact is, people who have been hving 
here for the past five and twenty or even for the last ten 
years without crossing the Sierras, have no idea how great an 
improvement there has been in all breeds of dogs, and unless 
they have very recently paid visits to the Westminster Ken¬ 
nel Club show, or some other of equal fame, their knowledge 
of dogs and dog lore cannot be valuable, to say the least, and 
then- judgment as to points must have fallen into “innocuous 
desuetude.” Stuabt Taylor. 

San Francisco, April 1. 

THE NEW YORK SHOW. 

The tenth annual dog show, under the mangement of the 
Westminster Kennel Club, opened in this city on Tuesday 

last and closed Friday night. It was held at the Madison Square 
Garden, a place better suited to the purpose than any other 
that we know of in this country, for there is always room in 
it. and it is always light and well ventilated. 

The show was excellently managed. The dogs were benched 
in the usual fashion, and were kept well provided with clean 
straw and fresh water. Their comfort was well looked after. 
They were fed on Spratts Patent biscuit. On one point the 
management was open to very severe criticism, and much 
annoyance was caused by, and complaint made of, the order- 
in w'hich the dogs were benched. Exhibitors were allowed to 
place all their dogs together no matter what the classes (o 
which the different animals belonged. Thus in looking thrxrugh 
what he supposed to be a cerfiiain class, the visitor wotrld sud¬ 
denly come upon clogs of a differ ent class, and would find the 
numbers running in most eccentric and unexpected fashion 
to his utter bewilderment. This method lias to recommend 
it only the fact that it saves a keeper a few steps in caring for 
the animals, and that it pleases the owner, who likes to see 
his dogs together. The men whose duty it is to take the 
animals into the judging riugsuffer, however, and the repor-ters 
who also have to find the dogs, and above all the intelligent 
visitor, who desires to compare cer-tain dogs in the class, is 
greatly inconvenienced by the confu.sion. This sort of thing 
should not be toler-ated. The dogs should be benched in oi-der, 
the classes and the numbers following one another in regular 
rotation. With the exception of this rmfortuuate mistake, 
the management was very creditable, and Mr. Mortimer is 
entitled to high praise for his share in it. The first three days 
of the show were pleasant, but on Fiiday it rained, which 
somewhat cut down the attendance of that day. On the 
whole, however, tne attendance was fair, and many well 
known New Yorkers dropped into the show every day. 

The quality of the different classes varied greatly, will 
be seen from our remarks on the dogs. Some of the classes 
which are usually best were this year quite ordinary, and 
others, which are usually poor, were much above average. 

We regret to have to speak of the judging, which was, on 
the whole, the worst whicli we have ever seen at a dog show, 
and created almost universal dissatisfaction. The trouble be¬ 
gan with the printing of the catalogue, in which Mr. Kirk 
was given as the judge, among otUer classes, for mastiffs and 
St. Bernards, while the fact is that Dr. Perry judged the 
former, and Mr. Tucker the latter. Mr. Kirk was very unfor¬ 
tunate in many of his decisions, though it was plead in his be¬ 
half that too many olasses had been assigned to him, and that 
he was obliged to hurry through them in one day in order to 
return home. This excuse, however, gave no special reUef to 
the exhibitoi-s. Mr. Tracy made terrible work with the point¬ 
ers, and Dr. Perry was unfortunate with his mastiffs. The 
setter judging, with one or two exceptions, was fairly satis¬ 
factory, the coUies and fox-terriers the same, and the St. Ber¬ 
nards were well handled; but the miscellaneous class was judged 
in most extraordinary fashion. It was the opinion among 
those best qualified to judge that very many of the classes 
were slaughtered. There were a great many sales at the 
show, among them several champions. Robert le Diable is 
said to have brought $800, Molly Bawn $400; Trix’s price is 
confidential. 

COMPARA'nVE TABLE OF ENTRIES. 

Breeds. 1877 1878 
1 

18794880 1881 1882 1883 1884 1885 1886 

Mastiffs. 26 18 20 36 24 36 61 40 42 44 
St. Bernards. 17 16 14; 33 24 52 64 97 73 92 
Bergbunde. ., 8 5 5 
Newfoundlands. 12 13 ki ; 7 20 8 16 17 ii 
Greyhounds. 18 23 15 15 28 28 20 16 19 24 
Deerhounds. 0 4 5 7 4 11 5 18 14 15 
Poiuiers. 121 83 128 134 '125 144 112 149 100 96 
English setters. 203 123 157 235 160 172 159 ;i50 77 102 
Black and tan setters.... 65 64 73 74 ; 91 58 56 53 36 38 
Irish setters . 149 108 158 135 97 99 97 105 84 67 
Chesapeake Bay dogs ... 1 7 8 4 1 
Irish water spaniels. 11 17 8 7 10 i'j' 6 3 1 1 
Pieli spaniels. 32 18 31 41 43 56 8 13 20 19 
Cocker spaniels. 46 81 39 69 
Foxhounds. ii 46 'O 1 '9 is is 10 18 5 14 
Beagles. 6 5 13 36 13 10 22 26 31 
Basset hounds. 

15 j 
2 1 4 

Dachshunde . 16 ii 8 '9 i'? i2 '6 11 19 10 
Fox-terriers. 25 80 45 63 09 60 56 78 50 89 
Coll ies. 8 19 16 31 60 60 71 72 85 10.3 
Bulldogs. 10 10 8 19 15 14 23 20 17 12 
Bull-teniers. li 29 36 34 23 24 15 19 34 26 
Skye terriers. . 23 17 15 16 19 12 12 14 7 8 
Irish terriers. 4 3 6 4 5 
Rough terriers. 5 10 4 ii 11 2 
Black and tans. 13 20 is ■9 6 14 8 6 9 6 
Dandie Dinmonts. 10 3 3 6 6 6 4 3 6 3 
Bedlingion terriers. 3 6 7 
Yorkshire terriers. 89 36 26 30 18 ^2 35 80 19 
Toy terriers. 21 12 9 18 5 10 10 11 13 8 
Fugs. 27 80 23 33 2-J 32 40 47 31 23 
Toy spaniels. 8 13 13 9 13 15 10 15 IS 29 
Italian greyhounds. 6 14 9 10 10 6 5 5 6 
Poodles. 11 20 15 
Miscellaneous. 23 '8 27 38 23 is 26 ! 

.. 1 

-1 

11 28 19 
Retrievers.. 
Great Danes. 
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We give below a detailed account of the dogs and the judg¬ 
ing: 

MASTIFFS—(DR. PERRY). 

The quahty of these classes was not quite so good as it was 
last year, and, as usual, the best specimens exhibited were 
bred m England, With first-class stock at their disposal, 
American breeders should succeed in producing better speci¬ 

mens than Homer and Boss. Of the puppies exhibited this 
year none will equal in good looks the dogs just named, and 
Uiis looks as if there was something wrong. With this bint to 
the mastiff bi eedei’s we pass to the dogs themselves. Homer, , 
Prussian Princess and Rosalinfi in tbe champion classes were | 
in good condition. The operi dog class contained fourteen 
entries, and the quality was above the average. With the 
champiou dogs to set the type, Dr. Perry should not have 
ma<ie any bad mistakes, but he was not fortunate in his 
selections. He did not award prizes to poor dogs, but he did 
not keep to type, and several of the dogs selected for leading 
positions cannot possibly be first-rate if othei-s, such as Prus¬ 
sian Princess, Rosalind and Lady Gladys are of correct type, 
as we believe they are. Baby, placed first, has few good 
points, and we can assure those who regard him as a crack 
that they are woefully mistaken. He is a dog of fair size, 
stands well on his legs and is a good mover. This is all that 
can be said in his favor. His muzzle is too long and lacks in 
width; his skull, too, is faulty, and bis ears are too big. He 
stands too high on the legs, is'very light in bone and faulty 
iu feet, and there is a lack of substance all through him. 
Add to these faults a rather houndy expression and our readers 
have a truthful description of Baby; vhc. was his place. 
Boss, placed second, is a more massive and better-boned speci¬ 
men than Baby, and after cutting him for his faulty muzzle 
and expression, there would be left several points in his favor. 
We would have placed him third. Ilford Caution, third prize, 
should have scored rather an easy win. Pharoah, be., should 
have been second. He is not a big dog, but shows more ti-ue 
mastiff character than either Baby or Boss. He is above the 
average in head, and is a weU-formed clog of good substance 
and bone. His eyes are rather light and bis ears are too large. 
Vulcan, vhc., is long in coat and faulty in head; a c. card 
would have been quite sufficient for him in this class. Bis¬ 
marck, c., is a very poor specimen; he is very faulty in head 
and feet, and shows little chai-aeter. Dictator, he., although 
small is of good tyi^e and deserved his card. Hector, e., 
is a better dog than either Vulcan, Bismarck or Jag. The 
last named is faulty at both ends. Lady Gladys showed far 
more character tlian anything in the bitch class. This is a 
good specimen. She has a better skull than any bitch in 
America, has a good frame, plenty of substance, and a fair 
amount of bone. She is faulty from the hips down, and 
would be improved by more depth of muzzle. Ilford Cam¬ 
bria, second prize, is too long in face, and is light in bone 
and faulty in feet. She is a big bitch and has a good 
body. We would have placed her third. Hilda V., vhc. 
and" reserve, was our choice for second place. This bitch 
is well knovm. Regina, third prize, is faulty in head, 
vhc. was her place. Venice, c., is too long in face. Lorna, c., 
is houndy in head, heavy in ears, crooked in forelegs, and 
she lacks character. Queen II., well known, was our choice 
for the reserve card, and we thought it a veiy close thing 
between her and Ilford Cambria for third place. Dog puppies 
were not a good lot. Sir Roderick, placed first, scored an 
easy win; he is faulty in muzzle and lacks in volume of skull. 
Ajax, second prize, will never make a good one; be is long in 
head, domed in skull, and has a bad tail. The bitches, although 
not a good class, were better than the dogs. Lady Florence, 
first prize, and Regina 11., second prize, are faulty in head. 
The other entries are not show dogs and commendation cards 
were withheld. 

ST. BERNARDS—(MR. TUCKER). 

The quality of these classes was about the same as at last 
year’s exhibition, and the dogs were nicely handled by Mr. 
Tucker, who made quite a favorable impi-es-sion as a judge. 
Duke of Leeds, well shoAvn, had no diflficulty in beating Otho 
for the champion prize for rough-coated dogs, and Miranda, 
in the corresponding bitch class, scored a rather easy victory 
over Mr, Hearn’s old favorite Gei-tie. These dogs are too well 
known to requhe further comment. Of the seventeen entries 
in the open dog class Merchant Prince was much the best, and 
Boseo li. was well placed second. Com age II, and Rudolph 
II. came next. The former, in better shape than his opponent, 
was rightly placed third, but we think Rudolph a trifle the better 
dog. A full description of these dogs may be found in our report 
of the Newark show. Nero (Ehiieh’s), vhc., is faulty iu head, 
and the same may be said of Schoouoven, he., and Barney, vhc. 
The latter is good in bone. Og, vhc., is a fairly good dog, 
not very strong in any point and not very bad. Prince Leo¬ 
pold, vhc,, whose good looks were overlooked at Newark, 
well deserved his vhc. card, but Duke, c., was rather fortun¬ 
ate in receiving mention. He is faulty in head, ears and tail 
and shows little St. Bernard character. The ten bitches en¬ 
tered did not make a very strong class. Lady Athol, too long 
in face and light of bone, made a good first, and St. Bride, 
faulty in head and out of condition, was just about second 
best, although she was closely pressed by Margery, whose 
color is against her. Sheila, desci-ibed in our Newai-k report, 
was vhc. Lady Clyde, vhc., lacks character and her color is 
not good, still she was in her right place. In the champion 
class for smooth-coated dogs Don II., in good condition, easily 
beat Verone. He was' very badly shown. Both are well 
known, the former being the better dog. The magnificent 
Leila was alone in the bitch class. In the open dog class it 
was a close thing between St. Botolph and Hector, the latter 
rather better in head and with youth on his side,was properly Elaced first. Cora, third, is cheeky, faulty in eai-s and straight 

ehind. Tnist, vlic., gets worse in head as he gets older. 
Barkis, vhc., is faulty at both ends and so is Berg, vhc., in 
addition to being light in bone and bad in feet. Pluto, c., is 
leggy, light and faulty in expression. Flora II. was the best of 
six bitches and BeUe of Stirling, faulty in head, was rightly 
placed second. Alma 11., of good type, but small and faulty 
behind, was third best. Tony, vhc., has bad shoulders and is 
light in limb, cheeky and small. She shows character. The 
pupiDies were a poor lot and nobody sems able to breed a dog 
that can approach in goodlooks the imported stock. Bari-y, first, 
was the best of the rough-coated dogs; his best points are his 
coat and color. He is faulty in head and eyes. The second 
prize winner (three months old) lacks character. Byron, third 
prize, was absent when we called on him. Hero, vhc., is 
faulty in head and color. St. Tripbou, c., has a very poor 
head and shows little character. Carlos, he., is very faulty in 
head and ears. The two last-named were hardly worthy of 
notice. The three bitches were a very seedy lot. Lucy, first 
prize, is faulty in head and is very hght in limbs. Gipsy, sec¬ 
ond prize, is of poor color and has a bad head. Use, vhc., has 
a most pecuUar head. She is very short in skull and too long 
by half in muzzle. We would have withheld the prizes in 
this class. The smooth-coated dogs were httle better than 
their rough-coated brethren. In the dog class, Cardinal, 
faulty in head, ears and expression, was placed over Leo. 
Here we cannot agree with the judge, for although Leo is but 
three months old and Cardinal eleven months, the youngster 
shows far more character and is better in head, bone, color 
and markings. Noble II., vhc., is not worth a card in any 
company; he has a vei-y bad head. Cryl, first in the bitch 
class, is only moderate, and Queen of Sheba is not likely to be 
heard fi'om at future shows. Mr. Haines showed some fairly 
good, specimens in the puppy classes, but they were not ex¬ 
hibited for competition, 

NEWFOUNDLANDS—(MR. KIRK). 

With the exception of the first and second prize winners, the 
class was very poor. Bruno, placed first, has the best of 
Major in size and bone, but the latter is of better type and is 
much better than Bruno in coat, tail and body, and is quice 
his equal in head and ears. Rocks, vhc., is faulty in Uead, 
eyes and ears. Juno II., he., is faulty in head, coat and eyes; 
she is too small. Guy, c., is faulty in head, eyes and coat. 

. GREAT DANES—(MR. KIRK). 

The best class we have seen at New York. Tiger, first prize, 
is much above the average in head, size and limbs, and is a 

food-looking dog. Bismarck, second prize, is of fair size, but 
is head is not neaidy so good as the winner’s. Caf^-au-lait, 

he., was third best. Tigress, vhc., is a fairly good puppy, but 
she IS much too long and flat in loin, and her feet are faulty. 
Hector, c., is too'small for a show dog. Nero, he., and 
Jumbo, vhc., are faulty in head and expression. We did not 
see them off the bench, and they may have had faults that 
escaped our attention. 

GREYHOUNDS-(MB. KIRK). 

There were 24 entries in these classes, and the average qual¬ 
ity was about the same as at the other giring shows. The 
two champions, Memnon and Mother Demdike, were in 
wretched condition, and had we been tbe judge we would 
have disqualified both. Harlequin scored a ve»y easy win in 
the open dog class, and second pi’ize should have been with- 
lield for want of merit. Joe Jumper, placed second, has 
wretched head and ears, is very straight behind and heavy 
in neck. He is a l)ig coarse dog, sadly deficient in grey¬ 
hound points. Rajah, vhc., and Rawhe, he., are not show 
dogs, but they are better specimens than Joe Jumper. 
Louisette, a black bitch, shown in elegant condition, was 
Hnst in the next class. She is very faulty before the 
eyes, straight behind, and too loug from the hocks 
down; she is too stout in body for her strength of limbs, and 
wo would bave placed her second. Juno, second prize, is a 
vei'y p lor specimou, scarcely worth a commended card; she 
is weak in muzzle, full in eyes, light in boue, weak in pasteras, 
has bad feet, and is very faulty behind. Hawthorne Belle, 
vhc., was just about the best in the class; she was fully 
described in our New Haven report. Lady Maud, vhc., is 
very faulty in head, ears and eyes; she did not deserve a card. 
Sister in Black that was fli’st at Boston and second at Hartfoi d, 
was first in the puppy class, and was the best, of a bad lot. 
Dora, second prize, although a poor specimen, was just about 
good enough (or second pnze; her head is very bad. Mysting, 
he., was not worth a card; a very poor specimen. The same 
may be said of Bold Brigand, vhc.; he is flat in loin, shallow 
in body, slab-sided, and very faulty in head and ears. Ahwaga 
Chief is a strong dog, faulty in head and lacking in character; 
ho deserved his card. 

DEERHOUNDS—(MR. KIRK). 

Chieftain, Roy, Mac and Perth were the entries in the 
champion class, and Mr. Thayer’s grand dog scored an easy 
win. Bras, first prize in the open class for dogs, was fully 
described in our Hartford report; he has impioved in con¬ 
dition, and while he is better in head than Bevys III., second 
prize, the latter is his superior in almost every other point 
save size. Bryan, vhc., is faulty in head, eyes and coat. 
Heather, well known, was he. Mi’. Kh’k made a fearful 
blunder in the bitch class. Wanda was a very easy winner 
and Heather Belle, he., was much the best for second place; 
she is faulty in head and stands too high behind, but shows 
character, and is a bitch of fair size. Mercia, second prize, is 
a very poor specimen; she has a wretched head, is small, 
faulty in coat, and shows little deerhound character; a com¬ 
mended card should make her feel verv happy. Storma, 
faulty in ears, ribs and loin, and not first-class in other re¬ 
spects, was the only puppy shown and v as given first prize. 

POINTERS—(MB. TRACY). 

Ninety-six pointers were entered, with sixteen absentees. 
With the exception of the show held in 1878, this is the 
smallest number of pointers ever shown at New York, being 
four less than last year. These figures include the dogs shown 
by the club. There were quite a number of very fine animals 
shown, notably the exhibit of the Graphic Kennel. Aside 
from a score or so of the really good dogs present, the average 
was not equal to that of previous shows. Next year we shall 
expect to see a great improvement, especially in the puppy 
classes. Last yeai' and the year before the pointer judging 
was remarkable for tbe. many erroneous decisions made, and 
we regret to add that there was no improvement this year in 
this respect. In Forest and Stream of Jan. 28 is an article 
entitled “Ancient and Modern Setters,” written by Mr. Tracy^ 
in which he says, “The uniform le.sson of old pictures is that 
our best types of setters existed as long ago as any record can 
be traced.” In summing up he says, “Surely if every orna¬ 
mental point as well as every useful point in the breed is a 
heritage from the distant past, we ought to so frame our 
standard as to guard.all of them from change or innovation.” 
This in a gi’eat measm’e will apply to the pointer as well as the 
setter, especially so in some of the more important character¬ 
istics of the breed". We failed to find, however, in some of the 
animals selected for high honors, much resemblan^'e in the Eictures of tbe past or present time. If Mr. Tracy could get 

is pointers as nearly right in the ring ashe does on canvas, we ^ 
should have no occasion to find fauh. with his decisions.' 
In the champion class for large dogs, Robert le Diable was 
placed over (jraphic. This decision we cannot indorse. Rob¬ 
ert has filled out and does not lack so much in substance as 
when shown here last year, and is improved in appearance 
thereby. He is a very good dog, but not good enough to beat 
Graphic. Our description of him in oui' report of the New 
York show last year, with the exception above noted, holds 
good to-day. He is also tied up in shoulders, ■which can be 
readily seen when he gallops. Our opinion that he is not the 
best of his kind is not weakened by the fact that he was sold 
during the show by a club whose ambition it is bo possess tbe 
best kennel in the country. In the bitch class, Revel HI. was 
alo ne. She was in elegant condition, as were her kennel com- Banions. In the open dog class Tammany was placed first, 

uke of Bergen second, and Fritz third, with Danby, WiUiam, 
Tell and Tempter, vhc. All are well-known and have been 
frequently described. Fritz was the best of the class, and 
should have been fii'st, with Tammany second and William 
Tell third. Danby and Tempter were well placed. Duke of 
Bergen was just about worth the three letters. Drake, nob 
looking his best, was he. Frank, the . Flock-Finder, also de¬ 
served the two letters at least, for his good head, chest, legs 
and feet. He is a big dog with plenty of bone. He is somewhat 
coarse and too throaty, but one of the best movers in the class. 
In the bitch class Seph G., placed first, has a fair head, body 
and legs. Her ears are carried badly and she lacks depth of 
muzzle. She is also light in bone, has moderate feet and a 
coarse tail that has been clocked; vhc. w as about her place. 
Jilt, placed third, was looking well. She was the best 
in the class and should have been first. There was not 
much to choose between Nell, Nan and Vera for second place. 
The latter is a good looking bitch, a httle off in back and too 
straight behind. In the champion light-weight class for dogs 
Bracket won the prize and his kennel companion Meally won 
in the bitch class. In the open dog class Mi'. Tracy placed 
Consolation over four better dogs. Mr. White, who bred this 
dog, pubhely announced previous to the judgmg, that he had 
made a change in business, but would also “indulge to a hm- 
ited extent in the continuance of a favorite theory of pointer 
breeding, which he has been studying for some time past. His 
dogs will not he for sale, however, and ■will be confined to the 
number needed to carry out the experiment.” As he had sold 
Consolation it is to be inferred that the goal of his ambition 
was not yet obtained. After the wonderful merit of the dog 
had been discovered by the judge, however, his breeder pa¬ 
raded him before the public as the culmination of his fondest 
hopes, the result of long yeare of .study and experiment. We 
have bred many pointers and occasionally one would turn up 
approaching in form this wonder, but, li^e Mr. White,we soon 
got rid of all such specimens. We have never seen a dog of this 
stamp that possessed both speed and endurance. There are ex¬ 
ceptions to all rules however,and we are informed by gentlemen 

I in who u. we have the utmost confidence, that this dog can go 
and stay. He is a small dog, hai’dly good looking with good 
neck, loin, tail, legs and feet. His head is not good, his chest 

I is shallow and he is too narrow at hips, he is badly out at 
elbows and stands very awkward in front. He should have been 
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coDteut with he. even in this company. I^ick of Naso, second, 
showed more pointer character than any in the class, he should 
have been fii’st. Puck, winner of third, is fair in shoulders, 
chest and fore feet. He is weak in head, with ears set too 
high; he has a deformed last rib, is weak from hocks down, 
and is not straight in front; he should not have received a 
card. Bang Grace, reserve, was worth the place; he has 
filled out and improved. Castor, vhc , was one letter higher 
than he deserved. Tom Peter, he,, was the second best in the 
class. He is exuite a fair all I'ound dog, with no serious faults 
except that he is a trile weak in head; he w,as in vvorking 
condJtion. Siam Bang, he., was lucky. He is bad in head and 
ear, very throaty and only passable'at other points. Doctor, 
the best in the class, was ruled out as over weight. He has 
a fair head, good shoulders, chest, loin, legs and feet, and a 
good tail. In the bitch class first went to Keswick II. A de¬ 
scription will be found of her in our report of the Cleveland 
show; we had a bettei’ opportunity to see her move here; 
her gait behind is very bad and indicates weakness. For this 
reason we should place Blonmo, winner of second, over her; 
the latter is a nice little bitch, good in body, chest, legs and 
feet and tail. She is a little off in head and might be better 
in bone. Jill, placed third, was worth about he. She is fairly 
well formed, but is weak in head, a trifle wide in front, and 
lacks character. Ion. reserve, should have been third. She 
is fair in head, shoulders and chest, and very good in loin, 
bone, legs and feet. She is a bit wide in front and straight 
behind. Next to her we liked Young Beulah, vhc., a nice 
lemon and white, with a pretty head, good body, chest, legs 
and feet; her ears might hang better, and she is a trifle wide 
in front and coarse in tail. Lalla Rookh was looking well and 
deserved her card. Happy Medium, also vhc., was looking 
fairly well. Virginia i-eceived the thi-ee letters, but with her 
poor head and bad condition he. would have been sufficient. 
Jane, he , is a pretty bitch, well worth her card. Beldame, 
c., would not have disgraced another letter. In the dog 
puppy class, over 13 and under 18 months, first went to Con¬ 
solation, winner in the open class. Rosedale, second, is 
not a good one. His head is only fair, with too small 
eyes; he is slack in back and has open feet. Nixon, 
reserve, is a big, coai’se dog, not square enough in muzzle, 
too wide in front and straight behind; he is faudy 
well formed, and desei-ved second. First prize should 
have been withheld. Ros, vhc., is a fair looking dog, 
weak in muzzle, with bad eyes and lacking in chai’acter; he 
also had a tumor on his chest. Queen Fan was alone in the 
corresponding bitch class. She is a nice little bitch, a bit 
weak in head, with good neck, shoulders and body, and fair 
legs and feet. In the class for puppies under 13 months first 
went to Penelope, a handsome, fairly well-made one with the 
best of feet. She promises to turn out something good. We 
liked Sir Anthony better for the place; he has the best head 
and shows more quality than any in the class. He is a very 
promising youngster. He is a trifle faulty in should em and 
tail. His litter brother and sister. Beau of Portland and May 
F., respectively vhc and he., are also nice puppies, and worth 
their cards. Two of this litter, also entered, smothered in their 
box on the way. Monte, placed second, is quite pretty and 
promising; he is a bit lathy, but has plenty of bone and may 
come out aU right. Virgi'nius, vhc., is also quite promising. 
Taken aU through, the puppies that were noticed were a very 
fair lot. 

ENGLISH SETTERS—(MR. DONNER). 

There were 103 entries this year, against 76 last year and 
154 two years ago. The average quality was better than last 
year, and take them all round they were a fair lot. In the 
absence of Mr. Wilson, the regularly appointed judge, tue 
managei's appointed Mr. J. O. Donner to act in his place. 
Mr. Tallman, although perfectly satisfied so far as the other 
classes were concemSl, objected to him as judge in the cham¬ 
pion dog class upon the ground that he had previously judged 
the dogs entered, and that the result was a foregone conclu¬ 
sion. Although -vdsitors are entitled to no voice in the matter, 
the selection of judges being entirely within the province of 
the committee,' the managers, however, allowed the com¬ 
petitors to select a judge that was mutually satisfactory, and 
they agreed to abide by the decision of Hon. John S. Wise, who 
decided that Foreman was entitled to the blue. He was in 
better form than we have seen him this year. Rockingham 
was also looking well and should have won. Old Thunder 
was shown, but not for competition. He carries his years 
well and was fat, but showed lack of grooming. Mr Donner 
took the remaining classes, and with two or three exceptions, 
handled them very well. In the open dog class. Rock, winner 
of third last year, was placed first. He was shown a trifle low 
in flesh and his coat was not at its best, neither did he move 
at all well. G-us Bondhu, looking better than we. have ever 
seen him, was platced second. He is better than Rock, and 
should have had the place. Mack B., third, and Mandan, re¬ 
serve, are also better than Rock He should have been con¬ 
tent with the reserve card. All are well-known. Bob White 
and Glen Rock, both vhc., are also well-known. Count 
Ranger, also vhc., is a taking color, and has good 
loin, legs and feet. He is rather plain in head apd 
a bit shallow in chest Batch, he., is faiidy well made, 
with good legs and feet. Buckeye II., also he., is rather a nice 
dog with a plain head. Clyde T. also received the two letters; 
be is a fair specimen with an ordinary head and straight 
stifle. Shot, c., we failed to find in his stall. Dan, c., is a big 
dog with many good points; he would not have disgraced the 
dwo letters. Carl Dale, also c., deserved his card for his good 
bead. Prince Imperial, Prince Jester, Roderigo and Knight 
of Snowden were absent. The bitch class brought out two 
good ones in Daisy and Cora of Wetherall. Daisy, placed first, 
is a very taking looking animal; she has a nice coat and is of 
good color, with a beautiful neck, the best of shoulders, good 
chest, bone, forelegs and feet, her ribs are just the lea,st bit 
too much sprung, giving her the appearance of being slightly 
round in barrel; her head is not a good one, too short in skull 
for width, too full in cheek and lacking in stop; she might be 
better just behind top of shoulder and has a weak spot at 
back rib; there is not bend enough at hocks, which are not 
quite clean enough; she also carries her tail badly; she shows 
lots of quality, and take her all round she is a very nice bitch; 
the faults mentioned, except in head and tail, not being great 
in degree. Cora, placed second, should have been fii-st, as she 
is the better bitch; she has a wonderful head, good neck, 
shoulders, chest, back, loin, legs, feet and tail; she is well 
balanced and moves easier than Daisy; she is out of coat and 
the lack of it on her chest gives her the appearance of beiag a 
bit leggy; she is not quite so well sprung in nbs as we 
like to see; she has recently arrived from England and 
was not in first-class form; should she show up in good 
shape next year we shall look to see her sweep the deck. 
Rosev placed thii-d, was in better condition than at Cleve¬ 
land, and deserved her place. Dashing Belle, reserve, was 
looking well. Bess M., vhc., is well made, but coaise. Ches- 
ten also vhc., was shown too thin; she is well formed, with a 
plain head. Daisy Laverack, well known, also received the 
three letters. Leindor, heavily marked with black, was he.; 
she received aU that she deserved. Mii'th Elgin, a very fair 
lemon and white, also received the two letters, as did old Cor¬ 
nelia, looking very well for her years. Ahce Dale received 
only a single letter; oneoreven two more would not have been 
out of place. Drucy, imnoticed, did not show up at aU well. 
She is a very weU-made bitch, with capital legs and feet; she 
is a bit plain in head, but just about as good as any of the 
vhc.’s. Addie M., also unnoticed, was nearly as good, and 
Fannie M. we thought worth a card. Lillian was absent. In 
the dog puppy class, over 13 and under 18 months, 
first went to Draco, a good-looking son of Dash III. 
Ned, placed second, has a plain head, but otherwise 
be is quite fair. The reserve went to Prince Dash, 
winner of first at Newark. He was lookmg fairly weU and 

came very close to the winners. Druid’s Rock, he., was shown 
too thin. Warwick, also be., is a bit leggy and lathy, but may 
improve. Shot, c.,is a strong coarse puppy. The bitches 
were few and poor. Vhc. was all that the best one could do. 
The class for dogs and bitches under 13 months was better in 
numbers and contained several quite promising ones. First 
went to Daisy Foreman, greatly improved since New Haven, 
where she received vhc. Countess Leah, placed second, is a 
nice bitch, a bit shallow in chest. Reserve went to Chintz, a 
well built, rather coarse dog, uot in good condition. Gath 
Dale, vhc., promises weU and was worth his card. Prince 
Rockingham, also vhc., was lucky by one letter. He has a 
good coat, a moderate head, good legs and feet and loin. He 
is too straight behind and has a broken tail, and wants a year 
to mature. Lulu also received three letters. She is weU 
known. We lilred Rock Glen, he. He also needs a year to 
fill out, when we shall expect to see him higher up. There 
was nothing alse in the class that calls for special notice. 

BLACK AND TAN SETTERS—(MR. GLOVER). 

There were 38 black and tan setters entered with three ab¬ 
sentees. In the champion class Argus was absent, and Royal 
Duke had a walkover. The open dig class was a more even 
looking lot than we have seen in the ring in some time. Mont, 
winner of first, is a new comer. He is a nice dog, with a fair 
head, well put together, with good coat and color and capital 
legs and feet. Second and third went to Phil and Don, both 
well-known. Tliey were looking well. Friedlandei-’s Don, 
reserve, is a faudy well-made dog, with good head, legs and 
feet. Bruce, vhc.. won third here two years ago. He has 
grown coar.se and his coat was not in good condition. .Tim 
he., has a good head and lots of bone. He is heavy ac 
shoulders and out at elbows, and might be better in feet. 
DasJi, c., is fairly good with a sour expi-essiou, and a little off 
in color and markings. Macbeth, also c., is a nice-looking dog 
with a fair head. He is a trifle shallow in chest. The bitches 
were uot so good as the dogs. First went to Madge, looking 
better than we have over seen her. Jip, winner of second, is 
a moderate specimen with too much tan on head. Cremorne, 
wiimer of third, was vhc. at Newark. Perley won in the 
champion class here two years ago. She has grown wide in 
front and does not move well. She was shown too fat. There 
was nothing else in the class worthy notice. The puppies 
were not a very good lot. The winner has a fair head with 
plenty of bone and good legs and feet. If he goes all right he 
will do to show again. These classes were weU judged. 

IRISH SETTERS—(MR. GLOVER). 

There were sixty-seven Irish setters entered, seventeen less 
than last year. All were present except four. In the cham¬ 
pion dog class Elcho, Jr. beat Blarney and Chief. All were in 
good form. The famous Berkley, looking very well, was also 
in this class, but not for competition. In the bitch class Reeta 
and Trix were uot for competition, leaving the battle to Molly 
Bawn and Faun. The former won and soon afterward 
changed owners. The price paid was S400. In the open dog 
class first went to Bruce, looking his best. Buike, winner of 
second, has greatly improved since last year. He is a bit wide 
in skuU and lacks stop, but otherwise is quite good. Thii-d 
went to Tim, notwithstanding his bad condition. We should 
like to see this dog in good form, as we think him about as 
good as the best. Glenclaire, vhc., is a grand young dov not 
yet fully mature; he was several pounds heavier than at Hart- 
iord, and was greatly improved in appearance. We thought 
him fully as good as Burke, and had he been given equal second 
with him, no fault could have been found. He has not quite 
stop enough and carries his tail too high. Gerald, also vhc., 
beat Glenclaire at Hartford, but cannot do it when they are 
in equal condition. Chief II. got all he deserved. He is not Suite up to the others. Glencho Boy, he., is bettei- than Chief 

[., and might have exchanged places with him. Patsy also re¬ 
ceived he., just about his place in this company. Glen Elcho 
and Pat Glencho, both he., were well placed. In the bitch 
class first went to the well known Hazel; she was lookmg well 
and deserved the place. Lorna, looking well, was second. 
Pt,ue, placed third, we thought good enough for second. She 
has a nice clean cut head and has no serious faults. She is a 
little light in color, but as she is only a year old she will un¬ 
doubtedly improve in this respect. If nothing befalls her we 
shall expect to see her well to the front another year. Jessie, 
looking well, was given vhc. Rose of Killarney, also vhc., 
was lucky. She is a pretty little bitchy but not good enough 
for such company. Daphne and Nellie, both he., ai-e much 
better and faii-ly deserved another letter each. Bessie Gleucho. 
also he.. has a good head and deserves the card. Nellie Husted, 
unnoticed, should have been in the money. Meg, c., is too short 
in head. Youbee and M’liss were absent. The dog puppies 
were a very ordinary lot. The two winning bitches promise 
to make sometliing good. Mr. Glover handled these classes 
fairly well. 

CHESAPEAKE BAY DOGS. 

There was only one entry in this class and she was absent. 
SPANIELS—(MR. KIRK). 

The spaniel classes filled unusually well. There were seventy- 
nine entries, with only six absentees. The Irish water spaniels 
had one representative—a poor specimen. The Clumber 
classes were well divided up, there being a champion class and 
an open class for dogs and one for bitches, but the Clumber 
men did not support them as expected, there being only five 
entries. Newcastle took liis champiion honoi-s easily: be was 
looking well. Punch, second in the open class, had, to our 
mind, a clean win over Bateman, who got first; Bateman’s 
short body and short ears handicap him; Punch is improving. 
In the bitch class 'lYii® received first over Kolena, a very small 
specimen, poor in head. The class for champion field spaniel 
dogs contained hut one entry, Black Prince; he was in good 
show form. The correspouiiing bitch class contained only 
Newton Abbot Lady; she was looking better than we have 
ever seen her. In the open class for dogs and bitches Black 
Beau, Jr., won, under his new name. Second went to Dash 
H., a much improved dog from his last year’s form; his ears 
are a bit short and body perhaps a trifleloug in the wrong place, 
but otherwise, if shown in better condition and with his tail 
docked, would press the winner closely. Reserve went to Lady 
Abbot; she would be improved with a little more substance; 
she has a nice coat. Jim, vhc., is hght of eye and high on his 
logs, but has an unusually fine coat. HomeU Mikado is a 
black and white with many good poiuts; we have criticised 
him before; he got vhc. Black Joe, he., is short-bodied and 
high on the legs. The class for champion cockers contained 
four entries. Black Pete won hands down. Silk is much im¬ 
proved. Manon and Brahmin were shown well. In the open 
class for dogs, Uver or black, first went to Doe; we have 
described him before. Oho, Jr., received second, and Ned 
Obo vhc. We do not agree with the judge in this decision. 
Ooo, Jr., is short of eai-s and out at elbows, while Ned is a 
compact, little dog, with plenty of substance, a good coat and 
a fair head, barring bis being undershot. Sweep, he., 
has a mce coat, but ears set on too high. HorneU Jock 
is poor in head, in the bitch class Woodstock Nora was 
placed over Miss Obo II., a mistake, we think. While 
Nora beats Miss Obo a bit in body, the latter’s beautiful 
head should have carried her through. Good bodies are easier 
to breed than good heads. Vhc. reserve went to Suzette, a 
nice bodied Uttle bitch, but a little weak in the head and lack¬ 
ing substance. Belle, vhc., has a poor head. _ In the class for 
other than liver or black first was won by Little Red Rovei-. 
He made his debut at Newark and improves on acquaintance. 
Second went to HornoU Belle III. Her body is gooL but her 
head is bad; her coat is good, but rather short. Don, vhc., 
deserved his card. He is a bit nigh and off in head. Prince 
Hal., c., should have fared better, and Blarney, a liver and 
white of the working type, should have had a card. The dog 
puppy class contained several good ones, and was well judged. 

Premier honors went to Doc. Little Red Rover and Homell 
Mikado coming next in the order named. They all were in 
the open classes. Gath we did not think much of, and Romeo 
might have had another letter. In the bitch puppy class 
Woodstock Nora won, with Suzette second and Lady Abbot 
the reserve. They are three nice puppies and were well to the 
fore in the aged class, Vhc. went to Young Belle. She is good 
in body, but high on her legs and snipy. Juliet, he., is high 
but has a fair head. Vere, c., lacks substance. Taking the 
spaniels all in all, they were a fair lot, with many individual 
good ones. The number entered has never been equalled in 
this country, 

FOXHOUNDS-(SIR BACHE CUNARD). 

There were fourteen entries in this class, which was divided 
into dogs and bitches. They were the best lot we have ever 
seen here. The Essex County Hunt showed a couple, the 
Meadow Brook Kennels two and a half, and the Montreal 
Hunt two couple, all typical hounds, and a workmanlike 
looking lot they were. Those of the Montreal Hunt were ta 
the pink of condition for work, with muscles as hard as iron. 
The others had more flesh and were perhaps in better show 
form. The dogs wei-e well placed. Airy, vhc., is a biDpng 
between couplings and too flat-ribbed or he would 
better placed; his head and stem are about as gooaw^ei. 
In the hitch class Scandal, winner of first, is not so good^ 
chest and stern as Hasty, placed second, but has a trifle the 
best of her in head. The legs and feet of all the winnei-s were 
well worth studying, as better are seldom seen. 

BEAGLES—(dr. DOWNY). 

There were thirty-one beagles entered, with five absentees. 
This number has been exceeded but once, in 1881 there were 
thii’tj’^-six entries. The quality all through was better than we 
have before seen at New York. In the champion class Little 
Duke won over Bannerman and Mischief. Both of the former 
are getting soft in coat and need a season’s work. In the open 
dog class Rattler, well-known, was placed first. Racer, Jr., 
winner of second, is a very nice iiuppy. If he improves as he 
ought he Will beat anything in the class next year. Trailer, 
looking well, except that he was too fat, received third and 
Leader, in good condition, was vhc. Both of these dogs are 
well known. Jupiter, also vhc., is a nice dog, with a good 
head, except that it is too coarse below eye, good body, coat 
and loin and excellent legs and feet. Tony Weller, unnoticed, 
deserved mention. With the exception of a little too much 
length between couplings, he is a fair little hound. The bitch 
class brought out the newly imported Myrtle. She has won 
several prizes in England, among them is a first at 
the Crystal Palace. She is the best importation we have 
seen. She is weak in head, too small in eyes and ears 
and not quite right in coat. Otherwise she is very good 
indeed. She was shown too fat. Jessie, placed second, 
crowded the winner closely. She has a better head and is 
about as good in other respects. Chase, looking fau-ly weU, 
made a very good third. Virginia, vhc., i.s quite a fair bitch, 
except that she is too snipy. Vixen, he., we thought just 
about good enough for another letter. Rye, unnoticed, we 
also liked for the three letters. Except that her ears are badly 
carried not much fault can be found with her. Magnet, also 
unnoticed, was heavy in whelp and should not have been 
shown. There was not much to choose between the two pup¬ 
pies, neither are good, Theo, the winner, is bad in head and 
bowlegged, while Belle is round in barrel and a bit sway- 
backed. The classes were well handled. There were four 
basset hounds shown. Bertrand and Nemours, both well- 
known, were first and second. Jacques, unnoticed, was 
worth a card. 

DACHSHUNDE-(DR. DOWNY). 

There were ten entries in this class, which was divided. In 
the dog class, Rubenstein, the Hartford winner, was much the 
best in the class. He is a long, low dog, good in crook, bone 
and skin, and above the average in head. Downy, placed 
second, is quite a fair dog, too tight in skin. Diana, the win¬ 
ning bitch, also won at Newark. The quality of the class was 
above the average. 

FOX-TERRIERS—(MR. W. RUTHERFURD). 

There were two entries in the champion class. Fennel and 
Belgi-ave Piimrose, and the judge, true to his old love, gave 
the prize to Primrose. Fennel was shown much too fat, but 
we cannot indorse the award. Richmond Olive was alone in 
the bitch class. The open dog class was above the average, 
and contained some good specimens. Bacchanal, first prize, 
occupied the position he should have held at Boston and Hart¬ 
ford. He is the best dog in America. Valet, second, is a 
nailing good dog without any conspicuous faiilt when ex¬ 
amined point by point, but when taken as a whole he is found 
very lacking in terrier character. It was the same with old 
Rattler; nobody was able to find a vei-y weak spot in him, 
but he was never quite a “terrier.” Shovel, third prize, is 
faulty in skull and stands too wide in front, but he shows far 
more true terrier character than his kennel companion, and 
we would have placed him second and Valet third. Rustic 
Flash, vhc. and reseiwe, has a bad eye and is too big and coarse. 
Regent Vox, vhc., is leggy and light and faulty m head. Raby 

is well known. Mixture Agent is long cast and 
faulty iu skull. Banquo, he., is too big and faulty in skull and 
eyes. Somerset Mike, lie., is faulty in head and lacks char¬ 
acter. Spot, c., was out-classed in such company. Regal, c., 
is faulty before the eyes, has poor feet and a sleepy expression. 
Ciover Turk, he., is too big and is faulty in bead, ears, and 
expression; his legs and feet will do. Diadem, first in the 
bitch class, is a recent importation and is backed by a first 
class English record. We expected to find a much better 
specimen. She must have been at her best when a 
puppy or from that time up to two years old. 
She has grown very cheeky, is a trifle round in skuU and does 
not carry her ears at all well. Her feet are by no means 
first rate, and she is hght in bone and faulty in eyes. She is 
of nice size, has a good body, a working jacket, cai-ries her¬ 
self well, and is a terrier. Marguerite, second pi-izo, ivasfuUy 
described in our Hartford report. We would have placed her 
third on this occasion. Delta, third prize, is a wrecK and 
should not have been noticed for the vei-y simple reason that 
a broken up dog without a tooth in its mouth is incapable of 
doing a terrier’s work. What Delta once was, and what she 
now is, are two very different things. We would have placed 
Nina. vhc. and reserve, second. Clover Fidget, he , is light in 
bone, faulty in feet, wide in front and does not can y her ears 
well. Ciover Belle, vhc., faulty in head and ears, is well 
known. Lulu, he., is light in limb, faulty in body, and defi¬ 
cient in character. There were eight entries in the class for 
wii-e-haired dogs and bitches and the quality was fau-ly good. 
Bimdle, placed first, has been a good bitch, but her day is 
gone, and her bad mouth should have put her back. Trophy, 
second, is fairly good, faulty iu loin, -wide in front. He should 
Have been first. New Year’s Day. vhc., would have been our 
choice for first, had he been iu condition, but he was in poor 
form, having left most of his coat in Philadelphia. Mystic lias 
a bad mouth for a youngstei-, and is not straight in front. 
Clover Turk, he. in the open class, was first iu the puppy, 
and Cocaine, faulty in head and ears and light in middle, was 
second. Yankee, c., was much the best puppy in the class. 
He is rather too cloddy aU over, but was away ahead of the 
rest. Mac. c., is a big leggy dog, with had eare and eyes, and 
he shows very little character. This was a poor class. Nellie 
was much the best of the bitches, ^he is i-ather light of limb, 
wide in front, and faulty in expression. The others are nut 
deserving of notice and the class was about the worst we have 
ever seen at a lai-ge show. 

COLLIES—(DR. DOWNEY). 

Much dissatisfaction was expressed over the awards in these 
classes; but with the exception of the absui-d decision in 
favor of Robin Adair over Royboy, -we failed to find more 
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than a few mistakes, and conclude that the awarding of almost 
evei’y prize to a member of the W. K. C. had something to do 
with the complaints. There were two entries in the champion 
dog class, aiid if ever there was any doubt as to Dr. Downey’s 
ability as a .judge of collies it was removed when he placed 
Robin Adah’ over Royhoy. Lady of the Lake was much the 
best of the three bitches shown in the champion bitch class. 
The open dog class was a good one, and G-lengarry, a very nice 
young dog, was very properly placed first. We fear he is 
growing coarser in head, and that he is at his best; but we 
hope not, and especially so as one of his ownere, although very 
successful with liis bitches, has been unlucky in buying and 
breeding good-looking dogs. Success, second prize, was in liis 
right place. He is a bit faulty at both ends, but is of good 
type and is a good dog. Craft, third prize, got more than he 
deserved; the place belonged to Hullaraore, vhc. Craft 
has a very scanty coat, but Nullamore excels in that 
essential, and is a much better dog. His head is 
faulty and he does not move well. Joe Nettles deserved a 
card. Aramis, he., is very faulty in head and coat. Kolly B. 
is soft in coat. Con, not mentioned, is a better dog than either 
Niggei’ or Aramis. Laddy, although not in very good condi¬ 
tion, should have been noticed. Fii’st in the bitch class went 
to Daisy Dean, faulty in head, ear.s and coat. Lass o’ Cowrie, 
short and soft in coat and in bad form, should not have been 
second. We preferred Fairy—too strong in head and heavy 
in ears—for the place. Lass o’Lowi’ie, third prize, has bad 
ears and is very soft in coat. Mavis, c., is a poor specimen, 
being very faulty in ears, loin and feet; she stands out at the 
elbows. Norma, a well-bred one, has bad ears and is sway 
backed. This was a poor class. In the class for dog puppies 
Glengan’y had a very easy win. Sigma, second prize, is faulty 
In hocks and soft in coat. We liked Balmoral, not noticed, 
as well as anything in the class outside of Glengarry, but the 
judge overlooked his many good points and gave he. to two 
worse specimens from same kennel. Gilford, vlic., is a niceish 
puppy, too str-iight behind and faulty In ears. This was a 
fau-ly good class. Lady Ellis, a sweet little bitch, scored an 
easy first in the next class; it is a picy her bocks are so bad. 
Mabel, given second, is not so good in head as her kennel com¬ 
panion, but was properly placed. There was nothing good 
looking behind them. 

BULLDOGS—(MR. KIRK). 

Boz, Ben, Robinson Ci’usoe and Tippoo made the champion 
class a good one. We like Tippoo’s grand head better than 
Crusoe’s, but the last-named is not so leggy and was in capital 
condition. Boz is always a hard dog to' beat, and holds his 
own in the best company. Bellisima was alone in the 
bitch class. She is a host in herself. Bendigo, first prize in 
the open dog class, is not one of our sort. He has had eyes, 
-terrier ears, and his elbows are not thi’own out as they should 
be. Dick Fuller, was our choice for first, and Hamlet, short 
in face, but lacking in chop, was about second best. BeUona 
was about the best of the bitches but she is sadly deficient in 
volume of skull and muzzle, and is too long in face. Norwich 
Bess, second prize, is much better in skull than Bellona, but 
her muzzle is very shallow. Rose, third prize, is a long way 
removed from first-class f or m. The pimples were a poor class; 
every one is too long in head. Boz IL, ho., may make the 
best dog of the lot. 

BULIi-TERRIERS—(MR. KIRK). 

Count and Victoria were the only entries in the champion 
classes for heavy-weights, and there was nothing very brill¬ 
iant in the open classes. Earl, faulty at both ends, was the 
best of the dogs, and Judas, vei-y faulty in head, was second 
best. Lord Nelson, a patched dog, is faulty in head, and the 
samejremarks apply to Punch, r.c. Anthony, he., was not 
in good shape; he is cheeky and faulty before the eyes. For 
reasons that must have bee a as apparent to Mr. Rlirk as to 
the lookers on, Modjeska should not have taken a prize. White 
Violet, second, should have been first. She was described in 
oiu’New Haven report. White Rose, he., should have been 
second. She is faulty in eyes and before them, out at elbows 
and is not good in tail. Little Maggie was the best of the 
light weights. Bess, second, is only eight months old and will 
he over weight when matured. She is faulty in muzzle and 
eyes. A Chicago paper has just discovered that bull-terriers 
should be nairow in chest, consequently Mr. Kirk’s decision in 
favor of Bess for second prize is certain to be indorsed. Nellie, 
tim’d, is out at elbows, full in eyes and very faulty before them. 
Bess, second in this class, was properly placed first in a 
wretched class of three puppies. 

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS—(MR. KIRK). 

Queen, a niceish bitch, was placed first; she is weak in 
muzzle, too leggy and light, and has no thumb marks. Bessy, 
second prize, was the best terrier in the class; she is a trifle 
cheeky and wide in front, hut is a good bitch. Squaw, vhc., 
is above the average in good looks; she is too cheeky. Britt is 
too smutty in color and his head is very faulty. 
SCOTCH, HARD-HAIRED, DANDLE DINMONT, IRISH, BEDLINGTON 

AND SKTE TERRIERS—(MR. KIRK). 

A brace of Au’edale terriers were shown in the first class; 
both, are faulty in head. 

Of the three Dandies entered we failed to find a really good 
specimen, although Badger II. is above the average; his coat 
is too soft. Kelpie is faulty in head and coat. 

Irish terriers were badly judged. Sheila, first pidze, is very 
faulty in head, ears, expression and coat, and was not looking 
weU. Evictor, second prize, was away ahead of the class; his 
head is not quite right, but in coat, color, body, legs, feet, size 
and cai’i’iage, he smothered his opponents and was the only 
dog in the class with a decent beard. Gan-yowen, c., has 
grown all wrong. Erin, he., is too weedy, but was about 
second best, and Tim, c., faulty in head, short of coat, and 
light in bone, was httle, if any, behind Sheila. 

Sentinel, the well-known son of Pioneer and Dusky, was 
alone in the class for Bedlington dogs, and the same owner’s 
good bitch Tynesider 11. w^ the best of the bitches. Domino, 
second prize, is a nice bitch, but is not so good as the winner 
in head, eyes, tuft, bone or shoulders. Cinder, c., was out¬ 
classed in such company. 

Jim was alone in tfie champion class for Skyes, and Phenix, 
first at this show last yeai’, was again first in the open class. 
Topsy, second prize, is short in coat. Teenie, roached in back 
and faulty in coat, was placed equal with Topsy; we like the 
last-named better. Chaucer, c., is fluffy in coat. Tanzie, 
vhc., is soft in coat. Mopsey, he., is faulty at both ends and 
is soft in coat. 

PUGS—(MR. KIRK). 

Mr. Kirk’s awards in these classes were very badly received 
by a large majority of exhibitors. He was evidently in a 
hurry to get home, and the result was imustice to exhinitors 
and bitter complaints against himself. Pugs have never been 
a specialty with Mr. Ejrk, and knowitig this, he should have 
been very careful in handling them; whei-eas, he rushed his 
classes, and awarded at I’andom prizes to every type of dog 
under the sun. Master Tragedy, first prize, although not yet 
in good condition, was the best "dog in the class. He was fully 
described in our New Haven report. James G. Blaine, second 
prize, is not a good one. He is faulty in muzzle, wrinkles, 
ears and color. Sancho, third prize (breeder and pedigree 
unknown), is not a show dog. Punch (lEsteman’s) vhc., is not 
a show dog and was not worth a card. He is a big, smutty, 
bad-headed specimen, and is very faulty in head and ears. 
Moss, in the next cage, although not noticed, is a better dog, 
poor specimen as he is. Pert, c., is a big, leggy animal, faulty 
m eyes, ears and tail. He was not worth a cai’d. Punch 
(Burke’s), c., is another wretched specimen, big, leggy, and 
very fa,ulty in ears, eyes and tail. Surles’s Duke II. and Rob 
Pi,oy were each given he. cards. This is aU wrong, as Duke 
IL is a much better dog than Rob Roy and was about second 
best-in the class. Punch (Gassedy’s), e., certainly is a better 

dog than Kisteman’s Punch or Burke’s. This must not be taken 
as a compliment, for he is very faulty in muzzle, wrinkles 
and trace. Jim Crow, an ordinary specimen, very faulty in 
head, eai’s and markings, is a better specimen than several of 
the more fortunate ones. )Scamp, he,, is a better dog than 
Sancho, third prize, or Punch, vhc. He is faulty in muzzle. 
What’s That, first prize in the bitch class, was correctly placed, 
but the balance of the class was slaughtered. Beauty, second 
prize, is a big, leggy specimen, faulty in ears and very smutty. 
Tra-la-la, he., should have scoi’ed a very easy second. This 
bitch is well known. Fannie, he., is faulty in muzzle, eyes, 
carriage of eare and in trace. Nellie D., c., is a wretched 
specimen, and is not worth a card in any company. Her ears 
are as long as a beagle’s, she is smutty in color, and has a head 
more hke a fox-terrier than a png. Mr. Kir’K could nob be 
serious in commending such an animal. Flora, third prize, is 
a very poor specimen and should not have been noticed; she 
has a bad head, whit-; toes, faulty ears, wliite vent, is leggy 
and stands badly on her forelegs. What’s That, the first prize 
winner, is faulty in ears, coat, trace and markings. Thepuiipy 
class contained a lot of mongrel-looking animals, and fchepiize 
should have been withheld. Tiny was absent. 

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS—(MR. KIRK). 

The first prize winner in the class for dogs is neither a blue 
and tan or a silver; he has white legs, tanned ears, a light face 
and a blue back, Ben, second pme, is short in coat and faulty 
in color; he should have been first. Young Hero is ratlier long 
in back and is short of coat and light in color; he should have 
been second. Lancashire Star, third prize, is short in coat, 
long in back, and faulty in color, too "dark on the back, and 
not rich enough in tan on head and legs. Billy, vhc., is short 
of coat, and has no head color. Pfiz, c., has a bad. head, is 
leggy and faulty iu coat, color and back; be was not worth a 
card. The winner iu the bitch class is neither a blue and tan 
or a silvpj’, but was about the best of a wretched lot. The 
second and third prize wtnaers, two poor specimens, faulty in 
coat and color, should have changed places. 

TOY TERRIERS—(MR. KIRK). 

This class was very badly handled. Prince, fimt, entered as 
blue and tan, is a mongi’el and the same may be said of Mon¬ 
arch, second prize. The last named is a white animal with a 
round skull, full black eyes and the coat of a wire-haired fox- 
terrier. We questioned the owner as to the breed of the ani¬ 
mal in question and he replied: “I give it it up.” So do we. 
Dot, c., winner of first at Boston and New Haven, is at least a 
dog of recognized breed and should have been first. Thos. 
Moody’s highly commended black and tan terrier should have 
been second, and Dot II., he., was next best. Fanny, vhc., is 
not so good as the highly commended dog from the same 
kennel. 

TOY SPANIELS—(MR. KIRK). 

Jumbo II., the well-known English winner, was absent. It 
was easy to see that of the others in the class, Roscius, he., was 
much the best. This dog was first at Birmingham and the 
Royal Aquari...m show last year, and his successful career was 
continued at New Haven and Hartford. Clifton Belle, first 
prize, cannot compare with him in good looks. She is faulty 
in skull, muzzle, ears and color. Milwaukee Charlie, second 
prize, was rightly placed. He is not nearly so good, either in 
skull, muzzle or eyes, as Roscius. Duke, he., was third best. 
His hind parts are faulty, or we would place him over Mil¬ 
waukee Charlie. It is a farce to place a bitch like Dolly, vhc., 
over Roscius. She beats him in two points, size and ears. 
The two Blenheims were properly placed. Jap, c., was the 
best Japanese spaniel in the class, and in the class for rubys 
or Prince Charles spaniels, Sister Sally, he., a fairly good 
specimen of the former variety, should have won. LiUy, fli’st 
prize, is a moderate Prince Charles, faulty in head, feather 
and frill. Nora, second prize, is not very good in head. We 
hke her as well as the winner. 

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS—(MR. KIRK). 

The winner in this class in not an Italian greyhound but a 
mongrel terrier. Fanny, second prize, was in wretched con¬ 
dition. Zephyr, he., is a plain white puppy. Dido, c., is as 
big as a Waterloo cup winner. The prizes should have been 
withheld. 

POODLES—(MR. HECKSHER.) 

Styx, a very grand specimen, was first in the dog class. This 
is one of the best dogs we have ever seen. Fritz, second prize, 
is a fah’ly good specimen although much below the first-class 
form of the winner. Jack, vhc., is not close enough in curl. 
All prizes were withheld in the bitch class. Jet II., vhc., was 
good enough for first prize at the same show last year, and 
we are not aware that she has deteriorated. In the class for 
poodles other than black there was only one entry and the 
prize was awai’ded although the dog is not nearly so good 
looking as Jet II. 

MISCELLANEOUS—(MR. TUCKER). 

The judging of these classes was the greatest farce we have 
ever witnessed. Mr. Tucker, who fi'ankly admits he knows 
nothing about the dogs exhibited, should not have allowed 
himself to be prevailed on to judge them. Of the eighteen 
dogs exhibited, most of which were mongrels, only two were 
considered unworthy of notice. Sir Lucifer, a bobtail sheep¬ 
dog, Kuma, a fairly good Chow Chow, and Belle Tinker, the 
best retriever we have seen in this country, should have been 
placed “equal fli’st,” and commended cards should have gone 
to Mr. Brasher’s Dalmatians. Don, vhc., is a mongrel mastiff, 
and should not have been allowed to compete iu the class. 
Wallie, Bruno and Boz are mongi’els, and we venture the 
statement that neither their owners or the judge can give the 
breed to which they belong. Jim, entered as a “terrier,” was 
second iu the light-weight class and was afterward disquali¬ 
fied. The judge then gave second prize to a mongrel Pomer¬ 
anian that had not been noticed the first time he passed on it. 
We thought that as Lulu, vhc., a poor white English tei’rier, 
had been placed over the Pomei-anian when the cl^s was first 
judged she should have been able to repeat the victory a few 
minutes later on in the day—another illustration of the glori¬ 
ous uncertainties of dog show awards. 

SPECIAL PRIZES. 

Many of the awards of the special prizes followed the 
decisions in the regular classes. Our comments upon the dogs 
will show that some of these decisions were wrong, and con¬ 
sequently che awards of some of the special prizes were 
wrongly given. Some persons not well up in St. Bei’uards 
claimed that Merchant Prince should have beaten Duke of 
Leeds; they were wrong, however, as the latter is much the 
better dog. Sh’ Anthony was entitled to the special for the 
best pointer under eighteen months, and Graphic was clearly 
the best pointer in the show. 

The special for the best English setter belonged to Rocking¬ 
ham as did that for the best setter of any breed,(won by Elcho 
Jr. The latter rightly won over Daisy, but could not have 
beaten Rockingham. The special for the best fox-terrier went 
to Diadem. We think it would puzzle the judge to explain 
why. The fight really lay between Richmond Olive and Bac¬ 
chanal and the bitch should have won. Diadem is of better 
size than Olive and beats her in length and strength of back. 
Olive has much the best of it m skull, muzzle, eyes/cairiage 
of ear^ legs, feet and bone and is undoubteoly ttie better ter¬ 
rier. The special for the best field or cocker spaniel should 
have gone to Miss Obo U. 

We published last week a full list of the awards. With the 
exceptions noted below they were correct: In Newfoundlands 
W. A. Lally’s Rocks was vhc, and Juno IL. he. In Eughsh 
setter dogs, L. Shuster, Jr.’s Clyde T. was he. In collie bitches, 
A. R. Kyle’s Mavis was com. In miscellaneous cla.ss over 
*251bs,, E. "Dexter’s BeUe Tinker was first instead of vhc. In 

small class, M. W. Bronson’s Fritz was second and Nellie was 
third instead of vhc. 

SPECIAL PRIZES. 

Eastern Field Trials Club medal for dogs placed at field trials in 
America. Best pointer dog. Bang Grace; bitch, Lalla Rookh. Best 
English setter dog, Foreman; bitch, Daisy Laverack. Best Iri.sh 
setter dog. Chief; bitch, Meg. 

Best kennel pointers, Graphic Kennels. English setters, Blackstone 
Kennels. Irish, Claire-Reeta Kennels. Black and tan did not fill. 
Best black English setter, C. Eldrldge’s Turk. Best, pointer under 
IHmos., Consolation. Best English setter Daisy. Best Irish setter, 
Elcho, Jr. Pest black and tan setter, Royal Duke. Best rough- 
coated St. Bernard, Duke of Leeds. Best smooth-coated, Leila. 
Best mastiff. Lady Gladys. Best collie. Glengarry. Best field or 
cocker spaniel (two), Newton Abbot Lady. Best fox terrier. 
Diadem. Best brace of field spaniels. Black Prince and Newton 
Abbot Lady. Best kennel mastiffs, R. J. Aston. Best mastiff 
bred in America, Boss. Best mastiff sired by Homer, Pharoah. 
Best kemiel St. Bernards, Hermitage Kennels. Best pointer sired by 
Grapbic, Sir Anthony. Best sired by Bang Bang, Oonsolaiion. Best 
English setter with field trial record. Foreman. Best kennel English 
setters, Blackstone Kennels. Be.st English setter sired bv Rocking¬ 
ham. Prince Rockingham. Best English setter dog under 12 months. 
Prince Rockingham. Best English setter, Daisy. Best kennel black 
and tan setters, Chas. 8. Fitch Best Irish setter, Elcho, Jr. Best 
collie dog, Glengarry. Best pan dachshunde. Herzog and Diana. Best 
Blenheim spaniel, King Victor. Best pug, Bradford Ruby. Be.st 
beagle in open classes over 13 inches, Rattier. Best pointer, Robert 
le Diable. 

American Fox-terrier specials (members only).—Best fox-terrier in 
champion classes, Richmond Olive. Best dog, iu open class, Bac¬ 
chanal. Best bitch iu open class, Diadem. Best dog puppy, Clover 
Turk. Best bitch puppy, withheld. Best wire-haired, Fyke. Best 
American bred (two) Raby Jack. Best in show, Diadem. 

Best kennel collies, Hempstead Farm Co. Best collie bitch, Lady 
of the Lake. Beat St. Bernard, Leila. 

AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB, 

A REGULAR meeting of the executive committee of the 
OL American Kennel Club was held at the Hoffman House 

on the afternoon of May 5. In the absence of President Smith 
Mr. L. L. Morgan was called to the chair. The duos re¬ 
presented were as follows: New Haven, L, L. Morgan; 
Philadelphia, W. H. Child; Pittsburgh, W. Wade; Cleveland 
andNew Jersey, C. J. PeshaU; Hartford, A. C. Collins. The 
minutes of the last meeting were read and adopted. The 
treasurer was not present and had furnished no report. Dr. 
H. M. Perry having appealed from the sentence of disqualifi¬ 
cation passed upon him by the New England K. C., Mr. A. C. 
Collins was appointed a committee of one to collect the evi¬ 
dence in the case and submit it to the A. K. C. at its next 
meeting, A committee was appointed to collect the evidence 
respecting the charge brought against L. F. Whitman for re¬ 
taining special prize money intrusted to his care for payment 
to the winner of the prize. The application of the Rhode 
Island Kennel Club for admission to the A. K. C. was re- 
feiTed to the committee on credentials. Mr. Osboi’n offered 
his resignation as secretary, which was accepted with 
the thanks of his associates for past sei-vices. Mr. A. P. 
Vredenburgh was elected to fill the vacancy. Mr. PeshaU 
gave notice that at the next meeting of the A. K. C. he would 
bi’ing forward a motion forbidding the appointment of any 
person to act as a judge at a show given by the club of which 
he is a member, or who is direptly or indirectly interested in 
any dog entered in his classes. Mr. Morgan gave notice that 
at the next meettug of the club he would move that the offices 
of the secretary and treasurer be combined. The secretary 
was instructed to notify the N. E. K. C. that no notice had 
been taken of his communication respecting the entries of Sen¬ 
sation and Watty at its show of 1885. The championship rule 
was amended so as to authorize show committees to transfer 
a dog from the open to the champion, which had become 
qualified subsequent to the date of the closing of entries. 
Rule 3 was also amended by making it read, “And, if known, 
its date of birth,” etc. Also the striking out of the word 
“first” in the sentence calling for the giving of the previous 
name when a dog’s name is changed. The next meeting of 
the club will be the annual one for the election of officers, and 
will be held at the Hoffman House on May 29, at 8 P. M. 

SPRATTS BISCUITS.—St. Louis, May 'i.—Editor Forest 
and Stream: I have just read Mr. Watson’s letter in your 
issue of the 29th ult., relating his experience in the use of 
Spratts dog cakes. For the past three years I have used these 
biscuits almost exclusively in feeding my dogs, and during 
that time not one has been in the least degree sick. On the 
contrai-y, they are in good condition at all times, and eat their 
allowance of these biscuits with seeming relish. I regard 
them as a wholesome, cheap and convenient food, and think 
Mr. Watson’s dogs were sick from some cause other than eat¬ 
ing Spratts biscuits.—J. A. Long. 

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS CLUB.—The regular monthly 
meeting of the Board of Governoi-s of the Eastern Field Trials 
Club was held at the St. James Hotel, New York, on Tuesday 
evening. Messrs. Chas. F. Watson and John Simpkins were 
elected members, and Mr. D. C. Bergundthal was unanimously 
elected a life member. The names of six other gentlemen 
were proposed for membership. After mutual congj-atulations 
upon the briUiant prospects of the Derby, the Board adjourned 
to the second Tuesday of September. 

KENNEL NOTES.—Owing to the crowded state of our 
columns during the show season Kennel Notes have accumu¬ 
lated on our hands. We hope, however, to be able to publish 
them all in a short time, and trust our readers will excuse the 
unavoidable delay. _ 

THE EASTERN FIELD TRIALS DERBY.—The entries 
for the Derby of the Eastern Field Trials Club number one 
hundred and four, with probably more to come in later mads. 
We hope to he able to publish a full list next week. 

THE WAVERLY DOG SHOW.—KcHfor Forest and Stream: 
The New Jersey Kennel Club claim Sept. 14, 15, 16 and 17, 
1886, for theii’ fall dog show, to be held at Waverly, N. J,— 
C. J. Peshall, President. 

HARTFORD DOG SHOW CATALOGUES.—Kditor Forest 
and Stream: On receipt of three cents for postage, we will 
send catalogue of our late show.—Hartford Kennel Club, 

A. C. Collius, Secretary. 

THE ST. LOUIS KENNEL CLUB.—May 7, 1886.—Editor 
Forest and Stream: The St. Louis Kennel Club is not a mem¬ 
ber of the Americain Kennel Club.—A. P. Vredenburgh, 

Secretary A. K. C. 

A curious story comes from Toulouse of a laboring woman 
who, during her work in the fields, was in the habit of leaving 
her baby in a shady coroer, returning to give the child the 
breast as opportunity occurred. To protect the child from 
harm, the dog (a bitch) was left in charge. The mother 
noticed after a time that the child no longer exhibited the 
same impatience for the breast as formerly, although its 
general condition was excellent, and its indifference could not 
be attributed to a failing appetite. One day, on returning to 
bake charge of her offspring, she was astonished to see the 
dog standing tranquilly across the child and suckling it. The 
mother, ivho saw no objection to the proceeding, allowed the 
habit to continue, and the child seemed to thrive on the milk 
of its novel nurse. Th-e dog exhibited a traly maternal ten¬ 
derness for the child, and as the child grew older this ten¬ 
derness was heartily reciprocated. 
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RANGE AND GALLERY. 

BOSTON, May 8,—Tbe attendance at the range at Walnut Hill to¬ 
day was small owing to the inclement weather. The wind blew from 
2 o’clock most of the day. A team match was shot between the 
Arlington Heights Rifle Club and a team from the M. E. A., which re¬ 
sulted in victory for the latter by 18 points. The date of the spring 
meeting of the M. R. A. has been made June 17,18 and 19. Following 
are the scores: 

Decimal Off-Hand. 
J Francis, D. 8 8 10 8 10 8 10 9 
CE Berry, A.  8 6 9 10 9 9 10 10 
RReed. D. 8 10 6 7 10 
W H Oler, D. 7 8 8 10 
J R Mirsam, A. 9 8 10 8 
G Lemmon, A.. 8 7 9 7 
N F Tufts, A.  9 5 6 10 
W Henry, D (mil) . 7 7 6 10 

Team Match. 
M. R. A. Team. 

B Eeed.  7 10 4 7 9 6 
H Severance. 8 filO 7 6 8 
N F Tufts. 6 8 6 8 7 9 
JFrancis. 6 9 7 4 7 8 
J B Misain. 7 8 .3 6 5 7 

7 10 
7 9 

9 10 
9 8 
8 10 

9 8 8 
6 5 
5 10 

6 10-87 
9 7—87 
8 10—84 
9 9-84 
9 7—81 
7 6-76 
8 8-73 
7 5-70 

6 9 
4 4 
6 6 
8 4 
9 4 

6 10-74 
8 6-71 
9 5-69 
9 4-66 
8 5—62—342 

Arlington Heights Rifle Club. 
G G Franklin.10 6 9 7 7 9 5 7 5 8—73 
A F Davis.. . 7 4 8 4 6 6 10 6 6 9—70 
F W Thomas.10 6 5 6 6 7 8 4 7 7—66 
C T Parsons. 6 4 6 6 9 4 7 4 6 4—60 
J C Holmes. 8 2 6 4 5 6 5 7 7 8-67- 326 

SPRINGFIELD, May 4.—The second in the series of .tO-shot rifle 
matches between J. L. Paine, C. C. Trimmer and G. E. Morrison, of 
the Topeka (Kan.) Rifle Club, and L. H. Mayott, 8. K. Hindley and T. 
T. Cartwright, of the Rod and Gun Club here, was won by the 
Topeka club’to-day with the score of 1040 to 1029, the first match 
having resulted in favor of the Rod and Gun Club, 1038 to 1022. The 
scores were; 

Topeka. Rod and Gun Club. 
J L Paine.65 69 81 70 81—3(;6 T T CartwrigbtSl 73 72 71 61—361 
GE Morrison...65 60 70 76 78 - 349 LHMavott...-67 76 72 64 64-342 
C 0 Trimme... 61 65 58 71 71-325 S K Hindley. .64 69 66 62 64-.326 

1040 1029 
The American field target was used. Messrs. Hindley and Cai t- 

Wright also shot a 20-shot match, Massachusetts target, with Dr. E. 
L. Spencer and Charles Hintey. of the Bunker Hill (Ill.) Rifle Club, 
and were defeated by a score of 418 to 392. The scores were: 

Bunker Hill. Rod and Gun Club. 
Dr Spencer.115 100-221 SKHludley.103 94-197 
Charles Hintey.103 94—197 TT Cartwright.106 89—195 

418 892 
Dr. Spencer used his new .35-caliber Bullard Arms Company’s sin¬ 

gle rifle and made 14 eonsecutive buliseyes. His first score of 115 was 
a full score, Creedmoor count. Tbe 115 is the best 10 consecutive 
shots tba t is known to have been made on the Massachusetts target 
in a mateb. 

THOMASTON, Conn., May 1.—Owing to illness have been unable 
to forward scores of Empire Rifle Club until this late date. Hope to 
be more prompt in future. The opening shoot was held ApiH 3. 
Hinman decimal target, off-hand, 200yds.: Dunbar 75, Lemmon 72. 
Carr 67, Williams 51. 

April 10.—Lemmon 80, Thomas 78, Canfield 68, North 62, Williams 
52, Carr 50. 

April 17.—Dunbar 76, Williams 74, Lemmon 71, Thomas 66, North 58. 
i\prll 24.—Thomas 79, Lemmon 76, Bennett 73, Canfield 73, North 66, 

Dunbar 64. H. Canfield 63, Pox 61, Gilbert 61, Carr 57, Williams 54. 
May 1.—A good light, but a tricky wind, veering from four to seven 

o’clock: W. H. Dunbar 79, E. Tfiomas 74, P. A. Perkins 71, G. A. 
Lemmon 69, G P. North 61, F. Carr 57. 

A team match of three men each closed the day’s shoot. E. Thomas’s 
team: E. Thomas 40, F. A. Perkins 48, F. Carr 30—108. W. H. Dun¬ 
bar’s team: G. A. Lemmon 38, W. H. Dunbar 37, F. P. North 31— 
106. 

May 5.—Teams of 8 men each, 15 shots per man, off hand, 200yds., 
Hinman target. The match was shot during a heavy thunder shower, 
the wind blowing from all points of the compass, 

Scores of Bridgeport Team. 
DE Marsh. 88586586977697 9—108 
ENothnagle. 6 10 965795474476 8- 97 
Dr P A Rice. 766475 10 84494 10 6 7— 95 
W H Beardsley... 6658453787 10 676 9- 95 
GE Betts. 3 10 9443667 10 6957 4— 93 
RS Bassett. 10 6455667688395 5— 92 
DH Ferris.10 33 10 3546956958 4- 90 
PM Beers. 7 4 4 8 7 6 7 7 4 6 3 8 3 4 5 - 83—753 

Scores of Empire Team. 
GALemmon.... 8 8 4 7 8 10 4 8 9 7 10 10 7 10 7-117 
E Thomas. 8 8 10 7 8 5 5 4 10 3 7 7 7 7 4-100 
WH Dunbar. 94856686508687 4— 96 
F A Perkins.63686668 10 88993 6— 95 
G P North. 46966564 10 10 6766 5— 04 
GC Canfield. 74547697665471 6- 84 
E W Bennett. 545666479 4 6645 6- 81 
CF Williams ....5 5 6 3 6 4 5 5 5 7 5 3 6 6 6 - 77—744 

Canfield .shot under a disadvantage by disabling his gun and using 
a strange one during part of the match.—.32 Cal. 

WILMINGTON, Del., May 5.—The regular weekly matches of the 
Wilmington Rifle Club took place this afternoon. Conditions at first 
match, Creedmoor target, SOOyds., off-hand, and prizes divided by 
score classes. After .shooting off ties the prizes were awarded as fol¬ 
lows: First to H. B. Seeds, second to R. Miller, third to J. Mahoney, 
fourth to H. Heissel and fifth to W. C. Seeds. The following is the 
full score: 
H B Seeds.44445-21 H Heinel. .43434—18 
C Heissel.48465- 21 J Manz.44433—18 
W A Bacon.45633-20 W 0 Seeds.33443-17 
R Miller.44444-20 W H Hartlore. 33434—17 
JE Seeds.44444—20 W S Simmons.40434—15 
I W Seeds .44453 -20 P Chandler.22323—11 
J Mahoney.45434-19 

The conditions at second match were: Massachusetts target, 200yds. 
off hand, and prizes divided according to the highest scores. After 
deciding this the prizes were awarded as follows: C. Hemel, Sr., first, 
Robert MiUer second, H. B. Seeds third and W. H, Hartlore fourth. 
The full score is as follows: 
O Heinel, Sr.12 10 9 9 10—50 J Manz. 2 9 8 10 9—36 
R Miller. .. 7 9 6 10 9-41 IW Seeds. 8 3 8 7 5-81 
HB Seeds. 9 7 8 11 5-40 W O Seeds . 4 7 9 3 6—29 
JE Seeds ...4 6 9 9 9-37' H Heinel. 2 0 5 6 9-22 
WH Hartlore...12 7 6 9 4-37 

GARDNER, Mass., May. 6.—At the last regular meet of the Gard¬ 
ner Rifle Club they shot a telegraph match with the,Jamestown 
(New York) Rifle Club. The standard American target was used, 
the shooting was off-hand, 200yds., the wind was blowing strong at 
the time The totals were as follows: Gardner team: Mathews 82, 
Goodale 81, Loveland 77, Dodge 72, Newton 68, Ellsworth 67, Nichols 
67 Warfield 65, Crabtree 65, Know Ron 61—705. Jamestown team: 
Martin 76, Ayres 74. Moore 73. Hazeltine 70, Burns 70, Allstrom 69, 
Brown 68, Perry 66, Watson 62. Kopple 64—682. 

BOSTON, May 3.—The Boston German Rifle Club held its first 
shoot of the season to-day at its range at Clarendon Hills. The dls- 

G Krafft. 
A Pillow.. 
O Hotteln 
E Alther. 

husetts target: 
.11 12 13 11 11 7—65 
11 13 13 7 13 7-64 

,11 13 11 11 10 7-63 
,11 13 10 12 8 9-63 

9 12 12 10 6 10-69 
10 10 9 11 11 9-68 

.10 9 10 8 8 13-68 
11 11 10 6 6-56 

.11 10 9 4 8 8-60 
,10 11 11 3 6 9-50 
.10 10 8 10 11 1-60 
.11 11 11 6 8 2-48 
,11 11 9 8 6 0-45 
.11 10 9 7 6 0—42 O Peehler. 

SPRINGFIELD Mass., May 6 —The Sebuetzenvereindid some good 
shooting at Belden’s Range in West Springfield this afternoon. The 
range will be open every Thursday for shootingand any one desinng 
to practice at the general target for the June nfle “fest” at Riverside 
nrrivp will be welcomed. The best scores were: 
F R Run .28 16 18 21 20 22 13 24 12 15-194 

R Rn rnes..; 20 23 22 19 10 19 24 22 17 11-193 
M Wull .- . ...18 16 17 16 18 20 17 17 21-190 
S^Bowers.'.'.'..18 17 23 18 IS 5 ?6 23 20 18-190 

NORTHAMPTON, Mass., May 6.—The local shooting club had its 
first meet at Lookout Range, Smith’s Ferry, to-day, a score of marks¬ 
men being present, including members from the Amherst and East- 
bampton clubs. This is the record of off-hand target shooting in¬ 
dulged in: 
Henry Adams .6 5 4 3 7 4 8 5 0 3—40 
CM Osgood.  7 1 .5 6 6 7 7 5 8 4-55 
AFBardwell.1 1 6 0 7 6 0 8 6 6- 40 
Mr Shumway .3 5 7 1 3 1 2 l0 6 8—46 
Frank Clapp.3 3 0 0 4 6 3 8 0 5-32 

NEWARK, N. J., May 6.—John Coppersmith last evening at the 
Essex range, made the following fine score in lOO’consecutive shots: 
60-117, 50-115, 50 116,60-118,49-115,50-116,49-116, 40 114,49-114. 50 116; a 
total of 498 Creedmooi’, 1,180 ring count. To-dav at the Shooting Park, 
in 100 consecutive shots, at 200yds.. he made a'total of 2,172 points. 

THE INTERNATIONAL MATCH.-Gulf Hammock, Fla., May 3.— 
Editor Forest and Stream: I noticed your editorial on the inter¬ 
national Rifle Match;in your issue of April 22.' I cannot quite acknowl¬ 
edge your claims to produce the best both long range and military 
weapons and tbe be-t men. In my opinion the English under the 
tutelage and experience of Mr. Wm. Melford were the first to produce 
a good muzzleloading long range rifle, the Americans through the aid 
of the Sharps Rifle Co., produced what was at the time the best 
breechloading long range rifle in the world, closely followed by the 
Remington Ballard Co’s. But 1 totally deny that the Americans have 
shown that they can make a military breechloader which is at alJ 
equal at 1000yds. to Mr. Metford, and they have until lately, at any 
rate, ignored his progressive spiral twist which is essentia] to the 
success of any long range rifle used without cleaning out between 
shots, and if used in this country it is certainly an imitation of his. 
Of course there may have been improvements on it. but I think not 
in the form of barrel, though the polish of the Sharps barrel w-hen 
under the regime of Frank Hyde was allow-ed to he unequalled. With 
regard to international matches I should like to make a suggestion. 
An annual match is too great a strain on riflemen, both in the way of 
expenses and personal work, and a match every two years woul -1 
leave the intervening year for rest, practice, arid improvement in 
weapons. I also think it would be much better if matches took place 
alternately on opposite sides of theTAlIantie, irrespective of the win¬ 
ners in any competition. This would give every fourth year a com¬ 
petition at Creedmoor or elsewbere in America, and every fourth 
year a competition at Wimbledon. I hope these may be good sug¬ 
gestions fiom an old shootist. I very much regret to hear of the 
serious Jillness of my old friend and captain, Sir Henrv Halford.— 
One of the Bsttish Biple Team op 1877. 

CREEDMOOR.—At the regular meeting of the Board of Directors 
of the National Rifle AsBociation May 4, it was decided to open the 
Creedmoor range this season to all comers without charge. Formerly 
none blit the members of the Association were allowed to shoot over 
the range. T f gets will be paid lor as in the past. The qiialifiration 
and champion marksmen’s class matches have been set for May 22 
and June 5, 6, and 26. The first prize in the champion’s match will 
bo a gold marksman’s badge, presented this year by the association. 
The cost of entering either match ivill be 60 cents. The British Rifle 
Association has as yet sent no reply to the challenge of the Ameri¬ 
can Association, and in that unsettled condition of aifairs on the 
other side it is thought by the directors a.s unlikely that a team from 
there will visit America this year. The rifle practice in the National 
Guard—First and Second divisions—will be commenced at Creed- 
moor on Mav 17, the Fourteenth Regiment of Brooklyn taking the 
lead. The Thirty-second follows on the 20tb, and the Thirteenth on 
the 24th. The Flushing company are ordered for the 27th of May. 
The Twenty-third and Forty-seventh regiments will practice on 
Junes and 7. The First divlson will commence practice on May 
18th, and continue on the 21st, 25th and 28th, and June 4, 8,10, 11.14, 
and 15. The assignments of regiments for these days have not yet 
been announced. Every oflQcer and enlisted man, excepting mem¬ 
bers ot the batteries and musicians, are required to visit the range 
at least once during the season for general practice, and, after hay¬ 
ing once attended with their organizations, the men will be allowed 
to secure their qualifying scores in any of the regular matches of the 
National Rifle Association. A prize to the value of ^50 will be 
awarded the company in each division having the highest general 
figures of merit. Practice for the season will close on Nov. 6. The 
second-class practice will be at 100 yds., standing and 200 yds. kneel¬ 
ing or sitting, at the No. 3 targets, the first class to be at 200 yds., 
standing. No. 3 target, and 500 yds., lying prone, at the No. 2 target. 
A score of 25 and upward in the first class is the qualification for the 
State decoration; 42 and upward constitute a sharpshooter. The 
highest possible score is 50 jirints. On each occasion Ihe practice 
will commence with class firing in squads, to be followed by volley 
firing and then tiring as skirmishers, the distance being from 325 to 
100 yds. and returm_ 

THE TRAP. 

Scores for publication should be made out on the printed blanks 
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and f urnished gratis to club 
secretaries. 

Correspondents who favor us with club scores are particularly re¬ 
quested to write on one side of the paper only. 

THE MINNESOTA TOURNAMENT. 

WINONA, Minn.. May 6.—To-day was the opening one of the 
three days’ shooting tournament, under the au.siiices of the 

Winona Sportsmen’s Chib. The annual tournaments of this club 
have earned a great name for themselves in Northwestern sporting 
circles and this one was anticipated with zeal by lovers of the shot¬ 
gun in Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa and Dakota. Many sportsmen 
from out of town arrived last night and to-day, including large 
delegations from Galesville. Trempealeau, La Orosse, St. Paul and 
other cities, and many from Iowa and Dakota. The tournament was 
very interesting, and though the weather was not of the best, there 
was some excellent shooting. 

The first contest this morning was for a purse of 8150, ten Peoria 
blackbirds, at twenty-one yds. There were thirtv-oue entries, in¬ 
cluding many crack'shots of the Northwest. The .score was ns 
follows: Murphy 8. Paine 6, Taber, 10, White 10, Madison 6, Becker 
6, O’Brien 7, Sisson 6, Schellliouse 4, Stearns 7. Calbeck ,5, Schultz 5, 
Smith 9. Ai-tz 8, Sexton 5, Patterson 9, Mills 9, Robinson 7, Paul 6, 
Pflster 8, Noble 6, Holt 8, Van Slyke 8.'Durant 8, Pennoyer 7, Kribs 
6, Keelman 7, Farrand 6, Greener 6, Bentner 5, Arens ’6. Taber of 
Plainvlew and Bob White of Ellendaie. D.ak., were tied for first, 
neither missing a bird, and decided to divide the purse. Smith of 
Algona, Iowa, Patterson and Mills of St. Paul, Murphy. Sisson, 
Artz, Pflster, Holt and Durant were tied for third, and in shooting 
off Van Slyke of St. Paul won; there were five tied for foiirlh money, 
O’Brien and Stearns winning and dividing. 

The second purse was $150, ten clay pigeons at twenty-one yds. 
There were twenty-seven entries, with the folloiving result: 
Gregory 8, Smith 9, Taber 8, White 8, Paul 7, Schellhonse 5, Pflster 9, 
Becker 8. Murphy 9, .Madison 7, Paine 8, Sexton 7, Stearns 7. Robin¬ 
son 8, Calbeck 5, Pennoyer 6, Sisson 9, O’Brien 7, Holt 9, Greener 6, 
MillB9, .Artz 7, ’V^an Slyke 4, Durant 8, Patterson 8, Schultz 8, Noble 8. 
Smith, Pfi.ster, Murphy, Sisson, Holt and Mills divided first money; 
Gregory, Taper, Becker, Paine,Robinson, Durant, Patterson,Schnits, 
Noble and White, second money; and Pennoyer and Greener fourth 
money. 

The third and fourth purses were shot this afternoon. The third 
was $2(X), fifteen clay pigeons, and resulted as follows: Smith 12, 
White 14, Taber 12, 'Mills 11, Madison 11, Stearns 13, Van Slyke 13, 
Sisson 13, Pflster 13, Murphy 11, P.aul 12. Paine 15, Huttenhom 11, 
Kribs 12, Pierson 8, Kellman 10, Cutter 1:5, Farrand 12. Greener 7, 
Robinson 9, Patterson 10, Durant 14, Sexton 10, O’Brien 11. Holt 15, 
Gregory 9, Noble 13, Calbeck 12, De Graff 14, N. Artz 10, .Schultz 12, 
L. Artz 14, Scheress 8. Paine and Holt made clean scores and 
divided first money. White, Durant. De Graff snd L, Artz divided 
second; Stearns, Van Slyke, Sisson, Pflster, Gutter and Noble third; 
and Smith, Taber and Paul fourth. The forth purse for a guaranteed 
prize oflllOO, fifteen Peoria blackbirds, resulted as follows; There 
were twenty-flvo entries, Van Slyke of St. Paul breaking fourteen 
and winning first money. Paine'and Sisson divided second money 
with thirteen birds. Taber, Holt, Steam and Artz third money with 
twelve, and Murphy and Smith fourth money with elevt-n. In the 
morning the tournament will continue witH nurse of 3150 each for 
seven Peoria blackbirds, straightaway, and fifteen cl.-iy pigeons, 
four double and seven single birds. 1 n the afternoon there is a purse 
of $250 for ten clay pigeons and a guaranteed purse of $100 for fifteen 
claypigeons. ,, , , 

May 6.-the shooting tournament to-d,-iy was fully as well attended 
and as interesting as yesterday. The first contest, for a purse of 
$150, seven Peoria blackbirds, straightaway, resulted as follows: 
Smith 6, Anding 6. Murphy 6, Van Slyke 6. Cook 6, Batchelder 3, 
Taber 6, White 6, Sisson 7, Holmes 3, Mann. 7, Noble 4, Skinner 4, 
Westerson 6. L. Artz 6, O’Brien 4, Sexton 7, Pflstei- 7, Mills 7, Paine 
7,Durant 4, Becker 7, De Grail'6, Stearns 6, Greene 6, Smith 5, Blake 
6, Pratt 6, Hickory 5, Bentner 3, Hofl'inan 3, Pennoyer 6. N. Artz 7. 
Paine and Maun divided first money after the tie was shot off. Smith 
and Pratt second, O’Brien third and Skinner and De Graff fourth. 

The second contest, for 111 teen clav pigeons, four double and seven 
single birds, resulted as follows: Smith 1.3, Stearns 12. Murphy 13, 
Mills 13, Blake 11, Van Slvke 14, N. Artz 13, Jewell 10. Pratt 14, L. 
Arlz 13, Westerson 0, White 15, Pflster 13‘ Paine 12, Taber 11, Mann 

11, Durant 12, De Graff 13. Skinner 12. Sisson 12, Sexton 12. Pflster 
won the first money; IVhite, Van Slvke and Pratt dividcl the sreond; 
Smith, Mui'iihy, Mills, N. Artz, De Graff and L .Artz ihb third, and 
Stearns, Paine, Durant, Skinner, Sisson and Sexton the lonrth 

The next purse, ten clay pigeons. $250. resulted as follows; V.an 
Slyke fO. Durant 10. Gregory 8. O'Brien 8. White 10, Smith 6, Mills 7, 
Skinner 10, Pflster 9. Becker 9, Mann 9, Blakelv 7, Hetheriogion 7, 
Murpliy 9, Paine 9, Taber 9, Pratt 9, Stearns 8, De Graff 10. Hoffman 
3, ^-tisson 9. B.arniim 7, Sexton 9, Smith 9, .Artz 7. l^an Slyke, Durant, 
Skinner, White and De Graff' divided first money. Pflster ao<l Taber 
second money, Gregory, O’Brien and Stearns, tiiivd money, Mills and 
Bl.a Uely of St. Paul, fourth money. 

The last purse was a uiiaranteed prize of $100 for fifteen clay 
pigeons, and resulted as follow: Van Siyke 13, Durant 1.3. Murphy 
13, Skinner 15, White 14, Paine 13, Sisson 10, Pllstor 14. O’Brien 12, 
Blakely 14, Smith 1.3, Mann, of St. P.iiil 11, Becker 7. Talier 13, De 
Graff 11, Mill 14. Pratt 12. .Jewell 10. Stearns 15. Hi-tlierincton 13, 
Greener II, Clarke 13, Cook 7, Artz 13, West 12. Skinner and Stearns 
made clean scores and divided first luonev.^while Blake, Pflater 
and Mills, divided second money. Van Sl'yke of St. Paul, Pniiie, 
Murphy, Smith and Taber divided third money, and Durant,O’Brien, 
Pratt and West divided fourth money. 

BROOKLYN, May 5.—The regular shoot of the Fountain Gun Club 
to day at Prospect Park Fair Grounds was graced by manv ladies, 
who took great interest in the shooting. There was a fairly good 
attendance of shooters. The bird.s were not of high class, several 
hanging considerably in the trap. Dr. Wynn, who won in Class A, in 
killing bis six birds used his second barrel thiee times. C. S. Kendall 
won in Class B, after shooting off a tie with C. Chappell He only 
used his second barrel once m killing 9 birds out of 10. Tliis was a- 
good performance. W. Stuart again came to the front in Class C. 
He killed bis 6 out of 7 in workmanlike style, using the second barrel 
three times. This makes his third consecutive win in this class. The 
full score is as follows: 

Class A. Class B. 
Dr AVynn, 28yds.1101111—6 C S Kendall. 25yds .0111111—6 
C.Jones, 27yds.1111100-5 C C Chapped, 25yds .. .1111011-6 
L Duryea, 29yds.lOJlOlO—4 H McLaughiin, 24yds.. .1111101-6 
Dr Weed, 28yds. OOlllOd—3 J Rati. jen. 26yds .1111010—5 

Dr Leveridge. 24yds.1011110-5 
Class C. 

W Stuart, 24yds.1101111-6 G Hayes, 21yd8.OOlOOret’d 
W Lake, 21yds.1100011-4 J Sawyer. 21 yds.0101000—2 

Ties in Class B: C. S Kendall, 2!5ya8., Ill—3; C. C. Chappell, 1110—2; 
H. McLaughlin, 21yds., did not shoot. 

HOT SPRINGS, Ark.. April 30.—This afternoon the regular tourna¬ 
ment of the Arkansaw Gun Club occurred on the grounds of the club 
at Gum Springs, and there was a large attendance of spectators, in¬ 
cluding a number of ladies. Mr. J. Warren made the usual record 
of three straight rounds, 10 shots in each, and C. N. Rix followed 
closely with a run of 9 each in three rounds. Peoria blackbirds were 
used at 21yds. rise: 
Wiggs. 7 9 8 6 5 8—45 Livers. 5 6 .... —11 
Warren. 9 8 10 10 10..—47 Rockafellow . 5 5 3 5 4.-22 
Rix. 9 9 9 8 8 7-50 Watson. 7 8 8 7 9 8—42 
Ledwidge.... 8 7 7 6.. .—28 Li'tle-.. 6 5 5 9 8 9 42 
Collings. 0 9 6 7 8 ..—30 Baxter. 6 6 3 5 .. ..—20 
Miller. 0.6 6 6 6 ..—30 Stitt . 5 8 7 7 7 ..- 34 
SmitK. 5 5 7 5 8 10—40 Houdlette.... 4 6 6 8 7 9-89 

The Arkansaw club has sent over a challenge to the Little Rock 
club inviting the capitalites to come over and shoot for a champagne 
supper. It is thought the defl will be accepted, 

WINCHESTER, Ind., May 6.—The Winchester Gun Club held their 
weekly Shoot to-day. On account of bad weather the scores were not 
as good as usual, only one making his full score, Diges is in a good 
way of making one of the best shots in Indiana. He is most known 
for his quick shooting. Match at Ligow sky clay-pigeons. 18yds. rise, 
40yds. bound, shot under N. G. A. rules: 
Coats.0111111100— 7 Sands.OllinilUi— 8 
Wells.1111111100—8 Oheney.lOnmUlll— 7 
Norton.1101111111— 9 Morman. 1000010111— 5 S3.1111111111—10 Goodrich.OOllOOlOlO- 4 

ett.lOlliniOO— 7 Nelson. llOOOOOOOl— 3 
TOPSHAM, May 6.—Regular shoot of Riverside Club, match at 10 

blue rocks and 10 hats, for club badges; 
Tate.OOllOOlOlOlOlOl 11010-10 Strout.11110011110111100100—13 
Simpson. ..OlllOOllOlOOOllllO'iO—10 Hall, A E. .01111111101111100100-14 
Crocker .11000111010000110011—10 Winslow ..llOIlOllOOOOOlOOlnO-lO 
Goud .,.00101011010110011101—11 Cornish.. OillOOOlnOOOOOOOOOOCl- 4 
York ..01101111000000100111—10 Carr_lOlOOOlt'OOlOOOOOOOll—6 
Hall, M C .11101100101000111011-12 

BOSTON, May 5.—Tbe trap shooters were out to day in large 
numbers at the range at Walnut Hill. The principal event of the day 
was the contest for the individual champion gold badge, which was 
offered by the Massachusetts State Gias.s Ball Association. The badge 
was won by W. L. Davis, of the Worcester Sportiman’s Club, who 
broke 44 balls out of 50; 

Diamond Badge Match. 
♦Lawson..1101111-6 111110—6-11 *Bancro£Ll100111—5 001011—3—8 
Nichols. .1110100—4 110101—4-8 Snow.1011011-5 101011-4—9 
♦Warren., 1111101—6 111010—4—10 Dickey....lOiHOO-4 001011-3 - 7 
Adams ..1101100 - 3 100110-3 — 6 Short.1000101—3 100101-8—6 
♦Curtis... 0111111—G 101010-3—9 

Victory Match. 
Eager . .1111111—7 010011-3 -10 Aldoes....1100011-4i 101011-4-9 
Allen.1111111-7 101011-4—11 Tirrel.... 1100011-4 111110-5-9 
Davis.1111111—7 101011—1—11 

♦Prize winners. 

JOHNSTOWN, N. Y., May 3.—The annual meeting of the club was 
largely attended and very enthnsiastic. The following officers were 
elected: President. Geo. Yost; Vice-Presidents, M. S. Norn.rup, S. E. 
Trumhull, Alf. Newnham; Secretary. James Y. Fulton; Treasurer, 
James Hillabrandt; Executive Committee. L. F Northrup, James 
Bania, Daniel McMartin; Captain, .lames Hillabrandt; Lieutenant. S. 
D Lingenfelter. The cbamplon badge, which was without a winner 
at last season’s shooting, will again be contested for the ens nng 
season upon the same conditions. It must be won at four consecutive 
shootings in order to become the property of any contestant. If not 
won in this manner at the close of the season, it will be awarded to 
the person making the highest avemge. Members are required to be 
present twenty or more limes at regular held days. The badge shoot¬ 
ing was divided into four classes and the members classified. The 
executive committee was authorized to procure four badges similar 
to those of last year, to be contested for in a like manner. National 
rule.s to govern. The shooting during this month will cornmence at 
1:30 P. M. 

BINGHAMTON, N. Y., May 8.-Match at Ligowsky clay-pigeons, 
20 singles. I8vds. rise, all directions, shot under Ameriean club rules: 
1 Scbnell    lllOllllOnillUOlll-17 
W Stone. .OOlOOMOlOdCOPOlOlO- 7 
H Brown.V.HI I lllOlOl 111101101-16 
O Morgan.1'!.” .01 ‘OOdOlOlOOlOltOlOl- 8 
S McKean.  11110111010110111011-15 

C W^dniff..OOOOOOOUOOUOIOOOIOOO- 2 
Owing to the rainy weather but few members were pre.-ent Three 

of thetn, Morgan, Woodruff and Brown stood behind tne trap for the 
first time.—H. W. Brown. 

NEW ORLEANS, May 2.—To-dav some of tbe members of the 
Pelican Giin Club shot a match of ten double oats, the score being as 
follows; Geo. Sougeron 18, J. Ellis 17, 8. I.. Mitchel 16. L T. Dugazon 
14 F B Puig 13. M. Rea 12, P. J. Mitchel 12, f. L Bayne 13, 8. J. 
Piiig 11 F. O FeCorgnell. Last summer this club met quite often, 
with George'Sougeron as captain, and L. T Dugazon as scCTetary 
and ireaf urer. At the first meeting of the dub this season, P. B. Puig 
was elected captain, and S. L. Mitchel secretary and treasurer. 

YET another.—James Graham, the English wring shot writes 
anent the Bogardus challenge: 1 have seen a challenge from Capt 
A H Bogardus, the ex-champion wing shot of America, to shoot 
against me for $500 to $5,000. Allow me to State that I stand reany to 
shoot a match against America’s ex champion upon the. f llowing 
terms’ The stakes to be $500 or $1,000 a side, each to shoot at 100 
birds-^plgeons, of course-31yds. rise, from five traps, either London 
Gun Club or Hurllngham rules, wiih 12 bore guns not to weigh more 
than 8 pounds. These terms are fair, and I shall be ready t© meet 
Bogarts any time he chooses to name. 

NEWARK N J , Mav 4.—Tke Nimrod Club held its monthly glass 
ball match oil Saturday last for the dub medal, which was won by 
SamJfel Castle. Jr. This being the third time that it h^ been won hy 
Mr Castle it is now his property. The scores were as follows, t asile 
iff Gotdsmith 9. Goble sf Beatty 7, Fehleisen 5. At the regular meet¬ 
ing of the dub this evening there was a large attendance, and afr./r 
the transaction of routine business the members listened ^ a fare¬ 
well address by Mr. Theo. Van Wyek. one ot the members. This gen¬ 
tleman w’boivas one of the originators and hrst president of Che 
dub arid who has been connected wich other prominent organiza¬ 
tions in this cit.y. has removed to Mount Vernon. M. Y. 

MIDDIEtEXGUN CLUB.—Dunnellen, N. J., May 8.—The team 
-match w'ith the Jersey City Heights Gun Club has been postponed 
until Wednesday, Moy 9. 
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WELTaTNOTON, Mas?., May 8.-Several members of tha 'Wellington 
Gun Club gathered to-day at their favorite resort. Several events 
were shot, the winners of the first prizes being as follows: Five black 
birds, Wilson; 6pigeons. A. F Adams; ,5blackbirds.Wilson; 6 pigeons, 
E. F. Schaefer; 5 blackbirds. Swift; 5 blackbirds, Wilson: 5 blaek- 
bi'-ds. A. F. Adams; 6 pigeons. Swift and Adams; 6 blackbirds, Wil¬ 
son; 5 blackbirds, Moore; ■'5 blackbir.ls, Sanborn; ii blackbirds, Moore. 
Schaefer has completed his 8 scores, whicu stand as follows: 10 10 9 
9 9 9 9 8-73. 

ST. LOUIS.May I.—The St. Louis Gun Club had their first shoot of 
the sea-on today at 15 Peoria birds each, 18yds .resulting as fol¬ 
lows: Dozier 4, i\l,arks 0. Q ites4, McOullum 8, Peck, Jr,, 8, Bates 5, 
Sheepley 6, RanIcen 9. Wilson 5. McClure 10, DeLaurey 1, Addinton 6, 
Greer 2.’Clark4, TilTduy 2, Horner 8, Pitts 10, McCormack 2, West 3, 
Michel 6, Albriglit 4. 

FITCHBURG, Mass.. May 5.—There were but nine members of the 
Fitchburg Rifle and Guti Club that went to Riverside Range to-day to 
shoot clay-pigeons. The four best totals out of a possible 30 were as 
follows: Q. A. Colony 24, B. N. Cumming 20, H. I. Wallace and B. H. 
Maekay each 10. G. W. Weymouth 14. 

WINCHENDON, Mass., May .5.—At the regular meet of the Win- 
cheudon Gun Club only a few members were present, and they made 
the following scores: 
J flulherlaud, Jr... .1111110111—9 P P Hopgood.0110001101-5 
J G Henry.lUlOllOll-8 A H Fitch.0101000011-4 

FOR'f BENTON, Mont.—Eight members of the gun club took part 
in the contest for the cigar bolder at 30 balls: H. J. Wackerlin 93, R. 
Cavia.i 22, Wni Rowe 25. T J Todd 20, Chas. Row'e 19. Jno, F, Patter¬ 
son 17, C M. Banning 19, W. J. Miuar 10. Wm. Rowe broKe 14 con¬ 
secutive balls and on.y made S misses. The members regard the 
score as the best yet made. 

SARATOGA, May 6.—The following are the Saratoga Gun Club’s 
latest scores: 
W M Bockes.1111111111-10 HLevengston, Jr... 110011 ilOl- 7 
E T Brackett.itlllOllll— 9 A G HuJl.1100101101— 6 
LeG C Cramer.OilllllOlO- 7 

Join the National Gun Assooiation.-Send 10 cents, for handbook 

giving all information, to the Secretary Matt R. Freeman, General 

Manager. F. C. Ethepidoe, Secretary and Treasurer, Macon, Ga. 

Board of Directors: Dr. L. E. Russell, Springfield, O.; C. M. Stark, 

Winchester, Mass.; J. Von Lengerke, New York city; Washington A. 
Coster, Flatbush, L. I.; Wm. G. Cooper, Savannah, Ga.; E. A. Craw¬ 

ford, Tallahassee, Fla.; M. R Freeman, W. W. Parker and F. C. 

Etheridge, Macon, Ga.—Adn. 

^^meing. 

Canoeists are invited to send us notes and full reports of cruises, 
club meets, information about canoeable waters, and other commu,- 
nications of interest. _ 

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and 
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signals, etc, of 
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and 
reports of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are 
requested to forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with 
logs of cruises, rsaps, and information concerning their local wmters. 
drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relating 
to the sport. _ -r 

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION. 

SECRFTARY—Dr. C. A. Neide. SchuylervUle, N. T. Candidates for 
membership must forward their names, accompanied by the re¬ 

commendation of an active member of the A. C. A., together with 
the sum of $3 for initiation fee and first year’s dues, to the secretary, 
who will present the names to the commodore. Money should bo 
sent by registered letter, or money order on Saratoga Springs, N. Y. 

FIXTURES. 
Mohican Races every Thursday through the season. 
May 15—Brooklyn C. C., Sailing Race. 
May 22—Knickerbocker C. O.. Spring Regatta, 
May 29. 30, 31—Connecticut Meet, Calla Shasta Grove. 
May 29, ;30, 31—Hudson River Meet, Coddington’sDock, Roundout. 
May 80—Mohican Cruise. Susquehanna River, 
May 31—Pittsburgh Regatta. 
June 12—Brooklyn C. C. Paddling Race. 
July 8-34—W. A C. A. Meet. LaKe Erie. 
July 10—Brooklyn O.C.. Paddling Race. 
Aug. 7—Brooklyn 0. C., Paddling Race. 
Aug, 16-29—A. C. A. Meet, Grindstoue Island. 
Sept. 4—Rrooklyn G. C., Paddling Race. 
Sept. 18—Brooklyn C. C., Sailing Races. 
Sept. 25—Brooklyn 0. C.. Challenge Cup. 

THE A. C. A. TROPHY. 

Subscriptions are not coming in as rapidly as tl^ should 
for the A. C. A. trophy, and $300 are still needed. While this 

amount could easily be raised among a few who have offered large 
subscriptions, the committee would prefer that the cup should come 
from the great body of American canoeists rather than from a few. 
There are over 700 A. C. A. men who have not yet been heard from; 
now is the time for them to send in their little dollar. 

Editor Forest and Stream! 
1 beg to acknowledge further subscriptions for the A. C. A. chal¬ 

lenge cup in response to our circular, as follows: Gen. Robert Shaw 
Oliver (.second subscription] $5; Wm. G. Abbot, Hartford, $1; W. G, 
McKendrick, Toronto, Out., Si; Jos. G. Walton, Sherbrooke, Ont., $1; 
G. M. Barney, Springfield, $6; E. H, Barney, Springfield, $5; F, D. 
Foot, $2; G. fl. Thatcher, Jr., Albany, $1; Dr-’Mc-Varien, Amsterdam, 
S2; M. G. Fos'er. $1; J, B. Fosdiek, $1; previously acknowledged. 
S;59;grand total, $184. The estimated cost of cup is $330. 

Wm. Whitlock. 
37 West Twenty-Second St. , New York, May 7. 

Editor Forest and Stream; 
The troph V question having been finally settled by the Executive 

Board, no further discussion is in order; but we would thank “Yon” 
not to misrepresent. Our former communication imputed nothing to 
our expected visitors from across the water. We were not talking 
about DUr visitors, but about oiu'selves—the A. O. A.—aud about what 
we considered our plain duty in the matter. Believing that all fair- 
minded readers wdll recognize this, we remain, 

Pittsburgh, May 7. Several Pittsburghers. 

BROOKLYN C. C. CHALLENGE CUP. 

The first race for the challenge cup presented to the Brooklyn C. 
C. last winter for club competition by Mr. T. G. Buddington, was 

sailed in a strong N E wind on May 8. off Bay Ridge. Pilgrim, Mr. 
Gould; Niente, Mr. Dunnell; Minx. Mr. Brokaw; Quonn, Mr.'Wnitlock, 
were the only starters, the heavy wind and earliness of the season 
keeping the less experienced men at home. The white canvas boat 
of Mr Sinclau-e, not eligible for the cup on account ef her size, started 
for a match with the Guenu for a prize flag offered to any boat beating 
her. A sneakbox was sent out with a crew of two to look out for acci¬ 
dents. The race was for the cup, 75ft limit of sail, over a course from 
the Atlantic Y. O. basin entrance to buoy 18. thence back to some 
floats anchored lust above the basin and return to starting line—be¬ 
tween two and three miles. 

In the strong wind the boats were nearly tmmanageable at the start 
80 the racers were sentoff. with Pilgrim and Niente over the line vainly 
trying to heat back, giving them nearly a hundred yards start as they 
were allowed to turn and be off at the signal. Mr. Sinolaire at once 
took the lead which be k< pt to the turn, minx shortly after passing 
Guenn, going very fast dead before the wind Guenn did not like this 
much and shook out areef. which soon put hersecond again, in which 
order the buoy was reached. Mr. Binclaire allowed too rnuch for the 
tide, enabling Guenn to steal leading position at the turn. In the 
meanwhile Pilgrim had upset in srrtking the heavy seas and Mr. 
Dunnell hud stepped and gone to Mr. Gould’s assistance as had also 
a tug. Tne sneakbo? had also disappeared and was next seeu being 

hauled up the side of a passing mail boat which rescued her shivering 
crew. 

The rest of the race was without incident, as the parting of the 
main halliard on Mr. Sinclntre’s boat threw him out of the contest, 
and Mr. Brokaw could do nothing to windward in the cross tidal sea 
running and the Guenn came In alone, having made the course in 
45mia. taking it easy imder reefed mainsail, and is now the first cup 
holder. Next race is on Saturday, May 15. 

A SUGGESTION FOR THE TRIAL RACES. 

Editor Forest and'stream; 
I notice that it is proposed to have trial races during the first week 

of the August meet for tlie purpose of selecting the contestants m 
the international trophy race. I question very much whether it will 
be practicale for some who may desire to compete to come to camp 
muchbeforeSaturday, Aug. 21. Tbe experience of previous years 
bears me out in this opinion. The consequence may be that some of 
our best men will be barred from competition. The purpose of these 
trial races is of course to select the best men to represent America. 
I should like to see the great race open to all, but the objection has 
been advanced that it would be unfair to our visitors to compel two 
or three to race against a practicallv unlimited field. Possibly this 
may be so. If such is the opinion of the A. O.A. officials and it is 
deemed best to enter only three or four of our best men, why cannot 
that selection be best made from the winning contestants in the regu¬ 
lar programme, of sailing races. Why not complete our regular races 
with the understanding that the requisite number of men having the 
highest sailing record shall be eligible to race for tbe trophy ? Why 
liave any other trial races? It has certainly been proven in tbe past 
that the best men stand at the head of the record. Then the great 
race can be final and crowning each event of the meet, aud all who 
wish to compete can probably give at least one week for camp, thereby 
enabling them to compete in all events. Such a plan will also stimu¬ 
late the entries for the regular programme races. I sincerely hope 
that no races will be held at any time that may debar any A.C. A. 
man, simply because he cannot give more than a w-eek for vacation. 

Robert Shaw Oliver, Captain Mohican C. 0. 

A SOO-MILE CRUISE ON THE RIVERS OF 
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA. 

BY MORRISON F. PIXLEY AND E. RUSSELL 0 OPER. 

(Continued from page 254.) 

\ BOUT half past 11 we gave up the idea of not making any stop 
J\. for lunch. 'While we were looking for a suitable place to land, 
we came upon an Indian camp situated on a large bar and shaded by 
towering sycamore trees. Tne bustle that surrounded tnelr camp¬ 
fire told us that dinner must be near ready so we at once decided to 
lunch with them. 

Om’ canoes were objects of Interest to them, and as they do not 
constiTiOt anything more complex than tule rafts It was little wonder. 

•We explained the working of tbe foot steering gear, and showed 
them the interiors of the dry stowages and having obtained a glimpse 
of the bottle of "fire Water’’ one of them readily gave us an invitation 
to dine with them. After having ga2ed on our canoes to their hearts’ 
content the Indians escorted us lo the camp. 

“Noljle red men,” great aud small, were lying around a fire, over 
which a half of a deer was being barbecued. Old men, clad in cast 
off “store clothes,” kicked the dogs and children in a promiscuous 
manner when they got too reckless in their quarreling. The young 
men smoked with the steadiness of veterans, only rising occasionally 
to put fuel on the smoky fire. The squaws were dressed for tbe most 
part in old calico wrappers and boots, although .some of the younger 
ones bad discarded the latter, probably to show their feet which 
were small enough to fill some of their whiter sisters with envy. 

Dinner was now announced, and forthwitn we were handed a plate 
with some baked fish and a slice of the roasted venison, sour bread 
ana coffee without milk or sugar completed the bill of fare, which 
was nearly ns unique as their crockery. Tt.e latter was composed of 
tin plates, with fruit cans cut down for di'inking cups. Spoons and 
forks there were none, but as we had our' sheath knives and the 
Indians had theirs, we managed to get along quite respectably, and 
our appetites evidently impressed them in our favor. We bid them 
good bye, after bartering some plug tobacco for venison, and launch¬ 
ing the' canoes started on our downwai-d course again. 

Shortly after we passed an old ti-apper, who was going down stream 
at a rapid rate stern foremost. This novel mode of progre.ssion as¬ 
tonished us, and upon asking him the reason he told us that his boat 
had been wrecked a short distance above by striking on a snag, and 
his guns, traps and cooking utensils bad gone to the bottom together. 
So he boughi, a new slriff, and after recovering .his lost outfit started 
down stream stern first, to be able to see before him. After his re¬ 
cent experience he readily perceived the beauties of a canoe and the 
advantage of the double-blade paddle, and from what he said we 
concluded that he would be swinging one himself next year. 

The sun was now sinking low in the west, and this, coupled with the 
fact that we were still several miles from Colusa, induced us to put 
forth our best efforts; in a few minutes we had left the trapper and 
his skiff, in spite of his rapid rowing, far in the di.stanoe behind us. 
AVe now heard the whistles of a steamer below us, and at once recog¬ 
nized it as the hoarse voice of the Dover, warning the residents of 
Colusa of her approach. An hour’s paddling brought us to the town, 
and after a hearty greeting from the officers of tlie steamer, we sat 
down to a toothsome supper, prepared by the kindly order of Captain 
Page. After learning that the steamer would be gone several days 
on the upper part of the river, we crossed to a sandbar on the oppo¬ 
site aide from the town, turned our cauoes and tents into comfortable 
beds and prepared to tumble in. Just then we heard a decided com¬ 
motion about a hundred yards up the bar, and could distinguish the 
sound of Chinese voices, pitched in tones of excitement and distress. 
Running up to see what was the matter, we discovered two nearly 
naked heathens in the water wrestling with some indistinguishable 
monster. With a hatchet one of them strove to dispatch the creature, 
while the other hung to a rope which was evidently attached to it. 
We then saw that it was an immense sturgeon, that was endeavoring 
to escape from their nets, and with which they were contending. The 
Chinaman who held the rope was in danger of being dragged into 
deepwater. We jumped in to help him just in time to prevent tbe 
escape of the fish, and were reinforced by a number of Celestials, 
whom we had seen crossing the river in a boat, and who leaped into 
the water before they were within a dozen feet of land. 

The combined efforts of so many soon turned the tide of battle 
against the sturgeon, and witli a final rush that threw most of his 
assailants backward iato the shallow water, he leaped high and dry 
on to the sand, and there breathed his last. This was the signal for 
great rejoicings among the Mongolians, as there was meat enough in 
him to last tbeir colony a week. We were duly presented with some 
of the choicest cuts from his massive carcase in consideration of our 
timely assistance, and then returned to our canoes to take off our, 
wet clothes and tm’n in to sleep. 

During the night it commenced to rain, and I was awakened by my 
companion shaking me by the shoulders to find that I was lying in 
wet blankets and half an inch of water in the bottom of the canoe. 
My tent, being flat on top, had gathered all the water in the center 
and then let it run through on me. There was nothing for It but to 
get up, paddle round in the raiu, and set up the rubber blankets. I 
was dressed in a jiaiv of light cotton drawers and undershirt, aud in 
the pouring rain I suppose I must have been a comical sight as I 
huntea for strings that could not be found and worked at knots that 
would not be untied. 

Undine sat dry and comfortable in his tent, with a candle lit and 
pipe going, laughing immoderately at my discomfiture. The rain 
came down harder than ever, but I finally got the blanket firmly ad¬ 
justed over my tent, sponged out tbe water from the canoe, and 
placed therein a dry suit of clothes and blanket borrowed from Un¬ 
dine. Taking off my wet undergarments, 1 crept into the tent, and, 
after putting on the dry clothes, prepared two cups of hot ginger tea 
over our alcohol lamp. 1 sipped this slowly, as did Undine, and in 
the mean time 1 kept the lamp and brier pipe going in lieu of a fur¬ 
nace. Having taken these pi'<iventive measures, I soon lost all fear 
of catching cold from my chiUy exercises. It still rained, however— 
rained as though it would never stop; it pattered on the tents, on the 
decks and on the ground; it tinkled on the tin plates and splashed on 
the river by our sides. By this time we svere too wideawake to go to 
sleep readily, even if the rain was not enough to prevent any dalli¬ 
ance with the poppy-crowned king of night; so Undine profited by 
the opportunity to tell me some stories of his adventures in other 
climes and hemispheres. 

Our instructive conversation was interrupted by a long blast from 
the whistle of tue Dover as she cast off moorings and started on her 
voyage up to the headwaters of the river. We watched her until her 
lights disappeared around a shai'p bend in the river, aboYe the town, 
and just as we drew our heads inside the tents the swash from her 
paddle came rushing up the beach nearly into my canoe. It carried 
some of our dishes back with it, and one of them, a perverse tin cup, 
went sailing off instead of sinking as the rest did. Neither of us 
cared to go after it, so it was left to float in peace, and we to sleep 
without further interruption until morning. 

A\'e arose at sunrise and proceeded to cook our sturgeon steaks and 
eat with all possible dispatch, then hustling the things into the canoes 
we started off wiihout our accustomed morning bath. 

The rain had, as usual, cleared the sky of all summer dust and the 
birds hgd not yet Huished their matutinal warbles. There was a 

gentle breeze blowing and we set mainsail, jigger and jib, booming 
the latter out on the starboard side to catch the draft that passed the 
mainsail; thus settled, we lay down at our ease while the canoes were 
making a good six knots. 

We were now getting into a more civilized locality, where the banks 
were occasionally protected fram tbe rush of the river currents by 
levees; and the sight of fruit trees projecting over the tops of the 
banks in several places reminded us that our slock of fresh vegetables 
and fruits were exhausted and It was high time that we were getting 
them replenished unless we wanted to try the nutritive virtues of 
river water as a supplement to our diet of game. About noon we 
came to an orchard where some Unusually luxuriant cherry trees 
peeped over the levee and displayed to our watering mouths large 
clusters of luscious fruit. 'We fastened the canoes to a little landing 
and went up to the farm house. The owner was sitting in the flower 
garden in front of the house, while a fountain that played near him 

cooled the ardent temperature of the day. Large shade trees rose 
on every side of the bouse and effectually screened It from the mid¬ 
day sun, aud from the river bank the orchard stretched away as far 
as one could see. Nearer tbe house were blackberries and other 
small fruits growing in profusion, while among them and in the most 
shady places were Ulves of bees that bummed on every side as they 
did service for their master. 

Seeing us approach, the gentleman rose and came to meet us. No¬ 
ticing the cut of our clothes, he at once recognized us as the canoe¬ 
ists that he had read of in the local papers, We were made thor¬ 
oughly at home, and were invited to sit down to lunch with the 
family, the cloth being spread under one of the trees near the foun¬ 
tain. We at once availed ourselves of his kind offer and did full 
justice to tbe reputation that has been already earned by the appe¬ 
tites of canoeists. Dinner over, we were curious to inspect this 
model ranch, and were escorted by Miss Annie Byres, who by reason 
of her fathei ’s increasing age, is the overseer of the farm. After 
gorging ourselves with blackberries and flgs, we were led into the 
milk cellar, which as Undine said, looks from the outside like a lilli- 
putian Tower of Babel. Here we succeeded in swallowing so many 
glasses of fresh mUk that Undine said I would probably explode when 
brought under the action of the sun's rays or else turn into con¬ 
densed milk, and anticipating the latter ethergency, he proceeded to 
take my measurement for a label. After stowing an abundant sup¬ 
ply of fruits and vegetables on board the Undine, we bid good-bye, 
not, however, until Miss Byres had forced upon us several pounds of 
the richest and sweetest butter ever patted and rolled by ary "pretty 
maid.” This butter was considered by Undine to be his especial 
care, aud he went to some trouble to wrap it first in vine leaves and 
then in a waterproof cloth, so that it might not melt, placing It under 
tbe deck of his canoe, where it would be out of the way of the sun’s 
rays. 

Two hours hard work brought us to the mouth of Butte Slough, 
which vve decided to ascend a short way instead of making camp at 
the jnnciion of the two rivers, as our tired feelings prompted us to 
do Our plan was to follow this slough until we came to its outlet 
at the west bank of the Feather, and then descend that stream to its 
union with the Sacramento, forty or fifty miles below. This idea we 
were afterward forced to abandon on account of the dififlculty of 
navigating our keels through the mud and tules. The slough where 
we entered is about fifty feet wide, clear as crystal and lined with 
willows and cottonwoods, which meet their tops overhead and form 
thereby an arcade of striking beauty, especially as seen by us for 
the first time. The sun was low and tbe rays striking athwart glim¬ 
mered through the draperies of wild grape vines and threw golden 
touches on to the gnarled and mossy trunks of trees that had stood 
since Columbus landed. Orioles and a crimson-winged variety of 
woodpeckers darted hither and thither, giving the scene tropical 
touches, aided by the oppressive warmth and relieved by the 
loving calls of a bevy of quail that were settling to their repose on a 
little knoll to the north of us. As the night came on we selected with 
our usual caution a good camping spot; the fire was lit, the coffee pot 
hummed and steamed, the usual plate of flap jacks soon cooked, and 
Undine, thinking to give an extra treat, brought out the carefully 
treasured roll of butter. To the touch it seemed mushy, and anxiety 
was depicted on his face as he opened It and found that his worst 
suspicions in regard to the effect of the sun’s rays had been well 
founded. After fishing out the vine leaves he carefully poured the 
contents of the oiled cloth into an empty beer bottle we had pur¬ 
chased (the bottle w’as not empty when we pwrebased it), and there¬ 
after when we wanted butter we poured it out of the bottle. Supper 
over I busied myself in repairing a broken spar, while Undine laid at 
full length on the soft sand thoroughly absorbed in gazing over the 
bowl of his pipe at the evening star Venus. Soon the owls woke up, 
and with their melancholy Woo-oono too-whoo-o-o strove to put a 
damper on our buoyant spirits. Undine having received a tropical 
education did not appear to notice their demoniacal sounds until his 
thoughts sudd'-nly reverted to cosmical matters, and with an em¬ 
phatic denunciation of all birds of darkness, he started out on his 
favorite song of “Sail Ho, Oanoemen.” 

I now leave him to finish the description of our pleasant trip. 
[to be concluded ] 

THE CALLA SHASTA CAMP.—The programme of races has been 
changed from the original order, and now is as follows: 9:80 A. M.— 
Paddling, mile and turn. 10:15 A. M.—Tandem paddling, mile 
and tm-n. 11:00 A. M.—Hand paddling, 200yds. 11:30 A. M.—Novice 
sailing. 1:00 P. M.—Sailing, no limiting or ballast. 2:00 P.M.—Sail¬ 
ing, no ballast 3:00 P. M.—Sailing, limited to 75 sq. ft. 3:30 P. M.— 
Standing paddling. 400yds. 4:00 P. M.—Open sailing, any boat of any 
recognized club, without regard to A. C. A. limits. 5:00 P. M.—Con¬ 
solation sailing and paddling races. The prizes for all races wjU be 
flags. Canoeists who intend to be present are requested to answer 
the following questions on a postal card and send it to E. C. Knappe, 
Chicopee National Bank, Springfield. Mass.: Will the -Club at¬ 
tend the meet? How many men will come? How manj?^ will bring 
canoes? How many will want shelter? Hovv many wUl want meals 
from caterer? On what day will you come? 

KNICKERBOCKER C. 0. REGATTA.—The Knickerbocker C. C. 
will hold their 6th spring n-gaita on May 22, on the Hudson River at 
One Hundred and Fifty-second street, the first race being called at 
2 P.M. The programme is as follows; Paddling race, open to all, 
class II. 1 mile, class IV. % mile. Sailing race, open to all, class 
B, 3 miles. Combination race, paddle mile, sail 34 mile, paddle ^ 
mile, sail ^ mile, paddle % mile, sail 14 mile. Any class canoe. The 
last event will be an upset race unless the water be loo cold, iii which 
case a tandem race will be substituted. The races will be sailed and 
paddled under A. 0. A. rules, first and second prizes being given in 
all in which three or more canoe.s start. The regatta committee are 
Messrs. H. T. Keyser. Henry Stanton and M. Q. Foster. Members of 
other canoe clubs are invited to enter, 

THE ASSOCIATION BOOK.—The book for 1886 is now in prepara¬ 
tion, and members should send all corrections in names of boats and 
addresses to Secretary C. A. Neide, SchuylervUle, N. Y., who sends 
the following notice to clubs: “Canoe clubs willing to offer the hos- 
piTalltynf their boat houses to cruising canoeists are requested to 
commuSicate the names of their commodores and pursers or corre¬ 
sponding officers, together with locality of the boat house, to the sec¬ 
retary of the A. C. A. for publication in the Association Book.—Chas. 
A. Neide, Sec. A. C. A.” 

BROCKVILLE C. C.—A meeting of the club was held on May 3 at 
the Victoria Hall, Brockville, at which the following officers were 
elected; Commodore, B. W. Richards; Vice-Commodore, Jas. Moore, 
Secretary. Herbert Bagg; members of Executive Committee—G. M. 
Cole and J. E. Chrysler. 

M. Pasteur’s failure to save the life of a Russian peasant 
who had been bitten by a wolf does not in itself prove that 
his method of inoculation for rabies is worthless, for the 
treatment may have been begun at too late a day, or virus 
cultivated from dogs and rabbits may not be effective in the 
case of persons bitten by wolves, even if it be of any value 
when introduced into the systems of persons bitten by dogs 
known to be mad. There is some difficulty about pro-ying 
the efficacy of inoculation by positive evidence. A great deal 
was said about the Newark children "who were bitten d uring 
tbe terrible epidemic of rabies that raged for weeks in the 
Herald office. They were inoculated, but it has since been 
conclusively shown that the biting dog was not mad. Doubt¬ 
less many other persons who were in no greater danger have 
been inoculated, but their good health proves nothing. One 
or two inoculated persons have died of hydrophobia, and they 
were in all probability bitten by dogs that were really mad. 
These persons gained nothing by inoculation. M. Pasteur is 
laboring in an unselfish way for the rehef of mankind. Never¬ 
theless, there are indications that he is more successful in 
saving peraons who are not in danger—like the Newark chil¬ 
dren—than those who are in great need of protection. Free¬ 
dom from rabies in the case of any inoculated person proves 
nothing unless it can be snown beyond a dou'ot that the biting 
dog was mad, and even when this can be shown, success in a 
few cases is not a test of the value of inoculation, for only a 
small proportion of those bitten by rabid dogs ever have 
hydrophobia—N. y. Times, March 24, 
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FIXTURES. 
There are still many clubs not represented below, and some of the 

dates in the table are not ofBoial. We ask the aid of club secretaries 
and others in completing and correcting the list: 

May. 
16. Newark, Opening. 
16. Yorkvillo, Open, East Eiver. 
22. Quincy. 
23. Quaker City. Opening. 
31. Sandy Bay, Cup. Kockport. 
31. Knickerbocker, Spring Beg. 
31. Onondaga, Opening,On. Lake. 
31. S.O.Y.O., Opening, N. Y. Bay. 
31. New Haven. Opening Sail. 
31, Toledo. Pennant, Toledo. 
31. Brooklyn, Opening. N. Y. Bay. 
31. Atlantic, Opening SaU. 
81. Corinthian, San Francisco. 
31. Newark, Annual. 
81. Jersey City, Opening Sail. 

Junk. 
6. Larchmont, Spring Regatta. 
6. Great Head. Open, Sweep¬ 

stake, Winthrop. 
7. Hudson River, Union, Open. 
7. Williamsburg Regatta. 
9. Portland, Annual. Portland. 
9. Sandy Bay, Cup, Rookport. 
9. Quaker City, Annual. 

12. Brooklyn. Annual, N. Y. Bay. 
12. Great Head. Pen., Winthrop. 
12. Buffalo, Annual, Lake Erie. 
12. Portland,Challenge. Portland. 
14. New Jersey, Annual. 
1.5. Atlantic. Annual. N. Y. Bay. 
15. Quaker City. Ladies’ Day. 
17. New York, Annual, N. Y. Bay. 
17. Dorchester, Open, Nahant. 
17. Sandy Bay. Oup, Squam. 
17. Hull, Cor. Pennant, Hull. 
17. American, Newburyport. 
19. Hull, Pennant. Hull. 
19. S. C. Y. C., Annual. 
19. Oorinthian, San Francisco. 
22. Quincy, Club. 
23. Boston. Cup, City Point. 
26. Sandy Bay, Cup,Final,Squam. 
26. Corinthian, Cup. Marblehead. 
26. Great Head, Cham..Winthrop. 
27. Quaker City, Review & Cruise. 
29. Eastern, Annual, Marblehead. 

July. 
3. Knickerbocker Cruise. 
8. Oswego Cruise, Charlotte. 
3. Hull, Club, Hull. 
3, Buffalo, Annual, Lake Erie. 
3. Newark, Cruise. 

3-6. Quaker City, Reg. and Cruise. 
6. Larchmont, Annual Regatta. 
5. Boston, Open, City Point. 
6. Sandy Bay. Open, Squam. 
5. Beverly. Open, Sweepstake, 

Mon. Beach. 
6. Toledo. Pen., Toledo. 
6 to 6 Interlake Y. R. A. Rendez¬ 

vous and Race, Detroit. 
6 to 11, Interlake Y. R. A. Cruise 

to Put-In Bay. 

8. Great Head. Club, Winthrop. 
8. Quincy, Club. 

10. Great Head, Club, Winthrop, 
10. Hull, Novelty, Hull. 
10. Corinthian, Club, Marblehead 
10. Sandy Bay, Pen., Rockport. 
13. Beverly, Cham,, Ma.rblehead, 
13. Great Head, Ladies’,Winthrop 
14. Hull, Cham., Hull. 
15-17. Amer. (Steamj, Annual. 
17. Sandy Bay, Cor., Rockport. 
17 to 25. Knickerbocker, Ci’uise. 
17. Jereey City, Annual. 
21. Hull, Ladies’, Hull. 
22. Boston. Cup, City Point. 
24. Dorchester, Club, Harrism. 
24. Beverly, Club, Mon. Beach. 
24. Corinthian, Ladies’, Marble¬ 

head. 
24. Sandy Bay, Pen. Gloucester. 
24. Great Head, Cham.(Winthrop. 
24. Quincy, Club. 
27. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 
81. Beverly, Cham., Swampscolt. 
81. Hull, Cruise. Eastward. 
31. Sandy Bay, Ladies’, Rockport. 

Auoust. 
2. Sandy Bay. Open, Rockport. 
7. CPrinthian, Open, Marblehead 
7. Beverly, Club, Mon. Beach. 
7. Quincy, Club. 
8. Quaker City, Review. 
9. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 

11. Great Head, Ladies.Winthrop, 
14. Sandy Bay, Ciab, Squam. 
14. Hull, Open, Hull. 
14. Beverly, Cham , Nahant. 
14-29. Quaker City, An. Cruise. 
21. Beverly, Open, Marblehead. 
24. Great Head, Cham.,Winthrop. 
25. Hull, Ladies’. Hull. 
28. Corinthian, Club. Marblehead. 
.58. Hull, Cham., Hull. 
28. Sandy Bay, Open. Squam. 

September. 
2. Boston, Cup, City Point. 
3. Quincy, Club. 
4. Dorchester, Club, Harrison. 
4. Beverly, Open, Mon. Beach. 
4. Corinthian.Cham..Marblehead 
4. Sandy Bay, Pen., Rockport. 
6. Newark, Open. 
6. Quaker City, Cup, 2d Class. 
8. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 

11. Hull, Cham., Hull. 
11. Corinthian, Sweepstake, Mar¬ 

blehead. 
11. Sandy Bay, Sweep..Gloucester 
17. Toledo, Pen., Toledo. 
19. Quaker City, Review & Cruise. 
18. Sandy Bay, Club, Rockport. 
18. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 
25. Buffalo, Club, Lake Erie. 
28. Beverly, Club, Nahant. 

YACHT DESIGN AND BUILDING IN BOSTON. 
After taking first place last season in the yachting world, it is 

very evidenl that Boston does not propose to accept a second or 
third, either in home or international yachting, without a lively strug¬ 
gle. Important as her victory was last year, it will not stand alone, 
and Boston yachtsoien evidently realize that they must this season 
put forth all their strength to prove that chance had little to do with 
the result, and that they can improve on the work of the past season. 
It may be that the Puritan is able to do this, but they wisely prefer 
to have two strings to their bow. and have endeavored to surpass last 
year’s crack with a still faster craft. After turning out one such boat 
it is a rather risky business to attempt at once to build a fa.ster one, 
as there is a good deal in naval de.sign that cannot be brought within 
the scope of rule and compass, a something that makes one boat go, 
while the next, backed by additional experience and knowledge, may 
prove greatly infeidor, but .*n the present case, after a careful com¬ 
parison of the old and new boats, the observer is pretty sure to give 
bis opinion in approval of the latter. We all know how successful 
Pui'itan has proved herself in all weathers, and in her younger sister 
Mr. Burgess has wisely contented himself with no marked departure 
from the previous model, but has sought for Improvement in rhe 
direction of detail in model, build and ballast, thus insuring at least a 
fair amount of success. 

The two vessels, Puritan and Mayflower, differ chiefly in length, the 
latter being 5ft. longer, or 85ft., and in weight of keel, the latter hav¬ 
ing 37 tons outside, or an excess of 10 tons, or 37 per cent, over Puri¬ 
tan. The value of this alteration, at least as far as such racing as the 
boats will do, is unquestionable, as the gain in stability will offset any 
disadvantages. Were it a question of ocean cruising there is little 
doubt that tb)s weight with length of 8^ beams, would make a very 
uneasy seaboat. It must not be imagined that Mayflower is in any 
sense a mere racing machine; she is as strongly constructed as any 
boat of her class, and it is not improbable, in view of the sporting 
spirit of her owner, that she may cross the Atlantic some day in 
search of the cups so poorly defended last season; but she is built 
with one purpose chiefly in view, to race in American waters, and 
her ballast has been stowed for this special end. 

As to dimensions, the old model has been drawn out to a greater 
length of 6ft., retaining the other proportions quite closely. Tne 
sheer plan is nearly the same with the exception that the sternpost 
has more rake ana the heel is carried down deeper. The draft at 
forefoot is the same, that araidshipsis the same also, 8ft. 2in , but at 
the heel of the sternpost the draft is 9ft., instead of 8 in the Puritan. 
This difference i.s due only to a desire on the part of the owner for a 
straight keel for convenience in docking. It will be remembered that 
Puritan had a slight rocker upward aft. This has been removed by 
adding a foot at the heel, making a long straight of keel wi'h a slight 
drag. The speed in turning may be lessened a little, but this is com- gensated for by the greater rake, while the center of the lateral plane 

eing proportionately furtner aft, a shorter bowsprit is carried, the 
actual length, 38ft. outboard, being the same as Puritan. 

The counter is very like the latter, but is narrowed in more on deck 
and is cut away a little finer above the water, giving it a lighter look. 
The midship section differs from the Puritan in four points. The 
freeboard is 3ft. 2ia , an increase of 2in.: the beam at waterline is lin. 
more on each side, the extreme beam, 2.8ft. 6in., is an increase of 
per side, giving considerable more flare; and the hollow at the rabbet 
IS much less marked. This follows from the increased size of timber 
available for a keel. Last year the largest stick obtainable was 
22x26in. This of course dictated the breadth on top of the lead keel, 
a height of about 2ft. above the baseline, and the yacht had conse¬ 
quently a strong hollow above the rabbet. In the larger boat a dif¬ 
ferent system of construction wasfollowtd, two sticks, each 24x24in., 
being laid side by side, making a width of 4ft., w'here Puriian had 
little more than 2, and thus, the widtn on the bottom of the lead 
keel being the same, I6in., the hollow is straightened out. The bot¬ 
tom of the lead keel is rounded off and also the corners. Little alter¬ 
ation is noticeable in the waterline, except that it is more round 
amidships and a little straigbter near the chainplales, with perhaps 
a UtCle fullness aft. On deck the increased round of side amidships 
is very quickly seen, while the transom is visibly narrowed in more 
than Puritan’s. The chai'acter of the run is very similar to the latter, 
but in the forebody the Mayflower is eased off on the bow above and 
at the waterline just under the chainfilates, showing less shoulder 
there than Puritan. The dimensions of the two boats compare as 
follows: 

Puritan. Mayflower, 
Length on deck. lOOit. 
Length on waterline. b5ft. 
Extreme beam. .22ft. 7in. 23ft. 6in. 
Least freeboard. . Sf c. 3ft. 2in. 
Draft amidships.. . 8ft. 3in. 8ft, 2in. 
Draft, heel of sternpost. Oft. 
Area midsliip section. . 80 sq ft. 82 sq. ft. 
Displacement. 110 ions. 
Ballast on keel.. 37 tons. 
Ballast inside... 11 tons. 
Ballast, total. 48 tons. 

In conitruction the two boats are very similar, but the newer has 
been more thoroughly strengthened, and at the same time is some¬ 
what lighter above water. The deck plank run fore and aft, the 

planksheer is of white pine, the stanchions of locust, while the rail, a 
clean and beautiful piece of oak with a perfectly fair curve, Is a 
pleasure to look at. The keel construction differs in detail from that 
of the new Atlantic, as though both are made of 24in. sticks, tney are 
joined in a different manner. In the Atlantic the two keel sticks lie 
side by side, the joint between them running exactly in the center of 
the yacht. In the Mayflower the two sticks, of the same size and 
length, COft., are so laid that one end of each overlaps 10ft. beyond 
the other, while the two are at a slight angle wdth the fore and aft 
center line, by which means a good shift of butts Is obtained, and 
several pieces of deadwood dispensed with at each end. With a 
centerboard craft of this tize the question of construction is a com¬ 
plicated one, as timber cannot be obtained for a keel in one piece, and 
the ingenuity of the designer must supply its place with a strong 
combination of several pieces. The frames sxo united at their heels 
by cast floors of the best gun iron, 4x3>4in. in the throat, with long 
arms. The hull is well furnished with hanging knees, and thepartners 
are well braced. About the mast are three IJ^in, rods with luru- 
bnckles running from deck to keel, and transmitting the strain of 
halliards and purchase.s to the latter. The work on deck, such as 
hatch coamings, skylights and companion, is all very light 

The cabin, 16ft. long, is fitted in pine, paintefl, and trimmed with 
mahogany. Aft it opens into a stateroom 7ft. long, fitted with two 
berths and toilet stand. On the port side of the trunk is a passage 
way forw'ard, along which are three small staterooms, while on the 
starboard side is a large stateroom. The captain’s room is forward 
o■■ the same side. While all is well and neatly finished, there Is no 
attempt at display. t,>utsidethe oak bottom is very smooth under 
its coating of copper bronze, and the finish of the bottom, topsides, 
deck and rail are better than the Puritan and most other yachts of 
her size. 

The rig of the new boat will be practically the same as Puritan’s, 
hut a,s before noted, the bowsprit will be shorter. The mast is a fine 
stick of Oi’egon pine 83ft. over all and 63ft. deck to hounds, 19iu. in 
partners and 18 under jaws of gaff. The hounds are of oak and the 
trestle trees of locust. The iron work Is made by Lawley & Son in 
their yard, only the best brands of Norway iron being used. Some 
changes were round necessary on the Puritan last year in the mast¬ 
head fittings, and these gave hints which have been followed in the 
metal work of the new boat. The mastcap is a specially fine forg¬ 
ing, and all the ironwork is very carefully proportioned. The bracket 
for the throat halliard block is strengthened by a filling of oakinside 
the triangle. A heavy strap runs down the after side of the mast¬ 
head and supports all the bolts. The plates for the quarter lifts have 
each three links of chain between the eye and the biock, preventing 
any tendency to twist. The 80ft. boom, Win. diameter, and the .50ft. 
gaff, 12in. diameter, match the mast in quality. The topmast, of 
white pine, is 46ft. long and llln, diameter, and the bowsprit is 38ft 
long and ]6in. diameter. The latter Is a bright round spar, the only 
ironwork being at the end. The spreader Is of oak, passing through 
a mortise in the stemhead. Above the Waterline the yacht is painted 
white, with a very narrow gold stripe and light carving aft, while 
carved in gilt letters on the stern is the name Mayflower. Forward 
there Is an absence of all gilt work, making a very pleasing finish, 
the entire effect being very tasteful. 

The Mayflower was built in the same place as the Puritan, in a 
building shed of fearful and wonderful construction, but which 
served at least to protect her from the weather. The water outside 
was not deep enough to launch her, so a large dredge had been at 
work for several days digging a ba.«in for her to lie in alongside the 
new wharf and also a channel in which to launch her. The aredgers 
had instructions from Messrs. Lawley to run in on the night tide of 
Tuesday and scoop a deep channel for thekeel, but it seems that they 
neglected to do so. On Thursday morning the .yacht lay on the pop¬ 
pets, her bowsprit In place and projecting out of the shore end of the 
house into the nluff, where a trench had been dug to receive it. The 
ways were greased and wedges ready when the first of the crowd 
arrived ver.v early in the morning. As noon approached they in¬ 
creased, until there were probably 2,000 people assembled. The bluff 
above was black, the long wharf was crowded, and men and bo.ys 
swarmed over the masts and canvas houses of the yachts still hauled 
on the beach and ways. It n as nearly noon before the poppets were 
wedged up and the crowd were becoming very iinpalieht, when a 
diversion was caused by the launch from her winter berth alongside 
the shed of the schooner Gevalia. By the time she was afloat and out 
of the way the sound of wedges had ceased and the big yacht started, 
slowly at first, and then gathering way until she slid rapidly down the 
incline. Before she was fairly off the ways her speed slackened, and 
she gradually came to a stop, her heel bedding in the soft clay. On her 
deck were a hundred persons, who were all sent forward, a line was 
passed to the tug Active, and she slowly moved astern. Anotherline 
was carried to the steam winch of the dredge, and the Mayflower was 
soon completely water-borne. No christening ceremony was per¬ 
formed. though General and Mrs. Paine were on her deck.' The vacht 
was soon moored to the wfiarf. where she will lie until completed. 
In spite of the awkward grounding the launch was successful. It is 
too soon yet to say which of the four large yachts will be chosen for 
the Cup defender; but it is certain that in looks the new boat stands 
first of the four, with her sister a good second. Where they will be 
in the sailing is another matter, hut we believe that Mayflower will 
stand first also in the estimation of most who have seen all of the 
quartette. 

It would seem that trusting to her and Puritan alone, Mr. Burgess 
was in a fair way to add to his reputation, but they are only a part of 
what he has done within the past year and a half. Within the latter 
part of this time he has fiu’nished designs for a number of yachts of 
all sizes and kinds, that are now building, and evm though some shoiJ 1 
not come up to the expectations, there is not one of the lot that is not 
remarkable for symmetry of form, for unify of design and for a 
careful balance of all requisites; with an attention to details that 
should insure success. Whether or no all are equal to the Puritan 
there is about every one a graceful appearance and absence of 
notable faults that commends it to the observer, while the able, 
wholesome character of each is one of the most promising features 
of onr yachting to-day. We have had boats which though fast have 
been ugly, uncomfo' table and dangerous; but the latter three qualities 
are noted only by their absence in Mr. Burgess’s designs, while there 
is fair promise of speed in all. 

Of course, everyone has heard of Puritan, hut comparatively few 
know of the 18ft. keel catboatj Wraith, designed last year for Gen. 
Paine’s sons, and buUt by Smith, of South Boston. This little boat 
was sailed in the races of the Corinthian Y. O. about Marblehead, 
and has proved herself equal to the centerboard boats as long as they 
sail with fixed balla-t. This year Mr. Burgess has designed several 
of about 20ft,. both keel and centerboard. The largest of his new 
craft, however, claims the first mention,aschoouer for Messrs, Owens 

Metcalf, of Providence, R. I. The order was for a family boat for 
cruising, with all the speed that could be had without a sacrifice of 
cruising qualities, to which end the sail plan shows a liberal allow¬ 
ance of kites. The length over all is 103ft., on waterline 86ft., beam 
22ft., with 10ft. draft, a fair amount for a centerboard boat. The 
after body Is similar to the Mayflower, with the bow altered to suit 
a two stick rig, and a clipper stem added. The keel is of lead with a 
board dropping through it. The rig will probably be condemned by 
some of the quidnuncs who are entitled to write N. A. P. D. Q. after 
their names, as it is similar to one they have lately criticised m New 
York. The foremast la quite short, the triatic stay raking down 
sharply, consequent on the high peak of the foresail. The foresail 
gaff, a spar longer than thedistanee from fore to mainmast, is peaked 
up at an angle which allows it to be held effectively in place, conse¬ 
quently the throat is quite low, and permits a .shortening of the mast¬ 
head anti a proportionate lowering of weights. Lawley & Son are 
building this yacht, and she lie.« in the house besideMayflower’s berth. 
She is planked and will soon be ready for the water. 

Next in size to the two large boats is Mr. Fay’s yacht, building under 
a separate shed near by. There was no room in the big ship house 
so a temporary shed has been erected to build under, as all of the 
Lawleys’ work is done under cover. It is a pity that more builders 
do not follow their example, as the loss of time due to bad weather 
would usually pav the cost of a temporary shed, while the work is 
sure to be better done undercover. This boat is 39ft. 8ln. waterline by 
14ft 9in. beam, with a long overhang and plumb stem, and a form of 
the Puritan type. Her iron keel looks deep enough to hold her with¬ 
out assistance, but in addition there is a long centerboard housed 
below the cabin floor. Owing to the depth of keel and the deadrise. 
there is room for a large board entirely below the floor, only a pipe 
and a chain for operating la the cabin The lig of this boat will he of 
the usual cut, double headsails and low hoist. 

Another design made by Mr. Burgess this winter but not yet built 
is a sloop 26Ct. Sin. waterline for a gentleman in Wisconsin, while he 
has furnished for Mr. Archibald Rogers, of the cutter Bedouin, another 
20ft. waterline boat, a keel craft of considerable depth, for use on the 
Hudson, which will be built later on. 

Over in Cambridge a23ft.. cutter for Mr. Jamesom also from Mr. 
Burgess’s designs, is building by Dlosmore. while Smith, of South 
Boston, has in hand two keel cats similar to the Wiaiih. They are 
each 19ft. 7in. on waterline, plumb stems and good overhang, and are 
very shapely and attractive In looks. The lead keels weigh over 
3000 lbs each, and are shaped to fit the bottom, all the lines of the 
hull ending fairly at the outer sides of stem, keel and sternpost. 
One boat is nearly completed and the keel of the other is just east. 
Mr. Smith has put in excellent work and the finish of the hull is in 
keeping with the general quality of the design. 

Mr. Burgess nas also designed a centerboard cat of 22ft., another 
of 20ft., both to carry outside lead, an 18ft. cat for a Philadelphia 
yachteman, and a centerboard cat 20ft. long for Mr, George McManus 
novsTbuilding by A. D, Story at East Boston. 

Outside the line of sailing yachts Mr. Burgess has designed this 
winter a steam yacht, the Hanniel, 97ft, over all and 85ft. on water 
line, for Mr, Daniel Ford, which has been built by McKie, of East 
Bo.'ton, and is now nearly completed. The stem is’plumb, the sheer 
quite straight, with a good freeboard, and the long overhang is very 
handsome. The yacht is provided mth a fair allowance of canvas 
and a very stylish rig. Another steamer, built by the Lawley’s at 
their old yard, is for the Harvard crew, for coaching purposes. She 
is 60ft. long and 5ft Gin. beam, with double skin, a veritable douhle- 
ender, almost like a shellboat in lines. Her engine is set at an angle 
amidship, the shaft raking sharply down, so that the wheel is beneath 
the center of the boat. The most peculiar fe.ature is a balanced rudder 
placed forward instead of aft, and directly under the bottom. Going 
into still another field, Mr. Burgp.ss has now in hand a design for a 
fishing schooner for Boston parties, to be lOOft. over all, 90ft. water 
line, and 24ft. beam, with an iron keel. 

With all of these boats in the field Boston has little to fear for her 
supremacy in more than one class. Mr. Burgess’s skill has been well 
seconded by the reliable work of the Lawleys, and there is no part 
of any of their work that will not stand a thorough scrutiny, both as 
to qualitv of material and workmanship. Though the first of her 
size and kind, and built in a hurry, Puritan was no discredit to them, 
but the new boats show an improvement on her that speaks well for 
the progressive ideas of her builders. The fitting out of Mayflower 
will take but a short time now, and she will soon be sailing. Puritan 
now lies off Smith's yard where she will be finally fitted out. Her 
boom and bowsprit have been lightened and she has had a temporary 
cockpit added on deck, an oval coaming about 9ft. by 0, and ISio. 
high, the wide top making a s-at. It will be removed in racing. 
Another rnontu will see a trial between the two, and will prove the 
correctness of the estimates of their qualities. 

GRUISE OF THE GOOT. 

xxn. 

F)R two months the Coot was forced to keep harbor, the cold hold' 
ing on in an unprecedented way. This was just so much time 

lost as far as the cruise bad for its object a voyage to the distant 
South. It was some consolation to feel that the most difficult portion 
had been overcome, and that reaching any point further south was a 
question of time and not of practicability, as that had already been 
thoroughly tested. Three times the ice closed solid about the Coot, 
and skating around the boat took the place of handling the stick. 
Cold winter gale.s followed day upon day, the wind hanging in the N. 
W. and N. with surprising persistency. Almost the entire length of 
Chesapeake Bay was frozen over or blocked «olid wirh drift ice. For 
many days navigation was entirely suspended. Numerous casualties 
to vessels were reported. Schooners by the dozen were torn from 
thfiir mooring.s and lifted bodily on the beach. Others were crusbed 
between the grinding floes, while some, sank outright from .sheer 
inability to carry the loads of ice which formed on tlu-ir decks, in the 
rigging, and clung to their sides. From way down in Georgia the ice 
was reported six inches thick, and the fresh waters of Albemarle and 
Pamlico remained closed except the narrow thoroughfares gradually 
broken through by the steam propellers. 

Between the cold spells came one warm spring-like day which 
raised false hopes. The Coot was under way at once and clear of 
Hampton Creek, bound across the Roads into Willoughby Bay to go 
on the hard for painting. For this purpose the stable sand beaches 
of Willoughby Spit serve excellently. Sails can be spread out and 
washed on the beach, w-hich has any desired slope. The Spit is a 
long, barren tongue, much like the Sandy Hook so familiar to New 
Yorkers. It faces Fortress Monroe, and during the late ui)plea.sant- 
nesa had batteries thrown up to aid in the fortification of Norfolk. 
Of these all traces have disappeared. In the bay there is from 7 to 
12ft. The only coves giving protection to a small boat are at the 
western extremity of the Spit, immediately upon rounding. Only 
one is marked on the chart, but the second is much the better of the 

About 6ft. can betaken in if you know bow to avoid certain 
shoal patches. Mr, Rogers has an oyster plantation and a ranch 
ashore at this place. His men are always ready to lend a helping 
hand in blocking op a boat. The sanae can be said of various flshtng 
outfits along the beach. Good water is handy from a well dug 12ft. 
into the sand. The nearest post offlee is at Ocean View, three miles 
clown the beach, and the nearest store is five miles away. These dis¬ 
tances were impressed upon my memory, as I started out in heavy 
rubber boots, three suits of ciothing and oil skins one cold day in 
quest of provisions. A loaded market basket and two-gaUon oil can 
with all the clothing made tramping through soft sand very heavy 
carting. I was obliged to round to for a rest quite often and fetched 
aboard the yacht completely u.^ed up. I should have filled up before 
leaving Hampton, the reader will suggest. So I did. But no sooner 
had the Coot got well along toward the bay than a fresh gale from 
N. W. started up. The peak of the mainsail was enough to lift the 
yacht around the Spii Into the cove. Then it began to howl and the 
thermometer dropped to 30. A whole fleet of oystermen sought 
refuge, until we were packed In the cove like dove-tailed sardines. 
If any one had dragged, a string of boats would have been cut down. 

Four (lays patience bad to be drawn upon. Then it moderated 
for three, during which I uiilized each high tide for bilging the boat 
and painting, the bottom being given three coats of Tarr and Wan- 
son’s copper composition. This is in general use in Southern waters 
and is said to he by far the best preventive against worms, which 
create havoc with unprotected keels in these warm waters. All work¬ 
ing boats have one, two or three times a season to be painted with 
this composition, otherwise they run the chance of being worm-eaten 
beyond repair. A yarn is told about a skipper in York River. Being 
too poor to buy a smack, he started to build one on the heaoh, working 
upon her at low water, when he finished plxnk ng the second side tbe 
other side had been eaten up by tne wrrms and that on the flood only, 
I have seen sections taken out of keels which looked like coarse 
sponges. The worms grow as they bore along and sometimes attain 
the size of a man’s htue finger. They are most to be dreaded during 
the summer months. It is said they will not eat acro.ss a seam and 
that a sufficiently deep false keel will arrest their upward course. 
They are especially fond of centerboard slots. One man told me he 
built fires under his boat and smoked them to death. For Tarr and 
Wonson’s copper paint a good word must be said. A thin hasty coal 
put on the Coot’s bottom in October was found almost perfect and 
clear five months later, in spite of her rough experience through the 
ice. Some racing men believe the coating to be slow because gritty. 
But for cruising I shall always give it preference. It can be pur¬ 
chased throughout the South, where it is held la high esteem. 

The Coot was first thoroughly smoothed up out.slde by means of a 
rasp, sandpaper and plenty of elbow grease. Tlie wounds made by 
the ice were flushed with stiff red lead, and after the brush had gone 
over the surface looked smooth and new. The topsides were given 
a shiny black coat late in the afternoon, whereupon it at once set in 
to rain a deluge, the only pour we had for weeks before and after. 
The paint had to be swabbed off and gone over afresh. While on this 
subject let mo caution against the use. of asbestos paints, rubber 
paints or chemical paints. They are unfit for boats. Will not staad 
the salt air or wear and tear of decks, but peel, crack and fade. 
The be.st colors in linseed oil and whitelead, and particularly those 
made for marine purposes, are the cheapest in the end. 

When ready to get out, several days more of heavy storms set in 
and pinned the Coot where she was, tnereoy compelling the foraging 
expedition ashore already mentioned. We slipped out the afternoon 
of tbe tenth day between a shift from a gale from S.E. to another 
from N.W., and made Hampton again to load up with provisions, 
bound into Albemarle. Two weeks longer the weather was cold and 
unnropilious. When natience was exhau=ted, a close reef sent the 
Coot flying across the Roads and up Elizabeth River to Norfolk, 
where the boat was berthed among the oyster fleet m Paraaise 

While in Hampton a good chance was offered for studying the 
various kinds of working boats indigenous to Chesapeake regions. 
Of these 1 have already spoken in previons letters, which are sup¬ 
plemented with some sketches of the prominent varieties. The 
Hampton flattie is best described as a beamy sbagiie with an “in¬ 
board jib." She is flat-floored, but has rise to the floors m the run, 
just like the plan adopted by Mr. Clapham m his sharpie vachrs. 
The flattie is very stiu. roomy, cheap and of the lightest draft. She 
need not be ugly, is a good sailer in smooth water, and. said to be fair 
in a sea. For sportsmen bound clown LurritucK and similar ducking 
grounds, where there is only 2 to 8ft. water, the flattie would seem to 
fill the bill. They invariably have their sterns decorated with a ejia- 
moud in bright colors, which seems quite as m cessary to the flattie 
a» the eyes to a Chinese juuk. Flai-bottomed boat buildmg of all 
sorts is highly developed in this part of the world. Even the regular 
“square-toed” schooner, supposed to be original to San Francisco, 
flourishes up the James, and all manner of arks and dry goods boxes, 
with much better sailing qualities than one might suppose, are to be 
met with, doing service as carriers between little settlements and 
farms and tbe larger centers of trade. 

Tbe knowing ones can discern the origin of all these queer make¬ 
shifts and the bay craft. The pungie is of Baltimore clipper descent, 
with a rocker keel, drag and raking post like the British racing cut¬ 
ter. She is never painted black or white, but a light buff with green 
•wales in tbe north and with brown waies further south. The buck¬ 
eye. always cailei bugeye by iho watermen, has reached almost 
yacht-like deve'opment on the eastern shore of Maryland. Smaller 
vessels of the same style, with each side hewn out of solid log and 
tbe fine ends patched out, are a specialty of the York River. They 
are painted white with black wales and sm^t, saucy, handy liHle 
clippWB thC7 are. Above 40£c. the c-abi n is iq the run iwmounted Tof 
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the usual small house. Under 40tt. it is in the forward end, just 
abaft the foremast, the hatches to the hold being amidships in either 
case. A rail of gas pipe is run around the after end of the boat, as 
bulwarks or waist are dispensed with, the decks being flush and the 
sea allowed to sweep across to its heart’s content, while the clipper 
with her load of oysters goes pegging away to windward with the 
stately swing of a cutter. A 60ft bugeye will draw not over 2J^ft. 
aft, and can be trimmed to less, althou^ the northern boats used in 
deep water dredging are often keels with drag and considerable 
draft. It is indeed very dirty weather when a bugeye shirks putting 
to sea. 

Hampton, burned by General Magruder during the war upon the 
approach of the Union troops, has blossomed forth with fresh life, 
thanks to the oyster trade. Many neat little cottages and frame build¬ 
ings mark the new era. A canning factory, crab fishery, menhaden 
fishery, shipyard, the colored Normal School, the Soldier’s Home and 
traffic from Fort Monroe keep up the life of the place. It also boasts 
some very fair stores and a church built of brick Imported from 
England during colonial days. On Sundays the harbor is crowded 
with smacks, among them representatives from Statetr Island and 
Long Island Sound in search of seed or loads for Northern markets. 
The Old Dominion Steamship Co. runs five boats to Norfolk at a steep 
price. During the ice blockade the Louray rendered some valuable 
service in picking up frozen darkles in their “kunnerSj” as the canoe 
is termed, fighting her way through the ice to their assistance. I saw 
a party of three rescued after considerable labor. They had been 
out all night, thermometer at 8 degrees, and were icicles from head 
to foot. Hot coffee and sandwiches were served out to them while 
they thawed out by the cabin stove and retailed their experience in 
good humor. The average white man would have frozen to death 
three times while these hardy mariners looked upon the whole thing 
as a joke. The African may line a warm climate, but he can with¬ 
stand the cold as well. He may be seen in mid-winter bobbing up and 
down in a tiny canoe, anchored in the sw'ell of a fierce northwester 
while he works the wet tongs and hauls forth the oyster from sun¬ 
rise to dark, more severe and exposed labor than many white men 
would face. 

I will not attempt a description of Norfolk. It is a bright city with 
a great future, and in my b^ef destined to become one of the chief 
marts of thecontment. Its prosperity does not depend upon one 
staple, like Charleston upon cotton, but lumber, coal, oysters, fish, 
trucking, corn, wool and manufactures all contribute a fast Increas¬ 
ing quota to the trade in cotton. With ample water front and water, 
a temperate climate, rich soil and unsurpassed connections by w'ater 
and by rail, the advantages of Norfolk as a shipping point are 
becoming appreciated the world over. Every time I revisit the city 
fresh evidence of healthy growth presents itself. Were the induce¬ 
ments of the section of which Norfolk is the center more thoroughly 
placed before the emigrant from abroad, I fancy he would not hesi¬ 
tate between tbe Arctic regions along the northern boundary with 
their overproduction of wheat and the easier and more remunerative 
opportunities of the central belt of this country. Tbe notions that 
south of Mascn and Dixon’s line there is no welcome for the settler and 
less security and respect for the law is a nonsensical piece of Northern 
provincialism which has no foundation in fact. Nowhere have I 
found law and order more strictly and conscientiously enforced than 
throughout the Southern Atlantic States, and nowhere else is the 
majesty of the law held in such respect. It is a relief to tbe Northern 
man to find a portion of his country where the best and most re¬ 
sponsible citizens hold office, and where the administration of public 
affairs is not given over to an alien rabble. 

Provisions and equipments of all sorts are to be had in Norfolk. 
Tbe James, Chickahominy, Nansemond and tributary creeks, offer 
plenty of attraction to the yachtsman and sportsman. Quail, duck, 
geese and deer are still plentiful, though the best lands are posted and 
permission to shoot is necessary. The Chickahominy, 40 miles up. was 
reported as swarming with ducks last season, and birds and rabbits 
are plenty about the headwaters of Back Creek. York River and 
neighborhood also afford abundant sport. Norfolk harbor has good 
anchorage for yachts in the Eastern Branch beyond all steamboat 
traffic. The Navy Yard in Portsmouth is also an attraction, and fes¬ 
tivities at the great Hygeia Hotel at Fortress Monroe are within easy 
reach. A short railroad runs from the city to Virginia Beach, a 
growing summer resort on the Coney Island plan. Drummond Lake, 
where perch abound and the angling in general is good, can be reached 
via canal, and the route south is open into the sounds with their end¬ 
less miles of rivers and bays down to Beaufort. 

1 visited the office of the Chesapeake and Albemarle Canal Com¬ 
pany, paid a nominal sum and was allo-wed to sail through on my own 
nook. One day was devoted to cruising down harbor on a visit to the 
German sloop of war or corvette, Louise. I wish the naval committee 
of Congress and the corps of constructors could have inspected the 
vessel. She is only a wooden craft, but for all that so much superior 
in model, speed and fighting efficiency to the old plugs of our own 
service that even an unprofessional person could not fail to appreciate 
how we have been left in the race among shipbuilding nations. The 
Louise had a ram bow, clean cut hull with low eliptical counter fiush 
with the water as a protection to rudder and screw. Per contra, the 
new Dolphin of our own service, evolved after a mountain of dis¬ 
cussion, showed a high yachtlike overhang, exposing as an excellent 
target such vital details as rudderpost, rudder and after deadwood. 
Though the Dolphin is a kind of show boat and the Louise a fight¬ 
ing ship, the latter completely takes the shine out of the Dolphin, for 
in paint, decorations, brass work and elaborate rigging the German 
surpassed our largest and finest steam yachts. Even his cutters were 
models of style and finish equal to any yacht’s gig. What with a 
cleanliness to ship and crew, with rifled ordnance, Nordenfeldt multi¬ 
ples mounted on forecastle, on each quarter and in tbe tops, the 
Louise was the'.flnest vessel of her class! ever beheld, and I have seen 
most things that float the world over. 

The following day a beam wind of moderate strength saw the Coot 
jogging up the Western Branch, past the Navy Yard and on to the 
mouth of the canal. The Elizabeth is tolerably broad and deep and 
w’ell buoyed in the lower reaches, until you bring up at the entrance 
of the old Dismal Swamp Canal, where the river takes a sunden turn 
to the eastward. A mile up the draw of the Norfolk and Western 
will be found open, except at train time, and you can shoot through 
without notice. This bridge is an iron structure of such low truss 
that it speedily showed lameness in the back and had to be shored 
up extensively. The engineer should never be allowed to design an¬ 
other bridge, for the error in this one is palpable. The river narrows 
into tortuous turns, though a small boat like the Coot can beat up 
easily enough. Large vessels must tow. Give the points a good 
berth. Most of them have flats and stumps. At a sudden turn, 
where Deep Creek joins the Branch, I spied a buoy about midchannel. 
The paint was rubbed off and I took the wrong side, spiked up on a 
stump amidships, the boat jamping out two inches. She wore round, 
slid off and tried the other side of the buoy with better success, and 
by afternoon had worked up close to the canal lock, where she was 
tied up to the shore to await a fair wind through. C, P. K. 

BAY OP QUINTE Y. 0.—Belleville, Ont., May e.-Although the 
yachting spirit is by no means dead in our little city, it is not as 
strong as it was a very few years ago. This is to be accounted for 
only on the ground that the expense of maintaining even a small 
craft is more than the majority of the devotees of the sport care to 
stand. Hence our local fleet has been dwindling in numbers year 
by year, until now there are only three yachts of note owned in 
this city, namely, the Norah, Dauntless and lolanche, the former, of 
which races only at one or two ports, the second not at all and the 
third regularly. The latest loss to the roll of the B. Q. Y. C. has been 
the big sloop Atalanta, champion of the lakes, which was recently 
purchased by Messrs. Ward, J. Eyne and Dave Claus, of ^B^ighton 
for, it is reported, the beggarly price of $1,500. In the way of build¬ 
ing nothing is said to be in contemplation except a small cruiser by 
Vice-Commodore Pike, who recently sold his cutter Sylvia to parties 
in Buffalo. The annual meeting of the Bay of Quinte Y. C. was held 
on May 5, when Messrs. John Turner and George Brown were elected 
members of the club. The following officers were unanimously 
elected: Commodore, R. S. Beil; Vice-Commodore, Wm. Pike; Cap¬ 
tain, C. S. Hostage, Secretary, F. S. Campbell, Treasurer, Geo. N. 
Leavens; Measurers, Geo. N. Leavens and Wm. S. Drewry. Messrs. 
W. H. Biggar, C. 8. Hostage and R. M. Roy were appointed delegates 
to the Lake Yacht Racing Association, meeting to be held on Satur¬ 
day, 8th inst. An effort will be made, and there is every reason to 
believe that it will be successful, to have the first race of the circuit 
held at Belleville. Wednesday, July 38, or Friday, July 30, were 
spoken of as desirable dates. Mr. Bell, who has served the club as 
Hon. Secretary for eleven years and has decided to withdraw from 
the cares of office, was nominated for the position of Commodore 
and has declined to accept the positton.—Port Tack. 

CAROLINA Y. C.—The offlcer.s for 1886, elected on May 3, are; 
Commodore, Pembroke Jones; Fleet Captain, Norwood Giles; Flag 
Captain, Wm. L. Smith, -Ir.; Purser, M. S. Willard; Measurer, T. W. 
Meares; Governing Committee. W. L. Parsley, G. H. Smith. H. M. 
Bowaen; Regatta Committee, H. G. Smallbones, George D. Parsley, 
J. McRee Cowan; Committee on House and Grounds, H. R. Latimer, 
Clayton Giles. G. H. Smith. Twenty members were also elected. 
The club fleet has been divided into two classes, the first to consist of 
those measuring 301t. and under to 16ft. and 6in. in length, and the 
second to embrace yachts of 16£t. 6in. and less. Yachts of the second 
class may compete for a first class prize, provided the measurer is 
notified of the intention to thus compete at the time of entering the 
yacht; but yachts of the first class will not be permitted to enter for 
a second class prize. 
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lew ^nhUmtion§. 
RIVERSIDE Y. C.—At the regular meeting of the Riverside Y. C. 

of Jacksonville, on April 30, there were four new members elected. 
A new’.set of by-laws was submitted and accepted. Quite a considerable 
amount of money was raised among the present members, which wUl 
be used in inrprovmg the club house. Steps were also taken in refer¬ 
ence to buying the 35ft. sloop yacht Cheemaun. a well-known boat in 
and around New York. She is considered one of the ablest and fastest 
boats of her length. At present she is owned by Mr. Will Fred Porter, 
who is a member of the R. Y. C.. and ex-measurer, but has returned 
to New York, his old home, to live. The yacht Arthur B., owned by 
Mr. W. L. Davids, was sent to New Berlin, Fla., to be overhauled and 
a new set of sails made and an additional storm jib put on her, making 
her one of the finest looking sloop yachts in Southern w'aters. The 
club is making good progress and hopes to be in good condition this 
coming winter to welcome our Northern visitors as they should be. 
It is also the desire of this club that all owners of yachts anticipating 
a visit to our waters tliis next winter will send in their names together 
with name and rig of yacht, and at or about what time she expects to 
arrive here; also If said owner or owners wish their names presented 
for active membership. 

KNICKERBOCKER Y. G. SPRING REGATTA.—The spring regatta 
of the K. Y. C. will be sailed on May 31, starting from the club house 
at Port Morris. The iron steamboat Sirius will carry the club’s 
guests. All yachts enrolled in the club will be considered as entered 
for the regatta, and will be classed as follows: Class 1, cabin sloops 
and cutters Sift, and over. Class 2, cabin sloops and cutters under 
31ft. Class 3, open jib and mainsail yachts, 25ft. and over. Class 4, 
open jib and mainsail yachts, 21ft. to 25ft. Class 5, open jib and 
mainsail yachts under 21ft. Class 6, cat-rigged yachts, 21ft. to 25ft. 
Class 7, cat^rigged yachts 17ft. to 21ft. Class 8, under 17ft. Special 
class, steam yachts. The course for the 8th class will be to and 
arouud Fort Schuyler buoy and return. All other classes to and 
around Gangway buoy and return. The preparatory gun will be fired 
at 10:30 A. M. Full sailing directions will appear in programme. A 
prize will be awarded the winning yacht in each class on time allow¬ 
ance. A silk club signal will be given to the sailing yacht making the 
fastest time over the Gangway buoy course without time allowance. 
The regatta committee are Messrs. E. E. Brown, A. Varian and D. M. 
Winne. 

BUFFALO Y. C.—The Buffalo Y. C. have taken a new start this 
season, and their prospects are much more promising than ever be¬ 
fore, as the interest is not confined to a few enthusiasts, but is ex¬ 
tending widely among young men. The roll now numbers 75 active 
and aO life members, and the fleet includes the schooners May Bell 
andE. B Jewett, the sloops Curlew, lolanthe. Ramble, Turk, Lillie 
R and Alarm; the cutters Vera and Sylvia, and the cat One Such. 
A new club house is now proposed at the foot of Porter avenue, and 
it is expected that it will oe ready early in the summer. The build¬ 
ing, designed by Mr. H. M. Reebe, will be 24ft. square and three stor¬ 
ies high. Below will be lockers and houses forthe yawls. Thesecond 
floor, with a balcony 714ft. wide around it, will be the club room, and 
the third will be used for storage. On the roof is an open observa¬ 
tory. Wiih a new bouse and larger fleet the Buffalo Y. C. will be as 
well settled as any .club on the lake, will be in position to devote all 
its energies to racing and to building up yachting on Lake Erie. 

QUAKER CITY Y. C.—The events for 1886 are: Opening review 
and harbor crmse. May 28. Annual spring regatta, June 9. Ladies’ 
day, June 15. Review and harbor cruise, June 27. Corinthian cruise 
and regatta, July 3 to 6. Review, Lazretto, Aug 8. Annual cruise in 
Chesapeake and Delaware bays, Aug. 14 to 29. Review and cup race, 
second class. Sept. 6. Closing review and cruise, Sept. 19. 

LARCHMONT Y. C.—The spring regatta will be sailed on June 5 
and the annual on July 5. An oyster boat race, similar to that of last 
year, will be sailed in August for prizes given by the club. 

JERSEY CITY Y. C.—The opening day of the club will be as usual 
Decoration Day, the start being made from the club house at 9 A. M. 
The annual regatta will be sailed on July 17. 

A LAUNCH AT FALL RIVER.—On May 5 there was launched by 
Read Bros., the Mable F. Swift, designed by Mr. J. Borden, Jr., for 
Mr. C. W. Anthony, of FaU River. Her dimensions are: Length over 
all, 43ft.; waterline, 38ft.; beam, 14ft. 6in.; hold, 6ft.; draft, 6ft. 6in.; 
iron keel, 8,290 pounds. The imder-water body of the yacht shows a 
very fair form and promises a speedy boat. The sheer is noticeable 
from its lowest point being far aft, with a quick spring to the counter. 
The stem and sternpost are plumb. The boat is very roomy below, 
with a large cabin, a stateroom to starboard and plenty of stowage 
room and pantries, while the forecastle is of a good size. In the 
cabin four berths can be made up back of the lockers. The interior 
is finished very handsomely in oak and mahogany. The yacht will 
be sloop-rigged and will enter the local races this summer. 

LAUNCH OF THE CINDERELLA.—On Saturday last, in spite of 
the rain, the new yacht Cinderella was launched by Mr. Piepgrass, at 
Greenpoint. On her wet decks were Mr. and Mrs. Iselin. The yacht 
had her spars and gear in place, topmast on end, and was ready to 
bend sails as soon as afloat. At 1:15 P. M. the dog shores were 
knocked away and she slid rapidly into the water, Mrs. Iselin breaking 
a bottle of wine over her starboard bow as she left the land. The 
Cinderella is still at Piepgrass’s, but will go into commission as soon 
as the inside ballast is stowed. 

^nswer§ to. Correspondent^. 
Mo Motloe Taken of Anonymona Oorreapondents. 

P. M. C., Lawrence, Mass.—Address Wallace Huntington, Wilton, 
Conn. 

C. F., Boston.—Please tell me the best places in Maine to get good 
trout fishing in July? Ans. Tim Pond, the Rangeley lakes, or the 
headwaters of the Aroostook. 

A. B. D., Boxford, Mass.—For compilation Massachusetts game 
laws, address H. J. Thayer, Secretary Massachusetts Fish and Game 
Protective Association, No. 246 Washington street, Boston. 

E. S. G., Cleveland.—Please inform me where I can obtain gold fish 
at wholesale. I wish to sell them again. Ans. Write to E. G. Black¬ 
ford, Fulton Market, New York, or to Hugo Mulertc, Cincinnati, O. 

A. D.—Where is the best place on the Hudson to catch shad with a 
fly and when? Ans. We do not know of any such place. The only 
spot where fly-fishing for shad is successful is below the dam at Hol¬ 
yoke, Mass. 

W. L. B., Randolph, la.—I have a wild goose which has mated with 
a tame swan this season for the third time. Unfortunately the eggs 
were broken in 1884 and 1865. Is there any reason why the eggs 
should not hatch? Ans. There is no reason for supposing that the 
eggs will prove fertile. The birds are of different genera and a 
hybrid would not be expected. 

BAsm, Providence, R. L—Do they catch shad with a fly? if so what 
are the best, and what size? Do they fish in shallow or deep water 
for them? Ans. Yes. A little later, in July or August, we shall have 
an article on this topic. The white miller and the coachman are good 
flies and should be dressed on Nos. 4 to 6 Sproat hooks. They fish for 
them in the swift water of the channel in the Connecticut River below 
the bridge at Holyoae, Mass., and at no other place that we know of. 

Gaucho.—J. C. Bandle & Son give a medal to be contested for by 
clubs of Hamilton county, O., five men to a team, each man to have 
been a bona fide member of the club he represents at least three 
months prior to fir.st shoot. Is it compulsory under these conditions 
that the members of the various competing clubs be residents of 
Ohio, nothing having been said on that subject by the donor, while 
he had actually placed a man on one of the teams whom he knew 
lived in Kentucky ? Ans. No. 

FRANK’S RANCHE; OR, MY HOLIDAY !N THE T ROCKIES. 
HE author of this Uttle work, who signs himself E. M. in his dedi¬ 
catory letter, is one of those respectable well-to-do citizens of 

famous London Town, who in common with many of his species 
carries under his broadcloth an ineradicable taint of the roving blood 
which, whether inherited from the Norsemen or the restless followers 
of Hengst and Horsa, is apt to assert Itself most unexpectedly. The 
author appears to have escaped the controlling influence of the 
disease in his own person, only to transmit it in a concentrated form 
to his son Frank, in whom it exhibited itself in an aggravated type, 
which necessitated his being sent to the “Far AVest” for change of 

father and son there appears to have been an abiding 
faith m the old time tradition that if one can only get a piece of land 
to plant money in, it will return to you in time an increase of forty, 
sixty, or even a hundred fold, and Frank being started as a 
farm pupU on a Minnesota farm, both he and his parent were 
naturally ansous for the time when the young hopeful should be 
prepared to till his own acres. It took six months before Frank was 
able to satisfy himself and father that he knew enough of farming to 
give his preceptor “wrinkles.” and the fates willing it, that at that 
very period a farm of two hundred acres was thrown on the market 
a dead bargain, the opportunity was embraced eagerly, and Frank 
began to plant his father’s, dollars in improvements. At the close of 
the first year the return was not quite what was expected, but just 
then a splendid opportunity occurred for establishing a creamery as 
rich in promises as a Senatorial candidate; the fates were further 
propitious in turning up at the very moment a man without means 
but with all the experience necessary to the working of a creamery 
with a moneyed partner. The hand of fate was so distinctly recog¬ 
nizable here that when the author received a letter intimating that 
the farm was sold, the creamery established and an opportunity 
presented for the profitable investment of more dollars, he not only 
refrained from exhibiting surprise, but determined not to be eclipsed 
by his son in the abiding faith which works miracles, and came down 
with the needful like a man. 

But when a year later the partnership was dissolved, and Frank 
received as his share the experience only, plus two hundred dollars, 
while the partner who invested the experience took the creamery 
and prepared to run it under difflculties, the buoyancy which 
prompted Frank to the investment was not shared in by the author, 
whose faith had waxed cold. Frank started for the Rockies, home¬ 
steaded a farm at the base of the foothills, and, left to his own re¬ 
sources, faced the difficulties of his position like a true descendant of 
the hardy Norseman. Finally the author determined to come out 
and see for himself. This visit restored his wavering faith, and left 
FYank a good start on a five hundred acre ranch on which he is likely 
to prosper, the sanguine dreams of his youth having given place to 
the well grounded self-reliance acquired in the protracted struggle 
in which he passed the difficulties of his position. 

The Yellowstone Park and Salt Lake City, Niagara and the Cats¬ 
kills are visited and described, together with the region passed over, 
in a style at once animated, fair and judicious, and the description 
being interspersed with lively anecdotes of men and things, the little 
book may be described as essentially interesting. It has been favor¬ 
ably received on the other side, and we have little doubt that Hough¬ 
ton. Mifflm & Co., who are bringing it out in this country, wiil^find 
it a successful venture. The writer is already favorably known in 
angling circles as the author of “An Amateur Angler’s Doings in 
Dovedale,” and the present contribution to the literature of the far 
West wants none of the brightness, freshness and geniality of the 
former work. 

A Definite Amount op Iksukance, lowest cash rates, plain con¬ 
tract, ample security—such are the special advantages offered by the 
Travelers, of Hartford, Conn.—Adu. 

HTJUPHSETS' 
Homeopathic VeteVinary 

Specifics for 
CATTLE, SHEEPf 

DOGS, HOGS, PODLTRT. 

byU. S.&ovemm’t. 
Chart on Rollers, 

and Book Sent Free. 

Humphreys’ Med. Co., 109 Fulton St., B. Y. 

ADAM WATTERS, 
AYholesale and Retail 

Tea Dealer, Wine & Spirit Merclait. 
No. 22 Fabrique Street, 

aXTEBEO. 

Fishing and Hunting Parties 

furnished with everything neces¬ 

sary for the woods on the short¬ 

est notice. 

This cut shows No. 1-0 (or Black Bass size) with living Minnow' attached. 

MAmiFACTURED IN ALL SIZES FROM No. 5-0 TO No. 4, SUITARLE FOR 

Bluskallonge, Pickerel, Black Bass, Lake Trout, Etc., Etc. 
All have patent treble hook with baiting needle, ad jnstable Up hook and treble swivel, and best silk metal wound gimp. 

This is the most ingenious invention and radical improvement in troUing tackle yet made. Its manifest superiority to all gangs now in use is evident 
to every expert angler. A few' of its peculiar excellencies are:—It is the only gang on w'hich a bait can live. It is the only gang winch can be adjust^ to 
any sized minnow instantly and perfectly. It is not only the simplest hut also the strongest gang made. It does not scare away the big pd wary fish by a 
lone array of treble books. The treble swivel insures perfect revolution of bait and reduces to the lowest possible point the liability of kmkmg the line. 

^ If your dealer does not keep our goods in stock, or wiU not order them for you, send 60 cents for our 1^-page folio illustrated catalogue. 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, Manufacturers of Every Description of Fine Fishing Tackle, 
18 Vesey Street (Foiirlli door from the Astor House), New Yort. 

WINCHESTER 
Repeating Arms Co.’s 

RIFLES (So AMMUNITION, 
'E33r 

Send for 76-page (April, 1886) Catalogue. Just out. 

WINCHESTER REPEATING AHMS CO., 
3>a'E3''W KC-A-VESKT, OOKTIXT- 

IWew 'Srortai:. I-rancisco. 
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THOS. H. CHUBB, The Fishing Rod Manufacturer, 
Post Mills, Orange Oo., Vt. 

All Lancewood Fly Eods, length weight 
8oz.; two tips. Nickel Plated Trimmings. War¬ 
ranted. Price $4.00; by registered mail, 35 cents 
extra. Also same style rod for trout and bass 
from 9 to 12ft. in length, to weigh from 6 to 
12oz. Same price. 

Send for Price I-ist for 1886. 

Send for IPrice List of tlie DIVINE ROD. 3F'. I>- IDITT-IKTE, 
Utica, If. Y. 

The Mills Woven Cartridge Belt. 

No. 1.... 10 Shot. 
“ 2....12 “ 
“ 3....14 “ 
“ 4... 16 “ 
“ 5....20 “ 
“ 6....32 W. C. F. 
“ r....g8 W. C. F. 

LIST OF BELTS IN STOCK. 
No. 8....44 W. C. F. 
“ 9... 44 Colt’s Lightning. 
“ 10_44 Pistol. 
“ 11....40-65 Sharp. 
“ 12....45 Colts. 
“ 13_43 Remington. 
“ 14_ 45-70 Government. 

No. 15 ...50-70. 
16.. .. 4.5-60. 
17.. ..32.40 Marlin. 
18.. ..a'^-55 “ 
IQ • ifl-HO “ 

2o'.''.'. 40-63 BaUard. 

equipped with shoulder strap and live game carriers in addition to buckle. KETAIL PRICE, SI.25. 
Single belts sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of retail price. Belts for any special size cartridge, or for 
extra large waist measure, made to order without additional cost. 

Address all orders and communications to 

THOMAS C. ORNDDRFF, Sole Manufacturer, Worcester, Mass. 

Canoe and Camp Cookery. 
By "SENECA.” 

A practical cook book for canoeists, Corinthian sailors and outers. Practical because 
the author gives explicit and intelligible directions for preparing such dishes as he has him¬ 
self actually tested in camp and on a cruise. This is just where the recipes differ from the 
absurdly inapracticable dishes given in some so-called camp cookery books. ’ The cooking 
outfit is described, and numerous hints on camp economy add to the value of the work. 
Cloth, 96 pages. Price $1.00. 

NEW YORK: Forest and Stream Publishing Co.. 39 Park Row. 
LONDON: Davtes & Co., 1 Finch Lane, Comhill. 

ESTABLISHED 50 YEARS. 

cS& CO., 
Importers, Manufacturers, Wholesale and Retail Dealers in 

50 & 53 Fulton Street, New York City. 

SPECIALTIES FOR 1886. 
Hand-Made Fishing Rods as follows: Split Bamboo Trout and Bass Rods, $15, $20, $26; Greenheart 

Trout and Bass Rods, $16; Ash and Lancewood Trout and Bass Rods, $5, $7, $50; Weakflsh Rods, pepper 
cane 2d joint, 2 Greenhart tips, $15, $20, $25: Ash and Lancewood, 3 joints, 7%ft., $6, $7, $10; Midge Trout 
Flies, $1 per doz.; Ordinary Trout Flies, 75 cts., $1 per doz.; Bass Casting and Trolling Flies $2, $3 per 
doz.; Best Enameled Fly Line, per yard, 6 cts.; Kelso Salmon Fhes, the largest assortment in America, 
$6 to $9 per doz.; Click Reels from $1 upward. Also the largest stock of Dog Collars, Muzzles and Fixings 
in the United States. Full line ot Guns, Revolvers, Cutlery, Traveling Bags and every article used by the 
sportsman. Spratts Dog Cake, $7 per bag of lOOlbs. Stedman’s Areca Nut, sure cure for worms in dogs, 
25 cts. Stedman’s Flea Powder, 25 cts. Stedman’s Dog Soap, 26 cts. 

Headquarters for Archery, Lawn Tennis. Base Ball and Cricket. 
Send 15 cents for our 160-page Illustrated Catalogue, containing everything in the line. 

ORDERS BY MAIL PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO. 

IDEAL Relojdin? Tools, 

Shotguns. 

A, Mouth Opener. 

B. Bullet Mould. C, Seating Primer, 

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES. 
People ot refined taste who desire exceptionally fine 

cigarettes should use only our Straight Cut, 
put up iu satin packets and boxes of 

10s, 20s, 50s and 100s. 

14 First Prize Medals. WM. S. KIMBALL & CO. 

canoe: handling. 
By C. B. VAUX (“DOT”). 

A complete manual for the management of a canoe. The author begins at the very 
beginning, describes and explains the rudiments in the simj est and plainest way possible. 
Everything is made intelligible for beginners: and besides this ABC teaclung there are so 
many hints and wrinkles that the oldest canoeist afloat will find pleasui-e and profit in the 
study of these. The book is complete and concise—no useless duffle between its covers. The 
subjects treated are the choice of a canoe, pa,ddling, saihng, care of the canoe, recipes and 
rules. The text is further elucidated by numerous practical drawings, and the beauty of the 
book is enhanced by the many ornamental vignettes. Pages 168; uniform with “Canos 
Building.” Price, postpaid, $1.00. 

NEW YORK: Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 39 Paort: Row. 
LONDON: Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane, Comhill. 

Meat and Elegant. 
A great addition to the appearance of any lawn. 

Just the thing for porch and lawn use and for camp¬ 
ing parties. Light and strong and folds compactly. 
Can be carried as easily as a common camp stool. 
Send for illustrated catalogue of Hammock and 
Invalid Chairs free to any address. 

HUBBASD HAMMOOK OHAIK 00., 
Sank Centre, Minn. 

WEBSTER. 
. With or without Patent Index. 

IT IS THE STANDARD 
Authority with the D. S. Supreme Court and in 
the Gov’t Printing Office, and is recommended 
by the State Sup’ts of Schools in 36 States. 

To its many other valuable features we have 

n bj 

hQ 
w ^ 

JUST ADDED 
ANew Pronouncing 

GAZETTEER 
OF THE WORliD, 

Containing over 26,000 Titles, briefly 
describing the Countries, Cities, 

Towns, and Natural Features 
OF EVERY PART OF THE GLOBE. 

It is an invaluable companion in every School, 
and at every Fireside. 

G. & C. MERRIAM & CO., Pub’rs, Springfield, Mass. 

GOLD MEPAL, PARIS, 1878. 
BAElER’S 

Warranted cibsolutely pure 
Cocoa, from which the excess of 
Oil has been removed. It has three 
times the strength of Cocoa mixed 
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar, 
and is therefore far more economi¬ 
cal, costing less than one cent a 
cup. It is delicious, nourishing, 
strengthening, easily digested, and 
admirably adapted for invalids as 
well as for persons in health. 

Sold by Grocers everywhere. 

ii CO., Dofciiester, Mass. 

SHOSE BIRDS. 
A pamphlet for those who “gun” 

along he shore. 

TELLS OF 

L Haunts and Habits—Where the hay birds live, and 
what they do at home. 

II. Range and Migration—Where they go to breed, 
and where to spend the winter. 

HI. A Morning Without the Birds-An episode of 
shore shooting. 

IV. Nomenclature—A list of our American species 
of Limtcolm, with a description of each 
species. 

7. Localities—Where to go to shoot them. 

71. Blinds and Decoys—How to shoot them after 
you have reached the grounds. 

44 pp., paper. Price, 16 Cents. 

E. & HT. T. ANTHONY & CO., 
59i Broadway, New York. 

S ALLCOCK & CO.’S 

Celebrated Fish Hooks. 
May be bad from all Pishing Tackle Dealers 

In any part of che world. 

One Good Hook is Worth 50 Bad Ones. 
Glold Medsls and Highest Awards at all Exhibitions 

No. 777. 

FIRST QUALITY 

8PR0AT HOOKS, 
S. ALLCOCK & CO., 

REDDITCH. 

No. 100. ^ 

The Largest Maniifacturers of Fishing 
Goods in the World. 

All best goods bear our name and trade mark. 
WORKS, REDDITCK, ENGLiAlfMD. 

AND 

Silk Worm Gnt Factory, Murcia, Spain. 

WHOLESALE ONLY. 

TROUT FLIES, 
36c. Per Dozen. 

H. H. KIFFE, 
318 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

Send for Fishing Tackle Catalogue. 

3-piece Fly Rod, 25yds. Click Reel, 25yds. oiled 
Silk Line, six Flies, six Hooks to gut and Leader 
complete by express. $4.00. Post paid, $4 50. Two 
Sample Flies by mail, post paid, 15 cts.: per doz., 75 
cts. One 3 piece Trout Rod, Reel, 100ft. Linen Line, 
six Hooks to gut, one Sinker, one Leader and one 
Float, complete, $2.00. Post paid, $2.50. Send for 
our new catalogue, 320 large pages, over 5,000 illus¬ 
trations of all sporting goods, covers printed in 15 
colors, sent by mail for 25 cents. 

PECK & SNYDER, 126 Nassau St., N. Y. 

Salmon Fishing in Canada. 
We have the largest stock in America of Forrest 

& Son’s celebrated Salmon Flies, Rods, Reels, 
Casting Lines, etc., etc,. We have everything in 
Fishing Tackle for the successful capture of Sal¬ 
mon and Trout in Canadian waters. American 
anglers can obtain their complete outfit from us 
far below New York prices. Spliced Salmon and 
Trout Rods a specialty. Salmon and Trout Rods 
made to order and repaired. W. W. Greener’s 
Guns, Eley Bros. Ammunition, Curtis and Harvey’s 
Diamond Grain Powder, Clay Pigeons, Blackbirds, 
Glass Balls, Traps and all kinds of sporting goods. 
Send stamp for 42-page illustrated catalogue. 

T. W. BCYD & SCN, 1641 Notre Dame st., 
Montreal, Canada. 

FISHING RODS 
Brother angler, do you want to know where to 

purchase a fine hand made fishing rod. with numer¬ 
ous improvements not found in any other rod man¬ 
ufactured, and at a lower price than a machine rod 
can be ptmchasedJ Send for price list containing 
hints in selecting a rod. 

EDWARD SMITH, 

Pittsford, Rutland Co., Vt. 

“Murcia” Silkworm Gut. 
FISHIUG AUD SUEGIOAL ITSE. 

In lots to suit, all grades and lengths, “Extra 
Heavy” to “Extra Fine.” Assorted thousands, ten 
different grades, including “Extra Long,” put up 
for country trade and clubs. Prices, $5 to $15 per 
1,000. Assorted thousands, $7.50. Address LATASA 
& CC., P. C. Box 2,708, Washington Building, N. Y. 

WHITE BLACKING. 
ff and Carriage Top Dres 

WHAT IS IT? It 
is the best Harness 

, _ _ _„_, Dressing made and also 
the cheapest and easiest to use, when applied ac¬ 
cording to directions. It cleans, oils, softens and 
preserves harness, bringing out its origLual color as 
when new, in one operation. S. STCNE, Sole Ag’t, 
S. C. BRIGHAM, Manager. 27 Park Place, N. Y. 

The Open Shot Regulator.^_ 
Good for 10 or 40 yds. /W&Wj 

WINANS & WOODEN, L DAT 
97 West Kinney st., Newark, N. J. 

Send bore of gun for sample. 

HILL ON THE DOG. 
THE STANDARD WORK ON THEIR 

MANAGEMENT AND DISEASES. 
Price sa.OO. 

For Bale by the Forest and Stream Pah. Oo, 
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The following letter 
refers to a Stevens’ New 
Model Pocket Rifle, 
weighing about two 
pounds, is from a per¬ 
fectly reliable gentle¬ 
man (whose name is 
at the service of any 
applicant). 

Lampkin, Ga. 

Dec. 28th, 1884. 

Messrs. J. Stevens & Co. 

Gtntlemen .-—My preference 

for your guns has been 

strengthened by the following 

circumstances: Some weeks 

ago a friend brought a small 

p>ocket rifle to have me clean 

up for him, as it had become 

rusty from neglect and disuse. 

I saw your name, “J. Stevens 

& Co ,” on the barrel, and I 

said to him, that I would 

wager that it was a fine shoot¬ 

ing gun. Said he, my father 

has carried that rifle for fifteen 

years, and has bagged all 

sorts of game with it, from 

deer to small birds. He once 

killed an alligator with it at 

no yards. He always shoots 

squirrels in the head, no mat¬ 

ter how high they get. At 

this moment another man, 

who had done business for the 

old man on his'farm for a 

number of years, and used the 

rifle a great deal, stepped up, 

and, overhearing the conver¬ 

sation, remarked: “Yes, it 
is the best rifle I ever saw. 

I have killed squirrels almost 

by the thousand with it, and 

killed ducks by the hundred 

at all distances. I once kill¬ 

ed a duck with it at 240 

yards.” I thought this very 

remarkable, as it is a very 

small gun, barrel only 12 in¬ 

ches long, with skeleton 

shoulder stock, 32 caliber. 

The gentlemen says, “ If you 

will clean it up you can use it 

whenever you like,” handing 

me a box of cartridges'. He 

said, “ You will be surprised 

at its shooting qualities.” So 

I rubbed the gun up nicely, 
and made an agreement with 

a friend to go hunting. When 
wemetheremarked, “Where 

is your gun?" (eyeing the lit¬ 

tle thing with a disajjmointed 

curiosity). I told him I 
would take it along for prac¬ 

tice, and would let him kill 

the game with his shot-gun. 

With a kind of a sneer he 

said, he thought I wanted to 

go hunting. Very soon the 

dog treed a squirrel in a very 

tall hickory, and, getting 

sight of it first, I raised the 

rifle and down came the 

squirrel. “Well,” said he, 

"the little thing shoots like 

anything.” Pretty soon he 

shot at a dove about 40 yards 

off and missed it. I raised 

the rifle and brought it down. 

With a puzzled air he re¬ 

marked, with much emphasis. 
“ That thing shoots like the 

mischief." It was not long 

before the dog barked up a 

large, tall pine tree, in which 

we soon found a very large 

fox squirrel. I let him take 

two shots at the squirrel, 

which only caused him to go 

to the very top. Then I took 

a shot. At the crack of the 

rifle, the squirrel came.crash- 

ing down, shot in the head. 

My friend then came up and 

took the rifle in his hand and 

examined it verj' closely. 

“Well,” said he, “it shoots 

like the-. I did not 

think it was in the thing.” 

I remain, yours very truly, 

A. W. L. 

J. STEVENS & CO. **PREMIERS RIFLES, Nos. 7 and 8. 
CHICOPEE FAILS, MASS. Swiss stock with Pore- 

end, Vernier and Open 
ick Sights and Globe 

Antfiain TiM, Jan. 10, ISSS.—wThs neit gtm 
▼as a 22 caliber Stevens, and a pair of beautiful 
pistols, made by Stevens, on the Lord pattern. 
These weapons Dr. Carver nses on the st^e, and 
does all his fancy shooting with. X eaw him dur¬ 
ing the morning shoot with these pistols, in two 
cbnqeoutive shots, two half dollars thrown in the 
air, and he sent them whizzing away with holes 
nearly through the center of both. Opening 

window, and calling upon Hans (one of his 

No.1. 
24 inch, $29.00. .$29.00 
26 inch, 81.00.. 30.00 
28 inch, 33.00.. 31.00 
30 inch, 35.00.. 32.00 
No. 8 same style as 7, but 
fancy finish, $2.00 extra. 

Vernier and Open Back Sight and Beach Front S^ht. STEVENS’ 
“EXPERT” RIFLES, 

Nos. 5 and 6. f 
attendants) to fix up a target, I saw him shoot 
twenty shots, fired at forty steps, and the bul¬ 
lets could all be covered with a ten cent piece.” 

■Mr. Reeves, in Amwiam Field, Dec. 6,1884.— 
Regarding the feat of Mr. Ira A. Paine with a 

Stevens' Gallery Pistol, 22 caliber. He put sev¬ 
eral shots in a one inch bullseye in a card, held 
in a lady's band at ten yards and then hit the 
card edgewise three shots out of four. Small 
cards measuring four and a half by three inches 

TSTft 358,000; 
U. jjaoaj. 4* Cal. 

24 inch, $25.00. .$25.00 
26 inch, 27.00.. 26.00 
28 inch, 29.00.. 27.00 
30 inch, 31.00.. 28.00 
No. 6 same style as 5, but 
fancy finish, $2.00 extra. 

STEVENS’ 
OPEN SIGHT RIFLE. 

No. 2, 22 Cal.; No. 1, 82, 38 and 44 Cal 
No. 2. No.l. 

▼ere then substituted with three spots in the 
center of the card like the three of hearts, when 
he put a shot through each heart. The next feat 
was firing at a walnut and grape placed on the 
top of his wife’s head, on a small pedestal about 
one inch high. He knocked the grape off the 
first shot, and then the walnut at the second 
Shot, all at the same distance—ten yards.’’ 

358,38, or 
5858 Oal. 4d:Ckd. 

24 inch, $20.00..$20.00 
26 mch, 22.00.. 21.00 

30 Sob, Itioo!! iiloo Weight of Rifles 6 J to 8i pounds. 
Fancy finish, $2.00 extrji. 

Stevens’ “Crack-Shot” Rifle costs $6 00 more than Nos. 1 and 2. 
The " Crack-Shot ” has “Lyman” Sight on stock in place of open rear sight on barrel. Otherwise like Nos, 1 and 2. Lym; 
All Rifles or Pets are chambered for 

fire cartridge. 

STEVENS’ HUNTERS’ PET RIFLE, 

bn request will chamber for any desired rim or central 

Weight of 18 inch about 5 1-4 lbs. 

and good for 40 rods. 

533 Elm, 358,38 or 44 Caliber, Rim or Central Fire, with Combined Sights. 

18 inch, $18.00. 20 inch, $19.00. 22 inch, $20.00. 24 inch, $21.00. 

HUNTERS’ PET SHOT GUNS. 
Same style and price of the above, to use the Stevens’ Reloading Central Rre Shell, 38 or 44 CaL or the U.M.O. Co.’s Berdan Primer, 20 cal. Shell. 

NOTE.—Central Fir© Hunters’ Pet Rifle Barrels and Shot Barrels fitted to same frame when so ordered. Price of 18 inch, extra, $10.00. 

ifriee of 18 inch Shot Barrel,.$13 00 
Mahogany Cases for Pet,... 6 00 

STEVENS’ NEW MODEL POCKET RIFLES. 
Weight of 10 inch about 

58 pounds. 

22 or 32 Cal., Rim Fire with Com¬ 
bined Sights. 

10 inch. 12 inch. 15 inch. 18 inch. 
$12.25. $13.25. $15.00. $16.50. 

Extra Barrels only, full sighted. 

lOInch. 12inch. lOinch. lOinch. 
$6.60 $7.50 $8.60. $10.00. 

STEVENS’ TOW MODEL POCKET SHOT GUNS. 
For Taxidermists’ use, same style and price of the New Model Pocket Rifle, to use the Stevens’ Reloading Brass Shells, 38 and 44 CaL 

Mohagany Cases for New Model Pocket Rifles, 10 inch. $2.50; 12 inch, $2.76; 16 inch, $3.00; IS inch, $3,50. 

STEVENS’ OLD MODEL POCKET RIFLES. 

Weight of 10 Inch, j85$^al., 10 

22 Cal. with Globe and Peep Sights. 

10 inch. Plated rest. Japanned rest, 

$11.00 $10.60 

STEVENS’ GALLERY PISTOLS. 

6 inch, no rest, $7.00. 

B inch. Plated rest, , Japanned. 
$10.00 $9.60 

•* Conlin ’• Model, 10 inch Barrel, 22 CaL, weight 2 ^ pounds,.. .Price, $20 00 ^ 
« Lord ’’ Model, 10 inch BarreL 22 Cal., weight 3 pounds. “ 22 00 

“Diamond ’’ Model, 10 inch Barrel, 22 CaL, weight 11 ounces,.,.,..     “ 10 00 ^. Single-Shot Pistol, ' 
- ' ^ 3}i inch Barrel, $2.60. 

22 or SO Cal. 

STEVENS’ 

Single Barrel Breech 
loading Shot Gun. 

Lengths 28 to 32 inch Barrel. 

Weight of 12, 14 or 16 Gauge, 6 to T Pounds, 

« « 10 Gauge, 6 1-2 to 7 1-4 Pounds, 

WITH FOREHAND STOCK Plala Barrels, 12, 14 and 16 gauge....;-;. 
“ “ with ex. 26 in. Rifle Barrel, set loading tools and 25 shells. 

AND STEVENS’PATENT “ “ lo gauge. 
Twist “ 12 and 14 gauge . jg qq 

TIAT.T’ 19 HP Ifi Laminated Steel Barrels, 12 and 14 gauge.-. 
iiULi.—lU, 1^, Un ib Extra Finish on any of the above.......—. 

Central Fire Rifle Barrel 26 in., 32 to 44 cahbre. to fit any of the above Guns, extra. 
Sighted with Combined Peep and Globe and plain open Sights.__ __ GAUGE. 

No tkWf Mtooe. 
Ing weapon can 
leave this fac¬ 
tory, Every 
one must mako 
about as good s 
target as this or 
the inspector 
would reject it. 

6 enccesBive shots, 50 feet. 

BECAUSE^?. 
really expert shot at t 

Kickeled 
frame 

and Bntt 
$16.50 

33.00 
16.50 
18.60 
20.00 
2.60 

He would hardly 

allow even a 10 
InchFocketRiffa 

to pass unless 
it would make 

a better target 

than this. 

6 successive shots, 60 feet. 

miJV should every Lawyer, Doctor, 
W n I Preacher, Teacher, or any ona 
who needs pleasant recreation to draw 
the mind away from their daily cares, 
buy and constantly use some one of tha 
various arms made by J. Stevens & Co. ? 

DITmice you can bave more 
utbAUOll fun in a day with 
a Stevens’ Rifle or Pocket Rifle than with, 
a common weapon in a whole year. 

nrClIICC when any one practices 
Ul-UHUOL,^ith weapons of such 
wonderful accuracy the interest does 
not diminish, but increases constantly. 
You can practice an hour or two a day, a 
a hundred and fifty times in a year, vrith- 
out tiring. When your skill is such that 
you can make targets like the first, try 
it at a longer distance and you will be sur¬ 
prised at the pleasure that results from, 
the accomplishment of the object. 

all tbeir arms are so 
_ _ ^__light and convenient, 
and easily taken apart to carry in a trunk 
or bag, or in a small package. 

you can with a littia 
,ractice become • 

a merely nominal 
expense. 

DirPAIICET you buy one of 
DLiuHUOC, these arms you are 
sure of an accurate shooter. Every arm 
before it can leave their factory must by 
actual trial make targets of which ths 
best one above is a fair sample, 
Fisherman’s outfit is complete without 
a two-pound Pocket Rifle with which to 
knock over any game, large or small, ho 
is likely to come across, 

Mr. Jones, of [Pittsburgh, lately made 
some remactoble shooting with Stevens’ 
Rifle with tin short cartridge at 
5800 yards. It is something new to 
see a Rifle with 22 short cartridge com¬ 
peting successfully on the 200 yard range 
with Rifles of the best makers shooting 
very much larger cartridges, 

Mr. Butler, of Syracuse, N. Y., has 
four other Rifles of the best makes, but 
says he uses bis little Stevens’ a dozen 

' times as mach as all the rest, it is 
BO convenient to carry and SO-wonaer- 
fully accurate. 

Mr. R. B. Fuller, 172 South Clark St.. 
Chicago, has a twenty doUar Stevens’ 
Rifle that has been used in bis shooting 
gallery every day for eight years, 
which is now in good order after having 
been shot over 500,000 times. 

Mr. Carpenter, of Louisville, Ky., 
lately went to a turkey shoot and se¬ 
cured 7 turkeys in a couple of 
hours. He shot a 22 caliber 18 inch. 
New Model Pocket Rifle weighing 2>5 
pounds at 

225 yards. 

Mr, IngersoU, who has two of the 
finest shooting galleries in Pittsburgh 
(and probably in the world) has at pre¬ 
sent Thirty-one (31) Stevens’ Ri¬ 
fles in use in his galleries. 

E. P. Cory, of Consecon, Canada West! 
1 have used for three years a Stevens* 
22-caiiber Pocket Rifle, have shot itabout 
16,000 times, can kill all sorts of small 
game with it a great deal farther thaa 
with the best Shot Gun, For squirrel 
shooting I will match this little 
Pocket Rifle against any man 
with the best Shot Gun that 
can be brought forward. . 

From American Field.—" For care¬ 
ful boring and grooving, and perfection 
of workmanship in every particular, / 
consider the Stevens’ Rifle the superior of 
any in the market," COQUINA. ‘ 

My Old Model Pocket Rifle after being 
used 8 or 9 years, is as fine as ever. 

A. R. C. 

I have one of your J. Stevens & Co., 
26 in. barrel, 38 calibre Rifles, and it is 
the finest shooting rifle I ever saw. I 
have also one of the Hunters’ Pet, 32 
calibre, the best short range rifle I ever 
owned. They are a perfect rifle in every 

W.S.B. 

I received the 10 inch Stevens’ Rifle, 
and was very much pleased to find it the 
best shooting article that I have evef 
handled. The first shot I fired, I knock¬ 
ed one of Dad’s hens over at 8 rods. 

C. T. T^- 

THESE ARMS ARE SOLD BY ALL PRINCIPAL DEALERS, 
AliSO BY THE GENERAL AGENTS, 

WIEBUSCH & HILOER, 84 & 86 Chambers St., New York City. 
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CHARLES DALY HAMMERLESS 

READ A FEW FRESH WORDS OF COMMENDATION. 
No. 1—From the Pacific Slope. t a r n i a 

Los Angeles, Cal., Apral 15,1886. 

Massrs. Schoverling, Daly c& Gales, Neiv York: . i t, * ■ .i. 7. 
Gentlemen—I have a lO-gauge Daly—the one I ordered expressly for myself about a year ago—and now I want a j2-gauge Daly. It is the best gun in the world. 
I have had one of the club Medals here ever since I had my Diamond Daly, and still hold the champion medal. I halve broken ten out of fifteen day-pigeons at 75 yards with No. 7 

shot with it. C. B. Gould, who holds the first class medal, shoots Daly 12-gauge. J. B. Cline, one of our crack shots, shoots Daly 10-gauge. Prank Day, one of our crack shots, shoots 
Daly 10-gauge. J. Downey Harvey, one of our crack shots, shoots Daly 10-gauge. Harry Houghton won first prize, Alexander County Sportsmen Club, with a Daly 12-gauge. Martini 
Chick, the Champion of Southern California, shoots a Daly 10-gauge, ^ i .. 1,7 

We are about making a match for Chick and Crittenden Robinson, of San Francisco, and have got $500 that says the Daly gun beats him. 
We have sold all the above and several others. Now I want a Daly 12-gauge, and I want 3 011 to pick me out one which will be up to the mark in outward appearance—a beautiful 

piece of timber and toely marked barrels. For the shooting part, I have no fear that it will be to my satisfaction. 
Respectfully yours, (Signed) T. E. WALKER, of Walker & Smith. 

No.,2—From the Gulf. 
Houston, Tex., March 27, 1886, 

Messrs. Schoverling, Daly d: Gales, New York: , . , , ^ t i j -.-u7 • ^ -r 
Gentlemen—The Charles Daly Hammerless Gun that I ordered through your house has been received, and to say that I am pleased with it only conveys in part what I think. It 

has been examined by the best judges in this country, and they say that it is the finest piece of work that they have ever seen; that in fact they don’t think the workmanship can be 
excelled. I have thoroughly tested the shooting qualities, and it comes up to the specifications. I enclose you a slip from the Post. 

Respectfully yours, (Signed) M. PLOECK 

(SLIP PROM HOUSTON “POST.”) 
“A Post reporter while taking in the sportsmen’s element of our population this morning, dropped into Mike Ploeck’s gun shop on Travis street, aiid there found several of the crack 

shots looking with a degree of unusual interest at a gun that seemed to be on exhibition. It turned out to be a piece that had been made to order by Charles Daly, and brought on by 
their Agent E B. Eissam. It is one of the prettiest pieces of human mechanism that the eye of man ever feasted upon. The experts in that line, including some of the older members 
of the Gun Club, were present, and they could not speak its praises loud enough. The beauty and purity of the material, the close-fitting work of the master artist in putting the parts 
together, the ingenious carving and ornamentation adorning parts of it, with the desirable weight and handiness, all appealed to their judgment in a manner that elicited expressions of 

_7-;  IT>U„ iT_7_m 7„-„U n Tl rl tn fho n77£.077’ci tncto Thf. aCnAt IB of Wfllmit, LPfl 11 T1 f 1111V fl Tl 1B Pfl TtlA tT*i(70AT 77 7 7 O T-H 771 t.VlA 

gunsmith’s art.” 

No. 3—From the Great Northwest. 
Messrs. Best d Co., Minneapolis: 

Chicago, May 1, 1886, 

Gen tlemen—Y ou 
you to leave out the portions i 

ask permission to publish the letter I wrote to my friend Mr. C. in reply to his asking my advice as to the purchase of a gun. I have no objection except I request 
tions in which I have given the bad points of a few well-known makes. I have friends who handle these goods and do not wish to have my comments put in print. 

“ ■ FARMER. Yours truly. (Signed) 

Chicago, April 10, 1886. 
Friend C.: 

Your esteemed favor of the 16th inst. at hand and contents noted. In my judgment the best gun made is the Charles Daly, I have shot a Diamond quality hammer gun for five 
years, shooting 5J drams powder at the trap and on ducks. I won the Illinois State Cbampionship with it last year, which I still hold subject to contest next June. A duck gun should 
be 10-bore and 10 to 10^ lbs. Mine weighs 10 lbs. 4 oz. It has shot away since I owned it at least 400 lbs. of powder, and it is solid and compact as the day I bought it. I paid $200 for it 
and it is more than equal in style and finish to a-, which my friend Mr. S. paid $415 for. If 1 vrere to buy one now I would of course get a hammerless, but I would buy notrdng but 
a Daly. The lower grades of American guns are superior to the same grade of impoi'ted ones, but our American makes cannot compete with tbe best foreign makes in durability and 
finish on the higher grades, and none of the foreign ones can compare with the Daly, though costing considerable more money. In short, my advice is, get a IXamond Daly Hammerless, 
and It will last you your lifetime. If you don’t want to use it till fall get it maae to order. This you can do by giving length of stock, drop at the butt and the nose, the gauge, the 
length.of the barrels and the weight. 

We will have a shoot here commencing the second Monday in June, lasting six days, requiring twelve to fifteen thousand birds. Try and come down and you will see enough to 
convince you that my ^vice is correct, and I promise you a good time. _ Very truly yours, .< (Signed) GEO. T. PARMER. 

I^3FLIOE!s 
No. 120—Damascus Barrels, "W"ell JEngraved, - - - 

200—Finest Barrels, Locks, Stock, and Superb Engraving, 
^125 OO 
200.00 

We introdHce this new .aspirant for the favor of the shooting public, with great confidence that before 
this fall season is over it will have made its mark. 

Heretofore Hammerless Guns have been used only in the most expensive kinds; all previous attempts to 
bring out a cheap or medium priced one have been a failure. THE MANHAITAN is a medium priced, well 
fitted gun, and is equal in work or finish to any American make. 

Every care has been taken to make of them first-class shooting guns. 

r*3FtIOE! 
Fine IDamasotis Barrels, Neatly Engraved, $7,5.00 

SCHOVERLING. DALY d GALES, 
84 6c 86 Chambers Street, New York. 

Agents for PIEPER B. L. GUNS AND SEVEN-SHOT DUCK AND GOOSE GUM 
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EDW K. TRYON, JR. & CO., 
10 and 12 North Sixth and 220 North Second Streets, 

FOR SALE OF THE 

Chamberlin Cartridge 
COMPANY’S 

Loaded by machinery. Every cartridge perfect. Every one alike. Wadding of uniform thickness, and placed 
squarely on the powder and shot. Rammed with uniform pressure. Beautifully and securely crimped. Packed 
25 in a pasteboard box, 20 boxes in a case. Tlio JVEost Ooix-x7-oxi.loia.t Axxd Atvityi.ij.- 
xxltloxx 133. tl3.o W osrld.- Highest scores on record made with these cartridges. Persons who use 
them in the field are constantly speaking in their praise. WOOD POWDER has shown its best results in 
these goods. PIGOU, WILKES & LAURENCE POWDER does its best work in Chamberlin cartridges. Any of 
the leading brands of paper shells or powder may be had. THE VARIETY OF CARTRIDGES FOR TRAP 
SHOOTING IS NOW C03IPLETE. WADDING ONE SIZE LARGER THAN BORE OF GUN for such guns as 

require this style of loading. 

PERFECTION AT LAST. 
THE 

BRAY FLY BOOK. 
It will be gratifying to anglers to know that 

there is at last a perfect Ply Book in the market 

one in which flies may be attached as quickly 

as they could be thrown into an ordinary 

envelope, being at the same time perfectly 

secure, and may be as readily detached. The 

snell, regardless of its length, is at all times 

kept straight (the advantage of which no ang¬ 

ler need be told), and each fly stands out so 

that one can see in an instant his entire assort¬ 

ment and select the one he desires. 

Prices in Sheep Skin. 
2 Sheets to hold 8 dozen.00 

3 *t “ “12 “   5 00 

2 “ “ “ 4 “   4 00 

2 “ “ 8 “ .. 4 50 

“ ft 3 “ .4 00 

1 <« ff “ 4 “  4 00 

Morocco Cover, 2 Pockets, 

$1,00 Extra. 

Spalding’s Celebrated Split Bamboo Bods, 
Witt Patrat Serratad, ShonWared, Waterproof Ferrules. UuequalM for Uniformity of Spring, Durability and Beauty of Flnidi. 
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MOLLER’S NOR¬ 
WEGIAN 

COD-LIVER on 

PUREST 
roB 

General 
Debility, 

Scrofula, 
Rhenmatisin 

or Consumption, 
is superior to any in de¬ 
licacy of taste and smell,' 
medicinal virtues and purity. 

London, European and New 
York physicians pronounce it the 
purest and best. Sold by Druggrists. 

W.H.Schieffeliii & Co.(E«t<^S)NewYork 

f arMiSi MU. 

STEAM YACHT. 

0 
IS 

g 
% 

HANDSOME PLEASURE BOAT, with tender, 
life-saving appointments, etc., etc., f'»r sale at a 
bargain. Length over all, 45ft.; width of beam, 
lift. Bin ; draft of water aft, 5ft.; forward, 2ft.; 
engine 8'XlO", for either high or low pressure; 
locomotive boilers, keel condenser, steam pump, 
inspirator, etc., etc. All machinery in first rate 
order. Will seat about forty passengers. Has 
four-bladed screw and will steam from 12 to 14 
knots per hour. For further information address 
A. DE LASKI, 147 High street, Boston, Mass. 

Steam TacMs Speclalif Oferet For Sale, 
Iron steam yacht, 194x23x121.^, speed 14 knots. 
Iron steam yacht, 185X24X12, speed 16!4 knots. 
New steel steam yacht, 170X 28J4><10}4 speed 13V4 t* 
Wooden steam yacht, lOOXlGxti, speed 13 knots. 
Cabin steam yacht. 42X9X31^, speed 12 miles. 
Steam Yachts and Launches of all sizes for Rac¬ 

ing, Cruising, Fishing and Hunting Purposes. 
JI'IELd’^* young, 

steam Vessel Brokers and Marine Engineers, 
6 State Street, New York. 

For Sale or Charter. 
Iron steam yachts, flush deck and trunk cabins. 

Steam yachts designed. SAMUEL HOLMES, Mem¬ 
ber Institution Naval Architects, 120 Front st., N.Y. 

Hunting Boats, Sneak Boxes, 
Cruising Canoes. 

Built to order after the most approved models. 
Correspondence solicited and prices given on appli¬ 
cation. B, W. DAVENPORT, Ashland, Wls. 

For sale at a bargain.—a sailing 
canoe. 18ft.x2rin., lateen and leg o’mutton 

sails, made last fall in best manner. Will sell every 
thing complete for |10 cash. Address JOHN P. 
COOPER, Box 022, Red Bank, N. J. 

Cl 
For sale.-marion, the handsomest 

and fastest yacht of her length in these 
waters (16' 7” length X 6' 9’ beam), cat rigged, 
varnished deck, hard wood finish. Moulded lead 
and iron ballast; composition fittings; patent 
blocks, anchor and oars. Price $200. Can be seen 
at Newark Yacht Club, foot of Center street, or 
address E. L. PHILLIPS, Hewes & Phillips Iron 
'Yorks, Newark, N. J. 

For Sale.—a rushton American trav- 
eling canoe, complete, with lateen and dandy 

sails; used but one season. Cost SIOO. Price $50. 
Securely crated or boxed on cars at Fort Wayne, 
Ind. Address J. H. WILDER, Fort Wayne, Ind. 

For sale.—fine cruising canoe, loft.x 
32in., good for one or two. Butternut planks, 

cedar decks, centerboard, masts, sails, paddles, 
cushions; used three weeks; sold by doctor’s orders; 
cheap. Apply to builder, E. JOYNER, Glens Falls, 
N. Y. 

For sale.—KEEL SLOOP, 32-FT. LONG, 
head room in cabin 6ft. 7in. (looks much like 

Qipisy, illustrated in Forest and Stream April 1); 
could be cutter rigged at trifling expense as mast 
sets well aft. Address H. H. FISHER, 20 Sheldon 
street. Providence, R. I. 
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First Quality Goods at Lower Prices than any other House in America. 
Brass Multiplying Reels with Balance Handles, first quality and fine finish. 76ft., $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 180ft., $1.60; 240ft., $1.76; 300ft., $2 00; 460ft., $2,25; 

600ft., $2.50. Any of the above Reels with Drags, 25 cts. extra; nickel plated, 60 cts. extra. Brass Click Reels, 20yds., 60 cts.; 30yds., 75 cts.; 60yds., $1.C0; 
nickel plated. 50 cts. extra. Marster’s Celebrated Hooks Snelled on Gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, O’Shaughnessy, Kinsey, 
Aberdeen, Sneck Bent, and all other hooks. Single gut, 12 cts. per doz.; double, 20 cts. per doz.; treble, 30 cts. per doz. Put up one half dozen in a package. 
Single Gut Trout and Black Bass Leadei’s. 1yd., 5 cts.; 2yds., 10 cts., 8yds.. 15 cts. Double Twisted Leaders, 3 length, 6 cts.; treble twisted, 8 length. 10 cts. 
IVout Flies, 60 cts. per doz. Black Bass Flies, $1.00 per doz Trout and Black Bass Bait Rods, 9ft. long, $1.26 to $5.00. Trout and Black Bass Fly Rods, 10ft. 
lone. $1.50 to $10 00. Also forty-eight different styles uf rods for all kinds of fishing. Samples of hooks, leaders, etc , sent by mail on receipt of price in 
money or stamps. SEND STAMP FOR CATALOGUE. THIS MANUFACTURK OF SNELLED HOOKS AND LEADERS A SPECIALTY. 

Established 20 Years. Open Evenings. J. F. MAItSTiERS, 55 Court Street, Brooklyn. 

This style of BaUard Rifle and the "Off-Hand” are the standard guns for ta^et shooting, carrying off nearlyall the prizes. Send 
Aosr Catalogue; HARIilN FIBE ABAIS CO.y Mew HaveUs Conn. 

First target represents 10 consecutive shots made by Otto 
Jaeger, June 10, 188.5, at Wheeling, W. Va., 200 yards off 
hand, with some wind, using a No. 6J Off-Hand, .32-caliber. 
It counts 94 on Massachusetts Decimal and 117 on Massachu¬ 
setts Target. The cut is one-half size. 

Second target represents 5 consecutive shots made by J. D. 
Marks, June 24, 1885, at Springfield, Mass., 200 yards, with 
I'est, using a Union Hill, .32-calLber. The entire five shots 
are inside of a If-inch circle. The cut is full size. 

COPIES WANTED.-JAN. 4, 11, 18 and 25. FEB. 1, 
March 8 and Sept. 13,1883; Feb. 7 and 14, March 

6,1884. We are short of these issues, and would be 
obliged if any of our readers having one or all of 
these numbers that they do not want will send to 
Forest and Stream Pub. Co.. 39 Park Row. New 
York City. mar26,tf 

WAMTFD. 

Bear, Buffalo, Deer, Wolves, Foxes, Spotted Cats, 
Civit Cato, Lynx, Panthers, Antelope, Otter, Beav¬ 
ers and other animals and birds of all kinds. Ad¬ 
dress D. H. TALBOT, Sioux City, la. 

gat Mt. 

Wlxito 
(Lepiis Americanus.) 

A few living specimens will be sent to orders ac- 
oompanied with the cash, at $2 each, and delivered 
in good order and properly boxed, at Bethel express 
office. J. G. RICH, Bethel. Me. 

AUTOGRAPHS. 
Looking over some old papers I find five business 

notes; two from ihe celebrated William Wirt (1827), 
one from Hon. Henry Clay (1827) and one from 
James Buchanan (1826). Price $25 for the lot. Ad¬ 
dress R. M. O., care Forest and Stream. It 

For sale.—a very fine Charles daly 
B. L. shotgun, 10-bore, 91bs., Damascus barrels, 

solid head strikers, pistol grip, horn heel plate and 
very handsomely engraved; sole leather case and 
cleaning rod. CJost $175: will sell for $90. Address 
GEO. H. EVERaLL, 7 East Thirty-second st, N. Y. 

may6,2t 

LIVE QUAIL. iept°^st. ^Please 
send orders at once to insure prompt delivery. 
B. B. WOODWARD, Commission Merchant, 174 
Chambers st., N. Y. 

TO RENT. —COMPLETE CAMP ON UPPER 
Saianac Lake, near Prospect House, for June, 

July and September. For further particulars and 
terms apply to M., Box 408, Forest and Stream. It 
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[fm; #alt. 
4 ^TT AM BROOKS.’^ AN EARTHLY PARA 

XL dise. Pleasure, Health, Happiness. “A 
Thing of Beauty is a Joy Forever.” A charming 
home on the Choptauk River, the prospective route 
of the t hesapeake& Delaware Ship Canal. About 
1 mile from Cambridge, the most attractive and 
thriving town in Maryland. Contains 166 acres of 
very fertile land, in the highest condition of im¬ 
provement—8 acres in wood. Choicefruit. Double 
bride house, 50 x60, with frame addition, 11 rooms, 
besides pantries and cellars. Large barn, stable, 
corn houses and tenant houses, Soil mostly loamy, 
easily cultivated, verj^ rc^onsive, equally adapted 
for fruit, grass or grain House stands In a 4-acre 
lawn, well shaded, 100 yards from the terraced 
bank of the river—at this point two miles wide. 
Situation in the highest degree healthful, beautiful 
and convenient. River salt, abounding in flsh, oys¬ 
ters and game. Best situation on the river for bed¬ 
ding and packing oysters profitably. Climate mild: 
diphtheria, catarrh and pulmonary diseases almost 
unknown. Suitable in an uncomrnon degree for a 
place of public resort or sanatarium summer and 
winter. Equally desirable as a gentleman’s country 
seat, affording every facility for boating, bathing 
and all aquatic amusements. Society of the best 
in Maryland—intelligent, courteous and kind. 
Present owner has occupied it for 13 years. No 
mortgage or other incumbrance. Title unquestion¬ 
able. Steamboats and rail facilities daily; likewise 
telegraph. No such property is offered or can be 
bought in this State. A rare opportunity for a 
gentleman of wealth, taste and leisure, seeking 
recreation, health and rational enjoyment. Steam¬ 
ers leave Light street wharf, Baltimore, every night 
at 9 o’clock for Cambridge. Early morning train 
from Philadelphia, Wilmington & Baltimore Depot, 
via Delaware Railroad, at Wilmington, Come and 
see. Price, $90,009. B. G. WATERS, M. D., 916 
McCulloch st., Baltimore, Md., or A. E. WATERS, 
Cambridge, Dorchester Co , Md. mayl3,4t 

, Chester White, Berkshire 
and Poland China Pigs, Fine 
Setter Dogs, Scotch Collies, 
Foxhounds and Beagles, 

i Sheep and Poultry, bred and 
_ _ * for sale by W. Gibbons & Co., 

West Chester, Chester Co., Pa. Send stamp for 
Circular and Price List. 

So ttu J^toa. 
. THE IMMENSE KOTJGH-COATED ST. 

BEBNARD CHAMPION 

O T H O 
(A.K.R. 483). 

Orange tawny, perfect blaze and collar, other 
white markings correct- double dew claws. Born 
August. 18S3. This celebrated dog stands 38j4 in. 
full at shoulders, weighs 183 lbs. (Jan. 30,188b), has 
a grand, mas.sive nead, immense bone, and is per¬ 
fect in disposition. 

“Otho is conceded to be the best fronted St. Ber¬ 
nard in the country.’’—Ame>-ican Kennel Register, 
June, 1885. 

“Otho is one of the grandest fronted dogs we 
have ever seen. His head is a study and his fore¬ 
arm we have never seen surpassed. He is also an 
Immense upstanding dog. -Forest and Stream, 
Oct. 30.1884. 

Fee $50. Approved bitches only. Cabinet pho¬ 
tos, 50 cents. Imported stock for sale. Also pup¬ 
pies sired by Otho. THE HOSPICE KENNELS. Im¬ 
porters and Breeders of Thoroughbred St. Ber¬ 
nard.^, Arlingi/on, N. J. 

m TH^STUD. 

Chestnut Hill Kennels. 
The imported rough-coated sheep dog Nullamore 

(K.C.S.B. 16,0-23) litter brother to England’s cham¬ 

pion Dublin Scot, for a few- approved bitches. 

Address P. O. Box 1,630 Philadelphia, for terms. 
mayl3,4t 

GS-us »oxicl.]:xix 
m THE STUD. 

Imported from Mr. Llewellin’s kennels (he is 
bluest of the blue), by Dashing Bondhu ex Novel. 
He is also a grand field dog, as his record shows at 
the late trials of the N. F. T. Club at Grand Junc¬ 
tion, beating such noted dogs as Gladstone Boy, 
Mainspring, Bessie A., Gath’s Mark, Trinket’s Bang 
and other fine ones. Fee $35. A. M. TUCKER, 86 
Main street, Charlestown, Mass. 

BEAUFORT. 
(Champion Bow—Beulah), 

The best looking pointer living. A grand field 
dog and the sire of winners on the bench and in the 
field. Fee $i0. 

NEVISON. 
The acknowledged champion mastiff of America. 

Winner of 40 champion and first prizes, beating The 
Emperor, (3reole, Ilford Cromwell, Hero H, Prus¬ 
sian Princess, etc., etc. Fee $50. 

For Sale.—Three handsome young setter bitches 
of fashionable blood. (3HAS. H. MASON, Bay 
Ridge, L. I. aprl5,tf 

St. Bernards and Pugs. 
CHAMPION HERMIT (A.K.R, 23) litter broth¬ 

er to champion Otho, and sire of prize winners 
KOnig, Kobold, Lys. Fee $40. 

Imported RUDOLPH II. (champion CadwaUa- 
der—Myra), prize winner in England and winner of 
two firsts and specials in America. Fee $30. 

Imported pug lODNG ToBY (A.K.R. 473), win 
ner of four firsts and specials in America, sire of 
many prize winners. Fee $13: Fine pups on sale. 
CHEQUAS3ET KENNELS, Lancaster, Mass. 

BRADFORD RUBY. 
(E. 13,834 ) 

Sire, Champion Lovat—Dam, Champion Jenny. 
Champion Pug Dog, whelped May 14,1882; silver 
fawn, with pei-fect black trace and mask, extra¬ 
ordinary wrinkle and double curled tail, with very 
small, compact body, weighing only 13 pounds, 
Winner of 49 prizes, cups and medals, including 
championship, Crystal Falace, Jan., 1885; 1st, Cin¬ 
cinnati, 1st and medal, Toronto; Ist and special, 
Philadelpbia (May and Oct.); 1st and special, New 
York. 1886; and the sire of many w-innei-s. Fee $26. 
Puppies Por Sale. CITY VIEW KENNELS, Box 
1,369, New Haven, Conn. 

IN THE STUD. 
ENGUISH MASTIFF HERO III. 
Winner of first prize and special prize for the best 
dog or bitch, at Pittsburgh, 1886. 

FEE - - - $25. 
For picture and pedigree, address 

VICTOR M. HALDEMAN, 
aprl5.3mo8 General Wayne. Delaware Co., Pa. 

SMALL IMPORTE-D PRIZE PUG DOG SILVER 
SHOE. Particulars, pedigree and reterences 

to FRANK QUINBY. P. O. Box 565, N. Y- City. 
Stud foe, $10. maylS.lt 

For sale.-lemon and white pointer 
puppies, whelped March 20.1886, out of Mr. C. 

L. Burr, Jr.’s Nancy (A.K.R. 8569) by »Ir George 
Hewmann’s Beu (A.K.R. 1519). GEORGE MEW- 
MANN, Huntington, L. I. mayl3,lt 

in tto find. 
SCOTCH COLLIES 

IN THE STUD. 
CHAMPION REX (A.K.R. 149). Fee $20. 
STREPHON (A.K.R. 2730). Fee $80. 
Young dogs and puppies for sale. Can be seen, 

or address JAS. LINDSAY, 846 Communipaw ave., 
Jersey City, N. J. 

IN THE STUD 
AT PHILADELPHIA. 

To a limited number of approved bitches: 

Champion Irish red setter BERKLEY.fee $40 
Champion English setter THUNDER. “ $40 

A. H. MOORE, 1711 Spring Garden st., 
aprl5,3mo Philadelphia, Pa. 

WUt ijcttttcl. 

Setter Puppies for $5. 
We have a nmnber of setter puppies from 5 to 10 

wks. old, dogs and bitches, of all colors; we will 
close out for $5 each. Dogs of same breed from 0 
mos. to 1 yr. old, $8 each. These setters are of good 
native blood, fair nose and not gunshy, and satis¬ 
faction is guaranteed in every case. 

WM. W. SILVEY, 
135 South Eighth street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

K 9 Breaking Kennels. 
Pointers and setters thoroughly broken for field 

trials or private use. Reference given. W. G. 
SMITH, Marydel, Md, 

Rory O’More Kennels. 
For Sale—Thoroughbred red Irish setter stock, 

full pedigreed. Address with stamp, 
W. N. CALLENDER, Albany, N. Y. 

DOGS FOR SALE. 
Setters, pointers, spaniels, foxhounds, beagles, 

dachshunde. Newfoundlands, German tiger mas¬ 
tiffs, fox-terriers, Scotch terriers, Skye terriers, 
Yorkshire terriers, bull-terriei-s, bulldogs, pugs, 
French poodles, St. Bernards, mastiffs and black 
and tan terriers. Pups of ail the above breeds 
constantly on hand. Those desiring to purchase 
will do well to consult me. WM. W. SILVEY, 136 
South Eighth street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Tie Fieli Sporlsniai’s Plctere Co., 
PALMYRA, N. T., 

Are now prepared to furnish copies of the photo¬ 
graphs taken by Mr. Walker at the Eastern Field 
Trials. Lists and prices on application. 

FOR ^ALE. 
One of the finest Druid bitches in America. Big 

breeder. Going out of dog business reason for 
selling. Address H., Box 223, Hackensack, N. J, 

For Sale—Horneil Spaniel Puppies. 
The best in the world; 142 prizes in two years 

proves it. From 3 to 10 mos. old. N e cuUs or $6 
pups ever sold. 

In the Stud—Black cocker champion Homell 
Sfik. Fee $20. Address J. OTIS FELLOWS, Sec., 
Homellsville, N. Y., or G. W. LEAVITT, Pres., 32 
Hamilton street, Boston, Maas. 

Claire-Reeta Kennels. 
PALMYRA, N. Y. 

Irish and Gordon setters for work as well as show. 
decl7,tf 

YTTM. GRAHAM, NEWTOWNBREDA, BELFAST 
VV Ireland, is prepared to purchase and ship dogs 

for Importers. Dogs pui-chased from him had the 
following prizes awarded to them: At New York 
and Chicago, 1883, sixteen firsts, nine special, three 
second and one third. At New York, 1884, seven 
firsts, six specials and one third. 

170R SALE.-ITALIAN GREYHOUND PUPS 
J? from imported stock. Also fine English pugs. 
HENRY C. BURDICK, 150 Bridge street Spring- 
field, Mass. dec24,tf 

rpRAINED FOXHOUNDS, THEY ARE COLD 
i nosed strike dogs, start the fox, run him to the 
death. Trained coon dogs. Gray squirrel dogs. 
Rabbit dogs. One trained ferret. Lop-eared rabbits. 
Wyandotte chickens. H. 0. GRAFF, Kensington, 
Ohio. dec24,tf 

Ti^OR SALE.—HAVING RECENTLY ADDED 
J? several fine brood bitches to the Landseer 
Kennels of Scotch deerhounds and greyhounds re¬ 
duced the price of puppies. Some choice grey¬ 
hounds now ready to ship. DR. VAN HUMMELL, 
Denver. Col. apll6,tf 

A FINE PAIR OF DARK RED IRISH SETTERS, 
J\. Irish King (A.K.R. 3440) and Beatrix (A.K.R. 
3438), sired by champion Gleneho, dam Red Maud 
(A.K.R. 3443). Price for pair, $150. These dogs 
were shot over last fall. A. C. STOTT, Stottville, 
N. Y. apr29,8t 

XT'OR SALE.-ENGLISH BEAGLE HOUND 
X pups of good working stock and several months 
old. GEO. L. BARNES, Tyringham, Mass. 

T) EAGLE PUPS FOR SALE OUT OF MY OLD 
Jj hunter Slap, (A.K.R. 1997), by Flute (A.K.R. 
1990). Cheap if taken at once. GEO. F. REED, 
Barton, Vt. may6,2c 

TXT ANTED .— ONE BEAR DOG. WILL PAY 
VV fair price for first-class dog; no other wanted. 

Address Box 66, Littleton, N. H. mayl3,4t 

TYULL-TERRIER PUPPIES! BULL-TERRIER 
Jj puppies!! Out of Nellie (A.K.R. 2194), by 
Dutch, Jr. (A.K.R. 1887). Nellie Is a prize winner at 
St. Johns, 1883 and 1884; Boston, 1885; Westminster 
K. C., 1886. Pups are light weight. GEO. W. 
DIXON, Box 188, Worcester, Mass. It 

T7»0R sale.-very promising ENGLISH 
Jj setter dog, 1 yr. old; also broken pointer dog, 
and a very choice lot of black cocker spaniels. C. 
E LEWIS, U. S. Custom House, Suspension Bridge, 
N, Y. mayl3,lt 

XT'OR SALE.—A FINE ENGLISH FOX ROUND 
JD dog. 10 mos. old, full pedigree. Will follow 
fox or rabbit. Price cheap. L. N. EDWARDS, 
Box 84, Oxford, Maine. mayl8,ic 

i»aod. 

Rowett Beagle Pups. 
A litter now 6 wks. old, by Victor (A.KR. 3191) 

out of Zany (A.K.R. 2818). Such a combination of 
blood .should make these pups exceedingly valuable 
for bench or field. None can be better bred. Price ■ 
of males. $15; females, $10. 

ASSOOIATED PANOIERS, 
mayl3,3t 287 South Eighth st., Philadelphia, i 

L^UR SALE,—MY DARK RED IRISH SETTER 
X bitch Red Biddy (^A.K.R. 1558). Sold for no 
fault. GEORGE LAlOK, Tarrytown. n! Y It 

FOR SAIiE. 

Setters, Beagles. 
BOX 472, PITTSBURGH^A. 

■pOR SALE, MODERATE PRICE.—TWO YOUNG 
-L’ setter bitches, well bred, trained on woodcock 
and ruffed grouse. Two pups, dogs. 5 mos., yard 
traiaed, from staunch field stock. C. &. D.. Box 
256, Simcoe, Ontario. may)3,lt 

XT'OR SALE.—GORDON SETTER PUPS, FINE 
X' stock, full pedigree. Males $16, females $10. 
Address or call on li. E. JANES, 1346 Broadway, 
N. Y. mayl3,lt 

T^OR SALE.-GORDON SETTER DOG MAC 
JC beth (A.K.R. 3a56), com., N. Y. 1886, 2 yrs , 
promising field dog, splendid pedigree. Price $35. 
Address C. S. FITCH, Station M., N. Y. City. It f 

■pRIZE WINNING BEAGLE BROOD BITCHES 1 
£ for sale rea-sonable. Piney, winner of 2d, 
Cleveland; in whelp to Driver. Trinket, a grand 
hunter, in whelp to Bannerman. Queen Bird, w in¬ 
ner of .3d at Pittsburgh. Also a fine young bitch 
and several puppies. Must be sold at once on ac¬ 
count of removal. A. C. KRUEGER, Wrightsville, V 
York Co., Pa. mayl3. g 

CLUMBER. t 

One bitch pup, by Johnny (Ben—Joan), litter si 
brother to champion Newcastle, and Tyne ex Jill « 
(Flash Egan’s Judy). Price $25. Address F. H. F. e 
MERCER, P. O. Dep’t, Ottawa, Can. it 

POINTERS AND SETTEHS BOARDED AND 
X conditioned, also broken for field trials and 
private use. Best of accommodations and attend¬ 
ance. Satisfaction guaranteed. Address N. RO¬ 
SELLE, Hadlyme, Conn. mayl3,lt 

ROSEBUD KENNELS. 
F. E. LEE, Manager. 

Dogs of all breeds boarded and conditioned for 
shows. Setters and pointers thoroughly broken 
for field trials or private use. Best of accommoda 
tions and attendance. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
Dogs of all breeds bought and sold on commission. 
Consignments and correspondence solicited. Ad- , 
dress with stamp for reply, ROSEBUD KENNELS 
P. O. Box 621, Southington. Conn. 

TTIGH BRED POUSTEKS AND SETTERS —WE 
XI breed and dispose of nothing but first-class 
broken and unbroken dogs and puppies. Address 
ELM GROVE KENNELS, South Norwalk. Conu. 

T EWELLYN SETTER PUPPIES, COMBINING 
jLj blood of noted dogs, viz.: Champion Leicester, 
champion Petrel, champion Gladstone, Kirby, Pride 
of the Border, Llewellyn’s Prince and Laverack 
Dash II., for sale; satisfaction guaranteed. CHAS. 
YORK, 9 and 11 Granite Block, Bangor. Me. 

MASTIFFS. 
Address HOLLIS, Wellsville, N. Y. 

EN(iX.I»H SETTER PUPPIES. . 

From imported Flora, by Roy tDash IH.—Bessie), I 
whelped March 3,1886. Price $20. Dogs or bitches. | 
Will guarantee these pups to be just right; strong 
nose, natural hunters, and very staunch with little 
training. They are not sold to close out any scrub 
stock or to make room, biit were bred especially 
for the trade, and to show as well in the field as on 
paper. Aduress, H. J. PIERRE, Winsted, Conn. 

XXTHITE BULL-TERRIER YOUNG ROYAL -p 
VV Prince (A.K.R. 2102). Fee $15. Pups by ^ 

Royal Prince for sale. J. W. NEWMAN, 87 Han- t] 
over street, Boston, Mass. 

ATT. PLEASANT GOKBUN KENNELS.— 
iVl The oldest and most successful Gordon ken- h 
nels in America. For Sale—Four thoroughbred , 
soUd black and tau Gordon setter dog puppies, sire 
Argus, Jr., dam 1st prize bitch Bell Mont. For p 
pedigrees, prices, etc., address ^ 

0. T. BROWNELL, Box 335, New Bedford, Mass. 

Scotch Deerhound Pups - 

FOR SAUE. 1 
Two dog pups, 10 wks. old; also a yearling dog; J 

suiaerior specimens of this noblest canine type, by 
Dunrobin out of SheJloch; sire and dam from Duke 
of Sutherland’s famous kennels, Dunrobin Castle. ^ 
Address Mrs. GEO. SHEPARD PAGE, Stanley, “ 
Morris Co., N. J. mayl3,3t * 

XT'OR SALE —IRISH SETTER LEO (A.K.R. 3441), J 
Jj 14 mos. old, by Chief out of Moth. Was he., “ 
Fanciers’ show in open class, 1886. Price $25. Ad¬ 
dress BROOKLYN KENNELS, 161 Lincoln Place. 
Brooklyn, N. Y. mayl3,lt ( 

X?OR SALE.—BLACK COCKERS, FANNIE OBO 
X' (A.K.R. 1311); also two black bitch pups, Fan¬ 
nie Obo ex Obo H., whelped Feb. 93). For full par- 
ticulars address H. C. BRONSDON, 345 Dudley st., “ 
Boston, Mass. mayl3,2t "j 

XT'OR SALE.-FOUR GREYHOUND BITCH g 
X pups, 4 mos. old, very handsome, very cheap. 
Address C. W. TRAVIS, LaFayette, lad. It 

XT' OR SALE.-GORDON SETTER BITCH, 3 MOS. I 
Jj old, black and tan, good stock. Price $6. L. ^ 
F, HERRICK, Millbniy, Ma;S. m^ylS.lt 

OPORTSM4N’S KENNEL.-TRAINING, BREAK- 
O ing and Boarding of sporting dogs, having a r( 
free run; capacity for fifty boarders. D. F WIL- 
BUR, Prop., Box 303, Bridgewater, Mass, mayl3,ti 

XIOCKER SPANIEL PUPS FOR SALE, BY BEAU 
VJ (E.K.C.S.B. 9276) out of Bessie Oho (A.K.R. ” 
8606) Address LYNN KENNELS, Box 02, Lynn, 1 
Mass. mayl3,lt J 

XT'OR SALE.-BLUE BELTON PUPPIES, SIRED 
X by the field trial winner Gus Bondhu out of 
of Lynn, she sired by Dash HI. ex Isabella. Also ■■ 
one bitch, whelped Sept. 14.1886, sired by Count I 
Bondhu ex Drucy; very fine. Address A. M. A 
TUCKER, 85 Main st., Charlestown, Mass. b< 

’ mayl3,3t di 

iMBEiral Bend Sim of Bo|s 
AT 

WILKES BARRE, PA. 

May 25, 26, 27, 1886, 
Under the auspices of the Ninth Regiment, N. G. 

and for the benefit of the Armory Fund. 
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0nly superior 
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ress, witl) stamp, 
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MAJOR, winner of 1st at Cincinnati and 

WILLIAM BURKE, 

Station M., N. Y. City, 

Thoroughbred St. Bernards. 
Thoroughbred Scotch Collies. 

E. B. GOLDSMITH, 

58 WALL STREET, NEW YORK. 
Receives and forwards Dogs, Fowls, etc., etc., to 

destination. Kennel CTuhs, Sportsmen and 

1 regard 

Choice Red Setter Pups. 
A dog and bitch, 8 mos. old,’ dark mahogany red, 

Also pups 
me. All b; 

)S now 3 wks. old, deliverable on 
)y Kelso (champion Gleneho), a 

ter and excellent in the field. 
X. Y. Z., Station R.. N. Y. City. 
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HOW THE CASE STANDS. 

IN tlie year 1873 Congress -witbdiew from settlement, 
occupancy or sale under tll^' laws of tbe United Mates, 

the region now known as the Yellowstone National Park, 
and decreed that it should be “dedicated ami set apart as a 
public park or pleasuring ground for tbe benefit and enjoy¬ 
ment of tbe people.” For a numtier of years atUr the pas¬ 
sage of this act, small appropriations were made for the 
improvement of tbe Piirk, and as each year more people 
visited it, the public interest in it increased. Thi n in tbe 
autumn of 1883 a syndicate of shrewd capitalists endeavored 
to secuie a monopoly of tbf Park for a period of ten years. 
This attempt was opposed by those best acquainted with tbe 
region Tue press at large took up the question, and forced 
the authorities at Washingiou to deny to tbe moaopobsts the 
exiraoruinary privileges wb.cb they bad almost secured. 
Tbe noise which ibis contest made awoke the public not 
only to the importance of the Park, as a region of rare beauty 
and startling wonders, but to its value from an economic 
standpoint. They learned now for tbe first lime that, in 
the pine-clad mountains of tbe Park tbe sources of two 
great rivers which water immense tracts of arid desert on 
either side of the main chain of tbe Rocky Mountains; that 
tbe forests which clothe these mountains protect the stored 
up waters, which fall during winter and spring, and give 
them forth all through the summer, thus furnishing an 
equable flow to these streams; for in the decaying vegeta 
tation which forms the floor of this forest, the melted snows 
of winter are held as in a sponge, and springs, rivulets and 
brooks are supplied. They learned that if these forests 
should he destroyed by fire or the axe, the rains would soon 
wash away the forest floor, the waters would no longer be 
arrested on their way to the streams, but thrown into 
them at once on falling, would cause at first great fleods, 
to be succeeded by periods at drought. So the great rivers, 
on which so many farmers depend for water to irrigate their 
crops, would be useless for this purpose. 

It has been a hard struggle to protect the reservation 
against the greed of the rich and the stupidity of the foolish, 
hut so far this difficult task has been accomplished. 

Now, a new danger threatens this Park, which has been 
dedicated and set apart for the “benefit and enjoyment of 
the people.” Another attempt is being made to deprive the 

people of their rights in this region, and the attempt is so 
strongly hacked that it has been favorably reported on by 
committees of both Houses of Congress. A bill has been 
introduced in both Senate and House to permit a railway to 
pass through the Park. If this bill should become a law, 
the people's Park will be utterly destroyed. A railroad 
through it means settlements in the Park, means game des¬ 
troyed, means forest burned off, means barren deserts 
along the Snake and the Yellowstone Rivers where they 
traverse the plains. The Park, set apart for a pleasuring 
ground for the people, will be swept bare of everything 
which now makes it attractive. 

The danger is a most serious one and it is imminent. It is 
a matter which concerns each citizen of our country. 
Shall this Park, which was set apart for the benefit of the 
people, now he taken from them and be handed over to a 
railroad corporation? No poor man can go into the Park 
and build a cabin there to spend a few months in the year, 
and yet it is proposed to permit this projected railway, 
which menaces all the objects which it is desired to preserve, 
to have enormous privileges in the reservation. The plea 
that the railway is necessary to develop a new mining region 
is specious, but misleading. It has been clearly shown that 
railroads can be built to this mining camp without threaten¬ 
ing the integrity of the Park, and, therefore, Congress has 
no excuse to grant permission for any railway to be built 
within the Park. If the American people are prepared to 
suffer this infringement upon their rights, we very much 
mistake their temper. 

As stated last week, the property of the National Park 
Improvement Company was sold on Wednesday, May 13, at 
Evanston, the county seat of Uinta county, Wyoming Terri¬ 
tory. It was bought by Mr. E. E. Thorne, acting in the 
interest of the Northern Pacific Railroad Company. The 
price paid was twenty three thousand dollars. The receiver 
will report at once to the court for confirmation of the sale. 

A “SHF” SENATOR. 

Among those who voted in favor of the law to permit 
the killing of Adirondack does and fawns with clubs 

was Senator Culltn, of New York, known to his intimates 
as “Jack” Cullen. Wiien Senator Cullen voted for the law 
which was to legalize clubs and “tail holts,” his knowledge 
of the former was almost wholly confined to them as they 
apptar when printed on card b lard, and employed in the 
fascinating but uncertain game of draw. Of the material 
club he then knew nothing, exc> pt by hearsay. He is wiser 
now. A practical application of clubs to his own S" nator- 
ial skull has emirely changed bis views on the subject, and 
it is probable that should tbe question of clubs or no clubs 
ever come up before any body of which “Jack” Cullen is a 
member, his voice will be recorded in no uncertain tones as 
against clubs. 

The Senator has experienced a change of heart, and this 
is bow it came about. A couple of weeks ago Senators Daly 
and Cullen and ex-Seuator Gibbs were riding down town in 
a Third avenue car. It was during the strikes on that line, 
and Cullen, who poses as tUe friend of tbe workingman, was 
inveighing bitterly against the outrages of capital and the 
wrongs of the laboiing man. Either through baulky horses 
or the interference of another driver, the car in which they 
were riding became blocked and could move neither for¬ 
ward nor backward. The delay irritated Cullen,who stepped 
out on the front platform and began to issue orders right 
and left in loud and authoritative tones. So noisy did he 
become that one of the police oflficers, who was trying to get 
the car out of its difficulties, took him for a striker, and seiz¬ 
ing him by the collar, pulled him off the platform, intending 
to take him to the police station. The honorable Senator 
pulled hack as vigorously as the officer pulled foi-ward, 
and finally the latter, whose temper had become somewhat 
soured by sleepless nights and numerous rows with 
the strikers, lost patience, and raising his club, rained 
down a shower of blows, beating the unhappy Senator 
about the head most vigorously. It took hut a brief season 
of this to subdue the bewildered lawgiver, who, hatless, 
torn and bleeding, was haled to the police station, whence 
after a short detention he emerged, feeling no less injured in 
his sensibilities than in his person. It is understood that 
Senator Cullen has remarked that he has no further use for 
clubs, though his experience has taught him that their use 
does make those upon whom they are employed shy. So far, 
he agrees with Dr. Ward, but he thinks that there are some 
thin^ more desirable than being made shy just in this way, 

and he is clear in his own mind that hereafter he shall favor 
no such methods. 

No doubt Senator Cullen, as he was being clubbed in the 
streets and dragged along to the station house, congratulated 
himself that in this way he was escaping from the hands of 
the bad strikers, who but for this might be throwing bricks 
at him, and in other ways abusing him. And it must have 
been a great comfort to him to feel, as the club descended on 
his honorable skull, that it was the club of an officer of the 
law and not the brick of a striker. Such feelings, we sup¬ 
pose, animate the exhausted Adirondack does when they are 
being clubbed to death by the “true sportsmen.” With 
their last breath they thank Providence that they are not 
being killed by bad still-hunters. 

The Enthusiasm which has been developed in connec¬ 
tion with the Audubon Society shows very clearly that 
our estimate of American women was correct. The bird- 
wearing craze grew out of thoughtlessness, and now that atten¬ 
tion has been called to the evil results sure to follow from it, 
those who formerly led the fashion are the first to condemn 
it. The press, the pulpit and the school are helping on the 
good work. Within the past few days over a thousand cer¬ 
tificates of membership have been sent out, and our last 
order for circulars was for 20,000. The birds will not be 
slaughtered this year as they were last. 

Capt. Chas. a. Bendire, after more than thirty years of 
cavalry service in the United States Army, has been retired, 
and is now devoting his time to arranging and perfecting the 
National Museum collection of birds’ eggs and nests. His 
own collection, the most complete in the country, has been 
presented to the museum. Students of oOlogy are to be con¬ 
gratulated that the National Museum collection has been 
rescued from the condition of neglect in which it was rapidly 
depreciating, and has been intrusted to the enthusiastic and 
devoted care of one so competent as Capt. Bendire. 

“Days With the Barmecide Club” is the title of a 

scries of papers recounting the experiences of an angling 
club during its Adirondack outing. The club’s name is 
tnken from the “Arabian Nights” story of one of the princes 
of Barmac, who, being importuned for food by a beggar, 
treated the hungry man to a feast of imaginary viands. 
Whether or no the pleasures of the Barm cide Club were in 
like manner wholly pretended or more substantial, will he 
disclosed in successive chHpters of the relation. 

Wild Turkeys for Preserves—It is stated that three 
pal IS of wild turkeys taken from America in 1880 by Count 
Brenner and let loose on his estate in Austria have increased 
and multiplied until the number is now estimated at 500, and 
the count enjoys his shooting very much. This is au ex¬ 
ample for some of the American game clubs who own 
preserves adapted to the turkey. No nobler game can he 
found for stocking island preserves. 

New Jersey Sportsmen are tal king about a convention 
at Lake Hupatcong next autumn to prepare for the next 
Legislature a codification of the game and fish laws. The 
game laws should be made a chapter separate from the fish 
laws. 

Changed Game Laws.—As changes have been made by 
the various Legislatures in the game and fish laws, secretaries 
of game societies and others are requested to notify us of 
such changes, particularly changes of the open seasons. 

Reports op Catches.—Anglers are invited to send to us 
for publication reports of their catches and any information 
about fishing resorts which is likely to prove of service to 
others. News notes are always welcome. 

Anglers ARE Flocking in force to the Maine waters; 
and the reports so far received show that the catches are 
good. The salmon anglers are jubilant over the restocking 
of the rivers. 

Deer Hounding.—The deer hounding hill passed by the 
New York Legislature having become a law, the practice is 
now legalized for the season Sept. 1—Oct. 6. 

In Time of Peace Prepare for War,—In another 
column a valued London correspondent describes a device 
for circumventing insect pests. 
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COOKE AND THE CLARK’S FORK '’MINES. 

^HE nupaber of untrue statements put forth by the advocates of the Cinnabar & Clark’s Fork K. E. is 

rather surprising. In a case of this kind we are apt to look about for a motive, but here it seems 

difficult to find one, for these people must have known when they made their misstatements that many 

persons besides themselves are acquainted with this region, and could at once show their allegations to be 

false. Perhaps they acted on the old adage that a lie can travel a hundred leagues while truth is putting on 

his boots. The strongest recommendations of their route came from a man who has never been over it, and 

who has never been over any other route to Cooke City. The absurd assertions as to the difficulties of 

crossing the range and the impracticability of building a line up its eastern slope have been pretty well 
knocked to pieces by articles published in these columns. 

Among other utterly wild and baseless statements made by the Park Railroad people and repeated in the 

favorable reports made by Congressional committees, is the allegation that Cooke City is the central point 

of the Clark’s Fork mining district, the implication being that all the mines are tributary to it. That an 

assertion so unfounded and so easily disproved should be made, only shows how entirely the promoters of 

this railway project rely on the ignorance of Congress, and how much faith they have in 

their ability to rush the bill through both Houses without any investigation whatever. To 

hear Cooke City spokenj)f as the center of a thriving mining district is extremely comical 

to any one who knows that the town is a collection of twenty or thirty log cabins and 

canvas shanties of the most temporary kind. It is just such a mining town as may be 

found in any district which has yielded a few good prospects, but which may be deserted 

to-morrow for some other site and left to the occupancy of the hawks, owls and coyotes. 

Cooke is not the center, geographical or commercial, of the Clark’s Fork mining district. 

The town was located near one of the earlier discoveries of the region, and is on its extreme 

southern border, almost all of the claims and prospects being to the north and separated 

from the town by an impassable mountain range. From most of the mines the ore would 

have to be hauled by wagons for a long distance to the south and east to the south branch 

of Clark’s Fork, and then—if the Park Railway should be built and Cooke should be its 

terminus—up that and over the divide to Cooke. This would be a great thing for the town, 

but it would hot be so good for the mine owners. A railroad built up Clark’s Pork would 

enable the great body of the mines to get their ore to a shipping point by a much shorter 

haul than if it were necessary to take it by wagon down to the Billings roa’d and then up 

the river to Cooke, for of course the ore would be delivered at the nearest railway station. 

A railway terminus at Cooke would benefit chiefiy the two mines which lie close to that 
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place. To most of the other mines some point east of Cooke would be far more convenient, 

as well as much cheaper. Cooke City real estate owners and the proprietors of the mines 

adjacent to it will be satisfied with nothing less than a railway to Cooke, but so far as the 

development of the district is concerned, that small town may be altogether left out of 

consideration. 
A glance at the accompanying map will show the reader more clearly than any expla¬ 

nation, the relation which Cooke City bears to the mines of the district. It will be seen 

that it is just on the borders of the National Park, and quite a distance south of many of 

the mines. There is no reason why it should be the terminus of the railway. 

The projectors of this railway scheme desire a road built to Cooke not because of any 

relation which this town bears to the mines, but because it is so close to the borders of the 

Park that it furnishes them an excuse for urging the building’of a road through the 

reservation. What they want is not to tap the mines so much as to tap the Park; not so 

much to secure an outlet for the ore as to secure an inlet for passenger traffic in the Park; 

not so much to establish the industries of this mining camp as to establish themselves in the 

people’s pleasure ground; not so much to develop the Clark’s Pork mining district as to 

benefit themselves. With all the forces to be commanded by money and influence, they 

are laboring to secure the assent of Congress to the project which they have in view, but 

they will scarcely succeed so long as the interests of the people are guarded.by men like 

Senator George G. Vest and Senator Chas, F. Manderson. 
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DAYS WITH THE BARMECIDE CLUB. 
I. WHEN the spring with, its b:ight young face is full of 

curious movements and the vagabond blood of the 
angler begins to bubble, when the meadows are yellow with 
buttercups and daisies, and the slightly sweetened tones of 
the German band are heard on the corners, when violets car¬ 
pet the turf and emit their perfume, when the sap is racing 
and the maple buds are swelling and the returning birds are 
ravishing the ear with their exquisite notes, and when our 
acquaintance with all the other multitudinous trademarks of 
spring which need no copyrighting is renewed, we become 
exposed to the influence of spring fever and inoculated with 
the inspiring malady. 

We know the terribly disastrous effect that all work and 
no play had on poor Jack; so to avoid that danger three of 
us resolve to expunge the word business from our vocabulary, 
recover our first identity, and if we must be busy, be busy 
angling, tramping, rowing, learning some of the wondrous 
ways and mysteries of nature, living with no anxious 
thoughts of the morrow, and rollicking in the exuberance 
of increasing health and strength. 

After very little discussion between the three individuals 
who feared the contagion of supineness and who were 
thoroughly familiar with the sovereign remedy therefor, the 
old locality was again selected and preparations for a change 
of air and scene completed. There were no tenderfeet in¬ 
cluded in the brotherhood, for all had from many years of 
practice and experience become familiar if not expmt with 
rod and gun, oar and paddle, inured to long tramps and 
heavy loads, missing meals and camping where night over¬ 
took us. We were models of good nature and brotherly 
love, with “malice toward none and charity for all;” but 
there was a limit to even this kindliness, and we drew the 
line at burdening ourselves with inexperience. It may 
not be a judicious admission, but after many years t>f life in 
the woods, on the plains, on lake and river and sea, I am 
fain to admit that while my heart goes out in sympathy for 
the tenderfoot, if he wants it, yet ninety and nine times in 
the hundred I don’t hanker after him out of his element. In 
town he may be the cleverest, brightest and most genial of 
fellows; but transferred to the woods, subject to drenchings, 
duckings, long tramps, mosquitoes, days when the fishes’ 
favors are nothing , and the petty discouragements and an¬ 
noyances which come “not single spies but in battalions,” 
he’s the devil and Tom Walker combined; and one to quietly 
endure his complaining must be possessed of more Christian 
fortitude and resignation than is vested in me. They cer¬ 
tainly have to learn, but we claim exemptiom from teaching 
more of them. We have done our duty without a murmur, 
and for this trip we do not propose to make ourselves un¬ 
comfortable for a sentiment. Out for a day or two, it 
matters not; but for several weeks outing we must know our 
man thoroughly. 

All the paraphernalia which goes to make up the outfit of 
the angler was in fighting condition. Rods, reels, lines and 
flies had passed a pleasant winter, due to being properly 
cared for at the finishing of last season’s sport and an occa¬ 
sional overhauling during the winter evenings. Ferrules 
had been tested, frayed whippings replaced, lines and 
leaders carefuilj^ examined, reels oiled, and in fact after a 
careful diagnosis of our fishing tackle every precaution was 
taken to have it in fighting trim at a moment’s notice. 

An accident may occur at any time and place and from 
innumerable causes and in spite of the greatest precautions, 
but ailing when avoidable is inexcusable. As well might a 
parent turn loose a favorite child in the autumn and let her 
go uncared for until the spring time comes, gentle Annie, as 
for an angler at the end of the season to lock up his tackle 
and give it no thought until he needed it for service. Then 
the keeping it in order is a pleasure and a duty. We went 
to clean our own gun, repair our own tackle, and not do as 
most physicians do when they are ailing, send for their 
brother practitioners. 

Our ride on the railroad was over, and we were met at the 
station by the big good-natured driver, who had met us for 
the three previous years and taken us to the iast house on 
the road, from which we foot it to our lake. His turnout 
was complete and one in which he took great pride, and 
well he might. His horse.a, handsome chestnut geldings, 
standing full fifteen two, with well laid and upright should¬ 
ers, powerful hindquarters but not too heavy, broad, flat 
legs, barrel closely ribbed, plenty of chest and lung power, 
thin ears, necks full and crested, and with a look of un¬ 
doubted courage and unflinching gameness in their large and 
sparkling eyes. 

“A roadster good, not straddling Ingd, 

Nor shuffling low, I And thee; 

But stepping straight and cheerily, 

Thou leav’st the miles behind thee." 

Well seasoned and hard as nails, with an elasticity in their 
smooth strides, driving up on the bit, reading ten miles an 
hour without an apparent effort, and pulling up strong 
finishers, told, so far as a non-professional horseman can 
judge, that their conformation was nearly perfect. 

We pulled up toward the middle of the afternoon at the 
great, overgrown public house or tavern. This was the end 
of our ride, for at this place the road bumped its nose against 
the stable and disappeared in a stall. At the tavern we 
found the usual crowd of hangers-on characteristic of such 
places—boys with letters in the post office and “knowledge¬ 
able” men waiting for invitations to drink. We had met the 
same crowd too often and in too many places to pay much 
attention to them. Glen, however, disposed of one of them 
most thoroughly. The fellow remarked to one of his com¬ 
panions in a way that Glen should hear, ‘ ‘Here’s a lot of 
dandies, with their horse hah lines, little flies and flimsy 
rods. Wonder what they’ll reckon on ketchin’ with sich an 
outfit of tackle? Six-ounce rods be ding danged! I’ll take 
my old, stiff bamboo an’ agree to discount the best man 
among ’em, or I don’t want a cent. Give me the stiff rod, a 
stout line and a big hook, so I can make ’em come out of the 
water swish afore they have time to think of flghtin’. I’d 
make ’em do all their flghtin’ arter they git in the basket. 
I’d have little of their nonsense under water arter they once 
took holt.” Glen, in a Chesterfieldian manner, entered into 
the middle of things immediately by telhng the fellow he had 
better attend to his own affairs, if he had any, and not med¬ 
dle with those of strangers. “I’ll just he trank with you, 
and wc’Il have a distinct understanding between us, that the 
first one who indulges in any personalities or interferes by 
word or sign or look will find it rather unpleasant for him.” 

Of course there was a little flurry and a flaring up on the 
fellow’s part at such plain talk, but Glen meant business, 
which was soon understood and acknowledged; and when 
this little affair was amicably settled we passed a pleasant 
evening reviving old acquaintances and forming new ones. 
It was not absolutely necessary for us to employ a guide, as 
all of us were fully competent to perform all the duties of 
cooking, chopping, carrying and the rest, and familiar with 
the tangled wilderness through many years acquaintance; 
but then a good guide is handy to have in the house, and we 
secured one whom we know well. He was always willing to 
go with us as he had little trouble, knowing we were workers 
and he could have some sport on his own account, and we 
were assured that we would not be subjected to extortionate 
charges. 

Where the Barmecide Club goeth no man knoweth save 
those directly interested; and we plead guilty to a certain 
amount of selfishness regarding it, which searchers for quiet 
sport might condemn. Some things are said to be too good 
to keep. Our lake is not too good but just good enough; and 
it’s more than twelve miles from a lemon. When one has 
had to rustle around pretty diligently in search of such a 
place he does not want to divulge it to Tom and his partners. 
Not even our wives and sweethearts knew of our temporary 
whereabouts and we told them that no news from us meant 
all was well, and they were reconciled to kissing us good¬ 
bye. Guide had arranged for transportation from the hotel 
to our lake. The distance was about sixteen miles—and miles 
in the woods at that. None of your corauion Gunter miles, 
laid out with mathematical accuracy; but literal ones, where 
the yards and rods are thrown in with suflicient prodigality 
to prevent any dispute regarding short measure, and if there 
is an extra half or three quarters on the last mile there’ is no 
charge for it. 

Our traps were loaded on a home made sledge, drawn by 
a pair of sorry looking bay horses, which resembled the 
aforesaid miles, inasmuch as there was more to them than 
appeared at a casual glance, and as our acquaintance with them 
increased during the daj ’s tramp our respect grew greater. 
The principal ingredient of their harness was leather, but 
there was a strong well-defined suspicion of wire and old rope, 
and altogether the outfit was about as primitive as you could 
find in a century’s searching, but it was far and away better 
than it looked. The horses were admirably trained for their 
duties, and it was an interesting caution, the manner in 
which they handled that sledge through the pathless entan¬ 
glement of the forest; but they had a sovereign contempt for 
roads and would climb over logs and go through dense un¬ 
derbrush and windfalls without a serious hitch in the pro¬ 
ceedings. Our traps were strapped and tied on; and the 
only things broken that day were our fast and an iron can- 
opener, though the riedge was turned over a score of times 
before we reached our camping ground. This was late in 
the afternoon, but early enough to give us ample time to un¬ 
load, cut the night’s wood and attend to various details con¬ 
ducive to comfort. 

We launched our boats, which had been cached in a thick 
growth of young hemlocks some little distance abov^e the 
shanty. We found them in good order with seats and oars, 
just as they had been left a year before. The shanty had 
evidently been tenantless since the previous summer, save 
for the presence of the liedgehogs which, being unable to 
write, had made their marks in the old bed of browse car¬ 
peting the front and only room in the house. We took the 
carpet up and laid a new one, so they’ll not make their 
mark on us. That was the only repairing we found neces¬ 
sary, and then we prepared to enjoy our existence and solve 
the problem of “is life worth living?” Mitlabd. 

THE AUDUBON SOCIETY. 
ON Friday, May 7, at the close of a meeting of the Ladies' 

Christian Union of New York, held at the Home of the 
Society, 37 Washington Square, the subject of bird preser¬ 
vation was introduced by the president of the Association, 
Mrs. Thompson H. Hollister. Mrs. Frank Bottome made a 
stirring address, calling attention lo the wholesale destruc¬ 
tion of North American bud life, and to the responsibility 
incurred by women in regard lo this destruction. Her re¬ 
marks excited great interest. Mrs. G. B. Grinnell gave an 
account of the methods of the Audubon Society, and spoke 
of the great work which it had accomplished, and pointed 
out the benefits which would result from the spreading of 
its doctrines among all classf's of our people. The addresses 
evoked great enthusiasm, and Mrs. Skidmore, the vice pres¬ 
ident, moved that the Association in a body join the Audu¬ 

bon Society, and do what it can to assist its work. The 
motion was adopted unanimously. 

At the founding of the Audubon Society we had in 
contemplation comprehensive measures for concentrated 
efforts for the diffusion of the movement in New York, Bos¬ 
ton, Philadelphia and other great cities of the Union, but 
have not yet been able.to take the first steps in this direction. 
Our preliminary measures consisted in inviting the opinions 
of leading minds in every department of thought, the diffu¬ 
sion of economic facts, bearing on the rapid extinction of 
our once familiar birds; the publication of Our methods and 
aims through the columns of our own widely diffused peri¬ 
odical,*and in an appeal to the press to give publicity aud 
aid to the movement. The press has responded nobly—not 
with the fiery zeal which characterizes political discussions, 
nor with the energy with which it is wont to enforce one 
side of a question which has undoubtedly another side with 
a strong partisanship, but with the quiet assurance that it 
was propagating important economic facts which were being 
universally although thoughtlessly ignored, and a movement 
designed lo arrest an impending evil by an appeal to the pub¬ 
lic intelligence and sense of social duty. 

As a consequence the seed thus sown broadcast over the 
land, and cropping up in patches everywhere, has given 
birth to a seemingly spontaneous growth of the movement, 
involving a demand for circulars, pledges and certificates of 
membership, creating a current daily routine of correspond¬ 
ence and registration which taxes all the energies of the gen¬ 
eral secretary of the Society and his assistants to keep level 
with, and renders it impossible to carry out the plan of 
action originally contemplated. The movement is spreading 
in second and third-class towns with a rapidity altogether 
unparalleled by the great cities. This is only what might 
have been foreseen. Wherever a few leading minds in the 
smaller towns have grasped the movement, and thrown them¬ 
selves energetically into it, they have been able to appeal lo 

them whole community, while in the larger cities the efforts 
of individuals who are not in a position to appeal to large 
audiences from the pulpit or the platform, command but 
little attention; hence it is that neither New York, Philadel¬ 
phia nor Boston contribute as large a membership as many 
of the smaller towns in these States. Happily the obstacles 
in the way of concentrated effort carry their remedy with 
them. They are simply imposed by the rapidity of provin¬ 
cial growth, which, receiving its first impulse from the cen¬ 
ter, is now spreading outward from a thousand isolated cen¬ 
ters with an energy which will not fail to include the great 
cities iu its spread. 

The leading branch societies, the membership of which has 
come into the hundreds within the week, are Le Roy and 
Utica in New York, Orange, N. J., and Davenport in Iowa. 
Buffalo, too, has afforded very gratifying results, as have in¬ 
numerable towns in Massachusetts,” yielding a collective 
whole perhaps equal to New York State. For the past three 
weeks we have been issuing an average of a hundred and 
fifty certificates daily, and the current correspondence de¬ 
mands our attention so closely that to our extreme regret wc 
are unable to spare the time necessary to go over the pledges 
received before the certificates were ready, and ascertain 
where certificates are due. We should, consequently, be very 
glad if all our secretaries and isolated members who sent 
their pledges direct to us, would now send in their applica¬ 
tions for certificates; in all cases furnishing a list of the 
members for whom they claim. In some cases this is abso¬ 
lutely necessary, as we have many pledges which afford no 
clue to the local secretary who sent them, and in all cases it 
would save us a great amount of labor. 

The friends of the movement will learn with pleasure that 
it promises every assurance of ultimate success. Feather 
millinery is beginning to be regarded as in questionable taste, 
and the ultra devotees of fashion who asserted roundly that 
they would not discard feathers as long as they remained in 
vogue, have no longer the same satisfaction in their display, 
now that every second or third person looks askance at them. 

EAGLES BREEDING IN CAPTIVITY. 
A VERY interesting case of the breeding in confinement of 

the white-headed eagle {Halimetus leucocephalus) has re¬ 
cently come under our notice and the facts and details are 
certainly worth recording. The birds are a pair taken from the 
nest when quite young by Mr. Henry Hulce of Toledo, O., 
nearly six years ago, and ever since in his possession. Their 
owner writes us as follows: 

Edilo'r Foy'&st and Stream: 
There has been at Eagle Point, five miles above the city 

proper, a nest or family of eagles as long as the oldest inhab¬ 
itants can remember, and they are there still. They are 
what we call the true American eagle. Their principal food 
is fresh fish or muskrats, but occasionally they pick up a 
lamb or small pig. 

On June 6, 188^0, I captured a pair of young eagles from 
the nest in the top of a white oak tree, eighty-five feet from 
the ground. They were probably about four weeks old at the 
time. 

The first year their heads were dark in color; the second 
year their heads began to turn white. At the end of six 
years their heads are entirely white. Some people call 
them the bald eagle, but I claim there are no bald eagles in 
North America. 

On April 6, 1885, the female laid one egg, but it did not 
hatch. 

On March 20, 1886, there were two eggs in the nest, and 
April ‘36 one bird was hatched, which is eleven days old to-day. 
It shows no sign of feathers, liut is covered with a sort of 
yellow down. 

I have bandied the parent birds ever since they were 
caught, but they are too proud and saucy now and I dare not 
go inside the cage. 

The male bird measures, from tip to tip, six feet eight 
inches; the female exactly seven feet. Henry Hulce, 

East Toledo, May 3,1886. 

Another and more full account is given by our Toledo cor¬ 
respondent, “JayBebe”: 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
In .June, 1880, Mr. Henry Hulce, of the sixth ward, in this 

city, took from a nest at Eagle Point, some five miles above 
Toledo, a pair of eaglets, then about four or five weeks old. 
These birds were the American bald or white headed eagle 
{EaMmtm leucocephalus), and are now splendid specimens of 
their kind, having matured greatly both in form and plumage 
since I first made their acquaintance, some three years ago. 

For a long time Mr. Hulce kept them in a large cage made 
of heavy wire, but about two years ago be fitted up in a 
porch iu the rear of his house where he had an eastern ex¬ 
posure, a slatted inclosure some six by eight feet square and 
eight feet high. Near the top of this he placed a box a foot 
deep and three feet square, to serve as a nest. Last spring 
for the first time the ben laid a single egg, and though she 
sat upon it the full time it failed to hatch. 

Last March the female laid two eggs, and on the 36th of 
April one of them hatched, the other proving infertile. It 
is worthy of note that, according to Mr. Hulce's statement, 
the period of incubation was just five weeks or thirty-five 
days. This appears to be one week longer than the period 
given by Wilson, who places it at four weeks. It is evident, 
however, that a single instance could hardly affect the general 
rule. During all the five weeks the female remained con¬ 
stantly on the nest, where she was regularly supplied with 
food by her male compauion. 

When I saw the eaglet to-day, through the kindness of Mr. 
Hulce, it had entered upon its second week with every pros¬ 
pect of a prolonged existence. The mother remains closely 
in the nest, and when she was persuaded to rise for a moment 
I saw a mass of straw-colored down about the size of one’s 
clenched fish, and resembling .nothing so much as a very 
young gosling. The only food of the newcomer thus far has 
been raw fresh fish, which the mother tears into fragments 
small enough for its purpose. 

A newspaper item recently published here speaks of the 
hatching of two birds. The facts, however, are as herein 
stated, and what I have written is the result of personal in¬ 
vestigation made to-day in accordance with your suggestion. 

Jay Bebe. 
Toledo, O., May 3,1886. 

Crawfish.—Woodfords, Me.—Editor Forest and Stream: 
I have never found the crawfish in Maine, but think he must 
be a resident here. If not, would he be a valuable or other¬ 
wise addition to our trout streams? Is he, as I suspect, an 
eater of trout spawn, and how destructive is he to small 
trout? Years ago I found him abounding in a small stream 
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in Quebec, north of the St, Lawrence Eiver, and also abun¬ 
dant in the stomachs of trout taken from the stream. The 
trout were also abundant, so the war between the races was 
evidently not carried on to the point of extermination of 
either. The habitants called them “escrevisse,” and said 
they were common in other streams as well as in the one 
where I observed them. I had always supposed they were a 
fish of warm latitudes, and was surprised to find thetn so far 
north. The soil there was mostly clay, overlying limestone 
of the “Potsdam” formation. Is Astacus found in Maine, 
and if so where, and is his other name afflimf—Mac, 
[We do not think the crawfish a desirable tenant of trout 
streams. They are not wholly scavengers, but catch small 
fish and fatally pinch large ones. They burrow through 
dams and are a nuisance about ponds. Years ago they were 
called Astams, but now that generic name is only applied to 
those west of the Rocky Mountains, the eastern genus being 
Cambarxia. In the latter are thirty-two species. C. affinis 
is found in the Middle States, while C. tirilis and G. harionii 
are found in the northeast. None are known to exist in New 
England except in the western portion of Vermont and 
Massachusetts, and in the central portion of Maine.] 

Central Lake, Mich., May 6.—The Tompkinses are our 
nearest neighbors. Tfiey recently moved into their new build¬ 
ing, and have just laid two blue eggs. Some say their name 
is finch, but we call them the Tompkinses for the sake of 
brevity. Their home is situated in a Japanese honeysuckle 
and on the south side of one of the pillars of our veranda. 
Our wrens have not yet made their appearance, though we 
daily look for them. The spring is well advanced and the 
forests are green. On the 20th of April, in driving along 
the shore of Grand Traverse Bay, as the ice was breaking 
up along the shore, I observed a solitary kingfisher peering 
anxiously into the water streaks among the floating ice. He 
sent his compliments to his relatives in Cincinnati, and I 
drove on. On the same day I saw the golden-winged wood¬ 
pecker for the first time. The trailing arbutus was just 
ready to blossom, and the hepaticas had preceded them by a 
week.—Bjslfie. 

Strangers in City Hall Park.—May 11.—Editor For¬ 
est and Stream: It was quite curious to-day to watch the 
crowd at City Hall Park. There were half a dozen brown 
thrushes and as many catbirds hopping about the oasis of 
lawn among a hundred or more sparrows, and the people 
going up and down Broadway would stop and look with 
open mouth and eyes at these strange creatures, and one had 
only to stop also and look a little wise to be plied with ques¬ 
tions as to what they were, whence they came and whither 
bound. It gives a person a pretty good idea of how far 
these birds must have traveled for them to stop to rest and 
feed in such a place as this and in such company as the Eng¬ 
lish sparrow.—J. D. E. 

Central Lake, Mich., May 13.—^First humming bird 
seen.—Kelpie, 

^atue §ag ai\d 
THE TRAJECTORY TEST. 

HE full report of the Poebst and Stream’s trajectory test of hunt¬ 

ing rifles has been issued in pamphlet form, with the illustra¬ 
tions and the tabular summary, making in all 96 pages. For sale at 

this office, or sent post-paid. Price 60 cents. 

DAYS OF THE TEXAS RANGERS. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

I have just read in Forest and Stream of May 6, the 
editorial under the heading, “A Century of Extermination.” 
it makes me feel really sad. You say that the bison, antelope, 
elk, wild turkey and some others will probably be wiped en¬ 
tirely out of existence by the year 1900. You will no doubt grove correct in this prophecy. In 1858-9 I was a Texas 

danger, ostensibly engaged in “protecting the frontier,” at 
f 6 per month, but mostly engaged in having lots of fun in 
hunting, fishing, and having a good time generally. There 
were just Injuns enough to spice up this business in a very 
interesting manner, but not to make it too dangerously inter¬ 
esting. I roamed aU over the country, from the San Saba 
River on the south to the Red River on the north, and from 
the Brazos River on the east to the Pecos on the west. In 
those days that great scope of country literally swarmed 
with game. I have seen deer in herds of probably a thousand 
head, and wherever we went they were seldom out of sight. 
They were everywhere, on the prairies and in the woods. 
On the prairies the antelopes were still more numerous, but 
they hated the woods and seldom or never ventured in them. 
In the evening and the early mornings the woods along the 
stream were resonant with the gobbling and yelping of 
turkeys, and during the day they swarmed out on the prairies. 
I have seen them as thick as blackbirds in the valleys. 

In those days the buffaloes or bison crowded down upon 
us every winter in apparently innumerable armies, staying 
till the spring was well advanced. So abundant was good 
meat and so easy to obtain that when we fellows started out 
on a scout or bumming trip—bumming on the good things 
of nature—we never thought of taking along anything to 
eat exc^t a little flour, coffee and salt. This is all changed 
now. The buffaloes are clean gone; the antelope is driven 
to the Staked Plain; you may ride over the country a week 
now without seeing a deer, and the gobble of the turkey is 
rarely heard, and only in the profoundest bottoms and thick¬ 
ets. In those days also these very prairies before me now 
were full of herds of the beautiful wild mustang, bis slick 
skin flashing like a mirror in the sunlight, and his flowing 
tail streaming like a banner in the wind. All gone now— 
all gone; gone into the dead past. Indeed it makes me sad 
to think of it. I almost feel like crying. My boys will 
never see what their father saw. My mellow years will 
never see the fun that my youthful days revelled in, and I 
love it now just as much as I ever did. They seem to have 
gone like a flash. 

Such are the doings of man. He is the lord of creation 
and all these things must wither away before his glance. 
These wild things were provided for the wild man, who was 
too confounded lazy to work—and he is now a “gone 
sucker,” fi)o—withered away before the above-mentioned 
powerful glance. It is fate and the Almighty God. The 
beautiful and rich land had to be enjoyed by those who 
would glorify their Maker in their works; schools, chm'ches. 
Christianity had to spread. And after all, while we miss 
our buffalo meat and our venison, antelope and wild turkey, 
we must confess that a good porterhouse or tenderloin beef¬ 
steak, or a rich mutton chop, or a good fat gobbler from the 

barn yard are pretty good substitutes, to say the least of 
them. As long as we have enough of these things, we shall 
not starve. _ Indeed, we shall be able to get along pretty 
well. Still it is sad to see all these pretty and good things 
marching away into the dead past, never to return any 
more. 

Touching these things that are dying, there is another ex¬ 
traordinary thing that is now quietly going on in this part 
of the world. The prairie dog, which until recently covered 
this whole country with his millions, is, I am told by coun¬ 
trymen from aU directions about Abilene, going the way of 
all flesh without apparent cause. They say that where hun¬ 
dreds were last year, there are not now tens, and in some 
places that only a few despondent-looking individuals are 
left where there were recently great prairie dog cities. It is 
not the work of poison; it is simply a natural dying out. 
Perhaps his epoch has closed, and that the bell is tolling for 
him to take his departure into the dead past too. He does 
no good now that we know of, and probably can do none, 
and therefore he goes. N. A. T. 

Abilene, Tex., May, 1886. 

A MOSQUITO-PROOF TENT. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

Although some months must elapse before the great army 
of what “Nessmuk” calls “outers” will again seek for pleas¬ 
ure and relaxation from toil in the American bush, I would 
like to draw their attention through the medium of your 
paper to a simple means of lessening the annoyances to which 
they will be subject from insect tormentors. Oily mixtures 
such as “Nessmuk” recommends are doubtless excellent for 
those who care only to fish, shoot or loaf around the camp, 
but many campers enjoy an occasional read in some interest¬ 
ing book, or like to write a journal; others, including my¬ 
self, are fond of sketching scenery or making drawings of 
wild flowers. It is impossible to keep paper clean when 
ones hands are coated with a greasy compound, and equally 
impossible to write or draw when they are covered with flies 
or mosquitoes. For those, therefore, whose amusements 
sometirnes require clean hands, 1 strongly recommend a kind 
of muslin screen somewhat in the shape of a bell tent. The 

top is formed with a thin cane hoop, about two feet in diam¬ 
eter, covered with calico like the head of a drum. Two 
strong pieces of tape are sewn from side to side of the hoop, 
crossing each other at right angles, and in the center where 
they meet is attached a thin rope about ten feet long. To 
the calico at the rim of the hoop is sewn a quantity of mus¬ 
lin, descending so as to form a bell six feet in height and 
eight feet in diameter at the ground. Around the lower edge, 
at intervals of two feet, are small tape loops for pegging out 
wide when two or three people wish to sit inside. 

The whole article weighs only about two pounds, and can 
be folded flat so as to go inside a bag when traveling. When 
required for use the rope at the top is thrown across the 
branch of a tree and drawn up just enough to let the lower 
edge of the muslin rest on the ground. Danger from fire 
can be avoided by soaking the screen in solution of tung¬ 
state of sodium. 

In 1870, when starting for an excursion in the Hima¬ 
layas, where insects are extremely troublesome, I had one 
made by the advice of a friend, who had, not long before, 
marched through those mountains into Thibet and back into 
India through the valley of Cashmere. 

W. H. H. Murray, in his “Adventures in the Wilderness,” 
recommends campers who are troubled by flies to go inside 
the tent, smoke them out and drop a piece of muslin over 
the doorway; but one objection to this is that on a hot sum¬ 
mer’s day the interior of a tent is stifling. With the muslin 
screen above described a lady can enjoy the fresh air and 
read, write or sew in peace; a painter can carry it slung on 
his shoulder and hang it to any convenient bough when he 
finds an object worth drawing. The above sketch will 
give an idea of the shape. - J. J. M. 

London, Nov. S8. 1885. 

WAYS OF THE RUFFED GROUSE. 
ONE morning late in September in 1884, just as it began 

to grow light, I was forcing my way through a dense 
beech thicket, w^hen a ruffed grouse flushed not over twenty 
feet distant. Instinctively my gun came to my shoulder, 
when just as I was about to “cut loose” at him what was 
my astonishment to see him turn a complete back somersault 
and land upon the ground. I was not quite on the trigger 
so 1 held my fire, and quicker than thought he recovered 
and was off again, not, however, rapidly enough to evade 
the charge of No. 8 which I sent after him and which 
brought him again to the leaves, this time to stay, for I had 
not removed my gun from shoulder, in fact did not have 
time so quickly did it all transpire. At first I was at a loss 
to account for the freak, for the monarch of game birds is 
not in the habit of making mistakes, as our empty game bags 
so often testify. On examining the ground I found that 
after he had risen some three feet from his bed he flew 
against a beech limb about three-quarters of an inch in 
diameter, which at first yielded to his momentum then sprang 
back like a bow, when the bird performed the gyration de¬ 
scribed. Perhaps his late nap had dulled his faculties, or 
this may have been his customary manner of taking morning 
exercise. I only know he was in good health, that he helped 
to grace an excellent dinner, and that while performing his 
gymnastics he presented a most ludicrous spectacle. 

Amerious. 

Oneonta, N. Y. 

NOTES ON QUAIL SHOOTING. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
As a matter of fact I have never waited on a flock of par¬ 

tridges that utter failure did not follow as the result of the 
experiment. Prom the fall of ’65 to ’81 inclusive, I was 
afield nearly every good day, and generally by myself, 
which gave the best opportunity for watching the ways of 
birds. At Sandy Point, on lower James River, I hunted 
two falls over 3,000 acres of level ckared fields, and have 
seen a covey of birds hover as though they were in the very 
act of coming to the ground; then they would seem to take 
a second thought and fly off at right angles at least half a 
mile. If you don’t note with precision where a partridge or 
a covey lights, finding them is a very uncertain business. A. 

Virginia. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
“Old Timer” is probably aware that the question of the 

ability of the Virginia partridge to withhold its scent was 
much discussed in the old American Turf Register and 
S2)ortsman’s Magazine., pro and con, and no conclusion arrived 
at. Experience has led me to the conclusion that there is 
nothing in it, the nature of the soil, of the air about the 
spot and of the cover upon it, renders the scent very poor at 
times, which is all there is of it. Much more frequently 
men’s eyes deceive them as to the spot where the birds actu¬ 
ally drop into cover. Fox hunters, coon hunters and all 
who pursue game with dogs have scent puzzles bottled up in 
their experience. M. G, Ellzet, M.D. 

Washington, D. C. _____________ 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I have been an ardent and persistent sportsman for more 

than half my life; have owned and hunted pointers, setters 
and spaniels for the past twenty-five years; have bagged 
everything in our catalogue of game native to our fields and 
forests, and long before I knew of the existence of such a 
character as “Frank Forester” became aware of the difficulty 
of flnding<6cattered bevies of quail under certain conditions. 
That 1 am not alone in my belief and experience, a refer¬ 
ence to the reports of our field trials for the past five years 
will fully substantiate. When we read in these reports of 
dogs famous as field trial performers and victors in many 
well-contested battles failing to find carefully-marked scat¬ 
tered bevies, we have reason to believe (coupling that with 
our own experience) that it is not fancy, but well-proven 
facts. That under favorable conditions dogs can and do find 
scattered bevies, I do not deny. That this is not an infalli¬ 
ble rule (as applied to the birds of Northeastern Pennsyl¬ 
vania), I as stoutly assert. 

1 am now the owner of a brace of dogs, one a liver-colored 
pointer, the other a red Irish setter, that, like all conceited 
sportsmen, I am vain enough to believe have few equals. I 
have hunted the setter two seasons on grouse, quail and 
woodcock, and consider him by far the best quail dog I have 
ever known. I have hunted the pointer one season on grouse 
and quail, and, while not thoroughly broken, he shows won¬ 
derful nose and staunchness, and will do. On the last day 
of December, 1885, a friend and myself, with Fred and 
Dred at our heels, betook ourselves to a stubble, a short dis¬ 
tance from town, on which had been reported a day or two 
before a large bevy of quail. The stubble was skirted on 
one side by a small piece of woods, and in passing through 
this I cast the dogs right and left, more for the pleasure of 
seeing them go than from any hope of finding game, when, 
in passing a fallen treetop at full speed, the setter suddenly 
froze in such a manner as to leave no doubt he meant busi¬ 
ness. I called to my companion to be on the alert, and at 
the same time whistled up the pointer to back, when up 
jumped a very large bevy of full-grown birds and settled in 
plain view along an old brush fence and a patch of brakes 
and briers not more than two hundred yards away. 

We followed them at once and secured two points and two 
birds among the brakes and brier.s, while a third I kicked 
from under my feet and sent toward a piece of woods about 
five hundred yards away, “shedding his feathers” in such a 
manner as to satisfy me 1 should see him later. We then 
hunted the brush fence thoroughly, but failed to start another 
bird, and thinking; perhaps, that we might have been mis 
taken, and that they had led the way to the cover that the 
wounded bird had sought, we followed him up and had 
hardly entered the woods when both dogs pointed simul¬ 
taneously in the same direction, and in kicking the debris 
ahead of them a wounded bird got up with difficulty and 
fluttered along a short distance till my shot mercifully 
stopped her. We hunted the remainder of the woods 
thoroughly and secured two points on grouse, one of which 
I bagged; but I found no more quail. We then returned to 
the old brush fence and secured in rapid succession five 
points on different birds, and that on the identical ground 
we had hunted persistently two hours before. We then tried 
the brakes and briers once again, and the setter, a very fast 
dog, we found on a staunch point within ten yards of where 
I had killed my first bird but a short time before. While we 
were admiring the (to us) rare picture of a double point, up 
sprang still three more birds and sped away unharmed. 

Although nearly twenty-five years have gone by and I 
have had many similar experiences since, I cannot forget the 
first time I became fully aware of the power of the quail to 
withhold his scent, or to so secrete himself as to baffle both 
dogs and sportsmen. I was spending a few days shooting 
with a friend, and one frosty morning early in November, 
after beating a willowy swamp with a spaniel for woodcock, 
we left him^at the house and tried the stubble for quail. I 
was hunting with a pointer with quite a reputation for field 
w'ork, and he was not long in locating a bevy in approved 
fashion. After being flushed they flew in a body to one 
corner of the field, which had been left unplowed, and 
settled in the grass and briers, from which we expected rare 
sport, as the cover was not tliick under, and above it was 
comparatively open shooting. We followed at once, and 
after beating the ground carefully in every direction, suc¬ 
ceeded in kicking out one quail but got never a point. My 
friend condemned my dog, although he had seen him do 
good work before, both on grouse and woodcock, and insisted 
on my watching the “patch” while he went to the house 
after Don, the spaniel, assuring me that he “would have 
every one a going in less than ten minutes.” I was incredu¬ 
lous, but to please him sat down and patiently waited. After 
about thirty minutes he appeared with Don, and for the 
second time carefully beat out the patch without finding a 
feather. We then went to dinner thoroughly disgusted and 
mystified, and while at the table heard the quail calling from 
the very spot we had hunted so persistently a short time 
before. That dinner was a hasty one, and at its conclusion 
we hurried again to the grass and briers and got point after 
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point in sucli rapid succession that we were "bothered 
entirely.” 

I could take up columns of your esteemed paper in citing 
cases from actual experience similar to the above, but I think 
the two mentioned sufficient to show that from excessive 
fright or other causes quail can and do withhold their scent 
to the utter discomfiture of dogs and sportsmen. 

W. W. Me, 
Sphingville, Pa., May 3,1880. 

RECOLLECTIONS OF A SPORTSMAN.—III. 
NE morning in November, after a severe and long con¬ 

tinued northeast rain storm, which filled all the ponds 
and swamps, the sun rose in a perfectly clear sky. The 
atmosphere possessed that feeling of crisp coolness indicative 
of approaching frost. It being a holiday the boys were out 
in force. I had started early after quail, and soon found a 
covey in our buckwheat patch. I bagged two on the rise, a 
beautiful right *nd left shot, the first I ever made. Dash 
behaved noblj", retrieving my birds in fine style and seemed 
to say, ‘T’ll do my part, if you’ll keep your end ijp.”_ We 
followed the birds into the woods where Dash soon pointed 
a single, that 1 killed with my second barrel. While retriev¬ 
ing this bird Dash came to a pretty point, with the dead bird 
in his mouth—a picture to delight any old sportsman, much 
more a youth like myself. I flushed the bird and missed it 
with both barrels, and continued missing all that got up, 
until I had fired perhaps ten or a dozen shots. When, at¬ 
tracted by my firing, seven other boys joined me, having 
with them one bird dog and two rabbit dogs, feeling that 
I had the best dog, and could beat any of them shooting, 1 
was anxious to show off. We proposed to take a short cut 
through a piece of oak sprouts and wood.s about half a mile 
to another buckwheat .stubble where we knew a covey_ of 
quail dwelt. In going through these oak sprouts, which 
were eight to ten feet high, and still covered with dead leaves, 
we struck the biggest lot of flight woodcock it has ever been 
ray luck to see. They had dropped down during or just 
after the storm, and the place was literally alive with them. 
I killed seven and probably fired thirty shots to accomplish 
it. I think our party got thirteen woodcock in all. Wethen 
had to go for more ammunition, and when we came back 
could not find a bird. One of our party, a rather eccentric 
fellow and one of the best players on our base ball nine, 
though he couldn’t hit a "barn flying” with a shotgun, did a 
most remarkable'thing. A wmodcock that several of us had 
fired at, made a direct flight toward him, flying pretty low 
down; he threw his gun on the ground, jumped up and 
caught the bird in his hand as neatly as ever a base ball was 
caught. Now don’t cry "fish story,” for this man is yet 
living, and there were plenty of witnesses. 

A little further on we came to a noted squirrel tree, a tall 
poplar, dead at the top, hollow about thirty feet from the 
ground clear to the top. As we came in sight of it I spied a 
squirrel lying close against the trunk near a hole. 1 fired 
quickly to prevent any others shooting first, and struck him 
hard, but my shot being too small to kill, he got into the 
hole. It was proposed to smoke them out, and as I was the 
only one who could climb the tree, to me was delegated this 
important task. 'Fhe tree was the tallest in the wood, with¬ 
out branches for at least fifty feet. The first hole was about 
thirty-five feet from the ground, another about half way to 
the top and one in the top. The trunk near the ground was 
too thick for me to hug, so we cut a tall slender birch sapling 
some six inches thick at the but, two boys climbing it and 
bending it over, while another cut across the but with a 
jack-knife until it came down. This we leaned against the 
tree, the boys holding it steady until T shinned up to where 
I could get a hold on the larger tree. I succeeded in reach¬ 
ing the first hole, and it was a pretty hole I can tell you, 
worn smooth and slick where the squirrels ran out and in. 
I lit a match and found the draft good. I then produced paper 
from my pockets and fired it, stuffing it with a lot of leaves 
into the tree. We waited patiently until it burnt out, but 
no squirrels came. My stock of paper was almost exhausted 
and 1 feared I would have to give it up, when some one pro¬ 
posed putting in some powder. The difficulty was, how 
was 1 to get the powder? I happened to remember that 
1 had a fishing line in one of my pockets. I let down the 
line and the boys passed me up a powder flask and more 
paper. I made a bundle of about two ounces of powder 
and shoved it well up in the interior of the tree, then I 
stuffed in more paper, set fire to it, and started cautiously 
to slide down. I had descended about ten feet when I was 
notified of the appearance of squirrels by the firing of some 
half dozen shots. Just then a squirrel ran down the tree and 
tried to pass me. I struck at him with one hand, when I 
suddenly felt something like a dozen keen switches striking 
me and burn like fire. I realized that some of the boys had 
shot me, and for fear of getting more of it, I dropped some 
fifteen or twenty feet into soft mud and moss, so my fall tlid 
not hurt me. The next thing was to whip the boy that shot 
me, but to this day 1 have been unable to find out which 
one did it. There is, however, a standing invitation for him 
to show up. I soon found I was not seriously hurt, so con¬ 
tinued with the party. We could not find any quail, but 
started a number of rabbits, which we all shot at without 
effect, except when Dash pointed one in its nest, and I shot 
its head off. 

As it was going to be moonlight that night, some one pro¬ 
posed that we go after opossums, and swing around by the 
old mill creek and shoot some muskrats, as they now had 
on their winter coats. It took furs and the like to buy pow¬ 
der and shot in those days, when shot sold for twenty-five 
cents per pound and rifle grade powder at $1.35 per pound. 
As my wmunds were stiff' and smarting considerably and I 
felt quite sore, I declined, knowing well that there was 
more fun for me in one of the neighboring farm houses, 
where dwelt one of the prettiest little Jersey maids to be 
found in the county. Bedford. 

Albino Turkey.—A well-known resident of Wolf Hill 
Prairie, Ind., who goes under the name of "Old Wabash,” 
while looking for some cattle in the bottom land the other 
day, started a big wild turkey. The bird flew over "Old 
Wabash’s” head and was making for the treetops, when 
"Old Wabash” fired a stick at him and knocked the turkey 
down and caught him. It turned out to be a young male 
bird and a partial albino. A large number of persons have 
seen it, and it now allowe them to feed it out of their hands. 
Since "Old Wabash’s” streak of good luck, a large flock of 
twenty-five turkeys have been seen in the same bottom, 
among which, it is said, there is one bird almost pure white 
in color. Several attempts have been made t® shoot it, but, 
as it is very wary, it has thus far saved its bacon by long 
flights. 

Cleveland "G-A>rB.”—Ediior Fore^Htand Stream: A huck¬ 
ster called my attention this morning to a “nice lot of game 
just received from Chicago.” The contents of the box I 
give you as he counted it off. You will agree with me that 
the slaughterer brought quite a variety to bag, especially if 
the work was all consummated at one hunt: Three prairie 
hens, 3 blue winged teal, 5 scaup ducks, 3 black-bellied 
plover, 3 golden plover, 1 kildeer plover, 8 Bartram’s plover, 
83 lesser yellowshanks, 8 solitary sandpipers, 16 pectoral 
sandpipers, 8 jacksnipes, 3 meadow larks, 1 bobolink. 
Sixty-foui’ head in all, mostly male birds in full spring plum¬ 
age and poor in flesh. The ornithologist will appreciate 
all this. In the evening I was informed by Monsieur the 
Huckster, that he had disposed of the "whole lot” to a Mrs. 
Dude, on the avenue, who is noted for her swell lunches, 
local humane and foreign missionary efforts. How nice to 
see those pretty fingers picking the spare meat off the bones 
of the innocents. The old black cat that skulks in from the 
meadow with a bluebird in his maw is to be admired when 
contrasted with the destroyers and consumers of this lot of 
birds “fresh from Chicago.” Success to your game laws, 
Audubon clubs, anti-hounding deer laws and your efforts to 
keep railroads out of the Yellowstone Park; but for my part, 
I quit, I "throw up the sponge,” hoping that the coming 
man will have only Passer domesticus for game and song 
bird and the European carp for his bamboo rod.—Dr. E. 
Sterling (Cleveland, O., May 8). 

Newark and Boston Gun Club.—Messrs. William R. 
Williams, John Illingworth and Joseph Mundy of Newark, 
N. J., and Henry A. Priest of Boston, Mass., have taken a 
five year lease of a large portion of what is known as 
"Middle farm,” on Spesutia Island, Maryland. The organ¬ 
ization, which is called the Newark and Boston Gun Club, is 
limited to the above named members. They are building a 
beautiful club house which will be well appointed. It faces 
the famous Havre de Grace flats at the headwaters of 
Chesapeake Bay, and is the nearest club house to the best 
canvasback duck grounds. The club is building a large 
iron steam launch at Newark, N. J., which is to be fitted up 
with batteries, decoys and boats. Where the club has lo¬ 
cated was several winters ago the trysting place for the 
famous gang of big-gun night shooters. It was on the north 
shore of Spesutia Island that they met at night at certain 
periods throughout the year. Fortunately the Maryland 
ducking shore owners were successful in capturing some of 
the big-guns and arresting several of the outlaws, as de¬ 
tailed at the time in the Forest and Stream. Wash, 
Barnes, the ringleader, is now employed by Mr. Middleton, 
who also resides on Spesutia Island. 

Rhode Island Game Law.—The statute enacted Apri 
28, 1886, provides: Section 1. Section 4 of chapter 94 of the 
Public Statutes is hereby amended so as to read as follows: 
"Section 4. Every person who shall take or kill, sell, buy or 
offer for sale or have in his possession any woodcock from 
the first day of January to the first day of September; any 
ruffed grouse or partridge from the first day of January to 
the flist day of September; any quail from the first day of 
January to the first day of October; any Bartram’s tattler or 
upland plover, commonly known in Rhode Island as grass 
plover, from the first day of April to the first day of August; 
any dusky or black duck from the first day of March to the 
first day of September; any wood duck or summer duck 
from the first day of March to the first day of September; 
any blue or green-winged teal from the first day of March to 
the first day of September, shall be fined twenty-five dollars 
for each of said birds.” Sec. 3. This act shall take effect 
immediately, and all the acts and parts of acts inconsistent 
herewith are hereby repealed. 

Vermont.—Rutland county has a new game protective 
club, with headquarters at Rutland and branches in different 
towns. The officers are: President, W. R. Dorr; Secretary 
ann Treasurer, D. N. Baxter; Executive Committee—C. L. 
Howe, A. W. Higgins, J. C. Dunn, O, W. Sterl, S. E. 
Burnham, G. T. Loop, A. Kilburn, John P. Hunt and W. 
L. Ferguson. These vice-presidents by towns were elected: 
Rutland, W. Y. W. Ripley; Benson, H. S. Howard; Bran¬ 
don, E. Thayer; Castleton, H. L. Clark; Chittenden, Edwin 
Horton; Clarendon, W. G. Marsh; Danby, Dr. Frank E. 
Whipple: Fair Haven, R. C. Colburn; Hubbardton, Cyrus 
Jennings; Ira, Simon L. Peck; Mendon, Alonzo Ormsbee; 
Middletown, C. E. Green; Mt. Holly, Marshall Tarbell; Mt. 
Tabor, Edward Foley; Pawlet, D. W. Bromley; Pittsfield, 
Dr. C. W. Brigham; Pittsford, Edward Smith; Poultney, 
M. J. Horton; Sherburne, D. W. Taylor; Shrewsbury, H. C. 
Gleason; Sudbury, E. C, Spooner; Tinmouth, I. D. Tubbs; 
Wallingford, LymanBatcheller; Wells, R. M. Lewis; West 
Haven, R. C. Abell._ 

Vis Medioatrix Natur.®.—A drake wood duck was shot 
this spring near Eagle Pond, Ind., in whose under bill there 
was a large hole, through which its tongue protruded. Evi¬ 
dently the hole was the result of an old shot wound. The 
tongue had become callous and enlarged at the tip and the 
bird was unable to withdraw it. On the same shooting 
ground this spring seven jacksnipe were killed marked with 
old shot wounds. One had a No. 10 shot imbedded in the 
second joint of one of his legs. Old Western gunners say 
that there is not a live jacksnipe to-day that has not had at 
least a score of shots fired at it. It would be interesting to 
hear from shooting men of experience what they consider 
the natural period of life of the snipe, woodcock, grouse, 
quail and other game birds. 

A Captured Swan.—Charles Ross, of Lyons, Indiana, 
made a lucky shot at swans this season at Bee Hunter 
Prairie. Three came low down over the marsh. Ross saw 
them coming, and although a flock of geese passed tempt¬ 
ingly within range, he did not fire at them, and waited for 
the approach of the bigger game. The swans came head on, 
and were just about ahghting when Ross fired and downed 
them all with one barrel. Two fell dead, but the other was 
only wing-tipped. He was captured after a long chase, and 
when Ross started for home he made the swan walk in front 
of him all the way. The town turned out to see Ross driving 
a wild swan down the road, and a stranger was so much 
interested he bought the bird for $5. 

Information Wanted.—Perry, N. Y., May 13.—We 
want a place where a party of four or five can find good deer 
hunting, and would like a few bear also. Give the name of 
some party near the locality with whom we could correspond 
regarding guides, transportation (if necessary) etc.—J. L. W. 

Different Ways OF Camping.—I think "W. N, B.” can¬ 
not have tried the fur bag or he would not condemn it as he 
does. After sixteen years given up to wild life and big game 
hunting in all parts of the world, thirteen of which have 
been spent in Western America, I find that there is no bed 
so warm or so portable as a fur bag. Mine will go very 
easily behind my saddle, including an outside waterproof 
canvas bag, which entirely does away with any necessity 
for a poncho or ground sheet. It weighs exactly ten pounds 
and is warmer than three pair of blankets, which is the usual 
allowance for a man in the mountains, and these would 
weigh some twenty-four pounds, besides ground sheet and 
cover. I always try every new and promising device for 
camping before condemning it.—C. A, M. 

The Narrows.—A club, consisting of twenty-two mem¬ 
bers, chiefly Newark men, have leased a ducking shore 
in " The Narrows,” which is six miles south of Havre de 
Grace. The club has purchased a large sloop to carry the 
game, and is making ready for a big shoot when the season 
opens. Canvasbacks and redheads are now circulating a 
notice at their breeding grounds at Alaska, to beware of 
“The Narrows” next autumn. 

Florida.—Jupiter Inlet.—Hunting has been quite good 
the past winter. Deer have been killed in large numbers, 
especially by the numerous Indian pot-hunters. Wildcats, 
panther, bear and other smaller game are numerous. Sea- 
trout, bass, snapper and other fishing good.—G. G. F. 

New Jersey.—New laws prohibit killing red or gray 
squirrels during months of November and December; im¬ 

pose a fine for having in possession any sort of game after 
the same has been snared; restrict killing European pheasant, 
partridge or grouse for three years. 

A Pigeon Storm.—A Titusville, Pa., old resident recalls 
that on March 2.5, 1853, in a tremendous snow storm great 
flocks of pigeons were blinded and bewildered, and coming 
to the ground were killed by hundreds. 

But Lots of Fun.—Vicksburg, Miss., May 6.—We had 
an interesting trip after turkeys, but found the birds "up to 
snuff,” and got only three in a ten days’ hunt.—P. 

East Berkshire, Vt., May 13.—No spring shooting of 
ducks about here, because they did not come to be shot. 
Trout fishing has started in fine.—L. 

'<m Hnd ^tver fishing. 

FLY-FISHING FOR SHAD. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

The shad season of 1886 has opened with brighter pros¬ 
pects than the three previous years have shown at the same 
date. Not having ray memoranda with me, 1 will have to 
trust a treacherous memory, which reminds me that the sea¬ 
son of 1883 opened some days after the 35th of May, with 
very unsatisfactory results. The season of 1884 opened 
about the Ist of June, and for some days the fishermen had 
to be satisfied with from one to three fish per day; 1885 
opened with one shad on the 31st of May and no very per- 
ceptable increase until June, The three years were un¬ 
profitable except in blistered hands from persistent rowing. 
The season of 1886 opened Saturday, 15th, with seventeen 
shad, all good fish. To-day, Monday noon, shows consider¬ 
able increase on Saturday’s catch. How it will continue re¬ 
mains to be seen. Let us hope the anglers will find a few 
pleasant hours with the Connecticut River shad. 

The two seasons of 1884 and 1885 gave the fish a better 
opportunity to do their own hatching than they have had 
for the previous eight years. With the exception of three 
days last summer and about a week of the summer previous, 
surplus water was running over the dam. Through the close 
seasons of both years (when out after bass) shad were plenty 
and good size. 

One evening in September, 1884, I was wading and whip¬ 
ping the rapids between the bridge and the dam. The fish 
were so attentive to my personal pleasures I did not notice 
that a storm was gathering. I was manipulating a 3-pound 
bass in strong water between the large stones which dot the 
bed of the river, unconscious of the then raging storm until 
the fish swam up the rainstorm, passing over my head and 
seeking refuge in another pool behind me—out of the lyater 
into the wet. After he had found his way to the creel the 
storm was about spent. Making my way across lots for my 
boat below the bridge, I struck a pool about three rods long 
and a rod and a half wide, in which were about two dozen 
shad. They could not get out of it, as there was no flow of 
water through. The water raised that night and set them 
free. 

Will keep you posted on the prospects for the fly. 
Tnos. Chalmers. 

Holyoke, Mass., May 17. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
In your " Correspondents” column of last week I notice 

the statement that “the only spot where the fly-fishing for 
shad it successful is below the dam at Holyoke, Mass.” 

Very fine shad are taken with the fly on the Housatonic 
River,'near Birmingham, Conn. 

The shad of this river are widely known as being equal in 
size and excellence to any found in the United States. 
Formerly they ran up to spawning grounds many miles above 
Birmingham, and in those days I believe were never taken 
with the fly, but several years since a dam twenty-two feet 
in height was built at the place named, and at the same time 
a huge timber box, so fearfully and wonderfully made that 
it is a terror to all well-organized shad, was placed in the 
dam and called a " fishway.” The natural result is that all 
fish now make Birmingham their terminus, and as no seines 
or nets are allowed here, the shad congregate in great num¬ 
bers, giving much sport to the local fly-fisherman. 

Thomas Clapham. 
Roslyn, n. Y. 

[We knew perfectly well that shad had been taken with a 
fly on the Housatonic, having fished there for them with suc¬ 
cess. The omission to mention this locality was an over¬ 
sight for which we cannot account. We have always re¬ 
garded it as an uncertain locality, however, and have never 
considered it worth while to send anglers there. We are glad 
to know that shad take the fly freely on that river.] 
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TOWING FOR KINGFISH. TO-DAY 1 have been a-fli-hing, tbe first time that I have 
had leisure to do so since the fire (we in Key West 

date from that event altogether now; it has superceded 
“befo' the wah.” etc.), and I have had so capital a time of 
it that before I sleep and the muscles of my pulling-in anat¬ 
omy get stijff and sore, as undoubtedly they will be to-mor¬ 
row, I will share my good luck with my Forest and Stream 

confreres, and send "A. N. C.” to bed green with envy 
when be compares his biggest bass with my grouper, my 
kingtish, amber fish and red snappers. 

1 wrote you a letter some weeks ago which you published 
under the heading of “Fishing at Key West.” I had hard 
work to get that letter up. and had to draw on the catch of 
others to get a respectable creel of fish together, my trophies 
up to that date having been entirely of the genus panflsh, 
varieties innumerable. In that letter I told you of a cruise 
I made in the Foam of the Sea, skipper, Acosta;cook. Gabe; 
and crew. Charlie, of allot whom I spoke a well-deserved good 
word. But when I distributed among them some of the 
papers containing my letter, they did not seem quite satis¬ 
fied and urged that I should try it again. They thought 
that the history of a day of calm, most of the time passed at 
anchor, with no bait that would draw anything but sharks, 
was hardly a f-air description of the average and ordinary 
events of a day kingfi hing. Their arguments convinced me 
and 1 did try again, and as many times again as 1 have been 
able to; for a good six knot breeze from the stait, and 
a lumping big kiugfish landed before we had gone a mile, to 
be followed during the day with lots more (my own share of 
the catching was over &00 pounds), impressed me with the 
idea that there was lots of fun at “lowing.” Lots of work, 
too, and I have tried in vain to cipher out how many foot¬ 
pounds mjr arms lifted that day, using as data 22 kingfish 
from 10 to 16 pounds’ weight, a barracouta about twice as 
heavy, and Spanish mackerel to make up the score, each 
caught about 30 yards from boat, and hauled in with her 
going at the least 6 knots; ixcept when that big barracouta 
got hold; then, if there is any truth in the axiom that action 
and reaciiou are equal, that boat must have slowed down, 
although judging by sensation, at every j^ard gain she seemed 
to go faster. 

1 had a savage pleasure in seeing that big head thoroughly 
clubbed, for not only did he, with one of his razor-sharp 
teeth, cut my finger to the bone, but just before, either he or 
one of his breed, bit in two, as clean as though cut with an 
axe, a good-sized kingfish I was hauling in. I’m sure that 
fish must have tad a tail when he started, but he came to 
hand minus, not only it, but over a foot of his body. King 
fish I knew to be like all of the mackerel family, excellent 
bait, and had often used it, but never before an entire ten- 
pouuder. 

There are some very pretty points connected with “towing 
for kingfish.” Although not always the case, yet generally 
the fish rushes from below at the bait, and his momentum 
carries him high. Three or four lines are out. iNo fish on. 
In an instant, perhaps, half a dozen are in the air at once, 
and among them each hook has been appropriated. Then as 
they strike the wab.-r something is very likely to break, if 
you are at all aesthetic in your taste for fishing. Until 1 used 
them all up, each one lasting just one strike, it was my 
fancy gear that broke. When i had thus gotten clear of 
my ivory and pearl spoons and spinners, my revolving 
baits, fluted and plain, Uke trout spoons, etc,, and had 
snapped ail of the lines I had brought with me, I came down 
to the native style, and then when anything broke, it was 
the fish’s neck, and this happened a number of times. I 
suppose we turned him a back somersault without due notice 
to be ready. The gear which cauglit kingfish and staid with 
us, consisted of a cod hook, largest size, shank filed to a 
point, ganged to a copper wire snood a toot long, so put on 
that the end of the shank is left projecting, thus forming a 
handy peg to hitch the upper end of oait on. 

The bail most successiul is a strip of pork skin, cut frog- 
shaptd, d la ‘Nessniuk;’’ but wuen they are biting well 
anything will do, and we. generally come down to white rag. 
They will jump at a knot in the line, and close lo the boat. 
The line used is about three-eighths of an inch in diameter, 
and I presume when not in use as a fish line does duty as a 
bed cord. When we hook tnem we don’t waste much lime 
playing them; we keep them a coming, hand over hand, and 
their mouihs are so tough, and they are generally so well 
hooked, that we lift them right over the stern with the line. 
Then comes in the value of the pointed spur to hitch a new 
bait on; no time to waste in tying. 

It was in early March that i made my first successful trip. 
'They had been abundant all winter, the lavorite grounds 
being in the vicinity of the Pelican and American shoals, 
ten and eighteen miles lo the eastward, whtre the strip of 
reeftringiug all of the keys is comparatively nanow; so that 
in half a mile’s distance you can troll in from five to one 
hundred fathoms, and strike them somewhere. 

Tne tine of uemarcatiou between tbe bine water of the Gnlf 
Stream and tbe green on the shoals is sowed defined, that one 
end of a boat may be plainly in the one, the other in tne 
other. We started for the shoals, ami before we were clear 
of the channels had perhaps a dozen fine fish, ranging about 
ten lo sixteen pounds. Alter wesiruck blue water weneiihtr 
saw a fish nor had a strike during our twenty miles’ sail to 
the eastward and back; and graoually the wind died away, 
so that even if fish w’ere pkniilul we would have got none. 
I have seen a school of them swimming all around the boat, 
occasionally examining it, but not one would touch it, at a 
four-knot speed. A puff of wind that would start us up, 
started them up, too." and the instant the baits got lively 
enough they were seized, 

'The jump of a kiugfish is somewhat like that of aha«8, but 
higher. As lo the height, authorities vary. I am sure I’ve 
seen them five or six feet out of the water. 1 believe relk 
able Conks, who increase the figuivs up to say ten feet; but 
when they gel up, as in one instance, to fifty, why, I draw 
the line lower. 

Towing (a very appropriate name) having failed, we made 
for a ridge running parallel with the coast line, hut sepa¬ 
rated from the shore reefs by a mile or more of deep water. 
On this ridge, a narrow one, the depth varies from ten to 
twenty fathoms, and there’s where the snappers and groupers 
lie. The usual method of fishing is to drift along, with lead 
on bottom, until a good “drop” is struck, then anchor and 
lower a bundle of fish caicasses, etc., for cnum. By the time 
we got to tlie rid sc the breeze had sprung up again, and we 
dritted too fast lo do more than lose our lines, by getting 
last, so we saw nothing of the snappers that day. Btarted 
back tor Banu Key, and as soon as we got into the green water 
fun began again. And our day’s fishing was a grand success. 

But what Acosta told me of what might have been, in the 
way of big snappers, etc., determined me that on the very 

first opportunity I should fish that bank. That opportunity 
came to day. Starting with a good breeze we again went as 
far east as on the first trip, and again failed utterly in that 
direction. After passing the Pelican, between it and Sand 
Key, we got three fine kingfish and a couple of large Gour 
and six pounds) Spanish mackerel trolling, and I caught a 
magnificent amber fish weighing 24 pounds. We still fished 
off the shoals in from five to fifteen fathoms, but not a fish. 
Then the breeze dying again, we made for the deep-water 
ridge, and in five minutes from the time we struck it a 23- 
pound grouper was on deck. Then came an hour to be re¬ 
membered. All hands were fishing, and some one was land¬ 
ing a fish all the time. Our catch consisted of red snappers, 
groupers and rockfish of various varieties. Aly own catch 
included a red suapper of 14 pounds and a grouper of 43. I 
thought sure I had a shark. Several of our lines having 
been carried off by them, and having but the one gear left, I 
determined to, if possible by careful handling, get him to 
the surface and shoot him, hoping thus to save hooks. Pres 
ently 1 doubled his being a shark, for he stopped fighting 
and came up quite easily, and that a shark never does. lu 
all respects his action was that of a big codfish, lug back 
occasionally, then hang. When he came to the surface his 
moutn was wide open, and he was so far exhausted that 
there was no ditficully in insertiog a gaflf hook just opposite 
to mine, and then three of us lifted him in; then that merry¬ 
making became temporarily and literally a symposium, for 
he was the big grouper of the season. 

I sent him ashore this evening to a lady, who, since the 
fire, is compelled to hunt up food for about thirty people; 
and have just received her note of thanks for that “what 
shflll I call it, young whaie?” 

Having thus placed him on record. I’ll turn in. PisECO 

P. S.—I suppose I ought to interject some useful data. On 
Plate 94 of “The History Industries of the United States” 
are given pictures of the spotted cero {tkomberomorus regalia) 
aud tlie cero or kingfish {iScomberomorua caballa). In the 
text, page 116, describing the two fish, it is said, “It is more 
than likely that this (spotted cero) and the preceding species 
(cero) are both included by the Key West fishermen under 
the name kingfish, the difference in general appearance 
being so slight that it is hardly likely they would be noticed 
by ordinary observers.” Tney both are so included. I have 
caught them both, the most of the catch up to March 10 was 
of the spotted variety; since then the caballa has predomin¬ 
ated. Lying side by side, the difference (aside from the 
markings) between the males and females of either variety 
are greater than between two of the same sex, different 
specie. Piseoo. 

CAMPS OF THE KINGFISHERS. 

CARP LAKE, MICHIGAN.—Xn. 

WE pulled ashore to eat our lunch, for we were now just 
off the Alexander farm, and the wind came sweeping 

down the lake past the point which sheltered us with a force 
that precluded the idea of pulling against it and fishing 
with any comfort. Lunch disposed of, vye caught a few 
frogs in a litlle wet meadow back of us to increase our store 
of bait, swung out into the rollers and headed across the lake 
over the same course I had taken the previous Sunday. We 
put out two trollers, a Hill and a Chapman, but the big 
pickerel or maskalonge that took my spoon that day had 
probably not yet digested it, or mayhap he had changed his 
mind about new-fangled bugs with glittering propellers as an 
article of diet, and we had no call from him nor from any of 
his relations. Down near the point where Maybert's Creek 
comes in through the wilderness of deadened trees we 
changed back to frogs, and in a couple of minutes Ben was 
engaged in a sharp fight with a big-mouthed bass of nearly 
three pounds, who finally took a position on the stringer 
under vigorous protest, after vainly trying to smasu “ole 
quintessence” by a sudden dash under the boat. Then in 
less than fifty yards two more tried to belch up the frog 
after swallowing it, but Ben’s book had a fashion of “always 
a ketchin' on to somethin’,” and they too wtre slipped on the 
stringer, to end their career in the frying pans of the phil¬ 
osopher across the water. Meantime the skipper was not 
idle; he was holding the boat in proper positon for Ben to 
handle bis fish, enj yiog the fun and waiting for Lis turn to 
come next; but the struggles of tbe last one seemed to have 
scared the others, if there were any more, and the turn did 
not come, 

We drifted along down with the wind toward the point 
opposite camp, over a stretch of shallow water, four to eight 
feet deep, with a sand and mud bottom, with ouly a stray 
bulrush nodding in the breeze here and there, and not even 
a patch of ‘ ‘musral grass” big enough for a sunfish to hide 
in. 

It may be mentioned here as a matter of possible interest 
to any of the brethren not used lo fishing the lakes of this 
region of Michigan, that such a piece of water as that is, as 
old Ben says, “jest the place where ye won’t ketch nothin’, 
an’ ye might as well reel up or go ashore an’ fish in a roz- 
btrry paten.” 

Just off this point the water is shallow for fifty or sixty 
yards out and then comes a strip of grass and thickly grow¬ 
ing bulrushes reaching down the lake for a hundred yards or 
more, and along the outside of this hank the vvater deepens 
straight off till the bottom cannot be seen. This is the kind 
of water where you may look for fish. 

We drifted along down to the lower end of the rushes 
without taking anyihing, however, but one longface of four 
pounds, which fell a victim to the rod of the skipper. Here 
the wind had a fah- sweep at us, making the water so rough 
that it was hard work lo hold tlie boat anywhere, and as we 
turned to go over the water again along tne hulrashes, a rain 
storm coming down the lake less than a mile away admon- 
isbed us it was time to get into the rubbers and head across 
for tbe camp. Ben said this was “a hoss sense move, fur the 
fi^h wasn’t a bitin’ much nohow, an’ he wanted to git ashore 
where he could rub the knots out o’ his legs.” 

At this poiut we afterward took a number of fine fish, 
bass and pickerel, and one day old Danny struck a fish there 
with such persistent and dogged fight in him that he was 
preparing.to chuckle over the capture of a big maskalonge, 
but when it was brought in sight and in reach, of the gaff, 
it proved to be a villainous bead-eyed “lawyer” of large size 
much lo the disgust of the old pelican and the hilarity of 
Hyperboler, who barked and snarled as he jerked the gaff 
into him, in derision at Dan’s “new style o’ ma.'^kylunge.” 

We beat the rainstorm to camp by a few minutes, but 
no sign of life greeted us as we slipped out and pulled the 
boat up on the bank except five mischievous litlle pigs that 
were engaged in an industrious rooting match under the 
kitchen fly for stray scraps and crumbs that might have 
fallen from the table. These little porkers, only a few weeks 

old, were a fund of considerable amusement for the girls and 
a source of much and continuous anxiety and annoyance to 
the keeper of the frying pans and the direct cause of a large 
amount of comprehensive but suppressed prolanity on his 
part. They paid the camp irregular hut frequent visits, 
trotting down from the barnyard in solid columns whenever 
the (evil) spirit moved them, and there was not one of the 
quintette, but had been “knocked silly” a half dozen times 
by diverse missiles flung with unerring prerision by him of 
the pan.s, but they wtre of a hard breed and minded a knock¬ 
down or “dislocated ear” but little more than a skeeter bite. 
A squeal, a tumble, t.vo or three astonished grunts and 
“woofs” and they were back again with somefreshlv hatched 
devilment with which to make life a burden to the philos¬ 
opher. Only for our respect for the property of others and 
our good name as law-abiding sportsmen, I am afraid neigh¬ 
bor Horton’s pigs would have found a watery grave before 
the first week wa.s out. We offered to buy them and con¬ 
vert them into roasts, but he would not sell and we finally 
come lo look on them as a nuisance that h^d corne to stay, 
and toward the last their presence would have been gladly 
missed. Ben said, “The only thing that saves their bacon 
is, the close season fur hogs ain’t out yit, an’ I don’t want to 
break no game laws.” 

We laid our rods on the table out of reach of the pestifer¬ 
ous pigs and walked cautiously over to the big tent to learn 
the cause of the masterly inactivity going on in the camp. 
Peering around the tent flap, there sat old Dan and Muller, 
about as we had left them in the forenoon, the cribbage war 
still raging, and from array of “tallies” on either side of a 
line drawn on the tally sheet, the slaughter on both sides 
must have been something very considerable. Aliss Fanny 
peeped at us an instant from behind the leaves of a Century, 
in which she was deeply absorbed. Jim and Mothi-r Jim 
sat near each other with visible traces of tbe original “honey¬ 
moon look” still lingering around them, gazing placidly out 
on the lake now dotted with myriads of tiny bubbles kicked 
up by the falling rain, and just back of them on a quilt 
spread on the “floor,” with an army blanket around them, 
sat the two bundles of mischief, Bob and Kit, each demurely 
sacking at a lump of maple sugar, as usual, with a look of 
serene content on Uieir faces that proclaimed they had about 
mastered the problem of “how to pass a rainy day in camp 
and be happy.” Altogether it was a pleasant picture, and 
good to look on, hut where were Top and Annie? “Over in 
the hennery asleep,” Bob answered, as she wiped her lips on 
a corner of Kit’s apron, and got to her ^et with, ‘What 
luck, James Mackerel?” and then the two Misses Curiosity 
sallii d out in the rain with the blanket over their heads and 
down to the boat, “to see if Papa and Uncle Ben had brought 
in any trout.” 

The warriors at the crib board agreed to a truce, counted 
the slain and came out to see the fish and kick the cramps 
out of their legs, with the understanding that hostilities were 
to be renewed by candle light that evening under the pro¬ 
tection of the mosquito bar in Dan’s tent. 

Fanny marked the page by turning down a leaf corner, 
donned a rubber gossamer and followed the twins down to 
the boat, and Jim, after due deliberation, relieved his camp 
stool of its burden, jointed himself together and said to his 
better half, “Let’s go down and see what the old cranks 
have brought in, anyhow.” 

Aleantime the philosopher was nowhere to be seen, hut a 
well known sound coming from the direction of “the Knots 
tent,” betrayed his whereabouts, and looking in he was dis¬ 
covered under a pile of blankets sound asleep, doubtless de¬ 
vising in his dreams a plan whereby he might circumvent 
neighbor Horton’s pigs without slaughtering them outright, 
and the plan seemed to have matured, for next morning, 
when they were rooting around the provision box well 
bunched together, a dipper of water from a camp kettle on 
the stove—ihe stove was quite warm—scattered impartially 
over the group, suddenly reminded them of something they 
had forgotten at the barnyard, and the haste they displayed 
in going back after it, moved Ben to compare the perform¬ 
ance to “a yaller dog try in’ to outrun an old oyster can tied 
to his tail.” They stayed away nearly half a day, and the 
medicine worked so well that the philosopher repeated the 
dose at intermittent intervals with very gratifying results to 
himself. 

We roused the philosopher out of his dreams, and while 
he started fire in the stoves and arranged the table, Ben and 
the skipner dressed the bass for supper aud breakfast, leav¬ 
ing the pickerel for any of our neighbors who might drop in 
for a mess of fresh fish, this being an arrangement that would 
suit all parties concerned, as we have noticed that the resi¬ 
dents along the lakes where we have made our camps and 
fished prefer the longsnouts to bass, for the reason perhaps 
that their tastes have been educated on them because of their 
more easy capture. 

We went to bed that night not in the best of humor with 
the weather, and had it not been for tbe quieting music of 
the pattering rain on the canvas there doubtless would have 
been mutterings deep and dismal from the old campers, but 
this ble.-sed rain music of the night is a panacea for mo«t of 
the ills born of an unpleasant day, and we went peacefully 
to sleep to the dreamy melody, with a hope that the morn¬ 
ing would bring signs of clearing skies and sunny weather. 

Kingfisher. 

[to be coktinited.] 
[In issue of April 29. “Camps of the Kingfishers,” page 

267, first column, eighth line from bottom, read government 
blankets for goat blankets; line 42 from bottom, second col¬ 
umn, read red hoss for red bass.] 

EYED HOOKS. 
Iditor F<yreai and Stream: 
Early last spring I obtained from England several dozen 

ies tied on the turned up “eyed books,” and used them 
u-oughout the season with great pleasure and success, and 
[ter giving them a thorough trial I thought them about 
erfect. The result was that I procured more of the hooks, 
Qd those flies which 1 required of American pattern. I had 
td on them also. Since April 1, this year, 1 have used some 
ith the turned down eye and find them much superior to 
lose with the eye turned up. I have now some bass flies 
t'd on the Pennell turned down eyed hooks and intend in 
iture using no other for fly-fishing, and would recommend to 
Qglers who wish to “fish fine and far off” to give the turned 
own eye Pennell hook a fair trial and not lose any time 
bout it either. By the use of the jam knot it is as easy to 
rtach the eyed hook to the leader as a hook with the usual 
lell or short loop, and for the dropper flies the sndl may be 
ttached to the hook previously, if preferred. If for no 
Lher reason tUun that of economy, 1 think there must be at 
last fifty per cent, in favor of the eyed hooks. 
BEOOXura, N. Y., May 8. C. G. LevISON. 
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NEW ENGLAND TROUT WATERS. During tlie winter and early spring it is easy to make 
up one’s mind to be sure to make a trip to the trout 

waters this year; to once again drink in the beauties of the 
stream, the woods and tbe lake; to reap anew the rich bene¬ 
fits found only in an outing; to add another five years to 
ones days by throwing ofl;, if only for a brief season, the 
worry and strain of business or professional life. But it is 
not so easy to put the good plan into execution. Unexpected 
happenings thrust themselves in tbe way, and it is often 
hard to find the courage to start off on what looks to the 
ordinary mortal like a foolish jaunt for the sake of a few 
fish. The true and only way is to start when the fever is on. 
Delays are dangerous; they are more dangerous to our fish¬ 
ing trips than is that procrastination which is the thief of 
time. Our ardor cools, if ardor it is, and not a fixed, annual 
purpose, and so the trip is lost for want of mere decision 
such as we should bring to bear upon any of the other 
real affairs of life. Mere trifles or slight changes hinder us. 
The ice went out of the Maine lakes from eight to ten days 
earlier this year than usual. It was not wholly unexpected, 
and yet the lovers of line and rod were not generally pre¬ 
pared for it in all its force. The time to take up the tackle 
came too soon, and business could not be left just then, and 
the result has been the breaking up of a great many parties; 
and many will stay at home altogether. This is chiefly true 
of those who may be termed the early rushers, to be sure, 
but it shows how slight a circumstance may spoil even a 
much contemplated trip. It is a fact that the movement to 
the Maine lakes is being much less than last year, so far as 
Boston is concerned, at least. A report of the same nature 
is suggested from other cities. Strikes and the uncertainties 
of labor may have hindered the builder, the manufacturer, 
the carpenter and other tradesmen from taking ihat fishing 
trip, and the early trips are not being taken to the extent of 
former seasons. Now just here comes a selfish suggestion, 
but it is too good to keep—there will be all the more trout 
for those who go later in the season. 

But the silly number of lies have begun to be told. The 
Maine country newspapers of small circulation and less in¬ 
fluence, devoted to the attempt to help some lazy tavern- 
keepers, stage owners and tradesmen into a fortune through 
the summer resort business in one-horse towns, begin to con¬ 
tain such items as these: “Mr. Thusandso of Suchaplace 
caught yesterday 100 ‘speckled beauties’ in an hour and a 
half, out of Impossible Pond, and there are plenty more 
left.” How happened there to be just a hundred? Why did 
the fisherman not leave off at 90 or 101 ? Such stories with 
enough of truth in them to be worthy of a passing thought, 
even the country newspapers ought to be ashamed of. They 
give at least the sound of respectability to the despised fish¬ 
ing for numbers which has done so much of the deplorable 
depletion of our lakes and streams, and which threatens, in 
a very few years, to reduce the trout to a fish of the gone by, 
in spite of all protection can do. The man who would take 
even a hundred minnows for the mere sake of teiling a big 
story, ought to be ashamed of his cruelty and destructiveness, 
say nothing of robbing his brother fishermen of fifty trout or 
a dozen salmon. Oh ! for the time when the man \yho goes 
to the lakes and streams for health and recuperation shall 
have learned to be satisfied with trout euouah for the table. 
It is devoutly to be hoped that time is coming, under the 
good sense of true anglers and the training of the Forest 

AND Stream. It is also to be hoped that it will not be too 
tardy—will not be delayed till the work of depletion of our 
best waters is done irrevocably. 

But the teaching of moderation is no easy task, and as you 
well know, good Forest and Stream, there are a good 
many interests at stake. The entire sitmmer resort and sum¬ 
mer travel interest is arrayed against good sense and the 
perpetuation of the best locations as the fishing grounds of 
the future. The daily papers are being called upon to 
advertise the localities in two-column, illustrated articles, by 
gushing hack writers. But they say too much. There are 
millions of trout waiting to be caught. Only patronize a 
certain hotel, stage line or railroad, and thousands of trout 
are sure. But like the patent medicine advertisements, 
they say too much. If there was a shadow of truth in them, 
any man would be a fool to ever die. After all, such trash 
catches only tourists and greenhorns, and greenhorns catch 
no fish. They go once. That is enough. They are done. 
Ever afterward they listen to fish stories and blame their luck. 

The trout season of 1886 is now fairly begun, but unless 
some sudden impetus is given, the hotels and summer resorts 
will not make their fortunes this year. The attempt was 
made to start off their business with a boom, but somehow 
the thing is being overdone in the way of big stories and 
show. At Phillips, Me., the first fishing party of the season 
was met at the train by the Phillips Brass Band and escorted 
to the hotel in grand style. Alas! has it come to this? xViust 
we go fishing to the tune of a brass band, and a country 
band at that ? Bpecial. 

The trout season of 1886 is proving to be one peculiar to 
itself. The redspots or brook trout are hardly coming up to 
time in the record of catches thus far, but the blackspots, or 
landlocked salmon, are surprising even their warmest 
friends. This is particularly true of Weld Pond, in Maine. 
This pond was first stocked with salmon scarcely more than 
ten years ago, and yet the catches being made there this 
spring are something of which the Maine Fish Commissioners 
may well be proud. Commissioner Stanley has just returned 
from a very successful trip to that pond with some of the 
first sportsmen in Maine, and they all express themselves as 
highly pleased with the success of landlocked salmon. Com¬ 
missioner Stanley gives an account of one caught the other 
day which weighed elven pounds, and I have just taken up 
a Maine paper, rather given to telling big fish stories, which 
mentions the taking of a landlock, Friday, weighing four¬ 
teen pounds. This last story should be taken with a grain of 
salt, at least till confirmed. But even a salmon of~ eleven 
pounds comes with a great deal of pleasure to those most in¬ 
terested in the culture of the landlocks in Maine. It must 
be remembered that this is all the work of ten years, and 
that too, under difficulties. Weld Pond is full of blackspots 
of less size. Commissioner Stanley remarks that they arc 
taking fish there from two to five pounds by the thousand. 
These smaller fish, he remarks, are evidently the work of 
more recent stocking, since the State has done more for that 
purpose. As to the growth of these salmon, Mr. Stanley is 
much pleased, as well as surprised. Together with Mr. Stil- 
well the Maine Commissioners are now of the opinion that 
trout, thgxJonditions of food being favorable, grow much 
faster than many writers have told us. Certainly the results 
of landlocked salmon in Weld Pond go to prove that they 
are correct. Speaking of the monster brook trout of the 
Androscoggin waters, Mr. Stanley does not give them credit 

for the great age usually ascribed to them. He finds trout 
of this class to have grown to six inches in length which he 
has every reason to believe were only two years old. From 
that time he believes them to grow very rapidly. The Maine 
Commissioners may also be put down as fully convinced that 
fair angling—that is, with single hook and line—can never 
totally exhaust the trout or landlocked salmon in any waters. 
They admit that the fish may be “thinned out,” but not ex¬ 
hausted entirely. These gentlemen commence this week the 
work of planting the several quotas of landlocked salmon in 
the Maine waters. Commissioner Stanley is authority for 
the fact that landlocked salmon are being taken with the fly 
this year, a fact heretofore considered doubtful. The latest 
report also shows that landlocks are at last being taken in 
Rangeley Lake. An eight pound fish of that species was 
taken there one day last week and several have since fol¬ 
lowed of less proportions. Special. 

Boston, Mass. _ 

Under date of May 4, Mr. O. A. Dennen, of Moosehead 
Lake, writes to Mr. T. Sedgwick Steele, of Hartford; “The 
ice left the lake earlier than usual this year, the date of 
its going out being May 1 and 2. The weather for three 
weeks past has been fine. Clear, cloudless sky, with wind 
not over six miles an hour. Temperature for the week end¬ 
ing May 4 averaged 36 degrees, taken at 6 A. M. Average 
for the month of April, 32 degrees (taken at same hour). 
The fur hunters have had a fair run of luck. Two 
Indians came out of the woods about three weeks ago and 
received $735 for their skins, consisting of beaver, mink, 
sable, black cat, otter, etc. Considerable large game has been 
killed the past winter, or up to Jan. 1, when the time 
closed. In the latter part of December, 3 moose were killed 
on Blue Ridge in sight of the hotel. One cannot, however, 
go far into the woods without seeing plenty of signs which 
Indicate that moose, deer, caribou and bear are still quite 
plenty. Tne fishing season is fairly opened, several parties 
are already on the ground and the steamers Kineo, Day 
Dream, Twilight and Ripple are scudding about the lake 
seeking out the best grounds. Everything indicates a fair 
season at Kineo. The spring opening about two weeks 
earlier than usual will be likely to rid us of the black flies 
early in July.” _ 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The ice left the lakes on Tuesday, May 4, and the fishing 

season was commenced by the guests of the Green vale House, 
Geo. M. Esty, proprietor, Greenvale, Me., on Saturday, 
May 8. At this point the waters of the Sandy River are 
discharged into the Rangeley, or Oquossoc Lake, and flow 
through the connected lakes, discharging finally into the 
Androscoggin River. The best early fishing for the cele¬ 
brated Rangeley trout is found here. The record for the 
first two days is as follows, no record being made of trout 
under three pounds in weight. Of these smaller trout large 
numbers were taken: 

May 10, 188G, Henry T. Richard-son, New York; boatman. H. R 
Fuller, Pbillips, Me., land-locked salmon, 8 pounds. 

May I'A Henry Hobart. Base Bridgewater, Mass ; boatman, Nathan 
Ellis, Greenvale. trout, 3^ pounds. 

May 12, Wm. L. Reed. South Abington, Mass.; boatman, Nathan 
Ellis, Greenvale, trout. 8 pounds 

May 12, Eugene H. Clapp, Boston, Mass.; boatman, Chas. H. Tooth- 
aker, Rangeley, trout. 514 pounds. 

May 12, Horace P. Tobey, Boston, Mass.; boatman, Chas. H. Tooth- 
acher, Rangeley. trout, 5>4 pounds. 

May 12, C. L. Browning, Milluury, Mass.; boatman, a friend, trout, 
6% pounds. 

May 1-2, Geo. E. Keith, Brockton, Mass.; boatman. EbenezerHinck¬ 
ley, Rangeley, land-locked salmon, (3H pounds. 

Tbe land-locked salmon were introduced into these lakes 
iu 1874 by the Fish Commissioners of the State of Maine, 
and their increasing number estabiishes the success of their 
undertaking. _ T. 

SEBAGO LAKE. 

SEBAGO LAKE, Portland’s great water reservoir, lies in 
the northern part of Cumberland county, Maine, and is 

easily reached by rail from Portland via P. & O. R. R. to 
Lake station. It is a most beautiful “stretch of water,” as 
its Indian name signifies, being about twelve by fourteen 
miles in area and noted for its large land-locked salmon. A 
few years since a male fish of this species was found dead 
and stranded in Roger’s Brook, a tributary to Long Pond, 
one of the head waters of the Sebago Lake system. Four 
years ago Mr. J. Hamilton, superintendent of the P. & O, 
R. R. captured one in Sebago Lake, with an eight-ounce rod, 
that weighed .sixteen pounds, and many have been taken 
with rod and line weighing upward of ten pounds. The 
fishing season lasts usually about two weeks, commencing 
soon after the ice leaves the lake and when the smelts (for 
salmon are not the only salt-water fish land-locked in these 
waters, for smelts and cusks are abundant) are returning 
from their migrations up rivers and streams, where they 
have deposited their eggs. The method of capture most in 
vogue is trolling with a smelt for bait—care being taken that 
the bait does not spin but runs straight and true—fifty yards 
of line being sufficient. 

The fishing has not been quite as satisfactory in numbers 
this spring as in some^previous years, owing, no doubt, to 
the greater abundance of smelts, or perhaps the season was 
in advance of the fishermen, but never before did the catch 
average so many heavy, well-conditioned fish. Not a single 
“racer” (spent male) is reported. The best fish taken can be 
credited as follows: J. Hamilton, Portland, Me., 13^ pounds; 
R E Edes, Naples, Me., 12 pounds; E. 0. Noyes, Brockton, 
Mass., lljpounds; A. B. Hinds, Portland, Me., 11 pounds;P. 
Burnham, Portland, llpouuds;J. Hamilton. Portland, fipounds. 
Many more weighing over six pounds have been boated, one 
touching the beam at less than four pouuds being an excep¬ 
tion to the general rule. About thirty speckled trout, weigh¬ 
ing from one to four pounds each were also taken. It' is 
now only about ten years since the salmon fishing here with 
rod and reel attracted any attention. Before that time the 
practice of spearing them on the spawning beds had been 
almost universal, and even now we are sorry to say, that 
notwithstanding stringent laws and the untiring efforts of 
commissioners, wardens and friends of the cause, it has been 
impossible to entirely suppress the poacher. Yet public 
opinion is steadily gaining ground against this evil, and at 
no distant day we hope the spear will be a relic of the past. 
Last fall, through the efforts of Frank Gibbs and J. Mead & 
Son, of Brighton, sixteen thousand land-locked ijalmon eggs 
were taken, from Roger’s Brook. These, with thirty thou¬ 
sand fry of land-locked salmon from Grand Lake stream, a 
gift from the State, are soon to be turned into these waters. 
Encouraged hy the success of Gibbs and Mead on Roger’s 
Brook, the pfish Commissioners have decided to operate on 
Crooked River this fall, and it now looks as though fishing 
would rapidly improve. The favorite fishing grounds on 

Sebago Lake are at the mouths of Songo and Muddy rivers, 
both places being at the head of the lake and about two 
miles apart. At the former arc three camps, owned respect¬ 
ively by the Songo Club, Robt. E. Edes and Raymond Par¬ 
ties. At Muddy River two camps have been erected this 
spring, one owned by O. B. Gibbs, of Bridgton; the other 
by Naples parties. Transient accommodations can usually 
be obtained near the fishing grounds. Guides charge about 
$3 per day for man and boat. Black Spot. 

Sebago Lake, May 6. 

THE MONTREAL FLY. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
1 have recently received a copy of the work “Fishing 

With the Fly.” Most of the colored plates in the book are 
corn ct; but there is, however, one important exception, that 
is tbe one of the Montreal fly, which is wrong in several par¬ 
ticulars. 

The Montreal fly has a strong hold on my affections and 
has for many, many years occupied the most prominent 
place in my fly-book, being especially adapted for our North¬ 
ern waters. It had its origin with my old and lamented 
friend, the late Peter Cowan, E^q., of Sweetsburgh, Quebec, 
who first made and used it at least half a century ago. The 
original and genuine Montreal fly is made with a “red body, 
ribbed with yellow tinsel, tbe hackle assorted scarlet and 
ginger, and a liaht gray mallard wing.” Soon after its first 
appearance it became a standard fly with the English fly- 
tishers who were in Canada, and through them samples of 
the fly were sent to England, where they were made for the 
trade. 

Mr. Cowan was one of the most enthusiastic of fly-fishers; 
genial, jolly, a true and warm-hearted friend, a good 
reader of human character, and a thorough hater of shams 
and affectation. He held for many years an important office 
of trust in the eastern townships of this Province, and often 
had for companions on his fishing excursions one or mt.re of 
the English army officers who were formerly stationed in 
Montreal; but woe was sure to befall them if they brought 
their cockney airs out to the trouting grounds. Many a 
practical joke did Uncle Peter, as he was familiarly called, 
play at their expense. 

Some twenty years ago I was traveling by stage through 
one of the back districts of the townships, a noted trout 
region, when we picked up at a small farm house Uncle 
Peter and a young officer who were returning from fishing, 
well laden with full creels of S. fontinalis. Uncle Peter’s 
sunburnt phiz beamed with the expression of good nature 
and satisfaction that told the story of success and a general 
good time. The old veteran and the writer were soon en¬ 
gaged in exchanging fishing experiences and dLcussing the 
merits of the different waters of that section of the country 
when the young Englishman, who had been quite silent, 
apparently in a deep study, said, “I say, Uncle Peter, I am 
awfully much obliged to you for your kindne.'^s, you know. 
We over in England have a wrong idea of you fellahs out 
here, hut, by Jove, you have taken me down a peg. you 
know.” This brought out a roar of laughter from Uncle 
Peter that made the woods ring. The young fellow joined 
in quite as heartily, and when their mirth had partly sub¬ 
sided, he said: “But, you know, that first morning was a 
stunner, thoush.” This admissiou was followed by another 
explosion, if possible louder and longer than the first. 

1 afterward received from the old gentlemen a condensed 
account of their trip, and the incidents concerning that par¬ 
ticular morning. This young Englishman who was anxioris 
to show the natives how to kill a trout, you know, had pre¬ 
sented himself at Uncle Peter’s office bearing a letter of 
introduction, etc. He was clad in the most nobby of cockney 
fisliing suits, and also wore a pair of wide top knee boots, 
but underneath this exterior Uncle Peter saw what he 
thought would be good stuff when the flimsy outside was 
rubbtd away. So a trip back to a famous trout stream was 
soon arranged. The road that they traveled was new and 
rough, and when the stage that evening set them down at 
the door of the humble home of a small but nospitable farmer, 
a place where the writer has spent many a pleasant night 
after a good day’s sport, the young cockney was fatigued, 
and grumblingly compared the accommodations to those of 
the small inns along the Thames, you know. “This blasted 
country was not fit for a gentleman to come into, you know.” 
He expressed a desire to retire early in the evening to his 
sleeping apartment; so he was given a tallow dip tor a light 
and directed to a small room in the chamber, which he 
grumblingly declared to he “a regular dog kennel of a hole, 
you know;” but when he placed his boots outside his room 
door to be blacked, Uncle Peter drew a hue at this action 
aud made use of them in lieu of a slop bucket. At the first 
peep of daybreak the young fellow was awakened and told 
to hurry and dress and be outside, for it’s the early rod that 
kills many a fine trout. “A dem beastly hour to arise,” said 
the young cockney; “the trout at home never rise to a fly 
until the mist is off the water, you know.” He hastily 
dressed, opened the door, and poising on one foot, he caught 
hold of tlie straps of a boot and •slipped the upraised foot 
into it—slosh. This was followed by a shout that sounded 
very much like an oath and exclamation. But we had best 
drop the curtain and let the reader imagine what followed, 
and return to our favorite fly. 

When this fly was iutroduced to the trade it was called 
the Montreal or Canada fly, but usually the Montreal fly. I 
have I believe killed far more and larger trout with this fly 
than with all otliers put together. I invariably use three 
flies, with the Montreal as a stretcher, and use various other 
kinds for droppers as the water and season require. Bro. E. 
B. Hod^e of the N. H. Fish Commission, who is an old 
companion of mine, I presume remembers well the big trout 
(my largest) that I killed on this fly in Hopp’s Pond, a 
small body of water situated near Mount Orford. This pond 
was once celebrated for its large trout; but alas, its glories 
have departed forever, for some contemptible vagabond has 
stocked it with pickerel. As I now write m}’’ thoughts go 
hnek to years long past when Bro. Hotige and the Montreal 
fly” were intimately associated in many a trouting expedition. 
The catch that we made one afternoon was thirty that 
weighed forty pouuds, at Lake Nick, where H. bad a severe 
headache which spoiled his appetite for the fish which the 
writer so nicely broiled, but which did not prevent him from 
casting a fly while the trout were on the feed. It was there 
that the “big one” came out of the weeds and tried to eat up the 
two and a half pound fish that H. had hooked and was playing. 

1 afterward struck that big fellow and he turned tail to 
and dove into the weeds in spite of any strain that I could 
bring to bear on him with my Norris rod, and in those 
weeds he remained until he broke or rubbed off the casting 
line. Then, agaia> my thoughts del ightfally live over again 
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the pleasures of that morning at that beautiful stretch of 
water below the old mill near Megantic, where we waded 
down stream for a short distance and filled our baskets to 
overflowing with half-pound trout. It was there that we 
saw the trout jumping and trying to follow up a stream of 
water that came pouring out from an auger-hole in the side 
of -the fliume of the old mill. Some did succeed in going 
through the hole into the flume, but where one succeeded, 
many shot out of the slender thread of water and struck 
against the planking and fell back again into the pool below. 
Then came the red-letter day—^that day in June in the Chau- 
diere rapids at the mouth of Lake Megantic, where we caught 
one hundred and eighty trout, not one weighing less than 
half a pound, and from that up to three pounds each. Our 
individual scores stood at an even ninety each. 

I also remember with a smile how Bro. H., the next morn¬ 
ing as we were breaking camp, stole out to the river’s side 
with rod in hand, to catch another fish, so as to go out of the 
wilderness one ahead, and when given his choice either to 
un joint and repack his rod, or take a ducking then and there, 
he took apart his rod but at the same time emphatically 
denied our ability to duck one side of him. Ah. H.! you 
then forgot the little bout in the camp by the still-water of 
the salmon river where we were deer hunting, when a “hip- 
lock” stood not the writer’s but another’s head in the cook’s 
pan of baked beans, while the heels belonging to the indi¬ 
vidual who owned that head were kicking out a jig up near 
the roof of the camp. That was how many years ago? Well, 
well, how time flies. Though its flight destroys the elasticity 
and comeliness of the body and brings whitened threads 
among the brown, may it never change the youthfulness of 
our spirits, and our love and appreciation for our old and 
tried friends, and for the gentle art; and neither may it 
change the colors of my old love, the Montreal fly, body red- 
ribbed with golden tinsel, hackle assorted scarlet and ginger 
with light gray mallard wings. Btanstead. 

Montreal, Canada. 

Lake Erie Bass Guounds.—The Dayton (O.) Journal 
reports: “The Dayton party of anglers, with fair weather, 
wiU be bass fishing in Ease Bay on Saturday, May 15, the 
day that the open season begins in Canada waters. Veteran 
Valentine Winters, with Rufus J. King as his boat com¬ 
panion, heads the list, the party being paired as follows: 
Commodore Cooper and G. Shepherd, Captain and Dr. 
Greenleaf, of the U. S. A.; Major Bickham and Hon. E. 
Schultz, Benj. P. Kuhns and Hon. John W. Turner, N. 
Mory and Bert C. Mory, Ed. Best and George Kuecht. Dr. 
McCormick writes that the steamer Louise is now making 
daily trips, except Saturdays, that frogs’ legs are ripe, mush¬ 
rooms due, gulls are on, and that ‘Piseatoria’ is open for 
any and all Dayton gentlemen who may desire to accompany 
the anglers. Edward Hazzard, of the Dramatio News, of 
New York, and friend, have registered for the season; Hon. 
J. B. Battelle, of Toledo, has his kit packed for Pelee, and 
Dr. O. W. Nixon, of the Chicago Inter-Ocean, will be there; 
and Alex, Starbuck and his veteran companion, Wesley 
Cameron, and Dr. W. W. Dawson, of Cincinnati; Colonel 
Wallace, of Indianapolis, and Judge Goode and friend, of 
Springfield, and twenty or more other anglers have their 
baggage checked for Pelee. The Pelee Club—Gen. Sheridan, 
Robert T. Lincoln and twenty other gentlemen, have char¬ 
tered the steamer American Eagle, and will occupy their 
club house at Sheridan Point, Pelee, next Sunday. The 
Kentucky party that always locates at Smith’s Point are en 
route. Oolonei Len. A. Harris and several others of the 
Cuvier Club, of Cincinnati, are already enjoying fishing at 
Long Point and GuU Island reefs, off Kelley’s Island, and 
are to be largely reinforced this week. Kelley Island waters 
are favorites of John Hardy, of Dayton, and Walter Halde- 
man, of the Louisville Couner-Journal. The Leflel party, of 
Springfield, and friends from Cleveland, have chartered the 
steam yacht Henry Douglass, and with Put-in-Bay as head¬ 
quarters, will fish at North and Middle Bass islands, and 
run over to Pelee for big catches. Joseph C. Peirce, of 
Dayton, and probably others will go to Put-in-Bay.” 

The Clarion.—The Clarion, Pa., Fish and Game Pro¬ 
tective Association, of which Mr. P. M. Arnold is President, 
has been prosecuting the dynamite fiends. The Jacksonian of 
that town reports: “On Mondy last Daniel Steiner, of Scotch 
Hill, had a hearing before Esq. Thompson, upon a charge 
being one of a party of dynamiters who placed explosives in 
the Clarion River for the purpose of killing fish. The offense 
was committed on the 19th of April, and was clearly proven, 
no defense being made. The justice found in accordance 
with the facts and imposed a fine of $50 and the costs of 
prosecution on the defendant, which he paid, the aggregate 
being $65.60. Warrants are out for the arrest of two other 
members of the party, E. D. Steiner and John McClelland, 
who will doubtless be similarly dealt with when apprehended. 
The law against placing explosives of any kind in any of 
the waters of this Commonwealth is very clear and explicit, 
and the Clarion Pish and Game Association is determined to 
bring all violators to punishment. In the instance noted 
above, the witnesses testified that after the clearing of the 
water it was found that the bottom of the river at that point 
was white with dead fish. Take in connection with this 
fact the millions of little fish, no larger than “ wrigglers,” 
with which the river abounds at this season, that must have 
also been destroyed, to say nothing of the eggs in the vicinity 
—and the destruction of the finny tribe caused by one of 
these explosions is beyond computation. There is no reason 
why the Clarion should not be one of the best fishing streams 
in this section of the State, if the laws are complied with, 
and it is proposed that respect for the protective enactments 
shall be strictly enforced. 

New Jersey Laws.—About twenty bills affecting the 
game and fish laws, some good, some bad and others radi¬ 
cally wrong, were presented for passage in both branches of 
the Legislature of this State just adjourned.^ But few of 
them passed, however; among those which did was Senate 
113, a righteous good bill for the protection of stocked 
waters. It provides that no person or persons or corpora¬ 
tions shall place in any fresh water stream, lake or pond, 
any lime or other deleterious substance, or any drug or 
medicated bait, with intent thereby to injure, poison or 
catch fish, nor place in or allow to flovv or be discharged 
into any lake, pond or stream stocked with or inhabited by 
trout, bass, pickerel, pike, sunflsh or perch, any drug, acid, 
gas tar or any deleterious substance whatever which will kill 
or destroy said fish. Other bills passed opens the season for 
catching black bass with hook and line on May 30 and closes 
it on Dec. 1 in each year; prohibits the catching or killing 
of black bass less than seven inches in length, or trout less 
than six inches in length.—Plainfield Constikitionalist, 

The Privilegep Classes.—Central Lake, Mich., May 6. 
—In the neighborhood of the ponds and broote, I have noted 
a goodly crop of fish-spears. I am disposed to think that 
the particular industry of which these are the token, is 
likely to languish in this region before long. Even now, 
those that follow it are conscious that they do so by suffer¬ 
ance, and though the loud-mouthed among them say that 
all fish protective legislation is only for the benefit of tourists, 
and that they will spear as long as they like; it is a fact that 
there are fewer jack-lights on the lakes than in any pre¬ 
vious spring for some years, and one or two prosecutions for 
violation of existing statutes will practically put an end to the 
spearing. The gill-nets will still be used, but only for 
a time, and I think that our waters will yet be restocked with 
fish in abundance for all. It is comical to hear the netters 
and spearmen talk of legislation for the benefit of “privileged 
classes.” As I see it. they themselves are the ones who 
claim exceptional privileges, and by their exercise in defiance 
of law, prevent those of us who desire nothing more than 
equal rights with aU, from even securing enough of fish for 
an occasional meal, to say nothing of the sport. For several 
years I have told these gentry that the end of these things 
was not far distant, and behold, it cometh, in the near future. 
—Kelpie. 

Trout rear New York.—I am somewhat of a sports¬ 
man and can readily say that in all my experience I have 
never before indulged in such sport as during the past week 
in Sullivan county, N. Y. I took the train at Weehawken 
for Pallsburgh Station, where Uncle John Waldorf met me, 
and drove to his Woodbourne House, at Woodbourne. The 
first day I fished three miles of the Neversink River, and the 
result was 19 pounds of brook trout ranging from J to 
pounds. The second day I fished over the same ground and 
realized a like result, and on the third day I tried a smaller 
stream with flattering success. I am only one among many 
who has met with the best of luck on this popular trout 
stream, and I would advise any person in search of first-class 
trout fishing to make arrangements with Uncle John.—A 
Sportsman. 

Canadian Salmon Rivers.—Editor Forest and Stream: 
With reference to the paragraph, “Canadian Salmon Rivers,” 
issued in your edition of April 8 last, I beg to remark that 
your assertion, as regards the rivers of this Province, is far 
from being correct, as almost all, if not all, the salmon rivers 
of some importance are under private control (see accom¬ 
panying report, page 130); and it is expected, from the de¬ 
mand for more fishing privileges, that other rivers not 
hitherto sought after will be taken up, improved and pro¬ 
tected. So I hope you will make, in your next edition, the 
necessary remarks and corrections concerning same.—W. W. 
Lynch, Commissioner of Crown Land, P. Q. 

The English Angling ToirnNAMENT.—The sixth inter¬ 
national Fishing Gazette fly and bait casting tournament will 
be held on June 5, on the grounds of W. Cunard, Esq., Or¬ 
leans House, Twickenham, within 150 yards of the famous 
Twickenham ferry. The tournament will be, as before, for 
the benefit of the Angler’s Benevolent Society. The prize 
list and programme is not yet published. Upon a payment 
of ten shillings any fishing tackle maker will be allowed to 
exhibit and sell bis stock upon the grounds. 

The Sussex Anglers’ Club, T. 8. Morrell, Secretary, 
Newark, N. J., proposes to take up, as its means allow, the 
numerous bass and pickerel waters within ten miles of 
Deckertown, N. J. 'The club offers very desirable advan¬ 
tages to New York city anglers who want fishing near at 
hand. Properly managed, such a scheme as this ought to 
insure an abundance of first-class and sure fishing. 

Eagle’s Nest, Stamford, Delaware County, N. Y., May 
17.—A. 8. Churchill, Esq., just brought me to my sick 
chamber a speckled trout 14 inches long and 5 inches wide 
at front fin; weight, H pounds. It was caught by his little 
grandson in Spring Brook, within three rods of his cottage 
in the village of Stamford. The brook is alive with fish, 
but few are so large.—Ned Buktunb. 

Canada.—A good fishing resort, in a comparatively new 
country, is Gurrie’s Hotel, at Lake St. Joseph, Canada, an 
hour’s ride from Quebec, Mr. Adam Watters and son, of 
that city, one afternoon last season, caught there 19 lake 
trout, weighing 157 pounds 6 ounces. Sportsmen in Canada 
can be fitted out with supplies of all kinds by JVIr. Watters. 
See advertisements in other columns. 

The Nipissing.—Cobourg, Ont., May 13.—Will “B. and 
H.,” who signs the article “Fishing at Nipissing” in your 
last number, give me further information about deer and 
partridge shooting, fishing and best month in which to visit 
Trout Lake. Would I get any lake trout in September and 
what would be the best bait?—W, 

^islfcuUme. 

FISHCULTURE-A PRACTICAL ART. 

BY JOHN a. BISSELL. 

[Read before the American Fisheries Society.] IDO not forget, gentlemen of the American Fisheries Soci¬ 
ety, that lam but a student in the craft which we pro¬ 

fess, and for the encouragement of which this society exists; 
nor that many of you have grown gray in this honorable, nay, 
may I not also say patriotic, service; and so I should be sit¬ 
ting at the feet of some piscicultm-al Gamaliel, instead of 
standing before you as an essayist, but for the summons of 
your committee which left me no room for excuses or refusal. 
A younger generation is now coming upon the field to take its 
part in carrying forward flshculture. to apply the pi-eeious 
stores of knowledge, which have been laid up by the practical 
obseiwatiou and scientific research of the past twenty-five 
years, to the practical solution of some very important eco¬ 
nomic questions that are beginning to clamor loudly for solu- 
tion. .Q , , .- 

The question most m'gent just now is not, can fishes be arti¬ 
ficially hatched and I'eared. and acclimated in alien waters, 
but can the fisheries of this coimtry now be saved ? That the 
men of whom this question is being asked are the members of 
this society, once called “Fishcultural,” may not improperly 
be regarded as evidence of the ability with which the elder 
generation, the pioneers of fishculture, have done then- work, 
as well as of the value of their work and the appreciation in 
which it is justly held by the people of this country. 

At former meetings of the society you have been favored by 
the eloquent speeches of statesmen who judged rightly that 

flshculture was worthy the statesmen’s consideration.* You 
have been honored by papers and addi’esses from men of your 
own number who have won distinction by knightly deeds— 
no less kmghtly and honorable because won in the mu'omantic 
armor of waterproof coats and rubber boots—in conflict for 
the secrets of natm-e, wresting from nature’s willing hands 
the knowledge that practical men have been gathering and 
storing up against the day when the millions that are peopling 
and are to people this continent, shall cry out for more and 
better and cheaper food. You aU know the men to whom I 
refer, so there is no need of mention of their names. I know 
them, not by personal acquaintance and familiar discourse, 
but none the less reall]^ through their writings and experi¬ 
ments, which have made it possible for men of the class to 
which I belong to accomplish something for the States which 
have honored us with the oversight of their fishing interests. 
Without the knowledge which has been gained and freely 
disseminated by these intelligent and devoted men the fishery 
establishments of many of the States would have no exist¬ 
ence, or their officers no reasonable and sufficient answer to 
make to their State governments when asked, as they so fi-e- 
quently are, “Can flshculture do anything woi’th the expense 
for the food supply of the people of this State?” Have we then 
any such answer to make? That we have; that the answer is 
reasonable and sufficient I shall try briefly to show. While 
we have not learned all there is to know about the cultm-e of 
fishes and artificial propagation of them, enough is known 
both scientifically and experimentally to place the practical 
art of fishculture beyond thefiomainof mere curious research, 
and make it a useful, and to the same extent, a necessary de¬ 
partment of the public business, To this practical aspect of 
fishculture I invite your attention. In usin^ the expression 
“fishculture” I mean to be understood as including artificial 
propagation of fish and the protection of them until thev are 
marketable. 

Consideration of fishculture as a depai’tment of the public 
business is growing every year to greater prominence, particu- 
laily in the States bordering upon the sea and the Great Lakes. 
Of course I only profess to speak with accmucy about the 
condition, or needs, of the fisheries of my own State—Michi¬ 
gan ; but, the state of affairs there is in some measure analog¬ 
ous to the circumstances of other States, and the subject from 
my point of view may prove of more than merely local 
interest. 

Are our fisheries worth saving? 
Michigan has a coast line of more than 2,000 miles in length 

upon the Great Lakes and their connecting rivers by actual 
measui’ement upon the Government charts. Its fisheries pro¬ 
duce annually over 13,000 tons of food, the value of which is 
something over $800,000 at first cost. The capital invested in 
the prosecution of this industry is about $1,200,000, it gives 
employment to 1,800 men, which means that over 7,000 people 
ai’e dependent upon the prosecution of the fisheries for them 
living. The pound nets used in this industry placed end on 
end will stretch 200 miles, the gill-nets placed end on end 
measure 1,588,852 fathoms—over 1,800 miles. 

From this brief statement it B,ppears that Michigan has in¬ 
dustrial fisheries that are worth caring for. A few additional 
facts will show that they need care. Forty years ago at one 
of the seine fisheries on Detroit River the number of whitefish 
constituting a fair catch was from 90,000 to 115,000 fish, aver¬ 
aging in size about four pounds. That fishery has been 
abandoned for more than fifteen yeai-s, and the last vestige of 
docks, houses and pounds have rotted away. Another fishery 
havingas fine a plant as any on the lakes, about nine miles 
below Detroit, as late as the fall of 188.3 had over 12,000 white- 
fish, which was thought the poorest catch ever known. In 
1884 at the same fishery the total of whitefish w'as 3,400, and 
for the season of 1885 less than 2,000 whitefish were taken 
there by actual count. This we know, for we bought and 
handled the entire catch to take the eggs for the State hatch¬ 
eries. At many points on Lake Michigan hundreds of thous¬ 
ands of whitefish under one pound in weight, one, two, or 
three years old, which have been planted, have been caught, 
shipped to market when worthless, or tin-own upon the shore 
to rot as nob worth handling, or salted and sold as herring. 
Such complaints have come to us by the fishermen themselves 
and by nearly every dealer who handles Michigan fish. 

But there is not space here and now to multiply examples 
to prove, and 1 therefore content myself with stating the facts 
very generally. In Michigan waters every year the area of 
fishing operations is greatly extended; miles of ground once 
productive are abandoned; the average size of Avhitefishis 
gradually growing less; the price is gi-adually getting higher in 
the market; and while some large firms are getting fairly prof¬ 
itable returns, the fishermen as a class are getting poorer; 
where formerly the nets were served by sailboats and i-ow- 
boats, steamboats are fast coming into common use; the de¬ 
mand for fish is increasing steadily as population increases; 
the total supply is comparatively stationary or falling below 

■the increasing demand; and all this means that the fisheries 
of our lakes are fast becoming exhausted and ruined. These 
facts suggest some pertinent inquu-ies, just such as are being 
asked of the State Fish Commissioners by the representatives 
of the people every year. Has ai-tificial pro pagation then been 
a failure? No, for it has not had a fair chance in several 
ways. 

First—It has not been conducted upon a scale adequate to 
accomplish the results. 

Where we are hatching about fifty millions of whitefish we 
need from six to eight times that number every year to restore 
the wasted and deserted grounds, as also to replenish and 
keep up the stock in others yet productive. Numerous early 
experiments were made of planting whitefish fi-y in interior 
lakes of various sizes, where we now know they will not 
thrive because the conditions of food and temperatm-e are 
not favorable. This could not be known without trial. But 
it does not follow that the experiments should not have been 
tried. It was no waste of time or money. The lessons 
learned from such failures are perhaps more valuable than 
constant successes, 'i’here are large and deep lakes in the 
interior of Michigan and other States where the whitefish are 
indigenous. In such lakes they can and .should be grown to 
the utmost capacity of the food supply. Such lakes we have 
in Michigan, and we are planting them now as preseiwes from 
which to draw a future stock of breeding fish ro fui-nish eggs 
for keeping up the supply for the industrial fisheries of the 
Great Lakes. 

There are many localities on the Great Lakes where the plant¬ 
ing of whitefish has i-esulted in the appearance of vase schools 
of small fish coming in upon the inshoi-e feeding grounds 
during the summer months at points where that phenomenon 
had never before occurred within the memory of the oldest 
fisherman. That they were the planted fish is beyond ques¬ 
tion, as it is not doubted by the practical fisherman and others 
who have examined them, that these young fish are identical 
with the Lake Erie fish, that being the source whence all om- 
ova and almost all of that used by the U. S. Commission are 
taken. . , , , 

Second—Artificial propagation has not had a chance in 
point of time, 

It is only within the first few years of the second decade of 
its existence—say from 1882 or ’83—that the practical operations 
of fishculture have been anything more than the merest ex¬ 
periments. In my own State it is only within that time that 
we have ever hatched and planted ovmr 15,000,000 of whitefish 
in any one year. The same period ivill cover also the most 
extensive operations of the U. S. Commission in this direction. 
The force of this point will be appreciated when itis under¬ 
stood that from our present'knowledge we have no reason to 

*Unless the statesmen of this generation have lost the art of wise 
and wholesome statecraft, we shall hear from them still further on 
this subject, if not in our deliberations, yet mure potently in the ytata 
Capitols and in the balls of Congress, 
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expect important results from these plants before the expira¬ 
tion of four, I think probably five, possibly six years, from the 
time of planting. Operations during the first decade were, as 
I have said, only experiments, and they were successful be¬ 
yond anything that we could in reason expect. In summoning 
this practical art to the judgment hall it must not be over¬ 
looked that the ruin caused by wasteful and unconscionable 
fishing methods, which it is called upon to repair, has been 
going on for thirty or forty years. And it is always rnore 
difficult to cure than to prevent disease, whether physical, 
political, or economic. . , , _ 

Again, fishculture has not had a fair chance with us, and I 
am informed the same is true of almost all the States, because 
we have lacked proper municipal regulation of the fishing 
industry. _ . , ,, , . , 

It is not enough the State Commissioner should be able, at 
vei'y moderate cost, to hatch and release in the lakes enough 
young fish to take the place of adults captured and marketed. 
The young fish so hatched and released m the waters must be 
protected until they come to maturity and are marketable; 
othenvise the wasteful fishing which has once depleted the 
waters stocked by nature will do the same thing, only more 
sm’ely and speedily for the waters replenished artificially. 

So the two things must go together. Artificial propagation 
cannot do it alone; municipal regulation cannot do it alone, 
within a pertod that wiU avail anything for one generation, 
possibly not even then. The two things are mutually depend¬ 
ent conditions, they must concur to assure valuable or lasting 
success. In the combinations of these two conditions we have 
the complete definition of the jpractioal art of flshoulture. 

There IS not time here to go minutely into the facts nor the 
arguments which logically flow from them to support the 
necessity for proper mspection or regulation. 

I can only point out generally that municipal regulation, to 
be of value in saving or extending the operations of the in¬ 
dustrial fisheries of the great lakes, must cover these points, 
namely: , ,, . 

(a) The sizes of the meshes of the nets to prevent the de¬ 
struction of immatm-e fish. 

(b) Market restrictions as to the size at which various kind 
of fish may be handled or sold. 

(c) Prohibition of inshore fishing during the season or at the 
points when the young fish ai'e running in to feed. 

(d) Discretionary authority to allow the use of nets below 
standard size at certain times, in certain localities, for certain 
kinds of fish. 

(e) The demarcation of spawning grounds and their absolute 
rest from fishing at the spawning season; or, if that is im¬ 
practicable, a “close season” at spawning time. 

(/) Inspectors and wardens of the fisheries with ample 
means and powers to enforce all regulations, whether of appa¬ 
ratus, fishing operations, packing or marketing. 

(g) A reasonable and equitable system of license which will 
furnish the means to pay the cost of inspection and regulation, 
and also of replenishing and keeping up the stock by artificial 
prop 

There is one more requisite which cannot be provided by 
statute law, the spread of reliable information of our pur¬ 
poses and operations among the fishermen and fishing commu¬ 
nities, which will create a healthy public opinion in suijport 
of the laws and their strict and just enforcement. 

It has been urged that this whole business of fishery regu¬ 
lation should be undertaken by the Federal Government, so 
far at least as the fisheries of the Great Lakes are concerned. 
Is there any reason why the Federal Government should un¬ 
dertake the establishment and enforcement of fishery regula¬ 
tions in the Stetes bordering the Great Lakes that does not 
apply with equal force to the obligation of assuming the bur¬ 
den of the other department, that of restocking and maintain¬ 
ing the supplies of fish in the same waters? 

The reasons for this course or the desuability of it are not 
to my mind clear. The subject of fishery regulation is one, 
even if it were a new and open question, which seems from 
the very necessities of the case to be so local, domestic and 
municipal in its character as to fall natm'ally within the police 
power of the several States, and not within any defined pow¬ 
ers of the Federal jurisdiction, legislative or judicial. But it 
is no longer an open question. It has been passed upon by the 
courts of last resort in almost all the States, as well as by the 
Supreme Court of the United States. And this view seems 
to have been adopted by all the States tha;t have established 
fishery regulations, however meagre and insufficient, as well 
as to nave been acquiesced In by the United States Congress 
by a century of silence. 

But what can the practical art of fishcultui-e as above de¬ 
fined (although but briefly and imperfectly outlined) do for the 
fisheries of the Great Lakes? What promise does it give which 
will warrant the expenditure of public funds in its prosecu¬ 
tion? I hardly need to make answer before this assembly of 
its disciples, or rather its discoverers; but that some echo, 
however faint, of these questions and the answer, may possi¬ 
bly reach the dull ears of our people, and rheir representa¬ 
tives who make the laws and provide the means, and who are 
charged by the law of the land with the responsibility of pre- 
servmg the public weal, let it be said without hesitation. All 
bari’en waters may be made productive again! The ruin of the 
great industrial fisheries of these great public domains may 
be arrested! The fisheries that produced thirteen thousand 
tons of food in 1885, may be brought up to the production of 
thirty, and then fifty thousand tons of wholesome nutritious 
food within the reach of aU men I The money value in yearly 
product may be increased from one to five millions of dollars, 
and contribute no mean share to the i^rosperity of a great 
State and the well-being of its citizens. 

Detroit, Mich. _ 

FISH FOR THE UPPER HUDSON.—On April 28,1886, the 
fry of 30,(WO lake trout. 20,000 Penobscot salmon and 8,(W0 
brown or European troui reached Glens Falls, N, Y., from the 
Cold Spring Harbor station. These fry were from one-half to 
one and one-half inches in length, and had made the journey 
with very slight loss. The lake trout were planted in Lake 
George, being the first of this kind brought to this locality, at 
a place called the Calf Pen, opposite Dome Island, where there 
is the deepest water of the lake. The brown trout f^ came 
from spawn presented to Mr. E. G. Blackford and Mj. Fred 
Mather by the German Fishery Association, and are the first 
of their species planted in this vicinity, being put in the 
Clendon Brook. This species is common in suitable European 
trout streams, where it has attained the weight of sixteen 
pounds. It is said to grow faster and be more hardy than our 
native trout. The salmon also were planted in Clendon Brook, 
from which it is hoped they will stock the Hudson River. 
This is the third consignment of salmon to the Glendon Brook 
in three consecutive years, and makes about 140,000 of this 
fish that have been planted there; and it is hoped that some of 
the earlier planting will return this year for the purpose of 
spawning.ifepwhWcan, May i, 1886. 

THE NEW YORK FISH COMMISSION.—The Supply bill, 
as passed by both houses of the New York Legislature, has 
been sent to Governor Hill, and he has vetoed some items. 
Among these are the following: “For the purchase of land 
adjacent to the Caledonia Msh Hatchery, S3,000. The Appro¬ 
priation bill contains an item of 826,00(1 for fisheries, which 
should be sufficient. For establishing a fish hatching station 
in Jefferson county, §4,000. Objections same as above.” 

A SuRFLiTs *F OVER §2,000,000 is the solid guaranty offered by the 
Travelers, of Hartford, Conn., that all just claims will be paid in full, 
gs they always have been.—Adr. . - ■ 
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FIXTURES. 

FIELD TRIALS. 
Nov. 8.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Western Field Trials 

Association, at Abilene, Kan. R. C. Van Horn, Secretary, Kansas 

22.—Eighth annual field trials of the Eastern Field Trials Club, 
at High Point, N. C. W. A. Coster, Secretary, Flatbush, Kings 
county, N. Y. 

DOG SHOWS. 

May 18, 19. 20 and 21.—Third Annual Dog Show of the St. Louis 
Gun Club. St. Louis, Mo. Geo. Munson, Manager. 

May 25, 20 and 27.—First Doe Show of the Ninth Regiment. Wilkes- 
Pa. W. H. Tuck, Secretary, Wilkesharre, Pa. 

July 20, 21, 22 and 23.—Milwaukee Dog Show. John D. Olcott, Man¬ 
ager, Milwaukee, Wls. 

Sept. 14; 16,16 and 17.—First fall dog show of the New Jersey Ken 
nel Club, Waverly, N. J. A. P. Vredenburg, secretary, Bergen Point, 
N. J, __ 

A. K. R.-SPECIAL NOTICE. 

The AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 

pedigrees, etc. (with prize lists of all shows and trials), is pub¬ 

lished every month. Entries close on the 1st. Should he in early. 

Entry blanks sent on receipt' of stamped and addressed envelope. 
Registration fee (60 cents) must accompany each entry. No entries 

inserted unless paid in advance. Yearlv subscription §1.60, Address 

“American Kennel Register,” P. O. Bov 2882, New York. Number 

of entries already printed 3689. 
EASTERN FIELD TRIALS DERBY ENTRIES. 

Following is a complete list of the entries for the eighth 
annual Derby of the Eastern Field Trials Club, to be nm 

at High Point, N. C., commencing Nov. 22. All were whelped 
in 1885. 

ENGLISH SETTERS. 

Pastaug (T. W. Seiler and G. W. Poi-ter, Pittsburgh, Pa.) 
—Liver and tan dog. May 9 (Count Noble—Fate Gladstone). 

SWATARA (T. W. Seiler and G. W. Porter, Pittsburgh, Pa.) 
—Black, white and tan dog, May 9 (Count Noble—Pate Glad¬ 
stone). 

Nobe (James Vemer, Pittsburgh, Pa.)—Black, white and 
tan dogj^eb. 23 (Coimt Noble—Hazel). 

Fred W. (Sanborn Keimels, Pittsburgh, Pa.)—Black, white 
and tan dog, Feb. 18 (Count Noble—Spark). 

Lizzie San Roy (W. C. Kennerly, White Post, Va.)—Orange 
and white bitch, July 27 (San Roy—Rosa). 

Gay Gladstone (T. M. Brunsby, Marietta, Ga.)—Black, 
white and tan dog, July 22 (Gladstone—Miss Clifton). 

Nantahala (j. O’H. Denny, Pittsburgh, Pa.)—Black, white 
and tan bitch. March 26 (San Roy—Drane’s Cora). 

Macbeth (Ramapo Kennels, Mahwah, N. J.)—Orange and 
white do^ July 1 ((Clifford—Donner’s Bessie). 

Lady Macbeth (Ramapo Kennels, Mahwah, N. J.)—Blue 
belton bitch, July 1 (Clifford—Donner’s Bessie). 

Lord Clifford (Ramapo Kennels, Mahwah, N. J.)—Black 
and white dog, July 1 ((^ilifford-Donner’s Bessie). 

Ranger IV. (Ramapo Kennels, Mahwah, N. J.)—Orange 
and white dog, July 1 (Clifford—Donner’s Bessie). 

Breeze Gladstone (W. A. Buckingham, Norwich, Conn.) 
—Black and white dog, June 27 (Gladstone—Sue). 

Bondhu Wind’em (j. C. Higgins, Delaware City, Del.)— 
Black, white and tan dog, Feb. 4 (Dashing Bonclbu—Nora 
Wind’em). 

Belle Wind’em (J. C. Higgins, Delawai-e City, Del.)—^Black 
and white bitch, June 19 (Rebel Wind’em—Juno). 

Blue Prince (Pittsburgh Kennels, Pittsburgh, Pa.)—Black, 
white and tan dog, Jan. 11 (Count Gladstone—Queen Laverack). 

Rollick B. (Pittsburgh Keimels, Pibtsbu^h, Pa.)—Black, 
white and tan dog, Feb. 20 (Royal Ranger—Ent Killbird). 

Sparkle (Pittsburgh Kennels, Pittsburgh. Pa.)—Black,white 
and tan bitch, Feb. ^ (Royal Raider—Kit Killbird). 

Dashing Queen (Pittsburgh Kennels, Pittsburgh, Pa.)— 
Black, white and tan bitch, Aug. 27 (Dashing Noble—Queen 
Laverack). 

La Belle Helene (Pittsburgh Kennels, Pittsburgh, Pa.) — 
Black, white and tan bitch, J an. 11 (Count Gladstone—Queen 
Laverack). 

Dan Noble (Pittsburgh Kennels, Pittsburgh, Pa.)—Lemon 
belton dog, June 15 (Count Noble—Lewis’s Nelly). 

Daisy Queen IT. (Pittsbm-gh Kennels, Pittsburgh, Pa.)— 
Black, white and tan bitch, Feb. 21 (Royal Ranger—Daisy 
Queen). 

Maida III. (Dr. S. Fleet Speir, Brooklyn, N. Y.)—Black, 
white and tan bitch (Marquis de Correze-Maida II.). 

Eighmie pr. S. Fleet Speir, Brooklyn, N. Y.)—Black and 
tan bitch (Marquis de Correze—Fan). 

Rubicon (B. M. Stephenson, La Grange, Tenn.)—Black, 
white and tan dog, Feb. 2 (Ben Hill—Zoe). 

Del Sur (California Kennels, Sacramento, Cal.)—Black, 
white and tan dog, Aug. 30 (Gladstone—Flounce). 

Talleyrand (Wm. Bowdre, Memphis, TeuD.)—Black, white 
and tan dog, June 1 (Paul Gladstone—Lady Rake). 

Ben Hur (C. P. Stewart, Memphis, Te'nn.)—Black, white 
and tan dog, May 25 (Paul Gladstone—Lottie). 

Leo Gladstone (W. B. Gates, Memphis, Tenn.)—Black, 
white and tan dog, April 21 (Gladstone—Carrie J.). 

Cassio (Memphis & A vent Kennels, Memphis, Tenn.)— 
Black, white and tan dog, April 28 (Count Noble—Lizzie Hop¬ 
kins). 

Nat Goodwin (Memphis & Avent Kennels, Memphis, Tenn.) 
—Black, white and tan dog, June 1 (Roderigo—Bo-Peep). 

Chance (Memphis & Avent Kenngls, Memphis, Tenn.)— 
Black, white and tan dog, June 1 (Roderigo—^Bo-Peep). 

Duke of Buckingham (Memphis & Avent Kennels, Mem¬ 
phis, Tenn.)—Black, white and tan dog, March 17 (Mingo- 
Twin Maud). 

Duke of Orleans (Memphis & Avent Kennels, Memphis, 
Tenn.)—Black, white and tan dog, March 17 (Mingo—Twin 
Maud). 

Allle James (Memphis & Avent Kennels, Memphis, Tenn.) 
—Black, white and tan bitch, March 17 (Mingo—Twin Maud). 

Jean Val Jean (Memphis & Avent Kennels, Memphis, 
Tenn.)—Black, white and tan dog, March 17 (Mingo—'Twin 
Maud). 

Puritan A (H. B. Duryea, New York)-Black and white 
bitch, July 1 (Royal Sultan—Queen Bess). 

Miss Elsie (B. F. Thomas, Hoboken, N. J.)—Black, white 
and tan bitch, July 29 (Count Noble—Ruby). 

Rodreka (Dr. Jas. N. Maclin, Keeling, Tenn.)—Black, 
w'hite and tan bitch, Oct. 26 (Roderigo—Gem). 

Little Nell (L. B. McFarland, Memphis, Tenn.)—Black, 
white and tan bitch, Feb. 21 (Startle—Topsy). 

Princess Flirt (Ramapo Kennels. Mahwah, N. J.)—Black, 
white and tan bitch, April 15 (Clifford—Von Lengerke’s 
Donna). 

Fanny Gladstone (J. M. Fronefield, General Wayne, Pa.) 
—Orange and white bitch, Aug. 30 (Gladstone—Flounce). 

Hustling Hannah (Whyte Bedford, Horn Lake, Miss.)— 
Black and white bitch, Feb. 2 (Ben Hill—Zoeh 

Keystone (P. H. & D. Bryson, Memphis, Tenn.)—Black, 
white and tan dog, June 27 (Gladstone—Sue). 

GoldStone (P, H. & D. Bryson, Memphis, Tenn.)—Black, 
white and tan dog, June 27 (Gladstone—Sue). 

Mubiell (Edward Dexter, Boston, Mass.)—Black and white 
bitch, Feb. 2 (Ben Hill—Zoe). 

Habi Kari (Edward Dexter, Boston, Mass.)—Blue belton 
dog, June 11 (Don NiUson—Tchuia). 

Countess Helen (O. L. Washburn, New Haven, Conn.)— 
Black, white and tan bitch, June 11 (Foreman-Jolly NeU). 

Scout (R. J. Crawford, Winston, N. C.)—Black and tan dogj, 
Jan. 16 (Jumbo—Nell). 

Cast Off (Geo. T. Leach, New York)—Orange belton dog, 
(Clifford—Donner’s Bessie). 

Prince Dash (J. von Lengerke, Hoboken, N. J.)—Black and 
white dog, April 15 (Clifford—Donna). 

Cappell G. (L. Shuster, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa.)—Black, white 
and tan dog, Aug. 16 (Gladstone—Cornelia). 

Cornelia G. (L. Shuster, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa.)—Black, 
white and tan bitch, Aug. 16 (Gladstone—Cornelia). 

Kld (W. a. De Witt. P^elharB Manor, N, Y.)—Black and tan 
dog, Feb. 26 (Sprain—Gypsy). 

Bob H. (Dr. R. J. Hampton, Athens, Ga.)—Black and white 
dog, March 31 (Count Noble-Belle Boyd). 

Can Can (Dr. R. J. Hampton, Athens, Ga.)—Black, white 
and tan bitch, March 31 (Count Noble—Belle Boyd). 

Bapta (John Hunter, New York)—Black and white bitch, 
Aug. — (Sam—Brick). 

Bird (John Himter, New York)—Black and white bitch, 
Aug. — (Sam—Brick). 

Prince Royal (R. T. Kennedy, Pittsburgh, Pa.)—Black and 
white dog, Feb. 22 (Royal Raimer—Daisy Queen). 

Don Petrel (Blackstone Kennels, Tarrytown, N. Y.)— 
Black, white and tan dog,-(Don Juan—Petrel III.). 

Foam (Blackstone Kennels, Tarrytown, N. Y.)—Black and 
white bitch, Aug. 7 (Foreman—Grace B.). 

Foreman’s Lass (C. Fred Crawford, Pawtucket, R. I.)— 
Black, white and tan bitch, Aug. 7 (Foreman—Grace B.). 

Foremost (Chas. Copeland, Seymour, Conn.)—Black and 

white dog, Aug. 7 (Foreman—Grace B.). 
Foreward (Chas. Copeland, Seymour, Conn.)—Black, white 

and tan bitch, Aug. 7 (Foreman—Grace B.). 
Mac C. (B. F. Wilson, Pittsburgh, Pa.)—Black, white and 

tan dog, June 26 (Count Noble—Gladys). 
Luke Roy (H. H. Matlock, Riceville, Tenn.)—Black, white 

and tan dog, June 1 (San Roy—Jennie). 
Fawn II. (W. B. Stafford, Trenton, Tenn.)—Lemon and 

white bitch, July 14 (Paul Gladstone—Lady C.). 
Mavis (J. S. Clark, New Brunswick, N. J.)—Black, white 

and tan bitch, March 1 (Gladstone—Lavalette). 
Nancy Belle (W. H. Colcord, Chicago, lU.)—Blue belton 

bitch, June 9 (Glen Rock—Countess Flirt). 
Patience (W. H. Colcord, Chicago, Ill.)—Blue belton bitch, 

Aug. 4 (Spot Noble—Medora Gladstone). 
Unnamed (H. Hartley, Pittsburgh, Pa.)—Black and white 

d(^,-(champion Sting—Novelty). 
Unnamed (H. Hartley, Pittsburgh, Pa.)—Black and white 

bitch,-(champion Sting—Novelty). 
IRISH SETTERS, 

Madcap (Claii-e-Reeta Kennels, Palmyra, O.)—Bitch, June 
18 (Glencho—Reeta). 

Claire-Reeta (Claire-Reeta Kennels, Palmyra, O.)—Bitch, 
Jime 18 (Glencho-Reeta). 

Mac Ginness (C. J. Stewart, Jamaica, L. I.)—Dog, Aug, 30 
(Shipman’s Tom—Meg). 

Rodman (C, J. Stewart, Jamaica, L. I.)-Dog, Aug. 30 (Tom 
—Meg). 

POINTERS. 

Rapid Don (W. C. Thompson. Butler, Pa.)—Lemon and 
white dog, A^. 22 (Vandevorb’s Don—Nellie Bird). 

Nettie C. (W. C. Thompson, Butler, Pa.)—Lemon and white 
bitch, July 30 (Meteor—Starr’s PUrt). 

Dolon (John S. Wise, Richmond, Va.)—Liver and white 
dog, May 17 (Meteor—Beulah). 

Majority (F. R. Hitchcock, New York)—Liver and white 
dog, Oct. 3 (Tammany—Modesty). 

Penelope (F. R. Hitchcoc^ New York)—Lemon and white 
bitch, Jime 26 (Bang Bang—Pocahontas). 

Queen Fan (F. R. Hitchcock, New York)—Liver and white 
bitch, March 1 (Bang Bang—Fan Fan). 

Hector (F. R. Hitchcock, New York)—Black and white dog, 
June 20 (Priam—Hops). 

Cassandra (F. R. Hitchcock, New York)—Liver and white 
bitch, June 20 (Priam—Hops). 

Springbok (Capt. 0. E. McMurdo, Charlottesville, Va.)— 
Liver and white dog, June 10 (Mainspring—Curfow). 

Seldom (E. H. Haight, Allaire, N. J.)—Liver and white 
bitch, March 20 (Booth—Tuck). 

Rex (Geo. T. Wisner; Goshen, N, Y.)—Lemon and white 
dog, June 26 (Bang Bang—Pocahontas). 

Rapidan (J. M. Whaite, Newton, N. C.)—Liver and white 
dog, July 6 (Miter—Fleeda). 

Meteor’s Maid (Ro3'al' Robinson, Indianapolis, Ind.)—Liver 
and white bitch, March 31 (Meteor—^Dee). 

Himalaya (Neversink Lodge Kennels, Guymard, N. Y.)— 
Liver and white bitch, June 6 (Tammany—Jilt). 

Meteor’s Belle (Col. W. E. Hughes, Dallas, Tex.)—Liver 
and white bitch, May 18 (Meteor—Beta). 

Dillsey (Col. W. E. Hughes, Dallas, Tex.)—Liver and white 
bitch, March 31 (Meteor—Dee). 

Maximus (Col. W. E. Hughes, Dallas, Tex.)—Liver and 
white dog, July 31 (Maxim—Eiash III.). 

Minority (C. H. Odell, New York)—Liver and white dog, 
Oct. 3 (Tammany—Modesty). 

Fly (James P. Swain, Jr., Bronxville, N. Y.)—Lemon and 
white bitch, Jan. 29 (Rush—Eria). 

Bob (James P. Swain, Jr., Bronxville, N. Y.)—^Lemou and 
white dog, June 5 (Rush—Nan), 

Juno (James P. Swain, Jr., Bronxville, N. Y,)—Lemon and 
white bitch, June 5 (Rush—Nan). 

Rue II. (Bayard Thayer, Boston, Mass.)—Lemon and white 
bitch, Mot 22 (Bang Bang—Rue). 

Ruth Bang (Bayard Thayer, Boston, Mass.)—Lemon and 

white bitch, May 22 (Bang Bang—Rue). 
Rapid B. (Bayard Thayer, Boston, Mass.)—Lemon and white 

dog, May 22 (Bang Bang—Rue). 
Consolation (C. H. Odell, New York)—Lemon and whits 

dog, Jan. 29 (Bang Bang—Grace IH.). 

NATIONAL FIELD TRIALS DERBY ENTRIES. 

Following is a list of the entries for the eighth annual 
Derby of the National Field Trials Association, to be run 

at Grand J unction, Tenn., in December. 
ENGLISH SETTERS. 

Bee Gladstone (John Drees. Little Rock, Ark.)—Black, 
white and tan bitch, March 28 (Paul Gladstone—Busy Bee). 

Penn (F. A. Harrison, Lexington, Ky.)—Lemon and white 
dog, March 17 (Maxwell—Juno II). 

Del Sur (O-N. Post and G. W. Watson, Sacramento, Cal.)— 
Black, white and tan dog, Aug. 30 (Gladstone—Flounce). 

Dot (General W. B. Shattuc, Cincinnati, O.)—Black, white 
and tan bitch. Sept. 25 (Gladstone—Dido II). 

Fawn II. fW. B. Stafford, Trenton, Tenn.)—White and lemon 
bitch, July 14 (Paul Gladstone—Lady C.). 

Dareall (Geo. H. Laughton, Grand Crossing, Ill.)—^Black 
and white dog, May 21 (Doncaster—^May Queen). 

Miss Alice (Geo. H. Laughton, Grand Crossing, Ill.—Black, 
white and tan bitch. May 2l (Doncaster—May Queen). 

Rubicon (B. M. Stephenson, La Grange, Tenn.)—White, 
black and tan dog, Feb. 2 (Ben Hill—Zoe). 

Katrina (B. M. Stephenson, La Grange, Tenn.)—Black and 
white bitch, Feb. 2 (Ben Hill—Zoe). 

Lady Pauline (B. F. Stephenson, La Grange, Tenn.)— 
White, black and tan bitch, July 14 (Paul Gladstone—^Lady C.). 

Wanda (B. M. Stephenson, La Grange, Tenn.)—White, black 
and tan bitch, June 11 (Don ISTUlson—Lady C.). 

Dante (E. S. Gay, Atlanta, Ga.)—White, black and tan dog, 
July 22 (Gladstone—Miss Clifton). 

Rodreka (Dr. J. N. Machn, Keeling, Tenn.)—White, black 
and tan bitch, Oct. 26 (Roderigo—Gem). 

Fannie Gladstone (J. M, Fronefield, General Wayne, Pa.) 
—Orange and white bitch, Aug. 30 (Gladstone—Flounce). 
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Gambler {J.W. Murnan, Keeling. Tenn.)—Black, white and 
tan dog, March 18 (Sportsman—Gem). 

Glad (J. W. Human, Keeling, Tenn.)—Black, white and tan 
bitch, Aug. 30 (Gladstone—Flounce). 

Queen Victoria (Dr. G. G. Ware, Stanton, Tenn.)—Black 
and white bitch, Am-il 21 (Gladstone’s Boy—Maud W.l. 

Luck (Dr. G. G. Ware, Stanton, Tenn.)—Lemon and white 
dog. June 1.5 (Gladstone’s Boy—Leora). 

Dean Swift (Dr. G. G. Ware, Stanton, Tenn.)-Black, white 
and tan dog. Sept. 18 (Gladstone’s Boy—Grammy). 

Phil Gladstone (John Drees, Little Rock, Ark.)—Black, 
white and tan dog, March 28 (Guy Mannering—Whirlwind). 

Lock Rot (Robert Pritchard, Madisonville, Tenn.)—Lemon 
and white dog, March SO ;(San Roy—Queen Bess), 

Dan J. (B. P. Price, Memphis, Tenn.)—Black, white and tan 
dog, March 80 (San Roy—Queen Bes^. 

Bun Rot (L. B. Suggs, Memphis, Tenn.)—Lemon and white 
dog, March 80 (San Roy—Queen Bess). 

Roi B. (W. T. Bowdre, Memphis, Tenn.)—Black, white and 
tan dog, June 1 (Paul Gladstone—Lady Rake). 

Talletrand (W.T. Bowdre, Memphis, Tenn.)—Black,white 
and tan dog, June 1 (Paul Gladstone—Lady Rake). 

Leo Gladstone (W. B. Gates, Memphis, Tenn.)-Black, 
white and tan dog, April 21 (Gladstone—Carrie J.). 

Ben Hur (C. P. Stewart, Memphis, Tenn.)—Black, white and 
tan dog. May 25 (Paul Gladstone—Lottie). 

Cassio (Memphis & Avent Kennels, Memphis, Tenn.-Black, 
white and tan dog. April 28 (Count Noble—Lizzie Hopkins). 

Nat Goodwin (Memphis & Avent Kennels, Memphis, Temi.) 
—Black, white and tan dog, June 1 (Rod eri go-Bo-Peep). 

Chance (Memphis & Avent Kennels, Memphis, Tenn.)- 
Black, white and tan dog, June 1 (Rodengo—Bo-Peep). 

Bolster (Memphis & Avent Kennels, Memphis, Tenn.)- 
Liver, white and tan dog, April 28 (Count Noble—Lizzie Hop¬ 
kins). 

AlLLIe James (Memphis & Avent Kennels, Memphis, Tenn.) 
—Lemon and white bitch, March 17 (Mingo—Twin Maud). 

Jean Val Jean (Memphis & Aveut Kennels, Memphis, 
Tenn.)—Black, white and tan dog, March 17 (Mingo—Twin 
Maud). 

Duke of Buckingham (Memphis & Avent Kennels, Mem¬ 
phis, Tenn.)—Black, white and tan dog, March 17 (Mingo— 
Twin Maud), 

Duke of Orleans (Memphis & Avent Kennels, Memphis, 
Tenn.)—Black, white and tan dog, March 17 (Mingo—Twin 
Maud). 

Gladie Draco (B. Crane, Chicago, Ill.)—Black, white and 
tan bitch, July ^ (Gladstone—Princess Draco). 

Rubt (Middle Tennessee Kennels)—Black, white and tan 
bitch, March 7 (Sportsman—Gem). 

Gladstone’s Girl (Patrick Heniy, Henrico. Ark.)—Lemon 
and white bitch, June 27 (Gladstone—Sue). 

Nellie H. (A. Mosbacker, Cincinnati, O.)—Lemon and 
white bitch, July 7 (Gath’s Hope—Lit). 

Boone Falla (J. M. Thompson, Covington, La.)—Lemon 
and white dog, May (Paul Gladstone—Bessie A.). 

Belle of Lucerne (P. B. Mos^, Somei-viUe, Tenn.)— 
Black, white and tan bitch, June 8 (Gladstone Boy—Flirt C ). 

Everlena (P. B. Mosby, Someryille, Tenn.) —Black, white 
and tan bitch, June 11 (Don Nillson—Tchula). 

Rosa Lee (B. P. Holliday, Prairie. Miss.)- Black, white 
and tan bitch, July 19 (Count Noble—Prairie Chicken). 

Luke Rot (H. L. Matlock, Riceville, Tenn.)—Blue belton 
and tan dog, June 13 (San Roy—Jennie). 

Sportsman’s Duce (J. H. Trezevant, Dallas, Tex.)—Black, 
white and tan bitch, June 12 (Sportsman—Grace Gladstone). 

Bob H. (Robt. Hampton, Athens, Ga.)—Black, white and 
tan dog, March 31 (Coimt Noble—Belle Boyd). 

Can Can (Robt. Hampton, Athens, Ga.)—Black, white and 
tan bitch, March 31 (Count Noble—Belle Boyd). 

ZOE Lit (Middle Tennessee Kennels)—Black , white and tan 
bitch, March 29 (Tate J.—Lady May). 

Bondhu TVind’em (H. S. Sevan, Lamai', Miss.)—Black, white 
and tan dog, Feb. 4 (Dashir^ Bondhu—Nora Wind’em). 

Belle Wind’em (M. S. Bevan, Lamar, Miss.)—White and 
black bitch, June 19 (Rebel Wind’em—Juno). 

Dee (T. L. Martin, Lexington. Ky.)—Black, white and tan 
dog, March 17 (Maxwell—Jvmo II.). 
Kktstone (P. H. & D. Bryson, Memphis, Tenn.)—Black, 

white and tan dog, June ^ (Gladstone—Sue). 
Little Nell (L. B. McFarland, Memphis. Term.)-Black, 

white and tan bitch. May 22 (Startle—Topsy). 
Nanct Belle (W. H. Colcord, Chicago, Ill.)—Blue belton 

bitch, June 9 (Glen Rock—Countess Flirt). 
Patience (W. H. Colcord, Chicago, Hi.)—Black, white and 

tan bitch, Aug. 4 (Spot Noble—Medora Gladstone). 
Breeze Gladstone (W. A. Buckingham, Norwich, Conn.)— 

Black, white and tan dog, June 27 (Gladstone—Sue). 
Gat Gladstone IT. M. Brumby, Marietta, Ga.)—Black, 

white and tan dog, July 22 (Gladstone—Miss Clifton). 
SwATARA (T. W. Seiler and G. W. Porter, Pittsburgh, Pa.) 

—^Black, white and tan dog. May 9 (Count Noble—Fate Glad- 

Paxtaug (T. W. Seiler and G. W. Porter, Pittsburgh, Pa.). 
—Liver and tan dog. May 9 (Count Noble—Pate Gladstone). 

Hustling Hannah (Whyte Bedford, Horn Lake, Miss.)— 
White and black bitch, Feb. 2 (Ben Hill—Zoe). 

Desoto Belle (Whyte Bedford, Horn Lake, Miss.)—White, 
black and tan bitch, Aug. 22 (Gladstone—Dixie). 

Dixie’s Glad (Whyte Bedford, Horn Lake, Miss.)—^^Vhite, 
black and tan dog, Aug. 22 (Gladstone—Dixie). 

Dollt (J. H. Trezevant, Dallas, Tex.)—Black, white and 
tan bitch, June 19 (American Dan—Countess House). 

POINTERS. 

Meteor’s Maid (R. Robinson, Indianapolis, Ind.)—White 
and liver bitch, March 31 (Meteor—^Dee). 

Dolon Mohn S. Wise, Richmond, Va.)—White and liver dog. 
May 17 (Meteor—Beulah). 

Meteor Belle (Col. W. E. Hughes, Dallas, Tex.)—White 
and Hver bitch. May 18 (Meteor—Beta). 

Dillset (Col. W. E. Hughes, Dallas, Tex.)—White and liver 
bitch, March 31 (Meteor—Dee). 

Maximus (Col. W. E. Hughes, Dallas, Tex.)—W^hite and liver 
dog, July 81 (Maxim—Flash III). 

Consolation (C. H. Odell, New York)—Lemon and white 
dog, Jan. 29 (Bang Bang—Grace III.). 

WESTERN FIELD TRIALS DERBY. 

Following is a list of the entries for the second annual 
Derby of the Western Field Trials Association, to be run 

at Abilene, Kan., commencing Nov. 8: 
ENGLISH SETTERS. 

Countess Gem (D. F. Garrettson)—White, black and tan 
bitch, Oct. 25 (Roderigo—Gem). 

Dan j. (B. F. Price)—White, black and tan dog, March 30 
(San Roy—Queen Bess). 

King Dan (H. P. DiUon)—Orange belton dog, March (Wad¬ 
dell’s Dan—Lucky Deal). ^ . 

Ruby Buckellew (T. W. Stouten berg)—Orange and white 
bitch, June (BuckeUew—Brimstone). 

Patience (W. H. Colcord)—White, black and tan bitch, 
Aug. 4 (Spot Noble—Medora Gladstone). . ^ « 

Nancy Belle (W. H. Colcord)—Blue belton bitch, June 9 

(Glen Rock—Countess Flirt). 
Dollky (Col. W. E. Hughes)—Black, white and tan bitch, 

June (American Dan—Countess House). 
Marksman (C. B. Donaldson)—Black, white and tan dog, 

May 21 (Doncaster-May Queen). ^ t i -.k 
Katarax (W. W. Tucker)—Black and white dog, July 15 

(Ben—Jet). , , . , , , t 
Capt. Craig (A. R. Starr)—Black, white and tan dog, Jan. 

2 (Gladstone—Lady M.). 

Lady Juliet (Alonzo Campbell)—Lemon and white bitch, 
September (W-hite Cloud—Pearl Laverack). 

Sir Romeo (Alonzo Campbell)—Liver and white dog, Sep¬ 
tember (White Cloud—Pearl Laverack). 

Spot Belton (J. I. Case, Jr.)—Blue belton dog, March 27 
(Dick B.—Belle Belton). 

Bun Roy (L. B. Suggs)—Lemon and white dog, March 30 
(San Roy—Queen Bess). 

Shrena Van (N. B. Nesbitt)—Black, wite and tan bitch, 
Mai'ch 30 (San Roy—Queen Bess). 

Queen Elsie (E. R. Watson)—Blue belton bitch, July 20 
(King Noble—Elsie Belton). 

Lady Mack (C. J. Brown)—Liver and whi^re bitch, September 
(Sportsman—Jessie Turner). 

Bessie B. (P. H. Bull)—Blue belton bitch, July 26 (King 
Noble—Elsie Belton). 

Dareall (G. H. Laughton)—Black and white dog, May 21 
(Doncaster—May Queen). 

Miss Alice (G. H. Laughton)—Black, white and tan bitch. 
M^ 21 (Doncaster-May Queen). 

Fawn II. (W. B. Stafford) -White and lemon bitch, June 
(Paul Gladstone—Lady C.). 

Sport Gladstone (Ohio Kennels)—Black and white dog. 
Sept. — (Sportsman—Jessie Turner). 

Count Harry (Geo. Waddington)—Lemon and white dog, 
March 28 (Count Noble—Saula). 

black and tan setters. 

Diana II. (G. D. Huling and W. A. Aldersoii)—Bitch, April 
14 (Ai'gus—Diana). 

Lady Malcolm (J. T. Thoipe)—Bitch, July 23 (Malcolm— 
Dream IV.). 

IRISH SETTERS. 

Brush, Jr. (G. D. DeHart)—Dog, March 8 (Brush—Lor¬ 
raine). 

Jack (H. P. Diilon)—Dog, April — (Joe—Queen Bess). 
Trix (W. a. Pierce)—Bitch, April — (Joe—Queen Bess). 

pointers. 

Meteor Belle (Col. W. E. Hughes)—Liver and white bitch, 
May 18 (Meteor—Beta). 

Maximus (J N. Simpson)—Liver and white dog, July 31 
(Maxim—Flash III.). 

Dillsey (J. N. Simpson)—Liver and white bitch, March 31 
(Meteor—Dee). 

Traveler (J. W. Blythe)—Liver and white dog, March 31 
(Meteor—^Dee). 

Tansy (J. W. Blythe)—Liver and white bitch, March 31 
(Meteor—Dee). 

Spring (R. M. Huchiugs)—Liver and white dog, June 10 
(Mainspring--Curf ew). 

Vanity Pair (R. M. Huchings)—Lemon and white bitch, 
April 14 (Bang Bang—Bellona). 

Vandal (E. F. Stoddard)—White and hver dog. May 14 
(Drake—Vanity). 

Lady Juno (E. P. Stoddard)—Liver and white bitch, March 
31 (Meteor—Dee). 

Mignon (J. W. Munson)—Liver and white dog, March 31 
(Meteor—Dee). 

Miss Woodford (J. W. Munson)—Liver and white' bitch, 
June 25 (Robert le Diable—Belle Faust). 

Yum Yum (Paul Francke)—Liver and white bitch, June 10 
(Mainspring—Curfew). 

Sir Anthony (H. H. Parnham)—Black and white dog, Nov. 
18 (Graphic—Zitta). 

May P. (H. H. Parnham)-Liver and white bitch, Nov. 18 
(Graphic—Zitta). 

Mikado (P. F. Harris)—Liver and white dog, Nov. 18 
(Graphic—Zitta). 

Belle OF Woodfords (P. P. Hai-ris)—Liver and white bitch, 
Nov. 18 (Graphic—Zitta). 

Beau of Portland (P. P. Harris)—Liver and white dog, 
Nov. 18 (Graphic—Zitta). 

Transit (J. W. Blythe)—Liver and white flog, March 31 
(Meteor—Dee). 

Meekness (J. N. Macklin)—Liver and white dog, June 25 
(Robert le Diable—Belle Faust). 

Consolation (Chas. H. Odell)—Lemon and white dog, March 
28 (Bang Bang—Grace III). 

THE ENGLISH FIELD TRIALS. 

The National Field Trials were held at Shi-ewsbury, Eng., 
commencing Tuesday, April 26. Following is a summary 

of the several events: 
pointer puppy stakes. 

First, F. Lowe’s liver and white Duke of Hessen, llmos. 
(Luck of Hessen—Blarney); second, C. H. Beck’s liver and 
white Rapid Ben, 15mos. (Naso of Kippen—Venus of Braun¬ 
fels) : equal third, A. Richard’s orange and white Lolo^ 14mos. 
(Drake 11.-Fairy), and Barclay Field’s liver and white Busy 
IV., iSmos. (Young Dick—Belle of Bow). 

setter puppy stakes. 

First, C. Wane’s lemon and white Sandy, 12mos. (Bluecoat 
Boy—Minnie); second, J. H. Platt’s black, white and tan 
Brave Prince, 15mos. (Brave Tom—Bonny Bevis); third, Elias 
Bishop’s lemon and white Royal Dash, llmos. (Royal Prince— 
Nellie). 

Acton Reynald Stakes for all-aged pointers and setters, 
eight pointers and four setters. D. R. Scratton’s liver and 
white pointer Hero, 5yi-s. (Bang—Hebe), won first in pointers 
and prize for best of either breed; H. Lonsdale’s black and 
white setter Jovial won first in setters, and M. A. Richard’s 
black, white and tan setter Rose, 3yrs. (Diamond—Minnie) 
won second. 

CLOVERLY STAKES. 

Pointer and setter braces, George Pilkiugton’s liver and 
white London, 2yrs. (Lake—Dingle) and liver and whice Lark¬ 
spur, 2yrs. (Lake—Dingle), won first in pointers and prize for 
best of either breed. Mr. Hey wood-Lonsdale’s hver and white 
Bruce, 2yrs. (Baron—Norah) and black and white Jovial, 2yrs. 
(Baron—Joan) won in setters, and Prince Solms’s hver and 
white Naso of Kippen, 4yrs. (Naso II.—La Vole) and hver 
and white Jilt of Braunfels, 4yrs. (Darwin—Young Jilt), point¬ 
ers, won second. 

The Kennel Club Field Ti-ials were held near Holyhead, the 
firet week in May. The Derby had a hundred and twenty- 
seven nominations, with sixteen starters. Rapid Ben, win¬ 
ner of second in the National Pointer Puppy Stake the week Previous,won the stake. Prince Solms’s hver and white pointer 
itch Lady of the Reid, 12mos. (Sir Naso--Hertha), winning 

second. 
ALL-AGED STAKES. 

There were Jihirteen entries in this stake—ei^t pointere and 
five setters. Ihe stake was won by M. A. Richard’s setter 
Rose, winner of second in the Acton Reynald Stake the pre¬ 
vious week. Second, Sir T. B. Lennard’s hver and white 
poitter dog Polites (Priam—Duchess). Third, R. G. Mawson’s 
lemon and white pointer bitch Quit’s Baby (Prior—Quits II.). 

IRISH WATER SPANIEL SPECIALS AT CLEVELAND. 
—La SaUe, HI., May 9.—Editor Forest and Stream: Upon 
looking over your very excellent report of Cleveland show I 
was very mucli pleased with it. But I must a^sk you to kindly 
make one correction for me. It is this. In your account of 
specials won you mention that Patsy O’Connor won the 
special for best Irish water spaniel bred in America. I am 
pleased to say that it was my Count Bendigo that should get 
Hie credit for that honor, afy Little Sioux beat Patsy for best 
dog or bitch in open class.-^T. Donoghue, 

THE ST. LOUIS DOG SHOW. 

[Special Dispatch to Forest and Stream.] 

St. Louis, Mo., May 19. 1886. 
^HE dog show opened yesterday at the Exposition Building 
-L with fine weather. The attendance has been very good. 
The entries number 381 and nearly all of them are present. 
The average quality of the dogs in the sporting classes is good. 
Following is a list of the awards up to noon to-day: 

AWARDS. 

POINTERS.—Large—Champion—Dofif: Absent.—Open—Dogs: Ist, 
C. T. Engel’s Young Meteor: 2J, Gypsey: 3J, Sweep. Very high 
com., Drake. High com.. Bow Faust. Ditches: IsT, St. Louis Kennel 
Club’s Belle Faust; Sd, Vixen; 3d, Nellie. High com.. Betsie Haw¬ 
kins. Com , Blackbird and Jessie.—Under 55lbs—Champion-Dog: 
Robin Adair. Bitch: Vanity.—Open—Dogs: 1st, KruppII.; 2d, Rod. 
Bitches: 1st, Keswick IL; 2d, Dell.—Puppies-Dogs; 1st, Maximum; 
2d, Colonel Faust. Very high com.. Snapper. High com.. Black 
Prince. Com., unnamed. Di/c/ies: 1st, Miss Woodford; 2d, Nellie B. 
Very high co m.. Meekness and Llewellio. 

IRISH SETTERS.—Champion-Dog; Elcho, Jr. Bitch: Fawn.— 
Open—Dogs; 1st, Glenclaire; 2d,Patsey; 3d, Frank. Very high com.. 
Dash High com.. Royal. Com., Bismarck, Grover C. and Doc. 
Bitches: 1st, Laura B.; 2d, Grace Glencho: 3d, Lorna. Very high 
com., Clara Belle. High com., Flash. Com , Beauty. Belle and 
Biddy B.—PuPPiES-Dogs: 1st, withheld: 2d, Bob White. Very high 
com., Shan Rhue. Bitches: 1st, Bridget D.; 2i, withheld. Very high 
com.. Maid of Erin. 

BLACK AND TAN SETTERS.-Champion—Absent - Open—Dogs: 
1st. withheld; 2d, Don. Very high com., Grover Cleveland. Bitcties: 
Ist, Nellie; 2d. Patti. Very high com.. Sue. High com., Nona. Pup¬ 
pies: 1st, Nellie; 2d, Nell. Very high com., Grover. 

MASTIFFS.—Champion—No entries.—Open—Dogs; Gt. Ashraont 
Sam: 2d, Challenger. Very high com., Csesar IT. Bitches: Prizes 
withheld. High com.. Beauty. Puppies: 1st, Ashmont Sal; 2d, 
Queen Victoria. Com., Buck Grove Queen. 

ST. BERNARDS.—Rouoh-Coated—Champion—No entries.—Open— 
Dog,s; 1st, Switzer: 2d, Prank. Bitches: ist. Nema; 2d. Clio. Pup¬ 
pies: 1st, Jumbo; 2d, Suow Flake.—Smooih-Ch.ampion—No entries.— 
Open—Dogs: 1st, Rector. Bitches: 1st, Emir. 

COCKE R SPAN I ELS. —Champion - No ent ries. —Open - Dogs: 1st. 
Keno: 2d. Prince Olio. Very high com.. Colonel Mac. Bitches: ist, 
Vic; 2i, Blue Silk. Puppies: Ist, Black Donald; 2d, B’anchon. Very 
high com.. Count Leo. 

Special. 

' THE NEW YORK SHOW. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
la youi- report of the New York show you do me a grave 

injustice. You are well aware that I never complain of criti¬ 
cism by newspaper reporters, and if opinions differ as to 
merits of dogs, why should not the press reporter differ from 
the judge as to the awards? That is all right, and I am con¬ 
tent to allow all reasonable freedom in showing up what is 
thought to be my mistakes. I alway.s, however, reserve to 
myself the right to consider my judgment at least as likely to 
be correct as that of the reporter, owing to the more favorable 
means of comparison a judge possesses over an onlooker. But 
I will not allow a slander ou my character, or motives other 
than those of an honorable man to be imputed to me with 
impunity. Disappointed exhibitors are only too ready to 
seize any excuse for finding fault with a judge’s unpalatable 
judgments, and I regret that your reporter should aid and abet 
them in the cry that I awarded prizes at random in my hurry 
to get through quickly. 

Had your reporter been in my ring and seen me doing my 
work, he would never have perpetrated such a slander. I 
positively affirm that my awards were as deliberately and 
coolly made and represent my clearest judgment just as much 
as if I had studied each class for a week. The only hurry 
there was, was that of getting the dogs in and out of the ring. 
You may criticise my judgments, but pray don’t ii^ute mo¬ 
tives. You owe me an apology. J. F Kirk. 

Toronto, May 15, 1836. 

[As Mr. Kirk disclaims having hurried throu.gh his classes 
and awarded the prizes at random, we cheerfully tender him 
an apology for making the assertion. We wrote as we did, 
believing that this was the only possible excuse he had for 
placing some of the dogs as he did. We sincerely regret to 
learn from him that the awards were the result of his delib¬ 
erate judgment.] 

THE WILKESBARRE DOG SHOW.—Wilkesbarre, May 10. 
—Editor Forest and Stream: The committee having charge of 
the WilkesbaiTe bench show have decided to offer two special 
prizes of $25 each, to the best kennel of four sporting and non¬ 
sporting dogs respectively. A mistake in proof reading has 
done us much injury in St. Bernard classes. The prizes for St. 
Bernai-ds should be $10 for first and $5 for second prizes, in¬ 
stead of $7 and $4, as in premium list. All express companies 
will return dogs free of charge. Full power will be given the 
judge to awaifi such prizes as bethinks tit in the misceUaneous 
classes. The object for which this show is given appeals to 
all military men, the receipts going to the fund to build an 
armory for the Ninth Regiment; and further than that, if the 
show is reasonably successful it will result in the formation 
of a kennel club here, and an increased demand for good dogs 
of all breeds throughout this entire section.—W. H. Tuck, 

Secretary. __ 

BEAGLE AWARDS AT THE CLEVELAND SHOW.— 
Wrightsville, Pa., May lb.—Editor Forest and Stream: In 
your list of awards of the special prizes at the Cleveland show 
you wrongly gave my Fairy as the winner of the two social 
prizes offer^ for the best beagle bitch in open class. These 
prizes were awarded to my bitch Dot (Bannerman—Floss). 
Your list of the awards in the beagle classes is further incom¬ 
plete, as you passed over the open bitch class (over 12 inches) 
entirely. The awards in this class were as follows; (^en, 
over 12 inches—Bitches: 1st, A. C. Krueger’s Dot; 2d, E. E. 
Shaner’s Piney. Very high com., Mrs. Geo. H. Hill’s Minnie. 
High com., A. C. Krueger’s Millie and E. E. Shaner’s Queen 
Bird. Com., A. C. Krueger’s Maida and C. W. Fromm’s 
Stella.—A. C. Krueger. 

SMOTHERED.—Portland, Me., May 10.—Editor Forest and 
Stream: It grieves me to announce the death of my two 
pointer puppies, Mikado and Belle of Woodford’s, by Graphic 
out of Zitta. The puppies were smothered while en route to 
the New York bench sliow. Their loss can only be attributed 
to gross negligence on the part of the express messenger be¬ 
tween Portland and Boston, as we learn that they were re¬ 
ceipted foPas dead at Albany, and we have reason to believe 
were smothered directly afte'r leaving Portland. The brace— 
as is usually the case—were the pick of the litter, and were to 
have gone from New York to Virginia to be trained for the 
field trials. They were entered in the Western Derly, and I 
had every reason to believe would have made a splendid brace 
of field dogs.—F. F. Harris. 

WHAT THEY THINK OF THE “RECORD.”—La Salle, 
Ill —I have received the “Kennel Register and Account Book 
for Breeders,” and I can assure you I am more than pleased 
with it. If I had known it was such a valuable book, you 
may be sure I would never have been without it so long. It 
is just what breeders want, and I cannot see wuere it couM 
possibly be improved. Eveiy breeder should bave it.—T. 
Donoghue. [Specimen pages sent free on application ] 

SPECIAL PRIZES AT NEW YORK.—The following awards 
of special prizes at the New York dog show are additiraal to 
thoto published last week: Best greyhound (two) W. H. 
Huntington’sLouifeette; best brace, same owners Harleq^ 
and Louisette. Best bulldog, J. E. Thayer’s Belhsima. Best 
King Charles spaniel, J. Marriott’s Clifton Belle. 
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DOLLY.—Burr Hollis of Wellsville, N. Y., who has had 
the misfortune to lose his hotel by fire, sends us a touching 
account of the death of his black and tan terrier, Dolly. The 
dog, having run back into the burning building, was seen on 
the piazza of the second floor, where she set up a cry almost 
human. One of the firemen turned the hose on to her, to 
keep her from burning, until a ladder could be brought for 
her rescue; but when the stream struck her she ran to the end 
of the piazza, leaped off into the flame, and with a piteous ci-y 
disappeared. 

DEATH OP MEERSBROOK MODEL.—Ed/for Forest and 
Stream: Last Sunday I had the misfortune to lose the best 
fox-terrier in my kennels, Meersbrook Model. She was killed 
by a huge mongrel cur which suddenly pounced upon her, 
killing her instantly. Although never shown in this country, 
her record abroad was a brilliant one. This is the second ter¬ 
rier I have lost in the same way, Raby Tyrant being killed by 
my deerhounds.—John E. Thatbh, Hillside Kennels, Lan¬ 
caster, Mass. 

KENNEL NOTES. 

KENNEL NOTE BLANKS.—For tlie convenience of breeders we 

have prepared, a series of blanks for “Names Ciaimed,” “Whelps,” 

“Bred” and “Sales.” All Kennel Notes must be sent to us on these 

blanks, which will be forwarded to any address on receipt of 

stamped and directed envelope. Send for a set of them. Sets of 

200 of any one form, bound, for retaining duplicates, sent postpaid, 

30 cents. 

KENNEL NOTES.—A number of Keunel Notes recently received 

have been lost. Correspondents who may have sent Notes which 

have not appeared are requested to repeat them. 

NAMES CLAIMED. 

Motes mast be sent on tbe Prepared Blanks. 

Nellie Husted. By J. A. Garland, Jr., New York, for dark red Irish 
setter bitch, whelped March. 1885, by Glencho out of Red Lassie. 

Brighty. By J. A. Garland, .Tr., New York, for mustard Scotch 
terrier bitch, whelped September. 1884, by Dandy out of Eliza. 

Mickey. By J. A. Garland, Jr., New York, for dark red Irish set¬ 
ter dog,'whelped Aug. 17,1885, by Snap out of Peggy Glencho. 

Modoc, Theron and Leo. By Fred Bollett, Bi’ooklyn, N. Y., for 
black cocker spaniel dogs, whelped March 9, 1885, by Obo II. (a.K.R. 
482) out of Toosv B. (A.K.R. 3.917). 

Ftdo. By Fred Bollett, Brooklyn, N. Y., for black cocker spaniel 
bitch, whelped March9,1886, by Obo II. (A.K.R. 432) out of Topsy B. 
(A K.R. *517). 

Naso of Devonshire. By Floyd Vail. Jei-sey Cit.y, N. J., for liver 
and white pointer dog, whelped May 15, 1886, by imported Nick of 
Naso (Naso II., E.8,123—Pettigo, E. 15,175) out of Devonshire Queen 
(A.K.R. 3197). 

BRED. 

Motes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Topsey—Black Reno. Mr. Curtis’s (Flatbush, L. 1.) cocker spaniel 
bitch Topsey (Obo II.-) to H. F. Schell bass’s Black Reno (Bene¬ 
dict’s Boy, A K R. 1.30-Lady Bub, A K R. 998), April 18. 

Alice—Orand Duke. H. W. Holmes’s (New York) buU-terrier bitch 
Alice (A.K.R. 2445) to R. & W. Livingston’s Grand Duke (Dutch- 
Young Magnet), March 30 and April 2. 

DoraJ^Iim. Max Wenzel’s (Hoboken, N. J.) Irish setter bitch 
Dorah (Chief—Doe) to his Tim (Biz—Hazel), March 26. 

Jersey Beauty—Tim. Max Wenzel’s (Hoboken, N. J.) Irish setter 
bitch Jersey Beautv (Chief—Doe) to bis Tim (Biz—Hazel), March 13. 

Toube—Chief. Max Wenzel’s (Hoboken. N. J ) Irish setter bitch 
Yoube (Jarvis’s Elcho—Jarvis’s Rose) to his Chief (Berkley—Duck), 
March 18. 

Florid—Tim. Max Wenzel’s (Hoboken, N. J.) Irish setter bitch 
Florid (Chief—Raab’s Becky) to his Tim (Biz—Hazel). Jan. 23, 

Petty-Tim. Max Wenzel’s (Hoboken, N. J.) Irish setter bitch 
Petty Tchief-Doe) to his Tim (Biz—Hazel), April 24. 

Triiiket—Bannerrnan. A. C. Krueger’s (Wrightsville, Pa ) beagle 
bitch Trinket (Flute—Queen) to his Bannerman (Marchboy-Dew- 
drop), March 20. 

Kitty—Bannerman. A. C. Krueger’s (Wrightsville, Pa.) beagle 
bitch Kitty (Flute—Bunnie) to his Bannerman (Marchboy—Dewdrop), 
March 9. 

Dot—Cameron's Racket. A. C. Krueger’s (Wrightsville, Pa.) beagle 
bitch Dot (Bannerman—Floss) to bis Cameron’s Backet (Rally— 
Louise), April 10. 

Mignon—Kiddlewink. Mignon Kennels’ (Cortland, N. Y.) cocker 
spaniel bitch Mignon (Dart—Daisy U.) to their Kiddlewink (Gloss- 
Nipper), April n. 

Victress IL—Bannerman. P. Carmen’s (Wrightsville, Pa.) beagle 
bitch Victress 11. (Ringwood—Victress) to A. C. Krueger’s Bannerman 
(Marchboy—Dewdrop), March 18. 

Rebelle—Dashing Rover. W. Henry Colquitt’s (Richmond, Va.) 
English setter bitch Rebelle (A.K.R. 2064) to T. F. Taylor’s Dashing 
Rover (Dauih II.—Noma), April 10. 

Black Dina—King Coal. Chas. F. Hamilton’s (Philadelphia. Pa.) 
cocker spaniel bitch Black Dina (Cotney’s Rover, Jr.-Jeffert’s Rose) 
to American Cocker Kennels’ King Coal (A.K.R. 2585), April 15. 

Countess—Nemours. B. F. Seitner’s (Dayton. O.) basset hound 
Countess (Nero—Zata) to Maitland Kennels’ Nemours, April 14. 

Wallexie—Prince. B. F. Seitner’s (Dayton, O.) dachshund bitch 
Wallexie (Waldman K.—Fraulein Waldeck) to his Prince, April 3. 

Actress—Planet. B. F. Seitner's (Dayton, O,) pointer bitch Actress 
(Bang-Spinaway) to his Planet (Meieor—Accident), April 1. 

Romp—Planet. B. F. Seitner’s (Dayton, O.) pointer bitch Romp 
(Croxteth-Lass) to his Planet (Meteor—Accident), March 31. 

Lass—Planet. B. F. Seitner's (Dayton, O ) pointer bitch Lass (Slea¬ 
ford—Dawn) to his Planet (Meteor—Accident), March 25. 

Lady Croxteth—Planet. B. F. Seitner’s (Dayton, O.) pointer bitch 
Lady Croxteth (Croxteth-Lass) to his Planet (Meteor—Accident). 

Lurette—Stableford Joe. F. Hoey’s (Long Branch, N. J.) fox-terrier 
bitch Lurette (Spice—Olive) to his Stableford Joe (Corinthian—Jenny), 
May 11. 

Gipsey—Jack, A. M. Gerry’s (South Paris, Me,) foxhound bitch 
Gipsey (Dixie—Ringlet) to his Jack (Dime—Fan), May 10. 

Linda—Glen Rock. E. W. Jester’s (St. George’s, Del.) English set¬ 
ter bitch Linda (Emperor Fred—Cecelia D.) to his Glen Rock (A.K.R. 
1616). 

Calypso—Nevison. Clayton E. Bailey’s (Jamestown, N.Y.) mastiff 
bitch Calypso (A.K.R. 1498) to Chas. H Mason’s Nevison, April 23. 

Nell of Efford—Bracket. Graphic Kennels’ (Jersey City, N. J.) 
pointer bitch Nell of Efford (Don Juan—Rew’s Kate) to their Bracket 
(Graphic—Bloomo), May 10 and 12. 

Lue—Graphic. H. P. Dortch’s (Goldsborough) pointer bitch 
Lue (Bow—Jaunty) to Graphic Kennels’ Graphic, May 8. 

Pebble—Rex Gladstone. M. M. MacMillan’s (Mahanoy City, Pa.) 
Laveraca setter bitch Pebble (Count Nason—Maple) to G. F. Clark’s 
Rex Gladstone (Royal Gladstone-MoUie Druid), May 10. 

Countess Wind'em—Rex Gladstone. G. F. Clark’s (8t. George’s, 
Del.) setter bitch Countess Wind'em (Roderick II.—Jennie) to his Rex 
Gladstone (Royal Gladstone—Mollie Druid), May 14. 

Elsa—Bobbie Burns. James Rae’s Buffalo, N. Y.) Dandle Dinmont 
bitch Elsa (A.K.R. 2908) to his Bobbie Burns (A.K.R. 2997), May 2. 

WHELPS. 
Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Ladg Edgecomb. Lothian Kennels’ (Stepney, Conn.) collie bitch 
Lady Edgecomb, May 4, seven (one dog), by E. J. Hawley’s Oscar II. 
(Oscar—Fannie). 

Bess. C. J. MofBfct’s (Garfield. N. Y.) Gordon setter bitch Bess 
(Grant—Nellie), April 13, eight (five dogs), by E. B. Dusenbury’s Bram¬ 
ble (Aten’s Glen-Gypsie). 

Janet. California Kennels’ (Sacramento, Cal.) Llewellin setter bitch 
Janet (Count Noble—Dashing Novice), April 29, eight (two dogs), by 
their Harold (Gath—Gem), 

Gyp. Philin D. Hart’s (Brantford. Ont.) Gordon setter bitch Gyp 
(Jack—Gup), March 22, eight (six dogs), by Glover’s Turk (Dash— 

Bertha. Mill Brook Kennels’ (Bergenfield, N. J.) St. Bernard bitch 
Bertha (Bruno—Elsa), May 11, twelve (eigUt dogs), by their Verone 
(Rex—Almaj. 

Myrtle. Mill Brook Kennels’ (Bergenfield, N. J.) collie bitch Myrtle 
(Robin Adair-Lassie), May 12, nine (seven dogs), by M. Dennis’s Brack 
(Carlyle—SanfoU). 

Glen. Theodore Potter’s (Glendale, O.) English setter bitch Glen 
(A.K.R. 1953), May 11, twelve (seven dogs), by. J. Overman’s Count 
Gladsome (Gladstone—Leila). 

Queena. Cougncura Medicine Co.'s (Eiu Claire, Wis.) English set¬ 
ter bitch Queena (A.K.R. 305J), April 28, eleven (five dogs), by King 
Noble. 

Nell. Wm. J. Geary’s (South Boston, Mass.) Gordon setter bitch 
Nell (Jack—Daisey), April 23, seven dogs, by Dr. Estabrook’s Sport 
Kent H.—Dinah); one since dead. 

Devonshire Queen. Floyd Vail’s (Jersey City, N. J.) pointer bitch 
Devonshire Queen (A.K.R. 3127), May 15, nine (seven dogs), by C. J. 
Peshall’s imported Nick of Naso (Naso IL, E. 8,123—Pettigo, E. 
15.1T5). 

Paidine Markham. Chas. H. Baker’s (Boston. Mass ) cocker span¬ 
iel bitch Pauline Markham (Obo 11., A.K.R. 432—Horneli Ruby, A.K R. 
67), April 20, six (three dogs), by Horneli Spaniel Club’s Black Silk. 

SALES. 

Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks- 
Roy Gladstone. Lemon and white setter dog,whelped Dec. 21,1885, 

by Roybel out of Little Fraud, by G. F. Clark, St. George’s, Del., to 
E. W. Jester, same place. 

Merry Legs. Liver and white ticked pointer bitch, whelped Feb. 
18, 1886, by Graphic out of Bloomo, by Graphic Kenneis, Jersey City, 
N. J., to 6. N. Donner, Coosaw, S. 0. 

Buckeye IT. White, liver and tan English setter dog, whelped May 
.30,1881 (A.K.R. 2568), by L Gardner, Mt. Vernon, N. Y., to Elm Grove 
Kennels, South Norwalk, Conn. 

Linda. Black, white and tanEnglish setter bitch, whelped August, 
1882, by Emperor Fred out of Cecilia D., by E.W. Jester, St. George’s, 
Del., to S. B. Duryea, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Glen Oma. Black, white and tan English setter bitch, whelped 
Feb. 13,1886, bv Glen Rock (A K R. 1616) out of Dashing Belle (A.K R. 
814). by E. W. Jester, St. George’s, Del,, to W. F. Milford, Cornwall, 
N. Y. 

Glen Noble. Black, white and tan English setter dog, whelped Feb. 
18.1886, by Glen Rock (A K.R. 1616) out of Dashing Belle (A.K.R. 814), 
^ E. W. Jester, St. George’s, Del., to Jefferson Cooper,-Pearl River, 

Little Boy Blue. Blue belton English setter dog, whelped Aug. 16. 
1886, by Glen Rock (A.K.R. 1616) out of Dashing Belle (A.K.R. 814), by 
E. "W. Jester, St. George’s, Del., to Miss M. Bullard, Dedham, Maas. 

Leo Black cocker spaniel dog, whelped March 9,1886. by Obo II. 
(A.K.R. 432) out of Topsy B. (4 K.R 3317), by Fred Bollett, Brooklyn, 
N. Y., to Peter Stellwagen, same place. 

Topsy B. Black cocker spaniel bitch, whelped Oct. 18.1884 (A K.R. 
3317), by Fred Bollett, Brooklyn, N. Y., to Dr. W. W. Smith, same 
place. 

May Ranger. Liver, white and ticked pointer bitch, whelped May 
26.1886, by'Ranger Croxteth (A.K R. 1047) out of Fanny Faust (A.R R. 
1041), by S. B. Dilley, Rosendale, Wis., to Amory R. Starr, Marshall, 
Tex. 

V-ic. White French poodle bitch, whelped Jan. 9,1886, by Alva out 
of Lillie, by Henry C. Burdick, Springfield, Mass., to Fred W. Grimes, 
Mausfield, O. 

Lothian Queen. Sable collie bitch, whelped Nov. 15,1885, by Mont¬ 
rose (A.K R. 891) out of imoorted Tibbie (A.K.R. 2825), by C. E. Os¬ 
borne, Stepne.v, Conn., to Miss F. S. Adam, New York. 

Alladdin. Sable and while collie dog, whelped Nov. 1.5.1S85, by 
Montrose (A.K.R 891) out of imported Tiobiei A.K R 2825), by Lothian 
Kennels, Stepney, Conn., to D. Nicholson, Hillsdale, N. Y. 

Beausea'it. Lemon and while and ticked pointer dog. whelped 
June 26, 1885, bv Beaufort out of Lady Maud, by Surrey Kennels, 
ElJicott City. Md., to Dr. H. G. Preston, Brooklyn. N. Y. 

Bob. White, black and tan beagle dog, whelped April 6, 1885, by 
Bannerman out of Silk H , by E. E. Shaner, Pittsburgh, Pa., to John 
Sheridan, same place. 

Queen Bird. White, black and tan beagle bitch, whelped March 26, 
1885 (A.K.R. 3190), by E. E. Shaner, Pittsburgh, Pa., to A. C. Krueger, 
Wrightsville, Pa. 

Piney. White and tan beagle bitch, whelped Nov. 28, 1884 (A.K.R. 
3486), by E. E. Shaner, Pittsburgh, Pa., to A. C. Kruegei-, Wrightsville, 
Pa. 

Maida IT. White, black and tan beagle bitch, whelped May 6.1885, 
by Ringwood out of Maida, by E. E. Shaner, Piitsburgh, Pa , to Chas. 
Richardsen. Allegheny City, Pa. 

Driver. White, black and tan beagle dog, whelped April 13.1888 
(A.K.R. 3338), by E. E. Shaner, Pittsburgh, Pa., to P. Kaschenbach, 
Wilkesbarre, Pa. 

St. Maurice. Rough coated St. Bernard dog (A.K.R. 3029), by Hos¬ 
pice Kennels, Arlington, N. J., to Geo. Lissignolo, Plainfield, N. J. 

Tobey's Lion. St. Bernard dog, age not given, by Otto II. (A.K.R. 
2480) out of Kalmla (A.K.R. 2481), by Cougncura Medicine Co., Eau 
Claire, Wis., to A. B. Ricketson, Milwaukee, Wis. 

Doc. Solid black cocker spaniel dog, whelped June 15, 1885, W 
Young Obo (A.K.R. 861) out of Rose Obo (A.K.R. 1204), by Arthur B. 
Treat, New Haven, Conn., to Wm. West, Camden. N. J. 

Qidz. Red Irish setter dog. whelped Oct. 15, 1885. by Guess out of 
Ino, by F. L. & C. G. Weston, Boston, Mass., to Dr. R. A. Kingman, 
same place. 

Uno. Red Irish setter dog, whelped Oct. 15,1885, by Guess out of 
Ino, by F. L. &C. G. Weston, Boston, Mass., to Chas. Poor. Peabody, 
Mass. 

Nippy. Chestnut and tan cocker spaniel bitch, whelped April 18, 
1882, by Bobb III. out of Mignon, by Mignon Kennels, Cortland, N.'i., 
to Russell Hotchkies, New Haven, Conn. 

Gretchen Black cocker spaniel bitch, wbelped Jan. 4, 1886, by 
Eustace’s Mack out of imported Fannie, by Ideal Kennels. New Haven, 
Conn., to J. E. White, same place. 

KatHna. Black cocker spaniel bitch, whelped Jan 4, 1886, by 
Eustace’s Mack out of imported Fannie, by Ideal Kennels, New Haven, 
Conn., to G. Fred Farnham, same place. 

Maida IT. White, black and tan beagle bitch, whelped May 6,1885, 
by Ringwood out of Maida, by A. C. Krueger, Wrightsville, Pa., to E. 
E. Shaner, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Guess—Ino whelps. Red Irish setters, whelped Oct. 15.1885, by F, 
L. & C.G. Weston, Boston. Mass., a bitch to Wra. S. Abbott, Peabody, 
Mass., and a dog to Wm. F. Gunn, Salem, Mass. 

Bannerman-Queen whelps. Beagles, whelped Jan. 23,1886, by A. 
C. Krueger.Wrigntsville, Pa., a dogtoEmery Williams. Dayton,Wash. 
Ter.; a dog to Fremont Crandell, Lindsay, Ont., and a bitch to Dr. 
Henry B. Nicol, Cookstown, Ont. 

Bannerman—Victress whelp. Beagle bitch, whelped Dec. 29. 1885, 
by A. C. Kruger .Wrightsville, Pa , to Emery Williams, Dayton,Wash. 
Ter 

Obo n. {A.K.R. 432)—Topsy B. {A.K.R. 3317) toAelps. Black cocker 
spaniels, whelped Mareb 9, 1886, by Fred Bollett, Brooklyn, N. Y., 
three dogs to Dr. W. W. Smith, same place. 

Elcho, Jr.—Meg whelp Red Irish setter bitch, whelped October, 
1885, by Dr. Wm. Jarvis, Claremont, N. H., to J. H. Conklin, New 
York. 

Obo TI.—Darkie whelps. Black cocker spaniels, whelped Aug. 29, 
18855, by P. Cullen, Salmon Falls, N. H., a dog to C C. Davol, Warren, 
R. I., and a dog and bitch to W. D. Armstrong, Waterbury. Conn. 

Bannerman.—Editor Forest and Stream; Owing to a misunder¬ 
standing in tbe conditions of the sale of the beagle Bannerman, tbe 
sale has been declared off, and the dog remains, as heretofore, the 
property of A. C. Krueger, of Wrightsville, Pa.—W. StewAbt Dif- 
FENDERFPER (Baltimore, Md., May 15). 

PRESENTATIONS. 
Diana. White, black and tan English setter (A.K.R. 1458), by Sam’l 

Huntington, Plainfield, N. J.. to Charles. S. Pelham Clinton, New 
York. 

Beauroi. Lemon and white pointer dog, whelped June 28,1885, by 
Beaufort out of Lady Maud, by Surrey Kennels, Ellicott City, Md., to 
Dr. T. B. Owlngs, same place. 

DEATHS. 
Peggy. Red Irish setter bitch, whelped Aug. 1.1885 (Suil-a-Mor— 

Nora), owned by W. N. Woodruff, West Newton, Mass., May 11, from 
distemper. _ 

lifU and ^haating. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

HAVERHILL (MASS.) RIFLE CLUB, May 15, telegraph match with 
the Arlington Heights Rifle Club; 6 men, 10 shots each, 200yds, off¬ 
hand, standard target: 
W D Palmer. 6 5 8 4 9 7 7 9 10 9-74 
JF Brown.10 3 8 4 9 6 8 8 6 10-72 
HTuck.-7 77788875 7-70 
S Johnson.10 5 8 6 10 6 8 7 10 6-76 
E Brown . 9 8 6 7 8 7 7 7 7 6—72 
JBusfleld.10 9 6 6 6 6 9 7 10 7-75-439 
Arliogtons telegraphed a total of.414 

Record Match, same day: 
WWorthen. 8 10 9877566 8—74 
S Johnson. 6 6 10 5 7 8 10 10 8 6-74 
R Griffin. 969990 10 75 7—72 
C B Wright. 4 6 7 9 8 10 3 5 9 9-70 
W D Palmer.7 6 5 7 7 7 6 7 9 9-69 
JBusfleld. 7 7 6 10 5 7 8- 6 9 4 -69 
G BUss.10 5 5 8 5 5 9 8 7 6—68 
JF Brown. 67477 10 646 9-66 
E Brown . 6 6 6 5 8 6 6 6 6 8—80 
L Jackson. 4 9 6 6 8 5 5 3 7 6—59 
A Edgerly. 6 4 6 6 7 10 6 4 8 2-59 

SPRINGFIELD, Mass.—The Schuetzm Verein will hold a four days’ 
rifle tournament July 6, 7, 8 and 9, where upward of $2,000 will be 
offered in prizes. 

JAMESTOWN, N. Y., May 15.—In a club team match yesterday, 
200yds., off-hand, (jreedmoor target, the following scores were made, 
some of the men being new in the business: 

Hazeltine’s Team. Burns’s Team. 
Hazeltine.64545545.55-47 Bums.4545545545—46 
Norton.5444544545-45 Brown.4354454665—44 
Kapple.5444644445—43 Ahlstrom.4435454545 - 43 
Havcook.4466444445 -43 Curtis.4434444545—41 
Gokey.4351444354 -40 Powel.6443343544-39 
Jones.8444534434-38 Bucklin.4344444344-38 
Ward.4445444233 -37 Kelso.8433543446 - 38 
Fenton.3144:334-142-35 Love..3332442314 -32 

828 321 

, 8 9 11 10 11-49 
10 10 11 10 8—49 

, 9 9 7 11 10-46 
7 12 9 8 9-45 

. 8 10 9 10 8-46 
10 11 10 8-45 

.10 7 5 10 10-42 
8 9 4 9 10—40 

12 7 7 6 7- 39 
12 11 0 6-37 

10 4 6 6 10-36 
. 9 8 6 2 10-:i6 
. 9 8 6 6 7- 34 

, 0 0 12 0 0-13 

..11 10 9 9 10-49 
11 12 9 7-48 

..10 6 9 12 10-47 
9 12 11 6-46 

,.12 11 9 5 9-46 
8 7 7 9-46 

. 9 0 10 8 9-42 
.. 7 11 7 6 10-41 

9 5 6 12-39 
. 7 7 11 9 6-39 
. 6 7 8 6 8-35 
.. 3 11 8 4 9-35 
. 6 7 11 7 3-34 

WASHINGTON RIFLE CLUB. May 12.—Creed moor target, 200yds. 
off-hand. After shooting off ties the prizes were awarded: First to 
O. Helnel, Sr., second to J. Newman, third to W. F. Seeds, fourth to 
H. B. Seeds. The following is the score in fidl: 
C Heinel, Sr.44455- 22 U Fuller .  425-44-19 
W A Bacon.355.53—21 H A Heinel.414.34-19 
J Newman.35644 —21 H B Seeds.44344—19 
W C Seeds .44543 -20 J R D Seeds.44334—18 
W F Seeds.44444 - 20 J E Seeds.33444—18 
1 W Seeds..... .444 3—19 S J Newman.34033-13 

Second match, Massachusetts target, 200yds. off-hand, prizes dis¬ 
tributed as follows: First to W. F. Seeds, second to W. O.Seeds, third 
to II. A. Heinel, fourth to C. Heinel, Sr., and fifth to C. Carleton. The 
full score is as follows: 
W P Seeds, Bal. 8 
WO Seeds, Win .10 
H A Heinel Win . 9 9 
W Puller, Bal . 7 12 
C Heinel, .Tr., R S.   8 10 9 10 
C Carleton, Bal. ” 
H B Seeds, May. 
I W Seeds. Bal.. 
S J Newman. Win .12 
J Newman, R. S.8 12 11 
W A Bacon, R S.10 4 
J E Seeds, Spg. 9 8 
JRD Seeds. Bal.9 8 
J Burns. Win .0 0 

Third match, conditions same as second, prizes were awarded as 
follows: W. Fuller first, W. F. Seeds second, G. Heinel, Sr., third, 
W A Bacon fourth, and J. Newman flfih. Tbe full score is as follows: 
W Fuller, Bal.11 10 9 - -- - 
WF Seeds.9 11 12 
C Heinel. Sr., RS.10 ‘ ' 
W A Bacon, RS.8 
J Newman, RS.12 11 
WO Seeds, Win.12 8 
1 W Seeds, Bal . 9 0 10 
S J Newman, Win.7 11 
M B Seeds, May. 7 
J RD Seeds, Bal. 7 
HA Heinel. Win. 6 
C Carleton, Bal. 3 11 
J E Seeds, Spg. 

BOSTON, May 15.—The regular Walnut Hill matches were shot to¬ 
day. A team match was shot between sides chosen from those 
present and resulted in a victory for Captain Tuft’s team. The 
spring meeting of the Massachusetts Rifle Association will be held 
June 17,18 and 19. The scores to-day: 

Decimal Off Hand Match. 
RReecl. D. 10 7 8 9 9 9 9 9 8 10-88 
H Cushing, D. 8 8 0 9 9 9 8 7 7 8—82 
C E Berry, A.. 9 7 7 8 10 10 8 10 6 7-82 
J Francis. D. 8 8 7 7 9 8 9 9 8 8-81 
Souther, D. 879796697 7—75 
Tufts, A. 10 7 5 4 6 10 6 9 9 6-72 

Special Military Match. 
W Charles.10 10 4 6 4 10 8 7 9 9—77 
W Henry. 10 7 6 10 6 7 4 8 8 8—72 

Rest Match. 
J N Frye, F.10 10 10 10 10 9 10 10 10 10—99 
N Washburn, F . 9 9 10 10 10 9 8 10 9 10-94 
J Hurd, A.10 9 10 10 10 9 H 9 10 9-04 
H J Poster, A.10 10 9 10 10 9 9 9 10 8-94 
S Winchester, F.. 9 910 9 10 9 10 8 9 10—93 
G B Yeneichi. A.. 9 10 10 10 10 10 8 7 9 8-91 

500 Yards Match. 
HJ Foster, A.5 4 6 6 5 6 5 5 5 6-49 
W Henry, E (mil.).5 4 5 5 4 4 5 4 5 5-46 
R B Edes, E (mil.). 5 6 5 4 4 5 5 6 3 5-45 
A L Brackett, A (mil.) .  5 5 5 4 5 5 4 3 4 5—46 

Team Match—Captain Tutts’s Team. 
W Charles. 997998 10 889 -86 
J Muldoon. 88567 10 7 10 68 —75 
NF Tufts.10 887767 10 56 —74 
R B Edes (mil.). 7 7 8 8 7 5 4 5 6 5—61-f7=68 
J E Darmody (mil.). 5567.5 6477 4-55-1-7=62 
F Carter (mil.). 644464876 4-52-f-7=59—424 

Captain Souther’s Team. 
R Reed.. 9 10 9 0 10 9 7 9 9 9 —87 
EB Souther.10 868798967 —77 
A L BracKett (mil.). 6 2 5 6 7 2 7 6 4 7—52-1-6=57 
P Young . 4 2 4 6 7 7 4 5 7 10 -66 
C Williams (mil.). 3 4 3 7 5 7 1 10 6 3—49-1-6=54 
W Henry (mil.). 2 704 2 3757 5-42-1-6=47-377 

SAN FRANCISCO, May 2.—The two double string matches beween 
R. C. Moore of Company A, and Frank P. Poulter of Company F, 
Fiftn Infantry, at Shell Mound range, to-day, were both won by the 
former, who made the best averages so for of this season. The dis¬ 
tances wero 200yds, and 500yds. The Sharp-Burchard military rifle 
was used and the usual conditions prevailed. The sco.es are as 
follows: 

First Match. 
200yds. 500yds. 

M oore.5144465444 555«46455—90 
Poulter.4466555455 5444644454—90 

Second match. 
Moore.5554545455 5455535455—93 
Poulter..45544454,55 5444456544—90 

In a mixed match between Edward Hovey and A. Johnson some 
good shooting was done. The first part was with revolvers, dis'ance 
100ft., in which Johnson used a Merwin-Hurlbut .32 caliber, 6)4in. 
barrel, Hovey a Smith & Wesson .■38-faliber,’3}4in. barrel. Tbe second 
part was^with .39-caliber rifles at 200yds. Hovey used a Winchester 
single-loader and Johnson a half trigger Ballard. Twenty-five shots, 
under customary rules,were fired, allowing of a possible 125 points at 
each distance. The scoras were: 

Pistol Match. 
Hovey.5544144455554544554455444—111 
Johnson.4554446455455555545665445—116 

Rifle Match. 
Hovey.645565554455646.5341544555 - 226 
Johnson.4444444444444655455444445—222 

Hovey’s grand average was 90 1-5, and Johnson’s 88 4-5 per cent. 
A match was arranged between Messrs. Johnson and Moore, to 

come off shortly, in which Moore is to sboot at 600yds. and Johnson 
at 200—each man to have twenty shots with Sharp-Burchard rifle, 
under customary rules. 

THOMASTON, Conn., May 15.—Bad light, with steady 10 o’clock 
wind; 200yd8. off-hand, Hinman target: 
Fred A Perkins. 8 8 10 6 6 9 7 7 10 9—80 
W H Dunbar. 7 8 6 8 10 10 6 9 7 5—76 
G A Lemmon.... 5 4 9 8 8 6 10 10 9 7—75 
FCarr.10 7 6 5 6 6 9 9 9 4-70 
CF Williams. 635477598 8-62 

THE TRAP. 

Scores for publication should be made out on the printed blanks 
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnishea gratis to club 
secretaries. 

Correspondents who favor us with club scores are particularly re¬ 
quested to write on one side of the paper only. 

SAN FRANCISCO, May 1.—A party of Eastern tourists went over 
to Bird’s Poi't. Alameda to-day to try their skill at shooting a few 
pigeons. To make the affair somewhat interesting, a sweepstake. $5 
entrance, was shot off at 15 single birds, 30yds. rise, Hurlingham 
rules. Politzer was the lucky man, and took the pool of $15 with 13 
:ood kills. Armitage came next with 12, and 5 men killed 10 each. 

Below are the scores: 
Morris.OlllOOllllllIOO-lO Fowler.IIIOIIOOIOIOIIO- 9 
Thorpe.101111000011111—10 Nogales.011001110111011—10 
Politzer.lOlllOlllllllll-W Elder..... .011010111011101—10 
Armitage.110111101111110—12 Adder.011101111000111—10 
Preston.000111011110011— 9 

After the main shoot some practice at double birds were indulged 
•n, and some veiy fair shooting was done. 
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BROOKLYHr, May 18 —The reffular monthly shoot ot the Unknown 
Gun Club to-day, at Dexter’s Park, was graced by a soaking rain 
storm, and rubber coats were in great demand. 
H-vde, 25vds.1111111—7 Boyle, 21yds.0111101-5 
Knebel, 25vd8 .0111111—6 Prfoke, 24yd8.1110011—6 
Midmer, 23Tds.1101111—6 Phohlman. 25yds.1101110—5 
Pope. 24yd8.llOmi-6 Mumpf, 25yds.0111001-4 
Harncd, 28yds.1110111-6 Van Staden, 28yd8.1010110-4 
Raulslr, 24yds.1111101—6 Monsees, 24yd8.0010111—4 
Blohm, 21yd8.1101110—5 Scbwack, 21yds.1001001—8 
Chichester, 25yds.1101101—6 

NORTH SIDE GUN CLUB.—Regular monthly handicap shoot. 
May 12, live birds, 6 traps, fiOyds. bonudaiT, club grounds, Newtown: 
Manning, 27yd8.0110001—3 Bohmke, 24yds.1100001-8 
Winbolz. 26vds.1001010—3 Terrett, 26yds.1111111—7 
Biems, 26vds.1110101-6 Dr Franz, 26yds.1100010-8 
Wahlen, 26yd8.0111100-4 Chevallier, 26yds.1101011-6 
Duryea. 27yds.1111111—7 Grau, 25yds.1000110-8 
Lyon, 26yds.0110100-3 C Meyer. 27yds.1111111—7 
Primrose, 27yds.1101001-6 Chr Meyer, 27yds.1101110—5 

Ties on 7; Du^ea 8, Terret 8, Meyer 1. Second tie: Duryea 3, Ter- 
ret2—August Eberhardt, Sec'y. 

MERIDEN, Conn.. May 13.-First of a series of three matches be¬ 
tween the Spencer Gun Club, of Windsor, and the New Haven Gun 
Club, at 25 clay-pigeons: 

Spencer Gun Club. 
E A Folsom.28 
C M Spencer.14 
MW Bull.22 
E T Bailey.17 
C H Scerry.21 

New Haven. 
Geo Platt.21 
EP Clark.20 
G M Saunders.21 
UHBlakeslee..17 
A L Traeger .23 

6 W Vibberts .   .18-116 C E Lonaden.17—119 
In a sweepstakes of 26 clay-pigeons E A. Folsom and A. L. Traeger 

divided first money, breaking 23; M. W. Bull and L. W. Windman 
divided second money, with 22; S. Potter. S. M. Saunders, C. H. 
Sterry and Wm. Hanson tbird money, with 21; and T. P. Clark and T. 
J. Beers fourth money, with 20 pigeons broken. 

FITCHBURG, May 13.—A few of the members of the Fitchburg 
Rifle and Gun Club were out to River street range yesterday to prac¬ 
tice breaking clay-pigeons out of a possible 30. The following totals 
were made: G. A. Colony 22. E. N. Cummings 18, G. W. Weymouth 
17, J. O. Converse 13. In strings of five pairs: Cummins 10, Colony 
9, W. A. Baker 5, Converse 4. 

OTTAWA, May 12 —At the clay-pigeon shoot on the 8th inst. some 
excellent shooting was done, especially by Mr. W. I,. Cameron, who 
made a clean score out of a possible 21, as follows: 17 single rises and 
2 doubles, from 4 traps 5yds. apart, 18yds. rise,—P. B. 

WINCHENDON. Mass., May 13.—At the regular meet yesterday of 
the Winchendon Gun Club, the members shot glass balls. Out of a 
possible 10, the totals were as follows: P. S. DevisS, J. Sutherland, 
Jr. 7, J. G. Henry 6, A. H. Felch 4, F. F, Hapgood 4, F. E. Mann 4, L. 
F. Earle 1. The next meet will be at the new club groimds. 

SAN FRANCISCO, May 9.—There were three clay-pigeon shooting 
contests for gold medals at the Pacific grounds. Bay View, to-day, 
and the attendance was large, many ladles being present. The first 
shoot was entered into by members of the Golden City Gun Club, and 
was for two gold medals. The match was at 15 clay discs, 18yds. 
rise, international rules. Appended is the result of the shoot: 
John Fanning.. 111001101110011—10 T Cavanagh... .111000111011010— 9 
J O’Brien.010011101010111—9 Jas Fannmg....110010101101100- 8 
D Cronin.111110100110111—11 F Taylor.lOlOllOllOlOlOO— 8 
J Hamilton.001111100101111—10 

The second event of the day was an open-to-all shoot for three 
gold medals. The contest was at 10 single birds and 6 pairs of doubles. 
Ed. Funcke carried off the first medal, Pegulllan second, and the 
Fanning brothers tied for the third. The following scores were 
made: 
Ed Funcke...1111110101 11 11 11 01 10—10 
Pegulllan.1110111001 11 00 11 11 10—14 
John Fanning.1110101010 11 11 01 00 10-12 
James Fanning.0101110011 11 11 00 00 11—12 
Brown .OOlllOllOl 10 00 10 11 01—11 
Hamilton.OllOlOOlOl 00 00 01 11 11—10 
Smith.1000011101 withdrawn 
Wvman.0011011001 10 11 00 10 10—10 
Jones.0000011111 00 10 11 00 10- 9 

A sweepstake shoot between Ed Funcke, Smith, John Fanning and 
Wyman was won by Fanning. The most exciting match during the 
day was a contest between Ed Funcke and John Fanning at 20 single 
discs. Funcke made a very neat record of 15, but Jie was defeated by 
Fanning, who accomplished the feat of breaking 20 straight without 
a miss. In clav-pigeon shooting a “clean” score of 20 is seldom 
made. A second sweepstake, shot off by the same contestants, was 
won by Funcke, who broke 22 out of his possible 26. Fanning break- 
only 18. Ciay-pigeon shooting is becoming quite a popular Sunday 
pastime, and many of the young ladies of South San Francisco are so 
deeply interested In the sport that four of the bravest to-day con¬ 
sented to give an exhibition of the skillful manner in which they 
manipulate a gun. To make the novel contest more Interesting Ed 
Funcke offered a gold medal to the young lady making the best 
record. The match was at 5 birds, 18yds. rise, and the following 
scores were made: 
Miss Lena Jackson.11011—4 Miss Killian.61111—4 
Miss Holland.01110—8 Miss Mamie Jackson.10110—3 

The tie between Miss L. Jackson and Miss Killian was then shot off 
at two discs. Miss Killian missed one, but her opponent neatly broke 
them both, and was declared the victor. The ladies will hold another 
match in the near future, and there is some talk of the permanent 
organization of a ladies’ shooting club. 

The second of the monthly medal shoots of the California Wing 
Club took place to-day at San Bruno. It did not call out a very large 
attendance, and from the present aspect of affairs it would seem 
that tha members of the club have lost much of their former enthu¬ 
siasm, as in former years fifteen to twenty men would always come 
down to the grounds, while to-day there were ordy five members 
present, one of them having but lately joined. The cause of this 
decline of attendance is attributed to the unwillingness of the mem¬ 
bers to compete in pool shoots with Crittenden Robinson, whose far- 
and-away superiority leaves but little chance to others for winning 
first money. It is also said that no less than ten members have re¬ 
signed during the season, and though there is some talk of founding 
another club, yet no work has been done toward its formation. The 
shoot to-day was an excellent one. Windy San Bruno seems to be 
losiog its reputation for hurricane and fog, and the day was as pleas¬ 
ant ^ it could possibly be. The shoot was for the first, second and 
third club medals, Crittenden Robinson taking the first with a clean 
score of 12, in his usual brilliant style. HI luck seems yet to follow 
Ed Fay, and he lost his three birds, though all were hard hit. De 
VauU, a newly joined member, is a yonng and promising shot, and 
tied with Slade for second place with 10. On the trial shoot of 4 he 
secured the coveted position. The match was for 12 birds, SOyds. 

itob’iMom' !’.”“!^.'^.^1111111111-12 De Vaull.111011111011-10 
KODinsou . . . ..101111010111- 9 Slade.101110111111-10 

Bice..110100011100- 6 
Ties—De Vaull, 1111—4. Slade, 1101—3. 
A shoot was then opened for 12 birds, $5 entrance fee, all the mem¬ 

bers standing at 30yd8. with the exception of De Vaull, who stood at 
28yds. The money was divided between Fay and Slade, with 11 birds 
apiece. The folio win g is the record; . 
Robinson.Ill 101101111—10 Fay....111111110111—11 
De Vaull...llOlOlOwdn Slade.llllllllllOl—11 

Another match was made, $5 entrance fee, between Fay and Rob¬ 
inson which ran even till the tenth bird, when the hammer of Rob¬ 
inson’s gun broke, which left Fay a technical winner. 

WELLINGTON, Mass., May 16.—There was a good attendance at 
the grounds of the Wellington Gun Club to-day. Following are the 
wmnersofthe several events: 1, six clay pigeons-Stanton. Warren 
and Shaefer first, Palmer, Sanborn and Snumway second, Williams 
third. 2, five blackbirds—Swift, Adams and Sanborn first, Bradstreet 
and Sanborn second, Warren third. 8, six bats—Stanton and Adams 
first, Shumway second. Swift and Warren third. 4, five blackbirds— 
Schaefer and Shumway first, Swift second, Stanton third. 6, five 
clay birds-Swift, Stanton and Shumway first, Palmer, Williams and 
Schaefer second, Bradstreet and Wairen Ihii’d, Moore fourth. 6, six 
bats—Swift first, Schaefer and Snow second, Stanton third. 7, six 
clay pigeons—Adams and Warren first, Robinson and Williams second, 
Shumway tbird, Swift fourth. 8, three pairs clay pigeons—Schaefer 
and moore first, Williams and Palmer second, Snow third, Adams 
and Warren fouuth. 9, five clay pigeons—Schaefer first, Bradstreet, 
Swift and Warren second, Snow third. 10, six bats—Stanton first. 
Palmer second, Williams third. 11, five clay birds, straightaway— 
Stanton first, Schaefer second, Williams third. 12, three pairs clay 
pigeons—Palmer and Williams first. Snow second. Swift third. 13, six 
clay pigeon8-Moore first, Shumway and Swift second, Williams and 
Stanton tbird. 14, five clay pigeons—Swift first. Snow and Williams 
second, Schaefer and Palmer third. 15, five clay pigeons—Shumway 
first, Snow second, Bradstreet third, Moore fourth. 16, six bats- 
Stauton, Williams and Moore first, Stanton second. Snow third, 

OHIO TOURNAMENT.—The following is the pregramme of the 
tournament of the Central Ohio Shooting Association for the season 
of 1886: Columbus, May 18 and 19; Lima. June 16 and 16; Dayton. 
July 20 and 21; Springfield, Aug. 17 and 18; Greenville, Sept. 14 and 
16; Bellefontaine, Oct. 19 and 20, 

HARTFORD, Conn., May 15.—Regular shoot of the Colt Hammer- 
less Gun Club, 15 clay-pigeons. 18yd8. rise: 
E AFolsom....l010niflfimi—13 W Johnson.lOllOlOllOillOO— 9 
J Melrose.111110111011110-12 A McMullen.... 110110101000111— 9 
A C Collins.1011111 lllOlOU—12 J Cook.101111000111010— 9 
M Cook.lOlimOllllOlO-11 H GHowa.010101010010011- 7 
FF Watkins....001111111101110-11 8 T Colt.010010000100111- 6 
EC Howe.011011100101111—10 A Jones.OlOOOlOOOOlOOll— 5 
HM Jacobs.100111110010110— 9 

POUGHKEEPSIE, May 15.—At the shooting match of the Pough¬ 
keepsie Gun Club, May 18, in spite of the rainy and disagreeable 
weather, a number of the best shots of Dutchess and Ulster counties 
were present. The principal event, the hardware dealers' match, re¬ 
sulted in another victory for Max Oondit, one of our best clay-pigeon 
shots. The conditions were 7 clay-pigeons, 6 directions. I8yds. rise, 
1 barrel only. Oondit and Kunkel tied for first, and Condit won in the 
shoot off, and Kunkel took second and L. Beigel third. Score; M. 
Oondit 6, J. A. Kunkel 6, L. Beigel 4, Z. Du Bois 4, J. M. Godinez 3, A. 
C. Galup 8, O. Thorne 8, G. A. TaJmage 2, Roberts 2, Clear 2,1. Bind¬ 
ley 1. Sweeps were won os,follows: Clay quail, J. M. Godinez first, 
J. A. Kunkel second; clay-pigeonsr, M. Condit broke 4 out of 5 and 
took first. Single rotary glass balls, ISyds., Godinez and Thorne each 
broke 5 straight and divided. Double rotary glass balls, 18yds., Godi¬ 
nez first, 7 out of 10. We have tried the composition bats and like 
them very much, as they are very Inexpensive and are sure to break 
when hit. We would use them more but for the fact that they have 
not so much belly or depth as the olay-pigeon and do not soar off 
like it, but scale like a piece of slate which they much resemble when 
in the air. With this improvement they would be perfection as a 
tar^t, 

OlAVENWORTH, Kansas. -The second annual tournament of the 
Leavenworth Gun Club, Kansas, will be held June 1, 2 and 8. National 
rules to govern. There will be organized during the tournament a 
Kansas State sportsmen’s association and a Missouri Valley sports¬ 
men’s association, composed of Missouri, Kansas, Iowa and Nebraska 
sportsmen. W. C. Hinman, Manager; Thomas Moonlight, Secretary. 

LEOMINSTER, Mass., May 15.—The Leominster Giin Club will be¬ 
gin at once to hulid a club house on their grounds. The membership 
of the club is thirty, and the interest In breaking clay-pigeons is on 
the increase. 

STAUNTON, Va., May 10.—At a meeting of the Staunton Gun Club 
on the 7th. we reorganized with the following ofllcers: C. McN. Whittle, 
President; W. F. Summerson.Vice-President; C. Bargamin, Secretary 
and Treasurer and twelve others. As there are many clubs organiz¬ 
ing in the State we are in hopes of forming a State association. 
There will be a big prize match at our fair next fall and we hope to 
have every city in the State represented. We will shoot our next 
match on the 20th of this month with our new traps.—C. 

Join the National Gun Association.-Send 10 cents, for handbook 
giving all information, to the Secretary, Matt R. Frbkhan, General 

Manager. F. C. Ethefidqe, Secretary and Treasurer, Macon, Ga. 

Board of Directors: Dr. L. E. Russell, Springfield, O.; C. M. Stark, 
Winchester, Mass.; J. Von Lengerfce, New York city; Washington A, 

Coster, Flatbush, L. I.; Wm. G. Cooper, Savannah, Qa.; E. A. Craw¬ 

ford, Tallahassee, Fla.; M. R, Freeman, W. W. Parker and F. C. 

Etheridge, Macon, Ga.—Hdn. 

IN AND ABOUT BOSTON. 

Anew YORR yachtsman with more wit than wisdom, once 
made the remark that all of Boston yachts were bought at 

second-hand of New York. With Halcyon, Rebecca, Phantom, Magic, 
Vesta, Meta, Wanderer, Vlndex, Addie V., Windward, Active, Im- 
peria, Volante and Silvie making the bulk of the Boston fleet, there 
was certainly some color for the statement; but still it would have 
been much wiser to have left it unsaid, as New York may some day 
repent it. Though for a long time the yachtsmen of the East were 
willing to buy New York boats and copy a good deal that was bad in 
New York, it is to them that the present reaction is largely due; 
they were the first to put to actual test in this country some very 
important principles, and of late they have come forward with some 
very successful boats. The lead keel, as a factor in naval design, 
was widely known in this country for some time before its adoption, 
and it was Boston that first saw the value of it and put it to practical 
use; while the reforms In rig are partly due to the same source. 

It is true that the matter of keels and draft have been in a manner 
overdone in the Bast; carried away with the idea of power, many 
have neglected form altogether, and the result has been a fleet of 
boats of great draft and beam, heavy keels, limited headroom and 
accommodation, requiring an excessive rig, and only fast under cer¬ 
tain conditions. This type, many members of which have found their 
way of late to New York, is certainly a very undesirable one,especially 
in the sizes under 40ft.; as first cost, draft and running expenses are at 
a maximum, while the accommodation is small. It is to be noticed, 
however, that few such boats are building, but tnal now, when the 
first aimless hunt after pow'er is over, and yachtsmen have become 
more familiar with the principles of naval design, much more atten¬ 
tion is given to form, proportion and a proper balance of all parts. 

Two or three points are noticeable on a cruise among the yachts 
now on.the beach or just launched, about Boston and vicinity; the 
great number of small yachts, the large proportion which the keels 
bear to the centerboard, the number of metal keels, and the sturdy, 
wholesome looks of a great many of the yachts. During thepasi 
winter we have recorded a large number of cases both in New York 
and Boston in which the centerboard has been discarded for a keel, 
and a stUl larger number in which lead or iron keels have been fitted 
in place of inside ballast, but we cannot recall a single instance In 
which a change the other way has been made, a centerboard being 
inserted or a keel removed and stowed inside. Keel boats abound 
everywhere about Boston, and in spite of the objections urged 
against them they still find favor and increase in number. 

As is natural, the changes that have been made in New York and 
Boston have not affected them alone, but have extended east and 
west over the shores of Long Island Sound, where keel boats and 
metal keels are each year growing in favor. Newport boasts a num¬ 
ber of small keel boats haiUng from points about Nairagansett Bay, 
and Fail River is paying more attention to yachting than ever before. 
This year two interesting yachts will be added to the fleet ther^both 
from designs by Mr. J. Borden, Jr., of the firm of Borden & wood, 
yacht designers, who have their headquarters in Fall River. The 
larger of these is the centerboard boat Mabel F. Swift, whose launch 
on May 6 we noticed last week. She was built by Read Bros, for Mr, 
C. W. Anthony, former owner of the sloop Alice, and is of the mod¬ 
em centerboard type, with plumb stem, overhanging stern, and iron 
keel of 8,290 pounds. Her full dimensions are; 

Length over all. 43ft. 
Length, waterline. 38ft. 
Beam, extreme. 14ft. 61n. 
Beam, waterline. 14ft. 
Draft. 5ft. 8ln. 
Centerboard. 12ft. X6ft. 
Displacement.18.25 long tons. 
Area load water plane... 334.78 sq. ft. 
Area lateral plane. 202.45 sq. ft. 
Area midslup section. 30,01 sq. ft. 
Center of buoyancy abaft stem. 21,20ft. 
Center of load water plane abaft stem— . 21.82ft. 
Center of lateral plane abaft stem. 21.68ft. 
Mast, deck to hounds. 38ft. 
Boom. 39ft. 
Gaff. 38rt. 
Bowsprit, outboard. 18ft. 6iD. 
Topmast, fid to sheave. 26ft. 
Spinnaker boom. 35ft. 
Topsail yards. 32 and 29ft. 
Mainsail area.lUO sq. ft. 
Jib. 561 sq. ft. 
Working topsail.  "<4 sq. ft. 
Clubtopsail. . ^ 
Jib topsail... sq. ft. 
Spinnaker.1200 sq. ft. 
Ratio of lower sails to square of load line... 1.15 

This yacht, the largest yet built from Mr. Borden’s designs, is 
strongly pul together and very well finished, with a good amount of 
room below. Her owner intends her for cruising, but will race her 
when opportimity offers. 

In a shop near by Mr, Borden is building himself the little cruiser 
Mermaid, lately illustrated In the Fobkst anu Steeam, the design 
and also the plan of construction being entirely his own. The frame 
is of white oak, with a handsome knee for stem and forefoot, and a 
keel sprung to shape by being bolted down to the iron keel of over 
4 000 pounds. The method of construction is peculiar. The moulds 
are made and set up, and five ribbands, each about ixSin. of yellow 
pine, are let into them, flush with their outer surface. The timbers 
are of steamed oak, each iJ^X^gin.. and are double, but not placed 
in the usual way. Cue Win. timber is taken from the steam box and 
clamped to the ribbands, then another is bent outside of it and the 
two nailed fast to keel and ribbands, making one frame lUin. square 

The ribbands, being Inside Instead of outside, are not removed, but 
form a part of the ceiling. After the frames are in the yacht is 
planked and ceiled in the usual manner. She will be used for cruis¬ 
ing about the Rhode Island coast. Mr. Borden has also designed a 
steam yacht named Baypoint that is just completed for Mr. Swift, of 
Fall River. She is 62ft, over all, 48ft. waterline, 20ft, over guards, 
10ft. diameter of wheels, 3ft. feathering paddles and of 18W tons dis¬ 
placement. 

South Boston is beginm'ng to assume its wonted nautical appear¬ 
ance, and the fleet, large and small, is anchored off the point, while 
the yards are busy. Williams has the little Pilgrim hauled up. and 
she 18 well worth a careful study. Her good qualities commend them¬ 
selves to the eye and are fully vouched for by the cruise she made 
last season along the Maine coast, which appeared in the Fobest and 
Stream early this year. She has all the essentials of a staunch, 
sturdy little cruiser, safe and able in any waters, but the fullest 
development of the type has not yet been reached in her, and there is 
room for increased accommodations and a more finished appearance. 
The cabin floor is high, considering her draft, and might be lowered 
by altering the design a little, while her triangular counter, though 
excellent from a sailing standpoint, might easily be handsomer to 
the eye. Williams is busy now with a keel catboat of similar design, 
but with a large cockpit and snug little cabin. 

At Smith’s yard Huron has received nearly 6 tons of lead on her 
keel, increasing her draft 8iii., so that she was launched with great 
difficulty. Barrels were lashed under her to float her, and two tugs 
were required to tow her off. Thetis has also bad some repairs made 
at Smith’s, and the deck rail or cockpit of Puritan was made there. 
The 19£t. cat, mentioned last week, has been launched, and the second 
one is well advanced. Hera is also hauled up at Smith’s and is scrap¬ 
ing and painting. 

Lawley’a old yard is being emptied rapidly, a number of boats going 
off last week. Hutchius & Prior are busy with some open boats, of 
which they make a specialty, overhauling and fitting them out. 
Dlnsmore launched on May 13, Sir. Broome’s new cutter, and Mr. 
Armstrong’s sloop at Cambridge, but he and Willis have not yet 
taken possession of their new place, formerly Pierce’s. 

Over in East Boston McKie has sent away the Hannlel. Mr, Ford’s 
steam yacht, and Wood Bros, have finished the Aurora, Sir. Pickman’s 
steam yacht, and she has left for Fiske’s wharf to receive her engines 
and boilers. The Adelaide. Mr. Underhill's sloop, is completed and 
has just sailed for New York in charge of Captain Wood. The same 
firm will commence work at once on a steamer 70ft. over all, 60ft. 
waterline, lift, beam and 5ft. draft. Lawlor and Story, in adjoining 
yards, are about to commence the two rival fishermen, the former 
from Mr. Lawlor’s designs, the latter from Mr. Burgess’s. Gitana has 
been out at Simpson’s dry dock, and has her racing sticks up; she 
will soon be in commission. Ambassadress has fitted out at Mystic 
wharf, Charlestown, and has also been out at Simpson’s. Actea, 
Marion Wentworth and Active are still at Mystic wharf. Ibis, steam 
yacht, has returned fi’om Florida and is at the Atlantic works for 
repairs. Edith, steam yacht, Mr. R, H. White, is at Bum ham’.s 
wharf for scraping and painting bottom. Frolic, schooner, and Im- 
peria, sloop, are at Chelsea Bridge, fitting out. 

The sailmakers have been busy this winter. McManus, besides the 
mainsail and topsail for the lyiayflower. has overhauled Puritan’s 
sails and made a new laced mainsail for Stranger, of No, 2 Woodbury 
duck; also new suits for Windward, Volante, Frolic and America. 
Wilson, beside Mayflower’s head.«ails, has been quite busy with new 
and old work. Beside her new sails, it is seriously proposed to put a 
lead keel on America, under Mr. Burgess’s direction. The new 
schooner, Hope Leslie, has arrived from Bath, Me., and is at anchor 
off South Boston, and the Vega, lately home from the West Indies, is 
at Constitution 'V^arf. 

The favorite berth for laying up Is at Beverley where. In the space 
of a hundred yards width between the roadway and railway bridges, 
is a piece of quiet water that is undisturbed by storms and rarely 
freezes over. According to a yacht captain who has wintered there 
for the past fifteen years, only once has there been heavy ice in this 
space, though it freezes solid above and below. Puritan, Fortuna, 
Clara and a number of others laid here last winter, but now only 
Whitecap, yawl, Rebecca and another schooner, and Beetle are left. 
Of these, Whitecap and Beetle, the latter a trim little cutter 27x7 on 
waterline, are for sale: their owners, Mr. David Hall Rice and Augus¬ 
tus Hemenway being abroad. By the way, there are still some good 
boats about Boston awaiting purchasers. Medusa, a fine cutter 64x 
12ft. 4in. on waterline, and 0ft. Bin. draft, a large, able cruiser, de¬ 
signed by Mr. Beavor-Webb, and built by Lawley & Son. is for sale, 
as her owner has retired from yachting. Sue can be had very rea¬ 
sonably. Bayadere is also for sale since Mr. Forbes has bought 
Puritan, and Meluslna will probably be sold, as her owner is too ill 
to use her. All of these yachts are new and of exceUenb construc¬ 
tion, notably the Bayadere, which is expensively finished and fitted 

At Beverley the big Fortuna has fitted out and is about ready, and 
lying beside her, at Foster’s wharf, is a sight to make glad the heart 
of the cutter man, after tbe cold winds of last season. Bright as 
paint and varnish can make her, with clean taper spars and white 
deck, Is Clara, Mr. Chas. Sweet’s handsome twenty. Last year she 
arrived here too late for much racing, but still showed what she could 
do in the cruise of the E. Y. C., and notably iu the Bennett and 
Douglas cup race. This year she is in the same hands, with Captain 
John Barr, who handled Neptune so well in her contests with Verve 
some years since, in command. He will sail her in all the races of the 
season, which promise, by the way, to be among the most interesting 
contests known for years in our waters, and we look to her and him 
to make a good score for the cutters in 1886, though they will have to 
work for all they get. In this class the new Cinderella stands a good 
chance, to judge from her looks, and will make a big bid for prizes, 
representing the new type, with outside lead keel shaped to hull, and 
centerboard. With her will be Athlon, now with tons of lead out¬ 
side, Daphne with 3 tons, Gaviota, minus her board, left ashore as 
useless, also Vixen. Regina. Rover and Enterprise are also elegiblo 
for this class. Oriva will possibly be in, and Fanita has her old laurels 
to look to, so it behoves her to enter in defense of them. There are 
still two boats we should like to see entered, the Bayadere, mentioned 
above, and Isis, now for sale, as her owner has bought Priscilla, The 
latter is well and favorably known lo her class through the efforts of 
her owner and designer, and would make a good fight for first. 

It is a great pity that Fife’s little beauty, a cutter of moderate width 
(4^ beams) should lie idle at Naushon, with all this fun going on. 
There should be plentv of ambitious young Corinthians who covet 
such reputations as Messrs. Rogers, Lee, Canfield, Burgess, Forbes, 
Welch and others have won as bold sailor men, who are able and 
willing to race these boats. It will be seen that all extremes, except 
perhaps the shoal centerboard sloop, will be represented in this class, 
hut we venture to predict a long string of flags for the narrowest of 

the next’berth to her at Beverley lies a new arrival, one of the 
same family but still differing from the larger cousin. Shona is a 
five tonner, designed by Watson and built by McQuistan at Largs, 
in 1884. She is of the most modern type, about 31ft. waterline and 
5ft. 81n. beam, v.ith six tons of lead, all her baUast, outside. After 
some successful racing abroad she has come to Boston under the 
ownership of Mr. Chas. H. Tweed, who will race her about Beverley, 
her skipper being Chas. Barr, brother of Captain Barr of Clara. Shona 
is the ^^r^t of the clipper stems yet seen in this country and in beauty 
of outline is ahead of any boat of her proportions we have yet had 
here. Not that the clipper stem adds In the least to her looks, it is 
far less handsome than the plumb stem, but its practical advantages 
are obvious, especially in so small a boat. The beauty of Shona’s form 
lies iu her fairly rounded side, not showing the marked flat that we 
are accustomed to in others of her class. 

The waterline is full, it even looks n little convex at the bows, but 
tbe entire side to the rail has the same easy, graceful flow, endmg 
aft in a light and narrow counter, without a suggestion of flat in the 
side. The deck hasjahlgh crown, but the freeboard is low like Madge. 
Below is a snug cabin and forecastle and aft is a large oval sail hatch, 
making a cockpit for the steersman. The most curious point about 
her is the position of the main sheet kevele, bolted to tne timbers on 
each side of the cabin, just above tbe lockers. The ends of the sheet 
lead in through holes in the after side of the sail hatch, and m a 3ibe 
the crew get in the sheet from the cabin, out of the way of the swing¬ 
ing boom and avoiding any disturbance on deck. Shona will find 
plenty of smart keels and centerboards to race with about Beverly 
and Marblehead and her performance should throw much hght on 
the question of wide and narrow beam in small yachts. 

At Salem Medusa is hauled up. and Stranger is fitting out with mast 
and boom reduced 2ft. from last year’s lengths, and sails recut ac¬ 
cordingly by Lapthorne. Sbe will also have a laced cotton mainsail 
by McManus. Col. Hugh Cochrane’s schooner Tioga is at Salem, 
where her bow has been rebuilt, making her aft. longer over all, and 
1ft. on waterline. Her keel will be increased to 2f)in., and 10 tons of 
lead will replace the present iron. , „ 

At Marblehead, Mr. Eddy, who has bought out Mr. Keatmg, has 
finished an able looking catboat, and is bu.sy with repairs and fitting 
out on a number of boats. Mr. Eddy has on hand a very goo<l inodei 
of a keel boat, somewhat similar to the well known Witch. hulJi by 
him. The new boat is larger, 25xl0ft. ou waierline, about 30ft. over 
all and 6ft. drafr, and is one of the best models of the type we have 
vet seen about Boston. At Marblehead Mr. Billow Is also buiWmg a 
small keel cutter of about 21ft. waterline for J. B. Rhodes, owner of 
the keel cat Caprice, illustrated in the Forest and Stream some 
time since. On tbe beach are Witch, Caprice, Carmelita and a nuni- 
ber of other boats, while some are already afloat.|and under the man- 
agement of the new Corinthian Y. C., the season promises te be a 
very lively one. 
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as to which to follow next morning. It is well to show an anchor 
light, even ' in unpretentious looking creeks, which apparently can 
lead to nowhere in particular. Usually there is a line country back 
of the fringe of swamp and marsh and the universal propeller is cer¬ 
tain to come poking up the creek to a landing higher up when least 
expected. 

Underway early next day in a squally southwester. Tied down two 
reefs as the blasts came across the marshes and through gaps in the 
trees with sudden energy. Passed the steam yacht Ibis, of Boston, 
hound north, and also a tow of six schooners, among them a yacht 
whose name could not be made out, having hands full attending to 
the Coot. An hour later, as the river broadened, the wind steadied 
and reefs were shaken out. It was ten miles to the first beacon in 
Upper Currituck, located at the confluence of a small stream called 
Blackwater, like a good many others. The river wound about through 
swamp and marsh in many colls, doubling back upon itself in over¬ 
hand hitches, till you lost all bearings. Somehow the wind was in¬ 
variably ahead, so that the whole distance was a dead beat through 
hard puffs, which compelled a good deal of begging and slack sheet. 
The last three miles were contortions through marshes as far as the 
eye could reach, with a bluish frame of trees upon the horizon. The 
only settlements passed were a patch of sandy bottom with an 
apology for a ranch, appropriately called “starvation farm,” and the 
town of Pimgo Ferry, a town it appears on the maps, in fact it is a 
half decayed landing, a shanty and a corduroy road leading into the 
interior. On the opposite side is an attempt at permanent residence, 
probably by the ferryman. A house has been built upon blocks in a 
half-flooded bit of sand not half an acre in extent. Upon this modest 
holding there was a chicken coop, a pig, and a cur, and the stalks of 
some com. If you were to travel the world over a more miserable 
and unfit place of abode could not be found, yet here in abject 
poverty without a ray of hope in life, somebody was eking out an 
existence. Perhaps a severe case of “Home, sweet home.” The 
ferry consists of a flatboat and rope across the river. By these the 
town can be identified, with the gratifying knowledge that two miles 
more will see you into open water. 

When Currituck was espied it was blowing strong from south, with 
a short, steep, foam-crested sea. As this would require beating down 
to the Coinjock cut-off into North River, the Coot coiald not attempt 

tie task so late in the day, and was turned into the Blackwater 
for a harbor instead. There are 14ft. near the mouth, and pro¬ 
pellers steam up two miles and a half to a bridge, where there 
is a small settlement and store. 

At the junction of the Blackwater, North Landing River and 
the head of Currituck stands the first of a series of gas beacons 
erected by the canal company as guides to the excavated chan¬ 
nel down Currituck to the Coinjock cut-off. The greater part 
of Currituck has 6ft, with 3ft. spots, but the made channel has 
about Oft. It is accurately marked by closely-spaced bushes 
and red buoys. A large vessel must hug these for best water 
and cannot beat down. It is usual, therefore, to tow clear 
through to North River, a distance of sixtvmiles from Norfolk. 
The gas beacons are an institution. There are eight in the 
fifteen miles from North Landing River to the Coinjock cut-off. 
They are miniature lighthouses, automatic in a( tion, requiring 
attention once a week. Three cylinders, about 20ft. high, 
contain the gas, which is led into a regular Fresnel lense on 

_ top. These give forth a bright, steady light. Being pairted 
\ black or red, the beacons also serve by day to show on v hich 

side they should be left. No charts exist of the 
Upper Currituck, except a sketch supplied by the 
canal company, hence my aversion to beating down 
the shoal water asainat a high sea. 

Hardly had a pipe been lit after the Coot’s sail 
was stowed, when a curious concern hove in sight 
pulling down the Blackwater. It proved to be a 
long narrow skiff, loaded with all manner of traps, 
nets, shooting and fishing implements, and assorted 
booty of the chase. When alongside, Mr. E. S. 
Evans, the proprietor of the multitudinous outfit, 
volunteered information about the alleged countr.y 
round about, most of which was under water. 
“Was he fishing?” “No.” “Shooting, of course?” 
“No, he was just furrin’ a bit.” That is to say 
he was making the rounds of sundry traps in the 
marshes, from which he collected the ensnared 
muskrats and coon. Mr. Evans smiled as he men¬ 
tioned the last-named character as an object of the 
chase. “The marshes are full of them; we nail 
the skins on a board to dry and then ship to Norfolk 
where they realize about fifteen cents apiece. Later 
in the season we go turtling.” And therewith Mr. 
Evans cast an envious glance at the Coot and con¬ 
tinued: “Now with such a boat as that, there’s a 
fortune in turtles. You see, we set a lot of traps 
about the marshes, and eveiy day collect the tur¬ 
tles, sometimes twenty in a trap. But we have no 
boat in which to camp, and must pull for home 

CRUISE OF THE COOT. 

XXIII. 

IN the narrower reaches of the creeks connecting with the canals, 
the one thing to be dreaded is the appearance of a timber raft in 

tow. These rafts, which are made up in North Carolina, are of great 
length, and in the turns of the creeks swing from shore to shore, 
grinding along one bank first and then over to the other. Whichever 
side of the raft you choose, there is a chance of getting squeezed be¬ 
tween it and the bank, as the towing steamer has no control over its 
long tail. The Coot escaped the quandary by sheering into a small 
cove and holding on to the bushes upon one occasion, and in another 
following her own judgment in opposition to the signals from the 
pilot of a towing steamer. His raft edged across stream in response 
to the wind blowing, and had I followed the pilot’s injunctions to keep 
to leeward, the Coot would have been badly nipped between the logs 
and a dyke of oyster shells and rock. 

Although the banks of swamp-lined creeks are generally abrupt, 
except off projecting points, it is not safe to approach them in strange 
waters on account of enlarged tree stumps and sunken trunks. 
“Look out for stumps, captain” is a common injunction when a 
native wishes to show his friendly regard. The stump even figures 
on the charts in the mouth of the Scuppernong River right in the 
fairway of 12ft. Logs adrift from the tows, with one end shot into the 
mud and the other barely discernible above water are frequently en¬ 
countered as well as much drifting rubbish, so that a watchful eye 
ahead is at all times necessary. Creeks leading through marshes are 
invariably deep and bold, often deeper than the main body into 
which they flow, and frequently obstructed by a narrow bar. In 
unbuoyed region^, the natives generally have stakes planted to guide 
into harbor where the channel is tortuous. The greatest nuisance in 
Albemarle and Pamlico Sounds is the mass of old pound net stakes 
reaching far off shore into the deepest water, obliging a small boat to 
give points a wide berth and forfeit the benflts of a weather shore. 
The whole beach is a confusion of stakes, and where the nets or 
“leads” are spread, the yachtsman is obliged to pick his way through 
certain openings mgrked by bush-headed stakes unless he proposes 

to endanger the nets by driving over them and exciting the wrath of 
the fishermen. Local boats of little draft pass over the leads any¬ 
where by crushing them under without harm. A native tried this 
once with the Coot after tricing up the centerboard, with the result 
that the boat got hung up on the net for half an hour and open war was 
threatened by the fishermen. Hugging the shore at night is also 
impracticable. 

A strong westerly breeze was on hand to blow the Coot through the 
ten-mile canal connecting the headwaters of the Elizabeth with those 
of North Landing River. The lock tender had the gate open and 
quickly dropped the boat the few feet down to the canal level. This 
lock, which is granite-faced, 240ft. long and 40ft. wide, is the only one 
on the route south. Seven feet can de carried clear through the vari¬ 
ous links in the chain connecting Albemarle and Chesapeake, 
whereby some 1,800 miles of navigable interior waters have been 
brought within direct reach of Norfolk, Baltimore and northern 
markets. 

In 1818 the famous Dismal Swamp canal was cut into the heart of 
the great swamp to open its vast wealth in pine timber to the world. 
The son of the projector of this work, Marshall Parks, Jr., conceived 
and executed the new line of communication with the South, the in¬ 
valuable results of which are now fully demonstrated in the fresh 
vigor and growth of North Carolina’s lowlands. The new canal was 
excavated entirely by steam power, the dirt being thrown up on each 
side. It runs almost due east and west, averages 80ft. in width and 
is excellently maintained. Owing to the high banks and trees it was 
rather slow work getting through in the Coot, despite the strong 
wind blowing. Four hours were occupied in the transit and an end¬ 
less amount of jibing made it a matter for congratulation when the 
North Landing bridge hove in sight and the inspector’s pass was de¬ 
livered to the bridge tender, who poked out a long pole with a slit in 
the end Into which the document was inserted. 

Beyond the bridge there are two miles of crooked creek and then 
some broader reaches. Four miles down the creek forked into two 
branches, equally attractive, and not being certain which one to take 
the Coot was brought to an anchor as the evening shades began to 
fall. The traffic up and down one branch soon settled the question 

every day. We have no funds to start with, and so the rich harvest 
slips by.” A turtle trap, as I found out, is much like an eel basket. 
Two barrel hoops serve to distend the funnel-like ends of a net, 
which lead through small apertures into a cylindrical middle in which 
the bait is himg. Once in, the turtle cannot reach the small hole 
outward, but climbs to the top of the net for air. Hence they must 
be set between stakes several Inches clear of the water. If the wind 
piles up the water higher than the net the confined turtles drown. 

Mr. Evans had a high opinion of the business. Some Africans from 
Core Sound had come up and caught $75 the first night, when the 
natives drove them off as foreigners. An unwritten law in this part 
of the world consigns the game to the inhabitants of the region, and 
strangers are promptly resisted. Thus Mr. Evans was originally 
from Powell’s Point, about twenty miles below, but in the eyes of the 
Blackwater people he might have come from the South Pole. So he 
had no business to capture the food from under the nose of the 
Blackwaters. Mr. Evans knew no such law on the statute books, but 
being wise in his generation, quietly rented a small ranch up the 
river, and becoming “one of us” saved his nets from surreptitious 
attack. His capital was invested In four nets, valued at $1.50 each, 
with proportionately modest returns. If he had a boat like the Coot 
and thirty nets, a fortune was certain to come unbidden, always sup¬ 
posing the turtles to do the right thing by him. Thus we calculated 
the number of turtles upon his allegations, the number of pounds 
total and the equivalent in dollars and cents, until appalling riches 
were heaped up, and the only remaining difficulty was how to spend 
so much money. There seemed to be millions in it. But the turtles 
had not signed the contract yet, and that is probably where the glit¬ 
tering calculation was a little shaky. Remembering also that one 
turtle In hand was worth two In the marsh, I escaped making a for¬ 
tune by sticking to the cruise of the Coot, and promising Mr. Evans 
to entertain the subject when we again met. 

Snappers and terrapins bring ten cents per pound in May, and down 
to three cents as they become more plentiful. The^ are stowed in 
barrels for shipment and keep in condition a long time. Mr. Evans 
had experimented with one of ten pounds weight, keeping him with¬ 
out food for thirty days, at a loss of only half a pound, accounted for 
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by “drying up.” The fish caught include perch, mullet, chub or big- 
mouthed, bass, all being plentiful. According to Mr. Evans no wild 
fowl were to be got above the lower Currituck, and even there they 
were becoming very shy and scarcer every year, except in the 
‘‘Yankee marshes,” as the holdings of Northern shooting clubs are 
termed. In spite of strict game laws, the natives hunt by night and 
‘■fire light” the ducks, so they give Currituck the go by and winter in 
Core Sound in great numbers. On the “Yankee marshes" proper 
protection is extended and shooting is still good. At the tune of my 
visit several cases were pending in Currituck court against offenders 
and trespassers. These proceedings by the Northern club men are 
viewed with favor by the better native element, who realize that it is 
high time the laws were enforced if Currituck wildfowling is not to 
become a thing of the past. 

A stiff northerly wind bowled the Coot down Currituck, holding 
her own with a propeller bound South. Beacon after beacon was 
made and passed. Once the boat was sheered away from the line of 
buoys, Init the breaking of the sea in her wake was a w'arning against 
shoal water, afte.r which the marks were kept close aboard. Fifteen 
miles being run off. the boat steered up Coin jock Bay to the short¬ 
cut canal of five miles' length. This is a wide cut and can be sailed 
through without much trouble. Half way along there is a sawmill, 
some stores and a few houses on high ground, known ns the village 
of Ooinjock. A good deal of timber is got from the neighboring for¬ 
ests. The drawbridge was opened by a kick and the usual quesiions 
put to the Coot ns she sailed on tow'ard the North River. 

The exit from the canal is marked by a white gas beacon at the 
head of a fine, broad reach, with 13ft. of water. . VVith a following 
wind the Coot rapidly sped dowm river, several elbows of constantly 
widening water leading finally into the lower reach of North River, 
where it assumes the aspect of a small sea, seven miles long and 
three wide. A second white gas beacon here marks the termination 
of the canal company’s supervision and the O-overnment chart of 
Albemarle waters commences. Holding the western sho e, the Coot 
ran dowm to Broad Creek, turned half a mile up the mouth and came 
to anchor in l.^fft. off a landing and empty house set upon logs in the 
marsh. On the bar of this creek there is 6ft. C. P. K. 

INTERNATIOAALRACING AND THE Y.R.A. RULE. 

The issue of the Field of May 1, contains an Illustration of the 
Queen’s Cup, won by the Arrow in 185‘2 and latelyoffered by its 

owner. Mr. Tankervllle Uhatnhei’layne, as an International challenge 
cup for American yachts; in connection with which is the following 
suggestive editorial on “British and American Yachts”: 

“Some time ago we published a letter from Mr. Tankervllle Cham- 
herlayue, announcing the fact (hat he offered the Queen’s Oiip, w'on 
by the cutler yacht Arrow in his father.s lime from the schooner 
America in 1862, as a challenge cup open to A merican sloops. We 
believe no response has been made to that offer: but that the troi)hy 
is one which might well be coveted can be realized from the en¬ 
graving we this week publish of it. Perhaps, if the Galatea wins 
the cup held by the New York Yacht Olnh, the challenge might be 
takennp, as the Americans are certaiu to make an attempt to regain 
possession of a prize they have held f or the long period of thirty ye.irs 
Wo cannot avoid admiring the chivalrous spirit which prompted Mr. 
Chamberlayue to make such an offer, luit it may well be doubted if 
Arrow i.s capable of making anything like a stubborn defense should 
an American yacht of the Puritan type essay to win the trophy. 
However, Mr, Uhamberlayne has hinted that in case of a challenge 
he will make an effort, by fitting alterations, to make the Arrow as 
formidable an antagonist as she was in 18.62, when she won the cup. 
After all, she is more of the type likely to be successful against 
American yachts than a Galatea; but of course in her present con¬ 
dition comparison with Galatea or any of the other cracks is out of 
the question. So far as the pi'ospects of Galatea go in undertaking 
the task in which Cambria, Livonia and Geuesta have already failed, 
there is every reason to believe that the alterations tvhich have been 
made in her ballasting and sparring have vastly improved her, and 
she may succeed in beating the pick of the large oenterboarders 
which will be opposed to her in the cup races. That Galatea can be 
mmle a better boat on the wind than she was last year there is not 
much doubt, and, should she win the cup, the act will give a great 
lilt to British yachting. Galatea makes the essay, it is understood, 
on her own merits, and not as the "champion British cutter,” 
although there is a chance Jor her to achieve that distinction, if she 
succeeds in deleating Irex before she leaves for New York. How¬ 
ever this may be, we are certain that everyoue interested in yacht 
racing will a pprovc of the pains Lieut. Henn has taken to render his 
cutter a fit representative of British yachts. 

Should she be fortunate enough to be victorious, her success may 
possibly have some effect on American yacht design; for it is by no 
means certain, although they have accepted the cutter rig, ihat they 
have yet agreed on which is the best type of hull by the “compromise” 
which was so siioeesslul last year against the Genesta. We doubt 
not that this would be made very maniiest if, say, Puritan undertook 
to smash through a head sea with Genesta; at the same lime, we 
think that a cutter of Genesta’s length, but with about eighteen 
inches or two feet more beam, could be designed to beat the existing 
Genesta in any kind of sea; but the attempt is not likely to be made 
under the jtresent Y. H. A. tonnage rule. On the other hand, that 
vessels like Genesta, Irex, or Galatea are fearfully liandicapped 
when matched against others of the Puritan type, there cannot be 
the least doubt; but it is some consolation to note that, owing to the 
gradual adoption of the length and sail area rule of measurement 
by the clubs, a type of yacht may come into existence which will be 
on more equal terras with those of America. There seems to be 
every indication that international contests will in future be more 
Irequent, and while there seems no necessity for altering our systems 
of rating, everything should be done to encourage experiment and pro¬ 
duce a type of yacht which is, at least, the equal tor match sailing 
of the yachts of any other nation. We hardly think this will be done 
by making races exclusively for the B and 0 classes, useful as these 
classes are, and adniirahly as they have served a ifurpose for which 
they were intended. 

It is certain, if the Americans continue to use the length and sail 
ai'ca rule, and if we confine all our races for the A class on this side 
of the Atlantic to a rating by the Y. R. A. tonnage rule, the Ameri¬ 
cans will bo always a little ahead of us tor match sailing in ordinary 
summer weather. Wc may still beat them in a heavy wind and sea to 
windward, and if the modern yacht of alength equal to six beams hap¬ 
pened to he the only type which could do such a thing, there would 
be some reason for adhering to that type; but that is not actually the 
case. The comparative success of the Jullanar in 1877 and the fol¬ 
lowing year no doubt opened our eyes as to what could be done 
under the Y. 11. A. tonnage rule; but it was never proved that a 
yacht of one hundred feet load line and of greater beam than 
Jullanar could not be designed to beat her. In short, all her com¬ 
petitions with Florinda tended to demonstrate that a yacht of 
Florinda’s beam, but thirteen feet longer, would prove the better 
boat in any kind of weather; but for such a y.acht to succeed in match 
sailiug the Y. 11. A. tonnage rule would require to be suspended, in 
order to have a classification by length, to render the comparison 
crucial between a hundred feet Jullanar and a hiiudred feet 
Florinda. 

We have many times asserted that the establishing of fixed ton¬ 
nage classes had a very prejudical influence on racing between 
yachts of forty tons and under; but we are inclined to think that a 
classification by length, such as the Royal Victoria Yacht Club ex¬ 
perimented with some thirty years ago, would have a beneficial effect 
on yacht racing. The classes might be ninety feet, seventy leet, 
fitty-fivo feet, forty-live feet, thirty-live feet, thirty feet, and twenty- 
live leet, or some other similar arungement with sail tons rating; or, 
it preferred, a rating by Y. R. A. tons. There is no doubt that the 
absence of any restriction on length in the classes had the inevitable 
effect of bringing about the extinction of competition, and perhaps 
before the greatest possible length for any given tonnage had been 
resorted to. The owners of oifl yachts, which by comparison were 
shorter than the lust vessel built, "hoisted the broom,” and men who 
were inclined to build, said “What’s the use, when our turn to be 
outbuilt will surely come next year ?” It is much to be deplored, no 
doubt, as at one time tlie racing in the forty tons and twenty tons 
classes tvas the strong feature at every regatta; and, as before said, 
we think it might have been preserved had there been a restriction 
for length in each class. 

The fact that so many men now build steam yachts will to a very 
considerable extent alter—in tnoc has altered—our yacht racing; but 
the love of match sailing is as strong as over, and the sport was 
never more popular. It would have been considered rash if any one 
in .America had prophesied in 1884 that two year.s hence American 
yachtsmen would build lour large centerboard cutters with heavy 
lead keels. Steam la being raiiidlv introduced there, and yacht rac¬ 
ing had been almost entirely confined to sloops mostly under 60ft. 
lo.adllne and yet men now come forward and build heavier one- 
mast vessels than were ever previously known in America. We all 
recollect the schooner fever which set in here after the appearance ot 
the America in t851, and how lor years the Julia and the Arrow 
figured as the "big cutters;” then, alter about sixteen years, in rapid 
succession: Oimaia, Oondor, Seabird, Rose, of Devon, Krierahilda, 
Cythera, Vol an Vent, Formosa, Sanioena.Vandiiara; and then the ex¬ 
isting flue quartette, made up ol Irex, Genesta, Galatea and Marjorie; 
and if these slmutil provq to be the last of their race, there is no 
reason why their place should not be occupied, at no distant date, 
by an equally fine tvpe of vessel for match sailing.” 

It is hardly necessary to say that tiie reason why Mr. Chamber- 
layno’s challenge has not been accepted la that Puritan may ba 

called onto defend the cup again, and outside of the four of her class 
we have no yachts to send. Even it our old sloop class, the 70-footers, 
had not almost disappeared, there would be none of them foolish 
enough to risk a transatlantic passage, and we must look to the 
‘■large centerboard cutters with heavy lead keels” to cross for this 
cup in some future season. 

In spite of the very low estimate of Galatea’s power which is pre¬ 
valent here, and the widespread belief that she will not cross, it is 
certain that she will be here in good time, barring accident; and will 
make a most formidable antagonist in her improved condition. It 
must be owned that with four boats built to beat her under a rule lor 
which she was never designed, the chances are very much against 
her, but the main issue is not afl'ected by the Y. R. A. or New York 
rules. What American, and indeed British yachtsmen wish to see 
finally settled is whether the modern British racer of six beams is us 
fast as a wider boat. In length of waterline, proportionate sail area, 
and weight and position of hallast. Mayflower and the Atlantic of 
one type, and Galatea of the other, are on as even a basis as can ho 
had, and the result of a fair contest between them will no doubt be 
conclusive. 

Had Genesta won by ever so small a margin last year we should 
have had afloat by this time a fleet of extreme boats of all sizes; and 
should Galatea score a decisive victory this year it would set the tide 
the same way. As it was. we have a promising family of little 
Puritans now bending sail in various places, and a second victory 
for the class will secure Us adoption here as Uie national type. 

As foreshadowed in the above article, the Y'. R. A. rule has not only 
reached Us limit, but in the event of a second defeat it must be 
tossed overboard entirely and a rule similar to the New York will 
take its place. AVhat the six-beam boats will do is known very 
well, and that they have many admirable qualities is generally ad¬ 
mitted, but what an Irex or Genesta with only a little more beam 
will do Is not known and never can be under the present rule, though 
the performance of some of the cracks of the last hall dozen seasons 
l^ives .good ground for a surmise. It l.s perfectly evident to-day that 
trom 1880 to 1885 the America Cup was easily in reach of any first 
class cutter, that might have come alter it. With the immense 
superiority in ballast, rig and equipment over all our fleet an 
opportunity was oflhred to the British yachtsman which he will not 
soon see again, and which he carefully neglected. 

Had Samceua crossed in 1881 or 1882 when we were still firm in our 
belief in old fallacies, she might have swept the field, or had 
Marjorie followed Madge with the same canny Soot on her deck, she 
might have done more with Grade, Mischief ami Fanny than Madge 
did with the small ones. Neither came, and with the adoption of 
lead keels and cutter rig in America, the opportunity passed away, 

Galatea’s chances are small to-day compared with what they once 
were, but she may even j’et bring confusion to her opponents. Tiie 
mai-gin between Puritan and Genesta, though all on the side of the 
lormer, was not one on which to ha.se an absolute certainty, and 
while the chances are that one of the present four will 'outdo 
Puritan’s record of hast year, there is jnst as good reason to believe 
that Galatea will excel Genesta. Should the Ainerican yacht win, it 
will he accepted as a final proof of her supei-iority over the narrow 
boat, and uniter her present rule England has no chance of winning 
the Cup, Should Galatea win either by merit in ordinary weather 
or by drowning the centerboard in a seaway, wc have still a trump 
to pi,ay in the deep and moderately narrow cutter, cither keel or 
hoard, say of 85 by 18 ft a type which is barred abroad by the Y. R. A. 
rule. For many years a'blind conservaUsm and a slavish devo¬ 
tion to ancient traditions on our part offered every opportunity to 
the modern British yacht, Init of late the conditions have been 
exactly reversed and'the same conservaUsm and the opposition of 
vested interests have operated to the detriment of the British 
yachtsmen N ow, wiih schooner racing extinct, only four large .vachts 
fitling out for the main racing class, and everyliilng from five to 
sixtj'tons “improved” off the (ace of the waters, there can be llUle said 
in favor of vested interests. We liavc learned very much in a little 
time from our cousin, and it looks now as thoiigli he con'd return 
the compliment and learn the plainly written lesson that the Y'. R. A. 
rule must go. The longer it is retained the better chance for 
America in international competition, but in the interests nf yacht 
sailing in general wo shall welcome its hasty demise, and cheerfully 
honor it with an obituary. It has done good work, here and abroad, 
we owe it for many valuable lessons, but its day is over, and when it 
goes it “never will be missed.” 

THE LAKE Y. R. A. 

The third annual meeting of the Lake Y'. R. A. was held on May 8 
at Oswego, with Mr. .John T. Mott, Oswego Y. C., the president 

of the Association, in the chair. The various clubs were represented 
as follows: Royal Canadian. Toronto, Com. Leys. Baj'erly Jones, 
Robert Mills; Bay of Qinnte, Belleville, CapU Hostage, w. H. Biggar, 
R, M. Ray; Toi-onto, Com. McGau, Capt. Evans, Mr Dixon; Kingston, 
Com. Carruthers, Col. Campbell, D>‘. Garrett ; Oswego, Com. W. B 
Phelps, Jr.. J. B. McMurrich, John T. Mott. Beveral changes were 
made in the rules, no yacht being allowed to enter in the Association 
races unless owned wholly or in part by a member, and shifting bal¬ 
last being prohibited in the third class. A committee cotnposed of 
one member from each club was appointed to arrange for an Asso"*!- 
ation trophy, to be held by the yacht making the best record for the 
sea-on. The officers elected for the present year are: President, W 
H Biggar, B, Q. Y. O.; Vice-President, Col. Campbell, K Y. C.*, Second 
Vice-President, T. MeOaw, Com. T. Y. C.; Secretary and Treasurer, 
Gqo. E. Evans, Captain T. Y. O. The fixtures for the season’s cruise 
are; July 80, Belleville; Aug 3, Kingston; Aug. 6, Oswego; Aug. 10. 
Toronto. The meeting of 1887 will be held at Belleville, Out., on the 
second Saturday in May. After the meeting adjourned a dinner was 
given by the Oswego Y. 0. to their guests, at the Doolittle House. On 
the fallowing day all hands were out for a sail on the Atlanta. 

YACHTING NOTES.-Noma, schooner, is fitting out and setii g 
her racing rig. after the -winter’s cruising_A. E. Smith, of Islip, has 
begun a cei.terboard yacht for Mr. Thos. B. Asten, from a model by 
Mr. Phillip Ellsworth. She w'ill be Hdfc. over all, 3lft. waterline, 18ft. 
Sin. beam and will be used on tne Indian River, Fla, She will have a 
trunk cabin_Captain Lou Townes is building an open boat Sfift. 
loifg, 10ft. beam, and 4ft. 6iB. deep, for Mr. D. E. Robbin.s, of New 
Yoi-k. She will have a cabin and will berth four_Mr. N. L Muu- 
ro has orderea a steam launch from the Herreshoff Manufacturing 
Company for use on the Shrewsbury. It is reported that Mr. Munro 
has purchased the Yosemite of Mr. John Roach, but the report is not 
confirmed,.. .Nellie.—A catboat of this name has been lately fitilshed 
at Newport for Captain Williams, of New York, who will sail her at 
Greenwich, Conn., this summer....Norseman, schooner, arrived at 
Cowes. England, on May 14. She left Newport on April 30 .. .Slrene, 
—Dr. Doremus, of New York, has purchased this new open si oop, 
buUc by McGiehan this winter. His sons will sail her at Greenwich, 
Conn. .. - Captain Jesse Clock, son of Captain Clock, of the Mischief, 
will command Montauk this season. Captain Clock has sailed the 
Ruth for several years. 

ATLANTIC.—The new yacht lies in the southwest corner of 
Mnmm’s basin, her topmast on end and rigging mostly in place. Her 
crew are at work scraping spars. The interior is nearly finished off. 
There is a large cabin aft, two staterooms to starboard, a passage to 
port, with three smaller staterooms and pantry, etc., opening on it. 
The interior fittings are plain and neat. Six tons of lead have been 
cast and fitted inside and she still floats very high. Twenty tons 
more will be stowed, making a total of 60 tons of ballast, and even 
then she will probably require more. The Atlantic Y.C. have em¬ 
powered the Atlantic Committee to invite Mayflower, Puritan and 
Priscilla to enter the club regatta of June 15 if they con.sider the At¬ 
lantic ready for racing, audit is possible that the four boats may 
meet then. Capt. Joe Ellsworth has lately been elected a member of 
the club, also Messrs. F. C, La-wrance, of the Vixen, and John Bry¬ 
ant, of the Shadow. The duo will start on their cruise on July 17. 

MAYFLOWER AND PURITAN.—At Lawley’s the Mayflower is 
being rapidly finished. Her mast was stepped on Thursday last, and 
the rigging is nearly completed The interior is ready excepting the 
cabin furniture The sails will soon be finished and the yaclii in com¬ 
mission. The mainsail is 51ft, 9iu. hoist, 76tf. 6in. foot. 48ft. bead, 
The topsail has 30fi. hoist, 32ft. leach, 48ft. 6in. foot. These are both 
by J. McManus & Son, who made Puritan’s sails. The other 
sails are by Wilson; foresail, 58ft. luff, 61ft. 6m. leech, 34ft. foot; 
jib, 85ft. 6m. luff, 61ft. leech, 44ft. foot; jibtopsail. 94ft. luff, 58ft. 
leech, 58ft. foot; spinnaker, llofi. luff, 108ft.. leech, 88ft. fool. The 
duck was made at Russell’s Mills, and is the same as that woven for 
Puritan last year. Puritan is nearly ready, and will haul out tbis 
week for a new bottom on the East Boston railway. 

HOME FROM THE SOUTH -The Carlotta, schooner, Mr. Hem-y 
Belknap, which was not reported for some time, arrivetl safely at 
Fernandina. Fla. Her captain has left her and returned to New York. 
Nirvana, schooner, Gen. Perkins, has returned from Nassau, making 
the trip in 6 days. She is now at Port Jefferson refitting. Nokomis, 
schooner, Mr. Royal Phelps Carroll, has returned, and is refitting and 
repairing damages sustained in a collision in the Bay. off Staten 
Island. While beating up the Bay in a sharp squall she was run into, 
while on the starboard tack, by the three-masted schooner H. H, 
Pitts, loaded with wood, sustaining .serious damage on the starboard 
bow. Messrs. Stewart and Lee have not yet arrived in tne Cythera, 
but are expected every day. 

THE EASTERN Y. 0- REGATTA —The correct date for this event 
is June 29. all entries closing on June 38, 2 P. M, The Eastern yachts¬ 
men are very desirous that the large yachts from New York should 
enter, as Mayflower and Puritan will be in. 

PITTING OUT ABOUT NEW YORK.—Most of the yachts about 
the city are now in commission, and a good many had a chance to 
stretch sails and gear in the wind of Sunday. Some of the larger 
ones are not yet in commission,hut Atlanta and Eleetra of the steamers 
are out. Resolute is off fay Ridge with Ranger, Grayling is ready and 
her owner has returned from tbe West, Estelle is at Green port, hut will 
soon be ready; Ray is off Bay Ridge, and Comet is on the ways at 
Guion & Costigan’s fora thorough overhaul, including a new board 
and trunk, preparatory to a season of racing. At Poillon’a Noma 
has been recaulked and a new maiamast has been stopped, while 
Dauntless has been scraped and reiiainted, and will he fitted out in 
good shape for racing, as she has not been for some time. Di*ead- 
naught has been rebuilt at Port Jefferson and will be in commission, 
Agnes and Haze are already out, and Lo-us, Clio, Viking and 
Triton are at Greenport. The huge Coronet lies at Bush & Deuslow’s 
wharf, South Bi'ooklyn, nearly ready. She will sail here this season 
and croEs the Atlantic m the fall, on a long cruise. Tidal Wave will 
also be at the line in some of the races, and it looks like a revival of 
schooner racinar. Miranda, too, is to c ime out to America soon, and 
to Slav, though her new owner is as yet unknown here. Athlon, 
Qaviota, Fanny, and a number of smaller yachts are off Bay Ridge. 
Oracle will soon be out, and Bedouin will be down from Newburg, 
Valkyr is flttibg out at Greenport, from which place the Roamer has 
lately come. The hlg sloop Whitewing is fitting out again tbis season. 
Tbe Amelia has been painmd at Mumm’s but is now offered for sale; 
Arab is now in better shape, hut though tiimmed down by the 
stern she buries her head when pressed. Crocodile is in commission 
with two tons of lend under her. But few yachts .are yet at anchor 
c-ff .‘staten Island, but the fleet ot the S C. Y. C. will soon gather there, 
in readiness tor Decoration Day. Clycie and Mischief will be missed 
this year, but Priscilla will add materially to tbe dignity of the fleet 

LAUNCH OF THE EEDALMA.—Since February lastthere has been 
building on'the pi“r at the foot of Ea.st Twelfth street, a steam yacht 
for Ex-Com. Brown, former owner of the Nirvana and F.syche. The 
Feda'ma, as the n'-w yacht is named, after a gipsy queen, wa? 
modeled by Mr, Pbiiip Ellsworth, but fjie fine bow of the original 
model was .subsequen'ly made fuller by the builder, Mr. Theodore 
Dimand. The dimensions of the yacht, which is intended mainly for 
summer use about Long Island Sound, are: Length over all, 100ft.; 
beam,20ft.; bold, 10ft.; draft, 7ft The engines, designed by Mr A. 
A. Wilson, and built by the Qointard Iron Works, are 14 and 24 by 30, 
compound, with a four-bladed wheel. Oft. diameter, and 10ft. pitch, 
to make 175 tum.s per minute. The porcupine boiler carries lOOlhs of 
steam. The keel, stem and stern post are of Ohio oak. siding 7m., the 
moulding of the keel being 13in , and tbe stem and sternpost lOin. 
The frames are. of hackmatack, fided 4m. and moulded 7 and 4in., 
spaced ‘20in. centers. The keelson is of yellow pine, sided 8 and 
moulded lOin., with bilge keelsons OxSin., clamps lO.xSin., and shelf 
8x4in . all of yellow pine. The. deck beams, of white.pine, are 4x6in., 
the planksheer. white oak. is 2j!4xl4in.. and the’deck plank 2iu. The 
planking, of oak and yellow pine, is 8in. thick. The yacht will be 
schooner rigged, her bowsprit being lift, outboard. A number of 
yachtsmen were present on May 13 to witness the‘launch. At 4 
P. M. the carpenters began to wedge up, but it was over an hour later 
before the keel blocks were out and the yacht rested on her cradles. 
At 5:05 the shores were knocked away, and after some blows on the 
ends of the ways the yacht started Part of the tide had been lost, 
and there was a fall of a foot off the bulkhead. As the yacht balanced 
on this point the starboard cradle gave- -way, but she continued her 
motion and was soon afloat, little Miss Emily Brown breaking a bottle 
over her bows. The tug Indian took her in tow to the foot of Thir¬ 
teenth street, where she will be completed. 

CHANGES OP OWNERSHIP.—The Atalanta. sloop, built in 1881 
to race for the America Cup, has been piircha.sed by the Mess'-s. Eyre, 
of Brighton. Ont., who will put her in racing trim and sail her in the 
L. Y. R. A. races on Lake Ontario....Psyche, sloop, has been pur¬ 
chased by Mr Edward Winslow, who has named her Winnie ...Re¬ 
becca, schooner, once a sloop, has been sold to Mr. Harry Ander¬ 
son, by Mr G. P. Upham_Mr. Anderson has sold his schooner 
Bonita to Mr. G. G. Webster, of Vinal Haven, Me—Ariadne, sloop, 
has been sold to Mr. F. W. Lockett, of Cape Vincent, N. Y., who will 
use her on Lake Ontario_Brunette, sloop, has h»eu sold by Mr W. 
H. Burnett to Dr. Howe, of Providence, who will enroll her in the 
Warwick Y. C_Henrietta, the steam launch built by Yarrow & Co. 
in 1882. for Mr. Wm. Astor, has been sold to Mr E, D. Culver, of New 
York, for use in New .lersey. The Henrietta is 83ft, long. Oft. 4tn. 
beam, 2ft. 2in. draft, and is built of mahogany-.. Emma, sloop, has 
been pnrcha.sed by Mr. C. T. Seymour, of New York, and will llv the 
Atlantic Y. C. pennant .. Oriole, sloop, has been sold to Mr. N. H. 
Eggleston, New Rochelle Y. C—Naomi, sloop, has been sold to Mr. 
J. Petersen, Brooklyn Y. (.’....Leatho, schooner, has been sold to Mr. 
Ryer.son, of Chioag'o, but has not yet been delivered owing to a dis¬ 
pute over the previous ownership. She is fitting Out at Frisbee’s 
Wharf, Salem_.Tosie. sloop, recently purchased in Boston, has ar¬ 
rived there from New York—The steam launch Excelsior, of Bo-s-* 
ton, has been sold to Capt. F. C. Miller, of Jamaica W. I. Clarita, 
sloop, has been sold by Mr. C Schwank to Mr. Eftlnghara Lawrence. 
N. Y Y. C_Jewel, sloop, has been sold to Mr. H 8. Foote, of New 
York .. .Zingara, steam yacht, has been sold for S3,250 to Mr. D. S. 
Sammis, of Fire Island. 

SEAWANHAKA C. Y. C.—The programme for the Decoration Day 
sail has been sent out. As last year the sail will he a race for all 
classes of cabin yachts, a prize of $25 being given to the winner in 
each class. No entries are necessary, but yachts intending to race 
must cn rry their private signals at the main peak. Professionals will 
be allowed in the crews, and boats may be carried at will. A flying 
start will he made at It A. M., or as near that hour as possible, a gun 
being fired from the flagship Briscilla. and five minutes later second 
to start, the times being taken from the lat'er gun. The club sailing 
rules will govern the race. The course will be from a line between 
the flagship Priscilla and a stakeboat anchored off Tompkinsville 
Landing, S. I., to Buoy No. 10 on the S. W. Spit, keeping it on the 
port hand, thence to and around Buoy 8}^, keeping it ontheport 
band. and return over the same course. Buoys 9,11.13 and 15, on 
the West Bank, must be kept to the westward in going and returning. 
Mr. J. F. Tams has been appointed fleet captain. After the race the 
yacbte will rendezvous off Staten Island, aud the captains ana their 
guests will report on beard the Hagabip, afterward dining together 
on shore. It i.s proposed to establish a class for cutters, sloops aud 
yawls, of 75ft. and over on waterline, and also to allaw professional 
crews on these large vessels and on schooners, and to allow fourpro- 
fessionals on each second class yacht. The old basin between Tomp¬ 
kinsville and Stapleton has been leased by the club. The club sloop, 
Venture, will soon be in commission. 

NEWARK Y. 0.—The flagship of the Newark Y. C., Seawitch, 
schooner, has been disposed of by Com. Dawson, who has bought the 
old Tidal Wave, so well known about New York, giving the Seawitch 
In part payment. The Tidal Wave wa.s built in 1870 for Com. Win. 
Voorhis, Atlantic Y. O , by A. G. Polhamus, of Nyack. She is lODft. 
Sin. over all, 107ft. Gin. waterline. STift. beam, 8ft. ain. hold and 7ft. 
6in. draft. She has been taken to Newark and now lies off Stephens 
& Oondlt’s wharf. Com. Dawson has offered a set of colors to be 
sailed for on Decoration Day. On May 16 thirteen ot the Newark 
yachts opened the season with a run to Bay Ridae, ivhere they 
anchored and their crews visited the Atlantic. In the afternoon it 
blew quite heavily, coming in puffs and squalls over Staten Island. 
Off Sailor's Snug Harbor the Cloud, with a crew of 9 on board, cap¬ 
sized, but was seen from the shore and boats went quickly to her 
rescue. She was towed in to tbe oil docks at Bayonne and righted, 
afterward sailing home safely. 

PACIFIC Y O. OPENING.—After a week’s postponement the Pacific 
Y. C. sailed their first race of the year on April 24, from a sia’teboat off 
Hunter’s Point to the outer fort and renirn. The starters were only- 
five, Annie, Aggie, Agaline. Lurline and Nellie. The wind w'as ahead, 
strong and puffy. Aggie won, with L'lrline second, the times being: 

Start. Finish. Actual. Corrected. 
Aggie .12 56 10 2 1 6 00 1 19 50 1 19 11 
Lurline.13 67 30 2 28 00 1 30 30 1 80 30 
Annie. . . ..13 56 00 2 86 00 1 40 00 1 38 28 
Nellie .18 68 30 2 .36 30 1 38 00 1 34 14 

On May 3 Lurline and Aggie started on an ocean race, but the wind 
was too lishtto make the racewithiu the time limit, so it will be 
sailed again. ^ . , 

A CATAMARAN RACE.—A race is talked of to take place this 
month between several catamarans that have previously raced to¬ 
gether. Tbe stakes will be a sweepstakes $100 each, and the course 
will be from Bedloe's Island around Buoy 16 and back. The Duplex, 
Messrs. Longstreet At Ogden, Cyclone, Mr. Prank Curtis, and ^gir, 
Mr Jesse Hughes, will enter and probably the Nemesis. Mr George 
Everson. Tbe latter boat, built last year, was not as successful as 
her owner expected, .so sbe has been raised 8in. this season. 

TWO NEW YACHTS.—The success of the little schooner Whim, 
now back at Bay Ridge, after a winter about the Florida coast, has 
led to an order for a larger boat for coast cruising, the dimensions 
being about 78 by 21ft. on waterline, and 7ft. draft. Mr. A. Cary 
Smith will design hej‘, and she wUl be built of steel or iron, and rigged 
for cruising. Mr. Smith is at work also on another design, 55ft. over 
all, 46ft. waterline, 13ft. beam, .2ft. 9in. freeboard, aud 9ft. draft. 

MUMM'S YARD.—Mr. John Mumm has completed his contract 
work on the Atalanta and has leased his yard for five years to Messrs. 
Costigan & Guion who will continue tbe business. The sloop Dare is 
now hauled ont to be lengthened about 10ft. in the bows: theentjre 

I bow has been cut away and a new smm and fore end of keel put in. 
The Nautilus, submarine boat, is hauled out, Fanny tvill soon go on- 

1 the ways -for painting. 
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ETLECTION OF OFFICERS —Saw F’rancjsco Y. C.—Commodore, I. 
Gntte; Vice-Commodore, J. Mervvn Donahue: Secretary Charles 0. 
Tale; Finaucial Secretai-y, W. C ‘Gibbs; Treasurer, T. Bangs; Direc¬ 
tors. W. Letts Oliver, C. W. Kellogg, J. W. Peer, Charles Chettsen- 
den, Louis Slos', Jr. Toronto F. C—Commodor^ T. McGaw; Vice- 
Commodore. 6 P Reid; Captain. Geo. E. Evans; Hon. Secretary, w. 
Dickson; Treasurer, W. H. Parsons: Measmer, Fulford Arnolcli; 
Committee of Management. J. W. Morse, Hume Blake, N. B. Dick 
and R. Q. Moffat, Kingston Y. C’.—Commodore, J. B. Carruthera; 
Vice-Commodore, C. Hamilton; Rear-Commodore, John Strange; 
Fleet Surgeon, Dr. Curtis; Treasurer, J, McK. Robertson; Secretary, 
A, Strachan. 

GALATEA.—Lieut. Henn’s cutter comes out this week for a new 
ti’ial, with her lead restowed nearly a foot lower, a smooth bottom 
and while topsides, and a new ng, tiie area being the same as last 
year, but with less weight aloft. Her mainsail at present is laced to 
the boom by way of experiment. Galatea will meet Irex and Mar¬ 
jorie on June 5 in the New Thame.-? Y. C. match To Harwich. She 
will sail her last race on June 15. Royal Thames, Nore to Dover, and 
■will leave shortly after for America, arriving by the last of July. 
The late report that she had started and put back was without foun¬ 
dation. 

WORK AT LAWLEY’S YARD.—The new schooner is well ad¬ 
vanced and will be launched about June 16. It i.s reported that her 
name will be Sachem, Mr. Fay’.s yacht is finished outside and her 
^ai'S and sails are ready. 8he will go overboard about June 1 The 
Harvard launch struck a pile in one of the Charles River bridges as 
she was on her way to the boat house, and sustained some damage 
which has since been made good. Most of the yachts at the North 
and South yards are being painted and launched as rapidly as pos¬ 
sible. 

CRUISE OF THE WANDA.—The steam yacht Wanda, Messrs. 
Woodward and Stillman, made an excellent run from New York to 
Hampton Roads lately. The changes in the motive power made last 
winter have improved her greatly. Last week she was on the Poto¬ 
mac in fulfilment of a promise made some time since, to take Presi¬ 
dent Cleveland for a short trip. 

SANDY BAY Y O.—Mr. Andrew J. Forbes has given the Sandy 
Bay Y. C., of Roekport. Mass., a miniature yacht valued at $300 aud 
a cup valued at $30, to be sailed for by all comers on July 17, off 
Squam Light, Ipswich Bay. The classification will be as follows: 
First class, all yachts between 20 and 26ft. waterline, exclusive; sec¬ 
ond class, all yachts under 20ft. 

LAUNCH OF THE AYELON.—On May 13 Dr. Vallette's schooner 
yacht. Avelon, was launehen at Smith's yard, Islip, L. I. The owner 
and a party ef friends from Philadelphia were on board, and in spite 
of bad weather the launch wa< quite successful. The yacht will be 
finished this week, and Dr. VaUetie, with a party of friends, will take 
her to PhilaaeJphia at once. 

YORKVILLE Y. C.—The annual open regatta of the Yorkville Y. 
C. will be sailed on May 23 instead of May 1C, as first announced. All 
boats under 82ft. are eligible. Those desiring to enter will please 
notify Mr. C. S. Marshall, Secretary Y. Y, C., One Hundred and 
Fourth street and First avenue. New York. 

QUINCV Y. C.—This club propose to build a club house costing 
$1,500, at Quinc.y Point, near the bluffs, where they have leased land 
for 10 years at $50 per year, with the privilege of removing the house 
or of selhng ic to the owners of the land, at an appraised value, should 
the latter di-pose of the property. 

INANDA.—The steam yacht Rival, lately purchased hy Mr. Field, 
has been completely rebuilt, in her upper w-orks, an l her name has 
been changed to Inanda. She will soon he in commission. Last week 
she was on the screw dock m New York for painting. 

ONEIDA. —Mr. E. Y. R. Thayer’s steam yacht, formerly the Uto- 
wana. was hauled up last week at East Boston for painting. She 
will soon be in commission, with her anchorage off Beverly. Captain 
Lockwood will have charge of her this year. 

THE N. Y. Y. C. CUP COMMITTEE.-Mr. E. K. Willard having re¬ 
signed from the Cup Committee, his place has been filled by Mr. A. M. 
Cahcone. 

PORTLAND Y. C.—This club will start on a cruise on May '29, 
Potts Landing being the first port. They will return on June 1. 

^maeinq. 
MOHiCAN C. C. RACES.-THE VESPER. 

HE sailing season is fairly open, and the new canoe Vesper prom¬ 
ises to fulfil the expectations of her owner. She has been in 

commission now long enough to show something of her character 
and has been inti-odiiced to some of her future associates and rivals 
The afternoon of .May 5 was pleasant and breezy, a southerly wind 
was blowing up the Hudson in summer holiday style. The Snake 
carefully ricged with her trim Mohican canvas, came out under the 
command of Mr. P. M. Wackexhagen to meet the Vesper, and she 
looked the seasoned veteran ane is, besides the spick-and-span new 
cedar and muslin. Both hauled close and worked down below the 
bridge and there began a test in the clear channel. The Vesper 
pointed just as elo-e as the Snake and she got to windward of her 
companion more and more. Snake had only a 15ft. dandy and Ves¬ 
per therefore reefed to same area, hut it made httle difference, Be¬ 
fore the wind with equal sail the new boat steadily overhauled and 
passed the old one, beating her in all points. 

May 12 saw the Thetis in commission and a rousing businessliUe 
souther blowing in regatta form for the occasion. In exposed reaches 
a moderate sea was running, with here and there a fleck of white. 
Vesper and Thetis, both with snugly reefed Mohican mainsails and dan¬ 
dies (anout 56ft.), thrashed out together through the bridges and took 
two or three miles of splendid sailing to wind war,J. It is ni edless to say 
that Thetis was well handled, or that she is a good boat The weather 
was not beyond her limit either. It was just such a day as she and 
Snake used to sail in for miles without eiiher gaining a length. But 
Vesper drew away, tack hy tack. Not much—no canoe need expect 
to get much to windward of Thetis when her captain is aboard—hut 
enough to decide Che much doubted question, whether the old cham¬ 
pions could be improved upon. Down at the Abbey Lighthou.se they 
loined company again and sheets were eased off and helms put up 
for another test-before the wind. This ivas where Snake was disap¬ 
pointing and where Thetis is accustomed to do better work. The Ves¬ 
per, in outside berth, ran even a few lengths, perhaps feeling the out¬ 
going tide the most, and then she started for a better berth ahead of 
her rival and increased her lead all the way home. The two were 
also compared with wind aoeam and with similar results. The Ves¬ 
per is without doubt faster every way than anything the Mohican 
Club has yet had. 

The first regular Mohican Club race of the season was sailed May 
13 for the cruising rig challenge medal, Sail area limited to 75ft. 
Course from upper bridge to first spar buoy and h^ck. about 2U 
miles. There was a mere breath of air from the S E. at 5:25 when 
Marion B. (Capt. R. S. Oliver), Thetis (Mr. P. M. Wackerhagen) and 
Vesper (Mr. R. W. Gibson) started under the supervision of Mate H. 
R. Pierson and Secretary Femow. Light draughts from the star- 
hoard quarter drifted them off together. Vesper a litHe astern at 
first. Then as they crept up the east shore > he Vesper took the lead 
and crossed the channel for the easiest way up. The+Js followed. 
Marion B. abandoned the race in the belief mat it could not be fin¬ 
ished. But the slight air held just strong enough to keep way on the 
boats and occasionally increased so as to ripple the water. Up the 
west shore, close to the d.vke as was safe, the Vesper dodged the cur¬ 
rent and Thetis continued her stem chase. Then at last out into the 
channel and around the buoy, which lay swirling in the smooth run¬ 
ning water, and down close hauled. Two short tacks 3vere uecessary 
to keep off the west shore; the air held steady and the current 
helped, and although the captain and the others had gone home in 
despair the race was flnlslied well within the limit by Vesper at 6:35 
Thetis five or six minutes later. 

Thursday. May 20. the championship race, unlimited, will be sailed, 
one mile and a halt to windward and return. 

Albany, May 14. R. S. Olivek, Captain M. C. 0. 

NAMES OF NEW A. C. A. MEMBERS.—Deseronto. May 8.—It 
should be the special duty of club offlcers to see that canoeists pro¬ 
posing to join the Association should forward their names to the Secre 
tary as early as practicable, in order that their names may appear in 
the A. C. A. book for iS3G; that they may have the benefit of the 
record of erui es, camp rules and programmes about to he distributed 
to the members of the Association; and also that an Association num¬ 
ber may be assigned to them, as such numbers must appear on the 
sail of every eahoe contesting in races at the annual meeting. Such 
action will simplify the wont and greatly assist the officers of the 
Association,— r, S. Rathdun, Commodore A. C. A. 

YONKERS C. C. CRUISE.—Yonkers, May 6.—Editor Forest and 
Stream: At a regular meeting of the Yonkers O. C , held May 4, it 
was i-esolved that the club take a cruise on May 81 up the Hudson as 
far a.s practicable and return the same day. We most cordially Invite 
any of our brother canoeists, who can, to participate with lis. We 
will leave Yonkers at 7 A. M. sharp,—H. L. Quick, Sec. 

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.—Messrs. R. P. Wakeman, of Southport, 
Conn., aud O. C. H. Smith and S. C. Cook, of St. Paul, Minn., are 
candidates for membership. 

A 500-MILE CRUISE ON THE RIVERS OF 

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA. 

BY MOBHISON K, PIXLEY AltD E. BUSSELL COOPER. 

Next morning we were up bright and early, and after the conven¬ 
tional breakfast of hot cakes and coffee, continued our ascent 

of the slough, which had now' become very difficult to follow on 
nccoimt of the numerous branches that often led us a long chase, 
only to end in some shallow poud. Our guns were now kept handy, 
for at every turn we made we were almost certain to start up (leeks of 
waterfowl, and not a few fell victims to our bad aim. 'I'he Slough 
grew wider and shallower, and by noon we had nothing to steer hy 
but the Maryville Buttes, which rose peri'endicularly from the plain, 
while far iu our rear we could just distinguBh a green belt of trees 
that marked the distant river, but these could only be seen by stand¬ 
ing up in the canoes, as the rushes reached above our heads. 

There being no evidence of any terra flrma except by sounding, we 
had to take our lunch on the water. It consisted of hard tack and 
four cold flap-jacks saved from breakfast. On the strength of this 
sumptuous fare and an allowance of grog we exerted ourselves to the 
utmost in forcing our way through beds of rushes in a vain attempt 
to reach the open water again. This continue'^ labor and the uncer¬ 
tainty of our position so delayed us that when dusk came on we were 
not more than twelve miles from our camping ground of the night 
before. It was useless for us to attempt to go any further that day, 
so running the canoes into a thick bank'of Iules. we lashed them 
together aud prepared to lay-io for the night. In setting our tents, 
instead of each one having his own, we lashed the inside edges to¬ 
gether. thereby making one large one, aud leaving room on the two 
decks for the extra baggage that was in the way of oursleeping arrange¬ 
ments. For supper we had to satisfy ourselves with hardtack and 
hot coffee, prepared over Talisman’s alcohol lamp, and 1 think it was 
the only occasion upon which we dispensed with the inevitable flap¬ 
jack. 

Next morning w'e held a consultation of war and came to the fol¬ 
lowing conclusions: First, that we had evidently got out of the main 
channel of the slough; second, that we were on the water, but 
where we could not exactly locate, or in other words, we were lost; 
and, thirdly, that if we continued ahead much longer that I, having a 
five inch keel under me. would be stuck hard and fast in the mud. 
’With all these unpleasant facts staring us in the face, we came to the 
only sensible coueliisiou on the premises and decided to retrace our 
steps. This was easier said than done, for, while we had been lying 
comfortably in our canoes, the wind and water had entirely obliter¬ 
ated our trail through the lules. We spent all day in attempting to 
force a passage through reeds that would not be bruised, and when 

‘ we bad bruised them and forced them under the keel, it was only to run 
the how of the canoe a‘hore on some yielding swamp moss that en¬ 
tirely stopped her passage, but at once gave way when you tried to 
step on it. 

Another nightfall found us still in the swamp, though evidently 
nearer the river than in the morning, for we had taken the precau 
tion, not having any compass, to go one behind the other, and by 
keeping the forward man in line with the how of the after canoe it 
was very easy for the second man to give the order port or starboard 
when the leader diverged from his course. This position was alter¬ 
nately taken by us, and we strongly recommend the exjtedient should 
any brother canoeist get into a like pickle. 

Tired with our hard day's work, we once more sought out a thick 
bed of tules and started tCKprepare our evening meal; this time, how¬ 
ever, a brilliant idea crossed my mind, a remembrance of old days in 
Africa when we grilled while hunting in the swamps. When Talis¬ 
man brought out his alcohol lamp with the triumphant assurance 
that -‘it was om- last resort.” I told him to throw the darned thing 
overboard, I was going to build a fire. His only reply to this rematk 
was a blank stare, not unmixed with pity at what he thought were 
my wanderings; at last he found words to express his indignation, 
for of course any canoeist feels insulted when his pet lamp, lantern, 
coffeepot, or canoe tent is made the subject of remarks derogatory 
to its unimpeachable character. 

I had meanwhile been busy clambering over the deck of my canoe 
and cutting all the rushes that grew within a few feet of its sides; 
these I gathered into a bundle and tied securely together. Talisman 
at once caught up my idea and began picking a fat mallard duckthat 
had been shot dm-ing the day. I next took my long single-blade pad¬ 
dle. and reaching down to the bottom brought up some soft adobe 
mud, this I spread over the rushes until it formed a thick floor; I 
then fished out from under the deck of my canoe a pile of driftwood 
which I had been patiently collecting during the day, and was now, 
thanks to the sun, almost dry. The fire was soon blazing brightly, 
the coffeepot filled and put on to boU, while the duck, with several 
thicknesses of bacon slices wrapped round him, was gaily broiling 
and spluttering gravy into a pan set underneaih to receive it. 

If you, savage reader, had been laboriously paddling your craft 
through this maze of reeds, and should have suddenly emerged on 
the spectacle that our camp must have presented. I am sure that it 
would have seemed more a dream than reality. The ruddy glow of 
the firelight shone on tne white walls of the two tents, which had been 
rolled up on one side, and from this it was reflected back again on 
the green screen that surrounded them, and each reed, as the fire¬ 
light flickered and danctd on the dew with which it was encrusted, 
sparkled like a stalactite; add to this the savo^ smell of the broiling 
duck and bacon, and you have a kind of faint idea of the impression 
that it left on our minds. 

When the supper was over we fastened down the edges of our tents 
securely, for the all weather-wise Talisman, with a glance aloft and 
a shake of the topknot on his fez, remarked that there would be a 
b’g blow before morning. Leaving him to fleure outhow long before 
we would feel the effects of it. I turned in with the hope that some of 
the old folks at home, aye, and young ones, too, would piay for the 
souls of those that ‘‘go down to the sea in ships.” 

It must have blown a hurricane during the night, but beyond the 
annoyance of having soiae of my tent lashings come undone, I hardly 
felt the effects of it. 

After about four hours hard work the next day, we found the 
mouth of the slough, which is a good deal like the wide end of a funnel. 
When we at length emerged upon our old friend, the Sacramento, we 
gave throe cheers and a tiger that left our throats hoarse, to show our 
appreciation of the pleasure that he bestowed upon us. 

Now that we were thoroughly ‘ out of the woods.” I began to feel 
drowsy and weak. Talisman knew that this meant malaria, that 
scourge of all lo w lands, and at once insisted on iny taking a dose of 
quinine in whisky. This braced me up for some little time, but the 
feeling of apathy soon returned, and when at length we got within 
about ten miles of the mouth of the Feather River, I laid back in my 
canoe, perfectly;powerless and unable to even paddle ashore. Talis¬ 
man immediately came to my aid, and lashing one of his cleats to 
one on the Undine, soon had me on terra firma; my bed was made by 
his strong, but not over gentle hands, and while I drowsed in a burn¬ 
ing fever, he kept himself warm at the fire, bavicggiven me his whole 
supply of blankets, that I might get into a good perspii-ation. 

For the next two days the only positive idea that 1 have of camp 
life is that Talisman would lift the tent occasionally and pour a dose 
of hot whisky and quinine or ginger down ray throat. On me third 
(lay. however, 1 was myself again, to the great delight and relief of 
my companion, who had cat e l for me with the same assiduity that the 
lien with a single chicken bestows on her progeny. I was for con- 
rinuiog the cruise at once but Talisman advised a “stay of proceed¬ 
ings,” so we decided to spend this day in camp, and on looking at my 
last entry in the log we were surprised to find that it was Sunday; 
this, of course, settled it, and as cleanliness is next to godliness we 
started in to wash our soiled linen (all flannel by the way) which, 
thank heaven, needed neither starching nor boiling. 

A Sunday in camp after all your work is done, is one of the most 
peaceful experiences that man ever indulges in; at least so we found 
it. Our iw'o canoes lay within six feet of each other on a small bar 
of pebbles and sand that terminated in a wild growth of blackberry 
and grape vines, fairly loaded with clusters of ripe fruit. Thus sur¬ 
rounded we spent the afternoon, lying under the shelter of our cents, 
while our two pipes sent up large volumes of smoke that lazily curled 
round the tepts without perceptible motion, The sterns of om- little 
craft were not hauled clear of the waters of the Sacramento, which 
gently washed them as it flowed past, burning like a river of quick¬ 
silver under the rays of the dazzling sun. 

Toward 4 o 'clock in the afternoon, as the trees on the opposite hank 
began to cast long shadows on the river. I got out of my tent, where 
I had been serenely dozing, and commenced operations on a black¬ 
berry pie that was to eclipse anything else ever put into the mouth 
of man; Talismau watched my operations intently from over the side 
of his canoe, and then having apparently made it up in his own mind 
that the pie was going to he a failure, picked up a small bucket to 
pick some more and replenish the stock that I was wasting, deter¬ 
mined, as he said, that'We should havetlie fruit of our labor if not 
the crust. The pie finished, I placed it between two layers of coals 
to bake and turned my attention to making flapjacks; I had hardly 
prepared the batter, however, when I saw two quail come out of the 
brush and stand not more tlian thirty yards away critically watching 
my operations. Their impudence leather annoyed me, and for fear 
that They might learn too much about the noble art of flapjack mak¬ 
ing, I rose to get my gun, which was leaning against a log a few feet 
away, but they anticipated the danger to come and immediately va¬ 
cated the premises. I had just taken my seat and put three spoonfuls 
of batter on the griddle when I saw two more quail come down and 
halt in the same spot. Waiting until I got them both in line 1 dropped 
them. Leaving them where they fell, I once more brought my mind 
to hear on the business at hand, and before I had the last pancake 

turned there were nine quail laying within a circle of as many feetj 
aU shot without my ha’ving once moved from the side of the fire. 
Talisman soon joined me and between the two of us we managed to 
get away with six of the birds, and contrary to my expectations and 
^•eatly to my benefit he cleaned out the whole pie. 

[to be concluded.] 

ROYAL C. C. 

ON Saturday last the second match of the season was .sailed on 
Hendon Lake, and gave as fine a piece of .sailing throughout as 

could be besired. The wind was of whole sail strength, from about 
N. N. E.. with a fresh puff occasionally, suggesting the advisability 
of a reef being hauled down. Considerable interest was added by 
the fact that the new Nautilus was sailing her maiden race in com¬ 
pany of the woll-tried Fearl of 1885. and Nina, a new canoe, which hi 
ibe previous race had held Pearl till stopped by getting stuck on sub¬ 
merged raiUngs. The entries were; Nautilus, Mr. W. Baden-Powell; 
Pearl, Mr E B. Tredwen; Nina. Mr. F. Miles; Diamond, Mr. H. 
Church; Sabrina, Mr. R. Turner; and Kitten, Mr, E. A. Leach. The 
latter did not start A flying start was made at 3:30 P. M , Nautilus 
taking the line with the gun. and Pearl bearing away across a couple 
of seconds later. The wind at the starting line being twisted in 
direction and varied hi strength by the hotel buildings and trees, 
Nautilus’s start was spoiled by a calm streak, while Pearl jumped 
along with a fair puff. In the run down wind Pearl gained nearly a 
minute, but Nautilus gaiued 2miu. 20see. on Pearl in the beat home (a 
distance on the straight of one mile, the round being two miles), the 
rounding times of home hiioy being: Nautilus, 4:07:40: Pearl, 4:09:00; 
Diamond, 4:12:30; Nina, 4:14:00. In the nm on the second round Pearl 
gained 40sec. on Nautilus; but in the beat back Nautilus gained 3min. 
40sec. ou Pearl; Nina gained 2inin. SOsec. on Diamond. In the final 
round Nautilus flnishecl at 5:35:00, Pearl 6:39:00; the rest not timed, 
the wind in this last round falling off to a light breeze near the win- 
niuR line under the lee of the gardens. Nautilus thus takes the sweep- 
stakes and the senior flag tor her maiden effort As Nautilus, and 
probably Pearl, will compete this autumn in America for the two in¬ 
ternational trophies on behalf of the Royal 0. C., it may be interest¬ 
ing to note that the sail plans of the two differ considerably, Pearl 
having about 30 sq. ft. more sail set than Nautilus. The water was 
smooth, and the question to be settled is how will Nautilus, with her 
comparatively full bow and single plate, perform in rougher water 
agaiast Pearl with her hollow how and two center plates? The cham¬ 
pionship race, which starts at 2:.30 P. M on Saturday, May 1 (to-day), 
may possibly decide the matter.—Londoii Field, May 1. 

the royal c, 0. challenge cup race. 

The sailing championship race for 1886 was held on May 1 on Hen¬ 
don Lake, near London, and after a keen and close contest was won 
by Nautilus, with Pearl second. 

The course was five rounds of the R. C. C. triangular course, mak¬ 
ing two miles per round or ten miles in all. With the wind at about 
east, the first side contahied a short run aud a reach; the second side 
from north to west marks was a dead run, and the third from west 
to east marks, a dead beat to windward of one mile as the crow flies. 

The prizes were the £50 R. C. C. challenge cup, with presentation 
prize of £5 and the champion flag of the club added. 

The entries were: 
Pearl.l4.6x32J4.E. B. Tredwen.2 centerplates. 
Nautilus.14.0x32 .W. BadeD-Powell.. .1 plate. 
Diamond .14 X33 .H. ChTirch. 1 plate. 
MinDie(Peai']No.6).i4 X33 .A. Tredwen.2plateg. 
Nina.14 X-33 .F. Miles....1 plate. 
Kitten .14 X33 .A, Leach .2 plates. 
Sabriua .11 X3l .R Turner .1 plate. 

Nina and Kitten did not start, their owners being unable to attend. 
Pearl and Minnie are, of course, genuine Pearls, and Nautilus, 

though of usual shape and up to full dimensions as to beam and 
length, is considerably shallower than any of the others, except 
Sabrina,;which !■? uncommonlylike the Snake (published In the Forest 
AND Stream). The Diamond carries tne full depth allowed, 16in. at 
her gunwale, having a flat deck; therefore, she is about as (ieep and 
la’-ge a canoe as can be built under the rules. Moreover, she carries 
a gun metal plate of some 120 pounds, as against the 60 pmmds of the 
Pearl’s and 56 pounds of Nautilus’s plates. Nautilus carried a com¬ 
paratively snug sail plan, Pearl having apparentlv more in both main 
and mizzeu, and Minnie considerably more sail. Diamond had about 
the same as Nautilus. The wind during the first three rounds was 
neither steady in strength nor in direction. The start was almost in 
a calm, and this was followed by a savage puff after the first buoy 
had been rounded; Pearl and Minnie rolled along in the puff. Nauti¬ 
lus reefed mam and lowered mizzen before the strength of the 
breeze caught her. these three being close together and dead before 
the wind. Minnie, after a couple of violent lurches from side to side, 
capsized, aud put an end to her chances of racing by quickly fllling; 
but boats arrived in time to .«avR her from sinking. PearJ. under whole 
sail, ran away from the reefed Nautilus and kept ahead in the beat 
back. Nautilus kept her reefs in till more than half the beating was 
done, and then under whole sail ajjpea.-ed to pick up somewhat of 
the distance Pearl had gaiued. Diamond also was sailing well to 
■windward, her heavy plate lifting her out well. She was close up to 
Nautilus, but the wind lightened up to almost a calm and took hold 
of the competing craft by turns from different quarters, giving one 
and then another a lift along. Thus went the second round. 

The thu’d round Nautilus got to windward of Pearl, but Pearl ran her 
in the run of the fourth round and took the west mark ahead of her; 
but the wind was now piping up and the two leaders should havereefed 
for the beat to windward but neither would do so while the other 
didn’t and so they cracked on making a splendid match of it. Nau¬ 
tilus on the third board got to windward of Pearl and there she stuck 
tack after tack and rounded the east mark ahead of Pearl. 

On the final run down wind Nautilus held her distance from Pearl 
and took the lee mark ahead. In the beat b.ack with a clinping and 
steady breeze Nautilus again waited on Pearl’s weather, and so sailed 
tack and tack the whole journey to windward. 

Nautilus crossed the line and won the cups and flag. The Pearl 
followed a minute and a half later, Diamond and Sabrina not timed 

Mr. Tredwen sailed Pearl to windward sitting up in her side deck 
flap, whereas Mr. Bader-Powell sailed Nautilus all through lying down 
nearly at full length, whether before the wind or beating. 

Thus makes the second race and second win for the new Nautilus 
of 1886. She is modeled with a verv flat door and a short full bow; 
her run is apparently full, but she only draws some 2>^in. aft, so there 
is but little body to drag through the water. 

As yet the deck sitting position does not appear to have been used 
in R. C. C. races, though both Pearl and Miunie had fittings for deck 
tillers. 

Side flaps to their decks exist in Pearl, Minnie and Kitten, and ap¬ 
pear to give considerable stability when in use by the skipper being 
enabled to sit close up to the weather gunwale. Nautilu.s has plain 
side decks, but her owner was heard to threaten that unless the club 
put a stop to these contrivances, which weaken the canoe but at 
same time give great advantage to the skipper, he should fit side 
flaps. Pei'haps, however, tne deck sitting position for sailing will, 
as the season advances, be more tried and followed by the English 
canoeists, in which case the deck flap will die a natural death, it 
being by no means popular as it is. 

The tendency in England is evidently toward less ballast and 
smaller sails, though possibly A. C. A. men who hear of 1201bs. in a 
centerplate or ISOlbs in shot bags, may consider the craft some¬ 
what heavilj; ballasted, yet comparatively ballast is on the decline, 
as a couple of seasons ago 300 or SoOlbs. was a not vmcommon amount. 

The Land and Water of May S has the following comments on the 
race: 

“The annual contest of the Royal Canoe Challenge Cup was 
invested with additional interest, as two aspirants for interna¬ 
tional honors figured among the entries, to wit. Mr. VV. Baden 
Powell’s new Nautilus and Mr. E. B. Tredwen’s Pearl of 183.5. There 
were three other competitors, but the affair was virtually a match 
between the two craft named, and a splendid struggle it was. Satur¬ 
day was beautifully fine, but early in the afternoon the breezes on 
Hendon Lake were very unsteady, puffs hard enough for a reef and 
the faintest of zephyrs alternatmg. At the outset of the race this 
state of things prevailed, and a fast traveling volley capsized the 
Minnie—the Pearl of 1383 under a new name. From the middle to the 
close of the race the breeze was, however, true and steady, and rhe 
result was a thoroughly reliable test of merit of the two I >oat5. The Nau¬ 
tilus won by 80sec., and it may be said that she is the fastest craft on 
a wind that has yet been built. On the other hand, the Pearl is the 
better tra veler with an easy sheet and also at dead running; yet this 
superiority may be due to her having wider w'ings than the Nautilus. 
The latter is by Turk, of Kingstou, from a design of her owner’s, and 
it may be said that she is quite anew departure, neither the fore body 
nor the after body show the least hollow, while the hull is smaller in 
bulk, and the sail spread less by comparison to the most successful 
racing canoes rhat have figured in past Challenge Cup contests. 
Judged by results, the alteration of shape has been a forward move, 
at least, so far as sailing over smooth water with a full whole sail 
bree^, and, although the Nautilus has not yet given a taste of her 
quality with her reef tied down and a short bead chop, there is no 
reason to_doubt her ability in this respect; in fact, curling water and 
a nice singing breeze should be just her handwriting. Mr. Baden 
Powell sa^d her to perfection, and, although Mr. Twedwen is an 
able man in these toy craft, when it comes to a turn about game and 
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Close fiddling it is rose nobles to dimes on the “crew” of the Nautilus. 
It maybe remarked that on the Saturday preceding the Nautilus 
beat the Pearl under very similar conditions of weather in an equally 
decisive way, and she may therefore be regarded as the crack of the 
Royal C. C.” _ _ 

BROOKLYN C. C. SECOND CHALLENGE CUP RACE.-On May 
15 the second race for the Brooklyn C. C. challenge cup was sailed, 
Minx being the challenging boat. A new course has been perma¬ 
nently buoyed off Bay Ridge, where the club have now a permanent 
location in the Atlantic Y. C. Basin, the course being triangular, half 
a mile on each side. The wind was unsteady and squally from south¬ 
east. with rain toward the latter part. The entries were: Quenn, Wm. 
Whitlock, holder; Minx, M. V. Brokaw, challenger; Tip Top, R. J. 
Wilkin; Evangelin^C. V. R. Schuyler. A tug followed the race with 
the time-keeper. With a free wind Minx led at first turn. Hauled 
on the wind on the second leg Guenn pulled up. but soon carried 
away the jaw of her boom, and had to retire. At the second mark 
Minx led, with Evangeline second and Tip Top third, the latter with¬ 
drawing after the first round. Evangeline finally finished first, but 
not being sailed by her owmer she could not take the cup, which goes 
to Minx. Juanila, Mr. Sinclair, sailed over with the races, but being 
outside the limits. 16x48, she could not compete for the cup. 

THE. A. C. A. TROPHY.—Kditor Forest and Stream; I beg to 
acknowledge further contributions to the A. C. A. international chal¬ 
lenge cup fund as follows: Outing, New York; A. C. Clerihew, J. F. 
L, Canon, F. M. Turner, Edward Pitt, Neil McLean. E. P. Comstock, 
C. H. Law, Brockville C. C ; Dr. A. G. Gerster, New York; John 
Henry Hull, Brooklyn; D. B. Platt, Rochester; C. V. A. Decker, Ron- 
dout; S. J. Loewenthal, New York; J. L. Kerr, Toronto; Henry K. 
Wicksteed, Port Arthur, Ont.. each $1.00; Henry Stanton. New York, 
$5.00; total, $20.00. Previously acknowledged, $184,00. Total to date, 
$204.00. Estimated cost of cup, $350.00.—William Whitlock, Chair¬ 
man, 37 West Twenty-second street. New York. 

CLUB MEASURERS-PRIZE FLAGS.-Oswego, N. Y., May 10.- 
Editoe Forest and Stream: The Jlegatta Committee desire, through 
your paper, to call the attention of all canoe clubs to the fact that 
ver.y few of them have sent in the names of their official measurers. 
As it is desirable to save time and trouble at our meet in August by 
having canoes measured beforehand, I have to request measurers 
who have blanks to send me the measurements of all A. C. A. canoes 
in their clubs. Those not having blanks will be furnished them upon 
apphcatlon to me. I desire also to call the attention of aQ canoeists 
or those Interested in canoeing to the fact that we have not had as 
liberal a response to our request for flags to be given as prizes as was 
expected.—J. B. McMurbich, Chairman Reg. Com. 1886. 

to ^arresfiondent^. 
Mo Motloe Taken of Anonymous Correspondents. 

W. H. C., Richmond, Va.—We have no picture of the dog men¬ 
tioned. 

S. M., Brooklyn—There is much game and fish in the Puget Sound 
country. There are no hostile Indians there. 

H. C. M.—Jacking deer in New York State is permitted in season 
The Governor has signed the bill permitting hounding. 

O. E. B.. Fall River, Mass.—We do not know of any dealer in 
feathers for fly making. The tackle men, no doubt, get their supplies 
from various sources. Some are obtained from dealers in game. 

H. J. B., Hamilton, Canada.—Can you Inform me how salmon roe 
is kept preserved or made up for use as a bait for fishing? It is (or 
used to be) for sale in England, but I am not aware that it can be 
procured in this country. Ans. It is not on sale in America and is 

not used that we know of. We think it is merely salted. Its use in 
England is looked upon as a species of poaching. 

C. P. R.—I have a pair of puppies which I am determined to break 
myself this fall. What work wou Id you recommend me to get from 
which to get advice and points? Ans. Hammond’s “Training vs. 
Breaking” is the best book. 

W. H. B., Gloversville, N. Y.—What is the best way to keep trout 
for two or three days while in the wood without ice? Ans. Clean 
them and wipe them dry and sprinkle them inside and out with either 
coffee, sugar, or pepper, or a mixture of all. Wrap each fish sepa¬ 
rately and keep in the coolest place. 

Reaper, Pleasenlville. Pa.—Please inform me when is the proper 
time to dock a setter’s tail to avoid being whipped off in brush shoot¬ 
ing? Ans. A setter’s tail should never be docked unless absolutely 
necessary to save the animal from suffering. In such case it may be 
done at anytime. 

J. E. J., Waterbury, Conn.—You should visit some fishery where 
trout are raised and see the ponds. Go to Plymouth. Mass., to Ply¬ 
mouth, N. H., or to the New York ,State hatchery at Cold Spring 
Harbor, Long Island. In this way you can learn more than in any 
other. We can send you “Domesticaied Trout,” by L. Stone, for $2, 
or “Practical Trout Culture,” by Dr. Slack, for $1. 

M. M. C., Corning, N. Y.—What is the best-sized hook to have trout 
flies tied on, the flies to be used in streams of Northern Pennsylvania 
and Southern New York, for trout one-quarter to one pound weight? 
Ans. This is, within certain limits, a question of taste or judgment. 
Most anglers prefer a hook as large as a No. 4 sproat, and a few like 
them as small as a No. 12. A medium would be a No. 6 or a No. 8. 
We like to use small hooks, and if the water is clear enough to per¬ 
mit a small fly to be seen, they are most killing on many streams. 
A general rule is large flies for Maine and small ones for New York; 
but many Adirondack fishermen use large flies, and believe them to 
be the most killing. 

EUUPHRETS' 
Homeopathic VeteVinary 

Specifics for 
HORSES, CATTLE, SHEEP. 

DOGS, HOGS, POULTRY. 

tyU. S. Governin’t. 
Chart on Rollers, 

and Book Bent Free. 

Humphreys’ Med. Co., 109 Fulton St., N. Y. 

Neat and lElegant. 
A great addition to the appearance of any lawm 

Just the thing for porch and lawn use and for camp¬ 
ing parties. Light and strong and folds compactly. 
Can be carried as easily as a common camp stool. 
Send for illustrated catalogue of Hammock and 
Invalid Chairs free to an.y address. 

HUBBARD HAMMOOK OHAIR 00., 
Sauk Centre, Minn. 

55 COTTRT STREET, BRGOKIL.YN. idea^ler iisr 

This cut shows No. 1-0 (or Black Bass size) with living Minnow attached. 

MANUFACTURED IN ALL SIZES PROM No. 5-0 TO No. 4, SUITABLE FOR 

Muskallonge, Pickerel, Black Bass, Lake Trout, Etc., Etc. 
All have patent treble hook with baiting needle, adjustable lip hook and treble swivel, and best silk metal wound gimp. 

This is the most ingenious invention and radical improvement in trolling tackle yet made. Its manifest superiority to all gangs now in use is evident 
to every expert angler. A few of its peculiar excellencies are;-It is the only gang on which a halt can live. It is the only gang which can he adjusted to 
any sized minnow' instantly and perfectly. It is not only the simplest but also the strongest gang made. It does not scare away the big and wary fish by a 
long array of treble heoks. The treble swivel insures perfect revolution of bait and reduces to the lowest possible point the liability of kinking th« hue. 

If your dealer does not keep our goods in stock, or will not order them for you, send 50 cents for our 128-page folio illustrated catalogue. 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, Manufacturers of Every Description of Fine Fishing Tackle, 
18 Vesey Street (Fourth door from the Astor House), New York. 

First Quality Goods at Lower Prices than any other House in America. 
Brass Multiplying Reels with Balance Handles, first quality and fine finish. 75ft., $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 180ft., $1.50 : 240ft., $1.76; 300ft., $2 00; 450ft., |3.^; 

600ft.. $2 60. Any of the above Reels with Drags, 25 cts. extra; nickel plated, 50 cts. extra. Brass Click Reels, 20yds., 60 cts.; SOyds., 75 cts.; 60yds., $1.00; 
nickel nlated. 50 cts. extra. Marster’s Celebrated Hooks Snelled on Gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, O’Sbaughnessy, Kmsey, 
Aberdeen, Sneck Bent, and aU other hooks. Single gut, 12 cts. per doz.; double, 20 cts. per doz.; treble, 30 cts. per doz. Put up one-half dozen m a package. 
Single Gut Trout and Black Bass Leaders, 1yd., 5 cts.: 2yds^ 10 cts., 3yds., 15 cts. Double Twisted Leaders, 3 length, 5 cts. ; treble twisted, 3 length 10 cts. 
Trout Flies. 60 cts. per doz. Black Bass Flies, $1.00 per doz Trout and Black Bass Bait Rods, Oft. long, $1.26 to $5.00. Trout and Black Bass Fly Rods, 10ft. 
long $1.60 to $10 w. Also forty-eight different styles of rods for all kinds of fishing. Samples of hooks, leaders, etc , sent by mad on receipt of price in 
money or stamps SEND STAMP f6r CATALOGUE. THB MANUFACTURE OF SNELLED HOOKS AND LEADERS A SPECIALTY. 

Established 20 Years. Open Evenings. J, F. MARSTJSRS, 55 Court Street. Brooklyn. 

The Still-Hunter, 
-BY- 

T. S. VAN DYKE. 
PRICE, POSTPAID. $2.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 

89 Park Row, New York. 

TB[OS. H. CHUBB, The Fishing Rod Manufacturer, 
"Post Mills, Orange Co., Vt. 

V '.. ' "T"'' ' ' 

All Lancewood Fly Rods, length lOJ^ft., weight 
8oz.; two tips. Nickel Plated Trimmings. War¬ 
ranted. Price $4.00; by registered mail, 85 cents 
extra. Also same style rod for trout and bass 
from 9 to 12ft. in length, to weigh from 6 to 
12oz. Same price. 

Send for Price List for 1886. 

WINCHESTER 
Repeating Arms Co.’s 

RIFLES & AMMUNITION, 
SBSale toy all IJealers* 

Send for 76-i)age (April, 1886) Catalogue. Just out. 

WINCHESTEE REPEATING ARMS CO., 
HA.VE3Nr, OOnM’KT. 

SkSLia. Fira>xi.0ls500« 
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S ALLCOCK & CO.’S 

Celebrated Fish Hooks, 
be had from all Fishing Tackle Dealers 

In any part of the world. 

One Good Hook is Worth 50 Bad Ones. 
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Gold Medsls and Highest Awards at all Exhibitions 

No. 777. 

PIEST QUALITY 

SPROAT HOOKS, 
S. ALLOOCK & CO., 

REDDITCH. 

i No. 

.. 
The Largest Manufacturers of Fishing 

Goods in the World. 
AU best goods bear our name and trade mark. 

WORKS, REDDITCH, ENGLAND. 
AND 

Silk Worm Gut Factory, Murcia, Spain. 
WHOLESALE ONLY. 

TROUT FLIES, 
36c. Per Dozen. 

H. H KIFFE, 
318 EULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

Send for Fishing Tackle Catalogue. 

FISH IK & 
WITH 

Hook 
AND 

liine. 
84 pages, 

illustrated.' 
Price 25c. 

3-piece Fly Rod, 25yds. Click Reel, 25yds. oiled 
Silk Line, six Flies, six Hooks to gut and Leader 
complete by express, $4.00. Post paid, $4 50. Two 
Sample Flies by mail, post paid, 16 cts.; per doz., 75 
cts. One 3 piece Trout Rod, Reel, 100ft. Linen Line, 
six Hooks to gut, one Sinker, one Leader and one 
Float, complete, $2.00. Post paid, $2.50. Send for 
our new catalogue, 320 large pages, over 6,000 illus¬ 
trations of all sporting goods, covers printed in 15 
colors, sent by mail for 26 cents. 

PECK & SNYDEK, 126 Nassan St., NT. Y. 

Salmon Fishing in Canada. 
We have the largest stock in America of Forrest 

& Son’s celebrated Salmon Flies, Rods, Reels, 
Casting Lines, etc., etc.. We have everything in 
Fishing Tackle for the successful capture of Sal¬ 
mon and Trout in Canadian waters. American 
anglers can obtain their complete outfit from us 
far below New York prices. Spliced Salmon and 
Trout Rods a specialty. Salmon and Trout Rods 
made to order and repaired. W. W. Greener’s 
Guns, Eley Bros. Ammunition, Curtis and Harvey’s 
Diamond Grain Powder, Clay Pigeons, Blackbirds, 
Glass Balls, Traps and all kinds of sporting goods. 
Send stamp for 42-page illustrated catalogue. 

T. W. BCYD & SCN, 1641 Notre Dame st., 
Montreal, Canada. 

Dickerman Pat. Hammerless Single-Barrel Shotgun 
DESIGNED ESPECIALLY FOR 

Automatic Safety Pistol Grip. Double BoltJ^Rubber Butt Plate, Pull Choke, 
Blued Frame, with Twist, Laminated or Damascus Barrels. 

12-GAIJGE NOW READY. 

Weight 634 to 7 lbs. 

Warranted to throw 300 

No. 8 shot in 30-inch circle 

at 33 yards. 

The Top Snap is utilized as the lever for cocking the hammer as well as breaking np the gnn. The leverage Is so adjusted that the gun is 
broken np and hanimer rocked as easily as an ordinary gun with simple top snap is broken up. By the same movement of the top snap the safety 

« lu forced rmder the forward part of the trigger, locking the latter firmly into the bent of the hammer. The Safety Bntton is located just In front 
of the trigger, Md is fully protected by the ^ard (as shown in cutj. Pronounced by the trade and sportsmen generally the Finest Single Gnn Made. 

INTERCHANGEA-CLE BIFLE BARBELS OF ALL CALIBERS furnished for these guns if desired. SEND FCR CIRCULAR. 

FISHING RODS 
Brother angler, do you want to know where to 

purchase a fine hand-made fishing rod, with numer¬ 
ous improvements not found in any other rod man¬ 
ufactured, and at a lower price than a machine rod 
can he pnrchasedf Send for price list containing 
hints in selecting a rod. 

EDWARD SMITH, 
Pittsford, Rutland Co., Vt. 

“Murcia" Silkworm Gut. 
FISHING AND SURGICAL USE. 

In lots to suit, all grades and lengths, ‘'Extra 
Heavy” to “Extra Fme.” Assorted thousands, ten 
different grades, including ‘-Extra Long,” put up 
for country trade and clubs. Prices, $6 to^15 per 
1,000. Assorted thousands, $7.60. Address LATASA 
& CO., P. O. Box 2,708, Washington Building, N. Y. 

WHITE BUCKING. 
ff and Carriage Top Dressing made and also 

the cheapest and easiest to use, when applied ac¬ 
cording to directions. It cleans, oils, softens and 
preserves harness, bringing out its original color as 
when new. In one operation. S. STONE, Sole Ag’t, 
S. O. BRIGHAM, Manager, 27 Park Place, N. Y. 

The Open Shot Regulator. 
Good for 10 or 40 yds. 

WINANS & WOODEN, 
97 West Kinney st,, Newark, N. J. 

Send bore of gim for sample. 

Manufactured by THE STRONG FIRE ARMS CO., New Haven. Conn., U. S. A. 

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES. 
People of refined taste who desire exceptionally fine 

cigarettes should use only our Straight Cut, 

put up in satin packets and boxes of 

10s, 20s, 50s and 100s. 

14 First Prize Meilals. WM. S, KIMBALL & CO. 

THE SETTER, 
-BY- 

LAVERACK. 
^Ith colored IllU8ta*ations. Price, postpaid, $3.00 

For sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Go. 

SMALL YACHTS. 
Their Design and Construction, Exemplified by the 

Ruling Types of Modern Practice. With 
Numerous Plates and Dlustrations. 

—BY— 
C. P. KONHARDT. 

Cloth, 370 pages of type and illustrations, and 70 
plates. Size of page, Price $7.00. 

FOB SiLE BY THE 
FCRE3T AOT) STREAM PUBLISHING CC., 

30 Park Row, New York, 
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CLAY BIRD CARTRIDGES. 

liOAD No. 1, Second Quality Clay Bird Carlrldge—12-6auge—3J4 drams powder, lj4 oz. No. 7 

shot. Per hutdred, $2.25. ., -.r r, 
BOAD No. 8, S cond Quality Clay Bird Cartridge-10-Gauge—4 drams powder, 1J4 oz. No. 7 

shot. Per hundred, $2.50. 
BOAO No. 3. Better Quality Ciay Bird Cartridge—13-Gauge-3drams powder, 1)4 oz. No. 7 

shot. Per hundred, $2 75. 
BOAO No. 4. Better Quality Clay Bird Cartridge—lO-Gauge-4)4 drams powder, 1)4 oz. No. 7 

shot. Per hundred, $3. 
BLUE ROCK PIGEON CARTRIDGES. 

LOAD No. 53, Second Qualily Blue Rock Pigeon Cartridge—13-Gaugo—3)4 drams powder, 
1)4 oz No. 8 shot. Per hundred, $2 26. „ ^ j 

LOAD No. 63. Second Quality Blue Rock Pigeon Cartridge—lO-Gauge-4 drams powder, 1)4 
oz. No. 8 shot. Per hundred. 2.60. 

LOAD No. 64, Better Quality Blue Bock Pigeon Cartridge-13-Gauge-3)4 drams powder, 
1)4 oz No. 8 shot. Per hundred, $2 75. , ^ . .w . 

LOAD No. 56, Better Quality Blue Bock Pigeon Cartridge—10-Gange-4M drams powder, 
1)4 oz No. 8 shot. Per hundred, $3. .... ^ x j n/ -kt o u ^ 

LOAD No. 66, For Parker Guus-l 3-Gauge—3)4 drams Dead Shot powder, 1)4 oz No. 8 shot, one 
card and two 11-gauge pink edge wads over powder, thin wad over shot. Per hundred $2.p. 

LOAD No. 57, For Parker Guus—10-Gaugo—4)4 drams Dead Shot powder, 1)4 oz. No. 8 shot, o 
card and two 9-gauge pink-edge wads over powder, thin wad over shot. Per hundred, $3. 

LOAD No 40, Hood Powder Cartridge—13-Gauge-3)4 drams Amencp Wood nowder, primed 
with half dram of fine black powder, 1)4 oz. No. 8 shot, wadded with one %-inch thick white felt wad 
between two cardboards over powder (75 pounds pressure), thin wad over sh(^ Per hundred, $1.60. 

LOAD No. 43, Wood Powder Cartridge—10-Gauge-4)4 drams American Wood powder, primed 
with half dram fine black powder, 1)4 oz. no 8 shot, wadded with one ?4-inch thick white felt wad 
between two cardboards over powder (75 pounds pressure), thin wad over shot. Per hundred, $4.10 

LOAD No. 68. Highest Quality Cartridge—13-Gauge—Pirstgrade paper sheU.^ drams Curtisj & 
Harvey, Duponts Diamond Grain, Orange Lightning, Hazard s Electric, Pigou, Wilkes& Laurence (or 
any other similar quahty powder), 1)4 oz. No. 8 shot, either drop or chilled as preferred, one card and 
two pink-edge wads over powder, thin wad over shot. Per hundred, $4.25. , ,, , , „ • o, 

LOAD No. 69: Highest Quality C«tridge-10-Gauge-First grade paper shell. 4 drams OurDiss & 
Harvey, Duponts Diamond Grain, Orange Lightning, Hazard’s Electric, Pigou, Wilkes & Laurence 
(or any other similar quality powder), 1)4 oz. No. 8 shot, either dmp or chiUed as preferred, one card 
and two pink edge wads over powder, thin wad over shot. Per hundred, $5. 

CLAY PIGEON CARTRIDGES. 

LOAD No. 6, Second Quality Clay Pigeon Cartrldge—12-6aug6—3)4 drams powder, 1)4 oz. No. 
7 trap shot. Per hundred, $2 25. 

LOAD No. 6, Second Quality Clsy Pigeon Cartridge—10-Gange—4)4 drams powder. 1)4 oz. No. 
7 trap shot. Per hundred, $2.50 

LOAD No. 7, Better Quality Clay Pigeon Cartridge—13-Gauge—3)4 drams powder, 1)4 oz. No. 
7 trap shot. Per hundred, $2 75. 

LOAD No. 8, Better Quality Clay Pigeon Carti idge—10-Gauge—4)4 drams powder, 1)4 oz. No. 
7 trap shot. Per hundred $3. 

LOAD No. 9, For Parker Guns—13-Gauge-3)4 drams Dead Shot powder, 1)4 oz. No. 7 trap shot, 
one card and two ll-gauge pink-edge wads over powder, thin wad over shot. Per hundred, $2.76. 

LOAD No. 10, For Parker Guns—10-Gawge—4)4 drams Dead Shot powder, 1)4 oz. No. 7 trap shot, 
one card and two 9-gauge pink-edge wads over powder, thin wad over shot. Per hundred, $3, 

BLACKBIRD CARTRIDGES. 

LOAD No. 13, Second Quality Blackbird Cartridge—12-Qauge—3)4 drams imwder, 1)4 oz. No. 
8 trap shot. Per hundred, $2.25. • 

LOAD No. 14, Second Quality Blackbird Cartridge—10-Gauge—4)4 drams powder, 1)4 oz. No. 
8 trap shot. Per hundred, $2 50. 

LOAD No. 16, Better Quality Blackbird Cartridge—13-Gauge—3)4 drams powder, 1)4 cz. No. 
8 trap shot. Per hundred, $2.75. 

LOAD No. 16, Better Quality Blackb'rd Cartridge—10-Gauge—4)4 drams powder, 1)4 oz. No. 
8 trap shot. Per hundred, $3. 

LOAD No. 17, For Parker Gnus—13-Gauge—3)4 drams Dead Shot powder, 1)4 oz. No. 8 trap shot, 
and two 11 gauge pink-edge wads over powder, thin wad over shot. Per hundred, $2.75. 

LOAD No. 18, For Parker Gung—lO-Gauge-4)4 drams Dead Shot powder, 1)4 oz. No. 8 trap shot, 
one card and two 9 gauge pink-edge wads over po wder, thin wad over shot. Per hundred, $3. 

THE SECOND QUALITY CARTRIDGES are loaded in Club Rival or Climax Paper 
Shells, biack-edge wadding. 

THE BETTER QUALITY CARTRIDGES are loaded in Star Paper Shells, pink-edge 
wadding. Any of these cartridges may be used to make scores for the Cnamberlin Cartridge 
Co.’s $3,000 cash prizes, entries for which may be made at any time before August 31, 1886. 

TATHAM & BHOS., Eastern Agents, 
82 Beekman Street, New York City. 

PERFECTION AT LAST. 
THE 

BRAY FIY BOOK, 
It will be gratifying to anglers to know that 

there is at last & perfect Fly Book in the market 

one in which flies may he attached as quickly 

as they could be thrown into an ordinary 

envelope, being at the same time perfectly 

secure, and may be as readily detached. The 

snell, regardless of its length, is at all times 

kept straight (the advantage of which no ang¬ 

ler need be told), and each fly stands out so 

that one can see in an instant his entire assort¬ 

ment and select the one he desires. 

Prices in Sheep Skin. 
3 Sheets to hold 8 dozen.$4 GO 

12 

4 

Morocco Cover, 2 Pockets, 
$1.00 Extra. 

Spalding’s Celeteated Split Bamboo Bods, 
With Patent Serrated, Shouldered, Waterproof Ferrules. 

Unequalled for Uniformity of Spnng, DurabiUty and Beauty of Finish. 
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: Co. will send post paid any boo^ 

ot publisher's price. 

's Library. 
13Cfe.SLX3.*S BOO^S 

y mail, 'postpaid, on receipt of price, 

ey accompanies the order. 

)OKS EXCHANGED. 
quidje: books and maps. 

Adirondacks. Map of, Stoddard.>1 00 
Farrar’s Guide to MoosebeadLake, pa. 50: do. 1 00 
Farrar’s Guide to Richardson andJ^ngeley 

Lake, paper, 50; cloth .. . .. 1 00 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake .... 50 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Region 50 
Florida Annual. 50 
Guide Book and Map of the Dead River Region 50 
Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddard. 25 
Map of Androscoggin Reg'^on. 50 
Map of Northern Maine, Steele..... 1 00 
Map of the Thousand Islands. 50 
Map of the Yellowstone Park . 2 50 

uoiKsn. 
American Roadsters and Trotting Horses. 6 00 
Boots and Saddles, Mrs. Custer. i 60 
Boucher’s Method of Horsemanship.. 1 00 
Bruce’s Stud Book, 3 vola . 30 00 
Dadd’s American Reformed Horse Book, 8vo. 2 50 
Dadd’s Modem Horse Doctor. 12mo. ;50 
Horses, Famous American Race. 75 
Horses, Famous American Trotting. 75 
Horses, Famous, of America. l 50 
How to Ride and School a Horse. 1 00 
Jenning’s Horse Training... i 25 
Manual of the Horse.. 26 
Mayhew’s Horse Doctor. 3 00 
Mayhew’s Horse Management. 3 00 
McClure’s Stable Guide. -i 00 
Rarey’s Horse Tamer. 50 
Riding and Driving. 20 
Riding Recollections, Whyte MelviUe’s. 3 00 
Stonehenge, Horse Owner’s Cyclopedia.__ 3 75 
Stonehenge on the Horse, English edition, 8vo 3 50 
Stonehenge, on the Horse, American edition, 
l2mo. 2 00 

The Book of the Horse . .   8 00 
The M astifif, the History of, by M. B. Wynn... 2 50 
Veterinary Dictionarv, Going . 2 00 
Wallace’s American Stud Book.. 10 00 
Wallace’s American Trotting Register, 2 vols. 20 00 
Woodruff's Trotting Horses of America. 2 50 
Vonatt and on the Horae , .g OO 

ADAM WATTERS, 
Wholesale and Retail 

Tea Dealer,¥iie& Spirit Merclit. 
No. 22 Fab’ique Street, 

aUEBEO. 

Fishing and Hunting Parties 

furnished with everything neces¬ 

sary for the woods on the short¬ 

est notice. 

GOLD MEDAL, PAEIS, 1878. 

BAKER’S 

Warranted absolutely pure 
Cocoa, from which the excess of 
Oil has been removed. It has three 
times the strength of Cocoa mixed 
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar, 
and 1b therefore far more economi¬ 
cal, costing less than one cent a 
cup. It is delicious, nourishing, 
strengthening, easily digested, and 
admirably adapted for invalids as 
'well as for persons in health. 

Sold by Grocers everywhere. 

f. EAM & CO., Dofcliester, Mass. 

CRATEFUL-COWFORTING. 

EPPS’S COCOA. 
BREAKFAST. 

“By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws 
which govern the operations of digestion and nutri¬ 
tion, and by a careful application of the fine prop¬ 
erties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr, Epps has provided 
our breakfast tables with a delicately flavored 
beverage which may save ns many heavy doctors’ 
bills. It is by the judicious use of such articles of 
diet that a constitution may be gradually built up 
until strong enough to resist every tendency to 
disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating 
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak 
point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by keep¬ 
ing ourselves well fortifled with pure blood and a 
properly nourished frame.’’—Cfwl Service Gazette. 

Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold 
only in half pound tins by Grocers, labelled thus: 

JAMBIS ISFl’S A CO., Homoeopathic Chem¬ 
ists, London. Bins']and. 

HANNAFORD 
V. 

Ventilated 

RUBBER BOOTS. 
The only hoots made that 

WIliZi NOT sweat or chill the feet. 
Wll/lj K.JEEP the feet dry and warm. 

These hoots have been in use for two seasons, 
and given entire satisfaction. Hundreds testify 
that they can be worn with comfort. 

Will be sent C.O.D. Ask your 
dealer for them, or send for circular. 

, HAMAFORD VENTILATED BOOT CO. 
' 79 Milk Street, Boston. 

Canoe and Camp Cookery. 
By “SENECA.” 

A practical cook book for canoeists, Corinthian sailors and outers. Practical because 
the author gives explicit and intelligible directions for preparing such dishes as he has him¬ 
self actually tested in camp and on a cruise. This is just where the recipes differ from the 
absurdly impracticable dishes given in some so-called camp cookery books. The cooking 
outfit is described, and numerous hints on camp economy add to the value of the work. 
Cloth, 96 pages. Price $1.00. 

NEW YORK; Eobest and Stream Ptjblishing Co.. 39 Park Row. 
LONDON: Davies & Co., 1 Pinch Lane. CornhOl. 

KDNNDL.. 
American Kennel, Burges.... 8 06 
British Dogs, Daiziel... 4 00 
Dog, Diseases of, Dalzlel. 80 
Dog, Diseases of, HiU. 2 OC 
Dog Breai>ing, Floyd. 60 
Dog Breakmg, by Holabird. 25 
Dog Breakmg, Hutchinson, . 3 76 
Dog, the Dinks, May hew and Hutchinson. 3 OC 
Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond. J Of 
Dogs and Their Doings, Morris... 1 75 
Dogs of Great Britam America and other 

Countries. . . 2 OC 
Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, I6mo. 76 
Dogs, Points for Judging . 6C 
Dogs, Richardson, pa. 30. ■ loth. 6t 
Dogs and Their Ways, Williams. I 26 
Dogs and the Public . . 7t 
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment in 

Disease, by Ashmont.. 2 Of 
Englishe Dogges, Reprint of 1576. . 60 
English Kennel C. 8. Book, Voi. 1. 5 Os 
English K. O. S. Book, Vols. Ill to X.. each.. 4 5C 
Glover’s Album, A Treatise on Canine Diseases 50 
Our Friend the Dog . 3 ot 
Practical Kennel Guide, Stabler. i 5( 
Setter Dog, the, Laverack . 3 Of 
Stonehenge, Dog of British Islands. 6 00 
The Dog, by Idstone ..... . 12.' 
Vero Shaw’s Book on the Dog, clo«b, ^.00; 

morocco .. . 22 5t 
Youatt on the Dog. 3 51 

SPOKTS AND GAiTIEIS. 

American Boy’s Own Book, Sports and Games 2 00 
Athletic Sports for Boys, bds. 75c.; cloth... 1 00 
Boy’s Treasury of Sports and Pastimes, etc.. 2 Ot 
Cassell’s Book of Sports and Pastimes. 3 00 
Croquet .   20 
Easy Whist. 50 
Hands at Whist. 50 

Instruction in the Indian Club Exercise. 25 
Skating.      35 

Stonehenge, Encyclopedia of Rural Sports... 7 5C 
Whist for Begiimers .  50 

in I ncie;l.l,aiv EovSi 
A Naturalist’s Ramblei- About Home, Abbott. 1 5( 
Adventures of a Young Naturalist .  1 71 
Amateur Photogr^her . l (X 
Animal Plagues. Fleming . 4 81 
Antelope and Deer of America. 2 5( 
Archer, Modem   3£ 
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thomnson.... 1 5t 
Atlas of Jersey Coast. 1 50 
Blacs Hills of Dakota. Ludlow, quarto, cloth, 

Govemmeut Report. 3 5t 
Common Objects of the Seashore. . 56 
Eastward Hoi   l 2t 
Historical and Biographical Atlas of New Jer¬ 

sey Coast....   6 (X 
How to Make Photographs. 1 OC 
Humorous Sketches, Seymour. 6 OC 
Insects Injurious to Vegetation. 6 5C 
keeping One Cow. .. ... . 1 OC 
Life and Writings of Frank Forrester, 2 vols., 

per vol..    1 5C 
Mammals of New York, paper, $4; eloth....; 5 OC 
Ma.vnara’s Manual of Taxidermy . 1 2f 
Man ton’s Taxidermy Without a Teacher. 5t 
North American Insects . 1 5C 
Old St. Augustine, Fla., Illustrated. 1 5t 
Packard’s Half-Hours With Insects. 2 5C 
Pistol, The.   56 

Photography for Amateurs.   6t 
Practical Forestry, by Fuller. l 5f 
Practical Taxidermy and Home Decoration, 

Batty .  1 60 

Practical Orange Culture. 1 OO 
ETactical Poultry Keeping. 2 oc 
Randall’s Practical Shepherd. 2 OC 
Sportsman's Gazetter, Hallock. 3 oc 
Sportsman’s Hand Book, Col. Horace Park... 1 00 
Studies in Animal Life, Lewis. l OC 
The Forester, by Brown...10 00 
The Northwest Coast of America.. 20 00 
The Taxidermists’Manual, Brown.. l 00 
Wild Flowers of Switzerland.   15 00 
WUd Woods Life, Farrar.     1 35 

Woodcraft, “Nessmuk”..  l oo 
Woods and Lakes of .  | oo 
Yonatt oil Bbeen.*..-y.,,, i a» 

ESTABLISHED 50 YEARS. 

J. cSc C0.5 
Importers, Manufacturers, Wholesale and Retail Dealers in 

50 & 52 Fulton Street, JVew York City. 

SPECIAIiTIES FOR 1886. 
Hand-Made Fishmg Rods as follows: Split Bamboo Trout and Bass Rods, $15. $20, $36: G'-eenbeart 

Troutand Bass Rods, $15; Ash Laticewood Trout and Bass Rods, $5, $7. $’0; Weakflsh Rods, pepp -r 
cane 2d lomc, 2 Greenhart tips, $16, $20, $25: Asb and Lancewood, -3 .loints, 7J4Et., $5. $7, $i : Midge Trout 
Flies, $1 per doz.; COrdinary Trout Flies, 75 cis., fl per doz.; Bass Casting and TroHine- Flies $2, $3 per 
CR e ’ Fly Line, per yard, 6 cts.: KGso Sala.on Flies, the largest assortment in America, 
$6 to $9 per doz ; Click Reels from $1 upward. Also ttie largest stock of Dog Collars, Muzzles and Fixings 
in the United States. Full line W Guns, Revolvers, Cutlery, Traveling B igs and every article used bvthe 

Headquarters for Archery, Lawn lennis. Base Ball anil Cricket. 
Send 15 cents for our 160-page Illustrated Catalogue, containing everything in the line. 

ORDERS BY WAIL PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO. 

JUMBOLENE 
(Trade Mark Registered.) 

Cures and presents Insect Bi'es, Sunburn, 
Chapped Hands and Face. It is the best Liid- 
ment in use for Burris, Scald-, Chilblains. Frost 
Bites. Sprains, RheumaTsm, Neuralgia, efc. 

It prevents blood poisoning in cuts and other 
wound< and promotes rapid healing in all cases. 

For Sale by Druggists and Dealers in Sporting 
Goods, at 60 cents per bottle. 

TflOS. JENNESS & SON. 
PROPRIETORS, 

Bang-or, Me., U. S. A. 
Wholesale Agents; John P.Lnvell’s Sons, Boston; Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co., Chicago. 

TTATn A T D-i_i;__ T.-i. 

UNEQUALLED 

AS A 

Combined 
Beautifully Flnishc'’ 

and all 

B, Bullet Mould. 

CANOE HANDLING. 
By C. B. VAUX (“DOT”). 

A complete mamial for the management of a canoe. The author begins at the very 
beginning, describes and explains the rudiments in the simj est and plainest way possible. 
Everything is made intelligible for beginners: and besides this ABC teaching there are so 
many hmts and wrinkles that the oldest canoeist afloat wiU find pleasure and profit in the 
study of these. The book is complete and concise—no useless duffle between its covers. The 
subjects treated are the choice of a canoe, paddling, sailing, care of the canoe, recipes and 
mles. The text is further elucidated by numerous practical drawings, and the beauty of the 
book is enhanced by the many ornamental vignettes. Pages 168: uniform with “Canoa 
BuUdmg.” Price, postpaid, $1.00, * 

NEW YORK: Foeest anp Stream Publishing Co.. 39 Park Row, ^ 
LONDON: Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane, ComhiU. 
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COPIES WANTED.—JAN. 4, 11, 18 and 25. FEB. 1, 
March 8 and Sept. 13. 1888: Feb. 7 and 14. March 

6,1884. We are short of these issues, and would be 
obliged if any of our readers having one or all of 
these numbers that they do not want will send to 
Forest and Stream Pub. Co.. 39 Park Row. New 
York Oitv. mar26.tf 

WANTED. 

Bear, Buffalo, Deer, Wolves, Foxes. Spotted Cats. 
Civit Cats, Lynx, Panthers, Antelope, Otter, Beav¬ 
ers and other animals and birds of all kinds. Ad¬ 
dress D. H. TALBOT, Sioux City, la. 

Jor Hit* 
fc tTTAMBKOOKS.” AN EARTHLY PARA 

JnL dise. Pleasure, Health, Happiness. “A 
Thing of Beautv is a Joy Forever.” A charming 
home on the Choptank River, the prospective route 
of the 1 hesapeake & Delaware Ship Canal. About 
1 mile from Cambridge, the most attractive and 
thriving town in Maryland. Contains 166 acres of 
very fertile land, in the highest condition of im¬ 
provement—8 acres in wood. Choicefruit. Double 
brick house, 60X50, with frame addition, 11 rooms, 
besides pantries and cellars. Large barn, stable, 
corn houses and tenant houses. Soil mostly loamy, 
easily cultivated, very responsive, equally adapted 
for fruit, grass or grain House stands in a 4-acre 
lawn, well shaded, 100 yards from the terraced 
bank of the river—at this point two miles wide. 
Situation in the highest degree healthful, beautiful 
and convenient. River salt, abounding in fish, oys¬ 
ters and game. Best situation on the river for bed¬ 
ding and packing oysters profitably. Climate mild: 
diphtheria, catarrh and pulmonary diseases almost 
unknown. Suitable in an uncommon degree for a 
place of public resort or sanatarium summer and 
winter. Equally desirable as a gentleman’s country 
seat, affording every facility for boating, bathing 
and all aquatic amusements. Society of the best 
in Maryland—intelligent, courteous and kind. 
Present owner has occupied it for 13 years. No 
mortgage or other incumbrance. Title unquestion¬ 
able. Steamboats and rail facilities daUy; likewise 
telegraph. No such property is offered or can be 
bought in this State. A rare opportunity for a 
gentleman of wealth, taste and leisure, seeking 
recreation, health and rational enjoyment. Steam¬ 
ers leave Light street wharf, Baltimore, every night 
at 9 o’clock for Cambridge. Early morning train 
from Philadelphia, Wilmington & Baltimore Depot, 
via Delaware Railroad, at Wilmington. Come and 
see. Price, $20,000. E. G. WATERS, M. D., 216 
McCulloch St., Baltimore, Md., or A. E. WATERS, 
Cambridge, Dorchester Co , Md. mayl3.4t 

■V^Tlxito 
(Lepus Americanus.) 

A few living specimens will be sent to orders ac¬ 
companied with the cash, at $2 each, and delivered 
in good order and properly boxed, at Bethel express 
office. J. G. RICH, Bethel, Me. 

LIVE QUAIL. &“ist.^%Ta^l 
send orders at^once to insure prompt delivery. 
E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Merchant, 174 
Chambers st., N. Y. 

^ Chester White, Berkshire 
and Poland China Pigs. Fine 
Setter Dogs, Scotch Collies, 
Foxhounds and Beagles, 

. Sheep and Poult'-y, bred and 
__f for sale by W. Gibbons & Co., 

West (’hester, Chester Co., Pa. Seno stamp for 
Circular and Price List. 

^(r*EXCHrNGE FOR SMALL CALIBER OR 
JL anything m sporting lire of equal value, or 

Sell at half cost, an • legant BaHard rifle end com¬ 
plete ou'fl', almost new. rifle Union Hill model. If 
you want a bargain write at once to Box 85, Spring 
ville. Pa_ma.v20.2t 

For sale.—ENGI.ISH GOLDEN PHEASANTS, 
Lady Amherst and cross breed o Gol"en and 

Lady Amherst Pheasants, j st imporied, all in full, 
rich plumago. Can be seen at LoU S RUHE’S 
BIRD E.dPORlUM. 24 North William st , N. Y. It 

in ilxt f tttd. 

W.AUiJ-i.A.tJH.’S 

Map of the Adirondacks. 
IN CLOTH COVERS. PRICE $1.00. 

Foresi and stream Publishing Co , 

39 Park Row', N. Y. 

in iVtt ^tnfi. 

Miis aid AfBit KiaiBl. 
IN THE STUD. 

CHtWPIttN KODEKiGO winner of All Aged 
Stake at National Tnnis, Grand Junction, 1885. 

FEk; #75. 

RE BEE WINTi’EM., imported from Llewellin’s 
Kennel Blood brortier of Count Noble and winner 
of English Derby, 1882. • 

FEE #30. 

Broken dogs for sale. For further information 
address J. M, AVENT. Hickory Valley, Tenn., or 
MEMPfll'l-AVENT KENNEL, Memphis, Tenn. 

FOKB8T CITY KENNELS. 

St. Bernarils and English Pugs. 
IN THE STUD. 

Champion rough-coated St. Bernard Caesar 
(A.KR 22); fee t26. English pug Sam; fee |10. 
Pups for sale. Address with stamp, Portland, Me. 

THE immense rough-coated 8T. 
BERNARD CHAMPI«»N 

O T II O 
(A.K.R. 483). 

Orange tawny, perfect blaze and collar, other 
white markings correct; double dew claws. Born 
August, 1882. This celebrated dog stands 38)4 in. 
full at shoulders, weighs 183 lbs. (Jan. 80. 188b), has 
a grand, massive nead, immense bone, and is per¬ 
fect in disposition. 

“Otho is conceded to be the best fronted St Ber¬ 
nard in the country.”—Amertcan Kennel Begister, 
June, 1885. 

’‘Otho is one of the grandest fronted dogs we 
have ever seen. His head is a study and his fore¬ 
arm we have never seen surpassed. He is also an 
Immense upstanding dog. —Forest mid Stream, 
Oct. 30,1884. 

Fee $50. Approved bitches only. Cabinet pho¬ 
tos, 50 cents. Imported stock for sale. Also pup¬ 
pies sired by Otho. THE HOSPICE KENNELS. Im¬ 
porters and Breeders of Thoroughbred St. Ber¬ 
nards, Arlington, N. J. 

BEXaTUXJS. 

ported Laverack setter, thoroughly field broken 
,s great bone, substance and endurance. Sire ot 
ported champion Rockingham, champion show 
glish setter of America. 

FEB, #50.00. 
for circulars giving breeding, winnings, trinnings 
stock sired by him, etc., Address H. F. SCHELL- 
i.SS, 6 Brevoort Place. Brooklvn, N. Y. 

IN TH^STUD. 

Chestnut Hill Kennels. 
The imported rough-coated sheep dog Nullamore 

(K.C.S.B. 16,023) litter brother to England’s cham¬ 

pion Dublin Scot, for a few approved bitches. 

Address P. 0. Box 1,630 Philadelphia, for terms. 
mayl3,4t 

1^II 
IN THE STUD. 

Imported from Mr. Llewellin’s kennels (he is 
bluest of the blue), by Dashing Bondhu ex Novel. 
He is also a grand field dog, as his record shows at 
the late trials of the N. F. T. Club at Grand Junc¬ 
tion, beating such noted dogs as Gladstone Boy, 
Mainspring, Bessie A., Gath’s Mark, Trinket’s Bang 
and other fine ones. Fee $35. A. M. TUCKER, 85 
Main street. Charlestow-n, Mass. 

BEAUFORT. 
(Champion Bow—Beulah). 

The best looking pointer living. A grand field 
dog and the sire of winners on the bench and in the 
field. Fee $50. 

NEVISON. 
The acknowledged champion mastiff of America. 

Winner of 40 champion and first prizes, beating The 
Emperor. Creole, Ilford Cromwell, Hero II., Prus¬ 
sian Princess, etc., etc. Fee $50. 

For Sale.—Three handsome young setter bitches 
of fashionable blood. CHAS. H. MASON, 13 Bed¬ 
ford ave., Brooklyn, E. D., N Y. aprl5,tf 

St. Bernards and Pugs. 
CHAMPION HERMIT (A.K.R. 23) litter broth¬ 

er to champion Otho, and sire of prize winners 
KOnig, Kobold, Lys. Fee $40. 

Imported KUliOLPH II. (champion Cadwalla- 
(ier-Myra), prize winner in England and wmuer of 
two firsts and specials in America Fee $30, 

Imported pug \OUNG T*»BY (A.KR 473), win 
ner of tout firsts and specials in America, sire of 
many prize winners. Fee $15. Fine pups on sale. 
CHEQUASSET KENNELS, Lancaster, Mass. 

BRADFORD RUBY. 
(E 13 834 ) 

Sire, Champion Lovat—Dam, Champion Jenny. 
Obampioii Pug l »og, whelped May 14, l.Ss2; silver 
fawn, with oerfecl black trace and iiwr,k. ex'ra- 
mdinary wiinkleaiid doubt, curleo tail, with vi-ry 
small, compact body, weighmg only 13 pounds. 
Winner of 49 prizes, cups and medals, inclu ing 
championship, (.'ry<tal Palace. Jan.. 1885; 1st. ( in- 
citnati- 1st and medal, Toronto; 1st and-p cial, 
Philad- Ipnia (May and Oct.); 1st and sp- eial, New 
York. 18s6; and the sire of many winners. Fee $25. 
Puppies For -ale. CITY VIEW KENNELs, Box 
1 869, New Haven, Conn. 

SCOTCH COLLIES 
IN THE STUD. 

CHAMPIO’^ REX (A K R. 149). Fee $20. 
STREPHON (A K.R. 2T3d). Fee $30. 
Youns logs and puppies for sale Can be seen, 

or address JA8 LINDSAY, 346 Comm unipaw ave.. 
Jersey City, N. J. 

IN THE STUD 
AT FHIL.4DFLHHIA 

To a limited number of approved hitches; 
Champion Iristi red setter BERKLEY.fee $40 
Champion English ^etLer thunder. * $40 

A H. MOORE, 1711 Spring Garden st, 
aprl5,3mo Puilad-lphia. Pa. 

SMALL IMPORTH'D Pu ZE PUG DOG 

Particulars, pedigree and references to FRANK 
OUINBY, P. O. Box 555, N. Y. City. Stud fee. $10. ^ may20,tf 

fit? genttfl. 
CtOR SALE.-BEAGLB PUPS, BY CHAMPI()N U Lee out of Diana. Juliet, Venus and Fhght, 
which have been tested on the chase and found not 
wanting. Their get have also been tested, iherefere 
I can recommend them to make sporting dogs. 
Price $8 each, $15 per pair. POTTINGER DORbEY, 
Newmarket, Frederick Co , Md. may20,lt 

TTtOR SALE-ENGLISH BEAGLE HOUND r pups of good working stock and several months 
old. GEO. L. BARNES, Tyringham, Mass. 

TIT ANTED.—ONE BEAR DOG. WILL PAY W fair price for first-class dog; no other wan tod. 
Address Pox 66, Littleton, N. H, mayl8,4t 

Iltr l^eonet. 

Rowett Beagle Pups. 
A litter now 6 wks. old. by Victor (A.K.R. 3191) 

out of Zany (A.K.R. 2318). Such a combinai ion of 
blood should make these pups exceedingly valuable 
for bench or field. None can be better bred. Price 
of males, $15; females, $10. 

ASSOOIAIED TANOIEES, 
mayl3,3t 237 South Eighth st., Philadelphia. 

FOR SALE. 

Setters, Beagles. 
BOX 472, PITTSBURGH. PA. 

IN THE STUD. 
ENGLISH MASTIFF HERO III. 
Winner of first prize and special prize for the best 
dog or bitch, at K^tg^urgh. 1886^^^ 

t For picture aed jl.DE.llN, 

aprl6,3iiios Geoeral Wayne, Delaware Co., Pa, 

Bull-terrier puppies i bueb-i^kkuik 
puppies!! Out of Nellie (A.K.R. 2194), by 

Dutch Jr. (A.K.R. 1887). Nellie is a prize winner at 
St. Jo^ms, 1883 and 1884; BosWn, 1885; We^mmster 
K C. 1886. Pups are light weight. GEO. W. 
DixON, Box 188, Worcester. Mass. it 

TTIGH BRED POINTERS AND SETTERS-WE 
m breed and dispose of nothing but first-class 
broken and unbroken dogs and puppies. Address 
ELM GROVE KENNELS. South Norwalk. Conn. 

T EWELLYN SETTER PUPPIES, COMBINING 
Ui blood of noted dogs, viz.: Champion Leicester, 
champion Petrel, champion Gladstone, Kirby, Pride 
of the Border, Llewellyn’s Prince and Laverack 
Dash H., for sale; satisfaction guaranteed. CHAS. 
YORK, 9 and 11 Granite Block, Bangor. Me. 

MASTIFFS. 
Address HOLLIS, Wellsville, N. Y. 

ENGLISH SETTER PUPPIES. 

From imported Flora, by Roy ''Dash III.—Bessie), 
whelped March 3, 1886. Price $20. Dogs or bitches. 
Will guarantee these pups to be just right; strong 
nose, natural hunters, and very staunch with little 
training. They are not sold to close out any scrub 
stock or to make room, but were bred especially 
for the trade, and to show as w-ell in the field as on 
paper. Aduress, H. J. PIERRE, Winsted, Oonn. 

TTTHITE BULL-TERRIER YOUNG ROYAL 
VV Prince (A.K.R. 2102). Fee $15. Pups by 

Royal Prince tor sale. J. W. NEWMAN, 87 Han¬ 
over street, Boston, Mass. 

T/TT. PLEASANT GORDON KENNELS.— 
IVl The oldest and most sucee«sful Gordon ken¬ 
nels in America. For Sale—Four thoroughbred 
solid black and tan Gordon setter dog puppies, sire 
Argus, Jr., dam 1st prize bitch Bell Mont. For 
pedigree*, prices, etc., address 

0. T. BROWNELL, Box 335, New Bedford. Mass. 

Scotch Deerhound Pups 
FOR SALE. 

Two dog pups, 10 wks. old; also a yearling dog; 
superior specimens of this noblest canine type, by 
Dunrobin out of Shelloch; sire and dam from Duke 
of Sutherland’s famous kennels, Dunrobin Castle. 
Address Mrs. GEO. SHEPARD PAGE, Stanley, 
Morris Co., N. J. mayl3,3t 

T?OR SALE.—BLACK COCKERS, FANNIE OBO 
Jj (A.KR. 1311); also two black bitch pups, Fan¬ 
nie Obo ex Obo 11.. whelped Feb. 23). For full par¬ 
ticulars address H. C. BRONSDON, 345 Dudley st., 
Boston, Mass. mayl3,2t 

CPORTSMAN’S KENNEL.—TRAINING, BREAK- 
O ing and Boarding of sporting dogs, having a 
free run; capacity for fifty boarder-. D. F vvlL- 
BUR, Prop.. Box 303. Bridgewater, Mass. mayl3.tf 

T?OR SALE-BLUE BELTON PUPPIE8, SIRED 
U iiy tile field trial w inner Gits Bondhu out of 
of Lynn, she sired hv Dash 111. ex La lelia. Also 
one bitch, whelpen Sept. 14. 1885, sired by Count 
Bondhu ex tirucy; '•ery fl le. Adoress A M. 
TUCKER, 85 Mam st.. Ohailestjwn, Mass. 

mnyl3.3t 

■O LACK GREY HOUNDS-SILVER BELLS. WIN 
13 ner Isi and special, biteti class, Bos on. 
wueloei) J <ly 15,1885; pr ee $25 Th>ee biteii p 'ps, 
whelped April 21,18s0; price each $15 T-ie above 
are sired by Me-unon, iim ackn w ledged champion 
greyhound of England ano America, and are out 
of champion Fan, tne only .•i.ami.ion hitch save 
Moih-r Demaike H. W. SMI CH, Box876.Worces er. 
Mass. may2d,3t 

DOINTEfiS.-FOUR LIVER AND WHITE DOG 
1 (lups vbelpeo M .y 9; pric • low. These pups 
comVdne the hloou of Seusation, Snapshot, S roug’s 
Pete aud Oraill’- s'r-.iD. Nothing belter bred. Ad¬ 
dress u. B. LlTToEFIELD, Ma..chester. N H 

may20,3t 

i^’ EYHOUND PUPS FOR SALE. BY CHAM- 
Ijr pion Memnon ex St alin.r -av (imported). 
'lERBA CdTTA KE>NEL3, Box 345, To.onto. 
Canada. mayz.ic 

rriOB SALE-TWO IRISH SETTER Y '. 
Ml old. p.'iM.y l-uvtuer the city. Call or address 
K C. T.. 100 Rt*ad^ st, N. Y. H 

TT'OX-TERRIERS fob sale. SE^yERAL GOOD 
r vouDff oops and bitcht-s beautituliy raa ked, 
game^ and finest breeding. Apply to FRANK C. 
WHEELER, 11‘2 Dundas st., Lonaon, Out. It 

T WILL SELL FOR $15 A OR'-ND-ON (DF 
X Dash III., well bred otherwise, 7 mos. old, 
healthy, int'liigent and not gun-shy. Address 
S. H., this office. may20,It 

TDOINTERS AND SETTB S BOARDED AND 
X conaitioned, also broken for field trials and 
private use. Best of accommodations and attend¬ 
ance, Satisfaction guaranteed. Address N- RO¬ 
SELLE, Hadlyme, Conn. may20,lt 

LT-OR SALE.-ENGLISH MAS! IFF PUPS, MALE 
r and female; also a good mastiff bitch. Ad¬ 
dress R J. McNally. St. Lambert, P. Q. may20.2fc 

XT OR SALE.-ROUGH-COAYED SCOTCH C()L- 
U lie pups, dam Lassie II. (champion Rohm 
Adair ex Dr. Downey’s champion Lassi^ by Rokeby 
(champion Marcus ex Drumlin Isle). Price $15. b. 
k BROWN, Newmarket, Frederick Co., Md. 

m ny -it 

Jlltr ilfnsrl 

Setter Puppies for $5. 
We have a number of setter puppies from 5 to 10 

wks. old, dogs and bitches, of all colors; we will 
close out for $5 each. Dogs of same breed from 6 
mos. to 1 yr. old', $8 each. These setters are of good 
native blood, fair nose and not gmishy, and satis¬ 
faction is guaranteed in every case. 

WM. W. SILVEY, 
135 South Eighth street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Sf. Bernards 
Of purest Swiss strains, recently 

importeti. Several fine (iogs and 

bitches and a few puppies are in 

my hands to be disposed of. I 

can promise purchasers they are 

of excellent pedigree, and full of 

true St. Bernard character. 

Address with stamp, 

IV. W. Tucker, 
P. O. Box 133S, N. Y. 

Bull-terriers i bull-terriers ’■ i^gen- 
tlemen requiring first-class show bull-terriere 

should apply to FRED HINKS, lej^ Bath Row, Bir 
mingbam, England, the largest breeder and dealer 
of bull terriers in the world. All the bulRerners 
now winning, including champions, emanated from 
th^e kennels. N.B.—All kinds of dogs supplied on 
the shortest notice. 

K 9 Breaking Kennels. 
Pointers and setters thoroughly broken for field 

trials or private use. Reference given. W. Q. 
SMITH. Marydel, Md. 

Rory O’More Kennels. 
For Sale—Thoroughbred red Irish setter stock, 

full pedigreed Address with stamp, 
W. N. CALLENDER, Albany, N. Y. 

DOGS FOR SALE. 
Setters, pointers, spaniels, foxhounds, beagles, 

dachshimde. Newfoundlands, German tiger mas¬ 
tiffs. fox-terriers, Scotch terriers, Skye terriers, 
Yorkshire terriers, bull-terriers, bulldogs, pugs, 
French poodles. St. Bernards, mastiffs and black 
and tan terriers. Pups of all the above breeds 
constantly on hand. Those desiring to purchase 
will do well to consult me. WM. W. SILVEY, 135 
South Eighth street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Tiie Fleli Spomiiiaii’s Picto Gd,, 
PALMYRA, N. Y., 

Are now prepared to furnish copies of the photo¬ 
graphs taken by Mr Walker at the Eastern Field 
Trials Lists and prices on applicaiion. 

FOU _SALE. 
One of the finest Druid Hitches in America. Big 

breeder. Going out of dog business reason for 
8-lliiig Adott-s- n , Box 22.3, Hackeiwaok, N J. 

t-ui 6dlb—noiiieil spaniel ruppics. 
The be.sl m the world; 142 prizes in two years 

proves it. F om 3 to 10 mos old. Ne culls or If5 
pups ever sold. „ 

In the Stud—Black cocker champion Hornell 
Silk Fee $20 Address J OTIS F LLOWR, Sec., 
flomellsvdle. N. Y , or G. W. LEAVITT, Pres., 32 
Bamilion s'reet. Bo' ton. Maas 

Claire-Reeta Kennels. 
palmyra, n. y. 

Irish and Gordon setters for work as well as show. 
(ieci7,tf 

Ii-iJslA Sot ore# 
Under life insurance at $10 and upwards, by Chief 
ou of Ymibe, by Tim out of Jen-iey Beauty. Do ad, 
Pet-v Flori i; all well pr d, thoroughly it ken on 
game and uo .d >>n-s. FuU explaii tion by circul.ir. 
Both dogs ill the stud at $25 lo i.iten-s of guaran¬ 
teed fipi" qiinlity oidy MaX \\E5ZEI., 89 tourth 
ST pt. Tlo oirpu. .1. 

A Cliauce to Breeders. 
Collie bitch, dark sable, by Hiram (A.K.R 682) 

out of Jersey Lily (A.K.R. 147); ored to btrephon 
(A.K.R. 2730) Mav 11. Call or address, THCDMAb 
Lindsay, 49 Charlton st.. New York. may-0,It 

Fob sale.—obo ii.. cooker spaniels, 
two dog pups, choice of litter, by the above 

champion from the equally well bred bit^ 
B (aK 3^317). Aed: BOLLETT, 468 Gmnd 
avenue, Brooklyn. inay20,lfc 

For Sale—Thoroughbred English beagle hounds, 
prize winners and irom prize winn ng stock. Some 
extra fine brood l•it,cheH in whelp and some not in 
whelp Price- very reasonable. Address LLMUiK 
E SdANKR, 122 Diamond Market, Pitt-t.urgli Pa. 

' raoy20.2t 

WM uB - Ham. Mi,v\ 1 oWNOitEi/A BLLtAST 
Ireland, is prepared to purchase and ship dop 

for importers. Dogs purchasp from him had the 
following prizes awarded to them; At New York 
and Chicago. 1«83, sixteen firsts, nine special, thr^ 
second and one third. At New York, 1884, seven 
firsts, six specials and one third. 

Fob sale.-italian greyhound pups 
from importeil stock. Also fine English pugs. 

HENRV C. BURDICK, 150 Bridge street Spring- 
fleld. Mass._ 

rriRAINED FOXHOUNDS, THEY ARE COLD 
1 nosed strike dogs, start the fox, run him to the 
death. Trained coon dogs. Gray squirrel dogs. 
Rabbit dogs. One trained ferret. Lop-eared rabbits. 
Wyimdo^to chickens. H. C. GRAFF, Kensington, 

Ohio.  

Fob 8ALE.-HAVING RECENTLY ADDED 
several fine brood bitches to the Landseer 

Kennels of Scotch deerhounds and greyhqunds re¬ 
duced the price of PyPPi^s- Some chome grey¬ 
hounds now ready to ship. DR. VAN HUMMELL, 
Denver. Col 

Elmhurst kennkl—pedigreed red 
Irish setters Bena, partly broken, and brood 

bitch Rosalie (A.K.R. 2087). Water spaniels, dog, 
bitch and pups, all flue stock, for sale very cheap. 
C. T. PIERCE, Riverside, Conn.mayiJ,2i 

TTiOB SALE, A NUMBER OF W^L BRED .^D 
B well broken pointers and setters, also dop 
boarded and 
drefi8H.B.BI0HM0NDtBakeyille,Ma88. Bept22,tt 
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THE GUB8E OF P0LITI08. 

The land is cursed with, politicians as the frogs covered 

Egypt. The malignant plague poisons all branches of 

the pubUc service, from the polluted fountainhead of legis¬ 

lation down through the entire system of the law’s execu¬ 

tion. It is a shame and a disgrace that in any part of this 

country a branch of legislation apparently so disconnected 

with politics as that providing for the due protection of the 

wild game in the woods and the fishes in the waters should 

be hampered and botched by political schemers, traders 

and tricksters. This is the condition of affairs in more than 

one State, but nowhere is the system more rotten than in 

New York. The Legislature which has just adjourned, 

whereupon the people breathe more freely, gave striking 

evidence of how the public welfare is deliberately ignored, 

in order that bargains and deals may succeed. 

Take, for example, the course of Assemblymen Erwin and 

Tuck, of St. Lawrence county, with respect to the deer 

hounding bill. These two politicians understood perfectly 

well what their constituents wished and expected of them 

in the matter. The people of St. Lawrence were over¬ 

whelmingly in support of the anti-hounding law, not for 

their own county alone, but for the entire Adirondack re¬ 

gion. Yet because of the exigency of political shifts, Erwin 

and Tuck, while openly advocating the retention of the 

general anti-hounding law, were secretly against it, and used 

their active influence to secure its repeal. They reasoned 

that it was better that all the deer should perish than that 

their man should fail of his berth in the United States Sen¬ 

ate. A pretty pass it is when the deer in the forests are at 

the mercy both of the clubs of bloodthirsty physicians and 

the entangling wires of truckling politicians. 

If the laws are determined by political deals, no less is 

the execution of them hindered by like influences. The New 

York system of game protectors is only another series of 

spokes in the machine wheel. We understand that the only 

consideration entertained by the Governor of a candidate’s 

fitness for a game protectorship, in the appointments of 1886, 

will be of a political nature. The heeler who has “the pull” 

wDl get the appointment. The entire machinery of game 

protecti n is to be prostituted to advance a politician’s indi¬ 

vidual ’ings after place. 

There -.ome consolation for the failure of the bill to * 

provide for the appointment by the Governor of a superin¬ 

tendent of game protectors. The value of that ofllce 

would have depended altogether upon the character of 

the man appointed to fill it. So far as may be inferred 

from the nature of other appointments, there is every reason 

to believe that Gov. Hill would have regarded the new ofilce 

only as a rivet to securely fasten the game protector wheel 

of the machine; and instead of having a person fitted by his 

natural tastes and interest in game to acceptably discharge 

the duties of the place, we should have been saddled with 

another political tool, not to enforce the game protective 

laws, but as a heeler to boss his subordinate heelers. 

When political dickerings rule the hour, it is folly to ex¬ 

pect other than clumsy and pernicious legislation with 

respect to game and fish, or to hope for satisfactory execu¬ 

tion of the laws. 

THE VEST PARK BILL. 

^T^HE Senate Committee on Territories has reported, sub- 

stantially without change, the Park bill recommended 

by Senator Manderson and commented on in these columns 

a few weeks ago. To-day we print the full text of this bill, 

so that our readers may see just what it proposes. Its main 

points were summarized in our issue of May 6, and we 

need say little more upon the subject here except to urge 

upon Congress prompt and favorable action upon the meas¬ 

ure. The bill is in many respects a good one, and, needless 

to say, is a great improvement on the present absence of any 

law whatever. The most important feature of the new law 

is the increase in the size of the reservation, and after that 

come perhaps the provisions which relate to the Superin¬ 

tendent and the Park police and their powers in the matter 

of making arrests. The absurdity of appointing police 

without giving them the power to arrest, without warrant, 

persons taken in the act of violating the law or the regula¬ 

tions, has always been obvious, and has rendered vain the 

best intentions of the assistant superintendents. 

The bill also settles the question of the jurisdiction over 

the Park, a matter about which there never should have 

been any dispute, but which has been in doubt ever since the 

reservation was set aside in 1873. The subject was recently 

brought prominently before the public by the action of the 

Territory of Wyoming in claiming this jurisdiction. There 

should be no more question about this matter than there is 

with regard to any U nited States fort. 

It may be said of this bill that while it leaves much to be 

desired, it is, so far as it goes, a measure deserving hearty 

approval. The benefits which it will confer on the reserva¬ 

tion and so on the whole people are positive and unques¬ 

tioned. Its faults are minor ones and such as can be over¬ 

come by careful and honest ofiicials, working in accordance 

with the spirit rather than the letter of the law. Thus, 

while it is by no means perfect, it is an earnest of far better 

government for the Park, and as such it is to be hoped that 

it may receive the approval of Congress and become a law. 

Correction.—Through an error in the transmission of 

our despatches from the West last week a statement was 

made in these columns which was inexact. We spoke of 

the sale of the properly of the National Park Improvement 

Company at Evanston, Wyoming. As a matter of fact the 

sale covered the great hotel at the Mammoth Hot Springs, 

The Improvement Company, therefore, still own a consid¬ 

erable amount of property within the Park, consisting of 

hotels at different points with leases for ten years from 1883 

for the grounds on which they stand, or should stand, 

large quantities of supplies and tent properties, and as it is 

believed, franchises. 

LINQERINQ SUPERSTITIONS. 

The sun of the nineteenth century is thought to shine with 

more effulgence than older suns, and more brightly upon 

certain favored portions of the. North American continent 

than elsewhere on all the revolving globe; but its most direct 

rays have not chased out the superstition which lingers in 

spite of the materialistic spirit of the times. Odd phases of 

belief, survivals of old-time notions, crop out here and there, 

and one need not go far from home to find them. 

The yachting men are preparing for the coming renewal 

of international contention for the championship of the At¬ 

lantic. Four boats are in course of fitting out for the trial 

races, the Puritan, the Priscilla, the Mayflower and the At¬ 

lantic. The customary method of determining the relative 

fitness of each would be by practical test in trial races; but 

along comes a genius who writes to the World that the At- 

lantic is already out of the race, for her name bodes no good. 

Craft named after any one of the oceans, says this wise¬ 

acre, are bound to be ill-starred; witness the fate of the 

Collins line of steamships, all having borne ocean names. 

Other superstitious wights are earnest in the declaration that 

the May flower is also foredoomed to disaster, for at the launch 

she stuck in th^ mud, and that no boat that does this can 

ever be successful is one of the tenets of the knowing men 

of the sea. The brain of the average sea goer is as full of 

curious superstitions as ever a topsail of wind; and though 

the landman affects to ridicule sailors’ superstitions, he is 

prone to indulge in his own dreams of the uncanny and 

gruesome. His stock of common sense is just about large 

enough to suffice for the ordinary familiar happenings of 

every-day life; but let him suddenly encounter some extra¬ 

ordinary manifestation of nature or some extraordinary 

action of a harmless bird, and he immediately puts away 

his philosophy and falls back on superstition. 

In the neighborhood of Athens, N. Y., a short time ago, 

several persons driving on a lonely road encountered a ruffed 

grouse, which in the simplicity of its heart attempted to 

make friends with them. They naturally whipped up their 

horses and fled in superstitious fear from what they were 

pleased to term a “spook” grouse. A dozen men put to 

flight by a bird 1 And yet the author of “The One-Eyed 

Grouse of Maple Run,” after pursuing that feathered spectre, 

confesses “A strange, unearthly feeling of awe crept over 

me, my hair commenced to rise, my knees knocked together, 

and I felt that I was indeed in the presence of something 

supernatural.” 

The daily papers are constantly chronicling the obedience 

of men and women to the superstitious maxims of old saws; as 

the other day a Newark man, bitten by a dog thought to be 

mad, took pains to secure some of the brute’s hair and apply 

it to the wound, for “the hair of the dog is good for the 

bite.” The boycotted Widow Gray in New York city enter¬ 

tained a stray black cat, being firmly convinced that the 

feline brought luck; and for luck, too, did not a Georgia 

political enthusiast send to Cleveland a potent rabbit’s foot? 

DYNAMITE FISHING. 

'T^HE practice of fishing with dynamite cartridges appears 

to be on the increase. It is confined to no special 

locality, but is naturally most prevalent in mining sections, 

where the use of dynamite is familiar. Western Pennsyl¬ 

vania is especially cursed with dynamite fishermen, and there 

are sections in Nevada and Calitornia where no one pretends 

to catch fish in any other manner. The use of dynamite for 

this purpose is generally forbidden by the statutes, but such 

laws are in effect dead letters unless the sentiment of the 

community supports them. 

It is very difficult to detect and punish the dynamiters, 

since their neighbors are content to eat the fish without ask¬ 

ing any foolish questions about the legal or illegal mode of 

capture. A dynamiting excursion is not an affaii- altogether 

void of excitement. Tbe usual method is to sink the car¬ 

tridge in the water and then, from a safe distance, explode 

it by means of an electric wire. There is an ever attendant 

possibility that the cartridge may go off while in the boat or 

in the hands of the fisherman, in which event he is with 

more or less celerity blown to kingdom come. 

The press dispatches yesterday reported the deaths of two 

men in Western Pennsylvania who were last Sunday dis¬ 

membered b}’' the premature explosion of a cartridge. 

The effect of dynamite fishing is particularly baneful be¬ 

cause it destroys not only the large fish fit for food, but all 

fish, large and small. It cleans out all the fish, annihilates 

the stock, and utterly destroys the fruitfulness of the water. 

Natural History on the Fish Hook.—In default of 

luck, the contemplative angler may find solace, profit and 

pleasure in study of the animated lure on his hook. How 

wonderfully wrought is the wriggling worm is told in enter¬ 

taining fashion by a contributor in another column. 

The Maine Salmon Angling is attracting great attention 

in New England. The people of the neighborhood who are 

reaping some of the profits are naturally much elated over 

the great run of fish. Such an occmrence is worth a whole 

volume of argument in favor of fishculture. 

The Holyoke Shad Fishing.—Mr. Thos, Chalmers, of 

Holyoke, Mass., advises us that the fly-fishing for shad is 

over. The net has been put in place, and the angler must 

look elsewhere for his shad. 
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DAYS WITH THE BARMECIDE CLUB. 
n. 

X^I^HOEVER first selected this site for a camping ground 
T T knew whereof he selected. Whoever built this shanty, 

comfortable to the last degi’ee, was an expert with the axe, 
for every stick is cut and placed where it will do the most 
good and every sheet of bark overlaps its rear neighbor as 
shingles on a house, and you can confidently rely on its Eower to shed water where it will not annoy you. It may 

ave archictectural deformities, but it would surely please 
the eye of an artist or angler. 

Just a few rods back of the shanty is a leaky spring, hid¬ 
den among moss-covered boulders, which drops, drops, drops 
its never-failing supply, cold and pm’e, into the crystal pool 
below, which in its turn adds its mite to the lake, where one 
can take a delicious header without being obliged to incum¬ 
ber his limbs with a blouse and a pair of overalls. 

To the east and among the trees rise beetling cliffs, from 
out of whose seams and niches grasses and flowers are peep¬ 
ing, determined to secure a high average of sunlight and air 
to stand them in lieu of their limited allowance of moisture 
and fertility. At the foot of these cliffs and among the huge 
masses of stone which had fallen were small caves, which, 
gathering much of the summer rain, retained it until the 
frosts of winter gave a supply of ice ample for our present 
wants. From the shanty to the lake the trees and under¬ 
brush had been cleared out, giving an unobstructed view 
across the great water mirror to the undulating line of hills 
beyond, and though the place is not invested with any his¬ 
toric or legendary associations, yet to searchers for quiet, to 
the angler for his sport, it fills every requirement. 

Early morning found us scattered over the lake, Roy near 
the outlet, Glen under the shadow of the mountain opposite 
camp, and Storm off Fritz Island. But some potent power 
was against us; the wind or the clouds or the whats his-name. 
Probably the former. It seemed a sympathetic sort of a 
wind. It came quiet and lamb-like, as though it had no 
desire to interrupt the angling proceedings, which it could 
easily have done by simply loosing all holds, but it neverthe¬ 
less gave us fair warning after its fashion that we might 
better vacate for the morning. It did not wish to harm nor 
annoy us, but on the other hand there was a limit to its 
amiability, which we had better not transcend; and we soon 
realized the fact that we might as well angle for sturgeon in 
a smelling bottle. 

Through the influence of the east wind, no doubt, there 
was an unanimity regarding taking hold, which was very 
decidedly adverse to om- interests; and Glen and Storm re¬ 
turned to camp pretty much in the predicament of old Mother 
Hubbard; and though the certainty of failure was prosaic 
enough, still, like the beggar of the Barmecide, we take our 
medicine smilingly as though all the fishes’ favors had been 
strewn with royal prodigality; and await dinner for Roy’s 
return. The coffee was hissing at the spuds, the bacon and 
biscuits warming up beside the stewing fruit and waiting for 
Roy, who came back empty-handed. 

“Boys, this is not one of my days, how have you fellows 
found it?” 

“Not enough to address a letter to. Trout are practically 
scarcer than hen’s teeth.” 

“I haven’t had a rise this morning, and speaking about 
hen’s teeth reminds me of what a young lady cousin once 
remarked to an aunt of mine. My aunt was speaking of a 
certain dentist in town, and said she would not have him 
pull a tooth for one of her old hens. ‘Why, Aunt Laura,’ 
says my cousin, ‘I didn’t know that hens had teeth.’ ” 

“That reminds me of Captain Scott’s coon story, which I 
was once telling to a young friend fresh from college. Of 
course you are familiar with the weU-known story, but when 
I had finished telling it my young collegian innocently re¬ 
marked, ‘Well, I never knew before that coons could talk.’ ” 

“What does that remind you of. Storm?” 
“I think I complain as little as any person in the world, 

and 
“Come deaf or come blind or come cripple, 

Or come ony ane o’ them a’, 

I don’t believe I would murmur; but this morning’s sport— 
and I call it sport understand—reminds me of the beautiful 
lines of Tennyson: 

“And the handsome trout dart down 

To then- shelter beneath some rock. 

But oh, for the sight of a trout on the feed, 

And the sound of a trout on the flop. 

Or, as Rabelais would say, ‘Jau le suila teausau de viessa 
etait.’ ” 

From certain standpoints of view this was an inauspicious 
opening. The fisherman would have inclined to grumbling, 
while the angler accepts the situation as a matter of course. 
To him every day of outing is replete with attractions of 
some kind, and though his creel be empty, perhaps some hid¬ 
den secret of woods or waters has been revealed to him, or he 
has gained in strength of body or mental invigoration, or 
else gathered a certain kind of experience which, if never of 
practical value, may furnish a pleasant retrospection. We 
play billiards, whist and chess when we are in the mood, 
but we angle at every legal opportunity. There is no day in 
the season save the Sabbath that is too unpropitious. “Din¬ 
ner, dinner,” says the cook, so down we sat. 

And to our viands fell not seemingly, 

But with the keen dispatch of real hunger; 

and guide found that his carefully prepared dinner was fully 
appreciated, for we made a clean sweep. Dinner looked as 
though it had been trying to pass a locomotive on the same 
track. We came back with good appetites and spent the 
afternoon in making some irpprovements in camp. 

We built an outdoor cooking range, or perhaps it might 
more properly be called an underground cooking range, and 
we found it by far the best and most convenient ever intro¬ 
duced, at least for pleasant weather cooking. It can be 
made in less than ten minutes on an average. It is simply a 
hole in the ground about seven or eight inches deep, one 
foot wide and three feet long. The fire is built in this hole, 
and in a few minutes you can ha'^e a fine bed of coals, which 
can be replenished as needed from your camp fire or by the 
addition of any small chips which are handy. The dishes 
while cooking are supported by iron bars long enough to 
reach across the range, say fourteen or fifteen inches. About 
four of these bars ai-e sufficient for all one wishes to cook at 
one time, as they will support half a dozen different dishes 

and add no material weight to the kit, and on a pinch might 
perhaps be dispensed with. This range requires but little 
wood and then only the smallest chips, as there is no waste 
of fire and every degree of heat can be utilized. 

Dishes are not required to be continually watched, as there 
IS no more danger of their tipping over than there would be 
on a Charter Oak stove, and no matter how hard the wind 
may be blowing there are no wild unmanageable flames to 
contend with, as they are confined, and besides as you have 
no side logs to burn away and perhaps dump a mess of trout 
or a pot of coffee into the fire, you will have one care less. 

Toward evening Roy tried the outlet of the lake, and re¬ 
turned with trout enough for our supper and breakfast. 
Meanwhile Storm superintended the bean business, following 
the directions in “Woodcraft.” Was it a success? Oh those 
beans. Yes, as four hungry men can testify. Boston can’t 
beat it, Mr. “Nessmuk.” 

One Monday morning a country girl wrote a letter to her 
sweetheart something like this: 

^ Monday Morning. 6 o’clock. 
L/ectr Creorge—Ma, has just called me, and I am wondering if you 

love me as much as you did at twelve o’clock last night, when we 
kissed each other good-night at the gate. Oh, if I only knew for cer¬ 
tain that you did, George, dear, you don't know how it would encour¬ 
age me to go down and tackle them cold beans for breakfast. Yours. 
Amanda. ’ 

You can accept it as an assured fact that Amanda’s raa 
didn’t know how to handle the bean question as Mr. 
“Nessmuk” does, else her daughter would not have required 
the stimulus of George’s love to assist her in tackling her 
breakfast. 

As the gray of twilight slowly turned darker and darker 
and night came tripping on with noiseless feet, the fireflies 
commenced their brilliant dance, striking their lucifers at 
every step, as if they feared to lose the time and tune. The 
moon with its stronger light was paling the stars and silver¬ 
ing the edge of the ripples, which chase each other with 
monotonous murmurings. The mountain across the lake 
looms up vague and indistinct in the moonlight, and the 
great pines on its summit silhouetted against the sky assumed 
fantastic forms. The birch logs on our fire sizzled and 
snapped and the dashing flames cast long lines of restless 
radiance far out on the water. The shrill cadence of the 
crickets, the humorous concert of the owls, the friendly 
croaking of the sociable frogs, the distant gushing sound of 
the falls all tell us it is good to be here, for this makes old 
hearts young again and young hearts rejoice. Mtt.t.arti. 

Cheyeene, Wyoming. 

THE MUSKOKA COUNTRY. 
FIKST PAPEU. 

The maxim has become fully established that no one 
should go near the water till he has learned how to 

swim. Following the same course of reasoning, no one 
should ever fish in waters that are strange to him, or if he 
does he loses a deal of pleasure. The greatest delight in 
hearing a fine opera is that which grows out of having heard 
it before, and the highest enjoyment in a fishing trip comes 
from retracing the course of last year (and haply the year 
before), living over the former contests and successes, reviv¬ 
ing scores of pleasant reminiscences.whose impalpable shapes 
have haunted the air and waited for your coming. A 
favorite fishing ground revisited is like a last year’s suit, 
already adjusted to your figure; like a friend who lends you 
money when your credit in bank has gone; and when you 
can nurse that mild but comfortable feeling of superiority 
that comes from you introducing some fellow fisherman to 
your chosen resort, j^our cup of bliss is indeed full. And 
with all these conditions favorable we began last August to 
arrange for our annual “farewell” trip to the Muskoka 
country. 

Detroit, as usual, was our port of final departure. There 
is quite a convenience in making a double start on a fishing 
expedition. After you have pulled yourself together and cut 
loose from the five hundred “last things” that require atten¬ 
tion, it is a great comfort to stop just beyond the clutches of 
the butcher and baker and the man with a little bill, and 
take a full breath and an account of your kit. For no matter 
how carefully you may have replenished your stock, in the 
hurry of departure there is always something overlooked or 
omitted. This time it was only a few yards of heavy braided 
sash cord (for maskallonge stringers) and a spool of No. 22 
copper wire. The uses of the latter are numerous, the most 
important being to make leaders for maskallonge fishing. 
And he who has added to it two spools of button-hole silk, a 
bit of shoemaker’s wax, a fine half-round file and a small pair 
of pliers, laughs at calamity. 

Our route this time lay over the Great Western division of 
the Grand Trunk Railway from Detroit to Toronto, via 
Hamilton, and as it gave us a daylight ride over some of the 
finest country in the Province of Ontario, we were not sorry 
for having chosen it. Not the least attractive feature of the 
landscape is the constant succession of rapid streams which 
come tumbling across the track at frequent intervals. The 
descent from Lake Huron to the level of Lake Erie is quite 
marked, and as the road crosses the water shed at an approxi¬ 
mate right angle, the effect on the view is very pleasing. All 
the towns along the route have a conservative, yet prosper¬ 
ous look, and the long-settled farms of Lower Ontario will 
compare favorably with the best agricultural portions of 
the States. 

Arriving at Toronto in the evening, we found that the 
great annual Agricultural and Mechanical Exposition was 
trembling on the verge of culmination, and that the farmers 
and country storekeepers and officials, with their wives, 
daughters and sweethearts (not forgetting the volunteer com¬ 
panies of Her Majesty’s horse), had come in and overflowed 
the town. And we, who had heretofore regarded Toronto as 
having been built especially for our benefit, wandered dis¬ 
consolately from hostelry to hostelry till at the fifth (in grade 
as well as number) we sank to rest upon a melancholy bed, 
and in the morning were summoned to a breakfast whose 
meagerness would dehght even the frugal soul of “Ness¬ 
muk.” 

But when we safely landed on the morning train of the 
Northern & Northwestern Railway for Muskoka wharf, all 
these things were as though they had never been. For when 
we are fairly under way on the N. & N., with its baggage 
checks in our pockets and the conductor’s “trip slip” in our 
hats, then and not tiil then are we saturated with the con¬ 
viction that we are fah'ly and finally “en route,” and that 
everybody on the line from this onward is a sympathizing 
well-wisher, who is not only willing we should have a good 
time but will help us if he can. 

Why is it that tourists, hunters and fishermen in traveling 
gravitate together? Possibly aside from the subtle andmys. 

in Canada is that you can pick out a man from “the States” 
half way across a “concession,” as the Canucks have it. Suf¬ 
fice it to say, we had not been in the car fifteen minutes till 
we drifted against a man who had just been to Maskallonge 
Lake the week before, and who, with his partner and guide, 
had killed a black bear. The story of the conflict was graph¬ 
ically told, and with various side excursions into kindred 
topics, served to while away the morning hour very pleas¬ 
antly. At Rosseau the next day we met the “partner” and 
were favored with his version of the death of bruin, and a 
few days later with a modified and reconstructed version as 
detailed by the guide. We did not obtain the story of the 
bear for obvious reasons. But I venture to remark that if 
these three stories could be printed in parallel columns they 
would afford entertaining and by no means monotonous read- 
ing. It developed, however, that while one gentleman was 
armed witn a .47-caliber 65-280 rifle that threw an indefinite 
number of balls at an incredible velocity (and low trajectory) 
the weapon got out of order at the critical moment and the 
fatal missile came from a shotgun. Isn’t there danger that 
our repeating rifles maybe made too effective? 

AU along Muskoka and Rosseau lakes as the little steamer 
plunged her way northward that afternoon, we found the 
summer boarders at Beaumaris, Port Carling, Windemere 
and other points packing up their effects and preparing for 
their homeward journeys, .Jay Bebe. 

Toledo, O., Api-il S7. 

DEATH OF BURR H. POLK. 
CCASION has been had before to say something of the 

mote than formal relation existing between the Forest 
ANP Streasi and many of its correspondents. Here and 
there, in every State of the Union, are men whom the editors 
have never personally met, yet have learned to esteem with 
a regard like that which comes of long friendship; and 
when, now and again, in place of the familiar hand, comes 
a letter written by another, announcing the death of such a 
one, the message is received as would be that of the loss of a 
familiar friend. With such regret have we learned of the 
death of Col. Burr H. Polk, at his home in Lincoln, 
Nebraska, May 15. Mr. Polk’s name is familiar to the read¬ 
ers of this journal as the author of a number of brightly 
written sketches of sport and adventure in Mississippi, and 
in more recent years the West. These papers were cWac- 
teristic chiefly by reason of the all pervading and abounding 
good humor and philosophy which triumphed over every 
disadvantage and drawback, and found pleasure where 
others might have sulked in the doldrums. The following 
appreciative estimate of Col. Polk’s character is extracted 
from a Lincoln paper: 

“For several yeai-s Col. Polk has been an honored citizen of 
Lincoln, and the unexpected intelligence of his death will 
bring pain to all who knew him. He was a modest and 
unobtrusive man and few pei-sons knew him intimately. 
But those uniformly regarded him with a teeMng of affection 
like that of close kinship. He was a man of ability. As a 
business man he combined enterprise and conservatism in a 
happy and successful manner. He had accumulated a hand¬ 
some competence and had laid his plans for a life of healthful 
leisure. His word was always as good as his bond. Social 
and kind-hearted, without a particle of malice or envy or 
hardness in his composition, Liberal to the core in word and 
deed, there are few such men, and the loss of one is severely 
felt. 

“Col. Polk was bom at Taylorsville, Ky., January 15,183.5. 
He obtained a liberal education and Had embarked upon the 
practice of law at Princeton, Ky., when he married Miss 
Eliza A. Montgomery, at Petersbm-g, Ind., Mai’ch 3, 1858. He 
continued to make Princeton his home. In September, 1861, 
he entered the army as captain in the Thirty-third Indiana 
regiment, serving with the regiment through all the arduous 
campaigns in which it took part until April 33, 1864, when he 
was promoted to be adjutant general with the rank of major. 
In all capacities he was distinguished for coolness and corn-age, 
and was twice brevetted for gallantry on the field, the last 
commission being that of colonel and beai’hig date of March 
13, 1865. 

“At the conclusion of hostilities Col. Polk was offered a first 
lieutenancy in the regular army, but he preferred—although 
he had developed a strong personal military feeling—to take 
up a life that would be more agreeable to his family. In 1868 
he removed to Vicksburg, Miss., and engaged in business of 
various kinds, cotton factoring, contracting and other ex¬ 
tensive operations. In these a brother shared and the ventures 
were quite successful. He also served a term as mayor of 
Vicksburg by appointment from the governor of the State. 

“Havingacquii-ed what he deemed an ample fortime for his 
liberal but not extravagant taste, CoL Polk resolved some six 
years ago to abandon active business and lead a retired life, 
devoted to his family and friends and such pur^its as were 
adapted to simple enjoyments. He came to Lincoln shortly 
afterward and bought a charming residence on L street in the 
most desirable portion of the city. He was soon surrounded 
by a congenial circle of friends. But the seeds of disease had 
been sown in his system, and as long as two years ago he dis¬ 
covered that his heart was affected. All was done that could 
be, but nothing availed. He sank steadily into fui-ther weak¬ 
ness, and when he reached home a few days ago from spend¬ 
ing the winter in the South, he was compelled to take his bed. 
The end came speedily, and yesterday morning at 9 o’clock he 
died. He was in full possesion of his faculties to the very last 
and met his end with undisturbed composm’e. 

“Col. Polk’s estimable wife and three children survive him. 
It is hardly possible to state the personal character of Col. 
Polk without the appearance of fulsome eulogy. He was 
honest, brave, true, modest, genial, able and whole-souled. 
All these in a practical, unromantic way that the casual eye 
might not see, but none the less actually. There are men who 
might be more widely missed, but none whose departui’e 
would cause a deeper heartache.” 

Mr. T. G. Dabney, of Memphis, Tenn., writes: “Col. 
Polk was a sportsman in the truest sense, a thorough gentle¬ 
man, always mindful of the courtesies due between sports¬ 
men, and a whole-souled companion in the field. Col. Polk’s 
career as a sportsman presented the unusual spectacle of a 
man who had never handled a gun until after he was forty 
years old, and who then took it up, and by persistent and 
systematic effort characteristic of the man, soon became a 
very expert wing shot and skillful sportsman. He was a 
fluent and very interesting writer, the author of a Ijook en¬ 
titled, ‘The Great American Caravan,’ detailing the experi¬ 
ence of a party of American tourists in Europe; and also of 
many interesting communications to Forest are Stream, 
over the signature B. H. P. Col. Polk died of heart disease, 
from which trouble he had suffered for some months past, 
and which caused him, with much regret, to lay aside bis 
gun dm-ing that time and content himself with reading of 
the exploits of others in the columns of his favorite journal. 
Forest akd Streasi. His untimely death will be sevm^ 
felt by a large circle of warm friends, and the 
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Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Co. __ 

EARTHWORMS. 
This is the somewhat technical name for the same ani¬ 

mals with which every one becomes acquainted in 
boyhood under the names of “tishworms” aud “angle- 
worms.” I suppose they axe called earthworms from the 
peculiar way in which they burrow their holes, namely, by 
swallowing the earth and passing it through their bodies. 
There is a popular notion, too, that these animals feed upon 
earth; this of course in its literal sense is quite erroneous; 
still it is true that they swallow earth, in which is decaying 
organic matter, for the food it contains, discharging it again 
from their bodies when the nutritious matter has been ex¬ 
tracted. Everybody has noticed the coiled castings lying 
near their holes after a rain. I have never seen any expla¬ 
nation of the fact, but 1 suppose they come to the surface in 
time of a heavy rain, when their holes have become filled 
with water, to escape being drowned. The soil having be¬ 
come very wet, their burrows cave in, and the worms have 
to find their way to the surface by digging a new hole. 
Having arrived at the top they discharge from their bodies 
the earth they have swallowed on their way. It is often to 
be noticed, too, when the ground has been thoroughly wet, 
that large numbers of them lie on the surface in a stupid, 
inactive condition, or sometimes quite dead. I think the 
explanation of this is that the ground is so saturated with 
water that they are unable to live in it, and being exposed 
to the air and rain at the surface they are rendered paitiaJly 
insensible or, under sufliciently severe exposure, quite dead. 

Probably earthworms come to the surface regularly at 
night time. 1 have often seen a brood of ducks go out in 
the early evening to feed upon them. I am inclined to think 
that toads make a diet of them too at this time. At any 
rate their near relations, the frogs, eat them with apparent 
relish. Another animal said to make them a considerable 
part of its diet is the mole; this creature uses his sharp- 
pointed nose to some purpose here, for he burrows into their 
holes and devours the worms in their own retreat. He is 
credited with thus serving a useful purpose in stirring up 

the soil. 
The earthworms themselves live chiefly, if not entirely, 

upon vegetable food. Their object in coming to the surface 
at night is to obtain food. They are said to cautiously ex¬ 
tend a part of their body out of the holes, move it about in 
search of a leaf or twig and, having found one, draw it after 
them into their burrows. In this way they lay up a store of 
food, eating it when it has undergone partial decomposition. 

In structure, the earthworm, as any one can see from an 
examination, is made up of a large number of rings placed 
behind one another. Of these rings, in a large specimen 
there are not less than one hundred and fifty. The con¬ 
strictions where the rings unite are continued inward to 
form septa, so that the body of the worm is made up of a 
series of chambers corresponding in number to the rings. 
The chambers, of course, communicate with one another in¬ 
ternally. The most anterior ring is an incomplete one, be¬ 
ing only a half ring and forming the upper lip. All the 
others are complete. The mouth, situated under the upper 
lip m the second ring, opens into a pretty capacious cham¬ 
ber, called the buccal pouch. This pouch is reversible; by 
turning it inside out, the animal can not only empty it of 
objectionable matter it may have swallowed, but perhaps 
use it also as a sucking organ. By passing the fingers for¬ 
ward along the anterior part of the body, a worm may be 
made to evert its pouch. This organ opens posteriorly into 
a tube which runs straight through the body, terminating in 
the last ring. This tube, of course, is the digestive or ali¬ 
mentary canal. It expands, in the anterior region of the 
body, into an organ corresponding to the stomach of the 
higher animals, and it also has opening into it the duct of a 
large organ which performs the office of a liver. The ali¬ 
mentary canal can readily be seen through the skin of a 
worm, appearing as a dark line. 

The back or dorsal surface of an earthworm can always 
be readily distinguished from its ventral surface by the dif¬ 
ference in color between the two; the dorsal surface being 
brownish red, the ventral of a paler hue. Every one must 
have noticed, too, that the body of an earthworm shows iri¬ 
descence or play of colors. This is due to the peculiar 
microscopical structure of a thin cuticle which covers over 
the entire body of the animal like a sheath. If a worm be 
placed in alcohol and left a few hours, this cuticle can be 
peeled off. A piece of it placed under the microscope will 
then show the cause of the play of colors. It will be seen 
to be marked by rows of fine lines, which in fact are minute 
parallel ridges. The rays of light falling upon these ridges 
and being reflected from them are broken up into their com¬ 
ponent colors and thus the iridescence produced. A proof 
of this is that when the worm is stretched the play of colors 
is interfered with, the explanation being that the stretching 
causes the ridges to be flattened out. The cuticle, which 
forms the sheath, consists of a material closely resembling 
horn in its physical properties. Its office is undoubtedly the 
protection of the soft muscular parts. 

In a good sized specimen one can usually readily see in 
the dorsal surface, lying above the digestive tube, a narrow 
red thread. By careful watching this thread may be seen 
to rhythmically enlarge and contract. It is, in fact, a blood¬ 
vessel and it is by its alternate expansions and contractions 
that the blood is circulated through the body. The worm 
has no heart or at least no more than what is represented by 
this blood-vessel. Besides this dorsal vessel there are others 
connected with it and supplying all parts of the body. Not 
to go too much into detail I will only say that besides the 
blood in these vessels there is another white fluid in the gen¬ 
eral cavity of the body sometimes spoken of as blood. Curi¬ 
ously enough this latter fluid is always the home of one or 
more species of microscopic animal parasites. There are few 
animals, indeed, that are not the unwilling hosts of some 
degraded creatures that maintain life only by preying on 
that of another. 

If an earthworm be gently drawn through the fingers from 
the he^,d to the tail the ventral surface will be found to offer 
a slighii resistance. This is due to the presence of short stiff 
brisues, called seise, which serve as organs of locomotion. 
In a large specimen they can readily be seen. They are ar¬ 
ranged in four double rows running parallel along nearly the 
whole length of the body. The outer double rows are just be¬ 
low the hne where the brownish-red back surface fades into 
the paler ventral surface; the inner rows are one on each side of 
the middle line of the body. Except the first three or four 

rings of the head and the last one of the tail, each is provided 
with four pairs of these bristles, so that in a full growu worm 
of 150 rings there are between eleven and twelve hundred 
walking organs. Each bristle has muscle attached to it, by 
the contraction of which it is made to move forward and 
backward, and thus the progression of the worm effected. 
However, the animal is not entirely dependent upon these 
organs for locomotion. On level surfaces progression is 
effected chiefly by serpentine movements produced by the 
contractions of strong lateral muscles. It is when the worm 
climbs inclined and perpendicular surfaces that the bristles 
come into play. That they are able to climb at such angles 
is shown by the fact that they are often found in situations 
which they could only have reached by ascending steeply in¬ 
clined surfaces. Of course. I am here leaving entirely out 
of account their ability to climb perpendicularly in their 
holes. 

There is a popular notion that earthworms possess a re¬ 
markable power of resisting mutilation; that a worm may 
be cut into pieces and each piece will grow into a netv worm. 
It is quite true that this animal is able to suffer the removal 
of the posterior part of its body without any apparent per¬ 
manent injury, but it is equally certain that if the anterior 
portion be cut off both parts perish. In the anterior third 
of the body are situated all the principal vital organs, the 
stomach, liver, “brain” amd reproductive organs. It is 
certainly not to be supposed that a part of the body deprived 
of these organs could maintain life. Probably any portion 
of the body posterior to these organs can be removed without 
destroying the life of the anterior part. 

I have just referred to the “brain” of the earthworm. It 
is at least true that this humble animal possesses _ an organ 
which is fairly comparable to the one which is highest and 
chiefest in the more advanced members of the animal king¬ 
dom. It consists of two small oval-shaped masses of nerve 
matter situated in about the fourth ©r fifth ring above the 
alimentary canal. Each one gives off a nerve cord which, 
encircling the alimentary tube, unite below in a ganglion 
from which nerve cords are again given off to supply all 
parts of the body. From the fact of its possession of a fairly 
well developed nervous system it may safely be reasoned that 
it gives the creature some pain when the sharp-pointed hook 
is passed through its body. 

The organs of respiration in the earthworm are very curi¬ 
ous. In each segment or ring is a pair of organs which, for 
want of a better name, are simply called segmental organs. 
They consist of greatly twisted tubes, one end of each of 

CKOSS-SECTION OF EARTHWORM. 

c, cuticle; cm. circular muscle fibres; u, blood vessel; s, setee; d, 
digestive canal; I m, longitudinal muscle fibres; b c, body cavity; n, 
nerve trunk. 

REPRESENTATION OP EARTHWORM. 

6, brain; p, pharnyx; n, nerve chain; d, digestive canal; v, blood 
vessel. 

which opens interiorly in the general body cavity, and the 
other communicates with the external world through a pore 
in the skin and cuticle. The microscope shows that these 
tubes are lined with vibrating cilia and it is believed that by 
their action currents of air and possibly water are made to 
pass in and out of the body. In this way they are thought 
to serve an office similar to that of the lungs in the higher 
animals. 

Earthworms have no organs of vision, yet it is quite cer¬ 
tain they are susceptible to light impressions. A simple ex - 
periment proves this. If some worms be placed in a pot of 
earth and taken into a dark room, after a time they would 
come to the surface. If a bright light be then brought near 
them they will speedily hide in the earth. It is thought 
that the head region alone is susceptible to these impressions. 
It is probable that from the two main nerve-masses, nerves are 
given off to this part of the body which, in an imperfect way, 
perform the office of the optic nerves in the higher animals. As 
to the sense of hearing, these animals appear to be perfectly 
deaf. They seem to take no notice of the loudest noises 
naade in their vicinity. It is true that if one stamps on the 
ground near them they hastily retreat, but they are undoubt¬ 
edly made aware of the jar through the sense of touch rather 
than that of hearing. Their dullness in seeing and hearing 
is partially made good by their extreme susceptibility to 
touch. They are very sensitive to contact in every part of 
their bodies. 

An interesting fact about these worms is that while each 
animal is bi-sexual, producing both the male and female re¬ 
productive elements, it is still necessary for fecundation that 
two worms shall come together. A German naturalist, Von 
Hensen,who has made these animals a subject of long study, 
says that pairing takes place in the night lime in the months 
of July and August. The worms cling to each other by 
means of the thick saddle-shaped portion of skin situated 
about a third of the way back from the anterior end of the 
body. The young eai-thworm at birth is like an old one ex¬ 
cept that it is much smaller and consists of fewer rings. It 
grows not only by the rings increasing in size, but also by 
the addition of new ones. I do not remember to have seen 
any statement as to their length of life. 

There are quite a number of species of earthworms, the 
most noticeable differences being those of size and color. 
There is one European species which attains a length of a 

foot and a half and is as large around as a man’s little finger. 
As far as I know, earthworms are found in all temperate and 
tropical regions. 

At the approach of winter they go deep into their holes 
and, passing into a dormant condition, remain until they 
feel the warmth of the spring sun. According to the obser¬ 
ver whom 1 have quoted above, their holes are sometimes six 
feet deep. The deepest part is set with small stones, about 
as large as a pin’s head, which are placed there by the worm 
itself, and when such stones cannot be found small seeds are 
used. “The delicate rootlets of plants also often run through 
the whole length of the holes, forming beautiful webs along 
the walls.” 

It was thought by Darwin that these worms perform a very 
important work in maintaining the fertility of the soil. He 
calculates that “in many parts of England a weight of more 
than ten tons of dry earth annually passes through their 
bodies and is brought to the surface on each acre of land.’’ 
When it is remembered that the growth of plants is depend¬ 
ent upon the supply of nitrogen contained in the surface soil, 
and that when this element has been used up the soil can 
regain it only by lying idle for a while, it is seen how im¬ 
portant an office these worms serve in bringing to the surface 
the rich subsoil and allowing the exhausted surface soil to 
regain fertility. Besides this, it is probable that all soils, 
even dry, sandy ones, are enriched by being passed through 
their bodies. Then there is the fact that, by their constant 
burrowing, the soil is rendered loose and porous, so that air 
and water can get at the roots of plants. Darwin said, “It 
may be doubted whether there are many other animals which 
have played so important a part in the history of the world 
as have these lowly-organized creatures.” 

James STOiiRER. 

THE AUDUBON SOCIETY. 
The following account of the Smith College Audubon 

Society was written by one of the lady professors of 
the College for the Rutland herald. It is in itself interest¬ 
ing and is of value also as giving excellent suggestions for 
the work of local Audubon everywhere: 

“About two mouths ago a few of the students of Smith 
College felt that the time had come for some definite expres¬ 
sion of the interest that had long been felt in the cause of 
our native birds aud for some organized effort for their pro¬ 
tection. The history of the various conferences, committees 
and meetings that resulted is not necessary; it is enough to 
say that the students decided to form a Smith College branch 
of the Audubon Society. 

“Enthusiasm for so righteous a cause could not but be 
forthcoming and in abundance, but zeal should be according 
to knowledge, which was conspicuously lacking. With the 
best wills in the world, it soon became clear to the directors 
of the society that only the merest beginning had been ac¬ 
complished, when two-thirds of the students had given up 
wearing birds on their bonnets, that the practical and theo¬ 
retical bearings of the subject are by no means easy to get, 
for unless one is near an ornithologist or a good collection, 
it is very difficult to find out much about birds. 

“In view of these facts a careful subdivision of work was 
clearly necessary to success. At the regular meetings of the 
society, to be held once a month, the information of the 
members will be constantly increased by lectures from men 
who have given time and skill to the study of everything 
connected with birds—from their habits to the ethics of their 
treatment by man—by papers setting forth the results of in¬ 
vestigation or collation on the part of members themselves, 
by the reports of the field work done among the members. 
These regular meetings are thus to serve a double purpose, 
in spurring the members on to new efforts and in recording 
what has been accomplished. 

“A committee has been formed, to serve for one year, 
having in charge the careful oversight of these meetings and 
the making up of their programmes. They also appoint 
other committees to take charge of the field work which is 
organized, in general, as follows; Three parties are to set 
out from the college on different days of the week, due notice 
of the hour and destination being posted in some designated 
part of the building. Each party is to be under the guidance 
of a person sufficiently experienced in field work to be of 
practical assistance to the beginners who may join the ex¬ 
pedition. The work will consist of observation of birds, 
efforts to learn their habits, song and distinguishing marks, 
of the practical study of botany and meteorology, and in 
short of that careful, discriminating tracing of nature’s 
workings that makes vital the dead words of text-book in¬ 
formation. 

“The leaders of these parties will at first be obliged to in¬ 
struct somewhat larger audiences than are convenient, but 
it is believed that as the information is diffused, the parties 
can break up into smaller groups, helping out their knowl¬ 
edge by the use of keys and text books and gaining much 
more freedom as regards time and strength. The leaders of 
the parties will also teach the members efficient ways of re¬ 
cording their observation and will see that the work is put 
into proper shape for report to the society. 

“The main committee will have charge of whatever work 
may seem practicable in the way of interesting the public in 
any of the aspects of their subject. The circulars of the 
Audubon Society, of the American Ornithologists’ Union, 
the numbers of Forest and Stream, are fast enlightening 
people’s minds; but there remains a wide field for local 
societies in interesting the children of public and private 
schools, in teaching them to hunt birds ‘without a gun,’ in 
making them increasingly intelligent and merciful. The 
committee hopes to be greatly aided in its efforts by the 
occasional presence of specialists who will accompany the 
parties and dhect their observation. With all these aids the 
work will go on slowly at first, but it is believed that the 
patience and industry will yield even richer returns here than 
is their wont.” 

Smith College, Northampton, Mass., May 18. 

One Fool Commends Another.—The Lake Charles (La.) 
Echo says: “Mr. R. A. Sibley, of Edgerljg is shipping about 
3,500 bird skins per month to Newark, N. J. This is an in¬ 
dustry which has lately been inaugurated in these parts, and 
promises to be of some importance. Mr. Sibley ships the 
skius of the jay, lark, snipe, crane hawk, owl, black and 
other birds. The prices range from 5 to 13|- cents each. Our 
readers are aware that of late years bird feathers are being 
used much more than formerly for trimming purposes, 
hence the increased demand. As these birds are very de¬ 
structive to the rice crops in injuring the stands, it is not 
such wanton waste as it would be were they killed alone for 
their plumes.” 
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Death op the ‘‘Spook” Grouse.—Toledo, 0., May 3.— 
Editor Forest and Stream: AVitli much regret I am com¬ 
pelled to annouoce the death of the famous “spook grouse” 
of Athens, Greene county, New York. Mr. Brady, its 
owner, kindly consented to loan me the bird, which he sent 
by express on the 27th ult., and be arrived in Toledo the 
evening of the day following. The bird appeared sleepy and 
stupid on arrival, but the following morning was placed in 
an outdoor coop, where he still appeared to feel dull and 
sluggish. The next morning, Friday, on going out to the 
coop I found him (I think it was a male) lying on his back 
dead, having been in my hands alive barely twenty-four 
hours. The body was returned to Mr. Brady with the 
request that he would send to you for examination. While 
I deeply regret that the bird died on my hands, he did not 
seem in good health when received, and his head had a 
wound on top not fully healed, indicating some previous con¬ 
finement. He weighed at death but fifteen ounces, and was 
so thin that the skin had worn off the point of the breast 
bone. I am very anxious to ascertain, if possible, the cause 
oi the bird’s death. I cannot think it possible he died 
through anything occurring in the short time 1 had him.— 
Jay Bebe. 

Centrau Lake, Mich.—House wrens appeared on the 
15lh of May.—Kbupie. 

§anit §ag atjd §uti. 

THE TRAJECTORY TEST. 
'T^HE full report of the Forest and Stream’s trajectory test of hunt- 

iug rifles has been issued in pamphlet form, with the illustra¬ 
tions and the tabular summary, making in all 96 pages. For sale at 

this office, or sent post-paid. Price 60 cents. 

INVEIGLING A GOBBLER. 
Editor Forest and Stream- 

I wrote you a short time ago of my intended wild gobbler 
hunt. Well, 1 went; and before me as I write lies a trophy 
of which any hunter might be proud—a heavy nine-inch 
beard and a tuft of feathers whose matchless sheen of bronze 
and black and green and gold and blue and flame, would 
make the proudest bronze gobbler in America ashamed of 
himself. I have killed wild turkeys in different parts of the 
South and West, but have never seen any whose plumage 
would at all compare with that of several old gobblers it was 
my good fortune to kill in the valley of the Tennessee River 
in north Alabama. Two in particular, killed near the same, 
place, but at intervals of several years, had plumage of inde¬ 
scribable brilliancy and beauty. They perhaps belonged to 
the same family. 1 will send you a specimen of the feathers 
plucked from different parts of the body of my last victim, 
that you may form some idea of the wonderful richness of 
his plumage. From boyhood a wild gobbler hunt in the 
early spring time has been to me the vei-y highest type of 
sporting pleasure. 

Often when a boy, more than thirty years ago, down on 
the banks of the Tombigbee, have 1 rolled out of a comfort- 
table bed an hour before daylight and hied me away in the 
depths of the deep tangled forests, the favorite haunts of my 
game, to there await the coming dawn. All nature is still, 
but the air is perfumed with the odor of the bursting leaves 
and flowers, and it is a pleasure to commune with nature in 
such an hour. But I mean business, and with ears strained 
to catch every sound, I watch the stars grow paler, indica¬ 
tive of the opproaching daylight. Presently the rcdbird 
whistles his matin note and I know the dawn has come. 
How eagerly I listen now, for I know full well that if an old 
gobbler is within a mile of me it is time he were beginning 
to make his morning salutations to the rising sun. I love 
music, but I had rather hear the thrilling notes of an old 
wild gobbler, as from the top of some giant oak, deep down 
in ihe forest, he heralds the dawn of day with his exultant 
gobble, than to listen to the best orchestra in America. Ah, 
how they make the blood leap in the veins of a hunter. He 
knows tlie nature of his game, and he also knows right well 
that in order to bring him to bag, the best skill of which he 
is possessed must be brought into play. 

Wild gobbler hunting is a science, and to be successfully 
follow’ed requires skill, patience and experience. They are 
perhaps the wariest of all the American game birds, quick 
of sight and hearing, forever suspicious of danger, and 
always on the alert; it is an accident if you stumble on one, 
and an inexperienced hunter is wasting time in attempting 
his capture with the “arts deceptive,” especially if he tries 
his winning ways” on one that has once been fooled and shot 
at. The very difficulty of his capture makes him the 
worthier prize, and the wariness of the game stimulates the 
ambition of the sportsman. There is one thing that adds 
greatly to the enjoyment of gobbler hunting in the early 
spring. They are comparatively local in their habits, and 
their gobbling in the mornings, before leaving their roosts, 
can be heard at long distances. Their whereabouts can thus 
be readily ascertained, and the hunter is not left in doubt as 
to the presence of his game, and when once located it becomes 
purely a question of skill as to whether he succeeds or not. 

Old gobblers are inclined to be solitary in their habits, 
generally roosting alone, but in the neighborhood of the hens. 
The main point of advantage is secured by getting near their 
roosting tree before they leave the roost, which they rarely 
do until after sunrise. It is a dangerous operation to attempt 
to approach one on the roost after daylight. His quick eyes 
and ears will almost invariably detect your approach, and 
when he does he does not stand on the order of his going, 
nor waste any time in arranging his toilette before he puts a 
half mile of forest between you and himself. The skillful 
hunter will select a place about two hundred yards distant, 
and after his nerves aie quiet, will give a gentle yelp or twm 
with his call just loud enough for his gobblership to hear. 
He will let you know he hears you, for in a moment he will 
answer with a lustier gobble, and if your ears are good you 
will hear the roaring bur-r-r-rr of his wings as he struts upon 
the limb. Look out now, for unless he has been hunted and 
fooled before, you will hear him launch his ponderous body 
from the limb and he will strike the ground very near your 
hiding place. If you are too near his tree he will most prob¬ 
ably fly past you, and unless you are a quick wing shot or 
you are well concealed your chances are gone. I have lost 
several splendid old fellows in this way. If he is roosting 
with hens, or if he gets with hens before he answers your 
call, your chances to entice him away are slim. The hens 
seem jealous of his attentions, and nine times in ten will 
lead him off in another direction. 

But the hardest customer to deal with is an old gobbler 

who has been fooled a time or two and shot at. To his dying 
day he will bank largely on discretion. To him gallantry 
henceforth becomes a secondary consideration. He will 
answer your call, but will march off in an opposite direc¬ 
tion, gobbling as he goes, as much as to say to the supposed 
hen, if you would like to see me you can follow me. Or, 
as sometimes happens, he will quit gobbling and will make 
a circuit around you, and before you know it he has taken a 
view of you from the rear, and his put, put, put as he rapidly 
disappears notifies you that you have been outwitted. 

The old gobbler that I brought to bag a few days ago was 
one whose education had not been neglected by local sports¬ 
men, and I think I gave him a lesson myself once before 
that he had not forgotten. Myself and a friend had started 
out before daylight. The morning was calm and bright and 
balmy and beautiful. Everything was propitious. Standing 
in the deep, still forest when the first gray streaks of the 
morning light were struggling in the east with reluctant shad¬ 
ows of night, with ears intent, I caught the welcome sound 
of a gobble near a mile away. Off we started as fast as the 
circumstances would permit. But we were impeded by the 
tangled brush and by branches and sloughs of water, and oui‘ 
progress was slow. Every now and then I hear the notes of 
the old bird in the distance, and on we press. Plainer and 

laiuer come the sounds, and directly we are near enough to 
e cautious. The daylight is full upon us. My friend goes 

to the right and I to the left. We are going to take double 
chances on him. As 1 approach my place 1 hear him fly to 
the ground, some hundred and fifty yards away. The woods 
are very thick with vines and brush and logs, and one can 
see but a short distance. In a few minutes 1 venture a yelp 
or two on the call and the old fellow answers me with a 
lusty gobble, and I distinctly hear the strut of his wings. In 
a few minutes I yelp again. Another gobble answers, but 
further away, and I know now I have a wary old bird to 
deal with. I move up a little and bear further to the left, 
as he seems to be moving that way. Again 1 sound the 
delusive call of his mate. Ah! how he gobbles and struts in 
response. An old gobbler is like a man, in that he has a high 
regard for modesty and doesn’t like an over-anxious sweet¬ 
heart. Bo I deal cautiously and sparingly with my call. 
The old fellow is independent, however, and struts and 
gobbles as if to intimate that he had a whole harem 
of hens with him, and if the little lone hen out there in the 
bushes wanted any fun, she had better come up and join 
the majority. The little lone hen knew it would not do to 
attempt an approach, however, and discreetly kept in the 
background. She was a very modest hen. The old fellow 
got ont of patience because she would not come to him, and 
started off, gobbling as he went, as much as to say, you can 
follow if you like. By a flank movement I managed to in¬ 
tercept his course, and creeping up behind an old fallen tree, 
whose upturned roots shielded me from his sight, I managed 
to get within a hundred yards of him as he passed. He was 
gobbling every few steps, so that the hen in the bushes might 
have no earthly excuse for being left. He was walking very 
deliberately, every few yards stopping to gobble and strut. 
1 could just get a glimpse of him through the thick under¬ 
growth as he moved along. Taking my call and giving a 
low yelp, and a few confidential clucks, indicating that the 
hen in the bushes was about as independent as he was, the 
old fellow became intensely excited. He got out of the notion 
of leaving altogether, and gobbled as if he would choke him¬ 
self. But still he would not come. He then made a .circuit 
around me, gobbling every few minutes. I could plainly 
hear the roar of his wings as he strutted, but the bushes were 
so thick I could not seem him. Finally he stopped about 
seventy-five yards from me, as near as I could judge, and 
for ten or twenty minutes gobbled almost incessantly. That 
was the most unaccountably independent little hen turkey 
out there he had ever encountered. A careless little yelp, 
and a confidential cluck or two was all he could get for all 
his gobbling and strutting. Curiosity now began to get the 
better of his discretion and he advanced a few steps, but 
covered his position, like an old soldier, behind a large stump. 
He was within sixty yards of me, but for ten minutes he 
stood behind that stump and gobbled one time after another. 
He was very anxious now to see his sweetheart, but she was 
provokingly indifferent. At last he could stand it no longer. 
He would risk seeing her at all hazards, and with feathers 
drawn close to his body, and with sly and cautious tread, 
he advanced a few paces to the right of the stump and step¬ 
ping up on a little mound began prying through the bushes 
in quest of the little hen tbai had manifested such indiffer¬ 
ence to his lordly attention. I was ready for him. My 
finger was on the trigger of my Colt’s hammerless, and in a 
moment more the proud old bird fell backward from the 
liule mound too dead to flutter. It had taken two hours of 
the best work I could do to bring him to bay; but when I 
stood over him and admired his grand proporflons and the 
matchless beauty of his plumage I felt proud of my triumph 
and well repaid for my trouble. H. E. Jones. 

Nashville, Tenm__ 

WILDFOWL OF WESTERN STATES. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

My article in your issue of Oct. 1, 1885 on wildfowl in 
domestication, having brought me inquiries from the East in 
regard to the identity and local and technical names of some 
of the species therein mentioned, I will submit to your 
readers a short description, from the hunter’s standpoint, of 
each variety known to the West. In this I shall endeavor to 
confine myself to my own experience or that of my friends 
and those hunters wljom I am personally acquainted with. 
As sportsman, hunter and amateur naturalist I have paid 
particular attention to the waterfowl of this section for many 
years, and while my field has bten limited to the Illinois 
River and adjacent lakes and tributaries, yet those are as 
good hunting grounds as can be found in the West, and it is 
safe to say that any species of duck not met with there is not 
likely to be found within the Mississippi valley. 

The impression seems to prevail among some sportsmen,and 
especially those in the Eastern States, that most varieties of 
ducks common along the seaboard are not found in the West, 
or at most but rarely. While this is true of the scoters, etc., 
it does not by any means apply to the majority of the more 
edible species; hence the division by some writers into the 
two classes, inland and seacoast, or fresh and salt water 
birds, is manifestly incorrect, as the two classes are found 
here in about equal abundance at the proper seasons. From 
a hunter’s standpoint, I like Long’s classification into deep 
and shoal water ducks better. The deep-water birds dive 
for food, while the shoal-water class feed on the surface, or 
where they can reach the bottom with their necks, which 
are consequently, as a rule, longer than those of the deep¬ 
water tribe. , , , 

Then the market shooters and game dealers have another 

system of division by which canvasbacks, redheads, mal¬ 
lards and black mallards are known as “large ducks,” but 
each quoted by its proper name; teal constitute a class by 
themselves, and all other kinds pass as “small ducks” 
although larger than, and many species nearly as palatable as 
teal), and bring the lowest jirice of any. There is a toler¬ 
ably regular way of fixing prices in Chicago market, which 
runs about as follows: Canvasbacks are the highest priced 
(usually $4.50 to $6 per dozen), redheads next at one-half 
this price, plus twenty-five cents; mallards just half, then 
teal about fifty to seventy-five cents less than mallards, with 
“small ducks” ranging from one dollar to one dollar and 
seventy-five cents, but sometimes as low as sixty cents per 
dozen! It makes no difference what species the “small 
ducks” consist of, they may be fishy spoonbills or delicious 
widgeons, or heavy gray ducks, or a mixture of all kinds, 
yet their names are never given, nor would the average pur¬ 
chaser know any more about them if they were. 

For the recognized common names, as well as the scien¬ 
tific nomenclature in the following list, I am indebted to the 
“Bulletin of the U. S. National Sluseum,” published under 
direction of the Bmithsonian Institution (No. 21, 1881). I 
presume no one will hesitate to acknowledge Mr. Ridgway 
and Prof. Baird as good authorities. After the technical 
names I give the various local and popular appellations, so 
far as known to me. For synonyms, description of plumage, 
etc., except what seems absolutely necessary, I must refer 
your readers to the standard works on ornithology. Within 
the limits of an article like this only the slightest notice of 
each species is practicable. 

Whooping Crane {Orus amerimna).—This beautiful, 
large, snowy white bird with black wing-tips I think no 
longer visits sections this aide the Mississippi River. Indeed 
it is not and never was very plenty anywhere. It has been 
a number of years since I heard of one being killed in this 
State. In common with the next .species it is a grain-eating 
bird and not to be confounded with the white herons, which 
are here universally known as “white cranes.” Its flesh is 
consequently excellent eating, but the species is virtually ex¬ 
tinct so far as this section is concerned, and to kill one 
would be considered phenomenal. Specimens have been 
taken weighing as much as thirty pounds. 

Sanphili. Crane {Grus canadensis), occasionally called 
brown crane. Like the preceding, this bird has evidently 
taken a more western path in its migrations, although it has 
not altogether deserted the Illinois River route. Nearly every 
spring a few pass over this part of the country, but they 
rarely stop, even in the bottoms, and it is but seldom one is 
killed of late years. They always were much more plenty 
than the whoopers, and I have heard old pioneers say that 
when they first came to the State, the prairies would some¬ 
times be alive with them at the proper seasons. In the fall 
they sometimes did great damage to fields of corn which had 
been left standing for winter gathering. Now they do not 
seem to come in the fall at all, or if they do I fail to see or 
hear them, and 1 have heard their peculiar cry in the spring 
when the birds themselves were so high up as to be almost 
invisible. The sandhill weighs perhaps fifteen pounds or 
thereabouts and its flesh is preferred by some to that of the 
wild goose. Both the cranes roost about the water but do 
not feed there, preferring the fields. 

Trumpeter Swan {OIot huccinator).—This king of water- 
fowl, though by no means common, yet occasionally visits 
the ponds, lakes and overflowed prairies along the Illinois, 
especially in the spring, and some seasons is really plenty 
considering the bird. A friend of mine of much practical 
experience as a market shooter of wildfowl, told me that 
only last spring there were more swans on the Sangamon 
bottom (a tributary of the Illinois) than he had seen for years, 
so they are not decreasing in numbers. Very few are killed, 
however, as they are hard to get a shot at and the hunters 
prefer to give their attention to the more certain and profit¬ 
able business of duck shooting. This same hunter, while 
down South on a shooting trip a few winters a^o, found a 
place in the “sunk lands of Arkansas” or New Madrid 
Swamps where swans were plenty (for them) and the oppor¬ 
tunities for shots good, and his party killed quite a number 
without special effort. And none of your whistling swans 
{Olor americanus) such as you have on the Atlantic coast, 
not much bigger than an overgrown goose, but magnificent 
trumpeters, some of which he thinks would weigh near fifty 
pounds. It is a matter of record by some one (Audubon?) of 
a trumpeter that weighed thirty-eight pounds. 

Blue-Winged Goose {Chen ccsrulescens). —Also known as 
the white-headed or blue goose, and by Western hunters 
called the bald brant. Some seasons these birds are remark- 
ablv plenty with us, sometimes alighting on the overflowed 
prairies and cornfields where the stalks are well broken 
down, again passing over without stopping. Yet compara¬ 
tively few are killed, as duck shooting offers so much better 
prospects of success, and geese of all kinds are so low in 
price that the market-hunters seldom bother them unless 
they come in the way, and they are too wary for the novices 
to do much with. The species can be readily recognized by 
those who are unacquainted with it by its white head and 
upper part of neck, the amount of which varies, however, and 
does not seem dependent on either age or sex. The rest of 
the plumage is somewhat the color of a blue heron on the 
sides, deepening into a darker bluish brown on the back and 
breast. The scapulars and tertials are deep brown (nearly 
black) along the center, shading off into cream color at the 
edges, giving that part of the body a beautiful striped ap¬ 
pearance. The young until of more than a year of age (just 
bow old not known, as these birds do not breed in domesti¬ 
cation) do not have the white neck and head, and the body 
is rather a paler blue in color, thus giving rise to the im¬ 
pression among the hunters that they are a different variety. 

Snow Goose {Chen hyperboreus).—Pure white, with black 
wing tips and known to our hunters as the white brant. This 
goose belongs to the same genus as the last described, and 
very much resembles it in form, habits, etc., and in all save 
color a description of one applies to the other. In fact, for 
a long time the blue goose was considered, even by natural¬ 
ists, as only the immature young cf the snow goose. Both 
kinds are more noisy than other species of geese, and gener¬ 
ally travel in larger flocks and not so regular order, and mix 
indiscriminately in the same flock, whetherfeeding or travel¬ 
ing. One peculiarity they have in common is worthy of 
mention, viz., the formation of the bill. The mandibles 
appear as if they were separated along the edges (which are 
black in color), thus exposing the “teeth,” and making it 
appear as though the bird was grinning. The young of the 
snow goose until of proper age is a sort of grizzly gray or 
grayish white in . color, hence many hunters think this is 
still another species. 

AMERIC.AN White-Fronted Goose {Anser albijrons gam- 
teZi).—This is the standard and universally known brant of 
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the West, the one which is always meant when no qualifying 
adjective is used, although occasionally it is called speckle- 
hflly on account of the black patchy feathers on the breast. 
This bird, although frequently very plenty with us, I under¬ 
stand is rarely met with in the Eastern States. No one will 
have tbe least difficulty in identifying it. however, should 
they kill one, as they are very much like a tame goose in 
color, except the black on the breast. This ranges all the 
way from a few scattering feathers to nearly a solid black 
stu-face. There is also a narrow band of while feathers 
around the ba.se of the bill, whence the name. There are 
more of these brant killed than both the other kinds put 
together, as they are more certain to stop with us than the 
others, and their habits are much more _ regular and 
free from eccentricity in this respect, resembling the 

Canada Goose {Bernicla canadensis), which is too well- 
known to require much notice. It is sufficient to state that 
these birds sliil visit us, though in no such numbers as in 
former years. They are not often hunted regularly, but 
only killed when chance opportunity offers while watching 
for ducks. This is the only species called “wild goose” by 
local hunters, all other varieties being known as brant here 
in the West, where the true brant is unknown. Some years 
ago my hunter friend of whom 1 have spoken, while shoot¬ 
ing on Sangamon bottom, made a stand on apassway where 
geese were flying low to get protection by the timber from a 
drivinir blizzard, and succeeded in killing thirty-six in one 
day with a single barrel muzzleloader, but then circum¬ 
stances singularly favored him. Now one could not go out 
and count on getting a single goose with certainty, though 
when everything is favorable some hunters occasionally 
make reasonable bags yet. 

Hutchins’s Goose {Bernicla canadensis hutehinsi).—Is 
not plenty, but some are killed. These birds are marked ex¬ 
actly like tbe regular wild goose (Canada), of which they 
are merely a race or variety, and not a distinct species, differ¬ 
ing only in size, which is about that of the blue, snow and 
white-fronted species, ail of which will average about six 
and a half pounds in weight, while the Canada ranges from 
less than ten up to fifteen or more, the average being about 
twelve. Hutchins’s goo.se is included by hunters with all 
the other small species under the general appellation of 
“brant,” being further distinguished by the cognomen of 
“goose brant.” My knowledge of this variety is limited, 
but I am half way inclined to believe that they are not even 
a distinct race of ca7iadcnsis, as they gradually intergrade in 
size with the latter, and the dividing line can no more be 
drawn than it can be determined just when a pig becomes 
large enough to be called a hog. 

Of the two other varieties, the white-cheeked goose 
{B. canadensis leucaparia) and the larger white-checked 
goose (5. G. occidcnlalis) 1 know nothing, and think it would 
take an expert to separate them from simple canadensis or 
huic/iinsi. There is no more puzzling question presented to 
natuialists than this, in regard to the common wild goose. 
They are not able to say whether several species have be¬ 
come inextricably mixed by hybridization, or whether they 
are simply extreme variations of one and the same species. 
The latter view is the one generally accepted, and conse¬ 
quently they are approximately divided into the fouf.races 
or varieties which 1 have named. There is some difference 
in the marking between canadensis and hutchinsi on the one 
hand and leucoparia and occidentalis on tbe other which 1 
cannot take space now to notice, but they all intergrade, and 
the largest specimen in the Smithsonian Institution is as big 
as a half grown swan, while the smallest will stand under¬ 
neath it and is no larger than a baldpate duck, yet with an 
unbroken series between, connecting the two. So much for 
the geese. In my next I will pay my respects to the ducks 

Junius P. Leach. 
Rushville. Illinois. 

DEVICES AGAINST MOSQUITOES. 
Editor Forest and Stream; 

Tour London correspondent, “J. J. M.,” in the last num¬ 
ber of your paper recommends a muslin tent for protection 
against mosquitoes in an outing, and gives a method of mak¬ 
ing it. 

This is unnecessary, particularly for this country. The 
outer who goes for a prolonged stay by lake or stream 
side or in the woods without an ordinary mosquito bar, as 
it is made in the United States, is a new and green hand, or 
fears the additional three pounds’ weight in carries more 
than he values his peace and quietness at night. The ordin¬ 
ary bar with folding lop, with ring for suspension, can be 
used inside or outside of an ordinary tent. I have found it 
necessary for solid comfort to see that it was well tucked in 
at the head and sides of the blankets, and that it be kept well 
away from the head and face. Uncivilized mosquitoes have 
long bills, and they insert them through the interstices of 
the bar if it is near blood. Since my first season’s camping 
out on Lake Superior, many years ago, I have never been 
without a bar suspended from the tent pole. That season I 
realized the insecurity of a bar across the tent door, for it 
was not always practicable entirely to close all the openings 
at the bottom of the tent on rough or rocky ground. Since 
then I have never lost a night’s sleep from mosquitoes. 

The bar is no protection, however, from sandflies or “no- 
see-ems” and the black flJ^ But good judgment as to camp¬ 
ing ground will in a measure be a security against the 
former, and the latter ceases its ravages at sunset. But to 
read or sketch with or without a bar where the black fly is 
numerous, without smoking in the daytime is impossible. 
I have found some preparations of ‘ 'dope” the only resource, 
frequently in reading, fishing or on carries. Certainly with¬ 
out some of them there can be no such thing as loafing. 

If there are such things as degrees in mosquitoes i reached 
the superlative once at Montreal Island, Lake Superior. We 
reached there one night in the twilight. Outside the bar the 
world was full of rabid ones. While they did nbt put tbe 
tire out, in spite of a dozen smudges, the guides could not 
cook supper, and we put up with coffee and hardtack. But 
inside the bar we were comfortable. We left at half past one 
the next morning, taking breakfast at Point of Mines. H. 

SUy 23, 1886. _ 

The Field Sports Club of Havana, Cuba, is a new organ¬ 
ization, established for the promotion of outdoor recreation 
and tiie protection and introduction of game. Protective 
laws have been secured, and being something new naturally 
provoice opposition from the classes accustomed to shoot in 
season and out of season. The Field Sports (3lub, however, 
proposes to see that the laws are respected, and some pro¬ 
gress in this direction has already been made. It is the pui’- 
pose of the club to introduce some new game to the island. 
They are now seeking communication with parties who can 
supply .American game (other than quail) for restocking. 

Arkansas Gaaie Grounds.—Clarendon, Ark., May 18. 
—There are very many squirrels here. We have no game 
law here except for ruffed grouse, quail, deer and turkey. 
The law on them was like locking the door after the horse 
was stolen; it came far too late. Many beautiful songsters 
are slaughtered by indolent negroes and other thoughtless 
persons "just for “fun.” Many sweet mocking birds are 
ruthlessly slaughtered just to see’em “Ldl.” The law pro¬ 
tects buzzards, but not the sweetest of bird songsters. Quail 
are plentiful here. Very few deer and turkey. Bear tracks 
are plentiful on the “dump,” an embankment thrown up a 
mile m length in the river bottom between here and Grand 
Prairie. But nobody hunts them here at this time of the 
year, as they are poor as a snake. Mr. Alf. Daniels, a hun¬ 
ter here, killed seven bears six miles from town up in Cache 
River bottom. (Cache and White River meet here). Mr. 
Bob Bobo, who lives opposite here in Mississippi, killed forty 
black bears last winter. His post-office address is Sunflower 
Landing, Bolivar county. Miss. Mr. Daniels kills all his 
bear with two .44 Colts revolvers. He wants no other bear 
gun, as it would be unhandy getting through the thick, heavy 
cane brakes. Mr. Bobo does his hunting "with .44 repeating 
rifle. This is a sportsman’s paradise from New Port, 150 
miles above here, clear on down to New Orleans, La., 
especially so in the winter time, when ducks, geese and swan 
are plentiful from Indian Bay, forty miles below here, clear 
on to the mouth of While River, 150 miles. There is no 
human habitation except of raftsmen, trappers and hunters. 
You can see there must be some good shooting. Of course, 
the prairie is thinly settled, but it is five to eight miles from 
White River.—Cavalier. 

Targets vs. GamlE.—A somewhat noted rifle shot here, 
who has a number of badges and medals as proofs of his 
prowess at the targets, related an exploit, which he seems to 
enjoy telling as much as bis hearers delight in his narration 
of It. Like Alexander, he was not content with owning the 
world of targets, his soul was possessed with a yearning to 
distinguish himself on game. Fired with this ambition, he 
shouldered his trusty repeater—he is an excellent gunmaker 
himself—and started for haunts where the deer family are 
known to abound. He had not proceeded far down an old 
corduroy road, ere a lordly buck stepped forth from the 
leafy wood on to the road, where he stood complacently 
eying his would-be slayer, with feelings in which curiosity 
was evidently predominant. The gallant hunter raised his 
deadly rifle, pressed the fatal trigger once, twice, thrice; in 
fact, kept on pressing it till his magazine was empty of some 
dozen shots. The “antlered monarch,” no doubt wondering 
what all the racket was about, having satisfied his curiosity, 
quietly walked across the road into the forest and was seen 
no more. The dazed and breathless hunter stood glued to 
the spot, with wild eyes fixed on the place where the deer 
had been but was not, for some seconds, when his wits re¬ 
turned, and shouldering his rifle took the direct road home, 
where he recovered sufficiently by the next day to relate his 
experience; and it will be some time before the boys forget 
how “X.” shot his first and last deer, for he declares that 
paper game is good enough for him, and hereafter he will 
attempt no harm to the wild wanderers of the woods.—C. 
J. T. (Detroit). 

Abolish all Spring Shooting.—Editor Forest and 
Stream; I have just received a letter from E. A. Jackson, a 
long Island gunner, concerning the new spring snipe law. 
He says: “The spring law is just the thing. It works well. 
Hundreds of snipe are seen daily. Yelpers are counted by 
fifties and hundreds, also robins and plover are as gentle as 
chickens. I hope that the law will extend from here to 
Maine.” Let us hope so, too.—J. W. Jr. 

OoLEBROOK, N. H.—The ruffed grouse are more abundant 
than I have ever seen them in spring here. I cannot learn 
of the crust-hunters doing any harm on the headwaters of 
the Connecticut River this spring, unless words count after 
a hard day’s snow-shoe tramping after deer that could dis¬ 
tance them easily. Nature beats law.—Ned Norton. 

The Norwat Custom.—Out in Norway, Menominee 
county, Mich., when local bruin exploiters go for bear meat 
the sawmill steam whistles are set to blowing, and all the 
town turns out to make a din until the lost hunters, guided 
by the sound, find their way back again. 

THE YELLOWSTONE PARK BILL. 
A BILL 

To amend sections twenty-four hundred and seventy-four and 
twenty-four hundred and seventy-five of the Revised Statutes of 
the United States, setting apart a certain tract of land lying near 
the headwaters of the yellowstone River as a public park. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled. That the bound¬ 
aries of the Yellowstone National Part, as now fixed by section 
twenty-four hundred and seventy-four of the Revised Statutes, shall 
hereafter be as follows: Beginning at a point on the forty-fifth 
parallel of north latitude where Said parallel is intersected by tbe 
western boundary of the Territory of Wyoming; tbence due east to 
its point of intersection with the meridian of one hundred and ten 
degrees west longitude; thence due south five miles; thence due 
east to the meridian of one hundred and nine degrees and thirty 
mmutes west longitude: thence due south along said meridian to the 
forty-fourth parallel of north latitude; thence due west along said 
parallel to its point of intersection wLtn the west boundary of the 
Territory of Wyoming; thence due north along said boundary lineto 
the place of beginning; and it shall be the duty of the Secretary of 
the Interior to cause an accurate survey to be made of the boundary¬ 
lines of said park as established by this act, said survey to be 
recorded in tbe office of the surveyor-general and Commissioner of 
the General Laud Office of the United States, as provided by law. 

Sec. 2 That the said park shall hereafter be under the sole and 
exclusive jurisdiction of the United Slates, and that allot the laws 
applicable to places under the sole and exclusive jurisdiction of the 
United States, except so far as modified by this act, shall be in full 
force and effect in said park. That nothing in this act shall be con¬ 
strued to forbid the service of any civil or criminal process of any 
court having jurisdiction in the county or district in whicn said park 
is now locatea, or may hereafter be located, in ihe said Territory of 
Wyoming. If any offense shall be committed in s-dd Yellowstone 
Park, which offense is not prohibited or the punishment thereof is 
not specially provided lor by any law of the United States, or by any 
regulation of the Secretary of the Interior as provided by this act, 
such offense shall be liable to and receive the same punishment 
as the laws of the Territory of Wyoming in force at the time of the 
commission of the offense may provide for a like offense in the said 
Territory; and no subsequent repeal of any such law of the Territory 
of Wyoming snail affect any prosecution for such offense committed 
witiiin said park. Ail fugitives from justice taking refuge in said 
park shall be subjected to the same laws as tbe refugees from justice 
found in the Territory of Wyoming. That until otherwise provided 
by the laws of Wyoming Territory, the said park, for all the purposes 
of this act, shall remain and constitute a part of the third judicial 
district of said Territory; and the district court of the said judicial 
district, when exercising tbe jurisdiction of a district or circuit court 
of the United States, shall have jurisdiction of all felonies committed 
within said park. 

Sec. 3. TUat aU the territory embraced within the limits of the 
park as herein established shall be reserved and withdrawn from 
settlement, occupancy, or sale under the laws of th« United States; ' 

and dedicated and set apart as a public park or pleasure-ground for 
the benefit and enjoyment of the people of the Uniied States; and 
said territory so set apart shall be under the contrul of the Secretary 
of the Interior, and subject to all the provisions of seciioos numbered 
twenty-four hundred and seventy four and twenty-four hundred and 
seventy five of the Revised Statutes of the United States, except as 
herein otherw ise provided. 

Sec. 4. That the Secretary of the Interior shall make and publish 
such rules ami regulations as he may deem necessary and proper for 
the management and care of the park especially for the preservation 
from injury or spoliation of all timber, mineral deposits, natural 
curiosities, or wonderful objects within said park, and for the pro¬ 
tection of the animals and birds found in tbe park, to prevent their 
capture or destruction. He shall cause all persons trespassing upon 
the park to be removed therefrom, and shall take all measures which 
he mav think necessary to carry out the purposes of this act; aud the 
Secretary of War is hereby directed to make such details of troops 
as the Secretary of the Interior, with the approval of the President, 
may require for the purpose of preveming tr&spassers or intruders 
from entering tbe park with the object of destroying the animals and 
birds therein, or for other illegal purposes, and for removing such 
persons from the park. 

Sec. 5. That all hunting or the killing, wounding, or capturing at 
any time, of any wild animal or bird, except dangerous animals 
when it is necessary to prevent them from detroying human life or in¬ 
flicting an injury, is prohibited wdthin the limits of said park: nor shall 
any fish be taken outof the waters of thepark oy meansof seines, nets, 
traps, or by the use of drugs or any explc sWesubstanresor compounds, 
or iu auy other way than by hook and line. Any person willfully 
violating tbe provisions of this section shall he deemed guilty of a 
misdemeanor, aud, upon conviction, shall be fined for eacli offense 
not less than twenty nor more than one hundred dollars, or by 
imprisonment not more than than three months, or by both such 
fine and imprisonment. Possession within the said park of the dead 
bodies, or any part thereof, of auy wild animal or bird shall be prima 
facie evidence that the person or persons having the same are guilty 
or violating this act. Any person or perrons, or stage, express, or 
railroad company, receiving for transportation any of tbe said 
animals, birds or fish, knowing, or having reasonable cause to believe, 
that such animals, birds, or fish were killed or captured in violation 
of this act, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall 
forfeit arid pay for every such offense the sum of two hundred and 
fifty dollars, to be recovered by a proceeding in the nature of an in¬ 
formation before any Territorial or United States district court with¬ 
in whose jurisdiition such offense was committed; or, when the 
offense is committed within the park, before the commissioner 
appointed under section seven of this act; an-I it shall he the duty of 
the district attorney of the United States for such Territoiy or 
district to institute and prosecute said proceeding in the name of the 
United States, the amount collected from the party offending to be 
paid into the Treasury of the United States. 

Sec. 6. That the Secretary of the Interior may lease small portions 
of ground in the Park, not exceeding ten acres in exieni tor each 
tract, for a period not exceeding ten years, to auy one person or 
company at auy one place, on which may be erected hotels aud out¬ 
houses aud such other buildings as he may deem neces.sary for the 
use of the public; but such lease shall not include any of the geysers 
or other objects of curiosity or interest in said Park, or exclude the 
public from the free and convenient approach thereto, or include any 
ground wituia oue-quarter of a mile of any of the geysers, toe Yel¬ 
lowstone Palls, tbe Grand Canyon of the Ye.lowstone River, or within 
three hundred feet of the Mammoth Hot Springs; nor shall any hotel 
or other buildings be erected within the Park until such lease shall 
be executed by the Secretary of tbe Interior; and all contracts, agree¬ 
ments, or exclusive privileges heretofore made or given in regard to 
said Park, or any part thereof, inconsistent witn this act, are hereby 
declared to be invalid; nor shall the Secretary of the Interior, in any 
lease which he may make and execute, grant any exclusive privileges 
within said Park except upon the ground leased. 

Sec. 7. That the President shall appoint, by and with the advice 
and consent of the Senate, a commissioner, learned in law, who shall 
reside in said Park aud who shall have jurisdiction to hear and act 
upon all complaints made of any and all violations of the law or of 
the rules and regulations made by theSeere ary of the Interior for the 
government of tbe Park and the protection of the game and ubj^ccs 
of interest therein. He shall have the power, upon sworn info, ma- 
tion, to issue process in the name of the United States, for the arrest 
of any person charged with tbe commission of any mis Jemeacor within 
the Park, and to summarily try.tne person so ebargeJ and, if found 
guilty, to fix the puuishment as in the next section provided. The 
said commissioner shall also have power to issue process, as herein¬ 
before provided, tor the arrest of any person charged with the com¬ 
mission of any felony within the Park, and to summarily hear the 
evidence adduced; and if he shall determine that probable cause is 
shown for holding the person so charged for trial, he shall cause 
such person to be safely conveyed to a secure place of confinement 
within the jurisdiction of the district court having jurisdiction as 
provided by the first section of tbis act, and shall certify the reeprd 
of his proceedings and a transcript of the tesiimony in the case to 
said court, which court shall have jurisdiction of the case and pro¬ 
ceed therein as provided in chapter eighteen, title thirteen, and chap¬ 
ter three, title seventy, of the Revised Statutes of the United States, 
the punishment inflicted to be the same as prescribed in the last- 
named chapter for like felonies. All process i-sued by the commis¬ 
sioner shall be directed to the Superintendent of the Park, who, with 
his deputies or Park police, shall have the same power to execute 
the same as is vested in the marshals and dep ity marshals of 
the district courts of the Unit<'d States for tbe execution of writs 
from said courts: but nothing herein contained shall be construed as 
preventing the arrest without process of any person taken in th« act 
of violating the law or any regulation for the govei nment of the Perk. 
Tbe forms and proceedings had before said commissioner shall con¬ 
form, as near as may be, to the forms and proceedings in criminal 
cases before commissioners appointed by the courts of the United 
States as now provided by law; and the said commissioner shall re¬ 
ceive the annual salary of one thousand live hundred dollars, to be 
paid quarterly, as in the case of judges of Territorial courts for the 
respective Territories. 

Sec. 8. That all costs and expenses arising iu cases under this act 
and properly chargeable to the United States shall be certified by tbe 
commissioner to the Department of Justice, and, if approved by the 
proper officers of that department, shall be paid by toe marshal of 
the United States for the Territory of Wyoming, as other such costs 
in the United States courts. Tbe violation of any regulation marie 
and published by the Secretary of the Interior in regard to the con¬ 
trol and management of the Park, and the protection of the animals, 
birds, fish and property therein, is hereby declared to be a misde¬ 
meanor, and the party convicted shall be punished for each offense 
by a line of not more than one hundred doJIars, and be committed 
until such fine is paid, or by imprisonment for not more than three 
months, or by both such fine and impiisonment. 

Seo 9. That the Secretary of the Interior shall cause to be erected 
in the Park a suitable building to be used as a jail, and also an office 
for the use of the commissioner, the cost of such buildings not to ex¬ 
ceed five thousand dollars, to be paid out of any money in the 
treasury not otherwise appropriated, upon the cmaificate of the 
Secretai*^ 8s a voucher therefor. 

Seo. 10. That the President shall appoint, by and with the advice 
and consent of the Senate, a superimendent o'f thePark, who shall be 
paid an annual salary of two thousand five hundred dollars, and fif¬ 
teen Park police shall be appointed by the superintendeut of the 
Park, subject to tbe approval of the Secretary of the Interior, who 
shall each be paid annually nine hundred dollars, and be uniformed 
as prescribed by the Secretary of tbe Interior; and it shall be the 
duty of the said superintendent and police to reside continuously in 
the Park, and to protect the animals, birds, fish aud public property, 
to preserve the peace and prevent crime; and for this purpose they 
shall have power, upon view, to arrest all persons committing 
any crime or misdemeanor within the Park, and shall for that 
purpose have all the powers and duties conferred by law upon 
the marshals and deputy marshals of the district courts of 
the United Staie.«; Provided, That the power hereby conferred 
shall be exercised only witbin the limits of said Park, and 
in conveying persons arrested for felony to the court having jurisdic¬ 
tion. for trial. And provided also, Tnat no growing timber in said 
Park, nor hay, shall be cut, either for building purposes or for fire 
wood, except by the permission, in writing, of the Superintendent of 
said Park, specifying the place at which said timber or hay may be 
cut. and the quauclcy thereof. 

Sec. 11. That the Secretary of War shall detail an officer from the 
Corps of Engineers whose duty it shall be to survey and lay out suit¬ 
able roads in said Park and select the proper location for bridges 
therein; and the Secretary of War shall, upon the report of said 
officer, make annual estimates for the cost of such improvements, 
and communicate the same to Congress, with such other recomraen- 
dations in regard to the Park as he may deem proper; and all sums 
received by the Secretary of tbe luterior f’-om rents in the Park, or 
aiislng from flues and forfeitures for vlolai Lons of the laws and regu¬ 
lations made for the government of said Park and protection of ani¬ 
mals, birds, fish and public property therein, shall he aijplied to the 
improvements hereinbefore mentioned, and the officer or officers 
collecting said fines and forfeitures shall pay the same to the Super¬ 
intendent of the Park, to be accounted for by him to the Secretary of 
the Interior. 

Allen’s bow-facing oars can be attached to any boat in 6 minutes. 
Try them. Little catalogue free. Fred A, Allen, Monmouth, Ill.—Adv. 
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A SPRING POEM. 

NOW the adolescent homo 
Seeks Lumbricus in the shade, 

Toiling in paternal garden, 
Deftly turning earth with spade, 

While the Harporhynchus rufus 
Chants his lay in yonder glade. 

In this phrase I seek to tell you 

That the boy is digging bait 

For Salvelinus fontinalis 
Near his father’s garden gate, 

Heedless if the schoohbell rtngeth 

Or the teacher marks him late. 

But I see that I’ve neglected 
Adding foot notes to each term. 

Hence I’ll try to be explicit. 
And call on science to affirm 

That the Latin name Lumbricus 

Is another word for wmrm. 

Salvelinus fontinalis— 
There is not the slightest doubt 

Boys from Maine to California 

All would join in mighty shout. 

Laughing at your lack of knowledge. 

If you don’t know that’s a trout. 

And, likewise, the Harporhynchus, 

Which is singing in the bush 

While his mate is incubating, 

Pouring fourth his soul in gush, 

That’s another patronymic 
For our brown, our native, thrush. 

Hence I only meant to tell you 

In the plainest sort of terms. 

That this is spring and thrushes sing 

’Mid nature’s budding germs. 

And boyish thought turns toward trout 

And agile angle worms. 
_ Fred Mather. 

CAMPS OF THE KINGFISHERS. 
CAEP LAKE, MICnraAN.—xm. 

The rain crow certainly “had a sknnner agin us,” for 
when we got out late next morning the rain was com¬ 

ing down with a steady persistency that moved Ben and the 
skipper to retire behind old Dan’s tent for another talking 
match, a necessary part of the camp work that we were 
somewhat accustomed to when occasion demanded, and it 
seemed that on this particular morning there never had been 
a time in camp when an exchange of views to ease our minds 
was more needed. 

After breakfast the question was what to do with ourselves. 
We could not take the girls out to fish in such villainous, 
rough, rainy weather, and the only thing left for them was 
to take to the big tent and talk, read, suck maple sugar and 
pester the philosopher for lunch at irregular intervals, and 
brag of what they were going to do in the way of depleting 
the lake of fish when sunshiny days did come. Dan and 
Muller could sit humped up over the crib or checker board 
in one comer of the tent and never find out it was raining 
except when called at meal time. Jim and Mother Jim did 
not seem to be in pressing need of companionship or conso¬ 
lation aside from that found in each other (newly married 
people are generally afflicted that way), but what was to be¬ 
come of the two old loons, Hyper and the skipper? 

After standing around the fire in our rubber coats for half 
an hour, “fust on one leg an’ then on t’other,” like geese on 
a frosty morning, dodging the smoke puffs and dis-“cussin’ ” 
the situation, I suggested as the only way to keep peace 
and quiet in camp, that we go a-fishing, and was utterly 
amazed when the old varmint said “he didn't feel very peert 
that day an’ he b’leeved he wouldn’t go out; he’d stay in 
camp an’ make a little fun fur the gals to keep ’em from 
gittin’ the blues, an’ git a leetle better acquainted with Miss 
Annie.” 

It may be said that Miss Annie, a tall, stately young lady, 
unobtrusive and gentle in her ways, had come into camp 
almost a stranger, and for a day or two had seemed rather 
backward and diffident; but after a few days’ contact with 
the “Jones family” had worn off a layer or two of her natural 
shyness and reserve, she was as full of life and fxm as any 
of them and had become quite a favorite. 

Old Ben had stood in great awe of her for several days, 
not having, as he said, “jest made up his mind how to size 
her up.” But one morning he had arrived at a conclusion 
and paid her his highest compliment when he said with 
grave deliberation, “Tell ye what. Hickory, at first I was 
kinder afeard ov her, she ’peared so dignified and onsociable- 
like, but now the gals hev got her thawed out. I can notice 
a heap o’ difference in her an’ ye kin jest bet she’s a hell- 
rackin’ good gal an’ don’t ye forgit it.” After this he seemed 
easier in mind and was not so “feard” of her. and at the 
time he declined to go out fishing he and Miss Annie were 
the best of friends, indulging in frequent encounters of jest¬ 
ing wit, in which Hyper, with all his aptitude at quick 
retort, not infrequently suffered an inglorious defeat. 

The girls were greatly pleased when they learned that 
Uncle Ben was not going a-fishing, for whenever he was in 
camp there was no lack of fun and good feeling; he kept 
them in great good humor, and laughing at his quaint say¬ 
ings till they had the sideache. I did not catch the drift of 
the scheme the sly old fox had in mind when he played the 
“not a feelin’ very peert” dodge to get me out of the way, 
but got ready to go alone—he knew I would go a-fishin’ any¬ 
how—however, I found it all out when 1 returned to camp 
in the evening. He even helped me pull the lightest of the 
boats up on the bank to tilt the water out of it, and half an 
hour later I was across the lake with bass rod and bucket of 
frogs drifting down shore, locating the likely-looking water 
to be fished when the weather cleared up and we could take 
the girls out. The rain stopped falling some time in the 
afternoon, but it did not improve the fishing much, and dur¬ 
ing the whole day I got but three big-mouthed bass, a couple 
of longsnouts and six or eight goggle-eyes which, when first 
hooked, put on as many airs as a two pound bass. I had 

ised good sport when the weather settled and the fish took_ a 
notion to feed, and 1 pulled back in the evening quite satis¬ 
fied over a well spent day. 

When I had pulled the boat up on the bank and stood the 
rod on the lee side of the big popple. Miss Kit with measured 
step and mischief in her eye led me to the north end of the fly, 
and there on the philospher’s table lay a handsome trout a 
trifle over a foot in length, and then they all tittered and 
looked mysterious except old Ben who stood apart with a 
self-satisfied smirk on his face that made me feel like “teching 
him up with a bresh,” for I saw through his scheme of the 
morning without waiting for the story to be told. Here was 
the solution to his “not a feelin’ very peert” when I wanted 
him to go out with me for a day’s sport. The hyperbolical 
old varmint had hung around camp “entertainin’ the gals” 
till the rain was over and then stolen off up the road to the 
stream near Alexander’s and inveigled the third and last 
trout out of the pool from which I had taken the other two 
big ones, and now there the blessed old sinner stood with a 
quizzical grin making crows’ feet at the corners of his eyes, 
looking so innocent that I was moved to join in the merri¬ 
ment and ask for the story of the capture. 

“Ye see,” he began, after lighting the brier root and com¬ 
ing to an anchor jon a camp stool, “I knowed when I fooled 
ye tills mornin’ an’ got ye off a-fishin’ by yerself that ye 
wouldn’t be back till night, an’ after ye was gone I fooled 
’round with the gals an’ let on I was kinder out o’ kilter— 
but I didn’t miss my dinner, an’ turned up fur lunch every 
time mind ye—till it quit rainin’, an’ then I jest slipped out 
o’ camp with ole quintessence an’ a box o’wurms an’ hied off 
up the road to the little crick where ye ketched that red boss 
t’other day. I didn’t fool away any time a pickin’ rozberries 
along the road; fur I ’lowed ef I didn’t ketch that trout 
you’d staked a claim on in less ’n five minutes after I drapped 
my hook in the water I’d go back to camp an’ let on I’d only 
bin to the little branch jest over there in the woods where ye 
overtook me an’ the schoolmaster. 1 kep’ on till I got inside 
o’ the field nigh the woods where you said the deep hole was, 
an’ when I got where I could peep over an’ see the water I 
stopped an’ baited my hook mighty keerful, an’ slippin’ up 
soft as a cat walkin’ on moss, I drapped it in above the big 
tree an’ let it drift down to’ards the root, same as you did 
when ye ketched the first one. 

“Before it got in two foot o’the tree, zip! come a streak 
o’ greased lightnin’ out from under the roots an’ grabbed it, 
an’ before a hungry houn' could a-swallered a flitch o’ bacon 1 
give ole quintessence a side flirt an’ landed that trout o’ yourn 
ten foot back o’ me on the grass. 

“Ye see, it was all done so sudden like that I furgot to 
put in any scientific licks on him; but I reckon it’s too late 
fur him to kick about it now, an’ I hev an idea that he’ll 
never find out but what he was knocked out o’ that hole by 
a middlin’-sized yartbquake. 

“That was the only trout I was a-lookin’ fur, an’ I felt so 
chuck full o’ pure delight, as old Dan says, that I never 
thought o’ fishin’ another solitary second. I broke a twig 
an’ strung Mister Sally-venus—er whatever thatdurned jaw- 
twistin' Latin name is that ye call ’em—on it, afflhitchin’the 
hook on to one o’ the crossbars o’ the reel and tightenin’ up 
the line, I broke for camp so bilin’ full o’ glory an’ laugh at 
outgineralin’ James Mackerel that I forgot to light my 
pipe. 

“When I came to the little five-rail fence at the lower end 
o’ the field I was a-rollin’ so high that I stepped clean over 
it without techin’ a splinter, and when I got into the main 
road 1 reckon the steps I took wouldn’t average more’n two 
to a rod till I dim’ the fence back there by the woods in sight 
o’ camp, an’ then I slowed np considerable fur fear I’d git 
a-goin’ so fast down the grade that I couldn’t stop when I 
came to the lake. When 1 got nigh the big tent I sneaked 

guess 111 go 
gals kin tell ye the rest.” 

“Yes,” chipped in one of the girls as Ben started with the 
bucket, “We didn’t know he was anywhere near until we 
heard him say, ‘Hello in there! (jaze on that, will ye? 
James—Mackerel’s—trout. What’ll he say to that?’ ” And 
then they told how the old loon danced and hopped around 
the flire, with old “quintessence” and the fish held aloft in 
either hand, and from the description I imagined the per¬ 
formance was much after the manner of the ludicrous antics 
of a sandhill crane when in a hilarious mood. 

The taking of that trout was a mine of fun for old Ben, 
and there is little doubt that not an angling friend of his but 
has since heard the story of how he “outgineraled ole King¬ 
fisher an’ ketched his trout that he’d left in the deep hole to 
git ripe.” 

Kit and 1 fished the same stream a week after as far up as 
the deep hole, but got “nary nibble,” much to iliss Kitty’s 
disappointment, as she had evidently made up her ^mind to 
show her father a few tricks in trout fishing that he’d never 
heard of. Not even the big trout near the school house 
could be induced to show himself, although she spit on her 
bait in a manner that no susceptible and well-regulated trout 
might well resist, and fished for him with due diligence and 
great expectations for a good half hour, her paternal parent 
not far off meantime struggling under ninety-pound pressure 
of suppressed laugh at her earnestness, and the anxiety she 
seemed to be laboring under lest she would run out of 
charmed bait before his troutship found out she was fishing 

for him. . j. T^ 
But the day was not without its pleasures after all. it 

was a big treat to her to “go trouting with papa,” even 
though she “didn’t stir a fin” (this was imparted to Bob 
with a patronizing air of superior attainments in the art 
gentle that would have floored an older angler than Bob), 
and her heart was made glad on the return to the boat, which 
we had left a short distance above Horton’s Bay, with an 
apronful of rarely beautiful ferns, a wreath of “squaw 
vines” with their bright red berries, a bunch of wintergreen 
and a few sheets of “natural writing paper” peeled from a 
birch sapling near the water, to say nothing of a bouquet of 
wild flowers half the size of a camp kettle; and we pulled 
down to camp with the boat freighted with about as much 
happiness as it could well float under. 

But once more has the tale of a trout caused a divergence 
from the trail. . 

As we sat around the big fire after supper talking over the 
day’s events and listening to the sweet refrain of the multi¬ 
tudinous musquito, the first signs of a break pn the weather 
appeared in the west and south, and by the lime we were 
ready to beat a retreat from our enemy and seek refuge m 
the tents, numerous rifts in the slowly moving clouds dis¬ 
closed patches of blue sky dotted here and there with a 
. . ’ -- promise of a fair found th^ee orfor^ and bright star blinking and smiling at us a ^ 

a half perhaps below camp on the opposite side, that prom- j morn. 

HOW SILKWORM GUT IS MADE. \ 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

Silkworm gut being indispensable to the angler and to fish- \ 
ing tackle makers they will be interested to know how it is 
produced. I have not been in Spain before during what the 
Spaniards term the “gut harvest,” the season when the 
worms are killed and drawn out into fishing gut. The 
worms are bred by the country people in their cottages or 
houses, which usually consists of two rooms or one floor. 
The roofs of the houses being nearly flat, no fireplace in the 
houses, the cooking is done outside in the yard. The wind¬ 
ows are simply iron cross bars without glass in the sleeping 
room. They tie together bamboo cane reeds (which grow 
plentifully there) with string, forming a bed from twelve to 
fifteen feet long by four feet wide, raised from the floor about 
four feet high. 'The worms are spread all over these beds 
formed of cane, and are fed five times daily by covering 
them with mulberry leaves. Before feeding all the dead and 
sickly worms are picked out so that the others are kept in 
a healthy state. The worm lives about fifty days, during 
which time they sleep three days at a time, in all twelve 
days. When they are ready to spin into the cocoon they 
creep upon branches of small trees cut out of the gardens, 
which are placed over the worms. They are taken off, put 
into vinegar, where they remain for six hours, then put into 
water. Some of the country people make a special business 
of this and purchase the worms from others, and employ 
girls to draw out the gut, which is done by taking off the 
head and taking hold of the entrails by the thumb and finger 
and pulling them out as long as they will come, then placing 
the gut in clear water again. When a sufficient quantity of 
two or three thousand arc made, it is tied in bunches and 
hung up to dry in the yard or garden. Some worms produce 
one gut, some two, and a few three guts. It is afterward 
sold by the pound weight or rolls to the gut makers. The 
very severe weather of the last three weeks has killed thous¬ 
ands of worms and destroyed a great quantity of grapes and 
other fruits, so that the production is nearly one-fourth of 
the gut which is usually produced. The gut makers boil 
the gut with soap and a little soda, when the outer skin or 
film comes off easily. It is then washed, bleached and hung 
up in rooms. Then girls are employed who place each gut 
between their teeth, holding the other end with their fingers 
and rub it with wash leather. It is then sorted, the strength, 
lengths and quality, re-rubbed and tied in bundles of 100, 
then in 1,000 each for sale, S. Allcock. 

Murcia, Spam, April 22. (Of Redditcb, England.) 

NEW YORK FISH LAWS. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

Please allow in your valuable paper brief notice of the 
new trout law. Chapter 124, Laws of 1886, amending Section 
19 of the game laws, just published and now in effect. It 
seems to have become a law without the assent of the Gov¬ 
ernor. Its first change is to prohibit the “trout caught on 
Long Island in April” from being sold in the Adirondacks 
(forest preserve). A more senseless piece of legislation it is 
difficult to conceive. Will some legislator who originated or 
voted for it rise t© explain it or the evils or dangers from 
Long Island trout being brought or sold in the Adirondacks 
(Franklin, Essex or Hamilton counties, for example) by 
which this provision is protective 6r necessary ? Without 
an explanation, it appears at this distance folly or worse. 

Its second provision is to repeal the important provision of 
1886 against marketing trout under six inches long, intended 
to protect State fry by allowing them a two-years growth; 
also to promote and induce more effort in stocking waters 
which theretofore had seriously lagged for want of this 
protection. Probably no provision in the game law has been 
more beneficial, or has received more univer.sal sanction or 
been better lived up to by all classes of sportsmen, than the 
six inch provision (fish dealers under a scarcity of trout alone 
excepted). It has appealed both naturally and easily to the 
sympathies and sentiment of all as affording a proper 
recommendation to give a second year’s growth to the fry. 
Hence its general approval. The expressions of thanks 
which its author has received in its behalf from all classes 
may be regarded with just satisfaction and pride, as well as 
its merits. Why any legislator could seek to tear it away, 
or even to allow it to pass by his neglect, is a matter yet to 
be explained. Its other benefit has been that, until this pro¬ 
tection of fry was afforded, the restocking of waters with 
fry was generally abandoned as useless. 

It costs money and great effort of individuals to go to the 
State hatchery to procure the fry, bear the expense of trans¬ 
portation, watch them on the way night and day, and still 
greater effort, expense and hardship to transport them in the 
difficult winter season from the railroads far into the wilder- 
ne.ss without roads, and there properly deposit them in 
waters where they are to flourish. When thus deposited 
thev are free for all, whether contributing to the hardship or 
expense or not. Ccan it be expected that individuals will 
continue to do all this without at least one year’s protection? 
Is this likely, when they may be immediately caught by the 
“stream robbers,” and are sold in the market to supply 
“trade?” Is it protection to trout that fry should be so 
traded in, or that should make this repeal expedient or ne¬ 
cessary ? At this distance unexplained these provisions seem 
inexplicable except as possibly indicative of ignorance or 
carelessness, incompetency or the like. There are at present 
no facts upon which to base any of these motives or condi¬ 
tions, and none are charged; the reader is left to bis own 
opinions until explanation can be made. 

If game laws intended to promote and protect the food 
supply are to be made a farce or football for legislators, it 
is time the laws and appropriations for State hatcheries and 
protectors be done away with, else that the public should see 
to it that competent and practical men be chosen to niahe 
laws, and that all tricksters, paupers, incompetent and bad 
men of all sorts should be left at home regardless of cau¬ 
cuses or party. 

'The protection of flsh and game is for economic purposes 
of food supply and is both general and public in nature to 
the whole State, and as such demands both the wisdom and 
honesty of legislators in the domestic affairs of the whole 
State In no other sense has it any place on our statute 
books. The matter of sport and recreation come in of their 
own accord as incidental only. If fish and game are to be 
committed or left to the tender mercies of the ignorant, halt- 
starved and greedy population of those sections where they 
happen to exist, for protection or consumption, let them be 
so committed wholly; let all other general provisions and 
appropriations be repealed so that the other sections of the 
State may turn their attention to other sources of food supply 
and leave legislatprs more time to bestow wisdom upon other 
objects. The bill passed and now in effect seems to corres- 
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pond -with Assembly bill No. 609, bearing tbe impress of 
being championed by Hadley, of Franklin county, made 
chairman of the Assembly committee on game laws by the 
Speaker, a professed sportsman, of which committee 
Berry, of Fulton and Hamilton, and White, of Oneida, are 
members. This is all that is known of its origin, history or 
motive. 

It may be presumed that these men, as others aiding to 
pass it, have correctly represented their constituents and 
will return home at the end of the session in the glory of 
their efforts, their salaries in their pockets and decorated 
with the title of “honorable” to their narnes. Be it so,while 
the public must submit to the law and individuals condole 
themselves with their own private opinions upon the event 
of their work, for so is the law. 

It will take years, however, if it ever can be, to repair the 
benefits which this change has undone. Under the law of 
1885, the efforts in time and money to re-stock waters the 
past year have been more than doubly increased over 
previous years upon the faith of that law. The coming 
year will.most likely witness its relapse or abandonment—a 
prospect anything but cheering to those having the matter 
at heart. It looks, and is doubtless intended as the first step 
toward repeal of all laws protecting fish and game in the 
interests of the great marts of trade. Whether so or not, it 
will have a most depressing influence upon all further efforts 
by the treatment it has received at this legislative session. 
The other defects and changes need not be noticed. 

Another specimen of tbe same kind is the bill (by Hadley) 
professing to protect songbirds for “fiveyears,” only with 
an exception that it should not apply to those who kill them 
to study their “habits or history” without limitation. Of 
course, all who kill song birds can say they are studying 
habits and history. Hence the law would be nugatory. 
Whether this is by oversight, incompetence or by design or 
otherwise, the reader may judee. Comment is unnecessary. 

John D. Collins, Secretary. 
Utica Game and Fish Photecttve Association, May 17. 

LARGE AMERICAN TROUT IN ENGLAND. 
N enormous American trout has recently been taken in 

England, as will be seen by the following letter to 
Land and Water: 

Sir—A pond trout of 9X pounds may well make a troller’s 
mouth water. Yet this was the weight of a “trout,” 2 feet 1 
inch long by 7 inches deep, which was captured in the ponds 
of Mr. Basset, of Tehidy, near Camborne, just a week ago. 

I have seen the fish and identified it as a specimen of the 
American lake trout {Salmo fontinalis), with which Mr. Bas¬ 
set stocked his ponds some nine yeai-s since. This one was 
taken on a ground line, but the fish is said to show excellent 
sport when taken on a trolling bait, and it is an exceedingly 
voracious feeder. I apprehend, however, that its presence in 
a pond probably means the extermination of all common 
trout in it. Thos. Cornish. 

Penzance, April 20. 

Although Mr. Cornish speaks of it as a “lake” trout, by 
which name we know the 8, nainaycush, this is no doubt a 
slip of the pen. The editor of Land and Water appends the 
following to the above letter: 

“Mr. Cornish’s information will be of the greatest interest 
to flshculturists, both in England and America. In America, 
where the fontinalis is indigenous, the weight recorded is 
rarely exceeded; and recent investigations have tended to 
show that the largest ever captured weighed 12 pounds 2 
ounces. The fish is commonly called a brook trout, although 
Mr. Parker GiUmore has contended in these columns that it 
is a char; and the knowledge that it can attain so great a size 
in a mere pond in England will doubtless be a surprise to the 
majority. The big American fish referred to above was 
caught in the Rangeley Lakes, noted waters for producing 
\&Tge, fontinalis, which are widely known as Rangeley trout 
in the States. We note that the fish took nine years to 
attain to the weight of 9^ pounds; it would be interesting to 
learn how large the fish were when placed in the pond. We 
read in Forest and Stream that an Oquassa trout is said 
to have grown 10 pounds in six years.” 

BRANDY POINT TROUT. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

In reading over Capt. Barker’s letter on the above subject 
in your issue of April 22, it occurred to me that a short his¬ 
tory of Brandy Point might be inleresting to at least a por¬ 
tion of your readers, especially to those who visit the 
Rangeley lakes. Away back in the forties this point was 
known as a famous Indian camping ground from time to 
man unknown. 

All the old growth of trees were marked with Indian 
hieroglyphics made with stone implements, and the grounds 
were cleared near the extreme point, and many Indian relics 
have been found there. 

The Point is situated about two miles above Upper Dam, 
on Lake Mooselucmaguntic, making out into the lake a mile 
or more from Sandy Cove. No one in later years knew of 
this fishing ground except a few of the old hunters of this 
region, Annance, the Indian who was educated by the State, 
and did some hunting on these lakes; also Metallac, the lone 
Indian of the Magalloway; and to Phillips the famous hunter 
of the thirties, who froze to death on the Cupsuptic; also 
to your correspondent from 1840 to the present time. 

In 1880 we accompanied Mr. John A. Monheimer with his 
brother and a gentleman from Kentucky on a fishing trip up 
through the Rangeleys, who were also guided by the famous 
John Danforth. Arriving at Upper Dam we found the 
camps crowded with some fifty fishermen from all parts of 
the country, all trying for and expecting the big trout, but 
only securing some five or six fish a day. This was about 
the middle of September. We secured our rooms and rigged 
our rods, and tried the old places below the dam, capturing 
several pound trout, and after satisfying ourselves that tlm 
river was being overfished and the chances slim for much 
sport there, I proposed to my party to go on up the lake for 
a try, and one of them joined me, and we pulled directly to 
Brandy Point, and soon found we had struck them, for in 
two hours we had netted seven trout weighing thirty-five 
pounds, the largest one seven and a quarter. Coming on 
night we leturned to camp, and had the pleasure of surpris¬ 
ing about fifty men by moonlight, with our seven fish spread 
out on the grass and the men standing in a circle around 
them. One of the guides came to me privately and offered 
me fifty dollars to tell him where we caught them. Probably 
his party sent him. 

The next day we all went up and camped there for sev¬ 
eral nights, and caught a satisfactory lot of trout and 
smoked them Indian fashion—spread on cross sticks over a 
slow night fire. 

After my party left the lakes, I introduced Gen. Hubbard 
and his friend from New York to the Point. They were 
stopping at Camp Kennebago, and they had such good sne- 
sess that they came the next year and camped twenty days 
on the Point, but that year the trout did not come on until 
October, when it was close time. 

While at the Point with Gen. Hubbard, a gentleman from 
Philadelphia, with a lady for a guide, came down from their 
camp on the Cupsuptic and fished a day or two, and while 
there the woman caught an eight-pound trout and played 
him very handsomely, and reeled him in and netted him 
alone. These trout were very highly colored and very gamy. 
They were coming on to their beds to spawn. The beds are 
formed of pebbles collected together by the trout themselves, 
in a surface several feet across; and every year they come on 
and clean off all moss and sediment that gathers there dur¬ 
ing the past year some time before the spawning season 
arrives, and at such times they will readily take the fijL 

All the trout I have ever seen taken at Brandy Point were 
taken legitimately—with fly hooks only. 

Steamers running up and down the Mooselucmaguntic pass 
very near the point and parties can send and receive their 
mails daily, and the scenery from this place is the finest on 
the lake, and being only five miles from Captain Barker’s 
camps at Bemis stream, a party might occupy one of his 
beautiful camps and go daily for a fishing excursion to this 
place and return in season for tea at camp. The fishing 
grounds are sufficiently extensive to give plenty of room to 
several boats and on certain days large catches are frequently 
made. 

The name “Brandy” Point is very suggestive to gentlemen 
of tbe “old school,” but nowadays the State laws prohibit 
brandy. I. G. R. 

Bethel, Me. 

KINGFISHERS GETTING LOST. 

The idea of “Kingfisher” and old Ben being lost in the 
“bresh” and almost in sight of their old camping 

grounds, where one would imagine they knew every section 
post, not only in the Intermediate region, but in the whole 
Traverse region; but the tenderfoot may smole his best 
smile, even “Yo” and “Wawayanda” will indulge in a hearty 
laugh at the dilemma, and “Nessmuk” will give us some¬ 
thing trite at our expense, for I must confess “I’ve bin thar,” 
and got lost within gunshot of a public road. “Norman” 
can extend a hand of greeting and a word of sympathy, be¬ 
cause I have not only been lost but have dumped out a 
basketful of beautiful trout climbing over just such a net¬ 
work of fallen trees and limbs, the results of those “capfuls 
of wind” that once in a while sweep across the Traverse 
region and almost cover up the trout creeks and streams in 
Northern Michigan. Sore and bruised I again set to work 
to replenish my creel (for it was all my life was worth to at¬ 
tempt to recover the trout fallen from their creel in my 
tumble. I could not cut a stick long enough to strike bot¬ 
tom). How readily the genuine angler gets over such little 
mishaps, and goes in for such sport as only comes on a 
Michigan trout stream. There are times when I almost long 
to drop a worm into the old streams or cast a fly for gray¬ 
ling in the feeders of the Manistee, or jump into the Board- 
man and lay out long casts while trout are rising to the fly, 
while Pine Lake streams rise into my dreams as I turn over 
the memories of the past. May the fates ever favor old Ben 
when he hooks “spotted sardeens.” I was hoping he had 
taken to the fly, even though he can lay “a’out” half a mile 
of line to hang on to a tree. Try it, Ben, and you’ll get 
something bigger than “sardeens.” 

“Kingfisher” will remember I have always held up the 
brook trout as the sport par excellence for the angler, but his 
telling combats with Micropterus dol. stirs the blood, makes 
him an object to bo envied. Here are waters teeming with 
fish while running up the river—but not to stay—but some¬ 
how nary a bass comes to our hooks. A splendid bay, with 
favorable surroundings and everything denoting bass, but 
the water is fouled with sawdust—sawdust that stifles fry 
by the millions, and that a bronze-back could not exist in. 

North of us, south of us, within a day’s sail, lie trout streams 
that Ben would delight to fish; big boulders, massive rocks, 
swirling waters, deep holes full of big fellows where a “little 
sardeen” won’t stand a shadow of a show, and fishing palls 
on the senses because of the voracity of these spotted big 
ones, who will often rise to anything like hair and wool, 
even a salmon fly will draw them jumping from the waters, 
and the angler is obliged from shame to quit fishing. I pre¬ 
sume eternal sunshine cannot be the home of the brook trout, 
but as I write this, a vast expanse of pack ice thirty miles by 
ten miles wide is waiting for the balmy spring breezes to 
move it out and permit us to get up to the trout streams. 
Seeing this dreary, frigid mass makes one long for some of 
the soft, warm days that come in April at the home of the 
Kingfishers! May they ever enjoy their summer outings in 
dear old Michigan; but if they ever desire a change, let 
them communicate with “Norman,” and the boy who so 
longed to pull the oars for the old one-armed veteran while 
he “tussled” with his big bass, who has almost grown into 
manhood, promises not to “wrastle” with him, but run him 
up along the north shore to fishing grounds that will warm 
the cockles of the old bass fighter’s heart. Minnesota has not 
the soft lambent beauty of Michigan, and our fishing gi-ounds 
do not please by drawing masses of dude sportsmen to enjoy 
the smiles of summer resort belles, but to the angler who loves 
quiet nooks, wild rugged beauty, towering rocks, huge 
monoliths towering skyward around whose base old Superior 
ever beats in somewhat momnful cadences, or lashes in storm- 
tossed grandeur, but where rock fishing for speckled trout is 
perfection. To the angler who loves to push up against a 
seething mass of waters into a chasm where the sunlight 
rarely reaches; where cliffs rise 150 feet above you, and big 
trout twenty-four inches long are caught every summer and 
are not considered as rare specimens. 

I would not say for a moment that Minnesota is no place for 
ladies to come for fishing, because they do come here, and 
some of them prove themselves adepts in taking the brook 
trout; but the nights are cool, decidedly so; and camping is 
something that must be provided for more liberally than in the 
regions in which the Kingfishers have made themselves a 
name. Even “Kelpie” would not go out and roll up in a 
blanket and sleep all night in this cool region; but tbe days 
are loveliness, the fishing superb, wild fruits in abundance, 
and the air an elixir for many of the woes of humanity. 

Norman. 
Duluth, Miunesota. 

The Travelers, of Hartford, has no empty “classes” to cheat its 
poliay-holders; it has $8,055,000 assets and ^,089,000 surplus for their 
protection .—Mdu, 

Black Bass Protect Their Nests.—At Newton Center, 
Mass., about seven miles from Boston, there is a handsome 
sheet of water called Crystal Lake, which was stocked with 
black bass some years ago. This season a pair of these fish 
chose a spot where the village boys bathe as the proper place 
for them to make their nest. Last week one of the boys 
stripped and walked in at the customary place, but had not 
gone far before his companions heard him scream and he 
rushed ashore with a bleeding toe. Investigation showed that 
the toe was lacerated with fine scratches, and while the, boy 
claimed to have been attacked by a snapping turtle, the 
others ridiculed the idea and suggested that he had been 
scratched by a brier. Another boy tried the place with the 
same result and declared that something had bitten him and 
had tugged away at his toe. A council of war was held and 
three boys ventured cautiously in to investigate. Hand in 
hand they went, peering anxiously into the water, when 
they saw a rush and the two outside boys were bitten while 
the middle one escaped. One of the bitten boys fell fiat on 
his back, and as his feet went up a large black bass came to 
the view of bis comrades on shore and the mystery was 
solved. The boys having found out what sort of an enemy 
they had to deal with now take in sticks and drive the fish 
from the nest before venturing in. As the teeth of the black 
bass are like minute bristles no serious harm was done, but 
three boys were badly scared for a while. 

The Worcester Fish Day.—Worcester, Mass,, May 22 
—On Tuesday evening the Worcester Sportsmen’s Club held 
a special meeting, at which the subject of the annual fish 
day was discussed, and sharp criticisms were made of the 
manner of making returns on the part of some of the mem¬ 
bers. A motion to substitute a field day with trap shooting 
was laid on the table. The committee, L. G. White, G. J. 
Rugg, David M. Earle, E. S. Knowles and A. B. F. Kinney, 
were instructed to draw up strict rules and regulations, and 
to rule that a man’s returns of fish shall be looked upon as 
honest only in accordance with his ability and reputation as 
a fisherman. The contest will be for honors only, and each 
man who attends the supper is to pay for himself. The 
committee yesterday reported in print, as follows; “The 
committee appointed by the Sportsmen’s Club to make 
arrangements for the annual fish day decided upon Thurs¬ 
day, .June 3, for the fishing and the following evening for 
the supper. With regard to the day, a radical departure 
from that of former years is proposed by the committee. 
There are to be no sides chosen, but the day is to be devoted 
to a fishing trip for individual honors and records. It is 
hoped by the committee that every member will join in the 
sport. A first-class supper is to be furnished, and a good 
social time is promised. 

Killing a Salmon.—One evening W. J. Florence, the 
actor, sat in the club room telling of his exploits on a salmon 
river in New Brunswick. “How many salmon did you 
catch?” a visitor inquired. Florence nearly fell from his 
chair at the ignorance displayed in the question. “Fisher¬ 
men, sir,’’said he, with freezing hauteur, “never use the word 
catch as you apply it. They kill salmon. They never catch 
them.” The rebuked listener turned scarlet, but made no 
response. A moment afterward Lawrence Jerome, the uncle 
of Lady Randolph Churchill, and an excellent story teller, 
began to talk of his adventures on a salmon stream. He was 
describing himself as standing on a bank at daybreak whip¬ 
ping a “Jack Scott” over the water, when he hooked a big 
salmon. “I was so excited,” he said, “that I dropped my 
slungshot into the water and lost the fish.” “Dropped 
what?” Florence asked in open-eyed astonishment. “My 
slungshot,” Jerome replied. “Why, what could you do 
with a slungshot at such a time?” Florence inquired. “Best 
thing_ in the world to kill a salmon with,” Jerome said, go¬ 
ing right on with his story while everybody roared.—Phila¬ 
delphia Press. 

Salmon Angling in Maine.—^We have lately published 
several accounts of the captuie of salmon in the Penobscot 
with rod and reel, and In consequence of these reports Mr. 
Thomas J. Conroy concluded to try his flics in those waters. 
Mr. Conroy had never killed a salmon, but had cast with a 
salmon rod in the annual tournaments of the Rod and Reel 
Association and had carried off some prizes for his skill. He 
left for Bangor on the evening of the 18th and three days 
later took a twenty-pounder, which we saw on Saturday 
last at 65 Fulton street. He writes that there were twenty 
rods on the river that day and that six fish were hooked, but 
only two were brought to gaff. His fight lasted one hour 
and twenty minutes and the fish led him nearly a mile. Mr. 
Conroy thinks that it will pay the angler to go there about 
June 1 and try his skill. It is gratifying to know that the 
stocking of the river is beginning to bear fruit. 

The Trout in the Milk Can.—The Bangor (Me.) Com¬ 
mercial tells this pretty little sequel of the trout in the milk 
can story: “A few days ago the New York newspapers 
published the story that a milk dealer of that city had found 
a trout in a can of milk which had been shipped from the 
dairies of Capt. J. W. Benedict, of Warwick, N. Y. Now 
Capt. William Hobson, of the Seventeenth Maine Regiment, 
and Capt. Benedict were in the same army corps during the 
war of the rebellion. They became the warmest of personal 
friends, but were separated in 1862, since which time neither 
had heard anything of the other. Two days after the ap¬ 
pearance of the trout story Capt. Benedict received a letter 
from Capt. Hobson. The latter had read all about his old 
comrade’s trout in the milk can. The result has been the 
opening of a warm correspondence between the two veterans 
and the arranging of a pleasant reunion at an early day. 

Michigan AitTi-Spearing Law.—Editor Forest and 
Stream: Permit me, through your columns, to acknowledge 
the receipt, through the mails, of a copy of the seventh 
annual report of the Michigan Sportsmen’s Association, and 
to call attention to the absence from its synopsis of our fish 
laws of the Statutes of 1872, Section 2,191, making it unlaw¬ 
ful to take fish, except with hook and line, in the counties of 
Mecosta, Newaygo, Osceola, Wexford, Manistee, Grand 
Traverse, Leelanaw, Antrim, Emmet, Cheboygan, Macki¬ 
naw, Charlevoix and Barry, I am not aware that these laws 
have been repealed. They are embodied in a “warning 
notice,” a copy of which 1 inclose, which was drafted by two 
of the lawyers of this county, and was intended to prevent 
spearing.—F. H. Thurston (Central Lake, Mich., May 19, 
1886). 
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Arkaksas.—Clarendon, Monroe County, May 18.—White 
River is one of the prettiest and best fishina: streams in the 
United States, and contains many hinds of fish, from the 
long gar pike, some of which weigh 1.50 pounds, to the game 
and nimble trout and bass; also four or five kinds of perch, 
and the mucb talked of and dreaded catfish. Have seen cat¬ 
fish caught here that weighed 100 pounds. All we have to 
do to caich "catty.” is to suspend a line 1,50 to 200 feet long 
from the Texas & St. Louis Railroad Bridge which crosses 
here. The 15 to 25 large hooks on the line are baited with 
almost any kind of fresh fish or meat. Crayfish or crawfish, 
of which there is an abundance, make fine bait for perch and 
catfish.—Cavaltek. 

^isJicultme. 

Adirondack Preserve Association.—A new organiza¬ 
tion under this title has secured possession of the old Rhine- 
hinder estate in Hamilton county, H. Y. The property em¬ 
braces 22.000 acres, with trout streams and lakes. The 
Association will erect club houses, engage gamekeepers, and 
otherwise improve and protect their possessions. Mr, J. L 
Marvin, No. 14 Cedar street, New York, the active organ¬ 
izer, is enthusiastic in his estimate of the advantages the 
new club will offer its city members. The officers are: 
Henry C. Squires, President; James L. Marvin, Vice Presi¬ 
dent; W. E. Freer, Secretary; Geo. W. Shiebler, Treasurer. 
The membership will be limited to 200, shares being $100. 

Fly-Fishing eor. Shad—Baltimore, May 24.—Editor 
Forest and Stream: You are in error in asserting that shad 
may be successfully taken with the fly only in the Connecti¬ 
cut and Housatonic rivers. Whether they may be success¬ 
fully taken anywhere is. I think, debatalile; but that shad do 
rise to the fly in the Chattahoochee Biver. at Columbus. Ga., 
is a fact. In proportion to the number of fishermen who try 
for shad with the fly at Holyoke and Columbus, I feel con¬ 
fident the result is decidedly in favor of Columbus. Shad 
also rise to the fly in the Patapsco, at the Relay House, B. & 
O. R. R.—Ches. a. Peake. 

Trout From a Pond.—Detroit, Mich., May 21.—I re¬ 
ceived from my brother, now in Muskegon county, this 
Stale, per express yesterday, a dozen fine trout, taken from a 
pond that was stocked five years ago; and as they have not 
been disturbed, there are now some excellent fish in it. One, 
that was 18 inches long, was taken by hand on a flume 
recently built. Those I had were all taken with the fly, but 
the worm is preferred, it is said. The latter are only ob¬ 
tainable some four miles distant.—C. J. Thomas. 

Maryland.—Amateurs at Port Deposit and Lapidum are 
having fine times trolling fer rockfish. One day recently 
Oscar Morrison caught 73 and George Stephson 40, with 
hook and line, in a few hours. They were small, however, 
weighing from three to four pounds. Some very large ones 
have been captured by gibers and seine-haulers, one Saturday 
fully three feet long. Black bass fishing will also soon com¬ 
mence in the Susquehanna, and parties from the cities are 
already making fishing arrangements with our local boatmen. 

A Monster Salmon —Last Tuesday an enormous salmon 
arrived in New York from the Columbia River, Oregon. It 
lay on the slabs of Commissioner Blackford, in Fulton Mar¬ 
ket, and was labeled. "The largest salmon ever caught ” It 
then weighed 64 pounds, but‘is said to hpe weighed 72 
when caught. Many people estimated its weight above these 
figures. 

New Hampshire Notes.—New London, N. H,, May 24. 
—Editor Forest and Stream: The big trout of Sunapee Lake 
and the landlocked salmon are beginning to take hold, but 
very little fishing has been done so far. One hundred thou¬ 
sand brook trout fry and 30.000 landlocked salmon fry have 
been successfully hatched and liberated.—Sunapee. 

Strikes and Rumors of Strikes have filled the 
columns of the daily papers for weeks and months. The 
business man who reads Forest and Stream finds there 
too a good deal about "strikes,” but his sphit is not per¬ 
turbed thereby. 

Red Bank. N. J., May 19 —Took five bass yesterday P. 
M., first of the season. Water too thick for good trobing. 
Prospects good for bass this summer.—Wild. 

Robert Bryant, of High Bridge, N. J., publishes an 
attractive catalogue of rods, reels and anglers’ supplies^man- 
ufactured by him. 

The World’s Pastime Exrosition, a display of all 
classes of goods relating to different pastimes, will open in 
Chicago, July 3. 

Chautauqua Lake, N. Y.. is cursed with a set of dyna¬ 
mite fi-h kiUtrs, who are rapidly cleaning out the bass and 
pickerel, __ 

San Luis Obispo, Cal., May 4 —The fishing is better at 
Sancho Poho than at any other part of this section of country. 
—C. __ 

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED. 

A Handbook of English History, based on the lectures of the 
late M. J. Guest, and brought down to the year 1880, with a supple¬ 
mentary chapter upon English Literature of the Nineteenth Century, 
By Francis H. Underwood, With maps, tables, etc. Boston: Lee & 
Shepard. Cloth, 6l4pp. Price, $1.20. 

The American Angler’s Book, embracing the natural history of 
sporting fish and the art of takiog them. With instructions in fly¬ 
fishing. fly-makiog and rod-making; and directions for fish breeding. 
To which is added Dies PiscatoricB\ describing noted fishing places, 
and the pleasures of solitary fly-fishing. With a supplement ctm- 
taining descriptions of salmon rivers, inland trout fishing, etm By 
Tbaddeu.s Norris. Illustrated. Philadelphia: Porter & Coates. Cloth. 
701 pp. Price, g5.50. 

The Badminton Library. Racing by the Earl of Suffolk and Berk¬ 
shire, and W. G. Craven: Steeplechasing by Arthur Coveuiry and A 
E. T. Watson. Illustrated. Boston: Little, Brown & Co. Cloth 
419 pp. 

The Scientific Angler. Being a general and instructive work on 
artistic angling. By the late David Foster. Third edition, Itius- 
trated. London: Bemrose & Sons. Cloth, 354 pp. 

Modern Whist, together with the laws of whist. By Clement 
Davies. New York: Scribner & Welford. Cloih,94pp. 

Mr Isaacs. A tale of modern India. By F. Marion Crawford. 
New York: Macmillan & Co. Paper, 310 pp. Price, 50 cents. 

WORK AT COLD SPRING HARBOR. N. Y. 

BY FRED MATHER. 

[Bead before the American Fisheries Society.] 

This station of the New York Fish Commission, of which 
I am the superintendent, is on the north shore of Long 

Island, and is intended for both salt and fresh water fish. 
Some work is also done for the United States Fish Commission, 
and the expense of this is borne by the general goveniment, 
and the fish hatched are mainly distributed within the State. 
These latter fish are mainly salmon, land-locked and lake 
trout, In some cases, such as the whitefish and shad, the eggs 
are given by the United States, and ai'e distributed by the 
State, an arrangement of great value to the latter. 

Dm’ing the past season we have had 263,000 trout fry at the 
station. Of these there were 40,000 eggs taken at the station, 
113,000 eggs bought by Mr. John D. Hewlett, of Cold Spring 
Harbor, from James Annin, Jr. and W. L. Gilbert, the fry 
fi om which went into the waters of the north and south sides 
of Long Island, and 110,000 fiy were received from the New 
York hatchery at Caledonia, in charge of Mr. M. A. Green. 
We have on hand at present writing 3,000,000 eggs of the 
smelt, 1,000 eggs of the Oquassa trout from Sunapee Lake, 
New Hampshire, a gift of Mr. Elliott B. Hodge, Commissioner 
of that State. One million whitefish from eggs sent from the 
Northville, Michigan, station, of the U. S. Commission, under 
charge of Mr. F. N. Clark, by order of Prof. S. F. Baird, have 
been hatched and distributed to Great Pond, near Riverhead, 
Long Island, and to Lake Ronlionkoma, a large, lake in the 
center of the island. Previous plantings have been made in 
these lakes, but we have been unable so far to learn the result 
of them. It is hoped, however, that this fish may find a suit¬ 
able home in these waters. 

On this subject the County Treasurer of Suffolk county 
writes me from Riverhead, under date of Jan. 30, 1S86, as 
follows: 

Fred Mather, Esq.: Dear Sir—I will be very glad to assist you in 
ary way. I have two parties out trying to get a specimen of the 
whitefish for you, but have failed so far on account of the ice, but 
will give it a thorough trial when the ice is gone and report to j;ou. 
I am having a net fixed now to tiy to catch one or more. There is a 
pond one and a half miles long just above Riverhead, good running 
water, which I hired two men to clean out of ail worthless fish, such 
as catfish, suckers and what we call “roach.” They caught about 
two and a half tons of turtles, which we carted off and buried. I was 
in hopes to get some black bass to place in this pond, and would like 
some whitefish for it nosv. IVe have a good place for lake trout, and 
if you will send us some and let us know when they will arrive, I will 
take especial pains for their care. Perhaps the brown trout might 
do well here. (Signed) J. Henry Perkins. 

In the salt-water department, we have hatched and turned 
out oyer two million toracods, or as they are sometimes called 
on the coast, frost fish, a small relative of the cod which seldom 
exceeds a pound in weight but is quite an important little 
food fish in our harbors. In January we had some 3,000,000 
codfish eggs of which a very fair percentage were developing, 
until a blizzard blew through our old dilapidated shanties, 
which we use for hatching houses, and froze up the pipes and 
the eggs in the jars. We had watched the development of 
these eggs daily under the microscope with great interest and 
felt sure of success until the cold snap put a stop to all further 
development. ^ 

Of the brown trout, which by the way I believe to be tbe 
gamest trout in America, we had some three thousand eggs 
from our own fish, and have received 2.5,000 from Germany 
through the courtesy of om- good friend, Herr von Behr, 
president of the German Fishery Association; with a promise 
of 50,000 more from Herr von dem Borne, the well-known 
fishcultm-ist of Berneuchen. 

From the United States Fish Commission we have 500,000 
salmon hatched from eggs received from the hatching station 
at Orland, Me., under charge of Mr. C. G. Atkins. These will 
go into the headwaters of the Hudson, the Salmon River, 
emptying into Lake Ontario, the Oswego River and some 
50 000 will go by request of State Commissioner R. U. Sher¬ 
man to the waters of the Saranacs, whose outlet is into Lake 
Champlain and down into the St. Lawrence. These fish are 
now ready for distribution, We have also about 34,000 land¬ 
locked salmon from the United States works at Grand Lake 
stream, Me., in charge of Mr. H. H. Buck, also sent at request 
of General Sherman, for the waters near the Adirondack 
hatchery, either in Saranacs or in Lake Brandon, formerly 
known as Little Clear Pond, now set apart for the State 
hatchery, on whose outlet it is located. The hatching season 
has been exceptionally good, and the losses of eggs and fry 
have been down to the minimum. The work at the station 
was done by two men and myself, until in Febiniary we were 
reinforced by Mr. F. A. Walters, superintendent of tbe Adi¬ 
rondack hatchery, who in former years had been my fore¬ 
man, but who by an accident to the dam at the hatchery 
under his charge was relieved from duty there for the pre^nL 

Last fall some new ponds were made; the only ones which 
were there when the State took possession were di-ained and 
quantities of eels taken from them, which, no doubt, destroyed 
many fry in foi mer years. A fence has been put around the 
place aod the grounds greatly improved. A new hatchery is 
sadly needed, as the two buildings now used for this purpose 
are not only small but so decayed as to be ready to tumble 
down. The men have worked in these buildings with six inches 
of ice under their feet, and at times with water freezing within 
ten feet of a red hot stove, and while ice has occasiou^y 
formed to the depth of a quaiter of an inch in the hatchmg 
troughs it has done no damage there. But_ the two^ch iron 
pipes which, convey tlie salt water to the jars did freeze and 
the flow was stopped. The eggs of the cod, bemg so light that 
they would not bear a sti’ong current, consequently the flow 
had to be shut down to a very small quantity, and all froze, 
as did some small English soles also. „ ^ j ^ 

The station, with these advantages of fresh and salt water, 
could be made, with a proper expenditure of money, the most 
important one in the United States. Its flow of fresh water is 
not anything like as great as at some other stations, but the 
height'from which this water is taken—some forty feet above 
the hatchery, renders it possible to use the water over many 
times; in fact, we do so now. The brick building on the 1^ 
in which there are twelve ti-oughs with a capacity lor JU.UUO 
salmon each, receives the water first; it then flows mto a 
little pool, where egg shells and dirt may settle, and is con- 
veyed on the upper floor of the main hatch ei y, in which there 
are eleven troughs, and it then passes into the ponds. An- 
other spring supplies the lower floor of the hatchery, winch 
has nine troughs, and hatching tables on which twenty-five 
McDonald jars can be placed and either salt or fresh water 
turned into them. . i 

The fresh-water supply is capable of running more trough 
than we now use, but the floor surfaces of the bmldings will 
not permit them. Tbe salt water which is within thr^ h^- 
dred vai-ds at low tide, is pumped into a reservoir on the mil 
and led into the buildings through a two-inch iron pipe, so that 
practically the sea is above us. The density of the water is 
sufficient to hatch codfish and oysters, ^d many oysters were 
hatched here last, season by order of Mr. E. G. Blackford, of 
the New York Fish Commission, who is in charge qt the oys¬ 
ter investigations of the State, an account of wlncu is given 
in another paper. We have successfully hatched shad m the 

PROTECTING MACKEREL.—A bill to prohibit the cap 
ture of mackerel during the spawning season has been before 
Congress for some time, and on Monday last the House spent 
the day in considering it. Mr. Hewitt (N. Y.), in opposing 
the bill, said there were three results that would follow from 
its passage: First, it would deprive a very large number of 
people of cheap and nutritious food; second, it would deprive 
more than two thousand fishermen of employment between 
the months of April and June; third, it would confine 
mackerel fishing to the States of Massachusetts and Maine. 
The mackerel arrived on the coast about the end of Mai'ch at 
the mouth of Chesapeake Bay and proceeded northward,' 
reaching Massachusetts and Maine in the month of June, at 
which time the operations of this bill would cease. He denied 
that spring fishing produced fish of an inferior grade, and he 
quoted from a letter from Prof. Baird to the effect that that 
gentleman could see no beneficial results that would come 
from the bill. The spawn of a single mackerel produced 
.500,000 eggs, and it was impossible for man to destroy these 
ocean fish. A fisherman had told him that he had met a school 
of mackerel seven miles long and two miles wide, so densely 
packed that it seemed as though the water had no room among 
them. Mr. MUliken (Me.) said the same argument that was made 
against this bill had been made against the proposition to re¬ 
strict the catching of menhaden. It had been said that men¬ 
haden could nob be destroyed by man, but for the past few 
years menhaden had been so scarce off the coast of Maine that 
the fishermen could not catch enough for bait. The same was 
true with the lobster fisheries. When he was a boy he used to 
catch plenty of lobsters one and a half and two feet loug. To¬ 
day they were not only scarce, but so small that they seemed 
to have hardly left off their swaddling clothes before they 
were caught. Mr. Lore (Del.) said that the bill was a practical 
prohibition to the catching of mackerel from Cape Hatterasto 
Massachusetts. The people of Delaware did nob wish to be 
confined to saltmackerel, as they would he under this bill. They 
wanted fresh mackerel now and then. Finally the bill was 
passed—yeas, 120; nays, 80. It prohibits for a period of five 
years, from March 1, 1887, the importation into the United 
'States or the landing upon its shores of mackerel (except 
Spanish mackerel) caught between March 1 and June 1 of each 
year. The penalty prescribed for a violation is the forfeitm’e 
of the mackerel imported or landed, and, if the vessel violat¬ 
ing the act be a United States vessel, aforfeiture of its license. 
Nothing, however, in the act is to be held to apply to mack¬ 
erel caught off shore with hook and line from open rowboats 
less than twenty feet keel and landed in said boats. 

Every pair of Allen’s bow-facing oars warranted. Send for little 
catalogue, free. Fred A. Allen, Monmouth, HI.-Adi’, 

Imml 

Axlen's bow-facing oars, §8 per pair. 
m.—Adu. 

Fred A. Alien, Monmouth, 

last season’s work will foot up b 
different species, hatched and distributed. 

Cold Spring Harbor, N. Y., April 10. 

FIXTURES. 

FIELD TRIALS. 

Nov 8.—Second Annual Field Tilals of the Western Field Trials 
Association, at Abilene, Kan. R. C. Van Horn, Secretary, Kansas 

Eighth annual field trials of the Eastern Field Trials auh, 
at High Point, N. C. W. A. Coster, Secretary, Flatbush, Kings 
county, N. Y. 

DOG SHOWS. 
May 18,19, 20 and 21.—Third Annual Dog Show of the St. Louis 

Gun Club. St. Louis, Mo. Geo. Munson. Manager. 
iMay 26, 26 and 27.—First Dog Show of ttie Ninth Regiment. WYlkes- 

Pa. W. H Tuck, Secretary, Wilkesbarre, Pa. 
July 20, 21, 22 and 23.—Milwaukee Dog Show. John D. Olcott, Man¬ 

ager,'Milwaukee, Wis. - T . • 
Aug. 24, 25, 26 and 27.—First Annual Dog Show of the Latonia 

Agricultural Associa'ion, Covington, Ky. George H. Hill, Manager, 
P. O. Box 76, Cincinnati, O. . 

Sent 14,1.5, 16 and 17.—First fall dog show of the New Jersey Ken 
nel Club, Waverly, N. J. A. P. Vredenburg, secretary, Bergen Point, 
N. .T._ 

A. K. R.-SPECIAL NOTICE. 

iHB AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 

pedigrees, etc. (with prize lists of all shows and trials), is pub¬ 

lished every month. Entries close on the 1st. Should be in early. 

Entry blanks sent on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope. 

Registration fee (60 cents) must accompany each entry. No entries 
inserted unless paid in advance. Yearly subscription gl.50. Address 

“American Kennel Register,” P. O. Bo. 2832, New York. Number 

of entries already printed 3689. 

MASTIFF JUDGING AT NEW YORK. 

Editor Forestand Stream: 
May a high private venture to differ, fundamentally and 

radic^y, from your views on the above subject? And may 
he express the opinion that the many and giievous sins toward 
the mastiffs that the W. K. C. has been guilty of are almost 
to be pardoned for the service they did the breed in the 
selection of Dr, Peny as their judge this year? Hehadtlie 
courage to award his prizes according to what he beheved the 
best and tiniest type of dog, and to disregard what is supposed 
to be the ruhng fashion in England (mark me, I say “supposed 
meaninglv, and will prove it further along). For bis first prize 
winner he selected the dog with the fewest faults of any 
shown A dog, beaten in some points by several others m the 
class, yet without the other defects that these dogs had, and 
which far outweigh their special merits, and this dog Baby is 
of an average high order of merit all over, if not of superlative 
greatness in any one point. The philosophy of dog ludging 
seems to have generally commenced at the wrong end by 
selecting dogs for special merits and then makmg allowance 
for faults that condemn them, even as dogs. Surely tms is 
nonsense and illogical, and is there any reason why judging 
should not be logical? For instance, Bnoozer may have 
a wonderful head, short in face, broad and flat in skull, 
deep and broad in muzzle, but he may have layback 
enough for a fair bulldog, ears that would honor a 
second-rate bloodhound, legs that would ornainent a 
spider in their crooks and a walk that ‘'vould put a bi oken- 
leeeed grasshopper to shame. Now a mastiff should have a 
broad skull and short face but he should a^o ^ave ^ blunt 
squarely truncated muzzle; does layback fill this biU, or is 
a pug really square in muzzle? Yet the short face c^rn^ all 
before it: or this “sbortfaced” specimen may not have the fore¬ 
going defects, but he is about the size of a big setter; a mas¬ 
tiff used to be supposed to be a big 
quirement, yet the pigmy goes first; or worst of all. this 
of perfection may be actually a cnpple. Is lameness or lack 
of power in his legs a characteristic of the breed ? ^et^e judge 
overlooks aU these vital defects and hhndly hows dq-^ at the 
feet of “short face.” Is this philosophical? Pen your jud^e upm 
tills corner and he deftly evades you by “character. Now 
character is an essential mark of any breed, but it must be a 
logical deduction from the standards and scales set up by tne 
fanciers of the breed, not the judge’s private opmion of what 
the ruling fashion may be in England, and 
practice with us, is too much to imagme that English 
are all crazy on the subject of head. Now the course of souae 
of the hghts of the Old English Mastiff Club, cm-tainly senm to 
point to the conclusion that allthat a dog n^dhaye is ^ 
and that if that can be seen sticking out of his stall, it is a 
waste of time and trouble to take him mto the ring. 

But after all is that the authority on the matter» Let m 
see. Mr. Hanbury must surely be accepted as one A the 
authorities of the club; with the exception 
he is the only breeder of long standing aiffi gre^ rep ate , Im 
put See Went over Crown Prince, Prmce Regeno bemg 
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longer in face, squarer in muzzle, and good In hooks and legs, 
Crown Prince haring as much layback as a pug, hocks that 
are so straight that like the man that stood so straight that 
he leaned back, his hocks bend forward, and forelegs that are 
as big at bottom as at top. It would seem that Mr. Hanbury 
reasoned that he was sufQciently eminent as an authority to 
smile at the storm of adverse criticism his ruling would evoke. 
Then Mr. Beaufoy judged and revei-sed the logic of Mr, Han¬ 
bury’s ruling; does this show that Mr. Beaufoy preferred the 
pug-nosed type to all other virtues and merits in a mastiff? 
Stop a bit. Shortly after this Mr. Beaufoy wanted a stud dog, 
at Dr. Forbes-Winslow’s sale. Did he buy Crown Prince? 
Nary a buy; he took Prussian Prince (money could not have 
been the deciding point here). Then his famous stud dog. Beau, 
the best all-round dog in England, died. Crown Prince was stiU 
in the market. Did he buy him? Not he; he bought H. M. 
King Canute, another good all -round dog. So the logical de¬ 
duction seems to be that Mr. Beaufoy judged the wa.y he 
thought the rage was running, but when he wanted a dog for 
his own use, he took one of the type that pleased him the 
most. Again, why does Crown Prince go begmng in the mar¬ 
ket? He can be bought for less than King Canute cost. If 
short face, straight hocks, upside down legs, etc. , are the true 
type of English mastiff, why does this exemplar of these glor¬ 
ies seek a purchaser in vain? Now the fact is that the idea 
that the extreme of short face is the necessary qualiflcation in 
a mastiff, even in England, is a delusion and a snare. I think I 
have proved that Mr. Hanbury and Mr. Beaufoy do not so 
hold, and from all I can gather from English fanciers, the 
sober sound judgment of the majority of Enghsh fanciers is 
against it. Hichard Cook, Esq., the honorable secretary of 
the O. E. M. Club, a great admirer of Crown Prince, freely 
admits that the dog is “too bully.” Messrs. Taunton, Portier 
and Nichols are also unequivocal in their commendation of 
the ultra bulldog type, and M. B. Wynn, enthusiast as he is 
for short face and an approach to the' bulldog type, yet is as 
emphatic as any one in condemnation of weak loins, straight 
hooks, large ears and general lack of power. 

Two notable instances of the uncertainty of what the nding 
English type really is occurred to me at the New York show. 
Mr. H. Wl Smith said that Baby was the type of dog that he 
would have put first a few years since, but that it was now 
difficult to say what the English fancy really asked for. An¬ 
other well known English fancier told me that Baby was the 
type of dog that was winning when he left England ten years 
since, and that he had been puzzled on his visits thei'e within 
the last few years to determine whether the fancy went for 
mastiffs, or an enlargement of his special fancy, the pug. 
This last gentleman kindly obliged me by bringing his pug 
alongside of a “short-faced” mastiff; point after point we 
went over their heads, and finally concluded that the only 
difference in their types was that the pug’s nose was fairly 
straight on top, while the mastiff’s was dished, and that the 
pug had nice, neat ears, and'the mastiff beastly big flaps; the 
mastiff having rather more ‘ ‘layback. ” Of course in legs, feet 
and body, the pug was way ahead. 

Will it not be well for us to stop and consider what we want 
in a mastiff and what his characteristics really are, and not 
go dreaming off on rolling twenty pug dogs into one and call¬ 
ing him a mastiff, robbing the pug of his power and soundness 
in the meanwhile? 

You, Mr. Editor, have mentioned dogs of late that are abso¬ 
lutely disqualified under the scale. The minimum for height 
is fixed at 27 inches, and some of the dogs you have com¬ 
mended fall a very big inch short of this. How then can they 
be good specimens? 

May I ask you, as a favor to American mastiff fanciers, to 
publish the standard I inclose? It is that prepared by M. B. 
Wynn, Esq., and that prepared by Mr. Portier for the Old 
English Mastiff Club is about the same, only hardly as intelli¬ 
gible. 

And will not our judges take this standard, think it over, 
reflect on the tjqie of dog it contemplates, and ask themselves 
if a logical application of this standard justify them in some 
of the rulings they have made. W. Wade. 

Hulton, Pa., May 17. 
POINTS OF THE ENGLISH MASTIFF. 

(Prepared for the Mastiff’ Club by M. B. Wynn.) 
Head.—General, very massive and short, with great breadth 

and depth of skull, and squareness of muzzle. Expression 
lowering. Forehead, broad, flat and wrinkled; eyebrows 
heavy, with a broad stop extending well into the forehead. 
Cheeks, full. Eyes, wide apart, small, and sunken, dark 
brown in color. Muzzle, short, truncated, deep and broad, 
not tapering toward the nose; jaws very wide; line of profile 
from stop level, not drooping toward the nose (i. e., not hound 
muzzled), black in color. Nose, large; nostrils large, and a 
well-marked line between. Lips, thick and pendulous, they 
should fall forward (not hang at the comers of the mouth as 
in the bloodhound). Teeth, large, undershot or level. Ears, 
small, pendent or semi-erect, not placed so low as in the 
hoimd, the darker the color the better. 

JSodj/.—General, thickset and muscular, with great length 
and bulk, on comparatively short legs. Neck, short, thick, 
and muscular; dewlap slightly developed. Chest, deep, wide 
between forelegs. Shouldei’s, wide apart across breast and 
back; shoulder blades deep. Back, long and broad. Loin, 
broad, flat, and musculai*. Thighs, straight, muscular and 
thick. Stem, fine, short, straight, thick at root, tapering to 
tip, and carried down generally. Forelegs, short, from elbow 
to ground straight, with plenty of bone and muscle. Hind¬ 
legs , straight, well curved from stifle to hock, with plenty of 
bone; dew claws admissible. Feet, round, large and compact. 
Coat, hard, short and fine. Color, fawn, with black ears and 
muzzle, or good brindles equal. Pieds are admissible and 
equal for purity—award no points for color. 

Heigr/if.—General, produced by depth of body, not by length 
of limb. Dogs, from twenty-seven inches at shoulder and up¬ 
ward, the greater the height the better, providing there is no 
loss of symmetry and character, and that the weight increases 
in proportion. Bitches, generally average three inches less 
than dogs. 

SCALE OF POINTS FOR JUDGING. 

Head 40 Points. 
Shape of skull.10 
Girth of skull.10 
Ears—carriage and size. .5 

Bluntness.3 
Breadth. 3 

Muzzle Depth. 3 
Lips. 3 
Color. 8 

Body 35 Points. 
Neck. 4 
Breadth of Breast. 4 
Loin and Back.   4 
Girth of chest. 4 
Shoulders. 4 
Length.  4 
Thighs.3 
Stem.   3 
Legs. 3 
Feet. 2 

General 25 Points. 
Size, height, and general appearance of bulk.... 15 
Coat.  5 
F’awns w'ith dark eai’s and muzzle ) 

or brindle with dai-k ears and muzzle (.^ 
Red with black muzrte, or all black, award 3 

points only. 

Total 100 

Pawns without dark points, ditto brindles, reds without 
black muzzle and pies, award no points for color. 

Dogs of 27 inches at shoulder should weigh 120 pounds; ‘28 
inches, 130pounds; 29inches, 140pounds; 30 inches, 150pounds; 
31 inches, 160 pounds; 32 inches, 180 pomids; 33 inches, 190 
pounds; 34 inches, 200 pounds. 

Award a lesser number of points in proportion to the de¬ 
ficiency in the .specimen being judged. 

[When it comes to expi’ession of opinion, we cheerfully con¬ 
cede that our correspondent is unapproachable. As a logician, 
howeven in reporter’s parlance, “he should be content with 
vhc.” He starts off by complimenting Dr. Perry upon having 
awarded his prizes to what he believes to be “the best and 
truest type of dog ” This deduction would be more logical 
had Dr. Perry followed this type by giving first in the open 
bitch class to Ilford Cambria, of the same type as Baby, in¬ 
stead of following "the raling fashion” by awarding the prize 
to Lady Gladys, an undersized specimen, with the same faults 
behind that are seen in Ilford Caution, and had he in the 
champion bitch class placed Rosalind over Prussian Princess, 
not so good in loin or legs, and not nearly so good a mover as 
Rosalind, but with a head more in accordance with “the ruling 
fashion.” In writing of the ruling fashion in England, Mr. 
Wade emphasizes the word “supposed” in a manner that 
leads one to beheve that the ideas of our judges upon this 
point are all wrong. Then with delightful frankness he 
proceeds to prove the contrary by pointing to the course 
of some of the lights of the Old" Enghsh Mastiff Club, 
and quoting a single instance where a judge made a decision 
not in accordance with “the ruling fashion” (condition of dogs 
not stated), adding “that he was sufficiently eminent as an 
authority to smile at the storm of adverse criticism his ruling 
would evoke.” As Mr. Wade has quoted Mr. Sidney W. 
Smith, we take the hberty to add his closing remark, which 
was, “Baby may be the best dog, but Ilford Caution is the 
better mastiff.” Mr. Wade cites the purchase by Mr. Beau¬ 
foy of Prussian Pi-ince and His Majesty Kang Canute instead 
of Crown Prince, and adds, “Money could not have been the 
deciding point here,” but does not tell us what the deciding 
point was. We wih supply the missing link. Mr. Beaufoy is 
too well versed in the science of breeding to purchase a six- 
year-old worn-out stock dog that has a disputed pedigree 
when he can procure a “good all-round dog” (except for a 
weakness behind) hke King Canute, the best living represen¬ 
tative of his old favorite. Beau. Mr. Wade says that dogs 
under 27 inches are absolutely disqualified. In order to make 
this statement as intelligible as his remarlis upon “the ruling 
fashion,” he should have added to it the last paragraph of the 
standard, which says, “Award a lesser number of points in 
proportion to the deficiency in the specimen to be 
judged.” A “deficiency” is not a disqualification. Mr. 
Wade’s request that judges read and ponder the standard 
is all right; but in view of the fact that the rules of the ken¬ 
nel clubs are silent upon the subject of standards, we fail to 
see just how a judge who makes a wrong decision can be 
brought to book save by the intelligent criticism of the public 
press. If Mr. Wade will “take this standard, think it over, 
reflect on the type of dog it contemplates,” he will learn that 
while a perfect head will score 40 points to the good, a weak 
loin—counting it equal in value to back—will only take 2 
points and bad legs but 3 points from the grand total, and in 
case only two legs out of the four are bad, the ‘ ‘logical deduction” 
is that points only will be demerited. He will also learn 
that “a walk that would put a broken-legged gi'asshopper to 
shame,” does not coimt as a demerit, and that “size is an ab¬ 
solute requirement” to the extent of 5 points only. He will 
not learn, however, from this or any other standard that the 
muzzle of the pug should be other than cut off square or that 
he has any “layback.” We are not discussing the merits of 
the standard which Mr. Wade recommends, but merely point¬ 
ing out some of its plainer teachings and the “logical de¬ 
ductions” which naturally follow.] 

ST. LOUIS DOG SHOW. 

[Fro?a a Special Correspondent.] The third annual dog show of the St. Louis Gun Club was 
held in the east nave of the Exposition Bidlding May 18. 

19, 20, and 21. The entries numbered 381 and but veiy few 
were absent. The judges for pointers, English setters, beagles, 
dachshunde, greyhounds and deerhounds was J. M. Taylor of 
Cleveland, Ohio; Irish and Gordon setters, Mr. W. H. jPierce, 
Peeksldll, N. Y.; Dandy Dinmonts and Scotch and hard-haired 
terriers, Capt. C. W. Bellairs, St. Louis, Mo.; St. Bernards, 
collies, fox-terriers, spaniels and all non-sporting except as 
above, J. H. Naylor, Chicago, III. The judging gave general 
satisfaction, and the local visitors as well as those from a 
distance, expressed themselves well pleased with the ex¬ 
hibition. The prizes in the regulai- classes were liberal, and 
the specials were very numerous, amounting to 114. As has 
been stated in these columns before, special prizes are becom¬ 
ing a nuisance at shows, and in place of assisting the finding 
out of the best dog of the different breeds are in many cases 
so offered as to become a gift to the animal. The manage¬ 
ment, especially Mr. Geo. Munson, worked hard to make the 
show a success financially and otherwise, and we are pleased 
to say their efforts were crowned with success. The weather 
was warm, in fact we might say on Friday it was too warm 
for the real comfort of the dogs, and there was a falling off 
in the attendance during the afternoon. The quality of the 
dogs in most of the non-sporting classes was poor, while that 
in the pointer and most of the setter classes was good. 

POINTERS. 

Robert le Diable was the only entry in the champion class 
for large dogs, and he was absent. There were no entries in 
the heavy weight bitch class. In the open class for large 
dogs, eight faced the judge and they were an exeUent lot. 
Young Meteor, placed first, is an exceedingly good one, back 
of his neck which is too short, his head is a trifle coarse, and 
his ears are placed too high. Second went to Gypsy, a good 
dog with the exception of being very throaty. Third went to 
Sweep, coarse in head and a trifle weak in stifles and hocks, 
othenvise a good one. In the open class for heavy weight 
bitches first went to Belle Faust, a good one, and well known 
to your readers. Second went to Vixen, a very large bitch with 
little lumber about her. except for her bad ears, and being a 
trifle long in baj’rel, we hke her very much. Third went to 
NelUe,afair bitch,plain in head, short in neck and light in stifles. 
Robin Adair was alone in the champion class for light 
weights, and received the award. Vanity alone in the bitch 
class, also received the award. There were three dogs shown 
in the open class; first went to Krupp, transferred from the 
larger class. He was shown bad in coat, and is short in head, 
otherwise he is an exceedingly well made dog. Second went to 
Krupp’s fitter brother Rod, also shown in bad coat, he is a 
good all round dog and we liked him better for first. In the 
open class for light weight bitches, seven faced the judge. 
First went to Keswick, she was placed first at the late N. Y! 
show; and is well known to your readers. Second went to 
Dell, a nice little bitch full of quality, excellent in neck, 
shoulders and chest, her ears are not as good as we would like 
them, and her feet are not good. Third was withheld. Ten 
dog puppies faced the judge. First went to Maximum, a big 
puppy strong in bone, he is a trifle throaty for a puppy, and 
too long between the couplings. Second went to Colonel 
Faust, he is well put together with plenty of bone for a 
younger. In the class for bitches first went to Miss Wood¬ 
ford, a fair all round puppy. Second went to Nellie B., like 
her brother Colonel Faust, she is a good puppy well put to¬ 
gether. 

ENGLISH SETTEES. 

There were two dogs shown in the champion class, Paul 
Gladstone and his illustiious sire old Gladstone, for exhibition 

only. He was looking remarkably well and is exceedingly 
active for a dog nine years of age. Paul received the award. 
He was shown in grand shape and was as hard as a rock. The 
naore we examined him, the more we were impressed with 
him. He is a small dog of great substance, and is so exceed¬ 
ingly well put together that it is difficult to find many faults 
in him. His head appears much better than when we last saw 
him. Juno A. was fli’st in the champion bitch class, she is 
a fine bitch and is well known to your readers. In the open 
class first went to Mandau, a description of him will be found 
in your report of the New York show. His condition has much 
improved. Second went to the well known field trial winner 
Roderigo. His bench show form has improved since we last 
saw him, and it takes a good one to beat him. Third went to 
Bridgeport, a well made dog with but few faults. He is of a 
heavier type than Major Taylor likes. In the bitch class 
eighteen faced the judge. First went to Dixie, excellent in 
head, chest, shoulders, legs and feet, she is a trifle sway- 
backed and long between the couplings. Second was given 
to Vixen III., a description of her will be found in yom- report 
of the late New York show. Third went to Haidee, a sweet 
little all-round bitch, we think her good enough for any com¬ 
pany. In dog puppies first went to (joldstone, a very promis¬ 
ing youngster. He is a trifle fight in muzzle and long in the 
back. He will be heard from again. Second went to Dashing 
Prince, a fair puppy well put together. In bitch puppies first 
went to Darkness, a fairly well made one. Second went to 
Fawn II., a very nice aU round bitch, we thought her fully 
equal, if not better, than Darkness. 

BLACK AND TANS 
were a weedy lot; Nora, the only entry in the champion class, 
was absent. In the open class for dogs first was withheld, and 
second went to Don, a poor specimen. In the open class for 
bitches the best bitch was Patti, in tact she was the only good 
specimen shown, and through the careless handling of an at¬ 
tendant, who brought her before the judge, she would not 
stand on her feet to be looked over, and Nellie, a bitch, weak 
in stifles, hocks, pasterns and too long in the body, was given 
the place. If Mr. Pierce had seen Patti on her limbs as he did 
later, she would have been given the place, as she is a very 
symmetrical bitch, -with capital limbs; Nellie was the better in 
head and feathering, and the tan was much better in color be¬ 
hind. Nellie was also given the place for puppies. Second 
went to Nell, poor in head, legs and feet, and a trifle weak in 
back. 

IRISH SETTERS. 
Elcho, Jr., was the only entry in the champion class for dogs, 

and he was awarded the prize. Faun, alone in the class for 
bitches, received like honors. In the open class for dogs, first 
went to Glenclair, he is a typical Irish setter, with few faults, 
and was properly placed. Second went to Patsy, he is put 
together for work, his plain head is his worst feature. Third 
went to Frank, a racy built youngster with lots of substance, 
but shown too thin. In the open class for bitches Lam-a B. 
was properly placed first; she is a symmetrical bitch with 
rare substance and quality, we might add that her head is a 
trifle to much of the English setter type. Second went to 
Grace Glencho, a new bitch, she is of the true Irish type all 
over, combined with substance; if shown in condition she will 
be beard from again. Third went to little Lorna; her faults 
which are few are well known. In the class for dog puppies 
two poor specimens were shown, first was witliheld and 
second was given to Bob White. In the class for bitch pup¬ 
pies, first was given to Bridget D. II., a fair specimen but not 
first rate in color. Second was withheld. 

A full fist of awards in the regular and special classes will 
be found below. 

AWARDS. 

MASTIFFS.—Champion—No entries. Opsn—Dogs: 1st, E. Mans- 
flela's Ashmont Sam; 3d, W. F. Suda’s ChallenEe, Very high com., 
C. C. Cook’s Caesar 11. Bitches: Prizes withheld. Very high com.’ 
W. F. Suda’s Beauty. Puppies: 1st, E. Mansfield’s Ashmont Sam; 
‘Jd, A. J. Pierce's Queen Victoria. Com., G. P. Jones’s Beech Grove 
Queen. 

ST. BERNARD.—Champion—No entries. Open—RoroH-CoATEn— 
Dogs; Isl, E. S. Marstou's Switzer; 3d, W. P. D^e’s Frank-. Bitches: 
1st and 3d, Mohawk Kennels’ Noma and Clio. Puppies: 1st and 3d, 
Mohawk Kennels’ Jumbo and Snowfiake. Smooth Coated—Dog's.- 1st, 
J. H. Garth’s Rector II. Bitches: 1st, A. M. Mauntel’s Emir. Pup¬ 
pies-. No entries. 

NEWFOUNDLANDS.—CuRLY-CoATED—1st, M. Rowan’s Carlo; 3d, 
J. H. Holmes’s Prince Albert.—AVaw Coated—1st, S. S. McOuen’s 
Miro; 3d, B. F. Lewis’s Carlo. Very high com., W. J. Cuddy's 
Jumbo. 

GREAT DANES.—1st and 2d. Dr. G. Nicolai’s Caesar and Nero. 

GREYHOUNDS.—Champion-G. S. Parvln’s Major.—Open—1st, J. 
F. Nicholson’s Belle; 2d, B. O’Keefe’s Longfellow. High com., E. L. 
Henry’s Darby and R. S. McDonald’s Gypsey. Com., G. W. H. 
Benton’s Fly and R. S. McDonald’s Richard in. Puppies: 1st, B. 
O’Keefe’s Speed. High com., V. Loth’s Colonel. 

DEERHOUNDS.—1st. withheld; 2d, E. S. McDonald’s Gold Dust. 

POINTERS.—Champion—Dog.- Absent. Bitch: No entry.—Open- 
Large—Dogs; 1st, 0. J. Engel’s Young Meteor; 2d, F. Fink’s Gypsey; 
8d, Pittsburgh Kennel Club’s Sweep. Very high com., St, Louis Ken¬ 
nel Club’s Drake and W. H. Linn’s Shot. High com., C. J. Bremmer’s 
Bow Faust. Bitches; 1st, St. Lotus Kennel Club’s Belle Faust; 2d,C. 
B. Rode’s Vixen; 3d, J. Drees’s Nellie. High com., J. H. Kraft’s Betsy 
Hawkins. Com., J. Drees’s Black Bird and R. Labadie’s Jessie.—Un¬ 
der 56I.BS.—Champion—Dog; J. H. Kraft’s Robin Adair. Bitch: St. 
Louis Kennel Club’s Vanity.—Open—Dogs.- 1st, 6. A. Gastleman’s 
Krupp; ‘2d, J. B. Castleman’s Rod. Bitches-, 1st, St. Louis Kennel 
Club’s Keswick H.; 2d, G. A. Castleman’s Dell.—Puppies—Dogs; 1st, 
W. E. Hughes’s Maximum; 2d, C. B. Rode’s Colonel Faust. Very 
high com., E. R. Hickerson’s Snipper. High com. and com., j. 
Drees’s Black Prince and unnamed. Bitches: 1st, E. L. Munson’s 
Miss Woodford. Very high com., J. H. Kraft’s HeweUiu and 0. J. 
Munson’s Meekness. 

ENGLISH SETTERS.—CHAMPios—Dog; Memphis and Avent Ken¬ 
nels’Paul Gladstone. Dt7c7i; Memphis and Avent KenneLs’ Juno A. 
Open—Dogs; 1st, R. B. Morgan’s Mandan; 3d, Memphis and Avent 
Kennels’ Roderigo; 3d, Colorado Kennels’ Bridgeport. Very high 
com., J. A. McDonough’s Count Glickstone. High com., Colorado 
Kennels White Cloud and J. N. Macklin’s Gath’s Mark. Com., A. H. 
Blanke’s Dashing Dan, W. A. Albright's Shot and S, H. Socwell’s 
Rake II. Bitches: 1st, W. Bedford’s Dixie: 2d, Mrs. E. 0. Franklin’s 
Vixen II; 3d, Memphis and Avent Kennpls’ Haidee. Reserve, Dr. W. 
G. Moore’s Bess H. Very high com., Colorado Kennels’ Galatea and 
J. N. Maclin’s Dora Berwyn. High com,, Burnap and Lane’s Ma 
Belle and R. B. Morgan’s Akron Girl. Com., J Durling’s Reno. Pitts¬ 
burg Kennel Club’s Daisy Quetn II and South St.Louis Kennels’ May B. 
—Puppies —Dogs: lat, P. H. & D. Bryson’s Golosione; ‘2d, Pittsburg 
Kennel Club’s Dashing Prince. Very high com., J. A. McDonough’s 
Brook and South St. Lewis Kennels’ Dick. High com., F. Fink Jr’s. 
Dick. Com., Seuth St. Louis Kennels’ Dan. Bitches: Ist, CoUios 
& Whiting’s Darkness; 2d, Colorado Kennels’ Fawn U. High com,. 
South St. Louis Keunels’ Madge S. 

BLACK AND TAN SETTERS.—Champion—Absent.—Open—Dogs; 
Ist. withheld; 3d, Dr. S. Whitaker’s Don. Very high com., T. T. Wash¬ 
ington’s Grover Cleveland. Bitches: Ist, W. Ebler’s Nellie; 3d, J. B. 
Wickny’s Patti; 3d, F. A. Pratt’s Sue. High com., A. Kammerzeil’s 
Nona, Puppies: 1st, W. Ehler’s Nellie; 2d, R. J. Kothwoll’s Neil. 
Very high com., T. T. Washington’s Grover. 

IRISH SETTERS,—Champion—Dog; Dr. Wm. Jarvis’s Elcho, Jr. 
Bitch: F. M. Brasher’s Fawn.—Open—Dogs: 1st, Claire-Reeta Ken¬ 
nels’ Glenclaire; 2d, R. 0. Van Horn's Patsey; 3d, J. H. Naylor’s 
Frank. Very high com., C. Hanitch’s Dash. High com.. H. A. Com¬ 
stock’s Royal C, Com., F. Thorne’s Bismarck, E. B. Frost’s Grover 
C. and W. F. Rupolph’s Doc. Bitches: 1st, J. M. Lukley’s Laura B.; 
2d, J. M. Freeman’s Grace Glencho; 3d, Dr. Wm. Jarvis’s Lorna. 
Very high com., E. F, Weiss’s Clara Belle. High com.. J. D. Lucas’s 
Flash. Com., H. Rider’s Beauty, Belle and C. B. Beck’s Biddy B.— 
Puppies—Dogs: 1st, withheld; 2d, J. E. Law’s Bob White. Very high 
com., W. M. bairbault’s ShaneRhue. Bitches: Ist, Mrs. W. Fitzgerald’s 
Bridget D. U. Very high com., W. R. FairbauU’s Maid oE Erin. 

IRISH WATER SPANIELS.—Dogs; 1st and 2d, J. D. Olcott’s The 
O’Donoghue and Storm: 3d, W. T. Campbell’s Harry. Bitches: 1st 
and 3d, J. D. Olcott’s Chippewa Belle and Jepsey; 2d. C, B. Rodes’s 
Nora. Puppies: 1st, J. D. Olcott’s Wad; 2d, C. B. Rodes’s Captain 
Slash. 

FIELD SPANIELS—Champion-No entries.—Open —Ist and 2d, 
withheld. Very high com., T. C. Martin’s Dick. 

COCKER SPANIELS.—Dogs; 1st, J.S. Lewis’s Keno; 3d, Mrs.E. 
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C. Fraulclin’s Prince Obo. Very hisb com., Mrs. E. C. Franklin’s 
Colonel Mac. Bitches'. 1st, Jos. Lewis’s Vic; 2(1, Lake Shore Kennels’ 
Blue Silk. Puppies-, lat, F. E. Sebeele’s Black McBonald; 2d and 
very biph com., Mrs. E. C. Franklin’s Fanchon and Count Loo. 

FOXHOUNDS —1st, R. Hyatt’s Pat Malloy. Very high com. and 
high com., P. Chew’s Jack, Tim Driver and Boss. 

BEAGLES.—Dogs: 1st, Mrs. Geo. H. Hill’s Banker: 2d. C. Thomas’s 
Pan. Bitches: 1st, Mrs. Geo H. Hill’s Mai-jory, Puppies: 1st, with¬ 
held; 2d, H. Roach’s Oak Wild. 

BASSET HOUNDSi—1st and 2d, B. F. Seitner’s Nimrod and Fan¬ 
chon. 

DACHSHUNDE.—1st, A. Willbrandt’s Bergman; 2d, B. F. Seitner’s 
Prince. High com., C. Bibbinger’s Rowland. 

FOX-TERRIERS.—Do9.s.- 1st. P. H. O’Neill’s Halo; 2d. Trinity Fox- 
Terrier Kennels’Veto Joe. Very high com., T. McHugh’s Punch. 
High com .W. Wilson’s Viper. Bitches: 1st, Tiinity Fox-Terrier 
Kennels’Lill; 2d, W. R. Over’s Flimsy. Very high com.. St. Louis 
Kennel Club’s Fa.v IT. and W. H. Thompson’s Rye. Puppies—Dogs: 
1st. E. L. Munson’s Virus; 2d. Trinity Fox-Terrier'Kennels’ Vagabond. 
Bitches; lat C. J. Munson’s Vice; 2 I and very hisrh com., Trinity 
Kennels’ Vim and Nellie Bly. High com., Jos. Lewis’s Lent. 

COLLIE‘5.—Champion—Dog.-J. A. Lone’s Rob Roy-Open—Don.?; 
1st, J. A. Long’s Clifton Hero; 2d, J. Risdy’s Young Rob Roy; 3d, 
A. & J. Hosie’s Jock. Reserve, Tower Grove Kennels’ Rob Roy 
HI. Very high com., P. E. Flanagan’s Keno. High com., Tow'er 
Grove Kennels' Ben Lomond, T. E. Doan’s Bruce and H. S. Turner’s 
Bruce. Com., .1. B. C. Lucas’s Mountaineer and R. F. Henry’s Ben 
Lomond. Bifc/ies; 1st. 2d. 31 and high com.. J. A. Long’s Picture, 
Madge Wildfire, Cornet and Pl3'away. Reserve, Tower Grove Ken 
nels’ Fri«co. Very high com.. L. Crawford’s Bess and Tower Grove 
Kennels’ Queen Victoria —Puppies.-Dogs; 1st, A. K. Sawyer’s Mack; 
2d and high com.. Tower Grove Kernels’ Ben Lomond, Mac Dhue and 
Ben Decay. Reserve, W. S. Power’s Nelson. Very high com., J. A. 
Long’s Dundee and R. F Henry's Ben Lomond. High com., S 
Stewart’s Sullivan, C T. Maxwell’s Clifton Hero. Jr. Bitches: 1st, 
Tower Grove Kennels’ Fri'co; 2d, L. Crawford's Bess. Very high 
com., J. Riedy’s Heather Belle. 

BULLDOGS.—1st and 2d, J. P. Barnard, Jr.’s Brirastone'and King. 
BULL-TERRIERS.—1st, J. Le-nds’s Maud Lee; 2d. W. H. Over’s 

Kit. Very high com., C. H. Bailey, Jr.’s Jack. High com., C. J. 
Voorhees’s Grange an(i J. Bushy’s Pete. Puppies: 1st, 0. H. Bailey’s 
Tiger. 

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.—1st, Mrs. B. F. Lewis's Smart; 2d, 
H. Muss’s Lady. Com., M. Rohan’s Flora. Scotch-1st and 2J, J. U. 
Naylor’.s Heather and 'W’hinstone Yet. 

DANDIE DTNMONT TERRIERS.—1st and 2d, Mrs. J. H. Naylor’s 
Pansv and Bonnie Briton. 

SKYE TEERTERS.-Prizes -withheld. 
PUG'< —Dogs; Mrs. G. H. Hill’s Joe; 2d, withheld. Very high 

com . Mrs. Dr. Mulhha'l’s Pop. Com. Dr. R. N. Kealbofer’s Rex and 
Mrs. M. A. Fanning’s Mugwump. Bitches: 1st. Miss Fannie W. Ba¬ 
ker’s Ladv Dufferiii; 2d, Mohawk Kennels' Todv. Com., Miss Mollie 
Eopsch’s Pearl of York. Puppies: Ist. Mohawk Kennels’Tody; 2d, 
withheld. Very high com.. 0. Roesch’s Fairy. High com., H. 
Eopsch, Jr.’s Cupid. 

YORK'^HIBE TERRIERS.—1st, J. Clancy’s Jack; 2d. withheld. 
Very high com., C. Hillman’s Tiny. Com., J. Clancy’s Folly and J. 
G. Chapman’s Jesse. 

TOY-TERRIERS.—Ist. Mrs. J. D. Philips’ Clip; 2d, Mrs. F. H. Ben¬ 
ton’s Flossie. Very high com . Mrs. Martin Nolan’s Betsy Trotwood. 
High com . Miss Mary J. Keane’s Dick II. Com., Miss Eliza N. 
Keane’s Gillie. 

KING CHARLES SPANIELS.—1st and 2d, Mrs. B. E. Wilson’s 
Prince Albert and Flora. Very high cem., M. Nolan’s Patti. 

BLENHIEM SPANIELS.—1st, Mrs. B. F. Wilson’s Jim. 

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.-1st. J. C. Irwin’s Babie; 2d. C. Wey- 
ricli’s Pedro. 

POODLES.—l«t. A. Sander's Lillie. 
Mi'-CELLANEOUS.—lst, Gleilcho Collie Kennels’Sir Lucifer; 2d, 

Dr. Leidner’s Mexican terrier Bats. Reserve. D. Tipping Jr.’s re¬ 
triever Black Jack. Jr. Very Inch com , W. Kamplmmau’s Irish re¬ 
triever Rover and Mi«s Maggie Stevens’s Mexican spaniel Don. High 
com., E. Kfome’s retriever Sport and H. Russell’s Mexican spaniel 
Chiquita. St. Louis rough terriers—1st and 2d, A. Bower’s Tipp and 

SPECIAL PRIZES. 

Mastiffs.—Best dog, Asbmont Sam; bitch, Beauty; puppy (two) 
As’-mnnt Sam; bitch puppy, Queen Victor. 

St. Bernards —Best rough-coated, Switzer; puppy (two), Jumbo; 
smonth-coated. Rector n. , , - .lu » . j 

NE-WFOUNDLAKDS.-Bast curij'-coated, Prince Albert; wavy-coated, 
Miro; best of either, Miro; kennel (two). J. II. Holmes’s stud dog 
Prince; braee punpies. Prince and Prince II. „ 

Greyhounds.—Best. Belle: pnppj-, Emir; brace, Longfellow and 
Spaed. Best deerhound. Gold Du.st; Great Dane. Csesar. 

Pointers—Best (three), Keswick II.; hitch (two), Keswick H; 
black. Sweep; dog puppy. Maximum; bitch. Miss AVoodford; kennel, 
St Louis Kennel Club. 

English SETTERs.-Best (three) Paul Gladstone; bitch, Juno A.; in 
open classes. Mandan; dog puppy, Golds tone; kennel, Memphis and 

Avent Kennel. _ , , , . , , x, ^ ■ 
Irish Setters.-Best (two). Elcho. Jr.; bitch, Laura B.; dog in 

open class, Glenclaire; bitch, Laura B.; puppy, Bridget D. 11.; brace, 

Elcho Jr. and Lorna. ^ , 
Gordon Setters.—Best, Nellie; dog puppy, Grouse; bitch puppy, 

Nellie 
Irish Water Spaniels.-Best (three), The O’Donoghue; hitch (two). 

Chippewa Belle; brace, The O’Donoghue and Chippewa Belle; puppy 
/two) \y 

Cooker Spaniels.—Best dog. Keno; bitch. Vic; puppy. Black Mc¬ 
Donald; pair, Keno and Vic; owned in St. Louis, Prince Obo. 

Foxhounds—Best. Pat Maioy: pack, P, Chew, 
Beagles.—Best dog (two). Banker; hitch (two), Marjory; brace. 

Banker and Marjory. xx- 
Fox-Terriers.—Best dog. Vims; bitch. Fly: dog puppy. Virus; 

hitch, Vice; dog in open class, Halo; hitch. Fay; pair, Veto Joe and 
JTJ V 

Collies.—Best dog, Clifton Hero; hitch (three). Picture; dop puppy, 
Mack; hitch. Frisco; brace, Clifton Hero and Picture; kennel, J. A. 
Long, pnpoy sired bv Clifton Hero, Mack. „ , , „ • 

Best bull terrier (two) Maud V.. dog. Jack. Bulldog, Bnpistone. 
Black and tan terrier dog. Smart; bitch. Lady. Dandle Dmniont, 
Pansy. Toy terrier, Clip. Rough terrier dog. Tip; hitch, Lilly. 
Dachshimde, Pearl of York. „ . .x, o , i 

Pugs.-Best (four) .Toe; bitch. Lady Dufferiii; puppy, Teddy; owned 
by St. Louis lady. Mugwump. „ , . ^ , , 

Handsomest dog, Paul Gladstone; ugliest, Dundee; hestownedby 
ladv. Vixen III. Mexican spaniel, Don. Brace from St. Louis, 
Clifton Hero and Picture. By child under 10 years old, Dundee. 

DEATH OF LA]Sr(3i.—Blairsville, Pa.. 'M.a,j'2\.—Editor For¬ 
est and Stream: All dog fanciers who attended the recent 
bench show at Pittsburgh will remember R. W. Wehrie’s Gor¬ 
don setter puppy Lang. This dog attracted considerable 
attention from the fact that he was one of the most promising 
puppies of his class in Western Peensylvania, and we might 
add the entire State. His owner received several very good 
offers for the purchase of the dog, but refused them all, in 
the idea that by keeping him in this section of the country 
and under his own control he would be enabled to do some¬ 
thing toward the introducing and maintaining of a pure and 
fine breed of dogs of this sort. Shortly aftei- Lang was 
brought home from the Pittsburgh show Ms owner noticed 
that he seemed to be affected by a lung disorder, and this soon 
developed into quite a serious trouble, but by good manage¬ 
ment and careful treatment it subsided. A few days ago the 
same trouble in an aggravated form made its appearance. 
All was done for Ms relief that possibly could be done; but to 
no avail, and Lang “passed in Ms chips” The primaiy in¬ 
tention of this communication is to call the attention of man¬ 
agers of bench shows to the fact that they should exercise 
gi-eat care in excluding from the show all dogs who have the 
slightest indication about them that they are suffering from 
disease. When Lang was at the Pittsburgh sbow Ms owner 
noticed that in the same kennel with him was a dog affected 
with sore eyes and whose general appearance indicated that 
he was diseased, and Mr. Wehrle feels confident that dog is the 
innocent cause of Lang’s death. Until a few days after the 
Pittsburgh sliow Lang wa.s in the best of health, and there is 
no doubt in the minds of those conversant with the affair that 
had the diseased dog been excluded from the sbow Lang would 
to-day be alive. It cost Mr. Wehrle $.500 to learn this lesson, 
and n3a,nagers of bench shows and othei* interested on.es here 
have it for nothing. If the lesson is heeded it will, perhaps, 
have not been too dearly bought.—The Ddke. 

THE BEAGLE BITCH TRINKET.—Editor Forest and 
Stream; Recently Mr. A. C. Krueger reported the beagle 
Trinket (Flute—Queen) as bred to Bannerman. In reply I 
stated that a party in Pittsfield, Mass., advertised a beagle 
bitch for sale. He wrote me that he would sell her for $13, 
and added, “I have her pedigree which I wfil let the man have 
that buys Trinket.” ICnowing Tinnket as a show winner and 
the dam of show winners, I was suspicious regarding her 
identit3r. And although I replied at once that if bis bitch was 
the original (Flute-Queen) Tiiuket, winner at Meriden, I would 
take her, he did not reply until some weeks later, when he 
wrote that she was, and had won two prizes at Meriden, but 
that he had sold her. Trinket won one prize at Meriden; she 
was bred by N. Elmore and sold to Mr. J. W. Mairoway, and 
I bought her from him. Mr. Krueger has probably been im¬ 
posed upon regarding the breeding of the bitch and I requested 
the use of another name. I claimed priority of name, which 
it is customary to acknowledge, pamcularly as my Trinket is 
a show wiimer,and registered in the American Kennel Register, 
Notwithstanding, Mr. Krueger fm'ther advertises the beagle 
Trinket for sale m the Forest and Stream. After the publi¬ 
cation of my former letter I feel compelled to state that I am 
the owner of the beagle known to the public as Trinket. As 
I sho'wed that the Pittsfield party gave a fictitious show record 
for Ms hound, and also claimed her to be the same name and 
breeding as another well known one. Mr. Krueger certainly 
should have taken time to investigate the breeding of his 
hound, which is doubtless fictitious.—H. F. Schellhass 
(Brooklyn. N. Y., May IS). 

CHANGED NAME AT SHOWS.—New Haven, Conn., May 
22.—Editor Forest and Stream: 1 have a dog that won first 
in a puppy class at New York in 1884, and was commended at 
the last show. I have lately changed his name and have 
registered Mm in the AL. K. B. Would Ms A. K. R. number 
be sufficient identification in entering Mm at future show, or 
shall I have to give Ms fonner name as well?—E. S. Porter. 
The A. K. 0. rales sav: “2. All dogs entered for competition 
or exhibition only shall be entered in rhe name of the hona 
fide owner. Such entry must be identified by the name of the 
‘dog. its date of birth, and, if known, the name of its sire, dam 
and breeder; otherwise, it must he entered ‘pedigree unknown.’ 
If the name of a dog which has won a tiirt prize has been 
changed, its name at time of winmng any and every such 
prize, and the place thereof, must be given. 3. If a dog is 
entered without being idenbiried. as directed in Rule 2, it shall 
be disqualified from competition.” 

AN UNFAILING REMEDY FOR ALL SKIN DISEASES. 
—Editor Forest and Stream: Take train oU, one quart; petro- 
lium oil, one gill; turpentine, one-half gill; sulphm', one 
pound; mix to the consistency of cream; then dress the dog 
all over wfith the mixture, rubbing well in 'with the hands un¬ 
til every part of the dog is saturated; allow to remain for a 
week or ten days, then wash off with strong solution of soda, 
warm water and softsoap. If the dog licks off the mixture, 
all the better, it will help nim. The oni5( medicine (if needed) 
is a dose of salts twice a week for a fortnight or three weeks. 
A few weeks after the above treatment the dog wUl look like 
a new animal with a fine healthy coat. If very bad case of 
mange repeat dressing, but it is seldom necessary. I have 
cured the very worst cases possible, including a noted stud 
setter now in Canada.—John R. Robinson, representative of 
the late E. Laverack (Simderland, Eng., May 12). 

POINTERS FOR CALIFORNIA.—Editor Forest and 
Stream: A. B. Truman, the well known dog man of San 
FYancisco. has received two very handsome lemon and wMte 
pointer puppies from the kennels of Dr. J. B. S. Holmes, of 
Rome, Ga. These puppies are very fine ones, and are a great 
addition to the pointer stock of the Pacific coast, and will be 
ot great interest to all lovers of the pointer. Their sire is 
Sensation, and their dam is Seph G., winner of the first prize, 
open class, Westminster Kennel Club. Everything goes to 
indicate that they mil make grand dogs to himt the California 
quail.—Friar Tuck._ 

THE TEXAS FIELD TRIALS CLUB.—The Texas Field 
Trials Club was recently organized at Marshall, Tex., with 
the following-named gentlemen as officers: President, Mr. 
Amory F. Starr; Vice-Presidents, Messrs. J. D. Rudd and W. 
M. Robertson; Secretary, Mr. J. F. Shai-p; Treasurer, Mr, 
Edmund Key. The Executive Committee consists of Harry 
Blocker, 0. B. Cock, Jr., S. H. Green, FrankY. Hall, Edmund 
Key, W. H. Pope, W. V. Richardson, W. M. Robertson, W. J. 
Rosborough, Jr., J. D. Rudd, J. F. Sharp, Amory R. Starr, A. 
B. Waskom, W. E. Winston and E. P. Womack. 

ST. BERNARD AWARDS AT NEW YORK.—Edftor For¬ 
est and Stream. My hitch Belleric 11., open class smooth St. 
Bernards, was awarded vhc. at the recent Westminster Ken¬ 
nel Club show. This award does noc appear in the published 
list, as it was made after the first day of the show. Through 
an oversight on the part of Mr. W. W. Tucker, the judge, he 
did not notice her when in the ring. The award was after- 
wai'd duly recorded in the judge’s book.—^K. E. Hope. 

SPANIEL SPECIALS AT NEW YORK.—Editor Forest 
and Stream .' In your list of specials at New York, you omit 
the one for best liver and wMce field spaniel won by Dash II. 
(A. K. R. 3609). E. M. Oldham. [There was no special of the 
kind in the published list, nor did the secretary mention it m 
the additional list sene us and published last week. Will the 
W. K. C. kindly explain?]_ 

POINTER IMPORTATION.—Lad of Bow, Beppo III. and 
Lass of Bow, the property of the Graphic Kennels, of Jersey 
City, reached Hoboken on Saturday last on the German 
steamer Eider. They arrived in excellent condition, and the 
owners are greatly pleased with them. Lad and Lass of Bow 
are heavy-weight pointers, and Beppo III. is a light weight; 
an of them are liver and white. Lass of Bow -won second 
pi-ize at the recent field trials in England. 

TOM BALL.—May 12.—Editor Forest and Stream; 1 notice 
in vour issue of April 22, that ‘"Lillibulero” states in his letter 
of March '27 that my bulldog Tom Ball could be purchased for 
£100. TMs is not correct. I refused £100 for him four times 
and sold Mm for more.—J. C. Ltall. 

IMPORTANT SALE OF GREYHOUNDS.—Mr. H. W. 
Smith, of Worcester, Mass., has disposed of his kennel of 
gi-eyhounds, -with the exception of Friday Night, which he 
will keep. 

MR. WM. TALLMAN has bought out the Blackstone Ken¬ 
nels, comprising Foreman, Plantagenet, Mack B. and some 
very nice Laverack bitches, and is now the owner and manager, 

A NEW ONE.—England is to have a Pet Dog Journal, to 
take special notice of ladies’ pets. It will be published at 211 
Cardigan Lane, Headingley, Leeds. 

KENNEL NOTES. 
KENNEL NOTE BLANKS.—For the convenience of breeders we 

have prepared a series of blanks for “Names Claimed,” “Whelps, 
“Bred” and “Sales.” All Kennel Notes must be sent to us on these 
blanks, which will be forwarded to any address on recetpr. of 
stamped and directed envelope. Send for a set of them. Sets of 
200 of any one form, bound, for retaining duplicates, sent postpaid. 
30 cents. 

NAMES CLAIMED. 

{3^°° Notes must be sent on tUe Prepared Blanks. 
Pop. By H. C. Miner, New York, for orange, with white markings, 

St. Bernard dog. wheltsed Miron, 1885, by Duty (Sirias—Thora) out of 
Orgai- (Hector II.—Nu-es II.). 

Count Banger. By N. Palmer. Baltimore, Md., for white, black and 
tan ticked Llewellin setter dog,whelped Aug. 12. 1883, by Count Noble 
(Count Wind’em—Nora) out of Gertrude ((Gladstone—Sanborn’s Nel¬ 
lie). 

Belle. By Neally Morgan. Newmarket, N. H., for red Irish setter 
bitch, whelped Feb. 8,1885, by Dash (Berkley—Bennett’s Lily) out of 
Beauty (Rocker—Madge). 

Bessie Gladstone. By E. A. Melzar and Dr. Homer Emerson. Mil- 
ton. Mass., for black,while and tan English setter bitch.whelped Nov. 
2, 1884, by Don Gladstone (Gladstone—Juno) out of Bessie T. (Glad¬ 
stone-Major Taylor’s Floy). 

Whistler. By j. L. Wyekoff. Perry, N.Y., for black, white and tan 
foxhoimd dog, whelped Feb. 20, 1886, by Wbcopy (Dick—Spotty) out 
of Flora. 

NAMES CHANGED. 

Bertha to Betsy Trotwood. Black, with white frill and feet, cocker 
spaniel bitch, whelped Nov. 19, 1885 (Kiddlewlnk—Qretchen), owned 
by Geo. W. King, Denver, Col. 

BRED. 

Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Belle—Thunder. Theo. B. Stubbs and Wm. M. Wood’s (Linwood, 
Pa.) English setter bitch Belle to Thunder. April 27 and 28. 

Juoith—Sir Lucifer. Glencoe Collie Kennels' (Bethlehem. Pa.)Eng- 
li.sh bobtail shrepdog bitch .Judith (A.K.B. 3164) to their Sir Lucifer 
(A K.R. 3678), April 12. 

Patsy—Dash. J. J. Lanigan’s (Boston. Mass.) Irish setter bitch 
Patsy (Prince—Peg) to Mrs. H. Edmonds’s Dash (A.K.R. 1465), April 
20. 

Vic—Dash. M. Murphy's (Boston, Mass.) Irl=h setter hitch Vic (Sam 
D.—Ruby) to Mrs. H. Edmonds’s Dash (A.K.H. 1465), May 7. 

Myrtle—Battler III. W. S Diffenderffer’s (Baltimore. Md ) beagle 
bitch Myrtle (E. 15,7>5) to his Rattier HI. (A.K.R. 279.8). May 19 

Faustina—Boss. E. A. Melzar and Dr. Homer Emerson’s (Milton, 
Mass.) English setter bitch Faustina (Dash in.—Nellie Dale) to E. A. 
Melzar’s Ross (A.K.R. 2169). May 17. 

Maud—Black Pete. E. S. Bird’s (Rockland. Me.) cocker spaniel 
bitch Maud (Sam—Daisy) to J. P. Willey’s Black Pete, April 22. 

Shina—Black Pete. J. P. Willev’s (Salmon Falls, N. M.) cocker 
soaulel bitch Shina (A.K.R. 1484; to his Black Pete (A.K.R. 3071), March 
10. 

Jet W.—Oho 11. W. Scott’s (Waterbury, Conn.) cocker spaniel bitch 
Jet W. (A.K.R. 551) to J. P. Willey’s Oho H. (A.K.R. 432), March 27. 

Ada—Obo II. .1. W. Kelley’s (Woodstock. Ont.) cocker spaniel bitch 
Ada (Obo IL—Woodstock Dinah) to J. P.Willey’s Obo U. (A.K.R. 432), 
May 7. 

Critic—Obo 11. W. O. Partridge’s (Boston, Mass.) cocker spaniel 
bitch Critic (A K R 30-3) to J. P. Willey’.o Obo II. (A.K.R. 432), May 5. 

Doric—Obo IL S. R. Hemingway's (New Haven, Conn.) cocker 
spaniel bitch Doric (A.K.R. 2787; to .1. P.Willey’s Obo 11. (A.K.R. 432), 
April il. 

Jet B.—Obo 11. F. J. Smith’s (Farmington, N. H.) cocker spaniel 
bitch Jet B. (A.K.R. 1200) to J. P. Willey 's Oho 11. (A.K.R. 432). 

Woodstock Qrteen—Obo IT. Jas. Luckwell’s (Woodstock. Out.) 
cocker spaniel bitch Woodstock Queen to J. P. Willey's Obo II. (A.K.R. 
432). Feb. 4. 

Blaze—Gladstone. E. W. Clark, Jr.’s (Philadelphia. Pa.) English 
setter bitch Blaze (Count Noble—Rosalind) to P. H. nryson’s Glad¬ 
stone (Dan—Petrel). April 1. 

Jolly Nell-Mack B. A. J. Calahan's (New Raven, Conn.) English 
.setter bitch Jolly Neil (Prince—Jolly May) to Blackstone Kennels’ 
Mack B. (Dick Laverack—Twih'ght), April 1. 

Countess B.—Foreman. B. Thorpe’s (Woodbury, N. J.) English 
setter bitch Countess B. (Dasbing Lion—Victoria) to Blackstone Ken¬ 
nels’ Foreman. April 24. 

Pans;.—MackB. Blackstone Kennels' (Tarry!own, N. Y.) English 
setter hitch Pansy (Planragenet—Jessie) to their Mack B., April 24. 

Jessie—Mack B. W. Tallman’s (Tarrytown, N. Y.) English setter 
bitch Jessie (Blue Dan—Flake) to Blackstone Kennels’ Mack B., May 
13. 

Orphan Girl—Foreman. E. R. Troxell’s (Pittston. Pa.) English set¬ 
ter bitch Orphan Girl (Leicester—Peeress) to Blackstone Kennels’ 
Foreman (Dashing Monarch—Fairy II.), April 3. 

Lidu—Foreman. Blackstone Kennels’ (Tarrytown, N. Y.) English 
setter hitch Lulu (Mack B.—Beauty) to their Foreman, April 12. 

Belle of Bridgeport—Plantagenet. John White’s (Bridgeport, 
Conn ) English setter bitch BeUe of Bridgeport to Blackstone Ken¬ 
nels’ Plantagenet. April 8. 

WHELPS. 
Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Leo. Elm City Kennels' (New Haven, Conn.) greyhound bitch Leo. 
May 13. six (two dogs), by Dan. 

Wanda T. E F. Thomas’s (Hoboken. N. J.) cocker spaniel bitch 
Wanda T., May 16, seven (three dogs), by Hornell Silk (A.K.R. 1397). 

Bed Bose. W. O. Rogers’s (Jefferson, Pa.) Irish .setter bitch Red 
Rose (A.K. 839), May 4, eight (dve dogs), by S. C. Colt’s Barney O’Shea 
(A.K R. 424). 

Scooty. Jo.s. L. Raub’s (New London, Conn.) cocker spaniel bitch 
Scooty (Snipe—Flora), April 17, nine (five dogs), by Ideal Kennels’ 
Pilot (Sam—Daisy Dean). 

Bessie Gladstone. E. A. Melzar and Dr. Homer Emerson’s (Milton, 
Mass.) English setter bitch Bessie Gladstone (Don Gladstone-Bessie 
T.), April 18, five (two dogs), by E. A. Melzai’s Ross (A.K.R. 2169). 

TVolic. W. Tallman’s (Tarrytown. N. Y.) English setter bitch Frolic 
(Foreman—Jessie), May 8, nine (six dogs), by Blackstone Kennels’ 
Mack B. 

SALES. 

Notes must be seat on the Prepared Blanks. 
Max and Nellie. Black, white and tan English setter dog and 

bitf-h, whelped Oct. 26.1885, by Count Gladforae out of Glen (A.K.R. 
1953), by Tueodore Potter, Glendale, O., to C. C. Richardson, same 

^ Dupe. Lemon and white English setter dog, whelped Oct. 26, 1885, 
by Count Gladsome out of Glen (A.F.K. 1953), by Theo. Potter, Glen¬ 
dale, O.. to John Scarborough, Cincinnati, O. 

Count Banger. White, black and tan ticked Llewellin setter dog, 
whelped Oct. 12. 1863, by (Jouut Noble out of Gertrude, by H. Pape, 
Hoboken, N. J.. to N. Palmer. Baltimore, Md. 

Nellie Rusted. Red Irish setter bitch, whelped Aug. 17, 1884, by 
Glencho out of Red Lassie, by Thos. J. Farley, Albany, N.Y,, to J. A. 
Garland, Jr., New York. , , , , - , 

Jen nie HI. Black, white and tan English setter bitch, whelped Oct. 
29. 1883, by Foreman out of Old Jennie, by W. Tallman. Tarrytown, 
N. Y.. to N. Wallaee, Waterbury, Conn. ^ xx i. «« 

Whistler. Black, white and tan foxhound dog, whelped Feb. 20, 
1886, by Wboopy out of Flora, by H. E. Cook, Hillsdale, Mich., to J. 
L. Wyekoff, Perry, N. Y. , x,, . t, j x 

Count Gladsome—Glen {A.K.B. 1958) whelp. Black, white and tan 
English setter bitch, whelped Oct. 26,1885, by Theo. Potter. Glendale, 
O. , to Tnos. Goff, Batavia, O. 

KENNEL MANAQBIVIENT. 

No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents. 

J, Q. H., Shamokin, Pa.—A pointer pup four months old, after eat- 
ag is frequently troubled wiin hiccoughs. Ans. Your puppy proh- 
,0ly eats too fast-bolts his food. If the trouble continues so as to 
.nnoy him or you, feed from the hand and note the effect. 
E. J. B., Scarborough.-My pointer bitch through accident was 

ired to a mongrel dog. Will it affect the pups she has in the future, 
hat is. pups from a finely bred dog? An.s. It may or may not. If 
he has never had puppies it is more likely to than if she had had one 
ir two litters. Authorities and observations differ on this point. No 
.bsolute answer can be given. 

M. H., Philadelphia, Pa.—1. What is the best wash and ointment 
or general use m kennels for slight heat or irritation of the skin. 
. What is the best book on rearing and breeding puppies, and also 
ipon raising them from 10 to 14 days old away from the mother? 
ins. 1. Carbolic or sulphuric soap, balsam of Peru omtments. 
ishmoui’s work is probably what you want. 
W H. K.—I am unable to report any change in my dog. He cer- 

ainly is no worse. I conclude that the treatment must be continued 
or some time. His belly Is considerably drawn up Ans. Give five 
Irons of Fowler’s solution of arsenic twice daily m the food m place 
if the nux after the latter has been continued for ten days from the 
irst administration. Feed principally fluids. 
J. A. F., Steelton. Pa.—A whippet will not eat anything and is get- 

ing very thin, hut seems all right in everything else, and is lively 
nougU when taken out. Ans. Keep the dog’s bowels in good order 
vita leaspoonful doses of syrup of buckthorn when needed. (live 
ive drops of Fowler’s solution of aiseuio three times daily for two 
veeks, and if your dog is not better let us kuow. 

C. F. L., Haverhill, Mass —1. One of my four weeks old pointer pups 
s swollen up to nearly twice his normal size. Was all ngnt unui ten 
lavs ago and growing as well and as rugged as any in the litter; he 
loes ■Qoc appear ro be in much pain acd eats fairlv well. 1 treated 
lim for worms and he passed a large quantity. 2. One of the saine 
liter had an abce-^s form and break on uis belly just mj^ide his hind leg. 
: kept it clean \^ith w'ater and carbolic acid, it has healed aJl right, 
)ut has left a small bunch, looks like a rupture. Cap it be trussed any 
vay so as to reduce it? Ana. 1. You must rid the dog of the worms 
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and he will recover. After dieting for twelve hours give twenty 
grains of powdered areca nut. and follow this with brisk purge (one 
or two teaspoonsful) of castor oil. Repeat this if necessary twice in 
the week; give powder mixed up with lard or butter. 2. Consult 
veterinary. If it is a rupture it may be cured at this ago. 

I. S. 'W., New York.—My setter has a black bunch (I think it is a 
wart,) on the under side of one of his ears. It seems to bleed once in 
a while. It is growing larger all the while. Ans. It all depends on 
what the bunch is. If a solid tumor it can be cut out. If an abscess 
it can be incised and cured; if a neevus or bunch of dilated veins 
(which we suspect) it might be operated on with success. A veteri¬ 
nary or surgeon can tell you. 

H. J , Dover, N. H —Beagle pup llmos. old, constantly discharges 
water from her mouth. Is growing worse every day. He breath smells 
very much. I have given her castor oil and washed her under jaw 
with a weak solution of carbolic acid. Ans. Your bitch has either a 
gangrenous iufiammation of the mouth or gangrene of the lungs, 
following distemper. You had best consult a veterinary. Inspection 
ought to decide what the trouble is. After a diagnosis is made w'6 
should be glad to prescribe. 

E. J. M., Wasbingtouville.—I have a spaniel that has a breaking 
out around his head. About one eye the bair has come out, and 
there are .spots on the neck where the hair is coming out. On his 
head there are dry scales; he scratches the spots some, but appears 
bright other ways. Ans. Your dog has scaly eczema. Dust pow¬ 
dered calomel on the parts every other day. and on the alternate 
days rub in some balsam of Peru ointment. Give five drops of Fow¬ 
ler's solution of arsenic twice daily in the food. 

M. H.. Philadelphia.—I have an old coUie bitch who has bred, off 
and on, for years: a severe cough. It does not affect Uer health or 
appetite, apparently. As she now has a litter, however, it seems to 
worry her more. 1 have only tried glycerine. Ans.—Chronic coughs 
are very bard to cure. Syrup of wild cherry with some opium in the 
form of laudanum or paregoric will ease your animal. Let a tea¬ 
spoonful of the syrup contain twenty drops of paregoric or ten drops 
of laudanum, and give a dose three t'mes daily. Tablets containing 
a fifth of a grain of sulphate of codine can be substituted for the 
above. 

F. H. A.. Brooklyn.—If you have space please answer at your 
earlle.st convenience the following que^: How shall I treat my collie 
pup. aged 9 months? She has shown irritation of the skin, scratch¬ 
ing her back for the past two weeks, but I paid little attention, think¬ 
ing it was caused by fleas. About four days ago noticed a circular 
patch about size of silver dollar on back, and Just at the root of tail 
where the hair had come out; patch was red and inflamed, and cov¬ 
ered in part with a brownish scab, seemed rather sore to the touch, 
and just where the hair had been the thickest, so that it was con¬ 
cealed and might have been there some time. Inflammation seemed 
to extend down to root of the tail, and dog manifested a desire to rub 
herself against chairs, etc. Hair around patch was not altered in 
any way, and there is no odor about the sore. Puppy has no appetite 
but is fat and in most excellent spirits. Does not seem to answer to 
any description of mange in “Hallock’s Gazetteer." The rest of her 
coat is in good condition. I wash the spot with castile soap and 
warm water, and then anoint it three times a day with sulphur oint¬ 
ment, w'hich she immediately licks off. How can I prevent this? I 
gave her a laxative of senna and olive oil. and bathed her thoroughly 
with Ricksecker’s and Spratts dog soap. I am feeding her very 
sparingly with Spratts dog cakes; she has always been a dainty 
eater, and I am afraid has had too much meat. Would iron and 
quinine or arsenic be good for her, and a mercurial ointment, also 
washing with carbolic acid? I have cleaned her bed thoroughly; 
she sleeps in a furnace-heated cellar. Would you advice a change? 
Ans. Get a 5 per cent, solution of oleate of mercury. If the skin is 
unbroken, rub this in with a soft tooth bru.sh thoroughly every other 
day. On the alternate days use balsam of Peru ointment. Always 
wash carefully and dry before applying salve. Use carbolic soap. 
Give five drops of Fowler’s solulion of arsenic twice daily in the food. 
Give only a little cooked meat and mix this with boiled corn meal or 
mufih. Keep the bitch muzzled for two hours after applying oint¬ 
ment, __ 

Bo easy to row with Allen’s bow-facers. Catalogue free. Oars 
complete. $8 per pair. Fred A. Allen, Monmouth, Ill.—Adv. 

May 20.—An adjourned meeting was held this evening of parties in 
tereated In the organization of sportsmen. They voted to organize 
as the Gardner Sportsmen’s Association. A constitution and by-laws 
were adopted and ofllcers elected as follows; President. George W. 
Cann; Vice-Presidents, J. A. Stiles, E. A. Sawyer, Seth Hey wood, P. 
Derby, Henry Ileywood, A. M. Greenwood. G. A. Ellis, Franklin 
Eaton, Thos. Greenwood, G. W. Garland, J. R. Conort, Ezra Osgood, 
Abijah Hinds, R. L. Bent and C. W. Morse; Secretary, C. A. Cowee; 
Treasurer, V. W. Howe; Collector, C. Leslie Bent: Executive Com¬ 
mittee—C. D. Bent. G. F Ellsworth, A. Mathews, J. D. Edgell, H. C. 
Knowlton, Geo. Hey wood and A. P. Derby. The next regular mcet- 
ing is Monday, June 14. The Association has a membership of about 
one hundred. 

MANCHESTER, N. H.. May 20.—The fifth tournament, conducted 
under the auspices of the Manchester Itifle Association, opened to¬ 
day under more favorable condittons than have attended any of the 
shoots of this association. The sport commenced at 8:30 o’clock, 
one of the members of the executive cemmlttee of the local club 
registering the first shot and two hours later there were 12 men facing 
the targets and the bullets sought the hillside right merrily. The 
entire active membership of the Leominster, Mass., Rifle club put iu 
appearance and were cordially greeted. Among the members were 
such well known riflemen as E. M, Rockwell, F. A. Whitney. C. A. 
Joslin, secretary of the club. G. W. Foster and b. M. Pitts. It was 
only last week that Mr. Whitney made 84 out of a possible 100 on the 
standard American target. Mr. H. G. Bixby of Nashua, who is ever 
a welcome comer at the range, was present together with a good rep¬ 
resentation of home members. The conditions are four cards of five 
rounds, a possible 50 per card and 200 for the four cards. The leading 
scores at tKe end of the first day were: 
E Munson.15 47 45 46—i82 C D Palmer.41 .30 42 41—1(1.3 
G W Foster.42 43 42 48-170 C W Lyman.39 42 40 40-161 
HQray.41 41 41 41-164 

May 21.—The second day of the Manchester Rifle Club’s spring 
tournament produced several new faces at the range, most noticeable 
among whom were George F. Ellsworth, of Gardner, Mass., and W. 
D, Palmer, of Merrimack. Mass , and before the close of the day they 
had taken second and third place respectively. Both rank among 
the crack rifle shots of New England, and Mr. Palmer baa shot here 
at four previous spring and fall meeting-s, finishing l.st, 6th, 8th and 
9th, while Mr. Ellsworth has been hero three times before and has 
held 2d, 3d and 7th positions. In the present match he has made the 
best single card, 49 out of a possible 60, and it is more probable than 
otherwise that he will lead the procession when the last shot is fired 
to night. The local riflemen, who have usually been hot rivals of all 
comers, are not doing as well as heretofore. 'The standing of the 
contestants at the close of the second day was as follows: 
B Munson.45 47 45 46-182 F J Drake.39 83 40 42-169 
G F Ellsworth.43 44 43 49-179 C Porter .40 37 42 40-159 
W D Palmer. 42 43 46 43—174 W Morris.39 40 39 40-168 
C D Palmer.41 43 45 42-171 J 'Whittemore.39 41 S7 40—167 
G W Poster.42 43 42 4.3-170 E J Knowlton.38 40 38 39-166 
CW Lyman .42 41 41 42-166 F Austin.37 88 86 40—161 
HGray.41 41 41 41-164 A B Dodge.27 46 38 40-151 
E Cole.40 40 41 4*2-165 J F Brown.38 37 32 37-144 
N Johnson.38 38 44 40-160 R Fulton.32 32 86 86-138 
G A Leighton.40 40 38 42—160 J Hodge.33 35 28 29—125 
E 1 Partridge.88 .38 42 41—159 E Carson.13 11 20 16— 60 
C A Joslin.38 88 40 41—159 F B Potter.33 29 .. ..—... 

BOSTON, May 22.—The range at Walnut Hill was crowded to-day 
by rillemeu, and the number of good scores made were unusually 
large. In the State military match C. C. Foster won the gold, and A. 
H. Wright the bronze badges. The scores: 

State Militia Match. 
C C Foster.22 22 22 23 Capt F H Briggs.19 19 
A H Wright.20 19 19 18 W L Chase.18 
EH Green.18 18 

Rest Match. 
D L Chase, F.10 10 10 10 10 10 9 10 10 9—98 
D Chardon. F .10 10 8 9 10 8 10 10 9 10-94 
N Washburn. F.10 10 10 8 10 10 9 8 9 9-93 
S Winchester, P. 8 9 10 10 8 9 9 9 10 9-91 
J Hurd. 7 10 8 7 10 10 10 7 10 8-87 

Team Match. 
Capt J B Fellows. 6 586 10 10 7988 —77 
T Everett. 3877498877 -76 
R Davis.10 10 75 10 46784 —71 
W Henry (rail). 4 5 9 2 6 7 8 3 5 6—55-|-5-60 
C Williams (mil). 2 74293486 7-62-1-7-69-342 

WILMNGTON. DeL.May 19.—First match,Creedmoor target,200yd8. 
off-hand, prizes divided by score classes. First, B. Heinel, Sr.; sedond, 
W. F.Steds; third, J. Scott; fourth, J. E. Seeds; and fifth, H. A. Heinel. 
An allowance of one point was given to Floyd, as member of the 
militia. 
C Heinel. Sr.54445—22 S J Newman.33441—18 
W C Seeds.5,5544 - 22 R Miller.444.33-18 
W P Seeds.44544-21 J Newman.44424—17 
J Scott.44.534-20 H B Seeds.33134—17 
W A Bacon.6'1443-20 U Fuller.23435-16 
J E Seeds.  44443—19 E Melchior.44233-16 
W Flovd.4.3425-19 F Oakes.4044'i—10 
H A Heinel.24144-18 W S Simmons.43:142-16 
I W Seeds.34344 -18 Col S M Wood.32403-12 

Second match, Massachusetts target, 200yds. off-hand, prizes to the 
highest scores. First, C. Heinel, Sr.; second. H. Miller; third, U. 
Puller; fourth, H. A. Heinel, and fifth, W. Floyd. The latter was 
given the same allowance as at first match: 
C Heinel, Sr.12 8 10 10 10—50 J W Scott . 9 8 8 8 8-41 
RMiller. 9 4 12 1 0 12 - 47 J E Seeds. 6 8 8 10 8-40 
U Fuller. 9 8 11 8 10-46 W C Seeds. 7 7 6 
HA Heinel. 9 11 10 8 8—46 HB Seeds.10 9 6 
W Flo.vd.11 11 9 8 5-45 J Newman.7 7 7 
S J Newman.10 11 8 9 7—45 E Melchoir. 
W F Seeds 
F Oaks.12 

9 11 
5 1 

6-44 
9-44 

I W Seeds 
W A Bacon.6 

9 
3 
5 

2 11 
6 8 
6 12 

8-37 
8- 36 
9- 35 
4-33 
.5—32 
2-29 

Col S M Wood.. 12 6 8 6 10-42 
Third match, same conditions as second. First, J. Newman; sec¬ 

ond, U. Fuller; third, H. B. Seeds; fourth, Col. S. M. Wood, and fifth, 
J. B. Seeds. Floyd was allowed one-half point: 
J Newman. 9 12 11-32 W Floyd.12 8 7-27W 
U Fuller.11 10 9-30 W A Bacon. 8 9 10-27 
HB Seeds.HU 8-30 W C Seeds.10 10 7—27 
Col S M Wood.9 11 10—30 J Scott . 9 9 8—26 
JE Seeds.8 11 10—29 I W Seeds.11 5 10-26 
CHe-'nel, Sr.11 7 10-28 H A Heinel.10 7 9-26 
W F Seeds.10 8 10—28 8 J Newman. 9 7 8—24 
R Miller.10 8 10—28 J North. 9 7 8—24 

HAVERHILL. Mass., May23.—Club team match, 200yd8., off-hand, 
standard target: 

Johnson’s Team. 
W D Palmer. .8 7 9 10 7 10 10 7 6 10-84 
J Busfleld. .6 9 9 5 7 8 9 6 1 10-76 
S E Johnson. .6 4 10 9 7 7 10 6 6 10-75 
F Merrill. .6 3 9 10 8 5 7 7 4 4-62 
E Brown . 3 7 9 6 10 4 3 5 4-68 
A Edgerly. .5 6 0 3 7 6 6 4 4 6-53-407 

Worthen’s 1 Team. 
J F Brown. 10 8 6 9 9 5 0 9 8-77 
W Worthen. 6 6 8 7 5 5 8 9 7-69 
CBlbs. .8 6 8 6 8 5 4 8 8 5-66 
0 li Wright. .,...7 7 4 4 4 6 6 7 8 10—62 
L Jackson. 3 6 9 4 9 4 7 8 3-.59 
Ed Bray. .6 4 8 6 8 5 10 3 5 5-64-887 

7 9 10 
6 8 6 
5 9 10 

8 8 6—73 
6 5 8—70 
4 10 6-64 

Record Match. 
A Edgerly. 5 7 
W Worthen.7 9 
E Brown.  6 5 

THOMA8TON, Conn., May 22. 1886.—Generally low scores were the 
result of to-day’s shoot. The light was bad, being smoky or hazy, 
with a gusty nine o’clock ,wind. 200yds., off-hand, Hinman target. 
Subjoined are the scores: 
E Tiiomas. 6 7 
W H Dunbar. 6 6 
G A Lemmon. 4 10 
Fred A Perkins.10 6 
C F Williams. 5 6 
GP Worth. 5 6 
F Carr . 7 4 

9 8 7 
8 6 7 
8 10 5 
5 7 6 
8 6 10 
8 7 4 
4 10 7 

9 6 
9 10 
4 8 

7 8-75 
8 10—72 
9 6-71 
6 6—67 
6 6-61 
8 6-60 
7 7-58 

THE TRAP. 

Scores for publication should be made out on the printed blanks 
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to club 
secretaries. 

vuTTcspondents lotio favor us with club scores are particularly re¬ 
quested to write on one side of the paper only. 

^ifh »ttd ^hfotinq. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

CALIFORNIA RIFLE ASSOCIATION. - San Francisco. May 14.— 
At the recent meeting of the directors of the California Rifle Associa¬ 
tion it was decided to bold the spring meeting at Shell Mound Park 
on the third Sunday in June. The following programme of matches 
was submitted; 

First-Dimond team match—Open to teams of 6 representatives 
from any military company, field and staff, board of oflBcers, police 
department, or rifle club now in existence, with Springfield rifle at 
2(K) and 500yds., 7 rounds at each distance. First prize, a trophy pre¬ 
sented by (5en. W. Dimond, costing $75, individual prizes, $5, $3 and 
$2, to become the property of the team winning it three limes at 
regular meetings of the California Rifle Association; won by the police 
team on Nov. 16,1885. 

Second—Siebe team match—Open to teams of 6 men from any 
company of the National Guard or police department who have never 
made more than 70 per cent, in any California Rifle Association com¬ 
pany team matches since Jan.l, 1884,7 rounds, Springfield rifle, at 
200yds. First prize, a trophy given by Capt. Ludwig Siebe; individual 
prizes, $5, $3 and $2. 

Third -National Guard match—Open to teams of 6 men from any 
company of the National Guard of California who have never made 
over 80 per cent, in any California Mfle Association company team 
since Jan. 1,1884, 7 rounds, Springfield rifle, at 200yds. First prize, a 
trophy presented to the association, and to become the property of 
the company winning it three times. 

Fourth—Team match—Open to 6 men from any military company, 
field and staff, board of officers, police department or rifle club, with 
any military rifle, at 200 and 500yds, 7 rounds. First prize not yet 
presented. 

Fifth—Kohler consolation match—Open to all competitors who 
have never won a prize at the meetings of the California Rifle Asso¬ 
ciation since Jan. 1.1884, 5 cash prizes, the trophy to become the 
property of the marksman winning it 3 times. 

Sixth-Open to all members of the association, the National Guard 
of California, army and navy or poliee department. Entries un¬ 
limited, 10 rounds with any military rifle at 200yd3., first prize to 
become the property of the marksman winning it 3 times at Califor¬ 
nia Rifle Association meetings. 

Seventh—California Powder Works medal match—Open to all mem¬ 
bers of the association. National Guard of California, and army and 
navy; distance. 2C0 and 500yds., 7 shots each distance with any mili¬ 
tary rifle. Entries, 1 each; the medal to become the property of the 
marksman winning it 3 times. 

Eigbtn—Shooting at 13-inch ring target for cash prizes as foUows; 
First $20, second $12.50, third $8. fourth $5, fifth $4, sixth $3, seventh, 
eighth and ninth $2 50 each. 

Ninth—Platoon match, volley firing—Open to teams of 12 men from 
any company of the National Guard of California, aimy or police 
department, at 200yd8. Prizes, first $10, second $5; match to take 
place at 3 o’clock. 

The directors recommended the election of the following officers: 
President, Col. John H. Dickinson: Vice-President, Capt. H. T. Sime; 
Secretary and Treasurer, Major E. G.Sprowi; Executive Cfflcer of 
the meeting. Major A. F. KJo»e. 

GARDNER, Mass., May 10.—At the last regular meet of the Gard¬ 
ner Rifle Club at Hackmatack Range, the standard American target 
was used, distance 200yds., the shooting was off-hand with the fol¬ 
lowing result; G. F. Ellsworth, 82 80—162; W. C. Loveland, 79 79-168; 
F. E. Nichols. 76 78-151; G. C. Goodale, 73 74—147; 1 N. Dodge, 7() 
75—145; C. N. Edgell, 64 71-135; Charles Leland, 67 59—116; Charles 
Crabtree, 47 63—110. A match was then shot by teams made up of 
the club and members of the Hey wood Guards, Co. F., 2d Regiment, 
M. V. M. The guards were allowed four points per score to counter¬ 
balance the advantage of Bjiorting rifles over those used by the mil¬ 
itia, they using the arms furnished by the State. In the total of the 
guards the eight points have been added to their totals. The result 
of the match was as follows: 

Rifle Club. Hevwood Guards. 
G F Ellsworth. 46-02 Priv W F Learned... 38-83 
W C Loveland. ..46 46-92 Capt Chamberlin.... ....39 33—80 
I N Dodge .. ..45 45-90 Priv Bishop. ...31 38-80 
Frank Nichols. ..44 46-89 Corp Thompson. _ .. .37 33-73 
G 0 Goodale... 43-88 Priv Taylor. ....37 33-78 

‘■<7 77 C Leland .... 41 41-82 
Charles Crabtree. ..37 38-75 

TO 
Priv Hubbard. ...85 

o< —< 1 
32—75 
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Capt. J Francis. 8 10 10 9939868 —85 
BG Warren. 7779675686 —68 
W Charles (mil). 5 7 6 4 5 7 9 4 8 8-634-6-68 
Asa Brackett.7 6 4 9 8 2 8 4 3 7 —66 
AH Green (mil). 3 36473837 3-464-7-63-380 

Victory Medal Match. 
J Francis. 98898 10 7 10 8 10—87 
C E Berry. 8 9 7 8 8 8 10 9 9 9-85 
C B Edwards. 8 10 6 7 10 8 10 6 9 6-80 
W H Oler... 9 8 9 9 8 6 9 9 6 7-hO 
R Davis.10 89767 10 68 3-74 
T Everett. 88588 10 776 9—76 

Decimal Off-Hand Match. 
A L Brackett, 0. 699 10 6868 10 9—81 
C P Thaver, A. 8 8 10 9 4 10 8 4 9 7—77 
B G Warren, A. 7 7 8 7 7 5 9 9 9 6—73 
JRMissam, A. 7 5 8 6 4 10 5 7 10 9—71 
C Williams (mil), A. 485869668 2—62 
J Hurd, A.5 4 9 6 5 6 0 6 4 6-55 

Special Military Match. 
W Charles. 869799768 8—77 
A C Adams . 7 8 6 4 10 9 10 7 6 7—76 
W Henry. 5 10 7 6 10 5 9 5 8 1-66 
C Williams. 85 10 4863 10 2 5—61 

HOT SPRINGS, Ark., May 14.—The Arkansas Gun Club shot to-day 
for the grouse’s claw, put up by Col. W. J. Little, who won it at the 
last shoot and again put it up to be contested for by members of the 
club. It was won by Col. (Jeo. W. Watson after a spirited struggle 
by a score of 82 out of a possible 100, Col. W. J. Little coming next 
with a score of 80. The score stood: 
Watson.7 7 10 9 9 9 8 7 9 7—82 
WJ Little.6 9 8 7 9 9 8 8 8 8—80 
WWWiggs.7 10 8 6 6 6 7 8 6 7—71 
A R Smith.....8 73655678 6-61 
Ledwidge... .6 6 6 7 7 8 10 0 0 0—60 
Rockafellow.6 7 6 8 6 6 10 0 0 0-49 
Master Little.4 46730000 0-24 

BOSTON. May 20.—The Thursday shoots were begun at the range 
at Walnut Hill to day. A strong 7 to 8 o’clock wind blew almost all 
day, and caused considerable trouble to the marksmen. Below are 
the records: 

Decimal Off-Hand Match. 
R Everett, D.10 8 10 9 7 6 10 10 6 10—86 
J Francis, D. 7 9 10 8 6 10 10 6 8 9-83 
E B Souther, D. 7 6 8 9 6 10 7 10 10 6—78 
NF Tufts, A.10 787966 10 6 8—77 
W Henry (mil.), B. 7 9 8 10 8 10 7 5 4 8—76 
C B Edwards, D. 9 10 8 9 6 4 8 6 6 8-74 
A L Brackett (mil.), B. 4 7 9 8 7 3 9 10 5 8—70 

CREEDMOOR, May 22.—The opening match of the National Rifle 
Association was shot at Creedmoor to day. The weather was clear 
and warm, but the wind was very tricky, neing a fish tail from the 
rear, the attendance was good, the range was in fine condition and 
the shooting was fair. The following were the winners and their 
scores: 
G W Latz, Thirteenth reg.20 24 44 
T 11 Swift, Ninth reg.21 22—43 
H T Farrell, Twelfth reg.28 18—41 
J A Jenkins, Seventh reg.li 19—40 
W H Siokes, Twenty-third reg.20 20—40 
S W Merrift, Seventh reg.20 19—39 
L E Lefferts, Seventh reg.]9 19—38 
F C McLe wee, staff.21 17—38 

SIR HENRY HALFORD.—Our readers, we feel sure, will be as de 
lighted to read as we were to receive the following note from the 
genial Captain of several British teams. The telegrams of several 
weeks ago which announced that he was dying turn out to be fal.se 
news, and now our hearty wish is that he may lead other teams 
against ns to take other drubbings as nobly as he has proven victor 
and vanquished in the past. He says; ••VViston. Leicester, England, 
April 25 —Editor Forest and Stream; I shall feel obliged if you will 
send me mail two copies of your trajectory teats addressed as 
above. I inclose P. O. O. made payable to Forest and Stream Pub¬ 
lishing Co. You will see by this that your kind notice of me is a little 
premature, as my medical man tells me that I am on a fair way to 
recovery. Believe me, yours faithfully, H. St. John Halford.” 

BULLSHEAD.—At the third annual shoot of the Bullshead Rifle 
Club, held at Guttenberg, N. J., May 23, the following scores were 
made: J H. Brown 72, B. Walther 72, S. Flagg 72, M. Dorrler 71, H. 
Lober 71, G. Zimmerman 70, out of a possible 75. On this occasion 
M Dorrler shot on a buUseye of 3in. diameter placed in a black of 
12iH. 9 consecutive flags. His tenth shot would count on a 4m eye, 
making on the ring target a possible score of 210 to 246 out of 250. 
The King Medal was won by C. E, Gensch, Jr., of Brooklyn. 

SAVANNAH TOURNAMENT. 

IN the centennial week of the Chatham Artillery at Savannah, Ga., 
the National Gun Association gave an inter-State tournament. 

May 4, 5 and 6, Following are the scores. ;Match at 7 single clay- 
pigeons, 5 traps: 
T B Hays.1110110-5 I T Chapman.0101111-5 
AS Silouly.1110101—5 Thos Marlin.1111011-6 
8 HRoach.lllCOH-5 OTDavis .;.1011100-4 
C J Haning.0010110-8 J Rocker.1011100—4 
J(3Gibbs . 0011000—2 L I Merrimau.1000101—3 
T T Hall .inOlll-6 H L Williams.0000010—i 
EHGadson.0010001-2 C A Williams.1100110—4 
W H Ruryman.1010111—5 M A Beinkamper.1000100—2 
T H Gihbes....1001011—4 A Ayres .0110111-5 
B W Allen.1111110—6 A S Butts.llOllll—6 
IBDuBose.1110000—3 J A Cnchlon_'..0001011—3 
M L Neidlinger.1001000-2 L R Sills.0101000—2 
A C St Claire.0011111—5 J O Bradley.OOlOlOl 3 
H B Lemke.0011011—4 E A Crawford.0111111—6 
T G Rawls.1101101-6 T B Hays.lOUlOl-5 
C B VVestcott.1001010—3 H Rocker.0011101—4 

Ties of 6 for first, won by Martin; 5 for second by Hayes, 4 Ser 
third by Lemke. 

Match at five live birds; 
M A Beinkampman...11001—3 R W Alien.10111—4 
H L Williams.11001—3 J C Maning.10011—3 
S M Roach.11100 - 3 W M Burgman.10011—3 
E B Hume. 11000—2 A 0 Crawford.11111-5 
Thos Martin.11110-4 C P Davis.10101—3 
J M Schley.lHOO-3 T G Rawls..10000—l 
J T Dent.10101—3 J A Cricblon.10101—3 
C H Williams.11110-4 L R Sills.01001—2 
ASSilverberg.1 011—4 St C Abrams.llliO—4 
A Ayers.00100—1 L J Merryman. 10010—2 
E H Gadsden.01100—2 J B Du Bose.11111—5 
J G Gibbes.OOOOl-l T H Gibbes.11110—4 
AL Butts.llHO—4 TTHall.11100—S 
P B Mays.11011—4 J M Rivers. 11010—3 
J P Chapman.10110—3 B E Bell.11111—5 
H W Palmer..01010—2 JRudeman.10111—4 
S S Pegman.00101—2 G S McAlpin..’noi l—.3 
H Rocker.11100-3 C B Westcott.00110—2 

Ties of 6 for first won by Bell, 4 for second by Allen, 3 for third by 
Schley. 

Match at five live birds; 
T Martin.01100-2 D Dent.  01010—1 
M Beinkampman.10100-2 F H Gibbes.01010-2 
A Y Bulz.00101—2 C Westcott.OHIO—8 
A Ayers.IHOl—4 J P Chapman.11101—4 
0 A Williams.10000—1 J DuBose.11100—3 
Dr Roach.00110-2 RW Allen.11111—6 
BBHume.11111-5 C Maning.llOH-4 
H L Williams.11011—4 J Rocker.01010—2 
A S Silverberg.01111—4 R Btrrien.11100—3 
CP Davis.10101—3 P B Hays. HHl—5 
FG Rawls.IHOl—4 B E Bell.OHOl—3 
J ACricbiou.11101^ L J Merryman.IHOl—4 
E A Crawford.11111—5 H W Palmer.11100—3 
St C Abrams.01010—2 G S McAlpin.10100—2 
EH Gadsden, Jr.OlHl-4 H Rocker. 11111—6 
B R Sills.11110-4 T M Rivers..'. 10011-3 
J C Gibbes.11101-4 FFHall.OHlO-3 
J B L Doolie.11001—S E G Fell. 00110-2 
W M Buryman.11011—4 

Ties of 5 for first won by Hays; 4 for second by Merryman; 3 for 
•third divided. 

Interstate team match at 10 single pigeons and 5 pair doubles, 6 
traps: 

Chatham Gun Club, Team No. 1. 
Haning.lOlOllOlH— 7 
Hays.HlOOHHl— 8 
Hersbback.OOlOlHHi— 7 
Silverberg.HlOllOlH— 8 
Palmer.OHOllUOOl— 5—35 

Tallahassee Gun Club. 

10 10 11 11 11- 8-15 
10 H 11 11 11— 9—17 
11 10 10 10 10— 6-13 
01 01 11 10 10— 6—14 
10 11 11 11 00— 7—12—71 

11 H 11 10 00— 7—16 
H 10 11 11 00— 7-14 
01 10 11 10 11— 7—15 
10 10 11 10 00- 5-10 
10 10 H 11 10- 7—14—69 

C P Davis.HlHHlOl— 9 
J A Cocblan.HOlIOOlii— 7 
AS.HlllOOlil— 8 
S G Rawls.0001111001— 6 
E A Crawford.1011101011-7-38 

Forest Cit.v Gun Club. 
J Rocker.OOllOHlH— 7 11 11 11 11 11-10-17 
H Lemcke .OOlllOllOl— 6 01 10 01 11 11— 7—13 
Westcott.lOllOOllll— 7 11 10 11 11 01— 8-16 
H Rocker.1000110110— 6 10 10 00 10 11— 5—10 
J Rudeman.0011110110— 6—31 11 10 10 00 10— 5—11— 
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Hardeeville Gun Club. 
C WiUiams.OOllOlOllO— a 10 00 10 01 00— 3— 8 
H S Williams...1101101111- 8 10 11 II 11 11- 9-17 
J Herriman.OOlllOOOlO— 4 11 10 00 00 11— 6— 9 
H Beinkempman.0100111010 - 5 10 01 11 10 00 - 5—10 
T Martin.1111101111— 9—31 11 11 11 10 11— 9-18-62 

Chatham Gun Club Team, No. '2. 
Schley.1111100001- 6 11 10 11 11 11- 9-15 
S M Roach.0011001110— 6 10 10 10 10 00— 4— 9 
GMcAlpin.11100*0011— 6 11 11 11 10 10— 8—14 
S Neidlinger.0001^00000- 2 lO 10 10 10 CO— 4— 6 
B Bell.1101110011— 7-26 10 11 01 10 11— 7-14-58 

Match for gun, at 10 single pigeons. 5 pairs double: 
E L Neidlinger.0011111100— 6 11 01 11 10 11- 8—14 
A S Butts.lOOllplllO- 6 10 01 01 11 01— 6-12 
T Martin..1111111111—10 11 11 10 11 11— 9—19 
H L v\ illiams.1011111110— 8 10 10 10 10 11— 6—14 
A A-vres.1011101111— 8 10 11 01 11 11— 8—16 
R W Allen.OOOOOw. 
B E Bell.0101010100 - 4 10 10 00 00 01— 3— 7 
M Beinkanipman.0111110000— 6 10 11 10 01 00— 6—10 
E A Crawford.1101011111— 8 11 11 10 11 11— 9—17 
J W Uritchlon .OOlCOlllOl— 5 10 11 11 10 10— 7—12 
J P Chapman.OllOllOlll— 7 10 00 00 11 11— 5-12 
A Silverberg.1111110111— 9 11 10 10 01 10- 6-15 
J B DuBose. 1011110011— 7 11 10 11 00 10— 6-13 
PB Hays.0111111101— 8 10 11 11 11 11— 9-17 
L J Merriman.lOOOllOlil— 6 10 10 11 w. 
TT Hall .1110011010— 6 11 10 11 11 11- 9-15 
CP Davis.0100101111— 6 11 11 10 10 10- 7—13 
JC Maning.....1100111110— 7 01 11 11 11 11— 9-16 
S M Roach.  1010011001— 5 00 10 11 11 00— 5-10 
J W Pead.1111110011- 8 00 11 10 10 11— 6—14 
JRuderman.lIlOOlllll— 8 11 10 10 10 11- 7-15 
H Lemcke. lllllllOll- 9 11 11 11 lO 11— 9-18 
J Rocker.OllllOOlll— 7 10 10 11 10 11— 7-14 
T Biiryman.1011011100— 6 11 10 00 11 01— 6-12 
H Rocker.OOlOlllllO- 6 10 01 00 w. 
C Wesicott.OlliOlllll— 8 11 11 11 11 11—10—18 
T H Gibbes.IIIOOOOIOI— 5 10 ll 00 w. 
Hershback .0111001101— 6 00 10 11 11 10- 6-12 

Won by Martin, Westcott and Lemcke divided second, Crawford 
and Rays divided third. 

Match at 5 pairs double pigeons: 
.1 C Maning.11 OO 10 11 11—7 C A Williams ....11 10 10 11 10-7 
L J Merriman ...11 lu 01 11 11—8 J B DuBose..11 11 00 10 00-5 
Thos Martin .01 10 10 11 00-5 P T Harder.11 10 10 00 11—6 
W M Buryman...l0 00 11 11 11—7 A S Silverberg.. ,00 00 11 
AL Butts.10 11 10 11 10-7 GS McMpin.01 11 10 11 10—7 
SM Roach .10 11 11 10 01-7 H L Williams... .10 10 10 10 11-6 
A Ayers.11 10 10 11 11—8 R B Hays.10 10 01 10 
J P ‘chapman... .10 10 11 10 11—7 C B Westcott.10 H 10 10 11-7 
J M Rivers.00 00 11 10 11—5 E A Crawford... .01 10 10 10 11—6 
H B Lemcke.10 10 11 01 11-7 St Clair.10 00 10 00 11-4 
Bemkampman....!! 11 11 11 01—9 J A CricLion.ll 00 10 10 01—5 
J Rudeman.01 11 01 10 11—7 

First, Beinkampman; second Ayers and Merriman; third, miss and 
out, Maning. 

Match at 5 pairs double pigeons and 5 singles: 
E S Neidlinger.00001—1 11 10 ll 11 01— 8— 9 
A Ayers.11101-^ 110110 1100—6-10 
Martin .10111—4 10 01 11 11 11— 8-12 
H S Butts.11000 - 2 00 01 01 11 01— 5 - 7 
Pead..lOOiO-l 11 00 11 11 10— 7— 8 
McAlpin.10110—3 10 10 1110 11—7—10 
Lemcke.11010-3 11 11 10 11 01— 8-11 
Freeman .00011-2 11 11 11 11 01- 9-11 
H L Williams.11010-3 11 11 11 11 11—10—13 
Maning.ll(Xi0-2 11 11 10 11 10- 8-10 
EH Crawford .11101—4 11 11 11 11 11—10—14 
J Rudeman.01111—4 11 11 11 11 11—10—14 
Hays .. 01 10 10 10 11— 6-10 
L J Merriman.11001-3 10 00 11 11 11- 7—10 
Roach.■.10011—3 00 11 01 11 10- 7- 9 

Crawford first, H. L. Williams second, Martin third. 

Match at 5 singles: 
T T Hall.11111—5 J W Schley.01111—4 
B E Bell.10011-3 L J Merryman.11101—4 
T H Gibbes.01100—2 St C Abrams.01101-3 
J C Maning.01011—3 C A Drayton.01010—2 
E L. Neidlinger.01011—3 H B Lemcke.11011-4 
J P Chapman.11011—4 H Rocker.11111-5 
R W Allen.00110—2 J O Bradley. 00100—1 
A S Silverberg.lOlll—4 L R Sills.01010—2 
Dr Roach.10101—3 M R Freeman.00110-2 
A Avers ... .11001—3 JB DuBose.....11011—4 
C Westcott.lllOl—4 P B Hays.01101—3 
K W Honkins.00011—2 C P Davis.11011—4 
H W Palmer.01111-4 E A Crawford.01111—4 
H L WiUiams.11101—4 T G Rawls.11101—4 
J i Qj-jchlon .Ollll—4 6 S McAlpin.11011—4 
C AWilliams.10101—3 T T Hardee.11000—2 
J Rocker.01101-3 T Martin.11111-5 
H A Beinkampman.11100—3 

Rocker and Martin first, Lemcke second. Hays third. 
Match at 5 clays: 

Neidlinger.11010—3 C B Westcott.01111—4 
A Avers .11110-4 A S Silverberg .00100—1 
Q H Gadsden.10100—2 Judge Freeman.00111—3 
T T nkll.11111-5 P B Hays.10011-3 
H A Beinkampman.11011—4 JC Maning.10111—4 
C A Drayton.OLlOl—2 Dr Roach.01101—3 
LDLockart.10100—2 Abrams.10000—1 
BEBeU.01100—2 Martin .11111—6 
HB Lemcke.11100—3 Crawford.11111—6 

Crawford first, Maning second, Lemcke third. 
Match at 5 singles: 

E L Neidlinger.00001—1 C T Davis. .00000—0 
St Clair Abrams.01101—3 TG Raub.10001—2 
Judge Freeman.-., .OHIO—3 J E Wadley..,.10100—2 
Gadsden.00010—1 C A Drayton.10100—2 
SM Roach .....00100—1 LR Sills. ....10011—3 
H Williams.'.10111-4 J W Pead.11011^ 
J a Crichlon.00000-0 

WiUiams first. Abrams second. 
Match .Tt 3 doubles: 

TC Maning.H H 01—5 E A Crawford.01 01 11—4 
WAUen . 00 10 00-1 Thos Martin.11 11 11-6 
H L W'iliiams .10 11 11—5 L J Merriman.01 10 11—4 
BEBeU .111111—6 TTHall.1110 10-4 
JWPead .11 11 11-6 PBHays.11 10 11—5 
A S Butts' .11 01 11—5 C B Westcott.10 11 11-5 
A Avers.10 10 10—3 JRudeman.10 ll 11—5 
C P Davis.11 11 10—5 H B Lemcke.,,,11 11 11—6 

Lemcke first, Rudeman second. Crawford third. 
Match at lO singles, 5 pairs double: 

TT Hall .7..0110111010 - 6 10 10 10 00 10-4-10 
E A Craw'ford.1101111011 -8 11 11 11 11 01-9-17 
CP Davis .0111001111—7 11 10 11 10 11-8—15 
T O Maning " .1111110111—9 10 10 11 10 10-6—15 
A Avers  1111100110—7 01 00 11 10 10-6-13 
HL Wiliams .HllOOini-8 10 00 11 11 10-6-14 
Thos Manin .Hill 11101-9 10 11 00 lO 11-6-16 
T D Lochart  OlOCOOOOll-3 00 10 10 10 10-4- 7 
E S Neidlinger .0000000110—2 10 00 00 11 11-5- 7 
H Lemcke. .OlOHHHl-8 00 01 11 01 11-6-14 
M S Beinhampman.0000001000—1 10 10 11 retired. 
ASSilvertog .lOHHOlOO-6 11 01 11 10 01-7-13 
SM Roach ..lOOOlOHlO-5 10 11 11 11 00-7—12 
PBHavs "   0111111111—9 01 10 00 10 11-5-14 
E H Gadson "  0101110010-5 00 10 00 00 00-1— 6 
C B Westcott'.■■..1111001111-8 11 11 11 01 11-9-17 

Westcott first, Martin second, Lemcke third. 

A Ayers^'^^'^!“f-*ioOHOOHCO-4 BEBeU ..OlOOOHHO-5 
AS Butts' .lOOlOOHH-6 H S WilUams.HOOHHH-8 
EACrawford.IIOHOIIH—8 J Rudeman.1110000001—4 
G S MeAlpin.lOOOlOHll—6 P B Hays.OHOOlOHl—6 
JWPead .0000111101-5 SM Roach.1101100111-7 
T Marlin '' ...1111110111-9 E S Neidlinger.0010111010-6 
HB Lemcke.OOHHHH—8 Judge Freeman.lOOoOOOOOl—2 
J C Manning.1101100111—7 S J Merriman. 1011110110—7 

Martin first, Lemcke second. 
Match at 6 singles, 2 pair doubles: 

Thos Martin.111111—6 10 11—3—9 
A L Williams.lOOHl-4 11 10-3-7 
AsSs .110101-4 1111-4-8 
A Avers .  HdlOO-3 0111-3-6 
E A Craw'f'oi'd'.:. 

plld ®    110010-3 1110-3-6 
Havs.'. .111110-5 10 11-3-8 
^ich.  011100-3 10 10-2-5 
LJ Merriman. :.10 10-2—7 

Martin first, Crawford second, Wilhams third. 

THE BUFFALO TOURNAMENT. BUFEALO, May 18.—The three days' shooting tournament opened 
auspiciously to-day at the Driving Park. Peoria blackbirds are 

used, and prizes aggregating $900 are being contested for. Two con¬ 
tests are on the programme for each day. The tournament has 
brought together many of the best shots in the country, including 
most of ibose who were present at the State shoot of the New York 
State Association for the Protection of Fish and Game held in Buffalo 
in September, 1884. Among those who contested to-day were H. B. 
Whitne.v, of Phelps, N. Y., “the boy wonder,” who won the Pierce 
diamond badge in 1884, D. M. Lefever, C. Wagner, and A. Baker, of 
Rochester; Eugene Smith, of La Salle, W. H. Fleischer, of Ironde- 
quoit, Ed. Hudson, Geo. Luther, A. G. Courtney, Wm. Erb, alias 
Cotter, a Lafayette, Ind.. professional shot; F. L. Chamberlain and 
J. J. Wightman, of Cleveland; Francis Drake and J. O. Lineman of 
Bradford, and others equally well known. The tournament is con¬ 
siderable of a venture, and the pluck of Messrs. Ed. Taylor, president 
of the Audubons, J. O. Manning, J. P. Fisher, Otto Besser, Jr., and 
Eugene Bertrand in holding it is commendable. Buffalo shots were 
conspicuous by their absence, whicn may easily be accounted for by 
the fact that there are no Buffalo sportsmen able to compete with 
those from outside who make shooting their business. 

The day was all that could be asked, there being no wind. Two 
sweepstakes were shot before the regular contests, the entrance being 
$1. Five traps were used and 5 birds shot at in each sweepstake. In 
the first there were 16 entries. The score follows: 
F L Chamberlain.11001—3 Frank Drake.10111—4 
G Wagner.IHH—5 D M Lefever.01111—4 
William Myers.10001—2 E H Smith.11111—5 
A Baker.lHH-5 E Hudson...01110-3 
William Cotter (Erb)_10111—4 George Stauben .10111-4 
George Luther.10111-4 A G Courtney.01110—3 
J A Prechtel.10111-4 H B Whitney.IHH—5 
J J Wightman.10101—3 H HFleiacher.1 out—1 

The ties were shot off and Cotter took first money, 50 per cent., 
Smith and Whitney divided second money, 30 per cent., and A. G. 
Courtney took third prize, 20 per cent., of the $16. 

In the second sweepstake there were 21 entries, making the purse 
$21. The score follows: 
C Wagner.11110—4 F Drake.11101-4 
EH Smith.11010-3 George Luther.10111—4 
A Baker.10100—2 William Richmond.11111—5 
W Cotter.IHH—6 J J Wightman.HHO—4 
HH Fleischer..11010—3 A G Courtney.00000—0 
Ed Hudson.11101—4 Otto Besser, Jr. 00110—2 
H B Whitney.HlH-5 P A Poole.00100—1 
D M Lefever.11000-2 J A Prechtel.01011—3 
J Koch.lOHl—4 George Stauber.lOOH-3 
J Gran.10001—2 William Myers.90000—0 
F L Chamberlain.00111—3 

When the ties were shot off Richmond took first money, Drake, 
Luther and Wagner divided second and Whitney took third. 

The first regular contest was at 10 birds, the prizes aggregating 
$150, being $50, $i0, $30, $20 and $10 respectively. Thirty-one of the 
sportsmen entered at $5 apiece. Some very good shooting was done. 
Cotter, Lineman, Wagner and Whitney killing a straight string of 
birds. The following is the score: 
E H Smith.lOHHHH— 9 Henry Quinn.OHOOOOIH— 5 
W Cotter.HHHHH -10 O Besser. Jr.0101010001— 4 
A Baker.1111111010— 8 Louis Fritz.OOlOHOOH— 6 
F L Chamberlain.. .HHHOOOl— 7 J O Manning.HOIOHHO— 7 
FDrake.lOOOHHH— 7 Geo Stauber.HlOHHOO— 7 
J C Lineman.HHHHH—10 Wm Richmond.1111001111— 8 
Ed Hudson.1011111011— 8 Geo Luther..1111110110— 8 
J Prechtel.IHHIHOI- 9 JKoch.HOOHOlOl— 6 
Ed Taylor...-.HHllOOlO— 7 H B Whitney.IHHHHl—10 
C Wagner.'..1111111111—10 D M Lefever.IHOOHlOl— 7 
E Hudson.0010011011— 5 A G Courtney.IIIOHHH— 9 
Geo R Vine.OHOHlOOl— 6 H H Fleischer.1111111110— 9 
J S Fisher.HHHOlOl— 8 J J Wightman.HIHHOOO- 7 
JF Jones.HOOOOOoiitr-2 W Myers.1111000101— 6 
Geo Jenne.0011100111— 6 John Gran.OOlOlOOiOl— 4 
F Schwartz.1001010011— 5 

The first three prizes were divided by those who were tied on 10, 9 
and 8 birds respectively. Wightman took fourth money and Myers 
fifth prize. 

The second contest was at 10 birds for a purse of $150. There were 
26 entries and the score resulted: 
George Jenne.. .OHIOHOOI—6 JKoch.. ...0001111000—4 
Ed Hudson .1111111111—10 W Myers.OlOIlOHOl—6 
H B Whitney.OlOHHOH— 7 J A Prechtel.IIOHHHO— 8 
H H Fleischer.HHIOHH— 9 A G Courtney.IHIOOHIO- 7 
E H Smith.HOHOlOH— 7 George Luther.HIOHHH— 9 
W Richmond .HHOlllH—9 W Cotter.HHHHH—10 
A Baker .OHHlllH—9 F Kimball.HHHHH-10 
FL Chamberlain....1011111011- 8 GeoRVine...0001011100- 4 
Frank Drake. 0101010011-5 J J Wightman..•.HIOOOHOO—6 
C Wagner.HIHHIH—10 J P Fisher.0110110011— 6 
J C Lineman.IIHIHOH- 9 O Besser, Jr.000 011000— 2 
J Dingens.0011010111- 6 J O Manning.0001101000- 3 
E Taylor.IHHOIHO- 8 Sol Scheu, Jr.0000000000— 0 

Those tied on 10 birds divided first money. Richmond and Luther 
tied on 9 birds, divided after the others had been shot out. Those 
tied on 8 and 7 birds respectively divided. 

A sweepstake followed the regular contests, which was won by 
Smith who took first money, Whitney took second money. 

May 19.—The second day attracted a larger crowd than on the first 
day and the contests were at times very exciting. The shooting 
began at ll o’clock, a sweepstake being the first match. 

The first regular contest was for a purse of $150, at 10 blackirds 
and brought out 20 of the sportsmen. Hudson and Barnes tied for 
first money, $-50, which they divided; second money. $40, was divided 
by Wagner, Courtney, Koch and Greene, who were tied on 9 birds. 
Koch, a Buffalo man, did some very good shooting and his record 
rather encouraged some other Buffalo shots. Third money, $30, was 
divided among Luther, Baker, Chamberlain, Whitney and Richmond, 
Courtney and Baker divided fourth money, and fifth was divided 
between those tied on 6 birds. The following is the score: 
J C Lineman.OlOOOlOWl— 3 Geo Luther.HHlOHOl— 8 
E H Smith .OlOOHHH— 7 A G Courtney.HOHHHl— 9 
W M Richmond.1111110111— 8 Wm Myers.OOOHIHH— 7 
F L Chamberlain_IHOHHOl— 8 J J Wightman.1101001001— 5 
J Harvey .OHOHOOOt— 5 O Besser. Jr.1000111010— 5 
H B Whitney.OHHHHO- 8 Ed Taylor.IHOlHOOl— 7 
Ed Hudson.HHlllHl—10 J Koch.lOHHHH- 9 
WmErb .1111100101— 7 D M Lefever.OHHHHO— 8 
JS Barnes .IIHIHIH-IO C Greene.HIOHHH—9 
HH Fleischer.OHOlOlOOl—5 S A Roberts. 1010100100—4 
Geo Stauber.lOOHlOHl— 7 BTolsma.HHOlOlOO- 6 
C Wagner.HHHOIH— 9 J O Manning.OlOOlOOOw— 2 
Frank Drake.HlOOOllH— 7 J P Fisher.OHHHHO— 8 
J A Prechtel.OHHOHH— 8 A J Miater.lOlOlOlOH— 6 
A Baker.IIOOIHOIO— 6 

There were 37 entries in the second contest, which was the same as 
the first, for a purse of $150 at 10 birds. Ties were numerous and the 
money.s were all divided except third, which was shot for and won by 
Baker. The score follows: 
EH Smith .HOHHOlO—7 JKoch.1110110011—7 
WGoembert.HlHOHiO-8 A Baker.OlOHHOH—7 
W Richmond.HHIOHH—9 J'A Prechtel.0000010010—2 
Ed Hudson.lOlOOOOout-2 J J Wightman.IHIIHOOI—8 
Geo Luther.OHHHOH—8 II B Jones..1000100010—3 
JS Barnes .HHHHOl-9 O Greene.IHOIHOIO—7 
A G Courtney.HHOHOlO—7 Geo Stauber.0011011000—4 
D M Lefever. IIOIOHIOI—7 Ohas Oehmig.OlOHllOOO-6 
H H Fleischer.HlllHlOl-9 F Schwarlz.0101011100—5 
E Wilhelm.0000010111—4 BTolsma .OllOHHOO-6 
J E Lineman...IIIOOOHH—7 G R Vine.OOiOOlOOlO—3 
W Scott..1010001101—6 Chas Helnold.IHOIOHOI—7 
C H McKevit.IIHIHOIO—8 Ed Taylor.IHOiOlOlO—6 
Frank Drake.IHllllllO—9 .Jos Dingens.1101101001-6 
WmDaw .0001100110—4 W Myers.lOHlHOOO—6 
H B Whitney.llOHOllll-8 J Fisher.OlOOHOOOi-4 
F L Chamherlaln.. ..1000011011—5 Otto Besser, Jr.1111011100—7 
O Wagner .HHHOOOl—7 J O Manning.lOilOOOllO—5 
WErb....' .IIHOHIH—9 

The first prize, $50, was divided by Richmond. Barnes, Fleisher, 
Drake and Erb. Goembert, of Buffalo, Luther, McKevitt, Whitney 
and Wightman divided second money. Baker took third. Tolsma, 
Dmgens, Myers and Taylor divided fourth, and Charley Oehmig, of 
the Queen Citys, took fifth prize. . u- j u . 

The interesting contest of the day was a match at 100 birds between 
George Luther, of Syracuse, and WilUam Erb, of Lafayette, Ind. 
Last winter Erb and Luther met at a tournament at Hamilton. Out, 
and Erb heat the Syracuse man In several matches. Luther did not 
learn who Erb was until Tuesday, and felt as though he wanted satis¬ 
faction. The match was arranged for $250 a side, and the money was 
put up with H. H. Fleischer as referee. Erb agreed to a handicap 
and shot at 26yds., allowing Lutner to shoot at 21yds. The birds were 
thrown from five traps, Fred Kimball pulling the strmgs. E.H. 
Smith acted as referee for Luther, and Ed. Hudson for Erb. Ed. 
Taylor of Buffalo, scored. The men shot at 5 birds alternately. 
Luther led from the start and Erb could not tie him and lost the 
match by a score of 62 to 51. . , . , 

]^y 20.—The tournaineiit closed to day. The third day s sport 
interesting and successful, though the Buffalo men did not make 

much money out of It. In the first contest Wagner took first, Rich¬ 
mond second. Luther third, Chamberlain fourth and Perkins fifth 
money. The score follows: 
ABaker .1111011 HI-9 H B Whitney .HHlllHl-lO 
WM Richmond.HlOlHHl— 9 F L Chamberlain... .lOHlOl 110- 7 
J Prechtel.OHOHIHO- 7 J J Wightman.lOHlOOOOO— 4 
JKoch .IHHHHO- 9 W Meyers.lOlOlllOll- 7 
D M Lefever.OHOIOHIO— 6 Ed Taylor. HHHOHl— 9 
J S Barnes.1000101001- 4 Ed Hudson.OHlllHH— 9 
A 6 Courtney.1110110010- 6 E H Smith.HHlHlH-10 
J C Lineman.HHHOlOl— 8 W Stewart.lOHHHiO— 8 
H H Fleischer.OOHHHH— 8 S P Fisher .'...1111011111- 9 
C Wagner.1111111111—10 O Besser. Jr.HIHOUIO— 8 
V HMcKevitt.HHHHH-lO G Perkins.OOOOIIHH—6 
FDrake.IHOHOOlO- 6 G Jenne.IHOOIOIH- 7 
A P Pope.1001011001—-6 R Newell.HOOOHOOl— 6 
G Luther. OHOHHH— 8 

In the second contest Whitney scored the only straight string and 
won the first prize, $50. Lineman took second money, S40; Reynolds 
third, $30; Wagner fourth, $20, and Baker fifth, $10, all the ties being 
shot;off. The scores were as follows: 
EH Smith. IHOHHH— 9 JKoch.1000011000-3 
F L Chamberlain... 1101111110—8 J Reynolds. OOHllHH—8 
J C Lineman.OIHHHH— 9 H H Fleischer.lOHOHOH—7 
H B Whitney.HHHHH—10 T J O’Neil.0010011101—5 
A Baker.0011111100- 6 T White.lHOiiOlOl-7 
Ed Hudson.1011110001— 6 J A Perchtel. OHHHOOl-7 
G Luther.1111101111—9 A G Courtney.OOCOHOIH—6 
WM Richmond.OHIOIHH—8 Wm Stewart.HIOOHHO—6 
JS Barnes.HlHOOHl—8 O Besser, Jr.HOliOHH-8 
C Wagner.COHHOHl— 7 W Brennan.OlOOOHOOl—4 
OH McKevitt.OOIHOOOOO— 8 J Dingens.OIOIHI 10—6 
FDe Veny.IHOIHHI— 9 C Heinold.1111110010—7 
G Jenne.OIOHHOOI— 6 W Myers.HHOHlOl—8 
J J Wrightman.HIOHHIO— 8 Ed Tavlor.1101111000-6 
G Wright.HHHOIH- 9 J P Fisher.lOHlHHO—8 
FS Clark.OHHHHO- 8 D M Lefever.HHlOOHl-8 
A P Pope.1111110101—8 

During the afternoon H. H. Fleischer and J. C. Lineman shot a 
match for $10 a side at 10 birds. Fleischer shot at 26yds. and Line¬ 
man at 21yd8. Fleischer won by a score of 10 to 7. Late in the after¬ 
noon a sweepstake match was shot and the tournament closed. The 
sportsmen had a good time during their three days’stay in Buffalo, 
and probably will be glad to come again. 

SOUTH MANCHESTER, Conn., May 18.—Manchester Gun Club’s 
regular shoot: 
J Shrewy.OOHHHlHOlOHOOOl-13 
M White.  .00100111010011111111—13 
K D Cheney.lOOOOHHHOOHHOll-13 
F E Watkins.11100115001100011111—12 
W W Cheney.10011001911000101111—11 
O Treat.OOHOIOIOOIHOOOHH—11 
W B Cheney.10010000011 lOHHHO-H 
K D Cheney, Jr.lOOHOOlOlOOC 0011001- 8 
Chas Taylor.OHOOHOlOOOOOOlOOlO- 8 

FIRST GERMAN GUN CLUB.—Our third monthly pigeon shoot 
took place at Long Island City, in which 15 members participated. 
Birds were sprung from 5 traps, 21yds, rise. 80yds. boundary, both 
barrels, 7 birds per man. Mr. George Grau won the prize. 6 out of 7, 
and 2 out of 2 m tie shooting. H. Neusch 4, Nowak 4. P. Neusch 5, G. 
Grau 6,1. Grau 3, Mayer 6, Schwalenberg 6. Goetz 5. Robeno 4. Goer- 
litz 6, Oppermann 6, 'Zahn 4, L. Maisch 6, C. Pfaff 6, Pfaender 6.— 
F. B. 

ELIZABETH, N. J.. May 20.—The South Side Gun Club of Newark, 
friendly match with the Elizabeth Gun Club on their grounds, nine 
members each, three traps. Two of the traps never having been 
used before, did not work with satisfaction, which accounts for some 
of the scores not being larger. The scores were very close, re¬ 
sulting in a tie at the end of the match. The best of feeling was ex¬ 
hibited by all throughout the entire match. The home club of course 
felt happy over their success, as it was the first club match shot by 
them since their organization. They expect soon to shoot a return 
match on the grounds of the South Side Club, and will endeavor to 
increase their score. After the match the visiting club was enter¬ 
tained by the Elizabeth Club, and a pleasant time generally was had, 
Everybody was happy. The scores are as follows, 21 bats; 7 rounds 
of 3 bats each: 

South Side Club. 
Hobert. 16 
Orton.10 
Terrill. 9 
Freeman.H 
Whitehead.13 
Thomas.H 
Wheaton.14 
Brientnall. 15 

Elizabeth Club. 
Parker.19 
Astfalk. 14 
Chetwood.11 
Langheintz. 8 
Dackerman.17 
WiUiams. 9 
Haines.13 
Deere.13 

Beck.13-118 Sayre.14-118 
Match at 3 bats each to decide the match: 

South Side Club. 
Hobert.1 
Orton.3 
TerriU.1 
Freeman.1 
Wnitehead.2 
Thomas.* 
Wheaton.2 
Brientnall.3 
Beck. 

Elizabeth Club. 
Parker.3 
Astfalk.2 
Chetwood.3 
Langheintz.3 
Dackerman.2 
Williams.2 
Haines.1 
Deere.3 

1-18 Sayre. 3-21 

WORCESTER,Mass., May 18.—There was an unusually largeuuinher 
present at the trap shooting to-day at the South End Range, under 
the auspices ot the West End Gun Club. The principal event was the 
second of the series of prize shoots. The story Is told by the followmg 
score: ^ 

First Class. 
Jones .5 4 2 4 1 4-20 Smith.6 4 4 3 3 6-26 
Davis..6 3 5 6 5 6—30 Doane.6 2 5 2 0 6—20 
Webber.6 2 4 3 5 2—22 Hudson.3 3 2 4 1 2—16 

Second Class. 
Whittier.6 2 4 2 4 3-21 Stone.7 1 2 5 1 2-18 
Franklin.4 1 1 3 3 3-15 Swan.7 2 12 4 4-»0 
CutUng .3 2 5 5 3 2-20 Day. Ho?? Hi? 
Whitaker.6 2 1 2 0 3—14 Claflin.52 3 1 1 2—14 
Kennerson.6 2 4 4 2 4—22 

HARTFCRD, Conn.. May 22.—Match at ISyds., 15 clays: 
MCook .OHIOHOHOHH—11 A C Collins.OOlllOlHOOlOOO—7 
L^ary:.:::::i0100HHHH01-H • C B Treat.« 
A McMullen....011111100101111—10 J Howe.lOOflOOOJ^lOH— 5 
J Melrose.OlOlOOHOOHHl— 9 J Cook.000101 lOOlOWW— 5 
EC Howe ..100101010110101—8 MWbite .OOOOHOOOHOOOO-4 
WB Cheney.. .100000111100110 - 7 G Tolies.OOlOOOOOOOOHOl- 4 

Tie. shot off at 21yds., 3 clays each. Cook 0 0 0, Cary 10 0. 
WINOHENDCN, Mass., May 19.—The Winchendon Gun Club met 

to-day for the first time at their new range. The visitors found the 
club house which has been built a great convenience. The clay- 
pigeons broken out of a possible 10 were as follows: J. Sutherland. 
Jr., 9, P. S. Davis 6, F. F. Hapgood 6, L. F. Earle 4, J. G. Henry .i, A. 
H. Felch 2, F. E. Mann 2. 

FITCHBURG, Mass., May 19.—At the regular meet to-day of the 
Fitchburg Rifle and Gun Club, at River Street Range, there was about 
the usual attendance. Clay-pigeons, 20 singles and 5 pairs, with a 
oossible 30, was the event. The four best totals were as follo^ws: K. 
N. Cummings 26, G. A. Colony 21, A. W. Baker, Jr , 15, W. I. Fox 9. 

WHITMAN, Mass., May ‘22.—The Whitman Gun Club had a compe¬ 
tition clay-pigeon shoot in Whitman Park to-day. 
Fred Drake 11, D. M. Gurney 7, C. E. Howe 9, W. H. Cooke 8, D. B. 
Howe 4, W. N. Bonney 6, C. H. Jones 10, E. O. Porter 10. 

SPORTSMEN’S ASSOCIATION OF THE NORTHWEST.--The 
second annual tournament of this association will he held at Port¬ 
land, Oregon. June 4 and 6. Secretary, H. G. MacDonald, Portland. 
Mr Buell Lamberson, Portland, is manager of the Chamberhn Car¬ 
tridge Co.’s tournament for the North Pacific coast. 

NASHVILLE, Tenn.. May 19.—Capt. Andrew Meadows, of this city, 
and Capt. H. A- Penrose, of Memphis, shot a match, 100 live pigeons 
each, at Spring Park to day, for $500. Meadows won, killing 93 birds; 
Penrose kiUed 83. Meadows was recently defeated at Memphis by 
Penrose. 

LEAVENWORTH, K., May 16.-In the gun club shoot to-day John 
Deppel won the medal by hitting 14 and W. O. Hinman came m sec¬ 
ond wth 13.' The 6-angle system from 3 traps is getting away with 
the boys a little on the commencement, but a few more shoots will 
overcome some of the unusual poor scores made in the last two 
matches by a majority of the club. 

GALION. O.. May 20.—The Gallon Gun Club was organized with 20 
members last Tuesday evening, with Arthur C. Ball, President; F. 
Snyder, Vice-President; S. Reese, Treasurer, and C. Horner. S^re- 
tary. Match at 25 single Cleveland blue rocks No. 3: Ball o, Heb- 
bard 11. Snyder 7, Reese 8, Lobentbal 9, W. Wisterman 11, Pickn-^y ^ 
J Wisterman 13. W. Wisterman and Hebbard shot off on 2 doubles^, 
Wisterman 2 and Hebbard 1. J. Wisterman first, W, Wisterman 
second. 
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COLUMBUS, O., May 18.—Central Ohio Shooting Association tour¬ 
nament opened on ihe fair grounds to-day under very favorable 
auspices. The attendance was good and the shooting fair. The oifi - 
cial scores are: 

First match, at five American clay birds: 
Asidn.10111-4 ‘Mack.11110-4 
Ackerman.lOOlO-iJ Kiefer.00011—3 
Bun tain.01101—S Damsel.. Ill 11—5 
Mason.01111-4 Wendt.01001-3 
Wiekersham.01101—3 D uffy.11111—5 
Allen.11111—5 

Puffy, Damsel and Allen divided first, Aston. Mason and Mack 
nivided second, Buniaiu and Wiekersham divided third. 

Second match at five Ligowsky clay pigeons: 
Aston.11101—4 Buntain.00110—3 
South wick.01010—3 Wicicersham.00111—8 
Gugle.01100-3 Allen.01011—3 
Damsel.01111-4 Webb.00101—3 
Drake.11011-4 Siebert.10010—2 

,.01001—2 
..noil—4 
.11011—4 

Mason.11111—6 Kiefer. 
Wendt.KXllO—2 Ackerman.. 
Duffy.iani-3 Mack. 
Graham.01010—3 

Mason took first prize. Damsel and Mack second and Duffy and 
Wiekersham third. 

Third match, at 6 American clay Wrds: 
Gugle.. .00101-2 Buntain. Force. .10100111-5-26 

.01111—4 Allen. Fourth fcquad. 

.10101 2 Webb. Greeley. _.11111101—7 

.10101-3 Siebert.. Abbott. .iioooin-5 
.10111-4 Kiefer. .11110-4 Cammeron..., .11111001-6 
.11111—5 Ackerman. Chapman. .01101111—0 
.11111-6 Mack . Telly. .niOlOll-6—30 
.10101-3 Buck. __ 

.11101-4 107 

Duffy. 
Grahar 

Mason, Wendt and Buntain divided fir-st, Southwick and Allen 
divided second. Drake and Duffy divided third. 

Fourth match, at 7 Ligowsky clay pigeons; 
Aslott.1110111—6 Siebert. 1011010-4 
Kiefer.Ollllll- 5 Damsel.1111111—7 
Duffy.1101111—6 Graham.1100001—3 
Ack. rman.1111111—7 Wendt.lllOlU—0 
W ickersham.1111111—7 Wehb.0011001—3 
Drake .0011101—4 Mack.llOlbX)—4 
Mason.0111111—6 Allen.1 lOllU—6 
Buntain...llUOl 1—6 touthwick.,1001110—4 

Ackerman, Wiekersham and Damsel di.vided first, Duffy and Mason 
divided second, Kiefer and Allen divided third. 

Fifth match, at 7 American clay birds: 
Asion .1111111—7 Buntain.1111111—7 
Kiefer.0110001—3 Mack.0001111—4 
Duffy.1111011-6 Allen.1111111—7 
Wendt.1010111—5 Ackerman.1001001—3 
Wiekersham.0101110—4 Harlow.OOlilll—5 
Webb.0011111—5 Damsel.1101111—6 
Siebert.0110111-5 Gugle.tOOllOl—3 
Mason.0110110—4 Southwick .1111001-5 

Aston, Buntain and Allen divided first. Duffy and Damsel divided 
second. Southwick and Harlow divided third. 

Sixth match, 5 singles and 3 pairs of American clay birds: 
Duffv.11111—6 11 10—8 Mason.10111—4 
Wendt.11100-3 
Buntain.00010—1 
Aston.10110-3 
Ackerman.01101—3 
Buck.11100-8 
Wiekersham ..10111—4 
Allen.11010-3 

.. - 11 00-6 
10 11-6 Webb.11011—4 10 10-6 
00 00—1 Damsel.01101—3 01 11 6 
11 10—6 Gugle.11001—2 11 10—5 
01 01-5 Kiefer.10110-3 11 10-6 
1111—7 Southwick ....10111—4 0110—6 
00 10—5 Graham.10010—3 11 00—4 
11 11—7 Harlow.11101—4 10 11—7 

Duffv took first prize. Buck, Allen and Harlow divided second, 
Mason and Kiefer divided third. 

MIDDLESEX VS. JERSEY OITY HEIGHTS.—Well, the return 
match between the Middlesex Gun Club and the Jer.sey City Heights 
came off on tbe grounds of the former club at Dunnellen on the 19th 
inst, and came near being a Waterloo for the Heights boys. Query? 
Have the Jersey City Heights really had thpir day and is their glory 
departed forever, and like the old Roman Empire after a succession 
of brilliant victories unparalleled in history, at last puffed up and 
arrogant become enervated, relying upon their past record, to meet 
an ignominious defeat at the hands of a club of but a few months’ 
existence? The 10:23 train from Jersey City carried a large delega 
tion of the Jersey boys to Dunnellen, where they were met at the de¬ 
pot by Dan Terry, Captain of the Middlesex Gun Club, and escorted 
in coaches to the grounds, some half mile distant. The Middlesex 
have a fine club house within an inclosure that is very satisfactoril v 
arranged in regard to the sun, boundaries, etc. A good thing about 
the club house is a cool cellar beneath for the preservation of the 
birds before being sent to market. It would make a tiptop wine cel¬ 
lar, only the Ms are decidedly prohibition or anti-wine. The Ms. are 
a right good sort of boys and know how to treat their guests. The 
collation .served up was good and in ample quantities. We mi.ssed 
the superb clam chowder of our friend Carmody, though we saw 
his glowing face among the intensely interested delegation 
from the Heights. As in all close matches, there were 
many little episodes, so to speak, of an interesting char¬ 
acter. Dr. Burdett lost one bird by his gun catching under his 
coat. Two bi'-ds on each side were scored lost by the dog in his haAe 
driving the bird out of bounds. In each case the bird would prob¬ 
ably have been gathered by a careful man. One of the Middlesex 
men lost his bird because his gun was not in proper shape as be went 
to tbe score. Dickens’s next to last bird was clearly shot on the 
ground, as both the judges and the referee would have decided had a 
decision been called for in time. No less than two, and probably 
three, birds would have been decided lost to the Middlesex, had the 
challenges been prompt, on the position of the gun below the elbow. 
But there seemed a disposition on both sides to have everything fair 
and friendly. During the shooting of the second squid it seemed 
eviden.t. or at least probable, to both Captain Terry, of the Middle¬ 
sex, and Captain Heritage, of the Jersey City Heights, that some of 
their most reliable team shooters would not be on band. Therefore, 
a compact was made that instead of 5 men on the last squad mere 
should he only 2, making only 17 men on a side. Heritage named his 
men (Dr. Burdett and J. von Lengerke). but before the finish of the 
score of the third squad Terry's men appeared. Heritage’s did not. 
The Middlesex boys insisted on shooting tbe 30 men, knowing that it 
was their only show. As tbe third squad's score showed the Jersey 
City Heights 2 birds ahead, and with their two shooters mentioned 
they would surely win. Heritage knew this, and insisted on not fill¬ 
ing the squad with duffer shooters against the best men the 
Middlesex eouid fumisn, as they had been held in reserve 
especially: but tbe Jersey City Heights bo.ys don’t know how 
to do a small thing, and as they have always prided themselves on 
shooting a full team and tbe full strength of the club, they decided 
to fill out and shoot the 30 men. all thinking that they would surely 
be beaten. Captain Heritage especially being ver.y indignant—with 
reason, too. He had the interest of the club at heart; he knew he 
had rhe match as it was. The hoys all appreciated his zeal, but they 
at the same time felt that the honor of the club was of far more 
value than ihe |80 (the price of the birds). As Jong as it was ex¬ 
pected that the match, like the previous one. shoifld be 20 men on a 
side, and the J. C. H. had that number of men on the ground, they 
ought to shoot them even if they did lose, and the.y are all better 
satisfied to have it come out a tie than to have won the match with 
17 men and a slur on the good name of the club. Our jolly sporting 
editor of the Co7istitiitionalist (Plainfield) tries to make an outrageous 
pun, and a very mouldy chestnut at thit, and give a dig at Jacob- 
staff on the Steel business. That won’t do, my dear F. There was 
no dog in tbe last shot at all; the bird dropped dead 5vds. or more 
from the back score, and was picked up and neld up in the presence 
of all by Capt. Heritage. That was a very creditable shot of young 
Still, a young member of tbe club, his first shot on a team, pul on at 
the last moment, no wonder be was nervous. He did not do himself 
justice. But tbe last shot, whew! Middlesex had killed,Still must kill to 
tie. To miss was ruin. How we watched him as he toed the score, 
the gun trembling in his hand, his knees shaldug. but with firmly 
compressed lip he planted his foot down and called “pull.” The bird 
proved to be an incomer. Still was shooting Von Lengerke’s gun, 
a close choke. The bird came on to all appearance unharmed. 
Sutherland of the Jersey City Journal and the undersigned both 
scored it lost and the match won by the Middlesex, when a shout went 
up and pandemoniiun broke loose. Tbe bird bad dropped dead just be¬ 
hind us and within bounds. How men yelled, how nacs went up, aud 
poor Still, they took him in their arms carrying him into the cub- 
room amid the most vociferous acclamations, and in their excitement 
nearly smothered the young hero. Still secured the bird and will 
have It stuffed as a memento of how he, the youngest member, the 
first time he shot, saved the club from defeat. From the score It 
will be seen that there was some very poor, really unaccountably 
poor, .shooting. Tbe percentage, as all agree, was up the third squad’s 
near finish decidedly in favor ot the Middlesex, about 76 per cent, 
/iut there is no excuse for an old shot like Coihns making such a 
record. When he shoots his oivn gun with his own shells loaded as 
be knows how to load them he is a safe man. but rushing from his 
office, reaching the grounds in a hurry, shooting first one member’s 
gun then another’s, is it a wonder that be gets but 3 where, the club 
counted on him for at least 7 out of the 8? It is not justice to 
himself, it is a wrong on the club. The match was a tie, or draw, all 

bets were declared off, and the breath came regular and the blood in 
its course through the y^stem dropped to its usual velocity. The 
duffers saved the day. The following is the official score: 

Twenty men each club, 3,5yds. rise, 8 birds per man, 1 barrel only, 
gun below elbow until bird is on the wing. Major J. S. Hutchinson 
judge for Middlesex, George B. Eaton judge for Jersey City Heights, 
Capt. J. S. Staats, referee; G. F.S utherland scorer for the Jersey City 
Heights, Judge G. P. Suydam for the Middlesex. 

Middlesex. 
First Squad. 

Alexander.0(X)11010—3 
Hoffman.OOllltOl—5 
Clark.00110011-4 
Geddes.11010111—6 

Jersey City Heights. 
First Squad. 

Whitehead.01110000-3 
Hughes.OllOini—6 
Bird.11011010-5 
Headden.11101110-6 

J DVorhees.01111111-7—26 Earns.01110001—4—24 
Second Squad. 

Day.10111011—6 
Jobbs.11011100-5 
Miller.01101111—6 
Forrest.(1011000—3 

Second Squad. 
Cannon.10011011—5 
Co’lins.00001101—3 
Holcomb.11111000—6 
Demarest.00111111—6 

Dickens.01111110-6—26 H Siegler.01011111-6—25 
Third Squad 

Rudolph.10100111—5 
Third Squad. 

Quinlan.01001101-4 
Snepherd.11000011—4 W Siegler.10111111-7 
Squire.11101111—7 BS Payne.11011111—7 

F Payne.10110010-4-30 
Fourth Squad. 

Toffey.01100111-5 
Maher.01110111—6 
J Von Lengerke_11111111—8 
Burdette.01100111—5 
Still .10010101-4-28 

107 
Jaoocbstapf. 

KNOXVILLE-GUN CLUB.—Match for gold medal at blackbirds, 
•3 traps. 15yds. rise, 3 angles. Armstrong, Ross, Slocum, Dow and 
Duncan 18yds., Eldridge 31, rest 15: 
P W Armstrong.OllIIllllllllllIllllllOll—23 
J M Ross.linOllllOlUlllllllOim-22 
J W Slocum.1111010111011101001110111—18 
SB Dow.1110111100111111100011011-18 
C M Woodbury. ..lOlOlllOlOOllOIlllIlllOOO—16 
W H Calkins.;.OlOOlllOOlOlOllinOlilOlO—16 
Wm Jenkins.1000001110101111010110110-14 
T C Eldridge.1100101001001111110011001—14 
Townsend.OOOlOlOlOlOlOOOOllOlOlOll—11 
J C Duncan.0111101010100001011101011—14 

Mr. S. B. Dow was the winner in the April shoot of the club on a 
score of 21 out of 25. 

Clay-pigeon match, 1 trap, 15yds„ 3 angles: 
Rose.011111111111111-14 Colkins.111110000101110-9 
Armstrong.010111111110110—11 Eldridge.lOlOlOlOHlOlOl-9 
Woodbury.IIOIOI111001101—10 Townsend.OOlllOOlllOOllO—8 
Duncan.101011101110101—10 Dow.001110101110001-8 
Slocum.010100111111110—10 Jenkins.411001111100000-8 

LONG BRANCH, May 19.—The West End Gun Club held its last 
shoot of the season on their grounds at West End to-day. The match 
was to decide who should posse-ss the gold medal and who the leather 
medal. Ten glass balls were Shot at 18yds. The following is the 
score: Chas. Morris 9, E. E. Tabor 4, Gen.Vickers 10, D. C. Bearmore 
8, Jophia Van Dyke 8, Wm. Goodwin 9, Richard B. Moore 6, Elwyn 
Green 10, As General Vickers and Elwyn Green tied, it was decided 
that they should shoot at 5 balls to decide the contest. Green broke 
3 and Gen. Vickers 5. which gave him the medal. The leather medal 
was awarded to Mr. E. E. Taber. 

COLLEGE MA.RKSMEN.—The Harvard Shooting Club held a class 
shoot on the afternoon of May 20. at East Watertown. A high north¬ 
west wind interfered considerably with the scores; 25 birds, 18yds., 
5 angles: '86 team—Slocum, 20: Austin, F. B., 17; Allen, W. S., 15; 
Bradley, 20— 72. ’87 team—Palmer, F. S., 19; Mead, F. S., 15; Coolidge. 
F. S., 15; Austin, 11; handicap, 12—72. ’88 team—Clyde, 12; Overton, 
4; Carpenter, 9; average score, 13; handicap, 20—68. ’89 team—Grew, 
13: Perry, 11; Greene, 11; Proctor, 6; handicap 34—65. In shooting off 
tlie tie between ’86 and ’87, 5 birds, ’86 won, 18 to 11. 

JAMAICA PLAIN GUN CLUB.—At the annual meeting. May 22, 
the following ofificers were elected: 8, D. Charles. President; D. A. 
Brown, Treasurer; J. F. Boothby, Captain; C. H. Gilley, Secretary 
The report of the treasurer shows the club to be in a flourishing con¬ 
dition financially with a good prospect for the future. The members 
are all active shooters and turn out iu good numbers at every shoot in 
proportion to their membership which is rapidly increasing. 

ST. AUGUSTINE, Fla., has a flourishing gun club. The shoots are 
held alternate Saturdays. 

iHchting. 

FIXTURES. 

'■ There are still many clubs not represented below, and some of the 
dates in the table are not official. We ask the aid of club secretaries 
and others in completing and correcting the list: 

May. 
29. Portland, Cruise. 
31. Corinthian, San Francisco. 
31. Pennsylvania Spring Reg. 
31. Sandy Bay, Cup. Rockport. 
•31. Knickerbocker, Spring Keg. 
31. Onondaga, Opening.fjn. Lake. 
31. S.C.Y.O., Opening, N. Y. Bay. 
31. New Haven. Opening Sail. 
31. Toledo, Pennant, Toledo. 

10. Hull, Novelty, Hull. 
10. Corinthian, Club, Marblehead 
10. Sandy Bay, Pen., Rockport. 
13. Beverly, Cham., Marblehead. 
13. Great Head, Ladies’,Winthrop 
14. Hull, Cham., Hull. 
15-17. Amer, (Steam), Annual. 
17. Sandy Bay, Cor., Rockport. 
17 to 25. Kmickerbocker, Cruise. 
17. Jersey City, Annual. 

31. Brooklyn, Opening. N.Y. Bay. 17. Atlantic, (jruise. 
Atlanf/in Onpnincr Rail 3>1 TTnll T ni-lioa’ TTi 31. Atlantic, Opening Sail. 

31. Corinthian, San Francisco. 
31. Newark, Annual. 
31. Jersey City, Opening Sail. 

June. 
5. Larchmont, Spring Regatta. 

21. Hull, Ladies’, Hull. 
22. Boston. Cup, City Point. 
24. Dorchester, Club, Harrison. 
24. Beverly, CiuK Mon. Beach. 
24. Corinthian, Ladles’, Marble¬ 

head. 
5. Great Head. Open, Sweep- 24. Sandy Bay, Pen. Gloucester. 

stake, Winthrop. 
7. Hudson River, Union, Open. 
7. Williamsburg Regatta. 
9. Portland, Annual. Portland. 
9. Sandy Bay, Cup, Rockport. 
9. Quaker City, Annual. 

24. Great Head, Cham.,Winthrop. 
24. Quincy, Club. 
27. (Sreat Head, Club, Winthrop. 
30. L. Y. R. A., Belleville. 
81. iSeverl.v, Cham,, Swampseoti. 
31. Hull, Cruise, Eastward. 

12. Brooklyn, Annual, N. Y. Bay. 31. Sandy Bay, Ladies’, Rockport. 
12. Great Head, Pen.. Winthrop. 
12. Buffalo, Annual, Lake Erie. 
12. Portland,Challenge. Portland. 
14. New Jerse.v. Annual. 
15. Atlantic. Annual. N. Y". Bay. 
15. Quaker City. Ladies’ Day. 
17. New York, Annual, N. Y. Bay. 
17. Dorchester, Open, Nabaut. 
17. Sandy Bay. Cup, Squam. 
17. Hull, Cor. Pennant, Hull. 
17. American, Newbm-yport. 
19. Hull. Pennant. Hull. 
19. S. C. Y. C., Annual. 
19. Corinthian, San Francisco. 
22. Quincy, Club. 
23. Boston. Cup. City Point, 
26. Sandy Bay, Cup,Final,Squam. 

August. 
2. Sandy Bay. Open. Rockport 
2. L Y. R. A., Kingston. 
4. N. Y. Y. C., Annual Cruise. 
6. L. Y. R. A.. Oswego. 
7. Corinthian, Open. Marblehead 
7. Beverly, Club, Mon. Beach. 
7. Quincy, Club. 
8. (Quaker City, Review. 
9. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 

10. L. Y. R. A., Toronto. 
11. Great Head, Ladies,Winthrop. 
14. Sandy Bay, Cl jb, Squam. 
14. Hull, Open.HuU. 
14. Beverly, Cham , Nahant. 
14-29. Quaker City, An. Cruise. 
21. Beverly, Open, Marblehead, 

26. Corinthian, Cup, Marbl^ead. 24. Great Head, Cham.,Winthrop. 
26. Great Head, (MiaTn.,Winjhrop. 35. Hull, Ladies’. Hull. 
27. Quaker City, Review & Cruise, 
29. Eastern, Annual, Marblehead. 

July. 
3. Knickerbocker Cruise. 
8. Oswego Crui.se. Charlotte. 
3. Hull. Club, Hull. 
3. Buffalo, Annual, Lake Erie. 
3. Newark, Cruise. 
3. Toledo, 2d Pennant Match. 

3-6, QuakerCity, Reg. and Cruise. 
6. Larchmont, Annual Regatta. 
5. Boston, Open, City Point. 
5. Sandy Bay. Open, Squam. 
6. Bevesly, Open, Sweepstake, 

Mon. Beach. 
6. Toledo. Pen., Toledo. 
5 to 6 Interlake Y. R. A. Rendez¬ 

vous and Race, Detroit. .. __ 
6 to 11, Incerlake Y. R. A. Cruise 19. Quaker City, Review & Cruise. 

to Put-In Bay. 18. Sandy Bay, Club, Rockport. 
8. Great Head. Club, Winthrop. 18. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 
8. Quincy, Club. 25. Buffalo, Chib, Lake Erie. 

10. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 28. Beverly, Club, Nahant. 

28. Corinthian, Club. Marblehead. 
58. Hull, Cham., Hull. 
28. Sandy Bay, Open. Squam. 

September. 
2. Boston, Cup, Oitv Point. 
3. Quincy, Club. 
4. Dorchester, Club, Harrison. 
4. Beverly, Open, Mon. Beach. 
4. Corinthian,Cham..Marblehead 
4. Sandy Bay, Pen., Rockport. 
6. NeKark, Open. 
6. Quaker City, Cup, 2d Class. 
8. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 

11. Hull, Cham., Hull. 
11. Corinthian, Sweepstake, Mar¬ 

blehead. 
11. Sandy Bay, Sweep..Gloucester 
17. Toledo, Pen., Toledo. 

The seawanhaka Corinthian y. c. 

Avery important meeting of the S. O. Y. C. was held on May 19 
at Delmonico’s with Com. Canfield in Ihe chair. Besides the 

ordinary business of the club several matters came up v/hich are of 
general interest to yachtsmen and which incidentally serve to show 
that the club is iu as sound a condition as ever and as active in the 
promotion of yacht racing. On motion of Mr. Tams the section of the 
b,7-laws reading, “There shall be an annual squadron cruise, the date 
for which shall be fixed at the regular meeting of the club held in 
May,” was stricken out as not properly a part of the by-laws, but a 
matter to be settled by the officers according to circumstances. Last 
year, owing to the many events on hand, the cruise was omitted, but 
one will probably be ordered this season. Notice w as given that the 
club would, after May 31, occup.y the old basin, formerly held by 
them, between Tompklnsville and Stapleton. Staten Island. Tneclub 
yacht Venture will be moored here and a janitor will'bein attendance. 
Four new members were declared elected and the names of five can¬ 
didates were presented. A letter was received from one of tbe mem¬ 
bers who lately resigned, asking leave to withdraw'his resignation 
which was granted. The following amendment.s were read by tbe 
secretary in the absence of Mr. L. P. Bayard, their proposer. The 
first proposition was to amend that part of Rule II , Section 1. relating 
to classification of cutters, sloops and yawls to read as follows;^ 

First class, measuring 75ft. load waterline length and over; second 
class, measuring56ft. and less than 75ft. load waterline length; third 
class, measuring 45ft and less than 55ft. load waterline length; 
fourth class, measurmg 35ft. and Jess than 45ft load waterline length; 
fifth class, measuring less than 33ft. load waterline length. This 
change involves only the addition of a larger class and a renumber¬ 
ing of the classes. In view of tlie large yachts lately built, one of 
which is the flagship of the club, some such change was necessary, 
the only question being the limit for the larger class. Seventy-five 
feet was proposed in the original amendment merfly as a suggestion, 
and tlie subj-ct was .generally di.scuSiCd. It was desired to keep in 
the new second class the yachts now racing in the flist class, all of 
which, with one exception, Bedouin, are under 70ft. waterline. It 
was suggested that this ^ure would be better than 75, as when a 
class is once established it is certain to be built up to, and from 65 to 
75ft is a wide step. After much discussion the length of 71ft.. was 
fixed upon, thus including Bedouin, and the measure was passed. 

The other amendment offered by Mr. Bayard was a radical one, 
and was discussed at length, and only carried after some opposition. 
It read as follows; 

“To amend Rule X. relating to Corinthian crews, by striking out all 
of Sec. 2 and substituting the following; 

“Sec. 2. Professional crews shall be allowed on schooners and first 
class cutters, sloops and yawls. 

“Sec. 3. Second class cutters, sloops and yawls ma.y carry four 
professionals as part of their crew. 

“Sec. 4. Yachts carrying professional crews in whole or in part, 
shall be subject to Rules XII. and XIIi.” 

Every year the Sailing Committee have found great difficulty in 
filling the entries, owing to the difficulty of securing a .sufficientnum¬ 
ber of amateurs to man the larger yachts, and also to the reluctance 
of many owners to taking their vessels outside in the hands of an 
amateur crew. At the same time the few' large yachts that do enter 
have taken a large number of the best sailors, and many small yachts 
are unable to enter from lack of a crew. 

This year the difficulty would be still greater, as it is desired to 
secure the entries of the four large yachts in the new hrst class, 
which could not be done with Corinthian crews. The subject has 
long been under consideration by the members of the Sailing Com¬ 
mittee and those most interested in the success of the races, and the 
above amendment is the result of their deliberatious. There are 
many good amateurs in the club and about New York from w'hose 
numbers competent crews for any yacht could be selected; but it is 
very difficult to get together eight or nine men who can spare any 
time for preparation or practice such as is needed in yacht racing, 
while at the date of the first regatta a good many have soft hands 
and pale faces after a winter’s w'ork indoors. To handle a yacht of 
60 (o 90ft. require.s a crew of strong, skillful men, well trained and 
used to w'Oi’kmg together, and while we have some such crews com¬ 
posed exclusively of amateur.®, there are many owners who are de¬ 
terred frcTm entering by the difficulty of manning tbeir yachis with a 
good crew for only one race. The club is making special efforts this 
year to secure large entries in all the classes, which cannot be done, 
as experience has fully proved under the old rule. 

The amendment was finally passed, with the result doubtless that, 
while some of the yachts now sailing with good amateur crews will 
retain them, the entries in the larger classes will be augmented by 
the large racers and probably two or three Eastern yachts, sailed by 
their regular crews, while there will be more amateurs available for 
manning the smaller yachts. The other regulations of the club, 
Iimitihg number of crew and providing that the yaeffits must be 
sailed b.y amateurs, are still in force. At theconclusion 6f the meet¬ 
ing Mr. Centre announced that a cup to cost $l,(i00 had been sub¬ 
scribed for by members of the club to be offered for the first class 
yachts Priscilla. Mayflower, Puritan and Atlantic, on June 19, the date 
of the annual regatta, on the following conditions: First, that three 
out ot the four yachts named should start: second, that the yachts 
might be sailed by professional crews; third, that they might carry 
balloon gaff topsails, but otherwise to be subject to the rules of the 
Seawanhaka (jorinthiau Y. C. Of these, Mayflower, Puritan and 
Priscilla will in all probability enter, and it is hoped that Atlantic 
will be in also. The flagship. Priscilla, has arrived in New York and 
will be ready before Decoration Day, when the opening race of the 
club will be sailed. Mr. J. F. Tams has been appointed Fleet Cap¬ 
tain. The race will be sailed in cruising trim, regular crews allowed. 
No enteries will be required, but yachis intending lo race must carry 
racing signal at the peak. The prizes will be $25 in each class. Tbe 
course will be to and around Buoy 

HOW TO AVOID BEING DROWNED. 

The danger of drowning is present wherever water of any depth is 
found, and almost every person is liable at times to an accident 

which may result in their toinl submersion. Not only sailors, yachts¬ 
men and canoeists, who spend much time atloat, but the ordinary 
traveler, even by rail and much more so when aboard a vessel, how¬ 
ever large, may be called on without warning to support himself 
unaided in the water for an indefinite time. In view of inis, it 
might be supposed that in this enlightened age Ihe simple principles 
of flotation, its laws and their practical application, would be included 
in the elementary instruction of children, even if practical exercises 
in swimming were neglected; but such is far from being the case. 
Further than this, there are many who consider themselves fairly 
expert swimmers who have given no thought to the principles of flo¬ 
tation. on which their safety depends, and which, if well understood, 
may aid them in keeping afloat long after their powers as swimmers 
only are exhausted. 

Those who would study this interesting subject will find much valu¬ 
able information in a little book entitled “How to Avoid being 
Drowned; or. All About Flotatiou,” by F. W. Brewster, M. A., of 
Trinity College, Cambridge, recently published by Messrs, Roberts & 
Leete, of London. The author has made a large number of experi¬ 
ments with floating bodies, aud bas devoted special attention to the 
question of man’s weight in water and the power required to sustain 
him. The defluition of the terms displacement, density, buoyancy, 
etc,, are very clearly written, aud tne laws of flotation are explained 
in a simple and practical manner. The subject of life buoys is 
treated at length, and we extract a portion as being valuable to the 
yachtsman, the canoeist, and specially to the traveler. Those who 
seek amusement on the water are usually more or less athletic and 
able to swim, at least in smooth water; but the real seaman, as well 
as the ordinary traveler, is apt to be utterly helpless when threwii iu 
the water, and unable even to avail himself of such support as ma.y 
be at hand. How much harm may result and how the greatest bene¬ 
fit may be obtained are told as follows by the author; 

“The desirata to be embodied in a life-buoy are: First, that it 
should be capable of sustaining a huiiian being; second, that it should 
he easy to secure or take hold of, and third, that it should be easy to 
use efficiently when secured. 

A hfe-buoy is an article intended to be thrown to a man who is ac¬ 
cidentally immersed in water, by means of which he may supnort 
himself until the arrival of further assistance; and not, as many per¬ 
sons think, circular things met with, in more or less profusion, on 
board ship. I am one of those who think it is all but useless to throw 
anything of the kind from a vessel under way, or where a strong 
tide is running, to a person w'ho cannot swim, wiien struggling fran¬ 
tically in the water, unless the hfe-buoy is attached to a line aud sent 
actually within easy reach. A man incapable of propelling himself 
through tbe water, i. e.. swimming, is powerless to get nearer to the 
buoy, neither will the tide or current assist him in such endeavor, and 
even if he does grasp it, he is too flurried and inexperienced to make 
proper use of it, unless he can be hauled in at once. 

Those responsible for the original production of the old circular 
life-buoy, snll so much in vogue, possibly were of this opinion, and 
intenued it solely for the use of swimmers, for anything more com¬ 
pletely useless ro a person unable to swim, even when once within 
his grasp, unless attached to a line, it is impossible to devise. On the 
other hand, for the man who is placed within it, or who is able to get 
into it when in the water, it forms an excellent float. There is, how 
ever, ample evidence that its suppo.sed utility is by no means thus 
limited, and we are driven to the conclusion that its peculiar shape 
has been adopted either through ignorance or indifference to results. 
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Being agreed as to the three essential qualities of a life-buoy, let us 
proceed to discuss in what shape it had best be made, in order lo 
combine those qualities; an end most quickly attained by first con¬ 
demning those shapes which are incapable of such a combination. 
At the head of this list may safely be placed the spherical or globular 
shape-than which no other is known to possess such excessive and 
universal instability, both on laud or in the water, i. e., no other shape 
is so easily lipped, canted, or overturned in any and every airectlon, 
when on land or in the water. 

A sphere of uniform density is the only floating body which can 
never be in stable equilibrium, whether its specific gravity allows of its 
floating wholly or only partially immersed. Life-buoys, of course, are 
never wholly immersed when not In use. or they would not fulfil their 
first essential qualification; and I merely dwell upon the above pecu¬ 
liarity of the spherical shape to prove that the further we depart from 
it the more efficient the life-buoy. It is obvious, therefore, that the 
fewer directions in which a life-hnoy is liable to revolve or overturn, 
when subjected to the efforts of a person in the water to grasp and 

utilize it. so much the better. 
The tendency of such efforts is invariably to cause the life-buoy to 

revolve toward the person who attempts to lay hold of it; conse¬ 
quently, that shape must be the best which admits of its revolving in 
the fewest directions funder the same pressure), or admits of its re¬ 
volving without destroying its efficiency as a support; and these con¬ 
ditions are met with only where breadth and thickness are sacrificed to 
length, as is the case when the fioat is shaped like a pole or spar. 

Thus on grasping a large oar or boat’s mast any where near the middle 
of its length, the body is easily drawn toward it -without any revolu¬ 
tion at all, and if laid hold of at either end, although it will naturally 
sink to a certain extent, it Is nevertheless an easy matter to haul in 
on it imtil the center is reached, when all that is required is to pass 
the arms over it, and it forms at once an efficient float more easy to 
retain effective hold of in broken water than if of any other shape. 
A similar advantage is possessed, to a certain extent, hy all wooden 
benches and long seats commonly found upon ship’s upper decks, 
and which, when detached, form excellent life buoys per se. By the 
aid of a few simple illustrations I will now show that Ufe buoys of 
other shapes are almost utterly useless to those who cannot swim, 
whether lashed to them or not, and how difflc .lt it is for even those 
who can swim to utilize them to any practical extent for a prolonged 
time; and moreover, that if lashed to the body, they prove a source 
of the greatest danger even to experienced swimmers. Let us sup 
pose that two men are overboard, a swimmer and a non-swummer, 
and that a life buoy is grasped hy each; and let us further suppose 
that these life buoys are of the stereotyped pattern, which is appar¬ 
ently 80 highly thought of by naval authorities. If the swimmer 
happens to be familiar with this particular life buoy, he will deftly 
duck imder it, or pull it over his head, and then, slipping one arm up 

A 

Fig 1. 

through it at a time, will find himself in the position showm in Fig. 1; 
and if he does not want to swim, he is in a very good position for 
merely floating. If, on the other hand, he is not acquainted with 
the proper way to get into a circular life buoy, he is pretty sure to 
make a mess'of it and his mode of setting to work will at first cer¬ 
tainly result as shown in ,Fig. 2; but finding the result the reverse of 

Fig. 2. 

pleasant he will speedily change to ihe position depicted in' Fig. 3, 
and a most difficult position to maintain if there is no motion in the 
water, hut well nigh an impossible one if the seals running rough. The 
unfortunate man who cannot swim will pull the buoy over him just 
as the novice did in Fig. 2; but, unlike him, will not be able to regain 
the surface unless he leave go the buov; in either case it is not diffi¬ 
cult to foretell wh.at his fate will quickly be if not rescued. The swim¬ 
mer in Fig. 3 must be a very handy man in (be water, or he never 

Fig. 3. 

could have attained the position in which we see him: he is in fact 
performing a balancing feat, combined with one of strength, for 
everyone who, when immersed, endeavors to hoist himself up the 
side of a boat, raft, or other large floating object, or tries to draw 
himself over or wpon a smaller one, which at the same time he is 
forcing down beneath him, is in a less degree going through the same 
muscular exertion as the man has gone through who, starting with 
bis chin level with his hands, has raised his body into a vertical posi¬ 
tion on a horizontal bar. The man in the water has the disadvantage 
of a movable object to struggle with and hoist himself upon, and if 
dressed the extra weight of his clothes covering that part of his body 
which he raipes above the water as against the diminished weight of 
the submerged portion of his body due to the buoyancy of the water. 
On the other hand the man on the bar has the advantage of a rigid 
object beneath him, as against the whole w'eight of his body very 
lightly clad. To get on to any floating body is difficult, but to 
stay there in any desired position is still more so; in fact, to stay 
there at all, I haVe already explained, is a matter of impossibility 
whei’e there is much motion. Buoyant articles improperly attached 
to a pei’son about to be immersed are only a means of drowmiog him 
at the surface instead of at a greater depth. Let us suppose a ship’s 
deck to be plentifully provided with patent lifesaving campst-ools, 
seats, basins, hassocks, hen coops, buckets, hatches, etc., while below 
are life-saving cushions and mattresses galore, when suddenly there 
arises urgent need of these supposed means of safety. Imagine, too, 
that there is absence of panic, and therefore the women and.,those 

men who cannot swim are first thought of, and each has one of these 
various life-preservers lashed to them in the manner which seems 
best to those who undertake the office, viz., either at one side, in 
front or behind. The vessel then .sinks or goes to pieces, and they 
are all left floating about, it is true, but with slender chances of sur¬ 
viving the first ten minutes. A swimmer could manage fairly well in 
still water, whether the float was lashed back or front; if at one side, 
he deserves greater sympathy; although he might prefer being with¬ 
out either, and more e.specially the latter. We have only to look at 
the three next figures to see how the non-swimmer would fare under 

Fig. 4. 

these trying circumstances. To any one altogether unused to the 
water, it would master very little under which arm the float is lashed, 
tor he will very soon drown. 

In Fig. 5, we see how, after fruitless and desperate efforts to 

Fig. 5. 

maintain the position shown in Fig. 4, the ftoating power of the so- 
called life preserver asserts itself, and the unhappy castaway turns 
face upward and infallibly peristies. The subject of Fig. 6 has 
a somewhat better chance, at all events for a time, and If he wiU 
only push vigorously with the palm.s of his hands, and allow his feet 

to sink if they will, he may counteract the tendency of the float to 
keep him horizontal and face downward, and so keep breathing till 
assistance arrives; but unfortunately, this is precisely what it re¬ 
quires a good knowledge of swimming to accomplish, so his chance 
is but a poor one, for if his feet rise and his hands sink, he will soon 
take in enough water to suffocate him. Unless properly attached to 
an artificial mean? of flotation—as, for instance, where two floats are 
fixed at opposite sides of a man’s bod.v. so as to counteract each 
other—it Is evidently in most cases better not to be lashed at all lo 
such ‘‘life preservers” as those I have described, and it only there 
fore remains to be shown what really happens when such articles are 
floating about in the water and are seized upon, either by drowning 
people struggling to save their lives, or by swimmers w'ho, for amuse¬ 
ment, make experiments with such fanciful contrivances. I think I 
need not do more than consider the case under the latter conditions, 
and leave my re.aders to draw their own conclusiocs as to what would 
happen under the former. When a swimmer lays hold of anything 
at the surface of the water, he either pulls it over him or pulls him¬ 
self under it, according as it may he lighter or heavier than himself, 
movable or fixed. As we are dealing only with small movable ob¬ 
ject.?, we must assume that he pulls it over or upon his chest; but 
this is precisely what he does not desire—his wish being for his chest 
to be higher, or at all events, as high as the float he has bold of. so 
he sets to work to counteract this natural tendency of all floats. How 
is he to do this? 

By seizing it with both hands and proceeding, as the man with the 
horizontal bar does, to raise himself above it. This, of course, de 
presses the float in the water and raises the center of gravity of the 
new combination (i. e , man and float) to such a height that equilib¬ 
rium could only be maintained by great nicety of balancing, every 
motion of the water being counteracted by prompt and correspond¬ 
ing movements and inclinations of body and limbs. Imagine the dif¬ 
ficulties of the mail on a horizontal bar being increased by a tendency 
on the part of the bar to oscillate sideways, and some notion of the 
obstacles to be overcome by a swimmer poised upon such a float may 
be arrived at. In a rough sea one would soon slip off the top of a 
float as laure as a table, and although more easy to embrace, one 
would have to leave go of a sphere or cube as quickly. To keep the 
center of gravity as low as possible and to be able to flex the fore¬ 
arms on the furthest side of the float aie things greatly to be desired, 
and with what shaped float is it so easy to do this as with a long, thin 
one? I am. of course, supposing the displacement of these several 
floats to be idenlical. In Fig. 7 the artist has not made the man 

Fig. 7. 

look particularly cheerful, but he is safe for all that, and the more 
he presses his shoulders and chest over and against the spar, the less 
his feet and legs will tend to rise under it; moreover, he can always 
relieve the strain upon bis arms hy placing one foot over it. This 
position Is the natural one adopted hy all human beings when en¬ 
deavoring to climb up or look over a wall, and as such cannot fail to 
recommend itself to non-swimmers as well as swimmers; while it has 
the merit of being more within the compass of the foimer than any 
other position involving more advanced gymnastics. 

These few illustrations will suffice to prove to most people that 
where patience, practice or skill is required of a good swimmer 
to enable him to use a so-called life preserver with even temporary 
effect, it follows beyond doubt that contrivances of the kind can only 

be snares to those who cannot swim, and as such deserve the fullest 
condemnation. Having finished with floats of various kinds which 
are not attached to the body, we come to those which it is usual to 
so attach, and which are by no means so numerous. Of these it may 
be said that none of them ai-e objectionable, excepting in matters of 
detail, such as convenience, mode of attachment, etc., for all. pro¬ 
vided they be of proper flotation, will support a man whether he can 
swim or not, and are therefore entitled to the name of life preservers 
Having tested every known kind, both as regards variety of make’ 
and means adopted to obtain power of flotation, I am in a position 
to speak positively as to their respective merits and demerits. Some 
consist of two large blocks of cork or tin canisters attached to the 
body at the back and chest. A more usual plan is that where the 
blocks of cork, instead of being two are six or eight in number, and 
are placed all around the body; and this form is what, with very 
slight improvements, has for upward of twenty years been known as 
a cork jacket, and until quite recently was in fact the only life belt— 
a state of things which we may all congratulate ourselves is now 
changed. 

During the last ten years efforts have been made to increase the 
number of piecM of cojk used in making these and similar life-belts. 
This reduction in the size, and increa-e In the number, of the pieces 
of cork naturally necessitated the area over which they are spread 
being considerably extended, and this has at length resulted in linings 
for coats being now obtainable of such a moderate thickness and ex¬ 
cessive flexibility as neither to inconvenience nor disfigure their 
wearer while at the same time they are more than equal to the task 
of floating him. 

The vast importance of knowing how to swim it is impossible to 
overrate, and here I may define the knowledge of swimming, as gen¬ 
erally accepted to represent ability to beep afloat when fully dressed, 
in fresh water, for a limited period. I do not care how incorrectly 
a man or woman may move their limbs or how slowly they may pro¬ 
gress in the water; neither does it matter for my purpose how timid 
they may be of jumping or plunging from a height, or how incapable 
of diving, or even assisting another fellow when immersed. Profi¬ 
ciency in such matters belongs to the more advanced stage of the 
subject and depends on perseverance and practice, as well as on per¬ 
sonal characteristics, such as courage and physique. All that is 
necessary for the purposes of self preservation from drowning is, 
that man, woman, or clilld shouM be sufficiently at home in the water, 
that the fact of immersion should not deprive them of their presence 
of mind, and that they should possess the power to move their limbs 
in such a manner as to turn in any desired direction, and keep their 
head above water in spite of the added weight of clothing. 

As stated at the beginning of Ciiapter I the movem'^nts in swim¬ 
ming, in the ca.se of human beings, are very different from the action 
of the limbs when on land. This follows from the fact that the posi¬ 
tion of the body when swimming must be that which offers the least 
resistance to the water, viz., horizontal and the head foremost; 
whereas on land man progresses in a position which offers the great¬ 
est resistance possible to a surrounding fluid. How very different the 
case is with most other animals a thought will show. The following 
are the approved and correct movemeuts to be observed in ordinary 
or breast-stroke swimming: Draw the inside of the elbows against 
the ribs and the forearms and wrists close up to the chest with the 
thumb'nails flat against each other, and all eight fingers in a hori¬ 
zontal plane and touching one another. During this operation the 
thighs should be fully open, the knees bent to the utmost and the 
heels placed together with the toes of each foot pointing outward. 
From this contracted position the hands are now pushed smartly 
forward away from the chest, along and just underneath the surface 
ot the water, until the arms are straightened lo their fullest reach 
with the hands turned back to hack; the legs meanwhile have been 
kicked out sideways and straightened to their fullest extent, very 
wide apart. 

The beginner is now in the position to make the stroke. This is 
done by sweeping the arms apart horizontally beneath but near the 
surface, to a position where each has described three-quarters of a 
semi-circle, and simultaneously bringing the legs rigidly together 
until the feet touch; the inside suiface of each leg is thus the force 
in contact with the water, and not the back and sole of the foot, as 
is the case with many less correct ways of making the leg stroke. 
What I have described constitutes the leg stroke, and from this posi¬ 
tion the limbs are drawn up again as quickly as possible to the 
cramped attitude first described. It will be noticed that at the com¬ 
mencement of the stroke the arms are extended in contact, and the 
legs are extended apart, while at the end of the stroke the arms are 
extended apart, and the legs are extended in contact. The motion 
thus is three-fold—the recovery or contraction preparatory to the ex- 
tension, the extension preparatory to the stroke, and the stroke 
itself. 

The following directions for restoring the apparently dead, either 
from drowning or other suffocation, or from narcotic poisoning, are 
recommended by tfte Royal Humane Society. 

Send immediately for medical assistance, blankets and dry cloth¬ 
ing, but proceed to treat the patient instantly, securing as much 
fresh air as possible. 

The points to be aimed at are: First and immediately, the restora¬ 
tion of breathing; and secondly, after breathing is restored, the pro¬ 
motion of warmth and circulation. 

The effort.? to restore life must he persevered in until the arrival of 
medical assistance, or imtil the pulse and breathing have ceased for 
at least an hour. 

, TREATMENT TO RE30RE NATURAL BREATHING. 

Rule 1.—To maintain a free entrance of air into the windpipe: 
Cleanse the mouth and nostrils; open the mouth; draw forward the 
patient’s tongue, and keep it forward; an elastic band under the chin 
will answer this purpose. Remove all tight clothing from about the 
neck and chest. 

Rule 2.—To adjust the patient’s position: Place the patient on his 
hack on a flat surface, inclined a little from the feet upward; raise 
and support the head and shoulders on a small, firm cushion or 
folded articles of dress placed under the shoulder blades. 

Rule 3.—To imitate the movements of breathing: Grasp the 
patient’s arms just above the elbows, and draw the arms gently and 
steadily upward till they meet above the head (this is for the puriiose 
of drawing air into the lungs), and keep the arms in that position for 
two seconds. Then turn down the patient’s arms and press them 
gently and firmly for two seconds against the sides of the chest (this 
is with the object of pressing air out of the lungs. Pleasure on the 
breast bone will aid this. Repeat these measures alternately, delib¬ 
erately and perseveringly fifteen times in a minute, until a spontane¬ 
ous effort to respire is perceived, immediately upon which cease to 
imitate the movements of breathing and proceed to induce circula¬ 
tion and warmth (as below). Should a warm bath be procurable, the 
body may be placed in it up to the neck, continuing to imitate the 
movements of breathing. Raise the body in twenty seconds in a 
sitting position, and dash cold water against the chest and face and 
pass ammonia under the nose. The patient should not be kept in the 
warm bath longer than five or six minutes. But it is preferable that 
artificial respiration and friction of the limbs and body with dry 
flannel or clothes should be fir.st had recourse to, and that the warm 
bath should not be employed till there is proof of respiration having 
been restored. 

Rule 4.—To excite inspiration: During the employment of the above 
method excite th^ostril? with snuff or smelling salts, or tickle the 
throat with a featner. Rub the chest and face briskly, and dash cold 
and hot water alternately on them. 

TREATMENT AFTER NATURAL BREATHING HAS BEEN RESTOREX). 

Rule 5.—To induce circulation and warmth; Wrap the patient in 
dry blankets and commence rubbing the limbs upward, firmly and 
energetically. The friction must be continued under the blankets or 
over the dry clothing. Promote tbe warmth of the body by tbe appli¬ 
cation of hot flannels, bottles or bladders of water, heated bricks, etc., 
to the nit of the stomach, the armpits, between the thighs, and to the 
soles of the feet. Warm clothing may generally be obtained from 
bystanders. On the restoration of life, when the power of swallowing 
has returned, a teaspoonful of warm water, small quantities of wine 
or coffee should be given. The patient should be kept in bed, and a 
disposition to sleep encouraged. During reaction large mustard 
plasters to the chest and below the shoulders will greatly relieve the 
distressed breathing. 

APPEARANCES WHICH GENERALLY INDICATE DEATH. 

There is no breathing or heart’s action; the eyelids are generally 
half closed; the pupils dilated; tbe jaws clenched; the fingers semi- 
contracted; tbe tongue appearing between the teeth, and the mouth 
and nostrils are covered with a frothy mucus. Coldness and pallor 
of surface increases. 

OBSERVATIONS. 

On the restoration of life, a teaspoonful of warm water should be 
given, and then, if the power of swallowing be returned, small quan¬ 
tities ot warm wine or weak brandy and water, warm; and paiient 
should be kept in bed, and a disposition to sleep encouraged, except 
in cases of apoplexy, intoxication, and sunstroke. Great care 
is requisite to maintain the restored vital actions, and at tbe same 
time to prevent undue excitement. 

The treatment recommended by the Society is to be persevered in 
for three or four bom's. It is an erroneous opinion that persons are 
irrecoverable because life does not soon make its appearance, as 
cases have come under the notice of the society of a successful 
result even after five hours’ perseverance—and it is absurd to siijS 
pose that a body must not be meddled with or removed without t he 
permission of a coroner. 
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NEW JERSEY Y. C. 15th ANNUAL REGATTA. 

This season tbe Kew Jersey Y. C. liaye decided to throw open their 
spring regatta on June 14 to the yachts of all organized yacht 

clubs, and have arranged their programme so as to induce as many 
entries as possible from other clubs. No entrance fee will be charged 
and a prize will be given in every class in which two or more yachts 
start. The classes are as follows: 

Class A, catamarans, 30ft. and over. Class B, cabin yachts, 31ft. 
and over. Class C, cabin yachts under 31ft. Class I), open yachts, 
36ft, and over. Class E, open yachts, under 26ft. and over 21fc. Class 
F, open yachts, under 21ft. j, 

The followung conditions will govern the race: Tlie start will be a 
flying one from a line between the dock on Bedloe’s Island and a 
siakeboat anchored off the same. Tbe signal to get ready will be 
given at 10:20 M. by a blast from the steamboat’s whistle, and five 
minutes later the signal to start will be a blast of the whistle and the 
lowering of tbe club flag on tbe steamboat. Five minutes later a 
blast of the whistle and the hoisting of the club flag will handicap all 
boats not then over the line. Course for Class A will be across an 
imaginary line between stakeboat and dock on Bedloe’s Island to 
Robonis’ Reef buoy 17, passing to west of same, thence to and around 
buoys 9 and 13 in tbe Lower Bay, leaving on port hand, to south and 
west of Robbins’ Reef buoy 17, to the place of starting. Class B—For 
Class B the same as (;lass A, except turning buoy 11 instead of buoy 
9. Classes C and D—For Classes C and D the same as Class B, except 
turning buoy 13 instead of buoy 11. Class E—For class B will be to 
Robbins’ Reef buoy 17, passing to west of same, thence to and around 
buoy 13, leaving on port hand and return south and west of Robbins’ 
Reef buoy, thence to starting point. Class F—For Class F the same 
as Class E, except turning Port Lafayette on port band instead of 
buoy l3. The race must be made in eight hours. 

The regatta w'ill be governed by the by-laws of the New Jersey 

Length on waterline and half the overhang will be taken as the 
sailing length, the allowance being in classes A and F, one minute to 
the foot; other classes one and one-half mmutes to the foot. 

Any boat shifting ballast will be disqualified and considered out of 
the race. 

The following sails may be carried: Catamarans, jib and mainsail; 
cabin sloops and cutters, jib (or jib and staysail), jiotopsail, mamsail 
and working topsail; open sloops, jib and mainsail; caiboats, main 
sail only. Stormjib may be used lu place of jib, if necessary. One 
man to every .5fi., and one additional for the fractional part of 5ft. 
will be allowed. Numbers must be carried conspicuously on the 
mainsail, as the time will not be taken for boats without them. Num¬ 
bers, not delivered before, can be obtained at the stakeboat, which 
will be anchored off Bedloe’s Island on the morning of the race. 
Prizes will be delivered at the first regular meetmg of the club fol¬ 
lowing the regatta. 

The steamer Blackbird, with judges and guests, will leave Fifth 
street dock, Hoboken, at 9:30 A. M.; West Twenty-second street, N. 
Y., at 9:45 A. M., and Pier 8, foot of Rector street, N. Y., at 10 A. M. 

The entries can be made up to June 7, to W. H. Uilworth, 563 Green¬ 
wich street, N. Y,: Geo. E. Gartland, 11 Wall street, N. Y.; John Cur¬ 
tin, 98 West street, N. Y.; M. V. B. Evesson, 106 Garden street, Hobo¬ 
ken ; n. F. Ogden, N. J. Y. C. House, foot Tenth street, Hoboken. 

INSPECTORS AND STEAM LAUNCHES. 

Editor Forent and Stream: 
I have waited to see if any one would answer Mr. Vary’s letter on 

“Licenses For Small Steam Launches,’’ in Forest and Stream of 
March 25. The principle involved is all right. The Government can¬ 
not be too strict in the inspection and demands for protection of life 
and property, but the 'practice is altogether too sharp and the de¬ 
mands of the law as construed by some local inspectors is beyond 
reason and common sense. No matter w'hat are the abilities of tbe 
person owning a boat be cannot run one even for the pleasure and 
convenience of his family. 

I will give Mr. Vary a leaf from the book of my experience. I am 
a M. E. by profession and hold a State license for an engineer, made 
the plans of my own engine and intended pulling in a Herreshoff 
boiler; with my boy’s help my engine would be entirely a home shop 
make, a coupled high-pressure, turning 1.200 per minute actual work, 
no theory m it. This was going into a 23ft. launch. 

But I found objections raised on every side: First, you cannot get 
amarine license; second, you cannot get a pilot’s license; third, a 
Herreshoff boiler won’t be passed by the Supervising Inspector! I 
found objections rai.sed by engineers and government officials on 
every hand, and one told me the Supervising Inspector of the di.-<trlct 
had instructions to sit down on all such things as these “tea kittles.” 

The whole thing is fostered by the narrow, cliquish jealousy of the 
marine mercantile service; but let them bark and snarl, I am going 
to have my boat all the same. More than this, my wife and boy will 
go out in it, and we intend enjoying many fishing trips in the little 
Firefly. The boy can box a compass, and can bring a tug down Lake 
Superior from the island in a snow squall, and if my license is not 
better than the usual license granted lo men coming from the fire- 
hole to pull the throttle and reversing lever of a Common tugboat, 
then I will throw" my engineer’s diploma to the dogs and make fire 
w'ood of my instrument box and implements, and say goodby to 
steam-engineering; but I don’t have to do it, as the boys say. 

Duluth, Mmn. Norman. 

THE FOUR LARGE YACHTS. 

The spirited action of the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C. in offering 
a valuable prize for the four large yachts, offers an incentive 

that will probably hasten still more the fitting out, and bring all of 
them out on the Bay in regatta week. Should they enter for the 
S. 0. Y. C. Cup, they will probably enter as well for the two preced¬ 
ing races, and we shall see rare sport from such a quartette. At- 
lautic is nearly ready for a trial trip, and will be under sail this 
week. The lead is still being piled into her, 65 tons being now in 
and under her, while an unknown quantity is still needed tobring her 
down tor the load line, ttomparisons are odious, but a heavy dis¬ 
placement “lead mine” like (ienesta or Galatea carries only 70 or 72 
tons, while this American centerboard sloop carries 65-}-X tons. Also 
the “complicated” cutter rig of Mayflower calls for 113 blocks, while 
the simple American rig of Atlantic swings 1.30. Priscilla left Wil¬ 
mington, Del., on Saturday morning, and, beating down from New¬ 
castle, ran up the beach, arriving here on Sunday, w’ith Com. Can- 
field and Messrs. Center, Tams, Chubb and Lemoyue on hoard. She 
is now at Poillon’s yard. Mayflower will bend sails this week for a 
trial trip. Puritan has been out at Kelly’s railway, East Boston, for 
a thorough cleaning and a coat of bronze paint. Her rudder has been 
widened llin. with new backing, and her peak, throat and sheet 
blocks have been replaced by larger ones. 

Length. Actual. Corrected. 
....21.03 2 11 46 1 42 26 
....23.11 2 07 09 1 44 37 
....21 06 2 18 15 1 49 12 

CLASS. 
....)9.11 1 38 55 1 11 57 
....20.01 1 44 02 1 17 14 

1 52 35 1 24 08 
....20.06 disabled. 

CLASS. 
1 21 00 0 56 16 

....16.11 1 32 02 1 05 67 
....16.07 1 33 54 1 07 27 

1 37 43 1 11 24 
....16.10 1 39 30 1 13 19 
....16.08 1 42 12 1 15 60 

GREAT HEAD Y. C.—An open regatta of the Great Head Y. C. will 
be sailed on June 6, off Winthrop. Mass., starting at 11 A. M.. the 
courses being as follows: First Class—From judges boat to flag 
float moored off Revere Beach Ferry, East Boston, leaving it on port, 
to Sculpin Ledge, Buoy No. 2, off Long Island, leaving it on port, 
thence to judge’s boat, passing between judge’s boat and flag boat. 
Distance, 9 miles. Second and Third Class—From judge’s boat to 
Black Buoy No. 5, off Jeffries’ Point, East Boston, leaving it on port, 
to Buoy No. 6, Lower Middle, leaving it on port, and back to judge s 
boat. Distance, 7 miles. Fourth Class—From judge’s boat to flag 
boat off Cottage Park, leaving it on port, thence to and around Snake 
Island, leaving ii on port, back lo judge’s boat, leaving it on port, 
twice over, finishing between judge’s boat.and flag boat. Distance, 4 
miles. The position of the judge’s boat is liable to be changed out¬ 
side of Snake Island for the finish. The classes will be as follows: 
First, 21 to 26ft., second. 19 to 21ft.; third, 15 to 19ft.; fourth, under 
15ft. All will start from an anchor, as follows: A preparatory gun 
will be fired from the judge’s boat at 11 A. M. for the first class to 
come into line. At 11:15 A. M. a second gun will be fired for first class 
to start and second class to come into line. At 11:30 A. M. a gun will 
be fired for the second class to stare and the third class to come into 
line. At 11:45 A. M, a gun will be fired for the third class to start and 
foui’th class to come into line. At 12 M. a gun will be fired for the 
lourth class to start. One man may be carried for every 5ft. of 
waterline or fraction thereof. Sloops may carry jib and mainsail, 
catboats mainsail only, with no limit to sail or ballast in the fodrth 
class. The rules of the N. E. Y. R A. will govern the race. The en¬ 
trance fees will be $2 in the first, $1 in the second and third, 60 cents 
in fourth. Prizes will be given In each class. Messrs. Peleg Aborn, 
S. S. Smith and J. H. Hartley are the judges. Entries to be made 
with Chas. 0. Hutchinson. 126 Commercial street, Boston, on or before 
12 M. Friday, June 4. All fees to be paid at time of entry. No post¬ 
ponement on account of weather. 

QUINCY Y. C. OPENING REGATTA.—The opening of the season 
by tbe Quincy Y. C. on May 22 brought out fifteen boats, all but one, 
the Mabel, going over the course. Mabel earned away her peak 
halliard block and did not start. Rocket parted her bobstay, but 
coutmued the race. The wind was fresh from the southwest. The 
times were: 

FIRST CLASS. 
Leug 

Thisbe, S. A. Freeman.21.03 
Echo, E. L. Bur well.23.11 
Amy, E. W. Baxter.21 06 

SECOND CLASS. 

Tartar. F. L. Dunne .)9.11 
Pet, J. W. McFarland.20.01 
Diadem, L. Hayward.18.06 
Mabel, G. R. Howe. .20.06 

Flora Lee, D. H. Lincoln_ 
Mischief, D. W. Belcher.16.11 
Rocket, H. M. Faxon.16.07 
Fury, J. H. Putnam.. . .16 09 
Elsie, C. F. Hardwick.16.10 
Elfin, J. E’. Cully.16.08 

The first and second prizes in each class were $5 and $3. Messrs. 
E. W. Baxter, W. W. Sheen and C. H. Porter were the judges. 

THE AGGIE—LXJRLINE MATCHES.—San Francisco yachtsmen 
have been excited lately over a match race between aggie, a center- 
board schooner, 70x23 ft. on loaoliue, and 5ft. bin. draft, and Lurline, 
a keel schooner, 72ft. 3m.x21ft., aud 8ft. Sin. draft. Two races were 
been sailed and no conclusion reached, as neither was finished within 
the limit of ten hours. The course was around the Farralone Islands 
some thirty miles out in the Pacific Ocean. On May 2, the fii'st at¬ 
tempt, the two started at 10 A. M , the line being from Point Bonita 
to Point Lobos, the' wind very light W.S.W. and Lurline leading. 
About ! :30 the wind inci-eased and shifted toward S., leaving Aggie 
in a good weather berth, so that she was soon the leader and rounded 
tbe outer mark 32m. ahead, in a very light wind. Soon after the 
wind freshened, and under balloon jin and staysail Lurline made up 
rapidly her lost time, and took first place, holding it until the finish, 
which, however, was not until 9:50 P. M., with Aggie about lOm. 
astern. On May 9 the match was resailed, Aggie going away first at 
10:10:43, and Lurline at 10:13:24, with a very light head wind and a 
heavy swell. Lurline soon began to make up the loss at the start, 
and ate well up to windward, though Aggie forereached on her and 
gained some in the footing. At 5:01:30 Lurhne turned, with Aggie at 
6:21. Lurline led all the way home, finishing at 8:29:40, with Aggie 
at 8:50:02. On May 16 the race was sailed again, Aggie winning by 
2m. 46s. 

STEAM LAUNCHES AND SAILING BOATS.—A new catalogue of 
boats and canoes has lately been issued by Mr. F. Joyner of Glens 
Falls, N. Y., in which is included a new steam launch 25x5ft. 6in., 
fittfed with the new Boston pattern Shipman engine. 'The hull is 
built of ceuar, copperfastened and varnished, and is very handsomely 
finished. The propeller may be fitted so as to swing to either side for 
steering, by means of a flexible joint, or a rudder may be used. A 
smaller boat, 18x4ft. 6in, is also built. Mr. Joyner has also several 
sizes of his sailing and rowing boats of the Irene model, fitted In 
various styles. The catalogue contains detailed descriptions of many 
varieties of boats, club gigs and barges, cruising and coasting canoes 
of the celebrated Diamond model, hunting boats and of canoe sails, 
drop rudders and fittings of all kinds. Tbe agents in New York are 
Messrs. Adams & Young, 479 Broadway, N. Y. 

NEW YORK Y. C.—On May 21, the third regular meetmg of the 
N. Y, Y. C. was held. The date of the annual cruise was fixed for 
Aug. 4, to rendezvous at New London. The regulation prohibiting 
the use of clubtopsails on the cruise ivas reconsidered, but no action 
was taken. The following members were elected: Messrs. J. W. 
Thompson, Newbold Edgar, George A. Cormack, W. Seligman, Tar¬ 
rant Putnam, James Brown Potter, Joseph Hutchinson, A. M. Hunt¬ 
ington, W. Leggett Brown, Dr. E. L. H. McGinnis, Frederic Gebhard, 
Charles D. Owen, P. H. O’Hara, Richard P. Lounsberry, George E. 
Chisholm, John W. Masury, S. R. Pinckney and James M. Motley. 

YORK^^LLE Y. C.—On May 23 the Yorkville Y. C. started to sail 
its Bch annual regatta over a course from One Hundred and Fourth 
street around the Stepping Slones, the time limit being 6 hours. The 
starters being Eclipse, Qoodenough, Traveler, Benzine, Captain, 
Hanry C., Little Dean, Little Bear, Molly McCarthy, Emma B., May- 
gena and Emily B. The wind was so light that but 5 boats completed 
the course. Little Dean, Goodenough, Captain, Benzine, Traveler. 
Traveler wins in class D, time 5:45; Little Dean in class G, time 6:12, 
and Captain in class H, time 5:14. 

REV A.—The new Reva, Mr. Pierre LorOlard’s twin screw steam 
yacht, went on her trial trip on May 22 down the Sound, after two 
unsuccessful attempts previously. She was traveling at a good gait 
when she passed Whiiestone. The boats at her davits prevent tier 
from being mistaken for a harbor tug. 

THE LOSS OF THE OONA. 

The English mails bring the news of a most unfortunate and fatal 
disaster lo the new cutter Oona, by which five yachtsman iuclud- 

Mr. Wm. Evans Paton, the designer, lost iheir lives. Oona is the 
most extreme “live” yet built, nearly 60ft. over all, a very light hull, 
carrying 9}^ tons of lead, a large sail spread and wide outrigged chan¬ 
nels. She was hound from Southampton on a trial trip, leaving on 
May 4 with one of her owners, Mr. Plunkett, her designer, Mr. Paton, 
and a crew of three, one of them the mate of Tara. She called 
at Kingston on the 5th. and after leaving there encountered a very 
heivygale. She evidently was endeavoring to enter the port of 
Malahide, on the Irish coast, when she groimded on the bar and went 
to pieces, all hands being lost, Part of the hull and spars came 
ashore later on but the full particulars are not yet known. Mr. Wm. 
Evans Paton was a young naval architect of rare promise, well 
known as the designer of Cilga, Currytush, Luath and other success¬ 
ful boats, and his death is a serious loss to yacUting. Until further 
details ore known it is impossible to assign the cause of such a disaster, 
but it seems that the new boat, to a greater extent than any of her 
predecessors, was an extreme racing maciiine, and from lightness of 
build and size of rig unfit for any otuer work. 

LARCHMONT Y. C.—The annual spring regatta of this club will 
take place on June 5, starting at 10:45 A. M. A challenge pennant 
will be awarded in each class, with a prize if three yachts start and 
a second prize if five start. 

CORON ET.—On May 22 the new schooner Coronet started on a trial 
trip, running out around the lightship and back with her owner and 
a large party on board. She behaved very well and fully comes up 
to the expectations of her owner. 

GRACIE.—The alterations lo the hull of the Grade were completed 
la'it week at Piepgrass’s and she was launched from the railway. Her 
spars will be stepped at once. 

TOLEDO Y. C.—The date of the second pennant match has been 
changed to July 3 in place of July 6, so as not to conflict with the 
Inter Lake Y. R. A. at Detroit. 

CARLOTTA.—Mr. Belknap’s schooner arrived at New York on 
Ma5r^2 from Florida. 

Don’t twist your neck off, but use Allen's bow-facing oars. Little 
catalogue Dee, Fred A. Allen, Monmouth, Ill.—Adu. 

ON THE DELAWARE RIVER.—Editor Forest and Stream: Dela¬ 
ware River sailors do not propose to be left this season, and all the 
clubs have Inaugurated a series of races that in completeness excel 
former year.s. From the 30-pound canoe, grading through the tuck- 
ups, 15ft. to 29ft. open boats, uoiil reaching the TOft. sea-going 
schooners; all are getting their snips in me very best order. New 
ones nave been built, and the stock on hand have been Improved in 
model and rig and thoroughly rejuvenated. The Trenton, Riverton, 
Pennsylvania, Southwark. Cooper's Point Canoe, and Corinthiau (15 
to I9fc.) aud rue Quaker City clubs are all in first-rate condition. Mr. 
C, Middleton, schooner yacht Helen, has presented to tbe Q. C. Y. C. 
a valuable and artistic challenge cup. designed by the donor, for 
first class sloops. Dr. Vallette, schooner yacht Avelon, has also pre¬ 
sented an elaiiorate and very beauiiful cup for second class sloops. 
A handsome cup is in embryo for third class sloops. Tn.e Agde 
(Thomas) in this class, won Commodore Bancroft’s challenge cup 
three limes in succession after a six years’ fight. Dropping local 
matters, let me bespeak for the Atlantic first choice to meet the 
Galatea to defend tne America’s Cup.—R, Q. Wilkins. 

Humphreys' Specific Veterinary Manual,—A cure for the dis¬ 
eases of horses, cows, sheep, bogs, dons and poultry. Fourth revised 
and enlarged edition. That Dr. Humphreys has presented a system 
of treatment that is at once simple and devoid of danger is unques¬ 
tioned. That he has also a system which is successful in curing the 
diseases of domestic animals as well as simple and harmless, he 
brings a wonderful array of facts to prove. It is very difficult to 
read over in bis catalogue the testimony of hundreds of intelligent 
persons from every part of the country, and of every position in life, 
aud not be convinced. This being admitted, we have then an entire 
system of treatment for domestic animals, so simple that any intelli¬ 
gent owner or his man can use the Veterinary Specifics without fear 
of injuring the animal, and successful to a degree heretofore un¬ 
known. It has now been in use twenty-five years, and is presumed 
to have passed its novitiate, and has secured a place and standing 
not readily assailed, and of its success in curing diseases among 
animals by such mild and safe means, no one but can wish it the most 
ample scope and boundless popularity. The above book m^ be 
obtained by applying to the Company, 109 Fulton street, New 'York 
City,—Adv. 

Canoeing. 

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and 
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signals, etc, of 
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and 
reports of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are 
requested to forward to Forb.st and Stream their addresses, with 
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local waters, 
drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relating 
to the sport._ 

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION. 

SECRFTARY-Dr. C. A. Neide. Schuylerville, N. Y. Candidates for 
membership must forward their names, accompanied by the re¬ 

commendation of an active member of the A. C. A., together with 
the sum of $3 for initiation fee and first year’s dues, to the secretary, 
who wfil present tbe names to the commodore. Money should be 
sent by registered letter^ or money order on Saratoga Springs, N. Y. 

FIXTURES. 
Mohican Races every Thursday through the season. 
May 29. 30, 31—Connecticut Meet, Calla Shasta Grove. 
May 29, 30, 31—Hudson River Meet, Coddington’sDock, Roundout. 
May 30—Mohican Cruise, Susquehanna River. 
May 31—Pittsburgh Regatta. 
May 31—Yonkers C. C., Cruise. 
May 81—Oakland 0. C., Regatta. 
June 1—Oakland C. C., Camp, Clear Lake, 
June 12—Brooklyn C. C. Paddling Race. 
June 12—N. Y. (3. C., Spring Regatta, 1st Race Com. Trophy. 
June 26—N. Y. C. C., 2d Race Commodore’s Ikophy. 
July 3-5—N. Y. C. C., Trials International Races. 
July 8-24—W. A. C. A. Meet, Lake Erie. 
July 10—Brooklyn C.C.. Paddling Race. 
July 10—N. Y. C. C., 3d Race Commodore’s Trophy. 
July 24—N. Y. C. C., 4th Race Commodore’s Trophy. 
Aug. 7-N. Y. C. C.. 5tb Race Commodore’s Trophy. 
Aug. 7—Brooklyn C. C., Paddling Race. 
Aug, 13-27—A. C. A. Meet, Grindstone Island. 
Sept. 4—Brooklyn C. C., Paddling Race. 
Sept. 4—N. Y. C. C., International Cup Races. 
Sept. 11—N. Y. C. C., 6th Race Commodore’s Trophy. 
Sept. 18—Brooklyn C. C., Sailing Races. 
Sept. 25—Brooklyn C. C . Challenge Cup. 
Sept. 26-N. Y. C. C., 7th Race Commodore's Trophy. 
Oct. 2—N. Y. C. C., Fall Regatta. 

NEW YORK C. C. 

The New York C. C. opens its sixteenth season on June 12 with its 
spring regatta, the programme of which willsoon be ready. The 

club house is now at West Brighton for repairs to hull at Starin’s 
dry dock, but will he in place shortly at the basin lately occupied by 
the Seawanhaka C. Y. C., at Tompkinsville Landing, 8.1. The S. O. 
Y, C. will move to their old quarters in Bechtel’s basin, where the 
canoe house wintered. Tbe new location of the canoe club is an ex¬ 
cellent one, and with tbe new railroad it ean be easily reached in less 
than thirty minutes from the Battery. During the season, a series of 
races will be sailed for a trophy offered by Com. Munroe, under the 
following conditions: These races shall be open to members only, 
each competitor to sail his own canoe' and to sail the same canoe in 
all races In these races there will be no limit of ballast or sail, and 
no distinction of class save that nothing over 32iD. beam will be ad¬ 
mitted. Tbe trophy will be presented to the winner on the day of the 
fall regatta, and its holder will be known as the N. Y. C. C. champion 
sailor of ’86. 

The club sailing course will be from the house around a stakeboat 
off Fort Wadsworth, thence around Buoy 18, and home. Admission 
to the club house on race days will be by ticket only. The dates for 
the Trophy races are June 12-26, July 10-24. Aug. 7, Sept. 11-25. The 
trial races for the selection of three or more to defend the Cup will 
be sailed on July 3 and 6, and tbe Cup races on Sept. 4. unless the 
date has to he changed to meet the visiting canoeists. The.fleet this 
year has been increased by a number of new canoes. Com. Muuroe’s, 
15X28, Lassie model; Vice-Corn. Stephens's Hermit, 15x30; Mr. 
Nadal’s Lassie model. Sea Urchin, 15x28; Mr. Palmer’s new canoe; 
Mr. Warden’s and several others, while the membership is largely 
augmented. The club now has the best location about New York, 
easily accessible and with fine water for sailing, and the present 
geason promises to be the most active it has ever known. 

A 500-MILE CRUISE ON THE RIVERS OF 

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA. 

BY MOMUSON F. PIXLEY AND B. BUSSELL COOPKB. 

(Concluded). 

NeXT morning we were up and had finished our breakfast before the 
first symptoms of dawn showed in the east, fully determined to 

do the Feather River, from which we knew we were only a tew miles 
distant. About nine In the morning, we arrived at its mouth, and as 
there was a strong wind blowing up stream we soon had all sail set 
and went tearing along at the rate of four or five knots, and the cur¬ 
rent running as much more. Toward dusk we ran ashore and had 
a hasty meal, and again look to the canoes, intending to avail our¬ 
selves of every breath of wind. It was a clear, starlight night, but 
starlight is not the best light in the world to steer by when you are 
unacquainted with the landmarks aud tne current is running on to 
sandbars and under leaning trees that sweep the surface. About 
three m the morning we passed some lights on the starboard side, 
which we afterward found belonged to the town of Nicholas. "We 
were now commencing to feel rather played out after our day’s padd¬ 
ling and the continued strain on our nerves consequent upon such haz¬ 
ardous sailing. When the first light of dawn spread over the eastern 
sky. we ran ashore and rolled in, thoroughly satisfied with our canoes, 
selves, and the world in general, but too tired to think of details. We 
did not awake until the sun shining iuto our tents told us that it was 
past noon, and the diminutive keepsake that I carried suspended by 
a crushed strawberry ribbon, pointed to the hour of two. The noises 
that always accompany a largo town were brought family to our ears, 
and upon making inquiries at a neighboring farmhouse we found 
that the town of Marysville was but two miles above; thus we had 
made in the last twenty-four hours more than 65 miles. 

Not having any particular object in visiting Marysville, we contented 
ourselves with listening to a glowing account of its importance as a 
manufacturing center for the northern part of the State and were 
sorry to hear that the hydraulic mines in the Sierras were sending 
down such quantities of the detritus, known as slickens, that the town 
is fated to be buried within the next ten years. We tigain tumbled 
ourselves on board in the afternoon and went several miles-down the 
river, looking for a good place to camp, but such was the thickness 
of the slickens deposits on the banks, that we were compelled to 
sleep on the water, after a light cold supper. 

The Feather River, though possessing better scenic effects than the 
Sacramento, still has the same monotony which characterizes the 
former, and of late years its beauty has been further marred by the 
enormous deposits of slickens that now clog tbe channel where it was 
formerly 20 or 30ft. deep. Having been for a time on such muddy 
water, we were struck more forcibly than ever when we entered the 
Sacramento, by the contrast between the two great bodies of water, 
one limpid and colorless, the other a deep color resembling brown 
ochre in tint. The waters for about two hundred yards did not 
seem to mix, and a person might run his canoe down the cen¬ 
ter and place one hand in water clear as crystal, while the other 
would bring up a dirty fluid that bore no apparent kinship to aqua 
pma; halt a mile further down the waters appeared more con¬ 
genial but not entirely sociable, for you might see occasionally a 
patch of Feather River floatmg along all by itself, evidently not car¬ 
ing to Intermix with its snow-bred brother from the North. 

We noticed here a large number of white cranes and other birds 
of aquatic tastes wading serenely on the shores with as much implied 
contempt tor us as though we were unarmed. We bagged several of 
them, and in accordance with requests from two absent, though oft- 
remembered persons, saved their plumes to deck other heads. 
Among other things we secured some turtles, which Talisman as¬ 
sured me were extremely toothsome wlien properly prepared. Here¬ 
with I give the receipt, as I saw him manufacture it, knowing that 
the public will not allow such a meteoric scintillation in the gastro- 
uomical line to pass unnoticed. Six live turtles were taken from a 
“green and mossy log” (means of taking unknown); they were theq 
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put into three gallons of cold muddy water and boiled for three 
hours, after which the heads are chopped off and the meat and fat 
taken out; next take a dozen pieces of hardtack, half as many pota¬ 
toes and an equal number of onions: mix well together, being sure 
not to disturb the weeviles in the hardtack for fear that they may 
escape; this is then to be stewed for five hours with the tm-tle meat, 
and some Chile peppers and wine added. It is then far superior to 
anything that comes out of a hash mill; and ©n one occasion I have 
known Talisman to wrap himself around one gallon of the article 
and then do a good day’s work afterward. However, he was only 
allowed to make it once as long as I was chief cook and pot-washer. 

The 80ch day of May found us at the mouth of the great father of 
mud and gold dust, the American River, which in comparison with 
the now muddy Sacramento, looks of an inky blackness. When we 
had passed under the railroad bridge it was commencing to grow 
dark, but as there was no sign of a beach on either side of the river, 
we kept on, from minute to minute expecting at each turn to see 
some place where we might camp for the night. As I was crossing 
the mid-channel I felt a slight shock as though the keel had touched 
some obstruction on the river bottom; I sounded with the paddle but 
could feel no bottom, and concluded that it must have been some 
salmon forging his way up stream. 

The wind and current had both augmented in strength, so that 
while the latter was running about six knots, we were saiUng seven 
or eight. Talisman called from across the river to tell me that he 
was stuck on a bar just as I felt another scrape on the keel similar to 
the first, and then another. On making a more careful investigation 
with the paddle than before, I came to the conclusion that the river’s 
bed was a series of waves of sand, the crests of which were scraped 
by the keels of the canoes in passing over them. Talisman having 
released himself from the bar where be had grounded, came across 
the river, and we determined to pitch our tents above the next bend, 
beach or no beach. When we finally camped it was about two miles 
from the of Sacramento, which lay to the S. W. of us, and all 
through the night we listened to the whistles of the freight engines 
as they worked in the yards making up their trains, even this usually 
annoying sound being welcome to us, not having heard it for three 
wmeks before. 

When I used the word “pitched’’ in the above paragraph it W'as in¬ 
correct, for the only pitching that we did was to run the canoes along¬ 
side a log that jutted out into the stream, and threw our camping kit 
ashore, to be followed by ourselves, and as the slickens forms the 
very worst species of quicksand, it was hard work to get ashore, at all. 

While seated at the fire that night, drawing clovery inspirations 
from our briars, we were agreeably surprised by receiving a visit 
fi’om an old ’49er, who bad a cabin some way back from the river 
hank and had seen our fire. Among some of his earlier experiences 
which he retailed to us was the following story, which I give minus 
the inimitable expressions and grotesque gestures of the old miner: 

“in the early days, before Californy were much of a place, me and 
some other young fellers got up a parly bound up this^same river 
for the gold mines; we were alias green as grass as far as game 
went, didn’t know the difference between a duck and a coot. Did 
you ever eat a coot?’’ he inquired. Upon receiving a negative reply 
he continued and said: “Well, take my advice and never make the 
mistake of tryin’ to. We had an old musket along with us in the 
skiff, one of them as they calls a yawger, and one day, Ed. Martin, 
one of the boys, shot what we thought was some kind of a duck, and 
brought it to camp.’’ Here he paused for a few whiffs at his pipe. 

“Next day being Sunday, we thought we’d have duck for dinner, 
so he was picked, stuffed with bread crumbs, bacon and onions, and 
put on to boil. Well, he must have been on about two hours, when 
we tried him with a fork to see if he was done; the meat didn’t give 
wuth a dura. We told Martin to try it with a huntin' knife, which 
didn’t have ro more effect on him than the fork; so he was left in 
peace till we finished the rest of our grub. Then one of the boys said 
that all he needed was more bilin’, so we put him back on the tii-e to 
bile, and he staid there che best part of the day. and when we went 
to bed that night he was still a bilin’ and tougher than ever. That 
contrariness made the boys mad, and they was in for boilin’ thet shag 
if they had to boil ’im ev'ry day tell we got lo the mines, an’ they did 
boil him, and I reckon ef you was ever to run over our last campin’ 
place yoit’d find him bilin’ yet.’’ And the grizzled pioneer leaned 
back and laughed iu his sepulchral hollow tone, at the thought of his 
first and everlasting potpie. 

The immense quaniiiies of mud that have settled on the banks of 
the Ameiicau have killed most, of the small trees and so withered 
the larger ones that their beauty is forever gone. After two days of 
hard work trying to force our keels through the soft quicksand that 
grated along the bottom no matter what part of the river you took, 
weflnally abandoned the task and turned our faces southward. About 
6 o’clock one fine evening we found ourselv'es near the mouth of the 
American and only a half mile from the State capital. On the port 
bank there was a large and healthy slickens bar. It was impossible 
to camp there; but on the right side was a bank, seven or eight feet 
high and covered with small willow.s. To this we directed our course. 
Just beside the bank, and partly floating in the water, was a huge pine 
log. Having assured ourselves chat there was no danger of its going 
adrift, we made the canoes fast and set the tents on them. This done, 
the provisions were put upon the bank, and then came the problem 
of how to cook them. There was only room for the two of us to 
stand on the bank,.and the willows were as thick as nature could 
weave their sickly stems together. Talisman having sec his mind on 
a good supper in honor of its being the last day of the cruise, seized 
the hatchet and commenced a deadly onslaught that threatened to 
depopulate the thicket if long continued, while I plunged into the 
tangled mass of vegetation to secure wood. A more unlikely place 
for a camp I never saw; the only available wood was the dead 
branches that had not yet fallen to the ground and disappeared under 
the cover of the blackberry vines. By dint of hard scratching and a 
good deal of undignified clambering 1 managed to get enough wood 
to cook a good supper and found that Talisman had cleared a good 
space for the camp-fire. 

Next morning after breakfast we started in to give everything a gen¬ 
eral cleaning up, for the last pot of coffee had been boiled and the 
last hut cake turned that we were to have on this cruise. The 
canoes were sponged, the brass work polished, the dry stowages 
of the Talisman scrub oed out to remove the smell of onions, but noth¬ 
ing had any effect on them. We next turned our attention to the 
wardrobes that we earned. Talisman turned his canoe into a laimdry 
and scrubbed away, using the deck for a washboard, while I mended 
the various rips and tears that had occurred at different times. By 
10 o’clock tbe sti'iugs of clothes that had been raised by the halliards 
between the masts were dry and I had finished the last rent. Every¬ 
thing having been carefully stowed on board, we bid good-bye to the 
American River and paddled gracefully aud leisurely into our old 
friend the Sacramento, and in a few minutes reached the city of that 
name. We were here entertained in the most hospitable manner by 
our friends and shown off to no small extent by our friend Martin, 
who evidently thought that a real live canoeist was no small curiosity 
especially when attired in such a costume as tne one that we wore—blue 
shirts and knickeroockers with stockings to match, white canvas shoes 
and red sashes and Tam o’Shanters, then a sheath knife suspended 
by the sash, and no wondei- we were looked at. 
‘Our hospitable friends at last allowed us to leave and we arrived a 

San Francisco at 11 o’clock, and found that two of om- friends from 
the club had started across from Oakland, after business hours, for 
the sake of meeting us, and the next morning (Sunday) tve aU sailed 
home together, receiving quite an ovation from the assembled canoe- 
men. 

Here I leave you, hoping that if you have had the patiepce and 
good nature to follow us through the description of our cruise in the 
far Mtest, that you will not be satisfied by simply reading of such 
trips, but will go and do likewise, when grim winter has released his 
icy hold upon .vour rivers and lakes. 

On this cruise we made 500 miles by our canoes alone, and by canoe 
and steamer the distance of 1,000 miles. 

Our voyage is ended, the canoes hauled up on the beach of time to 
wait the flowing tide, each gentle ripple slowly encroaching on 
the sandy shore, till step by step they once more surround our crafts 
to float them on its watery deep. 

So ’twill be with us as the years drag slowly by, each one helping 
to lessen tbe allotted limit of our lives, when that is reached we ivill 
be launched on a different course, one where each cruiser must paddle 
his own canoe. 

And the lily stems when we have passed them by, will hut sink to 
rest, till other bands and other minds shall softly part their leaves as 
they voyage in the wake we have left. 

CANOEING AT LYNN.—What little canoeing has been done in 
this vicinity has heretofore been by the unorganized efforts on the 
part of a dozen or so of “terrified amateurs,’’ only to or three of 
whom are A. C. A. men. Their field was restricted to Flax Pond 
until last season, when they ventured upon blue water and partici¬ 
pated in the city aquatic event of July 4 This year a serious move¬ 
ment is made toward a beginnmg, and a club has been organized and 
steps taken to move the house to a good place on the harbor front, 
increasing thereby the chances for salt-water cruises and the induce¬ 
ments for new members to join. The following preamble to the rules 
is adopted: Whereas, Believing from our individual experience that 
the pastime known as canoeing has claims upon the attention of 
many persons who, while in need of an active outdoor exercise, are 
as yet unaware of the merits possessed by this safe, healthful, inter¬ 
esting and inexpensive sport; that it is full of complete diversion from 
the ordinary pursuits of life; that It requires activity suffleient for 
physical devmopment and recuperation; that it is replete with oppor¬ 
tunities that are conducive to sentiment of a healthy and inspiring 
sort by reason of the very nature of its pursuit; that it fosters an in¬ 
terest in the history of the primitive people who once dwelt here and 
with whose traditions and traces the locality still abounds, for it is 
their rude canoe, modified and improved, which is the medium of our 
sport, and although there is a wide gulf between their simple paddle 
or pole and the patent appurtenances of lo day, and from the bush 
in the bow to the cloud of muslin spread by ballasted Pearls, we 
believe the canoe is still potent to Imbue much of the independence 
and simplicity which characterized its originators; and, whereas, we 
believe that in organizing as a club our ability to pursue the sport 
and to promote its claims, to which we invite iheatention of any 
person, will be.largely increased; therefore, we adopt the following 
constitution and by-laws: Article 1. This club shall be known as the 
Sagamore Canoe Club. Article 3. The officers shall consist of a cap¬ 
tain, mate and purser. The other articles are modelled upon similar 
lines to those of other clubs. Ernest Bellaly, of Lynn, is the first 
captain: Jos. B. Center, of Lynn, the mate, and Clarence Murphy, of 
Salem, purser, and there are about half a dozen first-class sailing 
canoes in the club house. The club is to be represented at the Spring- 
field meet.—Clarence Murphy. Purser. 

KNICEKRBOCKER C. C.—Sixth annual spring regatta, May 33, at 
152d street, New York. First race called at 3 o'clock. Every event 
was open to canoeists from any club. The weather was perfect; a 
good strong breeze Irora the souih blowing against the first of the 
ebb tide made it possible for all canoes to get over the cour.se iu 
good time, yet left the water smooth enough for the paddling con¬ 
test. A large number of visitors were present, among them many 
young ladies, friends of club members, and they all got good views 
of the races from the pier near the club house, where camp chairs 
were provided for them. Flags were given as prizes to tne first and 
second canoe in each event having three or more starters. A 3-mile 
sailing race came first, twice around a triangular course: Stag, E.W. 
Brown; Fox, C. B. Vaux; Yvonne.Wm. 'Whitlock; Evangeline, C.V, R. 
Schuyler; Quenn, M. Y. Brokaw; Lorelei, E. C. Griffin. Stag, Fox 
and Lorelei, of the K, C. C,. and Yvonne, Guenn and Evangeline of 
the Brooklyn C. C. Fox was sailed by a N. Y. C. C. member and 
crossed the line first. Guenn and Stag following very closely and to¬ 
gether, the rest a few seconds later; all with medium sized sails or 
reefs. Fox rounded the buoy first and then shook out a reef, losing 
the lead to Stag while doing it. Lorelei dropped out. Stag kept the 
lead to the finish. Yvonne got third place the first round and kept it. 
Fox second, Evangeline got fourth place and Guenn fifth at the finish. 
Stag is a 15X30 canoe with dead rise. Fox is same size, same board- 
one large plate—but with a flat floor, and though carrying much more 
sail than Stag, could never catch her. The Fox sailed tbe whole race 
with board up, as the tide helped on the two windward legs of the 
course. Yvonne sailed her maiden race with a very small spread of 
canvas. A half-mile paddling race between Gould and Foster was 
won by Foster. Class lY. paddling race was won by Foster in Lasata 
against Evangeline (Schuyler), Yvonne (Whitlock), and Lorelei (Grif¬ 
fin). The combination race was left out and a visitors’ sailing race 
substituted, once aroimd the course: Yvonne (Whitlock), Guenn 
(Brokaw) and Evangeline (Schuyler). The boats got off almost ex¬ 
actly even and kept verv close together all round the course. Evan¬ 
geline winning by a length the better of Guenn, Yvonne a few seconds 
behind Guenn. 

MOHICAN RACES.—The monthly race, unlimited as to sail or 
ballast, for the club champion badge and pennant was sailed over 
the club course, 3 miles, on Thursday, May 20. Entries: Thetis, P. 
M. Waekerhagen, senior; Annie O., L. Thomas, senior; Marion B.. R. 
8. Oliver, senior; Arno, H. C. Cushman, junior. A strong northwest 
wind was blowing with frequent squalls, and the boats were close 
reefed carrying an average of 60ft. of sail. Start was made promptly 
at 6:30, the competitors getting well together. For the first mile 
Marion B. led. followed closely by Thetis, Annie O. third, and Arno 
fourth. Then Thetis shook out the reef in her main in spite of fre¬ 
quent knock downs from the squalls, and passing to windward of 
Marion B. rounded the 1)4 mile buoy just ahead of her, the Annie O. 
some moments later. The captain of the Marion B. then hoisted his 
entire main, giving him 60ft. to Thetis 72ft., both carrying reefed 
dandies about 16ft. in addition. The race between them was then 
neck and neck for home, tbe Marion B. steadily overhauling tbe 
Thetis, and finally getting to windward and passing her on the second 
tack The pace was great and the excitement intense, the squalls 
coming thick and fast and the wind veering about continually several 
points. On the last half mile the Thetis began to close the gap but 
iu vain, as the Marion B. poked her nose across the line a half a length 
ahead, just 34mm. from the start. Annie O. a minute later, and Arno 
not timed. The Vesper was not entered, as her captain was 
absent from the city; but the Marion B., her twin sister with the ex¬ 
ception of two light centerboards instead of a single Atwood, upheld 
the honor of‘Che model.’’ On Thursday next. May 27, the 60 limit 
race for the Oliver cup will be sailed.—Robert Shaw Oliver, 

Captain M. C. 0. 

A C A —Mr. M. E. Graves, of St. Paul. Minn., is a candidate for 
membership. Secretary Neid6 writes us from St Paul that he had 
expected to join the Hudson River meet at Rondout, but would be 
unable to do so. He will make a cruise, with a friend, down the Can¬ 
non or Brule Rivers, on May 29. 

OAKLAND C. C.—A new canoe, the Spray. 15x36in., has lately 
been added to i he fleet. Her owner and builder is an amateur, Mr. 
Geo. Engelbrecht. She will have a Radix board as soon as one can 
he had from New York; meanwhile she has a 3in. keel. The club 
now numbers 19 with 14 canoes, and several more, boats will soon be 
added, including two from Rushton. The club house is well fitted 
with kitchen, dressing room, pantries and meeting room. The pro¬ 
gramme for Decoration Day is as follows: Fir.«t race, at 9;.30 A. M. 
—Rowing in single sculls, by members of the Columbia Rowing Club. 
Second race—Paddling in canoes—Class one, two men, three entries; 
Class two and three, one man each, six aud eight entries. Third race 
—^Rowing—Fbur-fiared shells, two crews from tbe Columbia Rowing 
Club. Fourth race—Sailing, yawls—Nettie, Bonita. Mosquito. Skiffs 
—Mattie. Rush, Dauntless. Fifth race - - Canoe saihng race, Class on© 
—Flirt, Spray, Mystic, Falcon, Zoe Mou. Class two—Water Lily, 
Shadow, Belle. Columbia, Shadow. Class three—Volante. Undine, 
Black Dwarf, 'White Cap. Class two starts three minutes after Class 
one. Class three starts three minutes after Class two. Sixth—Sail¬ 
ing race (for the prize pennant)—Entries, the winners of the fourth 
and fifth races, the winning canoe, yawl and skiff. Seventh—Con¬ 
solation sailing race-Opento all except winners in previous races. 
Eighth—Canoe tournament—Entries, Mystic, Flirt, Spray, Undine, 
Falcon, Zoe Mou. Ninth—Swimming race. The first race will be 
called at 9:30 o’clock sharp. Wr. C. G. Y^ale will act as referee, and 
Marcus P. Wiggin and Marcus D. Hyde as judges and starters. 

HARTFORD C. C.—Editor Forest dnd Stream: The regular May 
meeting of the Hartford O. C. found a number present in their canoe 
house, and after the admission of several new members there was a 
general talk on canoeing interests, upon the coming spring meet of 
this and the Springfield clubs at Calla Shasta, and upon the looks of 
the canoes in the house. Several of the canoes have just come from 
renovating shops and are looking finely. All have wintered well and 
our members are already planning way ahead into summer, the focus 
of all plans being of course the A. C. A. meet at Grindstone Island. 
The discussions of the last winter, notably that at the camp-fire of 
our president, at which the editor of the Canoeist was present, have 
brought forth fruit in the shape of new sails, in new styles, and with 
promising features for speed and cruising. The members of our ex¬ 
ecutive committee have sent out invitations to all of our associate 
members to join in a camp dinner on the racing day of the Calla 
Shasta meet.—Secretary. 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

G. W. R.—The accent in name Lefever is on the penult. 
G. H. C., Boston, Mass.—It will ao no harm to clip the dog. 
G. W. J.—Write to J. McNaugnton’s Sons, furriers. New York city. 
W. L. B., Smithburg, N. J.—See Shot columns in last week’s paper. 
Trefoil, Cleveland, O.—Trefoil is black and tan, with white on 

chest. 
J. B. P., Ohio.—Mr. C. M. Cordell, of Buffalo, can probably give 

you the information. 
W. W. S., Lake Linden.—Make the lower mast 25ft. from ground 

to upper cap; masthead, 3ft. 6in. long. 
F. (3. S , Monroe, Mich.—v\'e have never seen the target and do not 

know the address of its manufacturers. 
S. S. H., Creighton, Pa.—We do not know where to refer you. Shall 

publish them as soon as they can be obtained. 
J. T. W., Waterbury, Vt.—lOoz. duck is heavy enough for canvas 

canoes. Paint it w'ith boiled linseed oil and terebin dryer. 

P. AND B., Bridgeport, Conn.—There is a pamphlet publication of 
the New York laws (price 25 cents), but not amended up to date. 

H. J. M., New York.—We would not advise in-breeding so closely, 
although it is frequently done and often with apparently good re¬ 
sult. 

J. F. L.—For an extended discussion of the squirrel question, see 
Forestand Stream, Dec. 27, 1877, and Jan. 24, Feb. 7 and March 21, 
1878. 

J. F. R,, Lock Haven, Pa.—1 and 2. Yes. 3. We would not advise 
spaying, as it is a cruel and unnatural operation and often unsatis¬ 
factory. 

C. P. F.—See article page 309, and others in former numbers giving 
full information about the region. There are stage and buckboai-d 
connections. 

C. n. H.—You will find full drawings of Mohican sail in the Forest 
AND Stream of Nov. 13, 188-4, or in “CJanoe Building for Amateurs,” 
for sale at this office. 

W. O. W.—You will he likely to find good quail shooting in the 
neighborhood of Homosassa. The fishing is good there in January 
for a variety of fish. 

F. C. P.—We cannot give you definite information, but suggest that 
you will find what you want in any of the hill towns of Western 
Massachusetts back from the railroad. 

Jay, Chatham. R. B.—The Coot is 30ft.X8ft. 6in. on waterline. The 
word “board” is equivalent to tack or leg. All three flags should be 
carried at masthead, of course only one at a time, according to cir¬ 
cumstances. 

J. 0. W. Paterson.—The stock on my shotgun is so long that when 
I have my finger on the first trigger the butt catches under my arm 
when I raise it quick. I would like to knowhow much I could cut 
off and not hurt the balance. Do you think an inch and a half too 
much? Ans. Take it to a gimsuiith; it can be cut without any diffi¬ 
culty. 

R. M. C., British Columbia.—Illustrations of yachts and yacht races 
are occasionally given in Harper’s Weekly (Harper & Bros., New 
York, $4 per year) and Frank Leslie’s Illustrated Netvspaper 
Frank Leslie, New York, $4 par year). Neutier or these give special 
news reports of yachting. There is no illustrated pubRcation devoted 
to yachting in this country. 

A. V. B., Philadelphia.—1. Where can I get about 1,000 brook 
trout fry old enough to stock a stream? 2. About what would they 
cost? 3. About what age is the ordinary brook trout when it weighs 
a quarter of a pound? Ans. 1. Write James Annin. Caledonia, N. Y.; 
W. L. Gilbert, Plymouth, Mass., or Livingston Scone, Charlestown, 
N. H. 2, See answer above. 3. About two years old if well fed. 

M. J. E., New York.—Will you be kind enough to inform me how 
to catch salmon trout? What kind of bait is generaUy used, and 
what period of the year is best for catching them? Ans. Troll for 
them from a boat with a stiff rod, five to seven feet long, and a reel 
that will hold 21X) feet of line. Use a live minnow, chub or suck-r. 
aud 3 feet above it put on 3 or 4 ounces of lead, according to depth of 
water. Row slowly, so that your bait sinks near the bottom. Use 
lead and line according to depth. We prefer a single hook to a gang. 

A. C. G.. Poughkeeysie, N. Y.—Which is tbe most common way for 
clubs to shoot, class shooting or unclassified? If a shooter got a 
pigeon too low for a fair shot, say three feet high, and took it, must 
ne abide by the result or would be be allowed another shot? If che 
pigeon would have struck the net, but he broke it before reaching it, 
would it score, ana if he missed it and it wa^ stepped by the net 
would he be entitled to another shot? Where can we get tue com¬ 
plete rules for clay pigeon shooting and how much do they cost? 
Aus. 1. Class shooting. 2. Yes. 3. If he broke it. it would score, if 
if he missed it. it would be scored against him. Write to the Ligow- 
sky (jompany. 

EUMPHRETS’ 
VeteVinairy 

for 
CATTLE, SHEEP. 

DOGS, HOGS, POULTRY. 

tyU. S. Governm’t. 
Chart on Rollers, 

_ and Book Sent Free. 

Humphreys’ Med. Co,, 109 Fulton St., H. Y. 

Salmon Fishing in Canada. 
We have the largest stock in America of Forrest 

& Sou’s celebrated Salmon Flies, Rods, Reels, 
Casting Lines, etc., etc.. We have everything in 
Fishing Tackle for tbe successful capture of Sal¬ 
mon and Trout in Canadian waters. American 
anglers can obtain their complete outfit from us 
far below New York prices. Spliced Salmon aud 
Trout Bods a specialty. Salmon and Trout Rods 
made to order and repaired. W. W. Greeners 
Guns, Eley Bros. Ammunition. Curtis and Harvey’s 
Diamond Grain Pow'der, Clay Pigeons, Blackbirds, 
Glass Balls, Traps and all kinds of sporting goods. 
Send stamp for 42-page illustrated catalogue. 

T. W. BOYD & SON, 1641 Notre Dame st., 
Montreal, Canada. 

ARTIFICIAL FLIES. 
We keep constantly in stock over 500 varieties of 

Trout, Black Bass, Grayling & Salmon Flies. 
Particular attention given to the selection of the gut, aud all flies tied on our HIGHEST QUALITY SPE.OAT 

HOOKS. ^ 
Sizes of Trout Flies from No. 2 to No. 18. Any pattern tied to order. 

If your dealer does not keep our goods in stock, or will not order them for you, send us 50 cents for our ISO-page 

foKo illustrated catalogue. 

ABBEY Sc IMBRIE, 
Manufacturers of every desciiption of 

iF'inXTE I^ISHI3NrC3r T O K. Ij ES 
18 Vesey Street (Fourth (3oor from the Astor House), New York. 
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WINCHESTER 
Repeating Arms Co.’s 

RIFLES <&. AMMUNITION, 
Fox* SSei>le 'bsr ^11 Dea>lex*s« 

Send for I'G-page (April, 1886) Catalogue. Just out. 

WINCHESTEE EEPEATING AEMS CO., 
nXTES’W 

JXTGyotr 

oonxriNr. 
S£t>xi Fx*£t.xidsoo. 

55 COTJE.T STREB3T, BROOKIjYI^r. DKALKE- IN 

First Quality Goods at Ijower Prices than any other House in America. 
Brass Multiplying: Reels with Balance Handles, first quality and fine finish. rSft., $1.00; 120ft., $1.26; 180ft., $1 60: 240ft.. $1.75; 300ft., $2 00; 450ft., $2.25; 

600ft., $2.50. Any of the above Reels with Drags, 26 cts. extra; nickel plated, 50 cts. extra. Brass ClicK Reels, 20yds., 50 cts.; 30yds., 75 cts.; 60yds., $1.00; 
nickel plated, 50 cts. extra. Marster’s Celebrated Hooks Snelled on Gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, O’Shaughnessy, Kinsey, 
Aberdeen, Sneck Bent, and all other hooks. Single gut, 12 cts. per doz.; double, 20 cts. per doz.; treble, 30 cts. per doz. Put up one half dozen in a package. 
Single Gut Trout and Black Bass Leaders, 1yd., 5 cts.; 2yds., 10 cts., 3yds., 15 cts. Double Twisted Leaders, 3 length, 5 cts.; treble twisted, 8 length, 10 cis. 
Trout Flies, 60 cts. per doz. Black Bass Flies, $1.00 per doz Trout and Black Bass Bait Rods, Oft. long, $1.25 to $5.00. Trout and Black Bass Fly Bods, 10ft. 
long, $1.60 to $10 00. Also forty-eight different styles of rods for all kinds of fishing. Samples of hooks, leaders, etc , sent by mail on receipt of price in 
money or stamps. SEND STAMP FOB CATALOGUE. THU MANUFACTURK OF SNULLFH HOOKS AND LRADFBS A SPECIALTY. 

Established 20 Years. Open Evenings. J. F. MARSTFRS, 55 Court Street. Brooklyn. 

THOS. H. CHUBB, The Fishing Rod Manufacturer. 
P*ost Mills, Orange Oo., Vt. 

All Lancewood Fly Rods, length lOJ^^ft., weight 
8oz.; two tips. Nickel Plated Trimmings. War¬ 
ranted. Price $4.00; by registered mail, 35 cents 
extra. Also same style rod for trout and bass 
from 9 to 12ft. in length, to weigh from 6 to 
12oz. Same price. 

Send for Price List for 1886. 

PEIRCE 

TELISCOPIC SIGHTS FOR RIFLES 
Increase the effective aim 100 per cent, at any distance and 

and even more at long distances. These unrivaled Sights are constructed of 
Seamless and Jointless Cast Steel Tubes, Improved Lenses 

•with'fixed adjtistment for any distance; with no sliding or other movable 
internal fixtures, but each individual Lens and other pieces being double screwed, 
effectually preventing any derangement of parts by concussion in firing the heaviest charges. 

Sole Manufacturers, Mural Manufacturing Co., 44 North Fourth Street, Phila¬ 
delphia, Pa., U. S. A. 

FISHING RODS 
Brother angler, do you want to know where to 

purchase a fine hand-made fishing rod. ndth numer¬ 
ous improvements not found in any other rod man¬ 
ufactured, and at a lower price than a machine rod 
can he purchased? Send for price list containing 
hints in selecting a rod. 

EDWARD SMITH, 
Pittsford. Rutland Oo., Vt. 

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES. 
People of refined taste who desire exceptionally fine . 

cigarettes should use only our Straight Cut, 
put up in satin packets and boxes of 

10s, 20s, 60s and 100s. 

14 First Prize Medals. WM. S. KIMBALL & CO. 

iSfeat and Flegant. 
A great addition to the appearance of any lawn. 

Just the thing for porch and lawn use and for camp¬ 
ing parties. Light and strong and folds compactly. 
Can be carried as easily as a common camp stool. 
Send for illustrated catalogue of Hammock and 
Inv alid Chairs free to any address. 

HUBBARD HAM’mOOK OHAIE 00., 
Sauk Centre, Minn. 

CANOE 

AND 

BOAT 

BUILDING 

FOR 

AMATEURS. 
Pp. 192, with 29 plates of working drawings. 

Price $1.60. Address. 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 
New York N. Y. 

LONDON: Davieis & Co., 1 Finch Lane, Comhlll. 

“Murcia” Silkworm Gut. 
FISHING AHD SURQIOAL USE. 

In lots to suit, all grades and lengths, “Extra 
Heavy” to “Extra Fine.” Assorted thousands, ten 
different grades, including “Extra Long,” put up 
(or country trade and clubs. Prices, $5 co $16 per 
1,000. Assorted thousands, $7.50. Address LAT AS A 
& CO., P. O. Box 2,708, Washington Building, N. Y. 

Hunting Boots or Shoes, Wholesale 
or Retail. JOHN D. BETHEL, Man’f’r of 
Sportsmen’s Goods. 124Chambers st., N.Y. 

Send for Prices. No Postal Cards. 

E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO., 
591 Broadway, New York. 

MOi-LER’8 NOR¬ 
WEGIAN 

COD-LIVER Oil 

PUREST 
FOE 

General 
Debility, 

Scrofula, 
Rheumatism 

or Consumption, 
is superior to any m de¬ 
licacy of taste and smell,' 
medicinal virtues and purity. 

London, European and New 
York physiiHans pronounce it th« 
purest and best. Sold by Druggists. ^ 

W.H.ScIiieffelin & Cfl.( NewYork 

S ALLCOCK & CO.’S 

Celebrated Fish Hooks. 
May be bad from all Fishing Tackle Dealers 

In any part of the world. 

One Good Hook is Worth 50 Bad Ones. 
Gold Medsls and Highest Awards at all Exhibitions 

No. 777. 

FIRST QUALITY 

SPROAT HOOKS, 
S. ALLCOCK & CO., 

REDDITCH. 

No. 100. ’ 

The Liargest Manufacturers of Fishing 
Goods in the World, 

All best goods hear our name and trade mark. 

WURKS, REDDITCH, E]W€iE4Nl>. 
AND 

Silk Worm Gnt Factory, Murcia, Spain. 

WHOLESALE ONLY. 

TROUT FLIES, 
36o. Per Dozen* 

H. H, KIFFE, 
318 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

8end for Fishing Tackle Catalogue. 

Hook 
AND 

liine. 
84 pages, 

illustrated. 
Price 25c. 

3-piece Flv Rod, 25yds. Click Reel, 26yds. oiled 
Silk Line, six Flies, six Hooks to gut and Leader 
complete by express. $4.00. Post paid, $4 50. Two 
Sample Flies by mail, post paid. 15 cts.; per doz., 75 
cts. One 3 piece Trout Rod, Reel, 100ft. Linen Line, 
six Hooks to gut, one Sinker, one Leader and one 
Float, complete. $2.00. Post paid: $2.50. Send for 
our new catalogue, 320 large pages, over 5,000 illus¬ 
trations of all sporting goods, covers printed in 15 
colors, sent by mail for 26 cents. 

PECK & SNYDER, 126 Nassau St„ N. Y. 

SMALL YACHTS. 
Their Design and Construction, Exemplified by the 

Ruling Types of Modern Practice. With 
Numerous Plates and Illustrations. 

—BY— 

C. P. KCNHARDT. 

Cloth, 370 pages of type and illustrations, and 70 
plates. Size of page, 14J4xl2i4. Price $7.00. 

FOB SALE BY THE 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 

39 Park Row, New York, 
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Gbaoilierlin CartridEes 

CLAY BIED CARTRIDGES. 

I<OAD No. 1, Second Quality Clay Bird Cartridge—18-Qauge—3}4 drams powder, 1}4 oz. No. 7 
shot. Per hurdred, $2.25. 

BOAD No. 2, Second Quality Clay Bird Cartridge—10-Gauge^ drams powder, lU oz. No. 7 
shot. Per hundred, $2.50. 

BOAO No. 3, Better Quality Clay Bird Cartridge—13-Gauge-3J4 drams powder, oz. No. 7 
shot. Per hundred, $2 76. 

BOAD No. 4, Better Quality Clay Bird Cartridge—10-Gange—4J4 drams powder, 1J4 oz. No. 7 
shot. Per hundred, $3. 

BLUE ROCK PIGEON CARTRIDGES. 

LOAD No. 52, Second Quality Blue Bock Pigeon Cartridge—12-Gauge—3J4 drams powder, 
1J4 oz. No. 8 shot. Per Uundred, $2.26. 

BOAB No. 63, Second Quality Blue Bock Pigeon Cartridge—10-Gauge—4 drams powder, 1}4 
oz. No. 8 shot. Per hundred. 2.50. 

LOAD No. 64, Better Quality Blue Bock Pigeon Cartridge—12-Gauge-3J4 drams powder, 
1}^ oz. No. 8 shot. Per hundred, $2 76. 

BOAU No. 66, Better Quality Bine Bock Pigeon Cartridge-10-Gange—4J4 drams powder, 
1J4 oz-No. 8 shot. Per hundred, $3. 

BOAU No. 66, For Parker Guns—12-Gauge—314 drams Dead Shot powder, IJ^ oz. No. 8 shot, one 
card and two 11-gauge pink edge wads over powder, thin wad over shot. Per hundred $2.75. 

LOAD No. 57, For Parker Guns—10-Gauge—4J4 drams Dead Shot powder, l^oz. No. 8 shot, one 
card and two 9-gauge pink-edge wads over powder, thin wad over shot. Per hundred, $3. 

BOAB No- 40, 'Wood Powder Curtrldge—12-Gange-314 drams American'Wood powder, primed 
with half dram of fine black powder, oz. No. 8 shot, wadded with one ?g-inch thick white felt wad 
between two cardboards over powder (75 pounds pressure), thin wad over shot. Per hundred, $3.50. 

LOAD No. 42, Wood Powder Cartridge—10-Gange—4j^ drams American Wood powder, primed 
with half dram fine black powder, 134 oz. no 8 shot, wadded with one ?^-inch thick white felt wad 
between two cardboards over powder (75 pounds pressure), thin wad over shot. Per hundred. $4.10. 

liOAD No. 68. Highest Quality Cartridge-12-Gauge—first grade paper shell. 3J4 drams Curtis^iS: 
Harvey, Duponts Diamond Grain, Orange Lightning, Hazard’s Electric. Pigou, Wilkes & Laurence (or 
any other similar quality powder), 1J4 oz. No. 8 shot, either drop or chilled as preferred, one card and 
two pink-edge wads over powder, thin wad over shot. Per hundred, $4.25. 

BOAB No. 69, Highest Quality Cartridge-10-Gaugo—First grade paper shell. 4 drams Curtiss & 
Harvey, Duponts Diamond Grain, Orange Lightning, Hazard’s Electric, Pigou, Wilkes & Laurence 
(or any other similar quality powder), 1^4 oz. No. 8 shot, either drop or chilled as itreferred, one card 
and two pink edge wads over powder, thin wad over shot. Per hundred, $5. 

tor Trap Sliooting. 

CLAY PIGEON CARTRIDGES. 

lOAD No. 6, Second Quality Clay Pigeon Cartridge—12-Gauge—3)4 drams powder, 114 oz. No. 
7 trap shot. Per hundred, $2,25. 

LOAD No. 6, Second Quality Clay Pigeon Cartridge—10-Gauge—4)4 drams powder, 1)4 oz. No. 
7 trap shot. Per hundred, $2.50 

LOAD No. 7, Botter Quality Clay Pigeon Cartridge—12-Gauge—3)4 drams powder, 1)4 oz. No. 
7 trap shot. Per hundred, $2.76. 

LOAD No. 8, Better Quality Clay Pigeon Cartridge—10-Gange—4)4 drams powder, 1)4 oz. No 
7 trap shot. Per hunored $3. 

tOAB No. 9, For Parker Guns—12-Gauge—3)4 drams Dead Shot powder, 1)4 oz. No. 7 trap shot, 
one card and two 11-gauge pink-edge wads over powder, thin wad over shot. Per hundred, $2.75. 

LOAD No. 10, For Parker Guns—10-Ga«ge—4*4 drams Dead Shot powder, 1)4 oz. No. 7 trap shot, 
one card and two 9-gauge pink-edge wads over powder, thin wad over shot. Per hundred, $3. 

BLACKBIRD CARTRIDGES. 

LOAD No. 13, Second Quality Blackbird Cartridge—12-Gauge—3)4 drams powder, 1)4 oz. No. 
8 trap shot. Per hundreu, $2.25. 

LOAD No. 14, Second Quality Blackbird Cartridge—10-Gange—4)4 drams powder, 1)4 oz. No. 
8 trap shot. Per hundred, $2 60. a ts . 74 

LOAD No. 16, Better Quality Blackbird Cartridge—12-Gange—3)4 drams powder, 1)4 cz. No. 
8 trap shot. Per hundred, $2.75. 

LOAD No. 16, Better Quality Blackbird Cartridge—10-Gauge—4)4 drams powder, 1)4 oz. No. 
8 trap shot. Per hundred, $3. 

LOAD No. 17, For Parker Guns—12-Gauge—3)4 drams Dead Shot powder, 1)4 oz. No. 8 trap shot, 
and two 11 gauge pink-edge wads over powder, thin wad over shot. Per hundred, $2.75. 

LOAD No. 18, For Parker Guns—10-Gange-—4)4 drams Dead Shot powder, 1)4 oz. No. 8 trap shot, 
one card and two 9 gauge pink-edge wads over powder, thin wad over shot. Per nimdred, $3. 

THE SECONI) QUALITY CARTRIDGES are loaded in Club Rival or Climax Paper 
Shells, black-edge wadding. 

THE BETTER QUALITY CARTRIDGES are loaded in Star P^er Shells, pink-edge 
wadding. Any of these cartridges may be used to make scores for the (Jhamberlin Cartridge 
Co.’s $3,000 cash prizes, entries for wmch may be made at any time before August 31, 1886. 

TATHAM & BE.0S., Eastern Agents, 
82 Beekman Street, New York City. 

Spalding’s Celebrated Split Bamboo Rod. 
I ~lllll •" --T-- II -HI   - —lipj-   - - - ']H| ■ ' — ,   ---| — 

UNEQUALLED IN QUALITY AND WORKMANSHIP. MADE WITH SPECIAL CARE AS TO UNIFORMITY OF 
SPRING AND DURABILITY. PATENT SERRATED WATERPROOF FERRULE. 

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE FOLLOWING SPECIALTIES IN FISHING TACKLE: 

Bray’s Patent Fly-Book, Gogebic Reels, Spalding’s Hammered Trolling Bait, Rudolph’s Bait Pail, Rudolph’s 
Live Fish Net, Rudolph’s Disgorger, Utley’s Collapsing Net, Brown’s Patent Net 

Ring and StaiF, Brooks’ Patent Line Dryer. 

OUR SPECIALTIES IN 

Hand-Made Lancewood and Greenhart Rods 
Take the lead in first quality goods. 

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE 

Brooks’ Patent Line-Drying Reel, 
An article long needed by fishermen who appreciate the value of having their lin^s always in good 
condition. It is a simple device intended to be carried in tackle box for drying lines. May be inserted m 
crevice of fence or other convenient place. Price, $3.00. 

XOS 3VCacl.isoxx S 
SEND FOR FISHING TACKLE CATALOGUE. 

•9 
ClxloaiSO^ Xll* 

E. K. TRYON, JR. CO., Philadelphia Agents. 
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The Forest 'and Stream Publishing Go. will send post paid any book 
published on receipt ot publisher’s price. 

Sportsman’s Library. 
X^ljst of Sp03rtSX13LSt.l3L*SS B00IS.SS 

We toiU foTwa/rd any of time Books by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price. 

No books sent unless money accompanies the order. 

POSITIVELY NO BOOKS EXCHANGED. 
ANGLING. 

Adirondack Fishes, Fred Mather. 
American Angler’s Book, Norris. 
Angling. 
Angling Talks, Dawson. 
Angling, a Book on, Francis. 
Black Bass Fishing, Henshall. 
Carp Culture, Peu*ce. 
Fish and Fishing, Manly . 
Fishing, Bottom or Float.■. 
Fishing in American Waters, Scott, iilus. 
Fishing with the Fly, Orvis-Cheney Collection 
Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes. 
Fly Bods and Fly Tackle, Wells. 
Frank Forester’s Fish and Fishing.. 
Frank Forester’s Fishing with Hook and Line 
Fysshe and Fysshyne. 
Fresh and Salt Water Aquarium. 
Modem Practical Angler, a Guide to Fly Fish- 

Practical Trout Culture. 
Practical Fisherman. 
Pi-ime’s I Go a-Fishing. 
Rod and Line in Colorado Waters. 
Scientific Angler . 
Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout, 

etc., by Roosevelt. 
Trolling for Pike, Salmon and Trout. 
The Game Fish of the Northern States and 

British Provinces, by Roosevelt. . 
Trout Culture, Slack. 

BIRDS. 

American Bird Fancier. 
Baird’s Birds of North America.. 
Bird Notes. 
Buds Nesting. 
Birds of Eastern Pennsylvania. 
Birds and Their Haunts. 
Cage and Singing Birds, Adams. 
Coues’ Key to North American Birds. 
Game Water Birds of the Atlantic Coast, 
Roosevelt... 

Holden’s Book of Birds, pa. 
Minot’s Land and Game Birds. 
Native Song Birds... 
Natiualists’ Guide, Maynard. 
Natural History or Birds. 
Samuel's Birds of New England. 
Shore Birds. 

BOATING AND YACHTINGS 
A Canoe Trip, or a Lark on the Water. 
Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam. 
Boats of the World. 
Boat Racing, Brickwood. 
Boating Trips on New England Rivers. 
Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs, W. P. 
Stephens. . 

Canoe and Camp Cookery, by “Seneca”. 
Canoe Handhng, C. B. Vaux. 
Canoemg m Kanuckia, Norton and Halberton 
Canoe and Camera. 
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper. Bishop’s. 
Cruises in Small Yachts. 
Corinthian Yachtsman. 
Donaldson’s Steam Machinery . 
Four Months in a Sneakbox, Bishop. 
Frazar’s Practical Boat Sailing. 
Inland Cruise.. 
Model Yachts and Boats, Grosvenor. 
Paddle and Portage. . 
Practical Boat Sailing, Davies. 
Pi-actical Boat Building, Nelson. 
The America’s Cup, paper, 50c.; cloth. 
The Canoe Aurora, by Dr. C. A. Neide. 
Vacation Cruising, Rothrick. 
Yacht Architecture, Dixon Kemp. 
Yachts and Boat Sailing, Kemp. 
Yec'ats, Small, C. P. Kunhardt. 
Yachtsman’s Guide, Patterson. 
Yachtsman’s Manual and Handy Book. 

CANIPING AND TRAPPING. 
Adventures in the WUdemess. 
Amateur Trapper—paper. 50c.; bds.. 
Camps and Tramps in the Adirondacks, North- 

rup. . 
Three in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gim in 
Norway. 

Camps in the Rockies, Grohman. 
Camp Life in the Wilderness. 
Camping and Cruising in Florida, Henshall.. 
Canoe and Camp Cookery, by “Seneca”. 
Complete American 'Trapper, Gibson. 
Hints on Camping. 
How to Camp Out, Gould . 
How to Hunt and Trap, Batty’s. 
Rustlings in the Rockies. 
Trapper’s Guide, by S. Newhouse, 8vo., Illus.. 

HUNTING-SHOOTING. 

Across Country Wanderer. 
American Sportsman, The, Lewis. 
Breech Loader, Modem. Qloan, illustrated... 
Crack Shot (The Rifle), “Barber,” illustrated. 
Dead Shot (The Gun), fllustrated... 
Down the West Branch, by Capt. Farrar.. 
Field, Cover and Trap Shooting. 
Frank Forester’s Sporting Scenes and Charac¬ 

ters, 3vol., cloth. 
Frank Forester's Manual for Young Sportsmen 
Frank Forester’s Fugitive S. Sketches, paper 
How I Became a Crack Shot, Farrow. 
How I Became a Sportsman. 
Hunting, Shooting and Fishing. 
Hunting and Himters of all Nations, Frost... 
Hunting Trips of a Ranchman, Roosevelt. 
Hurhngham Gun Club Rules. 
Instractions in Rifle Firing, by Capt. Blunt... 
Nimrod in the North, Schwatka. 
Poems of the Rod and Gun, McLellan_ 
Rifle Practice, Wingate. 
Rod and Gun in California... 
Shooting. 
Shooting, Dougall. 
Shooting on the Wing. 
Sport. Fox Hunting, Salmon Fishing, etc., W. 

B. Davenport, illustrated. 
Sport With Gun and Rod, cloth . 
Sport with Gun and Rod, new, plain edition.. 

Embossed leather. 
Sporting Adventures in the Far West. 
Still Hunter, Van Dyke... 
Stephens’ L^x Hunting. 
Stephens’ Pox Hunting..... 
Stephens’ Young Moose Hunters... 
Thei Gnu and Tte Development- Greener..... 
Wild Animals and Birds, their Haunts and 
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GUIDE BOOKS AND HAPS. 

Adirondacks. Map of, Stoddard . $1 00 
Farrar’s Guide to Moosehead Lake, pa. 50: do. 1 00 
Farrar’s Guide to Richardson andRangeley 

Lake, paper, 50; cloth. 1 00 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake. 50 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Region 50 
Florida Annual... 60 
Guide Book and Map of the Dead River Region 50 
Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddard. 25 
Map of Androscoggin Region... 60 
Map of Northern Maine, Steele,... 1 00 
Map of the Thousand Islands. 50 
Map of the Yellowstone Park . 2 50 

HORSE. 
American Roadsters and Trotting Horses. 5 00 
Boots and Saddles, Mrs. Custer. l 50 
Boucher’s Method of Horsemanship. 1 00 
Bruce’^s Stud Book, 3 vols. 30 00 
Dadd’s American Reformed Horse Book, 8vo. 2 60 
Dadd’s Modem Horse Doctor, 12mo. :50 
Horses, Famous American Race. 75 
Horses, Famous American Trotting. % 
Horses, Famous, of America. 1 50 
How to Ride and School a Horse. 1 00 
Jenning’s Horse Training. 1 25 
Manual of the Horse. 26 
Mayhew’s Horse Doctor. 3 00 
Mayhew’s Horse Management. 3 00 
McClure’s Stable Guide.   1 00 
Rarey’s Horse Tamer. 50 
Riding and Driving. 20 
Riding Recollections, Whyte Melville’s. 3 00 
Stonehenge, Horse Owner’s Cyclopedia. 3 75 
Stonehenge on the Horse, English edition, 8vo 3 50 
Stonehenge on the Horse, American edition, 
12mo. 2 00 

The Book of the Horse. 8 00 
The Mastiff, the History of, by M. B. Wynn... 2 50 
Veterinaiy Dictionary, Going. 2 00 
Wallace’s American Stud Book. 10 00 
Wallace’s American 'Trotting Register, 2 vols. 20 00 
Woodruff’8 Trotting Horses of America. 2 50 
Youatt and on the Horse. 2 00 

KJENNEk, 
American Kennel, Burges. 
British Dogs, Daiziel. 
Dog, Diseases of, Daiziel. 
Dog, Diseases of. Hill. 
Dog Breaking, Floyd. 
Dog Breaking, by Holabird. 
Dog Breaking, Butchinson. 
Dog, the Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson. 
Dog Training vs. Breaking, Hammond. 
Dogs and Their Doings, Morris. 
Dogs of Great Britain, America and other 
Countries. 

Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, 16mo. 
Dogs, Points for Judgmg. 
Dogs, Richardson, pa. 30.; doth. 
Dogs and Their Ways, Williams. 
Dogs and the PubUc . 
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment in 

Disease, by Asbmont. 
Englishe Dogges, Reprint of 1576... 
English Kennel C. 8. Book, Vol. I. 
English K. C. S. Book, Vols. IH. to X.. each.. 
Glover’s Album, A Treatise on Canine Diseases 
Our Friend the Dog. 
Practical Kennel Guide, Stablwi. 
Setter Dog, the, Laverack.. 
Stonehenge, Dog of British Islands. 
The Dog, by Idstone. 
Vero Shaw’s Book on the Dog, cloth, 88.00; 
morocco. 

Youatt on the Dog. 
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SPORTS AND GAHES. 

American Boy’s Own Book, Sports and Games 2 00 
Athletic Sports for Boys, bos. 76c.; cloth. 1 00 
Boy’s Treasury of Sports and Pastimes, etc.. 2 00 
Cassell’s Book of Sports and Pastimes. 3 00 
Croquet. . 20 
Easy Whist. 50 
Hands at Whist. 50 
Instruction in the Indian Club Exercise. 26 
Skating. 25 
Stonehenge, Encyclopedia of Rural Sports... 7 50 
Whist for Beginners.  50 

MISCEELANEOUSj 
A Naturalist’s Rambles About Home, Abbott. 
Adventures of a Young Naturalist. 
Amateur Photographer.. 
Animal Plagues, Fleming. 
Antelope and Deer of America. 
Archer, Modem... 
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson.... 
Atlas of Jersey Coast. 
Black Hills of Dakota, Ludlow, quarto, cloth. 

Government Report. 
Common Objects of the Seashore. . 
Eastward Hoi. 
Historical and Biographical Atlas of New Jer¬ 

sey Coast. 
How to Make Photographs. 
Humorous 8ketches,Seymour. 
Insects Injurious to Vegetation. 
Keeping One Cow. 
Life and Writings of lYank Forrester, 2 vols., 

per vol. 
Mammals of New York, paper. cloth. 
Maynara’s Manual of Taxidermy. 
Manton’s Taxidermy Without a Teacher. 
North American Insects. 
Old St. Au^stine, Fla., illustrated. 
Packard’s Half-Hours With Insects. 
Pistol, The. 
Photogra^y for Amateurs. 
Practical Forestry, by Fuller. 
Practical Taxidermy and Home Decoration, 
Batty. 

Eb'actical Orange Culture. 
Practical Poultry Keeping. 
Randall’s Practical Shepherd. 
Sportsman’s Gazetter, Hallock. 
Sportsman’s Hand Book, Col. Horace Park... 
Studies in Animal Life, Lewis. 
The Forester, by Brown.. 
The Northwest Coast of America.. 
The Taxidermists’Manual, Brown. 
Wild Flowers of Switzerland. 
Wild Woods Life, Farrar.. 
Willson’s Nodes AmbrosiauDe, by Prof. Wil¬ 

son, J. G. Lockhardt, James Hogg and Dr. 
Magiun, 6 vols., crown 8vo., cloth, $9; half 
calf.-. 

Woodcraft, “Nossmux”.. 
Woods and Lakes of Maine. 
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ADAM WATTERS, 
Wholesale and Retail 

Tea!Dealer,¥lie & Spirit Merclait. 
No. 22 Fabrjque Street, 

QUEBEC. 

Fishing and Hunting Parties 

furnished with everything neces¬ 

sary for the woods on the short¬ 

est notice. 

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1878. 
BAKER'S 

Warranted absoUitely pure 
Cocoa, from which the exceaa of 
Oil haa been removed. It haa three 
times the strength of Cocoa mixed 
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar, 
and ia therefore far more economi¬ 
cal, costing less than one cent a 
cup. It la delicioua, nourishing, 
strengthening, easily digested, and 
admirably adapted for invalids as 
well as for persona in health. 

Sold by Grocers everywhere. 

f. BAKER & CO., Dorclester, Mass. 

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING. 

EPPS’S COCOA. 
BREAKFAST. 

“By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws 
which govern the operations of digestion and nutri¬ 
tion, and by a careful application of the fine prop¬ 
erties of well-selected Cocoa. Mr. Epps has provided 
our breakfast tables with a delicately flavored 
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors’ 
biUs. It is by the judicious use of such articles of 
diet that a constitution may be gradually built up 
until strong enough to resist every tendency to 
disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating 
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak 
point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by keep¬ 
ing ourselves well fortified with pure blood and a 
properly nourished frame.”—Civil Service Gazette. 

Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold 
only in half-pound tins by Grocers, labelled thus: 

JAMES EFP8 & CO., Homoeopathic Chem¬ 
ists, Lonrtoti. EtiKland. 

HANNAFORD 

Ventilated 

RUBBER BOOTS. 
The only hoots made that 

WILL NOT sweat or chill the feet. 
WILL KEEP the feet dry and warm. 

These boots have been in use for two seasons, 
and given entire satisfaction. Hundreds testify 
that they can be worn with comfort. 

Will he sent C.O.D. Ask your 
dealer for them, or send for circular. 

HMNAFORD YENTIIATED BOOT CO. 
79 Milk Street, Boston. 

Canoe and Camp Coohery. 
By "SENECA.” 

A practical cook book for canoeists, Corinthian sailors and outers. Practical because 
the author gives explicit and intelligible directions for preparing such dishes as he has him¬ 
self actually tested in camp and on a cruise. This is just where the recipes di ffer from the 
absurdly impracticable dishes given in some so-called camp cookery books. The cooking 
outfit is described, and numerous hints on camp economy add to the value of the work. 
Cloth, 96 pages. Price $1.00. 

NEW YORK: Forest and Stream Publishing Co.. 39 Park Row. 
LONDON: Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane. CornhUl. 

ESTABLISHED 50 YEARS. 

J. 33. C3300K. cS& CO., 
Importers, Manufacturers, Wholesale and Retail Dealers in 

50 & 52 Fulton Street, Kew York City. 

SPECIALTIES FOR 1886. 
Hand-Made Fishing Rods as follows: Split Bamboo Trout and Bass Rods, $15. $29, $25; Greenheart 

Trout and Bass Rods, $15; Ash and Lancewood Trout and Bass Rods, $5, $7, $10; Weakflsh Rods, pepper 
cane 2d joint, 2 Greenhart tips, $15, $20, $25: Ash and Lancewood, 3 joints, TJ^ft., $5, $7, $10; Midge Trout 
Flies, $1 per doz.; Ordinary 'frout Flies, 75 cts., $1 per doz.; Bass Casting and 'frolling Flies $2, $3 per 
doz.; Best Enameled Fly Line, per yard, 6 cts.; Kelso Salmon Flies, the largest assortment In America, 
$6 to $9 per doz.; Click Keels from $1 upward. Also the largest stock of Dog Collars, Muzzles and Fixings 
in the United Slates. Full line of Guns, Revolvers, Cutlery, Traveling Bags and every article used by the 
sportsman. Spratts Dog Cake, $7 per bag of lOOlbs. Stedman’s Areca Nut, sure cure for worms in dogs, 
35 cts. Stedman’s Flea Powder, 25 cts. Stedman’s Dog Soap, 25 cts. 

Headquarters for Archery, Lawn Tennis, Base Ball and Cricket. 
Send 15 cents for our 160-page Illustrated Catalogue, containing everything in the line. 

ORDERS BY MAIL PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO. 

JUMBOLENE 
(Trade Mark Registered.) 

Cures and prevents Insect Bites, Sunburn, 
Chapped Hands and Face. It is the best Lini¬ 
ment in use for Burns, Scalds, Chilblains. Frost 
Bites, Sprains, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, etc. 

It prevents blood poisoning in cuts and other 
wounds and promotes rapid healing in all cases. 

For Sale by Druggists and Dealers in Sporting 
Goods, at 60 cents per bottle. 

THOS. JENNESS & SON, 
PROPRIETORS, 

Bangor, Me., TJ. S. A. 
Wholesale Agents: John P. Lovell’s Sons, Boston; Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co., Chicago; 

Von Lengerke and Detmold, New York, 

GANOR HAKBLING. 
By C. B. VAUX (“DOT”). 

A complete manual for the management of a canoe. The author begins at the very 
beginning, describes and explains the rudiments in the simi est and plainest way possible. 
Everything is made intelligible for beginners: and besides this ABC teaching there are so 
many hints and wrinkles that the oldest canoeist afloat will find pleasm-e and profit in the 
study of these. The book is complete and concise—no useless duffle between its covers. The 
subjects treated are the choice of a canoe, paddling, saihng, care of tho canoe, recipes and 
rules. The text is further elucidated by numerous practical di-awings, and the beauty of the 
book is enhanced by the many ornamental vignettes. Pages 168; uniform with “Cauoa 
Building.” Price, postpaid, $1.00. 
_NEW YOI^; Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 39 Park Row, 
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THE 

The Best Paper Shell Closer In 
the Market. 

It needs only a moderate hand pres¬ 
sure, and closes the shell to any length. 
Perfect satisfaction guaranteed. Price 
by mail, 65 cts. For sale by all gun deal¬ 
ers. In ordering mention gauge of gun. 

EBrSXONi: SHBI.I. ChOSBB CO., 
Lancaster, Pa. 

Tlifi PflBtTf oLField Snorts. 
POEMS OF THE ROD AND GUN, 

BPOETS BT FLOOD AND FIELD. 
By ISAAC McLELLAN, The Poet Sportsman. 

271 pages, 12mo., by mail on receipt of the price 
(?2.00) on application to HENRY THORPE, Pub¬ 
lisher and Dealer in Sporting Literature, 93 Nassau 
street, P. O. Box 3006, New York City. 

■TOMEHEJrGB OH THB DOO. 
Prioa SS.50. 

For sale hw Foreet and Stream PnhUstanur Oa. 

COPIES 'WANTED.-^AN. 4, 11, 18 and 25. FEB. 1, 
March 8 and Sept. 13, 1883; Feb. 7 and 14, March 

6,1884. "We are short of these issues, and would be 
obliged if any of our readers havmg one or all of 
these numbers that they do not want will send to 
Forest ana Stream Pub. Oo.. 39 Park Row. New 
York City. mar26,tf 

WANTED. 

Bear, Buffalo, Deer, Wolves, Foxes, Spotted Cats, 
Civit Cats, Lynx, Panthers, Antelope, Otter, Beav¬ 
ers and other animals and birds of all kinds. Ad¬ 
dress D. H. TALBOT, Sioux Cily, la. 

^ ^TJAMBROOKS.” AN EARTHLY PARA 
J_l dise. Pleasime, Health, Happiness. ‘‘A 

Thing of Beauty is a Joy Forever.” A charming 
home on the Choptank River, the prospective route 
of the Chesapeake & Delaware Ship Canal. About 
1 mile from Cambridge, the most attractive and 
thriving town in Maryland. Contains 166 acres of 
very fertile land, in the highest condition of im¬ 
provement—8 acres in wood. Choice fruit. Double 
I rick house, 50x50, with frame addition, 11 rooms, 
besides pantries and cellars. Large bam, stable, 
corn houses and tenant houses. Soil mostly loamy, 
easily cultivated, very responsive, equally adapted 
for fruit, grass or grain House stands in a 4-acre 
lawn, well shaded, 100 yards from the terraced 
bank of the river—at this point two miles wide. 
Situation in the highest degree healthful, beautiful 
and convenient. River salt, abounding in fish, oys¬ 
ters and game. Best situation on the river for bed¬ 
ding and packing oysters profitably. Climate mild; 
diphtheria, catarrh and pulmonary diseases almost 
unknown. Suitable in an uncommon degree for a 
place of public resort or sanaiarium sunimer and 
winter. Equally desirable as a gentleman’s country 
seat, affording every facility for boating, bathing 
and all aquatic amusements. Society of the best 
in Maryland-intelligent, courteous and kind. 
Present owner has occupied it for 13 years. No 
mortgage or other incumorance. Title unquestion¬ 
able. Steamboats and rail facilities daily; likewise 
telegraph. No such property is offered or can be 
bought in this State. A rare opportunity for a 
gentleman of wealth, taste and leisure, seeking 
recreation, health and rational enjoyment. Steam¬ 
ers leave Light street wharf, Baltimore, every night 
at 9 o’clock for Cambridge. Early morning train 
from Philadelphia, Wilmington & Baltimore Depot, 
via Delaware Railroad, at Wilmington. Come and 
see. Price, $20,000. E. G. WATERS, M. D., 216 
McCulloch St., Baltimore, Md., or A. E. WATERS, 
Cambridge, Dorchester Co , Md. mayl3,4t 

(Lepus Americanus.) 

A few living specimens wiU be sent to orders ac¬ 
companied with the cash, at $2 each, and delivered 
in good order and properly boxed, at Bethel express 
office., J. G. RICH, Bethel, Me. 

LIVE QUAIL. iir^isJ^Ta^, 
send orders at^once to insime preempt jieliveiy^ 
E. B. WO0DWARD, Commission Merchant, 
Chambers st., N. Y. 

^ Chester WTiite, Berkshire 
and Poland China Pigs, Fine 
Setter Dogs, Scotch CoUies, 
Foxhounds and Beagles, 
Sheep and Poultry, bred and 

____f for sale by W. Gibbons & Co., 
West Chester, Chester Co., Pa. Send stamp for 
Circular and Imce List. 

TO EXCHANGE FOR SMALL CALIBER OR 
anything in sporting line of equal value, or 

sell at half cost, an elegant Ballard rifle and com¬ 
plete outfit, almost new, rifle Union Hill model. K 
you want a bargain write at once to Box 85, Spring- 
ville. Pa. may20,2t 

For sale.-on the lower Delaware 
River, a club house, fm-nished and in excellent 

condition. Address E. A. HILDEBRANDT & BRO., 
7 West Girard ave., Philadelphia, Pa. It 

The Still-Hunter, 
-BY- 

T. S. VAN DYKE. 
PRICE, POSTPAID, $2.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 

39 Park Bow. New York. 

p m f ttia. 
IN THE STUD. 

ENGLISH MASTIFF HERO III. 
Winner of fli-st prize and special prize for the best 
dog or bitch, at Pirtshurgh, 1886. 

fee - - - $25. 
For picture and pedigree, address 

VTCTOR M. HA LDEMAN. 

i« tiM 
THE IMMENSE BOUGH-COATED ST. 

BEBNABD CHAMPION 

(A.K.R. 483). 
Orange tawny, perfect blaze and collar, other 

white markings correct; double dew claws. Born 
August, 1882. This celebrated dog stands 83U in. 
full at shoulders, weighs 183 lbs. (Jan. 30,1886), has 
a grand, massive nead, immense bone, and is per¬ 
fect in disposition. 

“Otho is conceded to be the best fronted St. Ber¬ 
nard in the country,”-Anicrfcaa Kennel Beqister, 
June, 1885. 

•‘Otho is one of the grandest fronted dogs we 
have ever seen. His head is a study and his fore¬ 
arm we have never seen sutmassed. He is also an 
Immense upstanding dog. ^Forest and Stream. 
Oct. 30. 1884. 

Fee $50. Approved bitches only. Cabinet pho¬ 
tos, 50 cents. Imported stock for sale. Also pup¬ 
pies sired by Otho. THE HOSPICE KENNELS, Im¬ 
porters and Breeders of Thoroughbred St. Ber¬ 
nards, Arlington, N. J. 

IN THE STUD. 

Chestnut Hill Kennels. 
The imported rough-coated sheep dog Nullamore 

(K.C.S.B. 16,023) litter brother to England’s cham¬ 

pion Dublin Scot, for a few approved bitches. 

Address P. O. Box 1,630 Philadelphia, for terms. 
mayl3,4t 

GrUSS Boxidlxu 
IN THE STUD. 

Imported from Mr. LlewelUn’s kennels (he is 
bluest of the blue), by Dashing Bondhu ex Novel. 
He is also a grand field dog, as his record shows at 
the late trials of the N. F. T. Club at Grand Junc¬ 
tion, beating such noted dogs as Gladstone Boy, 
Mainspring, Bessie A., Gath’s Mark, Trinket’s Bang 
and other fine ones. Fee $35. A. M. TUCKER, 85 
Main street, Charlestown, Mass. 

BEAUFORT. 
(Champion Bow—Beulah). 

The best looking pointer living. A grand field 
dog and the sire of winners on the bench and in the 
field. Fee $50. 

NEVISOX. 
The acknowledged champion mastiff of America. 

Winner of 40 champion and first prizes, beating The 
Emperor, Creole, Ilford Cromwell, Hero H , Prus¬ 
sian Princess, etc., etc. Fee $50. 

For Sale.—Three handsome young setter bitches 
of fashionable blood. CHAS. H. MASON, 13 Bed¬ 
ford ave., Brooklyn, E. D., N. Y. aprl5,tf 

St. Bernards and Pugs. 
CHAMPION HERMIT (A,K.R. 23) litter broth¬ 

er to champion Otho, and sire of prize winners 
KOnig, Kobold, Lys. Fee $10. 

Imported RUDOLPH II. (champion CadwaUa- 
der—Myra), prize winner in England and winner of 
two firsts and specials in America. Fee $30. 

Imported pug YOUNG TOBY (A.K.R. 473), win 
ner of four firsts and specials in America, sire of 
many prize winners. Fee $15. Fine pups on sale. 
CHEQUASSET KENNELS, Lancaster, Mass. 

BRADFORD RUBY. 
(E. 13.834) 

Sire, Champion Lovat—Dam, Champion Jenny. 
Champion Pug Dog, whelped May 14,1882; silver 
fawn, with perfect black trace and mask, extra¬ 
ordinary wrinkle and double curled tail, with very 
small, compact body, weighing only 13 pounds. 
Winner of 49 prizes, cups and medals, including 
championship, Crystal Palace, Jan., 1885; 1st, Cin¬ 
cinnati, 1st and medal, Toronto; 1st and special, 
Philadelphia (May and Oct.); 1st and special, New 
York, 1886; and the sire of many winners. Fee $25. 
Puppies For Sale. CITY VIEW KENNELS, Box 
1,369, New Haven, Conn. 

SCOTCH COLLIES 
IN THE STUD. 

CHAMPION REX (A.K.R. 149). Fee $20. 
STBEPHON (A.K.R. 2730). Fee $30. 
Young dogs and puppies for sale. Can be seefi, 

or address JAS. LINDSAY, 346 Communipaw ave., 
Jersey City, N. J. 

IN THE STUD 
AT PHILADELPHIA. 

To a limited number of approved bitches: 

Champion Irish red setter BERKLEY.fee $40 
Champion English setter THUNDER. $40 

A. H, MOORE, 1711 Spring Garden st., 
aprl6,3mo Philadelphia, Pa. 

SMALL IMPORTED PRIZE PUG DOG 

Sll'V'ex* Sitioe* 
Particulars, pt^digree and references to FRANK 
QUINBY. P. O. Box 655, N. Y. City. Stud fee, $10. 

may20,tf 

FOR SALE. 

A Gordon setter dog, all black and tan, 2^ yrs. 
old, he.. New Haven; vhc., Hartford, 1886. Good 
fielder and fine retriever, and under perfect control. 
Sold tor no fault. This is an opportunity to secure 
a good dog at a low price. 

It F. KOEHLER, Litchfield, Conn. 

TT'OR SALE.—IRISH SETTER DOG. 2 YRS. OLD, 
Jj well trained to hunt. For pedigree and price 
address H. MANNES, 215 West Twenty-fifth street, 
N. Y. may27,lt 

TT'OR SALE VERY LOW.—TW^O LITTERS OF 
Jj foxhound pups, whelped April 28; plenty of 
color and the best of stock. Address P. 0. Box92, 
Middlebury, Vt. may27,lt 

TT'OR SALE.-A SPLENDID FOSTER MOTHER 
U (Irish setter), very sind to her pups and has 
plenty of milk. Price $15. FRED B. STAFFORD, 
24 Newton st., Faneuil, Mass. may27,lt 

TT'OR SALE.-ENGLISH BEAGLE HOUND 
F pups of good working stock and several months 
old. GEO. L. BARNES, Tyringham, Mass. 

WANTED.—ONE BEAR DOG. WILL PAY 
fair nrice for first-class dogj. nq other wanted. 

MAPLE KENNELS, 
PATTERSON, NEW YORK, 

Offer for sale a choice litter of pointer puppies, 
whelped March 19,1886, by champion Fritz (A.K.rI 
268) out of Bird (A.K.R. 1858), also a first prize win¬ 
ner); liver and white and lemon and white. Dogs, 
815 to $20; bitches, $10 to $15 each. Puppies from 
this union make first-class field dogs, as will be 
seen by letter below concerning field performance 
of a puppy (from previous litter) when onlv 12 wks. 
old. 

_ „ , Richmond, Me., Nov. 13, 1885. 
Dear Sib—I had Bessie in the woods yesterday 

and she behaved finely. She will hunt almost equal 
to an old dog. is not in the least gunsby, and on my 
shooting a ruffed grouse came to as fine a point on 
dead bird as you would wish to see, pointing it 
about 10 feet away. Please book my order for a 
dog pup from next litter. Yours truly, 

S. M. Odiorne, 
If Cashier First National Bank. 

Roweit Beagle Pups. 
A litter now 5 wks. old, by Victor (A.K.R. 3191) -gjj- .. .. out of Zany (A.K.R. 2318). Such a combination of 

blood should make these pups exceedingly valuable 
for bench or field. None can be better bied. Price 
of males, $15; females, $10. 

ASSOCIATED EANOIEES, 
mayl3,3t 237 South Eighth st., Philadelphia. 

priGH BRED POINTERS AND SETTERS.—WE 
J_L breed and dispose of nothing but first-class 
broken and unbroken dogs and puppies. Address 
ELM GROVE KENNELS, South Norwalk, Conn. 

T BWELLYN BETTER PUPPIES, COMBINING 
AJ blood of noted dogs, viz.: Champion Leicester, 
champion Petrel, champion Gladstone, Kirby, Pride 
of the Border, Llewellyn’s Prince and Laverack 
Dash II., for sale; satisfaction guaranteed. CHAS. 
YORK, 9 and 11 Granite Block, Bangor. Me. 

MASTIFFS. 
Address HOLLIS, Wellsville, N. Y. 

ENGIilSH SETTER PUPPIES. 
From imported Flora, by Roy (Dash HI.—Bessie), 

whelped March 3,1886. Price $20. Dogs or bitches. 
Will guarantee these pups to be just right; strong 
nose, natural hunters, and very staimch with little 
training. They are not sold to close out any scrub 
stock or to make room, hut were bred especially 
for the trade, and to show as well m the field as on 
paper. Adaress, H. J. PIERRE, Winsted, Conn. 

TXT HITE BULL-TERRIER YOUNG ROYAL 
YV Prince (A.K.R. 2102). Pee $15. Pups by 

Royal Prince for sale. J. W. NEWMAN, 87 Han¬ 
over street, Boston, Mass. 

TyfT. PLEASANT GORDON KENNEL8.- 
lYT The oldest and most suceessful Gordon ken¬ 
nels in America. For Sale—Four thoroughbred 
solid black and tan Gordon setter dog puppies, sire 
Argus, Jr., dam 1st prize bitch Bell Mont. For 
pedigrees, prices, etc., address 

C. T. BROWNELL. Box 335, New Bedford. Mass. 

Scotch Deerhound Pups 
FOR SALE. 

Two dog pups, 10 wks. old; also a yearling dog; 
superior specimens of this noblest canine type, by 
Dunrobin out of Shelloch: sire and dam from Duke 
of Sutherland’s famous kennels, Dunrobin Castle. 
Address Mrs. GEO. SHEPARD PAGE, Stanley. 
Morris Co., N. J. mayl3,3t 

QPORTSMkN’S KENNEL.—TRAINING, BREAK- 
O ing and Boarding of sporting dogs, having a 
free run; capacity for fifty boarders. D. F WIL¬ 
BUR, Prop., Box 303, Bridgewater, Mass. mayl3,tf 

TT'OR SALE.-BLUB BELTON PUPPIES, SIRED 
F by the field trial winner Gus Bondhu out of 
of Lynn, she sired by Dash IH. ex Isabella. Also 
one bitch, whelped Sept. 14,1885, sired by Count 
Bondhu ex Drucy; very fine. Address A. M. 
TUCKER, 85 Mainst., Charlestown, Mass. 

mayl8,8t 

T>LACK greyhounds,-SILVER BELLS, WIN 
Jj ner 1st and special, bitch class, Boston, 
whelped July 16,1885; price $25. Three bitch pups, 
whelped April 21,1886; price each $15. The above 
are sired by Memnon, the acknowledged champion 
greyhound of England and America, and are out 
of champion Fan, the only champion bitch save 
Mother Demdike. H. W. SMITH, Box 876, Worcester, 
Mass. may20,3t 

TDOINTERS.—FOUR LIVER AND WHITE DOG 
i pups, whelped May 9: price low. These pups 
combine the blood of Sensation, Snapshot, Strong’s 
Pete and Orgill’s strain. Nothing belter bred. Ad¬ 
dress 0. B. LITTLEFIELD, Manchester, N. H. 

may20,3b 

170R SALE.-ENGLISH MASTIFF PUPS, MALE 
F and female; also a good mastiff bitch. Ad¬ 
dress R. J. McNally, St. Lambert, P. Q. may20.2t 

TT'OR SALE.—ROUGH-COATED SCOTCH COL- 
F lie pups, dam Lassie II. (champion Robin 
Adair ex Dr. Downey’s champion Lassie), by Rokeby 
(champion Marcus ex Drumlin Isle). Price $15. S. 
R. BROWN, Newmarket, Frederick Co., Md. 

may20,2c 

Wire-Haired Fox-Terriers. 
Mr. Ronald H. Barlow is willing to dispose of his 

kennel of terriers either separately or en masse. It 
consists of New Year’s Day, champion Bundle, 
Tiny Todger, Vero Venture and Flossie la Miguet 
(in whelp to New Year’s Day). For further partic¬ 
ulars address UNIVERSITY CLUB, 1316 ’Walnut 
street, Philadelphia. may27,lt 

rriOR SALE.-FOX-TEBBIER DOG, PRIZE WIN- 
£■ ner, 3 yrs. old. Price reasonable. Address 
Box 230 New^Brighton, Staten Island. may2r.2t 

For sale.-GORDON SETTER DOG DUKE, 
3 yrs. old, one of the fastest setters in the 

country. Has been hunted three seasons and is 
very staunch and retrieves nicely. Will be shown 
on game if desired. See American Field, March 
13 1886. Address F. E. CLARK, 426 Worth avenue, 
Bridgeport, Conn. may2i,4t 

For sale.-a handsome bull-tebbiee 
dog, 7 mos. old, pure white, by Saxon (A.K.R. 

1703) ex Zook, both prize winners. Address 
ARTHITR READJE, 4» Prospect street, Pawtucket. 

GREYHOUNDS. 

FOR SALE. 

Collie Shepherd. 
BOX 472, PITTSBURGH. PA. 

K 9 Breaking Kennels. 
Pointers and setters thoroughly broken for field 

trials or private use. Reference given. W. G. 
SMITH, Marydel, Md. 

Rory O’More Kennels. 
For Sale—Thoroughbred red Irish setter stock, 

full pedigreed Address with stamp, 
W. N. CALLENDER, Albany, N. Y. 

DOGS FOR SALE. 
Setters, pointers, spaniels, foxhounds, beagles, 

dachshunde. Newfoundlands, German tiger mas¬ 
tiffs, fox-terriers, Scotch terriers, Skye terriers, 
Yorkshire terriers, bull-terriers, bulldogs, pugs, 
French poodles. St. Bernards, mastiffs and black 
and tan terriers. Pups of all the above breeds 
constantly on band. Those desiring to pm-chase 
will do well to consult me. WM. W. SILVEY, 135 
South Eighth street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Tie Fieli Sportsman’s PicUire Co., 
PAUMYEA, N. V., 

Are now prepared to furnish copies of the photo¬ 
graphs taken by Mr. Walker at the Eastern Field 
Trials. Lists and prices on application. 

For Sale—Horneil Spaniel Puppies. 
The best in the world; 142 prizes in two years 

proves it. From 3 to 10 mos. old. No culls or $5 
pups ever sold. 
"lu the Stud—Black cocker champion Homell 
Silk. Fee $20. Address J. OTIS FELLOWS, Sec., 
HomeUsville, N. Y., or G. W. LEAVITT, Pres., 32 
Hamilton street, Boston, Mass. 

Clalre-Reeta Kennels. 
PALMYRA, N. Y. 

Irish and Gordon setters for work as well as show. 
decl7,tf 

Buen A ® Yi5lA ® I(cnnel5. 
ST. BEKNaROS , 

^*as|)ionably bred and of t[?e best 

l^nown strains, Correct In col¬ 

or, marl^In^s, etc. ^rown do^s 

and puppies for sale; full and 

puaranteed pedipree sent witf;) 

eac\) dop sold. 0nly superior 

specimens sent from \\)Q l^ennels. 

Iress, wltf) stamp, 

KENSICO STATION, 
WESTCHESTER 00.,ir.T. 

BEAOLES. 
For Sale—Thoroughbred English beagle hounds, 

prize winners and from prize winning stock. Some 
extra fine brood bitches in whelp and some not in 
whelp. Prices very reasonable. Address ELMER 
E. BHANER, 122 Diamond Market, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

may20,2t 

GRAHAM, NEWTOWNBREDA, BELFAST 
Vt Ireland, is prepared to purchase and ship dogs 

for importers. Dogs purchased from him had the 
foUowmg prizes awarded to them: At New York 
and Chicago, 1883, sixteen firsts, nine special, three 
second and one third. At New York, 1884, seven 
firsts, six specials and one third. 

TT'OR SALE.—ITALIAN GREYHOUND PUPS 
IJ from imported stock. Also fine English pugs. 
HENRY C. BURDICK, 160 Bridge street. Spring- 
field, Mass. dec24,tf 

Trained foxhounds, they are cold 
nosed strike dogs, start the fox, run him to the 

death. Trained coon dogs. Gray squirrel dojgs. 
Rabbit dogs. One trained ferret. L^-eared rabbits. 
Wyandotte chickens. H. C. GRAFF, Kensington, 

For sale.—HAVING RECENTLY ADDED 
several fine brood bitches to the Landseer 

Kennels of Scotch deerhounds and greyhounds re¬ 
duced the price of puppies. Some choice grey¬ 
hounds now ready to ship. DB. VAN HUMMELL, 
Denver, Col. apll6,tf 

Beagle puppies.-sure future winners 
for sale. Several bitch puppies out of the 

prize winning bitches Pet and Krueger’s Myrtle, by 
champion Bannerman. I never saw better ones. 
$15 each or $25 a couple. A. C. KRUEGER, Wrights- 
ville, Ytork Co., Pa. may27,lt 

ForSale-'English Beagles 
Fine stock, full pedigree; all ages. Murt be sold 

at once as owner is going west. Address Lock Box 
37, Port Henry, N. Y. may27,lt 

Fob sale, $25.-pointer puppies, by 
Trinket’s Bang—Pearlstone, she by Bang IL— 

Hebe Trinket’s Bang, by Croxteth—Trinket, won 
1st in Western Field Triall JAMES B. TU1W5ER, 
204 Dearborn street, Chicago^_may27,lt 

Fir rat.v., a number OF WELL BBED AOT 
w«a broken pointers and aetteiB, also d^ 

and broken, satiafaetton Koaiwzteed. 
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COBBESPONDENOB. 
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COMMON SENSE GAME CLUBS. 

Attention has been called to the success attending 

the formation and maintenance of game clubs which 

lease the shooting privileges of tracts of land. The system 

is one which is found to work well, and it offers a solution 

of the vexed problem of local game conservation. The 

form of organization may be very simple, little machinery 

is required. The results attained are more satisfactory than 

those attending any other form of game protective effort, 

aside from the actual possession of the protected territory. 

One such organization is the Middlesex County Associa¬ 

tion, with headquarters at Middleton, Conn. This society, 

which has been described at length in these columns, has 

steadily won its way in the respect of the community, and 

has accomplished much in creating and fostering a general 

regard for game laws and the principles of game protection. 

Its membership is open to reputable persons of 18 years 

of age and over, the annual dues are small, and there is a 

considerable tract of country preserved for the exclusive 

shooting and angling of. the members. The association has 

for four or five years devoted some effort to the restocking 

with trout of streams in the neighborhood, and the im¬ 

proved fishing has tended to increase public respect for the 

principles and practices of the society. 

Elsewhere are printed the rules of the Easthampton Game 

Club, of Easthampton, Mass., which is now in its third 

year. The club has acquired exclusive shooting privileges 

over a number of adjoining farms and tracts of land. On 

this territory the club maintains signboards warning off 

trespassers. The signs read: “ Hunting or being on these 

grounds for any purpose prohibited.-Owner.” Each 

member is provided with a card, on one side of which is the 

membership certificate: “Mr.- is a member of the East¬ 

hampton Game Club for the year ending Dec. 31, 188—. 

-Sect’y.” The other side of the card is ruled in 

columns for memoranda of date, number of grouse, wood¬ 

cock, quail and gray squirrels killed, and name of owner 

on whose land the game is taken. Members are required to 

record all game killed, with the particulars of date and 

place, and on Jan 1 to report to the treasurer of the club, 

paying a fee of ten cents for every bird and squirrel killed. 

The treasurer then in tmm pays each landowner for the total 

amount of game taken on his premises. 

The membership of the club is open to persons above 

fourteen years of age. The annual dues are $1, Strict 

compliance with the rule against killing game for the mar¬ 

ket is exacted. When the club was projected, it naturally 

incurred the opposition of the market gunners, who had 

pretty well cleaned out the game of the vicinity; and it was 

also looked on with disfavor by some of the local sportsmen, 

who resented the notion of having their free range restricted. 

The market gunners the club could well afford to displease 

and oppose; the others have subsequently seen the excellent 

working of the plan and have become members. 

The scheme is thoroughly satisfactory in practice. Game 

has increased since the new order of things. The members, 

at slight expense and trouble, have reaped decided rewards. 

The land owners are more than satisfied. They have been 

relieved of the invasions of irresponsible gunners, market 

hunters and hoodlums, who formerly tore down their fences, 

let down the bars, trampled the fields, and now and then 

left a charge of shot in a cow or horse. They now rest 

secure in the assurance that if trespassers invade their fields 

the offenders will be prosecuted by the club, one of whose 

committees has this special work in charge. 

The revenue derived from the club members in fees for 

game killed is inconsiderable, but the freedom from irre¬ 

sponsible trespassing gunners is a decided gain, and few of 

the farmers now leasing their lands to the club would be 

willing to go back to the old disorder of things. 

Such organizations should multiply and extend all over 

the land. There would then he less clashing of interests 

between farmers and sportsmen; for their interests are in 

reality identical and should be recognized as such. 

THE CONDITIONS OF THE CUP BACES. 

ON Tuesday last a reply was received by the Cup Com¬ 

mittee from Mr. Beavor Webb, to their letter of April 

26. Now that the veil of secrecy is finally withdrawn from 

this important epistle, it is more difficult than ever to under¬ 

stand why it could not be made public at once, and what 

reason there was for surrounding such a simple matter with 

unnecessary mystery. The substance of it is that the com¬ 

mittee decline, to sail a race at Newport, they adhere to the 

race over the New York Y. C. course; and they decline to 

accept a mean of the N. Y. Y. C. and Y. K. A. time allow¬ 

ance. A concession is made in the second condition, in 

barring out Flynn’s Knoll for the course, as requested by 

Mr. Beavor Webb last year. 

In regard to the first condition, it was hardly to be ex¬ 

pected that the club would consent to sail any of the matches 

so far from home, as the trouble and expense is considerable 

even in New York, and would be much greater at Newport. 

Of course the waters are better there, but to sail the races 

in August would necessitate holding the trial races 

at a very early date, and before the four boats have been 

thoroughly tested, while to go to Newport in September, 

perhaps for eight or ten days, is manifestly inpracticable. 

In the second condition w'e believe the committee have 

made a mistake in sacrificing an outside race over a fair 

course, for the sake of a mere club pageant which in all 

probability will be unfair to one boat or the other. The 

concession in regard to Flynn’s Knoll is unimportant, 

the real fact is, as was apparent to every one who saw the 

final race last year, that no fair race can be guaranteed over 

such a course, when the importance of the race is so great 

and the interest in it so general. It is very easy now to 

promise to prevent interference by outside boats, but such a 

fleet as accompanied the race last year is utterly beyond 

human control, and partakes of the unwieldy nature of a 

mob in the street. The channel is narrow at the best for a 

duel between two big boats, one drawing 13ft., and with 

hundreds of steam and sailing craft rushing about as they 

please, no open course can be guaranteed, and a carelessly 

handled tug or lumbering coaster may put a sudden end to 

the race. Of course, under the deed of gift, the club has 

the right to sail one race only over this course, but it does 

not follow that, under the peculiar conditions of this race, 

such a proceeding is in a true sporting spirit. The Eastern 

yachtsmen would prefer an outside course, as fairer to both 

competitors. 

As to time allowance, it was not to he expected that the 

committee would accept a rule which, like the Y. R. A., is 

really based on the assumption that Puritan, for instance, is 

22ft. 7in. wide, and lift. 3m. deep, while Galatea is 15ft. 

wide, and 7ft. 6in. deep, which is virtually what the rule 

does, making Puritan 140 tons compared with Galatea’s 90. 

Were the rule different and less severe on the wide boat it 

would be a fair proposal to average it with the N. Y. rule, 

hut under the circumstances their decision cannot he ques¬ 

tioned. In his reply Mr. Beavor Webb suggests that the 

actual sail area be taken, in place of the approximate re¬ 

sult, and there seems no reason why this should not be done 

as being really a fairer method. As we have not the actual 

sail area of Galatea it is impossible to tell just wbat tbe dif¬ 

ference would be, but the method commends itself as a more 

accurate one and better suited to gauge tbe contestants in 

such an important race. 

ABOLISH SPUING SHOOTING. 

SOMETIMES trifling indications may give us a notion of 

how a law works, and a word or two from a distant 

locality may awaken a train of reflection, which will teach a 

valuable lesson. Such a lesson comes to us in a line or two 

from a correspondent in Long Island, who tells us that tbe 

beach birds have not for years been so abundant there as this 

spring, and that some of the larger species are even breeding 

there. 

The reason for this is obvious. The law forbidding the 

killing of these birds in spring is said to have been pretty 

generally respected in most localities, Tbe birds when they 

reached Long Island shores were not at once pursued with 

shotgun and driven away. Finding quiet spots where food 

was plenty, they have lingered and have become very gentle. 

No doubt some of them will breed, and as a result tbe beacb- 

bird shooting in August and September will be better than 

it has been for years. Every State in the Union ought to 

pass a law forbidding the shooting of birds of any kind after 

the first of 3 anuary. 

To match the line from Long Island comes word from a 

correspondent in the lake region of Minnesota that the red¬ 

heads and bluebilJs are nesting in good numbers there this 

spring, and that the chicken crop promises to be good. If 

people can only be induced to protect birds of all kinds in 

spring, and to make tbe shooting season short, a beneficent 

Nature will fill up the gaps made by tbe sportsman in the 

ranks of the game birds, and he will have shooting—good 

shooting—for all time. But the carnival of wasteful 

destruction which has been going on for so long must cease, 

and men must learn to enjoy in moderation tbe good things 

which the wood and the waters provide. 

WAKING UP AT LAST. 

^^HE project to permit a railway to run through the Yel- 

lowstone National Park has been before tbe people for 

several months. It has been tbe subject of investigations 

before several committees of Congress, whose reports have 

been published and are accessible to the public. Many of these 

documents have been printed in Forest and Stream, and 

have been duly commented on. Up to the present time, how¬ 

ever, the great daily papers have had hardly a word to say 

on the subject. Within the past few days the New York 

Herald and Times have each spoken about the railroad, the 

Herald having had a column despatch from Washington, 

made up from the minority report of the Senate committee 

on territories, published in these columns three weeks ago. 

The following day the Times published an editorial called 

out by tbe Herald despatch, in which the railroad project 

was denounced as a job, and the strength of the lobby which 

is working for it was pointedly referred to. Both of these 

articles take the right side of the question, and we trust that 

although the interest which is displayed is rather late in 

manifesting itself, it may not he without its effect. 

The statement that two roads are being surveyed to the 

Clark's Fork mines, neither of which roads will infringe 

upon the Park, is true, but the surveys are not being con¬ 

ducted by the Northern Pacific R. R., though, if the roads 

are built, it may be done by that corporation. 

The National Rifle Club Meet at Vernon, Vt., last 

week, was a most enjoyable affair for tbe veterans who form 

what deserves to be called the old guard of muzzle shooters. 

In our rifle columns will be found a very full and an appre¬ 

ciative account of tbe meeting. The presence and participa¬ 

tion of some of the representatives of the modern breech- 

loading rifle added zest to the competition. 

The Didn’t-Know-It-Was-Loaded Genius is regularly 

reported in the daily papers, playing his (or her) usual pranks 

with rifle, shotgun and pistol, which are usually loaded just 

enough to kill the unfortunate victim of this fatal idiotic 

playfulness. 

The National Sportsmen’s Association will convene 

at Chicago nest Tuesday in its first annual gathering. 
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ROCKY MOUNTAIN RESORTS. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

There have appeared in your paper from time to time 
inquiries and articles about good points for summer recrea¬ 
tion for business and professional men whose general welfare 
requires rest from indoor duties, and whose inclination is to 
spend such time in hunting and fishing because their object 
is more perfectly attained in those healthTestoring pursuits. 
Some of these inquiries are directed toward the Rocky Moun¬ 
tains, and I am quite confident that if those desiring such 
recreation but realized one-lialf the enjoyment to be found 
in that region, not only in the pursuits named but in the 
contemplation of the scenic wonders which there abound, 
bumlreds would go there instead of lounging about the hotel 
verandahs at the watering places of the East. And yet I 
know that some who do go to the region named are as to 
the game and fish more or less disappointed. Not because 
they are not there, but because of unwise selection of time 
or place. 

Having spent a portion of each summer in these mountains 
fin Colorado) for several years past, especially searching for the 
best game and fish regions, I venture a few suggestions, hop¬ 
ing they may serve to assist those who in the absence of 
friends there in whom they can rely as to these matters 
might be disappointed. 

A recent communication in the Forest and Stream says 
that fi-h abound in all the streams of Colorado west of the 
main range of the mountains. In a certain sense this is 
true, and yet the individual who, relying on that statement, 
should go there before the 15th of July, would fail to catch a 
fish, especially along the railroads and in the larger streams. 

There is no doubt but Colorado affords the best hunting 
and fishing to be found on the continent easily accessible by 
rail, and yet there are times and also places when neither 
can be successfully done. 

1 have always endeavored lo find places where both can 
be had within a reasonable distance of the camp, and have 
invariably been obliged to go from ten to twenty-five miles 
away from the railroads, although fishing alone can often be 
had along the railroad lines, especially beyond the main 
range in the waters running to the Pacific. 

For hunting to kill quantity, of course fall is the best time. 
But it has its snowstorms and cold. But for ad-around 
pleasure in camp, July and the first half of August is the 
choice time. The fi hi-'g is 
then at Its best,while the young 
mountain grouse and other 
small game is good size, and 
the males and young of tne 
larger game, .such as deei elk 
and the Hko, are in good con¬ 
dition. Of course no sports¬ 
man would kill more than was 
required for camp use. and 
never an old or breeding fe¬ 
male. The climate of Colorado 
is then in its perfection, the at¬ 
mosphere is dry and yet cool, 
and an outdoor camp is p;eas- 
ant as May in the East. The 
larger streams, owing to the 
snow in the mountains, which 
remains until the middle or 
last of July usually, do not get 
clear enough before that time 
for good fishing; but the 
smallt r ones, especially up in the mountains where the beds 
are rocky, are generally in good condition by July 10. The 
game at that season has also retreated to the higher altitudes, 
so that the proper combination is found only in those re¬ 
gions. Poisonous reptiles are unknown in central Colorado, 
while in that altitude the nights are loo cool for mosquitoes, 
which, with an occasional cinnamon or silver-tip bear and 
mountain lion, are the only ravenous beasts which live in 
that region. 

A day or so of a drive with teams from the railroad will 
reach these favorable spots, where, with a fair camp outfit, 
more real enjoyment can be had than at any other place that 
I know of on the continent. 

A camping party may “rough it” and live on bacon and 
hard bread and sleep under a dog tent if they desire, but I 
have never thought it very beneficial or pleasant for those 
who have but a short time to spend in trying to get used to 
it. Nsitber is it necessary to have loads of cots, silverware, 
etc. The sensible way is to have a good, sizable tent, the 
necessary camp cooking utensils, with plenty of canned 
fruits and vegetables, even if it requires an extra team or 
two extra pack animals to carry them. Thus equipped a party 
will be comfortable, a very necessary condition to rest and 
enjoyment. The additional cost amounts to but little, and 
the larger the party the less the proportionate expense. 
After years of experiment in camp methods I have settled on 
the mi dium standard of equipment as far preferable to either 
extreme, where recreation is the prime object. 

The expense of such a trip, say for thirty days, in the 
Rocky Mountains, is much less than is generally supposed. 
I have made them repeatedly from this place inside of $150 
per individual, for all expenses, including cost of camp, 
teams, etc. Our camping expenses, including teams, tents, 
provisions and outfit being less than $1.25 per day each, 
while out. 

If I were to lay out a trip of this kind it would be from 
Denver via the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad to Manitou, 
where a day or so can be pleasantly spent among its sur¬ 
rounding natural wonders, equaled in a similar space 
nowhere in the world; thence through the Grand Canon of 
the Arkansas, crossing the great continental divide at Mar¬ 
shall Pass (10,852 feet elevation); thence to Gunnison or 
some town in the Gunnison country, where teams and out¬ 
fits can always be had at reasonable prices and from whence 
the best game and fish regions can be reached in one or two 
days’ drive. When the camp is over, return by the Denver 
& South Park Railroad over the Alpine Pass (11,023 feet 
elevation and the highest railroad point in America); thence 
to Leadville, taking the Union Pacific “high line,” which 
runs on the very top of the continental divide, crossing it 
twice from side to side; thence down the Platte Canon to 
Denver. Such a trip comprises all the grandest of Colorado’s 
scenic attractions, and there is no trip of equal length in 
the word that can compare with it. The expense named 
will cover this trip, vhich can be made in thirty aays, giving 
two weeks or more in camp. Acquaintance at the various 

points and previously made arrangements brought the ex¬ 
pense somewhat below what it would be for a party of 
strangers going for the first time; but by judicious manage¬ 
ment it can he done at the price named. 

These summer trios have become regular annual events 
with some of ns who prefer recreation in mountain camps to 
any other, and finding them so enjoyable, have been enlarg¬ 
ing our circle from year to year, until last year our members 
came from five States, even so far away as Alabama, and 
several of whom we never met until we came tog«-ther by 
previous appointment at Denver. We have learned that a 
camp of strangers get along better generally than one in 
which the members are too well acquainted, and some of 
the most pleasant friendships of a lifetime were formed in a 
Rocky Mountain camp. And so this yearly trip has come to 
he what horsemen would call a sort of “free for all,” the 
fact that an applicant was a reader of some such paper as 
tbe Forest AND Stream being regarded as evi¬ 
dence of respectability and a sufficient passport for admis¬ 
sion. A true sportsman secures to himself an additional 
pleasure when he can assist others to participate in the pleas¬ 
ures of the camp and chase. 

We will make our start this year about the usual time— 
July 1—and if any reader of the Forest and Stream soould 
feel incliopd to join us and will write me, I will cheerfully 
give him further particulars. Tbe precise camping ground 
is not yet determined, and probably will not he until after 
our arrival at Denver, to be then governed by game reports 
and the condition of the streams. David 0. Beaman. 

Ottumwa, Iowa, May, 1886. 

A CARBERRY DEER HUNT. 

The readers of your most interesting paper are regaled 
weekly with stirring accounts of bear and deer hunts, 

in which celebrated hunters have, by wonderful feats of 
woodcraft and daring, redoubled their claims on Nimrodian 
fame, and it strikes me that it will afford a contrast and per¬ 
haps amuse by its novelty, if I, a novice, recount my own 
experience in the hunting of my first deer. 

This to me most interfsHng event'took place near Car- 
berry, Manitoba, in the fall of ’84. Carberry is a village on 
the south edge of the Big Plain. East, west and south of 
it is a vast region of sandhills. In the sandhills to the south 
is a poplar bush about sixteen miles long, within this a spruce 
bush, and in the middle of the last is a tamarac bog. the 
source of tbe Pine River. Tbe deer have nearly all been ex¬ 
terminated in this region; they are so scarce that a white man 
hardly thinks of going out for a deer hunt, yet an old elk 

“jumping deer.” 

has occasionally been seen, and the Indians sometimes bring 
a few jumping deer {Cariaeus macrotis) into the village, while 
on rare occasions they kill a moose within twenty miles of 
the settlement. 

The prospect of learning something of deer hunting in this 
locality was not particularly bright, still. I had often seen 
deer tracks in muddy places, when on ornithological rambles, 
so there was no doubt of the presence of game; therefore, 
after the first snowfall. I resolved that since there are some 
deer about here, and since, after having found a track, it is 
only a question of time and perseverance before one comes 
up with the track maker, I do liereby register a vow that 1 
will not cease to hunt in those hills until 1 bring out a deer, 
unless the shooting season close before I succeed Accord¬ 
ingly, on the 27th day of October I set out on foot and 
traveled fifteen miles without seeing anything. The next 
day I went further and fared no better. On the third day 1 
found two stale elk tracks, hut got home weary and empty- 
handed, after walking twenty miles through the deep snow. 
The mileage is given with confidence, as the region was sur¬ 
veyed some years ago, and I have discovered many of the 
stakes. Next day I went still further and in a new direction, 
found a stale track, and was led by it to a quiet, wooded 
tract, where fresh signs were exceedingly abundant. On the 
fifth day I drove to the bush with several companions, who 
were glad enough to profit by my labors, though they had 
laughed at my faith previously. I saw no deer, but Mr. 
James Duff, who was with me, had five good chances which 
he was obliged to let slip, as he had only a shotgun. 

Early next morning I set off again with my brother. I 
saw seven deer, he saw two. I wounded one with buck¬ 
shot but did not get it. 

This was the first time I had ever seen a wild deer. I 
shall not forget the impression made by the ^rght. We were 
going over the brow of a hill when 1 not iced a very fresh 
track and said: “We had better follow ttiat a little, it looks 
so new.” Before lh.ad gone many steps my brother cried: 
“Look out, there’s a deer just ahead of you!” Sure enough, 
down in the hollow among the scrub, were the while tails 
of two deer, bobbing up and down. The deer themselves 
were of the same Color of the scrub, but the pnie white tails 
being held erect, were strikingly conspicuous. I stood gaz¬ 
ing at the graceful creatures for a moment or two, and then 
they moved off a little and commenced to rise in the air with 
a peculiar bounding action, although without any apparent 
effort. They seemed to be playing, their movemi nts were 
so entirely without any appearance of haste or alarm. It 
did not occur to me at first that they were running away. 
The idea I had in my mind of a deer speeding was formed 
on seeing a dog or a fox. I expected to see the labored 
straining and the vast athletic bounds; but no, these evidently 
had not yet commenced to run, they seemed to be merely 
bounding up and down in the air, and it was only on noting 
the different hilltops which their feet touched lightly in suc¬ 
cession, and by seeing the fair, rounded forms rapidly be¬ 
coming smaller in the distance, that it dawned on me they 

were flying for safety. Higher and higher they rose each 
time; gracefully their bodies swayed inward as they described 
a curve along some bold rid^e, or for a long space the white 
bannerets seemed hanging in the air while these wingless 
birds were really sailing over a deep gully. I stood gazing 
until they were out of sight, and it never once occurred to 
me to shoot. 

When they were ^one I went to their trail where they had 
appeared to be rising and falling over the same place. 
Here was one track, where was tbe next? I looked all 
around, and was surprised so see a blank for fifteen feet; I 
went on—another blank, and again and again. The blanks 
increased to eighteen feet, then to twenty and then to twenty- 
five feet. Each of those playful, effortless bounds covered a 
space of eighteen to twenty-five feet. Ye gods! They do 
not ran at all, they fly, and once in a while come down 
again to tap ihe hilltops with their dainty hoofs. Later on 
in the day I saw three more and fired two charges of buck¬ 
shot at them without securing any. 

During the whole of the next day I traveled without see¬ 
ing anything. 

On the eighth day I went again with some companions, 
saw nothing all day. As we were going home, James Duff 
proposed that I should go with him for another look before 
we gave up. We went to the wooded shores of what is 
known as ISmitb’s Lake, and almost immediately started 
three splendid deer. They ran past us at a distance of about 
one hundred yards. We both fired. One of the deer was 
wounded but they all went away, fleetly boundiua over the 
bills. We followed the trail at a run, overjoyed to see a 
slight drip of blood at each bound. Before stepping on to 
the top of each hill, we looked carefully lest the deer should 
be in the hollow. After traveling several miles, as we rose 
to the top of a hill I peered over, then sank baek on the snow, 
crying under my breath, “Here they are.” We both crawled 
to the brow of the bill, and there, forty yards away, stood 
two deer looking at us Our hands began to tremble as we 
hastily, too hastily, threw up our rifl-s and fired—without 
the sliehtest effect. The deer stood gazing at us. In furious 
baste we reloaded, and quivering in every limb with the 
“buck ague,” we blazed away wiih no belter luck, and as 
tbe deer turned to begin the playful bounding, 1 sent another 
useless ball after them. I simply felt sick to think of what 
we had done; if we had had the slightest degree of coolness, 
we would have been sure of two fine deer. 

However, we were still on the track of the deer we had 
wounded, and followed in vain until sundown. Then we 
came upon an Indian who was evidently hunting the same 
three deer. He had fired at and turned them, and then with 

an amount c.f open-hearted ness 
unusual for an Indian, he told 
us where they went, and added 
that, “they would spend the 
night there, and he would get 
them in the morning when the 
wounded one would be too 
stiff to travel much.” We bade 
him eood night and went home¬ 
ward until out of his sight, 
when we turned and went to 
tbe thicket where he said the 
deer were lying. It was dark 
when we arrived there, but we 
put the deer out so as to pre¬ 
vent tbe Indian getting ahead 
of us in the morning. Then 
we started off, weary and hun¬ 
gry, for a twelve miles tramp 
home through the snow. 

I have often been asked 
in the East if the Fenimore 

Cooper Indian exists or ever did exist. If fine physique, 
manly qualities and a ceruain amount of freedom from 
grosser vices will “fill the hill,” I have certainly seen many 
of these Indians among the Crees. My recent acquaintance 
was a Cree and a fair rt-presentative of his tribe His name 
was Cba.ska. He was about six feet in his moccasins, straight 
and well built, bis feafures decidedly aquiline, his hair hung 
in two long black braids, ornamented with a bunch of brass 
rings and thimbles. He was dressed in the customary white 
blanket and leggings. A scarlet handkerchief covered his 
ears. He carried the usual fire-bag. knife and gun. He was 
a minor chief and evidently a man of experience, for he 
spoke excellent English. 

On the ninth day I went with several companions to the 
deer bush by dawn before the Indians w^ere astir, although 
they were camped close at hand. We foolishly went all 
together into the hush where the doer were; they separated, 
and we were misled by one of them. When a mile away 
we heard the Indians behind us, occasional!}' shouting. It 
was Chaska directing his two men. Then we heard a shot, 
then renewed shouting of orders, and another shot, and an¬ 
other, then unmistakable yells of triumph. We went back 
and found that the Indians had got both the deer. Chaska 
had put one man at each end of the bush and gone into it 
himself. He shouted his orders, for as long as jumping deer 
do not see the hunter they appear to care little for hearing 
film. 

i met Chaska in tbe afternoon, we were both running 
on the same trail, 1 said to him: “Why did you take our 
deer?” 

He said. “How your deer?” 
“Because I put the first ball into it.” 
Then he said, “Who owns wild beasts? The man who 

kills them owns them, and I killed those deer.” 
It was evidently no use arguing with him, for he has 

possession, but I made a note of it for future reference. 
We hunted together all that afternoon and I got from him 

a lot of hints and instruciions in deer-stalking. He was 
really a splendid fellow. 1 found that, like most of the In¬ 
dians, he was a very poor rifle shot, and but for his skill and 
experience in woodcraft, would have fared no better than 
ourselves. 

During the afternoon my companions drove home. De¬ 
termined to hang on to the last, I hunted till dark and walked 
home. 

During the whole of the next day I tramped about alone. 
On the next I went wiih James Duff, who alone of my com¬ 
panions seems gifted with any degree of perseverance. We 
saw nothing and I had both my feet slightly fro.st-bitten. On 
the twelfth day, in spite of my injured feet, I started off 
alone. Started three deer; followed them in vain lor fitteen 
miles. On the next day my brother drove with me to where 
I quit the trail the day before, and after following for two 
hours, we came across two deer which we tracked in vain 
for five miles. Then we went back lo camp for dinner. 
My brother was disgusted, and after resting, drove home. I 
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went back to the trail and continued to follow with the ut¬ 
most caution. Late in the afternoon, as I cautiously peered 
over a rising, I caught a glimpse of wliat looked like a deer 
lying in the scrub beyond. 1 watched for a few moments 
until a slight movement of the ear dispelled all doubts. T 
tried in vain to get nearer, so having guessed the distance at 
a hundred and fifty yards, I put up the rifie. But oh! how 
terribly the muzzle wabbled, and I laid the weapon down 
with a groan—it’s no use. But after waiting a few minutes 
I tried again, and finding my hand now steady, fired. The 
deer jumped up and stood looking about. I fired again and 
again, and then as he moved off I wasted a fourth charge. 
My first shot struck A, the second B, the third 0, the 

fourth D. If B had come first, I had won my deer; but as 
it was, he went off gaily bounding. I ran on the track for 
ten miles. "While rapidly ascending a hill I stumbled and 
had the misfortune to give my knee a severe blow on a pro¬ 
jecting root. At night 1 reached home completely exhausted, 
after having traveled thirty miles on foot. 

On the next, toe fourteenth day, I went again with Duff 
to where I had quitted the trail the day before. The locality 
was a sort of corner with a way in and a way out. I said to 
my companion, “Wait until I cross to the exit, then you 
close in and drive them past.” 
When I arrived at my ap¬ 
pointed station there were two 
deer tracks just gone out, and 
Duff’s track after them. I 
called him pet names for being 
so hasty, and thought, “Well, 
if you are going to go tearing 
off in that mad way, you can 
go: ril wait here.” So I 
looked out a good warm camp¬ 
ing place, and, having the 
kettle and provisions on my 
shoulders, soon made myself 
comfortable and lay by the fire 
all day. In the evening I 
took a short walk and came 
across Duff doing the same. 
On questioning him, I found 
that he had seen a track ahead 
of him which he supposed was 
mine (really that of an Indian), 
and thought, “Well, if he is 
going to go off in that style, 
it’s no use of me following;” 
so he looked out a camp and 
lay by the fire all day, on the 
same hill, and only two hun¬ 
dred yards from where I was 
“foxing” in the same way. 

Altogether I have now trav¬ 
eled 365 miles (3l5 on foot), 
have been out fourteen days, 
have had twelve shots at deer, 
have had both my feet frost¬ 
bitten, have injured my knee 
and lost weight as well as the 
confidence of friends, who be 
lieved 1 could do anything I 
undertook, and still have not 
killed my deer. 

My knee grew worse, so I lay up for a week, but resolved 
to be a better shot when next I went forth. I made a deer 
out of wood and set it up 350 yards away from the door and 
blazed away at it until I was able to hit the mark three out 
of five times. And then 1 longed to be free again; but my 
knee was still very painful. I felt like a hawk with a broken 
wing; but knowing the danger of overworking a strained 
knee, I stayed at home for the full week. This was the only 
time when I almost repented having said I would fetch out 
a deer, the only time when I felt my confidence shaking. 
Lying still went hard against the grain, for the only athletic 
exercise that I delight and excel in is this fast traveling. So 
far, I have not met with one that I cannot leave behind. 
Duff is the fastest man with whom ! have hunted, and 
often I have to wait for him to catch up. (I’m bragging 
now.) 

Fifteenth day.—At length feeling my knee fully recovered 
1 once more started off, and my friends smiled derisively as 
they saw “young hopeful” start hunting again. 

In the hiils I met Duff with three others. Altogether now 
five in number, we set off in line to beat the woods. Par¬ 
tridges and hares enough came to hand, but I carried the 
rifie and cared fur none of these things. The line had trav¬ 
eled about three miles, when I struck a fresh deer trail; this 
was late in the afternoon, but away I went on it until dark. 
Mr. Gordon Wright had arranged to drive in with the sleigh 
and so save us walking home. At the time appointed all 
were at the tryst but myself; all were agreed that it was no 
use waitiug lor that fellow; he had likely struck a trail and 
might be twenty miles away. So they drove home and left 
me. They seem rather to pity me for imposing on myself 
such long, toilsome tramps, but none of them realize what a 
glorious enjoyment it is to me to feel myself so independent 
in my strength. Ten miles is to me now no more than half 
a mile to most persons. 1 can run all day and come home 
fresh; and always when alone in these lonely places I feel 
running through me so strong a gush of glorious exhilaration 
that no trouble in my mind can stand before it; and since a 
man’s troubles are nowhere but in his mind, my troubles 
all are blotted out and my haxjpiness complete. 

“Why do I undertake these toilsome, fruitless tramps?” 
Surely it is worth it to be perfectly happy, to foreknow that 

dim land of the idealist’s dream, where sorrow is unknown 
and whence misery is banished forevermore. The trees are 
riven around me by the intense cold; my food is spent; the 
farmers on the plain are glad to stay indoors, but the feeling 
of this place, the delight of freedom and the fire of health 
suffice to keep me all aglow; and so I can afford to smile at 
my companions, driven home in the sleigh, shivering yet 
pitying me. 

A blood red sun was sinking when I crossed Kennedy’s 
Plain, the snow was dyed red, a golden moon was rising 
through the eastern pink. The endless forest of poplars 
stood with their marble columns supporting a wide purple 
roof of thickly interlacing branches. It was so perfectly 
beautiful and so unmarred by the settler’s axe that I almost 
wished I were not soon going home to Ontario. Then as 1 
went on more glad still after what I had seen, I more than 
once fairly shouted for very wildness. The road lay for 
three miles through a dense wood, and as I was nearly 
through I thought I heard my comrades shouting back to 
me. I was surprised as it was now night and late; I made 
the woods echo again with a shout, and then listened for the 
response. Along melancholy howl, and another, and another 
and another. “Wolves” I thought, and I micmicked their 
howling and noted by the sound that they were gathering 
together, doubtless hunting. Then as they responded to my 
howls, I noticed that they were rapidly coming nearer. 
“H’m,” I thought, “It’s me you’re hunting, is it ?” I was just 
leaving the woods and as the sounds bore down nearer on 
my trail, I turned and stood perfectly still, thinking: “Well, 
if those wolves are foolish enough to attack a man armed 
with a Winchester rifle, just let them come on.” And so I 
waited. Nearer and nearer they came until I heard them at 
the edge of the timber only fifty yards away. They must 
have seen me then; there was a low growl, a snarl or two, 
and all was still. I beard them no more, but after a little 
turned and went on my way. 

Next day I tramped twenty-five miles alone, with the 
usual luck. On the next (the 17Lh day) I went in a new di¬ 
rection, into the spruce and tamarac swamp. On the road 
in 1 had the satisfaction of killing a hare, and of snipping off 
the heads of three partridges, with the rifle, thereby getting 
the best possible assurance that my aim was becoming true. 
When well into the swamp, 1 came across the tracks of four 
moose, but it was too late to follow them so I returned. 

A GREAT RUSTY RET) BEAST CHARGING THROUGH THE BRUSH. 

What a fascination there is about tracks in the snow; what 
endless stories one will read and learn from the telltale snow; 
there is something fantastic about the thought that just at 
the other end of that row of dots is the &ast that made 
them, and it is only a question of time for one to overtake 
it. The record of every movement is so perfect that it affects 
one most strangely. I remember long ago writing down a 
day among the tracks, at a time when I was less accustomed 
to them, and therefore more impressed than now. Here it 
is in doggerel for which the writer’s then youthfulness must 
be the apology: 

The white owl sits on the low snow drift and thinks that the time 
flies slow. 

Ere the door of the shanty is opened, and forth to the trapping we go. 

Over the rolling prairie deep in snow, over the highest ridge into the 

poplar scrub below, 

Reading as I run the tale of the tracks in the snow. Here runs the 

straight fox trail; 

Here one foot raised, he sniffed the light wind I trow; 

There’s where he struck the hare track fresh, and the fox tracks fol¬ 
lowing go— 

And I think of the meeting those trailers will have, a mile away or so. 

Now here are the chains of the grouse’s trail, they turn and they wind 
to and fro; 

And I crouch low down and peer around, for new are the tracks in 
the snow. 

Then I crawl along, till with a loud whirr the pack for safety go. 

Save two that fall at the “bang” of the gun and flecked with blood is 
the snow. 

(Still keeps the owl, his distance safe, but folio ws now fast, now slow). 

Now here is the place where a poisoned bait was thrown a few hours 
ago, 

A wolf has smelt it in the wind, and traced and swallowed it too; 

Here ’twas grioing his vitals and choking his breath; that wolf skin, 
is mine. Oho! 

Seel he went a few steps more, and staggered again, but no! 

The wild hardy life of the wolf gives strength to conquer this deadly ( 
foe. 

And soon grow the steps more steady and strong, till he’s bounding 
away o’er the snow. 

(Still the white owl following far behind, wdnnows over the ground 
full low). 

Now here is the place of another bait, and fox tracks come and go. 

And the bait is gone and the fox is gone, but with shortened steps and 

slow. 
I follow and scan as I onward run, and take in the tale of the snow, 

To the nearest cover, the dotted guide, and just by the bushes, lol 

There’s a yellow fur—See I the crafty beast is stark and dead in the 

snow. 
From a high limb the yellow eyes take in the scene below. 

And bide till the carrion furless lies and is left alone in the snow; 

And bide till the hunter takes up his spoils, and takes up his gun to go. 

This is the chance that he longed for so when he followed me over 

the snow. 

Time was wearing on, my deer was not yet killed, and I 
feared that tbe season would close ere I had fulfilled my 
vow, therefore I resolved to lose no more time in returning 
each evening. So taking three days’ provisions in a sleigh, 1 
drove to the bush with Mr. Gordon Wright. On the road we 
called at Mr. James Duff’s, and having added his provisions, 
he joined us. After a two hour’s drive we came to a sandy 
hill in the woods, it was covered with spruce trees, and well 
suited for a camp. In the center of the thicket we cleared a 
space, and then made a wind screen of spruce boughs. 
Gordon then left us. 

After having dined we set out for where I had seen the 
fresh moose tracks two days ago. These we followed, and 
after a tedious tramp of about two miles, they led us into a 
dense poplar bush. Presently we came on the place where 
they had lain all night, and the signs began to be fresher, 
but they had so crossed and re-crossed their trail that it be¬ 
came almost impossible to follow or distinguish the most 
recent tracks. 

After wasting about three hours in fruitlessly trying to 
pick up the trail in short detours of a hundred yards or so, 
we agreed that it was unlikely they would continue in this 
locality where we had tramped so long and so often made 
signal whistles to each other, our best plan would be to make 
a circuit about the whole grove to pick up the trail where it 
went out. This involved a journey of fully two miles, and 
it was not completed when night came on. Accordingly we 
left off after having gone around three sides, without striking 
the trail, and returned to the camp. 

Nineteenth day.—I slept well on the ground and awoke 
refreshed about midnight. Duff, being less used to roughing 

it, did not sleep much, but kept 
up the fire and wished for day, 
8o when I awoke, we agreed 
that it must be near morning, 
and we set to and made a 
hearty breakfast. After long 
waiting in vain for dawn, I 
went to sleep again, and must 
have slept six hours before the 
real dawn came, when once 
again we made a good break¬ 
fast. 

We set off as soon as there 
was light enough for us to see 
the trail, and in half an hour 
found where the moose had 
left the heavy bush. Then 
came a long tramp over and 
often through sloughs, for 
moose, unlike jumping deer, 
have no fear of a bog, although 
they evidently distinguish be¬ 
tween the willow sloughs 
which are deep, but safe, "be¬ 
ing frozen, and the, birch 
sloughs, which look shallow, 
but are grassy and exceeding¬ 
ly treacherous. 

Fresher and fresher grew 
the signs; more and more 
cautiously we advanced, step¬ 
ping in the tracks of the moose 
tr avoid the crunching of the 
snow. Now we felt sure we 
were closing on our quarry; 
presently the wailing of the 
moose-bird fell on my anxious 
ear and struck my'ear with 
prophetic force. I glanced 
at my hunting companion, 
but he did not seem to un- 

Then on ahead of us we heard a twig snap; 
the suspense was becoming oppressive, but with the utmost 
caution we continued to crawl on the tortuous chain of 
tracks, which still wound about as the moose had been 
browsing. Alas! we were making a fatal mistake. So far 
we had done all that old hunters could have done. Now that 
we were within two hundred yards of the beasts, and since 
there was no wind, we should have separated and gone, one 
to the right and the other to the left; then, since we might 
have known they would not go back on their own trail, we 
would have them compassed about on three sides and so 
stand the best chance of seeing them. But no, we tried to 
go on as before; then an unlucky stick cracked, and 1 thought 
I heard sounds of motion ahead of me. Another ten minutes' 
crawl proved it to be true. There the snow showed plainly 
where the three giant browsers had fallen into line, and gone 
off at a pace which would put to shame the long, hard gallop 
of the wolf, or would leave even the swift, untiring deer¬ 
hound far behind. 

Without caution now but still hopefully, we started rapidly 
upon the trail. Previously we had trodden in tbe moose 
tracks, now it took two springs to cover the space between 
each of them. 

For a few minutes we hastened on when, far on ahead of 
us we heard a faint “bang, bang,” two shots. We stopped 
and gazed blankly at each other, perfectly disgusted to think 
that we had driven our moose right into the fire of some 
other hunters, probably Indians. 

Then dejectedly we started again, hoping that it was not 
so. But suddenly the idea struck me, the chances are the 
moose will only be turned by the shots, and then they will 
come back on their tracks. Jim agreed with me, so we then 
proceeded more cautiously. Scarcely two minutes had 
elapsed before I saw in a clearer space some two hundred 
yards ahead, a great rusty red beast charging through the 
bush toward us. Into the snow I dropped like a shot; my 
companion saw nothing but dropped because I did. On 
came the whirlwind of red hair, his body swaying inward 
as he rounded the trees, like a racer turning a corner. Nose 
up, horns back, mane erect, a vision of tremendous brute 
strength as he dashed on toward us with that speed which is 
his greatest safety. 

derstand. 
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What thousands of thoughts of moose-killing rushed into 
my mind as I crouched on the snow, right on the trail, right 
in the path of the maned monster, that was tearing through 
the timber toward us. It several times occurred to me that 
it was most likely he would kill me, but I lay and bode my 
time. Then, just as he was within twenty yards of tramp¬ 
ling on us. I sprang to my feet, shouting: 

“Now Jim!” 
With two awful snorts that I shall not soon forget, the 

moose sprang to one side, and for a moment stood and stared, 
uncertain what to do. 

“Bang, Bang!” 
With a plunge the monster started off again, crashing 

through the woods. My heart sank terribly as I thought 
how like this was to my former failures. But strange to 
tell, the moose came to a dead halt only eighty yards away, 
in full view, and again stared at us. Then in an imploring 
voice of terrible earnestness, I heard Jim behind me: “Oh, 
Ernest! be careful this time!” I took steady aim for his 
shoulder and fired; then as he again went off at his former 
furious pace, I sent a third ball whistling after him. 

With feelings of mingled hope and fear we crossed over to 
his trail, and there—oh! savage glee, at every stride was a 
jet of blood. What a thrill of hope and triumph. 

“Our moose, Jim, if I have to follow to Brandon!” 
“Not so far as that,” said Jim, pointing to the crimson 

splashes. 
And away we ran on the trail like wolves, fairly gloating 

over the continued jets of blood. 

There are g’loricus dyes in the sunset shies 

There’s splendor in heaven’s fair bow. 

There’s noblest color in beauty’s bright eyes, 
To kindle our feelings, I know. 

But to stir up the inmost soul of a man, 

And to fire him with frenzied glow. 

To double his manhood, yet prove him a brute, 

There never were richer, brighter dyes. 

Than the spotless white where it crimsoned lies. 
With a life being spilt on the snow. 

1 had read so much of the tremendous distances that a 
moose will travel, even with a 
mortal wound, that I was pre¬ 
pared for a ten mile run, but to 
my surprise, before we had run 
four hundred yards, Jim shouted 
“Here he is.” 

Sure enough, there he lay, 
with his knees doubled under 
him, like an ox in pasture. As 
we drew near he looked back 
calmly over his shoulder. 

“Guess we better bleed him,” 
said Jim. 

“Guess you better look out,’’ 
said I, “I’d as soon go near a 
wounded lion as a wounded 
moose.” 

“Well, let’s give him a couple 
more balls.” 

So we both fired into him 
without the slightest visible 
effect, 

“Let’s go ’round to his head.” 
Accordingly we went around, 

keeping at a safe distance. Jim 
was about to fire when our vic¬ 
tim’s head drooped, then fell 
flat. 1 put a ball through his 
brain, his legs straightened out, 
quivered and lay still. The 
moose was dead. 

Jim bled him. Then we 
stood for a few minutes gazing 
on the magnificent beast with 
feelings of rapture and triumph; 
feelings, in my case, not un¬ 
mingled with regret that what 
was once such a noble animal 
should be lying at our feet, 
shorn of its majestic beauty, and 
now no more than a great load 
of butcher meat. 

But we were not yet in safe 
possession; we feared that the 
Indians were on his trail. So 
we went back to where we first saw him and satisfied ourselves 
that there was no blood on the snow until after we had fired. 

“Now,” said I, “we’ll draw cuts for who’s to go to Car- 
berry for a team and who’s to guard the moose,” 

“No,” said Jim, “I’ll go to Carberry; you know better 
what to do if the Indians come and claim the moose.” 

As I knew that I was the better traveler, and was, more¬ 
over, well acquainted with the country, I would have pre¬ 
ferred to run for the team; but Jim was determined to be the 
messenger, so I settled to guard our quarry. 

It was now about 11 A. M. For a while I amused myself 
examining the splendid animal. By the stretch cf my arms 
he stood six feet three inches at the shoulders, and to this 
must be added the height of a mane over six inches long. I 
estimated him to weigh about 800 pounds. After a little I 
went back on the trail to examine the places he had passed 
through and learn, if possible, the effect of each ball, for not 
one had missed its mark. Then, as I went a little further, 
my eye caught something moving through the woods. Soon 
I saw that it was an Indian coming toward me. Immedi¬ 
ately I turned and set off toward our moose, but he overtook 
me before I arrived there; He was certainly the least pre¬ 
possessing savage I had ever seen. At the outset he saluted 
me in a characteristic manner by giving me a grunt. Not 
having any particular use for it, I at once returned it. My 
stock of Indian was very limited and his stock of English 
was still smaller, so that our conversation throughout was 
carried on chiefly by means of dumb show. Presently he 
said, “Moose.” Whereat I grunted in that peculiar tone 
which gives to the sound the signification of “You bet.” 
Then we came to the carcass and he said “moose” again, 
and, pointing to himself and his gun, made as though about 
to take possession. Thereupon I pushed him back and in¬ 
formed him that his calculations were founded on erroneous 
data. Having gazed on me for a second or two with an 
aspect of doting tenderness, he proceeded to go through the 
pantomime of shooting twice, then pointed to the wounds 
made by Jim’s rifle, as they were too large for my piece, but 
I pointed to Jim’s weapon and spoiled that move. Once or 
twice he made a move toward the animal, but 1 stood be¬ 
tween with my rifle cocked. Whereat he kept up a refrain 

of “Wahnich seechy” with such energy that I was afraid 
he meant something uncomplimentary, but I afterward found 
that this meant only, “No, brother, you are very bad.” 

Of course, I was unwilling to resort to violence, but he 
saw that I was going to hold on to the deer at any price, so 
he changed his aspect and made show of dividing, and each 
taking half. To this amiable suggestion I replied with an 
energetic “Kawain,” which literally means “veto,” but with 
my strong inflection meant, at least, “you can bet your life 
I won’t.” 

I was hungry now, and having my dinner with me, I sat 
on the moose and ate it, all the time holding my rifle ready, 
pausing now and then to veto by a large majority all the 
motions for equitable division brought forward by the mem¬ 
ber for Dakota, for he kept up his speech most of the time. 
Finally, having finished my meal, I laid my head three 
times on my hand, and pointing to the moose, described a 
tortuous course in the air, then tapped my rifle and clapped 
my hands five times, which in English means: “For three 
days (sleeps) I followed that moose; I killed him after five 
shots, so he’s mine and you may as well clear out.” At this 
he drew himself up to his full height (he was about six inches 
taller than myself) and informed me that he was a Sioux, 
and that there were four more like him at the camp and they 
would come. Whereat I thought, “If there are four moi^e 
as ugly-looking specimens as yourself, the sight of the gang 
should be enough to scare all the Powers of Darkness into 
lunacy;” but 1 could not translate the sentiment to him. So 
with another look of bewitching tenderness, he strode off to 
bring the other braves. 

Meanwhile I paced up and down, hoping my companions 
would come soon, but determined to hold the moose at any 
cost, if the Indians came in force to take him. For five 
hours I paced up and down, then I heard guns, then an axe 
and a dog, and in a few minutes Jim reappeared with 
Gordon Wright and two others in the bob-sleighs, and soon 
we were all aboard triumphant and merry, and arrived in Car- 
berry about seven o’clock, to find that already word of our 
success had gone before us, and over a dozen of the neighbors 
came down to Wright’s that night to see the moose and con¬ 
gratulate us. 

are on the feed, nay more, we can see them jumping for their 
morning meal, and we have a suspicious confidence that we 
can beguile some of them with tantalizing Palmer or hackle. 

Goldsmith makes Doctor Primrose say that courtship is a 
happier state than marriage, and if the uncertain time of 
wooing is sweeter than the plighted troth, with its warmth 
and happiness and love, it is most assuredly slightly different 
from the uncertainty of going a-fishing. the anticipation of 
the latter is just a degree lower than the delicious tingling 
which steals down your spine, sparkles in your eyes and 
glows on your cheeks, when some veteran grandee of the 
water takes hold and makes your reel to whizz. 

Five minutes’ pull brings Storm off the east end of the 
little island, and five minutes later he was lost to all sur¬ 
roundings save his sport. A master of hounds had a motto 
which was “Throw your heart over and your horse will fol¬ 
low.” When Storm’s leader was fully extended, you might 
have heard one trout say to another, “You lead the way, 
I’ll follow.” Two trout did come at the first reeling in. No 
heed gave Storm to the swallows dimpling the water in their 
rapid flight, to the dragon flies in their shining armor, to the 
woodpecker noisily tapping a tree on the mountain side, to 
the kingfisher poising almost motionless overhead, to the 
swash of the ripples that touched his boat so gently as they 
passed; but a look of intense pleasure was centered on line 
and leader. Sometimes a slightly-hooked trout would break 
away in spite of priest and prayer-book, and vanish into the 
watery whichness of the whither, as the Frenchman would 
say, wiz ze grand floureche; but it mattered not, for 
like an office-holder resigning his position, there were plenty 
of others competent to fill his place. 

Laugh and grow fat, angle and be happy; and angling is 
only one of the other names for perfect happiness. The be¬ 
witchment of its uncertainty hath a fascination like unto 
that of a charming widow. There is nothing visionary 
about the angler, for he deals in facts and searches for them; 
but if perchance he beguile himself with illusions, they are 
healthy ones. With a heart hopeful as a woman’s, hope 
springs eternal in his breast, till he feels the lissome spring 
of his swaying rod, when that twenty-four carat ecstacy, the 
fulfillment of the angler’s most extravagant fancy, takes 

complete possession. No hue 
and cry attend, for his light 
flickers under a bushel; no ap¬ 
plause follows his skillful hand¬ 
ling of rod and line, for none are 
near and few could appreciate; 
but we say to the honest gentle 
angler, as Gil Bias said to the 
stroller whom he found singing 
by the wayside, “Bravo! you put 
your heart into your business.” 

Time flies. It never flew 
faster. The sun’s rays no longer 
fell aslant, but marked high 
noon, and we pull ashore to the 
spring which is close by the out¬ 
let where we beach our boats 
and surrounded by a beautiful 
fringe of glossy emerald moss, 
soft as velvet, with great trees 
sighing above it. How good 
that water felt, for there was no 
taste to it, only a cool satisfying 
feeling it produced as it moist¬ 
ened our hps and throat. The 
following is an analysis of the 
water as made by Professor 
Angostura, of Hoboken. The 
result is expressed in grains, 
per Adirondack bucketful: 

Sulphate of refresh. 
Sulphate of wetness, 
Sulphate of tickle... 
Carbonate of solace 
Bicarbonate of cool 
Bicarbonate of life. 
Chloride of smack. 
Foreign matter_ 

7.733 
,59.604' 
.13.00-7 
.29.889 
32.009 

.19.385 i 

. 4.406: 
• Nix. 

‘PAUSING NOW AND THEN TO VETO.” 

More than one, when they heard about the Indian’s 
attempted fraud, wondered why I did not shoot him. for 
“it’s nothing to shoot a Sioux.” It is unnecessary to add 
that I did not agree with them. 

And so, after traveling about three hundred miles on foot, 
through the snow, during nineteen days of toil, 1 have kept 
my hunting vow and killed the grandest beast of chase that 
roams America’s forests. And those who have taken the 
trouble to read through this strictly truthful diary (written 
at the time), can judge for themselves whether the reward 
was commensurate with the labor. As for me, I never had 
the slightest doubt on the subject, and both Mr. Duff and 
myself will not cease to look back on the days of our hunt¬ 
ing together, with pleasurable emotion that can be under¬ 
stood only by the sportsman or the naturalist, who appre¬ 
ciates the chase not by the avoirdupois return, but rather by 
seeing therein a real elixir of life for the present, and a 
fountain of delightful memories for the future. , 

Ernest E. T. i Seton.) 

DAYS WITH THE BARMECIDE CLUB. 

The sun came along at about its usual time, possibly a few 
minutes later, but not enongh to make any particular 

difference in the programme, while an unstinted shower of 
melody lent its charms to the loveliness of the morning. The 
air was fragrant with the resinous odor of pine and spruce 
and balsam; the lake was smiling in its morning sleep and 
mirrored the hills and forests that encompassed it and the 
soft cloud shadows gliding over it. How well the color 
wears on these great hills, the same dark green that I remem¬ 
ber a score of years ago. Yet they need legislative patching, 
for here and there, and too often, are breaks where the wind, 
fire or the axe has played sad havoc. 

It is a likely morning for fishing and beautiful in its atmos¬ 
phere of cheerfulness, of content and good fellowship. We 
found the trout rose best in the early morning and in the 
gloaming. How unspeakably fair the lake in its emerald 
setting, its surface lightening up with a benignant smile of 
welcome. There’s a stiU, small voice which tells us the fish 

There was a slight trace of 
Medford rum, due to the acci¬ 
dental smashing of a bottle some 
yards above in the summer of 
’54, but it was so abominably 
and disappointingly slight that 
it didn’t count. 

What a spot for a noon day loaf. The bank bespangled 
with buttercups and daisies, which take one back to barefoot 
days when freckled and sunburnt we gathered them on the 
hillside and in the valley. Clusters of delicate and beautiful 
ferns were all around us, and water lilies bloom in the cool 
shallows near shore, and trees lean timidly over seeking like 
a pretty maiden to catch their reflection in the water. A rich 
mellow light hung like a veil of transparent gauze over the 
distant hills, and through the interlacing branches of spruce 
and hemlock soft beams are falling on the ground and play¬ 
ing their game of little shadows. Dear old resting place, 
may it be many a year before you are “tickled with a hoe” 
and made to “laugh with a harvest.” 

Our luncheon was eaten and digestion assisted by cut- 
plug and brier roots, and we chinned each other to sleep, all 
feeling that there was only one way to enjoy nature and that 
was in perfect carelessness, and it was far in the afternoon 
before we were again casting our flies, and long before the 
sun began to fling its parting rays through the branches of 
the trees we reel up and go to camp, leaving a couple of 
hours of the best fishing; but we are not insatiable sports¬ 
men, whose only limit is darkness. 

Our fish were dressed and put away in one of the cliff ice¬ 
houses, and no small job it is to properly care for a big mess 
of fish. One of the most useful articles a sportsman can 
carry is a pair of good thumb nails, not too long, but just 
the right length to be of use in dressing a fish or picking a 
bird. There is no tool to equal it in its specialty, nor one so 
easily managed. Indeed we have seen little children, scarcely 
able to talk or walk, who were really quite skilful in the 
management of their thumb nails. They are carried without 
much trouble and ypu are not likely to mislay them, and so 
always know where they are. We have learned to get ours 
in proper trim for an outing, and though we confess ignor¬ 
ance as to what is fashionable in thumb nails, we do know 
what is useful to encompass the uncertain grasp and the cer¬ 
tain gliding of the slipping fish. 

Came the witchery of eventide again, full of its subtle 
charms and dainty graces. The prolonged hush, the solemn 
stillness, the intermission after the voices of the day are 
silent and before the voices of the night commence, it 
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sweet undefined interval between full daylight and twilight. 
Mountains of snow-white clouds were drifting leisurely 
toward the west, as if to catch some of the binlliant hues 
which the sun was scattering so lavishly. The_ sky was 
flecked with their sprays and needles of gold, while the far 
away clouds were tinted with pale luminous lilac and brilliant 
orange which rapidly darkened, and then deep purple shad¬ 
ows filled the valley, which became fainter and more indis¬ 
tinct in the dream like light as long and low they crept. 
Then came the crescent moon and the trembling stars, making 
the sky one great field of throbbing light, and all was like a 
sweet, soft dream, mingling and harmonizing with our own 
content. 

After everything had been snugged up for the night, we 
entertained and wearied each other with recitals of experi¬ 
ences of forest and stream, some perhaps truthful, some prob¬ 
ably otherwise. 

‘^Speaking of bears,” says Storin, “you have noticed, all of 
you, that bears in a state of captivity have a great fund of 
humor. They do many little things which show their appre¬ 
ciation of a good joke; but it was once my good fortune to 
witness the quaint humor of one which was not only wild 
but had sufficient reason to be mad. I was hunting between 
the timbered hills on Cold Springs, in Northern Wyoming. 
My companion was a dizzy tenderfoot, named—^well, cali 
him Ferguson, who actually didn’t know tall grass from 
short timber. He once asked me, in all seriousness, if there 
wasn’t more land to the acre in Wyoming than in New York. 
We were after white-tailed deer and jumped a bem'. My 
companion shot at it and must have merely stung it some¬ 
where, and not seriously. My rifle, a repeating one, had 
just that moment got out of order, and was of no present 
account. 

“The bear came for us and we lit out. Ferguson w'as too 
speedy for me and soon reached the nearest available tree, 
while I did my best to get there, encouraging myself by say¬ 
ing, ‘Go in legs; if body wins jou shall have half.’ 1 reached 
the tree which Ferguson was hugging, but standing on the 
ground. ‘Quick, Storm,’ he said, ‘climb right up behind 
me.’ He was either pleading the baby act, insanity, or 
some defense of that kind, and it proved as good as an alibi. 
I had barely time to secure a safe position up above, 
when bruin arrived and halted to survey the ridiculous 
scene. Ferguson had braced his feet on the ground and was 
clasping the tree in his closest embrace. Evidently the bear 
enjoyed the picture, for casting a pleasant look at me and a 
pitying glance at Ferguson, and saying, as near as I could 
understand him, ‘Well, that fellow just downs my compre¬ 
hension,’ he turned and lumbered away.” Millard. 

Cheyknne, Wyoming. 

tn^nl ^i§torg. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Co. 

FRIENDLY CRITICISMS. 

\ STROLL through the animal quarters in Central Park 
J\. on Decoration Day showed an enormous crowd of 
people, all of whom were greatly interested in the various 
animals confined here. To mingle with this throng and 
witness the eagerness with which they view the different 
wild creatures to be seen there, would convince any one of 
the value of such a collection of animals, the importance of 
keeping the captive beasts in good condition, of adding to 
their comfort and of increasing their numbers. It is certain 
that there is no sight in or about New York which affords 
so much pleasure to so large a number of people as the 
collection of animals at the park. 

This collection is in charge of Mr. W. A. Conklin, who is 
greatly interested in it, but he is,allowed no sufficient sum 
to expend upon the animals, and the space devoted to them 
is utterly insufficient for their needs. 

To maintain captive animals in a condition at all approach¬ 
ing health, their surroundings should as nearly as possible 
resemble those to which they are accustomed in a state of 
nature. They should have the food best suited to them, and 
in as great variety as possible; should have as much room as 
practicable and every attention should be paid to relieving 
them from the ailments which must necessarily follow the 
unnatural conditions of their existence in captivity. We 
feel sure that Mr. Coukiin makes every effort to do as much 
for his charges as is possible, under the circumstances, but in 
the hope of awakening some intelligent interest in the public 
mind iu this collection we desire to call attention to a num¬ 
ber of instances in which the animals are improperly cared 
for—a stranger may often discover omissions which would be 
overlooked by one who is always on the ground. 

To the left of the Fifth avenue entrance to the Menagerie 
is a divided cage, which holds a buffalo hull, cow and calf. 
The animals appear to he in fair condition, but it will be 
noted by every one who sees them that tbeir coats are very 
ragged, and that a large part of the winter’s fleece still clings 
to'their flanks. The wild buffalo would long before this 
lime have got rid of aU this by scratching or by wallowing, 
and his hide would he as smooth—except on the hump, neck 
and head—as that of a well-groomed horse. These buffalos, 
however, have no opportunity to rub or scratch or wallow, 
and therefore the effort of nature to throw off the old dead 
coat should be assisted. The buffalo should be groomed; 
not perhaps with currycomb and brush, hut a heavy card on 
the end of a long handle, or even a garden rake, ought to be 
used to tear away the dead hair of last winter’s growth. 
The scratching would not only improve the appearance of 
the animals, but would add a vast deal to their comfort, and 
while it might not be very patiently borne at first, would be 
greatly enjoyed by them after a little. This same scratching, 
carding or grooming ought to he done to many other ani¬ 
mals. The miserable elk, and some of the deer and the 
camels, would he improved in looks and their health bene¬ 
fited by it. 

Coming hack again to the buffalo pen, we notice that the 
floor consists apparently of smooth boards. In a state of 
nature the buffalo is constantly on the move. Walking and 
running over ground now loamy, now sandy, or gravelly or 
rocky, he weai’s down his hoofs, and this wear is, of course, 
replaced by fresh growth. In the buffalo pen at the Park 
there is no opportunity for this wearing away, and the hoofs 
of the captives grow too fast and show a tendency to become 
long. It would be an advantage to have the floor of the 
cage covered with gravel to a depth of three or four inches 
so that whatever wear is possible in this limited space might 
take place. It must he said that these captive buffalo appear 
to be iu good condition and healthy, 

Passing along the walk among the paddocks occupied by 
the camels, the cattle of various breeds and the deer, one 
cannot but observe the limited accommodations allotted to 
them and the utter absence of any green thing on the ground, 
for the grass has long since been destroyed by the ceaseless 
tread of the poor beasts, and only the hard, bare, parched 
clay remains. It was not always so, for in years gone by the 
Central Park had a fine deer pasture on the meadow where 
now the Art Museum stands, and the elk and the deer could 
then he seen there almost as in nature. 

The bears have the best accommodations of any of the ani¬ 
mals iu the park, and they repay the expense attending the 
erection of their quarters by the interest which tiiey excite. 
At all hours of the day the cage is surrounded by a crowd of 
persons of fill ages, who seem never to tire of watching the 
antics of the animals. In one division of the large cage are 
two Polar bears in good condition, and in the other three 
black bears and the two Forest and Stream grizzlies The 
latter are most mischievous and full of fun, and spend almost 
all their time—when they are not begging dainties from the 
spectators—in playing with each other or with the black 
bears. They wrestle and box and chase each other up and 
down over the rocks in very amusing fashion. During one 
of the warm days we have had recently, the female—known 
as The Kisser—has spent a great deal of her time in the water 
tank, where she bathes in most luxuriant fashion. We do 
not know on what the bears are fed, but are told that it is 
entirely bread. This should uot be so. Any one who is 
acquainted with bruin at home knows that at this season of 
the year, and until the berries are ripe, his food consists 
very largely of roots. So the bears should now have roots 
given them. A bushel of mixed carrots, 'turnips and pars¬ 
nips would go as far as a bushel of bread, and would cer¬ 
tainly cost no more. Stale, worthless fruit might be given 
them iu considerable quantities and would cost no more than 
so much bread, while it would be vastly relished by the ani¬ 
mals, would make them healthy and improve tbeir coats. 
Bears will eat anything, and a variety of food should be fur¬ 
nished them. 

An interesting inclosiire is the one which contains the 
prairie dogs. These little rodents do not seem to be in good 
condition. They have not shed their 'winter coats, and yet 
on some of them appear bare patches where the hair has 
entirely dropped off, as if they were afflicted with some 
akin disease. Moreover they scratch themselves continually 
as if greatly troubled with vermin. In their inclosure we 
saw a heap of corn, on which, we presume, they are ex¬ 
pected to subsist. There seems no reason why they should 
not have an armful of freshly cut grass thrown to them 
three times a day. It would certainly improve their appear¬ 
ance and their health. Some plan ought to be devised for 
moving their inclosure from time to time. The labor of 
making fresh burrows would be good for them, and the 
change would in a measure rid them of the fleas, which 
ordinarily trouble them. 

Space docs docs not permit us now to cali attention to 
other matters where beneficial changes might be made. 

We are sure that no one regrets more than Mr. Conklin, 
the wretched parsimony of the city government, which for¬ 
bids him to expend money for the benefit of his collections, 
hut the suggestions which we have made could be carried 
out without cost, and the trifling labor involved would he a 
very small price to pay for the improved condition of the 
animals._ 

FLORIDA MOCKING BIRDS. 

Editor Forest arid Stream: 
I inclose you an editorial from the daily Times- Union of 

this city, which voices the sentiment of ninety-nine-bun- 
dredths of the liberal and enlightened people of this State. 
It applies not only to our sweet-throated songster, but to all 
of our song and forest birds. Our State has been ravaged 
the past winter by the taxidermist and millinery butchers, 
until longer forbearance has ceased to be a virtue. Our 
beach and shore birds have almost entirely disappeared; our 
blue jays, cardinals and mocking birds are rarely seen. We 
are determined to put a stop to this. I am now preparing a 
game law, which we trust our Legislature will pass in Janu¬ 
ary next; and if so, you may rest assured it will be enforced, 
at least in this portion of the State. The great work of the 
Audubon Society came none too soon. Through their 
agency alone will the depopulation of our woods and fields 
be stopped. Let them persevere. Public sentiment all over 
the country is coming to the rescue, and a grand triumph 
awaits them. Sportsman. 

Jacksonville, Florida. 

The Times- Union says: 
The destniction of our song birds has been so great of 

late years that we have found it our duty as well as pleasure 
to protest against it and to urge that legal measures should 
be taken to prevent their extermination. Prominent among 
the feathered choir we have mentioned the mocking bird— 
the prlma donna of the Southern field and grove. The de¬ 
struction of which we have spoken has been wanton; it bad 
no aim save to destroy something, or to get a subject for the 
taxidermists, or for those horrid milJiaers who decorate in¬ 
describable bonnets with the remains of feathered beauties, 
whose natural plumage they debauch with their abominable 
analine dyes. But it seems that there is another class of 
people who war against the birds, and particularly against 
the mocking birds. Mr. Kennard, of Waldo, sends us the 
following letter: 

Waldo. Fla., April 39.—3'o the Editor of the Times-Union: Having 
seen seveiral pieces published asking to have a law passed to protect 
the mocking bird, 1, for one, heartily protest against any such law. 
I consider the mocking bird one of the greatest pests that we have. 
We have to depend for support in a great measure on raising small 
fruits, and no one knows but those thus engaged the amount of dam¬ 
age done by this same curse. And now to have a law passed not giv¬ 
ing me the right to protect myo'wn interest! what next? No sir; I 
say the mocking bird must go. Very respectfully, Sam. J. Kennard. 

Oh, uo, Mr, Kennard; the mocking bird must not go. You 
will feel differently on the subject aftei you have reflected a 
little on the cruel sentence of extermination you have pro¬ 
nounced. We don’t dispute the declaration of your hill of 
rights; you have a right to protect your property and your 
crops; so has every American citizen. But how? If your 
mule should get hungry and break into your cornfield, you 
surely would not kill him; you would not even “wallop” 
him; you would get him something to eat; you would— 

“Put him in the barn and give him some hay, 

And say, Gee, whoa! Come up, Jerry.” 

At least that’s what we think you would do, for it is what 
we should do under like circumstances. Now apply this 
principle to the mocking bird. He is one of your scavengers; 
he eats twice as many insects as he does berries, and he is 

worthy of his hire. Instead of spending money for powder 
and shot and losing valuable time in gunning for him, plant 
an extra patch in berries for his use and let him eat his fill 
of the succulent fruit. He will vary his diet with hugs and 
worms and insects galore, all of which are destructive of 
your berries and your crops. The idea that birds are a nui¬ 
sance because they eat a few berries, is a relic of the un¬ 
thinking and ignorant ages when the peasant thought the 
goatsucker bird really milked the goats instead of catching 
the flies and vermin that were continually pestering the ani¬ 
mals. 

The mocking bird must not go. Look at the trim, saucy 
fellow as he sits swaying on the topmost bough of the water- 
oak, gazing brightly np into the clear empyrean, the liquid 
trills, crescendo, diminuendo and staccato notes pouring 
from his throat with a spontaneity that tells of his content¬ 
ment with this world and all that is therein. Note the air 
of abandon and reckless glee with which he gives the whistle 
of the quail, the piping of the thrush, the scream of the 
jay, and the softened sweetness with which he executes the 
trills and quavers of the smaller of his feathered brethren. 
The Northern bobolink and robin, the English lark, the 
tuneful linnet, and the pet of the drawing-room, the canary, 
are all rivaled at once in his delirious song. He is emphatic¬ 
ally a Southern institution. The clash oJ arms and the roar 
and smoke of battle did not change him in the least. The 
sounds of strife and the discordant echoes of brother cursing 
the brother whose blood he sought added not a single piece 
to his repertoire or a new note to his song. As he was in 
the beginning he is now and ever shall be, world without 
end, the most glorious and truest-hearted songster of the 
Southern woods. He never has been and he never need be— 
reconstructed. 

O no, Mr. Kennard, the mocking bird must not go; plant 
him a new patch of berries and let him sing and eat and eat 
and sing until the long moss ceases to wave and bird songs 
melt into the song of the angels at the last day. 

A Note about Audubon.—A Springfield, Mass., corre¬ 
spondent sends us this extract from a letter written by Lewis 
Warriner, Jan. 2, 1841, Audubon being at that time a guest 
of Rev. W. O. B. Peabody, the Unitarian minister in Spring- 
field: “I saw Mr. Audubon, the illustrious ornithologist, the 
other day, a noble specimen of our fallen race, firm figure, 
tall, something like S. V. S. Wilder, but with nothing of his 
important air. ‘A man of great simplicity,’ Mr. Peabody 
remarked to me, He is fifty-six years old. His hair is long 
and almost white, and he has an eye of uncommon brilliancy. 
1 venerate him more than almost any one. His love of 
nature is so strong that he is going to start for the Rocky 
Mountains on the first of May next, to be gone five years. I 
lieard him say that he with his wife and two sons chased a 
wren fifteen hundred miles and that the wren cost him one 
thousand dollars. Mr. Howard told me that Mr. Audubon 
was at a dinner-party at Mr. Th. H. Perkins’s in Roxhury 
when he heard the note of a bird he bad been looking for a 
long time, got excused for a moment, took his gun which he 
always carries with him, slept in the woods that night, and 
did not return for ten days, when he found the bird,, having 
been iu the meantime on foot to Sandwich on Cape Cod.” 

Habits op the Eagle.—East Toledo, May 15.—Editor 
Forest and Stream: The young eagle hatched April 26 is now 
about the size of a full grown barn pigeon, and is growing 
very rapidly. I have closely observed the habits of the eagle 
for many years. The pairs select their location for nesting 
generally in the top of a white oak tree and as far from the 
ground as possible. They nest in the same tree as long as 
the tree stands, and then select a tree as near by as possible. 
Their nests range from ten to fifteen and twenty miles apart. 
They lay out their fishing and hunting grounds, and no eagle 
is allowed to encroach on another eagle’s ground; if it does 
there is sure to be a fight. As soon as the young birds are 
old enough to take care of themselves, they are driven away 
to hunt a new locality for themselves. In the month of 
November the eagles have a grand rally and are seen high 
in the air for several days, when the majority go South, taut 
many remain at home all winter.—Henry Hulce. 

^itbUmtian§* 
“OUR NEW ALASKA.” 

TT is always pleasant to read a book written by Mr. Charles Hallocb, 

His writings are always vivid and full of life, and convey a 

striking picture of the scene described. To the spoilsman his books 

have an especial charm, for in his travels Mr. Hallock is sure to dis¬ 

cover something that is worth telling about the fish or game of any 

region he visits, and to tell it in his own entertaining way; a way 

which sportsmen have learned to love. 

It is with great satisfaction that we announce the coming publica¬ 

tion of Mr. Hallock's new book on Alaska. That far off corner of the 

globe, so long neglected, is rapidly coming into prominence in oui* 

national affairs, and after having been neglected ever since the date 

of its purchase, is now attracting the attention of tourist and capi¬ 

talist, and of trader, miner and fisherman. The Governor of Alaska 

is now in Washington, urging upon Congress the importance of or¬ 

ganizing the Territory, a work which is imperatively demanded by 
its growing commercial importance. 

The most beautiful scenery in America—if not in the world—is to 

be found in the rock-faced fiords of Alaska and along the coast to 

the south of it, and the charms of a journey thither need no descrip¬ 

tion to the many travelers who have visited it since it was made so 

easily accessible by the opening of the great Northern highway across 

the Continent. Nowadays the stream of tourist travel tends strongly 

toward that northern region which has always been so distant and 

is now so near, Omne ignotum pro magnifico, and the far off has 

indeed a wonderful attraction. 

Mr. Hallock's personal investigations in Alaska have resulted in the 
collection of a great amount of material on a variety of topics. He 

treats of the country—its past and present; of its resources—its timber, 

its mines, its fisheries and its fur trade; of the Indian question, of the 

government, of its natural history, the scenery and of sport. The 

old Russian days, the subsequent period of stagnation, and the 

present one of activity are fully discussed. Of Alaska’s future Mr. 

HaUock speaks in very hopeful terms. 

The book is one which will find its w’ay into the hands of every one 

wlio has followed the history of Alaska since it became a United 

States Territory, and besides these all who expect to visit the region 

will look eagerly for its appearance. 

The volume will be a handsome crown octavo, of about 850 pages, 

beautifully illustrated from sketches made on the spot, and a map 

covering all the points of interest along established lines of travel. 

It is now in press and will be published about July 1, by the Forest 
and Stream Publishing Company. 
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THE TRAJECTORY TEST. 

The full report of the Pohest and Stream’s trajeotoiy test of hunt¬ 

ing rifles has been issued in pamphlet form, with the illustra¬ 
tions and the tabular summary, making in all 96 pages. For sale at 

this ofidce, or sent post-paid. Price 50 cents. 

THE ELUSIVE BLUE GROUSE. 

I.—THE SHADOW OP SHASTA. 

I do not know whether the grouse of the Pacific slope 
obtains elsewhere or not. In such works on natural history 
as I have at hand, I do not find it described at all accurately, 
the prairie-chicken or pinnated grouse, in size and outline 
resembling it most. The California grouse is only found in 
the forests on mountains and the high hills, and I think 
feeds mostly upon the buds of fir and pine trees. The male 
bird has the sacculated appendage about its neck which it 
infiates with air when “drumming”—I should say grunting 
—and which is naked and orange-colored. Both male and 
female have yellowish-red crescents over the eyes, and they 
are of a brownish blue in color flecked slightly with white 
on breast and taU. 

They are a fine table bird, and it is fun to shoot them. I 
mean by that, it is fun to shoot them after you see them. 
Of course one must see any game before he shoots, but it is 
harder to find a blue grouse when you know where he is, 
and it is more difficult to see him after you find him, than it 
is to shoot him, cook him and eat him. For instance it is 
this way: You want a grouse, and you hear him grunting 
away in a big tree just over there. You take your gun and 
step over. After you reach the tree you find you arc mis¬ 
taken in his location. He is grunting at frequent intervals, 
and you listen a little more carefully, and then you find that 
he is in a tree up half way on the hillside. After chmbing 
to the tree which you have carefully marked, you hear him 
and get ready to shoot. He grunts again, and you are sur¬ 
prised to find that he is further up the hill, and you rest 
a while. Then you re-locate him and this time you get it. 
He is in a lone tree on the comb of the ridge. You climb 
leisurely as the hill is steep and there is no hurry. You 
reach the comb of the ridge and the tree, and find yourself on 
a small bench of the mountain, with timbered ridges all 
around. You listen and scan the tree from its lower branches 
upward, but you can’t see him, so you refrain from shooting 
him for a moment. You look toward camp and see it a full 
half mile away, and wonder that you could have heard the 
dull grunting of the grouse so far. While you look you hear 
him again. You listen twice, and then you swear, if you 
want to. He is grunting away, and he is down about where 
you come from, that is, he must be. Then you hear another 
and then another, and they are above, further up the hill— 
or at least they may be, and you hear others in all directions 
in general, and no direction in particular, and then you be¬ 
gin to think you are drunk—if it is at all possible that you 
may be so. 

But you want a grouse, and the woods are full of them, 
and you listen, and hsten, until you have certainly located 
one that drums the loudest. He’is in a big fir 200 yards to 
the left, and you start for him, when a small twig drops 
from the tree under which you have been standing, and look¬ 
ing up you seem to see something. As you look you see the 
head and neck of a small bird, apparently, away up the tree 
100 feet from the ground, the neck grows larger and a dull 
heavy grunt booms directly down the trunk. You strain 
your eyes but you can see nothing distinctly, but you fire at 
the locality with your load of No. 4. Then there is a com¬ 
motion above, a flutter of wings, a shower of twigs that 
rattle down the tree, a swish and thud and you have him! 
You are surprised somewhat, and think of firing up the tree 
in hopes of doing it again. You know now how to do it, 
and at once make for others and locate a ^eat many which 
are not there, and find about a dozen which you never see, 
finally giving up the sport with a stiff neck and tired legs. 

Grouse are still drumming all around, but you start for 
camp. Suddenly as you stride carelessly along, a grouse 
whirs away from your feet, and watching it, as it is out of 
range before you can shoot, you mark it down or rather up 
in a tall tree, and you see an apparent knot near a limb. 
You are wise and fire straight and true, and await the com¬ 
motion as before. But nothing commotes, and on closer 
investigation you observe that the knot is not the grouse. 
But he did not leave the tree and you see him half an hour 
later, just as you begin to despair, higher up than where he 
alighted and close to the main trunk. He is sitting flat on a 
limb and his head alone discloses his presence. You blaze 
away, and this time he comes, and is a beauty. They are 
both cocks, and the brace will go six pounds. Going to 
camp you flush a couple of hens, and find a nest with an egg 
or two as they have begun to lay. The nests are merely 
bare spote on the ground selected near a stump or a rock. 

But as 1 say it is fun to shoot grouse when you see them. 
With a good dog the hens could be readily found and shot, 
but the grunters are the birds to kill, and if they ever come 
out of the trees, I have not found it out in my experience. 
In the fall, when in coveys, they take to trees as soon as 
flushed and scatter, but the whole flock may then be shot 
(as they rarely fly a second time when disturbed)—if you can 
see them. Esau. 

Shasta, California. 

WILDFOWL OF WESTERN WATERS. 

{Concluded from page 348.) 

OP the ducks to be found in the West the mallard {Anas 
boscas), sometimes called greenhead, is our staple, all 

things considered. Some other kinds are more numerous, 
while two other species bring a better price in market, but 
this latter arises largely from prejudice, as a plump, fat 
mallard, especially if corn fed, is as fine eating as any duck 
that flies. 

In the fall of the year mallards are generally found about 
the wild rice marshes or at their roosting ponds, and vast 
numbers are killed before cold weather closes the waters and 
drives them southward. But it is in the spring when the 
bottomlands are overflowed, and the water is a foot or two 
deep in large tracts of . pin-oaks, soft maples and other kinds 
of timber, that the best shooting is to be had, and the num¬ 
bers killed at such times are almost past belief. 

One man, during the mild winter of 1877-8, killed over 
three thousand of this species, the water being up in the 
heavy timber nearly all that season. As a matter of curios¬ 
ity I wish to mention that this man once killed a mallard, 

which was to all appearances a female in every respect ex¬ 
cept the head, which was green like a drake’s, thus furnish¬ 
ing a parallel to the bearded woman or an antlered doe. 

The Black Mallard {Anas obscura), formerly known as 
the black or dusky duck, is not plenty here, but some sea¬ 
sons there is a notable increase in the numbers, although 
compared with other kinds they can never be regarded as 
numerous. They are known only as black mallards in the 
West, under the mistaken impression that they are only in¬ 
stances of melanism in Anas boscas. Their haunts and habits 
with us are very similar to the latter, but they are an entirely 
different species. I am glad, however, that the authorities 
have accepted the Western name, as it is more distinctive than 
black duck, which might apply to any species of dark plum¬ 
age. 

Gadwalls {Ghaulelasmus streperus), locally known as gray 
duck, cannot be called plenty, yet when shooting other va¬ 
rieties of shoal water ducks which inhabit rather open water, 
the bag will usually show a fair sprinkling of them. 

'PintAILS {Dafila acuta), known universally in the West as 
sprigtails, sometimes sharptails, and rarely as water-pheasants. 
These birds for some unknown reason are usually scarcer in 
the fall, both relatively and absolutely, than most other 
species, although a good many are killed. But in the spring 
when the country is alive with countless millions of wildfowl 
of every kind known to the West, I think I am safe in saying 
that pintails outnumber by far any other one species. Im¬ 
mense quantities are killed, and were it not for the fact 
that the market-hunters do not care particularly to pursue 
them owing to the low price, the numbers shot wont be 
much greater. The pintail crosses rather frequently with 
the mallard, producing a hybrid partaking of the character¬ 
istics of both in about equal degree. This is the only hybrid 
I know of whose existence is at all common in a state of 
nature. There is occasionally a peculiar coloration of the 
pintails which I have never seen mentioned in any work or 
writing on ornithology. In this case the feathers of a drake 
on the forepart of neck, breast and under the wings, instead 
of being pure white, as it should be in the regulation 
plumage, is a rather bright brick-dust red. I am satisfied 
it is not due to age, season or condition, neither is it anything 
like the dull gray of the summer plumage. When the sun 
shines fairly on the breasts of a flock of these reddish sprigs 
they present a very queer appearance. 

Baldpate {Mareca americana).—Generally known here as 
widgeons. These ducks are somewhat more plenty than 
gadwalls, and considerably more of them are killed, as they 
decoy better and are apparently not so sharp-sighted and sus¬ 
picious, still some other kinds are so much more numerous 
that widgeons do not seem to constitute any considerable 
portion of the masses. 

The Shoveller {Spatula clypeata) always called spoonbill 
here, is fairly well represented at times, and seems to sell as 
readily as other “small ducks,” yet few care to make any 
special effort to get them, and they are looked on with a 
good deal of contempt. 

Blub-Wlnged Teal {Querquedula discors) are at times 
very plenty in the fall, especially in certain localities which 
seem to have peculiar attractions for them, and as they pack 
close together in large flocks and require such a light blow to 
kill or disable them, very many are often killed at a single 
discharge and large bags made. Both kinds of teal bring 
the same price, though by the knowing ones this species is 
regarded, fancifully I think, as superior on the table to the 

Green-Winged Teal {Neition carolinensis), which, while 
not so plentiful in the fall as the preceding, is more so in the 
spring, but as they are usually in smaller flocks and are much 
more tenacious of life, perhaps not so many are killed. 

The Cinnamon Teal {Querquedula cyanoptera) I have 
never seen and believe it never visits these parts, although 
the appearance of one flock on the Illinois Bottom was re¬ 
ported to me some years ago by a man who might possibly 
have been mistaken, albeit he claims to have killed one. 

Wood Dock, Summer Duck {Aix sponsa) is the only 
species which breeds in this immediate vicinity in any con¬ 
siderable numbers. When they arrive in the spring they are 
almost always paired off, and commence nesting from the 
latter part of March on through April. By the first of July 
many broods can fly, and all are able to take wing by Aug. 
15, when the open season commences. About the middle of 
September the most of them have been killed off or gone 
south, although some scattering ones are to be found until 
quite heav3'- frosts set in. In the summer and fall they are 
in small flocks, and rarely in large droves like most other 
ducks. 

The Scaup Duck {FuUx marila) and Little Blackhead 

{IMix affinis) are both known as bluebills with us, and the 
names under which they pass in the East, such as broad- 
bills, blackheads and scaups would hardly be intelligible 
here. Barely they are called “blackjacks,” but this name 
is almost invariably reserved for the next species. Blue- 
bills at times are remarkably abundant, especially in the 
spring, and enormous numbers of them are killed, even by 
the regular market-shooters, who do not hold them in as 
much contempt as they do pintails and some others, though 
the price is no better. They decoy so readily, fly so con¬ 
tinuously, and their flight is so steady yet swift, that it is 
hard for the hunter to resist the temptation, unless large 
ducks are very plenty, and besides there are always chances 
for canvasbacks and redheads when shooting bluebills. 

The King-billed Blackhead {Fulix collaris) would not 
be recognized here under any other name (than “blackjack.”^ 
When we wish to be facetious we call him “colored John.” 
Sometimes they ai'e called “ringneclts” on account of the 
chestnut collar. The remarks on bluebills will apply about 
equally as well to this species, which perhaps is not quite so 
much appreciated. 

There is a duck which formerly visited this section 
in pretty fair numbers, but of recent years neither I 
nor hunters to whom I have spoken about it have been able 
to get a specimen. I can find no name for nor description of 
it in any book on the subject, and the Smithsonian authori¬ 
ties are not able to identity it from my description, although 
professing their ability to do so if they could see a specimen. 
The bird evidently belongs to the scaup tribe, and I have 
abundant reason to think that I cannot possibly be mistaken 
about its former existence. To make my description per¬ 
fectly clear, I will begin by stating the well-known fact that 
the bluebills are very light colored on the back, nearly as 
much so as the canvasback (I am confining my remarks to 
the males in this description), while the ringneck {F. col¬ 
laris) has the back a very dark brown, nearly black. Well, 
mv great unknown has the size, shape and color of collaris in 
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very poor draughtsman, 
submit the following crude outlines of the bills of the three 

species, representing them as if seen from above. The nos¬ 
trils are not shown. 

Fig. 1 is intended to represent he bluebills’s bill, the 

whole being a light bluish lead color, except the nail which 
is black. Fig. 2 belongs to the ringneck, in which the base 
and tip are black, and the center bluish lead color, with two 
narrow, pure white bands extending clear across, separating 
black from lead color. It will be noticed that the bill is 
nearly straight along the sides, not widening near as much 
as the bluebill’s. Fig. 3 gives a faint idea of the unnamed 
duck. In this case tlie bill widens toward the tip, not quite 
as much as the first, yet more than the ringneck’s, but in¬ 
stead of being pale blue in color it is black, except four little 
ill-defined spots, which are bluish white, shading off into 
the general black. Now that is as good a description as I 
can give from memory. I have handled a good many, also 
killed them myself, both male and female, both spring and 
fall, so it is not a variation due to sex or season. The last 
one I ever saw was one I shot in the spring ot 1876. Since 
then, as before stated, I have failed to secure one for de¬ 
termination, but a friend just returned from the Sangamon 
reports a hunter who has noticed them later, so 1 hope to secure 
one before long. It may possibly be a cros.s between rnaril'a 
or affinis and collaris, which might account for the bill, but 
then the plumage should resemble both species, which it 
does not. So until I can secure a specimen and have it 
identified the subject must remain a mystery. 

The Canvasback {JElhyia mllisneria) is the prince of 
ducks. Some think we don’t have genuine canvasbacks in 
the West, but we do, and of just as fine flavor as any celery- 
fed ones that ever paddled the waters of the Chesapeake. 
They are seldom plenty in the fall, but in spring, especially 
with high water after a hard winter, they are here in force. 
Doubtless not so many as along the coast, but enough to 
enable those who are fixed for the business and understand 
it to make bags sometimes of over a hundred a day. It has 
been reported to me of two hunters, living within fifteen 
miles of here, taking two hundred and sixty in one day, 
but one of them I know to be one of the best hunters on the 
river. 

Bedhead {uFthyia americana), occasionally called redneck. 
Usually very plenty in spring and very many are killed, 
especially by those shooting bluebills with which, and also 
ringnecks, they frequently travel in the same flock. 

Barrow’s Golden Eye {Clangula islandica).—^Not at all 
common. My hunting partner killed one in the spring of 
1881 and I had it identified by Prof. S. F. Baird, who stated 
that it was a northern species, not often found so far south, 
except in the higher Bocky Mountains where it breeds, but 
that its presence in Illinois had once before been reported 
from the Wabash Kiver by Mr. Kidgway. 

American Golden Eye {Clangulaglaudum americana).— 
Generally known here as the whistler, but often called big 
ice duck, big river duck, big butterball, and sometimes big 
shellduck, from their feeding on shellfish, etc. While not 
plenty, yet seldom a season passes without more or less of 
them making their appearance, but their feeding grounds 
are generally different from those of the ducks pursued for 
profit, and therefore they are only killed when they come in 
the way. 

Butterball; Bofflehe.vd {Clangula albcola).—Also vari¬ 
ously known as little whistler, little ice duck, etc. This 
beautiful little fowl is usually moderately plenty, but not a 
great many are killed, for the same reason given for the 
whistler. _ 

The Buddy Duck {Erismatura ruhida), called in the East 
“stifftail,” “spinetail” and “rook,” so far as my informa¬ 
tion extends, is of such rare occurrence here as to have no 
local name, nor indeed any name at all, though specimens 
are sometimes secured. 

The three species of fish ducks (American sheldrake {Mer- 
gus merganser amerieanus), red-breasted sheldrake {M&rgus 
serrator^ and hooded sheldrake [Lophodyics cucullatus)) all 
visit this section, but are never pursued by the regular 
hunters. 

These are all the species of ducks and geese which, to my 
certain knowledge, make their appearance along the Illinois 
Biver. If any other of the sixteen species of North Ameri¬ 
can ducks which I have left unnoticed ever stray in even 
casually, I am ignorant of the fact. I have purpo.sely 
avoided all mention of the loons, cormorants, pelicans, 
herons, etc. , Junius P. Leach. 

Note.—Since the above was written I have discovered an¬ 
other hunter who claims to have killed a cinnamon teal, so 
that its occasional occurrence here may be considered as 
proved. Very recently a hunter sent me a bird for identifi* 
cation which he had shot on the Illinois Biver and which 
proved to be a young male surf duck {Pelioiieita pevspicil- 
lata). It certainly is a Tctra aviis with us, J, P. L. 

Nn’issiNG AND Trout Lake.—W., of Cobourg, Ont., 
asks for more information about hunting and fishing at 
Nipissing and Trout Lake. Partridges were not particularly 
plenty, though we saw a number of broods; they were 
almost as tame as chickens and quite different from the 
wary bird of this vicinity. There are plenty of deer and 
moose there. October is probably the best time for them, 
though were it not against the law they could be easily found 
in July by floating. The usual way of hunting deer there 
in the fall is by running them to water with dogs. Still¬ 
hunting is very little practiced till snow comes. K. B. .Jes¬ 
sup, North Bay, can give more information about ^the hunt¬ 
ing than we can, as we were there in August. September 
is a good time to go for lake trout and maskalonge; probably 
the bass would not be biting as freely as in August, but the 
maskalonge fishing would be better, and the latter are to be 
found of thirty pounds and upward. The lake trout are 
in deep water till they go on the spawning beds about 
October. Live bait, minnows, etc. are best, though they 
are not very particular.—B. and H. 
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EASTHAMPTON GAME CLUB. 

Following are the by-laws and the form of agreement 
entered into hy the members of the club and the land 

owners from whom they rent shooting privileges: 

by-laws. 

1. Tbe name of this organization shall be the Easthampton 
Game Club, of Easthampton, Mass. 

2. Its officers shall consist of a president, secretarj^ and 
treasurer, and such other officers as the association may 
deem necessary. 

3. There shall be three standing committees called the 
land committee, the prosecuting committee and the posting 
committee. 

4. The duty of the land committee shall be to negotiate 
with land owners for the exclusive right of this association 
to take game on their grounds for such consideration as may 
be agreed upon between the parties, giving the association 
the right to prosecute all trespassers under the statute. The 
area of territory hired for such purposes shall be left largely 
to the discretion of the committee, but all acts of committees 
shall be subject to the approval of the association. 

5. The duty of the prosecuting committee shall be to keep 
careful watch of the premises controlled by the association 
and to prosecute all violations of the trespass act when in 
their judgment the case demands it. 

6. The duty of the posting committee shall be to post 
such lands as are reported to them by the land committee 
as being under control of the association. 

7. The above-named committees shall consist of three 
members each, and shall be elected at the annual meeting of 
the association. 

8. The president, secretary and treasurer shall be elected 
at the annual meeting of the association, or by special election 
should a vacancy occur. 

9. The election of aU officers and committees may be by 
nomination and mm voce vote of the association. 

10. There may be special committees appointed at any 
time by the association for special purposes. 

11. The annual meeting of this association shall be held on 
the first Wednesday of July, and special meetings, by 
request of five members. It shall be the duty of the secre¬ 
tary to notify each member of said nreeting six days before 
the time of its appointment. 

12. All members will be required to pay a fee of two dol¬ 
lars on admission to the association. Any citizen of East¬ 
hampton may be admitted a member by being recommended 
by prosecuting committee and paying fees. Any member 
found violating these by-laws and so reported can be expelled 
at any meeting duly called. 

18. Each member shall report to the secretary and treas¬ 
urer the amount and kind of game taken, and on whose 
lauds during the hunting season, and pay into the treasury 
all dues on or before the first day of January of each year. 

14. No member shall be allowed to take game for the mar¬ 
ket. To guard against fires, all members will be required to 
use the manufactured wad. and none other under any cir¬ 
cumstances. All members will use care in climbing fences 
and see that they are not disturbed or made unsafe 
thereby. 

15. It shall be the duty of the treasurer to pay over to the 
owners of land, each his share of all dues at the close of the 
season, i. e., on or before the tenth day of January each year. 

16. It shall be the duty of the secretary to record the pre¬ 
ceding articles and the following form of agreement, leaving 
space for signatures in a record book kept for that and other 
purposes connected with this association. 

AGREEMENT. 

17. We, the undersigned, agree to abide by the above 
rules and regulations, and will use our influence to sustain 
them as long as we are members of this association. 

The undersigned land owners hereby license and grant to 
the members of the Easthampton Game Club, the exclusive 
right to hunt upon our respective lands, and allow them to 
post necessary notices, upon condition that they or their 
dogs are to do no damage to fences, crops or other property 
on our respective lands, and that for each partridge, quail, 
woodcock or gray squirrel killed upon our respective lands, 
the owner of the land on which the same is killed is to 
receive ten cents from the club. 

We, however, respectively reserve the right to hunt and 
allow any guest to hunt on our own lands, and also reserve 
the right to revoke this license and annul this agreement, as 
to the club or any of its members by giving written notice 
to the secretary of the club. 

A Tame Peep.—Chelsea, Mass.—While gunning one 
morning in the fall of 1884, on a marsh in Everett, I shot a 
ring-necked peep whose tail feathers were firmly tied to¬ 
gether by a piece of cotton cord. The bird was tame and 
had evidently escaped captivity. The bird calmly pecked 
away while I emptied three cartridges at him. This is some¬ 
thing unusual for a shore bird to do. Perhaps by an allusion 
to the foregoing in the columns of the Forest ard Stream 
the ownership of the bird might be brought to light. In ex¬ 
planation of my poor marksmanship, I would say that a run 
in rubber boots just before the shooting had shaken my 
nerves considerably.—W. H. W. 

Dismal Swamp Bear Promise.—Belvidere, N. C., May 
34._A very destructive fire has been for some time raging- 
in the cane brakes of the Dismal Swamp, and the bears and 
deer are coming out near the shore, where the fii-e has not 
burned. Three fine deer were seen last week at play in a 
field near the swamp, and the bears have begun eating the 
farmers’ pigs. The boys put the hounds in a few days ago 
and succeeded in killing a very fine young bear. We are 
looking forward to plenty of sport next fall hunting bruin, 
as all the back swamp has been thoroughly burned and the 
berry lands near the shore are still unburned, with the prom¬ 
ise of plenty of fruit, and these, with an occasional fat pig, 
will be siiMcient to entice bruin from far and near.—A. F. R, 

Which is the Best Way op Preserving Birds in 
Warm Weathek ?—In IMinnesota, during August and Sep¬ 
tember, huntsmen draw prairie chickens and wild ducks as 
soon as possible after shooting them, and fill in the cavity 
with grass so as to prevent their spoiling. At Cobb’s Island, 
where almost thousands of beach birds are, or used to be, 
shipped in the hottest weather to Alexandria, Baltimore and 
Washington, the old gunners will tell you that birds will 
keep longer undrawn and unpicked than in any other way. 
And in the markets of New York city you see all the poffi- 

try picked, but airtight, as they call it. “Old Timer” is 
gl-ad Dr. Ellzey has no faith in the scent-suppression notion; 
but he wishes your compositor would follow “copy,” and 
not print fanciful thing for fanciful theory, or slosh for 
slash. In Virginia a slash is a piece of wet ground on which 
briers, hucklebeivy bushes and the like_usually grow, thus 
forming a good hiding place for partridges. And so the 
slashes of Hanover, historic as the birth place of Henry Clay, 
is a section of country famous for its yearly crop of frogs, 
mosquitoes and huckleberries, coons and possums.—Old 

Timer (Hanover county, Va., May 26). 

A Black Fox.—Escanaba, Mich., May 27.—To-day I saw 
a young black fox here that was captured a few days since. 
I should think he is about one-half grown. The tip of the 
tail is white. He is rather woolly, as the long hair is not yet 
out.—A F. T. _ 

So easy to row with AJlen’s bow-facers. Cataloaue free. Oars 
complete, $8 per pair. Fred A. Allen, Monmouth, Ill.—Adn. 

ha and 
Address all commxmications to the Forest and Stream PubUsh- 

ng Co. __ 

CAMPS OF THE KINGFISHERS. 

CARP LAKE, MICHIGAN.—XTV. 

I WAS out in the first gray of the morning to find the 
promise made good with a cloudless sky of spangled 

blue, paling at the approach of the glorious sun, who her¬ 
alded his coming by a few faint streaks of light, diverging 
above the treetops across the lake, and soon a rim of fire 
peeped above the line of green, and as it mounted and showed 
full and clear and round above, hill and hollow, lake and 
woodland emerged refreshed and bright from the week of 
somber storm, each moisture-laden twig and leaf and blade 
of grass decked out in glittering jewels by the genial rays of 
the golden morning sun. 

I sat in front of the fly enjoying the scene lost in a dreamy 
reverie till aroused by the clear, tremulo laugh of a loon away 
down the lake, rejoicing, I had a conceit, in the fulness of 
his heart at the glorious morning following the change of 
weather and the loveliness of the placid lake with its back¬ 
ground of green-clad hills. 

It was a rare picture, full of bright color and mellow tints 
laid on with nature’s deftest touch; a picture to feel thank¬ 
ful for, and the loon and I had seemingly drifted into the same 
channel of thought and were rendering up our homage to 
the weather god, but each in a different way. 

But the others were missing all this fresh morning air and 
invigorating sunshine and there was plenty for all. 

Rousing out the philosopher by pulling the blankets off 
him, we ^on had fire going in the stoves and preparations 
for breakfast under way. Then old Dan and Ben were 
“pestered” till they agreed to get out as the least of two 
evils and by the harmless invention that breakfast was 
ready, and yanking the covers from Muller and Jim a couple 
of times and receiving as many blessings (?) in return, they 
were induced to get up, not, however, without sundry growls 
and snorts at being disturbed out of their morning nap. 

When old Ben crawled out of the tent he threw his hat in 
the air with “Hooray, Danny, come out o’ that ye old pelican! 
ef the sun aint up an’ a shinin’ like a house afire I hope I 
may never go a-fishin’ agin; hooray!” and then he went 
through another highly edifying sandhill crane dance of 
brief duration, seemingly as a “blow off” to his overwrought 
feelings. He was interrupted in the midst of his grotesque 
caperings by some tittering and talking over in the direction 
of the “hennery,” and this appeared to strike him as a new 
field where he could “hev a little fun.” Picking up a short 
native fish pole lying near the water, that had doubtless 
yanked out many^ a brave sunfish and striped perch, he 
made a wide circuit, and tiptoeing up behind the tent where 
the girls were having the usual morning chattering match, 
he brought it down on the sloping canvas with a resounding 
whack, at the same time shouting “breckfust” in a tone that 
might have been heard half way to Sutton’s Bay. Simul¬ 
taneous with the whack six feminine screams and squeals, 
varying little in pitch or intensity, rent the air, and Ben, 
dropping the fish pole, fled over to the kitchen fly, his face 
beaming with satisfaction, to relate how he had “skeered 
them gals into six different kinds o’ conniptions.” When 
the commotion in the tent had subsided a voice from within 
fired a threat of evening up scores after him in the shape of, 
“Never mind. Hyper [they had shortened him up from 
Hyperboler to Hyper], you'll! catch it when we come out.” 
But when they came out into the bright sunshine the beauty 
of the morning drove all thoughts of punishing Hyper out of 
their minds, and the entertainment was postponed to another 
day. 

This first appearance of the sun for a week worked a marvel¬ 
ous change in the camp, and when all had taken the regular 
morning wash at the stand near the water and Ben had 
again -yelled breckfust, we gathered around the table with 
light hearts and smiling faces, the girls looking as rosy as 
the morning itself, as happy a lot of “old children” as ever 
surrounded a camp-fire. 

Even old Dan was overheard humming fragments of an 
ancient ditty as he sat at the head of the table stirring his 
coffee and beating time against the sides of the china tin cup 
with his spoon. This unusual burst of melody from the old 
meadow lark so astonished the family that the table chatter 
stopped, and as he looked up to ascertain the cause of so 
much silence, he was overwhelmed with confusion by a peal 
of laughter and a clapping of hands that fairly turned his 
head; but old Ben, always loaded for fun, knocked all the 
music out of him and started the hilarity afresh by remark¬ 
ing, in his dry way, “Who ever heerd ov a pelican tryin' to 
sing before?” 

The philosopher, too, seemed to have struck a better streak 
in his cookery than usual; the biscuits were lighter, the cof¬ 
fee had a more “sarchin’ an’ appelizin’ odor,” and the corn 
bread, baked with an eye to tickling the palate of ye skip¬ 
per, was a marvel in its way, albeit the surroundings were 
not just at hand to give it the true “Texas flavor,” to which 
old Ben laid the affliction of his watery eyes. 

Breakfast over, the first thing necessary was to stretch a 
couple of clothes lines, a supply of which is always to be 
found among the “calamities,” and |;ive the bed clothing a 
sun bath and a thorough airing, a part of camp work that 
should be done every day, “ ’ceptin’ when it rains.” A httle 
care in this direction will, as old Ben aptly puts it, “keep yer 

tents from smellin’ like a woodpecker’s nest;” and our tents, 
under the six days of almost continuous rain, had begun to 
give out a somewhat unsavory and musty flavor which could 
not well be avoided while everything was damp. In half an 
hour the lines were strung with blankets, quilts, shawls, 
dresses, etc., and the little cross fence back of the hennery 
covered with coats, pillows, dirty shirts, old breeches and 
other gear, all sadly in need of sun and air, and the camp 
presented the appearance of a general wash day for the whole 
neighborhood. Lines that had been wet or damp for a week 
were run off the reels to a stump back in the field and 
stretched clear of the ground to dry, and about everything 
movable was spread and hung out to get the benefit of the 
change o’ weather, only the tents and fly being loft standing 
to steam and slack the tension on the guys under the influ¬ 
ence of the warm sun rays. 

The philosopher, busy with a general clean up of his de¬ 
partment, whistled “voriferously” at a city tune picked up 
from some stray resorter, the frogs in the menagerie box at 
the water’s edge meantime crowding to the side where the 
sun slanted in through the wires of their cage to croak a 
grateful accompaniment to the melody to help swell the 
measure of general thanksgiving. 

Then, as a reminder that we were wasting the best part of 
the morning, a kingfisher came flapping slowly down the 
lake flying low and cleaving with noiseless wing the wisps 
of soft gray mist that still hung over the water along shore, 
and with an upward sweep perched with teetering uncer¬ 
tainty for a moment on a dead limb reaching over the water 
a few rods above camp, when with a “good morning” bow 
he unwound a yard or two of line with the old familiar chat¬ 
ter preparatary to a cast in the water below for his morning 
meal. But the patient fisher was left to his watch for some 
unwary young perch or shiner to come within reach of his 
cast, and when at last the camp had been turned inside out, 
we bethought us it was about time to go a-fishing ourselves, 
and to this end the boats were drawn up on the bank and 
emptied of water, tackle overhauled, frogs selected from the 
box, and in short order the fishing fleet was ready to sail. 

Miss Annie demanded the services of ‘ ‘brother Hen” to 
furnish motive power for her and little Top. Jim offered 
himself up a willing victim to Mother ,Jim and Fanny, and 
old Dan was made happy when Ben proposed to go out with 
him “ef he’d do half the rowin’.” (With only one arm, old 
Dan can’t row a stroke, but the blessed old soul never gets 
out of humor about it). 

This arrangement left for the skipper Bob and Kit, and 
the luxury of a nine miles’ pull, for we had been elected to 
go to Provemont to mail divers and sundry letters written 
during the “rainy season,” bring back mail for the party, 
and lay in a fresh stock of maple sugar, our supply having 
unaccountably vanished, leaving nothing but a sweet mem¬ 
ory behind. (The twins hazarded the suggestion that the 
sugar might have been left out and got rained on and melted, 
and then when they thought the skipper wasn’t looking, 
they slyly nudged each other and looked very solemn and 
innocent, but the scheme didn’t work.) 

But as the skipper was a tireless sort of an old machine at 
a pair of oars, he didn’t mind a pull of ten or a dozen 
miles unless against a smart headwind, and after the other 
boats were off, up and across the lake the “mail boat,” 
freighted with “first class matter,” the heft of it rep¬ 
resented by Bob and Kit, with the skipper as ‘ ‘route agent” 
in charge, left her wharf with a good stiff ash breeze blow¬ 
ing in our favor, which soon wafted us out of sight of camp, 
around the point below where Kit had taken her first bass. 
Of course where she had taken one there ought to be another, 
and as a special favor to her the breeze was allowed to die 
out while we baited and drifted idly along the rushes for a 
quarter of a mile, fishing with a patience born of hope for 
that other bass. But not even a hungry longface was 
around to start the blood to a quicker flow and the breeze 
was freshened up a couple of knots till we came to the little 
bay where the big pickerel had been water-logged and killed 
with a blow of the paddle on our first trip down. Here the 
same success attended us as at the point above, and we went 
on our way, however, still hopeful of better luck and with 
hearts as light as the fleecy streamers of woods gossamer 
floating by us on the lazy air. 

As we passed the flaming red maple bush which the girls 
had partly stripped on our first trip to the P. O., they wanted 
to be put ashore for another apronful of the bright leaves, 
and to this end the skipper was plied with entreaties, and 
plain coaxing, and compliments and cajolery, and finally 
with dire threats of a one-sided hair-pulling match when we 
got back to camp; but as he didn’t care much for another 
lesson in botany he was proof against their entreaties and 
blandishments, and stood in small fear of the hair pulling, 
having treated his capillary adornment to a close cut before 
leaving home, and being in such good trim to resist attacks 
of this nature he could afford a grin of satisfaction in antici¬ 
pation of the defeat “o’ them two gals” when the hair-pull¬ 
ing match should come off. 

Miss Kit simply said, “old contrariness,” and Bob, with 
one of her prolonged and bewildering winks, “wished I 
wouldn’t catch a fish the whole day,” and then they lost 
themselves in a short fit of sulks, but their usual good humor 
was restored by a trumped up quotation from the “postal 
laws and regulations” which was twisted into something like, 
“It shall be unlawful for any person or persons in chai'ge of 
the U. S. mails to delay the same by stopping or lingering 
by the wayside to gather a lot of “bresh” with, red leaves on, 
ferns, cat tails or other flowers,” but when Bob struck a fish 
off the mouth of a little stream a half mile further on a 
section was readily found in the regulations covering cases 
of this kind, and the boat was stopped while she gave a dis¬ 
play of science in the art, in a tussle with a big-mouthed bass 
that would have thrown her Uncle Ben into “conniptions.” 

In truth, however. Bob was as cool as an old veteran, 
handling her fish with an earnestness and a grim determin¬ 
ation on her usually sunny face that quite won the skipper’s 
heart. 

There had been no word spoken while the fight was going 
on, but now when the bass was led alongside, she said with 
the deliberation of speech that was always a reminder of old 
Ben, “There, James Mackerel! if you can’t catch fish, you 
can be of some use to Kit and me by getting them in the 
boat and taking them off the hook.” The “sass box!” but 
that bass managed to even things up as he was lifted in the 
boat by giving his tail just the required flirt to dash near ft 
half pint of water over Miss Bob, at which James Mackere] 
consoled himself in a quiet chuckle while bending over the 
fish to release the hook; but Bob seemed to have a suspicion 
that he had a hand in the shower of water that doused her, 
and I have a dim recollectioH that she was not far wrong. 
However, Bob was not an old enough angler to have learned 
the odd freakg hftss 'wiU sqmetinies get into tUeir heads in 
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the matter of throwing water as they are lifted into a boat, 
but when she reads this she will doubtless make up her mind 
which was the offender that day and have another score to 
settle with James Mackerel. 

The skipper wa,s again made to be of use by putting a fresh 
frog on her hook and we went on our way. 

Twice before reaching a point opposite the “oil well" (the 
oil well will be spoken of further on) he was of use taking in 
a fish, one for each of the girls, his own frog trailing away 
astern on the outside, attracting about as much attention as 
a “bound boy at a corn huskin’.” 

As we passed under the bridge at the head of the narrows 
Kit was impressed with the notion that there might be 
another bass lurking around the raft of logs where she had 
taken one a week before, and she laid herself out to perfectly 
astonish Bob and the skipper by one of her famous “wood- 
chopper casts” that would drop the frog witliiu a couple of 
feet of the raft at the exact spot desired. But the best laid 
schemes o’ mice and girls, etc. In her anxiety to acquit her¬ 
self with credit in “Papa’s eyes” she put “a leetle too much 
vehemence in the cast” and brought the frog down on the 
outermost log with a whack that knocked him as limber as a 
wet rag, at the same time the hook caught in the bark of the 
log and refused to let go. and the fair expert in overhand 
casting wilted down on the seat utterly demoralized and 
“bilin’over” with disgust at the unlooked for result of her 
pet cast. 

Miss Bob and the skipper smiled, cautiously at first, then 
snickered a little, and finally broke into open and unre¬ 
strained hilarity that lasted till some time after the boat was 
backed up and the hook released. The frog had no more 
life left in him than an old rusty railroad spike. 

This ended the fishing for the down trip and we pulled 
down to the landing and walked up to the store, to be 
cordially greeted by neighbor Couturier and treated to a 
lunch of cheese, crackers, cakes and maple sugar, for it was 
long past the dinner hour, with a draught of cool water from 
the pump, after declining an invitation to step down in the 
cellar and sample a glass of his “old port” manufactured 
doubtless somewhere in the wilds of Chicago or St. Louis. 

Friends at home had not forgotten us and we found in P. 
M. Couturier’s receptacle for all classes of mail matter (the 
drawer under the counter) letters for nearly all in the party, 
and a bundle of Cincinnati dailies largely taken up with 
“editorial amenities,” politics personals, and base ball scores. 

We loafed around the store till the afternoon tri-weekly 
mail came in from Traverse City, which brought another 
batch of dailies and two or three letters, among the 
latter one from “Old Knots,” saying he would be with us on 
the following Wednesday, and requesting me to “announce 
to that Illinois cowboy [meaning old Ben] that I’m coming 
up to take his scalp.” Whether this was intended to mean 
a contemplated “risin’ o’ Ben’s har,” or as a challenge to a 
trial of skill in a day’s fishing in which he would lay Ben 
out, was not quite clear, but when told of the message Knots 
had sent, the old cowboy unconcernedly remarked between 
whiffs, “ef that ole stub an’ twist knots an’ 'narls comes up 
here a foolin’ ’round after my scelp I’ll jest fill his ole hide 
chuck full o’ perforated holes.” 

The pull back to camp was made under the slanting rays 
of the hot afternoon sun, that struck in on the skipper till 
he was so lazy toward the last that he could barely lift the 
oars, and when Miss Kit insisted on taking a first lesson in 
rowing, she was allowed with a hypocritical show of re 
luctance to try her hand, but the lesson didn’t last long. 
The rail fence course of old Knots on Black Lake, working 
bis boat in the teeth of a heavy blow, was a chalk-line mark 
compared with the erratic angles and curves described by our 
boat, as shown by the double line of bubbles churned up by 
the oar blades as they were lifted high in air and brought 
down with a seeming determination to find the bottom of the 
lake at every stroke. The circus lasted till the over-lapping 
oars caught one of Miss Kitty’s thumbs and peeled off a 
section of cuticle, the catastrophe eliciting an explosive and 
very forcible “goodness,” with the accent about aU on the 
ness. 

When the applause at this feat had subsided and the dam¬ 
aged thumb repaired with a piece of court plaster and duly 
kissed to ease the hurt, as in the long gone by days when 
she was a “toddler” (and it is surprising how bad a hurt a 
kiss will heal) we swapped seats and again the oars fell with 
lazy sweep and noiseless stroke as the boat was brought to 
her course and headed on the last short stretch for camp. 

It may be chronicled that we took five bass to camp, 
besides a couple, of goggle-eyes that showed their lack of 
discretion in trying to swallow Bob’s frog, and the skipper’s 
bait was as dead as a pickled herring and without an abra¬ 
sion or toothmark. Bob’s wish had been gratified; I hadn’t 
caught a fish the whole day, but I was in a contented frame 
of mind at having ministered to the happiness and enjoy¬ 
ment of the two girls, and this was in the nature of a recom¬ 
pense for a duty performed and a claim on a sound night’s 
rest. 

The others were all in and arranging the tents for the 
night, after having enjoyed to the full the bright and .beauti¬ 
ful day. Each boat had brought in a string of fish with 
Mother Jim at the head with a bass of over four pounds and 
old Dan and Ben at the tail with a “lawyer,” which Ben 
tried to palm off on the girls for a “newfangled lake trout,” 
or “to speak more proper,” he said with a flourish, “it’s a 
Mnd ov a summer speshies o’ the canine namycoosh, which 
is never knowed to bite less ye affer ’em somethin’ to bite at 
an’ spit on yer bait.” 

After supper the home letters were read over again to 
make sure nothing had been missed, papers looked over 
to see what had been going on back in the busy world, and 
when darkness fell the camp-fire was kindled to repel the 
thickening shadows, and by the time the experiences and 
pleasures of the day had all been told over around its cheer- 
full blaze, little Top was in the land of dreams and it was 
creeping well on to the turn of the night before the circle 
was reeady to break up and exchange good nights. 

KrNGFISHEB. 
(TO BE CONTINUED.) 

R-\noeley, Me.—The following catches of trout are re¬ 
ported from Capt. Barker’s Camp Bemis. First two days’ 
fishing—Catch of A. Houghton, of Worcester, -Mass., 5 
pounds and lOJ pounds. Catch of C. H. Fenally, of West- 
boro, Mass, 4A and 5 pounds. Catch of Mr. Rawson, one 6 
pounds. Catch of Mr. Burton, one 8i pounds. Catch of 
C. W. Fisher, North Attleboro, Mass., one 7 pounds. Catch 
of B. F. Quimby, of Worcester, Mass., 4i, 5 and 6 pounds. 
Catch of Holley Harrington, 3f and 5i pounds. Catch of 
H. M. Dudworth, 4f pounds. Catch of Mr. Houghton, 4i 
pounds; Mrs. M. A. Whittier, 3| pounds. 

NEW ENGLAND TROUT WATERS. 

HERE begins to he more spirit to the reports from the 
trout waters, and the temptation is greater to be there. 

Boston gentlemen begin to be seen on the street with faces 
turned quite a nut brown, and the happy look they wear is 
to be found only in the eye of the returned and successful 
sportsman. Will they tell you all about it? Oh, yes! If you 
only have the time, they will talk you blind about that trout 
or landlocked salmon; for the landlocks have actually be¬ 
come a feature in the angling in Maine waters. No very 
large “red spots” have been heard from yet, but good sports¬ 
men are very enthusiastic over the landlocks" they have 
caught. One veteran trout fisherman, who took four land- 
locks at Rangeley the other day, neither above three and a 
half pounds, says: “Give me a landlocked salmon before 
all the other fish I have ever caught. There is more life in 
one than in two trout. It took me fully twenty minutes to 
land ray largest one—only about three and a half pounds.” 
But it is anticipated that the landlock fishing will drop off 
as suddenly as it begun; that is, if it follows the principle 
known in other waters, where the landlocks have been 
known for years. In the Sebago these fish follow up the 
smelts when they seek the streams and shallow water to 
spawn, and then the fun with the landlocks begins. The 
smelts cease “to run” as it is termed, and the landlocks ai'e 
done for that sejison. In the Androscoggin waters, where 
there are no smelts, it is expected that the landlocks have 
followed up the chubs—minnows—so common there, and 
that thej' will take their departure for deep and unknown 
waters early and suddenly. However, such is not yet known 
to be the fact in these comparatively new waters for these 
fish, and their friends may be happily disappointed. At all 
events the showing up or landlocked salmon in the Andros- 
cogg'n lakes this spring, has established a happy fact for 
anglers, and a triumph in fish propagation very gratifying 
to everybody, and more especially to the worthy fish com¬ 
missioners of that State, who have labored so arduously 
in that direction. Commissioner Stanley himself, a very 
successful and an enthusiastic fly-fisherman, is still firm in the 
belief that when the habits of the landlocked salmon are 
better known, they will be taken with the fly at almost all 
seasons adapted to that sport. He has himself taken them 
with the fly in Weld pond this spring. Special. 

JULIO T. BUEL. 

WHO that has used “spoon bait” does not know the 
name of “Buel” as stamped upon the silvery spin¬ 

ners offered to the bass, pike, and maskinonje? As the first 
man in America to take out a patent for trolling and spinning 
bait, his name became famous among anglers who fish with 
these implements, and his death at Whitehall, N. Y., on 
May 13 will be widely regretted. Mr. Buel was a man 
with a wide circle of personal friends because of his upright 
life, public spirit and kindly humor. The following notice 
of him, written by Mr. W. H. Bodwell for the New York 
Snn, is so complete and truthful that we republish it 
entire: 

“Julio T. Bud, who died in Whitehall on the 13th inst., 
was probably better known, through his fishing tackle, to 
the lovers of the piscatorial art than any other man in the 
country. He took out the first patent in this country for 
trolling and spinning bait, and was the first to engage in its 
manufacture. Born in Vermont nearly eighty years ago, in 
close vicinity to Castle Pond and the many other famous 
trout streams and lakes of that part of the State, he early 
familiarized himself with the habits of the trout, and before 
he was fifteen years of age he was known as the most skill¬ 
ful fly-fisherman of that region. It was in Castleton Pond, 
when in about his eighteenth year, he made his first experi¬ 
ence with a trolling bait. It was a crude affair indeed com¬ 
pared with the beautiful and artistic bait he turned out in 
later years, samples of which are sure to be found in the out¬ 
fit of every sportsman who visits the Adirondacks or the 
great lakes and rivers of this country and Canada. It was 
almost the counter part of the bowl of a large spoon, made 
of heavy tin. One side was painted a bright vermillion, 
and the other was polished as bright as the traditional New 
England milk pan. To the smaller end was attached the 
hook, and to the other the line. Young Buel’s first effort in 
Castleton Pond with this rude contrivance was a revelation 
to all the fishermen of that country. The size and number 
of fish he took from the depths of the pond had never before 
been approached. In fact, many of the old residents there¬ 
abouts continue to use what is known as ‘Buel’s spoon’ in its 
original shape and will not believe that any improvement 
can be made upon it. 

“When about 30 years of age he removed to Whitehall, 
and engaged in the furrier business. But the location was 
so tempting to a true fisherman that more of his time was 
given to fishing and devising attractive bait with which to 
catch fish than to the manufacture of hats. Only six miles 
away was Lake George, swarming with trout of enormous 
size, while Lake Champlain, in the vicinity of Whitehall, 
was a famous feeding ground for muskalonge,,'pickerel, black 
bass and pike, while less than a day's journey would take 
him into the very heart of the Adirondack wilderness. Al¬ 
most all of Mr. Buel’s time was spent in devising baits for 
different species of fish and in testing them. He ma’de long 
trips to the Adirondacks, the lakes and rivers where these 
different species hved, in order to thoroughly test his new 
devices. When satisfied with the working of one he would 
secure a patent upon it, lap it away and go to work upon 
new ones. At first, he used to sa3% he had no idea of ever 
making the manufacture of fishing bait a business. But the 
sportsmen he met on these trips in the Adirondacks and 
elsewhere, as well as his neighbors, whom he always freely 
supplied with his baits, soon spread the reputation of his 
devices, and orders and requests from them poured in upon 
him from every part of the country. The result was that 
the furrier business soon gave way to a little rude machin¬ 
ery, and the manufacture of trolling and spinning baits was 
begun. This was nearly fifty years ago, and the little brick 
building on Canal street, during all that time, until within a 
very recent period, has been the place from which has come 
the great bulk of the fishing bait which has delighted the 
heart of all scientific fishermen. But the demand outgrew 
Mr. Buel’s facilities for supplying it. He positively refused 
to put in new and improved machinery, or to increase his 
force of workmen. The old shop grew dingy, cobwebs hung 
in festoons over the door and windows, the old-fashioned 
chairs and the empty dry goods box, known as the ‘seat of 
honor,’ stood ready to welcome all who called to talk with 
‘the judge,’as Mr. Bum became familiarly known in these 
later years, upon his favorite topic of fish and their habits, 
and to tell of famous exploits in days past. For the last ten 
or a dozen years Mr. Buel has been able to go fishing but 

very little, and less than a oear ago it became plain to him 
and his friends that he must give up. No man stood higher 
in the confidence and esteem of his neighbors than Julio T. 
Buel. For several years he was deputy collector of customs' 
for the district of Champlain, and he also filled various local 
offices. He had an inexhaustible fund of stories of his fish¬ 
ing experiences, and had an entertaining way of telling 
them,” 

SOUTHERN TIER ANGLERS. 

Last evening train No. 3 on the Erie road brought back 
jo Elmira the members of the Southern 'Tier Anglers’ 

Association, who were returning from their second annual 
excursion to the trouting streams of Potter county. Pa. 
Through the courtesy of John N. Abbott, general passenger 
agent, and Superintendent Cable, of the Erie road, a hand¬ 
some special car was provided for the excursionists. It was 
tastefully trimed with flags and bore an inscription which 
told what was going on in it. Train No. 39 drew it Tuesday 
morning to Addison, where it was'side-tracked, and the 
anglers betook themselves to the specitd train provided by 
Frank M. Baker, superintendant of the Addison and North¬ 
ern Pennsylvania railway.^ The engine and cars were trim¬ 
med with flags, and the big black-and-white inscription ban¬ 
ner was transferred from the Erie car to the main coach. 
Additions to the party were made at several points, and when 
all uames were on the list it read as follows: W. W. Fish, 
J. S. Fassett. C. H. Gridley, George M. Robinson, G. H. 
Parkhurst, G W. Treadwell, Ray Thompson. D. Atwater, 
.1. J. Bush, F. S. Rice, E. L. Adams, N. J. 'Thompson, 
Charles H. Baldwin, .lay S. Butler, "W. P. Fish, Daniel E. 
Rick, P. F. S. Slaymaker, R. J. Knox, Elmira; the Hon. 
William Sraythe, .Judge C. A. Clark and H. Austin Clark, 
Owego; C. S. Mather, Lawrenceville; W. L. Watrous, 
Waverly; J. F. Parkhurst, and C. L Pattlson, Elkland; 
Colonel J. M. .Jones, New York; W. A. Bayliss of the Erie; 
Editor Roberts of the Addison Admrtiser and the indefatig- 
gable, inexhaustible and justly popular superintendent of the 
A. & N. P. railway, Frank M. Baker. The rain which fell 
heavily in the morning, but, of course, could not subdue old 
fishermen, grew lighter and lighter, until at last it ceased 
entirely, and good weather ruled from that time out. The 
charming scenery, which makes the line of the A. & N. P. 
famous as one of the most picturesque in America, was fully 
enjoyed. At Elkland the pranks began. As the train stop¬ 
ped a boy in fantastic fishing gear came aboard, called 
loudly for a well known legislator and delivered to him a 
string of chub, as if filling an order. The laughter over 
this had scarcely died away, when another stop brought a 
box by express to a prominent dry good merchant containing 
a decorated codfish. At Knoxville a huge herb and vege¬ 
table bouquet, having in its depths a really desirable nosegay, 
was presented to an eligible bachelor editor. At Osceola a box 
was handed to a young man whose thinness is somewhat 
phenomena], and which was found to contain “something 
to hold him together”—a corset. Gaines was reached soon 
after 1 o’clock, and the anglers, tired with their forenoon’s 
search after trout, were escorted to the Hotel Vermilyea, 
where they found them in abundance. While waiting to 
hear the dinner bell some rare music was furnished by 
a wandering German minstrel, whose rendering of “Narra- 
gansett Bay” accompanied by physical contortions of his 
own invention upon the guit-ir, will never be forgotten. 
The excellent dinner was dispatched with all the relish and 
zest which fisherman’s appetites alone can furnish. The 
131'inted bill of far, elaborately prepared by the thin genius 
who received the corset, was a surprise to everybody. It 
was certainly unique. Stray copies which floated out into 
the hands of the public, were seized upon by the authorities 
and locked up as anarchists’ manifestoes. With the dessert 
came the impromptu speeches called out by Toastmaster 
Fassett. In the midst of this calamitous dispensation an 
elegant split-bamboo fishing rod was^ presented to Superin¬ 
tendent Baker. In addition to the other consideration a 
vote of thanks was given to W. H. Vermilyea and W. A. 
Rexford of the well managed hotel. This house by the way 
is the famous Izaak Walton house so long conducted by the 
late Horace Vermilyea, known as “Uncle Hod, the king of 
the rod.” It has been enlarged and improved and is a 
popular resort for fishermen. Engineer DeGroat’s whistle 
summoned the party and the train to Galeton, the terminus 
of the railway. There flue wagons received the members 
and carried them over the hills "and through the valleys to 
Germania, where August Voss, the landlord of the only 
gasthaus, gave them a hearty welcome and excellent accom¬ 
modations. After a first-class supper, the evening was 
pleasantly spent with cards, music, cigars, fireworks and 
preparations for the morrow’s fishing. The next morning’s 
sunrise found many^ of the anglers chasing the elusive trout, 
Fortunately Landlord Voss had secured "fifteen pounds the 
day before, and these were served in superb style by [Mrs. 
Voss for breakfast. Those who did not fish, and those who 
did, all enjoyed a season in the music room, bowling alleys, 
etc., of Herr Schwartzenbach's “brauerei,” which is the 
German for chemical laboratory, or something of that sort. 
Notwithstanding his kindness, "Herr Schwartzenbach malt- 
treated his visitors. Last evening the party drove back to 
Galeton and were given an unequalled trout dinner at the 
Ainsley House. Many Elmira fishermen know that the cook¬ 
ing of trout is done to perfection by Mrs. Ainsley, and those 
who do not should find it out by experience as soon as 
possible. The railway brought the association quickly 
homeward, a stop of an hour being made at Elkland, where 
one of the members, L. L. Pattison, entertained his com¬ 
rades in a most hospitable manner at his delightful home. 
As the train drew into Addison about nine o’clock the last 
of the firework stock was employed in giving the valley and 
village a reddish tint. It is said that an alarm of fire was 
given in the town because of the unusual sight, and the 
prolonged whistling of locomotives. Bidding Mr. Baker 
farewell and taking possession of the Erie car which was 
soon attached to No. 3. the party came home sadly ponder¬ 
ing on the fact that a whole year must elapse before they 
could go again.—Elmira, E. Y., Adterliser, May 37. 

“WooDCKAFT.”—When a man has spent a great many 
months in the woods, he presumably has learned something 
which other folks of less experience might find it worth 
while to know. After you have camped out as much as 
‘•Nessmuk” you yourself may gather as much woods lore as 
he has; but it will be rather a sensible thing for you now to 
secure his book “Woodcraft,” and from its pages gather a 
score or two of hints which will add to the comfort and 
pleasure of an angling or shooting or camping excursion. 
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Lake Erie Bass Fishing.—The Pelee party of Dayton 
anglers are ull at home again, sunburned and heartily pleased 
with their sojourn on the green isle of the lake, hut, accord¬ 
ing to the Dayton Journal, sorely disappointed with the fish¬ 
ing. But they were not exceptions to the rule. Bass were 
not running anywhere in the lake. No one of the various 
parties from Cincinnati, Louisnlle, Columbus, Springfield, 
Toledo, Chicago and New York captured the fifth part of an 
average May string. As a rule, each boat with two good 
anglers, expects to return to the sojourning place in the 
evening after an all-day’s devotion to the bass with a string 
of forty to sixty bass, and often more. This time the boats 
did not average above six or eight bass each all day long. 
Some of the best rodmen did not get a bite some days and 
were accordingly skunked. One-half the Dajton party of 
ten were served that way one day, and some congratulated 
themselves on taking even one. The stories published from 
Put-in-Bay were pure inventions. There is absolutely no 
rod-fishing at Put-in-Bay or near it, at any time. All the 
good catches reported from that point are made by parties 
who sail from thence in steamers to the East Sister, Cold 
Harbor, Old Hen and Chickens, Gull Island Keef and Pelee 
Islands. The Pelee Club at Sheridan Point, on the north¬ 
western corner of the island, and who have the most extrava¬ 
gant angler’s outfit in the United States, had no belter luck 
than others, notwithstanding their two steamers, one for sup¬ 
plies and mail, the other for sport. They have two oarsmen 
for each of their tishiug boats, and fish to much better ad¬ 
vantage than less expensive parties. This party represents 
over $50,000,000 of capital, embracing such wealthy men as 
Hon. Charles Farwell, Marshal Field, Potter Palmer, Eynar- 
son and others of Chicago. The club numbers thirty-four 
members. Their original assessment was $1,000 each, their 
annual dues are $.300 each, and current expenses during fish¬ 
ing seasons added. They live in luxury, and are enthusiastic 
anglers. The Letfel party of Springfield, eighteen .strong, 
had a commodious tug and made Put-in-Bay their head¬ 
quarters. They had no better luck than the rest of us, 
although they sailed all over the late. The Middle Bass 
party, mainly from Toledo, and the Cleveland Club, at 
Ballast Island, were equally unlucky. The weather was fair 
and intensely hot, aud'the water so elear that the bottom at 
ten or twelve feet depth was plainlj^ visible. Most of the 
anglers have returned home and the spring fishing season for 
1886 may be said to be practically ended. Yarious theories, 
none of them conclusive, are advanced for the failure of the 
bass—which are as conspicuously absent from the pounds as 
from the cunning rods of expdrt fishermen. The pound men 
cannot explain the mystery. Some assert that the bass had 
their run before the season opened, but this is contradicted 
by the fact that the pounds did not catch many. Had the 
bass run as usual, the pounds would have demonstrated it. 
Others assert that the bass have not yet come up the lake, 
but that is illogical, the season for running having passed 
two weeks ago. The most plausible theory for their non¬ 
biting is that the fish are on their spawning beds. No matter 
what was the cause, the spring of 1886 in Lake Erie for bass 
fishing will be recorded as a dismal failure. 

Chateahgay Lake, Adirondacks, May 20.—For the troll¬ 
ing season this lake is unsu^assed by any lake in the State 
of its size. In 8i days I caught 21 salmon trout, besides a 
good many brook trout, the salmon going from 3 to 7i 
pounds, the speckled from i to li, although very early for 
brook trout. Others have done as well or better. Alto¬ 
gether about 200 salmon trout were taken this season, which 
IS as good as any lake in the State can furnish for the same 
area. In the summer we have the best of fly-fishing, trout 
having been caught weighing 5^ pounds, salmon tipping the 
beam at 22 pounds. Not a bad record for a small lake. One 
afternoon 9 salmon were taken which dressed 65 pounds. 
Indian Point is a pleasant house on the lake, the proprietor, 
R. M. Shutts, is a genial sportsman and host and has had 
thirty years’ experience in the Adirondacks, and is a perfect 
guide either in pursuit of deer or the speckled beauties of 
the water—E. W. Cook. The season opened two weeks 
earlier than usual here. We had a good catch of salmon, 
running from three to fifteen pounds. The trout season 
opens fair with good catches. Deer are all around us. and 
are robbing my cow of her pasture, but thanks to our legis¬ 
lators, they will soon be more “shy.”—R. M. Shutts (Cha- 
teaugay Lake, N. Y.\_ 

Attaching Droppers.—Centralia, Pa.—Editor Forest 
and Stream: I inclose a cord tied so that you may see how I 
attach droppers to the leader. No doubt your readers will 

understand it without a long description. If droppers are 
not to be used and only the stretcher fly attached, then omit 
the first loop and you have a straight leader. I think tliis a 
better airangement than the one illustrated by “Percy val” 
in your issue of April 15. The leader can be shortened or 
lengthened at pleasure, and the droppers can be placed at 
any distance desired.—Spicewood. 

Lake St. Joseph.—Editor Forest and Stream: I noticed 
a paragraph in a late number of your valuable paper, relat¬ 
ing to Lake St. Joseph, near Quebec, Canada. This lake is 
a very fine, but by no means a new one. But the Quebec & 
St, John Railway is now opening out some splendid fishing 
grounds in that direction. There is good trout and black 
bass fishing in the lake, also large ’lunge or great lake trout 
are sometimes taken. The Messrs. Watters and son wish to 
pose as great fishermen and are frequently informing the 
public, through the press, of the wonderfully large fish they 
catch, but never relate that they take them otf night lines 
at the wee sma’ hours of the morning and not in the “after¬ 
noon,” as stated. As this style of fishing is illegal, these 
lines which, by the way, were quite a curiosity, being one- 
quarter of an inch thick,with some fifty or sixty hooks and ten 
pound sinkers attached, were seized and exhibited in Quebec 
with the owner’s name placed on them. It is said that these 
splendid ’lunge can always be obtained fresh at the hotel from 
ten to fifteen cents per pound; therefore strangers need no 
ropes nor get up at unearthly hours to procure these fish. It 
may not be sportsmanhke, but thej’^ need not retiun home 
with empty baskets,—Vbrrum Sap. 

The “Sun’s” Fish Yarns.—Editor Forest and Stream: 
About two weeks ago there appeared in the Sun an article in 
regard to the trout fishing in Eastern Pennsylvania, which 
was calculated to make any decent trout rod jump out of its 
case, put itself together, thrust itself into the hand of its 
owner, and drag him willy nilly to the scene of such astound¬ 
ing piscatorial exploits. Now, I do not mean to contradict, 
impugn, or even question the strict accuracy of the state¬ 
ments in the article aforesaid, notwithstanding the result of 
previous investigations of such matters. All I wish to say is 
this: I sent a copy of the newspaper, having marked the 
article with red ink (it was so ink-redible, you know), to the 
proprietor of a certain village hotel in the heart of the Mon¬ 
roe county trout region, and asked him to tell me what he 
knew about the alleged facts concerning the capture of so 
many one, two and three pound trout in his vicinity. Here 
is his reply, received to-day. Neither his grammar nor 
orthography is as good, perhaps, as that of some of your 
deer hounding legislators at Albany, but he always tells the 
truth: “Dear ser,' I recieved yours and aboute the fishing up 
thair I dont now, that seams like a big fish story I would 
like to se you a gain. Yours truly —.”—K. (Perth Amboy, 
N. J., May 28). _ 

Fly-Fishing for Shad.—Holyoke, Mass., May 31.— 
Nothing new on last week’s report of shad fishing. On 
Friday, 28th inst., they ran the net all day; result, two sha,d. 
Up to noon to-day, four shad. Fishing not a shadow of its 
former self. Unless the Massachusetts Commissioners of 
Fisheries commence hatching here again through August 
and September, the shad industry of this place is done. 
Anglers will have to try the Housatonlc; Chatahoochie at 
at Columbus, Georgia. If taken at Columbus in deep 
water, why not in the Hudson and other streams where the 
shad abound? It is all folly, a scientific stick in the mud, 
to say shad don’t feed in fresh water. All nature proclaims 
against such a theory, at the very time when all their powers 
are called into the most active exertions, going up stream 
against strong currents and turbulent waters, and reproduc¬ 
ing their species, the most eventful period of their watery 
lives, unless it is out of the water into the frying pan.— 
Thomas Chalmers._ 

Lake Drummond. Belvidere, N. C.—The skipper of the 
Coot, in his map of last issue, does not give “Lake Drum¬ 
mond” sufficient prominence. In accordance with his scale, 
he makes it only about 3x4 miles, while in reality it is 6x7 
miles anl a most picturesque piece of very deep and clear 
“juniper water,” with excellent bass and perch fishing for 
those who know the ropes—no “greenies” or “fancy fisher¬ 
men” need apply—only those “to the manor born” can suc¬ 
ceed there, i. e., only those who have had experience, or 
have an experienced guide, can do enough to pay for the in¬ 
convenience of getting in and out. The Dismal Swamp canal 
was cut for the purpose of getting at the Yalencia cypress 
and juniper timber of that region and not the pine, as repre¬ 
sented by “C. P. K.” although much pine is now rafted 
through the various canals, from the highlands of the differ¬ 
ent easterns counties of North Carolina.—A. F. R. 

Notes prom New Orleans.—The watei-s in the bayous 
of the Mississippi Sound are fast clearing and settling. 
Silver fish have been seen round the Rigolets, and fishermen 
are preparing to go out to capture them.-A new sporting 
club has been formed at Look Out. It is composed of twelve 
members, comprising the leading business) men of the city, 
and is called the Pearl River Club.-There is on the tapis 
a pegging fish match. In this each contestant is tied to a 
peg on the border of a stream and fishes there a certain 
length of lime. The one catching the least number of fish Efor the dinner.-Quite a crowd assembled in front of 

ich 27, at West End, yesterday, to view the big catch 
made by Sam Merlin, it was the biggest thing of the kind 
ever hooked in these waters, the monster garfish weighing 
150 pounds and was fully six feet in length. 

fennel. 

FIXTURES. 

FIELD TRIALS. 

Nov. 8.—Second Annual Field Tn'als of the Western Field Trials 
Association, at Abilene, Kan. R. C. Van Horn, Secretary, Kansas 
City, Mo. 

Nov. 22.—Eighth annual field trials of the Eastern Field Trials Club, 
at High Point, N. C. W. A. Coster, Secretary, Flatbush, Kings 
county, N. Y. 

DOG SHOWS. 

July 20, 21, 22 and 28.—Milwaukee Dog Show. John D. Olcott, Man 
ager, Milwaukee, Wis. 

Aug. 21, 2.1, 26 and 27.—First Annual Dog Show of the Latonia 
Agricultural Association, Covington, Ky. George H. Hill, Manager, 
P. O. Box 76, Cincinnati, O. 

Sept. 14,15,16 and 17.—First fall dog show of the New Jersey Ken 
nel Club, Waverly, N. J. A. P. Vredenburg, secretary, Bergen Point 
N. J. _ 

WILKESBARRE DOG SHOW. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

I herewith send a few notes on the Wilkesban*e dog show, 
which opened for three days on May 25, but as I had just suf¬ 
ficient time to get through with my classes and catch the 
train for Philadelphia, I had no opportunity of looking at the 
setter or beagle classes. The show was got up for the benefit 
of the armory fund, for which a fair is also being held in the 
city, and the gentlemen in charge deserve the greatest credit 
for the way in which the show was an-anged and managed. 
The dogs were nicely and comfortably benched in the old 
Armoiy building, a good ring was provided for the jud^ng, 
and in addition we had a well printed catalogue, for which I 
suppose we must thank Mr. TV. H. Tuck, the secretary. In 
mastiff dogs oar old friend Agi-ippa had a walk over anS. also 
beat Duchess for the special. It was a close thing between 
the litter sisters Duchess and Rena, but the extra height and 
better head of Duchess turned the scale. The Rev. Chas. P. 
Kelley won first and second in St. Bernards with Bonivard II. 
and Cassandra. Both were out of condition and Cassandi'a 
had a big litter of puppies in her stall. Newfoundlands were 
tlie usual collection, fii-st going to a black and white of good 
iize, but cm-ly coat, and second to a short coat, black dog, 
^eak in head, 
; As Mr. Lindsay was imable to attend the show I was sot 
down for pointers, but had only five in two classes. The 

I three dogs were an odd lot. Sweep was the best in head and 
style, but is shelly. Fred, liver, is deficient in quality and 
wide in front. Trump was as fat as a pig. very thick in head 
and crooked in front. Of the two bitches, I gave first to Dora, 
as Beau Beau was in shocking condition. The winning span¬ 
iels are nearly all old friends, the only new face of conse¬ 
quence being Hornell Fancy, of the same buff color as the one 
shown at the Fanciers’ show. It oi^ht to turn out a good one, 
but it was very timid in the ring. The four fox-terriers made 
up a very poor class, and I stretched it to give Nellie a second 
prize; but she was of the right size and the othei-s were giants. 
The winning coUie, Major, was a very fair specimen and won 
easily. Only one half-bred terrier wasshown as a bulldog, and 
got nothing; but the bull-terrier class was a good one, thanks 
to Mr. Dole’s entry of four. Count of eoui-se won, and the fraud body and make up of Mark-Eyed Victor was not to be 

enied in comparison with his mother’s weak head and wall¬ 
eye and Lady in TVhite’s lack of condition. This is anew bitch 
of Mr. Dole’s, wonderfully good in head. 

A class for Skyes was filled with rough terriers and with 
three of the same sort in the miscellaneous class. A very fair 
lot of six was picked out for a rough terrier class; a blue sad¬ 
dle and tan dog got fiist and next came a pure white, shown 
too fat, but good in coat. Thumb, the winning pug, is of good 
size and otherwise a fair little dog. Ky-ky was not in condi¬ 
tion to show off well. Sir Lucifer, fi'esh from his great victqi^ 
at St. Louis, excited the curiosity of the country folks. He 
won easily enough in the large miscellaneous class, and Boss, 
a Mexican hairless, was as easy a winner in the small class. 
Mrs. Kramer had the Italian greyhound pi-izes all to hex-self. 
The last class was greyhounds, and Begonia won fi-om what 
must have been a good dog at one time, but he was showing 
too many signs of old age to beat the bitch. Following is a 
complete list of the 

AWARDS. 
MASTIFFS.—Dog’.<.- 1st, Lackawauua Kennels’Agrippa. Bitches: 

1st, G. U. SturdevantA Co.’s Duchess; 2d, Col. S. H. Sturdevant’s 
Rena. 

A North Carolina Bass.—Belvidere, N. C., May 24.— 
A friend of mine caught a bass of the big-mouthed persua¬ 
sion last week which pulled down the scales at ten pounds 
strong two hours after being caught. The fish was caught 
in a millpond near this ‘‘hamlet,” and was a “tighter from 
away back.”—A. F, R. 

Dr. j. a. Henshall is making an extended pleasure trip 
up the Mississippi River in company with Judge Long worth, 
of Cincinnati. The party are on J udge Longworth’s pleas¬ 
ure yacht Co, specially- built and fitted up for such cruising. 
Dr. Henshall’s address is care Geo. B. EJlard, Esq., 158 East 
Thu'd street, Cincinnati. 

Columbus Casthig Tournament,—The anglers of Co¬ 
lumbus, O., are talking of a fly-casting tournament. Persons 
interested should address Mr. W. H. Miller, Box 245, Co¬ 
lumbus, O. 

Every pair of Allen’s bow facing oars warranted. Send for little 
catalogue free. Fred A. Allen, Monmouth, HI.—Ado. 

PROTECTING NEW YORK OYSTER BEDS.—Fisb Com¬ 
missioner E. G. Blackford has appointed Josepli W. Mersereau 
of Staten Island, State Oyster Protector. The bill creating 
the office provides that it shall not be lawful for any person 
or persons, corporation or corporations, to place or cause to 
be placed in any waters within the jiu'isdiction of the State, 
any sludge acid or other refuse matter, resulting fi'om the 
manufacture or process of manufacture, or treatment of 
crude or refined material from any oil refinery, or oil works, 
any sugar refinery or sugar works, or from any gas house or 
building or buildings used for the making of gas, or to deposit 
in the watei-s anj' substance injiu-ious to o.yster culture. The 
law further provides that it shall not be lawful to throw or 
cause to be thrown from any boat, scow or vessel whatsoever 
into the wacei’s of Long Island Sound, or into the bays ox- 
harbors opening into the same west of a line dx-awn fx’om 
Eaton’s Neck due north to the boundary line between New 
York State axid the State of Connecticut any cindei-s, ashes, 
refuse or garbage. The Pish Cominissiouer is authox-ized by 
the law to appoint a person, who shall be knoAvn as the 
State Oyster Protectox-, whose duty it shall be to patrol 
under the directions or the Fish Commissioner the oyster 
regions of the State. The salary of the Protectox- is fixed at 
81,000 per annum and expenses. Mr. Mersereau is an old 
oyster planter, but of late years has been in the employ of the 
Pennsylvania Railroad Company. His application was in¬ 
dorsed by the oyster growers of Staten Island, and the dealers 
at the foot of TVest Tenth street, He will enter on tlie di§T 
charge of bis duties at once. 

ST. BERNARDS.—1st and 2d, Rev. C. F. Kelley's Bonivard II. and 
Cassandra. 

NEVVFOGNDLANDS.—1st, W. Bauer’s Cimarron; 2d, G. H. Par¬ 
rish’s Rover. 

POINTBRS.—Dogs: 1st, G. H. Butler’s Sweep; 2d, W. W. McCain’s 
Fred. High com., J. Laniug’s Trump. Bitches: 1st, J. Laning’s 
Dora; 2d, Lackawanna Kennels’ Beau Beau. 

ENGLISH SETTERS. —Dogs: 1st, Prof. E. R. Sprague’s Royal Dale; 
2d, G. R. Wright’s RoUo. Very high com., T. S. Sperring’s Flight. 
High com.E. O. Weeks’s Don. Com., Dr. E. Troxell’s Duke. Bitches: 
Ist, H. Bowkley’s May; 2d, H, M. Beck’s Victox-ia Dale. Very high 
com., M. Coolbaugh’s 'riinket. 

IRISH SETTERS.—Dogs.' 1st, I. H. Roberts’s Bruce; 2d, R. A. Spald¬ 
ing’s Garry. Very high com., L. B. Hillard’s Mickey Free. Com., G. 
L. Darte’s Rex. Bitches; 1st, 2d and very high com., I. H. Roberts’s 
Hebe, Jessie and Little Nell. Very high com., W. W. KendaU’s Lorna 
Dooue. Com., C. A. Quick’s Glennie. Jfuppies: 1st, C. A. Quick’s 
Glennie. Very high com., S. C. Struther’s Fashion II. High com., 
J. B. Woodard’s Mack. 

FIELD SPANIELS.—1st and 2d, Hornell Spaniel Club’s Hornell 
Mikado and Hornell Dan. High com., S. Ayers’s Barney. 

COCKER SPANIELS.—Black—1st, American Cocker Kennels’ Doc; 
2d and very high com., Hornell Spaniel Club’s Hornell Jockaud 
Hornell Silk. Very high com., W. T. Payne’s Suzette and Lackawanna 
Kennels’ Bubble. Com., W. Ricketts’s Jack.—Other thax Black— 
1st, 2d and very high com., Hornell Spaniel Club’s Hornell Fancy, 
Hoi-uell Belle U. and Hornell Tri-color. Very high com., M. Martin’s 
Gipsey. High com., F. Bullard’s Psyche. 

BEAGLES.—Dogs: 1st, J. Kaschenbach’s Driver; equal 2d, W. F. 
Streeter’s Frisk and Rally wood. Very high com., H. C. Wolfe’s 
Friskey. Bitches: 1st, W. F. Streeter’s Lizzie: 2d, J. C. Huntington’s 
Betsy. Very high com., O. Smith’s Swift. Under 12 Ixches.—1st 
and 2d, W. F. Steeter’s Marchboy II. and Skipper. Very high com., 

, H. C. Wolfe’s Frank. 

' FOXTERRIERS.—lat, withheld; G. Deearie’s Nellie. 

COLLIES.—1st, A. N. Harvey’s Major; 2d, O. Thomas’s Zeus. High 
com., E. Huff’s Tip. Com., Gen. P. Oliver’s Nemo. 

BULLDOGS.—Prizes withheld. 

BULLTERRIERS.—1st, F. F. Dole’s Count; 2d, F. M. Chase’s Mark- 
Eyed Victor. Very high com. and high com., F. F. Dole’s Young 
Venom, Lady in White and The Baron. 

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.—Isc, P. H. Gates’s Fly; 2d, W. L 
& J. L. Carey’s Zip. 

ROUGH TERRIERS.—Open—1st. F. A. Phelps’s Budge; 2d. J. A. 
Waring’s Beauty. Very high com. J. Langford’s Tony. 

TOY TERRIERS.—1st, N. Wolfe’s Nig; 2d, D. L. Hart’s Tiny. 

PUGS.—1st and 2d, G. W. Fisher’s Thumb and Ky Ky. High com., 
J. Howell’s Nankipoo. 

GREYHOUNDS.—1st, H. W. Huntington's Begonia; 2d, Gen. P. 
Oliver’s Flash. 

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.—1st, 2d, very high com. and high com., 
Mrs. Annie M. Kramer’s Tiny. Eflle, Dixie and Don. High com. and 
com., Lackawanna Kennels’ Posey and Dot. 

MISCELLANEOUS.—Over 25lbs —1st, Glencoe Collie Kennels’ Sir 
Lucifer; 2d, Lackawanna Kennels’ Muff. Very high com., E. G. Butz- 
bach’s Jumbo.—Under 26lbs.—1st, L. T. Morgan's Boss; 2d, W. J. 
McLaughlin’s Tip. 

SPECIAL PRIZES. 
Best brace of pugs, Thumb and Ky Ky. Best beagle, Marchboy II.; 

mastiff, Agrippa; cocker spaniel. Doc; English setter. Royal Dale; 
porting kennel, f. H- Roberts; non-sporting kennel, F, F. Dole. 
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PACIFIC COAST DERBY. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I send yon herewith a correct list of the entries for the 

puppy stake at the next meeting of the Pacific Coast Field 
Trial CJub, to be held in December next. Somehow the num¬ 
ber of eligible youngsters is very small this year, but there 
are scores of little fellou's whose owners expect to be heard 
from next year. It would not surprise me if the list of puppy 
entries in 1887 would number forty to fifty. It will be noticed 
that there is a preponderance of pointers this A’^ear, but the 
California Kennels (Post and Watson), of this city, have now 
one litter of pixps from Janet (Count Noble—Dashing Novice), 
by their Harold, Utter brother to Gath’s Hope and Gath’s Mark. 
Their Sweetheart (litter sister to Janet) has just arrived home 
from her long trip to Tennessee, whither she went to visit 
Sportsman. In about a week she will add several youngsters 
to increase the stock of pure bred dogs in this State. These 
blue blooded setters will come in contact next year with young 
pointers sired by Vandevort’s Don, Cosby’s Bow, Jr., Bar¬ 
ney’s Tom Pinch, and tire Bassford Kennels. There is a pros¬ 
pect of this year’s trials being held in the San Joaquin Valley, 
where birds are plentiful, the ground level, and the cover 
more like that where the Eastern trials are run, It is of no 
use to attempt to have field trials in a chapparal thicket. 

The great trouble here is to get for judges men who have 
had experience at field trials. Many members of the club hope 
that Mr. Vandevort will consent to act as one of the judges 
this year. The entries closed May 1, with a forfeit of $.5 and 
$15 additional to fill. Fifty per cent, of the entrance money 
goes to the winner, thhty per cent, to second and twenty per 
cent, to third. 

POINTERS. 

Frail (J. M. Bassford, Jr., Vacaville, Cal.)—Liver and white 
bitch, age not stated (Lemmie B.—Beautiful Queen). 

Climax (E. W. Briggs, San Francisco Cal.)—Lemon and 
white dog, one year (Bang Bang—Bellona). 

Jaybird (E. R. Robbins, Sacramento, Cal.)—Liver and 
white dog, nine months (Bow, Jr.—Ashe). 

Fleet (H. A. Bassford,Vacaville,Cal.)—Liver and white dog, 
age not stated (Lemmie B.—Beautiful Queen). 

Ben Cotton (H. C. Brown, Sacramento, Cal.)—Liver and 
white dog, five months (Bow, Jr.—Jessie Belle.) 

Prude (H. C. Brown, Sacramento, Cal.)—Liver and white 
bitch, five mouths (Bow, Jr.—Jessie Belle). 

Vaneaux (G. T. Allender, Marin, Cal.)—Liver; and white 
dog. ten months (Glen R.—Josie Bow). 

Professor (G. W. Bassford, Vacaville, Cal.)—Liver and 
white dog, ten months (Glen R.—Josie Bow). 

Sancho Panza (N. E. White, Sacramento, Cal.)—Liver and 
white dog, nine months (Bow, Jr.—Ashe). 

ENGLISH setters. 

Shot (Chas. Kaeding, San Francisco, Cal.)—Black, white 
and tan dog, nine months (Regent—Fannie). 

Mab (E. G. Eastman, Oakland, Cal.)—Black, white and tan 
bitch, thirteen months (Regent -Sybil II.). N. E. White. 

Saorasiento, Cal., May 11. 

DOG SHOW SECRETARIES. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I have received a letter from Mr. H. B. Hanford saying I 

q^uoted him correctly. He writes me as follows: “President 
Gregg certainly did say to me, 'This is a poor place for pro¬ 
tests ; we don’t bother much with them;’ to wliich I answered 
that ‘if the society couid not “bother” itself enough to see that 
justice was done, it could not expect to have many New York 
exhibitors at its next show.’ ” 

Mr. Hanford wUl furnish an affidavit as above should Mr. 
Gregg deny his rash assertion. President Gregg is in a hole, 
and the only thing for him to do is to puU the hole in after 
him. _ t V. M. H. 

Editor Forest a.nd Stream: 
On the above subject I would like to say that I find that I 

have been unjust to the Pittsburgh committee in my stric¬ 
tures on their refusal of the protest in the St. Bernard puppy 
class. In common with many others, I had got the idea firm¬ 
ly fixed in my mind that the puppy class was restricted to 
twelve months and under. The fact is that by the most mar¬ 
vellous blunder I ever saw in a premium list, the ages for 
puppies were not given in several classes, among them mas¬ 
tiffs, St. Bernards, and Newfoundlands. (As the Pittsbui’gh 
club is death on setters, they got this fixed at eighteen months.) 
Now what a committee ought to do under such circumstances, 
I confess, is a little too deep for me. All other exhibitors in 
the mastiff and St. Bernard classes had taken it as under 
twelve months, and with the exception of the winning puppy, 
all were undei’ that age. But when a committee does not spe¬ 
cify the age of a puppy class, what is the right thing to do is 
somewhat of a puzzler. 

Nothing, however, can justify such action as “V. M. H.” 
reports the president to have taken. To say to a protestor, 
who was apparently in good faith, that the club would not 
act on protests, was simply the most atrocious piece of high 
handed injustice I have ever yet known in connection with 
dog shows. If this is not disproved, the exhibitor who ex¬ 
hibits there again, will certainly be a fool, unless he “ stands 
in.” I note that “V. M. H.” does not say that this was within 
his knowledge, and if he has proof of it, he certainly owes it to 
the doggy public to give it. J trust, however, for the sake of 
so old a show as Pittsburgh, that there has been some mistake 
about it. W. Wade. 

HffLTON, Pa., May 24, 1886. 

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE A. K. C.—The annual meet¬ 
ing of the American Kennel Club which was called for the 
29th ult.- at the Hoffman House, was not held. Another 
illustration of tliis organization’s way of doing things. This 
was an important meeting of the most important club in the 
country; yet, there was no quorum. Proxies were in abund¬ 
ance, but it was unamoniously decided, by those present, that 
the proxies could not be counted as club representatives, un¬ 
less there was a quorum, as Section 3 of Rule 10 stipulates 
that “At any regular or special meeting of this Association, 
five members in person shall constitute a quojum.” As it 
was, there were only three. L. L. Morgan of the Hartford 
Club, J. O. Donner of the Westminster, and C. J. Peshall of 
the New Jersey Club. Mr. Vredenbnrgh was at his post, but 
he acts as secretary only. The Hartford, National Field 
Trials, Montreal, Cincinnati and Pittsburgh clubs had not 
even the courtesy to communicate with the secretary, and 
state their inability to send a representative, or to mail their 
proxies. The meeting is adjourned to Thursday, June 10, at 
8 P. M. _ 

SPANIEL JUDGING AT NEW YORK.—“Senex” used to 
charge the Hornell Club with “selling the little ones for cock¬ 
ers and the big ones for field spaniels.” If his shades could 
revisit this earth, how they would haunt the spaniel judge at 
the late Westminster show for awarding a prize to Brahmin 
as a cocker, and also a prize to his son Bandit as a field spaniel! 
These awards suggest a few queries. Does Mr. Kirk consider 
a field spaniel and a cocker sjianiel as the same except as to 
weight? If so, why does he not exert his influence to have 
the “cocker” class abolished, and the field spaniel class made 
into two divisions for large and small dogs respectively? If 
Mi‘. K. does consider the cocker a distinct type or breed, it 
certainly would seem that the prize should have been with¬ 
held from one of the dogs mentioned on the ground of being 
cross-bred.—Brindle. 

DOG LOST.—Stolen about May 10, the all black Newfound¬ 
land dog Major. He is rather small, flat-coated, carries tail 
low. About four years old. His front teeth are a good deal 
worn down from carrying sticks and stones. He is' believed 
to have been sent to some other city. Any one who may 
recognize him will confer a favor by comrnunicating with 
William Burke, Forest and Stream blHce. 

KENNEL NOTES. 

KENNEL NOTE BLANKS.—For the convenience of breeders we 
have prepared a series of blanks for “Names Claimed,” “Whelps," 

“Bred” and “Sales.” All Kennel Notes must be sent to us on these 
blanks, which Vidll be forwarded to any address on receipt of 

stamped and directed envelope. Send for a set of them. Sets of 

200 of any one form, bound, for retaining duplicates, sene postpaid, 
30 cents. 

NAMES CLAIMED. 

Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Ben Adam. By Jas. W. Bullock, Cincinnati, O . for fawn mastiff 
dog, whelped Dee, 10, 1885, by Adam J. (A.K.E. 3367) out of Yolande 
(A.K.R. .3364). 

Budge, Smudge, Quaker and Shaker. By Essex Kennels, Andover, 
Mass , for fawn pug dogs, whelped March 11, 1886, by Tam (Yoimg 
Toby—,Tudy) out of Titania (A.K.R. 471). 

Januh. By Empire State Kennels. Savannah. Ga., for white, with 
brindle markings, bull bitch, whelped Nov. 25, 1885, by Boz (A K.R. 
443) out of Bellona (A.K E. 173). 

Lady Glen. By Detroit Kennel Club, Detroit, Mich., for liver and 
white pointer bitch, whelped Dec. 17, 1886, by King Bow (Bow—Talley) 
out of Sue (Hindoo—Princess Bow). 

Little Jim. By Detroit Kennel Club. Detroit. Mich., for black.white 
and tan fox-terrier dog, whelped April 10, 1886, by Wasp (Vakeel- 
Village Belle) out of Fannie (Fincher-Dummy). 

Countess Vashta. By Detroit Kennel Club, Detroit, Mich., for 
lemon and white pointer bitch, whelped Dec. 12, 1885. by King Bow 
(Bow—Taffee) out of Ruby Oroxteth (Croxteth-Seitner’s Lass). 

Yomig Bow. By Detroit Kennel Club, Detroit. Mich., for liver and 
white pointer dog, whelped Dec. 12,1885, bv King Bow (Bow—Taffee) 
out of Ruby Croxteth (Croxtelh—Seitner’s Lass). 

Bradstone. By Detroit Kennel Club, Detroit, Mich., for black.white 
and tan Llewellin setter dog, whelped Feb. 26,1886, by Pride of Dixie 
(Gladstone—Countess Druid) out of Victory (Count Rapier—Reign). 

Bow's Beauty and Lady Pearl. By Detroit Kennel Club, Detroit, 
Mich., for liver and white ticked pointer hitches,whelped Dec. 17,1886, 
by King Bow (Bow—Taffee) out of Sue (Hindoo—Princess Bow). 

Elaine and Alice. By Detroit Kennel Club, Detroit. Micb., for 
black cocker spaniel bitches, whelped March 31, 18S6, bv Jack out of 
Nellie. 

BRED. 

Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Newton Abbot Lady-Young Obo. A. Clinton Wilnierding’s (New 
York) spaniel bitch Newton Abbot Lady (Bend Or—Lady Bird) to J. 
P. Willey’s Young Obo. April 1. 

Queen Bess—King Ban. W. B. Seaman's (Elizabeth, N. J.) red Irish 
setter bitch Queen Bess (A.K.R. 1970) to Chas. T. Barney’s King Ban 
(Elcho—Bess), May 3. 

Cora of Wetherall—Rockingham. F. Windholz’s (New York) Eng¬ 
lish setter bitch Cora of Wetherall (Sir Alister—Mena) to his Rocking¬ 
ham (Belthus—Bess), May 21. 

Edith—Shady. C. E. Gilchrist’s (Charlestown, Mass.) cocker span¬ 
iel bitch Edith (Brush II.-Olivia) to F. H. Perrin’s Shady (A.K.R. 
2085), May 22. 

Rosa—Bracket. J. H. Phelan’s (Jersey City. N. J.) pointer bitch 
Rosa (A.K.R. 144.3) to Graphic Kennels’Bracket (Graphic—Bloomo), 
April 22. 

Revel in.—LonaM. Graphic Kennels’(Jersey City. N. J.) pointer 
bitch Revel HI. (Graphic—Beryl) to their Donald (Bob—Sappho), 
April 26 and 28. 

Lucia—Bracket. D. S. Gregory's (New York) pointer bitch Lucia 
(Croxteth—Belle) to Graphic Kennels’ Bracket ((Irapbic—Bloomo), 
May 17. 

Seph G.—Graphic. J. B. S. Holmes's (Goldshorough) pointer 
bitch Seph G. (Scray—Dart) to Graphic Kennels’ Graphic (A.K.R. 
2411), April 17 ana 18. 

Daphne 11.—Essex. Essex Kennels’ (Andover. Mass.) St. Bernard 
bitch Daphne II. (A K.R. 489) to their Essex (A.K.R. 931), May 3. 

Daphne K.—Bob. F. W. White’s (Worcester, Mass.) pointer bitch 
Daphne K. (Prince—Chip) to G. W. Araory’s Boh (Bang—Princess 
Kate). April 20. 

Judy—Duke. F. A. Smith’s (Detroit, Mich.) png bitch Judy (Fuggy 
—Flossy) to D. M. Ferry’s imported Duke, May 12. 

Flash-Barney. Detroit Kennel Club’s (Detroit, Mich.) fox-terrier 
bitch Flash (Trogan—Fannie) to W. W. Wheaton’s Barney (Peter 11. 
Fawn), April 28. 

Bow Queen—King Bow, Detroit Kennel Club’s (Detroit, Mich.) Eng¬ 
lish setter hitch Bow Queen (Sleaford—Dawn) to their King Bow (Bow 
—Taffee). May 4. 

Ruby Croxteth—King Boiv. Detroit Kennel Club’s (Detroit, Mich.) 
pointer bitch Ruby Croxteth (Croxteth-Seitner’s Lass) to their King 
Bow (Bow—Taffee), April 29. 

Sue—King Bow. Detroit Kennel Club's (Detroit, Mich.) pointer 
bitch Sue (Hindoo—Princess Bow) to their King Bow (Bow—Taffee), 
May 14. 

Reign—Dashing Berwyn. Detroit Kennels’ (Detroit, Mass.) Llewel- 
liii setter bitch Reign (Belton—Breeze) to Arnold Burges’s Dashing 
Berwyn (Dash IL—Countess Bear), May 11. 

Early Dawn—Dashing Berwyn. Detroit Kennels’ (Detroit, Mich.) 
Llew'elJin setter bitch Early Dawn (Nixey—Princess Louise)to Arnold 
Burges’s Dashing Monarch (Dash II.—Countess Beard), May 5. 

WHELPS. 
1^“ Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Topsey. E. H. Moore’s (Melr'^so, Mass.) St. Bernard bitch Topsey 
(A.K.R. 3262),'April 28, tliree dogs, by his Merchant Prince. 

Countess. E. H. Moore’s (Melrose, Mass.) mastiff bitch Countess 
(A.K.R. 2220). May 3, twelve (six dogs), by his Ilford Caution. 

Bess. E. H. Moore’s (Melrose, Mass,) mastiff bitch Bess (A.K.R. 
2977), May 7, ten (five dogs), by his Ilford Caution. 

Brown Betty. A. W. Day’s (Dunellen, N. J.) spaniel bitch Brown 
Betty (A.K.R. 3608), May 5, five (two dogs), by A. Clinton Wil raerding's 
Black Prince (A.K.R. 62j; four black and one liver; two bitches since 
dead. 

Zona. Wm. H. Moseley’s (New Haven, Conn.) spaniel bitch Zona 
(A.K.R 1881), April 2, seven (four dogs), by A. Clinton Wilmerding’s 
Black Prince (A.K.R. 62j; six black and one liver; one aog since dead. 

Florrie. Samuel Coulson’s (Montreal, Can.) red Irish setter bitch 
Florrie (Glencbo—Biddy), May 21, eleven (lour dogs), by bis Shaun 
Rime (Conn—Nan). 

Bernice V. E. H. Moore’s (Melcose, Mass.) St. Bernard hitch Ber¬ 
nice V. (A.K.R. 3008), April 83, ten (six dogs), by his Merchant 
Prince. 

Flame. John G. Tod’s (Harrisburg, Tex.) red Irish setter bitch 
Flame (Von—Floss), April 29, thirteen (seven dogs), by S. Conradi’s 
Rufus (Bufus—Cara). 

Quittie. Warwick Kennels’ (Bridgeport, Conn.) beagle bitch Quit- 
tie, April 30, four (one dog), by J. Ellis’s Jim. 

Finey. A. C. Krueger’s (Wrightsviile, Pa.) beagle hitch Piney (Ban- 
nerman—Katie), May 12. five (three dogs), by Shauer’s Driver (War- 
rior-Fannie); all since dead. 

Vickey. A. C. Ki-uger’s (Wrightsviile, Pa.) beagle bitch Vickey 
(Racer—Vic;, May 21, three (two dogs), by W. E Deane’s Little Duke, 
Jr, (Little Duke—Rose). 

Donna. Chas. E. Taylor’s (Bath, Me.) English setter bitch Donna 
(Royal Clue—Dryad), May 18, three dogs, by A. M. Tuck’s Dash HI. 
(Bhie Prince—Armstrong’s Old Kate). 

Fly. W. H. Moseley’s (New Haven, Conn.) English setter bitch Fly, 
April 9, eight (six dogs), by F. A. Cannon’s Yale Belton (Belton- 
Blonde). 

Temptation. M. Mills’s (Jersey City. N. J.) pointer bitch Tempta¬ 
tion (A.K.R. 1590), May 8, eleven (four dogs), by C. J. Peshall’s Nick 
of Naso (Naso II.—Pettigo). 

Hornell Blanche. Geo. J. Northrop’s (Marquette, Mich.) cocker 
spaniel hitch Hornell Blanche (A.K.R. 8612), April 21, three (two dogs), 
by Hornell Spaniel Club’s Hornell Silk (A.K.R. 1397). 

Janet II. Wm. T. Wells’s (Wethersfield, Conn.) collie bitch Janet 
II. (A.K.R. 3626), May 6, five (two dogs), by Lothian Kennels’ Montrose 
(A.K.R. 891), 

SALES. 

Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 
Trinket. White, black and tan beagle bitch, age and pedigree not 

given, by A. 0. Krueger,Wrightsviile, Pa., to W. Stewart Diffenderfler, 
Baliimore, Md. 

Budge, Smudge, Quaker and Shaker. Fawn pug dogs, whelped 
March 11, 1886, by Sam out of Titania (A.K.R. 471), by Essex Kennels, 
Andover. Mass., to Chequasset Kennels, Lancaster, Mass. 

Janisk. White, Avith brindle markings, bull bitcli, whelped March 
25, 1885, by Boz (A.K.R. 443) out of Bellona (A.ILR. 1730), byR. W. 
Uvingston, New York, to Empire Slate Kennels. Savannah, Ga, 

Marion. Black and white cocker spaniel hitch (A.K.R. 2689', by A. 
Clinton Wilmerding, New York, to C. V. V. Sewell. Tarrytown, N Y 

Suzette. Black cocker spaniel bitch, whelped July i5 1885 bv 
Sport out of Suwanee (A.K.R. 658), by A. Clinton Wilmerding, New 
York, to W. T. Payne, same place. 

Be.ssie. Pug bitch, whelped Sept. 1.3, bv Biinnv out of Judy by 
Hem-y C. Burdick, Springfield, Mass,, to T. J. Flack, Washington, 

Edith. Black cocker spaniel hitch, whelped Oct. 12, 1883, Ijy Brush 
H. out of Olivia, by Chas. E. Taylor, Bath, Me., to 0. E. Gilchrist, 
Charlestown, Mass. 

Pride of Dixie—Victory whelp. Black, white and tan English set¬ 
ter bitch, whelped Feb. S6, 1886, by Detroit Kennel Club, Detroit, 
Mich., to W. Fischer, same place. 

Pride of Dixie—Kelp (A.K.R. 110) whelp.s. English setters, whelped 
Feb 21. 1886. by Detroit Kennels, Detroit, Micb.. a black, while and 
tan dog to Wm. Fischer, same place; a liver and tvliite dog to F. W. 
Chapman, Darlington, Wis., and a white bitch to S. A. Howes, Battle 
Creek, Mich. 

Bannerman—(Queen whelps. Beagles. Avlielped Jan. 23, 1886, bv A, 
C. Krueger, Wrightsviile, Pa., one pair to Elmer E. Shaner, Pitts¬ 
burgh, Pa. 

Jack—Nellie ichelps. Black cocker spaniels, whelped March 31, 
1886, by Detroit Kennel Club. Detroit. Micb., a dog each to J. Sinclair, 
W. H. Blades and ex-Mayor W. W. Wheaton, all of same place. 

Harold—Dido whelps. Red and white English and Iri.s'n setters, 
whelped March 6, 1886. by California-Kennels. Sacramento, Cal., a 
dog to P. C. Jurgens, Traver, Cal.; a dog toE. Owen, Elk Grove.. Cal., 
and a bitch to Dr. 0. M. Hill. Eureka. Cal. 

Pride of Dixie—Victory rrhelp. Black, wliite and tan fox-terrier 
bitch, whelped Feb, 26, 1886, by Detroit Kennel Club. Detroit, Mich., 
to W A. Johnson, same place. 

Yule Belton—Fly whelps. English setter bitches, whelped April 9. 
1886, by Wm. H, Moseley, New Haven, Conn., one each to Charles 
Hinckley and F. A. Cannon, same place, and one to Geo. Cheltis, New 
Marlboro, Mass. 

Black Prince—Zona whelps. Spaniels, whelped April 2, 1886, by 
Wm. H. Moseley, New Haven, Conn., a black dog to S. R. Heming¬ 
way, a liver dog to John W. Francis, a black bitch to Chas. Hinckley, 
a black bitch to Jas, E. McCann, a black bitch to Win. A. Chamber¬ 
lin. all of same place, and a black dog to C. E. Longley, Providence, 
R. I. 

PRESENTATIONS. 
Jack—Nellie whelp. Black cocker spaniel bitch, whelped March 31, 

1886, by Detroit Kennel Club, Detroit. Mich., to David Downing, same 
place. _ 

Allen’s how-facing oars can be attached to any boat in 6 minutes. 
Try them. Little catalogue free. Fred A. Allen, Monmouth, Ill.—Hc/u. 

haating. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

THE NATIONAL RIFLE CLUB. 

VERNON, Vt., May 27.—A dozen sedate looking gentlemen squatted 
along on lew stools, clad in work a-aay clothes, each looking 

with a pre-ocenpied air out through the low shutter opening of tlie 
house in which they sat. Then a lull in the blowing gale and away 
banged a dozen i-ifles with the noise and effect of small pieces of 
ordnance. This was the scene which greeted your correspondent on 
his arrival at this quiet Green Mountain hamlet yesterday morning. 

It was the annual spring meet of the National Rifle (ilub, and the 
men were shooting rvith the old style muzzleloaders at the old- 
fashioned targets, and scoring according to the old mode of string 
measure. They were a sort of Rip Van Winkle gathering, and one 
felt prompted to ask where they bad taken the long nap and where 
they had kept the weapons from rusting all the lime. The chib 
itself has grown into one of the institutions of the country. Its 
record runs back long befo’ de wah. and farb.ack in the fifties and 
forties the charter members tell of gatherings Avhere there was some 
shooting, plenty of rivalry and no end of a good social time. The 
Aveapons of those days were indeed massive. affair.«, and tlie printed 
notices of the meetings with the list of allowances which the 40]bs. 
barrels are to make to the 151bs. pigmies shows what at one time were 
the classes of rifles in the meetings. 

The club has been a progressive affair though, and noAV such a 
thing as a 40-pound barrel would he a rarity. Menibere recall 
such, but they were handicapped out of existence and nobody seems 
particularly sorry that they have gone. The club is rather an aggre¬ 
gation of atoms than a complete entity. There are officers elected at 
the fall meeting. Then a programme is made up. It is ahvays the 
same. Three strings of ten shots each. Phot on two days ' Each 
one shooting hands S5 to the secretary. This fund pays the trifling 
expenses of the meeting and the remainder is divideil in a sweep- 
stake fashion. Those who enter become members for the nouee 
and when the meeting breaks up and the shooters take courtly 
adieus one of another the society exists only in the secretary’s 
note-book until the next gathering, There are no disputes, no ex¬ 
pensive machinery, no eating up of funds in managerial waste. 
Simple shoot and good fellowship, what could be more truly rural, 
more idylUc, mure sportsmanlike. 

The olde.st member shook his head, thought a while, thought some 
more, and finally said that he reckoned the first steps were taken in 
1851 or '55 toward making the gatherings more formal than they 
had been. Before that time they had met and shot, but after a sur¬ 
prise party fashion, nobody being quite sure when he started for 
the rendezvous whether he woidd have a solitary bit of practice or 
w'bether ha would form one of a jolly company. All in all the club 
is a unique sort of an institution. The one great aim of its members 
is to secure the greatest accuracy,. Such a trifling fact as the utter 
impracticability of lugging the arm about in any useful fashion for 
liuuting or general target work, does not seem to bother the National 
members at all. Once convinced that (hey can gain a quarter inch on 
a string of ten shots by adding half a dozen pounds of metal to the 
barrel and the added weight is put on Mutbout a question. 

Th's particular spring meeting was to become an episode in the 
history of the clnh. Much correspondence had been indulged in 
with the Walnut Hill marksmen, and these capital shooters of the 
modern school bad promised to come up Vermontward and try con¬ 
clusions with their antediluvian prototypes. The old fellows were 
delighted with the prospect of a good lively set-ro, for the spirit of 
fight is sirong within them, and iher'e had been so much'talk on the 
seemingly everlasting rheme of Muzzle vs. Breechloader that every¬ 
body was charmed at the prospect of having the two classes of arms 
brought side by side, each in the Hands of enthusiastic experts and 
each shooting under the same weather conditions. So when the 12 
o’clock train came up from the southward at yester noon, and out of 
it tumbled Hinman and Rabbeth, Frye. Ellsworth and Maynard, 
each with rifle and shooting traps, it was generally agreed that the 
spring meeting of 1886 was to be a big success. The chroniclers were 
there too, ready Avith pen and pencil to picture in word and line the 
doings of this novel rifle meet. Mr. Gould came down from Boston, 
that the Rifle might know all that occurred, and with convenieuf; 
camera caught the various doings of the riflemen. 

The new comers were greeted in the most kindly spirit. There 
was the range 40 rods aAt ay from that little outhouse sort of a shoot¬ 
ing box. Across yonder bit of low-lying water-covered meadow to 
the face of the low bill where a temporary fence of slab boards suffleed 
to hold the paper targets. Sticks here and there lield all manner of 
streamers, for each marksman carried his own private wind .-igiials, 
and stuck them up as his fancy dictated. Some used long whip-lash 
streamers of silk, slightly AvelghtecI at the tip. Others again preferred 
the bag-like bits of muslin and these stood out like great bleached 
bolognas. One had contrived a wee wind signal, a model onaqiiarter 
inch scale of the big dial at Creeduioor. It « as a picturesque range, 
but the main interest was at ihe firing point. Here was the house 
we have mentioned, about 20ft-long; on the side facing the targets 
away to the westward, shutters lifted up. really opening the hou.se 
side. They were low and one was compelled to stoop or sir. down on 
the loAv stools if a view’ of the targets was desired. Pushed up against 
this opening ranged in line were the rests on v/ hich the muzzleloaders 
y/ere placed. They were of the saw-horse pattern, securely fastened 
to stakes driven into the soil and so arranged that when placed upon 
them the gun muzzle would be about 2ft. from the ground. .4long 
the other side of the shooting house was the loading table, an ordi¬ 
nary AA-orkbench AAuth notches along its front edge, and liere the mem¬ 
bers do the manual work of the shooting, cleaning and swabbing, 
patching and loading, with all that care and deliberation Avh ch char¬ 
acterizes the typical muzzle-man. 

Let us take our friends in order, beginning in that far away comer 
where a portly gentleman whose clear eye in a measure belie the 
sUghi tinge of gray in his hair. He is Mr. K. C. Cre>sy. of Brattle- 
boro, Vt. His arm is of BrockAA'ay make, with an octagonal barrel, 
and comes just withiu the l51ba. standard 28in. barrel. It has a cali¬ 
ber of .39. with an even twist of 1 turn in 16 inches, 8 grooves. The 
bullet is of Broekway make, forced out cold under a 40-tou pressure 
into long rods, then cut off in lengtlis and again sAvaged to shape. 
They have a uniform composition of 1 tin to 20 lead. The powder 
which Mr. Cressy uses is Hazard FFg. A bullet picked up from Ha 
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THE BULLETS—FULL SIZE. 

Grains. Grains. Grains. 
1. Stephenson...60a 6. Brockway_417 11. Hinman.358 
3. Brown.671 7. Cressy.338^ 13. Eabbeth.330 
3. Lowe.685>^ 8. Park.356 13. Frye.330 
4. Smith.649 9. Cox .3051^ 14. Ellsworth... .393 
5. Fenn.573 10. Fletcher .33 934 16. Farrow.163)4 

who knew it all were often keen and to the point. He had an octago¬ 
nal 161bs. barrel, .83-cal., 1 to 16 even twist, 8 grooves. The bullets 
were of uniform composition, 1 tin to 80 lead, and the powder used 
wasi Hazard’s FFg. The barrel was 30in. long, and was made by 
Brockw'ay. A charge taken showed 83)4 grains of powder to 866 
gi’ains of lead. In loading he used paper patches; while on the rest 
a very complete brass cast rear device for elevating and swinging 
the rifle butt. The big, booming piece did not loon out of place in 
Mr. Park’s big, brawny clutch. He handled it like a toy pistol, but a 
puny National Guardsman would have found it a stiff burden, 

Mr. F Fenn is one of the younger members of the club. He resides 
at Dover Plains, N. Y., but generally manages to get up and enjoy 
the shoots. He uses a'gun made by Phillips, of Hew York, and in 
this meeting was in very bad luck, owing, he thought, to the use of 
some special cartridge he had made. These were of the composite 
type with a hard point made by putting 3 ounces of antimony in a 
pound of lead, while the bullet heels were of pure lead. The weapon 
was of .45-caliber, having 8 grooves of a gain twist rifling starting m 
at one turn in 73 inches and finishing with one turn in 34 inches. The 
barrel was 37 inches long, of octagonal form, and into it he poured 
Hazard’s FFg powder, One charge weighed showed 138 grains, 
while one of the bullets turned the scale at 573 grains. A stout 
wooden block held the gun while the entire block was moved on its 
bed from a center pin forward by the three rear screws. It was a 
simple, strong, though somewhat clumsy device. A paper patch was 
used in loading. 

Mr, E. B. Stephenson followed along the line with his big muzzle- 
loader. It shock a small section of the State when it went off. It 
was a .50 caliber weapon with a 30in. 151bs. octagonal barrel made by 
Ferris. There were 9 grooves, necessitating in loading three paper 
patch slips. The rifling grooves were concentric with the bore of the 
barrel and had a gain twist increasing from 1 in 72 to 1 in 34in. The 
bullet is worthy of special attention. It was of the composite order, 
with a soft heel, a soft point and a hard inner section, this gave that 
close grip on the rifling when the upsetting came which was particu¬ 
larly striven for in this make of bullet. A paper patch was used and 
Hazard’s FFg powder. A charge takenand weighed showed 603 grains 
of lead and 118)4 of powder. The rest device was the simplest m the 
house. Two bent strips on either side forward preventing any jump¬ 
ing up of the muzzle, while aft the barrel rested on a broad tongue, 
the upturned edges of which afforded place for the screws used in 
side adjustments. 

Veteran L. C. Smith was next in the line, a patriarch among patri¬ 
archs, he knows the history of the club since its formation. He was 
a charter member and has never missed a meeting. He is yet full of 
shoot and is always deep in some experiment to settle some point in 
the science of rifle shooting. The consequence is that as a prize win¬ 
ner his name does not appear as often as it otherwise would. His 
gun has a 38-inch octagon barrel. To name its maker would be diffi¬ 
cult, since it has been cut and re-cut so frequently. It is of .46-cai. 
with a uniform twist of 1 in 18. The bullet is of similar make to that 
used by Mr. Brown, and comes from the works of Warner, at Syra¬ 
cuse. Behind it he puts Fg powder of Hazard make. A sample 
charge weighed 113 grains in powder and 649 grains in bullet. He 
uses a cut paper patch, made in the form of a Greek cross, so that 
the paper is not doubled below the heel of the bullet. His rest In 
shooting is a very complete one with a pair of guiding ways forward, 
while the shifting of the trigger end is done with great throttle valve 
wheels. This, as many of the other guns, has the double nipple. In 
place of using the ordinary percussion cap, a flat primer is placed 
over the nipple paper, and over it a false nipple with a striking pin is 
screwed. This pin when struck by the falling hammer starts the 
primer and the charge is ignited without any loss of powder or spit¬ 
ting from the touch-hole. 

D. S. Cox, of Neperan, Weschester Co.,IN. Y., has a .38-cal gun 
having a 28 in. octagonal barrel, with 8 grooves and a steady twist of 
1 in 16. His bullet Ls 1 to 20 uniform composition, and the powder 
FFg. Hazard. The loss of one handjputs him to some disad¬ 
vantage but not to any material extent, and he is always ready on 
time for his shot in the string He uses stout parchment paper patch 
cut very narrow. His rest has a narrow iron guiding way forward, 
while a brass resting block, near the breech, enables quick adjust- 
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box weighed 338J4 grains, while a powder charge weighed 84^ grains. 
He uses a greased paper patch laid in two pieces across the gun 
muzzle. Like the majority of the other weapons, his arm is slightly 
choke bored, a point upon which some of the marksmen lay a great 
deal of stress. His method of attaching the weapon to the rest is 
very simple. The crosspiece attached to the barrel has in it a V- 
shaped notch, and this goes to a screw fastened in the rest top. In 
the rear there are the usual thumbscrews, one below lifting the rear 
of the piece, and one on either side giving the brass notched piece in 
which the barrel rests a lateral motion. 

Next to Mr. Cressy sits D. A. Brown, of Boston. He has a round 
barrel arm made by Warner, of Syracuse. It falls within the 15lbs. 
standard, has a uniform twist of rifling with one turn in 20in., 8 
grooves, of .45-caliber. The barrel is 30in. long, and is slightly larger 
at the muzzle than the breech, the purpose of this disposition of 
weight of metal being to stiffen this outer end of the barrel and pre¬ 
vent in a measure the springing of the barrel. Mr. Brown uses a 
Warner made bullet with a hard point built up of a 1 to 1 antimony 
and tin composition, while the rear end of the bullet is of pure lead, 
the two parts are closely swaged together, and the taking of the 
rifling by the pure lead heel is the point aimed at in this com¬ 
posite missile. He uses powder of the Dead Shot brand, Ameri¬ 
can Powder Company make. The bullet, weighed by your cor¬ 
respondent, as all the other powder and bullet weights in this re¬ 
port were taken, show'ed a weight of 671 grains, while a single powder 
charge showed 143)4 grains. In loading, Mr. Brown uses a linen shel¬ 
lacked and then greased, two narrow strips laid; crossways of the 
muzzle in order that the eight grooves might be taken uniformly. 
His shooting stand resembles exactly a miniature gun carriage. 
There are two long ways on either side on which the cross head for¬ 
ward rests and slides, while at the rear there are two side and bottom 
screws. Mr. Brown is deliberation and good nature itself. His every 
motion is cyphered down to a system, and it is almost amusing to see 
him pour the powder in,and then with moistened rod at once look for 
it. Yet in this way he avoids that constant menace of the absent 
minded muzzle marksmen, a bullet in the barrel and no powder 
behind it. 

Next in the line came Farrow—W. Milton Farrow, known on every 
rifle range from California to Constantinople. He is now a Brattle- 
boro resident, making rifles, and it was one of his own make that he 
was shooting. He had secured a rest and had elbowed his way in 
among the old timers. His weapon was the pigmy one of the meet¬ 
ing. It weighed complete but &lbs., had a 84in. barrel of .33-cal. and 
had 7 grooves of 1 turn in 16in. The rifling was peculiar with a ratchet 
cut and one on which Mr. Farrow pinned his faith. The powder 
charge—American Co. FF. make—weighed 45grs. and the bullet 
168)4grs. The last was a 1 to 20 composition, hot drawn. In loading. 

o 

Mr. Farrow, after carefuhy cleaning, inserted the patched bullet, and 
after pushing it home with a gauged wooden rod, from the rear in¬ 
serted the freshly loaded cartridge shell behind it. Mr. Farrow had 
all the advantages of the dead rest, tbe long sight and the sliding 
when the recoil came. He had clamped a crosspiece to his barrel 
near the muzzle and this enabled him to use the wooden rest he had 
secured. 

Mr. L Park, of Greenfield, Mass., was next in the line of closely- 
crowded shooters. He was the funny fellow of the company and 
sandwiched his shots with rallies of wit. He had come up to have a 
good time, and his advice to those about him on shooting topics 
would have filled a manual bn the subject. He strongly urged a mem¬ 
ber who had missed the foot-square target to take the rifle down and 
Ptroduce the weapon to the target, tyhile his sly joKtss at the men 
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ment to be made, as the cross hair lines of the telescope demand. A 
sample load showed 305)4 grains of lead and 69 grains of powder. 

Norman S. Brockway has the solemnity of an owl, and carries 
about with him the responsibilities of the whole match. He is a 
rifle maker at Bellows Palls, and knows all about this style of rifle. 
He is the secretary of the club, and seems to have a life lease on the 
position. He goes to work in his methodical way. not only in his 
official labor, but in his shooting as well. He uses one of his own 
make of rifles, an octagonal barrel, 28 in. long, -42 cal., with 8 
grooves twisting evenly 1 in 16 inches, and the powder used is 
Hazard’s FFg, and the patch strips are of the usual parchment 
paper sort. A V an the rifle cross head pushed home close on the 
screw projecting from the rest bed, and the rifle is ready for shoot¬ 
ing, guided by the stout compact directing rest at the rear. One 
charge showed that the cold pressed bullet of 1 in 20 compositions 
weighed 417 grains, while the powder showed 99 grains. 

C. P. Fletcher, of Bellows Falls, Vt., is another of the young men in 
the ranks. 'He uses a Brockway made gun and has a 38-cal. rifle with 
a 28 inch octagon barrel. There are six grooves of 1 in 16 twist, and 
the bullet is of the cold pressed type and of 1 in 20 composition. The 
powder is of Hazard FFg make, a charge taken weighed 339)4 grains 
of lead with 82)4 grains of powder. He uses a paper cross patch, 
and in loading is most careful in every movement, being specially care¬ 
ful about the cleaning out of the rifle before inserting a fresh charge 
of powder. His rest is of a simple sort, a V notch forward and a 
block with three screws aft completing the fixtures. 

Wm. V. Lowe is a Fitchburg, Mass., citizen, and comes up to the 
match with what he styles a mongrel gun, that is several makers and 
remakers have tried to make it better and with varying success. It 
has a 28-inch octagon barrel, .45-caliber with a uniform twist of rifling 
1 turn in 20 inches and 8 grooves. He uses a combination bullet lead 
butt and hard joint, and employs Pg Hazard powder, one charge 
taken and weighed showed 108 grains of powder to 585)4 of lead. 
His patch is a thin parchment paper one cut in Greek cross fashion 
and with an abundance of grease. His rest had a double base, the 
upper one on which the rifle was placed being movable at the rear 
and so admitting a vertical and lateral adjustment. 

Outside of the shooting house the breechloader visitors from Bos¬ 
ton were accommodated. A rest was improvised by driving two 
stakes in the ground, placing a crosshead and then a long plank with 
a notched block at the end enabled the Bostonians to sit comfortably 
on chairs and draw their rifles carefully and exactly. 

Mr. Hinman used a .35-eal. Maynard andinto thislieput the patched 
bullet and the freshly loaded shell, charged with Laflin and Rand 
musket powder; a sample charge of powder weighed 61 )4grs., while 
the bullet of 1 to 20 composition weighed 258grs. 

F. J. Rabbeth had a Remington-Hepburn rifle of .38 cal. It had a 
round barrel and aperture front sight, as did the arms of his associ¬ 
ates—Messrs. Hinman, Frye and Ellsworth. He had the regular 
330gr. Ilemington patched buHet, as shown, of kto 20 composition. It 

was loaded with Laflin & Rand musket powder. A sample charge 
showed, powder 67)^r.s.; bullet 380grs. 

Mr. Frye used a Ballard ..38-cal. rifle of the ordinary make. His 
patched .bullets were the 380gr. Remington make and the powder, 
Hazai’d’s FFg, a sample charge weighing 65)4grs. in powder and 
380grs. in lead. 

Mr. Ellsworth, jolly and fat, capital at off-hand work, as his Man¬ 
chester score of the week preceding showed, not so good at the 
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strange rests provided, was provided with a 30ia. long barrel Ballard 
of .38-cal., loaded with a homemade bullet of 1 to 30 composition. 
The rifle wms in all respects like that of Mr. Frye, with the full Rigby 
barrel. ;The powder used was Oriental Fg and a pattern charge 
showed 48grs. of powder to 293grs. of lead. 

The plan of shooting is a very simple one: On the morning of the 
first day each man devotes his time to fixing up his shooting stand. 
There is a small trunk full of tools—oil bottle, rags, ammunition and 
knick-knacks of every kind—to be unpacked; then the gun itself and 
the telescope and thereat fixture, all are unpacked, and the various 
parts put in place. This is no small job. Each man takes a card¬ 
board about a foot square, tacks it upon the low fence against which 
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the shooting is done, and then the small black patch or “budd” is 
banged away at until the marksman has everything down fine. He 

watches the flags, makes due allowance for wind, finally determines 
just where the aiming budd is to be placed in order to get the shots 
aimed about the spot where the lines drawn from opposite angles of 
the piece of cardboard cross m the center. So it may happen that 
each of a dozen men may be aiming at a dozen different points and 
all striving to get their shots bunched at the same point. When each 
man has got his piece in good working order there is a pause for 
luncheon, and then comes the counting string. It is shot on a time 
limit; that is, a timekeeper with watch in hand waits until all are 
loaded and then the call of “Time” is made. Five minutes elapse, 
and In that period of time the shot must be fired. Each rifle is in 
place, with hammer raised; “click,” and the hair triggers are set 
Then in silence each waits for those flags to be a trifle less frisky; 
for that fishtail wind to swing about to the other side of the center 
before touching off. Each is, in fact, waiting for that precise wind 
which prevailed when he fired his last trial shot, the record of which 
he knew and was satisfied with. Often m a temporary lull the line 
of rifles will go off in a volley. While again, some unlucky one who 
waited for a better chance is compelled, when he hears the voice of 
the timer call out “Four and three-quarters,” to shoot in whatever 
wind may be blowmg at the time. As the rifle recoils, the rignt hand 
is ready to check it; but from fli-st to last there is no sighting beyond 
a glance through the telescope to see that the cross-hairs have not 
been directed to another point. 

For loading another five minutes is allowed, and there is need of it 
First the muzzle end of the barrel is wiped off, then the false muzzle 
is carefully fixed and linked down; then comes the pumping and the 
cleaning. One after another the' patches are adjusted to the wiping 
rod and passed down. There are patches wet with saliva and others 
saturated with oil. Finally come the cleaner bits of rag, and then 
perhaps another final patch, fixed just right. Each man has his own 
style of swabbing out, and the expression of serious concern on the 
faces of some as they keep their eyes on the rafters as the stick goes 
up and down almost suggests that a silent prayer goes up as the 
stick goes down. The barrel clean, the loading is in order. 9 he 
powder is poured from the flask with just such a tap and no other to 
the measuring tubes. Then down the funnel at the barrel mouth, 
and if the shooter be particularly careful he carries his method to 
the point of sending a stick down to see that the powder is really 
there, and the light stick resting on the granules gives them just the 
proper amount of packing. Then the patch, in some of the false 
muzzles inserted in side slits until they cross directly over 
the bore; or perhaps if the patch is already cut out, it is placed in 
a depression cut across the top of the false nipple. Now the bullet 
]ust given a turn in the greasy finger or perhaps wiped carefully with 
an oily rag and then placed upon the patch. The ball starter now 
comes m and assists in pressing the bullet well down into the barrel, 
a coUar fitting over the barrel end, a piston in it whose hollow end just 



S76 FOREST AND STREAM [June 3, 1886, 

FIRST STRING. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total. 

Fletcher. 1 3-13 % 1 11-16 1% 7-16 % 9-16 H M 18-16 =9 7-16 

Rabbeth. 4 3% 1 11-16 1% 2% 1 3-16 15-16 1 3=16 m % =18% =12 5-16 

"Rrn wn 1 8-16 % % 3 2 5-16 % % 2 11-16 2% % =13 5-16 

T.nwA % % 2 1-3-16 1% 2 13-16 % % % 1% 1 1-16 =13 11-16 

Cox. % 2% 1% 1 7-16 2 5-16 1 1-16 1 % % 11-16 =14% 

"Rrnp.kwa.y 3% 1 16-16 1% 1 13-16 1 8-16 11-16 3-16 % 1% 2% =16 3-16 

Hmman. 2% 2 5-16 1 13-16 2% 4% 2% 2% 1 5-16 4% =24 9-16 =16 15-16 

Pn.rlr 2 15-16 1 15-16 1 16-16 1 7-16 1 7-16 1 5-16 3-16 1 1-16 1 1-16 3% =17 1-16 

Farrow. .. 2% 2% 2% 3 11-16 m 2 11-16 3 3-18 2 1-16 2% 1 9-16 =25 1-16 =19 9-16 

Ellsworth.. 2% 3% 1% 2% 5 8-16 1% 3 7-16 4% 3% 4 =23 =22 16-16 

Stephenson. 6 4% 3% 1 1 1% 2 13-16 1% 2% 3 =25 3-16 

SECOND STRING. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total. 

TTinma.n. 2 H 2 9-16 1 6-16 1 9-16 M iH 3 1 7-16 1 13-16 =16% =10% 

T^Ahhpth . 9-16 13-16 2 9-16 1 3-16 2 3-16 9-16 3 1-16 3 11-16 = 17% =11 6-16 

3 7-16 

16-16 

1% 

% 15-16 9-16 % 1% 2% 

% 

11-16 11-16 15-16 =12% 

=12% 

= 16% 

1% 

2 1-16 

1% 

15-16 

2% 

2 7-16 

1% 

1% 

11-16 3 

1 13-16 

J4 

1 11-16 

1 13-16 1% 

2% M 

2 7-16 9-16 

5-16 

1 13-16 2% 1 1-16 IH 

1 13-16 

=16 11-16 

'Krnnkway. 

“4 

1 9-16 4 15-16 6-16 1 11-16 1% 3% =17 7-16 

Ervft . .. * • .. 2% 

5 11-16 

3 

3% 

33.4 

1 3-16 2% 

2 

m 

1% 

2 1-16 

2 2% 3% 4% 8% =26 11-16 =18 11-16 

2% % 15-16 13-16 1 2% 

3 1-16 

= 19 13-16 Stephenson 

Ellsworth. 1% 

2% 

4% 

1% 

4 9-16 

4 5-16 

3 7-16 2% 8% 4 15-16 4% =30% =21 7-16 

iM 

4 3-16 

3 5-16 

3% 

2 1-16 % 15-16 m 

1 9-16 

3 3% 

J4 

=23% Lowe ... .... 

m 2 3% 7-16 =28% 

THIRD STRING. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

BfO’vvn . 2 1 9-16 1 1-16 % % 11-16 11-16 1 9-16 

Fletcher. 2% IH 9-16 15-16 1 1 5-16 m 7-16 

Lowe.. 1 1-16 1% H 13-16 % M 2 16-16 3% 

Frj’e . 2 1.5-16 2 1-16 3% 2 11-10 2% 3-16 1 11-16 1 7-16 

2 1% 1 15-16 1 13-16 2% % H 2% 

Rabbeth. 3% 1% 3 1-16 4 1-16 2 9-16 % 1 16-16 2% 

Park... 2% 1% 3% % % 2 1-16 1 7-16 7-16 

.. 3% 3 5-16 m 

2 8-16 

2% 1 7-10 m 1 13-16 2% 

Cressy* .. 1 13-16 2% 

1 

1 13-16 7-16 2% 1% 2% 

Ellsworth. 1 3-16 2 1% 4 6-16 5 9-16 2% 1 5-16 

Smith .. ■. 1 11-16 6% m 134 1 13^ 234 2 1-16 

% 

2 1-16 

134 1 9-16 4 11-16 7-16 3 2% % 

5% 

3 3-16 

8 15-16 m 0% 9-16 1 13-16 

Cox. 8% 3 11-16 2 m 4 1-16 m m • 

2 3-16 

m 

1 3-16 

% 

2H 

1 1-16 

2 

m 

4 3-16 

m 

% 

2M 

2^ 

1 6-16 

414 
2% 

2 

2 9-16 

8J4 

2 1-16 

2 

1 11-16 

=24^ 

=28M 

Total. 

=9 13-!6 

=14 1-16 

=14M 

=15^ 

= 16M 

=16% 

=16 11-18 

= 16% 

=18 3-16 

=18 5-16 

=21% 

=21 13-16 

=22% 

=26% 

flt5 over the bullet point, and with several sharp blows from the lump 
of leather-bound lead at hand, the bullet, patched with exactitude, 
is pushed down out of sight. Then the rod comes in again, and down 
the bullet is propelled, now very easily, until it rests with a fixed 
pressure upon the top of the powder. The capping is another opera¬ 
tion and with gun on rest the wrench comes in. the false muzzle is 
unscrewed, the old cap picked off with point of penknife, and when 
a new primer has been inserted and the nipple rescrewed, the piece 
is ready for the timer’s call for the second snot. 

Meantime a lad has patched each bullet-hole with a narrow strip or 
paper a second shot comes, it may cut the patch, if so there is no 
dispute as might very readily arise when such close shooting is dona 
So on through the series of the shots consuming an hour and a half 
nerhaps, for each man, when time is called, looks and waits for the 
wnd to suit him, and the loading is a matter not to be slurred over 

^^he^Question of a proper allowance to be made the smaller rifles 
was the first one considered after the Bostonians had unlimberrd and 
prepared for work “ Make your own proposition and we wdl agree 
to it ” was the generous profiler of the home guard of muzzle shoo ers 
So the visitors thought that ten per cent for telescopic sights should 
be allowed, then an additional! ten per cent, for the fixed rest, and 
finally three inches off the string for the difference in the weight of 
weapons Under these conditions of difference the men shot, and the 
complete scores of the several strings will show how the handicap 

''^^e first string was shot on the afternoon of the 26th. The weather 
was chiilv. far past the point of comfort, while a wind flickering and 
shifting in fishtail fashion from about the 12 o’clock point, made the 
shooting very “onsartin” indeed. The breech men soon found out 
where the advantages of the rest system was, for where they with 
eve down to peep sight were unable to catch any fluctuation of the 
wind and often pulled trigger just as the gust followed the lull, the 
muzzle shooters sat with eyes wide open watching the streamer, and 
wten the right second came a slight pressure of the finger on the 
hair trigger and off the piece of ordnance went. It wiU be seen that 
the livht guns held their own, and Rabbethe, quick to catch the con¬ 
dition of the difficult new range, had won a place among the three 
prize winners at the head of the column Fletcher made a very credit¬ 
able target indeed, especially under the conditions. The shooting 
over there was a general pilgrimage to the targets, and as Secretary 
Rroc'kwav drew the tacks the probabilities of place were canvassed. 
On the back of each bit of pasteboard the shooter’s name was writ¬ 
ten so that when the scorer having thrust a pm into the exact center 
and having attached the measuring rod. dW not know the marks¬ 
men as he read off the shots in inches, eights and sixteenths. 

An evenin'^ spent in rifle chat, m talk of trajectories and deflection, 
of initial velocity and windage and all the other topics of interest to 
marksmen, and all hands retired to an early c^DUch to sleep sound 
till early morn, then up for a double string. The wind had moder¬ 
ated in a great measure, and again the marksmen were at it bright 
and earlv to get windage before the time was called on the first 
string The breechmen had caught the bearing of things in better 
shape’, worked together with more harmony, and the counting up 
found two of them leading the score. This was somewhat of a sui^ 
prise to the host club men, but they were satisfied that the score had 
been made in direct rivalry, and were more than pleased with the 
fact that the breechloaders could do so well. The target of honor 
in this match belongs to Mr. Hinman. It is unfortunate that the an¬ 
tiquated style of marking does not admit of numbering the shots, 
but such as the target is we present it, in full size, and remembering 
that it was shot at 220 yards, it is good work even from the sort of 
rest provided for the day. 

With a sky threatening rain, there was no recess between the sec¬ 
ond and ihird strings of the meeting. The wind had died down some, 
and the strange rifle range sight was presented of men waiting tor a 
bit more breeze to come up to waft them on the target. This was 
the position of those men who had sighted during the morning when 
the wind was fresher and could not afford to do any trial shooting m 
the midst of their string. There were at the finish of tbjsstrmg 

fewer men who carried off their targets rather than have their scores 
go upon the record. None of the breech men appear in the place of 
the winners, though Mr. Frye just falls without it. Mr. Farrow, who 
had not the 10 per cent, for fixed rest deducted from his string, was 
not in good luck. He was busy at his perpetual experimenting, and 
was not in the best of form. The big Warner gun of Mr Browm 
came to the front in good style, and a string of less than 10 inches 
was deserving of special credit, when the rather tricky wind is con¬ 
sidered. In addition to the 60,80 and 20 per cent, divit-lon to first, 
second and third in each string there was a silver medal presented 
by Mr. L. 0. Smith for the best aggregate string of the meeting. This 
went to Mr. Brown on a total of 36% inches for the 30 shots. Very 
close, even with the arm used. 

1st 
string. 

2d 
String. 

3d 
String. Total. 

Rrnwn . 13=16 12% 91+6 35% 

iriptnihAr ... 161+6 14+6 40=J 6 

Rabbeth. 12»ia H+6 16% 40% 

Hiuman... .. 161=16 10% 16% 44=16 

+ark. 17+6 12% 16“,6 46% 

Brockway.. 15+6 17+6 16% 48% 

T.nwp . i3“i6 23% 

21+6 

14% 51=16 

Ellaworth . 221=16 18+6 621+6 

. 25+6 19'+6 2D+6 661=16 

Cox. 14% 28% 26% 69% 

ITryp . .. 18>+6 16% 331=16 

Smith ..... 16% 21% 37% 

.. 19+6 22% 42+6 

18=16 18=16 

The meeting, on the whole, had been a capital success; so thought 
the old National Rifle Club, for though it is old in years it is full of 
the true youinful sportsman’s feeUng; so thought the visitors, for 
they had been most kindly treated and carried away with them only 
the most pleasant recollections of the quiet little Vermont village just 
over the Massachusetts line. To our readers we present the whole 
story, with figures and picture. The targets are taken from the origi¬ 
nal cards.;The scores are from the oflicial record, while the weight of 
powder and lead w'here given are from the samples taken by your 
correspondent [and weighed by an expert in the Fairbanks Scale Co. 
on a Fairbanks scale.—Ed. F. axd S.]. There were regrets for absent 
ones; for Williamson, the club president, away at his home at Comack, 
L I • for Gardner of Scranton, Romer of Peeekskill, Warner of Syra¬ 
cuse Tyler and Col. Bice of Vermont, Wm. Wetmore of New Hamp¬ 
shire D. C. Pearl of Meriden, Conn., and W. B. Farrington of Boston, 
while the .standard conundrum was where Phillips, the gimrnaker, 
tad hidden himself in the Far West. The adieus were given, with an, 
accompanying nopffthat the nest meeting of the club woulfl see a 

No. 1 String. 
L Spencer....17 5-16 
W Farrington .18 
W GLangdon.20% 

D J Spencer.. 11 3-16 
W Farrington.11% 

arge delegation of the modern school of marksmen, those who th ink 
with your correspondent that accuracy of the very highest deg ree 
may be secured without the accompanying discomfits of the h eavy 
ordnanoe style of weapon. W. 

Following are records of winners at former meetings of the Nationa 1 
Rifle Club, furnished by Secretary N. D. Brockway. Strings of 10 
shots at 40 rods, given in inches and fractions: 

1868. 
No. 2 String. No. 3 String. 

H W Smith... 15 16-18 L Spencer.16% 
W Farrington.16% ^ . 
L Spencer ...19% 

1859. 
N Lewis ... .10% 

, _W Farrington.10% 
A Haven.12 13-16 D J Spencer. .13 7-13 

1860. 
WFarrington.lO 7-16 AHaven.13 13-16 A Haven.15 11-16 
H W Smith...14% WGLangdon.l9 1-16 W Earrington.l6 11-16 
AHaven.15 3-16 H W Smith.. .20 13-16 G G Williams. 17% 

1867. 
A Marrill.11 15-16 W Wetmore...10 15-16 GGWllliams.il 6-16 
.1 H Lord-12 J F Brown ...11 15-16 J H Lord.11% 
N Johnson....18 11-16 T Williamson. 13 3-16 T Williamson. 12 13-16 

1868. 
J Williamson. 12% 
A Paul .14% 
J J Eastman..16 11-16 

1870. 

WWWetmore.10% 
A Haven.12 3-16 
HW Smith... 13 9-16 

1874. 
J Williamson.13% 
W D Cl aft.... 14 1-16 
E Phillips.14% 

1876. 
J Nichols.12 16-16 H W Smith. ..12% 
N 8 Brockway 14 1-16 J Williamson.13 15-16 
J Williamson. 15 11-16 D A Brown.. .16 1-16 

1877. 
D A Brown...13 5-16 
N S Brockwayl6% 
N Hatch .. ..16% 

1878. 
N S Brockway 9% 
H W Martin. .10 7-16 
J Williamson. 11% 

1879. 
H W Smith...11 13-16 
D A Brown....12 3-16 

H W Smith... 12% 
A Paul.18% 
J J Eastman .17 1-16 

N Hatch.10 
E Phil lips ....12 1-16 
D C Pease.13 7-16 

J Williamson.10 5-16 
NS Brockwayll 6-16 
N Hatch.1.8% 

G Lennard....l9 15-16 

G HPerriss...l5 9-16 
W F andWattsie 3-16 
WY Plaisted.16% 

DA Brown...11 8-16 
J J Eastman.. 12 3-16 
A S Fowl6....14 

H W Smith...18% 
C Bradley ....13 9-16 
WWWetmore. 14 6-16 

WWWetmore.lO 11-16 
J Wfihamson. 11 7-16 
WD Craft....12% 

N S Brock way 9% 
DA Brown....14% 
L Amadou_14 7-16 

J Williamson.lO 7-16 
DS Priest.12% 
D A Brown.. .13% 

P A Reinhard.lO 5-16 
D S Priest.... 10 11-16 
H J Huutoon.11% 

DH Brown...10 16-16 
J Williamson. 14 
H J Hunloon.15% 

.IN Gardner.. 7 13-16 
N B Tyler.....10% 
J Williamson. 11% 

H Warner.... 6% 
C F Fletcher.. 9 11-16 
RC Cressy...l0 1-16 

DA Brown....11% 
N S Brockway.12% 
HWarner ....13% 

CP Fletcher.. 9% 
T ■Pd-rlr 

NSBro’ckway.l2 13-16 

CF Fletcher.. 6% 
FFenn.10% 
BC Cressy. .12 3-16 

N S Brockwayl2 7-16 
1880. 

D A Brown....10 
J Williamson.10% 

G Day.8% 
H FHowton..l4 11-16 
E Phillips.15% 

H W Martin.. 9 9-16 
N Hatch.11 11-16 
N S Brockwayl2% 

HW Martin.. 11 1-16 
DA Brown...,12 9-16 
H GHuntoon.13% 

C F Fletcher..12 7-16 
__ D A Brown.... 12 9-16 

WD Craft.... 11 11-16 JN Madden.. 14% 
1881. 

NBTvler. 9 13-16 J N Gardner 11 3-16 
DA Brown...11% NBTyler.12 13-16 
LPark .12 13-16 E Phillips.12% 

1882. 
NSBrockvvay.il CF Fletcher.. 9% 
J Williamson. 13% H Warner_ 9% 
H J Huntoon. 13% N B Tyler.10% 

1883. 
NSBrockway.il 13-10 H J Huntoon. 9 
H Warner—13 3-16 NS Brockway. 9 11-16 
DABrown ...14% H Warner.... 10 9-16 

1884. 
N S Brockway .10% 
C F Fletcher..11 .1-16 
L Park.14% 

1886. 
FFenn.13 11-16 
C P Fletcher.. 13 13-16 
E Stephenson.14% 

CF Fletcher.. 10% 
HJ Hun toon.. 12% 
L Park.12 11-16 

NSBrockway.il 16-16 
D A Brown... 16% 
C F Fletcher.. 16% 

9 
8 10 6 
3 10 10 
9 8 5 
6 4 
4 4 
0 3 

8-76 
8—75 

6 9 9—73 
7 6 9-73 
8 7 5-64 

8 8 10 6-63 
3 2 8 4—44 
3 6 6 6-38—506 

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, Mass., May 22.—A match was shot be¬ 
tween teams from the Arlington Heights Rifle Club and the Hiliside 
Rifle Club, of Waltham. The score: 

Arlington Heights Rifle Club. 
GG Franklin.. 7 47 6889 10 
A F Davis. 7 10 3 7 10 
G A Lloyd. 6 6 6 7 
J C Holmes. 5 9 7 7 
CT Parsons. 4 6 8 4 
G W Pierce. 5 7 5 3 
D Smith. 4 8 2 5 
P Jones. 4 4 3 3 

Hillside Rifle Club. 
J R Monroe.10 9 6 5 
W H Stone.6 8 
L D Dennison.4 6 _ 
E A Emerson. 4 9 6 7 8 7 7 7 
H L Whiting. 4 8 4 5 7 8 6 6 
WL Clarke..... 65644668 
R B Edes (mil.). 3 5 6 4 6 i 5 4 
M Nethercote.65544605 

BOSTON, May 27.—The attendance to day at the range at Walnut 
Hill was fair. A strong 6 to 9 o'clock wind prevailed. During the 
day a team match was shot Scores: 

Decimal Off-Hand Match.—200yd8. 
. 7 10 8 7 10 10-90 

7 5 8 
7 9 8 6 6 7 
8 8 6 9 6 8 

8 6—70 
7 7-69 
8 6-68 
5 7—67 
7 9-64 
6 8-58 
5 4-56 
3 4—48^99 

C E Berry, D.1 ^2 
A L Brackett, C.10 6 8 
N F Tufts, A.9 9 9 
EB Souther, D .    7 6 7 
J R Mills, D. 7 7 10 
WH Oler, D.^ ^ ! 
DPJaw.C. 8 6 6 
T Stewart, A.8 10 5 

State Militia Match—Off band. 
W T Goodwin.18 

jg Edes •• * 
.Team Match at 200vds., First Team. 

.<) 5 6 7 5 8 7 8 7 9 

9 9 7 
6 9 10 6 

9 6 
6 4 
8 4 
8 8 6 

4-77 
7-75 
7—75 
7—75 

8 10 10 6 3—72 
5 9 10 6 10-72 

2 3 6 7-63 

20 
21 

NF Tufts., 
4 5 
6 9 
3 9 

—70 
5- 68+7-63 
6 —60 
6- 45+7-5;3—246 

B B Edes (mil). 6 4 b 9 6 
A L Brackett.... .5 7 7 7 2 4 
WT Good wiu (mil). 4 0 2 9(3 

Second Team. 
CE Berry.10 6 7 7 9 6 6 
EB Souther.10 4 5 5 6 4 6 
H Dennis (mil)...0 4 6 4 8 3 5 
T Stumkley. 4 1 7 3 9 6 4 

May 29.—The rifle matches were shot at Walnut Hill to-day. Fol¬ 
lowing are the best scores: _ ^ ^ r. 

Decimal Off-hand Match. 
R Reed. D.i 10 6 10 10 10 

4 -69 
7 _SQ 
3-474-5-52 
1 -45-225 

8 9 10 8-89 

7 10 8 8—85 
6 8 10 7-77 
4 10 7 9-71 

6 6 5—70 
6 10 4-68. 
5 9 7-61 

?Frrnci«"D" 8 7 10 8 9 9 9 10 9 8-87 

0 MTewelfc.’.’.V.V.’.”^^^^.^ '2 9%' 
C B Edwards, D. 8 8 7 8 9 7 
A L Brackett, A. k o a k q « 

H Witbington, C. 7 6 < 8 5 10 

AKeach,A.Rest Match ^ ^ ^ 
F R Foster P .8 10 9 10 10 10 10 10 10-97 
nicCse F . ....10 0 9 10 10 10 6 10 10 9 -96. 
N Washburn F. 10 9 10 10 10 9 10 9 9 10-98. 
nSdon F .10 9 91010 9101010 8-95. 
T Hurd A .  10 9 9 10 9 10 10 10 6 8-94, 

CW Flanders.19 18 19 M G Witham.18 

.'*«OOYd,.M..ol.. 
L Grant fMil).6535444555 -45 W L Chase (Mil)....454554435^1-3 
CW Hodgdon.4455444554—44 F C Sbeppard (Mil). 4544554245—42 

THOMASTON, Conn., May 29.—The generally low scores of to- 
dav’s shoot were owing to poor holding, for the light was good with 
TlightS; veering fFom 6 toll o'clock, 20yds.. off-hand, Hinman. 

E'&omas. a fi 9 7 

FCarr.0 » b . 
F A Perkins.-0 e £> o 

GARDNER, Mass., May 27.—Only a few men faced the butts of the 

....18 ;9-lK CS Mgen.n 8«S5 
N Dodge.80 .76-166 C Crabtree.69 61-130 
Newton......,.,,01 87-148 

6 6 
8 9 
6 7 
5 5 

7 8-71 
4 9-68 
6 6—64 
8 7—62 
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JAMESTOWN, N. Y., May 80.—Last Friday in a telegraphic rifle 
match with Waltham, Mass., our club made the following score, 
200yds., off-hand, Hinman target center, light very bright, wind one 
point from 11 o’clock; 
Hazeltine. 8 8 5 9 9 7 9 7 10 7—79 
Brown. G78068778 .5-68 
Burns..... 8 4 0 9 5 8 7 9 10 7-67 
Benner. 64545 7 754 7-54 
Curtiss. 800657865 6—50 
Ward... 6 5 5 6 0 0 6 4 4 4-89 
Watson . 0 10 0 0 4 10 5 0 0 10 -.89-398 
Waltham.'.444 

NEWABK, May 26.-On Monday last Mr. Godfrey Snellen, of the 
EssexA.ll.C. shot a match for $50 with Mr. Lever of Elizabeth, at the 
Essex range. The match was shot under rules of the N. R. A. at 
Zettler ring target. Mr. Snellen won the match with the score of 
1,141 points, to Mr. Lever’s 1,100 points, out of a possible 1,200. 
Another match was arranged between the same parties, for the same 
amount, for an early date at Elizabeth, Mr, Snellen to give Mr, Lever 
30 points. 

IOWA STATE SHOOT.—The ninth annual convention and tourna¬ 
ment of the Iowa State Association for the Protection of Game and 
Fish will he held at Burlington, Iowa, June 15 to 18, inclusive. The 
association has made every effort to make this the most successful 
meeting ever held in the State, and indgiug from the numerous as¬ 
surances received, the managers believe the attendance will be 
double that of previous years. The grounds selected are very tine, 
buildings commodious, and the comfort of visitors has been carefully 
looked after. Tne committee promise lots of live birds, and alrnos't 
every variety of inanimate targets; and four shoot? will be carried on 
at the same time, enabling shooters to enter different matches and 
avoid those long watts between shoots. There is a large number of 
extra prizes, some of them very valuable, and a large citizens’ pu'-se, 
also a novelty shoot, whic'a will be very interesting, 

WORCESTER, Mass., May 27.—Battery R. of the State Militia, is 
located here, it is the only organization that has a Gatling gun con¬ 
nected with militia. This week it went to the .State grounds. It had 
two objects in view, practice and to meet the joint standing committee 
on military affairs of the Legislature, The result was a surprise to 
all, it being tlie first time the m en h ad used the guns with ammunition 
The distance was 200yds. The target was four by .six feet with an 
eight inch bullseyo. Out of a possible 25 the work of each man was 
as follows: 

LieutO F Bigelow........54820—14 PrivCorcoran..54322-16 
Lieut E E Frost.28333—13 Priv Watson.44233—15 
Hosp Stwd J H 0 Hadley. .22834—14 Priv Sweet.54332 -17 
Serg Joseph Bruso.45233-17 Priv Hunt.32200— 7 
Corp Weeks.54480—15 Priv G Searles.54432—18 

THE TRAP. 

Scores for publication should be made out on the printed blanks 
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to club 
secretaries. 

vorrespondents vino favor us with club scores are particularly re¬ 
quested to write on one side of the paper only. 

RIVERSIDE CLUB.—Topsham, Me., May 20.—Match for club 
badges, 25 clay-pigeons, I8yds. rise: 
York..IIIOIIOOOIOIOIOOIOIOW. 
Hall, A E.1011100010101000111110010-13 
Goud..01I0011001IOI101110101100-14 
Alexander. OlllOllOlOlOllOUllllllll—lit 
Hall, MO.1001100100111110111100000-13 
Strout.01101100000111101001 w. 
Simpson.OllOOOOOllOiOOOOOOOl w. 

Ties on 13: A. E. Hall 001; M. C. Hall 111. 

SAN ANTONIO, Tex., May 20.—In the State sportsmen’s shoot to¬ 
day, at seventy live birds, there were flfiy-six entries. Middlebrook 
won first money; Wheeler, Dollarhide, Micklejohn-, Kelly, and Dowuie 
Durdege second; and third money was divided between Aasfarther. 
Warren Merlz and Erichsou. Shoot No. 6 was a surprise shoot at six 
blackbirds. There were fifty-four entries. Peterson, Yocum, Lue- 
vett and Roberts tied on a clean score, and in the shoot off Yocum 
won a basket of champagne; Erichson won the second p'nze, *10: 
Dollarhide third, and Middlebrook fourth. 

LOWELL, Mass., May 26.-The Lowell Rod and Gun Club began a 
short shooting tournament on its new grounds in Tewksbury to-day. 
There was a very large attendance, including many well-known 
marksmen from various parts of New England. There were 20 events. 
She special prize of $100 for each day, offered by the United States 
Cartridge Company, divided in four parts, was won as follows: Davis 
and Beaudray, of Worcester, divided first, $40; Faulkner, of Lowell. 
Tirrell Adams, Law and George, of Boston, second, $30. Perham, of 
Tyngsboro, Cooper, of Exeter, N. H., Aldres, Lawson and Allen, of 
Boston, third. $.20. Eager, of Marlboro, and Frost, of Lowell, fourth 
$10. 

NEWARK VS. ELIZABETH—The Southside Gun Club, of Newark, 
sustained its first defeat on Thursday, May 20 at the hands of the 
Elizabeth Gun Club. Teams of 9 men shot at Lockport‘ bats,” a 
new form of ‘ crockery birds.” Each man shot at 21 in ihe match and 
the clubs tied on 118 broken. The tie was shot off at 3 birds each and 
Elizabeth men broke 21 out of 27, while the Newarkers only smashed 
18, making the total 139 to 136. 

OTPAWA, May 25.—The Ligowsky chara4?ion_pigeon shooting con¬ 
test took place in Ottawa on Saturday last. Throop took the cup 
from Cameron, the former owner, by two points. The following 
was the score: Throop 19, Cameron 17, DesLaurier 16, Smythe v, 
Cameron, however, made a good show in the closing sweepstake, 
securing seven straights and winning first money. 

DBS MOINES, May 20.—A contest for the championship of the 
U. S. in wing shooting live birds was held here to-day between J 
Stice, of Jacksonville, Ill., and 0. W, Budd, of this city. The trial 
was with fifty birds, and was won by Budd, with a score of 47, to 41 
by Stice. Budd missed the three first, bat shot the last 47 birds 
straight without a miss. One month ago Budd won the champion 
medal from Stice at Jacksonville, and now holds it subject to chall- 
lenge once in thirty days for a year. 

NEW DORP, S. I., May 27.—Emerald Gun Club of New York city 
Match at live pigeons, ground ti-aps, 21, 26 and 30yds. rise, 80yds' 
bound, shot under club rules 4 prizes: 
R Reagan, 21.0001000111—4 N Measel. 30.1010110111—7 
L Schermerhorn, 30..0101111110-7 FSehrader,21. 0110111111—8 
T Codey,25.OllOllOltl—7 Wm Glassum, 80.1011000101—5 
J Measel, 25..lllOilOlOl—7 J W Godfrey,25.1101101101_7 
P Butz, 35.1101101100- 6 L Gehering, 21.llOlilOOll-7 
P J Keenan, 21.1111010100-6 M McMunn,21.OOlllliili-S 
H Rubeno, 21.0110110000—4 Q Remsen, 25 .OlOlOlllll_7 
J Sidley, 25.1101010000—4 A McHale, 21.OilOOOlOOl—3 
J Howard, 21.0100001111-5 ■. rmwiom 

Ties for first, 35 yds.: Schraeder 1110 —3, McMunu 111 1—4 Ties 
for second. 30yds.: L. Schermerhorn 1 0, T. Codev 0 J Mpas«i 
11111111-8, N. Measel 11, L. Gehering (25yds.) 0, G.'RemTen 
111111111-9. Ties at 25yds.; P. Butz 11 l l 1-5, i>. j. Keenan 
111 1—4. President Howard again wins fourth, a handsome gold 
medal.—Thos. Codey, Recording Secretary. 

* WORCESTER, Mass., May 28.—The arrangements for a tournament 
under the auspices of the Worcester Sportsmen’s Club are complete 
It will be at Coal Mine, Brook Range. 

WINCHENDON, Mass.,May 26.—At the regular meet to-day of the 
Winchendon Gun Club, the men tried their hand at breaking clay 
pigeons. The four men out of a possible ten made the following 
totals: J. Sutherland, Jr., 10; F. F. Hopgood, 8; A. H Fe'sh 3- P S 
Doris, 2. • . > ■ 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 

Allen’s bow-facing oars, 3 
lU.—Adu. 

5 per pair. Fred A, Allen, Monmouth, 

One in six of those insured under the accident policies of the 
Travelers, of Hartford, Conn , in 1884, was killed or injured by acci¬ 
dent, and received casU benefits.—Adu. 

Among the Northern Lakes of Wh’sconsin, Minnesota and Iowa, 
are hundreds of delightful places where one can pass the summer 
months in quiet rest and enioyment, and return home at the end of 
the heated term completely rejuvenated. Each recurring season 
brings to Oconomowoc. Waukesha, Beaver Dam, Frontenac, Okoboji, 
Minnetonka, White Bear, and innumerable other charming localities 
with romantic names, thousands of our best peoij'e whose winter 
homes are on either side of Mason and Dixon's line. Elegance and 
comfort at a moderate cost can be readily obtained. A list of sum¬ 
mer homes with all necessary information pertaining thereto is being 
distributed by the Chioago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway, and wifi 
be sent free upon application by letter to A. V. H. Carpenter, (Jener^ 
Passenger Agent, Milwaukee, Wis,—Ady. 

amig. 

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and 
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signals, etc, of 
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and 
reports of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are 
requested to fon\n,rd to Fore.st and Stream their addresses, with 
logs of cruises, naaps, and information concerning their local waters, 
drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and aU items relating 
to the sport, 

FIXTURES. 

Mohican Races every Thursdav through the season. 
Jime 12—Brooklyn C. C, Paddling Race. 
.Tune 12—N. Y. C. 0., Spring Regatta, 1st Race Com. Trophy. 
June 26—N. Y. C. 0., 2d Race Commodore’s Troph}'. 
July 3-5—N. Y. C. C., Trials International Races. 

g-34-W. A. C. A. Meet. Lake Erie. 
10—Brooklyn C.C.. Paddling Race. 
10—N. Y. C. C., .8d Race Commodore’s Trophy. 
24-N. Y. C. O., 4th Race Commodore’s Trophy. 
7—N. Y. C. C.. 5th Race Commodore’s Trophy. 
7—Brooklvn C. C., Paddling Race. 

13-37—A. C. A. Meet, Grindstone Island. 
4r-BrooklyD C. C., Paddling Race. 

Sept. 4—N. Y. C. C., International Cup Races. 
Sept. 11—N. Y. C. C.. 6th Race Commodore’s Trophy. 
Sept. 18—Brooklyn 0. C., Sailing Races. 
Sept. 25—Brooklyn 0. C.. Challenge Cup. 
Sept. 25-N. Y. C. C., 7th Race Commodore’s Trophy. 
Oct. 2—N. Y. C. 0., Fall Regatta. 

July 
July 
July 
July 
Aug. 
Aug. 
Aug. 
Sept. 

PITTSBURGH C. C. OPENING. 

The Pittsburgh C. C. opened the season May 27, in their usual 
fashion, which is more of a social gathering than a regatta. An 

excusion steamer was chartered for the day, and with the canoes, 
their skippers and invited guests—ladies and gentlemen—ran up 
the Monongahelafar enough to escape the smoke of the city, and 
th en tied up to the bank for the day. Owing to delay in starting 
and time required to make the run up. the first race was not caUed 
until after lunch. The intention had been to have three sailing 
races, class A, B, and a free for all; but as class A would be simply a 
gift for Nirvana, that race was dropped, and the free-for-all called 
first—about 3 P. M. 

The entries were Lnrna. J. K. Bakewell, just come home from 
Washington; Marguerite, G. H Singer; Delight, R. W. Bailey; 
Amaryllis, C. F. Holdship, and Katrina, W. E. Wood well; all class 
B, and Nirvana. A. K. Niraick, of class A. Holdship and Woodwell, 
whose own canoes are still in their winter quarters at Oonemaugh 
Lake, were both in strange boats which they had never sailed before, 
and the latter was so unfortunate as to break Katrina’s mainmast 
short off at the deck, early in the day, and lost all chance for prac¬ 
tice while getting sail dried out and a new mast rigged. The course 
was from the steamer up the river (free wind) about three-quarter 
mile to the R. R. bridge, where a pier had to be turned, as the buoy 
had sunk; beat back dead to windwaid to a buoy.one-half mile below 
steamer, and run to starting point. 

At the starting signal the wind was almost too light to give steer¬ 
age way, but a very even start was made by all except Amaryllis, 
who had drifted over the line, and was returning when second shot 
was fired. The six canoes were strung all across the river, Lorna 
on the extreme right, Chen Katrina, Nirvana, Amaryllis, Delight and 
Marguerite. The ivind seemed to come in narrow streaks, and Ka¬ 
trina was the first to catch it, running 100 feet ahead of the line. As 
there seemed to be a little more wind on the right. Delight edged 
over across Nirvana’s stern, but had hardly done so when a puff on 
the left sent Marguerite to tho front a-flying. So it went, first one 
craft then another being benefited; but the luck was tolerably equal, 
for after running two-thirds of the way to turn, the whole six were 
lapped. Under the bridge the wind was very bad. Delight was first 
around, with Amaryllis close behind, and Nirvana next, while the 
others lost all steerage way and drifted about, head down stream 
for a time, thus losing all chance for the race. 

On the first leg to windward Nirvana was much the best handled 
and promptly took the lead. After one or two tac^, however, the 
wind headed her off just as she crossed Delight’s bow, and she had to 
tack and follow in second place. The wind now increased to a good 
whole sail breeze, but it was puffy and uncertain in direction, and 
before long Nirvana got a slant which enabled her to stand directly 
down the river for a little whUe. Delight, on opposite tack, being 
compelled to rtm square across. This, of course, gave the Class A 
boat a good lead, and for some time It looked as if she had the race 
safe, but when almost to the lower buoy the wind failed her, and the 
larger canoe closed up so as to follow Nirvana’s stem close around 
the flag, and they settled for final run on nearly even terms. Mean¬ 
while the rear boats had finally rounded the pier, and Katrina, now 
on her best sailing point, started in for third place. Amaryllis had 
such a long lead that it took almost all the windward work to get past 
her, and when the buoy was turned the leaders were almost up to the 
finish line, so the old Lansinghurgh nad to be content with thkd the 
first club race she ever failed to win. 

The two cousins were having a slow race of it before the liglit 
breeze, and the larger canoe finally scraped ahead, and won her 
maiden race by only 9 seconds. Delight is a new, double board canoe 
built by Capt. Ruggles, of Charlotte, N. Y., is 16ft. long, 3C%in. beam! 
and carried 80ft, of sail in this race. Nirvana is only 14 by 27U, and 
can-ied about 67ft. She was built by Stephens in the spring of 1884 
and needs no introduction to any A. C, A, man who was at Grindstone 
last year._ 

CANOES AND SAILING BOATS. 

American canoeists have always taken a great interest in the 
Nautilus canoe as the pattern after which the majority of Amer¬ 

ican canoes were modelled for many years. The one shown above Is 
the fourth of the name, and possesses a special interest from the fact 
that she was the subject of a lengthy controvery very similar to that 
between “Deja” and our canoeists last season, the result being two 
r^^es. both won by the canoe. The larger boat in this case, the 
Wideawake, was 16ft. long, 3ft. 6in. beam, decked like a canoe, with a 
centerboard of 130 pounds. She was schooner-rigged, fitted with 
oars, and had a belt of cork Sin. in diameter around each gunwale to 
increase her buoyancy. The Nautilus w'as 14x28, rigged as shown a 
very inferior boat in all respects to those of to day. The question of 
superiority was easily settled by two races, one on Sept. 9,1871, and 
one on Oct. 3, on the Solent, the first in a light to modei-ate breeze 
the second in a fresh breeze and rough water. The two are described 
as follows in the Field of September and October: 

[From London Field, Sept. 9, 1871.1 

“■^e course selected for this miniature yacht race was from South- 
sea Pier to the Gilkicker Buoy and back, a distance of five miles. The 
wind at starting was a nice S.8.E. breeze, with the sea in a lumpy 
condition, which, however, smoothed down when the wind sot 
lighter. At 2:30 stations were taken up, with all sail set—Nautilus 
under large Chinese mainsail and a mizzen; Wideawake (a schooner) 
under gaff main and foresails and fore staysails. 

“At ‘off’ sheets were hauled aft, and the vesssls canted off on their 
course. All doubt as to the probable result of the race was at once 
dispelled by the little Nautilus walking right away from her large 
opponent. The tide race, with its accompanying breakers, was 
steadily sailed through; the Nautilus, increasing her lead and stand¬ 

ing well up to windward, weathered and ‘ wore* round the mark buoy, 
the Wideawake being a little short of a mile astern at the time. The 
Wideawake, however, stuck pluckily to it, but with little hope of re¬ 
gaining the lost ground, as the wind was falling light. During the 
whole time the wherries accompanying the race had to use oars as 
well as sails in keeping up wdth the leading canoe. Messenger, theex- 
champton sculler and builder of the boats, who had come down from 
London on purpose, accompanied the race in one of these sailing 
wherries. When the Wideawake rounded the buoy the Nautilus had 
run a mile and three-quarters on her homeward passage of two miles 
and a half, and arrived at Southsea Pier tlie winner by nearly two 
miles. The wind now died away altogether, and a ‘calm carna over 
the face of the deep.’_ Wideawake was towed back to Southsea. 

“The chief interest in this match, from a boating point of view, w'as 
occasioned by the great difference in the design, size and rigs of the 
competing vessels; the Nautilus, by Mr. Baden-Powell, a bona fide 
traveling canoe, a well-known fiver, having taken the two first sail¬ 
ing prizes of the Canoe Club—beam 2ft. 4in. and w'oolen keel IJ^in. 
deep—against the Wideawake, nearly twice her size, and havin® an 
iron drop keel, 130 pounds.” 

[From London Field, Oct. 7, 1871.] 

The second race or return match between the Nautilus canoe and 
Wideawake was sailed on Tuesday last, and created some excitement 
at,Southsea, where several members of the canoe club had gathei'ed 
to witness the event. It will be remembered that the first m'atch be¬ 
tween these ve.ssels ended in a victory for the Nautilus, and that the 
owner of the Wideawake was dissatisfied with the result, whieh he 
attributed to lack of wind. A lively correspondence ensued in our 
columns, culminating in an agreement to sail a second match, the 
owner of the Nautilus (the sraaUer vessel) considerately allowing to 
bis opponent the choice of course. 

At noon on Tuesday the Wideawake arrived on Southsea Pier, and 
was carried thence to a point some distance to the eastward by five 
men, a sixth bringing up the rear with a heavy box of ballast upon 
his shoulder. Both the vessels have been so thoroughly described in 
these columns, that it is unnecesary to dwell upon their peculiarities. 
We may, however, mention the fact that the Wideawake is no longer 
schooner-rigged, her owner having made something like a yawl of 
her. The Nautilus used the sliding spreet rig with which she won 
the canoe club sailing races. 

As the time fixed tor the start approached, a steamer, whieh had 
been chartered for the occasion by Mr. George Bishop, left his yacht 
Pandora at Gosport and proceeded to Southsea, having the Nautilus 
in tow. On board were a party of ladies and gentlemen, including 
“Nautilus,” ‘‘Ringleader,” “Octoroon” and other members of the 
canoe club. By the time that such preliminary arrangements as tak¬ 
ing ballast on board and adjusting life belts were completed, half an 
hour had passed, but both vessels were ready to commence the race 
at a quarter to three. “Wideawake” had previously proposed, and 
‘Nai'.tiius” had agreed, to sail from Southsea Pier round the Spit 

Fork to the Gilkicker Buoy, and thence to Southsea Pier, so that when 
they met afloat with sails up, a flying start became almost a matter of 
course. At 2h. 50m., with a nice breeze blowing from the westward, 
the two vessels went away very evenly. Almost as soon as they were 
under way the Nautilus commenced leading, and, although much the 
smaller vessel, was so well handled that before the Spit Fort was 
reached she led the Wideawake by more than a hundred yards. Mr 
Powell went well to leeward of the fortifloation, but his opponent kept 
close to the stonework. Directly the Wideawake got under the lee of 
the fort, she became to a certain extent at the mercy of the west¬ 
ward going tide, which carried her dangerously near the wooden 
piles. Fortunately, no accident occurred, and as each vessel in turn 
escaped from the huge block of masonry, sheets were hauled in and 
the Wideawake bowled along over the white-crested seas in the track 
of her fleet little leader. As the wind met the tide, quite a lively sea 
was knocked up, and white horses were plentiful; still the little ves¬ 
sels behaved remarkably well, and considerable admiration was ex¬ 
pressed by the spectators at the manner in which they flew along 
This was decidedly the most exciting part of the interesting match, 
as, although the Nautilus had a long lead, the Wideawake at last 
appeared to be holding her own. For some minutes the leader was 
bothered by a cutter, which persistently headed him. When, how¬ 
ever, the yacht had sailed away under the influeuee of a freshening 
breeze, the Nautilus was put at the seas very prettily, and the 
Wideawake, which had gained a good deal, tore through the 
seas, wetting her occupant considerably and appearing to ship water 
freely. It was just the weather for which her owner bad 
expressed a desire, and it was, moreover, precisely the weather 
in which she appeared to the greatest advantage. As the two craft 
went dashing along it was felt that the time had come when the 
question of superiority was to be decided. Even the ladies on board 
the accompanying steamer appeared to be greatly interested in the 
match, and scarcely turned to look at the ironclad Sultan as they 
passed her. As the competing boats stood on in the direction of Rvde 
Pier through some very lively water Mr. Powell eased his vessel ad¬ 
mirably over the bigger waves when, after having sailed perhaps a 
mile and a half from the Spit Fort, he let her go for a few yards, 
luffed suddenly, held his mainsail aweather, and notwithstanding the 
lumpy water, accomplished the feat of staying—slowly, it is true, but 
thoroughly—by the aid of sails and rudder alone. During the per¬ 
formance of this well-executed Kaaneuver, the Wideawake shot past 
to windward, and stood on to the southvvard, while her lively rival 
started upon a long leg for the Gilkicker Buoy, Having gone per¬ 
haps two hundred yards beyond the spot at which the Nautilus went 
about, the Wideawake proceeded to follow suit; but the attempt was 
anything but a successful one; her head flew up into the wind and 
there remained, so that she was helplessly in irons. After one or two 
vain att^pts to get away, her skipper gave it up and paddled her 
about. This was felt to be the climax of the match, as siich a course 
of procedure on the part of a competitor was tantamount to an ac¬ 
knowledgment of defeat. ’Very little interest was taken in the por- 
Hon of the race which followed, as the Nautilus fetched the Gilkicker 
Buoy without difficulty at 3h, 43m. 80s., the Wideawake following at 
3h 45m 55s. Mr, Powell ran from tUe Buoy past Fort Monokton 
where he set his foresail (spinnaker) and doffed his life belt and 
across the month of Portsmouth Harbor to the pier at Southsea 
which he reached at 4h. 20m., having occupied exactly one hour atad 
a half in accomplishing the distance of about six miles. The Wide¬ 
awake ran goose-winged from the Buoy, but did not go to the pier 

[The results of the two races were to prove the superiority of the 
small canoe over a much larger boat of inferior model, and to demon¬ 
strate the ability of the canoe under sail in really rough water when 
properly handled.] 

THE ROYAL C. C.-HENDON LAKE. 

ON Saturday last the members of this club sailed a match on Hen¬ 
don Lake, the prizes being the “senior flag” and a sweepstake 

The weather was anything hut nice for canoe sailing as a pastime; 
but was the weather which had been, so to speak, asked for to test 
the various canoe models in a hard blow and rough water The 
wind was blowing a strong westerly breeze, a gale down channel and 
created quite a lively short sea on Hendon Lake. The canoes were 
limited to eighty square feet of sail, but the limit was unnecessary 
m the circumstances, as close reefs were the order of the day. The 
match was robbed of its entries all but two, owing to the severity of 
the elements. Sabrina, in taking a preliminary canter, with a good 
deal too much saii on. by the way, capsized, and was not pumped 
dry and put in sufficient order in time to start, though her owner 
pluckily made a start later and sailed her one round of the course, 
she being comparatively a small canoe. Mr. Miles took his Nina (a 
Nautilus looking model) out for a spin round about shortly before 
the start, and though she pitched the spray about a good deal, she 
seemed to go well, but looked in want of more weight, especially for 
tacking against the short seas; she was run into shelter by the raft 
and did not start; in short, the only two that started were Nautilus’ 
Mr. Baden-Powell; Diamond, Mr. H. Church. These two were close 
reefed, and appeared about even in sail area; the former perhaps 
had a shade the larger saU area, ivhereas the Diamond had consid¬ 
erably the larger amount of ballast and size of boat. 

The starting gun went at 8:61 P. M., Nautilus taking the lead. The 
pair of them started on a.heavy beat to windward; it was soon mani- 
fest that Nautilus was in for a welting, as she chucked the spray over 
her mainsail and skipper, and the seas being apparenily too short 
and hollow for the boats to be eased over them. Diamond was com¬ 
paratively dry, but she was not sailed so “full” or fast as Nautilus 
and also has more freeboard, and nearly three times as much weight 
in her center plate. The triangular course is two miles, and the 
wind was steady and strong on two sides, but baffling, and with 
heavy squalls on the third side. The [three rounds-six miles— 
were wellsailed, and, considering the faulty side, over half a mile 
in extent, it was a very fast race, the total time being Ih. 29m. for the 
SIX miles, about one mile and a quarter of which was dead slow for 
pace, with savage knockdown puffs from over the trees. Nautilus 
won the flag at5:2() P. M., followed by Diamond at 5;‘36 P M. 

This match winds up the club races on Heudon Lake, unless some 
Visitor should be fouud to challenge for a race, or a supt.)leineiitary 
race or two be made among the members. The match, however, 
has given Mr. Powell the opportunity,of testing his new boat at hard- 
weather sailing, with results which ought to satisfy him. 

One question of considerable interest to canoe sailors—in contem¬ 
plation of the International Trophy races to be sailed in America 
this September—was much debated dui'ing the race, namely, the 
effect in such weather of the American fashion of the skinper sitting 
out on the “ weather deck” and steering by hand, and tfie Wauiilus 
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fashion of lying down full length in the hottom steering hy the feet, 
or, midway, the Pearl plan of sitting up against the weather side by 
means of a side-deck flap. It was pretty generally concluded that 
sitting on deck in the circumstances ‘would have been a sight all 
would have liked to see, especially some of the competitors and the 
professional boat keepers (they ao not get a chance of a bit of sal¬ 
vage work often). 

On the whole, Hendon Lake, though the races have this season 
been set a good bit too early, has produced some very good racing; 
and has shown that, though Nautilus comes out of it with first prize 
for each start, and Pearl close up, the other canoes, notably Nina 
and Diamond, are by no means out of the running, and Sabrina, for 
the “ second-class ” matches on the Thames, will start the favorite 
with a great number on the home waters. 

A paddling race came off at Kingston on Wednesday last. The 
distance was half a mile, and the competitors, G. J. B. Porter, E W. 
Lewis, and H. K. Bridger, were started by Mr. A. B. Ingram at 7 P. 
M. Porter at once showed in front, and was never headed, eventu¬ 
ally winning easily by several lengths; Lewis second. 

There will be a mile race in second class Bob Boys on Wednesday 
next, the 26th tnst.—T/ie Field, May 15. 

THE A. 0. A. TBOPHY.—Editor Forest and Stream: I beg to 
acknowledge contributions to the American Canoe Association inter¬ 
national challenge cup, as follows: James K. Hand, Shattemuc C. 0., 
$2; “Eo,” $1, Hy. N. Sweet, Boston, $1; Frank Brewster, Cleveland, 
gl; W. P. Couch, Dubuque, gl; J. M. Gildert. Halifax, $I; Walter 
Launt Palmer, Albany. $1; Beade W, Bailey, Pittsburgh, second sub¬ 
scription, $5; J. T. Hubbard. Clayton, N. y.,$l; A. Bain, Clayton, 
N. Y.,'$l; F. B. Webb, Staunton, Va., $1; W. B. Lesslie, Kingston, 
Ont., $1; Emile Buff. Dubuque, la., @1; J. P. Jefferson, Warren, Pa., 
$1; ,1. L. Weller, Brighton, Ont., $1; Will Brooks. San Francisco. Cal., 
gl; previously acknowledged, $204; total to date, $225.—Wm. Whit¬ 
lock, Chairman (37 West Twenty-second street. New York, May 1). 

ESSEX BOAT AND CANOE CLUB.—The first annual regatta of the 
Essex Boat and Canoe Club, will be held off the club house, Passaic 
Kiver, north of the Erie Bridge, on Saturday, June 26, 1886, at 2 P. M. 
The programme is as follows; Paddling classes, 3 and 4; sailing 
classes, A and A; tandem paddling classes, 3 and 4; upset race, tub 
race. Suitable prizes will be given for each race. Geo. O. Totten, 
Wra. II. Hillier, A. W. Evenden, Begatta Committee. 

LAKE ST. LOUIS C. C. OPENING CBUISE.—The Lake St. Louis 
C. C. en.ioyed a very exciting run on May 25, down the Chatenaugenay 
Biver. A party of thirty-four went to 'Huntington by rail, with their 
canoes, and starting on Monday morning ran down the river for a 
distance of 75 miles, shooting eight rapids in which many canoes 
came to grief. Besides a thorough wetting and some damage to the 
boats, no'harm was done and all enjoyed the trip. 

“CANOE HANDLING.”—If foolish, go it alone, experiment, and 
learn the ropes by main strength. If wise, equip yourself with Yaux’s 
hook and study ir. It won’t make you a canoeist before you go on to 
the water, but you will be surprised to find how simple a thing it is 
to master canoeing, when tutored by so adept and accomplished a 
master as “Dot.” 

“ CANOE AND CAMP COOKEBY” is a collection of the recipes 
prepared by "Seneca” and published in convenient form for aU outers 
who have occasion to do their own cooking in camp or on a cruise. 
A dollar cannot be better expended in the way of outfitting than 
when put into this useful manual. 

A. C. A.—The following candidates have been proposed for mem¬ 
bership; Geo. M. Cole, Dr. J. E. Brouse, J. H. Bagg, Brockville, Out.. 
Canada: Lieut.-Col. Villiers, J. B. Carruthers, T. Y. Greet, Lieut. 
Bivers, Kingston, Ont., Canada; Chas. P. Weekes, Chas. G. Balmann, 
Brooklyn, N. Y.; J. H. Ten Eyck. 

THE SPBING MEETS.—Successful meets of the canoeists were 
held at Bondout and Calla Shasta on May 30, accounts of which will 
appear next week. 

DoN’Ttwist your neck off, but use Allen’s bow-facing oars. Little 
talogue free. Fred A. AUen. Monmouth , 111.—Adn. 

Jdchiing. 

THE LOSS OF THE OONA. 

The details of the sad accident by which five lives were lost, are 
given in the last week’s Field from which we quote them at 

length, with the accompanying cuts, in order to correct the false im¬ 
pressions created by the first garbled reports here of the “capsize of 
a cutter.” The dimensions of the yacht are much less extreme than 
at first reported and it is evident that she was in very heavy weather, 
and while it maybe that a racing yacht of her construction is not the 
best boat for such work, there is little doubt but that boats of her 
size and of other types would have fared no better. In these days 
when the lead fever has fairly set in here there is a valuable lesson 
to be learned from her loss. How many of our small boats, whether 
newly built or altered, have half the strength in the floors that the 
Oona did? In this point a very large number of them are very weak, 
but it is a fault that is not apparent until fatal consequences are at 
hand. Owners and builders are most directly interested in this 
most vital question. The Field says: 

Borne remarks have appeared in print calculated to convey the 
impression that the late Mr. W. E. Paton was an “amateur yacht de¬ 
signer,” but so far from this being the case, he went through a prac¬ 
tical and theoretical training for liis profession such as no other de¬ 
signer has had. He was with Messrs. John Inglis & Co., the ship and 
yacht builders, Glasgow, for some years, and then w’ent through a 
three years’ course of study at the Boyal Naval College, Greenwich. 
After this he ivent to Sir William Armstrong. Mitchell & Co., Elswick, 
at the invitation, we believe, of the present Chief Constructor to the 
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dmiraltv. who at the time was manager of the Elswick works. He 
robablv wOTld have remained at Elswick had not his fondness for 
achts and vacht sailing turned his thoughts 

ing. His first notable achievment 
Tiddent, S-tonner, which he built for himself and sailed dunng his 
rst year at Greenwicli when only eighteen 
eslen was worked out, with all the care as to weight of materials 
nd ^stability, bestowed on ironclads, and she 
raft. He next designed the 6 Conner Olga, also while 
or Mr. J, M. Heyn, and it will be remembered that she was sunk 

in Kingstown Harbor by a small steam yacht, o wned by Mr. Talbot 
Power^ after a remarkable series of victories. She was 
recovered by Mr. Power, who had her repaired, and after 
finishing up a successful season, he sold her to Mr. G. B. Thompson in 
1884 While in the hands of ihe latter gentleman she was opposed 
by s'hona and Delvin, and was finally again sunk in the ^ers^by a 
steamer but has since been again raised and repaired. During Mr. 

aton’s stayat Elswick he also designed the well known S-tOTuer 
Currrtush which has had even a more successful career than Olga, 
'^n^d iSt year he turned out the Luath for Mr. G. B. Thomson. His 
atest effort was the Oona, and she is nnmbered as ‘f®- 
in his own handwriting on the plans. It may be ®®^®l,®d®lH®“ 
f oreaoine that Mr. Paton was in no sense an “ amateur designer , on 
the contfaiy? he went through a veiy arduous and quite exceptional 

training for his profession, and had achieved such success with small 
racing yachts, that his career was full of promise. He had made 
many friends, and his gentlemanly manner and modest bearing could 
not be otherwise than attractive. The news of his sad fate was heard 
by all who knew him with genuine sorrow, and every one regretted 
that a life which promised to be so useful should be swept away at 
its very opening. In speaking thus of Mr. Paton we must not forget 
his friend Mr. Plunket, whose death excited no less sorrow among a 
large circle of friends. The master of the smcht, E. Porter, leaves a 
widow and five children to mourn his loss, and, as they are totally 
unprovided for, a subscription has been opened for them at South¬ 
ampton b.y Messrs. Fay & Son, who will be glad to receive donations 
to the fund. 

From the draw’mgwe publish of the mid-section of the Oona, it will 
be seen that she has practically no bilge, her underwater form being 
flatter and straighter than any other similar yacht, although three 
or four are a ver.y near approach to it.- Besides the fact that, in de¬ 
signing such a narrow sailing yacht, the lead keel must be of great 
size, Mr, Paton had an idea that, by doing away with the bilge he 
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Fould gel lid of some of the enormous transverse wave-makings 
0 which these craft are prone; but whether he succeeded or not m 
educing the wave-making, the features of the design had nothing 
i'hatever to do with the loss of the yacht. 
The Oona was built by Messrs. Fay and Son, of Southampton, from 

, 'most elaborate specification, drawn by Mr. Paton, wherein the 
vhole of the construction and sizes of all ironwork are most minutely 
lescribed. Beyond this, Mr. Paton supplied the builder with detailed 
Irawings of the construction, and constantly visited the yard to see 
hat his instructions were faithfully carried out. He fixed the sizes 
if all ironworE. and was most anxious to keep everything as ligm as 
lossible consistent with strength, so as net to throw his calculations 
lut. It is only right to say that both Mr. Paton and Mr. Plunket ex- 
iressed themselves highiv satisfied with the manner in which Messrs, 
nay had carried out all instructions. The following condensed ex- 
racts from the specification will show the quality and sizes of the 
naterial used in the construction of the yacht: 
The builders to supply and fit a lead keel of 9 6 tons, to be cast 

torn a pattern, the latter to be most accurately moulded from the 
Irawings, and if when cast it is found short of the calculated weight 
o the extent ;of more, say, than 2cwt., as much as possible of the 
lifference is to be made up by a thick layer of white lead between 
he wood and lead keels, the former of which may be gouged out a 
ittle on the under surface, so as to retain more white lead. 
Keel bolts to be lin yellow metal; side bolts % yellow metal, six- 

eenin all, the builders having put in two extra. ^ 
Wood keel of English or American elm, in one piece, 5m. deep and 

ift Sin. broad amidships, tapering to stem and sternpost. totem and 
iternpost to be of Biatlsh oak, 41n. sided. o- 
The transverse framing to consist of eight frames (ff L iron 2in.x 

!in.x3-16, spaced 3.4ft., so as to divide the length of L.W.L. into ten 
■qual parts. | We should here say that the builders substituted steel 
or iron for these Hames and |the floors of the sizes stipulated tor 
ron 1 The L frame near the mast to be omitted, and two L frames 
lOin. apart substituted. The heels of Tall these angle frames to 
le kneed down across the keel or deadwoods. In the ends of the 
mcht the spacing to be continued 3.4ft., but with oak tiinbers. 2J4in. 
c294in. The foregoing framing to be supplemented with bent frames 
)f American elm 2i4in.xl?4in. and li4in.xlMiD.. one of the larger and 
,wo of the smaller between each pair of iron frames. , 

The L frames to be fitted with t/qin. iron floor plates of depths and 
'orms shown in the drawings, and securely riveted thereto. Also at 
six of these frames there are to be placed at the height of the cabin 
sole, and supporting it, L iron beams of 2in.Xl?4in.x3-16in.. so as to 
'ive the sides of the yacht a good connection there and to the deep 
loor plates. Three of the heavy bent American elm frames to be 
itted with Min. iron floors. 2in.x2in.x3-16in., and to be securely 
ittached to frame and keel. Two of the ^in. Iroufloor plates to reach 
to the sole of the cabin, as showri in the drawing, the remaining nme 

^'^The^three lower strakes of the planking to be of American rock elm: 
larboard IMm. thick. The top strakes to be of cedar lin. thick, aim 
tee remainder of the plank yellow pine lin. thick when cleared off, 
care to be taken that it does not exceed this. Decked covermg board 

'’°There*are^^o be six galvanized iron beams, 2in.XlMm.x3-l*'i“" 
tached at the ends of the frames with rivets and. to the L iron angle 
knees, forming beam arms, the latter to be through bolted to side of 
yacht and shelf. Special attention to be given to the hanging knees 
at the two mast beams and frames, where they are to be kneed along 
the beams there about 1ft.. and securely attached theret^and kneed 
down the frames to the depth that the chain plates go Wood beams 
between the iron, 2Min.X2Min. Shelf of larch, 3m.Xl^m. 

MastTMin. diameter at deck and 6Min. at hounds, btanding rig¬ 
ging of steel wire. Channels of galvanized iron, 1ft. 3m. m width. 

It is evident from the foregoing condensed abstract of the specm- 
eation thatno fault could be found with the matenals used; and so 
carefully had the calculations been made, that the lead keel cime 
out within half a hundredweight of the stipulated weight, and bal¬ 

lasted the yacht exactly to the designed load waterline. So the thick 
layer of white lead was not needed; and it might here be said that 
fhe practice of putting a “thick layer” of white lead between a lead 
keel and a wood keel is not to be commended, for the obvious reason 
that it may work out, and thus give play to the lead keel. But of 
course everything depends upon the thickness of the layer, and 
where lin. might he most objectionable, there would be no harm 
perhaps in Min. 

It will he seen that the weak place in the construction of the yacht 
is the floor and frame connection with the keel, the only connection 
being two bolts through the eleven (2in.x8-l6ih.) flanges of the L iron 
knee floors, pierced for %m. holts, and there was no dish-plate keel 
to make this connection with the knees or throats of floors rigid; so 
practically the first strain of the heavy lead keel was thrown on the 
gaj-board strakes, as the floor fastenings were a considerable distance 
in from the edges of the keel; and directly the garboards gave up 
the bolts would soon WTench out of the floors. The long lin. metal 
bolts did not go through the flanges of the floors, but were set up on 
small plates. Whether the garboards gave way before the yacht 
struck, or afterwards, it is now impossible to say, hut the whole lot 
- lead keel and w-ood keel—came bodily away from the framing, and 
the bare planking and framing only were washed ashore. The 
assumption that the keels broke away before the yacht struck is con¬ 
sistent with the statement of two spectators that they saw the yacht 
capsize. On the other hand, the fact that the mast broke in the way 
it did leads one to think that the mast first went, and then that the 
yacht drove ashore. The fact of a mast falling ovei- would lead one 
to imagine for the moment tnat the yacht capsized. We should like 
to know if the spectators noticed the position of the yacht after the 
alleged capsize. 

Putting aside the necessity of having “everything as light as possi¬ 
ble” in the construction of a racing yacht, and to use as little mate¬ 
rial as possible, there car be no doubt that Oona was weak from a 
constructive point of view. She ought to have had bilge stringers or 
diagonal braces outside the frames to keep such a deep hull rigid, 
looking at the weight attached to It. However, these particular 
weaknesses do not appear to have in any way contributed to her loss, 
although there is little doubt that the hull was not one to stand much 
wear and tear any more than some of the other lightly built racing 
craft do. 

Mr. G- B. Thompson who naturally has taken a great interest in the 
event and who has designed and built yachts for himself, has furn¬ 
ished us with some particulars after visiting the wreck, from which 
we gather that the deck is perfect, but the hatches have gone. The 
stem is perfect up to the scarph into wood keel. The sternpost is in 
place, hue the rudder has gone. The sides are perfect down to the 
garboards. The angle steel frames (g-alvanized), with steamed frames 
between, steel deckbeams joined to steel frames—all the angle irons 
joining these are gone in the throats. The two steel frames in wake 
of mast and at the runners are. however, complete, mcluding the 
plates across the floors. The floors dropped out everywhere else and 
both wood and lead keels have gone. The mainsheet horse is raiber 
small and broken two-thirds in from one end. One trysail sheet bolt 
gone. The runner plates on port side have both gone where they had 
been pierced to take a brass screw near the gunwale; channels crum¬ 
pled and softened hy galvanizing. The mast is bioken short off under 
the spider band so straight that casual observers said it had bee sawn 
through, hut Mr.Thompson says that it is without a doubt a “carroty” 
break. The clew- of the trysaU is torn out from the close reef cringle 
downward. 

The yacht apparently made Lambay at about 10 A. M, on Wednes¬ 
day, May 12, with the wind—the hardest gale since Boyd’s storm— 
nearly due east, an hour or so before low water. She was seen hy a 
coaster and two smacks, who were at anchor off Little Harbor, Lam- 
hay. (See the sketch here annexed, but not to scale.) 

Mr. G. B. Thompson saw Mr. Jones, the master of the coasting 
schooner Prospect, which was at anchor in Lambay when the Oona 
made her appearance round the south end of the island, hut some 
distance away. She hauled up on starboard tack, and fetched to 
within 400 yards of the schooner, and could have laid there at anchor. 
But the yacht was stayed, and went out again on port tack ; and then 
stayed to starboard again, but did not fetch so far to windward as she 
did’the first time. She went out again on port tack toward Hoskin’s 
Patch into the rough -water. Mr. Jones saw the foresail lowered and 
some hands forward, and then tlie yacht was lost sight of, as she was 
the first lime she stood out on port tack. This time, however, she 
did not reappear, and the probability is that she struck the shoal, 
loosened her lead keel, or the latter came off, and so she became un¬ 
manageable. The trysail was noticed to be closed reefed, and may 
have got torn when the mast went overboard. She was probably 
hoarded by the heavy seas, which swept boom and all hands over¬ 
board. At any rate, from near Hoskin’s Patch she drove across, and 
must have taken the ground nearly half a mile from Old Castle, near 
Malahide (see sketch), and, as she drove in, bumped her keels out, if 
they had not previously left her. It Is not certain that she actually 
touched the ground on Hoskin’s Patch, but it is possible, as the sea 
was very hollow. 

Two correspondents of the Field add the following letters : 
In justice to the designer of the above yacht, who unhappily is not 

here to answer for himself, I trust that you will allow me to contra¬ 
dict the extraordinary statement made in the ““Late News” of 
your last week’s issue. 

Having seen the Oona. both at Southampton before .she was 
launched and also her wreck on the beach at Malahide, the day afrer 
the accident. I am in a position to state that there is not tbe slightest 
evidence to show that there was anything wrong with her previous 
to her being driven on the beach, when she, of course, worked her 
keel out, as the strongest vessel would have done. The facts of the 
case, as far as can be gathered, seem to be these : The yacht was 
seen about 9 a. m. standing to the northward inside Lambay Island 
under reefed trysail and reefed foresail, going well; the crew, ap¬ 
parently, not being sure of their position (owing to thick weather, 
and being strangers to that part of the coast), failed to haul their 
wind in time, or they might have anchored in Lambay Hoads, where 
a coaster was actually lying at the time. Finding they were too far 
to leeward, they endeavored to beat hack to the roads, and for a 
time appear to have gained ground, but afterw-ards, either from in¬ 
crease of wind and sea, or some slight accident to sheets, &e., were 
unable to hold their own ; they were then seen apparently at anchor. 
After this nothing more was seen of them till about 1 p. m., when 
the boy was washed ashore on a lifebuoy; but evidently the chain 
had parted, and they got among the breakers, which are fully one 
and a half miles from the shore at this point, and break with great 
fury. On finding themselves ashore they evidently cut away the 
mast, as it was distinotl.y sawn, and also hacked with a hatchet; they 
then appear to have attempted to form a raft, as the mast and other 
spars were found lashed together, and towing from the wreck by the 
rigging, but the poor fellows -would seem to have been washed off 
before they could get it detached. 

With regard to the construction of the Oona, she was no doubt very 
light, butatthe same time strong, as steel was largely used in her 
construction, and some idea may be formed of tbe frightful smashing 
to which she was subjected, from the fact of the sternpost (a particu¬ 
larly strong one) being worked right out of her. together with the 
rudder, and she must have held together wonderfully well, as it was 
fully two hours after the body of the boy came ashore before the 
wreck came in. WUh regard to the sizes giyen in the paragraph re¬ 
ferred to, they are too absurd to require contradiction; however, I 
may point out that the 90-tonner Vauduara ha.s nothing Iflce 60rt. of a 
hoist, also that the planking of Oona was lin. thick, and that it is not 
usual to put eight steel frames (2in.x2in. angles), with steel fioors (as 
was done in her case), into a 20ft. fishing hoar. H. McG. 

The natural conclusion to come to seems to be that the Oona, hav- 
ine made a bad landfall, got embayed, and, owing to the fearful sea 
and heavy gale, was unable to get an otting, and so, through stress 
of weather, was literally blown ashore. The heavy lead keel would 
become embedded in the sand, and the sea would soon iJetach the 
hull, which came ashore, leaving behind the parts to which the keel 

^ A gMtleman of experience in ship and yacht building examined 
the bull soon after it came ashore, and could find no appearance of 
straining or other defects-just what might he ejected of a boat 
built by Fay without regard to cost, and designed by Mr. Patou, the 

aval architect so well known in yachting circles. 
Mv object in writing to you is to correct what might possibly be in- 
rred from a notice in your last issue, that tbe Oona had been 
“Signed by an “amateur,” and was unable to withstand any heavy 
Sither on account of the lightness or faultiness of her ccmstruc- 

James A. M. Heyn. 

Belfast, May 19_ 

GALATEA.—On Saturday next Galatea makes her reappearance 
the New Thames Y. C. match to Harwich, sailing against Ir^ex and 

ariorie and from her performance on that occasion we shall be 
lie to form some idea of the value of the alterations made last 
iuier There is no doubt but that she is a very different vessel, and 
msidering her nearness to Irex even in the forlorn trim in which 
le sailed then, it is not too much to expect now that she will push 
le champion very closely for first place, and perhaps between now 
ad her departure for America will win the right to come here as the 
aknowledged representative of the British racing fi^t. Speaking 
C her appearance in a white dress, the Land and lUaferremar^ 

is an old saying that nothing but a handsome craft should be 
ainted white outside. Galatea looks well in vestal garb, and she 
oes not appear so bold and high-sided as -when in raven hue, 
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THE TRIAL TRIPS OF THE NEW YACHTS. 

IN view of the coming races during regatta week much interest 
has been taken b.y all yachtsmen in the speedy completion 

of the new boats, and especially in the indications given in their 
trial trips. Both of the two new ones, with Priscilla, were to be 
tested, and this has now been done as far as a preliminary sail, with 
foul paint and unstretched canvas and rigging can do. The first out 
was Priscilla, who made the trip up from Wilmington successfully, 
though there is much to be done before she is in racing trim and fit 
to pass judgment upon. 

The first of the new pair under sail was Atlantic, who made her 
opening effort on Thursday last on New York Bay. The day was 
rainy and tmpleasant and promised badly, but in the afternoon a 
fresh breeze came m from S. W. bringing with it the big yawl, 
Cythera, just in from England via Madeira and Nassau, ineethig 
Atlantic below the Narrows. 

At 3 A. M, the yacht was towed out of Mumm’s Basin, scraping on 
the bar just outside. When anchored in deep water her board was 
swept in and hung, and by 10 A. M. the gentlemen most interested 
in her were on the ground discussitig the weather anxiously. After 
waiting for a time for Com. Fish, Messrs. Church and Lawton of the 
Regatta and Construction committees, with Mr. Mumm the builder, 
Mr. Phillip Ellsworth, Captain Joe Ellsworth, Mr. Low, the rigger, 
Mr. Sawyer, who made her sails, Mr. J. T. Lovejoy, Mr. Frank Hop¬ 
kins and Mr. Langley went on board, and at 11:30 the yacht was under 
way, with lower sails set and a boat astern. Daphne sailed in com¬ 
pany for a short time, but the big boat soon left her astern. Outside 
the Narrows Grayling joined company for a beat down to the upper 
Hospital Island, the siuglesticker having decidedly the better of the 
bout. Off the island both started down wind, the schooner soon 
leading the new boat considerably. 

Next Fanny was met with and the two ran down together, the new 
boat leading, but she soon turned hack to meet Priscilla, as the latter 
was seen coming down. Atlantic hove to in the Narrows and started 
when Priscilla was just on her weather quarter. The start was quite 
even, the iron boat being about 300ft. to windward. Both boats held 
the starboard tack down toward the Hospital Islands, and at the end 
of half an hour the new boat was from two to three hundred feet 
ahead of Priscilla and in a weather berth. Here Atlantic jibed and 
started home, hntit was some little time after before Priscilla decided 
to follow, htlautic being 300 or 4D0ft. ahead. The conditions of the 
race down were soon reversed, Priscilla rapidly picking up the other 
and passing her. A topsail was set on Atlantic, but she could hardly 
hold her own. 

In the Narrows Priscilla turned and went down again, while Allan 
tic continued to Bay Ridge, anchoring about 4:30. While the brush 
was not conclusive, she seemed to hold closer to windward than 
Priscilla, though the latter was so close to the West Bank that any 
further luffing would have been dangerous. It was very evident that 
the amount of ballast, said to be .% tons, was insufficient, and the 10 
tons of iron in her will be removed and 20 tons of lead put in. In 
the smooth water she trimmed very well, and entered and left the 
water very easily. On Saturday and Sunday she was out again, try¬ 
ing and siretcntng canvas. 

It was intended to try Mayflower on Friday last, but the tide was 
not high enougH to float her out of the basin dredged for her next to 
Lawley’s Wharf. On Saturday she hauled out and anchored and 
next day sailed for Marblehead. She ran out to sea for some distance 
in company with Huron and then the two started for Marblehead, 
Mayflower arriving some distance ahead of Huron. On Decoration 
Day she was out again with Huron and beat her badly. Her ballast 
had been moved aft, improving the trim, and she sailed much better 
than on the previous day. In the afternoon she anchored off City 
Point again. Puritan was out to Marblehead and back, but did not 
sail with Mayflower. 

DECORATION DAY. 

The observance of Decoration Day seems likely to be diverted 
from its original purpose, and it is already largely celebrated as 

the first outdoor holiday of the year, the New Year’s Day of the 
Outers; and while it seems wrong to depart from the beautiful idea 
of the day as originally instituted, there is no doubt that such a holi¬ 
day is of the greatest benefit in this age of worry and bustle. Of course 
the water sports claimed a large share of the holiday makers; oars¬ 
men, boat sailors, canoeists and chiefly yachtsmen have looked for¬ 
ward to it for months as the formal opening of their season. About 
New York the day was a very disappointing one for the latter, as 
there was not wind enough for sailing and all the races ended in 
tedious drifts. A large number of vessels were afloat about the city, 
but all suffered from the dull weather. Down the bay were the big 
schooner Coronet, the Atlantic, Priscilla, Montauk, Rena, Whim, the 
curious little shoal-draft schooner that did so well in the South this 
winter, and most noticeable of all, the first real representative of the 
‘ picturesque rig” yet seen in American water, the big yawl Cy¬ 
thera, with a comical looking mizzen aft, flying tUe stars and stripes, 
and with New York on her stern. She was built by Fife, of Fairlie (the 
elder), in 1S74, and has done a fair share of racing in her day before 
outbuilt. 

In 1878 she was rebuilt by Reid, of Port Glasgow, and is now about 
85 feet waterline, 17 feet 8 inches beam, and draws 13 feet. With her 
high bulwarks, bold side, and seagoing rig she looks the perfect ship 
that she has proved herself to be. She was purcbased last winter by 
Mr, W. A. W. Stewart, who joined her in England in company witn 
his wife and Mr. 0. Smitn Lee of the Oriva. With Captain S. 
Grosvenor Porter, of the P. M. S. S. Co., as navigator, the party left 
Southampton for Madeira, and were caught in a gaie in the Bay of 
Biscay, being hove to for 120 hours. Stopping at Madeira and Nassau, 
they arrived at New York on May 27, in 0 days 6 hours. The voyage 
was undertaken for the benefit of Mr. Stewart's health, which has 
been greatly improved. On Monday Cythera was under sail early 
and nown ith the yachts, leturning in the evening. Mr. Stewart has 
secured an American ngistryfor the vessel, under an old law, we 
believe, and will sail her under the American flag, an important fact 
in view of the importation of cutters of late. 

The largest turn out was that of the Atlantic Y. C , who were ready 
early off Bay Ridge, the huge sad of Atlantic conspicuous above all 
others. The wind was northeast, and a little ram fell from the 
cloudy sky. At 10:30 the fleet started and sailed down the Bay with 
very little wind. The small yachts, Ai-ab, Nomad s.nd Merlin, lurned 
Buoy 11 at 11:31:30,11:32 and 11:32:30, respectively, after which they 
were becalmed and came to anchor. The others continued down 
the Bay with no better results. Atlantic was towed home by the tug 
hired by Mr. Stebbins, the photographer, and the others found 
their way home as best they could late in the afternoon. No times 
were taken at the finish. 

The fleet of the Seawanhaka C. Y. C. were at anchor off Staten 
Island with mainsails set and racing flags at the peak, for a race 
down the bay; a prize of $25 being given in each class. At 11 A. M. 
they were sent away by a gun from the flagship, Clara and Yseult 
going over the line first. Both Clara and Bedouin are fitted with 
laced mainsails, a fashion that the little one, at least, is not likely to 
follow long. The fleet went dowm with booms off and spinnakers set. 
Priscilla far astern as she waited to time the laggards and then had 
to get her anchor. Once in the Lower Bay the wind dropped, com¬ 
ing at times from the S. W. and then from its old quarter, so that 
yacht racing was not to be thouglit of. Priscilla found her ivay 
borne, tbanks to the tide, after anchoring for a time, and was 
ready to time the winners. Clara came in at 6 P. M. and Bedouin 
about thesaine time, the lalternot finishing as she had no competitor. 

Tbe Rnickerbocker Y. C. were to sail their annual spring regatta 
and 44 yachts started, but they met with the same ill luck, and at 
6 80 p. m. Che race was declared off and will be resailed on Saturday 
The order of the boats that turned the Gangway buoy was : 

Lizzie R.3 19 00 Truant.4 39 05 
Auanda.3 51 24 Viva.4 so 00 
Duster..,4 00 00 Surf.4 62 30 
Loena.,..4 06 00 Culprit Fay.4 69 40 
Adele.4 29 25 XJndiue .5 02 55 
Black Hawk.4 30 20 Lena.6 06 00 

The Newark Y. C. started a race in Newark Bay, but faded to find 
wind, so the race was declared off. 

The New Jersey Y. 0. fleet started from Hoboken in the morning, 
sailing down to Sandy Hook, and the Jersey City Y. C. were out also. 
The Brooklyn Y. C. celebratea the opening of cheir new club house 
ai Guutherville, and tbe Pavonia Y. C.. of Jersey City started a scrub 
race without time allowance which was won by tbe Hoodoo with 
Fedora second. 

In Boston the chief event of the day was the South Boston Y’’ C 
race, the course for the first class being 11 miles, for the second and 
third classes 8 miles, and fom’th class 6 miles. The conditions were 
as follows: Yachts winning two races in the series will be awarded 
the championship prize. Other prizes will be determined on the best 
relative showing made in the senes. In case in any class no yacht 
should win two races m three, there shall be a “sail off” among the 
winners of first positions during the series which will determine the 
prize winners. In determining second and third prizes, first positions 
will take prececieiica of seconds, and seconds of tnirds. 

The prizes were; First class Championship prize’ a silver cup 
value, $40 ; second prize, a silver cigar stand, value $15. Second class 
keels—uhampionsliip prize, a silver cup, value p5 ; second prize a 
silver cigar stand, value $12. Second class centerboards—Tne 
same. Third class keels—Championship prize, a silver cup value 
$25 : second prize, a silver pitcher, value $12; third prize a' silver 
cup, value $6. Third class centerboards—The same. Fourth class 

keels—Champion prize, a silver cup, value $16 ; second prize a silver 
cup, value $6. Fourth class centerboards—The same. 

Tbe judges were Messrs. Thomas Christian, Alvin J, Morrill, G. F. 
Clarke, R. V. King. W. K. Prior; regatta committee, Commodore 
Henry Hussey, chairman O. A. Ruggles, J. B. Farrell, C. McKenna, 
W. C. CheiTington, W. H. Buckley, James Bertram, John J. Bligh. 
The full times were : 

FIRST OliASS KEULS AND CENTERBOARDS. 
Length. Start. Return. Correct’d. 

Violet (c. b.), J. H. McKee . ....34.06 10 50 00 I‘2 58 02 1 36 57 
Maggie (c. b.), Henry Hussey..32.07 10 63 12 12 59 13 1 38 23 
Percy H. (k.), H. Blackmer. ..,.34.09 10 61 10 1 00 02 1 54 52 
Breeze (c. h.), C. Paget_ ....29.09 10 51 15 1 00 02 2 08 47 

SECOND CLASS CENTERBOARDS. 
Lizzie Warner, T. Lutced..., ....86.00 10 69 40 12 45 52 1 21 34 
Hector, M. J. Driscoll. ...27.00 10 59 40 12 44 31 1 20 61 

SECOND CLASS KEELS. 
Altaire. A. J. McLeod. 10 54 11 12 60 10 1 33 19 
Dorcas L., W. H. Lyman_ ....38.02 10 54 11 withdrawn 
Optic, George S. Hutohluson..27 07 10 54 12 12 62 30 1 34 46 
Mabel, Almon Wight. 10 54 12 1 00 00 1 40 .30 
Nellie, A. J. O'Leary. ...27.02 10 54 12 1 00 16 1 42 11 
Raven, Danforth & Harvey, ....26,03 10 65 04 12 53 48 1 .34 08 
Cygnet, M. Sheedy . ,...26 02 11 65 04 19 51 50 1 51 46 
Wlute Wing. F. Williams... ...27,00 10 65 04 12 52 30 1 38 36 

THIRD CLASS KEELS. 
Monarch, C. H. Taylor, Jr.. ...21.05 10 57 00 1 00 13 1 32 40 
Fearless, F. G. Cooley. ....81.09 10 57 00 12 45 45 1 19 68 
Cooper, Thomas Scanlan... ....22.10 10 57 05 12 48 17 1 22 12 
A’'era, J. Farrell. ....28.08 11 00 01 12 50 06 1 30 08 
Adelina, C. H, Burrows. ...21.08 10 57 OJ 1 03 28 1 35 56 
Unique. F. J. Stuart.. 10 67 00 1 03 10 1 35 15 
Diana, H. Burgess.. 10 67 05 1 01 12 1 33 47 
Volante, J. M. Hale. ....23 00 10 .57 00 12 56 25 1 30 35 
Aventura, W. C. Cherrington ....24.10 10 67 00 Withdrawn. 
Wanda. George W. Griffis... ...23.09 10 57 00 1 01 03 1 87 21 
Zepho, F. M. Q. Wood. ....25.09 10 57 00 1 011 0 1 38 09 

THIRD CLASS CENTERBOARDS. 
Alta, E. G. Robinson. ...24.02 11 15 00 1 04 52 1 83 13 
Tike, John Bertram. ....20.03 11 15 00 1 00 16 1 30 41 
Georgia, A. Drinkwaber. ...21.00 11 01 00 1 01 12 1 31 36 
Mytn. J. B. Farrell. . .21.10 11 01 10 12 68 27 1 28 25 
Kerens, W. L. NichoUs. ...22.06 11 00 00 12 44 25 1 16 29 

FOURTH ' CLASS CENTERBOARDS. 
Hebe. E. G. Stevens. 11 02 05 1 00 10 1 67 55 
Lady May, W. J. Tilley .... ...15.00 11 01 35 2 41 10 1 11 12 
Flora Lee, D. H. Lincoln_ ...17.01 n 00 06 12 21 40 0 56 39 
Victor, C. A. Borden.. ....17.02 11 00 07 12 23 23 0 57 27 

FOURTH CLASS KEELS. 
Louie, W. C. Cherrington... ...15.04 11 00 00 12 61 08 1 23 11 
Mischief, Frank Uhristian... ...19.02 11 00 10 12 36 .30 1 12 35 
Charlotte, Thomas Cross.... ...18.04 11 00 09 Withdrawn. 
Vidette, P. F. Burke... ....19,05 11 OO 12 12 36 30 1 12 39 

The prizes were as follows: First class—First prize, Alice, 
second prize, M. F. Smith, $10. Second class—First, Tapena, 
second. Twilight, $6. Third class—First, Ideal, $16 : second, Wind 
ward, $8; third, Julia, $5. Fourth class—First, Unknown, $12 
second, Hope, $6; third. Idle Hour, $4. Fifth class—First, Bertha, 
$10; second, Marie Louise, $6; third, Florrie, $3. 

FIXTURES. 
There are sHU many clubs not represented below, and some of the 

dates in the table are not official. We ask the aid of club secretaries 
and others in completing and correcting the list: 

llThe winners were: First class—first prize, Violet; second, Maggie. 
Second class keels, first, Altaire; second. White Wings. Second class 
centerboard, first, Hector; second, Lizzie Warner. Third class center 
boards, first, Kerens; second. Myth; third. Tike. Third class keels, 
first. Fearless; second, Volante; third, Monarch. Fourth class center- 
boards, first. Flora Lee; second, Victor. Fourth class keels, first. 
Mischief; second Vidette. 

A band was in attendance and the entertainment closed with dan¬ 
cing in the evening. 

The Dorchester Y. C. sailed their 94th race and opening sail. Start¬ 
ing at 10:30 and no boats started in the second class. The summary 
is at follows: 

THIRD CLASS (KEELS). 
Length. Actual. Corrected. 

Echo, Burwmll & Litchfield.25.01 3 16 60 2 32 05 
Kitty, E. H. Tarbox.28.04 3 21 37 2 34 02 
Gem, H. W. Savage.26 06 3 40 10 2 57 28 

THIRD CLASS (CENTERBOARDS). 
Mascot, G. F. Burkhardt.92.01 3 58 18 3 08 33 
Greta, J. W. mu.23.01 4 02 26 3 14 26 

FOURTH CLASS. 
Mabel, G. R. Howe. 20.01 1 57 43 1 25 10 
Tartar, F. L. Dunne.20.01 1 58 41 1 26 08 
Scamp, Frank Gray.18 05 2 03 36 1 28 51 
Thisbe, S. A. Freeman...20.10 2 02 57 l 3l 19 
Shearwater, G. H. Woodsum.18.08 2 10 40 1 36 50 
Myrtle, G. H. Poor.19.01 withdrawn. 
Sea Gull, W. H. Besarick.20.09 withdrawn. 

FIFTH CLASS. 
Rocket, H. M. Faxon.16.02 2 11 11 1 33 00 
Nonpareil, Edward Lanning.iO.OO 2 12 12 1 35 22 
Guenn, W. L. Guenn.17.06 2 12 31 1 36 27 
Dtone, George Lewis, Jr..16.10 2 13 39 1 :16 31 
Nana. William O. Gay.....17.02 2 16 08 1 39 33 

The prizes were as follows: Third class, $15 and $10 for keels, $15 
and $10 for centerboards. Fourth class, $12 and $6. Fifth class, $10 
and $5. The judges were A. J. Clark, Erastus Willard and W. B. 
McClellan, ana the judges’ boat the Belle, Capt. J. E. Baker. 

The sweepstakes race of the Jeffries Y. C. was sailed in the after¬ 
noon, starting at 1.05. A close race was had between the cutter 
^Holus and the centerboard sloop Seabird, the former winning. The 
times were : 

FIRST CLASS KEELS (SLOOPS). 

Length. Actual. Coirected. 
^olus. Rood and Johnson.26.00 2 00 13 2 00 13 
Zulu, Charles Pike.26.00 2 01 69 2 01 59 
Emily, J. H. Porter.25 06 2 04 05 2 03 37 

SECOND CLASS KEELS (SLOOPS). 
Zetta, Fowleand Warren....18.09 1 67 57 1 53 10 
Judith, E. T. Pigeon.92.09 1 68 20 1 58 20 
Dora, E. B Kevin .18 00 2 11 45 2 05 64 
Lillie, H. Wells..,. ••••.18.00 2 13 59 2 08 08 
Thelga, Johnson and Hall.21.04 2 10 08 2 08 34 
Gipsey, F. W. Proctor. 21.08 2 10 02 2 08 39 

CENTERBOARDS. 
Topsey, John McGlynn.18.11 1 52 09 1 47 46 
Seabird, Charles L. Joy.22.08 1 50 20 1 60 26 
Mischief, Belcher.16 02 1 59 15 1 51 44 
Spider, Fred Lovejoy.18 03 1 58 15 1 52 49 
Clytie, E. A. Cook.19.01 1 57 37 1 54 27 
Unknown. Ambrose Martin.18.00 2 02 26 1 57 45 
Fancy, C. E. Flagg.19.07 2 01 01 1 58 30 

There were two cash prizes in each class, $10 and $5, respectively 
first and second. In the evening the club observed its first “ladies’ 
night,’.' and the spacious apartments were crowded with pretty devo¬ 
tees of all that is nautical and their bronzed and salty looking cava¬ 
liers in true sailor rigs. Dancing, music, both vocal and instrumental, 
and a bountiful collation brought to a close a red letter yachting day 
in East Boston. The regatta was in charge of Messrs. E. T. Pigeon, 
Jacob Rood, Ambrose A. Martin and Uhas. P. Pike. Messrs. Wm B 
Pigeon and John Marno acted as judges, and Ambrose A. Martin 
officiated as measurer. 

The Great Head Y. C. sailed a i-ace in the afternoon off Winthrop 
12 boats starting. Fancy, C. B. Flagg, won in first class, and Ariel, 
Mr. Belcher, in tbe second class. 

At Rockport the Sandy Bay Y. C. sailed the first race for the Cun¬ 
ningham Cup, over a 6 mile course, 16 yachts starting in a good S. E. 
breeze. The Louette won in 2:33:50, actual time, with Silver Cloud 
second. 

A race was sailed at Fall River for local yachts, resulting as fol¬ 
lows: 

FIRST CLASS. 

June. 
6. Larchmont,^pring Regatta. 
6. Great Head, Open, Sweep- 

stake, Winthrop. 
7. Hudson River, Union, Open. 
7. Williamsburg Regatta. 
9. Portland, Annual. Portland. 
9. Sandy Bay, Cup, Rockport. 
9. Quaker City, Annual. 

12. Brooklyn, Annual, N. Y. Bay. 
12. Great Head, Pen., Winthrop. 
19. Buffalo, Annua], Lake Erie. 
12. Portland,Challenge. Portland. 
14. New Jersey. Annual. 
16. Atlantic. Annual, N. Y. Bay. 
13. Quaker City. Ladies’ Day. 
17. New York, Annual, N. Y. Bay. 
17. Dorchester, Open, Nahant. 
17. Sandy Bay, Cup, Squam. 
17. Hull, Cor. Peunanl, Hull, 
17. American, Newburyport. 
19. Hull, Pennant. Hull. 
19. S. 0. Y. C., Annual. 
19. Corinthian, San Francisco. 
22. Quincy, Club. 
23. Boston. Cup. City Point. 
26. Sandy Bay, Cup.Final.Sqnom. 
26. Corinthian, Cup, Marblehead. 
26. Great Head, Cham..Winthrop. 
27. Quaker City, Review & Cruise. 
29. Eastern, Annual, Marblehead. 

July. 
3. Knickerbocker Cruise. 
8. Oswego Cruise, Cbarlotte. 
3. Hull, Club, Hull. 
3., Buffalo, Annual, Lake Erie. 
3. Newark. Cruise. 
3. Toledo, 2d Pennant Match. 

3-6. Quaker City, Reg. and Cruise. 
5. Larchmont, Annual Regatta. 
5. Boston, Open, City Point. 
6. Sandy Bay. Open, Squam, 
5. Beverly, Open, Sweepstake, 

Mon. Beach. 
5. Toledo. Pen., Toledo. 
6 to 6 Interlake Y. R. A. Rendez¬ 

vous and Race, Detroit. 
6 to 11, Interlake Y. K. A. Cruise 

to Put-In Bay. 
8. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 
8. Quincy, Club. 

10. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 
10. Hull, Novelty, Hull. 
10. Corinthian, Club, Marblehead 
10. Sandy Bay, Pen., Rockport. 
18. Beverly, Cham., Marblehead. 
13. Great Head, Ladies’,Winthrop 
14. Hull, Cham., Hull. 
15-17. Amer. (Steam), Annual. 
17. Sandy Bay, Cor., Rockport. 

17 to 25. Knickerbocker, Cruise. 
17. Jersey City, Annual. 
17. Atlantic, Cruise. 
21. Hull, Ladies’, IIiill. 
22. Boston. Cup, City Point. 
24. Dorchester, Club, Harrison. 
24, Beverly, Club, Mon. Beach. 
24. Corinthian, Ladies’, Marble¬ 

head. 
24. Sandy Bay, Pen. Gioucester. 
24. Great Head, Cham.,Winthrop, 
24. Quincy, Club. 
27. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 
30, L. Y. R. A., BelleviUe. 
81. Beverly, Cham., Swampscott. 
31. Hull, Cruise, Eastward. 
31. Sandy Bay, Ladies’, Rockport. 

August. 
2. Sandy Bay, Open. Rockport. 
2. L. Y. R. A., Kingston. 
4. N. Y. Y, C,, Annual Cruise. 
6. L. Y. R. A.. Oswego. 
7. Corinr-hian, Open, Marblehead 
7. Beverly, Club, Mon. Beach. 
7. Quincy, Club. 
8. Quaker City, Review. 
9. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 

10. L. Y. R. A., Toronto. 
11. Great Head, Ladies,Winthrop, 
14. Sandy Bay, Club, Squam. 
14. Hull, Open, Hull. 
14. Beverly, Cham , Nahant. 
14-29. QuaKer City, An. Cruise. 
21. Beverly, Open, Marblehead. 
24. Great Head, Cham.,Winthrop. 
25. Hull, Ladies’. Hull. 
28. Corinthian, Club, Marblehead. 
68. Hull, Cham., Hull. 
28. Sandy Bay, Open, Squam. 

September. 
2. Boston, Cup, Citv Point, 
3. Quincy, Club. 
4. Dorchester, Club, Harrison. 
4. Beverly, Open, Mon. Beach. 
4. Corinthian,Cham.,Marblehead 
4. Sandy Bay, Pen., Rockport. 
6. Newark, Open. 
6. Quaker City, Cup, 2d Class. 
8. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 

11. Hull, Cham., Hull. 
11. Corinthian, Sweepstake, Mar¬ 

blehead. 
11. Sandy Bay, Sweep.,Gloucester 
17. Toledo, Pen., Toledo. 
19. Quaker City, Review & Cruise. 
18. Sandy Bay, Club, Rockport. 
18. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 
23. Buffalo, Club, Lake Erie. 
28. Beverly, Club, Nahant. 

YACHTING NOTES.—Mr. Ellerton Dorr’s catboat, now building at 
Lawley’s old yard, from Mr. Burgess’s design, will be 21ft. 8Min. on 
waterline, 9ft. 6§^ia. beam, and 8ft. draft, with a heavy lead keel . 
Addle, sloop, formerly Addie V., of New York, has been sold by Mr. 
M. K. Abbot, of Boston, to Mr, C. Wills, of Newburyport, who in turn 
has sold his sloop North Star to Mr. W. R. Marshall, of Boston 
Gicana, schooner, W. F. Weld, will sail for New York this week'to 
starWn the races of regatta week....Mohican, schooner, Mr. H. D. 
Burnham, will have her inside lead transferred to her keel under Mr 
Burgess’s direction, and will be ready in time for the Eastern Y C. 
race. Her rigging is now all in shape.... For tuna, schooner, Mr. 
Henry Hovey, will bend her new sails this week, Wilson & Griffin, of 
New York, have made them, from Mr. Burgess’s plans, the mainsail 
being larger than before... .America, Gen. B. F. Butler, is in Mr 
Burgess’s hands for alterations, and is now hauled out at Simpson’s 
dock, Boston, where Mr. McKie, of East Boston, is putting in a new 
and wider oak keel, under which lead wiU be run. Her new bowsprit 
will be a single stick hke Mayflower and Puritan. McManus is malting 
a new suit of canvas. The yacht will be ready for the E Y. C 
regatta. 

KANE & CO.’S SMALL LAUNOHES.-A 30ft. yacht is being built 
by Thomas Kane & Co , of Chicago, for Judge Speed and others of 
Detroit, members of a hunting and fishing club. They will use her on 
Lake St. Clair and the Detroit River. She is fitted with a five horse 
power engine and boiler, and will use water gas for fuel, made from 
kerosene oil and steam with one of Kane’s patent burners. The en¬ 
gine will be a Linn valveless 3 cylmder. one lever entlrelv controlling 
it. She will have oil tanks which will keep her in fuel for two davs 
and air tanas are to be placed under all the seats of sufficient capacity 
^ Boat tlie machinery and load. The same firm are also building for 
Henry S. Osier, Toronto, Can., a 2.5£c. yacht, with 5ft. beam, and 
htted with one of their three horse power outfits. She is called the 
Lorelei, and is very handsomely finished and equipped. She will be 
delivered by vessel. The Truckee Lumber Company, of Tmckee Cal 
have just received a yacht from them, which tfiey use on Dunne'r 
Lake, near that city, a pleasure resort. 

TORONTO SKIFFSAILINGCLUB.—Ttieprogrammefortheseason 
lately issued, is as follows: Club race, second class, June 19; first 
c.ass, June ‘26; special class, July 3. The boats that will enter 

Alice, L. A. Endlong, Providence.2 25 14 
M. F. Swift, C. W. Anthony, Fall River.. ..3 2: 
Kelpie, O. F. Jones, Providence.8 5: 
Witch, James Lawles, Bristol. 

SECOND CLASS. 
Tapena, C. E. Williams, Fall River. 
Twilight, W. Allen, Bristol. 

THIRD CLASS. 
Ideal, N. Simmons, Dighton.3 47 33 
Windward. G. E. Jenkes, Providence.2 46 35 
Julia, C. W. Herreshoff, Bristol....2 50 55 
Una, A. Hibbard, Fall River.3 45 52 
Annie, G. Hindle, Fall River.3 54 35 
Kickamutt, C. Barker Warren.2 53 20 
U. 8., J. A. Rickeison, Fall River.2 57 00 

FOURTH CLASS. 
Unknown, J. W. Young, Swansea.2 56 28 
Hope. J. Norris, Fall River..2 58 31 
Idle Hour, J. Kingston, Fall River.2 55 49 
Nellie, S. Hagerty, Fall River.3 04 17 
Cora May, F. Pratt, Pawtucket.3 03 45 

FIFTH CLASS. 
Bertha, P. F. Davis, Fall River....l 49 36 
Florrie, L. P. Davis, Somerset.4 54 31 
Wide Awake, A. Simmons, Fall River .1 69 57 
M. Louise, G. Simmons, Fall River.1 51 58 
Zara. J W. Gladhill, Providence.1 55 .83 
Nemo, C. J. Crane, Pawtucket. 1 65 42 
Weasel, T. Calvert, Fall River.1 58 23 
Shadow, J. Buflfinton, Swansea.2 18 58 

Actual, Corrected. 
2 24 03 

..2 25 29 2 25 29 
2 41 15 

did not finish. 

...2 47 33 2 41 36 
2 43 09 

..2 50 55 2 44 05 
2 45 62 
2 48 -38 

...2 53 20 2 .52 82 
2 54 51 

..2 56 28 2 49 27 
2 54 40 

. .2 55 49 2 55 49 
2 56 43 
2 57 49 

1 49 35 
..1 54 51 1 53 01 

1 f8 15 
1 50 08 

..1 55 .35 1 53 26 

. .1 65 42 1 54 43 
1 55 21 
2 09 33 ] 

Shamrock, P. A. Batn’s Psyche, tbe winner of the cup in last year’s 
open race, and George Gooderhara’s Zip. Entries to be made with 
the Secretary, Mr. H. S. Hall, not later than the Friday before the 
day of races. •' 

• ^ the SHADOW CLA8S.-A yacht is now build¬ 
ing by Mr O. C. Hanley of Monument Beach for Mr. Mellen Bray of 
Boston, which is intended as a rival to the Shadow, hitherto almost 
mvincible. Sheis37£t. over all, 33fi;. waterline, 14ft. beam, 6£t. hold 
and 3it. 10m. draft. Her least freeboard is 26in. height at bow 661n 

10ft. long. The outside ballast lead 
weighs^ tons, with 6 tons inside. Her mast is 27ft., deck to hounds. 

*-0P£“ast25ft., and spmnaker boom .36ft. 
SEAWANHAKA C. Y. 0.—The amendment concerning professional 

crews as finally passed was amended on Mr. a’Oremieulx’s motion to 
read as follows: “Professional crews shall be allowed on schooners 
and first and second class cutters, sloops and yawls,” and not as 
given last week. lUe Whiting Company are at work on the cup for 
the large yachts. It is now expectea that both Puritan and Mav- 
llower will enter. 

sachem.—This new schooner is about completed outside, being 
painted on the bottom, and her rail and bulwarks being in place! 
Below she will befinisned in mahogany and pine, the arrangements 
being similar to Mayflower. She will be white outside with a gold 
band. She will be launched about June 10. Mr. Fay’s sloop is nearly 
ready for the water, and will soon be put overboard. 

A RACE AT GANANOQUE.—On May 84 a race was sailed at Gan- 
anoque, Canada, over a 20-mile course, the wind being fresh S W 
Mmme A. of Ganpoque ivas first in 2d class, talcing $4o, Puzzle’r of 
Brockville second, $20, and Lam-a of Kingston third, $10. In the 8d 
class Nameless was first, winning $23, Reckless second, $15, and Sun- 
beam tbirci, §8. 

MIRAMIOHIY. C.—On May 25 the Miramichi Y. C. Held their onen- 
tow of the Laura. The yachts proceeded 

to Shelldrake Island, where lunch was partaken on shore. A cruise 
amon^ the islan^ls rollowed, tbe fleet leaving for home about 6PM 
reaching Chatham about 6 P. M. ‘ ’ 

PHO'iOS OF THE LARGE YACHTS.-Mr. Stebbms secured views 
of Mayfiower on her trial trip on May 30, and was in New York early 
next morning to catch Priscilla and Atlantic. He secured a numbe? 

°Vope”t FsflP®® V- Atlauiie yachts. 
HOPE LESLIE.—ail. Wm. Minot’s new schooner Is now at Law- 

leys, having her deck caulked. She will be. about Boston throuah- 
for the summer. 

HaL(j.YON.—General Pame’s old yacht, the schooner Halcyon, has 
to C- W. Lippett, of Providence, who 

Will fit her out at ouce, > 
DELVIN.—Mr, Roosevelt Schuyler arrived from England on Mon- 

“f’T the Circassia, His 5-tonner Delvin will come out on the City 
of Rome next trip. 

neiv 10-x.onner arrived here on Sunday 
on the deck of the Richmond Hill, from London, ^ 
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^nmer^ ta Correspondent^. 
Ko Notice Taken oi Anonymous Oorrespondents. 

D. R. S., Bridgeton, N. J.—The New Jersey open seasons for 
woodcock are July 1—31 inclusive, and Oct. 1—Deo. 16 inolusiee. 

E. B., Danville, Ind.—June is as bad a month as any for black 
bass in Northern Indiana and Michigan. The fish spawn in May, as 
a rule, although a few may be lound attending to their nests by the 
first of June. , 

Patterson, Out.—Are the “compressed fluid steel’* barrels made 
by Greener superior to the best Damascus barrels and why?—Decoy. 
Ans. Only advantage is in their lightness, being much lighter in 
weight than laminated or Damascus. 

Watertown, N. Y.—I should like to ask if the conical bullet caps, 
advertised in your journal, can be used in a Ballard rifle .82-caliber 
without injury to the same? I should very much like to use them if 
I can do so without injury.—W. Ans. Yes, if barrel is wiped out 
after use. 

Elkhart, Ind.—Please tell me, if possible,where I can get Kay buck¬ 
shot cartridges, 10-gauge? I have had your city pretty well searched 
over for them in vain, but they are really a good thing and I want 
more of them. If not to be had will the Winans and wooden regulator 
do as well?—A. L. Ans. A. B. Kay & Co., Newark, N. J. 

Glens Falls, N. Y.—Will you kindly advise me what penetration 
one ought to expect from a 714 to 8-gauge gun with cylinder barrels, 
also modified and full choke, 3drs. FP. powder, loz. No. 8 chilled shot. 
What kind of cardboard is used for testing the penetration?—F. Ans. 
Full-choke gun, 3drs., l}4oz., 370 pellets to ounce; 21 sheets. 

Eau Claire, Wis.—Please tell me what sized wads I must use in a 
Parker ggin. No. 12. The card that comes with the gun says that it is 
targeted with No. 9 wads. I don’t believe I can load paper shells with 
wads larger than the shell without bulging my cartridges. Also, is 
laminated steel as good as Damascus steel except in name and 
appearance?—B. Ans. Parker guns require larger wads than other 
makes on account of their method of boring. Laminated and 
Damascus are equally good if of same grade of metal. 

M. M. B., Berlin Heights.—I have kept wild geese for the past 
twelve years which have never bred until this season. This morning 
the old goose came off with three goslings, but as I know but little 
of their habits, under the circumstances, have not examined to see 
whether she has more eggs yet in the nest. Would you be so kind 
as to give me any information you may possess regarding food, care, 
etc., for the welfare of the youngsters ? Ans. Ti-eat them in all re¬ 
spects as you would tame ones, seeing that they have plenty of green 
grass with their other food. 

Weakfish, New York.—1. Have you ever heard of the common 
brook crayfish being successfully used as bait for weakfleh ? Does 
weakflsh bite as early as June 1 here, and on what bait? Ans. 1. 
No; but we do not see why they would not be good. Salt water bait 
can usually be had cheaper. 2. Some seasons they do, it depends 
upon temperature, but July is a better month. 

Umpqua Febry, Ore.—I have an extra fine Winchester rifie that has 
a beautiful polished stock. Can you tell me how I may put such a 
finish on a curled or birdseye maple stock? In what way does a 
matted rifie barrel differ from any other? Who now holds the cup 
shot for at Creedmoor by English and American riflemen in 1876?—E. 
—^Ans. Any good gunsmith can do it with pumice stone. Matted rib 
is made by putting fine line across the top of the barrel, which takes 
away all reflection of light. The English have the champion trophy. 

Coahoma, Memphis, Tenn.—1 send by this mail a bug, which has 
been kindly treated to a dose of chloroform before he took the 
sleeper for New York. There have lately appeared large numbers 
of these beetles around the electric lights in Memphis and Vicks¬ 
burg. They fly against the lights, and fall on the pavemeuts in such 
numbers as to excite general remark. He is a stranger to these 

parts. Can you give his name and occupation, and where he came 
from ? Ans. The specimen is a Belostonia grandis, a water beetle 
quite common and very destructive to young fish and fish eggs. It 
passes the day in the water, but leaves it at night to take long 
flights. 

ViCKSstma, Miss.—You will oblige me by answering in your next 
issue the following questions, viz: 1. What material advantages 
have metallic shot sh^l over those made of paper? 2. Are cardboard 
wads better than felt for over shot in a full choke gun? 3. Is there 
any machine in use for crimping metallic shells without injury to the 
shell? 4. In loading a No. 10 metallic shell with No. 8 wads for a full 
choke gun, will any injury to the gun result?—P. Ans. 1. No advan¬ 
tage. 2. Yes. 3. No. 4. No, if the barrels are of proper thickness 
and strength. 

Manitowoc, Wis.—In your issue of the 8th inst., Mr. Milton P. 
Peirce, of Philadelphia, says: “I would *as soon do without a rifle as 
without a telescopic sight, whether for target or general game shoot¬ 
ing,” etc. Would you please inform me where such sights for 
hunting purposes can be obtained. To avoid any misunderstanding 
I would say that I do not mean telescopic sights for stationary tar¬ 
get or turkey shooting, but such as are “practical hunting sights.”— 
A. W. Ans. Only one kind of telescope sights and they extend the 
whole length of barrel, and are intended to magnify the object. 
“Practical hunting sights” do not magnify. Both kind can be pro¬ 
cured at 178 Broadway. 

N ORWiCH,Conn —Inform me through your columns how much more, 
if any, a pair of 10 gauge barrels would weigh over a pair of 18, both 
ordered to be made up into an 81b gun, barrels to be of same mate¬ 
rial and length. 2. It I had a single barrel 12 gauge bored out so 
as to make the Interior diameter equal a 10, how much weight of 
metal would be cut away? 3. Could I easily get a barrel heavy enough 
to have it cut away this much or would I be obliged to have it spe¬ 
cially ordered ?—C. B. S. Ana. The 10-bore barrels will weigh less 
than the 13-bore of same length, but how much less can’t say. There 
are plenty of 12-bore barrels thick enough to bore out to 10, but« ould 
probably hav e to be specially ordered. 

Sea Boots.—We have your inquiry lor tackle and baft for rock 
bass. Please tell us what waters you fish in, and we can judge what 
fish you refer to. In explanation wo would say the “ rock bass,” 
Amblophites rupestris, of the fresh waters from Vermont to the 
Great Lake region and Manitoba south to Louisiana is fished for in 
a different manner from the salt water “ rock bass,” Serranus clath- 
ratiis.ot the Pacific coast. Again: the “striped bass,” Boccus 
lineatus,ot the Atlantic coast is called “ rockfish ” in the South, 
and in intermediate places the names are combined and it is known 
as “rock,” or “rock bass ” The first named fish can be taken with 
a trout rod and fly, or with minnow or worm bait. 

Centerville, Ontario.—Is it necessary to reduce or crimp rifle 
cartridge shells around the bullet in order to give good results? 
Does a set of reloading tools usually include a shell reducer? Where 
could I get a pair of bullet moulds to cast bullets with concave base? 
—T. Ans. The bullet should fit snugly in the shell. Set of reloading 
tools does not include shell reducer. 

Feathers for Fly Making.—New Haven, Conn., May 26— 
O. E. B., Fall River, Mass.—1 noticed your inquiry in Forest and 
Stream, May 20, about procuring feathers for fly making. As I 
h.ave had some dilllculty that way myself, 1 thought perhaps you 
would like to have one or two points I have found out. Feathers of 
the turkey, dove, hen, partridge, etc., are not hard to obtain; in the 
fall you can easily get them in the markets. As to hackles a good 
point is this. The Japanese stores are now selling for from 10 to 20 
cents apiece small dusters entirely made up of hackles of all the 
natural colors. A couple of these will fournish all you will want 
for amateur work, and they are in my experience 100 per cent, 
cheaper obtained in this way than through the dealers. If you hap¬ 
pen to be in New York at any time, you can get them at Van Tine’s, 
on Broadway, but almost any store that sells Japanese goods has 
them, in any large city. You can get almost any thing you want for 
fly making of A. B. Shipley & Son, 503 Commerce street, Philadelphia, 

Penn. Send for catalogue, 10 cents. These dealers are excessively 
high priced, however, and you are not always sure of getting ex¬ 
actly what you want, but you can get ihose things from them that 
you can’t elsewhere. As to dyed feathers, blue, green, yellow, red, 
etc., for wings of flies, the best plan I have found is to go to the 
warehouses of the wholesale feather dealers. There are plenty of 
them in New York, if you should happen to be there. To find them 
consult a business directory, Andrade is a good one. I can’t say as 
toother places; you can get what you want there for a song. In 
one place I picked up enough scattered feathers from the floor to 
tie flies for several years. You may also at some of these places get 
dyed hackles, but not always. The millinery stores are good places 
to rummage in for these peacocks’ feathers; you can get them at any 
of these places, either at the Japanese stores or at the wholesale 
houses, or at stores where they sel 1 fancy goods. In conclusion, 
allow me to recommend keeping camphor with your feathers, etc., 
or the moths will play havoc with them.—PercyVal. 

Cafe Cod.—There is no process by uhich lines weakened by age 
or decay can be strengtened. The samples of twisted hair lines 
which yon sent seem to be quite strong, but from the size of them 
we judge them to have been stronger. We would not risk them 
with a salmon, a modern water-proof silk line is smoother and 
stronger. As for the rods which your father left, they being lance- 
wood, arc liable to be serviceable, but test them. If you can lift a 
three-pound weight ofl* the floor with them, with the line running 
through the rings to the reel, you may consider them fit to handle a 
twentj'-pound salmon with. If you break a joint in the test, you 
may find the remainder of the rod good. The condition of these 
rods will depend on the character of the place where they have 
been kept. If jmu have a rod maker near you, let him examine 
them. 

Greenhorn.—Opelika, Ala.—There is a pond in this vicinity that 
is teeming Avith black bass, locally called trout, that with the primi¬ 
tive method used are very hard to capture. A few are caught with 
minnows, but this kind of bait is hard to procure and keep. Now, I 
want to know if you can tell me how best to fish for them, and what 
would be the best artificial lure to use. I have never seen any fly 
fishing done, nor have ever even seen a fly. Ans.—Examine the 
stomachs of the fish, and learn what they are feeding on. For arti¬ 
ficial baits or flies write to our advertising tackle dealers. We can¬ 
not recommend artificial baits but small “spoon hooks” m.ay be used. 
The grandest sport, however, is with the artificial fly, if you can 
cast it. We advise that you get a stout fly rod, say about 10 feet 
long and from 8 to 10 ounces in weight, a click reel, not a multiplier, 
a silk line and leader, and a few flies and learn how to cast. You 
will need a lauding net also. 

A pet deer in a Sacramento saloon, being frightened, 
lumped out through a pane of glass 7 inches wide b;y 13 inches 
long. The spectators looked on in amazement, it seeming 
impossible that so lar^e an animal could pass through a hole 
so small.—San Francisco Alta. 

Mr. Bamum says that he has wasted $.5,000 on boomerang 
throwers. “You’ve heard of Australian bushmen,” he said, 
“who have a weajion made of a bent stick that they throw 
with wonderful skill, hitting the prey unerringly, the boom¬ 
erang retm’uing of itself to fall at the feet of the marksman? 
I had an agent to go from London to the wilds of New South 
Wales; but he writes me that the accounts are two-thirds lies; 
and the remaining third isn’t worth bringing away. The 
boomerang is a fact, and the native Australian savages fling 
it at ^ame—missing about as often as hitting; and it wiU re¬ 
turn, if it strikes nothing, to somewhere near the starting 
point, but with no sort of certainty. My man searched 
thoroughly, and witnessed the feats of the best experts to be 
found, but they amounted to nothing in particular. The 
famous boomerang is practically a myth.” 

EUMPHBEirS’ 
Vetevifiary 

for 
CATTLE, SHEEP* 

DOGS, HOGS, POULTRY. 

TJ. S. Governm’t. 
1 Rollers, 

_ gent Free* 

Humphreys’ Med. Co., 109 Fulton St., M. Y. 

Salmon Fishing in Canada. 
We have the largest stock in America of Forrest 

& Son’s celebrated Salmon Flies, Rods, Reels, 
Casting Lines, etc., etc.. We have everything in 
Fishine Tackle for the successful capture of Sal¬ 
mon and Trout in Canadian waters. American 
anglers can obtain their complete outfit from us 
far below New York prices. Spliced Salmon and 
Trout Rods a specialty. Salmon and Trout Rods 
made to order and repaired. W. W. Greener’s 
Guns, Eley Bros.-Ammunition, Curtis and Harvey’s 
Diamond Grain Powder, Clay Pigeons, Blackbirds, 
Glass Balls, Traps and all kinds of sporting goods. 
Send stamp for 42-page illustrated catalogue. 

T. W. BOYD & SON, 3641 Notre Dame st., 
Montreal, Canada. 

ARTIFICIAL FLIES. 
We keep constantly in stock over 500 varieties of 

Trout, Black Bass, Grayling & Salmon Flies. 
Particular attention given to the selection of the gut, and all flies tied on our HIGHEST QUALITY SPROAT 

HOOKS. 
Sizes of Trout Flies from Ifo. 2 to No. 18. Any pattern tied to order. 

If your dealer does not keep our goods in stock, or will not order them for you, send us 50 cents for our 180-page 

folio illustrated catalogue. 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 
Manufacturers of every description of 

r'lKTE IF'ISHIKTCar TJAOK-XjE, 
18 Vesey Street (Fourth door from the Astor House), New York. 

THE WINCHISTER. 
THE MOST FOPULAR 

Repeating' Rifle 
IN THE market. 

Great Variety 

of Styles and 

Calibers. 

PRICES 

REDUCED. 

EVERY VARIETY OF 

Metallic Ammunition 
PAPER AND BRASS SHOT SHELLS, 

Sy etc. 

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO. 
axTE'W ooKrp«ir. 

Send for 76-page Ulustrated Catalogue. 

9 
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Spalding’s Celebrated Split Bamboo Rod. 

Sharpshooter” MaLh°It 

Samtoga N Y Hifhelt Lorded'in h f ’ ?' ^•’ consecutive shots at 200yds. with rest, made ^laioga^, iM. X. uignesc recoraed score m the beuig two consecutive scores counting 116 each on Guttenberg N .T nn Mn-o-s is«r wm rir.m.ic 
U. S. on the Amenca^Demma^^^^^^ counting 95, the f^s Target. These were made Ihh a B^^rd “a Baliard ^o\ loLffleT4-5?’ “ 

f^w ts one-qum ler size. 6J^, 38—aS. Cut is one-stxth size. Cut is full size. 

Send for Reduced Price List of Marlin and Ballard Rifles, dated June 1st, 1886. 

THE MARLIN FIRE ARMS CO., New Haven, Conr 

CANOE 

AND 

BOAT 

BUILDING 
FOR 

AMATEURS. 
plates of working drawings. 

Price $1.50. Address, 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 
New Tobk N. Y. 

LONDON: Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane, Cornhfll,] 

UNEQUALLED IN QUALITY AND WORKMANSHIP. MADE WITH SPECIAL CARE AS TO UNIFORMITY OF 
SPRING AND DURABILITY. PATENT SERRATED WATERPROOF FERRULE. 

XXA 

OUR SPECIALTIES IN 

Hand-Made Lancewood and Greenliart Rods 
Take the lead in first quality goods. 

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE 

Brooks’ Patent Line-Drying Reel, 
An article long needed by fishermen who appreciate the value of having their lines always in good 
condition. It is a simple device intended to be carried in tackle box for drying lines. May be inserted in 
crevice of fence or other convenient place. Price, |2.00. 

SOLE AGE^^^.S FOR THE FOLLOWING SPECIALTIES IN FISHING TACKLE: 

Bray’s Patent Fly-Book, Gogebic Reels, Spalding’s Hammered Trolling Bait, Rudolph’s Bait Pail, Rndolnh’s 
Live Fish Net, Rudolph’s Disgorger, XJtley’s Collapsing Net, Brown’s Patent Net 

Ring and Staff, Brooks’ Patent Line Dryer. 

•9 
XirQ^^^%xrsLy9 HBT. 108 XMEskdlsoxi St*, O3a.loa,so» Xll« 

SEND FOR FISHING TACKLE CATALOGUE, 

E. K. TRTON, JR. « CO., Philadelphia Agents. 

Automatic Safety Pistol Grip. Double Bolt^^'Rubber Butt Plate, Full Choke, 
Blued Frame, with Twist, Laminated or Damascus Barrels, 

Snap is utilized as the lever for cocking the hamnaer as well as breaking np the gun. Theleveraee is so adiusted that the enu i.? 

Manufactured by THE STRONG FIRE ARMS CO., New Haven, Conn., U. S. A. 

-L'^eat and Elegant. 
A ereat addition to the appearance of any lawn, 

JuaD the thing for porch and lawn use and for camp¬ 
ing parties. Light and strong and folds compactly. 
Can be carried as easily as a common camp stool. 
Send for illustrated catalogue of Hammock and 
Invahd Chairs free to any address. 

HUBBARD HAMMOOK OHAIR 00., 
Sauk Centre, Minn. 

Dickerman Pat. Hammerless Single-Barrel Shotgun 
DESIGNED ESPECIALLY FOR 

12-GAUGE NOW READY. 

Weight to 7 Ihs. 

TIMTCSS-. 
Warrauled to throw 300 

No. 8 shot in 30-inch circle 

at 33 yards. 
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CLAY BIRD CARTRIDGES. 

rOAD No. 1, Second Quality Clay Bird Cartridge—12-Qauge—3J4 drams powder, 1)4 oz. No. 7 
shot. Per hundred, $2.26. 

BO AD No. 8, Second Quality Clay Bird Cartridge—10-Gange—4 drams powder, 1J4 oz. No. 7 
shot. Per hundred, $2.50. 

IjOAO No. 3. Better Quality Clay Bird Cartridge—18-Gauge-3^ drams powder, 1)4 oz. No. 7 
shot. Per hundred, $2 75. 

liOAD No. 4, Better Quality Clay Bird Cartridge—10-Gauge-4}4 drams powder, 1J4 oz. No. 7 
shot. Per hundred, $3. 

BLUE ROCK PIGEON CARTRIDGES. 

liOAD No. 58, Second Quality Blue Bock Pigeon Cartridge—18-Gauge—3}4 drams powder, 
1}4 oz. No. 8 shot. Per nundred, $2.35. 

BOAD No. 53. Second Quality Blue Rock Pigeon Cartridge—10-Gauge—4 drams powder, 1J4 
oz. No. 8 shot. Per hundred, 2.50. 

BOAD No. 64, Better Quality Blue Rock Pigeon Cartridge—13-Gauge-314 drams powder, 
1]4 oz. No. 8 shot. Per hundred, $2,75. 

BOAD No. 66, Better Quality Blue Rock Pigeon Cartridge—lO-Gauge-434 drams powder, 
1J4 oz. No. 8 shot. Per hundred, $3. 

BOAD No. 56, For Parker Guns—18-Gauge—354 drams Dead Shot powder, oz. No. 8 shot, one 
card and two 11-gauge pink edge wads over powuer, thin wad over shot. Per hundred $2.75. 

BOAD No. 67, For Parker Guns—10-Gauge—414 drams Dead Shot powder, oz. No. 8 shot, one 
card and two 9-gauge pink-edge wads over powder, thin wad over shot. Per hundred, $3. 

BOAD No 40, Wood Powder Cartridge—18-Gange-314 drams American Wood powder, primed 
with half dram of fine black powder, I14 oz. No. 8 shot, wadded with one %-inoh thick white felt wad 
between two cardboards over powder (75 pounds pressure), tbm wad over shot. Per hundred, $3.50. 

BOAD No. 48. Wood Powder Cartridge—10-Gauge—4j4 drams American Wood powder, primed 
with half dram fine black powder, I14 oz. no 8 shot, wadded with one ?^-inch thick white felt wad 
between two cardboards over powder (75 pounds pressure), thin w’ad over shot. Per hundred, $4.10. 

BOAD No. 68. Highest Quality Cartiidge—18-Gauge—First grade paper shell. 3M drams Curtis?* 
Harvey, Duponts Diamond Grain, Orange Lightning, Hazard’s Electric, Pigou, Wilkes* Laurence (or 
any other similar quality powder), 1^ oz. No. 8 shot, either drop or chilled as preferred, one card and 
two pink-edge wads over powder, thin wad over shot. Per hundred, $4.25, 

BOAD No. 69, Highest Quality Cartridge—10-Gauge-Eirst grade paper shell. 4 drams Curtiss* 
Harvey, Duponts Diamond Grain, Orange Lightning, Hazard’s Electric, Pigou, Wilkes & Laurence 
(or any other similar quality powder), 1^ oz. No. 8 shot, either drop or chilled as imeferred, one card 
and tw’o pink edge wads over powder, thm wad over shot. Per hundred, $5. 

CLAY PIGEON CARTRIDGES. 

BOAD No. 6, Second Quality Clay Pigeon Cartridge—18-Gauge—3J4 drams powder, IJg oz. No. 
7 trap shot. Per hundred, $2.25. 

BOAD No, 6, Second Quality Clay Pigeon Cartridge—10-Gauge—4)4 drams powder, 1J4 oz. No. 
7 trap shot. Per hundred, $2.50. 

BOAD No. 7, Better Quality Clay Pigeon Cartridge—18-Gauge—3)4 drams powder, 1)4 oz. No. 
7 trap shot. Per hundred, $2.75. 

BOAD No. 8, Better Quality Clay Pigeon Cartridge—10-Gauge—4)4 drams powder, 1)4 oz. No 
7 trap shot. Per hunored $3. 

BOAD No. 9, For Parker Guns—18-Gauge-3)4 drams Dead Shot powder, 1)4 oz. No. 7 trap shot, 
one card and two ll-gauge pink-edge wads over powder, thin wad over shot. Per hundred, $2.75. 

BOAD No. 10, For Parker Guns-10-Gange—4)4 drams Dead Shot powder, 1)4 oz. No. 7 trap shot, 
one card and two 9-gauge pink-edge wads over powder, thin wad over shot. Per hundred, $3. 

BLACKBIRD CARTRIDGES. 

BOAD No. 13, Second Quality Blackbird Cartridge—18-Gauge—3)4 drams powder, 1)4 oz. No. 
8 trap shot. Per hundred, $2.25. 

BOAD No. 14, Second Quality Blackbird Cartridge—10-Gange—4)4 drams powder, 1)4 oz. No 
8 trap shot. Per hundred, $2 50. 

BOAD No. 15, Better Quality Blackbird Cartridge—18-Gauge—3)4 drams powder, 1)4 cz. No. 
8 trap shot. Per hundred, $2.75. 

BOAD No. 16, Better Quality Blackbird Cartridge—10-Gauge—4)4 drams powder, 1)4 oz. No. 
8 trap shot. Per hundred, $3. 

BOAD No. 17, For Parker Guns—13-Gauge—3)4 drams Dead Shot powder. 1)4 oz. No. 8 trap shot, 
and two 11 gauge pink-edge wads over powder, thin wad over shot. Per hundred, $2.75. 

BOAD No. 18, For Parker Guns—10-Gange—4)4 drams Dead Shot powder, 1)4 oz. No. 8 trap shot, 
one card and two 9 gauge pink-edge wads over powder, thin wad over shot. Per hundred, $3. 

THE SECOND QUALITY CARTRIDGES are loaded in Club Rival or Climax Paper 
Shells, black-edge wadding. 

THE BETTER QUALITY CARTRIDGES are loaded in Star Paper Shells, pink-edge 
wadding. Any of these cartridges may be used to make scores for the Chamberlin Cartridge 
Co.’s $3,000 cash prizes, entries for which may be made at any time before August 31, 1886. 

TATHAM & BUGS., Eastern Agents, 
82 Beekman Street, New York City. 

S ALLCOCK & CO.’S 

Celebrated Fish Hooks. 
May be had from all Fishing Tackle Dealers 

in any part of the world. 

One Good Hook is Worth 50 Bad Ones. 
Gold MedsLs and Highest Awards at all Exhibitions 

No. 777. 

FIRST QUALITY 

8PR0AI HOOKS, 
S. ALLCOCK & CO., 

REDDITCH.- 

The Largest Manufacturers of Fishing 
Goods in the World, 

All best goods bear our name and trade mark. 

WORKS, REDDITCH, ENGEAND. 
AXD 

Silk Worm Gut Factory. Murcia, Spain. 
WHOLESALE ONLY. 

TROUT FLIES, 
36c. Per Dozen. 

H. H- KIFFE, 
818 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

Send for Fishing Tackle Catalogue. 

“Murcia” Silk Worm Gut. 
nSHIM AND SURGICAL USE. 

In lots to suit, all grades and lengths, “Extra 
Heavy” to “Extra Fine.” Assorted thousands, ten 
different grades, including “Extra Long,” put up 
for country trade and clubs. Prices, $5 to $16 per 
1 000. Assorted thousands, $7.50. Address LATA8A 
* CO., P. O. Box 2,708, Washington Building, N. Y. 

55 GOURT STREKT, BROOKILYISr. DKA-ILER IN’ 

First Quality Goods at Lower Prices than any other House in America. 

nickel plated, 60 cts. extra. Marster’s Celebrated Hooks Snelled on Gut, Limerick Kirby Limerick, «Proat, uariisie unesiertow.. w 
Aberdeen, Sneck Bent, and all other hooks. Single^gut, 12 cts. per ioz.;_^_douWe, 20 /o^l^treb^ M ^Put up onchaff do^en m^ 

moSey or staVs SkND STAMP rORCATA^^^^^ HOOKS AND LEADERS . 

Established 20 Tears. Open Evenings. J. r. MARSTERS, 55 Court Street. Brooklyn. 

3-piece Flv Rod, 35yds. Click Reel, 25ydR. oiled 
Silk Line, six Flies, six Hooks to gut and Leader 
complete by express. $4.00. Post paid, $4 50. Two 
Sample Flies by mail, post paid, 15 cts.; per doz., 75 
cts. One 3 piece Trout Rod, Reel, 100ft. Linen Line, 
six Hooks to gut, one Sinker, one Leader and one 
Float, complete, $3.00. Post paid. $2.50. Send for 
our new catalogue, 330 large pages, over 5,000 illus¬ 
trations of all sporting goods, covers printed in 15 
colors, sent by mail for 25 cents. 

PECK & SNYDER, 136 Nassau St., N. Y. 

FISHING RODS 
Brother angler, do you want to know where to 

purchase a fine hand-made fishing rod, with numer¬ 
ous improvements not found in any other rod man¬ 
ufactured, and at a lower price than a machine rod 
can he purchased? Send for price list containing 
hints in selecting a rod. 

EDWARD SMITH, 
Pittsford, Rutland Co., Vt. 

PEIRCE’S 
TELESCOPIC SIGHTS FOR RIFLES 

^ Increase the effective aim 100 cent, at any distance and 
and even more at long distances. These unrivaled Sights are constructed of 

S^ld, Seamless and Jointless Cast Steel Tubes Imjyroved Lenses 
with fixed adjustment for any distance; with no sluUng other 'nro^ible 
internal fixtures, but each individual Lens and other pieces being double scrmi ed, 
effectually preventing any derangement of parts by con^ssion in firing the heaviest charges. 

Sole Manufacturers, Rural Manufacturing Co., 44 North Fourth Street, Phila¬ 

delphia, Pa., U. S. A.  

THE 

The Best Paper Shell Closer in 
the Market. 

It needs only a moderate hand pres- 
sm’e, and closes the shell to any length. 
Perfect satisfaction guaranteed. Price 
by mail, 65 cts. For sale by all gun deal¬ 
ers. In ordering mention gauge of gun. 
KEYSTONE 8HEBB CLOSER CO., 

Lancaster, Pa. 

S.A.TXKr 

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES. 
People ot refined taste who desire exceptionally fine 

cigarettes should use only our Straight Cut, 
put up iu satin packets and boxes oi 

10s, 208, 60s and 100s. 

14 First Prize Medals. WM. S. KIMBhl & CO. 

The Still-Hunter, 
-BY- 

T. S. VAN DYKE. 
PRICE, POSTPAID. $2.00, 

FORES! AND STREAM PUBLISHINQ CO., 

89 Park Row, New York. 

RANCHERIA. 
Any reader of Forest and Stream who is inter¬ 

ested in sheep culture and contemplates engaging 

in the grazing of sheep, can learn of a promising 

opportunity on advantageous terms by addressing 

CHARLES HALLOOK, this office.« 

COPIES WANTED.—JAN. 4,11, 18 and 25. FEB. 1, 
March 8 and Sept. 18, 1883; Feb. 7 and 14, March 

6,1884. We are short of these issues, and would be 
obliged if any of our readers havmg one or all of 
these numbers that they do not want will send to 
Forest and Stream Pub. Oo.. 39 Park Row. New 
York City. mar26.tf 

WANTED. 

Bear, Buffalo, Deer, Wolves, Foxes, Spotted Cats, 
Civit Cats, Lynx, Panthers, Antelope, Otter, Beav¬ 
ers and other animals and birds of all kinds. Ad¬ 
dress D. H. TALBOT, Sioux City, la. 

$1.00 a Year. 5 Union Square, New York, 

Hunting Boot* or Shoe*, Wholesale 
or RetaU. JOHN D. BETHEL, Man’f’r of 
Sportsmen’s Goods. 134 Chambers st., N.Y. 

Send for Prices. No Postal Cards. 
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The Forest and Stream Pablishlng Go. will send post paid any book 

published on receipt ot publisher’s price. 

Sportsman's Library. 
X.alS't Of SZXa.O,Xl.’9S B001S.S 

We wiU forwa/rd any of these Books ly mail, postpaid, on receipt of price. 

No books sent unless money accompanies the order. 

POSITIVELY NO BOOKS EXCHANGED. 
A'V«l,rNG. 

Adirondack Fishes, Fred Mather. 25 
American Angler's rsooii, Korns. 6 60 
Angling   50 
Angling Talks, Dawson. 50 
Angling, a Book on, Francis... 7 60 
Black Ba.ss Fishing. Henshall. 3 00 
Carp Culture. Peirce . 50 
Fish and Fishing, Manly . 5 25 
Fishing, Bottom or Float . 50 
Fishing in American Waters, Scott, illns.. 2 .50 
Fishing with the Fly, Orvis-Cheney Collection 2 50 
Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes . 1 25 
Fly Rods and Fly Tackle, Wells. 2 50 
Frank Fore.ster’s F^sh and Fishing . 2 50 
Frank Forester’s Fishing with Hook and Line 25 
Fysshe and Fysshyne. 1 00 
Fresh and Salt Water Aonarium...   50 
Modem Practical Angler, a Guide to Fly Fish¬ 

ing . 2 00 
Practical Trout Culture... 1 00 
Practical Fisherman. 4 20 
Prime's I Go a-Fistiing. 2 60 
Rod and Line in Colorado Waters. 1 00 
Scientific Angler .. . 1 60 
Superior Fi hing, or the Striped Bass, Trout, 

etc.. by Roosevelt. . 2 00 
TroUmg'for Pike, Salmon and Trout. 60 
The Game Fish or rbe Nortbem iitates and 

British Provmces, by Roosevelt. 2 00 
Trout Culture, Slack. 1 00 

BIRDS. 

American Bird Fancier.   50 
Baird’s Birds of North America. 30 00 
Bird Notes. 75 
Birds N<'8tmg... 125 
Birds of Eastern Pennsylvania. 4 00 
Birds and Their Haunts. 3 00 
Cage and Singing Birds. Adams . 50 
Coues’ Kfy to North American Birds.15 00 
Game Water Binds of the Atlantic Coast, 
Roosevelt. 2 00 

Holden’s Book of Birds, pa. 25 
Minot’s Land and Game Birds. 3 00 
Native Song Birds. 75 
Naturalists’ Guide, Maynard. 2 00 
Natural History of Birds . 3 00 
Samuel's Birds of New England. 4 00 
Shore Birds.   15 

AND VACRTlNGa 
A Canoe Trip, or a Lark on the Water. 
Around the World mthe Yacht Sunbeam. 
Boats of the World . 
Boat Racing. Brickwood. 
Boatmg Trios on New England Rivers. 
Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs, W. P. 
Stepheus. . . 

Canoe and Camp Cookery, by “Seneca”. 
Canoe Handlmg, C. B Vaux. 
Canoeing m Kanuckia, Norton and Halberton 
Canoe and Camera. .. 
Canoe. Voyage of the Paper. Bishop’s. 
Cruises iu Small Yachts . 
Corinthian Yachtsman. 
Donaldson’s Steam Machinery . 
Four Months in a Sneakbox, Bishop. 
Frazar’s Practical Boat Saihng. 
Inland Cruise. 
Model Yachts and Boats, Grosvenor. 
Paddle and Portage. . 
Practical Boat Sailing, Davies. 
Pi'hCtical Boat Building, Nelson. 
The America’s Cup, paper, 50c.: cloth. 
11> Canoe Aurora, by Dr. C. A. Neide. 
Vacation Cruising. Rotfirick . 
Yacbt Archicecture. Dixon Kemp. 
Yactts and Boat Sailing. Kemp. 
Ytcb'S. Small. C. P. Kunhardt. 
Yachtsman’s Guide, Patterson . .... 
Yachtsman’s Manual and Handy Book. 

t;Ajni*ING AND 't'RADDING. 

Adventures in the Wilderness.. 1 
Amateur 'Trapper—paper, 50c.: bds. .. 75 
Camps and Tramps in the Adirondacks, North- 

rup. . 
Three in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gun in 

Norway . 
Camps in the Rockies, Grohraan. 
Camp l.ifeinthe Wilderness . 
Camping and Cruising in Florida, Henshall.. _ 
Canoe and Camp Cookery, by “Seneca”. 1 00 
Complete American Trapper, Gibson. 1 oo 
Hints on Camping. 1 25 
How to Camp Out. Go’ild . 75 
How to Hunt and Trap. Batty’s . 1 5( 
Rustlings in the Rockies ... i on 
Trapper’s Gmde, by S. Newhouse, 8vo., Ulus.. 1 60 

H U N IN <>1—SUUW'1.'1N G. 
Across Coimtry Wanderer. 5 0( 
American rfportsman. The, Lewis. 2 50 
Breech Loader. Mcaem. Gloan, illustrated... 1 2.6 
Crack Shot (The Rifle). “Barber,” illustrated. 1 2£ 
Dead Shot iThe Gun), illustrated . 1 25 
Down the West Branch, by Capt. Farrar. 1 26 
Field. Cover and Trap Shooting. 2 00 
Frank Forester’s Sportmg Scenes and Charac¬ 

ters, 2 vol., cloth.. 4 00 
Frank Forester-s Manual for Young Sportsmen *2 00 
Frank Forester’s Fugitive S. Sketches, paper 1 00 
How I Became a Crack Shot, Farrow. 1 UO 
How I Became a Sportsman . 2 40 
Hunting, Suootmg and Fishing. 2 50 
Hunnng and Hunters of all Nations. Frost... 1 50 
Hunting Trips of a Ranchman, Roosevelt. 3 50 
Hurlingham Gun Club Rules. . 26 
Instructions in Rifle Firing, by Capt. Blunt... 2 00 
Nimrod in tbe North, Rchwatka .” 2 50 
Poems of the Rod and Gun, McLellan.l 50 
Rifle Practice, Wingate . 1 5o 
Rod and Gun in California." ] ] 1 50 
Shooting ." 50 
Shooting, Dougall . 3 00 
Shooting on the Wing.| 75 
Sport. Fox Hunting, Salmon Fisfung, etc.', W. 

B. Davenport, illustrated . 7 50 
Sport With Gun and Boo, cloth .10 00 
Sport with Gun and Rod, new^, plain edition.. 5 00 

Embossed leather . 16 OC 
Sporting Adventures in the Far West. 1 50 
Still Hamer, Van Dyke .. 2 00 
Stephens’ Lynx Hunting. 1 25 
Stephens’ Fox Himting. 1 25 
Stephens’ Young Moose Hunters . 1 50 
'Tt*® fiiiti and Tfao TluvoInriTne''* (TrwBror... 2 SO 
Wild Animals and Birds, their Haunts and 
Habits.  1 75 

30 
8 00 
1 25 
2 5u 
1 25 

1 50 
1 00 
1 00 
1 26 
1 50 
1 50 
2 50 
1 25 
1 50 
1 50 
1 00 

50 
2 00 
1 50 
2 OC 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
1 50 

16 80 
10 00 

7 00 
3 00 
3 50 

1 25 

1 75 
1 76 

30 
1 50 

GUIDE BOOKS AND MAPS. 

Adirondacks. Map of, Stoddard. $1 00 
Farrar’s Guide to Moosehead Lake, pa. 50; clo. 1 00 
Farrar’s Guide to Richardson and fiangeley 

Lake, paper, 50; cloth. 1 00 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake .... 50 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Region 60 
Florida Annual. 50 
Guide Book and Map of the Dead River :^gion 60 
Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddard. 25 
Map of Androscoggin Reg'ion. 50 
Map of Northern Maine, Steele.. l 00 
Map of the Thousand Islands. 50 
Map of the Yellowstone Park . 2 50 

HOKSU. 
American Roadsters and Trotting Horses. 
Boots and Saddles, Mrs. Custer. 
Boucher’s Method of Horsemanship. 
Bruce’s Stud Book, 3 vols. 
Dadd’s American Reformed Horse Book, 8vo. 
Dadd’s Modem Horse Doctor, 12mo. 
Horses, Famous American Race.. 
Horses, Famous American Trotting. 
Horses, Famous, of America. 
How to Ride and School a Horse. 
Jenning’s Horse Trammg. 
Manual of the Horse. 
May hew’s Horse Doctor... 
Mayhew’s Horse Management. 
McClure’s Stable Guide. 
Earey’s Horse Tamer. 
Ridmg and Driving... 
Riding BecoUections, Whyte Melville’s. 
Stonehenge, Horse Owner’s Cyclopedia. 
Stonehenge on the Horse, English edition, 8vo 
Stonehenge on the Horse, American edition, 

l2mo... 
The Book of the Horse ... _ 
The Mastiff, tbe History of. by M. B. Wynn... 
Veterinary Dictionary, Gomg . 
Wallace’s American Stud Book. 
Wallace’s American Trotting Register, 2 vols. 
Woodruff's Trotting Horses of America. 
Vonatt and on the Hoinw . 

6 00 
1 50 
1 00 

30 00 
2 50 

:50 
76 
76 

1 56 
1 00 
1 25 

26 
3 00 
3 00 
1 00 

50 
20 

3 00 
3 75 
3 60 

2 00 
8 00 
2 60 
2 IKJ 

10 00 
20 00 

2 50 
2 00 

3 00 
4 00 

80 
2 01 

60 
■if 

3 00 
3 Oi 
1 Of 
1 75 

2 OC 
76 
5C 
6C 

1 26 
76 

2 00 
50 

5 OC 
4 50 

50 
3 Ot 
1 5C 
3 00 
6 00 
1 2t 

^ 5( 
2 51 

KF.NNEU 
American Kennel, Burges. 
British Dogs, Daiziel. 
Dog, Diseases of, Daiziel. 
Dog. Diseases of. Hill. 
Dog Breauing, Floyd. 
Dog Breaking, by Holabird. 
Dog Breaking, Hutchinson. .. 
Dog, the Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson. 
Dog Training vs. Brealpoe. Hammond. 
Dogs and Their Doings, Morris. 
Dogs of Great, Britain ^Lmerica and other 
Coimtries. 

Dogs. Management of, Mayhew, 16mo. 
Dogs, Points for Judging. 
Dogs, Richardson, pa. 80. f doth.'. 
Dogs and Their Ways, Williams. 
Dogs and the Public . 
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment in 

Disease, byAshmont. 
Englishe Dogges, Reprint of 1676. 
English Kennel C. 8. Book, Vol. 1. 
EngUsb K. C. S. Book, Vols. III. to X.. each.. 
Glover’s Album, A Treatise on Canine Diseases 
Our Friend the Dog. 
Practical Kennel Gmde, Stable*. 
Setter Dog, the, Laverack. 
Stonehenge, Dog of British Islands. 
The Dog, by Idstone. 
Vero Shaw’s Book on the Dog, cloih, 88.00; 

morocco . 
Youatt on the Dog. 

SPORTS AND GAMES. 

American Boy’s Own Book, Sports and Games 2 00 
Athletic Sports for Boys, bds. 76c.; cloth. 1 00 
Boy’s Treasury of Sports and Pastimes, etc.. 2 00 
Cassell’s Book of Sports and Pastimes. 3 00 
Croquet. 20 
Easy Whist. 50 
Han .Is at Whist. 50 
Int<truciion in the Indian Club Exercise__ 25 
Skating. 25 
Stonehenge, Encyclopedia of Rural Sports... 7 50 
Whist for Beginners .  50 

MlNCELiUANEOUSi 
A Naturalist’s Rambles About Home, Abbott. 
Adventures of a Young Naturalist. 
Amateur Photogr^her . 
Animal Plagues. Fleming .... 
Antelope and Deer of America. 
Archer, Modem. 
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thomoson.... 
Atlas of Jersey Coast. 
Blaos Bills of Dakota. Ludlow, quarto; cloth, 

Government Report. 
Common Objects of the Seashore. . 
Eastward Hoi . 
Historical and Biographical Atlas of New Jer¬ 

sey Coast. 
How to Make Photographs. 
Humorous Sketches, Seymour.[. i. 
Insects Injurious to Vegetation. 
Keepmg One Cow. 
Life and Writings of Frank Forrester, 2 vols., 

per vol.. 
Mammals of New York, paper. f4; cloth. 
Maynara’s Manual of Taxidermy. 
Wanton’s Taxidermy Without a Teacher. 
North American Insects . ' 
Old St. Augustine, Fla., illustrated. 
Packard’s Half-Hours With Insects. 
Pistol, The. 
Photography for Ymateurs.' 
Practical Forestry, by Fuller. 
Practical Taxidermy and Home Decoration, 

Batty . 
Practical Orange Culture..'.'ii 
Practical Poulti^ Keeping. 
Randall’s Practical Shepherd.’ 
Sportsman’s Gazetter, HaUock . 
Sportsman’s Hand Book, Col. Horace Park. ’.. 
Studies in Animal Life, Lewis. . 
The Forester, by Brown. 
The Northwest Coast of America. . 
The Taxidermists’Manual, Brown. 
WUd Flowers of Switzerland. 
'Vijd Woods Life, Farrar. 
Willson’s Noetes Am'brosiaase, by Prof. Wil¬ 

son, J. G. Locibardt, James Hceg and Dr. 
Maginn. 6 vols., crown 8vo., cloth, S9; half 
calf. 

1 5C 
1 7t 
1 OC 
4 8t 
2 6C 

26 
1 5C 
1 50 

2 5C 
50 

1 2f 

5 OC 
1 OC 
6 OC 
6 5C 
1 OC 

1 6C 
5 00 
1 26 

6C 
1 5( 
1 5( 
2 5t 

50 
6C 

1 5C 

1 60 
1 00 
2 00 
2 00 
3 00 
1 00 
1 OC 

10 00 
20 00 

1 00 
15 00 

1 26 

Woodcraft, “Nessmua’'. 
Woods and Lakes of Maine. 
Yookti on Sheep.... ....... 

18 00 
1 00 
3 M 
1 Jf 

ADAM WATTERS, 
Wholesale and Retail 

Tea’Dealer, fine & Spirit Merclant 
No. 22 Fabrique Street, 

aUEBEC. 

Fishing and Hunting Parties 

furnished with everything neces¬ 

sary for the woods on the short¬ 

est notice. 

WASSERSPORT. 
SPECIALLY DEVOTED TO 

Rowing and Yachting. 
APPEARS WEEKLY ON THURSDAYL 

Price: 4.60 Marks (Sil.06) per quarter; 17 
Marks (»4) per year, postage prepaid. 

Sample copies to be obtained from the publishers 
of the Forest and Stream. 

To avoid errors, tbe amount of subscription 
should be enclosed by letter in American postage 
stamps, postal orders or by draft on German bank. 

Publication office of WASSSERSPORT, 

CARL OTTO, 
Berlin, S. W., 12, Zimmerstrasse 34, Germany. 

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING. 

EPPS’S COCOA. 
BREAKFAST. 

“By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws 
which govern the operations of digestion and nutri¬ 
tion, and by a careful application of the flue prop¬ 
erties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided 
our breakfast tables with a delicately flavored 
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors’ 
bills. It is by the judicious use of such articles of 
diet that a constitution may be graduaUy built up 
until strong enough to resist every tendency to 
disease. Himdreds of subtle maladies are floating 
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak 
point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by keep¬ 
ing ourselves well fortified with pure blood and a 
properly nourished frame.”—CtuiZ Service Gazette. 

Made simply with boiling water or milk, hold 
only in half pound tins by Grocers, labelled thus: 

JAMES EPFS A CO., Homceopsthlc Ckem- 
lut*. T.oTiJn-n. EnelanJ. 

HANNAFORD 

Ventilated 

RUBBER BOOTS. 
_ _ The only boots made that 
WIIjJj JiOT sweat or chill the feet. 

Wlhli KXJJEP the feet dry and warm. 
Tliese boots have been in use for two seasons, 

and given entire satisfaction. Hundreds testify 
that they can be worn -with comfort. 

Will be sent C.O.D, Ask your 
dealer for them, or send for circular. 

, HAMAFORD VENTILATED BOOT CO. 
79 Milk Street. Boston. 

Canoe and Camp Cookery. 
By " SENECA.” 

A practical cook book for canoeists, Corinthian sailors and outers. Practical because 
the author gives explicit and intelligible directions for preparing such dishes as he has him¬ 
self actually tested in camp and on a cruise. This is just where the recipes differ from the 
absurdly impracticable dishes given in some so-called camp cookery books. The cooking 
outfit is described, and numerous hints on camp economy add to the value of the work. 
Cloth, 96 pages. Price |1.00. 

NEW YORK: Forest and Stream Publishing Co.. 39 Park Row. 
LONDON: Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane. Cornhill. 

ESTABLISHED 50 YEARS. 

GR.OOJESL CO., 
Importers, Manufacturers, Wholesale and Retail Dealers in 

50 & 52 Fulton Street, Jfew York City. 

SPECIALTIES FOR 1886. 
Hand-Made Fishing Rods as follows: Split Bamboo Trout and Ba.ss Rods, Sl5. $20, $25; Greenheart 

Trout and Bass Rods, $15; Ash and Lancewood Trout and Bass Rods, $5, $7. $>0; Weakfish Rods, pppp°r 
cane 2d joint, 2 Greenhart tips, $15. $20, $25: Ash and Lancewood. 3 joints, 714ft., $5. $7, $10; Midge Trout 
Flies, $1 per doz.; Ordinary Trout Flies, 75 cts., 81 per doz.; Bass Casting and Trolling Flies $2, $3 per 

a?®®*" Line, per yard, 6 cts.; Kelso Salaion Flies, the largest assortment in America, 
86 to $9 per (ioz.; Click Reels from $1 upward. Also tbe largest stock of Dog Collars, Muzzles and Fixings 
m the United Slates. Full line of Guns, Revolvers, Cutlery, Traveling Bags and every article used bvthe 
sportsman. Spraits Dog Cake, $7 per bag of lOOlbs. Stedman’s Areca Nut, sure cure for worms in (logs, 
25 cts. Stedman’s Flea Powder, 25 cts. Stedman’s Dog Soap, 25 cts. 

Headquarters for Archery, Lawn Tennis. Base Ball and Cricket. 
Send 15 cents for our 160-page Illustrated Catalogue, containing everything in the line. 

OKDERS BY MALL PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO. 

JUMBOLENE. 
(Trade Mark Registered.) 

Cures and prevents Insect Bites, Stmburn, 
Chapped Hands and Face. It is tbe best Lini¬ 
ment in use for Burns, Scald=. Chilblains. Frost 
Biles, Sprains, Rheuma'ism, Neuralgia, etc. 

It prevents blood poisoning in cuts and other 
wounds and promotes rapid heaUngin all cases. 

For Sale by Druggists and Dealers in Sporting 
Goods, at 60 ceuta per bottle. 

TAOS. JENNESS & SON, 
PROPRIETORS, 

Bang-or, Me., U. S. A. 
Wholesale Agents: John P. Lovell’s Sons, Boston; Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co., Chicago- 

VoD Lengerke and Detmold, New York. ’ 

IDEAL Relo!iclin? Tools, 

UNEQUALLED 

AS A 

Combined. 
Beautifully Finlsbed 

and all 

B. BuUei Mould. 

CANOS HANDUNG. 
By C. B. VAUX (“DOT”). 

A complete manual for the management of a canoe. The author begins at the very 
beginning, describes and explains the rudiments in the simj est and plainest way possible 
Everjrtiung is made mteUigible for beginners: and besides this ABC teaching there are so 
manj*- hints and wi'inkles that the oldest canoeist afloat will find pleasure and profit in the 
stuiiy of these. The book is complete and concise—no useless duffle between its covers. The 
subjects treated are the choice of a canoe, paddling, sailing, care of the canoe, recipes and 
rules. Ihe text is further elucidated by numerous pt actical drawings, and the beauty of the 
book IS enhanced by tbe many ornamental vignettes. Fages 168; uniform with “Canoe 
Building,” Price, postpaid, $1.00. 

NEW YORK: Forest and Stream Publishing Co. 39 Park Row. 
LONDON: Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane, Cornhill, 
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PUBLIC NOTICE. 
T EASES OF THE ANGLING PRIVILEGES 

pertaining to the ungranted lands bordering 

on a few Salmon Rivers on the north and south 

sides of the River and Gulf of St. Lawrence, and 

a number of lakes situated for the most part along 

the line of the Quebec & Lake St. John Railway, 

will be offered to public competition, at the Depart¬ 

ment of Crown Lands, Quebec, on 

WeflnesSaj, 30il June next, 1886, 
At Eleven, o’clock A. M. 

A list of said Rivers and Lakes is published in 

the Quebec Official Gazette of this date. 
For further information address the undersigned, 

or the office of the Forest and Stream Pub. Co. 
W. W. LYNCH, 

Commissioner of Crown Lands. 

Department of Crown Lands,) 
Quebec, May 29, 1886. ) 

May 29,1886. 

6 fcTTAMBROOKS.'’ AN EARTHLY PARA 
11 dise. Pleasure, Health, Happiness. *‘A 

Thing of Beauty is a Joy Forever.” A charming 
home on the Choptank River, the prospective route 
of the C hesapeake & Delaware Ship Canal. About 
1 mile from Cambridge, the most attractive and 
thriving town in Maryland. Contains 166 acres of 
very fertile land, in the highest condition of im- 
] rovement—8 acres in wood. Choice fruit. Double 
' ricK house, 50x60, with frame addition, 11 rooms, 
besides pantries and cellars. Large barn, stable, 
corn houses and tenant houses. Soil mostly loamy, 
easily cultivated, very responsive, equally adapted 
for fruit, grass or grain House stands in a 4-acre 
lawn, well shaded, 100 yards from the terraced 
bank of the river—at this point two miles wide. 
Situation in the highest degree healthful, beautiful 
and convenient. River salt, abounding in fish, oys¬ 
ters and game. Best situation on the river for bed¬ 
ding and packing oysters profitably. Climate mild; 
diphtheria, catarrh and pulmonary diseases almost 
unknown. Suitable in an uncommon degree for a 
place of public resort or sanatarium summer and 
winter. Equally desirable as a gentleman’s country 
seat, affording every facility for boating, bathing 
and all aquatic amusements. Society of the best 
in Maryland—inteUigent, courteous and kind. 
Present owner has occupied it for 13 years. No 
mortgage or other incumbrance. Title unquestion¬ 
able. Steamboats and rail facilities dally; liKewise. 
telegraph. No such property is offered or can be 
bought in this State. A rare opportunity for a 
gentleman of wealth, taste and leisure, seeking 
recreation, health and rational enjoyment. Steam¬ 
ers leave Light street wharf, Baltimore, every nignt 
at 9 o’clock for Cambridge. Early morning tx-am 
from Philadelphia, Wilmington & Baltimore Depot, 
via Delaware Railroad, at Wilmington. Come and 
see. Price, $20,000. E. G. WATERS, M. D., 218 
McCulloch St., Baltimore, Md., or A. E. WATERS, 
Cambridge, Dorchester Co , Md. mayl3.4t 

in ttu jitttfl. 

HTT L ON THE DOG. 
THE STANDARD WORK ON THEIR 

MANAGEMENT AND DISEASES. 

Price SSI. 00. 

For Sale by the Forest and Stream PuR Co. 

LIVE QUAIL. 
send ordens at^once to insure prompt delivery. 
E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Merchant, 174 
Chambers st., N. Y. 

. Chester White, Berkshire 
, and Poland China Pigs, Fine 

Setter Dogs, Scotch Collies, 
Foxhounds and Beagles, 

i Sheep and Poultry, bred and 
, II forS^e by W.Gibbons* Co., 

West Chester, Chester Co., Pa. Send stamp tor 
Circular and Price List. 

Schwatka’s Search. 
Sledging in the Arctic in quest of the 

FRANKLIN RECORDS, 

-by- 

william H. GUILDER 
Second in Command. 

1 Volume, 8vo., with Maps and Illustrations. 

Price, 8.00. 

For sale by the 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. 

39 Park Bow, N. Y. 

in tkr »m. 

IN THE STUD. 
CHAMPION RODEBIGO, winner of All-Aged 

Stake at National Trials, Grand Junction, 1885, 
PEE BUS. 

REBEL WINO’EM, imported from Llewellln’s 
Kennel. Blood brother of Count Noble and winner 
of English Derby, 1882. 

PEE Si50. 
Broken dogs for sale. For further information 

address J. M. AVENT, Hickory Valley, Tenn., or 
MEMPHIS-AVENT KENNEL, Memphis, Tenn. 

FOREST CITY KENJSTEES. 

St. Bernards and English Pugs. 

IN STUD. 
DEERHOUNDS. 

Champion Chieftain, Fee $50. 

Champion Bran, - “ 25. 

FOX-TERRIERS. 

Belgrave Primrose, Fee $15. 

Mixture - - “ 15. 

BULLDOGS. 

Ch Bobinson Crusoe, Fee $26. 

Champion Tippoo, - 25. 

Champion Romulus, “ 20. 

HILLSIDE KENNELS, 
E4NCASTER, 

MASS. 

THE IMMENSE ROUOH-COATED ST. 
BERNARD CHAMPION 

(A,K.R. 483). 
Orange tawny, perfect blaze and collar, other 

white markings correct: double dew claws. Born 
August, 1882. This celebrated dog stands 33>^ in. 
fuU at shoulders, weighs 188 lbs. (Jan. 30,1886), has 
a grand, massive nead, immense bone, and is per¬ 
fect in disposition. 

“Otho is conceded to he the best fronted St. Ber¬ 
nard in the country,"—AvieHcan Kennel Register, 
June, 1885. 

•‘Otho is one of the grandest fronted dogs we 
have ever seen. His head is a study and his fore¬ 
arm we have never seen surpassed. He is also an 
Immense upstanding dog. —Forest and Stieam, 
Oct. 30.1684. 

Fee $50. Approved bitches only. Cabinet pho¬ 
tos, 60 cents. Imported stock for sale. Also pup¬ 
pies sired by Otho. THE HOSPICE KENNELS. Im- 
portei’S and Breeders of Thoroughbred St. Ber¬ 
nards, Arlington, N. J. 

IN TH^STUD. 

Chestnut Hill Kennels. 
The imported rough-coated sheep dog Nullamore 

(K.C.S.B 16,023) litter brother to England’s cham¬ 

pion Dublin Scot, for a few approved bitches. 

Address P. O. Box 1,630 Philadelphia, for terms. 
mayl3,4b 

CarUSS 3B0Z1<1.]3.X1. 
IN THE STUD. 

Imported from Mr. Llewellin’s kennels (he is 
bluest of the blue), by Dashing Bondhu ex Novel. 
He is also a grand field dog, as his record shows at 
the late trials of the N. F. T. Club at Grand Junc¬ 
tion. beating such noted dogs as Gladstone Boy, 
Mainspring, Bessie A., Gath’s Mark, Trinket’s Bang 
and other fine ones. Fee $35. A. M. TU(3KER, 85 
Main street, Charlestown, Mass. 

BEAUFORT. 
(Champion Bow—Beulah). 

The best looking pointer living. A grand field 
dog and the sire of winners on the bench and in the 
field. Fee $50. 

NEVISON. 
The acknowledged champion mastiff of America. 

Winner of 40 champi'm and first prizes, beating The 
Emperor, Creole, Ilford Cromwell, Hero II., Prus¬ 
sian Princess, etc., etc. Fee $60. 

For Sale.—Three handsome young setter hitches 
of fashionable blooa. CHAS. H. MASON, 13 Bed¬ 
ford ave., Brooklyn, E. D., N. Y. aprl5,tf 

St. Bernards and Pugs. 
CHAMPION HERMIT (A.K.R. 23) litter broth¬ 

er to champion Otho, and sire of prize winners 
KOnig, Kobold, Lys. Fee $40. . ^ „ 

Imported RUDOLPH II. (champion Cadwalla- 
(jer—Myra), prize winner in England and wmner of 
two firsts and specials in America. Fee $30. 

Imported pug SOUNO T**BY (A.K.R. 473), win 
ner of four firsts and specials in America, sire of 
many prize winners. Fee $15. Fine pups on sale. 
CHEQUASSET KENNELS, Lancaster, Mass. 

SCOTCH COLLIES 
IN THE STUD. 

CHAMPION REX (A.K.R. 149). Fee $20. 
STREPHON (A.K.R. 2730). Fee $30 
Young dogs and puppies for sale. Can be seen, 

or address JAS LINDSAY, 346 Communipaw ave., 
Jersey City, N. J. 

IN THE STUD 
AT PHILADELPHIA. 

To a limited number of approved bitches: 
Champion Irish red setter BERKLEY.fee $40 
Champion English setter THUNDER. ” $^0 

A. H. MOORE, 1711 Spring Garden st., 
aprl5,3mo Philadelphia, Pa. 

IN THE STUD. 
ENGLISH MASTIFF HERO III. 
Winner of first prize and special prize for the best 
dog or bitch, at Pittsburgh, 1886. 

FEE • » - 
For picture and pedigree, address 

^ ^VICTOR M. HALDEM4N, 
aprl6,3mos General Wayne, Delaware Co., Pa 

Wixt 

Rosecroft Kennels. 
Birmingham, Conn. 

Foreman ex Passion (Goodsell’s Prince ex Peb¬ 
ble) puppies for sale. Now booking orders for Fairy 
King (Plantagenet ex Jessie) ex Countess Ploy 
(Count Noble ex, Floy) puppies. Fairy King 
(Plantagenet ex Jessie) in the stud. Fee $25. 

Choice Irish Selter Puppies 
I have now for sale one of the finest litters of 

Irish setters 1 have ever bred. 1 expect some, of 
them to be show winners and fine fielders. Sire, 
my champion Glencho, the king of sires; dam, 
Tara (champion Nimrod ex Sweetheart. W. H. 
PIERCE. Peekskill, N. Y. je3,2c 

Champion Cocker Spaniel Pups. 
By champion Homell Silk, A K.R. 1397 (also 
champion field trial spaniel and winner of over 
twenty prizes), out of Wanda T. (Don—Belle), 
winner of four prizes, only times shown: thoroughly 
broken and a grand reiriever. ERNEST F. 
THOMAS, 48 & 60 Walker street, N. Y. je3,3b 

T7OR SALE. —POINTERS AND SETTERS. 
U FRANK PORESTEIt KENNEL, Warwick, N.Y. 

jeS,;it 

T EXPECT A LITTER OF PUPPIES ABOUT 
I. June 15, out of Morning Star (Dashing Dan- 
Daisy Starlight) by Gim (Gladstone—May B.). 
Order now and get good selection. 

CHAS. VORK, 
9 & 11 Granite Block, Bangor, Me. 

Pointer Puppies. 
BANG BANG ex JANE (Sensation—Heath’s 

Lill), 7 wks. old, weaned and in perfect con¬ 
dition. Dogs, $35; bitches, $20. Address 

FRED S. UNDERHILL, 
It Newark, N. J. 

TT'OR Sale. — GENUINE ULMER DOG PUP 
J? pies, imported stock; sire stands 34 inches. 
Also two Newfoundland bitches, prize stock. 
HENRY MUELLER, Box 59, Stapleton, Richmond 
Co. N.Y. je3,U 

Choice Red Setter Pups. 
One bitch, 9 mos. old, dark mahogany red, litter 

sister to Shamrock, winner of first prize at last 
New York dog show. Also dog pups, 6 wks. old, 
dark red, very fine; all by Kelso (A.K.R. 618) by 
champion Glencho, by champion Elcho ex cham¬ 
pion Noreen. Kelso is a magnificent Irish setter, 3 
yrs. old and excellent in field. ' 

It X. Y. Z., Station R., N. Y. City. 

TTIGH BRED POINTERS AND SETTERS-WE 1 
JH breed and dispose of nothing but first-class 
broken and nnOroken dogs and puppies. Address ■ 
ELM GROVE KENNELC South Norwalk, Conn. 

MASTIFFS. 
Address HOLLIS, Wellsvfile, N. Y. J 

ENGLISH SETTER PUPPIES. ' 
From imported Flora, by Roy CDash lU.—Bessie), ( 

whelped March 3,1886. Price $20. Dog.s or hitches. 
Will guarantee these pups to be just right; strong . 
nose, natural himters, and very staunch with little 
training. They are not sold to close out any scrub 
stock or to make room, but were bred especially 
for the trade, and to show as well in the field as on 
paper. Address, H. J. PIERRE, Winsted, Conn. 

YYTHITE BULL-TERRIER YOUNG B9YAL 
VV Prince (A.K.R. 2102). Fee $15. Pups by 

Royal Prince for sale. J. W. NEWMAN, 87 Han¬ 
over street. Boston, Mass. 

l\/fT. FLEAS ANT GORDON KENNELS.— 
iVI The oldest and most suceeosful Gordon ken¬ 
nels in America. For Sale—Four thoroughbred 
solid black and tan Gordon setter dog puppies, sire 
Argus, Jr., dam 1st prize bitch Bell Mont. For 
pedigrees, prices, etc., address 

0. T. BROWNELL. Box 336, New Bedford. Mass. 

OPORTSMIN’S KENNEL.—TRAINING, BRBAK- 
10 ing and Boarding of sporting dogs, having a 
free run; capacity for fifty boarders. D. F WIL¬ 
BUR, Prop., Box 303, Bridgewater, Mass. maylS.tf 

TDOINTERS.—FOUR LIVER AND WHITE DOG 
X pups whelped May 9; price low. These pups 
combine the blood of Sensation, Snapshot, Strong’s 
Pete and Orgill’s strain. Nothing better bred. Ad¬ 
dress C. B. LITTLEFIELD, Manchester, N. H 

may20,3b 

fTiOR SALE.-FOX-TERRIER DOG, PRIZE WIN- 
JD ner, 3 yrs. old. Price reasonable. Address 
Box 230 New Brighton, Staten Island. may27,2D 

TT'OR SALE.-GORDON SETTER DOG DUKE. 
U 3 yrs. old, one of the fastest setters in the 
country. Has been hunted three seasons and is 
very staunch and retrieves nicely. Will be shown 
on game if desired. See American Field, March 
18,1886. Address F. E. CLARK, 426 Worth avenue, 
Bridgeport, Conn. may27,4t 

TTARVAKD kennels.—LLEWELLIN SET- 
Xl ter puppies for sale, sired by the field trial 
winner Gus Bondhu out of a fine Druid bitch named 
Model Druid. Also four out of a Dash III. bitch 
named Lynn. These are very nice ones. Address 
A. M. TUCKER, 86 Main st, Uharlestown, Mass. 

TXT ANTED.—ONE BEAR DOG. WILL PAY 
VV fair price for first-class dog; no other wanted. 

Address Box 66, Littleton, N. H. mayl3,4t 

in tte 

SMALL IMPORTED PRIZE PUG DOG 

Particulars, pedigree and references to FRANK 
QUINBY. P. 0. Box 565, N. Y. City. Stud fee, $10. 

■ may20,tf 

QREYHOUNDS. 
I wUl sell one or two of my champion Bounc¬ 
ing Boy—champion Begonia litter of pups. 
H. W. HUNTINGTON, 148 S. 8th st., BrooWn. 

FOR SALE. 

Collie Shepherd. 
BOX 472, PITTSBURGH. PA. 

K 9 Breaking Kennels. 
pointers and setters thoroughly broken for field 

trials or private use. Reference given. W. G. 
--1, Marydel, Md. 

Rory O’More Kennels. 
For Sale—Thoroughbred red Irish setter stock, 

full pedigreed. Address with stamp, 
W. N. CALLENDER, Albany, N. Y. 

DOGS FOR SALE. 
Setters, pointers, spaniels, foxhounds, beagles, 

Jachshunde. Newfoundlands, German tiger mas- 
tiff.s, fox-terriers, Scotch terriers, Skye terriers, 
Yorkshire terriers, bull-terriers, bulldogs, pugs, 
French poodles. St. Bernards, mastiffs and black 

South Eighth street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Tie Fieli Sjortsmn’s Piclire Co., 
PALMYRA, N. Y., 

Are now prepared to furnish copies of the photo- 

For Sale—Hornell Spaniel Puppies. 
The best in the world; 142 prizes in two years 

proves it. Prom 3 to 10 mos. old. N® cuUs or $6 
pups ever sold. 

Homellsville, N. Y., or G. W. LEAVITT, Pres., 32 
Hamilton street, Boston, Mass. 

Claire-Reeta Kennels. 
PALMYRA, N. Y. 

Irish and Gordon setters for work as well as show. 
decl7,tf 

tSy. Bernards 
Several fine dogs and 

Address with stamp, 

IV. IV. Tucker, 
P. O. Box 1338, N. Y. 

WM. GRAHAM, NEWTOWNBREDA, BELFAST 
Ireland, is prepared to purchase and ship dogs 

for importers. Dogs purchased from him had the 
following prizes awarded to them: At New York 
and Chicago, 1888, sixteen firsts, nine special, three 
second and one third. At New York, 1884, seven 
firsts, six specials and one third. 

TN the stud.—ZOLU. ENGLISH MASTIFF, 
J. a dog of wonderful strength and bone (litter 
brother to Boss). A perfect type of the mastiff. 
duke OE TIOGA, red Irish setter, Glencho 
stock, equal to the best. For sale, two collies. Ad¬ 
dress PROGRESSIVE KENNELS, Flatbush, L. I., 
N.Y, je3,lt 

Bull-terriers \ bull-terriers i i- g^- 
tlemen requiring first-clas.s show bull-terriers 

should apply to FRED H1NK8,16J4 Bath Row, Bir 
mingnam, England, the largest breeder and dealer 
of bull terriers in the world. All the bull-terriers 
•tow winning, including champions, emanated from 
inese iteuceis. N.B.—All kinds of dogs supplied on 
thet hortest notice___ 

For sale.-litter op black and tan 
Gordon setter pups of finest breeding that can 

be obtained in America or England. Sire champion 
Turk (died last March). Owner. H. Clay Glover, 
New York City. American Field of March 27.1886, 
says- “Turk was the finest black and tan setter 
living, and winner of more champion honors in 
good shows than any setter in the world,” Dam, 
Gyp IT. (Jack—Gyp) is a grand brood bitch of supe¬ 
rior breeding; winner of Ist prize, Toronto show, 
1885. Pups, 10 wks. old. beautifully marked, strong 
and healthy, great scenting powers. For price and 
pedigree apply to PHILIP D. HART, Brantford, 
Canada. jeaJt 

■170B SALE.-ITALIAN GREYHOUND PUPS 
Jd from imported stock. Also fine English pugs. 
HENRY C. BURDICK, 160 Bridge street. Sprmg- 
fleld. Mass. dec24,tf 

Trained foxhounds, they are cold 
nosed strike dogs, start the fox, run him to the 

death. Trained coon dogs. Gray squirrel dogs. 
Rabbit dogs. One trained ferret. Lop-eared rabbits. 
Wvandotte chickens. H. C. GRAFF, Kensington, 
Ohio. tlec24.tf 

For sale.—having recently added 
several fine brood bitches to the Landseer 

Kennels of Scotch deerhounds and greyhounds re¬ 
duced the price of Puppies. Some c^ce grey- 
hoimds now ready to ship. DR. VAN HUMMELL, 
Denver. Ool. 

For sale cheap if taken at once.-a 
fine EngUsh setter dog, lemon and white. 

Price $15. For particulars address E. L. KLIPPLE, 
69 South Main street, 'Wilkesbarre, Fa. It 

Fir sale, a number of well bb^ 4*® 
well broken pointers and setters, also dom 
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PAUL SEES A GREAT LIGHT. 

The forest warden of the Adirondacks, Mr. Samuel F. 
Gorman, who has made an investigation of the wood¬ 

lands of that region, reports to the Forestry Commission that 
a vast amount of the State’s timber has been and is now 
being “converted to the use of private persons,” which is a 
polite way of saying stolen by timber thieves. Forester Gor¬ 
man’s inspection also developed the interesting fact that the 
Northern Adirondack Railway Company has trenched upon 
the Stale’s land in Township No. 14 of Franklin county and 
has cut off the woods. The Forestry Commission has 
brought a suit against the Northern Adirondack Railway 
Company for $25,000 damages. This railway, which now 
extends from Moira to St. Regis Falls, has been authorized 
to extend its line twenty-four miles further to Buck Moun¬ 
tain. It is purely a timber road. Its contemplated extension 
is for the purpose of opening a tract of dense forest of 
30,000 acres, which is to be cleared. The construction of 
such a road means that the woods will disappear before it. 
Whatever the lumberman leaves is destroyed by fires set by 
locomotive sparks. A timber railroad converts the land into 
a desolate waste. The effect, if less speedy, is as sure as 
that of a forest fire. The result of the Northern Adirondack 
Railroad lumber operations will be a curse to the region. 
Even so mentally myopic an individual as Paul Smith has 
at last come to recognize this. 

Smith is a typical North Woods landlord. Last winter, 
when the deer bounders were working to bamboozle the New 
York Legislature, they brought him down from his Adiron¬ 
dack hotel and put him on exhibiton on the floor of the 
Assembly as a North. Woods sage and philosopher. The 
members were given to understand that Smith, who is re¬ 
puted to own everything and everybody—men, souls and 
boats, in his Adirondack bailiwick—was in favor of hound¬ 
ing, as a potent means of deer preservation. The stratagem 
had the desired result. Members who would not know a 
deer from a hedgehog were so impressed by the sapient air 
of tbe gray-headed wise man of the North Woods that they 
voted clubs every time by an overwhelming majority; and 
Smith went home to put his vassals in trim for the next dog 
campaign. The deer in his region are so nearly extinct that 
the “sports” who patronize his house can get venison by no 

other mode than dogging, and Smith with characteristic 
logic reasoned that if hounding would only bring more pa¬ 
trons to fill his till this year, the last deer ought to be clubbed 
—for after Smith the deluge. 

When the forest destroying railroad was projected, inas¬ 
much as it would bring tourists almost to his door, the thrifty 
sage of the St. Regis was delighted. The certainty of' 
the desolation to be wrought disturbed him never a tittle; 
the road would bring grist to his mill; if it ruined the 
country, well and good—after Smith the deluge. But the 
desolation has come before the arrival of the guests. The 
ruin is already being wrought. The forests arc thinned 
out. The witchery of the woodland is gone. The hills 
are shorn of their glory. And Smith is bewailing. 
He is reported to “groan every time he hears of the prog¬ 
ress of the road.” His hounding philosophy has failed him. 
As a sage he would now pose in sorry plight for the in¬ 
struction of Assemblymen. Paul is beholding a great light. 
It is not a miraculous manifestation from above like that 
which shone about Saul of Tarsus on his way to Damascus, 
but a feeble glimmering of common sense admitted by the 
clearing away of the trees about the famous Adirondack 
hostelry. Possibly when the last deer has been clubbed and 
the last tree felled, every Adirondack Peter Simple may 
have profited by the new dispensation of unobstructed sun¬ 
shine and sense. 

A NEW USE FOB DOGS. 

SOME individuals value dogs as pets, friends and compan¬ 
ions; some maintain them as guardians of life and 

property; others as useful auxiliaries in the field; in some 
part of Europe dogs are used as draught animals and beasts 
of burden; certain Indian tribes eat dogs; among some savage 
nations the dog is worshipped; in other lands dogs are looked 
upon as materalized souls of the departed; the Supreme 
Court of the State of Maine holds that dogs are wild beasts, 
ferm nature, and as such may be lawfully made war upon 
and exterminated; city dog catchers regard dogs as the 
ligetimate plunder of highway robbery at thirty cents 
apiece; and the pound man reckons up their value when 
after drowning they are sold to the offal gatherers; fashion¬ 
able, ladies wear small or large dogs, just as they asssume 
or put away new styles of headgear; Dr. John Brown made 
use of a dog as the subject of a literary effort which-as 
such things go—is immortal; circus clowns train troupes of 
trick dogs; blind men are led about by dogs to beg; some 
dogs are life preservers, rescuing human beings from watery 
graves; in Damascus dogs are protected as scavengers; in 
London dogs are cut up alive by vivisectionists; the “best 
dog in the world” is used chiefly for brag; and again, in 
every part of the world there are dogs which are good for 
nothing save drowning in a bucket before ever their eyes 
open to give them a glimpse of the world. 

A New Jersey doctor, Beriah A. Watson, has discovered 
a new use for this creature. He had the genius to recognize 
in the dog an animal possessing a spine, which might, by a 
proper device of a devilish trap, he broken for experimental 
purposes. The doctor is an ‘ ‘expert” employed by the Penn¬ 
sylvania Railroad Company in accident damage suits. An 
expert is a man who is employed to go on the witness stand 
and swear to the best of his knowledge, belief, medical 
skill and conscience, in defense of the side which retains 
him. The Penn.sylvania Railroad Company has been annoyed 
by suits brought against it by persons who claimed to 
have received spinal injuries in railroad accidents. 
The Jersey City doctor, being employed to give his 
professional aid and comfort to the railroad as defendant 
in such suits, conceived the brilliant notion that by subject¬ 
ing a few hundred dogs to prolonged torture he might gain 
some data that could be worked to the pecuniary advantage 
of his employers. By carefully noting the death in life 
of a sufficient number of brutes whose spines had been 
broken in his trap, and making detailed memoranda of the 
successive stages of their agony, he hoped to - save to the 
Pennsylvania corporation the few hundreds or thousands of 
dollars it might otherwise he compelled to disburse; and thus 
conscientiously earn his wages as its servant. 

The doctor at once became a dog fancier. He developed 
a great taste for dogs. He liked them—that is, he liked to 
break their hacks in his trap and then study them as they 
staggered about or fell down and died. Forty-one dogs, 
gathereif up by newsboys, had been led into the doctor’s 
barn and put through the trap, and their living and dying 
duly recorded, without anything of material benefit to the 
railroad “expert,” when the Society for the Prevention of 
Cruelty to Animals stepped in and put an end to the abom¬ 
ination, There is every prospect that the doctor will be 

denied any further watching of broken-backed dogs 
If he longs for new scientific fields to conquer, 
there is an opening up on the Northwest coast. The 
Kootenai Indians of British Columbia have a cheerful cus¬ 
tom of carrying the helpless old people of the tribe to re¬ 
mote localities and there abandoning them to die. Science 
might profit by a minute and faithful record of the suc¬ 
cessive stages of the subject’s symptoms, as observed by a 
dispassionate and coldly professional studen t. The savages 
probably would not interfere, and the doctor, baulked of 
fame and fortune from his investigation of broken-spined 
dogs, would have the field of lingering Kootenai dissolu¬ 
tion all to himself._ 

Polluting New York Harbor.—Few persons are aware 
to what an extent the waters of New York Harbor and the 
western end of Long Island Sound have been polluted by the 
oil refineries at Staten Island and Hunter’s Point, These 
refineries have for years poured a substance known as 
“sludge acid” into these waters, and this has settled all over 
the bottom, making a sticky mass which has destroyed the 
oysters, lobsters, crabs and the smaller life which attracts 
fish, and has also left a scum upon the surface which is offen¬ 
sive. We have repeatedly called attention to this matter as 
an outrage upon the people, and now that the bill which was 
introduced into the Assembly by Mr. Doyle has become a 
law we hope to see it enforced. We referred to this in our 
fishcultural columns last week, and now that Commissioner 
Blackford has appointed a man to enforce this law, we hope 
that the big oil refineries will he made to take care of their 
refuse. The new law makes it unlawful for persons, cor¬ 
porations, oil refiners, etc., to cause any refuse matter to be 
placed in any of the waters within the jurisdiction of the 
State, under a penalty of $1,000 for each and every offense; 
and also forbids the throwing from boats, scows and any 
vessels whatever, of ashes, cinders, refuse or garbage, into 
the waters of the Long Island Sound, west of Eaton’s Neck, 
or into any of the bays or harbors opening into the same, 
under a penalty of $500 for each and every offense. Although 
intended primarily to protect the oyster beds, it is just what 
is needed for the fishing interests of the harbor and Long 
Island Sound. We hope to hear that the great “Standard 
Oil Works,” which has so long made a sewer of Newtown 
Creek and the harbor, will be asked to step up and pay 
some heavy fines. 

Salmon in the Hudson.—Another triumph has been 
scored for fishculture. Salmon have been taken in the Hud¬ 
son this season to the number of perhaps half a dozen at pres¬ 
ent writing. They are all recorded from Troy, below the State 
dam, with exception of one taken in Gravesend Bay which 
we noticed a few weeks ago. In former years an occasional 
stray salmon has been captured in the river at rare intervals, 
hut these fish, coming just four years after the first stocking 
of the river, point to the planting of 1882 as the source of 
their origin. In that year a small plant was made for the 
U. S. Fish Commission, from the hatchery of Mr. Thomas 
Clapham, at Roslyn, Long Island, by Mi‘. Fred Mather, who 
has since continued the work on a larger scale, from the 
station of the New York Fish Commission, at Cold Spring 
Harbor, under orders of Professor Baird of the U. S. Fish 
Commission. State Commissioner Blackford is making 
efforts to get all the information possible concerning the 
capture of salmon in the river, and we shall, no doubt, hear 
of others being taken. The eggs from which these fish 
were hatched came from the U. S, station at Orland, Me., 
in charge of Mr. C. G. Atkins. The Hudson may yet be¬ 
come a salmon stream. Put up the fishways now and pro¬ 
tect the fish which have escaped the meshes of the innumer¬ 
able shad nets of the lower river, and give them a fair 
chance. ___ 

A Typical Case.—The effort now being made by the 
citizens of Antrim county, Michigan, to put a period to the 
netting and spearing of the remaining fish in their waters is a 
typical case. The illogical views of the spearers, the apa¬ 
thetic attitude of the average citizen, the difficulties, opposi¬ 
tions and hostilities encountered by the reformers, all have 
their counterparts in every locality where similar reforms 
have been attempted. The success of the Antrim County 
Association—^for it is hacked by men who know how to 
achieve success—will he an encouragement for other like 
movements in Michigan. 

The Large Trout Record.—The record of brook trout 
which weigh 10 pounds or more, now includes a fish of 10 
pounds 10 ounces, caught in Lake Mooselucmaguntic, Maine, 
last week. It is reported in our angling columns. 

I 
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THE TROUT STREAM THAT NOBODY KNOWS. 

AVE you heard of the trout stream that nobody knows, 

Stealing silent and sheltered ’neath o’erhanging trees, 

While out through the meadows it ripples and flows, 

Kissed by the grasses, caressed by the breeze? 

Secluded it wanders unheeded by man, 
Unknown to the angler, secure from his wiles. 

And the trout, unmolested (no fear of the pan). 

Leap and dart and bask safely in nature’s sweet smiles. 

I heard of a trout stream that nobody knows 

(A. friend (?) told it me and I vowed I’d ne’er tell). 

The world after that had a couleur de rose, 

And my dreams were of trout creels, rods, reels and—well, 

1 resolved to explore this wonderful stream, 
To enjoy a day's outing alone by its side. 

And so, by the virtue of stage coach and steam, 

I arrived hke a bridegroom equipped for his bride. 

For no bridegroom adju.sted his nuptual day tie 
More deftly than I tied my leader that day; 

I tested my reel and the shade of each fly. 

And trembling and eager went forth to the fray. 

I followed directions and soon found the stream— 

It was sparkling, pellucid, than crystal more clear. 

But what is that signboard. Great Scott: do I dream? 

•‘No fishing or hunting allowed around here.” 

Like most of the craft, 1 discarded the sign. 
And made a deft cast o’er a black darkling pool. 

A rise, a strong tug and a quick straight'ning line. 

And I landed a chub: -less than six by the rule. 

Down a well-beaten path I encountered a boy 

With a twig for a rod and a pail for a creel; 

His face was all radiant and shining with joy, 

For his pail held a sucker, two chubs and an eel. 

He offered the lot for a broad silver half, 

And remarked, “They are better than nothin’, you know.'’ 

But I spurned bis kind offer, demurred at his laugh. 

And wended my way to fresh pastures below. 

Encouraged, I worked as 1 ne’er worked before, . 

Tried new flies, luscious worms, every art I possessed. 

But I got not a rise, and met angler.s more 

Than I’d any idea the whole counti-y passessed. 

At last I departed disgusted and sore. 

With a hearty consignment to deepest of woes 

Of that friend who had put me (he’s my friend no morei 

On the banks of that trout stream that nobody knows. 
__ H. W. D. L. 

DAYS WITH THE BARMECIDE CLUB. 

IT 

IT WAS a bonny morning with a mild and exqui.site sky 
o£ tenderest blue. It was impossible not to feel the ex¬ 

hilaration in the magic of the forest air, more potent in its 
effects than the cunning products of alchemy. A scarlet¬ 
headed woodpecker making the chips fly in some hollow 
beech tree awakened us. The engineer and conductor of 
our freight train had remained over a day at Our Lake in 
order that he might have a mess of trout to take home with 
him, as he said his “old woman would be powerful dispinted 
ef he come back out no fish,” so giving him what we had on 
the ice and instructing him when to come after us, we bade 
him good-bye, apd away we went with the enthusiasm of 
reawakened life to our sport; Roy and Storm to the lake, 
and Glen to the brook below—a baby of a river and a pretty 
stream it is, alive and bristling (if a brook can bristle) 
with charming surprises as it flows on to join the river ever 
so far away; here running riot or chanting gaily around the 
slippery rocks and working through or leaping over the 
smooth boulders, with a rippling musical sound like the re 
frain of an old ballad; then a stretch like a sheet of undulat¬ 
ing glass, over which the rosy mayflowers lean and blush at 
their own vanity; jutting rocks and fallen trees turn it this 
way and that, hold it for a little in stillwaters, while it 
gathers masses of creamy bubbles, then releases it and lets it 
go in white-capped disorder, dancing to its own wild music 
and seeking the rest it never finds. 

In the quiet at the upper pool, just above where the waters 
begin to whirl in furious dance, resided one of the best known 
and most influential trout in the “deestriet.” We had been 
told of him on our way up, and informed regarding some of 
his peculiarities. One man said he was an old “sockdol¬ 
ager,” whatever that may be, while another said there was 
no use trying for him, but cautioned us not to miss fishing 
the pool, for there were others in it good enough to try our 
tackle to the last ounce. 

Glen was to have the pools this morning, and none more 
likely to render a good account of his stewardship, for, as 
Tom Northbeam described Mr. Greenshield to the clergy¬ 
man, “I think he must have been a fish one day himself, he 
knows all their doings so well.” A coachman and a scarlet 
ibis were attached to the carefully examined leader, a few 
throws on the shallow stretch above to remove the kinks, 
and Glen, making a quarter turn, landed his flies in the 
center of the pool, drew them slowly toward him and placed 
them further to the other side almost under a little fringe of 
alder; and his troutship went for that beautiful stretcher, 
not with the boisterous rush of the school boy nearest the 
door, but hke a polished gentleman entering a drawing-room. 
Quickly, as the almost imperceptible movement on top of 
the water showed, he sucked in that ibis; and just as quickly 
Glen fastened the hook. How suddenly everything changed. 
The trout was no longer the quiet, mild-mannered gentle¬ 
man, but a fighter from the word, one who would not hesi¬ 
tate at any expedient to smithcreen everything. He thinks 
the end justifies the means and he is right. 

There was no misunderstanding the intentions of those 
demoniac gyrations. He’s not one “to surrender ere the 
assault,” nor for some time afterward, and he evinced a com¬ 
plete unity of purpose, a pressure, as it were, on the line of 
at least a hundred pounds to the square inch. See him! how 
that trout can play seven-up. He’s high, low and game to 
the last. A neighboring kingfisher chattered his displeasure 
from the bare arms of a deceased pine in his noisy way, but 
there was a selfish sound about it that merited and received 
no attention. The trout is moving slowly and sui'ely away 

as the measured click, click, click of the reel announces, and 
heading down stream, Glen prepares to carry him through 
the short rapids to a pool below, where he brings him up 
with a round turn as smartly as though he had been hitched 
to a snubbing post. No, no, Mr. Trout, I am not afraid of 
you now (which reminds me of what the old lady said to the 
little boy who was eyeing the pie which was cut in very 
small pieces indeed, “Help yourself to a piece, sonny, and 
don’t be afraid of it.” The boy answered, “I would not be 
afraid of it if it were twice as big. ”) Carefully, now, shshshsh! 
At last he yields to the combined influence of split bamboo 
and coercion. Now the landing net. So-o-o, good enough. 
Toss him ashore on the long lush grass. Handsome fellow 
you are, whether leaping the cascades, rushing through the 
riffs, circling among the eddies, or breaking upward in the 
mirror-like pools, a fit theme for the eloquence of Dawson, 
and on the table a dietetic glory to whom Soyer can do no 
more than justice. 

Perhaps he didn’t weigh a ton, but probably he was a 
“sockdolager;” and sm-ely the pool was worth the trying, 
as wei’e also the others just below, as Glen’s creel testified 
ere he was through with them. The angling on the lake was 
equally good for Roy and Storm, and‘the morning’s sport 
was full of abundant satisfaction. The late afternoon fly¬ 
casting was a repetition of our morning’s experience, though 
we returned to the water every fish that was not seriously 
damaged, and which w’e thought would have a good chance 
of growing older, heavier and wiser. 

Not much more than a stone’s throw from Our Lake was 
another lake of perhaps three quarters of a mile long, and 
averaging about two hundred yards in width. The shores 
were very irregular, and from no point could an extended 
view of the lake be had. Between this and Our Lake was 
a carry (or drag) of not more than thirty yai'ds, and you 
launched your boat into good fishing, but the other end 
afforded better and gave you besides a nice outlet where one 
was almost always certain of a few good rises. We have 
never paddled the length of this lake without seeing from 
one to a dozen or more deer feeding along shore. Its jutting 
points and sudden turns enables one to paddle very close to 
the deer before they are aware of the presence of'strangers, 
and many a time did we amuse ourselves by seeing how 
near we could approach them, and then watch their curious 
movements before they were fully satisfied as to our identity, 
and then how gracefully they would bound away and dis¬ 
appear in the forest. 

Did we kill any of them'? Now that is a leading question, 
especially as this was the close season; but to be candid and 
truthful. Storm did kill one and only one, a young buck, though 
he might easily have killed a dozen. We found him quite a 
welcome addition to our supplies at camp and thereby recon¬ 
ciled our consciences to his unseasonable taking off. All 
facts considered, we don’t think any sportsman in the world 
will attach any blame nor unsportsmanlike conduct to the 
proceeding.s, and if they do we can only plead that honest 
confession, which is said to be “good' for the soul,” is like 
charity, it “covers a multitude of sins.” 

The outlet of the lake was very broad, smooth and shallow 
where it left the lake, but gradually narrowed until it became 
as turbulent as the orthodox mountain stream. The fish at 
the head of the outlet were of fairly good size, but grew 
smaller as the stream grew narrower and more rapid in its 
movement. We gave it several investigations during our 
stay in the neighborhood, more for the sake of variety than 
for any extra inducements it afforded in the way of sport. 

The only well-defined break in the circle of hills which en¬ 
compassed Our Lake was near theupperend, where the land 
was low and swampy and covered with a heavy growth of 
tamarack. A few rods south a neighboring lake discharged 
its surplus into this, and here was always a favorite place 
for casting the fly with almost a certainty of reward. There 
was also a wide spread of lily pads, and by casting just on 
the outside edge of them and using a scarlet ibis one could 
coax, in the early morning before the sun was fairly under 
way on his day’s journeyT a half dozen or more early fish. 
Red ibis would do the trick; or, if flies of that description 
were not in the book, a little piece of red flannel carefully 
attached to the hook made a very taking substitute; in fact, 
so wonderfully well did it answer that we economized to the 
extent of using in this particular locality the flannel fly alto¬ 
gether. 

By poling or pushing our boat through the lily pads 
toward the tamarack, swamp we could a frogging go, and by 
using a medium sized hook and a piece of bright scarlet flan¬ 
nel secure quite a welcome addition to our menu/ in fact, as 
trout and, shall we say it, venison (that venison is like Ban- 
quo’s ghost, it will not down) began to pall on our appetites, 
the frogs more than compensated for their failure to longer 
tickle our palates. The catching of them could hardly be 
catalogued under the head of sport, but it contributed a little 
variety to our day-to-day doings. 

Toward the lower end of the lake is a small rocky island, 
partly covered with blackberry bushes, but entirely denuded 
of timber. It is called Friz Island from the alleged fact of 
a French deer hunter passing several days there, nearly 
freezing and .starving before he was rescued from his pre¬ 
dicament. He was hounding deer late in the fall. He had 
put out his dogs and then rowed to the island, there to 
watch for any deer which they might drive into the lake. 
Unfortunatelv he neglected to secure his boat, and the first 
intimation he' had of his actual position was seeing the little 
craft go drifting down toward the outlet. Here was a pretty 
howdedo, for he was unable to swim a stroke; he had no 
matches to set fire to the small green brush at hand, and not 
a mouthful to eat. His friends at the settlement, when his 
dogs returned without him, organized a party to search for 
him, and found him after he had been a prisoner for eight 
or ten days. He was found more dead than alive, but com¬ 
plained only of the cold, which he called “friz.” Served 
him right for hounding deer, and we hope it cured him, but 
doubt it. Mn.LARD. 

Capt. Martin Scott.—Every one of your readers should 
know all about Capt. Martin Scott and of his famous muzzle- 
loader rifle shooting, also the famous story of that wise 
coon, also of Capt. Scott’s heroic life and of his gallant death 
upon the field of battle where (near the writer of this) he fell 
face to the enemy. Now who will be kind enough to write 
an article for Forest .ond Stream, giving a short account 
of Capt. Martin Scott’s career, both as a great rifle shot and 
hunter and as a military man. I hope some one of his old 
comrades of the early days of our western frontier will step 
to the front and answer to this most worthy call. There 
must be 1 think a few yet remaining of his old associates 
who knew him better than myself. I will wait for a time 
to hear them speak.—Maj. H, W. Merrill (New York, 
May 21). 
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BIRDS OF CENTRAL PARK, NEW YORK. 

A PRElilMINARY LIST, BY LEWIS B WOODRUFF AND AUGUSTUS 
G. PAINE, JR. 

Drawn up May 31, 1886. 

The nomeuclature and classification are those of the American Orni¬ 
thologists'Union “Check List.” For some valuable additions 

to this list credit is given to Mr. E. T. Adney. 

1. Larvs marinm (4.7) Great Black-backed Gull.—Winter 
visitant; rare. 

2. Larm argeutatus smitlmnian us (51a) American Herring 
Gull.—Winter resident; abundant. 

3. Aic sponsa (144) Wood Duck.—Summer resident; not 
common. 

4. Branta canadensis (17'2) Canada Goose.—Rare; generally 
observed during migration. 

o. Bokiurus lentiginosus (190) American Bittern.—Rare. 
A specimen was observed May 10. 1886, by E. T. Adney. 

6. Ardea drescens (201) Green Heron.—Summer resident; 
not common. 

7. Nyctkm-cac iiydicxrms: needus (202) Black-crowned Night 
Heron.—Summer resident; not uncommon. A specimen 
has been observed in December. 

8. Fulica americand. (221) American Coot.—Spring and fall 
migrant: common. 

9. Aetitis maeularia (263) Spotted Sandpiper.—Summer 
resident; common. 

10. JEqiaMis wdfera (273) Killdeer.—Rare. Observed by 
E. T. Adney, Sept. 3. 1884. 

11. CoUnus virginianiis (289) Bob White.—Resident; not 
common. 

12. Bonasa umbellus (800) Ruffed Grouse. Resident; not 
common, 

13. Aedpiter eelox (33'2) Sharp shinned Hawk.—Rare. 
Observed by E. T. Adney. 

14. Buteo boreaMs (887) Bed t&Ued Hawk.—Resident; most 
common in fall. 

15. Halueetus leucocephalus (352) Bald Eagle.—Very rare. 
A specimen remained two months in the Park during the 
fall of 1866. 

16. Pandion iialiaetus carolihends (364) American Osprey.— 
This species is not rare in the vicinity of Riverside Park, and 
occasionally is observed flying high over Central Park. 

17. Syrniim, ndmhsum (368) Barred Owl.—Winter resi¬ 
dent; common. 

18. Nydala acudica (372) Saw-whet Owl.—Resident: not 
common. 

19. Megascops asio (373) Screech Owl.—Resident: not 
common. 

20. Coceyzus erythrophtJialmus (388) Black-billed Cuckoo. 
—Summer resident; rare. E T. Adney. 

21. Ceryle- akyon (390) Belted Kingfisher.—Summer resi¬ 
dent; not common. 

22. Dryobates viMosus (373) Hairy Woodpecker.—Resi¬ 
dent; not common. 

23. Dryobates pubeseens (894) Downy Woodpecker.—Resi¬ 
dent; common. 

24. Sphyrapicus carius (40'2) Yellow-bellied Sapsucker.— 
Migrant; not common. 

25. Melanerpes erytJirocephalus (406) Red headed Wood¬ 
pecker.—Rare. Observed by E. T. Adney, Aug. 27, 1885. 

26. Colapies anratus {4\2) Yellow-shafted Flicker.—Resi¬ 
dent; not uncommon. 

27. Antrostomus endferus (147) Whip-poor-will.—Summer 
resident; rare. Observed by E T. Adney. 

28. Chorddles drginianus (420) Nighthawk.—Summer res¬ 
ident; common, breeds. 

29. Chcelura pelagica (423) Chiuiney Swift.—Summer res¬ 
ident; very common. 

30. TrochUus colubris (428) Ruby-throated Humming Bird. 
—Summer resident; common. 

31. Tyrannus (444) Kingbird.—Summer resident; 
very common; breeds. 

32. Myiardiuscriniins (432) Crested Flycatcher.—Summer 
resident; rare. Observed by E. T. Adney. 

33. Sayornis pheebe (456) Phoebe.-Summer resident: 
very common; breeds. 

34. Gontopusdrens {481) Yfood Pewee.—Summer resident; 
common. 

35. Empidonaxjladcentris {488) Yellow-bellied Flycatcher. 
—Rare. Observed on Sept. 19-Oct. 10, 1885, by E. T. Ad- 
ney. 

36. Eni'pidonax miniums (467) Least Flycatcher.—Summer 
resident; very common; breeds. 

37. Alauda arcensis ([478]) Skylark.-Six pairs were let 
loose in the Park by Mr. J. R. Jones in 1867. The experi¬ 
ment could not have been a success, as there is no sign of 
their having become natui-alized. 

38. Oyanodtta enstata (477) Blue Jay.—Resident; not 
common. 

39. Conms americanus'{488) American Crow.—Resident; 
common. 

40. Dolkhonyx oryzicoras (494) Bobolink.—Sommer resi¬ 
dent; not common. 

41. Molothrus ater (495) Cowbird.—Summer resident; com¬ 
mon ; breeds. 

42. Agelmus pheenkeus (498) Redwing Blackbird.—Sum¬ 
mer resident; not common. 

43. Sturnelln magna (601) Meadow Lark.—Summer resi¬ 
dent; common. 

44. Icterus spurius (506) Orchard Oriole.—Summer resi¬ 
dent ; common, breeds. t45. Icterus gallula (507) Baltimore Oriole.-Summer xesi- 
ent; common, breeds. 
46. Scolecophagus earolinm {889) Rusty Blackbird.-Spring 

and fall migrant; common. 
47. Quiscalus quiscula (511) Purple Grackle.—Amves first 

of March and remains till December. Abundant; breeds. 
48. Canpodacus purpureus (517) Purple Finch.—Summer 

resident; not common, breeds. 
49, Loxia curdrostra minar (521) American Crossbill.— 

Winter resident; rare. 
50. Spinus tristis (529) American Goldfinch.—Resident; 

abundant. . 
51. Spinus pinus (533) Pine Siskin.—Spnng, faU and 

winter visitant; not uncommon. 
52. Poocofies gramineus (540) Vesper Sparrow.—Summer 

resident; common. 
53. Ammodramius sandwkiiensis savanna (542a) Savanna 

Sparrow.—Summer resident; common. 
54. ^notmichia (554) White crowned Sparrow. 

—Spring and fall migrant; not common. 
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55. ZonotricMa albicolKs (558) Wliite-thxoated Sparrow.— 
Spring, fall and winter resident; abundant. 

56. montic^la{5o9l) Tree Sparrow.—Winter visitant; 
not common. 

57. Spizella socialis (560) Chipping Sparrow.—Kesident; 
abundant in summer; breeds. 

58. Spizelld pusilla (5QS) Field Sparrow.—Summer resident; 
common; breeds. 

59. Junoo hyemalu (567) Slate-colored Junco.—Winter 
resident; abundant. 

60. Melospiza fasdata (581) Song Sparrow.—Resident; 
abundant in summer, breeds. 

61. Melospiza georgiana (584) Swamp Sparrow.—Summer 
resident; not common. 

62. Passerella iliaca (585) Fox Sparrow.—Migrant; abund¬ 
ant. A few remained through the winter of '84-’85. 

63. IHpilo erythrophtlialnvas (587) Towhee.—Summer resi¬ 
dent; common. 

64. Cardinalis can'dinalis (593) Cardinal.—Resident; com¬ 
mon, breeds. 

65. EaUa ludotUdana (595) Rose-breasted Grosbeak.— 
Summer resident; not common. 

66. Passenna (698) Indigo Bunting.—Summer resi¬ 
dent; not common. 

67. Piranga erythromelas (608) Scarlet Tanager.—Summer 
resident; not common. 

68. Ghelidon erythrogaster (613) Barn Swallow.—Summer 
resident; abundant; breeds. 

69. Tachydneia hieolor (614) Tree Swallow.—Very com¬ 
mon in spring and fall. 

70. CUdcola nparia (616) Bank Swallow.—Summer res¬ 
ident; common. 

71. Atnpelis cedrorum (619) Cedar Waxwing.—Resident; 
most common in summer; 

72. Vireo elivaceus {QM) Red-eyed Vireo.—Summer resi¬ 
dent; common; breeds. 

73. Vireo gihus {Q2T) Washlmg Vireo.—Summer resident; 
not common. 

74. Vireo Jlavifrons (628) Yellow-throated Vireo.—Summer 
resident; not common. 

75. Vireo noreboracemis (631) White-eyed Vireo.—^Rare 
summer resident. Observed by E, T. Adney. 

76. Mniotilta mria (636) Black and White Warbler.—Sum¬ 
mer resident; common. 

77. Helmitherus vermiwrus (639) Worm-eating Warbler.— 
Rare summer resident. 

78. HelmintJiopMla pinus (641) Blue-winged Warbler.—A 
very rare summer resident. 

79. nelminthopliila ehrysoptera (642) Golden winged War¬ 
bler.—A very rare summer resident. E T. Adney. 

80. RelmintliopMla ruficapilla (645) Nashville Warbler.— 
Spring and fall migrant; common. 

81. Gompsothlypis ameneana (648) Parula Warbler.— 
Chiefly spring and fall migrant; very common. 

82. Dendroiea cestim (652) Yellow Warbler.—Summer resi¬ 
dent; abundant, breeds. 

83. Dendroiea coirulescens (654) Black-throated Blue War- 
bler.-Spring and fall migrant; very common. 

84. Dendroiea wwnato (655) Myrtle Warbler.—Spring and 
fall migrant; abundant. 

85. Dendroiea maeulosa (657) Magnolia Warbler.—Spring 
and fall migrant; very common. 

86. Dendroiea emrulea (658) Cerulean Warbler.—Observed 
by Mr. Basil H. Dutcher, May 5 1886. 

87. Dendroiea penmlyvanica (659) Chestnut-sided Warbler. 
—Summer resident; common, breeds. 

88. Dendroiea eastanea (660) Bay-breasted Warbler.— 
Spring and fall migrant; not very rare. 

89. Dendroiea striata (661) Blackpoll Warbler.—Spring 
and fall migrant; very common, 

90. Dendroiea blacJeburniat (662) Blackburnian Warbler.— 
Spring and fall migrant; not uncommon. 

91. Dendroiea drens (667) Black-throated Green Warbler, 
—Spring and fall migrant; very common. 

92. Dendroiea dgorsii (671) Pine Warbler.—Spring and 
fall migrant; not common. 

93. Dendroiea palmarum Jiypoehrysea (672a) Yellow Palm 
Warbler.—Spring and fall migrant; common. 

94. Seiurus aurocapillus (674) Oven Bird.—Summer resi¬ 
dent; common. 

95. tSeiurus Twoeboraeensis (675) Water Thrush.—Chiefly 
spring and fall migrant; not uncommon. 

96. Seiurus motacilla (676) Louisiana Water Thrush.— 
Rare. Observed by E T. Adney. 

97. Geothlypis trichas (681) Maryland Yellowthroat.— 
Summer resident; very common; breeds. 

98. leteria drens (683) Yellow-breasted Chat.—Summer 
resident; not common. 

99. Sylvania mitrata (684) Hooded Warbler.—Very rare. 
A male specimen was observed on M ay 11, 1886. The move¬ 
ments of the bird were watched for more than an hour, 

100. _ Sylvania pusiila (685) Wilson’s Warbler.—Spring and 
fall migrant; not common. 

101. Sylvania canadensis (686) Canadian Warbler.—Spring 
and fall migrant; common. 

102. Setophaga ruiieilla (687) American Redstart.—Summer 
resident; very common, breeds. 

103. Mimus polyglottos (703) Mockingbird.—This species 
has been repeatedly observed, but under conditions that 
render it probable that the specimens were escaped cage 
birds. 

104. Galeoseoptes carolinensis (704) Catbird.—Summer resi¬ 
dent; very common, breeds abundantly. 

105. Hm'porhynchus rufus (705) Brown Thrasher.—Sum¬ 
mer resident; common, breeds. A specimen remained 
through the winter of ’84-’85. 

106. Troglodytes dedon (721) House Wren.—Common sum¬ 
mer resident, breeds. 

107. Troglodytes Tiiemalis (722) Winter Wren.—Winter 
resident; rare. 

108. Certkia familiaris am&iieana (726) Brown Creeper.— 
Winter resident; common. 

109. Sitta carolinensis (727) White-breasted Nuthatch.— 
Resident; common. 

110. Sitta canadensis (728) Red-breasted. Nuthatch.—Win¬ 
ter resident; notco,mmon. 

111. Parus atricapillus (735) Chickadee.—Winter resident; 
common. 

^ 112. Begulus satrapa (748) Golden-crowned Kinglet.— 
Spring and fall migrant; common. Occasionally seen dur¬ 
ing the winter. 

113. Pegulus calendula (749) Ruby-crowned Kinglet,— 
Spring and fall migrant; common. 

114. Tui'dus mustelinus (755) Wood Thrush.—Summer 
resident; common; breeds. 

115. Ttirdus fusceseens (756) Wilson’s Thrush.—Summer 
resident; common; breeds. 

116. Turdus 'usivlaius swainsonii (758«) Olive-backed 
Thrush.—Spring and fall migrant; not common. 

117. lun'dus aonalasehkcBpallasii (7596) Hermit Thrush,— 
Spring and fall migrant: common. 

118. Merula migratoria (JQl) American Robin.—Summer 
resident; abundant; breeds. A few winter. 

119. Sialia sialis {IQQ) Bluebird.-Summer resident; com¬ 
mon, 

NOTE. 
120. Passer domesticus (—) House Sparrow,—Resident; very 

abundant; breeds. 
121. Garduelis elegans (—) European Goldfinch.—Resident; 

common; breeds.__ 

§an(e §ag 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Co. _ 

THE TRAJECTORY TEST. 

'T^HE full report of the Forest and Stream’s trajectory test of hunt- 

ing rifles has been issued in pamphlet form, with the illustra¬ 
tions and the tabular summary, making in all 96 pages. For sale at 

this office, or sent post-paid. Price 50 cents. 

TURKEY SHOOTING FOR A HAT. 
THE AUDUBON SOCIETY. 

HE editor recently suggested that those who favor the 
objects and aims of the Audubon Society should do 

their best to help it along, and if necessary smother their 
pet aversions to any unfortunate class of birds which may 
have incurred their displeasure, until the objects aforesaid 
shall have been accomplished. I consider this position a 
sound one and hope that it will be generally so regarded. 

I am reminded of a man who the other day in speaking of 
our new fish and game protective association, said to me 
that had we inserted in our constitution one article which 
had been omitted he would join the society. This was, he 
said, a clause discountenancing the catching of fish on the 
Sabbath. 

“My dear sir,” said I, “if you had attended the meetings 
and helped to orgfinize the association, you could have pro¬ 
posed that or any other article you chose, and it would have 
been put to vote. As it was we lacked your valuable assist¬ 
ance and bad to do the best we could without it.” 

This man will reap the benefit of our labors in the increased 
supplies of fish at his door; and those who do not join the 
Audubon Socxety because they want to shoot hawks or 
some other feathered creature will nevertheless profit by its 
efforts and the result of its work. Keupxe. 

May 31. 

The “Hoop Snake” Myth.—Logansport, Ind., June 4.— 

Editor Forest and Slrecutn: Tally one more in favor of the 
hoop snake question. 1 clipped the following from the 
Peru (Ind.) —Kankakee. The inclosure reads: 
“Most all our readers have heard of the hoop snake, but 
comparatively few, if any, have seen one. Indeed, many 
are inclined to doubt the existence of it, but all surmises 
are set at rest, as James Nolan, living on ,0. P. Webb’s 
farm one half mile south of town, killed one Monday 
forenoon. He discovered it in a ravine and when it saw 
him it rolled up in the shape of a hoop, but he struck 
it with a club and disabled it. Mr. Nolan had never seen a 
hoop snake, but had heard of it and noticed that when he 
touched the body with a stick the tail at once struck the 
stick with considerable force. He experimented some time 
until thoroughly convinced that he had found the genuine 
hoop snake. After it was entirely dead Mr. Nolan cut off 
the needle in the end of the snake’s tail and now has it in a 
bottle where all can see it who are disposed to make the trip 
to his residence. The needle, or sting, is seven-sixteenths 
of an inch long, looks like a thorn from a locust tree and is 
of a black color. The snake is five feet and six inches long, 
of a black color showing golden as it moved. The under 
surface of the monster was a dirty yellow. The remains are 
still where the snake was killed and can be seen by all who 
are curious to look at a genuine hoop snake. Mr. Nolan is 
a truthful man and there is not the slightest doubt that be 
killed a hoop snake, as both the snake and stinger can be 
seen. We believe it is the first instance of the kind in this 
county.” _ 

Game Breedxkg in Confinement.—Osalds, Minn., May 
30.—Editor P'orest and Stream: For the benefit of your 
readers I note the breeding of wild game in captivity. T. 
B. Johnson, our leading merchant, has his yard inclosed 
with wire netting, the meshes small enough to hold quail. 
In the yard he has a happy family, consisting of two ante¬ 
lopes two years old (the female ol which threw two fawns 
about a week ago), rabbits of several kinds, California quails, 
Bob Whites, parrots, and several cages of native birds. The 
Bob Whites he has had two years. The first season they 
laid, but the nest was destroyed by a cat; last year the hen 
bird laid, and after sitting about a week, was killed. The 
cock bird then took the nest, hatched out the young and 
reared them. The flock of eleven bas dwindled down to 
five, two of which are now laying. The California quail, of 
which be bas ten, are dropping their eggs around the yard, 
but so far do not make any nests. They are all very tame, 
so much so that they hardly get out of the way of even a 
stranger.—S. W. S._ 

The Toledo Eaglet.—Mr. Emory D. Potter, of Toledo, 
O., writes to Dr. E. Sterling, of Cleveland, under date of 
June 2, of the Toledo eaglets: “I visited the birds and found 
the woolly bead as lively as a cricket. The old ones will 
allow no one but Mr. Hulce, who feeds them, to come near 
the cage. I never heard before of eagles breeding in con¬ 
finement. The young one is growing nicely. Mr. Hulce 
has bred quail, blackbirds, robins, ring doves and several 
other kinds of wild birds in wire cages. The eagle laid one 
egg last year (at five years old) but it did not batch. I see 
no reason why he may not stock the whole country with 
eagles and the singing birds of our forests.—E. D. Potter.” 

Crow Catching Minnows.—Richardson Lake, Me., June 
2,—Editor Forest and Stream: I saw a somewhat curious 
feature in the crow line to day while I was looking upon the 
lake, which I never saw before, but may be common enough 
for all I know—that of a common crow striking for minnows 
in the water. After two unsuccessful efforts the crow car¬ 
ried off from the surface of the water in its hill a minnow 
about three inches long. It was in quite plain sight, and 
evidently taken from a school of small fry about 100 feet 
from the shore.—J. P. W. 

Recent Arrivals at the Philadelphia Zoological Garden.— 
Purchased—1 black-headed lemur (Lemur brunnexis), 1 Mona mon¬ 
key (Cercopithecus mono), 6 Rhesus monkeys (Macacus erythreeus), 
2 Hamadryas baboons (Cynocephalus hamadi~yas), 1 Diana monkey 
(Cercopithecus diana), 1 blaoK-banded spider monkey (Ateles mela- 
nochir), 2 Gille-pie’s hair seals (Zalophus gillespii). 1 Peruvian jay 
(Xanthoura incas), 1 yellow-winged sugar bird (Coereba cyanea), 1 
European wax-wing (Ampelis garnilus). 2 Egyptian geese (Chelano 
pex oegi.ptiaca), 1 ground dove (Chamcepelia passerina) and 2 two- 
lined pythons (Python bivittatus). Presented-1 wildcat (Lynx 
x-upus)^ 1 opossum (Didelphys virginiana), 1 woodchuck (Arctomys 
monax), 3 yellow birds (Chrysotnitris tristis), 2 crows (Corvus ameri- 
canus), 5 crow blackbirds (Quiscaluspux'purexis), 1 great-horned owl 
(Bubo virginianxis), 8 se^e^ch owls (Scops asio), 1 robin (Turdus mi 
gratorius), 4 alligators (Alligator mxssissippiensis), 1 pine snake (Pi-- 
tyophismenanoleucus), andl red-bellied terrapin (Pseudemys rugosa). 
Born-3 prairie wolves (Cams latrans), 1 bactrian camel (Camelus 
baotrianus), 6 prairie dogs (Cynomys ludovicianus), and 1 elk (Cervus 
caxiadensis). Exchanged—2 golden eagles (Aquila chrysaetus). 

About the middle of April myself and three others 
planned to go to the woods and spend a week after tur¬ 

keys, so one Monday morning we packed a tent and camp 
equipments and some provisions into a wagon, and drove to 
the woods where we proposed to camp. We arrived at our 
destination a little before dark, and qjter pitching the tent 
and making some hasty arrangements for the night, ate our 
supper and turned in, planning to be up early in the morning, 
there being a prize of a new hat awaiting the man who 
should kill the first gobbler. The hat was,to be paid for by 
the other three. 

Our camp was situated near the line between Garland and 
Perry counties, in a very mountainous piece of country, 
being on the watershed between the waters running south to 
the Washita, north to the Fourche la Fave, and east to the 
Saline. The teamster who had brought us out was to return 
borne in the morning and come after us again at the end of 
the week. Our party consisted of, first, Mr. P., a man of 
somewhere near fifty years of age, who belongs to the legal 
profession. He had acquired some experience in woodcraft 
previous to this trip. He used a breechloading gun of Colt’s 
make. Second, Mr. L., of about one-half the age of the 
former, of mercantile pursuits, a genuine lover of the woods 
and the gun, and who never lets a chance of enjoying them 
go by unimproved; his gun was a Parker. Third, Joe A,, a 
native of this State, also a half centenarian, and who had 
spent probably one-half bis life in camp among the forests 
and mountains of the frontier. He still sticks to the old 
muzzleloading rifle, and says he would not give it for any 
of the new-fangled perpetually loaded arrangements of the 
present day. Every one to his notion, you know. Lastly, 
the subscriber. My gun on this trip was a .38-cal. Ballard 
rifle. 

Thursday morning was cloudy and windy, a state of 
things rather unfavorable to our morning’s hunt. Mr. P. 
and Joe went to the east of camp and Mr. L. and I went to 
the west. It was not yet daylight, and the clouds obscured 
the moon, which was just past full, so that traveling in 
strange woods, was attended with some difficulties. After 
leaving camp a short distance we separated, each one taking 
a different direction and striking out for himself. I followed 
a narrow ridge of the hills until I thought myself far enough 
from camp and from the others, and daylight beginning to 
appear, I sat down to wait and listen. The wind made so 
much noise among the treetops that sounds could not be 
heard at any great distance. After waiting until the sun 
must have been fully up I thought I heard the gobbling of 
a turkey to windward and I moved in that direction and 
got near enough to hear him quite plainly; but he seemed to 
be traveling away from me, and the country being so rough 
and broken I did not succeed in getting near enough for him 
to hear me call, so I had to give him up, and finally returned 
to camp. I found Mr. P. in camp, and the others soon came 
in, no one having yet won the new hat. 

After breakfast we fixed up the camp in better shape and 
then started out again, Joe and Mr. L. going together this 
time and Mr. P. and I taking the opposite direction. The 
country is a series of high, rocky and gravely ridges, run¬ 
ning in every conceivable direction, with steep hollows 
between, some of them occupied by small streams formed by 
springs. A good country to get lost in unless one is pretty 
well versed in woodcraft. The woods had been burned over 
earlier in the spring and was very free from underbrush. 
The timber is mostly yellow pine, interspersed with hickory 
and several kinds of oak. Our object to day was not so 
much to procure game as to look for signs and locate the 
ranging places of turkeys. We saw several deer during the 
day, but, it being the close season for them, we did not pay- 
much attention to them. We found turkey signs quite plen¬ 
tiful and saw turkeys three or four times; but the woods 
being so open, their sharp eyes proved better than ours, as 
all we saw were either running or flying. But we learned 
the woods and found their range, and laid our plans to “sar- 
cumvent” (to quote Nattie Bumpo) some of them in the 
morning, when we would have the chances more in our 
favor. We killed some squirrels and saw a good many quail, 
but the open season for quail having closed the 1st of April, 
they were not molested. 

We returned to camp about the middle of the afternoon, 
and somewhat later the others returned, also bringing some 
squirrels. Joe had taken a running shot at a gobbler but 
without effect, and Mr. L. had seen a turkey hen within 
shooting distance but did not shoot, as it was agreed among 
us that we would not kill a hen at this season of the year, 
although there was no law to prevent, 

Wednesday morning we left camp before daybreak, and 
each one started for the place he bad selected the day before. 
The morning was still and warmer although still a little 
cloudy. But the moon gave sufl3.cient light to make travel¬ 
ing tolerably easy. 1 went to a high part of the ridge where 
several hollows started out from near the same place, run¬ 
ning off in different directions, and Mr. P. went to another 
such place some distance away. Soon after daylight I heard 
a gobbler in the bead of a sharp hollow a little to my right, 
and soon after another off in front of me and further away. 
I commenced to call and both would answer me, and soon 
the one nearest me flew off the roost, alighting about seventy- 
five yards from me and somewhat below me, as I was on the 
top of the ridge. I began to think that perhaps the new hat 
would be mine, but just about that time I heard the report 
of a gun away off to the east of me, and I was not quite so sure 
of it. But in about five minutes after, I had the satisfaction of 
seeing first the head and neck and then the body of the gobbler 
appear above the rise of the hill and coming toward me. He 
came up within about fifty yards of me, and stopped to look 
and listen for the old hen he supposed lo be up there on the 
ridge. I was sitting with my back against a tree, facing 
him, gun to shoulder and finger on trigger, and hardly dar¬ 
ing to wink or draw a long breath. As soon as he stopped 
the front sight dropped upon his breast and the sharp report 
of the ritle startled the echoes. The turkey gave one bound 
and spread his wings to fly, but the bullet had done its work 
and he rolled upon the ground a dead gobbler. The other 
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one evidently left for a safe country as I beard nothing more 
of him. I took my dead turkey and went off in the direc¬ 
tion Mr. P. had taken. I soon met him coming toward me. 
He said he had heard a turkey gobbling near him, but could 
not call it up as he was a poor hand at calling. We moved 
off across a hollow and over the wet ridge, when we heard 
another gobbling oJff to the south of us. We went around 
the point of a hill toward him, and having the hill between 
us and him we succeeded in getting near enough for him to 
hear me call, so we prepared ourselves for him and I under¬ 
took to call him up so that Mr. P. could get a shot. After 
answering me several times he seemed to be coming nearer, 
and finally we could hear him strut and drag his wings just 
around the point of the hill from us. There was an old pine 
turned out by the roots not more than thirty yards before us, 
and soon he stepped out from behind this root into plain 
view. Mr. P. fired one barrel and the turkey rolled over, 
but got his wings spread and started to fly, the steep hillside 
giving him a good start. But Mr. P. gave him the other 
barrel before he had fuUy got under way, and he fell and 
rolled and flopped down the hill to the bottom, where we 
found him feet up, dead. 

We were both now well satisfied to go back to camp, 
where we found Mr. L. with a fine gobbler hung up before 
the tent. He immediately asked me if that was my rifle he 
heard about five minutes after he shot! 1 told him it was, 
and asked if he killed his turkey outright or if he had to run 
it down before he got it. He said the turkey managed to 
flop off a little piece, but he had him in hand when he heard 
my shot. So we decided that he had won the hat by about 
two minutes and a half. 

We dressed one of the turkeys and cooked breakfast, and 
after waiting some time for Joe ate our share and put his by 
the fire to fcep warm. Joe did not return until nearly 10 
o’clock, and we had become really concerned about him. 
He said he had heard the report of our guns and was deter¬ 
mined he would not come back empty-handed if he could 
help it; but luck was agaiust him this time, as he did not get 
a shot at anything. “But,” said he, “I’ll get even with the 
rest of you before the week is up,” which prediction he ful¬ 
filled to his satisfaction. We spent a portion of each day in 
hunting, aside from our morning’s trip, but the woods were 
so open that we were not very successful in getting any game 
in the daytime. 

Thursday morning was clear and still and delighfully 
warm, and every gobbler in the woods seemed determined to 
make the most noise. At one time I could hear four differ¬ 
ent turkeys gobbling in as many different directions, I suc¬ 
ceeded in calling up and killing one before the sun was 
fairly up; then changed my position, so as to call for Mr. P. 
again. I commenced to call and two came from opposite 
directions. I fixed myself to shoot one and Mr. P. the other. 
Mr. P.’s came within shooting distance first and he fired, 
killing his. The other turned to run and I fired, but missed 
him. He arose and flew across a hollow in front of us, 
alighting on the other side, and started to run up the hill. I 
had another cartridge in the rifle by the time he struck the 
ground. He was fully one hundred yards away, but could 
not run very fast up the hill. I fired again, hitting him in 
the back, and he came tumbling down the hill toward us. 
Joe came into camp this morning also bringing two turkeys. 
Mr. L was the unlucky one this morning, he having got a 
shot, but did not kill his turkey. 

Friday morning was cloudy and windy again, and Joe 
was the only one of us who brought in a turkey. Friday 
evening our teamster arrived, and we made preparations for 
our last hunt in the morning. Saturday morning was clear 
and still. Joe and Mr. L. each got a turkey. Mr. P. and I 
did not meet with success this morning. We did not hear 
but one gobbler, and he had found other company before we 
got near enough to him to call. We got within sight of him 
and a hen, but they saw us and flew before we were within 
shooting distance. The proceeds of our hunt were eleven 
turkeys, Joe killing four, Mr. P. and Mr, L. two each, and 
I three. Lew Wiltow. 

Arkansas. _ 

THE ELUSIVE BLUE GROUSE. 

n. —IN THE THICKETS OF THE MOSSEESHELL. 

The sun’s first rays, peeping through the open door of our 
log cabin, banished all thought of sleep for that day. 

Springing from under the warm blankets with a sigh of regret, 
Jack Miller and I hastily pulled ourselves together, and our 
boots on the wrong feet, of course, as we always did when 
in a hurry. After an exchange of prisoners had been effected, 
we finished our simple toilet, and raced over to the cabin 
serving us for a kitchen, dining-room and drawing-room 
combined. 

As we ran the keen, bracing and invigorating air made us 
feel like race horses with sinews of steel, while the thick 
October frost was ground into diamond dust by our heavy 
riding boots. 

Bursting into the kitchen, we found cook busily making 
baking powder rolls and frying salt pork and potatoes, which 
merrily sputtering over the fire strongly appealed to my 
ravenous appetite. 

Jack and I were spending a year on our Montana cattle 
ranch. This ranch is situated on the Musselshell River, and 
consists of four roughly-built cabins with a stable, all having 
mud roofs, and a few miles of superb pasturing land under 
fence. We had about eight thousand cattle on the range, 
and eighty horses for round up purposes and daily use. 

The penetrating smell of breakfast soon brought out of 
their shack our six men, but half awake, with tousled heads 
and disordered clothes. But a turn at the only wash bowl 
and towel of which the ranch could boast, soon transformed 
them into as many handsome cowboys, all perfect specimens 
of their class. They were each known by some curious 
soubriquet, and were quite a peaceable set of fellows when 
not full of bad whisky. 

Finishing a meal of a size to make an Eastern man pale 
with horror, one of the boys rode alter the horses feeding in 
the pasture a little distance away. He soon appeared, driv¬ 
ing them before his circling lariat into the corral. There we 
lassoed and saddled our favorite hunters, and, slipping guns 
into slings, galloped off to wage war upon the grouse. 

At this season the favorite retreats of mountain or blue 
grouse, as they are sometimes called, are thickets of young 
cottonwood along the river bottoms, in which grow many 
kinds of berries and roots. The young birds, fully fledged 
by this lime, become very fat and juicy, affording excellent 
sport for both gun and palate. 

There was a large tract of land covered with these thickets 
about seven miles down the river from the ranch; for this we 
now set out. A pleasant ride brought us to it, and selecting 
a promising spot, we picketed the horses with a lariat. 

Our grouse is a noble gamebird. It is about twice the 
size of a partridge, much swifter on wing, and more deli¬ 
cately flavored. Their plumage assumes a dull gray tint at 
a little distance, corresponding so closely to the color of 
brush that it is almost impossible to distinguish them until 
they dart from under your very feet. In summer, when 
flushed, they go but a little way and then settle down until 
again disturbed later on. However, a mile is no long flight 
when they are thoroughly frightened. Some of their habits 
resemble very closely those of the domestic fowl. They are 
extremely fond of rolling and scratching in loose earth‘ and 
always cackle when excited exactly like a hen. It is terri¬ 
bly annoying to bear them all around you and not to be able 
to catch the least glimpse of one on the ground. 

I had scarcely torn my way through a thickly woven mass 
of wild currants and rose bushes, when whirr—whirr— 
whirr-r-r, u^ darted five grouse. Quickly throwing up my 
gun, I emptied both barrels at this covey, and had the satis¬ 
faction of seeing two of them fall. Securing these I slipped 
a couple of fresh shells into my smoking gun and pushed 
ahead. 

About this time Jack made a very fine shot, deserving 
mention, as it is seldom accomplished. He was alittle ahead 
and about fifty yards to the right, when three birds were 
flushed. Killing two with the right barrel, he dropped the 
third with his left, in very pretty style. 

Shooting a good many grouse on the way we finally 
emerged from the tangled undergrowth, to find the Mussel¬ 
shell rippling at our feet. A herd of deer drinking from the 
shelving bank opposite vanished like phantoms through the 
brightly tinted bushes, leaving no proof of their reality, save 
delicate prints on the yielding sand. 

The sight that met our eyes was too beautiful to describe. 
Li.ke a band of burnished silver, winding in and out between 
bristling cliffs and spurs of the ancient mountains, ran our 
tiny river. Here aud there, dotting its placid surface, lay 
flocks of ducks and geese, welcoming each newly arriving 
comrade with wild and musical cries of delight. Tall cotton¬ 
wood trees lined either bank, over the tops of which could 
be seen the white-haired Snowies, seemingly separated from 
our touch by a light veil of haze. 

'The impatient neighing of our ponies dispelling a reverie 
which had stolen over us, we snatched up our game and 
took the shortest cut to them, finding they had eaten up 
everything within range. Springing into the saddle we went 
to another place also frequented by grouse. There we found 
them in abundance, and shooting until ammunition gave 
out suspended operations for the day. 

We must have presented a funny appearance riding home 
with necklaces of grouse, gamebags full of grouse, and 
grouse hanging from every conceivable place. Our bag was 
as follows: J ack’s shooting 21 birds and 1 25 made a total of 
46 grouse. 

Arriving home before dinner time, we dressed half of our 
game, and had a hard time to get them all in the oven at 
once. The reader will not believe me when I say those 46 
grouse disappeared in three meals. W. S. S. 

NOTES FROM THE NORTH WOODS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Having just returned from a two-weeks camping out in 

the Adirondacks. I will give a short account of how things 
looked there this spring from a sportsman’s point of view. 
First, the winter has been unusually mild and the spring un¬ 
usually early, hence game has wintered well and prospects 
for fall hunting are very good. Our camp was on the high¬ 
est waters of Hamilton county and twenty fi ve miles from the 
nearest house. Within a mile water flowed into Cedar River, 
thence into the Upper Hudson, Moose River, thence through 
Black to St. Lawrence rivers, and also through West Canada 
Creek to the Mohawk, showing us to be on the water shed 
of the Wilderness. The mountains about us there are locally 
known as the Blue Ridge, and being so inaccessible are the 
great breeding place of deer. A large pack of wolves now 
stay in this section, and if they keep on increasing the State 
should offer snfiicient bounty to insure their extinction, as 
they kill more game than the sportsmen. One of our guides, 
a trapper who lives all winter in said mountain, came on a 
pack of twelve wolves that had a buck down, last March. 
He drove them off, but the deer’s throat was cut. He 
skinned out a quarter, which, with bis peltries, made quite 
a load on snow shoes, and went to his winter camp about one 
and one-half miles away. He returned for more meat in less 
than two hours, but found the bones only, the wolves having 
made short work of what he had left. Having his rifle this 
time, he tried to get a shot at the rascals, but they were too 
shy. He says that the hawks, owls and foxes were very 
destructive of partridges the past winter, and hardly a day 
passed that he did not find their feathers on the snow and 
evidences of theu- sanguinary taking off. 

In felling a tree ninety feet back of our camp, a parti-idge 
was scared from her neat in which we found eleven eggs. 
She came back toward evening and afterward was so tame 
that every day the boys would watch her with interest. 
Squirrels are very numerous there this spring. A guide 
caught a young one which we soon tamed and had around 
camp while there. Hedgehogs prowling around nights fur¬ 
nished a chance for fusilades that awoke the tenderfeet in the 
party with novel sensations. In going in we had to leave 
part of our supplies at Pillsbury Lake (named after the new 
warden of Blackwell’s Island, a true sportsman, by the way). 
The guides going back for the duffle next day found that a 
bear had been there before them, and had made away with 
the bacon, left his teeth marks in the soap bars, tore open 
and scattered the crackers and flour, and raised Cain gener¬ 
ally. But we found fish so plenty that we did not miss our 
loss. Bears are very numerous and will furnish excellent 
sport for hunters this fall. Deer are very plenty, and can be 
readily seen by daylight anywhere in that section. 

We had an A1 cook in “Honest” John Plumley, of Long 
Lake (as Murray’s book calls him), and the increased avoir¬ 
dupois of every one in the party shows, what good cooking 
and camp life can do for any one that is sensible enough to 
try it. 

I am glad to learn through your valuable paper that the 
Rhinelander estate has got into hands that will help enforce 
our game laws. I do not believe in large estates in Amer¬ 
ica, but the good results of Dr. Brandrelh’s owning a six 
miles square township north of Raquette is known to all 
familiar with the Woods. I have fished and hunted all over 
the Rhinelander estate, and know that if in the right men’s 
hands it is a grand thing for the south part of Adirondacks 
and a sure place for sport for its owners. 

We all feel that we have secured a new lease of life by 
oiH trip, and that with renewed energy we can in business 

easily make up for the time spent so gloriously on the lakes 
and streams of the North Woods. M. S, Nokthrop. 

Johnstown, N. Y., May 81, 1886. 

Mr. P. H. Apgar, of Syracuse, who has been an annual 
visitor to the North Woods for thirty-five years, writes from 
Number Four to a home paper: “Governor Seymour was 
well-known to many people here, and his sudden death was 
a shock to them. Years ago he was a frequent visitor to the 
WOderness, and he could tell many tales of his adventures 
during these excursions which were always made in the win¬ 
ter season. He used to say that the winter months Were the 
best time to see the Wilderness; that then there was far 
more to be learned of the habits and character of the animals 
than in summer, that the proper time for hunting and trap¬ 
ping was after the snow fell. He had no passion for angling, 
and was no expert huntsman aud paid little attention to 
either; but he liked to study the habits of the game that 
abounded in the Wilderness. He would occasionally shoot a 
deer, and once killed a moose, said to have been the last one 
ever seen in these woods, although hunters thereabouts claim 
to have crossed their tracks within the last five or ten years. 

“What remained of the moose were mostly, if not alto¬ 
gether, de.stroyedbytbelast generation ofhunters, and the deer 
will be exterminated by the same methods before the close 
of the present generation, if the Legislature continues to play 
with this question as it is now doing. A year ago it passed 
an act prohibiting the hounding of these animals at all sea¬ 
sons: this session it so amended the act as to legalize the 
practice between the Ist of September and the 5th of October, 
Other parts of the act are so framed as to give the bounders 
a virtual monopoly of the slaughter. No “floating” is per¬ 
mitted until the middle of August, which in effect prohibits 
that method of hunting, for deer seldom come to the water 
at so late a period, and after hounding opens, of course, 
floating would be a ridiculous formality. No deer can be 
killed in any way after Nov. 1, and this is also a prohibition 
against “still-hunting”—the only method of hunting those 
animals which is justified by the rules of true sportsmanship. 
So. if the law is enforced, the result, as before stated, will be 
to render the drivers complete masters of the field, with 
power to slay the deer ad libitum. Everybody who is ex¬ 
perienced in woodcraft knows that the bounding of deer is 
the surest aud most effective means of destruction yet in¬ 
vented. Floating, crusting and trapping are harmless pas¬ 
times compared with the death-dealing practice of hounding. 
The main support of the new law came from the northeastern 
part of the Wilderness, where the deer have been nearly ex¬ 
terminated by hounding, and where venison can be no longer 
obtained to any considerable extent either by hounding or 
any other method of capture. The principal operations of 
the bounders will now be transferred to the Beaver River, 
the Fulton Chain and the Oswegatchie, where the deer have 
had some chance for their lives, and where very few were 
slaughtered last year. Any one who may come _ upon these 
waters in September will be regaled day and night during 
that month with the music of the hounds, and will be enabled 
to estimate for himself the extent of the bloody work which 
will then be in progress under the sanction of law. 

“The passage of the new act has caused no little hubbub 
throughout the Wilderness, particularly in the western por¬ 
tion. It is the universal topic everywhere, and will continue 
so until some change is made or the act wholly repealed. 
Everybody here, guides and others, are hostile to the meas¬ 
ure, and will place all legal obstacles in the way of its en¬ 
forcement. Already steps have been taken to combine all 
parties ayainst the hounding of deer on the waters of the 
Beaver River, and the same course will be taken on the Ful¬ 
ton Chain and Oswegatchie. On Monday evening last a 
meeting of persons interested in the matter was held at the 
house of S. B. Edwards, which was attended by about 
twenty individuals. C, W. Puffer presided and Charles 
Griffith acted as secretary of the meeting. After an ani¬ 
mated discussion it was unanimously resolved that a society 
be formed for the purpose of discouraging in every proper 
way the hounding of deer under the law, and of using their 
best efforts for the repeal of the obnoxious measure. The 
society having been duly organized, chose officers for the 
first j'ear as follows: President, Joseph C. Dunbar; Vice- 
Presidents, Mark Smith, Charles H. Smith, James Lewis, 
John Hitchcock, Charles W. Puffer, 8. B. Edwards and 
William R. Smith; Secretary, Chaiies Griffith; treasurer, 
Charles Fenton. A paper was then presented and adopted 
pledging the members of the society and others whose sig¬ 
natures may be obtained to discountenance and oppose by 
all lawful means the practice of hounding. The paper was 
ordered printed for general circulation. It is quite safe to 
conclude that the ‘deerslayers’ will find a cool reception 
along the waters of the Beaver River this fall. 

“Mr. Fenton is still engaged in enlarging his house for the 
accommodation of summer guests at Number Four. He 
has lately removed the ‘little red house’ to a new location 
and converted it into a cottage, and is building a two-story 
house in its place to be ready for occupation this season. 
He is also building a boat house at the landing on Beaver 
Lake of suffleient'size to accommodate twenty-five or thirty 
boats,” _ 

Montreal, June 1.—The Fish and Game Protection 
Club of the Province of Quebec, which was organized in 
February, 1859, has just been incorporated. It is admitted 
by all that it is one of the strongest organizations of its kind 
on this continent, and counts among its members some of 
the leading men of the country. The act of incorporation 
reads as follows: Granted under the provisions of the Act 
48 Vic., chap. 12, entitled “An act to facilitate the forma¬ 
tion of Fish and Game Protection Clubs in the Province.” 
By virtue of an order in Council No. 192, approved by His 
Honor the Lieutenant-Governor of the Province of Quebec, 
on the 20th day of May, 1886, M. M. George, H. Matthews, 
John Nelson, Jr., William H. Rintoul, Louis Alphonse 
Boyer, William H. Atwater, Edward B. Goodacre. George 
U. Ahern, Hubert Root Ives, Isaac H. Stearns, Jas. Slessor, 
Ernest Lacroix, Andrew Dawes, H. W. King, Thomas C. 
Brainerd, C. de Salaberry, Robert McKay, A. N. Shewan, 
all of the city of Montreal in the said Province, and others 
marked in the schedule hereto annexed (over 300). And all 
other persons who are now or who may herealter become 
members of the club incorporated in virtue of the said order 
in Council, are hereby constituted a body corporate and 
politic under the name of “Pish and Game Protection Club 
of the Province of Quebec.” The act of incorporation was 
obtained through the indefatigable exertions of Mr. Selkirk 
Cross, who spared neither time nor labor in his endeavors to 
place the Pish aud Game Protection Club of Montreal upon 
a sound and legal basis. 
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A WINTER HUNT. 

For thirty-six: hours had the large flaked snow been 
driven down by the January wind; and when on 

Friday night A. R, and myself met, we planned, a bunt for 
the succeeding day. Rabbits were plenty and pinnated 
and ruffed grouse were common. If the thermometer was 
below 20° we were not to go, and so the first thing early in 
the morning was to look at the slender tube of mercury so 
as to see if we could fulfill our bright hopes for the day. 
How gloomy I felt to see the mercui'y away down in the 
morning, but bound to at least try it anyhow, I shoiddered 
game bag (filled with grub) and gun and started to R.’s. He 
met me at the door, and with “We’ll go. anyhow” at sight 
of me, he started back and soon reappeared all prepared. 
Without a word we trudged along until the last house on the 
limits of town was passed, and then we both exclaimed, 
“Whe w, but don’t the wind hum.” 

Sweeping across the level prairie it gathered great drifts 
of snow and hurled them against the snow fences near the 
railroad track on which we were walking. Well bundled 
up we easily kept warm by fast walking, but soon decided to 
leave the track and cut across fields to the grounds, so mak¬ 
ing a big jump into the drift at the edge of the railroad em¬ 
bankment we tug, roll, stumble and crawl through the drift. 
Going due north we had to face the wind, which we at first 
slightly dislike, but soon feel fully repaid when a great flock 
of chickens start up with that whiz and whir that tightens 
every muscle and on which all thoughts are instantly entered. 
Having a favorite single barrel, it brings down one an in¬ 
stant slow in taking flight, while R., having a more 
difficult show, emptied his two loads, in order to be sure of 
the one he first chose. 

Hot having wanted to take the dogs through the storm, 
we take their place and dig our victims out of the drift into 
which they dove. Having seen the rest settle in a neighbor¬ 
ing cornfield, we followed then, and by keeping a large hill 
between we were able to get near them. But as we came 
near the top of the hill we were obliged to walk openly 
toward them. As we saw them they took flight, and being 
out of range we were obliged to retrace our steps. 

Seeing brush and timber half a mile in advance, we tried 
a short cut that led across a valley or ravine. As we ap¬ 
proached the cut, R. gave a big jump trying to cross it. It 
was filled with snow and he sunk up to his arm pits, while 
his feet paddled in a puddle under the snow. Slowly ap¬ 
proaching him, by the aid of a scarf I succeeded in pulling 
him out, and, talung another path, we went on. 

Going through a large field of hazel brush we saw no 
rabbits whatever; so we concluded that, on account of the 
storm, they had all taken to the timber, as they generally do. 
Facing toward the tall trees, we plunged through the im¬ 
mense drifts. On reaching the edge of the woods we stopped 
at an old straw stack to eat dinner, or rather our frozen 
bread and meat. Digging in the straw, we soon were rested 
and warmed, and then we started on our fun. 

Through the timber ran a small stream. We each took a 
side and walked down, beating the brush; we came to bunny, 
buried in some great heap of twigs and branches; he would 
wait until we knocked at his door, by kicking it, then out he 
would pop to run about thirty feet only to turn a somersault 
into the soft snow. We would sight a little in front of their 
ears and paying no attention to brush, we were very sure to 
get our meat. Going for about a mile in this way I suddenly 
came upon tracks in the snow. Calling R. we went on very 
slowly lor about fify feet, when up with a “wheet, wheel, 
whirr” went a ruffed grouse, I shot and then R., but he flew 
on unharmed on account of the trees. Stooping and looking 
along the surface we saw seven gathered near together, all 
attention. Hastily reloading we counted and shot, not 
wishing to take them on the wing among the trees. Three 
remained while the rest went on, two of which we afterward 
got. Returning we got a few more rabbits, and as we 
reached town after the worst walking I ever had, chilled and 
very near played out, R, had 5 rabbits, 1 chicken, 2 pheas 
ants, while I had 6 rabbits, 1 chicken, 3 pheasants; R. 8, 
myself 10; so the single barrel held its own stoutly against 
the double. Canvasback. 

Osceola, la. 

Foreclawof the Big Q-rizzijY.-Editor Forest and Stream: 
I send you an exact size sketch of the foreclaw of the big 
grizzly which “P.,” your most able correspondent and Rocky 
Mountain hunter, killed, and a full account of which ap¬ 
peared in your columns in the Christmas number. “P.” 
sent ine this claw just before the time of your publication, 
as a gift and curiosity. It is referred to in his article and I 
think a published sketch of it will prove interesting and 

furnish an item of authentic history for the naturalist. The 
boys and the beginners with the rifle and at hunting will 
look upon it with a kind of cold shudder, and the city and 
village “expert” will have to admit that there is no “tender¬ 
foot” about this bear nor about “P.” either. I often see, 
Mr. Editor, your two young half-grown grizzlies in the 
Central Park menagerie. In their new iron-grated cage 
they always attract crowds to see them. There are other 
species of bear mixed with them, but there are none whose 
claws seem more s) riking than theirs. As they have access 
to a hole in the rock for sleeping, and the privileges of climb¬ 
ing the rock by day, it is presumable they sometimes imag¬ 
ine they are in their native mountains themselves, and thus 
for the moment they appear to be as “happy as two young 
cubs.”—Maj, H. W. Merrilb. 

Mr. Pringle's Snipe Score.—A correspondent wishes 
full details of i\Ir. Pringle’s famous snipe score in Louisana 
some years ago. Can any of our readers furnish the infor¬ 
mation? 

The Standout Shooting Clhb, of Denver, Col., is an 
organization of sportsmen, who have secured the exclusive 
shooting privileges on certain lakes on the land of J. W. 
Bowles, Esq , about one and one half miles west of Littleton, 
Colorado. The club has erected a comfortable, commodious 
club house, with bunks and bedding and necessary kitchen 
utensils, and sufficient stable room; has planted wild rice 
and erected blinds, and has decoys and other accessories. 
The lease of its lakes runs for dve years from 1884, with 
privilege of extension for a like term. While the house and 
gfouniis are neither large or elegant, they are comfortable 
and sufficient, and while it is not believed the game will be 
seriously depleted by our members, a great deal of genuine 
sport is afforded. The club as an organization, and its in¬ 
dividual members, have materially aided in securing proper 
game laws, and insisted upon their strict enforcement. 

How Long do Foxt:s and Hounds Run?—A New York 
fox hunter has printed a statement that red foxes in his sec¬ 
tion run before their best hounds from twelve to forty-eight 
hours. Pray, how fast can any animal run after he has been 
running forty-eight hours? In Virginia all the fox hunters 
who catch red foxes will tell you that if a pack of hounds 
fail to run into reynard or to run him to earth within six 
hours of constant running he goes scott free that day. Some¬ 
times an old red will run straight away thirty or forty miles 
and throw out all the huntsmen and all the dogs except a 
few of the stoutest and fleetest; but you can never prove by 
any one that that fox was caught. A long fox chase, that is 
to say, a chase of twelve hours, means slow dogs, and they 
can’t catch a red fox unless a load of lead is thrown into 
him; and any fox hunter who in this State would swindle a 
fox out of his life by shooting him would be inexorably 
taboQpd by all the fraternity. But no fox and no hound ever 
ran forty-eight hours on a stretch.—Red Eye (Virginia). 

Queries About Mountain Sheep and Goats.—Rocky 
Mountains, Montana.—Editor Forest and Stream: Very little 
is known about our bighorn {Oris montana) and our goat 
{Aploeerus columbianus). Now cannot some of your many 
readers tell us something about their habits? Following are 
a few questions I would like answered; Are the summer 
aud winter ranges of each different? Which side of the 
mountains do they stay on most in winter? Which in sum¬ 
mer? When does the rutting season begin and how long 
does it continue? About what time are the young born? 
What is their principal food? Do they eat much grass? 
What quadruped is their greatest enemy?—Greenhorn. 

Game Prospects in Texas.—Edna, Tex., May 21.—We 
are having an exceptional dry season this spring, and the 
prospect for chickens and quail is very fine. I came a dis¬ 
tance of twenty-five miles this morning by rail, and saw two 
broods of chickens in the road, they were about the size of 
quail and could fly nicely, while the pairs of quail flying up 
along the road bed were innumerable. Wish you could come 
down here this fall, 1 could give you all the turkey shooting 
you wished, and throw in deer for good measure.—Lex. 

The Best Reading for Camp.—Aroostook County, 
Maine, May 30.—Editor F'orest and Stream: I start to-mor¬ 
row for a summer’s outing in the wilderness—upper St. John 
and its main tributaries. 1 shall divide the season into several 
trips, coming down each trip for a recruit; and copies of the 
paper will be so nice to take along for reading. I had no 
reading on my trip up there last summer. I go where I will 
meet none others, roughing it in its fulllest sense (just what 
I like), my one poler the only companion.—Maine. 

' Appleton, Wis., May 31.—There are a number of ruffed 
grouse left over here; I saw six different ones in a few hours 
stroll a few weeks since; one of them was drumming. They 
were not at all wild. I think deer had a pretty hard winter 
on account of deep snow. A large herd wintered within 
five miles of town, but few people here knew of it, and none 
were killed illegally I believe.—Fur. 

“The Enchanted Summer-Land” is the apt title given 
by the Chicago and Northwestern Railway to the favored 
country reached via their line and its connection. A hand¬ 
somely printed pamphlet bearing this title and descriptive 
of the summer resorts, angling and shooting points, is sent 
out by R. 8. Hair, General Passenger Agent, Chicago, 111. 

Sullivan County, N. Y.—Monticello, June 7.—Young 
partridge and woodcock are very plenty and good shooting 
can be had in this vicinity next fall. Deer are also quite 
plenty five miles south of this place on the barrens. Good 
bass fishing can be had here any time during the summer; 
all the lakes are well stocked.—C. F. Kent. 

Club Rules.—We have frequent calls for copies of club 
rules, by-laws and constitutions. Secretaries of gun club^ 
angling clubs and game protective associations will oblige us 
by sending spare copies of their printed rules, that these may 
be in turn sent to organizers of new clubs. 

Tennessee.—Nashville, May 21.—Bob White can be 
heard in all directions. With a favorable summer sport will 
be good here next fall.—Rex, 

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED. 

Through the Yellowstone Park on Horseback is the title of a 
pleasing little book by Gen. George W. Wingate, just published by the 
O. Judd Company. It is an account of a trip made last summer by 
the author, in company with his wife and daughter. Instead of fol¬ 
lowing the ordinary route of tourist travel, the party went to Boze¬ 
man, there procured guides, wagons and animals, and made the trip 
to the Park on horseback, a method which gave them great satisfac¬ 
tion. The party visited the Mammoth Hot Springs, the Geyser 
Basins and the Canyon, returning to Bozeman by way of the Madison 
Basin, Tyhee (here curiously spelt Targees) Pass and Henry's Lake. 
They had a delightful trip a number of adventures, such as losing 
their horses and meeting "bad men,” and good fishing. After pa.ss- 
ing out of the Park General Wingate killed a few elk. The book is 
pleasantly written and the story is told in a simple, attractive 
fashion. The principal merit of the narrative is that it gives in great 
detail just what the party took with them, what they found meful 
and what superfluous. It will, therefore, prove a useful book of ref¬ 
erence to those who propose for themselves a similar trip through 
this region. The chapters on'game and on the flora of the Park are 
by far the least satisfactory in the book, and contain many erroneous 
statements. That on the rifle, on the other hand, is very useful, 
tnough we can by no means agree with all the author’s conclusions. 

Thirty Cents a Week, at age 2-5, buys a Life Policy for $1,000 in 
The Travelers, of Hartford, Conn, Cheapest PHrst-Class Goods in 
the Market I Apply to any Argent, or the^ome Office at Hartford.— 
Ado. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Fublish- 
ng Co. 

THAT OLD BOAT. 

Fellow angler, if you have the patience to read this, 
then tell me, does it not agree with a number of similar 

experiences that you can easily recall as your mind quickly 
turns back over the pages of memory? Some one has raised 
great hopes in your mind by telling you of some mysterious 
lake or pond that very few people ever fish. He describes 
it, and the wonderful luck he had there, or ought to have 
had but for some unforeseen accident. After he concludes 
his glowing account you mentally put this spot down as a 
place to be visited on the first opportunity. 

After a time fortune favors you and you prepare for the 
trip. How carefully you plan and what keen anticipation 
swells your heart. At last, after the journey, you arrive. 
Perhaps you have come on the cars, perchance been driven, 
or again possibly it is your own muscles that have carried 
you with your goods upon you hack. No matter, you arrive 
at the stopping place near by and then descend to the lake. 
Finally, loaded down with duffle of various sorts, you burst 
through the hushes or struggle through the marsh and stand 
upon the shore. The lake lies with its shining levels before 
you. How beautiful it appears to you. Your eye sweeps 
the shore line, scans the points, explores the various hays and 
nooks, and you mentally decide on a number of promising 
spots which you feel quite certain are full of monsters, all 
eagerly awaiting your bait or fly. And it is almost equally 
certain that these spots are likely to be some of the very 
worst in the lake. It is4iot till an angler knows his ground 
that he can feel at all positive on this point. But this is the 
first time that you have seen this water, and you decide that 
you will have fine sport. You mentally run over all the points 
you have heard in its favor, and a bright glow tints the com¬ 
ing hour. This is the way an angler always feels when ho 
sees a new lake. His hope always tips the balance of uncer¬ 
tainty on the favorable side. 

But, while admiring the lake, you have also been looking 
for the boat. At last you find it. It looks anything but 
encouraging. In the first place it has been built with an 
utter disregard of all principles of natural science. Here 
are no “wave line” theories exemplified, it is all role of thumb 
and a very bad rule and thumb it must have been. Then it is 
made of huge planks an inch thick and though it may weigh 
only 800 pounds now, it will weigh four tons at least after 
you have pulled it a couple of hours in the teeth of the wind, 
with those short stumpy oars, one of which weighs a pound 
more than the other and is a foot longer, and on a seat which 
is sure to be too high or too low. In one case you will 
either bark your knuckles on your knees, or in the other 
nearly crack your hack at every stroke. Then you can 
easily see that as it has no skag and with those unequal oars, 
it will steer sixteen ways of a Saturday, and your chief en¬ 
deavor will be to keep it straight. This, however, is no easy 
task, for the old thing being so heavy, when it begins to 
turn it is bound to keep on doing so. At first it turns so 
slowly that you think you can easily check it, but it keeps 
on in spite of every effort, swinging faster and faster till it 
suddenly whirls with a velocity that takes your breath away 
and makes your head swim. 

But I have become so interested in describing its vagaries 
afloat, that I have forgotten to tell how it got there. 

When you find it on the shore with its remnants of gray 
or red paint on the worn planks, it is half full of water. 
The bottom has various relics on it, such as bleached 
worms, some dead fish, an old tin bait can, some rusty tackle 
and other things which evince a former occupancy. Per¬ 
haps there is even a minnow or two swimming around in it, 
who survived the ordeals of the last excursion. 

When you see the water your heart sinks. The boat will 
leak! But no! you recall the heavy shower of the day be¬ 
fore. That is it! there is whore the water came in! The 
boat has been so well soaked that you decide it cannot leak. 
Vain hope! wait till you have been afloat an hour or two. 

But you must get the water out. You take the tin can 
and commence bailing. After ten minutes steady work, 
which has produced no apparent effect, you decide that you 
will turn the boat up and dump it out. The rest come to 
help, and finally, after a struggle which makes every muscle 
in your back, arms and legs crack, she is on her side and the 
water running out. After letting her down, you notice the 
seats are all wet and you will have a chilly feeling when you 
sit down. Finally the duffle is aboard and you are off. 
Then you notice those little eccentricities that I mentioned 
above. 

After you row a while or have been at anchor a short 
time, you notice a thin thread of water creeping along the 
side or bottom. She leaks! never mind, we can keep it un¬ 
der with the bailer. About this time you get a fish. This 
raises your hopes to fever heat. He is small, but the big 
fellows will be along in a minute. He is quickly taken from 
the hook and thrown into the bottom of the boat. He re¬ 
wards this attention by getting into that wet spot and flap¬ 
ping his tail in a way that sends a shower bath over you. 
Compelled by this annoyance to stop fishing, you hastily 
kick him up under the forward thwarts and hope he will die 
there peacefully. For a time all seems well, but soon he is 
back there again and the process is repeated. This time you 
kill him and decide that henceforth you will be humane and 
kill your fish. 

You do for a time and all goes well save that the water in 
the bottom is steadily gaining ground and your feet and 
everything else are getting very wet. You grin heroically 
and resolve to not mind it. Perhaps the sport has been 
growing brisk and in a moment of forgetfulness you throw 
another fish down without first killing him. This time the 
effect is tremendous. There is now so much water in the 
bottom that as soon as he strikes it a regular rain commences 
over every one. In catching him you get wet all over. And 
thus the time goes on and mayhap you will have good luck 
and just as possibly not, but whether you do or not you will 
be sure to execrate that old boat. 

In concluding I cannot h.elp relating an incident that hap¬ 
pened last summer, and which illustrates the above. A 
party of us were out bass fishing. We had precisely such a 
boat as 1 have described above. It was divided into three 
compartments by vertical boards. The middle compartment 
leaked verjr badly, and there were about five inches of water 
in it, in spite of our efforts. I sat at one end, Van, who had 
been rowing, sat in the middle, over the water, with his feet 
on the dividing board. Between us, on the second thwart. 
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was a youngster of twelve. The last of our party was in 
the bow. 

We had scarcely been anchored a moment before I heard 
an exclamation from the boy. 1 turned around and saw 
him tugging at his hand-line. He was in a state of great 
excitement and his eyes stood out like saucers. He immedi¬ 
ately began hauling in line with astonishing rapidity. Before 
I could remonstrate a two-pound bass broke water. The 
boy took in line so quickly that when he broke he was no 
niore than four feet from the boat. In his course in the air 
the bass accurately described a right angle, for at the very 
top of his leap the boy, by a vigorous jerk, swept him hori¬ 
zontally through the air and to the boat. 

He fell, full of vigor and fight, directly into the middle 
compartment and at once unhooked himself. The first inti¬ 
mation of the sport that Van received was a dose of water. 
He smiled grimly and never stirred. The water was just 
deep enough to swim in well and the fun began. The boy 
made several vain efforts to catch him and then retired with 
me to the stern. We grinned securely and awaited events. 

Pretty soon Van got a teacupful of water down the back 
of his neck. His ire began to rise. The bass made another 
circuit and Van got another ducking. This time human 
nature could stand it no longer and he went for him. Round 
and round went the fish. Van chasing. The bass was so 
quick and slippery he could not get hold of him. Mean¬ 
while he was getting wetter all the time. At last, full of 
wrath, he seized a stretcher, and on hands and knees in the 
water, hunted that bass into a corner, got him between his 
knees and fast and clubbed him till he was dead. When he 
arose be was a streaming and sorry spectacle, but he calmly, 
without noticing us, went on with his fishing. As for us, 
we laughed till we were tired and then resumed our sport, 
but we had no luck. I think the fish must have heard 
that fight in the boat and concluded',that it was a dangerous 
neighborhood and retired from it. 

But oh! these boats; what has the great band of outers not 
suffered from them. It is all very well for the canoeist who 
totes his dainty craft with him to smile, but we are not all 
canoeists and we cry—who shall deliver us from the curse 
of this bondage? Percxval. 

TROUT FISHING ON CEDAR RIVER. 
[The foUowing relation takes the place of Ihe “Camps of the King¬ 

fishers” this week. After reading it, the reader will perhaps reflect 
that in no respect was the composition of the camp more felicitous 
than in its possession of two such chroniclers as “Kingfisher” him¬ 
self and "Snake Root.”] 

I HAD never creeled a trout. Bass I knew and salmon I 
had worried to the death. The silver perch, rock bass, 

the naughty pickerel and the whole horde of mongrels, to 
say nothing of the sucker tribe, were familiar to my hook; 
hut trout—the beautiful trout—was with me a stranger. 
Hence, when Jeems Mackerel, the mighty “Kingfisher,” 
quietlv remarked one night by the camp-fire that there were 
trout in Cedar, I mentally concluded the day was not dis¬ 
tant when Cedar and myself would become acquainted. 

The opportunity was not delayed. We had encamped 
last August—eight of us, including the cook—on Central 
Lake, Michigan, at the mouth of Sweeney’s Creek. At fish¬ 
ing we were a dismal failure. Neither bass nor mascalonge 
noticed our presence. We caught pickerel, and even deigned 
to watch The blue gills and rock bass swallow our bait, for 
we were getting desperate. Old Knots swore once or twice 
in a moment of absentmindedness, a thing so unusual with 
him it startled the boys and caused Uncle Dan to lose his 
balance on a log and fall over backward. The old “Suck- 
ermoogen” was so dazed by the continued succession of ill- 
lurk that he couldn’t see a big deer that trotted on the oppo¬ 
site side of the lake one morning, and offered to bet “the 
beer” that it was an Alderney cow. You see Bill is a cattle 
raiser. Another one of the party lost his appetite feeding on 
pickerel bones, and still another began to talk sentiment. 

This thing couldn’t last. So one night 1 nudged Jeems 
Mackerel in'the side, and suggested that “to-morrow would 
be a good time to try the trout on Cedar.” He swallowed 
the bait. 

“All right,” said he, “we’ll get up early, gather a nice lot 
of clams for bait and be off. ” 

Now this was contrary to my orthodox views of trout. I 
had read in divers publications of the exquisite and thrilling 
pleasure experienced in luring the gamy trout from their 
lurking places in the sheltered pool. 1 had heard how arti¬ 
ficial flies, deftly constructed, had been lightly dropped on 
the water, only to be caught up by a gleam of gold spangled 
with spots and alive with electric activity. To my mind 
trout fishing was encircled with a perfect halo of angling de 
light—a dream of picturesque beauty and loveliness, of syl¬ 
van shades and shadowy pools, of delicate and deft handling 
of willowy rods and enticing flies. To submerge all this 
imagery in the cold and clammy proposition made by Jeems 
MacTkerel to gather “clam bait” to catch trout with gave 
a shock to my nerves that was paralyzing. I was sorry after¬ 
ward the shock didn’t confine me to camp. 

Next morning I rose early, and following instructions, 
occupied the half hour before breakfast in boating about the 
shallow water in front of camp, searching the bottom for 
clams, or “mussels,” as we called them down in Kentucky. 
To catch a clam requires some art where the water is three 
or four feet deep. They rest on the bottom with the shell 
slightly ajar, and the prospector gently protudes a sharpened 
stick toward this orifice. If the aim is good and the approach 
gentle and the thrust made at the right time the clam shuts 
his shell on the stick and is lifted into the boat “just as 
easy.” But if the stick touches the shell too soon or the aim 
is imperfect the jaws of that clam close quickly and its 
prospect of being used as bait is gone, perhaps forever. ■ 

When passing through Cincinnati, en route, I had bought 
a small red box in the shape of a new moon, as something 
likely to prove useful on our trip. This red box was now 
brought forth and partly filled with clam, chopped into 
small pieces like boarding house hash. Tying this around 
my waist with a twine string, that other beautiful theory of 
landing trout with a “tapering willowy rod” was exploded 
by equipping myself (again at J. M.’s suggestion) with a 
short, stout, stiff cane pole—just such a pole as the darkies 
use to catch suckers with in Elk Horn Creek. Jeems 
Mackerel condescended to inform me, when these arrange¬ 
ments were completed, that I “now appeared the bmuideal oi 
a trout fisherman—sans ei sans repi'oche,” or some gib¬ 
berish of that sort. Strongly suspicioning that he was at¬ 
tempting to grease me with doubtful compliments, I cut 
short his foreign phrases by remarking, in the most sarcastic 
way, that anglers, like poets, were born, not made. _ 

There was something more in the shot than chagrin at the 
despoilment of my preconceived notions of the implements 
essential to trout fishing, for every soul in camp is an ardent 

believer in Jeems Mackerel as a “born fisherman.” The tacit 
recognition of his proficiency in that line, whether perceived 
in my retort or not, at least silenced his batteries. 

Half an hour after sunrise we glided down the lake, skirted 
the wooded points jutting the swamp where the eagles built 
their nests, rounded the three pretty islands below, threaded 
the patches of weeds that grew thickly in the shallow waters 
adjacent, entered the mouth of Intermediate River, and glid¬ 
ing rapiclly down its crooked stream, soon landed a half mile 
above Bellaire, at the head of the rapids. This growing 
village we reached after a few minutes walk, and at once 
began inquiries among its inhabitants touching Cedar, its 
trout qualities, and the best place to strike it. Sifting the 
information gained, we concluded our best course would be 
to reach the coveted stream at a point some three miles 
away, at the_ intersection of the township road, then follow 
its meanderings until close to Bellaire, by which time we 
estimated the sun would be low and our creels heavy. 

As we left the village by a road that led straight away to 
the east, piercing the center of a broad avenue cut through 
the dense forests, we fell in with a brother angler, a native, 
hastening in the same direction. A glance at his outfit sent 
another shock to my notions of trout fishing. A bamboo 
pole, fully seventeen feet long and an inch and a half at the 
butt, lay on his shoulder, and we judged its elasticity as 
scarcely discounting a good-sized fence rail. The line 
attached to its small end seemed large enough and strong 
enough to haul a cow out of a sink hole. Matching this for¬ 
midable equipment was a stout canvas bag slung from the 
shoulder, close and compact, and capable of hiding a bushel 
of trout. 

“Say, Kentuck, how’s that for high?” said my Kingfisher 
comrade as we closed up on our new friend. 

“Well, I should say nearly twenty feet,” I replied.* “Do 
you think he can travel on Cedar with that rig?” 

“Oh, yes. You see he takes all the stiffenin’ out of the 
trout when he jerks ’em with that pole. Just breaks the 
spinal column at the first snatch, and saves any further 
killin’. And then, you see, when the stream is too deep to 
wade, he just lays his pole down, one end on each bank, 
and snakes across to the other side. Bet yer life, though, 
that canvas bag will cook bis trout before night.” 

The explanation and prediction were both satisfactory, 
for if there is anything Jeems Mackerel can’t explain, or any 
aching void of human inquiry he can’t fill, and do it in a 
way that fills you chuck full of satisfaction, it is not going 
to be found lying loose around camp. 

Overtaking the angler with the big bamboo, we suggested 
inquiringly that “perhaps he was going fishin’—perhaps not.” 

“Well, I reckon perhaps you are right,” said he, “least- 
ways I calculate on ketchin’ a few trout out of Cedar before 
1 get back.” 

“Thar ain’t nothin’ like tryin’,” said Jeems Mackerel (who 
had a way of dropping naturally into any style of vernacular 
that he chose—a peculiarity that more than once upset the 
gravity of the camp of the Kingfishers, “for if old Bill 
Hess hadn’t a tried he never would a strangled that wild cat 
up in Canady. That cat gin him a powerful tussel, though, 
"but Bill ain’t the f^ler to squeal when a cat is tryin’ to 
scratch a hole in his bread-basket.” 

With this quaint allusion to an unknown episode in Bill 
Hess’s adventures (unknown probably to Hess himself), Jeems 
Mackerel relapsed into sileuce. I looked away through the 
woods at something that wasn’t there, and our new com¬ 
rade, after waiting apparently t© hear how Hess got away 
with the cat, wisely concluded the matter was postponed, 
and changed the subject. 

“Thar’s a friend of mine going to jine me out here by the 
Fair Grounds, and we are goin’ to fish together. Three 
other fellows,” he added, “went troutin’ on Cedar early this 
mornin’. Guess they’ll get the best of the luck before we 
hev a chance.” 

By this time we reached the inclosure denominated the 
Fair (jrounds. Two or three acres of weeds and stumps, 
surrounded by a plain board fence, and supplemented by a 
few boai'd shanties, it had more the appearance of a deserted 
clearing than a,spot dedicated to an exhibition of the pro¬ 
ducts of industry. At the further end of the inclosure our 
new acquaintance raised a loud hello, which was quickly 
answered from the other side of the clearing, and his ex¬ 
pected friend was seen wading across the field. A half mile 
further on they turned sharply to the left, and bidding us 
good bye disappeared in the thick woods. 

The sun was now getting high in the tops of the trees 
above us, and not yet having compassed more than half the 
distance, we fell into a long Indian lope and '‘lit out” for 
our destination. Jeems Mackerel is long-winded and tough, 
and despite that constitutional weakness for water that pre¬ 
vented him from passing a brook without imbibing a goodly 
portion of the crystal fluid, he managed to keep a good 
second. A half hour more brougkt us to a point where we 
detected a faint path, nearly obscured by fallen leaves, di¬ 
verging to the left. As we had been instructed to follow the 
left fork of the path about this distance out, I halted, and 
studying the “lay,” asked Jeems Mackerel what he thought 
about it. Circling round and examining the faint traces of 
travel, then taking an observation by the sun of the direc¬ 
tion in which both forks of the road pointed, the old vet¬ 
eran, whose instinct was equal to the scent of a deerhound, 
and seldom was at fault in an emergency, finally remarked, 
“Well, I guess we’ll take the left hand path. It aims right 
anyhow, and a feller that aims to be right and fails, ain t to 
be blamed much.” 

His conclusions'were right, for the path proved to be a 
sort of cut-off that led into the main township road a few 
yards over the hill. Following the latter down a sharp 
descent, we landed on a bridge of logs that spanned a small, 
clear, rippling stream. The township road was nicrely a 
path through the dense woods, and the bridge of split slabs, 
though evidently long built, had not even the imprint of a 
wheeled vehicle upon its smooth surface. It was a virgin 
bridge, and no doubt one of those cases of work ordered for 
the benefit of the contractor. 

“I guess we ain’t lost,” said Jeems Mackerel, as he dropped 
the butt of his rod upon the bridge and peeped slily over the 
edge into the water. The latter formed a small pool on the 
upper side of the bridge, and gliding swiftly under its cover, 
halted in a twirling eddy on the lower side before it darted 
under the bushes and vanished. 

“Call this a trout stream?” I disgustedly inquired, “why, 
it isn’t big enough to furnish a day’s washing for a country 
hotel.” 

“You bet it’s a trout stream—a genuine orthodox, square 
up and down camp meetin’ trout stream,” replied Jeems 
Mackerel, “and I’m going to lift a speckled trout out of the 
water in about two minutes.” 

He unwound his line, attached a small bit of red clam to 

his hook, and cautiously slipping to the edge of the bridge, 
dangled the bait temptingly on the surface of the water just 
under the shadow of a clump of bushes. There were no 
trout there or they were not hungry, for none sprang to the 
feast. Changing'to the lower end of the bridge, he tried the 
eddy for only a second, when the quick jerk upward of rod 
and line indicated that something had been developed. 

“There! I had a bite.” 
The eager expression of pleasure that illumined his features 

at this one nibble amused me greatly, and I encouraged him 
with the inquiry; “Was it a fly or mosquito bite? Looks as 
if it was about the same size and strength.” 

Covering me with a crushing look of pity at my apparent 
lack of appreciation of the presence of trout, he caught the 
bait in one hand, and raising his rod overhead with the other, 
he leaped from the bridge into a fi'esh pile of “bresh,” and 
waded through while it cracked and bent and switched his 
legs and body. “Come on,” said he, “we’ll follow the 
stream down and fish as we go, for we are ‘bound for the 
happy land o’ ‘Canaan.’” The “bresh” and logs were“power- 
ful thick,’’ and I hunted around for a better opening than 
wading through a thicket. Spying a log covered with green 
moss that seemed to reach out into the wilderness, I cautiously 
stepped on it and meandered toward the top. The nex^ 
thing I knew, the moss being damp and slimy slid out from 
under one foot, and after trying to make one leg three feet 
longer than the other, and gnisping at the twigs and branches 
in reach, I gave a free pantomime of hair pulling from a head 
that wasn’t visible, and then went down with a crash into a 
mass of brush and logs that were not quite as soft as a bed of 
balsatns. The fall didn’t hurt me much, but surprised me 
a good deal. Rising on one elbow, I looked up and listened. 
I expected to hear .Jeems Mackerel express his satisfaction 
at my style of traveling. Fortunately he had disappeared, 
and I counted one in my favor. 

Anybody can disappear on Cedar. It is the worst tangle 
I ever saw. The fallen timber looks as if it had been tied 
up into knots and “crimps” and “bangs.” The standing 
timber is so close and the shade so dense one can’t tell 
whether it’s dinner or supper time. The soil is light and 
spongy, and afiords so little hold for the roots of trees that 
the latter topple over as soon as they get big enough to catch 
the wind. Wind-rows are common. In fact, the whole 
forest seems a wind row. Logs heaped on logs, trees on 
trees, brush growing everywhere and around everything, an 
interminable mass of limb, and log, and brier, and brush, 
until one is dazed with the prospect of getting through it. 
And right in the midst of this fearful labyrinth, as if ashamed 
of sun and daylight, the waters of Cedar River steal their 
way. Into its hidden pools and foam-clad eddies even the 
flecked sunlight dares not peep. 

Picking my bruised limbs from the “bresh” and recovering 
my cap and rod, I crawled through to the other side, where 
I found just room enough to stand upright. My companion 
had vanished. The smell of the woods, the tinkle of the 
stream and the one incipient nibble had fired his soul, and 
he was off “a-huntin”' for the speckled beauties like an old 
hound on a hot track. 

Guessing that down stream was my course, I had only to 
trace the water in the deep tangle and follow, as best I could, 
its uncertain wanderings. This was no easy job in that 
wilderness of fallen timber and mazy thickets. Trailing my 
rod behind me I crawled or climbed from one vantage point 
to another, until shortly I spied a little quiet pool under the 
brow of a projecting bank. This I approached under cover, 
and baiting my hook with a bit of clam gently dropped it 
into the water. A splash and a quick tug at the line instantly 
followed. Small as was the evidence of something alive in 
that hole, it sent an electric tingle through every nerve. 
Mechanically I jerked the pole upward, and at once found 
myself fishing in the leafy branches overhead. I had missed 
my first bite, or rather my first trout. Recovering my line 
and a bunch of twigs at the same time, I cleared the hook 
and again sought to tempt the concealed fish. But it was 
idle. He let me “severely alone.” 

Moving a little further on I tried another pool, about the 
size of a water-bucket, that lay partly concealed under a big 
log that covered its face. The clam had scarcely reflected 
its rosy coloring in the crystal depths,;when a galvanic cur¬ 
rent ran up the line and caused me to yield a responsive 
jerk. The effort tossed a massive trout of about five inches 
length, backward among the leaves. I searched for the 
little darling that had dropped from the hook and soon had 
its diminutive form stretched in the palm of my hand. It 
was my first trout. Mingled disgust and wonder seized me. 
Disgust that 1 had come so far and suffered so much to cap¬ 
ture such a wee thing as that, and wonder at the icy coldness 
it imparted to my hand. Then I began to admire the spots 
on its aides, coupled with the rich band of gold that melted 
above imperceptibly into a shade of bronze, and below into 
a pinkish tint bordering a base of silvery white. And when 
I recalled what a fierce tug it gave at the hook I was not sure 
I had any rigkt to get mad about the matter after all. 

One fact at any rate permeated my brain at that time and 
has never gotten away since and that is—for its weight and 
appearance, no fish on the “livin’yearth” (as J. M. would 
say) can equal a trout for an unhesitating solid square pull 
at the end of a fishing line. There’s no dodging about a 
trout—no sickly, sentimental nosing about the hook. He goes 
at the bait with a dart like a skyrocket—sometimes leaping 
clean out of the water—and as he flashes back to his cover 
with the hook in his mouth, an impression crosses your 
mind that you have captured a slreak of greased lightning. 

Dropping my first trout back into the water—for it came 
within the guardianship of the law—I now hastened to over¬ 
take Jeems Mackerel. Perhaps you know what it is “to 
hasten” along the banks of Cedar. Well, it means a good 
deal more than one may care to tell. Plunging to your 
knees in mud and slime, stumbling over roots, butting 
against trees, bruising your limbs on logs, scratching your 
nose on briers, sinking the naked hook to the barb in your 
fingers, and all this lime the flies are sticking their poisonous 
fangs in the back of your neck and the mosquitoes are tast¬ 
ing your ears and making blood pimples on your nose. 
There nothing like trouting on Cedar. 

After ten minutes of “hastening” I saw the bushes shake 
ahead, and getting nearer, spied the old “Kingfisher” skin¬ 
ning out on a limb that projected over a pool much larger 
than I had yet seen. He was shoving his rod ahead, and, 
with knees hugging the slender limb, was balancing the bind 
part of his body in the air to prevent too much of it from 
getting on the wrong side. 

1 stopped and watched the maneuvers of the old veteran. 
After getting as far out on the limb as he deemed safe and 
suflicient, he bent a branch down until he could put it under 
his left arm as a steadier, and then unreeling about a foot ot 
line he projected the hook previously baited toward the sur- 
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face of the pool. “Vii’tue has its own reward,” and so had 
Jcems Mackerel. A trout instantly took the bait, and a sec¬ 
ond later was dangling at the extremity of the short line, 
Jeems was now in ' hockety.” The limbs were too thick to 
recover the Osh properly, and his hold too precarious to go 
fooling round. The old fish hawk seemed to study a bit, 
and then just slid the rod backward between his legs, keep¬ 
ing the tip slightly elevated until he could reach the wrig¬ 
gling trout, wliich be took off and slid into his breeches 
pocket for safety. Then lingering his clam box with his left 
hand, he rebaitcd the book, and bless my eyes! if he'didn’t 
actually spit on his bait and again drop it in the pool for 
another bite. “Superstition and raisin' is stronger than edi- 
cashun,” says “Old Knots,” and after that feat of Jeems 
Mackerel, I don’t doubt its truth. 

The trout wouldn’t take the bait any more, so Jeems 
Mackerel backed himself down to solid earth as a bear 
would back down a tree—stern foremost. Gettting upright 
on his hind legs, the old fellow caught sight of me. Giv¬ 
ing a self-satisfying chuckle, and dropping naturally into 
one of his vernacular styles of expression, he remarked; 
“Snake Kootl yer’ll have to do a heap more things than 
sldnnin’ a log if yer goin’ to circumvent trout on Cedar. 
Yer can’t tell always when or wh^ir yer goin' to ketch ’em, 
or what kind of bait they'll tackle. They are just like 
wimmen—monstrous fickle and onsartin’ when you want 
’em most.” 

As he delivered this sage piece of philosophy, he slid his 
hand into his breeches pocket, and extracting the trout, pro¬ 
ceeded to string it on a forked twig with several others he 
had previously captured. Then turning round, he started 
to lead the way along the stream. “Come on, pardner,” 
said he, “and we’ll rake some more of the toothsome morsels 
from their dens. ” 

Alas for the treacherous soil of Cedar! As the old “King¬ 
fisher” closed his comforting assurance, one of his feet went 
down in a muskrat hole and the other got tangled up in a 
root, and for about twenty feet there was a regular circus 
performance. The right foot scattered dirt and leaves as it 
came forcibly from the hole, and toppling forward, Jeems 
nearly lost his balance, then executed a semi-hop and jump, 
only to reel off sideways; snatching at saplings and wiping 
the bushes clear of dry debris from the last flood, he Anally 
landed, head on, against the trunk of a monster hemlock. 
But for the obstacle, I firmly believe he would have contin¬ 
ued to fall fully twenty feet further. 

“ Jerusalem!” he exclaimed, “my brains feel sorter para¬ 
lyzed.” Then glancing anxiously at his rod that went fishing 
in the bushes on its own hook, he added, “"What would 
Uncle Dan Sloan say to see me playin’ leap frog that way? 
It reminds me,” he continued, “of the day old Bill Hess 
killed a bar upon Sturgeon. Arter trackin’ him a long ways 
old Bill finally caught sight of him down in a holler. Tak- 
in’ a quick sight he let ‘Old Hannah’ loose, and down 
tumbled the bar over a log in the bushes. The bresh was so 
thick yer couldn’t see yer hand afore ye, hardly, and old 
Bill was so anxious to stick his knife in the brute, he forgot 
his eddication and went a runnin’ to the spot. He couldn’t 
tell exactly the lay o’ the land, and befo’ he knowed it he 
iumped over a log and lit kerflummux right on the bar. 
The varmint was only sketched, and when Bill jumped on 
him, it sort o’ waked him up like, and givin’ a screech like 
a wildcat, it up and tried to hug Bill. As his gun was 
empty and his knife onhandy at that particular minit, Bill 
didn’t think it was necessary to stop and explain the acci¬ 
dent, but he up and lit out—and they do say [at this point 
Jeems Mackerel paused to chuckle] that he riz and fell over 
logs and ‘bresh’, and tore saplins worse nor a three-legged 
mule with a bushel o’ hornets on his back. He just cleaned 
a path in the woods so plain that next year the county sur¬ 
veyor run a wagon road whar Bill had blazed the way. 
However, let’s likker.” 

Involuntarily I felt for the small flask of “soothin’ syrup” 
or Kentucky “opodeldoc,” which I carried in my hip pocket 
for use in case of possible snake bite. 

“No, no,” exclaimed the veteran “Kingfisher,” resuming 
his normal expression, “that article and myself don’t har¬ 
monize. We are not on speakin’ terms. Humanity was 
never made better by its use, and while I don’t interfere with 
my friends in finding a spell o’ comfort and a realizin’ sense 
o’ consolation in light doses of the fluid—as for me, I don’t 
want any better liquid than sparkles and bubbles right out o’ 
the ground. It’s the coolingest, the sweetest and the purest 
drink on the face of the livin’ yearth, and Michigan is the 
spot where it comes up colder and fresher and more self- 
satisfyiu’ than anywhere else, accordin’ to my notion.” 

As he concluded this bit of apostrophe to water and to 
Michigan, Jeems Mackerel picked up his rod, and gathering 
the half dozen trout that had been scattered among the 
leaves by his prolonged fall, he led the way in search of 
another trout hole. 

Aside from the difliculties of travel involved in climbing 
over fallen timber and creeping through the matted under¬ 
growth, it was frequently necessary to make detours to get 
around points that were too formidable to attack, or to avoid 
marshy places where depth was no object. Meanwhile the 
flies were getting in their work and the mosquitoes were hav¬ 
ing a jamboree time. They had evidently posted spies and 
pickets out on the edge of the forest, and the whole tribe had 
been informed of our presence as providing a supply of choice 
meat. There is nothing modest about the actions of a Cedar 
River mosquito. He just plants himself where the flesh is 
tenderest and proceeds to dig his way into the soil with the 
indifference of a sexton. Just think of 40,000 of these in¬ 
sects following you for hours and taking turns at tasting 
your blood! 

We had been following the little stream in its tortuous 
course for perhaps a mile in a straight line, or about five 
miles as we wobbled, and by industrfous work had managed 
to creel about a dozen trout, none of them weighing above 
four ounces. Hunting the deepest holes, the stream finally 
seemed to divide up and disappear, and while searching for 
it we suddenly came plump on a watercourse five or six 
times larger. It went splashing on its way, diving under 
roots, darting under banks of green mould and behaving like 
a genuine forest torrent. 

This was Cedar River itself, and we had simply been 
spending hours in fishing a tributary of that famous stream. 
Jeems Mackerel ought to have known better. If he didn’t, 
he might at least have suspicioned that something was wrong, 
for it wasn’t the first time he had trouted on Cedar. How¬ 
ever, we forgave him freely for two reasons: First, because 
we have no doubt the old fellow was actually lost, and sec¬ 
ond, because Cedar River didn’t afford any more trout than 
its tributary. As I looked at the little string of fingerlings 
that dangled on his twig, i could not repress a pang" of §or- 
j«w that the poor things should be weaned so soon, 

The old “Kingfisher” never seemed to the nor grow im¬ 
patient. One minute he would be astride a swinging limb, 
and, with one hand clutching a branch overhead, he would 
strain his back trying to drop his hook under au opposite 
bank, just where the water paused a minute to enjoy the rest 
it could find nowhere else. Then he would skin out on a log 
and imitate his namesake by sitting motionless for an indefi¬ 
nite period, under the delusion that the trout beneath would 
forget he was there. Or, lying flat on the ground and nudg¬ 
ing- along as he pushed iiis rod in front, he would crawl 
slowly and painfully to the brink of some eddying pool only 
to return disappointed. With the zeal of a disciple and an 
implanted love of nature in her oriiiinal robes, I stuck closely 
to the practices of the veteran fisherman, and with a little 
more than equal lack of success. 

As the afternoon wore on the shadows rapidly deepened 
and gathering clouds warned us of rain ahead. We hurried 
along as rapidly as it was possible, fo'r a night passed in the 
swamps of Cedar, with its millions of flies and mosquitoes, 
and its damp, chilly atmosphere, was a prospect too gloomy 

"to contemplate. We had only time to pause now and then 
to try some pool more inviting than the rest. Travel as we 
might, there was no moment too pressing for the old “King¬ 
fisher” to kneel down and swallow a mouthful of the deli¬ 
ciously cool water of every spring and tiny rivulet we passed. 
May the time never come when the tinkling music of the 
running waters and the clear depths of the cooling springs 
shall cease to refresh, with their poetic imagery, the weari¬ 
ness of his mind, nor fail to plant themselves as free gifts of 
nature beside his path, wherever his footsteps may tread in 
the gentle pastime of “yc noble angler!” 

At last the rain drops began to patter down through the 
leaves and fall in larger drops on the ground at our feet. In 
halfi an hour the rain had increased to a steady fall that be¬ 
tokened no letting up. Fortunately we now came to a sort 
of path, made by cutting off the saplings two or three inches 
above the ground, and hewing a log out of the way here 
and there. This at least indicated the shortest way out, and 
while we took an occasional tumble over the stumps, and 
slipped on the wet banks of the numerous gullies we crossed, 
we made fair headway. Jeems Mackerel said there was an 
old clearing ahead somewhere, and when we reached that 
we had only to climb the bank and find ourselves in sight of 
the Fair Grounds. Pulling down my hunting cap and but¬ 
toning my coat to the chin^ I faced the rain with all the con¬ 
tentment possible. Jeems Mackerel’s old slouch hat bent its 
rim down and shot its peak to the sky as if it were used to 
rain and rather enjoyed it. At last, after an hour’s twisting 
and tumbling, a gleam of light was revealed ahead, and then 
the long, gaunt forms of burned trees reached up toward 
the leaden sky. The faint path we followed suddenly ter¬ 
minated at a huge upturned tree that blocked the way. 
Climbing the trunk we saw nothing ahead but a mass of wet 
weeds, marsh grass and brush. The outlet was shut off 
entirely, 

“Got to fly,” said Jeems Mackerel. 
“Wings too wet,” I replied, 
“Watch me sail,” said J. M., and suiting the action to the 

word he poised himself on the end of a limb, then with rod 
overhead he leaped into the dripping weeds and bushes. 
There was evidently a bottom to the thing, as he demon¬ 
strated by wading through to the top of the bank. I had no 
choice but to follow. In dropping among the brush I nearly 
broke my ankle on a concealed limb. I didn’t know it was 
there. The reeds shed water like a duck’s back. By dint of 
hard pulling and slipping and sliding I reached the top of 
the bank. "The more extended view this elevation gave me, 
enabled me to see J. Mackerel wading waist high through 
the tangled grass and burrs and sprouts that infested the 
clearing. He was making a “bee line” for the Fair Grounds 
and shedding water as Jim Wolf shed “sassers” as, fighting 
the tomcats, he fell off the shed roof into the plates of candy 
set out to cof)l. I followed his illustrious example, tracking 
him by the water line, and bent brush and weeds, and soon 
had the satisfaciion of reaching the main road where it 
crossed a tiny rivulet. 

Taking a short rest under a tree while the Kingfisher was 
making away with a quart or two of his favorite beverage 
from the cooling stream. I noticed tw'o or three dozen spoiled 
trout scattered over the ground. It needed no second thought 
to recognize in their pallid forms the rejected contents of 
that old canvas bag we had seen earlier in the day, and about 
whose cooking properties Jeems Mackerel so forcibly 
prophesied. 

From this point to Bellaire, the rain fell in torrents. We 
first sought shelter under the trees, hugging their trunks and 
dodging the streams that came down the under side. As the 
cold drops finally went crawling down our backs, between 
skin and cover, and having a prejudice against the mean 
feelings that come of being soaked by inches, we concluded 
to quit teraperizing and to walk into the deluge like men. It 
rained some. In fact it came down so hard we began to feel 
sorry we hadn’t some cork life preservers with us, so we 
could float and save the labor of traveling. Jeems said he 
hadn’t had so much fun “since the big storm on Carp Lake.” 
yMem.—That was the time Jeems Mackerel wrote of the big 
fish biting his spoon in half, and of his riding four foot 
waves in an egg shell. Jeems is a veteran.] 

As we tramped through Bellaire, with sand and water 
mixed sloshing in my shoes, I remembered that little speech 
of J. M.’s about my being the “beau ideal” of a trout feher- 
man, ‘‘■satu peur et sans re^procJie.” The thought excited my 
risibles until, laughing outright, the old snipe heard me and 
looked around inquiringly. 

“Nothin’, only laughin’ to keep up the circulation.” 
He knew ihat was a whopper, but reserving his wrath, he 

turned his face to the front and pushed on. It was getting 
dark when we reached the boats. The “Kingfisher’s” fond¬ 
ness for rowing (he resents any interference with his prerog¬ 
ative as chief oarsman) served him a good turn on the back¬ 
ward trip up Intermediate River and Central Lake to camp. 
While the exercise kept him warm, I sat in the stern and 
shivered with wet and cold. I fancied the old rascal (Jeems 
is a shade under seventy) enjoyed my discomfiture. 1 after¬ 
ward got even with him on a tour to Six Mile Lake. 

Our arrival in camp was hailed with such a degree of wel¬ 
come that we almost forgot the troubles of the trip, I am 
not sure, though, that the prospect of a change from pick¬ 
erel to trout for breakfast didn’t have something to do with 
that welcome. “Old Knots” said that on this special occa¬ 
sion there would be no harm in breaking the rule of abste¬ 
miousness and swallowin’ a dose of “opodeldoc” to drive 
chills and rheumatiz from the system. Uncle Dan removed 
his pipe from his mouth and suggested that “all things were 
made for some use, and as we might hev been snake bit un¬ 
beknownst, there was no harm in vaccinatin’ against the 
pizen.” As “Suckermoogen Bill” added his approval with 

the sage observation “that there was hut one time to did,” I 
felt my strength as a cold-water disciple oozing out my finger 
ends, and with desperate resolution was about to submit to 
the infliction, when Jeems Mackerel concluded the inquest 
by icily remarking, “When a fellow wants to go to the cir¬ 
cus, it’s wonderful how anxious he is to have the children 
see the animiles, and how much natural history thar is in a 
Bengal tiger, a spotted hyena and a monkey.” 

I iirmly believe Jeems Mackerel will become a confirmed 
cold water inebriate. I had my satisfaction, however, for 
while he was satisfying that enormous appetite of which he 
is almost sole possessor, he attempted to drain the bottom of 
a can of peaches, and a humble “yellow jacket” that had 
gone to sleej) in the bottom touched the hot end of his body 
to .Jeems’s tongue, and for ten minutes I thought he was 
trying to exhibit that circus, “natural history” and all. 
“Suckermoogen Bill,” a splendid cattle doctor, spent two days 
treatin’ what he called a “ginooiae case of black tongue.” 
Uncle Dan thought it was small pox and wanted to inocu¬ 
late. I suggested that Furr and Snyder might go around 
the neighborhood and collect up the children and bring ’em 
to camp to see ‘‘the evil effects and witness the awful exam¬ 
ple of indulging too much in cold water as ‘it comes spark¬ 
lin’ and bubblin’ fresh out o’ the ground.’ ” 

When the old Kingfisher got well of that “yaller jacket,” 
he spent most of his time persuading the boys not to mention 
the subject outside of camp, and specially not to let his wife 
know anything of the circumstance, ‘‘for,” said he, “she 
always did vow that men had more tongue than wimmen, 
specially if Jeems Mackerel was around.” 

We never told anybody about the affair, and don’t expect 
to, as we consider this little episode “don’t count.” 

Snake Root. 
Feankpoet, Ky. 

THE NEW YORK TROUT LAW. 

The laws regulating the capture of all kinds of trout, 
have again been amended by the Legislature of New 

York, and the bill has been signed by the Governor. In our 
issue of May 37, Mr. .John D. Collins complained of errors 
in the law as it stood, and on the 35th the bill introduced by 
Mr. Doyle to correct these errors, had passed. The Gover¬ 
nor has signed it, and we notice that the date of capture for 
brook trout is restored to April 1, except in the counties 
included in the forest preserve, and that the new brown 
trout are protected. We regret that the clause restricting 
the capture of brook trout under six inches in length, was 
left out. Perhaps this was “done in the engrossing” where 
it is claimed that the error in the former law occurred. We 
give the law in full; 
AN Act to anienrt chapter one Immlred and twenty-four of the laws 

of eighteen hundred and eij<htj’--six, entitled, “An Act for the pres¬ 
ervation of moose, wild deer, birds, lish and other game.” 

Passed May 25. ISSe; three-Bfths being present. 
The people of the State of New York, represented in Senate and 

Assembly, do enact as follows: 
SECTION 1. Chapter one hundred and twenty-four, of the laws of 

eighteen hundred and eighty-six, entitled, “An Act for the preserva¬ 
tion of moose, wild deer, birds, fish and other game,” is hereby 
amended so as to read as follows: 

§ 19. No person shall catch, or attempt to catch, or kill or expose 
for sale, or have in possession alter the same has been caught or 
killed, any speckled trout, brook trout, California trout, brown trout, 
salmon trout or land-locked salmon, save only from the first day of 
April to the first day of September in eacli year, except in the co'iin- 
ties included in the forest preserve, establised by chapter two hun¬ 
dred and eighty-three of the laws of eighteen hundred and eighty- 
five, w'here it shall not be lawful to catch, or attempt to catch or kill, 
or expose lor sale, any speckled ti'out, brook trout, brown trout, and 
California trout, save only from the first day of May to the fifteenth 
day of September, and salmon trout and land-locked salmon from 
the first day of May to the first day of October in each year. No 
person shall at any time take or catch any speckled trout, brook 
trout, brown trout, salmon trout, land-locked salmon or California 
trout, from any of the waters ol this State for the purpose of stock¬ 
ing a private or public pond or stream except from the w,-iters of 
Liike Ontario. No person shall at any time wllllully molest or dis¬ 
turb any of the fish mentioned in this section, while they ai-e upon 
their natural spawning beds during the spawning season, except in 
the waters of Lake Ontario, nor shall any person take any ot said fish, 
or any spawn or milt from any of said fish while upon their natural 
spawning beds in any of the waters of this State (except such as are 
wholly private). Any person violating any of the foregoing provis¬ 
ions of this section shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and in 
addition thereto shall be liable to a penalty ot ten dollars for an at¬ 
tempt, and twenty-five dollars for each fi.sh caught, killed, exposed 
for sale or had in possession during the prohibited season aforesaid; 
and a penality of fifty dollars for disturbing or molesting fish upon 
the spawning'beUs, or taking spawn or milt therefrom, with twenty- 
five dollars additional for each fish taken thereon. The foregoing 
provisions are not to apply to the operations of State or public hatch¬ 
eries, or to the artificial propagation of said fish by State or public 
authority; nor to the taking, transportation or possession offish-fry 
thus artificially propagated or distributed for the stocking of waters. 
Owners or proprietors ol private hatcheries are also exempted there¬ 
from to the extent that they may take fish, spawn or milt in their 
own private waters, for the purpose of artificial propagation, inclu¬ 
sive of the sale, transportation and possession of fish-fry or spawn 
thfis obtained or propagated lor the purpose of stocking waters. In 
all other respects these provisions are to apply. No ollicer of the 
State nor any person, shall place or deposit in any of the waters of 
the Adirondack region of this btate [so called] any fish, or fish-fry, 
or spawn, or milt, except speckled trout, brook trout, brown trout, 
salmon trout, California trout, or lan,d-locked salmon unless the fish 
sodeposited or placed in such waters are indiegnous to the pariicu- 
lar water where placed, except that non-preying or non-destructive 
fish, such as usually constitute food for the species above named, 
may bo therein placed. Any person offending against this provision 
shall be deemed guilty ot a misdemeanor, punishable by imprison¬ 
ment in a penitentiary or county jail for a period not exceeding eigh¬ 
teen months or shall lorfelc a penalty of five hundred dollars, or 
boUi, in the discretion ot the court, for each fish or spawn deposited 
in violation thereof. No pei-son, common carrier, corporation, asso¬ 
ciation or company shall, at any time, carry or transport or have in 
his or its possession for the purpose of transportation, any speckled 
trout, salmon trout, California trout, or laiul-locked salmon caught 
or killed iu that portion of this State constituting the forest preserve; 
and any person, common currier, corporation, association or company 
which has in his or its possession any such trout shall be deemed to 
have them in possession in violation of this section; provided, how¬ 
ever, that they may transport Irom the forest preserve, or have 
in possession tor the'purpose of transportation, speckled trout, brook 
trout, brown trout and Calilornia trout from the first day ol May to 
the first day oi September, and salmon trout or land-locked salmon 
from the first day of May to the first day ot October in any year, 
caught or killed in the forest preserve, for each owner of said 
trout, provided that they be accompanied by such owner. Any per¬ 
son offending against this provision hall be deemed guilty ol a mis¬ 
demeanor. and iu addition thereto shall be liable to a penally ot fifty 
dollars for each trout or part thereof had in possesion for trauspor. 
talion in violation of this provision, and may be proceeded against 
in any countv of this State in which the offender or prosecutor re¬ 
sides or tlie offender has an office for the transaciion of business. 

Section 2. This act shall take effect immediately. 

The Northern Lakes of Canada are described with 
routes, guide to best campiug, fishing and shooting localities, 
hotels, cost of travel, etc., in a 300 page guide book prepared 
by Barlow Cumberland, Toronto, Canada. There are maps 
of the Muskoka Lakes, Siracoe and Couchiching, Georgian 
Bay and other waters. The hook is crammed full of useful 
information, designed to point out the way and make it easy 
for tourists, pleasure seekers, sightseers, anglers, shooters, 
canoemen and all the other wings of summer outers in the 
Dominion. The maps are of special valqe, being drawn on 
the panorama plan, 
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SALMON IN THE HUDSON. 

Tbot, N. y., June 7.—Editc/r Forest and Stream: Sev¬ 
eral salmon have been taken below the dam at this city with¬ 
in the past week. There are known to be four and there are 
rumors of others. The largest one which we have any posi¬ 
tive record of weighed pounds, and it was a fine plump 
fish. The salmon are now stopped at the dam here and are 
being taken in nets. This should be stopped at once and 
fishways should be built to allow them to reach the upper 
river where they can spawn. The fact that there are salmon 
in the Hudson should arouse anglers and game protectors to 
sec that the first crop is not destroyed.—j. H. R. 

Mr. H. P, Schuyler, of Troy, has written to Mr. M. M. 
Backus, of New York, that on Monday last a 14^ pound 
salmon was caught at the State dam, making the third 
within a week whose aggregate weight was 35 pounds. Mr. 
Backus writes to Mr. Blackfoi d that there is an Mpression 
at Troy that a few years ago the State Legislature made an 
appropriation for a fishway at Troy, but it never has been 
built. Mr. Schuyler says that the fish referred to will be the 
last one killed, as “a few knights of the angle intend to 
take matters in hand,” and that his brother has notified the 
fishermen’that alljfish taken in future must be returned to the 
water, and adds: “I believe the waters in the vicinity of the 
dam are swarming with salmon that are unable to get above 
the dam.” _ 

Troy. N. T., June 7.—Editor Forest and Stream: Two 
salmon have been taken here. These must be fish that were 
planted three or four years ago by thelJ. S. Fish Commission 
from the Long Island hatchery. I saw the first shipment 
taken to North Creek by Mr. Mather in 1883 while they were 
on the platform at Saratoga, and expressed my opinion to 
him that it was doubtful if they would ever return, because 
they were so small. I am prepared to believe that more 
will come.—D. Y. Smith. 

Trot, N Y., June 4.—On the second day of June some fish¬ 
ermen took from the waters of the Hudson, just below the 
State dam at this city, a strange fish, some ten pounds in 
weight. They presented the fish to their employer, who was 
also ignorant of its proper name and species, but found it 
very good eating. Yesterday another of the same fish was 
taken at the same place. It was brought to the city and in 
the evening I had the pleasure of inspecting a'fine male 
salmpn, which measured 38 inches in length, 16 in girth, and 
weighed 10 pounds 8 ounces. Did not the Legislature pro¬ 
vide for the construction of a fishway in the above-mentioned 
dam? If so, let us have it at once.—Seymour Van Sant- 
VOORD. _ 

EYED HOOKS. 

"'^OTHTNG is new,” said Talleyrand, “but that which is 
-Ll forgotten,” and the saying is strikingly illustrated hy 

the eyed hook. jEyed hooks have been in use by fishermen 
80 long that the “oldest inhabitant” does not recolleet their 
first adoption; and yet when their existence had at last be¬ 
come like the aborigines of this countrv, almost improved 
off the face of the earth, they were suddenly resuscitated— 
reinvented with some improvements—and, lo! according to 
Mr. Levison (and others), those which have the eye turned 
up are “about perfect,” and, to pile Pelion on Ossa, those 
with turned down eyes, labelled with the talismanic name of 
“Pennell,” are “much superior” to the “about perfect” ones. 
Moreover, Mr. Levison recommends fiy-fishermen not to lose 
much time about giving the latter hooks a fair trail. I 
would suggest that the angler wait till their price is more 
reasonable. At present the manufacturers ask what is aptly 
characterized by a large English firm of dealers writing 
recently a “murderous'price;” in fact, about ten times that 
of the best Sproat, which is, in my opinion, a far superior 
weapon iu regard to shape of bend. 

To those who are not acquainted with the eyed hook a few 
words concerning its history, form and utility may be of 
interest. The “turned up” eyed hook existed at least half a 
century ago. That I know, for in the fiy-book of my pater¬ 
nal grandfather I find the remains of flies dressed on them. 
But they were ill made and coarse, and usually of the Kirby 
bend, a maker who is said originally to have derived his 
secret of tempering hooks from Prince Rupert. Hence these 
hooks, till within the last few years, were employed chiefly 
for sea-fishing and night lines for eels; their apotheosis in the 
dress of a quill-gnat floating fly had not yet been accom¬ 
plished. 

At last, about five years since, the disciples of the floating- 
fly school of up-stream fishing for trout, beginning with 
those fishing the English Itchen, Test and other Hampshire 
chalk streams, found that the drying of the fly in the air 
cracked off so many flies—aided by the gossamer gut which 
is used of necessity—that some remedy, partial or entire, be¬ 
came imperative. The needle-eye hook was first tried and 
found undesirable because the eye cuts the gut, and finally, 
Messrs. Bankart and Hall—two justly esteemed premier 
fly-fishermen—after countless experiments and failures, suc¬ 
ceeded in devising the turned up eyed hook which, as to bend, 
they decided, after the most exact and careful trials, be it 
remembered, should be a modification of the Sneck and 
Limerick. I have fished with these hooks over the shyest of 
English trout—those of the Itchen—and can indorse the 
enthusiastic opinion of all the chief anglers of England, from 
Francis Francis downward; and also that of Mr. Levison, 
that they were and are “about perfect.” That was the gen¬ 
eral verdict. They hooked the fish with certainty, showing 
that a rigid gut snell was not absolutely necessary at the end 
of the shank; their penetration and holding power were con¬ 
ceded to be in advance of the Sproat or round bend, and 
their fouling quality, by reason of the “Snecky” side twist, 
was par all that could be desired. “The force of 
nature could no further go,” was opined by all who thought 
about the matter. In a word they were “about perfect.” 

But anon arises the drastic and reforming ifc. Pennell. 
This gentleman, I gladly concede, rejoices in a piscatorial 
record of a very high character. In it we find that he had 
undoubtedly written the best book on pike fishing, substi¬ 
tuted six typical and supremely bizarre compilations of 
feather, silk and tinsel for the thousand and one flies of the 
entomologist angler, with which he proposed to slaughter 
all the members of the family Salmonidce; and that his is the 
distinction of having advised down-stream fly fishing, with¬ 
standing to the face that prince of trout fishers, Stewart, 
author of the “Practical Angler.” In his recent volnme of 
the Badminton series, he advances the “turned down” eyed 
hook. This gives its only right to be named after him; for 
the down-eyed hook was made by Allcock & Co., of Red- 
ditch, as they assert, twenty years ago for Holyroyd, of 

Gracechurch street, London, and the bend of the hook is 
precisely that of the old Limerick. It is amusing therefore 
to read Mr. Pennell, wnimg {Fishing Gazette, April 3), “I am 
advised that the sale of these hooks under my name by un¬ 
authorized firms would be contrary to law.” How sublimely 
modest in the gifted author of “Puck on Pegasus!” 

To advert, however, to the practical utility of the eyed 
hooks generally, it seems to me that their chief merit lies in 
their being less liable to break off in casting, and in the 
ready changeability of which they are susceptible. Still m 
this regard their benefit is like every good thing in this “best 
of all possible worlds,” not unalloyed. When fishing a cold 
mountain stream in a chilly wind—not by any means an im¬ 
possible conjunction of events—with numb fingers, the tying 
of even the “gain knot" (Mr. Pennell’s again, though as old 
as the first bit of string) is fraught with difficulty, and I 
know by experience that the tiny fly may more easily slip 
from the fingers than the old-fashioned snelled hook, and 
that the eye of the hook to this short sighted generation of 
neuresthenic and over-worked money grubbers is often pro- 
vokingly indistinct, and as evening gathers round and the 
fish hasten to make the most of it, this is to say, the least of 
it, like Lord Palmerston’s world, “a fortuitous concatenation 
of incongruous” circumstances against the enjoyment of the 
eyed hook, whether its eye squints up or down. 

J. HiRRiNGTON Keene. 
Manchesteb, Vfcj_ 

ANTRIM COUNTY ASSOCIATION. 
At a meeting of the Antrim County, Mich., Game and 

Pish Protective Association at Central Lake, the fol¬ 
lowing oflicers were elected: Roswell Leavitt, of Bellaire, 
President; GeorgeM. Clow, of Central Lake, Yice Presidept; 
P. H. Thurston, of Central Lake, Secretary; Thomas M. 
Rush ton, of Central Lake, Treasurer; George W. Albrecht, 
of Bellaire, Vice-President for Kearney township: Jesse A. 
Cary, of Central Lake, Vice-President for Central Lake town¬ 
ship. 

Mr. Leavitt moved for a vote to see whether, as a society, 
the association will exert its influence to enforce the pr esent 
statute laws of this State for the protection of game and fish. 
In response every member voted “yea.” 

The following explanation of the spirit and purpose of the 
association is given by the secretary in the Breeze: “The 
following is intended to explain the motives and intentions 
of those who have organised the Pish and Game Protective 
Association: They believe that among our inalienable rights 
are life, liberty, and the catching of fish. Life and liberty 
we have, but how to catch the fish? I used to be called a 
good fisherman, and settled on these lakes expecting to 
have all the fishing I wanted. In the past three years I have 
not caught ten pounds, and I think it useless to try with the 
only legal means—a hook and line. Some say: ‘Spear them 
—net them—shoot them—blow them up with dynamite.’ 
In answer it may be urged that such methods are illegal. 
But we are told to pay no attention to the laws, that nobody 
minds them, and that we can’t get fish unless we break these 
statutes, or buy from those who do. Now there are those 
among us who, while quite willing to fish with spears, are 
not prepared to defy the law, and who believe that disregard 
of existing statutes of any kind is a very bad sign. If A 
breaks one law, B another, and C a third, and so on without 
hindrance from public opinion, we should soon have no law. 
It is better that our laws should be obeyed; then, if they are 
wrong, or need improvement, let all combine together about 
the needed changes. Our association mean to try its best to 
learn the reasons why the supply of fish in our waters, once 
bountiful, has in most of the lakes so fallen off that we can 
hardly get a ‘mess’ of bass or pickerel unless we spear them, 
and even by such means only in spawning time. Such is 
the general verdict. If this is the fact, and if we must de¬ 
pend upon the spear for our supply of fish, then by all means 
let spearing be legalized, so that when a man wants to 
exercise that craft, he need not go about it like a thief. 

“If it shall appear that the fault is in the absence of 
proper fish ladders at the dams, let measures be taken to have 
the needful work done, and give the people a fair chance, 
which, I take it, means the chance to catch a few fish with a 
hook and line, as we did five years ago. If a man has no 
spear, he ought not, therefore, to be defrauded of his rights. 
Some have talked about this association proposing to do 
something or other to interfere with the rights of the poor. 
How can this be done? The poor, as the rich, whoever they 
may be, are equally affected by existing laws, they can join 
the society for twenty-five cents, and one would think, could 
easily outvote all other classes. It would seem for their 
interest to join the society, and add their influence to assist 
in obtaining the repeal of unjust laws, if any such exist, and 
help to secure the passage of others which shall maintain 
their rights in our fish and game. 

“One gentleman of Central Lake spoke feelingly, just 
before the organization of the society, and said that he could 
get as much fish now as he ever could. He admitted that it 
would be by spearing (contrary to law). His brother stated 
that fish are very scarce compared to their former 
abundance. The first did not favor the association, the 
second did. 

“A prominent farmer of Echo, who attended the meeting 
but heartily opposed it (mainly, as I think, from a misap¬ 
prehension of its objects), emphatically denounced the whole 
movement as contrary to the interests of the poor. He said 
that the supply of fish would always be about the same, and 
as many as people wanted could be had on the upper lakes. 
Perhaps he was right in this last statement. The fish in 
spawning time are likely to go up stream as far as they can 
get, but they seldom return to feed the poor along the shores 
of Central Lake. The spears around Six Mile Lake and 
Scofield’s dam attend to that part of the business, but how 
long will the supply last? 

‘ ‘I once asked this same gentlemen from Echo to use his 
influence in getting a starch factory established at Central 
Lake. It would have been backed by heavy capital, and 
would have proved an important industry. It offered to pay 
35 cents, cash, for potatoes just out of the ^ound, regard¬ 
less of size. He in reply, speaking as now, in what he said 
was the interest of the poor and needy, scouted the idea. 
The price was too low, and he fought the project tooth and 
nail. There has since been no year when potatoes could not 
have been bought for less money, and just now they go beg¬ 
ging at fifteen cents. The shrewdest sometimes fail in judg¬ 
ment, and we may thank this gentleman, and those who 
sided with him, that we have no home market for our 
potato crop. 

“There is no doubt that we ought to have in our waters a 
better supply of fish, but without organized efforts we shall 
never have it. This is why a few, among whom are repre¬ 
sented the farmer, the teacher, the lawyer, the merchant, and 

others, have joined hands and made a move in what they 
believed to be one of the real interests of the people of 
Antrim county. Will not others, no matter what may be 
their occupation or possessions, assist us by joining the 
Antrim County Fish and Game Protective Association, and 
help secure equal rights for all? F. H. Thurston.” 

DECORATION DAY AT BLOOMING GROVE 

The special car attached to the 4:30 P. M. train on the 
Erie road on Saturday, May 39, contained thirty-three 

members and guests on their way to the club house of the 
Blooming Grove Park Association, to pass Decoration Day. 
At the house were already twenty-seven guests, and the new¬ 
comers swelling the number to sixty, it took the superin¬ 
tendent some little while to arrange accommodation, but all 
were provided for. 

Sunday, May 30, bright and warm, a beautiful day, was 
passed in various ways, some starting early for the Bloom- 
mg Grove and fihohola fishing, others rowing on Lake 
Giles, no fishing being permitted there until July 1. 
Others walked over to the breeding park, lo see the trout 
hatching and the new fish ponds. In the hatching troughs 
were upward of 75,000 fry, some hatched from eggs 
brought from the Michigan State Hatchery, some from 
Caledonia, some English brown trout, eggs imported from 
England, and some from eggs taken from the club’s own 
breeders. In one of the raceways were 350 breeders all 
from the Shohola, as fine trout as one would want to see. 
Besides stocking its own streams the club will soon be in a 
position to supply the market with eggs and fry. One of 
the prettiest sights was to see the deer in the breeding park, 
an inclosure a mile square, come up to the salt lick. Timidly 
they step along, until at a word or a movement of the body, 
though you are standing 300 yards from them, away they 
dash out of sight. In this park are upward of 300 deer, 
and none are allowed to be killed, except in the fall, bucks 
may be killed still-hunting. Sunday was a quiet day though 
the members and guests were all enjoying themselves. In 
the evening, in the large parlor around the piano, the whole 
party of sixty joined in Moody and Sankey hymns, and later 
camp meeting tunes and some secular music. All seemed to 
catch the spirit of the occasion and each vied with his or her 
neighbor, in the desire to make it pleasant for all. 

Monday was the day fixed for the several contests. An¬ 
nexed are the scores, and it will be seen that they are scores 
to be proud of. There were several private contests, both in 
rifle shooting, pigeon and clay pigeon shooting. Evening 
come too soon. Hardly was the day long enough to allow 
all the contests. Monday evening the various victors cele¬ 
brated their victories by offering entertainment to all who 
would accept. Chess, billiards, whist games were indulged 
in, and the air of Pike county was made to resound with 
chorus after chorus. Some of the party left the club Mon¬ 
day afternoon for New Yoik, but the larger part waited for 
Tuesday morning and the special car. Tuesday morning 
was perfeetly beautiful when the six coaches left the club 
house at 6 A. M., all too sorry to go. Among those present 
were D. G. Croly, T. W. B. Hughes. G. H. McLean, Dr. S. 
M. Nash, R. J. Legatt and wife, U. W. Nason and wife, H. 
M. Williams and vvife and daughter, T. E. U. Curtis, N. 8. 
Smith, W. H McCord, R. B. Lawrence and wife, H. W. 
Banks and wife, W. H. H. Stafford and wife, Joel Parker. 
W. F. Owens, J. B. Miley, H. M. Montgomery, C. R. 
Hewitt, Daniel Youmans and wife, D. Bacon, Dr. E. M. 
Sell; Frank Raynolds and many others. 

Rifle match, 200yds. for club prize, silver badge: 
Curtis.33.W4-15 Nason.43433-17 
Nash .43444—19 Stafford, Sr .  ,53334—18 
Smith.02430- 9 Parker.32302-10 
Stafford, Jr.84344—18 Hughes.5042.3—14 
Lawrence.44.344—19 Bacon .33.384—16 
Williams.22803-10 

Tie for first: ,,, 
Nash.... .4444—16 Lawrence.4443—15 

Ties for second; „ . o . 
Stafford, Jr.3 Stafford, Sr. 4 

Match won by Mr. S. M. Nash. 
Contest at clay pigeons for club prize, silver badge: „ „ „ „ 

Nash ... 0 1110 0 4^0 J4O— 4 Bacon  000000000 0—0 
Smith . 1 141 1 0 1 0 1 1 0— 64^ Curtis  100000111 0—4 
Stafford .000100000 0- 1 Chapman. 10001100 146—44^ 
Lawrence 1 11111111 1—10 Owens ... 00000 0 0000-0 
Williams 001000000 0— 1 Parker.. .>^ 0000000 OU-l 
Nason... 1111011111—9 Wyse.OllOOOlOO 0—3 
Stafford. 000000000 0-0 

1_ 
Lawrence.78ft. 
Raymond.GSft. 

Lawrence.00110—2 
Smith.01110-3-5 

Lawrence.110—2 
Smith.10 -1-3 

Ply-casting for club prize, silver badge: 
Nash.ilft. “- 
Na-son.7G£t. 

Team match at 20 live pigeons: 
Chapman.IIIU—5 
Nason.00011—2—7 

Second match, at 10 birds: 
Chapman.110—2 
Nason.00 —0—2 

New Fishing in Connecticut.—Over the hills to the 
west of Newton lies a pretty spring-fed body of water, which 
the maps call Fountain Lake and the natives Taunton Pond. 
It is a favorite place with the fishermen, and unkind critics 
have asserted that there were more anglers than fish there 
half the time. It has been stocked half a dozen times, more 
or less, and the Connecticut Legislature has made laws for 
its special benefit without permanently increasing the num¬ 
ber of its deuizens. Pour years ago, however, the pond was 
stocked with German carp. For two seasons nothing was 
seen of them, but last year a few representatives of the new 
fish were discovered prowling about places where the bottom 
is muddy. During the past few weeks some of them have 
been caught, and a day or two ago Andrew Nichols who 
lives near the pond and understands the science and art 
of fishing in it, captured a carp that weighed fifteen and one- 
half pounds—ten pounds more than any other fish ever 
taken out of the pond. The big carp is now a prisoner in a 
tub at Nichols’s home. The scales on some part of its body 
are said to he as big as a silver dollar. The capture has 
boomed fishing in that locality generally. Fishermen who 
have invested bait in speculations in the Housatonic River 
have just solved a riddle which puzzed them for a year. 
About twelve months ago there appeared in the river what 
seemed to be a new fish, a sort of a cross between a bass and 
a prickback. This spring a good many of them have been 
cauo-bt, and, as they seemed to be larger than those of the same 
species'captured last season, the wise men among the fisher¬ 
men were kept busy trying to solve the problem. And now 
it turns out that they are rock bass which got into the Hous- 
atonic in this wav: Three years ago the fish commissioners 
put into the river at New Milford 50,000 of what were sup¬ 
posed to be landlocked salmon fry. By some raistaxe the 
cans were mixed up and the greater pait of the fish were 
rock bass. This explains the new species and the fisher¬ 

men’s puzzle, 
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The FiiUTTERiNuFLY.—Wegive berewitli a cut of a new 
fly, invented by Mr. Wakeman Holberlon and patented by 

\ Mr. Charles F. Imbrie, of the firm of 
A Abbey & Imbrie, New York. A glance 
\ will show that the head of the fly is 
\ near the bend of the hook instead of at the 

end of the shank, in fact it is turned com¬ 
pletely about. It is claimed that the new 
fly offers less resistance to the air in cast¬ 
ing and more resistance to the water in 
drawing it in, thereby giving it a flutter¬ 
ing, ‘lifelike motion, in fact appearing 
more like a natural insect than the old 
patterns whose wings close when being 
drawn through the water. Mr. Holberton 

THE FLUTTERiNQ FLY. says of this fly: ‘'While the peculiar flut- 
patentodMajiiii.isso. tcriug motiou adds vcry much to its at¬ 

tractive qualities, its great merit lies in its superior hook¬ 
ing qualities. A fish cannot nip at the wings or tail, 
but swallows the hook before any part of the fly. In five 
days fishing this season I caught sixty-six trout, losing only 
three that were hooked, an unusual small percentage, as 
every angler must admit. ” 

Hooked in the Gullet.—The fight of a hooked trout 
depends much on the way in which it is hooked. A Detroit 
correspondent who sends a drawing of a 17i inch, 2];^-pound 
trout, says: “My brother writes from Muskegon county as 
follows: ‘I inclose a life-size drawing of a sockdollager 
(trout) that 1 caught out of the pond near the dam; was just 
about to draw up my line and go home when I felt a slight 
nibble, and drew up promptly but no game. Dropped in 
again and felt the same, but left the bait (the tail of a min¬ 
now) to allow the fish to gorge it ; and sure enough he did, 
and when I pulled he came to the surface with a rush, and 
Paul, who was standing near, said, ‘Brose, you have got a 
whale this time sure.’ The hook had caught in his gullet 
and the strain caused him to keep his mouth open which 
soon drowned him. He didn’t make half the fuss in conse¬ 
quence that a smaller one would have done caught in the lip. 
1 finally drew him up on the shore of the dam. and Paul 
grabbed the line and flung him out, and you bet we just 
enjoyed the sight of so fine a fish, the largest caught in the 
creek so far, and a beauty in shape and color. Since then 
have caught a few; have taken forty-two in ail.’ ”—0. J. T. 

Anothbb Big Trout.—Mr. Thos. B, Mills, of Wm. 
Mills & Son, No. 7 Warren street, N. Y., sends the follow¬ 
ing communication, describing a large trout just taken “in 
out of the wet” at Rangley: Dquossoc Angling Association, 
Indian Rock, Me., Camp Kennebago, June 5, 1»86.—Dr. 
Charles Haddock, of Beverly, Mass., George Oakes guide, 
took off Sandy Point, Lake Mooselucmeguntic, a trout 
weighing lOf pounds. The weight was taken nine hours 
after fish was caught, and must have been at least 11 pounds 
at time of capture. Length. 28i inches; girth. 16^ inches.— 
Charles G. White, F, H. Lovell, Thos. A. Pbrions, 
Tiios. B. Mills. 

Susquehanna Bass.—Athens, Pa., June 7.—Bass fishing 
on the Susquehanna promises to be good here this summer, 
as they are taking the fly quite readily now as bait is not 
obtainable yet. The largest bass caught this season weighed 
4 pounds 9 ounces and was taken by Mr. E. W. Davies on 
a black fly. A few others have been caught, but none as 
large as this. “The Six” have just returned from a trouting 
trip to Pine Creek, Potter county, with a fine mess of trout 
and all of good size.—^P. 

A Salmon Yarn.—^Now that the Atlantic coast rivers are 
being stocked^ with salmon, the hardy seafarer is gradually 
turning his inventive faculties from sea serpent yarns to 
stories of big salmon seen at the months of the stocked rivers 
and in the harbors. Capt. Stud well, of Babylon, L. I., is 
ahead with a tale of a salmon eight feet long observed last 
Friday evening in the Great South Bay. 

The Detroit Lake, St. Louis, St. Paul and Minne¬ 
apolis Fishing and Shooting Club issues for the bene¬ 
fit of members of the club and their invited guests, round 
trip tourist tickets from St. Paul or Minneapolis to Detroit 
and return, good until Oct. 31, following date of sale, at 
rate of $6. 

Club Roles—We have frequent calls for copies of club 
rules, by-laws and constitutions. Secretaries of gun clubs, 
angling clubs and game protective associations will oblige us 
by Bending spare copies of their printed rules, that these may 
be in turn sent to organizers of new clubs. 

Allen’s bow-facing oars, $8 per pair. Fred A. Allen, Monmouth, 
HI,—Adi). 

Sislfcttltun. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish- 
Co, _ 

/SHAD FOR THE HUDSON.—^Two car loads of shad have 
been sent from the central hatching station of the U. S. Pish 
Commission at Washington for the Hudson. They were 
offered to the Isew York Commission and accepted by State 

' Commissioner Blackford. The first lot of 1,000,000 was planted 
t at Troy and the second shipment of 500,000 were put in a Cats- 

kill. These with the 250,000 from Cold Spring Harbor, planted 
at Greenbush, makes a total of 1,750,000 already planted. As 

j the shad of the Potomac spawn befoi e those of the Hudson , these fry get an earlier start. The New York Commission 
p usually begins hatching about Catskill in June. , - 
f SALMON FOR THE ANDROSCOGGIN.—Belfast, Me., 

June 3.—The Pish Commissioners of this State have placed 
A one hundred thousand salmon frv in the ^butanes of the 
? Androscoggin River. The fry are strong and healthy and 

promise well.—H. 

FISHWAYS FOR NEW YORK RIVERS.—The Governor 
of the State of Nevv York has signed the bill providing for 
fishways in the Schoodic and Mohawk rivers in Montgomery 
and Schoharie counties. 

The so-called “trout” of South Georgia and Florida is not a 
trout but a black bass. Our perch are not perch but sun fish. 
A jack is a pickerel. Catfish are not aU catfish; some of them 
are bull pouts. Our red-finned pike is only foimd in Southern 
waters and near the Gulf. Our war-mouth perch is a rock 

Quitman {Ga.) Free P)'ess, 

lemeL 

FIXTURES. 

FIELD TRIALS. 

Nov. 8.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Western Field Trials 
Association, at Abilene, Kan. R. C. Van Horn, Secretary, Kansas 
City, Mo. 

Nov. 23.—Eighth annual field tilals of the Eastern Field Trials Club, 
at High Point, N. C. W. A. Coster, Secretary, Flatbush, Kings 
county, N. Y. 

DOG SHOWS. 
July 20, 21, 22 and 23.—Milwaukee Dog Show. John D. Olcott, Man 

ager, Milwaukee, Wis. 
Aug. 24, 25, 26 and 27.—First Annual Dog Show of the Latonia 

Agricultural Associa*ion, Covington, Ky. George H. Hill, Manager, 
P. O. Box 76, Cinciunaii, O, 

Sept. 14,15.16 and 17.—First fall dog show of the New Jersey Ken 
Del Club, Waverly, N. J. A. P. Vredenhurg, secretary, Bergen Point 
N. J. 

A. K. R.-SPECIAL NOTICE. 

tJlHE AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 

pedigrees, etc. (with prize lists of all shows and trials), is pub 

lished evegy month. Entries close bn the 1st. Should be in early. 

Entry blanks sent on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope. 

Registration fee (60 cents) must accompany each entry. No entries 

inserted unless paid in advance. Yearlv subscription 81.50. Address 

“American Kennel Register,” P. O. Boi 2882, New York. Number 

of entries already printed 3689. 
IRREGULAR BENCHINGS AT DOG SHOWS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
In your report of the recent show held by the W. K. C. your 

reporter complains of the manner of benching the dogs, those 
belonging to one exhibitor all together, regardless of class, 
offering as his objection, the trouble visitors and reporters 
have in finding certain dogs, the same of the attendant when 
required to take them into the judging ring. 

It is true this trouble exists to a small extent, bub there are 
greater conveniences to the exhibitor than he mentions, “a few 
steps in caring for them and the pleasure afforded in seeing 
them together.” 

The time is past when the ‘‘inteUigeut” exhibitor will put his 
dogs into the show to be cared for and shown by the regularly 
employed assistants of the club, linowing weU the great dis¬ 
advantage they will be under in the charge of a stranger, one 
almost always ignorant of what is fully required of him. The 
feeding,watering,and exercising is not all, particularly a young 
or inexperi enced animal, wants. Th en the pulling or kicking into 
the ring so often seen (the superintendent cannot be every¬ 
where at the same time) and placed behind his (the attendant’s) 
legs. We saw Mr. Donner send a well known handler for a 
bitch that was treated thus at the above show, and she really 
deserved her he., which, under some hands, would have been 
overlooked. Then, how many dogs are groomed by the 
assistants? 

You may say this is foreign to the subject. What is desired 
to be shown is of much greater importance to the exhibitor 
than you intimate—^to have his dogs together that he may 
personally (or by proxy) groom, feed, water and generally 
care for them—the imobstructed view of each other, the 
smelling, an occasional caress; the presence will assist the dogs 
in enduring theii- confinement, there ivill be less noise, less 
nervous excitement, no fighting round the corners or over 
tops of the stalls, and last, but not least, far less cause of 
disease so prevalent and so much feared at shows. I have 
never had a case (or had one reported me in those I have sold) 
of distemper from attending the shows, and 1 attfibute it in a 
great measure to training my dogs, young and old, within see¬ 
ing and smelling distance of each other. 

I think this greatly overbalances the slight inconvenience 
the visitors and the few repox-ters are put to in finding and 
comparing certain dogs. For the latter there are ample oppor¬ 
tunities in the judging or exercising ring, upon the floor, etc., 
during the four days (it should be three) of the show. 

Doubtless the management you complain of was the result 
of the gentlemanly superintendent or the club listening to the 
requeste of exhibitors and waiving any desire or pride they 
may have had to have seen the numbers run with the cata¬ 
logue. 

As an exhibitor, I know its value and am for it aU the time; 
if I cease to exhibit I will not decry it, having “been there." 

Ask the owners of the dogs, from two to six in number, on 
the open benches in the show, and see if they do not say there 
is even much more than has been stated above in it, and surely 
they, as the foundation, should be conveuienced as much as 
possible with consistency. E. W. Jester, 

St. Geoe&e’s, Del. 

Kennels, of Reekskill, N. Y. Last, but not least, the grandest 
dog that I ever saw (and I have, seen quite a number of them) 
is Truman’s Bob T., su*ed by Willard’s Boh out of Senator Geo. 
Hearst’s imported Kate II. I haw; in my uossession a photo¬ 
graph of J. A. J. Sprague’s champion Brush, which I have 
shown to a great number of my friends, and they one and all 
pronounced it the photograph of Truman’s Bob T. This dog 
is as intelligent as he is beautiful. Mr. Scott is the owner of 
three vei*y fine red Irish setters, Jerry, Lena and Pat O’More. 
Pat O’More is by champion Rory Q’More out of Nora O’More. 
The above-mentioned are very fine yiecimens of their breed 
and were purchased in the East by Mr. R. H, Neil. Chas. B. 
Keating, the well-known gunsmith and sportsman, is the owner 
of a very flae Irish setter, sired by Colgate’s Pat out of Howe’s 
Gipsy. He is a large and powerful dog. Judge E. Leavesly, 
of Gilroy, is the owner of a full brother to Truman’s Mike T., 
and there ai’e a great number of the strain owned by R. H. 
Neil in this State. 

This is as far as my limited knowledge extends of the Irish 
setters on this coast. In regard to other breeds it will afford 
me m-eat pleasure to contribute what little knowledge I have 
of them to your valuable and interesting paper, from time to 
time. I desire to inform your readers that we have on this 
coast the full brothers and sisters of some of the most noted 
dogs in the United States. 

It IS a settled fact that the California Bench Show and Field 
Trials Club, of San Francisco, will give a bench show, com¬ 
mencing on the last week of July next, it is to be hoped that 
the Colonel will not wander in the future, and if his time is 
not occupied too much with the arduous duties of his federal 
ofiBce, I would be pleased to have him call around and see my 
file or the Forest and Stream, when I will endeavor to con¬ 
vince him, by the records, that the term innocuous desuetude 
is rather wrongly implied in his Idnd and interesting commu¬ 
nication to your much read paper. In my next communica¬ 
tion I will endeavor to inform your readei-s of the quality of 
pointer stock on the Pacific coast. Vox Populi. 

San Feanoisco, Cal., May 25. 

DGGS GF THE GCCIDENT. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Being a constant reader of your valuable paper for the past 

several years, and deriving great pleasure from reading it, I 
desire to correct a few misstatements tn the interesting com¬ 
munication from Col. Stuart Taylor, published in your issue 
of May 13. He cannot be very weU posted on dog matters, 
nor can he be vei-y well acquainted with many of the dog 
fanciers or sportsmen on this coast; if he were he would know 
that your paper has many subscribers here, also that there 
are many fine bred dogs of vai’ious breeds owned by gentle¬ 
men in the Far W est. The Colonel is known to be an impul¬ 
sive man, and without a doubt has rushed into print on the 
impulse of the moment regardless of facts, of which he could 
have convinced himself if he had conversed with any of the 
many gentlemen who take an interest in kennel matters on 
this coast. 1 will, with yom’ permission, mention a few of the 
many noted dogs that are owned here. 

Senator Geo. Hearst imported to this coast the red Irish 
setter bitch Kate II. (E.K.S.B. 11,552), bred by Capt. J. H. 
O’Brien, Dublin, Ireland. She is by Sandy, dam, O’Brien’s 
champion Kate. She took first prize at Belfast and Porta- 
down shows in 1882. She was exhibited at Crystal Palace of 
1882-’3, and on both occasions was beaten by her mother, 
champion Kate, the best Irish setter bitch in Great Britain. 
Mr. C. N. Post, of Sacramento, is the owner of a fine Irish set¬ 
ter bitch named Dido, bred by Capt. J. D. Brown, of Missom-i 
Valley, la., one of the prominent breeders of the West. Dido 
was sired by champion Ben, dam Jessie, by imported Grouse 
out of imported Gipsy. Dido is a very fine bitch, but is 
strongly mai’ked with white. A number of fine Irish setters 
are owned by Mr. A. B. Truman, of this city. The most 
prominent are Lady Elcho T. (A.K.R. 2777), Mike T, 
A.K.R. 2779), Nemo T. and Bob T. Lady Elcho is 
by champion Elcho out of champion Noreen, and is 
a full sister to champion Elcho, Jr., a full sister to champion 
Glencho, half sister to champion Berkley, half sister to cham¬ 
pion Brush, half sister to champion Joe, Jr., the most noted 
dog that ever worked a field. On three different occasions 
he defeated the king of English setters, Gladstone. Lady Elcho 
is related to too many noted dogs for me to enumerate, Mike 
T. is by Nemo out of Nida, Nemo by Larry out of Quail TIT , 
Nida by Larry out of Red Bess, Larr^y champion Elcho out 
of champion Rose, Quail IIL was imported in utero, and is 
by Red Gauntlet out of Quail If. Red Bess by King Bee out of 
Fannie. Kmg Bee by imported champion York out of im¬ 
ported Banshee. Fannie by champion York out of Gipsy. 
This strain requires no eulogy, as it is well known throughout 
the dog world. Nemo T. is the sire of Mike T. He was pur¬ 
chased by Rev. Dr. Hill, of Salem, Ore., from the Cortland 

THE A. K. C. AMENDMENT. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
At the last meeting of the A, K. C. the following amend¬ 

ment was adopted: 

“The champion rule was amended so as to authorize show commit¬ 
tees to transfer a dop from open to champi m class which had be¬ 
come qualified subsequent to the date of closing of entries.” 

It does not appear to me that the foregoing amendment 
could possibly have been discussed in all its different bearings 
before its adoption by the A. K C. Viewing it now f l om the 
standpoint of an exhibitor, it further appears that it will lead 
to no end of complications and absolute dissatisfaction as weU 
as annoyance both to exhibitor and the club. 

To place the matter as I view it, it will be necessary to illus¬ 
trate its workings. Assuming the premises, the case is as fol¬ 
lows: I have 6 dogs—3 bitches and 3 dogs—two of which are 
already entered in champion classes. I have one dog and one 
bitch in open classes. I have won first in both open classes at 
New Haven and Boston, and not until after the entries at the 
W. K. C. are closed and the week preceding the show do 1 
get advice that my dogs have won each first at Hartford. 
According to the amendment this throws both open class dogs 
into the champion classes, so I now have two bitches and two 
dogs in those classes. 

Now the privilege must be allowed me to withdraw either 
two of my four dogs in champion classes, refund me my entry 
fees, change the catalogue now ali-eady in the hands of the 
printer, perhaps in those of the binder; also allow me two 
more entries in open class, and here change the catalogue 
again. In the event of not being allowed to withdraw two 
of my do^ from the champion classes, I am compelled to 
show the tour against my will, thus subjecting my own dogs 
to be beaten by my own, which I otherwise would not 
permit. 

In addition to this I must keep the two I have at home con¬ 
tinually in good show form iu order to meet such an emer¬ 
gency at the very eleventh hour; and since it takes at least 
six weeks to accomplish tins, I must be at the additional ex¬ 
pense without any apparent benefit accruing to either myself 
or my dogs. 

Provision must be made allowing me to withdraw which¬ 
ever of my dogs I please from the champion classes into which 
they have been thrust at a day’s notice and also to substitute 
others in open class. I have now only touched upon the in¬ 
terests of the exhibitor who is within a stone’s throw of the 
show at which this amendment will apply; what shall I say 
of the exhibitor who ships a good dog from Bt. Louis to Bos¬ 
ton, and the owner when the show opens is notified that his 
dog is thrust into the champion class. He would never have 
shown against some champions, and here be is defeated with¬ 
out a chance of escape. WUl he “kick”? Put yom*self in his 
place. In case he is allowed to withdraw his dogs who will 
defray expenses of carriage, etc. The club? If not wiU the 
exhibitor be satisfied with the change? 

A dog also may be fit to win in open class and yet have no 
chance against the champion, and to enter would mean posi¬ 
tive defeat. Again there are special prizes for dogs in open 
classes which incentive to win may be suflioient for me to ex¬ 
pend additional labor and time in getting my dogs in perfect 
condition and which I now am barred from competing for, as 
my other dogs are not in proper form. There are a dozen 
other reasons wl^ this amendment should be abolished. 

1 trust the A. K. C. at its next meeting will recognize the 
force of my remarks and arguments and act upon them. 

Common Sense. 

THE BREEDING OP TRINKET. — Hdiior Forest and 
Stream: In reply to Mr. ScheUhass regarding his beagle bitch 
Trinket (Flute—Queen), let me say that when his fii’st letter 
appeared in which he drewniy attention to the doubtfulness 
of the bleeding of my bitch, I immediately sent a reply,which 
appeared May 25. and which read as follows: “For his note 
of May 8 concerning my beagle bitch Trinket, allow me to 
thank Mr. ScheUhass for drawing my attention to the matter. 
My Trinket is the same bitch he aUudes to as being advertised 
some time since by a Pittsfield party. Mr. Schellbass missed 
a very good chance to procure a first-class fielder for $12. 
The price asked me for this bitch was $25, and I consider her 
worth double that as a hunter alone. I shall investigate the 
correctness of her breeding and inform your readers of the 
result of my investigation, assuring them at the same time 
that it was far from my intention to misrepresent anything 
in connection with my dogs. Should this meet the eye of D. 
J. Jaquith of Pittsfield, Mass., from whom I purchased Trin¬ 
ket, I hope be will see the necessity of explaining the matter.” 
Since then I have investigated the matter to the best of my 
ability. I wrote to Mi\ Elmore, whom Mr. Jaquith gave as 
the breeder of this bitch. This gentleman seems to know 
notliing of selling or breeding this same bitch. This, together 
with Mr. Jaquith’s failure to reply to any of my letters re¬ 
cently written him in regard to tbe full pedigree of the bitch 
which he had promised to send with her, but failed to do so 
leads me to believe that the breeding of the bitch has been 
misrepresented to me, and I am therefore under the circum¬ 
stances perfectly willing to withdraw any claims made by me 
in ignorance of the facts, for this bitch. In regard to my ad¬ 
vertising her under the name of Trinket, I cannot see how 
any one can construe this as a misrepresentation; besides 
that, I had sent the copy of my advertisement to the Forest 
AND Stream before I received the copy of Mr. S,’s first letter. 
—A. C. EIrueger (Wrightsville, Pa.). 
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MASTIFF JUDGING. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I coiild not possibly get a mention in the class for logic that 

you would win first in, but then, it would be the logic of the 
collegian in the old song: 

“Oh! logic, logic, not the shallow rules 

Of Lockes and Bacons, antiquated fools; 

But wit’s and wrangler’s logic.’’ 

And you will remember how he demonstrated that an eel 
pie was a pigeon, and was rewarded by a promise of a chest¬ 
nut horse, which was made good by a horse chestnut. 

I do not think it will conduce much to the satisfaction of 
your readers for us to discuss horse chestnuts vs. chestnut 
horses, so I will let all your digs at me go by unless they affect 
the more important question of what a good mastiff is. You 
quote Mr. S. W. Smith as saying that Baby was the better 
dog, but Ilford Caution the better mastiff. Which is the eel 
pie and which pigeon here? Isn’t a mastiff a dog? If so, how 
can the worse dog he the better mastiff? Or are you ghing 
only “wit’s and wrangler’s logic?” If the age of Crown Prince 
was the only objection that Mr. Beaufoy had to him, why did 
he select a dog in King Canute that is decidedly free fi'onii the 
snub nose and ricketmess of Crown Prince? (As I underetand 
it, H. M. King Canute is lame behind, not straight or weak). 
Dogs under twenty-seven inches are not disqualified by the 
standard? Why ain’t they? Does not the standard propose 
to show what is the correct thing, and when it gives twenty- 
seven inches as the minimum, does it mean that twenty-five 
inches will do? Or can it be said that a measurement falling 
below the minimum is within the scope of the standard? This 
must be “eel pie.” “Deficiency in the specimen” won’t do, for 
that plainly means falling short of the intended perfection, but 
twenty-seven inches is a fixed, definite statement that allows 
of no ratiocination. Your worst stumble is over the compara¬ 
tive value of head and weak loin. Does not the standard 
say of loin, “broad, flat and muscular?” How can a weak 
loin be a muscular one? This must he “pigeon.” As to “a 
walk, etc.,” not counting as a demerit, do you propose to say 
for one moment that the standard was designed to encourage 
the breeding of lame dogs? If not, where is the significance of 
your reference? I “prove the contraiy by pointing to the 
course of the Lights of the O. E. M. Club,” do I? Well, the 
italics I now put in should dispose of that, or does “logic” im¬ 
ply that “some” is the whole? “The rules of the Kennel Club 
are silent as to standards,” but is it not the place of the judge 
to learn what the standard set up by the conservators of the 
breed is, and then try to apply it? Your reference to the dis¬ 
puted paternity of Crown Prince loses force when it is 
remembered that the only question among English breeders 
is, was he by the Shah or by Ms son, the Emperor? As to 
the placing of Ilford Cambria and Lady Gladys, I under¬ 
stood Dr. PeiTy that he preferred Ilford Cambria, but that her 
Indifferent condition and Lady Gladys’s rare fettle was what 
decided him. This is a point'that there is no use squealing 
about; it never can and never will be reduced to a positive 
definition, and must be left to the judge’s fancy. As to 
Prussian Princess and Rosalind, I never saw the former move, 
and am positive that lo my fancy she has far the grander 
head, as Rosalind sadly lacks depth of lower jaw. I just want 
to know if there can be any “plainer teaching” than that crip¬ 
pled dogs, dogs that shamble instead of walk, watch dogs that 
could not spring on a toad, should not be first prize winners? 
If you say that this is not correct, then you must say that we 
should breed lame dogsl The first-prize winner should be the 
dog we want to breed; if he is lame, "wp want to breed lame 
dogs. Considerations as to what he may prove in the stud are 
totally foreign here; the only question is, “which is the 
nearest the dog we want to breed?” and all the dog show rot 
that was ever got off cannot chance this proposition. 

Now as to your criticisms on Baby. You say he is light of 
bone. He measures 11 inches, tight measure. My De Buch, 
who has always been commented on, “immense bone,” meas¬ 
ures just the same. “He stands too high on the leg.” Well, 
he is 30 inches at the shoulder, and his elbow is fully 2 inches 
above the lower edge of his chest. If there is another dog in 
the land as comparatively short on the lag as this, please name 
him. Again quoting De Buch, he is always called short on 
the leg, but he cannot approach this. “He is faulty in muz¬ 
zle.” Well, I don’t see where, unless “faulty” means short of 
perfect. He certainly would be improved by more breadth of 
muzzle, but it is only 3J^ inches long and girths 15 inches. The 
lack of breadth is chiefly due to his muzzle being almost per¬ 
fectly parallel, an excellence very uncommon in mastiffs, as I 
have seen them. “There is a lack of substance all through 
him.” I will admit that he was low in flesh, but he is a dog of 
tremendous power and activity, and the man who could stand 
before his rush oi' spring will be well balanced on his pins. 
I would rather risk an encounter with any three of your 
dwarf or cripple pets than one with him. I may have been 
all wrong in supposing that layback is a characteristic of a 
pug, and if so, I beg the pug’s pardon; but 1 do know that the 
one I compared with a “short-faced” mastiff was a first prize 
winner, and it did have lots of layback, if not as much as the 
mastiff. 

The fact is, that the amount of rot and humbug that has 
crept into dog matters, paidicularly as to judging, is tremen¬ 
dous. Only a little while since, as sensible a man as “Porcu¬ 
pine” asserted that the puppy type of a collie was the correct 
one. Now remember that fashion can make enormous fools 
of us all, but the reign of the jade is only temporary, or 
rather the slut only sticks to one thing for a moment’s time; 
and when you say that “a walk like a broken-legged grass¬ 
hopper” is no demerit, you are bidding very high for the 
hussy’s favor, and may get it, but don’t you forget it, she will 
spill you very suddenly, and you will look very pretty in the 
fine mudhole she will land you in. I am sure I am very wil¬ 
ling to “go before the country” with you on this bare issue as 
vou state it, that a lame dog can be a good spechnen. 
• W. Wade. 

f Hulton, Pa., May 28. 
[We are not disposed to chop logic with our correspondent. 

There are a few points, however, in this communication that 
we will briefly notice, leaving to Mr. Wade the task of deduct¬ 
ing and classifying the logic. In his article two short weeks 
ago Mr. Wade speaks contemptuously of the course of some of 
the’lights of the Old English Mastiff Club, which “certainly 
seem to point to the conclusion that all that a dog need have 
is a head, and that if that can be seen sticking out of his stall 
it is a waste of time to take him into the ring.” To-day he 
says of Prussian Princess: "I never saw her move, andani 
positive that to my fancy she has far the grander head. ” H m 
deducting the logic of this, Mr. Wade should conclude that 
“the ruling fashion has been followed” with a vengeance, we 
can assure him that he will find but few to dissent from his 
view. Mr. Wade also “vigorously defended” Mr. Dalziel for 
placing Prussian Princess over Rosalind, notwithstanding the 
fact that he had not seen her move, and consequently was 
ignorant that her bad legs and shambling gait would ‘plainly 
teach” that “the ruling fashion” was still to the fore, 
and blindly followed. Mr. Wade trots out a lame dog 
with a flourish and offers to throw himself, dog ana aj*. 
upon the mercy of a jury of his countrymen and abide 
the issue. Whatever ho is driving at we fail to under¬ 
stand. A glance at the remarks which he misquotes will 
show that the fault of lameness was not under dte- 
cussion, but that we only mentioned it to Ulustrate the work¬ 
ing of the standard. When Mr. Wade can point out a single 
instance w'here Forest and Stream has not condemned the 
fault, it will be time enough to “go before the country,’’ It 
is an axiom of the intelligent mastiff breeder that a good head 
means good blood and a bad head the contrary. Bad legs and 
weak loins may soon be bred out by judicious mating, while 

it takes years to alter the character of the head. That the 
standard, although in accordance with the nding fashion, is 
too lenient with radical faults may be true. We tried to show 
Mr. Wade that his mastiff standard does not take due cogni¬ 
zance of what may be grave faults. We cited as an example 
the broken-legged, grasshopper-gaited specimen described by 
our correspondent, and pointed out to him that under the 
standard such a specimen might win, for the greatest number 
of possible merits forfeited by the lameness would be, 
under that standard, only out of a total score of 100 
points. By proving this we were not in the least 
defending lameness as a desirable or even tolerable quality of 
a mastiff. On the contraiy, we consider it a fault so grave 
that we think the standard ought to provide for positive de¬ 
merits for the infirmities of the broken-legged grasshopper 
specimens. Nor does It follow that, since the standard per¬ 
mits such things, the judge or critic who impartially applies 
its rules as a test of the comparative merits of animals under 
examination is a blooming idiot or a deep-dyed villain, if 
occasionally a “good all-round dog” gets beaten by a competi¬ 
tor worse than him at some points, blit enough his superior at 
others to win the [fiace. If Mr. Wade will use the flood of 
eloquence and ink at his command in giving practical lessons 
of instruction to breeders, showing them just how they can 
produce grand-headed specimens that are pei’fect in other re¬ 
spects, instead of wasting his energies in waging Falstafflan 
warfare, he will both deserve and secure the sincere thanks 
of every lover of the noble breed.) 

SPANIEL JUDGING AT NEW YORK. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
What is “Brindle” trying to get through himself? In last 

week’s Forest and Stream he tells us of things that didn’t 
happen at the recent New York show, and endeavors thereby 
to cast discredit on Mr. J. F. Kirk as a judge of spaniels. He 
states that Brahmin and Black Beau, Jr., won! The latter 
won, although he does not improve as he once gave promise 
to, and always will lack substance and be light of muzzle; but 
wbei’e did Brahmin win? Certainly not at New York, where 
he had competitors. There were two there better than he in 
his class, and I am not quite certain but three. 

“Brindle” asks, “Does Mr. Kuk consider a field spaniel and 
a cocker as the same, except as to weight?” Certainly not, 
“Brindle;” certainly not (though I hardly know the gentle¬ 
man, I think I can answer for him). The field spaniel is a 
heavier headed, coarser dog all over than the cocker, with 
more lumber, but at the same time a most useful dog in the 
field; while the cocker is “eminently a well built, graceful and 
active little dog, showing strength without heaviness or clum¬ 
siness,” etc., etc. [Vide American Spaniel Club Standard.] A 
winning cocker cannot be fatted up and be made a good field 
spaniel; nor a typical field spaniel be reduced and made to 
wm in the cocker class. Sabe? We might breed two cockers 
and get both good field and cocker spaniels in the same litter. 
Why is it so? Because from time immemorial our predecessors, 
the English breeders, have bred cockers and field spaniels 
together, and our dogs to-day throw back. Whether it is ad¬ 
visable to alter this, or if it can be done, I am not prepared to 
say. However, “Brindle,” be more careful next time you 
write for the public weal (?) and read up on spaniels before¬ 
hand. _ Bulldog. 

AN “EXPERT” IN CRUELTY. 

Dr. BERT ah H. WATSON, of Jersey City, was arrested 
last Friday on the charge of cruelty to animals. The 

arrest was made at the Instance of President McAneny, of the 
S. F. P. C. A. and Mr. C. J. Peshall, President of the New 
Jersey Kennel Club. Watson is the Jersey City surgeon of 
the Pennsylvania Railroad and is an expert employed by the 
raili oad company to give testimony in suits against it. The 
company found that people who were injured on the road 
frequently claimed that after some time had elapsed succeed¬ 
ing an accident they suffered from spinal diseases. In order 
to contfovei-t this Watson began his experiments on the dogs. 
The matter coming to the notice of the S. F. P. C. A.. Presi¬ 
dent McAneny of that Society and Agent Crosby repaired to 
the doctor’s bara, where the experiments had been made. The 
Jersey City Journal reports the visit as follows: 

The details ot what was seen, and the information gained 
from the young man, who is evidently an assistant of the 
doctor, in his so-called scientific experiments are almost be¬ 
yond belief. In one corner of the. place was a pen, about 
twelve by six feet in dimensions, and in this were confined 
six dogs of mixed breeds. By the aid of a long stick the ani¬ 
mals were stirred up and all seemed to be active and healthy 
except one, a large black brute, which refused to move from 
his recumbent position in response to the prodding of the stick. 

“Where does the doctor get all these dogs?” asked Mr. 
McAneny of the conductor. 

“He gets them all over,” was the reply. “Many of them he 
buys from boys.” 

"How often do you feed them?” he was asked. 
“Twice a day with fresh meat from the butchers.” 
Turning their attention from the pen, the visitors entered a 

paititioned room on the other side of the building. Its dimen- 
sions were about twice those of the pen. In this was a rudely 
constructed table running the length of the room, a stove, 
several glass jars, which evidently contained specimens ot 
some sort, and hanging upon the wall was a contrivance which 
looked Uke a portion of a set of harness, made of leather and 
canvas; attached to the ceiling of this room was a suspended 
rope. From questions put to the young colored man, the 
mkhod used by the doctor is as follows: The harness is plaued 
upon the dog selected for the expei-imenb, and he is hoisted to 
the ceiling. A trap door is opened, and the dog being loos¬ 
ened from the harness, is allowed to drop through the trap. 
Under the dog is a similar trap opening in the floor below. 
Suspended from this lower trap door is a square frame of iron, 
suspended by side bars, about three feet below the floor. 
From two sides of this frame are projections of iron six inches 
lono-, extending inward, the space between the two points be¬ 
ing about four inches. As the dog descends he comes do^ 
back first. He strikes against the h-on projection, and if the 
result happens to be a fracture of the spinal column, the poor 
brute is ready for the long days of agony whicn he must 
endure to satisfy the curiosity of his tormentor. What be¬ 
comes of the dogs which may be otherwise injured, the visit¬ 

Addressing his guide, President McAneny said: “Of course 
when the doctor breaks the dog’s back you stop feedmg the 

*^‘^‘Yes,” rephed the boy, “we don’t give them anything to eat 
th-611 

“How long do they live—a week or ten days?” 
“About ten days,” was the reply. . 
The young man showed the oJhce-rs the place in which the 

maimed and sufiering brutes are kept during time of ex- 
periment, but it was empty. He denied that there were any 
such dogs about the place at that time, and a search of the 
premises failed to show any reason for doubting his asser- 

Arrowsmith, the veterinai-y surgeon of the S P. C. A., 
visited the bai n last night at the request of Mr. McAneny, ^d 
made an examination of the inactive black dog. He stated 
this morning that the animal was all right. . 

In explanation of the experiments bemg made by Dr. Wat¬ 
son, the surgeon made the folloiving statement: 

“i have known of these operations for soom time, and I ^ 
satisfied that there is no cruelty exercised. Dr. Watson k the 
expert of the Pennsylvania R-aUroad m matters ot accident, 
and he is working hard to gain the information necessaiy to 
determine a question which is often rmsed in the cases of 
parties who are injured by accidents. The desue if to find 

whether a concussion to the spine wUl, after a lapse of two, 
three or six months, produce a decrease of vitality or loss of 
nervous power along any portion of the spinal cord. The dogs 
are placed under the influence of an anaesthetic, and the dog 
is then subjected to a blow or a fall. The desired effect, a 
simple concussion to the spine, is not always the resmt, as an 
injury to the muscles or tissues defeats the end desired.” 

The members of the New Jereay Kennel Club have interested 
themselves in tlie matter, and President Peshall, of the club, 
held a consultation this morning with President McAneny, of 
of the S. P. C. A. It was decided that the work of Dr. Watson 
does not come within the limitation of Section 17 of the act for 
the prevention of cruelty to animals, which reads as follows: 

‘•Nothing in this act contained shall be construed to prohibit or 
interfere with any properly conducted sciertifle experiments or in¬ 
vestigations, which experiments or investigations shall be performed 
only under the authority of some regularly incorporated medical 
society of this State.” 

Certain physicians who have been spoken to about the case, 
say that there cannot be any possible benefit derived in the 
interest of science, and that the only apparent benefit to be 
derived from the experiment is to secure expert testimony for 
the use of the railroad and other corporations in defending 
suits. Mr. McAneny endeavored to see Dr. Watson, but was 
imahle to do so. 

A later report in the Journal says; 
There is now in the hands of the Society for the Prevention 

of Cruelty to Animals a book in which the doctor kept a 
minute record of the features of each case, and a pei-usal of it 
may be interesting to the opponents of this system of scien¬ 
tific (?) research, as well as to those who are disciples of the 
practice. It will be seen that these operations, when stopped 
by the oflicers of the S. P. C. A., had extended over a period 
of about four months, commencing on Feb. 9. A resident in 
the vicinity of the doctor’s place said yesterday: “Theassist¬ 
ants came every other day about 3 o’clock and this is the day 
for them. .Each dog seems to have been designated by a 
number.” Here is a specimen of the records of the tortured 
brutes: 

POG NO. 22. 

April 8—Stump-tailed dog. Dog dropped, apparently stunned for 
four minutes; pupils dilated. Nine minutes after fall dog got up 
and W'alked unsteadily across laboratory floor, and fell slowly. An¬ 
swered calls. Forelegs slifflv extended. Saliva flows freely; occa¬ 
sional deep sighs; when placed on the table the dog expectorated a 
large quantity of bright red blooJ, mixed with frothy mucous. 
Seven hours after the drop the dog agaiu arose, walked unsteadily 
across the laboratory floor and coughed periodically two or three 
times, ejecting with each effort thick bloody sputa. The dog died at 
noon on April 9, and the spine was preserved for further examina¬ 
tion. 

It is pro bable that the Society will bring a separate suit for 
each case noted in the doctor’s record. President Peshall, of 
the Kennel Club, wished to have the six dogs found in the pen 
taken from the ham and placed in the care of a competent 
person, hut as the doctor promised that the animals should be 
well cared for, it was decided to let them remain there. Presi¬ 
dent McAneny, of the S. P. C. A., has been the recipient of 
many thanks for the promptness which he has displayed in 
the matter, and he in turn feels grateful for the assistance 
which he has received from Mr. Peshall. The cases wUl be 
prosecuted vigorously, and with all the power of the Society. 

Dr. Arrowsmith has e^lained that his expressed opinion 
of the want of cruelty in the operation was founded on Dr. 
Watson’s untme assertions to him. A Dr. Cropper, of Jersey 
City, has been arrested as an accomplice in the maltreatment 
of the dogs. ___ 

WESTERN FIELD TRIALS DERBY.—KeWfor Forest and 
Streain: In your hst of entries for the Western Field Trials 
Derby you have Capt. Tucker’s “Katarax” a black and white 
setter dog. It should be black and white pointer bitch. Will 
you please make the necessary correction.—R. 0. Van Horn. 

L & W. RUTHERFURD’S KENNELS.—Mr, Thos. Daw¬ 
son has taken charge of the Messrs. Rutherfurd’s kennels 
at AUemouchy, N. Y. 

KENNEL NOTES. 

KENNEL NOTE BLANKS.—For the convenience of breeders we 

have prepared a series of planks for “Names Claimed,” “Whelps,” 
“Bred” and “Sales.” All Kennel Notes must be sent to us on these 

blanks, which will be forwarded to any address on receipt of 
stamped and directed envelope. Send for a set of them. Sets of 

200 of any one form, bound, for retaining duplicates, sent postpaid, 

30 cents. NAMES CLAIMED. 

psg- Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 
Joann. By F. H. F. Mercer. Ottawa, Can., for Clumber spaniel 

bitch, whelped March 17, 1886, by Johnny (Ben-Joan) out of Jill 

S. M. Young, New York, for red Irish setter dog,whelped 
Sept. 9,1885, by Kelso (Glencho—Sweetheart) out of Tara (Nimrod— 

^ Mei^*^Bv^J. H. Conklin, New York, for red Irish setter bitch, 
whelped Oct. 20, 1685, by Elcho, Jr. (Elcho—Rose) out of Meg (Elcho 

~G?ariia<or. By Geo. Ricker, Quincy. Ill . for iblack._white, tan and 
blue ticked English setter dog, whelped July 22, 188o. by Bonaparte 
(Royal Blue-Modjeska) out of Queen Dido (toke—Dido). 
^ Torn/ By E. K. Howes, Milwaukt-e. Mis, for liver and white 
pointer dog, whelped July 14, 1884, by Toby (Faust-Lady Jane) out 

Jr.*^ By'chas. A Tuttle, Newmarket, N. H., for blue ^Iton 
Llewellin setter dog,whelped Jan. 10, l!:86, by Count Gladstone (Royal 
Blue—Mod jeska) out of Parfe Queen (Paris—Miss rwilighi )• 

Florence W. By Willard Van Tassel, Ehzabe'h, N. J., for black and 
tan Gordon setter bitch, whelped May 10, j886- by Dixon s Pilot 
(Grouse, E. 6.097—Dixon's Maua) out of Bess A. (A.K.R. o430). 
' Apollo II. ByWm. J. Ehrich. New York, for tawny and white 
rough-coated Sc. Bernard dog, whelped Nov. -21, 1885, by NeroiApollo 

"By’wm^^L' Ehrich, New Y^ork. for tawny brindle and 
wMie reugh coated St. Bernard dog, whelped Jan. 2o, 1885, by Bello 
(S H S.B. 14) out of Gemma (S H.S.B. 111). „ , 

lei Medal By Geo. Gillivan, West Jefferson, O.. for pngdog. 
whelpe^Aruil 20,^1886, by Bradford Ruby (A.K.R. 2997) out of Mossy 

/I. By Geo. Gillivan, M’est Jefferson, O.. for pug dog, 
whelped May 29,1^6, by Treasure (A.K.R. 472) out of Peggy (A K.R. 

By W. H. Cookson. Hudson, N. Y.. for tan and wMte fbx- 
terrier bitch; whelped Feb. 25. 1885, by Regent Vox (Tackler-banay 

^ Dftudw arid^Jennt^By W?^H. Cookson, Hudson. N. Y., for black, 
tan aml^vhlte fox-cerrier dog and 
Pap-ptii-Vov rTackier—Sandv Vie) out of Nettle (A K.K. 

Little MarQuis young Count. Hustler and Marguerite. By Frank 
w Dole New Haven Conn., for white buil-terners, three dogs and 
on?bitch ThelpeTApr^f. 1886, by Count (A.K.R. 3178) out of Young 
Venom (Old Prince-Venom). 

1886 by Nick Of Naso jNaso H . E. 8,123—Petngo, E. J6,175j out or 

IriSn setter dog.', whelped March21,18»6, by Prince (A.K.R. 1968) out 

"SSlryfuSif % Ur, A. rlalcter, WoodtorO's. Me., tor 

Washiogton A- C&rter. Flatbaeh, L. I.. 

for his kennejs of setters. 
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BREL). 

fW' Notes'mnst be sent on the Prepared Blanhs. 

Vaynol—Bavg. Tuckerfield Kennels' (West Newton, Mass.)pointer 
bitch Varnol (aietcor—Rita Croxteth) to tlieir imported Bang (Bang, 
E. 733—Salter’s Luna. E. .'),016), Mar 10. 

Belle Rtjndolph—Bang, TiiekerdeltJ Kennels’ Qyest Newton, Mass.) 
impor’pil pointer bitch Belle Randolph (Duke of Westminster’s Sam— 
Juno III.) to their imported Bang (Bang, E. 739—Salter’s Luna, E. 
5010). May 3 

Daisy Banger-Bang. Tuckerfield Kennels' (West Newton, Mass.) 
po.’ntcr bitch Dai^v Ranger (Ranger Croxteth—Fannie Faust) to their 
imported Bang (Rang, E. 739-Salrer’s Luna, E. 6.016), Apiil 26. 

Daisy B.— Bang. Tuckerfield Kennels’(West Newton, Mass.) pointer 
bitch I'aisy B. (Croxteth-Bliss) to their imported Bang (Bang, E. 
739—Sailer’s Luua, E. 6,0l6). April 19. 

Lue—Bracket. Mr. Gregory’s fNew York) pointer bitch Lucia (Crox¬ 
teth—Belle) to Graphic Kennels’ Bracket (Graphic—Bloomo). May 17. 

Ida—Bnckellew. Capt. C. E. McMurdo’s (Charlottesville, Vn.) Eng¬ 
lish setter bitch Ida (Dashing Rover-Ranee) to Duke-Rhoebe Kennels’ 
Buckellew (A.K.R. 30), May 21. 

Sheila—Otho. Hospice Kennels’ (Arlington, N. J.) rough-coated St. 
Bernard bitch Sheila (A.K.R. 796) to their Otho (A.K.R. 4?3), May 11. 

Nellie—Harold Geo. C. Bryson, Jr.’s (Carson CUy,.Nev.) Irish set¬ 
ter hitch Nellie to Cal fornia Kennels’ Harold (Gath—Gem), May 17. 

Little Fraud—Re.r. Gladstone. J. A>.arsley, Jr.’s (Ooatesville, Pa.) 
English setter hitch Little Fraud (Druid’.s Boy—Victoria) to G. F. 
Clark's Rex Gladstone (Royal Gladstone—Mollle Druid), June 4. 

Judy—Hector. H. B. Brackett’s (Littleton, N. H.) bull-terrier bitch 
Judy (A.K.R 3319) to J W. Newman’s Hector (A.K R. 3318). April ^3. 

Fannie—Ranger, Wm. J. Furness’s (Ogdensburgh, N. Y.) cocker 
spaniel bitch Fannie (Sam—Snipe) to his Banger (Blanchard’s Yarra 
—Nelliej, April 15. 

Nora—William Tell. C. H. Brewster’s (South Hingham, Mass.) 
pointer bitcli Nora (Favorite—Lotta) to C. A. Parker’s WilUam Tell 
(A.K.R. 2640). May 14. 

Vera—William Tell. C. W. Tuttle’s (Pawtucket, R. I.) pointer bitch 
Vera (Grant-Roxy) to C. A. Parker’s William Tell (A.K.R. 2640), 
May 27. 

WHELPS. 

Notes must be sent on tbe Prepared Blanks. 

Meg Merrilie.H. Harry A. Fletcher’s (Woodford’s, Me.) red Irish 
setter bitch Meg Merrilies (A K.R. 2181), March 1, ten (six dogs), by 
his Prince (A.K R. 1968); four dogs and four bitches since dead. 

Ruth. Wm J. Ehrich’s (New York) rough coated St. Bernard bitch 
Ruth (Landgrave—Bella), April 30, ten (two dogs), by his Nero (Apollo 
—Diana). 

Pride of Delaware. J. Yearsley, Jr.’s (Coatesville, Pa.) English 
setter bitch Pride of Delaware (Carlowitz—Ollie), May 24, eight (three 
dogs), by G. F. Clark’s Rex Gladstone (Royal Gladstone—Mollie 
Druid). 

Alice. H. W. Holmes’s (New York) bull-terrier bitch Alice (Dutch, 
Jr.- Nellie, A.K.R. 1701), June 4, seven (three dogs), by R. & W. Liv¬ 
ingstone’s Grand Duke (Dutch—Young Magnet). 

Ino. F. L. & C. G. Weston’s (Boston, Mass.) Irish setter hitch Ino 
(Ruby—Lilly), May 9, eight (seven dogs), by W. H. Pierce’s Glencho 
(Elcho—Noreen). 

Florid. Max Wenzel’s (Hoboken, N. J.) Irish setter bitch Florid 
(Chief—Becky), March 22, ten (five dogs), by his Tim (Biz—Hazel). 

Yoube. Max Wenzel’s (Hoboken, N. J,) Irish setter bitch Yoube 
(Elcho—Rose), May 19, ten (six dogs), hy his Chief (A.K.R. 231). 

Jersey Beauty Max Wenzel’s (Hoboken, N. J.) Irish setter bitch 
Jersey Beauty (Chief—Doe), May 18, ten (five dogs), by his Tim (Biz 
—Hazel). 

Dorah. Max Woireel’s (Hoboken, N. J.) Irish setter hitch Dorah 
(Chief—Doe), May 24. twelve (two dogs), by his Tim (Biz—Hazel). 

Newton Abbot Lady. A. Clinton Wilmerding’s (New York) spaniel 
bitch Newton Abbot Lady (Bend Or-Ladybird), June 5, seven (one 
dog), by J P. Willey’s Young Obo (Obo II.—Darkle); one chestnut, 
six all black; one black birch dead. 

Fly. H. J. Tobey's (Hudson. N. Y.) fox-terrier bitch Fly (A.K.R. 
3182), April 20, six (four dogs), by J. E. Thayer’s Mixture (A.K.R. 
2697). 

SALES. 

Notes must be sent on tbe Prepared Blanks. 

Ross. Di^'crhound dog, whelped May 7, 1886, by Dunrobiu (A.K.R. 
1236) out of Shelloch (A.K.R. 2214), by Mrs. Geo. Shepard Page, Stan¬ 
ley. N. J., to Mrs. Harriet B. Corcoran. Springfield, Mass. 

Verone. White and orange St. Bernard dog, whelped June 16. 18-3 
(A.K.R. 418), by Wm. Montgomery, Jr., Bergenfleld, N. J., to E, T. 
Sprague, New York. 

Joan IT. Clumber spaniel bitch, whelped March 17.1886, by Johnny 
out of Jill, by F. H. F. Mercer. Ottawa, Can., to John S. Wallace, 
Toronto, Can. 

Donal. Red Irish setter dog, whelped Sept. 9, 1885, by Kelso out of 
Tara, by Jas. B. Blossom, Morrlsania, N. Y., to S. M. Young, New 
York. 

Don Petrel and Dick Petrel. Black, white and tan English setter 
dogs, whelped March, 1885. hy Don Juan out of Petrel HI., by E. E. 
Lewis, Tarrytown, N. Y., to Wm. Tallman, same place. 

Pansy. Orange and white English setter bitch, whelped April, 1885, 
by Plantagenet out of Jessie, by F. E. Lewis, Tarrytown, N. Y., to 
Wni. Tallmon, same place. 

Lulu. Black, white and tan English setter bitch, whelped April, 
1885, by Mack B. out of Beauty, by F. B. Lewis, Tarrytown, N. Y., to 
Wm. Tallman, same place. 

Foreman. Black, white and tan English setter dog, whe^ed Feb¬ 
ruary, 1880, by Dashing Monarch out of Fairy 11., by F. E. Lewis, 
Tarrytown, N. Y.. to Wm. Tallman. same place. 

Plantagenet. Orange belton English setter dog, whelped July. 1880, 
by Dashing Monarch out of Petrel, by F. E. Lewis, Tarrytown, N. Y., 
to Wm. Tafiman, same place. 

Mack B. Orange belton English setter dog, 4yTS. old, by Dick Lav- 
erack out of Twilight, by F. E. Lewis. Tarrytown, N. Y., to Wm. 
Tallman, same place. 

Daisy Laverock. Orange and white English setter bitch, whelped 
June ll, 1879, by Thunder out of Peeress, by F. E. Lewis, Tarrytown, 
N. Y., to Wm. Tallman, same place. 

Apollo II. Tawny and white rough-coated St. Bernard dog,whelped 
Nov. 2i, 1885, hy Nero out of Favorite, by "Wm. J. Ehrich, New York, 
to August Schmid, same place. 

Fritz. Red Irish setter dog, whelped January, 1883 (A.K.R. 3160), 
by 8. M. Young, New York, to Dr. W. T. Van Vredenburgh, same 
place. 

Marguerite. White hull-terrier bitch whelped April 2, 1886, by 
Count out of Young Venom, by F. F. Dole. New Haven, Conn., to H. 
W. Holmes, New York. 

Little Marquis. White buD-terrier dog, whelp“d April 2, 1886, by 
Count out of Young Venom, by F. F. Dole, New Haven, Conn., to A. 
Stirling f^ennington, Baltimore, Md. 

Young Count. White bull-terrier dog, whelped April 2, 1880, by 
Count out of Young Venom, by F. F. Dole, New Haven, Conn., to Jas. 
H. Preston, West Winsted, Conn. 

Hus ler. While bull-terrier dog, whelped April 2, 1886, hy Count 
out of Young Venom, by F. F. Dole, New Haven, Conn., to George 
Dashiell Fowle. Philadelphia, Pa. 

PRESENTATIONS. 
Lucille. Liver and white pointer bitch, 4>gyTS. old, pedigree not 

given, by C. J. Peshail, New York, to Master Willie Mansfield, Grace- 
ville, Minn. 

IMPORTATIONS. 
Barry II. Rough-coated St. Bernard dog, IGraos. old (Bello— 

Gemma), hy Wm. J. Ehrich, New York, from Switzerland. 

DEATHS. 

Daisy Belle. Orange and white pointer hitch (A.K.R. 1788), owned 
by C. A. Parker, Worcester, Mass., from distemper. 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 

No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents. 

E. H., Baltimore.—My English setter is suffering with a sort of hack¬ 
ing cough. For gome weeks I have noticed more or le.ss of it. At 
limes he seems to get better and then will be worse again, as thougb 
he had caught more cold. I at first thought he had a fish bone in his 
throat, but, can discover nothing of the kind. He coughs and gags 
in a very annoying manner to day, but otherwise seems in good 
health and spirits. He had distemper badly about fourteen months 
ago. It IS very likely that the dog has taken cold, as I take him out 
into the country once a week for a rua. and he usually finds a place 
in which to take a swim; however, his cough is dry and seems so ob¬ 
stinate. A ns. Your dog has chronic laryngitis, a very obstinate 
trouble to treat Get the following prescripiion; Of iodide of potash 
and of carbonate of ammonia, each two dra ms; of tincture of 
hyocyamus, one ounce; of camphor water, four ounces. Mix. Give 
teaspoonful in water three times daily. You may also make a solu¬ 
tion of chlorate of potash, two full tablespoonfuls to the pmt of 
water, and give a tea.spoonful every two hours. Painting the throat 
with iodine sometimes is of benefit. 

X., Halifax.—I have a medium-sized black dog of nearly nine years 
of age. For about a year he )jas beeo failing (not in vitalitj^ ap 

parently). His coat has become gray and thin, and it is quite bare at 
the back of his neck, also at his breast and belly. He smells offen¬ 
sively at times and has lately snown one or two small sores. He is 
also troubled with a sort of dry cough, and I think that he must 
either have a sore throat or have something wrong with his windpipe. 
His eyes are bright and healthy, and he is as frisky and in as good 
spirits as when in his "prime,’hut he is a wretclied looking dog. 
Although very fond of him, I had quite made up my mind to destroy 
him, but shall await the advice of Forestand Stream, with the hope 
that such advice may assist me in overcoming the extreme measure 
of destruction. Ans. Y'our dog is pret^ old, and the infirmities of 
age probably account in great part for his troubles. Give him Fow- 
er’s solution of arsenic in five drop doses twice daily in his food for a 
month; keep his bowels in order. 

J. McHugh, Cranston, R. I.—My Irish setter dog is troubled as fol¬ 
lows: Shaking his head, rubbing his ears with his paws, ears not 
inflamed, the back jiart of his mouth is covered with a thick white 
coating, and when tied up he runs from the mouth a tough, slimy 
mucous. When he shakes his head a lot of white stuff drops from 
his mouth. He is two years old, large and strong, good appetite and 
feels well otherwise. Please advise me what to do for him. Ans. If 
your dog has canker of the ear. use the following: Of hromo-chloral 
and of laudanum each two drams, of water six drams. Mix Dropa 
little in the ear twice daily. Give five drops Fowler’s solution of 
arsenic twice daily in food. 

J. E. F., Nova Scotia.—My thoroughbred bull-terrier, three years 
old, has been afflicted since last fall with a disease in tbe head causing 
a running at the ear. The veterinary surgeon here calls it canker in 
the ear, and has prescribed for it, but so far without success. Is 
there any remedy for it? Ans. Yes. canker can be cured. It may he 
that your dog has suppurative inflammation of the middle ear. For 
canker one of the best things is the following: Of bromo chloral and 
of laudanum each two drams, of water six drams. Mix. Drop a little 
in the ear night and morning after cleansing. 

C. H. 8., Gardner, N. 11.—I wrote to you some time ago about my 
dog going blind, and you told me to use pulverized sugar on his eyes, 
bnt ic does not help him. There is a blue film gathering on the eye; 
it is working from the lower part of the eye upward. If you could 
tell me of anything else I would be very much obliged. Ans. Use a 
solution of copper sulphate or bluestone, strength two grains to the 
ounce of water, and drop a little in the eye twice daily. 

Halcyon, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Give the puppy plenty of exercise and 
feed milk, well-cooked vegetables, oatmeal and meat broth. As he 
gets older meat in moderate quantities may be fed. If he is troubled 
with worms, give him plenty of thick sour milk. 

Allen’s bow-facing oars can be attached to any boat in 5 minutes. 
Try them. Little catalogue free. Fred A. Allen, Monmouth, Ill.—Ada. 

md ^haating. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

BOSTON, June 3.—There was a small attendance at the Walnut 
Hill range to day and a 9 to 11 o’clock wind prevailed. Capt. H. F. 
Briggs qual'fled for a bronze military badge and J. Francis made the. 
last 86 needed for the Victory geld tncdAT. ' ThOeam'raalBEi with tEe 
Minneapolis club, which was shot last Saturday is appended: 

Team Match—M. R. A. Team. Minneapolis Team. 
Francis.87 Maudlin.76 
Reed.85 Marshall.69 
Jewell.83 Dexter .63 
Fellows. ..77 Skinner.59 
Foster.76 Weeks.66 
Edwards.64 Conley .66 

472 379 
Decimal Off Hand Match. 

J Francis, D. 9 9 9 6 10 9 10 7 10 7-86 
CE Berry, D. 7 10 8 8 8 9 10 8 9 8-85 
A L Brackett, C.10 8 7 8 9 10 8 4 8 6-78 
NF Tufts, A. 7 8 8 6 G 6 10 7 lo 0—77 
CB Edwards, A. 47 10 678579 7-70 
AC Gould (mil). 6 5 9 10 9 4 4 10 6 6-66 
F Career (mil). 4 6 6 9 5 9 6 9 6 5-65 

Rest Match. 
ER Foster.10 9 10 10 10 9 10 10 10 10—98 
J Francis (mil).10 8 10 10 10 8 10 9 9 9-03 
NFTutts. 8 10 10 10 10 8 9 7 10 10-92 

Capt. F. H Briggs 18. 
June 5.—At Walnut Hill to-day the attendance was large. A strong 

6 to 7 o’clock wind prevailed. D. L. Chase made a clean score, at 
rest, at lOOyds. on the standard American target, Mr. W. S. Chase 
won the silver badge in the militia match. A team match with tbe 
Arlington Club resulted in a victory for the Massachusetts Rifle As¬ 
sociation. The scores: 

Victory Medal Match. 
JB Fellows. 999897866 9-80 
C E Berry. 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 10 8-78 
JNFrye.10 7697 10 859 7-78 
A L Brackett.10 4 8 9 6 7 6 8 9 9—76 
W Henry (mil.). 10 856 10 6897 7—76 
E B Souther.   9 6 8 7 6 10 4 10 8 9—76 

Decimal Off-hand Match. 
J Francis (mil.), A. 9 8 8 10 7 9 10 8 6 8-83 
W Charles (mil), B.^ 9 10 10 7 8 9 8 7 9 4-81 
A L Brackett. C.10 10 8 8 6 8 7 7 6 7—77 
W Henry (mil.), B. 67 10 497987 5—72 
GBYentchi.A. 7 7 7 6 6 6 7 10 9 0—71 
HJ Foster, A. 6 95556 10 95 8—68 

Rest Match. 
D L Chase, F.10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10—100 
J N Frye, F.10.10 10 10 10 10 10 9 10 10— 99 
D Chardon, F .10 10 9 10 10 10 9 10 9 10- 97 
JHurd, A.10 9 10 10 10 10 9 9 8 10- 95 
ER Foster, F. 7 9 10 9 9 10 10 10 10 10— 94 
G B Yentchi.10 10 10 10 9 10 10 9 8 8- 94 

500yds. Match. 
L Grant (mil). 5 46555565 6-49 
M Winthrop. 444645445 5—44 
W Henry.5 4 6 5 4 4 3 6 4 4-43 

State Militia Match. 
WL Chase... 21 22 22 81 
C R Hurd . 18 19 

HAVERHILL, MASS., RIFLE CLUB.-May 29.—Regular monthly 
contest for the badges. Creed moor target; 
W Worthen.4455554464-46 C B Wright.4445444445-42 

i F Merrill. 4444455445 - 43 L Jackson.6445445443-42 
I J Busfleld.,.4544564444—43 E Brown.4444444444- 40 
; J F Brown.5454445345 -43 C Bliss .4445434445 - 40 

S E Johnson.4445555434-43 A Edgerly.4415433633-39 
Worthen took gold badge, Merrill silver badge. Club team match. 

standard target* 
J F Brown. . 5 8 10 5 8 6 6 5 9-69 
J Busfleld. 8 9 5 6 9 10 9 C 9-74 
E Brown. 7 7 6 5 5 8 8 5 8-64 
0 Bliss. .4 6 4 7 6 5 *7 4 9 6—58 
L Jackson. . 4 6 6 7 5 4 10 5 8 6-59-324 

SE Johnson.... 7 6 8 8 8 5 4 7 6-66 
W Worthen. . 8 5 7 5 5 9 10 9 8 6-71 
S B Wright. . 7 6 5 6 3 6 7 4 6 6-66 
A Edgerly. .9 5 6 7 3 7 7 8 8 4-64 . 
F Merrill . 9 5 4 6 5 4 6 7 9-62-319 

May 31.—'Telegraph match, Haverhill Ritle Club vs. Cocheco Rifle 
Club, of Dover, N. H., 200yds., off-hand, standard target, 5 men, 15 
shots each: 
J F Brown. 6 7 6 4 9 6 7 4 5 9 8 8 8 5 6— 98 
S Johnson..10 6 3 68878879 
W Worthen.4 5 '5 7 8 

6 6-106 

J Busfleld. 7 6 6 6 6 6 8 
8 8 7 9 10 6 6 7—102 

8 9 6 8 8 6 8—107 
HTuck. 45568748886978 9—101—514 

SPRINGFIED, Mass.—The fourteenth annual festival and tourna¬ 
ment of the New England Rifle Association, under the auspices of the 
Springfield Sebuetzen Verein, will be held at River Side Grove, near 
this City, on Tuesday, Wednesday. Thursday, and Friday, July 6, 
7, 8 and 9. Over Si,500 in prizes will be distributed. The following 
list of matches has been arranged: 

No. 1. Target of Honor.—Open to members of the New England 
Rifle Association only. Tbe winner takes the first choice of prizes 
and the king’s gold badge« and will be crowned Shooting King for 
1886. Other valuable prizes to the number of 35 will be given in eon- 
nectiOH with tne “Target of Honor,’’ which will be announced at the 
commencement of the festival. "Three shots to a score, any rifle, 
one entry. The king will be crowned and prizes distributed on this 
target Wednesday evening, July 7, at 8 o’clock, at whicn time the 
annual summer evening’s test will be held at the grove. 

No. 2. German Ring 'Target.-Open to all comers. Any rifle, 3 shots 
to a score. Entry $2, re entry $1; entries unlimited. Each shooter 
can obtain but one prize. Over $300 in 24 prizes. 

No. 3. Mass Target.—Open to all comers, 5 shots to a score, he.st 
three scores to count as one continuous score. Entry SI, re-entry 50 
cents; entries unlimited. Each shooter can obtain but one prize. 
National Rifle Association rules to govern. 24 prizes. 

No. 4. Creedmoor Bullseye Target.-Sixty per cent, of entries on 
this target will be divided among holders of bullseye tickets daily. 
Ten tickets for 81. Any rifle within the rules of the National Rifle 
Association. 

No. 5. Bullseye Target.—Two and one-half inches bullseye in 12 
inches of black, open to all comers, any rifle. Five tickets for 81; 
entries unlimited for tbe four days; the shooter making the largest 
number of bullseyes during the tournament to be crowned king of 
the bu'lseye target for 1886, and to receive a handsome king’s badge 
in addition to a cash prize of 825; 5 other prizes. 

No. 6. Creedmoor Target.—Open to all comers; military rifles, in¬ 
cluding specials; five shots to a score, best three scores to count as 
one continuous score. Entry 81, re-entry 50 cents; entries unlimited. 
Each -shooter can obtain hut one prize. National Rifle Association 
rules to govern. Over 8120 in 14 prizes. 

No..7.- Open to teams of five men from any regular organized rifle 
club; German ring target, any rifle, five shots per man. Entry $5 
per team, re-entry 83; entries unlimited. Four cash prizes, and to 
each member of the winning team a gold badge, to be known as the 
“Champion” team of the year 18S6. 4 prizes. 

No. 8. Military,Team Match, Creedmoor Target.—Open to teams of 
five men, with tw-o substitutes from any company of the National 
Guard; five shots per man. Entry 85. re-entry $3; entries unlimited. 
Rifles; each team to use the rifle used by their company on or before 
May 1,1886. A handsome officer’s sword and belt, suitably engraved, 
will be presented to the company to wnich the team winning first 
prize belongs, and a gold badge to each member and an additional 
gold badge to the member of the team making the highest individual 
score on the team score which wins first prize. 

No. 9 Individual Military Match, CreedinorTarget.—Open to mem¬ 
bers of the Connecticut and Massachusetts National Guard only. 
Entry 50 cents, re-entry 25 cents; entries unlimited. Rifles same as 
in match No. 8; five snots each, best three scores to count as one 
continuous score; National Rifle Association rules to govern. Many 
prizes will be given on this target, the competitor making the highest 
aggregate score to have first choice, the otber winners to choose in 
order of their respective scores. Each shooter can get but one prize. 

No. 10. Open to members of the Springfield Sebuetzen Verein only, 
who have not made over 65 points in five consecutive shots on this 
target; five shots each. Entries 25 cents each; entries unlimited. 
Each shooter can obtain but one prize. 

No, 11. Man Target.—This target represents the head and body of 
a man, and is divided into half-iuch vertical lines, center line count¬ 
ing 20. Open to all comers. $175 will be distributed on this target In 
20 piizes. Three shots 10 a score, any rifle. Entry 81-50, re-entry $1: 
entries unlimited. Each shooter can obtain but one prize. 

REGULAR ARMY TEAM.—Orders have beenissued from the head¬ 
quarters of the United States army for the contest for army prizes 
with the rifle, to take place this year at Fort Leavenworth, Kan., 
beginning on September 29, to be conducted hy Lieutenant-Colonel 
Blunt. The marksmen to compose the army team will be selected as 
follows: Two from the division of the Atlantic, six from the division 
of the Missouri and four from the division of the Pacific, tyith one 
alternate from each division, 

Team Match. 
M. R. A. Team. Arlington Team. 

RReed.78 GGEranklin.85 
J B Fellows ..76 FOThomas.72 
J Francis.74 G A Lloyd.;...71 
C E Berry.73 R Morrison.66 
N F Tufts.68 AW Damon.58 
J N Frye.66—435 T Duffer.56—408 

WILMINGTON, Del., May 31.—Public matches were held by the 
Wilmington Rifle Club at Sebuetzen Park this afternoon In spite of 
the inclement weather there was a fair attendance. The conditions 
at the first match were: Creedmoor target, 200yds., off band and 
prizes divided by score classes. After deciding ties the prizes were 
awarded as follows: First, Irwin W. Seeds; second, Jerome B. Bell; 
Third, Charles Heinel, Sr.; fourth, C. Carletou; fifth, Harry A. Heinel; 
sixth. J. E. Newman. The full score was: 
Irwin W Seeds.45555-24 Harry A Heinel.44444—20 
Jerome B Bell.45455—23 Robert Miller.54434—20 
Charles Heinel, Sr. 45445—22 J E Newman.44533—19 
Charles Heine], Jr.65444 -22 Howard Simpson.443>3—18 
H B Seeds.44554-22 S J Newman.34434-18 
C Carleton.44446—21 J Nedry.33430—13 
Washington C Seeds . .44444—20 

The conditions of the second match were: Massachusetts target, 
200yds.. off-hand, and prizes divided by highe.st scores. 'Ties decided, 
the prizes were awarded as follows: First, Jerome B. Bell; second, 
J. E. Newman; third, C. Carleton; fourth. Robert Miller; fifth, Ohas. 
Heinel, Sr.; sixth. Harry A. Heinel. The following was the full score; 
Jerome B Bell... 10 11 12 10 8-51 W C Seeds. 8 8 8 10 5-38 
J E Newman_ 8 9 111110- 49 H B Seeds.12 9 5 7 5—38 
C Carletou.6 11 10 10 11—48 H Simnson .... 9 6 7 11 6-38 
Robert Miller....]! 711 10 9-48 SJNewman. 6 0 8 10 11-35 
C Heinel. Sr.10 7 10 8 10—46 Wm A Bacon.... 9 2 6 7 8—31 
Harry A Heinel.. 9 7 3 0 11-39 Chas Heinel, Jr.. 7 3 3 10 8—30 
JESeed.s. 4 7 8 11 9-39 J Nedry. 2 6 7 6 3—24 
Irwin W Seeds_4 9 8 6 11—88 

The conditions of the third match same as second. Ties decided, 
the prizes were awarded as follows: First, S. J. Newman; second, 
Jerome B. Bell; third. Henry B. Seeds; fourth, C. Carleton; fifth, 
Charles Heinel, Sr. The full score is as follows: 
A J Newman.10 8 11-29 W C Seeds. 6 10 8—24 
Jerome B Bell. 9 10 9—28 JE Newman. 2 12 8—22 
C CarletoD. 9 8 11—28 Irwin W Seeds. 8 9 5—20 
Charles Heinel, Sr._12 7 9—28 Howard Simpson. 8 4 8—20 
H B Seeds .11 8 9—28 Harry A Heinel. 8 9 2—19 
Robert Miller. 9 11 7—27 J F Seeds. 6 4 5—15 
William A Bacon. 7 8 11—26 

CREEDMOOR, June B.— There was an unusually large number of 
entries in the champion marksman’s class at Creedmoor to day. Up 
to within a few minutes of the closing hour it was believed that MaT. 
Fox, of the 4th Brigade staff, had won the badge, but at 6;:i0 Private 
George S. Scott, of the Brooklyn 23d Regiment, beat the Major’s 
score by two points. The winners were as follows: 

Priv George S Scott, 23d Reg.. 
Maj Pox, 4th Brigade Staff... 21 
Lieut J S Shepberd, 23d Reg. 20 
Ms j Bi own, 3d Brigade Staff. 22 
Sergt Bentley, 7ih Reg. 18 
Ins-Gen. Robbins . aO 
Sergt Lotz, iSth Reg......  21 
Lieut Wallace, 22d Reg. 22 

Mr. Scott’s score threw our Col. Jones, of the 12th Regiment, who 
had previously been the eighth highest man with a total of 40. Mr. 
Scott's score is the highest thus far made at the range in this match. 

SAN FRANCISCO, Cal., May 30.—The most interesting match shot 
at Shell Mound to-day was that between teams of three men. com¬ 
posed of Johnson, Raye andHovey, and Carson. Waltham and Robert¬ 
son, at 200yds, Each team scored 130 points and the match was 
awarded by the construction of Creedmoor rules to Carson, Waltham 
and Robertson. The scores were as follows; 
Carson.4454644644— 42 Johson.4556454644—45 
Waltham.5544465434— 43 Rave..44444a5454—41 
Robertson.4445555554 - 45 Hovey....5454454454- 44 

130 1,30 
The following scores were made by members of the National shoot¬ 

ing Club: Champion class Captain Klein, 200yds., 50; 500yds., 40; 
total 90; P. E. Robertson 86, Ed Hovey 86. First class—P. M. Deers 
90. S. J. Pembroke 88, O. C. Meyers 82. Second class—J. F. Disperrv 
76, J. R. Sloan 71. V. A. Dodd 69. Third class—C. W. Petry. 200yds!:^, 
33; J. F. Norton 20, E. N. Kennedy 26. Fourth class—W. J. Wisler 30, 
N. H. Boogie 27. 

A match was shot at 200yds. by teams of 9 men. led by captains 
Klein and Johnson: Klein’s team 180, Johnson’s team 176. 

LINDSAY’’, Toronto, May 28.—The second annual match of the 
County of Victoria Rifle Association was held over their range here 
to-day. The as.sociation have enrolled a very large membership and 
have a very fine l,00o^ds. range, quite convenient to the town. A 
marked improvement is noticeable in markmanship. A strong south¬ 
west wind was blowing during the entire day. In the association 
match Sergt. Williamson took first prize, carrying off the cup pre¬ 
sented by the County Council. In the all comers’ match W. Pass- 
more, of Lindsay, succeeded in capturing first prize, being a band- 
some silver cup, presented by Hector Cameron, Esq , M. P.. of Tor¬ 
onto. Sergt. Williamson won the medal presented by Captain and 
Ad.-jt. S. Hughes, treasurer of the association, for the highest aggre¬ 
gate score. 

THE WIMBLEDON MEET.—The annual meeting of the National 
Rifle Association of Great Britain will be opened at Wimbledon Com¬ 
mon July 12 and close on the 24th. One hundred events will be shot, 
all but tbirty-nine being open to the world, some with any rifle, but 
for the most part with military rifles, 

yds. 500yds. Total 
23 24 47 
21 24 45 
20 24 44 
22 22 44 
18 24 42 
20 22 42 
21 21 42 
22 19 41 
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THOMASTON, Conn., June 6.—At the shoot of the Empire Rifle 
Club this P. M., the weather conditions were an excellent "p;ht with 
a strtioK S o'ciocR; wiuu. ouujcined are The scoris: 
WH Dunbar. 7 10 10 5 10 6 6 6 9 9—78 
EThomas,.,.. 7 767 10 686 8 9-74 
Fred A Perkins... 476564898 7—64 
BHSutlifif. 4 87759474 7—63 
C F AVilliams.. 6 8 6 5 6 8 3 9 4 6—61 

HAVERHILL, MASS., RIFLE CLUB, June 5.—Record match: 
WWorthen.... 8 8 7 9 7 9 6 10 10 6—78 
JE Johnson. 7 7 10 8 6 8 8 7 6 10-77 
WD Palmer. 68787 10 978676 
JF Brown. 86 10 769678 7-74 
H Tuck. 8 10 7568777 8—73 
J Bu^fleld. 686 10 67697 6—71 
C B Wright. 6 5 6 6 6 7 9 9 7 6—67 
F Merrill. 5 7 8 6 7 7 7 9 5 7-67 
E Brown . 795477595 6-64 

SPRINGFIELD, Mass., May 81.—There were eight marksmen at 
Belden’s Range, West Springfield, to-day, shooting away at the Ger¬ 
man target In practice for the July rifle meet of Schuetzenverein at 
Riverside. Three good scores were made, 201yds., at the German 
target, out of a possible 350, Talbot and Stephens on the first-class 
target and Hallenstein at the novice’s: 

German Target. 
ZC Talbot. 19 23 23 22 23 24 12 30 20 19 - 305 
E T Stephens. 19 19 34 2.3 32 18 18 21 19 22-205 
A Hallenstein. 20 15 00 19 00 11 24 18 9 00—116 

M. W. Bull, of this city, one of the best military rifle off-hand shots 
In New England, scored a total of 44 in regular five-shot competition 
on the standard American target, on May 28. The ann used was a 
regular Springfield military rifle, with a six-pound pull. This score 
is best on record in a five-shot match, with a military rifle. 

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.. June 5 —In telegraphic match with Waltham, 
Mass., 200yas. off hand, Hmman target center, our club made the 
following score, wind light from 10 to 12 o’clock. 
Norton.10 56988 10 69 6-77 
Burns. 4 6 10 8 7 9 8 7 6 8—76 
Brown. 7 6 8 6 10 9 7 6 10 7—76 
Hazeltine.  986699558 5-71 
Ahlstrom." 898559684 7—69 
Kapple. 666976556 8—65 
Jones. 566504888 4-54-488 
Waltham..457 

MANCHESTER, N. H., May 28.—Several riflemen gathered at the 
range on the west side this afternoon and rolled up satisfactory 
scores, the weather conditions being excellent. In the medal match, 
possible 100, the best scores wore as follows: 
C D Palmer. 8 7 9 6 10 8 10 10 7 8-8-3 
W Morris.10 87976 10 85 10—80 
C W Lyman. 7 7 7 8 7 5 7 8 6 10-72 
KCole. 9 5 10 10 4 10 5 3 3 8—67 

In tbe handicap match there was but one entry and the score made 
was as follows: 
R Fulton. 8 8 5 10 10 7 4 4 9 5-70 

MASSACHUSETTS STATE PRACTICE.—To foster the growing in¬ 
terest in rifle drill Adj. Gen. Samuel Dalton and Col. Horace T. Rock¬ 
well, tbe Inspector-General of Rifle Practice, have secured a few 
Springfield rifles of the latest pattern, equipped with the improved 
sights, for the use of marksmen. The qualification of first-class 
marksmen is changed to scores (continuous) of 10 rounds at both 200 
and SOOyds.; required score, 40 points, Creedmoor count. 

NO INTERNATIONAL MATCH.—The Council of the National 
Rifle Association regret that they find it impossible to send a team to 
America this year.- Edmund St. John Mildmay, Secretary N. R. A. 
These are the words of tbe resolution passed by the British Rifle 
Council, and dispose of any possibility of a match with our cross- 
water cousins this year. Why not try conclusions with military rifles 
with our Canadian neighbors. 

BRIGHT SIGHTS.—Electricity has been brought to the aid of the 
sportsman by the use of a small ferap for the front sight of a rifle, to 
render it visible in the dark, or when from any cause whatever there 
is insufficient light. The minute electric lamp is fixed near the 
muzzle of the gun and shielded by a metallic screen. The current is 
supplied by a smaU baltery in the slock. 

NEWARK, N. J., June 3.—A 100-shot gallery match was shot to-day 
at Elibabeth. between Mr. Lever, of that place, and Godfrey Snellen, 
of the Essex A. R. C., of this city. Mr. Snellen allow'ed his opponent 
30 points on the total score, but as the score proved the men w'ere 
very well matched at even points up, the scores being: Snellen, 1,095; 
Lever, 1,095+30=1,125. Tbe match was shot on a 136ft. range. 
Another match will bo shot shortly. 

THE TRAP. 

Scores for publication should be made out on the printed blanks 
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to club 
secretaries. 

ijOTTcspvndents who favor us with club scores are particularly re¬ 
quested to lorite on one side of the paper only, 

HOLDING ON FLYING TARGETS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The season for game having closed in nearly all the Slates, it is now 

In order for the boys t© try their skill at the trap. This is a good sub¬ 
stitute for field spert and will considerably assist in beeoming and re¬ 
maining skillful with the gun. 

Probably the most perplexing thing for The trap shooter to deter¬ 
mine is.just how far to aim ahead. Especially is this so with the 
sportsman who shoots only a few times during the season; and even 
the professional is not always certain just what to do. 

The same laws which rule in the case of clay birds are applicable 
to live ones, and if the idea of just how to aim at the trap could be 
well impressed, tbe shooter would in consequence become more ex¬ 
pert in the field. 

I claim that tbe solution of the question of how to aim ahead is a 
mathematical one. If the velocities of shot and bird and the distance 

of the bird from the shooter at the time of firing are known, then the 
gun must be held at a certain point in order that the center of the 
load and the bird may meet. , , 

The velocity of No. 8 shot is put down at about 800ft. per second. 
Some time ago I made some trials to determine the velocity of clay- 
pigeons with the traps set in the fourth notch. My method was some¬ 
what crude, but the result was probably sufficiently accurate for all 
practical purposes. This velocity was ascertained to be about 35ft. 
per second, or 1-33 as fast as that of shot. In other words, while shot 
were moving 23ft. the clay bird would move 1ft. 

The accompanying diagram will give an idea of how far to hold 
ahead for the various angles a bird takes in leaving the trap. Let 
the trap be at A and the shooter at B and the angles be taken for each 
30 degrees which corresponds with the 12 notches in the Ligowsky 

pigeon trap. Al is a dead aw'ay bird, and if it is not caught dodging, 
a man with average skill can easily demolish it when it reaches the 
summit of its flight by holding hard on. Earlier the aim must be 
a little above ana later a little below the bird. Next take A4 which 
leaves the trap on a line at right angles to the shooter. Let us sup¬ 
pose that when the shooter is ready To fire, the bird is l4vds from the 
trap, and the position of the shooter is iSyds. from the trap. The 
distance of the bird from shooter is B4, or say 68ft. While the shot 
would be traveling to 4 the bird would move on the line A4 nearly 
3ft. further, and while this 3£t. was being traveled by the shot the 
bird again moves nearly 3f{i. The amateur who has aimed at the 
bird gets a nice "goose egg’’ for his pains. The apparent position of 
the bird now, as viewed by the man at the score, is approximately 
28in. to the right of the point where seen at the instant of firing. By 
the same calculation we obtain that the aim must be ahead for the 
angles as follows: At 2, I4in.; at 3, 33in.; at 5, 331n. and at 6, 13in. 

These calculations assume that the bird moves on a line straight¬ 
away from the trap, which is not always the case. They frequently 
make a turn to right or left, and this trick of theirs must be watched 
closely and aimed for accordingly. For instance, it is easy for a bird 
which leaves the trap on the line A2 (see diagram) to start on a curve 
to the left about the time the shooter is beginning to press on the 
trigger, and in a very short time it becomes a straightaway bird and 
must be shot at. Or should it turn to the right the lead must be in¬ 
creased in order to hit it. 

Allowance must also be made for ascending and descending motion 
of the birds. And windage is no trilling factor, and if high, with the 
successful shot, is always taken into account. It is probably the 
hardest of all to deal with, and on a windy day the crack shots gen¬ 
erally have to make excuses for their low scores. 

Of course, when the word "pull" is given, and the bird la seen to 
take his course, the shooter has no time to figure out the thing ex¬ 
actly. There is business to attend to and that quickly, or the thin 
brick-colored chap will be seen to settle in the grass without the loss 
of a scale. A glance and a thought is all there is time for, and the 
situation must be taken in at once. That this can properly be done, 
this thing of shooting ahead must previously be well fixed in the 
mind. Success cannot result without it, and the sooner the shooter 
properly comprehends it, the sooner will he become a fair if not a 
crack shot. W. L. P. 

VicKSBOBG, Miss., May 6. 

THE MINNEAPOLIS TOURNAMENT. 

MINNEAPOLIS, May 26.—The second annual tournament of the 
Minneapolis Gun Club opened very auspiciously at the Minne¬ 

haha grounds, on the Adams farm. The tournament is open to 
marksmen,with the exception of professionals, from Iowa,Wisconsin 
and Dakota, and there are about 60 marksmen present. Shooters from 
Wisconsin: J. P. Balsam, H. W. Sones, Hudson; J. A. Duncan. J.W. 
Herman and G.W, Herman, Chippewa Falls; J A.Wadsworth,Beaver 
Falls. From Iowa; I. Woodring, Waverly; H. Durant and II. G. Smith. 
Algona; C. M. Hinsdale and (3. Brown. Newton; W. H. Phelps, Mar¬ 
shalltown; C. W. Budd, Des Moines; E. A. Clifford andW. H. Dem- 
min. Ridgeway. From Dakota: F. Shaft, Aberdeen; W. A. James, 
Redfield; J. A. Ruble, Ellendale; J. S. McLaughlin and J, C. Hotsing- 
ton, Fargo. From Minnesota; C. W. Carpenter. J. Quane, J. H. Block, 
E. M. Donahue, St. Peter; T. M. Paine. Bird Island; J. Mills and M. 
E. Tabor, Plain view; N. Session, Lakeville; S. M. Greiner, E. E. Tuttle. 
A. Alstrom. J G. Hetherlngton, M. Hoffman and August Westerson. 
Hastings; C. H. Paul, M. Kennedy, T. L. Wann. Dr. Kichardson, J. P. 
Daly. H. Blakely and R. S. Kennedy, St. Paul, besides members of 
the Minneapolis club. The Jay was clear, but in the morning a strong 
wind made shooting difficult and the result is noticeable in the score. 
In the afternoon the wind went down and the shooting was much 
better, so that the day averaged a very fair day’s shoot. 

Match at 7 Peoria blackbirds; Parker 4, Daly 6, Blake 5, U. Black 4, 
Wadsworth 6, Gillespie 6, J. Mills 3, Duncan 2, Whitcomb 6, Gates 4, 
Mane 3, Carpenter 4, Phelps 4, Hindsdale 6, Clifford 6, H. Durand 5, 
Willard 5, Ensign 3, Black 6, Hermans 5, Kimble 4, Hossfort 5, Mann 
5, Thomas 6, Kopriva 5, Tabor 6, McLaughlin 4, Tuttle 4, Badger 6, 
AUtroon 4, Greener 3. M. F. Kennedy 5, Hetherlngton 3. Barlow 5, 
Russell 3. Hastings 5, L. F. Kennedy 3. Murphy 3. First divided by 
Wadsworth, Whitcomb, Hinsdale and White; second by Smith, Mann, 
Kopriva, Willard, Black, M. F. Kennedy, i-'arlow and Hastings; third, 
by Brown, Parker, Black, Kimble, McLaughlin, Gates, Carpenter, 
Phelps, Tuttle and Alstron. Murphy won fourth on shoot off. 

Match at 10 Peoria blackbirds, 4 single and 3 pairs; J. Q. Smith 5, 
Gifiespie 7. Wadsworth 9. Kruzer 9, Hinsdale 6, Phelps 6. Clifford 5, 
Badger 6, Blake 3, Black 7, Whitcomb 7, Kimble 5, Dox 4, Mills 8, Daly 
7, Duncan 7, Willard 6, Durant 4, Brown 9, Greener 4, Ensign 9, Block 
5, Carpenter 7, Hastings 8, McLaughlin 8, Penfleld 5, M. E. Kennedy 
6, Mann 5, Williams 5, Bob White 8, Tabor 9, Thomas 7, Parker 9, R. 
S. Kennedy 6, Collins 4, Barlow 7, Kopriva 8, Gates 7, Herman 4, 
Buane3, Woodring 7, Alstman 5, Russell 5, Hosster5, Tuttle 6, Heth- 
erington 7, Murphy 5. After shooting off first was divided between 
Brown and Ensigu; second between McLaughlin, Bob White, Willis, 
Kopriva and Hastings; third money, Hetherlngton; fourth between 
Russell and Hinsdale, and fifth, J. C. Kimble. 

The afternoon opened with the third shoot of the day at 10 Peoria 
blackbirds, 6 siogies and 3 pairs. Phelps 10, Smith 8, Hinsdale 7, 
Bob White 10, Blake 4, Whitcomb 6, Barlow 8, Wadsworth 6, Black 8, 
Badger 8, Clifford 7, Ensign 7, Duncan 9, Maun 6, M. F. Kennedy 9, 
Gates 7. Daly 10, Do.v 7, Colby 6, Kennington 5, Deoster 1, H. F. Le^g 
6, Shaft 8, Greener 6, Herman 3, Hastings 6, Tuttle 7. Russell 9, Krue¬ 
ger 8, Gille.'pie 7, Kimble 5, Henry 5, Thomas 6, McLaughlin 6, Free¬ 
man 6, Mills 6, Tabor 7,Willard 1, Parker 7,*Kopriva 8, Dunn 7, Brown 
8, Woodring 8, Durant 9, Williams 2, Shelley 7, Pachler 5, Quane 4, 
Herthington 8, Penfleld 9, Carpenter 6, L. F. Kennedy 7. Black 7, 
Murphy 5. First divided between Phelps, White and Daly, second 
between Russell,.Dimcan, Kennedy, Durant and Penfleld. In ties at 
fours third was divided between Kopriva and Brown; fourth was 
divided in the same way between Tabor, Clifford, Parker, Shelley and 
Tuttle; the lies of 7 and fifth was given to Thomas after tbe shoot- 
off. 

The fourth shoot was by far the most interesting of the day. Out 
of 50 entered, one made a straight score. The shooting was good 
throughout. The shoot was at 16 Peoria blackbirds: Smith 10, Hins¬ 
dale 6, Gillespie il. Badger 9. Bob White 10, Thomas 11. Daly 11, Shaft 
14, Kopriva 13, Cummins?, M. F. Kennedy 10, Legg 8, Black 13, Mann 
9, Blake 13. Duncan 10, Phelps 12, Clifford 11, Penfleld 15, Ensign 9, 
Gates 9. Williams 7, Willard 8, Hastings 10, Barlow 14, Poehler 10, 
Russell 8, Wadsworth 12, Kimble 9, Freeman 9, Tabor 8, Henry 13, 
Shelly 12, Whitcomb 7, Krueger 10, Brown 12, Parker 11, McLaughlin 
12. Woedring 13, Durant 11, Tuttle 7, Greener 9, Dunn 4, Alstrum 9, 
Kennington 11, Hostef 9, Hetherlngton 12, Carpenter 9. Penfleld 
was the only one that made a straight score, and took first money, 
amounting to $91.20. Swft and Barlow tied on a score of 14, and 
divided second money. Henry, Kropriva, Black and Phelps, ties on 
13. divided third money. Third was shot off and was divided between 
Hetherlngton and Shelley, who each made 6. Fourth was shot off 
and won by Thomas on a straight score of 5. 

May 27.—To-day proved a very interesting day. The entries were 
larger than on the first day, and the shooting averaged better. The 
day opened clear and with very little wind, and continued until tbe 
middle of the day. when the wind became more brisk and interfered 
sometvhat with the shooting. The number of visitors was much 
greater than on tbe first day: and besides a large number of marks¬ 
men made their first appearance on the grounds. Of these last, 
there were from Stillwater, Q. P. Gregory, W. C. Mastermann, H. 
Heisel, F. Willman, John Newquist, Chris Curtain. M. Holland, Lewis 
Wolf, H. J. McKusick, R. M. Anderson and C. L. Manwaring. From 
Red Wing, J. M. Meyers; from St. Paul, Dr. Lon Lyons and Judge 
Cory; from Wabasna, E. E. Stearns and W. H. Kobinson. The first 
shoot was at 7 Peoria blackbirds. There were 60 entries, and five 
made a straight score. Phelps 5, Wadsworth 5, Gillespie 6i Penfleld 3, 
Kreuger 4, Poehler 4, Black 3, Shaft 7, Day 6, Tabor 7, E. H. E. 3, 
Whitcomb 5, Lane 3, Badger 6, Maloney 4, Johnson 3, McLaughlin 1, 
Parker 6, Minton 1, Johnson 3, Rankin 4, Bob White 4, Duncan 5, 
Brown 7, Hinsdale 3, Henry 5. Heisel 5, Clifford 4, Barlow 4, J. J. 
McLaughlin 6, Russle 3, Anderson 2, Ensign 7, Freeman 4, Kennedy, 
M F 4, Legg 5, Kopriva 4, Newton 6, Woodring 5, Durant 5, Herman 
4, Alstrom 2, Hotis 3, Willard 3, Hastings 7,4’rescott 4, Kennedy, L. 
F. 6, Catamaran 4, Thomas 6, Hetherlngton 1, Lemington 4, Holt 4, 
Steams 5, Robinson 6, Wilber 3, Bente 6. Mosier 5, Murphy 6, Simpson 
2, Hill 3. First divided between Shaft, Tabor, Brown, Ensign and 
Basting-; second after the shoot off, divided between White, Newton 
and McLaughlin; third and fourth prizes divided, and Penfleld won 
fifth. 

Match at 10 Peoria blackbirds. 6 singles and 3 pairs. The*e were 
62 entries: Marshall 6, Hindsale 7, Badger 4, Gillespie 6. Kennington 
6, Legg 6. Brown 9, Shaft 9, Barlow 9, Tabor 6. Black 5, Judge 
Stempson 7, Mosier 6. Walber 4, Pennington 4, W. F. Kennedy L Hill 
3, Poehler 6, Clifford 7, Phelps 6, Heniy 6, Herman 4. Russel 10, Thos. 
Paine, P. F. Kennedy 9, White 6. Teknsicke 6, Carl 3, Newton 4, Holt 
7, Daley 8, Woodring 8, Duwent 7, Parker 7, Benie 3, J* McLaughlin 6, 
Heisel 6. Myers 5, Whitcomb 6, Ensign 6, Wadsworth 8, Kopriva 8, 
kkeeman 8, Mason 4. Duncan 8, Willard 5. Kruger 5. Zaue 4, A. M. 
McLaugbUn 3, Rankin 6, J. W. Johnson 3, A. Johnson o, Hastings a. 
Sterns 7. Robinson 7, Prescott 5, Catamaran 7, Hethrington 5, Murpny 
3, Hobbs 7, Penfleld 7. First taken by Russell, who tnade a straight 
score; second divided between Brown, Shatt, Barlow and Kennedy, 
ties on 9: third won by Wadsworth after shoot-of^ foui^h dlvloM 
between Durant, Parker, and Judge, after shoet-ofl; fifth won by 
Kenningten, after a shoot-off. 

The afternoon opened with the team shooting for the State cham¬ 
pionship and gold medal, 

Midway. 
Thomas.13 Kopriva.19 
Daly. 9 Kennedy. lo 
Macomber.15 — 
Black .16 Total.82 

Minneapolis. 
Russell.16 Ensign,..13 
Penfield...13 Krueger.14 
Badger..10 _ 
White.14 Total.80 

Hastings. 
Prescott.12 Shaft .J8 
Greener.n Hastings.17 
Myers.12 _ 
Hetherington. 9 Total.79 

Stillwater. 
Mosier.11 Walber.13 
Temiche.H Stampson.14 
Parker. 15 _ 
Hlsel....14 Total.78 

■ Minnetonka. 
C Cheeley.11 D’Auby. 7 
Maloney.13 Duncan.12 
Eldane.12 — 
J Cheeley.10 Total.65 

The Midway Chib won the medal, the championship of the State 
and first money; Minneapolis second and Hastiugs third. Kopriva, a 
member of the Midway club, with an individual score of 19, won the 
cartridge bos for highest score. 

Match at 13 Peoria blackbirds. There were 48 entries. J. J. Smith 
11, Bob White 8. Thomas 12, Black 5, Marshall 6. Russell 10, Badger 9, 
Shafts, Bonte 6, Pennmgton 7, Poehler 11, Wadsworth 10, Gillespie 
10, Woodring 7, Catamaran 9. Sophy 6, Parker8, Whitcomb 6, Hubert 
7, Hotts 7, Judge 5. Kopriva 9, Duncan 10, PUelpa 8, Hili 9, Heisel 8, 
Scott 9, Daly 10, Tabor 9, Krueger 6, Ensign 11, L F. Kennedy 6, Hins¬ 
dale 10, Brown 12, M. F. Kennedy 9, J. McLaughlin 9, J. Brown 10, 
Wason 7, Kennington 6, Wilson 3. Willard 10, Newton 7, Stlmpson 4, 
Prescott 8, Penfleld 8, Hastin.gs 10, Ambrose 6. Myers 6. First divided 
between Thomas and Brown, second between J, J. Smith, Ensign and 
Poehler, third money shot off and divided between Hinsdale and 
GiUespie. fourth money taken by Tabor after shoot-off, and fifth was 
won by Penfleld after the shoot-off. 

In sweepstake shoots at 5 blackbirds there were 29 entries, who tied 
as follows and divided the prizes: Ties on 5, Olson, Sophy and Kop¬ 
riva: ties on 4, McLaughlin, Phelps. R. S. Kennedy, Woodring, Kins- 
dale. Daly, Pennington, Badger, Wadsworth and Black; ties on 3, 
Parker, Jones, Brown and Gillespie. In the second sweepstakes shoot 
there were 31 entries, and the money was divided between those who 
tied on 5 for the first prize and the ties on 4 for the second. The first 
were Gillespie,Thomas, Parker, McLaughlin and Black; the second, 
Phelps, Whitcomb, Wadsworth, Stoft, Brown, Willard, Woodring, 
Hastings, Wolber and A. Johnson. 

May 28.—The tournament was brought to a close to day. Many of 
the snooiers from abroad left for home last night, after two days 
sport, but there was a sufficient number left to make the concluding 
tour events very interesting. There was a stiff wind from the west, 
which came in gusts. However, the general average for the day was 
good, especially at doubles. Thirty-seven entered the first event, in 
which 10 single birds were sent up; Smith 7, Phelps 6, Woodring 6, 
Brown 10, Taoor 6, Hinsdale 6, White 7, Black 7, Parker 9, Penfleld 6, 
Pierson 4, L. F. Kennedy 9, Gillespie 5, Daly 9, Bacon 6, Steams 7, 
Shaft 10, J. McLaughlin 9, Badger 6, Wadsworth 9, Krueger 5, Mil¬ 
liard 7, Russell 8, Newton 9, Ensign 9. Legg 6, Harman 3, Whitcomb 6, 
Paine 6. Duncan 5, Poehler 6. Bonte 7. Mann 6, Shelley 8, Hastings 7, 
J. Shelley 7, Prescott 6. First divided. Tne ties on 9 shot off and 
Parks won second. Third divided between Russell and Shelley. Bonte 
won fourth and Paine fifth money after shoot-offs. 

Match at 6 pairs: Legg 10, Smith 9, Krueger 7. Ensign 6, Daly 6, 
Hinsdale 11, Main 7, Bonte 5, Penfleld 8, Badger 7, Phelps 9, Whit¬ 
comb 6, Parker 9, M, F. Kennedy, 9, Black 7, Wadswortn 9, Pier.son 
6, Gille.spie 4. Duncan 5, E. Shelley 7, McLaughlin 2, Budd 10, Poeh¬ 
ler 9, Woodring 9. Tabor 7, Russell 7, Mil la'd 8, Gunckel 3, Paine 10, 
Newton 5, L. E. Kennedy 4, Hastings 5, Shaft 6, White 8. Hinsdale 
first, second divided, third went to Wadsworth after shoot-off, fourth 
divided, Russell won fifth in shoot-off. 

Match at singles: Badger 5, Shaft 3, Legg 6,' Giilespie 3, Daly 7, 
Penfleld 8, Ensign 5, Krueger 3, Pierson 6, Hubert 7, Tabor 4. Bonte 
2, Whitcomb 5, E Shelley 6, Black 5, Poehler 1, Mann 5, M. F. Ken¬ 
nedy 4, Russell 4, Millard 6, Parker 7, Wadsworth 7, L. F. Kennedy 
5, Mustiu 6, Brown 6, Hinsdale 3, Paine 5, Phelps 6, Woodring 6, White 
5, Hastings 5, Newton 2, McLaughlin 5, Olson 4, Sappie 6, Jiurphy 5, 
Litchfield 5. 

Match at 9 singles and 3 pair: Badger 13. Legg 10, Krueger 10. Daly 
13, Shaft 10, Hubert 7, Paine 13, Brown 12, Shelly 9, McLaughlin 8, 
Tttbor 9, Mann 9, Russel 11, Bonte 9, Parker 9. Millard 6, Wadsworth 
13, Paul 8, Ensign 7. M. F. Kennedy 12, White 10, Penfleld 6, Cumings 
12. Black 10. Litchfield 11, L. Kennedy 11. Phelps 13, Hinsdale 12, Gil¬ 
lespie 10, Hastings 11. Those tieing on 13 shot off and Paine won, 
second, third and fourth were divided, and after a shoot off Parker 
won fifth. 

After the regular features had been shot Lou Harrison, president of 
the club, announced the best averages. Tney were as follows: Budd 
99, Wadsworth 94, Daly 93, Paine 90, Parker 86, Phelps 85, White 84, 
Russell 83, Ensign 79, Hinsdale and Tuber 77, Gillespie 75, Penfield 74, 
Millard 70, Whitcomb 63, Black 62. 

The prize for the best individual average, awarded C. W. Budd, 
was a beautiful diamond badge, the gift of the Minneapolis chamber 
of commerce. Mr. Budd is comparatively a young man, although 
shown as one of the very best handlers of the shotgun in the United 
States. He is at present a resident of Des Moines, Iowa, and is cham¬ 
pion of the United States. There was some dissatisfaction among 
several of the participants, who thought ihat undt^r the rules which 
barred professionals, Mr. Budd sbould not have been permitted to 
enter. However, no objections were raised until the tournament 
ended. Badger, Hastings and Ensign shot off their ties on the aver¬ 
age of seventy-nine, and Ensign won. Gillespie, McLaughlin and 
Krueger were tie on the average, and in shooting off the distinction of 
being eleventh on the list went to QUlespie. Black and Penfield shot 
off, and the latter won. 

There were several sweepstake shoots after the regular events had 
been disposed of. The first was a shoot at 10 singles. There were 31 
entries. The score was: Hubert 8, Legg 4, Badger 7, Bonte 8, Daly 8 
M. F. Kennedy 5, Mann 9, Shaft 4, Krueger 6, Gillespie 8, Wadsworth 
10, Hastings 7, Newton 6, Milliard 9, White 7,Phelps 8, Budd 8, Parker 
8, Ensign 8, Thompson 6, Paine 8. Penfleld 10, Clark 7, Olsen 8,Hm- 
schel 6, Paule 8, Russell 5, Cumings 7, L. E. Kennedy 8, J. Shelley 6. 
Black 7. First and second moneys were divided. Budd got third 
money after a shoot off, and Clark won fourth money. A couple of 
additional sweepstakes concluded tbe shooting and the tournament, 
which has been one of the most successful ever given in the West. 

TRENTON, N. J., May 20.—Regular monthly shoot of the Trenton 
Gun Club, 20 clay-pigeons, 5 traps, 18yds. rise: 
C A Neale.. .....11111001000011110010-11 
A S Leigh .lOOlOOOlOOllOl 111011—11 
JM Allen .00111111011111110110—15 
HM Loveless.!.lOllllOOlllOilCOOOOl—11 
J Stradling...lllOlllOOOOOlOUOlll—12 
CH Allen .10111101111111111101—17 
C Van Camp.11010101100011000100— 9 

May 27.—The Pineville (Pa.) Gun Club visited this city to-day and 
contested witb the Trenton Gun Club in the afternoon. The latter 
were victorious. There was a fair attendance of spectators. The 
cloudy sky and tbe darkness interfered with good scores. Match at 
20 clay-pigeons, ISyds., 5 traps: 

Pineville Gun Club. 
LHall .00101100111100001011-10 
8 Penrose ’.OOlOOOlOlOOlOOlOOOll— 7 
C Mearditb.OlOOllOl 111101110000-11 
J Fries .. 7 
L Price"’ .OOOOUOOlOOOl 1101010— 8 
A A Burrough.lli.lOlOlHlllllllOll—16 
R Reading.;..lOJOOlOOOOllllOOlOU—10 
A Bunker .. .OOOOOllO OlOlOOlOOll- 7 
E Bassett’.’.'.’..'.!.10010011001001110010— 9 
J Thompson ... --.lOlOOilOllOlOlOOlOCO—9—94 

Trenton Gun Club. 
CH Allen .11111111110110111110—17 
MFox ’" .11011 lOllOinOllIOOl-14 
JM Alien.llllOlllillllllllOll—18 
w Fish ’’ .0010 000100000001 !00- 4 
C ANeaie" .OlOlOnillOlllIlllll—16 
n Evans.. 5 
H Bumbough....11000011101101111001—12 
W Bar wis   .llOl 1010111111111100—15 
C Van Camp.0010000009001 lOOOOlO— 4-106 

FLEMINGTON, N. J., May 29. —Flemington Sportsman’s Club’s first 
shoot at clay birds, w^eather fine, trap worked well: 
G Hyde.01111-4 
A Shephard.11101—4 
J Taylor.11111-5 
D Shephard..'llOll—4 
G Reading.  00000—0 
C Tonison... .00001—1 

.01111-4 11111-5 111—3 

.11101-4 00110—2 011—2 
.11111—5 01110—3 Hi—3 
•noii-4 00111-3 111—S 
.00000-0 00100—1 100-1 
..00001—1 00010-1 001—1 
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CINCINNATI, May 26.—The second shoot for the Bandle Team 
Trophy, open to any regularly organized gun club team of five in 
Hamilton County, took place to-day on the grounds of the Price 
HUl Gun Club, before an audience which numbered in the neighbor¬ 
hood of between four and five hundred. The weather was all that 
could be desired, barring an extremely strong wind blowing from the 
north, which speeded the straight-away birds to an extent simply 
wonderful. From the start the race was a hot one, but the Miami- 
town team cut the pace and shot a good strong race, especially dur¬ 
ing the latter part of the contest, when they broke twenty-three out 
of the last twenty-five birds shot at. This club was looked upon as a 
mere flll-up, as was the East End, in the shoot before: and. strange 
to say, they made a laughing-stock of the other clubs entered. The 
winning team is a country tled-lookingset of men, but, as the shooters 
term them, “perfect middlers.’’ Wick. Miller, Schatzman and Cole' 
proved a disappointment to their respective teams. The manage¬ 
ment, judge and referee, gave excellent satisfaction, especially the 
calling of Mr. Oorrie. of Xenia, Ohio. The next shoot will take place 
on the East End Club’s grounds. Appended are theofiacial scores: 

National Gun aub—Meyer 8, W. Guhman 11, E. Fey 13, Gerhardt 
11. East 10. Total 55. 

Delhi (Obioi Club—Whitlock 16, Eobb 8, Belden 11, McAfee 13, 
McCuUaugh 12. Total 60. 

West End Club—Wenniug 10, Joseph H. 16, Spangler 12, Behle 14, 
H. F. Eobinson 12. Total .55. 

Queen City Club—Burt 17, H. Ahlers 16, Strunk 16, O. Shaw 12, 
Wick 12. Total 72. 

Independent Gun Club—Barker 13, Paul 13, Kessler 16, L. Fey 14, 
Kling 15. Total 72 

Columbia Club—Langdon 14. J. G. Dick 12, Whitney 17, A. C. Dick 
14. Briggs 12. Total 73. 

Price Hill Club-Droste 17, Topf 16, Chick 14, Judge 13, MUler 14. 
Total 74. 

East End CHub-Schatzman 11, Cole 14, Stuart 13, Mason 18, G. 
Given 19. Total 75. 

Miamitown Club—Small 14, Monger 16, Mr. Nose 17, Althouse 16, 
Arnolds 16. Total 79. 

Wyoming Gun Club—Stoddard 14, Smiley 15, Jewett 12, Allan 14, 
Clark 17. Total 72. 

CLUB SCOEES.—Coi-respondents vyho favor us with scares are 
requested to send them in as soon as possible after the matches 
described. We go to press Wednesdays; and it is necessa,ry that 
matter for publication should be in hand by Monday, or Tuesday 
at the latest. 

BINGHAMTON, N. Y., May 28. Match at 20 single cay pigeons, 
18yds., all directions, one barrel only. The scores were fair consider¬ 
ing the chances, as a strong wind was blowing from shooter toward 
the trap. There were six contestants. Following is the score; 
M Boss.00011101110101111011-13 
N vValdron.11010110110011001101-12 
H Brown. .*. .11111010011101011100-13 
O Chapman.10111001011100011111-13 
S KcKean.11001001111101010110-12 
J Schnell.11001100110011111100—12 

BOSTON, June 2.—There was a fair attendance of trap shooters at 
the range at Walnut Hill to-day and the weather conditions were ex¬ 
cellent. Following are the prize winners: 1. 6 clay pigeons—Baker. 
Brown and Nichols. 2. 2 pairs clay birdfe, double—Bartlett. 3 6 clay 
birds at angles—Bartlett. 4. 5 blackbirds—Bartlett. 5. 3 pairs clay- 
pigeons, double—Barilett and Snow. 6. 5 blackbirds—Baker and 
Allen. 7. 5 clay birds, straightaway—Bartlett and Allen. 8. 6 clay- 
pigeons—Allen 9. Novelty match, 6 clay birds—Bartlett, Chase, 
Allen and Curlis. 10. 5 blackbirds, straightaway—Allen, Curtis, 
Stanton and Henry. 11. Badge sweep, 7 clay-pigeons, Ibyds.—Adams, 
Snow and Stanton. 12, Badge sweep, 3 pairs blackbirds, double- 
Adams, Swift and Chase. 18 3 pairs clay birds—Stanton. 14. 6 clay- 
pigeons, at angles—Aidoes, Swift ond Baker. 15. 3 pairs clay-pigeons 
double—Baker. 16. Novelty match—Stanton. 17. 6 blackbirds 
straightaway—Stanton and Adams. IS. 6 clay-pigeons—Swift. 20. 5 
blackbirds, straightaway-Stanton. 21. Novelty match—Swift and 
Stanton. 22. 5 blackbirds, straightaway—Adams and Baker. 23. 5 
straightaway blackirds, Slyds.—Swift. 24. Miss and out—Snow. 25 
Miss and out—Adams and Baker. 

Diamond match. 7 single clay-pigeons, 3 pairs blackbirds: 
Singles. Pairs. Total Non members. 

Henry. 2 7 Singles. Pairs. Total 
Adams. 4 11 Allen. 2 8 
Snow. .7 2 9 Baker. .5 2 7 
Curtis. .5 3 8 Yeaton..., .3 2 5 
Swift . .6 4 10 Aldoes.... 3 7 
Stanton. 2 9 Bartlett... .5 3 8 
AV-irren. .4 1 5 Sanborn... .6 4 10 
Nichols. ..3 2 6 

WOECESTEE, Mass., June 1.—The second of the series of prize 
shoots at the South End Gun Club range was shot to-day. The events 
were; 1, 7 tongueles.s birds; 2,4 Macombers; 8, 5 clay pigeons; 4, 3 
pair doubles; 6, 5 blackbirds; 6, 6 clays, straightaway. The scores 
made were as follows, the last column showing the totals of the two 
days’ shooting: 

First Class. Second Class. 
Jones. 4 4 5 5 1 4-23-43 Whittier. 4 3 4 5 4 4-21-45 
Davis. 6 3 5 6 5 6—30-60 Franklin. 6 2 2 4 3 4—21—.36 
Webber. 7 4 4 5 4 5-29 -61 Cutting. 7 2 4 1 4 5—23—43 
Smith. 7 3 5 6 4 6—81—57 Kennerson.... 7 4 3 3 5 5—28—49 
Doane. 74424 6—27^7 Srone.. 6 3 2 3 4 3-21—39 
Hudson.. 0 0 1 4 4 3—12—27 Swan. 6 3 3 1 1 5 19-37 
GUman. 6 2 3 3 3 4-21—50 Day. 4 3 3 2 1 6—18-34 
Dean. 5 3 3 3 3 5-22—40 Claflin. 7 2 1 1 3 2-16-30 

ST. LOUIS, May 31.—The Western Gun Club held its regular medal 
shoot at the grounds, foot of President street, this afternoon, with 
the following score. Screened traps, 18yds. rise: 

10 Blackbirds. 10 Clay-Pigeons. 
Thomas Siebeman.1111110111 1011010111—16 
F E Miltenherger.1111110111 1011010111—16 
Jul Steminskie.1111011111 0111111010—16 
Thufber.llOllllOll 1111110100-16 
Le Faivre...IIIOIOOHI, 1011011111—16 
Benecke.lOllllllOl 0101111101-15 
Lenbarth.lOOllllllO 0110101111-14 
Baker.1111111101 0100101101-14 
Crayon.1110111111 1100110000—13 
Bauer.lOOllllOlO lOllOllOIl-13 
Williams.lOllOOllll 0111010011-13 
Kichardson..1011101001 1110010111—13 
Heithaus.llillOHll 0010111100—13 
McDowell.1101001111 0110110110—13 
Hill.1100101111 0011000111—12 
Schaaf.1000111011 1000101111-12 
George C Hgssfurther. 1010100111 HOOOlOiOl—11 
TAbiebeman.lOOllOlOOl 0110001110—10 
Labadie......IIOIOIOIIO 1010101000—10 
Jul J Hassfurther.OllKXiOlOl llOiOllOlO—11 
Kaeer. .. .1100111011 llOOOOOlOO—10 
C Everts . ..OOlOOlllOl 1000000111—9 
Scheer.1110001100 0011000101— 9 
F Everts.0000001011 1010001100—8 
Fox.   1100111000 lOOOOOOOll— 7 
Locatelle.OllOOOOOOl lOOOOOOOll— 7 
Blue.1001100101 OOlOOOOCOl— 7 
William Hassfurther.lllOOOOOlO lOOOOOOlOO— 6 
Justus.1000(100001 lllllOOUOO— 3 
Mackwitz.1000000000 0000011000— 2 

After shooting off the ties the medal was won by Theo. Siebenman. 
Sweepstakes being in order, the following were shot; 

First sweepstake, 5 blue rock pigeons, 18yds., screened traps— 
LeFaivre first money, Jul. Hassfurther and Denning divide second 
money, Thurber third, Bauer fourih. 

Second sweepstake, 5 blue rock pigeons, 18yds.—Kaeer first money, 
Williams and Siebenman divide second money. Hill third money. 

Third sweepstake. 3 pair blue rocks, double hu-ds—Sieminski and 
Crayon divide first money, Williams second, Lenhardt and P. Labadie 
divide third. 

Fourth sweepstake, 6 single Peoria blackbirds—Sieminski and 
Williams divide first money. Hill second. 

CINCINNATI, .Time 4.—The medal shoot of Excelsior Gun Club 
took place at Einkle’s to-day with the following score: Medal shoot. 
10 birds. 
Schaaf.lnillllll-10 fSpelbrink.1111110011— 8 
*Loerke.1111111111—10 Pettker.OllllllIlO- 8 
Kuiage.1111111111-10 Pope.OOlllOllll— 7 
fGriesdeicke.llllllllOl— 9 Hick.lOlOlllOlO— 6 
Nolting.1111111011— 9 Brockman.lOlOlOlOlO— 5 
Welber.J.... linillllO— 9 Fischer.OOOOOlllll— 5 
Nagel,.lOllllllll— 9 Fink.llllOOOOOl— 5 
Einkle.lOllllllll— 9 

♦First medal. I-Second medal. $Third medal. lu shoot off Schaaf 
won. 

WELLINGTON, Mass., .Tune 5.—The first prize winners at the Wel¬ 
lington Eange to-day were: 1, 6 pigeons, Shumway; 2, 6 bats, War¬ 
ren; 3, 6 pigeons, Shumway; 4. 6 blackbirds, Shumway; 5, 6pigeons, 
Snow; 6,6 bats. Snow and Shumway; 7,6 pigeons, Wales, Lawson 
and Stanton; 8, 6 hats, Stanton; 9, 6 pigeons, Parker and Schaefer; 

10, 6 bats, Stanton, Swiff and Snow; 11, 3 pair pigeons, Schaefer; 12, 
6 blackbirds, Wilson and Stanton; 13. 6 pigeons, Stanton and Lawson; 
14,6 bats. Wilson; 15, 6 pigeons, Stanton, Snow and Wales; 16,5 
pigeons, Wilson; 1?, 5 bats, Stanton and Schaefer; 18, 5 pigeons, 
Stanton and Schaefer. 

CLUB SCOEES.—Coirespondenfs v;ho favor us with scores are 
requested to send them in as soon as possible after the matches 
described. We go to press Wednesdays; and it is necessary that 
7natter for publication should be in hand by Monday, or Tuesday 
at the latest. 

BEOOKLYN, June 2,—The Fountain Gun Club members had a reg¬ 
ular gala day to-day. Men with gun bags and satchels filled with 
cartridges streamed in through the gates of the Brooklyn Driving 
Club ground at Parkville, and soon the popping of guns went on at a 
lively rate. It was the inauguration shoot at the new ground and 
was the most successful one the Fountain Gun Club has ever had. 
34 members shot for the five handsome prizes which had been do¬ 
nated for competition. The terms were 7 birds each, from 6 traps, 
5yds. apart. Boudan supplied a very good lot of pigeons, and the 
shooting was very creditable. The men-C. Wingert, 28yds., T. 
Lenington, 27yds., and M. J. Kearner, 27yds., killed seven straight 
birds and tied. In the shoot off for choice of prizes 1, 2, 3, Wingert 
killed three more, and won the handsome silver pitcher presented by 
Yice President J. H. Sawyer. Lenington killed three out of four 
and took a silver cup, Kearney got the silver goblet presented by 
President Crooke. An adjournment was then made to the hotel, 
where was the inauguration dinner; 54 sat down to it. I^esident A. 
Crook presided at one table and Vice-President Sawyer at the other. 
Merriment reigned till far into the night. The score’is as follows: 

F Infelix, 27yds.1110111—6 N B Cook, 23dys.0110100-3 
A Eddy, 27..1111110-6 C H Foote. 21.1001100—3 
C A Chappell, 25.0100010—2 Charles Lange, 21...lOlOOw. 
Dr Wynn, 28.1101110—5 T Linington, 27.1111111—7 
C W -iVingert, 28.1111111-7 C E Fiske. 21.OOOw. 
H Thorpe, 24.0010111—4 J A Carney. 21.0600f 00-0 
F H Andrews, 21.1000111-4 Ja.s Halligan. 21.0011101—4 
C J Smith, 21.1001001—3 E J Grace, 26.1110011-6 
G L Hayes. 25 . 0101000—2 C S Kendall, 25.1110111-6 
G M Van Saun, 26.0101011—4 W A Stewart, 25.1110101—5 
F H Sawyer, 21.0110100-3 M J Kerney, 27.1111111—7 
A W Phelps. 21.0101010—3 J Beacham, 24.1101110—5 
Dr C J Monroe. 24.1010011—4 W E Selover. 25.0001011-3 
EH Madison. 28.1011111-6 Dr S P Veveridge, 27....1111110-6 
L T Duryea, 27. 1011111—6 W L Barker, 24.llOOw. 
H McLaughlin, 27.1111110—6 H O’Farrell, 21..lOllonO-3 
Able Crook, 23.0101110—4 T S Van Name, 21.0110000—2 

In shooting off ties of 7, C. W. Wingert first, T. Lenington second, 
M J Kearney third. Ties of 6, C. S. Kendall fourth, L. Duryea fifth. 

CENTEAL OHIO SHOOTING ASSOCIATION TOUENAMENT- 
Columbus, Ohio —Second day. May 19, seventh match. 5 Ligowsky 
clay-pigeons; Duffy 2, Aston 4, Ackerman 4, Wendt 3, Simmermon 3, 
B^ourner 4, Harlow 4, Seibert 4, Mack 2, Keifer 3, Webb 2, Thomas 4, 
Mason -3 Aston and Seibert first, Wendt, Kiefer and Mason second. 
Mack third. 

Eighth match. 6 American birds: Aston 5, Duffy 5, Ackerman 4, 
Simmermon 3, Wendt 3, Seibert 4, Webb 5, Soutbwick 3, Mason 4, 
Kiefer 2, Harlow 1, Madden 4, Irwen 5, Mack 4, Link 2, Thomas 4, 
Bower 4. Aston, Duffy, Irwin and Webb first, Thomas second, Wendt, 
Simmermon and South wick third. 

Ninth match, 4 pair Ligowsky clay pigeons: Wendt 7, Ackerman 
4. Duffy 7. Simmermon 4, Siebert 5, Aston 5, Southwick 5, Mason 7, 
Link 3, Mack 3, Tnomas 2, Keifer 6. Wendt, Duffy and Mason first, 
Aston second, Simmermon and Ackerman third. 

Tenth match, 4 pair American birds: Aston 5, Mason 7, Duffy 5, 
Wendt 7. Bourner 6, Ackerman 4, Mack 4, Simmermon 4, Webb 7, 
Keifer 5. Mason, Wendt and Webb first, Bourner second, Duffy and 
Keifer third. 

The event of the tourney was the eleventh match, conditions, 10 
single and 5 pair Ligowsky clay pigeons, for the 3 C. O. S. A. gold 
medals, prize money, and a valuable red Irl h setter, donated by Mr. 
Prank Wilcox, of the Boarding and Breaking Kennels, Dunkirk, O. 
The medals must he won three times to be owned. 
Aston.imilOlll— 9 10 11 11 11 11— 9—18 
Duffy. 0011011111— 7 11 11 10 11 10— 8—15 
Simmermon.  1111001101— 7 00 00 11 10 10— 4—11 
Wendt.1001011111— 7 ll lO 00 11 11— 7—14 
Ackerman.llllllllOl— 9 10 10 11 10 11— 7—16 
Keifer.1101111011- 8 01 10 11 11 11— 8-16 
Link.1101011110— 7 00 00 10 10 00 - 2—9 
Webb.lllllOOlOO— 6 11 11 11 11 11—10—16 
McLeish ..1100011101— 6 01 11 11 00 11— 7—13 
Mason.1111111111—10 11 11 10 10 11— 8—18 
Seibert.lllllOlllO— 8 11 11 10 ll 11— 9-17 
Lawrence.1100011101— 6 01 10 00 01 10 - 4—10 

Aston and Mason divided first money, Seibert second, Ackerman, 
Keifer and Webb third. Mason not being a member of theC. O. S. A. 
the first medal and dog were won by “Aston,” Geo. A. Warder, of 
Sprinafleld. Frank Siebert, of Columbus, won the second medal. J. 
H. Keifer, of Dayton and Wm. Ackerman, of Lima, shot off for the 
third medal, the former winning. 

Twelfth match, 7 American birds: Southwick4, Buck 6, Ackerman 
6, Mack 4, Aston 7, Bourner 2, Mason 2, Siebert 4, Keifer 6, Lawrence 
0, Gray 5. Aston first money. Buck second. Gray third. 

The guaranteed purse of $50, open to members of the Association 
only, was divided as follows: 

Shot at. Broke. Average. Prize. 
“Aston” (Geo. A. Warder). 79 61 80pr. ct. $20 
“Duffy” (Dr L E Eussell). 79 60 79 pr. ct. $15 
Chas. Wendt, Kenton, O...79 68 74pr. ct. $10 
Wm Ackerman, Lima, 0 . 79 55 70 pr. ct. $ 6 

HAETFOED, Conn., June 5.—The members of the Colt Hammer¬ 
less Gun Club formed two teams yesterday, each man shot at 20 
pigeons, 18yds. rise: 

McCook’s Team. J. Howe’s Team. 
.17 J Howe. 
.13 J Melrose. 
.12 J Cook. 
.11 M White. 
,13 E C Howe . .11 
15 PE 'Watkins. ....15 

, 9 S T Colt. .. 8 
,15 Miner. 

9 A C Collins. 
11—125 H M Jacobs. 

Folsom, 3 birds, 21yds. 

WASHINGTON HEIGHTS GUN CLUB.—At club grounds, 16'i'th 
street and Eidge road, June 5, monthly shoot for club medal. 15 clav 
birds, 18yds. 
Eoe.101101101101001—9 Snook.100111101111010—10 
Beck.000101000010011—6 Fountain.110111010111010—10 
Fox.101010000011011—7 CTerwilleger ..101111010101110—10 
Davidsyn.001010100101110-7 J TerwUleger ..101011111001110—10 
Hunt.001100001000000—3 Dux.000010111010111— 8 

Ties on 10: Snook, 11100—3; Fountain, OHIO—3; C. E. Terwilleger, 
01000; J. Terwilleger, 01000—1. Second tie: Snook, 010—1; Foun¬ 
tain, 011—2. 

CLUB SCOEES.—Corre.siJowdejifi’ icho favor us with scores are 
requested to send them in as soon as possible after the matches 
described. We go to press Wednesdays; and it is necessary that 
matter for publication should be in hand by Monday, or Tuesday 
at the latest _ 

So easy to row with Allen’s bow-facers. Catalogue free. Oars 
complete. $8 per pair. Fred A. Allen, Monmouth, Ill.—ptiv. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publiahr 
ing Co. 

THE CONDITIONS OF THE CUP RACES. 

The following letter was received on June I by th^ cup commit¬ 
tee. The second letter is the one sent by the committee in April: 

No. 18 Cbanley Gardens, London, S. W., May 22,1886. 
My Dear Sir—1 beg to acknowledge the receipt of your favor of 

April 26 last, and to thank your commitree for the consideration they 
have given to the proposals contained In my letter of the 10th April 
last. I am instructed by Lieutenant Henn, E. N., to say that tor the 
reason given in your letter of April 26 he accepts the decision of your 
committee, that one of the races must be sailed over the New York 
Y. C. course and not at Newport, but thinks it would be undesirable 
Galatea should take part in any races until after one at least of the 
cup races has been sailed, as her doing so would necessarily tend to 
decrease the interest in them. 

Lieutenant Henn would be glad if the committee would consider the 

advisability of also barring the False Hook shoal in the New York 
Y. C. course, as with -an off-shore wind and ebb tide en advantage 
might be derived by taking a passage inside that shoal. 

As the committee do not see their way to an alteration in the mode 
of determining the time allowance adopted last year, Lieutenant Henn 
will not, under the circumstance.s, press this point further, but sug¬ 
gests that the actual sail area of each vessel should be used instead 
of the approximate sail area found by the New York Y. C. rule. 

Both Lieutenant Henn and myself fully appreciate the desire of the 
committee to meet his views and so to arrange the races as to insure 
true sport, and I am to inform your committee that his suggestions 
are made solely with a similar object. We are also fully sensible of 
the fair and sportsmanlike feeling displayed last year to Genesta, not 
only by American yachtsmen, but also by the general public of the 
United States, and nothing shall be wanting on our part to recipro¬ 
cate and encourage this good feeling. 

Again thanking your committee for their courtesy and trusting to 
have the pleasure of meeting them early in July next, when the sug¬ 
gestions herein can be discussed, I am, my deaf sir, yours faithfully, 

J. Beavob Webb. 
To William Krebs. Esq., Secretary America's Cup Committee, New 

York, United States of America. . 

New York, April 28, 1886. 
J. Beavor Webb, Esq., No. 18 Cranley Gardens, London, S. W., 

England: 
My Dear Sir—I am instructed by the America’s Cup Committee of 

the New York Y. C. to acknowledge the receipt of your communica¬ 
tion of the 10th inst.. and to say that its content-s have had the com¬ 
mittee’s most careful consideration. I am further instructed to say 
that the committee, in their previous communication to you, aimed 
at offering the same terms for the coming races for the America’s 
Cup as were discussed and accepted last year, and which, on trial, 
were found to be satisfactory; and, with the strongest desire on their Eart to insure true sport in the contest and to meet every wish of 
ieutenaiit Henn, they Are unable to make any great changes from 

the propositions then submitted. 
Eeferring to your suggestions in detail, the committee feel that it 

will be impossible to agree that one of the races shall take place off 
Newport. New York is the home port of the club, and its large 
number of members reside here or in the immediate vicinity, and, as 
you are aware, take great Interest in the contest, and the committee 
feel that it would be an injustice to the members if one of the races 
should take place at such a distance. 

Should the Galatea, however, be in these waters at the time of the 
yacht club cruise there will be several very important races arranged 
to take place at Newport, in which she is especially invited to partici¬ 
pate, and the committee trust this will meet Lieutenant Henn’a wishes 
in respect to joining the squadron and placing himself "en rapport 
with American yacbts and owners.” 

For somewhat similar reasons they are imable to leave out alto¬ 
gether a race over the New York Y. C. course. It is the regular rac¬ 
ing course of the club, the one with which the members of the club 
and the public are familiar, and in which the greatest interest is felt, 
and beyond this, it is the course which every challenger must have 
in mind as the one over which, in the event of a failure to mutually 
agree upon the terms of the contest, he must sail the one race for the 
Cup. 

With the desire, however, to meet the objections which you make, 
the committee will agree to bar Flynn’s Knoll, whi<^ they think is 
quite practicable, and can be provided for in the regulations which 
will be made for the race. 

They will also take special pains to prevent interference by accom¬ 
panying vessels, which will be In the interest of both the contesting 
yachts. 

The matter of the time allowance was carefully considered last 
year, and was referred to Mr. George L. Schuyler as umpire, and the 
committee accept his decision as then made as conclusive upon that 
subject. In the matter of the umpire the committee consider that 
the terms of the race should be mutually agreed upon, and it is not 
likely that a referee will be needed. Should, however, any question 
arise, such as that of construction of terms, to settle which it would 
be desirable to appoint an umpire, you may be sure that there is no 
one whom the committee would prefer to Mr. Schuyler. 

The committee desire me to assure Lieutenant Henn that In every 
detail not provided for they will strive in every way in their power to 
arrange that the race shall be fair and witnout advantage to either 
party, and the committee hope that your experience here last year 
will justify you in assuring him that he need have no apprehension 
upon this point. I am, dear sir, very truly yours, 

William Krebs, Secretary of Committee, 
No. 62 Wqjll street. New York. 

GALATEA AND IREX. 

ON Saturday last these two met for the first time this year in the 
New Thames Y. C. race from Southend to Harwich,Marjorie being 

with them in the A class, with Eryclna, Arethusa. Neptune, May and 
Annasona in class C. Galatea held up well at the start, bufowing to 
some trouble with her bobstay was obliged to retire, Irex coming in 
first with Marjorie second and May third. On June 7 Galatea saded 
again in the Eoyal Harwich Y. C. regatta, coming in 4m. 23s. astern 
of Irex, but ahead of Marjorie. 

THE LARGE YACHTS. 

IT IS now very probable that Atlantic, Priscilla and Puritan will 
sail in the Atlantic, New York and Seawanhaka races next week, 

and Mayflower is also expected. Eeports differ as to the sailing of 
Mayflower in the few trials she has had, but she has been trimmed a 
little by the head in order to float her from her birth at Lawley’s, 
whfie her sails were not satisfactory. Some lead has been shifted 
aft and a liule more added, so that her trim is much improved while 
her sails have been altered a little and are now in better shape. There 
is much to he done, however, before she is in good raemg trim. 

Priscilla has been on Lissenden’s Eailway, at Elm Park, Staten 
Island, for several days, her bottom being scraped and coated with a 
new composition. Her mast has also been stayed aft a little. 

There promises to be a corner in lead before the ballasting of At¬ 
lantic is completed. Weight is still going into her, and the end is not 
yet. The amount of ballast is given by those in charge as 721^ tons, 
whether short or long is not specified, while according to otners the 
weight is stUl greater. She is now very close to her painted water¬ 
line. Her sails are in very good shape, and when her bottom is gainted she will be in racing trim as far as a new boat can be. She 

as hauled out tor cleaning and painting at Mumm’s. Her d raft is now 
about 10ft. On Saturday she sailed in the Ladies’ Eace of the A.Y.C. 
with a single jib 66ft. on the foot, but she will go back to the jib and 
staysail for racing, Puritan, with Thetis, Gitana and Fortuna, will be 
in New York in good time for next week. Huron and Stranger will 
not come, but will sail in the Dorchester Y. C. race of the 17th. 

ONONDAGA Y. C. MAY 31. 

The opening regatta of the Onondaga Y. C. was held on 
Onondaga Lake on May 31. The entries were as follows: 

Mistletoe, C. N. Brown, cutter, 6 tons; Atmee, F. & J. G. 
Klube, centerboard sloop, 5; Henrietta, Thos. Finch, centerboard 
cat, 6, Diakka, John W. Treesdell, keel sloop, 4; "Fenus, Joseph 
Mantz, keel sloop, 2; Maud, Wm. Wescott, keel sloop, 2. Time allow¬ 
ance, 5 seconds per mile per ton. The course was triangular, from 
the club house to a buoy on the easterly shore above Village of 
Liverpool, thence to buoy off westerly shore by Blast iurnace. 
thence to starung point, actual distance, 12)4 miles, sailed twice; dis¬ 
tance sailed estimated 22 miles. The start was made as follows, first 
gun was fired at 2:10 P. M., and the second at 2:26. The start was a 
flying one and the yachts got away as follows: Henrietta, 2:26:50 P. 
M.; Mistletoe. 2:28:00; Aimee, 2:28:14; Maud, 2:28:55; Venus, 2:29:48- 
Diakka withdrew. First round of course was made as follows; ’ 

First Sound. Elapsed. 
Mistletoe.3 56 54 1 28 54 
Aimee.4 ll 00 1 42 46 
Henrietta.4 13 44 1 46 54 
Venus.4 21 46 l 61 58 
.4 21 56 1 53 01 

The Mistletoe carried mamsail. gafltopsail, forestaysail, jib and jib- 
topsail, and when running from Liverpool to the Blast Furnace a 
spinnaker, breaking it out in Im. 54s. after rounding the buoy. She 
took the lead from the start. 

After going around the course once the wind freshened and then 
the hard luck commenced. Henrietta sprung a leak in jibing around 
a buoy, and withdrew, Venus parted her starboard shrouds and nar¬ 
rowly escaped capsizing and carrying away her mast. Maud also 
withdrew. Venus and Maud made a very pretty race of it, each 
alternately teking the lead and then losing it again, Venus being only 
ten seconds in the lead at the home buoy when her accident happened. 
Aimee and Mistletoe finished alone. 
...... , Finish. Elapsed. 
Mistletoe.5 28 27 3 00 27 
Aimee. .5 53 58 3 25 44 

C. R. Nott and H. L. Kennedy, the judges, awarded the Mistletoe 
the fii-st prize, a marine glass and case, appropriately inscribed, and 
Aimee received a silver cup for second prize, valued at $15. Another 
race will be held soon. The wind was flawy from N, W., freshening 
toward the last. 
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A CHALLENGE FOR GENESTA’S CUPS. 

IT has been a matter of reeret among yachtsmen that no chance 
would be afforded this season to measure Puritan indirectly with 

Irex by means of Genesta, as Sir Richard Sutton did not propose to 
lit out the latter this year. Now, however, the news comes that Mr. 
John Jameson has challenged for both the Bren ton’s Beef and Cape 
May Cups, and that Sir Richard Sutton has accepted, so that Genesta 
will fit out at once to meet Irex. The two have never raced together 
since the alterations of 1884-5 were made, and as Irex has proved 
herself the best of the British fleet last year, while Genesta was mug¬ 
hunting across the Atlantic, another race was necessary to settle the 
relative claims of the two. Neither, we believe, has been materially 
altered from last year’s trim, and by their performance together we 
may form some idea of what Irex would have done iu Genesta’s 
place with Puritan, while with Galatea and Irex together in other 
matches we shall soon know which is the best of the three. 

Length. Elapsed. Corrected. 
....21.00 1 61 02 1 46 47 

1 60 09 1 47 04 
...24 05 1 53 54 1 53 30 

1 66 03 1 52 46 
2 01 45 1 56 55 
2 06 44 2 03 60 
2 16 13 2 12 28 

CLASS. 
,...20 00 1 22 44 1 21 53 

1 23 83 1 21 65 
....19.02 1 28 42 1 21 59 

1 25 29 1 23 40 
,..,20.10 1 24 36 1 24 36 

1 2 > 45 1 24 44 
,...21.00 1 28 16 1 25 31 
....20.09 1 23 35 1 26 80 

1 32 20 1 31 03 
....20.03 1 .32 11 1 31 36 
CLASS. 
....18 04 1 20 51 1 20 41 
....16.09 1 2-3 56 1 21 53 
...18 03 1 23 85 1 23 23 
....17.02 1 25 32 1 24 01 
....16.02 1 28 38 1 25 48 
...15.06 1 29 51 1 26 04 

....17.08 1 26 59 1 26 06 
1 28 32 1 26 09 
1 30 05 1 27 01 
1 25 18 1 28 03 
1 31 07 1 29 04 
1 32 20 1 30 01 
1 35 24 1 82 06 

....18 05 1 34 34 1 34 34 

... 17.06 1 41 31 1 40 25 

....18.04 
1 41 34 
Withdrew. 
Withdrew. 

1 41 48 

t CLASS. 
....14 00 0 38 37 0 38 37 
....12.11 0 43 18 0 42 13 
....13.00 0 45 28 0 44 28 
....13 03 0 49 26 0 48 41 
....13,08 0 49 19 0 48 59 

0 60 15 0 49 41 

GREAT HEAD Y. C. OPEN REGATTA.-The first open sweep- 
stakes of the Great Head Y. C. was sailed successfully on June 5. 4i 
yachts starting, while a fresh S E. wind made good sport for all. The 
classes and courses were as follows: First class, yachts from 21 to 
2Gft. in length; second class, yachts from 19 to -Sift.; third class, 
yachts from 16 to 19ft.; fourth class, yachts under 15ft. Course for 
first class—From judges’ boat to flag boat moored off Revere Beach 
Ferry, East Boston, leaving it on port, to Sculpin Ledge, buoy No. 2 
off Long Island, leaving it on port, thence to judges’ boat,‘passing 
between judges’ boat and flag boat; distance, 9 miles. Second and 
third class-From judges’ to black buoy No. 5, off Jeffries’s Point, 
East Boston, leaving it on port, to buoy No. 6, Lower Middle, leaving 
it on port, and back to judges’ boat; distance. 7 miles. Fourth class 
—From judges’ boat to flag boat off Cottage Park, leaving it on port, 
thence to and around Snake Island, leaving it on port, back to judges’ 
boat, leaving it on port, twice over, finishing between judges' boat 
and flag boat; distance. 4 miles. The first gim was at 11:16, with a 
second at 11 :H0 for first class to start. The second class started at 
11:45, and third and fourth at 12 M. The summary is as follows: 

FIRST CLASS. 
Lenf, 

Thisbe, S. A, Freeman.21.00 
Black Cloud, Browm & Wheeler.22.10 
Vixen, Charles Armstrong.24 05 
Sea Bird, C. L. Jov .22.08 
Myth, J. B. Farrell.21.04 
Fagin, C. S. Tewksbury.23 00 
Cooper, Thomas Scanlan.22 03 

SECOND CLASS. 
Mabel, G. R. Howe.20 00 
Em Ell Eye, P. M. Pond..-.19.03 
Topsy. J. McGlune.19 02 
Cru'-ader, A Wilson.19 07 
Silver Cloud, J. McLougblin..,20.10 
Fancy, C. P. Flagg.19 10 
Tartar, F. L. Dunne.21.00 
Wanderer, H. E. Turner, Jr.20.09 
Civ tie. E, A. Cook.19.07 
Thrasher, G. G. Garroway .20.03 

THIRD CLASS. 

Scamp, F. Gray..18 04 
Flora Lee, D. Lincoln.16.09 
Vesper, B. BemTer.18 03 
Victor, C. A. Borden.17.02 
Rocket, H, M. Faxon.16.02 
Flirt. J. W. Hildreth.15.06 
Wildfire, H. A. Keith.17.08 
Whip, H. W. Floyd.16 03 
Mascot, H. Vinal.16 00 
Imogen, B. T, Wendell...18.03 
Idyl. H. Hutchinson .16.09 
iEolus, J. H. Mitchell.16 07 
Shadow, n. Freeman.15.10 
Kismet, O. C. Hutchinson.18 05 
Minnie. A. D. Bice. 17.06 
Lorelei, C. L. Smith .,..15.00 
Spider, Walter Abbott .18.04 
Spray Bird, C. H. Harris.15.03 

FOURTH CLASS. 

No Name, A. Cleverly.14 00 
Bunty, G. W. Rawson.12.11 
I>art, George Floyd.13.00 
Sport, 11. Hutchinson.13 03 
Ariel. C. B. Belcher....13.08 
Pauline, W. M. Bacon.13.05 

The prizes were: First class—Thisbe. first, $19; Black Cloud, second. 
$15- Vixen, third, $13 50. Second class—Mabel, first, $15.50; Em Ell 
Eve, second, $12: Topsy. third, $11.00. Third class—Scamp, first, 
$18 50- Flora Lee, second. $14.70; Vesper, third, $12.80. Fourth class 
—No Name, first, $4.50; Bunty. second, $2.90; Dart, third, $1 60. 
Flora Lee was protested against by Vesper for fouling a buoy. Dart 
was protested against by Sport ior using oars, and three proteste 
were lodged against Silver Cloud, one for a collision with Mabel, 
damaging the latter’s cabin top. The Cooper carried away her bow¬ 
sprit during the race. The judge.s were Peleg Ahorn, S. S. Smith and 
I H Hartlv. The committee in charge of the race was as follows; 
c'has C Hutchinson, Geo. 0. Abbott, H. A. Joslin, H. E. Turner, Jr., 
J. W. Hildreth and Chas. A. Rice. In the evening a dance was given 
in the club house. 

ATLANTIC Y. C., LADIES’ DAY, JUNE 5.—Saturday last was the 
ladies’ day of the Atlantic Y. C , and in spite of the interruption to 
travel caused by the “tie-up” of the horse cars, a large number of 
ladies found their way to Bay Ridge in the afternoon. Though the 
allowance of one lady for every ten feet of length is not a very liberal 
one there was some trouble in manning all tbe fleet, as many pre¬ 
ferred to remain ashore on the bluff and watch the race. The course 
was triangular, from the club house to and around a stak^oat off 
Tompkinsvllle. thence to and around another stakeboat off Oyster 
Island and back to the club house, about eight miles. At 3:40 P. M. 
the larger yachts were started and at 3:45 the small ones, all going 
away on port tack, reaching across the ebb tide with a southeast 
wind for Tompkiusville. Atlantic was with the fieet, trying her big 
iib for the first time. She stood down into the Narrows and so lost 
some time. The second leg was free up to Oyster Island, thence a 
beat home over the third leg. The summary is as follows: 

CLASS A—SCHOONERS. 
Start, 

Grayling.3 40 14 
CIiASS B—SCHOONERS. 

Agnes.3 41 35 

.V.V.'.'.'.’.3 42 64 
Yfdette-.::"";-.:.-.-.-.33949 
Wivern.3 43 20 

CLASS O-SLOOPS. 

Atlantic..3 45 04 
CLASS D—SLOOPS. 

Bertie .8 64 58 
Reamer.3 48 20 
Vivid.  48 20 

CLASS E—SLOOPS. 

Daphne.8 45 33 

Rover.  12 
Viola.8 4i 12 

CLASS F—SLOOPS. 

.  3 46 22 
CLASS G—SLOOPS. 

Ilderan.8 41 26 

Tourist*.  *3 45 32 
CLASS H—SLOOPS. 

Arab. 8 45 18 
.3 4o 04 

CLASS K—SLOOPS. 

Bvnatia   ,3 48 20 _ 
^he whiners'are:- Grayling. Agnes. Atlantic. Bertie, DfPbne. 

Crocodile Nomad, Arab, Jessie and Hypatia. Pins were given to 
the ladies on each of the winning yachts. After the ® 
was served at the club house, with music and a general illumination 

^^THE SEAWANHAKA C. V. O. REGATTA.-The classes and prizes 
for tbe ICih annual regatta of theS. C. Y. C. to be sailed on 
June 19, are as follows: Schooners—Second Cl^s, all measwing 
85ft axKi under on load watei'line; value of prize $lo0. Cabin sloops 
and cutters—First Class, all measuring 7irt. and over on load water¬ 
line. Subscription cup; value $1,000 Second Class, all measuring 
55 and less than 71ft onload waterline; value of prize $160. Third 
class, all measuring 45 and less than 55ft. 
i)n>e $l25 Fourth Class, all measuring 35 and less than 4ofc. on 
Fold w^aterline; value of prize $i00. Fifth Class, all measuring less 
than 35ft on load waterline; value of prize $100, Personal prizfw will 
be eiven to members of winning Corinthian crews. The regulations 
coimerning crews and helmsmen are as follows: Yachts may carry 
as crew in addition to ihe helmsman, one man for every oft. or frac- 

i tion t^reof of jengtb on deck. Sebpopers and first and second clags 

Finish. Corrected, 
4 29 20 0 49 06 

4 36 08 0 61 48 
4 36 36 0 65 28 
4 41 40 0 54 03 
4 43 09 0 59 40 
4 64 50 1 05 50 

4 89 15 0,64 11 

4 43 33 0 67 35 
4 49 22 1 00 42 
4 51 46 1 03 04 

4 41 63 0 56 58 
4 41 25 0 55 62 
4 55 68 1 07 39 
4 53 13 1 05 52 
4 61 42 1 03 25 
4 62 30 1 05 05 

4 43 30 1 01 04 
4 52 20 1 04 11 

6 00 03 1 13 13 
5 00 19 1 11 59 
6 01 38 1 13 15 

5 08 49 1 23 31 
5 11 04 1 24 36 

5 04 20 1 16 00 

sloops and cutters may he manned by professional crews. Yachts of 
the other classes must be manned by amateurs only; and if any of 
the professional crew be carried they must remain below and none of 
them shall in any way direct or assist in the management or working 
of the yacht. Each yacht shall be steered by a member of this club, 
or by some other amateur. Professional sailing masters, if carried, 
must remain below and must not assist in any way iu the manage¬ 
ment or working of the yacht. Under the conditions of the subscrip¬ 
tion cup, first class sloops may be steered by professional sailing 
masters in this race. First class sloops may carry balloon clubtop- 
sails. The race will be open to yachts of New k ofk, Atlantic, Larch- 
mont. Eastern. New Bedford, Knickerbocker and New Haven yacht 
clubs. Entries must he made by 8 P. M. of June 15, to L. P. Bayard, 
176 Broadway, N. Y. The prize for the first class yachts will be a cup 
valued at $1,000 in place of the regular club prize. The club yacht 
Venture is now in commission at the Basin and at the service of 
members under the usual regulations. 

LARCHMONT Y. C. PENNANT RACES, JUNE 1.—The first race of 
the season for the third class yachts was sailed on June 5 on the 
occasion of the Larchmont Y. C. pennant regatta, resulttng in a de¬ 
cided victory for Clara, the narrowest of the narrow cutters. Of 
course some allowance must be made for a new boat in the case of 
her chief competitor, Cinderella, but the latter was fairly beaten in 
smooth water and moderate wind. Her $300 bottom of silver leaf 
did not not save Thistle from a bad beating, while Atblon’s beam, 
lead and depth was nowhere alongside of the little Scotch lassie 
who promises before the season closes to prove that she is just as 
good as she is pretty. The day opened with a calm, but at noon a 
light breeze came in from the south’ard, and at 12:10:45 the first sig¬ 
nal was given. The little cat Punch was first over at 12:11:32, and off 
on port tack. ’iVorking long and short legs, the fleet reached the 
weather mark. Execution light, with Thistle ahead. The times were: 
Thistle.12 55 41 Punch.1 05 28 
Clara.12 56 33 Nymph.1 07 67 
Athlon.12 57 20 Cruiser.1 08 19 
Cinderella.12 67 26 Yolande.1 10 14 
Nahli . 1 01 16 Brahmin .1 11 20 
Fairy.    1 02 24 

Sheets were slacked for Matinnicock, where the four large boats 
set spinnakers to starboard for Captain's Island, the others Jibing and 
heading for Larchmont whence they rounded Execution again and 
finished at the starting line. Times were not taken at all the inter¬ 
mediate points, but Clara, sailed by Mr. Lee. owner of the Oriva, 
turned first at Matinnicock, with Thistle, Athlon and Cinderella in 
order. At Captain’s Island the times were: 
Thistle.2 48 44 Athlon.2 51 15 
Clara.2 49 06 Cinderella......2 68 15 

Tbe latter boat jibed twice and was in trouble with her spin¬ 
naker, which was badly handled: all the others jibed at the mark. 
Clara worked to windward in a business like manner, going ahead 
into the wind now coming fresher from S. W., while Thistle failed to 
hold her own ;to windward, and Cinderella lost time by setting, 
taking in, and again setting the jibtopsail. No times were taken at 
Execution. The last leg was made under spinnakers; the full times 
were: 

FIRST CLASS SLOOPS AND CUTTERS. 
Start. Finish. Actual Corrected. 

ThtQtlfi ....12 16 31 5 01 64 4 45 23 
Athlon. . 12 19 53 4 47 02 4 27 09 4 35 16 
Cinderella. . .13 20 04 4 43 42 4 23 38 4 23 01 
Clara. .12 17 30 4 39 31 4 22 01 4 22 01 

THIRD CLASS SLOOPS AND CUTTERS. 

Yolande. .12 19 20 4 24 13 4 04 53 4 36 00 
Nymph.... .12 17 17 4 12 07 S 54 50 8 54 60 
Marlin ... .12 20 45 4 32 28 4 11 43 

CLASS NO 7. 
. . .12 12 44 4 02 48 3 50 04 

Black buck... 4 04 37 4 43 52 
CLASS KO 8. 

Punch. .12 11 32 4 19 05 4 07 33 4 04 22 
Cruiser.. .12 20 15 4 20 25 4 00 10 3 52 82 
Fairy. .12 18 25 4 06 35 3 48 10 3 48 10 

NOT CLASSED. 

Brahmin. .12 20 45 4 33 25 4 12 40 4 12 40 

5 14 10 
4 08 47 
4 68 19 

3 33 40 

4 10 04 
3 53 27 

4 49 09 
4 33 19 
5 08 06 
4 41 29 
5 05 59 

4 57 53 

5 12 27?i 
4 05 60 
4 55 22 

4 42 52 
.3 32 03 

4 07 34 
4 60 20 

HUDSON RIVER V. C. OPEN REGATTA. JUNE 7.—The Hud¬ 
son River Y. C. opened the season on Monday with a very suc¬ 
cessful union reeatta, having full entries and a good breeze 
aU day. Five of the six classes sailed from the club house, off Seventy- 
fourth street, N. R., to Yonkers and back, the smallest boats turning 
at Spuyten Duyvil. The wind was from the south, and the flood tide 
was running during the greater part of the race. There were 24 
starters and only one capsize, that being at the float before the race, 
when the ’9Villie, with no one on board, turned over. The fuU sum¬ 
mary is as follows: 

CLASS A—CABIN YACHTS, 40fT. AND UNDER. 
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected. 

Lottie .11 53 49 4 4 7 45 4 63 56 4 63 66 
Alexander F.11 53 45 2 28 04 4 34 19 4 32 86i^ 

CLASS B—OPEN YACHTS, 26 TO 30fT. 
Emily L .11 49 45 4 50 06 5 00 20 5 00 20 
P. J.Tomlin.11 63 38 4 24 20 4 30 42 ^ 25 62 
Jas. T. Perlett. 11 63 45 4 45 2 ) 4 41 35 4 84 65 

CLASS C-OPEN YACHTS, 22 TO 26PT. 
Rambler.11 53 33 4 40 68 4 47 25 4 47 25 
Martha Munn.11 51 45 4 ^ 46 4 86 M 4^10 
Clara S.11 51 12 4 38 55 4 37 43 4 36 23 

CLASS D—OPEN YACHTS, 20 TO 23Fr. 
Prospect.11 51 21 4 40 30 4 49 09 
H.BL Holmes.11 63.33 f ^ 
Julia G .11 61 30 6 00 15 5 08 45 
Frank Oliver.11 53 46 4 46 45 4 42 39 
Sa C . ..11 52 46 6 00 16 6 07 29 
Mary n’mmn..11 53 54 Not timed. 

CLASS E—CAT-RIGGED. 18 TO 20FT. 
Fedora.11 60 22 4 48 15 4 67 53 
Defiance.11 62 03 Not timed. 
Truant .  H 53 40 5 07 60 
Lone Star.11 49 55 4 58 42 
W Frankie.11 52 66 4 61 16 

CLASS F - CAT-RIGGED, UNDER 18fT. 
A J Martin.11 46 48 4 29 40 4 42 62 
Little Dean.11 45 20 3 19 00 
Frankie H.11 47 40 Not timed. 
Sb .11 49 56 4 00 00 
Willie G .. 11 46 03 3 40.30 __ 

Alexander F.'wins In Class A, P. I. Tomhn in Class B, Martha Munn 
in Class C. H. H. Holmes in Class D, W. Frankie in Class E and Little 
Dean in Class F. , , - n • 

The new boat. Jas. T. Perlett, was handicapMd by a small rig, 
having lost her racing mast last wee^k, and she has challenged the 
Tomlin for a series of three races for $100 a side, to be Miled in July, 
Capt. Jake Schmidt to sail her and Mr. TomUn to sail his own boat. 
The iudges were ex-Com Prime, Yonkers Y. C., Messrs H.H. Holmes 
and Frank Oliver. The Grand Republic carried a large party of 
spectators over the course. 

’WILLIAMSBURG Y. C. SIXTEENTH ANNUAL REGATTA..-The 
sixteenth annual regatta of the Williamsburg Y. C. was sailed on 
June 7 over a course from the club house in the East Rivct around 
the Stepping Stones and return. There was a fresh breeze from S.E. 
all day and a flood tide up into the Sound. The General Sedgewick 
accompanied the fleet. The turn at Stepping Stones was timed as 

migh'Zoble.1 26 43 Pirate.1 29 ^ 
Joker.1 26 17 Susie B.J 
O. Ya.n Voorbees.1 27 ^ &. S. Free .j 30 6- 

The full times were: 
CLASS A—CABIN SLOOPS. 
start. Finish. 

Wacondah. 11 32 44 3 26 50 
C. Van Voorhees.11 33 58 3 25 30 
Susie B.11 32 47 8 29 16 

CLASS B-CABIN SLOOPS. 
James Tregarthen_ 11 31 00 3 64 20 
Sorceress. .11 29 60 3 ^55 
W. R. Goodenough_11 28 55 3 63 00 
Progress..11 30 32 3 59 IX) 
LetSe.11 30 45 4 08 04 

CLASS O—OPEN SLOOPS. 
Hugh Zoble.11 38 47 3 16 57 
Joker..'.11 38 11 3 18 04 

CLASS D—CAT-RIGGED YACHTS. 
Capt. A. J. Allaire.11 23 49 Not ttmed. 
T>aurette....11 25 22 3 38 00 ^ 
8 S Free.11 26 00 3 36 54 4 10 54 
Bull Dozer..11 24 44 Not timed. 

CLASS E-CAT-RIGGED YACHTS. 
Isabel.11 31 00 
Mosquito...,.11 17 55 
A. J. Foster.11 18 46 
Pirate .“ 00 
Grover.H 19 26 

^T^^wi^CTs ’are C. Van Voorhees. Class A; 
Zoble, Class C; S, S. Free. Class D; Pirate, Cla^ E, The Joker and 
Zoble are new boats this year. 

Elapsed. 
3 64 06 
3 51 32 
3 56 29 

4 33 20 
4 13 05 
4 24 05 
4 28 28 
4 37 19 

3 38 10 
3 39 53 

4 03 37 
4 04 46 
Not timed. 
3 44 10 
4 03 35 
4 10 04 

4 42 37 
4 46 50 

4 23 10 
4 44 09 
4 52 30 

Corrected 
3 64 06 
3 48 42 
3 61 49 

4 23 20 
4 12 10 
4 22 26 
4 23 08 
4 32 09 

3 38 10 
3 38 53 

4 02 38 
3 59 24 

4 42 37 
4 46 10 

4 21 60 
4 38 49 
4 40 30 

THETIS. 

NOW that the centerboard boat with a heavy lead keel has become 
an accomplished fact and promises to play an important part in 

American yachting, it is interesting to look back a couple of years to 
the first large boat of this type, the Thetis. This yacht was design^ 
by her owner, Mr. Henry Bryant. Eastern Y. C., and built under his 
direction by W. B. Smith at South Boston, in 1884, making her first 
appearance that year late in the season. As a racer she nas never 
come up to her owner’s expectations, but this is partly due to her being 
raced both last year and before without a regular racing crew aboard. 
The main end in view was to secure an able and seaworthy cruising 
boat, to be a home for the owner, and in this he has been successful, 
as she is in commission early and late about' the coast. The elements 
and dimensions are: 

Length over all.71ft. 9in. 
Length waterline...64ft. 
Beam extreme.19ft. 
Ratio of beam to length.  296 
Draft extreme. 8ft. 3in. 
Area load water plane.773 Isq. ft. 
Displacement.66.16 snort tons 
Displacement per inch at load line. 1.84 short tons. 
Lead keel.21.18 short tons. 
Total ballast.25 tons. 
Wetted surface.l,^sq. ft. 
Area of centerboard.leOsq. ft. 
Fore fide of stem to— 

Midship section.aeft. 
C. G. loadwater plane.35.44ft. 
Center of lateral resistance.36.!kft. 
Center of buoyancy..35.1ft. 
Center of effort.83.20fk 

Center of buoyancy below waterline... .2 13ft. 
Area lower ssils.3.873sq. ft. 
Ratio of sail area to wetted surface.3.098 
Area mainsail.2,550sq. ft. 
Area jib. 725sq. ft. 
Area staysail...   599fq. ft. 
Area topsail. 500sq. ft. 
Mast, deck to hounds.54ft. 
Masthead. 7ft. 
Topmast, fid to hounds.32ft. 
Boom.61ft. 
Bowsprit, outboard...27 ft. 
Spinnaker boom...57ft. 

Tbe Thetis is very strongly built, her keel, of Southern oak, being 
28in. square at midships ana 60ft. long, her stem and sternpost being 
also of white oak. Her frames are of yellow-bark oak, sided 4in., 
moulded 4 and 7in., spaced 18in. Forward of mast they are single, in 
one length each, while abaft this they are double, 14 on each side, 
being in one piece from keel to planksheer. Abreast the trunk the 
heels are dove-tailed and wedged into the keel. The clamps are of 
yellow pine 12x8in., and the shelves of the same, 18x3in., all in single 
1 engths. The planksheer and topstreak, of 2}6in. oak, are also in 
whole lengths, as are the garboards and broadstreaks, also of oak. 
Tbe planking is of 2in. yellow pine, in long lengths. The bilge keel¬ 
sons are of yellow pine, 5x4in., and the deck beams are of hackma¬ 
tack of proper shape, also 5x4in. The ceiling is of ^in. pine. The 
fasteningB are of treenails anif composition, with i^in. copper through 
bolts and washers at each butt. 

The mterlor Is handsomely finished in pine and quartered oak, the 
woodwork being designed by Mr, Edgar G. Curtin, architect. The 
cabin is lift. 6in. long, with captain’s and steward’s rooms on each 
side of companion. Forward is the owner’s room, 12ft. long, with sofa, 
desk, fireplace and bathtub. On the pore side of trunk is a stateroom, 
w. c.. pantry and passageway, while forward of the owner’s room is 
a sail room, with berth for mate. Seven men are berthed in the 
galley, but there is room tor ten. The ice-box is under the pantiy 
floor and the chains under galley and sail room floors. The water 
tanks, 1 forward and 3 aft, hold 400 gallons. 

Thetis Is rigged in modern shape between sloop and cutter, and has 
sailed both with single jib and double head i Ig. On her advent in 
New York waters last year, she carried a single jib with a club on 
the foot, which has since been discarded for a jib and staysail. 

NEW JERSEY Y. C.—The opening sail of tbe New Jersey Y. C. 
was held on May 31, but owing to light winds it was merely a drift. 
A start was made from the club house at about 10 A. M,, by the fol¬ 
lowing yachts, viz.: Charm, E. & W. Ketcham; Meteor, A. Jeannad; 
Eagle "Wing, John Burlton; Growler, Messi-s. Bell: Alice, John Cur¬ 
tin; Truant, C. Zimber; Letitia, Wm Turner; Catamaran Nemesis, 
Messrs. Everson & Reed, and Emily M., L. Alces. The honors «^re 
about equally divided in their sail down lo Coney Island, reached 
about 2 o’clock. All arrived back at the club house late In the eve¬ 
ning tired and hungry. The sloop Wayward, Com. W. H. Dilworth, 
started Saturday afternoon for a short cruise down the bay. Com. 
Dilworth haa as guests Mr. Fred Beltz, Mr Wm. Letts and Mr. George 
Gartland. Saturday evening was spent lying off Gpney lsland. Early 
Sunday morning sail was made and the Atlantic Highlands were 
reached at 7 A. M.. where Mr. Letts went ashore (the latter gentle¬ 
man having a summer residence there). An anchorage was made 
off the steamboat dock at the Hook at 9 A. M., where several yachts, 
including steam yacht Falcon, were found. Com. Dilworth was 
joined by Vlce-Com. Ogden iu the Duplex, Sunday was spent quietly 
at anchor. On Monday an early start was bad, when an effort was 
made to get up the Bay to meet tbe Atlantic fleet, but there being no 
wind anchor was dropped off Buoy 8, and lines got out for fishing. 
The Atlantic Y. C. fleet arrived at the Spit about 2 o’clock, the Way¬ 
ward accompanying them up, and although her kites were not sM, 
she did very well with some of the crack craft of the Atlantic i. C. 
Owing to lack of wind the club house of the New Jersey Club was not 
reached until 6:30 A. M. Tuesday morning, an anchorage having been 
made off Bay Ridge on Monday night. Entries are rapiiUy coming m 
for the open regatta of the New Jersey Club, which will h^d on 
June 14, as published in last week’s Forest and Stream. Mr. Philip 
Ellsworth’s design, Mr. Newberry Lawton’s Arab, will make her 
debut. Several catamarans have entered, and among the other 
entries are Mr. Prague’s Crocodde. The entries close next Monday, 
and may be made at 563 Greenwich street, to Com. W. H. Dilworth; 
at 11 Wall street, to Mr. George E. Gartland, or to H. F. Ogden, at the 
club house, foot of Tenth, street, Hoboken. 

KNICKERBOCKER Y. C. REGATl’A, JUNE 5.-The postponed 
race of the Knickerbocker Y, C.. contrary to the usual rule, 
was a success on Saturday last, as the race was sailed In a 
good southeast breeze, making fast time over the 20 mile course 
around the Gangway Buoy and back. The course gave only about 
four miles of windward work, the rest being run under spinnakers or 
iibtopsails, which cut down the chances of the cutter Surf, but even 
at this work she made a very creditable showing. Lizzie R. man¬ 
aged to sustain the prestige of her family by tumbling over and 
spilling her crew into the drink, but all were safely rescued Her 
owner was picked up and completed his voyage on the rival boat, 
Ananda. An oyster sloop aided in righting the wreck, and the 
launch Yeda towed her in. The summary is as follows: 

CLASS 1—cabin sloops AND CUTTERS OVER 21 FEET. 

Start. ■ ■ ■ 
Surf .11 06 46 
Wacondah .11 06 53 
Culprit Fay.H 07 07 
John Demarest.11 06 81 
Elephant.H 07 46 
Nvssa.11 07 65 . - 

CLASS 2—CABIN SLOOPS UNDER 31 FEET. 
Lena.11 07 16 2 44 37 3 38 11 
^ver ..11 07 32 2 69 46 3 52 14 
Black Hawk.11 07 12 ^ 
Whimbrel..... 11 07 13 2 48 16 3 41 0-3 

m.ASH 3—OPEN JIB AND MAINSAIL YACHTS, 25 FEET AND OVER. 

Lizzie R.11 01 38 Cap-ized. ^ o 
A^da..11 02 21 2 18 11 3 15 M 3 15 50 

CLASS 4—OPEN JIB AND MAINSAIL YACHTS, 21 TO ^ FEET. 
Adele .11 01 08 2 31 26 3 ^ 18 3 M TO 
Rose^A.11 01 38 1 29 56 3 28 18 3 24 58 
Hornet .11 04 00 2 36 26 3 32 26 3 20 16 

.110142 21911 31529 31529 
CLASS 5—OPEN JIB AND MAINSAIL YACHTS UNDER 21 FEET. 

Dandy.H 03 47 2 49 45 3 45 56 3 45 56 
CLASS 6—CATRIOGED YACHTS OVER 21 FEET. 

Mavotta .lO 57 30 2 39 12 3 41 42 
Truant . ..10 67 35 2 37 27 3 39 52 
Wmm .. ;.10 57 85 3 09 60 4 12 15 

CLASS 7—OATBIGGKD YACHTS. 17 TO 21 FEET. 

Bubble.10 56 32 3 06 55 4 10 ^ 
ByrBye . . . . . ..10 55 60 3 12 53 4 17 flS 
NamS^ .10 55 40 3 10 52 4 15 12 
BoS^ToT;::.::;:.^i...i0 55 20 9 53 3> 3 5815 

CLASSS-CATHIGGED YACHTS. l7 FEET AND UNDER. 

Centennial .lO 57 14 1 17 00 2 19 46 
The latter boat sailed over a 10 mile course to Fort Schuyler and 

return. Elephant and Wacondah are not yet measured, so the Mai 
result is not^iiown. Lorna wins the silk ciub .signal for the ^tert 
corrected time over the course, A race for gteam yachts was al^Q 
ran, Mystic tjeatuig Mary W. 

Finish. 
2 30 26 
2 30 56 
2 34 31 
2 51 04 
2 28 56 
2 46 03 

Elapsed. 
3 23 20 
3 24 03 
3 27 24 
3 44 33 
3 21 10 
3 38 TO 

(Corrected. 
3 23 20 
8 19 63 
3 22 56>^ 
3 37 18 

1 15^ 

3 38 11 
3 51 24 
3 33 
3 37 08 

3 41 42 
3 39 391^ 
4 07 02^ 

4 10 23 
4 15 301-6 
4 11 27 
3 54 021,6 

' 2 19 46 
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ANOTHER SMALL CRUISER.—On June 1 there arrived at Po^^ 
Morris, New York, a new cruiser, the Seabird, built at Kennebunk- 
port, Me., for Mr. John Thornton, Jr., of New York, by C. Trott. The 
Seabird is similar to the Elvira or Little Ida, illustrated in the Fopbst 
AUD Stream, but is 21ft. over all, 7ft. beam, 3ft. 6in. depth, with a 
rocker keel 1ft. deep. She is a double ender, decked over, with a 
cabin 7ft. long with 4ft. headroom and two berths. Forward and aft 
are galvanized iron air tanas. The frame is of steamed oak planked 
with i%in. cedar. The ballast on keel is 750 pounds, with 2,200 
pounds cast to fit inside and 400 pounds in pigs, making 3,350 pounds, 
all iron. She has one pole mast with staysail and jib set flying. In 
charge of Mr. Geo P. Willis, she sailed from Kennebunkport on May 
24, calling at Gloucester, Boston, Chatham, Stonington and Saybrook, 
and reaching Port Morris on June 1 without any difficulty.' From 
Chatham, Mass., the wind was ahead tor the entire distance. 

YACHTING NOTES.—Ranger, schooner, has been sold by Dr. Daw¬ 
son, to Mr Geo. Chisholm, N. Y. Y. C. Dr. Dawson has purchased 
the schooner Elfin, formerly Latona....The catboat now building by 
Capt. Townes for Mr. Vanderveer will have a hollow spar and a loose¬ 
footed mainsail — A new centerboard is building by Capt. Cuthbert, 
at Trenton, Out. She will be 55ft. over all, 47ft. L. W. L. and 15ft. 
beam, and is for Messrs. Cooley & Turley.... For tuna, schooner. Com. 
Hovey, E. Y. C., left Boston on June 4 in tow of a tug for New York. 
— At Lawley’s yard Sachem is painted and nearly readyfor launch¬ 
ing. The new 47ft. boat, Mr. Fay’s, will be named Vandal. Two 
small keel cats have been started from Mr. Burgess’s designs_Mist, 
schooner, has been sold by Mr, J. H. Sherburne, of Boston, to Mr. A. 
0. Titcomb, of San Francisco — Westamore, catboat, of Newport, 
has been sold to Mr. M. C. D. Borden, of New York_Intrepid, 
schooner, has been docked and is now in commission. 

LAUNCH OF A PILOT BOAT.—The new pilot boat. W. H. Star- 
buck, built by Ellis, of TottenviUe, to take the place of Mary and 
Catherine, No. 6, sunk by a British tramp some time since, was 
launched on May 29. She is 82ft. over all. 76ft. L. W. L., 2Ift. 2in. 
beam, 9ft. llin. hold. Her mainmast is 73ft., foremast 72ft., top¬ 
masts 23ft., booms52 and 26ft. 6in.; gaffs 26and 20ft. 61n.; bowsprit 29ft 
Gin. outboard. She stuck on the ways owing to her draft. Mr. 
Starbuck has had her cabin fitted up very handsemely. 

GREENWICH Y. C.—The annual meeting of the Greenwich Y. 0 
was held at Greenwich, Conn., on last Monday, June 7, when the fol¬ 
lowing officers were elected: Arthur E. Rendle. Commodore (re¬ 
elected); Geo. Tyson, Jr., Vice-Commodore; J. Williams, Rear-Corn 
modore; Secretary and Treasurer, E. Burton Hart; Measurer, J. M. 
Tracy. Several new members were elected. The first pennant re¬ 
gatta will be held on June 26. The club cruise will take place about 
latter part of July, the grand annual regatta on or about Aug. 15, 
and the fall pennant regatta on or about Sept. 15. 

NEW YORK Y. C.—A special meeting was held on June 3, at 
which the amendment prohibiting the use of clubtopsails on the 
cruise was reconsidered and withdrawn. During the evening a meet¬ 
ing of the Cup committee was held, at which it was decided that no 
further correspondence was necessary as Mr. Webb would be soon in 
New York. 

AMERICA.—The lines of the America were taken off last week by 
Mr. McKee as a basis for Mr. Burgess’s alterations. The old keel, 
siding only IJ^in,, will be replaced with a wider one, with new gar- 
boards. Wora will go on as soon as Mr. Burgess completes the 
plans. 

ECLIPSE Y. C.—This club sailed its annual regatta on Monday over 
the same course as .the Williamsburg Y. C., but starting at 104th 
street. Twelve yachts entered, the winners being Thom, second 
Class; Unknown, third class; Violet, fourth class and Venus, fifth class. 
The Osseo carried the members and guests of the club. 

CHARTS OF Lake ONTARIO.—We have received from Mr. John 
T. Mott, of Oswego, the series of Coast Survey charts of Lake Onta¬ 
rio,showing the entire lake on one sheet, with larger charts of the 
various portions down the Sc. Lawrence to Chippewa Falls. 

A VISIT FROM A STEAM YACHT.-We learn from Le Yacht 
that Mr. John Clark’s steam yacht, Mohican, will sail for New York 
shortly to take part in the races of the American Y. C. for the Inter¬ 
national Challenge Cup. 

MAKJORIE.—Mr. Langley’s new catboat, modeled by Mr. Ells¬ 
worth, is now completed, and has been named Marjorie. She will 
sail a race on July 5 with Mr. Seney’s catboat, for $260 a side. 

Don’t twist your neck off, but use Allen’s bow-facing oars. Little 
catalogue free. Fred A. Allen, Monmouth, 111.—Adv. 

Canoeing. 
Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and 

Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signals, etc of 
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and 
rejMirts of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are 
requested to forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with 
logs of cruises, nsaps, and information concerning their local waters 
drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all Herns relating 
IA t.nA Q'nnW’. ® 

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION. 

C ECRFTARY—Dr. C. A. Neidg. Schuylerville, N. Y. Candidates for 
k-7 membership must forward their names, accompanied by the re- 
commendation of an active member of the A. C. A,, together with 
the suni of $3 for initiation fee and first year’s dues, to the secretary, 
who will present the names to the commodore. Money should bo 
sent by registered letter, or money order oh Saratoga Springs, N. Y 

FIXTURES. 
Mohican Races every Thursdav through the season 
June 12—Brooklyn C. C. Paddling Race. 
June 
June 
July 
July 
July 
July 
July 
Aug. 
Aug, 

12—NrY!” C.G, Spring Begatte. 1st Race Com. Trophy. 
26—N. Y. C. C., 2d Race Commodore’s Trophy. 
3-6—N. Y. C. C., Trials International Races. 
8-24—W. A. C. A. Meet, Lake Erie. 

10—Brooklyn C.C., Paddling Race. 
10—N. Y. C. C., 3d Race Commodore’s Trophy. 
24—N. Y. C. C., 4th Race Commodore’s Trophy. 
7-N. Y. C. C., 5th Race Commodore’s Troohv. 
7—Brooklyn C. C., Paddling Race. 

Aug, 13-27—A. C. A. Meet, (Jrindstane Island. 
Aug. 21—Lake St. Annual. 
Sept. 4—Brooklyn C. C., Paddling Race. 
Sept. 4—N. Y. C. C., International Cup Races. 
Sept. 11—N. Y. C. C., 6th Race Commodore’s Trophy. 
Sept, 18-Brooklyn C. C., Sailing Races. 
Sept. 25—Brooklyn C. C.. Challenge Cup. 
Sept. 25—N. Y. C. C., 7th Race Commodore’s Trophy. 
Oct. 2—N. Y. C. C., Fall Regatta. 

THE LOCAL SPRING MEETS. 

UINTAKIO, MAY 22-24. 

The Ontario spring meeting of canoeists took place at Knapp’s 
Point, on Wolf Island, five miles below Kingston, on May 22, and 

lasted three days. = ) j . 
The situation of the camp was as good as could be desired, and a 

most enaoyable time was had by the members of the R. M. C. C 0 
and thmr friends, among whom on this occasion could not be num¬ 
bered the almost ubiquitous mosquito, the canoeists having got the 
start of him for once. 

The weather was fine, the sailing and paddling courses good, and 
the mess arrangements were very perfect. 

Comnaodore Falrtlough and Vice-Commodore Morrow were in com¬ 
mand of the camp, and to their exertions is, in a great part, due its 
success. ^ ’ 

Among the visitors were Mr. J. B. Carruthers, Professor Day. Lieu¬ 
tenants Hudon and Cochrane, C@l. Cotton and Messrs. Forsyth and 
Greet, of Kingston, the Brockville Club being represented by Com, 
Richards and Mr. F. Turner. or j 

At tlm last nioment and after they had their canoes ready for ship¬ 
ment, Commodore Rathbun, of the A. C. A., and the members of the 
Deseronto Club were unable to attend. 

Sunday were spent in enjoyment of the first camping 
out that most of the cmnoeists had had this year, a roaring big fire 
being made each evening and the proceedings being enlivened by 
songs, stones and miscellaneous fun. - e j 

Mpnday morning set in with a spanking sou’west breeze, which 
dunmtshed to a zephyr before the races could be started, so the sail- 
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ing: races were a series of drifts ■with the various boats being be¬ 
calmed several times. 

For the decked canoe sailing race there -were four entries, and 
Turner succeeded in crossing the winning line ahead, with Morrow a 
good second 

For the open canoe sailing race there were three entries, and the 
three boats kept within a stone’s throw of each other up to the finish 
gun, crossing the line a little ahead of Panet. The single paddle race 
was won by Turner, who was closely pushed by Strickland, and the 
tandem paddling was won by Turner and Panet, Kogers and Strick¬ 
land conning in second. Com. Richards's canoe Mona, designed by 
Stephens and built by Sauve, was taken to camp in hopes of a brush 
with Com. Raihbun’s new Ruggles boat Siar. but as the latter was 
not present she did not race. Shortly after the races were over and 
the prizes presented by Com. Fairtlot^h, the camp broke up and 
the always melancholly business of taking down tents and stowing 
camp material was got through with, while with many a hearty shake 
of the hand and many a farewell with “I’ll meet you at Grindstone” 
added to it, the canoeists separated, some to go home by steamer and 
some to cruise to their destinations in their light crafts, all voting the 
camp a great success and looking forward to all hands meeting 
again at the general A. C. A. meet m August. 

BROOKLYN C. C- CRUISE, MAY 2931. 

“'\7S7HAT shall the Alligators do on Decoration Day?” had been a 
VV question of some little moment for us to decide. We had re¬ 

ceived invitations to attend the Connecticut River meet at Calla 
Shasta Grove and also the Hudson River meet at Rondout, but as few 
of us could be absent from Saturday morning until Tuesday, we 
decided upon a cruise and camp nearer home, with the hope that 
more of our members 'wouid be able to participate than would be the 
cas“ if we went further away. A cruise from the club house to South 
Beach, Staten Island, a distance of aboubseven and a half miles, with 
Simday in camp at this place and return on Monday via Capt. Still¬ 
well's at Bath for dinner, was the general programme decided upon. 

Orders were given for members to be in readiness for a start at 6 
o'clock P, M. on Saturday, May 5:9, each man to be so equipped that 
he could cruise and camp independent of any one else; but if pre¬ 
ferred. two men to mess together. At the same time each novice was 
in a measure placed under the care and instruction of a more experi¬ 
enced member.while the cruise and camp were under the command 
of Vice-Commodore Whitlock. At the appointed hour the fleet was 
in readiness, but a strong flood tide and headwind made it evident 
that some of the canoes vrould be unable to reach camp comfortably 
that night. It was decided to let those who so desired start at once, 
the others to remain at the club house and'to go into camp on Sunday 
morning. Minx.Mr.Brokaw; Vixen, Mr. Johnson; Pilgrim, Mr. Gould, 
andGuenn, Mr. Sinclair, made up the first detachment, believing they 
could get around the forts before dark. They were accompanied for 
a short distance by Commodore Newman in the Sunbeam, Mr. Messi- 
ter in the Berkeley, Mr, Baker in the Judy, and Mr. Dennison in the 
Box. 

On Sunday morning thebnlk of the fleet, consisting of the flagship 
Yvonne, Vjce-Oommodore Whitlock: Evangeline, Mr. Cook; Ganny- 
mede. Mr. Budiugton; Pagan, Mr. Weeks; Niente, Mr. Dunnell; Crusoe, 
Mr. Thornton; No Name, Mr. Fosdick. and Lone Star, Mr. Schuyier, 
had a most enjoyable sail down the bay, reachiug camp at about 10 
o’clock. Tents were pitched in good form, and, with the canoes drawn 
up in line upon the beach, made an exceedingly pretty picture. The 
veterans had come prepared with all the necessities, and the novices, 
knowing the proclivities of the Alligator in general, bad come laden 
with the luxuries of life. The afternoon was pleasantly passed as 
best suited the different individuals. The Elm Tree Lighthouse tower 
afforded a pleasant resort for some, while others sailed or dozed, as 
was most agreeable. Later some of the party returned to the city. 
After supper the native mosquito arrived in force, but fortunately 
the tents pro-viJed ample protection against his ardent attentions. 

Monday morning opened with a strong easterly wind blowing, 
which drove away the mosquitoes. Breakfast of tongue, omelettes, 
broiled chicken and coffee w as served. Camp was struck, the canoes 
packed, and the start for Bath was made. Later on a thunder shower 
came up w hich quite wet those unlucky ones not provided with oilers. 
The shower was followed by almost a dead calm, and sails were 
stowed and paddles'^ere brought into requisition. The tide was run¬ 
ning strong ebb. and before the fleet had made Coney Island several 
of the canoes had been carried below buoy 16. The crew of the 
Gannymede says he is constitutionally opposed to work of any kind, 
but in this case it was paddle or Europe. He chose the former, and 
for once was made to paddle. During the morning those unfortu¬ 
nates who had been unable to enjoy the whole cruise had arranged 
to join the fleet at Barb. Com Newman, in the Sunbeam, accora- Eanied by Niente, Crusoe, Kelpie and Edna ran down from the club 

ouse to Capt. Stillwell’s, where dinner had been ordered for tw^enty, 
both divisions reaching this famous hostelry at about 1 o clock. The 
Brooklvn Y. C. were celebrating the opening of their new club house 
and they placed their floats at the service of the canoeists and enter 
tained them very pleasantly. The fleet set sail at about 4 o 'clock for 
the club house, which -was reached at about 6 o clock. 

Comparing notes we found that between Saturday P. M. and Mon¬ 
day P. M. every boat in our club, with one exception (and her owner 
sailed the Guenn), had participated in the Decoration Day cruise to 
some extent. The fleet had covered twenty miles. In the party were 
five novices who had never been in canoes on a cruise before. All 
felt the cruise to have been a success, and it ■will probably be loilowed 
by other similar ones during the summer. j . 

We flna our new location in the Atlantic Basin a decided improve¬ 
ment upon the former one. The approach through the handsome 
grounds of the Atlantic Harbor Company being pleasant, while the 
clear passage from our float to the open waters of the Bay is most 
convenient. The B. C. C. now numbers twenty-five active members 
fno associate or honorary members) and a fleet of twenty-three nrst 
class canoes,_Cahdinap. 

CRUISE OF THE LAKE ST. LOUIS C. C. 

The 'Lake St.Louis C.'C. taking advantage of tbe Queen’s birthday 
tailing on a Monday, decided to have a cruise occupying the two 

days. So on Saturday. May 22, we left with a special car full of 
canoes for a place named Huntingdon, sixty-flve miles fro^ Lacbine. 
As I will have to name a few of the members on this voyage partm- 
ularly, it would be as well to introduce the entire party and give Ae 
names of the canoes. Our worthy commodore paddled m his old 
reliable Shawenigeen, in which more cruising and racing has 
been done than in any canoe in the Province of QuebM. Commodore 
W. H Rintoul, Commodore’s clerk, Thos. Stewart, shaw^igeen; A. 
W Morris. Vice-Commodore, H. W. Molson. La Fleche; Charles La- 
raothe, O. D. Monk. Nokomls; A. J. Stewart. Robin Coquette, 
H. T. Wilgress, C. T. Christie, Edith; A. T. ^0^’ 
ten; Fred Stewart, A. J. Henderson, Ida; A. Ward, H. ^ 
Peach blow; Forbes Torrance, Alex. Patterson. Vesper. A. 
F. Holland, Oregon; E. P. Winslow, I^na; E. B. 
Lurline; Robert Ross, I. K. Bruce. Chestout; C- S- bh^, A. W. 
Sbearwood. Water Lily; Thompson, W. F. Cooper, Bertie, W. Robert- 

^‘wi?h this terie ^‘rVy we arrived at mine host f 
don, where we bad our first portage from the car to the hotel, ^ler 
dinner we walked through the town, smging national airs, to the 

roller skating rink, and it would have been an enjoyable sight for a 
Lacbine audience to have watched thirty-two greenhorns on roller 
skates. It was amusing to see the look of contempt cast upon us by 
the villagers, who doubtless go there every night, as some are 
very proficient in the art. Next morning at 8 o’clock we started 
homeward, and nothing worthy of note occurred till we reached 
Dewitville, and brother canoeists beware w'hen you strike this 
spot. Imagine a high wall of rock reaching half across the 
river with a cut about 25ft. wide through it, over this they 
have a rustic bridge. Our commodore hailed some farmers who 
were on this beautiful piece of architecture, and asked if we could 
go through. Being answered in the affirmative, he immediately en¬ 
tered this narrow passage, when what was his surprise to find a regu¬ 
lar waterfall and rapid about .300yds. long, full of rocks, with a cur¬ 
rent running at the rate of thirty miles an hour. He got through with 
no mishap how'ever, I think more through his general good luck 
than anything else, as it was impossible to control your canoe, a 
good paddler could just keep her straight. TheOregon, Lurline, Edith 
and Nokomis were all broken, the Oregon so badly that she had to be 
sent home by express and her crew found places in the other canoes. 
After an hour’s delay in which Messrs. Jones and Laughlan went up 
to the village and bought rubber cloth, white lead, etc., and patched 
up their canoe, w'e started for St. Martine, where we were to stop 
over night. The rapids on this part of the river, though numerous 
and rocky, are not dangerous and no further accident happened 
until the evening, when the Nokomis transferred her crew, one of 
which was our rear-commodore, into the liquid element. At this 
time the canoes were somewhat scattered, so that after running the 
rapid one mile above St. Martine, the commodore told the Marion L. 
to wait and show the way to the six canoes which had lagged behind. 
She waited there until four came down, when the last crew' said that 
the other two would not be down for an hour, and being now quite 
dark, it was useless to stop longer, so they went on to the hotel at 
St. Martine. We had probably been there about an hour when in 
walked our rear-commodcre who reported that Monk was up in a 
field watching his canoe and Messrs. Wilgress and Christie were there 
too. We then got a buckboard and sent it for them. The hotel 
accommodation at St. Martine is very limited; we slept five in a room 
about 12xl4ft. in size, but a sporting life is a hard life and everything 
counts. Next morning, after a game of baseball, we left for Lacbine, 
encountering a few miles down the river a fall of about 6ft>,over 
which all came in safety except the Edith and Peach blow, who doubt¬ 
less feeling a little dry, did not watch how they steered and so upset. 
They and thei» clothes having been rescued and dried we made an¬ 
other start and followed the commodore Indian file, down the rest of 
the rapids which, though very enjoyable to me, might not appear so 
interesting when read about, Suffice it to say, that arriving at Dikie 
Island, two miles from Lacbine, we formed a double line and p.a.ddled 
in this form to the club house, well pleased with our trip to Hunting¬ 
don. Mabion L. 

SHERBROOKE BOATING AND CANOEING CLUB.—This club 
begins its second official season on June 10 with a formal opening of 
the house, and river illumination. The club is out of debt and owns 
a good boat house accommodating upward of thirty craft of all kinds 
belonging to some fifty active members. New members are joining, 
new' boats on the way and altogether a very successful season is ex¬ 
pected. The house is always open and full privileges are cordially 
extended lo visiting strangers. During last sea=on the register shows 
that nearly three hundred strangers were entertained, many of whom 
were A. C. A. men, who are always specially welcome. The officers 
for the year are: President, F. P. Buck; First Vice President, A. \V. 
Olivier; Second Vice-President, I. Edgell; Secretary, John H. Walsh; 
Treasurer, W. D. Fmser. Committee—H. R. Fraser. A. T. Winters, 
W. F. James, J. F. Morkill, F. Hains, C. E. Thornton, M. M. Longee. 
Commodore, J. G. Walton. During the month of August the club 
will camp for a fortnight on Lake Memphremagog, where canoeists 
and othere interested will be made welcome. The experiences of 
those who camped there last season encourage us to look for a pleas¬ 
ant time again. Particulars of camp and railway rates will be fur¬ 
nished on application to the secretary or commodore.—J. G. W. 
(Sherbrooke, Quebec, June 4). 

OAKLAND C. C., CLEAR LAKE CRUISE.-The Oakland C. C. 
started on June 1, on a journey to Clear Lake, taking a steamer to 
Point Tiburon, across the bay, thence by freight train to Cloverdale, 
thence 35 miles by mule team across the mountains to Lakeport, where 
they launch. The fleet will include Mystic. Com. Blow; Flirt, Vice- 
Corn Harrison; Undine, Sec. Cooper; Zoe Mou, Treasurer Dameal; 
Columbia, formerly Talisman. Mr. Gonzalez: Volante, Messrs. Jones 
& Katyenboch; Spray, R. Engelbrecht; Shadow, Mr. Wright, and 
several others. The races of the club on May 81 included a rowing 
race, in singles; a paddling race, class H.; a race for four-oared 
shells a paddling race, class I; a canoe toui-nament; a sailing 
race for skiffs and yachts, one for canoes, a mixed sailing race for 
three classes; a consolation race, sailing; a swimming race, and an 
infection of canoes. A gold challenge badge is offered for the 
latter to be given to the most complete canoe. Tbe same prize 
may be challenged atid sailed for in the future. In the tournament 
each canoe is paddled by one man, while a second stands on deck, 
armed with a mop or padded stick. Two canoes charge at each 
other, the men on deck trying to push each other qff. The club is 
very active this year and is doing much for canoeing. Its fleet of 
boats has been greatly improved and numbers some very fine canoes. 

OTTAWA C. C.—At the annual meeting in April last the following 
officers were elected: Commodore, W. F. Whitcher; Captain, J, S. 
Brough; Secretary, F. H. Gisborne. Meinbers_of Committee-W. 
McL.^Maingv, A. Hemming, J. bt. C. McQuilkin. Auditors--P. B. 
Svmes and W. McL. Maingy. This season was opened by a splendid 
club cruise from Casselman, on the Canada Atlantic Railway, to 
Wendover, on the Ottawa River, a distance of fifty miles, with three 
ranids, a fourth was choked with logs. Ten canoes and twenty 
naddlers. under the command of the commodore, took part in the 
cruise, which extended over the 2'2d lo the 24th inst, and was a great 
success. The club now numbers forty-eight members. We hope to 
have a good many more club cruises during the summer.-FRAXCis 
H. GisneRNE, Secretary O. C. C. 

NEW VORK C. C. ANNUAL REGATTA.—The club house of the 
N Y C 0 has been hauled out at Starin’s dock and caul^d a^ 
sheathed and is now in position next to the old Sawanhaka C. G. 
Se at Tompkinsville. The annual regatta will be held on Saturday 
next starting at .3 P. M. The programme includes a sailmg iace for 
ctasses A and B sailing together, without limit; a sailing and paddling 
raci naddtog rkces lor Classes III. and IV.. a hand-paddling race, 
an?knSset?ace. The prizes will be flagsfor first and second. Boats 
leave South Ferry at 1:45 and 2:30 P. M. 

DOWN THE 8USQUEHANNA.-A party of Mohicans, including 
Com Oliver, Mr. Gibson, Captain Metcalf, U. S. A., Messrs. Palmer, 
Cushman and a guest. Count Thuan, of Austria, are on a ermse down 
the Susquehanna, having gone by rail to Binghamton ou May ^ 
and starred from there. They were at Wilkesbarre on June o, with 
but two capsizes to record. 

TORONTO C. C.—A general meeting was held on June 2, at which 
the constitution and sailing rules were amended. Nins of the club 
cruised up the Humber on May 22-24^_ 

Eveet pair of Allen’s bow-facing oars warranted. Send for little 
catalogue free. Fred A. AUen, Monmouth, Ill,—Adn. 

^nswtr$ io 

No Notice Taken of Anonymona Oorreapondenta> 

Baltimoee.—1. A. says if a rifle could be taken a sufficient distance 
above the earth and fired directly downward there would be a point 
in the bullet’s flight where the force of the powder would be ex¬ 
pended, and that gravity alone at that point would give a less velocity 
than immediately after leaving the weapon. B. claims to havestudied 
the science of gunnery, and contends tnlit the projectile’s speed will 
increase continually. Kindly explain as fuhy as possible. 2. The 
same weapon being fired straight upward from tbe earth’s surface, 
what will be the velocity upward and descending by seconds? Any 
possible difference in the density of the atmosphere not to be taken 
as a factor.—D. Ans. 1. Theoretically a bullet might be forced from 
a point beyond the influence of the earth’s attraction, and in its flight 
pass into the space where it would come under the law of gravitation. 
2. The rise or fall would vaiy so much under different conditions that 
it is almost impossible to give it. The bullet would fall end over end. 
Some experiments in that line have been made at Sandy Hook, ivhere 
the bulleis struck 200yd8. from point fired from, and they struck flat 
grail ways; but when they were flrtd so as to have them strike 
500yds. from the gun, they all came down point foremost, and that 
dis'ance seemed to be the limit toward gun at which they would strike 
point foremost. 

AUSTIN. Nev.—Can you inform methrough your paper what changes 
have been made by the Government in the Springfield rifle? I have 
seen them mentioned as the “improved Springfield’,’ rifle. I would 
Tike also to know if these rifles can be purchased, and if so, where and 
the price.—C. Ans. It is called the improved Springfield rifle and is 
now known also as Model 1884. Has new rear and front sights; rear 
is graduated to 2.000yds.; front has a cover to shade it on bright days. 
Some minor details about bands changed, A detachable pistol grip 
is now issued on application. The barrel and other metal parts are 
finished with a new bluing process which is thought to be much better 
than old. There were some slight changes in chamber for 500-grain 
bullet. There has been no change in the rifling. They can probably 
be purchased on application by letter to ttfe Chief of Ordnance, 
U. S. A., Washington, D. C. 

D. M. P., Vicksburg. Miss.—Early in March I put my gun away for 
the season after thoroughly cleaning it. To insure its remaining in 
good order, I melted a lot of tallow and poured some in each barrel, 
stooping both ends with a wad. About a week ago 1 had occasion 
to fake the gun from its case and while doing so I noticed a dark 
ring around the wads at the breech end. I removed the tallow 
from the barrels and found a spiral of rust in each. I have tried in 
every way to remove same, but with little effect. The Peimecky 
cleaner has no appreciable effect on the discoloration. 1 took the 
gun to a gunsmith who said that the marks were not rust, but “stains 
of rust.” Can you teii me how I can remove them without having 
the barrels bored or cut with emery ? Ans. Probably a wire scraich 
brush would remove them. 

T. I. M. Geeenbush, N. Y.—While fishing for eels on the 26th of May 
in the Hudson, about sixteen miles from Albany, it was noticed that 
ail the eels bad, under the skin, parasites varying in length from 
one to five inches. Wnatarethey? Ans. It is impossible to tell with¬ 
out seeing them. The lengths you name are very large for par¬ 
asites of the skin or flesh of eels.’ We have known them to have in¬ 
testinal parasites larger than those but do not know that eels are 
subject to the kind found by you, The parasites are, no doubt harm¬ 
less to man as are those of fishes iu general. 

L. S E., Philadelphia.—1. What is best bait for fresh-water bass 
and how to use it? 2 Can they be taken with an artificial bait, if so, 
what is most used? .3. What hook is best for pickerel fishing? Ans. 
1. The helgramiteor dobson, hook it througn the thorax and let it 
hang. 2. Yes. Spoons are best, but there are soft rubber imitatiens 
of crayfish, dobsons and grasshoppers that are used by some, although 
we do not recommend them. 3. If a single hook is used, a sproat 
from 4-0 to 8-0 is good. If gangs are used it depends upon the kind 
of bait and the size of the fish expected. 

Buz, Wellsville, O.—Will you please answer following queries in 
your question column. 1. lam informed that the “kingbird” (so- 
called) does not possess a craw or food receptacle, such as is common 
to most other birds? 2, That they are very destructive to bees. Is 
this correct? Ans. 1. The anatomy of the kingbird does not differ 
materially from that of other birds of its family. 2. They are be¬ 
lieved to be quite destructive to bees. 

Depreoater.—In the market reports of the Evening Post I fre- 
qiientlv notice a quotation of “small birds, 75 cents per dozen.” 
Now, o'f what species are these birds, whence do they come, and 
what are they used for? Aus. The “smaU birds'’ we presume are 
peeps, ox-eyes, robin snipe, etc. 

“Tales of the Ocean.”—Can any of your readers tell me where 
I can get “Tales of the Ocean?” It has long been out of print, but 
perhaps'among the thousands of readers of the Forest and Stream, 
there is* some one who can tell me where I can procure a copy.— 
Tarpon. 

A. P. S., Allentown. Pa.—We do not know of any makers of the 
cork coat in this coimtry. You ivill find full instructions as to tents, 
waterproofing, and a wash for flies in “Woodcraft,” by “Nessmuk,” 
published by the Forest and Stream. 

Terra Nova, St. Johns, Newfoundland,-1. Tbe gun is liked by 
those who have used it. 2. “Gibson's Complete American Trapper, ’ 
advertised elsewhere. 3. The bait is worth a trial if you want night 

^^h!°h'. Rotherpield, Sussex, Eng.—We believe that red deer have 
been imported into the United Slates from England, but of the 
result of the experiment we are not informed. 

F. B. S.—Hunters Point.—1. The laws will be published in our next 
issue. 2. You can shoot trespassing dogs, but you will be liable for 
tbeir value if they are killed. 

S. P. C., Cincinnati, O.—You can carry a mainsail of 70(t. and a 
raizzen of 20ft. Follow the proportions of balance lug sails in “Canoe 
and Boat Building.” 

H. & W., New York.—Boats and canoes are sometimes built with¬ 
out any moulds by experienced workmen, but no special model can 
he made or copied. 

W. B. B., New York.—You can get cedar boards of C. F. Hodsdon, 
744 Water street. They are of all thicknesses and 6 to 12in. wide. 

D. H. K.—You will find instructions for tanning in Gibson’s “Com¬ 
plete American Trapper,” which is advertised elsewhere. 

W D A., Jr., Montclair, N. J.—The sails are not too large. Alcohol 
stovk can be had at any sporting goods store. 

Silas, Boston, Mass.—There is no shooting now in Massachusetts; 
everything is out of season. 

J. M. C., Broome Center, N. Y.—We cannot recommend the boat for 
your use. 

HiPPiAS.—Corinthian signifies amateur. The mattress should be 
4in. thick. 

Subscriber .—We can furnish the book. Price $150. 

EUMPHmS' 
Vetel’tnary 

for 
CATTLE, SHEEP. 

PODLTRr. 

tyTI. S. Governm't. 
Chart on Rollers, 

_ and Book Sent Free. 

Humphreys’ Med. Co., 109 Fulton St., H. Y. 

Salmon Fishing in Canada. 
We have the largest stock in America of Forrest 

& Son’s celebrated Salmon Flies, Pods, Heels, 
Casting Lines, etc., etc.. We have everything m 
Fishing Tackle for the successful capture of Sal¬ 
mon and Trout in Canadian waters. American 
anglers can obtain their complete outfit from us 
far below New York prices. Spliced S^mon and 
Trout Rods a specialty. Salmon and Trout Rods 
made to order and repaired. W. W. (^eener s 
Guns Eley Bros. Ammunition, Curtis and Harvey s 
Diamond Grain Powder, Clay Pigeons, Blackbirds, 
Glass Balls, Traps and all kinds of sporting goods. 
Send stamp for fe-page illustrated catalogue. 

T W bOYD & SON, 1641 Notre Dame st., 
’ ‘ Montreal, Canada. 

ARTIFICIAL FLIES. 
We keep constantly in stock over 500 varieties of 

Trout, Black Bass, Grayling & Salmon Flies. 
Particular attention given to the selection of the gut, and all flies tied on our HIGHEST QUALITY SPROAT 

Sizes of Trout Flies from No. 2 to No. 18. Any pattern tied to order. 

If your dealer does not keep our goods in stock, or will not order them for you, send us 50 cents for our ISO-page 

folio iUustrated catalogue. 

ABBEY IMBBIE, 
Manufacturers of every description of 

r-IKTES F-1JS H I 3Xr C3r T-A. O iSS. Xj B , 
18 Vesey Street (Fourth door from the Astor House), New York. 
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First Quality Goods at Lower Prices than any other House in America. 
Brass Multiplying: Reels with Balance Handles, first quality and fine finish. 75£t., $1.00; 120ft., $1.26; 180ft., $1.50 : 240£t., $1.75; 300ft., $2 00; 450ft., $2.25; 

600ft„ $2.50 Any of the above Reels with Drags, 25 cts. extra; nickel plated, 60 cts. extra. Brass Click Reels, 20yds., 60 cts.; 80yds., 75 cts.; 60yds., $1.W); 
nickel plated, 50 cts. extra. Marster’s Celebrated Hooks Snelled on Gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, O’Shaughnessy, Kinsey, 
Aberdeen, Sneck Bent, and all other hooks. Single gut, 12 cts. per doz.; double, ^ cts. per doz.; treble, 30 cts. per doz. Put up one half dozen in a package. 
Single Gut Trout and Black Bass Leaders, lyd., 5 cts.; 2yds., 10 cts., 3yds.. 15 cts. Double Twisted Leaders, 3 length, 5 cts.; treble twisted, 3 length, 10 cts. 
Trout Flies, 60 cts. per doz. Black Bass Flies, $1.00 per doz Trout and Black Bass Bait Rods, Oft. long, $1.25 to $5.00. Trout and Black Bass Fly Rods, 10ft. 
long, $1.50 to $10 00. Also forty-eight different styles of rods for all kinds of fishing. Samples of hooks, leaders, etc , sent by mail on receipt of price in 
money or stamps. SEND STAMP FOR CATALOGUE. THli MANUFACTDKK OF SNFLLFD HOOKS AND LFADEKS A SPECIALTY. 

Established 20 Years. Open Evenings. J. F. MARSTERS, 55 Coiirt Street. Brooklyn. 

FISHING RODS 
Brother angler, do you want to know where to 

purchase a fine hand made fishing rod. with numer¬ 
ous improvements not found in any other rod man¬ 
ufactured, and at a lower price than a machine rod 
can he purchased? Send for price list containing 
hints in selecting a rod. 

EDWARD SMITH, 
Pittsford, Rutland Co., Vt. 

Florida, the italy of America— 
60 pages valuable information,—Opportunities 

for profitable investments; a Home, Orange Grove, 
Winter Garden, Damage from Recent Freeze. Pub¬ 
lished by Bailey Syndicate. Indorsed by leading 
officials of Florida. Send six 2c.-stamps for copy to 
J. F. TUCKER, Gen. Mgr., Brooksville, Fla. 

THE WINCHESTER 
THE MOST POPULAR 

Repeating' Rifle 
IN THE MARKET. 

Great Variety 

of Styles and 

Calibers. 

PRICES 

REDUCED. 

EVERY VARIETY OP 

Metallic Ammunition 
PAPER AND BRASS SHOT SHELLS, 

»• eto. 

WINCHESTEH REPEATING ARMS CO., 
KTES'W OOnXTKT. 

Send for 76-page Illustrated Catalogue. 

Spalding’s Celebrated Split Bamboo Rod. 
t A -r- , ________.. 

UNEQUALLED IN QUALITY AND WORKMANSHIP. MADE WITH SPECIAL CARE AS TO UNIFORMITY OF 
SPRING AND DURABILITY. PATENT SERRATED WATERPROOF FERRULE. 

OUR SPECIALTIES IN 

Hand-Made Lancewood and Greenhart Rods 
Take the lead in first quality goods. 

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE 

Brooks’ Patent Line-Drying Reel, 
An article long needed by fishm*men who appreciate the value of having their lines always in good 
condition. It is a simple device intended to be carried in tackle box for drying lines. Mav be inserted in 
crevice of fence or other convenient place. Price, $2.00. 

SOLE AGENiS FOR TUB FOLLOWING SPECIALTIES IN FISHING TACKLE: 

Bray’s Patent Fly-Book, Gogebic Reels, Spalding’s Hammered Trolling Bait, Rudolph’s Bait Pail, Rndolnh’s 
Live Fish Net, Rudolph’s Disgorger, Utley’s Collapsing Net, Brown’s Patent Net 

K-lng and Staff, Brooks’ Batent Line Dryer. 

:x*oa.dv3V-a,3r, MT. "Sr. 108 XMCa,cUsoxi S 

SENS FOR FISHING TACKLE CATALOGUE. 
•t., ClAiOELSO* 

E. K. TRYON, JR. & CO., Philadelphia Ageofs. 
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Chamberlin Cartridges 

CLAY BIRD CARTRIDGES. 

I.OAD No. 1, Second Quality Clay Bird Cartridge—12-Qange—3J4 drams powder, oz. No. 7 
shot. Per hurdred, $2.25. 

liO.AD No. 2, Second Quality Clay Bird Cartridge—10-Gange—4 drams powder, 1J4 oz. No. 7 
shot. Per hundred, $2.60. 

BOAD No. 3. Better Quality Clay Bird Cartridge—12-Gange-3}4 drams powder, oz. No. 7 
shot. Per hundred, $3 75. 

liOAD No. 4, Better Quality Clay Bird Cartridge—10-Gauge-4J4 drams powder, oz. No. 7 
shot. Per hundred, $3. 

BLUE BOCK PIGEON CARTRIDGES. 

BOAT) No. 53, Second Quality Blue Bock Pigeon Cartridge—13-Gauge—3J4 drams powder, 
114 oz. No. 8 shot. Per nundred, $2.35. 

liOAD No. 53. Second Quality Blue Bock Pigeon Cartridge—10-Gauge—4 drams powder, IJi 
oz. No. 8 shot. Per hundred, 2.50. 

liOAO No. 64, Better Quality Blue Bock Pigeon Cartridge—13-Gauge-3J4 drams powder, 
1)4 oz. No. 8 shot. Per bunired, $2 76. 

BOAB No. 66, Better Quality Blue Bock Pigeon Cartridge—lO-Gange-414 drams powder, 
1J4 oz. No. 8 shot. Per hundred, $3. 

BOAB No. 66, For Parker Guns—13-Gauge—3^ drams Dead Shot powder, 1)4 oz. No. 8 shot, one 
card and two ll-gauge pink edge wads over powder, thin wad over shot. Per hundred $2.75. 

liOAD No. 67, For Parker Guns—10-Gauge—4J4 drams Dead Shot powder, 134 oz. No. 8 shot, one 
card and two 9-gauge pink-edge wads over powder, thin wad over shot. Per hundred, $3. 

BOAD No. 40, Wood Powder C*»rtrldge—13-Gauge-334 drams American Wood powder, primed 
with half dram of fine black powder, 1)4 oz. No. 8 shot, wadded with one %-inch thick white felt wad 
between two cardboards over powder (75 pounds pressure), thin wad over shot. Per hundred, $3.50. 

BOAB No. 43. Wood Powder Cartridee—10-Gauge—4j4 drams American Wood powder, primed 
with half dram fine black powder, 1)4 oz. no 8 shot, wadded with one ?^-inch thick white felt wad 
between two cardboards over powder (75 pounds pressure), thin wad over shot. Per hundred. $4.10. 

BOAB No. 68. Highest Quality Cartiidgo—13-Gauge—First grade paper shell. 3)4 drams Curtiss & 
Harvey, Duponts Diamond Grain, Orange Lightning, Hazard’s Electric. Pigou, Wilkes & Laurence (or 
any other similar quality powder), 1)4 oz. No. 8 shot, either drop or chilled as preferred, one card and 
two pink-edge wads over powder, thin wad over shot. Per hundred, $4.25. 

BOAD No. 69, Highest Quality Cartrldge-l O-Gauee-First grade paper shell. 4 drams Curtiss & 
Harvey, Duponts Diamond Grain, Orange Lightning, Hazard’s Electric, Pigou, Wilkes & Laurence 
(or any other similar quality powder), 1^4 oz. No. 8 shot, either drop or chiUed as iireferred, one card 
and two pink edge wads over powder, thin wad over shot. Per hundred, $5. 

CLAY PKJEON CARTRIDGES. 

BOAD No. 5, Second Quality Clay Pigeon Cartridge—18-Gauge—drams powder, 134 oz. No, 
7 trap shot. Per hundred, $2.25. 

BOAD No. 6, Second Quality Clay Pigeon Cartridge—10-Gauge—434 drams powder, 134 oz. No. 
7 trap shot. Per hundred, $2.50 

BOAD No. 7, Better Quality Clay Pigeon Cartridge—13-Gauge—334 drams powder, 134 oz. No. 
7 trap shot. Per hundred, $2.75. 

BOAD No. 8, Better Quality Clay Pigeon Cartridge—10-Gange—434 drams powder, 134 oz. No 
7 trap shot. Per hundred $3. 

BOAD No. 9, For Parker Guns—13-Gauge-334 drams Dead Shot powder, 134 oz. No. 7 trap shot, 
one card and two 11-gauge pink-edge wads over powder, thin wad over shot. Per hundred. $2.75. 

BOAD No. 10, For Parker Guns—10-Gauge—434 drams Dead Shot powder, 134 oz. No. 7 trap shot, 
one card and two 9-gauge pink-edge wads over powder, thin wad over shot. Per hundred, $3. 

BLAOKBTRif CARTRIDGES. 

BOAD No. 13, Second Quality Blackbird Cartridge—12-Qauge—334 drams powder, 1)4 oz. No. 
8 trap shot. Per hundred, $2.25. 

BOAD No. 14, Second Quality Blackbird Cartridge—10-Gauge—434 drams powder, 134 oz. No 
8 trap shot. Per hundred, $2 50. 

BOAD No. 16, Better Quality Blackbird Cartridge—12-Gauge—834 drams powder, 134 oz. No. 
8 trap shot. Per hundred, $2.75. 

BOAD No. 16, Better Quality Blackbird Cartridge-10-Gauge—434 drams powder, 134 oz. No. 
8 trap shot. Per hundred, $3. 

BOAD No. 17, For Parker Guns—13-Gauge—334 drams Dead Shot powder, 134 oz. No. 8 trap shot, 
and two 11 gauge piuk-edee wads over powder, thin wad over .shot. Per hundred, $2.75. 

BOAD No. 18, For Parker Guns—10-Gange—434 drams Dead Shot powder, 134 oz. No. 8 trap shot, 
one card and two 9 gauge pink-edge wads over powder, thin wad over shot. Per bimdred, $3. 

THE SECOND QUALITY CARTRIDGES are loaded in Club Rival or Climax Paper 
Shells, black-edge wadding. 

THE BETTER QUALITY CARTRIDGES are loaded in Star Paper Shells, pink-edge 
wadding. Any of these cartridges may be used to make scores for the Chamberlin Cartridge 
Co.’s $3,000 cash prizes, entries lor wMch may be made at any time before August 31, 1886. 

TATHAM & BEOS., Eastern Agents, 
82 Beekman Street, New York City. 

S ALLCOCK & CO.’S 

Celebrated Fish Hooks. 
May be had from all Fishing Tackle Dealers 

lu any part of the world. 

One Good Hook is Wortk 50 Bad Ones. 
Gold Medsls and Highest Awards at all Exhibitions 

No. 777. ^ 

FIRST QUALITY J 

8PR0AT HOOKS, | 
S. ALLOOCK & CO., S 

REDDITCH: g 

No. 100- M 

Tlie Largest Manufacturers of Fishing 
Goods in the World. 

All best goods hear our name and trade mark. 

WORKS, REDDITCH, ENGLAND. 
AND 

Silk Worm Gut Factory, Murcia, Spain. 

WHOLESALE ONLY. 

8-piece Fly Rod, 25yds. Click Reel, 25yds. oiled 
Silk Line, six Flies, six Hooks to gut and Leader 
complete by express. $4.00. Post paid, $4 60. Two 
Sample Flies by mail, postpaid, 16 cts.; per doz., 76 
cts. One 3 piece Trout Rod, Reel, 100ft. Linen Line, 
six Hooks to gut, one Sinker, one Leader and one 
Fioat. complete. $2.00. Post paid, $2.50. Send for 
our new catalogue, 320 large pages, over 5,000 illus¬ 
trations of all sporting goods, covers printed in 15 
colors, sent bv mail for 26 cents. 

PECK •& SNBDEK, 136 Nassau St., N. Y. 

TROUT FLIES, 
36c. Per Dozen^ 

H. H. KIFFE, 
818 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

Send for Fishing Tackle Catalogue. 

“Murcia” Silk Worm Gut. 
riSHIUG AND SDRQIOAL USE. 

In lots to suit, all grades and lengths, “Extra 
Heavy’’ to “Extra Fine.’’ Assorted thousands, ten 
different grades, including “Extra Long,’’put up 
for country trade and clubs. Prices, $5 to S15 per 
1,000. Assorted thousands, $7.50. Address LATASA 
& CO., P. O. Box 2,708, Washington Building, N. Y. 

Neat and Elegant. 
A great addition to the appearance of any lawn. 

Just the thing for porch and lawn use and for camp¬ 
ing parties. Light and strong and folds compactly. 
Can be carried as easily as a common camp stool. 
Send for illustrated catalogue of Hammock and 
Invalid Chairs free to any address. 

HUBBARD HAMMOOK OHAIR'OO., 
Sauk Centre, Minn. 

Oil-Tanned Moccasins. 
For Hunting, Fishing, Canoeing, &c. 
They are easy to the feet, and very 

durable. Made to order in a 
variety of styles and warranted 

the genuine article. Send 
for price list. MARTIN 
'S. HUTCHINGS, Dover, 
N. H., P. O. Box 368. 

Dame, Stoddard & Kendall, Boston: Henry 0. 
SquiRBS. New York: F. Ohas. Eichel, Philadelohia; 
VoN Lengerke & Detmold, Newark, N. J., Agents. 

Hunting Boot, or Shoe., Wholesale 
or RetaU. JOHN D. BETHEL, Man’f’r of 
Sportsmen’s Goods, 124Chambers st., N.Y. 

Send for Prices, No Postal Cards. 

B. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO., 
591 Broadway, New York. 

INDIAN 

Tan Buck Moccasios 
) Heavy for hunting, fishing 

-and hard wear, made like 
cut. Sent pos.cfec pHid on receipt of price: $2 for 
No' 7 and upward; $1.50 for No. 4 to 7; $1 for t^. 4 
and under. Beaded moccasins, made from lighter 
buck, 50c. extra, ladies’ sizes. Reference, Union 
Bank, Denver. A. AVERY, Denver, Colorado. 

The Still-Hunter, 
-BY- 

T. S. VAN DYKE. 
PRICE, POSTPAID. $2.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 
39 Park Row. New York. 

RANCHERIA. 
Any reader of Forest and Stream who is inter¬ 

ested in sheep culture and contemplates engaging 

in the grazing of shp.ep, can learn of a promising 
opportunity on advantageous terms by addressing 

CHARLES HALLOOK, this office. tf 

COPIES WANTED.-JAN. 4, 11,18 and 25. FEB. 1, 
March 8 and Sept. 13,1883; Feb. 7 and 14, March 

g, 1884. We are short of these issues, and would be 
obliged if any of our readers having one or all of 
these numbers that they do not want will send to 
Forest ana Stream Pub. Co.. 39 Park Row. New 
York City. mar26,tf 

HANNAFORD 

Ventilated 

BIIBBER BOOTS. 
__ The only boots made that 
WIXjIj not sweat or chill the feet. 

WILT KEEP the feet dry and tmiw. 
These boots have been in use for two seasons, 

and given entire satisfaoticm. Hundreds testify 
that they can be worn with comfort. 

Will be sent C.O.D. Ask your 
dealer for them, or send for circular, 

HAMAFORD TOTHATED BOOT CO. 
70 Milk Street, Boston. 

llie tnglisii ■■ Hstiiiig (jazene. 
Devoted to angling, river, lake and sea fishing, and 

flshoulbu'8. 
'Every Saturday, 16 pages, folio, price 2d. 

Volume XI. commenced with number 429 for 
July 11.1886. 

Editor—B. B. MABSTON 
Free by post for one year for 12s. 6d. (say $3.20) to 

any address in the Uniteid States. 
Sent direct from the office for any portion of a 

year at the above rate. U. 8. postage stamps can 
be remitted, or money order payable to Sampson, 
Low, Marston & Co., the propnetora. 

Contams special articles on all fresh and salt 
water fish and fishing; reports of the state of the 
rivers; reports from angling clubs; flshculture and 
natural history; where to fish; angling notes and 
queries; angling exchange column; notices of 
fishing tackle, hooks, &c., and other features. 

A copy of the current number can be had ^st 
free by sending six cents in stanms to R. B. Mars¬ 
ton, the FISH&Q GAZETTE office, 12 and 13. 
Fetter-lane, London.   ... 

The FISHING GAZETTE circulates extensively 
among anglers and country gentlemen in all parts 
of the Empire. 

“There is a large public Interest m fishing, , . 
An excellent class organ.’’—World. 

“One of the best authorltiee en these and kindred 
subjects.”—Truth. 

“A brighter and gayer little paper is not pnb- 
fished.”—Afaj/oir. _ 

The FISHING GAZETTE is quoted by the Time* 
and all the best papers. 

One of the best mediums for 

ADVERTISEMENTS 
of fishing tackle makers, flshculturlsts, hotels ana 
fishing quarters, whisky, waterproof fishing goc^. 
cigars and tobacco, books of angling, and all other 
raquirements of anglers; also for all general adver¬ 
tisements addressed to a well-to-do class in all parts 
of the eountry and abroad. 

fwune—12 and 13. London 

WANTED. 

Bear, Buffalo, Deer, Wolves, Foxes, Spotted Cats. 
Civit Cats, Lynx, Panthers. Antelope, Otter, Beav- 
ers and other animals and birds of all kinds. Ad- 
dress D. H. TALBOT, Sioux City, la. 

$1.00 a Year. S Union Square, New York, 
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The Forest and Stream Puhllshing Go. will send post paid any book 

published on receipt ot publisher’s price. 

Sportsman’s Library. 
of Sx>ox*fsxxxa>i3.’s BooIsls 

We mU forward any of t'h£&& Books hy ma/il, pos^aid, on receipt of price. 

No books sent unless money accompanies the order. 

POSITIVELY NO BOOKS EXCHANGED. 
ANGLING. 

Adirondack Fishes, Fred Mather. 26 
American Angler’s Book, Norris. 6 50 
Angling.... .. 50 
Angling Talks, Dawson. 50 
Angling, a Book on, Francis. 7 60 
Black Bass Fishing, HenshaU. 3 00 
Carp Culture, Peirce.  50 
Fish and Fishing, Manly . 5 25 
Fishing, Bottom or Float.   50 
Fishing in American Waters, Scott, illus.. .. 2 50 
Fishing with the Fly, Orvls-Cheuey Collection 2 50 
Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes. 1 25 
Fly Rods and Fly Tackle, Wells. 2 50 
Frank Forester’s Fish and Fishing. 2 50 
Frank Forester’s Fishing with Hook and Line 26 
Fysshe and Fysshyne. 1 00 
Fresh and Salt Water Aquarium... 50 
Modem Practical Angler, a Guide to Fly Fish¬ 

ing . 2 00 
Practical Trout Cidture.  1 00 
Practical Fisherman. 4 20 
Prime’s I Go a-Fisbing. 2 50 
Rod and Line in Colorado Waters. 1 00 
Scientific Angler . 1 50 
Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout, 

etc.. by Roosevelt.  .. 2 00 
Trollmg for Pike, Salmon and Trout.. 50 
The Game Fish of the Northern States and 

British Provinces, by Roosevelt. 2 00 
Trout Culture, Slack.   1 00 

BIRDS. 

American Bird Fancier. 60 
Baud’s Birds of North America. 30 00 
Bird Notes. 75 
Buds Nesting. 1 25 
Birds of Eastern Pennsylvania. 4 00 
Birds and Their Haunts. 3 00 
Cage and Singing Birds, Adams. 50 
Coues’ Key to North American Birds.15 00 
Game Water Birds of the Atlantic Coast, 
Roosevelt. 2 00 

Holden’s Book of Birds, pa. 25 
Minot’s Land and Game Birds. 3 00 
Native Song Birds.   75 
Naturalists^ Guide, Maynard. 2 00 
Natural History of Birds. 3 00 
Samuel's Birds of New England. 4 00 
Shore Birds. 15 

BOATING AND VACHTINGi 
A Canoe Trip, or a Lark on the Water. 30 
Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam. 3 00 
Boats of the World.    1 25 
Boat Racing. Briekwood. 2 60 
Boating Trips on New England Rivers. 1 25 
Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs, W. P. 
Stephens. 1 50 

Canoe and Camp Cookery, by “Seneca”. 1 00 
Canoe Handling, C. B. Vaux,. 1 00 
Canoemg m Kanuckia, Norton and Halberton 1 26 
Canoe and Camera. 150 
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper. Bishop’s. 1 60 
Cruises in Small Yachts. 2 50 
Corinthian Yachtsman. . 1 25 
Donaldson’s Steam Machinery . 1 50 
Fom- Months in a Sneakbox, Bishop. 1 50 
Frazar’s Practical Boat SaiUng. 1 00 
Inland Cruise. 60 
Model Yachts and Boats, Grosvenor. 2 00 
Paddle and Portage. 150 
Practical Boat Sailing, Davies. 2 OC 
Pi-actical Boat Building, Neison. 1 00 
The America’s Cup, paper, 50c.; cloth. 1 00 
'I'he Canoe Aurora, by Dr. C. A. Neidfi. 1 00 
Vacation Cruising, Rothrick. 1 50 
Yacht Architecture, Dixon Kemp. 16 80 
Yachts and Boat Sailing. Kemp. 10 00 
Yachts, Small, C. P. Kunhardt.  7 00 
Yachtsman’s Guide, Patterson.   3 00 
Yachtsman’s Manual and Handy Book. 3 50 

CAIRPING AND TRAPPING. 

Adventures in the WUdemess. 1 25 
Amateur Trapper—paper, 60c.; bds. 76 
Camps and Tramps in the Adirondacks, North- 
rup...  1 25 

Three in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gun in 
Norway. 1 75 

Camps in the Rockies, Grohman. 1 75 
Camp Life in the Wilderness. 30 
Camping and Cruising in Florida, HenshaU. 1 60 
Canoe and Camp Cookery, by “Seneca”. 1 00 
Complete American Trapper, Gibson. 1 00 
Hints on Camping.. 1 25 
How to Camp Out, Gould . 76 
How to Hunt Md Trap, Batty’s .'.. 1 50 
Rustlings in tire Rockies. 100 
Trapper’s Guide, by S. Newhouse, 8vo.. Illus.. 1 50 

EI17NT1NG—SHOOTING. 
Across Country Wanderer. 5 00 
American Sportsman, The, Lewis. 2 50 
Breech Loader, Modem, Gloan, illustrated... 1 25 
Crack Shot (The Rifie), “Barber,” illustrated. 1 25 
Dead Shot (The Gun), illustrated . 1 26 
Down the West Branch, by Capt. Farrai-. 1 25 
Field. Cover and Trap Shooting. 2 00 
Frank Forester’s Sporting Scenes and Chai-ac- 

ters, 2 vol., cloth. 4 00 
Frank Forester's Manual for Young Sportsmen 2 00 
Frank Forester’s Fugitive S. Sketches, paper 1 00 
How I Became a Crack Shot, Farrow. 1 00 
How I Became a Sportsman. 2 40 
Hunting, Shooting and Fishing... 2 50 
Hunting and Himters of all Nations, Frost... 1 50 
Hunting Trips of a Ranchman, Roosevelt. 3 50 
Hurlingham Gim Club Rules. 25 
Instructions in Rifie Firing, by Capt. Blunt... 2 00 
Nimrod in the North, Schwatka. 2 60 
Poems of the Rod and Gun, McLellan. 1 60 
Rifle Practice, Wingate. 1 50 
Rod and Gun in California. 1 .50 
Shooting.   50 
Shooting, DongaU. 3 00 
Shooting on the Wing. 75 
Sport, Fox Hunting, Salmon Fishing, etc., W. 

B. Davenport, illustrated. 7' 50 
Sport With Gun and Rod, cloth . 10 00 
Sport with Gun and Rod, new, plain edition.. 5 00 

Embossed leather.  16 00 
Sporting Adventures in the Far West.. 1 50 
Stm Hunter, Van Dyke. 2 00 
Stephens’ Lynx Huntmg. 1 25 
Stephens’Fox Him ting. 125 
Stephens’ Young Moose Hunters. . 1 60 
The Gun and Its Dnvelonment. Greener. 2 50 
Wild Animals and Birds, their Haunts and 
Habits........ 1 76 

GUIDE ROOKS AND HAPS. 
Adirondacks, Map of, Stoddard. $1 00 
Farrar’s Guide to MooseheadLake, pa. 50: do. 1 00 
Farrar’s Guide to Richardson and Rangeley 

Lake, paper, 50; cloth.. 1 00 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake. 50 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Region 50 
Florida Annual. 50 
Guide Book and Map of the Deafi River Region 50 
Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddai-d. 25 
Map of Androscoggin Region. 50 
Map of Northern Maine, Steele.. 1 00 
Map of the Thousand Islands. 60 
Map of the Yellowstone Park . 2 50 

horse:. 
American Roadsters and Trotting Horses. 5 00 
Boots and Saddles, Mrs. Ouster. 1 50 
Boucher’s Method of Horsemanship. 1 00 
Bruce’s Stud Book, 3 vols. 30 00 
Dadd’s American Reformed Horse Book, 8vo. 2 SO 
Dadd’s Modem Horse Doctor, 12mo. .50 
Horses, Famous American Race. 76 
Horses, Famous American Trotting. 75 
Horses, Famous, of America... 1 5Q 
How to Ride and School a Horse. 1 00 
Jenning’s Horse Training. i 25 
Manual of the Horse. 25 
Mayhew’s Horse Doctor. 3 00 
Mayhew’s Horse Management. 8 00 
McClure’s Stable Guide. i 00 
Barey’s Horse Tamer. 60 
Biding and Driving.   20 
Riding Recollections, Whyte Melville’s. 3 00 
Stonehenge, Horse Owner's Cyclopedia. 8 75 
Stonehenge on the Horse, English edition, 8vo 3 60 
Stonehenge on the Horse, Ajiierican edition, 
l2mo. 2 00 

The Book of the Horse. ... _ 8 00 
The Mastiff, the History of, by M. B. Wynn... 2 60 
Veterinary Dictlonaij, Gomg. 2 00 
Wallace’s American Stud Book. 10 00 
Wallace’s American Trotting Register, 2 vols, 20 00 
Woodruff's Trotting Horses of America. 2 60 
Youattand on the Home . . 2 oo 

KENNF.A. 
American Kennel, Burges. 3 00 
British Dogs, Dalziel... 4 00 
Dog, Diseases of, Dalziel.. 80 
Dog. Diseases of, HiU. 2 00 
Dog Breaking, Floyd. 50 
Dog Breaking, by Holabird. 25 
Dog Breaking, Hutchinson. .3 00 
Dog, the Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson. 3 OC 
Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond.. 1 OC 
Dogs and Their Doings, Morris. 175 
Dogs of Great Britain, America and other 
Countries. 2 00 

Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, 16mo. 76 
Dogs, Points for Judging. 5C 
Dogs, Richardson, pa. 80.; doth.. 60 
Dogs and Their Ways, Williams... 1 25 
Dogs and the Public . 75 
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment in 

Disease, by Ashmont. 2 00 
Englishe Dogges. Reprint of 1576. 50 
English Kennel 0. S. Book, Vol. X. 5 OC 
English K. C. S. Book, Vols. HI. to X.. each., 4 60 
Glover’s Album, A Treatise on Canine Diseases 50 
Our Friend the Dog. 3 Ot 
Practical Kennel Guide, Stabl«*. 1 5( 
Setter Dog, the, Laverack. 3 00 
Stonehenge, Dog of British Islands. 6 00 
The Dog, by Idstone. 1 2f 
Vero Shaw’s Book on the Dog, clmlh, $8.00; 
morocco. 22 5t 

V ouatt on the Dog. 2 5( 

SPORTS AND GAMES. 

American Boy’s Own Book, Sports and Games 2 00 
Athletic Sports for Boys, bds. 76c.; cloth. 1 00 
Boy’s Treasury of Sports and Pastimes, etc.. 2 00 
Cassell’s Book of Sports and Pastimes. 3 00 
Croquet... 
Easy Whist. 
Hands at Whist. 
Instmction in the Indian Club Exercise!. 
Skating... 
Stonehenge, Encyclopedia of Rural Sports.,. 
Whist for Beginners. 

MISCELEANEOUSi 
A Naturalist’s Rambles About Home, Abbott. 
Adventures of a Young Naturalist.. 
Amateur Photographer.... 
Animal Plagues, Fleming. 
Antelope and Deer of America. 
Archer, Modem. 
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson.... 
Atlas of Jersey Coast. 
Black Hills of Dakota, Ludlow, quarto, cloth, 

Grovemmeut Report. 
Common Objects of the Seashore.. 
Eastward Hoi. 
Historical and Biographical Atlas of New Jer¬ 

sey Coast. 
How to Make Photographs. 
Humorous SketcheSjSeymour. 
Insects Injurious to Vegetation. 
Keeping One Cow. 
Life and Writings of Frank Forrester, 2 vols., 

per vol... 
Mammals of New York, paper. $4; cloth. 
Maynara’s Manual of Taxidermy. 
Manton’s Taxidermy Without a Teacher. 
North American Insects. 
Old St. Augustine, Fla,, illustrated... 
Packard’s Half-Hours With Insects. 
Pistol, The..... 
Photography for Amateurs. 
Practical Forestry, by Fuller. 
Practical Taxidermy and Home Decoration, 
Batty... 

Practical Orange Culture. 
Practical Poult^ Keeping. 
Randall’s Practical Shepherd.. 
Sportsman’s Gazetter, Hallock... 
SpKjrtsman's Hand Book, Col. Horace Park.,. 
Studies in Animal Life, Lewis. .. 
The Forester, by Brown... 
The Northwest Coast of America.. 
The Taxidermists’ Manual, Brown.. 
Wild Flowers of Switzerland. 
Wild Woods Life, Farrar. . 
Willson’s Nodes Ambrosianse, by Prof. Wil¬ 

son, J. G. Lockhardt, James Hoeg and Dr. 
Maginn, 6 vols., crown 8vo., cloth, $9; half 
calf.■. 

Woodcr^ “Nessmux’’,.. 
Woods ana Lakes of Maine. 
Yonatt on Sheep. 
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ADAM WATTERS, 
Wholesale and EetaU 

Tea'Dealer, fine & Spirit Mercliait. 
No. 22 Fabrique Street, 

aiTEBEC. 

Fishing and Hunting Parties 

furnished with everything neces¬ 

sary for the woods on the short¬ 

est notice. 

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING. 

EPPS’S COCOA. 
BREAKFAST. 

“By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws 
which govern the operations of digestion and nutri¬ 
tion, and by a careful application of the fine prop¬ 
erties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided 
our breakfast tables with a delicately flavored 
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors’ 
bills. It is by the judicious use of such articles of 
diet that a constitution may be graduaUy built up 
until strong enough to resist every tendency to 
disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating 
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak 
point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by keep¬ 
ing ourselves well fortified with pure blood and a 
properly nourished frame.”—Civil Service Gazette. 

Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold 
only in half-pound tins by Grocers, labelled thus; 

JASEES EFFS St CO., Homceopatlilo Chiem- 
Ista, London. England. 

Canoe and Gamp Cookery. 
By "SENECA." 

A practical cook book for canoeists, Corinthian sailors and outers. Practical because 
the author gives explicit and intelligible directions for preparing such dishes as he has him¬ 
self aetuaUy tested in camp and on a cruise. This is just where the recipes differ from the 
absurdly impracticable dishes given in some so-called camp cookery books. The cooking 
outfit is described, and numerous hints on camp economy add to the value of the work. 
Cloth, 96 pages Price $1.(X). 

NEW YORK: Forest and Stream Publishing Co.. 39 Park Row. 
LONDON: Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane, Comhill. 

ESTABLISHED 50 YEARS. 

WF* 33* C^^OOZSL CO*^ 
Importers, Manufacturers, Wholesale and Retail Dealers in 

50 & 52 Fulton Street, ICew York City. 

SPECIALTIES FOR 1886. 
Hand-Marie Fishing Rods as follows: Split Bamboo Trout and Bass Rods, $15. $20, $26; Greenheart 

Trout and Bass Rods, $15; Ash and Lancewood Trout and Bass Rods, $5, $7. $10; Weakflsh Rods, pepper 
cane 2d joint, 2 Greenhart tips, $15. $20, $25; Ash and Lancewood, 3 joints, 714ft., $5, $7, $10; Midge Trout 
Flies, $1 per doz.; Ordinary Trout Flies, 76 cts., $1 per doz.; Bass Casting and Trolling Flies $2, $3 per 
doz.; Best Enameled Fly Line, per yard, 6 cts.; Kelso Salmon Fhes, the largest assortment in America, 
$6 to $9 per doz.; Click Reels from $1 upward. Also the largest stock of Dog Collars, Muzzles and Fixings 
in the United States. Full line of Guns, Revolvers, Cutlery, Traveling Bags and every article used by the 
sportsman. Spralts Dog Cake, $7 per bag of lOOlbs. Stedmao’s Areca Nut, sure cure for worms in dogs, 
25 cts. Stedman’s Flea Powder, 25 cts. Stedman’s Dog Soap, 25 cts. 

Headquarters for Archery, Lawn Tennis. Base Ball and Cricket. 
Send 15 cents for our 160-page Illustrated Catalogue, containing everything in the line. 

ORDERS BY MAIL FROMFTLY ATTENDED TO. 

JUMBOLENE 
(Trade Mark Registered.) 

Cures and prevents Insect Bites, Stmburn, 
Chapped Hands and Face. It is the best Lini¬ 
ment in use for Burns, Scalds, Chilblains. Frost 
Bites. Sprains, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, etc. 

It prevents blood poisoning in cuts and other 
wounds and promotes rapid healing in all cases. 

For Sale In' Druggists and Dealers in Sporting 
Goods, at 60 cents per bottle. 

THOS. JENNESS & SON, 
PROPRIETORS, 

Bang-or, Me., U. S. A. 
Wholesale Agents: .John P. Lovell’s Sons, Boston: Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co., Chicago; 

Von Lengerke and Detmold, New York. 

IDEAL Reloading: Tools, 
For Rifles, Piste’s and' 

UNEQUALLED 

AS A 

Combined Tool. 
Beautifully Finished 

and all 

B. Bullet Mould. 

PEIRCE’S 

TELESCOPIC SIGHTS FOR RIFLES 

Increase the effective aim 100 per cent, at any distance and 
^ and even more at long distances. These unrivaled Sights are constructed of 
Solidf Seamless and rTointless Cast Steel Tubes, Improved Lenses 
•with ficred adjustment for any distance; with no sliding or other movable 
internal fixtures, but each individual I.ens and other pieces being double screwed. 
effectually preventing any derangement of parts by concussion in firing the heaviest charges. 

Sole Manufacturers, Mural Manufacturing Co., 44 North Fourth Street, Phila¬ 
delphia, Pa., U. S. A. 

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES. 
People ot refined taste wlio desire exceptionally fine 

cigarettes should use only our Straight Cut, 
put up in satin packets and boxes of 

10s, 208, 50s and 100s. 

14 First Prize Medals. WM. S. KIMBALL S CO. 

CANOB HANBLING. 
By C. B. VAUX (“DOT”). 

A complete manual for the management of a canoe. The author begins at the very 
beginning, describes and explains the rudiments in the simj est and plainest way possible. 
Everything is made intelligible for beginners: and besides this ABC teaching there are so 
many hints and wrinkles that the oldest canoeist afloat will find pleasure and profit in the 
sttidy of these. The book is complete and concise—no useless duffle between its covers. The 
subjects treated are the choice of a canoe, paddling, sailing, care of tho canoe, recipes and 
rules. The text is further elucidated by numerous practical drawings, and the beauty of the 
book is enhanced by the many ornamental vignettes. Pages 168; uniform with “Canoe 
Building.” Price, postpaid, $1.00. 

NEW YORK; Forest and Stream Publishing Co. 39 Park Row. 
LONDON: Davxks & Co., 1 Finch Lane, Comhill. 
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Steam TacMs Specially Offerel For Sale. 
Iron steam yacht, 194x25x12^, speed 14 knots. 
Iron steam yacht, 185X21X12, speed 16}^ knots. 
New steel steam yacht, 170 x 23i4xl0J4 speed 131^ k. 
"Wooden steam yacht, 100x16x6, speed 13 knots. 
Cabin steam yacht, 42x9x3J4- speed 12 miles. 
Steam Yachts and Launches of all sizes for Rac¬ 

ing, Cruising, Fishing and Hunting Purposes. 
FIELD & YOUNG, 

Steam Vessel Brokers and Marine Engineers, 
6 State Street, New York. 

For Sale or Charter. 
Iron steam yachts, flush deck and trunk cabins. 

Steam yachts designed. SAMUEL HOLMES, Mem¬ 
ber Institution Naval Architects, 120 Front st., N.Y. 

Hunting Boats, Sneak Boxes, 
Cruising Canoes. 

Built to order after the most approved models. 
Correspondence solicited and prices given on appli¬ 
cation. B. W. DAVENPORT, Ashland, Wis. 

STELLA MARIS CANOE. COMPLETE, PRICE 
fifty dollar-s. Address WARREN L. GREEN, 

American Bank Note Co., 86 Trinity place, N. Y. 

For SALE OB EXCHANGE — FIRST-CLASS 
cedar cruising canoe; cost $130, used only three 

weeks. Will sell for $S0 or exchange for Peterboro 
paddling canoe. Adoress F. H. CILLEY, cor. Dud¬ 
ley St. and Howard av., Dorchester. Mass. 

Double cruising canoe, lexss, complete, 
for sale cheap. Also set of mutton-leg sails 

with jointed masts and booms suitable for a smaller 
canoB, and in good condition. Address P. O. Box 
743, Hartford, Conn. 

Fob sale.—a centerboard sloop, 20 ft. 
by 7ft, fast and able. Price, if applied for at 

once, |l2.5. Address Box 54, Tkomaston, Me. 

For sale cheap.-full-rigged shadow 
14X28. For particulars address VIRA, No. 18 

Thayer, H. V., Cambridge, Mass. 

PUBLIC NOTICE. 
Leases of the angling privileges 

pertaining to the ungranted lands bordering 
on a few Salmon Rivers on the north and south 
sides of the River and Gulf of St. Lawrence, and 
a number of lakes situated for the most part along 
the line of the Quebec & Lake St. dohn Railway, 
will be offered to public competition, at the Depart¬ 
ment of Crown Lands, Quebec, on 

Weilnesilaj. 3flil Jbm bhI 1886, 
At Eleven o’clock A. M. 

A list of said Rivers and Lakes is published in 
the Quebec Official Gazette of this date. 

For further information address the undersigned, 
or the office of the Forest and Stream Pub. Co. 

W. W. LYNCH, 
Commissioner of Crown Lands. 

Department of Crown Lands, I 
Quebec, May 29, 1886. ) 

May 29,1886.  

6 i XT AM BROOKS.” AN EARTHLY PARA 
Xl dise. Pleasure, Health, Happiness. A 

Thing of Beauty is a Joy Forever.” A charming 
home on the Choptank River, the prospective route 
of the Chesapeake & Delaware Ship canal. About 
1 mile from Cambridge, the most attractive and 
thriving town in Maryland. Contains 160 acres of 
very fertile land, in the highest condition of im- 
1 rove men t—8 acres in wood. Choice fruit. Double 
' liiE house, 50x50, with frame addition, 11 rooms, 
besides pantries and cellars. Large barn, stable, 
corn houses and tenant houses. Soil mostly loamy, 
easily cultivated, very responsive, equally adapted 
for fruit, grass or grain House stands in a ^-^ore 
lawn, weU shaded, 100 yards from the terraced 
bank of the river-at this point two miles wide. 
Situation in the highest degree healthful, beautiful 
and convenient. River salt, abounding in fish, oys- 
1 ers a id game. Best situation on the ri ver for bed¬ 
ding and packing oysters profitably. Chmate mild. 
diphtheria, catarrh and pulmonary diseases almost 
unknown. Suitable in an uncommon degree for a 
place of public resort or sanatarium summer and 
winter. Equally desirable as a gentleman’s country 
seat, affording every facility formating bathing 
and all aquatic amusements. Society of tbe best 
in Maryland—intelligent, courteous and kind. 
Preseut owner has occupied it for 13 years. No 
mortgage or other incumbrance. Title unquestion- 
S® SteambLts and rail facilities dai^; likewise 
telegraph. No such property is offered or can be 
bought in this State. A rare opportunity foi a 
genUeman of wealth, taste and leisure, seeking 
recreation, health and rational enjoyment. Stok¬ 
ers leave Light street wharf, Baltimore, every night 
at 9 o’clock for Cambridge. Early morning tram 
from Pbiiadelpbia, Wilmington & fialt‘“orc Depot, 
via Delaware Railroad, c.t Wfimington. Come and 
see. Price, $20,000. E. G. WATERS M. D., 216 

SbSe.DorcSer°Co\Md.^ ‘ •mayl3.4t ’ 

LIVE QUAIL. irpr,s..;v= 
in.°wooi>™ 
Chambers st., N. Y. 

^ Chester White, Berkshire 
:^and Poland China Pigs, Kne 
I Setter Dogs, Scotch Collies, 

Foxhounds and Beagle^ 
* Sbeen and Poultry, bred and 

for Sale by W. Gibbons& Co., 
West Chester, Chester Co., Pa. Bend stamp tor 
Circular and Price list. 

TtOR SALE.—SIX elegant ELK ANTLER, 
^ '1!!20 to S30 each: also six handsome deer antlere, 
1 tJ$8 eaSh. CHAS. A, WIN SHIP, 189 f, 
aicago, lU. 

m mt mu. 

IN STUD. 
DEERHOUNDS. 

Champion Chieftain, Fee $50. 

Champion Bran, - “ 25. 

FOX-TERRIERS. 

Beigrave Primrose, Fee $15. 

Mixture 15. 

BULUDOGS. 

Ch Robinson Crusoe, Fee $25. 

Champion Tippoo, - “ 25. 

Champion Romuius, *' 20. 

HILLSIDE KENNELS, 
liANCASTEK, 

MASS. 

THE IMMENSE ROUGH-COATEH ST. 
BERNARD CHAMPION 

(A.K.R. 483). 
Orange tawny, perfect blaze and collar, other 

white markings correct; double dew claws. Bom 
August, 1882. This celebrated dog stands 33}^ in. 
full at shoulders, weighs 183 lbs. (Jan. 80, 1886), Jias 
a grand, massive Head, immense bone, and is per¬ 
fect in disposition. 

“Otho is conceded to be the best fronted St. Ber¬ 
nard in tbe country,"—AmeHcan Kennel Register, 
June, 1885. 

“Otho is one of the grandest fronted dogs we 
have ever seen. His head is a study and his foie- 
arm we have never seen surpassed. He is also an 
immense upstanding dog. -Forest and Stieam, 
Oct. 30. 1884. 

Fee $50. Approved bitches only. Cabinet pho¬ 
tos, 50 cents. Imported stock for sale. Also pup¬ 
pies sired by Otho. THE HOSPICE KENNELS. Im¬ 
porters and Breedei’s of Thoroughbred St. Ber¬ 
nards, Arlington, N. J. 

Gr\JL& JSo3:x<3.]:xu 

IN THE STUD. 
Imported from Mr. LlewelUn’s kennels (he is 

bluest of the blue), by Dashing Bondhu ex Novel. 
He is also a grand field dog, as his record shows at 
the late trials of the N. F. T. Club at Grand Junc¬ 
tion, beating such noted dogs as Gladstone Boy, 
Mainspring, Bessie A., Gath’s Mark, Trinket’s Bang 
and other fine ones. Fee $35. A. M. TUCKER, 85 
Main street, Charlestown. Mass. 

St. Bernards and Pugs. 
CHAMPION HERMIT (A.K.R. 23) litter broth¬ 

er to champion Otho, and sire of prize winners 
KOnig, Kobold, Lys. Fee $40. 

Imported RUDOLPH II. (champion Cadwalla- 
der—Myra), prize winner in England and winner of 
two firsts and specials in America. Fee $80. 

Imported pug YOUNG TOBY (A.K.R. 473), win 
ner of tout firsts and specials in America, sire of 
many prize winners. Fee $15. Fine pups on sale. 
OHEQUASSET KENNELB, Lancaster, Mass. 

Owners of Beagle Bitches!! 
I offer tbe services of the following famous Eng¬ 

lish beagle stud dogs; 
CAMERON RACKET (Rally—Louise), pure Row 

ett; beautifully marked white, black and tan; a 
grand hunter; winner of first and special, Cleve¬ 
land, 1886, only time shown; a grand stock-getter. 

RACER (Rally Lill), pure Rowett; white, black 
and rich tan: a phenomenal stud dog; sire of Little 
Duke, Pet, Racer, Jr., &c.. &e. 

CHAMPION BANNERMAN, imported; height. 
1114in.; the only champion basket beagle in the 
counry; winner of three firsts, two championships 
and seven specials Has never been beaten when 
scored by points. A wonderful srock-getter and 
splendid little hunter. 

Stud Fee, for either. *10. Full particulars 
on application. A C. KRUEGER, 

tf Wrightsville, York County, Pa. 

CHAMPION LAYERACK SETTER 

ROCKINGHAM, 
The acknowledged best English setter in America, 
and a grand field dog. Will be allowed to serve a 
limited number of approved bitches. Fee $50. 

FRANK WINDHOLZ, 
525 Sixth avenue, New York. 

IN THE STUD 
AT PHILADELPHIA. 

To a limited number of approved bitches: 
Champion Irish red setter BERKLEY.fee $40 
Champion English setter THUNDER. ” $4^ 

A. H. MOORE, 1711 Spring Garden st., 
aprl5,3mo Philadelphia, Pa. 

IN THE STUD. 
ENGLISH MASTIFF HERO III. 
Winner of first prize and special prize for the best 
dog or bitch, at Pictsburgh. 1886. 

FEE - - - $26. 
For picture and pedigree, address 

^ VICTOR M. HALDEMAN, 
aprl5.3mos General Wayne. Delaware Co., Pa 

HILL ON THE HOG. 
THE STANDARD WORK ON THEIR 

MANAGEMENT AND DISEASES. 

Price SS.OO. 

For Sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Oo. 

Rosecroft Kennels. 
Birmingham, Conn. 

Foreman ex Passion (Goodsell’s Prince ex Peb¬ 
ble) puppies for sale. Now booking orders for Fairy 
King (Plantagenet ex Jessie) ex Countess Floy 
(Count Noble ex Floy) puppies. Fairy King 
(Plantagenet ex Jessie) in the stud. Fee $25. 

Choice Irish Setter Puppies 
I have now for sale one of the finest litters of 

Irish setters I have ever bred. I expect some of 
them to he show winners and fine fielders. Sire, 
my champion Glencho, the king of sires; dam, 
Tara (champion Nimrod ex Sweetheart. W. H. 
PIERCE. Peekskill, N. Y. je3,2t 

Champion Cocker Spaniel Pups. 
By champion Hornell Silk, A K.R. 1397 (also 
champion field trial spaniel and winner of over 
twenty prizes), out of Wanda T. (Don—Belle), 
winner of four prizes, only times shown: thoroughly 
broken and a grand retriever. ERNEST F. 
THOMAS, 48 & 50 Walker street, N. Y. je3,3t 

XT'OR SALE. —POINTERS AND SETTERS 
Jj FRANK FORESTER KENNEL, Warwick, N.Y. 

je3,3t 

T EXPECT A LITTER OF PUPPIES ABOUT 
X June 15, out of Morning Star (Dashing Dan— 
Daisy Starlight) by Gun (Gladstone—May B.). 
Order now and get good selection. 

CHAS. YORK, 
9 & 11 Granite Block, Bangor, Me. 

TTIGH BRED POINTERS AND SETTERS.-WE 
Xl breed and dispose of nothing but first-class 
broken and unbroken dogs and puppies. Address 
ELM GROVE KENNELS, South Norwalk, Conn. 

MASTIFFS. 
Address HOLLIS, Wellsville, N. Y. 

ENGLISH SETTER PUPPIES. 
From imported Flora, by Roy (Dash HI.—Bessie), 

whelped March 3,1886. Dogs or bitches. Will guar¬ 
antee these pups to be just right; strong nose, na¬ 
tural hunters, and very staunch, requiring but little 
training. They are not sold to close out any scrub 
stock or to make room, but were bred especially 
for the trade, and to show as well in the field as on 
paper. Adaress, H. J. PIERRE, Winsted, Conn. 

\7r7HITE BULL-TERRIER YOUNG ROYAL 
VV Prince (A.K.R. 2102). Fee $15. Pups by 

Royal Prince for sale. J. W. NEWMAN, 87 Han¬ 
over street, Boston, Mass. 

]\/fT. PLEASANT GORDON KENNELS.- 
IVA The oldest and most sucee'sful Gordon ken¬ 
nels in America. For Sale—Four thoroughbred 
solid black and tan Gordon setter dog puppies, sire 
Argus, Jr., dam 1st prize bitch Bell Mont. For 
pedigrees, prices, etc., address 

0. T. BROWNELL. Box 335, New Bedford. Mass. 

OPORTSMiN’S KENNEL.—TRAINING, BREAK- 
0 ing and Boarding of sporting dogs, having a 
free run; capacity for fifty boarderii. D. F WIL¬ 
BUR, Prop., Box 303, Bridgewater, Mass. maylS.tf 

X?OR SALE.-GORDON SETTER DOG DUKE. 
P 3 yrs. old, one of the fastest setters in the 
country. Has been hunted three seasons and is 
very staunch and retrieves nicely. Will be shown 
on game if desired. See American Field, March 
13,1886. Address F. E. CLARK, 426 Worth avenue, 
Bridgeport. Conn. may27,4t 

ttabvard kennels.—LLEWELLIN SET- 
Xl ter puppies for sale, sired by tbe field trial 
winner Gus Bondhu out of a fine Druid bitch named 
Model Druid. Also four out of a Dash III. bitch 
named Lynn. These are very nice ones. Address 
A. M. TUCKEB, 85 Main st., Charlestown, Mass. 

DOUGH-COATED ST. BERNARD DOG FOR 
Xi> sale cheap. By champion Bonivard; 29 inches 
at shoulder; handsome, intelligent, tcind to children. 
InquireofH.E NEWELL, 445 W. 23d st.. New York. 

GREAT RAKGAIN. 
FOR SALE—A young English setter dog, has 

been hunted on quail last fall. Also a flue B.L. 
shotgun. 10 bore, Tolley make, $75 grade, good as 
new. Price for both, $65. Address DR. JUTEMAN, 
13 Roosevelt st.. New York. jelO.lt 

T?’0R SALE-ONE SETTER DOG. CALL OR 
X^ address to owner, S. B. BROWER, 81 Murray 
st.. New York. jelO.lt 

rdOCKER SPANIELS.-I WANT TO PURCHASE 
several healthy black dog puppies; must be 

well bred. Address, giving pedigree and lowest 
price, L. STABEL, Biaghamton, N. Y. jelO.lt 

TT'OR SALE.-A BL4GK COCKER SPANIEL 
P dog, whelped Sept. 17.1885, by Obo, Jr. (A.K.R. 
1481) ex Iona (A.K.R. 2301). For particulws ad¬ 
dress S. T. THAYER, 140 Dwight st., New Haven, 
Conn. 

in t6i! f M. 

!Prize-Bred Collies. 
The following well-bred dogs are at stud: 
CLIPPER, litter brother to Glengarry, Heather 

and Lintie. by Eclipse out of Nesta. Has a partic¬ 
ularly long, clean head, good ears, coat, legs and 
feet. Fee $25. , _ . , 

BOUNCE, by Tramp; sire of Bran an’ Bonnie. 1st 
and special, New Haven, and of the Fairy litter. 
Very small, correctly carried ears, heavy coat and 
excellent legs and feet. Fee $1A 

FOR sale—Pupnies out of Blackberry Girl, 2d 
to Lady of the Late at Newark and New Haven; 
also out of her sister, Kaspbeny Girl. Also a young 
biicb. Crystal Palace winner, and a young Rutland 
bitcb, has won three prizes in Englimd. Apply to 

JAMES WATSON, 
jel0,tf P. 0. Box 770, Philadelphia, Pa. 

MEMNON, 
Champion Greyhound of England and America, in 
tbe stud. Puppies for sale. „ . 
terra COTfA KENNELS, Box 345, Toronto, Can. 

Greyhounds. 
I will sell one or two of my champion Bounc¬ 
ing Boy—champion Begonia litter of pups. 
H. W. HUNTINGTON, 148 S. 8th st., Bfooklyn. 

K 9 Breaking Kennels. 
Pointers and setters thoroughly broken for field 

trials or private use. Reference given. W. Q. 
SMITH, Mary del, Md, 

Rory O’More Kennels. 
For Sale—Thoroughbred red Irish setter stock, 

full pedigreed. Address with stamp, 
W. N. CALLENDER, Albany, N. Y. 

DOGS FOR SALE. 
Setters, pointers, spaniels, foxhounds, beagles, 

dachshunde, Newfoundlands, German tiger mas¬ 
tiffs. fox-terriers, Scotch terriers, Skye terriers, 
Yorkshire terriers, bull-terriers, bulldogs, pugs, 
French poodles, St. Bernards, mastiffs and black 
and tan terriers. Pups of all the above breeds 
constantly on hand. Those desiring to purchase 
will do well to consult me. WM. W. SILvEY, IM 
South Eighth street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Tie lieli Sportsman’s Picture Co., 
PALMYRA, N. Y., 

Are now prepared to furnish copies of the photo¬ 
graphs taken by Mr. Walker at the Eastern Field 
Trials. Lists and prices on application. 

For Sale—Hornell Spaniel Poppies. 
The best in the world; 142 prizes in two years 

proves it. From 3 to 10 mos. old. No culls or $5 
pups ever sold. 

In the Stud—Black cocker champion Hornell 
Silk. Fee $20. Address J. OTIS FELLOWS, Sec., 
Homellsville, N. Y., or G. W. LEAVITT, Pres., 32 
Hamilton street, Boston, Maas. 

Claire-Reeta Kennels. 
PALMYRA, N. Y. 

Irish and Gordon setters for work as well as show. 
decl7,tf 

BuenA®Yi5lh® I^ennelj. 

ST. BERNaKOS , 
^asi)ionably bred and of tlje best 

l^nown strains, Correct in col¬ 

or, marl^inps, etc. (^rown dops 

and puppies for sale; Tuii and 

guaranteed pedigree sent witl? 

QQc\) dop sold. 0nly superior 

specimens sent from tl^e K^ennels. 

0ddress, wlt[) stamp, ; 

KENSICO STATION, 
WESTOHESTEB 00., N. Y. 

WM. GRAHAM, NEWTOWNBREDA, BELFAST 
Ireland, is prepared to purchase and ship dogs 

for importers. Dogs purchased from him had the 
following prizes awarded to them: At New York 
and Chicago, 1883, sixteen firsts, nine special, three 
second and one third. At New York, 1884, seven 
fli'sts, six specials and one third. 

For sale.—ITALIAN GREYHOUND PUPS 
from imported stuck. Also fine English pugs. 

HENRY C. BURDICK, 150 Bridge street. Spring- 
field, Mass. dec24.tf 

Trained foxhounds, they are cold 
nosed strike dogs, start tbe fox, run him to the 

death. Trained coon dogs. Gray squirrel dogs. 
Rabbit dogs. One trained ferret. Lop-eared rabbits. 
Wyandotte chickens. H. C. GRAFF, Kensington, 
Ohio. dec24.tf 

SMALL IMPORTED PRIZE PUG DOG 

Particulars, pedigree and reference to FRANJ^ 
QUINBY, P. 0. Box 655, N. Y. City, 

POINTERS, 
SETTERS, BEAGLES, 

COLLIE SHEPHERDS. 
BOX 473, PITTSBURGH, PA. 

COCKEKS AT YOUR OWN PRICE .-THREE 
liver dogs. 3mos. old (Pilot—Jenny), one hver 

and tan dog. llmos.; one red and white bitch, 3yrs.. 
All have full pedigree and no reasonable offer re¬ 
fused. Address J. W. RUSHFORTH, Yonkers, N.Y. 

For sale.-two thoroughly trained' 
English setter dogs, both first-class retriever^, 

one a good duck retriever. Also a trained 
pointer one year old. GEO. W. l5vELL, Middle- 
boro, Mass.  

For sale.-black cockers, fannie obo 
(A K R 1311); ulso two black bitch pups. Fan¬ 

nie Obo exVo II.. whelped Feb. 23. For full par- 
Scufa'^r^ IVress H. C. bIoNSDON, 345 Dudiev st,. 
Boston, Mass. 

TTIOR SALE-IRISH TERRIER -A CAPITAL DOG F puppy, five months old, sire imp. Gwryov^n 
^winoer% five first prizes, including New York im 
and sire of Garryford, winner m the champion clap 

Palace show, London 1B80): da™ 
l^Tnner first. New York 1882, 1884, tSffi and 1886). 
PricfllS Address LAWRENCE TIMPS ON, Main¬ 
land, Bed Hook, Dutchess Co., N. Y. 

Tl^OR SALE.-HAVINQ RECENTI^ F BCveral fine bKiod bitches to *die Landswr 
Kennels of Scotch deerhounds “^dgreyh^da re¬ 
duced the price of V^ 
hounds now ready to ship. DR. VAN 
Denver, Col.  
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CAPTURE OF TEE CROW RE8ERVE. 

The Crow Indian Keservation includes about ^/iOOjOOO 

acres of land in Western Montana south of the Yel¬ 

lowstone Kiver. Except along the river bottoms it contains 

little arable land, and nowhere can farming he carried on 

without irrigation. But the broad prairies, rolling foothills 

and mountain parks are luxuriant with nutritious grass, and 

the reservation’s advantages as a stock country are unsur 

passed. This reservation is all that is left to the Crows of 

the broad lands that once were theirs. Here they live, sub¬ 

sisting on what the Government issues to them, for few of 

them have made any progress in industrial pursuits, and 

there is no game left. Some of the Crows have cows which 

were issued to them by the Government, and they have a 

good many ponies, but they have as yet done hardly any¬ 

thing toward.learning how to till the ground. 

Over the length and breadth of the reservation the cattle¬ 

men’s herds feed and fatten on the acres which belong to the 

Indians. The few cows belonging to the latter range with 

the thousands owned by the whites, and are absorbed by 

them. It is the old story of the poor man’s one ewe lamb 

which his rich neighbor coveted. 

The trespassing of these cattle on th6 reservation is ex¬ 

pressly forbidden by the regulations of the Indian Depart¬ 

ment. When the present Crow Agent, WiUiamson by 

name, went into ofBce a few months since, he at once ordered 

all the cattle to be removed from the reservation. The 

cattlemen were not slow to lake the hint, and it is charged 

that this order was the signal for them to put up money to 

secure permits to graze cattle on the reservation. Such per¬ 

mits have been issued to a number of firms, and, having 

acquired this foothold, the cattlemen propose to make still 

more sure of this great pasture land. They wish to secure it 

beyond a peradventure and for all time. They desire to 

fasten their grip upon these lands so firmly that it can never 

be loosened. This is their plan: They have arranged with 

the present agent to give them permits to throw their cattle 

on to the reserve. Having secured these permits from the 

agent, they have turned in the stock in large numbers and 

are now taking possession of the best locations. The per¬ 

mits which they have obtained cover the best agricultural 

and grazing lands on the reserve, and on these lands the 

cattlemen are buildmg permanent improvements, which will 

enable them to hold the land, should the reservation ever be 

thrown open to the public, and to bluff off actual settlers. 

Among the firms and individuals who are alleged to have 

succeeded in getting permits to throw cattle on the reserve 

are the following: Briggs & Ellis, renewal of permit to graze 

cattle on the reservation, at fifty cents per head. Hoskins 

& McGirl permit to graze bulls on the reservation, when 

not needed with the cows that graze north of the Yellow¬ 

stone. Ash, permit to graze a small band of cattle on the 

reservation. 

It is believed that there is no law for this permit system 

which is being carried out by agent Williamson, and that 

any cattleman has as much right to turn his cattle on the 

reservation as those who have these permits. 

It is stated by those who are perfectly familiar with the 

reservation that Nelson Storey, of Bozeman, is building a 

permanent ranch on the reservation near Pryor Mountains, 

and that he has a permit to graze his cattle on the reserve. 

Whether he has such permit or not his cattle are there by 

thousands. So also are those belonging to I. K. Dillworth. 

making with those of Storey perhaps 20,000 in all. Last 

winter and spring they dotted the whole country between 

Pryor River and the western boundary of the reserve. Storey 

had then a hay ranch and corrals on Clark’s Fork. Several 

of the cattle men have boasted that they have the reservation 

securely in their power. 

It is not only the cattlemen who are encroaching on the 

reservation, for Thos. Barry, a sheepman of Rock Creek, 

stated last spring that he had a permit to graze his band of 

6,000 head on the reservation up to June. 

On the south, a cattleman of Wyoming, H. C, Lowell, 

whose stock ranges on Sage Creek and the Stinking Water, 

takes advantage of his proximity to the reservation to graze 

his cattle there too. As the case stands at present, the cat¬ 

tlemen seem in a fair way to gain absolute control of the 

reservation. This control will not benefit the Indians, who 

are at present unaware of the state of things, and would 

strenuously object were they not deceived in the matter, and 

when the time comes for throwing open the reservation, the 

desirable locations will be found to be all occupied by the 

cattlemen, who will find some means of holding on to them. 

The people and press of the Yellowstone valley are silent on 

this matter, for the great cattle firms interested have too 

much infiuence to be openly resisted. 

The greater portion of the reservation is now under the 

control of the cattlemen. The Crows receive little or noth¬ 

ing in return, certainly not enough to pay them for the risk 

to their own small bands of cows and horses which are cer¬ 

tain to be absorbed by the herds of the white men. The re¬ 

servation should not be thus taken away from the Indians 

without their consent and handed over to the control of the 

rich cattle firms who, if they once fairly become established 

in it, will with difficulty be removed. 

A searching investigation of this whole matter ought to 

be instituted by the Interior Department. If the agent has 

any authority for issuing these permits it ought to be known. 

If he has no authority the cattle ought to be at once re¬ 

moved and the agent too. 

A CALL FOR MORE POROUa PLA8TERa. 

The National American Swimmers’ Association for the 

Protection of Women and Children from Death by 

Drowning convened in this city on Thursday morning of 

last week. A large number of delegates from swimming 

clubs and surf associations were present, and there were two 

members of the Lighthouse Board. The president, in wel¬ 

coming the members, referred to the growth of the summer 

picnics, the multiplication of excursion steamers, catboats 

and “death traps,” and the consequently growing field of 

usefulness for the association. A number of highly inter¬ 

esting and valuable papers were read. The delegate from 

the Wabash (Ind.) Swimming Club, presented a thoughtful 

essay on the “Impeding Influences of Quicksands in their 

Relation to Skirts;” and the delegate from the Ann Arbor 

(Mich.) Swimming Club, followed with a paper based on the 

researches of Prof. Arnold Guyot, showing that as the waters 

are gradually receding from the land the ultimate success of 

the Association was assured. 

The secretary then read his report, in which was embodied 

the information collected by the Association since its last 

meeting, showing the number of deaths of women and child¬ 

ren by drowning in 1885. The total proved to be enormously 

in excess of the number for 1884. This startling summary 

had a powerful effect upon the assembly, and it was felt by 

all present that something ought to be done about it. 

The Law Committee reported, recommending that the 

picnic and excursion season be made uniform throughout 
the States. 

Reports from clubs were then in order. These were par¬ 

ticularly eloquent and instructive as showing the lamentable 

state of general apathy of the non-natatorial public regarding 

the cause of protection from drowning. Some dissension 

was caused by an inexperienced delegate from Philadelphia 

who made the point that, inasmuch as in every case of 

drowning narrated by the speakers and of which they had 

been eye-witnesses there had been an abundant supply of 

all sorts of life-preservers, life-rafts, casks, hen coops, feather 

beds, hatches, oars, cork jackets and patented life-saving 

devices, the respective women and children would have been 

saved had the members themselves simply heaved some of 

these appliances overboard. Another new member some¬ 

what incoherently formulated the proposition that in other 

cited instances, where infants had perished in very shallow 

water, the stalwart members of the National American 

Swimmers’ Association for the Protection of Women and 

Children from Death by Drowning might have plunged in 

and personally rescued the little ones. These novel proposi¬ 

tions were quickly shown by the older and more experienced 

delegates to be puerile and impracticable; and, harmony hav¬ 

ing been restored, it was unanimously resolved to pass 

resolutions. A committee was appointed to draw up the 

resolutions. 

As it was now nearly noon and as the convention had before 

it important business relative to amending the rule of handi¬ 

capping contestants in its three days’ kitten-drowning tom-- 

nament, the committee was empowered to adopt its own res 

olutions and send them to the press. After wrangling over 

the handicap kitten-drowning rules (during which the Light¬ 

house Board delegates “slid out”) and the election of officers, 

the delegates took the noon boat for Coney Island, where an 

exhibition was given by the champion of the association, 

who succeeded in drowning out the ninety lives of ten cats 

in ninety minutes. The regular contests then began and 

continued until late Saturday night, the ties being drowned 

off Monday morning. The resolutions given out by the 

committee are as follows; 

Whereas, The number of women and children drowned in the waters 
of the United States is annuallyincreasingatamost alarming rate; and 

Whereas, If the deaths by drowning multiply in the immediate 
future as they have in the immediate past, there is serious danger 
that the race may become extinct; and 

Whereas, It is the unanim<yis conviction of this convention that 
something ought to be done about it; therefore, be it 

Resolved, That we, the members of the National American Swim¬ 
mers’ Association for the Protection of Women and Children from 
Death by Drowning,do respectfully petition the Congress of the United 
States and the Legislatures of the respective States'to make suitable 
provision for the increased manufacture of porous plasters to be ap¬ 
plied to the resuscitation of the drowned. 

Bear Meat.—“Mountain mutton” is tbe usual term em¬ 

ployed by such of the Adirondack hotel men as serve up 

venison out of season. Last Monday a gentleman, who has 

been prominent in organizing a new club in the Adirondacks, 

was relating to us the wonderful increase of the weight 

attained by one of the members during a few days stay at 

the new club grounds, which increase was thought to be due 

to the wonderful air, the trout and the “bear meat.” In the 

course of the conversation, by a lapsus Ungues, it transpired 

that the “bear meat” was from a May killed buck. The 

hotel keepers of Franklin county may still learn a point or 

two in culinary phraseology from the club men of Hamilton 

county. 

The Maine House Burners. — Another one of the 

Shacker Band, of Wesley, Me., has been convicted and sent 

to jail for his part in the burning of Game Warden Munson’s 

house and barn. In another column will be found an 

account of the reign of terror exercised by these ruffians. It 

is an extraordinary story. Dr. Hunter and his friends, who 

have at great personal peril assisted the authorities in the 

detection and punishment of the criminals, deserve great 

praise for their courage and public spirit. 

Are There Deer in the Catskills?—In a report of 

the visit of Forestry Commissioner Cox to Slide Mountain, 

in Ulster county, N. Y., it is stated that in that region of the 

Catskills, bears, wildcats, foxes and deer are still to be found. 

We should like to have verification of the presence of deer 

there. Of the bears, wildcats and foxes, no question can be 

raised. _ 

Abolish Spring Shooting.—The Illinois Sportsmen’s 

Association, as reported elsewhere, will endeavor to have 

spring shooting abolished from that State. It ought to be 

abolished from every State. 
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FLORIDA FOOLISHNESS. 

A T the iuier-state tournament of the National Gun Asso- 
cialion, at Tallahassee, Florida, June 21, it is proposed 

to trap-shoot martins. Such a proceeding ought not to have 

the sanction of the National Gun Association, nor of the 

local club, nor of any individual making pretension of pos¬ 

sessing the customary modicum of common sense. It is pure, 

unadulterated, aggravated foolishness. 

All other considerations aside, there are abundant economic 

reasons why these birds should not be destroyed. Martins 

are insectivorous. That is to say they catch, eat and destroy 

vast numbers of injurious insects. In one of the volumes of 

Forest and Stream is given a record by a naturalist, Mr. 

O. "Widdman, of St. Louis, Mo., who watched a nest of 

a pair of martins sixteen hours, from 4 A. M. to 8 P. M., to 

see how many visits the parent birds made to feed their 

young. He found that in that time 312 visits to the four 

young were made, 119 by the male and 193 by the female. 

If we suppose only six insects to have been brought at each 

visit, this pair of birds would have destroyed, for their young 

alone, in this one summer’s day, not far from 2,000 insects. 

It is hardly necessary for us to begin at the first pages of the 

primer and laboriously teach that creatures which perform 

such services for the community should not be thoughtlessly, 

not to say wickedly, destroyed in trap-shooting competitions. 

Florida does not enjoy such extraordinary immunity from 

insect pests that its citizens can afford to make war on 

martins and other like birds. 

The number of martins which the National Gun Associa¬ 

tion proposes to trap-shoot at Tallahassee may be very 

small, so insignificant that the actual results of their destruc¬ 

tion will be practically nothing. The barm likelj’’ to ensue 

is not, however, to be measured by the immediate material 

result of the proceeding. The National Gun Association and 

the gentlemen gathered inTallahassee have a certain responsi¬ 

bility, because they will be looked upon as representing the 

attitude of sportsmen on such questions as this of the destruc¬ 

tion of valuable insectivorous birds. If they shoot martins 

it will be a warrant for others to do the same. If they take 
a stand against the killing of useful birds, their example will 

have an influence on others. The proper thing for the 

Florida members of the National Gun Association to do at 

Tallahassee is to initiate a movement to secure from the 

Legislatm'C of the State a law forbidding the destruction of 

martins and all other insectivorous birds, as well as birds of 

plume. _ 

§he $^artsinm §anr^t. 

DAYS WITH THE BARMECIDE CLUB. 

SPRING IN THE YELLOWSTONE PARK. 

The latest advices from the National Park, dated late in 

May, report a mild winter and the spring fairly opened. 

Game is said to be plenty and to have wintered well. Elk 

have been seen in large numbers around Specimen Mountain 

near the mouth of Slough Creek, and East Fork travelers 

have reported seeing over two hundred head between Soda 

Butte and the Mammoth Hot Springs. A good many elk 

have wintered also in the Swan Lake and Indian Creek 

country, where they were fairly abundant last August. It is 

stated that these numbered from three to five hundred. 

The usual baud of mountain sheep have been seen on the 

slopes of Mt. Evarts, where they remained until after the 

lambs were born. Some of these were dropped not far from 

Gardiner’s River. 

A small band of fifteen or twenty head of antelope have 

been seen near the town of Gardiner, between the foot of 

Mt. Evarts and the river. 
Early in the month of May, Geo. Miller, one of the Park 

Police, went from the Springs to Soda Butte, and when 

crossing Specimen divide, came upon three buffalo, a large 

bull, a cow and a smaller bull. As there was considerable 

snow the animals kept the road for some time, and when at 

length they turned off, Miller was only about twenty yards 

behind them. They did not appear to be greatly alarmed 

and stopped soon after he had passed them. 

A new road was recently opened from the Norris Basin to 

the Falls for the purpose of taking in building material for 

one of the hotel companies. James Blanding, one of Lieut. 

Kingman’s foremen, broke this road, and reports having 

seen twenty-five bison and a great many elk. He did not 

reach any point where he could overlook the Hayden Valley, 

which is the great wintering place for game in the Park. 

Building by new hotel companies is going on quite vigor, 

ously in the Park, and by this time the season may be con¬ 

sidered to have fairly opened. A few tourists even went 

into the Park in May. 

F' 

THE BOSTON. DUMPING GROUND. 

The new Massachusetts game law is in many respects an 

improvement upon the statute it supplants, 

is the outcome of much pulling and hauling by representa¬ 

tives of diverse interests. The members of the Massachu¬ 

setts Fish and Game Protective Association had as usual the 

market-dealers to contend against, and as usual the game 

sellers came out ahead. They still have the privilege of 

receiving the unseasonable game which can find a market 

nowhere else. Western prairie chickens and venison and 

Eastern quail will find their way to the Boston dumping 

ground, and if Massachusetts game is not displayed on the 

same stalls it will be because Providence sometimes overrules 

the natural consequences of such grossly stupid legislation as 

the Massachusetts people are capable of perpetrating when 

game interests are at stake. 

7'OUR or five miles southeast of Our Lake were three other 
lakes, all discharging their waters through the outlet of 

the most southerly of these; and their combined flows, in 
addition to numerous springs which added their mites, made 
a large stream, one to fill all the requirements of the angler. 
It was a wild rough place off the beaten track, and we were 
one of two parties who had visited it in the last three years. 

We had to build a raft for our lake fishing, as we found 
the old one was water-soaked and nearly a complete wreck. 
If it had ever been “a thing of beauty” it was not “a joy 
forever,” for its beauty, its joy and all its aesthetic and use¬ 
ful qualities were numbered with the past. The tramp from 
Our Lake, building a raft and repairing shanty, consumed 
the greater part of the day, but the time was well occupied 
and enables us to devote the remainder of our stay to fishing, 
loafing or ornamenting our residence and grounds as best 
suits us. 

We were ail pretty handy with the axe and had done our 
work well. The shanty was twenty yards from the lake 
and near a large spring which fairly tumbled over a lodge of 
rock into a low, cool, moss-covered pool, which we utilized 
as a kind of store house for portions of our supplies. 

Healthily tired out after our tiimip, day’s work and prep¬ 
arations for the morrow, when the day’s light was blown 
out we went to roost. Guide reported in the morning that 
a hedgehog or hedgehogs had made a nocturnal visit to our 
storehouse and had got away with a large portion of a bucket 
of butter. Report accepted with thanks. Hedgehogs may 
have our butter if they want it more than we do, which they 
evidently do. We have a rifle in camp and we are going to 
set that bucket of butter to-night. 

The woodland stir and sounds of early morning had barely 
commenced ere we had finished breakfast and made ready 
for a raid on the beautiful wet home of the fishes. Storm 
and Roy take the raft, while Glen goes fishing afoot. There 
was a sky of tender gray with a suspicion of blue behind, 
which was trying to assert itself but with no present prospect 
of success, though the sun was doing its best to help the 
blue. The wind was so capricious there was no telling 
when it was blowing favorably for angling. It was a regu¬ 
lar spree from all quarters of the compass. We had our 
doubts, but when you are in doubt take the trick, and Storm 
and Roy quietly dropped anchor and then dropped flies close 
up among the lily pads, where a spring branch emptied into 
the lake, and brought some lusty beauties to their creels. 

The red ibis alone would tempt them. Nothing else in 
our judicously stocked fly-books jrossessed any attractions 
for them. They cared not for highly-seasoned food; only 
demanded theirs plain and straight every time. There are 
some flies to which trout will rise only at certain times, and 
there are others to which they will rise at almost any time. 
The scarlet ibis, the grizzly king, the professor, the coach¬ 
man, the Montreal and some others the practical angler will 
find killing enough every month the game laws allow him to 
use them. These are all recognized as standard. There is 
little need, at least in this country, of burdening yourself 
with the almost endless assortment of nondescripts, of which 
piscatorial theorists preach, for the most successful practical 
anglers find a comparatively limited assortment all that is 
requisite. A large majority of American anglers will tell 
you the same thing, though dealers display a collection con¬ 
fusing enough to perplex the novice. You will rarely find 
me here without a scarlet ibis on my leader. It may be a 
dropper, but it is more likely to be the stretcher fly. 

Glen footed it around the lake to the outlet, where he ad¬ 
justed his tackle and maneuvered for position. Oh, but it 
was a rare place for one who loves the mountain stream. 
There were beetling cliffs, bare and rugged, then openings 
above, but below a network of tangled branches, places 
where the fly could not be cast and where strategy only 
would succeed, then long stretches of shallow where one 
could cast “far off and fine.” In places, huge trees had 
fallen across and into the stream, making perfect jungles of 
pine disorder and hemlock, which necessitated detours around 
them; but not a foot of fishing ground did the careful Glen 
waste. There was the faintest ripple of a suspicion that on 
the inside edge of the swirl beyond that projecting rock 
dwelt a prince of the family Glen has known so many years. 
He was not acquainted with this particular individual, but 
his iniimacy with friends and relatives justifies his calling. 
He docs not knock at the door, but sends -his red-winged 
messenger and lets him tap ever so gently. No response? 
Try again and tap a little louder. No response? Try yet 
again and tap a little louder; push like a humming bird 
probing a honeysuckle. Ah-ha! he is at home, and wide 
swings the palace gate as he springs hastily out to investigate 
the wherefore of this unseemly hubbub. Foul play, by my 
dorsal fin, foul play. Never was challenge fairer offered, 
and now good rod and reel and leader, all old times, once 
more. Mitchell to the front, and if you can smash him, 
don’t hesitate a moment. With a swishshsh the silver leader 
cuts a crescent in the dark, quiet pool below, and the won¬ 
dering trout are bewildered at the eccentric movements of 
their royal countryman. The eccentricities of royalty were 
never more apparent. Handsome fellow, reckless devil, 
rushing frantically through his neighbor’s domain. He is as 
Herbert says to Pip in “Great Expectations,” “A good fellow, 
with impetuosity and hesitation, boldness and diffidence, 
action and dreaming, curiously mixed in him.” 

Glen explored the outlet pretty thoroughly for several miles 
before he returned to camp, and was very glowing in his 
praise and description of it. 

For the men on the raft the fitful wind had indeed proved 
favorable and all went merry as a marriage bell. Roy man- 

Its text misstep or a slip, to fall off the raft into ten feet 
of water, incontinently disappearing and for a few moments 
was not to be seen, but had left a larger rippling circle than 
any feeding fish. But a little thing like that would not suf¬ 
fice to dampen his ardor, for to Storm’^s “What’s the matter, 
Roy ?” he resurrected the old “chestnut” for an answer, “Oh, 
nothing; I only went down to see if the anchor was all 
right.” Reaching camp just in the deepening twilight and 
hungry as the proverbial fishermen, but with baskets, as 
Noah said of the ark, rather crowded, we found supper 
awaiting us. A few meditative puffs and then to bed and 
rest. Oh, these glorious nights in the woods, where one 
comes in late from a day’s sport and, outstretched on his bed 
of browse, can find pleasure in listening to the hooting of 
the owl, to the cricket’s song and the croaking of the frogs, 
to the wind sighing through the trees and the plash of the 
gentle little wavelets that creep murmuiingly up to the shore, 

kissing the lily pads as tbey pass and encouraging you to 
sleep, while the hedgehog, unable to control his predatory 
instincts, is sacking your butter pail. However, guide keep¬ 
ing awake late that night, patiently awaited his coming and 
then shot him, so our account with that animal was balanced 
up to date. 

We must cease from our angling for a day. We had been 
here three days, and during each one all the conditions had 
been favorable for good creels and we had made the most 
of it. The fourth day we were not to fish, so we slept until 
it was late, having breakfast at city hours. To many it 
would seem a very strange statement to make, that having a 
superabundance of game we refrained from capturing more 
at present; but such is the sad fact, and many is the lime in 
the woods and on the plains when we have been guilty of 
the same offense. Many are the smiles and shrugs of the 
shoulder that have been given us for opinion’s sake on this 
point, but we have always quietly endured them, because it 
was never numbers nor pounds avoirdupois that caused us to 
go out with rod or gun. No person loves to hunt or angle 
more than we, and we claim that the reckless, cruel slaughter 
of game for simply killing and wasting and throwing away, 
is a charge which cannot be held against us; and further¬ 
more, we claim that our captures have been fair and sports¬ 
manlike, and that we are in full sympathy with all laws 
tending to the better conservation of ganre, the ymung buck 
spoken of in the fourth section of this sketch to the coulraiy 
notwithstanding. 

The ills and dangers that nature inflicts are numerous and 
merciless enough, but almost harmless in comparison to the 
skill employed by even the most honest and conscientious of 
sportman; but what shall be said of the desperate chances 
they run when attacked in season and out by the villainous 
devices of the pot-hunter. “Blessings brighten as they take 
their flight,” and we hope that law will more securely lock 
the stable door before the horse is stolen 

But then we had lots of fun around camp. There was 
plenty to do. Lots of little tricks to busy about. Glen tied 
a few flies and repaired a few leaders. Storm was boss and 
all hands at making some improvements on the raft We 
read and smoked and slept, traded experiences and enjoyed 
to the fullest the three square meals provided by guide and 
company. It was a holiday for guide, as we chopped his 
wood, helped him get dinner and joined the chorus of his 
afternoon siesta. 

And it was a glorious rest, where every bugle was in per¬ 
fect harmony with its neighbor, and if one bugler awoke he 
was not mean nor selfish enough to repeat the miserable 
trick of the would-be funny man of tickling some sleeper 
with a straw. As well take a cup of water from parched lips. 
Nor was it indolence, this afternoon nap. It was medicine 
and good medicine too, and each man partook of it whatso¬ 
ever he needed and was content. Full well he knew there 
would be no stupid finger drumming on the table nor any 
torturing whistle to disturb the calm. 

Then we paddled over the lake and visited many a familiar 
point of old lime and present interest only less interesting 
from the absence of former outers who had in times gone by 
frequented them with us. Mili-aud. 

Cheyekne, Wyoming. 

A DAY IN TUSCANY WITH THE QUAIL. 

An early rise, a hasty breakfast in the big kitchen of the 
“Fattoria,” a run to the kennels, a joyous bark at our 

iurival, and the old gamekeeper and I sallied forth for the 
lowlands by the Arno, accompanied by a choice brace of 
pointers. 

Reports had come in the evening before of the arrival of 
the migratory quail, nearly always quite a sudden event, and 
a few snipe could always be counted on. The “guardia” 
and I had loaded a few shells for my gun, a central-fire, 
which had excited a little curiosity in the neighborhood, as 
muzzleloaders were the rule, a few pin-fires the exception, 
and the central-fire an unknown quantity. The prevailing 
opinion was that it was a good enough arrangement for a 
gentleman to have, but not of any great advantage save the 
emolument of gun dealers. This was about twelve years 
ago. 

We walked down the hills, a gentle breeze softly waving 
to and fro the new-born leaves anel tendrils of the vines, 
gracefully festooning from tree to tree in luxuriant garlands. 
The dogs were gamboling ahead, now and then turning their 
heads and looking at us, to make sure whether or not their 
conduct was open to any criticism, and then resuming their 
chase through the green, waving wheatfields on either side of 
the path. 

The old gamekeeper was a remarkable specimen, a kindly 
old giant whose huge proportions were well fitted to strike 
awe and terror into the craven hearts of any trespassers 
about the preserves. He sported a pair of cowhide boots, 
rising high above the knee, whose cubical capacity must 
have fallen little short of a bushel apiece. Deep in these 
bools were lost the ends of a pair of breeches, once of blue 
corduroy, but now somewhat iridescent from the play of 
light upon the many patches. His coat was of a brown 
canvas-like material, with more pockets than even Upthe- 
grove & McLellan can ever have dreamed of, and his cap 
was of the shape and hue of a section about eight inches be¬ 
low the end of a watermelon. It was graced by a bit of gold 
cord and a visor, a cap held in greater reverence and awe 
than ever was the covering of the tyrant Gessler. His gun 
would have deserved an engraving in a work upon ancient 
gunnery, a weapon born as a double-barreled flintlock 
which, after many years, had been placed in the hands of 
a cunning artisan, whence it had issued as a percussion gun. 
to again resume its destructive course. The muzzle had 
worn down to an edge as keen as that of many a razor I wot 
of, and the barrels held on to the stock partly by force of 
habit, and partly by the restraining influence of a piece of 
string. The stock was ornamented by a gargoyle which was 
alleged to present some similitude to the head of a stag, but 
which reminded me far more of one of those amazing and 
shapeless monsters we see depicted in the middle-age pictures 
of the “Temptation of St. Anthony.” In the gamekeeper’s 
hands, however, it proved itself endowed with wondrous 
qualities. . „ , , 

We soon reached the marshland, and a whistle recalled the 
dogs to seriousness. They went off langing over a damp, 
sedgy field that stretched way off to the Arno, and the old 
dog°suddenly fell on a point, the younger one backing beau¬ 
tifully. We advanced, and with a shrill cry three snipe rose. 
I shot and killed with my first barrel, but missed with the 
second; the old keeper had killed bis first bird within three 
feet of where it arose, and downed the one I missed, saying 
afterward, as he stood reloading his gun, that he hoped my 
excellency didn’t mind, for snipe were scarce and we might 
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as well bag all wo could. He was quite relieved when I 
assured that my excellency did not object a bit. A little 
further on the dogs began to work around very carefully in 
the grass, the quail had been running around, and it 
was several minutes before they came to a point. We came 
up to the dogs, told them to go on. and they crawled up care¬ 
fully a few yards when two quail arose, both of which 1 
managed to kill. They were the first migratory quail I had 
ever shot, being birds about the size of a rail. They are 
very strong on the wing, and make as much noise as our 
quail in arising. They give a strong scent and afford excel¬ 
lent sport, being nearly always scattered singly or in pairs 
when they have been in the fields for some little time. 

We went on further and found that these splendid little 
game birds were fairly abundant, not nearly as much so as 
they are on the banks of the Nile, but sufficiently to give us 
much sport. When a single bird or a pair arose, the keeper 
always waited for me to shoot first, and notwithstanding this 
he only missed two shots during the whole day, probably 
owing to the limited range of his gun, as I shot several birds 
that day at distances which seemed to him quite extraordi¬ 
nary, for each time he delivered an old Italian saw, to the 
effect that an oak tree was producing lemons. 

The sport was indeed splendid, seldom did more than a 
quarter of an hour go by without a good point, and by 4 
o’clock my fifty shells were exhausted, and we turned to¬ 
ward home with about four dozen quail and and seven snipe, 
besides two or three larks. 

It may be interesting here to say that on the shores of the 
Mediterranean the quail arrive in huge numbers at certain 
times of the year, and they are netted in countless thousands 
and sent alive throughout Italy, where they are sold in the 
markets, lightly packed in low wicker-work cages. The 
Bishop of Capri, a small island near Sorrento, used 
to derive an income of about two thousand dollars 
from a tithe levied upon the quail netted upon the island, 
and may do so yet for aught I know. Notwithstanding this 
slaughter, they still come over from Africa in large numbers, 
many falling in the sea from exhaustion, or when overtaken 
by storms. I have often watched them arriving on the shore, 
and seen them fall so tired that they could be captured with 
the hands after a short run. G. V. S. 

AT THE AGENCY SCHOOLHOUSE. Last autumn a member of the Forest and Stream 

staff attended an examination at an Indian schoolhouse 
in far Montana, where the Agency Children had for a single 
year had the benefits of instruction in the rudiments of an 
English education. The progress which they had made in 
this short time was very remarkable, and their quickness in 
learning gave a most encouraging insight into the possibilities 
of Indian education. 

We have recently had further news from this little school- 
house, news of a very pleasant character, as is shown by the 
story told below: 
Editor Fbrest and Stream: 

At some leisure time, I promised to write you a brief 
history of the school at this place, or rather, some of my ex¬ 
perience at teaching Indian children. We arrived here May 
22, 1884. The school was in session then, but closed soon 
after for a summer vacation. 

My first effort was to teach a class of sixteen girls sewing. 
My assistant and I cut and placed the garments ready for 
the needle, and they, being great imitators, we found no 
trouble in teaching them to use the needle and thimble. At 
the end of two months, we had completed a suit of clothes 
for each girl. And many a one with much better advantages 
would be glad to sew as neatly. There we felt our efforts 
were crowned with success. 

Our day school opened September 1. 1884, with a full 
school, of which only two could speak English, or knew the 
alphabet. One of these we employed as an interpreter. 
Great patience and perseverance was required to teach them 
the letters, so they could understand or speak them in 
English. Our next effort was to teach them to sing the 
Lord’s Prayer, which was by no means an easy task, but by 
practicing it a great many times, they came at last to sing it 
very well. Some of the children have very sweet voices. 

About one month after the day school opened a boarding 
school was started, which accommodates twenty pupils. 
These children attended the day school regularly. And that 
gave us a much better chance to teach them, than those that 
came from the camps, for these latter generally attended the 
morning session only, in order to get the crackers that were 
issued to them at noon. They would come with their faces 
painted a bright red or striped with other colors, and dressed 
m full Indian uniform. We soon furnished them with 
water, soap and towel to remove the paint and tried to make 
them understand it was not necessary in making their toilet 
for school, to paint. But in this we were not very successful. 
The first year our supply of books was rather limited, and 
for the most we used charts, as the children were unable to 
understand English and the books were of little use to them, 
until they had made some progress in the language. And 
here I must say to their credit that they are equally as apt to 
learn, and in their deportment are above the average of white 
children. I have had but little trouble in controlling them. 
If there was any misconduct of any kind, I was never obliged 
to use any harsher means of correction than to talk to them. 
They would soon say they were “sorry and ashamed” (that 
being their words for repentance) and would “try and never 
do so again.” At one time one of my boys, about eighteen 
years of age, became unruly and I told him I should have to 
correct him. He let his Indian nature appear and drew a 
knife. I was not at all alarmed, but talked quietly to him, 
and pretty soon he began to soften and then to cry, said he 
was ashamed of what he had done, and would burn his bad 
boy and be good ever after. So he proceeded to put a stick 
in the stove to burn, to represent his “bad boy,” and true to 
his promise he has been a very good boy ever since. 

It is said that Indians are a spiteful people. I have not 
found it so with my pupils. They never show the least ' 
spirit of revenge at my reproof, on the contrary they seem 
the more anxious to try to please. 

My school is often visited by the leading Indians and 
parents of the children who attend school. They often ask 
to talk to them, and always give them good advice, telling 
them to mind their teachers, and study hard while they have 
a chance and not grow up in the dark like themselves. At 
one time, old White Calf, the chief of the tribe, in making a 
speech, told his boys he wanted them to study hard, and 
become scholars enough so that when they bought an article 
from a white man they would know when they handed him 
a bill, how much change they should receive and not be 
like himself, take whatever the ’white man saw proper to 
give him. The tears came into the old man’s eyes as he 
spoke, 

The school is provided with an organ and Gospel Hymn 
books. The children have learned to sing a great many 
hymns and patriotic songs including Yankee Doodle._ There 
are some of them that have excellent voices, which if culti¬ 
vated would make their possessors very fine singers. All 
the boarding school children can read, a part of them quite 
well. They take a great delight in writing and all write a 
very good hand. And all this they have learnt within the 
past year. Tueir Teacher. 

BI.AOKPKET Agenot, Mon. Ter,, Feb. 1,1886. 

THE BIRD RANGE INCREASING. 

Editor-Forest and Stream: 
The following notes may for your readers as well as myself 

possess a certain degree of interest; 
On the 27th of May, in driving along the road about ten 

miles north of Elk Rapids in the country, I saw a bird at a 
distance of sixty or seventy yards, and from its appearance 
and manner of alighting in the grass, I was sure that it was 
a plover of some sort; a bird which I have never before seen 
in this region. This one was about the size of the upland 
plover of New England, but seemed lighter in color. I 
heard no note, and circumstances prevented me from ex¬ 
tending my investigations. 

A friend, in whom I have confidence, told me last week 
that he had seen not far from this village a pair of crossbills, 
this being the first instance within my knowledge of their 
appearance hereabouts. 

My wife, yesterday, saw a brown thrush {Harporhynchus 
rufus). These 1 have never seen here, though others may 
have been more fortunate. 

The lady above mentioned was yesterday walking in the 
garden when a finch alighted on her hat, and after pattering 
about for a short time took its departure. It may be men¬ 
tioned that there were no wild birds’ feathers upon the hat 
and this fact doubtless tended to inspire an unusual degree 
of confidence in the little creature, which left when it was 
ready to go and not before. It is told that Robinson Crusoe 
was horrified by a similar incident in his island experi¬ 
ence; but I think there was in this case no feeling of that 
sort. It shows that we are on good terms with the most of 
our neighbors. 

We have not up to this lime been annoyed by the English 
sparrows, although I think that I have seen them as winter 
visitants. I am informed, however, that in Mancelona, 
twenty miles distant, they appeared last year in small num¬ 
bers, but are now very numerous. 

This region has only of late years been occupied by whites, 
and is even now but sparsely settled, and many birds com¬ 
mon to the older communities of our State will, I doubt not, 
find a home here in time, where as yet they are unknown. I 
have been surprised that in all my excursions upon the 
waters of this county, I have never yet seen a bittern of any 
variety. These birds are so widely distributed, that with 
the abundance of food and other conveniences which our 
shores could furaish, it has seemed strange that none should 
come among us. The common blue heron is frequently to 
be seen, though they are less numerous than formerly. So 
with the loons, whose nests are regularly robbed by the rafts¬ 
men. I have an egg of this bird. I am glad to say that I 
did not rob the nest. I also have one of the wing plumes of 
a condor—a quill of extraordinary size, which, with the egg, 
has a conspicuous place among various outlandish matters 
which hang upon the walls of my sitting-room. Query. Is 
this a violation of the pledges I have given to the AtJDtiBON 

Society? I don’t know. Were it the magnificent plumage 
of some tropic bird, or even the lustrous skin of awoodduck, 
I would have pulled them down at once; but that somber- 
hued old plume, with its forty years and more of past asso¬ 
ciations, still hangs on the wall. , I have not been able to 
persuade myself that it is to be regarded in the light of a 
“decoration.” 

Although no shooting for millinery purposes has within 
my knowledge been practiced hereabout, I am persuaded 
that many of our smaller birds have been killed elsewhere 
during the migratory season. For example; I am informed 
by one of the firm of Cameron Brothers, at Torch Lake, that 
they have always protected the robins, which have heretofore 
nested in large numbers about their buildings and lumber 
yards; yet this year they have appeared in numbers sadly 
diminished. For this no apparent reason exists, save that 
which I have assigned, and it*goes to show that the work of 
the Audubon Society was begun not a moment too soon. 

The Florida gentleman who is so anxious to ‘ ‘stash” the 
mocking bird should remember that there are a few insects 
left in his State (there were a good many when I was there) 
and that without the birds there wouldn’t be much of any¬ 
thing else but “bugs.” • Keuple. 

Centkae Lake, Mich., June 10. 

BOYS AND BIRDS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
As this is the nesting season of our feathered songsters, 

I wish, through the Forest and Stream and with your per¬ 
mission, to say a word to parents in regard to their boys in 
connection with birds and their nests. 

In many of our Eastern cities and some of our Western 
cities as well, anti-feather societies are becoming very popu¬ 
lar. I am pleased to note this fact, for, as a rule a woman’s 
head-gear is ridiculous enough, but I look with horror upon 
a hat with a bird on it, no matter how fair the wearer may 
be. But to the subject. Perhaps it is not very generally 
known that boys about this time of the year and also later on, 
form themselves into little bands or clubs as it were, and 
start off on a crusade against birds and their nests; this is 
nevertheless a fact, as the writer was an eye-witness to an 
inventory that was being made by a band of these young 
robbers who had just returned from a crusade of this kind. 
One hat, that of the boss robber, contained nearly fifty eggs 
of various kinds. There were five boys in this gang and °all 
had met with more or less success. Indeed, I was told by 
one of the boys that he had a collection amounting to some¬ 
what over two hundred eggs at home and that his mother 
took great delight in looking over the different kinds. How¬ 
ever, this might not have been true, at least I should hope 
not. Parents, do your boys belong to a band or club of this 
kind? If not, see to it that they do not become members. 
The remedy for this evil, for it is a sin and a shame, must 
come through the parents, I contend, and if a gentle admoni¬ 
tion will not effect a cure, the flat side of a shingle, judiciously 
applied, will be found to be very elflcacious. M. H. 

Champaign, HI,, June, 1880. 

Can a Snake Poison Itself?—Fort Monroe, Va., May 
23.—EdiUr Forest and Stream: Another idol shattered! A 
newspaper writer says: “Meanwhile the deadly but still 
pretty creature was writhing about the cane which held it, 
biting and tearing its own flesh. The strange fact which 
Dr. Weir Mitchell made known to the world in 1868, that a 
poisonous ‘snake cannot poison itself,’ is no less strange be¬ 
cause true.” If the above assertion be true, what is to 
become of all of our old stories of teasing a rattlesnake until, 
in his impotent rage, he terminates his own life with his 
fangs; or if the blacksnake which, when struck by the fangs 
of his horrid adversaiy, seeks the aid of some mysterious 
weed as an antidote, and soon returns to the fight with fresh 
vigor! No doubt many of the old woodsmen (?) can disap¬ 
prove the assertion of this rash doctor as readily as they can 
prove that the bullet from their trusty rifle “flies perfectly 
straight” for sixty or more yards.—A. O. S. 

A Florida Fox.—Glence, Fla.—My next door neighbor's 
boys recently caught a gray fox, which was prowling around 
their hen coop one night. This is the first time in ten years 
residence here that 1 have seen or heard of a fox in this part 
of the State. They are sometimes found over on the Gulf 
coast, but it is a great curiosity here. Strange to say, the 
boys caught it in a common box trap which had been set and 
baited with cheese for a ’possum. Either the Florida fox is 
not as cunning and crafty as his northern relation, or else 
this one was unusually simple-minded. It was a full grown 
female, but seemed to me to be very small compared to those 
at the North. Dimensions, total length from tip to tip, 37 
inches; body, 22 inches; tail, 15 inches; weight, 7^ pounds. 
—Red Wing. 

Voracity of tub Blacksnake.—Forest and 
Stream: In the early autumn of ’74. I was rambling among 
the Berkshire Hills in Western Massachusetts, when about a 
hundred yards from a mountain brook I discovered a black- 
snake working its way along with difficulty. Calling my 
friend’s attention to it, we killed the snake, and noticing the 
unnatural size of its body, opened it and found in its stom- 
aeh a frog nine inches in length. The snake measured three 
and a half feet. At another time 1 killed a blacksnake on 
the bank of the Hoosic River, near Pownal, Yt., that 
measured four feet and eleven inches, and its stomach con¬ 
tained a large rat. Another instance occurred near the 
same spot.—E. T. 

Bears.—The Forest and Stream’s grizzlies at Central 
Park receive daily through the month of June. 

POISONOUS FISH AND FISH POISONING IN 

CHINA. 

BY D. J. MAC60WAN, M. D. 

[From the Chinese Recorder of February and April, 1886, by favor 
of Prof. 8. F. Baird, U. S. Commissioner of Fisn and Fisheries.] 

The porpoise occupies greater space by far in Chinese 
ichthyology than any fish. Ch’^n’s Cyclopaedia quotes 

thirty authors who refer to it. Few fishes .are so prized for 
their flavor and none so much condemned for poisonous quali¬ 
ties. Like English, German, French and other maritime 
people, the Chinese name the animal from its resemblance to 
a pig-;-it is the ho-t’un—“river pig,” of which there are tWo 
varieties, a white and a black. It enters the rivers from the 
sea early in spring, is very abundant in the Yangtsze, which 
it ascends over a thousand miles, as far as the rapids allow. 
On its first appearance it is fat, and less hurtful as food than 
at a latter period. A portion of fat found in the abdomen is 
so esteemed that it is styled “Ti Tsze’s milk,” that lady heing 
pre-eminent among all comely women for her beauty. One 
writer attributes the fatness to willow leaf buds, on which the 
porpoise feeds; but another combats that idea, inasmuch as 
the fatness is found to exist before the pendent willow 
branches reach the water’s surface and begin to sprout. The 
former observer, it may be remarked, lived higher up the 
Yangtsze, where the willow buds and porpoise appear syn¬ 
chronously. Another writer says willow buds are hurtful to 
fish. Porpoises, it is added, are a terror to fish, none daring to 
attack them; their appearance in large numbers indicates 
a blow. A centenarian author who wrote at the close 
of the twelfth century is cited to show the risk of 
indulging in porpoise flesh. It is quoted by the re¬ 
nowned poet See T’ungpo, who remarks that “the price of 
porpoise eating is death,” and then narrates how it happened 
that the aged author failed to see a fuU century. He being 
on a visit to a relative (a literary official at Pang-yang) was 
told by his host that the southern region produced nothing 
more savory than poi-poise, some was ordered to be cooked, 
for a repast. As the two were sitting down to partake of it, 
they had to rise to receive a guest; at that moment a cat 
pounced upon tne disli, upset it and, with a dog, ate the dainty 
contents; but very soon it killed them both, thus plucking 
death from the watering mouths of guest and host. The poet 
adds, that in Honan the eating houses prepare mock porpoise 
dishes, and that in his opinion, the genuine article being fatal, 
the imitation should suffice to half kill the eatei-s. Animals 
seem to be more obnoxious to the poison than man. One 
authority says that eats and dogs partaking of it invariably 
die; and fishermen tell me that carrion birds will not eat por¬ 
poise entrails, or if they do they die speedily. The liver, which 
is regarded as a great delicacy, is often poisonous; the eyes 
and the blood and particularly that part which is found near 
the back, ai-e always poisonous. All cases of fatal poisoning, 
however, appear to be due to neglect of certain precautions 
that require to be observed more minutely after the animals 
have made their visit to the rivers. In the first place, the 
parts indicated require to be well cut away and the flesh thor¬ 
oughly washed, and when cooked to be well boiled. At Ningpo 
the boiling is kept up by careful people for eight hours. Fur¬ 
ther to secure safety, the Chinese olive or sugar cane is boiled 
with the flesh. A man who happens to be takiug as medicine 
a sort of sage will assuredly be killed if he takes poi^poise at 
the same time. The toxic effects vary according to the por¬ 
tion which is taken. The blood and liver are generally poison¬ 
ous, the fat causes swelling and numbness of the tongue, eat¬ 
ing the eyes produce dimness of vision. On the Lower Yangtsze 
the fat is prepared for food by mixing it with liquor dregs and 
for the time burying it. With regard to the whole “river 
pig,” a proverb says, “Eat if you wish to discard lifebut 
when well cooked all other food compared to it will be found, 
insipid. 

Antidotes.—Antidotes to porpoise poisoning are the cos¬ 
metic which women use to give color to their lips (MirabiUs 
salajjpa) and the fire-dried flowers of Mimosa comiculata, 
pulverize and give in water; or give the Chinese olive {Cana- 
riwn) and camphor soaked together in the water. 

Test.—To testa roe, throw some of the above cosmetic on 
the roe, when it is boiling; if it turns red, it is safe to eat; if it 
fails to take the color, it is poisonous. 

Notwitbscandingmost magistrates issue proclamations from 
tirne to time cautioning people against the use of por¬ 
poise flesh, scarcely a spring passes without fatal cases of 
poisoning from that cause. The SMnpao lately reported 
eleven deaths that occurred at Yangchow from eating portions 
of that fish. Again, five persons died at Anch’ing in Api-il 
last from ^tiug porpoise. In one family a father and son 
were the victims; in the one vomiting was induced, in the 
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other emetics failed to act; both died. In another family a 
father, mother and daughter died from the same cause. They 
suffered much pain, with swelling of the abdomen, skin purple 
and benumbed, with greenish saliva from the mouth. Another 
case is worth giving, because of the symptons, from a work 
published in the last century. “A Shanghai gi’aduate when 
on the eve of departing for the Pekin examination, enter¬ 
tained his friends at a banquet; being hungry, just before the 
guests’ arrival he partook of some porpoise; when his friends 
arrived he found himself unable to make the usual salutation 
with his hands, they were paralyzed; soon his whole body be¬ 
came numb, and then his abdomen distended greatly, and he 
died quickly. 

It would seem that porpoise poisoning is commoner on the 
Yangtsze than on the coast, as if the ascent of the gi’eat river 
renders it less fit for food as a like toilsome journey does the 
shad. It is well known that sailors eat porpoise caught at sea 
with impunity, and islanders, as the Japanese, rai*ely suffer 
fr-om porpoise eating. 

Poisonous Pish.—The Ningpo Gazetteer describes a fish, 
popularly called “tiger fish,” which, by its needle-like tail, in¬ 
flicts poisonous wounds on men and kills fish; men thus 
wounded suffer excruciating and protracted pain, saj the 
people, who also declare that the spinous tail, if driven into a 
tree, will kill it; however, I have not found it hm'tful in that 
manner. Somewhat similar is the “tiger fish,” with hedgehog¬ 
like spines, which, piercing men, occasion pain; its bite is 
poisonous, and so is its flesh. On the coast of CMkiang and 
Fuhkien the “swallow-red fish” is found, which resembles the 
“ox-tailed fish.” It darts with extreme velocity, inflicting 
painful wounds on mussel divers. Yet worse is the poisonous 
wound inflicted by a species of ray which has three spines in 
its tail; the pain is such as to keep the sufferer groaning for 
successive days and nights. 

“A sort of sturgeon is found at Loyang which resembles a 
pig, its color is yellow. Its stench forbids near approach, and 
it IS very poisonous: notwithstanding when properly pre¬ 
pared, it is considered fit food for the Emperor, for it consti¬ 
tutes an article of tribute.” 

The tedradon, or globe-fish, is rejected by costal fishermen, 
because it is poisonous, but those globe-fish that ascend the 
river are sought for, and when eviscerated and dried, are 
edible. 

A sflure, or mud-fish, is hurtful, particularly the kind with 
reddish eyes and no gills. No Kind is to be eaten with ox 
liver, or with wild boar or venison. A small species of shark, 
called “white shark,” having a rough skin and hard flesh, is 
shghtly poisonous. Several kinds of eels are represented as 
hurtful. Some Ningpo people wfll not eat eels vrithout first 
testing them. They are placed in a deep water jar, and if on 
the approach of a strong light they spring up, they are thrown 
away as not fit for food. There is a kind of eel that has its 
head turned upward that is not to be eaten. Eels that have 
perpendiculai- caudal fins are to be discarded; also, those with 
white spotted backs, those without gills, the “four-eyed” 
kmd, the kind with black striped bellies, and the kind that 
weigh four or five catties. The Pfen-ts’ao shows the fallacy of 
the popular belief that eels spring from dead men’s hair, by 
stating that they have eggs. 

The “stone-striped fish” is described as causing vomiting. 
“It resembles the roach (?), and is a foot long with tiger-like 
markings. There are no males among these fish. According 
to native report, the females copulate with snakes, and have 
poisonous roes. In the south these fish are hung on trees 
where wasps’ nests are found, by which means birds are 
attracted that devour the wasps. They swim on the surface 
of the water, but on the approach of men dive down.” 

A curious account is given of a poisonous lacertian, “It is 
amphibious, living in mountain creeks. Its forefeet are like 
those of a monkey, its hinder resemble those of a dog; it has 
a long tail, is seven or eight feet long, and has the cry of a 
child, which is indicated by the mode of writing one of its 
names. It climbs trees, and in times of drought fills its mouth 
with water, and concealing itself in jimgle, covering its body 
with leaves and grass, expands its jaws. Birds, seeing the 
water therein contained, attempt to slake their thirst in the 
trap, when they are soon gulped down. The poison that it 
contains is removed by suspending it from a tree, and beating 
it until aU flows out in the form of a white fluid.” 

Many crustaceans are poisonous—fifteen kinds are enumer¬ 
ated—several of them monstrosities. Antidotes for crab- 
poisoning are sweet basil or thj'me, the juice of squash or of 
garlic, etc. Crabs eaten in pregnancy cause cross presenta¬ 
tion. Grabs are not to be eaten with persimmons. The flesh 
of the king crab {Limulus longispina) is sometimes poisonous, 
and is employed as an anthelmintic. Field and ditch prawns 
are included in the list of poisonous crustaceans. Oysters are 
hurtful betimes n China as elsewhere. 

POISONING FISH. 
Allied to the subject of poisonous fishes is that of fish pois¬ 

oning. At an early stage of their history, anterior perhaps to 
the legendary period when it is said the Chinese made the dis¬ 
covery of tire, and ere they acquired the art of fishing, they 
probably found dead fishes floating on the surface of streams, 
and in the course of time observed that the fall of certain 
seeds into the water was followed by the rise of fish to the 
surface. Then commenced the practice, which has continued 
to the present day, of catching fish by poisoning them. An¬ 
other writer, referring to western China, says: “The waters 
are perfectly clear, and the people do not use nets in fishing; 
but m the winter season construct rafts and from these throw 
on the water a mixture of wheat and the seed of a species of 
polygonum pounded together, which being eaten by the fish, 
they are killed and rise to the surface, but in a shoi-t time 
they come to hfe again. This they call making the fish 
drunk.” 

In eastern Turkistan fish are obtained in a similar manner. 
“In the spring when the melted snow has swollen the rivers 
the fish are seen swimming about in all quarters. The tishei'- 
men immediately take a solution of herbs and sprinkle it on 
the water, by which the fish become perfectly stupefied and 
are easily caught. Mahomedans do not eat them to any great 
extent, except when mulberries are ripe, which are eaten 
always with them.” 

In this part of China seeds of the Croton tiglium are em¬ 
ployed very extensively for the same purpose. They are pow¬ 
dered and cast into the water, and bemg, like the polygonum, 
extremely acrid, speedily kill the fish aud crustaceans that 
partake of them; these seeds render them colorless and flavor¬ 
less, but not hurtful. Purchasers are never deceived, as their 
appearance discloses their mode of death; they are bought by 
the poor because of their cheapness. Similar modes of poison¬ 
ing tisl^revail also on portions of the Grand Canal adjacent 
to the Yangtsze, which sometimes call for the magisterial in¬ 
terdicts because damaging to pubhc health. One of the dis¬ 
trict magistrates of Suchow lately issued a proclamation for¬ 
bidding the sale of the “thuuder-duke creeper, which mis¬ 
creants employ for catching fish, teiTaptns, prawns, crabs and 
the hfee, killing them and injuring men.” 

Many centuries before our era, according to the Chou Polity, 
game laws existed, which interdicted the use of poison in the 
captm'e of fish (and of other animals as well) in the spring 
months; poisoning or capturing them in anyway being re¬ 
stricted to autumn and winter, or when the animals attained 
maturity. 

Wenchow, January, 1889. 
SUPPLEMENTART. 

The I-pan-lu states that on the Yangtsze, where the waters 
are brackish from commingling of salt and fresh water, the 
porooise is dehcious food in early spiing, but later it becomes 
rank and poisonous. 

An interesting fact is added, which shows that animal to be 
subject to a disease which is manifested by a pecuhai’ erup¬ 

tion on the abdomen, which presents a mottled appearance of 
various colors, smooth and bright like castor oil seeds, vary¬ 
ing in number. In this condition the fish is yet more rank, 
more offenrive to smell, very poisonous, but still most tooth¬ 
some. Besides rejecting these as food, reject also such as have 
two pupils to each eye. or such as show blood in stripes on the 
back: the female containing roe—all these are to ne buried, 
lest dogs and poultry eat them, which would prove quickly 
fatal. Males containing a white substance are innocuous and 
excellent eating. 

In cooking, remove the prickly skin, cut it up fine and boil 
together with the other portions. That portion of the tail 
which has no spines is the best flavored—it merits to be styled 
Yang-fi’s stocking (as the fatty part is called after an imperial 
beauty of Chinese history). The flesh, hver, giUs, fins, are aU 
to be most thoroughly washed before cooking; place lard 
or oil in the pot and add wine, soy, onions, ginger, sugar, etc. 
Boil slowly for half a day, for if insufldciently boiled frie pot¬ 
tage will surely kill the eater. 

Porpoises disappear with the close of spring. What becomes 
of them then is not known. In Suchau, every family eats 
that fish, and for several tens of years I have heard of no 
deaths therefrom, which is not that as food they are less harm¬ 
less, but because they are more thoroughly boiled. 

Several years ago a friend presented me with two porpoises. 
I prepared them myself, but after making a meal of them flesh 
my mouth puckered up, and my hands became numb for a 
short time, eating the same on the following day, my mouth 
and hands were affected in the same manner, and I felt gener¬ 
ally unwell. I took some ohve. canarium, which proved anti¬ 
dotal. None of my family suffered from the viand that made 
me iU, which showed either that I was weak at the time, or 
had eaten more than they. Some days later, however, those 
who had suffered from previous disorders, experienced a re¬ 
turn of their old affections, as I did myself. I therefore caution 
those who are fond of porpoise, to partake spai-ingly of the 
dehcious food. 

On the Cheh-kiang coast dried porpoise is sold aU the year 
round by fish-mongers. It requires protracted boiling to be¬ 
come safe eating. 

According to the Dictionaire Corean-Francaise, there is in 
the Korean coast waters a fish entirely round, a sea-toad, 
which is seldom eaten; its liver is a mortal poison. 

Wenchow, February 36,1886. 

§»t$ie §ag Htid §nti. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Co. _ 

THE TRAJECTORY TEST. 

'T'HE full report of the Forest and Stream’s trajectory test of hunt- 
ing rifles has been issued in pamphlet form, with the illustra¬ 

tions and the tabular summary, making in all 96 pages. For sale at 
this office, or sent post-paid. Price 50 cents. 

THE SHACKER BAND. 

Editor Forest and Stream; 
Last January, Wilber Day, a most notorious poacher 

of Wesley, Maine, was tried and convicted for burning 
the house and barn and poisoning the cow, of Fish and Game 
Warden Fred Munson, of Wesley, in the night time, July 
17, 1885. 

It was proved on Day’s trial that there was a crowd of 
young scoundrels calling themselves the “Sbacker Band of 
Wesley,” the name in Indian language meaning Deer Band. 
This organization has been in existence for over fifty years, 
hut under other names suited to the exigency of the time. 
The purpose of this organization is to break down all law 
and restraint that should in the least interfere with depraved 
tastes. This crowd of young villains had been taught by 
the example of their parents and older companions, polished 
hy the careful perusal of dime novel literature all their lives, 
and it is not wonderful that the result should be that they 
are finished criminals. 

At the Supreme Court, holden at Calais in April, Dever- 
eauxFenlason, another of this band, was tried and convicted 
for the same offense. The number concerned directly in the 
burning of Munson’s buildings must have been ten or more. 
I mean the number at the fire the night of July 17, 1885; 
aud at least ten more knew that the building was to be fired. 
No effort will he spared to bring the whole band to justice. 
A motion for a new trial was made in each case but was over¬ 
ruled by Judge Libby, and exceptions were then filed to the 
ruling of both Judge Libby and Dan forth and sent up to the 
Law Term to be holden at Bangor this month. In case the 
higher court does not grant a new trial these leaders of the 
Shiackers will receive their sentences at the Supreme Judicial 
Court to be holden at Machias the second Tuesday in October 
next. These fellows could not have made such afight had not 
outsiders helped. We kuow that poachers and marketmen 
contributed from all parts of the county; but after the cus¬ 
sedness of the crowd was exposed in court there was a great 
change in public sympathy, and now I doubt if it would be 
possible for them to get help outside their band. 

That your readers may better uoderstand the importance 
of bringing this band of outlaws to justice, I must refer to 
the character of Wesley and its inhabitants during the last 
fifty years, so that you may also better see the difficulties we 
have had to encounter the last year in not only maintaining 
game protection, but in protecting our own persons and 
property. 

Wesley is situated twenty miles northeast from Machias 
on the border of the great *Machias Woods, the best deer 
park in Maine, Tradition tells us that a turbulent spiiitwas 
early developed in one portion of Wesley, and this spirit has 
steadily increased with the growth and decay of the town 
until the present time. One of the first acts of lawlessness 
was the attack on Sheriff Hapgood by several men dressed 
as Indians, who fired several shots at him, one bullet passing 
through his hat, and clipped his horse’s mane and tail, and 
they burned property in his custody which had been taken 
for debt. Tears rolled on, and the better portion of the 
community formed a church and had good schools, and the 
town prospered. Smart men and women were reared in this 
town, an honor to county aud State; but many of these 
sought their fortunes in other lamfS never to return, while 
on the other hand, those of the lawless party were sure to 
return, and in some cases had to be helped to return by the 
town. The population in 1850 was 783; now it is about 250, 
This emigration has changed the character of the town, 
throwing the balance of power, by a small majority, into the 
hands of the lawless, or as they say, “the Shackers rule.” 
Better families cannot be found in Maine than some of those 
living in Wesley, but at this time they are at the mercy of 
their fraternal enemies. It is hoped that a brighter day is 
beginning to dawn in Wesley now that the heel of the law is 
upon some of the necks of its wicked citizens. _ 

*To return to my subject—this turbulent spirit, which was 

continually warring with the better element of society, came 
prominently to the surface at the breaking out cff our civil war. 
They formed a company, drilled and prepared to resist 
recruiting and the draft, to use force if necessary. The draft 
came, and they resisted, killing Lieutenant Ed wards, Deputy 
Provost Marshall, while in the discharge of his duly, and 
then they fled into New Brunswick. This was the most 
cruel murder in Maine during the war and showed a deprav¬ 
ity of hearts not equalled or sm-passed by any criminals in 
the United States. Time passed aud no effort was made to 
hunt out and punish these criminals; officers died or moved 
out of the State, witnesses were scattered, and finally one 
by one the outlaws returned; but they were not good citi¬ 
zens. for they were ever ready to engage in any pursuit, law¬ 
ful or otherwise, that would give promise of remuneration. 
They made most adroit smugglers and gave much trouble to 
officers of the Government. They plundered the land owners, 
taking vessel knees and shingle rift wherever they could find 
it. They set fire to timberland through malice, plundered 
logging camps, and whenever offended set fire to mills, 
barns, houses and such other property as the torch would 
destroy. This is the history of that lawless spirit as it comes 
down through the different generations to the present time, 
and now for the first time has the law stepped in to restrain 
or quell it. Formerly, whenever^the law was invoked, per¬ 
jury would clear the criminals; for that reason honest men 
shunned the law, and matters were allowed to drift on to 
destruction, as the rapid depopulation plainly demonstrates. 

When the fish and game laws were enacted, then this 
element again came to the surface; but it was of a younger 
generation, with a few of the older ones to plan and cheer 
them on. They have up to the present resisted the laws, 
giving no heed whatever to them unless compelled to. The 
better portion of the citizens of Wesley soon found it was 
for their interests to have the laws enforced, and they de¬ 
manded it. Wardens were appointed in Wesley, and then 
the war commenced. Wardens and all interested in game 
protection determined to put a stop to this miserable destruc¬ 
tion of game in the very midst of our best game region, and 
our worthy Commissioner, Mr. Stilwell, gave us his most 
hearty support. 

In the summer of 1884 complaint was made that Wesley 
parties were killing deer for the market. Wilmot Thomp¬ 
son caught Wilber Day and younger brother in the act and 
made complaint. Day was indicted, but escaped arrest until 
March, 1885, when two wardens, Pettingall and Munson, 
succeeded in arresting and putting in. jail this most accom¬ 
plished poacher. He was tried at Calais, convicted and 
fined, and gave bonds for his appearance at the Superior 
Court to be holden at Machias the following October. This 
made the Sbacker Band furious, and they determined, to 
use their own language, to “clean out the whole thing” at 
any cost. The two active leaders, Wilber Day and Deve- 
reaux Fenlason, raved about town like madmen, armed 
with rifles, pistols and knives, hunting tliey said, for the 
“d-d wardens.” Otheis met them at night and made 
plans for mischief. 

Complaint was made in May that parties were hunting 
and killing deer on the Race Grounds, selling them for one 
dollar each to boil for feed for bens and to make into com¬ 
post. Wardens Thompson and Munson were sent to catch 
the villains, and were attacked in the Voods hy Fenlason 
and another Sbacker, who is now a good protectionist. 
The wardens, being well armed, escaped uninjured. These 
two fellows were arrested, tried before Justice Wilder, of 
Machias, and put under bonds to keep the peace for six 
months. This made Fenlason more furious, but his friend 
left the Shackers. 

Soon after this a demonstration was made on Munson’s 
house, next his garden was destroyed in the night and his 
apple trees girdled. Then more threats were made. On July 
17 Munson had business at Machias, which would take him 
from home over night. Mrs. Munson, as usual when her 
husband was absent, was expected to stop at her father’s, 
Mr. John H. Gray, about one-half mile from her own house. 
After milking the cow, feeding the pig. and locking up the 
barn and the house, Mrs. Munson went to meeting and from 
there to her father’s house. This was the opportunity for 
the Shackers. They put out their guards, and after they 
were sure all was quiet. Day and Vance broke open the 
barn, drove out the cow and fed her with Paris green and 
meal; tlien left for home, about three-fourths of a mile from 
Munson’s. Then Fenlason left his beat and touched a match 
to hay in the barn; others had previously kerosened the house 
and shed. It was proven at the trial of both Day and Fen¬ 
lason that about one hour elapsed after the fire was dis¬ 
covered by the two nearest neighbors before tlie alarm was 
given. It is needless to say these neighbors were Shackers 
of both sexes and most accomplished liars. While the build¬ 
ings were burning, Wilber Day at David Vance’s house, as¬ 
sisted by Vance, wrote this letter: 

“Frind Zone—I rite to inform you we have begun the fun and shall 
follow our band on E. M. Smith & Son and Hunter the davail aud 
W. T. and Hill. - From a Frind.” 

This note was found the next morning on the doorstep of 
Warden Zina Pennell, at Whitneyville, sixteen miles from 
Vance’s house. It was proved that Wilber Day wrote this 
note, and it is known David Vance assisted and J. W. Day 
placed it on Pennell’s doorstep. 

After Munson’s home with all its contents was burned, 
the family being left without a change of clothing, Mr. John 
H. Gray gave them shelter, and Machias friends assisted 
by presenting Mrs. Munson with a purse of $100. Mrs. 
Munson was the only daughter of Mr. John H, Gray, an old 
and most worthy citizen of Wesley. Elated by the prospect 
of driving Munson out of town, the Shackers left this note 
for Mr. Gray: 

“Mr. John Gray-If you keep that damd black Fred Munson 
round your place you will have roast pig, too. Get rid of him as 
soon as you can. for if you don’t you will be burnt out before a month 
goes by. We have started the luu and we will keep it up. By -, 
we mean it. Get the damd cuss out and your all right: if you don't, 
down it burns. We will take some of your cattle as a proof, hy-. 
—REArEMBBR.” 

This convinced all that something must be done; and the 
best citizens of Wesley petitioned Gov. Robie for aid. The 
town could do nothing, for the Shackers were in small 
majority, though they represented but a still smaller part of 
the property in town. Gov. Rohie responded at once, and 
plaM were made to hunt out and bring these villains to jus¬ 
tice. My property and person being threatened, I assisted 
the officers as much as my time and means would allow. I 
was obliged to hire a special watch for my home when out 
of town for the greater part of the season. Mr. Stilwell 
directed his wardens to assist in every way possible, and they 
gave us most efficient aid. 

All was chaos in Wesley. I never witnessed such scenes— 
frightened women and children, all work nearly suspended. 
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Every one, save the Shachers, felt that help must come from 
some source or ruin was at hand. In the mean time one of 
the advisers of the Shachers was sending letters to papers 
in different parts of the State trying to give the impression 
that James Gray, uncle of Mrs. Munson, burned the build¬ 
ings for the insurance. This was a most cowardly attack on 
Mr. Gray because he held a mortgage of the property and 
there was a chance to make up a suspicion, in the calumni¬ 
ator’s opinion, against a meat exemplary and valuable citizen. 
Mr. Gray was sick at the time and in consequence of this 
worry and the constant fear for his prcpeity, as well as for 
the safety of his family, his reason failed and he died last 
March. His death was a great loss, not only to his family, 
but to the community. In about three weeks after Mr. J. 
H. Gray received the .'econd letter, a third one was sent, the 
Shackers being impatient: 

“Mb. John Gbay—You was warned once that if you kept that 
damd black Fred Munson at your bouse W'e would burn you out. 
You disregarded our w'arning. We don’t want to burn you out, but 
w'e will if you keep him there. You will get no more warnings, but 
if he don’t leave in a week we will kill some of your cattle, then it he 
don’t git we will take the hint and burn the house. We don’t want 
your daughter to bo; let her stay if slie wants to; but he raus-tgo. 
We want you to tell everyone in Wesley that if they keep him (Fred) 
we will bum them out and by-we mean it. lif Fred still hangs 
round here after these warnings we will have his heart’s blood. If 
he leaves Wesley there will be no more trouble, but if he don’t look 
out for fun. Gic rid of him and you’re all right—let the W'oman stay 
if she wants to.—Remember,” 

Immediately after this letter was received by Gray, Mun¬ 
son and his family left Wesley; but the trouble did not stop, 
for in a few weeks the buildings of Warden Samuel Cushing 
were kerosened and fired, his horse and all his farming tools, 
buggy, work wagon and harnesses were burned iu his barn; 
and it was only by almost superhuman efforts that his bouse 
was saved. It was found after the fire that the horse had 
been beheaded and his back hone cut in two places. 

Public indignation was now nearly beyond control, but we 
cautioned all not to retaliate, under any provocation, but to 
trust the ofiicers of the law. We had good men on the 
watch, reporting often, spies were in the midst of them, 
detectives were in correspondence and it was only a work of 
a little time that these villains could continue their atrocious 
wickedness. In November the wardens commenced their 
part of the “fun” and the result you have—the arre.st and 
conviction of Wilber Day, a most notorious scoundrel, and 
Devereaux Fenlason, a most dangerous criminal, because 
he is a simpleton from birth. It was pi’oved that Fenlason 
wrote the second and third letters. The Shackers made a 
most determined fight, and pe now doing their best to liber¬ 
ate the two scoundrels now in jail. All the poachers in this 
part of the State have done their best to help and cheer on 
these villains, but now protection is more popular than ever 
before. Mr. Stilwell and his wardens have fought well, to 
say nothing of his legal friends who did such noble work in 
bringing these wicked wretches to justice. 

I have spent a most miserable year in this fight. I am not 
an officer, but I am a friend of protection and believe in 
obedience to all laws, especially when clearly for the benefit 
of all, as are those for the protection of fish and game. It 
will be seen by the history of this and, as I have given it, 
that it was not the game laws that made the trouble, but the 
old untamed turbulent spirit of the fathers coming down 
through generations. Two murders in twenty years (Gray’s 
death was as much a murder as was Edward’s) is rather a 
hard showing for a little town of the size of Wesley, It is 
hoped that the law will continue its good work, and that 
Washington county will be freed from such scoundrels in the 
near future. I can not think of what would have been our con¬ 
dition at this time had not the law put a stop to such villainy. 

MachrAS, Me., June, 1886. 8am. B. Hunter. 

GUN SLINGS FOR THE SADDLE. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The simple sling for carrying a gun in the saddle which I 

described in your issue of Oct. 1, 1885, called forth a little 
later (Nov. 5) two other devices similar to each other in de¬ 
sign and application, but entirely different from the one I 
was using. 

While the slings described by “J. J. M.” and “G. E O.” 
possess some advantages, they have the great drawback of 
being somewhat cumbersome, and the gun being between the 
rider’s thigh and forearm a heavy stumble must cause the 
gun barrel to pitch wildly forward, striking the flying rider 
or the horse, and perhaps breaking the stock of the gun as 
suggested by “J. J. M.” 

If “G. E. O.” had read my article more carefully, his 
second and fourth objections would not have been given. 
If the gun the sling it does not requme one band to steady 
it when loping, and it cannot strike the horse in case of a 
fall, but its greatest fault is iu its position athwart the rider, 
hampering him if the horse makes a bad stumble. 

The sling described by “Millard” in Forest and Stream 
of March 18 is an improvement on mine inasmuch as he 
leaves the tongue in. The upper one is unnecessary and I 
think better removed, the lower one keeps the gun from 
wearing against the horn of the saddle, hut “Millard” has 
omitted the slightly prolonged free end which gives a good 
hold in slinging and especially in unslinging. 

Having said this much for and against the simple strap, 
I will add that 1 have now discarded it except for a shotgun 
and when using a horse that will allow me to fire from the 
saddle, I always (?) dismount to shoot a rifle. The time 
lost is something, but the greater certainty of hitting is 
amnle compensation for the loss of time, generally. 

There is m use in some parts of this State and in Mexico, a 
stout leather sheath for carrying a carbine in the saddle. I 
find that they are kept for sale in San Francisco, and are 
simply a leatner gun case reaching only past the lock and all 
or part of the length of the barrel. They are provided with 
two straps, sewed or riveted on, one fastening around the 
horn if a Mexican saddle or passed through the D of an 
English saddle, and the other secured to a small ring in the 
center of the back of the tree. 

The carbine bangs on one side of the horse, muzzle for¬ 
ward, under the rider’s leg, and by reaching out one hand he 
can draw it as quickly as a pistol from his hip pocket. 

Acting upon the hint taken from this sling I have been 
carrying my shotgun in this way but without a holster, and 
ha ve yet to find any fault with the method. 

I have a leather strap one inch wide, passed through the 
D, hanging in a loop in front of my left leg. This is all the 
gear necessary. I pass the barrels forward between the stirrup 
straps, letting them rest in the loop of the strap coming from 
the D or horn of the saddle, triggers uppermost. Kaise the 
stock up and tie the rear saddle string around the grip, and 
the gun is in place. If there are no saddle strings a pair can 
be fastened to a ring in the back of the tree. 

I can dismount and unlimber my gun quicker than a man 
can get out of a wagon and draw a gun from the hack of the 

w’agon and do it with perfect safety, and when I have devised 
a snap hook to save untying the saddle sti’ings (which I leave 
in a bow knot) 1 can prepare for action as rapidly as I desire. 

If your gun is too fine a one to he adjusted in this way or 
you fear dust or rain and have not a full length leather case 
to hang at the saddle in which to place the gun, put on a 
cloth or canvas case which will take almost no time to slip 
off when you unsling the gun. If you use a leather holster 
leave it iu place and withdraw the gun from it when wanted. 

The first time you try it you may flud the gun uncom¬ 
fortable to your leg, by lengthening or shortening the for¬ 
ward or rear strap. Just what angle the gun will bang at 
will depend entirely upon the build of your horse. On some 
animals the stock will have to be entirely below the hip joint 
and the barrel nearly level. 1 have to bring the stock up as 
far as possible, and the barrel well down on my horse for my 
own comfort and that of the animal. With a proper ad¬ 
justment of the gun barrel between the stirrups straps and 
under the beud of my knee, 1 can put the horse at any gait 
and not know of the gun’s presence. And if I desire 1 could 
carry two guns as easily as one, one on each side. Even 
with one gun (mine weighs 10^ lbs. loaded) it is not necessary 
to carry ballast to make the the saddle “trim.” 

If the horse is at all fractious it makes no difference as far 
as the gun is concerned, when you get off to open a gate 
(you will have to dismount to open a California rural gate) 
or walk up a trail leading the horse. 

If any correspondent knows of still anolher way to carry 
a gun when in the saddle I should like to hear of it. 

My gun is provided with a sling that I use when afoot, 
but I could not he induced to carry a gun in the manner of 
the British mounted infantry with the gun across the back 
for the very fear of that “severe blow from the barrel on the 
hack of the head” if the horse should fall. I once fell down 
a steep hillside with my gun slung to my back, and the bump 
I received then I can feelingly remember. If the blow re¬ 
ceived when one is shot out of the saddle over the head of a 
falling horse is commensurate with the one received while on 
foot, I do not court it. W. E. B. 

Oakland, Cal., May 25. 

THE BIRDS AT SOCIETY HILL. 
“The time of the shiBiDg of birds has come, and the voice of the 

turtle is heard in the land.” 
N one corner of the room where I write, my guns are 

standing, bright and clean, inside and out, ready for use 
when the season for sport shall come round in the cycle 
of time. Unfortunately, I have too many of them. Most of 
them are gifts from my friends, and as such, if for no other 
reason, are highly prized by me. I keep them in good con¬ 
dition so that whenever occasion shall require, I will find 
them fit for whatever field usage may be demanded. At 
present they serve only to remind me of the pleasures which 
they have afforded, the kindness of the donors and the hopes 
which they inspire, when Bob White and his mate have 
reared their brood and they are strong enough to make the 
air resonant with the whir of their wings. Theft, if on this 
side of the river of time, I expect to mount my old horse 
Frank, call up Argo and Esk, and range the fields on the 
banks of the Great Pee Dee or other localities where the 
prospects of game arc good, and see whether my vision and 
nerves are adequate to supply ray wants and those of my 
friends with the delicious little bird. Most of my shells are 
already loaded, boxed and labeled, and my favorite 14-bores 
will have an opportunity of showing their qualities, “when 
November chill blaws loud with angry sugh.” Inasmuch as 
the sporting season has passed, “I have no delight to pass 
away the time but to recall some of the bright days, when 
with chosen company I made the fields ring with the music of 
my little gun, and now and then had the satisfaction of seeing 
my pointer retrieve the fallen bird in gallant style. My mem¬ 
ory also holds with delight the sayings and acts of my associ¬ 
ates and the hospitalities and kindness of ray entertainers. 

Though too late in the season, my friend Crickett assured 
Teceel, Mud and myself, that he could fine some excellent 
yiori in the vicinity of Society Hill on the Pee Dee in South 
Carolina. A gentleman living at that place I bad known 
when he was a boy, living in Fayettville, N. C., but bad not 
seen him for many years. Accordingly, on the 9th of March, 
we left home in our buggy, and sought the residence of John 
M. Waddill, where we felt certain “we should meet with a 
hearty welcome. We had to travel about thirty-seven miles, 
and when we reached our destination, late in the afternoon, 
ourselves, horses and dogs were tired, and anxious for food 
and repose. Crickett had airived the preceding day, and 
was in the fields when we drove up to the house. We were 
courteously received by our hostess, aud assigned to our 
quarters. In a short while Crickett and his dogs Jack and 
Dot, and our host made their appearance. My acquaintance 
with Waddill was renewed, and he expressed himself—no 
doubt seriously—as glad to extend to me and the others all 
the comforts which his house could furnish, Crickett had 
killed twenty-fi.ve birds. These supplied our hoste-ss’s table 
with plenty of game to last until we could add to the stock. 

The village, iu the suburbs of which we stopped, took its 
name from the fact that, iu the olden time, many of the 
planters on the river built residences at a convenient spot in 
the broken sandhills, where they could enjoy each other’s 
society in a greater degree than when living apart on their 
estates. It was the home of some of the most distinguished 
citizens of tbe State, and was famed for the intelligence aud 
elegant hospitality of its inhabitants. Its former splendors 
have departed, for its wealth has melted away. But the 
broad fields on both sides of the river are still there; and 
early in the season, when the herbage i.s abundant, they 
afford food and shelter to many coveys of the favorite game 
bird of the South. As 1 have said, our visit was made too 
late. The stubble had been turned over, the sedge had been 
burned and the cattle had browsed down the grass, so that 
Bob White had neither feeding places nor shelter suitable 
for the sportsman. 

The morning after our arrival we would have sought the 
fields at once but for the fact that it was raining. Joe, the 
large black and tan setter of Teceel’s; Argo, my little orange 
and white pointer, and Crickett’s two dogs were all ardent 
for the sport. Mud, poor fellow, has no dog, and seems to 
want none, so long as the charity of friends will supply his 
necessities. Nor did he have a horse, having thrust himself 
upon the kindness of his kinsman to get himself carried to 
the hunting grounds. But our host had a gallant bay which 
he tendered for his use. The “Red Rover,” though some 
what ungainly in form and lean in fl.esh—having been 
engaged in the Agricultural Department—had plenty of 
muscle to carry with ease the one hundred and twenty pounds 
of hones and gristle which were consigned to his powers of 
locomotion. The rain stopped about 11 o’clock and was suc¬ 
ceeded by a sharp wind from the northwest. Notwith¬ 

standing the uninviting character of the weather we con¬ 
cluded to hazard it, and accordingly, mounting our steeds, 
we set out for the Marlboro side of the river. 

After crossing on a bridge, we took up the bank of the 
stream for several hundred yards following the road, and 
then turned sharply to the right. Near the point where the 
road leaves tbe river stands a monument of white marble— 
a cenotaph, probably—erected to the memory of Col. Kolb 
(pronounced Kulp), a partisan soldier of the war of 1776, 
who was killed at bis house near the spot by some prowling 
loyalists, who bad refused to rebel against the Crown and 
Government of Great Britain. What I thought when I read 
tbe inscription upon the marble I will not write, Alas! 
‘ Can such things be without our special wonder?” 

At this point, Teceel and I, with Joe and Ajgo, turned to 
the left, while Crickett, who had two dogs, and Mud, who 
had none, followed the highway. It is useless to go into 
details. Owing to the high wind the birds were all in cover, 
or in such close proximity to it as to render sport impossible; 
we found very few birds' When wereached home that night, 
I think the trophies of all guns amounted to twenty birds. 
Of these your correspondent can recall that he could legiti¬ 
mately claim only one. This he attributed to the fact that 
when he started out he inconsiderately put iu the stock of 
his hammerless the choke pair of barrels. At all events, such 
was the result. Mud was in high glee because the Red 
Rover had borne him to victory over Wells—a glory which 
he rarely enjoyed. 

We got back just about sundown, tired and hungry, and 
ready to enjoy the shad whose odor regaled us, even before 
we entered the dining-room. They were a real luxury—for 
the weather was cool and the flshwerefirm and fat. To my 
taste there is no better fish than the Pee Dee shad in the month 
of March. After a “square meal” on the part of all of us— 
and especially Mud, whose appetite is almost sateless, but 
whose victuals never assimilate to the production of flesh, 
so far as we can see—we went to the parlor, and before a 
blazing fire talked of the past, present and future. 

The following morning was a lovely one. At an early 
hour our hostess gave us an excellent breakfast, and had our 
lunch prepared. The horses—^including the Red Rover— 
were saddled and brought out, the dogs lightly fed, having 
had a hearty meal the night before, and we started off to try 
our fortune in the bottoms lower down the river. (Joing 
along the railroad track nearly a mile, we crossed it, and 
began to bunt an inviting piece of land. We got up some 
birds, and Teceel and I killed three each, neither Crickett 
nor Mud having had a shot. Still further on another covey 
was roused, but all of them escaped. Soon after this my 
companion, Teceel, and I separated, by accident, and did 
not meet until night. This mishap threw three of us together, 
a very objectiouahle number for decent sport. Crickett, 
Mud and 1 followed closely down the bank of the stream, 
desiring to reach some broad bottoms, where, we were told, 
we could And an abundance of game. The prospect got 
worse and worse, and at last, near midday, our road gave out, 
and we were forced to take the back track. We lunched 
soon after, and then mounting our horses, changed our 
course, so as to reach, if possible, a large plantation, the 
property of Mr. Williams, of Baltimore. We hunted many 
good looking places on our route down the Georgetown road, 
but failed to flud a bird. 

About half past two we reached the estate named above, 
passed the plantation houses aud turned into some fields on 
the left or eastern side of the highway. Soon we got up 
some birds and my bag and Crickett’s became perceptibly 
heavier. Poor Mud! He hadn’t “totch” a feather in the 
last half dozen shots. Soon we could hear the faint boom 
of a gun, sometimes in rapid succession, which we suspected 
to be that of my lost companion. We found several new 
coveys and got more birds. About au hour before sundown 
my little dog Argo tightened his muscles into rigidity in an 
open field, near a pine thicket. A single bird flushed and 
settled not far off. Supposing, however, that there were 
others, I moved forward a little and ordered him ou. A tine 
covey rose, and as I sat on my horse I fired one barrel only, 
wounding the bird. Then Crickett came up, and pointing 
out where the single bird went he flushed and killed it. Pro¬ 
ceeding in the direction of the flight of the covey we dis¬ 
mounted. Crickett and Mud tied their horse®, but I ti ust< d 
to the honor of Frank and left him standing in the road with 
the bridle unfortunately over tbe pommel of the saddle. We 
put up tbe birds .and Crickett got two. Mud got one and 
I killed the bird I harl wounded and scored a clean 
miss at another. Then I saw that Frank bad 
concluded to leave me to make my way back over tbe 
eight miles to Society Hill as best I could, and had gone on 
to get an early start on the provender at our host’s barn. 
The prospect of that walk was not very charming, but I left 
my companions fusilading, while I “plodded my weary way.” 
Luckily a negro man caught my horse near a mill, and sup¬ 
posing him to belong to a dismounted cavalryman below 
whose firing he had heard, bestrode the horse and rode 
toward me. Just as I met him my dog set a covey, and I 
wasted a load at them, as they flew through some woods. 
Following the direction I soon met Crickett and Mud, and 
we got in some shooting. They did better than I. I got in 
three shots but brought down no birds. I wounded two and 
missed cleanly as fair a chance as mortal ever had. Tbe sun 
was just “wrapping the drapery of his couch about him” 
wheu I mounted my truant steed, handed the darky a 
quarter of a dollar, and we started ou the homeward journey. 
A young man at the mill told us that nearly an hour before 
he had seen a horseman with gun and dog pass on, who had 
quite a lot of birds. Crickett began to feel uneasy, for he 
found that Teceel was the man, and that he did not “stand 
head” that day. 

A dark aud weary ride of eight miles brought us to our 
resting place. When our trophies were counted, Teceel had 
19, Crickett had 17, Wells 14 and Mud 7. 

The following morning the others hade our kind friends 
adieu and started on their way to visit Col. Cash, who lives 
a few miles above. I took a different route, crossed the 
river and headed for home, viaBennettsville, the county seat 
of Marlboro—a place which I had never seen, thougli within 
thirty miles of my place of residence. 1 passed through 
some beautiful country before and after reaching Bennetts- 
ville, for that section is one of the most nicely cultivated 
parts of South Carolina. After leaving the town, a ride of 
about thirty miles over a strange and very forked road, 
destitute of mile posts such as did me any service, brough.t 
me home. My companions came the next day. 

I am obliged to “A. F. R.,” of Belvidere, N. C., for the 
expressions of his sympathy in my “wild goose” experience, 
“A fellow feeling makes us wondrous kind.” It would 
afford me pleasure to make his acquaintance. Wells. 

Eockinoham, N. C. 
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AN ADVENTURE IN THE BURNT LANDS. 

OUR friend is a genial and intelligent man with a fine brainy 
bead, erect and easy carriage, upon whom the weight 

of many hard days’ service and more than fifty winters sit 
lightly. If a farmer’s institute wants an address he can give 
one both entertaining and instructive; if the Government 
wants a land sui-vey made he is just the one who can do it, 
and it can be well assured that no states will be carelessly 
placed or lines shiftlessly projected; and if corporations or 
capitalists desire territory in the northern wilderness looked 
up and its value estimated either as land or for lumber, and 
purchases made, he is the man who will do the same with 
integrity and discretion, and not infrequently he is an opera¬ 
tor for himself. For more than thirty years he has spent nearly 
every summer or part of the same in such pursuits in Mich¬ 
igan’s northern woods, and while his name is Cannon 
(George Henry) and despite all the grand opportunity afforded 
him to come in contact with the enticing and greater game 
of the wilderness, he seems never to have been touched by 
the spirit of hunting, for he never hunts, neither carries 
gun or revolver for defense. In the winter he inay gener¬ 
ally be found at his pleasant farm residence in this locality, 
where is displayed an intelligent culture of field products 
and choice variety of fruits. 

While we were at supper, a little time since, a genial face 
looked in on us and said, “Don’t be in a hurry, I’m coming 
to take supper with you.” And after supper our talk ran 
on long, for I like to go over the physical geography, waters 
and lands, metalliferous indications and developments, game 
and settlement of this remarkable region. Finally says our 
friend, "Did I ever tell you about that bear I killed two 
or three years ago? It was told that- killed it, but I 
myself was the one.” “Let us have it,” said I, and he pro¬ 
ceeded to relate as follows: 

“It was in the Upper Peninsula of the State and near the 
first of July. I had charge of two companies engaged in 
looking up and taking notes of the lands which had recently 
passed to xhe Mackinaw & Marquette Railroad interest, and 
at the time was operating in that part of this peninsula 
known as the ‘Burnt Lands,’ a peculiar and interesting region, 
extending southward from the falls of the great St. Mary’s 
River to Lake Huron and westward for many miles, em¬ 
bracing an area of more than twelve hundred square miles. 
Upward of thirty years ago the forest fires raged with great 
fury over the largest part of this region, clearing the surface 
for the most part of the primitive forest growth, leaving here 
and there the standing blackened trunks of immense trees 
which the fires had not entirely destroyed nor the storms 
prostrated. A second and as yet smaller growth has sprung 
up, chiefiy of the deciduous order, although clusters of ever¬ 
greens, as the pines, spruces and cedar, are found every¬ 
where in groups, which, interspersed in the grassy opening 
(for the land is famous for grass, which springs up freely 
wherever permitted), give to certain parts of the country a 
park-like appearance, which is very pleasantly enhanced by 
the tall and graceful elms which grow along the streams. 
This region, too, abounds in game; the black and the brown¬ 
nosed bear, deer, wolves, lynx and par-tridge, the last being 
common. A remarkable feature of the country is the abund¬ 
ance of several varieties of small wild fruits, each in its 
season, such as the huckleberry, blackberry, raspberry, 
wiutergreen berry and strawberries, thousands of acres 
being thickly covered by the latter, of fine and delicious 
quality, in the last part of June and the first of July, thus 
constituting a fine and favorite feeding ground for the black 
and brown bear, which are fond of all these berries, and, I 
may add, seem to extend to the strawberry a partiality as 
marked as that of man. 

“During the summer of 18811 was engaged with a party 
of men in a careful exploration of this region. In the berry 
season the bears congregate in large numbers in the openings 
and grassy savannahs, and were frequently seen by us. One 
day we saw seven in one group, quietly feeding on the ber¬ 
ries. As they generally were some little distance away when 
we saw them, and we had not been molested, no particular 
uneasiness was felt in regard to them, and for many days 
myself and the several members of the party traversed the 
country unarmed and often alone in the prosecution of our 
work, without apprehension of danger. Upon two occasions, 
however, we received a slight warning upon coming close 
upon a bear unawares, when sharp growls and a liberal dis¬ 
play of ugly-looking teeth gave unmistakable evidence that 
our presence was not agreeable, and we each time made 
quick steps in the opposite direction, feeling that they ‘were 
better missed than found.’ 

“But one day our fancied security received a complete 
setback. It was in the second week in July, and I had set 
out early, accompanied by an assistant, to examine the 
country to the east and north of our camp. We had pro¬ 
ceeded less than a mile when we separated, he to explore 
south and then westward to camp, while I was to go north 
to a river and then return. I had with me a light axe, 
which would weigh about two pounds, called by woodsmen 
a half axe, and a pocket compass; with the latter I obtained 
my direction, and with the axe would mark a line when 
desired. Our purpose not requiring a chain survey, I pro¬ 
ceeded on my course, carefully taking and counting my steps, 
which was our method of measuring distance, and enabled 
us to readily find the locality of the corners, and in the 
practice of which we had become so expert as to be able to 
rely upon not varying from the chain survey in the distance 
of a mile more than from ten feet to ten inches. I had made 
one tally, or twenty rods, and stopped to enter the re¬ 
quired notes in my field book. This through, I stepped 
over the small body of a tree lying before me, into which 
I had struck my axe, and was trying to settle the 
compass needle so as to continue my route, when I was 
suddenly and greatly startled by hearing a peculiar and 
startling sound, neither a bark nor a growl, unlike anything 
I had ever heard and apparently coming from something 
near at hand. Looking in the direction whence it came,_ 1 
was astonished to see an immense she bear but a short dis¬ 
tance away making furiously toward me, her glossy brown 
hair fairly glistening and standing straight out, her mouth 
wide open and viciously red, her whole look and bearing one 
of intense rage and ugliness, and evidencing intent of the 
most extreme mischief. To intensify the situation, I at the 
same moment caught a glimpse of four other bears at a little 
further distance, and it is not too much to admit that I should 
have been glad, in contradiction of the usual significance of 
the popular expression, to have been “up a tree.” But no 
such grateful retreat was within safe reach; the locality was 
in the open, and while I saw a cluster of trees some rods 
away which might afford me the means of escape if I could 
reach it, an instantaneous mea.sure of the distance by the eye 
decided the attempt too dangerous, and that my chance lay 

in the result of a hand to hand conflict, to commence the 
next instant. Dropping my compass, I seized the axe by its 
handle, and as the bear came up and was about to rear and 
spring upon me. dealt her the heaviest blow I was capable 
of upon her head with the back of the axe, which so stunned 
her that she fell over to the ground. Lucky stars! But the 
big brute was not dead. She floundered about fearfully, and 
aught I knew might the next moment rally to the co'nflict. 
The determined blow had partially broken the helve of my 
axe, but hastily turning the axe’s edge to the front, I man¬ 
aged to administer several deep cuts in her throat. 

“All of this transpired in the course of a few moments. A 
singular and perfect coolness, without the sense of an effort 
and undisturbed by a flurry, spontaneously possessed me, and 
I instantaneously took in everything fully and clearly. It 
flashed into my mind that I could defend myself, and that 
her claws must not reach me or I was gone. I seemed to 
coolly say in my mind, and have ever believed that I said the 
same aloud, ‘Yes, I see you, confound you, come on! lam 
enough for you!’ and felt as I exclaimed. 

“Believing the blows I had given the bear would prove 
fatal I immediately picked up the compass which fortunately 
had not been broken in the melee, and proceeded on the line 
of my survey, for I did not like to linger, as I had some ap¬ 
prehension that a scent of the blood might attract other bears 
to the locality. I had never once thought to call to my man 
for assistance who at the time could not have been more than 
forty rods distant. 

I continued my survey to the river, and after completing 
my work and after a couple of hours absence retraced my 
steps, very cautiously, surely, when I approached the vicinity 
of my encounter. Carefully approaching, I found my as¬ 
sailant dead, but evidently she had struggled terrifically and 
long for she had pounded the ground over a large space and 
completely cleared it of sticks and leaves. 

“1 proceeded to camp where all my men had arrived, and 
after dinner we started for the scene of conflict. We foun d 
the bear to be a she brown one of the largest size. She had 
evidently been followed by four cubs which were, no doubt, 
the bears I had glimpses of at the time of the onset. We 
straightened her out and one of the men laid down against 
her back to enable us to better judge of her size, when we 
found her length to considerably exceed that of the man. 
She was in good condition and must have weighed not less 
than five hundred pounds. 

“Taking two paws for trophies and a ham for our cuisine, 
we returned and enjoyed for several days the pleasure of 
big bear meat at our table. 

“This was one of the extremely rare cases when the brown 
bear of this region deliberately makes an attack on man. In 
an experience of thirty years in the wilderness surveying and 
looking land, I have known or learned of but two other 
instances; in both of these the bear had been wounded and 
the hunter was killed. The whole party were now convinced 
that we had run many risks, and thereafter no one was 
allowed to ^traverse the forest alone at any distance from 
camp. 

“In a close encounter with any dangerous or enraged wild 
animal, I have great confidence in the small axe as a weapon 
and much prefer it to a rifle, and don’t you see good reason 
why ?” 

The above is by no means the most interesting matter 
which can be drawn from the ample fund of our friend’s ex¬ 
perience, and some other day we intend to draw upon it 
again. F. M. Wincox. 

Roohestek, Mieh., June 7, 1886. 

DAKOTA GAME. 

Editor Forest and Biream: 
Every evening as I ride over the beautiful prairies of 

Northern Dakota, I find many things to interest me. I see 
the Eastern farmers and stockmen making new homes and 
all happy because they at last had courage enough to quit 
the crowded Eastern States and come to as grand a climate 
and country as the sun shines on. The untold thousands of 
acres of waving wheat attest the fact of the plenty in store 
for all who may come, and the future for those who hesitate 
but will yet come. Again I see that the crop of prairie 
chickens is going to be large, I have not seen so many during 
the three years I have been here, and we all look forward to 
fine sport after August 15. The plover are here by the 
thousands, and we go out and bring in all we want. 

I took a trip out West a few weeks ago. While at a little 
town called Dickinson, a large silver-tipped bear was bronght 
in. He was poor, but dressed 498 pounds—-a monster. Two 
cowboys had killed him after a hard fight with nothing more 
than their revolvers. They were riaing, looking after their 
stock; when they were going through a patch of very 
high grass and sage brush, this bear, which was eating a 
calf he had just killed, rose up immediately in front of 
them and struck at one of the horses, and had the horse 
been less frightened or less quick in springing to one side 
and then bounding away, there would have been one less 
cowboy. The bear could outrun the pony, and had it not 
been that there were two of them there would have been 
trouble. I know that some folks think that a bear cannot 
run fast. It may be that he cannot when he is fat, but I 
have talked to reliable hunters in this country who tell rne 
that a large mountain bear, when thin iu the spring, will 
get away from a pony on a run of half a mile. The cow¬ 
boys put eight buUets through this one and he did not seem 
to mind it; one penetrated the heart; the ninth struck him 
in the eye and killed him. 

On this same trip I counted from my car window twenty 
antelope in one band, six in another, four in another, all 
within rifle shot of the train; and I saw a black bear within 
three miles of a town out on the open prairie. All the people 
in the train saw him and he was making tracks for a deep 
ravine where most likely he had a den. There are hundreds 
of antelope out there, and one hunter told me he had one hund¬ 
red deer killed at one time last winter and they all lay in a pile 
till spring and spoiled because he could not dispose of them. 
The landlord of the hotel at which he was stopping said it 
was true, as the man came in during the winter and told him 
to go and get all he wanted, but being sixty miles away 
and venison selling at three and four cents at home, he did 
not go. 

I see a gentleman in your last issue asks where he may go 
for a hunt. Let him come here at less cost than many other 
places and I will send him where he can get all the deer he 
wants; will be glad to correspond with any one. 

W. H. WILLI.4MB0N. 

Bismahck, Dakota. 

Bears.—The Forest and Stream’s grizzlies at Central 
Park receive daily through the month of June. 

COLORADO GAME AND FISH. 

ENVER, Col., June 8,—I have just returned from a 
hasty trip through the mountains via South and Middle 

Parks, and offer a few notes that may interest those of your 
readers who are so fortunate as to look forward to a summer 
or autumn “outing” in this region. Last winter was rather 
mild and the snowfall light in most of the mountain sections 
of this State. In March and April there was a good deal of 
snow that melted rapidly without packing, raising the streams 
to maximum height by May 20, or about a month earlier 
than usual. The streams are now falling rapidly. A few 
trout are being caught with minnow bait, the settlers con¬ 
struing the law as giving them the right to catch for their 
own use. By July 1, when the law is off, fishing bids fair 
to be fij'st rate. All agree that trout are plentiful in all the 
larger streams. They have not ascended the small streams 
yet. 

Huntem and frontier settlers also agree in the gratifying 
information that most varieties of game are increasing since 
the Indians quit roaming over the country and the enact¬ 
ment of our somewhat rigid game laws. It is true the law 
is frequently violated in respect to both fish and game, but 
wholesale slaughter, such as frequently occurred a few years 
ago, is now seldom heard of. The increase is noticeable in 
elk, deer, bear, beaver, and especially in grouse. The latter 
is quite remarkable, and this, so far, is an exceptionally 
favorable season for the birds, Buffalo have almost entirely 
disappeared, mountain sheep seldom come into the parks 
but are plentiful upon the high ranges where but very few 
are killed. Antelope are hardly ever seen in either South or 
Middle Park; a few years ago they were plentiful. 

A hunter, August” Bohm, on Williams Fork, in Middle 
Park, recently killed two bears in one week—a black and a 
grizzly—the latter a very large one, and for a long time pre¬ 
vious a terror to the neighborhood. W. N. B. 

HOW LONG DO FOXES RUN? 

Your Virginia correspondent says no fox or hound ever 
ran forty-eight hours, which means that he knows 

nothing about our New England red foxes. Perhaps a 
Virginia fox ‘can be caught by hounds in six hours, but we 
have a longer-winded set here in Massachusetts, I have 
kept foxhounds for twenty years, and always the best I 
could find, and I never owned nor saw the hound that could 
catch an old fox on bare ground. I have had my dogs catch 
them in light snows or in the last of February when the 
females began to get heavy with young. But I do not be¬ 
lieve the foxhound lives that can catch one in twenty that 
he starts in October or November on the following we have 
in this part of the country. Three years ago I bought a pair 
of pups of Col. Tucker, of Gaston, N. 0., as he advertises to 
have the fastest dogs in the South, and expected they would 
run away from our Northern hounds; but though they are a 
little faster on a snow track they are not able to get away 
from my old stock on bare ground, and it strikes me that if 
“Red Eye,” of Virginia, wiU come to Massachusetts he will 
find that his fast dogs won’t catch a fox in six hours or six 
days running. I have shot one fox that I know had been 
running more thau thirty hours, as I started him early one 
morning and the dogs drove him steady all day without my 
getting a shot. In the afternoon of the second day I made 
out to get a shot, and, as “Red Eye” says, “swindled him 
out of his life.” It is no uncommon thing in good following 
for a good hound to drive a fox forty-eight hours, as hun¬ 
dreds of our Northern fox hunters know. 

Henry C. NEWEiiL. 
Ashbtjrnham, Mass. 

National Sportsmen’s Association.—The first annual 
convention of the National Association for the Protection of 
Game Birds and Fish began in the Palmer House, Chicago, 
June 8. At a meeting of the Executive Committee the fol¬ 
lowing clubs were admitted to membership; Big Lake Gun 
Club, of Little Rock; Pulaski Sportsmen’s Club, of Little 
Rock; Kent County Sportsmen’s Ciuh, of Grand Rapids, 
Mich. The Committee on Credentials reported the following 
clubs represented by delegates: Ouachita Rod Club, Hot 
Springs, Ark.; Audubon Club, Chicago; Ringgold Gun 
Club, Ringgold, Tenn.; Dardenne Gun Club, St. Louis; 
Leisure Gun Club, Evansville, Ind.; Cumberland Gun Club, 
Chicago; Arkansas Gun Club, of Hot Springs, Ark.; Sports¬ 
men’s Association of Western Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; 
Iowa State Sportsmen’s Association; Missouri State Sports¬ 
men’s Association; Santa Fe Rod and Gun Club, Santa Fe, 
N. M.; South Side Gun Club, Milwaukee; Michigan State 
Sportsmen’s Association; West Side Gun Club, Bay View, 
Wis.; Capital City Gun Club, Washington, D. C.; Chicago 
Shooting Club, Chicago. Fish Commissioners Dr. J. G. W. 
Steedman, of Missouri, and CoL H. H. Rattaken, of Arkan¬ 
sas, were also present. The report of the Executive Com¬ 
mittee recommended several changes in the constitution. _ It 
also recommended that Congress be urged to take some action 
to prevent the wholesale slaughter and netting of game birds 
for export to Europe. The committee thought that the ex¬ 
traordinary destruction of song and other wild and non¬ 
game birds, in the past few years, for use for personal adorn¬ 
ment by the women of the country, should be considered by 
the Association. The committee recommended the adop¬ 
tion of a resolution condemning the slaughter of song and 
non-game birds, and calling upon sportsmen and others to 
exert an influence in their families and among their associ¬ 
ates for the discouragement of the practice of using them for 
personal adornment. This was adopted. The Law Com¬ 
mittee’s report recommended that bills be prepared in each 
State for presentation to the Legislature, for the proper pro¬ 
tection of game, birds and fish; that game and fish wardens 
be appointed in every State and Territory, and that a bill be 
presented in Congress to regulate interstate commerce in 
game, birds and fish. This report was adopted. Dr. F. B. 
Norcom read an interesting paper on the ethics of sports¬ 
manship. He divided sportsmen into three classes, the gen¬ 
uine article, the pretenders and the bad element in every 
community who kill in and out of season by every device 
known to man. Dr. J. G. W. Steedman, of Missouri, fol¬ 
lowed with a paper, in which he favored consolidation of 
fish and game commissioners into one paid commission in 
each State, with power to appoint and control paid game 
and fish wardens. Secretary West also read a paper, advo¬ 
cating better protection for game. 

Champaign, Ill., June 6.—Quail in this vicinity are about 
exterminated. Prairie chickens are doing fairly well this 
year, and shooting in the fall will be good. But we start 
out after them too early. I wish the law could be changed 
from Aug. 15 to Sept. lo.—M. H. 
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MASSACHUSETTS GAME LAW. 

CHAPTER 276. An act for the better preservation of 
birds and game. 

Section l. Whoever takes or kills a pinnated grouse at any time, 
or a woodcock between the first day of January and the first day of 
August, or a ruffed grouse, commonly called partridge, between the 
first day of January and the first day of October, or a quail between 
the first day ol January and the fifteenth tlay of October, or a wood 
or summer duck, black duck or teal, or any of the so-called duck 
sijecles, between the fifteenth day of April and the first day of Sep¬ 
tember, shall be punished by a fine of twenty dollars for every bird 
so taken or killed. 

Sec. 2. Whoever takes or kills a plover, snipe, sandpiper, rail, or 
any of the so-c died shore, marsh or beach birds, between the first 
day of May and the fifteenth day of July, or a wild or passenger 
pigeon, or a gull, or a tern, between the first day of May and the first 
day of October, shall be punished by a fine of ten dolfars for every 
bird so taken or killed. 

Sec 3. Whoever buys, sells or has in possession any of the birds 
or animals named in this act and protected thereby, during the time 
within which the taking or killing thereof is prohibited, whenever 
or wherever the aforesaid birds may have been taken or killed, shall 
be punished by a fine of twenty dollars for the birds protected by 
section one. and ten dollars lor the birds protected by sections two 
and four: provided, however, that any person, firm or corporation 
dealing in game niav bnv, sell or have in possession quail from the 
fliteeulh day of Ocfober to the fli-st day of May, and pinnated grouse, 
wild pigeons and any of the so-called shore, marsh or beacli birds, or 
of the so-called duck species, at any season, if not taken or killed in 
this Commonwealth contrary to the provisions of this act. 

Sec. 4. Whoever takes or kills any wild or undomesticatad bird 
not named in sections one and two, except English sparrows, crow 
blackbirds, crows, jays, birds of prey, wild geese and such fresh¬ 
water and sea fowl as are not named in sections one and two.or wil¬ 
fully destroys, disturbs or takes a nest or eggs of any wild or undo- 
mestlcated birds, except of the birds herein exempt from protection, 
shall be punished by a flue ot ten dollars: provided, that any person 
above the age of twenty-one years, having a certificate from the game 
commissioners, or from, the president of the Boston Society of 
Natural History, to the effect that such person is engaged in the 
Bclcntiflc study of ornithology or collecting in the interest of a scien¬ 
tific institution, may take the nest and eggs of, or at any season take 
or kill, any undomesticated bird, except woodcock, rutted grouse and 
quail; but nothing therein contained shall be construed to authorize 
any person to enter upon private grounds without the consent of the 
owner thereof for the purpose ol taking nests or eggs or killing birds; 
and provided, further, that the game commissi on ei's and the presi¬ 
dent of the Boston Society of Natural History may at any time revoke 
any certificate they have, respectively issued. 

Sec. 5. Whoever takes or kills a gray squirrel, hare or r.abbit, 
between the first day of March and the first day of Septerabei-, or 
within said time buys, sells, or offers for sale any of said animals, 
shall be punished by a fine of ten dollars. 

Sec. 6. Whoever takes or kills a game bird or water fowl, hare or 
rabbit, by means of a trap, net or snare, or by the use of a ferret; and 
whoever, for the purpose of taking or killing a game bird, water 
fowl, h.are or rabbit, constructs or sets anv traps, snare or net, or 
uses a ferret; and whoever shoots at or kills a wild fowl or any of 
the so-called shore, marsh or beach birds, with or by the use of a 
swivel, or pivot gun. or by the use of a torch, jack or artificial light, 
or pursues any wild fowl with or by aid of a sailboat or steam- 
launch, shall be punished by the fine of twenty dollars. 

Sec. 7. The commissioners of inland fisheries shall be game com¬ 
missioners also; and their authority, personal and by deputy, shall 
e.xtend to the ])rotection and preservation of birds and animals in 
like manner as to fish. 

Sec. 8. It shall be the duty of every officer qualified to seiwe crim¬ 
inal processes, to .arrest without warrant any person whom they 
shall find taking or killing, or who has in possession hints or animals 
contrary to the provisions of this act; proviilcd, however, that ])er- 
Bons engaged in the business of regularly dealing in the buying and 
sellingofgarae as an article of commercu, shall not be arrested with¬ 
out warrant for having in possession or selling game at their usual 
place of business. Any ofllcer who neglects or refuses to enforce 
the provision herein contained shall be punished by flue not exceed¬ 
ing twenty dollars. 

Sec. y. All lines accruing under this act shall be paid one half to 
the complainant and one half to the city or town in which the 
offense is committed. 

Sec, 10. Whoever takes, carries, sends or transports any of the 
birds or animals protected herein, out of this Commonwealth, the 
said birds or animals having been illegally taken or killed within 
this State, shall be punished by lino of twenty dollars. 

Sec. 11. Chapter ninety-two ot the Public Statutes, chapter thirty- 
six ol the acts of the year eighteen hundred and eighty-three, and all 
acts and parts of acts Inconsistent herewith are hereby repealed. 

Approved June 10,1886. 

Abolish Spring Shooting.—The New Albany, Ind., 
Daily Ledger remarks: “Forest and Stream is paying a 
good deal of attention to the subject of spring wildfowl and 
bird shooting. Sportsmen will indorse this old and reliable 
sportsman’s paper in its efforts to stop the merciless slaughter 
of birds in the spring of the year. Forest and Stream de¬ 
votes its attention to encouraging State legislation against 
the nefarious destruction and says that Congiess has no 
authority on the subject. It may be right in this, hut that 
is a queslion. If Congress would pass such an act pub¬ 
lic sentiment would sustain 'it and the courts would in all 
probability uphold it. It is worth the trial at all events. It 
would take a long time to get the necessary laws passed by 
all the States, while a bill could be put through Congress in 
a few days. Every man who loves the rod and gun and the 
buoyant health and genuine sport they afford, wiU lend his 
aid to any intelligent effort toward protecting fish and game. 

Old Time Arms.—The sale of the B. Homer Dixon cabi¬ 
net of arms and armor which was held in this city last week 
included long-handled weapons, maces, martels, battle axes, 
crossbows, guns, pistols, locks, powder horns, spanners, 
bayonets, and miscellaneous objects. A wheel-lock pistol 
of 1575, bearing several engravings, includingjbree coronets, 
sold for $310. A wheel lock patronel gun of 1600 was sold 
for $91, while a wheel-lock musket of the sixteenth century 
brought $51. A match lock caliver with a beautifully inlaid 
stock, was knocked down at $115, while a match-lock mus¬ 
ket of 1600 sold for $55. A military flail, or holy water 
sprinkler, with a chain and a spiked ball attached, brought 

Mississippi.—Huntington, Miss., June 8.—We have the 
finest prospect for quail the coming fall it has ever been my 
lot to chronicle. This place is situated on a very high bank 
of the Mississippi, and has been exempt from overflow since 
1882. We had an abundance of the feathery tribe last fall, 
and but few hunters, owing to a scarcity of good dogs. One 
can see the quail in every direction; while passing through 
the fields it is nothing uncommon to see a dozen males 
together. The females are just now bringing out their 
young. The forests are full of squirrels. It is nothing un¬ 
common to see a huntsman returning with two or three 
dozen after a half day’s hunt. Fishing has not been good 
this spring owing to the water being high so long, keeping 
the lakes and bayous filled.—L. 

Hints in Case of Accident.—Brooksville, Fla.—Two 
deer hunters, Messrs. Willie T. and Walker, had nearly 
reached home on their return from a recent hunt, when 
3mung Walker rode up on the left side of Willie T. with the 
remark, “Let me see your gun.” The gun was across young 
Tucker’s saddle, the muzzle pointing toward Walker, who 
caught it by the muzzle with his right hand and pulled it 
across the saddle pointed toward his left arm, two inches 
from the shoulder, the arm being bowed in the act of reining 
up his horse. By some means the hammer of the right hand 
barrel caught jn the p^'miael of the saddle ttpd fired the entire 

contents ttwenty-one small buckshot) into his arm, shooting 
it almost entirely off and severing the main arteries. Young 
Tucker very successfully corded the arm and begged Walker 
to remain where he was very quietly, till he could go for 
assistance, but this he declined to do, fearing to be left 
alone. He mounted and dismounted three times on his way 
home, which loosened the cord and caused him to lose a 
large quantity of blood, from which he died seven hours 
after. Now a bit of advice: Should a companion get shot 
in the arm or leg, do not be afraid to open the wound (it will 
not cause him the least pain), but go right into it, strip the 
clothing from around it at once, and possibly you can see 
the artery, and tie it up. If not, by pressing your thumb 
about on the limb j’ou can stop the flow of blood, and then 
put a small pebble in place of your thumb, tie your handker¬ 
chief around over the pebble, insert a small stick or pocket 
knife and twist till the flow of blood has ceased entirely. 
Many men have lost their lives from not having a proper 
knowledge of such things.—Sheephbad. 

High Ballistics.—Editor Forest and Stream: If a rifle 
were carried to a great height, say 20,000 feet above the 
earth’s surface, and discharged earthward, the ball would 
owe nothing of its initial velocity to gravitation and would 
decrease in speed with the expenditure of the propelling 
force, until it reached a point at which its velocity would be 
precisely what it would have acquired in the same distance 
had it been dropped from the hand. From that point it 
would be subject to the force of gravitation and increase in 
velocity until it touched the surface. Its terminal speed 
would be the same as that of a similar ball dropped from the 
hand (provided the height were sufficient for the exhaustion 
of the propelling force) but in consequence of its higher 
initial velocity it would reach the earth sooner.—Archi¬ 
medes. _ 

!!!—Wm. Snider, of Sugar Grove, O., had taken down an 
old shotgun with the intention of going squirreling, and 
blew in the muzzle, holding the hammer back with his foot 
to see if it was loaded. His foot slipped off and ???!!! 

Illinois Prairie Chickens.—Ought the season for pin¬ 
nated grouse in Illinois to open Sept. 15, instead of Aug. 15, 
as at present? 

Bears.—The For'est and Stream’s grizzlies at Centra 
Park receive daily through the month of June. 

Allen’s bow-facing oars can be attached to any boat in 5 minutes. 
Try them. Little catalogue free. Fred A. Allen, Monmouth, Ill.—Adr. 

Siril 
“ That reminds me.” 

184. The “foxing” incident of Mr. Seton’s deer hounding ex- 
peripce, as given in your issue of June 3, reminds me 

of something of the same sort in one of our own excursions. 
Several years ago, trout fishing with a friend on a small 

stream which, ran through rather thick forest, we struck the 
stream about two miles from its entrance into a millpond, 
intending to fish down to the pond. It was arranged that 
my friend should commence fishing where we struck the 
stream and fish down. I was to go down about a mile and 
commence to fish, and was to place a noticeable stick mid¬ 
stream so that he could leave off fishing where I started and 
follow down stream Until he overtook me. I marked my 
starting place as agreed, and carefully fished down for about 
half a mile. Not getting very much fishing, I gave up and 
concluded to wait for my friend to come along. After wait¬ 
ing some time I hallowed in the direction as loud as I could 
for several times. Getting no reply and feeling tired and 
sleepy, I concluded I would lie down by the side of a big 
maple with the root of the tree for my pillow, and have a 
sleep until he came up. I stood my fishing rod up against 
the same tree on the opposite side, so my friend would be 
sure to see it if he did not see me. When my friend came 
along he saw my rod standing up by the tree but did not see 
me. He, thinking I had gone out in the woods for something 
and had left my rod there as a signal for him to stop, he sat 
down on a log not over ten feet from me, lighted his pipe, 
and went to reading a book he had with him, the maple tree 
being between us. After a while I awoke, sat up on the 
ground, and looking up stream for my friend, wondering 
what had become of him, I again shouted a tremendous 
shout—his name—up stream. My friend dropped his book, 
his pipe fell out of his mouth, and he looked at me as if I 
was a ghost just risen out of the earth. I was also frightened 
to see him so close to me and hear him speak so unexpectedly. 
A little explanation on both sides reconciled each of us, and 
we left for our buggy. h. 

Port Rowan, Out. 

mi ^iver 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Puhlish- 
ng Co. 

THE PRESIDENT AS AN ANGLER. 

ALOCKPORT, New York, correspondent, who was a 
schoolmate of President Cleveland, writes us that the 

latter’s angling proclivities were developed at an early age. 
The published report of Mr. Cleveland’s recent angling trip 
to the preserved waters of Fish Commissioner Delawder, 
near Deer Park, has called out the following reminiscence, 
related to a correspondent of the New York limes, by Mr. 
Charles B. Andrews, Superintendent of State Buildings in 
Albany: 

“Half a dozen of us floated down the river from Buffalo 
one day,” said he, “fishing for bass. Cleveland was in the 
parly. The water was so clear that we could see the fish 
twenty feet below us on the bottom, and we were having 
fine sport pulling them in with our hand lines. Somebody 
suggested that we drift down Grand Island and eat our din¬ 
ner on the grass. Before we finished our meal we began to 
discuss the organization of a permanent fishing club. We 
a.greed upon it then and there. The membership was to be 
limited to twenty five and every other week we were to have 
a fishing trip down the river and a dinner. We became the 
‘Jolly Reefers,’ and by that name we were known around 
town. The most of us were married men. Our wives .saw 
piuch to criticise ip our narpe, It suggested to them such 

an extravagant picture of sociability, especially when they 
saw it in cold type, that we could not resist their appeals to 
have it changed. Grovers’s uncle, Lewis F. Allen, owned 
a pretty little island near the Canadian side of the river, and 
Grover persuaded him to sell it to us. It contained about 
40 acres of land and was one of the prettiest spots along the 
river. We bought it for about $4,000 and then formally 
organized the Beaver Island Pishing Club, of which I was 
elected president. The other charter members of the club 
were Grover Cleveland, Robert L. Hayes, now Auditor of 
the United States Express Company in New York; Joseph 
Fairchild, long the Register in Bankruptcy in Buffalo; John 
D. Shephard, a large iron manufacturer, and Warren S. 
Miller, a lawyer. 

“Then we built a handsome clubhouse, costing something 
like $10,000, and there the members and their wives would 
come and live a week at a time. This was along in 1869 and 
1870. After 1 had been president two or three years, Mr. 
Cleveland was elected to the office. We had regular fishing 
days at which every member was expected to be present. 
Each man had his boat and oarsman, and, trailing them 
along behind a steam yacht, we started for the scene of the 
day’s sport. This might be up river or down river, as the 
Commodore of the day might indicate. Before starting we 
always elect a Commodore and Secretary. The former had 
absolute control of the movements of the party for the day 
and the latter kept a score of the day’s catch. This kept the 
kickers in line, and you know that there are some men 
who, if the crowd happens to want to go to heaven, will in¬ 
sist on going the other way. The commodore settled all 
that. I am not sure, but I think Cleveland was our first 
Commodore. When we reached the fishing ground every 
man got into his boat and commenced to fish for all he was 
worth. 

“We had a table showing how much the catch was worth. 
For instance a muskallonge counted 100. black bass and 
yellow pike 20 each, blue pike and pickerel 5 each, and rock 
bass and perch 1 each. The Secretary as fast as the mem¬ 
bers brought their catch aboard the yacht made the account, 
giving each man credit for his day’s work. At the end of 
the season prizes were given to the man whose total count 
was greatest, to him who had made the greatest catch in one 
day, and to whoever had caught the largest fish. Mr. Cleve¬ 
land got the prize one season for catching the biggest fish, 
and another for scoring the greatest catch. He captured 
several fine fish poles and reels in this way. Yes, he was as 
lucky in fishing as he has been in everything else, but then 
you want to remember that he attended strictly to business 
when he sat down to it. The President used to be a pretty 
good fisherman. He never got excited, and nothing seemed 
to ruffle his temper. It takes considerable skill to land a 
^ood-size bass when he starts upward from the river bottom 
in the attemjit to shake your hook out of his mouth. If he 
can travel faster than you caa haul in your line the chances 
are that he will slip you. Whenever we heard anybody in a 
particularly strong voice exclaim ‘You rascal,’ we knew Mr. 
Cleveland had lost his, fish just as he had got him to the 
edge of the boat. I’m rather loth to believe that the Colonel 
took first prize for catch the other day. Still, the President 
may have been engrossed with other thoughts than those of 
a pmely piscatorial nature.” 

CAMPS OF THE KINGFISHERS. 

CARP LAKE, MICHIGAN.—XV. The second Sunday in camp was a pleasant contrast to 
the first one, and it was spent in a becoming manner, 

by the girls at least. However, as the evening drew on, 
some fish found their way to the camp by following a couple 
of the boats, the stringers hanging over the sides having 
somehow beguiled them into paying us a visit, but it is not 
necessary to these chronicles to point out the Sabbath-break¬ 
ing culprits that took their places at the supper table in 
abashed silence under the reproving eye of gentle Mother 
Jim. Some trout there were, too, I believe, that were toled 
across the lake to camp, but not even these in all their 
spotted glory could gloss over our departure from the trail 
of righteousness, and the culprits for their offending were 
sent to bed in disgrace. But the morning—and “a mess o’ 
them spotted minners”—softened Mother Jim into a forgiving 
mood, and they were again taken into favor under a promise 
to do better in the future. The promise was given, however, 
with a mental reservation, and broken the very next Sunday, 
with much the same result, as Mother ,Jim had about made 
up her mind that it was a waste of time and breath to try to 
turn us from our sinful ways. 

Breakfast disposed of, the boats were bailed out (Couturier’s 
boats were of the leaky variety and a source of much (dis) 
comfort), tackle selected, and in short time the camp was 
deserted, save by the philosopher, who was left to air the 
bedding, concoct a camp kettle of new-fangled bean soup 
that he had expended much serious thought on, and devise 
new schemes for the entertainment of neighbor Horton’s 
pigs. 

The boats returned late in the afternoon, each with some 
fish, but the sport had not been as good as we had expected 
with the coming of fine weather; but we had enough for the 
camp and a dozen or more for our neighbors, who were 
always welcome to the day’s catch except a few reserved for 
home consumption. . 

The next day was spent in much the same manner, old 
Ben and the skipper, however, putting in most of the day in 
“rounding up” a fresh supply of speckled frogs, as the 
menagerie box would barely furnish bait for another day’s 
fishing. 

Wednesday morning opened out blazing hot, and the shade 
of the big popple seemed to promise so much more comfort 
than an open boat under the broiling sun, that the girls 
decided to stay in camp and make life a burden to the phil¬ 
osopher by helping him to get up a famous dinner, in which 
“rozberry pie,” doughnuts, rice pudding, with real rice, and 
green apple sauce were to be included. The programme 
once decided on, the philosopher was called on to produce 
the materials, and the campaign against his peace of mind 
for the day was opened, with Mother Jim at the head of the 
column to direct the movements of her command. 

A boat coming down the lake a mile away, the oars glis¬ 
tening in the sun as they rose and fell in steady measure, 
scarcely attracted the attention of the old campers as they 
lounged in the shade, undecided whether to fish or not to fish; 
but when it approached within twenty rods and heading for 
the landing, a hair-raising yell, between the scream of a 
locomotive whistle and the screech of an untutored child of 
the forest with his hide full of “unrectified wrath,’' startled 
the camp into sudden life and commotion, for nothing “on 
the face o’ this Uvin’ airth” could produce such a melodious 
mingling of discordant sounds except “Old Knots.” 
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“Ole stub-an’-twist Knots, er I’m a loon!” shouted Ben, 
and then five lusty yells, accompanied by the shrill soprano 
of the girls to balance the harmony, went over the water in 
an answering greeting, and as the boat came on, propelled 
by the easy, practical stroke of a stranger who handled the 
oars, preparations were made to receive him. 

Old Ben having in mind the threat against his scalp, and 
having nothing at hand with which to “fill his ole hide chuck 
full o’ perforated holes,” hastily collected a half dozen fair 
sized boulders lying at the edge of the water and as they 
came within casting distance these were heaved with a pre¬ 
cision that dropped them at quick intervals close alongside 
the boat, and as he could not get out of the way “Ole Stub- 
an’-twist was treated to a shower bath, somewhat to his dis¬ 
gust and the astonisment of the boatman who was perhaps 
not used to this new style of welcome. 

When the boat was pulled up and relieved of its load of 
“Knots,” his old comrades surrounded him and he was put 
through a course of hand shaking, and kicks and cuffs that 
fairly knocked the breath out of him, and it was not until 
he had removed the tompion from the muzzle of his (pocket) 
pistol and fired a shot straight down brother Muller’s throat 
that a truce was called. The missile, however, had no other 
effect on brother M. than to produce a temporary aberration 
of mind; it w'ould require a whole battery of this sort of 
ordnance to lay him out. Verily the ways of welcoming 
a comrade to camp are divers and various. 

The flurrry of the first salutation over, the well beloved 
old “Kingfisher” was presented to the girls, strangers to him 
except Kit and Mother Jim, the reception was over and the 
camp resumed its wonted serenity. 

But the countenance of Knots was a .sight to behold. In¬ 
stead of waiting at Traverse City for the afternoon boat, and 
coming in by Sutton’s Bay and arriving in camp about 5 
o’clock as we had expected, he had started with the boatman 
Meade, and came overland in an open vehicle to the saw¬ 
mill, and from there down the lake in a light yawl, slipping 
up on us about 10 in the forenoon. Built on the thin- 
skinned, light blonde order of architecture, the sun “had a 
skunner agin him,” and had poured its rays down on him 
with such “sarchin’ fervidness,” assisted by the reflection 
from the water, that his face was the exact color of a freshly 
boiled lobster, and shone with the refulgence of a newly var¬ 
nished red wagon. His lace and the backs of his hands, 
which were in a similar fix, were quite painful for a time, 
but a few applications of a sunburn lotion and some fresh 
cream brought relief, and in a day or two Khotswas himself 
again. But to day he had enough of the sun without trying 
tire lake in an open boat lor a fish or two, preferring to loaf 
around camp in the shade, doctor his burns and rest, that he 
might be fresh for a fair start in the morning. There was 
no fishing that day till the famous dinner had been disposed 
of and the shadows had begun to creep and lengthen out 
over the water along shore, the dinner having such a sopori¬ 
fic effect that in half an hour after the big pudding pan had 
been scraped of its last spoonful, more than half the camp 
were in a sound nap, and the others too lazy and “triflin’” 
to draw a full breath. There was “some tall braggin’,” as 
Ben said, over the dinner, that made the girls feel quite 
stuck up at the part they had taken in preparing it, but as I 
am writing this where none of them can get at me to pull my 
hair, I may venture, with a shaky conviction that I am rais¬ 
ing a breeze about my ears, that to the philosopher’s care 
and watchfulness in seeing that everything was not burned 
to a cinder, was mainly due the success of that feast. 

Toward evening the spirit moved old Dan and Ben 
to take a boat and pull down the lake to the first point, 
and as the sun went down they returned with fish 
enough for breakfast, for which they received credit marks 
as being the only two in camp with energy enough left to 
lift an oar or wield a rod, even in the shadows of the de¬ 
parting day. But the night brought cooler air and refresh¬ 
ing sleep and we were out betimes in the morning sniffing 
the grateful odors of the woods and laying plans for the 
day’s sport. 

We had promised Knots a trout supper for his first day in 
camp, but his untimely coming in on us and the demonstra- 
strations attending it, and the big dinner, and the broiling 
sun of the previous day had combined to knock out of joint 
the trip Ben and I had planned up Maybert’s Creek. 

To-day, however, trout must be had, and Knots was in¬ 
vited to join in the intended slaughter of the innocents, but 
he is noted for two things, his bump of caution in unraveling 
the mysteries of an unsupported fish story, and a rooted 
belief that unwonted physical exercise is not good for the 
general system, and- these two “leadin’ traits o’ character” 
moved him to ask about the lay of the stream, the density of 
the “bresh” along its banks, the probable number of logs 
and fallen trees he would be called on to straddle or crawl 
under to the estimated lineal rod, the lowest figure we could 
set on the number of skeeters to the square foot that would 
be lying in ambush for him at every kink of the stieam 
thirsting for his gore, etc., and when all had been answered 
to his satisfaction he straightway made preparations to go season, 
out with Jim for a day’s plain bass fishing, as trout fishing 
was a little too rich for his blood. We wished for old Dick, 
right there, that he might lay him out with one or two of his 
big, six-jointed, “side-achin’” words. 

Here was an old veteran—who had faced the music in the 
trenches before Vicksburg and a half a score of other 
places where bullets were thick as mosquitoes in the tangles 
along Cedar River, who had earned his shoulder straps by 
three honorable wounds—flaunting the white feather right 
in the face of the enemy. And he had come up to see us 
with the especial purpose in view of this time having a few 
days lirouting, but it may be noted that the “Old Stub-an’- 
twist” has been promising himself the treat of a day^ with 
the trout wherever we have made a camp for the past five or 
six years, and goes always supplied with a hatful of the 
most elaborate and killing flies (with which he “hes heaps o’ 
fun with the sunfish an’ goggle eyes), but when it has come 
to a serious consideration of a trip up the Cedar, Cold Brook, 
or other stream of like possibilities, his courage has, as Dick 
says, “almost always invariably” oozed out, and be has gone 
back, to the easier and more comfortable kind of sport—plain 
bass and pickerel fishing from a boat. 

Knots has yet his first trout to take, and if that particular 
trout lives till Knots catches him, I have a notion he will be 
a toothless centenarian with an inch of moss on his back 
and his frame covered with barnacles. 

Ben lit the brier root, filled a small minnow bucket with 
lunch, and when I had placed the rods and bait boxes in the 
boat we made a bee line for the log road across the lake and 
Maybert’s Creek, leaving the others to divide up and go 
a fishing or stay in camp as the spirit might move them. _ 

Our trip up the creek netted us over forty trout of fair 
size, besides the little fellows that we returned to the water 

to help swell the count of the first dude that might chance 
on the stream. The skeeters bit even better than the trout, 
but Ben affirmed, after his fashion, that “skeeter bites was a 
cussed sight more onsatisfyin’ than trout bites,” and we 
were glad to get out to the road and back to the boat while 
the sun was yet a couple of hours above the hills. 

A hundred yards from where we had left the boat the old 
road passed through an open spot of an acre or two, on 
which grew scattered patches of low, scriAby raspberry 
bushes, loaded with luscious red berries, and while we 
stopped to pick a few of the most tempting, Ben disturbed a 
speckled frog in his meditations, and after a fine piece of 
strategy he was “surrounded” and tranferred to the minnow 
bucket. Beating around through the bushes we “skeered 
’em up,” as Ben said, every few feet, and in a short time we 
had the bucket nearly half full of the “speckled beauties” 
(new name just dug up for this species of batrachian for “old 
priority” to scratch his head over), and then we tried to fig¬ 
ure out what attracted them so far from the water, away out 
here in a raspberry patch, where there was little grass and 
plenty of hot dry sand. Could it be that they had a “fruity 
tooth” and resorted here to satisfy its craving by scooping in 
a berry at every flying leap at the low bushes, or did they 
come after the bees and flies and the various kinds of winged 
aud wingless bugs that infested the patch? We gave it up, 
and we didn’t have sense enough to open one of them to see 
what manner of sustenance he had concealed about his per¬ 
son, or at least we didn’t think of it; and this “didn’t think of 
it” is about the main reason why so many of us go blunder¬ 
ing through the woods without seeing or learning anything 
that we can turn to account as a benefit to ourselves or others. 
But every one cannot be a John Burroughs—may his eye 
never grow dim nor his pen lose its charm. 

The"^ little raspberry patch was a mine of comfort to us, 
for any day that we ran short of bait we could pull across 
and in a short time “hive” three or four dozen of the choicest 
speckled frogs, and the supply held out well on to the break¬ 
ing up of camp. 

Back in the boat again we changed our trout hooks and 
snells for bass hooks on gimp, and pulling out to the belt of 
bulrushes, spent an hour in some fair sport with the bass and 
long-snouts, and then across to camp, hmried a trifle, doubt¬ 
less, by a vigorous tattoo on the bottom of a frying pan in 
the hands of the philosopher as a signal for supper. 

Knots and Jim came in soon after we got to camp, a little 
disappointed over their string of fish, but they had passed a 
pleasant day in old time companionship, and they looked as 
contented, as Ben made it out, “as a small boy with a pocket 
full o’ marvels an’ a bran new kite.” 

Supper over, the camp-fire was started on the same old 
pile of ashes, and after entertaining the mosquitoes and goats 
for a couple of hours and talking little Top into the land o’ 
nod, the council broke up and we went to bed with the plans 
all mapped out for the morrow’s campaign. Kingfisher. 

New Jersey Notes.—The Newark Call, June 13, reports; 
Budd’s Lake, in Morris county, is one of the prettiest bodies 
of water in the State. It is only one and a half miles long 
and less than a mile wide, but it is surrounded by beautiful 
scenery, is clear and generally calm and moreover teems 
with fish. Bass, perch and pickerel abound and are easily 
caught. The bass are chiefly small-mouthed, and it is said 
that this variety are more nurnerous and much larger in this 
lake than in any other New Jersey waters. Large-mouthed 
bass were placed in the lake last year by the Pish Commis¬ 
sion, and a one-pound specimen was recently caught by Mr. 
Kazner, of Jersey City. A pickerel weighing four and a 
half pounds, was taken through the ice last winter. Two 
Newark anglers fished at the lake last week, and among 
other fish caught a four-pound small mouthed bass in min¬ 
now casting. The fish was caught among the Jily pads with 
an eight-ounce fly-rod, and the angler risked his rod in snub¬ 
bing the frisky captive as quickly as possible and playing 
him to and fro as close as possible to the boat. At the end 
of three minutes the fish was almost ready to hand in, but 
just at this critical moment the reel fell from the rod and 
sank into the water. He gripped the line against the rod 
and held the fish away from the boat, while his companion 
recovered the reel by pulling on the line until the spool was 
empty. Then putting it back in the reel seat, he wound up 
the slack line and said “Go ahead.” The fish had mean¬ 
while recovered his strength and was exploring the duck¬ 
weeds and lily pads, but he was safely boated and brought 
to Newark. 'The Forrest House at the lake was opened 
yesterday and several Newark families are booked for the 
season. Others have engaged accommodation at Budd’s 
farm house... .Sheepshead are biting at Barnegat, and the 
blueflsh season at the inlet has fairly opened. Weakfish are 
being netted in enormous quantities, but are not taking bait 
with avidity... .The excursions to the Fishing Banks by the 
steamer Joanna will commence to-day and continue every 
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday until further 
notice. The Joanna has been greatly improved since last 
season. The boat leaves Ripley’s dock at 8:30.... Mr. John 
C Roe, of Paterson, now stopping at the Lakeside House, 
Greenwood Lake, caught 106 fish Wednesday along the 
lower west shore of the lake. In his catch were 37 bass and 
63 pickerel. Mr. George Wilson took 63 bass and pickerel on 
the same day. Thomas Garrison, the guide at Lakeside, 
caught 17 large-mouth bass in skittering on Wednesday 
night, and Senator Griggs and his son had excellent success 
in fly and minnow casting. Messrs. Samuel and Albert 
Scboch were at the Fuller House Tuesday and Wednesday, 
and had fine sport in pickerel fishing, under the care of the 
veteran oarsman. Bob Terhune. They also caught a few 
bass. Henry Folsom, of Orange, who was also stopping 
with Fuller, caught a large-mouth weighing 6i pounds, and 
F. Knowland a 3^ pounder, with thirty other small-mouths. 
... .Blackbass fishing has been pursued with but little suc¬ 
cess is the Raritan river at Bound Brook and East Millslone. 
... .FLshing is reported to be very good now at Somers 
Point. Many sheepshead, drum and weakfish are being 
caught with hook and line. While fishing with a net one 
day last week Silas Boyle, of Somers Point, caught two 
sh^pshead, a large drum and five hundred pounds of weak- chicKen oog 
fish at one haul_A correspondent writes: “Seeing m the 
Odll last Sunday what strings of perch were caught at Green 
Pond, Mr. J. B. Merrill and Mr. J. R. Sutton, of Morristown 
went up Thursday afternoon and fished in the evening and 
early in the morning with great success. If anybody wants 
to catch fish I know of no place where they will be sure ot 
“•etting the number they will there. There is a nice hotel, 
but it is so fixed in the landlord’s lease—he cannot keep 
fishermen nor hire out any boats. Visitors have to go 
to a Mr. Clark, who will give the best accommodation he can 
in an old log house, but everything is very clean and charges 

very low.” 

Landlocked Salmon in the Madawaska.—Editor Forest 
and Stream: The first landlocked salmon known to have 
been taken in this river was captured at this place a few 
evenings since in a dip-net that was taking whitefish. This 
fish is undoubtedly one of the 50,000 fry placed six years ago 
by order of the Ottawa Government in Temisconatta Lake, 
the head of Madawaska River, twenty-two miles distant. 
Five thousand were placed at the same time in Baker Lake, 
'fhe size of this fish (8 pounds) shows these waters to be 
favorable. Temisconatta has long been the favorite resort 
of a few sportsmen for its splendid trout fishing. Doubtless 
many salmon have been taken there in the past; if so, the 
fact has been kept very quiet. Sportsmen can find a hotel, 
guides and boats at the lake, and many routes may here be 
taken on streams with plenty of trout and large game. Ed- 
mondston is the terminus of the New Brunswick Railway. 
From here the route is by team twenty-six miles up the Mad¬ 
awaska. a fine drive amid beautiful scenes. P. A. Babin, 
Esq., of the Babin House, this place, will answer inquiries.— 
Warfield (Edmondston, Madawaska county. N. B., June 7). 

How TO Cast a Fly.—Paterson, N. J., June 11.—Will 
some of your readers kindly explain how a fly is tied? I 
have consulted various angling books as to fly-tying but 
could not comprehend them. In these books fly tying and 
casting the fly are so treated that it only explains the authoi’s 
method, taking it for granted that you know something 
about the subject. The only comprehensive article on fly- 
casting that has been my good fortune to read appeared in 
the Forest and Stream May 8; through the medium of 
this article and the help of a coach I learned to cast a fly to 
my own satisfaction.—G. A. M. 

Minnesota Fishing.—Pillsbury, Minn.—During the past 
month fishing in our many lakes has been exceptionally fine. 
Large catches and large fish have been the rule. I went out 
last Wednesday in compeny with W. L. Hall and O. M. 
Langly, of Wadena. We left my house at 1:30 P. M., re¬ 
turned before dark, and brought in 101 pounds ot fish, mostly 
wall ej^ed pike. We practiced still-fishing, using minnows 
for bait. Excellent reports are brought in from Long Lake, 
Big Swan and other noted resorts.—J. F. Locke. 

An International Pleasantry.—Mr. Billy Florence, 
the justly celebrated and world-renowned actor, is a guest 
at the Windsor Hotel. He is on his way to the Restigouche 
for a month’s salmon fishing. He was seen liy a friend buy¬ 
ing a spade in the city, and on being asked the cause he said 
he was going to test the right of the Canadians to prevent a 
free American citizen digging his own bait! We wish our 
genial friend a pleasant trip.—Montreal Herald. 

Shad in the Ohio.—New Albany, Ind., June 5.—Editor 
Forest and Stream: Did the U. S. Fish Commission place 
any shad in the Ohio River or its tributaries? For .several 
years the net and seine fishermen here have taken a few shad 
occasionally and this season a number have been on the 
market. Fishermen and others pronounce them Potomac 
shad. If they are how did they get here?—Jap. [The U. 
S. Fish Commission has for several years stocked the Ohio 
and its tributaries with shad]. 

Rouse’s Point.—A picturesque and pleasant resort for 
anglers, within easy reach of New York, is Rouse’s Point, 
on Lake Champlain. Here is combined the pleasure of good 
fishing, black bass, pike, pickerel, etc., being abundant, with 
comfortable living at the hotel, located on the western shore 
of the lake. See advertisement in other columns. 

OsAKis, Minn., May 29.—Pike are now biting nicely in 
the lake, thirty to fifty being caught to a line in an after¬ 
noon. Bass are also beginning to bite. Redheads and blue- 
bills are nesting in good numbers here this season. The 
chicken crop also promises good.—S. W. &. 

Shrinkage of Weight.—Bridgeton, N. J.—A drumfish 
weighed sixty hours after capture eighty-four pounds. What 
was its approximate weight when landed?—F. S. J. C. 
[Probably ninety to ninety-fivo pounds, according to the 
state of the atmosphere.] 

So easy to row with Allen’s bow-facers. Catalogue free. Oars 
complete, $8 per pair. Fred A. Allen, Monmouth, Ill.—Ada. 

^mwer§ to §orre8fioitdmt^. 

jfo Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents. 

L. M.—Reference to the dictionary wUl show you that falcon is 
pronounced faw-ku. 

E E A —You can procure steel traps from any of the dealers in 
sportsmen’s eoods in this city. Write them for what you wish. 

G. D. S , New York.—I have some 13-sauge paper shells which have 
been made for more than a year. Do you think it daugerous to use 
them? Aus. Not if loaded with black powder. 

Frank —See notice of Chateaugay Lake in our last issue. That wiil 
probably furnish a satisfactory reply to your inquiry, h or flies con¬ 
sult “Millara’s” “Days With the Barmecide Club ’ m this issue. 

F S. Toronto.—Can you tell what bait to use for trolling for maske- 
loDEe’’ Ans. If you use live bait a sucker or chub is best, the former 
nreterred because it lives longer when trolled. If dead flsh are used 
on a ^ang of hooks either flsh mentioned will do. 

MosociTO.—For protection against insects use the prepartation 
recommended by “Nessmuk” (“Woodcraft, page .3), which is as 
follows; Pme tar, 3 ounces: castor oil, 2 ounces; oil of penn^oyal, 
1 ounce. Simmer together over slow fire and bottie for use. Rub it 

^^LEW^^vfu.ow, Arkansas.—Do you require coiyespondents to sign 
their real name after they have written tor you long enough so 'hat 
vou know who they are? Ans. It is often a convenience to us Ibe 
proper address be given, even by those correspondents witn whose 

^ J TSSeTT’S “"to .boo. oo E.e.i.b nab .w,.l ban.l 
with five drams of powder, weight of gun nine • 
2 Don’t the choke of a gun wear away faster m a stub twist than in 
t Damascus barrel? 3. Is the-gun as good as any other American 
make? Ans 1 Yes 2. No material difference. 3. Yes. 

I S St Paul -1 Please let me know in your next issue where I 
can get a book on rules for dog fighting? 2. What is the best bookon 
rWoKPn dog traiuing? Ans. 1. Tuat is a subject on which wepo^ess 
noToformation! ^For training field dogs, Hammondls “TraiDing 
vs Breaking” is the best thing in print. We can supply it, f 

N S G C , Brooklyn.—In a sweepstake shoot, nve entries, 
and’oxit two prizes, one drops out in first round, the seeond on the 
thfid round and the third on the fifth round, only two remaining m 
ml K; who are entitled to the stakes? Ans. 
shooters have scored five each, they may aeree to divide the prizes. 
Otherwise they roust shoot for first and secoud, i« 

M . Hamiltol Ont.-I intend in July spending a couple of weeks m 
the nOTth trout fishing. Very large ^/out we caught and I want^o 
cure some specimens to brmg nome for exhibition. Can you give me 
rrecioe for ^ying or curing them? Last year I caught specif 
trout over siK^unds in weight. Ans. SpUt the fish on the b^k and 
teAe out the b^k hone. Salt them well on tbe flesh side 
them on racks to dry in the sun or put a fire under them. Keep ihent 

dry. 
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SMELT HATCHING. 

BT FRED MATHER. 

[Read before the American Fisheries Society.J 

4 T the la.st meeting of this society I read a paper on “Hatch- 
fjL ing Smelt,” giving the details of my first experiments, 

and stating at the same time that but little had been done 
with the eggs of this fish and that the literature of its eultui’e 
was very limited. I have continued these experiments the 
present year and have hue little to add to what I have before 
said. The eggs of the smelt are the most unsatisfactory of 
any fish eggs 1 have ever handled. Their glutinous character 
and small size forbids the separation of the dead from the 
living by the automatic jars or bj’- hand picking, consequently 
they decay and become foul. 

We have thislyear at the Cold Spring Harboi-station of the N. 
Y. Pish Commission placed them upon the straw coverings of 
wine bottles, hung in i)onds and also placed them in the hatchery 
in running water. Others were put on tin pans hung in the 
ponds and in the McDonald jars, under several different con¬ 
ditions; one of these was to place the newly taken eggs in a 
jar and by slowly rotating it to leave a covering of eggs all 
around the inside. Another mode was to put them in the jars 
and give them a strong circulation of water to prevent tneir 
adhering in masses as much as possible. The third method 
was to give a jar a very slight circulation and let them mass 
together. 

The eggs exposed to light on the straw and tin pans in the 
open ponds out of dooi’s were soon covered with fungus and 
did the worst of all, although a few hatched. 

The first eggs obtained this year were obtained on Feb. 2.5, 
to the number of 400,000. Sonae of these Avere placed upon the 
straw coverings, referred to above, and others were nut in 
jars, the main portion being thus deposited. Both these lots 
began to hatch on April 5, forty days after, and when I last 
saw them, on April 9, there were perhaps 10,000 already 
hatched; while the other eggs, taken on the same day and 
subjected to the same treatment, looked as though' they 
would not hatch for four or five days yet. At this same date 
(Aiiril 9) a lot of eggs taken on March (i, nine days after 
the former lot, had already begtm hatching. This seems to 
me to be a very wide margin of time for eggs which only take 
from thirty to forty days to hatch. The time occupied in 
hatching this year exceeds that of last season on account of the 
severe cold weather we have had throughout March. The 
eggs Avhich were taken in thin layers on the inside of the glass 
jars by rotating, as above described, have done veiy badly. 
The others are doing fairly well, for smelt eggs. 

I sent Mr. P. N. Clark some eggs this year, cautioning him not 
to throw them away no matter how badly they looked on the 
outside, how much fungus there might be there, nor how foul 
an odor might arise from them. At the same time I had fears 
that he might do this; for in our experiments we have found 
that the decaying eggs on the outside masses were so foul that 
nothing but previous experience could have convinced us that 
any good could have come from the inside of such a mass. 

After looking the eggs over carefully I came to the conclu¬ 
sion that it was a possible thing that the outside eggs died be¬ 
cause they were exposed to the light, and made an attempt 
to get more in order to test this theory, but we were unable 
to obtain them. I had arranged to divide the next lot of eggs 
into two portions; putting both into jars which were covered 
to exclude the light, and gave one a strong and the other a 
feeble circulation of water to test this method, whith I shall 
do next year if the opportunity offers, for so far our work with 
smelt has not proved completely satisfactory. We can 
hatch forty or fifty per cent, and .as each littte adult smelt 
has from thirty to forty thousand eggs we aetutrlly get a 
great number of young fish, but we don’t begin to get the 
percentages of fry that we do in operating with the salmon, 
the trout and the whitetish. I believe that we will reach this 
result by continued experiment; and it is one of those interest¬ 
ing questions which stimulate a worker to try and discover 
the cause of this great tnortality. 

When we remember the face that a smelt goes up in svrift 
brooks and deposits its eggs on stones, it is hard to believe 
that the eggs require a feeble circulation, as was suggested by 
my frieiid, the late Professor Rice. I have never had the op¬ 
portunity to examine a stream after the smelt had finished 
spawning, and see exactly how these eggs were deposited in a 
state of nature. But the Very fact that a little fish bears such 
a great quantity of eggs within it, shows that nature has pro¬ 
vided for a gi'eat loss at some portion of the life of the young, 
either in the egg or afterward. Their exceedingly minute 
size when hatched, pei-haps a quarter of an inch in length 
and of the diameter of a thread of No. 3f3 sewing cotton, ren¬ 
ders them subject to be preyed upon by exceedingly small 
fishes, and an ordinary brook trout, when first beguming to 
feed, could probably accommodate half a dozen young smelts 
just from the egg in its Stomach without inconvenience to 
itself. The young can swim as soon as they are hatched, and 
we confine them with brass wire cloth. No. 30 mesh. 

Mr. Carman, who supplies me with smelts from Brook- 
haven, L. I., wrote on April 3, that he had taken a few more 
spawners, the last of the season, and we sent for them imme¬ 
diately; but before the arrival of the can, the fish had 
spawned, therefore we can place the extreme .limits of their 
spawning season on his stream, this year, at February 2.5 and 
April 8. Some two weeks before the first-mentioned date, Mr. 
Blackford obtained some smelts from Long Island which were 
full of spawn, and 1 sent a man down there for more, but we 
failed to get any that were ripe. The fish wliich came to 
market had eggs extruding from their dead bodies; probably/ 
caused by handling and the jolting of the railwav on theit^ 
journey to the market. It is proposed this yeai-, at the sug¬ 
gestion of Gen. R. U. Sherman, of the New York Commissipn, 
to plant a few in the Adirondack waters and see if they fian- 
not be estabhshed there as they have been in the fresh waters 
of Vermont; and the result of this experiment Arill be watched 
with great interest, 

I have spoken of the egg of the smelt as ‘‘glutinous,” but 
“adhesive” would be a b^etter term. On one side of the egg 
thei’e is a filmy appendage which is the means of attachment 
to whatever it comes in contact with, and under the micro¬ 
scope it appears like an empty egg shell folded over and 
attached to one side of the egg only, while the other side is 
clean and round. 

Mr. Clark—Mr. Chairman, I would say in regard to the 
eggs that Mr. Mather sent me at Northville that I found them 
in just the condition that he said I probably would. The first 
glance would rive to a fishculturist the idea that of course 
they were all bad; but upon fui-ther examination, when you 
dig into them, you find that there is a small percentage of 
them that are good. I should say of those eggs that were sent 
to us about 15 to 20 per cent, were good. While Mi*. Mather 
was reading his paper a thought occurred to me, and in the 
recital of his different experiments I listened to hear him say 
that he had tried one way, which he did not. About seven 
years ago, I think it was, I was at Gloucester, Mass., at the 
first time they were handling the cod for the United States 
Fish Commission. Among other experiments which Pi-ofes- 
sor Baird tried was I liac of taking eggs of the Labrador her¬ 
ring, which are adhesive. They stick solid, and I tried a 
great many different experiments in taking eggs, and one of 
the ways was taking them on glass, which I found to be the 
best; and I think if a person is going to take adhesive eggs of 

any kind and let them stick to anything, he will find glass the 
best of anything. At that time I made a box for hatching on 
glass. It was a small trough, with places in the side for the 
glass to slide down. One glass went to the bottom and the 
top was half an inch under water. The next glass stood half 
an inch above the water, like that so on down through, keep¬ 
ing the eggs that stuck to the glass on the side toward the 
water, so that the water passed up right by the eggs, and in 
that way we succeeded in hatching a better percentage than 
in any other way. I should think it would be well to tiw 
experiments with the smelt the same as they do with the wall¬ 
eyed pike, which I think Mr. NeAdns and others have tried. 
1 have, and 1 think the Michigan Commission has tried the 
same thing. 

Mr. Mather—Mr. President, I would say in coimection with 
what Mr. Clark has said that I, had read very carf ully his ex¬ 
periments AA'ith the herring and thought that his arrangement 
of glass slides was an excellent thing. As I understand it, 
that is for hatching in troughs, we have put them on the 
inside of a jar, as I have described, keeping it whu-ling and 
letting them adhere on a thin layer. I have now a theory, 
which of com'se remains to be proved, that it is the light that 
is fatal, because we find where those eggs adhere in masses, 
perhaps the size of a hickoi*y nut or larger, that all the outside 
eggs become bad after a while and are covered with fungus, 
but you take hold of this mass and break it open and you will 
find the little felloAv inside there all right, protected not only 
from the action of the light, but from the water. I don’t 
understand how water can get into this mass. If I had been 
going to hatch them in troughs I should certainly have used 
the apparatus that Mr. Clark devised, and which I think is an 
exceedingly good thing for that mode of hatching. 

Mil. Bxsskll—I womd like to say a word about that smelt 
business. If it is the light that affects the eggs of the smelt, 
would not the light affect them in the natural conditions in a 
small stream? May it not rather, or more likely be, the motion 
of the Avater? I have been told by our men in the Michigan 
Fish Commission that one of the reasons that brook trout eggs 
cannot be handled successfully in the jai-s is that they have 
too much motion. Mr. Marks told me the other day when I 
proposed that during the fii-st stages of handling the trout 
eggs they might be put into the jars and inin in great numbers, 
and then as the bad eggs were worked off, place them upon 
trays and hatch them there—he said tio, that would not 
ansAver, because if they had too violent a motion of the water 
it would addle the eggs. He said that had been pi’oved by 
experiment. It seems to me that is much more Ukely to be 
the cause of it than the action of the light, particularly at the 
season of the year Avhen the eggs are cast. 

Mr. Mather—As regards bi-ook trout in jars, no doubt the 
violent motion would be injurious to them, but where you 
have a little stop cock you can turn that and you can give 
them as much or as little motion as you like, and you can have 
a flow. The trouble in hatching trout in jars begins after you 
haA'e got them hatched and they he down in masses on each 
other and smother. 

Mr. Clark—Yes, but the jar is not the thing for handhng 
brook trout. 

Mr. Bissell—You must have a good strong euiTent in 
order to carry them up and float them in the jars. 

Mr. Mather-With regard to the smelt eggs, I have never 
seen the natural stream after the smelt eggs were deposited 
by the fish. I have been on the ground before the hatching 
season began, and have seen them take smelts in very swift 
water, and it is a possible thing that the smelt eggs that are 
taken and adhere to the top of the stones die, while those 
which get into the crevices may escape. I don’t state it as a 
fact; I simply state it as a possible thing. They do spawn in 
tolerably swift water. That I know, for I know the streams 
where they spawn. 

IVIr. Bissell—Are they shallow streams? 
Mr. Mather—Quite shallow and running over stones. 1 

have seen them in New Jersey pretty well tip on the Hacken¬ 
sack River, and I have seen them at Locust Valley on Long 
Island where they take them, and they are both rapid streams. 
The sti’eara at Locust Valley is a trout stream, very swift, 
running very rapid, and the eggs which we took last year on 
stones and placed in our hatching troughs, where we hatch 
the brook trout eggs, all came to nothing, that is those in a 
single layer, but AAmere there were tour or five deep we could 
pick off the tojj layer of bad eggs and find them good under¬ 
neath. 

Mr. Clark—T would like to ask Mr. Mather a question. 
What percentage did I understand you to say—that you had 
forty to fifty ijer cent, of good eggs? 

Mr. Mather—That is about what we have now. 
Mr. Clark—Well, Mr. Chairman, I don’t think, with any 

adhesive eggs that were ever hatched, where you leave them 
to adhere, I don’t think there is anybody ever hatched any¬ 
thing better than 40 to 50 per cent, of any kind, and I don’t 
think they ever Avill. We don’t with the herring, and Ave call 
it good. 

Dr. Sweehey—It seems to me that from all the eggs that 
are supplied in the spawning of these fish whose eggs are glut¬ 
inous or adhesive, there is a provision of nature that the outer 
layer of the eggs act as a protective coat to the inner mass, 
and as the gas permeates through the tissues and the air 
reaches the eggs on the principle of displacement, as the in¬ 
ternal layer of eggs consumes the air, it is resupplied from the 
outside, and this putrid mass of eggs on the outside which 
.seems so unproductive, may be in part as a defense also 
against animals, and is not the experience of Mr, Mather go¬ 
ing to show that these eggs that seem to be spoiled on the out¬ 
side, work no detriment to those within. That may be the 
pnrmiple, that the adhering mass of eggs is a protective coat 
to ^e inner stratum. It maybe the explanation that the gas 
orA'itelized air from the water reaches the eggs through the 
ott^- stratum. 

GOLD MEDAL FOR PROFESSOR BAIRD. 

1)ROFESSOR BAIRD, U. S. Commissioner of Fish and Fish- 
. eries, has recently received from the Department of Fish- 

culture of the Lower Seine, France, a gold' medal as an ac¬ 
knowledgment for some valuable sendings of fish ova. The 
medal was designed by Oudine. On the obverse is represented 
a female head bound with a chaplet of cereals. Legend: 
“Republmue Fiancalse.” On the reverse is inscribed “M. 
Spencer F. Baird, Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries,” and 
the legend “Departement de la Seine Inferieure. La Commis¬ 
sion de Pisciculture, 30 Novembre, 1885.” The medal is about 
the size of a double eagle. It will be placed on exhibition in 
the north hall of the National Museum. 

THE NEW YORK FISH COMMISSION.-The last Legis¬ 
lature refused to pass the bill creating the office of Chief of the 
Game Protectors, which Avas designed mainly to relieve Com¬ 
missioner R. U. Sherman, the Secretary of the Board, from 
the burden of looking after the protectors and doing the 
drudgery of the Fish Commission, which had somehow fallen 
upon him. In consequence of the failure of this bill, which 
Gen. Sherman hoped would remove a load of thankless labor 
by him gratuitously performed to the shoulders of a paid offi¬ 
cial, the Commissioners of Fisheries at their last meeting 
authorized Mr. Sherman to employ a secretary to attend to all 
the work which falls to such an oBBcer. He named Mr. H. IJ. 
Thompson, of Brooklyn, a gentleman well knoAvn in angling 
circles and one who is every way qualified for the place by 
both knowledge and disposition. The other members of the 
Board have indorsed the nomination, and we hope that Mr. 
Thompson will find it convenient to accept the duties. 

imnel 

FIXTURES. 

FIELD TRIALS. 

Nov. 8.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Westera Field Trials 
Association, at Abilene, Kan. K. C. Van Horn, Secretary, Kansas 
City, Mo. 

Nov. 33.—Eighth annual field trials of the Eastern Field Trials Club, 
at High Point, N. C. W. A. Coster, Secretary, Flatbush, Kings 
county, N. Y. 

DOG SHOWS. 
July 20, 21, 22 and 23.—Milwaukee Dog Show. John D. Olcott, Man 

ager, Milwaukee, Wis. 
Aug. 21, 2iA, 26 and 27.—First Annual Dog Show of the Latonia 

Agricultural Association, Covington, Ky. George H. Hill, Manager, 
P. O. Box 76, Cincinnati, O. 

Sept. 8, 9 and 10.—Homellsville, N. Y.. Dog Show, Farmers’ Club 
Fair. J. O. Fellows, Superintendent, Homellsville, 

Sept. 14,15,16 and 17.—First fall dog show of the New Jersey Ken 
nel Club, Waverly, N. J. A. P. Vredenburg, secretary, Bergen Point 
N. J. _ 

A. K. R.-SPECIAL NOTICE. 

rpHE AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 

pedigrees, etc. (with prize lists of all shows and trials), is pub¬ 
lished every month. Entries close on the 1st. Should be in early. 

Entry blanks sent on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope. 

Registration fee (50 cents) must accompany each entry. No entries 

inserted unless paid in advance. Yearlv subscription S1.50. Address 
‘‘American Kennel Register,” P. O. Boa 2832, New York, Number 

of entries already printed 3810. 

Every pair of Allen’s bow-facing oars warranted. Send for little 
catalogue free. Fred A. Allen, Monmouth, IM.—Adv, 

HORNELLSVILLE DOG SHOW. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
We have been solicited to give a bench show of dogs in con¬ 

nection with our exposition to be held Sept. 7 to 10. To as¬ 
certain deflmtely whether such a show would be acceptable 
to the leading dog fanciers of the country or not we addressed 
personal letters to nearly all of them. Their replies and 
promises to exhibit have led our board of directors to believe 
that such a show will be not only acceptable to the bi’eeders, 
but a grand success for all interested. We shall issue a liberal 
pi'emium list at once which may be had by addressing 

C. W. Robinson, Secretary. 
We claim the dates Sept. 8, 9, 10 for our dog show to 

be held here in conjunction with the Farmers’ Club fair. 
Our club is a regulaily incoi’porated institution under the 
New York State laws, and all premiums will be paid. We 
will have good classes, good judges, good premiums, good at¬ 
tendants, and exhibitors Avill not have to run the shoAv, but it 
will be run for them. J. Otis Fellows, Supt. Dog Show. 

HOENELLSATLI.E, N. Y., June 8. 

DOG SHOW NOTES. 

AS we were busy taking notes along came an indmdual 
whose jerky gait and unhappy expression of countenance 

plainly betokened that something was wrong, in his estima¬ 
tion at least. Halting in front of us he smuily demanded: 
“Which of these dogs won the prize?” Before we could answer 
him, a young fellow^ who appeared to grasp the situation, 
pointed out as the winner one of the worst specimens in the 
class and Avarmly praised it for the many good qualities it 
possessed, scarcely looking at the animal. Our disgruntled 
friend exclaimed, “That is the worst specimen in the show 
by all odds.” We then pointed at the winner, when he gave 
a glance and caustically remarked, “That brute! Wlyr he is a 
gi-eat deal worse than the other, only look at him.” Just then 
a weU knoAvn fancier passed by, led by a Avild-eyed exhibitor 
who yanked a dog oif his bench, and placiug him in front of 
the winner’s stall, struck an attitude, the very pei-sonification 
of supreme contempt, and in a withering tone demanded to 
know if such an outrage was ever known. The fancier glanced 
at the dog, and in a tone indicative of surprise, said: “Why, 
your dog is the biggest.” “Yes,” said the owner, with an im¬ 
patient gesture, “but the judge didn’t see it.” “And,” con¬ 
tinued the fancier, “has the longest tail.” “I know it,” said 
the owner, violently swinging his arms, “but why diffii’t the 
judge see it?” Stooping down the fancier examined his feet, 
then looking up with wide open eyes exclaimed, “Why he has 
got the biggest feet.” This capped the climax. Wildly ges¬ 
ticulating and stamping his feet, the irate owner burst out, 
“I knew it all the time, but t’ ’ ’ .. 
looked at his feet.” 

b the blahkety blanked judge never 

MEETING OF THE AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB. 

The adjoiu'ned annual meeting of the American Kennel 
Club was held at the Hoffman House on Jime 10. There 

were present Messm. J. 0. Donner, of the Westminster Kennel 
Club; C. J. Peshall, New Jersey; G. Edward Osborn. New 
Haven, and folloAving gentlemen holding proxies: A. P. Vre- 
denburgh, Philadelphia; A, C. WUmei'ding, Cleveland; A. E. 
Rendle, Hartford, and J. O. Donner, Pittsburgh. Mr. Donner 
was called to the chair. The i-egular order of bu.siness was 
gone through and the following officers elected for the ensuing 
year: President, Mr. Elliot Smith, Westminster Kennel Club, 
re-elected; First Vice-President, Mr. G. Edward Osborn, New 
Haven Kennel Club; Second Vice-President, Mr. W. H. 
Child, Philadelphia Kennel Club; Secretary, Mr. A. P, 
Vredenburgh, Noav Jersey Kennel Club, re-elected. Upon 
the proposed amendment to the constitution being adopted, 
making the office of seci’etary and treasurer one, Mr. Vreden¬ 
burgh had those dual duties thrust upon him. All the old 
oommitties are to hold over. 

At the meeting on May 6 Mr. Peshall gave notice that he 
would offer a resolution at tne annual meeting to the effect 
that no member of a club should officiate as judge at a bench 
show given by his own club. Mr, Peshal duly offered this 
resolution, but after a lengthy and general! discussion of the 
subject, he withdrew it. 

The committee on credentials reported favorably on the ap¬ 
plication for admission of the Rhode Island Kennel Club. 

The Chicago special pi*ize matter again came up before the 
club, but only in the way of the committee asking for more 
time. 

Mr. C. J. Peshall was appointed a committee of one to draw 
j up a code of proceedure to govern all cases of appeal that may 
jbe brought before the club in the future. 
I A protest was made by the Brooklyn Kennels against the 
awards in the Miscellaneous classes at the late New York 
show, on the gi’ounds that the winners were nob of recognized 
breeds. On motion it was referred to the Westminster Kennel 
Club. 

Tfie secretarj'- was instructed to communicate with the two 
dog registers published in this country with the view of secur¬ 
ing control of them in the interest of the A. K. C. 

The question as to whether champion light-Aveight dogs 
should go into open or champion heavy-weight classes was 
generally discussed and finally laid over until the next meet¬ 
ing for further consideration. 

The committee appointed to investigate as to the Avins of 
which clubs giving shows prior to the establishment of the 
A. K. C. should be recognized by the club, reported progress. 

The meeting was adjom-ned, subject to tne call of the Presi¬ 
dent. __ 

THE THREE THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED AND TEN 
PEDIGREE REGISTERS in the American Kennel Register 
include interesting, incalculable, inexhaustible and invaluable 
information indispensable in intelligent m(or out)breeding. 
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AMERICAN SETTERS. 

IN the Century of November, 1885,1 find an article, written 
by Jacob Pentz. on the American setter and the status of 

American sportsmen half a century or more ago, and also in¬ 
forming the public, through the Century, that there are at the 
present day scarcely a half dozen breeders of American set¬ 
ters and that no two of the half dozen can give a recorded 
family history of their breeding for even a quarter of a cen¬ 
tury. Among the best toown breedere he refers to are Theo. 
Morford, of Newton, N. J.; William Grummon, of Lyon’s 
3'arms; Justus von Lengerke, of Hoboken, N. J.; the Harrises, 
of Providence, R. I.; the late Paul Meade, of Brooklyn, N. Y.; 
E. H. Lathrop, of Springfield, Mass., and Samuel Scranton, of 
Rhode Island. Now, I have not the pleasure of Mr. Pentz’s 
acquaintance, but it seems to me he must be quite a yoimg 
man or else he must be in one of Rip Van Winkle’s long 
sleeps, or he would not have made so gross a mistake in this 
matter. I am one of those “good-for-nothing, cast-off vaga¬ 
bonds” who chanced to be born more than three score and ten 
years ago, and fond of field sports, a practical sportsman dur¬ 
ing a long lifetime, and for the past forty-five years have been 
breeding setter dogs for practical use in the field. How I have 
succeeded I leave to those who are conversant with their field 
qualities to decide. 

I am well acq^uainted with the H.arris family and would say 
that Charles P. Harris of Riverside, Providence, R. I., is a 
nephew of the late Capt. N. C. Harris and the main porting 
descendant of that family, is now, and has been, shooting over 
setters of my breeding for the past eight years. I learned 
through a friend at the late dog show at Boston that Mr. 
Scranton had a cross of dogs of my breeding through a cross 
with Joseph Hill’s dog of Worcester, Mass., whose dog was 
bred by me. I had Daniel Webster’s setter bitch Rachel in 
my kennel eighteen months, and bred a litter from her. I ob¬ 
tained her through our mutual friend, Burrington Anthony, 
then U. S. Marshall for Rhode Island. Three years previous 
I purchased Bet, a daughter of Rachel, by Edward Harvey’s 
Carlo, for Robert B. Roosevelt, of the late Henry Thmrber, 
she was then two years old; I retained her in my kennel sev¬ 
eral years. I believe I am the only man that has exhibited 
dogs at any bench show labeled as American setters. At the 
Springfield bench show in 1874, my old setter bitch was 
awarded the second prize, Luther Adams’ Dora securing the 
first. I showed her daughter Cosey at a following show at 
Boston for exhibition only, on a point in Bumstead Hall to a 
large audience and the same season at Hartford. 

In 1876 my orange and white setter bitch Pan was bred to 
Cush, a black and white dog, and one of this fitter came out 
a slate blue, white and tan, clean solid colors (not black roan 
like a blue belton), which 1 christened Pag. This puppy proved 
a remarkable field dog for his keen scenting powers and great 
staunchness, and as a ruffed grouse dog he had few equals. I 
kept him as a stock dog until he died from the effects of dis¬ 
temper, Nov. 24, 1880. In every litter of his get some would 
be of his color. Outside of my own breed I have never seen a 
setter of this color. Idstone, in his work on the dog, speaks 
of this color in England, but states that he had never seen one, 
only a picture of one, and that a friend had seen one. Pag 
was the sire of Trap, whose pedigree I send with this. She is 
white and orange, clean colors^ the ears and spots on head 
orange, three orange spots equidistant from hip to shoulder 
on left side about two inches in diameter, and two small spots 
on right side about the size of a large copper cent on the cen¬ 
ter of body one above the other. She is of medium size, from 
forty to fifty pounds’ weight, with fine, soft, silky, wavy coat, 
with tail and legs well feathered, beautifully formed and un¬ 
commonly intelligent, and has few equals in the field. She is 
not for sale If Mr. Pentz knows of any American setter he 
thinks can surpass her in the field on raffed grouse, I should 
be pleased to compare them or show her progeny on game 
with that of any other breed of American setters. I have 
bred my dogs for natural field qualities, and they are from the 
Irish, English and Prench setters judiciously crossed imtil I 
consider I have established a breed of setters of uniform 
quality peculiarly my own, and I feel they are justly entitled 
to the name of American setters, for crossed as they are, no 
one of the above breeds can justly claim them. I am one of 
those “good for nothing vagabonds” that know the needs of 
the practical American sportsman as well as an Englishman 
can tell it, and who believes we have as good judges of dogs 
in America as they have in Eui’ope, and all the material to 
establish breeds adapted to our own use if we only avail our¬ 
selves of them. I hope some younger sportsman will im¬ 
prove on what I have attempted to attain. Ethan Allin. 

PoMPRET Centre, Conn., April 25. 

SCOTCH TERRIER LOST.—Sdifor Forest and Stream: On 
May 25 my Scotch terrier Neil Cow strayed away ft-om my 
kennels at Mount Purest, Ill., and I have been unable to find 
any track of him. This is the dog spoken so highly of by 
your correspondent at the Cleveland bench show. Neil Cow 
is of a sandy color with slight brindle markings, ears erect 
and sharp pointed, covered -with short, velvety hair; head 
long, eight inches from nose to occiput; eyes small, hazel 
color; coat rather short and hard; forelegs slightly bent; body 
moderate in length; ribs flat; tail not cut and carried a little 
above the level of back, not hound like. Should any of your 
readers see or hear anything of this dog, I would be thankful 
if they would inform me.—John H. Nayloe, 3182 Archer 
avenue, Chicago, Ill. 

THE NEW JERSEY DOG CRUELTY—The case of Dr. B. 
A. Watson, of Jersey City, for maltreating dogs for alleged 
scientific pui-poses, came up in Justice Lane’s court, Jei-sey 
City, on Thursday last. There was a large array of counsel on 
both sides. The defendants waived examination, and the case 
will come up before the Grand Jm-y. Mr. C. J. Peshall of 
the New Jersey Club was one of the prosecuting attorneys, 
and many other prominent dog men were in attendance. 

ST. LOUIS DOG SHOW.—Editor Forest and Stream: In 
your fist of awards in the Newfoundland classes of the recent 
St. Louis show, an error occurs iu the curly-coated class in 
giving Carlo first and Prince Albert second. The latter, owned 
by Mr. John H. Holmes, of this city, was awarded first prize 
by the judge, Capt. C. W. Bellair, as the official records show. 
Carlo took second. Kindly make this correction.—George 
Munson._ 

THE AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER for June has 121 
entries, making the total number of pedigrees registered 3810. 
There are also in the J une number the record of 31 breedings 
of registered stock, the record of produce of registered stock, 
etc., and the prize fists of the New York and St. Louis shows. 
This number completes the first half of the fourth volume. 

BROWN BETTY’S PEDIGREE.—Salmon Palls, N. H., 
June Q.—Editor Forest and Stream: In yom- issue of June 3, 
under Whelps in your Kennel Notes, appears the name of 
Brown Betty (A.K.R. 3608). Allow me to state to you, as I 
have also done to A. K. if., that this pedigree is false.—J. P. 
Willey. __ 

A young Swede makes a living in Boston by washing dogs. 
He goes from house to house in the fashionable quarters, and 
for fifty cents or seventy-five, according to the size of the 
dog, gives the pets thorough baths. It is said that the plan 
was’ the thought of a well-known and charitable woman. She 
wanted to help the young fellow, who was out of work, and 
interested her friends in the scheme, and now he has about 
all the dog washing he can attend to. 
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E. Allin’s 
Grim. 

C. J. Higgin- 
son’s Shout. 

E. AHin’s 
Tip. 

W. N. Greene’s 
Eoz. 

3 o 

E. Allin’s 
Grim. 

L. Skinner’s 
Bump. 

E. Allin’s 
Tip. 

H. Whitwell’s 
Tig. 

C. Carow’s 
Totie. 

H. WhitweU’s 
Tig. 

C. Carow’s 
Pat. 

Weed's 
Chance. 

E. Allin’s 
Tip. 

H. Whitwell’s 
Tig. 

g B f Bitch imp. by 
• gfe J. H. Sturgess. 

i I Lodge 
W I Dog. 

o ss 
Q3 

Dr. Mason’s 
Bitch. 

Eldredge’s 
Pi'ince. 

IDaniei Webster’s 
Imp. Rachel. 

f Dr. Mason's 
Bitch. 

i Smallwood’s 
L Dog. 

KENNEL NOTES. 

KENNEL NOTE BLANKS.—For the convenience of breeders we 
aave prepared a series of blanks for “Names Claimed," “Whelps,” 
‘Bred” and “Sales.” All Kennel Notes must be sent to us on these 
blanks, which will be forwarded to any address on receipt of 
stamped and directed envelope. Send for a set of them. Sets of 
200 of any one form, bound, for retaining duplicates, sent postpaid, 
30 cents. 

NAMES CLAIMED. 
Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

NicJc of the Woods (A.K.B. 3594). By F. C. Sayles, Jr. Pawtucket, 
B. 1.. for orange and white English setter dog, whelped Nov. 27, 18fo, 
by Prince Napoieon (A.K R. 2S71) out of. Belle of Bryn Mawr (A.K.R. 

^^^Clytie. By Chas M. Yates, Washington, D. C., for liver and white 
English setter bitch, whelped March 20. 1886, by Coleman’s London 
(Gladstone—Clip) out of Countess (A.K.R. 3412). 

Tom By B. McO. Michler, Washington, D. C., for black, white and 
tan English settei dog, whelped March 20, 1886. by Coleman’s London 
(Gladstone—Clip) out of Countess (A.K.R. 34^). .u t t 

Marquis of Montserrat. By Progressive Kennels, Flatbush, L. I., 
for white and tawny St. Bernard dog, whelped April 27,1886. by Duty 
(Sirius—Thora) out of Girola 1 A.K.R. 1606). 

Undine. By Progressive Kennels. Flatbush, L. I., for orange and 
white St. Bernard bitch.whelped April 27,1886, by Duty (Sirius—Thora) 
out of Girola (A.K.R. 1608). , . . 

Lady Arline By Progressive Kennels, Flatbush, L. I., for orange 
tawny and white St. Bernard bitch, whelped March 14, 1886, by Duty 
(Sirius—Thora) out of Orgar (Hector II.-Neres II.). 

Count London. By T. J. Flack, Washington, D. C., for liver and 
white English setter dog, whelped March 20,1886, by Coleman 's Lon¬ 
don (Gladstone—Clip) out of Countess (A.K.R. 3412). 

Dash 111. By T. J. Flack, Washington, D. C., for black and white 
English setter dog, whelped March 20. 1886, by Coleman’s London 
(Gladstone—Clip) out of Countess (A.K.R. 3412). , ... 

Pride of the West. By Tower Grove Collie Kennels, St. Louis, Mo., 
for sable, white on breast, collie bitch, whelped March 19,1886, by 
Strephon (A.K.R. 2730) out of Beauty IV. (A.K R. 2598). , 

Strephon, Jr. By Tower Grove Collie Kennels, for sable and white 
collie dov. whelped March 19, 1886, by Strephon (A.K.R. 2730) out of 
Beauty IV. (A.K.R. 2598). . .r ■ 

Lady Woodford. By Tower Grove Collie Kennels, St. Louis, Mo., 
for saole collie bitcb. whelped March 19, 1886, by Strephon (A.K.R. 
2730) out of Beauty IV. (A K.R. 2598). , ^ , , 

Tr^iv. By Tower Grove Collie Kennels, St. Louis, Mo., for dark 
sable coliie dog, whelped March 19,1886, by Strephon (A.K.R. 2730) out 
of Beauty IV. (A.K R. 2698). ^ ^ « t 

Lochiel and Norval. By Mrs. Geo. Shepard Page, Stanley, N. J., 
for light and dark brindle deerhound dogs, whelped March 1, 1886, by 
Dimrobin (A.K.R. 1236) out of Shelloch (A.K.R. 2214). 

BRED. 
Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Tantrums — Bradford Ruby. Chequasset Kennels’ (Lan^ster, 
Mass.) pug bitch Tantrums (Talbot’s Pug—Pond s Lady, A.K.R. 2997) 
to City View Kennels’ Bradford Ruby, May 23. , , . 

Brunhild—Apollo. Chequasset KenneL’ (Lancaster, Mass.) smocth- 
coated St. Bernard bitch Brunhild (A K.R. 28) to W. W. Tucker’s 
Apollo, May 18. . , ^ 

Theon^Hermit. Chequasset Kennels’ (Lancaster, Mass.) rough- 
coated St. Bernard bitcb Theon (A.K.R. 94) to their Hermit (A.K.R. 
23), April 15. 

Irma—Hermit. Chequasset Kennels’ (Lancaster, Mass.) rough- 
coated St. Bernard bitch Irma (A.K.R. 1051) to their Hermit (A.K.R. 

^^AMska—Hernvit. Chequasset Kennels’ (Lancaster. Mass.) rough- 
coated St. Bernard bitch Alaska (A.K.R. 3236) to their Hermit (A.K.R. 
S3) May 7 

Tiny IL—Young Tohy. Evan T. Sprague’s (New Yoik) pug bitch 
Tiny II. (A.K.R. 3234) to Chequasset Kennels’ Young Toby (A.K.R 

‘^‘%'cMence—Young Tohy. Chequasset Kennels’ (Lancaster, Mass.) 
pug bitch Patience (Imported Maudle—Imported Daisy) to their 
Young Toby (A.K.R. 473), May 17. „ , x-u 

Bizoreenor^im. Onota Kennels’ (Pittsfield, Mass.) Irish setto 
bitch Bizoreena (Nimrod—Bizorah) to their Jim (Elcho—Mag), May 26. 

Nell-Glenmar. Onota Kennels’ (Pittsfield, Mass.) Irish setter bitch 
Nell (Rollo—Juno) to their Glenmar (Glencho—Lassie), May 26. 

Lady Belle-Clifford. Wm. Eaton’s (New York) pointer bitch Lady 
Belle (Bang Bang—Polly) to A. Quick’s Clifford (Donald—Devonshire 

^^Zanita—Beau. Lynn Kennels’ (Lynn, Mass.) cocker spaniel bitch 
Zanita (A.K.R. 1986) to their Beau (E. 9,276), J une 1. 

E. Allin’s 
Tip. 

Wm. N. Green’s 
Roz. 

R. B. Rosevelt’s 
Bet. 

S. A. Packer's 
Phill. 

Daniel Webster's 
Imp. Rachel. 

E. Harvey’s 
L Carlo. 

f Bitch from 
Buffalo, N. Y. 

I Capt. Meach’s 
I. Dog. 

C. Holden’s 
imp. Hno. 

C. Allen’s 
(imp. Dog. 

Rexford bitch, 
owned in Bing¬ 
hamton, N. Y. 

E. Allin’s 
Sail. 

C. V. S. Rose- 
velt, Jr.’s Fred. 

J. Allen’s imp. 
Bitch. 

Marshall Flagg’s 
Jerry. 

C. Carow’s 
Pat. 

Dog belonged to 
officer in U. S. 
Army. Killed 
by spent ball in 

. Florida War. 

Bed Irish, imp. 
by Commodore 

■ Tatnall, of U. 
S. Navy. 

Bred by Mr. Tom¬ 
linson, of New 
Haven, Conn., 
from a pair 
imported from 
France. 

Marshall Flagg’s 
Jerry. 

Countess Zoo—Premier. Lynn Kennels’ (Lynn, Mass.) English set¬ 
ter bitch Countess Zoo (A.K.R 21.59) to D. A. Goodwin, Jr.’Premier 
(Dashing Monarch—Armida), May 27. 

Black Sis—Beau. Lynn Kennels’ (Lvnn. Mass.) cocker spaniel 
bitch Black Bis (A.K.R. 3156) to their Beau (E. 9,276). May 16. 

Plinthia—Merchant Prince. R. J. Sawyer’s (Menominee, Mich.) 
St. Bernard bitch Plinthia (Plinlimmon—Lady Mascotte) to E. H. 
Moore’s Merchant Prince, May 21. 

Bruno—Ilford Caution. Chas. C. Marshall’s (New York) mastiff 
bitch Bruno to E. H Moore’s Ilford Caution (A.K.R. 2980), June 6 

Doxie—Merchant Prince. E. C. Johnson’s (Boston, Mass.) St. Ber¬ 
nard bitch Doxie (Romeo—Juliet) to E. H. Moore’s Merchant Prince, 
May 18. 

Lu.—Merchant Prince. J. H. Long’s (Melrose, Mass.) St. Bernard 
bitch Lu (Rex—Fan) to E. H. Moore’s Merchant Prince, May 19. 

Druidess—Turk IL E. H. Moore’s (Melrose, Mass.) mastiff bitch 
Druidess (A.K.R. 222’) to bis Turk II. (A.K B. 2222), May 1. 

Brenda 11.—Ilford Caution. E. H. Moore's (Melrose, Mass ) mastiff 
bitch Brenda II. (A.K.R. 2219) to his Ilford Caution (A.K.R. 2980), 
May 9. 

Regina—Ilford Caution. A. Grant’s (West New Brighton, S. I.) 
mastiff bitch Regina (Yonng King—Raunee) to E. H. Moore’s Ilford 
Caution (A.K.R 2980), May 4. 

Gip—Merchant Prince. E. H. Moore’s (Melrose, Mass.) St. Bernard 
birch Gip (Rex—Brunhild) to his Merchant Prince, April 11. 

Highland Mary—Montrose. Lothian Kennels’(Stepney, Conn.) col¬ 
lie bitch Highland Mary (A.K.R. 1572) to their Montrose (A.KR. 
891). 

Rosa-Bracket. J. H. Phelan’s (Jersey City, N. J.) pointer bitch 
Rosa (A.K.B. 1443) to Graphic Kennels’ Bracket (Graphic—Bioomo), 
April 29. 

Lady Romp IL—Graphic. A. H. Moore’s (Philadelphia, Pa.) pointer 
bitch Lady Romp II. (Francis’s Prince—Belle) to Graphic Kennels’ 
Graphic (A K.R. 2411), June 4. 

Vinnie—Graphic. E. A. Hawes’s (Newark. N. J.) pointer bitch 
Vinnie (Joe—Underhill’s Jane) to Graphic Kennels’ Graphic (A.K.R. 
2411), May 31. 

Lady Isabella—Knickerbocker. Floyd Vail’s (Jersey City, N. J.) 
pointer bitch Lady Labella (A K.R. 461) to Geo. L. Wilms’s Knicker¬ 
bocker (A.K.R. 19). June 10. ^ 

Beau Maid-Bex. Jas. E. Hair’s (Bridgeport. Conn.) pointer bitch 
Beau Maid (Beaufort, A.K.R. 694-Grace, A.K.R. 1250) to Wm. Rus¬ 
sell’s Rex (Mike—Lena), June 6. „ „ 

Bnar—Gus Bondhu. Dr. F. B. Greenough’s (Boston, Mass.) Eng¬ 
lish setter bitch Briar (A.K.R. 101) to Adams & Tucker’s Gus Bondhu 
(Dashing Bondhu—Nora). . „ , 

Mabel Gladstone—Baden Baden. M. M. Duncan’s (Rockwood, 
Tenn.) English setter bitch Mabel Gladstone (Gladstone’s Boy—Blaze) 
to Baden Baden (Lincoln-Blaze), May 20. 

WHELPS. 
iag° Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 
Alma Chequasset Kennels’ (Lancaster, Mass.) rough-coated St. 

Bernard bitch Alma (A.K.R. 27), May 3. eight (two dogs), by their 
Chang (Hermit, A K R. 23-Irma, A.K R. 1051). 

Heidel-Rudolph H. Chequasset Kennels’ (Lanca,ster, Mass.) rough- 
coated St Bernard bitch Heidel (A.K.R. 2045), April 7, two (one dog), 
by their Rudolph H. (A.K.R. 8260). , . * • 

White Violet. Frank F. DMe’s (New Haven, Conn.) bull-terrier 
bitch White Violet (Dutch, E. 13,813—White Rose, A.K.R. 2906;, May 
23. six (three dogs), by his Count (A.K.R 3178). 

Nell. Lynn Kennels’ (Lynn, Mass.) pointer bitch Nell, May 18, 
seven (five dogs), by C. H. Dole’s Sara (Pete. Jr.—Daisy). 

Lady Edgecomb. Lothian Kennels’ (Stepne.v, Conn.) coUie bitch 
Lady Edgecomb, May 4, seven (one dog), by E. J. Hawley s Oscar II. 
(Oscar—Fannie). „ . , „,.... 

Tibbie. Lothian Kennels’ (Stepney, Conn.) collie bitch 'Tibbie 
(A.K.R. 2825), May 28, two (one dog), by their Montrose (A.K R 891). 

Midlothian Lassie. Lothian Kemiels’ (Stepney, Conn.) collie bitch 
Midlothian Lassie (A.K.R. 2124), May 2, six dogs, by their Montrose 

V.^V. Haldeman’s (General Wayne, Pa.) mastiff bitch Nell 
(A.K.R. 3647), June 8, nine (four dogs), by his Hero IH. (A K.R. 

^^Rosa. F. Williams’s (Springfield, Mass.) foxhound bitch Rosa, May 
25, ten (six dogs), by E. 0. Thomas’s Forester II. (Ringwood—Roxey). 

SALES. 
Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Milan Golden brindle, perfect white markings, rough-coated St. 
Bernard dog, whelped March, 1886, by Bonivard II out of Cassandm, 
by Chequasset Kennels, Lancaster, Mass, to Winthrop Jordan, Port- 

Orange tawny, perfect white markings, rough-coated 
St. Bernard dog, whelped March, 1886, by Hermit (AK.R. 23) out of 
Nun (A.K R. 24), by Chequasset Kenpels, Lancaster, Mass., to A. H. 
Hawley, LeRoy, O. 
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Morgen. Oranpe tawny, white markings, rough-coated St. Ber¬ 
nard dog, whelped March, 1886, by Hermit (A.K R. 2.3) out of Nun 
(A.K R. 2.3'). by Ghequasset Kennels, Lancaster, Mass., to D. H. Pat¬ 
terson. Cleveland, O. 

Tenor. Pug dog, whelped December. 1885, by Young Toby (A K.R. 
473) out of Tantrums lA.K.R. 47.2),by Ghequasset Kennels, Lancaster, 
Mass., to Miss M. G. Kelsey, Clinton^ N. Y. 

Meinrad. Orange tawny, perfect white markings, rough-coated 
St. Bernard dog, whelped March, 1886, bv Hermit (AK R. 23) out of 
Nun (A.K.R. 24). by Ghequasset Kennels, Lancaster, Mass., to A. 
Stueky, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Waverly. Black and fawn collie bitch, whelped Aiig. 12, 1883 
(A.K.R. 895), by Lothian Kennels, Stepney, Conn., to W. R. Rathburn, 
Denver, Col. 

Janish. H^ite, with brindle markings, bull bitch, whelped Nov. 
25,1 885, by Boz (A K.R. 44-3) out of Bellona (A K.R. 1730), by R. & W. 
Livingstone., New York, to Empire S'ate Kennels, Savannah, Ga. 

Miss Blarney. Red Irish setter bitch, whelped Jan. 1, 1886, by 
Glencho out of Fanchon (A.K.R. 1844), by Alex. Kirkland, Tarrytown 
Heights. N. Y., to Burbank Roberts, same place. 

Ben Deray. Black and tan colliedog.whelped Sept. 18, 1886 (A.K.R. 
3499), by Tower Grove Collie Kennels, St. Louis, Mo., to Francis Ter- 
nan. Fort Scott. Kan. 

Strephon—Beauty IV. whelp. Sable collie dog, whelped March 19, 
1836, by Tower Grove Collie Kennels, St. Louis, Mo., to C. A. Cunning¬ 
ham, same place. 

DEATHS. 
Governor. Black, tan and white collie dog (A.K.R. 2938), owned by 

Progressive Kennels, Flathush, L. I., June 7. 
Sensation's Lad. Lemon and white pointer dog (A.K.R. 923), owned 

by A. P. Vredenburgh. Bergen Point, N. J.. May 25; killed by cars. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

THE NEWARK TOURNAMENT. 
The 34th annual festival of the Newark Shooting Society rvas a 

great success at the shooting park on South Orange avenue dur¬ 
ing last week. Monday. Tnesday and Wednesday were the shooting 
days, and except for a tricky wind on tlie afternoon of the last day, 
the weather was satisfactory. There was a noticeable gathering of 
marksmen, a half dozen States were represented and the competition 
between the muzzle and breechloaders was very brisk indeed. All the 
shooting was at 200yds. and included the ring and man target, the 
bullseye target and a team match with a half dozen sKillful teams in 
close fight. 

The leading matdh was upon the ring target, shot under the follow¬ 
ing conditions: Open to all comer.*. Ring target, possible 75 on 3 
shots. Prizes; 1st $50, 2d $40, 3d $30. 4th .$25, 6th 20, 6th $18, 7th $16, 
8th $15, 9th $14, lOlh $13,11th $12, 12th $11, )3th $10,14th $10, 15th $9, 
16th $9, 17th $8.18th $8, 19th $6. 20th $6, 2Gt $5, 22d $5, 23d $4, 24th $4, 
25Lh $3. 26th $3, 27th $3, 2Sth $2, 29th 2, 30rh $2. Premium for best 3 
tickets $10, second best $7. third best $5. Each shooter may obtain 
as many tickets as he pleases, but can obtain but one prize and one 
-premium. The score stood: 

...71 69 69—209 J F Norris. 
Hans.. 
Q Sehalck . .63 62 61—189 

72 69 67—208 G Schilling. 

...73 66 68 -205 
V Stembaoh. 
B Walther. 

.68 60 

.66 63 
,. .68 67 67—202 B Zettler. .65 61 

G Weigman. .71 66 
...68 67 65—200 A Seitz. .66 62 

Tayiitor. 
...67 67 66-200 Vogel. 
. ..6S 60 64—198 C Rein.. .71 

J H Brown. .69 
..69 6.5 63-197 C Gensch. .64 

...67 65 04—196 A Lober. 
C J Z-ttler. .65 
C W Kareher.... 
G Froeche. .61 

.. 64 61 63—191 S Buzzini. _61 

The whole meeting wa,s admirably conducted. The ofBcers being: 
Shooting Masters, A. A. Begerow, 'Wm. Hayes. Shooting Committee, 
F. Haefeli. F. Wiss, (j. L, Freche President, Gottfried Krueger; 
Secretary, L. Mussehl. Not a few of the marksmen will be in attend¬ 
ance at the Washington shoot of this week, while at the big Spring- 
field shoot in July, the majority of those whose scores are given 
above may be expected again in lively competition. 

It will be seen from the score that J. Joiner and Begerow were tie 
for the leading place, with 73 in a possible 75. Farrow next with 72, 
then Hayes and Coppersmith, Weigman and Rein with 71 each, fol¬ 
lowed by Zimmerman with 71, and so on down the list. 

On the man target the competition was very close indeed, and the 
shots made were in many cases almost dead in line. The match was 
open to all comers, with prizes as follows; l«t $40, 2d $.30, .8d $25. 4th 
$20, otb $18, 6th $16. 7th $14. 8th $12. 9th $10,10th $10, llth $9, 12Dh $9, 
13th $8, 14th $8,15th $6. 16th $6, 17th $5,18tn $5,19th $4, 2Uth $4, 21st 
$3, 22d $3. 23d $2, 24th $2, 26th $2. Each shooter may purchase as 
many tickets as he pleases, but can obtain but one prize. The scor¬ 
ing stood: 

L. Flack 57. 
M. Hayes and C. Zimmerman 66 each. 
W. M. Farrow, A. Lober, G. Joiner and B. Walther 65 each. 
V. Steinbach, F. Wiss and A. Begerow 54 each. 
D. Miller, J. A. Huggins, M. Dorrler, E. Holzman and G. Schilling 

58 each. 
O. B, Hull, Hawks and Vogel 52 each. 
P. Miser and Homrighauseu 51 each. 
G. Weigman, J. Schneider, C. J. Zettler, G. H. Freche and H. Blat¬ 

ter 60 each. 
At the bullseye target with its 4in. circle only counting, there were 

hundreds of shots fli'ed. For the prizes of $12, $8, $5, $3 and $2 in 
order for the greatest number of bulls made during the meeting, the 
winners were: Hayes 93, Huggins 82, Coppersmith 80, Lober 30 and 
Schilling with 18 bulls respectively. There was much interest during 
the measuring up of the shots and the rule of the measurer was 
closely watched. The scale is divided into 400th of an inch, and the 
figures as given below show the number of parts by this scalp. So 
Dorrler’s leading bulleye, which brought him 6th prize, was 26-400 of 
an inch from center of buU to center of shot, or about 1-16 of an inch. 
The conditions of the match made it open to all comers. The bulls¬ 
eye is 4in. in diameter, placed in a black of 12in., with the following 
prizes: 1st $40. 2d $30 M $25, 4th $20, 5th $18, 6th $16, 7th $15, 8th $14, 
0th $13, loth $12, llth $10,12th $10, 13th $9,14th $8, 15th $7,16th$6,17th 
$6, 18th $5. 19th $5, 20rh $4, 21st $4. 22d S3, 23d $-3, 24th $3, 25th $2, 26th 
$2, 27ch $2, 28th $1,29th $1, .SOth $1, Tickets for 10 shots $1. Each 
shooter can obtain but one prize. The shooter making the best 3 
bullseyes ivill be entitled to the first prize. The shooter making the 
second best 3 bullseyes will be entitled to the second prize. The 
shooter making the third best 3 bullseyes will be entitled to the 
thii d prize. The shooter making the best 2 bullseyes will be entitled 
to the fourth prize. The shooter maldng the second best 2 bullseyes 
will be entitled to the fifth prize. The shooter making the best bulls¬ 
eyes will be entitled to tne sixth prize, and so on. The score stood: 
W Hayes. 90 119Ja 126I4-336U 
David Miller.177^^ 70 112 -359^ 
J A Huggins.129 110 136 -375 
C J Zercler. 42^^ 147 ... -139}^ 
AVanderhorst.. 68 156 ... —22314 

Dorrler 26, Gentzch 98, F. Watts 106, Blatter 113, Kareher 116, Holtz- 
man 116)4, Coppersmith 119, Farrow 131, Flaeh 137)4. J. Schneider 
1.38)4, A. llegerow 145. J. D. Delehanty 151, Lober 161, Wm. Klein 
159)4. Ph. Klein 179, Brown 199, B. Zettler 212, Lust 210, Joiner 222, 
S. j“Lyon 236, Sehalk 244, SchUling 261)4. 

The team match was shot on the afternoon of Tuesday and was 
mo.st closely fought. It was upon the ring target, making a possible 
score of 250 per man, under the following conditions: Open to all 
regularly organized clubs, four men to a tern, 10 shots per man, on 
ring target. Each man must have been a member of the club he 
shoots with at least three months previous to date of match. Each 
club may enter as many teams as it may desire, but no shooter can 
shoot in more than one team. Each team will be awarded a gold 
medal, lo be presented to tbe member making the highest score. 
After deducting 10 per cent, of receipts and cost of medals, the bal¬ 
ance will be divided pro rata according to the number of teams 
entered. 

The scores in this match ran: 
First Zettler Team. 

M Dorrler.208 
C Zimmerman.191 
A Loner ..206 
AV Farrow.205 

Second Newark Team. 
I Norris .201 
J PDelahanty.191 
G Sehalk .109 
G Wiegman.199 

C G Zettler.19.3-1003 H Blatter.196— 986 
First Newark Team. 

J Coxipersmith.209 
A Begerow.181 
H Von der Horst.206 
F Watts..194 
W Hayes.206- 996 

Second Zettler Team. 
G Joiner.206 
J H Brown.201 
L Flach..189 
B Zettler.190 
P Miller......m- 988 

First German-American Team. 
E Hoizmann.310 
J Schneider.183 
V Steinbach.191 
C Gensch.188 
B Walther.187- 959 
Second German-American Team. 
C W Kareher.194 
H Albig.198 
ILuft.179 
H Guenther.167 
P Meier.187— 92= 

HAVERHILL, MASS., RU'LE CLUB, June 12.—Practice match, 
standard target: 
JF Brown.. 8 10 7794889 8-78 
J P M Green. 5 5 10 6 5 9 10 6 6 10—78 
JBu-sfield.  6 6 7 10 8 5 7 5 10 5-66 
A Edgerly. 4 10 7666866 7—65 
WWorthen.  6 3 10 7 7 6 5 4 10 5—63 
E Brown . 5 10 5 4 4 6 8 8 8 6-62 

Telegraph match vs. Thomaston, Conn., Rifle Club, 6 men; 
W D Palmer. 6 8 10 7 7 7 4 9 9 10-77 
SE Johnson. 3 9 6 7 6 10 6 8 8 7—68 
J F Brown . 8 6 9 10 7 7 8 9 5 9-76 
JBusfleld. 9 6 7 7 7 7 8 9 4 10-74 
W Worthen. 5 10 7264663 8-56 
E Brown. 6 9 6 7 9 6 9 9 10 9-80-431 

Thomaston telegraphed 377. 

MANCHESTER, N. H., June 11.—The scores made at the rifle range 
this afternoon included the following at 200yds. 

Practice Match. 
C Foster..28 29 27-84 

Handicap Match. 
N Johnson.9 7 6 10 6 5 6 5 7 7—68 

Off-Hand Medal Match. 
C W Lyman.9 6 7 8 7 8 7 9 10 9-80 
Morris. 9995767 10 5 9-75 

ECole.10 68975696 6-71 
TC William.10 6 6 10 4 4 9 6 8 6—68 

Rest Match. 
CM Henry.10 9 8 7 7 9 10 9 10 9-88 

WILMINGTON, Del., June .3.—Matches were held by the Wilming¬ 
ton Rifle Club this afternoon at Schuetzen Park. First match, Creed- 
moor target. 200yds. off-hand and prizes divided by score classes. 
After deciding ties the prizes were awarded as follows: First to S. J. 
Newman, second to J. B. Bell, third to U. Fuller and fourth to C. 
Carleton. The following is the full score out of possible 25 points: 
SJ Newman . 45464-22 Charles Heinel, Sr.45434-20 
Robert Miller.44445 -21 C Carleton.334.53—18 
Jerome B Bell.65344—21 William A Bacon.43343-17 
JW Scott.44641—21 J E Newman.4!334—17 
U Fuller .44444-20 Frank Murray.40463-16 
William F Seeds.44444-20 David MagUl.84405-16 

The second was a ten-shot match. Massachussetts target, 200yds. 
off-hand and prizes divided among the highest scores. Ties decided, 
the prizes were awarded as follows: First to Robert Miler, second to 
Charles Heinel, Sr., third to William F. Seed.s, fourth to U. Fuller and 
fifth to J. B. Bell. The full score is as follows out of possible 120 
points: 
R. Miller. 4 10 10 12 8 10 11 10 7 12-96 
0 Heinel, Sr.10 9 8 10 10 10 11 8 8 8-93 
W F Seeds.12 6 10 8 10 8 5 10 11 11—91 
U Fuller.10 10 6 10 8 9 8 11 8 9-89 
J B Bell. 9 11 6 8 11 9 9 10 5 8—86 
AV A Bacon. 8 11 8 3 9 10 5 11 8 6-79 
JE Newman. 9 6 9 5 6 7 9 11 10 9-79 
C Carleton,. 68976 11 86 10 8-79 
SJ Newman.12 10 7 5 4 6 10 6 4 11—74 
JW Scott. 7 4 6 9 6 9 8 6 9 8—72 

{ F Murray..  6 6 7 5 3 4 9 8 11 9-68 
MASSACHUSETTS RIFLE ASSOOIATION.-The annual spring 

meeting of the Ma,ssachusett8 Rifle Aasociation will be held at the 
rangeat Walnut Hill, June 17.18 and 19. It is to be a handicap match 
200yds„ off-hand, 7 rounds, 4 scores to oount, entries imlimited. The 
principal prizes are: Boston Herald enp, $60; gold coin, $40; gold 
coin, $30; oil painting, by A. L. Brackett, $30; gold coin, $20; gold 
coin, $15; Victory silver medal, $15. There are thirty-four other 
prizes of money, Rogers’ groups, engravings, scarf pine, etc., the 
whole aggregating a money value of $447. The Victory silver medal 
will be awarded the competitor making the highest aggregate on 
four scores on this match, without handicap. There will be a rest 
match, 200yd8., any position or rest, any rifle under lOlbs. weight, 
without telescopic sights and not less that 31bs. pull. Entries the 
same as in match 1. The prizes are valued in total at $75. 

BOSTON, June 10.—There was a small attendance of riflemen at 
the Walnut Hill range to-day, R. Reed made a fine score of 89 and 
another of 86. 

Decimal Off-Hand, 200yds. 
RReed, D. 9 9 10 10 8 10 8 10 8 7—89 
J Frances (open sights), C.10 10 8 6 10 6 7 9 10 9-84 
JNFrye, D.10 997 10 9766 8—82 
F Carter (mil), B. 8 7 5 10 5 7 10 10 8 7-77 
W H Oler, D. 5 6 8 4 7 8 10 8 6 9-71 
N F Tufts, C. 8 8566 10 794 9-71 
H Withington. 0.3 7 5 8 5 6 6 7 7 6-59 

June 12.—Rifle matches were shot at Walnut Hill to day. The at¬ 
tendance was not large. Mr. Francis Rabbeth made a remarkable 
score of 98 out of a possible 100. with a Sharp’s military rifle. Mr. 
Fellows scored a fine 87 in the Victory match. 

SOOyds. Military Match. 
Lieut Grant.5.5464^55-48 C A Parker.8455554355-44 
M G With am.4555445454-45 John Qualicut.5543564544-44 

Decimal Off-Hand Match. 
RReed, D.. 9 10 9 10 7 3 10 10 10 10-88 
J B Fellows, D. .. .7 8 9 9 10 10 10 9 6 9—87 
WHOler, D. 8 8 8 6 10 7 0 3 10 7—73 
G BYenetchi, A. 5397 10 6649 6-69 
H Withington, C . 6 10 5 6 4 7 7 6 8 9—68 
F Carter (mil), D. 9 6 8 6 8 10 6 5 .3 5—66 
F Carter (mil), B. 756656973 6—65 

Rest Match. 
D L Cha.se.10 10 10 10 10 10 10 9 10 10—99 
J Francis (mil).9 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 9 10-H8 
NAVashburn.10 9 10 10 10 10 10 9 8 10-96 
J Hurd, A. 9 8 9 9 10 10 10 10 10 10-95 
S Winchester.10 10 10 10 8 10 9 10 7 10—94 

WILLMINGTON, Del,, June 9.—The regular weekly public rifle 
matches were held under the management of the Wilmington Rifle 
Club at Schuetzen Park to-day. First match, Creedmoor target, 
200yds., off-hand, prizes by score classes: 
C Heinel, Sr. K S.65444-22 J Manz, Win.44444—20 
R MUler, R S .45544—22 H A Heinel, Win.24444—20 
J E Newman, R S.45444—21 I W Seeds, Ral .43544—20 
S J Newman, R S.45643-21 W A Bacon, KS.64343—19 
H B Seeds, May.44454—21 H Simpson, Bal.82442—15 

C. Heinel. Sr., first, J. E. Newman second, H. A. Heinel third, W. 
A. Bacon fourth. 

Second Match.—Massachusetts target, 200yds., off-haud, prizes by 
highest scoee-': 
Chas Heinel, Sr.9 10 10 10 10 11 11 12 10 11—104 
Harry A Heinel.12 8 11 8 8 8 9 11 12 10- 97 
Irwin W Seeds. 8 6 11 8 10 12 6 12 9 10— 92 
John Manz. -.11 10 9 11 12 6 10 6 8 7- 9C 
Robt Miller. 8 11 9 9 12 9 10 8 2 10— 88 
Chas Hubner. 9 6 9 8 8 10 10 10 11 9- 87 
AVm F Seeds. 5 5 10 12 7 9 11 9 7 6- 81 
S J Newman. 8 8 7 3 7 8 9 9 9 9— 77 
Henry B Seeds. 8 11 8 8 6 2 9 8 8 6- 74 
JE Newman. 9 7 0 11 9 3 6 11 6 6- 68 
Wm A Bacon.12 8852377 11 2— 65 
Howard Simpson. 2 7 6 11 11 3 8 3 2 6— 62 

Chas. Heinel, Sr., first prize, Harry Heinel second, Irwin W. Seeds 
thirdj John Manz fourth, Robt. Miller fifth. 

Third match, same conditions as at second; 
S J Newman.12 9 10—31 JE Newman. 9 7 10—26 
Chas Heinel, Sr. 9 lo 9—23 Harry A Heinel.7 10 8—24 
Henry B Seeds... 9 10 8—27 Irwin W Seeds. 7 11 5—23 
John Manz.10 10 7 -27 Charle 8 Hubner. 8 9 6-23 
Rooert Miller. 9 9 9-27 Wm A Bacon.4 7 10-21 
William F Seeds. 7 11 8—26 Howa rd Simpson.12 7 0—19 

S. J. Newman first prize, Charles Heinel, Sr. second, Henry B. 
Seeds third, John Manz fourth, Robert Miller fifth,—H. S. 

MINNEAPOLIS. June 7.—The presentation of the Nevada trophy 
to Capt. James H. Gageby, Third Infantry, the commanding officer 
of the winning company, D, of the Third Infantry, took place at 
department headquarters this morning. Gen. Ruger. in pre.senting 
the emblem, simply congratulated the winners and commended their 
skill and efficiency in the use of the rifle. Capt. Gageby pledged his 
best efforts to have his company win it a second time. This trophy 
is one of the handsomest and most costly of any ever offered to a 
military organization in this country. After passing through the 
bands of various military companies in the East, it was offered in 
]8Sl as a prize to a company in the regular army making the best 
score in target practice during the season. Last year it was held by 
Company K (Gray’s), Twenty fifth Infantry. This year, as has been 
said, it becomes the property of Company D, of the Third, the award 
being based upou the general figure of merit of 129.47, 

THE REMINGTON FAILURE —Utica, N. Y. June 10.—Addison 
Brill and Aloert N. Russell. Receivers of B. Remington & Sons, of 
Ilion, to-day completed their reckoning of the a.ssets and liabilities of 
the corporation. They estimate the armory plant to be worth $473,- 
430.57, miscellaneous real estate, $22,200; machinery. $355,808.75; 
tools, $190,395.20, various equipments and stock, $251,5.37.16; merchan¬ 
dise hypothecated, $352, 219.96; stocks, bonds and notes hypothecated 
$81,197.24; book accounts, good, $20,955.88, making atoial for the 
assets of $1,711,783.94. The net liabilities secured are given at $460,- 
797.43; net liabilities, unsecured, $’73S.940.62. and net liabilities for 
labor, $65,966.22, making the total $1,255,703 27 and showing an ap¬ 
parent surplus of $456,080.67. The receivers say that the statement is 
compiled from the books of the corporation and is not fully verified. 

JAMESTOWN, N. Y., June 12.—In rifle match ye.sterday sides were 
chosen to shoot for supper at the National, Massachusetts target, 
200jd8., off-hand: 

Bums’s Team. 
Bums.11 9 10 11 10 11 11 10 12 11—106 
Brown.10 8 10 12 11 12 9 10 12 9—103 
Curtiss. 9 10 9 12 2 12 7 7 7 11- 86 
Baker.10 9 8 2 7 6 11 6 10 10— 78 
Haycook. 7 11 5 10 7 7 3 9 8 10- 77—450 

Norton’s Team. 
Hazeltine. 9 11 12 10 11 10 12 12 11 12-110 
Norton.11 10 10 10 12 10 10 11 10 10-104 
Ward.12 8 10 8 2 0 8 11 11 10- 80 
Bolton. 0 2 10 10 8 4 9 2 4 9— 58 
Gokey. 4 5 0 8 7 5 10 5 4 7— 65-407 

Zero. 
MANCHESTER, N. H., June S.—The best scores made at the rifle 

range this afternoon were as follows: 
Off-hand match, rounds 10, possible 100; 

CD Palmer. 7 8 10 8 10 10 10 4 8 8-88 
Rest match, rounds 10, possible 100; 

CM Henry. 7 10 9 9 9 10 8 8 10 10-90 
EG Williams. 58 10 847536 5-61 

GARDNER, Mass., June 10.—At the last regular meet of the Gard¬ 
ner Rifle Club, at Hackmatack Range, the standard American target 
was used, distance 200yd‘’.. shooting off hand, resulting as follows: 
G. F. Ellsworth, 79 80-159; A. Mathews. 84 73-167; Geo. Warfield, 
73 73—146; G. C. Goodale, 72 72-144; J. B. Newton, 69 67-133; C. N. 
Edgell, 68 67—130; C. Leland, 63 63-126; Parker, 64 69—123; E. L. 
Taft, 47 56—103. 

NEWARK, N. J.—A rifle match which, judging from the former 
w’ork of the parties interested, will be the mo.st closely contested of 
any shot in this vicinltT for years, will come off at Union Hill next 
Saturday afternoon between W. Hayes, of the Newark Shooting 
Society, and M. Dorrler, of the Zettler Rifle Club of New York. Each 
man will fire 100 shots at a ring target, 200vds.. hair trigger rifles. 
Both men are in prime shooting form, and intend to make the mateh 
one of points. 

THE TRAP. 

Scores for publication should be made out on the printed blanks 
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to club 
secretaries. 

Correspondents who favor us with club scores are particularly re¬ 
quested lo write on one side of the paper only. 

ILLINOIS STATE TOURNAMENT. 

Chicago, June 7.—The twelfth annual tournament of the IlUnois 
State Sportsmen’s Association began to-day at Kleinman’s 

Shooting Park, Granu Crossing, about 200 being in attendance. 
In the shoot for the Board of Trade diamond badge there were 86 

entries. The badge is emblematic of the individual championship of 
the State. The shooting was at 15 live birds, 2.5.yds. rise, plunge traps; 
open only to members of the association. The winner of the badge 
this year will receive the entrance money at next year’s tournament. 
The entrance was $10, including birds. The prize.s were: First, dia¬ 
mond badge, valued at $500; second, “Brown” shotgun, $55; cash 
from Audubon Gun Club, $50; cash. L. Marter, $26; third, cash. 
South End Gun Club $50, suit of hunting clothes $25, total, $75; 
fourth, cash, George T. Farmer $25, cash, W. L. Shepard $15, total, 
$40. The score was as fo flows; 

G. T. Farmer 10, C. E. Comley 11, W. H. Colcord 11, A. Ballamy 14, 
0. M. Thursley 13, W. C. Smith 14, L. S. Carter 14, A. P. Pond 12, C. E. 
Felton 15, J. H. Ashley 11, J. Huflmeyer 15, R. J. Lewis 12, H. Ensch 
14, C. S. 'Wilcox 12, R. J. Purvis 15, C. A. Riley 11, G. Cushan 14, N. 
Lawson 13, C. Burmeister 13, Dr. Henry 12, A. Stebfort 13, L. Hansler 
13, E. M. Hammond 13, J, M. Hutchinson 12, W. M. Hurhaugh 12, M. 
J. Eieh 18. W. L. Shepard 8, John Whiting, H. W. Loveday 14, George 
Planter 12, J. W. Lewis 11, Chas. Beck 15, J. R. Slice 11. J. J. Klein- 
man 12, J. A. Sexton 14, (Jeorge Beck 13, George Franklin 15, ,J. A. 
Lyman 13, J. J Smith 13, G. W. Taylor 12, J. W, Sheehan 8, R. B. Or¬ 
gan 14. W. P, Muzzy 12, L. E. Brown 13, W. Goddard 12, T. Laflip 12, 
H. Ehlers 9, P. Stone 13, J. Partington 12, L. M. Hamline 14, W. Pay- 
son 15, J. Brady 14, W. A. Henninger 7, Charles Kern 9, N. Row 10, A. 
G. Jaeger 16, Fred Dieg 11, George Klelnman 15, R. A. Turtle 13, W. 
W. McFarland 14. C. E. Gaboon 14, George Andrews 10. A. M. Fox 15, 
John Beecher 14, Abner Price 14. Abe Kleinman 15, Harry Orvis 12, 
W. W. Foss 13. H. B. Foss 13, J. N. Hall 12, H. Miller 12, H. Schaler 7, 
N. H. Roach 12, N. Lydston 14, William Stahl 13, B. Sands 14, H. H. 
Fahnstock 13. H. A. Sloan 8, C. E. Willard 10, F. H. Hollister 11, B. 
F. Weber 12, S. B. Russell 8. There were 9 ties for first prize, 16 for 
second, 19 for third and 19 for fourth. Owing to the lateness of the 
hour when the shoot was ended the tie shoot was postponed. 

Shoot No. 2 was for the Smith cup, valued at $500, the proceeds 
arising from the entrance fees to go to the Audubon Gun Club, the 
winner to hold the cup in trust and give a bond of $600 for the pro¬ 
duction of the cup next year. The contest was at 20 single blue rock 
pigeons, from three traps, 18yds. rise, entrance $5. Only Smith guns 
could be used, and were selected from a stock on the grounos, .A. M. 
Knox acted as referee. Score; L. M. Humline 11, H. C. Schorliug 5, 
J. McCraken 18, G. Christians 10, C. Riley 10, N. Larson 8, P. C. Brad¬ 
ley 7, G. Franklin 13, J, R. Stice 19, W. A. Henninger 8, C. I. Hart 9, 
J. J, Smith 8, C. M. Thursby 17, IV. C. Smith 15, L. S. Curth 16, E, 
Halerander 11, E. Gaboon 9, Kent 4, P. Stone 11, W. A. Colcord 11, 
Wilcox 9. C. E. Willard 6, J. H. Ashley 16, W H. Loveday 10, Whiting 
8, Dr. Hutchinson 8, W. L. Shepard 11, H. Orvis 9, Purvis 14, R. A. 
Turtle 16, O. H. Roach 13, Beecher 15, F. P. Taylor 9, Kelly 10. W. W. 
Foss 6, Hall 2, Webber 4, Russel 6, Kimball 16, Beck 13, Hollister 12. 
J. J. Kleinman 13, PJunter 11, Ehlers. 7, Lowe 16, F. L. Grimes 11, R. 
B. Organ 10. Lubin 12. Stice of Jacksonville having the highest score 
won the cui). Carter, Ashley, Turtle, Kimball shot off ties on 17 and 
Ashley won third, killing 9 out of 10 birds. Thursby took second. 

The twelfth annual convention of the. Illinois State Sportsmen’s 
Association was held at the Palmer House. Thirty-one clubs were 
represented by delegates on the floor. President Kern made a snort 
address, in which he deplored the reckless killing of game through¬ 
out the country. He hoped that tbe Association would take some 
action in tbe direction of the enforcement of the game laws. He ad¬ 
vocated the setting apart of large tracts of government land for 
national game preserves. In his opinion the step to be taken was the 
abolition of spring shooting. He decried the wanton shooting of 
birds of beautiful plumage, and advocated the framing of laws to 
cover this feature of so-called sportsmanship. He welcomed the 
delegates to Chicago, and trusted tnat their stay would be altogether 
a pleasant one. 

Applications for membership were read from several clubs. The 
report of the treasurer, Abner Price, showed a balance of $155 in the 
trea.sury. The rule relating to live-bird shooting, specifying that the 
shooter shall not raise his gun to his shoulder until he cries “pull,” 
was adopted almost unanimously. The following resolution was 
adopted; IFAereas, The shooting of ducks, geese and brant during 
the period tnat the process of breeding is being carried on is in direct 
opposition to the best interests of game protection, and thwarts the 
efforts of nature to repair the natural waste which occurs during the 
time they are shot and can be shot without interfering with the 
breeding interests; therefore be it 

Resolved, That the. Illinois State Sportsmens’ Association, being in 
effect wnat it is in name, is opposed to a practice so injurious to the 
best interests of sportsmen and the cause of game protection, which 
is of the utmost importance to them, and directs the law committee 
of the Association to prepare a bill and present the same to the Legis¬ 
lature prohibiting the shooting of ducks, geese, brant, and snipe, 
between Feb. 1 and Sept. 1. 

On motion of Mr. W. N. Low each club of the Association was re¬ 
quested to prosecute all violators of the game laws. 

On motion of Dr, Henry the next convention and tournament was 
set for Chicago, in August, 1887. 

The election of officers resulted as follows: President, Col. James 
A. Sexton, of the Cumberland Gun Club, Chicago; First Vice-Presi¬ 
dent, R. B. Organ, of the Chicago Shooting Club, Chicago; Second 
Vice-President, Dr. Charles Henry, of the Audubon Club, Jackson¬ 
ville, Ill.; Secretary and Treasurer, W. L. Shepard, of the Cumber¬ 
land Gun Club, Chicago. 

June 8.—There was a larger attendance bj far than on the opening 
day, and a larger number of participants in the various events. The 
presence of ladies was noticed. The first contest was the shoot-off 
on the ties in shoot No. 1 of the previous day. George Kleinman 
killed 14 out of 15 birds, thus defeating his nearest opponent, A. G. 
Jaeger. The winner is one of the Kleinman brothers, the noted 
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sportsmen, and a member of the Chicago Shooting Club, In winning 
the prize he killed 29 out of a possible 30 birds at ^yds. rise. Twenty- 
eight of the birds fell in consecuti-ve order. There were 15 ties on 14 
birds. On the shoot-off at 15 birds Ab Price killed 14 straight, defeat¬ 
ing his nearest competitor, McFarland. Price received a breechload¬ 
ing shotgun and $75 in cash. There were 19 ties on 1.3 birds. E. M. 
Hammond killed his 15 birds in order and defeated William Stohl. 
He took S50 in cash and a hunting suit. There were also 19 ties on 12 
birds. On the tenth round in the 15 bird shoot off Pond. Whiting 
and Weber had straight records, and decided to divide fourth money, 
$10. This ended the shoot, 

Shoot No. 3, a club championship contest, was then commenced. 
The teams were compo.sed of four members, each of the same club 
and belonging to the State association, and the shoot was at 10 live 
birds each man. at 25yda. rise. Owing to the lateness of the hour the 
shoot was only partially carried out. The first prize will be a $100 
diamond badge given by the association, and four diamond badges, 
one to go to each member of the winning team. The score will be 
given with to-rnorrow's record. 

While the team shoot was in progress the open tournament was 
commenced. It opened with a contest at ten Peoria blackbirds at I8yds. 
rise, free for all. The score stood as follows: Lynde 3, Thurshy 7, 
Lamphier 9, Erb 4. Coppins 8, Cotton 7. Smith 7, Beck 2. Pond 5. 
Ashley 8. Lowe 6, Still 6, Hayward 6, May 8, Alexander 4. Aiken 6. 
Sheldon 7. McDulT 8. Woodson 7, Edwards 8, Godfrey 9, Hamburg 7, 
Wells 6. C. W. Sneldon 7, Brewer 6. Phillips 1. Shaft 6. B White 7. 
Chamber'ain 9, Sherman 8, W. Cook 8. Bellamy 7. Strawn 4. Brown 8. 
Hill 7, Carter 7, Gillespie 6, Flynn 9, S, .Jones 2 (withdrew). Bushnell 3. 
Gaboon 9, J. Brewer 7, Wadsworth 8. Turtle 5. Lewis 4, Briggs 7. 
Brady 4, Hollister 7. Roach 7, Lane 8, Henninger 7, Taylor 7, P. Stone 
3, W. H. Erb 5, W. O. Smith 8. Fahnestock 8, Black 6, Grimes 5. Bar¬ 
nard 6, George Kleinman 7, Beck 7, Orvis 8, Hammond 5. Hainline 7, 
Franklin 8, Alrey 3, Stohl G, Willard 10, Harbaugh G, Eimbali 6, Jones 
4, Berger 7, McCartney 8, Laflin 8. Booth 5. Loyd 6, Peterson 8, Brown 
8. Fox 3. Phillips 8, Riley 9, Harris 5, Wilcox 7, Okerbauser 7. Dilg 4, 
Thomas 4, Sheppard 3. As may be seen by the score there were 
ninety three entries. C. E. Willard took first money, $116.26. On the 
shoot-off for second money. $59.75, J. R. Stice of Jacksonville, won 
and took the purse. He killed six straight bird.s. Edwards, Wads¬ 
worth, Kimball and Orvis divided third money. $46.50. 

A 6-birds weep.stake shoot was then shot.' There were 62 entries. 
Hill. Cook, McHnff and Bandle divided first money. $18.20; Stice took 
second money, $10.92. and third money—$7 28—was not shot for on 
account of the lateness of the hour. 

June 9.—The State shooting tournament was continued yesterday 
at Grand Crossing. Now that the open tournament has been com¬ 
menced a number of faces of w'eil known shooters about the countrv 
and some from distant States were noticed among the crack shots. 
The usual large attendance was present, and much interest is being 
manifested in the various events. The first event of the day, and 
probably the most interesting of the whole tournament, was the team 
shoot. The contest, which was close throughout, was at 10 live 
pigeons each man, at 25yds. rise. The following score resulted: 

South End Gun Club-John Palm 7, Geo. Christians 9, J. M. Hutch¬ 
inson 9, M. .1. Eich 9—34. 

Decatur Gun Club—C N. Powers 10, W. C. Smith 10, L. E Brown 9, 
L. S. Carter 10—39. 

Blue Island Gun Club-G. Hasburg7, Dr. Brass 9, G. Boeber 7, G. 
Airy 9—32. 

Calumet Gun Club—E. Seyfert 6, J. Tboening 8, W. Kreuger 10, H. 
Beer 7—84. 

Diana Gun Club-L. Hensler 8, A. Stafford 6, H. Ehlers 8, C. Bur- 
meister 8—30. 

Chicago Shooting Club—G. Kleinman 9,W. G. Payson 6, R. B Organ 
8. Abe Kleinman 10—85. 

Naperville Gun Club—B. Sherman 10, F. Grimes 5, C. W. Sheldon 9, 
J. H. Ashley 10- 31. 
> Maksawha Gun Club—Charles Kern 8, J Whi ing 9, W. Muzzy 8, T. 
Wilmarth 9—34. 

Auburn Gun Club—W. Goddard 8, J. Shoeling 4, H. Shirling 5, J. M. 
McCracken 4—21. 

Chicago Gun Club—Percy Stone 8, C. H. Roach 5, A. M. Fox 8, E 
M. Hammond 8—29. 

-'imrod Gun Club—W. Hartman 8, Metcafl 6, C. W. Fairbanks 5, J. 
H. Taylor 6—25. 
' Evanston Gun Club—George Franklin 10. Q. Beck 10, J. Smith 7, F. 
Dilge 9 36. 

Havelock Gun Club—J. Auffmeyer 10, H. Enseh 7, R. J. Lewis 7, R. 
J. Purvis 8-32. 

Austin Gun Club—Traill 6, G. Davis 8, W. Cook 8, W. A. Henninger 
6-27. 

Audubon Gun Club (Chicago)—John Kleinman 10, W. W. Foss 9 C. 
E. Felton 8, H. F. Orvis 9—86. 

Cumberland Gun Club—J. Gardner 9, Geo. Farmer 9. J. A. Snyder 
8, W. W. McFarland 8-34. 

Lake George Gun Club—J. Brady 9. Jaeger 8, J. F. Phillips 8, R. A. 
Turtle 10—35. 

Geneseo Sporting Club—W, H. Harbaugh 8, T. Laflin 8, W. Stohl 9, 
B. Sands 10-35. 

Forester Guu Club—Ed Price 10, 6. C. Mosher 9, C. E.Willaid 8, Abe 
Price 9—36. 

Audubon Gun Club (Jacksonville)—Dr. HeniylO, C. E. Strawn 7, B. 
White 7, J. R, Stice 8—32. 

Forest City Gun Club—J. N. Buker 8, S. J. Smith 9, Q. W. Taylor 7, 
A. niitchins 10—34. 

Illinois Valley Gun Club—F. F. Fahnestock 8, R. E. Franklin 8, H. 
Connor 7, J. W. Bruner 7—30. 

The Decatur Gun Club, of Decatur, HI., makJngthe highest score— 
39 birds out of a possible 40—took the diamond badges and will be 
ranked as the champion team of the Slate during the coming year. 
For the second prize. $65 in cash, there were four contesting clubs, 
the Evanston, Geneseo, Forester and Audubon. On the fourth shoot- 
off Aububon was shot out and the prize was divided by the remain 
ing teams. Teams from the Chicago Shooting Club and the Lake 
George Snortsmen’s Association were tied for the third prize, a 
double split bamboo rod and $25 in cash. On the shoot-off Lake 
George dropped out. For the fourth prize—a dozen rubberhead de¬ 
coys and 2.(K10 paper shells—South End, Naperville, Maksawha, Cum¬ 
berland and Forest City were tied. Naperville did not show up and 
on the shoot-off Maksawba and Cumberland divided. 

Shoot No. 6 followed. It was a contest at 10 blue rock pigeons, 
iSyls. rise. There were 34 entries. The score follows: Gillespie lO, 
Henninger 7, Ashley 8, McDuff 10, Sheldon 8, Wadsworth 8, Denning 
6. Headers 10, Bandle 9, Teipel 10. Hill 7, Budd 9, Baker 8, Chamber¬ 
lin 7, Brewer 7, Still 6, Alexander 7, Thursby 7, Twitchell 7, Rilev 9. 
Cook 3, Fred Erb 5 (withdrew). Games 8, Sherman 6, Bower 7,VVilfard 
8, Hayward 5, Orvis 6, Cotton 7, Franklin 5, Bellamy 4, Kimball 10, 
Carter 9, Henry 6. First money, $76.60, was divided by Gillespie, 
McDuff, Headers, Kimball and Teipel. Second money, $45.90, was 
treated likewise by Bandle, Budd, Riley and Carter, while $36.60, the 
third money, was taken care of by Ashley, Sheldon and Baker after 
three shoot-offs. 

There were 54 entries for shoot No. 8, at 15 blackbirds, 9 singles and 
3 pairs, open to all. The score was as follows, the first figure repre¬ 
senting the total on singles and the latter on pairs: Bandle 8 4. Tei¬ 
pel 8 6. McDuff 9 5, F. Erb 8 6, Sheldon 8 5, McCartney 6 3. Maystone 
4 7, Ashley 6 4, Chamberlin 7 5, Headers 6 5, Stice 8 6, Willard 6 5, 
Budd 6 3, Hill 9 6, Fahnestock 3 :3. O’Boyle 6 4. Cotton 6 6, Baker 4 5, 
Gillispie 9 3, Cummings 4 3, J. E. Riley8 3, Kimball 7 5, White 8 4. 
Wadsworth 9 5, Denning 8 4, Carter 7 5. Davis 4 5, Bartholomae 4 3, 
Edwards 5 5, Franklin 6 3. C. Sheldon 8 3, Gaboon 7 6, Wells 6 6. Barr 
5 3, Hunter 4 5, Fuller 4 5, L. E. Brown 6 4, L. Van Vleck 6 1, B. Rock 
9 5, Lamphier 1 2, Hayward 9 4, Stannard 9 4, Gaines 8 5, O. Wilcox 
2 0, Shaft 6 S, Still 7 5. Cook 8 4. Smith 4 3, Lambert 5 1, Twitchell 5 5, 
J. Wilcox 7 3, Riley 4 5, Stacy 7 3. Stice, Wadsworth, Rock, Teipel, 
McDuff, Hill and Fred Erb divided first money, $70.20 without a shoot 
off. Hayward, Stanuard, Gaines and Sheldon divided second money, 
$52.65. Bandle, Gillispie and Carter took third money, $35.10; and C. 
W. .<heIdon and Andy Headers divided fourth money. $17.55, after a 
shoot-off. 

Inen commenced shoot No. 5, for a purse of $1,000, divided as fol¬ 
lows: $400 to first, $300 to second, $200 to third,. $76 to fourth, and 
$25 to fifth. The contest was at 12 live birds from five ground traps 
at 30yds. rise. English rule to govern. The shoot was begun late 
lat&and score will be finished to morrow. 

June 10.—The most interesting and at times exciting shoot in the 
Illinois State tournament thus far was held to-day. Cheers were fre¬ 
quently heard when a favorite stepped to the score aud killed bis 
bird. There was the usual large attendance. The first shoot of the 
day was a contest at 10 blue rock pigeons at 18yds. rise, $5 entrance. 
There were 31 entries. The score at the close of the shoot stood as 
follows: Bandle 7, Teipel 8, Carter 9. McDuff 7. Sheldon 8, Wads¬ 
worth 7, Irwin 7, Headers 7, Budd 8, Ashley 8. F. Erb 10, Thursby 9, 
Hill 9. Gaboon 9, B. White 8, Hollister 7, Willard 8, Demlng 9, Nathass 
6. J. E. Reilly 8, B, Rock 6, Lamphire 7, Stice 10, C. W. Sheldon 10, 
Shaft 8, Nickerson 5, Badger 6, Gaines 7. Cotton 9, Eaton 8. Franklin 
10. Twitchell 6, Kimball 9, (Jillespie 10. First money, $78.75, was 
divided by Gillespie, Stice, Fred Erb, Sheldon and Franklin without a 
shoot off. Carter, Thursby, Hill, Gaboon, Deming, Cotton and. Kim¬ 
ball treated likewise second money, $17.25. After a shoot-off, Budd 
and Bob White divided third money. $81.50. 

In the meantime, shoot No. 5 on the regular programme, com¬ 
menced the day previous, was being held. This proved the great 
shoot of the tournament. The contest was for a purse of $1,000, and 
in the main shcot alone there were 972 pigeons shot at. The purse 
was divided as follows: $400 to first, $300 to second, $200 to third, 

$75 to fourth and $25 to fifth. English rules governed, allowing the 
use of both barrels. Guns of 12 or smaller gauge were allowed half a 
yard lo the gauge. Others shot at 35yds. The majority of the birds 
flew well, and many a neat shot was made at a long distance with the 
second barrel, always evoking applause. The score stood as follows: 
Beck 12, J. Wilcox 12. Van Vleck 10, Harbaugh 8, A. Price 12, Felton 
11. Carter 12. Starin 12, Stohl 22. McDuff 12, Hill 12. Brady 10. Wood- 
rmg 12, Brewer 12, Gillespie 12, Wadsworth 11, Thursby 10, Bellamy 7, 
N. Row 11, Maystone 11, Godfrey 8. Hutchinson 11, Shepard 7. Ebiers 
10. McCartney 12. C. Kern 8, Wilmarth 12, Chamberlin 9, Williams 9, 
R E. Sheldon 9. B. Rock 12. Ovis 12, Draco 10, Wilcox 9, Abe Klein- 
man 12, Jaeger 8. Irwin 11, W. Baker II. Sands 10, Farmer 10, EicU 10, 
G. Kleinman 12. Fox 10, Headers 9. Deming 10, AshlevO. Nickerson 10, 
Budd 10, Tlepei 10. J. B. Reilly 12, Twitched 8, Willard 7. Hollister 7, 
Whiting 10. W. W. Foss 10, Bandle 10, Fred Erb 12, Franklin 11. B. 
White. 10. Hammond 4 (withdrew), Hasdell 9, Badger 8, Shaft 10. J. J. 
Smith 10, R. E Franklin 10, W. C. Smith 12, John Kleinman 11. Turtle 
11, Dilg 10, Reed 9, Barr 10, Christians 11, Stice 11. J. L. WMIliams 9, 
C. Beck 11, Laflin 12, Tucker 9, Muzzy 10. EUiolt 10; Cotton 10, Hen¬ 
ninger 10. There were 82 entries, and of these 20 made straight 
scores—Beck, Wilcox. A. Price, Carter, Starin, Stohl, McDuff, Hill, J. 
G. Rielly, Woodring, Brewer, (jillespie. McCartney, G. Kleinman, A. 
Kleinman, Wilmarth, Orvis, W. C. Smith, Fred Erb and Laflin, Each 
of the 20 men pulled out his entrance money, $15, leaving $:00 to be 
shot for. By the time tho sixth shool-offi bad been completed all had 
been shot out except Starin, McDuff. Hill, Reilly, G. Kleinman and 
Orvis. These divided the $1 0. Starin, one of the 6 who made a 
straight score to the end, is a cripple, both legs having been cut off 
in an accident some years ago. There wtre 13 shooter.s tisd for 
second money. After a shoot off the amount was divided bv May¬ 
stone. Baker, J. Kleinman, Turtle, and Christians. Ties on 10, 9 and 
8 were postponed until to morrow. 

June 11.—The first event to-day was the shoot-off to decide third, 
fourth and fifth moneys in shoot No. 5. There were 27 shooters tied 
on 10 for third money, $i00. Before the shobt-ofl each dre-v out $5 
and shot for the remaining $63. Rock, White, Thursby and Dilg 
divided the •■um. There were 10 ties for fourth money, $76. Each 
took out $5, and on the shoot-off Ashley and Sheldon took the rest. 

Shoot No. 7 followed, at 10 live birds from 5 ground traps 30yds. 
rise, Engii.sh rules, allowing the use of both barrels. There were 67 
entries at $'.0 each. As first money amounted to about $175, the shoot 
was watched with interest. The score resulted as follows: Farmer 8, 
Walker 9, Orvis 10, Wilcox 5, Draco 5, Starin 8, J. Williams 9, Riley 9, 
Thursby 7. Stice 9, G. Kleinman 9. Hill 8, E’ b 10, Q. Beck 8, Brewer 
10, McDuff 9. Meaders 9, Wooding 10, Wadsworth 10. Maystone 7, 
Harbaugh 7, Caiter 10, McCartney 9. A. Kleinman 9, Badger 10, Tuttle 
8, Budd 9. Peterson 4, Gillispie 7, Sheldon lO, Kern 8, Twitchell 10, 
Ashley 10. Deming 10. Stohl 6, Colcord 6, Bandle 8, Tiepel 8, A. Price 
9, Elliott 9. Rock 9, Whiting 9, Christians 9, Eich 9, Reed 8, J. Klein- 
man 7, Baker 10, White 10, W. W. Foss 7. Bellamy 7, Chamberlin 9, N. 
Row 2 0. Strawn 10, E. Williams 8, Van Vleck 9, Shaft 6, Franklin 7, 
Ehlers 1 (withdrawn). For first money there were 14 straight scores. 
They were made by Orvis, Brewer, Woodring, Wadsworth, Carter. 
Badger. Sheldon, Twitchell, Ashley, Deming, Baker, White, Strawn 
and F. Erb. On the third shoot-off Sheldon, Twitchell, Baker, Stravvn 
aud Erb remained, and on the next shoot off Sheldon was dropped 
from the winning ranks Those remaining divided the $174. Tnero 
were 17 ties an 9 oirds, and after 9 exciting rounds Stice, (5 Kleinman, 
McCartney. Rock, Eich and Van Vleck divided second money, $130.50, 
The ties on 8 and 7 were not shot off. Third money amounts lo $87, 
and fourth to $43 60. 

June 12.—Today finished the tournament, the crowd was small, 
most of the sportsmen having returned to their homes. The first 
shoot was the lies lor third and fourth money In shoot No. 7, which 
was not finished yesterday. For third money eleven tied. After one, 
round on the tie shoot all dropped out except Farmer, Teiple, Price, 
and E. Williams, who divided $87. Eight were lied lor fourth money, 
$13.50. and this was divided between Maystone. Gillespie and Foss. 

Shoot No. 9 was at three pair of live birds, twenty-one yards rise, 
from five ground traps; $5 entrance. There were forly-nihe entries, 
and but nine straight scores. The finish of the first round of the lie 
shoot left Starin. Budd, Bundle and Stice, whodivideil first money, 
S'!2.26. Turtle, Twitchell, Teiple, Hill and Shehion shot out nine 
others on the tie shoot for second money. $19.35, and divided. 
Woodring, Cotton, White and Farmer divided $.32.90, third money. 

In shoot No. 10, at seven live birds, there were flrt5'-four entries. 
Sixteen tied for first money, $87:75, which was divided between Rock, 
Woodriag, McDnfl', Cnrter, Sliolilon and Tliurshy, after all others 
were shot out. F-rb, Teiple and Hill divided second money, $02.65, 
and Slice took third, $35,10. A. B. Wadsworth and Abe Kleinman 
tied for the Mussy average medal, each having killed forty-seven out 
of possible fifty birds. They will shoot off the tie at a future dale. 

Crescent Team. Pelican Team. 
G A White. 15 E B Ping. 
R W Colorab. .17 D Dugazon. . .17 
R E Roman. .21 E Dickson. 
Paul Landry. .10 G Ellis. 
Eug Balade . .15 G Surgeron. 
D F Harrison. -102 ESDeBlanc. 

The shoot off resulted in favor of the Crescent Gun Club by a 

TRENTON, N. J.—Trenton Gun Club, June 10. Ligowsky clay 
Tiigcons, 5 traps, 6yds. apart, all at highest tension, 18yds: 
JStradling.4100111101000110001111011-15 
CH Allen .0111101101111101111111111-21 
J D Evans.1000100100001010010010110— 9 
J M Allen .lOIOlOOlOlUlllllIlillOll—19 
Wm Barwis .011111010.001110100110100-14 
C A Neale.lOlllOOlOOlOlliOllOOOOOll—13 
II M Loveless.OOlllllOinOllllllOl —15 
AS Leigh .IIIIIOIOOIOOIOIOOIII —12 
WmFish ' .1000110010100000111011101-12 
LK Hall .11100111.01010111011000010-14 
J Williams .OOIOOOIIOU10101100100111-13 
J M Alien.lllOliniOllOOliOlllOllOl—18 
C H Allen .1101111111110111111011101-21 
JStradling.0110100111 -6 
WmFish.1000010010 —3 

FLEMINGTCN. N. J., June 12.—Flemington Sportsman’s Club, at 
20 globe flights. 21yds , one trap, weather fine: 
W A Colter.10011011110101011110-1-3 
G W Hyde.11011011011111011111-16 
A Sheppard. 11110101111111111111-18 
G Reading.00101IIOIOOIOIOOIIIO-IO 
NReed .11010110111111011111—16 
H Suvdam’.'.00111111001100110110-12 
C Emmons.10111111101010010 11—13 

Next shoot July 4 
THE RAUB CLAY DISKS.—Mr. .Toseph L. Ranh, the inventor of 

the cardboard disks and the magazine target trap for their use, has 
carried out his idea a step turtlier, and now offers a target which 
wilt break, and so meet the demands of that large class of shooters 
who like to “see Ike feathers fty" when they have made a hit. The 
new target is a thin disk of burnt clay, and may be put in the trap 
now sent out with the straw board markers. 

TAT-LAHASSEii, Fla.—The fifth inter-Stale tournament, under the 
auspices of the National Gun Association, will be held at Tallahassee, 
Fla.. June 21. 22 and 23,1886. There will be team, individual and 
sweepstakes shooting at live pigeons, live martins, clay-pigeons, 
globe flights, etc. Prizes aggregating over $2,500 in cash, also a, dia¬ 
mond badge and two gold medals. Borne 2,000 live pigeons have been 
secured, and a lively time is anticipated. Arrangements have been 
made for special railroad and hotel rates.—U. A. Kline. 

TOPSHAM. Me., May 31.—Riverside Club shoot, 30 pigeons, blue 
rocks and bats, I8yds. rise: 
Alexander.1110111101 11111 11111 ll’lO 11111-27 
Purinion .. .Ollll Hill 11111 11111 11110 11111-28 
M C Hall .llOIl lim 00010 11101 11101 01001-20 
A OGoud .10111 Omi 11111 Ollll lino 11111-26 
A B Hal' ..mil moo 11001 00100 00100 00111-16 
s strout.10011 10111 01011 01011 10101 11010-19 
CGoud .Ollll 11111 10001 mil 11110 01011—23 
Keene .Hill OOOOI Hill 11000 OOloO 11011—18 
York .mil 10111 10011 OlOlO 01000 01010—17 
Carr.V..00010 OlOlO 11100 01011 11010 01000—13 

JEFFERSON CITY, Mo., June 1.—The Jefferson City Gun Club 
bad its regular badge shoot at Sportsmen Park to-day, at 15 globe 
flights under the new handicap rules of the club: 
J W Henry. 26yd8.101111111111011—13 
W A Moore, 36yds.lUlOlOUllOllll—11 
W A Dallmeyer. 23yds.....111100011010100— 8 
W S Brotherton, 24yds.100111101110011—10 
W A Dallmeyer, 23yds.011 11101 OOOOIOl- 8 
W A Fleming, 18yds.001100100011000— 5 
J A Linhardt, 20yds.10Oilllll(X)0li0— 9 
A Brandenberger, 17yds.10(XK)0100101(K»— 4 

The badge was won by J. W. Henry for the second lim?, if won 
again at the next match, it will become his personal property. 

WASHINGTON, D. C., June 4,—The members of the Capital City 
Gan Club shot on their grounds to-day at 15 birds each. 
Mills.lonoioioiimi—11 Peck.HOIOOHOOOOOOO— 6 
Wagner.011010111111110-11 Small.llOiOlOOOOOlOOO- 5 
Green.111001110001110- 9 Hosford.000010100010000—3 
Wilson.OOllUlOlllllOlO- 9 

SARATOGA, June 4.—The gun club met to-day and made a trial of 
the new metal birds; they proved to be much more difficult to hit 
than the clay-birds used heretofore, Following is the score: 
W B Gage. 1111101110-8 L G O Cramer.0010101110—5 
HM Levengston, Jr..0011111111-8 A G Hull.0110101000-4 
W A Coster.lOlOnOlOl-6 A Liiienthal.HOOOOlOOl—I 
W H Bockes.0010111010-6 

UTICA, June 11.—On Riversine Park tliis aftefnoon, the members 
of the Oneida County Sportsmen’s Club had their first shoot for the 

OTesident’s prize. Following was the score at clays: 
W n Booth.1001011111- 7 n 10 ii ii n—9—16 
O A Weeeler.1011101100-6 00 10 11 01 11—6—IS 
E D Fuller.1011101001—6 10 01 01 10 11-6-12 
C Jones.1111110001—7 00 00 10 10 10-.3—10 
W Beckwith..1111111100—8 10 11 00 00 01-4-12 
A Christian.1011101011—7 01 10 10 10 10-6—12 
M Brunner. 1110101101-7 01 10 10 10 10-5—12 
J Hall.OnOOllOOl—5 00 11 11 11 11-8—13 
G Dexter.1111110101—8 00 00 II 01 11-5—13 
H L Gates.0110011010-5 11 01 00 10 00-4 - 9 
John Pfeiffer..0110010(11—5 H 10 11 10 00—6—11 
Putter.lOmnOll—8 11 11 11 10 00—7—15 
E Smith . 0000010101—.3 10 10 00 10 11—5— 8 
G Fox.nOOmOlO-7 10 00 10 11 10—6—13 
P Fisher.OOOOOlOOOO—1 11 01 H 00 00—5— 6 
G Scott.llOOmOlO-U 01 01 01 10 11-6—12 
W C Harris.1110111110-8 01 11 01 11 10—7—15 
C Both. ,.1100011000- 3 00 00 00 10 10-2— 5 

Ties of 15 at four, Utter 2, Harris 2. Second tie, Utter 3, Harris 1. 

WELLINGTON, Mass., June 13.—There was a large attendance of 
gunners and a good many ladies at the regular weekly shoot of the 
Wellington Gun Club to-day The event of the day was the final con¬ 
test for handsome hand-painted vase presented to the club for com¬ 
petition. It was won by Stanton, who broke 78 birds out of 80. 

SARATOGA, June 10.—The gun club held a meeting to-day, taut on 
account of the rain only five members were pre.sent. The score: 
WmH Bockes.1 11111111 1—10 
H M Levengston, Jr. 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1— 8U 
WmBGage. ...0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1—7 
J M Colcord.0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0—5 
J W Lester.  0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0—5 

BROCKTON, .Tune 12.—On the grounds of the Brockton Shooting 
Club to-day the first prize winners were: 1, five bats. Wilbur and 
Allen; 2, five clay pigeons. Allen and Barilett; 3, three pair clay- 
pigeons. Bartlett; 4, five Knoxville blackbirds, Howard and L. Pack¬ 
ard; 5, five bats, filbur: 6, three pair clay pigeons, Wilbur and L. 
Packard; 7, seven clay-pigeon=, Wilbur; 8, seven bats, Tirrell. 

BROOKLYN, June 9.—Good attendance was noticeable on the 
half-mile track to-day at the start of the third regular shoot of the 
Fountain Gun Club on their new grounds. Out of 97 birds shot at 
only 26 got away, the shooters being credited with 69 kills. The score 
is as follows: Class A.—Dr. Wynn. 29yds., 7; C. W. Jones, 27yds., 6; 
L. Diiryea, 29vds,„6. Class B.—Dr. Leveridge, 24vds., 6: H. Mc¬ 
Laughlin, 24yds,, 5; T. Linington, 25yd8.. 5; C. Chappell, 25.yds., 4; 
C. Kendall, 26yds.. 3. Class C.—W. J. Stewart, 24yri8.,6; Dr. An¬ 
drews. 2lyd8.. 6; Dr. Monroe, 21yds.. 5; G. L. Hayes, 21yds., 3; J. A. 
Lake, 21yds., 3. Ties—Stewart 3, Andrews 1. 

NEW ORLEANS, June 6.—To-day the Crescent and Pelican Gun 
clubs met at the Lower City Park to shoot a match at 15 double bats. 
The following is the pcore: 

majority of 4 birds. 

NEW YORK STATE SHOOT.—Rochester, N. Y.. June 11,—The 
annual S'ate shoot has been set down to take place June 21, 22, 28. 24 
and 25. Artificial targets will be shot at in all shoots but one, such, 
at least, is the announced intention of the managers. 

FITCHBURG, Mass.. June 10.—At the regular meet to-day at the 
River street range of the Fitchburg Rifle and Gun Club, the follow¬ 
ing were some of the totals made out of a possible 30 clay-pigeons: 
A. W. Baker, Jr , 16, W. I. Fox 15,1. J. Converse 10, W. A. Simonds 8. 
J. F. Lord 6. 

WINCHENDON, Mass., June 10.—To-day members of the Winchen- 
don Qim Club went out to their range for their regular meet. Out of 
a possible 20 clay-pigeons the following totals were made: J. Suther- 
lind, Jr., 18, P. S Davis 12, A. H. Felch 11. II. Lawrence 10, E M. 
Whitney 10, F. F. Hopgood 9, F. E. Mann 8, F. M, Brown 7, A. Lau¬ 
rence 6. 

WORCESTER, Mass , June 11.—The Worcester Sportsmen’s Club 
held a two days’ tournament this week at Coal Mine Brook Range. 
On the first day there was a contest for a special prize, a Spencer 
repeating shotgun. In this contest the targets used were 5 clays on 
regular angles, 6 clays 2 angles and 5 blackbirds. There were 41 en¬ 
tries in this event, fi. W. Eager and C. B. Holden both scored a full 
16- O. R. Dickev, T. G. Stanton, E. Welch, W. L. Davis, W. R. Dean, 
E. T. Smith, (J. Tisbury. A. R. Bowdish, 15 each; M. U. Gilman, F. 
Eames. 0. H. Sterry, H. Jourdan, E. W. Miner, J. Beaudry and E. N. 
Cummings, each 14; C. Doane, G. Sampson, L. Q. White. C. A. Parker, 
C. M. Stark and L. G. Adams, each 13; N. Folsom, R. P. Rider, G. J. 
Rugg. J. Nichols and H. Gardner, each 12; E, W. Tinker. Alba Hough¬ 
ton, H. W. Webber and !>. R. Hudson, each 11; W. S. Perrv, J. B. 
Tougas, A. B. Franklin, E. Wnittaker and Frank Slone, each 10; E. 
Folsom, M. O. Whittier. G. P. Robinson and G. F. Robinson, each 9. 
Messrs. H. W. Eager, of Marlborough, and C. B. Holden, of this city, 
having scored the possible 16, shot off the tie, and Mr. Holden won 
the gun bv breaking 16 straight without missing any. Mr. Eager 
broke 10 and dropped 3 and then withdrew. 

On the second day of the tournament the special contest was for a 
Forehand & Wadsworth gun. The targets were 15single clav pigeons,, 
and W. L. Davis, E. W. Miner and J. B. Tougas tied at 14 H. W, 
Ea<rer, O, R. Dickey, E. Whittaker, A. R. Bowdish and G. Howe eachi 
scored 13. W. B. Perry, T. G. Stanton, G. J. Rugg, E. Welch. G, E, 
Powers and J. Beaudry each scored 12. G. Graham, F. Eames, C. 
M Stark. H. W. Webber, R. P. Rider and E. T. Smith each scored 11'. 
C B. Holden and E. W. Tinker scored 10 each. C. Doane. M. D. Gil¬ 
man and L. G. White 9 each and A. B. Franklin 8, with a few smaller 
score.s. In shooting of the tie Davis broke 4 out of 5, Miner 3 andi 
Tougas 2, Mr. Davis winning the gun. 

SAN FRANCISCO, June 6 —This morning a number of sportsmen 
met at the old Lava Beds to try the Cincinnati day-pigeons. After 
number of trial shots a sweepstakes was started at five single birds, 
18yds rise. Four men shot, and Messrs. Frost and Frank divided the 
honors with four breaks each. A 10-bird sweepstakes was next. Frost 
again coming out first with 7, while Langton and Eyre lied for second 
place with the miserable score of three. Below are the scores: 
Langton . ...COOOOOinO-3 Crandall..1060 09000-1 
Frost *’ .OOOllinil-7 Casey.0010010000-2 
Myers'"’ .1000000100—2 Eyre.1100010000-3 

A double bird shoit was next shot, with three ties, Langton win¬ 
ning with 8 to Frank’s 7 and Frost’s 5. Score: 
Langton .10 11 01 11 11-8 Frank.10 10 11 01 11-7 
Frost .10 n 00 11 00-6 

The Qoiden Gate Gun Club is making active preparations for their 
second open-to all clay-pigeon tournamentto be held on their grounds 
at McMahon’s Station, June 27. A large number of crack shots from 
the interior have signified their intention of being present, and from 
all indications the event will bo a prosperous one. 

UNKNOWN GUN CLUB.—The sixth regular monthly shoot of this 
club took place at Dexter’s Park. June 10. The conditions of the 
shoot were for three prizes, club rule, handicap rise, one barrel only 
and classified Those who shot in Classes 7 and 6 divided first and 
second prizes. Class 5 shot off and Link and Paulsen divided. Fol- 
iowing is the score of the shoot: „ ^ 
H Houieman, 25yds.1111111-7 E Fncke. 24yd8.“1 
FPji.p -^svds .1111111—7 I Hyde, 24yds.lll(X)01 4 
T RathiM 24Vds"" .;. .1101111-6 H Pope, 24yds.1110010-4 
R Stillweli 2.3yds . .1101111-6 R Midmer, 23yds.1110100—4 
H Knehel 25v^s..0011111-5 W Raulser. 24yds.1110100-4 
?lJnk Iwd? . Mllin-6 JBlohm,21yd8.0101100-3 
M Chichtste?' 25'yds .WlOlll-5 J Boyle, 31yd3.0101100-3 
wKsfn;&.rd8 .1010111-5 W liarned. 23yds.1110000-3 
J Schwack, 21yd8.1100011—4 

EMERALD GUN CLUB.-This New York club had ite annua! meet 
at New l^rp, 8.1., June 11. The match w-as at live pigeons, gro^d 
traps, 21. 25 and 30yds. rise 80yds. bo^d^y and prizes for the first. 
fouV. The sepres were as follows: R. Reapn (21yds.) 4 L Bcher- 

Gehering (2l) 7,' M. McMunn (.21) 8, G. Eemsen (25) 7, and A. McHale- 
(21) 3. 

Fite to Ten DotiARS a Year for all ordinary employments recures 
a $1,000 insurance with $6 weekly “?e“nity m the Tr^lers. of 
Hartford, Conn. Paid Accident policy holders 5)950,000 m 1884.—Ad®. 

Allen’s bow-faejng cars, $8 per pair. FieA a. Alien,Monmouth. 
Vl.-Adr, ■ ■ • 
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^atweing. 
Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and 

Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signals, etc , of 
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and 
reports of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are 
requested to forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with 
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local waters, 
drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relating 
to the sport._ 

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION. 

SECEFTARY-Dr. O. A.Neid6. Schuylerville, N. Y. Candidates for 
membership must forward their names, accompanied by the re¬ 

commendation of an active member of the A. C. A., together with 
the sum of !63 for initiation fee and first year’s dues, to the secretary, 
who will present the names to the commodore. Money should ho 
sent by registered letter, or money oi’der on Saratoga Springs, N. Y 

FIXTURES. 
Mohican Races every Thursday through the season. 
June 26—N. Y. C. C., 2d Race Commodore’s 7’rophy, 
July 3-R—N. Y. C. C., Trials International Races. 
July 8-24—W. A, C. A. Meet, Lalre Erie. 
July 10—Brooklyn C.O.. Paddling Race. 
July 10—N. Y. O. C., 3d Race Commodore's Trophy. 
July .24-N. Y. C. C., 4th Race Commodore’s Trophy, 
Aug. 7- N. Y. 0. C., 5th Race Commodore’s Trophy. 
Aug. 7—Brooklyn C. C., Paddhng Race. 
Aug, 13-'27—A. C. A. Meet, Grindstone Island. 
Aug. 21—Lake St. Annual. 
Sept. 4—Brooklyn C. C., Paddling Race. 
Sept. 4—N. Y. C. C., International Cup Races. 
Sept. 11—N. Y. C. C., 0th Race Commodore’s Trophy. 
Sept. 18—Brooklyn C. C., Sailing Races. 
Sept. 2.5—Brooklyn C. 0 . Challenge Cup. 
Sept. 25-N. Y. C. C., 7th Race Commodore’s Trophy. 
Oct. 2-N. Y. C. C., Fall Regatta. 

MOHICAN C. C. RACES. 

Thursday, June 3.—omitted, as many canoes were absent on 
cruise. 

Thursday. June 10—Seventy five foot h'mit, silver badge race. 
Entries, seniors: Vesper, R. W. Gibson; Marion B., R S. Oliver; 
Thetis, P. M. Wackerhagen; Annie O., H. L. Thomas. Juniors: 
Mermaid, L. J. Prince; Arno, H, C. Cusbinan; Tarantula, Wm. 
\Vheeler. Canoes reported at starting buoy promptly at 6:30 P. M., 
but the wind was so light that the race was postponed until next day 
by the regatta committee. Same entries next day with exception of 
Vesper, her Captain having been unexpectedly called out of town. 
Moderate wind from N.W., with flaws and streaks. 

The canoes got away in a bunch at 5:15 P. M., flying start. Thetis 
and Annie O. in lead. Mermaid, Arno and Marion B. in order named. 
Tarantula broke her main halliards and fell out. Marion B. soon 
took second place, pushing the Thetis closely for first mile. The lat¬ 
ter getting a good flaw increased her lead and rounded IJ^-mile buoy 
well ahead, Marion B. second, closely followed by Annie O,, then Arno 
and Mermaid in order named. 

The homestretch was a beat to windward with a long and short leg. 
At the end of first leg Marion B. had made some points to windward 
of Thetis and bid fair to give her a good tussle, but going about her 
steering gear slipped off leaving her rudder useless. The Annie O., 
meanwmile sailing very close and with a good .slant of wind, managed 
to avoid going about and took second place. 

The captain of the Marion B. with feelings too deep for words took 
out his paddle and finished the race, steering with it, although it was 
ticklish business silting on deck when tbe flaws came. The finish 
was made in 40 minutes by Thetis with good lead, Annie O. second, 
Marion B. third. Arno fourth. Mermaid fifth. The Thetis takes the 
badge for the month, now held by Vesper, and the Arno wins the 
junior pennant for the same period. Thurdaynext the June cham¬ 
pion race. Robert SShaw Oliver, Oaptahi M. C. C. 

NEW YORK C. C. ANNUAL REGATTA. 
The open roof balcony of the yacht club house at Tompkinsville. 

S. I, was crowded on Saturday with the members and friends of 
the New York O. C. gathered to witness the annual spring regatta of 
the club. Tbe floating club house is now moored beside the yacht 
club house in an excellent loeaiion, and the courses were arranged 
BO as to be in view from both places. The first race, for the Commo¬ 
dore’s trophy as well as the regular club prizes, was called at 3 P. M. 
the course as laid out being around a large ship at anchor off Clifton, 
then up and ai-ound the schooner Dauntless, moored off the club 
house and home, making a beat down against the tide, and a short 
leg across wind and tide. A good breeze was blowing m from the 
Nan-ows, but most of the canoes carried full .sail. Just prior to the 
start the first mark was taken in tow by a tug and headed for New 
York, so the course was changed, a barkentine near by being taken 
as the first mark. The starters were: Nethla, Com. C. K, Munroe; 
Sea Bee, C. B. Vaux; Tramp, C. J. Stevens; Mime, E. D. Delavan, Jr.; 
Siren, R. B. Burchard; Sea Urchin, B. S. Nadal. 

Sea Bee went off with a lead at tbe start, with Tramp and Nethlain 
chase, the others losing time in getting away. Sea Bee worked short 
tacks well in shore and was soon far ahead, while the other two 
sailed very evenly. Off Clifton Tramp missed themarkboat and re¬ 
turned without completing the course. Sea Bee came down tbe wind 
very fast but failed to turn the last mark, and Netnla took first prize 
in her maiden race. 

The next race was for small canoes, paddling, the starters being 
Messrs. Vaux, Drake, Paine and Seymour. Mr. Paine paddled a 
Berthon folding canoe, with mabogany deck, a very compact and 
handsome boat. Mr. Vaux won, with Mr. Drake second. 

In the paddling race for larger canoes, the entries were: Lasata. 
M. G. Foster; Nethla, C. K. Munroe. La sata won after a close con¬ 
test. 

A sailing race over a short course, three rounds, followed, the 
entries being: Sea Bee, C. B Vaux; Tramp, C. .1. Stevens; Nethla, 
C. K. Munroe; Mime, E. D. Delavan, Jr.; Sea Urchin, B. S. Nadal; 
Siren, R. B. Burchard. Sea Bee led the race and won easily, with 
Tramp second. 

Tbe hand-paddling race proved very amusing, the contestants 
kneeling in their boats, their bodies bent close to the deck, while 
they paddled with hands only. Mr. Foster won, with Mr. Munroe 
second. 

The last was an upset race between Messrs. Munroe,;Paine, Delavan 
and Foster, won by Com. Munroe. The prizes given were silk flags. 
Races for the commodore’s trophy will be held through the season, 
and the fall regatta will take place on Oct, 2. 

LEND ME FIVE DOLLARS. 
The Hartford Cox'.rant last Saturday, June 13, had this item: 

“Yesterday a man calling himself Mansfield, who was boarding 
at the Allyn House, called upon Dr. Parmele of the Hartlord Canoe 
Club, aiul'introducing himself, said he was one ot a party ol Chicago 
canoeists who were at Windsor Locks waiting to come down here 
the next day. Malting an appointment for the afternoon, he wentto 
Bristol to see Commodore Louis Jones, He showed there a letter 
from the. Boat and Yaclit Club of Chicago and he repealed the Wind¬ 
sor Looks story and said he bad slept all the night before on the 
river bank at'the Locks. Incidentally he asked Mr. Jones to help 
him get a oiieck caslicd at tlie bank, but that did not work. Mr. 
Jones telephoned in to Mr, Davidson, also of the club, and he insti¬ 
tuted inquiries which showed that there were no canoeists at Wind¬ 
sor Locks and that the gentleman who said he had slept on the river 
bank had really slept at the Allyn House. The opinion prevails that 
he is a swindler and there is a rumor that he is the man who swindled 
bicyclists in a similer way a while ago. H he is honest he has queer 
Ideas of truth.” 

Dr. Parmele sent this item to Mr. C. B. Vaux. of this city. Mr. 
Vaux had just read it, when in walked a man calling himself Bemis, 
who represented that he was one of twelve members cf the Farragut 
Boat and Canoe Club, of Chicago, who were stranded down at New 
Brunswick. He presented tbe following letter: 

The RioHELtBC, Chicago, June 10.—C. B. Vaux. Esq.—Dear Sir: 
The Farragut Boat and Canoe Club beg to introduce Henry R. Bemis 
and his company of this membership. They are making the longest 
unbroken canoe journey that has been attempted in this country. 

There are twelve of them starting. They hope to reach New York in 
time to enter for your club races. The Farragut Club commends 
them to your favor. Mr. Bemis, who is our Commodore, will ask for 
what he wants and introduce you, who are salt-water canoeists, to 
our fresh-water sailors. Our club would be glad to reciprocate favors 
you may show our wanderers.—Geo. R. Wright, Pres't, 

Mr, Vaux, with the hospitality that distinguishes him, invited the 
whole kit of the Farraguts to call at the club house; but with the 
caution which also distinguishes him, he politely refused to loan the 
needy stranger the ready cash asked for. 

•Mr'. Farragut Mansfleld-Bemis is pre.sumably still in distress. 

BROOKLYN C. C. CHALLENGE CUP, 

SATURDAY, June 5, the third contest for this trophy came off. the 
holder, Mr. Brokaw, being challenged by the donor, Mr. Buding- 

ton. An "nroiiragiag feature of these contests is the large entry and 
good positions taken by the younger members of tbe club, who do 
not feel unduly handicapped by the sail area carried by some in the 
open races, and which in this is limited to 76ft. The wind wassteady, 
a good whole sail breeze from the south, the course three miles, tri¬ 
angular, once around. The following started and crossed the line to 
a bad start in the order named: Yvonne, Wm. Whitlock; Minx. M. 
V. Brokaw (holder); Lone Star. C. V. R. Schuyler; Sunbeam, J. F. 
Newman; Nienie, A. R. Dunnell; Ganymede, T. B. Bndington ;chal- 
lenger). The last two handicapped nearly 7flyds, The Guenn, also, was 
sailed over the course with 75ft. rig by Mr. Sinclaire, but owners only 
being allowed to compete, was not in ihe race. 

The first leg was a run with booms to poi t. The Yvonne increased 
her lead slightly; the first buoy being gybed around as follows: 
Yvonne, Minx, Lone Star, Guenn, Sunbeam, Niente and Ganymede. 
This last boat here withdrew, having broken down through haste in 
rigging and consequent imperfection in important details, and some 
qiieer antics were shown by the Niente but no accident occurred. 
Yvonne mistook the cour.se-, not having ascertained where the buoy 
lay, a careless error which had fatal result in this case, as the ground 
thus lost put her third round ibe second buoy. There Sunbeam 
showed in front, followed very closely by Minx. Yvonne, Guenn (not 
competing), the others close up. For the beat borne, excellent judg¬ 
ment was shown by Minx, who kept on a long leg down the Bay clear 
of the crowd of yachts which ladies’ day at the Atlantic Y. C. at¬ 
tracted, and also held a better wind, the breeze being off shore; she 
finally scored a win and retains the cup. Yvonne two seconds behind 
her. and Sunbeam a good third. No lime was taken, the course not 
being measured, 

A paddling race followed, of which the following is a summary: 
Course from Sixty-sixth street dock to A. Y. C. Basin, half mile 
paddhng, fora special prize offered by the Ontario Canoe Company, 
Peterboro, Ont.: A. R. Dunnell, Niente. first; A. B. Boyd, Guenn, 
second; G. P. Weekes, Pagan; C. G. Balinano. Edna. 

Saturday, June 12.—The sailing and paddling record races brought 
out entries as follows: Sailing, 3 miles, twice round, triangular. 1)4- 
mile course, all Class B canoes; Yvonne, Wm. Whitlock, 95ft.; Lone 
Star. C. V. R. Schuyler, 70ft.; Ganymede, T. B. Budington. lOCft.; 
Minx, M. V. Brokaw, 70ft.; Sunbeam, J. F. Newman, 70ft.; Tip Top. R. 
J. Wilkin, 50ft.; Niente, A. R. Dunnell, GOft.; Kelpie, R. Blake. 60ft.; 
Edna, C. G. Balmano, GOft. To a capital start Y vonne jumped for the 
lead, but was soon collared and passed by Ganymede. Minx, Lone 
Star, Sunbeam and the others also fought every'inch of the run out. 
As soon as the first buoy was rounded and the reach began, Minx and 
Sunbeam came rapidly to the front and at one time were closely 
pressed by Tip Top, whose rig, small as it wms, fairly sent her flying 
at times. Minx got the best of ihe turn, although rounding the buoy 
second, and fora while led Yvonne and the fleet, but it now being a 
windward fight she was soon passed by the new boat, which was not 
again headed. The second round was uneventful, the race finishing 
in the following order: Yvonne, Wm. Whitlock, first, 46min.; Minx-, 
M. V. Brokaw: Sunbeam, J. M. Newman: Lone Star, 0. V. R. Schuy¬ 
ler; Tip Top, R. J Wilkin, the others withdrawn, 

A paddhng race followed; places were taken in the order of the 
entries below, O.V. R. Schuyler, LoneStar; A R. Dunnell, Niente; R. 
J.Wilkin, Tip Top; M.V. Brokaw, Minx; J. F. Newman, Sunbeam; W. 
Whitlock, Yvonne. 

Six boats afterward sailed over to the N. Y. C. C., hoping to see 
something of their regatta, but arrived too late to do more than ex¬ 
change greetings and sail back. These trials seem to show that of the 
smaller boats last year’s Sunbeam is the best of the new models; Y vonne 
is either a failure or more probably is a long way off her proper trim 
yet and her owner will probably have to rely on the well tried Guenn 
for competition in international events. Lone Star promises in time 
to be a rattlicg all round boat (she is not yet half rigged for sailing 
to windward, is very fast free), and a very easy paddler. The new 
Vespe , the (janymede, seems very fast at times, but to windward has 
not yet held her own except in smoor.h water, in which the new 
Ideal Evangeline also occasionally surprises her detractors. The old 
Shadow Minx, tumble-home keel and all, has proved that, well 
handled, very few boats can beep with her and much interest is felt 
in the trials yet to come off, which it is hoped will in a measure settle, 
the much vexed que.stions of which model is the best all round model 
and which the best open water canoe. Gdbnn. 

THE MEET AT CALLA SHASTA. 
For a number of years the Hartford and Springfield canoe clubs 

have held a joint meet on Decoration Day. one year near Hart¬ 
ford and the alternate year near Springfield. In 1885 the Springfields 
joined the Hartfords in dedicating their new club house, and the 
subject of a New England meet, which had been talked of by two or 
three members of each club, gained a new impetus; since then this 
tiny spark has constantly grown In size, and during the past winter 
much correspondence has been done to further canoeing Interests in 
New England. This year ft was Hartford’s turn to go to Springfield, 
and it was decided, by a committee formed of members from both 
clubs, to Invite all the canoeis'B of New England to join in this en¬ 
campment, in the hope of eventually luaking it a New England meet. 
Circulars were gotten up stating that the Hartford and Springfield 
clubs would held a joint meet May 29, 30,31 and June 1, at Calla 
Shasta, a grove on the west hank of the Connecticut River, four 
miles below Springfield, and inviting all canoeists in New JIngland to 
join them. These circulars were sent to every canoeist that could be 
found, and responses began to flow in, showing how much the effort 
had been appreciated, and many promUed to atiend. Now the com¬ 
mittee went to work in earnest, and each day of the encampment 
was set aside for .some particular thing. Saturday for choosing 
camp and,electing officers. Rev. W. H. Larom. of Stafford Springs, 
was invited to conduct, services on Sunday, and Monday was set asiae 
for a race day. Eleven races were laid out, as follows: Paddling, 
tandem paddling, hand paddling, standing paddling, sailing, no 
balla.st: sailing, limited area; open sailing, novice saOing, sailing, 
n J limit; consolation sailing and paddling. Two prizes for each race, 
first and second, and all to be flags. The lady friends of the two 
clubs were called upon to exert their skill with the brush and needle, 
the result was all that could be desired, for twenty-two handsomer 
flags were never put on exhibition, all agree that they surpassed 
anything yet given at any canoe meet, they were truly works of art 
and place the canoeists deeply in debt to the ladies. 

Thursday afternoon before the meet found the Hartford boys at 
their club house in a state of wild excitement; a notice posted on the 
bulletin board stated that the tug Owl would leave the club dock for 
SprmgflMd Friday morning at 7 o’clock, and all members wishing 
their boats towed must have them in readiness the night before. A 
long list of canoes was attached as desiring to go, and their owners 
were busy hunting up their camp equipage. Friday morning early 
the little tug Owl started up the river with ten canoes and the pretty 
little schooner-rigged pilot boat, the property of Mr. Thornton Smith, 
of New York, who left Smith’s Island, off Norwalk, Wednesday morn¬ 
ing at 5:30 A. M. under sail for Calla Shasta. He reached Saybrook 
Wednesday afternoon about 5 o’clock, shipped his boat on board the 
steamboat and reached Hartford Thursday morning. Mr. Smith and 
his brother Dr. Ledyard, are expert sailors and genuine and enthusi¬ 
astic cruisers. Tbe day was fine, the weather warm, and as “Mr. 
Coffin” had been previously interviewed, the “wild Irishman” at the 
locks had no objection this time to let the party through, and the 
trip was uneventful. They reached Calla Shasta at 3 o’clock in the 
afternoon. A delegation of Springfield men were on hand to receive 
ihem. By sundown more men reached the camp from both clubs, 
and a jolly lime was had around tde first camp-fire telling stories and 
singing songs. 

Saturday the tents Cor visiting canoeists were pitched and camp 
officers elected. As every canoeist guest landed, he was presented 
with a pretty badge of bull satin ribbon bearing ihe words, “Calla 
Shasta 1886,” and beneath these, the totems and flags, tastefully ar¬ 
ranged. of the Hartford and Springfield Clubs. The H. 0. C. and S. 
C. C. badges were the same as the guest badges, with a small flap of 
blue ribbon bearing the word “member” and the initials of the club. 
Saturday night about fifty canoes were drawn up on the beach and 
double that number of men were gathered around the camp-fire, 
while Billy the janitor, the jewel of the Springfield Club, lent a weird 
charm to the scene in the fire light with his red shirt, bare arms and 
silk hat. The camp-fire was Billy’s especial pride, and it was only 
on such occasions that he deemed it hitting to wear the plug hat 
which he kindly donated, as a parting gift, to the Hartford Club 
at the breaking up oi camp. At a meeting held in the pavilion, 
George L. Parmele was chosen commodore of the camp and Rev. 
W. H. Larom, chaplain. The subject of a New England Association 

was talked over. A committee of one from each dub. and one to 
represent.tbe unattached canoeists was appointed to consider the best 
form of organization. They reported that in their opinion the men 
assembled should form an assoeiation, elect the necessary officers 
and apply to the American Canoe Association, to be admitted as a 
branch of said Association. The report of the committee was accepted 
and the following officers elected: Vice Commodore, Paul Biitlei', 
Lowell, Mass.; Rear Commodore, E. H. Barney. Springfield. Mass.; 
Purser, W. B. Davidson, Hartford, Conn, The Purser was directed 
to apply to the American Canoe Association for admission as a branch 
of that organization. 

Sunday moiming at half past ten the canoeists, to a man, gathered 
in the pavilion and the Episcopal service was conducted by Rev, 'VV. 
H. Larom, of Stafford Springs, many of the canoeists being Episco¬ 
palians, the responses were hearty and the hymns were rendered by 
a well chosen choir, a short sermon, much to the point, from 1st 
Corinthians, Chapter XVI., 13th verse: “Quit you like men.” gave 
the small congregation food for thought. After dinner the time was 
spent in making new-acquaintances and showing the pretty little 
craft that lay on the beach A thunder storm drove all inside of the 
tents for a while, but donning rubber coats, boots and hats, all hands 
sauntered out and gathering in a group, held an indignation meeting 
about the caterer, the small quantity of food, poorly cooked and 
served, for which they were paying so much. Ii resulted in a visit of 
the whole crowd to the pavilion, where they told the caterer if things 
were not improved they should take no more meals with him. Well, 
the laugh came very near being on them, for the next morning (Mon¬ 
day) the caterer, who had been in the habit of reaching camp about 
five in the morning, did not put in appearance. Six o’clock came 
and still no caterer, the boys began to wonder where the breakfast 
was coming from, as only a few were prepared to cook for themselves. 
Some went to the farmhouse up the road and made arrangements 
for the balance of their meals while in camp and others began to cook 
their own breakfast. It was well on toward 7 o’clock when Mr. Man 
came and only a few were left to drink his poor coffee and avail 
themselves of the reduced prices. 

Visitors now began to flock into camp, all sor s and kinds of vehi¬ 
cles were pressed into the service, the distance from Springfield he 
ing too great to walk. Bicycles and tricycles were everywhere 
every train to Long Meadow brought friends, and by the time th 
races were called, the ground was black with people. At 9:30 th 
fli-st event was called, a paddling race, mile and turn, 7 entries. 
The first prize was won by E. C. Knappe, of the S. C. A., in the Sylph; 
second prize bv F D. Walker, also of the P. C. A., in the Pecowsic. 

Second Event—Tandem Paddling, W Mile and Turn.—Four entries. 
First prize won by O. M Shedd and C. H. McKnight, S. C. A. Second 
prize, E A. Mosely, of Boston, and C. Murphy, of the Sagamore Club, 
of Salem, Mass., in the Katherine. 

Third Event—Hand Paddling, 200yds.—Seven entries. First prize 
won by J. E. Bowles, of the S. C. a.., in the Gluck; second prize, L. 
Q. Jones, of the H. C. C , in the Venture. As there was not wind 
enough for the sailing races, they W'sre postponed until afternoon, 
and the paddling races were substituted. 

Fourth Event-Standling Paddling, 400yds.—Five entries. First 
prize won by C. H. McKnight, 8. C. A., in the Idlewild; second prize, 
F. A. Nickerson, S. C. A., in the GiroHe. 

Fifth Event—Novice Saliing.-Five entries. First prize wmn by 
Charles P. Nichols, of the Lowell Club, in the Blanche, time 39min. 
66sec.; second prize won by G. B. Riley, of the Winchester Club, in 
the Sylph, time 4Gmin. Slsec. 

Sixth Event (Extra)-Upset Race.—Six eulries. First prize won by- 
Thornton Smith. S. I S- C., of New York, in the Joe. Mr. Smith had 
been in a canoe but three times before. 

Seventh Event—Consolation Paddling.—Three entries. First prize 
won by A. W. Dodd, of the H. C. C.. in the Charlotte. 

Eighth Event—Sailing (No Ballast).—Six entries. First prize won 
by L Q. Jones, of the H. C. C., in the Venture, time 25min. 30sec. 
Second prize, Paul Butler, of the Lowell Club, in the Blanche, lime 
30miu. 65sec. 

The four remaining races, sailing (no limit); sailing (limited area), 
open sailing and consolation sailing, were postponed for lack of wind, 
but it is hoped that a meet can be held in the fall, when these races 
will take place. 

At 2 o’clock dinner was announced, and twenty-four sat down to a 
well-filled table set under the trees in Mr. Lester’s orchard, while a 
large number went to the farmhouse of Mr. Clarke. The thanks of 
all canoeists are due Mr. Lester and his good wife, also farmer 
Clarke, for their accommodation in feeding such a hungry horde. 

Sundown saw the camp free from the day’s visitors, and a big 
camp-fire drew all together for the last time at this meet. Banjo 
playing and singing by Messrs. Patterson. Shedd and Todd made 
inu'eh fun. Every one was enthusiastic over the bright prospects of 
the new association, and look forward to the meet in the fall as one 
to be remembered by all. Good-byes were being said on all sides, for 
many of t he members were to leave on tbe night train, others on the 
early morning train. The last camp-fire of the Calla Shasta meet 
was at an end, all seemed to feel the sadness of parting and a quiet 
night was the result. 

Tuesday morning was all bustle and hurry, pulling down tents and 
getting the canoes under way, and noon saw Calla Shasta shorn of its 
pretty white village. Now, hurrah! for the new association, all true 
canoeists, have an eye to its welfare, work for it and make it what 
it should be, an association of gentlemen. Q. B. 

NOTES FROM LOWELL.—For the annual regatta of the Vesper 
Boat Club, to held June 24, but one canoe race, tandem paddling, is 
announced; but this must not be taken as iodicatiug a lack of canoe 
interest in the club. Since last season quite a sailing boom had been 
developed and nearly all of the open paddling canoes, so largely 
used here, have been fitted with one or two sails apiece; some of 
them pretty large spreads, too. Among the new craft added to the 
navy are a Stevens build, 28-inch sailing canoe with heavy lead keel, 
owned by John Walsh, and a beautiful i4 6s30 open Peterboro, with 
sail, just received by Ralph F, Brazer. Several new boats have also 
been received by unattached canoeists and the New Wamesit Club, 
organized by Messrs. Rolfe and Ilumington, have built a small float¬ 
ing boat bouse at the cemetery crossing on the Concord River, which 
shelters upward of half a dozen craft. Three of these are creditable 
home-made canvas canoes of similar model to Vice-Commore Butler’s 
Blanche, which -won two sailing prizes at Calla Shasta, One will 
have two boards, placed well forward and aft. There will probably 
be no general Merrimack River meet this year, but tbe Vesper hoys 
have siiready taken their usual number of one-day trips on neighbor¬ 
ing streams. Several Lowell representatives may be looked for at 
(Jrindscone in August, and two of the local brethren contemplate 
spending next tvinter canoeing in Florida.—F. H. P. 

A MOSQUITO NET FOR CANOE TENTS,—Paterson, N. J„ June 
^.—Editor Forest and Stream: Now that cruising is in order I send 
an idea that I have carried out on my canoe L’Amour in regard to 
mosquito nets. I place two cords on the inside of my Mohican tent, 
one on each side, from end to end at top and fastened securely. 1 
made a small tent of mosquito net about 3ft. long, Ht. wide, and 3ft. 
deep and very full at the bottom; four rings are fastened, one at 
each top corner and the cord on the main tent is slipped through the 
rings. Tbe canoeist when seated in his canoe can pull the net tent 
over his heao and fasten to coaming or push it forward out of the 
way. The whole affair can be rolled up with the tent without fear of 
disarranging it. —A. S. Peniongton, Com. Paterson C. C. 

CANOE SAILS AND TENTS.—Canoeists who are fitting out for 
camping will find a full list of all that they need in the new cata¬ 
logue just issued by S. Hemmenway, No. 60 South street. New York. 
Besides tents of lue ordinary shapes, which he has long made a 
specialty of, Mr. Hemmenway is now making canoe tents of all kinds, 
for use ashore or afloat, as well as flags, atvnings, and club and pri¬ 
vate signals. He has lately made the sails for some of the new racing 
canoes, and proposes to devote special attention to this department. 
The catalogue contains, among ocher illustrations, cuts of cots, 
chairs and other camp goods used by canoeists. It is sent free to 
any address. 

A. C. A. PRIZE FLAGS.—The Regatta Committee have received 
replies to their circular asking for prize Hags for the A. C. A. races, 
from the following parlies -who have pronii.-ed one each: C. M. Shedd, 
R. W. Gibson, Dr, 0. A. Neide, J. H. Rushton, GrantVan Deusen, Mrs. 
Geo. L. Parmele, Mrs. R. 8. OUver, Mrs. F. S. Rathbun, Mrs. J. B. 
McMurrich, Mrs. J. L. Weller. In order that there may be no lack 
of flags we would ask acy one who is intending to give one or more, 
to at once inform the committee of the fact, so that we may know 
what we can depend upon.—J. B. MoMuerioh, yhairmau Regatta 
Committee. 

LAKE ST. LOUIS C. C.-The date fixed for the regatta of theLake 
St. Louis C. C. this year is Aug. 21, at Lacbiue. The leading event, 
of course, is the tandem race for the .silver challenge cups in best 
and best open canoes, open to amateur members of any canoe club in 
Canada of good standing; in fact, any member of the A. C. A. will 
find a warm reception from tne club if he happens to pass Lachine. 
Any information can be obtained by writing to Jlr. Geo. Auldjo, 
Lachine. P. Q. 

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.—The following names have been received 
for membership in the A. C. A.: J. H. Ten-Eyck Burt, Cazenovia, N. 
Y. T. J. Baxter, Boston; H, Tucker, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Don’t twist your neck off, but use Allen’s bow-facing oars. Little 
catalogue free. Fred A. AUen, Monmouth, Ill.—jldv. 
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FIXTURES. 
There are still many clubs not represented below, and some of the 

dates in the table are not ofBcial. We ask the aid of club secretaries 
and others in completing and correcting the list: 

June. 
19. Hull, Pennant. Hull. 
19. S, C. Y. C., Annual. 
19. Corinthian, San Francisco. 
22. Quincy, Club. 
23. Boston, Cup, City Point. 

24. Sandy Bay, Pen. Gloucester. 
24. Great He^, Cham..Winthrop. 
24. Quincy, Club. 
27. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 
30. L. Y. E. A., Belleville. 
31. Beverly, Cham., Swampscott. 

25. Greenwich Pennant, Green- 31. Hull, Cruise, Eastw'ard. 
wich. 

26. Sandy Bay, Cup,Final,Squam. 
26. Corinthian, Cup, Marblehead. 
26. Great Head, Cham.,Winthrop. 
27. Quaker City, Eeview & Cruise. 
29. Eastern, Annual, Marblehead. 

July. 
3. Knickerbocker Cruise, 
3. Oswego Cruise, Charlotte. 
3. Hull, Club, Hull. 
8. Buffalo, Annual, Lake Erie. 
3. Newark, Cruise. 
3. Toledo, 2d Pennant Match. 

31. Sandy Bay, Ladies’, Eockport. 
Auoust. 

2. Sandy Bay. Open. Eockport 
2. L. Y. E. A., Kingston. 
4. N. Y. Y. C., Annual Cruise. 
6. L. Y. E. A., Oswego. 
7. Corinthian, Open, Marblehead 
7. Beverly, Club, Mon. Beach. 
7. Quincy, Club. 
8. Quaker City, Eeview. 
9. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 

10. L. Y. E. A., Toronto. 
11. Great Head, Ladies, Winthrop. 

3-6. Quaker City, Eeg. and Cruise. 14. Sandy Bay, Club, Squam. 
6. Larchmont, Annual Eegatta. 14. Hull, Open, Hull. 
5. Boston, Open, City Point. 14. Beverly, Cham , Nahant. 
5. Sandy Bay, Open, Squam. 14-29, Quaker City, An. Cruise. 
5. Beverly, Open, Sweepstake, 21. Beverly, Open, Marblehead. 

Mon. Beach. 24. Great Head, Cham., Winthrop. 
5. Toledo, Pen., Toledo. 25. Hull, Ladies’. Hull. 
5 to 6 Interlake Y. E. A. Eendez- 28. Corinthian, Club. Marblehead. 

vous and Eace, Detroit. 58. Hull, Cham., Hull. 
6 to 11, Interlake Y. E. A. Cruise 28. Sandy Bay, Open. Squam. 

to Put in Bay. September. 
8. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 2. Boston, Cup, City Point 
8. Quincy, Club. 

10. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 
10. Hull, Novelty, Hull. 
10. Corinthian, Club, Marblehead 
10. Sandy Bay, Pen., Eockport. 
13. Beverly, Cnam., Marblehead. 
13. Great Head, Ladies’,Winthrop 
14. Hull, Cham., HuE. 
15-17. Amer. (Steam), Annual. 
17. Sandy Bay, Cor., Eockport. 
17 to 26. Kiiiekerbocker, Cruise. 
17. Jersey City, Annual. 
17. Atlantic, Cruise. 
21. Hull, Ladies’, Hull. 
22. Boston. Cup, City Point. 
24. Dorchester, Club, Harrison. 
24. Beverly, Club, Mon. Beach. _ . 
24. Corinthian, Ladies’, Marble- 28. Beverly, Club, Nahant. 

head. 

3. Quincy, Club. 
4. Dorchester, Club, Harrison. 
4. Beverly, Open, Mon. Beach. 
4. Coriuthian,Cham.,Marblehead 
4. Sandy Bay, Pen., Eockport. 
6. Newark, Open. 
6. Quaker City, Cup, 2d Class. 
8. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 

11. Hull, Cham., Hull. 
11. Corinthian, Sweepstake, Mar¬ 

blehead. 
11. Sandy Bay, Sweep.,(Gloucester 
17. Toledo, Pen., Toledo. 
19. Quaker City, Eeview & Cruise. 
18. Sandy Bay, Club, Eockport. 
18. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 
25. Buffalo, Club, Lake Erie. 

NEW JERSEY Y. C. 15TH ANNUAL REGATTA. 

Except in the matter of wind, the New Jersey Y. C. were badly 
served by the weather on Monday, as a northeast storm brought 

a chill rain with it, making it very unpleasant for the spectators. 
The race was thrown open to yachts of other clubs, and a number of 
entries w'ere promised, but only a part of them appeared, both Croc¬ 
odile and Arab being among the absent. Only 19 of the 33 entries 
started, and hut 12 of these completed the course; a very great pity, 
considering the number of calm days in the yachting calendar and 
the brisk northeast bree/e that blew on this occasion. All classes 
started and finished off Bedloe’s Island, the catamarans turning 
Buoys 9 and 16, Class B turned Buoys 11 and 16, Classes C and D 
Buoys 13 and 16, Class E Buoy 13 only, and Class F rounded Fort 
Lafayette. 

The steamer Blackbird was anchored off Bedloe’s Island at 11 A. M., 
by which time the breeze had freshened so much that most of the 
yachts turned in one or even two reefs. At 11:10 the starting whistle 
blew, with the handicap at 11:15, the yachts crossing in the followmg 
order: 
Cyclone.11 12 52 Teaser.11 17 36 
Wavward. 11 12 53 Nemesis.11 18 16 
Sirene .H 13 37 ^gir.11 18 21 
Truant . 11 13 49 Alexander F.11 18 59 
Geo. B.Deane.11 14 10 Wave.11 19 30 
Letitia.11 14 17 Wabasso.JJ oo 
Eambler.11 14 45 Vixen..11 ^2 ^ 
Cate Cate.11 15 12 Henry Gray.11 26 W 
Louise.11 15 22 Triton.11 27 00 
Charm.11 16 11 

Ail after Eambler were handicapped, 
The tide was half down and the ebb carried them on swiftly. The 

small class turned Fort Lafayette as follows: 
Cate Cate.  .12 01 00 Wave.12 04 40 
Truant.12 02 30 

The larger boats were timed at Buoy 13: 
Siren.12 13 10 Geo. B. Deane.12 14 45 
Rambler.12 13 31 Charm.12 14 50 
Lonine .   .12 12 40 AlexanderF.12 15 40 

Shortly after the turn the Charm and Geo. B. Deane fouled in tack¬ 
ing, but no damage was done. The beat home was made agamst a 
strong wind, the yachts carrying full sail, though most of them would 
have been satisfied with a reef in. The new jib and mainsail boat, 
Sirene, built by McGiehan for Dr. Doremus, for the use of his sons, 
won her first race, sailing well all day. 

CLASS A—CATAMARANS, SOFT. AND OVER. 
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected. 

jEgiT .11 15 00 2 11 53 2 56 53 2 56 53 
Cvclone.11 12 52 Not timed. 
Nemesis.11 15 00 2 38 12 3 23 12 3 22 48 

CLASS B—CABIN YACHTS, 31 FT. AND OVER. 
Wayward.11 12 53 Not timed. 

CLASS O-CABIN YACHTS, UNDER 31fT. „ 
T.pri«« . .11 14 17 2 17 07 3 02 50 3 02 16 
A?Sder F.11 15 00 2 18 35 3 03 35 3 02 31 
wSso.:ill 15 00 2 49 48 3 34 48 33129 

Vixen.11 16 00 Not timed. 
Louise.11 15 00 Not timed. 

CLASS D—OPEN YACHTS. 26fT. AND OVER. 
Charm .H 15 00 2 31 17 3 16 17 3 16 17 
Henry Gray.11 15 00 Did not finish. 

CLASS B—OPEN YACHTS, 21 TO 26FT. 
Pnmhler .11 14 45 Ean aground. 
GB Deane .11 14 10 2 27 25 3 13 15 3 08 00 
SEme . . .- . .11 13 37 2 10 23 2 56 46 2 56 01 

CLASS F-OPEN YACHTS, UNDER 21fT. 
Cate cate.11 15 50 2 08 06 2 53 06 2 56 06 

c 11 13 49 Mot timed. 
.::;:;:.;ii 15 50 159 os 24405 24213 

rr„)rr,t,.. 11 15 00 Did not finish 
tS'".'.A 15 00 15545 24045 23753 

^e winners are ^gir. Wayward, Letitia, Charm, Su-ene and Teaser. 
The judges were Messrs. Geo. E. Gartland and A. Jeanneret. 

Lottie taking second. Alpine was first in her class, with Ppark sec¬ 
ond. Some of the boats have not yet been officially measured, and 
Lottie may be over 28ft., in which case the second prize goes to Silver 
Cloud. The judges were Messrs. F. L. Cunningham, T. H. Higgins, 
Henry N. Woods and E. B. Newton, 

BROOKLYN Y. C. ANNUAL REGATTA. 

The annual regatta of the Brooklyn Y. C. was sailed on June 12 
over the following courses: For classps A and C, crossing an 

imaginary line dratvn from the judges’ steamer to a mark boat an¬ 
chored in front thereof, at a distance of 200yds., to black buoy No. 7, 
on the lower end of the west bank, leaving the same on the port 
hand, thence home, crossing said imaginary line at the finish. Dis¬ 
tance 18J4 miles. 

For classes B, D, 1, 2 and 3 start the same as above, thence to 
Southwest Spit buoy No. 8}^. leaving same on port hand, thence 
home, crossing the imaginary line at the finish. Distance 16}^ miles. 

For Class 4, start as above, thence t-^ Southwest Spit buoy No. 814, 
leaving same to port, thence to black buoy No. 5 at Sandy Hook 
Point, leaving same to port, thence return to Southwest Spit buoy 8^ 
leaving same to starboard, thence home, crossing said line at the 
finish. Distance 20J4 miles. All yachts, both going and returning, 
pass to the westwara of the stone or dumb beacon and to the east¬ 
ward of black buoys 9,11,13,15 on the west bank. 

The yachts were divided as follows: Class 1.—Cabin sloops, cut¬ 
ters. yawls and schooners of 26ft. sailing length and under. Class 2. 
—Cabin sloops, cutters, yawls and schooners of 30fi. sailing length 
and under to 26ft. Class 8.—Cabin sloops, cutters, yawls and schoon¬ 
ers of 36ft. sailing length and under to 30ft. Class 4.—Cabm sloops, 
cutters, yawls and schooners over 35ft. sailing length but not exceed¬ 
ing 45ft. waterline. Class A.—Open catboats, 20tt. and under. Class 
B.—Open catboats. all over 20ft. Class G.—C^en sloops, 25ft. and 
under. Class D.—Open sloops, all over 25ft. The followmg yachts 
were entered in the various classes: 

CLASS A—CABIN SLOOPS. 
Length over all. 
. 45.00 
. 38.00 

Outvie.Percy Williams. 
Hatties.Henry Sturgis. 

CLASS 3-CABIN SLOOPS. 
Carrie May.James White . 35.00 
Wacondah...Henry Doscher.35.10% 
Elephant.Henry Meyer, Jr. 37 00 

CLASS 2—CABIN SLOOPS. 
Bess.N. J. Hanly.27.06 

CLASS 1—CABIN SLOOPS. 
Mascotte .G. W. Hernold.24.00 
Irene .A. Lockhead.26.00 
Vida.... 

CLASS A—OPEN CATBOATS. 
Elfin.E. G. Davis. 19.11 
Psyche.Eugene Zaiss.18.00 

CLASS B—OPEN CATBOATS. 
Eipple.Dr. E. F. Drayton.26.06 

CLASS C—OPEN SLOOPS. 
Faustina.EobertC. Hopkins.24.05 

The wind was fresh from S.W. when the fleet started at 1:04 P. M. 
and the tide was running flood. The larger boats were timed at buoy 
814 as follows: 
Carrie May.2 50 46 Elephant.3 07 40 
Wacondah...2 55 15 Eipple.3 28 20 
Outvie.3 03 30 

The full summary is: 
CLASS 1- -CABIN SLOOPS. 

Start.. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected. 
..1 04 13 4 30 24 .3 26 11 3 24 12 
. 1 04 44 4 31 00 3 26 16 3 26 21 
..1 04 58 Not timed. 

CLASS 2- -CABIN SLOOPS. 
..1 07 00 Not timed. 
CLASS 3- -CABIN SLOOPS. 

..1 04 25 3 49 00 2 44 35 2 43 20 
..1 05 09 3 55 00 2 49 51 2 48 -26 
..1 04 34 4 03 30 2 58 56 2 58 56 

CLASS 4- -CABIN SLOOPS. 

,..l 04 07 
, .1 05 84 

4 40 00 3 35 53 3 35 53 

CLASS A -CAT-RIGGED. 

...1 08 :35 3 36 59 2 28 24 2 28 24 
..1 08 18 3 59 80 2 51 12 1 48 14 
CLASS B- CAT-RIGGED. 

3 11 16 ...1 08 18 4 20 34 3 11 16 
CIASS c- —OPEN SLOOPS. 

..1 09 44 3 23 00 2 13 16 2 13 16 
...1 06 48 3 37 00 2 29 17 2 27 44 

SANDY BAY Y. C. REGATTA, 

The second regatta of the Sandy Bay Y. C. was sailed on June 12 
over a course from the judges’ line off the Piwilion Beach to a 

buoy off Eastern Point, thence across to a buoy off Eafe s Ch^m and 
return to the judges’ line, and repeat, a distance of 12 miles. The 
vachts were in two classes, 20 to 2f)ft. waterline and un^r 20ft., and 
^weepstokfpryes were given in each class, while the Cunningham 
Cup was also to be ^iled for. Before the race the Sassacus carried 
a wav her bowsprit. The start was made at 1:50 P. M., Silver Cloud 
feSgfwith Pewk, While Wings, Shark,. Louette. Tyrant, Alpine 
Jenni/c., Puritan, Adele. Osceola and Lottie in ordCT. The order at 
first was Silver cioud. While Wings, Louette and Petrel. The full 
times were: 

Louette, Haskins...22.TO 
Silver Cloud, McLaughlin.21.09 

Tyrant, El well...|103 
White Wings, Perry.^l 10 
Petrel. Paul.|1 09 
Lottie, McLane. 

^ iToStte STs^ond ieg for ■ tbV wp and flr^t prige in Uv class. 

Length. 
..22.00 

Elapi 
2 16 

led. 
55 

...21.09 2 21 11 
2 22 24 

...21 10 2 25 65 

...21.09 2 26 41 
..26,00 2 14 45 

2 41 20 
...18.00 2 41 24 
...19.06 g 43 20 

2 06 49 
2 10 41 
2 11 06 
2 15 34 
2 16 11 
2 10 14 
2 21 06 

Surprise.1 06 48 . 
Bess had no competitor in the second class, Hattie S. lost her top 

mast and did not finish. The judges followed the race on the launch 
Edward Burfield. 

ATLANTIC Y. C. ANNUAL REGATTA, JUNE 15. 
A SPECIAL feature of regatta week this year is the presence of a 

large fleet from Boston, bent on adding to the score of last year’s 
victory a lot of new mugs. Fortuna came in last week, having 
sailed around; Puritan, Gitana and Thetis arrived on Saturday, the 
former receiving a perfect ovation from whistles and bells on her 
passage past the city to her old anchorage off Stapleton, while May 
flower was found at anchor on Tuesday morning off Bay Eidge. She 
had left Boston on Thursday night, falling foul of fogs and calms and 
not reaching New York until Monday night, too late to enter on Tues¬ 
day. She went on the screw dock on Wednesday, and will probably 
sail to-day in the New York Y. C. Eegatta. 

This year's regatta of the Atlantic Y. C.is especially noticeable 
from the large proportion of new boats or of boats new to New York 
waters that entered, no less than 8 out of the 36 starters being on 
trial First of course is the supreme effort of the Atlantic Y. C., the 
culmination of twenty years’ experience of the American center- 
beard sloop model. No other club of its size has been as fondly de¬ 
voted to the ancient American sloop, and none h^ contended so 
stoutly for the principles on which that esteemed craft wa.s supposed 
to be construced, and it is now not a little amusing to see the result 
of it all; a boat that is even less of a sloop than any of her compet¬ 
itors and that stands forth a confession m wood and lead, of the 
fallacious views so long held by the believep in the sloop. An at¬ 
tempt is stiU made to foist these new boats off ^ of ‘the purely 
•American type.” and the delusion is fostered by diibbmg them 
“sloops,” but it is too late to impose on even tne green^t yachtemen 
True, they have beam and centerboard to fall back on but ni all other 
respects they are the direct opposite of a sloop. Techme^y, m 
view of their rig, they are cutters, but without fallmg back on that, 
three or them at least, Atlantic, Puritan and Mayfiower, may fairly 
be designated as centerboard cuttera. 

Whatever merits time may show her to possess, Atlantic certainty 
cannot number beauty among them. It was bad enough when sail- 
ing about the bay alone, but with Puritan and Mayflower alopgside, 
her stern seems to cock up higher than ever, while from astern the 
narrow blunt end looks as if some one had stepped on the point and 
broken it off. The upward rake of her bowsprit only serves to increase 
the sheer, making her look more cresceut-sbaped than she really is. 
In her sailing on Tuesday she appeared a little by the head, maKiug 
the stem still higher. Her sails are now in fine 
as can be desired. In the race, m spite ot her “ew ot she 
was not up to the mark with her light emva?, the baUoon jibtop'-ail 
going overboard several times in lowering, while at times her spi^a- 
ker was not handled quickly. Of course, she was well sailed, e^ept 
in crossing the line, and her crew will no doubt improve with more 

'^^r^cill^may^be rated as a new boat in view of the extensree altera^ 
tions of last winter in hull and rig. With her cutter ng ^d a ga^ of 
a ton weight taken off her rail and decks, she is much stiffei and thus 
far seems faster than last year She was very 
and while favored more than the others in the shaking "P foi; Places 
beyond the Scotland, she worked for and fully deserved all she won. 
The double stay arrangement on her and Atlantic ’j® 
disadvantages, as both had trouble at the Sandy Hook lightehip m 
hoisting bafloon jibtopsails to windward, 
also made her reappearance after another liahtning change, now 
coming out as a deep draft, lead k®®'-.round-bottomed schooner. 

The next new one on the list of entries is the ®®l^°°u®r 
known about New York, but rebuilt and newly rigged last winter, and 
sailing her first race in her new form on Tuesday, coming m second 

^Uke her is Gracie, ot almost forgotten age. 
this sorine. Her appeal ance certamly has been very niuim im¬ 
proved, and as to speed, one race is not sufficient 1® 1^*1^® 
she was well astern out to the Scotland, finally losing to Thetis on 

In'the^hird class was another real new one, Cinderella, 
racer Since her race at Larchmont her mast has been shorten^ 
15ui. and bowsprit 2ft. Again she w»6 well ftstern Of (,.-lara all daj", 
especially so'dtu'ing the first half. 

B. 
C. 
D. 

1. 
2.. 
3.. 
4. 

6. 
7. 
fi 

10.. 

11. 
12. 

13. 
14. 
IS. 
16. 
17. 
18.. 
19. 

20. 
21. 
22. 
23 
24. 
25. 
26. 

27. 
28 .. 

29. 
30. 
32. 

38. 
34. . 
36. 

37. 

Concord is a new boat in New York waters, a centerboard, lead 
keel sloop, owned by Com. H. C. Eoome. J. O. Y. C.. and Nirvana, a 
deep keel boat, from Boston, is only new to New York. 

Another Boston boat, a real new one, is Adelaide, built by Wood 
Bros, for Mr. Eobert Underhill. With her high counter, low waist, 
and consequent sheer, she looked a cousin to Atlantic and was no 
more of a beauty. Her stern, ending in a big triangle with its lower 
angle deeply immersed, proclaimed a close relationship to Neva. 
Gleam. Cricket and other of Wood’s boats; but below water she is of 
a different type, following more the Puritan model. Her rig, of 
course, showed double headsails. The last new one, Arab, we have 
before described; a deep, lead-loaded centerboard craft, with very 
large rig and single jib. The entries in the various classes were: 

special class. 
riscilla.A. Cass Canfield. 
iritan.,J. Malcolm Forbes. 
tlantic.Maxwell, Fish and Lawton. 

CLASS A—SCHOONERS. 
dal Wave.Thomas W. Dawson. 
ontauk. John E. Brooks. 

..Grayling.. .L. A. Fish. 
CLASS B —SCHOONERS. 

.C. \V. (fc J. Hogan. 

CLASS C- -CABIN SLOOPS. 
.Joseph P. Earle. 

CLASS D— -CABIN SLOOPS. 
.W. E. Iselin. 

..Vivid. .T. N. Motley. 
. Clara. 

.William Ziegler. 

CLASS E—CABIN SLOOPS. 
.H. C. Eoome. 
.J. Eogers Maxwell. 

..Stella. .J. L. Marcellus. 

.T. H. Hall. 
CLASS F — CABIN SLOOPS. 

.John G. Prague. 

CLASS G—CABIN SLOOPS. 
.H. C. Winiringham. 

.llderan.... 
CLASS H— CABIN SLOOPS. 

■Merlin.G H Eipley 
CLASS K—CABIN SLOOPS. 

.Hypatia.James Weir, Jr. 

The letters or numbers were carried on the mainsaU. The courses 

and around Sandy Hook Lightship, keeping it on the port hand, and 
back to Buoy No. 15. Distance, 37 miles. „ . , ,,, 

For Classes A, B, C, D and E the same, except that the flm.sh will be 
from the point of departure, off Bay Eidge. Distance, 40 miles. 

Class F the same course, but returning after rounding Scotland 
Liglitship. Distance, 32 miles. . 

Other classes the same course, but returning home after rounding 
the stakeboat anchored near Buoy No. 8. Distance, 24 miles. 

All yachts to pass to the wastward of Fort Lafayette and the 
beacon on Eomer Shoal, and to the eastward of buoys No. 11. 13 and 
15 on the West Bank, both going and returning, and at the home- 
stake between two stakeboais marking the line. 

Basides the regular class prizes the Livingston memorial prize 
was to be sailed for in Class E, for first boat in, without allowance. 

The Cygnus with the members on board and the swift and commo¬ 
dious Liickenbach -with the judges, Messrs. Beebe, McNulty and Paine, 
left Jewell’s dock about 10 A. M. and steamed to Bay Eidge, where 
the fleet were waiting, most of them with big top.sails aloft, spinnaker 
poles ready to port and the balloon jibtop.sails set in stops. Anchor¬ 
ing off the Basin, the first gun was fired from the bluff at 10:35. 

The weather was not pleasant, a cold dun-colored sky made an 
overcoat a necessity, the wind was only moderate, but damp and 
chilly, coming from N.E. A strong ebb tide was ready to help the 
yachts down. A few miuutes before gunfire Puritan reached along 
the line to eastward, shaving it very close with 'fhetis close astern. 

It seemed as if both must cross before the time, but they held on 
until a puff of smoke was seen on shore, following which, almost be¬ 
fore the report was heard, Puritan’s big balloon sail burst from its 
stops, while Thetis quickly followed with ballooner and spinnaker. 
Awav they went, booms to starboard and flying down tide, Thetis 
with only a thimbleheader over her gaff. Haze and Grayling quickly 
followed then Tidal Wave, Montauk and Priscilla. The latter broke 
out balloon jibtopsail and lowered headsails on the line. Atlantic 
was far to the westward at crtinfire, but came down handsomely at 
last making a good turn about the tug, and going over with 18 sec¬ 
onds to spare. At 10:45 a third gun gave the expiratian ot the 
special class and schooners’ time, and also the signal for the others. 

The fleet filed pastin a procession, the order being as follows: 

Puritan. 
Thetis. 
Haze. 
Grayling. 
Tidal Wave. 
Montauk. 
Priscilla. 
Agnes. 
Atlantic. 
Gracie. 
Eepublic. 
Viclette. 
Leona. 
Clara. 
Hypatia. 
Arab. 
Vivid. 
Cinderella. 
Rover.>10 47 41 

Spinnakers, clubtopsailsand balloon jibtopsails went quickly aloft, 
and in a few minutes all were spread across the Bay, a host of lofty 
white triangles showing in the misty distance. 

The sun meanwhile had come out a little and the air was warmer, 
but the wind had not increased. Puritan and Thetts still held a long 
lead, with Priscilla next and Atlantic s ull among the ruck. M 11:30 
all were outside the forrs, the three leaders well ahead. The wind 
now went around to the North and 10:41 Atlantic jibed her bpoin to 
Dort PrisciUa doing the same at 10:42 and most of the fleet following. 

Before noon the wind dropped perceptibly, and Puntan and Thetis 
off Buoy 6 were nearly becalmed. Thetis "Pp®“ 
boat, however, and seemed very close to her. 
but'i'hetis still held her boom to starboard. At 12:12 Puntan jibed 
again, and PrisciUa f flowed at 12:23. All were now nearmg Buoy 8, 
where the raarkboat was stationed, about which a school of porpoises 
were amusing themselves. On they came, and to the surprise of all 
Thetis turned ahead of Puritan amid a din of whistles, bells 8“^- 
A carrier pigeon was at once sent up from the tug to carry the 
to B^tem Puritan turned about 150ft. astern of Thetis, and both 
drqpped ballooners and came by the wind, Puntan to windward and 

^^Uantic^nTMseVfla were next seen about % mile astern of Pun- 
tan, the former ahead, having made up the loss at starung. ^f®r® 
of them were the others, all with booms over the quarter. Atlantic 
turned first, with Priscilla probably 400ft. astern. The times were: 

.12 35.33 Haze. . 
12 86 00 Cinderella.12 47 18 

Auauwu .'.V. ...12 42 00 Concorde. 12 47 59 
Priscilla ' .12 43 00 Gracie.12 48 24 
orayi,i|«» tSt! 

Daphne.9^ 
Having all her class well astern Clara was looking for better game 

and pushed in for a place with the big ones, turning j’®^^®®" 
and Montauk. Out past the Hook went a long single file, by 
^iritan, all with booms over starboard quarter and jibtepsaiis set. 
'1 he sun was now sliining brightly and made a pretty picture as the 
vachts tossed over the long swells on the bar. 
^ Puritan was still well ahead at the Scotland, ^e leaders t^mg 
as follows: Puritan. Thetis, Atlantic, Priscilla, ^od auk. 

Atlantic now came up on Thetis, passing b?’’2:9“; 
pipfl also gaining 00 Puritan. Now the wmd fo 1 and left the fleet 

.10 40 20 Adelaide. .10 48 23 

.10 41 12 Stella. ..10 47 48 

.10 41 36 Crocodile. .10 48 07 
10 42 11 Eoamer. .10 48 13 

.10 42 47 Eival. 
,10 42 48 Thistle. .10 48 46 
10 42 55 Bertie. .10 48 56 
.10 43 18 Concord. .10 49 31 
.10 44 42 Atblen. .10 49 42 
10 45 CO Daisy. .10 50 00 
10 45 00 Penguin. 

.10 45 00 Daphne. .10 .‘^O 00 
,10 45 35 Hderan. .to 50 00 
10 46 40 Curlew. .10 60 00 
10 46 64 Nomad. ... .10 50 00 

,10 47 no 
.10 47 32 Merlin. 
10 47 83 

,10 47 41 
Louise. .10 50 00 

Thetis.. 
Puritan 
Atlantic 
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nearly becalmed, the leaders close together. Priscilla alone carried 
a big baloon jibtopsail and what wind there was she caught, drawing 
into first place on the heat to the lightship. 

All came for it well together, but, nipping as close as possible, Pris¬ 
cilla weathered it on starboard tack and was off down hill, wind and 
tide helping her, while Puritan and Atlantic had to make another 
tack under the mark before rounding. Atlantic turned second, but 
dropped her ballooner overboard in setting it. Puritan followed, 
while after her came the cutter Clara, fourth of the fleet. The times 
were: 
Priscilla.2 26 25 Grayling . 2 42 45 
Atlantic.2 28 26 Grade.2 50 .83 
Puritan .2 30 07 Montauk.2 65 08 
Clara.2 37 80 Cinderella.3 00 00 

No sooner were they off for home than Atlantic and Puritan began 
a luffing match, the latter to windward, making two charges for At¬ 
lantic’s weather, while Priscilla was leaving both. The two stem 
chasei-s dropped spinnaker booms in readiness, while Atlantic gamed 
aUttle; but soon the white one came upon her weather again, this 
time taking the lead-of her and holding it to the close. After she 
passed her spinnaker went up, Priscilla following at once, staying 
hers well forward, while Atlantic’s was not set for seven or eight 
minutes after. 

Up the Bay was a tedious journey, little wind and no excitement 
over such a finish. Priscilla continued to gain until within a half 
mile of buoy 15, the breeze dropped, and by the time she was a quar¬ 
ter of a mile from the finish she lay motionless, save for the flood 
tide. The others were still coming, holding a light breeze and threat 
ening to pass her, but she drifted on. finishing at 5:57. When they 
reached the calm streak they also stopped, sails dropped idly and 
some were taken in,the two boats drifting up almost sideways. Pur¬ 
itan had led the sailing, but Atlantic proved the best drifter, and 
finally crossed the line in an oblique position, while her less fortunate 
rival, without steerage way drifted just outside the markboat and 
did not finish. 

The others came very slowly up to Bay Ridge, the finish being 
devoid of any excitement. Gracie managed to overtake Thetis and 
led her in, but lost on tune allowance. The times were: 

SPECIAL CLASS—SLOOPS. 
Priscilla. .10 42 55 4 89 58 5 57 03 6 57 03 
Atlantic. 4 54 29 6 09 47 6 08 64 

CLASS A—SCHOONERS. 
Montauk. 6 18 26 7 20 38 7 30 38 
Republic-- .10 45 00 (Not timed). 
Grayling. 6 10 19 7 28 08 7 21 43 

CLASS B—SCHOONERS. 
Haze. .10 41 36 Not timed. 
Agnes. 6 61 20 8 08 02 8 08 02 
Vidette. .10 45 00 Not timed. 
Leona. .10 45 35 7 38 87 8 65 02 8 45 16 

CLASS C- -SLOOPS. 
Gracie. 5 58 59 7 13 59 7 13 69 
Thetis. 5 69 07 7 17 65 7 12 17 

CLASS D- -SLOOPS. 
Cinderalla. ..10 47 33 6 20 52 7 38 19 7 29 43 
Vivid. .10 47 32 7 21 58 8 34 26 8 34 26 
Claro. .10 46 40 6 03 17 7 16 37 7 14 12 
Thistle. .10 48 46 6 57 10 8 08 24 8 05 02 
Atnlon. .10 49 42 6 18 31 7 28 49 7 25 27 
Roamer . .10 48 13 6 23 09 7 34 56 7 26 48 

CLASS E- -SLOOPS. 
Daphne. . .10 50 00 7 00 45 8 10 45 8 10 45 
Adelaide . .10 48 23 6 32 23 7 44 05, 7 43 16 
Rover. .10 47 41 7 15 04 8 27 23 8 26 34 
Stella. , .10 47 48 Not timed. 
Penguin. 6 20 52 7 30 62 7 26 41 

CLASS P- -SLOOPS. 
Crocodile. .10 48 or 6 40 51 6 62 44 6 52 44 
Rival. 5 47 44 6 58 58 6 56 04 

CLASS G- -SLOOPS. 
Nomad. 6 30 31 6 40 31 6 40 31 
Daisy . .10 50 00 6 32 85 6 42 35 6 42 28 
Ilderan. .10 50 00 4 45 03 5 55 03 6 62 07 

CLAES H- -SLOOPS. 
Arab. .10 47 05 6 01 46 6 14 41 6 14 41 
Merlin. 5 32 06 6 42 06 6 36 09 

CLASS K- -SLOOPS. 
Hypatia. .10 46 54 5 14 08 6 27 14 6 27 14 

The winners are: Class A, Grayling first, Montauk second prize; 
Class B, Agnes first, Leona second prize; Class C, Thetis first prize; 
Class D, Clara first, Athlon second prize; Class E, Penguin first. Ade¬ 
laide second prize, and Penguin winning Livingston Memorial prize; 
Class F, Crocodile; Class G, Ilderan; Class H, Arab; Hypatia, walk¬ 
over in Class K. 

The race was far from satisfactory and by no means settles the 
question of the best boat. Atlantic did well in the early part, in mak¬ 
ing up the lost gronnd at the start, but from the Lightship in she was 
fairly outsailed by Priscilla and Puritan, the latter holding first 
until the wind left them above the line. Thetis, sailed by Captain 
Crocker, astonished her friends, and the outsiders as well, b.v the 
way she went off over the first half of the course and finally won a 
prize for Boston by beating Gracie. Clara added another to her string 
of victories, beating her class and everything else except Gracie and 
Thetis. Cinderella, her special rival, was 16 minutes astern, while 
the old sloops. Thistle and Roamer, were less than an hour behind 
her. To day, most of them meet again in the New York Y. C. re¬ 
gatta, the entries being as follows, measurement given being for time 
allowance: 

KEEL SCHOONERS. 

No. Yacht. Owner. Feet. 
10. .Dauntless .. .C.H. Colt.. .112.60 
11. . 96.23 
12. . 97.06 
13. .. ..Fortuna_ .H. S. Hovey. 
14. 

CENTERBOARD SCHOONERS. 
16 .... .Montauk.^.. 
17. . 90.83 
18...... . L. A. Fish. . 83 28 

FIRST CLASS SLOOPS. 
1. 
2. 
3.... . 83.85 
4. .Charles J. Paine. 

SECOND CLASS SLOOPS. 
6. 
5. . 71.45 
9. .W. R. Travers. . 67.70 
7. . 66.69 
8. .G. F. Randolph. . 57.60 

THIRD CLASS SLOOPS. 
25. ... 
28. 
29 .. 

.Vivid. 

. Cinderella 

.T. N. Motley. 

.W. E. Iselin. . 55.48 
30 . 
31 . 
S ‘2. .. 

.. Gaviota... .G. M. Edwards. 

.R. N. Ellis .. 

. 55.15 

33. 
FOURTH CLASS SLOOPS. 

35. .R. B. Hartshorne. . 47 08 
34. . 32 07 

COOPER’S POINT C. Y. C.-The first of the semi-monthly races of 
this club was sailed in a strong N. W. wind from Cooper’s Point around 
Petty's Island, two rounds or 20 miles. In the first class, 16ft. t© 19ft., 
were the J. W. Norcross. Humes and Middleton. Second class, 14ft. 
to 16ft., R. G. Wilkins,-W. Allmond, E. L. Metz, W. G. Cook and 
Trucksent. The former started at 2:06, the latter at 2:13. The first 
round was timed as follows: Norcross 3:03, Wilkins 3:20. The Mid¬ 
dleton carried away her mast step, Allmond fouled the mark, the 
Humes split her sail and the Metz capsized. The Norcross finished at 
4:17 and the Wilkins at 4.40. No other yachts completed the course. 
Prize Hags, the gifts of Capt. Wilkins, were given in each class. The 
starter and referee was Capt. Rufus G. Wilkins; judges, Frank Carr 
and R. W. Kerswell; time-keeper, H. Clay Funk. The Wilkins and 
Allmond will sail a match for $50 per side, shortly. 

ALICE, schooner, Mr. W. L. Lockhard, of Boston, has had 8 tons of 
lead added to her keel. 

GREAT HEAD Y. C. PROTESTS.—On June 11 a meeting was held 
to decide the protests arising out of the races of June 6. That against 
Flora Lee was not proved and she was awarded the prize. That of 
Majel against Silver Cloud was not pressed, as the owner of Majel 
did not appear, and the one against Dart was withdrawn. The prizes 
awarded were as follows: First class—First prize, $23; second, $14; 
third, $10. Second class—First prize, $18; second, $11; third, $8. 
Third class—First prize, $18; second, $12; third, $8. Fourth Class- 
First prize, $4.50; second, $2.90; third, $1.60. 

MOBILE Y. C.—At the annual meeting of this club the following 
officers were chosen: J. S. Woodhull, Commodore; H. Pillasis, Vice- 
Commodore; W. F. Kirkbride, Secretary and Treasurer, Governing 
Committee, J. S. Woodhull {ex-officio). Chairman; W. B. Curran and 
F. S. Gibson. The club is in a sound financial condition, and the 
prospects for a successful season are flattering, having a member¬ 
ship of fifty and a fleet of about fifteen boats, with large additions to 
both on the card. The only fixed event at present is our annual 
cup regatta, to be sailed at Point Clear on July 4. 

CHESAPEAKE BAY Y. C.—The Chesapeake Bay Y. C. held its 
annual meeting on June 7. The officers elected for the year were: 
W. O. S. Dimpfel, Commodore; Col. F. C. Goldsborough, Vice-Com¬ 
modore, and J. G. Morris, Secretary and Treasurer. J. G. Morris was 
also elected Measurer. July 17 was named as the day for the annual 
review of the club, on which occasion a match will be held for Chesa¬ 
peake canoes and buckeyes. Race to take place in Miles River from 
Deep Water Point. Messrs. Dimpfel and Morris were appointed 
regatta committee. 

AMERICAN Y. C.—At a special meeting held June 8, Col. W. H. 
Gilder was elected an honorary member of the club. A club signal 
was presented to him, which he will endeavor to hoist on the North 
Pole when he reaches it by walking. 

QUAKER CITY Y. C. REGATTA.-The annual regatta of the 
Quaker City Y. C. was sailed on June 9 on the Delaware, the conrse 
being from Market street to Chester Buoy and return, 36 miles. The 
entries were as follows: Schooners, Helen, Avalon. First class 
cabin yachts. 38ft. and over, Venitzia, Minerva and Sunbeam. Sec¬ 
ond class cabin yachts. 32 to 38ft., Olga and Consort. Third class 
cabin yachts, 27 to 32ft., Agile, Minerva. Anita, Nahma and Carrie Z. 
Fifth class, open boats. Hurley. The wind was from S. E., and the 
tide running out at 11:05 A. M., when the race started. Minerva led 
but was soon passed by Venitzia. who held her lead to the end. Helen 
had the better of Avalon over the entire course. More wind came up 
off Fort Mifflin, and kites were taken in. Venitzia turned the mark 
at 12:50, with Sunbeam at 12:51. Spinnakers were set on the run 
home. Venitzia and Olga lost their topmasts, but continued the race, 
the former winning. The times at finish were: , 
Venitzia.2 37 40 Nahma.3 13 40 
Sunbeam.  2 40 50 Minerva.3 18 18 
Helen.2 53 25 Anita.3 20 07 
Minerva. 2 63 50 Carrie L.  3 24 45 
Avalon.2 56 05 Agile.3 36 16 
Consort.3 13 53 Hurley.3 24 46 
Olga.8 23 .. 

The prizes were: Schooner class, nickel-plated chronometer clock; 
first class, first prize. Bliss taffrail log; second prize, swinging ice 
Eitcher; second class, Valette cup; third class, first prize, champion 

ag; second prize, yacht ensign; third prize, cabin light; fifth class, 
champion flag. The judges were A. F. Bancroft, S. A. Wood and R. 
G. Wilkins. 

SEAWANHAKA C. Y C. REGATTA.—The entries for Saturday are 
as follows: Schooners, Fertuna. Graylihg, Ruth Gitana. First class 
cutters, sloops and yawls: Atlantic, Priscilla, Puritan, Mayflower. 
Second class: Bedouin. Gracie. Third class: Clara, Cinderella, Regina. 
Fourth class: Rival. Fifth class: Yseult, Nomad, Culprit Fay, Nyssa, 
Elephant. 

PENNSYLVANIA Y. C. REGATTA.-The times in the Pennsylvania 
Y. C. Regatta of May 31 were: Birch, 3:15; Bennett, 3:21; Little Ty¬ 
coon, 3:25, and Cocktail fourth. 

ADRIENNE, schooner. Commodore Pfaff, was launched by Law- 
leys last week. The owner’s son will sail her during Ms absence in 
Europe. 

MIRAMICHI Y. C.—On June 5 the yachts of the Miramichi Y. C. 
turned out for a short cruise, Kittoeh, Commodore Miller, leading the 
fleet. 

TORONTO Y. C.—A race was sailed on June 6 between Mischief 
and Meteor for a purse of $100, the latter winning by 4min. 30sec. 

SACHEM.—Lawley8 launched Messrs. Owens & Metcalf’s schooner 
on Tuesday, and will have her ready in about three weeks. 

XARIFA.—On Saturday last the English yawl Xarifa arrived 
^lew York from Antigua. She is a little larger than Cythera. 

GREAT HEAD Y. C.-The race of this club on June 12 did not 
finish, owing to lack of wind. 

VANDAL, Mr. Fay’s New yacht, is now nearly rigged at Lawley^s 
yard. 

UNA, schooner, has been sold to Mr. E. Hanseon, of Boston, 

An experiment to test the speed of the swallow’s flight has 
just been made at Pavia. Two hen birds were taken from 
their broods, carried to Milan, and were released at a given 
hour. Both made their way back to their nests in thirteen 
minutes, which gave their rate of speed at eighty-seven and a 
half miles an hour. 

EUMPHIIE7S' 
Vetevlnary 

for 
CATTLE, SHEEP. 

DOGS, HOGS, POULTRY. 

tyU. S. Governm’t. 

Chart on Rollers, 
and Book Sent Free. 

Humphreys’ Med. Co., 109 Fulton St., H. Y. 

ARTIFICIAL FLIES. 
"We keep constantly in stock over 500 varieties of 

Trout, Black Bass, Grayling & Salmon Flies. 
Particular attention given to the selection of the gut, and all flies tied on our HIGHEST QUALITY SPROAT 

HOOKS. 
Sizes of Trout Flies from No. 2 to No. 18. Any pattern tied to order. 

If your dealer does not keep our goods in stock, or will not order them for you, send us 50 cents for our 180-page 
foHo illustrated catalogue. 

ABBEY & IMBBIE, 
Manufacturers of every description of 

TRADE 

TROUT FLIES, 
36c. Per Do2sen. 

H. H. KIFFE, 
318 PULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

Send for Fishing Tackle Catalogue. 

Salmon Fishing in Canada. 
We have the largest stock in America of Forrest 

& Son’s celebrated Salmon Flies, Bods, Reels, 
Casting Lines, etc., etc.. We have everything in 
Fishing Tackle for the successful capture of Sal¬ 
mon and Trout la Canadian waters. American 
anglers can obtain their complete outfit from us 
far below New York prices. Spliced Salmon and 
Trout Rods a specialty. Salmon and Trout Rods 
made to order and repaired. W. W. Greener’s 
Guns Eley Bros. Ammunition, Curtis and Harvey’s 
Diamond Grain Powder, Clay Pigeons, Blackbirds, 
Glass Balls, Traps and all kinds of sporting goods. 
Send stamp for 42-page illustrated catalogue. 

T. W. BOYD & SON, 1641 Notre Dame st., 
Montreal, Canada. 

“Murcia” Silk Worm Gut. 
PISHING AND SHRGIOAL USE. 

In lots to suit, all grades and lengths, "Extra 
Heavy" to “Extra Fme.’’ Assorted thousands, ten 
different grades, including "Extra Long,” put up 
for country trade and clubs. Prices, $5 to $15 per 
1,000, Assorted thousands, $7.50. Address LATASA 
& CO., P. O, Box 2,708, Washington Building, N. Y. 

F* I S H: I 3\r <3r 07^02^. 
18 Vesey Street (Fourth door from the Astor House), New York. 

Dickerman Pat. Hammerless Single-Barrel Shotgun. 
DESIGNED ESPECIAEEY FOR 

12-GAUGE NOW READY. 

Weight 6)4 to 7 lbs. 

OTriwcst. 
Warranted to throw 300 

No. 8 shot in 30-inch circle 

at 33 yards. 

Improvements. 
Automatic Safety Pistol Grip, Double Bolt, Rubber Butt Plate, Pull Choke, 

Blued Frame, with Twist, Laminated or Damascus Barrels. 
cocking the hammer as well as breaking up the gun. The leverage is so adjusted that the gun is 

broken up and hammer rooked as easily as an ordmary gun wltb simple top snap is broken up. By the same movement of the top snap the safety 
trigger, locking the latter fir oaly into the bent of the hammer. The Saiety Button it located^st in front 

Manufactured by THE STRONG FIRE ARMS CO., New Haven, Conn., U. S. A. 
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55 COTJRT STREET, BROOKLYN. DEALER IN' 

First Quality Goods at liower Prices than any other House in America. 
Brass Multiplyine Reels witli Balance Handles, first quality and fine 

600ft., S3.50, Any of the above Reels with Drags, as cts. extra; nickel p’- 
nickel plated, 50 cts. extra. Marster’s Celebrated Hooks Snelled on Gut,—--,-^ - ^ ... 
Aberdeen, Sneck Bent, and all other hooks. Single gut, 12 cts. per doz.; double, 20 cts. per doz ; treble, 30 cts. per doz. Put up one half dozen in a package. 
Single Gut Trout and Black Bass Leaders. 1yd., 5 cts.; 2yds., 10 cts., 3yds.. 15 cts. Double Twisted Leaders, 3 length, 5 cts.; treble twisted, 3 length, 10 cts. 
Trout Flies, 60 cts. per doe. Black Bass Flies, $1.00 per doz Trout and Black Bass Bait Rods, Oft. long, $1.25 to $5.00. Trout and Black Bass Fly Rods, 10ft. 
long. $1 50 to $10 00. Also forty-eight different styles of rods for all kinds of fishing. Samples of hooks, leaders, etc , sent by mail on receipt of price in 
money or stamps. SEND STAMP FOR CATALOGUE. THU MANUFACTUKK OF SNELLED HOOKS AND LEADERS A SPECIALTY. 

Established 20 Years. Open Evenings. J. T, MAH.ST£H.S, 55 Court Street. Brooklyn. 

FISHING RODS 
Brother angler, do you want to know where to 

purchase a fine hand made fishing rod. with numer¬ 
ous improvements not found in any other rod man¬ 
ufactured, and at a lower price than a machine rod 
can he purchased? Send for price list containing 
hints in selecting a rod. 

EDWARD SMITH, 
Pittsford, Rutland Co., Vt. 

Florida, the italy of America— 
50 pages valuable information.—Opportunities 

for profitable investments; a Home, Orange Grove, 
Winter Garden, Damage from Recent Freeze. Pub¬ 
lished by Bailey Syndicate. Indorsed by leading 
ofiicials of Florida. Send six 2c.-stamps for copy to 
J. F. TUCKER, Gen. Mgr , Brooksville, Fla. 

THE WINCHESTER. 
THE MOST FOPULAH 

Eepeating Eiile 
IN THE MARKET. 

Great Variety 

of Styles and 

Calibers. 

PRICES 

REDUCED. 

EVERY VARIETY OF 

Metallic Ammunition 
PAPER AND BRASS SHOT SHELLS, 

<3run. 'VlT'a.ds* Px*ixxxej:*s» etc. 

WHTCHESTEH REPEATING ARMS CO., 
ISTB'W HA-VESlNr, OOKTKT. 

Send for 76-pagre Illustrated Catalogue. 

Spalding’s Celebrated Split Bamboo Rod. 

TJNEOPALLED IN QUALITY AND WORKMANSHIP. MADE WITH SPECIAL CARE AS TO UNIFORMITY OF 
SPRING AND DURABILITY. PATENT SERRATED WATERPROOF FERRULE. 

Hand-Made 
OUR SPECIALTIES IN 

Lancewood and Greenhart Rods 
Take the lead in first quality goods. 

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE 

Brooks’ Patent Line-Drying Reel, 
crevice of fence or other convenient place. Price, $2.00. 

SOLE AGENiS FOR TUE FOLLOWING SPECIALTIES IN FISHING TACKLE; 

Bray’s Patent Ply-Book, Gogebic Reels, Spalding’s Hammered Trolling Bait, f 
^ Live Pish Net, Rudolph’s Disgorger, Utley’s Collapsing Net, Browns Patent Net 

Ring and Staff, Brooks’ Patent Line Dryer. 

:x-oa.dwa.3r, IW. 'ST. lOS HflCadlsoix St., OliAoaso, HI. 
S£ND rOR FISHING TACKL£ CATALOGU£. 

E. K. TRYON, JR. ^Si CO., Philadelphia Agents. 
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SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES. 

THE BEST HAMMEBEESS GUN IN THE WORLD. 

THE PECULIAR SYSTEM OF BORING, CHOKING AND CHAMBERING gives the maxim result in closeness ot shooting 

(this, however, can he done by any one), combined with PENETRATION. This latter is the great point. Ask any one who shoots a 

Daly and they will tell you they “Kill dead.’’ 

THE GREAT SUPERIORITY IN ACCURACY OF THE FITTING AND CLOSENESS OF THE WORK makes the guns last 

a lifetime. Large numbers of DALY GUNS have been in use a score of years, and are as tight to-day as when first made. The work¬ 

men who make these guns are all “ARTISTS IN IRON AND WOOD.” We confidently assert that no better or closer work can be 

found in the world, whether it comes from a Purdy, a Grant, or a Westley Richards. 

THE BARRELS AND LOCK WORK ARE MADE OF FIRST QUALITY MATERIAL. One of the great points in a gun is 

the accuracy with which the barrels are put together. It ccsts more to put a pair of barrels together properly than it does to make an 

ordinary gun out and out. DALY GUNS have no superior in this respect. 

THE ANSON & DEELEY SYSTEM, ON WHICH THESE GUNS ARE MADE, is the best ever yet put on the market. It is 

the same system as used by Westley Richards, Harrington & Richardson and many others. The only objection has been that the 

forearm of the frame is rather short. We have, however, overcome this difficulty, and a DALY HAMMERLESS ANSON & DEELEY 

SYSTEM WITH LONG BODY IS THE STRONGEST HAMMERLESS IN THE WORLD. 

THEY ARE BEAUTIFUL IN OUTLINE, ARTISTIC IN FINISH. THE STOCKS HAVE HANDSOME FIGURE. They are 

stocked for use, “come up” properly. It is a pleasure to handle them, and to look at them is like viewing a handsome picture. A 
DALY is A “THING OF BEAUTY.” 

THE RIBS ARE HAND MATTED (not machine work which does not give the best effect) and give a perfectly dead surface 
to sight over. 

While in sales every other Hammerless Gun has fallen off at least 50 per cent, this season (which has been a dull one in gun trade) 

the DALY has increased 50 per cent. Everyone who has one is enthusiastic in their praise. 

No. 120—10, (2 and 16 Gauges, Damascus Barrels, Neat Engraving, - $125 00 
No. 200—10, 12 and 16 Gauges, Diamond, ------ 225.00 

SCHOYEELIM, DALY & GrALES, 84 & 86 Chambers Street, lew York. 

For which we are sole agents will he ready fer delivery July 1. 

We have just received a model of the Loader, and we are satisfied that it is vastly 

superior in simplicity, compactness, accuracy and durability to any machine of the kind 

ever made before. Mr. C. E. Overbaugh, who is thoroughly practical, has had years of 

experience in loading shells, and is a first-class mechanic, examined it and tested it 

exhaustively, and said “it is the best loader ever made.” 

The RAPID will be adapted to all gauges, viz.; lO, 12, 14, 16 and 20. Additional 

cost for more than one gauge, $1.00 per size. To change the gauge it is simply ne¬ 

cessary to exchange shell barrel and plunger head. 

Capacity of Charges] SSSSt 

SCHOVERLING. DALY & GALES, 
84 & 86 Chambers Street, New York. 
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CLAY BIRD CARTRIDGES. CLAY PIGEON CARTRIDGES. 

I.OAD No. 1, Second Quality Clay Bird Cartridge—12-Gauge—3^ drams powder, 1% oz. No. 
shot. Per hurdred, $2.25. 

liOAB No. 2, Second Qaality Clay Bird Cartridge—10-Gauge—4 drams powder, m oz. No. 
shot. Per hundred, $2.50. 

BOAO No. 3. Better Qaality Clay Bird Cartridge—12-Gauge-314 drams powder, 1% oz. No. 
shot. Per hundred, $2 75. 

liOAD No. 4, Better Qaality Clay Bird Cartridge—10-Gauge-4J4 drams powder, 1J4 oz. No. 
shot. Per hundred, $3. 

BLUE ROCK PIGEON CARTRIDGES. 

7 

7 

7 

7 

BOAD No. 62, Second Qualily Blue Bock Pigeon Cartridge—12-Gauge—314 drams powder, 
114 oz. No. 8 shot. Per Hundred, $2.25. , 

BOAD No. 63. Second Quality Blue Rock Pigeon Cartridge—10-Gauge—4 drams powder, 1J4 
oz. No. 8 shot. Per hundred, 2.50. 

BOAD No. 64, Belter Quality Blue Book Pigeon Cartridge—12-Gauge~3J4 drams powder, 
114 oz. No. 8 shot. Per hundred, $2 76. 

BOAB No. 66, Bettor Quality Blue Rock Pigeon Cartridge—10-Gauge-4M drams powder, 
IM oz. No. 8 shot. Per hundred, $3. 

BOAR No. 66, For Parker Guns—12-Gauge—3^ drams Dead Shot powder, 1J4 oz. No. 8 shot, one 
card and two 11-gauge pink edge wads over powder, thin wad over shot. Per hundred $2.76. 

BOAD No. 67, Por Parker Guns—lO-Gauge—434 drams Dead Shot powder, 134 oz. No. 8 shot, one 
card and two 9-gauge pink-edge wads over powder, thin wad over shot. Per hundred, $3. 

BOAD No. 40, Wood Powder Ci*rtridge—12-Gange-334 drams American Wood powder, primed 
with half dram of fine black pow'der, 134 oz. No. 8 shot, wadded with one 54-inch thick white felt wad 
between two cardboards over powder (75 pounds pressure), thin wad over shot. Per hundred, $3.50. 

BOAD No, 42. Wood Powder Cartridge—lO-Gauge—434 drams American Wood powder, primed 
with half dram fine black powder, 134 oz. no 8 shot, wadded with one 54-ioch thick white felt wad 
between two cardboards over powder (75 pounds pressure), thin wad over shot. Per hundred, $4.1(b 

BOAD No. 68. Highest Qaality Cartridge—12-Gauge—First grade paper shell. 334 drams Curtisi & 
Harvey, Duponts Diamond Grain, Orange Lightning, Hazard’s Electric, Pigou, Wilkes & Laurence (or 
any other similar quality powder), I34 oz. No. 8 shot, either drop or chilled as preferred, one card and 
two pink-edge wads over powder, thin wad over shot. Per hundred, $4.26. 

BOAD No, 69, Highest Quality Cartrldge-lO-Gauge—First grade paper sheik 4 drams Curtiss & 
Harvey, Duponts Diamond Grain, Orange Lightning, Hazard’s Electric, Pigou, Wilkes & Laurence 
(or any other similar quality powder), 134 oz. No. 8 snot, either drop or chilled as xireferred, one card 
and two pink-edge wads over powder, thin wad over shot. Per hundred, $5. 

BOAD No. 5, Second Quality Clay Pigeon Cartridge-12-Gauge—334 drams powder, I34 oz. No. 
7 trap shot. Per hundred, $2.25. , xt 

BOAD No. 6, Second Quality Clay Pigeon Cartridge—lO-Gauge-434 drams powder, 134 oz. No. 
7 trap shot. Per hundred, $2.50. . -xt 

BOAD No. 7, Better Qaality Clay Pigeon Cartridge-12-Gauge—834 drams powder, 134 oz. No. 
7 trap shot. Per hundred, $2.75. 

BOAD No. 8, Better Qaality Clay Pigeon Cartridge—10-Gange—434 drams powder, 134 oz. No 
7 trap shot. Per hundred $3. ... 

BOAD No. 9, For Parker Guns—12-Gauge-.334 drama Dead Shot powder, 134 oz. No- 7 trap shot, 
one card and two 11-gauge pink-edge wads over powder, thin wad over shot. Per hundred. $2.75. 

BOAD No. 10, For Parker Guns—10-Gauge-434 drams Dead Shot powder, 134 oz. No. 7 trap shot, 
one card and two 9-gauge pink-edge wads over powder, thin wad over shot. Per hundred, $.3. 

BLACKBIRD CARTRIDGES. 

BOAD No. 13, Second Quality Blackbird Cartridge-12-Gauge~334 drams powder, 
8 trap shot. Per hundred, $2.26. 

BOAD No. 14, Second Quality Blackbird Cartridge—lO-Gange-434 drams powder, 
8 trap shot. Per hundred, $2.60. 

BOAD No. 16, Better Quality Blackbird Cartridge—12-Gauge—834 drams powder, 
8 trap shot. Per hundred, $2.76. ^ , 

BOAD No. 16, Better Quality Blackbird Cartridge—lO-Gango-434 drams powder, 
8 trap shot. Per hundred, $3. , ,,, xt 

BOAD No, 17, For Parker GuiJ8-12-Gange-334 drams Dead Shot powder, 134 oz. No. 
and two 11 gauge pink-edge wads over powder, thin wad over shot. Per hundred, $*•'5. 

BOAD No. 18, For Parker Guns—10-Gaoge—434 drams Dead Shot powder, 134 No. 
one card and two 9-gauge pink-edge wads over powder, thin wad over shot. Per himdred 

134 oz. No, 

134 oz. No 

134 cz. No. 

134 oz. No. 

8 trap shot, 

8 trap shot, 

THE SECOND QUALITY CAKTRIDGES are loaded in Club Rival or Climax Paper 
Shells, black-edge wadding. ^ 

THE BETTER QUALITY CARTRIDGES are loaded in Star Paper Shells, pink-edge 
wadding. Any of these cartridges may be used to make scores for the Chamberlin Cartndge 
Co.’s $3,000 cash prizes, entries for wtuch may be made at any time before August 31, loob. 

TATHAM & BUGS., Eastern Agents, 
82 Beekman Street, New York City. 

20 consecutive shots at 200yds. off-hand, made in 

10 consecutive shots at 200yd8 off-hand, Dec 18, Sharpshooters’ 10 consecutive shots at 200yds. with rest, made at 

Cut is one-quarter size. 38—o5. Cut is one-stxm size. 

Send for Reduced Price List of Marlin and BaUard Rifles, dated June 1st, 1886. 

THE MARLIN FIRE ARMS CO., New Haven, Conn. 

CANOE HANDLING. 
By C. B. VAUX (“DOT”). 

A complete manual for the management of a canoe. The author begins 
beginning, describes and explains the rudiments in^he simi 'est and plainest way possib^^^^ 
Everything is made intelligible for beginners: and besides this B C teaching 
manrhints and wiinkles that the oldest canoeist afloat will find pteasure and profit m the 
ntiidv of these The book is complete and concise—no useless duffle between its covers. The 
subjects treated are the choice of a canoe, paddling, safling, care oi tSe 
Jules. The text is further elucidated by numerous practical and the ^^uty of the 
book is enhanced by the many ornamental vignettes. Pages 168, umform with Oanoa 
Building.” Price, postpaid, $1.00. on 

° NEW YORK: Forest and Stream Publishing Co. 39 Pai^ Row, 
LONDON: Davies & Co., 1 Pinch Lane, CornhiU. 

AND 

lilne. 
^ 84 pages, 
^illustrated. 

Price 25c. 
3-piece Fly Rod, 25yds. Click Reel, 96yds. oiled 

Bilk Line, six Flies, six Hooks to gut and Leader 
complete by express, $4.00. Post paid, $4 50. Two 
Sample Flies by mail, post paid, 15 ctf*! P®r “Oz., 75 
cts. One 3 piece Trout Rod, Reel, 100ft. Linen Line, 
six Hooks to gut, one Sinker, one Leader and one 
Float, complete. $2.00. Post paid. $2.50. ^d for 
our new catalogue, 320 large pages, over 5,000 illus¬ 
trations of all sporting goods, covers prmted m 15 
colors, sent by mail for 25 cents. -o- 

peck & SNYDBR, 126 Nassau St.. N. Y. 

■T01l£H£liC»B OH THS DOO. 
PvlM SS.S0. 

For Mle br ForoM uid Btrewm PabUsbinc Oo. 

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING. 

EPPS’S COCOA. 
BREAKFAST. 

tion, ana oy a carojui application of the fine prop_ 
ertiesof well-selected Cocoa, Mr, Epps has provided 
our breakfast tables with a delicately flavored 
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors 
biUs. It is by the judicious use of such articles of 
diet that a constitution may be gradually bmlt up 
until strong enough to resist every tendency to 
disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating 
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak 
DOint. We may escape many a fatal shaft by keep¬ 
ing ourselves well fortified with pure blood and a 
properly nourished frame,”-Civil Service Qax^te. 

Mnde simply with boiling water or mto. Sold 
only in half-pound tins by Grocers, labelled th^: 

JAMBS EPFS A CO., HomoBopathio Okem- 
, lata, Iiondon, Bnsland. 

JOIN THE NATIONAL GUN ASSOCIATION. 
Send 10 cents, for handbook giving all intor- 

mation, to the Secretary. Matt R. Freeman, Gen¬ 
eral Manager. F. C. Etheridge, Secretary and 
Treasurer. Macon, Ga. Board of Directors; Dr. L. 
E. Russell. Springfield, O.; C. M. Stark, Wi^hester, 
Mass.: J. Von Lengerke, New York city; Washing¬ 
ton A. Cester, Flatbusb, L. I.; Wm. G. Cooper, 
Savannah, Ga.; E. A. Crawford, Tallahassee, Bia.; 
M. R. Freeman, W. W. Parker and F. C. Etheridge, 
Macon, Ga.  

WANTED. 
A Bullard or Marlin 45-85 RiAe-^ Also Lyman and 

Beach sights. DR. WM. STEPHENSON, R®®'^ 
Springs, Wyoming.3el7,lt 

WANTED.-A MARRIED COUPLE TO KEEP 
house for two single gentlemen in South 

Carolina, the man to thoroughly understand train¬ 
ing sporting dogs and preparing same for field 
trials, the woman to be competent to do all hoiwe- 
work, a plain cook and scrupulously - R®t®f- 
ences required. Address SOUTH CAEOWNA, 
Forest and Stream office 3el7i4t 

COPIES WANTED.-JAN. 4,11,18 and 25. FEB. 1, 
March 8 and Sept. 18,1883; Feb. 7 and 14. March 

6 1884. We are short of these issues, and would be 
obliged if any of our readers having one or aU of 
these numbers that they do not want will send to 
Forest and Stream Pub. Co.. 39 Park Row. New 
York City.  

WANTED. 

Bear Buffalo, Deer, Wolves, Foxes, Spotted Cats, 
Civit Cats, Lynx, Panthers. Antelope, Otter, Beav¬ 
ers and other animals and birds of afl kinds. Ad¬ 
dress D. H. TALBOT, Sioux City, la. 

M HANNAFORD 

Ventilated 

RUBBER BOOTS. 
____The only boots made that 
WIJjJj NOT sweat or cJiiU the feet. 

WITT KEEP the feet dry and warm. 
These boots have been in use for two seasons, 

and given entire satisfaction. Hundreds testify 
that they can be worn ivith comfort. 

Will be sent C.O.D. Askyom: 
dealw for them, or send for circular. 

HAMAFORD YEXTILATED BOOT CO. 
79 Milk Street, Boston. 

The English " Fishing Gazelle." 
Devoted to angUng, river, lake and sea fishing, and 

fishculhire. 
Every Saturday. 16 pages, folio, price 2d. 

Volume XI. commenced with number 429 for 
July 11,1886. 

Editok—E. B. MARSTON 
Free by post for one year for 128. 6d. (say $3.20) to 

any address in the United States. 
Sent direct from the office for any portion of a 

rear at the above rate. U. 8. postage stamps can 
)e remitted, or money order payable to Sampson, 
jow, Marston & Co., the proprietors. 

Contams special articles on aU fresh and salt 
water fish and fishing; reports of the state of the 
rivers; reports from angling clubs; flshculture and 
natural history; where to fish; angling notes and 
lueries; angling exchange column; notices of 
faking tackle, books, &c., and other features. 

A copy of the current number can be had (port 
free by sending six cents in stamps to R. B. Mars- 
ton, the FISHING GAZETTE office, 12 and 13, 
Fetter-lane, London. _ ^ . , 

The FISHING GAZETTE circulates extensively 
among anglers and country gentlemen in all parts 
of the Empire. , . „ ,. 

“There is a large public Interest m flshmg. . . 
An excellent class organ.”-IFbrW. ’ ^ 

“One of the best authorities on these and klndrea 
subjects.”—Truth. 

“A brighter and gayer little paper la not pub¬ 
lished.”—Jfawfoir. , , 

The FISHING GAZETTE la quoted by the Times 
and aU the best papers. 

One of the best mediums for 

advertisements 
of fishing tackle makers, flshculturlste, hotels ana 
fishing quarters, whisky, waterproof fishing go(^. 
cigars and tobacco, books of angling, and all other 
requirements of anglers; also for all general adver¬ 
tisements addressed to a well-to-do class in aU parts 
of the country and abroad. 

oeS'-e—1 a n-nd 1.S. Wp-^’-^r-lfttia London 

$1,00 a Year. S Union Square, New York. 
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Co. will send post paid any boob 

ot publisher’s price. 

’s Library. 
smLOiU’ss JBooIsls 

y mail, postjyaid, on receipt of price. 

sy accompanies the order. 

)OKS EXCHANGED. 

SPORTSMEN’S CLOTHING! 
ALSO CLOTHING FOR 

Civil Engineers, Surveyors, Ranehmen, 
Miners, Lumlcrmen, Etc., 

Manuf. from Best CORDUROY, MACKINTOSH, 

CANVAS, MACKINAW. LEATHER, Etc. 

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE. 

UPTHEGEOVE & McLELLAN, Valparaiso, Indiana. 

THIS >8®- 
is our Skeleton 
Coat, of strong- 
material, and 
weighs but 15 
oz. Will mail 
it to you for $2. 
Send us breast 
measure. 

guide: books and .uaps. 

Adirondacks. Map of, Stoddard .$1 00 
Farrar’s Guide to Moosehead Lake, pa. 50; do. 1 00 
B’arrar’s Guide to Richardson and Rangeiey 

Lake, paper, 50; cloth. 1 00 
Farrar's Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake .. 50 
Farrar’s PocketMap of Rangeiey Lake Region 50 
Florida Annual. 60 
Guide Book and Map of the Dead River Region 50 
Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddard. 25 
Map of Androscoggin lieg'.on. 50 
Map of Northern Maine, Steela . 100 
Map of the Thousand Islands. 50 
Map of the Yellowstone Park . 2 50 

hiokse:. 
American Roadsters and Trotting Horses. 5 00 
Boots and Saddles, Mrs. Custer. 1 .50 
B(?ucher’s Method of Horsemanship. 1 00 
Bruce’s Stud Book, 3 voJs. 30 00 
Dadd’s American Reformed Horse Book, 8vo. 2 60 
Dadd’s Modem Horse Doctor. 12mo. :50 
Horses, Famous American Race. 75 
Horses, Famous American Trotting. 75 
Horses, Famous, of America. . 1 50 
How to Ride and School a Horse. 1-00 
Jenning’s Horse Training. 1 25 
Manual of the Horse. 25 
Mayhew’s Horse Doctor . 3 00 
Mayhew’s Horse Mauagement.  3 00 
McClure’s Stable Guide. i 00 
Rarey’s Horse Tamer. 50 
Riding and Driving.... 20 
Riding Recollections, WTiyte Melville’s. 3 00 
Stonehenge, Horse Owner's Cyclopedia. 3 75 
Stonehenge on the Horse, English edition, 8vo 3 50 
Stonehenge on the Horse, American edition, 
t2mo. 2 00 

The Book of the Horse . 8 00 
Veterinary Dictionary, Going. 2 00 
Wallace’s American Stud Book. 10 00 
Wallace’s American Trotting Register, 2 vola. 20 00 
Woodruff's Trotting Horses of America. 2 50 
Vouatt and cn the Horae . 2 OO 

KENNfll. 
American Kennel, Burges. 3 08 
British Dogs, Daiziel. 4 00 
Dog, Diseases of, Daiziel. 80 
Dog, Diseases of. Hill. 2 00 
Dog Breaking, Floyd.  50 
Dog Breaking, by Holabird. 26 
Dog Breaking, Hutchinson.. 3 00 
Dog, the Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson. 3 OC 
Dog Training vs. Brealp«e. Hammond. 3 nr 
Dogs and Their Doings, Morris. 1 76 
Dogs of Great Britam, America and other 
Countries.   2 OC 

Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, 16mo. 76 
Dogs, Points for Judging ... 5C 
Dogs, Richardson, pa. 80. • -loth. 6C 
Dogs and Their Ways, Williams. 1 26 
Dogs and the Public . 75 
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment in 

Disease, byAshmout. 2 OT 
Englishe Dogges, Reprint of 1576. . .50 
English Kennel C. S. Book, Voi. i.. 5 Oi 
English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill- to X.. each.. 4 60 
Glover’s Album, A Treatise on Canine Disea.ses 50 
Our Friend the Dog. 3 Ot 
Practical Keimel Gmde, Stable- . i 5f 
Setter Dog, the, Laverack, . 3 ft' 
Stonehenge, Dog of British Islands. 6 00 
The Dog, by Tdstone .   i 2.‘ 
The Mastiff, the History of, by M. B. Wynn... 2 50 
\’ero Sbaw’s Book on the Dog, ctoih, IfS.OO; 

morocco . 22 5( 
Youatt on the Dog. 2 5( 

SPOB'J'S ANi> GAiB ES. 

American Boy’s Own Book, Sports and Games 2 00 
Athletic Sports for Boys, bds. 7.5c.; cloth. 1 00 
Boy’s Treasury of Sports and Pastimes, etc.. 2 00 
Cassell’s Book of Sports and Pastimes. 3 00 
Croquet. 20 
Easy Whist. .. .. 50 
Hands at Whist.   50 
Instruction in the Indian Club Exercise. 25 
Skating.   25 
Stonehenge, Encyclopedia of Rural Sports... 7 50 
Whist tor Beginners . 50 

inif SCJEEEAN EOI.'Si 
A Naturalist’s Rambles About Home, Abbott. 1 .5C 
Adventures of a Young Naturalist . 1 76 
Amateur Photographer. 1 01 
Annual Plagues, Fleming . 4 8t 
Antelope and Deer of America. 2 5C 
Archer, Modem. 25 
Archery, 'Witchery of, Maurice Thompson.... 1 5t 
Atlas of Jersey Coast. 1 50 
Black Hills of Dakota. Ludlow, quarto, cloth. 

Government Report. . 2 5C 
Common Objects of the Seashore. 50 
Eastward Hoi. . 1 26 
Historical and Biographical Atlas of New Jer¬ 

sey Coast.. 6 OC 
How to Make Photographs. 1 OC 
Humorous Sketches, Seymour. 6 OC 
Insects Injurious to Vegetation .. 6 5C 
Keepmg One Cow.. i OC 
Life and Writings of Frank Forrester, 2 vols., 

poi VU'.   i Ul 
Mammals of New York, paper. $4; cloth. 5 00 
Maynara’s Manual of lAxidermy . 1 26 
Manton’s Taxidermy V/ithout a Teacher...... M 
North American Insects. 1 5C 
Old St. Augustine, Fla., illustrated. 1 5t 
Packard's Half-Hours With Insects. 2 5C 
Pistol, The. 50 
Photography for Amatpurs. 6C 
Practical Forestry, by Puller .. . 1 5f 
Practical Taxidermy and Home Decoration, 
Batty. 1 50 

Practical Orange Culture. 1 00 
Practical Poultry Keeping. 2 00 
Randall’s Practical Shepherd. 2 00 
Sportsman’s Gazetter, Hallock . 3 OO 
Sportsman’s Hand Book, Col. Horace Park... 1 00 

The Forester, by Brow-n.10 00 
The Northwest Coast of America. . 20 00 
The Taxidermists’ Manual, Brown. 1 00 
Wild Flowers of Switzerland.15 00 
Wild Woods Life, Farrar. 1 26 
Willson’s Noc-tes AmbrosiansB, by Prof. Wil¬ 

son, J. G. Loc.thai dt, James Hogg and Dr. 
Maginu, 6 vols., crown 8vo., clofii, $9; half 
calf. 18 00 

Woodcraft, “Nessmuir’-.  i 00 
Woocq and Lakes of Maine.  " 50 
Ycsats ouHhaep., .     i Sf 

SFOSTSliirS WEAR. 
Coriliiroj, Canyas MMk, Lopki, Sheep- 

siii, Macfflosli aai Flaiel Clotlii 
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION FOR SPORTSMEN 

Gun Cases, Cartridge Belts and Equip¬ 
ments of all kinds. 

OATAXOOUi: AH1> SAMFLKS PBKi:. 

GEO. BARNARD & CO., 
108 Madison. Street, Chicago, Ill. 
Eastern Agents: A. G. SPALDING & BEOS., 241 Broadway, N. Y. 
Philadelphia Agents: E. K. TRYON. JR. & CO. 

o. la. 'wrxxiaK.xiwsorar, 
8 John St., near Broadway, N. Y. 

MiMACTDBIHB JEWEIEB, 
Medals and Badges 

A SPECIALTY. 

Special designs famished on applica¬ 

tion free ol charge. 

JUMBOLENE 
(Trade Mark Registered.) 

Cures and prevents Insect Bites, Sunburn, 
Chapped Hands and Face. It is the best Lini¬ 
ment in use for Burns, Scald.®, Chilblains. Frost 
Bites. Sprains, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, etc. 

It prevents blood poisoning in cuts and other 
wounds and promotes rapid healing in all cases. 

For Sale by Druggists and Dealers in Sporting 
Goods, at 60 cents per bottle. 

THOS. JENNESS & SON, 
PROPRIETORS, 

Bangor, Me., U. S. A. 
Wholesale Agents: John P.Lovell’s Sons, Boston: Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co , Chicago; 

. Von Lengerke and Detmokl, New York. 

E, Sizing 
Bullet. 

UNEQUALLED 

AS A 

Combined Tool 
Beautifully Finished 

B. Bullet Mould. C, Seating Primer 

S © P< 0) 

er. CO c3 

§ 

ego 

PEIRCE^S 

TELESCOPIC SIGHTS FOR RIFLES 

Increase the effective aim 100 2>er C&nt. sX any distance and 
^ and even more at long distances. These unrivaled Sights are constructed of 
Solid, Seamless and Jointless Cast Steel Tubes, Improved Lenses 
tvith fixed adjustment for any distance; with no slidiny or other movable 
internal fi.xtures, but each individual Lens and other pieces being double seretved, 
effectually preventing any derangement of parts by concussion in firing the heaviest charges. 

Sole Manufacturers, Lurol Manufacturing Co., 44 North Fourth Street, Phila¬ 
delphia, Pa., U. S. A. 

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES. 
People ot refined taste who desire exceptionally fine 

cigarettes should use only our Straight Cut, 
put up in satiu packets and boxes of 

10s, 20s, 50s and 100s. 

14 First Prize Medals. WM. S. KIMBAll & CO. 

Ganoe and Gamp Goolxery. 
By “SENEGA.” 

A practical cook book for canoeists, Corinthiaa sailors and outers. Practical because 
the author gives explicit and intelligible directions for preparing such dishes as he has him¬ 
self actually tested in camp and on a cruise. This is just where the recipes differ from the 
absm-dly impracticable dishes given in some so-called camp cookery books. The cooking 
outfit is described, and numerous hints on camp economy add to the value of the work. 
Cloth, 96 pages. Price $1.00. 

NEW YORK: Forest and Stream Publishing Co.. 39 Park Row. 
LONDON: Da'vtbs & Co., 1 Finch Lane^ ComhiU. 
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PUBLIC NOTICE. 
T EASES OP THE ANGLING PRIVILEGES 

pertaining to the ungranted lands bordering 

on a few Salmon Rivera on the north and south 

sides of the River and Gulf of St. Lawrence, and 

a number of lakes situated for the most part along 

the line of the Quebec & Lake St. John Railway, 

will be offered to public competition, at the Depart¬ 

ment of Crown Lands, Quebec, on 

Weflnesiaj, 3011 Jiiie iieit, 1886, 
At Eleven o’clock A. M. 

A list of said Rivers and Lakes is published in 

the Quebec Official Gazette of this date. 
For further information address the undersigned, 

or the office of the Forest and Stream Pub. Co. 
W. W. LYNCH, 

Commissioner of Crown Lands. 

Department of Crown Lands,) 
Quebec, May 29, 1886. f 

May 29,1886.  

Fish and Game Preserve For Sale. 
Bear, Deer, Coon, Wildcat, Foxes, Trout, Pick¬ 

erel, Eels, ete. One pond, 125 acres, new cement 
dam. another of 115 acres, dam not repaired, fed 
by finest springs in Sullivan Co., which are in 
cleared field 100ft. higher than the pond. One and 
a half miles of trout brook. No water coming 
from any other property. 2.000 acres. 1.400ft. above 
iide water, all surrounded by forest of white pine, 
hemlock, oak. chestnut, etc.; 100 miles from New 
York city. Springs 3 miles from R. R. station. 
House, barn, dams, sawmill site 4 miles from sta¬ 
tion. Flagstone quarry at house others within i 
miles of R. R. station. Address Box 62, Sparrow- 
bush P. O., Orange Co., N. Y. j6l7,lt 

LIVE QUAIL. 
send orders aU^once to insure prompt delivery. 
E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Merchant, 174 
Vhambers st., N. Y. _ 

Bamboo poiiES.—25-in. bamboo fishing 
poles, 12,13,14 and 15ft., in bundles of 50, for 

sale at 29 Burling Slip, N. Y., by BUBDETT & 
DENNIS. i“)7,lt 

For sale eeasonable.—le volumes of 
Forest and Stream, unbound. Address GEO. 

LAICK, Tarrytown, N. Y. jel7,2t 

For sale.-very fine combination rod 
and reel. Ben Welsh maker. A rare chance 

to procure fine rig by celebrated maker. J. B. 
CROOK & CO., 50 & 62 Fulton st., N. Y.R 

in fitt M. 

IN THE STUD. 
The four field trial and bench show winners that 

cannot be equalled in America. 
Cbamplon PAUb GLABSTONE, fee $60. 

Champion RODBKIGO, fee $75 
REBEL WIND’EM, winner English Derby, 

blood brother of Count Noble, fee $50. 
CANADA PEG, bred by Dr. N. Rowe, National 

Derby winner, fee $50. 
Broken dogs for sale. _ _ 
Address J. M. AVENT, Hickory Valley, Tenn., or 

MEMPHIS & AVENT KENNEL, Memphis, Tenn. 

in title 

IN STUD. 
DEERHOUNDS. 

Champion Chieftain, Fee $50. 

Champion Bran, - “ 25. 

FOX-TERRIERS. 

Belgrave Primrose, Fee $15. 

Mixture - - “ 15. 

BULLDOGS. 

Ch Robinson Crusoe, Fee $25. 

Champion Tippoo, - “ 25. 

Champion Romulus, “ 20. 

HILLSIDE KENNELS, 
LANCASTER, 

MASS. 

Prize-Bred Collies. 
The following well-bred dogs are at stud: 
CLIPPER, litter brother to Glengarry, Heather 

and Llntie, by Eclipse out of Nesta. Has a partic¬ 
ularly long, clean head, good ears, coat, legs and 
feet. Fee $26. . , x 

BOUNCE, by Tramp; sire of Bran an’ Bonnie, 1st 
and special, New Haven, and of the Fairy litter. 
Very small, correctly carried ears, heavy coat and 
excellent legs and feet. Fee $15. 

FOR SALE—Puppies out of Blackberry Girl, 2d 
to Lady of the Lake at Newark and New Haven; 
also out of her sister, Raspberiy Girl. Also a young 
hitch. Crystal Palace winner, and a young Rutland 
hitch, has won three prizes in England. Apply to 

JAMES WATSON, 
jelO.tf P. O. Box 770, Philadelphia, Pa. 

THE IMMENSE ROUGH-COATED ST. 
BERNARD CHAMPION 

(A.K.R. 488). 
Orange tawny, perfect blaze and collar, other 

white markings correct; double dew claws. Bom 
August, 1882. This celebrated dog stands 33)^ in. 
full at shoulders, weighs 183 lbs. IJan. 30, 1886), has 
a grand, massive head, immense bone, and is per¬ 
fect in disposition. 

“Otho is conceded to be the best fronted St. Ber¬ 
nard in the country,”—Kennel Register, 
June, 1885. 

“Otho is one of the grandest fronted dogs we 
have ever seen. His head is a study and his fore¬ 
arm we have never seen surpassed. He is also an 
Immense upstanding dog. —Forest and Stream, 
Oct. 30, 1884. 

Fee $50. Approved bitches only. Cabinet pho¬ 
tos, 50 cents. Imported stock for sale. Also pup¬ 
pies sired by Otho. THE HOSPICE KENNELS. Im¬ 
porters and Breeders of Thoroughbred St. Ber¬ 
nards, Arlingbon, N. J.  

IN THE STUD 
AT PHILADELPHIA. 

To a limited number of approved bitches: 
Champion Irish red setter BERKLEY.fee $40 
Champion English setter THUNDER. ‘ $40 

A. H. MOORE, 1711 Spring Garden st., 
aprl5,3mo_Philadelphi 

IN THE STUD. 
ENGLISH MASTIFF HERO III. 
Winner of first prize and special prize for the best 
dog or bitch, at Pirtsburgb, 1886. 

FEE - • - 
For picture and pedigree, add^s 

VICTOR M. HALDEMAN, 
aprl6.3mos General Wayne. Delaware Co., Pa 

FOREST CITY KENNELS. 

St. Bernards and English Pugs. 
IN THE STUD. 

Champion rough-coated St. Bernard Caesar 
(A.K R. 22); fee $25. English pug Sam; fee $10. 
^ ips for sale. Address with stamp, Portland, Me. 

GrUS Boxxdbu 
IN THE STUD. 

Imported from Mr. Llewellin’s kennels (he is 
bluest of the blue), by Dashing Bondhu ex Novel. 
He is also a grand field dog, as his record shows at 
the late trials of the N. F. T. Club at Grand Junc¬ 
tion, beating such noted dogs as Gladstone Boy, 
Mainspring, Bessie A., Gath’s Mark, Trinket’s Bang 
and other fine ones. Fee $35. A. M. TUCKER, 85 
Main street, Charlestown, Mass. 

St. Bernards and Pugs. 
CHAMPION HERMIT (A.K.R. 23) litter broth¬ 

er to champion Otho, and sire of prize winners 
KOnig, Kobold, Lys. Fee $40. 

Imported RUDOLPH II. (champion Cadwalla- 
der—Myra), prize winner in England and winner of 
two firsts and specials in America. Fee $30. 

Imported pug YOUNG TOBY (A.K.R. 473), win¬ 
ner of four firsts and specials in America, sire of 
many prize winners. Fee $15. Fine pups on sale. 
OHEQUAS3ET KENNELS, Lancaster, Mass. 

CHAMPION LAVERACK SETTER 

ROCKINGHAM. 
The acknowledged best English setter in America, 

and a grand field dog. Will be allowed to serve a 

limited number of approved hitches. Fee $50. 

FRANK WINDHOLZ, 
525 Sixth avenue, New York. 

SMALL IMPORTED PRIZE PUG DOG 

Particulars, pedigree and reference to FRANK 
OUINBY, P. O. Box 665, N. Y. City. Stud fee, $!« 
^ may20,tf 

iltie 

lionet. 

Rosecroft Kennels. 
Birmingliani, Conn. 

Foreman ex Passion (Goodsell’s Prince ex Peb¬ 
ble) puppies for sale. Now booking orders for Fairy 
King (Plantagenet ex Jessie) ex Countess Ploy 
(Count Noble ex Floy) puppies. Fairy King 
(Plantagenet ex Jessie) in the stud. Fee $&. 

Parents direct imported; are of the largest size. 

HENRY MUELLER. 
It Box 59, Stapleton, Richmond Co., N. Y. 

Choice Red Setter Pups. 
One bitch, 10 mos. old. dark mahogany red, litter 

sister to Shamrock, winner of first prize at last 
New York dog show; also dog pups, 8 wks. old, 
dard red, very fine; all by Kelso (A.K.R. 618), by 
champion Glencho, by champion Elcho ex cham¬ 
pion Noreen. Kelso is a magnificent Irish setter, 3 
yrs. old and excellent in field. For sale low. 

It X. Y. Z., Station R , N. Y. City. 

POINTERS FOR SALE.—I HAVE SEVEN 
very fine puppies by Nick of Naso ex Devon¬ 

shire Queen, she by Rival, Jr. (Croxteth-Count¬ 
ess Rival) ex Devonshire Fan. Nick of Naso was 
bred by Prince Albert Solms, is by Naso II.—Pettigo. 
He is not only very handsome but an exceptional 
field dog. Will run at the several field trials this 
fall. This breeding combines the best blood of 
England and America. Will dispose of four dogs, 
$26 each. GEO. L. WILMS, 142 Monticello avenue, 
Jersey City, N. J. jel7,lt 

E. B. GOLDSMITH, 

Custom House anl Forwarlii Apat, 
58 WALL STREET, NEW YORK. 

Receives and forwards Dogs, Fowls, etc., etc., to 
any destination. Kennel Chubs, Sportsmen and 

____.-egard 
importing, shipping, etc. 

For sale -three dog and two bitch 
pups, whelped May 18, 1886 out of Chip K. 

(A.K.R. 3166), by Young Obo (A.K.R. 881). Chim by 
Oho II. (432) ex Black Bess II. ((843). Young Obo, 
by Obo H. ex Darkle (250). Also Moses ^.K.R. 
3173), 10 mi Id, by Obo 11. (432) ex Black Bess II. 
(843) All t ^lass bird dogs and will be sold rea¬ 
sonable. B five bull-terriers (dogs), whelped 
June 7, 1886. tale cheap; handsome pups but no 
p^igree. B HAMMETT, Newport, R. I. 

MEMNON, 
champion Greyhound of England and America, in 

TERRACOTIA ^NNELS, Box 315, Toronto, Can. 

k^'OR SALE -BLACK COCKER PUPS. CHAM- 
U pion Obo II ex Althea. These are same breed¬ 
ing as 1st and 2d prize winners at Boston this sea¬ 
son Price $15. Also pointer pups from first-class 
field stock but no pedigree. Price $10. In the stud 
-The best Irish setter in America for the money, 
$10. Send for his pedigree. HERBERT yLlNi, 
Haverhill, Mass.  

Fol SALE.-ROUGH COAT^ st BERNA^ 
female puppy (champion Hermit—Dido U.) b 

mos. old, orange and white, beautiful makings. 
Address J. S. SHEPPARD, 10 Broadway. N. Y. It 

F 
lOR SALE-LEMON AND WHITE POINTER 

X' nutmies, whelped March 20,1886, out of Nancy 
(A K.R 3569), breed of Rush, by Ben (A.K.R 1619), 
prandsire Sensation. For further particulars in¬ 
quire Mr. GEORGE HEWMANN. Huntmgton.^U I. 

F' OR SALE.-IMPORTED ENGLISH SETTER 
bitSi Beauty (A.K.R. 806), trained and a good 

field bitch: $50. Also three of her puppies by Bi?- 
ilnn TT $15 each Also Beauty of Orleans (A.K.R. 
S $2! SrY STURTEYANT, Medina, N.^Y. 

BULL-TERRIERS ! BULL-TERRIERS !!- GEN- 
tlemen requiring first-class show bull-terriers 

should apply to FRED HINKS, 16)4 Bath Row, Bir 
mingham, England, the largest breeder and dealer 
of buU-terrlers in the world. All the bull-terriers 
now winning, including champions, emanated from 
tuese keuneis. N.B.—All kinds of dogs supplied on 
the hortest notice 

Champion Cocker Spaniel Pups. 
By champion Hornell Silk, A K.R. 1397 (also 
champion field trial spaniel and winner of over 
twenty prizes), out of Wanda T. (Don—Belle), 
winner of four prizes, only times shown: thoroughly 
broken and a grand retriever. ERNEST F. 
THOMAS, 48 & 50 Walker street, N. Y. je3,3t 

FOR SALE. 

Two Irish Setter Pups 
Sire GALLIARD, Dam FAWN. 

Address N. DRAIN, 
i 344 Baltimore street, Baltimore, Md. 

F 
OR SALE. - POINTERS AND SETTERS 
FRANK FORESTER KENNEL, Warwick, N.Y. 

je3,8t 

I EXPECT A LITTER OP PUPPIES ABOUT 
June 15. out of Morning Star (Dashing Dan- 

Daisy Starlight) by Gun ((Jladstone—May B.). 
Order now and get good selection. 

CHAS. YORK, 
9 & 11 Granite Block, Bangor, Me. 

High bred pointers and setters—we 
breed and dispose of nothing but first-class 

broken and unbroken dogs and puppies. Address 
TOT.Tvr GROVE KENNELS, South Norwalk, Conn. 

MASTIFFS. 
Address HOLLIS, Wellsville, N. Y. 

ENGLISH SETTER PUPPIES. 
From imported Flora, by Roy (Dash HI.-Bessie), 

whelped March 3.1886. Dogs or bitches. Will guar¬ 
antee these pups to be just right; strong nose, na¬ 
tural hunters, and very staunch, requirmg but little 
traimng. They are not sold to close out any scrub 
stock or to make room, but were bred especially 
for the trade, and to show as well in the field as on 
paper. Aduress, H. J. PIERRE, Winsted, Conn. 

WHITE BULL-TERRIER YOUNG ROYBAL 
Prince (A.K.R. 2102). Fee $15. Pups by 

Royal Prince for sale. J. W. NEWMAN, 87 Han¬ 
over street, Boston, Mass. 

Greyhounds. 
I will sell one or two of my champion Bounc¬ 
ing Boy—champion Begonia litter of pups. 
H. W. HUNTINGTON, 148 S. 8th st.,Brooklyn. 

K 9 Breaking Kennels. 
Pointers and setters thoroughly broken for field 

trials or private use. Reference given. W. Q. 
SMITH, Marydel, Md. 

Rory O’More Kennels. 
For Sale—Thoroughbred red Irish setter stock, 

full pedigreed. Address with stamp, 
W. N. CALLENDER, Albany, N. Y. 

Tx*lislx Sottors 
Under life insurance at $10 and upwards, by Chief 
out of Yoube, by Tim out of Jersey Beauty, Dorah, 
Petty, Florid; all well bred, thoroughly broken on 
game and good ones. Full explanation by circular. 
Both dogs in the stud at $25 to bitches of guaran¬ 
teed field quality only. , MAX WENZEL, 89 Fourth 
street, Hoboken, N. J. 

Setter Puppies for $5. 
We have a number of setter puppies from 5 to 10 

wks. old, dogs and bitches, of all colors; we will 
close out for $5 each. Dogs of same breed from 6 
mos. to 1 yr. old, $8 each. These setters are of good 
native blood, fair nose and not gunshy, and satis¬ 
faction Is guaranteed in every case. 

WM. W. SILVEY, 
136 South Eighth street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

DOGS FOR SALE. 
Setters, pointers, spaniels, foxhounds, beagles, 

dachshunde, Newfoundlands, German tiger mas¬ 
tiffs, fox-terriers, Scotch terriers, Skye terriers, 
Yorkshire terriers, bull-terriers, bulldogs, pugs, 
French poodles, St. Bernards, mastiffs and black 
and tan terriers. Pups of all the above breeds 
constantly on hand. Those desiring to purchase 
will do well to consult me. WM. W. SILVEY, 135 
South Eighth street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Tie Mell Sportsmn’s Pictiire Co., 
PAUMYBA, N. Y., 

Are now prepared to furnish copies of the photo¬ 
graphs taken by Mr. Walker at the Eastern Field 
Trials. Lists and prices on application. 

Clalre-Reeta Kennels. 
PALMYRA, N. Y. 

Irish and Gordon setters for work as well as show. 
decl7,tt 

St. Bernards 
Of purest Swiss strain. Having purchaseu 
Mr. Hy. Schumacher’s Kennel at Bern, 
Switzerland, I can furnish excellent puppies 
or grown stock, pedigrees are genuine, it 
being well known that Mr. Schumacher’s 
dogs are of purest strain now in existenc^ 
“Apollo” is in the stud, fee $100. “Apollo’* 
has beaten all dogs in his class in Switzerland 
and America, including champions Don II. 
and “ Verone,” for specials,, photos of Swiss 
dogs in groups or singly cabinet size 50 cts. 
each. Address with stamp, 

IV. W. Tucker, 
P. O. Box 1338, N. Y. 

SPORTSMAN’S KENNEL.-TRAINING, BREAK- 
ing and Boarding of sporting dogs, havmg a 

free run; capacity for fifty boarders. D. F Wi:^ 
BUR, Prop., Box 303, Bridgewater, Mass. mayl3,tf 

For sale.-GORDON SETTER DOG DUKE, 
3 yrs. old, one of the fastest setters m the 

country Has been hunted three seasons and is 
very staunch and retrieves nicely. Will be shown 
on game if desired. See American FieW, March 
W, 1886. Address F. E. CLARK, 426 Worth avenue, 
Bridgeport, Conn. may2i,4t 

WM. GRAHAM, NEWTOWNBREDA, BELFAST 
Ireland, Is prepared to purchase and ship dogs 

for importers. Dogs purchased from him had the 
following prizes awarded to them: At New York 
and Chicago, 1883, sixteen firsts, nine special, three 
second and one third. At New York, 1884, seven 
firsts, six specials and one third. 

For sale.-italian greyhound pups 
from imported stock. Also fine English pugs. 

HENRY C. BURDICK, 150 Bridge street. Spring- 
field, Mass. dec24.tf 

Trained foxhounds, they are cold 
nosed strike dogs, start the fox, run him to the 

death. Trained coon dogs. Gray squirrel dogs. 
Rabbit dogs. One trained ferret. Lop-eared rabbits. 
Wyandotte chickens. H. 0. GRAFF, Kensington, 
Olio, dec24,tf 

POINTERS, 
SETTERS, BEAGLES, 

COLLIE SHEPHERDS. 
BOX 472, PITTSBURGH, PA, 

HABVABD KENNEUS.--LLE^LUN SET- 
ter puppies for sale, sired by the field trial 

winner Gus Bondhu out of aflneDrmd bitch named 
Model Druid. Also four out of a Dash III. bitch 
named Lynn. These are very nice ones. Address 
A M TUCKER, 85 Main st., Charlestown, Mass. 

For sale.-three very fine beagles, 
one dog and two bitches, 7 mos. old, contain¬ 

ing the best beagle bloqd of America and England. 
Will make future winners. GEORGE L.MCK, 
Tarrytown, N. Y. jeL,2t 

WANTED.-PURE BRED KING CHARLES OR 
Blenheim spaniel (dog or hitch); also St. 

Bernard bitch. Price must be low. I have for sale 
well trained pointer dog, 22 mos. old. C. K LEWIS, 
U. S. Custom House, Suspension Bridge, N. Y. 

For sale cheap.-gordon setter pups, 
3 mos. old, full pedigree; fine steck. Addre^ 

H. janes, 774 Westchester ave., N. Y. City. it 

MT. FUEA8ANT GORDON KENNEUS.— 
The oldest and most sucee'sful Gordon ken¬ 

nels in America. For Sale—Four thoroughbred 
solid black and tan Gordon setter dog puppies, ^re 
Argus, Jr., dam 1st prize hitch Bell Mont. For 
nedigrees, prices, etc., address „ „ 

cfT. BROWNELL, Box 335, New Bedford. Mass. 

COCKERS AT YOUR OWN PRICE.—THREE 
liver dogs, 3mos. old (Pilot—Jenny), one liver 

and tan dog. llmos.; one red and white bitch. Syrs. 
All have full pedigree and no reasonable offer re- 
teed. Address J. W. RUSHFORTH, Yonkers, N.Y. 

For sale.-two thoroughly trained 
English setter dogs, both first-class retrievers, 

one a good duck retriever. Also a partially trained 
pointer one year old. GEO. W. LOVELL, Middle- 
boro, Mass. 

For 8ALE.-HAVING RECENTLY ADDED 
several fine brood bitches to the Landseer 

Kenne^ls of Scotch deerhounds and greyhounds re¬ 
duced the price of 
hounds now ready to ship. DR. VAN HUMMELL, 
Denver, Col.  

Fob sale, a number of well bred ^ 
weU broken pointers and setters, also dora 
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ANSWERS to CORBESPONBKNTa. 

THE enow RESERVE. 

IN reply to the Forest and Stream’s charge that the 

Crow Indian reservation has been captured by the cat¬ 

tlemen, the Interior Department, through Commissioner At¬ 

kins, has given out an explanation and a denial. The ex¬ 

planation, as reported in the New York Times, and copied 

elsewhere, is in effect a corroboration of the statements made 

by us. The department explains that leases may lawfully 

be made; hut it appears from Commissioner Atkins’s own 

showing that no single one of the cattlemen, whose herds 

now cover the reserve, has a lease or any warrant whatever 

for the occupation. They are, therefore, all trespassers, and 

should without delay be ejected. The sheepman Barry, who, 

after dickering with the department without driving a bar¬ 

gain, put bis sheep on the reserve and paid nothing, is only 

one of a class of defiant trespassers, who infest the reserva¬ 

tion “without a shadow of right.” 

Having thus shown the condition of affairs on the Crow 

reserve to be fully as bad as or worse than that described in 

these columns, the department expresses a touching con¬ 

fidence in its agent and denies the truth of the charges of the 

Forest and Stream, “basing this denial on a thorough 

knowledge of bis [the agent’s] probity, and a lack of any 

accurate information, etc.”—a somewhat extraordinary basis. 

The confidence in the Crow agent’s probity is good 

enough so far as it goes, hut it is to be hoped that the de¬ 

partment will supplement this by securing the accurate infor¬ 

mation without which it cannot properly remedy the abuses 

complained of. We again urge the Secretary of the Interior 

to make a searching investigation of the condition of affairs 

in the Crow reserve. Kightly conducted, such an inquiry 

will show the truth of the Forest and Stream’s charges— 

that the choice lands of the reservation have been taken by the 

cattlemen, who are now practically in control of the reserve, 

and by the construction of permanent improvements are pre¬ 

paring to maintain their hold in the future; that the Indians 

do not receive proper compensation for the privileges ac¬ 

corded, are not justly treated, do not acquiesce in the taking 

of their lands, and are in part deceived as to the actual con¬ 

dition of affairs. When the department’s confidence in its 

agent is corqplemented or supplanted by accurate information 

on these points, we trust that prompt official action may fol¬ 

low, and the cattlemen may have reason to give over their 

boast that they have the Crow reserve in their power. 

THE PARK RAILROAD JOB. 

The bill to grant a right of way to the Cinnabar & Clark’s 

Fork Eailroad Company through the Yellowstone 

National Park came up in the Senate last Monday, on motion 

of Mr. Butler, of South Carolina, the champion of the rail¬ 

road schemers. Mr. Vest made a strong speech in opposition 

to the bill. “He denied that the road was intended in good 

faith to reach mining property. Why had not at least a pre¬ 

liminary survey been made? He would not appeal to men 

who thought the Mammoth Cave and Niagara Falls should 

be transferred to commercial use, or that the Great Geysers 

should be devoted to laundry purposes and dished out 

to Chinamen for dirty linen. But he would ap* 

peal to Senators to preserve at least one spot of 

beauty from the rack and roar of commerce and the 

greed and avarice of selfish men. The railroad company’s 

object was not to get to a mine hut to carry passengers to 

and through the.iPark. The construction of this road, Mr. 

Vest asserted, would be the destruction of the Yellowstone 

Park. A former officer of the Interior Department had 

haunted the Senate in the interest of this bill. Some sug¬ 

gestions had been made to the effect that Mr. Vest and other 

Senators who opposed this bill were the tools of the North¬ 

ern Pacific Bailroad Company. Any statement of that kind 

was utterly and infamously false. No man connected with 

that company had ever dared to approach Mr. Vest on the 

subject. If the Northern Pacific Railroad Company had 

any interest whatever in the matter it was that a road 

through the Park should be built, as it would form a branch 

of that road.” 

The question went over for a future consideration. 

SONC BIRDS AND STATISTICS. 

A CINCINNATI gentleman has been entertaining the 

Society of Natural History of that city with some 

statistics to prove, theoretically, that the possible destruction 

of song birds by milliners’ agents and other wholesale bird 

hunters can have no appreciable effect upon the grand sum 

total of the birds, which for the three Americas he puls at 

3,000,000,000, including all the feathered species. His con¬ 

clusions are (1) that the great hulk of millinery feather goods 

are from other than song birds; (2) that song birds are in 

little demand because of their plain plumage; (3) that the 

birds of brilliant plumage utilized by the miliners are of 

South American and other foreign origin; (4) that the 

destruction of harmful species compensates for that of useful 

species; (5) that even if all the birds so destroyed were song 

birds, the reduction in numbers from this cause would still 

be inappreciable in its effects on the fauna of the country at 

large. 

Figures may, under skilful manipulation, be made to prove 

anything. But no manipulation of figures in the millions 

and billions can restore to the gardens and orchards and 

meadows and pastures and woods the birds which have 

been destroyed to adorn women’s headgear. No arithmeti¬ 

cian with his addition, multiplication and progression can 

help the people of this country to see birds where there are 

no birds. Figure as one may, the incontrovertible fact re¬ 

mains that the song birds have been destroyed in such vast 

numbers that the effect is appreciable; it has been seen and 

lamented by men and women in widely separated localities. 

There is no imagination about it. Those who have under¬ 

taken the task of awakening public sentiment to make an 

end of the song bird slaughter are not engaged in combating 

an imaginary evil. They are contending against a folly 

whose actual material evil results are perfectly plain to 

every one whose gaze is not confined to theoretical expan¬ 

sions of the multiplication table. 

The First Ten Thousand Roll of Audubon Societ? 

members will be reached and passed this month. New mem¬ 

bers are enrolling at the rate of a thousand a week. That 

means that the song bird feathers have had their day as hat 

decorations. Ten thousand—an d by and by there will he 

tens of thousands—of people who think alike on such a topic 

must have an influence on the sentiment of the day. 

Quail in the Hay Field.—If there are quail in the hay 

fields, instead of driving the mower over the nests or the 

young broods, put the dogs in to locate the birds, mark the 

spot, and when the team reaches it turn the horses’ heads to 

one side. We suggested the plan last year. It was tried 

TVith success. It is a JittJe trpuble, hut jt may save the birds. 

SUSTAIN THE PRIZE LIST. 

^^HE officers of the National Rifle Association contem- 

plate the preparation of a circular addressed to the 

public and asking for the establishment by wealthy citizens 

of prizes and challenge trophies. Wimbledon has scores of 

such gifts placed at the disposal of the managing council, 

and in this way records are kept up and certain trophies 

carry with their possession a championship in this or that 

style of shooting. In this way rivalry is kept bright and 

active, and those in control of the meeting feel encouraged 

and able to offer large added prize lists in money to each of 

the matches. 

Creedmoor needs something of the same sort. It has had 

such trophies in the past, and they have helped very much 

in keeping up the interest in the art. The Army and Nary 

Journal Cup was such. The Hilton shield of to-day is 

another example of how popular such a prize may become 

and how much good it may do. 

Gen. G. W. Wingate, the heat, of the Association, in talk¬ 

ing recently on this subject, alter speaking of the necessity 

of keeping up the militia to a state of efficiency as shots, said: 

“But in order to keep up this skill and bring it to the highest 

state of efficiency possible we must have competition and 

emulation, and in order to do this we must have prizes. The 

prizes given at Wimbledon are to a very large extent con¬ 

tributed by public spirited citizens, and are of such value as 

to make their acquisition an object for the volunteers. It is 

necessary that prizes going over from match to match be 

provided if these matches are to he continued. The Associ¬ 

ation cannot afford to provide them. What we want is some 

suitable trophy which cau be contended for by teams from 

different organizations, and not held finally till won three 

times. Such a course would make the teams more ambitious 

and would insure a higher degree of skill among the marks¬ 

men. ” 

This is exactly the pressing want of rifle practice to-day. 

It is hardly reasonable to expect militia marksmen to go out 

and give of their time and money without some incentive. 

The public has a direct interest in having the shooting 

ability kept up, and the rich class of citizens perhaps more 

than others, and it is but fair that trophies, prizes, gifts, etc., 

be offered, so that when victory does follow effort the win¬ 

ning guardsmen or team may have something to show as an 

emblem of that success. 

We have faith that, if this matter is put strongly and 

clearly before the public, there will be a prompt and 

satisfactory response from many quarters, and, the system 

having been established and its good results shown, there 

will then he a steady and liberal support to the work 

which for a dozen years past the National Rifle Association 

has been courageously carrying on. 

The Six-inch Trout Law.—Several States have a clause 

in their fish laws forbidding the taking of trout under six 

inches in length. The provision is a most wholesome restric¬ 

tion on the unreasonable and foolish destruction of finger- 

lings. The line between trout fit to basket and trout unfit must 

he drawn somewhere, and the limit of six inches is none too 

small. The New York law did have such a clause, but the 

stupid politicians in the .last Legislature did away with it. 

The markets are now open for the reception of the fry; and 

Mr. John D. Collins, secretary of the Utica Fish and Game 

Protective Association, tells that bushels of little trout 

taken in the headwaters of streams are shipped to New York, 

Philadelphia and Boston markets. This is not very encour¬ 

aging to the public-spirited persons who have contributed 

time and money in efforts to restock the depleted streams of 

the State. 

New York County Supervisors.—The county super- 

ors in New York have authority to add to the protection 

of game and fish, but no authority to take from it. They 

may increase the close season on any species; they may not 

shorten it. The Rockland county supervisors have voted to 

open the woodcock season Julyl. This they cannot do. 

The State law provides that the season shall open August 1; 

persons who shoot woodcock in Rockland county before that 

date will be just as much liable to a penalty as if the super¬ 

visors had taken no action; the unauthorized step of the 

supervisors will excuse no one. 

Club Rules.—We have frequent calls for copies of club 

rules, by-laws and constitutions. Secretaries of gun clubs, 

angling clubs and game protective associations wiU oblige us 

by sending spare copies of their printed rules, that these may 

be in turn sept to organizers of new clqbs. 
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DAYS WITH THE BARMECIDE CLUB. 
YI. CAMP, where so much time is always spent, should he 

made as pleasant, attractive and convenient as possible. 
Nay, more than that, if you can make it luxurious with the 
primitive means at hand, do so. There is little sense in a 
hand-to-mouth existence, in having everything at sixes and 
sevens, even in an outing where we are supposed to expect 
a certain degree of roughing. Roughing it does not mean 
the hard side of a board, water boiled until it is burned, nor 
a roof which “lets in the sunshine and the rain.” The best 
man for roughing it is the one who knows how to smooth it. 

Odd times were employed in clearing out the underbrush 
and fallen limbs in the front yard. The little path to the 
lake was attended to, and now in the darkest night we can 
go from shanty to raft without stubbing our toes or losing 
our temper, We made a table with comfortable seats, and 
our meals were doubly enjoyable that we could take them 
without cramping our legs and straining neck and back. 
We made a little landing where we could get aboard our 
raft as conveniently as stepping from one room to another. 
We doubled the thickness of our hemlock mattrass, and 
studied in every way to smooth our roughing, and our work 
was a good investment. It saved time and words. Tom 
Draw’s idea of the man best adapted to roughing it was the 
correct one. He believed in the man who was accustomed 
to a good bed and good food. 

^ Guide wanted to go home. Would be gone two days. 
We "ave him a basket of fine trout for his good wife and 
the childrei:, Mid she sent back by him all the eggs he could 
safely pack. They were fresh, and with a few pounds of 
butter and a pair o'f chickens, which accompanied the eggs, 
admirably filled up a blank space in our bill of fare. 

Roy struck one morning what he called the condensed 
essence of a holy terror. He was paddling the raft a few 
yards out from the lily pads between the landing and the 
outlet. He had attained with a liberal application of muscle 
a tortoise like headway to thB-.craft, when suddenly splash, 
he heard the upward and downward break of a trout. He 
turned quickly enough to see the great circling ripple ex¬ 
tending larger and larger each moment. He brought the 
raft to an anchor and cast over the place where he had seen 
the jump. Expectation was away up on the top shelf. He 
could now and then see the lustly fellow cautiously follow¬ 
ing the flies as they were drawn away from him, but he 
seemed to be positive of the deception, and would survey it 
with an intelligent look that boded no good fortune for Roy. 

Draw ia thy shining leader, 
Those files ne’er cheat my sight; 

You are luring me to danger 

With your graceful casts and light. 

Roy had about convinced himself that this gentleman 
would not be tempted, and drop by drop the spring of hope 
which bubbled up so brightly was running dry, whenlo! the 
stretcher fly was taken with a flourish that would suffice to 
throw every train of disagreeable reflections ofl; the track. 
There was a little preliminary skirmishing and then the 
battle opened in earnest all along the line, and the party of 
the fimt part was fully occupied with the rapid rushes of the 
party of the second part in the water. ~It was only by heroic 
remedies that Roy could prevent a junction of his leader with 
the water plants close by. 

There was something akin to insanity in the movements 
of the trout, which was a very large one, yet there was 
method in his madness. Finally he approached the raft very 
unwillingly, took a good look at the captain of the craft, 
and not being particularly impressed with his personal ap¬ 
pearance, refused to venture aboard, and with a desperate 
rush accomplished his object of getting among the weeds, 
where he disengaged himself from his unhealthy alliance 
with the leader, which came back to Roy slightly'shortened 
and with a fly missing. He will remember that tussle long 
enough to recount it to his speckled Igrandchildren. Roy 
was without doubt a trifle disappointed over the result of the 
strike and play, but took it very philosophically. “Good 
leather, my boy. You were partly mine for a few minutes 
anyhow. What further sport could I have counted on with 
you had I landed you? Now you are free to coine again 
some other day, and thanking you for a pleasant visit I wish 
you good day and good luck. As the German Ambassador 
says, T dond tink you vas werry much vorth nohow.’ ” 

The meeting adjourned. Roy immediately proceeded to 
repair the damage inflicted by the seceding delegate, and 
then pulled, poled or paddled a bit further down the shore, 
stopping occasionally to flirt his flies over some rippling 
circle made by a late breakfaster. He gathered in a half 
dozen, which remained gathered, and with a kind word and 
a gentle hand he returned others to their homes, requesting 
them to add weight and wisdom against his next visit. 

One afternoon we returned to camp, where we found Roy 
puffing away at his brierwood as though his life depended 
on his consuming a certain amount of tobacco in a brief 
amount of time. He had evidently not stumbled across pros¬ 
perity in his morning promenade down the creek, but had 
evidently run afoul of a mosquito Balaklava, for his face was 
swollen large enough to give one the impression that it enter¬ 
tained serious thoughts of embarking in business on its own 
account. It made its owner look as though he contemplated 
suicide soon as he had finished his next pipe. But how mis¬ 
taken one would have been to have taken his face as an index 
to his heart. 

“Yes, I’ve had a splendid time. The walk down the creek 
was simply charming. The waters purled and sang their 
songs of summer gladness as cheerfully as of yore, the 
whispering leaves and swaying branches seemed on the best 
of terms with the morning breeze, which tempered the rays 
of the sun but did not disperse the mosquitoes to any appre¬ 
ciable extent, and they have got their work in on me accord¬ 
ingly—thanks to my forgetting tar and oil. But mosquitoes 
and blackflies must indulge in luxuries occasionally, else 
they might close shop and retire from business, and I don’t 
propose to boycott them. No, if I didn’t have what most 
people would call good luck, 1 know of something which has. 
Another hedgehog has been making a visit to our butter pail. 
Oh, yes, he’s left some. He was no thoroughbred hog, you 
know. How he must have enjoyed such a find, and how I 
would have liked to watch him when he discovered the yellow 
bonanza. Great Bcott! how he must have enjoyed it.’’ 

“You don’t mean to say our butter has been stolen and that 
it would have afforded you any amusement to have seen a 
disgusting hedgehog making away with it? You make me 
tired, Roy.” 

“What! complaining again? Well, I do love what they 
call a grumbler, but not a chronic one. Give me one who 
uses a little judgment, even if it be only a little.” 

“Come now, Roy, with all your good nature had you been 
the beggar who asked food of the Barmecide prince you 
would have pulled his nose and pitched him out of his own 
window had he dared to have played such a measly old joke 
on you.” 

Complain? Well, if there was any complain in Roy’s 
vocabulary it must have begun with a k and an u, for it 
would never have been found under the C’s nor over them. 
He would be pretty thoroughly demoralized and weakened 
when he could not make an enjoyable meal of fresh air and 
mountain scenery. He could extract any amount of comfort 
and sport from the most unpromising beginnings and the 
most disastrous endings. 

“Where are your trout?” 
“There in the basket. I thought I’d just have a little 

smoke before dressing them.” 
“There are none here. This is your basket, isn't it?” 
Roy, looking benignly on the proceedings, answered yes. 
“There is nothing in it.” 
“Nothing in it? Why, man, it’s full of pleasant remi¬ 

niscences of which you are a part.” 
“Thank you. You’d better dress them after your next 

pipe.” 
“All right. I’ll commence on you.” 
“Where are your fish, anyhow?” 
“In the lake ” 
“That’s a good place for them. They’ll keep.” 
Murmuring avails nothing; and Roy’s was the right spirit, 

and we entered into it, perhaps^'not fully. To him every¬ 
thing ministers to his pleasure. The birds rioting in song, 
the shimmer of a rippled lake, the dripping of a leaky roof 
into his ear, rosy twilight lingering on the hilltop, the 
doughy heaviness of half-baked bread, the soft plaintive 
lullaby of a meadow brook and the persistent probings of 
empty mosquitoes are to him mines of pure delight. The 
guide said to him one day when he came to camp hungry as 
a wolf, “I’m very sorry, Mr. Roy,'for-1 think I’ve scorched 
the potatoes.” “Oh! that’s all right; a little scorching im¬ 
proves them and I’m not sure but the more they are scorched 
the better they are.” The only time we knew of his being 
out of condition and inclined to complain was when be said 
“Bang a country where dried apples are a luxury.” 

We saw deer in abundance every <jay, but refrained from 
even disturbing them, for the novelty of their appearance 
had worn off and they had become so accustomed to seeing 
and hearing us that they almost seemed as though they had 
lost a little of their instinctive fear of man. Millard. 

THE FISHER. 

The fisher {Mnstela pennantee ErxI.), called by hunters 
“black cat,” is not very abundant, yet sufficiently so 

to make a special part of the fall and winter hunt. 
The size and shape much resemble the fox, excepting the 

legs, which are much shorter. The color is black all over 
except the shoulders and neck, which is mixed with a rich 
gray, when prime. His body is about two feet long, and 
tail one foot, bushy and black. Weight about twenty 
pounds. 

The fur is valuable, commanding for individual skins in 
the wholesale market ten dollars. The texture of the hide 
is thick and tough as compared with the mink (American 
sable), but the fur is fine, black and long. This animal is 
very industrious and mischievous—a perfect pest to the 
martin hunter, sometimes following his lines of log traps 
for miles and knocking them to pieces and stealing the bait. 

A general rule among fur hunters is to build a larger trap, 
about one in eight, along the mountain side, especially for 
the fisher, and % so doing the hunter not only saves his 
martins but occasionally secures a specimen of more value. 
It is not a sure thing, however, for the fisher is an artful 
and shy creature, especially if he is an old one and has been 
trapped before, as then they will often contrive to get at 
the bait without springing the trap. 

The surest way to capture them is with steel traps, and 
the usual manner of setting it is in open houses built of ever¬ 
green boughs, about four or five feet high, and three feet 
deep. Stick down a forked stick in the extreme back of 
the cubby, and put your bait on it. Then set your trap in 
front of the bait (18 or 20 inches from it); cover your trap 
with fine moss so that it will all look natural; fasten the 
trap securely to a small detached tree, and lie the top of the 
tree so that the animal can swing it round at liberty. 

The best bait is supposed to be fresh fish, yet he will take 
any fresh meat, and he is bound to have it too. 1 once, 
while hunting the Rangeley wilderness, was sorely tried by 
a fisher’s robbing my traps, and set a steel trap for him, and 
for several weeks he outgeneraled me by stealing the bait. 
He knew just as well as 1 did where my trap set, and he 
would get around or Over it and carry off the bait every 
time. 1 tried him in all the ways I could contrive, with no 
better success. Finally 1 set in another steel trap in front 
of the one already set, and next time 1 visited my traps I 
had him, and he had eaten or chewed into small pieces every 
little tree he could reach, even the bough-house in which 
the traps were set was a pile of chips. 

1 could always tell when 1 came in sight of a trap set for 
a fisher if 1 had him, for he would invariably eat up his 
house and every other available thing within reach, and 
form a mound of chips, a fitting monument of his industry 
and savageness. 
t^They often gnaw off their foot in the trap and get away 
ton three legs. This is sagaciously done by gnawing all the 
Boot and leg that is below the jaws of the trap and then pull¬ 
ing out the leg. I once caught one with only two whole 
leg.s; he had been trapped twice before and lost a leg each 
time. They are very tenacious of life, and may be said lo 
have “nine lives” like the cat family. The natural food of 
the fisher in this State is the white hare; they follow them 
persistently until the poor hare has to succumb to fatigue. 

Their noise is like a child when it cries in a mournful tone, 
and again it makes a sharp, short whistle. The track on the 
snow shows only two feet, one a little in advance of the 
other, with sharp-pointed toes, when running, but when 
walking he spreads out his toes, making a broad track and 
very near together, diagonallj^ opposite each other. They 
are very uncertain in their habits, going to-day in one place 
and to-morrow in another, so that it is difficult to set traps 
with any certainty for their capture. They run chiefly on 

mountains and in the deep forest, beating back as civilization 
advances, maintaining their solitary habits in the wildest 
haunts. Some hunters assert that the fishers go into brooks 
for fish, but I have never noticed any evidence of this. I 
have caught several specimens alive for zoological gardens, 
both in this country and in Europe, but they have to be kept 
in iron-lined cages, as they will continually gnaw wood, and - 
by their industry soon make their escape. Very few are 
trapped now compared to former years. J. G. R. 

Bkthel, Maine._ 

ADDITIONS TO CALIFORNIA AVIFAUNA. 

The occurrence of the yellow rail and European widgeon 
in this State was first recorded by Dr. J. G Cooper in 

the Proceedings of the California Academy of Natural Sci¬ 
ences, Vol. IV,, pages 8 and 9. 

I do not know if the specimens were deposited in any 
collection and they may not now be found. 

It may have been from an oversight or perhaps doubts as 
to the identity of the species that these two have been ex¬ 
cluded from the birds of this State, and yet I do not under¬ 
stand why the statements and data of these birds again in 
California which I sent to some Eastern ornithologists should 
have been wholly ignored. I trust that my making known 
the following facts in Forest and Stream and the presence 
of the skins in my collection will be sufficient to convince 
the most incredulous. 

Porzana norebaraeensis (Gmelin), Yellow Rail.—I took a 
female of this species on the salt marsh of Alvarado, Alameda 
county, Dec. 28, 1883. No. 1169, female. Writer’s col¬ 
lection). 

The bird flushed from close before me and flying a few 
yards dropped into the grass and skulked out of sight. It • 
was soon found and pointed by my red setter and 1 picked 
it up alive. When first caught it made a sound very much 
like a young chicken in distress. Another specimen of this ’ 
species which I have sCbn was shot near Cordelia, Solano 
county, last year by Mr. W. G. Blunt. 

The small size und probable scarcity of the bird, together 
with its secretive habits, has no doubt caused it to be over- , 
looked by collectors. 

Alias pendope (Linn.), Widgeon.—I received a specimen in 
the flesh from the market in San Francisco, the source of 
Dr. Cooper’s specimens, which, as he suggests, “were prob- j 
ably stragglers from Asia instead of Europe.” (No. .542, male, 
Feb. 17, 1882. Writer’s collection.) ' 

I do not find the Carolina rail mentioned in any work to 
which I have referred as having been found in California, , 
and take this opportunity to make known its possibly first 
occurrence. 

Porzana can'olina (Linn.), Sora.—Taken near Gilroy, Santa : 
Clara county, Jan. 30, 1874. (No. 500, adult. Collection 
of D. S. Bryant.) 

There is figured in Gould’s ' ‘Monograph of the Trochilidm,” 
the type and only specimen then known of 8e.lasphorusfioreaii. 
I have just received a second example, shot by a boy near ; 
San Francisco, in May, 1885, which is a species new to the • 
United States. 

8elasp1wrusJlor6ssii(JjoMig'e&). (No. 2,620, male. Writer’s ■. 
collection.) The appearance of the bird is strongly suggest¬ 
ive of a hybrid between the anna and rufous hummingbirds, 
but Mr. Ridgway, who identified the bird from my descrip¬ 
tion, writes me that he is “rather inclined to consider it a 
distinct species.” 

Should additional specimens be taken they will prove of 
great interest. Walter E. Bryant. 

Oakland, Cal., June 9,1886. 

INOCULATION FOR SNAKE BITE. 

The following suggestions are made by Miss Catherine 
C. Hopley in a communication to the London Olobe-. 

The success of M. Pasteur’s treatment for hydrophobia i 
will, or might, raise one more hope that the bite of the most i 
venomous s^nakes may at last be combated. Inoculation for ; 
snake bite has, with very few exceptions, been barely ac- , 
knowledged hitherto, and confined to the savage races. 
Strange that it should be so, while in this enlightened nine¬ 
teenth century every means on earth within the range of ' 
science, excepting this, has apparently been tried in vain. 
But now that the success of inoculation for several other 
previously unmanageable maladies is so pronounced, the 
time may have arrived for attempts to be made with “atten¬ 
uated” snake venom also. As is well known, some Oriental 
nations in long past ages practiced protective means from 
snake bite, assimilating their bodies with the venom by 
swallowing it, and also by feeding on the vipers. The 
power which the Psylli exercise over deadly vipers was 
attributed to this. They swallowed the venom, and also the 
flesh. The Arabs, Persians, Egyptians and African snake- 
charmers all used protective means, some may still do so, 
like the bushman of South Africa, to acquire immunity in 
handling deadly snakes. These protective measures among 
ancient and savage nations, and by the Indians of the West¬ 
ern world, have been too olten described by writers of repute 
to call for recapitulation here. What has more to do with 
the present subject is inoculation, which has also been 
extensively practiced. The juices of certain native herbs, 
themselves powerful poisons, said to be “antidotal,” and 
used also for external applications to the wound, are in- • 
jected under the skin for this purpose, and have been used 
by the Indians of both North and South America from our 
earliest knowledge of them. The juiceof the famous huaco or 
guaco of tropical America is one of these, and was thought 
by Humboldt to impart to the body an odor repugnant to 
the serpents, as the American white ash, FraMniis americana ' 
of the north, is death to the rattlesnake. Certain it is, that ^ 
in all snake-infested countries, excepting India, the death- 
rate from their bite is comparatively insignificant. To the ’ 
superstition and fatalism of the low caste Hindoos (and not, 
only the very ignorant natives) must to a great extent be at¬ 
tributed their high death-rate. They take no rational means 
either lo protect themselves from the bite, or to cure themselves 
when bitten, placing faith only in charms, incantations, and 
native quacks. Exactlv ten years ago, when writing on this 
subject, and impressed'by the fact that it should be left to 
savage races only to practice with success a safeguard so 
much to be desired, and when the conventional “20,000 per 
annum” dying of snake bite in India was greatly disturbing 
the public mind, I ventured to throw out the suggestion, 
“How would it be to try inoculation with some of the 
Hindoo plants on the natives, but first on some of the ani¬ 
mals that are being bitten by thousands in the service of 
science? Should it be found successful, inoculation agaiMt 
cobra poison might be made compulsory in India, as it is for 
smallpox in England/^ {Diibliu Zf'ivivtyrsity 
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March, 1876.) It would be well to inoculate a chicken or 
rabbit with the juice of the aristolochia or some other of the 
•‘antidotal” plants first, and then let the cobra bite it; the 
pain and terror suffered during the existing experiments 
would be only slightly aggravated, and with a possible favor¬ 
able result. * * * * ^ * 

Both evils are inflicted by a tooth, but while the bite of a 
mad dog proceeds from a diseased state of the animal, con¬ 
veying rabid saliva to the blood of the victim, the bite of a 
venomous snake conveys deadly saliva into the blood With 
lightning-like rapidity, the rabid saliva of the dog is weeks 
or months “incubating” its deadly power. Both have been 
said to be incurable, though the victims of both have fre¬ 
quently recovered, because in both cases the bite might not 
have been deep, and the patients may have had constitutional 
vigor to overcome the danger. Fear, feeble health, and 
nervous prostration have produced fatal results, after snake 
bite as after dog bite, when the patient otherwise might have 
recovered, because neither was the snake venomous nor the 
dog rabid. Pasteur affirms that terror and nervous prostra¬ 
tion have sometimes induced symptoms that have been taken 
for rabies; and some ultratemperate editors on “the other side” 
have set down to delirium tremens what a charitable friend 
has attributed to mad dog ism. Cures and antidotes alike 
for snake bite and hydrophobia have been sought in vain, 
and baffied human wisdom from the earliest ages—for hy¬ 
drophobia even more than for serpent venom; and now that 
a remedy for this dire malady seems well assured, may we 
not hope that a triumph may arrive for the other also, some¬ 
thing that will at length reduce the death-rate in India from 
snake bite? 

BEAR AND MOOSE QUERIES. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I would be very glad if some of the old hunters who read 

your paper would favor me with information on one or two 
questions that are not by any means elucidated in such nat¬ 
ural histories as I can refer to. 

What is the average and maximum recorded weight of the 
grizzly bear {Ursus horribilis Ord.)? One rarely hears an 
enthusiastic sportsman estimating the weight of the grizzly 
he recently saw or killed at much under 1,000 pounds. But 
whenever the scales have been brought in, so far as I can 
ascertain, it has been voted an immense bear that went over 
500 pounds. 

What is the maximum authentic recorded height at the 
shoulder of the moose {Alces machlis (Linne) Gray)? I should 
say that six feet is about the average height of a bull moose, 
but a hunter friend, a professional, who has killed a great 
many moose in the Nipissing region, rather surprised me 
with the following statement: “In October, 1880, Geo. Ross 
killed in Paxton township, Muskoka, a bull moose that 
measured 8 feet 2 inches at the shoulders, its antlers weighed 
84 pounds and the beast made 800 pounds of clear meat. 1 
saw and measured it myself immediately after it was killed. 
In the same month and in the same region of Ontario I 
myself killed a bull moose that was 7 feet 2 inches at the 
shoulders.” 

It is very difficult to know how far to credit these hunter 
statements, but it seems to me just possible that occasionally 
the moose may attain to such a great stature. A scientific 
friend totally discredits thestatement because the dimensions 
given are far beyond the known limits of individual varia¬ 
tion. But it must be remembered that the variation is in the 
direction of this animal’s specialization; that is, for example, 
the chief specialization of the common mole (Galops aquaii- 

cus (Linu6) Coues), is its enormous hands, and they are by 
far more variable in their proportions than any other part of 
the animal’s anatomy. So also the curlew {Numerieus hngi- 
rostris Wils.), its remarkable specialization and its most 
variable proportion is the length of the bill. Why, there¬ 
fore, in this case, may not the moose be subject to extreme 
variation in the elongation of its limbs, which probably is its 
chief specialization. 

However, whatever doubts may be cast on the above 
records, 1 have full faith in the honesty of the narrator, and 
am very sure that the mistake, if any, is due not to deliber¬ 
ate exaggeration, but rather to the baneful habit of trusting 
one’s memory, that has, ere now, led the best-meaning of 
naturalists into lamentable error, Ernest E. T. aEToN. 

New York, June 21, 1886. 

BIRD NOTES. 

Dutchess county, N. Y.—Of robins the county is 
full to such an extent that fruit growers complain bit¬ 

terly of their depredations. Meadow larks are fairly numer¬ 
ous, though not abundant. But the rollicking song of the 
bobolink is seldom more heard. I saw none and only heard 
the one trill of a single bird. The beautiful orioles also are 
very rarely met with. This doubtless is in great measure 
due to the late fashion of ladies’ hat decoration. But to their 
credit be it said, that through the widely pervading influ¬ 
ence of the Forest and Stream, aided by the numerous 
Audubon Societies, this cruel fashion has been almost en¬ 
tirely discarded. Whether our bright plumaged birds and 
songsters will ever again be as plenty as heretofore is prob¬ 
lematical. There is one, our earliest and sweetest singers, 
that sings right on, rain or shine, all day long, that has 
escaped the demands of the milliner, owing to his modest 
plumage no doubt, and that is the song sparrow. Those 1 
found almost ever}'where, and I think they have largely in¬ 
creased of late years. What has become of the chattering 
martins? 1 have seen but one family this year. Thrushes, 
catbirds and the frisky little wren are now seldom seen. Is 
the miserable English sparrow responsible for their disap¬ 
pearance? ^ _ J. H. D. 

The Toledo Eaglet.—East Toledo, June lA—Editor 
Forest and Stream: The eagle hatched April 26 is seven 
weeks old to-day. It is about one fourth the sizqof a full- 
grown eagle, and is fledging nicely and assuming a fine ap¬ 
pearance. It still depends on the mother to pick its food in 
small pieces, which she puts in its mouth. While the old 
birds have white heads and white or straw-colored beaks, 
the young bird is black, with black head and jet black beak. 
A week ago to-day a gentleman who claims to know every¬ 
thing about birds tried to make friends with the eagles. He 
Was warned to keep away from them; but he put his hand 
inside the cage, when the female jumped from the nest and 
'put three talons through his right hand. He is here to-day 
with a very sore hand, and says he will never again try to 
make friends with the American eagle. When everything 
is quiet I go inside, clean out the cage and give them fresh 
water. They pay no attention to me, but if there is any 
body around 1 have no business inside the cage.—Henry 
’flULCE. 

Bombl—The Central Park Menagerie has a new attrac¬ 
tion in Bombi, a rhinoceros just imported. The beast is 
feet long and 5^^ feet high;* weight, 7,000 pounds.^ As he 
stands munching hay he appears to be about as high as a 
horse, one-third lodger, and three times'as thick through the 
body. His legs are short, immensely thick, and decidedly 
bowed; his neck and head are typical of immense power; 
his horn was sawed off years ago, but quite a stump re¬ 
mains. The armor of hide plates which protect his bod.y 
seem to be several inches thick. His eyes are small, his 
mouth enormous, and his usual expression one of contemptu¬ 
ous indifference. Altogether he is a marvel of ugliness, 
toughness and strength. Even the heaviest of Barnum’s 
elephants would probably have a sorry time of it in a battle 
with such a brute. Bombi was captured near the delta of 
the Ganges some ten years ago by a party of hunters, who 
shot the mother and captured the young one. For the last 
three years he has been in the collection of Hagenbach, the 
well-known dealer in wild beasts. The Park Commissioners 
paid $5,000 for him. 

Crows and Minnows.—Your correspondent “J. P. W.,” 
mentions seeing a crow apparently fishing on Richardson 
Lake the other day. I have witnessed the same thing there, 
but I have always explained it in this way; The fish taken 
by the crows are, in my belief, the dead chubs and minnows 
which float down from the works of the live-bait sportsmen. 
Such fish are always plentiful on the surface of that lake in 
the spring time, and I have often seen the gulls, and once or 
twice the crows, feeding on them. If “J. P. W.” is the “J. 
P. W.” I think he is, I should be very loth to question his 
opinion on any matter concerning the lake in question, for 
his experience there has been very extensive and he is a close 
observer of nature.—Special. 

mfd 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Co. _ 

THE TRAJECTORY TEST. 

^HE full report of the Forest and Stream’s trajectory test of hunt- 

ing rifles has been issued In pamphlet formt with the illustra¬ 
tions and the tabular summary, makmg in all 96 pages. For sale at 

this office, or sent post-paid. Price BO cents. 

IN THE OLD BACKWOODS. 

WHEN 1 first started for the great virgin forest that 
many years ago robed with an almost unbroken sheet 

the northern part of Wisconsin, where deer were said to be 
abundant, the sweetness of anticipation was considerably re¬ 
duced by anxietj^ to know what I was going to do with all 
my game. Familiar with the shotgun and nearly every kind 
of game upon which it is used, a ranger from childhood of 
the eastern woods and fields, with keen eyes for hidden 
squirrels and hares in their forms, a fair shot, too, with the 
rifle at the target, I quite naturally supposed that all I had 
to do to shoot deer was to get where the deer were. The re¬ 
sults seemed a matter of course. 

It was early in October that I reached a settler’s cabin far 
in the depths of the “Big Woods” of Wisconsin; just at the 
beginning of a long spell of that Indian summer that the 
Northwest alone can show. A dream of sunlight flooded 
the woods, the winds were still, the leaves, all dry and crisp, 
covered the ground so that the scamper of a squirrel over 
them could be heard at a hundred yards. 

“There’s no use of huntin’ now, the woods is too noisy,” 
said my backwoods friend. 

The words fell on my ear like those of an unknown tongue. 
Even had I comprehended them all the advice that the most 
experienced hunters in the world could have given could not 
have held me back. So early the next morning I turned my 
back upon the little clearing and was soon alone in the wild¬ 
erness. 

Scarcely half a mile from the house I hegau to find signs 
that even the most inexperienced eye can not fail to read 
aright. But one animal could make the narrow, sharp-toed 
tracks that in all directions were so plain upon the spots of 
bare ground, and in places had pressed dead leaves in the 
soft soil beneath. Cautiously I peered around, looked down 
the ranks of tree trunks, explored the green vistas among 
the hushes, that filled the more open places, and gazed long 
and earnestly around that amphitheater of the woods where 
all things fade into a blurr of mingled form and color. Tall 
and trim was the basswood, and grandly solemn the old 
white oak. There was the dark, shaggy bark of the black 
oak, the smooth, dark gray shaft of the red cak, the maple 
all aflame above, and other ancient trees with leaves of 
brown, crimson and gold yet unshed. With brilliant scarlet 
the clustered head of the ginseng shone along the ground; 
there, too, were the pm-ple berries of the fragrant spignet; 
ferns still green with life stood along the shady slopes; wild 
cherries glistened with intensity of jet, and wild plums of 
great size, some of golden hue, others of pink, looked tempt¬ 
ingly at me. Yet nowhere was there anything that looked 
like a deer. 

I listened for the sound of hounding hoofs that I had be¬ 
fore heard before the hounds, the crash of brush, or the long- 
drawn snort or plaintive bleat of which I had read. Yet I 
heard only the drumming of the ruffed grouse, the jarring 
of leaves beneath the spring of the squirrel, the tattoo of the 
woodpecker on some high, dead limb, the harsh, jingling 
note of the bluejay, or the grating notes of the raven wheel¬ 
ing on high. 

With step as quiet as thick-soled boots, dead leaves and 
abundance of dry twigs would permit, 1 moved along, wind¬ 
ing through openings in brush and trying to avoid every¬ 
thing that could make a noise. Cautiously I crept over huge 
logs hollow at one end, covered with toadstools at the other, 
and dark and green beneath, only, perhaps, to see the ruffed 
grouse spread his banded tail, and roaring upward and on¬ 
ward, fade from sight; the gray squirrel scamper to his 
native tree, the black squirrel taking a sunbath on some out¬ 
stretched limb, or both fleeing in terror from the little tyrant 
red squirrel. Yet ever bright before fancy’s eye loomed a 
mighty buck with shining antlers of not less than “ten 
points,” with broad chest and massive neck, glossy coat and 
great lustrous eyes, standing in a nice open place, broadside, 
of course—the veritable deer of the artist—distance about 
forty yards. 

The further I went the more certain seemed the speedy 
realization of this ravishing ideal. For everywhere the signs 
of deer grew more plenty and more fresh; and suddenly t 
came upon a place beside a bush where a great buck had 

pawed a sqtiare yard or more of ground cle4r of leaves and 
sticks. The damp, dark soil was laid bare, and in it were a 
score or more of large hoof tracks whose smooth Indenta¬ 
tions still shone with freshness. The bush—a thorn apple-=- 
was on that side all broken, scarred and frayed, aud its 
bright little red apples were scattered upon the ground be^ 
neath. I had heard of the deer hooking and tearing the 
blush with their horns at this time of year, and as the sap 
still shone fresh upon the scratches on the limbs, I looked 
around in instant expectation and clutched the rifle with the 
fondest grip of hope. The rustling foot of a northern hai-e 
over the dead leaves as it sped away from the clump of 
blackberry hushes beyond as I advanced sent a tidal wave of 
chills along my spine, and my hand trembled so that I could 
hardly have hit a barn without fastening myself inside and 
stopping up the knot holes. 

Hours passed, yet that buck appeared not except in imag: 
ination’s field, where every hour he grew larger, fatter and 
more numerously pronged, yet on I went with faith un¬ 
clouded. I looked with contempt at the -woodchuck that 
stopped at the mouth of his hole in the butt of some old 
tree to take a loo^ at me before vanishing within ; and 
even the porcupine which I had never before seen 1 allowed 
to feed undisturbed upon the topmost twigs of the lofty 
elm. 1 even felt some disdain for that charming bird, the 
ruffed grouse, that every few minutes burst with resound¬ 
ing wing from my path, or gazed calmly at me from the 
thorn apple or sloe bush where he was feeding, and for that 
lovely fish, the speckled trout, that flashed in every little 
brook 1 crossed or stooped to drink from. My heart was 
set upon deer, deer shot with a rifle and secured by still¬ 
hunting, and I was nearly blind to all the beauties of what 
were then the loveliest woods upon which the sun ever 
shone. 

The sun well in the meridian, a growing feeling of vacancy 
within and a most inviting log finally convinced me that it 
was time for lunch. But just as I was about to sit down 
four deep indentations in the ground with fresh, tine soil and 
moist leaves scattered just ahead of them caught my eye. 1 
stood for a moment as if petrified. One who has never been 
in such a position can little im^ine the feelings of the tyro 
whose expectations have out-s^red even his conceit when 
such a reality first breaks upon him with all its chilling in^ 
tensity. I did not have to try the indentations with ray 
fingers to see if they were hoof tracks. The case was dis-. 
tressingly plain, but I could not resist a look over the log 
for the preceding tracks. Just over it in a little patch of 
thin, low brush was an oval depression where the leaves and 
grass were flattened. The bottom of if was warm and it 
was about fifteen feet from the tracks on the other side of 
the log. I had heard much of “jumping a deer,” but for the 
first time had an idea of what it generally means. 

Without stopping to think how such a large animal as a 
deer could have thus taken the alarm and bounded away in 
such open woods without my seeing or hearing it, I started 
on the trail, looking keenly down every dark lane among the 
tree trunks, and giving at every flirt of a squirrel’s tail or 
burst of a grouse a convulsive jerk of the rifle, the reaction 
of which gave me an ague for the next five minutes. But 
the tracks of the deer showed it still in full bound, now- 
clearing fifteen now twenty feet at a spring, now going clear 
over a hush which could have been easily avoided, now 
skipping the trunk of a fallen tree that it would have been as 
easy to pass under. 

Suddenly three or four new sets of tracks joined the first 
ones, and a moment’s investigation showed that a doe and 
two fawns had started from a neighboring thicket and gone 
off with the other deer, alarmed, no doubt, by its running. 

I hate to confess it, but I was actually verdant enough to 
think that my chances for a shot were now increased instead 
of diminished, and full of confidence I started on the trail. 
In about four hundred yards the length of the jump began 
to decrease and they suddenly ceased. Just at the end were 
a few faint tracks "vyhere the deer had turned half around 
and stood still for a moment. Bidding my struggling heart 
be still I looked cautiously around. I cannot resist a smile 
as I write it, but I really expected to see no less than four 
deer—all looking at me—in some open place, as I had so 
often seen them in pictures. 

Instead of that my eye quickly caught some more freshly 
ploed up dirt in some brash about twenty feet away, and 
on went the trail again with longer jumps than before. And 
so I followed it mile after mile, finding plenty of places 
where the deer had stopped and turned around and then run 
on again with long jumps, until the sinking sun warned me 
home. Yet I saw no deer and heard no sound of hounding 
hoofs. 

Day after day for about a week I roamed the woods with 
about the same results. Tracks of deer were everywhere. 
On the points of ridges, in little clumps of brush and In old 
windfalls were fresh beds of deer, often warm, with the 
tracks ef long, leaping feet leading away from them. Once 
I heard the thump of feet upon the ground over a ridge, but 
by the time I got there I could see no signs of game except 
the soft, dark, moist earth and dead leaves scattered about 
by the sharp-toed feet of a descending deer. Along little 
creek bottoms where grass grew long and the wild cherries 
were rank, were places where the bears had rolled and played 
and fed, yet vainly I sought a glimpse of the shaggy coat. 
Here the old one had turned over a log to look for grubs, and 
there she and the cubs had been feeding upon the oak-clad 
ridges, where the acorns lay thick upon the ground. But, 
as with deer, my chances seemed in inverse proportion to 
the number of tracks I found. 

Before I had the faintest glimpse of a deer, November 
came, and with it that radiant change which here is so much 
greater than in the East. Chilly were the days and cold 
enough the nights; when the sun shone at all it was with a 
wan, paleface; the wind sang through creaking trees and 
snowflakes rode the blasts. The woods, of late so spangled 
with color, seemed sorrowful and subdued. The ruffed 
grouse had nearly hushed his drum and the squirrel rarely 
appeared except during sunny noons. The jay was still 
heard in the oak where the acorns yet clung, the raven 
croaked from the lofty pine, the woodpecker beat his tattoo 
as before, and sometimes a buzzard was seen in the sycamore 
by the creek; hut nearly all other birds were gone. The 
trees were now quite hare of leaves; the low bushes beneath 
were nearly the same, and in any direction I could see twice 
as far as before. The carpet of dried leaves and sticks was 
now softened down by heavy rains and made no such noise 
as before; and my thick-soled hoots were now replaced by 
soft moccasins that made an almost noiseless step. What 
wonder then that all the strings of hope were at concert 
pitch as 1 again threaded the woods? 

It was at the heighth of what hunters call “running time,” 
the surest time they all say to kiU a deer. “Now the merest 
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tyro can knock one over,” say nlany. So often liad I heard 
this and similar talk that I rather wished it were not “run¬ 
ning time/’ for I felt no pride in doing anything that any 
tyro can do. For in spite of the tremendous lowering of 
conceit I still felt far above the tyro. 

I now found tracks more abundant than before, which to 
my verdant brain meant, of course, that deer were much 
more plenty than before. Less than half a mile from the 
house I found them numerous and fresh, and with a thrill of 
satisfaction I cocked the rifle and look^ around for some¬ 
thing running. Down long vistas of dark and gray tree 
trunks my eye hopefully wandered; but nothing was run¬ 
ning there. Up a long flat through which ran a little creek 
I saw tussocks of light-gray grass still green at the bottom, 
sloes all black and shiny with clusters of ripened berries, 
red haws and thorn-apples red with dense masses of fruit. 
The leaves were all off, and I could plainly see (so it seemed) 
two hundred yards or more through the thickest brush. The 
golden wild plums still hanging on the trees seemed brighter 
than ever, and so did the scarlet of the high bush cranberry. 
But there was a remarkable scarcity of anything 'running. 
On the other side the ground rolled away in short ridges, 
heavily clad with oak, with little patches of brush on their 
points and in the heads of the hollows between them. But 
all this was easily seen through (so it seemed), and all the 
running there done was by a red squirrel along a fallen tree 
in a hollow. 

Having heard that creek bottoms were good places for deer 
1 followed one for about half a. mile. The quantity of tracks 
indorsed the principle which I had followed, but there was 
nothing running there but a weasel running over a log and a 
big hare making good time for the cover of a windfall, I 
began to feel that a glimpse of something even walking 
would not be a serious disappointment. Tracks were still 
plenty and fresh; everywhere were spots where the ground 
had been scraped and pawed or freshly plowed by plunging 
hoofs, plenty of bushes bent and torn and broken; plenty of 
lovely openings to shoot through; avast amphitheater of 
lovely ground for something to run on; yet nothing running, 
walking, nor even standing. 

“Only a fawn, eh,” I was* about to remark as my back- 
woods friend who preferred to hunt alone brought in one 
that evening. But I caught myself before it was too late. 
It suddenly occurred to me that that fawn would look im¬ 
mense if 1 had shot it. 

That night it rained a little and in the morning there was 
a slow drizzle—a capital day to hunt. On the whole yes¬ 
terday had not been a good day. It was too cold and the 
leaves and sticks were strffer than they should be for suc¬ 
cess. To-day all was soft and silent under foot. 

I was soon alone in the deep dark woods. They were 
wrapt In gloom and silence. No grouse boomed across my 
path ; all the squirrels were still ; the bluejay’s tuneful 
squall was hushed, and even the ever busy woodpeckers 
seemed gone for ever. Nothing but the drip from the trees 
or the low breeze soughing through their tops. Nothing but 
cold wet tree irunlm all around ; dismal looking black¬ 
berry, currant and raspberry thickets, weary looking ferns 
and spignet ; all but the ginseng, whose scarlet head shone 
the brighter for being wet. No more inviting logs, no dry 
sunny slopes to rest on ; and, to crown all, nothing ranning. 

So wmre on the day until about noon, when, in crossing a 
bit of low ground covered with fallen logs I saw a flash of 
white in the distance. It was in the furthest circle of trees, 
very small and very faint, but it brought my rifle in a 
twinkling from my shoulder. But by the time the rifle was 
down the white was gone. I could plainly (so it seemed) 
see everything around the place where it vanished. ‘ ‘ It must 
have been fancy,” I thought as I moved on, “ or”- At 
my second step forward the white flipped again just over 
the distant line of brush, once, yes twice ; the second time 
very faintly but unmistakably, and then all there was still. 
I went to the place where it disappeared as quickly as pos¬ 
sible. There were the fresh tracks of descending hoofs, the 
soft, dark dirt and wet leaves torn up and scattered about 
a t intervals of about fifteen feet. I gazed long and mus- 
ingly. I had at last seen something running, or, to be ac¬ 
curate. the tail of something running. 

On I went over ridges, across hollows, and along creek 
bottoms, mile after mile with clothes wet through; yet there 
was nothing running except an occasional drip from my hat 
down the back of my neck. But about half an hour before 
sunset I came to a sudden halt. About one hundred and 
fifty yards ahead of me was a small, dark looking animal 
moving over a ridge. It was low, angular and homely in 
shape; so utterly unlike the deer I had before seen before the 
hounds, that I might have taken it for a goat or even a hog 
had 1 not known there was nothing of the kind in these 
woods. 

Nevertheless the rifle came off my shoulder and I started 
tor the ridge just as the animal passed over it out of sight. 
Beaching the top of the ridge I looked cautiously over into 
the next hollow. There were huge fallen trees, the red 
berries of the prickly ash and the black bunches of the late 
“choke cherries” all shining in the wet, but no animal was 
there. As usual there were plenty of nice open places for a 
deer to stand in and, while I, as usual, was looking in them 
for a deer and neglecting all other places, there was suddenly 
a dim flicker of white on the dark horizon of the forest, gone 
before I could raise the rifle. 

‘‘And this is ‘running time,’” I thought, as once more 
alone I stopped to muse on the uncertainties of life. Were 
all hunters liars? if not where were the deer that were now 
so tame? No mortal could walk much more quietly than I 
had walked, yet»the only running I had seen was such as no 
mortal could stop with any rifle yet devised. 

A faint sound along the ground cut short my meditations 
and brought my rifle to full cock at the same moment. In 
a second more the sound came full and clear, the unmistak¬ 
able sound of trotting hoofs. Scarcely had I turned to look 
in its direction than there emerged from some thin brush 
along the ridge a dark animal on ^slow trot. Its head was 
well down toward the ground, but upon it were a pair of 
massive horns with half a dozen tines on each, and all pointed 
directly at me. And its distance was scarce fifty yards and 
that growing rapidly less. 

As I raised the rifle—an old time double muzzleloader— 
and glanced along the sights, I had little time to be surprised; 
but into the little time I did have was condensed more genu¬ 
ine and joyful surprise than I had ever known before. I 
could scarcely realize it, but it was true, I hadn’t a particle 
of the buck ague of which we read and hear so much. My 
nerves were charmingly calm, my hand most blissfully 
steady, and the sight I took on that coming deer would have 
sufficed to hit a hundred successive birds with a shotgun. I 
felt a lofty contempt for the rest of the universe as I saw the 
bright silver sight glitter in line with the low, rakish-looking 
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thing now less than thirty yards away, and pulled the 
trigger. 

Bang went the rifle, and wondrous was the change.^ As if 
rising out of the smoke itself stood before me in a twinkling 
the deer of the artist. There were the great thick neck 
proudly erect, the big glossy body looming broadside, the 
fine pointed nose, the flaring ears turned full upon me, the 
deep, dark eyes full of inquiry and wonder, and over all 
the broad branching horns with points innumerable, all 
glittering in the sun, which was now shining from a clear 
place in the western horizon. There was a sight worth all 
the toil and patience and disappointment I had endured. 
And to crown my happiness, I was still delightfully cool, 
with ner-ves quite unruffled by ray miss with the first barrel. 
What a supreme moment was that in which my eye again 
ran along that rifle and saw the silver shine this time upon 
the massive shoulder that was too big to miss! 

But the next moment was infinitely more supreme, for as 
the smoke of the second barrel cleared away there stood that 
buck in exactly the same position, his large lustrous eyes 
looking as if they had not even winked. And there stood I 
with an empty muzzleloader and fingers benumbed with 
wet and cold. With the muzzleloading rifle passes away a 
peculiar experience in the hunter’s life. It is somewhat to 
be regretted, for no hunter is finished without it. The man 
who has not loaded a muzzleloader with bare hands on a 
cold day with a deer gazing calmly at him within stone’s 
throw until he gets the cap about half on the tube and leav¬ 
ing just about as it is half adjusted has missed something 
that all the rest of his hunting life can never supply. 

To get one ball down seemed to take an age, and all that 
while the buck stood there like a statue, and growing ever 
larger to my excited eye. Just as the cap that I was about 
to put on dropped from my trembling fingers into the leaves, 
with a long-drawn “phew”, the deer rose in a high bound and 
galloped away to one side with nearly half a yard, as it 
seemed, of white rising and falling over his glossy rump at 
every bound. By the time I got another cap ready I was 
once more alone, musing upon the new form of “buck ague” 
of which I had never heard—being too confident because of 
the game being too close. So intense were my musings upon 
this that I had to call in the aid of a log just behind me, for 
the weakness of despair had suddenly seized me in the knees, 
and my hands shook as if palsied. 

“Saints defend us! Here he comesagain!” I involuntarily 
exclaimed, as another deer, looking so much like the firat 
that he seemed the same, came in sight half walking and 
half trotting, from almost the same place from which the 
other had come. 

Bang went the rifle before I saw any sight upon it at all. 
Through the smoke there was a gentle undulation of soft 
gray for a few yards. Then it suddenly stopped in an open¬ 
ing among the trees—another statue even more graceful, if 
possible, than the last one had been. But it had none of the 
curiosity of the last one, and as I raised the rifle it turned 
again into a line of wavy gray, which disappeared over th.e 
trunk of a large fallen tree just as I turned the second barrel 
upon it and fired. In a moment more there was a farewell 
wave of white in the darkening circle of the furthest trees 
and once more I was alone. 

But not long. For no sooner had I loaded the rifle and 
begun to feel a trifle composed than I was almo.st petrified 
with amazement at seeing another deer coming from the 
very place from which the others had come. Though I had 
before heard of several deer following each other at this 
time of year I had forgotten all about it ; and the havoc 
wrought in my nerves by the sudden apparition w as such 
that 1 decided to let it come closer than the others had 
come. 

This one, too, was a buck, smaller than either of the 
others, but quite large enough to satisfy all that now re¬ 
mained of my former ambition. On he came only walking, 
but still moving fast, for the deer is a fast walker. I had 
plenty of time in which to collect myself, but found time 
having the very opposite effect from that desired. In a mo¬ 
ment more the buck was passing me some twenty yards on 
one side,',with head downward and quite unsuspicious of 
ds-iigcr* 

Intending to make sure of him I drew the sight of the rifle 
upon the very center of his body, I saw the silver shine this 
time. It danced all over the giay-coated side, but just as it 
shone for an instant about on the middle (as it seemed) I 
pulled the trigger. The smoke came back in my face, but 
when it cleared away there was no deer in sight. I rushed 
to the spot and found him stretched full length upon the 
ground, fat, glossy and stone dead. 

It is the proper thing to act the child- over the first deer, 
and I was about to indulge in a hurrah and a somersault 
when I was seized with a sudden sinking of the heart, I 
had just noticed the bullet hole and the collapse of pride was 
fearful. It was in the neck, some three inches from the butt 
of one ear, and just about three feet nine inches from the 
spot at which 1 fancied I was pulling the trigger. 
^ T. S. Van Dyke. 

Quail in Dutciiess Countt, N. Y.—In an extended 
ride through Dutchess county last week, I was greatly 
pleased to hear the shrill whistle of Bob White ringing from 
so many meadows. It was a pleasant reminder of years long 
gone by. But as the fields are quite generally posted, their 
taking off in the fall is to be enjoyed but by the favored 
few. But even this is vastly better than their extinction by 
indiscriminate slaughter.—J, H. D, 

ANOTHER BREECHLOADER. 

Each monthly issue of the Patent Office report contains 
many entries of patents granted on breechloaders. 

There seems to be a steady supply of them; but occasionally 
there is one which does not get into the official report, and 
of this class is the weapon represented in our cut. It is the 
handiwork of George M. Grant, of North Tunbridge, Vt., 
and shows what a boy will do when he makes up his mind 
in a certain direction. George is 14 years old and lives on a 
farm, just an ordinary New England homestead, with a great 
barn and a tool house, with its thousand and one odds and 
ends, old buckles and bits, ancient saws, sleighs and surcin¬ 
gles, queer bits of almost every conceivable sort of junk. 
George wanted a gun. There were squirrels to be knocked 
over, impudent little rascals, who whisked their tails in 
George’s very face as though knowing that he bad no gun 
to pop them with, nor any ready cash to buy one at the vil¬ 
lage store. Then there were woodchucks, equally brazen, 
and the young Vermonter was sure he could rid the place of 
the “varmints” if he only had a firearm of any sort. Then 
there were crows, too, and scores of things which could be 
blazed away at if there was only a gun to do it with. 

The will was there, what of the way, which the old say¬ 
ing has it is always to be found in juxtaposition thereto? 
The way was in that pile of old junk in the corner of the 
barn. Poking it over, young Grant found an old Allen 
pistol barrel. So far good. Now how to use this so that it 
would enable him to use the .32-caliber cartridge which he 
found he could purchase so cheaply, for George was to have 
a breechloader. No muzzleloader for him. Not much. A 
portion of a discarded Newhouse trap supplied the spring, 
and then an old musket stock, which may have been carried 
by some relative who followed George’s great namesake, and 
the young mechanic set to work. Carriage screws, bits of 
wire, lag screws and such wood as he could cut to purpose as¬ 
sisted him in building up the queer but effective contrivance 
our artist has so well pictured. The barrel, it will be seen, is 
held by an iron strap, evidently from the heel of a scythe, 
which slips on over the front and holds the muzzle end of the 
barrel in position; then the rear end of the barrel has inserted 
in It a bed screw. This has a slight motion through the 
screw eye, while the nut upon it prevents it going too far 
and at the same time acts as an effective stoppage to the dis¬ 
charge of gas, etc., rearward. The front end of this hori¬ 
zontal screw rests upon the cartridge head. Now how to 
give it a sharp blow so that the impact should ignite the 
fulminate. Here comes in the Newhouse trap spring. One 
end was made fast, the other was brought back, and tlie 
wire crosspiece put behind the small pin seen on the front 
edge of the weapon. An ordinary wooden button acted to 
liberate the retaining wire when aim had been taken. The free 
end of the spring rushing forward struck the long screw 
bolt, and this acting as a firing pin, started the cartridge and 
the bolt action weapon was discharged. To reload, it was 
necessary to slip off the front strap, when the removal of 
the barrel permitted the pushing out of the shell and the 
insertion of a fresh cartridge. It worked capitally, and the 
worthy bearer of a proud name was happy and the envy of 
his companions, while each night saw the precious piece 
safely tucked beneath his bed. 

A drummer chanced that way, one of these pilgrims of 
commerce who leave no nook nor corner of the country uu- 
visited. He saw the quaint weapon and very soon won the 
odd contrivance by the promise of a bright new store-made 
gun. No sooner had it reached the Winchester Arms Co. 
store here and been duly wondered at than the drummer 
who had caught it in his travels sent it to the Forest ami 

Stream with the following letters; 
New York, 7,1S86.—Editor Forest and Stream: This 

model (or whatever you call it) was made by George M. Grant, 
of North Tunbridge, V ermont. He was fourteen years old wlieu 
he made it. When it came to our notice, Mr. W. W. Converse, 
president of our company, saw it, and thought that as the boy 
had shown so much ingenuity he should be rewarded, and we 
sent him one of our single shot lifles. I inclose you a copy of 
the letterwhich 1 have just received from him,—Winchester 
REPEATixa Arms Company (P. G. Sanford, Agent). 

North Tunbridoe, Vt., May 4, 1886.—TFinc/iesfer Arms 
Company: Gentlemen sirs, I received that ride all right last 
night and was very much surprised and pleased. I have 
wished I had one like it a good many times. I shall piize it 
more than anything in this world. I never had such a costly 
present before. And, gentlemen, I thank you more than I can 
tell • whenever I look at it I shall think of you. Once more I 
thaiik you and close. I remain yours truly, George M. 
Grant. ^ 

How the weapon came to be made was the question which 
we put to the lad,and his answer comes to complete the story 
of how pluck and brains were properly rewarded: 

North Tunbridge, Vt., May 8,1886. 
ditor Forest and Stream: -a x 
I received your letter wishing to know all about that ride i 
ade little more than a year ago. I had a broken pistol that 
ould not work. I got to thinking one day if I couldn’t make 
rifle out of it. At that time I had four .33 rnu-fire cart- 

dges I tried one and found they would fit. Then I went to 
ork, when I had time, to make it. I had no one to tell rne 
ir any one to help me. I done it alone. I did not have to 
uy anything; I found enough on the farm for all 1 wanfieu 
worked a number of weeks on it before I got it to work to 
lit me. When I got it done I-loaded it with a .33 rim-fire 
irtridge. and set up a mark six inches square, eight rods oil, 
Qd fired. I hit it the first time. I fired a good deal after 
lat and hit well. I have no cartridges now such as 1 used 
len. After awhUe i lent it to a friend of mine and he let a 
mtleman have it who was stopping around here, and he car¬ 
ed it to New York. That is all I can think of to describe. 
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You can guess my sui'pinse at receiving sucli a costly rifle as 
these gentlemen made me the present of. I shall think of 
them and thank them whenever I use it. I shall remember 
the Winchester Repeating Anns Company as free-hearted 
gentlemen, and prize the rifle they sent me more than any¬ 
thing I have got. I will close. I remain yours ti’uly, 

George M. Grant. 

“JUMPING DEER.” 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Being thoroughly familiar with the movements of the 

Cariacus macroUs when in motion, I wish to correct an 
error in the cuts given illustrative of the “Carbery Deer 
Hunt" in the Forest .vjjd Stream of June 3. The "jumpers” 
do not fold or bend the legs as represented in the cuts; but 
let the legs hang as does a carpenter’s work bench. Im¬ 
mediately before toucliing ground the knees bend forward 
and the hocks backward, and that instant the feet touch 
bottom, the legs are forcibly jerked straight, the forelegs 
giving the elevation and the hindlegs doing the propelling, 
all by that one sudden jerk. That a deer can jump the dis¬ 
tance ascribed to these animals is not incredible, but that 
they do it without reaching out is little short of the mar¬ 
velous. The track of a jump made by one of these short, 
though strong-legged creatures is a hole in the snow, all 
the feet going down near the same spot. The ears, head, 
neck and entire body retain a fixed appearance, while the 
whole form goes bowling along unlike anything else in 
nature, JSTo dog can keep up, not even the view hound, 
if the deer runs nearly straight, and a horse—the best 
saddle-horse—loses gradually until the rider pulls him off. 
Two miles will sicken any horse carrying 160 pounds or 
upward in such chase. It is downright funny to ride beside 
a jumper on the prairie and watch him bound along like a 
rubber ball without seeming to lag; fact is he has himself 
set for a stand still, but appears incapable of overcoming a 
momentum which he received in the copse of brush that he 
was started from by the snifiiug bounds or your comrade’s 
horses. 

Repeatedly from the saddle and from my snow shoes have 
I beheld this wingless thing really fly, in the "Carberry 
Sandhills” and elsewhere; and I have killed them too. 
Though much shorter-legged than the Virginia deer, they 
average a heavier weight. Does will reach 170 pounds, and 
bucks nearly 300. The "great rusty red beast charging 
through the brush” is very true to life. - Mr. Seton’s story 
reads like that of an honest man, and his perseverance is 
that of a true and enthusiastic sportsman. I assume that he 
never had the fortune of a clear and prolonged side view of 
the jumpers, else he would have rendered them standing, 
even in the air. Huron. 

A CALIFORNIA OUTING. 

Away we go, leaving San Diego city at 4:30 P. M. one 
afternoon in February, bound on a duck hunt. Driv¬ 

ing north four miles we pass through Old Town (the oldest 
white settlement in California), with its picturesque adobe 
ruins and majestic old palms towering far above the quiet 
deserted hacienda, Wc arrive at the San Diego River, turn 
sharply to the left, drive down the levee placed there to turn 
the river from its original channel (as it bid fair to fill up the 
channel of the Bay of San Diego), cross the river and find 
ourselves on the edge of a vast tideland covered with stubby 
hile and eel gniss, intersected by innumerable sloughs, de¬ 
ceptive in depth, breadth, and generally covered with thous¬ 
ands of ducks which come in to feed with the flood tides. 
The marsh surrounds False Bay, a sheet of water three by 
six miles, very shallow, and with a very narrow entrance 
close to the famous mussel beds of our seaside resorts. The 
surface of the bay is, in season, literally covered with black 
brant, geese and ducks of every description, together with 
every variety of shore birds, from the great heron to the wee 
sandpiper, while the waters are filled with mullet, halibut, 
bass and myriads of sharks and sting rays, the latter some¬ 
times growing to an immense size, I have seen one cast 
up dead on the beach measuring, as near as I could calcu¬ 
late, nearly seven feet across. 

We located ourselves where the river tumbles off into a 
slough, making a fall of a couple of feet, and where the 
ducks were noted for coming to water. 

It was a beautiful sun.set. We were look!ng directly west, 
and the sun was just dipping its beams behind the low sand 
dunes; the sullen roar of the Pacific was brought to our ears 
just loud enough to make it musical. Before us for a num¬ 
ber of miles was nothing to be seen but tules, and on the 
right the northern edge of the bay surmounted by low hills, 
the sky one mass of rose-colored clouds and edged with the 
fine gold of a gorgeous sunset. To the left, grand Point 
Loma, crowned by the lighthouse, loomed up majestic and 
somber, brought into added prominence by the lights of Old 
Town and the lights of the fishing fleet which anchor under 
its lee. Behind us is the beautiful Bay of Sfin Diago, calm 
as a mirror, save where now and then a waterfowl disturbs 
its glassy surface, reflecting the lights from various shipping, 
and the thousands of city lights and the wide, white moon, 
just rising into view behind Mt. San Miguel. The air is soft 
and the whole situation so entrancing that I regret to break 
the quiet. Not a sound is heard save the melancholy cak, 
eak, ka-a-a of the rail buried deep in the tules, and the occa¬ 
sional long-drawn sigh from one of the dogs. 

Still Merritt and I sat there, our guns apparently forgotten, 
our eyes bent seaward and our whole being evidently wrapt 
in a contemplation of natm-e’s beanties. It was a beautiful 
sight—one will never forget, and if only a brace of old green- 
heads would—bang—thump—and "fetch him here. Rowdy, 
good doggy. Look at this mallard,” spoke up Merritt, as 
his dog proudly brought in as fine a specimen as I ever saw. 
But I hadn’t time to look. The tide had been running in 
for several hours, and the ducks seemed to be all coming in 
at one time. In every direction could be seen band upon 
band of ducks all headed for the one goal, the mouth of the 
river, where we were awaiting them," The fun waged fast 
and furious. We became excited, stepped off into the 
sloughs two or three times, used up more shells in half an 
hom-’s work than I thought possible, and the dogs were 
simply frantic—one would stai-t to heel with a bird, and 
thump would come a big duck almost on top of him. 

The flight came in spurts. For ten minutes one wouldn’t 
see a duck, and presto—whio-oo—swish—bang, bang, "Dead 
bird, fetch him here, you Rowdy; come in, 'Trix;” bang, 
bang, and so it would go again for a full ten minutes or soj 
and then the flight would stop as suddenly as it began. 

We ran out of shells about 9 o’clock, and proceeded to 
retrieve and hook up, and thus ended a most enjoyable little 
litiut. A. B. Pearson. 

San Diego, California. 

MONTANA’S CATTLE KINGS. 

[Gorrespoyidence New York Times.] 

WASHINGTON, June 20.—The report that A^ent Williamson, of 
the Indian Oftlee, has been disregarding the law or his duties 

by permitting the illegal occupation of Didian lands in Montana is 
doubted by Commissioner Atkins, who furnishes some of the facts 
concerning the lands alluded to in a recent issue of the Forest and 
Stream. Agent Williamson was the personal appointment of Secre¬ 
tary Lamar, who had Icnown him for 40 years. He has been known 
by ‘Mr. Atkins for SO years, and both Mr. Lamar and Mr. Atkins are 
prepared to vouch for his integrity in this matter, believing that 
nothing has been done that will not hear the strictest scrutiny. 

The agreement made by the United States with the Crow Indians 
for a cession of the western part of their reservation provides in one 
section that in case the tribe consents to permit cattle to be driven 
across the reset vation or grazed thereon, the Secretar.y of the Interior 
shall fix the price to be paid for the privilege, all income from such 
sources to be turned over to the tribe. When Agent Williamson took 
charge in December, 1885, he found a number of persotis grazing 
call le on the reservation, notably Briggs and Ellis, Ash and one 
Wilkerson, to whom he has been charged with issuing permits. The 
Indians had no objection to make to their presence on the grazing 
lands. Subsequently Briggs and Ash asked for renewals of their per¬ 
mits, and the Columbia Land and Cattle Company asked for the 
privilege of grazing a herd of S.lKXl cattle in the northeast corner of 
the reservation, all agreeing to pay such a tax per head per annum 
as the department should fix, and agreeing to leave the reservation 
whenever they should be ordered to do so. On May 12 last these 
applications were referred to Agent Williamson to ascertain the 
wishes of the tribe and to recommend such a compensation as he 
might deem reasonable. 

Mr. Williamson investigated the matter and reported to the depart¬ 
ment that the Indians had no objections to leasing the lands for 
grazing purposes, provided there was no interference with their 
farms, Mr. Wilhamson also reported that there were no Indians on 
the land asked for for grazing purposes, and reported that tres¬ 
passers were on the ground from whom no revenue was received. 
Agent Williamson also reported that he cons! lereG the terms offered 
—50 cents per head—to be reasonable and satisfactory to the tribe and 
recommended that the permits asked for be granted. Under them 
from 8,000 to 10,000 head of cattle would be given pasturage. The In¬ 
dian Department has not pas-ed upon the question of these permits, 
owing, it is said, to the pressure of business. Haskins and McGirl 
have asked for a similar grazing permit, but Mr. Williamson, to whom 
the matter was referred, has not reported on their application. 

Relative to the statement that one Barry had grazed several thous¬ 
and sheep on the reservation—he had asked in Pehrnary last for per¬ 
mission to graze 3,000 sueep for three or four months, for which priv¬ 
ilege he offered to pay 5 cents a head or $150 foi the lot, which terms 
the Government refused to accept. Nevertheless he grazed his sheep 
there and didn’t pay for the privilege. 

With regard to Lowell, Nelson Sto' ey and Dilworth, to whom the 
Forest and Stream charges that permits have been granted, the 
Government has no information, nor has the department received 
applications for permits fr -m them, thoueh one McCormick, ofJune- 
tion City, had recently applied for a permit to grazs 1.000 head of 
cattle. In 1884 the Crows leased 1,.500,000 acres of their reservation to 
Glake & Wilsch for grazing purposes for a period of ten years from 
June 1,1885, at a rental of $30,000 per annum, payable semi-annually 
in advance. It is possible, so the Government officials believe, that 
It is part of this land, leased by the Indians without the appi-oval of 
the Indian Department, upon which the parties complained of by the 
Forest and Stream are grazing their cattle, and that none of them 
hold permits granted by Mr. Williamson. There are supposed to be 
many of these unapproved leases, issued by tne Crows to the cattle¬ 
men, of which the Government knows nothing, and it Is known that 
part of the reservation is infested by trespassers who have no shadow 
of right upon the lands. Because of this last fact Agent Williamson 
favors the granting of grazing permits, as he believes the parties who 
hold such permits would drive off the trespassers. To sustain the 
clfim of the department that Agent Williamson would not grant 
grazing permits, as it has been charged he has done, the authorities 
point to a letter sent by him to R. B. Briggs, of Big Timber, Montana, 
under date of May 20 last, in response to ms request for a renewal of 
his grazing permits, in which Agent Williamson says: 

“I have been greatly annoyed from complaints of parties who 
have been trespassing on the reservation, and others who desire to 
have permits to graze cattle on the reserve as well as other privileges, 
that‘you are enjoying privileges whicU they can’t understand.’ I 
therefore desire to be distinctly understood that all my actions are 
open to the inspection of the world, and I do nothing without the ap¬ 
proval of the department at Washington, as these matters are of no 
profit whatever to me, but on theotUer hand, are of very great-annoy¬ 
ance, besides taking ray employes from tne great and pressing ser¬ 
vice I have for them to perform here and sending them to look after 
matters of this kind.” 

In brief, then, the department denies, in behalf of its Crow Indian 
agent, the truth of the assertions of the Forest and Stream relative 
to the illegal granting of grazing permits by Williamson, basing this 
denial upon a thorough knowledge of his probity, and a lack of auy 
accurate information as to whether the Crow Reservation is used by 
the stockmen, either with or without permits, or under leases granted 
by the Crows without Government approval. 

Minnesota Game Notes.—Ashby, Minn., June 17. 
—From present indications we are led to believe that prairie 
chickens will be unusually plentiful the coming season. Old 
birds were more numerous than usual during the spring 
months. There has been no rain nor thunder storms to 
injure the eggs or to destroj'^ the hatch. Young birds are in 
fine condition at present writing. Ducks that hatch in this 
section of the county are also in excellent condition and 
plentiful. We have a good hotel, the Hotel Kittson, livery 
teams and experienced drivers can he had at reasonable 
prices. D. A. Bindley of New York, and George Smith of 
Chicago, with other friends, found this a very satisfactoiy 
place to shoot ducks last fall, killing from lOO to 200 red 
head ducks per day during their stay. M. A. Gilbert of 
Chicago, spent 30 days shooting here. The largest number 
of ducks killed in one day was 213, the smallest 46; liis total 
killing was 2,760 ducks, principally redheads. This 
shooting is done in Christina Lake, "three miles north 
of Ashby. Stationary blinds are built with brush, etc., 
from 200 to 300 yayds out from the shore, large enough to 
cover a boat in which one or two men sit, placing 20 or 30 
decoy ducks to lakeward from the blind. The places chosen 
to build the blinds are in the natural feeding place for the 
ducks. Many thousand ducks were killed in this way by 
sportsmen from all parts of the country. Col. John Wilson 
and his son B, M. Wilson of Chicago; Dr. A. Head, U, S. N., 
Hartford; L. C. Thomas, Columbia, Tenn.; J. L. Grandin, 
Tidioute, Pa,, spent the last bunting season here with their 
families and many friends, who would stop for a day or two 
shooting. Mrs. J. L. Grandin made an excellent record at 
shooting both prairie chickens and ducks; she is very proud 
of her ability as a shot. Hundreds of the lovers of shooting 
make this their headquarters during shooting season, the 
most of them from St. Paul, Minneapolis and Stillwater. 
Among the most prominent are G. R. Pinch, C. Seabury and 
J. Tarbox, St. Paul; Chas. Nelson, Senator Sabin" and 
J. Castle, Stillwater; F. E, Daniels, 0. H. Russell and John 
Hall, Minneapolis.—W. S. F. 

Pennsylvania Notes.—Athens, Pa., June 14.—One day 
last week a farmer living about four miles east of here killed 
a bald eagle measuring seven feet from tip to tip; it was 
thirty-eigbt inches long and weighed nine pounds. When 
he fired only one shot hit it. breaking the end of the wing, 
ami it came at him so fiercely that he" was obliged to club it 
to protect himself. This is the first one killed near here in 
several years, and I mounted it for the G. A. R. post of this 
town, and they will place it in their rooms. Grouse have 
bred well, and last week a friend saw two fine coveys of 
young about the size of quails. He was also fortunate 
enough to shoot four mink at one shot that were living quite 
near them. 1 hope the bounty on minks, owls, weasels, etc., 
will so thin them out that grouse and quail will have a chance 
to breed without being molested.—P. 

The Boomerano.-Vicksburg, Miss.—Forest and 
St/ream: Noticing in Forest and Stream of June 3, an. 
article on the boomerang, in which Mr. Barnum is said to 
have pronounced it a myth, I copy for you the report of 
Charles Wilkes, Commander of the IJ. S. Exploring Expedi¬ 
tion, on the above-named weapon. In speakiug of the 
weapons of New South Wales the author says: "The most 
extraordinary is the boomerang. This is a "flat stick three 
feet long and two inches wide by three-quarters of an inch 
thick, curved or crooked in the center, forming an obtuse 
angle. At first one would calculate it was a wooden sword 
very rudely and clumsily made; indeed, one of the early 
navigators took it for such. It is an implement used both 
for war and in the chase. In the hands of a native it is a 
missile effleient for both, and is made to describe some most 
extraordinary curves and movements. It is grasped at one 
end in the right hand, and is thrown sickle-wise, either up¬ 
ward into the air, or downward, so as to strike the ground 
some distance from the thrower. In the first case it flies with 
a rotary motion, as its shape would indicate; after ascending 
to a great height in the air, it suddenly returns in an ellipti- 
tical orbit to a spot near its starting point. The natives in 
its use are enabled to strike objects which lie behind others 
with great precision, and to reach those near as if by a back 
stroke by throwing it at a particular angle. The diagram 
exhibits the curves of the angles of .22“, 45“ and 65“ respec¬ 
tively, which I have attained in making experiments with it. 
On throwing it downward on the ground, it rebounds in a 
straight line,_ pursuing a ricochet motion until it strikes the 
object at which it is thrown. Birds and small animals are 
killed with it and it is also used in killing ducks. The most 
singular curve described by it, is when thrown in the air 
above the angle of 45“, its flight is always then backward; 
and the native throws it standing with his back instead of 
his face to the object he is desirous of hitting. It is a 
favorite weapon with the natives and is frequently seen in¬ 
geniously carved.—D. M. P.” 

An Adirondack Guide’s Nigut Trip.—Sunday a tele¬ 
gram was received at Boonville for John W. Chisholm, of 
Boston, who was supposed to*be on the Seventh Lake of the 
Fulton Chain, announcing the serious illness of his wife. 
The telegram was not sent until Tuesday morning from 
Boonville and as the case was an urgent one George Good- 
sell and James Kitts started in a rowboat from the Forge 
House to Seventh Lake at nearly dusk, the message having 
arrived there at about that time. The journey up the lake 
was made in a very fierce wind, and under a disadvantage 
owing to the darkness. Upon arriving at Seventh Lake, a 
distance of about sixteen miles from the Forge House, Guide 
Goodsell could find nothing of the party, and in almost total 
darkness returned to Hess camp, where it was learned that 
the party of which Mr, Chisholm was a member, bad gone 
to Big Moose Lake, about eight miles from the camp. 
Nothing daunted the guide and his companion, and over 
lake and through the trail of the woods they continued, ar¬ 
riving at Big Moose Lake at about two o’clock in the morn¬ 
ing, where they delivered their message. Mr. Chisholm at 
once accompanied them, started at daylight and reaching 
Boonville at about 5 p. m. of the same day, when? he took the 
train for his home. Considering the roughness of the lake, 
the darkness and distance traveled, the carrying of the boat 
from lake to lake and other obstacles overcome, it was a 
trip which took pluck and perseverance. About forty miles 
were traveled by lake and carry, and most of it in darkness. 
Many_ of the Fulton Chain guides are made up of the right 
material and George Goodsell is among the number.— 
BoonvMe {N. Y.) Herald. 

A Sensible Agreement.—Gainesville, Texas, June 10. 
—Editor Forest and Stream: The inclosed agreement looks 
strange, coming as it does from one of the best game dis¬ 
tricts in the State, but it will show which way the wind 
blows in Cooke county.—C. C. The agreement is as fol¬ 
lows: In the absence of a law to protect game we hei’eby 
agree not to kill any prairie chickens before July 15 next, or 
quail before Sept. 1, and limit our bag of chickens in one 
day to the number opposite our names: (Signed) C. Cham¬ 
bers 12, F. A. Tyler, Jr. 12, J. B. Spragins 12. W. O. Dus- 
ton 12, J. M. Potter 12, C. C. Potter 12, J. M. Rowland 12. 
M. V. Cheatham 12, Joseph Cottraux 12, L. K. Hawkins 1.2, 
Burt Simpson 12, J. B. Turner 12. J. B. Morgesou 12, B. S. 
Brooks 12, J. Means 12, J. C. Rollins 12, J. R. Stevens 12, M. 
H. Brown 12, H. D. Buck 12, A. L Frick 12, R. E. Phillips 
12, J. H. Garnett 12, S. D. Parkinson 12, Walter W. Hud¬ 
son 12, J. T. Rowland 12, J. Z. Keel 12, E. P. Hill 12, C. O. 
Turner 12, E. P. Bomar 12, Claude Weaver 12,Greeu Weaver 
12, Geo. F. Peery 8, J. W. Phillips 12 (Gainesville, Texas, 
June 14, 1886). 

Kansas.—Cimarron, June 11.—I went to the buffalo, 
southwest of here, in November last; saw two bunches of 
three and six and killed a two-year old heifer; my compan¬ 
ion killed a cow. 1 am going again in November and shall 
get meat or stay till I wear the prairie out traveling over it. 
They are scarce and wild as mustangs. Prairie chickens m-e 
nesting here for the first time this season. I am trying, with 
fair success, to keep them from being killed. Antelope are 
almost all driven south by the settlers who are setting up the 
country along the A. T. & S. F. R. R. They are abundant 
and tame one hundred and twenty-five mile south and south¬ 
west from Cimarron. We shall have a large time in Novem¬ 
ber about Great Bend, Kan., coursing jack rabbits, at the 
meet of the National Coursing Club.—W. J. D. 

An Ardent Hounding Protector.—The Boonville, N. 
Y., Herald gives this report of what will be done by one of 
the gentry whose cause the Herald espoused last winter: 
"The Sherman party rciiort seeing many deer. At Beaver 
Lake they saw five at one time; hut the preparations for 
destruction this season are formidable. At Indian Lake on 
the South Pork, a pei’son who was last year suspected of 
doing a good deal of unlawful hounding, has erected a large 
camp and got in a thousand pounds of supplies. He intends 
to stay all the season, and in the fall to furnish illustrations 
of how to fill up the woods with deer by driving them with 
hounds, according to the plan adopted at the recent session 
of the Legislature.” 

Ironton, Mo., June 19.—Quail wintered splendid. At 
present they are very plentiful, more so than usual. Turkey 
were numerous in the spring, and we have had a very dry 
season, which will help our fall shooting considerably. 
Squirrel are plentiful iu the St. Francois River bottoms, 
about eight miles from here. Deer may yet be found within 
two miles of Ironton. Fishing was not good this spring; 
the season was too dry.—W. E. B. 
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Jonathan Daklino, of Maine, has brought suit in the 
Massachusetts courts for alleged seizure of a bos containing 
deer and caribou skins, heads and antlers, in the close-season. 
t>arling Represents just the class of game butchers wh&m the 
protective laws are designed to restrict, and he is naturally 
the individnal to raise a rumpus when his goods are seiked. 

Crow^ Indians in the Park.—A recent dispatch from 
i'ort Keogh, Mont., reports that small hunting bands of 
Crow Indians have been killing many game animals in the 
Yellowstone National Park. Col Weir. Superintendent, a 
few days ago caught several of these hunting parties, 

I ! 1—A supposed empty pistol in the hands of John At¬ 
kins, a 12 year-old boy of Pottsville, Pa., was accidentally 
discharged at a children’s picnic while pointed directly at 
George Parquhar, aged 15. ? ? ? 1 ! ! 

Kansas WohYES.—An Easton (Kan.) man last week cap¬ 
tured an old she wolf and seven young, for which he re¬ 
ceived $24 bounty. 

So easy to row with Allen’s bow-facers. Cataloeue free. Oars 
complete. $8 per pair. Fred A. Allen, Monmouth, Ill.—Ada. 

hd md Miv^t 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish- 
ng Co. 

ONDAWA. 

The high and mossy mountains roll along 

Wavelike, beside thee dressed in feathery green, 

Whilst mighty equinox—a parent strong 

Of myriad rivulets, with royal mien. 
Head gray in cloud, o’ershades the varied scene 1 

Through dells and grots or festooned dreamy woods, 

^Mid plains of emerald or solitudes 
Dark with the crag, or from the canopy 

Of leafy myst’ry, loud in childlike glee, 

Thou fleest laughing, wild, tumultuous—free. 

And from thy limpid deeps or cascaSe’s whirl. 

Or the translucent eddy’s oily curl 
Leaps the bejewelled trout! Thus richer far 

Than all the mines of gold art thou. Oh Ondawa. K. 

Manchester, Vermont. 

edge of the dead cedar swamp through which it formerly 
flowed for nearly three miles before entering the lake, but 
now (I tell it as the neighbors told usl the stream had no 
current through the swamp, the channel, however, four and 
five feet in depth for more than two miles up. can be readily 
followed, between the walls of leafless, dead trees, killed by 
the backwater, to near the outer edge of the deadening near 
the hills, whence it emerges from its hiding of living green. 

Above the backwater for a mile or two, the Horton hoys 
and the schoolmaster had told us were some “mighty nice 
holes” with good trout in them, which Dan and I have no 
reason to doulit, but somehow something kept turning up 
from day to day—mainly laziness—to prevent us from mak¬ 
ing another trip to verify it. and as Knots said, “we had 
only their unsupported word” as to the fine trout fishing to 
be had in Cedar Run. 

However, 1 have thought it worth while to point out the 
stream to the brethren, that in case any of them wander that 
way they may at least drown a fat worm or two in its limpid 
waters, and if they happen to hook a “scrouger” they will 
be glad Uncle Dan and I didn’t get to the creek that day, for 
that same big fellow would have been the very identical 
trout we were looking after. 

Fishing slowly and patiently along on our way hack we 
again ran across Meade and the two “spooners” a short dis¬ 
tance above the sunken reef, just starting across the lake to 
fish down the other side to the sawmill, where they had left 
their team. The bottom of their boat was entirely covered 
with fish: long snouts of two to four pounds, and a fine lot 
of bass, the largest of which, Meade said, would “hustle six 
pounds,” all taken with the spoon. Dan and I looked at 
each other and said nothing; but 1 have labored under the 
conviction ever since that each was longing for the other to 
kick a little common sense into him. Dan and I had plenty 
of spoones and trollers—in camp; we had forgotten to bring 
our “calamity boxes” along. Dan and I had plenty of 
speckled frogs in our buckets; Dan and I hadn’t had a single, 
solitary sign of a symptom the whole day. Our spirits were 
crushed; our pride as anglers humbled and trailing in the 
dust (or water), and we turned our boat campward, as old 
Dave Edwards used to say, “a feelin’ too durned incend’ary 
to express our prevarication.” Kingfisher. 

AMONG THE ALDERS. 

I 

CAMPS OF THE KINGFISHERS. 
xn. 

SINCE Jim and Knots had forgotten to wind up their 
“talk” of the day before, after breakfast they were 

off again in a boat for another hitch at it and another day 
with the bass. Knots had reconsidered all his well-laid 
plans and designs against the trout—a “mighty narrer 
escape” for the trout of Maybert’s Creek from being wiped 
out of existence. 

The fishing proved but little better than that of the day 
before, but we got enough to eat and a few for the neighbors. 
Either the bass had not yet taken a notion to feed after the 
storm, or had failed to find their haunts, and by Sunday 
night old Knots was growling in a mild way at the lack of 
sport, and even hinted that he would doubtless cut his visit 
a few days sliorter than first intended, hut old Dan and I 
had been out with him for a good many years and knew the 
symptoms; his stock of “festivities” was running low, and 
we could foretell the result. 

Around the camp fire that evening Dan and I laid out a 
trip to the extreme head of the lake for next day, to 
see if the fishing would prove any better up that way, and 
after an early breakfast next morning we tooK the philos¬ 
opher’s boat, a light running cockle shell that had been sent 
over to him from home a few days before, and were half 
way to Alexander’s point by the time the sun was well above 
the trees. We did not hook on a frog until we were above 
the point, and then we fished slowly along the incurving 
shore to another point nearly a mile above, without a solitary 
nibble. This was somewhat in the nature of a backset, but 
the old pelican and the skipper had encountered numerous 
small disappointments of the kind in the last score of years, 
and we did not mind it much. 

A short distance below the point we met Meade, the boat¬ 
man, who had brought Knots to camp, with a couple of 
anglers out from Traverse City for a day’s fish. They were 
in a light yawl, Meade at the oars and the anglers trolling 
with rods instead of the usual handlines. They had no live 
bait, hut had taken four or five pickerel and as many bass 
with spoons which was quite encouraging to them, but Dan 
and I could not quite figure out just the amount of our part 
of the encouragement. 

At the point we found a bar or sunken reef reaching away 
out in the lake eight to twelve feet under water, along the 
lower side of which we fished carefully till it wa.s lust in 
deep water, then turning we fished back on the upper side 
with equal care in glorious looking water for longsnouts or 
bass without a tightening of our lines to disturb our pulse. 
The signs had 1 ailed us and not an abrasion marked the 
speckled coats of our frogs trailing idly astern as we took our 
way again up shore. 

While yet a mile and a half from the head of the lake the 
wind rose suddenly, coming from a couple of points east of 
north and in a few minutes the whole lake as far as we could 
see was covered with whitecaps and the water too rough 
for our little boat and we were moved to go ashore and wait 
for the blow to go down, but after waiting nearly two hours 
with no sign of a lull we got in the boat and started hack, 
pulling close along inshore to escape the full force of the 
blast. When we had worked back nearly a mile in this 
fashion, the little boat burying her hows in a wave every 
few feet with a hang that threatened to split her bottom, the 
fickle wind went down as suddenly as it had come up and in 
leas than thirty minutes a gentle breeze was actually blowing 
from the opposite quarter or down the lake toward camp. 
To quote old Dick M., “there’s nothin' of sich a derogatory 
natur’ as wind.” 

it was now rather late in the day to carry out our 
original plan, which was to make a circuit around the 
head of the lake and fish hack on the east side and 
cross over to camp about dark. We had also intended 
to make a trip up Cedar Run, a stream coming in at 
the upper end of the lake from the southwest, which we had 
been told afforded some very good trout fishing. From 
where we landed to get out of the blow we could see the 

T rained quite hard on Tuesday night and I knew well 
M. that the next morning would he a good one for trout. 
Then the day promised to be overcast with perhaps light 
showers toward noon. “This is the time," said I to myself, 
“and although I have suffered nearly all night with the 
toothache, 1 must not let such a morning pass.” 

It was with these reflections that I prepared myself for a 
start immediately after breakfast, and took my way over the 
hill and toward the “Low Meadow.” 1 commenced fishing 
in the pasture lot when it was possible to cast a fly; but this 
state of things soon changed. Branches of black ash, yellow 
birch and occasionally a maple began to extend themselves 
across the stream, and now and then an alder bush (as it 
were to remind one of what 1 was coming to) seemed to 
take especial delight in growing just where it interfered 
with my cast. 

As yet I had only taken three or four fish, none of them 
large, however, nor even up to the medium size of a good 
brook trout. It occurred to me that they might he spme of 
Dr. Fulmer’s more recent stocking of the Dingman Creek, 
in his efforts to improve the streams of Pike county, Pa. 

But now there is no chance for a fly, and if I will satisfy 
my hunger for trout or entertain my friends, I must resort 
to the unartistic method (as some think)'of bait-fishing. I 
do this, not only with reluctance, hut with fear. I have a 
borrowed rod, light and limber as a switch, good enough for 
fly-casting, (?) but from past experience I knew most embar¬ 
rassing among the alders. 

However, there is no help for it. I must have some trout. 
I have been longing for them, like many others, since the 
spring opened, so the change of hooks is soon made and now 
I am ready. No I am not, for as I take up my rod I find 
the line entangled first on a root, then, as I loose this, upon 
a huckleberry bush, (the tall kind) and finally upon a branch 
that grows just over my head. But I loose it at length and 
I see the water running deep and swift by the trunk of an 
old tree that stands on my side of the stream. Just below 
it is a deep pool, completely covered by alders that spread 
themselves almost flat upon its surface and interlock on each 
side. “Here is a chance,” I say, and with the utmost care 
drop my line into the running water. The book floats 
down, down, almost to the very edge of the alders. I keep 
It on the top of the water just as I would a fly. Now 1 
have a rise and I strike, forgetful of the branches above, 
below and behind me, I fail to fasten the hook where I 
intended to, and fifteen feet up stream i saw it whirling 
round and round a dried twig that sticks out from the side 
of a birch and the rod bends like an umbrella as I make an 
effort to recover the hook before it is really fast. It is of 

I have to lay the rod down and then get a stick and break 
off the twig. And now after a lot more of untangling the 
bait is in again, I wait as before, only this time the line is 
shortened and I remember how I am to strike. The hook 
has reached its old quarters and he secures it again. Now I 
have him and he is doing his best to get back under the alders. 
There is considerable flopping below me. It is no use though. 
The rod draws as well as gives. But how am I to land him? 
I have no net. I am doubtful if I could handle one even if I 
had it in this brush. We must tire him a little and then seize 
the line and lift him on the bank. My 1 how the branches 
do bother me, but be is landed at last. He is a half pounder 
and just as large a fish as I care to handle under present uir- 
cumbtances. I take another one here of six ounces weight. 
Now 1 have to make my way through the bushes for some 
yards. They are as thick as they can stand and there is a fallen 
tree in the way. What a time 1 have. The rod is pushed 
before me of course and I try to follow it. It catches some¬ 
times and so does my foot. It is a good thing 1 think that 
my eyes are set well hack in my head or they would catch 
too. Certainly my nose has had several scratches. However, 
by dint of care, by bending and turning, and picking my cap 
up when it is knocked off, 1 come to a place where a large 
tree has been cut down, and consequently where there is an 
opening in the alders. A nice place lias to be passed through, 
where there is a “jam” in the stream, made by branches and 
sticks that have floated down against an old tree that has 
fallen across the creek. No doubt there are fine fish there, 
but it is impossible for me to get them. An axe must go 
before the rod. The alders are too thick and they are grow¬ 
ing in the “jam,” while the branches of a yellow birch covers 
the pool that lies below. Reluctantly I have to pass this 

place. But now I have a chance again. And for once it is 
a good one. We can stand by this stump and let the line 
float down to the edge of the alders below. We do this and 
another fish rewards us. He will not weigh quite a half 
pound, and I swing him on land just as I used to when I 
was a boy. Meanwhile I had forgotten what was behind me< 
and over I go on my back close by the side of the stump. 
The fish and rod fly back among the brush, and when 1 have 
recovered myself 1 find the trout jumping and wriggling 
among the dead branches, while the lip of the rod is broken 
short off within six inches of the end. 

And now a new difficulty arises. In my haste to get 
away I had forgotten to bring either thread or string. What 
shall I do? I must not be cheated out of my fun. There is 
only one thing to be done, and that is to take off the leader 
and cut a small piece from my new silk line. The splice is 
soon made and I am ready for another cast. This time I 
want to drop th<i bait by the side of an old log that I see a 
few inches under water. I make the effort, but some way 
or other 1 miss my calculation or perhaps the rod is to blame, 
and the hook goes a little too far. It is about to wind 
around an alder twig, when I jerk it back, and then it is 
fast just behind me on a birch sapling. This is pulled down, 
and after a few minutes spent in untangling again I am 
ready to throw in. This time I am even worse off than be¬ 
fore. I see the book is fast upon a branch that seems to be 
growing just above the surface. There is no unloosing this. 
It is fast, and the only thing to he done is to wade in and 
save my leader. This I do, frightening all the fish—^if there 
are any—and feeling a dash of cold water as it goes down 
the leg of my boot. 

But I go on. Now my cap is off and now my basket 
catches. Now the end of my rod is fast, and now there is 
a midge in my eye that stings like fire. Then it seems as 
though all the spiders in the place had been spinning their 
webs just on a line of my nose, and I cannot stop for a 
moment before the black flies and mosquitoes settle on me. 
1 am in a hole now. and the mud is more than half way to 
my knees. “Oh!” I say. as I rub my eye and a mosquito is 
piercing the first joint of my little finger, “how that thing 
does sting.” This may he fun, I think within myself. I 
dare say it is for boys, hut when they get to be as old as I 
am, they better content themselves with fewer fish and 
easier walking. 

But I manage to get out of this place as I have out of many 
other difficult places, and I see before me quite a little reach 
of creek, where a few large trees grow along the bank, and 
the alders and huckleberry hushes are in the rear. Now I 
wipe the perspiration from my face, and after drawing a 
long sigh of relief, I began again. I must fish this place 
carefully. I do so, and not a fish rewards my efforts. On I 
go, and just below the reach 1 come to a hole. There two 
more are taken. They would weigh, nearly half a pound 
each, and below this I got another. They are drawn up and 
seized by the hand. I see a nice place ahead and I am mak¬ 
ing my way to it. The swamp huckleberries and a low 
growth of alders and laurel intermingle here. They seem 
almost to be wedged in between each other, I think I am 
getting along nicely among them, when my foot catches and 
down I go. As 1 fall I think I hear something go tick at the 
end of my rod. I am right, too. The ferrule of the third joint 
is broken off. Keep out of alders, fellow fisherman. Let 
boys go in there with their short, stiff rods and supple joints. 

Another piece of line comes into play now, and the ap¬ 
pearance of my friend’s rod is considerably changed. While 
I am making this splice I think the birds are silent. 1 do 
not recollect of hearing even those two old cocks that had 
been drumming all the morning, it seemed to me that a 
good deal of the light of nature went out just at this time. 
The repairs are made at last, however, and although my 
heart is heavy and I have many misgivings as to my success, 
I still kept on, saying to myself, “1 am bound to have some 
fish.” And sure enough, but a few steps from the scene of 
this disaster 1 took another trout and then another. They 
were nice ones, too. Then there was a catching of the line 
ao'ain on the stream and its entanglement overhead, and I 
was all the time fearing that the splicing would give way. 
Two small fish had to be thrown back. For a little distance 
now I have quite open fishing. It was good for my poor 
rod that it was so. But this ceases again. I am coming to 
a shallow rapid, I see, where the water spreads out and then 
contracts below in quite a nice pool, and entirely surrounded 
by tall alder bushes. From where I stand to the foot of the 
rapids the alders cease and their place is supplied by trees of 
a l^ger growth. Consequently it was not very difficult to 
steer my crooked rod, so 1 soon made my way down. 

At the foot of the rapids 1 lost a nice fish. I could not 
persuade him to try the bait a second time. I am standing 
in the water now close beside a large birch and trying to get 
my hook into the middle of the pool. Here the water runs 
quite rapidly but it is still on the sides. With a straight rod 
there would have been no difficulty in making the cast that 
I wanted to, but now the matter is more perplexing First 
the line fastened itseif on a black alder burr, then a twig 
interfered with its running, then I touched the branches 
overhead with the tip. The cast was made at last, however, 
and I waited for the result. I did not have long to wait 
either. The moment that I succeeded in getting the hook 
where I wanted it I fell the fiffi. I knew as I struck that it 

And now I see the question is whether he shall be allowed to 
run back under the alilers or come up stream. I feel the 
strain of a good sized fish, and I also feel mv splice slip to 
one side on the rod. But I hold, and there is a flopping on 
the top of the water below, while as yet I cannot see what is 
making it. The fish is trying to shake himself free. I say 
to myself, “He may break the rod, hut not an inch ot line 
will I give him.” This flopping and diving continued lor 
some minutes, bending the rod until the tip almost 
touched the alders, I am just about congratulating 
myself that he is going to give in wheu a sudden dart up 
stream reminds me that he is not prepared for that yet He 
pauses about six feet from where I stand, just at the foot or 
the rapids. I can see bis whole length and tne bright spots 
upon his side. He is a good twelve inches long and as 
plump and well formed as a trout could be, and I have the 
satisfaction of knowing that he is well hooked. Now he 
o-oee down stream again with a rush and I feel my splicing 
sHd again. But it holds, and again there is a flopping on the 
top of the water. He is getting tired, tl^ugh. His strug¬ 
gles are not what they were at first. What he objects to 
most is my holding his nose out of the water. And 1 say to 
myself, “It is a shame to treat such a game fish in such a 
cruel manner.” No doubt many a fisherman has felt the 
same compassion lor his victim, and even regretted while he 
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rejoiced over his success. But now I must land him. He is 
pretty well exhausted. And the question is, where shall I 
attempt this landing? The low banks are quite steep here 
and the water runs close to them. Then they are covered 
with bushes. I look up the stream and there is nothing 
encouraging. Not one clear spot but at the foot of the birch 
near where I am standing. One of its roots dips straight 
into the water, and on the top of this is a patch of moss 
some foot and a half square, I decide to make this the 
landing place. The fish is drawn along gently. He is com¬ 
pletely tired out, and just as he reaches the landing I seize 
the line and lift him on the moss. My hands are on him 
before he makes his final struggle, and he is killed. 

Now [ have to work my way out to the clearing that I 
have left. The alders here are too thick to penetrate, and I re¬ 
solve to strike the stream again just a little further down. I 
do this and the first place I try brings me another good fish. 
The walking here is better too and my clumsy rod is more 
manageable. Now I am coming to a good hole 1 know. It 
is beneath a spreading ash and large laurel bush above it to 
screen me, and a chance to strike up stream without getting 
my line caught. My plans are soon made and I toss in. The 
hook scarcely reaches the place for which I intended it be¬ 
fore I have a rise. 1 throw again and again I feel a tug. 
This time I am sure. No I am not. My line comes back to 
me and my leader is gone. It is but the work of a moment 
to put on a new leader and hook. They are all in my book 
dampened and ready for immediate use. But no more bites 
nor rises. 1 am quite through the alders and tlie sun has 
just come out. Thirteen trout are the result of the expedi¬ 
tion and I hope after the bites and scratches are well for 
some better health. I cannot say that I will ever try the 
alders again. This time I think will suffice, lict younger 
men go there, though I am Still.A-BOY. 

QUEBEC FISHERY LAWS. 

From an official publication by the Department of Crown 
Lands, we extract the following relating to the fishery 

laws: The Confederation Act gave the Dominion Parliament 
power to pass laws for the regulation and protection of in¬ 
land as well as other fisheries. The owners of land border¬ 
ing on any non navigable river or lake, po-sesses the exclu¬ 
sive right to fish for salmon, trout, or any other fish in the 
waters in the front of his land, and may exercise that right 
or transfer it to another. The right of fishing in water in 
public, ungranted lands belongs to the Province, represented 
by the local government, by which it may be disposed or 
leased to private parties; and any person who fishes in such 
waters without authority to do so, may be prosecuted for 
trespass. All fishing, whether in private or public waters, 
must be done in accordance with the fishery law and regula¬ 
tions. 

Salmon may be killed with rod, reel and fly only, from 
April 13 to August 31, but foul or unclean salmon shall not 
be killed at any time. No salmon or grilse of less weight 
shall be killed. Nets shall only be used in tidal waters. 
The minister, or any fishery officer, shall have power to 
define the tidal boundary of estuary fishing, and above the 
limit so laid down it is unlawful to fish for salmon except 
with rod and line, in the manner known as fly sui’face fish¬ 
ing. Except in the manner named, salmon shall not be 
fished for or killed by any artificial pass or salmon leap, nor 
in any pool where salmon spawn. 

It is unlawful to fish for or catch any kind of trout (or 
“ lunge”) in any way whatever between the 1st of October 
and the Ist of January, and at no other time except by hook 
and line, in any inland lake, river or stream except in tidal 
waters. Whittfish shall not be taken in any manner be¬ 
tween Nov 19 and Dec 1, nor by means of any kind of 
seine between July 31 and Dec. 1. 

Close seasons for bass, pike, pickerel {doree), maskinonge 
and other fish may be fixed by the Governor in Council to 
suit different localities. By the Federal regulations no per¬ 
son shall take these fish between April 15 and May 15. 

It is obligatory upon any prison who has no domicile in 
the Province of Quebec, and who desires to fish in the salmon 
livers under control of the Province, to procure a permit or 
license to that effect from the Commissioner of Crown Lands 
before beginning to fish. Such license shall be granted upon 
the payment of a fee of $10, and shall be valid until the 
close of the angling season of the year in which it is granted. 

MINNESOTA TROUT STREAMS. 

The stranger taking in the surroundings of Duluth is 
continually crossing creeks that anywhere east of Ohio 

or north of the Lake Shore Railroad would be said to contain 
trout. Anglers coming from Northern New York are sur¬ 
prised and puzzled; Pennsylvanians are hard to convince, 
while Michiganders say they are the troutiest-looking creeks 
I’ve seen in many a long day. Why have they no trout in 
them? Yet they are devoid of such specimens as the soul of 
the angler delights in. Once in a while after the spring 
rains we quietly take a trip to one or two of them and bring 
home a few trout caught with the plebian worm. In vam 
the angler lays out fly after fly. They are not fly-hungry. 
The worm, larvas and other grubs coming down streams in 
these warm freshets, fill these fresh-run trout until they are 
too lazy for anything and won’t rise at a fly. Nothing 
draws them hut a minnow. Thus far we have not stooped; 
it is necessary to draw the line somewhere. We prefer to 
draw it on minnows. If stooping is to conquer, we have 
thus far come away vanquished. A worm is low enough, 
yet we saw some trout weighing close to two pounds taken 
from a river 1 have before described in columns of Forest 

AND Stream; worms were not enticing to their palate; a 
fly skittered over them in vain, hut the moment a minnow 
was pitched into the pool they all wanted it, and metaphor¬ 
ically were tumbling over one another in their anxiety to 
get on to that hook. What could an angler do but turn 
green with envy, shut his eyes to keep from longing for a 
string of trout, twenty of them, not one less than a pound 
and all caught with minnows, and yanked out with a 16- 
foot bamboo pole If inches diameter at the butt. Can you 
blame any one for railing at such fate when not a trout, not 
even a nib’, came to our hooks? I think our old Nestor, 
“Nessmuk.” is 0. K. The end justifies the means, and if 
trout won’t come when you call them, tickle them with 
something else that they will bit^. 

Yet who is so gullible, so ready to jump at anything that 
smacks of trout as the simon pure trout angler. Let him 
hear of a creek, stream, or even a swamp through which a 
stream runs that contains trout, and he’s off fishing. Reason 
stands no show with him; he has been bitten before and 
vowed all men are liars, especially trout liars, the biggest of 
all liars; but the empty creel reminds him of bygone days. 

the reel giving out its slow click c-l-i-c-k as the line is care¬ 
fully run through the fingers, the beautiful and neatly made 
flies so carefully arranged, and all of them the work of a 
woman’s deft fingers. Appeal to the finer feeling of our 
semi-barbarous nature, and the hardness, the stern, unbending 
qualities, yes, the mistrustful yields, and under the fascina¬ 
tion of the sweeping lithe wand that has cast out flies over 
many streams, we determine to go a-flshing. The shepherd 
king took back the wrathful saying “All men are liars,” so 
we are inclined to kick ourselves and say some men are to be 
trusted, so we lay our plans for a fishing trip. 

Often when laying out surveys for additions to this pushing 
young city of the Northwest, we come to a creek full of 
music, boiling, tumbling waters, riffs, rapids, cascades, falls, 
follow in rapid succession, some five feet high, some forty 
feet; io two miles they fall 200 feet, and over a granitic 
formation, and cold sparkling waters, though tinged with 
brown. We asked, “Have trout been caught in this creek?” 
“Yas, good while ago; used to ketch 'um when we fust kim 
here, but a’int sen any lately.” 

One day a friend came into the office full of news. “ T. 
wc have just found a new trout stream along the Herman 
town pike.” A few days later a buggy rattled out of town 
containing a Board of Trade man and the writer; struck 
into the road toward this creek said to be full of trout. The 
road was reported as good, but our horse sunk fetlock deep 
and the wheels almost to the hub. We reached the stream, 
and found it running through a swamp, but of cold water. 
A small bridge crosses the road, and from this looking 
down we saw forms of fishes on the rocky bottom, but what 
were they ? A few minutes later we took the horse from 
the buggy, tied him up in the “ brush,” and put our fishing 
tackle in order. I dropped in a baited hook, and saw my 
worm going off at a ^reat pace. I yanked, but struck air. 
My friend was watching, and instantly put in his bait, and 
as quickly struck, and ejaculated, “ Why the creek is full of 
little cusses! What are they?” Our spirits jumped to boil¬ 
ing poiut, trout galore, visions of a full creel rose before us. 
He put in on the other side of the bridge, and while watch¬ 
ing his line I struck a little wretch as long as my forefinger 
My spirits tumbled to zero. I quietly took it off. dropped 
it into the creek again, and pushed into the brush without 
saying a word. 'I'he foliage was wet with the droppings 
from a pelting thunderstorm, and I was wet through in five 
minutes, but pushed on, finding fish all the time, and all of 
the same kind. My friend followed me for some minutes, 
until I hsard him saying. “ Why T., these are little chubs. 
The little brutes!” And we had come seven miles to in¬ 
dulge in a little chub fish, and for chubs not more than four 
inches long. Well! if that is’nt cheap. I knew all the 
time, but was hugging myself with the idea he was not get¬ 
ting any bites, and was hoping against hope that one soli¬ 
tary trout would turn up to reward him, but nary trout! 
He took the fact as cool as a philosopher and said, “Never 
mind. We’ll get our fun when we go out to Lester River 
one of these days.” 

He who indulges in fishing for a pastime gets used to dis¬ 
appointment; but the chub fishing has an element of fun in 
it. Some young men hearing that we had been to Drowsky’s 
creeks, thought they could find trout in it, and hired a buggy 
team on Sunday morning, hied out and began fishing, they 
caught about fifty chubs. Somehow it leaked out that the 
chub cost them about $3. and we enjoyed the laugh. 

A recent visit to Lester River gave us a sight worth re¬ 
membering. The river was fuU of “red horse,” or red fin 
suckers, as some call them. The ebb and flow of this river 
often left the fish almost stranded on the boulder bottom, 
waded in hoping to get some trout and could not raise a 
single one. I saw one, and though I fished well-known pools 
carefully I failed in getting a bite. These red fin suckers 
surged up and down stream in thousands, even running 
between my legs when wading. Brule River and other south 
shore streams are full of trout, one thousand fish were brought 
to Duluth by one party on a recent Sunday, from Brule 
River. W. David Tomlin. 

Duluth, Minn. _ 

SALMON FISHING. 

I WANT to write you something about the salmon and 
trout fishing on the Miramichie River in comparison 

with fishing in the Western lakes and rivers. Notwithstand¬ 
ing the supply of fish in these last named waters is abundant 
and very valuable as a source of food to those living there, 
the real sport in catching the fish fail altogether when com¬ 
pared with the pleasure one experiences in landing the 
salmon and trout on the Miramlchi River, New Brunswick. 
There are many different kinds of fish in the western waters, 
but those which are the most eagerly sought after and which 
are said to yield the greatest sport in catching are bass and 
pickerel. The whole apparatus used in taking these fish is 
of the clumsiest pattern, and the entire operation is much 
more 1 ike work than it is like sport or pleasure. Great heavy 
hues from two to three hundred feet in length, baited with 
such things as live frogs, minnows, spoon hooks or artificial 
minnows'are dragged behind boats which are rowed at a pretty 
rapid rate to keep the bait from sinking to the bottom. The 
lines are held firmly in the hand till the weight of the fish on 
the hook apprizes the fisherman that it is time to pull in and 
then it is a steady drag, hand over hand, till the pickerel or 
bass, whichever of the two it may be, is pulled into the boat. 

This sort of fishing is not by any means so enjoyable as 
one experiences while fishing for salmon or trout on the 
Miramichi River, in the beautiful pools of pure cool water 
for which this river is famous and which is the resort of 
these fish. Rods artistically made of the most elastic wood, 
with tips as fine as an ordinary knitting-needle, and fine light 
oiled silk lines, to which are attached the most delicate- 
looking casting lines and artificial flies made with the great¬ 
est care and neatness, are all absolutely necessary for salmon 
or trout fishing on the Miramichi. After the sportsman has 
secured all these, a great deal of skill is required in their 
use: To know how to cast the line the greatest distance so 
that the fly will fall lightly upon the water, scarcely break¬ 
ing its surface, to hook the fish when he rises to the fly, to 
hold the rod just at the proper angle, to give line and to reel 
in the same when necessary, and, in short, the whole busi¬ 
ness, from beginning to end, is a very exciting sport, and re¬ 
quires no small degree of skill. 

Nothing is more exciting to the sportsman than to hear the 
whirr of his reel as his line runs out with a fifteen or twenty 
pound salmon on his hook. Every motion of the fish has 
to be carefully watched. Sometimes a salmon when hooked 
will run out almost the entire length of the line without 
stopping; sometimes he will turn quickly and run almost 
back to the place where he first was hooked; again he will 
run down river, sometimes up, and often will jump four or 
five feet pleat’ oqt of the waiter, showing his magnificent pro^ 

portions and silvery-clad sides. Everything is very exciting 
and each movement of the fish must be carefully watched 
until finally, wearied out in vain endeavors to escape, he 
relinquishes further efforts and allows himself to be landed 
upon the shore. Any one having once experienced the 
pleasure of hooking and landing a salmon will never forget 
it. And when you have once landed a salmon you have 
something worth while being proud of, for he is surely the 
king of fishes and the most delicately flavored of all the 
entire catalogue of the finny tribe. And then again the 
scenery is so much finer and the air so much fresher and 
purer among the mountains and valleys on the Miramichi 
than on the low plains of the west. 

On the smaller tributaries of the Miramichi, as we ascend 
the stream, above Borestown, there are some very beautiful 
natural falls, among which I might mention the cascade at 
Fall Brook, which is only a short distance above Borestown 
and only a few rods from the river. The waterfall is over a 
wall of rock more than one hundred feet high. About half 
way down the declivity the water strikes against a project¬ 
ing rock and is dashed out in fine white spray, making it de¬ 
lightfully cool for quite a distance from where it strikes, no 
matter how warm the day may be elsewhere. On the op¬ 
posite side of the river a short distance from Fall Brook we 
came upon Trout Brook with its very pretty double water¬ 
falls, and continuing further up the streaca we find many 
objects of interest. The woods of spruce and fir which skirt 
the banks of the stream in many places, impart health giving 
odors and afford ample shade from the sun*in hot weather. 

At the present rate of rapid transit I am inclined to believe 
the entire distance from New York to Borestown, N. B., 
can be gone over in about thirty-six or forty hour-^, and from 
Boston, Mass., in a much less time, and I cannot imagine 
how any more agreeable or pleasant time can be spent by 
gentlemen from these or other cities of the United States 
durins the hot season than by spending a few weeks on the 
Miramichi River, salmon and trout fishing. The fishing 
begins in June and continues through July, August, and 
September, thus giving ample time for men of business to so 
arrange matters as best to suit them for an interval of 
pleasure. D. McMillard. 

AN OUTING FOR LAND-LOCKED SALMON 

THE 6th of May finds Tom and I trolling for land-locked 
salmon in Sebago Lake, Maine. As we run across 

from the mouth of Songo River to Muddy River, 1 will take 
Tom, whose slow, steady stroke is the motive by which our 
Rangeley is propelled, closely watches his fourteen-ounce 
Bethabara bait rod, which lies conveniently at his side, the 
reel dropping below the edge of the thwart on which it rests, 
thus securing it against any sudden pull overboard in case of 
a strike; his reel, a center multiplier, holds in reserve about 
ten yards of line, the balance, fifty yards, being out. 

I have set up my eight ounce “split” since leaving shore, 
and having secured my leader, a double one with two 
swivels, and added a light sinker, I am now engaged in 
putting on a smelt for bait, and a delicate operation it is for 
a novice. A 5-0 Aberdeen hook is to be started down the 
smelt’s throat, and worked downward to come out just in 
front of the anal fin without having-“hooked up” any of 
the side tissues. After one or two attempts this is accom¬ 
plished, and taking hold of my line above the leader I drop 
the bait carefully overboard to note how it runs; it takes 
but a glance to see that it is a “spinner,” which is quickly 
remedied by inserting the point of my penknife where the 
hook comes out of the smelt, and cutting toward the head 
in a straight line for a half an inch, thus allowing the bend 
of the hook to be outside of the bait. 

I am now certain that it will run true and straight, but 
before I can drop it overboard again Tom’s reel makes a 
loud call for attention and the instant he grasps the rod a 
splash is heard astern and a silver side shows for an instant 
and disappears. Tom and I change places and I glance at 
my watch, it is a quarter of eight, the fight promises to be a 
long one. His salmonship first tries a straightaway run, and 
finding himself checked makes a fine leap fully two feet out 
of water. “An eight pounder if an ounce,” I exclaim. “Shall 
go you one better,” says Tom, as he takes up line rapidly, 
for this time it is a run for the boat and I am obliged to take 
three or four strokes to keep the line taut. Finding himself 
again balked, the fish makes one more grand, angry leap and 
starts for the bottom with a suddenness that submerges the 
rod to its second joint, and somewhere about fifty feet below 
us he sulks, refusing to take or give line. 

This continues for nearly half an hour, varied occasionally 
by a Itttle shaking or yanking as Tom sends “a telephone 
over the line” as he calls it when he taps the rod with his 
fingers. But a change is taking place and slowly, very 
slowly, Tom reels in; the rod bends till its tip nearly touches 
the lake; but gradually the fish is giving in and a minute 
later, looking down through the calm, clear water, I can see 
first a broad tail appearing, then the whole fair outline of 
the salmon as he rests on his side, ten feet below us for an 
instant, and only that, for now ensues a series of maneuvers 
that tax Tom’s skill, cool angler though he is, to the utmost, 
now calling for fifty feet to the right^bf us, now twenty feet 
more to the left, with a flying leap into the air and a dash 
toward the boat, a repetition of the same till nine leaps had 
been counted, and now he begins to circle slowly around 
near the surface, showing occasionally his side, and as I 
hold the landing net a little below the surface Tom leads 
the fish gently over it, then dropping hfs tip slightly, the 
salmon buries himself head first into its welcoming meshes 
and the “meat is ours.” The watch says, eight minutes of 
nine; the scales says, just ten pounds; the tape measure 
says, twenty-seven inches leng and seven inches deep; we 
say, the fairest of ten thousand. Two hours later 1 kill a 
six pounder and with it ends our luck for the day. 

Black Spot. 
Sebago Lake, June 7,1886. 

Versiont Trout Fishing —Philadelphia, June 8.—Have 
just returned from a vacation to my old home in Rutland 
county, Vt. Found trout fishing good, filling basket with 
;ood-8ized ones on several occasions. One was caught (not 
»y writer) weighing 2 pounds 10 ounces, dressed, and one 

weighing 2 pounds 8 ounces. Fishing in Bomoseen not 
yet open of course. Plenty of pickerel were caught through 
the ice last winter, the largest weighing 19f pounds. One 
mess of eleven weighed 107 pounds. If laws can be enforced 
against the nets and spears in spawning time there would be 
more of the fish; and as it is, large hauls are made in season 
with line. The landlocked salmon have not been heard from, 
but the “Swago” bass ami pickerel make good sport for 
spoon Qv live-bait fi,shing.—Neshobeb. 
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ENGLISH FLY-CASTING. 

The sixth Fishing Gazette Tournament was held June 5. 
The following report is taken from the Fishing Gazette 

of June 13: 

The Kichmond Piscatorial Society, and especially its 
chairman and leading spirit, Mr. A. J. Little, are to be 
heartily congratulated on the great success Which attended 
their most complete and admirable arrangements for carry¬ 
ing out the Tournament last Saturday. The weather, which 
on the five previous occasions had always been bad, and 
sometimes worse than bad, was perfect; no more charming 
or appropriate spot could have been chosen, and we can as¬ 
sure Mr. W. Cunard that his kindness in placing bis river¬ 
side grounds at Orleans House, Twickenham, at the disposal 
of the committee, earned the thanks not only of the com¬ 
mittee, whose task was thus greatly simplified, but also of 
the whole angling fraternity. 

When we say that there were considerably over a hundred 
competitors, from all parts of the country, it will be seen 
that the judges and the committee had their work cut out; 
but by arranging that two or three competitions should take 
place at the same time, the whole of the long programme 
was got through without a hitch—in fact, too much praise . 
cannot be given to the gentlemen who officiated. In conse¬ 
quence of the absence of many anglers who intended to be 
present, but could not resist the attraction of that carnival of 
fly-fishing, the May Fly week, the fly-casting competitors 
were very few in number. The absence of Mr. P. D. 
Malloch, of Perth, was much regretted, as was also the fact 
that Major Traherne, although present, was unable from 
ill-health to compete. It was a very happy thought to 
combine punting matches with the other attractions of the 
Tournament; these contests were watched with great inter¬ 
est, and it must have been a revelation to many visitors to 
witness the wonderful expert manner in which some of the 
Thames professional fishermen can handle that, in un¬ 
practiced hands, most unwieldy and cumbersome thing, a 
Thames fishing punt. The struggle in the final heat was 
most exciting, Ned Andrews winning by five feet. 

As regards the results, it will be seen from the complete 
list we give that while there were no phenomenal casts, the 
figures show some wonderfully good all-around work and 
some very close competition. A noteworthy fact was that 
Mr. Slater, of Newark, against a field of 19 competitors, 
most of them using the Thames style of casting, cpried off 
the five guinea cup with a splendid cast of 177ft. Sin.—i. e., 
60 yards all but 4in. from the reel, with a 2^oz. weight. 
Before the competition he had in practice repeatedly thrown 
over 70 yards from the winch; but, as all who have tried it 
will acknowledge, it is one thing to throw in private and p- 
other in a public competition. As will be seen from the list, 
Messrs. Blarney, Powell, Foster, Martin, H. M. Little, May- 
hew, Bentley, Larkins, all came to the front with some very 
flue casts; but, unless we are much mistaken, in no style of 
casting were the records beaten. In the fly-casting there was 
a nasty “fishtail” wind against the competitors, and in 
nearly all the competitions the casts were inade directly up 
strearn, and every fly-fisher knows that this is the least 
favorable position of any for recovering a long line, as the 
stream drowns the line and brings it down on to you. We 
regret that in the switch-casting competition there was a 
complete difference of opinion between-Mr. Kelson and Mr. 
Burn as to what constituted a switch. In a little preliminary 
practice which took place, Mr. Kelson declared that Mr. 
Burn was making a very pretty cast, but it was a true Spey g. M._Kelsoii^ 

cast and not an orthodox “switch,” He maintained that 
the fly should never be lifted from the water in retrieving 
the line to make the switch; Mr. Burn, on the other hand, 
was equally certain that his switch was the pure breed. A 
sort of compromise was, after long contention, arrived at. 
As there was nothing to enable one to judge as to the dis¬ 
tance of 6ft. behind the competitors not being exceeded, it 
was agreed that no cast should count if the fly was returned 
past the edge of the platform on which the competitors stood, 
and to make it easy to decide this point, they stood some dis¬ 
tance from the projecting end of the platform. It was 
hardly to be expected that a contest in which the competitors 
both considered their opponent’s style wrong would lead to 
a satisfactory result. Mr. Kelson complained that Mr. Burn 
was doing the Spey cast all the time, and Mr. Burn com¬ 
plained that Mr. Kelson's line several times went behind him 
much beyond the 6-feet limit, although his fly did not pass 
the platform. We think, taking all things into consideration, 
the result, although unsatisfactory, was the only one tha t 
could have been arrived at; if the competition had been re¬ 
peated any number of times, in each the loser would have pro¬ 
tested. Mr. Burn’s casts were very neatly made and much 
admired, and we are mistaken if Mr. Kelson’s longest switch is 
not the best on record. It is evident that a clear deflnitmn 
of the switch will be necessay in future competitions. We 
heartily wish Mr. Nicolay had been present to see his PJ?™ 
competed for by Sir Kandal Koberts and Mr. Kelson. The 
conditions were that the competitors should cast on the grass 
along a measured line a distance of at least 35 yards from 
the spot on which they stood, and that they make the same 
cast back again. A little diagram will best explain this: 

RECORD OF THE COMPETITIONS. 

FLT-CASTING, TROUT, SINGLE-HANDED ROD. 

No. 1.—Professional.—1st prize, £3, three best casts; 3d, 
£3, second three best casts; 3d, £1, third three best casts. 
Judges, Sir R. H. Roberts, Bart,, and Rev. George Sumner. 

Distance in 
Feet. Points. 

r-\— -2- -8-, 
H. Wilder. 53 66 57 6 
H. Mansell. Absent. 
Harry Wilder... .. 69 66 60 10 
W. Bayes. .. 69 58 51 15 
E. Andrews. ... 53 51 52 10 

Delicacy Accuracy 
" ■ ■ Points. Total. 

6 
10 

191 
193 
171 

1st prize, W. Bayes; 2d, Harry Wilder. 

HEAVY SPINNING BAIT-CASTING (ANY STYLE). 

No. 2.—Amateur, 214'oz.—1st prize, R. B. Marston’s, £5 5s., 
longest cast; Id, Slater’s rods, Sack’s black forest bottle, 
Gaynor’s baits, second longest cast; 3d, Gregory’s spinning 
baits, cliff umbrella, Woodfield’s tackle, third longest cast; 
4th, fourth longest cast. Judges: Messrs. T. R. Sachs, Thos. 
Huggett, and J. Woodall. 

in n.nrl 

style. . 
Distance in Feet and 

Inches. 
1 O _ 

Longest. 

Out. 91.11 Out. 92.11 
. F. 135. 3 P. 135. 3 
. 97. 7 Out. 117. 2 117. 3 
,121. 8 Out. F. 121 8 

F. F. 150. 5 1.50. 5 
,170. 3 1.58. 3 170. 3 
. Out. Oiit. Time. 
, F. F. F. 
,129 0 135. 6 F. lak 6 
. Out. Out. 16(5 3 166. 3 

Out. Out. F. .... 
Out. Out. 

A hsent. 
Out. 

. Out. 146. 5 128. 0 145. 5 
.162.11 Out. 115. 3 152.11 
. Out. 126 11 117.11 125.11 
. Out. Out. 177. 8 177. 8 
. Out. F. Time. 
. F. Out. F. 

92.11 Out. 93 .'il 

Thames. 

Nottingham 

Nottingham 
Thames. 

FLY-CASTING, SALMON (OVERHAND). 

No. 9.—Professional.—1st prize, £3, three best casts; 2d, 
£3, second three best casts. Judges: Sir Randal H. Roberts, 
Bart., and Rev. Geo. Sumner. Rod, 18ft. 

Distance in 
Feet. 

-2-3-^ 
W. Bayes. 72 72 71 
Henry Wilder.... 80 79 78 
Harry Wilder. 80 79 78 
E. Andrews. 84 83 82 

Delicacy. Accuracy. 
Points. Points. Total. 

12 
6 
8 

15 

12 
10 
10 
1.5 

239 
2,53 
255 
279 

N.B.—18 points allowed each for delicacy and accuracy. 1st prize, 
E. Andrews; 2d, Harry Wilder. 

spinning BAIT-CASTING (FROM REEL). 

No. 10—Amateur, l^oz.—1st prize, silver cup, three longest 
casts; 2d, oak and mounted salad bowl, fork and spoon and 
Gardner’s creel and Bullock’s spinners, next three longest easts; 
3d, Nottingham reel, Malloch’s rod (if Malloch reel is used), 
longest cast; 4th, silver-mounted claret jug. Judges: Messrs. 
T. R. Sachs, Thos. Huggett "and S. P. Woodall. Rod 14ft. aud 
under. 

Nottingham 

Thames. 

Nottingham 
Thames. 
Thames. 
Nottingham 

A. .T. Little.... 
E. T. Jackson. 
E. Middleton . 

Distance in Feet and Inches. 
1 O 0 

Total. 

,.108. 5 115. 7 116 0 340. 
.114. 4 112. 4 107 2 333.10 

..129. 4 1.35.11 135.10 401. 0 
180. 1 129. 0 891. 8 

..116. 8 121. 5 106. 3 339. 4 
..119. 3 115.10 13-2.11 368 . 0 
..101. 8 109. 2 105. n 316. 9 

68. 5 130. 7 157. 0 356. 9 
..127. 9 125. 8 ll'i. 8 864. 1 

— 148. 7 148. 7 
— — — _ — - 

..160. 7 143. 6 147. 5 451. 6 
Absent. 

H. Dickinson 
Gilson (not in time) - ... 

Firs’ prize, D. Plater; second, M. H. Blarney; third, H. W. Little; 
fourth, E. V. Powell. 

SPINNING BAIT-CASTING (THAMES STYLE). 

No. 3.—Professional 1%;oz.—1st prize, £3, aggregate three 
longest casts; 2d, £3, aggregate next three longest casts; 3d, 
£1, aggregate longest cast; 4th, 10s., third three longest casts. 
Judges, Mr. Philip (Jreen and Mr. F. C. Michells. 

Distance in Feet and Inches. Total. 
---2-3—, 

J, Dobbin. 28 . 0 90 . 0 123 . 0 
B. Stevens.181. 0 131. 0 F. 
Henry Wilder (straight).152 0 1.54 . 0 
J. Langshaw.10.5. 0 94 6 
Harry Wilder.102 . 0 144 . 6 
G. Osman. 
G. Haines.187. 0 l'^'*- 5 
T. Milbourne.128 . 0 180 . 0 
F. Hammerton. Absent. 
W. Milbourne.120. 0 127. 0 
H. Holdway.153. 6 125. 9 
F. Brown. 91.3 74.6 
E. Andrews.150 . 8 148. C 
B. R. Bambridge.147. 2 “ „ 

1st Prize, E. Andrews; 2d, G. Haines; 3d, T. Milbourne; 4th, W. 
Oldway. 

FLY CASTING, TROUT, DOUBLE-HANDED ROD. 

]^o 4 —Amateur.—1st prize, framed fish picture, Francis 
Francis’s “A Book on Angling,” three best casts. Judges: feMr 
Randal H. Roberts, Bart., and Rev. Geo. Sumaer. Rod 10ft. 

108. 3 

134. 0 
120. 6 

175. 0 

311 0 
262. 0 
306. 0 
307 . 9 
246. 6 

415. 0 
.381. 6 

250. 0 
279. 3 
165. 0 
474. 2 
147. 2 

Distance in Feet. 
-1-2-3- 
105 — — 

Delicacy 
Points. 

Accuracy 
Points. Total. 

— 105 
N. B.—Mr. keison broke his rod at the third cast. 

FLY-CASTING, TROUT, SINGLE-HANDED ROD. 

]yo. 5.—Amateur.—1st prize, Parlow & Co.’s fly rod. and 
Bulmer’s casts and east box, three best casts; 2d, Thos. Grant 
& Sons, case of tonic liqueurs, second three best casts. Judges: 
Sir Randal H. Roberts, Bart., and Rev. Geo. Sumner. Rod 
13ft. and under. ^ 

W. Lock. . 
1st prize, D. Slater; 2d, R. F. Mayhew; 3d, H. W. Little; 4th, H. 

Davis. 
SPINNING BAIT-CASTING (ANY STYLE). 

For accuracy in casting toward a fixed mai'k. 
[The mark was placed about 35 yards from the competitors, 

the object being to cast the bait as near to it as possible.] 
No. 11.—Amateur, 1%oz.—Fiist prize, three-piece glued fly- 

rod, William’s tackle book, aggregate three nearest casts; sec¬ 
ond, Major Traherne’s spinning rod, reel and line, six rod rests, 
aggregate next three, nearest casts; third, Sage’s photographs, 
C. H. Cook’s line and rings, aggregate nearest cast. Judges, 
Messrs. T. R. Sachs, Thos. Huggett and J. P. Woodall. Rods, 
14 feet and under: 

Distance in Feet and 

H. O. Adams. 

O. R. Larkins. 

Inches. Total. Style. 
r-X- -2- 3-, 

...11. 3 18. 9 21.11 51.11 Thames. 
29. 0 Nottingham. 

;'.’'.i6!’6 4. 0 is!'6 :55!'(5 Coil’d in hnd 
. ...22.11 9.11 14. 8 47. 6 Thames. 
.... 5. 6 20.11 4. 2 30. 7 Thames 
.. .14. 3 12 0 6. 7 .32.10 Thames. 
....39. 4 10. 2 10. 4 .59.10 Notlingham. 
....24. 6 6. 8 9. 7 40. 9 Thames. 
.... 9.11 7. 4 6. 6 23. 9 Thames. 
.... 4. 6 17. 4 13. 5 35. 2 Thame'S. 
. .. 4. 8 9 10 4. 3 18. 9 Nottingham. 
.... 8. 4 10. 8 11. 9 30. 9 
....10. 1 4. 1 13. 9 27.11 Nottingham. 
....10 1 1. 7 10. 0 21. 8 Thames. 
....21. 0 26.10 40. 0 87.10 
.... 8 7 .36. 0 1. 4 45 11 Nottingham. 
....29, 5 12. 6 4.10 46. 9 Nottingham. 
_13. 6 10 9 11. 3 35. 6 Thames. 
....26. 5 10.11 12. 2 49. 6 Thames. 

24. 5 6. 4 60 9 Nottingham. 
....11. 0 29 4 10. 2 .50, 6 Nottingham. 
.1,5. 3 3 0 12. 5 29 8 Thames. 
later; second, H. Beatley; third, G. R. Larkius; 

E. Lee. 

fourth, E. V. Powell. 
SPINNING bait-casting FROM LINE COILED IN HAND. 

]^o. 13.—PROPESSioNAL.;i%'oz.—1st prize, £3, aggregate three 
longest casts; 2d prize, £3, aggregate next three longest casts. 
Judges: Messrs. Philip Green and F. C. Michells. Rod, 14ft. 
and undei*. 

r-\- 

H. W. Little. 62 
E. Middleton. 59 
R. F. Mavhew- 66 
R. B. Marston. 63 
G. M. Kelson . 65 

-2- —-3—\ Points. Points. 
61 61 8 6 
,59 68 15 10 
65 63 6 6 
62 62 6 18 
68 63 6 10 

N. B.—18 points allowed for delicacy, and 18 for accuracy. Mr. 
Marston scored full points for accuracy, Mr. Middleloti the most tor 
delicacy. 1st prize, G. M. Kelson; 3d, R. B. Marston. 

SPINNING BAIT-CASTING (FROM REEL). 

No. 6.—Professional, l^^oz.—1st prize, £3, aggregate three 
longest casts; 2d, £3, aggregate next toree longest casts; 3d 
£1. aggregate longest cast. Judges: Messrs. Philip Green and 
F. C. Mitchells. . ^ ^ t v. 

Distance in Feet and Inches. 
3— 

Harry Wilder., 
Henry Wilder. 
H I-lhldway... 

Distance in Feet and loches. 
^ _ O Total. 

' ^ _ 

... 90. 0 m 9 _ 183. 9 _ 95. 0 95. 0 

... 86. 0 101. 6 — 187. 6 

. . 108. 0 lit. () — 219. 6 

... 85. 4 — — 85. 4 E. Andrews.. - 
ist prize,,W. Milbourne; 2d, T. Milbourne. 

FLY-CASTING, TROUT, DOUBLE-HANDED ROD. 

No. 13.—Professional.-Istprize, £3, three best c^ts; 2d, 
.£2, second three best casts. Judges: Sii- Randal H. Roberts, 
Bart., aud Rev. Geo. Sumner. Rod IDft. and under. 

35 yards. 

They must cast first from A to B, and then from B to 
Both competitors easily exceeded the 35 yards, and Mr. Kel¬ 
son threw over 40 yards—in fact, lie made some fa,r better 
casts than lie had done in the previous salmon casting con¬ 
tests, the wind having almost died away. 

It was not till after seven o’clock that the various events 
were brought to a close, and then followed the distributipn 
of the prizes, at which Mr. Little presided in his usual genial 
manner. Subsequently, at a cold collation, Mr. Little pro¬ 
posed the health of “The Queen,” and then that of Mr. and 
Mrs Cunard,” mention being made of their kindness m grant¬ 
ing the committee the use of the grounds. The Rev. George 
Sumner responded to the toast of ‘'The Judges. The_ ex¬ 
cellent management of the Richmond Piscatorial Society 
was commented on by Mr. Spreckley, and a cordial vote ot 
thanks to the Society was acknowledged by Mr. Little, ihe 
services of Mr. Davis, the hon.'secretary, who has been inde¬ 
fatigable in promoting the aflair, were eulogized and the 
health of “the Ladies,” proposed by Sir Randal Roberts, and 
replied to by Mr. H. Clifford Taman, terminated the proceed- 

'^Mr Sage, of Twickenham, took instantaneous photos of 
competitions; but we very much regret to learn that all the 
iastantaneous photographs of incidents in the animated 
scenes on the river and on the ground taken by him have 
been destroyed by Are in a rather mysterious manner. 

R. Coxen..., 
H. ManseU 

r-X- -3- 
.143. 7 99. 1 
. 98. 0 Out. 

Out Out. 
. 89.* 4 98. 9 

Absent. 
. Out. 62. 5 
.135. 3 115. 0 

139. 0 

92.10 
Out. 
78. 3 

1C6. 6 

69. 6 
131. 0 
136. 9 

Total 

354 . 6 
96. 0 
78. 3 

394. 7 

128.11 
381. 3 
407. 1 

SPINNING BAIT-CASTING (THAMES STYLE). 

No. 7.—Amateur, 1%oz.—1st prize, silver cup., 
three longest casts; 2d, Allcock & Co. s fishing tackle, Rout- 
lege’s reel, two straps, aggregate next three long^t casts; od, 
Liverpool Angling Association’s prize, Lambert & Butler s 
Jessamine tobacco, punt rod and red. aggregate longestcast. 
Judges: Messi-s. T. R. Sachs, Thos. Huggett and J. F. Wood- 

... il .J» _J-l AXtX. 

G. H. Hester..... 
H. P. Underwood.. 

Marsh. 
H. Dickinson.. 

Distance in Feet and Inches. 
1 o ^ 

Total. 

..'91.9 105. 8 _ 197. 5 

..120. 4 116. 5 114. 2 350.11 
— 94, 0 94 0 

..118. 4 185. 3 146. 4 397.11 

..141. 9 135. 9 160. 0 437. 6 

..137. 8 92 0 94.10 3’24. 6 

777. 4 _ — 77. 4 
.. 85, 8 134. 6 — 220. 2 

...121. 5 111. 0 143. 9 876 . 3 

..160. 5 105. 0 161. 6 426.11 

..147. 6 168. 2 17^ 9 488 . 5 
_ — — — 

— ...1-Q.4 HI r XT TiloTnoxT 
— 

Distance in Feet. Delicacy Accurac 
-1-2- -3—^ Points. Points. 
77 74 .57 12 15 
60 48 57 6 12 
56 57 58 15 18 
62 60 58 8 8 
50 48 45 — — 

235 
193 
204 
190 
148 

FLY-CASTING, SALMON (OVERHAND). 

No 8—Amateur.-1st prize, framed fish picture, fu-st toee 
best casts. Judges: Rev. Geo. Sumner and Mr. R. B. Mars- 

Length Distance in Delicacy Accuracy 
of feet. Points. Points. 

_i_2_3-^ Total. 

Sir R Roberts ..-le-lO ^ p ig 
TVT Trpl«nn 17 8 101 yo o7 o 

_18 points each allowed for delicacy and accuracy. These 
casts were made against the wind. 

F, . Andrews. 
B. R. Bambridge. 

1st prize, W. Bayes; 3d, Harry Wilder. 

FLY-CASTING, SALMON (SWITCH). 

Six feet only allowed behind the competitor for the rod or 
line to extend. . 

14.—Amateur.—1st prize, C. Farlow & Co. s trout 
spinning rod. Sach’s black forest bottle. Judges: Sir Randal 
H. Roberts, Bart., and Rev. Geo. Sumner. 

Distance in Delicacy. Accuracy. 
Kod Feet. Points. Points. 

-2-3-. Total. 
G. M. Kelson.... 17.08 92 91 85 6 8 ^2 
C. M. P. Burn...l8.00 73 74 7b 13 12 247 

N.B.—Mr. Burn lodged an objection to Mr. Kelson on the score that 
his line struck the water repeatedly 
was laid before Mr. Marston, who was on the float, and reported to 
Mr. A. J. Little. 

SINGLE punting. 

No. 15.—Professional.—1st prize. £3 3s., wimier final heat; 
3tl, £22s., second; 3d, £1 Is., third; ^h, 10s. <d., f™rth. Um¬ 
pire: Mr. Blackmore. Winners: 1, E. Andrews; 2, 1. Lee; -3, 
C. Lee; 4, Henry Wilder. The final heat was a splendid race, 
E. Andrews winning by 5ft. only. 

SPECIAL COMPETITION. 

SALMON FLY-CASTING FOR MR. J. A. NICOLAY’S PRIZE, £5 5S. 
Judge; Rev. George Sumner. (The conditions have already 

been described in our notice of the tournament). Mn G. M. 
Kelson cast 109ft. out and 133ft. home. Sm Randal Robms 
cast lOTft. out and 109ft. home. “Down and up again on the 
same line according to the conditions agreed upon for the 
Mcolay prize. ” _ 

The London Aaias says: “The popularity of the thing in 
the Unitefl States, however, soon attracted the attention of 
enthusiasts on this side of the Atlantic, and five years ago 
jilr R. B. Marston, editor of the Fishing Gazette, invited his 
readers to offer prizes, or compete for those given. In tins 
wav the anglers of London, if one may coin a wora for the 
occasion, became tournameutal. * * * At the first tour¬ 
nament it rained and blew a hum cane. Nothing could be 
more discouraging than that day; but the author of the 
scheme, notwithstanding, persevered, and carried it cm year 
after year, until on Saturday, on the Thames side, at Twick¬ 
enham, in the grounds of the Orleans House, a crowning 
success was achieved. * * * When, as with the ‘event, 
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so admirably mana^^ed on Saturday at Twickenham by the 
Richmond Piscatorial Society, who tliis year relieved Mr. 
Marston of the management, to the primary programme of 
contests there are added musical performances by a military 
band, and a handing over of proceeds to worthy societies 
like the Thames Angling Preservation Society and the Ang¬ 
lers' Benevolent Society, elements of attractiveness are intro¬ 
duced not usually found in angling as a practical sport.” 

The Standard says; “Such a gathering of anglers from all 
parts of the kingtlom has not been witnessed in the suburbs 
of London for miny years, and it is certain that no previous 
tournament has awakened more interest or attracted a hu'ger 
attendance.” 

MAINE ANGLING. 

T would be bard to imagine a more satisfactory trouting 
season than that of 1886 is proving to be. The open¬ 

ing of the season was remarkably early in eastern waters, 
and in consequence the first movement of sportsmen was 
light. But this has since been made up by a fuller exodus, 
if we may believe hotel and camp-keepers and stage drivers, 
who report a good trade. As to the catch of both trout 
and land-locked salmon , it is turning out simply wonderful, 
and is a most signal triumph, especially in Maine, for fish 
protection and propagation. It is a fact that more and more 
trout are being taken each year from the Androscoggin and 
Moosehead waters, and yet the supply is not exhausted. I 
have talked with a number of long-time visitants of these 
waters within a few days, and in almost every case they be¬ 
lieve that from the same waters, under the same conditions, 
they can take as many trout as they could have done three 
or four years ago, and even more than eight or ten years ago, 
before the benefits of protection and propagation had begun 
to be realized. Now it is certain that, in the face of this 
reasoning, the quantity of trout taken each year has greatly 
increased. Besides the actual record of size shows a 
wonderful increase. It would actually seem that the trout 
in the Androscoggin waters have grown larger instead of 
smaller, as the excessive fishing they have passed through 
would seem to indicate. The record of two trout of over 
10 pounds this spring, one or both of which the Forest and 

Stream has already mentioned, would seem to leave no 
room for doubt as to the increasing size of these fish under 
protection. Commissioner Henry O. Stanley of Maine, 
evinces no surprise that such should be the case, though he, 
with his colleague, Mr. Stilwell, is much gratified at this 
early proof of the value of fish protection and breeding. 
These gentlemen remark that the large trout are now left to 
come to the hook, which formerly fell a prey to the net, the 
spear, and sometimes even the pitchfork, on the spawning 
beds in the fall. 

More general satisfaction was never noted concerning the 
catch of trout among returned sportsmen than is the case 
this season. By the Andover route to the Androscoggin 
lakes, the guides and hotel keepers all mention this fact, 
while tire same is especially true of the Phillips route. The 
fishermen appear to be satisfied. It is true that under whole¬ 
some instructions, such as the Forest and Stream labors to 
promulgate, reasonable sportsmen are learning to be satisfied 
with fewer fish, but it is also true that there are more fish to 
be caught. The wonderful success of landlocke^l salmon, 
which has shown up for the first time this season, is certainly 
a triumph for fishculture which should forevp silence ail 
cavil. Accounts begin to come in of this fish being taken on 
the Ily. I heard of one to-day, weighing six pounds, but I 
have not yet been able to authenticate the story. 
_ Special. 

TROUTING IN THE NORTHWEST. 

HE “effete East” mu.st surrender one more of its old 
time possessions to the young and vigorous West. The 

trouting of the Eastern States is now confined to a few 
points, and those almost fished out, while in many portions 
of the Northwest trout abound, and there are yet many 
streams where the fly of civilization has not found its way. 
Mr. George Lyman, who began his trout fishing in New York 
nearly three three score and ten years ago, writes me from 
the Sioux River, near Ashland, Wis., that he is having 
“fairly good” sport, that he took thirty-one trout on a half 
mile of the stream, and being satisfied quit, as a true angler 
always does. This fishing for scores is one of the vices 
that the angler despises. It is an evil that is severely felt in 
the rapidly diminishing number of our game fish. The man 
who boasts of his hundreds per day and thousands per out¬ 
ing is a fish butcher and should be classed with the other 
cormorants. 

Not far from the Sioux River is the Brule, and Mr. Lyman 
sends me a letter from his friend. Dr. Arthur Holbrook, of 
Milwaukee, describing some splendid sport. The Doctor 
landed two pound trout, the result of one cast, with a five- 
ounce rod. That may fairly be considered good sport and 
scientific fishing. The largest caught in two days fishing 
was two and a quarter pounds. 

There are a number of other streams in the same vicinity 
where the lusty trout lurk, and many small lakes where bass 
and mascalonge can be taken in large numbers. The region 
is also famed for its beautiful scenery. A sail among the 
Apostle Islands, at the mouth of Chequamegon Bay, Lake 
Superior, is one of the things no lover of nature should miss. 
And when good fishing, life-giving air, and the good things 
of life can be combined with it, there should be many annual 
visitors. The location is one easy of access. In addition to 
thedake steamers, floating palaces, which land at Ashland 
and Bayfield, there are several rail routes, three from Mil¬ 
waukee: the Wisconsin Central; C. M. & St. P., and M. L. 
S. & W., the latter passing through the far famed Agogebic 
region. My next will, I hope, be from a point on some of 
the waters mentioned. Jap. 

Kew Albany, Ind., June 1(5. 

The Fluttering Fly.—Editor Forest and Stream: In 
Forest and Stream for June 10, I find a cut and descrip¬ 
tion of a fly that Mr. Holberton is stated to have invented 
and tiiat Mr. Imbrie has patented. In April or May, 1883, 
Messrs. D. & W. H. Foster, of Ashbourne, England, sons of 
the late David Foster, author of “The Scientific Angler,” 
sent me flies tied exactly as the “fluttering fly” is repre¬ 
sented in the cut above mentioned. I used these flies for 
trout fishing the season that they were received, and pre¬ 
sented samples to angling friends. Mr. H. P. Wells may 
recall the fact that I showed him samples of these flies just 
about a year ago. The Messrs. Foster did not write of these 
flies as being new or strange, but merely included them with 
other flies without comment. How long they have been so 
fashioned in England previous to 1883 I have no means of 
knowing at present.—-A- M. Cheney (Glens Falls, N. T.). 

PROSPECT LAKE. 

Edit<rr Forest and Stream: 
In former issues of your valuable paper you have invited 

correspondence as to good and convenient points for camping 
and fishing. I beg. therefore, to call the attention of parties 
who are in search of pure air—come 1,800 feet above tide 
water—pure, limpid, delicious water and rational sport, to 
this point. All such will be highly ifleascd and benefited. 
Big, or Prospect Lake, covers some eight or nine hundred 
acres, wooded all around, except two small spots; bottom 
and shores are rocky; the water is full of trout and pickerel; 
four years ago 5,000 salmon-trout spawn were put into it, 
and while none have yet been caught, there is evidence of 
their existence, and anglers who know how to fish for them 
will find rare sport. The location of the lake is in Pike 
county. Pa., six miles south of Hawley, Pa., reached by the 
Erie Railway and the Erie& Wyoming Railway. The banks 
of the lake present many delicious points for camping; those 
who prefer to be otherwise accommodated can find airy, clean 
rooms and good wholesome meals at very reasonable charges 
at the house of Mr. Wm. Aldridge, an intelligent bark miller, 
excellent good fellow and enthusiastic fisherman, who 
knows the lake for many years, has a number of boats, and 
will take all reasonable pains to show strangers the favorite 
points for fishing. 

At present there are some mosquitoes here, but they never 
last over three weeks or so, and the writer speaks from ex¬ 
perience when he says that Mrs. Aldridge fully understands 
how to keep her house clear of those enemies of mankind. 
The nights all summer long are deliciously cool. 

Mr. Aldridge will haul parties with their outfits from Haw¬ 
ley, or they can obtain teams there. Any letters addressed 
to him at Tafton, Pike county. Pa., will reach him. Within 
a few days a hotel has been started on the banks of the 
water; but as the place is new and untried, it is premature to 
speak of its merits. 

The writer addresses himself to those only who seek 
rational and reasonable sport; those who wish for catching 
big strings which they cannot use and go to waste are not 
wanted. It may here not be out of place to speak of a piece 
of vandalism which has here been perpetrated for some sea¬ 
sons past. Certain persons, claiming to come from the 
Blooming Grove Park, have been in the habit of catching 
bass four, five and six inches long, and instead of throwing 
them back have been in the habit of letting them die in the 
boats. There are too many persons interested in the lake to 
permit such wanton destruction to continue. A few persons 
have united to prevent it; and should the outrages be 
repeated this season, these fellows will get a taste of Pike 
county justice. “A word to the wise,” etc. Outer. 

Tafton, Pike County, Pa., June 14. 

Newfound Lake.—The Bristol. N. H., Enterprise re¬ 
ports capital lake trout fishing in Newfound Lake, a sheet 
of water two miles from Bristol, which is throe and a half 
hours ride from Boston. The editor says: “These fish have 
been speared in large numbers, contrary to law, when on the 
spawning beds, and this practice has been winked at by the 
public because it has been supposed they could be taken in 
no other way. The past week has, however, demonstrated 
the fact that the fish of this lake are just as ready to respond 
to the legitimate invitations of fishermen as are the fish of 
any other lake. Last week Major E. E. Bedee, of Boston, 
caught in Newfound Lake; Thursday 3, weighing 8, 10 an(l 
15 pounds respectively; Friday 4 trout, 8, 9, 10 and 12 
pounds, and 1 land-locked salmon, 15^ pounds; Tuesday 5 
trout, 7. 8, 8, 10 and 10^ pounds, and one land-locked sal¬ 
mon, 13 pounds. Elated, he telegraphed to Mr. Mark Hol¬ 
lingsworth, of Boston, his success, and yesterday these gen¬ 
tlemen caught four, which weighed 6, 7, 8 and 10 pounds re¬ 
spectively, or a totM of 189tpounds in 4 days. D. 11. Sleeper 
and John S. Connor fished only a few hours yesterday, and 
caught two weighing 8 and 11 pounds; two gentlemen from 
Laconia caught two that weighed 7 and 9 pounds. Geo. H. 
Fowler has also caught the past week a land-locked salmon 
weighing pounds, and one trout weighing 8 pounds, 
and E, T. Pike a trout that weighed 8 pounds. The above 
makes a total of 248i pounds of trout taken from this 
lake the past week, practically by four days fishing by the 
above named parties. Most of them were caught by trolling, 
though the finest ones were caught with a fly. The Bristol 
House, a first class hotel in this village, is only about two 
miles from the lake. There is abundant camping ground 
about the lake (which by the way is not surpassed in beauty 
by any lake in this State), and there are numerous farm 
houses about the lake where fishermen can be entertained. 
Mr. Chas. N. Drake lives near the lake, thoroughly under¬ 
stands these waters, and his services can doubtless be 
secured at any time. Mr. E. T. Pike lives near the fishing 
grounds, has accommodations for board, boats, and so un¬ 
derstands where the fisb may be found, and^ Dr. H. Sleeper 
and others have boats that can be hired at reasonable prices.” 

Trout Waters of the New York Forest Preserve.— 
Editor Foi'est and Stream: In the most recent New York 
State trout law, published in Forest and Stream June 10 
last, the brook trout, brown trout and California trout season 
opens April 1, and closes September 1, “except in the 
counties inclucied in the Forest Preserve, established by 
chap. 283 of the laws of 1885, where it shall not be lawful to 
catch or attempt to catch or kill, or expose for sale any 
speckled trout, brown trout and California trout save only 
from the first of May to the fifteenth day of September.” 
Comparatively few people seem to understand which of the 
counties in the State are included in the Forest Preserve. 
Section 7 of the law above quoted says: “All the lands 
now owned or which may hereafter be acquired by the State 
of New York, within the counties of Clinton, excepting the 
towns of Altona and Dannemora, Essex, Franklin, Fulton, 
Hamilton, Herkimer, Lewis, Saratoga, St. Lawrence, Warren, 
Washington, Greene, Ulster and Sullivan, shall constitute 
and be known as the Forest Preserve.” This selection of 
counties will surprise some of the anglers who are in the 
habit of fishing the Catskill and more southern streams and 
have not read the law. In Jefferson county or Rensselaer 
county, where nature rarely prepares the streams for fly¬ 
fishing before May 1, the law permits fishing April 1, and 
in Ulster and Sullivan, which are earlier counties, the 
season opens by law May 1. One can fish one part of the 
Beaverkill a month earlier than another part, and at the close 
of the season the thing is reversed just fifteen days. It is 
well to paste the names of the counties constituting the 
Forest Preserve in one's hat, for no trout can be transported 
from the preserve except they are accompanied by their 
owner. This just lets the man out who buys trout when he 
can’t catch them.—A. N. Cuen-by. 

Fly-fishing for Shad,—Holyoke, Mass., June 19.— 
Editar Forest and Stream: There is some improvement 
noticed in the shad fishing this week, on the strength of 
which some of the fishermen are indulging in a cigarette, 
and others are brushing up rusty and frayed tackle in hopes 
of having the rust and scales brushed off their own backs. 
A few good shad have been taken with the fly, and the pros 
pect brightens for others to follow. The Silver Sheen 
and the Cloud is so small that we offer no inducements to 
those at a distance to try pot luck with us; why it is thus is 
hard to explain otherwise than the United States and the 
State Commissioners of Inland Fisheries have turned then- 
backs completely to the city and town of Holyoke and 
South Hadley Falls, and unless there is a fight in prospect 
over the taking a few lamprey eels from a scare-crow on the 
north bank of the river, we never hear of them. It did not 
used to be so, a few years ago they were in the habit of 
coming often and tarried late, their stay was interesting 
insomuch that young shad were brought forth by the millions. 
Their count was instructive and reminded us of the way 
Pat C. divided the apples; “This is one for me, one for you, 
and one for me too, one for me, one for you, and one for me 
too,” etc., until the depleted waters before unknown to shad 
life were filled with Connecticut river shad, and waters of 
Europe too. got their consignment of the gamy, toothsome 
South Hadley Falls Alosa. Alas, how changed, from the 
cold indifference of the authorities that be, Holyoke and 
South Hadley Falls now take their shad planked in the 
sun ma peddler’s cart, when at the .same time both places above 
named, as well as Chicopee and Springfield, pay their taxes, 
consequently their pro rata share of appropriations for 
fishery purposes, and of which a fair share ought to be ex¬ 
pended to maintain the fishing industries of South Hadley 
Falls.—Thomas Chalmers. P. S. The spasmodic efforts of 
a few days ago are over, cigarettes are abandoned for the old 
clay pipe, the tackle so admiringly handled and cared for is 
placed back in the book, and the scales are left with us.—C. 

Vermont Notes,—Post Mills, Vt.—The 15th of June 
was the opening day for black bass and pickerel fishing in 
this State. The largest string of pickerel ever taken from 
Fairlee Lake was caught here to-day, and shows what a few 
years of enforcing the laws against spearing, netting and 
illegal fishing will do. One party of two caught 35 pounds, 
another party 40 pounds, an(i one boy, thirteen years old, 
the son of Thos. H. Chubb the fishing rod manufacturer, 
caught alone and unaided 20 pounds in one-half day’s fish¬ 
ing, each fish weighing from f to 2|- pounds. Many other 
parties caught from 10 to 20 pounds weight. The largest 
one caught weighed 44 pounds, and many went from 2 
pounds to 3 pounds each. As usual the boys tell big stories 
of the large ones lost that were bigger than any ever seen 
before. But very few bass were taken to-day, and but little 
fishing was done for them, as the day was cloudy and thought 
just right for pickerel. But the bass fishing bids fair to be 
first-class, as many have been seen! around the shores this 
spring. The lake is well stocked with perch, which fur¬ 
nishes good food, and bass grow to enormous size, many 
caught weighing from 4 to 6^ pounds each. The bass as a 
general thing do not bite freely until about July; then we 
predict rare sport for the bass angler. The bass in the lake 
are all small-mouths, and are game from the word go. 
Fairlee Lake is a most beautiful sheet of water, about three 
miles in length and from one-half to one mile in width, of 
clear, cool water, and has fine feeding grounds in all parts of 
the lake for both bass and pickerel,—Ompomtanoosuc. 

Hard Luck.—Brainerd, Minn., .June 19.—The trout fish¬ 
ers returned from Brule Tuesday evening, but they were not 
so heavily loaded with baggage as when they started out. 
The party was composed of Fred Stanley, J. L. Smith, F. 
M. Cable* and A. A. Green. Their tent caught fire from some 
unknown cause the first day out and burned everything they 
took with them, including a photograph outfit, two fine 
guns, clothing, fishing tackle, provisions, cigars and other 
traps. This put rather a bad aspect on to things, but they 
weie bound not to be driven home by fire and in three days' 
fishing afterward they hooked 1,100 trout, Mr. Green taking 
the bakery by capturing 518 of the number. In the burned 
tent were 300 loaded cartridges, and as soon as they got 
warmed up the fun began and for a half hour it sounded 
like a volley of artillery, and although there were many 
people in the vicinity no one dared to go near the fire to try 
and save anything on account of the shooting. The party is 
out $300 by the accident, but Fred Stanley says he.don’t care 
for the outfit as long as Barney escaped unharmed. 

Fly-Tying.—Athens, Pa., June 19.—“G. A. M.” wants to 
know how to tie a fly. I take the hook in my left hand, 
and with waxed thread take a few turns around the hook; 
then I lay the tail on and ,tie that; next I take a piece of 
tinsel, four inches long, and tie the end of that on the tail; 
then 1 wind the thread back up the body to within a quarter 
of an inch of the shank. Now I take the stuff for the body 
and tie the end where the threads is, and wind toward the 
tinsel and one turn by it. Then I turn the tinsel back 
toward the point, and wind the body back up the shank to 
where I began within a quarter of an inch of the shank. 
That quarter of an inch 1 leave for hackle and wings. Now 
wind the tinsel up the body and tie; still keep the hook in 
left hand, at the shank; catch the tip of hackle in same 
hand and wind toward the end of shauk. When you get 
enough on tie several times, and clip off the tip and stem. 
Now you can tie the wings on and shellac. The reason I 
wind the body once by the tinsel is that it never comes off 
when put on that way, and is original with me.—E. W. D. 

Popular Interest in Alaska.—Very rapidly the public 
interest in our new possession increases, and scarcely a day 
passes that some journal or other does not print some scrap 
of information respecting this very interesting and remark¬ 
able territory. The New York Times of the 21st instant 
contains no less than three columns upon the subject, which 
are chiefly devoted to the possible discoveries that may result 
from the visit of an excursion party under Lieut. Schwatka, 
to be made to the St, Elias district during the present sum¬ 
mer. Mt. St. Elias and its brotherhood of mountains lie 
some 300 miles northwest of Sitka, and are seldom visited by 
excursion steamers. They are among the highest on the con¬ 
tinent. Mr. Hallock’s book, entitled, “OurMew Alaska; or, 
the Seward Purchase Vindicated,” which will be presently 
forthcoming from this office, is replete with the fullest and 
most reliable information that can be at present obtained 
about Alaska, and orders for advance copies are being 
rapidly received. Its appearance at this time wiU be most 
opportune, though Mr. Hallock had prepared the bulk of his 
material prior to January last. 
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Fond Dtr Lac, Wis.—Mr. Harvey Durand has published in 
the Heporter the following card of protest against the trout 
hog: “I have planted in the waters of Fond du Lac and 
Green Lake counties during the past four years several hun¬ 
dred thousand brook trout. They were furnished by the 
Fish Commissioner of the State, and were placed in the 
streams for the public to take, and belong to any one who 
fishes for them; but in some places there is a disposition on 
the part of a few to fish the streams in detail for the special 
purpose of making what has been called a ‘record.’ I have 
only to say that this is not legitimate sport. A dozen trout 
on a string, for one person, is respectable, if they are of 
ordinary size, and are sufficient for any legitimate family; 
but to fish steadily from day to day, for the special purpose 
of ‘beating the record,’ and take large and small, is termed 
by sporting men ‘fish piracy.’ Of course this method will 
take the trout entirely from the streams in a very few days, 
and the work of the Fish Commissioner is nearly lost, for 
this year the trout will spawn for the first time in most of 
the streams; and I have only to say to the sporting men of 
Fond du Lac and Green Lake that I will furnish them the 
best fishing in Wisconsin if they will be reasonable when 
taking the fish and not be ambitious and angle merely to 
make a record. One thing more. It is against the law to 
take trout from the streams until after they are two years 
old, and then they are six inches long.—H. I)URAt>!D.” 

Took the Prize.—Two of the Forest akd Stream 
compositors went down on a tug to the fishing banks, off 
Seabright, N. J., one day this week and covered themselves 
with glory, being high lines of the party. They took seventy- 
two fish. Among these was the biggest one taken, for catch¬ 
ing which the angler took a prize of $5. 

Odd Salmon Capture.—In the Penobscot River a hand¬ 
some salmon was captured a few days since on a raft which 
came through the sluiceway in the dam, the fish being taken 
up as the raft emerged from its plunge into the river. 

Weld Pond, Me.—Editor Forest and Stream: I am not 
unacquainted with Weld Pond, and while much may be 
said in its favor it will hardly bear out the reputation given 
it in the article in your issue of May 30.—Philadephian. 

Trappe, Wis., June 17,—Three men were arrested some 
time aeo for fishing for trout with dynamite. They were 
fined $100 each and costs.—G. H. 

THE ANGLER. 

The angler to the brooklet hies ; 
Puts on his hook the tempting bait 

Of wriggling worms or gaudy flies 
And for the troutlet lies in wait. 

Next day when by his friends besought 
The nature of hiis luck to state, 

He tells what heavy fish he caught, 
And as before he lies in weight. 

—Boston Courier. 

Don’t twist your neck off, but use Allen's bow-facing oars. Little 
catalogue free. Fred A. Allen, Monmouth, III.—Ada. 

Address all communications to the Forest-and Stream Publish 
jtng Co. _ 

' SALMON IN THE HUDSON. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
That the salmon planted in the Hudson by the U. S. Fish 

Commission in 18S3 have returned to the river is cause for re¬ 
joicing by the angler, but far more by the United States Fish 
Commission, that their eflort to make a stream that is not a 
natural salmon river teem with this grand fish is about to 
bear fruit. It is a great triumph for flshculture, and all praise 
is flue the U. S. Fish Commission for its latest success. 

It must not he forgotten that the salmon recently taken in 
the Hudson is the first of the return from a .small planting in 
1883. In 1883, 260,000 fry of the Salar were planted in tribu¬ 
taries of the Upper Hudson. I have mislaid the report of the 
plant for 1884. In 1885, 270,000 fry were planted, besides 1.50 
yearlings, and this year 20,000 were planted by the wi iter that 
were sent by Mr. Mather. 

One correspondent in Forest and Stream asks if the Legis¬ 
lature did not provide some years ago for a fishway in the 
Troy dam; and another states that he is under the impression 
that such was the case, but that the fishway never has' been 
built. I think that Mr. Backus is mistaken about the fishway 
not being built, and Mr. Van Santvoord should certainly 
kijow. I crossed the railroad bridge at Troy on Saturday 
last, and saw what I have for some time supposed was the 
fishway, and saw what I also have supposed that it amounted 
to nothiug for the purpose intended, as the chute did not 
reach the water below the dam and there was no water run¬ 
ning over it. 

The fishways at the Troy and Fort MUler dams were pro¬ 
vided for in Chapter 555 of the laws of 1870, as follows: “It 
shall be the duty of the canal commissioners of this State to 
cause to be constructed and maintained in the State dams 
across the Hudson River at Troy and Fort Miller, in such a 
manner as not to injure the said dams, fishways, at least one 
foot in depth at the'edge of the dams, and of proper width to 
allow all fish endeavoring to migrate to the waters of the said 
river above the dam tp pass over the same. The said fishways 
shall be placed at an angle of not more than thirty degrees, 
and extend entirely to the running water below the dams, and 
they shall be protected on each side by an apron at least one 
foot in height to confine the waters therein. TheSEiid fishwaj^s 
shall be constructed under the supervision of the fish commis¬ 
sioners of the State. * * *” 

The trouble seems to me to be lack of water to flow ovei* 
such a fishway during the dry season. Such water as passes 
the dams at tliis season flows' or leaks thi'ough the dam rather 
than over it. Professor Baird, writing me of the fishways 
described in the above law, said: “I would suggest that it 
might be better to require that fishways should be budt of 
suet form and dimensions as may be approved by the State 
Fish Commissioners. As there ma}' be modifications necessary 
for each locality, it is very hard to fix upon plans in a bill. 

* * * As the location of each fishway is as important as 
the dimensions and angle on which it is built, it would be 
better to have some competent authorit3rto approve, severally, 
the fishways proposed for each obstruction.” 

This, however, does not seem to be the plan of the Legis¬ 
lature, as the State fishways are all of the same pattern. In 
all probability the salmon that were deposited in the upper 
Hu^on as fry, will return each year for four years to come, 
but if there is no way for them to reach the spawning gi-ound, 
miles above the Troy dam, will they return to the Hudson 
the second time? I feel sure that Forest and Stream will 

urge upon the next Legislature the necessity of providing a way 
reach the waters of their babvhood, and while 

a fish chute may be made to answer at Troy, Mechanicville, 
Fort Miller, Fort Edward, Sandy Hill and Luzerne, a fishway 
or ladder will be required at Baker’s Falls, just south of 
Sandy Hill; Palmers Falls in the town of Corinth, Saratoga 
county and possibly at Glens Falls. 

I have just read an Associated Press dispatch with the cap¬ 
tion, “Bad Outlook for Salmon,” which says: “Seth Green 
alleges that the chances are very much against the succeiisful 
propagation of salmon in the Hudson. Between 187-3 and 
187b over 156,000 salmon fry were deposited in the river and 
p6,0C0 in the tributaries of Lake Ontario. Few were ever 
^ard of and fewer taken. Mr. Green states further that the 
Hudson probably never was a salmon river.” 

The most charitable construction to put upou this prophecy 
^ that the reporter has quoted Mr. Green incorrectly, or per¬ 
haps I should say he has not given a full report, for I do not 
wish to beheve that Mr. Green deliberateiv concealed the fact 
that the 156,000 salmon fry from the Caledonia hatchery, 
which proved a failure, so far as stocking the Hudson is con¬ 
cerned, were the tixiinnat, or California salmon. The salmon 
that have returned to the Hudson and were captured at the 
Troy dam, in the face of his prophecy, were Penobscot salmon 
{Salmo salar) from a small plant, so small that I question 
whether the godfathers of the fry expected that six salmon 
from 10 to lbs. (which I believe is more than ever re¬ 
turned of the 156,000 California salmon planted in the 
Hudson, or the 90,000 and more planted in Long Island waters) 
would be captured in one week in the river to which they re¬ 
turned so punctually. If the despatch had said : “ ML Greeh 
commends the promptness with which the Penobscot salmon 
have returned to the Hudson. Planted in 1882 they returned 
in 1886 ; two years in fresh water ; two years in salt; it 
shows that they carried time tables, something the California 
salmon either forgot or lost,” we would have known that 
Mr. Green rejoiced with others who are rejoicing at Prof. 
Bamd’s success with ..the salar, in spite of the failure of the 
quinnat. Prof. Baird does not claim that the Hudson was 
originally a salmon river ; on the contrary he has said that 
investigation leads one to question whether it was ever a 
salmon stream, although occasionally a few stragglers have 
been taken in the Hudson and also in the Delaware. Prof. 
Goode argues that the “goodly store of salmon” seen by 
Hendrick Hudson in 1609 in the river that bears bis name, 
could not have been vveakfish, as some have urged ; but he 
does not concede the claim of the English navigator. 

Many reasons have been given why the California salmon 
have not returned to the rivet's flowing into the Atlantic, in 
which they have been planted, and the one most generally 
accepted, I think, is that they return to the mouths of the 
rivers, and upon finding the water so much warmer than the 
snow-fed rivers of the Pacific slope they decline to enter. Liv¬ 
ingston Stone, in writing of the habits of the California sal¬ 
mon, says: “Those rivers which do not have their source in 
the melting snows have no spring run of salmon ♦ * * * 
it would appear that they, when adult, enter the streams 
whenever cold fresh water comes in contact with them in the 
sea.” 

When the California salmon were first brought east it was 
claimed that they were a more hardy fish than the salar and 
could endui’e greater change of temperature, but this seems 
not to have been a fact. Prof. Goode says of the Atlantic 
salmon: “The movements of the salmon are not so intimately 
related to the temperature of the water as those of many 
other species. They are not so sensitive to sudden changes 
and are capable of enduring a range of at least forty-five 
degrees. In this they resemble less the migratory fishes than 
the permanent residents of our fresh watei s. * ^ =f * The 
breeding fish remain in the riyers during the season of greatest 
heat and greatest cold.” 

Mr Atkins has kept the Penobscot salmon in his ponds at 
Bucksport (the salmon caught at Troy we^e sent from Bucks- Eort to Long Island as ova), with the water 74 degrees at the 

ottom in midday. While there is no direct comparison made 
between the two species of salmon by the authorities I have 
quoted, it seems safe to imply that the salar will enter 
streams of higher temperature than will the quixinat. Leav¬ 
ing comparisons and implications out of the question, the Pe¬ 
nobscot salmon have returned to the river and ascended it as 
far as possible until obstructions are removed, and the Cali¬ 
fornia salmon did not; at least I heard of but one, which was 
taken in a net in the lower Hudson, and one was also taken in 
the James River, but the James River fish was “identified as 
a California salmon by a fish dealer who was familiar with 
Atlantic salmon.” A. N. Cheney. 

Imnel. 
FIXTURES. 

FIELD TRIALS. 

Sent. 21.—Field Trials of the Manitoba Field Trials Club. Charles 
A. Boxer, Secretary, Box 282, Winnipeg. 

Nov. 8.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Western Field Trials 
Association, at Abilene. Kan. R. C. Van Horn, Secretary, Kansas 
City, Mo. 

Nov. 8.—Third Annual Field Trials of the Fisher’s Island Club, 
Fisher’s Island, N. Y. Max Wenzel, Secretary. Hoboken. N. J. 

Nov. 22.—Eighth annual field trials of the Eastern Field Trials Club, 
at High Point, N. C. W. A. Coster, Secretary, Flatbush, Kings 
county, N. Y. 

Dec. 6. -Eighth Annual Field Trials of the National Field Trials 
Club, at Grand Junction, Teun. 

DOG SHOWS. 
July 20, 21, 22 and 23.—Milwaukee Dog Show. John D. Olcott, Man¬ 

ager, Milwaukee, Wis. 
July 27 to 31.—Dog Show of the California Bench Show and Field 

Trials Club. E. Leavesly, Superintendent, 436 Montgomery street, 
San Francisco, Cal. 

Aug. 24, 2.1, 26 and 27.—First Annual Dog Show of the Latonia 
Agricultural Association. Covington, Ky. George H. Hill, Manager, 
P. O, Box 76, Cincinnati, 0. 

Sept. 8. 9 and 10. —Hornellsville, N. Y.. Dog Show, Farmers’ Club 
Fair. J. 0. Fellows, Superintendent, Hornellsville. 

Sept. 14.15.10 and 17.—First fall dog show of the New Jersey Ken¬ 
nel Club, Waverly, N. J. A. P. Vredenburg, secretary, Bergen Point, 
N. J. 

A. K. R.-SPECIAL NOTICE. 

The AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 

pedigrees, etc. (with prize lists of all shows and trials), is pub¬ 

lished every month. Entries close on the 1st. Should be in early. 

Entry blanks sent on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope. 
Registration fee (50 cents) must accompany each entry. No entries 

inserted unless paid in advance. Yearly subscription $1.50. Address 

“American Kennel Register,” P. O. Bo.4 2832, New York. Number 

of entries already printed 3810. 

PARASITIC DISEASES OF DOGS.-I. 

AS is well known to the majority of breeders and large 
owners, dogs suffer from a great number of diseases due 

to the presence of parasites. Of these none are so trouble¬ 
some or dangerous to life as intestinal worms. One of the 
latest and highest authorities on the diseases of dogs says; 
‘ 'Probably no known disorder the dog is heir to is so destruc¬ 
tive as intestinal worms, it being estimated by reliable author¬ 
ities that at least three-fourths of the whole canine race are 
infected by the pest.” Another eminent writer on para.sites 
says; “It is remarkable to observe what a number 
of creatures, including man himself, are destined to 
play the r61e of intermediary bearer of the canine parasites 

stages of development. It is this consideration 
which * * * renders the dog, in the matter of parasitism, 
far more important than any other domesticated animal.” It 
is evident, therefore, how extremely important is the consider¬ 
ation of this subject, as not only many a dear friend and 
valuable pet may be saved by a thorough knowledge of the 
pathology of parasitism, but danger to other animals, includ¬ 
ing even man himself, may he so avoided. 

One of the commonest parasites of the dog is the margined 
round worm, Ascarts marainata. To give you an idea of its 
prevalence it may be mentioned that out of 144 dogs dissected 
m Vienna for this purpose, 104 contained woi'ms of this 
species. Probably 50 per cent, of all dogs contain roimd 
worms. The Ascaris marginata is pi'obably identical with 
the Ai mystax of the eat, with which the feline race is so 
largely infested. The male worm is from two to three inches 
in length, the females being just twice the average length of 
the males. This species somewhat resembles the earth worm. 
It is rounded in form and tapers toward both extremities. The 
inouth is triangular in form and situated terminally; on either 
side of the head there are wing-like appendages. Well de¬ 
veloped male and female sexual organs are present, and the 
digestive canal is made up of gullet, stomach and intestine. 
The eggs of the variety mystax measure 1-310 of an inch in 
diameter. The round worm inhabits the small intestines, but 
from which situation they often migrate into the stomach, 
whence they are occasionally expelled by vomiting. They 
also wander to theiarge intestine, and are occasionally passed 
in the faeces. In rare instances they have eveb passed up thfi 
liver duct into that organ, causing obstruction to the flow of 
bile and even abscess of the liver. It may also wander into the 
throat and nose, or even into the bronchial tubes, where its 
presence may cause fatal asphyxia. 

The life history of this parasite has not yet been worked out 
to the full satisfaction of pathologists. It is certain, however, 
that the worms do not multiply within the body of their host. 
The female produces a vast number of eggs, these escape in 
the faeces of the infested animal, and as the eggs have been 
hatched experimentally in mud and in dung, as well as in clear 
water, it is probable that the embryo parasites develop in such 
situations. They are then introduced into the bodies of fresh 
hosts through food or drinking water, or an animal might be¬ 
come infested by some of the embryos adhering to its coat and 
afteiward introduced into the stomacli by the dog licking 
itself. When taken into the intestine the embryos develop 
rapidly into mature round worms, and impregnation having 
taken place, produce eggs to infect fresh hosts. The ova re¬ 
tain their vitaUby for months, and may in various ways Ise 
transported for long distances. From certain clinical facts in 
relation to Ascai’is disease, it is probable that particular con¬ 
ditions are necessary in the intestinal tract to insure the de¬ 
velopment of the embryos; the inflammatory conditions so 
common in puppies seeming to create a particularly suitable 
soil for the development of the larval worms. Most likely in 
a perfectly healthy and vigorous animal the embryos ai'e un¬ 
able to remain, and so are expelled per anum. 

The symptoms caused by Ascaris parasites are sometimes 
obscure and at others prominent. The commonest signs are 
abdominal distension, colic, diarrahcea and vomiting. Ema¬ 
ciation, cough and a harsh, dry coat are less significant 
symptoms. Loss of power in the hind legs is frequent in pup¬ 
pies, and convulsions, chorea, and other nervous disturbances 
occasionally occur. The existence of Ascans disease is usually 
easily diagnosed, if the infected dog be carefully watched, by 
observing the worms in the faeces or vomited matters. We 
do not believe that even a very small number of round worms 
can be present in the intestine and not cause considerable de¬ 
rangement of the general health, and the importance of treat¬ 
ing an infected dog cannot be overestimated if he is to retain 
his full vigor and usefulness. 

The ti^atment necessary to cause the expulsion of round 
worms, is sufliciently simple, but will, nevertheless, fail if the 
details are not carefully carried out. The remedies should 
always be given on an empty stomach after from six to thirty- 
six boui-s fasting, according to the age and condition of the 
dog and the medicine to be employed, and a dose of castor oil 
should be given three bo eight hours before the vermifuge is 
administered, Santonine in one, two or three grain doses in 
proportion to the age of the animal is the most rehable drug. 
Bantonine is a vermicide, killing but not expelling the round 
worms, and should be always followed by a brisk purgative, 
of which the best is castor oil. As the unbroken ci-ystals or 
santonine are almost tasteless, they are easUy taken and the 
dose may be given made up into a pill with buttei or some 
sifiiilar ingredient. Turpentine is an efficient, but not a 

/tvhoUy safe remedy, half a dram may be given in obstinate 
' cases; it may be mixed with castor oil, sweet oil, or given in 

milk. Pink root, especially the prepai'ation known as the 
fluid extract of spigeua and senna, is valuable in the case of 
puppies; fifteen drops may be given to a four-weeks old puppy 
of the larger breeds in a spoonful of watei'. Old dogs may be 
given a full teaspoonful. “Ashmont” advises that the remedy 
should be given twice a day for three or four days, to be then 
followed by a full dose of castor oil; or one or two larger doses 
may be rfven on an empty stomach, to be followed by the 
oil. If the preparation with senna is given, a dose may be 
administered evei-y four hours until purging takes place; no 
oil need then be given, the senna being a powerful cathartic. 
The administration of charcoal in small doses to puppies is to 
be recommended as a pi’eventive and partial cure; in small 
doses it can do no harm and is an excellent “tonic” to the in¬ 
testinal mucous membrane. An imijortant point, only too 
often neglected, is the use of stimulating and tonic remedies 
after the expulsion of the worms; the health of the animal 
will generally be much reduced, aud attention to the general 
health, nourishing food, regular exercise and the like, are 
especially needed. 

In the prevention of infection by round worms extreme 
cleanliness is the sm-est method; clean drinking water, clean 
kennels, clean yards. Hot carbolized water should be freely 
used in the cleaning process, and all vomited or expelled worms 
should be killed with it, not mei ely swept away. 

Among the several species of nematode worms liable to infest 
the dog, the cruel threadworm (Filaria immitis) is second only 
to the margined round worm in interest to the pathologist and 
the lover of dogs. True, it is an almost unknown parasite in 
this country; bub as Forest and Stream is read in most 
countries under the sun, this will reach the eyes of many 
whose valuable pets are liable at any time to suffer from the 
presence of this appropriately-named cruel worm. This para¬ 
site is a thread-like nematode inhabiting the heart of dogs. It 
is found especially in China aud Japan, bub has been described 
as occurring in several other countries. This large species 
attains, according to Prof. Welch, a length of ten inches and 
a ffiameter at its thickest part of one-twentieth of an inch. 
The tail of the male Filaria is furnished with a transparent 
membrane or hood, which is supported upon eight oval papil¬ 
liform rays, four on each side. The female, on examination 
under the microscope, is found to swarm with eggs and em¬ 
bryos in all stages of development; the larger eggs are 1-900 of 
an inch in length, whUe the embryos vary from 1-90 to 1-140 
of an inch in length. In the heai't of an English pointer born 
in China, who cued of this disease, the Filaria were found in 
both ventricles and for some distance along the course of the 
aorta. The injurious and often fatal cons^uences of cruel 
Filaria infection are due to the mechanical effects produced by 
the presence of the parasites—blocking up the cireffiation, in¬ 
terfering ^rtth the heart’s action and causing death. 

The symptoms are very variable; a dog apparently in per¬ 
fect healtn dying suddenly in a fib, or the unfortunate animal 
may linger for an indefinite time, after suffering excruciating 
agonies of pain. 

As to the treatment, it is obvious that nothing can be done 
when once the worms are located in the heart, and should the 
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dia^osis be at all clear, the suffering brute should be relieved 
from pain by a friendly shot. 

As to the general pathology of this disease, little definite is 
known; much work has been done on the subject, and various 
conclusions arrived at, but the evolution of the cruel is 
yet veiled in mist. The embryo parasite, after undergoing 
changes outside the body of their proper host, may be reintro¬ 
duced through food, or drinking water, or the bites of insects. 
As no known entozoau noimally completes its life cycle within 
the body of a single host, it is certain that the adult Filaria do 
not propagate threadworms within the body of their canine 
bearer. 

The subject being one of such great interest, we would im¬ 
press on all those interested in canine medicine the importance 
of making post mortem examinations of the hearts of dogs 
which die in tropical countries, and reporting their “finds,” if 
any, and preserving the worms in dilute alcohol, to be sub¬ 
sequently submitted to an expert tor study. Several other 
species of nematode worms occasionally infest the dog. 
i^nropiera sanvgmolenta inhabits the mucous membrane and 
the walls of the gullet and stomach, sometimes causing by 
their presence angry tumors and ulcers. These microscopic 
parasites may occur in great numbers in a single host, but 
rarely seem to occasion any special symptoms. They are 
found with some frequency in European dogs. 

The giant strongle (Eustrongylus gigas) is sometimes found 
in dogs, but is foi tunately rare. This most hideous parasite is 
by tar the largest nematode known, the male measuring 
nearly a foot in length, and the female a full yard, while the 
breadth of the body reaches half an inch at the thickest part. 
It occurs in a variety of animals, being specially frequent in 
the American mink. The head is broadly obtuse, the mouth 
being supplied with six -vVart-like papillee, The tail of the 
male is furnished with a cup shaped bursa destitute of rays. 
The vulva of the female is situated near the head in the ven¬ 
tral Une. The eggs are oval and measure 1-300 of an inch in 
length. The embryo worms, after escaping frotp the body of 
their parent’s host, by some means enter the bodies of certain 
fishes, the vast majority dying in the intermediate stages 
before a piscine host is reached, and become encysted beneath 
the peritoneal membrane. In this stage it has been described 
under the name of Filana cystica by some of the older writers. 
If this cyst be ingested by an appropriate host, the cyst wall 
is digested, the inclosed parasite liberated, and it speedily 
develops into the great size already mentioned, after naving 
migrated into thelridney of its suffering host, finally totally 
destroying that valuable organ. Eight of these gigantic 
worms have been obtained by Klein from the kidney »t a 
wolf, but generally but one, two or three worms are present 
in a single host. 

Apart from the very general statement that raw fish of cer¬ 
tain species may be dangerous food for dogs, nothing can be 
advised in the way of prevention or medical treatment, our 
knowledge of the life history of the worm as yet not being 
complete. Fortunately the disease is very rare, though com¬ 
mon in man}- flsh-eatmg carnivora. 

Should a satisfactory diagnosis of Eustrongylus disease be 
made by microscopical examination of the urine, the only 
treatment is to operate on the kidney—if but one^ as is prob¬ 
able, be affected-cutting down on the organ, slicing it open, 
and extracting the parasites. The operation of even remov¬ 
ing a kidney is not an excessively dangerous one in human 
surgery, and if performed by a skilled veterinarian under anti¬ 
septic precautions, probably nearly all the dogs operated upon 
could be saved. 

Other round worms fo..nd in the dog, but too rarely to be 
of any clinical importance, are the wrinkled thread worm 
{Triclhosoniaplica), which inhabits the bladder; a strongle in¬ 
festing the mtestine (Dochmius trigonocephalus—said to occur 
in two per cent, of all Danish dogs), and a whipworm (Ti'icho- 
cepltalus) living in the coecum. Trichina spiralis is some¬ 
times found in the muscles of dogs, and some three or four 
veiy rare species of Filana have been described by authors as 
occurring in the canine race. 

The above described parasites may be considered to be the 
only round worms of practical importance which attack the 
domestic dog. R. W. 8. 

Philadelphia, Pa, 

THE MASTIFF TYPE. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The discussion called forth by the mastiff judging at New 

York demonstrates the great interest which the public take 
in this noble breed of dogs. It also shows that the decisions 
of Di-. Perry were followed with uunsual interest, even by 
those not in this particular fancy. 

The Westminster Kennel Club, in selecting Dr. Perry for 
judge, reflected to themselves the honor which they conferred. 
They were not tr5'^ing a new man; they were giving a recog¬ 
nized authority an opportunity to place our leading mastife 
in what he believed to be their relative positions of merit. A 
man of this character, confldent of his ability, takes his cue 
from no previous judge. He has decided opinions, not formed 
by reading dog show critiques, but brought to maturity 
through years of patient study and practical [experience in 
breeding prize-winning mastiffs. 

I admit that bree Jing of dogs in itself would not necessarily 
make a man a competent judge of them. One of our best 
judges has never bred a mastiff, while the man who has given 
least satisfaction in the ring is one of the oldest breeders. A 
man can own dogs yet never study them. It is unfortunate 
that some of our mastiff breeders and exhibitors know so little 
about the breed, and it is still more deplorable that they pre¬ 
fer to remain in their blissful ignorance. These men take 
their kennel as a type and judge all do^ over tlie model they 
own. Should you differ with them and attempt to point out 
the faults of their animals they attribute your e.fforte to jeal¬ 
ousy. The motives prompting a lover of the breed to speak 
frankly are honorable, and are just to the dogs though they 
may appear severe. The owners of dogs unjustly condemned 
can rest assured that sooner or later their animals will get 
their proper places. In the long run justice comes to all. 
W hy just criticism should make enemies I cannot say, but I 
know it to be a fact that one of the best judges in this coun¬ 
try has made innumerable enemies simply because he told the 
truth about the animals he criticised. 

“He did not keep to type” has been the stereotyped phrase 
in a couple of articles I have read upon Dr. Perry^s judging at 
New Yoik. Why? Because, say these same articles, Ilford 
Caution did not win first prize. I have already said in print, 
“Ilford Caution lacks expression and character; his upper jaw 
is too short; his muzzle is not square, as the nose recedes, giv¬ 
ing him a sour, bulldog expression, the very fault we must 
avoid in our mastiffs, but which has been brought about by 
the intense desire for short muzzles. He is weak in hindlegs, 
and the lack of muscular tissue is noticeable.” Caution’s muz¬ 
zle lacks squareness; it forms, not a right angle, but an acute 
angle. The bulldog “lay back” is a positive malformation, 
and is more objectionable, to my thinking, than the “hound 
muzzle,” which a dog may have and yet keep the character¬ 
istic mastiff expression. Mr. Wynn, who has brought the 
mastiff head into such prominence that a dog with a fine head, 
but no limbs, could win easily, must admit that the shortness 
of Caution’s upper jaw is more than even he anticipated or 
would wish. 

Mr. Wade calls attention to Mr. Hanbury placing Prince 
Regent over Crown Prince. Many able men believe with Mr. 
Hanbury, that the bulldog type which Crown Prince and 
Ilford Caution represent is not the correct type, although just 
now it may be the more fashionable in Englanff We are not 
ultra-fashionable in this country and you will notice that our 
most popular judges give due consideration to heavy limbs, a 
fine body and legs that can be used for walking. 

Dr. Perry, by his awards, calls our attention to size in the 
mastiff. A small dog can bardly be long-headed, leggy and 
cow-hocked, while alarge dog will naturally tend that way. 
Prizes are mven imdersized dogs like Homer, rather than a 
dog of good size and general excellence, like Boss. Again Boss 
deserves more credit for his good limbs than Dread, who is 
badly cow-hocked, yet a judge has made the astonishing 
blunder of placing the latter over the former. This is what you 
may call bad judging, because there can be no possible reason 
for such an unjust decision. As I said before, the wronged 
dog was soon given his proper place, subsequent judges giving 
Dread vhc. and he., after which he was withdrawn from the 
bench. 

We may not have many competent judges, but still we have 
some, enough to prevent bench show committees from making 
mistak&s, if they keep before them a list including the names 
of Mason, Mortimer, Watson, Bxley, Maylor, Wade, Porter 
and Dr. Perry. These judges will not blindly follow the 
Wynn standard, which gives such undue prominence to the 
head. Their records show their opinions of deformed animals, 
no encouragement being given to cripples, they are soon missed 
from the bench. A pointer’s nose is a most important feature, 
but without good limbs to carry him over the ground, his 
nose would be of little use, and so it is with the mastiff, a 
grand head is greatly to be desired, but if the animal cannot 
use his limbs he is useless and not even omamental. 

The Westei n people are now the best customers for mastiffs, 
and the type they desire is the same which Eastern breeders 
will try to perfect. They want size, bone, muscle and cour¬ 
age. Give them these requisites and they will not quarrel 
about the extra inch on the end of thd nose. 

“Ashmont” has suggested, in a contemporary, that we 
formulate a standard which will suit the requirments of the 
animals in this country. He calls the A. K. C.’s attention to 
his suggestion. I line the idea-of an acknowledged standard; 
but hope it will be kept out of the hands of the slow moving 
A. K. C., which it appears can no longer raise a quorum. Look 
at the immense amount of time and labor they have exiiended 
upon a couple of protests, out of which nothing has yet come. 
No, if we mean real work and business, let us keep away 
from the A. K. C. 

The American members of the 'Old English Mastiff Club 
should take the matter up. The English club would no doubt 
assist. A committee chosen from the authorities I have given 
above would very quickly settle the question, whether the 
American mastiff should be an active dog or a cripple. 

I hope those interested in the breed will see the necessity of 
coming to an immediate and thorough understanding as to 
what is the desirable type of the dog. I am satisfied that the 
hearty co-operation of all mastiff lovers can be secured if 
those whom we consider authorities will only make the move. 

I have just noticed the following paragraiih in the report of 
the New York show to the London Field: “It certainly seems 
strange that American breeders are not able to produce a 
good-looking dog, and that all the prize winners are imported 
animals.” Had this misinforming critic visited more than 
one dog show this spring, he would have seen mastiffs bred by 

, “Ashmont” win first prizes at Pittsburgh, Cleveland, St. Louis 
' and Indianapolis. This fact will go far to prove that Dr. 
' Perry is not only a judge of dogs, but that he is breeding the 
kind which our best judges pick out for pi ize winners. 

Victor M. Haldeman. 

A GIFT TO GUIDO.—Memphis, Tenn.—Editor Forest and 
Stream: In March, 1885,1 had a day on snipe in Grand Prairie, 
Ark., with my valued friend, honest John Davidson, the bon 
nie Scot and stainless judge. For a- while he worked a trim, 
wiry, eager and affectionate orange and white setter bitch 
named Merwin, a cross of his old native stock on the imported 
English blood. When she shot away like an arrow from a 
steel cross-bow, I thought it was the spurt burst of speed of 
the wire edge, but her obedience, tunis, bounding pace and 
noble carriage of head and merriest tail action I ever saw, 
charmed me like a new revelation. Merwin, in action, is the 
distilled essence of the poetry of motion, a delight to see. 
Wishing to buy a scion of this strain as a rare and very valua¬ 
ble acquisition, John said, ‘ wait a wee,” so after a year’s 
waiting a lovely pair of Merwin’s babies have reached me, 
snow white, with black, drooping ears, both boys, and have 
been christened Walter ocott and Robert Bruce. I confidently 
look for Merwin’s sons to be among field dogs what Lexington 
was among horses and Bobbie Burns among poets, incompara¬ 
ble and peerless, the sire being equal. And they were gifts! 
none were ever more valued.—W. A. Wheatley. 

IMPORTANT SALE OP DOGS—Mr. Chas H. Mason in¬ 
forms us that he has decided to retire upon his laurels and 
that in fiuture he will not exhibit at dog shows, and that his 
entire kennel will be sold. We are somewhat surprised at this 
decision, as Mr. Mason has been uniformly successful as an 
exhibitor and doubtless has won more prizes since 1880, his 
first appearance here, than any other exhibitor in this country. 
We are still more surprised that he should dispose of Beaufort, 
as he is undoubtedly the best pointer in America if not in the 
world. We have no doubt that the majority of exhibicors 
will share the hope that he will reconsider his decision and 
that in the future as in the past he will be seen well to the 
front with a string of good dogs. 

THE WAX TREATMENT.—jSJdtfor Forest and Stream: A 
neighbor has given me the following invaluable cure for dis¬ 
temper; he tried it on a dog that he says was apparently dead, 
and what was his surprise to see him walking about quite 
well the next moraing. He showed me the dog to prove his 
statement. The remedy is a simple one: Take a little shoe¬ 
maker’s wax, put it on the end of the dog’s nose and he will 
quickly recover. Another esteemed friend informs me that 
the first litter of pups are liable to go mad and therefore 
should be drowned. He actually did drown a fine litter of 
collie pups last year for this very reason.-V. M. H. 

DEATH OF BELLISSIMA.—Lancaster, June 1-5.—Editor 
Forest and Stream: On Saturday last I had the misfortune to 
lose my celebrated buU bitch Bellissima. She died while 
whelping. She had thirteen pups, the largest litter, I think, 
Oil record for one of her breed. Her loss is great, I not only 
feel that I have lost one of the best bulldogs in the world, but 
a faithful and affectionate friend.—John E. Thayer. 

THE MANITOBA FIELD TRIALS.-The field trials of the 
Manitoba Field Trials Club will commence on Sep. 21 with the 
annual Derby for pointers and setters whelped on or after 
Jan 1,1885; entries close July 1. There will also be an all-aged 
stake for which valuable prizes will be offered. Blanks may 
be had by addressing Chas. A. Boxer, Secretaiy, Box 282, 
Winnipeg, Manitoba._ 

SAN FRANCISCO DOG SHOW—The California Bench 
Show and Field Tria,l Club will hold a dog'show at San Fran¬ 
cisco July 27, 28, 29, 30 and 31, in Platt’s Hall. Entry blanks 
can be obtained hy addressing the Superintendent, Mr. E. 
Leavesly, 436 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cal, Mr. 
Charles H. Mason has been invited to judge the classes. 

NASO OP KIPPING.—Westminster Kennel Club, Babylon, 
L. I., N. Y., June 'Zh.—Editor Forest and Stream: Our new 
purchases, Naso of Kipping and Glauca, arrived in good con¬ 
dition per steamship Holland of the National line.—Jas. 
Mortimer, Supt. _ 

THE AMERICAN SPANIEL CLUB.—Mr. J. P. Kirk, the 
president of the American Spaniel Club, has appointed as 
secretary of the club Mr. A. C, Wilmerdmg, Bergeq Point, N. J. 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NAMES CLALMED. 
Note* must bo sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Lady Mac. By Coffin, Z'oimer & Co., Glens Falls. N. Y.. for stone 
fawn, black points, mastiff bitch, whelped Nov. 28,188.5, by McMahon 
(A.K R. 6.50) out of Lady Nevi<ou (A.K.R. :1123). 

Bob Nix. By C. R. Wakefield, Baltimore, Md., for liver and white 
pointer dog, whelped Nov. 5.1885, by Joker, Jr. (Beaufon—Nymph) 
out of Lady Mac (Faust-Gertrude). 

Cat-foot. By Max Wenzel, Hoboken, N. J., for red Irish setter dog, 
whelped March 10, 1886, by Chief (Berkley—Duck) out of Fashion 
(Arlington - Flora). 

Fktsh and Rush. By W. R. Gifford, Skowhegan, Me., for red Irish 
setter dogs, whelped March 22,1886, by Tim (Biz—Hazel) out of Florid 
(Chief—Becky). 

Blue Cap 111, Madcap. Mabel, Harebell and Blue Bell H. By 
Coffin, Zimmer & Co., ulens Falls, N. Y., for two white, black and 
tan beagle dogs and three bitches, whelped April 29, 1880, by Blue 
Cap II. (Blue Cap—Blue Bell) out of Constance (A.K.R 2912). 

Dido, Inca and Doc. By .lohn G. Tod, Harrisburg, Tex., for two 
red Irish setter dogs and one bitch, whelped April 29, 1886, by Rufus 
(champion Rufus—Clara) out of Flame (Von—Floss). 

Paris, Jr. The sire of Paris, Jr., is Count Gladson instead of Count 
Gladstone, as was published June 10. 

BRED. 
Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Nell—Glen. F. Miner’s (Haverhill, Ma.s.s ) Irish setter bitch Nell 
(>nipe—Nell) to H Flinl.’s Glen (Glencho—Lady Edith), May 7. 

Ruby—Glen. F. Miner’s (Haverhill, Mass.) Irish setter bitch Ruby 
to H. Flint's Glen (Glencho—Lady Edith), May 10. 

Sal-Glen. J. Ford’s (Haverhill, Mass.) Irish setter bitch Sal to H. 
Flint’s Glen (Glencho -L idy Edith). 

L.Hie—Boss. Coffin. Zimmer & Co.’s (Qlens Falls, N. Y.) English 
mastifif bi’xih Lillie (A.K.R. 2931) to J. L.Winchell’s Boss (A.K.R. 2218), 
June 7. 

Belle Valentine—Prince Leopold, Coffin, Zimmer & Co.’s (Glens 
Falls, N. Y.) B-lie Valentine to tUeir Prince Leopold (Mount Lion H. 
—Beauty It.), June 14. 

Hecla—Prince Leopold. Coffin, Zimmer & Co.’s (Glens Falls, N. Y.) 
fit. Bernard bitch Hecla (Chamounix—Nameless) to their Prince Leo¬ 
pold (Mount Lion H.—Beauty II.), May 22. 

Nell Gtvynn—Prince Leopold. Coffin, Zimmer & Co.’s (Glens Falls. 
N. Y.) Sc. Bernard bitch Nell Gwynn (champion Trojan—Evelino) to 
their Prince Leopold (Mount Lion II —Beauty II,), May 23. 

Lady Athol—Apollo. J. S. Sheppard’s (New York) rough-coated 
St. Bernard bitch Lady Acbol (Cadwallader—Coi'a) to W. W. Tucker’s 
Apollo (Medor-Blass), June 10. 

Dido II.—Bonivard. J. S. Sheppard’s (New York) rough-coated St. 
Bernard bitch Dido 11, (Cooper’s Barry—Dido) to E. R. Hearn’s cham¬ 
pion Booivard (Souldan—Myzar), May 26. 

Pluck—Duydale Jock F. Hoey’s (Long Branch, N. J ) fox-terrier 
bitch Pluck (Dudley Crash—Cabal) to Mr. PoweU’s Dugdale Jock 
(Dugdale Joe—Hazard 11.) May 2.3. 

Bessie—Premier. J. E. Fuller’s (Essex, Mass.) English setter bitch 
Bessie (A.K.R. 3276) to D. A. Goodwin, Jr.’s Premier (Dashing Mon¬ 
arch—Armida). June 11. 

Lacme—Apollo. Geo. W. Schenk's (Burlington, la.) smooth St. 
Bernard bitch Laone (A.K.R. 2116) to W.W. Tucker’s Apollo (Medor- 
Blas«), May 26. 

Bella—Rigi. Geo.W. Schenk’s (Burlington, la.) smooth St. Bernard 
bitch Bella (Alp II.—Alma) to W.W. Tucker’s Rigi (Apollo—Bernice), 
May 8. 

May B.—Gus Bondhu. D. A. Goodwin’s (Newport, Maas.) English 
setter bicch May B. to A. M. Tucker’s Gus Bondhu, May 20. 

WHELPS. 
Notes must be sent en the Prepared Blanks. 

Constance. Coffin Zimmer & Co.’s (Glens Falls, N. Y ) beagle bitch 
Constance (A.K.R 2912). April 29, eight (four dogs), by their Blue Cap 
II. (Blue Cap—Blue Bell). 

Zitta. F. F, Harris' (Portland, Me.) pointer bitch Zitta (A.K.R. 
1358), June 10, ten (five dogs), by Graphic Kennels’ Graphic (A K.R. 
2411). 

Judy. H. B. Brackett’s (Littleton, N. H.) bull-terrier bitch Judy 
(A.K.R. 3318), June 12, five ^three dogs), by J. W. Newman’s Hector 
(A.K.R. 3318). 

Richmond Jewel. Fred Hoey’s (Long Branch, N. J.) fox-terrier 
bitch Richmond Jewel (Corinthian-York Jess), June 13, four (two 
dogs), by Kelly & Hoey’s Shovel (Spades-Roseleaf). 

Peep o' Day. Glencoe Collie Kennels’ (East Bethlehem, Pa.) collie 
bitch Peep o’ Day (A.K.R. 3353), March 20, five dogs, by owner’s 
Scot Free (A.K R. 3632). 

Judith. Glencoe Collie Kennel’s (East Bethlehem, Pa ) English 
bobtail sheep-dog bitch Judith (A K.R. 3164), June 13, seven (five dogs), 
by owner’s Sir Lucifer (A.K.R. 3678). 

Zulu. Glencoe Collie Kennels’ (East Bethlehem. Pa.) collie bitch 
Zula (A.K R. 3303),)May 19, two (one dog), by James Lindsay’s Strephon 
(A.K.R. 2730). 

Bo Peep. A. M Tucker’s (Charleston, Mas.s.) English setter bitch 
Bo Peep, June 11, nine (five dogs), by his Gus Bondhu. 

SALES. 
Notes mast be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Sank. Red Irish setter dosr. whelped April, 1884, by Dan out of 
Ruby, by Max Wenzel, Hoboken, N. J., to J. Fisher S. Banks, New 
York city. 

Blue Cap III. White, black and tan beagle dog. whelped April 29, 
1886, by Blue Cap II. out of Constancp, by Coffin. Zimmer & Co., 
Glens Falls, N. Y., to Fred.D. Howland. Sandy Hill, N. Y. 

Laone. Orange tawny and white St Bernard bitch, whelped 1882, 
by Chamounix out of Nameless, by Coffin, Zimmer & Co., Glens Falls, 
N. Y., to Geo. W. Scbeiik, Burlington, Iowa. 

Blue Bell 11. White, black and tan and blue ticked beagle bitch, 
whelped April 29, 1886. by Blue Cap II. out of Constance, by Coffin, 
Zimmer & Co., Glens Falls, N. Y., to Fred. D. Howland, Sandy Hill, 
N. Y. 

Dick Ranger C. Liver and white pointer dog, whelped Jan, .30, 
18H6, by Ranger Croxteth out of Trix Royal, by S. B. Dilley, Rosen- 
dale. Wis., to W. J. Wilhi'e. Modesto, Cal. 

Bob—Judith whelps. Black and white English bobtail sheep dog 
bitches, whelped Nov. 11, 1885, by Bob (A.K R. 3163) out of Judith 
(A.K.R. 3164). by Glencoe Collie Kennels. East Bethlehem. Washing¬ 
ton county. Pa., one to Harvey Kill, Beallsville, Pa., and one to E. B. 
Cock, Brownsville, Pa. 

Black Sis. Black cocker spaniel bitch, whelped May 23, 1885 
(A.K.R. 3165), by Lynn Kennels, Lynn, Mass , to H. T. Drake, St. 
Paul, Minn. 

Zennita. Black spaniel bitch, whelped Oct. 17, 1884 (A K.R. 1986), 
by Lynn Kennels, Lynn. Mass., to H. T. Drake. St. Paul, Minn. 

Bus Bondhu—Lynwhelps. Black and white English setters,whelped 
March 9,1886, by A. M. Tucker, Charlestown, Mass., a dog to Mr. 
Cornell, Waterbury, Conn., one to C. H. Slade, and a bitch to C. Q. 
Carter, Cambridge. Mass. 

Count Bondhu—Drucy whelp. Black and white English setter bitch, 
date of birth not given, by A. M. Tucker, Charlestown, Mass., to F. 
Stingier, Jr , Hartford, Conn. 

Drucy. Black and white English setter bitch, whelped Feb., 1884, 
by Dash III. out of Model Druid, by A. M. Tucker, Charlestown, 
Mass., to Dr. S. Fleet Speir, Brooklyn. N. Y. 

Bounce {A.K.R. ‘2456)—At7sa (A.K.R. 1217) whelp. Sable collie 
bitch, whelped Dec. 12, 1885, by Glencoe Collie Kennels, East Beth¬ 
lehem, Washington count;/. Pa., to D. R. Hartley, same place. 

Sport—Nell whelps. Black and tan Gordon setier dogs, whelped 
April 30.1880. by W. J. Geary, 281 Silver street. South Boston, one to 
Dr. Esta'brook, South Boston, one to John Hill, 195 E. street, South 
Boston, and one to Frank Gorman, Providence, R. I. 

Flash. Red Irish setter dog, whelped March 22, 1688, by Tim out of 
Florid, by Max Wenzel, Hoboken, N. J., to W. R. Gifford, Skowhe¬ 
gan, Me. 

Rush. Red Irish setter dog. whelped March 22, 1886, by Tim out of 
Florid, by Max Wenzel, Hoboken, N. J., to W. R. Gifford. Skowhe¬ 
gan, Me. 

Tim—Florid whelp. Red Irish setter bitch, whelped March 22, 
1886. by Max Wenzel, Hoboken, N. J,, to H. B. Anderson, Springville, 
N. Y. 

Alice D. Black and white English setter bitch, date of birth and 
pedigree not given, by A. M. Tucker. Charlestown, Mass., to W. W. 
Reed, Lexington, Mass. 

PRESENTATIONS. 
Inca. Red Irish setter dog, whelped April 29,1886, by Rufus out of 

Flame, by John G. Tod, Harrisburg, Tex., to Samuel Milby, Austin, 
Tex. 

Doc. Red Irish setter dog, whelped April 29, 1886, hy Rufus out of 
Flame, by John G. Tod, Harrisburg, Tex., to Charles H. Milby, same 
place. 

Dido. Red Irish setter bitch, whelped April 29, 188^ by Rufus out 
of Flame, by John G. Tod, Harrisburg, Tex., to R. H. Hanna, Aus¬ 
tin, Tex. 

DEATHS. 
Macbeth. Black and tnn setter dog (A.K.R. 3056), owned by C. 8. 

Fitch, New York, from distemper. 
Harry Malcolm. Black and tan setter dog (A.K.R. 3055), owned by 

C. S. Fitch, New Yopki from distemper. 
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RANGE AND GALLERY. 

MASSACHUSETTS RIFLE ASSOCIATION. 
Boston, June 17.—The annual spring meeting of the Massachu¬ 

setts Rifle Association began tb-ciay at Walnut Hill. There was 
a crowd of riflemen present, and they had a lough time fighting a 
tricty wind, biowing from 6 to 8 o’clock. The militia was well repre¬ 
sented. The scores: 

Boston Herald Cup Match. 
59 60 61^43 A Gould (mill...50 
63 58 
57 62 
57 57 

O M.Iewell.63 
R Reed.63 
E Richardson.. .59 
E Austin.55 
J Francis.47 68 
JNFrye.54 56 
E B Souther....53 52 
A Low.52 60 
GH Peirce.50 48 
W Henry (mil)..51 44 48 

A Clark—,-...51 
Beniamin (mil).41 
C Parker (mil)..42 

Erickson (iDllh.42 
RV PAmes.....38 
C Cook (mil)....34 
Shippard (mil)..29 

48 47 
47 45 
47 47 
43 43 

69—243 
60-238 
58- 227 
62- 225 L Grant (mil)...45 43 45 

54 59-219 ... ■ ' 
64 66-216 
52 54-208 
49 50—197 

45—197 
Rest Match. 

63 65 69-269 W H Oler. 69 65 64 68-266 
_ 67 97 65—265 G L'Winship....66 65 66 66—261 

June 18—The second day of the meeting. The attendance was fair, 
including representatives of riflemen from New Hampshire and dif¬ 
ferent clubs in this State. The w ind W'as very tricky. The records: 

Decimai Ofl!-Hand Match. 

50-195 
50—193 
42-177 
56-174 
40—173 

42 48-169 
45 42—163 
39 89—144 
36 30—138 

S Wilder.67 
J N Frye. 

50 61 63 63-246 G H Pierce... .53 64 61 60—208 
.61 61 60 62- 244 GGFrankUn.. .48 51 51 56-206 
60 60 61 63-243 A Clark. .49 50 5[ 55-203 
,59 .59 60 64-242 C A Joslin. .49 60 32 53-204 
..59 60 01 62—242 W Fisher. ..47 49 51 55 -202 
.57 57 58 50—231 E .1 Crapo. 50 50 52-202 
.62 57 54 53-216 A C Gould(mil).47 48 .50 50—195 
63 53 54 66-225 W Henry. .49 49 49 48-195 
63 55 55 .56-219 0 A Parfcer(tiiil)46 43 43 46-178 

.55 54 54 56-219 Benjamin (mil).41 47 47 42-177 
..52 55 55 57—219 S Grant (mil).. .40 43 45 45-173 
.62 54 54 57-217 H Witbington. .40 41 42 44-172 
.50 51 53 53—217 P Ames. 38 42 45-163 
.48 51 .55 66-210 E H Green(mil)32 32 23 39-186 
.50 52 52 54—208 

Rest Match. 
.60 68 68 69 -272 W H Oler. ..69 64 68 65-266 
.08 67 69 97—271 G L Winship.. ..65 65 65 60-261 

65—206 
07-259 
65—250 
61—248 
63-239 

NEWARK, June 19.—The-100 shot match, which was to have been 
shot between Hayes and Dorrler to-day, was postponed to next 
Saturday. 

William Hayes, of this city, scored 72 out of a possible 75 on a 
half-inch center-at the Washington Schuetzen-Fest on the'lTth, 
winning first prize. 

ARMY TEAMS.—The contest for places on the DivLsion of the Mis¬ 
souri Rifle Team will cake place at Fort Leavenworth, beginning 
Sept. 13. The competitions in the Division of the Paciflc open at tbe 
Presidio Range, San Francisco, Cal., on Sept. 5. The Department of 
Dakota matches will take place at Fort Snelling, Minn,, on Aug. 2i. 

THE TRAP. 

a Wilder., 
JNFrye.. . .. 

June 19.—The sp’-ing meeting of the M. R. A. closed to-day. The 
attendance was very large, and a very successful meeting was held. 
The match for the director’s medal was shot and Mr. C. W. Hinraan 
wron it, making a fine score of Sbullseyes, or 25 out of a possible 25, 
on Creedmoor target. Following is a list of prize winners in the off¬ 
hand and rest matches: 

Decimal Handicap Match. 
G R Russell.63 63 61 61— 248-1- 6—254 
O M Jewell...61 62 63 63- 249-f 4—263 
J Francis (open sights).62 60 61 61— 244-4- 4—348 
E Munson. 64 61 60 69— 244-1- 4-248 
E F Richardson...61 62 62 62— 247 
G R Waifleld .56 59 60 62- 237-|-l0—247 
A C White.5fi 60 61 62- 242-|- 4-246 
W Charles .59 .59 00 63 - 241-f 4-245 
C D Palmer.57 58 59 62 — 286-- 4—240 
G C Goodale.60 58 .56 65- 229-1- 8-237 
E J Crapo..57 57 58 .58— 2304- 6 -236 
G E Fay.57 58 58 59- 232-- 4-236 
F Austin .. 59 68 57 57— 231-- 4-2.35 
E B Souther .56 55 56 52— 219-1-1.5 -234 
J B Maldeu .65 54 54 .53- 226-f 6-232 
G W Forster.57 57 54 54— 222-f 8-280 
G F Grant. ..53 65 66 56— 220-f 10-230 
J N Fj’ve .56 55 54 64— 219-1-19-229 
1 N Dodge. .55 55 56 .56— 222-- 6-228 
GH Pierce .51 63 54 58 - 210-1-12-228 
A Law . 52 62 50 54— 208+20-228 
C A .loslin.53 54 55 65- 2174-10 -227 
*P James (mfl ).47 48 51 61-197+10-207--20-227 
C A Hinds.57 .55 55 53- 
A M Brackett.55 53 .58 51— 2)^2--12—224 
H Withington.49 50 60 50— 
J L Thomas.49 51 54 58— 212--12-224 
W Henry (mil.) .49 49 51 52-201+10-211--12-223 
W Fisher ..51 51 65 55— 212-1-10- 222 
A D Elliott::..56 65 51 48- 210+12-222 
♦Lincoln Grant (mU.).46 50 50 50—1%+14—210+10—220 
N F Tufts.49 50 51 53—203+15= 218 
R Davis ..52 50 51 50—2024-15= 218 
A Clark .55 51 50 49-205--12= 217 
♦A C Gould (mil 3 .50 60 47 48—1954-10=205+10= 216 
G B Yenetchi.47 48 52 54-201+12= 213 
C NEdgell.44 46 47 64—191+20 = 211 
♦F W Ales (mil.).47 47 48 49-191+10= 201+ 6= 207 
E J Crabtree......43 44 46 48-18i:i-26= 206 
W Catchon ..53 51 48 46—198 + 8= 206 
*F E Benjamin (mil.).47 47 42 41—177+10=187+16—203 
♦iMilitary rifle allowance together with handicap. 

Best Match—Prize Winners. 
5 Wilder.69 69 69 68—275 J Francis (open 
DL Chase.(i8 68 69 69 - 274 sights) 68 68 65 
JNFrye.69 68 68 67—272 J Hurd 62 64 66 
Richardson.58 68 68 67—271 B BSouther... .59 62 64 
WHOlcr .65 68 68 69—270 A L Brackett...62 62 62 
GL3Vinship...56 60 65 65—262 N F Tufts.58 57 61 

THOMASTON, Oonu., .Tune 12.—Telegraph match with the Haver¬ 
hill (Mass.) Rifle Club, teams of 6 men each, 10 shots per man, 200yds., 
off hand, Hinman target. Weather conditions were a bngiu light, 
with a light 4 o’clock wind. Subjoined are the scores of Empire 

G A Lemmon.7 6 6 8 9 9 
G 0 Canfield.4 5 7 10 6 8 
W H Dunbar.5 7 10 8 o 7 
6 P North.8 4 5 5 9 6 

FA Perkins.6 5 8 6 7 4 
Haverhill score, as reported last week, 431. 
WILMINGTON. Del., June 16.—Public rifle matches were held un¬ 

der the management of the Wilmington Rifle Club at Schuetzen Park 
this afternoon. The matches were visited and taken part by Wm. 
H Haines, of Dougdale, Pa. First match, Creedmoor target, 200yds. 
off-hand, prizes divided by score classes. First Robert Miller: s^- 
ond Howard Simpson; third, Charles Heine), Sr.; fourth, WilliamH. 
Haines. The following is the full score ouc of possible 25 points: 
Robert Miller, R S.... I. .54544-22 S J Newman. R S 

Scores for publication should be made out on the printed blanks 
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to club 
secretaries. 

Correspondents who favor us with club scores are particularly re- 
juested to write on one side of the paper only. 

THE LEAVENWORTH TOURNAMENT. 

This tournament was held June 1, 2,3 on the Government reserva¬ 
tion adjoining the city, and was in every respect the finest ever 

held in the West. Perfect harmony prevailed throughout, under the 
able management of Col. Moonlight and W. C. Hinman. Many speeial 
prizes were awarded, and among them the Fokest and Stream for 
one year, kindly offered by the Publishing Company. O. M. Judy, of 
Coffeyville, Kans., was the winner of this prize. There were present 
the best shots of Kansas, Missouri and Iowa, and among them C. W. 
Budd, of Des Moines, who twice reoently defeated Mr. Slice, of Jack¬ 
sonville, Ill. Mr. Budd waived any claims for special prizes which 
would have fallen to bis lot. The management desire to thank the 
Forest and Stream, and herewith submits the matches and scores: 

Shoot No. 1—At 10 Macombers, 18yds. rise. First money won by 
C. W. Budd, second divide'd between Abercrombie and Judy, third 
between Keating and T. Hayson, fourth to Hinton: 
Moonlight.1111100100- 6 Hinton.1010001111—6 
Erhart.1010011110-6 Keating.llOlUOllO-7 
♦Abercrombie.. Ill 1 UOl 10—8 Middleswartz.110100)111 - 7 
N unamaker.1001011011-6 Goff.0101000111-5 
Bower.1110111011—7 IBudd.1111111110-9 
Hill.0010111111—7 Hurt.-.1001001110—5 
McGee.0110010110-5 Hinsdale.0111000011-5 
♦Judy.1110011111—8 Robb.1010010011-6 
Lander.1100111110-7 R Hayson.0010111110-6 
Stubblefield.1101011000-5 T Hayson....0010111111-7 
Gratz.IIOIOOIIU-7 Higgle.  .0100000111-4 

♦Handicap, 1yd. tHandicap, 2yds. 
Shoot No. 2—At 10 American clay birds, 18yds. rise. Perry Lander 

won first money on 10 straight, McGee and Budd divided second, Hin¬ 
ton, Nunamaker. Judy, Gratz and Moonlight divided third, and Thos. 
Hayson won fom-th: 
Hinton.1111111100- 8 Hinsdale.1110110011-7 
F..«ig.OOOOIlOlOO— 3 Hill.1011010110-6 
Nunamaker.0111101111- 8 Abercrombie.1100011110—6 
Bower.1000011101— 5 Goff.0000111010-4 
Taylor.0011000111— 5 Gratz.0111111101—8 
George.OOOOllOOOO- 2 Marshall.1111100110-7 
♦Lander. 1111111111—10 Buchanan.0111010111—7 
Stubblefield.OOOCOlOOlO- 2 Murphy.1101000100-4 
Erhart.1011110000— 5 
Fenn. 1110100011— 6 
R Hayson.0111000111— 6 
Hurt.1111001011— 7 

tQaines.1111111110-! 
Hinman .0111000110-4 
+Budd.1101111111—9 
Keating.llllOOOl 10—6 

tMcGee.1111111011—9 Robb.0000011100- 
T Hayson.OllillllOO— 7 Middle-swartz.1110011100—6 
Judy.llllllUH)!— 8 Moonlight.1111011101-8 
Higgle .0101010110— 5 
♦Handicap 2yds. tHandicap 1yd. 
Shoot No. 3—At 10 Peoria blackbirds, ISyds. rise. Gratz and Judy 

divided first, Gaines, Fenn, R. Hayson. Budd and Robb second, Hurt, 
McDonald and Marshall third and Buchanan fourth. 

Taylor. 

7 0 9-74 
4 7 8-67 
7 4 5—62 
7 10 3—62 
5 5 4—57 
6 7 4- 55- 377 

....1001111010— 6 Keating. 

....1111101111— 9 Gratz. 
Murphy. ... .1101111001— 7 

....1111101111- 9 Marshall. 

....1111111111—10 Stubblefield. ....lllOlOOOOl— 5 
. ..1100011111— 7 Hill. 
....01010010 0— 3 Lander. ....lOlllllOOO— 6 

R Hayson. 
....TOlOlOllOO- 4 Middleswartz... .1111001011— 7 
....1111111000— 7 T Hayson. ....llOlllOOOl- 6 
....1111110011- S Fenn. ....1111111110- 9 

llIOllOOll— 7 Rprinp'ftr. _1001001100 - 4 
. ..OOnOOTOTO— 2 Buchanan. .1111011100- 7 
....1001111000— 5 Erhart. ....Hill* —5 
....1101111011— 8 Gaines. 
... iiiiiinoi— 9 McGee. 
....0101111011— 7 McDonald. .llllOtllOl— 8 

Higgle.. 

♦Money returned. 
Shoot No. 4—At 10 American clay birds, 18yds. rise. Budd won 

first money on 10 straight, Hurst, Nunamaker, R. Ha.yson and Gaines 
divided second, McDonald third. Perry Tender fourth: 
Babcock.lOOOOOOOOO- 1 Woolf.0110111010- 6 
Bower .0110110000— 4 T Hayson.1111111010—8 
McGee’. .0110111001— 6 Goff.1101111110- 8 
Robb .0011010001— 4 Beringer .0111100110- 6 
Abercrombie.1011101111— 8 Gronnieger.0100010010 - 3 
liurt ..1111111101—9 Budd.1111111111—10 
Woodnutt.0000110000- 2 Fenn.1011111100—7 

.. Gratz ...a.lOnOlllll—8 
Higgle.0000000000— 0 
Gaines.llllOlilll— 9 
Lander.0111101011— 7 
McDonald.lllllllOOl— 8 
Marshall .0101111101—7 
Hill.,1000101111— 6 
Moonlight.0110111101— 7 

(ieorge.,.1111000001— 5 
Nunamaker.llllOlilll— 9 
Judy .1110101101— 7 
Hinsdale.OlOlOlllIO- 6 
Ford .0001000000— 1 
Buchanan.llOtOOOlll- 6 
Murphy.1110011011— 7 
Hinman.0011100111— 6 
R Hayson.1111111011— 9 

Shoot No. 5—At 10 Peoria blackbirds. 18yds. rise. Judy, Goff and 
McDonald divided first nibney, Gaines second, R. Hayson third, 
Negley and Gronnieger fourth 
Gratz. .11101110(0—6 
Hindsdale.0110111101-7 
McGee.....1011111011—8 
Babcock,.OllOKKXlOO—8 
Buchanan. 
Gaines....’.... .1111011101-8 
Hurt.1111010001-6 
Essig ....1101110100—6 
Abercrombie.0111011111—8 
Marshall.0100101100—5 

Sho ot No. 8—At 10 Peoria blackbirds, 18yds. rise. Gronnieger first 
on 10 straight, Budd second, Judy and Orr divide third, Goff fourth: 
Budd.0111111111— 9 Gaines.llOOllllOO— 6 
Hinsdale.1011010011— 6 Ford .0000010001— 2 
Bower.OllOlOlOOl— 5 Orr.llllOllllO— 8 
Nunamaker.0100110101— 5 Gronnieger..1111111111-10 
Hurt.1001001001— 4 Jacobus.OOiiOOOOlOO— 0 
Moonlight.1101110110— 7 Maegly.1111001100— 6 
Higgie ..-.lOOlOlOlll— 6 Abercrombie. 1000011111— 0 
Marshall.lOOlllOOll— 0 Middleswartz.lOOOOIllOI— 5 
Judy.1101011111— 8 Twitchell.1101001100— 5 
Lauder.llOOlltllO— 7 Sterne.1110011111— 8 
T Hayson.1010010110— 5 Bingham.1111011110— 8 
Goff.-.1111000111- 7 Mensing.lOlOlllOOl- 6 
McDonald.0100111101— 6 Gratz.1111011011— 8 
R Hayson.OlOllllllO— 7 

Shoot No. 9—At 10 Macombers, ISyds.; Budd first, R. Hayson sec¬ 
ond, Twitchell and Hinman divided third, Lander fourth. 
Moonlight. .. .0100100111- 5 Ford.1100000111- 5 
Gaines .0010011111— 6 Sterne.1100101000— 4 
Abercrombie.1000110111— 6 R Hayson.lllllIlllO— 9 
Bower.OOOOw. Nunamaker.1000101111- 6 
Jacobus.OIOOOHIOO— 4 Maegly.0101010100— 4 
Orr.1010000110— 4 Miller. 1100000101— 4 
Budd.1111111111—10 McDonald.OOOllllOll— 0 
Twitchell.1101110111— 8 Judy.1001111010— 6 
Mensing.1000110111- 6 Lander.0101011111— 7 
Bingham.1000100000— 2 Hinfaan.0111101111— 8 

Shoot No. 10—At 10 American clay birds, 18yds. rise. Budd first 
money, Gratz second, Gaines third, Hurt fourth; 
Bingham.1111000010—5 Gaines.1011010111—7 
Mensing...1010111111—8 Abercrombie.0011011001—5 
Ford.Ill0010110—6 Hinman.1011101100—6 
TwitcheU.1101110100-6 Maegly. 1011011011—7 
Gronnegier.11 lllOllOl-8 Budd.1011110111—9 
R Hayson.1111011101-8 
Nunamaker .1011111100—7 
Sterae.00100100w—2 
Orr.0101100000-3 
Bower.0000111111—6 
Hurt.1110001101—6 

Shoot No. 11—At 5 pair Peoria blackbirds, 15yds. rise, 
bie first, Hurt second, Budd third: 
Gronnieger .10 11 11 10 01- 7 Maegly.10 01 10 11 01— 5 
Gaines.11 11 10 11 01— 8 Goff..10 10 10 10 11— 6 
Bower.10 H 10 10 11— 7 Hinsdale.10 It 11 11 00— 7 
Nunamaker......01 10 11 10 10- 6 
Budd.11 11 10 10 11- 8 
Abercrombie—11 11 11 ll 11—10 
Ford.10 10 10 00 11— 5 
Orr.01 11 10 00 10— 5 
Beigtle......10 11 10 11 00— 6 

R Hayson.1111001011-7 
Nunamaker.0111101010—6 
Murphy.1011011110—7 
Mae^y.1010111001—f’ 

1100111101—7 Bower...0001011000-3 
Gronnieger...OOOlOlllll-i 
Orr.1010001000-3 
Hinman.0000101101-4 
Budd.1101011111—8 
Hill.1010000111-5 

U Fuller Win':. .’.’44434-19 W.lliam A Bacon, Win.. .43:33:1^16 
Second match, Massachusetts target, 200yds. off-hand, iirizes 

O Heine^'^Sr'^*'""' ‘ 0 10 7 11 10 11 -7 11-98 
TT Fuller ’  .’.’.'..10 9 8 12 10 10 5 10 10 11-95 
w w wti’nVV.. .12 9 9 10 9 12 8 8 8 9-94 
Titties .. y. 9 10 10 9 sunn 7 7-93 
BMiuIr:;:;;;;:.:;;.:.7 3111211 7 81012 9-90 
HAHeinel.11 ^ f ^ ® 

.IIil c'S 
SJ lawman.’. 9 11 4 7 2 10 - .. 

Third match same as at the second. There was only one tie, which, 
being decided, the prizes were awarded as follovvs: T. Jones tost, L. 
Heinel, Sr., secondfu. Fuller third, R. Miher fourth. Possibly bO 

8 9 9 10-84 
9 9 9 10—78 
5 5 9 7-77 
5 5 10 5—72 

7 2 10 8 8 5 8-64 

points: 
T Jones, RS.8 10 9 11 8 4 

6 6 
6 8 
9 0 

3—34 
7- 33 
8— 50 
8-24 

^ 9-47 H AHeinel,Win.l0 9 
C lleinel, Sr,RS. 6 11 10 9 10-46 H Simpson, Bal 8 6 
HFuller, Win... 8 11 8 8 10-45 S J Newman,B S. 0 8 
R Miller, RS.... 8 8 11 7 11-45 JENewman,RS. 7 0 
W A Bacon, R S. 7 7 6 8 10-37 

NEW ORLEANS, June 13.—Score of the Stevens and Millm- rifle 
teams made to-day at the range of the Louisiana Gun Club on Poland 

street. gtevens’s Team. Miller’s Team. 
CCHeyl .229 F D Charbonnet..180 
FDaubert.230 BenSchulin.2(0 
A Steiner .266 F De Latour.269 
E J^Leoniiard.268 C ^berts.1«9 
T.oiiiK Snorl .268 D Gardner .346 
Capt CC Julier..284—1529 CaptH Miller. 280—13(9 

Robb .0101011000-+ Fenn.0101010100-4 
fjudv .llllOmil-9 Lander.1110111110-8 
Ford^’ .1001101101-6 *Goff.111011ini;-9 
How  0011100010-4 Burges.lOOllOlOOi—6 
Havis.  0010001011—4 Middleswartz.1000011111—6 
Y^oune” .0000100000-1 *McDouald.1101111111-9 
Taylor;’.’..0001011000-3 T Hyson.1111010110-7 

♦Handicap, 2yds. , . „ ^, 
Shoot No. 6.—At 10 Macomber targets, 18yd.s. rise. Budd won first 

money, Mensing and Gronnieger divided second. Stern and McDonald 
third and McGee fourth: 
Gratz.1001100011-5 
Essig .0110010101-5 
McGee.0110111001-6 
Ed Bingham.(WllOlOOOO—3 
Mensing.1111101110—8 

Hurt. 1100000000—2 
George.1010000111—5 
Beightle.0101010100—4 
Judy.1100111100-6 
Kobb.1001001110-5 

KHaysou ’.1100010111-6 McDonald.1101100111-7 
Schell.0011001010-4    iminnmm-ii 
Abercrombie.1100110010—5 
N unamaker— . 00000 0001 -1 
Bowers. .OlOOOOlOll—4 
Fenn....’..0101001010—4 
Burges.OLOlllIlOO—6 

T Hayson.1011001010—5 
Mar.shall....0010111101-6 
(Jronnieger.1101011111—8 
Hinsdale.1001010110-5 
E C Bingham. 1001011000 -4 
Goff.OOOOOw. —0 

On- .:0000001100- 2 Beringer.1010611100-5 
Budd ”’  1111101111—9 Dow.0100101010—4 
Hinm’an” .0100001011—4 Lander.1101000000—3 
FoX   noooonoi-s Davis.0100100010-3 
Stern’e’.’.’:..0111101011-7 . 

Shoot No. 7—At 5 pair American clay birds, loyds. nse. Dr. Games 
and Lander divided first, Gratz, Judy and Budd divided second, R. 
Hayson took third, and Bower and Robb divided fourth; 
Budd.01 11 11 00 11-7 Hurt.00 lO 00 00 11-3 
Bingham.11 10 11 10 01-7 Goff .?n m in 
Maegly.01 01 01 00 01-4 Ford.10 10 10 10 00—4 
Fenn.^.10 00 10 00 00-2 McGee.......TO 10 00 10 TO-2 
R Hayson.11 10 01 TO 11-6 Abercrombie .... 10 11 10 10 n-( 
Bower.01 11 TO TO 11—5 Robb...10 10 10 11 00-5 
Mensing .TO 10 11 01 00—4 Hinsdale.10 11 01 TO 00—4 
Orr..10 TO 10 11 00-4 Mitchell.,01 11 TO 00 10-4 
Gratz.10 10 lO 11 11-7 ^dy. 01 11 10 10 11-7 
Gaines.11 01 11 10 11-8 Lander.10 10 11 11 11-8 
Nunamaker.10 Ol 10 TO 10-4 Beightle.m m rn 
Stemes.11 10 TO TO 10—4 Hinman.00 00 01 01 00—2 

Judy.1101011111-8 
Gratz.limiOlOl-8 
Lander.1110100111—7 
McDonald.1001111011—7 
Goff.1000011110-5 
Moonlight .1011110111-8 
. ■ Abercrom- 

Judy.11 11 11 10 10- 8 
Gratz.11 10 10 10 10— 6 
Miller.11 10 10 01 10- 6 
Hurt.11 11 10 11 11- 9 
Lander.11 10 11 li TO— 7 

MASPETH, N. Y., Jure 8.—Regular monthly pigeon shoot, North 
Side Gun Club of Long Island, 5 ground traps, handicap. 
Duryea, 27yds.1011111-3 Wahlen, 26yds.0110011—t 
Terrett. 26.1111101—6 Biglow, 25.1011010—4 
Lvon, 26.1010111—5 Lennon, 24 .1010000-2 
Siems, 26.1.110101—5 Goetting, 26.....1110101—5 
Dr Franz, 26.1100001=3 Winholz, 20.0111111-6 
Manning. 27.1111110—6 Barlow, 26 .0011010—3 
Eberhardt, 26.1100110—4 Kroger, 27.0101111—5 
Bohmcke, 24.0101010—3 Smith, 26.1111011—6 

Ties on 6 at 3: Duryea 1, Terret 3. Manning 0, IVinholz 0, Smith 2. 
JOHNSTOWN, N. Y., June 4.—Glass ball shooting by teams from 

Johnstown, Gloversville and llion. The high wind materially affected 
the shooting and was no doubt the cause of the small scores, each 
member of the team shooting at 10 balls: , „ ^ 

Johnstown, No. 1—A. Newham 7, Jas. Bauta 8, L. flillabrandt 8, L. 
F Northrup 8. J. Y. Fulton 5, Jas. Hfliabrandt 9. Total 45. 

Johnstown. No. 2-J. Pierson 7. G. Yost 6, Jas. Kennedy 8, W. Pot¬ 
ter 5, A. Walrath 7, S. J. Llngenfelter 4. Total 37. 

Gloversville, No. 1-Lyke 3, Gniwadda 9, Earl 0, W. Gulick 8, W. F. 
Moak 7, Schiss 7. Total 40. 

Gloversville. No. 2—Phair 4, Hall 7, Springer 8, E. Gulick 2, Harris 
9, Furness 3. Total .33. 

llion—Parks 6. Chesmore 4, Sterling 6, Green 9, Van Giminster 7, 

The first mo^ey was awarded to Johnstown No. 1, the second to 
Gloversville No. i. ^ ~ ^ n 

In the shooting for the gold badge there were .37 entries, with i halls 
each. Lucian Hillabranut of this village and Gniwadda of Glovers¬ 
ville, broke the entire 7 each. In shooting off the tie Hfliabrandt 
broke 3 while his opponent only broke 2 balls. Hlllabraudt was 
awarded the badge, which is a very handsome affair. 

In a sweepstakes, with 5 balls, Jas. Y Fulton broke the entire 5 and 
was awarded first money. There were eight ties of 4 balls each, m 
shooting off which L. F. Northup, of this village and Green of llion 
each broke 12 consecutive balls, and it becoming too late to continue 
the contest the second money was divided between them. W. Gulick 
of Gloversville was awarded third money. 

June 5.—Weekly shoot of the Johnstown Gun Club at 14 glass balls 

A.—Tames Hfliabrandt 15, A. Newham 11, James Banta 18, L. 
F. Northrup 16, J. Y. Fulton 14, S. D. Llngenfelter 13. 

Class B —W. H. Ilambridge 5. D. McMartin 16, James Kennedy 14, 
Wni. Potter 12. James Pierson 10. 

Class 0.—S. J. Llngenfelter 9, S. E.TrumbuI b, Charles MoHz 12, A. 
E. Bliinck 6, John Shottenkirk 6. James Pike 2. 

Class D.—H. Moore 9, Charles Rowles 2. , 
In sweepstakes, 5 balls, first was won by James Banta, who broke 

the whole number, with a tie between L. F. Northrup and C. R. Laird 
for second, both breaking 4. :in shooting off Northrup won, breaking 
2 bails, while Lau’d missed his secund. 

- yf 
B Cheney 15, John Shuny 14, C. Treat 13. a}, m. umny 13, r . m. Wat.- 
Idns 12, K. D. Cheney 12, W. Schildge 12, M. White 11, W. W. Cheuy 
8, W. Hyde 8, J. P. Cheary 5, K. D. Cheney. Jr 6 -F. E. W. 

WORCESTER, Mass., June 24 —The South End Gun Club have ar¬ 
ranged for another series of prize shots on their grounds on alternate 
Tuesdays. There will be two classes. The entrance fee is $1. This 
with an amount to be taken from the treasm-y will constitute the 
prizes. The events will be 7 tongueless clay pigeons : 5 blue rocks ; 
7 straightaway clay pigeons, 4 Macombers ; 6 clays; 5 angles ; 4 
pairs double and 7 blue rocks. One series of meets of the club 
ended this week. Each contestant was allowed at e^ch match .33 
shots made up <if the follswing'.variety : 1st, 7 tongueless clay pigeons; 
2d 4 Macombers; 3d, 5 clay pigeons; 4th. 3 pairs doubles; oth, 5 
blackbirds ; and Oth, 6 straightaway clay pigeons. Yesterday’s 
scores and the totals in a possible 99 were: 

First Class. Ttl. Second Class. 
C J. Jones.24 67 M. O. Whittier.19 
W.L. Davis .83 A. P. Ciitling.21 

"5 
'5 

69 
72 

V. D. Kennerson.24 
Frank Stone.14 
E. F. Swan.19 
C. S. Day.11 

Ttl. 
64 
64 
73 
53 
68 
45 

H. W. Webber.22 
E. T. Smith.28 
C. Doane.22 
M. D. Giflman.22 .- - 

Winners in first class—Davis, 1st; Smith 2d ; Webber, 3d. 
Winners in second class—1st, Kennerson ; 2d, Whittier and Gut¬ 

ting ; 3d, Swan ; 4th, Stone. , , , ■ 
In sweepstake shooting yesterday, the events and winners were; 

Seven tougiieless clays-Smitli, Cutting and Whittaker first, Doane 
and Whittier second, Day third. Four Macombers—Doane first, Gil¬ 
man and Whittier second, Howe and Kennerson third. Five clays— 
Smith and Whittier tost, Gilman and Tongas second, Kennerson third. 
Three pairs doubles—Smith first, Whittaker and Tongas second, Jones 
third Five blackbirds-Whittier first, Doane and Tongas second, 
Smith and Howe third. Six clays, straightaway-Smith and Whit¬ 
taker first, Howe second, Jones and Doane third. 

WINCHENDON, Mass , Jime 24 —At the regular meet of the Win- 
chendon Gun Club yesterday, the following clay pigeons out of a pos¬ 
sible 15 were broken; J.E. Henry 12, F. F. fopgood, C. Houghton and 
H. Laurence, each 10, S. F. Earle, A. H. Felch, J. Sutherland, Jr., 
and E. M. Whitney, each 9, P. S. Davis 8, L. F. Morton 7. ^ , 

BROOKLYN, June 16.—The Coney Island Rod and Gun Club has 
moved its quarters from the mile to the half mile track, at Parkville, 
and to-day the move was inauguratert by a regular shoot with an ad¬ 
dition of an extra prize. This made four prizes mstead of three. '1 en 
members competed. C. W. Jones won the cup (special prize), if. 
Lanzer killed 5 out of 7 and took secon •! prize. No less than four tied 
with a score of 4t4 (second barrel scoring half a bird) for third prize, 
and in the shoot off R. John and L. Duryea had to shoot at 14 birds 
each before it was decided. They each missed in the second round, 
then John killed 12 straight. Duryea missing his twelfth bird. The 
fourth prize was divided. The score is as follows: 
C W .Tones, 30yds. 1 1 } 
H Blattmacher, 24yds.34 1 1 
F Lanzer. 21yd8.    l 
R John, 28yd8.34 
L Duryea, 28yds.34 
J Tompkins, 22yds. t 
A Schwartz, 27yds.   « 

1 1 
0 0 
1 1 
1 0 
1 34 

1 1 
1 34 
1 1 
1 
1 
1 

»».. i7 7« 
M McLaughlin, 27yds.n ^ oH i 
G Hayes, 24yds. ? n 0 o 0 o 

In shooting off lies c! W. Jones won tost and R. John thii d. 

0-6 
1—6 
0-6 
1-434 

0 0—116 
4 0-434 

1-434 
1—3 
(I-:i 
0-1 
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ST. LOUIS, June-13.—Medal shoot of the Western Gun Club, held 
to-day, ISyds. rise, screened traps, ten clay pigeons and ten black¬ 
birds; 
T Sieverman.lllOOlllltlllOOlllIO-16 
Thurber.11100010111111111111—16 
Sieininskie.  00000111100101110111—11 
Baker.11011111111111011010—16 
T A Sieberman.lOOlllllOlOUlOlOl 11—14 
Crayon .  01110111001111111111-16 
Lenhardt.    1101(Hn0101110{)10111-13 
Pox..01111001100100010101—10 
neithaus.10111111010111101010—14 
Justus.11101000000000101101— 8 
McGweny.  11111001011001110111-14 
Scheer .11101110001111011111-16 
Bauer..lOOlllKJllOOOlllOOOll-lO 
Le Faivre.00111111110111100001-13 
Miltenberger..11011001100100011110-11 
Bresertter.01000001010000000000- 3 
Mackwitz.01001000000110100000- 5 
Labadie.10010111101000110101-11 
Hasfuerther..01111011101101011010—13 
Dixie.10100010110110001001- 9 
Williams.00111100010111111011—13 
Meyer.01010010101101110000— 9 

Baker won the medal. 

CALIFORNIA, June 6.—The pigeon shooting tournament at Elk 
Grove to-day was very interesting, and brought together several of 
the best shots of the State. After two pool shoots, the main match, 
for prizes of $100, $75 and $50, respectively, was commenced, and 
resulted as follows, Bassford’s tenth bird falling dead out of bounds: 
Parrott, Sacramento..x.011 llllllllOlllOill 1—17 
F Bassford, Vacaville.11111111101111111111-19 
Routier. Routier’s Station..llllllOlllOllOllltllO—15 
Fay, San Francisco.   11111111111011111111—19 
Burnett, San Francisco.11111111111100111111-18 
ITaas, San Francisco.llllllllllOlllOlllll—18 
Durr, Eld Grove. 10111101101111911001—14 
Rickso, San Francisco. .OllllllOOllOlllOw —11 
Robinson, San Francisco.11111111111111111110—30 
Tebbetls, Sacramento. .11111100110100101011—13 
Pedler, Sacramento.  01011101101111110110—14 
R Coons, Norris Grant.11101111111011111111-18 
Clemance, San Francisco. 01111111100011111111—16 
Rubstaller, Sacramento.10101111111001011111 -16 

Robinson got first money, and Bassford and Fay divided second. 
ST. PAUlj. Minn., June 11.—At this week’s shoot of the St. Paul 

Gun Club Chandler won both the Macomber and club badges. The 
scores of the several contestants were: Macomber badge, 15 metal 
birds: Chandler 14, Olsen 13, Pflster 1.3, Cummings 11, Wilson 11, M. 
F. Kennedy 11, Dox 9, Engles 9, Paul 8, Blakely 8, Remington 8, 
Amos 5. 

Club Badge—Ten singles and 5 pairs Peoria blackbirds: 
Chandler .8 9—17 Remington.5 6—11 
Wilson.9 8-17 Engles.6 6-11 
Olson.8 8-16 Kennedy.6 6—11 
Paul . .. .7 9—16 Cummings.8 3—11 
Pfister.9 8—15 Denslow.4 4^ 8 
Myers.8 6—14 Adams.6w 
Blake.  8 4—13 Amos. 3w 
Dox .4 8-12 

DAYTON, O.. June 7.—The Dayton Rod and Gun Club held a clay 
bird shoot to-day with the following results : First match, ten 
singles : Winters 8, Kelfer 8, Huffman 8, Buntain 7, Gardner 3. Sec¬ 
ond match, ten singles : Gardner 8, Al. Ohmer 8, Winters 4, Keifer 
7, Bimtain 8, H. Flahert.y 3. Third match, ten singles, five doubles : 
Buntain 17, Al. Ohmer 13. Keifer 13. Gardner 12, Winters 11. Fourth 
match, ten singles : Buntain 8, Al. Ohmer 7, Keifer 5. 

TRAPPE, Wis., June 16.—A shooting club has been organized in 
Grand Rapids and Centralia; following are the officers: President, 
P. Ward; Vice-Presidei’t, Chas. Briere; Treasurer, A. Hasbrouck; 
Secretary, J. G. Love; Committee, Geo. Ayshford and W. T. Jones. 
The club has for its objects the protection and preservation of game, 
particularly the prairie chickens, and glass ball shooting at such 
times as are most convenient and congenial to its members.—G. H. 

SARATOGA, June 15.—The following scores were made by the 
Gun Club at Macomber metal buds yesterday ; 
H. M. Leveugston, Jr.  lOllllOOOl^C 
A. Gerard Hull.1010110110-5 
Washington A. Coster.DOliniOIOl—5 
E. C. Clark.0010000101—3 

T<.>PSIIAM, Me., June J7.—Rcgualar shoot of Riverside Club on 
club grounds. There be»g but few members present, the match 
was al; 25 birds for the three club badges: 
W R Tate.0101110010000001091000100— 8 
A Q Goiid.OllOmillllOllllllOlllll—21 
A E Ball.1101110011111010000101101—16 
A S Alexander.1101111111101000000011111—16 

NATIONAL GUN ASSOCIATION.-The following letter was 
written in answer to one from a target manufacturer, complaining 
of the b.ad treatment of the National Gun Association as a subscriber 
to the stock of the Association.—Macon, Ga., June 18, 1886.— 
Mr.-Dear Sir: Replying to yours of the lath, to Secretary Eth¬ 
ridge, 1 would call your attention to the fact that the Association in 
all applications for tournaments tinder its auspices by any ol Us mem¬ 
bers, has not tlio authority nor will it undertake to djctale to the clul) 
organizing such tournaments, their programme, except in the use oi 
inanimate targets, the raanulacturers of which are not stockholders. 
This is the only authority the Association can or will assume. Any 
dictation beyond this would be manilestly unjust, and presumptuous 
to the gentlemen arranging these tournaments, They arc supposed 
to know what will be attractive and entertaining to‘those they ex¬ 
pect to attend, and most advantageous to themselves. The Associa¬ 
tion cannot and will not champion any special target, but will leave 
its members to select for themselves, after placing at their disposal 
all targets of such manufacturers as have complied with the rocpiire- 
meuts of the Association, to wit: to subscribe to twenty shares of 
stock payable in tlieir targets at jobbers’ prices. Under the present 
management the Association has faithfully carried out this contract 
ivith all such target manufacturers, your statement to the contrary 
notwithstiindlug. Your targets have been on the ground and in the 
hands oi the managers of every tournament under the auspices ot 
tlie Association since you became a member as a target manufac¬ 
turer, and such will be the case with every manufacturer who does 
subscribe. T our charge ‘That your interest has not been nnbiasedly 
looked alter” is without foundation and untrue, as the facts above 
stated will show. We have something over live hundred of your 
targets on hand, but if you have improved them as you state, and 
Will flnish your subscription by sending them to the Association, we 
will hold the old ones subject to your orders and send out the new 
ones. I do not ciuestion yom* assertion “that you have done consid- 
able for the Association,” and would like you to continue in the 
good work, but cannot accept your proposition to pay for goods sent 
out as a stock subscription, and allow you to return the stock. We 
prefer a full compliance of the contract on your part, as we have on 
ours. Respectiully, Matt R. Frekman, Yieo-Pres. and Gen. Mgr., 
N. G. A, 

Allen’s bow-facing oars can be attached to any boat in 5 minutes. 
Try them. Little catalogue free. Fred A. Allen, Monmouth, 111.—Adv. 

Yachting, 
Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 

ing Co. _ 

THE JUNE REGATTAS AT NEW YORK. 
tT^HE'promlsed competition of the four new boats Las given a special 
X kiteresi to regatta week this year, it being generally expected 
that they would make their first trial at that lime, as the.y have done. 
After seeing the three contests, unsatisfactory as they were, it is im¬ 
possible to look back even a very few years at the regattas without 
feeling very strongly bow much yachting has been advanced, and 
how very far the cracks of to-day are from the old time favorites of 
a few years since. Several of the latter here sailed during the past 
week without attracting any special notice, nor was there any reason 
from their appearance or performance why they should. A new 
order prevails, a new standard of size and beauty, and their day is 
over. 

Of course the chief interest centers in the large single-stickers, 
while the large schooners, especially in the East, claim a part of it. 
The 70ft. class is small this year, Bedouin and the rebuilt Grade being 
the chief competitors. Bedouin has had a new mast since last season, 
a much needed improvement, her copper has been partly renewed, 
and, like Galatea, she carries a lighter boom and laced mainsail. Her 
performance has certainly been far above that of ’85 and more like 
the previous year, when she swept the field. The race she sailed on 
Thm-sday, though hardly nofcieed in the daily papers, was a wonder¬ 
ful piece of work, an.d tbpugh she gained on Priscilla at lime,, 

Tuesday. Thursday. Saturday. 
...7 16 ;37 6 32 42 7 31 19 

...7 17 55 6 47 39 
6 46 00 7 55 iii 
6 46 23 

. .7 ^ 49 7 a3 12 withdrew. . 
Not timed. 

...7 33 19 6 49 48 7 45 35 
Not timed. 

..7 :14 66 
7 09 16 7 49 19 
Not timed. 
Not timed Not timed 

by luck, she fairly won her place beside her by good sailing. Priscilla 
went very fast at many times during the day, but Bedouin, 25ft. 
shorter, was never far from her. On Saturday she fared worse with 
the rear division, and was not in with the big ones, but taking the two 
days, and with a liberal allowance for flukes, she has left her class, 
Grade, Fanny and Thetis, miles astern. Grade is certainl.y greatly 
improved in looks, but thus far little can bo said of her speed, as sbe 
has been beaten by Thetis twice, and compared with the pack in the 
three races has by no means done well. However, she is virtually a 
new boat, and when in shape may justify the expense of her alter¬ 
ations, though we doubt it very much. Fanny sailed a race on 
Thursday, the first for two years, aud in her wind and water only 
served to show how easily a good cutter of 17ft. less length and less 
than half her beam, can beat the old type of sloop in light weather. 
Her day as a racer has passed away, and tliere were more of the tribe 
in last week’s races that can go on the same list. 

From the tone of the daily papers, as well as some whose .judg¬ 
ment should be of a little more value, one would have supposed last 
fall that the "cutter craze” had come to an untimely end, and 
that the voice of the ‘‘cutter fleitd" would be heard no more.in the 
land, while an era of so-called American boats would follow. Leaving 
out the four big boats, all cutter rigged, and three with lead keels, 
it stiil seems as though the culler was a pretty lively corpse, and apt 
to give.troubl e yet to some of the volunteer mourners who wept 
crocodile tears over Genesta’s last race. 

Certainly Bedouin has Opened the season with a boom in her class, 
outsailing it so far that times are hardly worth taking. She was 
simply ahead, the rest nowhere, while she played with all but Pris¬ 
cilla on Thursday. This is a good deal, but not all nor half of it. 
■\Vbat she has done speaks in a measure for beam, but there is a 
narrow boat still to be beard from, one of the narrowest of her 
kind. Undoubtedly tlie honors of last week belong to one boat, 
though one may look in vain for any mention of it in the daily 
papers of New Yerk and Boston, except a few brief notices and a 
line in the tables of times. No big type and headlines call attention 
to her work, but to any one w'ho reads the times carefully it 
speaks for itself, thus: 

Clara.7.7 16 37 

Thetis.7 17 55 
Grade.7 13 59 
Fanny... 
Athlon..7 28 49 
Thistle.8 08 24 
Bertie.... 
Cinderella.7 83 19 
Vivid .8 34 .36 
Roamer. ..7 34 66 
Daphne.8 10 45 
Wnileaway. 
Regina. . .. _ _ 

These are the elapsed times, and it must be remembered that 
Thetis, Grade and Fanny are from 11 to 17ft. longer and twice as 
wide as Clara, so the corrected times would show still more in her 
favor, while they w'ould reduce a little the time of some of the others, 
but the result is near enough. Here are ten sloops, among them Che 
fastest we have, aggregating 23 starts in the series of three races in 
light weather, and beaten In even time, irrespective of size, in every 
case but one, by the narrowest cutter we have yet had here, and in 
this one case the cutter wins by a big margin on time allowance. 

With such an average as this there can be no claim for flukes, as 
the chances of the 3 days were 23 to 3 against them, but if the above 
is not conclusive there are 2 more wins to add, that at Larchment and 
the S. C. Y. C. on May 31. Not only has Clara proved herself far and 
away faster than any of the old boats, but she has beaten five times 
this season, besides one scrub race not on record, the very promising 
boat of the new centerboard keel type, Cinderella, the handsomest of 
the class yet built. A study of the above table will show pretty con¬ 
clusively that for speed the centerboard sloop must go or rather has 
gone. It may be a very nice boat lo go sailing in. with a fine large 
cockpit and nice cabin house to sit on, but when racing is considered 
—and all these boats are or once were racers—their shortcomings are 
too numerous and too radical to be made good by silver bottoms and 
lead keels at the eleventh hour. Whether or no Galatea is a match 
for the newer type remains to be seen; she has not. yet fuJfilled the 
hopes of her friends this season, and is still behind Irex, but these 
races can have little bearing on the case of Clara vs. the sloops. She 
has beaten them all, large aud small, good and bad, in their own 
waters, aud thus far has shown herself much more than a match for 
the newest and best, Cinderolla. 

Taken in detail, the work of the four large boats was neither satis¬ 
factory nor conclusive, but considering the whole series of three 
races, they may be summed up about as follows: Mayflower has 
suffered some from causes which we uote elsewhere, but she has 
(lone some very fast sailing, and we look upon her as the coming one 
of the quartette. Puritan has not been as well sailed as usual, but 
has had the best luck of the week from flukes. In new hands she 
will probably be below last year’s form, though the boat is as good 
as ever. Priscilla, on the contrary, has been vastly improved in hull 
and rig, and has shown the value of such improvement, as well as of 
her owner’s care and skill in the way she has sailed in every race, 
and bids fair to take second place this year. Atlantic thus far is 
a failure, her shortcomings to windward being very evident, 
and while there is much room for improvement in her crew 
it is doubtful whether the boat can be improved to an extent that will 
put her on a level with the others. Her best worK has been off the 
wind thus far, but we have not .seen her in a blow, and her perform¬ 
ance in the slight tumble of Tuesday near the lightship,when PriscilJa 
crossed her bows, argues badly for her speed in a seaway. She is 
now at Mumm’s fo** a general alteration, lighter spars, probably a 
shifting aft of her mast and the stopping of a serious leak in her hull. 
The others A-il meet on Tuesday next at Marolehead, when a better 
opportunity for a trial will bo given than has yot occurred, should 
there be any weather, as the course is on the open sea. 

NEW YORK Y. C., JUNE 17. 

The second great race of Regatta week was served as badly as the 
first, as far as weather goes, while it was no more of a real test, 
though t he prizes were fairly won in spite of all fluking. With 35 en¬ 
tries there were enough good boa ts in each class to make an inter¬ 
esting fight, and nothing was lacking but wind. Boston was well 
represented in the entries with five .yachts, three of them the finest 
hi their class. The entries were as follows: 

KEEL SCHOONERS. 
Sailing Time Al- 
Length, lowance. 

Dauntless.Caldwell H. Colt.112.60 Allows 
Gitana.William F. Weld. 97.06 6 37 
Republic..Wright Duryea. 96.23 7 01 
Fortuna.H. S. Hovey. 94.50 7 13 
Speranza..H. W. CoUender.81.33 14 11 

CENTERBOARD SCHOONERS. 
Montauk.John E. Brooks. 94.06 Allows 
Ruth.Henr.y Mnrquand. 90.83 1 39 
Grayling.Latham A. Fish. 83.38 6 54 

FmST CLASS SLOOPS. 
Atlantic.William Ziegler.. 87.83 Allows. 
Priscilla.A. Gass Canfield.86.3L 1 17 
Puritan.John M. Forbes.85.45 1 20 
Mayflower.Charles J. Paine.83.85 2 16 

SECOND CLASS SLOOPS. 
Grade.Joseph P. Earle.71.62 Allows. 
Bedouin.Archibald Rogers.71.45 0 08 
Fanny .William R. Travers.69 70 1 29 
Thetis.Henry Bryant. ...66.09 3 55 

THIRD CLASS SLOOPS, 
Whileaway.George F. Randolph.57.60 Allows. 
Vivid.Thornton N. Motley.....56.48 1 05 
Athlon.Dr. J. C. Barron.  .56.11 1 28 
Cinderella..William E. Iselin.55.48 2 09 
Gaviota. ..G. M. Edwards.55.15 2 32 
Clara.Charles Sweet.54.28 3 80 
Regina.Ralph N. Ellis.   .52.08 6 06 
Daph ne.J. Rogers Maxwell.60.60 7 56 
Bertie.Frederick Gallatin .49.74 9 02 

EODRTH CLASS SLOOPS. 
Espirito..Richard B. Hartshorue.47.08 11 33 

Bedouin is entered in second class, but a remeasurement proves 
that she is less than two inches over the cla.ss limit of 70ft. as made 
last spring, so that she is really in the class with the big boats, 
where she was never intended to go. but where her grand sailing all 
day seems fairly to put her. The matter has not been brought be¬ 
fore the club yet, but will probably be settled by placing her in class 
2, in which event she takes first prize in her class, while Priscilla 
wins in class 1. The race was over the usual course of the N. Y. Y. 
C., from the judges’ boat, anchored off Owl’s Head. Long Island 
shore, about one-quarter of a mile south of buoy No. 18, and a mark 
boat anchored inshore from the tugboat; thence (keeping outside of 
Fort Lafayette) to and around buoy No. 10, passing to the west and 
south of it; thence to buoy No. 8)4, passing south Of it and north of 
buoy No. 6, off the point of Sandy Hook, to and around Sandy Hook 
Lightship, turning it from north and east, and then returning over 
the same course to the westward of the home stakeboat, which will 
be anchored abreast of and to the eastward of buoy No. 16. All 
yachts mu.st pass to the eastward of w'est bank buoys Nos. 9,11, 13 
and 15, both going aud returning. 

In case the j udges’ boat, from any cause, is not back at the finish¬ 
ing line in time to act as stakeboat, yachts will pass bet w een a stake- 
boat flying the club flag anchored there and buoy No 15. 

The usual prizes were offered in each class. Espirito being the 
only boat in the fourth class, entered the third at the min imum mea- 
sutement to make a race. 

The morning was cool and cloudy with a S.W. wind, but by 10 A. M 
the sun was shining. The Luckenbach was at the start at 10:40 with 
Messrs. E. E. Chase. A. M. Cahoone and F. T. Robinson, of the re¬ 
gatta committee on board. When the whistle blew at 10:50 there was 
but a light southerly wind corning in the Narrows, while the tide had 
been ebbing for a short time. Half a mile above the line was May¬ 
flower, looking very handsome and bard to distinguish from Puritan, 
half as far off to the northwest. Near the east end of the line were 
Clara, Daphne and Gaviota, and as the whistle blew at 11 A. M. the 
little cutter shot across, after standing along the line for some dis¬ 
tance awaiting the signal. The fleet went over in two lines, one led 
by Clara, rounding close to the stakeboat at the east end with 
Espirito after her, while the others, headed by Thetis and Puritan, 
came from out in the middle of the upper bay, turning short arounii 
the Luckenbach and crossing on starboard tack. As Puritan went 
over Bedouin passed between her and the lug, then Priscilla, Gitana, 
Republic, Dauntless, Grayling and Fortuna, followed by Whileaway. 
Mayflower and Atlantic were still above, but the latter came down 
very close to the tug on starboard tack, while Mayflower crossed near 
the midtUe of the line, near Gaviota. The times were: 

Clara.11 (X) 27 Fortima.11 05 09 
Thetis.11 00 28 Whileaway.11 05 12 
Espirito.11 00 30 Regina.11 05 24 
Puritan.11 01 52 Bertie.11 05 34 
Bedouin.11 01 58 Grayling.11 06 .31 
Daphne.11 02 32 Republic..,.11 06 12 
Priscilla.11 03 04 Atlantic...It 06 50 
Cinderella.11 03 12 Mayflower.11 07 51 
Vivid. 11 03 12 Gaviota..11 07 .52 
Fanny.U 04 29 Ruth.II 08 ,39 
Gracie.11 04 33 Montauk. ..11 08 42 
Gitana.  11 04 33 Speranza,.11 10 00 
Athlon.11 04 34 

Clara was first boat and began to get to windward in the light 
breeze, with her special rival, Cmde’-ella, )4 mile to leeward. The 
latter soon made a east in toward Fort Uamiiton, but most of the 
fleet went down on port tack, with a fleet of vessels of all sizes from 
the Grand Republic and Atalanta down to the little canoe Guenn, fol¬ 
lowing them. At 11:45, off Norton’s Point, Clara led, with Bedouin 
next, both far to windward, then TJietis, Gracie and Fanny, with 
Espirito well over to the middle of the Bay. The wind held light, 
but it was astonishing to see Clara, off for buoy 10 and far to wind¬ 
ward all the time, in fact, she 8to0(l up so far as to lose first place at 
the buoy to Bedouin, passing even with Priscilla on the latter’s 
weather. All but Clara were carrying jibtopsails at the buoy. All 
passed No. 10 on port tack, lufflDg around buoy 8)4 as follows: 

Bedouin.12 39 50 Fanny.12 50 25 
Priscilla.12 40 20 Atlantic. .12 63 .50 
Clara.12 41 20 Espirito.12 54 .30 
Cinderella........12 43 50 Bertie....12 55 25 
Mayflower.12 44 00 Fortuna. 12 66 16 
Thetis.12 45 05 Vivid.12 56 20 
Puritan.12 46 40 Montauk.12 57 55 
Gracie.12 47 07 Grayling.  12 58 18 
Daphne.12 49 12 Whileaway. .12 59 40 
Athlon.12 50 05 Gitana. 1 00 80 

Gracie had to make an extra tack to weather No. 10, and Puritan 
and some others only got by through some very sharp luffing. 

At 1,-SO all were outside in a good breeze bound for Sandy Hook 
Lightship on the starboard tack, Bedouin and Priscilla to windward 
and a mile ahead ef Mayflower, then Puritan, next Clara half a mile 
astern of the latter, then Thetis, another half mile back, witli Cin¬ 
derella following, then Grade, Fanny, Atlantic and Daphne. At 1 ;35 
both Cinderella and Fanny lowered their jibtopsails, Atlantic, Puri¬ 
tan and Clara having theirs in before this, while Thetis and Gracie 
held to theirs. Clara and Cinderella had also come down to work¬ 
ing topsails. 

Priscilla was first at the lightship, luffing round aud setting bailoon- 
jibtopsail, while Bedouin came next, with balloon foresail and bal¬ 
loon jibtopsaU set. The times were not taken accm'ately, as the tug 
i-an in with the leaders, but were approximately as follows: 
Priscilla.1 39 .30 Puritan. 1 55 oo 
Bedouin.1 42 46 Atlantic.1 59 50 
Mayflower.1 50 00 Clara..2 04 00 

When the leaders were off the Scotland a heavy rain squall struck 
them from N. W., but Priscilla held on to her canvas and stood o;i 
through it, finally lowering clubtopsail, while Bedouin took in bal¬ 
loon foresail. At 2:10 a calm followed, Priscilla feeling it first and 
lying idly off the Hook,while Bedouin still worked up with a little wind. 
Both now stood over to .the east on port tack, sailing very slowly, 
while the rain hid all the others. Mayflower had been seen to lake 
in her kites when the .«quall struck. It was 3:40 when Priscilla passed 
in by the Hook on starboard tack, with clubtopsail and jibtopsail set, 
and at 3:43 she went on port tack for Buoy 8)4. It w^ just at this 
time that a snap forward gave notice that something had parted, 
which proved to be due to the failure of a pin in her bobstay shackle, 
the bobstay dropping under her forefoot. For a time nothing could 
be done save to ease the headsails, but the bowsprit of yellow pine 
stood the strain nobly. At last the bobstay was fished up and a 
tackle clapped on, but no balloon jibtopsail was set. Bedouin was 
some distance astern at the Hook, and as the others were made out 
in her wake it was seen that the Atlantic had come to tlie front in 
the squall, passing both Puritan and Mayflower. Just how it was 
done could not be seen in the rain, but from being lOmiu. astern of 
Mayflower at the ship she had so bettered her place in tlie squalls 
and calms as to be far ahead of her at the Hook. Beside her was a 
while yacht, soon discovered to be Puritan, while a Uttle to leeward 
of the latter a small triangle of hempen canvas showed up, tlie 
blooming Clara again, miles ahead of lier own class, and also of all 
the class above except Bedouin. 

Up the Bay came Priscilla and Bedouin, the former with spinnaker 
to port as she came in the Hook, hut the iron boat carried no big 

sails on her bowsprit, though a balloon jibtopsail would have h elpea 
her had the bowsprit been able to carry it. She finished about Srain. 
ahead of Bedouin. Atlantic came up with clubtopsail, balloon jibtop¬ 
sail and spinnaker all drawing, the latter stayed forward on port side, 
with Puritan next and then Clara. The finish of the others was de¬ 
void of any interest. The wind at the finish was very light from 
S.W. Gaviota was passed down the Bay coming up in sorry guise, her 
mainboom broken directly below tnegaff end, her mainsail badly torn 
and starboard spreader gone. The mainsail was tied about the broken 
boom end so that the leach was vertical, while her ensign was set on 
the jackstaff. She came alongside the tug and entered a protest 
against the Republic for fouling her while she was on starboard and 
the schooner on port tacks. Fortuna wins in her class, Grayling in 
hers, Bedouin, as we have stated, really wins in &st class, with 
Thetis in second, Clara in third, beating Cinderella 18m. 27s, The full 
times were: 

KEEL SCHOONERS. 
start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected. 

-.11 06 50 6 09 46 7 02 5p 7 02 65 
6 10 03 7 03 51 G 57 11. 
6 01 28 6 56 56 6 49 54 

..11 05 09 5 51 29 6 46 20 6 39 07 
Not timed. 

SEDOND CLASS .SCHOONERS. 
5 48 34 6 30 52 6 39 52 

..11 08 .39 5 .57 67 6 49 18 6 47 39 
. .11 05 51 5 45 39 6 39 48 0 83 54 

FIllST OI/ASS SLOOPS. 
..11 07 51 5 42 22 6 31 31 6 34 31 
..11 06 60 5 21 02 6 14 12 6 12 55 

5 04 09 6 01 05 6 59 45 
.11 01 52 5 26 08 6 21 10 6 22 00 

SECOND CLASS SLOOPS. 
...11 04 33 5 60 42 6 46 09 6 46 09 

5 09 25 6 07 27 6 07 19 
5 50 57 6 46 28 6 44 59 
6 48 27 6 47 59 6 44 04 

THIRD CLASS SLOOPS. 
..11 05 12 Not timed. 

Not timed. 
...11 04 34 6 07 46 7 C3 12 7 01 44 
..11 03 12 5 63 00 6 49 48 6 47 49 
. 11 07 52 Disabled. 

6 33 09 6 32 42 6 29 12 
,.11 05 34 Not timed. 

Not timed. 
6 11 48 7 09 16 7 00 14 

..11 00 30 Not timed. 
The race was very well managed on the part of the committee, and 

as usual with the New York club, the tug was so handled as to give 
the best view of the race. It is becoming a serious question to those 
who attend all the races as to wbat can be done with the average 
steamboat man, and also the "give her a toot” fiends in the clubs, 
in the matter of whistling. Every time a boat passed a buoy, though 
she may be last of the lot, whistles are held open and tooted in a 
manner that is perfectly deafening, and that adds much to the con¬ 
fusion and possibilities of some accident, as nothing can be heard. In 
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the case of the Tictor In a g'-eatrace there may be some excuse, but 
for a beaten boat at the finish or for a boat turning Buoy 10 far 
astern of her class it is utter folly. A long suffering humanity has at 
length been blessed by tbe invention of the dumb piano; now will not 
some genius confer an equal boon by inventing a noiseless steam 
whistle, a string that steamboat captains and budding yachtsmen 
can pull on all day with satisfaction to themselves but without any 
sound following? All the whistling needed is a short blast from the 
judges’ tug as each yacht is timed at any mark, then those on the 
surrounding boats can take all the times. 

On Friday Puritan went on the screw dock and was cleaned and 
pot-leaded below, towing down in the evening. 

SEAWANHAKA C. Y. C., JUNE 19. 

With a full appreciation of the important issues at stake between 
the four big boats, and the furtherance of the general desire to see 
an early race between them; at a time when it seemed very doubtful 
whether the Boston boats would come to New York, the Seawanhaka 
O. Y. C came forward with a most timely and substantial induce- 
menfto them to strain every point to be ready in time. The sum of 
one thousand dollars was subscribed by members of the club to pur¬ 
chase a cup to be raced for by not less than three of the large yachts 
in the June regatta of the club, and in order to make the race of 
greater interest the sailing rules of the club were waived so as to 
allow professionals at the wheel and the use of clubtopsails. With¬ 
out this prize in view Mayflower, and in all probability Puritan, would 
not have visited New York, and a valuable opportunity of comparing 
the boats would have been lost. The ordering of the cup and the 
selection of the design has been mainly in the hands of ex-Commo- 
drre Centre, who has carried the matter along with his customary 
energy. The cup is of silver, 83}4m. high, and was made by the 
Whiting Manufacturing Company; the motive of the design being 
Indian in accordance with the name of the club, the principal feature 
being a large figure of an Indian girl on one side. 

The entries in the schooner class were as usual very light, the old 
regulars, Clvtie and Ray, being absent, while two of the entries, 
Fortuna and Ruth, did not start, leaving a w-alkover for Grayling. 
Montauk did not enter, Gitana went home very quickly aftef Thurs¬ 
day’s race, and no others were forthcoming. Good prizes were 
offered by tbe club and it seems a pity that the earnest efforts of 
their hardworking sailing committee were not better seconded by 
yacht owner.s, especially in view of the concessions lately made in 
the matter of crews. There is always a chance for the boat that is 
sailed carefully and systematically, and at worst it is no such great 
matter to^be beaten after a fair race. 

The new class filled well, all four starting and sailing as good a 
race as the weather permitted, and while it was a disappointment to 
the club to see the flagship beaten, they have everything to be proud 
of in the way the boat mastered the weather work, and especially in 
the manner in which her Corinthian owner sailed her all through the 
week The general verdict of all who have seen the three races 
seems to be that Priscilla has been the best handled of the four, both 
as to steering and also as to the working of her canvas. Thorough 
system and a careful drilling were evidenced in every maneuver, 
andtwoatleastof her opponents have much to learn from her in 
these important particulars. It is easy to see that such a sail as the 
spinnaker or balloon jibtopsail on either of these boats is a very 
awkward bit of stuff to handle in a breeze; and when there are a 
dozen men on the bowsprit the more quietly and systematically they 
do their work, and the sooner they are on deck again, the better for 
speed in a race that is won by seconds. Perhaps it is due to the old 
days of the bag-tossers that yachtsmen are still apt to put so much 
faith in the powers of one man. but in these big boats the skill-of the 
helmsman is often of even less importance than theharmonious work¬ 
ing of a trained crew; and it is well to remember that while the former 
is a matter of years of training and practice, the latter requires only 
a comparatively short period of careful drilling under a capable 
master or mate. . , „ , , ^ ^ 

As usual of late years Bedouin and Gracie have had to carry the 
honors of the second, late first class. Fanny, Hil degarde. and for 
this season Mischief, are out of racing. Wenonah is laid up (owner 
gone into steam), and Been me same (owner abroad), and nobody 
seems anxious to build for the class Thetis was at anchor, but 
should have been in for the honor of Boston Corinthians, if nothing 
else while with Huron and Stranger here the Hub might have hoped 
to"capture something, but the two preferred a duel at home. 

It is in the third class evidently that the pr'me sport of the season 
is 10 be found, exerpt that Clara’s wins are rapidly becoming monot- 
oi ous Thi- year she sailed her first Seawanhaka race, handled ’jy 
JV)' C S. Lee and OrivH’a crew, doing splendidly, as usual. It seems 
s "reat pity to see tbe latter fine ship moored stem and stern in tbe 
basin wi'b spars stored and bottom foul,when one thinks of the work 
«hedid two years ago, or again later on “that pleasant day in the 
early fall,” when cutter stock rose so high. 

The fourth, late third, class had only one representative. Rival. 
Both Vixen and Fanita belong here and have old reputations to 
maintain, which they can only do by hard sailing in view of the new 
advent of a smaller-sized Clara. 

The small class came out very well with six entries, all well known 
when it is stated that Iseiilt is the present name of the old Romaine 
and Mariota is not the new boat of that name last year, but has 
raced before over the Shawanhaka course as the Happy Thought, a 
keel sloop of New Haven now owned at Larchmont. The full entries 
were: 

SCHOONEES—SECOND CLASS. 
Length. Allowance. 

Grayling, L. A. Fish. , .. 
FIEST CLASS SLOOPS. 

Atlantic, L. A. Fish and others. 85.16 
Priscilla, Commodore Canfield.87.44 
Puritan, J. Malcolm Forbes.86.85 
Mayflower, Charles J. Paine.,....85.27 

SLOOPS AND CUTTERS —SECOND CLASS. 

Bedouin Archibald Rogers. ^ . 
Gracie, Joseph P. Earl.7l.94 

SLOOPS AND CUTTERS—THIRD CLASS. 

Cinderella, William E. Iseiin.. .. —5?'?? 
Clara, Charles Sweet .67.22 0 
Regina, Ralph N. Ellis ..54.90 
Daphne. J. Rogers Maxwell.51.91 
Athlon, Dr. J. C. Barron. 51.49 

SLOOPS AND COTTERS—FOURTH CLASS. 

Rival, George N. Hope. 
SLOOPS AND CUTTERS—FIFTH CLASS. 

IseuU, C. w. Wetraore.8?.^ 
Nomad, H. C. Wintringham.3i.91 
Culprit Fay, George Mathews.86.44 
Nyssa. William Quinn.85.91 
Elephant, Henry J. Me^r.... - .85.7o 
Mariota, Edwin C. Van Wart ... ..................33.(5 

The lengths given are the club sailine lengths. The usual club 
courses were sailed as follow.s; For schooners and first, second and 
third class sloops and cutters, from an imaginary line between the 
committee’s steamer Luckenbach and ihe norih bastion of Fort 
Wadsworth, to buoy No. 10 on the Southwest Spit, keeping it on the 
port "hand; thence to and around buoy No. 814, keeping it on tbe 
Wt hand; thence to and around Sandy Hook lightship, keeping it on 
the starboard band, and return over same course to buoy No. 15, 
keeping to the eastward of buoys Nos. 9, 11, 13 and 15. on the West 
Bank, and outside of buoy 5 on the point of Sandy Hook going and 
rettHDing Di-^tance, 37 miles. Course for the fifth class sloops and 
cutters fiom the same starting line t« buoy No. 10, on the Southwest 
Spit keeping it on the port band; thence to and around buoy No. 8^, 
keeping it on the port hand; thence to and around buoy No. 6, on the 
point ol Sandy Hook, keeping it on tbe starboard hand, and return 
over the same course to buoy No. 15, keeping to the eastward of the 
West Bank buoys going and returning. Distance, 23 miles. To finish 
across an imaginary line between the committee’s steamer Lueken- 
bach or station boat and buoy 15. 

The new clas-'es and the prizes were as follows: Schooners.— 
Second class, all measuring 86ft. and less than 66ft. load water 
line length. Value of prize, $15a ^ 

Cabin Sloops and Cutters.—First class, all measuring <lft. load 
water line length and over. Subscription cup; value, $1,000. Second 
class all measuring 55ft. and less than 71tt. load water line length. 
Value of prize, $150 Third class, all measuring 45fL and less than 
69ft. load water line length. Value of prize, $125. Fourth class, all 
measuring 3.5fc. and less than 45ft. load waterline length. Value of 
prize. $100. Fifth class, all measuring less than 85ft. load water line 
length. Value of prize, $100. Personal pnzes were given to mem¬ 
bers of the winning i.’orinthian crews. . , 

After Thureday’s disappointment, Friday came m cool, with a fine 
N W. breeze, promising a rattling run out and beat home; but, alas 
for the uncertainties of yachting. Saturday was just such a day as 
comes only too often, and shows at its very wor.t the tortuous, land¬ 
locked, tide-beset course common to New Work’s larger clubs. The 
day was fair and bright, a perfect day for the ladies on the cluo 
steamer Cygnus; a very light air from the north, but it soon died 
out only to be followed by calms and then streaks of wind from the 
south, dealt out unevenly and robbing the race of all interest, while 
to tell Its story exactly is a dilBcult if not impossible task, owing to 
the many different, breezes served to the yachts at the same time. 
The clear weather made it possible to pick out pearl.v tbe entire fleet, 
though scattered from the Hook to Hoffman Islands; hut to say just 
What wind any gjyen oup h&d wfls another mattqr, Before gomg into 
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Seawanhaka Y. 0. Cup. Won by Puritan June 19. 

details, the race is best described by a summary based on a yiew of 
the whole dav’s performance. 

Of tbe big ones, the best actual sailing was probably done by May¬ 
flower, in spite of some disadvantages under which she labored, nota¬ 
bly a lack of proper drill in her crew, as might be expected, and also 
to some imperfections in her new sails and some blunders in sailing. 

At the start she was terribly handicapped, being almost the last 
over, her spinnaker not being set in time to bring her down, while 
she lost time when just over in shifting it for a larger one. She made 
up her loss at times in a wonderful manner, notably in coming up to 
Buoy 10 at the start, but lost time off the Hook trying to outluff 
Piiscilla, while third place was fairly hers had she held her Spinna¬ 
ker from Buoy 10 to the finish. 

Puritan sailed better in Crocker’s hands than on the previous days, 
as was to be expected, but she was greatly favored by the wind, nota¬ 
bly cfl Norton^s Point, when the south wind struck in, and later 

when bound out of the Hook, and again above Buoy 10 bound in, 
having a greater share of luck than the others. 

Priscilla was well sailed all day, and showed up grandly in the leg 
from Coney Island to Buoy iO, and later on when she went for the 
ship, working out to windward of Puritan very fast. 

Atlantic lagged astern at the start and did very poorly in th e first, 
and in fact all the windward work, sagging off to leeward, while the 
monkeying with jibtopsails, large and small, with the entire crew on 
the run about the deck, made matters worse. She profited most of 
all probably by good pilorage, working the point of the Hook, that 
hefe riofrof the cutter man, very cleverly when bound in, and get¬ 
ting the last inch of tide, while the wind too helped her there a 
good bit. With lifted sheets she did far better than to windward, as 
on previous days, but as some of her sponsors very truly remarked 
last season, ‘‘any box will go to leeward, but it takes a yacht to go to 
windward.” , , j ^ • 

There was some bald fluking in the smaller classes and Gracie 
came in for the wor.st of it, as did Athlon, but viewed together with 
the oiher two rac*s, Bedouin and Clara earned all they won (and much 
more than they got from the daily papers). Bedouin was far astern of 
the big ones this time, but when together in the light wind at the start 
she easily left Gracie, while Clara, astern of Cinde.-ella for the first 
hour, left her for the dav after that and found more congenial com¬ 
pany with Grayling. The latier had no competitor, and between big 
and little it is bard to place a value on her performance. 

Tbe programme said 11 A. M for the start, but aJthough the sailing 
committee are well kuown to be men of their word, there was a 
yacht near the line when the whistle blew, on time to a second. The 
fleet had been near the line shortly before, the wind was very light 
from above the line, and the last of a good flood would have held 
them well placed to windward, but all seemed to fiud some attraction 
up near lompkinsvilie. Again toe whistle sounded at 11:05 for the 
two larger classes, but it was evident that none could cross in time. 

All had spinnaker booms to port, the big four with headsails 
down, and balloon jibs and spinnakers aloft in stops. Priscilla 
broke hers above the line, and Puritan going over with 3 seconds 
handicap broke hers on the line. After her came (Jrayling with 
spinnaker in stops, breaking on line, then Priscilla and Atlantic, the 
latter 10 the eastward, and about 50ft. ahead, drifting m a flat calm. 
Daphne was next over, then Elephant, while for once Clara was 
fairlv caught napping above the hue, and carried a handicap. Al¬ 
most last of all came Mayflower, with a spinnaker set, but she took 
it in on the line, and shortly after set a much larger one of a curioiu 
pattern—the tack was cut off so as to maKe a fourth side about oft, 
long, to which a club was laced, while the outhaul was fast to the 
middle of the club. The limes were: _ 
Pm-itau .11 00 03 Culprit Fay... 
Gravline^^.H R 44 Bedouin.R 33 34 
Sue®..:.;. ..n 16 40 Athlon.n f 32 
Priscilla.R 17 36 Gracie. R 33 30 
Daphne.11 18 00 Regina.  R 23 59 

^^he*" sVartiug’ time for the two large classes was 11:05 to R;10; for 
the others R:10 to R:15. , , , i 

Once outside, the' fleet scattered in the slack tide and calms, most 

of them working in toward Gravesend Bay. Indications of a wind 
were seen below, and at R;40 Puritan’s spinnaker came in, she then 
being between Buoy Wi and Dix Island, and ^ mile ahead of Priscilla 
and Atlantic, with Grayling midway between her and them. Down 
came Puritan’s balloon jibtopsail, and at R:48 she filled away on 
port tack, the rest still becalmed. Soon after the wind reached the 
other leaders and they filled away, all but Atlantic on starboard lack 
in to Coney Island, At 11:55 AtlanUc hauled down her jib, setalarge 
jibtopsail, hauled up her jib, ran up a small jibtopsail to windward of 
the big one and hauled down the latter, her crew running back and 
forth on deck for nearly 16 nilmites. At 11:55 Puritan went on star¬ 
board tack, Atlantic following. At the same time Clara felt the wind 
and filled on starboard. At 12 the three were standing to the east¬ 
ward, Atlantic and Priscilla very near the Coney Island shore. At 
12:07 Priscilla went on port tack, soon after crossing under Atlantic’s 
stern. At 12:12 Puritan tacked, and at 12:14 Atlantic, just before 
which Priscilla had crossed the latter’s bow. At 12:16 the order was 
Puritan, Priscilla, Atlantic, Grayling, Cinderella, Daphne, Clara, May¬ 
flower, Nomad, Bedouin, Gracie, Athlon, while Iseult was further to 
the westwardintbemlddleof the Bay. Priscilla held her big jibtopsail 
all this time, and at 12:33 Atlantic ran up hers on the weather stay. 
Off Buoy 11 Puritan was ahead, hut Priscilla was well to windward 
and gaining on her and Atlantic, while the latter was sagging off to 
leeward, helped by her big jibiopsail. Mayflower had gone on port 
tack at 12:17 and was now coming well up with the others. At 1:30 
Mayflower went on starboard lack, Puritan following at1:.33. Atlantic 
next, and Priscilla, going imder Puritan’s stern, being last about. 

Puritan was fii-st at buoy 10, with balloon jibtopsail in stops, passing 
on starboard tack and breaking out, Priscilla about 500ft. astern, and 
s-ttlng hers flying. Atlantic was auout 300ft. astern of her. breaking 
out ballooner before she passed and then lowering jibtopsail. May¬ 
flower came last, also breaking out ballooner at the buoy. Staysails 
and jibs came down on all four. The times at buoy 10 were: 
Puritan.1 38 39 Atlantic.1 42 40 
Priscilla.1 40 48 Mayflower. 1 47 12 

Before they reached the buoy the wind had headed the leaders as 
it went to the south, and now it came in on tne starboard side as 
they went for buoy 8)^. which was turned in the same order. Puri¬ 
tan was soon outside the Hook, becalmed, while Priscilla and Atlantic, 
just off the point, were trying a luffing match, the latter to wind¬ 
ward and near the shore, unable to cover Priscilla, the only results 
b'ing that Puritan, catching a breeze, was now off at a fair pace, 
while Mayflower was overbauline the two. 

As the steamer went out at 2 P. M Grayling was seen far up the 
Bay, witn little wind. Clara was near her, having made a nig gain 
on Cinderella, the next boat. Bedouin was next, then Daphne, and 
Gracie and Athlon far astern. 

Ac 2:15 Priscilla was dropping Atlantic, while Mayflower went to 
A^indward of the latter. Puritan had a good breeze, and at 2:18 
Priscilla felt it also, going away with no jibtopsail, while Atlantic 
was in trouble lowering hers. Both she and Mayflower soon set 
small jibtopsails, like Puritan, and went away as the breeze caught 
them. 

It was a good reach out to the ship, with more wind than they bad 
had yet, and though not able to catch Puritan, Priscilla ivent to 
wlndAvard of her and gained a good deal. Puritan tack-d at 3:05, 
crossing Priscilla’s bow and making a good turn. Priscilla tacked at 
3:10 and made a fine turn, ber balloon jibtopsail breaking out in good 
style. Mayflower folloAved her about and hoisted her ballooner in 
stops, breaking it prettily on rounding. Atlantic had dropped well 
astern, and it was 8:16 when she went about, with spinnaker boom 
ready, small jibtopsail set, and ballooner in stops aloft, breaking out 
at the mark. The times were: 
Puritan.8 08 37 Mayflower.3 15 03 
Priscilla.3 11 20 Atlantic. 3 23 03 

All went merrUy in with booms to starboard, and at 3.45 Puritan 
was just off the Hook, Piiseilla mile astern, Mayflower about 1 
mile, and Atlantic 2 miles from the leaders. 

The others bad been limed at Buoy 10 as follows, and Avere noAV 
met coming out. 
Clara. 2 24 27 Bedouin. 2 23 40 
Grayling. 2 25 53 Cinderella. 2 35 55 

Clara led, then Grayling, Bedouin, Rival and Cinderella. Gracie 
and Ath'on, last down the Bay, had to anchor off Buoy 10, and the 
latter Anally turned back. 

At 4P.M., off the took. Mayflower and Priscilla, close in shore, 
seemed to gain on Puritan, but wasted lime in a luffing match, the 
two latter setting fpinnakers. but Puritan holding hers only for 5 
minutes, while Priscilla helped her until 4.12, when it came m just 
AS Atlantic, astern, broke hers oiic. All were becalmed for a time 
here, Atlantic carrying up the wind with her and gaining. Priscilla 
made use of this idle time to shift her spinnaker boom to starboard 
for the final run. A light breeze caught tR'-m at 4 25, carrying them 
in, Atlantic working well in to the Hook and sbaving the tide, carry¬ 
ing spinnaker until 4.39. Now coming up to Buoy 10 May flower suc¬ 
ceeded in blanketing Priscilla, but tne latter was first to pass. Tne 
time.s were; 
Puritan. 4 38 12 Elephant. 4 42 09 
Priscilla. 4 41 18 Iseult. 4 45 .38 
Mayflower. 4 42 25 Nomad.4 38 45 
Atlantic... 4 45 09 Mariotta. 4 46 29 

The small class had turned buoy 5 and were bound in now with 
tbe others. Puritan ana Priscilla set spinnakers to starboard at tbe 
same moment. At 5 P. M. there was no wmd, but Mayflower had 
ranged up alongside of Priscilla. At 6:29 the three were nearly even, 
when a breeze ca'me up the Bay and struck Puritan first, sending her 
away, then Priscilla, and last Mayhower, the latter with her club 
spinnaker set, all staying their spinnakers well forward. At the 
same time Grayling was seen coming 111 the Hook. Within five min¬ 
utes Puritan h^ sprung away into a big lead,while a good breeze was 
coming in over the starboard quarters of all. At 5:30 Mayflower took 
m her spinnaker and at once Atlantic came up on her. The latter 
had her boom square off and spinnaker full, Avhile both the leaders 
had theirs very tar forward, Priscilla finally trimming hers aft. At 
5:45 MayflOAver set her small spinnaker, but it was too late to save 
her. Puritan finished first with Priscilla next, while the other two 
came for the line bow and bow. Within ISOyds. MayfloAA-er took At¬ 
lantic’s wind and covered her, at once shooting ahead and leading 
her in by a feAv feet amid cheering, stamping of feet and clapping of 
hands by the spectators. 

Next came Elephant, then Mariotta and Iseult, making a very close 
finish, then Culprit Fay and Grayling, tbe latier with the infant 
phenomenon. Clara, still pegging away at her heels, Bedouin followed, 
then Cinderella. Daphne and Oracle. Kegma was not timed. Nyssa 
did not complete the course, Nomad lost her topmast. It is interest¬ 
ing 10 note tha; the keel sloop, Mariotta, a deep boat with some 7 
tons of lead on keel, was beaten but 2tnin. 23see. by Elephant, one of 
the fastest of Ellsworth’s centerboard boats. The full times were: 

schooners. 

Mariota. —R 15 00 
Nyssa. R )5 00 

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected. 
■ R 10 00 6 35 03 7 26 03 7 25 03 

FIRST ( SLABS SLOOPS. 
.11 10 00 6 00 49 6 50 40 6 60 49 
.11 10 00 6 00 52 6 50 53 6 49 57 
.11 10 00 5 47 41 6 47 41 G 46 27 
.11 10 00 5 65 08 6 45 08 6 43 01 

SECOND CLASS SLOOPS. 
.11 16 00 6 51 25 7 36 25 7 36 26 
. n 15 00 7 10 18 7 55 18 7 55 09 

THIRD CLASS SLOOPS. 
.11 15 00 Wifburew. 
.11 15 00 7 00 36 7 45 -35 7 45 06 

11 15 00 6 40 19 7 31 19 7 28 23 
.11 15 00 Not timed. 
11 16 00 7 01 19 7 49 19 7 4-2 28 
fourth CI.A8S SLOOPS. 

.11 15 00 6 49 13 7 34 13 7 34 13 
fifth CLASS SLOOPS. 

.11 15 00 6 10 07 6 5a 07 6 54 19 
6 14 57 6 69 57 6 59 57 

.11 15 00 Di.«abled. 

.11 la 00 6 33 54 7 18 64 7 15 45 
.11 15 00 6 15 1.-3 7 00 03 6 56 41 

lyssa. R in uu Did not go the course. 
The actual sailing times over the course, disregarding the handi¬ 

cap, are as follows: 
FIRST CLASS SLOOPS, 

Start, Finish. 
Mayflower.R 24 56 6 00 49 
Priscilla...11 17 35 5 67 41 
Puritan.. R 10 03 6 5o 08 
Atlantic.-R 16 40 6 00 52 _ _ . , . 

As usual Avith the S. C. Y. C., the regatta was Avell managed by the 
Sailing Committee. Messrs. Bayard, de Luze and Centre on the Luck- 
enbach, and Mooiant and Beekman on the Cygnus. The judges were 
Messrs. Bayard, Centre and d’Oremieulx. 

NORTH END Y. C.—On June 19 the North End Y. C. raced for two 
pennants offered by J. T. Gallagher, the course being from off the 
Cunard wharf. East Bo.-tou, down the bay 10 the Avbi'tlmg buoy, 
thence around Boston light and the Brevvsfers. and b^k to rhe start¬ 
ing line. Wanderer Avent over first at 11:0g, followed by Norseman 
and Lizzie F. Daly, the two maRing a close race throughout. The 
Daly Avon in 5h. lOtn. ISs., with Wanderer at 5:31 ana Norseman 6:i2. 
No others finished. The judges Avei e James Lawlor. James Butler 
and J T. Gallagher, Ed. Gagan, of Cbarlestoff n, was uinekeeper 

Elapsed. Corrected. 
6 o5 53 6 35 53 
6 40 05 
6 45 06 
6 44 12 

8 38 51 
6 42 68 
6 43 17 
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HULL Y. C. OPENING REGATTA, JUNE 19. 

The Hull Y. C. sailed its first repafta of tbe Seadon on June 10. in 
a good 8. E. wind and pleasant weather. There were 13 entries 

ta the 6 classes, but 2. Ct useder and No Name, were ruled out, haWng 
professional crews. The courses sailed were as fol'ows: 

First and second classes—Acro.58 the line between the judges yacm 
and flaeboat, leaving judges’ yacht on starboard, through Hull Gut, 
then leaving Toddy Roch and Point Aliercon buoys on starboard, to 
Harding’s bell boat, leaving it on port, around Martin’s ledge buoy, 
leaving It Oil porr, then leaving Shag rocks on starboard and Toddy 
Rock on port, to aud across line between judges’ yacht and nagboat. 
Distance. 11 miles; limit of time, 4 hours. 

Third class—Across line between judges’ yacht and flagboat. leav¬ 
ing judges' yacht on port, around Black Bush Buoy No. 1 (h"If a mile 
south of starting line), through the west gut, around Wreck Buoy (off 
west end of Petiick’s Island), leaving it on starboard, around Wilson s 
Rock buoy, leaving it on starboard, tbrourt Hull Gut, lo aud across 
line between judges' yacht and flagboat. Distance, 6 miles; limit of 
time, 3 hours. 

Fourth and fifth classes—Across line between judges’ yacht and 
flag boat, leaving judges’yacht on port, around Hull Tacht Club 
barrel (off northwest endofBunkin Island), leaving it on starboard, 
around Hull Yacht Club barrel (off Harry’s rocks, near Prince Head), 
leaving it on starboard, around Hull Yacht Club barrel (off northwest 
end of Bunkiu Island), leaving it on starboard, around Hull Yacht 
Club barrel (off Harry’s rocks, near Prince’s Head), leaving it on 
starboard to and across line between judges’ yacht and flag boat. 
Distance 6 miles, limit of time 3 hours. 

At 3:06 theflrstgun was fired and at 3:20 the first and second classes 
were started, Atalanta going over first with Nimbus second and 
Carmen third Five minutes later the third class, led by Posey with 
Sea Bird second, crossed the line, and at 3:35 came class 4, with Dr. 
Weld’s new boat leading, then CTiisader, Thistle, Myrtle and Letta. 
At .S:40 came Rocket, Pegasus and Imogen. 

Nimbus and Aialanta each had a walkover, Carmen broke her gaff 
and withdrew. After leading for a while Posey «as overhauled and 
finally passed by Sea Bird. Thisbe led the fourth class aud Letta 
sailed over. The full times were: 

FIRST GLASS CENTERBOARDS. 
Lencib. Elapsed. Corrected, 

Nimbus J. J. Souther.34 05 2 05 32 1 39 23 
SECOND CLASS CENTERBOARDS. 

Atlantic, J. B. Thomas. 28.04 2 13 32 1 41 37 
SECOND CLASS KEELS. 

Carmen, B. L. M. Tower. . . 
THIRD CLASS CENTERBOARDS. 

Sea Bird, C. L. Joy.24.00 1 17 30 0 57 35 
Posey, R. G. Hunt.  22.00 1 22 3l 1 01 03 

FOURTH CLASS CENTERBOARDS, 
Imogen, B. T. Wendell. .18.10 1 41 50 ? 4? 
Myrtle, R G. Poor. 19.06 1 41 30 1 18 00 
Thisbe, B. A. Freeman. 1 23 15 . .. .. 
No Name, Dr. C G. Weld,.19.01 1 20 00 Ruled out. 
Crusader. A. Wilson. 1 32 10 Ruled out. 

FOURTH CLASS KEELS. 
Letta, H. E. Fowle.30 00 1 40 36 1 17 32 

FIFTH CLASS CENTERBOARDS. 
Rocket, H. M. Faxon..16 06 1 36 53 1 10 19 
Pegasus, F. M. Isham (yawl). .17.08 . . . .. 

The result in class 3 cannot be decided until Thisbe is remeasured. 
The other prize pennants were won as follows: Nimbus, Atalanta, 
Sea Bird. Letta aud RocKet. The judges were: B. W. Rowell, chair¬ 
man, J, B. Forsyth, Otis A.Ruggles and Peleg Aborn. 

DORCHESTER Y. C. 94th REGATTA, JUNE 17' 

The Dorchester Y. C. sailed a very successful regatta on June 17, 
40 yachts entering. As the club had selected the same date as 

the N. Y. Y. C., Thetis was not present, while her rivals. Stranger and 
Huron, elected to stay at home and race rather than try their for- 
times in New York, so that the interest was divided. A light S W. 
wind blew all day, freshening at times into a good sailing breeze. Tbe 
classes were 40ft. and over, 28 to 40ft.. 21 to 28ft. Some small boats 
entered at a rating of 21ft. in order to get in. The courses were for 
the first and second classes, from a starting line, ledvlng ,Shag rocks 
on the port, outer buoy off Pig rocks, on port. Halfway rock on star¬ 
board, (Iraves’ whistling buoy on starboard, thence to starting line. 
Distance20miles; limit of time, six hours. For third class from 
starting point off Nahanc, leaving Winthrop bar buoy on port. 
Graves’ whistling buoy on port to starting line. Distance, 10 miles; 

time limit, 8^ hours. 
Four large yacnts entered in the first class. Stranger, Huron and 

the schooners Gevalia and Meta. Tbe first whistle blew at 11:65 with 
a second at 12:10 and a starting signal at 12:15-for first and sec'^nd 
classes. Huron went off with a good lead, but Stranger was fcotnered by 
the small fry. As soon as she was clear of them, however, she closed 
np and passed Huron, finally leading her a long distance at the finish. 
Maud won e,asily in the second classs keels and Nimbus in second 
class centerboards. Atalanta won in her class and Echo in hers. 
Fearless and Black Cloud were in collision and a protest ensued. The 
times were: 

FIRST CLASS. 
Length. Elapsed. Corrected. 

Stranger, G. H. Warren. 67.07 3 27 30 8 09 40 
Huron. William Gray, Jr.64.01 3 32 09 3 12 43 
Gevalia, W. C.Winslow.47.08 3 56 28 3 24 18 
Meta, A. A. Lawrence......64.02 8 53 10 3 31 18 

SECOND CLASS (cENTERBOABDS). 
Nimbus, J. J. Souther.33.10 4 27 35 8 89 13 
Violet, H. J. McKee...83.07 4 35 C6 3 46 20 
Magic, E. O. Neat.31.02 5 31 49 4 49 19 

SECOND CLASS (KEELS). 
Maud, Samuel Wood.33 07 4 45 29 3 56 43 
jEoIus, Jacob Rood.28.00 5 08 56 4 10 52 
Breeze, Charles Paget.29.08 5 23 10 4 28 08 
Carita, C. P. Curtis...22.02 Withdrew. 
Fiona, Fi-ank Gray.29.01 Withdrew. 

THIRD CLASS (CENTERBOARDS)—START AT 12:25 P. M. 
Atlanta. I. H. Thomas.27.02 2 04 66 1 35 06 
Black Cloud, Brown & Wheeler.22.11 2 18 02 1 43 8.3 
Thisbe, S. A Freeman.2l 00 2 22 09 1 46 10 
Posy, R, G. Hunt. 21.08 2 23 17 1 47 12 
Sea Bird. C. L. Joy.22.08 2 22 28 1 47 85 
Expert. L. Whitcomb.23.03 2 24 23 1 50 18 
Myth, J B. Farrell.21.04 2 30 49 1 54 17 
Greta, W. S. Hill.23 01 2 29 05 1 54 48 
Niobe, J. R. Chadwick..21.00 2 32 53 1 55 54 
Fancy, C. P. Flagg.21.00 2 33 22 1 66 23 
Herald, F. Smith.21.00 2 :33 25 1 56 26 
Mascot, G. P. Buruhardt .21.06 2 37 04 2 00 45 
Cooper, T. Scannell.22.08 2 40 12 2 04 52 

THIRD CLASS KEELS. 
Echo, Dr. W. H. Litchfield.25.0.3 2 15 17 1 43 29 
Lizzie F Daly, William Daly. Jr.26.04 2 14 26 1 43 46 
Kitty, E H. Tai-bell .23 05 2 21 27 1 47 34 
Majel, W. H, Wilkinson.27 06 2 21 38 1 52 03 
Gem, H. W. Savage.26 06 2 22 47 1 52 25 
Lizzie Warner, T. Lutted.25.01 2 24 23 1 52 17 
Saracen, W. P. Fowle.23 08 2 28 55 1 55 20 
Thelga, B T. Hall.21.08 2 32 38 1 66 33 
Nereus, W. L. Nichols.21.07 2 33 30 1 67 18 
Wanda. G. W. GritHs.28 03 2 33 52 1 59 47 
Opiic, G. L Hutchinson.27.01 2 30 49 2 00 64 
Vera, J. G. Farrell.21.00 withdrew 
Fearless, F. G Cooley ..21.05 wiihdrew 

Stranger wins a solid silver pitcher, value $75; Nimbus, $30; Violet, 
$20; Maud, $'0; iEolus, $20; Atalanta, $25.; Black Cloud, ^5, subject 
to protest; Echo, $28; Lizzie F. Dalv, $15 

The judges were Coolioge Barnard, L. N. Clark, W. B. McClennan, 
Erastus Willard and A. J. Clark. 

CRUISE OF THE COOT. 

The exit from North River into Albemarle Sound is through a nar 
row fairway, leaving the North River screw pile lighthouse on 

the starboard hand. Tne least water shown on the chart is 6%ft.. 
but from 7 to 8 can usually be counted on, especially if the wind has 
been in tlie i-outb for some time. There are no tides in the Sound, 
but the wind has an appreciable effect in drivirg out or piling up the 
Water, its influence being noticeable in an hour or two. During the 
winter the prevailing winds are from the northward and fair for ves¬ 
sels bound southward Into Pamlico itirough Croatan Sound. But 
when the Coot reached these latitudes the southerly winds had 
already set in and were blowing with great force five days out of six. 
This made a cruise up the nortnern shore of Albemarle a rough un¬ 
dertaking, as a heavy sea was continually pouring in on the beach 
and up the broad rivers which had to serve as harbors. In general 
the sea al -vays runs east or west in the sound, owing to the confor¬ 
mation of the land. A moderate wind is enough to raise a great 
commotion, and that almost instantly with the first puffs, the waves 
being very short aud steep, breaking with a violent onivard thrust 
in the shoal basin of 12 to 18 feet forming the pent up Sound. 

To a small boat this was very trying. The inflowing rivers forming 
the only accessible harbors vai-ied from two to three miles in width 

and fifteen In length. They bad to be ascended to the head for pro¬ 
tection. The Sound itself is fifty miles long, twelve miles wide at the 
eaetetn extremity, cbokinff up gradually to fout* at the head, where 
the Chowan Rivhr, two iniles tvide, continues far iDland, taking a 
northerly course. The bottom is very even at about 18ft., with shoal 
ledges of hard sand lining both shores. In the rivers from 6ft. to 
lOft. can be averaged. The banks are low and thickly wooded with 
ash, poplar, pine, gum. Cypress and some oak. Portions Of the land 
are swampy and known as ‘‘pequosin.” Back of tbe wooded fringe 
the country is open and taken up in farms to a much greater extent 
than would appear from a run along the beach, _ Cottoh. corn, rice, 
truck and lumber are the staples and tobacco is about to be tried. 
The water of the Sound is slightly brackish, but not salt enougU for 
oysters to thrive. Fishing is. however, pursued On a largo scale, shad 
and herring being caught in marketable quantities, and sea trout, 
sturgeon, big-raoutbed bass, perch, mullet, sunfish and sheepshead 
are caught in less quantity. Some of the fisheries are on a large scale, 
involving an investment of $10.(K)0 in nets, boats and buildings. In 
good seasons, such as the last, the profits are large, reaching $5,(X)0, or 
50 per cent. Other rears w-ill show a heavy loss, so the business is 
something of a gamble. Tbe daily expenses of the larger establi-h- 
ments amount to over $100. Their nets are immense and costly con¬ 
trivances, and it is a wonder bow thoy can be kept clear and in 
condition. When not in use they are faked or bighted down in great 
piles. Every day they are carried out in flat boats, being paid out 
over the stem in a large circle. Steam engines ashore then haul 
them into the “battery” on the beach, where tbe fish are dumped, 
cleaned and salted down or packed in ice in barrels. Schooners 
“run” these to the nearest point of rail or steamboat connection, 
from which the catch is shipped at once to Northern markets, chiefly 
Baltimore and New York. The ice is unported by the cargo from 
Maine, unless a severe winter affords a home supply. Smaller fish¬ 
eries do their hauling by horse power or by crabs manned by lusty 
Africans. On a lesser scale tbe proprietor sets a number of pound 
nets with Jong “leads’" from the shore and puts up his catch in 
shanties or clubs together with friends who jointly support a packing 
house. There are also agents from Northern dealers who buy the fish 
on the spot and attend to the shipping, but the natives are learning 
the ropes and prefer to ship themselves direct to the commission 
houses of large cities, as they realize belter prices. In Pamlico Sound 
shad are caught in seines altogether, each man for himself. The 
seines are strung to a line of poles in the last days of February, and 
allowed to remain until April, when they are taken up. The catch is 
ferried ashore in small boats and canoes. Upon the proceeds of this 
semblance of labor the natives live all the rest of the year in com¬ 
parative ease and idleness, only scratching an acre or two for corn, 
peas and potatoes, and occasionally organizing expeditions against 
tbe festive clam and almost extinct terrapin. Herrings are beneath 
notice, and oysters not worth their while, though the latter are plen¬ 
tiful near the sra beach. The proceeds of the seine fishery amount 
from $500 to $800 per outfit. The nets and appliances are worth about 
$150. In Beaufort waters menhaden are netted in large quantities, 
and the villanious oil factory has become an institution. 

Oyster planting has been tried with success, though the attempts 
have not yet been serious with the exception of the beds of Long 
Shoal Bay and Far Creek in Pamlico, started by Messrs. Grant & 
Lamb, ot Elizabeth City, aud the well-known efforts of Mr. Ives, in 
Beaufort waters at the southern end of Core Sound. Seed can be had 
in unlimited quantity from the native beds, aud it only needs a little 
northern thrift lo make ovster culture one of the largest sources of 
revenue to the inhabitants of the eastern portion of the Sounds, 
w herever suitable bottom can be found. Hundreds of acres of native 
oysters lie bare at low water around Beaufort Harbor, and immense 
quantities can be tongued in Pamlico about Wyesocking and Long 
Shoal. There are also large reefs in Roanoke Sound. Though of in¬ 
ferior quality, transplanting to more favorable ground will see them 
grow and fatten as elsewhere. The laws of Cai’olina permit taking 
up ten acres of ground in any one county. I came across one sloop 
from the Chesapeake, bound for Broad Creek in the mouth of the 
Neuse with a load ct seed taken off Long Shoal. 

Upon asking the natives of Stumpy Point Bay why they aid not 
profit by the opportanities at their very door without leaving the 
chance to strangers, I received no explanation except a shrug of 
the shoulders. Life is so easy in those highly favored regions that 
ambition has become extinct, and no one seems to better his lot, 
being content to jog along in the paths cutout by their forefathers. 
When the fishery and crops fail, the people are in sore straits, though 
they never want for food as long as oysters, clams, turtles and game 
hold out. With industry they might not only lay by for a rainy day, 
but amass a respectable fortune, which they now let slip through 
their fingers. Terrapin, the large sizes of wbich bring $1 on the spot, 
have become well nigh extinct, so tbe Legisla i ure of the State has 
passed a protective measure, prohibiting their catch until after 
August 15. This opens up some prospect for the futare. “Bat why 
don’t you start a terrapin farm and 'oreed them yourselves. There 
would be a great deal of money in it.” The natives said there would 
be a fortune in it right there in a certain pond well suited to the pur¬ 
pose. “Why don’t you stoek the pond?” No answer but the usual 
shrug of the shoulders. Around Mumpy Point there is a fine range 
for a thousand head of cattle, but the w'orthy denizens of the point 
rest content with a few cows and heifers, and when they want a little 
cash sell a head or two to help out their modest housekeeping. Poultry 
and eggs they have none to spare, despite their facilities, and corn 
they buy from a store, twenty miles away. They even sent aboard 
the Coot for beef and potatoes to keep life in a sick man of the com¬ 
munity. Not even fresh water could be got, although a cucumber 
pump would have supplied an endless flow. 

Brackish water from the shoal holes in the top soil Is tbe limit of 
enterprise in many a place, though it must be said that the medicinal 
property of brackish water is not to be despised, and in part accounts 
for the remarkably good health which prevails in swampy lands, 
where you would look for a reiggi of fever and debility. It is the cus 
tom with hasty travelers to pronoimce against the salubrity of the 
marshy lands which line the North Carolina sounds and to conclude 
from the appearance of things that malignant fevers must be very 
prevalent. The reverse is the case. No healthier climate can be 
found, and no more robust people exist than the fishing and farming 
population of Eastern North Carolina within the reach of salt water. 
Tov/ard the head of Albemarle Sound, in the Roanoke bottoms, 
where the water is fresh, fevers are common enough, but of such a 
mild type thai people make light of the trouble and certainly show 
no outward signs of suffering. There is more just ground for com¬ 
plaint right in the vicinity of N«w York, on Long Island Staten 
Island and on the banks of the Hudson than in the low lands of the 
old North State. Such places as Stumpy Point Bay, Long Shoal, 
Croatan, Elizabeth and Beaufort are notoriously healthy, and the 
people live to great age. 

Another misconception concerning these regions is commonly cur¬ 
rent in the North. It is assumed that civilization is in a backward 
state, the inhabitants semi-barbarous, and an expedition to these 
parts much like an exploration of Central Afi'ica or the jungles of 
East India; and persons who have cruised down this way have done 
much 1 o .... . . . 
lined witi__ _ 
barrier to a peep behind the curtain. 

The Coot, having poked her nose up aU the rivers and into all the 
holes of both AlDemarle and Pamlico, has had a much better chance 
for observation than the hasty cruisers who cut across the sounds in 
two or three days and obtain very superficial information. I found 
the inhabitants as a whole equal in every respect to those following 
like pursuits on the shores of Long Island and Connecticut. Among 
the better classes, the landed gentry, if they may be so termed, or the 
store-keeping arisiocracy of the towns and villages, the parallel also 
holds good with like classes in the North Indeed, the superiority in 
point of intelligence, manners and public spirit, is with those of the 
South, where tbe naiive element with its intuitive perceptions has 
not yet been swamped by the dregs imported from abroad. Even 
the “man and brother” held his head well up. could converse fluently 
on all local roplcsand read as well. The denizens of the “banks,” as 
the strip of sand facing the Atlantic is called, were particularly bright 
and to be met with all over the sounds with their little schooners as the 
common carriers of the region. Schools are scarce, yet even the 
meanest speak without provincial accent. One explanation of this 
not over common proficiency is the tenacity with which generation 
after generation has perpetuated the traming of the first settlers who 
were of the English gentry of the times. It is not intended to cover 
the whole South with these remarks but simply tdat portion I visited 
in the Coot. Two sins I can throw up to tbe inhabitants—a want of 
thrift, if the spirit of money getting is properly such, and a total dis¬ 
regard for a yacht’s paint. Example may cure the first failing, but 
I fear the second one is too deeply ingrained to he readily uprooted. 

3 perpetuate the misapprehension. The shores are usually 
ith a fringe of swamp and marsh, anything but inviting and a 

TORONTO Y. C.—A race for centerboards of 5 tons and under was 
sailed on June 12 over the third class course of the club on Toronto 
Bay, starting at 3 P. M.. the yachts being Mischief, Iris, Meteor, Mol- 
lie and Pilot. The wind was east and spinnakers were carried on the 
first leg to Queen’s Wharf buoy, w'hich was turned as follows: Mis¬ 
chief, 3:16:30; Iris, 3:17:10; Meteor, 8:17:50; Mollie, 3:18:30; Pilot, 
3:19:20. On tbe next leg Meteor lost.a block and withdrew, the others 
were timed, Miscliief, 0:56:20; Meteor. 3:57. Iris, 3:58. Ont'to the Gap 
the wind was ahead and Iris took the lead, the times at the Gap 
buoy being: Iris, 4:48:20; Mischief, 4:49:20; Meteor, 4:49:26. The la-t 
leg was down wind. Ins still leading and floishing thus: Iris, 5;02:^, 
Mischief. 5:04:10; Meteor, 5:04:15. Mischief wins first prize, $12, on 
time allowance, beating Iris by 32 seconds. Iris takes second money, 
$8, and Meteor third prize, $5, 

Elapsed. Corrected 
28 47 68 20 
39 50 68 41 
30 20 58 41 
30 50 69 38 
24 00 1 04 64 

..1 16 06 54 46 

..1 17 00 56 30 

..1 17 12 57 02 

..1 19 20 1 01 40 

..1 28 56 1 11 03 
1 35 10 1 17 50 

Length. Elapsed. Corrected. 
..16 7 2 21 35 2 1 21 
..21 3 2 16 3 2 4 45 
,.21 9 2 18 11 2 6 41 
.22 2 17 13 2 7 7 

2 28 36 2 8 56 
..21 7 2 21 10 2 10 25 

2 23 15 2 12 54 
..18 2 .32 10 3 14 57 
. 21 9 2 26 35 2 16 5 
_ 2 31 33 — 

..19 8 2 32 40 2 18 40 

WEST LYNN Y. C. REGATTA.-TIiIs club sailed a race on June 
19 in a very light vnnd, 13 yachts entering In the 3 classes of 20 to 
27ft. W. L., 17 to 20ft. and 12 to 17ft. The times were: 

FIRST Class. 

Blanche, Richard Hobbs. . 
Laura, Edward Wyman.1 39 50 
Lark. Sproule & BurriiJ.1 30 20 
Nordrek, Brown. Walsh & Co.l 30 50 
Contest, Charles Morton.1 24 00 

SECOND CLASS. 
Flying Yankee, Sawyer & Rich...1 16 06 
Alice L., P. Lynch.1 17 0() 
Inez, Goodrich Bros...1 1< 1“ 

THIRD CLASS. 
Crescent. T. M. Alley.1 19 20 
Florence, J. White...1 28 56 
Annies.. G. Parker.1 35 10 _ 

The prizes were $10 and $5 in each class. The judges were M. H. 
Rratt. J. E. Eldred. H. A. Hanson. Regatta Committee, Commodore 
George A. Goodridge. Vice Commodore B. F. Rich, Fleet Captain, 
William R. Hunt, Walter S. Sawyer, William Sproule, P. S. Rideout, 
T. M. Alley, James Lawson, William E Walsh. S. V. Mansfield. 

SANDY BAY Y. C., JUNE 19-The third race for the Cunning¬ 
ham Cup was sailed on June 17 off Squam over the following course, 
starting between judges’ boat and stone pier, thence to and be¬ 
tween ’Squam buoys to Essex outer black buoy, leaving on star¬ 
board, to boat, saUmg north northeast, leaving on starboard, then 
was repeated, coming between ’Squam buoys, and finish between 
judges’ boat and stone pier. 

The wind was fresh from the south. The timM were as follows: 
Len 

Alpine.16 
Tyrant.21 3 
Silver Cloud.21 9 
Louette. .22 
Sassaeus.16 10 
Kittiwake. 21 7 
White Wings.2L 10 
Spark.18 
Petrel.   21 9 
Hestia. — 
Eurynome. 19 8 

BUFFALO y. C. ANNUAL REGATTA.-The Buffalo Y. C. sailed 
a very successful regatta on June 12, eight yach's competing. The 
entries were Alarm, Lily K.. Jew-ett, Sylvia and Vera in first class, 
Turk. Arrow and Curlew in second class. The allowance was J^min. Eier foot. The start was made at 2:23; the yachts going over as 
ollows: Alarm, 2:24:10; Lily R., 2:24:25; Turk,2:24;.35; An-ow, 2:24:65; 

Curlew,. 2:26:40. Alarm led at first buoy, with Jewett and Arrow 
next. At 3 P. M. Alarm was %mi\e ahead, with Jewett, Arrow, Vera, 
Sylvia, Turk, Curlew and Lily R. in order. Half an hour later the 
wind fell and the calm lasted tor an hour. At 3:58:10 Alarm finished 
the first half of the course and catching a breeze half an hour later 
she finished the race at 5:05:16. It was 5:04 when Vera finished her 
first round, with Sylvia, Lily R., Curlew, Jewett, Turk and Arrow in 
order. With more wind tlie last round was sailed in better lime, 
Vera finished at 6:00:10. Tbe elapsed times were: 
Alarm.2 41 05 Curlew...,.3 40 56 
Vera.3 36 00 Turk. 8 42 10 
Sylvia.3 39 41 Jewett.8 45 26 

Alarm wins first prize, a pair of marine glasses. Two protests have 
to be decided before the other prizes are awarded, 

LAKE ERIE.—The second annual regatta of the Inter-Lake Y. R. A. 
will be held on Lake St. Clair on July 5 and 6, following which the 
squadron cruise to Put-in Bay will take place. The following pro¬ 
gramme for the w'eek has been arranged: Sunday, July 4, reception 
committee of the M. Y. C. will meet yachts arriving from Lake Erie 
ports, at the mouth of Detroit River. Tugs will be provided to take 
yachts to M. Y. O. anchorage. Monday, July 5, Inter-Lake Yachting 
Association races, on Lake St. Clair, start from off Grosse Point at 
10:30 A. M. Second, fourth and firth class yachts will compete. 
Tuesday, July 6, Inter-Lake Yacht Association races, over same 
course, starting at 10::30 A. M. First and third class yachts will com¬ 
pete. Wednesday, July 7, review of all yachts of the Association by 
Com Geo. W. Gardner and staff, 9:00 A. M. Start for cruise to Put-in- 
Bay Islands 10:00 A. M. Friday, July 9, squadron cruise among Put- 
in-iBay Lslands. Saturday, July 10, breaking up of meet. The re- . 
gatta commit tee of the Association are: Messrs. W. Scott Robinson. 
(C. Y. A). ChaiJ man; J. H. Clegg (U. Y. C.}, M. T. Huntley (O. Y. C.), 
J. H. Hepburn (T. Y. C.l, G. )l. Bebee (P. B. Y. A.). The officers for 
1^6 are: Hon. G. W. Gardner. Commodore; H 0. Hart, Vice-Com 
mndore; A. W. Machen, Rear-Commodore; J. S- Williams. Secretai j 
and Treasurer; Dr, A. E. Claypoll, Fleet Surgeon; E. P. Day. Meas¬ 
urer; George Gascoyne, Assistant Measurer; George H. Ketctr-jm, 
Surveyor. 

AMERICAN Y. 0. CRUISE AND REGATTA.-The programme for 
the races and cruise of the American Y. C. next month is as follows: 
One of the Iron Steamboat Company’s boats will accompany the 
yachts. The third annual regatta of the club will take place on 
Thursday. July 15, over the club course, from Larchmont to New 
London. In addition lo the commodore’s cup, which will be awarded 
to the yacht making the shortest time over the course, irrespective 
of time allowance, other cups will be competed for in the different 
classes. On Friday, July 16, two cups will be competed for by yachts 
and launches not exceeding 50ft. on waterline, in the run from New 
London to Shelter Island. In the afmrnoon of the same day, at Shel¬ 
ter Island, there will be cutter, gig and dingey races for badges and 
also for the Bateman challenge cup for cutters, now held by .lames 
A. Baker, Esq. The respective prizes offered are open to all steam 
yachts enrolled in any yacht club; and owners, whether members of 
the American Y. C. or not, are requested to enter their yachts as soon 
as possible by notifying the chairman of the regatta committee, Mr. 
George W, Hall, 115 Broadway, or Mr. Thomas Manning, secretary, 
53 Beaver street. New York. 

YAWLS IN NEW YORK WATERS.—The full British yawl rig is a 
decided novelty in American waters, Cythera being, we beheve, the 
first one to visit New York. She now lies off Staten Island, and has 
been seen, at anchor and under way, during the past week. Her 
handsome sheer, high sides and shipshape look have won favorable 
comments from almostaU who.haveseen her. Near by her is anchored 
a similar vessel, an English yawl, Xarifa, lately arrived from England 
via Madeira and tne West Indies, after a very pleasant cruise, havmg 
left England in March. Her owner. Mr. Ames, with several friends, 
is on board. She is a foot wider and several feet shorter on water¬ 
line than Cythera, and much shorter over all. She files tbe burgee 
of the Royal Thames Y. C. 

DELVIN.—Clara has already made a reputation here for “young 
Will Fife,” the third of the name so well-known among the success¬ 
ful builders of the north country, but beside her there are now here 
two others of the same family, which promise to add to the fame of 
their designer. In the TompkinsviUe basin is the lO-tonner Ulidia, 
owned by Mr. E. M. Padelford, just fitted out after her trip across, 
while beside her lies a smaller sister, Delvin, owned by Mr. M. Roose¬ 
velt Schuyler. The latter, which arrived in the City of Rome, is SStt. 
7in. L.W.L , 5ft. 6m. beam, and 6ft. 2m. draft, witn 881 sq. ft. in lower 
sails. In 1884, her first year, she took 13 firsts and 2 seconds out of 17 
starts. Last year she only raced during the first of the season, being 
beaten by Doris. She will sail here under the Larchmont ourgee. 

SEAWANHAKA C. Y. C.—The fourth regular meeting of the S. C. 
Y. C. will be held at Delmonico's on June 25, at 8 P. M. The follow¬ 
ing gentlemen are proposed for membership: Messrs. R. B. Roose¬ 
velt, Jr., R. B. Hartshorn, Wendell Goodwin, M. Morris Howland, R. 
M. Appleton, Thos. DunneU, J. M. Clark, W. Lloyd Jeffries and B. 
Spaulding de Garmedia. 

BEVERLEY Y. C. 107TH AND 108TH REGATTAS.-On July 8 tbe 
B. Y. C. will sail its 107th regatta, an open sweepstakes for all cat- 
boats, off Monument Beach, starting at 1 P. M. The entrance fee is 
$2. On July 5, at 1 P. M., the 108th regatta, first race for Buzzard’s 
Bay championship, will be started. It will be open to club yachts 
only. 

EAST RIVER Y. C., JUNE 21.—The seventh annual regatta of the 
E. R. y. C. was sailed on Monday, 20 yachts starting in alight 
southerly wind, the course being around the Gangway buoy. The 
winners were Fly, Maud M., Lydia F., Thetis, Pirate and Lone Star. 

COLUMBIA Y. C., JUNE 21.—The winners In the nineteenth 
annual regatta of the Columbia Y. C. were Emma and Alice, Henry 
Gray, Unit, Henry Fisher and A. W. Trankle. The full details will 
appear next week. 

GALATEA.—The latest advices by cable are that Galatea will sail 
on Saturday for New York. 

Allen’s bow-facing oars, $8 per pair, Fred A. Allen, Monmouth, 
m.-Adv. __ 

Failinu Poweks in Middle Age are best provided against by an 
endowment policy in the Travelers, of Hartford, Conn. At age 80, 
an endowment for $1,000 maturing at 60 costa but $39.70 a year.—AdVi 
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^maeing. 
Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Fokest and 

Stream their addresses, with name, membership, sisals, etc, of 
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and 
reports of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are 
requested to forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with 
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local waters, 
drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relating 
to the sport. 

FIXTURES. 
Mohican Races every Thursday through ffid'season. 
.Tune 20—N. Y. C. C., 2d Race’ Commodore's Trophy. 
July 3-5—N. Y. C. C., Trials International Races. 

8-34—W. A. C. A. Meet. Lake Erie. 
10—Brooklyn C.C.. Paddling Race. 
10—N. Y. C. C., 3d Race Commodore’s Trophy. 
24—N. Y. C. C., 4th Race Commodore’s Trophy. 
7- N. Y. C. C., 5th Race Commodore’s Trophy. 
7—Brooklyn C. C., Paddling Race. 

Aug, 13-37—A. C. A. Meet, Grindstone Island. 
Aug. 21—Lake St. Annual. 
Sept. 4—Brooklyn C. C., Paddling Race. 
Sept. 4—N. Y. C. C., International Cup Races. 
Sept. 11—N. Y. C. C., 6th Race Commodore’s Trophy. 
Sept. 18—Brooklyn C. C., Sailing Races. 
Sept. 2.5—Brooklyn C. C.. Challenge Cup. 
Sept. 25—N. Y. C. C., 7th Race Commodore’s Trophy. 
Oct. 2—N. Y. C. C., Fall Regatta. 

July 
July 
July 
July 
Aug. 
Aug. 

A SUMMER’S SAIL. 

/^Ur of the dusty city and its cares 

Bear me, my bonny boat. 

Beneath the azure canopy of heaven. 

Where fleecy cloudlets float. 

Where fresh sea breezes whisper in mine ear, 

Adown the echoing strand. 

And laughing wavelets fling their diamond shower 

Upon the golden sand. 

How sweet to listen to the ocean’s voice, 

Singing its ceaseless lay. 
And watch the white-winged vessels speeding on 

Across the synlit bky. 

^ An'd sailitg on sweet mem’ries of the past 

Blend with the summer wind. 
And present cares of life for once are left 

In fancy far behind. F. G. 

THE HUDSON RIVER MEET. 

DODBINGTON’S dock, the scene of the Hudson River River 
spring meet of 1886, was well chosen and admirably adapted for 

i canoe camp. Here the river is wide and the hills not so high as to 
nake squally winds. The beach is all that could be desired with 
Amping sites on the hill in the shade or on the sandy beach. The 
irst comers, the Dock Rats, of Newburgh, arrived Friday night, coming 
o Rondout by steamer Mary Powell (Captain Anderson, of the Powell, 
s an active member of the Rondout C. C.) and paddling up to camp, 
ive miles away, under convoy of three R.C.C. canoers the same 
}v*5niDgr. 

Saturday morning dawned bright and fair with a lively breeze from 
he south, bringing with it Tramp (Stevens), of New York, who 
lad harbored at Rhinecliff the night before. During the morning 
he Shattemucks arrived from the north, having run by the camp at 
,wo bells in the morning watch. Presumably the watch on the t’gal- 
ant foc’le was asleep, and hooms being off the port the man at the 
^-heel did not see the camp as he passed by. They made land a mile 
lorth and beat back Saturday morning in time for breakfast. Later 
,lie Mohicans arrived via Barry towm and also Captain Ruggles, of 
Rochester. Saturday was agreeably passed in getting up tents, over- 
lauling gear and grub chests, and in the afternoon the sailing cracks 
ivere out for a tussle. A number took a sail over to Barry town, two 
niles away, for ship stores, with a quartering breeze, a dehghtful 
•un and an exciting beat back. By evening the camp was completely 
settled and looked like a miniature Grindstone, for the point some- 
vhat resembles that renowned canoeing ground. On the south side, 
ivhich is open, were the Albany, Newburgh and New York niM, on 
he north shore the Shattemucks, and on the ridge between the Rond- 
mt c'ub and on the extreme end were the headquarters. 

Sunday was quietly spent. The fresh breeze from the south lured 
jut the sailing devotees and the broad river was dotted with sails, 
Irauip with her 45ft. storm lug sail only did some remarkable wind¬ 
ward work. Slippery Thetis flashed in and out here and there, and 
Peggy. Grant Eugar’s new boat, flitted about under a cloud of sad, 
presided over by the doughty Dock Rat. _ 

Two new boats by new builders ai-e here and so are their respective 
builders. Iris of Ruggles build excites the envy of the cultured eye 
by her fine lines and a future of glory is predicted for her. Caro, by 

Buekhout, the. son of the ice yacht builder of Poughkeepsie, shows 
herself worthy of notice and consideration and looks as if there was 
no end to her capabilities in a seaway. During the afternoon a shower 
swept the river and caught a number unprepared. 'Jhetis and 
Caro were far away from camp to the south, so took shelter with a 
shad fisherman, arid after the blow and rain had.a little skirmish to 
see who would get home first, Thetis came in first, but Caro is a good 
boat just the same. 

In the evening the camp-fire melodies were interrupted by a terrific 
shower and the campers were wooed to sleep by the patter of the 
rain on their canvas tents. 

The races were set down for Monday, and in the early hours of the 
morning heads were protruding from tent openings inspecting the 
weather and taking notes of the prospect for wind. No one was dis¬ 
appointed in the wind, it w'as out from the north and coming butt 
end first. 

The Regatta Committee had settled upon seven races, the first to 
start at 9:3), providing the committee had breakfasted and washed 
up their dishes at that hour. They did not come to time, and it was 
10 A. M. before the first race, CIa.ss A, sailing, was called. Won by 
Peggy, Grant E. Edgar; Helena, Grant Van Deusen, second. 

Commodore Bartlett, of Newburgh, had arrived previous to the 
race and acted as judges’ boat and life saving station, lending assist¬ 
ance to four capsized mariners. 

H.—Class B, Sailing—Won by Caro, Grant Van Deusen; Peggy, 
Grant E. Edgar, second. 

Before this race and at the start the wind was heavy and a high sea 
running. Thelis, Tramp and Iris went out imder storm sails, other¬ 
wise the result.might have been different. 

in.—Novice Sailing- Won by Mystic, W. A. Stephens. 
IV. —Consolation, Sailing—Won by Thetis, B. M. Wackerhagen. 
V. —Paddling, Class 2—Won by canoe-, J. K. Hand. 
VI. -Paddling. Class 4—Won by Mystic, W. A, Stephens. 
VU.—Paddling, Tandem—Won by J. S. Poyntar and Grant Van 

Deusen in Nike. 
During the three days meet the wind was all that could be desired, 

the water not too lumpy, and the temperature just right. Fifty men 
with thirty-five canoes camped during the three days, and though 
there was a good hotel just over the river at Barrytown, not a mem¬ 
ber of the camp took a meal that he did not assist in some way in 
preparing. 

After the races a general moving took place. The little village of 
canvas quickly disappeared, and like the Arab, the canoeist quickly 
folded his tent, but not like him did he quietly steal away, but amid 
the din of steam whistles, the toot of horns, and to the tune ‘‘We 
part to meet again” the Mohicans paddled to Rondout to ship their 
canoes the following day by steamer. 

The Shattemucks departed by special .steamer for Sing Sing, and 
theDockrats by Commodore Bartlett’s steam yacht for Newburgh, 
and when night had settled down scarce one was left to teU the tale. 

THE NEW NAUTILUS AND PEARL. 

The coming international races have directed the attention of 
American canoeists to the boats which will come from the other 

side to meet ours, and the victories of the new Nautilus have excited 
much curiosity here, as nothing has been known of her lines or de¬ 
tails. We have just received the fifth edition of Mr. Dixon Kemp’s 
“Yacht and Boat Sailing,” in which, with other new matter relating 
to canoes, are two plates of the New 1836 Nautilus, with sketches of 
rudder and other details. The new boat is a marked departure from 
previous models, and especially from her immediate predecessors of 
the name. Her dimensions are: Length, J4ft. 6in.; L. W. L., 14ft. 
3in.; beam,32in.; depth at gunwale, 12J4in.; sheer at bow, 8J4iu.; aft, 
5J4in. The extreme draft, 7in., is at a point less than 5ft. from the 
stem, while at the stern the draft is only %in., the keel raking up. 
The trunk begins 2ft. 6in. from bow and ends 6ft. 6in., so that the 
board, a single plate of 56 pounds, is very far forward. The metal 
drop rudder is very large and of a novel form. The floor is quite flat 
and the sides flare very little. The hull contains five water-tight 
compartments, three being entered by hatches from the deck. The 
sail plan shows two balance lugs, 70 and 15ft., many of the details of 
rigging being novel and very ingenious. All cleats for the mainsail 
are on a small forehatch, fitted also with a folding tray for the slack 
lines, all^being detached from the canoe and made up with the sail in 
stowing. The following descriptionJof the hew Pearl is given by her 
owner in the Field of June 5: 

The new Pearl, to compete in the International races of the5<tneri- 
can Canoe Association and the N. Y. C. C., is now being built by R. J. 
'Turk, Kingston, I mention this to afford any one desirous of set-jug 
the mode of coustrucGon adopted in these little boatman opportunity 
oi doing so to the best adVantsee. IJke last year’” .PSarl, tfc t present 
one Is founded on the lines of the 1882-Fcari, published Af./’Vaoht 
and Boat Sailing,” with some slight alterations. stated ia '' Yactft' 
and Boat Sailing,” 1882 Pearl had a rising floor in order ♦hat she 
might carry fixed ballast to advantage it: ‘he matches.of the Thruies 
Sailing Club and the T. V. S. C., where no shlftiiig Ballast is' alltjwed. 
The present canoe, being designed solely to compete in canoe races 
with shifting ballast, has lin. less dead rise than the 1882 model. The 
1882 boat was 14£t. long, and the 1885 was 14£t. 6ii»., the extra length 
being obtained by spacing tbe same moulds further apart in equal 
proportions. In the canoe now building the 14ft. 6in. length is ob¬ 
tained by throwing the extra 6in. entirel;y into the middle of the boat, 
the first mould each side of midships being spaced 9in. fi-om tbe mid¬ 
ship mould, all the other moulds being spaced 6in. apart. The w’ater 
lines in the fore and aft bodies Of the new canoe are therefore the 
same as in the 1882 model, but the midship body is longer. As most 
or the races are sailed in narrow smooth waters, the after center- 
plate, which is chiefly useful to steady the boat in a seaway, 
has been omitted, and the area of j the fore centerplate pro¬ 
portionately increased. The new boat should be closer winded 
than the last, and quicker in stays, hut not so good for rough 
water cruising, in which the after plate is very useful. 

The boat is framed with alternate sawn and bent timbers spaced 6hi.; 
the sawn timbers are cut from natural oak crooks, lin. moulded and 
Min. sided. The steamed timbers are of ash, Mhi. moulded, %in. 
sided. The bilge is further strengthened with a piece of oak 2in. wide 
bv Mm- thick, turned round between each frame. There are four 
ribbons l^in. bj' M'D-^^edar from end to end; these are let into the 
sawn frames, but the bent timbers are let into the ribbons. All this 
framing is sec up before planltiug is commenced, so the design is 
accurately carried out. The plank up to the Gin. level amidships and 
the 7iu. level at bow and stern, is of oak 1-I2in. tliick in three widths; 
the topsides of 8-lOin. cedar. The keelson is cut away for 18in. amid¬ 
ships, and the ballast well-constructed as in the 1882 boat. 

The leading dimensions are: Length, 14ft. 6iu.; beam, 2ft. 8Mm.; 
depth, gunwale amidships to rabbet-line, 14in.; sheer forward, 4ft. 
Min.; aft, 3in.; round of deck at fore end of w'ell,2in.; well, 12ia. 
wide at fore-end, 16in. at widest part; flap side-decks, 7m. wide. The 
rabbet-line is straight for a length of 9ft., and is cambered for 2fc. 
9in. at bow and stern, the camber being more than in any previous 

^ Tbe design has been carried out with the utmost care and exacti¬ 
tude by the builder. Mr. R. J. Turk, leaving nothing to be desired m 
these respects, and it is a great satisfaction to see the work so 
thoroughly well done. , . E. B. T^dwen. 

[We may mention that we saw this canoe m frame last Saturemy, 
and thought it one of the cleverest specimens of the shipwright s 
ci-aft we had ever seen.—Ed. Field.l 

TORONTO C. C. CHALLENGE CUP.—The combined paddling and 
sailing challenge cup of the Toronto C. C. was raced for on June 12 
at 3 o'clock. The wind was light, but the race throughout was very 
exciting and closely contested. Of the five entries four were new 
canoes that had not competed against each other before (all having 
been built during the winter) and considerable speculation was in¬ 
dulged in as to which model was the fastest. The Boreas and Yane- 
wah have 50 pound boards, the Mac and Maggie 15 pound plates and 
the Una a wooden one. The following is the order of the finish: 

Owner. Canoe. Mainsail. 
1. Will G. McKendrlck...Mac. 73 sq. ft. 
2. Com. H. Nellson.Boreas....95sq. ft. 
3. D. Byron Jacques.Yanewah...95 sq. ft 
4. W. A. Leys.Maggie...75 sq. ft. 
5. Colin Fraser.Una.75 sq. ft. 

In a scrub sailing race held after the combined, Boreas came in a 
winner by about a quarter of a mile in a 4 mile course, Yanewah 
finishing second. The club will offer a novices trophy for those who 
have never sailed a canoe before this year.—Wild G. McKendrick, 
Secretary T. C. C. 

ESSEX B. AND C. C. REGATTA.—This club will hold their fll^t 
spring regatta off their club house, north of the Erie R. R. bridge 
over the Passaic River, Newark, on June 26, storting at 2 P. M. The 
programme includes a paddling race for classes lU. and I'V., a sail¬ 
ing race for all classes, a tandem paddling race, a sailing race for 
canvas canoes, a hand paddling race, an upset race and tub race. 
The races are open to members of all canoe clubs, and the races will 
be under A. C. A, rules. The committee are Messrs. George O. Tot¬ 
ten, Wm. H. Hillier and A. W. EvenJeu. 

NEWBURG B. & 0. C.—The canoeists of Newburg held their first 
outing on June 19, when a party of 27, including a number of ladies, 
in ten canoes and row boats, lett the clubhouse at 4 P. M . and were 
towed by the steamer Alice to Clark’s Dock, where supper was pre¬ 
pared. The party rowed and paddled home by moonlight, arriving 
at 10 P. M. 

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.—The following candidates have been 
proposed: John E. Plummer, New York; W. A. Borden. Rochester, 
N. Y.; W. R. Huntington, Rome, N. Y.; E. R. Perry, Albany, N. Y.; 
W. D. Frothingham, Albany, N. Y.; E. J. Wheeler, Albany, N. Y.; W. 
Wheeler, Albany, N. Y.; E. R. Cassidy, Albany, N. Y. 

THE A. C. A. TROPHY subscriptions to date are as follows : F, 
J. Baxter, $1; S. J. Bonus, $1; Chas. F. Earle, $5,15 ; Frank M. Sin¬ 
clair, ; F. D. Shiras, 8l; Geo. Burn, ,$1. Previously acknowledged, 
$225. Total to date, $235.15. Wm. Whitlock, Chairman,-37 West 
Twenty-second street, N. Y. 

CRUISES IN CONNECTIOUT.-Mr. E. J. Pope, Box 781, Ansonia, 
Conn., would like to correspond with other Connecticut canoeists. 

Evert pair of Allen’s bow-facing oars warranted. Send for little 
catalogue free. Fred A. Allen, Monmouth, HI.-Ada. 

^nswer§ to ^arres^ondent§. 

Mo Notice Taken of Anonymous Gorrespondents. 

G. D. S.—See last issue for Massachusetts game iaw. 
W. H. L.—You will do well to read Dr. Henshall’s “Book of the 

Black Bass.” 
W. H. S., Troy, N. Y.—We believe that there is no law in this State 

protecting the English sparrow. 
Watt.—You will find bass, perch, pickerel and muskallonge, grouse 

(ruffed and pinnated) and wOd fowl, in season. 
Amateur Rifle Shot.—Kindly inform me if there are moose, deer 

and fur-bearing animals in the north woods of Canada. Ans. Yes. 
H. B.—The arms are well made and give good satisfaction. Send 

to the manufacturers who will supply illustrated catalogues of the 
different styles and calibers. 

Bat Bird Resort Wanted.—I am anxious to find some good local¬ 
ity for bay bird shooting. Would like to spend August in some nice 
family, board reasonable. Can you give me an address? Nething 
fancy, just clean, .simple fare.—S. D., Troy, N. Y. 

El S.-C., Nebraska.—1. We have heard it well spoken of. 2. Should 
prefer a double-barreled gun. 3. There are half a dozen or more dif¬ 
ferent makes, any one of which will last you a life time and your son 
sfifr you. 4. They are advertised in our advertising pages, and can 
be bad rrom any dealer. 

B. H. F., Canada.—1. See mosquito preventive recipe in our last 
issue, "uiswers to- correspondents, 2 The rifle you have ought to 
answer the purpose. A gunsmith might remedy the fault you name. 
The other rifle would be suitable. 3. Trap shooting is good practice 
for field shooting, but nothing but actual experience in the field can 
make you expert there. 

J. C. W., Paterson, N. J.—1. Which is the most killing tly for brook 
ti’out and black bass at this season of the year? 2. Also, which do 
you consider the best bait for chub? Ans. 1. There is no such fly; 
all are more or less good at different times of the day and on differ¬ 
ent waters. Tbe best fly of yesterday is often refused to-day. 2. 
Worms and grasshoppers. 

J. H. M., Newark, N. J.—Is there any known rule to determine the 
crook of a gun stock—that is, to come up to the shoulder properly 
on the line of sight? I am going to order a gun aud want to start 
uiiderstandingly. Ans. You should by experiment with different 
guns determine what drop of stock best suits you, i. e., enable.^ you 
CO catch the ceuter of rib quickly with your eye. Then lay a straight¬ 
edge on the rib, extending it back, aud measure distance from 
straightedge down to top of stock. 

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED. 

Bulletin op the Brookville Society of Natural History.— 
Published by the society, Brookville. lad. Contains List of Fishes ob¬ 
served in vioiaity of Brookville, List of Birds observed in Franklin 
countv, preliminary List of Reptiles and Batrachians of Franklin 
county, tlie Flora of Franklin county, Eudogens, Fossil Corals of 
Franklin county. 

Southern California: Its mountains, valleys and streams; its 
animals, birds and fishes; its climate, farms and gardens. By Theo¬ 
dore S. Van Dyke. New York: Fords, Howard & Hulbert. Cloth, 
$1.50. 

Canada: Its history, productions and natural resources. Prepared 
under the direction of the Hon. .lohn Carling, Minister of Agricul¬ 
ture. Department of Agriculture, Ottawa. 

In Fruitful Lands, and other poems. By Minna Caroline Smith. 
A dainty bit of typography from the press of William B. Howland, 
Cambridge, Mass. 

How TO Handle and Educate Vicious Horses. Together with 
bints on the training and health of dogs. By Oscar F. Gleason. 
New York: O. Judd Co. Cloth, 205 pp., price $1. 

HUMPHRE7S’ 
I Homeopathic VeteVmary 

1 Specifics for 
\ HORSES, CATTLE, SHEEP* 

DOGS, HOGS, POULTRY. 

f Used t7 U. S. Qovemm’t. 
Chart on Rollers, 

and Boole Sifent Free. 
Humphreys’ Med. Co., 109 Fulton St., H. Y. 

Salmon Fishing in Canada. 
We have the largest stock in America of Forrest 

& Son’s celebrated Salmon Flies, Rods, Reels, 
Casting Lines, etc., etc,. We have everything in 
Fishing Tackle for the successful capture of Sal¬ 
mon and Trout in Canadian waters. American 
anglers can obtain their complete outfit from us 
far below New York prices. Spliced Salmon and 
Trout Rods a specialty. Salmon and Trout Rods 
made to order and repaired. W. W. Greener’s 
Guns Eley Bros. Ammunition, Curtis and Harvey’s 
Diamond Grain Powder, Clay Pigeons, Blackbirds, 
Glass Balls, Traps and all kinds of sporting goods. 
Send stamp for 42-page illustrated catalogue. 

T. W. BOYD & SON, 1641 Notre Dame st., 
Montreal, Canada, 

ARTIFICIAL FLIES. 
We keep constantly in stock over .500 varieties of 

Trout, Black Bass, Grayling & Salmon Flies. 
Particular attention given to the selection of the gut, and all flies tied on our HIGHEST QUALITY SPROAT 

HOOKS, ^ 
Sizes of Trout Flies from No. 2 to No. 18. Any pattern tied to order. 

If your dealer does not keep our goods in stock, or will not order them for you, send us 50 cents for our 180-page 

folio illustrated catalogue. 

ABBEY & IMBBIE, 
Manufacturers of every description of 

r’llNTB F* I IS H I 3Nr C3r T.A-OK.IL 
18 Vesey Street (Fourth door from the Astor House), New York. 

TRADE 
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55 COURT STREET, BROOKUYI^r. UEiAUER UST 
FISHING RODS 

Brother angler, do you want to know where to 
purchase a fine hand made fishing rod, with numer¬ 
ous improvements not found in any other rod man¬ 
ufactured, and at a lower price than a machine rod 
can be purchased? Send for price list containing 
hints in selecting a rod. 

EDWARD SMITH, 
Pittsford, Rutland Co., Vt. 

First Quality Goods at Lower Prices than any other House in America. 
Brass Multiplying Reels with Balance Handles, first quality and fine finish, 75ft., $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 180ft., $1.60 : 240ft., $1.75; 300ft.. $2 00; 460ft., $2.26; 

600ft., $2.60, Any of the above Reels with Drags, 26 cts. extra; nickei plated, 60 cts. extra. Brass OlicK Reels, 20yds., 50 cts.; 30yds., 75 cts.; 60yds., $1.00; 
nickel plated, 50 cts. extra. Marster’s Celebrated Hooks Snelled on Gut. Limerick, Kirby Limerick, Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, O’Shaughnessy, Kinsey, 
Aberdeen, Sneck Bent, and all other hooks. Single gut, 12 cts. per doz.; double, 20 cts. per doz.; treble, 30 cts. per doz. Put up one half dozen in a package. 
Single Gut Trout and Black Bass Leaders, 1yd., 6 cts.; 2yds., 10 cts,, 3yds., 15 cts. Double Twisted Leaders, 3 length, 5 cts.; treble twisted, 3 length, 10 cts. 
Trout Flies, 00 cts. per doz. Black Bass Plies, $1.00 per doz Trout and Black Bass Bait Rods, Oft. long, $1.25 to $5.00. Trout and Black Bass Fly Bods, 10ft. 
long, $1.50 to $10 00. Also forty-eight different styles of rods for all kinds of fishing. Samples of hooks, leaders, etc , sent by mail on receipt of price in 
money or stamps. SEND STAMP FOR CATALOGUE. THU MANUFACTURE OF SNELUBD HOOKS AND LEADERS A SPECIALTY. 

Established 30 Years. Open Evenings. J. F. MARSTERS, 55 Court Street, Brooklyn. 

ULORIDA, THE ITALY OF AMERICA— 
F 60 pages valuable information.—Opportunities 
for profitable investments; a Home, Orange Grove, 
Winter Garden, Damage from Recent Freeze. Pub¬ 
lished by Bailey Syndicate. Indorsed by leading 
officials of Florida. Send six 2c.-stamps for copy to 
J. F. TUCKER, Gen, Mgr , Brooksville, Fla, 

THE WINCHESTER 
THE MOST POPULAR 

Eepeating Hiile 
IX TH£ MARKET. 

Great Variety 

of Styles and 

Calibers. 

PRICES 

REDUCED. 

EVERY VARIETY OF 

Metallic Ammunition 
PAPER AND BRASS SHOT SHELLS, 

9 etc. 

WINCHESTEH REPEATING ARMS CO., 
KTESTTU" OOIXTIXT. 

Send for 76-page Illustrated Catalogue. 

Spalding’s Celebrated Split Bamboo Rod. 
^l.ii-IIJII" II I I -..r-".. u -II . ... . 

UNEQUALLED IN QUALITY AND WORKlWANSHIP. MADE W^ITH SPECIAL CARE AS TO UNIFORMITY OF 
SPRING AND DURABILITY. PATENT SERRATED WATERPROOF FERRULE. 

OUR SPECIALTIES IN 

Hand-Made Lancewood and Greenliart Rods 
Take the lead in first quality goods. 

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE 

Brooks’ Patent Line-Drying Reel, 
An article long needed by fishermen who appreciate the value of having their Hups always in good 
condition. It is a simifie device intended to be carried in tackle box for drying lines. May be inserted in 
crevice of fence or otlter convenient place. Price, $2.00. 

SOLE AGENaS for TRE FOLLOWING SPECIALTIES IN FISHING TACKLE: 

Bray’s Patent Fly-Book, Gogebic Reels, Spalding’s Hammered Trolling Bait, Rudolph’s Bait^Pail, Rndolnh’s 
Live Pish Net, Rudolph’s Disgorger, Utley’s Collapsing Net, Brown’s Patent Net 

Ring and Staff, Brooks’ Patent Line Dryer. 

S'**- Broadway, TXT. ir. 108 XMCadisoxi St., Cldoaso, Ill. 
SEND rOR FISHING TACKLE CATALOGUE. 

K. K. TRYON, JR. & CO., Philadelphia Agents. 
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Chamberfln” Cartridge 
COMPANY, CLEVELAND, OHIO, 

Loaded by machinery. Every cartridge perfect. Every one alike. Wadding of uniform thickness, and placed 
squarely on the powder and shot. Rammed with uniform pressure. Beautifully and securely crimped. Packed 
25 in a pasteboard box, 20 boxes in a case. Tlio 0<Di3LX7'oi3Lloii.t Axxca. lOest 
xxltioia ±30. tl3.e "V^orlca.- Highest scores on record made with these cartridges. Persons who use 
them in the field are constantly speaking in their praise. WOOD POWDER has shown its best results in 
these goods. PIGOtl, WILKES & LA.URENCE POWDER does its best work in Chamberlin cartridges. Any of 
the leading brands of paper shells or powder may be had. THE VARIETY OF CARTRIDGES FOR TRAP 
SHOOTING IS NOW COMPLETE. WADDING ONE SIZE LARGER THAN BORE OF GUN for such guns as 
require this style of loading. __ 

HARTLEY & GRAHAM, 

H. C. SQUIRES, 

W. C. HODGKINS, 

J. P. MOORE’S SONS, 

19 Maiden Lane. 

178 Broadway. 

300 Broadway. 

302 Broadway. 

FOR SALE IN NEW YORK CITY BY 
I LAMBERSON, FURMAN & CO., . 283 Broadway. I WALLACE & SONS, . 

A. G. SPALDING & BRO., . . 241 Broadway. W. M. CORNWALL, 

WM. P. HOWELL, . . . .205 Front Street. C. J. GODFREY, . 

I SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 84 Chambers Street. I E. H. MADISON, . 

Sexid fox* Xllxxstx*o.fod Ooi'ta.los'u.o. 

. . 89 Chambers Street 

. . . 18 Warren Street. 

. . 7 Warren Street. 

. 564 Fulton Street, Brooklyn. 

TATHAM A BHOS., General Eastern Agents, 
82 Beekman Street, New York City^ 

UNEQUALLED 

AS A 

Combined Tool 
Beautifully Finished 

and all 

JS. Bullet Mould. C, Seating Primer. 
E, Sizing 

Bullet. 

S .s s 
^ 3 ^ 

o 
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WANTED.—A MARRIED COUPLE TO KEEP 
house tor two single gentlemen in South 

Carolina, the man to thoroughly understand train¬ 
ing sporting- dogs and preparing same for field 
trials, the woman to be competent to do all house¬ 
work, a plain cook and scrupulously clean. Refer¬ 
ences required. Address SOUTH CAROLINA, 
Forest and Stream office 3^17,4c 

COPIES WANTED.—JAN. 4, 11,18 and 26. FEB. 1, 
March 8 and Sept. 18.1883: Feb. 7 and 14, March 

6,1884. We are short of these issues, and would be 
obliged if any of our readers having one or all of 
these numbers that they do not want will send to 
Forest and Stream Pan. Co.. 89 Park Row. New 
York City. mar26,tf 

CANOE HANDLING. 
By C. B. VAUX (“DOT”). 

A complete manual for the management of a canoe. The author begins at the very 
beginning, describes and explains the rudiments in the simj 'est and plainest way possible. 
Everything is made intelligible for beginners: and besides this ABC teaching there are so 
many hints and wiinkles that the oldest canoeist afloat will And pleasure and profit in the 
study of these. The book is complece and concise—no unless duffle between its covers. The 
subjects treated are the choice of a canoe, paddling, sailing, care of tho canoe, recipes and 
rules. The text is further elucidated by numerous practical drawings, and the beauty of the 
book is enhanced by the many ornamental vignettes. Pages 168; unifoi-m with “Canoe 
Building.” Price, postpaid, $1.00. ^ 

NEW YORK: Forest and Stream Publishing Co. 39 Park Row. 
LONDON: Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane, CornhiU. 

WANTED. 

Bear, Buffalo, Deer, Wolves, Foxes, Spotted Cats, 
Civit Cats, Lynx, Panthers, Antelope, Otter, Beav¬ 
ers and other animals and birds of aU lands. Ad¬ 
dress D. H. TALBOT. Sioux City, la. 

WANTED TO PURCHASE.-GOOD SECOND- 
hand lapstreak rowboat, about 16ft., 8 to 10 

streaks each side; Rushton make preferred. Good 
price for right article. Address MOHICAN, this 
office. je24,lt 

Jb'J_LiE BINDERS^ 

Size to suit Forest and Stream, 

FISHING 
WITH 

Hook 
AND 

Line. 
84 pages, 

illustrated. 
Price 25c 

8-piece Fly Rod, 26yds. Click Reel, 25yd8. oiled 
Silir Line, six Flies, six Hooks to gut and Leader 
complete by express, $4.00. Post paid, $4 50. Two 
Sample Flies by mail, post paid, 16 cts.: per doz.. 75 
cts. One 3 piece Trout Rod, Reel, 100ft. Linen Line, 
six Hooks to gut, one Sinker, one Leader and one 
Float, complete. $2.00. Post paid. $2.50. Send for 
our new catalogue, 320 large pages, over 5,000 illus¬ 
trations of all sporting goods, covers printed In 15 
colors, sent by mail for 25 cents. 

PECK & SNYBEK, 126 Nassau St., N. T. 

JOIN THE NATIONAL GUN ASSOCIATION. 
Send 10 cents, for handbook giving all infor¬ 

mation, to the Secretary. Matt R. Freeman, Gen¬ 
eral Manager. F. 0. Etheridge, Secretary and 
Treasurer. Macon, Ga. Board of Directors: Dr. L. 
E. Russell. Springfield, 0.: 0. M. Stark, Winchester, 
Mass.; J. Von Lengerke, New York city: Washing¬ 
ton A. Cester, Flatbush, L. I.; Wm. G. Cocmer, 
Savannah, Ga.; E. A. Crawford, Tallahassee, Fla.; 
M. R. Freeman, W. W. Parker and F. C. Etheridge, 
Macon, Ga. 

ST01IEH2XGE OH THE DOG. 

Friea S8.S0. 

For wle by Foreat and Stream FabUtiung OOi 

TROUT FLIES, 
36c. Per Dozen. 

H. H. KIFFE, 
318 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

Send for Pishing Tackle Catalogue. 

"Murcia” Silk Worm Gut. 
PISHING AND SURGICAL USE. 

In lots to suit, all grades and lengths, "Extra 
Heavy” to “Extra Fine." Assorted thousands, ten 
different grades, including "Extra I^ng,” put up 
for country trade and clubs. Prices, $5 co $15 per 
1.000. Assorted thousands, $7.50. Address LATASA 
& CO., P. O. Box 2,708, Washington Building, N. Y. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE 

Price. mi.fiO. 

HOW CAN A BOOT BE WATERPKOOF 
AND NOT SWEAT THE FEET? Common 

waterproof boots keep the perspiration in as well 
as the water out, and perspiration that finds its 
way through leather is kept in the rubber hoot. 
This renders the sock wet, and, when the wearer 
ceases walking, causes the cold clammy feeling 
which is so objectionable and unhealthy. 

THE HANNAFORD VENTILATED 

RUBBER BOOT, 
while it is waterproof and as warm as any hoot 
made, provides a way for the perspiration to escape; 
at each step the foul air is forced out of the boot, 
and when the weight of the body is remov^ 
the compressible top sole, fresh air is admitted to 
the foot; thus the sock is kept free from the mois¬ 
ture which causes the feet to become cold, sore, and 
tender. Send for circular. 
HANNAPOBD VENTILATED BOOT CO. 

79 Milk Street, Boston. 

The English " Fishing Gazette.” 
Devoted to angling, river, lake and sea fishing, and 

fishculture. 
Everv Saturday, 16 pages, folio, price 2d. 

Volume XI. commenced with number 429 for 
July 11, 1886. 

Editor—R, B. MARSTON 
Free by post for one year for 12s. 6d. Isay $3.20) to 

any address in the United States. 
Sent direct from the offlpe for any portion of a 

year at the above rate. U. 8. postage stamps can 
be remitted, or money order payable to Sampson, 
Low, Marston & Co., the proprietors. 

Contams special articles on all fresh and salt 
water fish and fishing; reports of the state of the 
rivers; reports from angling clubs; flshculture and 
natural history; where to fish; angling notes and 
queries; angling exchange column; notices of 
fishing tackle, books, &c., and other features. 

A copy of the current number can be had (post 
free by sending six cents In stamps to R. B. Mars¬ 
ton, the FISHING GAZETTE office, 12 and 13. 
Fetter-lane, London. _ 

The FISHING GAZICITE circulates extensively 
among anglers and country gentlemen In all parts 
of the Empire. 

“There is a large public Interest in fishing. , . 
An excellent class organ.”—WorW. 

“One of the best authorities an these and tdndrefl 
subjectB.”—TVwtA 

“A brighter and gayer little paper Is not pula' 
fished. "—Mayfair. 

The FISHING GAZETTE is quoted by the Timet 
and aU the best papers. 

One of the best mediums for 

ahvhrtisements 
of fishing tackle makers, fishculturlsts, hotels ana 
fishing quarters, whisky, waterproof fishing goods, 
cigars and tobacco, booto of angling, and all other 
raquirements of anglers; also for all general adver¬ 
tisements addressed to a well-to-do class in all parta 
of the country and abroad. 

Office-12 and 13. Fe^^er-lane London 

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING. 

EPPS’S COCOA. 
BREAKFAST. 

“By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws 
which govern the operations of digestion and nutri¬ 
tion, and by a carefui application of the fine prop¬ 
erties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr, Epps has provided 
our breakfast tables with a delicately flavored 
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors' 
bills. It is by the judicious use of such articles of 
diet that a constitution may be graduaUy built up 
until strong enough to resist every tendency to 
disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating 
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak 
point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by keep¬ 
ing ourselves well fortified with pure blood and a 
properly nourished frame. ”—Civil Service Gazette, 

Made simply with boiling water or milk, bold 
only in half pound tins by Grocers, labelled thus: 

JAMES EPFS & OO., Homoeopathic Ohem- 
iHts. London. England. 

The Still-Hunter, 
-BY- 

T. S. VAN DYKE. 
PRICE, POSTPAID. $2.00, 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBUSHINa CO., 

89 Park Row, New York. 
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' Go. will send post paid any book 

ot publisher’s price. 

I's Library. 
»ools.s 

^ mml, postpaid, on receipt of price, 

ey accompanies the order. 

30KS EXCHANGED. 
gviuje; books anb maps. 

Adirondacks. Map of, Stoddard . J1 oo 
Farrar’s Guide to Moosehead Lake, pa. 50; do. 1 00 
Farrar’s Guide to Richardson anclBangeley 

Lake, paper, 50; cloth. l oO 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake .... 50 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Region 50 
Florida Annual. 60 
Guide Book and Map of the Dead River Region 60 
Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddard. 25 
Map of Androscoggin Eeg^.on. 60 
Map of Northern IVIaine, Steele,. 1 00 
Map of the Thousand Islands. 60 
Map of the Yellowstone Park . 2 50 

UOfcSR. 
American Roadsters and Trotting Horses. 6 00 
Boots and Saddles, Mrs. Custer. l 60 
Boucher’s Method of Horsemanship. 1 00 
Bruce’s Stud Book, 3 vols. 30 00 
Dadd’s American Reformed Horse Book, 8vo. 2 50 
Dadd’s Modem Horse Doctor. 12mo. ;50 
Horses, Famous American Race. 76 
Horses, Famous American Trotting. 75 
Horses, Famous, of Amenca. . 1 50 
How to Ride and Scoool a Horse. 1 00 
Jenning’s Horse Training... i 25 
Manual of the Horse. 26 
Mayhew’s Horse Doctor. 3 00 
Mayhew’s Horse Management. 3 00 
McClure’s Stable Guide. i 00 
Rarey’s Horse Tamer. 60 
Riding and Driving.   80 
Riding Recollections, Whyte Melville's. 3 00 
Stonehenge, Horse Owner’s Cyclopedia. 3 75 
Stonehenge on the Horse, English edition, 8vo 3 50 
Stonehenge on the Horse, American edition, 
12mo. 2 00 

The Book of the Horse. 8 00 
Veterinary Dictionary, Going. 8 00 
Wallace’s American Stud Book. lo 00 
Wallace’s American Trotting Register, 2 vols, 20 00 
Woodruff's Trotting^Horses of America. 2 50 
Yoaatt and on the Horae. soo 

KPIVNEG 
American Kennel, Burges. 8 00 
British Dogs, Dalziel. 4 oo 
Dog, Diseases of, Dalziel. 80 
Dog. Diseases of, Hill. 8 OC 
Dog Breahing, Floyd. 50 
Dog Breakmg, by Holabird. 
Dog Breaking, Hutchinson. 3 00 
Dog, the Ditfo, May hew and Hutchinson. 3 Ot 
Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond. J or 
Dogs and Their Doings, Morris. l 76 
Dogs of Great Britupi, America and other 
Countries..... 8 OG 

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, 16mo. 76 
Dogs, Points for Judgu^. 5c 
Dogs, Richardson, pa. 30.; doth. 6C 
Dogs and Their Ways, Williams. l 2£ 
Dogs and the Public . 75 
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment in 

Disease, by Ashmont. 3 00 
Englishe Dogges, Reprint of 1576. 50 
English Kennel C. 8, Book, Vol. 1. 5 OC 
English K. C. 8. Book, Vols. lU. to 2.. each.. 4 6G 
Glover’s Album, A Treatise on Canine Diseases 50 
Our Friend the Dog. 3 0( 
Practical Keimel Guide, Stable*. 1 5( 
Setter Dog, the, Laverack. 3 On 
Stonehenge, Dog of British Islands. 6 00 
The Dog, by Idstone. 73; 
The Blastifl. the History of, by M. B. Wynn... 8 50 
Vero Shaw’s Book on the Dog, doth, IfS.OO; 
morocco.. 22 6C 

V ouatt on the Dog.. 2 6C 

SPORTS AND GAMES. 

American Boy’s Own Book, Sports and Games 2 00 
Athletic Sports for Boys, bds. 75c.; cloth..;  1 00 
Boy’s Treasury of Sports and Pastimes, etc.. 2 00 
Cassell’s Book of Sports and Pastimes. 3 00 
Croquet. 20 
Easy Whist.  60 
Hands at Whist. 50 
Instruction in the Indian Club Exercise. 25 
Skating.   35 
Stonehenge, Encyclopedia of Rural Sports... 7 50 
Whist for Beginners. 50 

MISCEEEANEOGSi 
A Naturalist’s Rambles About Home, Abbott. 1 50 
Adventures of a Young Naturalist. l 7t 
AmateurPhotogr^her.... 1 oC 
Animal Plagues. Fleming. 4 8t 
Antelope and Deer of America. 2 5C 
Archer, Modem. ae 
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson.... 1 6C 
Atlas of Jersey Coast. 1 50 
Black HEls of Dakota, Ludlow, quarto, cloth, 

Government Report.. 8 50 
Common Objects of the Seashore.^. 5fl 
Eastward Hoi. 126 
Histoncal and Biographical Atlas of New Jer¬ 

sey Coast,.... . 5 OC 
How to Make Photographs. l oc 
Humorous SketcheSjSeymour. 6 OC 
Insects Injurious to Vegetation... 6 60 
Keeping One Cow. 1 oC 
Life and Writings of Frank Forrester, 2 vols., 

per vol. 1 St 
Mammals of NewYork, paper. |4; cloth. 5 00 
Maynara’s Manual of Taxidermy. 1 2f 
Manton’s Taxidermy Without a Teacher. 5C 
North American Insects. l 5C 
Old St. Augustme, Fla., illustrated. l 5t 
Packard’s Half-Hours With Insects. 2 5t 
Pistol, The. so 
Photography for Amateurs. 60 
Practical Forestry, by Fuller. 1 50 
Practical Taxidermy and Home Decoration, 
Batty. 1 50 

Practical Orange Culture.  100 
Practical Poultoy Keeping. 2 00 
Randall’s Practical Shepherd.. 2 00 
Sportsman’s Gazetter, Hallock . 3 OO 
Sportsman’s Hand Book, Col. Horace Park... 1 00 
Studies in Animal Life, Lewis.  1 OC 
The Forester, by Brown.10 00 
The Northwest Coast of America. . 20 00 
The Taxidermists’ Manual, Brown. 1 00 
Wild Flowers of Switzerland. 16 00 
Wild Woods Life, Farrar. 126 
Willson’s Noctes Ambrosianas, by Prof. Wil¬ 

son, J. G. Lockhardt, James Hoeg and Dr. 
Maginn, 6 vols., crown 8vo., clotn, $9; half 
calf.  18 00 

Woodcraft, “NessmuK".  1 oo 
Woods and Lakes of Maine. M 
Yotuilii on atieep.. w 1 » 

YJ1.0IIT O-A-KTIVOIM". 
MUZZLE-LOADING. 

Using Friction Primer. 
2 Wheel 4 Wheel 

L’gth. Bore. Carriage Cnr'ge. 
Itt in. 1 - - 

Solid Mahogany 

BREECH-LOADING. 
4 Wheel 
Cairiage 

2 Wheel R' bber 
L’gth. Bore. Carriage. Ti es. 

18 in. % in. $65 00 $70.00 
- ■■ 120.00 128 00 

165 00 175.00 
200 00 216 t’O 
280 00 300 00 
376.00 400 00 

With each gun is furnished 
a canvas cover, wiping rod, 
enn brn«h, loader, capper 
and decapper, two brass 
shells and lanyard. 

MANUFACTURED 

NEW HAVEN, CONN., U. S. A. 
H’OR SA.i:.E3 .A.T 

Boston:' 
CHAS. C. .HUTCHINSON, 

126 Commercial St. 

New York: 
All the leading deal rs in Sporting 

and Yachting Goods. 

Chicago: 
SHELTON BRASS H vRDWARE CO. 

177 Lake st. 

SPORTSMEN’S CLOTHING! 
ALSO CLOTHING FOR 

Civil Engineers, Surveyors, Ranchmen, 

Miners, Lumhermen, Etc., 
Manuf. from Best CORDUROY, MACKINTOSH, 

CANVAS, MACKINAW, LEATHER, Etc. 

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE. 

THIS 
is our Skeleton 
Coat, of strong 
material, and 
weighs but 15 
oz. Will mail 
it to you for $2. 
Send ns breast 
measure. 

UPTHEGEOVE & McLELLAE, Valparaiso, Indiana. 

SFORTSffliTS WEAR. 
Cordiroj, Cmas Horseliiile, UoptiD, Sheep- 

shin, Machiitosh and Flannel Clothe 
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION FOR SPORTSMEN 

Gun Cases, Cartridge Belts and Equip¬ 
ments of all kinds. 

OATAXOGUB AND SAMFUBS FXUBX!. 

GEO. BARNARD & CO., 
108 HVIadisoxL Street, Ch.ioas:o, Ill. 
Eastern Agents: A. G. SPALDING & BROS., 241 Broadway, N. Y. 
Philadelphia Agents: E. K. TRYON. JR. & CO. 

O. B. 'VVFXXiiJES.XXVrsozM', 

8 John Si, near Broadway, N. Y. 

lAMACmEDIB JEWELIB, 
Medals and Badges 

A SPECIALTY. 

Special desigiu famished on applica* 

tion free of charge. 

JUMBOLENE. 
(Trade Mark Registered.) 

Cures and prevents Insect Bites, Simburn, 
Chapped Hands and Face. It is the best Lini¬ 
ment in use for Burns, Scald=, Chilblains, Frost 
Biles, Sprains, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, etc. 

It prevents blood poisoning in cuts and other 
wounds and promotes rapid healing Ih all cases. 

For Sale by Druggists and Dealers in Sporting 
Goods, at 60 cents per bottle. 

THOS. JENNESS & SON, 
PROPRIETORS, 

Bangor, Me., U. S. A. 
Wholesale Agents: John P. Lf'vell’s Sons, Boston; Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co., Chicago; 

Von Lengerke and Detmold, New York. 

is.Tivi:B.a.x.x.’s s.ALiPxra' 
STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES. 

People of refined taste who desire exceptionally fine 
cigarettes should use only our Straight Cut, 

put up in satiu packets and boxes of 
10s, 20s, 5Us and lOOs. 

14 First PrizR Medsls. WM S. KINimil « CO. 

Canoe and Camp Coolsery. 
By “SENEOA.” 

A practical cook book for canoeists, Corinthian sailors and outers. Practical because 
the author gives explicit and intelligible directions for preparing sued dishes as he has him¬ 
self actually tested in camp and on a cruise. This is just where the recipes differ from the 
absurdly impracticable dishes given in some so-called camp cookery books. The cooking 
outfit is described, and numerous hints on camp economy add to the value of the work. 
Cloth, 96 pages Price $1.00. 

NEW YORK: Forest and Stream Publishing Co.. 39 Park Bow. 
LONDON; Davies & Co., 1 Piach Lane. Comhill, 
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PUBLIC NOTICE. 
Leases of the angling privileges 

pertaining to the ungranted lands bordering 

on a few Salmon Rivers on the north agd south 

sides of the River and Gulf of St. Lawrence, and 

a number of lakes situated for the most part along 

the line of the Quebec & Lake St. John Railway, 

■will be offered to public competition, at the Depart¬ 

ment of Crown Lands, Quebec, on 

Weflnesilaj, 30il Jie iieit, 1886, 
At Eleven o’clock A. M. 

A list of said Rivers and Lakes is published in 

the Quebec Official Gazette of this date. 
For further information addreas the undersigned, 

or the office of the Forest and Stream Pub. Co. 
W. W. LYNCH, 

Commissioner of Crown Lands. 

Department of Crown Lands, I 
Quebec, May 29,1886. ( 

May 29,1886.  

FOR SALB. 
HOPE ISLAND, in Narragansett Bay, containing 

about 100 acres, located eight miles from Newport 

on the line of steamers’ direct course to Providence. 

Standing high, commands a view of every point of 

interest in the bay. Good house, barn, workshop, 

lodge, henneries, abundance of good water and a 

wharf costing $3,000 are some of the improvements, 

A perfect resting place for a tired gentleman or 

lady, or desirable headquarters for a yacht club 

or site for a hotel, every room would have a water 
frontage. Splendid grounds for private fox hunt¬ 
ing. Fishing excellent and spring and fall sea fowl 
shooting unsurpassed on the coast; but the Island 

should be kept a gentleman’s private residence. 

Will be sold at a fair price on easy terms. 
HIRAM B. AYLES WORTH, 

je24,2t Providence, R. I. 

in tiu f tttU. 

Fish and Game Preserve For Sale. 
Bear, Deer. Coon, Wildcat, Foxes, Trout, Pick¬ 

erel, Eels. ete. One pond, 12b acres, new cement 
dam. another of 115 acres, uam not repaired, fed 
by finest springs in Sullivan Co., which are in 
cleared field lOOft. higher than the pond. One and 
a half miles of trout brook. No water coming 
from any other property. 2 000 acres, l,400ft, above 
lide water, all surrounded by forest of white pine, 
hemlock, oak. chestnut, etc.; 100 miles from New 
York city. Springs 3 miles from R. R. station. 
House, barn, dams, sawmill site 4miles from sta¬ 
tion. Flagstone quarry at house others within 2 
miles of R. R. station. Address Box 62, Sparrow- 
bush P. O., Orange Co., N. Y. jel7,lt 

LIVE QUAIL. iS»V"p7eSI 
send orders at^once to insure prompt dehveiy. 
E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Merchant, 174 
‘lhambers st., N. Y. _ 

For Sale reasonable—i6 volumes of 
Forest and Stream, unbound. Address GEO, 

LAICK, Tarrytown, N. Y._3el7,2t 

For sale.—round tent, 10-FT. in Di¬ 
ameter, 3ft. wall, nearly new, mildew and 

waterproof, with ventilator. Price, without pole 
and pins, $10; 8oz. duck. Address W. F. FOSTER, 
Ayer, Mass. 3e24,2t 

WALL TENT, 14-PT. SQUARE, WITH FLY". 
Perfect order; used two days. Bargain. 

TENT, this office. 3e24.2t 

'W'-ALIj A.CE’ S 

Map of the Adirondacks. 
m CLOTH COVERS. PRICE $1.00. 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 

89 Park Bow. N. Y. 

IN STUD. 
DEERHOUNDS. 

Champion Chieftain, Fee $50. 

Champion Bran, 25. 

FOX-TERRIERS. 

Belgrave Primrose, Fee $15. 

Mixture ft 15. 

BUUUDOGS. 

Ch. Rohinson Crusoe, Fee $26. 

Champion Tippoo, ft 25. 

Champion Romulus, t( 20. 

LTOR SALE.-PARKER gun. 12-GAUGE, 8J4 
U lbs.. 30m. Damascus barrels: but little used 
and a close shooter. Price to include Haven case 
$50. Address Box 98, North Chelmsford, Mass. It 

gn tlK fM. 

HILLSIDE KENNELS, 
LANCASTER, 

MASS. 

THE IMMENSE BOUGH-COATED 8T. 
BEBNABD CHAMPION 

O T H O 
(A.K.R. 483). 

Orange tawny, perfect blaze and collar, other 
white markings correct; double dew claws. Born 
August, 1832. This celebrated dog stands 33J^ in. 
full at shoulders, weighs 183 lbs. (Jan. 30. 1886), has 
a grand, massive nead, immense bone, and is per¬ 
fect in disposition. 

“Otho is conceded to be the best fronted St. Ber¬ 
nard in the country.”—Amea-ican Kennel Eegister, 
June, 1885. 

“Otho is one of the grandest fronted dogs we 
have ever seen. His head is a study and his fore¬ 
arm we have never seen surpassed. He is also an 
Immense upstanding dog. —Forest and Stream, 
Oct. 30,1884. 

Fee $50. Approved bitches only. Cabinet pho¬ 
tos, 50 cents. Imported stock for sale. Also pup¬ 
pies sired by Otho. THE HOSPICE KENNELS. Im¬ 
porters and Breeders of Thoroughbred St. Ber¬ 
nards, Arlington, N. J. 

Owners of Beagle Bitclies!! 
I offer the services of the following famous Eng¬ 

lish beagle stud dogs: _ 
CAMERON BACKET (Rally—Louise), pure Row 

ett; beautifully marked w’bite, black and tan; a 
grand hunter; winner of first and special. Cleve¬ 
land. 1886, only time shown; a grand stock-getter. 

RACER (Rally Lill), pure Rowett; white, black 
and rich tan; a phenomenal stud dog: sire of Little 
Duke, Pet. Racer, Jr.. &c., &c. 

CHAMPION BANNER MAN, imported; height, 
llte in.; the only champion basket beagle in the 
couriry; winner of three firsts, two championships 
and seven specials Ha.s never been beaten when 
scored by points. A wonderful stock-getter and 
splendid little hunter. 

Stud Fee, for either, S10. Full particulars 
on application. A. C. KRUEGER, 

tf Wrightsville, York County, Pa. 

!Prize-Bred Collies. 
The following well-bred dogs are at stud: 
CLIPPER, liver brother to Glengarry, Heather 

and Lin tie, by Eclipse out of Nesta. Has a parDc- 
ularly long, clean bead, good ears, coat, legs and 

*^BOUN^E, by Tramp; sire of Bran an’Bonnie. 1st 
and special, New Haven, and of the Fairy litter. 
Very small, correctly carried ears, heavy coat and 
excellent legs and feet. Fee $1^ ri- i 

FOR .'ALE—Puppies out of Blackberry Girl, 2d 
to Lady of the Lake at Newark and New Haven; 
also out of her sister. Raspberry Girl. Also a young 
biicb, Crystal Palace winner, and a young Rutland 
bitch, has won three 

jelO.tf P- O. Box 770, Philadelphia, Pa. 

IN TH^STUD. 
ZULU. EngUsh Mastiff. ^ ^ 
DOTY, imported smooth coated St. Bernard. 
duke OF TIOG4, red Irish setter. 
All first-class stock getters and of the best stock. 
Mastiff and St. Bernard puppies of the finest 

strains and most correct markings for sale. None 

”“’”''‘’>K0GRK8S1YB kennels. , 
Flatbusn, L. I. 

C3S’-u.9S Boxxc1.1i.xi. 
IN THE STUD. 

Imported from Mr. Llewellln’s kennels (he is 
bluest of the blue), by Dashing Bondhu ex Novel. 
He is also a grand field dog, as his record shows at 
the late trials of the N. F. T. Club at Grand Junc¬ 
tion, beating such noted dogs as Gladstone Boy, 
Mainspring, Bessie 4., Gath’s Mark, Trinket’s Bang 
and otW toe ones. Fee $35. A. k. TUCKER, 85 
Main street, CTiarlestown, Mass. 

Rosecroft Kennels. 
Birmingham, Conn. 

Foreman ex Passion (Goodsell’s Prince ex Peb¬ 
ble) puppies for sale. Now booking orders for Fairy 
King (Plantagenet ex Jessie) ex Countess Floy 
(Count Noble ex Floy) puppies. Fairy King 
(Plantagenet ex Jessie) in the stud. Fee $26. 

St. Bernards and Pugs. 
CHAMPION HEBMIT (A.K.R. 23) litter broth¬ 

er to champion Otho, and sire of prize winners 
K6nig, Kobold. Lys. Fee $40. 

Imported BUDOUPH II. (champion CadwaUa- 
der-Myra), prize winner in England and winner of 
two firsts and specials in America. F^$3(L 

Imported pug YOUNG TuBY (A.K.B 473), win¬ 
ner of four firsts and specials in America, sire of 
many prize winners. Fee $15. Fine pups on sale. 
CHEQUASSET KENNELS, Lancaster, Mass. 

CHAMPION LAVERACK SETTER 

ROCKINGHAM, 
The acknowledged best English setter in America, 

and a grand field dog. Will be allowed to serve a 
limited number of approved bitches. Fee $50. 

FRANK WINDHOLZ, 
525 Sixth avenue. New York, 

memnon, 
Chan.pion Greyhound of England and America, in 

TlpS’COTT|.‘EF!Ny|LS, Box 345, Toronto, Qm, 

IN THE STUD 
AT PHILADELPHIA. 

To a limited number of approved bitches: 
Champion Irish red setter BERKLEY.fee $40 
Champion English setter THUN DB R....-- ' $10 

A H. MOORE, 1711 Spnng Garden st., 
aprl5,3mo Philadelphia, Pa. 

IN THE STUD. 
ENGUISH MASTIFF HERO III. 
Winner of first prize and special prize for the best 
dog or bitch, at Pittsburgh, 1886. 

fee - • - 
For picture „<l peagcc^ 

aprl5.3mos General Wayne. Delaware Co., Pa 

■pOINTERS FOR SALE.-I HAVE SEVEN 
i very fine puppies by Nick of Naso ex Devon¬ 
shire Queen, she by Rival, Jr. (Croxteth—Count¬ 
ess Rival) ex Devonshire Fan. Nick of Naso was 
bred by Prince Albert Solms, is by Naso II.—Pettigo. 
He is not only very handsome but an exceptional 
field dog. 'Will run at the several field trials this 
fall. This breeding combines the best blood of 
England and America. Will dispose of four dogs, 
$25 each. GEO. L. WILMS, 142 Monticello avenue, 
Jersey City, N. J. jel7.tf 

T EXPECT A LITTER OP PUPPIES ABOUT 
A June 15, out of Morning Star (Dashing Dan- 
Daisy Starlight) by Gun (Gladstone—May B.). 
Order now and get good selection. 

CHAS. YORK, 
9 & 11 Granite Block, Bangor, Me. 

TTIGH BRED POINTERS AND SETTERS—WE 
XI breed and dispose of nothing but first-class 
broken and unbroken dogs and puppies. Address 
ELM GROVE KENNELS, South Norwalk. Conn. 

MASTIFFS. 
Address HOLLIS, Wellsville, N. Y. 

ENGLISH SETTER PUPPIES. 
From imported Flora, by Roy (Dash HI.—Bessie), 

whelped March 3,1886. Dogs or bitches. Will guar¬ 
antee these pups to be just right; strong nose, na¬ 
tural hunters, and very staunch, requiring but little 
training. They are not sold to close out any scrub 
stock or to make room, but were bred especially 
for the trade, and to show as well in the field as on 
paper. Adaress, H. J. PIERRE, Winsted, Conn. 

TXT HITE BULL-TERRIER YOUNG ROYAL 
VV Prince (A.K.R. 2102). Fee $15. Pups by 

Royal Prince for sale. J. W. NEWMAN, 87 Han¬ 
over street, Boston, Mass. 

QPORTSM4.N’S KENNEL.—TRAINING, BREAK- 
O ing and Boarding of sporting dogs, having a 
free run; capacity for fifty boarde-rs. D. F WIL¬ 
BUR, Prop., Box 303, Bridgewater, Mass. maylS.tf 

■rrARVARD KENNELS.—LLEWELLIN SET- 
XX ter puppies for sale, sired by the field trial 
winner Gus Bondhu out of a fine Druid bitch named 
Model Druid. Also four out of a Dash HI. bitch 
named Lynn. These are very nice ones. Address 
A. M. TUCKER, 86 Main st., Charlestown, Mass. 

TT'OR SALE.-THREE VERY FINE BEAGLES, 
P one dog and two bitches, 7 mos old, contain¬ 
ing the best beagle blood of America and England. 
Will make future winners. GEORGE LAICK, 
Tarrytown, N. Y. jel7,2t 

YXTANTED.-PURE BRED KING CHAKLES OR 
VV Blenheim spaniel (dog or bitch); also St. 

Bernard bitch. Price must he low. I have for sale 
well trained pointer dog, 22 mos, old. C. E. LEWIS, 
TJ. S. Custom House, Suspension Bridge, N. Y. 

jel7.2t 

/CHOICE GORDON SETTER PUPS FOR SALE. 
Vj Two dogs and two bitches out of a litter of 
eleven (the balance disposed of) exceptionally fine, 
no better pedigree in the country; out of Bess 
(A.K.R. 1831, champion Turk—Juno) by Guy (A.K.R, 
2174, Ben Butler—Quail). Dogs $26, bitches $20. 
Address T. H. S.. Box 242, Rome, N. Y. je24,4t 

Newton Breakiug Kennel. 
Dogs thoroughly yard and field broken. For ref¬ 

erences and prices address JESS M, WHAITE, Lock 
Box 157, Newton, N. C. 362.,4t 

TjtOR SALE.—TWO ENGLISH SETTER DOGS, 
P both, thoroughly trained and first-class re¬ 
trievers: one a good duck retriever. Also one very 
hne untrained Gordon setter dog, by champion 
Argus ex Beulah. Just right to shoot over this fall. 
GEO. W. LOVELL, Middleboro. Mass. je24.2t 

Llewellln Setter Puds Cheap. 
For Sale—A fine litter of Llewellin setter puppies, 

3 mos. old, one black and white the others white 
with dark chestnut markings. Dam, my Fannie; 
sire, Foster’s Ronald: choice pedigree furnished. 
Refer to Mr. W. H. PIERCE, Peekskill.N. Y. Ad¬ 
dress A. S. BRINCKERHOFF, Fishkill-on-Hudson, 
N. Y". je24,lt 

WANTED. 
“SnS Ils 

West Nineteenth st.. New York. It 

FOK SALE. 
Rory O’More and Glencho puppy stock; also a 

few superb brood bitches, all of the finest and pur¬ 
est red Irish strains: full pedigreed. Address w'lth 
stamp W. N. CALLENDER, Albany, N. Y. 

T7I0R SALE.-SEVEN LIVER AND WHITE 
P pointer puppies, price, dogs $30, bitches $2o, 

bv Croxteth, dam Frank, grand daughter of Bang 
li One handsome black and tan setter, partly 
broken • price $25. One liver and white setter, well 
broken Price $100. For further information m- 
Sffire of DAVID G. HARTT Sound View. House, 
Nortbport, Suffolk Co., L. I., N. A. 3e24,4t 

TT'OR SALE-BLACK COCKER PUPS. CHAM- 
P pion Obo 11 ex Alihea. These are same breed¬ 

ing as 1st and 2d prize winners at Boston this .rea¬ 
son Price $15. Also pointer pups from first-cla^ 
field stock but no pedigree. Price $10. In the stud 

Thp hftRt Irish setter m America for the money, 
$lo Send for bis pedigree. HERBERT .FLlN-f, 
Haverhill, Mass. 3el7,4t 

VtiOR SALE.-IMPORTED ENGLISH SETTER 
P bitch Beauty (A.K.R. 806). trained and a good 

field bitch; $50. Also three of her puppies 
don II , $15 each. Also Beauty of Orleans (A.K.R. 
3^2), $25. HENRY STURTEVANT, Medma^ N.^Y. 

K 9 Breaking Kennels. 
Pointers and setters thoroughly broken for field 

trials or private use. Reference given. W. Q. 
SMITH. Marydel, Md. 

Xx*iisl:x Sotters 
Under life insurance at $10 and upwards, by Chief 
out of Yoube, by Tim out of Jersey Beauty, Dorah, 
Petty, Florid; all well bred, thoroughly breken on 
game and good ones. Full explanation by circular. 
Both dogs in the stud at $2^ to bitches of guaran¬ 
teed field quality only. M4X WENZEL, 89 Fourth 
street, Hoboken. N. .T. 

Setter Puppies for $5. 
We have a number of setter puppies from 5 to 10 

wks. old, dogs and bitches, of all colors; we will 
close out for $5 each. Dogs of same breed from 6 
mos. to 1 yr. old, $8 each. These setters are of good 
native blood, fair nose and not gunshy, and satis¬ 
faction is guaranteed in every case. 

WM. W. SiLVEY, 
135 South Eighth street. Philadelphia. Pa. 

Buen4 ® Vi5lb • I^ennel5. 

ST. BEKNaROS , 

^'as|)ionably bred and of tlje best 

l^nown strains, Correct in col¬ 

or, marl^in^s, etc. ^rown dops 

and puppies for sale; full and 

guaranteed pedipree sent witl? 

eac\) dop sold. 0nly superior 

specimens sent from t|?e K^ennels. 

Iress, wit[) stamp, 

KENSICO STATION, 
WESTCHESTER CO., H. Y. 

WM. GRAHAM, NEWTOWNBREDA, BELFAST 
Ireland, is prepared to purchase and ship dogs 

for importers. Dogs purchased from him had the 
following prizes awarded to them: At New York 
and Chicago, 1883, sixteen firsts, nine special, three 
second and one third. At New York, 1884, seven 
firsts, six specials and one third. 

For sale.—ITALIAN GREYHOUND PUPS 
from imported stuck. Also fine English pugs. 

HENRY C. BURDICK, 160 Bridge street Spring- 
field. Mass. dec24.tf 

Trained foxhounds, they are cold 
nosed strike dogs, start the fox, run him to the 

death. Trained coon dogs. Gray squirrsl dogs. 
Rabbit dogs. One trained ferret. Lop-eared rabbits. 
Wyandotte chickens. H. C. GRAFF, Kensington, 
Ohio. dec24,tf 

POINTERS, 
SETTERS, BEAGLES, 

COLLIE SHEPHERDS. 
BOX 472, PITTSBURGH, FA. 

MX. PLEASANT GOKDON KBNNKL8— 
The oldest and most successful Gordon ken¬ 

nels in America. For Sale—Four thoroughlired 
solid black and tan Gordon setter dog puppies, sire 
Argus, Jr., dam 1st prize bitch Bell Mont. For 
pedigree«, prices, etc., adaress 

C7T. BROWNELL. Box 335, New Bedford. Mass. 

Nine English Setter Pups 
Bv champion Dash HI. out of a champion Leicester 
and Nelly bitch. WM. W. REED, 

je24,3t 86 Milk street, Boston. 

P’OR SALE CHEAP.-A VERY PROMISING 
blue belton English setter dog, 1 yr. old, i^ 

champion Plantagenet ex Matchless. A. J. LEE, 
Southington, Ct. je24.2c 

'VTOW IF YOU WANT THE FINEST FOX- 
Xv terriers. 9 wks old, smooth coated, perfect in 
markings, Flv (A.K.R. 3182) ex Mixture (A.K.R. 
K Apply to H. J. TOBEY, Hudson, N. Y. It 

For SALE -POINTER DOG, 2)4 YRS. OLD 
(champion Faust—Bess). Trained and used 

on game. Will sell low or exchange for sporUng 
or photographic goods of equal value. P. O. Box 
50, North Andover, Mass. 3e24Jt 

For sale.—lemon and white pointer 
puppies, whelped March 20,1886, out of Nancy 

(A.K R. 3569). breed of Rusli, by Ben (A.K.K. 1519); 
grand sire Sensation. For further particulars in¬ 
quire Mr. GEORGE HEWMANN, Huntington. L. I. 

SMALL IMPORTED PRIZE PUG DOG 

SSlxo®- 

HILL ON THE DOG. 
THE STANDARD WORK ON THEIR 

MANAGEMENT AND DISEASES. 

ft1c« sa.oo. 
For 8§le by tbe Forest e»d Stee&ip Pub. Co. 

Draphic-Zitta Riippies. 
I will book a few of the above puppies, wlielped 

June 10.1886, to be delivered in August. FRED H. 
HARRIS, 390 Commercial street, Portland, Me. 

T?INE BLOODED SETTER PUPS FOR SALE, 6 
J* wks. old. Address at once A. N. CObNER, 
Newton, bussex Co., N. J. 3^-4,it 

Foil SAUK. 
Beautiful lot of young Irish setters out of ^ttere 

iust imported from Ii eland. Address ELMER A. 
SCOTT. Lockport, N. Y. 3e24,'it 

Cockers at your own price.-thbee 
liver dogs, 3naos. old (Piiot-"Jtfnoy>> oue liver 

and tan doe. llmos.; one red and white bitch, Syrs. 
All have, full pedigree and no reasonable offer re¬ 
toed. Address J. W. RUSHFORTH, Yonkers. N.Y. 

T]X)R SALE.-HAV1NG RECENTLY ADDED 
r several toe brood bitches to the Landseer 

Kennels of Scotch deerhounds and greyhounds re¬ 
duced the price of f' 
hounds now ready to ship. DR. VAN HUM WELL, 
Denver. Ool  

TTIOB SALE, A NUMBER OF W^L B^ ^ 
U well broken pointers and setters, also tora 
boarded and broken, satiafacton guaranteed K& 
dress 1^8. RICHMOND, Lakeyliifi wee. Bept88,t? 
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ABOLISH SPRim SHOOTING. 

sentiment against the spring killing of migratory 

game birds on their way north to their breeding grounds 

is just now on the increase. The depletion of game has had 

the natural effect of turning the eyes of reflective gunners 

to the several causes of scarcity, and the custom of spring 

shooting cannot but be recognized as among the most im¬ 

portant of preventible agencies. The folly of shooting birds 

in the spring has perhaps been clearly enough recognized, 

hut the practice has been defended and perpetuated by those 

who reason that the supply will last long enough for tlieir 

own pleasure, and as for the condition of affairs after them, 

that is the lookout of the next generation. It has been the 

spirit of going in for fun while it lasts. 

At the meeting of the New York Association at Rochester 

last week the society passed resolutions directing one of its 

committees to seek the legal prohibition of spring shooting 

in this State. An attempt to secure such a law has several 

times been made at Albany, but unwise counsels have so far 

prevailed. If the State Association should take the work up 

in earnest it ought to put such a law on the hooks at the 

next session of the Legislature. 

ests at stake, and does not comprehend the national Injury 

contemplated by the bill. 

The proposition of Mr. Butler, that his constituents are 

not concerned in the protection of ttie Park against the 

schemers who would ruin it, is entirely mistaken. The 

citizens of every State in the Union are concerned in this. The 

Park is national, not less in fact than in name. The whole 

nation is benefited by the possession and maintenance of 

such a region of natural wonders and beauties set apart for 

a public pleasure ground. It is a possession of permanent 

value, from which future generations, -as well as the present 

one, will receive benefit; and it is the height of presumption 

for any man to rise up in the Senate of the United States 

and say that because his constituents—meaning his indi¬ 

vidual political cronies—are not contemplating a pleasure 

trip this summer to the Park, the Senate will do well to 

hand it over to the greedy grasp of scheming railroad spec¬ 

ulators. 

THE WOODCOCK SEASON. 

T AST year, it will he remembered, owing to the cold 

weather and late spring, the woodcock did not go as 

far north as usual in their migration, but sought breeding 

grounds in lower latitudes. The result was an unusual 

supply of home-bred birds in covers where formerly the 

shooting was confined for the most part to flight birds. 

It is the belief of many close students of the woodcocks 

ways that on their return north in the spring, the birds re¬ 

pair to the particular localities where they were bred, and 

nest there. In confirmation of this theory it has been noticed 

this season that many of these grounds where the birds bred 

in unusual numbers last year have again been frequented by 

them, and so for a second time the supply of home-bred birds 

is larger than customary. This fact should go far toward 

demonstrating the economic folly of summer shooting. 

July woodcock are delicious as table delicacies. That is 

all that can be said in their favor as legitimate game. For 

other reasons they should be protected at that time. The 

season’s birds are not fully grown and have not attained 

maturity of strength. They are found in the vicinity of the 

nesting grounds, and the broods are usually together. It is 

then no difficult feat to destroy the whole brood. In New 

Jersey and other States where July shooting is permitted, 

most of the birds bagged are young. Only a few of the birds 

escape to return to these grounds again to breed. Were the birds 

unmolested at this time they would in August and September 

separate, moult, and in the beginning of October, being then 

full grown, new feathered and strong of wing, return to the 

vicinity of their breeding and afford the best of all woodcock 

shooting, that of October. There is not the July certainty 

of destruction about the pursuit then. The number of birds 

that escape is much larger. And when they come back in 

the following spring they repair to the same grounds again, 

and there nest. In a country where woodcock breed, if the 

shooting be confined to autumn, the supply will he main¬ 

tained, and good shooting may be had year after year, an 

occasional very dry season of course proving the exception. 

This is not theory. It is actual demonstrated fact, coming 

within the experience of more than one of the readers of 

these lines. 

Common sense demands the abolition of summer wood¬ 

cock shooting just as clearly as the abolition of all spring 

shooting. _ 

Polluting New York Harbor.—It is very gratifying to 

learn that at last some measures have been taken to stop the 

evil of dumping all sorts of refuse in the harbor and there is 

THE NATIONAL PARK RAILROAD JOB. 

HE debate in the Senate on the bill granting a right of 

way to the Cinnabar & Clark’s Fork Railroad Com¬ 

pany is given on another page. It is instructive reading. 

The considerations advanced by Senator Vest in opposition 

to the hill are unanswerable. He denounces the enterprise 

as a covert first step toward gaining admittance to the Park 

and gridironing it with passenger railroads; points out that 

this will result in the destruction of the Park as a national 

possession of the people, and warns the Senate of the 

national calamities certain to follow the destruction of the 

forests on the Read waters of the Missouri. 

These arguments cannot be refuted. But they can he ig¬ 

nored ; and the lobby, so strenuously engaged in laboring for 

the railroad people, may succeed in putting the bill through 

the Senate. Members who share Mr, Butler’s extremely 

myopic view of the Park may feel themselves the less re¬ 

sponsible to public sentiment on such a question as this, 

because, unfortunately, the public is ignorant of the inter¬ 

a prospect that action will he taken against the great oq 

works which drain “sludge acid” into the water and ruin 

the oyster beds and the fishing grounds. Formerly the shores 

of Staten Island and of Long Island Sound abounded in fish 

which came in to feed on the crabs and other food. The 

sludge acid has banished the food and the fish come no more. 

Mr. J. W. Mersereau, who was recently appointed by Com¬ 

missioner Blackford to watch and protect the oyster beds, 

has arrested several employees of the street cleaning depart¬ 

ment for dumping garbage in Long Island Sound, contrary 

to law. The captain of the dumping scows was held in $1,000 

and four scowmen in $350 each to answer before the next 

Grand Jury of Westchester county. We hope to record 

some early action taken against the Standard Oil Company, 

which has been a great offender. 

The Cincinnati Doctor, who has been striving to climb 

into a perch of newspaper notoriety by a labored defense of 

the milliner bird butchers, has been effectually answered by 

the committee of the Natural History Society of that city. 

CONVERTING A DYNAMITER. 

A LETTER was received at the New York post office the 

other day, addressed “To Some Dealer in Fishing 

Tackle, New York,” Most of the post office employees are 

fishermen or gunners; they all read the Forest and Stream 

and know where to go for their fishing kits. The letter was 

duly delivered to one of the large firms, and being opened, 
read as follows: 

Utica May 22d 1886. 
Dear Sirs—As I would like the address of some firm that handled 

all kinds of Fishing Tackles I take this way to Introduce myself. 

Now as to the things I would like I would say that they are Torpe¬ 

does for to use in Deep watter for catching Fish now if this letter 

falls in to the hands of a firm that Handles those Torpedoes I would 

ask that you Please and send me your Prices of the same and I will 

try and faver you in some way hopeing to here from ihis letter soon 

Remain yours F. M. Housbrooker. 

Utica Venango Co Pa. 

Notwithstanding that their stock would fit out a thousand 

ordinary anglers with every conceivable and inconceivable 

style of lure and device, the firm had none of the violent 

“tackle” longed for by Mr. Housbrooker. They sent him 

instead a catalogue of their goods, hoping that he might he 

induced to try Intimate methods of taking fish with ap¬ 

proved tackle, and thus haviug proved the merits of artistic 

angling, put away his yearning for piscatory earthquakes. 

The result of this missionary enterprise will be awaited with 

interest. If these New York tackle dealers demonstrate 

the feasibility of converting a thundering Jupiter of a dyna¬ 

miter into a gentle devotee of the quiet pursuit of fly-fishing, 

it will be a genuine triumph of sentiment over brute instinct. 

But the heart of a dynamiter is stony ground. 

The Lake George Islands.—A pretty piece of preten¬ 

tious audacity has been brought to public notice by the 

New York Forest Commissioners. Of the numerous islands 

on Lake George, said to be one for every day in the year, four¬ 

teen are private property, having been sold by the State, 

The rest all belong to the State, and individuals have no 

claim upon them. But many of these public islands have 

been seized upon by squatters, who have in some instances 

erected handsome cottages upon them; and year after year 

with a high hand and amazing assurance they warn off in¬ 

truders under threats of prosecution for trespass. "When 

the bill creating the Forest Commission was under discussion, 

the Lake George island squatters attempted a surreptitious 

amendment exempting their little prizes from the commis¬ 
sion’s control. 

Massachusetts Buffed Grouse.—The ruffed grouse is 

the chief game bird of Massachusetts. The proper protec¬ 

tion of this game is of more importance there than that of 

any other single species. The new law is a great improve¬ 

ment on the old statute in securing for the grouse total 

immunity from lawful snaring. The old law provided that 

snarers might practice their art on their own lands; and the 

effect was that snaring was carried on without restriction, 

and whole covers were completely cleaned out. The close 

season was extended a month, to Oct. 1, but this excellent 

provision is in part nullified by the open woodcock season, 

which includes August and September. The August wood¬ 

cock market-shooters will shoot chicken grouse; no excuse 

should be given these gunners to he out with their guns 
before October. 

The Ohio Fish ai;d Game Commissioners announce 

that they propose the rigid enforcement of the laws and 

prosecution of offenders. The Legislature, at its last session, 

very wisely set apart an appropriation for the purpose, and 

the officials are therefore in a position to do something. One 

by one the several States are learning that the natural wealth 

possessed in the creatures of the woods and waters is worth 

caring for and maintaining. The recognition of this prin¬ 

ciple comes none too soon. At the last session of the Massa¬ 

chusetts Legislature, the fish commissioners of that State 

were made game commissioners also. 

The Crow Reserve.—If the Interior Department does not 

propose to content itself with the combined admission and 

denial of the charges recently contained in these columns, it 

is to he hoped that it will make a more searching investiga¬ 

tion than is to be had by simply communicating with its 

agent, Williamson. An honest special detective, going 

to the Crows themselves, would gather the truth, 

especially if, instead of confining himself to the coffee- 

coolers loafing about the agency, he should interview such 

representative and leading chiefs as Plenticous, Bobtail 

Crow, Bear Wolf, (Spotted Horse and Deaf Bull, and such 

talkers as Grow Davis. 
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DAYS WITH THE BARMECIDE CLUB. 
vn. 

OW looked the morning? Good-natured and good- 
humored, and all the surroundings helped on the 

good feeling. The leaves were whispering soft nothings 
to each other, the lake was smiling, the brook was laugh¬ 
ing and a moving mosaic of sunlight and shadow was 
naughtily playing hide and seek on Sunday morning. 
The morning sun coming like a caress edged the light clouds 
with gold and spread a soft warm color over the mountains. 
Down from the hills and through the woodland draws, 
through the tamarack swamp and pungent odors of the 
forest, came the breeze, brisk and bracing; out on the lake 
it hurried furrowing it with silver crowned ripples, which 
patted the lily pads as they scurried inshore. 

A likely morning for fishing, but surrounded with these 
mighty harmonies, this perfect blending of all that is gracious 
in nature, a diapason of delight, a benediction, the club wet 
no line this Sabbath day. That person who rejoices in the 
great blessing of love for angling has a great debt to pay and 
he can at least devote one day in the week toward paying 
for the favor granted him when he was imbued with the 
spirit of the gentle angler and became a brother of those who 
love the swaying rod. To none is vouchsafed a richer large¬ 
ness of blessings, and the Giver of all this, perfect and boun¬ 
tiful in His love and wisdom, asks only that you think and 
thank. 

There is a satisfaction in feeling you have done right, even 
if the world at large gives you no credit for it. “Take my 
advice and let the trout alone on a Sunday and become fishers 
of thought, drawing bright and good things out of the depths 
of memory. They will rise to your cast with great freedom 
and take hold strongly, and it is a pleasure to land them, 
and once secure they become an enjoyable possession.” 

How brightly rises the genial face of the dear old friend 
who gave me my first lesson in fly-casting. Through the 
shadowy mists of the intervening years I can see the friend 
of my bo3'^hood days. We were old cronies, though he was 
thirty years my senior. How well I remember that long ago 
afternoon, when he gave me my flrst lesson. That is some¬ 
thing which is not yet lost in the vistas of the past. All the 
attendant minutiae are indelibly impressed on my mind. It 
was a June Saturday when I was a youngster in my teens. 
I had brought with me to the woods a Mitchell rod, and my 
mentor taught me to get out about thirty feet of line in toler¬ 
ably good form. I was clever with my hands and that helped 
me wonderfullj' in timing and handling my rod, and I soon 
found that the secret of success lay in the back cast. I caught 
the knack wonderfully quick, as naturally as an Irishman 
takes to politics, and two hours before dark rowed to a long 
shallow in the lake and quietly anchored. Twenty-five feet 
of line was about all that was necessary for me to cast before 
a pound trout was hooked to the red ibis stretcher. How 
gingerly I handled him, for my confidence in the light rod 
was not the greatest, but it soon increased as the rod re¬ 
sponded seemingly of its own volition to all demands upon 
it and killed its first trout like an old veteran. 

Oast after cast was immediately rewarded; sometimes the 
stretcher fly, sometimes the grizzly king dropper and occa¬ 
sionally both at once were fastened to the feeding trout; and 
I was so rapidly improving my methods that by dark, when 
I pulled up anchor and rowed back to the cabin with about 
twenty trout averaging over a pound each, I had abjured the 
slimy angleworm and the disgusting grub. I have never had 
better angling than on that long ago June afternoon, when I 
met my maiden feather, and under the tuition of that worthy 
master was initiated into the mysteries and beauties of the 
higher art and more graceful practice with the lighter rod. 
I discarded the heavy pole forever. Main strength gave way 
to science, though there may be strength behind the pliant 
rod and plenty too, but I had learned to achieve greater re¬ 
sults with a less expenditure of muscle. There was a cabin 
full of anglers at the lake, and all of them, save my teacher, 
disciples of the heavy bait-rod, and to most of them my 
success was a revelation, and if there was an element of 
slaughter in my youthful attempt it has long since been 
eliminated. I know that the next morning I was anxious to 
be out on the lake, but my good master said, “No, sonny, 
don’t tempt fortune to-day. She was very good to you yes¬ 
terday. Wait until to-morrow.” 

“I have a very vivid recollection,” says Roy, “of the last 
Sunday’s fishing that ever I indulged in; but as I caught 
nothing but a wet jacket and a hungry stomach, the record¬ 
ing angel ought to blot it out, for I sincerely repented at the 
time and have never been a backslider. Two of us were in 
the woods at Pine Lake, where we had been having indiffer¬ 
ent luck, and one Sunday morning we proposed trying G. 
Lake to see if we could better our fortune. So after a very 
early breakfast we started. G. Lake, if I remember correct¬ 
ly, is only about a mile and a half from Pine, and we were 
soon there, where we found rafts and paddles in good order, 
and we were at once busy with our rods, that is, busy cast¬ 
ing. We fished faithfully all that day, trying all the flies in 
our books, throwing over every well-known and likely spot; 
but apparently the fish entertained different opinions regard¬ 
ing the question of taking hold, and not one trout did we see 
that blessed day. About an hour before sunset we concluded 
to return to Pine Lake. We had had no dinner, as the lakes 
being so near we had expected to be back to camp in time 
for a late dinner, but had overstayed, hoping for a change of 
fortune. We came ashore and struck out on a blazed trail. 
I knew it was the right one, for I had been over it a score of 
times; but after going a mile or so we came to a little lake. 
We both looked it over carefully and agreed that it was not 
Pine Lake, for it was to all appearances not quarter the size 
of Pine. There was nothing to do but get back to G. as 
quickly as possible, for darkness was rapidly coming on. 
We ran all the way back and commenced another search for 
the Pine Lake trail. It commenced to sprinkle. Dark 
hurrying clouds were gathering and twining themselves 
around the treetops on the summits of the mountains and 
soon everything was cradled in the blackest of black. 

“Fortuuatelj'^ there was a shanty close by,with wood enough 
for a night’s fire cut and piled up near it, so we were not so 
badly off as we might have been. We were to make a night 
of it anyhow, and in spite of the rain we soon had a roaring 
fire. Rain, lightning, thunder—don’t speak of it, please. A 
bright flash, a deep roar, and the tempest broke in all its 
fmy. Peal after peal in quick succession rolled through the 
sky and shook the mountains, while the rain came down 

resistless persistency as though night had kept its damp¬ 
ness, its noise, its cold, its darkness for our amusement. We 
hauled part of our fire into the shanty, and passed the night 
principally in trying to dodge the drops which came through 
the leaky roof. This was anything but pleasant even had 
we to take the exercise on full stomachs; but going to bed— 
bed did I say?—dinneriess and supperless, only aggravated 
matters. However, those nights have an ending, the same 
as others, and those dark clouds have their silver linings and 
some of them even more valuable linings, for to see the 
golden belt in the eastern horizon one would little imagine 
that the previous night could have been guilty of the dark 
proceedings we had witnessed. 

It was a sunny Monday morning, and we were out early 
searching for the correct trail and congratulating ourselves 
on the immense breakfa^ we would have in about an hour; 
but somehow we couldn’t find the trail, though for four or 
five hours we searched diligently and carefully. There were 
more blazes in those woods, Horatio, than even the little 
hatchet of truthful George ever dreamed of. They were 
thick as leaves in Vallambrosa (I believe that’s the place), 
but we had lost faith in their guiding us out of our present 
difliculties. We adjourned to the shanty and held a council 
of war to decide on future operations. We had a little 
luncheon of scenery, the forest, the lake and the mountain, 
with a little tender blue sky thrown in by way of dessert. 
We could feast cur eyes anyhow. We concluded that the 
only way now for us was to follow the outlet of the lake and 
see where it would carry us. We thought it must run into 
the West Canada Creek, and if it did we were all right if we 
could stand the tramp, of the length of which we had very little 
idea. We started down the outlet, and of all rough tramps 
I have ever experienced that was far and away the roughest. 
I doubt if many persons had at that time been over the same 
ground. It didn’t look as though mortal had ever pressed 
foot in the same. Yon could feel the solitude, you could see 
it—good substantial, solitude, which might have been cut 
into blocks and sold in noisy towns at good prices, 

“The uncertainty of our venture was in addition to our 
condition doubly tedious, and my companion was fast los¬ 
ing strength, and his stops and rests became dangerously 
frequent and often. I had to arouse him with encouraging 
words and vigorous shakings. We reached the West 
Canada Creek into which the outlet emptied and then we 
knew where we were, several miles above Becraft’s, A 
long walk under the circumstances, but it was good to be 
able to locate ourselves again and that thought refreshed us 
wonderfully. We made Becraft’s just at supper time, as 
though nothing had happened, told a plausible story to ac¬ 
count for our unexpected appearance, washed and leisurely 
took our places at the supper table. But how we ate and 
slept that night. I was never more tired than I was all the 
next day, and I resolved then and there that my Sunday 
fishing was a thing of the past, a resolution which I have 
faithfully kept. 1 suppose 1 would have been lost any other 
day just the same, but it happened fortunately on Sunday 
and i have treasured the adventure as a lesson and a warning. 
1 was never fully satisfied that the lake we found was not 
Pine, but I have never been in that part of the country 
since._MrcLARD. 

^torg. 

THE AUDUBON SOCIETY. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Feeling that public opinion is being awakened to a reali¬ 

zation of the evils arising from the fearful destruction of onr 
birds to satisfy the demands of fashion, depraved appetites; 
and while we deplore the too evident decrease in numbers of 
our song birds, the depopulating of oiir heronries, the alarm¬ 
ing destruction of the eggs of sea birds for food, and the in¬ 
human destroying of every nest and egg within reach of 
the merciless urchin who is seized with the egg-collecting 
fever, we are at the same time conscious that we, as taxider¬ 
mists, are looked upon with disfavor. 

But we desire to vindicate ourselves, and as representative 
taxidermists of the largest establishment of the kind in this 
country—Ward’s Museum—we believe we at the same time 
express the wishes of every true taxidermist, every honest 
lover of the art, when we express it as our desire that the 
wholesale slaughter of birds (for other than strictly scientific 
purposes) be discouraged in every way possible. 

We heartily favor the bird laws as proposed by the Ameri¬ 
can Ornithologists’ Union’s committee, and shall do all in 
our power to further the protection of our birds. 

Wm. J. Critchlet, 
>C. E. Akerev, 
H. C. Densrow, 
N. R. Wood, 
J. M. DeLanet, 

.-Geo. B. Turner, 
>Geo, K. Cherres, 

Ward's Museum, Rochester, N. T., June 21, 1886. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The last Audubon meeting of our college year was held 

this week, and I thought you might be interested in learning 
the result of our spring’s work. ,, i. j 

You know that onr society was organized in March, and 
the outline of the work we then proposed for ourselves has 
been given in the Forest and Stream, so that you are 
familiar with the general character of our society, and know 
that we have been going upon the theory that a knowledge 
of the birds themselves would be one of the rnost effectual 
checks upon their destruction for the justification of vanity. 
Mr. John Burroughs was present at one of our first meetings 
and spent several days with us, inaugurating our field work 
by a succession of early candle-light as well as midday walks 
to the favorite bird haunts of the region. The size of the 
classes that met with him probably did more to confirm the 
distrust of our feathered friends than to suggest to them any 
sympathetic Audubon interest, but Mr. Burroughs’ love of 
the birds acted as an inspiration, and as soon as he left, the 
field work committee began its work in earnest by dividing 
the observers into squads of from six to ten, apparently, 
much to the relief of the birds. At first each girl went out 
only twice a week, but soon the interest became so great and 
the size of the sections swelled so rapidly that the original 
committee of four trained nine others as a sub-committee 
to assist them, thus enabling every one to go out as many 
times a week as desirable, and, what we found most essential, 
reducing the sections to three or six. The work has been 
carried on in this way for two months and the result is emi¬ 
nently satisfactory to all concerned. , . 

kligration blanks issued by the Division of Economic Orni¬ 

thology of the Agricultural Department were distributed at 
the outset and have lieen used for the collection of notes 
made in the field. Of the eighty-nine members of the society, 
over fifty have done field work, and twenty-three have filled 
out the migration blanks or given in their notes in some other 
form. 

The data collected in this way has been collated, and the 
results will be sent to the Department of Agriculture, dupli¬ 
cates of afl notes being kept in the annals of the society for 
reference in future years. 

Seventy-six species of birds have been observed, and fifty- 
six nests, of twenty-two species, have been found. Other 
interesting notes have been made on the songs of birds, on 
flowers, and on other natural phenomena, while the study of 
the birds has brought them much nearer to the lives and 
sympathies of us all. 

The work of Audubon proselyting has formed an impor¬ 
tant part of the society work, and we tr^st that our influence 
has not been unavailing. 

We have distributed 1,050 circulars on the subject of bird 
protection, 100 in the Northampton High School, 480 in the 
departments in Washington, and the rest among families 
and friends scattered throughout the States from San Fran¬ 
cisco to Boston. 

One of our most energetic workers has gone to San Fran¬ 
cisco for the summer vacation, and promises to do good 
work there. Another one has started an Audubon Society 
in Kansas, and still another claims forty converts from the 
Bureau of Engraving and Printing in Washington, while a 
great many have induced individual friends to give up their 
feathers. 

On the whole we feel very much encouraged. We have 
done far better than we had hoped to in this short time, and 
the interest promises to be permanent. 

At our last meeting Mr. Burroughs was made an honorary 
member of our society, and we hope to get new inspiration 
from him and from other bird lovers next year. 

Blank schedules have been distributed to the observers for 
use during the summer months, and when college opens in 
the fall we hope to add new names to the society, and also 
new birds to our lists as the result of the summer’s work, and 
to take up our work together with renewed enthusiasm. 

F. A. M. 
Smith College, Northampton, Mass., June 19. 

A matter presents itself at this time which, in view of the 
strenuous efforts made (and as a rule sensibly) to protect our 
song and some other birds, calls for consideration. I refer 
to the depredations of robins (Yuj’^ms migratarius) on the 
cherry trees about here. Out of ten trees that a while ago 
were loaded with promising fruit, not one tree but that has 
suffered. Eight of them have been about stripped of fine 
black hearts. The only tree having anything o' < ousequence 
left on it is the one close by the house. Flutt'-ri-jg strings, 
rags, and even a bell fixed so as to ring when a bn i ze moves 
the limbs, are of no avail. Even if j'ou throw n fiix- cracker 
into a tree it only sends them off for a time. 1 tin glad to 
see the birds protected, and I am not at all pn j uliced; but 
in this case I think the robin ought to be forcibly invited to 
let these cherries alone. Perhaps the origin .lo s of the 
Audubon Society or some of its members Cisn '•ng-rest a 
remedy. I do not like monopolies. X. Y. Z. 

Salem, Mass. 

On complaint of James Anderson, agent of the Maeonrhu- 
setts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to AninuiL for 
the four western counties of the commonwealth, Lewi-i and 
Darwin Merrill, of Shelburne Falls, were yesterday au niLmtd 
before Justice Greene, at Greenfield, for shooting robins, ned 
were each fined $20 and costs, a total of $58.58. This is the 
initial movement of the Society under the provisions of the 
bird law just passed, which imposes a penalty of $10 and 
costs for each robin killed.—Resfew Herald, June 24. 

“The ladies of Paris,” says the St. James’s Gazette, “tired 
of wearing dead birds, are now spending fabulous sums in 
procuring all sorts of creeping things-such as spiders, 
beetles, etc.—with which to adorn their hair and dresses. 
It seems the idea originated with Mme. Judic, who during 
her tour in ‘the Golden South Americas,’ was presented by a 
deputation of feminine admirers in Brazil with a ‘brace’ or 
‘pair’ or ‘couple’—we are not sure of the technical term for 
two insects—of Brazilian beetles, or ‘gold bugs’; which, it 
appears, can be trained, and are tethered by thin gold chains 
to a hair-pin, and are allowed to wander about her head at 
their own sweet wills. The idea of ladies adorning them¬ 
selves with living insects is hardly original. Not to go as 
far back as the Egyptians and Etruscans, we ourselves re¬ 
member seeing in the Brazils a party of ladies who, having 
captured a number of fire flies, inclosed them in long tubes 
of muslin, with which they trimmed the front of their 
dresses. The effect in a garden after dark was quite as 
pretty as the electric lights which the ‘lolanthe’ fairies wore 
at the Savoy. If Mme. Judic’s beetles could speak, they 
would probably say, with Piscal, ‘Fashion is a tyrant from 
which nothing frees us.’ In the meantime they are the sub¬ 
ject of much comment in Paris; for, as Pope said in a 
famous epigram, ‘Ladies will talk of what runs in their 
head.’ ” __ 

Barn Owr in Ohio.—Editor Fo-rest and Stream: I had 
the good fortune to secure a fine adult female barn owl (Strix 
pratincola, Bonap.), brought to me by a farmer who shot it 
from the top of a high oak tree. This is the first instance of 
its occurrence in Northern Ohio, only five or six specimens 
being recorded in the State, and those over in the southern 
part The flrst owl of this kind I ever saw was alive, in a 
Cleveland bird store, labeled ‘ ‘monkey owl. ” The gen tleman 
in charo’e was very indignant when I informed him of his 
mistake in the name, He told me that it was a new kind of 
owl of which I knew nothing. I have often thought since 
that the name was very appropriate, as the owl does really 
resemble that animal about the face a^ 
land specimen came from Florida.—A. Harr, (East Rockfort, 
O., June 19). __ 

A SiNGURAR Egg.—This morning we had a singular egg 
for breakfast. It was nothing less than one egg with another 
inside of it. The egg was poached and when the cook came 
to break it a smaller egg fell out of the larger one. The 
smaller one was about the size of a pigeon’s—or perhaps a 
little larger—with a very thin shell. My desire was to pre¬ 
serve it, but I found that it had been cracked m breaking 
the egg that inclosed it. I might say that the larger egg. 
was supposed to be a double yolked one, and as an honored 
guest I was to enjoy the two yolks. But instead of the 
usual two yolks there was. the smaller egg. The smaller 
one was without a yolk.—A. H. G. 
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SWIFTS, HUMMING BIRDS AND GOAT¬ 
SUCKERS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
A month or so ngo T published in the Proceedings of the 

Zoological Society of London, a paper illustrated by a num 
her of plates and -woodcuts, treating of the osteology of 
swifts, humming birds and goatsuckers. My studies of the 
osseous system of tliese several forms has led me to believe 
that they stand sadly in need of a rt olassiflcalion, as well as 
still more exhaustive researches into their structure. Much 
that I saw in the organiz ition of swifts compelled me to 
adopt the surmise of Huxley, presented as many years aco, 
that these birds would be found to be some day nothing more 
than profoundly modified swallows, and having no more 
affinity with the humming birds than the.se latter. 

In the paper referred to. I proposed that the humming 
bird be awarded an order by themselves, as the order 
Trochili, and further, that the goatsuckers or nightjars be 
similarly dealt with, being grouped in an order Oaprmiulgi. 

Now such a hold has the notion gained upon some minds 
that the humming birds and swifts are in some way related 
to each other, that my preliminary attempts in the’P. Z. S. 
to throw additional light upon this important suliject, have 
not been fully convincing. Consequently 1 have determined 
to write another paper upon this subject, setting forth the 
complt te structure of all th' se forma, and such related ones 
as should be compared with them 

To effect this it is highly essential, of course, that I should 
be amply supplied with material and alcohol specim- ns of 
the forms in question. At present I am in a poor locality to 
secure this, a tact which has impelled me to seek your as¬ 
sistance and the advantages offered through a request pub¬ 
lished in your widely circulated columns By my own efforts 
1 have gotbn together alcoholic spreimens of the following 
birds: 1. Frogrie subis (purple martin). 2. Pretrochelidon 
lunifrous (clitt' swallow). 3. CMidon erythrogaster (harn 
swallow). 4 Tadiyeiwta tJuilubsina (violet-green swallow). 
6. Micropus m-lunokucus (white-throated swift). 6 Olior- 
deiUs texcHsis (T* xan nightnawk). My present drsiderata are: 
1. Any of the humming birds (two or three specimens of each 
species) 2. Chmtura ptlagica (• omraon chimney swift). 3. Chce- 
fwra m,M-g:«(Vaux’s swill) 3 Cypsdoi(iesnigev"{}a\ai:^ swift and 
particularly desirable). 6. Any of the trogons. 5 Any of 
the goatsuckers (except the nigbthawks, but the common 
whippoorwill i nred v. ry much, as well as the chuck-will’s- 
widow). 7. The bank swallow (much needed). Should this 
letter meet the exes of any of your many readers who are in 
a po-ilion and willing to assist me in this matter it may be 
done in the following manner. To prevent the undue dupli¬ 
cation of material and expense I would be thankful to such 
persons to drt>p me a postal card, saying first that they can 
supply such and such birds. To this 1 can answer either by 
letter or telegraph. 

My present address is Fort Wingate, New Mexico, and 
Mr. Robert Ridgway, of the Smithsonian Institution, has 
also promised to send me such material as may come to his 
hands of the kind specified, so if it be more convenient, in 
certain cases, to send it to him, it will be forwarded to me 
wh^D occa-ion offers. 

The smailnst size screw-top preserving jar of glass is the 
best receptacle to send small specimens of birds in by all odds. 
This should contain strong alcohol in sufficient quantity to 
completely cover the contents; then it should be packed in 
a suitable box, surrounded with papier and sent to my ad¬ 
dress bv express. Three or four specimens of each species 
are sufficient, provided they are not badly shot. If both 
sexes are represented so much the better. 

1 witi gladly meet the expenses of transportation and col¬ 
lecting, and especially desire that the collector tag the speci¬ 
mens, giving dale, name of colleiitor or donor, sex, locality 
and name of specimens. In cases where the material is 
donated, I will invariably acknowledge my indebtedness in 
full in the forthcoming work. 

Should this meet the eye of the editor of the London FieM, 
I will be very thankful to him if be will briefiy notice my 
desiderata in this direction, as there are many continental 
types, as Cypselus apus and others, which would add greatly 
to the breauih and scope of my paper, and larg< ly enhance 
its generalizations. R. W. IShdfeldt. 

Fort tViNOATE, New Mexico, June 18, 1886. 

and added that it had been told him that any person who on 
hearing the whippoorwill should immediately remove his 
coat, and put it on again wrong side out. keeping it thus 
until the cry of the bird had ceased, should rec ive whatever 
be had wished for meanwhile. The old man did not turn 
bis coat, and perhaps bis negligence in that respect may 
account for the exceeding rustiness of the garment. These 
little scraps of folk-lore are often of interest, especially to 
students in that line, and I have thought that this might be 
worth the space it would occupy in the Forest and Stream. 
—Kelpie. 

Moose in the Adirondacks —We have received in- 
formaiion of the killing, last October, of a young bull moose, 
weight about 350 pounds, in the Long Lake region, just 
north of Long Lake. 

Bombi, the r$5 000, 7,0001b. rhinoceros of Central Park, 
died last Saturday, of pneumonia. The Forest and Stream 
bears are still vigorous and healthy, cunning, intellectual 
and attractive. 

at(d 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Co. _ 

THE TRAJECTORY TEST. 
'TffJEfull report of the Forest and Strexm’s iralectory testof hunt- 

inV rifles has been issued in pamphlet form, with the illustra¬ 
tions and the tabular summary, making iu all 90 pages. For sale at 

this office, or sent post-paid. Price 50 cents. 

THE HISS OF THE GROUSE. 

IT SEEMS a little strange that none of the writers on the 
ruffed grouse spi ak of one peculiar habit of the cock bird 

in the iire«uiDg season Niither Wilson. Bdrd, HallocK nnr 
any of the encycloDt oias mention the singular bussing that 
the cock grouse seems to practice as part of his love makii g, 
and it is barely possible that it may have escaped general 
ob-ervation. During the latter part of April and the first 
half of May I was greatly inhresttd in watching the actions 
of a male grouse ira my neighborhood, and for the first time 
in my life bad my attention called to this peculiarity. It 
is apparently on the approach of the hen that this demon¬ 
stration is made, and when she appears in sight the cock 
sidles down from the log on which be has been strutii-’g with 
tail and luff spread and wings drooping, and as be comes 
near the object of his alttniion extends his head Ijoiizontally 
and on a lev. 1 with his back (which has the appearance of 
being slightly arched), and begins to roll his head from side 
to side- witn a slow but gradually accelerated movement, 
accompanying each turn or roll wiih a distinct Sfparate 
hiss, tne xvliole ending after ten or twelve such sounds with 
a prolonged hiss twice the length of the others. At the close 
of his sibilations he makes a semi-circular sweep of three or 
four feet, which brings him closer to the “lair one.” There 
is probably nothing which approximates these sounds in 
movement and character (of course not in volume) as the 
escaping steam frorn a locomoiive just pulling out from a 
staiiOD, and ^et the likeness is only approximate. 

When lliis sexual paroxyson sulisides it seems to be fol¬ 
lowed by a coire,«piin(iiDg period of depres'-ion and languor. 
I have seen this same cock bird after such a promenading ai d 
hissing, sit ciouch. d upon the ground whining like a mother¬ 
less puppy, and app in ntly in the most dejected and dbeon- 
solate condition Possibly I am writing of what is familiar 
to eveiy hunter and wood-man, hut if so, it seems a little 
strange that none of the books speak of it. Jay Bebb. 

A Bit of Folk Lore —Central Lake, Mich., June 23.— 
Editor Forest and stream; The other evening I heard ihe 
note of a wh'ppcjorwill 1 tliought. but was not positive, 
that I had never b- fore_ beard it in northern Michigan, anil 
asked the “oldest iuhattitnnt” who stood near, if it was not 
very uou<ual to hear one of these birds hereabout-? He re¬ 
plied that it was, but said that he had heard them before, 

THE PARK RAILROAD BILL. 

ON motion of Mr Butler, of South Carolina, Senate bill 
980 granting right of way to the Cinnabar and Clark’s 

Fork R.iilroad Company through tbe Yellowstone National 
Park, was taken up by the Senate June 2. The di^^cuseinn 
on it given below is extracted fiom the Congressional Becord 
The bill was reported from tbe Committee on Territories 
with an amendment, to strike out all after the enacting 
clause and to insert: 

Thfit, a right of xvny i<i hereby grnntefl the Clntiah.ar niul Clark's 
Folk Riiilronfl ■ onipimy, a corporation rlnlr oriraiiized nndi-r the 
laws 01 the Territory of Moniana, acrot^s such portions ol the north¬ 
ern hi.rdcr of the Yellowstone National P.irk as may be necessary to 
reach, l>y Ihe nearest tiracilealilc route Ironi Oinriabar, the Clark’s 
Fork mining district, in said Territorv ol Montana, by the way of 
the Yellowstone River to its junction of East Fork of saiii river; 
tlienceby the way of said East Fork to the .Soda Biilte Creek; thence 
by said creek to the Clark’s Fork minins' district, noon such location 
as may be approv’d by the Secn-tarv of the Interior, sulijeet to the 
provi-ions of the act of Congress entitled -'An act p. inting to rail¬ 
roads Ihe right of way through the imblic lands of the United states,” 
approved March 3, 1875. Said right ol way herebv granted shall be 
restricted to such limits as are absolutely essential for the nmd-hed 
and slopes of e.uts ami base ol Alls, excent at such points, not nearer 
tiian 10 miles fr on each other, as may be designated bv said railroail 
company lor station buildings, depots, side-tracks turnouts .'nd w’ater 
stations, at which points theriglit ol way shall he limited to the ae.fii il 
siie for saM houses, and the .imitation for sMe-tracks nr switches 
shall notexcend in width 60 feet, to cover all trackways, ami a length 
ot 500 teei; that the structure cr.’Cte.l hy sai l railroad company with, 
in tile park shall not in any inst nec include machine shops^ repair 
shops, snipily statimis. hotels, restaur nts, callng-hon«es, stores. ■ r 
any Imil.ling except a depot, inciudinga telegraph or t.dephone office, 
resident lor st.iilon agent, and one huilding for section h mds. ami 
said right of way and location for depot groumls shall not in any 
instance include objects di-signate.l as natural curiosities, or (..alters 
of interest to touii-ts. or he surrounded or incosed by leiioes. walls, 
or hedges that shall obslrnci Ihe view of anv conli.’nons object, or 
bar the passase to ihom of pedestrians or vel'ncles, ami no rights of 
any kind shall vest in said railroad conipanv in or to anv part ol tlie 
right of wav herein provldeii for uiiiii plats thcivol.'ma.le upon 
actual surveys lor the definite locail-n of said railroad, and Including 
the points for station huilding. depots, slde-UMcks. lurnmits and 
water staiions. shall be filed with ihe Mecretarv of the Inleiior, and 
be duly approved bv him. No limber or other materials to bo 
used In the construction ol said railroad, shall be cut or taken from 
any portion oi the Vellowst.me Nalional P u-k. except sneh as m iv 
be cur. or t.<ken within the rigid ol wav hereby granted; and the 
granisherehy made are limited so as not io li elude any coal or other 
mineral found on said right of way; nor shall said cdmpanv, or its 
succe.ssors. use the ))roperty uiven herebv for any purpose except In 
the construction and operaiion ol a railroad. 

Sec. 3. That none ol the shares of capital stock of the cornorntion 
herein named, shall be transferable until at least 50 per cent, of the 
par value thereot, shall have been paid in ca-li. No bonds sh ill be 
issued or mortgages exeent. d lor the security ihereoi bv said corpor¬ 
ation Inaiiamountexceediiigone-hall of the .^nm wliich'its presideni, 
tiea.surer. and chief engineer .shill certiliy, und. r oaih, to the 
treiisucer ol the Territory of Montana, ha.s heeu actually expended, 
at the time of the issue ol such hoiids. upon the r.iilroad o to he con¬ 
structed; audaiiy fal.se swearing in the m .tter shall he peijnrv- The 
whole amount ot bonds outstanding at any one time shairnot ex¬ 
ceed one-hall of the actual cost ot the constniciion and enuiiiment 
ot .such r.iilroad. The provisions of this seclion relating to the 
iraiisler ol stock and the is-iie of bonds, ebill be. appli.-ahle to any 
corporation to which the corporation ii nned in this act shall convey, 
or alteiji|)i to convey. Its tr .neh-ises, or rights, or property, inior to 
the Inial eimipletioii ol said road 

SKC. 3 That all charg. s for transjjortation of cither freiglit or 
passenger- over said railroad shall be reasonable, an.i wiiliout 
discrimination as to p.-rsons, slii|.,.ers. or consignees. No rebates or 
drawb.si'ks ol any kind or nature shall be allowed, directly or in¬ 
directly to any patron of the railroad, nor shall Uiere be anv unju-t 
di-ciimiiialhm in the laciiiiies afl-orded shippers or consignees, at 
any si.aiiou on the line ot s-dd railroad; and as to these and all 
kindred mailers. Congress reserves the right to make all neccessary 
regulations as to Said railroad, iu considerations of this grant, as 
well as to alter or amend lids ‘let. 

Sko 4. That if said railroad shall not be constructed and in run¬ 
ning order w itliin three years Irom and alter ihe passage ol this act 
the right of way hereliy granted sh ill Iherelore be lorleited, and 
this condition Is expressly understood to be a condilion-precclent 
as to all rights granted liei ebv; ami in case of a breech ot the con- 
ditums Ol this section, all lights gr..tiled herebv -hall revert to llie 
United biales by operaiion ol this provisl m, without the in cessity 
ol any action by Congress: nrovuied. That the grant h.-rehv shall not 
ho held or coiistrued as exclusive, so as to prevent the allowance of 
the locating other roads along the valley or route adO|.Ded under this 
act. under sue.h grants and reguladons as Congress may make and 
provide and the eoiiiCs equitably administer. 

Mr. Vest—.Mr. President, if I can secure the attention of 
the Senate for a very few inomtnts I should like to give my 
reasons, and very earnestly, why this bill should not become 
a law. 

To tho'e Senators, if there be any such here, -who believe 
thiit the Yellowstone Park should be destroyed and cease to 
exist I have no artrument to make. I am vt rv well aware 
that it is popular to assert in this country that noihiog should 
exist iu which there is not money, and any one who pro¬ 
poses to preserve the great National Patk in its original 
grandeur and beauty, and to preserve tbe game, whicu' has 
almoi-t ceased to exist upon this continent, is taunt-d with 
ffi'thi lici-m and is sneered at as behind tbe proper spirit and 
ideas of the age. 

I am not a-hamed for my.self to say tnat my life has been 
largely devoted to field sports, that I have Jived a large 
portion of my time iu the woo Js and forests and mountains 
and upon the rivers of the great West, I know whereof I 
speak when I say to-day. wiihfiut any other inti rest or 
motive under heaveu than that of an American ciiiztn and 

Senator, that the construction of this railroad is the de- 
strncUon of that park. To those who think that Mammoth 
Cave should be turned into a subterranean storehouse for 
mercantile purposes, that tbe Falls of Niagara should be 
used for their water power to turn a mill, that the wonderful 
geysers of the Yellowstone Park should be devoted to 
laundry purposes and leased out to Chinamen in order to 
wash out dirty linen, to such persons I have and can have 
no argument and no apiteal to make. But to those who 
sympathize with me in the purpose to perserve one spot at 
least on this continent from the ru-h and gr< ed and avarice of 
Ihe age, one spot where nature shall exist as it was originally, 
in which the great game, the elk and the bison and tbe 
black-tail'd de> r. shall always be found for our childrt n and 
our children’s children, to such Senators i now appeal 
most earnestlv against this bill. 

1 know. Mr President, that it is said this railroad is neces¬ 
sary in order to reach mines. I shall not stop to discuss the 
value of those mines because, like all mining property, thtir 
value is p’ospective and in the future. They may amount to 
a great deal and they may amount to iiolhing, with the 
chances largely in favor of the latter proposition. 1 solemnly 
assert ray opinion, based upon close observation and without 
pujudice, that this railroad is not proposed to be built to 
reach any mines, that it is not intended for any such pur¬ 
pose, and I propose to show, if not by actual demonstraiiou 
at least by probable facts, that my assertion is correct. 

These mines are represented to be of large value; thous* 
ands of dollars it is said are invested in them; and what 
proof have we preserted here from the stockholders of these 
mining companies that the propost d route through the Park 
is the only practicable line to the North Pacific Railroad? I 
call attention to tbe fact and I defy contradiction when 1 say, 
in the presence of tbe enormous valuaiion upon this miuitig 
property, with thousands ot tons of ore, as Gentral Ander¬ 
son says, dumped out already waiting for the cars to carry 
it to the reduction works in Montana, with stock conipanies 
organized for working the mines, that no preliminary sur¬ 
vey has ever bten made of any route of these mines. Only 
a few hundred dollars would have been necessary to make 
this survey; and yet with this enormous mining property 
upon their hands these gentlemen have not seen fit or proper 
to make a survey, for it, would be ridiculous to argue that 
they bad not the means to make these preliminary surveys 
in Older to ascertain by what route tney could moat cheaply 
and rapidly approach this properly. 

There are three routes prooosed. One of them is the 
Boulder rou’^^e outside of the Park, which is perfectly prac¬ 
ticable, I have here the letter of an engineer officer, who 
has been over every foot of it, declaring ih-it the road can 
be built. It is a little further, a little longer distance, but 
entirely practicable; and this offlor, as will be seen by his 
letter, traveled over the whole BouPer loute, not one foot of 
which is inside of the Yellowstone National Park. 

But without preliminary surveys, a thing unheard of in 
such an enterprise, a bill is pre.sented here si-ssion after 
session and pressed upon Congress to run this railroad up 
the Yellowstone River to the east fork of that river, and 
then up Soda Butte Creek, going through the loveliest por¬ 
tion of the Yellowstone National Park, and the only portion, 
as I shall show hv evidence beyond qui s’ion, in which the 
game congregate during the winter months. In the summer 
ihe large game of the Yellowstone -^an go where they plea-e 
without let or hindrance; but in the winter they come into 
this identical ngion, the lovi liest portion, as I have said, of 
that great Park on the Yellowstone River and Si-da Butte 
Creek, and there and there only they have a range during 
those winter months in which tne range is most necessary to 
them. 

Why have the projectors of this enterprise had no pre¬ 
liminary survey of the route made? Why is it that they do 
not bring to Congress the best proof that tbe nature of the 
case is suscep ible of?—the ri ports of engineers, from prac- 
t'cal observation, wbo can testify to Congress that this is the 
cheapei-t and most practicable loute between Cinnabar and 
tbe Clark’s Folk mitus? 

Mr. Butler—I should like to ask the Senator from 
Missouri a question, if he will yield to me. 

Mit. Vest—C rtainly. 
Me. Butler—L ask him if in his experience he has ever 

known a survey to have been made before a charter has been 
secured ? 

Mr. Vest—This is a case in which the whole argument 
turns upon whether a charter shall be granted uoon this par¬ 
ticular route or not. If there were a propo-ition here for a 
charter between certain points on the most practmable mute, 
there would be something pertinent in the inquiry of the 
Senator from South Carolina; but h< re is apropo.-ition fixing 
tbe route, and that is the remarkable fact to which I point 
to-day. They d > not want a survey; they do not propo-e to 
have one, because p, rbaps a survey would defeat their obj ct, 
which is to get into the Yellowstone National Patk, nut to 
got to these mines, but to run up this valliy of the Yellow¬ 
stone, up to Soda Butte S|)ring«, the most wonderful springs 
in the coimtty, at which point they propose fo buMd a depot. 
The real purpose is to constiuct a railroad to carry passer- 
gers. not ore. There is_ the money in this enttrpiise, and 
not in going to the mines, in which they say they have 
already ore dumped out ready for transportation. I know 
whereof I speak from per-onal t bs' rvation I have been m 
that park and travidcd'over this id-ntical territorv, and I am 
as thoroiighly convinced of the truth of what 1 say as if it 
were a matnematical proposition. 

I know great exeriions have been made to pass this bill. 
1 know that a former officer of the Interior Department has 
bet n lobbying Congress three sessions to pass il, and he is 
here again for the same purpose. I know that Senatois, my- 
stlf included, have be. n attacked and besmirclud in the 
public press, and we have been brandi d bv the a'-sertion that 
we were the tc Is of the Northt ru Pacific Riilroad. 1 assert 
here to-day. using only such I mguage as this pr-sence ad¬ 
mits, that the a'Serlion that I have any olher obj cl, direct 
or indirect, than that which is proper to a ciliz u of this 
country, and a Senator represi uting a sovenian State, i.s so 
utterly and infamously false that the wretch who makes it is 
unworthy of credence from any gentleman. No mao con¬ 
nected with the Northt rn Pacific Railroad Company has 
ever approached me or dareil to do to If the Northt rn 
Pac'fic Railroad has any interei-t in this matter, it is to coa- 
fctruct this road because it is a branch tunnirg directly to 
their main line. How could the Noilhern Pacific Railroad 
have any other interest? 

I speak only in the way of conjecture, because I assert that 
no agent, no officer, no one countettd with that road has 
ever approached me ill any way. 1 mention this not from 
any personal feeling, for I know that when any public man 
stands in the way of one oi these speculative enterprises the 
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first tbins: is to cajole him or buy him, and if that can not 
be done the next thing is to destroy him. I do not expect to 
be personally exempt from the ordinary fate of public life, and 
I mention this only to emphasize my statement that these ex¬ 
traordinary means to pass this most extraordinary bill with 
a route already fixed upon the face of it, come and come 
alone from the idea that they want not to carry out the ore 
from these mines but to carry passengers into the Park. 

Mr. President. I said, and I said it deliberately, that the 
construction of this railroad meant the destruction of that 
park, and I repeat it distinctly. 1 do not mean to say, that 
the construction of this railroad will immediately frighten 
away all the game from the park and burn the forests and 
close up the geysers hermetically, but 1 do mean to say that 
the construction of this or any other railroad within its terri¬ 
torial limits breaks down the purpose and object for which 
that park was created and it ceases to be a park. 

The original idea was that this National Park should re¬ 
main in original condition exempt from the ordinary mer¬ 
cantile and commercial interests of this great country. Once 
let in this railroad, the agent of commerce, and you destroy 
the park. Afterward the number of railroads that go into 
the park amounts simply to nothing, for the idea upon which 
the park was based will have been destroyed and destroyed 
forever. If this railroad be constructed in the most beauti¬ 
ful portion of the park, it will be a very few months until 
another bill will be proposed to construct a railroad from 
Green River upon the Union Pacific up to Lewis Lake and 
connecting with the Northern Pacific. Three years ago 
when I passed on horseback along this route the survey had 
been made up to the park, and I saw the pegs which the 
engineers had driven for the projected road of which I now 
speak. A bill was pending here in the last Congress for the 
•onstruction of this road by Lewis Lake, pressed 1 do not 
know in what interest, but 1 very much suspect in the same 
interest as the bill now pending before this body. Construct 
this road and then road after road will demand admission 
from every direction into the Yellowstone Park, and that is 
the end of the idea upon which it was originally organized. 

Mr. President, I shall indulge in no rhetoric m speaking 
of the wonderful scenery, of the geysers, of the Yellowstone 
Falls. I shall leave that to others if they see proper to ad¬ 
dress the Senate on a subject which admits of the largest 
amount of descriptive power without going beyond the 
truth. But leaving aside the sB.sthetical idea of a park lor 
the people, for the preservation of the great game of this 
continent, and appealing only to the mercenary idea, let me 
say to the Senate that the construction of this railroad 
means the destruction of the timber upon the headwaters of 
the Missouri River, thereby affecting the whole Southern 
country to the mouth of the Mississippi. It goes without 
saying that the existence of those forests to-day is the most 
potent agency toward preventing overflows in the lower and 
Southern country. The forests in their primeval condition, 
with their ferns and mosses and leaves and verdure, absorb 
the heavy and enormous rains which periodically fall in that 
portion of our country and prevent their sweeping down 
over a bald surface until they press to satiety the lower 
rivers and cause the overflows which are so destructive to 
property in some of the Southern, States. 

Mr. VoRHEES—May 1 ask the Senator what is the pro¬ 

posed length of this road in the Park ? 
Mr. Vest—There is no survey, as I have said; but the ac¬ 

counts as to distance differ. My own personal knowledge 
leads me to say that this road will run trom 60 to 65 miles 
inside the National Park. The Senator from South Carolina 
[Mr. Butler] says no. Here is the evidence so complete and 
conclusive tnai no human being can doubt it. Here is the 
testimony of General Sheridan and of Mr. W. Halleit Phil¬ 
lips and an officer of the Geological Survey, Mr. Hague, all 
of whom make substantially the same statement. 

It has been said—and I will read these statements at leisure 
if any Senator desires to hear them or I will have them read 
■—it has been said by some of these witnesses that the dis 
tance is 46 to 50 miles; but I assert from what 1 know of 
the country between Cinnabar, on the route propo.sed, up 
the Yellowstone River, and then up the East Fork, and 
then up Soda Butte Cnek to the Clark’s Fork mines, that it 
is nearer 65 than 46 miles. 

Mk. Ing-I-ELS—Do you mean 65 miles south of the northern 
boundary? 

Mk. Vest—I mean 65 miles on this proposed route. 
Mr. Ikgalls—Not 65 milts south of the northern bound¬ 

ary of the Park. 
Mr. Vest—^No; the most extreme point south of the north¬ 

ern boundary is about 11 miles; that is. a direct line Irom 
the northern boundary ot the Paik to the most extreme point 
on this proposed route; but I am speaking now of the longi¬ 
tudinal distance from where it enters the Park on the north, 
near Cinnabar, which is the terminus ot the branch ot the 
Northern Pacilic Railroad nearest the Park, up the Yellow¬ 
stone River to its eastern fork and the ISoda Butte Creek to 
the Clark’s Fork mines. That I say is 65 miles or in that 
vicinity. 

Mr. VooRHEES—1 do not wish to interrupt the Senator, 
but as this subject is somewhat new to me I should like to 
have bis comment on this part of the report accompanying 
the bill. The report says: 

This company was organized under the laws of the Territory of 
Montana to construct a railroad from Cinnabar, the terminus of the 
Livingston branch of the Noribein I’aciflc Railroad, on the Yellow¬ 
stone River, about Itve miles north of the northern boundary of the 
Paik to reach Clark’s Forks mining district, in Southern MonUna, 
lying a few miles north of the northeast corner of the Park. 

Etch end of this road, according to this report, is outside 
t.li6 Piirk 

Mr. Vest—That is true. But if the Senator from Indiana 
will simply look at the map of the Yellowstone Park which 
I have here, and which has the railway maiked on it, he 
will see exactly where that route runs. 

For General Sherman I have very great regard, and how¬ 
ever much we may differ from him in regard to his conclu¬ 
sions, he is always fiank and honest in their utterance. 
When General Sherman was in the Park, the year before I 
was there the first time, he came to the conclusion that the 
game could never be preserved In that Park, and that the 
idea that the great game of this country, the bison, the elk, 
and the black tail deer, could be preserved at all was simply 
Utopian and ideal; but to one who has been accustomed to 
field sports and the habits of game it is not difficult to con¬ 
ceive how a preserve could be created, with even imperfect 
guardianship, which would very soon induce the large game 
to congregate there and consider themselves safe from all 
assault. Instinct far surpasses intellect when we consider 
the wonderful intelligence of animals in selecting Iccalities 
in which they are safe from the pursuit of the huntsman. 

Let there be, as there has been upon the Potomac River, a 
preserve like that of the Woodmont Club, with 10,000 acres 

of land only, and with only three gamekeepers. In less 
than eighteen months after that preserve was created the 
deer from all the adjacent mountains, finding this a com¬ 
paratively safe refuge, when started from their covers im¬ 
mediately made this preserve the objective point, until to-day 
there are more deer found upon that 10,000 acres. 1 under¬ 
take to say, than on any otlier 10,000 acres in the Eastern 
States. 

Now, let me read, if the Senator pleases, while upon this 
idea, a letter coming from a practical hunter and woodsman 
whose opinion and testimony is worth all the rhetoric and all 
the appeals that may be made in this Chamber within the 
next five hours. When in the Yellowstone Park I made the 
acquaintance of Mr. Hofer, one of those men fast disappear¬ 
ing now from the frontier, who live in the forest—men who, 
like Daniel Boone and Kenton, when their cattle mingled 
with those of a neighbor twenty-five miles distant, thought 
the towns and cities were encroaching upon the domain 
which they loved so well, and immediately moved further 
west. This man Hofer lives in the mountains. He knows 
by instinct almost eijual to that of the animals themselves 
their habits. Here is his te.stimony in regard to the result 
of even the imperfect guardianship which we have been 
enabled under an act of Congress to put over this splendid 
park. Mark you, it is a part of 3,300 square miles, with 
such rivers and mountains and lakes and waterfalls, to say 
nothing of the wonderful geysers, as the whole world beside 
does not furnish. Mr. Hofer, writing to Mr. Hallett Phillips, 
says, speaking of the proposed railroad: 

The country which they propose to go through is about all the 
ground that is used as a winter range or feeding ground for elk, 
bison and antelope, within the limits of the Park. If it is cut off and 
a railroad run through, you may as well kill off the game ac once, for 
it will be driven off. The idea that teams, etc., frighten off the game 
is foolish. All winter elk have fed in sight and close to the wagon 
road. I have the Government stock now on the east fork of Gardiner. 
Often the elk come down among the mules and horses and teed with 
them. All winter elk, antelope and mountain sheep have been with 
our stock. It is the shooting and loud noises that scare off the game. 
A thousand teams would be hauling freight to Cook all winter and 
the game never leave on their account; so long as they do not shoot 
at them, so long will the game have no fear of teams. It is in winter 
that the game wants to be protected. In summer they can go any 
where, but in winter there is only a small portion of the Park where 
they can stay. The railroad would take that from them. I have 
been here long enough to know how' it will work. All of you w'bo are 
interested in the Park know it only in summer. Yoti should know 
that the snow is so deep in winter, through the Park, that game must 
come out to live. 

He then shows that the country through which the rail¬ 
road would penetrate is the only locality where the game 
comes out to feed. He concludes by saying that the objection 
to a railroad across the Snow Mountains on account of the 
depth of snow, is untenable, that all the narrow gauge rail¬ 
roads in Colorado run through more snow than ever falls in 
the Snow Mountains; the snowfall in Colorado being from 
five to ten feet more. 

Mr. President, tbat letter may be roughly written, but it 
comes from a huntsman, a man who has lived|in those moun¬ 
tains for years, who has had charge of the Government stock 
during the last winter, who testifies now that the elk and the 
antelope and the bison and the deer come down to feed with 
his stock. That is worth all the declarations of these specu¬ 
lators that could be piled on these tables until they reached 
the ceiling. 

It is said here that the wagon-roads scare off the game. 
Under the present administration in that Park the game has 
increased and more than doubled within the last two years, 
a change for the belter which is almost beyond description. 
But now if this railroad is constructed all that ha-s been done 
for the preservation of the game goes for nothing. Every 
Senator who has been in the vicinity of that Park or within 
its territorial limits knows that for twelve and fourteen and 
fifteen months at a time not one single drop of rain falls. 

In traveling on horseback from the Union Pacific to the 
Northern Pacific Railroad, as I did three years ago, we 
traveled for days over fallen timbers, intertwined, thrown 
there by the fires which originated from a single spark, per¬ 
haps from the carelessness of some camper or hunter who 
had left his camp-fire burning and gone on his next day’s 
journey. During these terrible seasons of drought the for¬ 
ests become like tinder and a single spark starts a confiagra- 
tion which destroys hundreds of miles of magnificent timber. 
Is it necessary for me to call the attention of the Senate to 
the danger that would be a thousand times multiplied by the 
construction of a railroad through such a country as that? 

Mark you, sir, this proposed route goes up the Yellow¬ 
stone River, through the most beautiful forests in that whole 
park. It is almost impossible now, with ten assistant superiu- 
leudents, all mountaineers, to keep the fires trom destroying 
all the timber on the headwaters of the Missouri and Colum¬ 
bia rivers. Now are we, without a preliminary survey, under 
the influence-1 will not say the influence, but under the 
persistent labor of these speculators and their attorneys—to 
put this railroad through that park, have this timber de¬ 
stroyed, and give up the idea on which the park was origi¬ 
nally constructed, and for what? Upon the assertion that 
they desire to reach some undeveloped mines of enormous 
wealth, according to their statement, and yet they are not 
willing to furnish fifteen hundred or two thousand dollars 
with which to make a survey of a route to thenr. I must 
be excused if 1 doubt the statement that they desire to carry 
out the ore; I must he excused if I further doubt the state¬ 
ment that there is no other route by which they can reach 
those mines. I have here a letter from Lieutenant Bailey, of 
the United States Army: 

HEADQUAKTEUa FIFTH UNITED STATES INFANTRY, 
Fort Keoah, Mont, May 31. 1884. 

Senator—I am in receipt of a letter from Colonel Gregory, of 
eueral Sherioan’s staff, informing me that you are intere:>ted in 
[fairs concerning the Yellowstone Park and desirous of ohtaininu m- 
irmation relative to the practibility of building a railroad froni the 
orlbern Pacific Railroad into Cook City [which is the Clark s Fork 
lining disttiet] by way of Boulder Creek. [That does not touch the 
ellovvsrone Park at all.l In reply thereto 1 have the honor to inform 
on that in the fall of 1-781 marched up tbat creek to near its bead 
ith wagons and had scouts made from my camp to the head or the 
reek From recollection- my notes having been last or destroyed— 
am of the opinion that a railroad can oe built up Boulder Creek to 
s head and that a pass can be found over the divide through which 
would be practicable to build a railroad. Aft er crofsmg the divide 

7 skirting along the foot of the mountains, a gradual de.scent into 
ook City can be obtained. From aoout 6 miles above^the Natural 
ridge dense timber will be encountered on Boulder Creek, but a 
adway could easily be opened and. the timber utilized in many 

Idy'oplnion is based not only upon my own observations and the 
‘ports of my scouts, but also upon the statement of my guide, who 
au hunted through that region for years, that if it became neces^ 
irv for me to go into the Park by that route, he could take me 
ler© by crossinj; the divide at the head of Boulder &eek, 
own either Hell Roaring or Soda Butte Creek, the latter affording 
le most easy passage of the two. I was informed betore going into 
oulder Creek, by men who claimed to have a thorough know ledge 
C the Snow Mountains, that there w'ere only two passes over them, 
ne bv Boulder Creek, toe other by Clark’s Fork, and the passes 
lown on the accompanying map confirm their statements. I 
erewith the map sent me by Colonel Gregory witli my proposed 
)ute marked thereon in red ink. If more defliiite and accurate m- 

formatlon is desired, I am willing to make a survey of the route 
Trusting that information contained herein may be of service to you, 
I am, Senator, your obedient servant, H. K. Bailey, 

First Lieutenant and Adjutant, Fifth Infantry. 
Hon. George G. Vest, United States Senate Chamber, Washington, 

D. C. 

There is the statement of an Army officer who has been 
over the Boulder route, and who says it is practicable for the 
construction of a railroad. Bat, Mr. President, there is a 
feature in this bill to which I ask the attention of the Senate. 

Mr. Allison—May I ask the Senator a question before he 
proceeds further? 

Mr. Vest—Certainly. 
Mr. Allison—I ask whether this bill is recommended 

either by the Interior Department or War Department? 
Mr. Vest—It is not; and upon the contrary the Secretary 

of the Interior has laid before the Senate in a report here, 
which covers every detail of this measure, his opposition to 
it and his reason for that opposition. 

I am authorized to say that the Secretary of War is 
opposed to it, and the commanding General of the Array, 
General Sheridan, who is familiar with that country and has 
been over it time and time again, is also opposed to it, and 
his letter is here before the Senate. 

Mr. Butler—I think it should he stated in that con¬ 
nection that the present Secretary of the Interior as a Sena¬ 
tor and a member of the Committee on Railroads reported 
in favor of this identical bill. 

Mr. Allison—I see by the original act that the Secretary 
of the Interior is charged with the control and care of this 
park. 

Mr. Vest—He is. The Secretary of the Interior has con¬ 
trol of this park under the law. 

In reply to the Senator from South Carolina [Mr. Butler] 
I have simply to remark that while the Secretary of the 
Interior was a member of that committee as a Senator, I 
undertake to say now. for I have it from him, that he knew 
nothing about this bill, that he paid no attention to it, that 
there were personal and family circumstances then existing 
which prevented his attention to it. 

Mr. Butler—1 am only governed by the record. 
Mr Vest—I will explain that record, and I put against 

that record the official statement of the Secretary of the In¬ 
terior to-day, when he is acting as Secretary of the Interior, 
and by virtue of that office is custodian of this park. He 
opposes this measure in every way postible. I undertake to 
say that every man who knows anything of the park and is 
interested in its preservation is opposed to it. Mr. W. Hallett 
Phillips, who was sent there as agent of the Interior Depart¬ 
ment, gives his reasons in opposition to it. Mr. Hague, 
whom 1 met in the park as a member of the Geological 
Survey, gives his reasons at length against it. The park 
superintendent is against it; and old Jack Barrouet, the 
father of the guides in the West, has written me in opposi¬ 
tion to this railroad. I stand here to day and say from my 
own personal knowledge of that country and of the Park 
that the construction of this railroad is absolutely the de¬ 
struction of the Park itself. 

Now, Mr. President, a few words as to the extraordinary 
provisions of this bill. Section 4 provides; 

That if said road shall not be constructed and in running order within 
three years from and after the passage of this act. the right ot way 
hereby granted shall thereupon be rorfeiied, and this condition is 
expressly understood to be a condition precedent as to all rights 
granted nereby; and in case of a breach of the condition of this sec¬ 
tion, all rights granted hereby shall revert to the United States by 
operation of tb>s provision, without the necessity o( any action by 
Uongress: Provided, That the grant hereby shall not be held or con¬ 
strued as exclusive, so as to prevent the allowance of tbe locating 
other roads along the valley or route adopted under this act. under 
such grants and regulations as Congress may make and provide and 
the courts equitably administer. 

Why is that provision put in this bill? Why was it neces¬ 
sary to suggest that otber roads might be coastructed along 
this same river? Why is the idea sedulously inculcated in 
this provision of the bill that this shall not be the only rail¬ 
road that goes into the Park? 

As I said before, there was a bill pending here in the last 
Consress for the construction of a road from Green River on 
the Union Pacidc up by Lewis Lake to Cinnabar. Tbat bill 
has not been presented at this session. It is held in abeyance 
and reserve; but just so soon as the present bill is enacted 
into a law, this other set of speculators will come to Congress 
and we are estopped from denying them the right to enter 
the Park because we have given the privilege to the gentle¬ 
men now asking it. If we once break up the idea of this 
being a Park exclusively, that is the end of the act of 1873, 
and for myself I have no more concern with that Park or 
anything pertaining to it. 

Mr. President, I have spoken earnestly. I have no interest 
in this matter except as a citizen and a Senator. 1 have no 
feeling except the feeling of one who knows the truth of 
what he says and desires to impress it upon his fellow Sen¬ 
ators. I impute DO motive other than a proper one to any¬ 
body. I indignantly repudiate the ascription of any improper 
motive to myself. 

I do not propose to urge upon the Senate that they shall 
interfere with the commerce of the country, tbat they shall 
break up the great railroad system of the country in order to 
preserve the wiki game of the West, or in order to preserve 
the geysers and lakes and waterfalls and mountains of that 
wonderful region. 

I do not believe this railroad is necessary. I believe it is 
certain that the real purpose is not put upon the face of this 
bill. It was said two years ago when this bill was first 
brought here that they were willing to put a provision in it, 
and the then Commissioner of Railroads, who was a stock¬ 
holder in the mines, stated to various Senators, mjself in¬ 
cluded, that they were willing to put in a provision, that 
nothing hut freight should be carried upon the cars of this 
projected company. But, sir, the bill is changed; it now 
provides for freight and passengers, with depots at each ten 
miles. It proposes to run to the Soda Butte Springs, the 
most wonderful mineral springs in the whole of the Western 
Stales and Territories. It is a passenger road. The idea is 
to get into the Park, and then when the main line is con¬ 
structed up the Yellowstone River it follows as a corollary 
as a logical sequence, that branches are to be constructed 
and run down the geysers, to the Yellowstone Lake, and to 
the falls of the Yellowstone. 

Once put a railroad of that sort in the Park, and 1 tor one 
will vote to throw the whole park into the public domain 
and let the first and fastest man enter Old Faithful for laun¬ 
dry purposes and take the great falls of the Yellowstone for 
a mill, I would not give one farthing for that Park if this 
bill become a law. 1 would not entertain the idea of wasting 
one hour of my time hereafter upon the Park if this legisla¬ 
tion is once had and this entering step is once taken by this 
Congresss. , , . 

Mr. Butler—Mr. President, lam very sorry that I can 
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not sympathize entirely with my friend, the honorable Sen¬ 
ator from Missouri, in the esthetic view he takes of this case. 

Mr. Vest—I am past that word “esthetic.” 
Mr. Butler—I say it with all respect. Of course while 

1 have great admiration and respect for that Senator, I do 
not sympathize with him. He has had the good fortune to 
have hunted in that great Park of the West, and fished in its 
streams and enjoyed its magnificent scenery. I have never 
had that opportunity, and, as ray friend from Mississippi 
[Mr. George] says, very few of my constituents will ever 
have that opportunity, and I do not know but that about the 
best disposition which can be made of that Park would be to 
do as my friend has suggested, throw it open for settlement 
under the land laws of the United States. I think perhaps 
that would be about as well as anything else. I agree entirely 
with General Sherman about that, whose letter I will read. 
I know nothing ,about this railroad bill except such informa¬ 
tion as I have acquired by reason of my position upon the 
Committee on Territories. The bill came to the Committee 
on Territories, why, I confess I do not understand. It had 
before had the unanimous report of the Eailroad Com¬ 
mittee of this body, and I suppose I may refer to the other 
House, because their report is before us, and it has had a 
unanimous report from the committee of the House. 

At this point the debate was interrupted by the receipt of 
messages from the President, and was not resumed. 

HOW LONG CAN FOXES RUN? 

Editor ForcHt and Stream: 
Your correspondent from Massachusetts says that he never 

saw a hound that could catch one of their foxes in 20 hours, 
and that his pack has run them for 30 hours without a 
catch. I agree with “Red Eye.” of Virginia, that no hound 
ever ran 48 hours; it is beyond the endurance of any dog to 
run that long. They may what we call trail a fox as long as 
that; just follow the foot scent. 

Last season I visited a friend some 20 miles away for a fox 
hunt. The night I reached his place was a beautiful bright 
night, and he insisted we should have a run that night. We 
struck a track about 9 o’clock (now remember I do not say 
we started the fox). The fox was a gray one out hunting. 
In 30 minutes after we struck the track I knew that the fox 
had heard the dogs, and did not intend for them to get a run 
on him. They trailed him all night and until about 10 
o’clock the next day. I saw him about this time, and he 
looked like a fox just started. One of our sweeping dogs, 
Mait, swept and strnck within two hundred yards of the 
fox. His deep, powerful tongue soon called the pack to 
him, and in 20 minutes the fox was dead. I can kill a red 
fox with my pack much quicker than I can a gray. They 
reach too far over a gray in his dodges; so lose time and 
give him a chance to put in some of his tricks. If the 
gentleman of Massachusetts thinks one of his foxes can’t be 
caught in 20 minutes let him send one down, and will give 
the fox a range of the country for a week so as to get the 
best running ground, and if our dogs don’t kill him in four 
hours I will make him a present of a pair of our best dogs. 

I myself have had an experience with hounds for over 20 
years, and never owned or saw a hound that could run more 
than 8 hours without checks and losses. I should like to 
know where the gentleman gets his authority that Col. 
Tucker has the fastest hounds in the South. It has not been 
my experience that they are fast, neither do I think any one 
says so except Col. Tucker himself. Hounding. 

Pine View, Va. 

NEW JERSEY WOODCOCK. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

I hope that you will not consider me annoying, but your 
compilations of the game laws and your reply in your per¬ 
sonal column to my inquiry a week or two ago in regard to 
the legality ®f shooting woodcock on the first day of July 
has called forth the inclosed remarks which appeared in the 
Bridgeton Evening News of Saturday, July 25, 

I find upon looking up the revised game laws that in 1881 
the following act was passed: 

“That from and after the passage of this act, no person 
shall kill, take or expose for sale,"^or have unlawfully in his 
or her possession after the same has been killed, any wood¬ 
cock except only between the first day of July and the first 
day of August and between the last day of September and 
the sixteenth day of December.” If your views are in any 
way modified by this I hope it will call forth a prominent 
reply in the columns of your paper and you may possibly be the 
means of preventing a lawsuit which will undoubtedly occur 
if any woodcock are shot on the first day of July in this 
section of Hew Jersey. Hoping that none of our sportsmen 
will involve themselves in a legal difficulty, I remain, 

David R. Streets. 
Bridgeton, N. J., Juue 2G. 

MUZZLE vs. BREECH. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
1 notice a great mistake in my articie in the turkey shoot in your 

columns (April 8,1886), which I wish to correct. It arose from an 
error in copying it for the press, and as it has called out some criti¬ 
cism on my muzzleloader shooting I wish to set matters right. My 
rifle in that article stands credited with shooting but IToyds., which is 
in fact less than one-half the distance I shot it. It was the breech- 
loaderswhich shot i76yds., their longest range, while my muzzle- 
loader shot 385yds.; neither of these distances were measured, but 
were so estimated on the ground. I think I shot about 80 rods but 
have placed it at 75 rods. The breechloaders, be it remembered, did 
not get a single turkey for dinner at 175yds., but they did get one 
after it was moved up nearer to them two or three times. Poor tur- 
koy, if he could have reasoned he would have seen in these move-ups 
his end approaching at some time. The breechloaders also got four 
turkeys at 50yds. by shooting at their heads, but I took no stock in 
this kind of shooting—it would have been murder indeed to the tur¬ 
keys to have had my ilfle shot at them at this distance. To repeat, it 
stands thus: 

1. Muzzleloader, 70 rods, 385yd8, killed 4 turkeys. 
4. Breechloaders, 32 rods, 175yds , killed 1 turkey, moved up. 
4. Breechloaders, same guns, 50yds., kiled 4 turkeys. 
Total killed, 9, of which I got 4 out of 20 shots with my strange 

rifle, and most of the.se shots were “feelers” among the feathers to 
find the center of these birds of the “order turkey shoot," “genus 
crow, ’ “form flaxseed.” The two long ranges not being given made 
It the more difficult to adjust the rifles on their bodies, and it never 
will be known how long Lue breechloaders would have been at this 
if that turkey had remained 175yds away only. My rifle brought out 
the feathers 14 times in all, and if I had not been rilled out on killing 
the fourth turkey I think my mirkey meat after that last shot would 
have stood me in about two cents per pound, a discount the turkey 
man did not care to engage in; so he ruled me and my “old Betsey’^’ 
sweepstakes out of the ring and play. All right 1 Not unusual!! As 
previously stated, the breechloaders did the most shooting. They 
commenced early and banged away tiU late. They showed most ad¬ 
mirable pluck considering the difficulties they encountered in getting 
turkeys. ^ 

The trouble was they had come to the shoot with the wrong kind of 
ifies—nfles that shot very weak from shooting too little powder be- 
md ponderous bolts of lead, thereby imparting to the bullets but a 

slow velocity, thereby producing an unusual high curve or tra.iectory, 
thereby, when used as hunting rifles, shooting over and missing moat 
of the game at anl along mid-range, and under and missing ail of it 
beyond the point blank range. They also scatter their bullets more 
or less wlldy. 

These great faults (and others) make them generally poor hunt.ing 
rifles, especially for all small game, and poor rifles for close shooting. 
I refer more particularly to Amei ican made breechloaders and their 
ammunition, as they are issued from the factories. The English 
rifles do some better—they use more powder and get flatter curves. 

All of these things have been demonstrated and proven time and 
again by Major Merrill and his experiments, by “P." and his experi¬ 
ments, also by other.-!, and then came .your own invaluable trial of 
hunting rifles last fall, which comxfletely sealed the whole affair. So 
what is the use of me to spend any more words, or for the few who 
are at interest in these rifles and the ammunition, to longer “kick 
against the ijricks.” We are told it is hard to do so. 

And now comes, in your April 22 number, Mr. J. T. Clapp, who 
offers his criticism on'my articie and says: “I myself cling to ex¬ 
treme accuracy and value any rifle according to its accuracy.” This 
is excellent doctrine indeed! Here we agree; let us both stick to 
these sentiments and show it by the rifle we carry. The "crowning 
efforts.” says he, “of killing or wounding four turkeys, any rest (32). 
thirty-two rods distant, by shooting twenty shots, is bj’-no means 
wonderful.” He is right. Nor is it “wonderful” that the breech¬ 
loaders could not get a single turkey at this distance. It often hap¬ 
pens thus, or nearly so, and it often happens, as m this case, to say 
the breechloaders wei’e not “good ones.” Here we again agree; they 
were not good ones, as is usual, and so they got but little meat. He 
will now learn that I killed my turkeys (not “wounded” them) at 
.385yds., if not over. This reminds me of the old spelling book fable 
which reads: “And if, and if, said the farmer, that alters the case.” 
“Just sol Just sol” as Solon Shingle would say. And what does Mr. 
Clapp think of the shooting now? It is not “wonderful” to him, we 
presume, but explain how it is in regard to the missing breechload¬ 
ers—is there no “wonder” there? As for myself, 1 do not claim my 
shooting to be wonderful. No, very far from it; but it was very good 
considering this was the first time I had tried my rifle at this new 
business. “Old Betsey” did flrst-rate, you see. 

He refers “to a person about to buy a rifle;” to such T would say 
that my shooting on this occasion suggests in the strongest language 
that there is much more “worth having” or possessing in the muzzle- 
loader that kills the game, than the breechloader which misses it. 
“The proof of the pudding is in the eating;” and the proof of a good 
turkey rifle is in the turkeys it brings in from the turkey shoot, to 
make up the family roast, .lust so; and it is the same thing in the 
woods and on a hunt. The steady shooting rifle crowts the camp with 
abundant food and this imparts much joy. while the unsteady weak 
shooting one leaves it comparatively in emptiness and grief. Usd 
a good muzzleloader, and for all kinds of game you will always be 
crowned with the very best possible success considering all the cir¬ 
cumstances of shooting. 

“Why,” says he, “at arange in a small country town a few miles’from- 
here, where nothing else is used but breechloaders, they shoot eighty 
rods at chickens, not old hens, and hit them too, and more than four 
out of twenty shots.” , Query, how many days old were these chickens? 
Why not be more humane and shoot at the egg itself? Query, what 
becomes of these “chickens, not old hens,” after one of these long 
breechloader bullets, of the young ramrod “order,” and a little less 
than two inches long passes through them? With light gnd small 
bullet there was not too much left of the small turkeys; then how as 
to the “chickens, not old hens?” Were their remainders circles of 
flesh, or only scattered fragments of sinews and feathers? 

“That club,” says he, “uses Sharp.s, Whitney and Eemington rifles 
without producing a gyratory motion to their nullets.” This, if so, is 
“wonderful.” But he is in error and it is time he found it out. Proof, 
study well the report of Forest and Stream, made on a trial of hunt¬ 
ing rifles last September and October, where these three makes of 
rifles were carefully tested from well selected specimens. This re¬ 
port may be had for fifty cents by addressing the Forest and Stream 
Publishing Oo., 39 Park Row, New York, and every novice with the 

■ rifle should certainly have it, and indeed all old rifle shooters should 
have it also. Especially should rifle makers have it and profit by its 
useful lessons. If not satisfied with this proof, then make careful ex¬ 
periments with these rifles by shooting them, say 200yds., through 
successive screens, aligned 25yds. apart along the range, and then 
work out and plot the shots, both vertically and horizontally. If 
your trial is a careful and correct one, you will soon find out that these 
rifles do impart generally more or less a gyratory flight to the bullet, 
and this too when shooting the long bullets from the shell. And if 
the short conoidal hunting biiUet shall be shot from the shell they 
will fly much worse still, and the gyratory flight will be more marked 
and of course the shots more scattering than with the long bolt 
bullet. 

I leave others to explain why these things are so, and now comes 
up, after many long years of trial, the question, can these evils be 
remedied? If yes, proceed to do it at once and to issue to the public 
a good strong and steady shooting rifle, and it will be satisfied with 
it, as it was with the gooa muzzleloader before fashion and folly set 
it aside for the new style of rifle. The public are getting very tired of 
these, as hunting rifles generally, and it only now wants a few bold 
and disinterested leaders to forsake them for the masses to follow 
them, and with a high glee at that. 

T presume Mr. Clapp has never used and thoroughly tested a good 
muzzleloader. Indeed, but a very few rifle shooters of this generation 
have done so, and they are entirely ignorant of what they can do, and 
what for a century they did do before they were run down, ridiculed 
and advertised almost out of sight by monopolists, their agents and 
followers. The tyros of to-day’s shooting should, in my humble 
opinion, remain silent for a time on the rifle, but in the meantime try 
to learn the facts in regard to them from others of more experience 
and knowledge, and after they shall have learned both sides of this 
question and know their lessons well, then will he the proper time for 
them to write, and then they may rest assured that attentive readers 
will appreciate tbeir writings. Let such now learn that the late trial 
of Forest and Stream has, under existing conditions, settled and 
sealed one question of great merit as between the muzzleloader and 
breechloader rifle, and vastly in favor of the former. The question 
was. which of these two types of rifles make the flattest curve or 
lowest trajectory? 

As a very flat trajectory is the result of great velocity to the bullet, 
and vice versa, a high trajectory is the result of slow velocity to the 
bullet. The question under another form was which type of rifles 
sends its bullet the swiftest and therefore the straightest, provided 
the rifle shoots steady? 

As a swift bullet is indicative of great power and force in the rifle 
to penetrate, paralyze and kill. The question under a third form vif'- 
tually was, which type of rifles shoots the swiftest, strongest and 
straightest, and which, therefore, makes the best hunting rifle under 
this test. 

The answer, you see, came at each shot and every trial throughout 
from Alpha to Omega, from the beginning to the end, in favor of the 
old, true and much honored muzzleloader. Then how to great 
merit. 

Proof. See the “Tabulated Summary of Trajectory Test.” in the 
pamphlet report of Forest and Stream’s trial at the Creedmoor 
range, Sept. 26-Oct. 10, 1885. There were in ail thirty-one breech¬ 
loaders presented by the best makers and tested at this trial; also 
one English-made breechloader, presented indirectly by Mr. Bland, 
the maker; also two American muzzleloaders. Behold the general 
result. 

1. Thomas Bland & Sons’ English double express, .45-cal. breech¬ 
loader, beat (and very badly, too) the 31 American breechloader It 
shot strong, very strong, and almost equal to the two muzzleloaders. 

2. But Romer’s muzzleloader beat Bland’s rifle about 15 per cent at 
mid range in a 200yds. trajectory, and also all the 31 American 
breechloaders, and very, very badly, too, to wit: From 89 per cent as 
the least (Remington, .32-cal., No. 9) up to 243 per cent, as the most 
(Stevens's hunter's pet, .32-cal., No. 25). (Special—Trajectory No 
21a, Whitney, being abnormal, is not regarded.) 

3. Merrill’s muzzleloader also beat Bland’s rifle (very slightly) and 
all the 31 breechloaders at 50yd?. in a 100yds. range, veiy, very badly 
(and Romer’s slightly), to wit: It beat the 31 American breechloaders 
all the way from 38 per cent, as the least, up to 278 per cent as the 
most. 

4. Summary: The two muzzleloaders individually beat all (32) the 
breechloaders individually from the beginning to the end of the trial 
most wonderful. 

To say they “beat them veiy, very badly” does not fully express it. 
The American rifles were, in sporting language, more than “dis¬ 
tanced.” every one of them was left behind in speed, “way out of 
sight” in fact, as the relative heights (inversely as the velocities) of 
the trajectories prove. What more on this score can possibly be 
asked of the muzzleloader? Pray tell us what more and it will re¬ 
spond ? If the trial had been for steady shooting and a close target, 
I feel warranted in saying that my own experience, as well as the re¬ 
marks that are made bj the editor in Forest and Stream as well as 
in the pamphlet, that the beat of the muzzleloaders in steady shoot¬ 
ing, as against the average of all the 31 breechloaders, would have 
been much greater than the great beat in flat curves, and not much 
short of 500 per cent, heat on a general average for the 31 rifles, 
200yds. range, and 250 per cent, for the 100yds. range. 

Napoleon Merrill. 

Allen’s how-facing oars can he attached to any boat in 6 minutes. 
Try them. Little catalogue free. Fred A. Allen, Monmouth, IL\.—Adv. 

Massachusetts.—Salem. June 23.—Woodcock are re¬ 
ported by several parties as doing well, and I think par¬ 
tridges ought to be fairly plenty. Peeps, ringnecks and 
some summer yellowlcgs, ought to be along in the course of 
a couple of weeks.—X. Y. Z. 

Fairfield, Nebraska, June 5.—The quail in this section 
of Nebraska, and probably in the State generally, were al¬ 
most all killed off by last winter’s severe cold and abundant 
snow.—F, M. W. 

Hope Island, as described in our advertising columns, 
is a capital ground for a sportsmen’s or yachtsmen’s club. 

\t» md Mirer 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Fublish- 
ng Co. 

AN OUTING ON NICKATOUS. 

The months of anticipation from May to September had 
at last passed away, and our time had come. The 

preparations which had been going on for several weeks 
were completed, and the boxes containing provisions, 
blankets and tent, with personal luggage, bad been checked 
for Enfield, Maine. 

Our party consisted of three, one lady and two gentlemen. 
Without a northeast storm was raging, but within tlie com¬ 
fortable, lighted car, we gave ourselves up to the feeling of 
perfect satisfaction, which can come only with a release 
from the'business and home duties of the past year, and the 
beginning of the fulfillment of the plans for a fortnight in 
the woods, which had been in view for several month.a. Es¬ 
pecially was this true with the lady, for this was to be her 
first experience in camp life. 

We were pleasantly surprised to find among our fellow 
passengers several whom we had met before on our fishing 
peursions, and therefore the hour or two before we turned 
in was agreeably spent in recalling reminiscences of former 
trips, and in indulging in speculations of coming days. 
Arriving at the country station at 8 o’clock in the morning, 
we were ready for the ten mile ride. The morning was 
bright and clear; the atmosphere keen and bracing; the roads 
in fine condition after the recent storm, and our ride over 
the hills, giving us fine views of scenery, distant mountains 
with beautiful lakes nestled at their feet, was full of tlie 
keenest enjoyment. Now and then, old Katahdin lifted his 
head away in the north, and to the west, the range of hills 
which lay over toward Monson and Blanchard. Bright 
bits of color from the changing maples added beauty to the 
scene, and it was all too soon that we drew up before the 
comfortable hotel, kept by mine host Page. 

Monday dawned muggy and rainy, but with that uncer¬ 
tainty which is always perplexing. If you decide lo start it 
is sure to rain; but on the contrary, if you decide to stay it 
wifi certainly clear, just too late. Our baggage was loaded, 
with the two canoes lashed over all, and we followed in a 
lighter wagon later. Not many miles had been covered be¬ 
fore the clouds disappeared and the sun came out bright and 
warm. 

Our route after a few miles changed into a rough tote road, 
used only by the lumbermen in winter to cart in supplies. 
Rough was no word for it; over rocks and trees, into deep 
mud holes we plunged, until it seemed as if every hone in 
our body was out of joint, and walking was much less 
fatiguing than riding. Reacliing Gilman’s at last—the only 
frame building for miles around—we found our guides had 
loaded our baggage and canoes on a jumper and were readv 
for a three-mile carry to the river above the falls. After a 
halt hour’s rest and a light lunch we followed over a fair 
carry, all the way through beautiful pine woods and the for¬ 
est primeval. The river was reached none too soon, our 
canoes launched and baggage loaded as only those experi¬ 
enced men of the craft know how. It is surprising how 
much can be stowed away in a canoe—boxes of provisions, 
bales of blankets, tent, axe, fishing rods, nets, etc., and yet 
room for the guide and two passengers to each canoe. A 
comfortable seat, raised slightly from the bottom of the 
canoe, had been arranged for my wife. At length all was 
ready, and taking our paddles against the strong current, we 
headed up stream. It was simply delightful 1 The con¬ 
stantly changing scene which every turn of the river brought 
to view: the brilliant coloring of the maples on the shore 
touched by the sinking sun; the deep dark green of the for¬ 
est, and not a sound to break the stillness except as our 
voices sounded over the water. On we paddled, occasion¬ 
ally coming to the rapids, when all was excitement, as we 
chose the deep channels and pulled the birches against the 
rushing water. An hour brought us to the lake, and carry¬ 
ing round the dam at the outlet, we launched upon Nicka- 
tous Lake, one of the prettiest sheets of water I have ever 
seen. 

Now we must take strong, deep strokes with our paddles, 
for daylight is fast passing, and camp must be pitched and 
made ready for night. Two miles up the lake we found a 
convenient camp ground, in a sheltered inlet from the shore 
of which a tote road had been cut, used in winter to haul 
logs to the water’s edge. Upon high ground, one hundred 
feet from the shore, was a small clearing surrounded by 
heavy timber, out of sight from the lake, yet commanding a 
view up and down for several miles. 

Here we pitched our tent, started our camp fire, gathered 
browse for our beds, and had supper under way just in time, 
for the daylight had gone, darkness had come, and by the 
light of our camp-fire we ate our first supper in camp. What 
a world of suggestion in that expression! How it brings to 
the mind of each camper thoughts of the pleasantest hours 
of one’s life. 

Such appetites! The slice of bacon done just to a turn, 
the boiled potatoes so mealy that their jackets drop off, the 
hot biscuit, and the cup of tea, and finally the buckwheat 
cakes with maple syrup lo top off. All better than one’s 
own mother could make. We actually look at our supplies 
in alarm, and wonder if they will hold out. 

Supper over and cleared away, the fir bows laid thick for 
beds, everything made snug, and we are ready to sit around 
our fire and lay our plans for the morrow and listen to a 
story or two from our guides. It does not take long to get 
acquainted with Willis—droll fellow. He provokes many a 
peel of laughter with his odd expressions and funny stories, 
and the genial warmth of the fire (for the night is cool) is 
pleasant. But we have had a hard day’s work, conversation 
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at last lags, and we are in readiness to turn. Our tent is 
eight feet square, three foot wall, arranged with a curtain 
running full length, and from peak to floor. Spreading first 
our rubber blankets to keep out the dampness, then getting 
into our blanket bags, drawing up our heavy woolen blankets 
over us, we soon fall asleep, and Camp Sanford is in silence. 

Of the days that followed it would be nearly iinpossibe to 
speak in detail. The memory now is one delightful whole, 
yet there are incidents which are engraved on our minds as 
pictures never to be effaced; and during the long winter 
months, while our rods and camp kit are carefully packed 
away, the recollection of these days and nights under canvas 
comes back with realistic pleasure. 

Of our guides, a word: The older one, on whom rested 
the greater responsibility, was a quiet, steady fellow about 
thirty-three years old, a man of family, who for several 
winters had been in charge of lumber camps, and was a^so 
active on the "drive” in the spring. A man of muscle, who 
could handle a canoe well in a heavy sea and was quick to 
chose the best places in running the rapids, a good cook, a 
first-rate shot, as our table frequently testified, and a man 
not often to be second in reaching the heart of a large hem¬ 
lock. In his honor was our wangan named Camp Sanford. 
Willis was his opposite in many respects—quick, agile, im¬ 
pulsive—one of those lucky fellows likely at any time to get 
into a scrape, yet always coming out right side up; quick to 
learn, willing to work and worth his price any day for the 
fun he would make, always good-natured, looking on the 
bright side and not often caught napping. His hearty “Well 
boys, this is a pretty good day for eatirr,” as he held up a 
good string of trout, the result of a morning’s catch; or 
passed his plate for the fourth time to he helped to griddle 
cakes, will be long remembered. The pleasure he took in look¬ 
ing over our fly-books and the readiness with which he learned 
the names of our flies until he knew by heart the professor, 
silver doctor, toodle bug, etc., drew forth from him before 
our trip was ended, the characteristic remark, "Well now, 
hoys, ril bet a dollar that I know the names of more flies 
than any man in Maine, north of Oldtown.” 

We were fortunate in our weather, having no rain of con¬ 
sequence; the days warm and sunny, and the nights cool, 
hut made bright and beautiful by the light of the harvest 
moon. Our table was well supplied with the good things 
carried from Boston, supplemented by the trout and part¬ 
ridges we were successful in bagging. On one occasion 
when taking a long paddle on the lake, we landed upon a 
small island completely covered with huckleberry bushes, 
hanging full with the large and luscious fruit._ At this we 
were surprised, it then being later than the middle of Sep¬ 
tember. Wild cranberries, too, were found, but in such 
con dition that our store of sugar was largely reduced to make 
them palatable. 

Our neighbors were few and far between, one or two 
camps, perhaps, besides our own on this lake twelve miles 
in length, and occasionally we saw a canoe or heard a rifle 
shot echoing among the hills. We were isolated from the 
world, and not a paper or a letter could reach us; and not 
until ten days after all bets on the Puritan-Oenesta race had 
been paid did we learn of the result. It came to us from a 
party of Boston gentlemen, whom we met just at dusk one 
evening an their wav to camp, and our first question was, 
“Who beat in the race?” The answer came back, “The 
Puritan, by thirty seconds.” And then on that lonely lake 
in the wilds of Maine, three hearty cheers were given for the 
Boston boat. , , , 

In fifching, we had the traditional fisherman s luck. On 
some days whipping the streams patiently for hours without 
a rise, and again rewarded by seeing the trout leap from the 
water for the favorite fly, and our rods bend almost to the 
double in his efforts to escape. We caught enough, how¬ 
ever, for the full supply of oqr table, and as we are among 
those who know when they have had enough, we were con¬ 
tent. To us the evenings round the camp-fire are one of the 
pleasantest episodes of open-air life. What more delightful, 
after a hard day’s work, than to lounge around the fire, and 
watch the flames creep in and out among the logs, the crack¬ 
ling of the sticks and the sparks as they fly upward driven 
by the wind? Whut more picturesque than to go a short 
distance into the deep forest and look down upon the camp, 
brilliantly lighted by the huge fire leaping ten feet into air, 
and all around the quiet stillness of the forest, and not a 
sound save the hooting of an owl or the laughing of a loon 
away out on the lake? These are the times when the cup of 
happiness seems full to overflowing, when the cares of busi¬ 
ness or the quotations of the stock room cease to interest. 

Thus the days passed, so full that the daylight was not 
long enough tor all we wished to do, but each surely bring¬ 
ing us to the hour when we must break camp. It came 
at length. After striking camp and loading the canoes 
we started on our run of over sixty miles down the river. 
This took three days. At limes our course lay through dead 
water, the river winding in and out through the forest; at 
times we ran the rapids, when it required all our skill and 
exertion to keep the birch from upsetiing, and from being 
dashed against the rocks; again through broad intervales, as 
We drew nearer civilizilion, and the occasional farm house 
on the riv<r bank showed all too plainly, that our vacation 
trip tor ’85 was nearing its end. At last the town of Passa- 
durakeag came into view, we paddled to the shore by the 
railroad bridge, exchanged our camp suits for those more 
presentHble, shook hands with our guides, and soon were on 
the train for Boston. , , j 

Why is it that so few ladies go with their husbands and 
brothers to the woods? Why should they not join in the 
pleasures of camp life and gain the benefit to health which 
comes with the complete change and life in the open air? In 
our judgment, if one is well provided with a suitable outSt, 
and pays a due regard to the laws of health, the risk from 
exposure is-reduced to a minimum, aud we venture the pre¬ 
diction that with the increased interest which is now taken 
in out-of-door sports, the time is not far distant when it will 
he a common event for ladies to join in the pleasures to he 
found in the forest and stream. E. 8. 

Bkookline, Mass. __ 

Landlocked Salmon, Sebago Lake.—Bill Hodgkins, 
the well-known guide, reports visiting the fishing grounds 
in Sebago Lake May 81, and boating three salmon, a total 
weight of 80 pound.?. The Portland 7Va?iscri;;p« of June 16 
reports: ‘ Friday, two Portland gentlemen fishing at the 
outlet of Sebago Lake caught four salmon and a dozen 
speckled trout.” Last summer several salmon (L L ) were 
ta^k* n in the Presiimpscot River on flies. Brown hackle for 
artificial, and "mill fly” for natural, proved the most ag¬ 
gravating. With the increase of fish itlooksas if our salmon 
season would not long be restricted to the first two or three 
weeks after the ice leaves the lakes.—Black Spot. 

LAKE MELISSA. 

Wiitor Forest arid Stream: 
Who says fish? I do, and hundreds of them. Black bass, 

wall eyed pike and gigantic pickerel. A party of us, seven 
ambitious, embryo fishermen, are camped here, under the 
shade of the graceful basswood. 

Commodiously housed in a good wall tent, wc can bid 
defiance to diurnal storms, and regale ourselve the while in 
the friendly ‘ seven up” or “raise you one;” when we are 
not yanking the sportive flsh from their aqueous element. 

We came here from Castleton, D. T., filled with wild ex¬ 
pectations of voluminous prey, and our wishes have been 
more than realized, for to say that this is the “paradise of 
pwcators” is drawing it mild. 

On our arrival here, after the "stake-out” and a hearty 
dinner, our first thought and action was to capture minnows 
for our bait, and finding them plenty in one of the small 
connecting streams between the lake and another (Lake 
Sally), we soon netted a good complement and essayed our 
victims. Hardly had a line been cast, when “first blood” is 
heard from one boat and quickly followed by the cry “it is 
a bass.” and such fun. The supple rod bends to the sudden 
strain, and with anxious eyes all watch the combat Hurrah! 
he’s landed, and a beauty he is. In quick succession the 
other rods have their own duty to perform, and ere long 
all the other boats are well stocked with prime flsh of various 
kinds. 

A friendly dispute begins between two occupants of dif- 
serent boats, and high in air is held aloft an eight-pound 
pickerel. “Show a better if you can,” yells its excited cap- 
tor, and up goes its counterpart. I believe it was decided 
that they were twins. 

We have been here three days, and each a repetition of the 
other. Uninterrupted success, and we can tally two hun¬ 
dred and fifty as fine fish as ever graced a table. 

The accommodations for visitors and sportsmen at Detroit 
are unexceptionable, and at the boat house near the village 
is a nice assortment of boats for hire. Be cautious whom 
you employ as boatmen, and select those who have a reputa¬ 
tion for a close mouth and can live on good plain fooa and 
drink, without resorting to fire water. A. T. Bond. 

Deteoit, Minn., June 17. 

GAMPS OF THE KINGFISHERS. 

CAEP LAKE, MICH.—X%^n. 

After the first feeling of discomfiture had passed off 
we joked and laughed—not "voriferously,” however 

—at our forgetfulness in leaving our trolling gear in camp, 
and rowed carelessly along, not caring much wliether the 
fish preferred a glittering sham to the toothsome flesh of a 
speckled frog or not, for to catch fish is not quite all the good 
there is to be found in going a-flshing. 

Dan had “set” his rod between one of the rails supporting 
the thwart and the side of the boat, and was contentedly 
puffing at his pipe as he sat facing the how, when, as we 
drew near the sunken reef, “whiz, hi z-z,” went the click of 
his reel with a hurst of music that fairly took our breath, and 
as the old pelican swung his half paralyzed old right leg over 
the seat, following it with the good left one, so as to face the 
way the line was running and grabbed the rod, I stopped 
the boat and gave her sternway, looking then to see a great 
fight, for uo common flsh would raise a commotion like that. 

Blit for the first time in all our varied experience of many 
years together, the old veteran of many hard fought battles 
lost his head, and actually forgot what he was doing or how 
to do it. He forgot to hook his neck-strap in the screw eye 
in the rod, which would have given him a chance to handle 
the reel with his one good hand; he forgot to let the line run 
while he took time to do this “hooking up”-without which 
he can’t handle a fish at all of any size—and just held on to 
the rod like grim death, grasping the reel in such a way that 
it couldn’t turn till the fish, which was pulling like a horse, 
came so very near taking him over the stern of the boat, that I 
dropped the oars to reach for him and prevent a catastrophe, 
in the shape of a good sousing in the lake. 

A great surge of the fish, which now had the rod pulled 
down straight with the tightened line (a new F. braided linen) 
however, saved Dan a ducking aud me the pleasure of fish¬ 
ing him out. 

As I got up to step aft and get hold of him and take the 
rod from his hand, it flew back over his head, and the sudden 
release of the migbty strain “disturbed his equlbilerum,’’ as 
old Dick expresses it, and he tumbled backward off the seat, 
flat on his back, in the bottom of the boat. (A fact.) 

With the “skipper” it was either laugh or “bust,” and I 
let off a quiet, very circumspect, and decorous chuckle as I 
picked the old pelican up and replaced him on the seat, a 
feat requiring not much of an effort, as he only weighs in the 
neighborhood of ninetj-eight pounds. , , „ 

I handed him his rod, which I had caught and laid for¬ 
ward when he took the tumble, and as he recovered bis pipe 
from the bottom of the boat, he said in his quiet way, but 
with a “can’t-do-the case-jurtice” sort of a look in his old 
eyes, “Hickory, nothin’ makes me so mad as that,” but 
wliether this referred to the chuckle that was still “aagi_ 
tatin’ o’ my frame,” the tumble, or the loss of the flsh, 1 
have never had the hardihood since to try to find out. 

The line was reeled up to find the hook, a big, strong, 
No 17 salmon trout, broken off below the barb, and the 
sudden ending of the fight and Dan’s defeat was accounted 
for. 

We were satisfied it was a “scrouger,” but whether pick¬ 
erel, bass or maskalouge we were unable to make out; bass 
from the “hustle” he developed, but then we “almost always 
invariably” as old Dick figures it, lose our biggest fish. 
The old flshhawk owned up squarely that he had lost his 
head and was so bewildered by the sudden dash of the fish 
that be never once thought what a reel was made for, but it 
was too late now to hunt up excuses for his temporary lack 
o' sense, and he was only glad that I was cheated of the 
pleasure of fishing him out of the lake. _ ... 

A new hook was tied on and baited with the choicest frog 
in the buckets, and we pulled along the upper side of the 
reef out to deep water where a turn was made up lake to 
make a circuit of a hundred yards or so and come back over 
the same water where the calamity bad overtaken us. As 
we neared the reef again I struck a fish, which, if not qude 
so big as the one Dan had lost, was strong enough to break 
loose after a short, fierce struggle, and tben the old P^^lican 
just sat there and chuckled himself into a mild "conniption. 

We fished around in the vicinity over ten acres of water 
for half an hour longer without another strike. It was 
clearly our unlucky day; we could not catch fish even when 
they were in the humor to be caught, and we headed for 
camp, trusting that another day would bring better luck. 

At Alexander’s Point we crossed over to flsh past the point, 
near the mouth of Maybert’s Creek, for we did not like to go 
in without a scale; but here too our unlucky streak followed 
us, and we pulled down to the point at the old log road and 
across to camp in the gloaming of the evening without once 
having had occasion to use our stringers. 

Here another backset awaited us. Old Ben met us at the 
landing with the information that “old Knots had skipped 
the ranch an’ gone down to ‘Oootereye’s to stay all night an’ 
hev an early start in the mornin’ fur the down boat at Sut¬ 
ton’s Bay. ”4 

It was clearly a case of too many girls for his peace of 
mind, or a sudden drought in the matter of "festiviiies,” the 
latter most liKely the moving cause, for old Ben said, "the 
ole feller looked mighty nigh fagged out, au’ I reckon he’s 
gone down to look over ole ‘Cootereye’s cellar an’ hist in a 
‘rejuvenater’ er two.” 

We saw no more of him till we got home, but our good 
wishes went with him, and we missed him too, for a belter 
comrade never "fit muskeeters or rassled with a soggy flap- 
jack” in a fisher’s camp than old Knots. Kingfisher. 

DESTRUCTION OF WEAKFISH. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I learn that one of the crew employed on one of the numer¬ 

ous steam fishing vessels engaged in so called mossbunker 
fishing in the waters adjacent to our harbor, casually related 
to a crowd of open-mouthed admirers the facts of a big catch 
they had met with within the past ten days, just outside 
Sandy Hook Point. They surrounded with their murderous 
purse net au immense school of weakfish, on which tbiy were 
busily employed the greater part of twenty-four hours trans¬ 
ferring to their tenders or sailing vessels and the result of 
their labors must have been over 200 Ions of fish. After 
taking their flsh to New York they found that there was no 
sale for such a quantity, and after disposing of what were in 
the best condition, the balance were taken to the flsh factor¬ 
ies to be converted into fertilizer. 

Such ruthless destruction of our food fishes is the cause of 
the scarcity we hear so universally complained of as existing 
in our waters. It is a crying shame that such work is going 
on, day in and day out, and a disgrace that a stop cannot be 
put upon such operations. The fish, when caught in such 
numbers, roughly handled and thrown in great bulk together, 
soon become soft and unfit for food. This is particularly so 
with weakfish, which at this season of the year are coming 
on our coast full of spawn. To destroy them in vast num¬ 
bers, as evidenced by this relation, is only to help on tne 
gradual extinction of the species which has grown each 
year more apparent to those who, when time and opportun¬ 
ity serve, are happy to drop a line in waters where in years 
gone by glorious fun and success awaited them, but now, 
alas, the memories of departed days are too often the only 
reward for their endeavors. 

We hope the time will soon come when the attention of 
our legislators will be given to means to prevent this whole¬ 
sale destruction. If not given we must make up our minds 
that angling with rod and reel in New York harbor will be 
a joy of the past. 

An Angler for over 35 Years in New York Harbor. 

MURDERING BABY TROUT. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Your old-time correspondent ‘Tiscco” and I are here in 

the wilds of Hamilton county, N- Y., fishing the east branch 
of the West Canada Creek and Wilmurt Lake in a miserable 
easterly storm which has now, June 25, lasted three Gays 
without the slightest indication of ever stopping. I have 
neither time nor inclination to tell you of our mighty deeds 
nor how I yelled to "Piseco” to "give him line” and bis 
reply of "not a blessed inch,” but I do want to make a re¬ 
mark or two on the subject of killing baby trout, and if you 
think that this is of more interest than a recital of our sport 
and of the big ones lost then I will defer the latter until I 
can substitute paper for birch bark. 

Age is said to bring wisdom, and this trip has opened my 
eves to an evil of long standing, which I have read about 
but never before realized. The laws of New York have for 
some years forbidden the killiug of brook trout under six 
inches in length, and. as your attentive readers know, this 
clause was omitted for some reason in the amended act of 
last winter. I have read the various adverse cniicisms ou 
this omission which have appeared in your columns, but 
have been totally indifferent to the six-inch law. To me it 
appeared like legislating that a man may not marry his 
grandmother; in other words, it forbid a wrong act which 
few would ever commit. My fishing experience coveis 
several years, a few States and Territories, and two conti¬ 
nents, yet never did I see a man kill flogerlings, and hope 
that 1 never shall. I have heard men tala of it and praise 
the table qualities of three-inch trout, but thought it an 
abnormal taste, and therefore an uncommon one. On such 
occasions I have answered in a tone of levity that the 
babies would be be-t served as an omelet, but conversatmu 
with men on this trip has shown me that the killing of baby 
trout is, in this region at least, a crying sin. It is a sin toward 
which I never have been tempted and am not inclim'd, after 
having learned how to do it. Law or no law, I have put 
back all trout under six inches, without thinking that it was 
a sacrifice for the general good, but in the same spirit m 
which I would release a swallow accidentally taken as the fly 
was in the air, or a bit of useless weed hooked. _ As a member 
of the Ichthyophagous Club, which eats everything that comes 
from the water, wtieiher lizard, fi'-h or snail. I would have 
been insulted to have a platter of six-mch baby tioi^t set 
before me. Heretofore I have thought this baby murder 
to be an occasional crime, but am amazed at its extent in tue 
southern Adirondacks. I knew a man in Wisconsin who 
was said to do this thing and he was pointed out by a friend 
as a man to avoid and I looked at him as a being who was 

“TforJgirg'at laatance. 1 wish .0 say: As, an angler 1 
am favored with many kind invitaliODS to fish in of 
clubs and of private persons. As a fishcultunst in charge of 
?ne of the staUons of the New York Fish Commission, many 
aimlications for trout fry come in the mail from strangers. 
N^w should any of these baby killers have an idea of asking 
me to fish with them or to stock iheir ponds, I beg that they 
will save their postage. I despise and loathe their practices 
and do not wish for their ncquaintance. 

A gentleman of Little Falls, in whom can trust says 
that L spent some days this month at ^vans s. at the 
junction of the east and west branches of the West Canada 
Creek, some four or five miles west of Moorehousville. m 
Hamilton county, N. Y.. and that men there practiced baby 
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killing^ to a great e.Ytent, One man came in with fifty-seven 
P' Undsof trout anil none were over seven inrhes in length! 
Another bad thirteen pounds of the same kind. At Ed. 
Wilkinson’s a man brought in a creel full of babies and 
showed them exultingly, Mr. Siimpson, of the Mountain 
Home, told me that a man calling himself a sportsman 
wanted to know where he could co and catch babies, but 
got no information. Mr, F. A. Walters, superintendent of 
the Adirondack balchcry, writes me tlial “a party of three 
took in Long Pond (near the Saranacs) in six hours on Wed¬ 
nesday last. June '28, 257 brook trout and left part of them 
on the shore to spod.” Yet we must stock the streams for 
the trout hog as well as for decent men. Pked Mather. 

Mountain Home, June 26. 

MASSACHUSETTS ASSOCIATION. 

The last regular meeting of the Massachusetts Fish and 
Game Protective Assoehition for this season was held 

at the Parker House June 33, President Samuels presiding, 
and though many regular attendants are now on their annual 
pilgrimages to the rivers and forests of Maine, still over 
thirty responded to the call. The usual routine business was 
transacted, and three new members were elected. The com¬ 
mittee on fisheries reported the following resolution, which 
was ordered sent to the Senate at Washington; 
To the Ho'iwrable Senate of the United States of America: 

Thepetfiou of Hie undersirrned memb rs of tbe Massachusetts 
Pish and Game Protective As-^ociation humbly represents that sai'i 
society has paid much attention to the habits and preservation 
of the salt-wa tr fish frequenting these coasts, and represents tbar, 
the increase of the maclcerel on the coasts of the United States would 
be greatly promoted were the custom of taking them in seines during 
tbe spawning season broken up by law prohibiting their sale durieg 
that season They also ri-present that the practice of spring seining- 
tends to obstruct the passage of the fish to our shores, and causes 
them to seek the waters of the British Provinces. The spawning is 
substantially over by the middle of June, and from that time the fish 
begin to improve in condition. Your petitioners think the objections 
made in some localities to a close season are not tenable. The seiners 
pursue the fish as soon as they appear on tbe coast near the capes of 
Virginia and Delaware, and the greater part of the mackerel are 
taken by Maine and Massachusetts fishermen, who, by a large major¬ 
ity, are in favor of protective measures. The vessels are fitted ont 
to lake the flsn at any distance from home ports wherever tiiey may 
be found, tbe cratt toUoning tbe fish tlirougbout tbeir migrations 
until they strike off to sea in tbe late autumn. They are much more 
profliable as articles cf commerce, after the spaivning season than 
before, because of their beUer quality as food. 

Your petilbiner.s are of opinion that a close season is a matter of 
puDlic and general importance, as it would tend to supply tbe market 
with a good instead of a poor article of food, They are aware it is 
an e.vpeiiment, and they humbly petition that Congress will estabiisn 
aclo-e season of some months' duration, that it may, by actual ob¬ 
servation. be determined whether an important improvement will not 
result 'o the mackerel fishery from such a law, and will ever pray. 

Hfnut J. THArEE, Sec’y. Edward A. Samuels, Pres’b. 

Tbe latter portion of the evening wa,? employed in discuss¬ 
ing the new game law enacted by the Legislature, and the 
following resolution was adopted: 

Resolved, That, in the opinion of this Associalion. the law for the 
protection of game and other birds, recently enacted by the Mass'i- 
cbiiseits Legislature, is wnolly inadequate to secure their protection, 
and while the Association will labor for its enforcement while it 
remains upon the statute books, it wiU also endeavor to secure its 
improvement. _ 

The Fluttering Fly.—New York, June 25.—Editor 
Forest and Stream: In answer to your correspondent on the 
subject of my patent fluttering fly, I would say that when 
about a year ago I invented this fly, although I had been 
engaged in the fishing tackle business ten years, and twenty- 
five years a fly-fisherman, I had never seen or heard of a fly 
tied in that manner. Still, being anxious to make sure that 
it was new, I showed it to a number of prominent anglers, 
American, Canadian and English, but none had ever seen or 
heard of it. I also consulted all the prominent works on 
angling, both English and American, that I had access to, 
and failed to find any mention of such a fly. Still, allow¬ 
ing your correspondent's statement (which the oublic must 
understand comes from a rival in business) to stand, it would 
not affect the validity of the patent in this country.—W. 
Holberton. 

Editor Forestand Stream: In June, 1876, I was angling on 
Twin Kock Lake, near Morehouseville, Hamilton county, 
N. Y. Giles Becraffc was with me, and we had excellent 
sport with the trout. One of the flies I used was something 
like the "fluttering” fly illustrated in Forest and Stream 

of June lO. It was made hy one of the best fly-tyers I ever 
knew, Robert Perrie, of Uiica, N. Y. It was a hackle re¬ 
versed, and its hooking qualities were first class. 1 do not 
;think Mr. Perrie claimed to have originated it, but of that 
I am not sure.—Millard (Cheyenne, Wyo.). 

Shad and Pumpkins.—Seneca Falls, N. Y., June 15.— 
Editor Forest and Stream: Is it not somewhat singular that 
Washington Irving, who was so close an observer of nature 
and its various phenomena, should commit the error of 
placing "broiled shad” before the guests at Mynheer Van 
Tassel’s quilting frolic, as duly set forth in the veracious 
chronicle of the “Leeend of bleepy Hollow”? The story 
recites that Ichabod Crane rode forth to this historical sup¬ 
per, when "the yellow pumpkius were turning up their fair, 
round bellies to tbe sun,” through "fragrant buckwheat 
fields,” etc., obviously a time of the year when this tooth¬ 
some fish is out of season, at least in these later degenerate 
days, when tliey are no longer a dainty after midsummer, 
and, in fact, have deserted the river for their mysterious 
ocean home. What is the present extreme upper limit in the 
Hudson attained by the shad on its annual migration? When 
a boy, living near Sandy Hill, I have seen large numbers 
drawn from below Baker’s Falls, which point was then a 
barrier to their further upward progress.—L. G. S. 

The Rangelets.— Bethel, Maine, June 36.— Major 
Lovejoy and wile arrived here from their annual spring trip 
to Richardson and Rangeley Lakes. They had, as usual, 
fine fishing, and say it was still better than last year. They 
brought home 10 trout, total 51 pounds, and 6 trout, total 
33 poiinds. The largest fish, 8 pounds 9 ounces, was caught 
June 0 by Mrs. L. on an 8^-ounce split bamboo rod. This 
is the largest brook trout ever taken by a lady angler. The 
dimensions were: length, 26im., width, 3Jin.; depth, 7fin. 

St. Lawrence Maskalonge Fishing.—Ex-Assembly¬ 
man Robert A. Livingston came from his island in Alexan¬ 
dria Bay last week with one of the largest muscalonge that 
has been seen in this city for a long time. The fish, which 
was caught o£E the dock of Mr. Livingston's island, in the 
shoal water between it and Judge Donohue’s island, mea¬ 
sured nearly five feet in length, and weighed a few ounces 
less than twenty-five pounds. It was caught with an or¬ 
dinary trolling line. 

Mainb Items.—About seventy seven salmon have been 
taken at tbe dam at Bangor since the fishing began a few 
weeks ago... .Last week a New Yorker caught a trout 
weigbing twelve pounds, at Haines Landing, near Mooseluc- 
meguntie House, Rangeley... .About 25.000 landlocked 
salmon from the Weld hatchery have been placed in tbe 
inlet brook at Lake Auburn. The young salmon were trans¬ 
ported without the loss of a single fish.— Belfast Journal. 

Antrim County Association.—At a recent meeting of 
the Antrim County, Mich., Fish and Game Protective As¬ 
socialion, the following vice-presidents were elected for their 
respective townships: Banks, L. M. Kauagy; Elk Rapids, 
J. P. Brand; Forest Home, T. D. Austin; Helena, R. W. 
Coy; Jordan. F. M. Severance; Mancelona, Peter Jackson; 
Mi'tou, Alex, Campbell; Star, D. E. Lozier; Torch Lake, 
J. W. Pearl; Warner, J. D. Rodger. 

"Woodcraft.”—Orchard Lake, Mass., June7,—"Wood¬ 
craft” is all that is claimed for it, and more too; everything 
is practical, and all explanations are very clear. It would 
be hard to find the woodman who could not gain some new 
wrinkles by reading it, while for the "youngster” it is tbe 
most complete guide I have ever read. Every outer should 
find a corner for it in his knapsack or pack basket.—0. B. B. 

Frogs for Bait.—Indianapolis, Ind., June 33.—Will 
you ask the "Kingfisher” how he catches his frogs for bait? 
The average Indiana frog is too "soon” forme, and eludes 
all my efforts to corral him in a bucket.—Hoosier. 

Every pair of Allen’s bow facing oars warranted. Send for little 
catalogue free. Fred A. Allen, Monmouth, U\,—Adv. 

tffisJfcttUttre. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Co. _ 

THE AMERICAN FISHERIES SOCIETY. 

[Discussion following tbe naper of Mr. .John H. Biseell, entitled 
“Fishculture a Practical Art," published in Forest and Stream, May 
20,1886.1 

The CHAIRMAN—Gentleman, you have heard this exceed¬ 
ingly interesting paper of Mr. Bissell’s, and we all know 

it opens up for our consideration one of the most important 
questions that will ever come up before this Society, and f 
cnink that perhaps some of you will be ready to discuss the 
subject. I am sure we shall be very glad, all of us, to hear 
any difference of opinion which may exist in regard to it. 
There is no doubt about the importance of the subject. The 
time is now given to any remai’ks by anybody, 

Mr. Bartlett—Mr. Booth is present and he is probably as 
well posted on this subject as any one, I would like to hear 
from him for one. 

The Chairman—It is suggested that Mr. Booth, representing 
the flsheines side of the question, be heard. 

Mr. a. Booth—Ml’. Chairman and Gentlemen, I am pleased 
to say anything at all times, when I am able to contribute any 
information by my experience. The elaborate paper which 
has just been read is a little beyond my comprehension, espe¬ 
cially as I could only hear a part of it. If it was not too much 
to ask the gentleman, I would like to ask the number of pounds 
of fish and the number of fish that he stated in his paper were 
caught in the State of Michigan. 

Mr. Bissell—This is the first time I have ever been asked 
that question when I have been able to answer it. I have 
been before the Legislature and have been asked how many 
fish were caught, and I said I did not know; I have been asked 
what the fisheries were worth, and I said I did not know; and 
the reason I did not know was that the Legislature has never 
given me money enough to find out. This vear the Michigan 
Fish Commission thought it was so important to find out 
about the actual condition of the fisheries of their different 
lakes, that they have skinned out of I,heir very meager appro¬ 
priations just about one thousand dollers to get this informa¬ 
tion. I can cell in a moment exactly what Mr. Booth w.ants 
to know. We employed last fall Mr. Lyman A. Brandt, a 
gentleman residing in Detroit, a very intelligent man and a 
man who had served two terms in the Legislature, and who 
had been last year on the Fish Committee of the House, and 
he began operations I think early in September. He vi.rited 
almost the entire coast of Michigan; he interviewed every 
single fisherman be could find, and made notes of just what 
all of the fishermen had to say about their catch, about their 
investments, and about their methods. These blanks which 
had been prepared, blank forms of returns, were given to the 
different fishermen and they were asked to report, and the 
reports which they returned to the Fishery office at Detroit, 
were compared very carefully by Mi*. Brandt with the notes 
he had made around the lakes, and that is the basis of my 
statement, There were 437 fishermen who reported, who 
made returns. In those returns the number of pound nets 
given was 983; number of gill nets was 34,370; that is, over 
1,400,000 fathoms; the number of seines was 57; and the num¬ 
ber of fykes 320; the number of steam tugs in use is 66; sail 
boats 318; pound boats 333; skiffs 137, a total of 753 boats. 

Reports have not been received of the fall catch—137 pound 
nets, 140,000 fathoms of gill nets, 53 fykes, and 4 seines. Re¬ 
turns from 437 fishei-men shows their total catch to have been 
as follows during the year 188.5: Whitefish 7,994,459 pounds, 
the average price per pound being 4i^ cents; of lake trout 
4.531,573 pounds, the average price per pound being 2)4 cents. 
Tae weight of herring was 4.568,135 pounds, the average price 
being \]4 cents; pickerel 876,899 pounds; sturgeon 617,449 
pounds; black bass 35,000 pounds, and other kiuds 3,181,435 
pounds. Mr. Brandt explains in a note that the number of 
pounds classified as pickerel and sturgeon is not reliable as go¬ 
ing to show the extent of the catch of those species, for the 
reason that fishermen in making returns in many eases included 
their catch of those fish under the head of “other kind” 
—sturgeon not having been designated as one of the classes of 
fish to be reported upon. The total value, as given by the re¬ 
ports themselves was §673,893.45. Now in addition ’ to the 
returns made as above stated, there are these 137 pound nets 
that Mr. Brandt knew about himself, but which were not 
reported upon. Approximating the catch of these upon the 
basis of what other nets of like kind have caught in the im¬ 
mediate vicinity, we have as a result in pounds, 18,054,000 
xamds of those additional nets. In addition to this, one firm 
in Detroit whose returns have not been fm-nished up to the first 
of March, has caught at least 1,000,000, and ten combined fii-ms 
return as having purchased from fishermen who have made no 
return, and whose catches have not been computed above or 
reported in any way, a total of 1,172,000 pounds. Taking this 
result and the figures before me, we have as a careful estuuate 
of the total cacch of the State of Michigan in the lake fisheries, 
a grand tbtal of 36,381,875 pounds, nearly 18,190 tons, 'which 
at the average price of 8 cents per pound, about what thfe 
fishermen receive, would realfije a value of §791,456,25. 

This report of Mr, Brandt’s I have brought with me, think¬ 
ing very likely some of the gentlemen from the other fisher¬ 
ies might want to inquire about it. 1 would read it, but it is 
quite long. There are 35 pages of it. But I will leave it on 

the secretai’y's desk, and it will be at the disposal of any 
gentleman who wishes to inquire about it. 

Me. Clark—Speaking of this report, I would say for the 
benefit of the gentlemen here, that the Uoited States Fish 
Commission undertook last fall to do the same work, and did 
do it that the Michigan fishermen did, but the United States 
Fish Commission iuoJuded the whole lake coast from Duluth 
to the St. Lawrence River, and that report will undoubtedly 
be out some time ivithin the year. Of course we could have 
made the same figures, and gotten the same statistics as to 
the whole lakes, but under tbe government way of doing 
business we are not allowed so do so. 

Me, Booth—What I wanted to get at, gentlemen, is this: 
There are 36,000,000 pounds of fish caught and used from the 
waters of the State of Michigan. The question is—I suppose 
we are meeting here to see which is the best way to perpet¬ 
uate and increase these great results, for the purpose of pro¬ 
ducing fish m a cheaper form and more plentiful than tney 
arenow—now there is 26,000 000 pounds offish, as lunderstanii 
the aggregate, caught and furnished for food in the watei’s of 
the State of Michigan, or in the lakes; now then to police 
that 3,000 miles which I understand is tbe mileage front of the 
waters of the State of Michigan, what would it cost as com- 
pai-ed to the co=t of propagation to replenish those fisb by 
artificial process? I understand you, in each of your small 
hatcheries—umall compared to what they could be—you could 
put in 80,000,000 to 50,OO",000 of fish. If those fish average 3 
pounds apiece, divide the 26,000,000 by 3 and it gives over 
8,000,000 of fish. Wouldn’t it be cheaper to artificially hatch 
those fish and put them in—even to be destroyed in the man¬ 
ner you speak of now—rather than go to the great expense of 
policing the entire 3,000 miles so as to watch the meshes, the 
kind of nets and the times of year that they catch those fish, 
and make fines and collect the licenses? I have thought over 
this matter a great deal, wtiether it might be done by legisla¬ 
tion and policing. There is a great deal of injustice done, and 
certainly a great many dolJais unnecessarily expended, and 
not as large results as from the reproduction by artificial pi o- 
pagation, and these fish being placed back in the waters from, 
which they were originally taken. 

I remember some years ago meeting Prof. Baird in New 
York; we were talking over fish matters, and he stated he 
believed it would be much cheaper to artificially propagate 
fish in the waters than it would be to police, and I beheve it. 

In the Columbia Riner, in which I have an interest, we have 
a gi’eat many salmon caught there, caught every year, and in 
the aggregate these last three or four years, the same number 
of pounds has been caught last year as there was caught three 
or four years ago. Some years ago we endeavored to arti¬ 
ficially propagate fish by having hatcheries there and placing 
them back again, but tor lack of outside means and outside 
help the thing was abandoned. We find that we have got a 
reat many more fish than we used to have, and on the 
acramento River some 15 years ago, I put up a cannery. 

There were not sufiicient there to run that single cannery. 
The United States Fish Commission started their hatchery 
on the McCloud river, and the State of Califoi-nia, by some 
agreement made with the United States Commission, agreed 
to pub in a certain percentage of small fish in the iIcCloud 
river, which is tributary to the Sacramento, and the result of 
the catch these last few years, within five years, is annually 
more than it had been from the one cannery, which could not 
be supported by getting sufiicient fish to put up in cans in the 
market, and we nave now 33 canneries, and it is increasing. 
The percentage 1 cannot teU, but I should think about a thou¬ 
sand fold from artificial propagation. That is one of the best 
practical results of artificial propagation that I know of. We 
have a close season there, and it is with great difficulty we 
can get the fishermen to cease fishing at the close of the 
season. It has done a great deal of good, and there isn’t many 
fish caught in those seasons. The result of all this is that the 
artificial propagation has given us as I tell you, a thousand 
fold more fish, in my opinion, at one-sixteenth the amount of 
cost, that it would be to pohee the waters to see that the 
proper sized meshes were used, and the proper time observed. 
Now I think that would apply thoroughly to the waters of 
Lake Michigan, and also to the other large lakes. We have 
36,000,000 pounds of fish caught, according to the statement, 
which represents 8,000,000 of fish. Now what would it cost to 
put those 8,000,000 fish into the water as compared with 
the poheing? Not only that, but you have the natural pro¬ 
pagation of fish, which will amount to a great deal. I can’t 
exactly say how much. I am thoroughly convinced unless some¬ 
thing is done, either by pohcingorincreased propagation of fish, 
it will be in the times of our lives—younger men than I am— 
when we shall see whitefish—which I consider one of the 
most delicate which we can find in this or any other water- 
will be as scarce as brook trout are to-day. I have been deal¬ 
ing in fish 35 years in the city of Chicago. We used to go out 
here to the town now called South Chicago, and begin fishing 
there early in tbe spring with two seines, and we would catch 
all the fish that the city of Chicago and its surrounding 
country required. The waters bemg shallow there and 
becommg warmer, the fish would go naturally into deeper 
water. We would then go north to Waukegan, Kenosha, 
Milwaukee, and Milwaukee was the furthest north we gob 
any fresh fish for our market, and in the city of Milwaukee 
to-day, where they used to uo out with sail boats with 13 or 13 
nets and bring in all the fish that was required, all that they 
could carry in their sail boats, we now have four little steam 
tugs of moderate size, and those will not gather as many fish 
to-day as the smallest sail boat Avould 25 years ago. At the 
commencement of this season, in 1886, we have only six nets 
engaged there. We used to get about two-thiids whitefish 
and one-third trout. We have had probably about 35 nets 
since the ice has passed away, and I think I do not exaggerate 
when Isay that in those 25 we haven’t had 25 pounds of white 
fish. It is all going to trout. We used to make the meshes 
of such size, that we would only catch that size which would 
be most liked by the people who used them, or two or three 
or four pounds. Now they are resorting to the plan of using 
a fish which they never used to touch. They didn’t catch the 
large fish, and the small ones were allowed to propagate. 
We are catching the large ones now by hooka and line. The 
fish are not really in the market. 

I don’t wish to take up your time by giving “the secrets of 
our prison house,” which is perhaps nob entertaining to you,bub 
I mention these as the facts, the practical result^ and i am in¬ 
clined to think unless something is done by the Legislature or 
by the people or by the Government for the propagation of 
these fish, it will be only a very few years when we will find 
you will not be abld to get enough whitefish for your table, 
or at such prices that you can use them. 

We had, from going to Milwaukee, to go still further north, 
and we gradually picked up these various towns, Two Rivers, 
Manitowoc, Green Bay, Escanaba, Manistee; Mackinaw, and 
that Is the last; that is the end on Lake Michigan. That is 
the extreme northern point now that we have to rely upon for 
the most of the fish for this market and the surrounding 
country. Then we had to extend our business and go to 8b. 
Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth and those places north, on Lake 
Superior, where rhe railroads bad reached, and we are grad¬ 
ually taking out fish from the waters there and putting noth¬ 
ing back, with the exception of these few that have been put 
in by the States of Minnesota and Michigan, and we now have 
to run to Manitou, where they had some considerable protec¬ 
tion of their fish, I am now building a boat, which, wlien I 
sbarfcetL I didn’t eYef expect to be worth money enough to buy 
or own such a boat. I havfe now In my possession ninft steam¬ 
ers which we are using for catching, running these long dis¬ 
tances, fast steamers, to gather the fish and supply the people 
of Hiis city and surrounding cities; but it seems to me it is all 
wrong bo allow this large industry to pass away when so little 
money is required to perpetuate this immense food supply in 
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the shape of fish. Oiir gi-eat prairies -west of here, -which -we 
considered useless a few years ago, are dotted aU over -vidth 
cattle, which I suppose you have observed. These prairies 
wei-e considered worthless a short time ago, and here we are 
supplying beef, not only to the city of Chicago and the State 
of Illinois and the United States, but to the whole world. 
Now, we have just as good a chance to supply fish. I suppose 
not to the world, but for these United States—although we 
might be antagonistic to the beef and hog produuct of this 
country—by producing fish very cheap. I think we can pro¬ 
duce fish for one-eighth of the amotrnt of money that they 
produce their beef and their pork for, or certainly at a moiety 
of the cost to do it, (Applause.) 

The Chairman—No doubt we are aU exceedingly interested 
in all that Mr. Booth has to say on this subject. It is very 
pertinent to the subject, and I liave no doubt all are interested 
in it as much as I am. 

Mr. Fairbank—I am sorry to say I have been engaged -with 
another appointment all day which delayed me, and I was 
not able to be here before. I hardly know what the subject 
of your discussions has been up to this time. I am exceedingly 
interested in the whole question, and have looked forward to 
this meeting with a great deal of interest and shall participate 
in it with great pleasure, and I -will be glad to add anything 
to it that I can from the result of my observations. I gathered 
from what Mr. Booth says that you were talking of the prop¬ 
agation of whitefish, and of their graduaTdecrease, which is 
a fact that we here are all painfully aware of, and those who 
have interested themselves in the subject and have looked into 
it are almost unanimous in the opinion which he expresses, 
that this supply of fish can only be maintained by ai-tiflcial 
propagation either by the States adjoining the lakes or by the feneral Government, or by both. My own opinion is that the 

'ederal Govei-nment should expend in the great lakes a much 
larger amount of the appropriations which Congi'ess gives 
them anually for the propagation of fish in the lakes—a very- 
much larger proportion than is now expended, and very much 
less, in my opinion, should be expended on scientific researches 
upon the sea coast, for which now very much the largest pro- 
poi-tion is expended yearly. I have not the report with me at 
present, but 1 should say that at leat seventy-five per cent, of 
the money appropriated annually by Congress for the use of 
the United States Fisheries is expended in scientific researches, 
which add, of course, very largely to the collection of the 
Smithsonian Institute and to the scientific knowledge of the 
country, but very little to the increase of the food fishes of the 
country. They have done a large work, a great deal of work 
in the propagation of shad, but that has been to a limited ex¬ 
tent, so far as the appropriation of money goes, if my recol¬ 
lection serves me right. Now, we have got this meeting 
west, and I hope the western men will look into that subject a 
little more carefully. I say, I have not done it, and the state¬ 
ment I make is merely from memoiWi of the amount ex¬ 
pended. I say seventy-five per cent. Do you remember, Mr. 
Booth, the amount of the appropriation annually for the Fish 
Commission? 

Mr. Booth—No, I do not. 
Mr. Fairbank—But at all events the amount so expended 

ri small enough to command the attention of those interested 
in the subject, and I do not think you can do any better work 
here in the meeting of this Association than to look pretty 
fully into that subject. That the whitefish can be increased 
and the supply kept up by propagation there is no question in 
my mind whatever. The percentage of eggs saved or fry 
hatched and put into the waters in a condition to take care of 
themselves is so vei-y much larger than that hatched in the 
natural way that it is almost fabulous, and we have had so 
many instances like the one Mr. Booth refers to on the Mc¬ 
Cloud Biver, showing the practicability and effectiveness of it, 
that it does not admit of discussion any longer. It is a mere 
matter of fact. The question for us to discuss is whether we 
shall take those facts as we have them, and apply the knowl¬ 
edge we have got and so increase the food supply. The 
amount of money appropriated by the Government is exceed¬ 
ingly small compared -with the magnitude of the interest, and 
we should all endeavor to make that appropriation very 
much larger. There is no question in my mind about the 
feasibility and of the necessity for the general Government to 
take hold of the matter on these lakes. They regulate their 
navigation; they hold the control of the waters in all ways, 
and the benefits to be derived go to the nation, toward the 
cheapening of the supply of food in the Western country. 
By doing that they cheapen the supply in the Eastern country, 
because, if we have an abundance here we don’t draw fi-om 
them, therefore we don’t advance the price there; so the 
benefits accme to the whole people. It is not a sectional affair 
at all. But I did not get up tois afternoon jirepared and with 
the idea of making any extended remarks on the subject, but 
this has occurred to me. I am very glad to see a good at¬ 
tendance, and while it is not a mass meeting, the men that 
are here are here for the purpose of considering this subject, 
and are interested in it, and they show their earnestness and 
their interest by coming here, and I am sure much good will 
come of it. 

Mr. Mather—With regard to the U. S. Pish Commission I 
will say: It is a poprdar error that it was creat‘ d for the pur¬ 
pose of flshculture. The fact is that the act of Congress which 
called it into being distinctly stated that it was for the pur¬ 
pose of exa mining into the causes of the decrease of the food 
fishes of the Atlantic coast, I do not pretend to give the exact 
wording, but nothing is more certain than that scientific in¬ 
vestigation and not reproduction was aimed at in the original 
bill. Fishculture has been taken up as a side issue, and while 
I heartily approve of it, I wish to say at the same time that it 
was not and is not the end and sole aim of the Commission. 
The fisheries industtles is a broad question, and is so treated 
by the U. S. Commission, and as Americans we should be 
equally interested in the causes which render the mackerel 
scarce in Maine and Massachusetts, the whitefish rare in the 
Great Lakes, and the salmon infrequent on the Pacific slope. 
The work of the U. S. Fish Commission under the dii-ection of 
Professor Baird has been the greatest and grandest work in 
this line in the world, and the reports issued cover more 
gi'ound than any similar works ever issued, and are sought for 
in all lands. I have so often explained to this Society that 
fishculture is not the only duty of the Commission, and, in 
fact, is but a minor part of what is denned as the objects for 
which it was created, that I hope I may be par-doned for 
repeating it, and 1 only do so now because of an apparent mis¬ 
apprehension that the Commissioner was not doing his full 
duty in propagating fishes, especially in the Great Lakes. 
When it is faiidy understood that the original act of Congress 
meant investigation, scientific investigation, then the case will 
be clearly understood, and it will be seen that Prof. Baird is 
cariyingout a grand plan of which fishculture is an important, 
though not the only important part. 

[TO BE CONTINUED.] 

THE HUDSON FISHWAYS.—Editor Forest and Stream: 
The new fishways for the tributaries of the Hudson, which 
were mentioned a few weeks ago as having been authoi-ized 
by the Legislature to be built. I hope will be constructed in 
the most thorough manner. I have not seen a copy of the 
bill, and therefore cannot say whether they will be con¬ 
structed under the supervision of the Commissioners of Fish¬ 
eries or not, or whether the Commissioners are to be con¬ 
sulted in regard to the choice of the plans. I incline to think, 
howevei", that they are not, from the fact that the Engineers’ 
Division of the New York State Canals seems to be in charge 
of this matter. There are very few fishway experts in the 
country, and it will injure the prospects of having fishways 
on all the State streams if these are not only properly con¬ 
structed, but pi'operly situated as well. To accomplish 
this needs a thorough study of the details by some com¬ 

petent expert before the construction is begun, in order that 
there may be no chance for error. It is also important that 
these stnictures should be made eflicient and that false notions 
of economy should not intervene and impair their usefulness. 
It is not at all difficult to construct a fishway which will 
readily pass salmon, and some other fishes, but it is more diffi¬ 
cult to construct one which shad can be induced to enter, even 
though they pass up readily after once attempting to go up. 
It may well be questioned if the engineers of the New York 
State canals are familiar with the building of fishways, no 
matter how great their other acquirements may be, and I 
hope that before the contracts are given out some practical 
builder of fishways will be employed to select the proper sites 
for the structm-es. This would be an assurance that the chance 
of error in location would be reduced to a minimum. With 
these fish passes properly made, and in good working order, it 
will not be difficult to obtain appropriations for further work 
in this du’ection, and therefore 1 hope that efforts will be made 
to have these made in the best manner in order that they may 
serve as models.—H. 

Aluen’s bow-facing oars, $8 per pair. Fred A. Allen, Monmouth, 
m.—Aciv._ 

FIXTURES. 

FIELD TRIALS. 

Sept. 21 —Field Trials of the Manitoba Field Trials Club. Charles 
A. Boxer, Secretary, Box 282, Winnipeg. 

Nov. 8.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Western Field Trials 
Association, at Abilene, Kan. R. C. Van Horn, Secretary. Kansas 
City, Mo. 

Nov. 8 —Third Annual Field Trials of the Fisher's Island Club, 
Fisher’s Islaud, N. Y. Max Wenzel. Secretary, Hoboken. N. J. 

Nov. 22.—Eighth annual field trials of the Eastern Field Trials Club, 
at High Point, K. C. W. A. Coster, Secretary, Flatbush, Kings 
county. N. Y. 

Dec. 6. - Eighth Annual Field Trials of the National Field Trials 
Club, at Grand Junction, Tenn. 

DOG SHOWS. 

July 20, 21, 22 and 23.—Milwaukee Dog Show. John D. Olcoct, Man¬ 
ager, Milwaukee, Wis. 

July 27 to .31.—Dog Show of the California Bench Show and Field 
Trials Club. E. Leavesly, Superintendent, 486 Montgomery street, 
San Francisco, Cal. 

Aug. 24, 2.j, 26 and 27.—First Annual Dog Show of Ihe Latonia 
Agricultural Association. Covington, Ky. George H. Hill, Manager, 
P. O. Box 76, Cincinnati, O. 

Sept. 8. 9 and lO.-Homellsville, N. Y.. Dog Shov/, Farmers’ Club 
Fair. J. O. Fellows, Superintendent, Ilornellsville. 

Sept. 14,15,16 and 17.—First fall dog show of the New Jersey Ken¬ 
nel Club, Waverly, N. J. A. P. Vredenburg, secretary, Bergen Point, 

A. K. R.-SPECIAL NOTICE. 

rrtHE AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 

pedigrees, etc. (with prize lists of all shows and trials), is pub' 

lished every month. Entries close on the 1st. Should be in early. 

Entry blanks sent on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope. 
Registration fee (50 cents) must accompany each entry. No entries 

inserted unless paid in advance. Yearlv subscription $1..50. Address 
“American Kennel Register,” P. O. Boj 2832, New York. Number 

of entries already printed 3810. 

PARASITIC DISEASES OF DOGS-II. 

IMPORTANT as are the diseases caused by lumbricoid 
woi-ms in the dog, the canine cestodes or tapeworms 

are of even greater interest, alike to the dog owner and the 
pathologist. Although less numerous than the nematodes de¬ 
scribed in the first paper of this series, the part played by 
these pai’asites in the economy of life, as regards the propaga¬ 
tion of parasitic diseases among animals, is of the first im¬ 
portance. 

The cucumerine tapeworm (Tcenia cueumeHna) is found in 
from 40 to 70 per cent, of aU dogs, and is by far the most 
common canine tapeworm. It is a small, almost transparent 
cestode, measming from 10 to 30in. in length. The body is 
much elongated and composed of many segments, each seg¬ 
ment being in reality a separate individual, joining together a 
sort of colony of mothers and daughters, which are all pro¬ 
duced primarily from the parent head by a process of “bud¬ 
ding,” each segment springing from the one befoi'e it, but all 
adhere to each other, and are attached to the larva head or 
scolex. There is no alimentary canal, the creature subsisting 
by absorbing nutriment through its skin. The mature or ter¬ 
minal joints are much elongated and narrowed at both ends, 
and each joint is provided with two reproductive papillEe, one 
on each side of the margin. The head is furnished with 
suckers, by which it adheres to the intestinal mucous mem¬ 
brane, the intestines of the dog being its proper habitat. 

The manner in which this parasite obtains entrance into the 
body of the dog has been thoroughly demonstrated by numer¬ 
ous experiments by many observers. The mature terminal 
segments, which contain ripe eggs, ai'e passed peranum, and 
fi’equently sticking to the hair of the dog, the contained eggs 
are deposited on the coat. The common dog louse (Tricho- 
dectes talus) for some reason eats these eggs readily, which 
then speedily hatch within its body and a minute embryo pio- 
vided with six hooks escapes. With these hooks it bores into 
the body cavity of the louse, and imbeds itself in the tissues, 
there bccomiug encysted and trausfonned into a microscopic 
Cysticercus, or “louse measle.” The way in which a dog will 
gnaw and lick a louse or flea bite is well-known to all, and in 
this way “measley” lice are introduced into the canine intes¬ 
tinal canal. Here the louse parasite is digested aud the mi¬ 
nute Cysticercus set free, which, penetrating to the intestine, 
attaches itself and develops into the mature form of T. cucu- 
menina, the terminal segments of which again produce eggs. 
We have thus the very interesting phenomenon of an animal 
carryung the immature form of one of its interual parasites on 
its own body embedded within the tissues of an external 
Tiarasite. Truly, 

“Big fleas have little fleas 
Upon theii’ backs to bite ’era; 

And little fleas have lesser fleas, 
And so ad infinitum! ” 

As the lice are easily passed on from the coat of one animal 
to another, a single intestinal tape worm of this species may 
infect a large number of dogs, and an entire pack or kennel 
will usually suffer at once if one infected dog be introduced. 

The prevention of cucumerine taenia disease is far mor im¬ 
portant than its cure; the method will at once suggest itself, 
beware of the Trichodeotes, and when under treatment or 
otherwise the tapeworms are expelled they should be destroyed 
by fire or boihng water. The general considerations of clean¬ 
liness, etc., will also at once suggest themselves as efficient 
aids. The treatment for this disease will be discussed under 
that proper for tapeworm infection due to other species. 

The largest and most formidable tapeworm inhabiting the 
dog is the margined tapeworm (Tamia marginata). It reaches 
a length of eight feet, but is more commonly but five or six 
feet long. It is a rather abundant species, being found iu 35 
per cent, of all full grown English dogs, and is not at aU un¬ 
common in this country. The larval form or cysticercus of this 
species is found in the sheep, and is known as the slender-necked 
hydatid, the neck being nari-ow and much elongated; the entire 
cysticercus is about the size of a large cherry. The head of 
tills ta;nia is armed with hooks arrayed in a double crown 
and also with suckers, which taken together, with the great 
size of the worm, serve topdentify it, 1 

The way in vvhich the larvae are introduced into the intes¬ 
tine of the dog is by the animal eating raw and infected mut¬ 
ton, and the sheep take in the eggs of the tcenia in drinking 
water or from eating gi’een food, to which some of the passed 
ova of this parasite chance to adhere, an infected dog con¬ 
stantly sowing the ripe eggs everywhere. The infested ova 
soon hatch, the embryo emerges and bores its way to a con¬ 
venient resting place within the body of its herbivorous host, 
and there remains encysted until devoured by some hungry 
dog. 

The so-called “gid tapeworm” {Tcenia ccenurus) is one of the 
most important parasites of the canine race, especially from 
the stock I'aiser’s standpoint; the cysticercus or iminature 
taenia being the cause of a most serious and deadly disease of 
the sheep, and even of man himself. In the mature condition, 
as found in the intestine of the dog and wolf, the gid tapeworm 
measiire.s from twenty to fifty inches in length. So closely 
does it resemble in this stage the Tcenia serrata to be described 
below that a detailed .account of its structure is not called for. 
Fortunately it is not by any meaus a consmon species, being 
found ill less than five per cent, of English dogs, and in a yet 
smaller number of American animals; among well bred and 
well cared for dogs it is yet i-arer. In Icelanrf Hrabbe tells us 
that this hideous mrasite is found in eighteen per cent, of aU 
the native dogs. The gid tapeworm gains entrance to the 
body by the animal eating the raw brains of sheep affected 
with hydatid of the bram, “gid disease,” or “stardy.” The 
pathology of this disease we must now consider. Animals 
harboring a mature hydatid tapeworm in the intestines are 
constantly passing the ripe eggs per anum, these may adhere 
to the hair aroimd the anus, and should the dog enter a pond, 
stream or diinking trough they are washed off and float in the 
water. Should now a herbivorous animal swallow one or 
more of these eggs while drinking, or in any other way, the 
ovum immediately hatches, and a minute embryo of a some¬ 
what oval shape, having one end of its body ai’med with sharp 
cutting books, emerges. With its booklets the embryo bores 
its way through the tissues until it reaches the brain of its 
miserable host. Here it becomes surrounded by a wall deiived 
from the tissues of its bearer, and now a most wonderful suc¬ 
cession of phenomena appear. The embryo increases in size, 
the hooks are cast, and the outei- wall develops into a rather 
thick skin. Other changes take place, until the parasite consists 
of a simple spherical bag filled with a milk-white fluid, the size 
is about that of a plump hazelnut. There now appear upon 
the outer surface of this “vesicular worm” numerous de¬ 
pressions, from thi-ee hundred to more than a thousand in 
number, these gradually elongate inward like the finger of a 
glove. Hooklets and suckers now develop on each “glove 
finger,” and each finally becomes a perfect scotex or gid tape¬ 
worm head. Great suffering, wild dehrium and often death, 
in spite of all treatment, are the results of these metamor¬ 
phoses in the unfortunate ruminant. Should the animal die, 
as is most likely, or be lolled and the head thrown out where 
dogs can get at it, it will certainly be eaten, and should one 
of the cysts above described be swallowed, the sack wall is at 
once digested and the heads become free, and enter the intes¬ 
tine along with food. Here tney fasten themselves by cheir 
hooks, and rapidly each develops into a mature gid tapeworm. 
As the cysts are usually more or less injured by the teeth, for¬ 
tunately only a few instead of many hundreds of uninjured 
heads are introduced, but we may have a thousand descend¬ 
ants from a single egg! 

The importance of eradicating this fearful disease can hardly 
be exaggerated, and the means of so doing are evident. Never 
allow dogs to eat butcher’s offal; treat carefully any canine 
tapeworm disease, and utterly destroy the passed parasites. 
And to the stock raiser belongs the duty of burning the heads 
of all sheep dead of hydatid of the brain disease, and of keep¬ 
ing strange dogs of aU sorts off his sheep ranges, lest they 
harbor gid tasnia, and may spread the fatal eggs over the 
grazing ground. 

Greyhoimds, hamei-s and beagles, which are occasionally 
allowed to eat the entrails of hai’es and rabbits, are Hequently 
infested by the Temvia serrata. The parasite usually meas¬ 
ures two or three feet iu length; it is one of the armed tape¬ 
worms. the head being provided with a formidable crown of 
hooks. The suckers and long pointed body of all the typical 
species of tapeworm are well illustrated in the parasite; its 
size and armed head serve to distinguish it from other com ¬ 
mon species. T. serrata is derived from the ci/sfice/-ctts so com¬ 
monly found in the peritoneum of hares and rabbits. In con¬ 
ducting various investigations we have made post mortem 
examinations of hundreds of rabbits and hares, and have 
i'oimd these cysts in nearly one-half of all the Lejjoridce ex¬ 
amined. The cysts average tbe size of a hazelnut, and should 
one be swallowed by a dog, the cyst wall is, as usual, digested, 
aud the teenia head is set free to begin its metamorphoses and 
egg production within the intestines. Rabbits are infested by 
eating grass on which the eggs—which ai-e being constantly 
given off by an infected dog—have chanced to lodge, the usual 
six-hooked embryo emerging from the egg when hatched, 
boring through the tissues, and establishing itself in the peri¬ 
toneum, there to remain encysted until swallowed by some 
carnivorous animal which is making a meal of its long-eared 
bearer. 

Nothing could be simpler than the prevention of infection 
by this tfenia. If do^ are never allowed to eat uncooked 
hare or rabbit, they will certainly not suffer from the invasions 
of this species of parasite. The importance of speedily curing 
any dog of taenia disease and destroying the passed parasites 
is evident. 

The symptoms caused by tapewoi-ms of various species in the 
dog are by no means positive or diagnostic. Disturbances of 
digestion, nutrition in general, and symptoms referable to the 
nervous system are common. Emaciation without obvious 
cause, and iu spite of a voracious appetite, always suggests 
the presence of parasites; the finding of segments in the feeces 
is of course positive evidence of the presence of worms, and 
should always be looked for when a dog is believed to be suf¬ 
fering from taenia disease. The administration of one of the 
milder vermifuges is justifiable for the purposes of diaguosis, 
as the segments of some species are rarely passed spontane¬ 
ously. After the administration of the medicine the faeces 
must be watched for a day or two for worms. By placing the 
excreta in a shallow vessel of water, preferably one of dark 
color, as an ordinary red glazed terra cotta dish, as the laenia 
segments can then be seen much more easily, and breaking 
them up with a small stick the examination is easily and 
thoroughly made. 

The treatment of tape worm diseases in dogs is fairly satis¬ 
factory, but it must be remembered that unless the “head” or 
scolex is expelled that the parasite will be speedily reproduced. 
The most scientific method is to carefully examine the pass^ea 
for the heads after the administration of vermifuges. The 
animal should be prepared for treatment by being fed only 
on a small amount of bi'oth for twenty-four or thirty-six hours. 
A full dose of castor oil should also be administered at least 
twelve hom'S before the vermifuge is given. 

Among the most valuable reruedies for tapeworm infection 
in the dog are areca nut, brayera or kooso, raale fei-n, 
kameela, tm-pentine aud chloroform. Areca nut is usually 
given in doses of one dram, the nut being simply grated and 
then made into a bolus with butter or lard. Tbe dose of the 
dried brayera flowers (koosso) is two or three drams; it is given 
in a capful of warm water, in which the flowers may first be 
allowed to macerate for a quarter of an hour, Male fern may 
be given in the form of the extract or oleoresin; the dose of 
the latter for a setter is ten or fifteen drops, Qven in gelatiq 
capsules or well beaten up with a raw egg. Kameela is not 
as valuable as many other remedies; the dose of the pow'dered 
drug is one-half or one dram for a greyhound or harrier. 
Chloroform is a most efficient, but somewhat dangerous, 
remedy; it should only be used when other drugs have fajle<i 
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and under the immediate eye of a skilled vetei’inary surgeon. 
If the bowels do not move 'within three hours after the ad¬ 
ministration of any anthelmintic, a full dose of castor oil should 
be given. 

The after treatment consists in the giving of only broths 
and milk as food for a day or tvsro; often tonic treatment 
and careful attention to exercising and general health be 
required after the expulsion of tapeworms to bi-ing the dog up 
to perfect health. 

Tapeworm infection is a disease of adult life, puppies but 
seldom having access to butchers’ offal or the like. They may, 
however, suffer extensively from the cucumerine species, and 
the importance of having breeding bitches free from lice at 
once suggests itself. 

The prevention of tasnia infection has been treated of at 
length when speaking of the different species. R. W. 8. 

MASTIFF JUDGING. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I gladly exchange ‘'logic” for a more congenial subject and 

return to a sober disciission of what mastiffs really are. In 
the way of reply to your comments I have only this to say: I 
never saw Prussian Princess move, but I once saw her stand¬ 
ing up in her stall and I am certain that in the matter of 
hindquarters, hocks, etc., the only question between her and 
Rosalind is, which due is the worst. When Mr. Dalziel judged 
them at New York Rosalind was lame, and I don’t see how 
Pmssian Princess could have moved woj’se. What I started 
out to prove was, that it is a mistake that the real authorities 
in England are such devotees of head as to pass over as trifl¬ 
ing, such defects as weak loins, straight hocks, small size, or 
general worthlessness. 1 think I fairly proved this in the case 
of Mr. Hanbui’y in his placing of Crown Prince and Prince 
Regent, and in this connection I would suggest that Mr. Han- 
bury shares with Mr. Wynn in the distinction of being the 
mo^ pronounced advocate of head, and his Rajrh was the 
great fount from which came the present over-development in 
this direction, and what are called the Hanbury mastiffs are 
the extreme of head qualities, but mark you, Mr. Hanbury, 
by his oflacial acts as judge, put the seal of condemnation on 
general defects. 

Then take Mr. Wynn: Nearly (if not quite) ten years since 
he raised the same howl at Bristol, England, that Dr. Perrv 
did at New York, by putting Beau over The 8hah. Mastiff 
men had gotten into the fashion of falling down at the feet of 
Th“ Shah, as though he were unbeatable, but Mr. Wynn 
was sufficiently convinced of his standing as an authority, to 
judge them as he saw fit, and although there was a howl over 
it, fanciers such as Hanbury, Nichols, etc., gradually came 
round to Mr. Wynn’s way of thinking, and the public saw 
that The Shah could be, and was, fairly beaten, and that by 
the exemplar of a good “all round” dog; and The Shah stock 
had a heavy fall in consequence. Then there was that 
wondrous headed puppy. King Cole, that Mr. Wynn said ex¬ 
ceeded any matured dog he had ever seen, yet he was bad 
enough to go back to second under Mr. Wj^nn, and I have grave 
doubts if he was as bad as some of the 'winners we have had. 
Again and again I would ask, if a receding muzzle can be a 
square one? and if we do not stick to the plain intent of a 
standard, what is the use of one? The cry is raised every now 
and then “Give us a new standard that our judges may know 
what to judge by, ” What in the world is the use of that, when 
they will not stick to the obvious meaning of the standards 
we have? One distinguished English breeder, who has bred 
dogs that sold at $7.50 when not a year old, admitted to me 
‘‘We need fresh blood, and a fresh departure, but what can 
we do? we must breed the dogs that our judges will put first:” 
and the judge says “We must give prizes to the type our lead¬ 
ing breeders want.” The whole thing looked very much like 
“My partner, Mr. Jorkins,”m “DavidCopperfield.” I. for one, 
vote to secure some compliance with the standard -we have 
before we tiy our hands at another. 

It is a suicidal mistake in judging to confotmd a dog’s breed¬ 
ing capacities 'with his show qualities, and I cannot but think 
that much of the confusion arises from judges going beyond 
their sphere in this matter. There was (xxiffln, the sire of Ra¬ 
jah, who was so palsied that he could not be photographed; 
would it be held that such a specimen should win because he 
had proved his capacities as a stud dog? 

Take what “Zoilus” said in Land, and Water, which you re¬ 
produced July 9, 1885, and let every judge and breeder weigh 
it. The whole article is the most exhaustive on breeding (and 
incideptally on judging) that Ikpow of, arjd every breeder and 

judge should commit its teaching to memory: “But all the 
contrarieties and difficulties of breeding weigh nothing (or at 
least, should not) with the judge who awards prizes at a show, 
for if he acts as a man of honor, he is bound to award the 
prizes (to the best of his ability) to the specimen approaching 
nearest all round to the standard, and any consideration as to 
what dogs are likely to be the most useful for improving or 
preserving the breed, etc,, is quite foreign to his commission 
and simply opening a way for the judge to please his own 
fancies, and virtually amounts to morally swindling the pub¬ 
lic.” 

Listen to what Mr. Wynn says on page ‘J18 of his “History 
of the Mastiff”: “The scale of points may give the reader a 
more general idea of the correct figm-e of a well reared, typical 
mastiff, but such essentials as activity and symmetry, com¬ 
bined with a typical head, a well formed, long, low body 
and generally heavy animal, should never lae lost sight of, 
either to obtain color, vast height, or grand head with de¬ 
formed body and weak limbs, or a. well grown body -with de¬ 
fective head, plainly departing from the true type, which, if 
the reader has not thoroughly learned from the historical 
facts which 1 have laid before his or her notice, I feel it will 
be a hopeless task to enlighten them.” 

Then read the standard as amended, that Mr.Wynn appends 
to this history, and note that every change he has made from 
tho old one is in the direction of adding goodness all over, and 
remembering that Mr. Wj^nn is par excellence the enthusiast 
on head among English fanciei-s, ask yourself if our judges 
have been right in giving wretched snub-nosed cripples, or 
contemptible little dwarfs the premier positions? Of course, 
this presupposes that you have a copy of Mr. Wynn’s book, if 
you have not, send to'FoREST and Stream for one at once, or 
resign any consideration or right to have any opinion as to 
mastiffs. A mastiff man who has not read the book, hasn’t 
got out of his primer, and until he grounds himself in the first 
principles of mastiff lore, ought not to speak out in meeting. 
I hope that I may be permitted to add that I have received 
fully a dozen letters from mastiff men, all supporting the 
position I have taken on this matter. 

Mr. Haldeman’s list of mastiff judges has two very import¬ 
ant omissions. One is that of Mr. W. H. Lee, of Boston, Mass., 
long the owner of Old Turk (f’urklL, A.K.R. 322^) and the 
importer of Ilford Cromwell. It was Mr. Lee’s concurrence 
that Ilford Caution was the best mastiff in the coimtry, that 
encouraged me to stick to my view of it in the face of much 
ridicule. The other is Mr. Chas. E. Wallack. Mr. Lee, I am 
afraid, is too busy a man to judge, but a Boston man who 
wants an opinion on a mastiff has not far to go, and it will be 
a disappointment if Mr. Wallack does not officiate next year. 

W. Wade. 
Hclton, Pa., June 18, 1886._ 

A ST. BERNARD CLUB. 

A MEETING will soon be called for the purpose of forming 
a St. Bernard Club. All who are interested in the breed 

should at once communicate with Mr. W. W. Tucker, 84 
Broad street, New York, who has consented to take charge of 
the preliminary arrangements. We have no doubt that with 
the material at hand, an association of the fanciers of the 
bi'eed will accomplish much of good, and it is to be hoped that 
every lover of the magnificent animal 'will lend their influence 
to make the proposed movement a complete success. 

THE ENGLISH FIELD TRIALS.—In our issue of May *20 
we published a summary of the English Field Trials which 
was compiled from an English paper. The report was incom¬ 
plete as to the Acton Regnald Stakes. According to the Ken¬ 
nel Gazette the winners were: D. R. Scratton’s hver and white 
bitch Hero, 5yi s. (Bang—Hebe), won first in pointers andpx-ize 
for best of either breed; J. L. Anthony’s hver and white bitch 
Lass of Bow (Graphic—Chmax) won second in pointers, and 
A. P. Heywood-Lonsdale’s black and white dog Jo'vial, 3yi-s. 
(Baron—Joan), won first in setters, and M. A. Richards’ black, 
white and tan bitch Rose, 3yrs. (Diamond—Minnie), won 
second. 

THE AMERICAN MASTIFF CLUB was organized at a 
rof-eting held hi this city June 23. Tho officers are: R. L. 
Eeltnap, President; H. Mead, E. Dudley and E. H. Moore, 
VioPresidents; E. N. Belknap, H. Mead, E. Dudley, E. H. 
Moore, R. H. Derby, C. R. Colwell, W. P. Stephenson, F. T. 
Winchester, E. F. Bowditch, C. E. Shaw, Executive Commit¬ 
tee. The secretary is R. H. Derby, 9 West Thirty-fifth street. 
New York,. 

BOSS. 

The mastiff dog Boss, owned by Mr. J. L. Winchell, Fair 
Haven, Vt., was whelped July 20, 1884. His sire, im ¬ 

ported Zulu, was by champion Colonel out of champion Diana 
His dam, Monmouth Meg, was by champion Salisbury and out 
of Tigress II. (champion Colonel—Lufra). His winnings are 
very high com., puppy class. New York, 1885; second, Boston 
and New York, 1886, 

“HISTORY OF THE MASTIFF.”* 

The “History of the Mastiff,” by Mr. M. B. Wynn, will be 
gladly welcomed by all lovers of the breed. The author 

has made careful research among the records of the distant past 
and culled therefrom a mass of dog lore that is astonishing. 
The book is replete 'with quotations from the writings of the 
ancients, both inspired and profane, as well as from those of 
authors of modern times. Mr. Wynn has extended his re¬ 
searches far back in the antediluvian ages, and although he 
does not teU us in so many words that the mastiff was coeval 
with the megatherium or with the ichthyosaurus, he gives 
him or his prototypes a place so far back in the remote ages 
of antiquity that one can almost imagine a primitive Crown 
Prince in pre-historic time waging indiscriminate and bloody 
warfai-e upon the formidable edentate and more dreadful 
saurian. The chapters devoted to the mastiff of modern 
times will be found very interesting and well worth the care¬ 
ful study of the breeder. 

In writing of mastiff type Mr. Wynn says: “In all animals, 
and even in the races of man, the most distinctive feature 
determining species and variety is the skull, from which the 
skilled a.natomist can readily determine the habits, and con¬ 
sequently general form of the animal to which it belongs. 
For the conformation of the skull containing the brain, is 
formed either primarily or most gradually from the continued 
habits the animal is adapted and subjected to, and is modified 
but gradually through forced change or suspension of habit. 
The form of the body is concomitant 'with that of the cra¬ 
nium; therefore, on examining the skuH of an animal, it is 
not difficult in mo«t cases to pronounce what will be the form 
of the carcass and limbs; nay, expede Herculem, insomuch if 
a fairly skilled anatomist has but a portion of the skull to 
guide him he can form a fairly correct idea what tho re¬ 
mainder must have been like, and concomitantly that of the 
body also. To the mastiff, or as it is sometimes incorrectly 
and' pedantically termed, the mollossian group, belong the 
mastiff, its stunted and exaggerated confrere the bulldog, and 
the dwarfed and still more artificially exaggerated pug dog. 
All these groups contain conformity of type, diametrically op¬ 
posite to breeds like the hound, greyhound, or spaniel; al¬ 
though infusion of the blood of other species and circum¬ 
stances. especially the ignorance and caprice of man, may 
more or less modify or intensify the characteristics. 

“In the mastiff group the muzzle is markedly short, the 
cranium elevated, the superior maxillary is wide and ponder¬ 
ous, the zygomatic arch is strongly developed and 'widely 
divergent, the frontal bone is very thick and wide, the tem¬ 
poral bones are strongly developed, the lower maxillary is 
thick and massive, widely divergent and convex, turning up 
and naturally inclined to overshutting the upper jaw. This 
is a point that dog fanciers have contended and quarreled 
about 'with as much fury and little more reason tnan their 
dogs themselves will over a bone; and it is labor thrown away 
to trv and teach the obstinate and wilfully ignorant that 
nature intended the teeth of some animals to overshut, while 
those of others to be level or undershut, so as to fit them best 
for their respective habit. All dogs of the mastiff or baiting 
kind should certainly be what is termed undershot, and if, 
setting prejudice and ignorance aside, any one will only take 
the trouble to investigate the matter in a naturalist’s point of 
view, for example, by examining the mouth of the ordinary 
fresh-water pike, they -will see that fluvial bulldog is consid¬ 
erably undershot, in order to enable it to seize and hold more 
securely its prey. 

‘‘Here we see nature left to itself instructing us, if we have 
but the sense to learn. The foregoing characteristics of the 
mastiff gi’oup show that their natural habit is that of broad, 

*The “History of the Mastiff,” gathered from sculpture, pottery, 
carvings, paintings and engraviogs, also from various authors with 
remark.-i on the same. By M. B. Wynn, honorary secretary and Ireasr 
urer ot the late Mastiff Club, and breeder and exhibitor of many prize 
mastiffs. For sale by the Forest and Stream Publishing Co. Price 
$2.50, • - ■ 
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thick-set, powerful animals, de’ iving tbeir food naturally more 
fro " bold attack of larger animals, and tearing the liesh from 
and gnawing the hones of dead carcasses than on their sijeed 
or hunting powers. Their limbs are characteristically short 
and sto it, with powerful muscles to move such pow rful short 
level’s. * * * * All mastiffs should be moie or less heavily 
wi-inkled about the face, the lips pendulous and having a cer¬ 
tain amount of dewlap; the eai s, although they should not be 
set so low as in the hound and should be free fmm any folding, 
need not be so small as the fancy dictates. * * * A round, 
medium-sized or even thick, heavy ear, is not at variance with 
purity of mastiff typo, and when the face is heavily wrinkled, 
dewlap pronounced and lips cliarncteristically pendulous, the 
ear will generally be larger and have more leather about it 
than modern fa'-'c'y dictates. Of late years tlie pendulosity of 
the lips is a characteris ic that has been lost sight of by the 
majority of breeders; in fact, some who set themselves up for 
judges, have condemned this oft-mentioned characteristic of 
the I ace, which has been ver\ mucD lost throu ..h the intro¬ 
duction of vertragal blood through the boarhonndcro s. The 
stern in the mastiff need not necessarily be cari-ied down, as 
the moderu fancy dictates, for, although a decided improve¬ 
ment, we see in the Assyiian scu'piures the tail crooked over 
the back, the same in the Tibetian and in the older pi'-tnres of 
the EnglisU mastiff. * * * The coat of the mastiff varies 
gi’eatly according to c’imate and housing, and sooner marks 
the country the animal belongs to. The colors vary, and 
formerly the breed ran all coloi-s. It will readily be seen 
mere height is at variance with tlie true type: weight and 
general massiveness being far truer characteristics.” 

A BIG RAFT OF DOGS. 

The Hew York Sun of June 24 reports: 
‘•Sergeant Darcy of the Long Island City police was 

aroused from a reverie on Tuesday evening by a medley of 
yelps and howls outside the door of Police Headqnai-lers. A 
moment later a queer, elderly little woman burst on his vision, 
and he rubbed his eyes to make sure that what he saw was 
not the baseless fabric, of a nightmare. The presence of Police¬ 
men Conroy and Dunn reasrured the Sergeant. PoUovviiig 
ihe queer little vvomen were thirteen dogs, of several different 
sizes, muzzled and unmuzzled, attached to a stout eoid which 
she held iu her right hand. On one arm she carried a water¬ 
ing can and on her other arm two satchels. Her left hand was 
engaged, also, holding a bag and an apronful of yelps and 
squeals th.at added to the intermittent howling of the thirteen 
dogs on the string. 

“The little woman dumped out the contents of her apron 
upon the floor. They were six pups, and the thirteen dogs 
immediately sun’ounded them. Then she turned the bag 
upside down and ten more chunky little fellows, with 
eves fast shut, rolled out and over one another like a lot of 
jTibber balls. Barks and howls and yelps were as thick as 
mosquitoes in Jersey tor a minute or so. When the little 
woman bad got things calmed down she made herself sure 
that the auimals were all tuere. She then told the Sei geant 
that she wanted lodgings for herself and bench show. 

“She said she was Loretta Whitman and that she had just 
come from Boston. The ii-fant dogs, she said, had come into 
the world on the wav. She had missed the train for Eastporr, 
L. I., whither she intended to go and dispose of the pack of 
setters, for such she declared the pack to be. The Sergeant, 
suggested that she snould t ike the pack to a livery stable. 
She said she thought the station house would be the safest 
place for the animals, and she offeied to pay for their lodg¬ 
ing. The sergeant finally consented to allow the dogs to re¬ 
main in the corridor without pay. and when he learned that 
she was gouig to stav with the clogs he offered to rig her up a 
bed. She refused his offer and slept all night in a chair with 
the dogs suri'ounding her. She remained in the station until 
roon yesterday, vvpen she put the pups away in bag and apron 
and started for the Long Island Railroad depot, followed by 
Policeman White and the thirteen grown dogs on a string. 
The depot master attempted to put her out of the waiting 
ro m, blit she sta> ed there all the same. She said she would 
pav passenger rates for her dogs if it was necessary. She 
di'bpped the bag in ber excitement, and it began moving 
around li^ e a new kind of an animal without head or legs. In 
grabbing for the bag she spilled the six pups out of her apron. 
They all began to erv and then all the big dogs began to howJ. 
She’was soon mistress of the situation again, however, and 
then she resumed negotiations with the Long Island Railroad 
Coinpauv. The depot master told her that her dogs could go 
in the freight car for $7.25; but she would not have them go 

the. case: 
“Long Island City talked about notbmg yesterday except 

the strange Loutta J. Wbitham and her tribe of twenty-nine 
dogs, which created a profound sensation Tuesday night, and 
afforded widespread amu-sement on the following day. About 
seven weeks ago Dennis McMahon, a lawyer, of No. 261 Broad¬ 
way, was info med by a former neighbor that a strange-looic¬ 
ing woman, ac.ioropauied by a number of dogs, had been 
making inquiries a oout him in Morrisania, where he formerly 
lived. Mr McMahon was somewhat surprised, but soon dis¬ 
missed the matter from bis mind. One evening a few days 
later, while he was taking his ease at home, his sou told him 
that a queer woman, w tn a lot of dogs, wanted to see him 
Mr. McMahon could not remember any female acquaintance 
who was largely addicted to dogs, but he decided to see the 
woman. 

‘•He found at the door a slender woman, not very young, 
but not id-looking. She was surrounded by thirteen dogs. 
She looked hungry, as did the dogs. Mr. McMahon, being a 
practical philanthropist, took the woman and the dogs into 
his house and fed the lot. He learned that his principal guest 
was Loutta J. Whitham, the daughter of a woman who some 
yeans before had been employed at bis summer home in 
Soiitheiu Vermont The motlier was somewhat demented, 
but bad proved hei-self a faithful servant. Loutta had heard 
of Mr. and Mrs. McMahon from her mother, .and had deter¬ 
mined to visit them. Neither Mr. McMahon nor his wife were 
willing to turn the woman out of doors, so they had comfort¬ 
able quarters prepared for her and her dogs. The next day 
Loutta a.'Sisted in the household duties, ..nd proved herself 
veiy u.-.elui. She was an inte.liaent woman, but ou the dog 
question she was evidently a Jiltle off. 

“Mrs. McMahon determined to keep the women and get rid 
of the dogs, but she was soon convinced that Rachel weeping 
for her children would be a cheerful person in comparison 
with Loutta J. Whitham weeping for her dogs. Mr. Mc¬ 
Mahon and bis wife strove to put up wi^h the doss, but the 
latter oecame unruly. They arose early in the morning and 
bowled and then sat up late at night and howled. This an¬ 
noyed Mr. McMahon. They had the impudence to bark at 
their benefactor in his own house. Mr. McMahon said tins 
was unkind. Finally the belle of the tribe gave birth to a 
litter of nine pups, ’Mr. McMahon said this was past endur- 

^°*^H ’ told the dog-loving Loutta that the dogs must go, either 
with or without her, as she might elect. She wept and smd 
that she could not part with her family. Mr. McMahon gave 
her $6 and told her she could go to a little place of ms n^r 
Eastpoi t. Long Island, and live there with her dogs. On 
Tuesday Loutta and her o. ravan set out for Eastport, where 
they are probably now enjoying themselves. Mr. McMahon 
says that when Loutta left his house ho took a census of her 
dogs and ton nd the sum total to be thirteen more or less grown 
animals and nine blind pups, and he does not know bow she 
managed to swell the number to twenty-nine on hei’ way to 
Long Island City. 

WARWICK DOG SHOW, 

The fourth annual exhibition of sporting and non-sporting 
dogs was held at Warwick on April 28, 29 and 80, in the 

large exhibition hall belonging to the society. This year the 
total entiy amounted to over 1.600. which is the largest ex¬ 
hibition we have attended, and. taking the quality of exhib¬ 
its into consideration, the best show we have seen. Yet in a 
number of instances some of the varieties were not equal in 
merit to some other shows which have been held; for in¬ 
stance the pointers and sette's were not equal to what we 
have seen at Birmingham and other shows, while the quality 
of the St. Bernards and collies were quite beyond the average. 
The building is the best adapted for a dog show we know of, 
with plenty of ground for exercise, and as it is only a three 
days’ show, with a very obliging committee, who allowed all 
exliibitors at a distance from Warwick to leave ou the last 
day at an early hour to enable them to get home the same 
night or, in the case of Scotch and Irish exhibitors, early the 
following momtug, we never heard exhibitors express so 
much satisfaction with the management of anv show; and 
we believe, from the feeling of afl classes of exhibitors, the 
Warwick shovv is likely to hold its present position as the 
best show in England and the most popular with exhibitors. 
There was on the day previous to the opening of the show 
some attempt at holding bloodhound trials, which we are 
sorry to say resulted practically iu a failure. 

The judging was earned on in nine judging rings, under 
canvas, in the grounds attached to the building, and some of 
the classes were judged in the open, so that with so many 
classes judged at once it was difficult to see half that was 
going on. However, as the person leading each dog had a 
card with the official number of the dog attached to the front 
of his coat, we iound it a great assistance, and think if other 
societies would make a similar arrangement they would be 
conferrin ; a great boon to the press and the public. Messra. 
Spratts were as usual intrusted to look after the exhibits, and 
eveiy thing necessary to their comfort was done in the firm’s 
best style. 

The judges were: Mr. Beaufoy, bloodhounds and mastiffs; 
Mr. Gresham, St. Bernards; Mr. Farquharson, Newfound¬ 
lands; Mr. Groom, Great Danes; Mr. Jackson, bulldogs and 
black and tan terriers; Mj'. Lort. deerhounds, greyhounds, 
pointers, settere, retrievei-s, Scotch terriers, beagles, barriei-s, 
Airedales and otterhounds; Messrs. Dockrell and Mercier, 
collies; Mr. Redmond, smooth fox-terrieis; Mr. Field, wire- 
haired fox-terrie's. Irish terriers and old English terriers; Mr. 
Lane, Dandle Dinmouts, Dalmatians, tJedlingtons, Skyes, 
foreign dogs and selling class; Mr. Jones, basset hounds and 
dachslinnde; Mr Sheffield, pugs; Mr.Whiskin, Welsh terriers; 
Mr. Rercival, bull-terriers, white English terriere, poodles, 
Pomeranians, Bleulnim, King Charles spaniels and toys; 
Messrs. Willetts, spaniels. 

As usual bloodhounds were the first on the list, and good 
classes The young dog Cromwell, which won at the last 
Crystal Palace show, wi n in the open dog class. His pedigree 
and histoiy has been pretty well before the public. Crom¬ 
well is no doubt one of the most typical of h"uuds, but small. 
His sister was lli’st in the open bitch class. She is also small, 
but typical. 

St. Bernards were the feature of the show. Bayard and 
Save, in the challenge class for dog.s, the latter not tor com- 
p tition. so the former won, and he seems to have taken a 
new lease of life and here looked better than we have seen 
him for years, llfreda, looking remarkably fresh and well, 
had no opponent in the next class. However, she afterward 
won the lOO-guinea cup for best bitch in the show, and we 
think correctly, being larger, more level, better made and a 
better mover than La Mascotte, the winner in the open bitch 
class. In open dogs, rough-coated, first went to that grand 
young dog Duke of Marlborough, wno was looking better 
than we have seen him. He is a grand, lai’ge, up-standing 
dog will! good feet and legs, moves well, is good in head and 
expression wdth the best of color and coat. Next came 
Hesper. a puppy just under 12 months. He is certainly one 
of the best we nave seen, and we consider him a much 
better dog at the age than Plinlimmou. VVe would prefer 
him to have a better cari’iage of tail. He shows great quality 
in head, has immense size, good body, color and coat with 
straight legs and good feet, and stands a good thirty-four inches 
high (some .say thirty-five inches). Should he go on well we 
look forward to see him upset many of our best dogs if not all 
of them. Next came Pouf, a wonderful bodied dog possessing 
great bone and most typical head, but rather lignt in color, 
large in ear and standing much lower than the other ■winners. 
Fom-th, Sailor, sire of the young do^ Hespex, is a good bodied 
dog with a good coat and very good in head, he is not quite 
strong enough in pasterns and lacks color ou body, owing to 
which . he vhc. and reserve Macgregor might have been placed 
over him. Sir Henry, vhc., who first made his appearance 
at hcffleld iu the puppy class, and lor which his owner reiu-ed 
£•200. was we tfiink fairly beaten. Yet fie is a long way over 
the average, being good in coat, color, size, bone and bat tor 
a rather fine muzzle equal to any. He is by Save ex the well 
known Bessie II. Tempest, vhc., is small in face and large in ear, 
wants large muzzle and would be improved it darker m color 
In b.tch class first went to the well known brindle and white 
La Mascotte, upon this occasion looking her very best. Her 
coat, color anri condition could not be better. Medtia possesses 
good bone and is of good type. Gloriaua, who did so well at 
the St. Bernard Club show came tuird here, but we expect to 
see her much fux-ther foi ward before long. Fourth went to 
Bernaruine, the Birmingham winner, looking well; she is of 
good color and coat a..d just right in bone. In rougfi-coated 
dog puppies lii’st went to Hesper, second in open class, and 
next to nim came another remarkably large fine young dog, 
Pi'ince Baiteuberg, but not so good in face as the winner. In 
bitch puppies we liked the he. Princess Battenberg, who is 
loo small iu head and muzzle, but well made, with the best 
of feet and legs, good body and good coat of a rich orange 
brindle with good markings. The winner in this class is the 
winner at Loudon, Carmelito, a grand bitch, but too long in 
face Pleoua, second, has a better type of head than the 
winner and rather the most bone, but is not so large. TUe 
smooth var iety containeo some good ?peciinens some of which 
were rather iough iu coat, Victor Emanuel was absent. As a 
Class they were not equal to the rough specimens, which seem 
to be the most popular’. * 

In the challeuge class for mastiffs King Canute was not for 
competition, so the strife lay oetween M ixiinilian and Mont¬ 
gomery, the latter winning owing to tj^pe of head. Th^ Jog 
has continued to improve, and on this occasion looked better 
than vve have ever seen him. In the chalienge class for 
bitches Cambrian Princess, with a litter of puppies on her, 
loosed remarkably well and, we think, correctly beat Gris- 
elda, who is a really good bitch. She might be better m 
head. Only three brindles were shown, a poor lot. I ne win¬ 
ner was the best, and we admired his color more than any¬ 
thing else. In open dogs, any color, Beaufort, a good nr.-L 
afterward beat Montgomery for the challenge cup. i tord 
Chancellor has a good head, good feet and legs, but po^esses 
thro'-itiness to an extraordinary degree. Vretor Hugo is target 
than the winners, but plain m bead and not posse^ng the 
same character, imperial Chancellor, we suppose, by “i®as- 
urement would about beat any in the class; but taken alt(> 
getber he is outclassed, being quite too long in face and bad 
behind. In bitches Lady Clare won, bemg storterin face ^d 
more typical than Princess Ida, second pr.ze, \vho is just large 
enough m ear and stands higher on the leg than the 
Rosa Bonheur, rather dull in color, is large of ear and small 
size. The Princess, vho. reserve, has a smutty-colored face and 
light eye, but Is typical and moderate in size. Kady 
was entered, but absent. In puppies, dogs and bi^^, tot 
went to a large, strong young dog, Minting, by Maximffi^ ex 
Cambrian Princess. Ilford Chancellor, second in open class, 

coming second, while Charley "Wood, brother to Mintine', run 
the second prize winner very close. Mr. Wilkins’s young dogs 
are good in size, the winner showing the most hone and skull. 
Charley Wood also possesses considerable quality and bone, 
with the best movements of the pair, Rosa. vhc. and reserve, 
is good in bone and body; good in head, hut too light in ma<=k, 
with vei-y large ears, and is too light in color. In the novice 
cl ss there was nothing particularly good. Some of the win • 
ners we e in the open classes. 

In deerhounds Bevis I., looking, upon this occasion, as fresh 
as a two-vear old, beat Clansman in the challeuge class, Mr. 
Lortj evidently going for qual ty, and we may say he very 
consistently carried out his ideas through the other classes, as 
he went for dogs with style and symmetry in preference to 
S'ze and substance. The puppy classes were small. The win¬ 
ner in dog puppies may develop into a good one, should he 
not get a set back. 

The bulldog challenge class contained three, but the fight 
lay principally between Grabber and Rustic King, the former 
winning We hold an opinion in favor of Rustic King, yet 
we admit there is room for two opinions; they are. both good 
dogs. G' abber is better iu ears, should'-TS and stern, while 
Rustic King is best in turn up, stop, skull and bone. How¬ 
ever, we could not agree v\nth the judge later on when he 
placed the sma 1-sized British Moimreh over Rustic King for 
a special. Queen Mab won in bitches and the challenge cup 
for best bitch, while Grabber won the challenge cup for the 
best dog. Britisb Monarch won a special prize for being the 
next best to the winner of the challenge prize. 

Bull-terriers contained nothing special. Trentham Dutch, 
in the absence of Queen of the May, won in the chahenge 
class. He is a real good made dog, but his head is rather 
coarse. In the next class Young Pbaradox won and is now 
groiving into a good dog. Bonny Princess made a good second. 
The next class was vei-y moderate. We preferred Magnet II. 
to any in the class. 

In white English terriei’s Leading Star, unnoticed, was the 
best in the class. 

Basset hounds were a good collection, and as usual Mr. J ones 
gave general satisfaction. Mr. Wyudham Carter had a good 
entry, but we found seven of them marked absent. 

Pointers, as a cnUection, were only moderate, not up to 
Birmingham form. In the open dog class the young dog Naso 
of Upton won easy, being a good way ahead of anything iu 
the class. We have reported upon him before. In the bitch 
class the-winner. Devon Fan, is a good one all through, except 
her head, which is too short, but she is good in body, feet and 
legs and general character; her condition mignt have been 
better. 

In the challenge class for English setters there were only 
two. Count Howard, looking well, won easy. We have 
always spoken well of this dog and, bar uis being small, we 
tfiink him about the best all round we know. In the open 
class Prince Rupert, the Birmingham winner, won. Tuis dog 
has had a very up and down career since his first appeai ance 
at Birmingham. He is rather leggy and his feet r-ight be 
better, yet when in condition, he is a dog possessing a good 
deal of quality. Cobalt, second prize, is too heavy in head. 
Sir Taltou, he., bar being small, was about the best setter in 
the class. TUe winning bitch is only moderate. Hei’ coat is 
rather- curly. She was catalogued at £20, more than her value 
we think. Second prize is too small. Black and tan setters 
were a bad lot In puppies equal first went to Ulverston Don 
and Yankee CMer', the former rather leggy, the latter a good 
made one, full of style, might possess more quality in head 
and ears. He was claimed by a well-known fancier who con¬ 
siders him a bargain at £20. The Palace winner, Eden Rock, 
getting vhc. here. 

Nellie, shown in high condition, won in the challenge class 
for Irish setters. In open dogs Grouse XIII. (the dog we 
noticed at the Palace where he had slipped bis collar and was 
trying his utmost to get it on again) was first; be is plain in head, 
good iu body, legs and feet, with good coat, color and style. 
Second went to Lismoie, a fair dog, lacking in style and not 
showing enougli liberty and ga'loping qua ities that are so 
characteristic of the tz’ue Irish setter. We think Roi’y, he., 
might have been a step higher. Bitches were a very nice, 
level lot, Irish Kate, the Birmingham winner, coming second. 
She is full of quality but small. Muffett and Mrs Evish- 
anoran might have been given vhc. The winner in the puppy 
class is promising and may render a good acco’mt of himself 
a'^ain. Mr. Wilson’s team of Irish setters won the team prize, 
■with Mr. Shirley’s retrievers getting the reserve number. 

In the challenge class for Irish water spaniels we found 
kady and Hilda again, but on this occasion the property of 
Uapt Thomas. Lady won; we always fancied Young Hilda 
as best. In the open class, dogs and bitches, Capt. Thomas 
won first and second with two specimens above the average of 
what is going these days, and the class was also better all 
through. . , 

In the challenge class for Clumber spaniels, Psycho, now 
about ten years old, won, and he is. in our opinion, the best 
type of Ch mber going. Second went to Boss il.. w ho is plain. 
\Ve preferred Tower, who is looking rather seedy. In the 
open class Home’s Honesty won well. He is good in head, 
low on the legs, with a good bodv which might be longer. 
We thought the same gentleman’s Hotpot, equal third, the 
second best, being of the coi-rect type, but not properly fur¬ 
nished at present. His coat and feathei was rather better 
than the winner’s. In the oitch class we could not follow the 
judge, but the class was very poor. Bar beii^ small, we 
thought Lady Gaunt, imiioticed, the best type of Clumber. 

Iu the challenge class for Sussex or liver we pi eferred Gujr 
to Bachelor HI., who won. In the next class Don Gi vanni is 
light in eye and coarse. Bridford Laddie, fli’st. is long and 
low. Bridford Dallia, equal second, was the best in the class. 
Maiibert, he., is another good one. In the next class 
Rustle is shoitin body First went to Bridford Naomi, tfie 
best we have seen for years. 

In challenge class for blacks Squan and Solus were equal. It 
is strange that the Messi-s. Willetts have on several occasions 
placed dogs equal with Solus, while for a period of over tvyo 
years and a half Solus has won under every person except the 
Messrs. Willetts, who have neve'- placed a dog over him but 
several equal with him. In the open class for black dogs, 
Newton Abbot Darkie won. He is long and low -with crqo-ed 
le^s. Th-* same remark applies to h's kennel companion Victor, 
vhc The secona priz-\ Fu. sa. is too curly. In the next class 
for black bitches, Beverley Rhea, equal third, is a very nice 
puppy by Keno, Newton Abbot Princess, winner ot second, is 

'^iVtue^log and bitch other than black challenge class, second 
went to Easten’s Bruce, low on leg but coarse. Fanefful, the 
winuer, is good all through and a clear winner. Lass of 
Devon, some fancied, should have been second, in the ^en 
class for dogs, other than olack or liver, we thought Gar¬ 
net should hava-been first or second instead of equal third. 
Counsellor, second, seemed done up. There were only two m 
the corresponding bitch class, the winner is not a good one. 

Obo had nothing against him in the chalUenge class for 
cockei-s, and only, two cocker dogs were in the next 
neither possessing mucli quahW. The bitch class niso ha,d 
but two. but of better quai.ty than the dogs. The winner is 
well known, her worst fault is too much width in front, in 
puppies the class was divided, first in dogs went to a good 
spaniel the property of the Eari of Warwick, but he is nmther 
black nor blark and tan. Fiist m bitches went to Bndfoiij 

peted; the wmnerB were iur. Diyuou» ^ 
consider they won correctly, being much the most level I 

dS'’fo.“™uie and 
Scot were absent Charleuio^ne Echpse and 
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Fox, Peggy winning in the bitch class. In the next class for 
onen dogs'black and tan, black, tan and white and black 
saddle with tan markings, track, third priz-s, a biack and 
tan, is bad in head. His price was reduced from £20 to £6. 
We don’t think there was a customer for liim. Westminster, 
fii-st. and Fleck Master, second, are good all-round dogs, but 
possess no more merit than we expected to find in Warwick 
winne s. In bitches Hweet Posey is fairly described bv her 
name; been a very handsome young bitch; too small. Bleat, 
vhc. reserve, is a'good stamp and good in coat, but also small. 
A gi'cat many in this class were marked absent. In the next 
open class for dogs, color sable and white, etc., Cairn, vhc , 
is good and typical with good frill. Juius Cse^ar, light in 
bone. First went to The Squire, well-known, and here we 
fancied he looked better than at tne Crystal Palace. Rove, 
who got the reserve niunbor, is of the same type. Bonaparte, 
he., is a good stamp, a trifle heavy in ear, but good in head, 
coat, body, legs and feet; he seemed to have a twitching in one 
of bis hindquarters. Be-cot, third, is straight behind and his 
tail is caiTied too high. Paramount, fou th. we liked very 
muclr; he is just light enough in bone. In bitches first went 
to Blue Ruin quite easy, the others being a goo 1 way behind. 
In dog puppies the winner is small. Second is better, but has 
prick ears. In bitch puppies there was little to choose between 
the winners. In the next class for dog pnppies the winner is 
a very aood one with plenty of coat and good body, Julius 
Cse^ar making a good second. 

In the iox-terrier challenge class for dogs. Regent, first, is 
just a bit leggy. In bitches, Rosebloom, by Regent, won over 
Safety and Richmond Nettle. Rosebloom and Safety are 
both bn the weed; side. Nettle is rather woolv in coat. In 
the open dog class, first went to Veni, a good terrier with 
plenty of hone and quality and good in coat; we considered 
him the best terrier m the show. Belmont Scorcher, second, 
is aU white; he is very level made but a good way behind the 
winn^ r. Toaster, fourth, is smother good dog; his eye is 
rather prominent. In bitches, Veuilia. by Veni. won and had 
a great many admirers, yet we could not look upon her as 
a good one, being quite too fine, and although she possesses 
quality, it was too our mind too much greyhound quality. 
We prefei-red Lyndhurst Vixen, .second, or Pi,oaem try. fomth, 
to the winner. There were a great many indifferent specimens 
entered in this class not for competition, and we believe many 
of them were sold by auction afterward. In dog puppies, 
Raby Baffler, the winner at the Palace, was well to the front 
in a large but moderate class. The winner in the bitch class 
also won in bitch puppies and novice class. Wire-haired fox- 
terriei’s were a grand collection, the awards giving pretty 
general satisfaction. We thought the vhc. »nd reserve dog 
Brittle might have been a notch higher up. In the challenge 
class for black and tan teiriers, Viscountess beat Sir Frederick. 
Owing to the condition of Sir Frederick we think the decision 
correct, but we consider Sir Frederick best when in form. 
The open classes were moderate and not up to a good average 
collection. 

In the pug challenge class flist went to a good bitch. She 
would be better ivith more wrinkle and color in face. Open 
dogs, Graiipy, thu-d, is of good stamp but carried his tongue 
out. Beau won well. He is good in head and color. He also 
had his tongue out. In open bitches, first went to Ducie, who 
is much improved since we saw her first ac Birmingham, and 
is developing into a good bitch, good in ears, head and general 
make up. Sue also won in bitch pimpies. 

In the challenge class for King Charles spaniels Jumbo II. 
had practically a walkover. In open class, dogs and bitches, 
first and second were much the best. Olivette was not in the 
best of coat. In Blenheims, the Earl of Chestc-, now the 
property of Mrs. Forder, won easy. He is of a good size and 
a well built dog. 

In toy terriers fiist went to that grand little Yorkshire 
Queen of Yo' kshire. and second to a moderate black and tan, 
another Yorkshire coming third. 

On the second day of the show Mr. Taylor sold by auction 
the well known kennel of prize dogs belonging to Mr. De Traf- 
ford. Mr. Maxwell purchasing the wire-haired fox-terrier 
bitches Barton Wonder end Barton Marvel, and got them at a 
very reasonable price, the two for about 100 guiueas. Rome 
of the others brought good prices, while we beheve several of 
the sporting dogs were not sold, Maharg. 

[A full list of the awards will be published in the Avierican 
Kennel Register. This report suould have appeared before 
but was unavoidably crowded out ] 

PEDIGREE WANTED.—Bangor, Me.—Editor Forest and 
Stream: I wish to cnange the name of my black and white 
setter dog Foreman’s Boy, formerly Count Berwick, to Fraud. 
He was sent to me when a pup by .Mr. A J. Calahan, of New 
Haven, Conn., in part payment for Jody Nell, which I sold 
him. 1 was to have a pup the first lime bred. He wrote me 
the pup was by Foreman out of Jolly Nell, whelped June 14, 
1885. name Count Berwick. I sold him to Mr. D. A. Goodwin, 
Newbury port, Mass., who this spring sold him to Dr. Hay¬ 
ward, of Taunton, Mass. Soon after Mr. Calahan wrote Dr. 
Hayward not to register him as a Foreman—Jolly Nell. As a 
natural consequence the dog has been returned to me. If any 
of the many readers of this paper can give me the dog’s true 
pedigree, they will obhge H. W. Dxtrgin. 

KENNEL NOTES. 

KENNEL NOTE BLANKS.—For the convenience of breeders we 

have prepared a series ot blanks for “Names Claimed,” “Whelps,” 

“Bred” and “Salas.” Ail Kennel Notes must be sent to us on these 
blanks, which will be forwarded to any address on receipt o** 

stamped and directed envelope. Send for a set of them. Sets of 

2(X)oC any one form, bound, for retaining duplicates, sent postpaid, 
30 cents. 

NAMES CLAIMED. 

Notes mast be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

.Adonis, Andy. Ajax, Adele. Alpha, Alice, Actress, Aimee. By Vic 
tor M. Huldeman, General Wayne, Pa., for three fawn, black mask and 
ear< mastiff dogs and five bitches. " helped June 8.188B, by Hero III 
(A.KR. I7“5) ouiof N-ll (AK.R 3647). 

Royal Sport. By '.L Motley. Danville. Va.. for black, white, tan 
and blue b* Iton English seUer ring, whelped Sept. i6.18?5. by Dash 
ing Royal (Dashing Rover—Lizzie) out of hri Old Gold (A.K.R.'aiBS). 

Queen Dido 11. Bj J. L Mod y. Danville. Va., for blue belron Eng- 
lisu settei bneb, whelped .March .23. i88fi, by Bonaparte (Royal B-ue— 
Moojeska) out of Queen Dido (Rake—D uo) 

Rkinet. By J L Motley, Danville. Va , for lemon behon English 
setter dog, whelped April i2,1886, bv Dashing Royal (Dashing Rover 
L'zziel out of his LitUe Kate (Dash III.—Kaiy Did). 

Apollonia ^formerly Tony . By Hospice Kennels, Arlington. N. J., 
for tawny and whbe ‘-t. Bernard bitch, whelped Oct. 14,1884, by 
Apollo (Medor—Blass) out of Bernice (Medor—Diana). 

Bake. By Capt. Wm. J. McKelvey. Brooklyn, N. Y . for black 
cocker spaniel dog, whelped Maich 9.1886, by Oho II. (A.K.R. 432) out 
of lopsy B (A S.R. 8317). 

Poey. By Dr. W. W. Smith, Brooklyn. N. Y.. for black cocker 
spaniel dog, whelped March 9,1889, by Obo 11. (A K.R. 433) out of 
Topsy B. lA K.R. 8817), 

Royal Gift and Fairy. By L. Gardner, Mt. Vernon. N. Y.. for 
whPe and liver nomti-r dog and white bitch, w'belped April 24, 1886, 
by Bull’- Eye (Meteor-Diana) out of Folly (Meteor—Rita Croxte h). 

Rox Obo. Bv 0. L. Hopkins. Norwicn, Conn-, for black cocker 
spaniel doe, whelped March 24, 1886, by Obo H. (A.K.K. 482) out of 
Darkie (A K.R. 25U). 

Fairy Flirt of Syracuse. By H. B. Rathbone, Syracuse, N. Y., 
for liver, white and tan English and Gordon setter bitch, whelped 
March 8, 1886. by Snap (Kent—Flora) out of Belle (Spot-Bella). 

Princess Molly. By T. Mullin. Syracuse, N. Y.. for white and black 
English and Gordon setter bitch, whelped March 8,1866. by Snap 
(Kent-Flora) out of Belle (Spot—Bella). 

Ro. al Turk. By D. P. Howard, Syracuse, N. Y.. for liver, white 
and tan English and Gordon setter dog, whelped March 8,1886, by 
Snap (Kent-FIora) out of Belle (Spot-Bella). 

Spot III. By W. Foley, Syracuse, N. Y., for black, white and tan 

English and Gordon setter dog, whelped March 8,1886, by Snap (Kent 
—Flora) out of Belle (Spot-Bella). 

BRED. 

Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Apa June—Duty H. J. Clapham's iFIemingville. N Y.) smooth- 
coated St. Bernard hi eh Apa June (Dora II.—Alma II.) to his Duty 
(Sirius-Th(Ta), April 27. 

Blackie III.—Oho U .1. P. Willey's (Salmon Falls. N H ) cocker 
spaniel Blackie III. (A K.R. 428) to his champion Ooo II. (A.K R. 432), 
June 1.5 

Dinah—Obo 11 J. W. Kelly’s (Woodstock, Can.) cocker spaniel 
Dl'iah to ,J P. Willey’s champion Ono H (\.K.R. 432). May 14. 

Helen—Black Pete. W O. Partridge’s (Boston, Mass ) c'ock“rspan¬ 
iel champion Hei-n (A K.R 654) to J. F. Willey’s champion Black 
I’ete (A.K. R. 3070), May 13. 

Onyx—Bhek Pete. F L. Weston's (Boston, Mass.) black spaniel 
Ony.x (A K.R. 3175) to J. P. Willey's champion Black Pete (A.K R. 
3071), May 18 

■Bessie C - Black Pete. P. Cullen’s (Salmon Falls, N. H.) cocker 
spaniel Resrie (A.K.li. 3145) to J. P. Willey’s champion Black Pete 
(A.KR 3071), May 21 

Daisy W —Black Pete. .T. P. Willey’.^ (Salmon Fails, N H ) cocker 
“pani 1 Daisy W. (A.K.K. 8073) to his champion Blactc Pete (A K.R. 
3071), J me-1. 

Beauty W.—Black Pete. J P. Willey’s (Salmon FolD, N. H.) 
cocker spaniel Beauty W. (A.K.R. 1472) to his champion Black Pete 
(A.K.R. a071), June 17. 

Apollonia (fonnerly Tony)—Otho. HospiceKenut.Is’ (irliugt.on, N. 
.I.).st Bernard Ap ■ll.inii (formerly Tony) (Apollo—Bernice) to their 
Otho(AE.R. 483) June 21. 

Bertie—Tammany. Fred Bollett’.s (Brooklyn, N. Y.) pointer Bertie 
(A. K.S.B. 2988) to F. R. Hitchcock’s Tammany iTcry—Moonstone), 
May 16 

Darkie—Obo II Patrieii Cullen’s (Salmon Falls, N. H.) cocker 
vpauiel Darkie (A.K.R. 250) to J. P. Willey’s Obo II. (A.K R. 433), Jan. 
18 

Paroness—Apollo. Buena Vista Kennels’ (Kensicn S’ation. N Y.) 
St. Bernard Baroness 'Bari y-Mont Genis) to VV. W. Tucker’s Apollo 
(Medor-Blass). June 1. 

Stella-Apollo. Buena Vista Kennels’ (Kensieo Station. N. Y.) St. 
Bernard StelU (Thor—Agusta) to W. W. Tucker’s Apollo (Medor- 
Blass), June 8. 

Lady Athol-Apollo J. S. Sheppard (New York) St Bernard Lady 
A'hoi (Cadwallader—Cara) to W. \V. Tucker’s Ap llo (Medor—Blass), 
June 11. 

Norah—Apollo. Geo. Von Skal’s (New York) .St Bernard Norah 
(A K R. 790) to W. W. Tucker’s Apollo (Medor—Blass). .June 14. 

Diana—hipi W. W. Tucker s (New York) St. Bernard Diana to 
his Higi (Apollo—Bernice), June 4. 

WHELPS. 
Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Queen Bess. Progressive Kennels’ (Flatbush. L. I.) mastiff Queen 
Be^s, June 32, eight (two dogs), by owner’r Lulu H. (A.K R. 24)3i. 

Apa June Pr 'gressive Kennels’ (Flatbush. L. I) Sn. Bern rrd Apa 
June (Do'i II —Alma II ). June 22, by owner’s Duty (Sirus—Thora). 

Miss Ob> II. J. P. Willey’s (Salmon Palls, N. H.) cocker spaniel 
Miss Obo n (A K R 2i9l), June 6, four (two dogs), by his champion 
Black Pete (l.K.R 3071). 

n'annie. W. .1. Furne.s.s’s (Ogdensburg, N. Y.) black cocker Fannie 
(Sam—Snipe), June 14, five (four dogs), by bis Ranger (Blanchard’s 
Yarra Nellie). 

Black Dina. Chas. F. Hamilton’s (Philadelphia, Pa ) cocker span¬ 
iel Black Dinah (A.K.R. 3679), June 18, five (four clogs), by American 
c'oeker Kennels’ King Coal (A.K.R. 2585). One dog aud biich since 

j dead. 
, Darkie- Obo II P. Cullen’s ('Salmon Palis, N. II.) cocker spaniel 

Darkle (A.K.R 250). March 24, six (five dogs), by J. P. Willey’s cham¬ 
pion Obo n. {A.K.R. 482). 

SALES. 

Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Monarch—Old Gold whelp. Lemon and white English setter bitch, 
whelped April 22.1&86, by J. L. Motley, Danville, Va., to E. Scbool- 
fle'd, same place. 

Theron. Black cocker spaniel dog, whelped March 9. 1888, by Obo 
II. (A K.R 432) out of Topsy B. (A K.R. 3317), by Fred BoUeit, Brook¬ 
lyn, N. Y.. to (bias X. Wallace, same place. 

Rox Obo Black cocker spaniel dog. whelped March 24, 1886, by 
Obo II (A.KR. 432) out of Darkie (A K R. 256), by Patrick Cullen, 
Salmon Falls, N. H.. to C, L Hopkins, Norwich, Conn. 

Duty. Orange tawny and white smooth-coated St. Bernard dog. 
whelped Oct. 27. 1884, by Sirius out of Tbo-a, by H. J. Clapham, 
Flemlngville, N. Y., to L. Brandeis, Flatbush L I. 

Apa June. Tawny and white smooth coated St. Bernard bitch, 
whelped D>^c 27. 1884, by Don II. out of Alma II.. by H. J. Clapham, 
Flemlngville, N. Y . to L. Braudels, Flatbush, L I. 

Girola (A.K.R. 1606) Orange tawny and white smooth-coated St. 
Bernard bitch, whelped July 29, 1884, by H. J. Clapham, Flemlngville, 
N. Y., to L. Krandeis, Flatbush, L. I. 

Lady Arline. Orange tawny and white smooth-coated St. Ber¬ 
nard bi ch, whelped March 14, 1886, by Duty out of Orgar, by H. J. 
Clapham, Flemlngville. N. Y.. to L. Brand, is. Flatbii«h. L. I. 

Undine Orange tawny and white smoo'h-conted St. Bernard 
hitch, whelped April 27, 1886, by Duty out of Girola (A.K R. 1006) by 
II J. C'apbam, Flemingville, N. Y"., lo L. Krandeis, FJarbush. L. I. 

M'lrquis of Montserrat. White and orange tawny srnoolb-coated 
Sr. Bernard dog. whelped April 27.1886, by Duty out of Girola (a K.R 
16001, hyH.j. Clapham, Flemlngville, N. Y., to L. Brandeis, Fiat 
bush, L. I. 

PRESENTATIONS. 

Duke. Bla/'k cricker spaniel dog, whelped March 9, 1888, by Obo 
II (A K R. 432'out. f Topsy B (A.K.R 3317). by Dr. W, W. smith. 
Brixiklyn. N. Y., to Capt. Wm. J. McKelvey. same place. 

Woodcock (A K.R 3781). White, chestnut and tan English setter 
dog, whelped Dec 14, 1885, by L. Gardner, Mt. Vernon, N. Y., to 
Adolph Sander, Dayton, O. 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 

No Notice Taken of Anonymons Correspondents.' 

J. W. E., (^ohoes.—My pointer has a sore on her shoulder, the hair 
has fallen off it l oks raw and is spreading. A friend of mine has a 
sister which broke out the same way, and ran at the nose, and finally 
she appeared to ne blind in one eye. Ans. Give your dog five drops 
of Fowler’s solution of arsenic three tirats dairy Wash the sores 
nichi and morning with warm water and castile soap and dress with 
balsam of Peru ointment. 

M H., Pi iladelphia.—I find my puppies have 11 ■'as and am using on 
them fina powder, and, as 1 always do, a disinfect mt in my kennel. 
Is there any liquid prepiratioa I could safely use for six weeks old 
collie puppies that would hesl the irritation or pimples and kill the 
vrrmin at the same time? Would it be safe, wnile they have the 
pimples, to pass a fine comb wet with kero.sene through the hair? 
Ans Put a half grain of corrosive sublimate to eight ounces of water 
for a wash. Do not use the comb and kerosene. 

G. S. D.. Philadelphia.—I have a spaniel pun (King Charles and 
cocker wbo-e case puzzles me. She appears to b^ .sick at her siom- 
ai-h all the time. The matter she throws off is "hue slime, al ways 
after eating. Mas been so about six weeks. Have treated her for 
worms with fluid exirac spigtlia and senna, but without benefit. 
Sue has nad sev.'r il fits. O'lly sevr-reo i one ocearion, and those I 
at'rlbuie to excitement, ns £ had her on the street tbe first day and 
she was very much excited previous to attack. She has had inward 
firs on two occasions since. She does not get any meat. Diet con- 
si-ts of milk, egg-, oatmeal and boiled rice. She slobbers contiuu ily 
and Is gelling v. ry weak. Her age is six months. Can you from 
this statem^ut of ihe case suggest a remedy? Ans. We should say 
that your bitch suffers from chronic gavtdtis. The causes are very 
numerous. The treatment is dietetic and medicinal. Give as little 
food as possible and in a concentrated form. Givn milk «itb lime 
water, Valentine’s oeef extract or Liebig’s. Once daily give a little 
tender raw meat finely minced and mixed witn the white of an egg. 
Fur medicine, give one drop of Fowler's solution of arsenic three 
times daily mijed in milk. The trouble may have something to do 
with the evolution of the sexual system, in which case she will out¬ 
grow it. Report results. 

Among the Northern Lares of Wisconsin, Minnesota and Iowa, 
are hundreds of deligniful places where one can pass the .summer 
months in qui«t rest and enjoyment, and return home at the end ol 
the heated term completely rejuvenated. Each recurring season 
brings to Oconomowoc, Waukesha, Beaver Dam, Froutenac. Okoboji, 
Minnetonka. White Bear ana innumerable other charming localities 
with romantic names, thousands of our best people whose winter 
bomes are on either tide of Mason and Dixon’s line. Elegance and 
comfort at a moderate cost can be readily obtained. A list of sum¬ 
mer homes with all necessary information pertaining thereto is being 
distributed by the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul RAiLWAy, and 
will be sent free upon application by letter to A. V. H. Carpenter, 
General Passenger Agent, Milwaukee, Wis.-Mdu. 

and §[ra^ ^haating. 
Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 

ing Co. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

WILMINGTON RIFLE CLUB —Owing to the drizzling rain there 
was a slim attendance at the last matches. Massachusetts target, 
300vds., off-hand: 

H B Seeds. 8 10 
J E n'. Seeds. 8 7 
U Fuller .10 4 
I W.Seeds. 

8 7 
8 11 
8 10 
9 7 
6 7 

9-42 
7-41 
9-41 
7—40 
6-31 

9 10-01 
8 9-87 
9 10-87 
7 10-63 
8 9-82 
8 9-77 

6 8 9-76 
8 10 7 10-76 

4 10 2 9 7-75 
6 9 9 4 7- 63 

7 10 
7 11 

H A Heinel. 8 11 11 10 12-52 
WC Seeds. 9 3 10 9 11-47 
J Newman.11 119 8 5-44 
W A Bacon .... 9 JO 9 5 10-43 
O Hein* I Sr_ 8 G 9 8 11 —42 H Simpson. 5 
S J Newman ... 9 910 8 6-42 

Conditions were the same as before. There was but one fie. which, 
being df cided, the prizes were awarded as follows: First, S. J. New¬ 
man; second, Howard Simpson; third. Harry A Heinel; fourth, Jas. 
Newman; fifth, Charles Heinel, Sr. The tull score is as follows, out 
cf a nos-ible 120 point.v: 
S J Newman. 9 11 12 0 7 8 11 
H '•impson.11 10 10 9 10 9 7 
H A Heinel. 7 9 8 7 9 H 11 
Jas Newman.12 5 9 6 7 9 9 
0 Heinel, 81-. 8 7 9 10 7 
W A B acon . 6 10 6 2 8 
H B Seeds . 8 8 9 4 9 
vv C Seeds. 9 9 6 8 5 
U Fuller.10 6 7 9 ll 
IW Seeds. 5 2 6 11 4 . _ _ _ . 

The ccuditions at the Ihii-d match were 'he .same. After decidii g 
the ties the pr'zes were awarded as follows: First, Harry A. Hemel; 
second. S J. Newman; third, Charles Heinel. Sr.; fourth. U. Fuller; 
fifth. Wm. A Bacou. The following is the score iu full out of a pos¬ 
sible nO points: 
HAHrinel.9 9 11 11 10-.50 H B Seeds. 7 9 7 8 10-41 
S .1 Newman ....11 9 6 11 10 47 1 VV See'is .10 9 6 8 4-37 
C Heinel, Sr.11 6 9 8 9-43 JENewman.... 5 5 6 8 3 32 
U kuller. 9 9 7 11 5-41 H Simpson. 4 3 0 2 b—17 
W A Bacon. C 5 9 11 10—41 

COOPERSTOWN, N. Y., June 24.—Pioneer Rifle Teams at their 
first snoot at ’he range west of the village. For the fl'-st time, the 
.scores were very fair, as many of the men bad never shot at a target 
before. It is the first of a series of shoots for a silver pitcher to be 
won tnree iiine.s. The t irget used at this match was tbe Hinman 
target with Sin. bullseye, 330yds. with rest: 
Paul T Br.ady. 5 4 8 5 4 8 7 
Bryan McCaoe. 0 3 10 6 5 4 4 
Chao Ball . 1 4 0 4 5 2 S 
Walter Beadle. 3 10 5 9 5 8 5 
Geo Van Horn. 4 4 4 5 3 0 8 
J ssie Johnston. 4 10 5 5 5 5 6 
James Tucicer. 4 7 3 4 5 10 3 
John Begley . 5 6 6 4 8 4 6 
David II Gregory .10 0 2 0 0 1 0 . . _ 

Mr Gregory’s rifle was a very light one. v.nd he shot more for sport 
than for a score. Next match July 1, at 500yds. on a Crtedmoor target. 

NEWARK, June 26 —The rifle match at Union Hill to-day between 
Wui. Hayes, of this city, and M. Dorrler, of theZettier Rifle Club of 
New York, resulted in a victory for Dorrler, by a score of 2,178 to 
2.14’> for Hayes. 

THOMASTON, Conn., June 19.—Splendid light, a light 3 o’clock 
wind; 
E Thomas . 5 
F A Perkins . 6 
G A Lemmon.8 
WH Dunbar. 7 

June 26.—A bright light with a gusty, tricky wind, veering from 4 
f'l 11 o’cl'ick, were the weather conditions at our shoot this afternoon: 
G A Lemmon.9 7 5 9 10 8 9 8 8 4—77 
E Thomas.10 68 9 86966 6-74 
BHSuthff. 8 7769658 10 ,3-69 
Fr-’d A Perkins. 779487666 5-65 
G P North . 8 8 7 6 4 8 5 5 5 4-60 
C F Williams. 9 8 6 5 7 4 7 3 3 8-60 

BOSTON, June 26—A large number of riflemen were out at the 
Saturday matches at Walnut Hill range. The wind vvas unfavorable. 
The range will be open on July 5. and tbe current matches will close 
on that day Private Lincoln Grant, Company D, First Corps Cadets, 
has won the second medal in the 600yds military match on scores of 
10 45s. O. M. Jewell won the soecial prize offered for the highest 
score without handican in the spring meeting. 

Decimal Off-Hand Maich. 
9 6 8 10 6 10—87 

2- 47 
3- 45 
2-80 
6-68 
2- 46 

60 

9 9 10 
6 9 
8 C 
6 10 

4 10 8-58 
7 4 6 55 
0 0 0-13 

7 7 5 10 7 10—79 
9 10 8 10 6 4-74 
6 4 8 9 7 8-73 
5 6 10 6 7 6 70 

7 9 
10 

8 
8 8 
5 6 
6 8 

8-80 
9-79 
9—78 
5 70 
5-61 

W Charles, C. 10 9 9 10 
J Francis (open sight), C. 5 7 9 8 8 7 
0 E Berry, D . 9 6 7 10 7 7 
J B Fellows. D. 8 8 9 8 9 6 
W H Oler, D .10 9 7 10 9 7 9 
A C Gunn, A (mi!). 6 4 6 5 7 8 6 

Rest Match. 
N Washburn. in 10 10 10 10 10 8 10 10 10 98 
D L "hase, A . 9 10 10 10 9 10 10 10 10 10—98 
J Hurd, A.10 9 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 9-98 

600yds Maich. 
Lincoln Grant (mil) .55.5.5355556- 48 A Brackett (mil).5544554545—46 
D Chasec-port riflt) 45555.55554 - 48 R B Edes (mil).5651855545-46 
J Francis imil) .4155555545—47. W Henry (mil).5553555444—45 

CREEDMOOR, June 26—The matches at Cr-edmoor to-day were 
well attended The day was fine, but a strong westerly wind inter¬ 
fered somewhat with the shooiing. The winning scores were: 

W A Stokes. 28d Regt. 
J F Klein, Separate Co., 17th Regt... 
R McLean, 7t'i Regt . 

George Ball, 2:id Regr,. 

200Yls. SOOYds. Total. 
...21 24 46 

28 45 
....20 23 43 

21 43 
21 4) 
21 41 
21 41 
21 40 

HAVERHILL. MASS , RIFLE CLUB, June 26.—Monthly badge con¬ 
test, Cretdinoor count: 
SE Johnson .4544555444—44 J Bu field. 5444451444—42 
W Worthen.44144.55464-43 O B Wright.45.53344454-41 
E Brown.5.544454444—43 P Brown.4444643454-41 
A Edgerly .5454443545 43 L Jackson.4444444444—40 
P Merrill. 4444544<145—42 G F'oss.4444444443—39 

Johnson took gold badge, vVorrben silver. 
Practice Match, Standard American Target. 

W Worthen. . .. 7 10 6 to 7 7 6 9 8 8-79 
J Biisfleld . . 7 8 7 7 8 8 7 8 7 8-75 
S Johnson. 8 5 7 6 7 8 9 5 9-71 
E Brown . 7 3 9 6 8 5 8 5 5-66 
A E igerly . .5 7 6 6 7 3 7 4 9 9—59 
O 1 rown........ . 8 8 5 7 4 7 3 4 8 6-58 
F Mt-rriil . .4 5 8 7 3 6 9 8 G 6-55 
C B Wright. .3 6 5 6 9 6 2 6 4 7-64 

THE TRAP. 

Scores for publication should be made out on the printed blanks 
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to club 
secretanes. 

Vur I Kspandents who favor us with club scores are particularly re¬ 
quested to write on one side of the paper only. 

NEW YORK ASSOCIATION. 

The twenty-eighth annual convention of the New York State 
Association for the Protection of Fish and Game began in 

Rochester June 21, at the Brackett House. The President. James H. 
Brown, of Rochester, presided at tbe business meeting, and tbe fol¬ 
lowing named clubs w-re reDresent»d by aelegates: Genesee Sports¬ 
men’s Club, Irondequoit; Monroe County Sportsmen’s Club, Roches¬ 
ter; Onondaga County Sportsmen’s Club, Syracu-e; Buffalo Audu¬ 
bon Club, of Buffalo: Oneida County Sportsmen’s Association, of 
Utica; Queen City Club, Buffalo; Niagara River Shooting Club, La 
Salle; Northern Wavne Gun ( lub, of Wolcott. The Ontario Gun 
Club, of East Kendall, and Lakeside Gun Club, of Geneva, applied 
for admission and were accepted. 

John B. Sage, Recording Secretarj’, who had been appointed at the 
previous convention to get the consent of Henry A Richmond, of 
Buffalo, to shoot at other than live pigeons for the Dean Richmond 
Cup, reported than Mr. Richmond would not consent to a change. 

The following, offered by W. J. Babcock, was adopted: “Beueving 
that the killing of game during the breeding season Is in direct 
opposition to the true principle of game protecuon, therefore, 

Resolved; That tbe committee on game laws of ibis association be 
directed to prepare an amendment to the game laws of this State 
prohibiting the killing of wild ducks, geese, brant and snipe, between 
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Feb. 1 and Sept. 1 of each year, and to urge upon the Legislature the 
adoptiin of lae same.” 

It was resolved that the word amateur included all who never won 
a prize at any previous State convention where inanimate targets 
were used. 

The meeting adjourned to Tuesday night, when it reconvened, and 
several clubs in arrears two years were dropped from membership. 
A letter from L. O. Smith, offering to present a cup to be shot for 
annually, was read, but as the as.sociatlon had some years ago re¬ 
solved to receive no more trophies to be shot for perpetually, the 
offer was declined and the secretary directed to inform Mr. Smith of 
the circumstance. 

Utica was chosen as the place to hold the convention of 1887, and 
It will be under the auspices of the Oneida County Sportsmen’s 
Association. Officers for the ensviing year were chosen as follows: 
President, Wilbur H. Booth, of Utica: First Vice-President, James H. 
Brown, of Eochester; Second Vice-President, A. Ames Hewlett, of 
Syracuse. Recording Secretary. John B. Sage, of Buffalo. Corres¬ 
ponding Secretary, M. M. Brunner, of Utica; Treasurer, A. G. Court¬ 
ney. of Syracuse. 

The targets to be shot at in the trap shooting next year can be 
chosen by the club holding the convention, but they are required to 
give reasonable notice of what it shall be to the sportsmen of the 
State. The business meeting adjourned without day. The scores at 
the trap shooting, which began Tuesday morning on the Driving 
Park and continued to Friday afternoon, were as follows: 

Tuesday, June 22, Contest No. 1,12 Peoria blackbirds; purse $250.— 
F. M. Fames 0, L. M. Le Fevere 11. A Hewlett 6, E. Smith 8, J. G. 
Stacey 8, J. S. Barnes 10, A. G. Courtney 6, A Baker 12, W. M. Rich¬ 
mond 11, A. E. Babcock 7, A. Evershed 9, A. Rickman 4, O Besser, Jr. 
10, C. Ditmer 8, G. W. Crouch, Jr. 11, H B Whitney 7. C. Wagner 11, 
E. Hudson H, M. M. Brunner 9. H. H Fleischer 10. C. Ohmig 8, G. C. 
Luther 11, C. Walters 9. J. York 8. J. Hill 7, C. Green 9, J. H. Brown 
7, M. J. McIntyre 9, B. Catchpole 5, Mason 6. 

Baker wins first in Class A. All ties were shot off at strings of 6 
rises. Ties of 11: Lefevere4, 2; Richmond, 2, w.; Crouch 4,3; Wag¬ 
ner!, 4; Hudson 4, 6; Luther 1. Hudson wins first, Wagner second 
in Class B. Ties on 10: Barnes 5. 4; Besser 3, Fleischer 5, 5. 
Fleischer wins first, Barnes second, in Class C. Ties on 9: Eames 
5. 5; Evershed 4, Brunner 1. w.; Green 5, 3. Evershed wins first. 
Green second, in Class D. Ties on 8: Smith 5, Stacey 4, Ditmer 6, 
Ohmig 1, York 0. Ditmer wins first. Smith second, in Class E. 

Contest No. 2, 12 Peoria blackbirds^purse $326.—Babcock Eames 
8. Smith 8, Richmond 11, Ditmer 10, Whiting 9, Hudson 12, Baker 10, 
Le Fevere 9. Hewlett 8, Ohmig 7. Barnes 7, Besser 7, Wagner 10, 
Luther 9, Morris 11, Courtney 10, Hill 6, Crouch 9, Peck 8, Evershed 9, 
Mason 8, Harris 10, Walters 7, Green 10, Brunner 5, McIntyre 6, Vine 
4, York 7, Brown .5, Laforce 8. 

Hudson wins first prize. Class A., Morris and Richmond divide first. 
Class B. Ties on 10: Fleisher 6, Baker 6, 1, Ditmer 4, Wagner 2, 
Courtney 1, Harris 3, Greens, 2. Fleisher wins first. Green second. 
Class C. Ties on 9: Whitney 4, La Fevere 5, 3, Luther 5,4, Crouch 5,2, 
Evershed 5, 5. Evershed wins first, Luther second, Class D. 

Wednesday. June 23, contest No. 3,12 Peoria blackbirds.—Fleischer 
10, Andrews 10, Eames 11. Evershed 11. Ditmer 8, Wagner 10, Rich¬ 
mond 6, Tolsma 9, Stacey 8, Kendall 7, Barnes 10, Montgomery IL 
Goodrich 7, Harris 8, Courtney 8, Peer 6, Baker 10. HaU 8. Crouch 8, 
Peck 6, Hudson 9, Smith 8, VPhitney 6. Besser 9, Luther 6, Green 8, 
Reis.senger 10. Taylor 9. Mason 8, Morris 6, Le Fevere 11, York 4, 
McIntyre 10, Hill 10, Jersey 8, Brown 8, Simmons 6, Rickman 6, Gris¬ 
wold 2. 

Ties on 11: Eames 3, Evershed 4, 5, 0, 5; Montgomery 4. 5, 6, 2; Le 
Fevere 2. Evershed wins first in Class A. Ties on 10: Fleischer 5, 5; 
Andrews 4. Wagner 6, Barnes 4, Baker 1. Reissenger 5, 1; HUl 5, 6; 
McIntyre 3. Wagner wins first in Class B, Hill second. Ties on 9: 
Tolsma 5, 4; Hudson 5, 6; Besser 0, Taylor 2. Hudson wins first in 
Class C. Ties on 8: Ditmer 5, 6; Stacey 1, 6; Hams 3, Courtney 5, 
Crouch 5, 4; Hall 5, 4; Smith 1. Green 6, Mason 4, Jersey 3. Brown 1. 
Green wins first, Ditmer second, in Class D, Ties on 7: KendaU 3,3; 
Goodrich 3, 4. Goodrich wnns. 

Contest No. 4,12 Peoria blackbirds, purse $335.—Baker 8, Fleischer 
6, Wagner 10, Evershed 9, Hudson 10, Tolsma 6. Reissenger 6, 
Barnes 10, Andrews 10. Peer 4, Smith 10, Montgomery 9. Luther 8, 
Ditmer 9, Whitney 10. Gee 7. Crouch 8. Green 8. Goodrich 4. Hill 8, 
Mason 8, Courtney 9, Peck 7, Kendall 9, N. C. Smith 5, Harris 8. Rich¬ 
mond 8, Besser 11, Le Fevere 10. Barnes 19, Hall 7, Taylor 9, Dann 9. 
York 8, Jactoon 7, Babcock 7, McIntyre 9, Crothers 6, Porter 10, Lan¬ 
sing 6, Lewis 4, 

Besser wins first prize, Class A. Ties on 10: Wagner 6, 6, 6, Hud¬ 
son 6, 5, Barnes 3, Andrews 6. 6 1, Smith 0. Whitney, Le Fevere 1, 
Eames 0, Porter 1. Wagner wins first, Andrews second. Class B. 
Ties on 9: Evershed 0, Montgomery 6, Ditmer 3, Courtney 6, Kendall 
3, Taylor 1, Dann 4, McIntyre 0. Courtney wins first. Montgomery 
2d, Class C. Ties on 8: Baker 5. 6, 6, Luther 5, 5, 4, Crouch 4. 4, 
Green 3, Hill 3, Mason 5, Harris 2, Richmond 5, York 4. Baker wins 
first, Class C. 

Thursday, June 24—Contest No. 5, amateur shoot, 12 Peoria black¬ 
birds; purse, $279: first prize, 1 Lefevre hammerless B. L. gun.—Bes¬ 
ser 9, Eames 10. Ditmar 7, Morris 8, Grover?. Montgomery 8. Hewlett 
6, Barnes 11. Crouch 11, Esae 7, L°Fevere 7, Grav 7. Tolsma 11, Mason 
7, Evershed 9, Hall 10, Hill 7, Keel 6. York 9. Harris 8, Jones 5, Vine 
3, Rickman 6, Siowell 10, Porter 6, Frost 4, Babcock 8, Brunner 5, 
Taylor 5, Ford 7, Coates 7, Reissenger If. Downes 7, Jackson 6, McIn¬ 
tyre 10, Peer 5. Reed 6. Kendall 10, Gee 7, “Carver” 7. 

Ties on 11; Barnes 6, Crouch 6, Tolsma 1. Crouch wins first prize 
in Class A. Ties on 10: Eames 4, Hall 6, Stowell 3, Reissenger 4, Mc¬ 
Intyre 3. Kendall 1. Hall wins first, Reissenger second in Class B. 
Ties on 9; Besser 4, Evershed 5, 4, 5 6. 4, 3, 4, 3, York 5. 4,5,5, 4,3.4, 4. 
York wins first prize in Class C. Ties on 8: Norris 1, Montgomery 5, 
Harris 3, Babcock 4. Montgomery wins first, Babcock second in 
Class D. Ties on 7: Ditmer 3. Grover 4, LeFevere 3, Gray 4, Mason 
6, Hill 0, Ford 8. Coates 0, Downes 0, Esac 0, Gee 0, Carver 0. Mason 
wins first in Class D. 

Contest No. 6,12 Peoria blackbirds.—Smith 8. Baker 12. Barnes 10, 
Crouch 11, Wagner?, Hewlett 6, Fleischer 9, Andrews 10, Mason 10, 
Richmond 10. Luther 3. Koch 8, Storer 8. Evershed 10, Whitney 9, 
ToLsma 8, Babcock 10, Ditmar 9, Hudson 11, Courtney 10, Porter 7, 
LeFevere 6 Montgomery 9. Green 11, ReissengerilO, Brunner 8, Good¬ 
rich 9. Besser 8. Taylor 3 Brown 4. York II, Jersey 7, Muir 4. 

Baker wins first. Ties on 11: Crouch 3. Hudsou 6. Green 6, 2, York 
4,5. Hud-on wins first, Green second. Class B. Ties on 10: Barnes 
^ Mason 3. 6. 4, Richmond 3, Reissenger 3. Babcock 4, Courtney 1, 
Evershed 3, 6, 1. Babcock wins first. Mason second, Class 0. 
Ties on 9; Fleischer 6, 4. 4, Whitney 6, 6. Di mar 6, 4, 0, Montgo¬ 
mery 3, Brunner 8, Goodrich 4. Whitney wins first, Fleischer second, 
Claes D. Ties on 8; Smith 4, Andrews 1, Koch 4, Storer 4, Tolsma 
6, Besser 3. Tolsma wins. 

Fridav, June 25.—Contest No. 7.11 Peoria blackbirds, puree $250. - 
Smith 10. Baker 8. Le Fevere 7, Ditmer 7, Richmond 7, Barnes 6, 
Montgomery 8, Luther 10, Whitney 12, Hewlett 6, Ralsey 6, Crouch 6, 
Babcock 9. Keel 4, Courtney 5, York 6, Hill 9, Amrews II, Fleischer 9, 
Tolsma 7. Besser 6, Wagner 5. Evershed 9, Green 10, Taylor 9, Brown 
9, Hudson 11. Reomond 6 Koch 5, Jersey 9, Goodrich 6. 

Wnitney wins first, Class A Ties on 11: Andrews 4, Hudson 5. 
Hudson wins first, Andrews second, Class B. Ties on 10: Smith 4, 
Luther 3, 2. 2. 2, Green 2, Mason 3. 2, 2, 4. Smith win-s first. Mason 
second. Class C. Ties on 9: BaocockS, 6, Hill 2. Fleischer 4, Evershed 
5 4 Taylor 3 .Jersey 2. Babcock wins first. Evershed second. Class 
D. Ties on 8; Baker 1, Montgomery 2. Montgomery wins first, Baker 
second. Class E. . ^ ^ 

Contest No. 8, 20 single live birds for the Dean Richmond Cup, 
value $1 150, now held by the Audubon Club, Buffalo, to he shot for 
by a team of 3 members of any club belonging to the Association. 
Entrance fee, $30 a team, entrance given to club making highest 
score at this contest. Judges, Eugene Smith. LaSalle; H. B. Whit¬ 
ney, Phelps; Referee, John J. vvightman. Cleveland, O. 

Audubon, Buffalo. 
A Downes . .01011111111111101111—17 
W Scheiber. .11111111111111110111-19 
O Besser Jr’.’.’. .'.'..'.’.11111111101111111111-19-55 

’ . Queen City, Buffalo. 
E Tolsma   11110110111111111011-17 
JKoch .  OOlllllUlllllOlllll-17 
PVoltz. ’ ’ ... .'.'.V..00111011101101111101-14-48 

Onondaga, Syracuse. 
E Hudson   18 
A GCourtnev ■■ ■■; ■ ‘  llliOOlllUlOmilll-17 
D M Le Fevere.V.'. .1110111111111111-18-53 

Cup won by Audubon Club of Buffalo. ..... 
The Genesee Club had been disappointed in regard to getting live 

birds enough for four clubs to shoot at in the cup contest, they there¬ 
fore allowed visiting clubs to enter for the prize, although the home 
orgpauization iiad a very strong team to enter if it could be done witn- 
out excluding visitors. Tame birds were used. 

There was a large attendance of spectators and veteran sportsmen, 
and the shoot was declared by all to be a success. Charles Green, 
of Rochester, directed the working of the traps and the management 
proved very satisfactory. 

OTTAWA GUN CLUB.—Ottawa, Ont., June23.-Clay-pigeonsfrom 
2 traps, 18yds. rise. Dr MePhee, who makes the highest possible, is 
a new shooter, having only faced the trap three or four tiines; 
W H Tracy ...010111111011000 — 9 W H Baldwin..010111111001001— 9 
H B McIntosh..111110111100101-11 A Stewart .OOlllftlOllWU— 8 
Geo Lang.111000010010110— 7 Dr 

PJ^thweU.10U0U4JUJil-l? 

JAMAICA PLAIN, Mass., June 17.—The Jamaica Plain Gun Club 
held a shoot on tbeir grounds at Olarenden Hills, June 17. The boys 
are somewhat out of practice, but managed to crowd in considerable 
fun for the time, notwithstanding the poor scores. 

Match at 6 bats: 
Brown.10111—4 Hutchins.91000—1 
Boothby.01101—3 Ingersoll.00111—3 
Charles.11110—4 Bradstreet.11111—5 
Cilley.01111-4 Amsden.10111-4 
McKay.11011—4 

Ties—Bradstreet first. Brown, Cilley and Charles divided second, 
Boothby and Ingersoll divided third. 

Match at 5 clay birds: 
Brown.11100-3 McKay.10100-2 
Boothby.11100—3 Hutchins.10000—1 
Bradstreet.11100—3 Amsden .11101—4 
Charles.11100-3 Ingersoll.01110—3 
Cilley.01011-3 

Amsden first, Charles second, McKay third. 
Match at 6 blackbirds; 

Brown.  11010—3 Amsden.00110—2 
Boothby.10110—3 Cilley.01110-3 
Bradstreet.lOOil—3 Charles .11011—4 
McKay.10011—3 Lombard .10001—2 
Ingersoll.11011—4 

Ingersoll and Charles divided first, Boothby second, Amsden and 
Lombard divided third. 

Match at 3 pair blackbirds: 
Brown.11 11 10—6 Amsden.10 10 10—3 
Boothby.00 11 10-3 Cilley...10 10 01—3 
Bradstreet.10 00 10 -2 Hutchins.00 00 00-0 
McKay.00 00 01—1 Charles.10 10 10-3 
Ingersoll...00 00 01-1 

Brown first, Boothby second, Bradstreet third. 
Match at clay birds, 21yds., straightaway: 

Brown .101111—5 Ingersoll.111111-6 
Boothby.011000-2 Amsden.011111-6 
Bradstreet.001011—3 Cilley.001101-3 
McKay.001001-2 Hutchins.110111—5 

Ingersoll first, Charles second, Oelley third. 
Match at 6 blackbirds, straightaway: 

Brown.IHOll-S Charles .111100-4 
McKay. 110011-4 Amsden.101111-5 
Cilley .OmiO—4 Hutchins.010000-1 
Bradstreet.ICOllO - 3 Boothby.110101 —4 
Ingersoll.011111-6 

Amsden first, McKay second, Bradstreet third. 
Medal match at 10 blackbirds and 10 bats: 

Brown.0111111001-7 0101110111—7 
McKay.1111010010-6 lOOllllOOl 6 
Cilley.0100110110-5 0000100001—2 
Bradstreet.1100111100—6 OlllOliOOl—6 
Ingersoll.0010111111-7 1110111011-8 
Charles.1100100110-6 1011101010 -6 
Amsden.01111000 lO-5 1001101O00-4 
Hutchins.0001011010—4 0000000011-2 
Boothby.1010111000—5 1101001110—6 

Ingersoll first and medal. Brown second, Bradstreet tnird, Charles 
fourth. 

Match at clay-pigeons; 
McKay .01011—8 Bradstreet.00110-2 
Boothby.00000-0 Cilley.10111-4 
Brown.11100-3 Charles.10111-4 
Amsden.11010—3 Hutchins.10000—1 
Ingersoll.10101-3 

Cilley first, McKay second, Bradstreet third. 
Novelty match at 6 blackbirds: 

McKay.011010-3 Ingersoll. 001010-2 
B ootb'by.111001—4 Brad street.111011-6 
Brown...111110-5 Cilley.111001-4 
Amsden .IIOIOI—4 

Brown first, Amsden second, McKay third. 
M^tch at 5 blackbirds: 

McKay.10011-3 Bradstreet.01110-3 
Boothby.00111-3 Amsden.01001-2 
Brown.10110—3 Hutchins .0110'—2 
Ingersoll .01110—3 Charles.01110-3 
Cilley.OOOOl-l 

Brown and Charles divided first, Hutchins second, Cilley third. 
March at 6 clay-pigeons: 

McKay.11011—4 ’ Bradstreet. 10111—4 
Boothby.11100-3 Amsden.10011-3 
Brown...11111-5 Hutchins.10001-2 
In gersoU.HOll - 4 Charles. 11111—5 
Cilley.  10111—4 

Brown and Charles divided first, Cilley second, Boothby third. 
Match at 6 blackbirds: 

McKay.101001—3 Ingersoll.111110—5 
Boothby.101011—4 Bradstreet. 110100—3 
Brown.001110—3 Charles.111100—4 
Cdley.001011—3 Hutchins.000000—0 
Amsden.001011—3 

Ingersoll first, Charles second, Brown third. 
Match at 6 bats; ,,,,,, 

McKay.H1111—6 Bradstreet.111111—6 
Amsden.100000-1 Charles. 
Boothby.111111-6 Hutchins.001010-2 
Ingersoll.111011-6 Brown.110111—5 
Cilley.111111-4 

Bradstreet first. Brown second, Cilley third. 
Match at 5 straightaway dav birds: 

McKay.01000—I Brown.01101—3 
Ingersoli.11100—3 Thanisch.10011 3 
Bradstreet.Hill -5 Boothby. 
Cilley.11111-5 Charles.10000-1 

Cilley first, Thanish second, Boothby third. 
Match at 5 blackbirds: 

Cilley .00111—3 Brown.11111-5 
McKay .00101—2 Boothby.11111—5 
Bradstreet.11110-4 Thanisch. 
Ingersoll .10011—3 Charles.0l01)-3 

Boothby and Brown divided first, Bradstreet second, Ingersoll 
third. 

Match at 5 blackbirds; 
McKay .01100—2 Brown.11111—5 
Thanisch.01100-2 Bharles. 
Bradstreet.11101-4 Cilley... 
Boothby .00011-2 Ingersoll.11110—4 

Brown first. Charles second, Cilley third. 
Match at 5 blackbirds: 

McKay.00100—1 Charles. 
Bradstreet.10100-2 Boothby..HlOl- 4 
CiUey.11010—3 Ingersoll.10110—3 
Thanisch.10011-3 Brown .11111-5 

Brown first, Boothby second, Charles third. 
LA SALLE, N. Y., June 17.—Niagara River Shooting Club shoot for 

Port Colborne challenge badge, v^on last by S. Kellogg, 10 clay- 

pigeons and 15 bag, 18yds. rise: .100101001110101-9 1 ,, 

J H Jewett.. ] Pi '-ns. .OiOlOOllOl -6 f 

S Kellogg....-jpjggong ^. .lOllOOOOlO -4 f 
Port Colborne cnallenge badge is always open to challenge from 

any member of club to the last winner. , 
N. R. S. Club match for gold medal, to be won 3 times consecutively, 

25 Niagara Falls blackbirds, 18yds. rise: __ 
Stfrlev .0000100100100000100110011- 7 
W Gornierti.001IIOOIIIIOIOIllOlOll 111-17 
W Greene.OlOi 1101 n llOOOllOlOlOOll-lo 
WRole . . .IK.lOOHUllOOll 111001101-17 
EH Smith ..'  iiliUllI1110110110111lll-22 
rase   ..,.0001001101101001111110111-15 
Tpnae.   linnOllllllOllUlllllIl-23 
S Kellogg”" .’.'.'i. 010001011100010011I011011-13 
JH Jewett .V.”.0001001111111111011011101-17 

J. Pierce withdrew. This being the first shoot on the N. F. black¬ 
birds. the hoys found them difficult to get on to at first, though 
thrown 50yds. from trap. Broke well when the right spot was found 
to hold on. i. u 

Match for gold badge No. 2, to become the property of member wno 

Se'r ^".^"^^iniouooooniioiioiiii-u 
W Gorniert..1IHOOIlOlOllllllOllll 110-19 
W Rose .  1111100011001111111110011-18 
nose .   0100110110111111111111111-20 
Kellogg...llfl1l0lllliniHlimil0-22 
Je weoL.' ■ ■  1101100110111011011101111—18 

Smith and jenne withdrew. 
TROY, N. Y.—Central Gun Club medal shoot, 10 glass balls. Card 

trap, 18yds.: S. Goggins, J. Titcomb and G. Bues.«er tied on 10 stra^bt. 
Shoot-off deferred. Match at ten Peoria blackbirds, ISyds.: A Paul 
9. J. TitcombS, J. HauwkS. Ties of 8 divided. Match atS blackffirds: 
Goggins, Buesser, Patten and Titcomb tied on 6 and divided, Raul, 
Curley and De Golyer tied on 4 and divided. Match at 10 gl^ 
Goggms and Paul divided ties of 10; Titcomb and Buesser ties of 9; 
Patten 7. Match at 30 glass balls: Goggins 1?, Puesser 18, Dpnn 10, 

BROOKLYN, June 24.—Notwithstanding the bad weather to-day, 
more than two hundred friends and members of the Glenmore Rod 
and Gun CTub assembled at Dexter’s Park, Cypress Hills, L. I., to 
witness the regular monthly shoot of the club. The big event of the 
day was the contest for the Midas diamond badge. Joseph Ochs 
held the badge during the last year, and made a good fight this lime. 
The shoot for the badge was a handicap, with SOyds. boundary, 10 
birds each: 
’lYDSelover, 27yds.10 JBeck, 21vds. 5 
J K Powell, 27yds. 8 P Sutter. 27yds.  7 
Ben j Rausch. 24.yds. 7 H Schluchtner, 21yds. 6 
JVreeland, 27yds.10 F Sackman, 21yds. 5 
M C Eaii. 21yd9. 3 JD Bennett, 27yd3. 8 
Joseph Ochs, 27yds.7 E H Madison. 27yds.10 
HKruckraan, 24yds.8 E Sobeillein, 27yds. 8 
G D Short, 24vds. 6 J C McGiire. 21yds. 4 
H F Boehme. 27yds.7 .T Cook, 24yds. 5 
H J Bookman, 27yd8.9 J Bass, 24yds. 7 
G U Forheil, 27yd8.9 GScheillein, 24yds.3 
W Von Dreele, 24yds. 6 SA Livingston, 27yds. 8 
J P Walsh. 27yd8. 8 J Y Van Wieklen, 27yd3. 9 
C Craft, 27yds... 7 W Pierson, 21yd3.3 

Messrs. Selover, Vreeland and Madison having killed all their birds 
and tied, it was resolved to shoot off at 3 birds each. Selover and 
Madison tied again, and Madison withdrew in favor of Selover. 

SAN FRANCISCO, June 13.—The Amity Gun Club had a shoot at 
clay-pigeons to-day resulting as follows: 
George Watson. 1111111111111111001111111—23 
Clay Chipman .1110101011111111001111111—20 
Charles Mack .lllliniilllllilOOOlOOlOl—20 
Charles Burnham.0001100110111001100010001—U 
FFTebbets.1100110101100011100011100-13 
W H Eckhardt.OllllOOOllOllIlllOUOOOlO—15 
Wm Osborn.1 llllOlllOOl 111 1101011111 —20 
G McConnell.OlOllllllllOlllOllOllOlOO-17 
A Seymour.1111111111111110111110111—28 

Watson and Seymour shot off their tie, the former winning. 
ST. LOUIS, June 19.—The following are the scores of to-day’s 

shoot of the Excelsior Gun Club; 
First shoot—Pigeons. 26yds. rise; 

T Rick.'... .00101-2 J W Fisher.01011 - 3 
P Krueger.01110—3 W Benzen.01100—2 

Second shoot—Pigeons: 
G Rlnkle.11111—5 P Krueger.11111-5 
J Welber.10111-4 F Bohn.01101-3 
W Benzen.11111-5 C Rath born.11111-5 
J W Fisher.11110-4 L Loerkie.11111-5 
TRick.11111—5 

Third shoot—Pigeons, 26 and 31yds. rDe: 
G Hinkle.01111—4 J N Fisher.01111—4 
J Welber.11110^ TRick.11111-5 
W Benzen.01110—3 

Fourth shoot-Pigeons, 26 and 81yds. rise: 
P Krueger.11111-5 C Rathbom .11011-4 
FBohn.11111-5 L Loerkie.11111-5 

Fifth shoot—Pigeons: 
TRich.10110-3 J W Fisher.11100-8 
P Krueger.11101-4 F Benzen.11100—3 
FBohn.lUOl-4 L Loerkie.11111—6 
J Welber.11111-5 

Sixth shoot—^Pigeons, 26 and 31yds. rise: 
FBohn.111—3 J Weiber.100—1 
W Benzen.011—2 L Loerke.101—2 
P Krueger.111-3 J W Fisher .001-1 
TRick.100-1 

Clay birds, 21 and 26yds. rDe; 
J Weiber.OlUllOlll—8 P Krueger.....OlOlOOGOll—4 
L Loerkie.OlOOOlilll—6 C Rathbom.0100000110—3 
T Rick.0100100000 -2 L Rinker.101 OlOl 110-6 
J W Fisher.0101100000-3 N Gross.0000010100-2 
F Benzen.1000101010-4 Peiker.0010111101-6 
G Rinker. III1OO1III-8 F Fink.1111101100-7 
W Wiggins.0111100001-5 

Peoria birds, 21yds. rise. 
Fink.01011-3 W Wiggin.11010-3 
T Weiber.11111—5 J Rinsle.10101—3 
W Weber.00000-0 Benzen..01000-1 
Gross.00011—2 Rick.00000-0 
Pettker .  10011-3 

Peoria blackbirds, 21ydg. rise; 
Fink.1OOOI-2 Gross.11101-4 
Welber.01110—3 Pettker.10011—8 
Benzen.00000-0 Rathbom..11010-3 
Wiggm.00001—1 

Joseph R. Rope referee. Excelsiors will hold a regular shoot at 
Hinkle’s Park every Thursday during the summer. 

June ai.—The match between the Western Gun Club, of St Louis, 
and the St. Clair Gun Club, of East Sc. Louis, took place to-day on 
the grounds of the former and under their challenge. The weather 
was floe and the conditions were: 10 Peoria blackbirds and 10 clay 
pigeons. 18yds. rise each, shooting at two consecutive birds. The 
score was as follows; 

St. Clair Gun Club. 
Peoria Blackbirds. Clay Pigeons. 

Kirk Walsh.lllOllOUl 0011101100-13 
Thornton.1110111010 1100001110-12 
Levi Baugh.lOlllllOll 1011011001-14 
Jarvis. .lllOlllOlO 1110111001-14 
Hester.llllllOlll 1111111111—10 
Braband.1011111111 1101111101-17 
Melone.1110100101 lOllOOOl 10-11-100 

Western Gun Club. 
Peoria Blackbirds. Clay Pigeons. 

Hill.If.Ollllia 1110101111-16 
Raker .  1100111111 0101011001—13 
Oiayon.1011110111 11 ill! li 11-18 
Le Paivre.lOlllllOll OllOllOlil—15 
Williams.1111100011 1111111111-17 
Thurher.llllllllU llllllO'OO -17 
Siebenman.1111111111 1101011111—18—114 

WELLINGTON. Mass., June 26.-The regular weekly shoot of the 
Wellington Gun Club was held to day, with the following result. 1. 
Six clay-pigeons-Wilson first, Shum way second. 2. Six blackbirds 
Adams first, Sbumway second. 3 Six clay pigeons-Wilson first. 
Pond second. 4. Six bats—Shum way first, Wilson second. 5. Three 
pair blackbirds-Wilson and -now first, Shnmway second. 6. Six 
blue rocks-Warren fi st. Sbumway and Pond second. Sanborn and 
Durand third. 7. Six clay pigeons Pond and Snow first, Wilson and 
Shnmway second, Adams and Sanborn third. 8. Three pair black¬ 
bird j—Snow, Warren and Wilson first. Sanborn and Shat'ucksecond, 
Shnmway third, 9. Six bats—Wilson, Pond and Stnhorn first, Snow 
and Short second, Shumway and Russell third. 10. Six blue rocks— 
Shumway and Snow first. Warren second. Wilson and Shattuck third, 
il Six clay pigeons—Wilson and Pond first, Adams and Sanborn 
second, Shumway third. 12. Six blue rooks—Wilson first, Adams and 
Snow second. Pond and Durand third. Bradstreet and Trihhlefourth. 
13 Six clay pigeons—Wil.son and Pond first, Shumway and shattuck 
second. Trioble and Short third. 14. Five biueou-ds—Adams first, 
Bradstreet and Pond second, Wilson third. 

A Point of Dog Law.—Henry Albach is a good-natured 
saloon-keeper in the Sixth Ward, and has a pretty wife. He 
always thought that when she stood behind the counter more 
beer was sold than when more awkward hands than hers spun 
the schooners on the bar. As she was always timid in bis 
absence, a savage poodle of the Scotch terrier breed was kept 
as her protector, and, as the dog rested his head upon saw¬ 
dust-covered floor, he dreamed of nothing but mafang a 
fierce attack upon a burglar. John Ally is a carpenter and 
hves on Twelfth street. New York. John has always dropped 
into the saloon on his way home to get some beer and ex¬ 
change a pleasant word with the saloon-keepm' S pretty wife. 
Monday evening John came as usual, and, wMe standing at 
the end of the bar drinking his beer, he slyly ^ole his arm 
around the waist of the handsome barmaid The dog not hav¬ 
ing tasted the flesh of a burglar for a long time decided not to 
be conservative, and although the carpenter’s caress was 
tender and full of love, the canine thought it had come his 
time to act, and seizing John by the calf of the leg began to 
worry his lower limbs until he was beaten off. Yesterday 
John applied to Justice C. J. White for a warrant to kill the 
dog, and after hearing the circumstances.the Court denied the 
application, saying that as he was a trespasser while hugging 
the saloon-keeper’s wife no warrant could issue. The dog s 
nose still rests upon the sawdust, and he is still watching for 
hweg^SiTS—Philadelphia Times. 

MitiioNS OF Doixabs WEBB LOST bj^en who wwe 
injured in 1884, and hoPinsufed in The 'mvELEKS, of Hartford, Conn, 
The wise ones insiired a|id drew |950,000 jn cash bepedts. 4di • 
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FIXTURES. 

There are still many cluhs not represented below, and some of the 
dates in the table are not oflicial. \Ve ask the aid of club secretaries 
and others in completing and correcting the list: 

July. 
3. Knickerbocker Cruise. 
3. Oswego Cruise, Charlotte. 
3. Hull, Club. Hull. 
3. Buffalo, Annual, Lake Erie. 
3. Newark. Cruise. 
3. Toledo, 2d Pennant Match, 

3-6. Quaker City, Reg, and Cruise, 
5. Larchrnont, Annual Regatta. 
6. Boston, Open, City Point. 
6. Sandy Bay. Open, Squam. 
5. Beverly, Open, Sweepstake, 

Mon. Beach. 
6. Toledo. Pen., Toledo. 
6 to 6 Interlake Y. R. A. Rendez¬ 

vous and Race, Detroit. 
6 to 11, Incerlake Y. It. A. Cruise 

to Put In Bay. 
8. Great Head. Club, Winthrop. 
8. Quincy, Club. 

10. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 
10. Hull, Novelty, Hull. 
10. Corinthian, Club, Marblehead 
10. Sandy Bay, Pen., Rookport. 
13. Beverly, Cham., Marblehead. 
13. Great Head, Ladies’,Winthrop 
14. Hull, Cham., Hull. 
15-17. Amer. (Steam), Annual 
17. Sandy Bay, Cor., Rockport. 
17 to 26. Knickerbocker, Cruise. 
17. Jersey City, Annual. 
17. Atlantic, Cruise. 
21. Hull, Ladies’, Hull. 
22. Boston. Cup, City Point. 
24. Dorchester, Club, Harrison. 
24. Beverly, Club, Mon. Beach. 
24. Corinthian, Ladies’, Marble¬ 

head. 
24. Sandy Bay, Pen. Gloucester. 
24. Great Head, Cham.,Winthrop. 
24. Quincy, Club. 
27. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 
30. L. Y, R. A., Belleville. 
31. Beverly, Cham., Swampscott. 

31. Hull, Cruise, Eastward. 
31. Sandy Bay, Ladies’, Rockport. 

August. 
2. Sandy Bay, Open. Rockport 
2. L Y. R. A., Kingston, 
4. N. Y. Y. C., Annual Cruise. 
6. L Y. R. A.. Oswego. 
7. C orintluan. Open, Marblehead 
7. Beverly, Club, Mon. Beach. 
7. Quincy, Club. 
8. Qua ker City, Review. 
9. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 

10. L. Y. R. A., Toronto. 
11. Great Head, Ladles.Winthrop. 
14. Sandy Bay, 01 ib, Squam. 
14. Hull, Open, Hull. 
14. Beverly, Cham , Nahant. 
14-29. Quaker City, An. Cruise. 
21. Beverl.y, Open, Marblehead. 
24. Great Head, Cham.,Winthrop. 
26. Hull, Ladies’. Hull. 
28. Corinthian, Club. Marblehead. 
58. Hull, Cham., Hull. 
28. Sandy Bay, Open. Squam. 

September. 
2. Boston, Cup, City Point. 
3. Quincy, Club. 
4. Dorchester, Club, Harrison. 
4. Beverly, Open. Mon. Beach. 
4. Corinthian,Cham..Marblehead 
4. Sandy Bay, Pen., Rockport. 
6. Newark, Open. 
6. Quaker City, Cup, 2d Class. 
8. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 

11. Hull, Cham., Hull. 
11. Corinthian, Sweepstake, Mar¬ 

blehead. 
11. Sandy Bay, Sweep.,Gloucester 
17. Toledo, Pen., Toledo. 
19. Quaker City, Review & Cruise. 
18. Sandy Bay, Club, Rockport. 
18. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 
25. Buffalo, Club, Lake Erie. 
28. Beverly, Club, Nahant. 

EASTERN Y. C. 

[By Telegraph to the Forest and Stream.] 

BOSTON, June 29.—The regatta of the Eastern Y. C. at Marblehead 
to-day was a most successful one, wind and weather being fav¬ 

orable tor a real test of the craft. There was a whole sail breeze all 
day. The great event was the contest of the three sloops, Puritan. 
Priscilla and Mayflower, twice over the 15 mile course. The yachts 
crossed the line as follows: Priscilla, 12:08; Puritan, 12:12:45; May¬ 
flower, 12:14:30. Wind over starboard quarter to southerly stakeboat, 
which was rounded as follows: Priscilla, 12:35:20; Purlian, 12:39:20; 
Mayflower, 12:39:50. 

With wind slightly abaft the beam, on the reach to the northern 
stakeboat, the three rounded the mark as follows: Priscilla. 1:06:45; 
Mayflower, 1:07:23; Puritan, 1:07:46. Ou the beat to windward to 
starting stakeboat the Puritan worked ahead, the boats roundmg as 
follows: Pm'itan. 1;52;50; Priscilla, 1:53:40; Mayflower, 1:56:25. The 
southern stakeboat was rounded the second time as follows: Puri¬ 
tan, 2:20:45; Priscilla, 2:21:18; Mayflower, 2:24:34; the northern stake- 
boat. Puritan. 2:47:45; Priscilla, 2:48:25; Mayflower, 2:51:47. The 
home line was crossed as follows: Puritan, 3:33:00; Priscilla, 3:86:30; 
Mayflower, 3:37:00. 

The official summary of the race gives the record: 
FIRST CLASS .SLOOPS. 

Actual. Allowance. Corrected. 
Puritan.3 24 50 
Priscilla.3 30 05 
Mayflower.3 28 35 

FIRST CLASS SCHOONERS. 
Mohican.4 09 15 
Fortuna.4 38 48 
Gitana.3 54 58 

SECOND CLASS SLOOPS. 
Thetis....4 05 24 
Stranger.8 68 08 
Bedouin .3 61 40 
Huron.Disabled. 

SECOND CLASS SCHOONERS. 
Alice.4 29 50 
Gwalia.  4 28 30 
Meta.4 45 20 

THIRD ClASS SLOOPS. 
Active.4 37 :13 
Ulidia.4 56 35 
Clara.4 12 00 

FOURTH CLASS SLOOPS. 
Shbna.2 46 80 

No competitor. _ 

1 50 
1 08 

3 23 00 
3 28 57 
3 28 35 

4 09 15 
3 35 25 
3 52 23 

4 Cl 38 
3 54 37 
3 51 40 

4 29 60 
4 16 29 
4 36 35 

4 37 36 
4 43 50 
4 12 00 

COLUMBIA Y. C. 19TH REGATTA. 

The Columbia Y. C. held a very successful regatta on June 21, 
being favored with a good breeze all day. The course of the 

club is a peculiar one, but possesses a great advantage in that it is 
within view of the club house and Rivei-side drive, so no steamer was 
needed. From the club house the yachts sail up the river to a mark 
boat on the east shore, thence across to a mark boat on the west 
shore, thence directly across the river, turning the home mark, 
thence out around the second mark, and down diagonally across the 
river to a mark below- the house on the east shore, and then up to 
the start where they finish. All but Class E went over this course 
twice. The many sides give a variety of courses and insure some 
windward work with every wind. The crews were limited to one 
man per 4ft of length and sailing master, the latter being a club 
member. The allowance was IJ^min. per foot. Besides the regular 
prizes a champion pennant was given for the best elapsed time. The 
wind was from 8. to S. E. during the day, blowing nicely in the after¬ 
noon. The summary was as follows: 

CLASS A—CABIN YACHTS. 
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected. 

..11 02 15 2 10 54 3 08 39 3 08 39 
..11 00 31 Disabled. 
..11 04 02 2 46 53 3 42 51 3 37 21 
..11 00 82 2 21 21 3 20 49 3 13 im 

3 14 14 4 12 44 4 00 29 
CLASS B—OPJEN YACHTS. 

..11 05 49 2 22 58 3 17 07 3 17 or 

..11 08 04 2 46 30 3 38 86 2 38 26 
.11 05 13 3 24 40 3 19 27 3 17 25 

CLASS C“ -OPEN YACHTS. 
2 35 04 3 26 19 3 26 19 

.11 08 16 2 36 33 3 28 18 8 28 03 
CLASS D- -OPEN YACHTS. 

..11 05 49 2 47 28 3 41 39 3 41 .39 
.11 05 45 3 G5 68 4 00 13 3 59 28 

.,11 06 51 2 47 16 3 40 25 3 39 86 
.11 07 23 3 08 27 3 55 04 3 54 04 
.11 05 49 

3 08 17 4 01 ^ 4 oi 
.11 07 04 2 45 57 3 88 53 3 37 08 

CLASS E- -OPEN YACHTS. 
.11 07 55 1 40 01 2 32 06 2 33 06 
.11 05 13 .. 
.11 07 64 

BOSTON Y. C. REGATTA. JUNE 23, 

The first of the two champion cup regattas of the Boston Y. C, 
was sailed on .Tune 23. For two seasons the Pfaff Cup has been 

raced for, Edna winning two, and Kitty, Frolic and Seabird each one, 
of the. three required to hold it. This year, in addition, two new sil¬ 
ver cups are oftered by Vice Com. John B. Meer, one for schooners 
and one for first-class sloops, two wins being needed to hold either 
cup. The classes and prizes are as follows: 

First Class—Schooners.—Measuring 33ft. and more sailing length. 
Yachts 30ft. and under 33ft. may sail in this class by calling them¬ 
selves 33ft. sailing length. The prize is a solid silver champion cup. 
presented by Vice-Com. John B. Meer; a second prize of #20 will be 
given. No prize will be given any yacht that has not defeated a com¬ 
petitor. Mr. N. L. Stebbins, the well-known photographer, will pre¬ 
sent each of the first class cup winners a large photograph of his 
yacht as a special prize. 

First Class—Sloops.—Measuring 33ft. and more sailing length. 
Y’'achts 30ft. and under 38ft. may sail in this class by calling them¬ 
selves 33ft. sailing length. The prize is a solid silver champion cup, 
presented by Vice-Com. John B. Meer; a second prize of $20 will be 
given. 

Second class—under thirty-three feet, sailing length. The prize is 
the solid Silver Champion Cup, presented by Commodore Pfaff. In 
addition, a second prize of $10. 

The course for first class was from off the club house through the 
Narrows, leaving Sound Point beacon on port; Spectacle Island, Nix’s 
Mate bell-buoy, Gallop’s Island, George’s Island and buoy No. 7, east 
of George's Island, on starboard; Todd.v Rocks buov and Point Aller- 
ton buo.v on starboard; Harding’s beli-boat, whistling buoy off the 
Graves, Egg Rock and Ram Head buoy, on the port; I'awn Bar buoys 
on the starboard; Sound Point beacon on starboard, Spectacle Island 
on the port, to the judges’ boat, passing betiveen it and the flag-boat. 

For second class: From off the club house, through the Narrows, 
leaving Sound Point beacon on the port; Spectacle Island, Nix’s Mate 
bell-buoy, Gallop’s Island. George’s Island, buoy No. 7, Toddy Rocks 
buoy, and Point Allerton buoy on the starboard; Harding’s bell-buoy 
on the port; Point Allerton buoy. Toddy Rocks buoy and buoy No. 7 
on the port; through the Narrows, leaving George's Island, Gallop’s 
Island, Nix’s Mate hell-buoy on the port; Sound Point beacon on the 
starboard; Spectacle Island on the port, to the udges’ boat, passing 
between it and the flag-boat. 

The start was called for 10:30 A. M., all yachts to have headsails 
lowered. Anchored near Thompiu’s Island were Eva, Echo. Kitty 
and Majel. of ihe second class, outside were Shadow and Nimbus, 
and still further out were Adrienne and GevaUa. The wind was very 
light from the east. Adrienne led for a time, but was finally passed 
by Gevalia. For a time Shadow was second boat, but Adrienne passed 
her; she beat Nimbus badly, however. Majel led her class, but took 
the ground near Sound Point Beacon, lying there from 11:22 to 11:39. 
Eva led home under spinnaker. The full times were: 

FIRST CLASS SCHOONERS. 

Length, Elapsed. Corrected. 
Gevalia, George M. Winslow.58.05 4 45 52 4 16 ;i0 
Adrienne, 0. B. Lancaster.65.04 4 67 1 4 4 S3 17 

FIRST CLASS SLOOPS. 
Shadow, Dr, John Bryant..34.10 5 02 58 4 04 18 
Nimbus, J. K. Souther...34.05 5 31 22 4 31 57 

SECOND CLASS SLOOPS. 
Eva, Daniel Sargent.26.00 4 14 20 3 24 44 
Echo, E. L. Bur well.24.09 4 31 02 3 39 16 
Kitty, E H. Tarbell .24.011^ 4 33 20 3 40 27 
Majel, W. H. Wilkinson.27.04}^ 4 35 46 3 48 ^ 

Gevalia wins a leg for one Meer’s cup and Shadow for the other. 
Eva wins a leg for the Pfaff cup and Echo wins second prize, $10. 
Kitty claims a remeasurement, but it wdll not affect the result. Sea¬ 
bird ;aiid Frolic being sold forfeit their wins for the Pfaff cup. The 
second race will be sailed on July 22. The regatta committee were 
Messrs. J. P. Phinney, John A. Stetson, S. L. Jordan. Geo. R. Howe 
and W. L. Wellman. The judges were Messrs. Thos Dean, Eber 
Denton and Coolidge Barnard. 

EAST RIVER Y. C, SEVENTH REGATTA. 

ON June 2l the E. R. Y. C. sailed its seventh regatta over a course 
to and around Gangway Buoy, starting and finishing off Pottery 

Beach, Greenpoint. At 11:30 A.M. twenty yachts started, with a 
flood tide and a light south wind, which blew fresher as the day ad¬ 
vanced. The times at the outer mark were: 
Avalon.1 56 50 Alice.2 12 60 
Wacondah.2 03 02 Ripple.2 16 00 
Fly. .2 07 07 Lone Star.2 18 45 
Favorita. 2 07 20 Ed Kearney.1 19 50 
Maud M .2 09 10 Lydia F.2 23 25 
Pirate.2 12 00 Irene.2 26 15 
Thetis.2 12 25 Julia.2 29 20 

The summary was as follows: 
CLASS A—CABIN SLOOPS. 

Alice. 

Lydia F.... 

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected, 
.11 48 00 3 22 00 3 34 00 3 34 00 
.11 48 30 3 87 45 3 39 15 3 33 15 
.11 50 45 3 39 10 3 48 25 3 41 25 
.11 53 45 
.11 45 15 4 do do 4 io 45 4 ds is 

CLASS B- -CABIN SLOOPS. 
.11 49 30 3 36 35 .3 47 05 3 47 05 
f.ll 51 00 3 42 .50 3 54 60 3 51 30 

CLASS C- -CABIN SLOOPS. 
.11 62 00 4 09 10 4 17 10 4 12 00 
.11 58 45 4 11 17 4 18 02 4 18 02 
.11 50 20 
CLASS D- -OPEN SLOOPS. 

.11 40 15 3 47 ,35 4 01 20 4 01 20 

.11 48 00 4 04 46 4 16 46 4 11 21 
CLASS B- -GAT-RIOOED. 

.11 48 10 3 48 49 4 08 39 4 00 39 

.11 44 15 3 60 54 4 06 39 4 06 39 

.11 43 00 4 29 02 4 46 02 4 39 42 
CLASS F* —CAT-RIGGED. 

.11 44 15 3 57 45 4 13 30 4 10 20 

.11 44 45 4 03 23 4 19 08 4 19 08 

.11 43 45 4 28 05 4 45 20 4 37 30 

.11 45 00 4 19 15 4 84 15 4 24 25 

Hallie. 

ww C^AJVJ. i-LCAU^^JAVU pTHJJUaUl/ 
for fastest time over the course. Henry Gray wins in Class B. Unit 
in Class C, Heniy Fisher iu Class D, ana in Class E the A.W. Traukle. 
Eldiva carried away her topmast. The judges were: Ex-Com. A. J 
Prime. Yonkers Y. C.: Com. Henry Anaruss, Manhattan Y. C., and 
Mr. S. N. Simonson. The regatta committee were: Chas. Dietz, A. 
M. Everett, Charles T. Wills, Win. J. Greacen and Louis D. Urban. 
During the day the house was open to the lady friends of the club, a 
number of whom were present. 

KNICKERBOCKER Y. C. CRUISE —The K. Y. C. will stare on July 
3 for a short cruise, the rendezvous being at City Island. A meeting 
will he held on board the flagship to decide ou the coui-se for the 4th 
and 5th. The club will start on a longer enuse on July 17 at 4 P 31 
returning on July 27. 

Alda. 11 44 16 4 25 45 4 41 30 4 33 40 
The winners were: In Class A. Fly, the Irish hooker built by Dris¬ 

coll three years since, a deep-keel boat; Class B, Maud M.; Class C, 
Lydia F.; Class D, Thetis; Class E, Pirate; Class F, Lone Star. Julia 
lost her topmast. The judges were Messrs. E. E. Brown, J. D. Small- 
fleld and Aloysius Lamb. The Cygnus followed the race with the 
guests of the club^^_ 

THE PILGRIM CHALLENGED. 

BY DR. W. H. WINSLOW. 

WE dropped anchor in Sabbath Day Harbor at noon one pleasant 
day in September, and after a ramble around the little village 

and over the autumn-tinted bluff of this Islesboro summer resort, re¬ 
turned aboard to cook dinner. A boat came off from shore above 
the wharf, where a sloop of some local reputation for speed was 
lying, and the three occupants inspected the Pilgrim bow, stern and 
broadside with much interest, asking many questions meanwhile. 
They had never seen anything just like her in those waters, and 
wished to know if she was “one o’ them cutters that the yachtsmen 
were talking so much about.” They were particularly struck by the 
long overhang and sharp, triangular stern, and were very much 
astonished to learn that she carried 3,300 pounds of iron keel and 
1,100 pounds of moulded iron inside for “ballast.” 

“Kin she sail any?” asked the coxswain, whom I recognized as the 
clerk of the hotel, taking a careful look at the mainsail, which had 
beeu left up for shade. 

“Yes, if she has breeze enough,” I replied. “She manages to knife 
along a little in a calm, but she delights In a howler, and we are very 
much pleased with tue supply in Penobscot Bay.’’ 

The cockpit and cabin were cluttered up with dishes and grub and. 
as we aid pot invite our mterlocutors aboard, they soon pulled around 
the end or the wharf and left us to our dinner. While the two ladies 
were washing up and stowing away the dishes, my land lubber of a 
brother-in-law, who knows more of calico measuring and codfish 
weighing about his store than he did concerning a boat, called my 
attention to the sloop we bad seen coming around the point. She 
stood out into the bay. then made a board by us, hovered around in 
a suspicious manner and seemed in no hurry to go anywhere. She 
had mainsail, jib and jibtopsailset, and as my crew before mentioned 
hauled up our anchor the gallanl fellows took in and stowed the jibtop- 
sail. thus matching our jib and mainsail, all I wished to carry in the 
puffy northwester that was blowing, when I had ladies aboard. 

The stranger was a keel sloop about 25ft. long, lOft. beam and 3ft. 
draft. She had a light topmast, a tall mast set well back, a good 
spread of canvas, a large cockpit and small cuddy, and a yachtlike 
appearance aud no tender to hold her back. Our 12ft. cedar boat 
behind us was the only thing that gave her any advantage over us. 
The Pilgrim filled away and went quietly along the shore of the 
island, with the wind upon the starboard quarter, aud the stranger 
shaped a parahel course with a rather stronger breeze, as she was 
about a cable’s lepgtU further qf sbope apd upon our port quarter. 

We recognized that it was a challenge to a race, but we were too 
much interested in the pretty cottages, the bold, pine-covered bead- 
lands and the beautiful coves of the shore to pay particular attention 
to the sailing, and when we had reached Hugh’s Head, tjtiat barred 
our progress four miles from our starting point, the sloop had crept 
up almost upon our beam, and it was evident that she was faster 
than the Pilgrim with a boat in tow, and a free sailer before the 
wind. 

Then the cutter was turned around, the boom jibed and the .sheets 
trimmed flat down for a course along the island and home. The 
sloop went past, and I thought she did not wish to race after all. The 
next moment she trimmed in sheets, went square across our stern 
and made a rapid run with tlie wind a little free in toward the shore 
till she was upon our weather quarter, when she went about and 
struck a parallel course with us, having gained by the Yankee tHck 
about quarter of a mile the weather gauge of us. Now the contest 
became interesting. The wind had been freshening as the sun went 
down, and the strong puffs from the northwest heeled the Pilgrim to 
her rail, and she edged up into it and shot ahead like an arrow. 
The crew laid himself down flat alongside of the house, racing 
style, the ladies sat down in the bottom of the cockpit, 
and I braced my feet against the lee side of the cockpit, 
managed the tiller and kept the jib sheet ready to let go if necessary. 
Several times I eased it a little, as the water rolled along the lee 
scuppers in a torrent of foam, just to quiet the ladies, who thought 
the cockpit staving and the water were getting a little too well ac¬ 
quainted, but I hauled in again immediately with a shiver of the 
mainsail and then looked over to see my opponent almost upon her 
beam ends, the mainsail flapping and the jib bellying and shaking. We 
were both carrying too much sail, but I knew we could stand it, and the 
stranger was not going to set an example. So we bowled along up 
the eastern channel, the Pilgrim hugging the wind and shore so 
closely I was obliged to slacken sheets and keep off a little to avoid 
projecting reefs, the stranger doing nouly, but slowly and surely sag¬ 
ging to leeward until she was first astern, then upon our lee quarter, 
and far away from us. 

When we had run ten miles and were off Dyce’s Head, above Gas- 
tine, the sloop was aft our beam and more than a mile to leeward, 
while the little Pilgrim was dancing away toward Belfast and eating 
up to the very wind’s eye with her joyous excursionists. Then all 
doubt of the effort of the stranger to test speed vanished, for she 
tacked ship, payed off sheets, and shaped her course for her starting 
place, while we yelled “Good-bye,” swung caps and handkerchiefs, 
held out a rope for a tow, and indulged in those antics and congratu¬ 
lations so dear to the victorious. W e had bsaten the crack sloop of 
the island, hampered by a low- and hindered in our weather course by 
proximity to rocks and reefs. 

This was a square race between two types of boats, and the result 
proved their best and worst points. The wide, shallow was fast 
before the wind and made great leeway cu the wind; the deep, nar¬ 
row boat showed fair speed before the wind, and held her place and 
worked to windward like a sea gull. 

Corrected. 
2 09 29 

2 04 54 
2 14 22 
2 15 44 

2 11 44 

CORINTHIAN Y. C.—Fifth regatta, first championship, June 26 
1886. Wind strong W. S. W., course first and second classes, 10 miles; 
third class, 6 miles. Courses were Nos. 1 and 3 of the regular club 
courses: 

FIRST CLASS CENTERBOARDS—SLOOPS 
Racing length. Actual. 

Eugenia, J. S. Palmer.25.10 2 09 29 
FIRST CLASS KEELS—SLOOPS. 

Echo, E. L Burwell.25.01 2 08 00 
Bessie, C. P, Curtis...28.02 2 14 22 
Gem, H. W. Savage.25.11 2 17 57 

SECOND CLASS CENTERBOARDS—SLOOPS. 
Louette, L. M. Haskins.20.09 2 15 09 
Petrel, H. H. Paul.20,06 Disabled. 
Exjiert, L. Whitcomb.23.03 Did not finish. 

SECOND CLASS KEELS—CUTTERS. 
Witch, B, B. Crowninshield.22.08 2 17 09 2 16 42 
Saracen, W. P. Fowle.23.07 2 18 53 2 18 53 
Annie, J. B, Rhodes...22.10 Did not finish 

THIRD CLASS CENTERBOARDS—CATS. 
Tartar, F. L. Dunne.19.11 
Myrtle, R. C. Poor.19.01 
Dash, A. S. Browne.20.01 
Pixy, F. W. Chandler.19.10 
Psyche. H. 31. Sears. 17.07 
Comus, John Newcomb.19.01 
Scamp, Frank Gray.18 04 
Iduna, Wm. H. Davis.18.01 

THIRD CLASS KEEL 
Vera, cutter, Paine & Randall.19.09 
Unique, cat. Geo. A. Stewart .19.10 
Carmita, cutler. C. H. W. Foster.20.11 
Mona, cutter, H. Parker. 19.06 __ 

The Marion Wentworth, Boston Y, C,, by the kindness of the owner, 
3Ir. Pierce, was used by the judges. The winners were: First class 
c. b. sloops, Eugenia; Keels, Echo first, Bessie second. Second class 
c. b.. Louette; Keels. Witch first, Saracen second. Third class c. b., 
Tartar first. Myrtle second; Keels. Vera first. Unique second. Win- 
nert of first in each class also received a pennant. 

GREENWICH Y. C. PENNANT REGATTA, JUNE 26.—Ten yachts 
started in the third pennant regatta of the Greenwich Y. C. on Satur¬ 
day, the course being from the steamboat dock at Greenwich to a 
buoy off Great Captain’s Island, thence S. E to a stakeboat, thence 
buoy off old Flat Neck Point, thence home to start, two rounds, mak- 
15 miles, with an allowance of IJ^min. per foot. The wind was strong 
from N. W., some of the yachts being glad to reef. The full times 
were: 

1 14 45 1 14 36 
1 18 35 1 17 40 

...20.01 1 22 40 1 22 40 
..19.10 1 25 06 1 24 53 

Did not flnijh. 
..19.01 Did not finish. 
..18 04 Did not finish. 
..18.01 Did not finish. 
S KEELS. 
..19.09 1 20 45 1 19 44 

1 22 32 1 21 36 
..20.11 1 26 48 1 26 48 

19.06 1 32 02 1 30 48 

CLASS NO. 1- ■ CABIN SLOOPS. 
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected, 

2 25 40 2 11 45 2 11 45 
...12 13 00 2 32 40 2 19 40 2 16 40 
...12 12 57 2 47 58 2 35 01 2 28 16 
CLASS NO. 2- -CABIN SLOOPS. 
..12 12 40 2 50 58 2 38 13 2 38 13 

2 50 04 2 35 51 2 32 61 
..12 12 55 Did not finish. 
CLASS NO. 3- -OPEN SLOOPS. 

2 38 86 2 25 55 2 25 55 
2 69 50 2 46 65 2 40 33 

CLASS NO. 4—CAT RIG. 
2 54 63 2 42 41 2 42 41 

Nellie.12 12 17 Did not finish. 
The winners were Alcedo, Nellie, Sirene and Zelda. Nellie protests 

against Empress on the ground that she did not sail the course. 

QUINCY Y. C.—The first regatta of the season was sailed off 
Hough's Neck on June 22 in a light S.E. wind. The summary was; 

FIRST CLASS. 
Length. Elapsed. Corrected. 

Echo, E. L. Burwell .25.05 2 02 17 1 S6 56 
Thistle, S. A. Freeman.21 03 2 07 09 1 37 50 
Posy, R. G, Hunt.22.01 2 10 44 1 42 18 

SECOND CLASS. 
Tartar, E. L. Dunne.19 ll 1 49 45 1 22 <<7 
Nereid, C. F. Colby.80.07 1 52 55 1 26 37 
Diadem, L. Hayward .18.06 1 59 30 1 30 69 
Undine, H. French. 18.11 1 69 02 1 31 00 
Pet, J. W. McFarland.20.01 1 58 16 1 31 18 
Elf, W. P. Barker.82 02 . . 
Cosy, George Crane .20.05 .... . 

THIRD CLASS. 
Rocket, H. 31. Faxon.16.07 1 57 40 1 31 13 
Fury, J. H. Putman..16.09 1 68 36 1 32 17 
Flora Lee, D. H. Lincoln.17.03 . . 
Elsie, C. F. Hardwick.16.10 .... ! .. 

Each of the winners takes a leg for tde champiOHship besides the 
prizes. The judges were Messrs. G. W. Morton and H. H. Bheen. 

A IMATCH ON THE EAST RIVER.-On June 20 a match for $50 
per side was sailed between the open boats Pirate, E. R. Y. C.. and 
Armenia J. Foster, Williamsburg Y. C., over a course to Stepping 
Slones Light and return. Both boats are 22ft. Jong. The Foster was 
sailed by Captain John Clifford and the Pirate by Captain Edward 
3Ierritt. The judge and stakeholder was Captain Henry Zobles, \V. 
Y. C. The Foster got away at 11:45:12, with the Pirate imin. 3sec. 
later, the wind being light south, with a flood tide. Pirate led through 
the Gate, but the Foster soon held her very evenly. In ihe Sound 
there was more wind and a little rain, and a luffing match took place, 
the Foster finally going under Pirate’s stern and through her lee. 
leading at the turn (1:45:40) by 2mm. 22sec. Pirate proved the best on 
the beat home, and finally won by nearly 5mm. The times were: 

Start. Finish. Elapsed. 
Pirate.11 46 16 4 54 00 5 08 45 
A, J. Foster.11 45 12 4 68 30 , 5 13 18 

I [ROYAL CANADIAN Y. C.-The R. C. Y. C. held an important 
meeting ou June 19, at which twenty-five members were present. 
Besides some minor changes in the by-laws, the club resolved to 
abolish their existing sailing regulations and to adopt those of the 
Lake Y. R. A., the principal difference involved being the question 
of shifting ballast, which is henceforth prohibited in the R. C. Y. C. 
By-law No. 17, admitting junior members without entrance fee wag 
changed, pjaking the limit of age 25 years in place of . 
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THE BERTHON FOLDING BOATS. 

The Berthon lioatB are well known to persona faniiliar with Eng- 
li'h yachtinp anh nautical ma ters. but only a few have found 

their way 10 (his country The toals hare been manufactured for 
ovei ten yeats, and more than C.OOO are in use in all idiinates. Of sittes 
rn.nainEr from large ship’s boat-i to the little 7fi oingby. The com¬ 
pany has a 1 rgefactoiy in operation in the pretty little town of 
Rtm^py. in Hampshire, ah ut fifteen miles from Southampton, under 
Ihe charge i £ the inventor of the boats, Rev. E L. Berthon, Vicar of 
Rottiaev. who divides his attention between his factory and Ihe care 
of a large (.arish with a beautiful old Abbey Church The R"t Mr. 
Berthon is a great admirer of Yankee mechanical skill, and nis work 
be.irs close resemblance to our best examples of lightness and 
St' eng b, wbil“ combining with these qualitie.s the best Engli.sh ideas 
as to thoroi ghness. Tne large w^ar^rooms of the company are at 50 
Holb'Tn Viaduct, London, the chairman of the company being Lord 
Dunsany, and di ectors lApt. Price, R. H., M.P., Col. Oolgethorn and 
Rev. E, L Ben bon. 

The design of the inventor was not to make a boat which should he 
lighter than a wooden boar of same size, nor one which would come 
to pieces and pack into a trunk, but to p'ovide a boat which, while in 
eveiy respect as strong, safe, well shaped, capacious, fast and dur¬ 
able as a wooden boat, should possess the p ssihility of such close 
s'owage that it ueed not encumber the deck of a vessel. The Berthon 
boat consists of a frame work of I'sngitudinal metnbers, covet ed inside 
and out wi'h waterproofed canvas. VViien folded it occupies its 
original length, but only one-flfch of its original width, and can be 
laid flat again-t tbe rail, or on the deck or cabin roof of a vessel. It 
can be opened un and launched witiun hall a minute. It will stand 
anv weather, will last forever, and is as buoyant and handy as a 
duck. The keel, stem and sternpost are permanent, while the gun¬ 
wale and three ribs on each side are hinged from the top of stem 
and sternpo&t, and when the boat foids these drop down against the 

keel like the leaves of a book when closing. The ribs are thin but 
several inches deep, leaving a space between inner and outer skin 
which, r eing div ded off by the ribs, furnishes tight absolutely water¬ 
tight compartments capable of floating the boat when the latter is 
full of n ater, also rendering tne puncture of the skin in any one 
place of Uitle consequence. Each rib. a“ aLo the keel, stecn and 
s^ernpost and gunwales, is composite, being built up of thin strips of 
Canada elm, steamed, bei tand riveted througn, making a pe manent, 
stiff but elastic curve. There are- no transverse rios. hut a bot'om 
board, j.iiuted longitudinally down the middle .and hinged to two ribs. 
cover> the bottom. Tbe leve'S on each side extend from this board 
up under the gunwale and hold the boat open. They are rapidly set 
up aud clamped 

The skins are of the best long flax canvas, carefully water-p-ooied 
and covered with a flexible paint. Ci-acking or j eeliug are unknown. 

As to their durability, the agents in New York have an fsft. boat 
which has been in active use on board a merchant ves-el for over 
seven years, and is as good and serviceable as when new. This boat 
was used at a trial in January last at the Biookivn navy yard. 8he 
was swung from tne davits, opened, lowered with a few men, then 
a crew of fifteen men boarded her au'i pulled around 'hebasin This 
test wa- ordered by the navy department and was held before a board 
of oEflcers appohited to examine ihe boats. This board has made a 
most favo aule report, and recommends the boats highly. Tbe boats 
can be ea-ilyand rapidly repaired, A rent in canvas can be quickly 
sewed np or patched, and when painted with the special pr paration 
is as good as new The excellence of tbe boats in extremes! of climate 
is shown by Ihe facts that • apt. Sir G Nares had several with his 
A'-c'ic expediti m. and large numbers a' e in use in India and Central 
Africa. As to their seaworlhine.ss, in September, 1882. Capt. Harvey, 
R N , witnacrew of four hands, sailed a 28ft. Berthon boat trom 
Cape Finisterre to tbe Scilly Islands and thence up tbe channel to 
Southampton, a distance in all of 700 miles, in six days sailing. All 
H M I- diau transpo^ ts, several steamer lin s, and nearly all the tor 
pedo vessels of Great Britain and the Confine tare equipped wiih 
Berthon boats. A great number of styles and siz'^s are mane. After 
tbe ship’s boats come the yacht dinghies, especially recomminded 
for small yachts and steam launches, which find a wooden tender a 
great nuisance. Many of these dinghies are fifed with centeiboard 
and mast and sail to s'tep in forward thwart, The shooting and fish- 
in-' boais are made ligh'er and less beamy. They claim to excel all 
others in strength and carrying power. The Berthi n decked canoe 
is an ingenious hcile craft. The lUft. canoe folds into fin. width, and 
can he carried m a shawl strap. It has a very elegant appearance 
when opened up, and is an excellent sailer, fast and .safe in rough 
water They are sure to become popular in this country. The 
Canadian caroe is a special s'yle for inland waters. They are of 
single skin, very light, and made on lines of the Indian canoes. 

It is claimed by the Beithon Company that their boats have no 
rivals for sea service, and that thev practically monopolize the field 
in that direciion. They have taken a long line of high awards at ex- 
nosiiions f'om 1875 down. At the Lmdon Fisheries, in 1888, they 
were awarded the highest prizes over all competitors, gening two 
gold medals and the • special p'ize for the be-t portable boat.’’ The 
company iias latelv established an agency In New York at 35 Broad- 
weyf w !ere several of their boats may be seen, among them a yacht 
dinghy of small size. 

LLOYDS’ YACHT REGISTER. - This valuable book appears this 
vear in astill greater siz - than before, the regular lists being fuUer 
and more complete; while several interesting and valuable tables 
have been added. The most important of these gives tonnage, de- 
scrintion and nationality of all the yachts on tbe register, a mtal of 
3 819 vessels of 157,313 tons. Of these 907 are steam and 2.942 are 
sailing craft, the tonnage of the former being 86.407 and of the latter 
80 936 Great Britain claims 778 steam yaciits, 494 being of wood; 
and 2186 sailing yachts, 2130 being of wood Only a lew American 
vacbts are inchid'ed in the list. Another similar table gives a list of 
vaehts owned in various countries. A list has also been added of 
yacht- classified according to their tonnage, which gives some mter- 
^ling figures The largest private yacht is the Alva, now building 
for Mr. Vanderbilt, 1238 tons, while the next is also an Amencan 
vacht, Le Bretagne, 1172 tons, hmlt at Baltiniore for Mr. Leon f-ay. 
The third is the Nourmanal, Mr. Astor. 939 tons, then Amy, Mr. 
Stewart, a Scotch yacht of 812 tons, then Mr. Bennett’s Namouua of 
740 tons. All these are steamers, but the largest sailing yacht is also 
an Amefican. Ambassadress. 496 tons, while the old Sappho comes 
next at 392 tons. Another new list is that of builders and designers, 
with names and tonnage of yaohts built by them. The list of \ achts 
is lar-^er and ODOi*e corupleie than ever before. The book is bound 
and printed in tee same handsome style as usual and is in every 
a credit to the great society which it represents. Now that tne Y. 
R A has adopted length oh waterline it seems time that Lloyds 
should add that length in the tables as well as the dratt of the yachts. 
Length from stem to stern post on deck, the dimension given con¬ 
veys no idea of the size of a boat, as waterUne length does, and sim¬ 
ilarly ii’epth of hold shows htile as to draft of water, and these latter 
figures are the ones that yachtsmen need. 

HUr L Y. 0.—A special meeting will be held on July 3, at which the 
following propositions will be discussed: To build a club house, and 
to buy or hire land for that purpo.se, and to raise money tiierefor by 
the issue of bonos or otherv ise, or to renew the lease of the present 
club house; to hold meetings of the members of said duo monthly 
or of,ener, especially during the summer season; to amend Art. 8 
of the by-laws by sn iking out the word “five” in the second line and 
inserring the word “ten,” so that tbe annual assessment shall be SlO 
aft( r the current year, or otherwise amending said by-laws: to take 
such measures as may seem best to strengthen and aid the financial 
interests of the dun; to amend AH 6 of theby-lawsof the club by 
allowing the privileges of the dub, except the right to vote, to per¬ 
sons under 21 years of age, upon applica'ion and election in tbe man¬ 
ner provided with respect to members; to amend sailing regulation 
No 4 by striking out therefi'om the words “this rule applies only to 
yachts under 26ft. sailing length.” or by striking out the words 
“26Ct” and substituting therefor ‘•2oft.,” or by striking out said regu¬ 
lation No. 4 and substituting therefor the words “no prize will be 
given to a boat sailed by a professional,” or oth.wd<e amending said 
by-laws; to amend sailing regulation No. 25 by striking out therefrom 
the word “oce-third” and substituting therefor the word “one-fifth,’' 
to conform to the rule as to sailing length adopted by the New Eng¬ 
land Yacht Racing Associaiion and by other yaciit clubs. 

THE ALTERATIONS IN THE ATLANTIC.—The new Allant’c 
is now in her old berth at Mumm’s Basin, where she has b en 
stripped in preparation for some radical alterations’ in h^r 
rig. The yacht has leaked badly ever since she was launched, 
arid an effort will be made to find the leak and stop it. It may be 
nece.ssary to haul her out and remove her garboards, but the leak is 
now thought to be in the vertical seam of the keel logs. It seems not 
improbable, in view of the manner in which the lead was cast, that 
the troniile is about the bolts. These, of lJ41n. diameter, were driven 
through me keel logs and the lead, 35 tons snd about 35ft. long, was 
all melted and poured about them as quickly as could be done, the 
whole operation occupying only half a day. so that the entire mass 
was heated through at one time. No provision was made for the con¬ 
traction of this huge piece, which w ould be about -^in. in length and 
of pra'dicallv irresistible force so, it seems probable that the br>lts 
nave been drawn tbrongh tbe wood, making the holes larger and of 
oval form, and admitting water readily. The mast will be sbifteu aft 
(ala Priscilla) as far as the trunk will pereiir. some 2ft.; the two for¬ 
ward cbainplates ou each side will be removed and one of each be 
added abaft tbe two reinaing ones, so tnat there will be three instead 
of four on a side Tbe boom will bs replaced by a lighter one of white 
pine and the gaff and topmast will be reduced in diameter, while the 
weight aloft will be lessened as much as possible. The headsails will 
have to be recti’, the jicstay will be moved in 2ft. and tbe extra stay 
will probably be di pensed with entirely. When the alteration.s are 
completed she will be ballasted lo her painted waterline and tried 
again in that trim. 

OSHKOSH Y’. C.—At the annual meeting of the Oshkosh Yacht 
Club, held June 19, the following officers were elected for the ensuing 
year: Commodore, (t. H. Felker; Vice-Commodore. J. A. Dickinson; 
F eet Captain, Henrv F. Meyer; Measurer. S. P. Garey; Secretary, 
H T. Griffllh; Treasurer, Frank Heilig. Regatta Committee; Robt. 
Brand, chairman; H. T Griffttb, F. U. Hillard. The annual regatta 
was set for Aug 14, and the commortore’s c ulse for July 15.16,17. and 
on the t7th will occur the annual race for the Felker Challenge Cup. 
Several new members were electe i. and tbe outlook now indicates a 
renea-ed activi'y in yachting. The club has a fine sheet of water, 33 
miles lone- by 12 wide, and the shores are one continuation of flue 
camping grounds, while there is hardly a lake in the country in which 
there is a larger variety of good fisning, blsek and rock bass being in 
the majority. About six miles from the city, and near the shore, is 
an island known as Island Park, which is fi oed up with club house, 
hotel, and all the necessaries for an enjoyable time. The club would 
be happy to have yachtsmen bring their boats here, and find for 
thera.selv'-s the merits of our boats, both the sailing and steam 
yachts. Regattas for sailing yachts are sailed under tbe Seawanhaka 
rules. The Felker Onp is a fine silvered gold cup, 30ia. high, a^d is 
a perpetual prize to be sailed for annnally at. the commodore’s cruise. 
For the annual regatta, Aug, 14, the prizes have not been secured 
further than the champion pennant, but either money prizes or a 
fine cup will be put up. 

NEW YORK Y. C. PRIZES —An official measurement of Bedouin 
makes her 70.17ft. on loadline, or .ITft. above her class limit. In view 
of the fact thar she was never intended to race in the large class and 
properly belongs to the 70ft. class, and with the consent of the own¬ 
ers of the others in that class, she has been awarded the second class 
prize and will henceforth sail in that class. It must be remembered 
that she gains nothing by this, as her time allowance is based ou her 
actual lengtD, 70.17ft., arid she i* only classed with the others as 70ft. 
The other prizes awarded were: In the keel schooner cl«S3 -Fortuna, 
Oom Henry S, Hovey, Eastern Y. C. Second class schooners—Gray- 
lino- ex-Com Latham A. Fi-^h, Atlantic Y. C. Fir-t class sloops— 
Priscilla. Cora A. Cass Canfield. Seawanhaka C Y. C. Second class 
sloop-jand cutters—Belouin, ex Com. A chibald Rogers, Seawanhaia 
C Y’ 0. Third class sloops and cutters—Clara, Mr. Charles Sweet, 
N.Y. Y. C. 

NEW STEAM LAUNCHES.—Cbas. P. Willard & Co., of Chicago, 
who make a specialty of fast, s’eam launches, have recently shipped 
to J R Purchase, Minneapolis. Minn , fer use on Lake Minnetonka, 
a 33ft.. launch with vertical boil-r 6X8 high speed engine and ST 
wheel, and to Geo. E. & Chas. A. P inter, of Pittsburgh, Pa , a 25ft. 
launch with vertical boiler, and 4)4X5 engine for use on the Monon- 
gahelaRl"er. They have in process of con-driicion, among cither 
work, a 45fr. launch for Messrs. E. & J. C. Covert, of Farmer Village, 
N Y for n.'^e on Cavuga Lake. iVlei?s'‘s Willard &> <’o neJiPve ia 
ample power where high ‘jieed is the. desideratum, and some of their 
launches now in progress develop over 10 indicated horse power for 
each ton of disphiceraent of the bull. 

NEW YORK TO MARBLEHEAD -On June22 both Mayflower and 
Puriian arrived at their moorings at Boston, the two sailing in com- 
nanv from Sand’s Point, which they left about 2 P. M on June 20. 
Wa’ch Hill «as passed at 6 A. M. on the 2tst. Bedouin. Clara and 
Ulidia have al.so gone around, and on Friday Priscilla toived up 
ihro'igh the Gate with Com. Canfield on board. Mr. Taros oomed her 
at Whirestone and she made sail for Boston. Cytheri is also cruis- 
ius: to the eastward, and only little Delvin is left about New York. 
If any of tbe sloops have ventured around Cape Cod it has been done 
very quietly, and they have not yet been reooned. Clara Las hauled 
o It at Beverley for cleaning. Ulidia will sail her first race in America 
on Tue.sflay. 

COOPER’S POINT CORINTHIAN Y. O.—Tbe second series of races 
of the Cooper’s Point Corinthian Y. C took place on June ^-„The 
Norcross. first class, wins the club flag twice. The R Q. Wilkins, 
second class, wins the champion flag twice. The Charles Anderson, 
third class, wins the commodore’s flag first time. Each fl.ag has to be 
won three consecutive times to make tbe possession permanent. 

SEaWANHAKA C. Y". C.—No quorum was present at ihe regular 
meeting on Friday night, as the commodore, secretary and most of 
the yacht owners were off for Boston. The matter of a squadron 
cruise will be decided later on. 

NEW HAVEN Y. 0. REGATTA.-The race of the New Haven Y. 
C. was started on June 22. but failed for lack of wind. It was late 
when the boats drifted in, and no times were taken. 

Don’t twist your neck off. but use Allen’s bow-faeing oars. Little 
catalogue free. Fred A. Allen, Monmouth, Ill.—Adr. 

^anaeing. 

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Fohest anb 
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signals, etc , of 
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and 
reuorts of the same. CanoeBrs and all interested in canoeing are 
requested to forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with 
lo^ of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local waters, 
drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relatmg 
to the spurt. ___ 

FIXTURES. 

Mohican Races every Thursday through the season. 
July 3-5—N. Y. C. C., Trials International Races. 
July 8-24-W. A C A. Meet. Lake Brie. 
July lO-Brooklyn O.C.. Paddling Race. _ 
Jiilv 10-N. Y. C. C., 3d Race Commodore s "i^ophy. 
July 24-N. Y. C. C.. 4th Race Commodore’s Trophy. 
Aug 7- N. Y. C, C.. 5th R-tce Commodore’s Trophy. 
Aug. 7—Brooklyn C. C., Paddling Race. 
Aug. 13--27—A. C. A. Meet, Grindstone Island. 
Aug. 21-Lake St. Annual. 
Sept. 4-BrooklyD C. C.. Paddling Race. 
Sert. 4—N. Y. C. C., International Cup Races. 
Sept 11—N. Y. C. C., 6th Race Commodore's Trophy. 
Sept. 18—Brooklyn C. C., Sailing Races. 
Sept. 25-Brooklyn C. C . Challenge Cup. 
Sent. 25-N. Y. 6.0., 7th Race Commodore's Trophy. 
Oct. 2-N. Y. C. C., Fall Regatta. 

SAIL FOR “FOREST AND STREAM” CRUISER. 

ONLY three forms of sail are in common use in American waters, 
the boom and gaff, ihe leg "f mutton or sharpie, and the spiit, 

and of these the former is by far the ino-st common, in spi'e of its 
serious disadvantayes. and the fact that tiiere are many bet'i-r rigs, 
it ha.s hi-ld its own for many year.s, and is still as popular. Within a 
half dozen years the canoe men have given to the world a number of 
new rig.a, either of new design or adopted from abroad, and in this 
point of good and efficient sail--, these new sailors are far ahead of 
the older boat-sailing experts with far more experience. Chief 
among the new fangled ideas of the canoeists is the balance lug, an 
English adaptation of a Ciiine.se sail, now extensively used in this 
country and applicable to all small boats. 

Tills sail has been chosen for the Forest and Stream cruiser, and 
as far as tried has worked veiy 'success!ully. It will oe remembered 
that during the winter an account was givm by a correspondent of a 
trial of the lug and its failure, followed by a substitution for it of a 
boom and gaff sail and jib, witn better results An investigation of 
this particular case indicates that the sail in question was far from 
perfect, and very poorly rigged, and that it failed under tne con- 
dbions will surprise no one tvho has .sailed small boats. 

Of course the first rr quisite in going to windward is a taut luff, as 
with it shaking nothing can be done. With a badly cut and made 
lug sail this cannot well be had; but a boom and R’afl sail has this 
doubtful advantage, that by means of two lialllard.s it may be 
sirami-d and stretched into some kind of shape, though never what it 
should be. With a properly cut sail this advantage in favor of the 
boom and gaff disappears. 

On a small boat one sail, if rigged so as to be easily handled, is not 
only faster, but much more easily managed than two, one being a 
jib. It is, of course, muen better to windward or free, while there are 
fewer lines. Tne requisites for such a sail ore different in a large and 
in a sma'l boat, as m the former there is much more room to stand 
and work halliards and lines; there are usually more to nelp, and the 
mast is always kept standing, in a small boat tbefail must hoist and 
lower easily, surely and quickly; it must be readily r-'raoved from the 
mast for sto.vage or in rowing, and it must be so placed as to oalance 
properly in connection with the keel or centerboard. I all of these 
particulars tbe sail shown is better for sneakboxes. yachts’yawls, 
rowing and sailing boats, and other small craft, than the boom and 
gaff. The former has no mast rings to jam in hoisting and lowering, 
as they are always liable to do; it can be quickly removed from the 
mast; the latter is stepped much further from the bow, keeping the 
weight aft and being easily reached and uustepped, while before the 
wind the sail is not all on one side of tbe mast ami boat, but a large 
portion is so placed as to help balance the outer end. 

Tbe sail shown is for the 16ft. cruiser, and is made of yacht drill, 
iej4oz., double bighied, tne bights running parallel with the upper 
portion of the leach. The gear is riggt-d as follows: The boom, 2in. 
greatest diameter, is 14ft. long, to allow for s'retch, and is laced to 
the foot of the sail, the latter having about .Sin. roach or rounding. 
A single brass block (i) is lashed to the outer en i for the sheet (/), 
Just abreast of the mast is lashed a snaphook. As tbe greatest 
strain on the boom is at this poim, it is s iffened by a lacing batten 
(I J) of oak, )4in. square at middle and tapering to ends, tbe length 
being 2tt. Ibis baiien is Jashed lo the boom by lour lasfnngs of fine 
tv%iue. and adds materially to the strengib, w bile lighter and less 
cliimsv than an enlargement of tne fore end of boom would be. 

The’head of the i-ail is cut with a round of Uin.. lin. per foot, for 
the following reason; A sti-aight slick, like a yard, is very elastic, 
even if of considerable .size, and will bend greatly at the ends. If, 
however, it be. curved in the first place, it soon rt quires some force 
to bend it further. The principle is well shown in lue common bow, 
which is easily strung, but then reqiires a heavy pull to bend it. 
.Another important advantage fellows this form; the yard or bow is 
first curved in a vertical plane and held there by the sail. Now with 
this tension on it, it resists powerfully any lateral strain that would 
throw the peak to leeward. Tnis is aided by the peculiar cut of the 
sail. The .yard is brought far down the luff and a large part of its 
length is forward of the mast. IVnen the luff is property set up a 
very strong leverage is put on the yard, holding the head well to 
windward. The sail is approximately square in shape, as this form 
gives tbe maximum area with a miniuium average of spars, mast, 
boom and yard. Tne clew is cut off, as will be seen, as a shortening 
of Ihe yard by a foot or so lessens the area hut little. Two batiens 
are placed in tbe sail as shown, with reef points, and a hand reef may 
be added, such as has been described previously in our columns for 
canoes. It will be simpler to run the hand reef to a cleat on boom 
instead of on deck, as a man can stand up readily in a large boat, and 
can reach the boom near the fore port, while in a canoe be must keep 
his seal, consequently tne lints must lead to nis hand, at the cost of 
simplioi y. Tbe battens are lJ4xM middle and 9^in. square at 
enus. and are run in pockets in lue sail. 

The yard is \% diameter at largest part, the middle third of its 
length, and is rigged as follows: A rope strap (o) is worked on it, a 
lacing batten (ni vi) being used as on the boom The eye of the 
strap is large enough to admit a snapbook on halliard, or better yet, 
a snaichblock may be employed Tbe halliard (a a) of 9- nreao ma- 
nilla rope, leads through a sheave at masthead, thence through a 
deck pulley near mast, and is belayed on one of two cleats on deck 
at tbe fore end of -well. In its upper end a snap or gaffr.opsail hook 
is spliced, and on the mast is a 4in. gal. iron or brass ring (n) bent 
into oval form, about 3!4X4%in. It must be large enough to slide 
readily without danger of jamming. The halliard is passed through 
the strap on yard and then hooked to the ring. Wnen hauled taut 
tne yard is always held in to the mast, whetiier full sail or reefed is 
carried. 

A lug sail can hardly be set taut by a halliard, hut a tack tackle 
must be employed, and a very powerful one is rigged as follows. On 
the mast is anoi her ring to w- bich is lashed a brass block (d). Oo deck 
is a deck pulley, at po't side of mast. The tack line {b) is made fast to 
the deck abaft the pulley, the end is rove up and forward through the 
block id) thence down and aft through deck pulley to cleat at fore 
eud of well. Insetting sail tbe mast is stepped, hook on boom is 
snapped into the eye of block (d), the two parrels ou tne bottom are 
tied, the halliard is passed from aft forward through the strap on 
yard and hooked to upper ring (a): then the sail is hoisted as high as 
possible, after which, when the balliard is belayed, the ta'-k is hauled 
dowu until the sail is peifedb flat. In reefing or lowering it is best 
to start the tack first, ilien when tbe halliard is set up the tack is 
hardened down again. , 

A toppinglift (f) ts thus fitted; The Ime is double, running from 
masthead down each side of sail and spheing into one just below 
boom, leaving eiiouah slack to lower the latter. On ihe boom is a 
fairleader (k) lasbed fast, and througb this the toppinglift is rove, 
tneuce to a cleat on boom. It may thus be easily ivacned for a pull 
at any time, even with boom hard off. In hoisting or reefing the 
toppinglift should take tbe weight of the boom always. 

lu removing tbe sail the end i- cast off ani the lift remains on the 
mast. In selling sail the latter is first drooped into tne bight of the 
toppinglift, Ihe fore end of spai's on deck at port side of blast. Tbe 
lift ts made fast to cleat, raisii'g tbe sail, the tack and halliard are 
snapped on, and all is ready for hoisting. 

Ou each batten a parrel is made fast, to hold the sail to Ihe mast on 
tbe starboard tack. There are small lines about 2^fi. lone, the fore 
ends fast to the battens, while tbe after ends are lied or hooked into 
rings lashed to tue battens. 

The sheer, in a small boat is always a trouble, wherever it may be 
mane fast it is always in the way. The plan adopted in the present 
case IS perhaps as good as any. The sheet runs through a block (i) 
on boom and an eye splice is w'orked at each end. On deck are three 
cleats one (y) just abaft ihe rudderbead. and the others (Ti) on 
each tide of well* ’When on the wind tht- after tye of sheet is hooked 
over the after cleat (g) while the sheet is held in the baud or belayed 
to one of the forward cleats; orif desirable the eye may hook over 
one of the latter. When the boom is off the sheet is cast off fi om tne 
cleat and its whole length is used, the eye at the end preventing it 
from unreeviug from tbe block. By this method a very short sheet 
is required, while a good purchase maybe had when on thew'ind 
and tne sheet can always be arranged to be out of the way of the 

ia'ed as described the sail -will be found a very effective one, and 
once accustomed to it there is no diffleuFy in handlmg’it quickly, 
while it is much less troublesome and cumbrous than a mam-ail and 
iib If for any reason the latter must oe used ic can be naecl on a 
Slav the luff of the sail being cut down as much as possible, so as to 
allow room for the jib, out in almost all small boats the single sail 
will be found best. 

BAY^ONNE C. C., FIFTH ANNUAL REGATTA.-On July 5 this 
club wUl bold their fifth annual spring regatta on Newark Bay. The 
races are open to all, and members of neighboring clubs are invited 
to enter. The races are as follows: 1. Sailing. 2. Sailu g paddling. 
3 Double paddliug. junior, 4. Double paddling, ■•enior. 5 Single 
naddl ng, junior. 6. Single paddling, senior. 7. Standing paddhng. 
8 Hand paddling. 9 Upset. 10. Tub race. Suitable prizes awarded 
to winners. A place has been provided for any who wish to get their 
boats to Bayonne before the 5th or may wish to leave them after that 
date until such times as may be most convenient for their removal. 
A place also will be provided for the friends of the visitors from 
which thev may have a fuU view of the races. First race to surt at 
10 A. M. sharp. Committee: Robert Peebles, T. B. Colhns, Ed. B. 
Smith. Tnose intending to take part will please send entries on or 
before the 3d to Ed. R. Smith, Com. B. C. C., Box 49, Bayonne, N. J. 
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A DOCKRAT OUTING. 

The NewUurg Canoe and Boatinpr Association heid their first out 
ina: of the season on Friday, 18th ult. Originally set down tor 

the previous day, a postponemeint on account of inclement weather 
caused a depletion of numbers and insJead of thirty or more partici¬ 
pants, only twenty-two members and lady friends enjoyed the occa¬ 
sion. The Commodore was there with Scylla. the Vice with Ripple, 
the Captain with Mabel, and Jennie. Daddy. Callos. lolas and Peggy 
each with full cargo of passengers and freight and all dressed out in 
their gala day hunting. Starting at 4:30 P. M. against a strong head 
wind and tide, they had made but small progress when one of their 
many friends in the person of genial Capt. Bob Minerley overhauled 
them with his handsome tug Alice, and generously offered a tow, 
which was accepted and soon the boats and canoes were strung out 
in tandem, bowling along at a rate that put oarsmen and paddlers to 
blush. The distance to the chosen spot was soon run over and as 
the lines were cast off, Capt. Bob steamed away followed by 8 rousing 
cheer from his debtors. It was a go-as-you-please scramble for ihe 
sandy beach that lay along one side of the little cove and soon the 
keels of the litOe craft grated on the sand, pas.sengers and crew 
jumped ashore, cushions, shawls, etc., were arranged most comfort¬ 
ably for luxuriant lounging. Sundry boxes, baskets, pails, etc . were 
arranged by some while others, wandering through the adjacent 
woods and fields, gathered quantities of field daisies and other wild 
flowers, which were carried away as trophies of the occaston. Later 
a general charge was made upon the aforesaid boxes, baskets, etc., 
and every one felt better after it was over, and then the smokers 
were permitted to enjoy the solace of their pipes, and Dan lit the 
little fire of chips and drift that gradually, as the shadows of the night 
fell around, became the camp-fire of several huge logs, around which 
the merry party enjoyed its genial warmth and passed the time with 
music and song, laughter and glee. 

Meanwhile the vanous skippers had made ready for a start at any 
time. Lamps were fixed and lighted, and everything niade shipshape 
and handy. At 9 o’clock the sweet strains of '•Home, Sweet Home,” 
rose upon the air. Shortly after all were afloat, and in close column 
slowly m->de way southward, while song after song awakened many 
an echo from the shore. Shortly after the brightening, glowing light 
around the crown of the old North Beacon told of the coming moon, 
and then the bright orb rose in all its full beauty, and lit up by its 
dreamy light and in enjoyment of nature’s loveliness our first outing 
ended. Hal. 

The first of a series of races by the Newburgh Boating and Canoe 
Association came off June 21. The start was made from opposite the 
boat house, and the course was up the river to the stakeboat, which 

was anchored off Gillies’s dock at Balmville, the distance from the 
boat house to the stakeboat being IJ^ miles. There was a large num¬ 
ber of ladies and gentlemen friends of the members of theAssocii- 
tion on the dock and along the shore watching the contest. 

The sailing race took place first. It was dmded into two classes. 
The first was f<ir boats, and in this there were five entries. The sec¬ 
ond class was for canoes, and in this there were three entries. The 
boats were the Jennie, sailed by Harvey Marvel; the Scvlla, Commo¬ 
dore William E. Bartlett; Mabel, N. S. Smith: Ripple, owned by Jas. 
T. Van Dalfsen, but sailed by Fied. Bartlett; Billy H., William T. 
Hilton. The canoes entered in the second class were the Peggy, 
sailed by Grant E. Edgar, Jr.'; lolas, William Van Dalfsen; Calloo, 
H. A. Harrison. 

At 4 o’clock, the boats and canoes being in readiness, the signal 
was given by firing a gun, and the start was made. The Calloo got 
off leading, followed by the Billy H., the Mabel coming close after and 
the lolas in her wake. Then came the Peggy, Ripple, Scylla and 
Jennie, all off on a port tack. The lolas overhauled the Calloo, and 
they drew away from all the others. The Fcylla and Ripple made the 
best windward work and northing. The lolas was the flr.st to turn 
the stakeboat. followed by the Scylla, Calloo, Ripple, Peggy, Jennie, 
Mabel and Billy H. On the run home before the wind the lolas and 
Peggy ran away from the fleet, the latter setting a spinnaker and 
overhauling the lolas. Near the finish the Mabel also set a large 
spinnaker and cut clear away from the Scylla, Ripple. Jennie and 
Calloo, the four latter coming in bunched, the Billy H. far behind. 

There was but little wind for the .sailing race, and it was only ju.sta 
remove from a drifting affair. Owing to a misunderstanding as to 
whether the race was to be sailed in one hour and thirty minutes or 
two hours, the regatta committee have reserved their decision in re¬ 
gard to the matter, as but one of the crate sailing, and that a canoe, 
sailed it in the specified time. 

The result by the corrected time is as follows; Boats (first class)— 
Jennie, Ih. 39m. 57s ; Scylla, Ih. 42m, 37s ; Mabel, Ih. 38m.; Ripple, 
Ih. 42m 28s ; Billy H. did not flni-h. Canoes (second class)—Peggy, 
Ih. 27m. 25 ; lolas, Ih 31m. Is ; Calloo, Ih. 44m. 

The rowing race, distance half a mile, came next, with five entries. 
The fir-t prize was won oy the Scylla, rowed bj H. A. and F. W. 
Bartlett, in Im 29s.; and the second prize by the Ripple, rowed by 
Commodore William E. Bartlett and Vice-Commodore James T. Van 
Dalfsen. in 4m. 4ds. 

The tandem paddliug race followed, there be'ng three entries The 
first prize was won by the Peggy, paddled by Nathan S. Smith and 
Grant E. Edgar, Jr., in 4m. 233,; and the second prize by the Day 
Dream, paddled by C. D. Robinson and F. W. Bartlett. The Calloo 
scar ed, but at the fi st stroke the paddle of H A. Harrison was 
broken and the boat obliged to withdraw from the race. 

The whole race was well managed and carried out with much en¬ 
thusiasm, and gave the greatest satisfaction to all the particip ints 
and the numerous friends who were present waichiog the efforts of 
the contestants. The little misunderstanding in regard to the li uein 
which the sailing race was to be sailed was of but trifling mo nent, 
and will be arranged without doubt to the satisfaction of all by the 
Regatta Committee._ 

E§SEX C. C. 
VERY successful regatta of the Essex C. C. was held off the 
club bouse on the Passaic River, Saturday, June 26. The 

weather was fine and a large number of the fiiends of th- cbio were 
on hand and a very pleasant afternoon was spent. The course was 1 
mile for the paddling races and 114 mile for the sailing race*. The 
first event was a paddling race fer canoes, any class, with the follow¬ 
ing entries: Schuyler, lanthe C. i'.: Burling, lanthe O. C.; Thorne, 
Essex C. 0. Schuyler took the lead at the start and won easily The 
second race was a paddling race for canoes ovei 28in. b>-ara. five 
canoes started in this race: Messrs, Totten, Basse, Hillhr. Stern 
and Evenden, all of the Essex club. This was a very < lose race and 
was won by Stern, with Hesse second. A hand paddling race came 
next and was very amusing. Messrs. Totten, Scott and Cox, of the 
E.-^sex, and Burling and Schuyler, of the lanthe cluu, entered. Tot¬ 
ten and Schuyler closely contested this race for first place, which 
was awarded to Totten by tne referee. 

The next race was the chief event of the dav. a sailing race, with 
the following starters: Totten, Daisy; Stem, Mermaid; Cox, Hattie; 
Hiliier. Chemaun: Murphy, Nilo; Thorn. Onward; Dr. E. F. Coe, 
Siren (Hudson C (J,). There were first and second prizes and an ad¬ 
ditional prize for the canvas canoe that flr-t crossed the line. The 
wind at the start was very light, and continued so until tne turning 
buoy was reached, where a succession of strong puffs came from the 
southwest and the canoes had all they wanted in the beat home. A 
very close and pretty race was the result, and tne Dai-y went over 
the line first, with the Chemaun and Siren a very close second and 
third. 

Five crews started in the next race, a tandem paddling race: Hesse 
and Schultz, Stern and Thorn, Cox and Totten, Schuyler and Dor- 
land, Murphy and Burling. Won by Schuyler and Dorland of the 
lanthe Club, with Hesse and Schultz, of the E-sex Club, second. 

The last race w-as an upset rac“, and Murphy, ('ox, Schuyler and 
Ev-nden contested, distance w-is 500y ts. and Cox won. 

The prizes were thus distributed: Agoll medal and a handsome 
canoe lantern for first and second in the sailing race. A very pretty 
banner to Dr. Coe. the winner in the canvas canoe class. A pair of 
paddles for each of the crew in the tandem race, and a handsome 
Danner for the winners in the other races. 
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THE TRIAL RACES. 

The three trial races to select competitors to meet the English 
canoeists, who are to attempt, in September, to capture the New 

York Canoe Club luternational Challenge Cujj^are to be sailed on 
Saturday the 3d and Monday the 6th of this month 

These races are open to all active members of regularly organized 
canoe clubs in the United States. 

The first race will be called on Saturday at 3:30 o’clock P. M., and 
will be sailed over the regular New York Canoe Club course which is 
as follows: Starting from an imaginary line drawn from the inner 
corner of the club house bulkhead to a stake boat, and sailing down 
the bay, to and around a mark off the house of the Clifton Kowing 
Club, thence to and around channel buoy No. 18 oft Bay Ridge, and 
thence return to point of starting, a distance of six miles. All turn¬ 
ing stakes will be marked by the club flag, a red white and red burgee. 

The second race will be called promptly at 10 o’clock in the morn¬ 
ing of Monday, the 5th, and will be sailed two miles to windward and 
return to point of starting, or two miles to leeward and return. 

The third race will be called at 2.30 o’clock Monday afternoon, and 
will be sailed over the club course. In this last race tht re shall be 
but six competitors, who will be selected by the judges from among 
the best men in the two preceding races. 

The conditions governing American contestants in the International 
races and previously published, are as follows: 

11. The representatives of the holders of the cup shall be selected 
after a series of trial races, open to all members of canoe clubs in the 
United States. The Regatta Committee of the club holding the cup 
shall have the right to select the competitors for the International 
races, ii-respective of the results of the trial races. 

12. Should the cup be won by the American contestants in the inter¬ 
national races: First, an active member of the club holding the cup 
must score one victory to entitle rhat club to retain it. Second, if a 
member (or members) of any other club wins two races, his club will 
hold the cup. Third, should the two decisive races be won by mem¬ 
bers of clubs, neither being the holder of the cup, a subsequent 
race shall be sailed as soon as practicable after the international 
races, between these tw'O competitors, to determine which shall hold it. 

Entries for these trial races have already been made by so many of 
the crack racing men of the leading canoe clubs of the country, that 
they promise to be the most interesting and hard fought contests of 
the kind ever witnessed, and all canoeists are cordially Invited to be 
present. 

Entries can be made to the regatta committee, at the club house, to 
within an hour of the time of calling either the first or second race. 

Com. C. K. Monroe, i 
R. B. Burohard, i-Regatta Committee R. Y. C. C. 
0. L. Norton, ) 

BROOKLYN C. C., JUNE 26. The race was for the challenge cup of the Brooklyn C. C. The cup 
was last won by M. V. Brokaw, of the Minx. J. F. Newman, 

commodore of the club, had challenged for the cup, and half a dozen 
of the club members bad manned their craft to take chances of cap¬ 
turing it. The club house was filled with the sound of preparations 
early in the afternoon, but the heavy squall and shower that came 
up put a stop to the proceedings for awhile. Then the sxm shone 
forth again and the mosquito fleet set sail. 

The race was twice over a triangular course, a total of three miles. 
The wind was light at the start and the little racers slipped along 
with a slow and stately motion, like so many penny men-of-war, car¬ 
rying the pride and honor of a Lilliputian nation. The shapely Gany¬ 
mede forged over the line first with ‘-Tom” Budington’s feet stowed 
away in the forecastle, his head and shoulders only showing over the 
gunwale. She slipped along as if propelled by auxiliary mosquito 
power and gained perceptibly on her pursuers. Next came Commo¬ 

dore Newman in the Sunbeam with a life-preserver and a dozen bags 
of birdshot tor ballast. The Kelpie came third, with R. G. Blake for 
cook and captain bold. Close on his heels was the invincible “Mart” 
Brokaw in the Minx, followed by the Guenn, whose helm was in the 
firm grasp of Vice-Commodore Whitlock, who has the reputation of 
being able to cut closer to a turning stake than any other canoeman 
living. The saucy little Tip-top, with her turn up nose and her zebra 
stripes danced along with Robert Wilkin aboard, and the Edna, Cap¬ 
tain Balraanno, brought up the rear. 

Gradually the little sails faded into the distance in the direction of 
the first turning buoy. They rounded it in the following order: 
Whitlock, Budington, Blake. Wilkin, Balmanno, is'ewman. Brokaw. 
The breeze had freshened and sent the Guenn to the front. It was a 
beat to windward for the second buoy, which was rounded by Whit¬ 
lock, Budington, Newman and Blake. All the others had carried 
away something and were disabled. The third side of the triangle 
brought the wind right abeam, and by that time it was blowing a 
litt'e gale. The canoes spun along like so many water witches. 
Whitlock rounded the third buoy in good shape and stretched away 
on the second lap. Budington carried away his steering gear and 
concluded to quit. The Sunbeam jibed in a heavy breeze and sea, 
fouled her boom, and was bottom side up in about two seconds, with 
Skipper Newman in the loving embrace of his life-preserver. Whit¬ 
lock only finished, winning the cup. The rest were towed in, some 
bottom side up and others half full of water. When they were all 
safe in the harbor the breeze dropped to a calm again. 

TORONTO C. C. RACES.—On June 19 three races took place, the 
sailing challenge cup, novices trophy, the two sailing together, and 
the paddling challenge cup. The entries in the saUing races were 
the Mac, W. G. McKendrick; Alouetta. Wm. Leys; Boreas,; Hugh 
Neilson; Kate, Colin ETaser; Wanda, W. H. P. Weston; Sapphire, J. 
W. Bridgeman; Firefly, W. Cooke; Madge, Chas. Baird, and an un¬ 
named canoe, A. Shaw. Messrs. Shaw, Baird, Leys, Weston and 
Cooke are novices. The Mac won the cup, and has been challenged 
to sail on July 10. Alouette, a new Rushton canoe, won the novice 
trophjy. The entries in the paddling race were: Alouette, Leys, win¬ 
ner; Mac, McKendrick, and Wanda, Weston. 

ALBANY BI-CENTENNIAL REGATTA.—There wall be canoe sail¬ 
ing races at Albany, on Monday, July 19. at 3 P. M , on the occasion 
of the celebration of the two hundreth anniversary of the founding 
of the city. A handsome piece of plate and flags are offered as prizes 
and all canoeists are invited to compete therefor. Entries will be 
made in writing to the chairman of the committee before noon of 
July 19. A. C. A. rules to govern. The races will be under the aus¬ 
pices of the Mohican C. C., who will welcome most cordially all A C. 
A. brethren who may visit the city and compete in the races.—Rob¬ 
ert Shaw Oliver, Geo. H. Thacher, Jr., R. W. Gibson. 

THE CHALLENGE CUP.—New York, June 26, mS.-Editor Forest 
and Nlrmni; I beg to acknowledge as follows, further contributions 
to the A. G. A. International Challenge Gup: Jas. G. Knap, Ogdens- 
burg, N. Y., $1; E. D. Wetmore, Warren, Pa, $1. Previously ac¬ 
knowledged. §235.16. Total to date, $237.15.—Wm. Whitlock, Chair¬ 
man (87 West 22d Street, N. Y,). 

A. C. A. PROGRAMME.—The programmes for 1886 have been sent 
out in the form of a neat circular, as was done last year. Commo¬ 
dore Rathbun calls attention to an error in the classification, Ruie 1, 
on page 10—Class B, in which the limit of length should be 17ft. and 
not 16, as printed. 

So easy to row with Allen’s bow-facers. Catalogue free. Oars 
complete, $8 per pair. Fred A. Allen, Monmouth, Ill.—Ada. 

■ ^nmer§ to ^mespondmt^. 

No Notice Taken of Anonymous Gorrespondenta, 

H. T. B., Hamilton Club.—Neither. 

W. G. S., Marydel, Md.—Train oil is whale oil procured by boiling 
the blubber or fat. 

Z., Yonkers. N. Y.—A little white is admissible on the breast of the 
red Irish setter. The coat grows dark with age. 

G. H. P., Middletown, Conn.—The New York wmodcock season will 
open Aug. 1. We cannot advise you as to the locality named. 

S. E. B., Boston —Only a very few deer are left in Massachusetts. 
They are protected at all times, the penalty for hunting, chasing or 
killing one being $100. 

W. N. S.. Winchester, Ind.—If you will send your name, we will 
take pleasure in giving you such assistance as is in our power. It is 
quite impossible for us to correctly address communications to per¬ 
sons whose names we do not know. 

Angler.-Where can I find trout streams within fifty miles of New 
York? Ans. As you no doubt mean streams which are open for free 
fishing we cannot promise you many fish within that distance. Try 
Baldwin’s, Long Island; Newton, N. J.; Milford, Bushkillor Shohola, 
Pa. 

W. O. W., Charlottesville, Va.—It is possible that the black bass 
may occasionally eat its own species, but, as a rule, it prefers soft- 
finned fishes, minnows, etc., flies, worms and insect larvae. It is safe 
to say that the bass does not eat its own kihd to any great extent, and 
we do not remember to have seen a small black bass taken from the 
stomach of a large one, as is often seen in the case of the pike or 
pickerel. 

C. A., Cambridge. Mass.—1. Could you kindly inform me of the 
real distinction, if any exists, between a lake and brook trout. 2. Is 
it possible that there can be lake trout on the Nepissiquit, 70 miles 
from mouth, in very quick water? 3. Has a prize been offered by 
you for a brook trout of 5 pounds or over? Ans. 1. By “lake trout” 
we understand the “togue” of New England, the “lunge” of Canada 
and Maine, the “salmon trout” of Western New York, and the 
“Mackinaw trout” of Mich., the Salvelinus namacuysh of science. 
By “brook trout” is meant the Salvelmus fontinalis, also called 
speckled trout, mountain trout, etc. 2. No. 3. No. 

A citizen of Arrowsmith, Ill,, recently captured two young 
mockingbirds and put them into a cage and hung it on the 
outside of the house, where the mother bird fed them until 
one day last week, when a meadow spaiTow whipped her 
away and has since taken maternal care of the little fellows, 
feeding them as her own.—Chicago Times. 

A man in Lawrence, Kan , has been arrested for burglary 
He attempted to prove an alibi by declaring that he had been 
out fishing, and he couldn’t produce any fish and was held for 
trial. Here is a state of things. A string of fish absolutely 
necessary to prove that a man has been fishing! This is 
against all precedent.—Kansas City Journal. 

In a garden at Caledonia, N. Y., a bed of flowers has been 
laid out, twenty-two feet long, to represent a huge teroiit. The 
giUs, fins and eyes are represented by different colored flowers. 

EUMPHRITYS’ 
Homeopathic VeteVkiary 

Specifics for 
HORSES, CATTLE, SHEEP. 

DOGS, HOGS, POULTRY. 

byU. S. Governm’t. 
Chart on Rollers, 

and Book Sent Free. 

Humphreys’ Med. Co., 109 Fulton St., M. Y. 

Liiue. 
84 pages, 

' illustrated. 
Price 25c 

3-piece Fly Bod, 25yds. Click Reel, 25yda. oiled 
Silk Line, six Flies, six Hooks to gut and Leader 
complete by express. $4.00. Post paid. $4 60. Two 
Sample Flies by mail, post paid, 15 cts.; per doz., 75 
cts. One 3 piece Trout Rod, Reel, 100ft. Linen Line, 
six Hooks to gut, one Sinker, one Leader and one 
Float, complete, $2.00. Post paid. $2.50. Send for 
our new catalogue, 820 large pages, over 6,000 illus¬ 
trations of all sporting goods, covers printed in 16 
colors, sent by mail for 25 cents. 

PECK & SNYDEK, 136 Naagau St., N. X. 

PATHUSTTEr) MAY 1886. 

THE FLUTTERING FLY. 

Patented May 4th, 1886. 

With the exception of our Patent Compensating Reels and Section Bamboo Rods which we introduce to the public, 
this fly, invented by Mr. Wakeman Holberton, is unquestionablj^ the greatest and most radical improvement in fishing 
tackle ever made. The chief points of manife.st superiority of this method of tying flies over the old-fashioned way are: 

Igt—The wonderfully life-like and fluttering motion this fly has when moved on the water. 
2d—The fish is almost certain to be hooked if it touches the fly. 
3d—Any of the present favorite combinations of color and form can be tied in this way. Thus, those who believe 

that fish are attracted by particular colors or forms of fly, can have their old patterns in tlie patent style. 
4th—These flies not only offer less resistance to the wind in casting, but more resistance to the water in drawing. 

Hence one can do as good work with a small hook tied this way as a large hook tied as before. Experience proves that 
flies dressed this way can be tied on hooks two sizes smaller than one would use on old-fashioned flies. 

We take this me^ns of notifying dealers and fly-tyers that we shall prosecute any infringement of our rights under 
this patent to the fullest extent of the law. Our course, in regard to the protection of our patents and copyrights, is 
known to some people. We assure such people that the same old com'se will still be pursued by this firm. 

We add a few extracts selected from the numerous and unanimously complimentary press notices of this fly. We 
could add many letters from well-known and expert anglers if we were willing to drag the names of private gentle¬ 
men into our advertisements. 

Scientific American:: “When so arranged the wings offer less resistance to the air in casting. As the fly is slowly drawn toward the angler the wings 
expand, and give it a fluttering, life-like motion, much more alluring to the fish.” 

Forest and Stream: » * * * more like a natural insect than the old patterns whose wings close when being drawn through the water. ♦ * * 
Great merit lies in its superior hooking qualities. A fish cannot nip at the wings or tail, but swallows the hook before any part of the fly.” 

American Angler: “There is no question as to the killing qualities of this fly. All fish are attracted more by the action of the fly than by color or form. 
* This flv will certainly, when drawn against the current or over a placid pool, seawi the surface with an attractive wake, and its expanded wings will 

create a fluttering motion, assimilating the struggles of a live insect. * * * We are told that few fish are lost by those who use this fly. We do not doubt it.’, 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, Manufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle, 
18 Vesey Street (Fourth door from the Astor House), New York- 

THE WINCHESTER. 
THE MOST POPULAR 

Repeating Eifle 
IN THE MARKET. 

Great Variety 

of Styles and 

Calibers. 

PRICES 

REDUCED. 

EVERY VARIETY OF 

Metallic Ammunition, 
PAPER AND BRASS SHOT SHELLS, 

WINCHESTEE REPEATING ARMS CO. 
3XrE3'W 

Send for 76-page Illustrated Catalogue. 

OOTVrKT. 
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Spalding’s Celebrated Split Bamboo Rod. 

UNEQUALLED IN QUALITY AND WORKMANSHIP. MADE WITH SPECIAL CARE AS TO UNIFORMITY OF 
SPRING AND DURABILITY. PATENT SERRATED WATERPROOF FERRULE. 

OUR SPECIALTIES IN 

Hand-Made Lancewood and Greenhart Rods 
Take the lead in first quality goods. 

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE 

Brooks’ Patent Line-Drying Reel, 
An article long needed by fishermen who appreciate the value of having their lines always in good 
condition. It is a simple device intended to be carried in tackle box for drying lines. May be inserted in 
crevice of fence or other convenient place. Price, $3.00. 

SOLE AGENiS FOR THE FOLLOWING SPECIALTIES IN FISHING TACKLE: 

Bray’s Patent Fly-Book, Gogebic Reels, Spalding’s Hammered Trolling Bait, Rudolph’s Bait Pail, Rudolnh’s 
Live Fish Ret, Rudolph’s Disgorger, Utley’s Collapsing Net, Brown’s Patent Net 

Ring and Staff, Brooks’ Patent Line Dryer. 

Biroad. IXT. Y. 108 JMEa^dissoxx St., XU. 
S£ND FOR FISHING TACKLE CATALOGUE. 

E. K. TRYOM, JR. a CO., Philadelphia Agents. 

55 COURT STREET, BROOKUYISr. 
7XSR 

UEAlLER in 

First Quality Goods at Lower Prices than‘ any other House in America. 
eooft quality and fine finish. 75ft, $1.00; 120ft., $1.26; 180ft., $1 50; 240ft., $1.75; 300ft.. $2 00; 450ft., $2.25; 
Seinfa^t^d ^ w CliCK Reels, 20yds., 50 cts.; SOyds.. 75 cts.; 60yds., $1.00; 
Aberdeen qnVcir Rent^n^ifri Kirby Limerick, Sproat, Carlisle, (llhestertown, O’ShauKhnessy, Kinsey, 

Out Trom and Rlick T ^ ^0 cts. per doz ; treble, 30 cts. rer doz. Put up one half dozen in a ’ 

MARSTERS. 55 Court Stveet, Brooklyn. 

10 consecutive shots at 200yds. with rest, made at 
Guttenberp:. N. J., on May 8, 1886, by M. Dorrler, 
using a Ballard, No. 10 Rifle. 38—55. 

Cut is full size. 

Send for Reduced Price list of MarHn and Ballard Rifles, dated June Isfc, 1886 

THE MARLIN FIRE ARMS CO., New Haven, Conn. 

SFOBTSHEiS WEAB. 
Cordiiroy, Caiias Horselide, DopMo, Sheep- 

sl[iD, Mattosl aafl Flaaoel ClothliE 
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION FOR SPORTSMEN 

Gun Oases, Cartridge Belts and Equip¬ 
ments of all kinds. 

OATALOOUK AND SAMPIdfiS PREi:. 

GEO. BARNARD & CO., 
108 Madison Street, Chioago. Ill. 
E^teen Agents: A. G. SPALDING & BROS., 241 Broadway. N Y 
Philadelphia Agents: E. K. TRYON, JR. & CO. ^ 

HOW CAN A BOOT BE WATERPROOF 
AND NOT SWEAT THE FEET? Common 

waterproof boots keep the perspiration in as well 
as the water out, and perspiration that finds its 
way through leather is kept in the rubber boot. 
This renders the sock wet, and, when the wearer 
ceases walking, causes the cold clammy feeling 
which is so objectionable and unhealthy. 

THE HANNAFORD VENTILATED 

RUBBER BOOT, 
'wMte it is waterproof and as warm as any boot 
aaaatie, provides a way for the perspiration to escape; 
:at'Qaeii step the foul air is forced out of the boot, 
aund when the weight of the body is i-emoved from 
•ihe cajnpressible top sole, fresh air is admitted to 
Ttheifoeit; thus the sock is kept free from the moia- 
tvu^e-.wfcich causes the feet to become cold, sore, and 
Render. Send for circular. 

jEUaSTSAEORD VENTILATED BOOT CO. 

79 Milk Street, Boston, 

TROUT FLIES, 
36c« Per Dozen. 

H. H KIFFE, 
318 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

Send for Elshlng Tackle Catalogue. 

Salmon Fishing in Canada. 
We have the largest stock in America of Forrest 

& Son’s celebrated Salmon Plies, Rods, Reels, 
Casting Lines, etc., etc,. We have everything in 
Fishing Tackle for the successful capture of Sal¬ 
mon and Trout in Canadian waters. American 
anglers can obtain their complete outfit from us 
far below New York prices. Spliced Salmon and 
Trout Rods a specialty. Salmon and Trout Rods 
made to order and repaired. W. W. Greener’s 
Guns Eley Bros. Ammunition, Curtis and Haivey’s 
Diamonu Grain Powder, Clay Pigeons, Blackbirds, 
Glass Balls, Traps and all kinds of sporting goods. 
Send stamp for 42-pag6 illustrated catalogue. 

T. W. BOYD & SON, 1641 Notre Dame st., 
Montreal, Canada. 

FISHING RODS 
Brother angler, do you want to know where to 

purchase a fine hand made fishing rod, with numer 
ous improvements not found in any other rod man 
ufactured, and at a lower price than a machine rod 
can be purchased? Send for price list containing 
hints in selecting a rod. 

EDWARD SMITH, 
Pittsford, Rutland Co., Vt. 

“Murcia’’SilkWorm Gut. 
nSHING AND SURGICAL USE. 

In lots to suit, all grades and lengths, “Extra 
Heavy” to “Extra Fine.’’ Assorted thousands, ten 
different grades, including “Extra Long,” put up 
for country trade and clubs. Prices, $5 to $15 per 
1,000. Assorted thousands, $7.50. Address LATASA 
& CO.. P. O. Box 2.703. Wasbiogton Building, N. Y. 

Florida, the italv of ambkica— 
50 pages valuable information.—Opportunities 

for profitable investments; a Home, Orange Grove, 
Winter Garden, Damage from Recent Freeze. Pub 
lished by Bailey Syndicate. Indorsed by leading 
ofincials of Florida. Send six 2c.-stamps for copy to 
J. F. TUCKER, Gen. Mgr., Brooksville, Fla, 
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VICTORY WON 
BY SHOOTERS USINO THE 

THE 

Tournament of the Illinois State Sportsmen’s Assoc’n, 
TTriNTEj, 1086. 

First and Diamond Badge by GEO. KLEINMAN, killing 29 out of 30 live birds. 
Second Prize by ABNER PRICE, killing 28 out of 30 live birds. 
First by C. E. WILLARD, in the first event of the “Open to the World” contest. 

Eighty-two entries. 
Also divided in nearly every other event of the great Tournament. 
The Chamberlin Cartridges also winners of the Smith Cup, by C. M. HINS¬ 

DALE, in the Iowa State Tournament at Burlington. 

These Cartridges were from regular stock sold by dealers. 

TATHAM & BEOS., Eastern Agents, 
82 Beekman Street, New Yo^k City.  

SPORTSMEN’S CLOTHING! 
ALSO CLOTHING FOR 

CM Engineers, Surveyors, Ranchmen, 
Miners, Imnlermen, Etc., 

Manuf. from Best CORDUROY, MACKINTOSH, 

CANVAS, MACKINAW, LEATHER, Efc. 

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE. 

THIS 4®* 
ia our Skeleton 
Coat, of strong: 
material, and 
weighs but 15 
oz. Will mail 
it to you for $2. 
Send us breast 
measure. 

UPTHEGROVE &. McLELLAH, Valparaiso, Indiana. 

nWH.! JUMBOLENE. 
(Trade Mark Regdstored.) 

Cures and pre^^ents Insect Bites, Sunburn, 
Chapped Hands and Face. It is the best Lini¬ 
ment in use for Burns, Scalds, Chilblains. Frost 
Bi es, Sprains, Rbeuma ism, Neuralgia, etc. 

It prevents blood poisoning in cuts and other 
wounds and promotes rapid healing in all cases. 

For Sale by Druggists and Dealers in Sporting 
Goods, at 60 c«iu,» per bottle. 

TflOS. JBNNESS & SON, 
PROPRIETORS, 

• Bangor, Me., U. S. A. 
Wholesale Agents: John P. L'^vell’s Sons, Boston; Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co., Chicago; 

Von Lengerke and Detmold, New York.  

IDEAL Reio^dine Tools, 

TTVTB 

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES. 
People of refined taste who desire exceptionally Hne 

cigarettes should ii.se only our Siraight Cut, 
put up iu satiu packets aud b«»xes ut 

lOs, 20s, 5US aud lOUs. 

CANOE HANOIaING. 
By C. B. VAUX (“DOT”). 

A complete manual for the management of a canoe. The author begius at the very 
beginning, describes and explains the rudiments in the simi est and plainest way possible. 
Everything is made intelligible for beginners: and besides this ABC leaching there are so 
many hints and wrinkles that tbe oldest canoeist afloat will bnd pleasure and profit m the 
itiidv of these. The book is complete and concise—no useless duffle between its covers. The 
subjects treated are the choice of a canoe, paddling, sailing, cnre of thf canoe, recipes and 
rules. The text is further elucidated by numerous piactical drawings, and tlie beauty of the 
book is enhanced by the many ornamental vignettes. Pages 168; uniform with Canoa 
Building.” Price, postpaid, Si.00, 

NEW YORK: Fobest anp Stbeam Publishing Co. 89 Park Row. 
LONDON: Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane. Cornhill. 

14 First Prize Medais. WM. S. KIM8AIL S CO. 

The English “ Fishing Gazette.” 
Devoted to angling, river, lake and aea flfihlng, anc 

Oshculbire. 
Sverv Saturday, 16 pages, folio, price 8d. 

Volume XI. commenced with number 429 for 
July 11, 1885. 

Editor--K. B. MaIISTON 
Free by post for one year tor 128. 6cl. (say $.8.20) tc 

any address in the United States. 
Sent direct from the office for any portion of a 

year at the above rate. U. 8. postage stamps car 
be remitted, or money order payable to Sampson, 
Low, Marston & Co., the proprietors. 

Contams special articles on all fresh and salt 
water fish and fishing; reports of the state of tht 
rivers; reports from angling clubs: flshculture and 
natural history; where to fish; angling notes and 
queries; angling exchange column; notices ol 
ftatiing tockle, books, &c., and other features. 

A copy of the current number can be had (post 
free by sending six cents in stamps to R. B. Mars 
oon, the FISHING GAZETTE office, 12 and 13. 
Fetter-lane, London. 

The FISHING GAZETTE^ circulates extensively 
among anglers and country gentlemen in all parb 
of the Empire. , _ ^. 

“There is a large public interest in fishing. , . 
An excellent class organ.”—WorZd. 

“One of the best authorities on these and kindrec 
subiects.”—IVuth. . . 

“A brighter and gayer little paper is not pub¬ 
lished.”—Mawfair. _ _ 

The FISHING GAZETTE Is quoted by the TiTne^ 
and all the best papers. 

One of the best mediums for 

ADVERTISEMENTS 
of fltehlng tackle makers, fishculturists, hotels anr 
flRhing quarters, whisky, waterproof fishing go<^ 
cigars and tobacco, books of angling, and all othe’ 
rdqnirements of anglers; also for all general adver 
iisements addressed to a well-to-do class in aU parts 
of the eountry and abroad. 

Office—12 and 13. Fe^er-lane London 

JOIN THE national GUN ASSOCIATION. 
Send 10 cents, for haudbooir giving all infor¬ 

mation. to the Secretary. Matt R. Freeman, Gen¬ 
eral Manager. F. U. Erhenoge. Secretary and 
Treamrer. Macon, Ga. Board of Directors: Dr L 
E Russell. SprlnefiMH, O.; G M. Stark. Wi^heste--, 
.via^s.; J Von LM'gerke, New York city; Washing¬ 
ton A. Tester, Flatbusn. L. I ; Wm, G Co<^i-r, 
-avannah, Ga.; E. A. Crawford. Tallahas-ee, Ela ; 
M. R. F'ceman, W. VV'. Paikcr and F. C. Ethei’idge, 
Macon, Qa. 

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING. 

EPPS’S COCOA. 
BREAKFAST. 

“By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws 
which govern the operarieos of digestion and nutri¬ 
tion, and by a careful application of tne fine prop¬ 
erties of well-selected Cocoa. Mr. Epps ha.s provided 
our breakfast tables witn a delicately flavored 
beverage which may save ns many heavy doctors 
bills. It is by the judicious use of such articles of 
diet that a constitution may be granu.illy ouilt up 
until strong enough to resist every tendency to 
disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating 
around us ready to attack wherever tnere is a weak 
point. We may escape many a fatal shaft hy keep¬ 
ing ourselves well fortified with pure blood and a 
properly nourished frame.”—CiaiZ 'Service Gazette. 

Made simply with boiling water or milk old 
only in half pound tins by Grocers, labelled thus: 

JAMEM BFP8 & CO., Bomo8op-*thlo Gbem- 
lat«. T.otiHot, WT>a'l'»T»»1 

LYMAN’S 
Patent Gun Sights 
make Ifiintlng ami 
TargetKiUea perfect. 

Send for circulars. 

WM. LYMAN, 
Mlddlefleld, Conn. 

Eaton's Rust preveuior. 
For GUNS, CUTLERY and SURGICAL ENHTRU 

4ENTS. Specially adapted for salt warer shooting. 
For sale at all principal gun stores. Western 

xade suppUed dy E. E. EaTON, .53 State street, 
Ihlcago, ffl. Cannot be sent by mail. 

Manufactured solely by 
OKO. B. BATttH, 670 Pavonl* A»mu®, 

jBrwey rstv N. .1 

The Still-Hunter, 
-BY- 

T. s. VAN DVKE. 
PRICE, POSTPAID. 82.00 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBlJSHINa CO., 

39 Park Row, New York. 
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The Forest and Stream Publishing Go. will send post paid any book 
published on receipt of publisher’s price. 

Sportsman's Library. 
of Spoarf sxi3L£k.xa.*s 33ools.@ 

We tcill fwtoard any of tJiese Books by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price, 

Xo books sent unless money accompanies the order. 

POSITIVELY NO BOOKS EXCHANGED. 
ANGLIN O. 

Adirondack Fishes, Fred Mather. 26 
American Angler's Book, Norris. 6 50 
Angling. 60 
Angling Talks, Dawson.. 50 
Angling, a Book on, Francis. 7 60 
Black Bass Fishing, Henshall. 3 00 
Carp Culture, Peirce... 50 
Fish and Fishing, Manly . 6 25 
Fishing, Bottom or Float. 50 
Fishing in American Waters. Scott, illus. 2 50 
Fishing with the Fly, Orvis-Cheney Collection 2 60 
Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes. 1 25 
Fly Bods and Fly Tackle, Wells. 2 50 
Frank Forester’s Fish and Fishing. 2 50 
Frank Forester’s Fishing with Hook and Line 25 
Fysshe and Fysshyne. 100 
Fresh and Salt Water Aquarium. 50 
Modern Practical Angler, a Guide to Fly Fish¬ 

ing .. 2 00 
Practical Trout Culture. 1 00 
Practical Fisherman. 4 20 
Prime’s I Go a-Fishing. 2 50 
Rod and Line in Colorado Waters. 1 00 
Scientific Angler . 1 60 
Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout, 

etc.. by Roosevelt.. 2 00 
Trolling for Pike, Salmon and Trout. 60 
The Game Fish of the Northern Btates and 

British Provinces, by Roosevelt. 2 00 
Trout Culture, Slack. 1 00 

BIRDS. 

American Bird Fancier.   50 
Baird’s Birds of Nortn America. 30 00 
Bird Notes. 75 
Birds Nesting. 1 25 
Birds of Eastern Pennsylvania. 4 00 
Birds and Their Haunts. 3 00 
Cage and Singing Birds, Adams . 50 
Coues’ Key to North American Birds.15 00 
Game Water Birds of the Atlantic Coast, 
Roosevelt. 2 00 

Holden’s Book of Birds, pa. 25 
Minot’s Land and Game Birds. 3 00 
Native Song Birds.,. 76 
Naturalists’ Guide, Maynard. 2 00 
Natural History of Birds. 3 00 
Samuel's Birds of New Engiand. 4 00 
Shore Birds.   15 

BOATING AND YACHTING; 
A Canoe Trip, or a Lark on the Water. 30 
Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam. 3 00 
Boats of the World. 1 25 
Boat Racing, Brickwood. 2 50 
Boating Trips on New England Rivers. 1 25 
Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs, W. P. 
Stephens.'. 1 50 

Canoe and Camp Cookery, by “Seneca”. 1 00 
Canoe Handling, C. B. Vaux. 1 00 
Canoeing m Kanuckia, Norton and Halberton 1 26 
Canoe and Camera. 1 50 
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper. Bishop’s. 1 50 
Cruises in Small Yachts. 2 50 
Corinthian Yachtsman. 125 
Donaldson’s Steam Machinery . 1 50 
Four Months in a Sneakbox, Bishop... 1 50 
Frazar’s Practical Boat Sailing. 1 00 
Inland Cruise. 50 
Model Yachts and Boats, Grosvenor. 2 00 
Paddle and Portage. 1 50 
Practical Boat Sailing, Davies. 2 OC 
Practical Boat Building, Nelson. 1 00 
The America’s Cup, paper, 50c.; cloth. 1 00 
The Canoe Aurora, by Dr. C. A Neide. 1 00 
Vacation Cruising, Rothrick. 1 50 
Yacht Architecture, Dixon Kemp. 16 80 
Yachts and Boat Sailing, Kemp. 10 00 
Yachts. Small, C. P. Kunhardt... 7 00 
Yachtsman’s Guide, Patterson. 3 00 
Yachtsman’s Manual and Handy Book. 3 50 

CAMPING AND TRAPPING. 
Adventures in the Wilderness. 12* 
Amateur Trapper—paper. 50c.; bda. 75 
Camps and Tramps in the Adirondacks, North- 
rup.     1 25 

Three in Norway, or Rifie, Rod and Gun in 
Norway.. 1 76 

Camps in the Rockies, Grohman.. 175 
Camp Life in the Wilderness. 30 
Camping and Cruising in Florida, Henshall.. 1 50 
Canoe and Camp Cookery, by “Seneca”. 1 00 
Complete American Trapper, Gibson. 1 00 
Hints on Camping.. 1 25 
How to Camp Out, Go’ild . 75 
How to Hunt md Trap, Batty’s. 1 50 
Rustlings in thwRockies. 100 
Trapper’s Guide, by S. Newhouse, 8vo., Illus.. 1 50 

HUNTING—SHOOTING. 
Across Coimtry Wanderer. 5 00 
American Sportsman, The, Lewis.. 2 50 
Breech Loader, Modern, Qloan, illustrated... 1 25 
Crack Shot (The Rifie), “Barber,” illustrated. 1 25 
Dead Shot (The Gun), illustrated . 1 25 
Down the West Branch, by Capt. Farrar. 1 25 
Field. Cover and Trap Shooting. 2 00 
Frank Forester’s Sporting Scenes and Charac¬ 

ters, 2vol., cloth. 4 00 
Frank Forester's Manual for Young Sportsmen 2 00 
Frank Forester’s Fugitive S. Sketches, paper 1 00 
How I Became a Crack Shot, Farrow. 1 00 
How I Became a Sportsman. 2 40 
Hunting, Shooting and Fishing. 2 50 
Htmting and Himters of all Nations, Frost... 1 50 
Hunting Trips of a Ranchman, Roosevelt. 3 60 
Hurlingham Gun Club Rules.   25 
Instructions in Rifte Firing, by Capt, Blunt... 2 (W 
Nimrod in the North, Schwatka . 2 50 
Poems of the Rod and Gun, McLellan. 2 00 
Rifie Practice, Wingate. l 50 
Rod and Gun in CaUfomia. 1 50 
Shooting.  50 
Shooting, Dougall. 3 (W 
Shooting on the Wing. 75 
Sport, Fox Hunting, Salmon Fishing, etc., W. 

B. Davenport, illustrated. 7 50 
Sport With Gim and Rod, cloth . 10 00 
Sport with Gun and Rod, new, plain edition.. 5 00 

Embossed leather. 15 00 
Sporting Adventures Jn the Far West. 1 50 
Still Hunter, Van Dyke. 8 OO 
Stephens’ Lynx Himtmg. 1 25 
Stephens’ Fox Hunting. . 1 25 
Stephens’ Young Moose Hunters. 1 60 
The Gun and Its Dnvelonment. (Greener. 2 60 
Wild Animals and Birds, their Haunts and 
Habits.   176 

GUIDJB BOOKS AND MAPS. 
Adirondacks. Map of, Stoddard. f 1 00 
Farrar’s Guide to Moosehead Lake, pa. 50: do. 1 00 
Farrar’s Guide to Richardson andRangeley 

Lake, paper, 60; cloth. 1 00 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake. 60 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Region 50 
Florida Annual.. 50 
GFuide Book and Map of the Dead River Region 60 
Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddard. 25 
Map of Androscoggin Region. 50 
Map of Northern Maine, Steele.. 1 00 
Map of the Thousand Islands. 60 
Map of the Yellowstone Park . 2 -50 
Muskoka and the Northern Lakes of Canada. 1 00 

HORSE. 
American Roadsters and Trotting Horses. 6 00 
Boots and Saddles, Mrs. Custer. 1 50 
Boucher’s Method of Horsemanship.:•.... 1 00 
Bruce’s Stud Book, 3 vols. 30 00 
Dadd’s American Reformed Horse Book, 8vo. 2 60 
Dadd’s Modem Horae Doctor, 12mo. ’.60 
Horses, Famous American Race. 76 
Horses, Famous American Trotting. 75 
Horses, Famous, of Amenca. 1 60 
How to Ride and School a Horse. 1 00 
Jennlng’s Horse Training. i 25 
Manual of the Horse. 26 
Ma> hew’s Horse Doctor. 3 00 
Mayhew’s Horse Management. 3 00 
McClure’s Stable Guide. 100 
Rarey’s Horse Tamer.  60 
Riding and Driving.    20 
Riding Recollections, Whyte Melville’s. 8 00 
Stonehenge, Horse Owner’s Cyclopedia. 3 76 
Konehenge on the Horse, English edition, 8vo 3 50 
Stonehenge on the Horse, American edition, 
l2mo. 2 00 

The Book of the Horse.   8 00 
Veterinary Dictionary, Going. 2 00 
Wallace’s American Stud Book.. .10 00 
WaUace’s American Trotting Register, 2 vols. 20 00 
Woodruff's Trotting^Horses of America. 2 50 
Yoaatt and on the Horsa . 2 oo 

KENNEL. 
American Kennel, Burges. 3 00 
British Dogs, Dalziel. 4 oO 
Dog, Diseases of, Dalziel. 80 
Dog, Diseases of, HiU. 2 00 
Dog Breaking, Floyxi. 50 
Dog Breaking, by Holabird. 25 
Dog Breaking, Butchinson. 3 00 
Dog, the Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson. 3 OC 
Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hanamond. 3 00 
Dogs and Their Doings, Morris... 1 75 
Dogs of Great Britam America and other 
(joimtries. 2 OC 

Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, 16mo. 76 
Dogs, Points for Judging. sc 
Dogs, Richardson, pa. 30.; 'loth. 6C 
Dogs and Their Ways, Williams. l 26 
Dogs and the Public . 75 
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment in 

Disease, by Ashmont. 2 00 
Englishe Dogges, Reprint of 1576 . 60 
EngUsh Kennel C. S. Book, Vol. 1. 5 (x 
English K. C. S. Book, Vols. HI. to X.. each.. 4 50 
Glover’s Album, A Treatise on Canine Diseases 50 
Our Friend the Dog. 3 o£ 
Practical Kennel (Julde, Stabler.11 j 5c 
Setter Dog, the, Laverack. 3 00 
Stonehenge, Dog of British Islands. 6 00 
The Dog, by Idstone.   12.* 
The Mastiff, the History of, by M. B. Wynn... 2 50 
Vero Shawls Book on the Dog, cloch, $8.00; 
morocco. 22 5C 

Youatt on the Dog.   2 5C 

SPORTS AND GAMES. 

American Boy’s Own Book, Sports and (James 2 00 
Athletic Sports for Boys, bds. 75c.; cloth. 1 00 
Boy’s Treasury of Sports and Pastimes, etc.. 2 00 
Cassell’s Book of Sports and Paetimea... 3 00 
Croquet.   20 
Easy Whist. 50 
Hands at Whist. 50 
Instruction in the Indian Club Exercise. 25 
Skating.    26 
Stonehenge, Encyclopedia of Rural Spoi^... 7 50 
Whist for Beginners. 50 

MISCELLANEOUS; 
A Naturalist’s Rambles About Home, Abbott. 1 60 
Adventures of a Young Naturalist...;. l 75 
Amateur Photogi^her...... 1 oC 
Animal Plagues, Fleming. 4 8C 
Antelope and Deer of America. 2 50 
Archer, Modern. 25 
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson.... 1 5C 
Atlas of Jersey Coast. 1 50 
Black Hills of Dakota, Ludlow, quarto, cloth. 

Government Report. 2 50 
Common Objects of the Seashore. . 50 
Eastward Ho!. 1 25 
Historical and Biographical Atlas of New jer¬ 

sey Coast. 6 OC 
How to Make Photographs. 1 oo 
Humorous SketcheSjSeymour. 6 OC 
Insects Injurious to Vegetation. 6 50 
Keeping One Cow..’. 1 oc 
Life and Writings of Frank Forrester, 2 vols., 

per vol. 1 6C 
Mammals of NewYork, paper. $4; eloth. 5 00 
Maynard’s Manual of Taxidermy. I 2t 
Manton’s Taxidermy Without a Teacher..!..! 50 
North American Insects.  l 5C 
Old St. Augustine, Fla., illustrated.!.'!'.!!! 1 5C 
Packard’s Half-Hours With Insects..' 2 5C 
Pistol, The. 55 
Photography for Amateurs. 60 
Practical Forestry, by Fuller. 1 5C 
Practical Taxidermy and Home Decoration, 
Batty. 1 50 

Practical Orange Culture. i oo 
Practical Poultry Keeping.2 00 
Randall’s Practical Shepherd.;. 2 OC 
Sportsman’s Gazetter, HaUock. 3 oo 
Sportsman’s Hand Book, Col. Horace Park... 1 00 
Studies in Animal Life, Lewis. 1 OC 
The Forester, by Brown.10 00 
The Northwest Coast of America. 20 00 
The Taxidermists’Manual, Brown. 1 00 
Wild Flowers of Switzerland. 15 00 
Wild Woods Life, Farrar. 1 26 
Willson’s Noctes ArnTbroslaoEe, by Prof. Wil¬ 

son, J. G. Lockhardt, James Hoerg and Dr. 
Maginn, 6 vols., crown Kvo., cloth, $9; half 
calf.. 18 00 

Woodcraft, “Nessmux”. 1 oo 
Woods and Lakes of Maine... I )e 
Youats on Sheep..,..,.. ^    1 y 

MUZZLE-LOADING. 
Using Friction Primer. 

2 Wheel 4 Wheel 
L’gth. Bore. Carriage Cnr'ge. 

18 in. 1 in. giS.OO $50 00 
24 “ IM “ 80.00 - 
23 “ “ 116.00 
32 “ 2 “ 150.00 
36 “ 2}i “ 230.00 
42 “ 3 “ 325 00 

S i 5 
® 

G^isrisroiy^. 
Solid Maliogany Carriages. 

BREECH-LOADING. 
4 Wlieel 
Carriage 

2 Wheel Rubber 

pis 
d S « * 
MO®. « fl h 

L’gth. Bore. Carriage. Tires. 
18 in. % in. $65.00 $70.00 
24 “ 1 “ 120.00 128.00 
28 “ 165.00 175.00 
32 “ 200 00 215.00 
36 “ 280.00 300 00 

, 42 “ 375.00 400.00 
With each gun is furnished 

a canvas cover, wiping rod, 
gun brush, loader, capper 
and decapper, two brass 
shells and lanyard. 

MANUFACTURED BV 

-tyoxi-jas 00.9 
NEW HAVEN, CONN., U. S. A. 

FOR .A.T 

Boston: New York: Chicago: 
CHAS. C. HUTCHINSON, All the leading deab rs in Sporting SHELTON BRASS HARDWARE CO. 

■ ■ and Yachting Goods. 126 Commercial st. 177 Lake st. 

9. B. '^arxXii 

8 John St., near Broadway, N. Y. 

MAMACTUBING JSfILER, 
Medals and Badges 

A SPECIALTY. 

Special designs farnished on applica¬ 

tion free ol charge. 

JOHN HARVEY, M. I. N. A., 

Naval AroMteot. 
241 West FoTirteerLtli St.. TV. Y. 

AU classes of steam and sailing yachts designed 
and building superintended. 

Estimates and specifications. 
Designer of Voiante, Sea Belle, Miranda, Alex- 

anda, Catarina, etc., in England. Oriva, Bedouin, 
Wenonah, Ileen, Surf, Wanda, etc., in Amenca. 

J. M. SAWYER & SON, 

YACHT SAIL MAKERS, 
(Established 1852.) 

84 & 86 South Street, New York. 

Sails, awnings and canvas fittings of every kind. 
This firm confine themselves exclusively to making 
yacht sails of every description, and can therefore 
give sail plans with estimates on the most reason¬ 
able terms. Particular attention given to racing 
sails. All work guaranteed. 

New York and Eastern 
YACHT AGENCY, 

A. CARY SMITH, 51 West Tenth Street, New York. 
BURGESS BROTHERS, 13 Exchange Place, Boston. 

Yachts and vessels of all kinds sold, purchased 
and chartered. Special attention given to buUding, 
repairs and alterations. Surveys and inspections 
made. Designs and estimt.ies furnished. A large 
number of first-class yachts now for sale. 

For Sale.—The English cutter DAISY. 

WASSERSPORT. 
SPECIALLY DEVOTED TO 

Rowing and Yachting. 
APPEARS WEEKLY ON THURSDAY. 

Price: 4.60 Marks (#1.06) per quarter; 17 
Marks (S4) per year, postage prepaid. 

Sample copies to be obtained from the publishers 
of the Forest and Stream. 

To avoid errors, the amount of subscription 
should be enclosed by letter in American postage 
stamps, postal orders or by draft on German bank. 

Publication office of WASSSERSPORT, 

CARti OTTO, 
Berlin, S. W., 12, Zimmerstrasse 34, Germany. 

WANTED.-A MARRIED COUPLE TO KEEP 
house for two single 'gentlemen in South 

Carolina, the man to thoroughly understand train¬ 
ing sporting dogs and preparing same for field 
trials, the woman to be competent to do all house¬ 
work, a plain cook and scrupulously clean. Refer¬ 
ences required. Address SOUTH CAROLINA, 
Forest and Stream office jel7,4c 

COPIES WANTED.—JAN. 4,11, 18 and 25. FEB. 1, 
March 8 and Sept. 13, 1883; Feb. 7 and 14, March 

S, 1884. We are short of these issues, and would be 
obliged if any of our readers having one or aU of 
these numbers that they do not want will send to 
Forest and. Stream Pub. Co.. 39 Park Row. New 
York City. mar26.tf 

WAXTJED. 

Bear, Buffalo, Deer, Wolves, Foxes, Spotted Cats, 
Civit Cats, Lynx, Panthers, Antelope, (Jtter, Beav¬ 
ers and other animals and birds of aU kinds. Ad¬ 
dress D. H. TALBOT, Sioux City, la. 

J0f MU. 

f acRtisi®att0je0 40r 

Steal YacMs Specialiy Offered For Sale. 
Iron steam yacht, 194 x 23xi2>4, speed 14 knots. 
Iron steam yacht, 185X21X12, speed 16)4 knots. 
New steel steam yacht, 170x 23)^x10)4 speed 13U k. 
Wooden steam yacht, 100x16x6, speed 13 knots. 
Cabin steam yacht, 42x9X3)4, speed 12 miles. 
Steam Yachts and Launches of all sizes for Rac¬ 

ing, Cruising, Fishing and Hunting Purpose.-. 
FIELD & VOUNG, 

Steam Vessel Brokers and Marine Engineers, 
6 State Street, New York. 

Hunting Boats, Sneak Boxes, 
Cruising Canoes. 

Built to order after the most approved models. 
Correspondence solicited and prices given on appli¬ 
cation. B. W. DAVENPORT, Ashland, Wis. 

For sale.-a i4x30 canoe, centerboard. 
70ft. sails, paddles, etc.; is tight and has bad 

light usage. Will sell at a bargain. Also a 7X5 
shore tent (new). Address CANOE, P. 0. Box 432, 
Hartford, Conn. 

FOR SAI4E. 
HOPE ISLAND, in Narragansett Bay, containing 

about 100 acres, located eight miles from Newport 

on the line of steamers’ direct course to Providence. 

Standing high, commands a view of every point of 

interest in the bay. Good house, barn, workshop, 

lodge, henneries, abundance of good water and a 

wharf costing $3,000 are some of the improvements. 

A perfect resting place for a tired gentleman or 

lady, or desirable headquarters for a yacht club 
or site for a hotel, every room would have a water 

frontage. Splendid grounds for private fox hunt¬ 
ing. Pishing excellent and spring and fall sea fowl 

shooting unsurpassed on the coast; but the island 
should be kept a gentleman’s private residence. 
Will be sold at a fair price on easy terms. 

HIRAM B. AYLESWORTH, 

je24,2t Providence, R. I. 

LIVE QUAIL. iS'ls.'VC 
send orders at once to insure prompt delivery. 
E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Merchant, 1^4 
“.ihambers st., N. Y. 

For SALE.-ROUND tent, 10-FT. in Di¬ 
ameter, 3ft. wall, nearly new; mildew and 

waterproof, with ventilator. Price, without pole 
and pins, $10; 8oz. duck. Addi'ess W. F. FOSTER, 
Ayer, Mass. je24,2t 

ga »» m&. 

is aM km\ KBflfiBl. 
IN THE STUD. 

The four field trial and bench show winners that 
annot be equalled in America. 

Chanapiou PAUL GL4 DSTONE, fee $50. 

Champion RODERIGO, fee $75. 

REBEL WIND’EM, winner English Derby, 
blood brother of Count Noble, fee $60. 

CANADA PEG, bred by Dr. N. Rowe, National 
Derby winner, fee $50. 

Broken dogs for sale. 
Address J. M. AVENT, Hickory Valley, Tenn , or 

MEMPHIS & AVENT KENNEL, Memphis, Tenn. 

_SMALL IMPORTED PRIZE PUG DOG 

Particulars, pedigree and references to FRANK 
QUINSY, P. O. Box 655, N. Y. City. Stud fee, $10. 

may20,tf 
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IN STUD. 
DEERHOUNDS. 

Champion Chieftain, Fee $50. 

Champion Bi-an, - “ 25. 

FOX-TERRIERS. 

Belgrave Primrose, Fee $15. 

Mixture - - “ 15. 

BULLDOGS. 

Ch Robinson Crusoe, Fee $26. 

Champion Tippoo, - “ 25. 

Champion Romulus, “ 20. 

HILLSIDE KENNELS, 
LANCASTER, 

MASS. 

THE IMMENSE ROUGH-COATED ST. 
BERNARD CHAMPION 

(A.K.E. 48a). 
Orange ta'wny, perfect blaze and collar, other 

white markings correct; double dew claws. Bom 
August, 1883. This celebrated dog stands 33)4 in. 
full at shoulders, weighs 183 lbs. (Jan. 30,1886), has 
a gi-and, massive bead, immense bone, and la per¬ 
fect in disposition. 

“Otho is conceded to be the best fronted St. Ber¬ 
nard in the country.”—American Kennel Register, 
June, 1885. 

“‘Otho is one of the grandest fronted dogs we 
have ever seen. His head is a study and his fore¬ 
arm we have never seen surpassed. He is also an 
Immense upstanding dog. —Forest and Stream, 
Oct. 30.1884. 

re» Sf50. Approved bitches only. Cabinet pho¬ 
to^, 60 oems. Imported stock for sale. Also pup¬ 
pies sired by Of ho. THE HOSPICE KENNELS, Im- 
porti'rs and Bn-eders of Thoroughbred St. Ber- 
naru-, A llngLon, N. J. 

Prize-Bred Collies. 
The following well-bred dogs are at stud: 
CLIPPER, litter brother to Glengarry, Heather 

and Lintie, by Eclipse out of Nesta. Has a partic¬ 
ularly long, clean head, good ears, coat, legs and 
feet. Pee $35. 

BOUNCE, by Tramp; sire of Brau an’ Bonnie, 1st 
and special. New Haven, and of the Fairy litter. 
Very small, correctly carried ears, heavy coat and 
excellent legs and feet. Fee $15. 

FOR ALE—Puppies out of Blackberry Girl, 3d 
to Lady of the Lake at Newark and New Haven; 
also out of her sister. Raspberry Girl. Also a young 
bitch. Crystal Palace winner, and a young Rutland 
bitcb, has won three prizes in England. Apply to 

JAMES WATSON. 
jelO,tf P. O. Box 770, Philadelphia, Pa. 

G-xxs Bondlxu 
IN THE STUD. 

Imported from Mr. Llewellin’s kennels (he is 
bluest of the blue), by Dashing Bondhu ex Novel. 
He is also a grand field dog, as his record shows at 
the late trials of the N. F. T. Club at Grand Junc¬ 
tion, beating such noted dogs as Gladstone Boy, 
Mainspring, Bessie A., Gath’s Mark, Trinket’s Bang 
and other fine ones. Fee $35. A. M. TUCKER, 86 
Main street, Charlestown, Mass. 

CHAMPION LAVERACK SETTER 

ROCKINGHAM, 
The acknowledged best English setter in America, 

and a grand field deg. Will be allowed t® serve a 

limited number of approved bitches. Fee $50. 

FRANK WINDHOLZ, 
625 Sixth avenue. New York, 

IN THE STUD 
AT PHILADELPHIA. 

To a limited number of approved bitches; 
impion Irish red setter BERKLEY.fee $40 
impion English setter THUNDER. ” $40 

AH. MOORE, 1711 Spring Garden st., 
n—1 Philadelphia, Pa. 

Imported Toy Spaniels. 
ROSCIUS (King Charles), winner of 1st prize at 

Sinnlngham; Ist at Toy Spaniel Club’s shov^ Royal 
^.Quarium; 1st. New Haven; 1st, Hartford. Fee$2o. 

KING VICTOR (Blenheim), winner of 1st prize 
ivherever shown and the best specimen m America. 

^Ht^G pippin (Blenheim) wdnner of several 1st 
arizes W. PHILLIPS, 

150 West 56th St.. New York City. 

FOREST CITY KENNELS. 

St. Bernards and English Pugs. 
IN THE STUD. 

Champion rougb-coated St. Bernard Csenar 
(A.K R.23); fee $25. English pug Sai^ fee $10. 
Kips for sale. Address with stamp, Portland, Me. 

memnon. 
lampion Greyhound of England and America, in 

ERRACOTfi'l^NN^ELS, Box 845, Toronto, Can, 

ftt tlw f till 

The “Boss” in Stud. 
Services limited to ten approved bitches, at $50 

each. A. K. R. 2218. His ancestors all champion 
and show dogs. As a stud dog he cannot be ex 
celled, his get bemg being very large and finely 
marked. 

Boss’ Record,—Vhc. at New York in 1885, as a 
puppy. In 1886, 2d prize N, E. K. Club at Boston. 
He also took 2d prize in open class and special prize 
as the best American bred mastiff at the Westmin¬ 
ster K. C., New York, 1886. 

Boss is a large dog, weighing upward of 180 lbs.; 
is good in skull, with grand body, legs, feet and 
bone.—Am. Field, April 8, 1886. 

In mastiffs there was but one new one of any pre¬ 
tension and that was Boss. He possesses length of 
body with great substance, and is perfectly sound 
in limbs.—Rporftngr Life, March 31. 1886. 

A few choice pups of great promise for sale, sired 
by Boss out of equally grand females, with best of 
pedigree and markings. 

Also a pgir of Great Danes, 5 mos. old, marked 
alike whitef and blue; great beauties. Pair $50; 
others from $16 to $20 each. 

J. L. WINCHELL, 
jyl,tf. Fair Haven, Vermont. 

IN THE STUD. 
ENGLISH MASTIFF HERO III. 
Winner of first prize and special prize for the best 
dog or bitch, at Pittsburgh, 1886. 

FEE - - - $25. 
For picture and pedigree, address 

VICTOR M. HALDEMAN, 
aprl5,3mos General Wayne, Delaware Co., Pa 

For sale or exchange for a gun, a 
blue belton pup, partly broken, handsome 

and very fine stock; too many on hand. For par¬ 
ticulars address CHAS. WATSON, Fallsingtou, 
Bucks Co., Pa. 3yl,lt 

For sale.— choice puppies by the 
field trial winners Gus Bondhu ex Druid and 

Dash III. bitches, whelped March 4, 1886. They are 
black and white and blue belton. Also one black 
native bitch, finely broken on game, 3 yrs. old. 
Price $35 if taken at once. She is a very nice one. 
Address A. M. TUCKER, 86 Main st., Charlestown, 
Mass. 

UOR SALE, OR IN EXCHANGE FOR A THOR- 
U oughbred English setter dog about 9 or 10 mos. 
old, or an English mastiff puppy of good pedigree, 
a red Irish setter bitch, 1}4 yrs. old. She is by Nim¬ 
rod (Elcbo—Lorna) out of Romaine (Blcho—Rose), 
thoroughly broken. Apply to F. J. MILLS, Lock 
Box 15, North Attleboro, Mass. lyRlt 

WANTED-COCKER SPANIEL DOG, TRAINED 
to tree partridges in close cover and retrieve 

game when shot. Good animal rather than pedi¬ 
gree wanted. State full particulars aud lowest 
cash price. P. O. Drawer 655, Albany, N. Y. 

jyl.2t 

Foxhound puppies from the very 
best hunting stock: If you want one cheap 

that will be sure to make a good-looking firsl^ciass 
hunter, write to C. H. STORKS, Lebanon, N. H. It 

MX. PLEASANT KENNELS. 
For Sale—A first-class liver and white pointer 

dog puppy, 9 mos. old, from No. 1 field stock. Will 
ship C. O. D. if desired. Price $20. For particulars 
address C. T. BROWNELL, 

P. O. Box 335, New Bedford, Maes. 

PURE RED SETTER PUPS FOR $10.-FOUE 
dogs and oue bitch, whelped May 12, 1886, 

champion Nimrod ex Lydia Belle, full pedigree; 
sire and dam entered in A.K.R. For sale cheap— 
Lydia Belle, entered in the A.K.R., full pedigree, 
whelped in April, 1882; broken on woodcock and 
partridge; very staunch on point but ivill not re¬ 
trieve; she points all dead birds. Lydia cost $135 
when 6 mos. old, and as good blood, hunter and 
broken as lives. E. A. STARKEY, Brattleboro, Vt. 

iyi,2t 

For sale.-one pair of 'trained beagle 
bitches. 2 and 3 yrs old, fine hunters on rab¬ 

bits; $10 each. Beagle bitch pup, 5 mos. old, at $5. 
Gordon setter dog, 2 yrs. old, well broken and a 
good retriever, $35. Must be taken at once if sold 
for the above price. C. F. KENT, Monticello, N. Y. 

jyi.it 

LLEWELLIN pups, by champion DASH III. 
out of a Gladstone and Druid bitch, for sale 

low. G. JARVIS, 1015 Washington ave, N, Y. City. 
jyi.3c 

LLEWELLIN SETTER PUPPIES, WHELPED 
June 24,1886, by Gun (Gladstone May B.) out 

of Morning Star (Dashing Dan—Daisey Starlight), 
all black, white and tan and blue belton. Ready to 
ship when 6 wks. old; order now. For pedigree 
and price address CHAS. YORK, 9 & 11 Granite 
Block, Bangor, Me.  

FOB SALE. 

A steady old pointer dog: color, liver and white; 

thoroughly broken on woodcock, quail and part¬ 

ridge. Satisfastion guaranteed or no sale. 
HERBERT FLINT, 

jyl tt Haverhill, Mass. 

For sale.-BULL-TERRIER PUPS. ONE LIT- 
ter by The Count (A.K.R. 3178) ex Miss Doonie 

(A K R. 2193). One litter by Barnard’s Plunger ex 
Prudence (A.K.R. 3615). Also a fine pointer bitch 
and a Newfoundland bitch. For particulars and 
prices, address, E. L. BAILEY. Box 19, East Brtmk- 
tield. Mass.  

■r^OR S4LE CHEAP.-A LEMON AND W^HITE 
P English setter bitch, sired by Yale Belton, a 

Dure Llewellln setter; she was two yeare old June 
19 was never bred, healthy and handsome; had 
woodcock and partridge shot over her last faU; 
rSeen. Address, LOCK BOX 30, Mount Morris, 

N. Y.  

Chance 'fo get the best.-for sale, i 
^g 3 bitches, whelped March 29, by Harvard 

Kenne°8^’msh III , Jr.,outof Mabel Blue.. These 
bluest of the blue Llewelliu seitera combme the 
blood of the noted champions in the field and on 
the bench, Gladstone, Druid, Dash HI , Leicester, 
T?nval “Blue and such bitches as Dart, Dora, 
Mercey'and Peeress. G. A. COLMAN, 64 Sullivan 
street, Charlestown, Mass. jyi,-3f 

For SALE OR EXCHANGE.-BROKEN ENG- 
lish setter, black, white and tan,7yr8^. old, very 

handsome. Gore’s Fred-Gore’s Gipsey.for breeeh- 
ItmtUng 12-bore. Also English setter, orange and 
wS 15mos , unbroken. G. A. COLMAN, 64 Su 11- 
van street, Charlestown, Mass. 3yl,lt 

Rosecroft Kennels. 
Birmingham, Conn. 

Foreman ex Passion (Goodsell’s Prince ex Peb¬ 
ble) puppies for sale. Now booking orders for Fairy 
King (Plantagenet ex Jessie) ex Countess Ploy 
(Count Noble ex Floy) puppies. Fairy King 
(Plantagenet ex Jessie) in the stud. Fee $25. 

Valuable Kennel For Sale. 
1. BEAUFORT, the best pointer living. 
2. NEVISON, champion mastiff of America. Win¬ 

ner of forty 1st prizes. 
3. ALOE, pure Laverack setter bitch; sire, Good- 

sell’s Prince; dam. Pebble. 
4. HAZEL KIRKE, English setter; sire, champion 

Plantagenet; dam. Blue Belle. 
5. BELLE BELTON, English setter; sire, Yale 

Belton; dam, Clara B. 
CHAS. H. MASON, 

tf 13 Bedford ave., Brooklyn, E. D., N Y. 

ST. BERNARDS 
and PEGS. 

CHEQUASSET KENNELS, 

Lancaster, Mass. 

BASSET HOUNDS 
FOR SALF. 

BERTRAND (K.C.S.B 17.571). whelped April 14, 
1884, by champion Bourbon ex Cigarette. Bertrand 
has w-on 1st, Philadelphia, 1885; 1st, Newark; 1st, 
Haven; 1st, Boston; 1st, New York, 1386, besides New 
numerous prizes in England. He comes from well- 
known hunting stock, his litter brother. Judge, 
being the best hunting Basset in England. 

CANACE (K.C.S.B. 18,266), whelped Aug. 17,1884, 
by champion Jupiter ex Citron, by champion 
Riamee. This bitch is long and low, with an ex¬ 
ceptional coat and the brilliant coloring of her sire. 

Both hounds are of the Couteulx strain and the 
Artesian type. Apply to C. B. GILBERT, Box 615, 
New Haven, Conn. jyl.2t 

Gordon Setter Puppies. 
A very handsome litter of splendidly bred pup¬ 

pies for sale, by Gem (Imported Grouse ex Bessie 
B.) out of Diana (Argus ex Beamy). Their grand 
parents are all prize winners, and their sire. Gem, 
IS a dog of remarkable hunting sense. They are 
3 mos. old and will be sold at $25 for dogs and $15 
for bitches. Address 

C. H. JONES, 
jyl,3t Whitman, Mass. 

High bred pointers and se-tters-wb 
breed and dispose of nothing but first-class 

broken and unbroken dogs and puppies. Address 
ELM GROVE KENNELS, South Norwalk. Conn. 

MASTIFFS. 
Address HOLLIS, 'Wellsville, N. Y. 

ENGLISH SETTER PUPPIES. 
From imported Flora, by Roy (Dash IH.-Bessie), 

whelped March 3,1886. Dogs or bitches. Will guar¬ 
antee these pups to be just right; strong nose, na¬ 
tural hunters, and very staunch, requiring but little 
training. They are not sold to close out any scrub 
stock or to make room, but were bred especially 
for the trade, and to show as well in the field as on 
paper. Address, H. J. PIERRE, Winsted, Conn. 

WHITE HULL-TERRIER YOUNG BOYAL 
Prince (A.K.R. 2102). Fee $15. Pups by 

Royal Prince for sale. J. W. NEWMAN, 87 Han¬ 
over street, Boston, Mass. 

SPORTSM4.N’S KENNEL.—TRAINING, BREAK- 
ing and Boarding of sporting dogs, having a 

free run; capacity for fifty boarders. D. F WIL¬ 
BUR, Prop.. Box 303, Bridgewater, Mass. mayl3,tf 

CUOICE GORDON SETTER PUPS FOR SALE. 
Two dogs and two birches out of a litter of 

eleven (the balance disposed of) exceptionally fine, 
no belter pedigree in the country; out of Bess 
(A.K.K. 1831, champion Turk—Juno) by Guy (A.K.R, 
3174, Ben Butler—Quail). Dogs $2A bitches $20. 
Address T. H. S., Box 242, Rome, N. Y. je21,4t 

Newton Breakiog Kennel. 
Dogs thoroughly yard and field broken. For ref¬ 

erences and prices address JESS M. WHAITE, Lock 
Box 157, Newton. N. C.  

For sale.—two English setter dogs, 
both thoroughly trained and first-class re¬ 

trievers: one a good duck retriever. Also one very 
One untrained Gordon setter dog, by champion 
Argus ex Beulah. J ust right to shoot over this fall. 
GEO W, LOVELL. Middleboro. Mass. je24.2t 

FOR SALE. 
Rory O’More and Glencho puppy stock; also a 

few superb brood bitches, all of the finest and pur¬ 
est red Irish strains: full pedigreed. Address with 
stamp W. N. CALLENDER, Albany, N. Y. 

For sale.-SEVEN liver and white 
pointer puppies, price, dogs $30, bitches $25, 

bv Crexteth, dam Frank, grand daughter of Bang 
II One handsome black and tan setter, partly 
broken: price $25. One liver and white setter, well 
broken. Price $100. For further information in¬ 
quire of DAVID G. HARTT Sound View House, 
Northport, Suffolk Co., L. I., N. Y. je24,4t 

For sale -black cocker pups, cham- 
pion Obo II ex Althea. These are same breed¬ 

ing as 1st and 2d prize winners at Boston this sea¬ 
son Pi ice $15 Also pointer pups from first-class 
flew sKbut no pedigree. Price $W. In the stud 
-The best Irish setter in America for the money, 
$10. Send for bis pedigree. HERBERT 
Haverhill, Mass. _oelT^ 

For sale.-imported English setter 
bitch Beauty (A.K.R. 806), trained and a good 

field bitch; $50. Also three of her puppies by Lm- 
coln 11. $15 each. Also Beauty of Orleans (A.K.R. 
3402), $25. HENRY STURTEVANT, Medma^N.^Y. 

TTlOB BALE, A NUMBER OF WELL BRED AND 
U weU broken pointers and setters, ^ dow 
boarded and broken, satiafwtlon guaranto^ Ad- 
dre88H.B.BIOHMOHD>Lakey*lie.]SlaM. 8opt2a,tf 

CHAIDFION BOZ. 
For Sale—Puppies by Boz out of Gipsv and Silver 

Pitcher. Boz has won more prizes than any other 
bulldog in America. Address R. & W. LIVING¬ 
STON, care of Beekman & Ogden, 111 Broadway, 
New York City. jyl ,4t 

BLOOD TELLS. 
FOR SALE, 

SHELL HUDSON, a lemon and white dog, 9 mos. 
old, by champion Gladstone out of General Shat- 
tuc’s famous champion Dido II. Will be sold at a 
fair price. He is a litter brother of Dot, for which 
one of the most prominent breeders in America 
has offered $500. Shell Hudson is a very level¬ 
headed dog, good size, and will certainly make a 
good fielder. Address WELLS, Box 718, Cmcinuati, 
Ohio. jyl,It 

BY COUNT NOBLE 
Out of Major J. M. Taylor’s famous LIT. For sale, 
one black, white and tan bitch puppy, born first week 
in .January, 1886. Count Noble is the sire of many of 

the best field dogs in this or any other country, and 

Lit (the dam) is the winner of the great Grouse- 
Dale field trial, for one thousand dollars, and is one 
of the very best field dogs we have. She is a 

thoroughbred. This puppy is a magnificent speci¬ 

men and should be competent to compete in any 

company. Address WELLS, 
jyl.“2t P. O. Box No. 718, Cincinnati, O. 

K 9 Breaking Kennels. 
Pointers and setters thoroughly broken for field 

trials or private use. Reference given. W. G. 
SMITH. Marydel, Md. 

Xx-listlA Sottox-js 
Under life in.surance at $10 and upwards, by Chief 
out of Yoube, by Tim out of Jersey Beauty, Dorah, 
Petty, Florid; all well bred, thoroughly broken on 
game and good ones. Full explanation by circular. 
Both dogs in the stud at $35 to bitches of guaran¬ 
teed field quality only. MAX WENZEL, 89 Fourth 
street, Hoboken. N. .1. 

Setter Puppies for $5. 
We have a number of setter puppies from 5 to 10 

wks. old, dogs and bitches, of all colors; we will 
close out for $5 each. Dogs of same breed from 6 
mos. to 1 yr. old. $8 each. These setters are of good 
native blood, fair nose and not gtmshy, and satis¬ 
faction is guaranteed in every case. 

WM. W. SILVEY, 
1.36 South Eighth street, PhUadelphia, Pa. 

SL Bernards 
Of purest Swiss strain. Having purchased 
Mr. Hy. Schumacher's Kennel at Bern, 
Switzerland, I can furnish excellent puppies 
or grown stock, pedigrees are genuine, it 
being well known that Mr. Schumacher's 
dogs are of purest strain now in existence, 
“Apollo " is in the stud, fee $ioo. " Apollo’* 
has beaten all dogs in his class in Switzerland 
and America, including champions Don II. 
and " Verone,” for specials, photos of Swiss 
dogs in groups or singly cabinet size 50 cts. 
each. Address with stamp, 

IV. JV. Tucker, 
P. O. Box 1338, N. Y. 

WM. GRAHAM, NEWTOWNBREDA, BELFAST 
Ireland, is prepared to purchase and ship dogs 

for Importers. Dogs purchased from him had the 
foUowmg prizes awarded to them: At New York 
and Chicago, 1888, sixteen firsts, nine special, three 
second and one third. At New York, 1884, seven 
firsts, six specials and one third. 

For sale.—ITALIAN GREYHOUND PUPS 
from imported stock. Also fine English pugs. 

HENRK C. BURDICK, 150 Bridge street. Spiing- 
fleld, Mass. dec-24,tf 

POINTERS, 
SETTERS, BEAGLES, 

COLLIE SHEPHERDS. 
BOX 472, PITTSBURGH, FA. 

Nine English Setter Pups 
By champion Dash III. out of a champion Leicester 
aud Nelly bitch. WM. W. REED, 

je24,3t 85 Milk street, Boston. 

lyOR SALE CHEAP.-A VERY PROMISING 
r blue belton English setter dog. 1 yr. old, Iw 
champion Plantagenet ex Matchless. A. J. LEE, 
Southington, Ct. je24.2t 

Grapliic—Zitta Puppies. 
I will book a few of the above puppies, whelped 

June 10,1886. to be delivered in August. FRED !<. 
HARRIS, 390 Commercial street, Portland, Me. 

jG24,8t 

FOK SALE. 
Beautiful lot of young Irish setters out of setters 

Just imported from Ireland. Address ELMER A. 
SCOTT, Lockport, N. Y. je24,-t 

Foe sale.-having recently added 
several fine brood bitches to the Landseer 

Keimels of Scotch deerhounds and greyhounds re¬ 
duced the price of ' 
hounds now ready to ship. DR. VAN HUMMELL, 
Denver. Col. 

QPLENDID ENGLISH SETTER, TRAipD, NO 
O faults, $20. F. T., Box 925, Newburyport, 
Mass. JyLlt 
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CONCERNING CONSISTENCY. 

Audubon Society for the protection of birds was 

founded bj'' the Forest and Stream, a sportsmen’s 

journal. That is the alleged paradox which in this present 

year of grace is vexing the souls of certain more or less well- 

meaning men and women. The editor of an obscure reli¬ 

gious paper in Chicago is grieved because a letter received 

by him from this office relating to the Audubon Society 

was written on a sheet of paper bearing at its head the pic¬ 

tured rod and gun—implements of bird destruction. A Cin¬ 

cinnati doctor, who has entered the lists as the champion 

knight of befeathered Dulcineas, wants people to go on 

killing song birds because the Audubon Society was 

founded by a journal devoted to the interests of a class of 

men who shoot birds for sport; and the good doctor is also 

apprehensive lest the wicked journal should actually be given 

some credit by the public because of these bird protective 

undertakings. 

The worthy individuals are unduly perturbing their spirits 

in this warm July weather. There is nothing inconsistent 

in the attitude of Forest and Stream toward song bird de¬ 

struction. It represents the general sentiment of sportsmen. 

Simply because a man pursues and kills game birds and 

animals which, so far as we may reason from analogy, Avere 

created expressly for men to hunt and kill, it does not follow 

that he is bent on the foolish and wicked extermination of 

other birds which were created to gladden the world with 

their beauty and song and to wage their warfare upon the 

noxious insect hosts. As a matter of fact, the average 

sportsman recognizes more fully than the average non-shoot¬ 

ing man, the economic value of such birds as the Audubon 

Society is concerned with. The sportsman, through his 

clubs and journals, has secured many of the best bird pro¬ 

tective laivs now in force, and he has secured them, too, in 

the face of stupid opposition and in spite of the lethargic in¬ 

difference of just such individuals as are now faultfinding 

because the Audubon movement was not put in motion by 
themselves. 

Jt is always easier to sti^nd oiit ope side and carp and 

whine than to put one’s own shoulder to the wheel; and 

after a thing has been done in one way it is always easy to 

gain passing notoriety by loudly proclaiming that it might 

have been done better in some other way. 

The friends of song bird protection invite the co operation 

of all sincere workers in the cause. They ask for honest 

united, and, if honest and united, effective working together 

for the common end. 

To ask that there should be absolute unanimity of opinion 

among those who are honestly concerned for the success of 

the campaign against the song bird feather fashion would be 

seeking too much from human nature. Differences, misun 

derstandings and dissensions have been the attendants of 

every laudable public movement. The cause of the Ameri 

can Colonies was hampered year after year by the want of 

harmony between the American representatives in Paris. 

But Lee and Deane and Franklin were patriots, and, though 

they could not understand each other and worked at cross 

purposes, all had at heart the interest of the Colonics, It is 

to he hoped that the several individuals who have criticised 

the Audubon Society because of its origin in this office are 

sincerely interested in securing the objects sought by the 

Society; and more than this, it is already an established cer¬ 

tainty that the movement, critics or no critics, is a success 

ful one. 

CELEBRATING THE FOURTH. 

A PART from the barbaric noise inseparable from the 

occasion, the distinguishing and suggestive feature of 

the Fourth of .Inly has come to be the variety of outdoor 

sports on that day, and the numbers of people who, as par 

ticipants or spectators, are interested in them. The bare 

catalogue of these pastimes discloses the place open-air 

amusements occupy in the public taste. First and foremost, 

of course, were the base ball matches in numerable, Avitnessed 

by hundreds of thousands of spectators; with lacrosse, 

cricket and lawn tenuis matches; Scottish and athletic 

games; rowing, yachting and canoeing regattas; horse 

races and bicycle races; polo; whippet racings; rifle and 

trap shooting matches; each engaging its special share of 

public attention and demanding full reports in the morning 

papers of the next day. The anglers were out in force, and 

,1 uly woodcock shooters sweltered in the covers. 

The old style of celebrating the national holiday is gradu¬ 

ally giving away. In its observance of the day society may 

be divided into two classes, the first of those who try 

to get away from the noise and heat, and pass the 

hours in quiet; and the other of those who seek 

amusement. The latter is rapidly learning that more satis¬ 

faction is to be derived from some form of outdoor sport, 

than in the aimless methods of celebrating once in vogue, 

when a big crowd and a big noise, with a spice of patriotic 

spread-eagleism, furnished the regular programme. The day 

as a holiday gives more satisfaction because of these regu¬ 

larly organized forms of entertainment. It is more of an 
event to look forward to. 

There are not wanting those who decry the new form of 

holiday, and who would restore the patriotic programme of 

earlier days with orations and public reading of the Decla¬ 

ration of Independence. It cannot be said, however, that 

the Fourth does not accomplish its purpose, even though 

there he no such formal public recognition of the event it 

commemorates. The day, even though wholly given over 

to sensible forms of amusement, has an educational influ¬ 

ence of incalculable value, and its influence is to stimulate 

patriotism none the less, though the direct appeal to that 

sentiment once so common he now omitted. 

A YACHT RACING GLASSIFICATION 

ON another page we touch on the question of classifica¬ 

tion, a subject that is made still more emphatic in the 

race at Larchmont this week. Here the classes are based on 

sailing length, namely, a length taken parallel with the load 

waterline and at a certain distance above it. By this rule 

Cinderella and Clara, 53 and 53 feet waterline, are classed 

with Gracie, Bedouin and Fanny of 70 feet load waterline. 

Ulidia, 43 feet load waterline, goes in with Athlon, 51 feet 

load waterline, a boat of double her beam. As it happened, 

none of the 70 feet class were in, and Ulidia was too late to 

enter formally, so the evils were of no great consequence 

for the time. They suffice, however, to prove the impera¬ 

tive need of a concerted and intelligent action on the part 

of the leading clubs. There may he some excuse in the 

p.Tst for the growth of such a faulty and unjust state of 

affairs, hut its continuance is little credit to the enterprise 

^nd intelligence of American yacht clubs. 

A CONSIDERATION OF DOLLARS AND GENTS. 

^X'lIE woodcock season in the vicinity of Saratoga and 

Newport and other great pleasure resorts opens in 

June. This is in conflict with the general laws of the States, 

but the average landlord of a big hotel is beyond, outside of 

and above the law. His hack door is always open to the 

furtive or brazen entrance of the market shooter, and his 

guests eat what is set before them and pay the bill. Pub¬ 

lic sentiment in the neighborhood of summer resorts is made 

by the hotel keepers; if the hotel wants June woodcock, the 

general sentiment is that June woodcock are quite the cor¬ 

rect thing. The birds have been potted in the vicinity of 

Saratoga this year, and are now pretty well exterminated. 

In Rhode Island there are many square miles of cove 

admirably adapted to ruffed grouse. Were the birds given 

anything approximating a fair chance the State would afford 

the best grouse shooting in the country. But the covers are 

depleted by the market-shooters. Woodcock shooting is in 

order in July; and the multitude and variety of game birds 

that pass muster as woodcock at the hotel back door are not 

by any means limited to the species usually recognized as 

game. These market-hunters kill almost every feathered 

creature that comes in their way, robins, thrushes, and 

whatever flies. They cut down great numbers of chicken 

grouse, and by this constant slaughter of immature birds for 

the hotel kitchen the grouse covers are made lean and barren 

by the time decent and law-abiding citizens are ready to go 
shooting. 

If spring and summer shooting could he done away with 

thoroughly and universally, the supply of legitimate game in 

legitimate season would furnish a permanent source of pleas¬ 

ure to sportsmen and of revenue to the citizens of the State. 

The annual profit from birds killed out of season and covertly 

smuggled into hotel back doors, does not equal one-hun¬ 

dredth part of the revenue these same birds would bring if 

preserved for sportsmen who would pay stage fares, hoard 

hills, guide fees and other expenses for the privilege of shoot- 
ng game in season. _ 

JUNE DEER FLOAIING. 

A SUGGESTIVE communication is printed in our Game 

Bag and Gun columns, where a Keene Valley, New 

York, correspondent cites the case of a local great man who 

has been floating for deer in June. This is a typical case of 

the corpulent and lazy nabob, who finds it in his power to 

use indebted employees as tools in his illicit sport. There 

are many such men in the Adirondacks; they are hotel keep¬ 

ers upon whose nod depend the fortune of guides and oars¬ 

men; or manufacturers who conceive that when they hire 

men to work for them they may also demand of them com¬ 
plicity in violating the game laws. 

These men have about had their day. Their extraordinary 

position of defiance to the legal restrictions upon shooting 

and fishing cannot he maintained in the face of the new sen¬ 

timent forming in many localities in the North Woods. An 

encouraging sign of the growth of such a sentiment is 

afforded in the formation of guides’ associations for the en¬ 

forcement of the game laws and the punishment of offenders, 

be they big or little. )Sueh insubordination on the part of 

guides naturally provokes the choler of many of the hotel 

keepers, who toady to the local great man as well as to city 

guests in quest of June venison. The landlords announce 

that as retaliatory measures they will prevent the law-abiding 

club members from obtaining employment as guides. Such 

tactics may he temporarily successful; but if the guides have 

pluck enough to fight the contest through to the end, they 

will he supported by visitors and in time by the hotel keepers 

themselves. 

It happens in the present instance that the June floater is 

one of the persons active in securing the repeal of the New 

York hounding law last spring. The advocates of the re¬ 

peal, it will be remembered, made a great deal of noise over 

the enormity of the abuses attendant upon floating. This 

June floater is a-fair specimen of the hounding advocates; 

his June floating is a fair sample of the actual practice of 

the bounders who harangued the loudest and longest against 

deer floating. 

Galli Mules” are included in the birds not protected in 

New York by one of the new laws. The galli mule is a 

woesome fowl and ought to have fared less harshly at the 

hands of the Albany politicians. 

Bets are not decided by the Forest and Stream. It is 

taken for granted that those who bet will have intelligence 

to determine the winner and loser without taxing the ingemi- 

ity of nfiAVspaper men, 
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DAYS WITH THE BARMECIDE CLUB. 

For several days there had been a soft dampness which 
portended rain. The new moon, with its sou’east end 

sticking down so a powder horn could not have been hung 
on it, was what the old-fashioned farmers of the Mohawk 
Valley would have called a wet moon. And the rain came. 
A thoroughly bad day, where everything out of doors is dis¬ 
mal and all the comfort one can find is inside the shanty, 
has its place in the angler’s calendar. There might be too 
many of them, enough to make the thing monotonous, but 
when they happen along not too frequently, they add a 
wonderful variety to the charms of forest life. They give 
outers a rare chance to become acquainted, for they must be¬ 
come intimate, being housed up iu a seven by nine house or 
thereabout for so many hours. It is generally much pleas¬ 
anter to hear the patter of the rain upon the shingles, than 
upon the broad bark roof. There is the faint sense of 
security in the one, and the constant fear of a dripping down 
your neck in the other, so look carefully to the bark roof in 
pleasant days, and do not have to chalk up one against the 
glorious life in the woods the first time some rain cloud 
strikes a mountain peak and springs a leak. We encountered 
one of those days, but as we were here first, we made it 
welcome with our most cordial greetings. 

Drizzle, drizzle, driz, 

O’er forest and plain, 

Scatter thy wetness 

Gent, gentle rain, 

While the pipe, the song and story go round and round. 
'The pipe is a success. The songs by cracked voices, oh, 
shades of Malibran and Mario, are mixed irredeemably, and 
we are thankful when they are finished. The stories, like 
angling and hunting stories of the present day, are probably 
truthful, which is their only redeeming quality. 

Nature is poetry and truth in these latter days, and the 
angler living so near to her cannot help if he imbibes and in¬ 
hales great draughts of that truth which has finally become 
the distinguishing characteristic of those who go to the brook 
side with six-ounce rods—be the same more or less. He may 
not inherit this love of truth, but he acquires it. It has 
come slowly, but the day for exaggeration has passed. The 
angler has been cornered and smoked out too often to dare 
undergo the process again. There is a class of those who go 
fishing, but they are not anglers, but rather pot-hunters, who 
would stretch veracity to the breaking point and then break 
it; and whose statements are to be trusted, as Thackeray 
would say, about as much as a schoolmistress’s letter or a 
church yard epitaph. 

Says Glen while recharging his pipe, “This is just such a 
morning as I remember once in Arkansas. It was a drip¬ 
ping kind of a morning when I started out from camp on a 
deer hunt. The underbrush and second growth which grew 
very thick, were covered with the night’s dew and morning 
drizzle, and they had a provoking way of slapping and 
switching me from my ankles to my head, paying most 
attention to my face, I had proceeded a mile perhaps, when 
up jumped a magnificant six-prong buck and put away all 
too suddenly for me to fire, but now I was assured that my 
morning hunt would not be barren of results as I found that 
the trail he left was easily to be followed, and after half an 
hour I saw him ahead of me resting beneath a clump of 
bushes. He was unaware of my presence and I brought my 
rifle up for a careful aim. Closing my left eye I found i 
could see nothing as I attempted to peep along the barrel. I 
dropped the piece, winked four or five times and sighted 
again with the same result. Putting my hand to my face 
I found that my right eye was gone. Immediately retracing 
my steps a quarter of a mile, there was my eye hanging on a 
bush glisteningand sparkling and winking at me as naturally 
as could be. 1 placed it in its socket and returned again to 
the deer. With the finding of my eye I became overcon¬ 
fident, arguing that trailing the deer when one of my eyes 
was missing and successfully locating him, was now a feat 
simple enough with both my eyes in their proper places, 
and carelessly coming upon him he struck out with the speed 
of lightening. I fired and away he sped down the winding 
trail. But he had received his death wounds, for when 1 
came up with him and examined the lordly fellow, 1 found 
he had been shot through four times, having actually outrun 
the bullet and meeting it each time as the crooked trail 
crossed the straight course of the bullet. Don’t you under 
stand? this way,” says Glen, taking a dead coal and making 
the following diagram on the smooth side of a piece of bark; 

Man_ 

“The straight line is the course of the bullet, the crooked 
line is the track down which the deer ran. A is where he 
was when he received the first lead, and B C D are where 
the deer followed the trail and met the bullet, E is where he 
finally fell and died.” 

“I’ll give you a turkey story,” says Roy, the facts of which 
as related to me occurred on the Big Muddy in Southern 
Illinois, and well worthy of the Taboos of the American 
Egypt, and quite equal to any of the remarkable catches of 
the silver hook fishermen in the stalls of the public market. 
Of course, 

I cannot tell how the truth may be, 

I say the tale as ’twas told to me. 

“A party of four or five were hunting on the Big Muddy 
in (I think) Jackson county, and making their headquarters 
with one of the Hill brothers. They had met with varying 
success, and all of them had killed ducks, geese and swan, 
and all but Doctor G. had killed one or more wild turkeys. 
The doctor was bound, as events proved, to either kill a 
turkey or have the credit of so doing. 

“Pete Hill came in early one morning with a large fine 
turkey. No one had seen him with it but the doctor, and he 
bribed Pete to give him a chance to shoot it over again. The 
next morning Pete was to leave early with the turkey, shin 
up a certain tree where he could hide himself from the rest 
of the party, and at a given signal from the doctor who was 
then to fire, to drop the turkey to the ground. Part of the 
scheme worked first rate. The doctor hunted over the 
grounds apparently very carefully until he approached Pete’s 
tree. When the signal was given, the doctor fired and down 

came the turkey. All excitement, the doctor ran to it, closely 
followed by another of the party, but the cat was out of the 
bag, for the turkey’s legs were tied together with Pete’s red 
bandanna handkerchief, and the doctor’s companions in¬ 
spected the tree closely enough to find Pete who had then to 
come down. He was ignorant of the doctor’s predicament 
until he saw the red handkerchief which he had used for 
convenience in carrying the turkey, but had forgotten to 
take it off. Bandanna was a name which still clings to the 
doctor.” 

“That was surely a pretty bad break, but fortunately 
it ended without loss of life and must have been a good 
lesson to the doctor. Though entirely different in every 
lespect, it somehow reminds me of a story I heard about a 
Missourian, who was visiting friends in Posey county', 
Indiana. They, to make his stay as pleasant as possible, got 
up all kinds of entertainments for his benefit, and among 
others was a coon hunt. The night selected was a moon¬ 
light one, and before starting the hunters partook of several 
straight and mixed. The natives, accustomed to the parti¬ 
cular brand of whisky, seemed well able to resist its effects, 
but not so the Missourian, who was taken in, which how¬ 
ever was not strikingly apparent until they were to cross a 
stream which ran through the woods. The home boys led 
the way, most of them jumping it clean, as it was quite a nar¬ 
row stream, while a few touched the water on the opposite 
side. The visitor came to the water’s edge and refused the 
jump, but seeing what he supposed was a fallen tree across 
it. he made an effort to walk the shadow of a large tree 
which stood behind him. ‘Old Mis—hie—sou forever. Hie 
don’t have to tumble into stream where hie there is a log to 
walk on him.’ The first step put a damper on his confi¬ 
dence. ‘Old Mis—hie—sou forever, Mis—hie’—kersplash. 
The boys fished him out none the worse for his ducking. In 
fact it did him good. “I’d have got over all right if the 
bark hadn’t slipped,’ he exclaimed, and he was none the wiser 
regarding the substance and shadow of that tree.” 

“Ii’s your turn, guide. Give us a fish story now.” 
“To tell you the truth, gentlemen, I never told a lie iu my 

life.” 
“It does not necessarily follow that one must lie to tell a 

fish story.” 
“Such being the case. I’ll tell you a second-handed one, 

and if it is not true no blame or charge of falsehood can attach 
to me, besides, as most fish stories have to do with large fish, 
this one deals in small ones, which is also a point in its favor. 
It was related in my hearing by Judge French, better known 
by his friends as Bill. The judge was as well known for 
his strict veracity off the bench as he was respected for his 
legal acumen when presiding in a court of justice. It ap¬ 
pears that some years ago, when the present system of cheese 
making was introduced iu the central counties of New 
York, a factory was established in the town of New Hart¬ 
ford, and the farmers around either brought or had their 
milk taken there daily and credited to them. This was be¬ 
fore the lactometer had been invented or at least before this 
certain factory had commenced its use. The consequence 
was that there was some cheating, for the quantity of cheese 
was not in average proportion to the quantity of milk 
credited to the different farmers. It was quite a difficult 
matter to detect any one adulterating their milk, but finally 
one was cornered in a very curious way. This farmer was 
Deacon Page. There was discovered one morning in the 
cans of milk from his farm several small fish, which the 
deacon was called upon to account for. ‘Why I’ll tell you 
all about that. Yesterday my cows broke through the pas¬ 
ture fence and drank in the Saquoit creek, a ways above Mr. 
Richardson’s mill dam, and must have swallowed some of 
the fish. It is strange my hired girl didn’t notice it when 
she was milking. I’ll speak to her about it.’ ” 

‘‘Did I ever relate to you,” said Storm, “the adventure my 
grandfather had with the bullliead iu the Mohawk River 
near the old Utica base ball grounds. No? Well, some 
morning when we get up a little earlier than usual. I’ll try 
and tell it. It’s a long story and needs an early start iu the 

MitjLaud. 

CUEYNNE, Wy. 

HUNTERBERG CASTLE. 

The day of this history was the Fourth of July; the 
scene, a beautiful valley in Middle Park, Colorado. In 

the early morning, in remembrance of the nations natal day. 
a pole was raised, the stars and stripes were flung aloft, 
cheers were given, a short address was delivered, and thus 
the ever-glonous was celebrated by a little gathering of 
strangers far out in the Rockies. There was no booming 
of cannon, no ringing of bells, no popping crackers, no burst¬ 
ing of bombs, nothing but simple recognitions of the day, 
hearty observance as far as circumstances permitted, and 
the solemn attention of the glorious mountains. 

Immediately after the patriotic ceremony the assemblage 
of prospectors, travelers and hunters separated, going their 
different ways, and in a short time the camp was as silent as 
the abode of Reflection. My comrade wanted to do some 
trout fishing, and as there was only a stout bass rod besides 
my own trout rod, I turned the latter over to him, pd sad¬ 
dling my pony, determined to spend the day hunting and 
rambling. 

The course taken led me to a mountain six or eight miles 
southeast which, iu the mellow distance, looked like the 
capitol of some undiscovered country. Viewing it as I rode 
was a matter of increasing interest, and though a grouse 
with a large brood of little chicks in one place, two small 
coyotes playing like puppies in another, and flocks of sage 
chickens attracted passing notice, the mountain loomed naore 
grandly as 1 slowly neared it and held studied attention, 
From ihe midst of great wings, steep rcofs and many pin 
nacles, rose a principal dome and two smaller ones, where 
there were columns and pillars and doorways, and vertical 
and horizontal seams like the lines of masonry in a real 
structure. With the figure once established, further study 
brought out more striking semblances and apparent proofs 
of the genuineness of the building. How could a mountain 
have a dome of such wonderful harmony in size and pro¬ 
portions? How could chance place two smaller towers equi¬ 
distant from the center, and arrange terraces and steps and 
architectural embellishments? It certainly is the ruin of 
some temple of the sun, some amphitheatre or forum of an 
ancient people. I’ll just go on and investigate, and then in¬ 
form the Director of the Geological Survey of ray great dis¬ 
covery. By the right and privilege of discoverer I’ll name 
it Hunterberg Castle, or the Sportsmen’s Pantheon, or the 
Anglemere Coliseum, something grand, something to com- 
memorate and eive even greater renown to the world-wide memorate and give even greater 
fraternity of good fellows. 

While gazing and giving rpin to fancy apd conning names 

from which to select the most suitable for the magnificent 
structure, a prosaic sneeze broke in upon my illusion and 
also brought to his feet a large gray wolf, not thirty steps 
away. He was crouched in the grass near the trail eating a 
rabbit when the nasal explosion aroused him. Trotting off 
a few yards he stopped sullenly to take in the cause of the 
disturbance, licking his chops the while and showing his 
teeth as if he had a mind to resent the encroachment upon 
his domain. The pony had stopped of his own impulse, and 
without hesitation I took a snap shot. The wolf leaped con¬ 
vulsively, turned a somersault and fell dead, the bullet hav¬ 
ing furrowed his skull. Dismounting, I examined the breast 
to see if the skin was worth taking off as a trophy and found 
the hair thin and full of fleas. There were still some throbs • 
of waning life, muscular twitchings about the savage mouth, 
and wavelike tremors along the back, then the once sly and 
merciless prowler stretched out limp and lifeless, and I left 
him a prey to his own. 

A half hour’s ride brought me to a smooth .slope of tritu¬ 
rated rock terminating at the base of the capitol. - Distance, 

found, gave the pile much of its architectural uniformity, 
though even yet a bold outline, distinctness of profile and 
breadth of elevation enabled me in fancy to make a temple 
or teocallis of imposing grandeur. In front of the main 
dome were minor towers and buttresses, the spaces between 
partly filled with masses of rock, the debris of geological 
ages, among which were many small pine and cedar trees. 
About six hundred yards from the more solid portions of my 
castle, among fragments and projections, I caught sight of a 
mountain sheep, poised on one of the tower-like formations, 
as if it were a statue on a pedestal. I had before seen these 
sure-footed climbers in similar positions, but had never had 
an opportunity of getting near enough for a shot. I now 
resolved to get that sheep, not considering fully at the mo¬ 
ment that it is easy enough to pass a resolution, but very 
often quite another matter to carry one into full force and 
effect. Still it is a good thing to resolve if one does not 
thunder too much in the index. 

As the wary animals cannot be approached from below, as 
they frequently spend some time very patiently watching 
the frantic and fruitless efforts of the hunter to get into 
shooting distance, and as this one seemed to be looking down 
on me with disdainful emotion, 1 concluded to resort to 
subtle strategy and make the effort to circumvent him by 
going round the back way. A half mile to the right there 
was a long sloping ridge, with scattered dead and living pine 
and cedar trees on it, and great detached rocks, which, it 
appeared, would furnish a good approach clear to the upper 
base of the dome, where I could certainly get close to the 
game. 

Turning the pony’s head I put him on the gallop to the 
place where the ascent was to begin. The ridge was not 
steep, and I urged the pony on as fast as he could go with¬ 
out making too much noise, and in due time reached the 
upper portion of the slope, perhaps four or five hundred 
yards back of the rocks where the sheep was seen. There I 
lied my steed with the lariat and went on foot. 

There was much to interest any one in the. mazes of rocks 
and trees, in the magnificent scenery that lay about me. 
where the silence was as impressive as the mountains were 
sublime, and I was half inclined to let the sheep go and 
study the universe. Near the broad front of my Hunterberg 
Castle, looking northwest, and not far from the pedestal 
where the sheep was supposed to be, was an immense split in 
the gray granite, one of the doorways I saw from the valley, 
into which I went stealthily, stepping upon a wide mantel 
or architrave that provided comparatively easy passage to 
the outer side. Going slowly, scanning the projections and 
cornices beyond as they came in view, barely moving as I 
reached the free opening, the sheep suddenly came into my 
line of vision, leaping from a point of rock to a small flat 
surface that brought him into clear range. I was stooping 
low, and for a few moments remained so, breathless, motion¬ 
less as the rock by ray side, then cautiously raised the rifle 
and fired. A million echoes and reverberations awoke the 
wild solitudes, hammering the walls where I stood, and then 
flying like affrighted spectres to more and more distant and 
safer nooks and crannies. The sheep sprang forward with 
such life-like effort I thought the bullet had missed. But 
the leap was followed by a thump which meant that feet and 
horns had lost their cunning, and that a still and dismem¬ 
bered form was down there somewhere. 

The next task was to recover the game. From my lofty 
outlook it could not be seen, but passages and pathways 
were visible, made by wild animals, and all about were ugly- 
looking crevices and cavernous openings. To reach these it 
was necessary to retrace my steps almost to the point where 
the sheep was first discovered. Relative positions of rocks 
and trees were noted, the “marking down” method of the 
hunter, and then the return was in order. Before starting, 
however, 1 could not resist stopping a few minutes to look 
out upon the gi‘and scenery on three sides of the mountain 
observatory. 1 could see the vapor rising from the Hot 
Springs miles away, and right and left of that point get 
bright glimpses of Grand River, the water hidden in places 
by forests and canons, and then again flashing and dancing 
in the sunlight, as if a mountain of silver had been melted 
by subterranean fires, and the gleaming metal escaping from 
nature’s crucible, was filling the tortuous valley. In every 
direction were great mountain tops reaching to heaven, cap¬ 
ped with black rocks and glistening snow, here an open 
and there a figure of immaculate beauty to which imagin¬ 
ation could give form and feature in boundl^s fancy. 
One of the images of snow seemed in the distance like a re^al 
form lying m state, its robes sparkling with jewels, as it it 
were the bier of a princess stopped in mid air— 

“Half dust, half deity, alike unfit 

To sink or soar." 

The figure was Strikingly beautiful, and I thought as I 
gazed, if the Iztaccihuatl of Mexico, the woman in white of 
the Aztecs, is more beautiful than that, it is worthy its re¬ 
nown, and worth the journey to see it. , ..o , 

I was loth to leave the high veranda. The beautiful 
sweeps of alpine scenery, the regal mountains in their robes 
of white and purple, the flowery meadows, the shining river 
and many small streams hurrying to it, the dark green 
forests, the columns of smoke here and there like incense 
from sylvan altars, made pictures of enchanting beauty. 

“My mother earth! 
And thou fre.ih-breaking day, and you, ye mountains, 

Why are ye beautiful?” 

Awaiting reply let us leturn to our mutton. Approaching 
the pony he neighed a welcome and manifested unusual 
pleasure. In truth it was lonesome up there, and I didn’t 
wonder at the horse’s gratification on being as.sured that his 
fidelity vriis pot betrayed. 
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Let me say that a degree of faith must be taxed in this 
abstract and brief chronicle. It cannot be helped. I did 
not find that sheep. It was not because I did not shoot well, 
that was all right, but circumstances interfered. Reaching the 
vicinity of the base where I thought the sheep was lying, the 
pony pricked up his ears, planted his forefeet decidedly, and 
stopped suddenly as if something terrible had arrested his 
attention. At the first glance I could see nothing. On the 
instant, however, a huge cinnamon bear rose on his hind 
legs to an immense height, ten or fifteen feet, it seemed, be¬ 
fore it stopped getting up, and not more than seventy five 
yards away. His tapering face, open mouth, outreaching 
arms, and limp, banging paws, were exceedingly distinct in 
the brief view I had of Ursus Jurrribilis, variety cinnamon- 
eous. As he reached full altitude the pony, who had never 
seen a cinnamon bear before, not even a photograph or 
crayon sketch of one, uttered a wild snort, whirled excitedly, 
nearly pitching me out of the saddle, and went down that 
slope with amazing energy. We would have made a good 
acting charade of General Putnam at Horseneck escaping 
from the British. This lime it was a bear. I was a careful, 
but rather passive rider, giving the pony all the rein he 
wanted and uttering no words of discouragement. 

Of course 1 know Ibis doesn’t sound well. How much 
grander and more dramatic it would be to write that the 
pony was brought about with fierce determination, urged 
onw'ard to within a few feet of the bear, careful aim taken 
and a bullet lodged in the vicious animal’s brain, and a few 
other verbal shakes of sheet iron thunder. But nothing of 
the kind occurred. The fiigbt continued. At the distance 
of a half mile, not hearing the crash of breaking limbs or 
tumbling of rocks behind me, 1 tightened rein, and induced 
the pony to stop, just a moment. Looking back 1 saw 
bruin still in position, like a huge Stoughton bottle, appar¬ 
ently wondering what was the matter with the party on 
horseback. He had stood up to see who was coming to call 
on him, and was an indifferent spectator at the subsequent 
proceedings. 

At the camp an imprudent narration of the adventure 
caused some merriment, and raised some doubts as to whether 
the sheep was killed. 

“Why didn’t you work your way round to the other side 
and get your game?” said one. 

“With that bear standing there ready for a row! Hardly. 
Besides, the pony was too timid.” 

“Was it a black bear or a cinnamon?” 
“Is a black bear fifteen feet high?” 
“No; not fair measurement and chained to a post.” 
“Well, then, this was a cinnamon.” 
Then one of the men said I had acted wisely. No one 

man should get himself into a disagreement with a cinnamon 
bear. It takes two good shots, that is two fellows that un¬ 
derstand the business. Each man must stand his ground 
whenever they get a bear started; one must hold steady till 
the critter comes up to strike, mouth open, claws out, and 
blaze away into his mouth, if possible. If that doesn’t 
fetch him, the other man puts a hall under the bear’s arm, 
and cinnamon gets his medicine. 

This explanation was entirely satisfactory to me, and I 
dropped the subject without supplementary statement. 

Although the day’s excursion was a disappointment, I 
turn to its recollection with unfeigned pleasure. The first 
impression of the temple-like form of the mountain, or Hunt- 
erberg Castle, cannot be effaced; the sheep is still poised on 
his airy pedestal as first I saw him; the grand panorama of 
mountains is ever subject to call, and the animated, perhaps 
melodramatic dissolving view down that slope, awakens 
emotions, and revives the wit and humor of the camp quite 
as vividly as it did on that memorable Fourth away out in 
the Rockies. JEEOiiE Buknett. 

THE MAGALLOWAY OF TO-DAY. 

HE changes wrought by the lumbermen on the Magal- 
loway River during the past three years have been so 

great that if a person who went from Aziscohos Falls to 
Parmachene Lake during the season of 1883 were to go 
over the same route this year would be astonished at the 
great change in the general appearance of the country. In 
the fall of 1883 the Berlin Mills Lumber Company began 
operations in Parkertown (which extends from below the 
Narrows to the head of the meadows on both sides of the 
river), and put into the woods a crew of ubout 250 men, and 
that season cut about 10,000,000 feet of lumber. Their long 
landings on both sides of the river from the foot of Emery’s 
Misery to lower Metalluk Pond, gave it a desolate appearance, 
which was supplemented by a tornado and a fire that swept 
over about a thousand acres of land at the Narrows the fol¬ 
lowing summer. The next season’s operations were on a 
somewhat larger scale, and timber was cut on both sides of 
the river nearly to the foot of the meadows. The follow¬ 
ing fall the company still further extended their operations 
and put in about twenty camps and employed about 400 men, 
and their landings now reach from Aziscohos Falls to the 
head of the meadows, so now all the primeval forest left 
below Parmachene is from the foot of the lake to the head 
of the meadows. If they should extend their operations up 
the river one more season the picturesque beauty of the 
Magalloway will be one of the things of the past. 

For quite a number of years that has been one of the best 
localities for large game in this region. Moose were not un¬ 
common and some were killed every season. One was 
killed at the meadows in 1884 that weighed 1100 pounds. Car¬ 
ibou were found quite plenty by those who knew where 
to look for them. There is a large caribou bog lying with¬ 
in a few miles of Aziscohos Mountain. Deer were very 
plenty and in winter herds of from half a dozen to ten or 
fifteen were not uncommonly seen, and as late as the fall of 
1883 a herd of seventeen yarded within one and a half mUes 
of the Narrows. The snow was deep that season and they 
nearly all disappeared before spring. A logging crew of 
fourteen men were camped near by; they made one quarter 
of beef last them all winter and they never were stinted for 
fresh meat. Perhaps that had nothing to do with the dis¬ 
appearance of the deer. Munn 'W’ornell, a Maine fish and 
game warden, came to Brown’s farm, inquired if any deer 
had been killed or any fish caught, went fishing himself two 
or three days, and then in the language of a well-remembered 
writer, “marched back again.” I don’t know but the lumber 
men have just as much right to kill and use deer during the 
winter as guides and sportsmen have to kill them in close 
season in summer, and use one or two meals and throw the 
remainder of the carcass in the river to be wasted and taint 
the air for rods around. This winter the snow has not been 
so deep but what they could take care of themselves and 
ve^ few have been killed this winter. 

The old hunters used to say that if deer ever became 

plenty here again the wolves would follow them. Their pre¬ 
dictions seem to be verified, for several have been seen and 
tracked on the Magalloway this winter. One came into a 
yard near George Waters’s camp and was seen by several of 
the men. It has been quite a humber of years since wolves 
were plenty, but their time is short if wolves in both hair 
and “sheep’s clothing” get after them. 

Pur is quite scarce around here now. It has been persist¬ 
ently hunted ever since John Danforth came to this region, 
and now it is a rare thing to find a beaver; and mink and 
sable are also scarce. Fisher and otter are very seldom seen 
and even now a bob cat is something of a rarity. 

The trout fishing has changed also, for now fish can be 
caught only at certain places on the river, when formerly 
they could he caught almost anywhere. Last summer a 
friend of mine was at Little Boy’s Falls, above Parmachene. 
and where a few years ago he could catch plenty of fish of 
from one to three pounds, and had taken one weighing over 
five pounds, the largest one taken this trip weighed less 
than a pound. I caught one on my last trip up the river in 
September, below the lake, that weighed five pounds two 
ounces, and my companion took the mate to it in less than 
five minutes after that weighed a trifle over four pounds. 
The season before my largest fish weighed six and a half 
pounds. But very few trout are taken above Aziscohos 
nowadays as large as that. Those would not be considered 
very large brook trout by anglers who have caught nine and 
ten-pounders at Rangeley, but perhaps they might be called 
very good ones by parties who have fished the same waters 
two weeks at a time and caught nothing that would weigh 
over a pound. 

No pickerel have as yet been seen above Aziscohos, but 
they go up as far as the foot of the falls at Clark’s, though 
they are not as plenty there as formerly, and it is to be hoped 
that they will disappear entirely from those waters. It is 
also to be hoped that no one will try to help the matter by 
stocking the waters with black bass, for if they do it will be 
only a short time before you will find bass at Little Boys’ 
Falls and Rump Pond. 

This paper will give your readers some idea of the changes 
going on in the Magalloway country, and perhaps save 
somebody a good deal of disappointment who might expect 
to find it just about the same as when they were there a few 
years ago. S. J. G. 

Lancastsh, N. H. 

A.ddress all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Co, 

DOMESTICATION OF THE BUFFALO. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Most of your readers are aware that Mr. Hornaday, the 

taxidermist of the National Museum,was sent out this spring 
to procure, if possible, a few skins of the American buffalo 
(Bison amerieanus) to be mounted for the museum. Recently 
Mr. Hornaday returned, practically empty-handed. The 
melancholy interpretation of this fact is that the buffalo at 
last has gone forever. These facts, I say, are pretty well 
known to most of your readers, and to these it will be, I be¬ 
lieve, a glad surprise to know that this magnificent species is 
not doomed to extermination after all. 

The small herd of domesticated buffaloes kept by Mr. 
Bedson at Stony Mountain, Manitoba, has contrived to thrive 
and multiply and the four calves of 1878 are now represented 
by 18 bulls, 25 cows and 18 calves; these, I learn from a 
recent article in Scienc-e, are to become the stock of a Mani¬ 
toban company for the breeding of buffaloes. The great 
value of the buffalo is now fully recognized, and the various 
ways in which its physical powers and material products are 
to be turned to account are set forth at some length in an 
article-by the writer, published in Transaction No. 23, of the 
Historical and Scientific Society of Manitoba, 1886, entitled 
“The Mammals of Manitoba.” When this was written the 
fate of the buffalo was trembling in the balance and I took 
the opportunity of urging its claims on our attention as an 
animal that would be an invaluable addition to the stock 
yard. Since then the matter has been pretty thoroughly ad¬ 
vertised among the Manitoban business men and projects of 
domestication favorably received. And I am sure that now 
all who are interested either in the stock farm or the chase, 
will be glad to learn that after all the buffalo has not “gone 
forever,” and since it is proposed to introduce the species on 
the prairie ranches of the North, it is not unlikely that ere 
many years have gone we may once again see the American 
bison feeding and clothing a nation and darkening with its 
thousands the boundless plains of the West. 

Ernest E T. Seton. 
New York, June 20, 1886. 

W. T. Hornaday, chief taxidermist of the United States 
National Museum at Washington, was in the city yesterday 
visiting friends. Mr. Hornaday has just returned from 
Montana and other portions of the West, where an effort 
was made to secure for preservation some specimens of the 
buffalo, which is rapidly disappearing. To a Herald re¬ 
porter Mr. Hornaday yesterday made the following state 
ment: “On the 3d of May a party consisting of George H. 
Hedley of Medina, an assistant and myself left Washington 
for Montana in search of buffalo skins and skeletons for 
preservation in the National Museum. We arrived in Mon¬ 
tana about the 10th of May, and until the time we left, .June 
15lh, we were continually on the lookout for the object of 
our search. We were told that it would be impossible to 
find buffaloes there, but after diligent search for a number 
of days we were fortunate in seem’ing two large bulls and a 
fine calf. The latter was captured alive with the lasso and 
was sent immediately to Washington. The skins of the 
bulls were found to be almost worthless for the purpose in¬ 
tended, as the animals are now shedding their thick coats of 
hair. The skeletons, however, were sent to Washington. 
Buffaloes are very scarce and few people know of any in the 
West. In Montana there are probably twenty-five buffaloes 
and in other Territories there are even less than that number. 
In Yellowstone Park, however, where animals are not allowed 
to be killed, there are about 200 buffaloes and 5,000 elks. 
A fine of $50 and six months imprisonment is imposed for 
violating the law in this matter. Small herds of buffaloes 
are reported to be in the British possessions, but the species are 
rapidly becoming extinct. In October 1 shall go West again, 
prepared to secure at least twenty-five skins and skeletons. 
In case Mr. Hedley does not accompany me in October, 
Henry L. Ward, son of Professor Ward of this city, will go 

out with me. This work should have been done some years 
ago, when the plains were frequented by the buffalo. Vast 
herds of cattle are now seen in place of buffaloes. Large 
quantities of buffalo bones are being collected and are shipped 
to Eastern factories for the manufacture of fertilizing ma¬ 
terial.” Mr, Hornaday left fo# Washington last evening.— 
Rochester Herald. 

TWO HINTS IN TAXIDERMY. 

ANT who have had occasion to make bird skins in the 
field have regretted the sorry condition the specimen 

presented when unpacked at home, owing chiefly to doubled 
and twisted necks. And those who have made exchanges 
know that occasionally a bird gets a broken neck even when 
carefully packed and perfectly dry at starting. 

The skins made by some collectors are invariably weak in 
the neck from using slender rolls of cotton. Having soon 
noticed this defect in even my own specimens, I substituted 
for the cotton a hard roll of oakum which extended from 
the mouth nearly or quite to the tail. Of course every one 
uses, or ought to use, a stout wire or long sliver of wood for 
the necks of large birds, hawks, ducks, herons, etc., hut it 
is only in reference to small birds that I wish to call atten¬ 
tion. In making skins of birds the size of sparrows and 
warblers I began using matches with sufficient cotton twisted 
around to make the neck of the required size. I have since 
adopted the use of hard-wood toothpicks, and have already 
used several hundred with quite satisfactory results. Cover 
the wood with cotton by a dexterous twist of the fingers. 
Insert this in the skin, letting it extend from the mouth 
nearly or quite to the tail. With the bird lying on the back 
the bill may be made to point slightly upward, as it should 
in a well-made skin, by allowing the neck to rest on the 
back, placing all or nearly all the filling over it. 

In my opinion the best skin is made in a modification of 
the two extremes, with the bill neither in a line with the 
back nor pointing upward at a right angle to the back, ex¬ 
cept in case of owls, etc. An angle of forty-five degrees or 
less is suitable for most small birds. For a robin a single 
toothpick is scarcely long enough, and for such specimens I 
use two toothpicks, letting the flat ends overlap, the cotton 
will hold them together. 

A bird skin made in this way may be picked up by the 
bill with impunity and in transportation the neck will not 
be damaged. 

I used this method on a recent trip to Mexico, and my 
specimens were transported, some of them when they were 
scarcely dry, several miles down a steep mountain trail on 
the hacks of bronco mules, and received rougher treatment 
than usually falls to the lot of even field skins, and yet there 
was not one broken neck among over two hundred skins. 

The second point which I wish to bring to the notice of 
naturalists is the use of absorbent cotton in the field. A spot 
of blood that has formed on and among the feathers may be 
scraped off with a knife blade, and then if absorbent cotton 
is used, the place will be so effectually cleaned as to need, 
with most birds, no after treatment; at any rate, nothing 
more than a little com meal before commencing to skin the 
bird. 

This cotton possesses great advantages over ordinary cot¬ 
ton batting, and is better to use than plaster, corn meal or 
sand, which would form a cake not easily removed from 
some parts of a bird without pulling feathers out or going to 
the trouble of moistening it. W. E. B. 

Oakland, Cal., June 34,1^. 

THE AUDUBON SOCIETY. 

A Garden City, Kansas, correspondent, commenting on 
the Florida man’s queer notion of killing off the mocking¬ 
birds because they eat strawberries, says: ‘ Tf Sam J. Kin- 
nard, of Waldo, Fla., could be transported from his shady 
nook in Florida to these vast, treeless prairies, destitute al¬ 
most of feathered songsters, how his heart would leap for 
joy at the sound of the first note of his much-despised mock¬ 
ingbird, just as the writer’s did lately on discovering that 
the sweet-noted, restless, chirping robin redbreast and Sam’s 
nightingale had actually found tfi^eir way this far west, and 
were visitors, if not residents. I was born in the woods of 
Ohio, where the scarcity of song birds is not known, and in 
a region where small fruits and berries are the farmer’s main 
sustenance and his pride to protect, and where, too, it is 
not an uncommon thing to see the birds feeding from one 
stake while the pickers gather their share from another; and 
there seems to be enough for both. It was with a thrill of 
pleasure that I discovered a mockingbird here only last 
week, hopping about in the few stunted trees that are scat¬ 
tered about the city, and how he makes the welkin ring.— 
Budg. 

A Rutherford, N. J., observer estimates the work of a 
band of four boys in that town in 1885 to have been the 
destruction of between seven and eight hundred birds’ eggs 
and nearly five hundred old birds. 

The observant Orillia Packot says that “this summer, hum¬ 
ming birds are few and arrived quite late. Can it be that 
the lessening in number of the little beauties is caused by 
the freaks of fashion in ladies’ attire?” There is not a doubt 
about it, and as our able contemporary has joined the Audu¬ 
bon Society, he cannot do better than exert the influence of 
his journal in disabusing the fair sex of a ci’aze that carries 
such carnage into the ranks of the heautitul birds of our 
woods 

A Westerville, O., correspondent says: “I feel a deep 
interest in the welfare of the birds, and have beheld with 
astonishment their unwarrantable destruction. I discovered 
that in this community about thirty young boys were 
engaged in the work of destroying birds’ eggs, or rather 
gathering and shipping them to a taxidermist of Geneva, 
N. Y. I found upon investigation that they had gathered 
no less than 14,000 eggs, and I immediately, through our 
local newspaper, made a complete exposure of who they 
were, and which resulted in putting a stop to the business.— 
M.” 

Recent Arrivals at the Philadelphia Zoological Garden.— 
Purchased—2 red bellied squirrels (Sviurus aureogaster), 2 yellow- 
winffed sugar birds (Careba cyanea), aod 4 crowned pigeons (Goura 
coronata). Presented—1 opossum and 10 yoivag (Didelphys rirgini- 
anus), 1 screech owl {Sco2)s asio), 2 alligators {Alligator mississippi- 
ensis), 1 Gila monster {Heloderma suspectum). and 50 homed lizards 
{Phrynosoma comutum). Born in Garden—2 fallow deer (Cervus 
dama), 3 elk (Cervus canadensis), 3 buffalo (Bison amerieanus), 1 
Virginia deer (Cervus virginianus), and 6 red-headed ducks (Fuligtila 
ferina americana)^_ 

Men Have No Right to expose their families to the risk of being 
thrown helpless on the world when they can prevent it at small cost 
by taking a policy in Thb Travelers, of Hartford, Conn.—Adv, 
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MOOSE MEASUREMENTS. 
Editor ForeM and Stream: 

One of your correspondents asks about the height of 
moose. I measured five buU moose in the last three years, 
a majority of wliich I killed, and found their height to be 
6 feet 10 inches, 6 feet 8^ inches, 6 feet 6 inches, 6 feet 6 
inches, 6 feet 1 inch. In each instance 1 measured the 
height from the shoulder and by simply straightening the 
leg, where bent at the knee and turning up its hoof so as to 
measure from its tread, as if the animal were standing. I was 
interested in getting accurate measurements and these can 
be relied on. If I had made one of my Indians pull on the 
foreleg as hard as he could, and then had measured from the 
point of the hoof to the top of the hair on the back, I could 
have added a few inches no doubt, but my stories about 
game or fish are not based on practices of that kind. I took 
a good many other measurements of these moose, but only 
give the particular one as to which inquiry was made. I ex¬ 
press no opinion as to how high moose grow, because I am 
not competent to do so, nor would I place any reliance on 
simple statements of such Indians as I have had hunting 
witk me, as to the dimensions of moose, unless I could 
verify them by measuring myself, or getting other good evi¬ 
dence. When I killed one 6 feet 6 inches, Aleck said, “I 
tell you, you don’t get one much bigger than that, eh?” 
When we got one next year 6 feet 10 inches, he said, “I teU 
you he’s a big one, for sure.” The measurements I have 
show a proportion between the height, etc., and the size of 
the track, and applying that to the tracks I have seen, made 
by moose as yet unseen, I can imagine that there are old 
bulls considerably larger than the largest I have yet measured. 
What your correspondent wants, however, is facts, and that 
is what I have given in the measurements. No doubt others 
can give more. CEcrL Clay. 

Washtogton, D. C., July 5,1886. 

NEW YORK SONG BIRDS. 

Cf HAP. 427. An Act for the preservation of song and wild 
) birds. Passed May 20, 1886. The people of the State 

of New York, represented in Senate and Assembly, do enact 
as follows; 

Section 1. No person in any of the counties of this State, shall 
kill, wound, trap, net, snare, catch with bird lime, or with any 
similar substance, poison or drug, any bird of song or any linnet, 
blue bird, yellow hammer, yellow biid, thrush, woodpecker, cat bird, 
pewee, swallow, martin, 'bluejay, oriole, kildee, snow bird, gi-ass 
bird, gross beak, bobolink, phccbe bird, humming bird, wren, robin, 
meadow lark or 4 starling, or any wild bird, other than a game bird. 
Nor shall any person purchase, or have in possession, or have for 
sale any such song or wild bird, or any part thereof, after the same 
has been killed. For the purpose of this act the following only shall 
ho considered game birds: the Anatidse, commonly known as swans, 
geese, brant, and river and sea ducks; the Eallidae, commonly 
known ns rails, coots, mud-hens and galli mules; the Limicolae, 
commonly known as shore birds, plovers, surf-birds, snipe, woodcock, 
sand pipers, tatlers, and curlews; the Gallinae, commonly known as 
wild turkeys, grouse, prairie chickens, pheasants, partridges and 
quail. 

I 2 No person shall take or needlessly destroy the nest or eggs of 
any song or wild bird. 

§ 3. Section one and two of this act shall not apply to any person 
holding a certificate giving the right to take birds, and their nest 
and eggs, for scientific purposes, as provided for in section lour of 
this act. 

§ 4. Certificates may be granted by any incorporated society of 
natural history in the State, through such persons or officers as said 
society may designate, to any properly accredited person of the 
age of eighteen years or upward, permitting the holder thereof to 
collect birds, their nests of eggs, lor strictly scientific purposes only. 
In order to obtain such certificate, the applicant for the same must 
present to the person or pei-sons having the power to grant said 
certificates, written testimonials from two well known scientific 
men, certifying to the good character and fitness of said applicant 
to be intrusted to such privilege; must pay to said persons or officers 
one dollar to defray the necessary expenses attending the granting 
of such certificates; and must file with such persons or officers a 
properly executed bond, in the sum of two hundred dollars, signed 
by two well known citizens of the State as sureties. This bond shall 
be forfeited to the State, and the certificate become void, upon proof 
that the holder of such a certificate has killed any bird, or taken the 
nest or eggs of any bird, for other than the purposes named in 
section three and four of this act, and shall be further subject for 
each such ofi'ense to the penalties provided therefor in section one 
and two of this act. 

§ 5. The certificate authorized by this act shall be in force for one 
year only from the date of their issue, and shall not be transferable. 

§ 6. The English or European house-sparrow (Passer domesticus) 
is not included among the birds protected by this act. 

§ 7. Any person or persons violating any of the provisions of this 
act shall be deemed guilty oi a misdemeanor, punishable by im¬ 
prisonment in the county jail or penitentiary, of not less than five or 
more than thirty days, or to a fine of not less than ten or more than 
fifty dollars, or both, at the discretion of the court. 

§ 8. In all aetlons for the recovery of penalties under this act, one 
half of the recovery shall belong to the plaintiff, and the remainder 
shall be paid to the county treasurer of the county where the ofi’ense 
is committed, except if the offense be committed in the city and 
county of New York, the remaining one-half shall be paid to the 
chamberlain of said city. 

S 9. All .acts or parts of acts inconsistent with, or contrary to the 
provisions of this act, are hereby repealed. 

5 10. This act shall take effect immediately. 

Kingsnake and Adder.—While crossing the Grand 
Prairie of Arkansas in the latter part of April, my attention 
was called to •what seemed to he an immense coil of snakes 
lying in the grass apparently lifeless. My companion and I 
were surprised to find it one kingsnake in the act of swallow¬ 
ing another snake. After killing the kingsnake we separated 
them with little difficulty. The one the kingsnake had 
killed we found to be a species of the adder, commonly 
known ^ the blowsnake. Very little difference could be 
noticed in the size of the two snakes, but the kingsnake 
was somewhat longer than the adder. A farmer said that 
when the snakes were first observed the kingsnake had 
wrapped himself about the body of his unfortunate victim 
and had his teeth imbeded in its neck. It would writhe and 
twist and try to get away, but its antagonist would only 
loosen this hold to get a fresher one nearer its head. The 
kingsnake finally succeeded in getting his victim by the 
head and commenced slowly to swallow it. The battle was 
now about over and he gradually loosened his hold from 
around its body and swallowed the entire snake.—L. Jay 
(De Witt, Ark.). 

Robins and Cherries.—^In your last issue '‘X. T. Z.” 
complains bitterly of the depredation of robins in his cherry 
trees. If he will suspend a mounted hawk with wings spread 
in his orchard, or will put stuffed cats in the branches of the 
trees, moving them from day to day, the loss of cherries by 
birds will be likely to decrease.—C. H. M. 

A PROPOSED DESECRATION. 

Salmon trout, whitefish, Dec. 1-Nov. 10. Fresh-water her¬ 
ring. Deo. 1-Oct. 15. Speckled brook, river trout. May 1- 
Sept. 15. Bass, maskmonge, June 15-April 15. Picherel, dord, 
May 15-April 15. 

Canada—Quebec. 
Moose, deer. Sept. 1-Feb. 1 (female moose protected until 

Oct. 15, 1888). Caribou, Sept. 1-March 1. Hares, Sept. 1- 
March 1. Woodcock, snipe, Sept. 1-Feb. 1. Wild ducks, teal, 
Sept. 1-May 1. Grouse, partridge, Sept. 1-Feb. 1. Non-resi¬ 
dents must take out license from Commissioner of Crown 
Lands. Exports of deer, wild turkey and quail forbidden. 

Fishing seasons same as in Ontario. 

Colorado. 
Elk, deer, buffalo or bison, Oct. 15-Jan. 1. Mountain sheep 

protected to 1895. Partridge, pheasant, prairie hen, jirairie 
chicken and grouse, Oct. 1-Nov. 15. 

Connecticut. 
Ruffed grouse, quail, woodcock, Oct. 1-Jan. 1. Wildfowl > 

Sept. 1-May 1. Sora, rail, Sept. 1-Jan. 1. 
Trout, April 1-July 1. 

Florida. 
This State has no game law. 

Maine. 
Moose, deer and caribou, Oct. 1-Jan. 1 (forbidden to hunt 

with dogs, unlawful for one person to take more than one 
moose, two caribou, or three deer in one season. Mink, beaver, 
sable, otter, fisher, muskrat, Oct. 1.5-May 1. Wood-duck, 
dusky, black or other sea duck, Sept. 1-May 1; law does not 

to seacoast. Ruffed grouse (paitridge), woodcock. Sept. 
1-Dec. 1. Pinnated grouse, Sept. 1-Jan. 1. Woodcock and 
ruffed grouse may be killed only for consumption within rhe 

The proposition to authorize the Cinnabar and Clark’s Fork Rail 
road Company to enter the Yellowstone National Park with 

their tracks is again before Congress. It is one of those jobs which, 
like the Tehuantepec ship railway or the Cowden outlet for the 
Mississippi, is alluring enough to keep appetite and effort spurred 
despite discouragement and obstacle. It has already been repulsed 
under circumstances that would have definitely disposed of any 
commonplace enterprise of good repute and legitimate purpose, but 
it contains the vitality of plunder, and it survives the tjrave. 

Everybody is familiar with the scheme of the National Park. The 
beautiful and grand valley of the Yellowstone River has been by act 
of Congress reserved for the use of the jteople, set aside as public 
property which shall under no circumstances be opened to private 
speculation—kept, as it were against tne day when population shall 
have overrun the country, and when a magnificent tract such as the 
Park will be of a value beyond computation. By the terms of the act 
creating this reservation the people are promised that the valley shall 
be kept in a state of nature, sacred against the invasion of settlers, 
its grandeur unspotted, its beauty unsmirched. And as the people 
have grown accustomed to the idea, and learned to realize all that it 
promises to them and to posterity, the National Park has taken a 
strong hold upon them, and established itself firmly in their appro¬ 
bation. 

Against this imiversal public sentiment, as against the more clearly 
defined and explicitly expressed opposition of every official of the 
government in any way connected wdth the Park, the Cinnabar and 
Clark’s Fork Railroad Company are obstinately and resolutely press¬ 
ing their job on Congress, It Is not pretended that any result of the 
very smallest national importance is involved. No one has yet come 
forward with effrontery enough to suggest that public interests will 
be promoted, however infinitesimally, by the construction of the rail¬ 
way in question. On the contrary, it is understood on all sides that 
the measure is being pressed solely in behalf of this railroad corpor¬ 
ation, and with exclusive reference to the enrichment of a few specu¬ 
lators at the expense of the people of the United States. The passage 
of the bill will violate all the essential features of the plan on which 
the National Park was originally ordained. It will destroy, and per- 
’"'anently, every prospect of usefulness for the Park, and will amount, 
practically, to giving it to this private corporation as the reward of 
its stubborn Importunity. 

As matters now stand, the Park is one of our national ornaments, 
the resort of tourists and sightseers from every quarter of the world, 
the refuge for the big game which is being so rapidly exterminated 
elsewhere, the nucleus of a future benefit that cannot now be meas¬ 
ured . Ev ly year attaches the people more deeply to a scheme which 
every j ear becomes better understood ana the realization of which is 
steHililj growing more tangible and definite. And this is the state of 
things tne Cinnabar and Clark’s Fork Railway Company propose to 
destroy. They ask the privilege of invading the Park with rheir 
tracks, establishing shops and station houses wherever they see fit, 
and aspire generally to nulhfy the whole plan of the national reser¬ 
vation and rob the people of aU the great benefits involved. 

It seems incredible that they should he able to find in the Congress 
of the United States pne member willing to incur the odium of com¬ 
plicity in such a flagrant and indefensible job. It is impossible that 
they can find in Congress enough supporters to materialize this riot¬ 
ous dream of spoliation.—New York Star. 

Hifd 

Salmon, July 1.5-Sept. 15; angling within 100yds. fishway, 
dam or millrace forbidden. Smelts, April 1-C5ct. 1. Black 
bass, Oswego bass, white perch, July 1-April 1. Landlocked 
salmon, trout, togue. May 1-Oct. 1; in St. Croix River and 
tributaries. May 1-Sept. 15; during February, March and 
April lawful for citizens to take “and convey the same to their 
homes, but not otherwise.” Unlawful to take landlocked 
salmon less than 9m. length, or trout less than 5in.; or take or 
transport more than 501bs. landlocked salmon or trout or both. 
Unlawful to take these fish in Kennebago, Mohychunkamunk, 
Cupsuptic, Mooselucmaguntic and Welokennebacook lakes 
and tributaries, between Feb. 1 and May 1; unlawful in said 
waters to use spawn bait in September. Unlawful to take 
trout or landlocked salmon in the Rangeley stream between 
the mouth of Kennebago stream and Howard’s dam from July 
1 to May 1, or at the South Bog scream from July 1 to May 1, 
or in the Bemis stream from July 1 to May 1, or in the CJup- 
suptic stream from July 1 to May 1, or in the Kennebago 
stream between the foot of its first falls, near its junction with 
the Rangeley stream and the upper falls at the outlet of Ken¬ 
nebago Lake, from Smt. 1 to May 1. Commissioners of Fisher, 
ies and Game: E. M. Stilwell, Bangor; H. O. Stanley, Dixfield 

Manitoba. 
Deer, cabii, or antelope, elk or wapiti, moose, reindeer or 

caribou, Oct. 1-Jan. 1. Ruffed grouse, pheasants, partridges, 
prairie chickens, Sept. 1-Jan. 1. Woodcock, plover, snipe and 
sandpiper, Aug. 1-Jan. 1. All kinds of wild duck, sea duck, 
pigeon, teal, ii^d swan, or wild goose, except the variety of 
wild goose commonly known as the snow goose or the wavy, 
Aug. 15-May 1. Otter, fisher or pekan, beaver, muskrat and 
sable, Oct. 1-May 15. Mink and marten, Nov. l-April 15. Ex¬ 
portation of game forbidden. 

Massachusetts. 
Woodcock, pinnated grouse, Aug. 1-Jan. 1. Ruffed grouse, 

partridge, Oct. 1-Jan. 1. Quail, Oct. 15-Jan. 1. Wood duck, 
summer duck, black duck, teal, any of the duck species, Sept. 
1-April 15. Plover, snipe, sandpiper, rail, shore, marsh or 
beach birds, July 15-May 1. Wild pigeon, gull, tern, Oct. 1- 
May 15. Gray squirrel, hare, rabbit. Sept. 1-March 1. Deer 
protected at all seasons. 

Speckled trout, lake trout, landlocked salmom April 1-Sept. 
1. Salmon, May 1-Aug. 1. Black bas^, July l-Dec. 1. Smelt, 
June l-Mai'ch 15. 

Michigan. 
Deer in Lower Peninsula, Oct. 1-Dec. 1; Upper Peninsula, 

Aug. 15-Nov. 15. Elk protected to 1889. Ruffed grouse. Sept! 
1-Jan. 1. Quail, Nov. 1-Jan. 1. Woodcock, Aug. 1-Jan. 1. 
Pinnated grouse. Sept. 4-Nov. 1. Wild turkey, Oct. 1-Jan. 1. 
Wildfowl, Sept. 1-May 1. (Wood, mallard, teal and gray 
ducks, Sept. 1-Jan. 1.) ' Snipe, Sept. 1-May 1. Exportation of 
deer, ruffed grouse, quad, prairie chicken, wild turkey, for¬ 
bidden. 

Trout, May 1-Sept. 1. Grayling, June 1-Nov. 1. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Co. _ 

THE TRAJECTORY TEST. 
HE full report of the Fokbst and Stream’s trajectory test of hunt¬ 

ing rifles has been issued in pamphlet form, with the illustra¬ 

tions and the tabular summary, making in all 96 pages. For sale at 

this office, or sent post-paid. Price 50 cents. 

New Hampshire. 
Plover, yellowlegs, sandpipers, ducks, rails, Feb. 1-Aug. 1. 

Ducks on sea coast may he shot in February, March and April. 
Woodcock, ruffed grouse, partridge, quail, Sept. 1-Jan. 1. 
Deer, moose, caribou, Sept. 1-Dec. 1. Raccoon, gray squirrel, 
S^t. 1-Jan. 1. Hares, rabbits, muskrats, Sept. 1-April 1. 

Landlocked salmon, speckled trout, May 1-Sept. 30. Lake 
trout (taken with hook and line), Jan. 1-Sept. 30. Pike-perch, 
white perch, July 1-May 1. Black bass, June 15-April 30. 
Muskallonge, pickerel, pike, grayling, June 1-April 1. 

Habits op Mountain Sheep.—Yellowstone National 
Park.—Editoo' Forest and Stream: One of the Park guides, 
who cared for the Geological Survey party’s horses in Cin¬ 
nabar Basin, National Park, last winter, says that from their 
camp the mountain sheep were seen almost every day all 
winter; and he tells me he went from the Springs here down 
to the Basin on the 10th of May, and on that day he saw a 
flock of sheep and three lambs, and the next day the party 
caught a young elk. He says they spoke about the lambs as 
being the first that had been seen; and so from that I take it 
that from the oth to the 10th of May is about the time of 
their birth. My informant says that the summer and winter 
ranges of the sheep are not different, except that they may 
range wider in summer than in winter. They stay on the 
east and south sides of the ranges the most when undisturbed 
in winter. In summer they are generally found on the 
higher benches or mesas of the hills and on all sides. Their 
food is mostly bunch grass and the mountain clover. The 
quadruped that is their greatest enemy is the mountain lion. 
They are also subject to a kind of scab disease that is very 
bad occasionally.—Old Faithful, 

Progress at Washington.—In the Senate, June 10, 
1886, Senator Warner Miller, ef New York, introduced an 
amendment to the Agricultural Appropriation bill creating 
in the Department of Agriculture an independent “Division 
of Economic Ornithology and Mammalogy, for the promo¬ 
tion of economic ornithology and mammalogy; an investi¬ 
gation of the food habits, distribution and migrations of 
North American birds and mammals in relation to agricul¬ 
ture, horticulture and forestry.” The amendment passed 
both Houses of Congress June 29. It hasreceived the Presi¬ 
dent’s signature and is now a law. Dr. C. H. Meniam has 
been, appointed Chief of the Division of Economic Ornithol¬ 
ogy, and Prof. Walter B. Barrows, Assistant, 

OPEN SEASONS. 

DATES BETWEEN WHICH IT IS LAWFUL TO TAKE FISH 
AND GAME. 

Arkansas. 
Deer, Sept. l-Feb. 1, Wild turkey, Sept. 1-May 1. Pinnated 

grouse, prairie chicken, Sept. 1-Feb. 1. Quail, Virginia part¬ 
ridge, Oct. 1-March 1. 

British Columbia. 
Deer, elk, reindeer, caribou, hare, Sept. 1-Jan. 10. Grouse, 

partridge, mairie fowl, quail, snipe, robm, meadow lark, Sept. 
1-Feb. 1. Wild duck, Sept. 1-Maroh 1. Pheasant protected to 
Sept. 1, 1886. 

California. 
Quail, partridge, grouse, rail, Oct. 1-March 1. Doves, June 

1-Jan. 1. Male deer or buck, July l.-Nov. 1. Antelope, elk, 
mountain sheep, female deer protected at all times. Speckled 
trout, salmon trout, any variety of trout, April 1-Nov. 1. 
Salmon, Oct. 1-Aug. 3. 

Canada—New Brunswick. 
Moose, caribou, deer, Aug. 1-Feb. 1. Lawful number killed 

by one person or hunting party, three moose, five caribou, 
five deer. Use of dogs forbidden. Partridges, Sept. 20-Dec. 
1; exportation forbidden. Snipe, wood duck, Sept-Dec. 1; 
exportation forbidden. Black duck, wood duck, teal. Sept. 4- 
May 15. Non-residents must take out license (fee S20), at 
office Chief Game Com., J. de Wolfe Spurr, St. John, N. B. 

Canada—Ontario. 
Deer, elk, moose, reindeer, caribou, Oct. 15-Dec. 15; may 

not be killed for exportation. Grouse, pheasant, prairie fowl, 
partridge, Sept. 1-Jan. 1. Quail protected to 1888; wild turkey, 
to 1889. Woodcock. Aug. 15-Jan 1. Snipe, rail, golden plover. 
Sept. 1-Jan. 1. Swan, goose, Sept. 1-May 1. Ducks and all 
other water fowl Sept. 1-Jan 1. Hares, Sept, 1-March 15, 

New Jersey. 
As given by New Jersey Game and Fish Protective Society: 

Ruffed grouse, Oct. 31-Dec. 31. Quail, Oct. 31.-Dec. 31. Wood¬ 
cock, July 1-Aug. 1 and Sept. 30-Dec. 16. Prairie chicken, 
Oct. 15-Dec. 1. Itoland plover, July 31-Jan. 1. Summer duck, 
Aug. 31-Jan. 1. Reed bird, mai-sh hen, Aug. 25-Dec. 1. Rail 
bird, months of Sept., Oct! and Nov. Gray, black, fox squir¬ 
rel, Aug. 31-Jan. 1. Rabbit, Oct. 31-Dec. 31. 

Salmon trout, last day of Feb.-Oct. 1. Brook trout, last 
day of Feb.-Oct. 1. Black or Oswego bass, May 31-Nov. 1. 

Non-residents must take out license. New Jersey Fish and 
Game Protective Society has jurisdiction over entire State; 
fee, $2; secretary, Wm. L. Force, Plainfield. N. J. Or, non¬ 
residents to shoot or fish in Camden, Gloucester, Atlantic, Sa¬ 
lem, Cumberland and Cape May counties, may obtain mem¬ 
bership certificate of West Jersey Game Protective Society; 
fee, $.5 first year, ig2 annually thereafter-secretary, William 
T. Miller, icfe Market street, Camden, N. J. 

New York. 
Deer, Aug. 15-Nov. 1. Dogging permitted. Sept. 1-Oct. 5, 

except in St. Lawrence and Delaware counties. One person 
may kill only three deer; may transport one carcass. Deer in 
Suffolk and Queens counties protected to 1891. Hare, rabbit, 
Nov. 1-Feb. 1. Black, gray squirrel, Aug. 1-Feb. 1; in Dutch¬ 
ess county. Sept. 1-Feb. 1. Wild duck, goose, brant. Sept. 1- 
May 1; in Long Island waters, Oct. 1-May 1; in Chautauqua 
county, Sept. 1-Feb. 1. Bay snipe, sandpiper, shore bird, 
plover, in Queens and Suffolk counties, July 10-Jan. 10. Rail 
bird, meadow hen, in Queens and Suffolk counties, Sept. 1- 
Jan. 1: in Columbia county, Sept. 1-Dec. 1. Quail, Nov. 1- 
Jan. 1; in Columbia county, Nov. 1-Dec. 1. Ruffed grouse, 
partridge, Sept. 1-Jan. 1; in Suffolk and Queens counties, Nov. 
1-Jan 1; in Columbia coimty, Sept. l-Dec. 1. Woodcock, Aug. 
1-Jan. 1; in Oneida, Delaware aud Dutchess counties. Sept. 1- 
Jan 1; Columbia county. Sept. l-Dec. 1. Robins, meadow 
lark, starling, Oct. 1-Jan. 1. Non-residents must take out 
license from justice of peace to shoot game in Richmond 
county (Staten Island). o 

Trout (speckled, California, brown, salmon), landlocked 
salmon, April 1-Sept, 1; in Forest Preserve, Adirondacks 
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etc., speckled, brown, California trout, May 1-Sept. 15; sal¬ 
mon trout, landlocked salmon. May 1-Oct. 1. Black bas^, 
Oswego bass, muscalonge, June 1-Jan 1. Black bass in Col¬ 
umbia county, Lake Mahopac, Schroon Lake and River, Para¬ 
dox Lake, Friends Lake, July 1-Jan. 1; in Lake George, 
Brant Lake, July 20-Jan. 1. Black bass, muscalonge, in St. 
Lawrence, Clyde, Seneca and Oswego rivers, lakes Erie, On- 
tai-io and Conesus. and Niagara River above the Palls, May 
20-Jan. 1. Lawful weight black bass, X pound; lawf^ 
length, S inches. In Lake George waters, bullheads, July 1- 
April 1; isickerel, June 15-Feb. 15. 

Ohio. 
Quail, prairie chicken, Nov. 10-Jan. 1. Wild turkey, Nov. 

1-Jan. 14. Ruffed grouse, pheasant, blue-winged teal. Sept. 1- 
Dec. 31. Mallard, wood duck, other wild duck, April 11-Aug. 
30; between Sept. l-April 1 no killing permitted on Sunday, 
Monday and Tuesday of each week. Woodcock, July 4-Dec. 
31. Turtle dove. Aug. 2-Dec. 31. Squirrel, June 2-Dec. 31. 
Rabbit, Oct. 2-Jan. 31. Deer, Oct. 16-Nov. 19. Dates are in¬ 
clusive. 

Texas. 
Deer, Jime 1-Dec. 1. Wild turkey. Sept. 15-May 15. Ruffed 

grouse, July 31-March 1. Quail, Sept. 1-March 1. 

Utah. 
Quail, partridge, grouse, Aug. 15-March 15. Wild ducks. 

Sept. 15-Api-il 15. Quail and other imported game protected 
to 1887. Deer. Sept. 1-Dec. 1. Campers in the mountains may 
in July and August kill snCScient of the males to supply them¬ 
selves with food in camp. Elk, antelope, mountain sheep, 
protected to 1890. 

Trout, June 15-March 15; lawful size, Gin. 

Vermont. 
Deer protected to 1890. Quail, ruffed grouse, Sept. 1-Feb. 1. 

Woodcock, Aug. 15-Feb. 1. Wild geese and ducks, Sept. 1- 
May 1. Exportation forbidden. 

Washington Territory. 
Deer, elk, moose, mountain sheep, Aug. 15-Jan. 1. Wild¬ 

fowl, Aug, 15-April 1, Prairie chicken, sage hen, Aug. 15-Jan. 
1. Grouse, pheasant, quail or partridge, Aug. 1-Jan. 1. 

TRANSPLANTING QUAIL. 

Editor Forest and Stream; 
Several years ago myself and brother bought in the New 

York market three dozen live quail in January and sent 
them to our old home in Connectieut, placing them in charge 
of a friend competent to care for them, to be kept till the 
cold, rough weather was over and then liberated. They 
were kept confined till early in March, only one dying, while 
the rest were all healthy and in good condition, when they 
were taken out and let loose, a pair in a place, in localities 
affording excellent cover and feeding ground. We expected 
to have a few daj^s shooting the succeeding fall, but on tak¬ 
ing our annual trip to the old stamping ground and working 
thoroughly the entire section where the birds had been 
placed, we did not find a single quail. We were told that the 
birds had frequently been heard calling early in May, but 
after that time they were neither heard nor seen. Is it prob¬ 
able that they returned to the country from which they were 
captured? 1 do not know whether the birds we purchased 
were from the South or West. 

This being mv only experience in this line, I have often 
wondered wnaf bi-came of the birds. 1 think now, perhaps, 
a mistake was niad< in assuming the responsibility of mating 
the bii df; it might have been better to have turned them loose 
in a b,-f|> and allowed them to have “managed their domes¬ 
tic affair-! iu their own" way.” 

Will oMiers wh ! have tried similar experiments with this 
livel\ g!im.' biid tell us of their success through the pages of 
FoKESf AND STRtiA.u? Was the effort to introduce the Mes- 
sin.a qu:di m tni'^ country an entire failure? A. 

DAKOTA GAME AND RESORTS. 

Editor Forest and Stream; 
My last letter to von has awakened a great interest in 

Dakota, Letter^ ar< pouring in everyday, and the questions 
are so varied nni numerous i must beg to reply to the major¬ 
ity in a letter to you 1 have written to many sportsmen 
personally in the last week and if all come to Dakota to hunt 
who have said thej w-mld next fall, there will be news for 
tbe Forest and Strkam 

The best time tor prairie chickens is the latter part of 
August. Then as l)Ul few would come for less than a two 
weeks’ hunt they can have goose and duck hunting; and as 
the deer law expires on the first of September, they can 
vary the sport as much as may please them. Board is $5 
per week. Horse hire reasonable. Shooting is to be had m 
all directions from this city. You cannot start out in any 
direction without finding prairie chicken shooting and goose 
and duck shooting. Deer within three miles of us. One of 
my friends was in from the country on Saturday; he lives up 
the river six miles, and as I have stated before, there is 
brush and timber skirting the river; he told me he had not 
seen so many deer at this time of year in the five years he 
had lived here as he has seen in the last week or two. He 
told me he could walk out any evening or morning and see 
them walking around. But if any one thinks he can come 
out and shoot them without an effort he will “get left.” I 
have gone up there evening after evening and have seen 
from two to six in an evening, but could not get them. I 
am not a professional. But any one coming here can go up 
there, stop with a farmer, and by going down to the timber 
evening and morning can have fine sport. They will find 
geese on the sandbars of the river by the thousands, afford¬ 
ing splendid rifle shooting from the brush; and by going into 
a graiufield and digging a pit they can have rare sport. You 
can get decoys here at twenty cents, unpainted. Better bring 
one dozen with you. Duck decoys are not needed. 

To the young men writing me who want sport and busi¬ 
ness, I would say you should have some capital in coming to 
a new country. With one thousand dollars, with pluck, 
and it takes pluck (and a willingness to rough it) any one 
can become the possessor of a good farm. There are no busi¬ 
ness openings for clerks, as all western towns have a big 
supply of young men. To come cheap, get a round trip 
“land seekers’ ticket; ” if not sooner, at Chicago. 

For bear, elk, deer, antelope, mountain sheep, etc., you 
must go further west. On the mountains south of the Na¬ 
tional Park is the best place. We will give all a warm wel¬ 
come at Bismarck, the capitol of Dakota, and will do all we 
can to make your stay pleasant and will send you where 
you can find game. W. H. Willi.4mson. 

Bismarck, Dakota._ 

Mb. Griffin Smith, of Longmont. Colo., claims to have 
shot a mountain lion on the Little Thompson which meas¬ 
ured nine feet from the end of its nose to the tip of its tail 

ON A RUNWAY. 

N the old dirt road that runs down from Minden to 
Conshata Chute along the eastern borders of Lake 

Bistenau, in Northwest Louisiana, twelve miles from Min¬ 
den and one mile and a half from where the road crosses 
Brushy Bayou, at the foot of the old mill dam, and just as 
you reach the high lands ascending from the bottoms through 
which flows the bayou, lived, in 1863, and still lives for 
aught I know. Green Mays, one of the greatest hunters of the 
Southw'est. 

A man of powerful frame, of untiring energy, passion¬ 
ately fond of the wild sports of the woods, he had settled 
here, in the midst of an extensive forest abounding in wild 
game, for the enjoyment of the great passion of his life. He 
had made no bad selection of a home suited to his tastes. 
Around him stretched an almost unbroken forest, where the 
antlered monarchs paid court to the meek-eyed does in un¬ 
disturbed security. A mile back from his house flowed the 
waters of Brushy Bayou, filled with jack and bass and other 
fish, where he could, after a few hours’ sport with rod and 
line and hook, supply his table with a luxury a king might 
envy; while two niiiles distant, nestled among the hills, was 
Lake Bistenau, a very paradise for wildfowl, whence might 
be heard in the still mornings the distant honk, honk of the 
wild geese, inviting the sportsman to their own destruction. 

W^l do I remember when, just twenty-four years ago, I 
traveled that road for the first time. I can almost see the 
flock of green-headed mallards disporting themselves in the 
shallow water at the foot of the old deserted and broken 
milldam, just above the ford, as we approached the bayou 
on our way down from Minden. Oh! how I wanted a^n. 
I was young then and had inherited a love for sport. I did 
the best I could with a little .33caliber Smith* Wesson 
parlor pistol, the most formidable weapon we could muster, 
but I did no harm to the ducks, other tban to cause them to 
seek other haunts for their aquatic sports. A mile and a 
half beyond on the brow of a hfll we came to a comparatively 
new settlement. The dwelling, built of hewn logs, the 
stables, the cabins, the fences all bore a new and neat ap¬ 
pearance. What attracted my attention most was a tree that 
stood just outside the gate, between the road and the house, 
that formed a sort of rack, upon which were piled the horns 
of many a noble buck. They were the trophies of the hunt, 
which the great hunter had captured and out of which he 
had created a monument to his prowess. It needed no one 
to tell us that this was the home of a great hunter. But I 
was on a mission of business and not pleasure and we passed 
on to our destination, about eight miles further down the 
road. The occupation of Nashville just at this time by the 
Federal forces gave an unexpected turn to events, so far as I 
was concerned, and caused me to prolong my visit to this 
country just four years longer than I at first contemplated. 
But I was disposed to make the best of the situation, and 
can now look back to many a day of royal sjiort enjoyed 
during that time. 

A few days before Christmas, I received an invitation 
from Mr. Green Mays to join him in a Christmas deer hunt. 
I was a novice then in deer driving, my previous experience 
in hunting being limited to the pursuit of smaller game. Of 
course I accepted the invitation. On Christmas eve I rode 
up to the gate of the great Nimrod, whose wonderful skill 
in the chase had given him a fame far and near. He was 
expecting me and came out to welcome me with the genial 
hospitality of a veteran hunter. His hounds had been rested 
a few days for the occasion, and joined in the welcome ex¬ 
tended to me by their master in a chorus of deep-mouthed 
hayings, as if they understood full well the import of my 
coming. Nothing opens the way to the friendship and con¬ 
fidence of a pack of deerhounds so readily and quickly as the 
possession of a gun and a hunting horn. They recognize in 
them at once the symbols of the chase. That night, before 
a roaring wood fire in the wide-mouthed fireplace, we dis¬ 
cussed the pleasures of the chase. My host entertained me 
with many an incident from his own experience, and with 
the wonderful exploits of Charlie, a splendid specimen of 
the black and tan deerhound and his favorite of the pack, 
and when the hour for retiring came, I went to sleep to 
dream of a wild and incongruous mixture of antlered bucks, 
screeching wildcats and baying hounds. 

By daylight the next morning we were through with 
breakfast and by sunrise we were in the saddle, with the 
eager hounds around us, and off for the haunts of the game. 
A neighboring hunter had been notified and was promptly on 
hand to take part in the hunt. My experience in the chase 
was very limited. A few years before I had enjoyed the 
pleasure of a camp hunt with some skillful hunters in South 
Alabama, but only got one chance to shoot at a deer. I 
boldly laid claim, however, to exemption from the initiation 
act, a ceremony customary among the old deer hunters of 
the Southwest and enjoyed very greatly by all except the 
victim. When a young hunter kills his first deer he must be 
“blooded” to entitle him to be recognized as a sportsman. 
If unsuspicious, the older hunters make him believe that his 
assistance is very iim)ortant in skinning and dressing the 
deer he has killed. He is put to hold a leg or some import¬ 
ant part while the dressing is going on, and while his atten¬ 
tion is thus engaged, one of the hunters with bloody hands 
wipes them over his face, and this is the signal for a burst 
of merriment. It is useless to be offended, and he soon 
recognizes the situation and makes the most of it. 

Mr. Mays had assured me that he could put me at a stand 
where he could and would run a deer within a few feet of 
me and that if I did not kill it, it would be my own fault. 
Though poorly equipped for the purpose, I felt confident I 
could do the shooting, if I only had a chance. Guns were 
scarce in that region at that time, and I had to contend my- 
sely with an fawkward old blunderbus, with a home-made 
stock, so heavy and cumbersome that I could scarcely wield 
it at all. It was the best to be had. Arriving at our desti¬ 
nation, I was told to stand at a certain spot, and there I was 
left, with the assurance that a deer would be certain to come 
out at that place. 

Left alone in the forest I stood around for a time and di¬ 
rectly began to get tired of the monotony. I saw no reason 
why a deer should come to that particular spot more than 
anywhere else, and I seriously doubted whether he would. 
The unbroken woods extended all around as far as I could 
see, and one place looked to me as favorable as another. I 
saw a log about thirty or forty yards away that was much 
more tempting to me than standing in that place. I con¬ 
cluded the deer was just as apt to come where the log 
was as where I was. 1 saw no sensible reason why he should 
not. And then the log offered a good seat and I had none 
where I was. Furthermore, I concludeil the log was in 
shooting distance, anyway, if the deer should really prove 
to be 80 very fastidious as to be satisfied with no other place 

than the one where I was told to stand, and off to the 
log I went. A few minutes later I heard the distant 
note of a hound. Was that one of our dogs? Was he 
really going to get up a deer and was that deer going to 
come out where I was? It looked very improbable. But 
listen> I hear the hound again, and this time he is joined by 
another. Still another joined in the cry and they seem to be 
coming nearer. I get restless noW; Maybe that deer is 
coming. I look at my old blunderbuss and my heart begins 
to thump loud enough to be heard. Nearer and nearer come 
the dogs. Now they are all in full cry. I can hardly hold 
myself still. I hear a rustle in the leaves at the bottom of the 
elevation on which I was told to stand, and in a moment 
more a beautiful yearling deer, fat and slick and blue, emerges 
in graceful bounds from the thick undergrowth, coming 
directly up the hill and straight on a line to the spot where 
the old hunter told me to stand. A few feet behind it comes 
another, and then another. With what exquisite grace in 
easy bounds they glide along. The dogs are still a good dis¬ 
tance behind and they are not badly frightened yet. Little 
do they suspect that my old blunderbus is waiting to belch 
forth fire and smoke and lead for their destruction. On they 
come. My! if I had only staid where Mr. Mays told 
me. Three in a line. What a shot I would have 
had. It is too late now. The leader has reached the 
very spot where I was told to stand. I raise my gun and 
fire. Headlong to the ground plunges the leader. The 
others, started by the report, dart by like a flash of light, I 
fire my second barrel at their vanishing forms as they dis¬ 
appear in the bushes. Well, I have killed one at any rate, 
and I rise to go to the place where it fell only to find no deer 
In blank amazement I look around. There is the place 
where it fell, but no deer is visible in any direction. I can 
scarcely credit the evidence of my own senses, so confident 
was I that I had killed the deer. 'The hounds had passed in 
the meantime like a whirlwind on the track of the now 
thoroughly frightened deer. 

In the midst of my dilemma Mr. Mays rode up out of the 
drive and asked me what I had done. I told him and 
pointed to the place, plainly visible, where the deer had 
fallen. With the knowledge of an expert in such matters, 
he remarked: “Tour deer is not far off,” and with these re¬ 
assuring words rode in the direction the deer had taken. In 
a few minutes, from near the spot where I had last caught a 
glimpse of their rapidly disappearing forms, I heard his 
pleasant voice announcing “Here’s your deer.” The sensa¬ 
tion produced by this announcement can better be imagined 
than described. In a moment my feelings of disappoint¬ 
ment were gone, and in less thime than it takes to write 
these words, I was standing over the first deer I had ever 
bagged in the full realization and enjoyment of that wonder¬ 
ful and indescribable sensation of exaltation, the result of a 
thousand commingling emotions of pleasure that comes only 
to the young and ardent hunter, and to him but once, and 
that is when he stands beside the prostrate form of his first 
deer. H. E. Jones. 

Nashvilli:, Tenn_ 

* JUNE DEER FLOATING. 

Editor Forest and Stream; 
The fishing about here has been unusually good so far this 

season, the trout running larger and more of them, and 
not the least ^jood thing about it is that it has convinced the 
natives that it is a good thing to have protection. Two 
years ago for the first time in this section, a number of the 
streams and ponds were restocked, and last season tbe six- 
inch limit was very generally observed, and the gain is so 
apparent that the guides are anxious now to have the law 
observed more strictly. And most of them regret that the 
hounding bill was repealed. They see that if protecting the 
trout results so well, perhaps the deer would survive the loss 
of a few hounds. There is one man in this place who used 
to be a good still-hunter and thought it the manly way to 
hunt. But he has grown older and developed a “bay-win¬ 
dow,” and consequently cannot travel the woods as easily as 
in the old days, and finds it much easier to have the deer 
driven to him. He has a business in which he can employ 
a good many men. Most of them are constantly in his debt, 
and therefore will do his bidding, and are ready to “put out 
the dogs” for him in season or out. He used his influence 
to get the hounding bill repealed, but laughs at the stupidity 
of the legislators to be fooled by the arguments that were 
presented to them last winter. But he is now at the lakes, 
the Ausable, with two others, floating for deer in June. 

A number of the guides, Le Grand Hale, Braman, Charley 
Beede, Ed. Phelps, the three Turnbull boys, Frank Parker 
and one or two more have organized a club for the protec¬ 
tion of game, and have men now out watching the above- 
named party, and hope to get evidence to convict some of 
them. The hotelkeepers, or some of them, are very much 
opposed to the movement, and say they will do all they can 
to prevent members of the club from getting work as guides. 
But 1 think most sportsmen will have intelligence enough to 
employ them in preference to lawbreakers. The club se¬ 
cure the conviction of a number for fishing on Sunday 
recently. They are doing a good work and should have the 
help of all who care to fish or hunt. I hope that you will 
not give up the fight against hounds. Let us have that law 
again, and let it come to stay next time. 

There is no opportunity to buy Forest and Stream here, 
and I can’t do without it. Send me a bill for a year’s sub¬ 
scription, and I will remit. X, 

JCkene Valley, Essex County, N. Y., June 30. 
[Such efforts on the part of Adirondack guides should be 

encouraged. Upon the conviction and punishment of the 
June deer floater, the Forest and Stream Publishing Com¬ 
pany will pay into the treasury of the club $35.] 

Southern Quail Grounds.—Elizabethtown, Tenn.,'June 
21.—This beautiful little town lies in tbe forks of the Wata- 
g^ua and Doe rivers, close up in the great Smoky Mountains. 
Quail are abundant; no (end to them. Stopping as we have 
been in towns of from fifteen hundred to four thousand inhab¬ 
itants, it has been a surprise to me to hear the notes of Bob 
White almost every waking hour for the past two months, 
and on our drives to see them as they rise by the roadside 
and once or twice in the garden. Where is this, do you ask? 
Anywhere along the Western & Atlantic Railway from Ma¬ 
rietta, Ga., to Dalton, Ga., and from there along the line of 
the East Tenn., Va. &,Ga. Railway to Johnson City. Eliza¬ 
bethtown is said by knowing ones to have the best bass fish¬ 
ing in the South, and we are told that within twenty miles 
of here is as fine trout fishing as any one need ask. We 
hope to try it, and then to be able to tell your readers how 
the bass fishing compares with the St. Clair Flats, Kelley’s 
Island and^the Potomac, and how the trout fishing will com¬ 
pare with our Northern streams.—Y.;A. T. 
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THE PRAIRIE CHICKENS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Wbile raking bay this week I ran over tbe nest of a prairie 

chicken. She was just hatching; had eleven that were able 
to get out of the nest and skulk, and one that was wet. She 
fluttered around on the ground with her feathers ruffled and 
tried to get me to follow. On ray next round she appeared 
as a male, with kead and tail up, and walked into the grass 
as if she did not have any claim on the peepers. After din¬ 
ner I went back and re had removed all the young but the 
helpless one. That she had killed, I suppose; anyway, it 
had its skull crushed. A queer freak of a mother. I agree 
with “M. H.,” of Champaign, that the law ought to be 
changed from Aug. 15 to Sept. 15. They would be grown 
by that date and would all fly up at once, and the dude could 
not bag the whole covey. Walteks. 

SHEnUELD, HI. _ 

Editor Forest and Stn'eam; 
I have never seen so many young chickens, and many of 

them are half grown and more. W. 
Bismarck, Dak. _ 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Sept. 1 is still the legal time to commence killing prairie 

chickens in Iowa, and it is to be hoped that the law 
will be better observed than it was last season. The 
weather has been everything that could be desired for 
hatching. Unfortunately a good deal of the prairie grass 
was not burned until May, which destroyed a great 
many eggs; but there are still enough left to afford good 
shooting if let alone until they are ripe. A covey of fifteen 
is the largest number 1 have seen together yet. I heard the 
shrill Call of Bob White to-day, it being the second quail 
I have ever seen in this little prairie village. I see a solitary 
woodcock every summer, never varying forty rods from the 
spot where first seen three years ago. It must be the same 
bird, and I think I shall eat him this year if he puts in an 
appearance. Rand. 

Latimer, Franklin County, June 30. 

HOW LONG CAN FOXHOUNDS RUN? 

IN reply to “Houndkig,” of Yirginia., I would like to say 
that one of those sweeping dogs he mentions that don’t 

follow tbe track, but grab on when they get a hot scent and 
then dry up, are generally here in Massachusetts swept off 
the earth as good for nothing. We want one or a pair of 
dogs to take their trail in the morning, start their fox and 
follow him till shot or holed, and only a first-class dog will 
do it; no sweeper nor grabber can do it alone; perhaps twenty 
or thirty of these sweepers might, but it looks to me a little 
more sportsmanlike to swindle one out of his life with a 
charge of shot with only one or a pair of dogs to follow him. 
If “Hounding,” of Pine View, will visit me next November 
I should be heartily glad to see him and a pair of his best 
hounds, and when he has proved them able to catch an old 
dog fox, I will be glad to acknowledge it through the columns 
of PoKESST AND STREAM, and he can if he so pleases sell his 
dogs for a good price here. 

As for Col. Tucker’s dogs, 1 mentioned them as representa¬ 
tive Southern hounds. 1 noticed them spoken of and recom¬ 
mended in Forest and Stream, and I think from the pair 
1 had of him that they are awell bred hound, though 1 Ihink 
they have been bred-in too much. But if 1 were out of hounds 
and was going to start a good pack I would send to him and 
get one or two of his bitches and breed them to a good 
Northern dog. 
I iln my opinion the difference is not so much in the hounds 
as in the kind of ground they have to run over. Take fol¬ 
lowing like Monadnock Mountain, and a fox can run for 
miles there on bare granite ledges; and until I see a fox 
caught I shall not believe it can be done. The Myopia Club 
have a big pack of the best hounds that money will buy, 
English hounds I think they are, and I often read of their 
meets; but I have never happened to see an account of thei r 
catching a wild fox, though they will mutton a little young 
one that some farmers boys have had tied up all summer to 
get a couple of dollars for it in the fall. 

I hope some of our abler hunters will write you on this 
subject. H. C. Newell. 

Ashburnham, Mass. 

HUNTING RIFLE SIGHTS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
1 have intended for some time to say a few words on the 

subject of hunting sights, but have waited, hoping that some 
one of more experience would do it for me. Perhaps if I 
start the subject some one will take it up and finish,it more 
ably than I can. 

Your trajectory test has given all your readers the 
advantage of knowing what different rifles will do, and if 
we could have a good argument on the sight question through 
your columns I think it would help many^ a young hunter to 
decide what is best. My own experience is that most hunt¬ 
ing rifles, as they come from the factory, are not sighted to 
perfection by any means, and that open sights of any pattern 
are only reliable when used by the coolest of old hands. In 
quick shooting, shooting in dim light or at a dim object, it is 
extremely hard to draw just the right amount of front sight 
every time. More than half the misses that I have made at 
game were made by not having a plain view of the front 
sight because the notch blurred, or from drawing too coarse 
when in haste. With a peep sight all this is avoided. You 
cannot draw too coarse, and if you will use a large aperture, 
say one-tenth of an inch, you will never have any trouble in 
finding game through it. Many people think that a peep 
sight must be made with a very small aperture to be 
accurate, but this is a fallacy. The light is stronger in the 
center of the aperture than near the rim, and for that reason 
the eye finds the center. It is very hard to convince some 
people of this, because in aiming the aperture looks so large 
and they can see so much ground around the target and so 
much of the barrel. 

The only reason that peep sights have not been used for 
general hunting is because they have been made with too 
small apertures, the effect being to darken the mark too 
much. The common peep sight put on target rifles is of 
little use in hunting, as one can never find the game through 
it; but if the peep hole is reamed out to one-tenth of an inch 
it will be found to be the quickest sight that can be used. I 
prefer the Lyman sight to any other because it is so small, 
compact; but as far as the sight itself goes, I should think 
that any tang peep would do as well. The plan advised by 
Mr Van Dyke would be excellent if the stopping place was 
put at point blank. 

I think that a bead front sight is much better than the 
cone-shaped ones now put on all hunting rifles. An open 
bead, such as is made by Mr. Wm. Lyman, is the best I 
have seen. The end of the bead being tipped with ivory, 
shows well on any object except pure white. Ivory, more¬ 
over, does not shine or glitter in bright sunlight. A sight 
of white (?) metal is so nearly the color of a deer that it does 
not show on one’s body at all on a cloudy day. A black 
sight shows well on game in a good light, but if used with 
an open rear sight it does not give contrast enough, and 
therefore gets lost in the notch. With a peep rear sight it 
does very well, but is not near so good as ivory. 

The globe sight is a bead sight almost as old as rifles, but 
it is not of much use in hunting, as it is too hard to find 
game through it. 

I have very freely used the ideas and even the exact lan¬ 
guage of Mr. Lyman, Mr. Van Dyke and others, and I 
ought to add several lines of quotation marks to be distrib¬ 
uted through the letter. C. L. S. 

Fort Clark, Texas. 

Ediloi' Forest and Stream: 
Now that the trajectory test as given by Forest and 

Stream has passed and time elapsed for all to have given its 
record suffleient study to enable one to make a choice out of 
all the different makes and styles of arm most suitable for 
each hunter in bagging his game, whether it be on the 
Western plain or secreted in dense thickets of the Eastern 
States, I may suggest for the benefit of the latter class, that 
one essential point must ever be kept in mind, i. e., that their 
guns are usually sighted for only fifty yards instead of two 
hundred. One may look upon the record and feel proud 
that he is the owner of a gun that makes a trajectory of only 
eight or ten inches at two hundred yards, and flatter himself 
that any deer showing up to him within that distance Is 
bound to get hit. If a deer could be made to sit deliberately 
erect upon its haunches like a woodchuck while the hunter 
took his own time to hunt a dead rest for his gun, the 
probability is that the deer would receive a wound some 
two or three feet below the point aimed at. But few such 
chances, however, are likely to occur to most of men in a 
lifetime. One-half of the game will be shot within the fifty 
yards, and a large percentage of the rest seen will come 
within seventy-five or one hundred yards, so that the sights 
set at fifty are about the best that can be had for all-around 
shooting. One may chance to see a deer at two hundred 
yards or more across some hollow or in very open woods. 
If so, the distance and a correct elevation over its back of 
some two or three feet—according to the intervening space- 
will constitute the only chance of a successful hit. 

A board one by three feet, set up horizontally two feet 
above the ground, at one, two and tlrree hundred yards to 
fire at off-hand occasionally through the open season, will be 
found to afford good practice. A few shots at each with 
stationary sights, no matter whether the rifle carries forty, 
seventy-five or one hundred grains of powder, will fully 
satisfy most of hunters that good engineering, even with an 
inferior weapon, will secure more game than the best of guns 
in the hands of a novice. Cap Lock, 

Frewsburq, n. y. 

Bears in Colorado.—Berthaud, Col , June 21.—Two 
weeks ago Mr. O. E. Rhodes, a young man who is herding 
my cattle some thirty miles up in the mountain, killed a 
large female cinnamon bear. While out on his horse looking 
after the cattle he discovered her down the mountain root¬ 
ing over stones after ants. He left his horse and boots, so as 
to make as little noise as possible, and with his .40 90 Ballard 
crept softly down through the rocks and trees to within 
about 100 yards of her. At this time she had got up on her 
hind feet and was scratching the bark off of a small pine 
tree, as you have seen a cat do. He gave her a shot plump 
through the heart. And yet she got down and started off, 
and it was only after giving her three more shots and having 
his dog knocked some"thirty feet down the mountain that he 
secured the old lady. She was large, but poor. He loaded 
her on his pony from a boulder and then the pony got the 
wind of her and ran away, got fast in an aspen thicket, and 
finally arived safe at the cabin. Mr. Rhodes says that bear 
sign is plenty. Blacktail deer are also plenty; he says he 
could kill one or more any day if he wanted to.—Elk. 

Muzzle vs. Breech.—Jamestown, N. Y., July ^.—Editor 
Forest and Stream: I wish to call the attention of Mr. Napo¬ 
leon Merrill to the fact that in your test of hunting rifles 
there was not a muzzleloading hunting rifle in the contest, 
the nearest to it being the one fired at the 100 yard range, 
and that one was beaten in regularity of bullet flight, i. e., 
in accuracy, by twenty-seven of the thirty-three breech¬ 
loaders in competition. At 200 yards the muzzleloader tar¬ 
get rifle, with all the appliances of a target rifle, beat all of 
the hreechloading hunting rifles in the regularity of shooting, 
the nearest one to it being the Maynard .40-cal., which was 
just four-thousandths of an inch behind the Rotner muzzle- 
loader, the difference in elevation at 100 yards of the five 
shots being; Romer, .292; Maynard, .296; difference, .004 
of an inch. The work of the breechloader is selling it.—R. 
H. Burns._ 

Prince Leopoldo Augusto, of Brazil, who is a rnidship- 
man on the Brazilian sloop Almiranle Barroso, now in New 
York harbor, went woodcock shooting in New Jersey last 
Thursday. The party went to Fanwoqd, where they 
secured the services of Robert Walpole as guide. The day’s 
bag for three guns consisted of eighteen woodcock, one hawk 
and a mud turtle, which the Prince took back to the ship 
with him. _ 

What Gasie Was Benjamin After in June?—A late 
issue of the Utica, N. Y., Observer reports; “While Benja¬ 
min Hartman, of Oriskany, was out shooting birds with sev¬ 
eral companions yesterday morning, about two miles above 
Oriskany, he chanced to be near a tramp when the gun acci¬ 
dentally went off, The charge of shot passed through the 
foot of the tramp, injuring it very badly.” 

So easy to row with Allen’s bow-facers. Catalogue free. Oars 
complete, S8 per pair. Fred A. Allen, Monmouth, Ill.—Adv. 

Among the Northern Lakes of Wisconsiu, Minnesota and Iowa, 
are hundreds of deliehtful places where one can spend the summer 
months in quiet rest and enjoyment, and return home at the end of 
the heated term completely rejuvenated. Each recurring season 
brings to Oconomowoc, Waukesna, Beaver Dam, Frontenac. Okoboji, 
Minnetonka, White Bear and innumerable other charming locajities 
with romantic names, thousands of our best people whose winter 
homes are on either side of Mason and Dixon’s line. Elegance and 
comfort at a moderate cost can he readily obtained. A list of sum¬ 
mer homes with all necessary in formation pertaining thereto is being 
distributed by the Chicago, Milwaukee & St, Paul Railway, and 
will be sent free upon application by letter to A. V. H. Carpenter, 
General Passenger Agent, Milwaukee, Wie.—Adv. 

md Mivef 

Address aU communications to the Forest and Stream Fublish- 
ng Co. 

A HUNT FOR A TROUT STREAM IN 
ALASKA. 

A LITTLE more than a year ago, April 9, 1885, there 
JiV. appeared a communication in the Forest and Stream 
over the signature of “Reel Plate,” of a wonderful catch of 
trout in a stream near Wrangell, Alaska. In our work of 
surveying this year we have used this place as our head¬ 
quarters. Shortly after our arrival from the south I began 
to make inquiries as to the location of this trout stream, 
that I too might have a taste of the sport. Not that 
trout streams are scarce in Alaska, but 1 love to verify for 
myself what I read from others. I have taken seventy-five 
trout of an afternoon from a stream on Prince of Wales 
Island, and I have taken thirty from one pool on Revillagegido 
Island without moving except to take the fish from the hook. 
All of these were caught with the fly, too, but the sport was 
tame compared with that which I am about to describe. One 
party, who came here with the army of occupation and has 
been here ever since, told me that “it was down there, this 
side of that mountain, where the Wachusett’s officers went 
to fish.” He pointed to a mountain, south of Wrangell, 
whicli slopes down to a point projecting into Zimovia Strait, 
and distant about five miles in a straight line. One day last 
month a companion and I went there but did not find the 
stream. The walk around by way of the rocky beach was 
more than five miles, and we were tired enough to take the 
boat that had been left for us before we got half way back. 

Next, a stream was reported on the mainland opposite 
Wrangell Island, which looked promising and might be the 
one we were looking for. One Sunday we pulled over there 
about ten miles. There could not be a better stream for 
trout than the one we found there, broad, rapid, full of deep 
pools and dark holes, hut somehow we could not lure them 
cither by bait or by fly. Again we had our pains (muscular) 
for our sport. There is an unusual amount of snow on the 
mountains this season, and here the high mountains are close 
to the coast. The meliing snow has kept the streams swollen, 
and this may be the reason for the trout not biting on the 
mainland. 

We next interviewed a missionary who has been here a 
number of years, and who can enjoy a day’s sport with the 
rod and gun as well as looking after the welfare of the 
natives. He did not know where the Wachusett’s officers 
fished, but he could tell us where there was a good trout 
stream; “just beyond that point of land to the south,” Why, 
that is the direction we took the first time, only we searched 
this side of it. Another stream had been reported on Etolin 
Island, on the opposite side of the strait from Wrangell 
Island, but I concluded to try the missionary’s stream first. 

This time I got a lift in one of the steam launches that 
had work down that way. The third was the lucky time. 
Whether it be the one that "Reel Plate” fished in or not, I 
do not know; hut, like the missionary. I know it contains 
good fishing. It is a roaring, tumbling, leaping stream, less 
than a mile long, with a beautiful little lake at its head as a 
feeder. I was landed at its mouth about mid-day, and 
scrambled along its banks, over rocks and through the thick 
underbrush and fallen trees until I came to the lake, which 
I reached about 1 o’clock. There is one plant in the under¬ 
growth of this country which I heartily detest, and it is 
called the “devil’s club.” It branches from the roots and 
grows up in a straight stem five to six feet high, hearing a 
tuft of leaves at the top. Its whole length is as thickly 
beset with spines as it can be, and these are so brittle that 
they break off in the flesh whenever they touch one; and 
touch one they will, however careful he may be to avoid 
them. The stem is as elastic as a stick of rubber, and springs 
up and bounds back when one least expects it. I have made 
up my mind if I should fall not to grasp this plant to save 
myself. The disagreeable occupation of picking these thorns 
out of my flesh has followed every outing I have taken in 
Ibis country. Now that I have vented my spite on it I will 
go on with my fishing. 

I made a few casts in the outlet of the lake, but got no 
rise. The day was bright and warm and the lake unruffled. 
I then fished down stream, and captured twenty-one fish 
before I reached its mouth. Once I took a double, weighing 
ten and fourteen ounces. The three largest weighed two 
pounds and four ounces, and the whole catch five pounds, 
I had only time to hurry over the stream once, for the boat 
was to be along to pick me up about 5 o’clock, and the time 
for the best fishing was lost. When I got on hoard the ves¬ 
sel the sight of my string of beauties excited others, and we 
made arrangement to visit the stream on the morrow. 

The party this time was composed of three. We went in 
a smallboatj and the distance to be pulled was eleven miles 
in a straight line. The day was cloudy, with occasional 
rainy spells. We had covered about five miles of the dis¬ 
tance when it began to blow in strong puffs directly ahead, 
the sea became choppy, and we had a strong tide against us. 
We were obliged to haul up on shore, secure our boat, and 
trudge the remaining distance on foot. We arrived at the 
stream about the same time as on the preceding day, and 
htirriedly^whipped the stream to the lake outlet, but got 
nothing on the way. All the conditions were favorable for 
good fishing—a clouded sky and a slight breeze just ruffling 
the surface of the lake. This was the finest afternoon’s 
sport I have had in Alaska, and I have had many, this being 
my second season up here. The fish ran good sized, and 
were gamy enough to satisfy any angler. They rose greedily 
to the flies, and three times I landed doubles. I captured 
twenty-five in about an hour and a half’s fishing, and one of 
my companions caught eleven. The third was a novice in 
the art of fly-fishing and did not get a rise. He whose score 
was eleven hooked probably more than I did, but he was 
unfortunate in landing them, and finally broke his rod by 
getting his line entangled in some bushes at his back. Our 
combined catch averaged about a half a pound to tbe fish; 
the largest did not exceed a pound. As on the preceding day, 
we lost the best hours lor fishing in the evening. 

I have noticed that all the trout caught in the lakes of 
this region have the black spots brighter and larger and 
more wenly distributed over the body on a golden back¬ 
ground. The “golden iridescence” is only occasionally seen 
on those taken in the streams; the ground color is silvery, 
and the spots are smaller on the belly and more scattering. 
All of our catch were destitute of the purple streak along 
the sides of the body. I think the name of “cut-throat” 
trout given to this fish by Mr. Charles HaUock preferable to 
the old one of “rainbow” trout. The dash of scarlet oil 
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either side of the throat is always present and very sugges¬ 
tive of a cut-throat. I wish “Reel-Plate” and also “Piscco” 
had been with us to see how Alaskan trout take the fly. 
From the Maskan, a newspaper published in Sitka, I see the 
following in the issue of Feb. 30, 1886. It is a reprint from 
“Fishing with the Fly,” in whicJi the article on the salmon 
and trout of Alaska was furnished by ‘ ‘Piseco‘ ‘A fly they 
would not rise to,” writing of Salnio 'purpiiratm. I can 
also inform “Piseco” that 1 have had the salmon trout rise 
to the fly, which he says, “this the trout, while in Alaska, 
fails to do.” I used only two flies this afternoon, a “hare’s 
ear” for tail fly and a “gray palmer" for dropper. The fish. 
I think, showed a slight preference for the “hare’s ear.” 
We did not take the numbers that “Reel-Plate” records, but 
I venture to remark that we had as much sport; and I have 
a good many days of such sport ahead of me before the run 
of salmon blocks up the streams. T. H. S. 

Wbangelij, Alaska, June 8,1886. 

CAIVIPS OF THE KINGFISHERS. 

CAltP LAKE, MICHIGAN.—X’STO. 

The next day w^as Bob’s birthday, and as a birthday is 
not an every-day affair, it was resolved to give Miss 

“Brown Eyes” a good send-off into her seventeenth year in 
the shape of a picnic, to be given under the management of 
the “Jones Family,” across the lake at the “North Pole 
Spring.” 

Jim and I had discovered this spring while wandering 
around on our first unsuccessful hunt for Maybert’s Creek, 
and, as we afterward learned, it is only about five rods from 
the creek, at the end of an old shingle cutter’s road leading 
off from the main road, and about three-quarters of a mile 
from the lake. 

I note this spring because it is the best one anywhere 
along the lake or near it, and if any thirsty brother ever 
chances along the road near this httle trout spring it will 
pay him, if it be a hot July or August day, to trudge down 
to it and slake his thirst with a draught of as pure, spark¬ 
ling, ice-cold water as ever welled up from the bosom of 
Mother Earth. Then, when he has covered about half the 
distance back to the road, it will pay him to trudge back 
again and do it all over, for it is a rare spring. 

Hyperboler was elected master of ceremonies, and by 10 
o’clock a big lunch and all the party, except the skipper, 
who was indisposed, were off across the water for the spring 
and a good time. 

As old Dan can handle a rod with more comfort than he 
can the demoralized old right leg on a three-quarter-mile 
walk, and as there was no conveyance at hand to take him 
to the spring and as old Hickory was laid up in camp for 
repairs (I have carried the old fishhawk on my back on more 
occasions than one to a desired spot he could not reach alone, 
where he wanted to sit and fish), he and Muller spent the 
day fishing till the picnic broke up in the evening with 
somewhat better results than had attended us the day 
before. 

When all were back in camp the birthday festivities 
wound up with a supper by candle light, and I venture that 
if Miss Bob’s days lengthen even into the sere and yellow 
leaf she will pass no pleasanter or happier birthday than she 
did there in the Michigan North Woods, surrounded by her 
new made friends, “the Joneses.” 

As I lay awake a while that night after the camp was at 
rest I tried to figure out the reason for the indifferent spoi-r 
we had been having, and could arrive at no conclusion othei 
than we had been paying too much attention to camp com 
forts; we had been sleeping too late in the mornings am' 
fishing during the wrong hours of the day. 

Before daylight in the morning I was out and half a mil- 
down shore in a boat, without having disturbed the slum 
hers of the girls or caused a break in the rythm of Mulle]’’s 
sonorous snore, and long before smoke curled out of the 
stovepipes at camp as a token that the philosopher was still 
alive, I was a mile and a half down and across the lake 
among a small school of bass that were biting as if they 
wanted to make up for lost time. Now and then, too, a 
longsnout took a notion to try the temper of the old rod, 
but always with disastrous results—a stroke of the gaff and 
a whack of the club ending the controversy in one round. 
Then at last the goggle-eyes began tampering with the frog, 
and it was time to reel up and lay the rod in the boat, for as 
Ben says, “ef there’s anything that makes a feller mad it’s 
them durned red-eyed sunfish a nibblin’ an’ a twitchin’ at yer 
bait when ye ain’t a fishin’ fur ’em.” 

I was back in camp by 9 o’clock for a late breakfast, with 
a string of fish that was good for weak eyes; and when they 
had been duly inspected the whole family resolved to be on 
the water by daylight next morning to beat James Mackerel’s 
record. Ben was so fired up at sight of the string of fish 
that he took a boat and “ole quintessence” and started out 
after breakfast to “see if he could hev a little fun on his own 
hook,” but after three or four hours absence he came back 
with a long visage and no fish, not even a goggle-eye. 

As he leaned his rod up against the popple some one fired 
the regulation “what luck Ben? ’ at him, to start him to ease 
his mind of its load of disappointment. “The’ aint nary 
fish atween here an’the sawmill,” he answered solemnly, 
“fur I rowed plum’ up there an’ back, an’my frog jest a 
draggin’ behind till the spots is all wore off it, an’ I didn’t 
get a cussed bite. 1 could ketch as many as that iu a boss 
trough,” and he reached for a camp stool, on which he 
balanced himself with one leg swung over the other, scraped 
a match, and was soon lost iu a cloud of solace from the 
briar root. 

Next morning with all the good resolutions as to early 
rising, old Ben was the only one out before daybreak, and 
going over to call Bob, who had promised to go along if he 
would awake her, they were soon ready, and as they left the 
landing 1 beard him say, “Now, Bob, ef there’s anything iu 
airly fishin’ yer uncle ’ll show ye how to ketch ’em,” and 
then the regular dip of the oars shortly took them out of 
hearing, past the point a couple of hundred yards below. 

None of the r'est had energy enough to get out, and the 
sun was well up before the camp was astir. When break¬ 
fast was ready an hour or two later and the mists had lifted 
from the water, they were discovered quietly fishing in the 
first little bay t)elow camp, and the breakfast call on a fry¬ 
ing pan soon brought them in hungry and happy. “Look 
at them fellers, will ye?” said Hyper, as he dragged a fine 
string of fish to the edge of the water, twisting and flopping 
and throwing spray over him in small showers, “when Bob 
an’ me go a-flshin’, we go a-fishin’, an’don’t ye forgit it; hey! 
Bob?” But Bob had found the breakfast table, where she 
Avas distracting the philosopher with orders, and trying to 
convince the other girls that her appetite was failing her. It 

turned out that Bob had taken ten of the thirteen bass 
brought in, and Ben had besides taken a pickerel and two 
“red eyes,” but he didn’t step quite so high over the achieve¬ 
ment as he did when he “ketched James Mackerel’s trout.” 

The old cowboy said in explaining how Bob came to lay 
him out, “I’d a felt kinder mean to beat my own niece a- 
flshin’, so I jest fished most o’ the time without ary bait on 
my hook an’ she a-thinkin’ all the time that I was a doin’ 
my level best;” but Ben was used to wriggling out of tight 
places in fish stories, and it was not to be expected that he 
would be caught napping iu an easy case like this. Bob was 
highly pleased over her catch, but was content after the first 
experience to let some of the others do the early rising, while 
she found sport enough in late evening fishing, which, after 
all, was good enough to satisfy any reasonable angler. 

We had at last, however, struck the key to the sport—early 
morning fishing—and those who could muster resolution to 
be out and on the water before sun-up Avere sure to return 
before the forenoon was half gone with more fish than we 
could possibly use, and our neighbors were kept busy “sort¬ 
in’ bones” during the rest of our stay. 

So the days passed on toward the end of our vacation, 
each full of its own pleasures and happiness without a cloud 
to mar the good feeling of the camp, and it was with many 
regrets that we looked forward to the breaking up of the 
happy family to go back to the noise and bustle and drudg¬ 
ery of the old life. We, the “old fellers,” were getting young 
again and we hated to break off and take a backset for an¬ 
other year. 

There were some days left yet and each one was worth a 
whole month on tbe farm, in the sanctum, or in the office, 
whether we fished early or fl.shed late or fished not at all; 
each one was to be enjoyed as though it were to be the last. 

The next morning some of us were awake before day for 
an early start, but on getting out, a fog so white and dense 
covered lake and laud that it was impossible to see the 
“hennery” from our tents, and we could barely distinguish 
the outlines of the kitchen fly not more than a couple of 
rods away. The philosopher was roused out to get break¬ 
fast while we studied over this uulooked-for “category;” 
and soon the girls were awake and came flitting over, one 
and tAvo at a time, like shadowy spectres out of the sur¬ 
rounding mist, to huddle around the glowing stoves and 
wonder if this were a sign of another change of weather. 
Everything exposed was dripping with moisture, and the 
prospect was not a cheerful one for early sport; but Jim and 
Ben concluded that they could find their way to a certain 
strip of promising water above Horton’s Bay, where they 
had made up their minds the night before they wanted to 
fish, and when Ben had once “set his head” to go they were 
soon ready and off. They were cautioned as they pulled 
away from the landing to follow the “synopsis”—as old 
Dick M. says—of the shore and bay, and keep the line of 
bulrushes in reach of the oar, lest they get lost in the fog 
and fail to reach the spot they were searching for, but Ben 
said, “Shucks! I reckon I kin row straight across to the 
pint up yander, an’ then we kin find the place slicker ’n 
grease.” Two strokes of the oars hid them in the bank of 
fog, and we saw no more of them till it lifted, near the 
middle of the forenoon. The others of us had not “set our 
heads to go a-fishin’,” and we decided to stay in camp till 
the sun drove the mists from the water. 

When the fog lifted so we could see under it up and down 
the lake, Jim and Ben were in plain sight fishing patiently 
in the little bay below camp (the point fbev <=■-,; i f .: 
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that pole? our own camp, by the jumpin’ jehossafatl’ and 
then it all flashed into our empty pates instantly; there were 
Horton’s barn and house, and the familiar fields and the 
camp, all looking as natural as life, and just then some one 
touched off the frying pan, and here we are, but we don’t 
want any more early fishing in a fog, even if we catch a 
string of fish as long as the boat.” 

A few mornings after Ave were treated to another fog even 
heavier, but the experience of Ben and Jim had made us 
wise and no one ventured to explore its mysteries outside of 
a convenient hail. 

(to ITE CONTINUED.) 

THE MUDDY POTOMAC. 

The anglers in this part of the domain are in a state of 
chronic despair. Most of the time since the latter part 

of April the water in the Potomac River and tributaries has 
been as roily as the muddy Missouri, and now, when much 
preparation had been made for an outing on the Fourth, 
there is a deluvian down-pour, and the jig is up again. Good 
fishing was had during two or three weeks in April, but 
since then and all through spawning time hardly a fin has 
been taken. This has probably been fortunate for the fishes, 
as they were certainly not disturbed while nesting. 

You ably advocate the abolishment of spring shooting; 
would it not also be well for all concerned to discontinue 
spring fishing? I think it would. Large numbers of bass 
and other game fishes are taken in the spring just before and 
during spawning time, and the streams are thereby robbed of 
vast numbers that would come in the order of nature. We 
all angle in the spring. It would be hard to forego the 
pleasure; but would it not be wiser? 

There has usually been fine sport catching striped bass 
with the fly near Little Falls, and in the tributary streams 
between this place and salt water, but this season was a 
blank on account of the condition of the water. There Avill 
be excellent black bass fishing in the Potomac in the fall, 
provided the water is clear, and persons wishing good sport 
can confidently seek it at any point on the river from the 
mountains to tide water. J. 0. B. 

Washington, July 3. 

TROUT AND BEARS. 

ARRIVED at Rawley Springs, in Rockingham county, 
Virginia, at nightfall on yesterday, June 39, and found 

the excitement of the hour to be a 164 inch trout killed by 
Mr. Pearson, the resident superintendent of the Springs 
property, in Dry River, about a half a mile from the hotel. 

This morning, while a small company of guests were 
watching the curious gambols of a small boy, a Newfound¬ 
land dog and a pair of bear cubs of about fifty pounds’ 
weight, a stalwart mountaineer galloped into the midst of 
us astride of a mountain nag, calling for the loan of an axe, 
saying that he had killed a large bear and had two cubs 
treed about a mile up the river. Thereupon an adjournment 
was had to the new scene of action and these cubs also cap¬ 
tured. 

The bear excitement being over, this afternoon I got out 
my tackle and went down the river to try the trout. In a 
short time I killed six very fine ones, anl hooked but re¬ 
turned to the water divers flngerlings. I found the killing 
fly to be coachman as I tie it. and tvpie.ai proff*acn;- . 
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to do their fishing above, but Ben told about it after he had 
taken the edge off his appetite at the breakfast table. 

“Ye see, when we started out I headed the boat straight 
ftir the pint above an’ kep’ on a rovin’ till I’d ha’ bet we was 
nigh onto five mile from camp an’ still no pint in sight nor 
nothin’ else but fog so durned thick that several times we 
stuck fast in it an’ had to back out an’ go ’round where it 
wasn’t quite so thick, an’ I reckon this must ha’ thrown us 
out o’ our course. Curious how thick fog’ll git when there’s 
nothin’ to bender it, an’ ” blinking furiously as he swallowed 
a mouthful of “bilin’ hot” coffee, “it’s surprisin’ how long 
coffee ’ll keep red hot in a tin cup.” 

Coming back to his bearings again: “Then I concluded 
to pull in to shore without lettin’ on to Jim an’ feel along 
till we came to the place where we wanted to fish, which I’d 
know by a stake stuck in the bottom near the bidrushes, but 
I might as well hev started to find the North Pole, fur we 
couldn’t see more’n ten foot from the boat nary way, an’ 
after pullin’ a spell longer I stopped to study over the pints 
o’ the compass, an’ Jim said he reckoned we was lost. After- 
exchangin’ views fur a minit er two we found out that we’d 
both bin unanimous on this pint fur some time, but we was 
ashamed to holler to you fellers at camp to find out our 
bcarin’s fur fear ye’d laugh at us. Jest then we heerd a cow¬ 
bell an’ we concluded to pull in toward it till we struck the 
rushes an’ fish along at memorandum, like that feller ole Dan 
tells about, till the fog went off an’ we could find out about 
where we was. We hadn’t gone more’n ten rod till the boat 
scraped agin somethin’, an’ lookin’ round there was a stake 
a slickin’ up about two foot out o’ the water, an’ we jest tied 
the boat to it an’ went to fishin’ as onconsarned as ef it was 
the very place we’d been a huntin’ fur. Talk about fish a 
bitin’! "Ef you’d a bin there, James Mackerel, you’d a got 
ten year younger in less’n half an hour. First Jim an’ then 
me an’ then both would be a strivin’ with a bass, an’ it 
wasn’t long till Ave had the stringer half full, an’ the fun was 
jest too satisfyin’ fur the Joneses^ fur they wasn’t used to it. 
A leetle more o’ that coffee, Al, ef ye please,” as he passed 
his cup across the table, “an’ Jim, I’ll thank ye to waft 
them fish this wa.v while they’re hot, fur ef there’s anything 
that makes a feller hungry it’s fishin’ iu a fog before breckfust. 

“About the time we was a wishin’ fur another fish stringer, 
the fog begun to git thinner an’ raise up so we could see tbe 
shore, an’ direc’ly we saw a barn an’ then a house a little 
ways back of it, but nary one ov us could make out that 
we ever seen ’em before, an’ then we wondered Avhich way 
it was to camp.” 

“Yes,” now chipped in Jim. who had been too busy mak¬ 
ing up for lost time to do any talking, “the longer we looked 
at that house and barn the more confused we were as to our 
whereabouts, and we finally agreed that we were just no¬ 
where. As Ave sat there trying to study it all out, Ben said, 
‘There’s a lot o’ tents down by the water’—we hadn’t noticed 
them before—‘must be some more campers, I reckon, but 
what’s the matter with that American flag a hangin’ down 

not o-i-vii iTi. Um t .. iiod on a No. b 
oproat, this same fly sometimes kills bass better than some 
of the regulation sorts. 

The rod I used this afternoon is one I made last year of 
the bois d’arc, or so called Osage orange wood, which I think 
superior to any rod I have ever handled. I have found it to 
be an admirable working rod in bass fishing, but never tried 
it before on trout. I have no doubt in my own mind that 
this is by far the best wood in the world for rods. It is little 
heavier than red cedar, excessively strong and tough with 
more pliancy and spring than any other wood. The color is 
a beautiful orange, requiring no stain, receiving the highest 
polish and curving beautifully. I have rods of ash and 
lancewood, of bethabara and hornbeam and cedar, and have 
tried every known material for tips, and I would choose a 
bois d’arc rod over and above all other known material. The 
rod 1 have is rather short, only nine and a half feet; I prefer 
a rod of ten and a half feet, and I see no sort of occasion 
for having one rod for bass and a different one for trout. I 
think everything in excess of ten and a half feet is in the 
way in a trout or bass rod, under ten feet they begin to gel 
too short. Nevertheless I have a cedar and hornbeam rod 
only eight and a half feet long I made about twelve years 
ago and with which I sometimes cast a bait ^ la Henshall 
and often use also as a fly i-od on difficult water to cast over. 
I have killed many bass and trout with it at loiig range. 

Raav-lby Springs,Va. M. G. Ellzey, M. D. 

“The Fluttering Fly.”—Editor Forest and Stream: Mr. 
Holberton’s letter anent the fluttering fly in the last issue of 
Forest and Stream contains a gratuitous charge which 
strikes me as unparalleled for assurance in so far as it relates 
to the writer. He says: “Still, allowing your correspond¬ 
ent’s statement (which, the public must uiiderstand, comes 
from a rival in the business) to stand,” etc. I am the corre¬ 
spondent referred to, and by “business” I suppose he means 
the fishing tackle business. If I am correct in my concep¬ 
tion of the term, the public must understand nothing of the 
sort, provided it cares a sou about the matter; for by so doing 
it would understand what is absolutely and unqualifiedly 
untrue. While I have sometimes wished that my place was 
inside rather than outside the counter of a tackle shop, I am 
not, nor have I ever been, engaged in the fishing tackle busi¬ 
ness, either in its manufacture or its sale, directly or indi¬ 
rectly. If it is parliamentary, I would like to suggest to 
Mr. Holberton that iu the future he confine himself to plain 
facts and avoid drifting into the realms of pure fiction.—A. 
N Cheney (Glens Falls, N. Y,). 

As additional evidence that the fluttering fly is not so well- 
known abroad as your correspondent has intimated, I copy 
this sentence from an order received by Messrs. Abbey & 
Imbrie, from England: “I see hj Scientijk American at 
you are agents of Mr. Wakeman Holberton’s patented trout 
and black bass flies. 1 inclose you P. O. order, and will feel 
obliged if you will send me a few suitable for trout, and if I 
find them successful in catching English trout, I will recom- 
mend them to my frieiids.”-^W. Holberton, 
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CAMP OF THE BIG SIX. 

Tuesday morning at four o’clock the six, with two dude 
visitors, left Athens, Pa., for Fair Haven, with all the 

camp outfit necessary, and some things that were superfluous. 
The reader must please hear in mind that the whole six are 
crack fly-fishermen, and several are almost experts at casting 
the fly._ On going to the company ground, which was some 
half mile up the bay, two of the boys caught twelve bass, 
then came the pitching of the tent and putting things in trim 
for the coming four days. About four o’clock two boats 
started out and cast along the shore; by supper time we had 
over seventy bass, rockers and black, biggest percentage 
rockers. Black, Ruben Wood, and Montreal flies were the 
favorites for the black bass. The modocks appeared fond of 
any fly we had on; and we often took two and sometimes 
three at a cast, one on every hook, but strange as it may ap¬ 
pear most of the big black bass gotaway. I have noticed the 
same thing with other fishermen. 

The second day in camp was quite cloudy with a high 
wind, and it looked like a good bass day. At the place we 
expected to take the most black bass we did not get a rise. 
This was out in the lake. We fished faithfully all day; only 
scored nine black bass for the boat I was in. At Blind 
Lodus, which is several miles from Fair Haven, we saw a 
big seine on the fence drying. We also saw one gill net 
which we got our flies fast in, and I am sorry to say we had 
to cut the net in two to get our flies loose. While we were 
doing the cutting we saw a native on the bluff watching us. 
He did not say any thing or we would have invited him to 
help us. After a hard pull we arrived in camp and found 
that the other boys had not done much fishing. 

The third day we all got up at four o’clock and made up 
our minds to slaughter bass by the wholesale, but this day 
like the preceding one was dark and cloudy and bid fair to 
rain. Hick and Frank made a small wager as to which boat 
would get the most bass before they returned to camp. You 
may be sure we all fished for all we were worth. One party 
went down near the lighthouse, and when it began to rain 
they got in a boat house. We were over on the west shore 
and got quite well soaked, but we kept on grinding just the 
same. Finally we went down to the light house and saw the 
other boat; they were casting their level best and had two 
more bass than we had. We were not discouraged by any 
means. The other boat then left us and came over to the 
east shore, while we fished along the breakwaters with poor 
success. Then a big fog came sweeping down the lake. By 
the time we were through lunch the other boat had vanished 
in the fog. After spending some time we started for the 
east shore, and while crossing discovered another gill net. 
It was a long one and at the end there was a big fyke net 
with short wings on it, and the gill net struck the center of 
the fyke, so they could run the fish in fiom both ways. 
This fyke we could not raise out of the water, so we cut the 
fyke loose from the gill net. For the benefit of the owner, 
we’ll say we carved the balance of the net so it will not hold 
fish again. It would be a good idea if every fishermen would 
serve all nets the same way. It may be lawful to set nets in 
New York State; but as we all live in Pennsylvania we for¬ 
got and supposed we were in our native wilds. By the time 
we got to the shore it began raining quite bard again, so we 
ran the boat ashore, turned it over and crawled under. We 
were none too soon as it came down in torrents, in the 
course of half an hour it ceased raining, and we went at it 
again with better success. We caught three, then started for 
camp to find the other boat had been in and gone out.again. 
They had caught thirty-two, which was the exact number we 
had. When they came in again they had scored six more 
and claimed the wager, but we “kicked” so the wager was 
withdrawn. The next morning we broke camp and set out 
for home. One op the Six. 

Camp Medicine Chest.—“Kingfisher” writes of camp 
medicine supplies: “The following is an excellent remedy 
in case of cramps, colic and ailments of like nature: 

Tincfc. Zingib I-- 
Tinct. Menth. pip. 
Spts. Vin. Gal. q. s. 

Mix. Sig. Take at once. 

The Biggest Bbook Tboht.—We have lo record the 
capture of a brook trout weighiag 12^ pounds, by Mr. J. 
Frederic Grote, of 114 East Fourteenth street. New York 
city, in Mooselucmaguntic Lake, Maine, on June 11. The 
fish was a female, and Mr Grote kept it in a car for one 
week, when it died. It was weighed several times at the 
Mooselucmaguntic House, in presence of Mr. John Schultz, 
of Philadelphia, and the proprietors, Messrs. Crosby & 
Twomley. _ It was 26i inches long, 17^ in girth, 7i deep 
and was 4 inches thick through the back The guide was 
Jerry Ellis, and they were trolling with a live minnow in 40 
feet of water with a 7i-ounce bass trolling rod. The trout 
was brought to New York and shown to Mr. Blackford, who 
decided that it was a foniinalis. It had been proposed to 
send it to the Smithsonian Institution to have a plaster cast 
made of it, but there were doubts as to its standing the 
journey as it was beginning to soften. It Is now in the hands 
of Mr, Wallace, the taxidermist, and will shortly be on ex¬ 
hibition at Mr. Grote’s place of business. We believe this to 
be the largest brook trout yet recorded. 

Maine Special Sabmon Laws.—Trout and salmon fishers 
are having a ^ood time this season. Landlocked salmon are 
being caught in Cathume Lake. One weighing six pounds 
was caught in Denny’s River on a salmon fly flast week. 
Cathume Lake empties into Denny’s River. Poachers have 
ruined Denny’s River for salmon. This is one of the best 
rivers in Eastern Maine for salmon, but it is under a special 
law, which means, in Maine, no law at all. If our commis¬ 
sioners had it under State law it would be fine in a few 
years. All the special laws for salmon streams in Maine 
should be abolished at once. It is proved in every case that 
towns and corporations will not protect. Let this thing be 
fixed next winter. There is a big scramble for the last 
lobster, herring and mackerel.—H. (Machias, Me., June 28). 

Dynamiting Tbout.—A gentleman who has recently re¬ 
turned from Chatham, N. H., reports that some mean speci- 
mps of human beings have made use of explosives in Moun¬ 
tain Pond, and that “its shores are wind-rowed with small 
dead trout, suckers, etc.” A party (from Maine, we are 
sorry to say) who camped there about June 10 are suspected. 
The matter, our informant tells us, is in the hands of the 
proper authorities and is to be vigorously pushed. We hope 
the perpetrators of this meanest of all mean wavs of poach¬ 
ing will get the full length of the law.—Black 'Bpot (Seba- 
go Lake, June 28). _ 

Maine Watebs.—North Bridgton, Me.—The black bass 
season in Maine opened July 1. The prospect for fishing 
in Long and Highland Lakes, Bridgton, was never better. 
A New York party have boats engaged on both lakes dur¬ 
ing the opening week. Our bass fishing attracts more 
attention each year, situated as we are at the head of the 
Sebago Lake route, one of the most charming steamboat 
trips in New England, and in the midst of beautiful drives 
and fine scenery our location is especially inviting to those 
seeking rest from the hurry and bustle of city hfe.—J. C. M. 

New Richmond, Que., July 2.—The salmon fishing, which 
has been hitherto very poor on the neighboring rivers, has 
much improved of late. Lord and Lady Lansdowne, who 
have been camping out on the Cascapedia, have made several 
fine catches. Mr. R. G. Dun, of New York, fishing in the 
same stream yesterday, caught a salmon weighing fifty-one 
poimds, which he has shipped to the Merchants’ Club of 
New York, 

The HuiiiSTON Frbsekvativk Co,, New Haven, Conn.—Gentle¬ 
men: Being a habitual fisherman, and having caught some fine 
specimens of trout, (on the farm of Charles Parker; one of which 
weighed over two pounds, I had a desire to preserve them in order 
to snow them to the many callers at my oflice, and procuring some 
“Viandine” at your works, I treated three of them, and I am pleased 
to report, that after exhibiting them In my oflice for four weeks, 1 
then sent them to a friend In Waterbury, where two weeks later I 
saw the fish, and found them still sound and good, with no indicatloua 
of decay. It is a wonderiul thing, and one of the most importance 
in the commissary outfit for sportsmen and tourists.—Fked A. 
Dukant (Duraut Hotel, New Haven, Conn.).—Adv. 

Rendered into plain camp language this would sound like: 
Mix a good strong dose of Jamaica ginger, essence of pep¬ 
permint and brandy or other spirits enough to taste good, 
down it and await results. If the pain is not relieved, re¬ 
peat with a milder dose at the end of a half hour or so. To 
above formula add five to fifteen drops of Tinct. Opii if you 
have it. It is too, I believe, equally as efficacious without 
as with the spirit, I have tried it both ways. Here is 
another formula that may serve outers a good turn when 
they most need it, in case of diarrhoaa induced by a change 
of water or diet: 

Tinct. Catechu 

P' j. aa G. Cardamom Comp. 
•• Opii Camph. , 

Spiced Syrup Rhubarb ) 
Mix. Dose. A teaspoouful to a tablespoonful 

as required two or three times a day. 

Then, if you have a few dozen J or i-grain podophyllin pills, 
a box of Seidlitz powders and a few sections of court 
plaster, you are supplied with remedies for all the ills an 
ordinary camp will faU heir to.—Kingpisheb.” 

Suspension Bkidge, N, Y., July 2.—Inclosed I send you 
clipping from Collingwood, Ont., WeeMy Enterprise. The 
editor is a fisherman and would not tell a lie. The clipping 
reads: “Messrs. Frank Nettleton, Will Begg, Jas. Stone, W. 
W. Nettleton and W. Watts were out at the river fishing on 
the first of the week, and while trolling near the mouth suc¬ 
ceeded in catching an immense muskulonge. It took the 
combined efforts of F. Nettleton and Begg to haul the huge 
fish into the boat. Tbey brought their prize to town and 
placed it on exhibition at Stone’s hotel. The fish measured 
6 feet three inches and weighed 128 pounds. It was the 
largest caught for some years in these waters.” 

This is Vouched for by the Cobbebpondbnt who 
Sends it.—Reading Centre, N. Y.—^A novel mode of fish¬ 
ing has been employed by a resident of Penn Yan, N. Y., 
who some time ago, while out rowing in Keuka Lake, had 
occasion to bend over the side of the boat. No sooner had 
Ms face come in close proximity with the water when bis 
nose was seized by a large pickerel. The possessor of this 
delicate organ having resisted his antagonist, he succeeded 
in landing him in the boat and rowed ashore, proud of both 
wound and fish. TMs is not what is generally known as a 
“fish story,” but an actual case of live bait fishing.-A. T. 
Gesner. 

Allen’s bow-faciug oars mn be attached to any boat in 5 minutes. 
Try them. little catalogue free. Fred A. Allen, Monmouth, m.—Ado. 

^isJfcnUnn, 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Co. _ 

THE AMERICAN FISHERIES SOCIETY. 

[Discussion following the paper of Mr. John H. Bisseli, entitled 
“FHshculture a Practical Art,” published in Forest and Stream, May 
80,1886.1 

Mr. booth—I would like to state for the benefit of some of 
the gentlemen here, to show the enormous results to be 

derived from fishculture, that at the canne^ I am interested 
in on the Columbia River, in the State of Oregon, they pack 
600,(XX) cases of salmon per annum. It is worQi four to five 
dollars a case on the ground. Now you can readily see that is 
$3,000,000. It takes three fish to the case. That is less than 
2,000,000 of fish. Now the salmon there produce, I understand, 
from 1.5,000 to 20,000 fry, so you can readily see it doesn’t take 
many salmon to re-supply by artificial propagation the salmon 
that are taken from that river to produce $3,0{K1,000 per annum. 
In other words,we catch 3,000,000 of fish which produce $3,000,- 
000, and they can ^e replaced by artificial propagation for at 
least $10,000 in money. Now if thereis anything in this world 
you can speak of|that will produce so much for so little invest¬ 
ment I should like to know it. 

Mr. Bissbll—Mr, Booth has spoken about the comparative 
cost of policing and artificial propagation. It is a very com¬ 
prehensive subject, and I have stated in outline in my paper 
just what my conclusions are, drawn from a great many facts 
and a great deal of thought and consideration of the subject. 
It is true that artificial propagation, if carried on on a proper 
scale, can be done very cheaply. I made some figures for 
presentation to the committee by our register two years ago, 
and if I remember rightly it was something like this: That if 
we produced about three hundred millions of whitefish in the 
way that we were then and are now doing it, that the cost per 
thousand fish planted in the lakes wherever they were to be 
planted would be about one-third of a cent per thousand. I 
think it was that—one-third of a cent, or less, per thousand. 
After you get over a hundred millions you begin to scale down 
the average very rapidly. Even if it were a cent a thousand, 
I think that the cost of proper policing, insp^tion and regula¬ 
tion of the fisheries will not cost what Mr. Booth seems to in¬ 
dicate. We asked the last Legislature to give us $15,000 for 
two years’ work. That was on a careful estimate of what we 
could get an inspector and probably four or five wardens for. 
It will not be necessary to police the entire 2,000 miles of coast 

to prevent the use of nets of imnropev size if we have the Eower of inspection. If we could go to Mr. Booth’s packing 
ouse, if our inspector could go tJiere with ample author¬ 

ity and power to seize and confi.scate all fish that 
were under one potmd in weight, then Mr Booth 
would not buy those fish any more, it would not 
be necessary for us to go a thousand miles to pre¬ 
vent all intrenchment on the coast if we could co to the 
market and inspect there. That is one wav. Another way 
is when the nets are being made up. we could inspect the nets 
and seize those which were under the size. Ai other thing 1 
indicated in my mper was about forming a healthv state of 
public opinion. We have taken some pains in reference to 
that, and in the latter part of Februarv or early in Ma ch we 
succeeded in securing a meeting of representative fisliermen 
of Detroit. I think there were something over fifty fishermen 
present. That meeting went so far as to perfect an organization 
which I hope will be permanent among fishennen for the 
discussion of useful knowledge and practical good sense with 
reference to the purposes and the objects, and this work 
among the fishermen will go as far as an3rtliing else towards 
the enforcement pf the law. I doubt if among the three or 
four hundred fishermen in Michigan with whom we have 
been in communication the last year, there are half a dozen 
that would not be prosecuted if we had reasonable laws to 
regulate the fisheries; so that the cost of police power exer¬ 
cised with reference to the fisheries 1 think is very slight, and 
the importance of preventing the capture of small fish is not 
by any means an insignificant part of rearing marketable fish 
in great numbers. A single man with a pound net. such as I 
know of near the straits of Mackinaw, where he couldn’t find 
any net with a mesh that was small enough, he used sacking 
for the back of his pound net so nothing could get through. 
Such a man as that might destroy a quarter or a tenth of the 
product of one of our large hatcheries. 

There is another thing in that connection. I say these fish¬ 
ers must be licensed, not only as a part of the exercise of 
police power, but to protect the citizens of the State. Now, 
it would not be fair if the State of HUnciis were spending 
fifteen to twenty thousand dollars to stock the shores of Illi¬ 
nois and Michigan with whitefish for my friend Dewey to 
come over here and catch all those fish and ship them to 
Toledo and Cleveland; neither is it right that the people of 
Illinois and of the city of Chicago should be fed with fish 
which we have planted in the waters of Michigan. Now, for 
that reason I want the fisheries of Michigan to be licensed. I 
want a regulation which will prevent Mr. Booth from coming 
into our territory and catching our fish unless he pays a 
license. I know Mr. Booth will do it. He would be very glad 
for the right to use good fishing ground, just as any of us gen¬ 
tlemen would be very glad to pay for the right to fish in a 
pond where we knew there were three-pound trout in great 
numbers. Now, when we get to that point, the fees that will 
result from a very reasonable and very low license, our fishing 
will not only pay all the cost of regulation and inspection, but 
it will pay all the cost of hatching and planting as many as 
Mr. Booth thinks we ought to plant in Lake Michigan, fc will 
pay for hatching and planting six or eight times the fifty 
miUioDS that we are now hatching, 

One other thing has been alluded to and that is the question 
of what the United States Government should do. 1 said in 
my paper very briefly that the question of the regulation of 
the fisheries was officially settled. It has been settled for 
more than thirty yeai-s, although it has not been genearlly 
imderstood. The United States Supreme Court has passed 
definitely and finally on that question. The regulation of the 
fisheries of each State out to the State border is a matter of 
municipal regulation, a matter of State legislation. That is 
so even in tide water. In the State of Maryland they passed 
a law preventing the dredging for oysters and the State officers 
have seized a boat that was doing that, a vessel which was 
chartered and which was registered in the United States Cus¬ 
toms office at Baltimore. She was replevined from the State 
constable who seized and condemned her, and under which 
proceeding she had been sold. That case w'ent from the 
Supreme Court of Maryland to the Supreme Court of the 
United States. Benjamin Cm-tis being the justice who gave 
the opinion, said that the condemnation was right, that it was 
within the police power of the State to regulate fisheries of 
that State to the State border, and it was not a matter for the 
United States Government to interfere with, yet it was in 
tide water, and notwithstanding the vessel was one which 
was registered in the United States Customs office, and al¬ 
though the United States Government had the right to regu¬ 
late tfie navigation of those waters, the control of the fisher¬ 
ies was within the police power of the State. At a meeting 
of the Commissioners held in October, 1883, at Detroit, this 
subject was very fully examined and presented to the meet¬ 
ing by the Attorney General of the State of Michigan very 
clearly and forciby. That I regard as entirely final. 

There is one other thing I want to speak of that Mr. Fair- 
bank referred to, and that is the work of the United States 
Pish Commission. Now, if any gentleman will take the pains 
to examine the law under which the United States Fish Com¬ 
mission is constituted, he will see that the sole purpose of the 
creation of that commission was to procure scientific reseamhes 
w ith reference to the fishes, the fisheries and the food supi- 
ply, and see what the causes of the decrease were. It was also 
deemed proper under the definition of that law to undertake 
experiments in artificial propagation, but it was not the pur¬ 
pose of the United States Pish Commission to stock the waters 
of the United States. The procuring of information by scien¬ 
tific research, which we could get in no other way, has been 
admirably done by the United States Pish Commission. The 
planting of whitefish m the Great Labes and the propagation 
of shad have only been incidental to the work of the United 
States Fish Commission. It was dh-ected that under that law 
and the provisions to carry out that law that they should 
make experiments in artificial propagation, and because, in 
the course of their experiments, they were able at very slight 
increased cost, to get more eggs than they wanted for that 
purpose, it was thought to be perfectly right to retmai the 
fully developed eggs, young fry, to the waters where they 
were taken from, and also to plant some of the youug white- 
fish in interior lakes where tliey did not exist, to see if thej' 
could not be propagated there; but it is not the purpose of the 
United States, and it is not the business of the United States 
(Jovernment, as I contend, to plant our own wateis. That is 
our own business. The waters are ours; they are under our 
own control; they are just as much a part of the State as is 
the land of the State, and it is the business of the Slate, there¬ 
fore, to see that its public waters, which are Its only domain 
left, should be properly cultivated and properly used. 

Mr. Booth—I must beg to differ with my fi ieud \V(th refer¬ 
ence to the amount of the cost of policing i,u(l propagation. 
From his own figures, and the most exaggerated estiiuate of 
the cost of propagation of whitefish or trout, it would be 
about one cent a thousand if we have gathered twent-four 
millions of pounds, in other words, eight milJions of fish. 
Now, at one cent a thousand, how much is that? It is about 
$800. It seems to me that is very much the cheapt st way of 
reproducing the fish in these lakes. You could scax'cely hire 
one man for less than $800 a year. I thoroughly indorse hia 
ideas for exacting a license fee from any and everybody, from 
every man engaged in catching fish in the waters of the State 
of Michigan or Dlinois or anywhere else. I belieye that is a 
great source of revenue. I don’t want to ask the United States 
Government to assist one dollar in this matter. _ T think the 
people that are making their money out of catching these fish 
are perfectly willing to pay a license for the privilege of doing 
so. I have a great many nets and a ^eat many boats, and I 
am perfectly willing to pay a license if that amount is spent, 
for the reproduction of the fish. These small meshes—you say 
they have put in canvas to catch theta—I would allow them. 
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to use canvas if they please to catch them. How long would 
it be if you put in ffsh at one cent a thousand in the waters— 
these, small fish are comparatively worthless—before they 
would increase the size of the mesh and they would catch 
nothing bub the big fish? It would be only four or five years 
before you would be willing to reduce the size of the neb. 
There are a few unscrupulous men, I am sorry to say, belong¬ 
ing to the business I am connected with that would use those 
small meshes, but they are few. If there is any way you can 
reach them, you have my indorsement to do so. 

Mr. Bissel/L—They are all in Wisconsin. 
Mr. Booth—Well, Wisconsin has not got so much territory 

to fish in as the State of Michigan. We tried that on the Col¬ 
umbia River. There was a law passed in the State of Oregon 
licensing every boat at so much a piece, and eveiy fisherman. 
I think it was ®10 for a boat and $5 for a fisherman, to the 
fishermen who fished with a boat. The law was passed and 
they collected the license and they agreed to spend the amount 
of money they collected to the propagation of salmon in that 
river, and one of these foreign Knights of Labor or communists 
—or other classical name, I don’t know what they were—he 
discovered in his great learning that it was unconstitutional. 
We were getting along nicely and everybody was paying his 
little license, and he thought it was unconstitutional. Well, 
he refused to pay and we sued him and got a judgment against 
him and went up to the last court, and it was declared uncon¬ 
stitutional. Now, we may strike such a thing as that. I 
don’t think the people of the State of Illinois or Wisconsin 
or Michigan would resort to such a course. I think they 
would be perfectly willing to pay a license; but I must say I 
think the cheapest way we can reproduce om’ fish is by arti¬ 
ficial propagation, and not with this vast amount—I think 
you say it will take eight or ten thousand a year—for policing, 
and it will be only a few years before you accomplish aU 
which you now seek to attain. 

Mr. Fairbank—I want to say one word on the subject of 
the general Government taking hold of the thing. I under¬ 
stand Mr. Bissell to state the purport of the law as it exists, 
and also the exponditm-es of the money that are made. Now, 
a considerable amount of money has been expended in arti¬ 
ficial propagation—more in shad than anything else—and I 
can see no reason why it is not a subject that the general 
Government should take up and spend money upon. There 
is an injustice in the State of Ohio, for instance, spendiiig 
money in hatching shad and depositing them in the Ohio 
River, when they go down the nver and are caught aU the 
way down the river. Louisville, for instance, would spread 
her nets and take the fish propagated by Ohio, and the fish 
that Michigan propagates Illinois will catch, for whitefish 
migrate, and so they do in all the waters; and it is an expen¬ 
diture from which all the people would reap an equal benefit, 
and an expenditm'e purely within the scope of the general 
Government to take hold of. I want to see the present law 
amended. I want to see some action on the part of parties 
interested in this matter with our representatives, to have 
some legislation on the subject, and some new restrictions put 
upon the appropriations. The scope of the United States Fish 
Commission, their labors and their work, have been very 
much enlarged since the passage of the first bill, since the ap¬ 
pointment of the fli’st commis-sion. There is only one com¬ 
missioner. There should be more than one commissioner. 
There should be three or five commissioners, representing the 
different interests. A larger amount of money should be ap¬ 
propriated, and the work and scope of the commission should 
be very much enlarged. That is the idea I want to get before 
the meeting. 

Mr. Clark—In regard to this question—speaking as Mr. 
Bissell did in his paper in regard to showing results to the 
people and to his legislature and other legislatures, I wish to 
say to you who were present last spring when this paper— 
this poorly gotten up paper—was presented by myself, you 
will remember I gave you some facts in I’egard to what we 
could show that artificial propagation and planting of white- 
fish had done in the great lakes, and why 1 claimed it must be 
due to that, because it had shown quicker in that than in any 
other way. The figures I gave you go to show it. They show 
there that there was some 65,000,000 or 70,000,000 of whitefish 
that had been planted up to a certain date in 1882 in Lake 
Erie. From all the facts we could learn in our gathering 
statistics a year ago last fall it showed they were on the in¬ 
crease there. These fishermen say so here in the lower end of 
the lake, but not in the upper end of the lake. That goes to 
show again that whitefish do migrate; that the whitefish 
planted in the Detroit River by the State of Michigan and in 
the upper end of the lake by the United States Fish Commis¬ 
sion snow the increase more in the lower end of the lake. It 
goes to show your fish migrate. Now the fish that are hatched 
by the Michigan Commission are caught down in Erie, Pa. 
Is that right to do that? 

Mr. Bissell—I would like to ask if whitefish are minatory 
to the extent it is claimed, why they don’t migrate back to the 
grounds that have been once fished in Lake Michigan? 

Whereupon, upon motion duly seconded, the convention ad¬ 
journed until 10:30 o’clock A. M., to-morrow, Wednesday, 
April 14, at the same place. 

THE MACKEREL SEASON. 

The position taken by the Massachusetts Fish and Game 
Protective Association in regard to the protection of 

mackerel during the spawning season, as set forth in its 
memorial to Congress, adopted at the last meeting of the 
society, is an impoidant one; but yet it is likely to meet with 
considerable opposition from the owners of vessels and those 
intei'ested in the mackerel fishery. Since a measure involving 
the principles in the petition has already passed the House of 
Representatives, the petition of the Association is addressed 
to the Senate. 

There are some points concerning this early mackerel fish¬ 
ing which it may be interesting to note. In the first place the 
mackerel taken previous to Jmy 1 are inferior in quality and 
of small size. But very few which will grade above No. 3 are 
ever taken previous to that date. Such mackerel have to be 
sold at from 83 to $5 per barrel, where good-sized fish and fish 
out of the poor condition necessarily the result of breeding, 
should bring from §6 to $10 per barrel. Then again the catch 
is remarkably uncertain. Indeed, so true is this that in the 
opinion of those best posted in regard to the fishing business, 
the result of the entire labors of the New England mackerel 
fleet up to July 1 for the past ten years has been a failure. 
Now and then a fortunate vessel gets into New York early 
with “a trip of fresh mackerel,” and money is made. But 
such cases are the exception. 

Secretary Wilcox, formerly of the Boston Fish Bureau, bub 
now of the American Pish Bureau of Gloucester, was seen the 
other day, and his views noted on the subject. Said he: “The 
attempt to take mackerel previous to July 1 is worse than a 
lottery, and the entire result is always a loss. The vessels of 
the New England fleet would be much better off if they never 
left their wharves to go for mackerel previous to very late in 
June or July 1.” The value of the mackerel to the New Eng¬ 
land fleet per anum is not less than §2,000,000, and yet it is 
plain to any one familiar with the trade that not above §100,- 
000 of this value in salt mackerel is taken previous to July 1. 
In fresh mackerel, a veiy small matter when compared with 
the worth of salt mackerel to the trade to the country, now 
and then a vessel makes a success and wins a prize in this 
fisherman’s lottery, bub the ‘blanks outnumber the prizes a 
himdred to one. 

Again, if it is true, as it begins to be thoroughly demon¬ 
strated in the art of fish propagation, that the adult fish, led 
by an unerring instinct, invariably returns to the scene of its 
birthplace to breed, then the result of this early seining of 
mackerel is plain—the utter driving them from our coast. 

Indeed there are plenty of thinking men, thoroughly conver¬ 
sant with the fishing business, and who have given the sub¬ 
ject a good deal of thought, who are convinced that this early 
fishing for mackerel with seines is a most prolific cause oft he 
departure of mackerel from our coast. It is certainly admitted 
by all that larger and fatter mackerel would result to the 
trade were the early seining stopped. But it is understood 
that the Fulton Market fresh fish trade is to oppose the 
passage of the anti-early-seining bill in the Senated and it may 

This market interest is the worst enemy to fish and game 
protective measures. It is also imderstood that the “Bo-;tor> 
fresh fish trade is inimical to the measure. What means i 
dollar to the market dealer must not be touched by legislation 
be the value of fish and game protection never so great to the 
rest of the world. The right to buy and sell at all seasons 
regardless” of results is being fought for with all the forct 
money can buy, and all the foolish sentiment about the sacreo 
rights of trade that can be gathered up with which to frightei 
the mawkish legislator. The spawning is over by the last of 
Jime, and the mackerel then begins to iinprove in condition as 
well as size, but the fresh fish dealer is not willing to wait. 
He must have his prey at all seasons not absolutely prohibited 
by an edict of natuz’e which cannot be overcome. Special. 

SALMON IN THE HUDSON. 

The captures of adult salmon in the Hudson, already re¬ 
corded in our columns, are very encouraging. The most 

doubting of “Thomases” must admit that these fish are the re¬ 
sult of the plant of 1882 by Prof. Baird. In former times an 
occasional stray salmon has been taken in this river, but it has 
been at intervals of some years. Now, however, we have 
authentic accounts of four adult fish Having been captured 
and others seen just at the time when they naturally would 
be looked for after the first planting. In former experiments 
in the Hudson, we tliink that only the quinnat salmou of tne 
Pacific coast were planted, and these fish have failed to re¬ 
turn to waters on the Atlantic slope. The salmon put in the 
Hudson by Prof. Baird since 1882 have aU been of the Atlantic 
.species, the Salmo salat, from the rivers of Maine, and there 
is positive proof that the trout streams of Warren county. 
New York, afford them food during their eaidy life. Last 
October we reported the capture of yearlings from Clendon 
Brook, and now we are permitted to publish the following 
letter to the Superintendent of the Long Island Hatchery, 
where the fish are brought to life: 

Glens Falls, N. Y., June 19, 1886.—Mr. Fred Mather: 
This morning’s mail should deliver to you a couple of yoimg 
salmon. Yesterday editor Harris, of the GlensFalls Republican, 
and I went out to try for trout, and our labors ended at Clendon 
Brook. I fished the brook but a short time, for fifty salmon 
would rise to one trout, and I did not wish to run the risk of 
injuring the salmon. Every pool or “hole” contained them, 
they were on the riffs, in fact, they were everywhere. They 
are so much brighter colored when seen in the water than the 
trout that they are easily distinguished. I injured two and 
therefore kept them, and just had time last night after I re¬ 
turned to get them in the midnight mail. You will see that 
they are in good condition, better even than those I sent last 
year. At four months younger they seem fully as large as the 
sample 1 sent last October, and they are certainly fatter. I 
tliink you will call these pretty fair yearlings. I caught one 
that was a little more than seven inches long, and the one I 
sent you was six, which is about the size of last yeai’’8 plant 
that I saw. The plant of 1884 seem to have all gone to sea.— 
A. N. Cheney. 

[We have seen the specimens sent, and they are exceed¬ 
ingly plump and well fed. The fact that adults haveretumed 
from the light plantings of 1882 shows that they will push 
through the impure waters of the lower Hudson, as the shad 
do, and seek the spawning grounds above. The tributaries of 
the upper river are ail that can be desired as salmon nursei’ies, 
and we hope to see this good work go on until “Hud¬ 
son River salmon” are quoted in the market, and anglers are 
to be seen whipping the pools above Troy if the proposed fish¬ 
ways are properly built.] 

THE TROY DAM FISHWAY.—Glens Falls, N. Y., June 
30.—Editor Forest and Stream: Coi-respondents of Forest and 
Stream recently questioned the existence of a fishway in the 
dam at Troy; and in commenting thereon I stated that I had 
supposed that the law providing for a fishway had been com- 
plmd with, and the the chute now to be seen in the da,m was 
the result. This evening I notice that Superintendent of 
Public Works Shanahan “has completed the repairs to the 
old fishway in the State dam at TroyJ’ This seems to settle 
the question of the fishway’s existence, and let us trust that it 
permits the salmon, lately known to have returned to the 
Hudson, to ascend another stage on their long journey to the 
headwaters of the river and their spawning ground. If the 
other obstacles are as speedily removed, Hudson River salmon 
may in a few years become as well known as Hudson River 
shad.—A. N, Cheney^__ 

CARP CULTURISTS are to have a special journal to be 
called the Journal of Fishcxilture and Rural Hydraulics. It 
will be edited by Mr. Milton P. Pierce, and published by the 
Rural Publishing Co., of Philadelphia, under the patronage of 
the American Carp Cultural Association. 

Allbn’s bow-facing oars, $8 per pair. Fred A. Allen, Monmouth, 
lU.—Adu. 

FIXTURES. 

FIELD TRIAI.S. 

Sent. 3L—Field Trials of the Manitoba Field Trials Club. Charles 
A. Boxer, Secretary, Box 283, Winnipeg. 

Nov. 8.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Western Field Trials 
Association, at Abilene, Kan. R. C. Van Horn, Secretary, Kansas 
City, Mo. 

I^ov. 8.—Third Annual Field Trials of the Fisher’s Island Club, 
Fisher’s Island, N. Y. Max Wenzel, Secretary, Hoboken, N. J. 

Nov. 23.—Eighth annual field trials of the Eastern Field Trials Club, 
at High Point, N. C. W. A. Coster, Secretary, Flatbush, Kings 
county. N. Y. 

Dec. 6.—Eighth Annual Field Trials of the National Field Trials 
Club, at Grand Junction, Tenn. 

DOG SHOWS. 

July 30, 21, 23 and 23.—Milwaukee Dog Show. John D. Olcott, Man¬ 
ager, Milwaukee, Wis. 

July 37 to 31.—Dog Show of the California Bench Show and Field 
Trials Club. E. Leavesly, Superintendent, 436 Montgomery street, 
San Francisco, Cal. 

Aug. 24, 35, 26 and 27.—First Annual Dog Show of the Latonia 
Agricultural Association, Covington, Ky, George H. Hill, Manager, 
P. O. Box 76, Cincinnati, O. 

Sept, 8, 9 and 10.—Homellsville, N. Y.. Dog Show, Farmers’ Club 
Fair. J. O. Fellows, Superintendent, Homellsville. 

Sept. 14,15,16 and 17.—First fall dog show of the New Jersey Ken¬ 
nel Club, Waverly, N. J. A. P. Vredenburg, secretary, Bergen Point, 
N. J. _ 

A. K. R.-SPECIAL NOTICE. 

rpHE AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 

pedigrees, etc. (with prize lists of all shows and trials), is pub¬ 
lished every month. Entries close on the Ist. Should be in early. 

Entry blanks sent on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope. 
Registration fee (60 cents) must accompany each entry. No entries 

inserted unless paid in advance. Yearly subscription $1.50. Address 

“American Kennel Register,”?. O. Bo4 2883, New York. Number 

of entries already printed 3810. 

PARASITIC DISEASES IN DOGS.-III. 

THERE is occasionally found in the dog a very small tape¬ 
worm, producing but few symptoms in its canine host, 

but so deadly are the ravages of the larval form of this para¬ 
site in other animals, that a full understanding of its life 
liistory is most important to the dog owner and stock-raiser. 
The common hydatid tapeworm {Tfjenia echinococcus) in its 
adult condition attains a length of inch; it is composed of 
but foiu* segments, thus differing ^-eatly from the taenia in 
general. The head is armed with a pointed rostellum and a 
double crown of hooks, there being from thirty to forly book¬ 
lets, There are four suckers, behind which the head segment 
is much elongated, forming the so-called “neck.” The final 
segment when mature equals in length the three exterior ones, 
taken together. The reproductive papilla is situated on the 
margin of this segment or proglottis somewhat below the 
central line. This minute cestode inhabits the intestinal canal 
of the dog and wolf, probably causing but trifling inconveni¬ 
ence to its canine bearer, but a dog infected by hydatid tape¬ 
worms represents a sort of center of dangerous and often fatal 
disease to the herbivorous animals and man. 

An animal harboring one of these taenia is continually pass¬ 
ing the mature eggs per anum, great numbers being given off 
by the adult parasite. The eggs are diffused thi’ough water, 
especially by diseased dogs swimming through it, so washing 
off the ova which have adhered to the hair around the anas; 
they also adhere to fruits and vegetables, and in one way or 
another are scattered broadcast. Should one or more of the 
ova be swallowed by any herbivorous animal, a most wonder¬ 
ful series of developmental phenomena take place. The egg 
hatches, and from it emerges a minute embryo, which is pro¬ 
vided with the usual six cestode hooks. This larva now bores 
its way to a suitable site within the body of its host—the longs 
and liver being the favorite situations. The embryo now 
somewhat slowly develops into a spherical vesicle, and these 
now bud from the inner wall of this cyst “daughter vesicles,” 
and from these again “granddaughter cysts” may be again 
produced by “budding.” 

Gemmation or “budding” consists in the outgrowth of 
“buds” or \gemtnce from the integument or interior of an ani¬ 
mal. Speaking generally, these ^‘buds,” after acquiring more 
or less likeness to the parental stock, may either remain at¬ 
tached to the parent or become separated and begin an inde¬ 
pendent existence. Budding is well illustrated by the little 
Aphis or plant louse, curious ova-like masses budding hei'e 
from the interior layer. This process is thought to cause 
monstrosities, such as double heads, etc., in the higher ani¬ 
mals by some authorities; it is the usual mode of reproduction 
of certain of the lowest animals, as Hydra. 

On the walls of all these hydatid cysts above described, 
minute pocket-like sacks are developed, and in these sacks or 
“brood capsules’’ echinococcus heads are formed, sometimes as 
many as twelve heads being found in each brood capsule, and 
the capsules may be almost innumerable from one embryo 
hatched from one ingested echinococcus egg. 

All hydatid cysts are full of fluid, which, when not altered 
by inflammatory change, is clear, opalescent, and of neuti’al 
reaction to test paper, it is destitute of albumen, but rich in 
sodium chloride and often contains grape sugar and inosite. 

The echinococcus heads or scolices, let us say from an ox, 
present the following characters: They measure about 1-80 
inch in length, the body is divided by an hourglass-like con¬ 
striction, the anterior portion being anned with rostellum and 
hooks. 

Should any part of an hydatid cyst containing one or 
more brood capsules be swallowed by a dog or wolf—as often 
happens when dogs have access to butcher’s offal—the cyst 
walls are digested, aud the heads set free. These soon attach 
themselves, and rapidly develop into adult tapeworms within 
the alimentary tract, and the cycle of development goes on, 
the tsenia again producing eggs, to again cause hydatid 
disease in some unfortunate nimioant or in man himself. 

As fully twenty-five per cent, of all human victims of echi¬ 
nococcus disease die from its ravages, and as it is a very fatal 
disease among domestic ruminants, the importance of this par¬ 
asite is very great. There are few reliable statistics in regard 
to its prevalence among dogs, the cestode being of such small 
size that the most careful observer may miss it even when 
several are present in the intestines of the dog under dissec¬ 
tion. The highest authorities state that this tienia occurs in 
at least one per cent, of all English and American dogs; in 
Australia it is quite common, and in Ireland it is reported as 
being exceedingly abundant, quite a perceutage of the human 
population and many domestic animals succumbing to echi¬ 
nococcus disease. Hydatids are found in all species of our 
domestic herbivora, although fortunately but rarely, and it is 
therefore evident how easfly dogs may become infected by 
eating raw butcher’s offal. 

It is sufficient here to say that hydatid disease in man is not 
excessively rare in the United States, and is a most dangerous 
and intractable affection. Among our domestic herbivora the 
disease is a most serious cause of loss of condition, and often 
proves fatal. 

Hydatid cysts may cause death in man or animals by me¬ 
chanical pressure on vital organs, or by ulcerating or bursting 
into the body cavity or into almost any of the organs of the 
body, even the pencardium or heart membrane may be rup¬ 
tured, speedy death from pericarditis usually following. The 
symptoms caused by the adult form of this parasite in the 
dog are of the vaguest character; ill health without assign¬ 
able cause and without the presence of larger tienia, is sug¬ 
gestive of the presence of this tapeworm. An absolute diag¬ 
nosis, positive or negative, can only be made by examining 
the faeces with the microscope for eggs—an obviously trouble¬ 
some and generally impracticable procedure. If a dog is 
known to have had access to butcheris offal, even though no 
segments of larger taenia can be discovered in the faeces some 
weeks after, an appropriate anthelmintic is indicated if the 
animal present distm-bances of nutrition and the neiwous as¬ 
tern witnout any other form of disease to account for it. The 
Tcenia echinococcus is easily dislodged, and the treatment is 
to be conducted in precisely the same manner as was pointed 
out in speaking of the more common forms of canine tape¬ 
worms. The importance of disinfecting the faeces and the 
kennels with boiling carbohzed water, or the like, is self-evi¬ 
dent when a dog has been found to harbor this cestode. 

Of the very large and interesting class of parasites belong- 
to the trematoda there are bub two species which ordinarily 
select the canine race for their bearers. The conjoined fluke 
(Distoma conjunctum) was first discovered by Cobbold in the 
liver ducts of an American red fox, in which situation it had 
given rise to inflammation and the consequent formation of 
abscesses. Its average size was about one-foiu’th of an inch in 
length. 

This species has since been found to be common among dogs 
in India. The dog fluke is clothed with minute spines, which 
occur abundantly on its outer surface. Although the average 
length is but one-quarter of an inch, specimens one-half of an 
inch in length have been found. The eggs are oblong, nar¬ 
rowed at the anterior pole and are furnished with a sort of 
lid to facilitate the escape of the embryo when hatched. The 
conjoined fluke has also been found in man in India aud has 
occasionally been the cause of death, as in a case repoi’ted by 
Professor McConnell. 

The symptoms caused by the presence of this fluke in the 
bile ducts are those of inflammation of the liver (hejyatitis)— 
jaundice, high fever, tenderness on pressm’e over the hepatic 
region, and at times enlargement of that organ. The syste¬ 
mic symptoms may be very profound. The prognosis of 
both acute and chi’onic hepa titis in the dog ft'om any cause is 
very unfavorable, the acute form, whether parasitic or other¬ 
wise, usually proving fatal. 

But little if anything can be done for this affection; tonics, 
stimulants and nourishing food with possibly a mustard plaster 
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or mustard poultice over the region of the liver are indicated. 
Opium to allay pain may be required; the dose must at first 
be small and gradually increased as the symptoms demand; 
the dose of the sulphate of morphia for a foxhound or pointer 
is from 1-13 to of a grain, to be repeated as often as neces¬ 
sary. 

It is very important that dogs dying of hepatitis, especially 
in tropical countries, should be “posted,” and the liver care¬ 
fully examined for flukes: the pai'asites being preserved if 
found, and the lesions produced noted. More smowledge on 
this subject is much needed by comparative pathologists and 
veterinarians. 

The Avinged fluke of the dog (Holostoma alatxmi) is of but 
little clinical importance. It inhabits the small intestines and 
is rare. 

The development of the trematoda is even more complex 
than that of the hydatid tapeworms. The life history of the 
conjoined fluke has not yet been fully demonstrated, but 
doubtless it closely resembles the other flukes in its meta¬ 
morphoses. 

The l>istoma militare, found in the snipe and curlew, has 
perhaps been the most fully studied of any of the flukes. The 
jDistoma produces eggs of an oval shape, from which hatch 
free-swimming, ciliated embryos. The embryos show as soon 
as hatched the mdiments of the redia form, which is pro¬ 
duced in the interior of the organism by “budding.” This 
larva finally loses its cilia and becomes a sunple redia or germ 
sack. This form is provided with a mouth, gullet and diges¬ 
tive sack; it lives attached as a parasite to the bodies of cer¬ 
tain water snails (Paludina). In the body cavity of the redia 
now appear numerous vesicles, and these rapidly develop 
into new larval forms known as cercarioe. They finally burst 
through the wall of the redia and emerge as free-swimming 
forms. 

The cercaria form has a long tail with lateral membranous 
expansions, with which it swims after the manner of a tad¬ 
pole. After a short existence as a free swimming organism 
this cercaria or larval Distoma bores its way into the body of 
a water snail. The tail now di-ops off, and the body becomes 
surrounded with a structpreless cyst wall; here the larva re¬ 
mains quiescent tmtil introduced into a new and appropriate 
host. When a snail thus infested is swallowed by a water 
bird, the cyst wall is digested and the embryo is set free 
within the alimentary canal of the bird. Sexual organs now 
rapidly develop within the pai'asite, and it soon becomes a 
mature Distoma militare, and again produces eggs to propa¬ 
gate its many-formed race. 

Several generations of rediai occur in some species of tre^ 
matoda. A consideration of the zoological history of the 
canine trematoda concludes this sketch of the entozoa of the 
domestic dog. A few exceedingly rare or doubtful forms have 
not here been mentioned, notably the several species and 
varieties of pit-headed tapeworms (Bothriocephalus) which 
are occasionally found in dogs; the B. latus is probably the 
only species found in English and American do^. The latter 
species attains the length of twenty-five feet and is introduced 
into the intestinal canal by eating raw fish which contain the 
cysticera of this parasite. Only the entozoa of clinical im¬ 
portance have been described at length in these papers. 

Our toowledge of many species is still very deficient, and 
the importance to comparative as well as human medicine 
of making post mortem examinations of animals possibly dead 
of parasitic disease and experimental studies is very great. 

In my next paper the external parasites of the dog will be 
fully discussed and described. R. W. S. 

A FRAUDULENT MEDAL. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
A very glaring fraud has lately come under my notice. The 

late Pittsbm'gh show offered silver medals as second prize in 
several classes. I recently had one of these analyzed, and it 
contains no silver whatever, being principally tin and lead! 
This is the most palpable, outrageous fraud I have yet met 
with. To offer a silver medal which would be worth probably 
$3.50, and give a pewter one worth two cents, is abominable. 
The recipient of this particular medal had to pay 35 cents 
expressage on two cents worth of metal. Of course the soci¬ 
ety may be a victim and may have paid for real silver medals; 
but in that case they owe it to themselves and their exhibitors 
to bring the swindler to justice and get the real thing. If thei?" 
are not the victim, then I am sorry to say that somebody is 
in a very unenviable position. I may say that I am convinced 
that some of the committee will be as much surprised at this 
disclosure as you will be. That you may have the evidence of 
vour eves on this matter, I send you the medal in question. 

W. Wade. 
Holton, Pa., June S6. 

[We have examined the medal sent us by Mr. Wade, as well 
as others sent us by winners at Pittsbm'gh, and find them all 
alike. The metal of which they are made is very similai- to 
pewter. It consists of lead, tin, zinc, with a shght trace of 
copper.] 

A SINGULAR INCIDENT.—Editor Forest and Stream: I 
had a little experience with my house dogs this evening which 
struck me as rather curious. My cocker bitch Dottie Stubbs 
has been boycotted for a season' and to-day was brought into 
the house for the first time in fom- weeks. During her ab¬ 
sence we have placed in the hbrai-y a red foxskin, mounted 
as a mat. She immediately took her position beside it and 
guards it most carefully, never taking her eyes from it if one 
of the other dogs comes into the room. My black cocker 
Jobo and she have always been great friends; but it is no use, 
if he shows his head in the room there is trouble. Thinking it 
might be a dishke for Jobo, I let two setters in. Eveiy hair 
stood on end, and I saw prospects of a fight in the near future; 
so I let them out again. While I am writing this letter she is 
lying beside the mat, with one eye on the black dog in my 
easy chair. If she lay on the skin, I should think she was 
jealous of her bed; but she never steps on it, I once owned a 
cocker bitch that took a pair of beagle pups under her care 
and would allow no dog near them. But this is my first expe¬ 
rience with a common mat. Is it because of its resemblance 
to a dog? I wonder if any of your readers have had a like 
experience.—C, S. D. (Warren. R. I.). 

KENNEL NOTES. 

KENNEL NOTE BLANKS.—For the convenience of breeders we 

have prepared a series of blanks for “Names Claimed,” “Whelps,” 

“Bred” and “Sales.” All Kennel Notes must be sent to us on these 
blanks, which will be forwarded to any address on receipt of 

stamped and directed envelope. Send for a set of them. Sets of 

200 of any one form, bound, for retaining duplicates, sent postpaid, 
30 cents. 

NAMES CLAIMED, 

Notes most be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Jefferson, Gold Medal, Vixen, East Lake Beauty, Bed Stocking and 
East Lake Flora. Bv Geo. Gillivan, West .Tefferson, O., for pugs, 
two dogs and four bitches, whelped April 20,1886, by Bradford Euby 
out of Flos=y (A.K.fl 2'350). 

Tinfoil, Gold Nugget. East Lake Lilly and Bride of East Lake. By 
Geo. Gillivan, West Jeffersen, O., for pugs, two dogs and two bitches, 
whelped May 29,1886, by Treasure (A.K.E. 47'2) out of Peggie tA.K.B. 

Toney and Lillie. By Frank F. Dole. New Haven, Conn., for white 
hull-terriers, dog and bitch, whelped May 28, 1886, by Count (A.K.R. 
3178) out of White Violet (A.K.R. 3799). 

Countess. By Frank F. Dole, New Haven, Conn., for white bull- 
terrier bitch, whelped April 2, 1886, by Count (A.K.R. 3178) out of 
Young Venom (A.K.R. 2793). 

Lady Isabella. By C. W. Littlejohn, Leesburg, Va., for lemon and 
white pointer bitch, wbelrted May 27,1886, by Fritz (A.K,R. 1351) out 
of Virginia (A K.R. 1857). 

Nordeck. By Hervey E. Parker. Groveland. Mass., for lemon and 
white pointer dog, whelped April 7,1886, by Toots (A.K R. 21) out of 
Peg (A K.R. 3479). 

Olenmore. By Dr. D. S. Woodworth, Fitchburg, Mass, for red 
Irish setter dog. whelped May 10, 1886, by Glencho (Elcho—Noreen) 
out of Lady Norah (Rorv O’More—Norah O’Mere). 

Judy Oho. By Geo. E. Browne, Dedham, Mass., for black cocker 
spaniel bitch, whelped Oct. 17, 1864, by Obo II. (Farrow’s Obo—Chloe 
II.) out of Daisy Zulu (Zulu—imported Sweep. 

Bannerboy. By Mrs. C. E. White, Cleveland. O., for white, black 
and tan beagle dog. whelped April 18 18-6. by Bannerman (Marchboy 
—De.wdrop) out of Myrtle (Minstrel—Handmaid). 

Ollie Gladstone. By G. F. Clark. S^. George’s, Del., for black, 
■white and tan English setter bitch, whelped May ‘24, 1886, by Rex 
Gladstone (Royal Gladstone—MoUie Druid) out of Pride of Delaware 
(Carlo witz - Ollie). 

Melton. By Terra Cotta Kennels, Toronto, Out, for it'hite, with 
black head, greyhound dog, whelped Feb. 28, 1886, by Menmon (Ca¬ 
liph—Polly) out of Stealing Away. 

Marchriiont. By Terra Cotta Kennels, Toronto, Ont.. for black and 
white grey found nog, whelped Feb. 28, 1886, by Memnon (Caliph— 
Polly) ont of Stealing Away. 
‘ Middleniarch and Mentor. By Terra Cotta Kennels, Toronto, Ont., 
for fawn and white greyhound dogs, whelped Feb. 28, 1886, by Mem¬ 
non (Caliph—Polly) out of Stealing Away. 

Trouhador, Bossifer, Tremorit, Peveral, Bosa II.. Barbelle, Miss 
Bracket, Atillaand Idella. By J. H. Phelan, Jersey City, N. J., for 
liver and white pointers, four dogs and five hitches, whelped June 30, 
1886. by Bracket (Graphic—Bloomo) out of Rosa (A.K R 1443). 

BRED. 

tW" Notes most be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Syren-Glen. J. H. Thomas’s (Haverhill, Mass.) Irish setter bitch 
Syreu (Elcho—Rose) to Herbert Flint’s Glen (Glencho—Lady Edith), 
June 27. 

Meg—Bockingham. P. K. Dumaresq’s (New York) English setter 
bitch Meg (Tramp—Nina) to F. Windholz’s Rockingham (Belthus— 
Bess). June 19. 

Beldame—Bang Bang. Rulherford Stuyvesant’s (New York) pointer 
bitch Beldame to Westminster Kennei Club’s Bang Bang (A.K R. 394), 
May 16. 

Bessie Hazel—Bang Bang. W. C. Hazel’s (Washington, D C.) 
pointer bitch Bessie Hazel to Westminster Kennel Club's Bang Bang 
(A K.R. 394), May 26. 

Erie—Bang Bang. T. F. Rivera’s (Bridgeport. Conn.) pointer bitch 
Erie to Westminster Kennel Club’s Bang Bang (A K R. 394), April 1. 

Happy Medium— Bang Bang. F. R. Hitchcock’s (New York) pointer 
bitch Happy Medium (Croxte'th—Fan Fan) to Westminster Kennel 
Club’s Bang Bang (A.K.R .394). April 2. 

Lucky.stohe^Bang Bang. Westminster Kennel Club’s (Babylon, 
L. I) pointer bitch Luckvstone(Tory—Moonstone) to their Bang Bang 
(A K.R. 394), April 16. 

Countess—Bang Bang. Westminster Kennel Club’s (Babylon. L I.) 
pointer bitch Countess (Sensation—Lass) to their Bang Bang (A.K.R. 
394). May 10. 

Pocahontas—Bang Bang. F. R. Hitchcock’s (New York) pointer 
bitch Pocahontas (Tramp—Grace) to Westminster Kennel Club’s Bang 
Bang (A.K.R. 394), May 2. 

Lcdla Bookh—Bang Bang. Luke W.White’s (Mahwah.N. J.)polnttr 
bitch Lallah Rookh (Sensation’s Son—Grace) to Westminster Kennel 
Club’s Bang Bang (A.K R. 394), June 18. 

Moonstone—Bang Bang. Westminster Kennel Club’s (Babylon, 
L. I.) pointer bitch Mooonstone (Bang—Luna) to their Bang Bang 
(A.K.R 394), June 2. 

Pearl Blue—Gun. Chas. York’s (Bangor, Me.) English setter bitch 
Pearl Blue (Royal Blue—Dryad) to his Gun (Gladstone—May B.), June 
24. 

Ida Nettles-Scot Free. Glencoe Collie Kennels’(East Bethlehem, 
Pa.) colUe bitch Ida Nettles (A.K.R. 2533) to their Scot Free (A.K.R, 
3632), June 21. 

Jess—Johnny. Geo. Obillas’.s (Toronto, Ont.) Clumber spaniel bitch 
Jess (.Tack-Jill) to F. H. F. Mercer’s Johnny (Sen—Joan), July 1. 

Heather Lass-Argus U. A. H. Aldrich’s (Melrose. Muss.) Gordon 
setter bitch Heather Lass (Jack—Gipsey) to Geo. E. Browne’s Argus 
U. (Argus—Thayer’s Beauty), July 1. 

Judy Obo—Shady. Geo. E. Browne’s (Dedham. Mass.) co'.-ker span¬ 
iel bitch Judy Obo (Obo II.—Daisy Zulu) to F. H. Perrin’s Shady (Oho 
n.—Darkie (A.K.R. 250), June 20. 

Jessica—'irgus ll. Geo. E. Browne’s (Dedhasn. Mass.) Gordon set¬ 
ter bitch Jessica (Doane’s Tom- Cremome) to his Argus II. (Argus— 
Thayer’s Beauty). June 13. 

Lola—Spark Noble. A. E. Burche’s (Washington, D. 0.) English 
setter bitch Lola (Rake-Fanny) to his Spark Noble (Count Noble— 

Spow'fc Noble. A. E. Burche’s (Washington, D. C.) Eng¬ 
lish setter bitch Victoria (A.K.R. 1883) to his Spark Noble (Count 

Eo^-.^^ M. Bell’s (Washington, D. C.) English setter 
bitch Grace to A. E. Burche’s Lava Rock (A.K.K 369), Jlay 7. 

Lena—Lava Bock. M. Bell’s (Washington, D. C.) English setter 
bitch Lena to A. E. Burche’s Lava Rock (A.K R. 369), May 10. 

Jennie—Lava Bock. Jos. Taft’s (Washington, D. C.) English setter 
bitch Jennie (bashing Laddie-Daisy) to A. E. Burche’s Lava Rock 

Surrey Kennels’ (Ellicott Cife Md.) fox-terrier 
bitch Jill (A.K.R. 529) to A. Belmont, Jr.’s, Regent Vox (A.K.R. 3477), 

^^^eyNan—StablefordJoe. Surrey Kennels' (Ellicott City Md.) 
fox-terrier biich Surrey Nan (A.K R. 1902) to F. Eoey’s btablefoid 
Joe (Corinthian—Jenny). May 26. , , * ^ ^ 

Surrey Clover—Mixture. Surrey Kennels’ (Ellicott City, Md.) fox- 
terrier bitch Surrey Clover (A;K.R. 1899) to J. E. Thayer’s Mixture 
(Spice—Fairy III.), June 2. 

WHELPS. 

THE MILWAUKEE DOG SHOW.—Milwaukee, Wis., July 
1.—Editor Forest and Stream: Entries for the Milwaukee 
tench show are coming in apace. They close on the 10th 
inst. The secretary requests residents to send in their entries 
at once, in order to avoid ihe inevitable rush after J uly 5. 
Milwaukee is noted for having the best class of non-sporting 
dogs of any city in the West. A fine special prize has been 
contributed to the club to be awarded to the best pit bull- 
terrier, Class 104. This class will be judged by a resident of 
Milwaukee. Great praise is due to Mr. John D. Olcott for bis 
admirable management of our last bench show, as well as for 
his efforts in engmeeiing the coming one. Mr. Olcott is never 
so happy as when ministering to the enjoyment of others, and 
he has made sacrifices of time and money in getting up and 
conducting those popular shows, which entitle him to the 
gratitude of all wlio love and admire that most faithful of all 
animals—the dog.—M. J. Egan. 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 

No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents. 

A pointer pup has a very ugly looking skin 
is red close in and gradually turning to white; 
'•es. Ans. Drop a few drops of solution of 
I (Strength, two grains to ounce ©I water) each 
1 a we^ write again. 

Dick, Philadelphia,—, 
over his eyes. The eye 
It Is the same in both ej 
zinc sulphate in the eye 
tnorning. H net ■well ii 

Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 
level HI. Graphic Kennels’ (Jersey City, N. J."! pointer bitch Revel 
. (Graphic-Beryl), June 27, eight (five dogs), by their Donald (Bob 

kmvM’npStar. Chas. York’s (Bangor. Me.) English setter bitch 
irning Star (Dashing Dan—Daisy Starlight), June 24, eight (five 
gs), by his Gun (Gladstone—May B ). ,, , ... . 
rrusty Gladstone. Geo. Jarvises (New York) English setter hitch 
usty Gladstone (A.K.R. 1550), June 25. seven (four dogs), by A. M. 
cKer’s Dash III. (Laverack’s Old Blue Prince-Armstrong’s Kate). 
\daudS. Geo. Jarvis’s (New York) English setter bitch Maud S. 
K.R. 2664), May 19, five (fom- dogs), by A. M. Tucker’s Dash III., 
(Dash III.-Model Druid). t i, ■ . 

'Mckystone. Westminster Kennel Club’s (Babylon, L. 1.) pointer 
ch Luckystone (Tory—Moonstone), June 18. nine (three dogs), by 
;ir Bang Bang (A.K.R. 394). , 
Maud Fisher. Fisher & Parkinson’s (Middletown, Conn.) Irish set- 
.1,1_1 l„no SS Ipn tflvp, noE-s). hv Dr. 

teda. Mrs J. Grant s (west; new Dngutou, o. t-i ol. uciuam un-vu 
la (Avalanche—Ursula), June 24. twelve (seven dogs), by B. B. 
Gregor’s Bosco II. (Irish Alp—Bella). vi. u 
>avhne K. Fred W. White’s (Worcester, Mass.) pointer bitch 
alme K. (Prince—Chip), June 19, five (one dog), by G. W. Armoy s 
) (Price’s Bang—Princess Kate); one bitch since dead, 
mieNell. T. R. Varick’s (Manchester. N. H.) bull temer bitch 
tie Nell (Little Victor—Daisy), July 3, five (four dogs), by Count 

J. Callahan’s (New Haven, Conn.) English setter 

bitch Little Nell (Prince—Jolly May). June 4, seven, by W. B, Toll¬ 
man’s Mack B. (Dick Laverock-TwilitTht). 

Hllra. H. C. SeDman’s (Leesburg, Va ) roas'ifl bitch Hilda (Hero 
II.—Norah), June 16, ten (five dogs), by his Vulcan (Major—Nell). 

Virginia. C. W. Littlejohn’s (Leesburg,Va.) pointer bitch Virginia 
(A.K.R. 1357), May 27, nine (two dogs), by his Fritz (A.K.R. idol). 

Jane. P. H. Adee’s (Westchester, N. Y.) pointer bitch ,Tane (Bang 
Bang-Lill), June26, ten (two dogs), by A. E. Godeffroy’s Croxteth 
(Bang—Jane). 

Bosa. J. H. Phelan’s (Jersey City, N. J) pointer bitch Rosa (A.K.R. 
1443). June 30, ten (five dogs), by Graphic Kennels’ Bracket (Graphic 
—Bloomo). 

Daphne II. Essex Kennels’ (Andover, Mass.) St. Bernard hitch 
Daplme II. (A.K.R. 489), July 4, eight (five dogs), by their Essex 

SALES. 
Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Storm. Black, white and tan English setter dog, whelped Septem¬ 
ber. 1882, by Carl out of Countess Vesta, by L. H. Mayott, Springfield, 
Mass., to Chas. R. Hodge, Manchester, N. H. 

Cleopatra. Mastiff bitch, whelneu May 6,1886, by Rford Caution 
out of Countess, by E. H. Moore, Melrose. Mass., to W. P. Stevenson, 
New York. 

Vera. Liver and white pointer bitch, whelped July 17, 1883, by 
Pete, Jr., ont of Roxey, by C. W. Tuttle, Pawtucket, R. I, to Chas. 
A. Parker, Worcester, Mass. 

Ilford Caution—Bess whelp. Mastiff bitch, whelped May 7, 1886, 
by R. H. Moore. Melrose, Mass., to L. A. Hall, Boston. Mass. 

Merchant Prince—Bernie V. whelps. St. Bernard.s, whelped April 
23,1886, by E. H. Moore Melrose, Mass., an orange and white bitch to 
C. I. Burr, South Framingbam, Mass., and an orange tawny and 
white bitch to Frederick Kimball, Worcester. Mass. 

Jefferson. Pug dog. whelped April 20, 1885, by Bradford Ruby out 
of Flossy, by Geo. Gillivan, West Jefferson, O., to Miss Josie Holmes, 
Cincinnati, O. 

Gold Medal. Pug dog, whelped April 20. 1886, by Bradford Kuby 
out of Flossy, by Geo. Gillivan, West Jefferson, O., to Clem Garr, 
Richmond, Ind. 

Bxihie F. Pug bitch, whelped July 18, 1885 (A.K R 3004), by Geo. 
Gillivan, West Jefferson, O., to Geo. Schaffner, Detroit, Mich. 

East Lake Flora. Pug bitch, whelped April 20. 18S6, by Bradford 
Ruby out of Flossy, by Gee, GiJhvan, West Jefferson, O., to Frank 
Hoe, same place. 

Bed Stocking. Pug bitch.wheined April 20,1886. by Bradford Ruby 
out of Flossy, by Geo. Gillivan, West Jefferson, O., to Frank Stapn, 
Hope, Ind. 

Vixen. Pug bitch, whelped April 20, 1886, by Bradford Ruby out of 
Flossy, by Geo. Gillivan, West Jefferson, O., to M. M. Murphy, Kip- 
ley, O. 

East Lake Beauty. Pug bitch, whelped April 20, 1886, by Bradford 
Euby out of Flossy, by Geo. Gillivan, West .Jefferson, O , to R. M. 
Conwav. Owensboro, Ky. 

Tinfoil. Pug dog.whelped May 29, 1886, by Treasure out of Peggie, 
bv Geo. Gillivan, West Jefferson, O., to R. M. Conway, Owensboro. 
Ky. 

Gold. Nugget. Pug dog, whelped May 29, 1888. by Treasure out of 
Peggie, by Geo. Gillivan, West Jefferson, O., to Jacob Petery, Lou¬ 
don, O. 

Pride of East Lake. Pug bitch, whelped May 29, 1886, by Treasure 
out of Peggie, by Geo. Gillivan, West Jefferson, O , to Jos. R. Rich¬ 
ards, Chicago, III. 

Madcap and Harebell. Beagles, whelped April 29, 1886, by Blue 
Cap H. out of Constance (A.K R. 2912), by Coffin, Zimmer & Co., 
Glens Falls, N. V., a white, black and tan dog and white, black, tan 
and blue ticked bitch, to McFarland & Co., Meadville, Pa. 

Pansy Blossom. Black and tan Gordon setter bPeb, whelped Janu- 
ai-y, 18)5), by Rep out of Nellie Horton, by Geo. E. Browne , Dedham, 
Mass., to Walter C. Drew, Cambridgeport, Mass. 

Bessie. Pug bitch, whelped Oct. 13,1886, by Bunny out of Judy, by 
Henry C. Burdick, Springfield, Mass., to T. J. Flack, Washington, 
D. C. 

BepiJO. Pug dog, whelped April 11,1886, by Andy out of Daisy, by 
Henry C. Burdick, Springfield, Mass., to A. F. Sepperley, Cambridge, 
N. Y. 

Fawn. I’awn Italian greyhound dog. whelped May 2, 1886, by 
Prince out of Bess, by Henry O. Burdick, Springfield, Mass., to Ed¬ 
ward Richards, North Dana, Mass. 

Trump. Red setter dog. whelped May 2,1886, by Joe out of Nell, by 
Henry (j. Burdick, Springfield, Mass., to Peter Maloney, same place. 

Judy Obo. Black cocker spaniel bitch, whelped Oct. 17, 1884, by 
Obo H. out of Daisy Zulu, by J. E. Rothwell, Longwood, Mass., to 
Geo. E. Browne, Dedham, Mass. 

Jessica. Black and tan Gordon setter bitch, whelped April, 1881, 
by Doane’s Tom out of Cremorne, by E. C. AJden, Dedham, Mass., to 
Geo. E. Browne, same place. 

Nib. Black cocker spaniel dog, age unknown, by Beau out of 
Darkie, by H. C. Bronsdon, Boston, Mass , to A. S. Marshall, Concord, 
Mass. 

Yum Yum.. Black cocker spaniel hitch, wlieiped Feb. ‘23,1886, by 
Obo U. out of Fannie Obo, by H. C. Bi'onsdon, Boston, Mass., to T. J. 
Herring, same place. 

Bobert W. Pug dog, whelped April 18, 1886 (A.K.R. 3757), by R. W. 
Maguire, Milwaukee, Wis., to Geo. Gillivan, West Jefferson, O. 

Nellie. Lemon and white pointer bitch, whelped Nov. 15, 1886. by 
Fritz (A.K.R. 1351) out of Virginia (A K.R. 1357), by C. W. Littlejohn, 
Leesburg, Va., to S. C. Graham, Tazewell C. 11., Va. 

Charles L. Pug dog, whelped April 18, 1886 (A.K, R. 3755), by R, W. 
Maguire. Milwaukee, 'Wis., to Miss Cora Febelman, Keokuk, la. 

Middlemarch. Fawn and white greyhound dog, whelped Feb. 28. 
1888, by Memnon out of Stealing Away, by Terra Cotta Kennels, 
Toronto, Ont., toF. B. Mcllroy, Parkdale, Can. 

PRESENTATIONS. 

East Lake. Lilly. Pug bitch, whelped May 29, 1880, by Treasure 
(A.K.R. 472) out of Peggie (A.K.R. 1804), by Geo. Gillivan, West Jef¬ 
ferson, O.. to Gov. J. B. Foraker, Columbus, O. 

Argus II. Black and lau Gordon setter dog, whelped May, 1884, by 
Argtis out of Beauty, by Alex. Pope, Dorchester, Mass., to Geo. E. 
Brown, Dedham, Mass. 

Argus II.—Jessica whelps. Black and tan Gordon setter dogs, 
whelped Jan. 31, 1^6, by Geo. E. Browne, Dedham, Mass , one each 
to Alex. Pope, Dorchester, Mass., and C. T. Bailey, Plymouth, 51ass. 

Don’t twist your neck off, but use Allen’s bow-facing oar.s, Little 
catalogue free. I^'ed A. Allen, Monmouth, 111.—Adu. 

liHe and ^hooHnp. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish 
ing Co. _ 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

UNITED STATES CHAMPION CLUB.—Editor Forest and Stream: 
At a meeting held of riflemen at Schuetzen Park, Union Hill, N. .1., 
Wm Hayes in the chair, a match was arranged to be shot on the 
above-named range under the following conditions: That the shoot¬ 
ers who enter procure a cup to be designated the Champion Cup of 
the United States, each man to shoot 100 shots. German ring target, 
possible 26; rifles, any within the schuetzen rules; entrance fee. $5; 
half winners and the other half lose. Tnere ai-e. already 20 entries, 
and ail shooters who are interested in this sport are invited to partici¬ 
pate. The following-named shootei-s have already entered: Wm. 
Hayes, M. Dorrler, C. G. Zettler, B. Zettler, B. Walther. D. Miller, J, 
H Brown L. Flack, C. W. Karcher, I. Coopersmith, V. Steinback, C, 
F Gensch, L. Vogel, E. Beartrand, A. Lober andG. Zimmerman. All 
riflemen who wish to enter this march wifi send their names to A. 
Lober, Sec., 209 West Nineteenth street,New York. 

COOPERSTOWN, N. Y., July 1.-Pioneer Rifle Team weekly shoot, 
Creedmoor target, 22in. center, 500yds. range, with rest: 

John Brafrley-... • • .5354433455—4_  -... 
NEW ORLEANS. June ‘25.—The challenge of the Miller Rifle Team 

was accepted by the Stevens Standard Rifle Team. The contest took 
nlace to-day (Sunday) on the grounds of the Louisiana Gun Club, at 
a distance of 50yds, for 500 cartridges. The Mibers were the win- 

Miller Ballard Rifle Team. Stevens Standard Rifle Team 
Cant H Miller.288 Capt C Julies. 

Ch Albert.186 F Daiibert. 244 

J Lemaiti'e .. 2e‘2 McFall  .-57 

1419 144S 
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WILMINGTON. Del., June 30.—The weekly club matches were held 
by the WilmlDffton Rifle Club at Schuetzen Park this afternoon. Con¬ 
ditions a.t the first match were: Massachusetts tai^et, 300yds., off¬ 
hand and prizes divided by highest scores. There being no ties, the 
prizes were quickly awarded as follows: The full score is as follows, 
out of a possible 130 points: 
O Heinel, Sr..11 10 '! 9 12 8 9 7 8 11—93 
UFuller.12 10 7 8 3 11 8 9 10 12-89 
WF Seeds.10 8 9 6 9 11 9 8 6 11—86 
R Miller. 8 11 6 11 5 8 10 8 9 8-84 
J Newman. 496 10 10 6889 12-88 
H Simpson. 5 12 2 11 9 6 9 8 9 9—80 
W A Bacon. 8 2 10 7 6 4 11 9 10 12-79 
S.T Newman. 9 10 11 6 8 10 0 10 4 4—72 

At the second match the Hinraan or Standard American target was 
used for the first time by the club and gave general satisfaction; 
otherwise the conditions were tne same as at first match. The fol¬ 
lowing is the full score out of a possible 100 points: 
C Heinel, Sr.10 49678 10 77 6-74 
R Miller. 5 7 6 8 5 7 7 5 5 10-66 
U Fuller. ,,..9 9 7 6 6 7 6 5 3 6-61 
H Simpson.9 7 3 6 7 4 7 3 3 7-66 
WF Seeds. 653 10 75763 3-64 
J Newman. 4 3 4 6 7 3 3 4 8 9—50 
W A Bacon. 6 4 2 7 7 5 3 3 7 5-48 
SJ Newman.364045943 5—44 

Conditions at third match same as at second. There was but one 
ti«. which being decided, the prizes were awarded as follows: First 
to William F. Seeds, second to Robert Miller, third to U. Fuller, and 
fourth to Howard Simpson. The following is the score out of a pos¬ 
sible 50 points: 
W F Seeds. 9 10 
R Miller. 9 7 
U Fuller. 5 7 
H Simpson.;l 8 

6 6—35 
6 4—:il 
8 8-.31 
6 9—30 

W A Bacon., .. 6 
J E Newman.... 4 
C Heinel, Sr... . 4 
S J Newrman.7 

7 6 
4 10 
8 3 
5 3 

6 4-28 
3 6-27 
6 5—25 
6 3—23 

9 19 8 9 10 8-89 
9 10 6 8 9 9—85 
8 8 8 8 10 9-83 

9 8 8 6—79 
7 8 10 7-77 
4 3 7 8-67 
6 5 9 9-65 

THE HAYES DORRLER MATCH.-Editor Fore&t and Stream; 
PiK-On Saturday last there was shot at Union Hill, N. J., a friendly 
match of 100 shots each, 300yards range, ring target, between Messrs. 
William Hayes, ef Newark, and M. Dorrlerof the Zettler Rifle Club 
of New York, the result of which, as published, does great injustice, 
I think, to one of the fairest and most gentlemanly amateur riflemen 
in the country; and in common fairness to the defeated I beg for 
space to state a few-thus far—unpublished facts bearing on the 
affair. They are, briefly, as follows: On arriving on the around 
prepared to shoot, Mr. Hayes discovered that—with the equipment 
he had brought—he would be compelled to shoot against the wind, 
with a buller. of .33-caliber and 160 grains, against Mr. Dorrler’s .38 
caliber Ballard with nearly 300 grains of lead, and at once stated that 
he was badly handicapped under tlie circumstances, if the wind held 
in the same quarter, as his shots would not bold their elevation and 
direction willi the bullet and charge of powder he was provided 
with so well as Dorrler’s heavier bullet and charge. And before a 
shot was fired a muutal agreement was made between the competi¬ 
tors. with friends of eich man present as witnesses, that the loser of 
the match should have the privilege of naming and claiming three 
other matches, one at Union HiU. one at Newark, and the third to be 
shot on a neutral range. Under this agreement the match was shot, 
and resulted in a victory for Mr. Dorrler by a score of 3173 against 
2146 by Hayes. Immediately after the shooting Mr. Dorrler stated 
that he would never again shoot anybody in an individual match, 
and completely and emphatically repudiated the terms of his agree¬ 
ment. As it was a case in which—from the previous records of the 
men—Mr. Hayes had every thingto lose and nothing to gain,while Mr. 
Dorrler could lose nothing but gain everything, I think nothing 
further need be said as to the standing, among fair-minded riflemen, 
of one who would, to put it mildly, take such an unfair advantage of 
an accident which favored him.—Justice. 

BOSTON, July 3 —The attendance at Walnut Hill was smaller than 
usual to-day. The weather conditions were poor for good scores, 
and many were left unfinished. Mr. Reed made a fine score of 89 
decimal and clean count Oreedmoor. All shooting at600yds.: 

Decimal Off hand Match. 
RReed.C. 9 9 8 9 

10 9 8 7 
9 6 10 6 

O B Edwards, A.10 4 10 8 7 
JFFellows.D. . 5 8 7 8 10 7 
Henry (mil.) B. 9 7 10 8 6 6 

6 8 7 6 6 4 
Rest Match. 

D L Chase.10 10 10 10 10 10 9 10 9 10—98 
10 9 9 10 10 10 10 10 10 10—98 

J Francis, F . 9 10 10 10 lO lO 9 10 10 10- 98 
C .10 10 10 10 10 9 00 9 10 9 -97 

J N Fyye.10 10 9 9 10 9 9 10 10 10-96 
600Yds. Military Match. 

L Grant.5556654555- 49 AL Brackett.4445555645- 40 
5455545555 -48 4455544455—45 

W Henry.4544556556—47 44.55544455-45 
6444545456—45 C A Parker.446=565.364—46 
654445.5544—45 44554554.54—46 
44.55544455-45 

State Militia Match. 
J M Johnson.22 20 20 20 19 18 OB Hurd. 18 18 
J R Cleveland.... 19 19 19 18 

CBEEDMOOB. July 5.-There was good weather for shooting to¬ 
day. The qualification and champion marksman’s classes were 
opened at 8:30 A M., and from that time imtil 6:30 P. M. shooters fired 
away without intermission John Klein, who won the champion 
medal last year and who conducts the hotel at the range this year 
and is also an enthusiast at rifle shooting, said that the showing of 
the day proved that rifle practice was growing more and more popu¬ 
lar and that experts were increasing. There were over 600 entries. 
The spectators numbered nearly a thousand, and among them were 
a hundred or more ladies. Besides the winners, whose names are 
given herewith, twenty-six shooters scored 40 or over in the cham¬ 
pion marksman’s class. Sergeant Stuart, by having second in the 
score, tvon the first cash prizes which amounted to nearly $15. The 
winners were: 

200yds. 502yds. Total 
Lieut C C Walker. 14th Reg.45 
Sergt T Stuart, 6'tth Reg.23 21 44 
Sergt H B Thompson, 7th Reg.21 23 43 
Private C A Jones, 7th Reg.21 33 43 
Private B D Drake, 7th Reg.21 21 42 
Private J N La Croix, 14th Reg.21 21 42 
Private P Finnegan, 69th Reg.21 21 42 
Sergt E A Anderson. 14th Reg.^ 20 42 

BOSTON, July 1.—The attendance at the Waluut Hill range to-day 
was fair. The wind proved tricky, and blew from all quarters. L 
Grant, at oOOyds., marie 48 and 49. Following are the records of the 
day: Decimal Off-Hand Match. 
W Charles, C. ) 9 8 6 9 8 10 10 10 8 7-35 

cBEdwa;.,A... % is, i«’ 
.«■» 

E B Souther, C.® 

W H Ober, A.8 

NF Tufts, A.••• •] 

W Henry (mil). B.] 

7 8 5 
6 7 10 5 
8 10 8 7 

7 10 7 5 10 
8 8 6 
8 4 7 
8 7 7 

7 9 9 9—83 
C 10 7 9-81 

5 4 9 9 10-80 
8 7 10 6 10-76 
8 8 7 8 6-72 
5 6 6 10 8—76 
5 6 8 6 10 -74 
7 8 9 7 9-74 
3 7 6 9 8-68 
9 8 4 9 4- 

Rest Match. 
J N Frye. 9 10 9 10 10 10 10 9 9 10—96 
.T Francis J 10 9 10 8 10 10 10 10 10 9—96 
'' .) 10 10 9 10 9 10 8 9 10 10-95 

500yd. Military Match. 
Lincoln Grant, E.6564555555-49 6664165655 -48 6554545465—47 

THE CBEEDMOOR MEETING.—The fall meeting of the National 
Rifle Association will take place on the Creedmoor range Sept 13 to 
18, inclusive Sixteen matches are on the programme and a liberal 
prize list, will be provided. 

SPRINGFIELD, Mass.. July 6.—The 14th annual festival and 
tournament of the N. E. Rifle Association under the auspices of the 
Springfleid Schuetzen Verein. opened at Riverside Grove range to 
day. It will remain open until Friday evening. The gathering of 
riflemen from all parts of the country is very large; $1,500 in cash 
prizes is offered, and matches have been arranged for all manner 
of arms. 

CHATHAM, N. Y —A rifle club has been organized here with pros¬ 
pects of a hvely .season before the butts. The officers of the club 
are; A. J. Clark, President; J. W. Darrow, Secretary; C.M. Har¬ 
mon, Treasurer. ___ 

R. H. K., Norwich, Conn.—I contemplate a pedestrian trip through 
the Berkshire Hills to Lake George and down the Hudson. Be so kind 
as to tell me how to keep my feet m condition, how to prepare them 
for the tramp and on the route howto treat blisters, infla»imatioa 
RUd sorenes.sf Ans. Prepare by a course of baths in strong salt-water. 
Be careful to have shoes that fit perfectly, shaped to the foot, neither 
too large nor too small; this is imnortant. Wear woolen stockings. 
Blisters may be drawn and then filled with glvcerine; for chafing use 
some of the standard liniments, as Pond’s extract , pain killer, etc.; 
rest and give ehance to heal, and remove the eousei 

THE TRAP. 

Scores for publicaHon should be made out on the printed blonilcs 
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to club 
secretaries. 

correspondents who favor us with club scores are particularly re¬ 
vested to write on one side of the paper only. 

NEW DORP, N. Y., June 29.—Regular match of the Emerald Gun 
Club at live pigeons, ground traps, 21, 25 and 30yds. rise, 80yds. 
bound, shot under above club rules, four prizes; 
G Hudson, 30.0111111001— 7 T J O’Seikei, 21.OlOlOOlCOI— 4 
L Schermerhorn, 30.0111111111- 9 J W Godfrey, 25.0111011111- 8 
G Hemsen, 30.1111111011— 9 J Glaccum, 30.1110111111— 9 
JMaesel, 25 .llllllllll—10 Thos Codey. 25.0111111111—9 
L Qehering, 21.1011110111— 8 H Rubins, 21.0110110100- 5 
NMaeseI,39.1110111111— 9 Fred Schrader, 21...1111101111— 9 
PButz. 25.lllOOIlllI— 8 PJ Keenan, 31.1111100111- 8 
J Fisher, 21.1111111111—10 J Klein, 21 .1111111111-10 

Ties on miss and out for first at live birds, 25 and 30yds.: J. Maesel 
2, J. Fisher 5, ,1. Klein 4. Ties on miss and out for second at live 
birds, 30yds.: L. Schermernorn 4, Geo. Remsen5, N. Maesel 1, J. 
Glaccum 1, Thos. Codey 2, Fred Schrader 0 Ties on miss and out for 
third at live birds, 21 and 26yds.: L. C. Gehering 4, P. Biitz 2, J. W. 
Godfrey 6, P. J. Keenan 4 A handsome gold medal, artistically en¬ 
graved, known as the “O’Seikei Trophy,” won by H. Rubino.—Thos. 
Codey, Rec. Sec’y. 

BOUND BROOK, N. J., Jime 28.—The Riverside Gun Club was or¬ 
ganized on the 26th inst., with the following officers, viz.: Geo R. 
(Jaddis, President: John S. Field, Vice President; A. C. Thomee, Sec¬ 
retary; Dr. C. R. P. Fisher, Treasurer. 

BOSTON, June 30.—There was a large attendance of trap shooters 
at Walnut Hill range to-day, and the shooters made excellent records. 
The first prize winners were: Five bats, Bartlett and Nichols; five 
clay-pigeons, Bartlett; five clay-pigeons, Bartlett; five blackbirds, 
Bartlett, six clay-pigeons, Bartlett; six bats, Nichols; six bats, Bart¬ 
lett; five clay-pigeons, straightaway. Nichols; six clay-pigeons, 
Nichols and Henry; six clay-pigeons. Swift, Aldoes and Warren; 
seven clay-pigeons, badge sweep, Sanborn; three pair blackbirds, 
double, badge sweep, Warren and Stanton; three pair clay birds, 
double, Swift; six clay-pigeons, Swift, Stanton and Aldoes; three 
pair clay pigeons, double, Stanton and Lawson; six bats, Warreu, 
Swift and VVilson; six bats, Wilson and Warren; six bats. Snow and 
Warren. 

Diamond Match. 
Warren.1111011—6 
Stanton.1111110—6 
Lawson.  1111111—7 
Swift.1101111-6 
Henry .0110111—6 
Nichols.1011110—5 
Curtis.OOlUIl -6 
Snow.1101111-6 

Visitors’ M<atch. 
Wilson.0111111-6 
Aldoes.1011111—6 
Hayden.1001000-2 
Sanborn.1111110—6 _ . .. 

On the shoot-off for ties, Lawson took A, Swift B, Henry C, Snow 
D, and Wilson F. 

11 1110—6—n 
10 11 11-5—11 
00 II 11-4-11 
10 11 01-4-10 
10 1b 10-3— 8 
01 10 00-2- 7 
00 11 00-2- 7 
10 00 00-1— 7 

10 10 10-3-0 
11 01 00-3-9 
10 00 10-2-4 
10 00 10-2-8 

WORCESTER, June 22.-To-day 
teams, competed at their grounds, 
for both teams at the City Hotel. 

Capt. Shaw’s Side. 
E FSwan.010110110101111-10 
E T Smith.111111111111111-15 
V J Rugg.111011001100100- 8 

U D Keunerson. 111110111111110-13 
ABF Kinney..111110110101101—11 
C S Day.,111110100001111—10 
ES Poor.111111111011110-13 
W II Peckham.011010000011011— 7 
C Herrick.OOlOlOOOOlOOOOl— 4 
D S Jackson .. .011110001101101— 9 
N Ingraham .. .1100010000100:0 - 5 
L RHudson... .111011101101111—12 
Dr Mason.IIIIOOOIOOOOIOO-— 6 
Alzirus Brown 011010010010101— 7 

the South End Gun Club, in two 
tne losers to pay for the supper 

The following scores were made: 
Capt. Doane’s Side. 

Corren Doane..n01100lll0llll—11 
W L Davis.011110111111111—13 
H W Webber...mill 110011011—12 
ED Whittaker.111111011111111—14 
MO Whittier.. 101110100101111-10 
Frank Stone.. ..111010101111111—12 
JBGoodell .. .111010011000101— 8 
J W Davis.OmOOOOilllllO- 9 
E S Knowles. .OllllOOlOOOllOO- 7 
H F Ball.000100011000100 — 4 
O N Stark .OlOOlOOOlOOOOOO— 8 
J Hitchcock.,..000000000000110— 2 
GMcAleer.IIOIII100101111—11 
W RDean.lOlllOOUlllOll—11 

130 127 
In the sweepstake shooting the events and winners were: 
Fourth—5 pigeons, 18 entries: Davis, Dean, Whittaker. 
Fifth—5 blue rocks, 15 entries: Smith and Davis firal, Kennerson, 

Rugg. 
Sixth - 4 paii-s doubles, 12 entries: Dean, Smith and Peckham, Ken- 

nerson. 
Seventh—5 blue rocks, 11 entries: Whittier and Stone, Swan. Ken- 

nerson 
Eighth-3 pairs doubles, II entries: Smith and Whittaker fli-st, 

Stone, Rugg. 
Ninth—0 Macombers; Whittaker and Kennerson first, Rugg and 

Dean second, Kenney. 
Tenth—lO clay pigeons: MeAleer, Whittaker aud Goodell second, 

Dean and Stone third, 

GALVESTON, Tex., June 22.—A $.500 prize having been offered by 
the managers of the interstate drill for the shooting tournament to 
take place here during the drili, has led to the organization of two 
new gun clubs. One of these clubs, the Oleander Club, is composed 
of some very excellent material and the following score of their 
shoot to-day will show that the older organized clubs will have to 
look well to their laurels. The shoot was 10 single birds, 18yds. rise, 
2 double birds and 1 single bird, 15yds rise, and another match at 10 
single birds, 18yd8. rise. The following was the score of single and 
double birds: 
AHamelin.001.011111 01 01 1 1011100010—14 
RRLee.1010111101 10 00 1 1111110001-16 
WB Peacock.IIOIIIOIOI 11 01 1 lOlllOOJOl—16 
HP Brown.1000001010 00 00 1 1101111011—12 
A Bonnot.1001101110 11 01 1 0111001000—14 
CHasler..1001001100 16 10 1 1010110000-11 
CSFabj.1101010111 01010 1111111111—19 
Buc. Smith.OlOOllOOIO 01 01 0 1000000000 — 7 

In the above shoot there were used three different kinds of traps 
and birds, viz., the Ligowsky, Cincinnati and Peoria, rendering it 
difficult shooting on account of the three different flights of the birds 
Both of the Gaiveston clubs are practicing daily for tne big shoot in' 
August. 

SACRAMENTO, Cal., June 20.—The Forester Gun Club held its 
regular monthly medal shoot to-day, shooting at 30yds., Hurlingham 
rules, and the following scores were made: 
JWTodd.lOIlli qilll-lO F F Tebbets.......Olioiomiii- 9 
HEckhardt.lOlllCOlliOl—8 J Gerber.llOIllllllll—li 
George Watson.. .111111111111—12 W E Gerber.11101111I1H--11 
H Gerber.111101111111—11 Otto Miller.110101111100- 8 
FRuhstaller.100111010101— 7 J Ankener.101100111111—10 

HARTFORD, Conn., July 3.—Colt Hammerless Gun Club shoot to¬ 
day were as follows. 15 blue rocks, 18yds.: 
E AFo]som....01111011imill—13 O B Treat.100011000100111— 7 
J Cook.OllllimomOl-12 STColt..OOlOIOIOOIOlllO—7 
EUHowe.IIHIOOIIIOIIOO—10 L B Busbnell...OOllOllllOlOOOO— 7 
W Hooper.100111111111000-10 A Me Mullen....000111110010001- 7 
J Melrose.IIIOOIOIOIIIOIO— 9 M White ....'.. 100001010011001— 6 
J Howe.IIIOIOIOIOOOIIO—8 H M Jacobs ...OlOOOlOOlOlOOll- 6 
LB Cary . 000100011101111—» George Grou. ..OOlOlOlOOOOlOlO—6 
W Johnson.OOlOOlOlllOlOll— 8 J Alger.000100101001001— 6 
M Cook.110111000101010- 8 W Taylor.10001 aoOOOOOl 10— 4 
AC ColUns.100100111000111- 8 GTolies .OOOOOOllllOOOOO- 4 

Mr Folsom withdrew and the medal was awarded to Mr. J. Cook. 

RIDGEFIELD, N. J., July 6.—Ridgefield Gun Club, American clay 
birds, 18yds.: 
Ban ta.1001101001001001101111011 -14 
Acker.1011101000100110110100001—13 
Martlmg.0011110111110111111101011-19 
Hall.OliOOlOOlOOOimOOlOOOOOO— 9 
Beam .1011 llOlOOl 111 11100111111—19 
Wright.0101101100110000100100010-10 

Ties, 31yds.: Martling, 00111—3; Beam, 01010—2. Four birds, 
^raigntaway, 21yds.: Martling, 1010—2; Beam, 1111—4; D. Martling, 

OTTAWA, June 29.—The shooting tournament under the auspices 
of the St. Hubert Gun Club began to-day. There are 14 prizes of 
tbe total value of 81 fWO. The first match was an individual handi- 
cap sweepstakes, at 10 single clay pigeons, with 5 prizes. The first 
meeting of the convention was held this evening, when the Dominion 
Association was formed. JThe patron of the tournament is Sir 
Adolphe Caion, and the committee consists of Messrs. T. G. Cour- 
solles, W. L. Cameron, .1. C. Tache, John Deslamders, Aug. Levesque, 
L Fortier, Ph. Thompson, R. W. Stephen, Alex. Jacques, P. Boulay, 
E. Smith, Thomas Brule aud A. Throop. In to-day’s sweepstake M 
C. Smith took first place, Mr. McMurchy second, and Hudson third! 
As soon as the first bird was scored Constable McKenzie, of th^ 
S. P, C., notified those on the ground that rs they were shoottoij 

under Dominion laws he would take down the names of the shooters 
and summon them before the police magistrate to-morrow, and they 
must bear in mind that they were subject to a fine of $35 and costs. 
This was a bombshell in the camp. Gatling gun Howard, on behalf of 
tho.se who had entered for this match and paid their monay, applied 
to have the same refunded, as neither he nor other American visitors 
purposed committing a breach of the Dc'minion laws while they were 
under its flag. After a general discussion on the subject of Dominion 
games, it was finally agreed to go on with the shooting in the first 
.“quad, and only those re.'ident to shoot to-day. The members of the 
club who were the most interested declined to be drawn out. 

PHILADELPHIA, June 28.-At the clay-pigeon tournament at Clark’s 
Olympic Park to-day there were six competitors for the solid silver cup. 
Out of a possible 20 Heft made 13, Kleinz and Greenwood 16 each 
and Lawrence 17, while Rush and Brewer tied with 18 shots. The 
contest nov/ narrowed down to the.se men, who proceeded to shoot 
off their tie, and to the surprise and enthusiasm of lovers of the sport 
the result was another lie, each making a score of 16. Another round 
of 20 shots were exchanged and Rush won by a score of 19 to 14. 
Heft,, who was the champion last year, was stationed 20yds. from 
the trap and the others I8jds. Each of thej competitors put up $10, 
which was the prize of the. winner as well as the Clark championship 
cup. said to he worth $300. J. Davis was referee, and W. Green and 
W. Barron judges; J. Robinson ti'ap puller, H. Champliu trapper and 
C Meyer scorer. A march for $50 a side, 50 globe flights and 50 clay- 
pigeons, is.announced between Rush and Lawrence, Jnly 13, at Olym¬ 
pic Park. ’ _ 

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and 
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signals, etc , of 
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and 
reports of the same. Canoeists and ail interested in canoeing are 
requested to forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with 
logs of eniises, maps, and information concerning their local waters, 
drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and aU item.s relating 
to the sport. 

FIXTURES. 

Mohican Races every Thursday through the season. 
July 8-24—W. A C. A. Meet. Laxe Erie. 
July 10—Brooklyn C.C.. Paddling Race. 
,Tuly 10—N. Y. C. C., .Sd Race Commodore’s Trophy. 
July 19—Mohican C. C , Open Regatta. 
July 24-N. Y. C. C., 4th Race Commodore’s Trophy. 
Aug. 7 - N. Y. C. C., 5th Rico Commodore’s Trophy, 
Aug. 7—Brooklyn C. C., Paddling Race. 
Aug. 13-27—A, c. A. Meet, Grindstone Island. 
Aug. 31—Like St. Louis Annual. 
Sept. 4—Brooklyn C. C., Paddling Race. 
Sept. 4—N. Y. 0. C., International Cup Races. 
Sept. 11—N. Y. C. C., 6th Race Commodore’s Trophy. 
Sept. 18—Brooklyn C. C., Sailing Races. 
Sept. 2.5—Brooklyn C. 0 . Challenge Cup. 
Sepi. 35-N. Y. C. C., 7th Race Commodore’s Trophy. 
Oct. 2-N. Y. C. C., Fall Regatta. 

THE A. C. A. MEET. 

Osweqo, N. Y.. July 1,1886. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

Will you kindly publish the following as supplementary to the pro¬ 
gramme already published for the A. C. A. meetat Grindstone Island, 
Aug. 13 to 28: 

THIRD DAY—WEDNBSDY, ACO. 25. 

Race No. 20—10 A. M.—International challenge cup race. Sailing. 
Classes A and B; no limit to rig or ballast; time limit three hours; 
distance 7)^ miles. 

In No. 20 ede prize will be the A. C. A, international challenge cup, 
to be held by the winner for the ensuing year, and then to be returned 
to the regatta committee for competition at the next annual meet of 
the Association. 

Entries must be made to the regatta committee not later than 
Saturday. Aug 21. 

Accredited representatives of foreign clubs not exceeding five in 
number shall be eligible. In case of more than five foreign entries, 
the first five received shall be eligible to start. The total number of 
starters shall not exceed fifteen, and the ten or more vacancies (after 
deducting the foreign entries) shall be filled from those entering, by 
a special “record” to be prepared from the result of races Nos. 7, 8, 
15 and 16, in case the entries exceed the vacancies. 

la case of postponement of any event, or for cause deemed sufficient, 
tbe regatta committee reserve the right to call races at their dis¬ 
cretion without regard to regular order. In which case due notice 
will be given by posting such changes upon the bulletin hoard at the 
head of the dock. 

J. B. McMurrioh, ) 

Col S. G. Fairtlough, V Regatta Committee, 1886. 
Reade W. Bailey, ) 

THE CANOE EXHIBITION. 

Headquarters Knickerbobker C. C. I 
New York, July 1,1SC6, f 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
we beg to subjoin the treasurer’s report of the receipts and expend¬ 

itures connected with the American Canoe Exposition,held in Harvard 
Rooms in April last. The managing committee take this opportunity 
of thanking first the exhibitors and clubs who contributed their time 
and efforts so liberally in collecting objects of interest and so making 
the exposition wliat it was; second, our brethren of the paddle and 
others who responded to the call made upon their pocketbooks and 
supplied the sinews of war; third, the business bouses, which sent us 
elaborate and beautifully arranged exhibits, accompanied in some 
cases by money donations. Among the latter should be especially 
mentioned Henry Squires, Esq , the Radix Manufacturing Co. and the 
Gorham Silver Co. We congratulate canoeists generally upon the 
success of this, the first canoeistic exhibition ever held. We believe 
it has accomplished its end in calling a large amount of intelligent 
and appreciative attention to our favorite sport, and we tnistthat the 
example thus set in New York will be followed in other canoeing 
centers. The small balance remaining unexpended in our hands 
($10.65) will be devoted to preparing a memorial flag, bearing a picture 
of the hall as it appeared when filled with canoes, etc. This will be 
presented to the regatta committee of the A. C. A. for inter-club 
competition at our autumn meet at Grindstone Island. The photo¬ 
graphic slides will be placed in the hands of the secretary of the A. 
C. A., to be loaned, under .suitable conditions, to clubs desiring to give 
similar entertainments in future 

Edwin Fowler, Chairman, 
Henry Stanton, Treasurer, 
L. W. Seavey. 

Managing Com. American Canoe Exhibition. 

AMERICAN CANOE EXHIBITION—TREASURER’S REPORT. 
New York, May 13,1886.—To the General Committee of the Canoe 

Exhibition: Gentlemen—I beg leave to report as follows: I have 
received subscriptions from the following gentlemen in the amounts 
set opposite their names respectively: 

H. C. Squires $20, Radix Manufacturing Company $10, Essex C. C. 
$6, A. Brentano $5, E. W. Brown $5, F. A. Renton $5, J. F. Newman 
$5, It. P. Martin $5, E. Fowler $5, H. T. Keyser $5, C. B. Vaux $5, L. 
F. Seavey $5, B. H. Nadal $6, M. G. Foster $5, — Randolph $5, Wm. 
Whitlock $5, W. L. Green $5, Q. H. Sullivan $5. C. J. Stevens $5, R. J. 
Wilkin $5, — Gould $5, N. Smith (from five Rats) $5. R. Burchard $5, 
S. V. Hoffman $5, G. N. Messiter $5, T. Buddington $5, A. Loewent.hal 
$5, — Hall $6, H. Stanton $5, ,L L. Gi'eenleaf $3, — Johnson $3, — 
Roorbach $2, P. W. Foster 2, — Wardell $2, A. J. Gardner $3, T. J. 
Heaton $3, H. Hand $2, E. C. Griffin $2, E. A. Gardner $2, A. Dunnell 
$1. Unknown $2 Total, $191. 

I have paid out to the several sub-committees, the following sums 
respectively: 

Committee No. 1, sailing canoe, C. B. Vaux, $8.50; No. 2, paddling 
cinoe, M. V. Foster, $8.00; No 3, C'-uising canoe, E, W. Brown, $0.00; 
No.4, sleeping canoe, J F.Newman. $3.00; No 5. boys’first canoe, No.l4, 
allotment of .space, J. L. Greenleaf, $1.95; No. 6, camp cookery, M. J. 
Brokaw $.3.00; No. 7, canoe costume, A. W. Dumic, $0.00; No. 8, canoe 
inventions, R. R. Martin, $3.15; No.jO, trophies, R. B. Burchard, $10 00; 
No. 10, manufacturers’ exhibits. E. W. Brown. $1.50; No 11, Pho¬ 
tography, assistant, painting slides, etc , L. W. Seavey, $57.30; No. 12, 
literature, W. P. Stephens, $0.C0; No. 13, placards. Wm. Whitlock, 
$,3.70: No. 15 hall decorations. L. W. Green, $4.00; No. 16, music, 
R J. Wilkin, $10.00; No. 17, invitations, A Brentano. $2:3.75; No. 18, 
reception of exhibits, printing, hire of help, camp-stools, etc., $42.50. 
Total, $180.35. -to 

Vouchers for tne moneys paid out by me as above stated, accom¬ 
pany this report. 

Receipts as above stated are $191; the expenses are $180.35. For 
the balance of $10.65, my check to the order of the Chairman of the 
committee; aceompanies this report. Respectfully submitted, 

Henry Staktok; Treasurer. 
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NEW YORK C. C. INTERNATIONAL CHALLENGE CUP. 

NEW YORK C. C. TRIAL RACES. WITH a view to inducing some of the English canoeists to visit 
America this year, aad to secure a trial between the best 

boal 8 of each country, the New York C C. late last season oflfered a 
cup for international competitions in sailing races, and invited foreign 
canoeists generally to challenge for it. The first challenge received 
wa‘ from the Royal C. O. of England, the oldest canoe club in the 
world, including in its list some of the most expert sailors and designers 
of canoes. Three of these, Messrs. W. Baden Powell, E. B. and A 
H. Tredwen, have been named by the R. C. C. as its representatives, 
and will visit New York next rnonth on their way to the meet, re¬ 
turning in September to race for the cup. The latter, a cut of which 
we publish by courtesey of the Amertcan Canoeist, is a pitcher of 
silver, made by the Gorham Manufacturing Company of New York, 
from a design by one of their artists, Mr. George Marcus. The de¬ 
sign is entirely Indian in character, as the most appropriate represen¬ 
tative of American canoeing; the form following closely that of the 
ancient Indian pottery. In order to make the races of national 
rather than local interest, it was determined to select competitors to 
the number of the challengers, from the great body of the American 
canoeists, and to this end the dates of July 3 and 5 were set for a 
series of three trial races to which all the clubs were invited to send 
representatives, the defenders of the cup being afterward selected by 
the regatta committee. , , . 

The first of the three races was sailed on Saturday over the club 
course, from the club house at Tompkinsville to a mark off Clifton, 
thence around Buoy 18. off Bay Ridge, and home, a distance of 6 
miles. There was no wind at noon and barely enough later on to 
carry the boats over the course. The starters were: 
Nethla .C. K. Munroe.New York C. C. 
Lassie.C. B. Vaux.New York C. C. 
Sea Urchin.B. H. Nadal....... .New' York C. 0. 
Surge.H. O. Bailey.New York C. C. 
Guenn.H. T. Sinclair.Brooklyn C.C. 
Peggy.Grant Edgar, Jr.Newburgh C. C. 

The tide was nearly out and wind very light from south. Guenn led 
over the course, winning easily. The times were: Guenn, 5:41:30; 
Nethla,C:00:.30; Lassie, 6:14:30; Peggy. 6:17. „ , , 

On Sunday a ti'.g arrived with a number of New England canoeists 
to enter in and witness the races. On Monday morning there w;as a 
nice S.E. wind, and as the tide was nearly up, the course was laid to 
and around Fort Lafayette, a beat out and a run home, 6 miles in 
all. The entries were: 
Nethla.C. K. Munroe.New York C. C. 
Las-ie.C. B. Vaux.New York C. C. 
Tramp.O. J Stevens.New York C. C. 
Sea Urchin.B. H. Nadal.New York C.C. 
Peggy .. Grant Edgar, Jr.Newburgh C. C. 
Vemdre.L. Q. Jones.Hartford C. C 
Sylph.. .E. Knappe.Sprmgfleld C. C. 
Gluck.J. B. Bowles.Springfield C. C. 
Pecowsic.E. H. Barney..Springfield C. C. 
Blanche.Paul Butler.Vesper Club. Lowell. 
Yvonne .....W. Whitlock. . .Brooklyn C. C. 
Guenn .H. T. Sinclair.Brooklyn C. C. 

The latter two arrived after the race had started at 11:23 A. M., but 
were timed at 11:43 for Yvonne and 11:44 for Guenn. fleet 
worked close in shore out of the tide as far as Clifton. Off Fprt 
Wadsworth they were lost for a time in the smoke of guns firmg 
salutes. The wind was light, but free, coming home. Blanche, a very 
handsome canoe of Spanish cedar, lost her mast at the start, break¬ 
ing it off short at the deck. Gluck also broke her rudder head and 
withdrew. The times were: Venture, winner, 1:30:.30; Lassie 1:38:30, 
Peggy 1:36:00, Pecowsic 1:36:30, Sylph 1:39:00, Netula 1:40:30, Guenn 
1:41:30, Yvonne 1:44:00, Tramp 1:49:00. , 

After a lunch in the club house, the fleet mustered at 2:38 for a new 
race, this time around Buoy 18. then down with the ebb tide against 
a whole sail breeze, to the CUfton mark and home, the reverse of 
Saturday’s course. Sylph, Gluck and Sea Urchin did not start. Ven¬ 
ture and Lassie took the lead, turning Buoy 18 close togemer. The 
windward work was very pretty, the two leaders sailing side by side 
with a big three-masted schooner. Venture finally went to leeward 
of Lassie and took the lead. Soon after she passed to windward of 
the schooner, whfie others of the fleet were blanketed by the latter 
for a time. Venture turned the Clifton mark first, but on the lun 
home Lassie passed her, winning the race. The times were: ^ssie 
52:00. Venture 52:30, Peggy 55:00, Blanche 56:00, Yvonne o7:M, Guenn 
1:00:30, Nethla 1:02:30. Pecowsic broke a rudder line and gave up. 
Tramp did not finish, Pecowsic is fitted with a fishtail rudder, a thm 
flexible blade of brass, rigidly fitted to the stempost. Itis bent to 
either side, taking a fair curve, by means of wires runmngfrom its 
after end to a very long deck yoke. She is also ragged witb. ^hree 
masts and leg-o*-mutton sails. The defenders of the cup wll be 
selected laler on. The races will be held some time in SeptenapCT. 
Messrs. Norton, Burchard and Rogers were the regatta conunrttee 
for the three races, which were very well conducted in every way, 
without the delay and confusion that is so common. 

WEIGHT OF CENTERBOARDS.—Will some of the canoeists who 
are accuraiely informed on the subject, plei^e tell me through tne 
Forest and Stream, the exact weight it would add to a canoe to put 
in first, a four-section Atwood board 20m. long, each section 4in. 
wide; also added weight of same if 24in. long? Second, the exact 
added weight for a Goodrich board 30x9in. ? Ihird, ditto for Radix 
board (for a wide keel canoe)? I desire this information only as re¬ 
gards the lightest standpd patterns of boards mentioned, including 
trunks, bolts and all fittings.—Langebii. 

VESPER BOAT CLUB EEGATTA.-On June 29 the Vesper Boat 
Club, of LoweU, held their ninth annual regatm over the club course 
on the Merrimac River, opposite Middlesex. p p 
a tandem paddling race took place, beween & S. Sherman and C. P. 
Nichols, and Paul Butler aud Howard Gray-, Tne latter team led at 
first, but 800U fell back, Messrs. Sherman and Nichols winning by two 
lengths. The distance, ^ mile with turn, was made in 5m. 26s. 

ROYAL C. C. A SAILING race, open to any canoes, came off in Teddington 
Reach on Wednesday, the 16t.h inst., for two prizes, presented 

by J. Macgregor and G. Herbert, and a good race resulted, although 
there was Too much wind for the small Second Class canoes to save 
their time off the larger boats. 

Sailing race, open to any canoes, under time allowance by girth 
and length measurement: 
Canoe. , Owu^. 
Nautilus.Eirst Class.W. Baden Powell 
Pearl, 1885.First Class.W. Stewart. 
Sabrina.Second Class.R. Turner. 
Catspaw.First Class.L. Down. 
Akaroa.Second Class.A. B. Ingram. 
Spindrift.Second Class.Major Roberts. 
Foamfleck.Second Class.W. H. Roberts. 

Mr. Tredwen’s new Pearl was also entered, but was not quite 
ready for launching, and Spindrift and Foamfleck arrived too late 
for the start. ... . 

There was a strong wind from N.W., making it a dead peg to wind¬ 
ward down Teddington Reach in lumpy water. Nautilus was first 
over the line, closely followed by Pearl, and both being under snug 
canvas. Nautilus sailing without a mizzen. Nautilus launched away 
to windward very fast, and left Pearl, whose skipper was steering on 
deck. Yankee fashion, rapidly. Sabrina soon weathered Catspaw, 
but the latter kept ahead of Akaroa. After rounding the buoy. Nau¬ 
tilus shook out a reef and set mizzen, and Pearl tried whole sail for 
the run up, Sabrina indulging in a spinnaker. No change took place 
in the relative positions of the canoes to the finish; but it was evident 
that the two first. Nautilus and Pearl, held the prizes safely m hand. 
The limes of the rounds were: a nn.- ^ a j 

First Round. Second Round. Third Round. 
Nauliliia . 5 29 45 6 55 »0 6 16 03 
Pearl7l885 .6 30 05 6 55 33 6 19 15 
Sabrina ... ..5 33 45 6 00 31) 6 28 M 
Catspaw ..6 35 00 5 51 30 6 30 32 
ffioa.5 se 20 e 30 e 3120 

—Field, June 19. The annual regatta was sailed on June 28. 

MOHICAN O. C. RACES.—Thursday, June 17.—Championship 
race, postponed twice on accoimt of lack of wind. Marion B. bolds 
pennant until July event. Thursday, June 24.—Sixty-feet limit race, 
Oliver cup. Entries, seniors: Thetis, P.M. Wackerhagen, 60ft; Annie O., 
H. L. Thomas, 54ft.; Marion B., R. S. Oliver, 67ft. Juniors: Amo, H. 
C Cushman, 57ft.; -M, S. Smith, 58ft.; Mermaid, L. J. Prince, 
58ft ; Chingachgook, W. Wheeler, 56ft. Wind light and variable. 
Canoes got away together and for the first quarter kept up an almost 
perfect alignment. The wind began to die away and for the balance 
of the race was very variable with calms. Thetis drew slowly ahead 
and passed 1J4 mile buoy with fair lead, Marion B. a good second, 
Annie O. next; Arno and Chingachgook rounding together,-— and 
Mermaid next. The beat home was a long dnftmg match. Thetis 
won easily in one hour and a half; Marion B. second. Chingachgook 
managed to outpoint Amo and came in a good third, thereby wlnni^ 
the junior blue pennant from the former. Arno fourth, Annie O. 
fifth; others not taken as it was too late. The race was generally 
unsatisfactory on account of the lack of wind. The Vesper was 
absent and unable to compete. Thetis having won the Oliver cup 
three times it becomes the property of P. M. Wackerhagen. The cup 
has been sailed for eight times, and has the name of each wmuer in¬ 
scribed thereon. A new race will be substituted for the oOft. limit. 
What with the Susquehanna trip and the Sunday cruises, the Upper 
Hudson and the cruise to Grindstone, the Turtles are getting a full 
benefit out of their craft this year. We are counting on many visit¬ 
ors of the A. C- A. bi-centennial week, and will give them a gwd 
race if they will enter, and a good time whether or not.—Marion B. 

On Thursday, July 1, Jimior Race; prize, a senior pennant; 
open to all, but juniors only eligible for prizes. Entries: Jimiors— 
Ajrno, H. 0. Cushman; Mermaid, L. J. Pi-mce; Chmgachgool^ Wm. 
Wheeler. Seniors-Vesper, R. W. Gibson; Marion B., R. 8. Oliver. 
There would have been more contestants, but the canoes had been 
shipped awav to the Upper Hudson for a cruise. The was very 
light from the start and gradually died out into light puffs. The 
boats made a flying start well together, the Merin^aid slightly in the 
lead After the first half mile the seniors drew' ahead; but the crew 
of 1he Vesper, disgusted with the light wind, deserted the side of the 
twin ship and withdrew from the race. Then he jumped overboard 
and enjoyed a swim, leaving the Marion B. to push on alone. The 
latter turned the buoy with a long lead and finished at home nag at 
7-05 Meanwhile the juniors kept in a bunch and rounded the 
stake together, the Chingachgook inside and the ^no and Mermaid 
close by The sail home to windward was a drifting match and a 
tedious affair, and was w'on by the Chingachgook at 7:20, Ar.io and 
Mermaid in order named. Wm. Wheeler now flies the swior red 
pennant and his name is placed on the roll vnth Gibson, Wacker¬ 
hagen, Thomas, Thacher and Oliver. The bulk of the ^rcles are off 
for a three days’ cruise on the Upper Hudson and other waters. 
Marion B. 

A. C, A. MEMBERSHIP.-Apphcations for membership ha^ been 
received from the following: % R. Burling, Newark, N. L; WiBlam 
Scott, Ottawa, Canada; Harry F. McKentock, tolt, C^ada, R A. 
Gardner, Seattle, Wash. Ter.; John T. P. Wnght, Halifax, N. fa.; C. J. 
Bousfleld, Bay City, Mich. 

Hallock’s “Alaska. ”-Mr. Charles Hallock, who^ is ^fll Jcnown m 
an experienced traveler, and who has thoroughly studied Alaska and 
its resources, is about to issue an illustrated work, now on the pre^es 
of the Forest and Stream Publishing Co. It is entitled Our New 
Alaska: or, the Seward Purchase Vindicated.” The glowing accounts 
of the country from the pen of Mr. A. P. Swineford, who was so long 
identified with our most important iron ore interests, have contributed 
toward awakening a special interest in the trade, and have served to 
pave the way for Mr. HaUock’s work among what we hope will be¬ 
come a large constituency,—The Iron Age, June 24. 

Address aU communications to the Forest and Stream Publish- 
ing Co. _ 

FIXTURES. 

There are still many clubs not represented below, and some of the 
dates in the table are not official. We ask the aid of club secretaries 
and others in completing and corr 

July. 
6 to 11, Interlake Y^. R. A. Cruise 

to Put-In Bay. 
8. Great Head, (3luh, Winthrop. 
8. Quincy, Club. 

10. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 
10. Hull, Novelty, Hull. 
10. Corinthian, Club, Marblehead 
10. Sandy Bay, Pen., Rockport. 
13. Beverly, Cham., Marblehead. 
13. Great Head, Ladies’,Winthrop 
14. Hull, Cham., Hull. 
16-17. Amer. (Steam), Annual. 
17. Sandy Bay, Cor., Rockport. 
17 to 26. Knickerbocker, Cruise. 
17. Jersey City, Annual. 
17. Atlantic, Cruise. 
21. Hull, Ladies’, Hull. 
22. Boston. Cup, City Point. 
24. Dorchester, CluL, Harrison. 
24. Beverly, Club, Mon. Beach. 
24. Corinthian, Ladies’, Marble¬ 

head. 
24. Sandy Bay, Pen. Gloucester. 
24. Great Head, Cham.,Winthrop. 
24. Quincy, Club. 
27. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 
30. L. Y. R. A., Belleville. 
31. Beverly, Cham., Swampscoti. 
31. Hull, Cruise, Eastward. 
31. Sandy Bay, Ladies’, Rockport. 

August. 
8. Sandy Bay. Open. Rockport 
2. L. Y. R. A., Kingston. 
4. N. Y. Y. C., Annual Cruise. 
6. L. Y. R. A., Oswego. 
7. Corinthian, Open, Marblehead 

icting the Ust: 
7. Beverly, Club, Mon. Beach. 
7. Quincy, Club. 
8. Quaker City, Review. 
9. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 

10. L. Y. R. A., Toronto. 
11. Great Head, Ladies, Winthrop. 
14. Sandy Bay, Club, Squam. 
14. Hull, Open, Hull. 
14. Beverly, Cham , Nahant. 
14-29. Quaker City, An. Cruise. 
21. Beverly, Open, Marblehead. 
24. Great Head, Cham., Winthrop. 
25. Hull, Ladies’. HuU. 
28. Corinthian, Club, Marblehead . 
58. Hull, Cham., Hull. 
28. Sandy Bay, Open, Squam. 

September. 
8. Boston, Cup, City Point. 
3. Quincy, Club. 
4. Dorchester, Club, Harrison. 
4. Beverly, Open, Mon. Beach. 
4. Corinthian,Cham..Marblehead 
4. Sandy Bay, Pen., Rockport. 
6. Newark, Open. 
6. Quaker City, Cup, 2d Class. 
8. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 

11. Hull, Cham., Hull. 
11. Corinthian, Sweepstake, Mar¬ 

blehead. 
11. Sandy Bay, Sweep.,Gloucester 
17. Toledo, Pen., Toledo. 
19. Quaker City, Review & Cruise. 
18. Sandy Bay, Club, Rockport. 
18. Great Head, Club, Winthrop, 
85. Buffalo, Club, Lake Erie. 
28. Beverly, Club, Nahant. 

2 81 58 
2 25 33 
2 32 42 
2 34 53 
2 35 14 
2 35 49 

2 30 28 
2 30 38 
2 39 42 

1 46 44 
1 47 50 
1 54 09 
8 00 2-3 
2 01 29 

Corrected. 
2 17 85 
2 16 39 
2 24 '17 
2 24 26 
2 24 25 
2 27 44 

2 19 44 
2 19 05 
2 20 06 

1 36 49 
1 34 47 
1 45 10 
1 47 67 
1 51 16 

BEVERLY Y. C. 1 07TH AND 1 08TH REGATTAS. 

The 107th regatta. The first open sweepstakes was sailed at 
Monument Beach, July 3, in a moderate breeze, W. by S. at 

start, gradually shitting to S. by E. 
In the first class, -last year’s champion, Surprise, was conspicuous 

by her absence; but the new Mollie, Hanley’s latest, was on hand to 
fill her place. 

The Vice-Commodore was first over the line, and was not passed, 
though close pressea by Creep, a new and large boat from Mattapoi- 
sett. 

In second class Superior and Crawl, both new boats, made a close 
race, while in third class last year’s rivals, Petrel and Fannie, had it 
nip and luck. Summary as below: 

FIRST CLASS. 
Sailing length. Actual. 

Creep. E. C. Stratton.30.06 
Mattie, Vice.Com. Stockton.'28.10 
Quisset, R, B. Hiller.29.06 
Mabel. S. H. Perry.27.04 
Mollie, J. Hill..27.00 
Cuttyhunk, T. Aiken, Jr.29.08 

second class. 
Superior, Wm. Phinney..27.00 
Crawl, J. E. Hiller.26.04 
Harold, J. F. Perry.24.07J4 

THIRD CLASS. 

Fannie, F. W. Sargent.23 10 
Petrel, G. H. Richards.20 07 
Dolly, A. S. Hardy.32.08 
Theiis, Alfred Dover.21 02 
Mertie, A. F. Crowell -- .23.06 - 

Judges—G. A. Goddard and W. Lloyd Jeffries. Judges’ yacht, 
Maude, B. Y. C. Courses, 7^ for third class, and 11 for others. 

The I08th regatta, the first of the season for the Buzzard’s Bay 
pennant, was sailed off Monument Beach in a very strong S.S W.wind. 
Mattie astonished every one by beating Surprise in her own weather, 
the latter being a little slow in shaking out her second reef at the 
start. 

In second class Lestris and Mr. Curry’s new boat made a very 
close race, the latter coming home free under two reefs, while Les¬ 
tris had shaken all of hers out. „ 

In third class Fannie avenged her defeat of the third on Petrel, the 
latter being shorthanded and unable to shake out her reef coming 
home. Summary as below; 

FIRST CLASS. 
Leng 

Mattie, Vice-Com. Stockton. 28.10 
Surprise. Jas. M. Codmay. 
Myth, 'J'hos. Parsons.27.(H 
Violet, G. H. Richards et al.27.06 

SECOND CLASS. 

Lestris, Joshua Crane.24.02 
-. Curry.25. “ 

THIRD CLASS. 

Fannie, F. W. Sargent.^10 
Dolly, A. S. Hardy.-22.08 
Petrel, G. H. Richards.20.07 
Mystery, Lawrence Stockton.21.11 

Subject to the measurement of Mr. Curry’s new boat prizes go as 
follows: First prizes and legs for pennants to Mattie, Lestris and 
Fannie. Seconcf prizes to Petrel and Surprise. Myth is protested 
against for breaking the rule about Corinthian skippers. 

Blue With a Gold Castle. 

Length. Actual. Corrected. 
... 28.10 1 hi 26 1 45 32 

1 67 60 1 47 17 
....27.(W 1 68 53 1 48 28 
....27.06 2 06 64 1 56 38 
» CLASS. 
.... 24.02 2 11 22 1 67 15 

2 a 25 1 58 20? 
CLASS. 
.23 10 1 26 65 1 17 00 
....22.08 2 29 48 1 18 49 

....20.07 1 30 17 1 17 14 
...21.11 1 35 06 1 -JS 26 

NEW JERSEY Y. C- CRUISE- 

rHE following yachts of the New Jersey Y. C. started on a short 
cruise down the Bay, Saturday afternoon, July 3: Wayward, 

om W. H. Dilwortn and Fred Beliz, owners; catamaran Duplex. 
ice’Com. H. F. Ogden; Letitia, Louis Kayser; Growler, J. & J. Bell; 
agle Wing, John Burlton, and George B. Deane, R. L. Dunbacher. 
he squadron got under way at 2 P. M. with a light breeze from 
luthwest, tide, last of the ebb. Flood tide was met in the Narrows, 
Qd after the fleet reached out by buoy 16 the wind died completely 
ut, and all made the best of their way to an anchorage inside of 
orton’s point. A start was made at about 8 o’clock Sunday morn, 
ig from the anchorage, and the yachts reached out by Norton s 
oint against the flood tide aud a light southwest wind. Shortly 
fter passing the point the flagship Wayward and the Growler had 
a interesting little bout, the flagship finally passing through the lee 
f the Growler, owing to the superior drawing of the former’s pbtop- 
iil. The (jrowler stood on down the beach a while longer and then 
tood off toward the Hook, the Wayward holding her reach for about 
fteen minutes longer, when she went about and shaped her course 
3r the Highlands and Sea Bright, gettiug outlines for blueflsh. The 
rind freshened perceptibly in reaching across here, and the iibtop- 
ail was taken in off the Romer, and off the Highlands her gaffcopsail 
?'as clewed up* 
The Wayward stood on below Sea Bright and went about and stood 

IP, getting out her spinnaker. Off the Scotland the Atlantic and 
Irayling were met, the former being about three-quarters oi a mue 
u the latter’s weather bow. The Grayling was footing with the 
Atlantic, but the latter seemed to be laying a point and a half higher. 
LU anchorage was made at the steamboat dock inside the Hook at 4 
.’clock, where a large fleet of yachts were foimd anchored, among 
hem being the sloop Nirvana. Mr. T. H. Hall, of the Atlantic and 
lew Haven clubs; the Growler, Duplex and Deane going on up the 
Shrewsbury to Thompson’s, the others anchoring with the flaMhIp. 
n the evening visits were exchanged between the Nirvana and Way- 
vard. After a sail outside the Hook the squadron finally started for 
lome at 2 P. M., the Wayward picking up her moorings at 6 o clock 
md the Eagle Wing about five minutes later, all getting m before 7 

’ Iifthe sail up the Atlantic and Grayling were met bating out of 
he Hook, the former being about a minute and a haff ahead, in the 
•each out, while the Grayling seemed to foot equally as fast as the 
Ulanlic, she did not point up with her, there being the same diff er- 
iiice noticeable as on s.unday. Off the svind on Sunday the Grayling 
seemed to get a little the better of the Atlantic, going out from under 
ler lee, the Atlantic having her balloon jibtopsail set. So it would 
seem that, while the Atlantic beats Grayling to windward, off the 
vind the Grayling is equally fast. 
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EASTERN Y. C. 1 6TH REGATTA. JUNE 29. 

rpHE race of la.«t week at Boston brought to an end one of the 
i most interesting series of race.s that has taken place in the his 
toryofour yachting: races that derive a special importance from 
the fact that they mark plainlj the great changes that have taken 
place in American yachting, and still further, from the indications 
which they give of its future. Wbile the weather m the three eai Her 
races at New York was not favorable 1o a thorough estimate of the 
qualities of the boats, that of June 29 left nothing to be desired in 
that respect; while each of the four served to emphasize some icn 
portant points that claim the attention of all. 

The first of these concerns most the past history of yachting, the 
yachts of yesterday, now noticeable ehiefiy from their absence. In 
the 4 races a total of 59 yachts competed, making 93 starts in ail; 42 
yachts with 71 entries being single stick vessels. Esciuding the 4 
new yachts as a special class, and considering only the classes which 
have existed for years here, we find 33 yachts with 67 starts in the 
4 races. Of these only 23 were of the old centerboard type, 4 of them 
having lead keels; 4 were of the new centerboard lead keel type. 6 
were keel sloops of mixed models, and 6 were thorough cutters. The 
entries of these boats were: Old sloops 33, 6 first prizes; new type 8, 
2 firsts; mixed keels 5, no prizes; cutters 11, 8 firsts. The figures in 
tabular form are as follows' 

Old Sloops. New Type. Mixed Keels. Cutters. Total. 
Number of yachts.28 4 5 6 88 
Entries.S3 8 6 11 57 
Prizes, Ists and 2ds . 9 3 — 8 20 
Prizes, Isis. 6 2 — 8 16 

The list of sloops is increased by some small boats entered in one 
or two races. 

ters have since been built here. The new boats of the season have, 
as was to be expected, followed very closely the victorious boat, the 
two most noticeable examples being Cinderella in New York and the 
new Vandal in Boston. Let us see what this new type really 1°. First 
and foremost it has the centerboard, a thoroughly American feature; 
but this board works through a distinctly marked keel, projecting 
some uistance below the hull proper, and this keel is of lead, Of 
these features, form and material, the latter is peculiar to English 
oractiCf-, and the former has always been the exception here and the 
rule in England. Again, these boats possess the beam that is a cbar- 
acieristic of American as distinguished from English practice, 
though this beam is less than it was a few years since and promises 
to deerea.'-e .still more. This, it is true, is a great difference, a May¬ 
flower of 23ft. and a Galatea of 16ft. on the same length; but to offset 
this the Jig of these new boats is taken bodily from the pure cutter 
tpye except as to the two minor details, a laced mainsail and a 
fixed bowsprit. Two of the four boats have indeed followed to a 
certain extent the proportions of the sloop rig only to change for the 
cutter, in one case with a very marked improvement, the other not 
having yet been tried. In depth, draft and displacement the new 
type has nothing in common with the ancient flatirons, but leans 
strongly toward the same narrow cutter, approaching nearer all the 
time. 

This, then, is the boat bailed in some quarters as a representative 
of American ideas; a boat derived mainly from a thorough study of 
English, not American practice and theory, untrammeled by the rule 
which has put British designers under such a handicap. No doubt 
the type has much to recommend it, no doubt but that it is well 
adapted to our wants, but the battle was not fought out to a close 

last September, and there is plenty of fight still left in the narro^y 
cutter before she is driven from our waters. Genesta was beaten, 
Galatea may be, but to-day,when the first craze after a novelty has 
well worn off, the cutters are holding the leading places in our races 
and taking the prizes from all but the big four. This year thev 
already claim half the wins. Bedouin promises to rival her string of 
1884. 8 flr-sts to 9 starts, while Clara has proved simply a marvel to 
all who have watched her racing. Narrowest of the narrow, deeper 
than any, she has sailed eight races this season and won eight 
firsts, leaving all her class far behind; at the finish and cutting in, 
ahead of most of the class above. In view of the success of even 
this one boat of the type, its possibilities for speed must be admitted, 
and speed will always be at a premium here. These two types, then 
the narrow keel cutter built under the Y. R. A. rule, and the wide 
centerboard cutter built outside of such a rule, are pitted against 
each other, the only part left to the American sloop being to blunder 
about the courses and get in the way of the real competitors; what 
will be the result of the contest? 

Just here ma.y be noted a curious point that has never been com¬ 
mented on. In the past a man largely shaped his yachting by the 
boats at bis command. Except in the large schooner class where 
keels were sometimes found there was no boat to be had here but a 
shoaJ, wide centerboard yacht of light displacement and badlv can¬ 
vassed and ballasted. Provided with this boat he soon found the 
limit within which it was not too dangerous, and carefully kept within 
that boundary, except in a very few instances. How is it to-day? 
The modern yachtsman has a range of vessels offered to him that 
are suited to all purposes, the shoal sharpie for Florida, the medium 
boat for our ordinary harbors, the newer and deeper type for racing 
and a wider range of cruising, and the cutter of moderate beam, like 
Bedouin or narrower, like the Clara, for bolder flights seaward. The 
difference is easily seen, of old the yachting was made to fit one type 
of yacht; to-day a dozen varieties of vessels offer a choice of any 
kind of yachting, while the yachtsman has been trained to exercise 
thought and judgment in the selection of a boat for his special ends 
One result must follow thi>, that no single type will be adopted to 
the e.xcluBion of all others, but that several will flourish side by side, 
varying trom each other as much as the Great South Bay and the 
sounds and passages of Florida do from the broad Atlantic. Of the.^e 
types ti e leading ones for many a day will in all probability be either 
like Purit-Jii or a keel cutter of greater beam than is permissible under 
the English rule. 

Intimately connected with the future of yachting is a subject that 
has been brought up more prominently than ever before in the late 
races; that of a racing classification. Let it be understood, first and 
foremost, that an agitation of this subject is not throwing another 
stone into the now comparatively quiet waters of the time allowance 
question. No such disturbance is intended and none will ensue 
American yacht clubs may follow the charmingly inane methods' 
of time allowance and measurement that have long been dear 
to too many of them, and at the same time may join in an effort 
to establish a sensible system of division into classes according to 
waterlme length, the allowance between various yachts in each class 
not being in the least affected. Never before has the subject been 
brought so prominently into notice as in these races, and especially 
in that of last week. ^ 

uL uuj uiuus uas grown up in a desultory 
way. entu-ely independent of any scientific or reasonable basis 
Certain siz-s of yachts have become popular in each club and the 
classes have followed the accidental grouping. In time, as yachts 
were added, they were built for one of these classes, and as long as 
no interclub contests arose there was no trouble. Following the im¬ 
pulse given to yachting of late years, open races have become much 
more c jmmon, and the boats of one club may be found in the races 
of hair a dozen others in a season. Now, no two are likely to have 
the saine system of classification, as is well instanced in the four 
large clubs in que.stion. The New York has heretofore divided hs 
single stick yachts as follows: 55ft. and over; under i55ft. and not 
under 45ft ; under 45ft. The Seawanhaka has followed these classes 
adding two; 35ft, and less than 45; under 35ft. The Atlantic has 60ft’ 

®0ft.; 42ft. and under 50ft.: 35ft. and under 
421t.; soft, and under 35ft.; 26ft. and under 30ft.; under 26ft. In the 

O'" ■^Oft. and under 65ft.; 30ft. and under 
40ft. Now a new class has claimed a place, and to meet it the New 
Yoj k Y. O. has established a class of 70ft. and over, just bringing in a 
yacht which has no place in the class,and narrowly escaping a serious 
difficulty; the S. C. Y. C. have made their limit 71fr an odd flguie to 
^it the same yacht; the E. Y. C. have gone up to 76£t, while the A. 
X. L. simply offered an extra prize for a special class. 

The faubs of such a lack of system are readily seen where yachls 
may be built to class in one club land then wish to race in another 
while the shortcomings of the individual methods were well shown hi 

Ulidia, a lOtonner of 42ft., was matched with Clara 
a. 20 ton tier of 5.3ft. At no previous time has the subject attained to 
such importance, which must increase from year to year; and at no 
time in the future can a change be made so readily and with so -little 
friction as now. Our yachts are of all sizes, while just at present the 
fleet of actual racers is very small. Year by year as new yachts are ‘ 
built in each club the difficulty of changing becomes greater The 
subject IS far too important a one to do justice to here, but we leave it 
to the consideration of yachtsmen, promising to take it up at an early 
date m a more thorough manner. 

Fassing from a general consideration of the subject to the last race 
of the series one point of difference between this race and its orede- 
cessors is very plain as far as the large yachts are concerned. In the 
three races at New York the times showed little, the results were not 
conclusive and a careful analysis of the race was necessary to any 
fair estimate of the yachts. At Boston all was different, a slashing 
breeze sent them flying over a course that was perfectly fair to all 
and no study of details is necessary to reach a definite conclusion ’ 

To Puntan must unhesitatingly be awarded the flFst place' on 
account of her splendid work; Mayflower did very well at times and 
fully bore out our opinion that she will ultimately prove the fastest 
of the four. Priscilla sailed very fast, steaming over the first two 

The above table tells its own lesson without any comment; the 
races were the representative ones of the section which has alway: 
been the leading one in American yachting. The boats which onci 
comprised the entire fleet have now actually passed away, they flo’ 
ure but poorly in the entries and worse in the wins, and the prizes g 
to expatriated British yachts or their fellows of American build 
while to the latter also is largely due the interest in the races, th( 
onus of the work falling on a few of them. 

The conclusions which follow these facts, however, must be modi 
fled by a second and most important feature of the races, the adven 
of a new class in our regular club regattas. In every race the per 
f ormances of these new boats have dwarfed entirely all other features 
the large schooners have been completely overlooked; and somi 
wonderful work in the smaller classes has attracted no comment no 
attention, all the interest concentrating in Puritan, Priscilla, May 
flower and Atlantic. Of course this interest is largely due to the sue 
cess of ihe class representative last full in the Cup race; a succesi 
which has awakened a national pride, not only among yachtsmen 
but among people of all classes, and in the most remote inland s^c 
tions; while It has also excited to a degree pi eviously unknown, tin 
friendly rivalry between our two great yachting centers. New Yorl 
and Boston. ’ 

These yachts have proved very fast indeed, a quality which, above 
all others, must commend them to racing yachtsmen, while in beauti 
and imposing appearance they ask no odds from the largest of thi 
schooners. What is to be their future is an unknown and importam 
problem that at this moment cannot be answered. It seemed la- 
year as though when the special purpose for which they were buil 
existed no longer, they would be converted into schooners, owing tc 
the increased handiness and lessened cost of running. Since then 
however, two new ones have been built, the old ones have fount 
single owners instead of the syndicates that originally built them, auc 
their advantages have become apparent. The mere possession of one 
is in Itself a distinction, the room is such as to make life aboard very 
much more comfortable than in the old 70ft. class; as racer.s they arc 
very fast and far ahead of the schooners, and it seems probable thai 
the new first class will become a permanent institution. They are 
the leading feature of the yachting of to-day, and already have ex- 
ercised a visible influence on design and construction in this country 

Much as we are concerned with the present, a far more important 
subject of study for all friends of our great national sport is the 
future of American yachting and especially the coming new national 
type. It IS beyond dispute that the boats of even five or six years 
since, to say nothing of the older ones, have had their day. Thev 
have virtually disappeared, and with them the false and mischievous 
theories on which they were constructed; and now the question is. What 
^all succeed them? A year ago it seemed probable that the extreme 
English cutter would come into general favor here to a greater 
degree than any other type. Bad Genesta won—and we know that 
she was beaten by a very small margin in the race which really 
decided for the time the possession of the Cup—we not only would 
have built narrow cutters, but with that characteristic tendency to fo to greater extremes than any one else has done, we should have 
uilt cutters longer, narrower and deeper than any of the real arti¬ 

cles. That such boats, whatever excellence they might have pos¬ 
sessed m point of .speed and safety, would suit the general want is 
hardly probable. The conditions here differ too much from those 
which have produced the extreme cutter abroad, and tried by these 
conditions the type would probably In time have given place to 
something better suited to local requirements. 

Puritan won by a minute and a half, cutter stock fell and no cut¬ 

MAP OF E. Y. C. COURSE. 
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legs in the van of the fleet, carryingr sail well and making: a good 
show all day; but once on the wind she was not in it with Puritan, 
and it does not seem that she ever will be. Both she and her antag¬ 
onists were well sailed all day, the wind was the same to all. and there 
was no fluking; but on the wind Puritan left her fairly and squarely, 
making up in a few tacks the long distance she had lost. 

After the flulcy winds and provoking calms of New York, Marble¬ 
head breezes were very welcome to the yachtsmen, while the place 
has much to recommend it. A beautiful harbor where hundreds of 
yachts may lie unmolested by trading craft, an open course within 
half a mde of its mouth, the neighboring bays for small yacht sail¬ 
ing, and in place of the garbage and oil-polluted w'aters of New York, 
a clear, green tide that shows the keels of the deepest boats clearly. 
Add to this a picturesque shore, lined with handsome summer cot¬ 
tages perched on the rocks, from which latter a view of the course 
may be had, a handsome club house and good w'ater for the deepest 
boats almost up to the shore, and the place makes a perfect yachts¬ 
man’s paradise. 

Here on Monday were gathered a fleet of yachts of all sizes and 
rigs, from the huge Ambassadress down to little Shona. Among the 
schooners were Gitana. Fortuna, Mohican. Dauntless, Meta, Adri¬ 
enne. intrepid Una, Marion Wentw'orth, Tempest, Fearless, Alice 
and Tioga, with a number of smaller ones. Priscilla lay at anchor 
near the middle of the harbor, Maydow'er came in at evening and 
dropped hook alongside, Puritan followed and look a berth further 
out and nearer the Neck shore. Stranger came over from the Bevei-ly 
shore and laid near Mayflower, while Bedouin remained at her usual 
anchorage off Beverly. Boston turned out a large fleet, though 
there was little fight in them and few entered. Huron, Thetis, Active, 
Addie. Volante, tmadow, Rondina, Maud. Hera, Imperia, North Star, 
Lapwing, Alga, Fad, Saracen, Nimbus, jEgir, were all in the harbor 
on Monday. New York sent a small but select fleet. Priscilla, Bedou¬ 
in. Clara and Ulidia, all first in their classes at home. 

New York was once supposed to be the home of the sloop, but she 
has to depend for her proper representation abroad almost entirely 
on the cutter tribe, large and .small. Clara and Ulidia sailed around 
from New' York to Marblehead, sailed the race, the former winning 
as a matter of course, and then topped booms for New York again, 
to be in at Larchmont on Monday, a performance hardly worthy of 
comment when performed by a cutter, but what a grand hurrah there 
would be if a small New York sloop had tried such a lengthy voyage 
merely for one race. 

A new course was laid out this year that brought dismay to the 
hearts of masters and crews, a triangle with five mile sides, two 
rounds to make the thtrty-mile course. Handling spinnakers and 
balloon jibtopsails over five-mile lees in a good breeze is no fun, how¬ 
ever useful and necessary I he drill may be, and there was some 
grumbling at first, but once away the w'ork was not so hard as they 
had feared. The course was a triangle, with the starting stakehoat 
at one angle, about a third of a mile south-southeast from Marble¬ 
head Rock; thence to a boat moored five miles east half south, 
directly in the range of Half-way Rock; thence to a boat or tug 
moored five miles southwest three fourths south from this eastern 
mark and five miles south-southeast from the starling stakehoat. 

This course was to be sailed twice over by all but the smallest class, 
which was to make but one round; the direction in which the yachts 
were to start being governed by the wind. The prizes offered were: 
First class schooners, $2.50; second clsss schooners, $125; third class 
schooners, $50; first class sloops, $250; second class sloops, $160; 
third class sloops, $75; fourth class sloops, $50. The entries were: 

FIRST CLASS SOHOOKERS. 
Sailing Length. Allows. 

Mohican. K.. H. D. Burnham.104.50 
Gitana, K., W. F. Weld. 96.23 
Fortuna, K., H. S. Hovey. 94.oO 

SECOND CLASS SCHOONERS. 

Alice, K., W. L. Lockhart. 78 60 
Meta, C. B., A. A. Lawrence. 64.21 
Gevalia, K., G. M. Winslow. 60.00 

FIRST CLASS SLOOPS. 

Mayflower, C. B., C. J. Paine.S7.83 
Priscilla, a. B., A. Cass Canfield. 85.4o 
Puritan, C. B,, J. Malcolm Forbes. 83.85 

SECOND CLASS SLOOPS. 

Bedouin. K., Arcliibald Rogers. 
Huron, K., William Gray. Jr. 66.20 
Stranger. K., George H Warren. 65 80 
Thetis, C. B.. Henry Bryant. 65 50 

THIRD CLASS SLOOPS. 

Active, C. B., Charles Kenney.. 54 80 
Clai’a, K., Charles Sweet. 64.^ 
Ulidia, K., E. M. Padelford.43.00 

SECOND CLASS SLOOPS. 

ShoDa, K., C. H. Tweed. 35.23 . .. 
The entries in the old classes are but meager, and the field is left 

almost undisputed to the cutters and keel boats. Only 5 center- 
boards to 12 keels, and of the former 3 had lead keels in addition to 
their boards. Boston is noted for its large yacht fleet, especially un¬ 
der 50ft but here in the principal races of the year no home boats 
turn out to do battle with the visiting cutters. For several years the 
races in British waters have been closel.y watched from this side, and 
Americans are thoroughly familiar, by name and reputation, with 
the leading cracks across the water. Now it is a little bewildenng to 
read the names of Clara, Maggie. Madge, Ulidia, Cythera, Delvinand 
Shona, in the reports of our home races, and to see Clara under the 
blue ensign and Ulidia flying the Royal Thames burgee in the midst 
of the fleet of American yachts. A man has to turn round and shake 
himself and to stop for a moment to think whether this is really the 
rocky coast of New England or some little loch on the Scotch coast 
whence these northern flyers originally came. The lack of entries is 
a most engrossing subject witn the working membei-s of our clubs, 
whose labors are often in vain, and a remedy may probably be found 
in the classification alluded to. The state of the case at present is tar 
from encouraging. With their boasted supremacy threatened by 
narrow invaders, the whole fleet, wide keels and wider centerboards, 
should have turaed out, instead of which they left to one boat, the 
Active, the defense of their cause.; 

The weather of Tuesday was of the best, clear, not too warm for 
June, a bright sky, smooth water, and best of all, a rattling breeze 
from the west, no coy zephyr, but a blast that stretched the canvas 
and tried the gear in a way that has not been done before tbis season. 
The direction of the course was over the southerly leg fi'-st, a broad 
reach, then with booms further off over starboard quarters; and a 
dead hammer to windward on the last leg. The programme for 
the start was as follow’s: v. « 

At 11 or 80m. before starting, a flag, bearing the number ot the 
course to be sailed, will be hoisted on the Regatta Committee steamer. 

At 11-25, warning signal five minutes before start by lowermg a 
numbered flag, hoisting a blue flag and blowing a whistle. 

At llslO, start of first class schooners and sloops by lowering the 
blue flag and blowing a long whistle. Five minutes lime limit for 
this class to start. „ , , x i. 

At 11 'SS. a short whistle for limit of time for first class to start. 
At 11-40 start of the second class schooners and sloops, and also 

warning to third and fourth classes by lowering blue flag (hoisted one 
minute previously) and blowing a whistle. 

At 11&, start of the remaining yachts by lowering a blue flag 
(hoisted one minute before) and blowing the whistle. 

All hut the first class yaefits shall start fiom the signal for their 
respective classes, and no time limit will be allowed. Their tune will 
he taken from the signal of their class. In case of delay ra the first 
signal the same intervals will be allowed. 

The starting line was awkwardly placed, making it very difficult to 
cross at the start and finish, and matters were made worse by the 
behavior of many of the small yachts which attended, bcores ot 
these came in all day, and many anchored about the line in Jitter 
regard of the racers, refusing to move when requested. The matter 
is bad enough in New York, but the conduct ot some ot these small 
vaohts was a disgrace to their owners. 
^ With the big races now common some legislation has become neces¬ 
sary, and one or more public boats with full authority to clear the 
course, are imperatively needed. After half an hour s delay at the 
start, the preparatory whistle was bloira at noon, and at 12:0o the 
start for the first class yachts sounded. Boston is still behind in one 
matter the yachts were not numbered and there were no entry rarcis, 
so that it wa.s often difficult to pick out the boats quicKly, while the 
classes and allowances were not known generally until the concLu- 
Hon of the race. The large yachts were raaneuvermg about the line 
at the signal, Puritan and Priscilla near together and luffing up by 
the line, the latter covered by Gitana. The New York yacht was first 
over, with clubtopfail aloft and large jibtopsail full and going like a 
locomotive, with all the sail she wanted, her topmast bending hke a 
whip at times. Gitana came next, carrymg working topails, a club 
topsail over the main, and maintopmast staysail. 
hican came next, then Puritan, and Mayflower last of the lot, both 
being handicapped. The two carried jibheaders and broke out 31b- 
topsails. Both lost ground badly at the start, and Priscilla took a 

^“BeSin led the smaller lot, with Huron Thetis and Stranger in 
order. The latter came for the line promptly on the whistle m good 
shape, but in obedience to a signal from the judges boat she put 
back, and lost several minutes in working into position, throwing her 
well astern. The times of the start were: 

Fortuna.1 i 1.99 32 Stranger.... ..18 41 

Alice .12 19 03 
Clara.12 20 03 
Shona .12 -20 62 
Active..12 22 02 
Ulidia.12 -25 00 

Mohican.12 09 83 
Puritan.12 11 .35 
Mayflower.12 12 06 
Bedonin.12 16 00 
Huron.12 15 63 
Thetis .12 17 01 

The five-mile leg was made in quick time, the fleet in a long string, 
Priscilla leading the greater part of the way. but passed by Gitana 
finally. Mayflower gained on Puritan. The order at the first mark 
was: Gitana, Priscilla, Fortuna, Mohican, Puritan, Mayflower, Huron, 
Thetis. Bedouin, Stranger. Gitana tried a spinnaker to port, but soon 
took it in, while Priscilla had her boom ready but did not set the 
canvas on it. With booms over starboard quarters they still held 
the pace, Priscilla pulling up through Ghana’s weather and again 
leading until it seemed as if she would be fir.st at second mark, but 
Gitana cut her out at the last moment. A pretty fight followed 
between the two white ones, ending by Mayflower going to wind¬ 
ward of Puritan and leading her for a time. The times at the second 
mark, when the fleet hauled on the W’ind, were: 
Gitana.1 03 18 Bedouin.1 21 02 

Meta .1 21 06 
Stranger.1 21 42 
Gevalia .1 22 10 
Clara.Not timed. 
Active.Not timed. 
UlWia.  Not limed. 
Shona.Not timed. 

Priscilla.1 04 06 
Fortuna..1 04 18 
Mohican.1 07 -38 
Mayflower.1 08 02 
Puritan .1 08 25 
Huron.1 18 67 
Alice.1 20 07 
Thetis.1 20 10 

Over the ten miles then sailed the elapsed times were; Mayflower 
65:56, Priscilla 66:41 and Puritan 56:.50. Thu.s Mayflower had really 
sailed fastest, but Priscilla had proved much stiffer, carrying her 
kites well when the other had heeled badly at times and shown her¬ 
self entirely too tender. Once in the wind another fact became evi 
dent. None of the boats have sailed in so strong a wind before tbis 
season, and sails and gear were stretching at a great rate. All are 
fitted with heavy purchases, and peaks were set up. but still the 
mainsails stretched until the topsails were all too large for their space 
and ceased to stand, while Mayflower’s boom at times nearly touched 
her wheel. This leg gave the long tvished for trial to windward, and 
in a splendid working breeze. All went off on port tack, Priscilla 
having taken in her cluptopsail and jibtopsail. (3i tan a was first to 
tack at 1:13 with Foriuna following at once. At 1:16 Priscilla went 
on starboard tack, two minutes later Mayflower followed, with Puri- 
'tan directly after. Soon after Mayflower took in her topsail which 
had been doing more harm than gooil. At 1:28 Puritan tacked, Pris¬ 
cilla following at once to windward, but the white boat walked quickly 
through her lee. Mayflower had suffered from a blanketing from 
Gitana, and was now last of the trio. Steadily Puritan gained on the 
iron yacht, and at 1:.50 she crossed the latter's bow, going about at 
OBce for the turn with Priscilla close by and under her. 

The schooners had dropped astern on this leg, but Fortuna had 
fairly beaten the others. She was canvassed with better judgment 
than Gitana, the latter holding on to her clubtopsail too long, while 
under snugger sails Fortuna walked grandly to windward in her old 
style. On this leg Active lost her topmast, but pluckiiytailedover 
the course, Huron, holding a good place, carried away her bobstay 
and withdrew, while Shona met with a similar accident, due to bad 
engineering, which cost her her bowsprit; but she worked to wind¬ 
ward under big foresail and completed the course. The times at 
the end of the first round were: 
Puritan.i 53 27 Thetis....2 21 66 
Priscilla.1 55 16 Clara.2 26 28 
Mayflower.1 57 07 Glevalia.2 32 40 
Fortuna.2 01 45 Meta .2 34 18 
Gitana.2 10:35 Active.Not timed. 
Mohican.2 14 28 Alice.Not timed. 
Bedouin.2 15 42 Ulidia..Not timed. 
Stranger .2 18 58 

A comparison of times on the five-mile beat shows plainly the ability 
of Puritan and also the great superiority in such work ot the single- 
stickers over the schooners. The elapsed times were: 
Puritan.0 45 02 Fortuna.0 57 27 
Mayflower.0 49 05 Mohican.1 07 05 
Priscilla.0 51 10 Gitana — .. 1 07 17 

Tans, taking no accoimt of snperiot size, the schooners are beaten, 
taking the average of the three boats in each class, 15 minutes in five 
miles. The gain of Puritan over her fellows is a fair one, made on 
even sailing and with no pei ceptible fluking. 

Down the fourth leg the positions did not change; the yachts were 
not timed at the lower turn and only a few at the lee mark, as fol¬ 
lows: „ _ 
Puritan.2 48 35 Fortuna.2 o5 45 
Priscilla.2 49 05 Gitana.3 06 38 
Mayflower .2 52 24 

Again the boats came by the wind for a final bout, this time Puritan 
well ahead and gaining. Mayflower again took in topsail and soon 
after she housed her topmast, with a benefit that was at once ap¬ 
parent. Puritan followed, while Priscilla lost some time before hers 
was properly lowered, costing her a little distance. Puritan led in 
toward Beverly on port tack and well to windward. Mayflower was 
coming up on Priscilla now that she was lightened aloft, Puritan 
made the first cast to starboard tack, going on port tack soon after 
toward Beverly. At 3:11 Priscilla tacked, but Mayflower held on and a 
short time afterward crossed her bows. Priscilla now made a long 
leg in toward Beverly, apparently far astern of Mayflower, the latter 
working shorter legs on a more direct course, but when the black 
boat finally came up for the line it was seen that she would lead her 
rival, tacking ahead of her just at the line and going over ahead. 
The other boats came in slowly, Fortuna still ahead in her class. 
Gevalia beating Alice and Meta; Bedouin, Clara and Shona taking 
the prizes in their classes. After the big boats finished it was a sight 
to see the mosquito fleet scuttling off for home before nightfall, 
dozens of white sails in all directions. The only serious mishap of 
the day was the capsize of a centerboard boat and the drowning of 
four irien near the finish. The full times were: 

FIRST CLASS. 
Start. 

Puritan..12 10 00 
Mayflower.12 10 00 
Priscilla.12 07 25 
Fortuna.12 09 32 
Guana.13 08 17 
Mohican. .12 09 33 

Finish. 
3 34 50 
3 38 35 
3 -37 30 
3 48 20 
4 03 15 
4 18 '18 

SECOND CLASS. 

Gevalia.12 15 00 4 43 30 
Alice. ....12 15 00 4 44 50 
Keia.12 15 00 5 00 20 
Bedouin...12 15 00 4 06 40 
Stranger.12 15 00 4 13 03 
Thetis..12 15 00 4 20 21 

THIRD CLASS. 

Clara .12 20 00 4 32 00 
Active.12 20 00 4 57 85 
Ulidia.12 20 00 5 15 35 

FOURTH CLASS. 
Shona.....,12 20 00 3 06 3J 

Elapsed. 
3 Jl 50 
3 -28 35 
3 30 05 
3 88 48 
8 54 58 
4 (9 15 

4 28 30 
4 29 50 
4 45 20 
3 51 40 
3 58 03 
4 05 24 

4 12 00 
4 37 25 
4 55 35 

Corrected. 
3 23 00 
3 28 35 
3 28 67 
3 35 25 
3 52 23 
4 09 15 

4 16 29 
4 29 50 
4 36 35 
3 61 40 
4 64 37 
4 01 33 

4 12 00 
4 37 25 
4 48 60 

2 43 30 
Huron withdrew in consequence of an accident, as noted, 
q'he table above requires little explanation. Puritan won her 

was far too small for the class and had no place in it, but went in in 
a true sporting spirit, and the same took Shona over the course 
alone, none of the Boston cracks showing up to give the little stran- 
?er a race. Her crew are made to fit her beam, young Charles Barr, 
brother of Clara’s skipper, and John Junior, son of the latter, a 
young sailor man of twelve years, who promises some day to make a 
worthy successor to his father. 

Of cause, the palm for imposing appearance must go to such 
yachts as Fortuna and Mayflower, but for form and style the little 
black lead pencil, as some call her, can hold her own with any. With 
a boat of moderate propordons beau'y of form is obtained with com- 
jaraiive ease, but given an extreme lengfh of 40ft. and a beam of 
itlle over 5ft., on which to build a boat at once fast and handsome, 

and the task is tar different. A look at any of our fastest cutters 
will show this, as in spile of other redeeming features in looks, they 
all show the flat side and many a heavy bilge low down. With Shona 
it is not so, but her narrow sides are beautifully rounded and her long 
comiter is as delicately shaped as a black marble statue, every curve 
and contour showing the hand of an artist as well as a successful 
designer. 

After the races most of the yachts anchored in Marblehead Harbor, 
Puritan sailing for Boston. Mayflower left next morning. Priscilla 
followed later, bound for a short cruise; in the afternoon (illara and 
Ulidia weighed for the return trip, and the quiet old town settled 
down to its wonted business of roiving dories and driving shoe pegs 
as though it had never wakened from its monotonous round to go 
wild for a day over a yacht race. 

BOSTON CITY REGATTA. JULY 5. 

A LARGE fleet of yachts sailed in the annual city regatta on Mon¬ 
day, in a good easterly breeze, the stare being made in a dense 

fog. Stranger, Shadow, Lapwing, won easily in their classes, the 
finish being closer with the smaller boats. The keel cutter Lapwing, 
35X10X?ft,, beats the keel .sloop iEgir, 33xi3x8ft. over half an hour, 
while cutter ,Eolus pushed the latter closely. In the third class four 
keel boats. Banneret, Lizzie F. Daly, Echo and Kitty were the lead¬ 
ers, the two former beating all the centerboard boats. The times 
were; 

FIRST CLAES YACHTS. 
Length. Elapsed. 

Stranger, G. H. Warren.64.07 3 48 14 
Siren, King & Clark .40 01 4 55 24 

SECOND CLASS CENTERBOARDS 

Lapwing, C. A. Welch, Jr.. 

THIRD CLASS CENTERBOARDS. 

Corrected. 
3 28 52 
4 15 04 

2 50 16 2 16 24 
2 67 26 2 22 47 
3 03 24 3 26 09 

ASS KEELS. 
.. .36.03 3 04 .52 2 33 06 
....29.00 3 42 10 3 02 49 
...33 00 3 40 14 3 05 99 
....27,00 3 48 29 3 06 29 

Tyrant, H. P. 

.20.03 1 54 62 1 16 51 
.20.05 1 54 45 1 16 67 

..27 02 1 48 15 1 18 25 
1 66 40 1 18 52 
2 18 26 1 42 54 

..‘26.06 1 55 00 1 19 21 
2 16 06 1 37 41 

..26.00 2 03 41 1 33 41 
.20.03 2 13 36 1 35 06 

2 03 09 1 26 60 
.20.03 2 -23 12 1 44 42 

..22 07 1 56 21 1 31 30 
S KEELS. 
..23.09 1 46 31 1 13 02 

.-25 11 1 47 05 1 16 00 

..24.00 1 51 05 1 17 53 

..22 08 1 63 58 1 18 10 

..22 07 3 07 29 1 S2 33 

..-23 09 2 04 25 1 30 56 

..23.02 2 02 09 1 28 67 

..23.00 2 08 48 1 34 25 

..23.00 2 15 39 1 41 16 

. .24 00 2 17 35 1 44 23 

..25 06 2 M 44 1 30 12 
..21.03 2 07 42 1 31 03 

FOURTH CLASS CENTERBOARDS. 
1 38 00 
1 40 28 
1 tl 03 
1 46 40 
2 29 22 
1 49 03 
1 44 36 
1 51 00 
2 02 86 
1 60 46 
2 01 06 
1 45 56 

Em Ell Eye, P. M. Bond.19.03 
Tom-cat. C. G- Weld.19.00 
Tartar, F. L. Dunne .19.10 
Zoe, Ambrose Martin.18.00 
Georgia, A. F. Morrill..19.01 
Crusader, A. Wilson.•.19.01 
Mabel, G. K. Howe.19 03 
Pet, J. McFarland.19 00 
Spray, H. Dinsmore.18.06 
Sheerwater, C. H. Woodsum.18 00 
Jewel, W. E. Sheriffs.18.10 
Beri, H. Parkman.18.06 

FOURTH CLASS KEELS. 

Vesper, R. H. Benner. 
Zetta, G. E. Fowle.18 09 
Willie, W. H. Ruddick. 17.07 
Charlotte, Cross Kelly.17.04 
Hard Times, Wm. Geyer.18.06 
LUlie, N. M. AVells.17.06 
Ruby, C. Anderson .19 03 
Elf, W. R. Gilman.17.00 

FIFTH CLASS CENTERBOARDS. 

Flora Lee, D. H. Lincoln... ..16.02 
Victor, C. A. Borden.16.03 
Ella F., H. W. Burr.16.00 
Rocket. H. M. Faxon. 15 08 
Cadet, — Belcher.16.04 
Spray. H. M. Faxon.17.07 
Nonpariel, E. Lanning.. 16.03 
Imogene, B. T. Wendell.17-07 
Parole. J. J. Bowere.17.10 
Mamie, H. T. Bowers.17.(10 
ZanlUa. George Whitney.16-01 
Lydia, J. E. Conway.—14 M 
Dione, G. Lewis, Jr.a 
Nancy, J. R. Grose, Jr.16 03 
Spider, W. Abbott.  17.07 „ „ 
Bunty. W. M. Rawson. 2.OT 5 17 « 
Scamp. Frank Fray. .1< .09 I 50 to 
Wild Fire. H. A. Keith..17.C3 
Mischief, D. W. Belcher.16.02 
Josephine, D. H. Follel, Jr.U 1 00 

1 45 11 
1 45 04 
1 49 07 
1 55 31 
1 54 14 
2 06 25 
2 19 44 
2 21 21 

1 44 18 
1 46 02 
1 47 37 
] 6-2 41 
1 56 16 
1 54 47 
1 55 57 
1 54 56 
1 59 40 
1 62 05 
2 14 29 
2 05 11 
2 03 26 
1 59 55 
1 54 3 6 

1 50 21 
1 56 38 
1 46 03 

1 06 21 
I 08 31 
1 10 08 
1 12 34 
1 .57 31 
1 17 12 
1 13 04 
1 19 03 
1 83 49 
1 17 30 
1 2S 56 
1 13 20 

1 12 28 
1 12 48 
1 15 17 
1 21 19 
1 -21 38 
1 32 28 
1 48 05 
1 46 21 

1 08 22 
1 10 14 
1 II 22 
1 15 67 
1 19 36 
1 20 57 
1 20 09 
1 21 06 
1 26 11 
1 17 25 
1 38 25 
1 22 31 
1 2? 47 
1 24 07 
1 20 37 
1 35 .30 
1 10 36 
1 16 0-2 
1 20 43 
1 32 06 

YONKERS Y. C —The annual regatta was sailed on June 29 in a 
fair breeze. Crocodile was invited to take part to make up a cl^s 
with Adelaide. The course was from a stakehoat opposite the club 
house to and around another stakehoat opposite Eighty sixth street. 
New York, and return, except for Class F, which went to Inwood and 
back. Chas. T. Mercer, Howard Clapp, John C. Denneriem and John 
S. Wiiite were tlie judges. 

CLASS A—SCHOONERS OVER 40FT. 
Start. Finish- 

2 56 40 
2 38 50 

Actoal. 
4 05 63 
3 52 28 

2 24 52 
2 05 46 

e 111 WiUUCl. Ill V-fiVl-n-d a J. ..J --J "-a- 
ever. Priscilla has been wonderfully improved smee last year, as 
shown not offiy in the work she does, but in the way she does it, and 
is a verv fast boat. After her work last week, however, it looks as 
though she bad reached almost the limit of her speed under such 
conditions, and as if her place in the future would be after, not 
before, Puritan. No small part of her success this year lies with her 
owner, and he will evidently get all the speed out of her iron bottom 
that it is capable of, and may yet surprise us all; but we mmt still 
award first place to her white rival. Priscilla was sailed with skill 
and judgment all througn the race, and it was no fault of her owner 
and skipper that she did not win. , -.t. 

The unknown quantity thus far is Mayflower, handsomest of the 
trio, and we stiU believe the best. Certainly she is very wnder, but 
reports to the contrary, less than a ton of ballast has been added 
since her first trials. Aloft she carries too much weight m heavy 
spars and gear, but when this is reduced and some mime mside 
lead stowed, a very great difference may be anticipated Her sails 
are yet far from perfect, and her skipper is fresh from a. long sMvica 
in a boat of different type, and all things considered, wm still pm eur 
faith to her as the leader of the four. 

Gitana, with her new bow, is going better, but still is unable to take 
better than second place alongside of Fortuna, The latter was han¬ 
dled well all day and added still further to her fame as a racer, In 
second class Gevalia won with ease from her two competitors. 

Huron was doing well when her bobstay parted and cripiued her. 
Thetis was in the hands of her skipper (Mr. Bryant being on board of 
Puritan), and he devoted himself mainly to showing how much sail 
she could can-y rather than how fast she could go. Bedouin wins 
her third prize this year and is sailing far better than last season. 
Stranger, too, shows a great improvement m ner ^ew ng, making a by“ihe“samV“yachT“tne’ chaflenge cup will become 
good race, though handicapped by an error of others at the start, won three times pj me bame coii 
^ Vr A - i- lAcst Hrela in rhu .strong Active came to grief aloft, but probably lost little by it in the strong 
wind. At any rate, she held on and sailed a good 
winner. Clara led the class, of cotirse, under Captain Barr s skillful 
handling, and though she was poorly provided with opponents, she 
came sufficiently near the class above to show her real speed. Uhdia 

Serella.1?, ao 
•gjjjtjj .10 46 22 

CLASS B—CABIN SLOOPS. SOFT. 

Adelaide.  Ja 
Crocodile. 

CLASS C-CABIN SLOOPS BETWEEN 25 AND 35FT. 
Tethvs  10 .50 15 2 40 44 
SU'::::.:::;.io 48 3i a«25 

.10 47 4.'i 2 5h 
H. W. Berber.'..10 52 2 .34 15 

CLASS D—OPEN SLOOPS. 20 TO 26FT. 

.;:::Jo 48 i ITi 
R®thf.r.  10 44 .58 3 '21 45 
ComfortV.V.'.10 46 2-2 ^DiclBOt finish. 

CLASS E—CATBOATS UNDER 20FT. _ 
lyaP,.!  10 47 10 3 23 50 4 -36 40 
..10 46 13 3 23 19 4 37 06 

Mvsterv. . 10 45 -20 2 51 12 4 06 43 
Cutty S^k!.'.". .10 45 no Did not flnUh. 

^ . CLASS F—CATBOATS UNDER IGfT. 
.TO 4(i 02 1 27 05 2 41 03 

Uncto lake" '  10 44 16 1 40 16 2 46 M 
Tottto ..10 46 44 2 17 f4 .3 31 00 

In ciass C, Crawford and Beecher tied. The principal priite was 
for this race, also thechaUenge cup won by last year 
As the race resulted in a tie. the prize will be sailed for again- when 

_tv... mm Will hpf'nmp. 

3 31 46 
3 13 33 

3 50 29 
3 51 53 
4 08 44 
3 49 23 

4 34 50 
4 31 03 
4 36 47 

WfJlJ inreo LlUios uv cue oamc ^ .» 
the properly of the winner It is hut fair to state that sail ar^ is 
not taken into ronsideiation by the Yonkers 1. C. m computing titno 
allowance or Crawford would have won by a handseme margin^e 
Beecher’s lower sails being fully one-thud laiger than the Craw 
ford’s. 
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LARCHMONT Y. C. SPRING REGATTA, JULY 5. 

Yacht clubs, and especially their regatta committees, will find 
much food for reflection in the big list of 60 entries, which 

places the seventh annual regatta of the Larchmont Y. C. ahead of 
older and larger clubs this season. This may be due, to a certain 
extent, to the small boats of the club’s home fleet; but further than 
this, a glance at the list will show the presence of a number of fast 
yacbts gathered from about New York and the Sound and making a 
very respectable showing for the club. In the matter of entries this 
year, the Atlantic Y. C. stands next to the Larchmont, which fact 
suggests the idea that the division of classes has something to do 
with it. 

CLASS A. Length. Allows. 
Length. Allows. Lurline.. .28.06 4 56 

Speranza .. Vision... 5 36 
Stranger .27.05 6 12 

CLASSB Amazon. .26.04 8 01 
Clio. .70.0914 Vixen... .25.09 9 24 
Triton. .62.00 4 45 Reverie. .26.03 9 36 
Leona. .60.03 6 43 CLASS IV. 

CLASS C. Zoe. .22.08 
Cinderella.. . 57.10 Brenda.. .22.00 i ie 
Clara . ■ 55 Nora.... .22.00 1 16 

CLASS I. CLASS V. 
Athlon. Mimic... .27.04 
Daphne. .47.08 6 03 Ananda. .27.02 ’ 14 
Uiidia. .46.00 6 26 Lorna... .24.08 4 35 

CLASS II. Nalhl.... .24.07% 4 37 
Crocodile... Sirene... 5 08 
Santapogue .40.08 ‘ 50 CLASS VI. 
Rival. .39.10 1 41 Elk. .22 11^ 
Surf. .38.00 3 40 Fairy... .21 09 i .32 
Mariota.... . 35.02 7 05 Moll Pitcher.21.08 1 40 

CLASS HI. CLASS VII. 
Lotus. La Perichole.24.03 
Madeleine.. .32.00 ■ 38 Adele.... ■ 33 
Volusia. 38 CLASS vm. 
Ilderan. 38 Impulse. .21.03 
Carrie.... . .31 06 1 12 Dolphin. i 03 
Grade T.... 1 47 Cruiser., .20.06 1 36 
Arab. .29.10 3 13 Brahmin .20.00 2 42 
Mignonette. .29.00 4 18 Zelda ... .20.00 2 42 
Nymph. .29.00 4 16 Sharpie 
Mona. 

The measurements given are the lengths on a line parallel to the 
water and 2 per cent, of waterline length above it. Money i prizes 
were offered in all classes. beside the Connor Cup for Class ( D, the 
Gould Cup for Classes 1 and 2, and two money prizes of S50, each for 
best elapsed time in the latter classes. There <vas no wind in the 
morning, and it was 1:30 before a light S.W. breeze sprang up, and 
the start was ordered. The club courses. No. I. and II., of 22 and 17 
miles, were sailed, the latter by Classes 3 to 8. The flr.st signal was 
given at 1:37, and at 1:42 the fleet was started, going off very evenly 
as follows: 
Impulse. .1 42 32 Daphne. .1 45 57 
La Perichole. .1 42 36 Zoe. .1 45 .59 
Crocodile. .1 42 51 Carrie .... .. . 
Arab. .1 43 01 Santapogue. 
Grade T. 43 07 Elk. 
C3io. 43 08 Triton. .1 46 32 
Clara. .1 43 17 Surf. .1 46 27 
Cinderella. .1 43 27 Athlon. .1 46 30 
Sharpie . 43 30 Lotus. 
Madeline. .1 48 36 Cruiser. 
Adele. .1 43 40 Nahli. 
Dolphin. .1 43 48 Mona. .1 47 22 
Lurline. .1 43 52 Ilderan. .1 47 25 
Mariota. . ..1 43 65 Speranza. .1 48 08 
Amazon . .1 44 10 Lorna. .1 48 05 
Nymph. 44 12 Brenda. .1 48 29 
Rival. .1 44 20 Fairy. 
Norah. 44 21 Mimic... 
Leona. .1 44 25 V ision. .1 49 02 
Reverie. .1 44 31 Stranger.. .1 49 12 
Ananda. .1 44 45 Sirene. 
Zelda. .1 44 55 Vixen . .1 49 52 
Volusia.. 45 09 Nirvana. 
Moll Pitcher. .1 45 46 Brahmin. 

Out to Execution the wind was ahead. Clara, Cinderella and Daphne 
led, turning as follows: 

Cinderella..2 16 80 

Rival.2 20 05 

Lorna.,..2 22 29 

Fairy. 

04 Leona. .2 30 01 
80 Nahli. 
39 Amazon. 
05 Cruiser. 
37 Impulse. 
29 Elk . 
37 Mona. .2 32 22 
01 Ilderan. . 2 32 26 
31 Carrie. 
21 Vixen.. 
.33 Stranger. .2 33 30 
50 Sharpie. 
35 Santapogue. .2 35 07 
40 Mimic. . 2 35 as 
69 Moll Pitcher. 
23 Zelda. 
32 Madeleine. 
48 Nirvana. 
00 

The next leg, to Matinnicock Point, was a reach, and those who set 
spinnakers only lost time. Clara still led, of coiu^e, only she and two 
others being timed at the mark: 
Clara.3 05 00 Daphne.3 10 20 
Cinderella.8 08 42 

Part of the fleet now made for Captain’s Island, the small fry lead¬ 
ing for home more directly. The wind now fell a little and came 
from the south for a time. Going back to its old quarter spinnakers 
were set to port for the last part of the leg. The times at Captain's 
Island were: 
Clara. Triton. .4 31 00 
Cinderella. .4 28 86 Speranza. .4 37 21 
Daphne. .4 84 44 Mariota. .4 88 17 
Leona. Surf. 
Crocodile. Niiwana. .4 42 30 
Athlon.,. .4 36 21 Mona. .4 43 55 
Rival. .4 37 00 

From here was a beat in a light breeze, Clara still leading to Ex¬ 
ecution and a run home. The full times were: 

CLASS A—SCHOONERS i6 FEET AND OVER. 
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected. 

Speranza.1 48 08 8 25 22 8 37 14 6 37 14 
Nirvana.1 60 14 Did not finish. 

CLASS B- SCHOONERS LESS THAN 76 FEET. 
Clio.1 43 08 Did not finish. 
Triton.1 46 32 8 07 03 6 20 31 6 15 46 
Leona.1 44 25 . . . 

CLASS C—SLOOPS AND CUTTERS 55 FEET OR OVER. 
Cinderella.1 48 27 7 19 36 5 36 09 6 -39 09 
Clara.1 43 17 6 52 19 5 09 02 5 08 07 

CLASS I. - SLOOPS AND CUTTERS 42 FEET AND UNDER 55. 
Athlon ...1 48 30 7 53 23 5 06 52 6 05 52 
Daphne.1 45 57 7 33 14 5 47 17 5 42 14 

CLASS n.—SLOOPS AND CUTTERS 33 FEET AND UNDER 42. 
Crocodile. .1 52 61 8 19 62 6 37 01 6 37 01 
Santapogue. .1 46 12 Did not finish. 
Rival. 8 33 19 6 48 49 6 47 18 
Surf. .1 46 27 Did not finish. 
Mariotta...-.. Did not finish. 

CLASS III.- -SLOOPS AND CUTTERS 25 FEET AND UNDER 33 
Mona. 
Lotus . 8 04 03 6 17 33 6 17 33 
Madeleine. .1 48 36 Did not finish. 
Volusia. .1 45 09 5 57 07 4 11 58 4 11 20 
Ilderan. .1 47 26 6 13 09 4 25 44 4 25 06 
Carrie. 6 54 13 5 08 10 5 06 68 
Gracie T. 7 55 56 6 12 49 6 11 02 
Arab. 6 26 26 4 43 25 4 40 12 
Nymph. .1 44 12 4 17 27 4 33 15 4 28 59 
Lurline. .1 43 52 Did not finish. 
Vision. .1 49 52 8 29 42 6 40 40 6 85 04 
Stranger. .1 49 12 6 17 88 4 28 26 4 22 14 
Amazon.. 7 03 38 5 19 28 5 11 27 
Vixen. .1 49 52 7 03 29 5 13 37 6 04 13 
Reverie. .1 44 31 8 36 35 6 52 04 6 42 29 

CLASS IV, —SLOOPS AND CUTTERS LESS THAN 25 FEET 
Zoe. 7 05 40 5 19 41 5 19 41 
Brenda. Did not finish. 
Nora. .1 44 21 Did not finish. 

CLASS V.- OPEN JIB AND MAINSAIL 23 FEET AND OVER. 
Mimic. 7 08 21 5 19 23 5 19 23 
Ananda. .1 44 45 5 38 46 3 54 01 3 53 47 
Lorna. 5 58 56 4 10 51 4 06 16 
NabU. 5 55 50 4 08 36 4 08 69 
Siren©....,.. S 02 47 4 13 16 4 08 07 

CLAS.S VI.—OPEN JIB AND MAINSAIL LESS THAN 23FT. 
Elk.1 46 15 7 01 20 5 15 06 5 15 03 
Fairy.1 48 85 6 68 31 4 09 56 4 08 24 
MoUPitcher.1 45 46 6 65 18 5 09 32 5 07 52 

CLASS VII. —OPEN MAINSAIL, 23FT. AND OVER. 
La Perichole.1 42 36 6 10 52 4 28 16 4 28 16 
Adele.1 42 40 6 12 68 4 29 18 4 28 45 

CLASS VIII.—OPEN MAINSAIL. LESS THAN 23pT. 
Impulse.1 42 38 7 20 23 6 37 61 6 37 51 
Dolphin.1 43 48 Not timed. 
Cruiser.1 46 45 6 66 38 5 09 53 5 08 17 
Brahmin.1 50 48 Not timed. 
Zelda.1 44 65 7 21 22 5 36 27 5 33 45 
Sharpie .1 43 30 Not timed. 

The winners are; Class A. Speranza; Class B. Triton; Class C, 
Clara beats Cinderella 28m. 2s.; Class 1. Daphne beats Athlon 24m. 
38s.; Class 2, Crocodile beats Rival lOra. 17s.: Class 3, Volusia beats 
Stranger lOm. 34s.; Class 4, Zoe sails over; Class 5. Ananda beats 
Nahli lOm. 12s.; Class 6, Fairy beats Moll Pitcher 59m. 28s.; Class 7, 
La Perichole beats Adele 29s.; Class 8, Cruiser beats Zelda 25m. 28.S. 
i lara wins a class prize and the Connor C ip, Daphne wins the Gould 
Cup and Crocodile a special cup in her class Uiidia an ived too late 
to start, but sailed after the fleet fiuishing, with them. 

A SONG OF THE SEA. 

The hardy mariner whose cheek has been tanned by the sultry 
breath of the simoon, who has beheld the great sea serpent in 

his native wilds, and who perhaps has scudded for da.vs before the 
fury of the sirocco, is often prone to depreciate the dangers of the 
fresh-water sailor. The following beautiful poem shows, however, 
that the lake navigator is exposed to no lesser perils than bis brother 
of the boundless ocean. While in some respects it may be inferior to 
the more celebrated sea poems, it is second to none in force of ex¬ 
pression, in vivid description, and the logical conclusion of its moral; 
while it loses nothing in dramatic effect from being written in the 
beautiful patois of Longfellow’s (and Rice’s) heroine, the language of 
the Canadian French: 

’Twas one dark night on Lac St. Pierre, 
De wind was “blow,” “blow,” “blow,” 

When the crew of de wood skow Jule La Plant 
Got scare and run below. 

For de wind she’s blow like hurricane, 
Bimeby she’s blow some more, 

When de skow buss up on Lac St. Pierre, 
One-half mile from de shore. 

De captain she’s walk on de front deck, 
She’s walk on de hind deck, tod; 

She’s call de crew from up the hole. 
She call the cook, also. 

De cook he’s name was Rosa, 
He’s come from Moreal, 

Was chambermaid ou a lumber barge 
On dat big Lachine Canal. 

De wind she's blow from nor, eass, wess, 
De sou wind she's blow, too, 

When Rosa say, “Ohl captain. 
Whatever shall I dof” 

De captain she’s throw de hank. 
But still that skow she drift. 

For de crew he can’t pass on dat shore 
Because he lose dat skiff. 

De night was dark, like one black cat, 
De waves run high and fass, 

When de captain take poor Rosa 
And lash her to the mass. 

When de captain put on the lifo preserv 
And he jump into de Lac, 

And he say “ Good-bye, my Rosa, dear, 
I go down for your sake.” 

Next morning, very hearly, 
About half-past two, three, four, 

De captain, cook and wood skow 
Lay corpses on dat shore. 

For de wind he’s blow like hurricane. 
Pretty soon she’s Jalow some more. 

For dat skow buss up on Lac St. Pierre, 
One-half mile from de shore. 

MORAL. 

Now. all good wood skow sailor mans. 
Take warning by dat storm, 

And go and marry one nice French girl. 
And live on one good farm. 

Den de wind she may blow like hurricane, 
And ’spose she’s blow some more. 

You shan’t be drowned on Lac St. Pierre, 
So long you stop on shore. 

“LOYALTY” ON DECK AGAIN. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The regatta of the Eastern Y. C. on the 29bh was a most successful 

affair, and with the lessons taught will long be remembered by every 
lover of a yacht, and it is with regret that we look over the entries 
and mark the decadence of the once famous American centerboard 
sloop and note the hold that English ideas have taken on the minds 
of American yachtsmen through our lack of original ideas. Out of 
11 single-stickers we find 3 mongrels, 6 cutters, 5 of them English, 
and 2 centerboard sloops. Active and Priscilla. 

The result of this race shows conclusively that in the big single- 
stickers it was as much in the crew as it was in the vessel, as has 
been repeatedly shown before, and that the victory of Puritan over 
Priscilla and Mayflower was due to the superior handling of Puritan 
by the crew of the famous Shadow. 

The performance of Mayflower is a practical illustration of a yacht 
overloaded with canvas, and with such handling we need not be sur¬ 
prised at the result. In Priscilla we had another illustration of poor 
judgment in regard to canvas. At the start, with mainsail, clubtop 
sail, forestaysail, jib and jibtopsail, Priscilla led across the line by a 
large margin, while Puritan with mainsail, working topsail, forestay¬ 
sail, jib and jibtopsail (note the difference of the spread of the two), 
cut down the lead of Priscilla two-thirds after sailing the first ten 
miles. 

Over the same distance on the second time around, the Priscilla 
had reduced her canvas to the same sails as Puritan and was holding 
her own. What does this show, not that Priscilla was not as stiff as 
the Puritan, but that she can and did carry her sail and that to her 
detriment in the first part of the race. In windward work the Pris¬ 
cilla seemed iosy, appeared to hold a good wind but seemed to sail 
by the head. This may be accounted for by the ballast in its location 
or the logy tendency arising from too much of it, or the distribution 
of the driving power. Under the clubtopsail and mainsail in a fair 
breeze the head sails appear to balance right for windward work but 
with the working topsail in a strong breeze there appears to be too 
much head sail, a trifling reduction in-board would be beneficial. 
An error in judgment was shown on the Priscilla in the first windward 
leg of the course by standing too far on after rounding the northern¬ 
most stake boat, she having the ebb tide of ship channel on her 
weather bow and on the opposite tack was compelled to cross it, but 
on the last windward leg of the course—at slack water—this tack 
proved an advantage. However, it has been practically demon¬ 
strated that in a ten knot breeze an American centerboard sloop 
with her ballast inside can stand up and carry sail with any cutter or 
mongrel that can be produced, and the Prl.'icllla with a few trifling 
alterations in sails and ballast and good handling will again show to 
the front and maintain the superiority of the American sloop. 

^ Loyalty. 
[Oiu* correspondent seems to have overlooked entirely the fact that 

Priscilla was changed practically from the sloop to cutter rig. and 
has been greatly improved thereby; while the alterations in her fore¬ 
foot and sternpost follow the same direction, and it is not improbable 
that she will soon receive an outside lead keel.] 

ATLANTIC.—The alterations in the Atlantic have been completed 
and the leak stopped, and on Saturday she hauled out of the Basin. 
On Sunday and Monday she was outside the Hook In company with 

Grayling, and is said to perform much better. Her ballast has been 
increased and she is trimmed down more by the stem. Her mast 
has been shifted aft 19in., and one shroud on each side has been 
removed, leaving three. A while pine boom of less weight has been 
fitted, and the topmast is lin. less m diameter, while a block has been 
removed from the gaff and a single one put in place of a double at 
the mastbead; so that the weight above deck has been reduced 
greatly. The mast now rakes considerably aft. 

CRUISE OF THE KNICKERBOCKER Y. C. ON Saturday, July 3, at 7 P. M. a gun from the flagship Flash sent 
the fleet away. The start was by no means an animated one, as 

the breeze was “up and down the mast.” The tide was fortunately 
running flood, however, and with a little tugging at the oars the fol¬ 
lowing yachts managed to start; Flash, Gil Bias, Rover, Supervisor, 
Nanita, Rosetta A., Wacondah, Hornet. Florence, Melvlna. By dint 
of hard rowing the Flash got to City Island at 11:30 P. M., followed 
shortly by the (311 Bias and others. 

July 4 dawned fairly, but with no prospects of a breeze. At 10:20 
the fleet started, favored by a very gentle breeze from N.E. Nanita, 
Rover, Melvina, Supervisor and some others took the Ccainecticut 
shore for the run to Indian Harbor, and, the wind shifting to the 
southward, were not so well favored as Wacondah, Gil Bias and Flash. 
Svho chose the Long Island shore. At about 2:30 P. M. the wind was 
from the southward and very light. The Gil Bias, famous for this 
kind of work, sailed very fast. Wacondah anchored first in Indian 
Harbor at 4 P. M.; Gil Bias, second, at 4:15; Elephant, which joined 
the fleet off Cow Bay. third, and Flash fourth. 

July 6.—At 4 A. M. one of the Hornet’s crew, Mr. Van Horn, 
stepped on deck, and slipping overboard was drowned, in spite of 
several of the crew jumping overboard to save him. Just bow it 
happened is a mystery, as he was alone at the lime, and his cry for 
help was heard too. Ifle event cast a gloom over the fleet itlwas im¬ 
possible to shake off. The day opened foggy with a very light air 
from S. At 10 A. M. the fleet were sent away on their homeward 
journey. The Gil Bias soon went to the fore, followed by Nanita 
and Rover. After a rather weary sail the Gil Bias reached the club 
house at 5:27 P. M., giving the fleet a beating they will not soon for¬ 
get. Rover arrived at 7:02, Rosetta A. 7:15. Nanita, which had sailed 
well, at 7:18, and Melvina at 7:40, The rest of the fleet were left 
astern with but little prospects for more wind. 

HULL Y. C. REGATTA.—The race of the Hull Y. C. on July 3 was 
sailed in a light S.E. wind, the times being as follows: 

FIRST CLASS. 
Length. Elapsed. Corrected. 

Maud, S. B. Wood. . . 
SECOND CLASS CENTERBOARDS. 

Atalanta, T. R. Thomas.28.04 2 11 48 
SECOND CLASS KEELS. 

Lizzie F. Daly, W. Daly, Jr.26.11 2 09 .34 
Echo, Burnett Litchfieid .35.03 2 11 33 
lone, J. S. Poyen.26.07 2 13 10 
Carmen, B. L. M. Tower. 2 19 34 

THIRD CLASS CENTERBOARDS. 
Sea Bird, C. L. Joy.23.01 2 20 47 

FOURTH CLASS KEELS. 
Zetta, H. E. Fowle.21.00 2 35 11 

FOURTH CLASS CENTERBOARDS—SIX MILES. 

1 40 13 

1 36 28 
1 86 34 
1 39 42 

2 00 13 

2 12 08 

2 23 06 1 56 32 
.18.01 2 27 44 2 02 52 
.18.10 withdrew. 

withdrew. 

Mabf 1. A. R. Howe. 20.03 1 48 20 1 25 30 
Tartar, F. L. Dunne.19.06 1 57 20 1 33 50 
Thisbe. S. A. Freeman.21.02 2 00 31 1 38 28 
Em Ell Eye, P. M. Bond.19.05 2 19 03 1 46 59 
Tomcat, O. G. Weld.19.01 2 18 59 1 50 06 
Tyrant, H. P. El well.20.05 2 20 42 1 48 01 
Nora, Boynton & McManus. 2 10 21 . 
Crusader, A. Wilson....!.19.01 withdrew. 
Thrasher, G. G. Ganaway.20.05 withdrew. 
Myrtle, B. C. Poor.10.06 withdrew. 

FOURTH CLASS CENTERBOARDS—UNDER 19FT.—SIX MILES. 
Rocket, H. M. Faxon.;..15.06 
Wildfire, H. A. Keith.18.01 
Imogen, B. T. Wendell.18.10 
Josephine, D. H. Follett.18 07 
Thrasher, G. G. Ganaway.20.05 withdrew. 

Judges—B. W. Rowell, W. A. Cory, O. A. Ruggles, W. K. Millar. J. 
B. Forsyth and Peleg Aborn. Mabel and Zetta were disqualified for 
not .starting properly. 

OPEN REGATTA AT PLYMOUTH.—An open regatta was sailed 
at Plymouth, Mass, on July 6, the summary being as follows: 

FIRST CLASS. 
Length. Corrected. 

Hildegarde. W. T. Whitman.19.02 2 28 06 
Priscilla, W. W. Goodwin.18 04 2 33 86 
Wanderer, A. M. Watson.22.01 2 41 47 
White Swallow, E. W. Watson.18.09 2 87 39 

SECOND CLASS. 
Solitaire, S S. Winsor .17.01 1 59 57 
Pair Play, G. D. Bartlett.16.03 2 23 42 
Carrie B., J. C. Dawes.16.05 2 20 36 
Jessie, I. Morton. .16.04 2 31 07 
Blizzard. R. A. Winsor.17 00 2 17 50 
Spray, C. F. Bradford...16.10 2 17 36 
Grace Tilden, L. Oldham.15.08 2 23 16 
G. A. R., S. S. Richards.16.05 2 19 15 
Hornet, M. Bocher.16.04 2 30 53 
Actress, V. A. Keith.16 03 2 17 20 

THIRD CLASS. 
Amy, C. W. Mixter..2 03 55 
Sgrah Jane, W. J. Hatton.2 40 18 
Maud, H. P. Stoddard...8 87 19 
Willie, S. Burgess. 2 00 12 
Clipper, F. L. Cole....2 44 CO 
Eveline, A. Bartlett...2 30 28 
Humane. L. Hayden.2 87 65 

The judges were Charles H. Floyd, Nathaniel Morton and E. B. At¬ 
wood. 

LYNN UNION REGATTA, JULY 5.—The Lynn and the West 
Lynn clubs united in a regatta on Monday, the summary being as 
follows: 

FIRST CLASS. 
Length. 

Silver Cloud, J. McLaughlin.20.03 
Jennie L.. C. H. Lockhart_ 
Pearl, J. F. Lee.. 
Expert, L. Whitcomb.22.08 
Good Luck, J. B. Farrell.21.06 
Zita,, L. Cole.21.10 
Ruth, W. Gordon.21 09 
Lark, Spoul & Burr ill.22.04 
Zoe, 0. B. Stevens.24.06 
Viola, E. C Smith.20.03 
Lotela, C. B. Belcher.20.06 
Jessie, C. B. Gordon.20.07 
Blanche, R. Hobbs. 23.05 
Zanita, H. L. Parker.21.08 

Winners—Silver Cloud, $25; Pearl, $15; Je 
SECOND CLASS. 

Flying Yankee, Sawyer & Rich.18.0 
Tyro, J. P. Mills.18.09 
Water Lily, W. Burrill.17.09 
Clyte, E. A. Cook.19.01 
Myrtle, R. C. Poor.18.06 
Idler, H. W. Floyd .18.00 
Psyche, H, M. Sears. 17.00 
Guenn, W. L. Dearborn.17.02 
Maud. R. Hobbs.18.01 
Alice L., P. Lynch.....17.02 
Twilight. Rideout Bro.18.01 
Daisy, F. W. Martin.18.07 
Georgie. W. R. Newhall.18.06 
Sadie, F. Taylor.17.05 
Rattlesnake, T. Alley.19.00 _ 

Winners—Myrtle, $20; Flying Yankee, $10; Alice L., $5. 
THIRD CLASS. 

Mirage, H. A. Clark.16.11 
Bunty, W. T. Fisher.12.09 
Spark. T. H. Gaffney.16.08 
Flirt, J. W. Hildreth.15 03 
Ariel, C. B. Belcher.13.09 
Spray, G. F. Putnam.14.03 
Lillie, W. Huntress.12 00 
Midget, C. M. Marshal.13.03 
Alpine, W. Howey.15.05 
No Name, J. C. Brett.14 04 
J.umbo. A. A. Gordon.15.01 
Josie, F. Tarbox.16.08 
Leona, G. Catten.16.06 
Frolic, W. Blaney.16.10 
Crescent,T. M. Alley.14.00 
Florence, J. White.14.06 
Swampscoti, J. J. Blaney.14.00 
Chemaun, C. Murphy.14.00 
Harry F., H. D. Floyd.14.00 
Puritan, M. Cunningham.14.00 
Shoo Fly, J. McDonald.14.00 

Winners—Alpine, $16; Crescent, $8; Spray, ^ 
SPECIAL CLASS. 

Inez, Goodridge Bros.18.06 
Nattie, Rich & Howe.17.07 
Annie, G. Parker.16.11 
Dxrfew, Ballatty.14.10 
Nellie, E. Bartlett.15.00 
Dolphin, A. H. Parker.18.00 
Wesuchus, J, B. Sen ter.15.00 

Winners—Inez, $13; Annie, $8; Nattie, $5. 

Length. Elapsed. Corrected. 
....20.03 1 40 56 1 02 53 
....28.08 1 42 05 1 08 80 

1 42 46 1 07 26 
1 46 38 1 11 50 
1 47 40 1 11 21 
1 49 30 1 13 28 
1 50 27 1 44 28 
1 51 29 1 16 10 

...24.06 1 63 12 1 19 25 
....20.03 1 54 56 1 16 53 
....20.06 1 65 49 1 18 08 

1 56 14 1 18 40 
.. 23.05 withdrew. 
...21.08 2 10 00 1 24 05 

, $15; Jennie L., $10. 
CLASS. 

0 49 11 49 57 
.18.09 0 51 38 31 48 
.17.09 Withdrew. 

Withdrew 
.18.06 0 48 53 28 80 

0 25 38 31 60 
.17.00 Withdrew. 
.17.02 0 57 38 36 07 

Withdrew. 
0 60 20 28 59 
0 54 45 34 03 

.18.07 0 55 51 35 33 

.18.06 0 52 14 31 61 
0 57 41 36 23 

. ...19.00 0 60 58 31 00 

.16.11 Withdrew. 

.12.09 Withdrew. 
Withdrew. 

.15 03 Withdrew. 
Withdrew. 

.14.03 0 37 30 0 22 49 
,.12 00 Withdrew. 
.13.02 0 40 28 0 25 09 
.15.05 0 32 52 0 18 56 

Withdrew. 
.15.01 0 .38 14 0 24 06 

0 38 21 0 26 10 
0 37 37 0 24 20 

.16.10 0 38 30 0 25 19 

.14.00 0 34 05 0 24 48 

.14.06 0 36 46 0 23 41 
.14.00 0 39 48 0 24 55 
.14.00 0 42 42 0 28 10 
.14.00 Withdrew. 
.14,00 Withdrew. 
.14.00 Withdrew. 

18.06 0 55 08 0 34 45 
17.07 0 57 52 0 36 42 
.16.11 0 56 46 0 35 01 
.14.10 1 03 24 0 89 34 
.15.00 1 02 18 0 38 39 
.18.00 0 38 18 0 37 80 
15.00 1 04 SO 0 41 10 



4^6 FOI^ESt ANO STREAM [J’UTY 8, 1886. 

SOUTH BOSTON Y. C.-The second championship race of the A CAPTAIN IN SKIRTS.-A little woman walked iAto the office of 
South Boston Y. n. was sailed on June 20 in a N. W. wind that | the steamboat inspectors the other day and astonished those “grave 

Start. Finish. Corrected, 
.6 86 18 6 31 33 0 49 30 
.5 37 22 6 44 14 1 03 24 

. .5 36 33 6 30 07 0 53 32 
6 34 45 

CLASS. 
.6 40 30 6 45 05 1 03 49 
.5 40 25 6 42 10 1 01 45 
..5 40 30 6 48 06 1 07 33 
.5 40 30 

..5 40 36 . 

brought several of the small craft to grief. The courses were 11. 8 
and 6 miles of first, second, third and fourth classes, as on Way 31. 
The start was made on time, the first class going over at 3:30, second 
3:.35, third 8:40 and fourth 3:45. The times were: 

FIEST CLASS. 
Elapsed. Corrected. 

Violet, H. J. McKee.2 00 18 1 34 13 
SKCOND CLASS —KEELS. 

Dorcas, I,. W. H. Lyman.1 45 30 1 22 30 
Breeze, C. Paget...1 41 05 1 1!) 52 
Raven. Danfonh & Harvey. .1 43 36 1 19 00 
Cygnet, M. J. Sheedy.1 45 57 1 21 17 
White Wmg, if . Williams.withdrew. 

SECOND CLASS—CENTERBOAKDS. 
Lizzie Warner, Thomas Lutted..t 41 41 1 16 53 
Hector. M. J. Driscoll.1 47 16 1 23 16 

THIRD CLASS—KEELS. 
Monarch. C. H. Taylor, Jr.Not timed. 
Fearless. F. G. Cooley ....Withdrew. 
Cooper. Thomas Scannell .1 51 30 1 43 21 
Vera. J G. Farrell.Not timed. 
Nydia, James Galvin...Wjt;|i,^|.0^v_ 
Volaute, J. Minot Hall.1 59 00 1 81 31 
Venture. Wm. C. Cherrington.1 41 25 1 15 47 
Wanda, George W. Griffis.Withdrew. 
Violetta, E. B, Hitchcock,. .Not timed. 

THIRD CLASS—CENTERBOARDS. 
Em-Ell-Eye. P. M. Bond.1 45 03 1 13 31 
Tike, John Bertram .1 51 30 1 21 04 
(•leorgie, O. A. Drinkwater..Withdrew. 
Myth, P. X. Keating.1 48 15 1 18 33 
Good Luck, J. B. Farrell.Withdrew. 
Nereus, W. C. Nichols.Not timed. 

FOURTH CLASS-KEELS. 
Mischief, Frank Christian.Not timed. 
Charlotte, Thomas Cross.Not timed. 
Videtce, P. F. Burke .1 32 55 1 09 21 

FOLTITH CLASS —CENTERBOARDS. 
Lady May, W. J. Tilly.1 41 27 1 23 04 
Flora Lee, D. H. Lincoln.1 17 07 0 51 12 
Victor, C. A. Borden.1 25 18 1 59 29 

GREAT HEAD Y. C.-The first pennant race of the Great Head Y. 
C.. off Winthrop, was not finished on June 12, but was postponed to 
June 26, ihe date set for the first championship, so both were sailed 
at the same time. The course was from judges’ boat to spar buoy on 
the northwest corner of Apple Island, leaving it on port, to buoy No. 
6 in Lower Middle, leaving that on port, and return to judges’ boat. 
A reefing breeze from S. W. was waiting for the yachts at 5:30 P. M. 
and the third class did not venture out. The times were: 

FIRST CLASS. 
Start. 

Fancy, sloop, P. Flagg.6 86 18 
Freya, sloop, N. E. Turner.5 37 22 
Frolic, sloop, L. K. Billings.5 36 35 
Nellie D., cat, E. Dixon.5 :36 43 

SECOND CLASS. 
Dora, cat, E. Nevins.6 40 30 
Cadet, cat, H. Belcher. .5 40 25 
Fury, cat, J. E. Putnam.5 40 30 
Annie, J. H. Mitchell.5 40 30 
Ariel, yawl, C. B. Belcher .5 40 36 

Fancy and Cad^t take each a pennant and a leg for the champion¬ 
ship. 

TORONTO RACES, JUNE 26.—The sealed handicap for yachts of 
the Toronto and Royal Canadian clubs was sailed in a geod N. W. 
breeze, with the following starters: Yolande, schooner, R. O. Y. C ; 
Verve, cutter, R. C. Y. O.; Mollie, sloop, T. Y. C.; Cygnet, sloop, T. 
Y. C.; Rivet, cutter, T. Y. O.; Alleen, cutter, R.C. Y.;c,; Escape, cut¬ 
ter. T. Y C. The course was from T. Y. C. club house across the 
bay to a buoy moored to the east of the R C. Y. C. club house, 
thence out of the western channel to bell buoy, thence easterly three 
miles, southwesterly three miles, thence northwesterly to bell buoy, 
and through western channel to finish off T. Y. C. club bouse, 16 
miles. The handicap, made up by the committee, Messrs. Arnoldi, 
Jones, Duggan and Armstrong, was sealed up at 1 P. M. When 
opened it was as follows: Alleen allows Cygnet 7 miuutes, Verve 15, 
Rivet 20, Escape 45, Yolande 50. and Mollie 70 minutes. At 1:30 the 
preparatory gun was fired, at 1:55 the starting gun, and at 2 P. M. the 
handicap. The boats went over well in the order above. At the first 
torn the limes were: Verve. 2:10:00; Cygnet. 2:10:40; Yolande. 2:10:55; 
Alleen. 2:11:00, Rivet, 2:11:05: Mollie, 2:12:50: Escape,-2:13:30. Beat¬ 
ing up the next leg Alleen pulled up to first place, all being timed 
thus: Aileen, 2:50:15; Verve, 2:58:30; Cygnet, 2:59:00; Rivet, 2:59:45; 
Escape, 3:02:00. On the next leg, a. reach, Cygnet made up a good 
distance, the times being: Aileen, 8:14:00; Cygnet, 3:17:00; Verve, 
3:19:50; Rivet, 3:21:00; Escape. 3:31:40. The times at the last two 
buoys were not taken. The times were: 

Finish. Elapsed. 
Aileen.6 12 00 3 12 00 
Cygnet.   ..5 17 30 3 17 30 
Verve.!.5 24 30 3 24 30 
Rivet.5 89 11 3 :39 15 
Escape.5 50 20 3 60 20 
Yolande.6 15 40 4 15 40 
Mollie.7 11 30 6 11 30 

Mr, Dickson was starter and timekeeper. 
KEELS IN LONG ISLAND SOUND —That the cutters should win 

over open courses is bad enough, but now they have Ihe audacity to 
go even furth' r and lo carry the war into Africa; actually invading 
the sacred sheet of water whose shoal harbors andlightsummer 
breezes have stood for so long as the chief raison, d’etre for the old 
sloop. The hallowed depths were stirred up on Monday by the deep 
keel of Clara in a way that probably astonished their denizens, while 
Ulidia was not far behind. The performance of the latter is even 
more wonderful than Clara’s. Arriving from Boston at the start 
after the fleet were well away, she sailed over the course, overhaul¬ 
ing the leaders, and being timed at Captain’s Island as tenth boat, 
only lOmin. astern of Cinderella, 5min. astern of Daphne and less 
than 2min. after Crocodile and Athlon. In the Knickerbocker Y. C. 
cruise, about the same time and place, the keel sloop Gil Bias, built 
by Kirby, astonished the flat-footed ones by running away from them 
in light weather, while near her was the little “Windward’’model, 
Ninecta, cruising boat of 18ft. and over 3ft. draft, that finished among 
ibe leader.^. Truly it was a bad day for “our boat=,’' “our weather’’ 
and “our water.” 

SANDY BAY Y. O. REGATTA, JULY 5 —The winners in the Sandy 
Bay Y. C. regatta were: Special class—Lottie, 2:.33;44; first. Petrel, 
2:30:88; second. Lochiel, 2:38:34; fourth, Owl, sail over. 

SOUTHERN Y. C.—A race was sailed on June 22 at New Orleans, 
between the Edith and Yolande, the former winning in 56rain., with 
Yolande 3 min. astern. 

Corrected. 
8 12 00 
3 10 20 
3 09 30 
3 IS 15 
3 06 20 
3 25 40 
4 01 30 

and reverend signors” by remarking that she wanted a license to 
command a steamboat. It seems that James Coons, who lives in 
Harlem, owns a little steam launch called the Elizabeth, in which he 
is accustomed to cruise about the waters of' the Bay and the East 
River. He is always accompanied by his wife, Mary E. Coons, who 
applied for the license. He is an engineer and attends to the me¬ 
chanical part of the outfit, while his wife, who is experienced in 
yachting, steers the craft. The law says that each steam pleasure 
boat shall have a licensed master and engineer. As Mr. Coons was 
already chief engineer Mrs. Coons considered that she ought to be 
captain. So she applied to the inspectors for a license. When the 
Inspectors had recovered from their surprise they consulted the law 
and found that there was nothing to prevent a license being issued to 
a woman. Besides the same thing had been done in the case of a 
woman who now commands a Missi sippi steamboat. Having arrived 
at the conclusion that Mrs. Coons was eligible they proceeded to put 
her through the regulation nautical catechism. "Could she box the 
compass?" She could and did. “Did she know the rules of the road?” 
She gave the rules of the road. As she only wanted a special license 
to command a steam launch on the waters of New York Bay and the 
East River the rest of the examination was not severe. Then, as she 
promised not to swear at the crew and to deal gently with the chief 
engineer, the license was made out and Mrs. Coons became the second 
licensed captain of the female persuasion in the world. Mrs. Coons 
assumed command of her ship immediately and was received with 
due honors as she came over the side. She will doubtless be a strict 
disciplinarian, and any attempt at mutiny on the part of the chief 
engineer will be promptly and severely punished.—Y. Y. Tribune, 
May 20. 

A LITTLE TOO PREVIOUS.—Since its mistake over a year since 
in dubbing the Puritan a brick sloop, the New York Herald has ad¬ 
hered persistently to the same tone in regard to matters Bostonian, 
only stopping to throw up its hat and join the general hurrah for 
Puritan when popular opinion made it necessary last fall. With two 
New York boats m the field this year it has kept up the old song, and 
after Priscilla s victory in the New York race it sang a little louder 
than ever. The past two weeks, however, have put a different face 
on affairs, and the stroag winds of last Tuesday have compelled this 
fair and impartial journal to reduce sail and take a new course, 
which it does in the following graceful manner, If it were only a 
slip on ihe part of a member of the staff it would be all very well, 
but remembering the whole tenor of the paper for a year or more, it 
seems a little hard to make a scapegoat of a comparatively innocent 
person. The article we refer to is entitled “Boston Yachtsmen Have 
a Right to be Proud,” and reads as follows: ‘In an editorial com¬ 
ment on the yacht race of June 17, written with more zeal than dis¬ 
cretion or good taste. the w'riter remarked: “What Priscilla did yes¬ 
terday she can do again to-morrow. Let us hear no more idle Boston 
chatter about her being a failure.' We should be sorry if these words, 
which, by inadvertence,were allowed to slip into our columns, should 
be taken to reflect the true sentiments of the Herald or of New York 
yachtsmen. It would undoubtedly be agreeable to us, as New York¬ 
ers, to have a New York boat selected to defend the America Cup; 
and it is equally natural and proper that the Bostonians should show 
a pride in the fine performances of their Boston phantom. As for 
the ‘idle chatter,’ we are not aware that the Eastern yachtsmen have 
chattered; in fact, we think a good many wise rule-of-thumb philos¬ 
ophers hereabouts have been doing most of the chattering.” 

THE SAILING OF GALATEA.-On June 27 Galatea left Ports¬ 
mouth on her voyage to America, Lieut. Henn and bis wife both 
being on board. She will proceed direct to Boston and Marblehead, 
and remain there for some time. In her last race» Galatea discarded 
her new laced mainsail and carried the sail and heavier boom used 
last year. She will come over with racing mast on end, easy canvas, 
her topmast, boom and racing satis coming by steamer. At this time 
of year the passage should be a pleasant one, and we may see her 
here inside of a month. While not yet up to the standard of Irex, 
she has proved to be a very fast boat, and there is no reason to sup¬ 
pose that even if beaten her friends in America need be ashamed of 
her. Mr. Webb will be here soon by steamer, and will probably take 
up his residence permanently in New York. 

METEOR AND LOANDO.—Mr. A. E. Bateman, ©f New York, has 
sold the Loando, late Promise, to Mr. Thomas Watt, and has pur¬ 
chased the steamer Meteor, designed and built by Mr. Bhven to 
demonstrate the possibility of a five-day Atlantic steamer. It will be 
remembered that she proved an utter failure and was taken to Bos¬ 
ton, new engines being put in by Goss & Sawyer, of Bath, Me. Mr. 
Bateman will fit her up as a yacht. She has been taken to City 
Island for alterations. 

OUT OP THE FRYING PAN INTO THE FIRE —When here on 
Qenesta Mr. Beavor-Webb was sorely annoyed by mosquitoes, sludge 
acid and reporters, which he classed pretty much in the same cate¬ 
gory of nuisances, and these he proposes to avoid by going to Mar- 
olehead. He may dodge the first two, but when the Boston scribes 
bear down on him in tugs with tran.sparencies and flying banners, 

iand loaded with carrier pigeons, be will sigh for the retiring modesty 
"^and blushing humility which distinguishes the craft in New York. 

CLUB CRUISES.—The Eastern Y. C. will rendezvous at Marble¬ 
head on J uly 9, for a cruise to the eastward. On July 3, the Knick¬ 
erbocker, Jersey City, Newark and Oswego started on short cruises. 

A NEW STEEL SCHOONER.—Mr. A. Cary Smith has designed a 
steel schooner, which is now being built by Harlan & Hollingsworth. 
She is 80tt. below waterline. 21ft. beam and draws 7ft. She is build 
ing under Mr. Smith’s supervision, and will be completed by fall. 

NEW ROCHELLE Y. C.—An entertainment in aid of the New 
Rochelle Y. C. was given at ;New Rochelle on June 30. Messrs. J. H. 
Ryley,J. E. Nash, Chas. Stevenson, Miss Madeliue Lucette and otners 
known both as singers and sailors, taking part. 

SAILING R-4.CES AT SCITUATB.—Seventeen boats entered the 
sailing race of Monday at Scituate, sailing in a very light E. wind. An 
unnamed boat, sailed by Dennis Quinn, won, with Champion second. 
John MacDonald won a rowing race in dories. 

YOSEMITE —Mr. W. E. Connor, former owner of the Utowana, 
now Oneida, has leased the Yosemite of the assignees of John Roach, 
for the season. She will race in the A. Y. C. regatta this month. 

INTERLAKE Y. R. A.—The round of the Interlake Y R. A. began 
on Monday at Lake St. Clair with the regatta of the Michigan Y. C. 
The wmd was so light that no race was made. 

CORONET.—Last week the large schooner Coronet, latelj" com¬ 
pleted for Mr. bush, sailed for England with the owner and his wife 
and a party of friends on board. 

HARLEM Y. C.—The race of this club was postponed on account 
of the weather to July 7. 

HILDEGARD.—Mr. Oelrichs has sold his sloopHildegard, formerly 
Niantic, to Mr. Bergen, of Brooklyn. 

^nswer§ to ^arrespotidmt§. 

No Notice Taken of Anonyinons Correspondents. 

C. S W., Victoria, Tex.—Such a change would leave you a good 
shooting weapon, though as a rule any arm is at its best as originally 
made. 

F, L. W., Calicoon.—1. You will perhaps find Farrow’s “How 1 
Became a Crack Shot” suited to your pnrpo.se, as well as anything 
on the subject. 2. Boats are launcliec stern first. 

C., Washington.—1. What is the open season for moose in Quebec? 
2. Any license fee for non resident? 8. What is the open season for 
moose in Ontario? 4. Any license fee for non-resident? Ans For 
open seasons see lists in Game. Bag and Gun Department. There is a 
license fee in Quebec, but not in Ontario. 

B. W. McL., Chillicothe, 0,-1 desire, to spend the last week of 
August and the month of September with my wife (who is hardly re¬ 
covered from a severe attack of pneumonia) at some pleasant and 
healthful resort, where good fishing or hunting (or both) may he had 
during that period. Ans. We had the name of such a place ia West 
Virginia, which, however, has been mislaid. Perhaps some reader 
of the Forest and Stream can supply the information sought. 

G. K. C., Rochester.—Can you give me a receipt for making a 
cement for an aquarium, something that will adhere to glass? Ans. 
One part by measure litharge, one part plaster of Paris, one pan flue 
beach sand, one-third part fine powdered rosin. Mix well all to¬ 
gether. This may be kept for years while dry in a well corked bottle, 
when used make into a putty with boiled linseed oil; a little patent 
dryer may be used. It will stand water at once, either salt or fresh. 

Ah Look, Hartford City, Ind.—A duck skin which I would like to 
have identified. None of my sportsmen friends can roll me the 
species. I found it in the spring of 1885, one morniag when the snow 
was a foot deep. It was apparently chilled, as it allowed me to pick 
it up. It lived two days, but it would not eat anything and had noth¬ 
ing in its crop when I skinned it. Ans. The duck is a male specimen 
of the Harelda glacialis, long-tailed duck, old-wile, south-south¬ 
erly. or old squaw. It is common on the coast, and is found on the 
Great Lakes and other inland waters. Your other query will he an¬ 
swered later. 

The Manitoba Emigrant.—Mr. J, A. Carman, of Winnepeg, Mani¬ 
toba, has sent us the first number of a neatly printer) journal or 
magazine called the Emigrant, which is well filled with statistical 
matter and current notes of much service to intending settlers and_ 
of special interest to persons who have not been already informed of 
the remarkable progress and present condition of that valuable 
section of the Canadian Dominion. Mr. Carman intends to devote 
a department of his paper to the natural history of the country, and 
the information which he will he able to collect will doubtless be of 
value to science and the interests of sport. The Em igrant is a 16 page 
quarto with very neat typographical appearance. Price, $1 per year. 

L, G. C., Columbus, O.—At our last badge contest a decision was 
rendered by our captain which has caused some controversy among 
our members, and we will esteem it a favor if you will give us your 
judgment as to the proper thing to have been done under the cir¬ 
cumstances, which were briefly as follows: The shooting was stopped 
by rain during the last round of 5, or after all the contestants had 
shot at 15 birds, and all but 8 had completed their full score of 20, hut 
among those who had not yet finished it was possible for one man to 
tie for the badge in Class A, and for one man to win the one in Class 
B. Our special badge rules say that each contestant shall shoot at 
20 birds, making no provision for the shoot being necessarily stopped 
at any time during its progress. Our captain declared “no contest, 
and that the present holders of the badges shall hold them till the 
next regular shoot.” Exceptions have been taken lo this ruling, 
seme claiming that the badges should have been awarded from the 
highest scores at the end of even innings, which in this ease would 
have been at the end of the 15, others that they should have been 
taken into the hands of the captain there to remain till some one had 
won them under the rules. If there is any general rule among 
sportsmen which would cover this point will you kindly refer us to it. 
Ans. The ruling of the captain was correct; it was no shoot. 

Evert pair of Allen’s bow facing oars warranted. Send for little 
catalogue free. Fred A. Allen, Monmouth^ Rl.—Adu. 

The “gentleman" (?) who has so kindly undertaken to board 
my pointer dog (Don) gratis will, 1 fear, gain nothing by his 
kindness, but will be prosecuted with the full power of the 
law if discovered—Advertisement in the Fort Worth (Tea:as) 
Gazette. 

Ahoy down at San Juan gained an enviable religious repu¬ 
tation by committing to memory 1,000 verses of the Biole, and 
was rewarded by the present of a shotgun. His I'eputatiou 
was somewhat smirched, however, when four days after he 
shot his grandmother in the right leg.—Ean Francisco Alta. 

A wild goose exhibited so much curiosity about Watciiman 
Hendrickson’s lantern at Asbury Park one night last week 
that he determined to try to kill it. Setting his lantern down 
near the edge of the water, he produced a stick and watched 
for developments. The goose waddled up to the lantern and 
was so intent on watching the flame that Hendrickson crept 
up and killed it with the stick. At least such is the story re¬ 
lated by the Asbui’y Park Journal. 

In front of a dwelling house on West .5th street yesterday 
afternoon an elderly woman stood talking excitedly with a 
neighbor and ringing her hands distractedly. Both appeared 
very much agitated, apparently over the presence of a robin 
perched on the street fence. Presently one of them made 
alarming demonstrations at the bird as if to frighten it away, 
but the redbreast gave a hop, skip, and jump along the fence, 
tilted its head sidewise in derision or defiance, and refused to 
go. Then the woman gesticulated more energetically, point¬ 
ing from the bird to the house, and curious passers-by lingered 
to leaim the meaning of them singular behavior. This is what 
troubled them: The robin, doubtless for some good reason of 
his own which he could not explain if he would, had been 
trying for an hour or more to gain admittance through a win¬ 
dow to the upper story of the house. The niere fact of a robin 
trying to break and enter a two-story dwelhng was not 
alarming, but the fact that a woman was lying dangerously 
fll in that house gave the incident appalling significance. The 
woman was fixed in the conviction that the robin’s action was 
a harbinger of death; hence the woe.—Erie (Pa.) Dispatch. 

|. Homeopathic Vetevinary 
1 Specifics for 
^HORSES, CATTLE, SHEEP. 

DOGS, HOGS, POULTRY. 

Tused by U. S. Sovernm’t. 
Chart on Rollers, 

_____ and Boole Sent Free. 

Humphreys’ Med. Co., 109 Fulton St., H. Y. 

J 84 panes, 
■ illustrated. 

Price 25e 
3-piece Flv Rod, 25yds. Click Reel, 26yds. oiled 

Silk Line, six Flies, six Hooks to gut and Leader 
complete by express, 84.00. Post paid. $4.50. Two 
Sample Fites by mail, post paid, 15 cts.: per doz.. 76 
cts. One 3 piece Trout Rod, Reel, 100ft. Linen Line, 
six Hooks to gut, one Sinker, one Leader and one 
Float, complete. $2.00. Post paid, $2.50. Send for 
our new catalogue, 320 large pages, over 6,000 illus¬ 
trations of all sporring poods, covers printed in 13 
colors, sent by mail for 25 cents. 

FECK & SNYDEK, 1X6 Na^ttau St., N. Y. 

FA-TEHSIXEII MA-Y 4. ISSQ. 

With the exception of our Patent Compensating Reels and Section Bamboo Rods which we introduce to the public, 
this fly invented by Mr. Wakeman Holberton, is unquestionably the greatest and most radical improvement iii hshing 
tackle ever made. The chief points of manifest superiority of this method of tying flies over the old-fashioned way are: 

1st—The wonderfully life-like and fluttering motion this fly has when moved on the water. 
2d—The fish is almost certain to be hooked if it touches the fly. ... m, 
3(1_Any of the present favorite combinations of color and form can be tied m this way. Thus, those who believe 

that fish are attracted by particular colors or forms of fly, can have their old patterns in the patent style. 
4tii_These flies not only offer less resistance to the wind in casting, but more resistance to the water m drawing. 

Hence one can do as good work with a small hook tied this way as a large hook tied as before. Experience proves that 
flies dressed this way can be lied on hooks two sizes smaller than one would use on old-fasliioued flies. 

We take this me ms of notifying dealers and flv-tyers tliat we shall prosecute any infringement of our rights under 
this patent to the fullest extent of the law. Our course, in regard to the protection of our patents tmd copyiughts, i.s 
known to some people. We assure such people that the same old course will still be pursued by this hrm. 

^ We add a few extracts selected from the numerous and unanimously complimentary press notices ot this fly. We 
THE FLUTTERING FLY. could add many letters from well-known and expert anglers if we were willing to drag the names of private gentle- 

i>»tented Maj <th, 1380. meu ipto OUT advet'tisements. 
Scientific American:: “When so arranged the wings offer less resistance to the air in castiog. As the fly is slowly drawn toward the angler the wings 

expand, and give it a fluttering, life-like motion, much more alluring to the fish.’’ 
Forest and Stream; •' * * * more like a natural insect than the old patterns whose wings close when being drawn through the water. * ♦ ♦ 

Great merit lies in its superior hooking qualities. A fish cannot nip at the wings or taU, hut swallows the hook betore any part^of toe nj. 

American 
* * ■* Ibis flv 
create a fluttering 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, Manufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle, 
18 Vesey Street (Fourth door from the Astor House), New York. 
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55 COUR'T STREKT, BROOKLYN. 33EA.LER IN 

First Quality Goods at Lower Prices than any other House in America. 
Brass Multiplying Reels with Balance Handles, flrat quality and fine finish. 76ft., $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 180ft., $1 50 : 240ft., $1.75; 300ft.. $2 00; 450ft., $2.25; 

600ft., $2.50. Any of the above Reels with Drags, 25 cts. extra; nickel plated, 50 cts. extra. Brass Clicit Reels, 20yds., 60 cts.; SOyds., 75 cts.; BOyds., $1.00: 
nickel plated. 50 cts. extra. Marster’s Celebrated Hooks Snelled on Gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, Sproat, Cairlisle, Chestertown, O'giaughnessy, Kipsey 
Aberdeen, Sneck Bent, and all other hooks. Single gut. 12 cts. per doz.; double, 20 cts. per doz.; treble, 30 cts. per doz. Put up one half dozen m a package 
Single Gut Trout and Black Bass Leaders. 1yd., 5 cts.; 2yds., 10 cts., 3yds., 15 cts. Double Twisted Leaders, 3 length, 5 cts.; treble twismd, 3 length, 10 cts 
Trout Flies, 60 cts. per doz. Black Bass Flies, $1.00 per doz Trout and Black Bass Bait Rods. 9ft. long, $1.25 to $5.00. Trout and Black Bass Fly Rods, lOft. 
long, $1.50 to $10 00. Also forty-eight different styles of rods for all kinds of fishing. Samples of hooks, leaders, etc , sent by mail on receipt of price m 
money or stamps. SEND STAMP FOR CATALOGUlE. THM MANUFACTUKK OF SNELLKD HOOKS AND LEADERS A SPECIALTY. 

Established 20 Years. Open Evenings, J, F, MARSTERS, 55 Court Street. Brooklyn. 

LYMAN’S 
Patent Q-un Sights 
make ETiinting and 
TargetKllles perfect. 
Send for circulars. 

WM. LYMAN, 

Middlefleld, Conn. 

FILE BINDERS, 

Size to suit Forest and Stream, 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE 

Price. »l.AO. 

THE WINCHESTER 
THE MOST FOPULAK 

Eepeating' Hiiie 
IN THE MARKET. 

Great Variety 

of Styles and 

Calibers. 

PRICES 

REDUCED. 

EVERY VARIETY OF 

Metallic Ammunition, 
PAPER AND BRASS SHOT SHELLS, 

Gf-MAXA ‘'ITVT’abds* etc. 

WINCHESTEH REPEATING AEMS CO., 
OXTES'W OO^XTONr. 

Send for 76-page Illustrated Catalogue, 

tp 7* ■ ■ I'- I- ^ I--. I- -r -T— I- 11- mjitr. 

UNEQUALLED IN QUALITY AND WORKMANSHIP. MADE WITH SPECIAL CARE AS TO UNIFORMITY OF 
SPRING AND DURABILITY. PATENT SERRATED WATERPROOF FERRULE. 

OUR SPECIALTIES IN 

Hand-Made Lancewood and Greenhart Rods 
Take the lead in first quality goods. 

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE 

Brooks’ Patent Line-Drying Reel, 
An article long needed by fishermen who appreciate the value of having their lines always in good 
condition. It is a simple device intended to be carried in tackle box for drying lines. May be inserted in 
crevice of fence or other convenient place. Price, $2.00. 

SOLE AGENiS FOR THE FOLLOWING SPECIALTIES IN FISHING TACKLE; 

Bray’s Patent Fly-Book, Gogebic Heels, Spalding’s Hammered Trolling Bait, Bndolph’s Bait Pail, Hudolnli’s 
Live Fish Net, Kndolph’s Disgorger, Utley’s Collapsing Net, Brown’s Patent Net 

Ring and Staff, Brooks’ Patent Line Dryer. 

241 JXTm 108 3MEja.d3.soxi. Olxloa.so, Xll. 
SEND FOR FISHING TACKLE CATALOGUE. 

E. K. TRYON, JR. CO., Philadelphia Agents. 
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VICTORY WON 
BY SHOOTERS USINO THE 

Chamberlin Cartridge 
THE 

Tournament of the Illinois State Sportsmen’s Assoc’n, 
jtjkte:, 1006. 

First and Diamond Badge by GEO. KLEINMAN, killing 29 out of 30 live birds. 
Second Prize by ABNER PRICE, killing 28 out of 30 live birds. 
First by C. E. WILLARD, in the first event of the “Open to the World” contest. 

Eighty-two entries. 
Also divided in nearly every other event of the great Tournament. 
The Chamberlin Cartridges also winners of the Smith Cup, by C. M. HINS¬ 

DALE, in the Iowa State Tournament at Burlington. 

These Cartridges were from regular stock sold by dealers. 

TATHAM & BROS., Eastern .Agents, 
 82 Beekman Street, New York City. 

SPOBTSIMS WEAR. 
Cordfoy, Canvas, Horsell, Bosslia, Sleep- 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION FOR SPORTSMEN 

Gun Cases, Cartridge Belts and Equip¬ 
ments of all kinds. 

OATAIiOOUB AND SAMF1.S!S nCEB. 

G-EO. BARNARD & CO., 
108 Madison Street, Oh-loago, Ill. 
Eastern Agents; A. Q. SPALDING & BROS., 241 Broadway, N. Y. 
Philadelphia Agents: E. K. TRYON, JR. & CO. 

IDEAL Reloading Tools, 

B, BuUet Mould. 

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES. 
People ot refined taste who desire exceptionally fine 

cigarettes should use only our Straight Cut, 
put up in satin packets and boxes of 

lOs, 30s, 60s and 100s. 

14 First Prize Medals. WM. S. KIM8ALII CO. 

CANOE HANDLING. 
By C. B. VAUX (“DOT»»). 

A complete manual for the management of a canoe. The author begins at the very 
beginning, describes and explains the rudiments in the simi est and plainest way possible. 
Everything is made intelligible for beginners: and besides this ABC teaching there ^e so 
many hints and wrinkles that the oldest canoeist afloat vnll pleasure and profit m the 
study of these. The book is complete and concise—no useless duffle between its covers. The 
subjects treated are the choice of a canoe, paddling, sailing, care ei the canoe, recipes and 
rules. The text is further elucidated by numerous practical dravougs, and the beauty of the 
book is enhanced by the many ornamental vignettes. Pages 168; uniform with Canoa 
Building.” Price, postpaid, $1.00, 

NEW YORK: Poeebt and Stream Publishing Co, 39 Paik Row. 
LO^IDON; Davies & Co., 1 Pinch Lane, Gombill. 

TROUT FLIES, 
36c. Per Dozen. 

H. H. KIFFE, ' 
318 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

Send for Flailing Tackle Catalogue. 

"Murcia” Silk Worm Gut. 
FISHING AND SURGICAL USE. 

In lots to suit, all grades and lengths, “Extra 
Heavy” to “Extra Fine.” Assorted thousands, ten 
different grades, including “Extra Long,” put up 
for country trade and clubs. Prices, $5 ro per 
1,000. Assorted thousands, $7.50. Address LATASA 
& CO , P. O. Box 2,703, Washington Building, N. Y. 

8H0BE BIRDS. 
A pamphlet for those who “gun” 

along he shore. 

TELLS OP 

t. Haunts and Habits—Where the bay birds live, and 
what they do at home. 

n Range and Migration—Where they go to breed, 
and where to spend the winter, 

TIT A Morning Without the Birds—An episode of 
shore shooting. 

IV Nomenclature—A list of our American species 
of Limicoloe, with a description of each 
species. 

V. Localities—Where to go to shoot them. 
VI. Blinds and Decoys—How to shoot them after 

you have reached the grounds. 

44 pp., paper. Price, 15 Cents. 

Eaton’s Rust Preventor. 
For GUNS, CUTLERY and SURGICAL INSTRU 

MENT8. SpeciaUy adapted for salt water stootog. 
For sale at all principal gun stores. Western 

trade supplied dy E. E. EATON, 63 State street, 
Chicago, m. Cannot be sent by maiL 

Manufactured solely by 

OKO. B. BATOK. 570 Pavonl* Avmno. 
Jersey City, N.J, 

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING. 

EPPS’S COCOA. 
BREAKFAST. 

“By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws 
which govern the operations of digestion and nutri¬ 
tion, and by a careful application of the fine prop¬ 
erties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided 
our breakfast tables with a delicately flavored 
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors’ 
bills. It is by the judicious use of such articles of 
diet that a constitution may be gradually built up 
unMl strong enough to resist every tendency to 
disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating 
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak 
point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by keep¬ 
ing ourselves well fortifled with pure blood and a 
properly nourished frame.”—CivU Service Gazette. 

Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold 
only in half-pound tins by Grocers, labelled thus: 

JASEES EPPS A CO., Hommopatlilo Ckem- 
Ista. London. England. 

Salmon Fishing in Canada. 
We have the largest stock in America of Forrest 

& Son’s celebrated Salmon Flies, Rods, Reels, 
Casting Lines, etc., etc.. We have everything in 
Fishing Tackle for the successful capture of Sal¬ 
mon and Trout in Canadian waters. American 
anglers can obtain their complete outfit from us 
far below New York prices. Spliced Salmon and 
Trout Rods a specialty. Salmon and Trout Rods 
made to order and repaired. W. W. Greener s 
Guns Eley Bros. Ammunition, Curtis and Harvey s 
Diamond Grain Powder, Clay Pigeons, Blackbirds, 
Glass Balls, Traps and all kinds of sporting goods. 
Send stamp for 42-page illustrated catalogue. 

T. W. BOYD & SON, 1641 Notre Dame st., 
Montreal, Canada. 

The Still-Hunter, 
-BY- 

T. S. VAN DYKE. 
PRICE, POSTPAID. $2.00. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 

39 Park Bow, New York. 

HOW CAN A BOOT BE WATEKPKOOF 
AND NOT SWEAT THE FEET? Common 

waterproof boots keep the perspiration in as well 
as the water out, and perspiration that hnds its 
way through leather is kept in the rul^er hoot. 
This renders the sock \Yet, and, when the wearer 
ceases walking, causes the cold clammy feehng 
which is so objectionable and unhealthy. 

THE HANNAFORD VENTILATED 
RUBBER BOOT, 
while it is waterproof and as warm as any boot 
made, provides away for the perspiration to escape; 
at each step the foul air is forced out of the boot, 
and when the weight of the body is removed kom 
the compressible top sole, fresh air is admitted to 
the foot; thus the sock is kept free from the mois¬ 
ture which causes the feet to become cold, sore, and 
tender. Send for circular. 
HANNAFOBD VENTILATED BOOT CO. 

^9 Milk Street, Boston. 
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)OKS EXCHANGED. 
Gumc: BOOKS and iuafs. 

Adirondacks. Map of, Stoddard. SI 00 
Farrar’s Guide to MooseheadLake, pa. 50: do. 1 00 
Farrar’s Guide to Richardson and Rangeley 

Lake, paper, 50; cloth. 1 00 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake .... 50 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Region 50 
Ilorida Annual. 50 
Guide Book and Map of the Dead River Region . 50 
Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddard. 25 
Map of Androscoggin Region. 50 
Map of Northern Maine, Steele,. 1 00 
Map of the Thousand Islands. 60 
Map of the Yellowstone Park. 2 50 
Muskoka and the Northern Lakes of Canada. 1 00 

HORSE. 
American Roadsters and Trotting Horses. 6 00 
Boots and Saddles, Mrs. Custer. 1 50 
Boucher’s Method of Horsemanship. 1 00 
Bruce’s Stud Book, 3 vols. 30 00 
Dadd’s American Reformed Horse Book, 8vo. 2 60 
Dadd’s Modern Horse Doctor, 12mo. :50 
Horses, Famous American Race. 76 
Horses, Famous American Trotting. 75 
Horses, Famous, of America. 1 50 
How to Ride and School a Horse. 1 00 
Jenning’s Horse Training. i 25 
Manual of the Horse. 25 
Mayhew’s Horse Doctor. 3 00 
Mayhew’s Horse Management. 3 00 
McClure’s Stable Guide. i 00 
Rarey’s Horse Tamer. 50 
Riding and Driving. 20 
Riding RecoUectiona, Whyte MelvUle’s. 3 00 
Stonehenge, Horse Owner’s Cyclopedia. 3 76 
Stonehenge on the Horse, English edition, 8vo 3 60 
Stonehenge on the Horse, American edition, 
l2mo. 2 00 

The Book of the Horse ... 8 00 
Veterinary Dictionary, Going. 2 00 
Wallace’s American Stud Book..10 00 
Wallace’s American Trotting Register, 2 vols. 20 00 
Woodruff’s Trotting Horses of America. 2 50 
Vonatt and on the Horse . 2 00 

KENNEE 
American Kennel, Burges. 3 00 
British Dogs, DaJziel. 4 00 
Dog, Diseases of, Dalziel. 80 
Dog. Diseases of. Hill. 2 00 
Dog Breaking, Floyd. 50 
Dog Breaking, by Holabird.. 26 
Dog Breaking, Butchinson. 3 00 
Dog, the Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson. 3 00 
Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond. 1 00 
Dogs and Their Doings, Morris. 1 75 
Dogs of Great Britain. America and other 
Countries. 2 OC 

Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, 16mo. 76 
Dogs, Points for Judging. 5C 
Dogs, Richardson, pa. 30.: doth. 6C 
Dogs and Their Ways, Williams. l 25 
Dogs and the Public . 76 
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment in 

Disease, by Ashmont. 2 00 
Englishe Dogges, Reprint of 1576. 60 
English Kennel C. S. Book, Vol. 1.. 5 Ot 
English K. C. S. Book, Vols. HI. to X.. each.. 4 50 
Glover’s Album, A Treatise on Canine Diseases 50 
Our Friend the Bog. 3 Ot 
Practical Kennel Guide, Stable. i 5C 
Setter Dog, the, Laverack. 3 00 
Stonehenge, Dog of British Islands... 6 00 
The Dog, by Idstone.   i 2‘ 
The Mastiff, the History of, by M. B. Wynn... 2 60 
Vero Shaw’s Book on the Dog, ciotJi, ^8.00; 
morocco..   22 5C 

Youatt on the Dog. 2 5f 

SPORTS ANB GAMES. 

American Boy’s Own Book, Sports and Games 2 00 
Athletic Sports for Boys, bds. 76c.; cloth. 1 00 
Boy’s Treasury of Sports and Pastimes, etc.. 2 00 
Cassell’s Book of Sports and Pastimes. 3 00 
Croquet. 20 
Easy Whist. 60 
Hands at Whist. 60 
Instruction in the Indian Club Exercise. 25 
Skating. 25 
Stonehenge, Encyclopedia of Rural Sports.,. 7 60 
Whist for Beginners. 50 

MISCEEEAN EOES; 
A Naturalist’s Rambles About Home, Abbott. 1 50 
Adventures of a Young Naturalist. 1 76 
Amateur Photographer. i oC 
Animal Plagues. Fleming. 4 8C 
Antelope and Deer of America. 2 6C 
Archer, Modem. 25 
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson_ 1 M 
Atlas of Jersey Coast. 1 50 
Black Hills of Dakota, Ludlow, quarto, cloth, 

Government Report. 2 50 
Common Objects of the Seashore, . 50 
Eastward Hoi..... 126 
Historical and Biographical Atlas of New Jer¬ 

sey Coast. 5 00 
How to Make Photographs. 1 OC 
Humorous Sketches, Seymour. 6 OC 
Insects Injurious to Vegetation. 6 50 
Keeping One Cow. i OC 
Life and Writings of Frank Forrester, 2 vols., 

per vol. 1 6C 
Mammals of NewYork, paper. f4; cloth. 5 00 
Maynara’s Manual of Taxidermy. 1 26 
Man ton’s Taxidermy Without a Teacher. 50 
North American Insects. 1 6C 
Old St. Augustine, Fla., illustrated. 1 5C 
Packard’s Half-Hours With Insects. 2 50 
Pistol, The. 50 
Photography for Amateurs. 60 
Practical forestry, by Fuller. 1 50 
Practical Taxidermy and Home Decoration, 
Batty. 1 60 

Practical Orange Culture. 1 00 
Practical Poultry Keeping.   2 00 
Randall’s Practical Shepherd.   2 00 
Sportsman’s Gazetter, HaUock. 3 00 
Sportsman’s Hand Book, Col. Horace Park... 1 00 
Studies in Animal Life, Lewis. 1 00 
The Forester, by Brown.10 00 
The Northwest Coast of America. 20 00 
The Taxidermists’Manual, Brown. 1 00 
Wild Flowers of Switzerland. 15 00 
Wild Woods Life, Farrar. 1 25 
Willson’s Noctes Ambrosianse, by Prof. Wil¬ 

son, J. G. Lockhardt, James Hogg and Dr. 
Maginn, 6 vols., crown 8vo., cloth, $9; half 
calf. 18 00 

Woodorafft, “NeasmuK”.  l 00 
Woods and Lakes of Maine.   ‘’ 00 
YOMtS* - Bfeej®.,.w I * 

MUZZLE-L0ADI6G. Solid 
Using Friction Priirer. 

2 Wheel i Wheel 
L’gth. Bore. Ca rt iaye t ar'ge. 
IHin. 1 in. $16 00 $60.00 
24 “ 1^ “ 80.00 88.00 
23 “ \% “ 115 00 126.00 
32 “ 2 •* 150.00 165.00 
36 “ m “ ‘’'’0.00 
42-3 “ 325.00 

O.A-KTlXrOT^. 
Mahogany Carriages. 

.2 
♦'eg 
e ► ® , 

•2 U) ■» o 

S 2 'S P* 

Tlxi 

BREECH-LOADING. 
4 Wheel 
Carriage 

2 Wheel Rubber 
L’gth. Bure. Carriage. Tires. 

18 in. % in. $65.00 $70.00 
1 “ 120.00 128.00 
\% “ 165.00 17.5,00 
1I4 “ 200 00 215.00 
2}|“ 280 00 300 00 
2>4 “ 375.00 400 00 

With each gun is furnished 
a canvas cover, wiping rod, 
gun brush, loader, capper 
and decapper, two brass 
shells and lanyard. 

MANUFACTOKED BY 

lE*±jr& Oo«9 

NEW HAVEN, CONN., U. S. A. 
irOR kVT 

Boston: 
CHAS. 0. HUTCHINSON, 

126 Commercial st. 

New York.: 
All the leading dealt-rs in Sporting 

and Yachting Goods. 

Chicago: 
SHELTON BRASS HARDWARE CO. 

177 Lake st. 

O. B. 'W’XX^XSLXJXTBOXVr, 

8 John St., near Broadway, N. Y. 

lAMACmiNG JEfELEB, 
Medals and Badges 

A SPECIALTY. 

Special designs farnished on applica¬ 

tion free ol charge. 

Canoe and Camp C#ookery. 
By "SENEOA.” 

A practical cook book for canoeists, Corinthian sailors and outers. Practical because 
the author gives explicit and intelligible directions for preparing such dishes as he has him¬ 
self actually tested iu camp and on a cruise. This is just where the recipes differ from the 
absurdly inapracticable dishes given in some so-called camp cookery books. The cooking 
outfit is described, and numerous hints on camp economy add to the value of the work. 
Cloth, 96 pages Price $1.00. 

NEW YORK: Forest and Stream Publishing Co.. 39 Park Row, 
LONDON: Davies & Co., I Finch Lane. Combill. 

JOHN HARVEY, M. I. N. A., 

Nairal AroMteot, 
241 "West H'ovii'teenth St., N. Y. 

All classes of steam and saihng yachts designed 
and iuilding superintended. 

Estimates and specifications. 
Designer of Volante, Sea Belle, Miranda, Alex- 

anda, Catarina, etc., in England. Oriva, Bedouin, 
Wenonah, Ileen, Surf, Wanda, etc., in America. 

CANOE 

AND 

BOAT 

J. M. SAWYER & SON, BUIliDING 
YACHT SAIL MAKERS, 

(Established 1852.) 

84 & 85 South Street, New Turk. 

Sails, awnings and canvas fittings of every kind 
This firm confine themselves exclusively to making 
yacht sails of every desciiption. and can therefore 
give sail plans with estimates on the most reason¬ 
able terras. Particular attention given to racing 
sails. Ail work guaranteed. 

FOR 

AMATEURS. 
Pp. 192, with 29 plates of working drawings. 

Price $1,50. Address, 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 
Nb’W York N. Y. 

LONDON: Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane, Comhlll. 

PHOTOGtRAPHS OP 

Puritan, Mayflower, 
Priscilla, Genesta, 

AND OTHERS. 
BY 

DAVID M. LITTLE, 
10 Oliver Street, Boston 

Size 8 X 10 
e^olx- 

SIX FOR $5. 
DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. 

WattUja. 

TX7ANTED.—A MARRIED COUPLE TO KEEP 
VV house for two single gentlemen in South 

Carolina, the man to thoroughly understand train¬ 
ing sporting dogs and preparing .«ame for field 
trials, the woman to ne competent to do all house¬ 
work, a plain cook aod scrupulously clean. R”fer- 
ences required. Address SOUTH CAROLINA, 
Forest and Stream office jel7,4t 

/COPIES WANTBD.-.JAN. 4,11, 18 and 25. FEB. 1, 
\J March 8 and Sept. 13,1883; Feb. 7 and 14, March 
6, 1884. We are short of these issues, and would be 
obliged if any of our readers having one or all of 
these numbers that they do not want will send to 
Forest and Stream Pub. Co.. 39 Park Row. New 
York City. mar26,tf steam TacMs Specially Offeret For Sale, 

Iron steam yacht, 194x25x13^, speed 14 knots. 
Iron steam yacht, 185X3JX1’2, speed 16>^ knots. 
New steel steam yacht, 170x 2314X10}4 speed 13V^ k. 
Wooden steam yacht. 100x16x6, speed 13 knots. 
Cabin steam yacht. 42x9x3>4, speed 12 miles. 
Steam Yachts and Launches of all sizes for Rac¬ 

ing, Cruising, Fishing and Hunting Purpo6».s. 
FIELD Sc VOUNG, 

Steam Vessel Brokers and Marine Engineers, 
6 State Street, New York. 

WANTED. 

Bear, Buffalo, Deer, Wolves, Foxes, Spotted Cats. 
Civlt Cats, Lynx, Panthers. Antelope, Otter, Beav¬ 
ers and other animals and birds ot all kinds. Ad¬ 
dress D. H. TALBOT, Sioux City, la. 

Hunting Boats, Sneak Boxes, 
Cruising Canoes. 

Built to order after the most approved models. 
Correspondence solicited and prices given on appli¬ 
cation. B. W. DAVENPORT, Ashland, Wis, 

THE SETTER, 
-BY- 

LAVERACK. 

Vith colored illustrations. Price, postpaid, $3.00 

Fof sale by the Forest ap.d @trfw Pub. O9, 

TXTANTED.-A LIGHT SAILING CANOE, ’bUTK 
T T or without rigging and fl??tures. Address, 

Cash, this offlce, 
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jor in t{t« M. 8Iu frantt. 8!» i;(nn(L 
Yacht cushions.—four fine hair oush- 

ions. 8ft. by 26m., in good order. Address, 
CUSHIONS, car<3 this ofHce. jy8,lt 

Bamboo poles. -25-in. bamboo fishing 
pole®, 12,13, 11 and 15ft., in bundles of 50. for 

sale at 39 Burling Slip, N. Y., by BURDETT & 
DENNIS. jy8,tf 

Fob sale.-going out op the business. 
AVill sell new 10-bore Hemingway, 91b. breech¬ 

loader, a new 10-bore semi-bammerless American 
breechloader, loading tools for 10-bore, new Rem¬ 
ington ride. Beach combination and peep sights, 
nickle plated mountings, .32 cal., new brass and 
paper shells, all the above first-class articles, and 
a Iso No. 2 caligraph and 4ft.xl8m.xl6in. aquarium, 
with French plate sides and iron frame. Will take 
highest offer. Address, D. E. HALL, Lock Box 13, 
Washington, D. C. iy8,lt 

T T’\7X7' ATT Season re opens 
1^1 V ill W U Ij, Sept. 1st. Please 
send orders at once to insure prompt delivery. 
E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Merchant, 174 
'ihambers st., N. Y. 

For sale.—round tent, 10-FT. in Di¬ 
ameter, 3ft. w’all, nearly new, mildew and 

waterproof, with ventilator. Price, without pole 
and pins, $10; 8oz. duck. Address W. F. FOSTER, 
Ayer, Mass. je24,2t 

Hu m 

IN STUD. 
DEERHOTJNDS. 

Champion Chieftain, Fee $50. 

Champion Rran, 25, 

FOX-TERRIERS. 

Belgrave Primrose, Fee $15. 

Mixture 15. 

BULLDOGS. 

Ch Robinson Crusoe, Fee $26. 

Champion. Tippoo, <C 25. 

Champion Romulus, 20. 

HILLSIDE KENNELS, 
LA.NCASTER, 

MASS. 

THE IMMENSE KOUGH-COATED ST. 
BEBNAKH CHAMPION 

(A,K.R. 4831. 
Orange tawny, perfect blaze and collar, other 

white markings correct; double dew claws. Born 
August, 1882. This celebrated dog stands 83)4 to. 
full at shoulders, weighs 183 lbs. (Jan. 30. 1886), has 
a grand, massive Head, immense bone, and is per¬ 
fect in disposition. 

“Otho is conceded to be the best fronted St. Ber¬ 
nard in the country.”—-dtnarican. Kennel Register, 
June, 18^. 

“Otho is one of the grandest fronted dogs we 
have ever seen. His head is a study and his fore¬ 
arm we have never seen surpassed. He is also an 
Immense upstanding dog. -Forest and Stream, 

Fee $60. Approved bitches only. Cabinet pho¬ 
tos, 50 cents. Imported stock for sale. Also pup¬ 
pies sired by Otho. THE HOBPICE KENNELS. Im¬ 
porters and Breeders of Thoroughbred St. Ber¬ 
nards, Arlington, N. J.  

SMALL IMPORTED PRIZE PUG DOG 

Particulars, pedigree and references to FRANK 
QUINBY, P. O. Box 555, N. Y. City. Stud fee, $10. 

may20,tf 

IN THE STUD. 
Imported from Mr. Llewellin’s kennels (he is 

bluest of the blue), by Dashing Bondhu ex Novel. 
He is also a grand field dog, as his record shows at 
the late trials of the N. F. T. Club at Grand Junc¬ 
tion, beating such noted dogs as Gladstone Boy, 
Mainspring, Bessie A., Gath’s Mark, Trinket’s Bang 
and other fine ones. Fee $33. A. M. TUCKER, 85 
Main street, Charlestown, Mass. 

CHAMPION LAYERACK SETTER 

ROCKINGHAM, 
-The acknowledged best English setter in America, 

and a grand field dog. Will be allowed to serve a 

limited number of approved bitches. Fee $60. 

FRANK WINDHOLZ, 

.525 Sixth avenue, New York. 

IN THE STUD 
AT PHILAHELPHIA. 

To a limited number of approved bitches: 

Champion Irish red setter BERKLEY. 
Champion English setter THUNDER. ' $40 

A. H. MOORE, 1711 Spring Garden st., 
aprl6,3mo Philadelphia. Fa. 

IN THE STUD. 
ENGLISH MASTIFF HERO III. 
Winner of tost prize and special prize for the best 
dog or bitch, at Pittsburgh, 1886. 

® FEE - - - $26, 
For picture and pedigree, address 

' %OTOR M. HALDEMAN, 
fipr3i5,.3mps Geijftraj WP'.yfie, DelfiffOre Cp ?a 

The “Boss” in Stud. 
Services limited to ten approved bitches, at $50 

each. A. K. R. 2218. His ancestors all champion 
and show dogs. As a stud dog he cannot be ex¬ 
celled, his get being being very large and finely 
marked. 

Boss’ Record.—Vhe. at New York in 1885, as a 
nuppy. In 1886, 2d prize N. E. K. Club at Boston. 
He also took 2d prize in open class and special prize 
as the best American bred mastiff at the Westmin¬ 
ster K. C., New York, 1886. 

Boss is a large dog, weighing upward of ISO lbs.; 
is good in skull, with grand body, legs, feet and 
bone.—Am. Field, April 1886. 

In mastiffs there was but one new one of any pre¬ 
tension and that was Boss. Ho possesses length of 
body with great substance, and is perfectly sound 
in limbs.—Sporfinp Life, March 31. 1886. 

A few choice pups of great promise for sale, sired 
by Boss out of equally grand females, with best of 
pedigree and markings. 

Also a pair of Great Danes, 6 raos. old, marked 
alike white and blue; great beauties. Pair $50; 
others from $15 to $20 each. 

J. L. WINCHELL, 
jyl,tf. Fair Haven, Vermont. 

MEMNON, 
Champion Greyhound of England and America, In 
the stud. Puppies for sale. 
TERRA COTTA KENNELS, Box 345, Toronto, Can. 

Prize-Bred Collies. 
The following well-bred dogs are at stud; 
CLIPPER, litter brother to Glengarry, Heather 

and Lin tie, by Eclipse out of Nesta. Has a partic¬ 
ularly long, clean head, good ears, coat, legs and 
feet. Fee $25 

BOUNCE, by Tramp; sire of Brau an’ Bonnie, 1st 
and special, New Haven, and of the Fairy litter. 
Very small, correctly carried ears, heavy coat and 
excellent legs and feet. Fee $16. 

FOB ALE—Puppies out of Blackberry Girl, 2d 
to Lady of the Lake at Newark and New Haven; 
also out of her sister. Raspberry Girl. Also a young 
bitch. Crystal Palace winner, and a young Rutland 
bitch, has won three prizes in England. Apply to 

JAMES WATSON. 
jelO.tf P. O. Box 770, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Owners of Beagle Bitches!! 
I offer the services of the following famous Eng¬ 

lish beagle stud dogs: 
CAMERON BACKET (Bally—Louise), pure Row 

ett; beautifully marked white, black and tan; a 
grand hunter; winner of first and special, Cleve¬ 
land, 1886, only time shown; a grand stock-getter. 

RACER (Rally - Lill), pure Kowett; white, black 
and rich tan; a phenomenal stud dog; sire of Little 
Duke, Pet. Racer, Jr., &c., &c. 

CHAMPION BANNERMAN, imported; height, 
llj^ In.; the only champion basket beagle in the 
country; winner of three firsts, two championships 
and seven specials Has never been beaten when 
scored by points. A wonderful stock-getter and 
splendid little hunter. 

Stud Fee, for either, *10. Full particulars 
on application. A. C. KRUEGER, 

tf Wrightsviile, York County, Pa. 

Witt 

Ne'wton BreakiDg Keiinel. 
Dogs thoroughly yard and field broken. For ref¬ 

erences and prices address JESS M. WHAITE, Lock 
Box 167, Newton, N. C. je2j,4t 

Joe, Jr., Stock. 
For want of use. will sell cheap, my Campbell 

setter Grant, llmos. old, by Joe, Jr., ex Kate. Bred 
by (3. W. Campbell, Carter’s Creek,Tenn. Probably 
the purest bred Campbell setter in the North. 

REV. J. H. HAND, 

jy8,tt New Rochelle, N. Y. 

WANTED—COCKER SPANIEL DOG, TRAINED 
to tree partridges in close cover and retrieve 

game when shot. Good animal rather than pedi¬ 
gree wanted. State full particulars and lowest 
cash price. P. O. Drawer 655, Albany, N. Y. 

MX. PLEASANT KENNELS. 
For Sale—A first-class liver and white pointer 

dog puppy. 9 mos. old, from No. 1 field stock. Will 
ship C. O. D. if desired. Price $20. For particulars 
address C. T. BROWNELL, 

P. O. Box 335, New Bedford, Mass. 

For sale.-POUR black cocker log 
pups, pedigreed; price, if taken soon, $10. W. 

J. FURNESS, Box 973, Ogdensburg, N. Y. jy8,2t 

I HAVE GOT FOR SALE A LOT OF 25 VERY 
fine rabbit hounds, well broke, in first-class con¬ 

dition, from 2 to 4 yrs. old. JONH T. SCHWACK, 
202 Broome street. New York city. jy&,3ni 

Blue belton setter puppies, sire and 
dam thoroughly broken; sire from imported 

lock; dam by A.fton (2d, N. Y . 1880) ex Latbrop’s 
Jrenda. Price, $15. J. P. WATKINS, Room 7, 70 
Iroadway, New York. jy8,2c 

For sale at a sacrifice.—four choice, 
strong, healthy pointers, 3)4aiOS. old, 2 lemon 

and white dogs at *15 each, 1 lemon and white 
bitch $i0, and one liver and white bitch $8, by 
champion Friiz (AK. B. 268) out of Bird (A.K.R. 
1658/. Don’t hesitate, as ttiey are a bargain, and 
stock of which you will not be ashamed. Sire and 
dam staunch and good retrievers. Address, MAPLE 
KENNELS. Patterson (Harlem R. B.) N. Y. jy8,2t 

For sale.-choice irish setter puppies, 
by champion Glencho out of Lillie Malone, by 

King Ban (Elcho—Bess) ex Susie (Larry—GussieH.). 
A. W. PEARSALL, Huntington, L. I.jy8,lt 

COR SALE.-A FEW VERY FINE ENGLISH 
r* setters and pointers, thoroughly field trained. 
Only those wishing first-class dogs will address, 
GEO. W. LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass. jy8,2m 

rOR SALE.-GOKDON SETTER PUPS. A FEW 
of the above breed, out of Rose, by Grouse II. 

be closed soon. Correspondence solicited. Ad- 
ess, QUINEBAUG KENNELS, Danielsonville, 

King Charles spaniels.—angora kit- 
tens.-We have the very best that can be ob¬ 

tained. Our stud dog, Duke, a full brother of 
champion Jumbo, is, without doubt* the shortest 
face dog in the world. Parties who may wish to 
huv a fine spaniel or lovely long-haired kitten, ad- 
dr4s, KING CHARLES KJBNNpi^, No, 6 S^oud 
Ptrpet, New yorJi' IJO/H 

Rosecroft Kennels. 
Birmingham, Conn. 

Foreman ex Passion (Goodseli’s Prince ex Peb¬ 
ble) puppies for sale. Now booking orders for Fairy 
King (PJantagenet ex Jessie) ex Countess Floy 
(Count Noble ex Floy) puppies. Fairy King 
(Plantagenet ex Jessie) in the stud. Fee $25. 

Valuable Kennel For Sale. 
1. BEAUFORT, the best pointer living. 
2. NEVISON, champion mastiff of America. Win¬ 

ner of forty ist prizes. 
3. ALOE, pure Laverack setter bitch; sire, Good- 

seir.s Prince; dam. Pebble. 
4. HAZEL KIBKE, English setter; sire, champion 

Plantagenet; dam. Blue Belle. 
5 BELLE BELTON, English setter; sire, Yale 

Belton; dam, Clara B. 
CHAS. H. mason. 

tf 13 Bedford ave., Brooklyn, E. D., N Y. 

ST. BERNARDS 
and PUGS. 

CHEQUA8SET KENNELS, 

Lancaster, Mass. 

BASSET HOUNDS 
FOR SALE. 

BERTRAND (K.C.S.B 17.671). whelped April 14, 
1884. by champion Bourbon ex Cigarette. Bertrand 
has won 1st, Philadelphia, 1885; 1st. Newark; Isi, 
Haven; Is', Boston; 1st, New York. 1886, besides New’ 
numerous prizes in England. He comes from well- 
known hunting stock, his litter brother, Judge, 
being the best hunting Basset in Eoglaud. 

CANACE (K.C.S.B. 18.256), whelped Aug. 17,1884. 
by champion Jupiter ex Citron, by champion 
Rame6. This bitch is long and low, with an ex¬ 
ceptional coat and the brilliant coloring of her site. 

Both hounds are of the Couteulx strain and the 
Artesian type. Apply to C. B. GILBERT, Box 615, 
New Haven, Conn. ]yl,3t 

GHAIIFION BOZ. 
For Sale—Puppies by Boz out of Gipsy and Silver 

Pitcher. Boz has won more prizes than any other 
bidldog in America. Address R. & W. LIVING¬ 
STON, care of Beekman & Ogden, 111 Broadway, 
New York City. 3yl,4t 

BY COUNT NOBLE 
Out of Major J. M. Taylor’s famous LIT. For sale, 

one black,white and tan bitch puppy, born first week 
in January, 1886. Count Noble is the sire of many of 

the best field dogs in this or any other country, and 

Lit (the dam) is the winner of the great Grouse- 

Dale field trial, for one thousand dollars, and is one 
of the very best field dogs we have. She is a 

thoroughbred. This puppy is a magnificent speci¬ 

men and should be competent to compete in any 
company. Address WELLS, 

jyl.2t P. O. Box No. 718, Cincinnati, O. 

K 9 Breaking Kennels. 
Pointers and setters thoroughly broken for field 

trials or private use. Reference given. W. G. 
SMITH, Marydel, Md. 

Under life insurance at $10 and upwards, by Chief 
out of Yoube, by Tim out of Jersey Beauty,'Dorah, 
Petty, Florkl; all well bred, thoroughly broken on 
game and good ones. Full explanation by circular. 
Both dogs in the stud at $26 to bitches of guaran¬ 
teed field quality only. MAX WENZEL, 89 Fourth 
street, Hoboken, N. J. 

Setter Puppies for $5. 
We have a number of setter puppies from 5 to 10 

wks. old, dogs and bitches, of all colors; we will 
close out for $5 each. Dogs of same breed from 6 
mos. to 1 yr. old, $8 each. These setters are of good 
native blood, fair nose and not gunshy, and satis¬ 
faction is guaranteed in every case. 

WM. W. SILVEY, 
135 South Eighth street. J’hiiadelphia, Pa. 

Gordon Setter Puppies. 
A very handsome litter of splendidly bred pup¬ 

pies for sale, by Gem (imported Grouse ex Bessie 
B ) out of Diana (Argus ex Beauty). Their grand 
parents are all prize winners, and their sire, Gem, 
is a dog of remarkable hunting sense. They are 
3 mos. old and will be sold at $25 for dogs and $15 
for bitches. Address 

C. H. JONES, 
jyl,3t Whitman, Mass. 

High bred pointers and setters --we 
breed and dispose of nothing but first-class 

broken and unt/roken dogs and puppies. Address 
■.J Norwalk, ELM GROVE KENNELS, South ] , Conn. 

PURE red setter PUPS FOR $10.-FOUR 
dogs and one bitch, whelped May 12, 1886. 

champion Nimrod ex Lydia Belle, full pedigree; 
sire and dam entered In A.K.R. For sale cheap— 
Lydia Belle, entered in the A.K.R.. full pedigree, 
whelped in April, 1882; broken on woodcock and 
partridge; very staunch on point but will not re¬ 
trieve; she points all dead birds. Lydia cost $135 
when 6 mos. old, anel as good blood, hunter and 
broken as lives. E. A. STARKEY, Brattleboro, Vr. 

3yl,8t 

LLEWEI.LIN setter puppies, WHELPED 
June 24, 1886, by Gun (Gladstone - May B.) out 

of Morning Star (Dashing Dan—Daisey Starlight), 
all black, white and tan and blue belton. Ready to 
ship when 6 wks. old; order now. For pedigree 
and price address CHAS. YORK, 9 & 11 Granite 
Block, Bangor, Me. 

For sale.-bull-terrier pups, one lit- 
ter by The Count (A.K.R. .3178) ex Miss Doonie 

(A.K.R. 2l'93j. One litter by Barnard’s Plimger ex 
Prudence (A.K.R. .3615). Also a fine pointer bitch 
and a Newfoundland bitch. For particulars and 
prices, address, E. L. BAILEY. Box 19. East Brook¬ 
field, Mas=!. jyl.St 

CHANCE TO GET THE BEST.—FOR SALE, 1 
Uog, 3 bitches, whelped March 29, by Harvard 

Kennels' Dash III, Jr., out of Mabel Blue. These 
bluest of the blue Llewellin setters combine the 
blood of the noted champions in the field and on 
the bench, Gladstone, Druid, Dash HI., Leicester, 
Royal ;Blue. and such bitches as Dart, Dora, 
Mercey’and Peeress. (J. A. COLMAN, 64 Sullivan 
street, Charlestown, Mass. jyl.3t 

For sale. — choice puppies by the 
field I rial winners Gus Bondhu ex Druid and 

Dash HI. bitches, whelped March 4, 1886. They are 
black and white aud blue belton. Also one black 
native bitch, finely broken on game, 2 yrs old. 
Price $35 if taken at once. She is a very nice one. 
Address A. M. TUCKER, 85 Main st., Charlestown, 
Mass. 

ENGLISH SETTER PUPPIES. 
From imported Flora, by Roy f Dash IH.-Bessie), 
helped March 3, 1886. Dogs or bitches. Will guar- 
itee these pups to be just right; strong nose, na- 
ral hunters, and very staunch, requiring but little 
ainmg. They are not sold to close out any scrub 
ock or to make room, but were bred especially 
r the trade, and to show as well in the field as on 
iper. Address, H. J. PIERRE, Winsted, Conn. 

VHITE BULL-TERRIER Y^OUNG ROYAL 
Prince (A.K.R. 2102). Fee $15. Pups by 

lyal Prince tor sale. J. W. NEWMAN, 87 Han- 
er street, Boston, Mass. 

rtsman’s kennel.—training, BREAK- 
ig and Boarding of sporting dogs, having a 
an; capacitv for fifty boarder-. D. F WIL- 
Prop., Box 303, Bridgewater, Mass. mayl3.tf 

UOICE GORDON SETTER PUPS FOR SALE. 
‘ Two dogs and two bitches out of a litter of 
ven (the balance dispo.sed of) exceptionally fine. 
better pedigree in the country; out of Bess 

K.R. 1831, champion Turk—Juno) by Guy (A.K.R. 
4, Ben Butler—Quail). Dogs $25, hitches $20. 
dress T. H. S , Box 242, Rome. N. Y. je24,4t 

LEWELLIS PUPS, BY CHAMPION DASH IH. 
I out of a Gladstone and Druid bitch, for sale 
r G. JARVIS, 1015 Washington ave, N. Y. City. 

3yL2t 

OR SALE.-ITALIAN GREYHOUND PUPS 
from imported stock. Also fine English pugs. 

INRY C. BXJRPICK, 150 Pridge street. Spr^- 
d,]lf3gfi. ' (iec24.tj: 

Buecb. © Yisih. ® I(2iinel5. 

ST. BERNaROS 

^asijlonably bred and of t[/e best 

l^nown strains, Correct in col¬ 

or, marl^in^s, etc. (^rown dops 

and puppies for sale; full and 

guaranteed pedipree sent witi? 

eac\) dop sold. 0nly superior 

specinnens sent from t|?e f^ennels. 

0ddress, witj? stamp, 

KENSICO STATION, 
 WESTOHESTEB 00., N. Y. 

WM. GRAHAM, NEWTOWNBRKDA, BELFAST 
Ireland, is prepared to purchase and ship dogs 

for importers. Dogs purchased from him had the 
following prizes awarded to them; At New York 
and Chicago, 1883, sixteen firsts, nine special, three 
second and one third. At New York, 1884, seven 
firsts, six specials and one third. 

FOR SALE. 
Rory O’More and Glencho puppy stock: also a 

few superb brood bitches, all of the finest and pur¬ 
est red Irish strains: full pedigreed. Address with 
stamp W. N. CALLENDER, Albany, N. Y. 

Nine English Setter Pups 
By champion Dash IH. out of a cha mpion Leicester 
and Nelly bitch. WM. W. REED, 

je24,3t 86 Milk street, Boston. 

Graphic—Zitta Puppies. 
I \vill book a few of the above puppies, whelped 

June 10,1886, to be delivered in August. FRED F. 
HARRIS, 390 Commercial street, Portland, Me. 

3e24,8t 

MASTIFFS. 
Address HOLLIS, Wellsville, N. Y. 

For SALE.—HAVING RECENTLY ADDED 
several fine bi'ood bitches to the Landseer 

Kennels of Scotch deerhounds and greyhounds re¬ 
duced the price of puppies. Some choice grey- 
hSs now ready to ship. DR. VAN HUMmIlL, 
Denver. Col apllo.tf 

TJ'OR SALE.-SEVEN LIVER AND WHITE 
Ju pointer puppies, price, dogs $30, bitclie.s $25. 
by Croxteth, dam Frank, grand daughter of Bang 
li One handsome blaek and tan setter, partly 
broken; price $'25. One liver and white setter, well 
broken. Price $100. For further information in¬ 
quire of DAVID G. HARTT Sound Vietv House, 
Nortbport, Suffolk Co.. L. I., N. Y. je.v4,4t 

For sale -black cocker pups, cram- 
pion Obo II ex Althea. These are same breed¬ 

ing as 1st and 2d prize winners at Boston this sea¬ 
son Price $15. Also pointer pups from first-class 
field stock but no pedigree. Price $10. In the stud 
—The best Irish setter in America for the money, 
$10 Send for bis pedigree. HERBERT FLINT, 
Haverhill, Mass. Jel«4t 

For SALE.—IMPORTED ENGLISH SETTER 
bitch Beauty (A.K.R. 806). trained and a good 

field bitch: $30. Also three of her puppies by Lin¬ 
coln II., $15 each. Also Beauty of Orl^eans (A.K.R. 
.3402). $25. HENRY STURTEVANT, Medma, N. Y. 

3ol7,4t 

Fob sale, a number of well bred and 
well broken pointers and setters, also dora 

boarded and broken, satisfaction guaranj^^ Ad- 
5S5£^i:a^OHMp5ID,![J^,eyille,Sl4M8. 8ept22.tf 
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YELLOWSTONE PARK MATTERS. 

IT seems probable that neither Senator Vest’s bill for the 

better government of the Yellowstone Park nor the bill 

authorizing the building of a railway through the Park will 

receive the serious attention of Congress during the present 

session. We shall have to wait with what patience we can 

for that body to do its plain duty by the people. In the 

meantime a larger number of people are constantly becom¬ 

ing acquainted with the needs of the Park, and a wider in¬ 

terest is being felt in its proper protection. 

The new hotel company is putting up several buildings at 

various points of interest, and the Northern Pacific Railroad 

has purchased, as we announced at the time, the Mammoth 

Hot Springs Hotel, which has been overhauled and put in 

good order. 
There seem to be some hitches in the conduct of matters 

in regard to the hotels. It will be remembered that last 

spring Ellwood E. Thorne, of New York, purchased for the 

Northern Pacific R. R. Co. the large hotel at the Hot 

Springs. This is said to have been turned over to the new 

corporation afterward formed, called the Yellowstone Park 

Association, the management of which consists of Mr. 

Charles Gibson, of St. Louis, and a number of gentlemen 

who are interested in the N. P. R. R., the latter corporation 

being represented by Mr. H. C. Davis, Assistant General 

Passenger Agent of the road. The present quarrel in the 

association is not clearly explained by any of the dispatches 

which we have received. One account is as follows: 

“The new association purchased the present hotels at the 

lower and upper Geyser Basins, which they refitted and 

refurnished, opening them on June 15. Mr. Thorne came 

up from New York three weeks ago to look after the prop¬ 

erty and found that the new association had control. Mr. 

Thorne and President Harris, who are old friends, were 

together a few days ago and the rumor was current that Mr. 

Harris backed Thorne in the matter, while General Manager 

Oakes, Traffic Manager Hannaford and Passenger Agent Pee 

stood by Gibson and Davis. Mr. Thorne canno t get hold 

of his property and the case may be carried to the courts for 

adjustment. Superintendent Wear, of the Park, telegraphed 

the Secretary of the Interior at Washington to sustain the 

Northern Pacific in the matter, but Mr. Wear received a 

reply instructing him to hold himself free from the case. ” 

NEW YORK.HARBOR. 

OW that the general government has followed the State 

of New York in providing for the protection of the 

harbor of New York city we hope for a return of our game 

fishes after natural deposits have covered the foul sludge 

acid which now lines the bottom, or after it has been rend¬ 

ered harmless by age. On Monday last the Senate 

passed Warner Miller’s bill to prevent obstructive and injuri¬ 

ous deposits within the harbor and adjacent waters of New 

York city by dumping or otherwise, and to punish and pre¬ 

vent such offenses and making other provisions. 

This is a most excellent bill, for it makes tlie placing, dis¬ 

charging or depositing by any process, or in any manner, of 

refuse, dirt, ashes, cinders, mud, sand, dredgings, sludge 

acid, or any other matter of any kind other than that fiowing 

from streets, sewers and passing therefrom in a liquid state 

in the tidal waters of the harbor of New York or its ad¬ 

jacent or tributary waters a misdemeanor punishable by a 

fine of not less than $350 nor more than $3,500 and imprison¬ 

ment not less than thirty days nor more than one year or 

both. The same punishment added to a revocation of license 

is provided for a vessel towing a load of such prohibited 

matter. The commissioners of the harbor are to prescribe 

the limits within which deposits are to be made. 

This bill, aided by the one put through the State Legislature 

last winter by Mr. Doyle to protect the oyster beds from the 

evils of dumped refuse and chemicals, will tend to keep the 

mouth of the Hudson cleaner, and must eventually make it 

a resort for the species of fish which formerly came 

into it in great numbers but have abandoned it of 

late years because of its vile flavor and the absence of food 

on its sticky bottom. Senator Miller’s bill was introduced 

mainly in the interests of commerce, because of the filling of 

the channel, but it will interest anglers as well, and we have 

personal knowledge that the Senator is a lover of the gentle 

art; though we regret to say he is not sound on game law 

observance. _ 

AMERICAN STEAM YACHTS. 

HILE the main interest this season naturally centerg 

in the large sailing yachts, the steam fleet is by no 

means neglected, and under the care of the American Y. C. 

sport is steadily growing. To-day the third annual regatta 

and cruise of the club begins, with a turnout of yachts that 

does great credit to this young but powerful organization, 

and the success of last year is likely to be repeated. A not¬ 

able feature of the past winter was the number of steam 

yachts which were rebuilt and improved. Until a very recent 

date the American steam yacht of moderate size was more 

apt to inspire wonder than admiration in the beholder, the 

chief feature being a total absence of style, and while the 

standard as yet is not up to the mark, it is far higher, and 

constantly improving. The American steam yacht fleet leads 

all others in the possession of the largest vessels, and is un¬ 

surpassed in the matter of elegant equipment, but in the 

medium and smaller classes there is room for a vast improve¬ 

ment both in design and in the engineering department. Of 

skill in desigQ and execution we have plenty, our engineers 

and mechanics are second to none, and with a demand once 

manifested for a steam yacht of shipshape proportions and 

finish, it will be met as quickly and completely as that for a 

larger class of sailing yachts has been. 

Keels in Light Winds.—The yacht races thus far this 

season show that we have by no means arrived at the bottom 

of the keel question as yet, and that the possibilities of this 

class, unhampered by extreme narrow beam or a pure length 

rule, are likely to surprise even the most sanguine keel boat 

advocates. The work of the small keels in Eastern waters 

is throwing some light on the question, and latest results will 

bear careful study. At Marblehead on Saturday the two 

keel cutters, Vera and Mona, beat the centerboard cats 10 

minutes, in a breeze so Ught that the larger classes could not 

finish. 

The Wimbledon Rifle Meeting opened this week. 

The prizes aggregate $60,000. That sum will be divided up 

into small portions by the time it finds its way into the 

pockets of the winners, for there are scores of contestants. 

Without a large prize list no range can draw well. Creed- 

moor ought to be endowed with funds sufficient to warrant 

an attractive lot of prizes. 

An Act to Amend an Act to Amend an Act to Amend 

AN Act.—Had the last New York Legislature had a week or 

two more of useful existence it might have added to the rig¬ 

marole which introduces some of its laws; perhaps it might 

even have reconsidered its hounding law. In several in¬ 

stances this wise body enacted one law and then set about 

providing the proper remedy by straightway enacting an¬ 

other measure repealing its own act and substituting some¬ 

thing else in place. Thus the trout law was taken up for 

revision, and a particularly stupid bill passed April 13; on 

May 35 following, the Legislature crawfished out by another 

bill correcting some of the ignorant blunders in the act of 

April 13, but perpetrating a giDSS outrage with respect to 

the flngerlings. Another piece of double back-action, self- 

correcting legislation was the black bass law. One bill was 

passed February 9. This was amended and corrected and 

patched up by a second piece of tinkering on May 30, which 

is in the title explained to be “An act to amend ... an act 

to amend ... an act to amend ... an act.” This is legisla¬ 

tion in the fourth degree. It requires long training in the 

interpretation of complex and intricate verbiage to deter¬ 

mine what such patched-up laws actually mean. 

A Righteous Judgment.—A Long Island doctor, who 

showed his skill with the pistol by shooting a tin can atop 

the head of a companion, and banged away until he not only 

riddled the can but killed the man, was last week convicted 

of manslaughter in the second degree. The lawyer for the 

defense made the curious plea that the marksman was so ex¬ 

pert that he was certain of hitting the mark aimed at, and 

there was consequently no folly in his shooting as he did. 

No man in this world is so skilled with firearms and so sure 

of hitting the mark as to be warranted in shooting at tin cans 

and apples and potatoes on the head of man or woman or 

child. In this particular case the fallacy of the defendant’s 

argument was demonstrated by the fact that the bullet in¬ 

tended for the can did miss the mark and penetrate instead 

the brain of the man. There are a number of pistol and 

rifle shots in this country who give stage exhibitions of their 

skill by shooting at objects placed on the head of a human 

being. Every once in a while the papers report a case of 

death caused by the practice. There are laws enough to 

forbid such exhibitions, but they are not often enforced; nor 

are the shooters who cause such death hung as numerously 

as they should bC;_ 

July is one of the months in which is demonstrated the 

strength of the sporting instinct. Men who, under ordinary 

circumstances, take every precaution to keep cool and com¬ 

fortable in the mid-summer heat, shoulder their guns and 

seek out the thickest coverts, and there in quest of a winged 

lure put themselves through a course of tactics that would 

try the fortitude of disciplined troops. It is all nonsense to 

decry summer woodcock shooting on the score of its fatigu¬ 

ing hardships. If a sportsman enjoys the toils of the pursuit 

no argument heaped upon argument can convince him that 

the pains are not four-fold compensated and rewarded by the 

pleasures. One might as well try to show the winter wild¬ 

fowl shooter that he is an idiot for half freezing himself to 

death. Bo long as game remains and the shooting instinct 

survives, the sportsman will court summer’s heat and win¬ 

ter’s cold, and bear each with smiling content, provided only 

he have anything to show as a reward. 

Stewed Dog As an Advertisement.—The enterprising 

managers of a cowboy-Indian show, now exhibiting in the 

vicinity of New York, have devised an ingenius method of 

utihzing the common cur of low degree with much profit to 

themselves. They cause the dogs to be slain, stewed and 

eaten by the Indians, giving out to the press that the savages 

are celebrating their regular annual traditional sacred weird 

and mystical dog feast. The wide-awake editors detail their 

reporters to witness the dog feast and write up vivid reports 

of it; and the readers have a column or two of stewed dog 

served up to them at breakfast or dinner. At first the In¬ 

dians refused to eat any other than the traditional snow white 

dog, and the regular annual feast was not celebrated oftener 

than once a month, but now a dog of any color will do, and 

the annual feast is a weekly institution. The Indians are 

not squeamish, but there are signs that the newspaper 

reading public is bcoming satiated and the show managers 

will soon be obliged to devise other schemes of advertising. 

A Texas Man has been found guilty of stealing his own 

horse and sent to the penitentiary. It would be well if 

Texas justice were meted out to the fellows who steal other 

men’s dogs. 
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TWO MONTHS AMONG THE CREES.-l. 

ONE sprini? some years ago I was stationed at a post of 
the Hudson’s Bay Company, in the Northwestern Ter¬ 

ritory, and busily engaged in Indian trading. Opposition 
was strong and petty fur traders were traveling about in all 
directions. Early in March I received instructions to choose 
a man from the fort employees and pass the remainder of the 
trading season at a certain mountain some eighty miles dis¬ 
tant, on the Lower Saskatchewan. Accordingly, having 
selected my man and everything being in readiness, one 
stormy evening we started, each driving a team of dogs, 
with a keen west wind blowing squarely in our faces. On¬ 
ward we traveled over lake and portage, spelling about 3 
A. M. and boiling our copper kettle of tea, with a meal of 
the inevitable pemmican (at the time the only food used 
through the North). The poor dogs looked wistfully on, 
their turn for food coming once only in the twenty four 
hours, at the end of the day’s journey. 

Pierre, my companion for the spring, was a grizzled old 
French halC-bieed, who had spent a lifetime in the wild 
regions of the North, and had accompanied one of the over¬ 
land expeditions in search of Sir John Franklin; many and 
oft were the tales he told over the camp-fire. However, at 
present, he was silent and rather glum, not relishing leaving 
his comfortable cabin for a stormy March night across 
country; but at that time I was young and full of zeal for 
my employers, and thought nothing of hardships to forward 
their interests. 

Reharnessing our dogs, onward we went, reaching our 
destination late the next night. Choosing a suitable place for 
encampment we soon put up our leather tepees, and having 
stowed our trading goods under cover, were settled down 
for the spring. 

In a short time I became acquainted witb the surrounding 
Indians, and one of them, a venerable old chief named Yel¬ 
low Bear, chose me as his grandson, and I reciprocating his 
attachment, we became great friends and used to chat by 
the hour over a cup of tea aud a pair of long-stemmed pipes, 
using the Indian killikinick with our tobacco. He had been 
a mighty moose hunter in his day, and had shot many a 
noble buck, telling me one time of a narrow escape when a 
wounded bull moose charging him, knocked him down and 
stood over him with its hoof raised; he lay as dead, for upon 
the first movement the brute would have trampled him with 
his forefeet. After some time it walked a short distance 
away, still watching his motionless form and finally went 
off; the old man, regaining his flintlock gun, reloaded and 
followed the brute, very soon giving him his quietus with a 
ball through the heart* I asked him if he was frightened. 
He said no, not at that time, but once having been on the 
trail of a moose for three days, eating little or nothing, 
(not being able to shoot at small game for fear of 
alarming the deer), he came on the track of a 
Wen-de-qo, which means, translated. Evil Spirit or 
cannibal. He described it as very awful in appearance, 
and following it he came on the creature, according to his 
description of immense stature, with a skeleton body and a 
black face. Upon his firing at it there came a clap like 
thunder and the old man lost consciousness. Coming to 
after a time he found himself unhurt, but weak and giddy. 
Similar stories I have often heard from natives in different 
parts of the North; and I fancy their origin is in the Indians 
generally exerting himself violently for some lime on very 
scant food and becoming light-headed in consequence. 

We had started on our spring excursion but poorly sup¬ 
plied with provisions and were getting down to very short 
commons; the Indians likewise; all hands were anxiously 
looking for the arrival of the wildfowl. Geese were always 
the first to appear. Paddling up the river with Pierre one 
evening I had the good fortune to shoot a large sturgeon, 
which made a capital addition to our scanty fare. A week 
elapsed, when to the delight of all the encampment, a flock 
of geese passed over, and we immediately made stands and 
setting out our decoys succeeded in bagging five before the 
close of the day. For the rest of the spring we revelled in 
abundance of game. 

All this time one or the other of us had been traveling to 
the different tents of Indians in the neighborhood, and get¬ 
ting a goodly share of furs. Some ten miles awa^ a free 
trader had pitched his camp among what was considered a 
hard lot of Indians, all of them pagans and great medicine 
men. They had sent a message stating that there was no 
use of our visiting them as they had a trader and were going 
to give him all their hunts. Pierre thought we had better 
take them at their word; but piqued at their off-hand treat¬ 
ment of a company which had often helped them in the hour 
of need, I determined to see them, and accordingly paddled 
up one morning, finding them encamped on the bank of a 
stream. On landing I met with a cool reception. Nothing 
daunted, however, I sat down and lit my pipe. Most of 
them were busily engaged feasting on duck eggs, and finally 
a tall, dignified looking old savage beckoned me to share his 
repast. The meal finished, I questioned a few of them as to 
whether they would trade, but was met by a prompt refusal. 
In despair 1 finally accosted a rather good-looking squaw and 
used all my powers of blarney with her, stating that on her 
next visit to the fort various small presents would come her 
way, if she would trade only a little. At last, after casting 
some dubious glances toward a grumpy-looking buck, she 
went to her tent and returned vrith ten muskrat skins. Un¬ 
packing my goods, I very soon satisfied her on the exchange. 
This proved only a beginning, for the sight of the glittering 
wares was too much for poor Lo. Before long, much to my 
delight and the disgust of the half-breed trader, I had most 
of the furs in the camp in my possession, with a cordial in¬ 
vitation to come again. So much for the powers of blarney. 

Some evenings after this, taking my gun, I started toward 
the mountain which, crowned with firs to its summit, over¬ 
hung our camp, while close by a rapid river rushed down its 
slope and sped on its way to the mighty Saskatchewan. 
Having shot a rabbit or two, I came on a large bear’s track 
very fresh, and following it cautiously for a short time I 
caught a ghmpse of Master Bruin through some stunted wil¬ 
lows. Before I could get a shot he set off at a round pace, 
and with my heart thumping like a small engine 1 rushed 
after him, for it was my first bear hunt. I could depend 
well on my gun, it being what is called in this country dis¬ 
tinctly an H. B. gun; they are all made of one standard, 
28-bore, and rather long and heavy in the barrel, throwing 
ball like a rifle for 200 yards. Knowing the lay of the 

country, I made for a point where it was likely the bear 
would pass. And hardly had I thrown myself down when 
crashing sticks warned me of his rapid approach. He sud¬ 
denly came into view, a large brown beast, not over thirty 
yards distant. Firing rapidly, I struck him in the leg. It 
seemed only to enrage him, for, after biting at the wounded 
spot savagely, he rushed straight toward me. Not having 
had time to reload my barrel, I reserved the other until the 
muzzle nearly touched his jaws, and pulling the trigger 
jumped on one side. By the very impetus of his charge he 
was carried some paces past me, "and after a kick or two lay 
stone dead. So close was he that the powder had scorched 
his mouth. Rex. 

A si-nis KOA, Sipi, Get. 27, 1885. 

[to be continued.] 

DAYS WITH THE BARMECIDE CLUB. 
IX. Four, eight and a pair, seven are fifteen two, twenty-five, 

that’s ago; thirty-one, four holes—and almost innumer¬ 
able variations on the above were played until the monotony 
of the proceedings became so thick it could have been 
cut with a club; and it must have been the disgust felt by 
the rainy day at our unprofitable employment indoors that 
dislocated its spinal column and buried it in the irrevocable 
past, while it was succeeded by a day of sunshine which un¬ 
locked our doors and again scattered us over lake and brook. 

But a few days more were remaining in which we could 
practice our gentle art, and the time we improved though it 
was barren of wonderfully substantial results. But all the 
same we whipped the riffles and the eddies and the mirror- 
like stretches on the brook, the ripples and the quiet on the 
lake; and managed by persistent effort to keep the wolf from 
the shanty, and we all felt that we had improved our casting 
to an appreciable extent, and that was idle time not idly 
spent. 

But then, as has been said a thousand times, “it’s not all 
of fishing to catch fish.” The angler knows that fortune is 
a coquette, an inconsistent goddess, and when with sturdy 
stride he scatters the dewdrops sparkling on the spider webs, 
or presses with gentle steps the mossy path that leads him to 
the lake, he feeli that, though he return with an empty creel, 
there is ample compensation in the cheerful songs which the 
birds are ringing out in a riot of melody, in the shrill scream 
of the loon, in the chattering of the saucy bluejay, in the 
partridge drumming his love beat in some leafy coppice. 
The merry ripple of the bubbling stream, the radiant sunsets, 
the wild flowers which jewel the grass and moss, the goodly 
fragrance of the forest, make care and ill luck stand aloof. 

Though we wooed every ripple with our most seductive 
casts, yet the fine trout were conspicuous by their absence. 
There is a wonderful fascination in the uncertainty of ang- 
hng, and though there was present with us the conscious¬ 
ness that it was a will o’-the wisp beckoning us on, we fol¬ 
lowed and enjoyed the few finny favors we creeled, increased 
our avoirdupois and deserved the success we could not com¬ 
mand, Still we had the greatest amount of unadulterated 
sport during these last days, for after no meal were we a 
trout ahead, and consequently^ there was not the plague of 
fishes to admonish us to refrain from further captures, and 
we were all thankful that we had the good fortune not to 
catch too many trout and thereby spoil our sport. 

These piscatorial conditions entailed an extra amount of 
exercise with the rafts, but we were equal to it, and “be 
mane stringth and arkwardniss” we paddled and poled our 
clumsy but comfortable old bundle of logs to every promis¬ 
ing and unpromising gallon of water in the lake. 

We experimented with an almost endless variety of allure¬ 
ments, but neither standard flies nor those nondescripts 
evolved out of our inner consciousness effected good results, 
but only tended to confirm our belief that a limited assort¬ 
ment of flies selected with due regard to place and season 
was sufflcient, for what few fish came to us came through 
the medium of our old friends. During these days we had 
neither forgotten nor neglected Our Lake, as some of us made 
almost daily trips to it for the exercise probably, as the fish 
were very chary of their favors. The two lakes in the im¬ 
mediate vicinity of our headquarters were visited, and though 
they received us with their most gracious smiles, they did not 
open their hearts. 

George Eliot says, “The happiest women, like the hap¬ 
piest nations, have no history;” and so were these last days 
of our outing uneventful, but full of quiet rest, of comfort 
and content.' until, according to appointment, the conductor 
of our team aud sledge met us and we prepared for the re¬ 
turn trip. The last night was spent in the shanty at Our 
Lake. We had been pilgrims of pleasure, and though slightly 
saddened by the consciousness that our pilgrimage must so 
soon come to an end, for the grim old scythe bearer would not 
cease his never-varying stroke, we fell asleep to the lullaby 
of the leaves and the ripples. Millard. 

Cheyenne, Wy._ 

A QUAINT QUARRY. 

The other day, realizing the truth of the preacher’s as¬ 
sertion, “much study is a weariness to the flesh,” I 

left my books and quill (aye, I am an “out and out” conser¬ 
vative and still cleave to my quill), roused my favorite 
beagle from his post-prandial nap, took ’baccy, hat and stick 
and went forth a field. 

It was a lovely afternoon of a typical May day—an Eng¬ 
lish May—and my thoughts dwelt upon fair English scenes 
and the “sweet day, so cool, so calm, so bright” of the 
saintly Herbert and the prose-poetry of dear old Walton, and 
these, it may be, led my feet to the water rather than to the 
budding wood. I chose, as I always do, the “cool, se¬ 
questered” way to a pond, erstwhile a wonted haunt of mine 
for bottom fishing and whence I had taken many a goodly 
perch of a pound weight and more. Circumstances and 
sentiment have kept me from the place for years and I even 
be»'an to wonder what changes might be visible in the once 
secluded and beautiful place. Secluded and beautiful I 
found it, but evidently more frequented than of yore and a 
less desirable and promising water for fishing. An old turn¬ 
pike divides the pond, and on this “causeway” had been 
planted, since I last saw it, the ubiquitous and unsightly 
telegraph poles! I stood aghast and bewailed this flagrant 
change and untoward evidence of civilization. The pike, 
even in parts near to villages, had long been in desuetude, 
and this loveliest portion had been seized upon as a con¬ 
venient place over which to hang the wires for the use of a 
new line of railway contiguous thereto, making a short-cut, 
though marring the beauty of the place. 

I found a hole where I was wont to make a cast, and 
sat down to bm-n ’baccy and let my thoughts run riot in 

meditative mood. Guy had long been doing so in •propria 
persona, for the place was new to him and he had many 
strange nooks to explore. I was soon roused from my retro¬ 
spection by his .giving tongue, and starting up, I found him 
intent on almost taking to the water, but without seeing, at 
first glance, any cause for his undue excitement. Evidently 
thinking me very stupid and stolid, he looked into my face 
and again made the air ring with his music. I now saw, 
about a fathom’s length from shore, a large fish rise to an 
alder catkin afloat on the surface. The water was so deep 
and so dark that I could not name the fish, but I presume 
it was a species of dace, once very abundant here. It was 
amusing to see the dog attempt to step upon the water and 
to hear his angry voice at being baulked of a firm foothold 
and a dash at this novel prey. The fish soon disappeared, 
and so did Guy—to “fresh fields and pastures new,” Won¬ 
dering, I trow, at his discomfiture, leaving me to moralize a 
bit ami also to wonder if there were now as good fish in 
the pond as I used to draw thence. I am disposed to doubt 
the fact, for thoughtless boys and men have made within, 
as well as out of, the water, and very “small fry,” as well as 
coarse, are only left ‘ ‘to point the moral” and to bear wit¬ 
ness to the “changes and chances” which a greedful and 
selfish age is making in the fair domains of nature. O what 
heart of grace she has, however, and how bravely she strives 
to hide man’sTravages aneath a veil of greenery and broidery 
of fair flowers! Ever kindly, ever soothing, ever glorious 
and beautiful and buoyant! 0. W. R. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
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THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION. 

The thirty-fifth meeting of the American Association for 
the Advancement of Science, wiU be held at Buffalo, 

N. Y., from Wednesday morning, Aug. 18, until Tuesday 
evening, Aug. 24, 1886. 

The headquarters of the Association will be at the High 
School, and all the offices and meeting rooms will be in that 
building or in one of the school houses near by. The hotel 
headquarters will be at the Genesee House. A special circu¬ 
lar in relation to railroads, hotels and other matters, has been 
issued by the Local Committee. In order to take advantage 
of these arrangements, members who have not received the 
Local (Committee’s circular should send for a copy at once. 
Arrangements for excursions and receptions will be an¬ 
nounced by the Local Committee. For all matters pertain¬ 
ing to membership, papers and business of the Association, 
address the permanent secretary at Salem, Mass., up to Aug. 
12. From Aug. 12 until Sept. 25. his address will be Buffalo, 
N. Y. 

The officers of Sections D and H have issued special cir¬ 
culars relating to the meeting, which can be had by address¬ 
ing the respective secretaries. S{^cial information relating 
to any of the sections will be furnished by their officers. In 
Section E special attention will be given to the problems 
connected with the Niagara Falls and its gorge. 

Arrangements have been made by the Local Committee 
for the proper care and exhibition of instruments and speci¬ 
mens, for the details of which and for all other local matters, 
members should address the local secretary. As many of 
the railroad companies will require a certificate of member¬ 
ship in the Association to be shown on purchasing tickets 
lo Buffalo at the reduced rates, a certificate is inclosed in 
copies of the circular sent to members of the Association. 

The meeting will be called to order in general session at 
10 A. M., on Wednesday, Aug. 18, in the hall of the High 
School, by the President, Professor H. A. Newton, of New 
Haven, who will resign the chair to the President elect. 
Professor E. 8. Morse, of Salem. After the adjournment of 
the general session, the sections will organize in their re¬ 
spective halls. In the afternoon the sections will meet and 
the Vice-Presidents will give their addresses. In the evening 
Professor Newton will give his presidential address. The 
general sessions and meeting of the sections will be held on 
the following days, except Saturday and Sunday, until Tues¬ 
day night, when the concluding session will take place. 

The following officers were elected last year for the Buffalo 
meeting: President, Edward S. Morse, of Salem, Mass. 
Vice-Presidents; A. Mathematics and astronomy—J. W. 
(iibbs, of New Haven, Conn. B. Physics—0. F. Brackett, 
of Princeton, N. J. C. Cbemistpr—H. W. Wiley, of Wash¬ 
ington, D. C. D. Mechanical science—O. Chanute, of Kan¬ 
sas City, Mo. E. Geology and geography—T. C. Cham¬ 
berlain, of Washington, D. G. F Biology—H. P. Bowditch, 
of Boston, Mass. H, Anthropology—Horatio Hale, of 
Clinton, Ontario, Canada. I. Economic sciences and statis- 
tics—Joseph Cummings, of Evanston, Ill. Permanent Sec¬ 
retary, F. W. Putnam, of Cambridge (office, Salem, Mass.). 
General Secretary, S. G. WilUams, of Ithaca, N. Y. Assist¬ 
ant General Secretary, W. H. Pettee, of Ann Arbor, Mich. 
Secretaries of the sections: A. Mathematics and astronomy 
—S. C. Chandler, of Cambridge, Mass. B. Physics—H. S. 
Carhart, of Evanston, 111. C. Chemistry—Wm. McMurtrie, 
of Champaign, Ill. D. Mechanical science—William Kent, 
of Jersey City, N. J. E. Geology and geography--E. W. 
Claypole, of Akron, Ohio. F, Biology—J. C. Arthur, of 
Geneva. N. Y. U. Anthropology—A. W. Butler, of Brook- 
ville, Ind. I. Economic science and statistics—11. E, Al- 
vord, of Mountainville, N. Y. Treasurer, William Lilly, 
of Mauch Chunk. 

The Entomological Club of the A. A. A. S. will hold its 
meetings during the week of the Association in the library 
of the Buffalo Soc. Nat. Sci. The first meeting will be held 
on Tuesday, August 17, at 2 P. M., and Prof. J. A. Lintuer, 
President of the club, will deliver his address at that time. 
A special badge will be furnished members of the club at 
the desk of the local secretary. During the week there will 
be an excursion to some point of interest, and a reception 
has been tendered the club by the entomologists of Buffalo. 
It is very desirable that those entomologists expecting to 
attend should signify their intention to the secretary of the 
club who will also furnish any further or additional infor¬ 
mation.—John B. Smith, Secretary Entomological Club 
AAA. S., National Museum, Washington, D. C. 

‘The Botanical Club of the A. A. A. S. will hold its meet¬ 
ings as usual, during the week of the Association. The 
first’ meeting will take place on Wednesday at 9 A. M. m 
the room assigned to the biological section. Any botanist or 
person specially interested in botany, who is a member of 
the Association and has registered for the Bimalo meet¬ 
ing may become a member of the club by filling out a 
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Wank to be obtained at the desk of the local committee. 
Members of the club will be provided with a suitable badge. 
Special arrangements will be made by which the botanists 
can visit some interesting collecting field during the long 
excursion on Saturday. A special excursion will be given 
the club to some point in the vicinity of Buffalo; the date 
and place will be announced hereafter. The botanists of 
Buffalo have other plans for the entertainment of their 
guests, which are not sufficiently mature to announce. For 
further information address Dr. J. C. AuTUtTR, Secretary 
of the club, Geneva, N, Y. 

The Society for the Promotion of Agricultural Science 
will hold its seventh annual meeting in Buffalo, beginning 
on Tuesday, August 17. For further information address 
Dr. Byron D. Halsted, Secretary, Ames, Iowa. 

THE AUDUBON SOCIETY. 

At a meeting of the Cincinnati Natural History Society, 
held Tuesday, July 6, the following report of the Com¬ 

mittee on Destruction of Native Birds was submitted to the 
Society and adopted; 

Your committee report as follows in the matter submitted 
to them, and state that they have carefully investigated the 
subject of the destruction of our native birds, and several 
papers have been prepared and read at three meetings of this 
Society. They find: 

First—That native birds of many species have greatly 
decreased in numbers over large areas of the country. This 
is partly true of those water and game birds about which it 
is comparatively easy to obtain statistics. 

Second—That the chief cause of such decrease, in addition 
to climatic changes, natural enemies, clearing up the coun¬ 
try, etc., are the direct destruction of birds for their skins 
and feathers for decorative and millinery uses, the trapping 
of birds for cage purposes, the destruction of eggs and nests 
by men and boys, and the introduction of the European 
sparrow (Passer dmiestic.us), which occupies the nesting 
places of many species. Three of these causes are prevent¬ 
able, and the evil results can be greatly lessened, first, if no 
birds be used for decorations; second, if none of the song 
birds and insectivorous species be used for food; third, if the 
laws protecting certain species be backed by stronger public 
opinion and be more rigidly enforced; fourth, if thoughtless 
men and boys could be shown the great economic value of 
birds and taught the desirability of protecting them and their 
eggs. 

Your committee find that a widespread discussion of the 
bird question shows more interest in “our feathered friends” 
than they had hoped for, and they trust that Cuvier clubs, 
Audubon societies and other clubs of like aims will continue 
to flourish on all sides until public sentiment is entirely 
opposed to the destruction of our native birds. 

A Black Prairie Dog.—Editor Forest and Stream: 
During a recent visit to the West I saw at Laramie, 
Wyoming Territory, a black prairie dog. The animal was 
captured within four or five miles of L iramie, and while on 
exhibition at that town attracted a great deal of attention 
from old plainsmen and mountaineers, none of whom seemed 
to have ever seen a similar specimen. It was almost entirely 
jet black, though on the flanks and haunches the color 
changed to very deep, rich brown. The tip of the tail was 
much paler—almost fawn color—and the lip of the chin was 
grizzled, just as is often the case with the chin of an aged 
black dog. It is not certain to which species of prairie dog 
the animal belongs. I'he ranges of 0. ludomcianus and 0. 
(junnisonii overlap here, and both animals are common. The 
appearance of this melanistic individual leads me to think 
it probable that it was Q. gunnisonii, as it had to my eye the 
somewhat more delicate and graceful form of the species, 
but it was impossible to definitely determine the point.— 
G. B. G. (New York, July 5). 

European Gold Finch in New York,—I am informed 
by Mr. W. A. Conklin, of the Central Park menagerie. New 
York city, that the European gold finch (Garduelis elegans) 
first appeared in the Park in 1879, having probably crossed 
the Hudson Itiver from Hoboken, N. J., where some birds 
had been set at liberty the previous year. The species is 
now common and apparently resident. On April 20, 1886, 
I discovered in precisely similar situations, two nests, one of 
which containing five fresh eggs has been forwarded to the 
Smithsonian Institution. It was placed in a pine tree, rest¬ 
ing among the tufts of long needles near the end of a slender 
horizontal limb, some twelve feet from the ground. The 
species seems to be gradually extending its range, as on May 
23, 1886, I met with a pair occupying a clump of pines six 
or seven miles to the northward.—E. T, Adney in July Ank. 

Elk Antlers.—Chehalis, Washington Teritory.—I send 
you dimensions of an elk’s head and horns in my po.ssessiou. 
The animal was killed just before shedding the velvet, which 
makes them look magnificent. Dimensions: aPace, from 
back of ears to tip of nose, 27 inches; butt of horns, 13 inches 
in circumference; spread of horns in widest part, 43 inches; 
G tines on each beam; from point of brow antler to top of 
horns, 53 inches; distance across from tip to tip, 37i inches; 
distance between eyes, 10 inches; weight, about 50 pounds; 
being in velvet they are lighter than if rubbed.—W. G.’ 
Mercibr. 

Bright Feathers and Bright Foliage.—Lawrence, 
Mass., June 22.—The jay is a nicer bird than I thought he 
was. I won't shoot any more. He has a bad name among 
us boys, though. But late in the faU, when the wild grape 
is ripe, and everything is golden and the maples afire, I 
would not miss him for a good deal as he goes flashing 
through the woods like a blue flame, now screaming like 
wild and once in a while making the sweetest sound, which 
I can’t compare to anything but a bell, and a mighty sweet¬ 
sounding one at that.—O. Fred Newbert. 

Shower of Fish —Mr. W. L. May, Fish Commissioner 
of Nebraska, has shown us a bottle of small fish of an inch 
in length, which were picked up in the streets of Harvard, 
Neb., after a heavy rain and a cyclone, on June 14. The 
fish were identified by Dr. Bean as the fat head or black-head 
minnow (Pimepkales promelas), a common species in the 
Ohio valley and upper Missouri. The fish are reported by 
Mr. May as having been verv plentiful in the streets. 

Occurrence of the Ivory Gull at Halifax.—A young 
bird in immature plumage was shot recently on the coast of 
Halifax county and is now in the possession of Mr. Thos. 
Egan, taxidermist of this city.—J. Mathew Jones (Halifax, 
N. S., July 9). 

Birds of Central Park—Correction.-Litchfield, 
Conn., June 20, ISdiQ—Editor Forest and Stream: From an 
oversight on our part, the dates in reference to the occur¬ 
rence of the yellow-bellied flycatcher (Empidonax fiarimn- 
tris), in Central Park, are incorrect. The species in ques¬ 
tion was observed by Mr. Adney on May 10, 1886. We 
trust that this correction may appear in your columns as 
soon as possible.—L. B. Woodruff, A. Gv Paine, Jr. 

[This note, owing to erroneous direction, was not received 
until last week.] 

§ng aifrf §ttg. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Co. _ 

THE TRAJECTORY TEST. 

HE full report of the Forest and Stream’s trajectory test of hunt¬ 

ing rifles has been issued in pamphlet form, with the illustra¬ 

tions and the tabular summary, making in all 96 pages. For sale at 

this office, or sent post-paid. Price 50 cents. 

WOODCOCK. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
If I were to relate what I do not kno’^x'*uto this dreamy, 

mysterious and charming game birdeeches, linns aune more 
space in your valuable journal than jLs of _ rocks hunOord to 
spare me; hence, if you please, I •chut in our train 
experiences with the sober, Quaker-I fhe bottoi^of deepu'r 
pencils than mine the extensive task-Ct fringg up iiie canvas 
and making the perfect picture. 

Our first intimate acquaintance oih many years ago, 
when I was a boy of eight or nine /bars. It happened in 
this way. One of my duties at that time was to “drive and 
fetch” an old brindle cow to and from the rocky pasture lot 
in my native town in Connecticut. One morning in early 
June, after seeing the old cow safely behind the “bars” in 
the lot, I started to cross an old mowing field in which the 
grass was quite light, and scattered here and there were 
many venerable apple trees, and a few hickory trees which 
had been left stanuing on account of the choice quality of 
the nuts they bore, while the fence surrounding the field was 
fringed with hazelnut hushes, weeds and briers of various 
kinds As I sprang from the fence and landed beyond the 
bushes, a woodcock started up in front of me almost at my 
feet and fluttered and tumbled off a few rods and almost 
turning a summersault settled apparently helpless in the 
grass. 

Thinking it a crippled bird, boylike I darted after it, ex¬ 
pecting an easy matter to make a capture, but in this con¬ 
clusion I failed to consult the bird, for when I arrived within 
a few feet of her she seemed quickly to recover and easily 
eluded my grasp, but still fluttering and tumbling off as 
before, but a short distance again fell apparently exhausted. 
I increased my speed and made a dive in the grass where I 
had seen her fall, intending to cover her with my body, but 
again I was foiled by seeing her dart out just in time to 
escape me, when she again repeated the fluttering and tumbl¬ 
ing act. By this time an idea struck me that I was being 
fooled by that sedate and simple bird, and she was leading 
and enticing me away from something she held dearer than 
her life; so retracing my steps to where I had jumped from 
the fence, in the merest apology for a nest composed of a 
few leaves and blades of dry grass there lay the objects of 
her anxiety, two young birds, evidently but a few days old, 
so young as to make no effort to run or walk, and evidently 
relying on instinct by the “tricks that were vain” (in this in¬ 
stance) of their mother to shield them from observation and 
harm. I did not touch nor disturb them, but sat gazing at 
their tenderness and simplicity for a few moments, when the 
old bird came flying back, but on discovering me immediately 
sank into the grass but a few feet distant and began her 
blandishments to allure me again to take up the chase. I 
shall never forget the brave and tender devotion of that 
mother to her young brood, or the artful wiles she adopted 
to shield them. After satisfying my curiosity I departed, 
leaving the young birds as I had found them. 

The next morning I called to take another view of the 
young innocents, but they were gone. Probably the parent 
removed them during my absence, and if so, how? Or did 
they gain strength (which seemed to me improbable) and fol¬ 
low the mother to a new and more secluded home? Or 
were they devoured by hawk or fox? are queries I never 
could answer satisfactorily to my own mind, I have always 
had the impression that the parent bird in some way removed 
them. As this was the only woodcock nest I ever saw, and 
though I have been shooting this delicious and mysterious 
bird ever since, this simple sketch contains about all I know 
about woodcock. I should have said that this nest was 
located fully a quarter of a mile from any water, marsh or 
swamp, on high and dry ground; and though I am inclined 
now to believe that they usually breed near or in such places, 
this is the only positive evidence I have that they do not. 

I used to be foolish enough to shoot the dear things in 
July, but have long since abandoned the pernicious practice. 
The last time I was guilty of this vile business was in com¬ 
pany of my old friend Comf (now gone hence), and but for 
him I might then have lost my life, for he found me stretched 
under the shade of a tree overcome by the heat, and he ran 
nearly half a mile to the nearest spring, bringing his old felt 
hat full of cool water with which he bathed my head and 
hands and moistened my lips, reviving me sufficiently to 
enable me to reach home, and I have never attempted it since 
at that season of the year, not alone on account of the dis¬ 
comfort to myself, which generally overbalances the sport 
derived, but because the old birds are as unfit for food as a 
sitting hen, and the young ones are frequently half grown, 
soft and flabby, not having the strength to fly so as to make 
a creditable target for a true sportsman, and when shot, 
wrap them in fresh leaves and lay them as carefully as you 
may in your pockets, more than likely when you get home 
the poor things will have become spoiled or fly-blown. For 
the best interest of sportsmen and birds, no woodcock should 
be shot before the first of October. 

I have watched their coming in the early spring, and once 
handled a bird that had met its death by flying against a 
wagon early one morning near the last of February in 
Queens county. Long Island, I have followed them in their 
secluded haunts amid the alders where the soft, springy 
ground was covered thick with ferns and the broad leaves of 
wild cabbage; and again during the last of July and August, 
have found them while moulting in the cornfield nearest to 
their feeding ground; but from the 15th of October to the 

15th of November is the only time that affords good sport 
and really good birds, for they are then strong and healthy, 
making an honest target for the sportsman, and a true lux¬ 
ury for the table. 

Speaking of strong flyers leads me to inquire if everybody 
but me knows how far a woodcock can fly without stopping? 
I confess I do not know. It is well known that many por¬ 
tions of Long Island afford excellent breeding ground for 
woodcock, and that during the month of July they are very 
plenty in many of the swamps. Do the old birds get there 
in the spring by crossing from New Jersey north of Sandy 
Hook, or do they cross the Hudson River, Manhattan Island 
and the East River? I am sure some cross this way, for I 
once picked up an exhausted bird that fell in the Seventeenth 
Ward of Brooklyn, and as I saw it an instant before it fell, 
the course indicated that it had crossed the East River, and 
possibly Manhattan Island and the Hudson. But when they 
leave the island to take their summer vacation further north, 
do they all take the above indicated routes, or is it possible 
for them to fly across Long Island Sound? 

That under certain incentives they can fly rapidly, and 
quite a continuous distance was once illustrated to me in 
this way: I was hunting in Connecticut late in the evening 
on one of those still Indian summer days in October, and had 
just gained the summit of a ridge overlooking a broad swamp 
of alders and low underbrush, when a small sparrow hawk 
darted from a bush near by toward the ground in front of 
me; at the same instant a woodcock started up, disclosing at 
once the object of the wily hawk; and here began a race 
that so much surprised me that I forgot I had a gun, and I 
doubt much if the shot would have overtaken them, so 
rapidly did they put distance between us. They were a little 
below my line of vision, and I judged the woodcock to be 
ten or fifteen feet in advance, both flying in a direct line 
above the underbrush in the swamp beyond, as though they 
had been shot from a gun. In the few seconds I watched 
them they did not swerve to the right or to the left, but 
rapidly dwindled in size till they were lost to my vision in 
the hazy atmo<phere ere the hawk had caught his prey or 
they had reached the ridge beyond, which i judged to be 
half a mile away. I stood musing a moment wondering 
whether that sparrow hawk had woodcock for supper, or 
whether the woodcock was quietly congratulating himself 
on winning the race for dear life. I confess I hoped for the 
latter to be true. I was surprised at the whole transaction, 
surprised that the woodcock did not sink into the cover of 
the swamp below, and surprised at the distance he flew, 
and above all at the rapidity with which he measured it off. 
It satisfied me that a woodcock has a few “extra links to 
let out” on important occasions, and this seemed to be one. 

In regard to the lateness with which these birds tarry at 
the north, I can only say that one evening near the last of 
November I and Comf stood on a knoll overlooking a small 
swamp in which our dogs were trying to rustle out a 
partridge, when I heard a whistling sound in the air, and ere 
I had comprehended its source, Oomf’s gun cracked and the 
bird came down in front of us. I gathered it, and it was as 
line a woodcock as 1 ever handled or ate. Everj body knows 
that a broiled woodcock, shot in the proper season, is good; 
in fact, is very good; but everybody may not know that 
there is another way to cook them which will give them a 
flavor epicures delight in, and which can be obtained in no 
other Way than this, viz., dry pick the bird, taking care not 
to tear the skin. Do not cut it in any way nor remove any¬ 
thing from it but the feathers. Wrap it securely in two or 
three thicknesses of clean, unglazed brown paper; then bury 
it in hot wood ashes, over which spread a thin layer of live 
wood coals, and leave it till thoroughly roasted, which will 
be from fifteen to twenty minutes, according to the degree 
of heat above and below it. When done, split it open on the 
back and remove the case of worm-like eiitrail (for this will 
be all that will remain) together with the outlet. Season 
with salt and pepper to your taste, and you will find the 
most delicious flavor it is possible to obtain from a wood¬ 
cock. Let those who have not already done so, try it some 
time and report. I never had a stomach for eating the bird 
after it has become “high,” as some are pleased to term it, 
but prefer my birds fresh and untainted. 

I hope, Mr. Editor, you will persistently continue your 
valuable efforts to confine the shooting of (his charming game 
bird to the only proper season, which in my experience is 
during the months of October and November, and thus pre¬ 
serve and increase a bird which affords the most delightful 
sport and delicious food. A. 

PRAIRIE CHICKENS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Prairie chickens are coming along in nice shape. The 

young chickens will be much larger than usual this season 
on the beginning of the shooting season, owing to favorable 
weather for early nesting. 

The Hotel Kittson (R. W. Bloodgett, proprietor) can fur¬ 
nish ample accommodations for all that come. W. S. F. 

Ashby, Minn., July 5.__ 

A Mysterious Disappearance.—It was an afternoon in 
August, 1868. I was stock hunting in the hills of Middle 
Arkansas. Riding along the top of a low ridge and passing 
through a small clump of bushes I flushed a covey of quail, 
and being In no hurry, I got off of my horse to let him graze 
while I tried my skill at killihg the quad with stones, of 
which there was a bountiful supply all along the side of the 
hill. I carried my old muzzleloading rifle in my left hand. 
When I got within about forty yards of the foot of the hill 
and stopped to look for the quail, several of which had lit 
in the trees along the hillside, what should I see but a large 
buck leisurely walking up the dry bed of the ravine, and a 
short distance in the rear was a doe following him. On the 
instant I had a terrible attack of “fever and ague,” that I 
could not hold myself steady, much less the gun. But then 
in a few moments my nerves were steadier and I laid ray 
gun upon the limb of a little tree, and taking dehberate aim 
at him just behind the shoulder pulled trigger. Instead of 
hearing the sharp report and seeing the buck make his last 
leap for life, there was a click of the hammer on the tube 
and the deer stopped stockstill and elevated bis head just as 
old men who wear their glasses near the end of their noses 
do when trying to get a good look at something at a dis¬ 
tance. I eased myself down by the side of the tree and com¬ 
menced priming my gun by picking powder into the tube 
with a pin. It was the work of but a few seconds, and slip¬ 
ping another cap on to the tube I rose up aeain;fully expect¬ 
ing to see them in full view. But lo! they had vanished. 
How they got away without my seeing or hearing them has 
always been a mystery to me, as it was all open oak and hick¬ 
ory woods, excepting a few small clumps of bushes here 
and there along the hollow.—Alpha, 
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FOXHOUNDS AND FOXES. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I have hunted foxes in Virginia, New Hampshire and 

Maine, with a pack in the first-named State and with from 
one to a half dozen dogs in the other States, and therefore 
feel that 1 am thoroughly acquainted with the points in con¬ 
troversy. Both gentlemen are right as far as their own 
localities are concerned. The red fox of New England is 
the same as that of Virginia, and other things being equal, 
one is as hard to run down as the other. In the autumn in 
New England before the snow falls, a pack of picked fleet 
hounds might kill one out of a dozen foxes driven, but 1 do 
not think it possible for two or three of the best hounds in 
the world to do as much, simply because our country is full 
of roads, swamps and ledges, where so much time is lost in 
keeping the track that the fox gets far ahead, and the dogs 
can only trail fast, not drive by the body scent. In Virginia 
they run over a well wooded or grassed country and never 
road for hours as they do here. In winter the great masses 
of ice and constantly drifting snow mahe following a New 
England fox next to impossible, unless one has a slow, 
patient dog that will stick to his work till the day is done; 
but, of course, this is not driving in the Virginia sense. The 
question, as I conceive it, is not one of the kind of dogs 
needed, but the number used, and the character of the 
country run over. Virginia dogs do catch red foxes, I have 
owned them and seen them do it, but the same dogs can’t do 
the same work here, and from past experience I believe it 
impossible to successfully run down and catch foxes .i", 
part of the country. I have a Byron dog from the 
ous regions of Pennsylvania, that comes neare’' . 
fox than any dog I have seen in this section, ana 
year ®ld. Should he do still better next season, 1 sL il 
to get four or five of the same strain and further tesi 
question of catching foxes in New England. Foxcraft. 

POKTSMOUTH, N. H. , 

“Red Eye” and “Hounding,” of Virginia, and Mr. New¬ 
ell, of Massachusetts, are each right as to their own locali¬ 
ties. Here in Sullivan county, N. Y., a fox would grin at 
the notion of being caught by any dog. Foxes here run 
from four to forty hours, not without breaks and loss of 
track. We have good foxhounds; put them in an open 
country, like the South, and the run would be shorter and 
the fox caught or holed. As to Col. Tucker’s fast hounds, 
produced as he claims by a cross between native and im¬ 
ported strains, we nave plenty of that kind here, and there 
is no need to sand South for them.—C. F. Kent (Monticello, 
N. Y.). __ 

SOUTHERN HUNTING METHODS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
In reading the apparently interminable discussion on the 

“hounding” and “non-hounding” questions in your columns 
last winter, and also allusions to fox hunting in northern 
woods, “Coahoma” was led into some reflections upon the 
curious contrasts existing between Northern and Southern 
methods of pursuing certain sports. 

In the South still-hunting for deer is rarely ever practiced, 
and for the most part only by “raftsmen” and such profes¬ 
sional woodsmen. 

The common practice with sportsmen, and which is con¬ 
sidered legitimate sport, is to hunt the deer in very much the 
same manner as your fox hunting is described. A party of 
hunters go out on horseback with a pack of hounds. Each 
member is provided with a shotgun (rarely ever a rifle) and 
a blowing horn. One or two of the members “go in the 
drive;’* that is, follow and control the hounds. The others 
are stationed at the various “stands,” points where the deer 
is supposed to be most likely to run by. When a deer is 
killed by one of the “standers,” a long blast is given on his 
horn to apprise the other hunters of the fact. Then a new 
drive is instituted in another locality. 11 the dogs run the 
game out of the drive without a shot they are recalled by the 
drivers as soon as practicable and a fresh drive entered upon. 

This method of hunting deer certainly affords delicious 
sport. There is not a more thrilling experience, than, 
after hours of waiting suspense, perhaps, to hear the 
pack in full cry approaching your stand, with the exciting 
hallooing of the drivers behind them, while you stand tremb¬ 
ling with exc'tement, your gun cocked and at a “ready,” in 
momentary expectation of the quarry bounding into view 
and in range of your weapon. Or, as frequently happens, 
the swelling music of the pack (what orchestra or human 
chorus can equal its effect on your nerves?) will veer off to 
right or left, and you spring on your hunting pony, who is 
as full of excitement and interest in the proceedings as 
yourself, and dash wildly away, leaping over logs and dodg¬ 
ing overhanging branches, to “head off” the game at another 
stand a mile away. But many a long, cold day, from “early 
dawn to dewy eve” hath this writer stood, or reclined against 
a tree trunk, vainly waiting in weary solitude for the deer 
that had pressing business in an entirely different part of the 
■♦^oods. * 

This method of deer hunting, as practiced m Louisiana 
and Mississippi, does not drive the deer permanently away 
from its accustomed haunts, but the same deer maybe started 
in the same locality on successive days. The one great evil, 
however, which attends this sport, and for which there is no 
palliation, is the frequency with which the deer escapes car¬ 
rying with it one or more buclishot, either to die a lingering 
and unprofitable death, or possibly recover after much suffer¬ 
ing, which no true sportsman can contemplate without dis¬ 
comfort of mind. . 

Fox hunting, on the other hand, is conducted quite differ¬ 
ently. Every huntsman is in the “drive,” and there is not a 
gun in the party. If any unreflecting countryman should 
shoot a fox before the hounds, he would receive the hearty 
execrations of the whole hunt. 

This different way of viewing the matter in the North and 
the South is probably due to the comparative scarceness of 
foxes in the latter region. They are by no means so numer¬ 
ous here as they apnear to be in the North. The sight of a 
fox in this country except when put up by the hounds, is an 
exceedingly rare occurrence, one which this writer has never 
yet experienced. . 

In former years, when Southern planters could afford to 
indulge in the luxury, fox hunting was a favorite amuse¬ 
ment. Pains were tahen to select a pack with special view 
to harmony of voices, and the music which they made when 
in full cry on a crisp, frosty morning, made the nerves tingle 
as nothing else could. It was customary to start out a 
couple of hours before daybreak, and the chase was usually 
kept up till toward noon, covering a radius of perhaps five 
miles, the gray fox being the prevailing variety. He was 
either picked up on the ground, run to earth, or, as was 

most usual, was found in a tree, with the pack baying 
around, sometimes after five or six hours’ chase. 

The wnter remembers an occasion when he was a boy of 
ten years of age, and participated in such a hunt. Soon 
after setting out, a small beagle bitch started a fox on her 
own account, and after chasing it alone for several hours, 
brought it in the vicinity of the main pack, when it was 
speedily put up a tree. "Wishing to have some further sport 
the leader of the hunt called off the pack and directed me to 
climb up the tree and force the fox to jump out. This I did, 
but he very soon “treed” again. The same tactics were pur¬ 
sued, but the poor creature was so exhausted that it per¬ 
mitted me to catch it by the tail and throw it to the ground, 
when the merciless dogs made short work of it. An Irish 
friend of mine, who is a considerable railroad and leve- 
tractor, who has a good deal of humor about bir> 
somewhat given to drawing the “long bow,” re 
Ireland on a visit a few years ago, and while there was in¬ 
vited to see the “county hounds.” The pack consisted of 
about fifty, and he relates that they were so well trained that 
the keeper could marshall them in line like soldiers on dress 
parade, and order them out individually, by name, to a line 
of platters cortaining food, in their front. 

Not to be outdone, Captain Mike told the keeper that did 
pretty well for the old country, but was not near equal to 
the packs we had in America. He said that he had owned 
a pack him.self of one hundred and fifty dogs. The founda¬ 
tion for fare claim was the fact that he once hau a levee 
camp on uur doors af emigrant travel bj*^ wagon, from the 
Stat^ at a few days moissippi to Texas, and rEullil 'es of 
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SHOOTING. 

;uestion of spring shooting of 
•iCject I wish to point out cer- 

i.h the present statute which 
nil fke spring. Ex-Senator 

Wagstaff claims, and I believe deserves, the credit of having 
this law passed, but in so doing did he not get his seasons a 
little mixed? Earlr'*-igning and careful study of the alma¬ 
nac have left on nay'-, -nd the impression that spring con¬ 
sists of March, April afid May, and that summer includes 
June, July and August. 1 have some doubts about March, 
and think a well-regulated arrangement of the weather 
would have left that among the wintry months, and so would 
not mind allowing him to take June in place of it. No one 
ought to quarrel over June, for there is nothing to shoot in 
that month of the year anyhow. But how did he come to 
steal the first half of July? The law protects bay birds till 
July 15. That is just exactly to the middle of summer. 
Was our enthusiastic and able Senator over thorough, or was 
he attempting to rehabilitate the laws of the universe as well 
as the game laws? There always used to be a flight of snipe 
in the early part of July. The 7th was the conventional 
date, and then they are on their migration southward, and 
should be killed if they are ever to be. Why protect them for 
the benefit of our excellent friends in Jersey who do not even 
protect the brooding birds in spring? Unless, indeed, the Sen¬ 
ator has a shooting box along the Jersey coast, in which case 
the sooner he invites me to join him there the less 1 will have 
to say about irregulaiity of times and seasons. How much 
virtue does he expect a New Yorker to be possessed of? 
There was a splendid flight of big birds the first week of 
this July, and is the average sportsman to stand idly by and 
let them go without firing a gun because summer comes 
sooner than the Senator’s almanac had it? I being made of 
sterner stuff sat on the deck of my yacht and saw the mar¬ 
lins go past as many as thirty in a flock and did not kill a 
single one. To be sure I happened to have left my gun at home, 
but were it not for this law my gun would not have been at 
home. Now I have just written a novel wherein I dilate 
upon the many delightful attractions and resources of the 
Great South Bay, its fishing and shooting, but if the men¬ 
haden fishermen are to take thirty thousand bluefish in one 
haul and twenty tons of weaktish in another, as I am in¬ 
formed they have, and dump them almost all into their oil 
vats, and Senator Wagstaff is to stop the shooting by mistak¬ 
ing spring for summer, what will become of my book? I 
shall either have to suppress the edition or be set down for 
an exaggerator, a thing that no fishermen can endure. I 
want therefore particularly to impress upon every one who 
shall hereafter undertake to prohibit shooting of any sort 
of birds in their northern migration, that spring is not sum¬ 
mer and that summer is not spring, and one of the worst in¬ 
juries that can be done to the efficiency of game laws is to 
make them unreasonable and contrary to the laws of nature. 

Robert Barnwell RoosE^TiLT. 

HOSPITABLE TEXAS. 

This is a very paradise of a land, from a sportsman’s 
standpoint, especially to those fond of the pursuit of 

that crime de la creme of game birds. Bob White. The latter 
are thick on the creeks in the winter, and the open corn 
fields, etc., early in the season, in many parts of the State; 
especially so within a radius of sixty miles of this town. 
What more exhilarating pleasure can there be than getting 
up at 5 o’clock in the morning, and with two or three con¬ 
genial companions, driving out to one’s ground, ready to 
begin shooting about 8:30 A. M., and lunching at noon. A 
deiiahtful thing it is to watch a well-bred dog, following all 
the commands of a competent trainer, noting the wonderful 
instinct they show when the covey are not there, only alighted 
and then run on, or with what rigidity of muscle will they 
stand when the birds are there; how grandly they drop when 
the birds rise with a “wnirr,” leaving one or more of their 
comrades behind them. 1 know of nothing so trying to 
most men’s nerves as the first whirr of a large covey, 
especially if they want to drop a riaht and left. Shooting 
quail when once scattered is as distinct from the first flush 
as killing a deer with a shotgun is different from performing 
the same feat with a rifle, in my humble opinion. I have 
shot partridges in the turnips, iu England, but I must 
acknowledge that for downright good shooting, the little 
“Bob White” takes the palm. He is second only to the far- 
famed Scotch grouse, or perhaps that wily fellow, the wood- 

^^Wiiat a pity it is that we can’t get a bill passed prohibiting 
the netting or trapping of this noble little bird. There are 
far too many disposed of in this cold-blooded way. What 
they do it for passes my comprehension, as the price realized 
in these markets for quail per dozen would hardly pay for 
the net one would thiuk; and each farmer must have an out¬ 
fit of his own, ©r usually does so. 

The weather becomes nice and cool down here about the 
end of October. Apropos of cool things, one of the coolest 
that I have struck down here happened tons last fall. When 
out shooting we had very carfully placed some bottles of Bass’ 
ale in a cool spot, carefully hidden from the eyes of the 
vulgar, as we fondly deluded ourselves. However, on get¬ 
ting back to camp, dry and thirsty as leeches, to our horror 
our cool drink had given us the slip and no amount of care¬ 
ful searching could reveal its lurking place. We remember 
those kind, unselfish men to this day. 

Besides quail, we have prairie chickens, all kinds of wild¬ 
fowl. 3, etc. For the rifle there are deer, antelope and 
b -'ople are hospitable and only too pleased to see 

if of the right stamp; and to the thorough 
,m who shoots for the sport and not for the dol- 

..carty welcome is accorded by all the best farmers, 
joine of the less educated ones have an idea that every man 
out with a dog and gun means so much out of tneir own 
pockets. One farmer remarked to me last year about a 
certain well-known sportsman dowu here who has paid large 
prices for bis dogs: “I say. Mister, how long will it be be¬ 
fore M. sells enough birds to pay for that .$1,000 bitch that I 
hear he has got.” 

What can you reply to such a man? Arthur Stert. 

Fort Worth, Texas. 

New York Woodcock Season.—Fort Plain, N. Y., 
July 8. Editor Forest and Stream: Will you please inform 
me through the Forest and Stream when the woodcock 
sea.eon opens in this State? As I understand it it is Aug. 1, 
and is generally so understood here and the sho 'ters here are 
all making calculations on shooting woodcock Aug. 1. But 
a few claim the law was changed to Sept. 1 this summer. 
Will you please ascertain and let me know, as I do not want 
to shoot woodcock before it is lawful to. Furthermore I 
saw myself that a bill had passed the Legislature changing 
he time to Sept. 1, but have not seen anything of it since. 
am in hope the law has changed to Sept. 1, and the major- 

i^ of the sportsmen here think as I do, for we all know that 
nil ^ out of ten men who go shooting woodcock in August 
she jt more or less ruffed grouse, or “short-bills.” as they 
call'them, and the summer hotels all buy ruffed grouse in 
August and say they prefer them, but call them short-bills. 
If the law has changed 1 think you should make it prominent 
in your'.valuable paper, as I know a great many depend on 
it for such information, at least I do.—A W. B. [The sea¬ 
son was orrectly given in our last issue in list of open game 
seasons.] ___ 

News of the Camping Clubs.—Wellsville, 0., July 
9.—Mitor Forest and Stream: Two special cars attached to 
the mail train and placarded “East Liverpool Camping 
Clubs, 1886,” passed through here on the 2d ult. en route to 
Waynesburgh, O., near which place they have selected a 
spot for their annual encampment. This section of country 
is noted for an abundance of game and its pretty women, so 
that a good time, both piscatorially and socially, for the 
boys is insured. A full fledged brass band accompanies 
them, but it is to be hoped they will be muzzled after arriv¬ 
ing in the woods. The Geo. Weaver Fishing Club of Roch¬ 
ester, Pa ,bound for Michigan; Pittsburgh Recreation Club, 
en route to Waynesburg, O., and the Pioneer Club going 
down the Ohio River passed through here this week with 
all the paraphernalia incidental to the art of castrametation. 
They anticipate having a good time.—Buz. 

Doves in New Jersey.—Monmouth, N, J., July 2.— 
Editor Forest ayvd Stream: Is there no law for the protection 
of doves in this State? If not 1 think it would be well for 
some of our leading sportsmen to bring the matter to the 
attention of the Legislature next winter. If something is not 
done, dove shooting will soon be a thing of the past in this 
part of the Btate. It has been customary to wail until after 
harvest and shoot them when they come in to feed in the 
stubble (which I think is too early). But some have been 
shooting them all through the month of June this year, also 
in the winter when the ground is covered with snow and 
they come to barnyards and grain stacks after food. I think 
that I am as fond of shooting as any one, but am willing that 
all should have a chance. Would be glad to have the opinion 
of sportsmen on this subject.—Fair Plat. 

Massachusetts.—South Duxbury, Mass., July 8.—Fall 
shooting promises to be the best this season it has been for 
years. Quail are very plenty and can be heard in all direc¬ 
tions, four to one compared to last year. Partridges are 
plenty, too, I found six bevies on my travels last Sunday; 
they were about a third grown. Woodcock are never plenty 
here as it is dry and sandy, not enough meadow ground. I 
have seen several lately past at suuset in the low ground, one 
was the largest I ever saw.—South Shore. 

Pennsylvania—Erie, July 6.—Woodcock are very 
plenty around here now, but I am sorry to say u great many 
young birds were bagged before the season was open. The 
bass fishing was very poor this spring, owing to the pound- 
nets being on the bass ground, but we hope with the assist¬ 
ance of our assemblyman and Slate senator to have the 
pound nets done away with. There are several large broods 
of young ducks around, but the pot-hunters are killing them 
off when they can get a chance.—J. M. 

New York Game Constables —Glens Falls, N. Y., July 
1 —Editor Forest and Stream: Have you noticed that Sec. 
2 of Chap 429, of laws of 1886, provides that: “Game con¬ 
stables, constables, sheriffs and deputy sheriffs shall have 
the same powers as are conferred upon game protectors tor 
the enforcement of the provisions of Chap. 534 of the laws 
of 1879 and the amendments thereto, and shall be entitled to 
the same fees therefor.”—A. N Cheney. 

New Hampshire.—Colebrook, July 12.—Trout have been 
taken in great numbers, but the recent hot weather has sent 
them in search of colder water, where they will be better 
secreted They have diminished some from unlawful and 
unsportsmanlike methods of capture in certain locaUties 
where law does not avail.—Ned Norton. 

The Pringle Snipe Score.—A correspondent tells us that 
the snipe shooting by Mr Pringle, of Louisiana, concerning 
which inquiries were made in these columns recently oc¬ 
curred in the month of February, at Bayou Teche, La. Gun, 
breechloader; load, 3$ drams powder, 1 1-6 ounces No. J 
shot; time, 6 hours; number of .snipe killed, 366. 
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Profit in Bear Traps.—A York county, New Bruns¬ 
wick, bear trapper took into Fredericton recentlj^ nine skins 
of l)ears, trapped in the neighborhood of Zionville. Some 
of the skins netted $15 each in addition to the $2 bounty. 
Beavers are still found in New Brunswick in certain 
localities numerous enough to make their trapping profitable. 

Erode Island.—Manton, E. I.. July 12.—Ruffed grouse 
and quail are quite plenty in this vicinity, but woodcock 
are scarce.—T. M. A. 

-- 
Mr. Griffin Smith, of Longmont, Colo.,!qtftf ‘>‘1 A 

shot a mountain lion on the Little Thompson,' 
ured nine feet from the end of its nose to the lip ' ' ^ 

MUZZLE VS. BREECH. 

Editor Forest and Stream; 
I have bt-en enter ained by readme “Napoleon Merrill’s” “Muzzle 

vs. Breech” in Forest A^D Stream of July 1. Indeed 1 was interesied 
enough to hunt up 'he cony for April 8, to which he refers. "N. M.” 
shot 70 rods, or thought he aid. He did not measure the distance, so 
I will wager that he did not shoot over 55 rods. I never knew a 
"guessed” 70 rods to pan out over about 60. And he killed 4 turkeys 
out of 20 shots. “N. M.” must shoot better than that if he ever 
attends a turkey shoot in Canton, or the breechloaders will laugh at 
him. I used the old-fashioned muzzleloader long after breechloaders 
came in fashion, simply because 1 could not afford to bny a breech¬ 
loader. I have clipped chickens’and partridges’ (grouse) heads off 
with it, and also just as easily with the breechloader. I own a Ffem- 
ingtOD .22. Winchester .32 and Marlin .38 The Remington and Marlin 
were regular stock guns; the Winchester was made to order, but is no 
better shooter than those of their regular stock. I am no marksman, 
shoot but little, and would b 'no man to champion any gun, but 1 
would like to meet that muzzleloader of “N. M.’s” at a turkey shoot 
Some tiiree years ago we shot here for a bailge, 200.vds , 10 contests, 
half at any rest, half off hand. A 14-pound muzzleloading target gun 
and a flue double barrel were both left far in the rear before the 
string wa- shot out At a 50yds. shoot, 10 contests, the double gun 
met the same fate, much to me discomflrure of a good friend of mine, 
who loaned it to a member of the cluh to show- the boys whatit could 
do. The heavy gua did not appear in that contest 

Tell “N. M.” that 1 will on any still day take my little .22 Reming¬ 
ton with 5 grains of powder auO shoot for turkeys at 175yils and «ct 
’em up for all the boys if I can’t kill more than 4 in 20 shors I’ll 
take my .32 Winchester, 20 grains, at same dis'ance, and agree to 
make it 10 out of 20 shots. My Marlin I have,shoe hut little- 1 hardly 
knowhow it does shoot. Rut I’ll shoot it just as many rods as “N. 
M.” will his muzzleloader, and the man who gets the least number of 
turkevs pays all the bills. If “N. M.” comes to Canton to shoot he 
will shoot just so many yards by the tape, whether at turkeys or 
target. If at the former he won’t be ruled out for killing 4 turkeys 
in 20 shots either, and after he is satisfied with me he can take a 
twist at half a dozen others, any of whom will be happy to shoot with 
a man who thinks the killing of 1 turkey in 6 shots a wonderful per- 
fo'’mauce. There are good muzzleloaders and good breechloaders, 
and perhaps a muzzleloader can be found that can beat any breech¬ 
loader, but to do it it must shoot a long ways bai ter than “N M.’s” 
did. He must not think breechloaders cannot shoot well simply be¬ 
cause he struck a lot of fellows—I'll wager ihe guns were all riaht— 
who couldn’t hit the broadside of a barn unless they were on the in¬ 
side of it. W’e had one such fellow at a shoot I remember. He 
fired 60 shots wimont drawing blood, and would have had equal suc¬ 
cess with either muzzle or breechloader or even a hand spike. Our 
hoys do not pretend to be good shots and their guns are all stock 
guns, costing perhaps Sl5 each. Remingtons. Winchesters, Stevens 
Colts, Ballards, all sorts, mostly .32 and .3S-cal.: but it takes about 40 
turkeys to “go arotmd” at a shoot! They don’t make hogs of them¬ 
selves by killing them all at once; they let the 4 in 20 shots do their 
full share of the shooting, putting in a shot now and then when it 
gets dull, letting the “man who puts ’em up” keep a little ahead. So 
when it comes night each one nas turkeys for himself and all his 
friends, the poor shots have their share of the fun and tlie owner of 
the turkevs comes out a few dollars ahead, as he ought to. 

Canton, N.Y. _J. H. RvBHTON.lt 

Don’t twist your neck off. but use Allen’s bow-facing oars. Little 
catalogue free. Fred A. Allen. Monmouth, 111.—Actu. 

uni fitter fishing. 

Address all communicaUom to the Forest and Stream Publish 
ng Co. _ 

TROUT IN WESTERN NORTH CAROLINA. 
T the request of a number of expert anglers who have 

enjoyed the delights of this sequestered retreat of 
brook trout—the genuine Snlmo fontinalis—for years, 1 send 
you a brief description of the country, made famous by 
Craddock’s “In the Tennessee Mountains,” and of a fishing 
excursion just concluded. I do this for the information of 
those who truly love the sport, and who will be gratified to 
discover new streams and new scenes in which, to spend their 
fishing vacation. 

I am seated in a log cabin that has withstood the storms 
for over a quarter of a century, in view of,that huge archsean 
pile. Grandfather Mountain—summit of ranges that never 
disappfeared during the convulsions of millions of years—and 
at the foot of the knoll on which this cabin stands are the 
lovely meadows through which ripple the pellucid waters of 
Elk Kiver after its animated descent. Down it has come 
from its source in a foothill of Grandfather, over boulders 
and beneath blooming laurel (rhododendron), with banks 
bordered and pools shaded by ivy (kalnia) and honeysuckles 
(azaleas), pausing here and there to afford shady retreats for 
its royal inhabitants, and again dashing over rocky impedi¬ 
ments until it reaches the pebbly channel of the Banner 
Meadows. Through these it sings and laughs, hiding its 
"beauties” under an occasional clump of laurel until it 
reaches the rocky rapids that lead on down to Smoky and 
Scaly mountains. And every pool at foot of rapids is alive 
with trout—a fish that above all others that swim can thrill 
the nerves most deliciously wbeu struggling on a brown 
hackle that has hooked him securely. And this Elk is but 
one of three limpid rivers whose sources are found in that 
foothill a couple of miles beyond the meadows. 

This charming spot, with its sublime mountain surround¬ 
ings, five or six thousand feet above the tide, and forest-clad 
on their tali' st summits, is never visited by anglers from the 
North because Bohemians have defamed and ridiculed these 
mountains out of consideration. Never was a greater 
wrong done to fishermen. For eight years successively and 
in the month of June ine anglers of our city have gone to 
Banner’s Elk, and hem welcomed with a hearty, simple, 
dreamy hospitality found nowhere else out of these moun¬ 
tains; have been fed on well cooked and wholesome food at 
Mrs. Louis Banner's and have caught thousands of trout 
ranging m weight from six ounces to one pound. True, 
these pink-dotted darlings are not so large as can be found 
in some streams of the North, but they are just as gamy 
when hooked, and just as delicious when lifted from the 
frying pan. 

Banner’s Elk, headquarters for movements on the Elk, 
Watauga and Linnville rivers, is reached by the East Ten* 
nessee, Virginia & Georgia Railway to Johnson City, twenty- 
five miles south of Bristol and about 200 miles northeast of 
Chattanooga. The East Tennessee & Wester .L Car<^ 

lina Railroad connects at Johnson’s and will transport you 
to Cranberry, thirty-five miles distant in the mountains, 
where there is a gem of a hotel kept in Northern style. 
From Cranberry you go in a hack or on horseback, as you 
prefer, to Banner’s Elk, eight miles distant. At Banner’s Elk 
you can be accommodated at S. M. Dugger’s, who keeps a 
regular hoarding house, or at his father’s, a farmer who takes 
in fi'<hermen. Our club, including our ladies, always stop 
at Mrs. Louis Banner’s, but as only ladies compose that 
family they are sometimes timid of entertaining those they 
do not know, realizing, no doubt, that few strangers turn 
out to be angels in disguise. Board is one dollar a day, and 
it is excellent for the mountains of any part of the country. 
”’'"^‘ ilway ride from Jobnson’s to Cranberry carries you 

the Great Portal—the Doe River Gorge—into the 
_ B'‘ ~ Aileghanies. This gorge pierces the mountain 

that swings from the pillar of the Smokies—Roan 
Mountain—and latches on the pillar of the Blue Ridge— 
Grandfather Mountain—both of these lofty elevations enter¬ 
ing the clouds 6,000 feet above the sea. The Doe has ground 
dowu a channel through this rocky 8pur, in places 1,000 feet 
deep, aud alongside its rushing waters the railway ascends 
up grades 300 feet, and around curves as short as 20°. Now 
it is on a level with the stream, again it is 100 feet above; 
DOW the iron horse pants so close to the rear coach you can 
almost toss a cigar to the engineer five car-lengths away, 
again it dashes into a short tunnel that pierces a section of 
tbe Potsdam vertehree. The peaks reach up into the clouds, 
usually clothed with pines, maples, beeches, linns and bal¬ 
sams, but occasionally exposing bare piles of rocks hundreds 
of feet perpendicular, which at times shut in our train as 
securely from sunbeams as if it was in the bottom of a deep 
well. Over the clear, cold water project fringes of bloom¬ 
ing laurel, ivy and honeysuckle. 

From Cranlierry the road ascends on the bosom of the 
mountain that bounds Cranberiy River on the south, afford 
iug snatches of lovely mountain views. After three miles 
you ford the Elk and then you ascend that river. If you 
come in June not only will tne oaks, the maples, the hick¬ 
ories, poplars, chestnuts, chenies, linns and beeciies and 
balsams clothe Smoky and Scaly, but tbe laurel will have 
on its glorious white plumes, the ivy its delicately tinted 
and dotted clusters, and the houeysuckle the great redly 
golden blossoms that are the glory of tbe mountain sides all 
through Western North Carolina. For over three miles you 
will ascend through bough-embracing forests, along the 
busom of the mountains at whose feet the Elk tosses, tum¬ 
bles and swirls, the water of which is clear as crystal, cold 
as ice and filled with speckled trout. Ouly the young aud 
agile fishermen venture on these boulders, and they are 
always repaid with creels full of the largest fish found in this 
Section of the mountains. 

In the low mountain, three miles from Banner’s Elk—a 
foothill of Grandfather—rise tbe Elk, Watauga and Linn¬ 
ville, and tbe springs of their sources are not a thousand 
yards apart. Tbe Watauga leaves the feet of Grandfather, 
flows on by Valle Crucis to the Tennessee and thence through 
the Missssippi to the Gulf of Mexico. 'The Elk commingles 
in the same flood. Tbe Linnville, however, pours down 
through a deep rift in the Linuville range, and after tumbl¬ 
ing over a precipitous ledge one hundred feet perpendicular, 
it hurries on between tbe gloomy wall of a deep canon to 
tbe valley aud thence to the Atlantic Ocean. I am told by 
those who have lollowtd the course of the Linnville from its 
source and gazed upon its rapids, pools, falls, canons and 
beetling cliffs, that there is no sublimer scenery to be found 
anywhere ou the continent 

It has been a wet June all over the country and these 
mountains have not been exempt from the discomforis of 
showers. We reached Banner’s Elk on June Vi for dinner, 
and at 5 that afternoon began our first assault upon the 
gamy inhabitants of the Elk. Only three of tbe four men 
were in this first engagement and oneof these was hampered 
by ihe presence of ladies who attempted the sport for the 
first time, yet when darkness fell, after two hours of whip 
ping, there were discharged from tbe three creels upon the 
floor of tbe porch seveui_y-five toothsome beauties, and over 
twenty had been thrown back to grow larger by next year. 
From that evening on we found the brown hackle and the 
king of the waters or the coachman the most attractive flies. 
We never caught a large tiout on a miller, though sometimes 
a little fellow would rise to it. Usu illy we fl.shed with three 
flies on a six foot leader, a brown hackle always at the tail, 
then a king of the waters or a coachman and a miller or an¬ 
other hackle. 

From Banner’s Elk an excursion is made through the Mc- 
Oandless Cabin Gap to the sources of the Watauga and Linn¬ 
ville, It is for a while up the Elk, then through the dense 
laurel and up the precipitous face of the foothills, with a 
soil of leaves and woods decayed during centuries, twelve 
inches deep, covered with trees of fifteen feet girth, and ferns 
and mosses that are as beautiful as found anywhere else on 
earth. There is excellent fishing in the Watauga, beginning 
a little after you leave Callaway’s, a mile or so below the 
source of the river. At Callaway’s you can ascend to the 
summit of Grandfather, from which can be obtained an 
almost limitless view of mountain scenery. From Callaway’s 
you cao fish down to Shull’s Mills, where the river makes a 
short turn to flow out into the valley of Valle Crucis. That 
journey will be an unalloyed delight—mountains, valleys, 
laurels, ivy, honeysuckles, dancing rapids, flower-shaded 
pools, trout large and plentiful. At Shull’s IVlills is Boone 
Fork, full of trout, and Joe Shull’s residmee, a reasonably 
comfortable lodging place. It is better to take lunch from 
Banner’s and avoid the wretched cooking at Callaway’s. 

Rt turning from Shull’s Mills along tne highway, you enjoy 
the scenery to the full. After passing Callaway’s you reach 
the Linnville, and in about three miles excellent fishing. You 
fish on down to Webb’s Pond and spend the night at Estes, 
a half mile beyond; reasonably lair entertainment. In the 
morning you can go to Linnville Falls, then across to Martin 
Banner’s for dinner, where you will get an excellent meal. 
You will now be only five miles from your feather bed and 
big wood fire at Mrs. Banner’s, at Banner’s Elk. One pressed 
for time can fish the Watauga to Shull’s Mills, ascend to the 
summit of Grandfather, go down the Linnville to the falls, 
and be back to Banner’s Elk within three days, after having 
a bushel of sport and a barrel of enjoymimt. 

There are other streams in Western North Carolina where 
trout are as plentiful and perhaps larger—as, for instance, 
the Nantihala, Toe (Chestatoa) and Pigeon—but my heart 
turns lovingly to the Elk, Watauga aud Linnville, and my 
homelike home at Banner’s Elk. My residence is in Chat¬ 
tanooga, Teun,, and 1 will cheerfully answer all letters of 
genuine anglers who may wish to learn more of these arteries 
of the heart of the Aileghanies. G C. Connor. 

Banner’s Elk, Watauga (Jouaty, N. C., June, 1886. 

LIGHT RODS FOR SEA FISHING. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I have never fished in fresh water, but have caught many 

weakfish in the waters adjacent to New York, always using 
—as does everybody whom I see fishing in salt water—a 
stiff rod. But the query has often presented itself, why can¬ 
not a four or eight pound weakfish be taken with a light rod 
as properly as can a four-pound black bass? which has the 
reputaiion of being a mighty fighter, 

I have had occasion this season to have a new rod made; 
but the tackle dealer would not permit me to have a light 
rod—1 must have a stiff bamboo. And so say all the natives 
with whom I have talked upon the subject. 

It seems to me that a foui or six pwiiod weakfish will not 
work more havoc than a black bass of similar weight; but it 
inay be that where a fish is at liberty to run he will get the 
line afoul of one of the many oyster stakes with which weak- 
fish grounds generally abound, and that as those fi.sh are to 
be found mainly, if not only, at the beginning of the flood 
tide, where one fishis on tbe flats he might lose several while 
monkeying with one. But the black bass light rod angler 
turns up his nose and says: 

"Well, if that is the kind of feller you are, you had better 
go out and buy half a dozen lines and by and by haul them 
in and thus take your fish.” 

It is said that fresh-water fishes have hard months and 
when hooked generally stay hooked, and that salt-water 
fishes have tender mouths (as we all know weakfish have), 
• t •'I a weakfish is allowed play he will wear loose and 
tht 1 am speaking of tide runners and not school- 
flsh, ....o purposes of this communication. But I would 
like to know if in the nature of things there is anything to 
prevent or to discourage the use of as light harness for weak¬ 
fish as for the same weight of fresh-water fish. A. E. C. 

New York, 

A MAINE ANGLING TOUR. 

EACHTNG Bryant’s Pond by rail, thence the well-known 
delightful stage ride brought me to Andover, Me. From 

this village a huckboard takes us to the Androscoggin Lakes. 
Arriving at the "Arm” and making a tour of the lakes 
through to Rangeley City, my obj.-ct being to visit the various 
camps, see all the improvements, give the bojs a call, and 
try the fishing for a big one. We were in at the death of a 
few fish of eleven pounds and under, but not on our own 
hook this year. The grandeur of scenery of these magnifi¬ 
cent lakes is too well known to all the world to need a word 
of remark at this day, but the early and best time of the fish¬ 
ing season here was past, as we expected. According to 
programme we pushed on to Kenebago Lake, where, for a 
few days, we had good sport with the little trout with which 
Kenebago is literally alive, one roa in one day scoring over a 
hundred with the fly. 

Passing on from here we take the river and go north two 
miles to Little Kenebago, where we also find plenty of 
trout. Then after about three miles more of this enchanting 
scenery of the river, we leave our boats and take the trail 
leading to the Seven Ponds of the Dead River country. 
About eight miles over hill and through dale, now on the 
river bank, again winding about the mountains with the 
river two hundred feet beneath as it roars and Dours along 
in the solitude of the forist, and here we are at Long Pond. 
We took here some fine trout of three-quarters of a pound 
and very gamy. Feeling that the day was passing we hur¬ 
ried OQ two miles more by spotted trail and arrived at L 
Pond, one of the seven. After crossing this, a short carry 
of half a mile brings us to our old camp, where all so well 
remember our fine sport of the previous two years; taking 
any desired number of trout three-quarters of a pound to a 
pound and a half each, all with the fly, finally becoming 
dissatisfied with a strike unless the captive turned the scales 
at a pound; and I doubt if better sport can be found in the 
States. 

This year we expected a repetition of those conditions and 
were not disappointed. Hero the poacher has not revelled, 
and thanks to the judicious legislation of Maine, he never 
can; and right here let me join in the chorus of voices that 
praise the efforts of the Maine Fish and Game Commission, 
for at Tim Pond, which has a basketful for each that come, 
whether publican or sinner, since the stealing from spawning 
beds has been stopped, the trout taken are of much larger 
average weight. The deer and caribou are becoming so 
numerous in this region that the New York deer hounding 
legislature would turn pale with envy at the sight of the 
tracks. The management of the camps and tables is in the 
hands of old timers in the business, and all we had to do was 
to enjoy ourselves and stay as long as home interests would 
permit. 

Then we made our way out on horseback to Smith’s farm, 
from which elevation is laid before one some of the finest 
scenery in New England, including views of Mt. Bigelow 
and other peaks. The stage rattles along its winding course 
to the panorama of the valley of the Carabossett Rivir to 
Kingtield, where the railroad takes us up and soon whirls 
us back to our homes, healthier and wiser, if not better, M 

BRodviELD House, Boston. 

Lake Georoe, N. Y.—Game Constable Burnett learned 
recently that five men from Putnam had been spearing trout 
in Lake George, and was about lo proceed against them 
when they got wind of the fact, and going directly to 
Justice of the Peace Lewis Burgess of Ha^iue, made cora- 
plaiut against themselves, and were fined five dollars each. 
It was a comparatively easy way out of a had scrape, as the 
Putnamites have been for some time notorious for indulg¬ 
ing in the unlawful practice. The men earnestly declared 
that they "would not do so again,” and the justice believes 
that the lesson taught them will prove a salutary one, _Mr. 
Buigess. who is familiar with the lake and its fishes, is of 
the opinion that trolling for trout should be stopped, or at 
lea-st that the close season should be extended until the first 
of July. He says uo person uuacquainted with the subject 
can imagine the number of trout that are taken by trolling 
from the first of May to the first of October, and especially 
at the opening of the season, when the trout are near the 
surface. He thinks still-fishing with hook and line the only 
legitimate way to take trout. As one specimen of the capa¬ 
bilities of the lake we would state that Mr. Wildman Smith 
of Hague, caught on Monday of last week, a salmon trout 
which weighed seventeen aud one-fourth pounds. Two or 
three years ago Mr. Levi Newton captured a similar one that 
brought down the scales at the same notch. Neither of 
these stories are of the ordinary "fishy” description, both ha* 
iag well authenticated.—QUm Falls MepubUcaii, July 6. 
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HOW KILLED SUNFISH. 

POOH! Whooli! Sunflsli indeed! Is that the way you pass 
your leisure hours? 

Was it “Wawayanda,” or “Kingdsher,” from whose lips 
proceeded those contemptuous explosions? Stay thy speech, 
most reverend seigniors and highly respected brothers of the 
anele, for I write not now of the Acantliopterygii, but of the 
Plectognatlies) not of the humble “punkin seed,” but of Ortha- 
goriscMS mokf, and if yo>ir bassing tackle ever gets fast to such 
a specimen as we one day sighted off Tarpaulin Cove, you 
will find that it is no Poinoiis mlgaris tugging at the line, 
that’s all. 

I would remark right here (“and what I says I stands to”), 
that if any one chooses to pick a quarrel with me for my use 
of a scientific nomenclature which, for anythiag I know, 
may be antiquated, 1 shall depend on Aunt Hannah to ter¬ 
minate the discussion. She is my old shotgun, and never 
“went back” on me but once, and that was owing to the pe¬ 
culiar business methods of Mr. E. W. Gillett, of Chicago, 
who had made the od with which I on one occasion unad¬ 

THE SUNFISH (Mola rotunda, Cuvibb). 

From “The Fisheries and Fishei’.y Industries of the United States.” 

visedly treated the locks, and who had also printed upon 
the label of the lubricant, “Warranted not to gum ” 

So it came about that one day when Henry Smith was 
paddling me down Willson’s River, and a couple of mallards 
arose from a pool in advance, I essayed to raise the hammer, 
which refused to remain at full cock. This bothered me, of 
course, and the birds had nearly passed out of Aunt Han¬ 
nah’s jui'isdiction before I decided to leave the left hammer 
alone and to cock the right. The drake was just swinging 
around a bend, good sixty yards away, when the old gun 
cracked at last. Some do not call this a long range. I do; 
but the drake splashed in the water, dead, just as his 
respected lady disappeared behind a clump of bushes. 

Being in some haste at the time of leaving home, I had 
neglected to test the working of the locks, and 1 now sup¬ 
posed that one of them was out of order, and for a few hours 
felt a trifle unkindly toward the Messrs. Parker, who had 
fabricated the weapon; but they were all right and the gun 
was staunch and true, though the oil had coagulated around 
its machinery to an alarming extent. It would not have been 
a good tool with whichno watch for grizzlies. _ 

Certain considerations induced me to write the manu¬ 
facturer of this oil, and he in his reply stated that the kind I 
had used was the cheapest grade of his make, and unless 

•ctly fresh, might need to be thinned with kerosene or 
le. If I would order a certain other grade, which he 

named'; I would have no such trouble. He courteously in- 
. closed two labels, such as are placed on the sort I had used, 

and on that which he recommended. The legend on each— 
I have them now before me—reads: “Warranted strictly 

"pure, and not to gum.” The astounding lucidity or this ex¬ 
position was so impressive, that I promised its author a 
gratuitous notice in some influential journal, and if the 
editor should see fit to publish what I have written, the 
public will be enabled to judge which of us has best made 
good his words. 

I had nearly forgotten that we were speaking of sunfish. 
Did the reader ever see one? The short sunfish of the 
Atlantic. If not, he would perhaps thank the editor to spare 
space for an outline cut of this, one of the oddest among the 
many oddities of the briny deep. 

I had been taking a tramp through the island of Martha’s 
Vineyard, and had brought up at the Gay Head Lighthouse, 
which, by the bye, was my objective point. Tramping was 
in those days less common and more creditable than it be¬ 
came ..fter the war; and having a good pair of legs, and a 
ta“+e for natural iCused to do a good deal of explor- 
ir m quest o'’ In'^Ln miics and the like, and had 
t odd h-n’pe..mgs limes. 

, was uring the reign of Sam I lundcrs as keeper of 
■i at, and I boarded with him while roai- i ^ ver the 
Tb and collecting fossils. On the tower w i Fresnel 

.jght, a marvelous affair, into the construction oi which en¬ 
tered more than six hundred pieces of glass, and which was, 
I think, at that time the only one of the sort in America. 

There landed one evening from a boat Mr. Levi Smith, 
and as he was the next morning to sail for Holmes Holl. I 
engaged my passage with him for that port. A young fellow 
named Sanfoid Herendeen was to accompany us. Accord¬ 
ingly, on the following morning, we shook our canvas to the 
breeze, as the rays of the rising sun. dispelling the floating 
mists, streamed down the Vineyard Sound. With much re¬ 
gret, 1 bade adieu to Gay Head Cliff, of manifold hues, 
which, refreshed by a recent shower, produced an effect 
which I could liken to nothing save a vast heap of the brilli¬ 

antly colored ’kerchiefs upon the heads of West Indian 
negresses. 

We had barely reached Naushon, and were about to tack, 
when Smith exclaimed: “There’s a shirk, a big one.” 

Certainly a large fin of some sort was cutting the waves 
on the weather bow and some distance ahead. We all saw 
it, but after another look. Smith qualified his statement by 
saying that he “never see' a shirk act that a way afore.” 

Neither had I; and we forthwith determined to cultivate 
an acquaintance with the strange fin. We at once tacked, 
and bore up in its direction. 

The fin, which now monopolized our attention, was long, 
black and obtusely pointed, but slightly curved, and at times 
projected some eighteen inches above the surface of the 
water. Oddly enough, it continually waved from side to 
side, as though the shark—if shark it were—had that morn¬ 
ing taken a double allowance of grog. 

In a few minutes the boat glided past the creature, and so 
near that its outlines could be distinctly seen through the 
clear, green water. We all gazed in astonishment at the 
strange aspect of the fish, which was at least three feet in 
length by two or more in breadth. It was of a silvery gray 
color, having several irregular vertical splashes of a darker 
hue upon its sides. The back fin, which_ had first attracted 
our attention, was placed opposite a similar one projecting 
from the belly. 

“Well.” said the skipper, “I’U be gosh darned if I ever see 
the like o’ that afore ” 

“Neither have I,” I said, “but I think that it is the ‘Uttle 
sucking pig’—the short sunfish of the Atlantic. ■ I have seen 
it figured in published works on the fishes of our coast.” 

We decided to attempt the capture of the fish and at once 
proceeded to cast about for the means at hand, which cer- 

We had neither grains nor lily- 
a double-barreled sbolguu, one 
ith a loosely fitting conical ball, 

’ le in the other we 

y seemed inadequat. 
'board, but there 

ban ox o'" -' hich we load 
found in the pock'"* o 
placed a charge of IS o. 

By the time our preparation, vo ,• eted the • 
freshened and the sea became sotr roug’ 
still waved in sight. I took m’ .-ou with th^ 
the half deck forward with Smiin at the helm, Wl 
deen sat amidships. 

We ranged alongside the fish without difliculty, an 
within perhaps eight or ten feet I aimed and discharg, 
bullet at his head, the angle of firing being so obtuse ■ 
felt sure the ball could not glance, “"'e immediate 

of the shot was to fluster the creature and set it flying about 
in various directions. The skipper put the boat about and I 
fired the shot charge at a range not greater than before, and 
as formerly through several inches of water. 

Herendeen had by this time become intensely excited, and 
we could not persuade him to sit still. 

“Now, shoot now,” he shouted, as his head popped up, 
just a few inches too high. 

“You be hanged,” said I, “Look out she’s going to jibe.” 
I was a trifle too late. If that young fellow is now living, 
his hair is probably growing gray, but I will venture that he 
remembers the peculiar sensation which he experienced when 
the boom took him just abaft the right ear,and sent him over to 
leeward among the sand bags. He lay half stunned for a 
moment, then slowly rising, crept back to his seat, remark¬ 
ing meanwhile. “I guess Til sit down.” 

“You’d better.” observed Smith, grimly, as he lashed the 
tiller, poised an oar, butt foremost, and darted it from him 
like a whaleman’s lance. The loom struck the sunfish 
squarely on the side, and the force of the blow sent his head 
partly out of water as the boat shot past, when I took him 
precisely upon the end of his snub nose with a charge of 
No. 4. 

'This completed the demoralization of the creature, and 
Smith managed to seize the back fin. The fish may have 
weighed a hundred and fifty pounds, perhaps two hundred, 
we could not tell, but it was all that the three of us could do 
to haul it over the side. Its skin was rough like that of a 
shark, or dogfish; and injured our hands somewhat, besides 
scraping the paint from the gunwale of the boat. 

When at last deposited in the bottom of our boat, the fish 
kept its fin going for some time, with the regularity and 
almost with the force of a steam-engine. We regretted our 
inability to sooner terminate his'sufferings, but he seemed 
iron-clad and bomb-proof; and we were unable to devise any 
method of hastening his decease. 

The first two charges—ball and shot—had glanced diago¬ 
nally from the fish, leaving indeed palpable marks, but with 
little apparent abrasion of the skin, and the last shot had 
inflicted but shght injury to the flesh. Either of these would 
have been driven bodily through a board at the same distance. 

When we landed at Holmes’ Holl, some sailors strolled by 
just as I was searching the cuddy for a rope, which happened 
at the moment to be covered with ship’s biscuits which had 
broken loose from their bag. 

“Well,” said one, “I’m blessed (I think that he said 
“blessed”) if ever I see a man keep his bread and his rigging 
in the same locker afore. Hello! they’ve got a old sunfish.” 

“What’s she good for?” said a boy standing near. 
“Why, the ile’s jest fust chop med’eine fer the rumatiz, ’n 

I wish’t I had some on’t naow.” 
“Ain’t he good ter eat?” 
“Eat h—. Why, you might as well try a cut ofl’n that 

’ere hawser. You couldn’t git yer teeth through a slice o’ 
that ’ere critter in a week. You jest cut out a chunk and 
fire it at that spar, ’n you’ll see it bound like a niujy rubber 
ball. But the ile’s bang up, naow, I tell ye.” 

I had hoped to send this fish to some scientific institution, 
believing it to be, in these waters at least, of very unusual 
occurrence; but no practicable method of doing this could 
be found, and as Smith was anxious to test the virtues of the 
oil (which was obtained by subjecting the liver of the fish to 
the action of the sun), we concluded to submit the creature 
to the dissecting knife. 

The flesh was cartilaginous throughout, but as we had 
been told, on being exposed for a day or two in the sun, it 
nearly all disappeared, leaving but a watery sediment. 

Aside from the rays of the fins, the only bones we could 
find were those of the jaws; in whioh the teeth are united, 
and appear as one. 

There were also four or five small teeth (or what appeared 
such), shaped much like cows’ horns, and attached to a 
fleshy protuberance on each side of the throat. Not having 
at hand my notes made at the time, I cannot give a more 
accurate description. 

Our victory, as against the fish, was not one to be reck¬ 
oned among the tiiumphs of a true sportsman. The con¬ 
quest, such as it was, was mainly over adverse circum¬ 
stances, and I have sometimes regretted that we were suc¬ 
cessful in our attack upon this inoffensive fish. Kblpie. 

June 14, 1886. __ 

The Flottebing Fly.—Several correspondents are dis¬ 
cussing the origin of the fluttering fly in some of the sport¬ 
ing papers and a Mr. Millard, of Cheyenne, Wyoming, sends 
the following to Fokest and Stream: “In June, 1876, I 
was angling on Twin Rock Lake, near Morehouseville, 
Hamilton county, N. Y. Giles Becraft was with me, and 
we had excellent sport with the trout. One of the flies I 
used was something like the fluttering fly illustrated in 
Forestand Stream of June 10. It was made by one of 
the best fly-tyers I ever knew, Robert Perrie, of Utica, N. 
Y. It was a hackle reversed, and its hooking qualities were 
first-class. I do not think Mr. Ptrrie claimed to have 
originated it, but of that I am not sure.” In conversation 
with Mr. Robert Perrie on the subject, who is now the pro¬ 
prietor of Third Lake House, Fulton Chain, he informed us 
that he was the originator of the fluttering fly in question 
and that the same has been successfully used for years by 
many anglers. He also remembers with pleasure the Mr. 
Millard who now writes from the Far West.—Bommlle 
{N. T.) Herald, July ^_ 

A Maine Salmon.—A letter addressed to us said a salmon 
might be expected at the office of Forest .and Stream 
within a few days and that it would be directed to the Si a 
and River Department for division among such of the staff 
as might be in town, but the donor requested that there be 
no acknowledgment. We made arrangements to have it 
sent to Mr. Blackford’s refrigerator and divided. We ate of 
this salmon in steaks at breakfast, cold for dinner, coll 
boiled for lunch next day, and pickled for tea, and if we 
ever tasted one that came up to this in flavor and firmness 
we have no recollection of it. The fish weighed about fifteen 
pounds and we will comply with the request of the sender 
about an acknowledgment, so far as never to tell who it was 
that so kindly remembered the toilers in the city while he 
was casting his fly on the salmon rivers of Maine. May the 
salmon chew up aU the flies in his book and the largest ones 
come to his gaff. __ 

Restigottche Salmon.—jElii'tor Forest and • ' The 
bing here has been exce’lr^t lliis ■" Dr. J H. ixter, 

■ 4 - L,xre last - ^ dsh which averaged 
ph xilled twn fish which 

xienry W. De h'orcst took 
- -..v. doaewell-lton- 
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“The President as an Angler.”—Undf.r the above 
headiog in your issue of June 17, you say, “A Lockport, 
N, Y., correspondent, who was a schoolmate of President 
Cleveland, writes us that the latter’s angling proclivities 
were developed at an early age.” As 1 presume the Lock- 
jiort correspondent refers to me, I wish to make a correction. 
I think that I wrote you that “1 had fished and hunted with 
Grover Cleveland in our boyhood days, thirty odd years 
ago At the time I was a clerk in the store of his brother- 
in law, Wm. E. Hoyt, at Theresa, H. T., and Grover came 
there to spend his vacation, and thus it happened that we 
fished and hunted together on Indian River. He did most 
of the fishing while 1 did most of the hunting, and I shall 
never forget how he hooked and lost a large black bass in 
some flood wood, and I could not get him away from that 
place for an hour, as he was bound to have that bass as it 
was larger (we always lose the largest fish) than any he had 
caught, but he did not succeed, and that was the only time 
1 ever knew him to get beaten. Last August, while spend¬ 
ing my vacation on Indian River, I located the place, hut the 
flood wood had disappeared, as had also the hickory trees 
where I spent most of the time shooting black and gray 
squirrels, while Cleveland was fishing for black bass. We 
did no angling in those days, but the bass are there yet and 
also the gamy muscalonge and the less gamy pickerel, and 
arrangements are now being made to place from 150,000 to 
250,000 California trout in Indian River and a few of the ten 
lakes in the town of Theresa, and should President Cleve¬ 
land ever renew his “angling proclivities” on Indian River 
he will probably have to take in a few trout and more “long 
snouts” (as “Kingfisher” puts it) and possibly a thirty or 
forty pound muscalonge.—J. L. D. (Lockport, H.Y., July 8). 

Bi.oomng Grove Park.—The Fourth of July, 1886, was 
celebrated on the fifth at Blooming Grove Park, There were 
fifty guests at the club house. While many of the members 
were catching trout in the Blooming Grove and Shahala 
creeks, and others were trying the bass on Lake Giles, clay- 
pigeon matches were contested. [The scores are given else¬ 
where.] There was one thing very noticeable about the 
Fourth at the Park, and that was the absence of the fire¬ 
cracker and the inevitable burned fingers and hands of the 
small boy. Beyond a few torpedoes, the entire noise of the 
day was made by the shooting of the guns on the pigeon 
range. Two of the members went after woodcock and suc¬ 
ceeded in bagging five on Tuesday and four on Wednesday. 
The fishing now at the park is most excellent. There is no 
trouble in any one taking his quota of twenty-five trout, all 
over seven inches, and the bass fishing, especially at Lake 
Laura, is really wonderful. Lake Giles is stocked from 
Lake Laura, and when parties go to the latter lake they are 
required to keep alive as many of the catch as is possible. 
Last Saturday five rods, using bait and fiy, took from Lake 
Laura five hundred and fifty black bass, keeping alive over 
three hundred of them. These will be taken to Lake 
Giles to day. Of these bass some weighed over a pound, a 
few about a pound and a quarter. 

Preserving Fimsii Fisn,—Eklitor Forest and Stream: 
I desire to benefit my fellow sportsmen by a suggestion on 
the preservation (in perfect condition) of fish. My experi¬ 
ence at the Northern lakes has been that it was impracticable 
to save for transportation, especially the catch which had to 
be immediately killed, on account of being badly hooked, as 
well as those selected from the car at the time of departure 
from the fishing camp I visited Camp Bemis, Rangeley 
Lakes, this season, arriving there May 30. June 7 I caught 
a beautiful speckled three-pounder, which was so badly 
booked we immediately killed it, and on landing treated 
it with Rex Magnus, Viandine brand. At the close of my 
fishing, the 12th, I selected the choicest specimens from my 
catch, gave them the same treatment, and the 14th carefully 
wrapped them in cloth and birch bark dampened with a 
solution of Rex Magnus, placed them in my gripsack, 
carried it with me in the cars, and had them served in 
my home the 20th, where they were pronounced by experts 
to be first-class trout in every respect. I am resolved never 
to go to the lakes without a supply of Rex* Magnus.— 
Franklin H. Hart (New Haven, Conn., June 29). 

Five Bass that Cannot be Caught.—The Athens, Pa.» 
Gazette of July 10, sa>'8: “From the Chemung River bridge 
can be seen almost any clear day five large black bass, which food judges pronounce will weigh from four to six pounds, 
t is said by some that they were seen there last season. 

They are old fish—too old in fact, for the best fishermen in 
this vicinity; they take to nothing but water and small fish, 
and the small fry must not be attached to hook or line. The 
most tempting morsels have been set before them, yes, whole 
picnics of toads, frogs, bullheads and everything a bass 
could po.ssibly relish has been cast to them. Davies, Smith, 
Knaresboro, &nner and all the celebrated fiy-fishermen have 
spread the surface of the water with ornamental feathers 
for a week past; shotguns and rifles have been brought to 
bear upon them. Hill tries his new experiment now and 
then, but the old bass wink in a manner that would indicate 
that the fellow with the shot-gun was a little fresh. One of 
the number at least has been there, as he trails a leader 
nearly four feet long. Parties from other towns are working 
with them. They come, fish and go, but the bass are still 
there.” 

New BRUNSvncK.—Magaguadavic Lake in the parish of 
Prince William, easily accessible from Fredericton, is said 
to afford good trouting. Two St. John anglers took the 
train for the station alongside the lake a few days ago. 
They fished during the afternoon and evening, taking 
upward of one hundred. The largest weighed five pounds, 
and the smallest turned the scales at fifteen ounces. This 
lake is one of the best trout fishing waters in New Bruns¬ 
wick.—Fred. 

Maine.—Machias, June 28.—The circulation of Forest 
AND Stream in Maine is one of our greatest helps in fish and 
game protection. Game prospects are good. Deer are re¬ 
ported in large numbers about the sea shore, in meadows 
and about openings and streams. I have seen plenty of 
tracks at their crossings. Grouse are having a good season 
for batching. I don’t believe the crust did much damage to 
game last winter.—H. 

New Hampshire.—Colebrook, July 12.—From short trips 
to northeast and northwest from this place to Canadian 
borders I can report deer feeding in the marsh lands in 
greater numbers than I have ever before seen signs of. 
Moose in some secluded localities have made the muddy 
shores look like the pasture lands in piore civilized localities. 
^Ned Norton, 

How TO Catch Frogs.—Frankfort, Ky., July 4.—Your 
correspondent, “Hoosier,” asks “Kingfisher” how to catch 
frogs for bait. Now, having seen “Kingfisher” on all fours 
chasing speckled frogs turough a Michigan meadow, with 
the frightened frog sometimes “a leetle aheiid,” but both 
jumping six feet at a bounce, wc are not going to interfere 
with his experienced explanation to “Hoosier” of “how to 
do it.” But we would advise “Hoosier,” despite “Jeems 
Mackerel’s” lucid instructions to the contrary, that there is 
no better way to catch frogs for hait than by sprinkling salt 
on their tails.—Snake Root. Keokuk, Iowa, July 6.—If 
“Hoosier” will try the frogs with an ordinary landing or 
minnow net, he will have no trouble in catching them.— 
Jason. 

A Fish-line Dryer.—We have ju.9t seen a neat device for 
drying lines, which can be attached to a tackle box or other 
object. It is nickel plated and is both neat and handy. It 
is called the “Brooks fish line drying reel,” and is sold by A. 
G. Spalding & Bros._ 

So easy to row with Allen’s bow facers. Catalogue free. Oars 
complete, $8 per pair. Fred A. Allen, Monmouth, III.—Ada. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish 
ing Co. _ 

OYSTER CULTURE. 

BY FRED MATHER. 

[Read before the American Fisheries Society.] 

Mr. E, G. BLACKFORD, Commissioner of Fisheries of 
New York: Sir: I herewith submit to you the report 

on “Oyster Propagation” at Cold Spring Harbor during the 
summer of 188,5. I had watched the experiments of the late 
Professor Henry J. Rice, the previous season, with great 
interest, and saw that while he hatched many oysters in the 
wooden tank, they came to nothing because, as I believe, the 
temperature of the water was too high, the tank being in the 
sun without cover and supplied with a very smaU stream of 
water through a % inch hose. This tank was made of two-inch 
ine plank, twelve feet long, six feet wide and three feet 
eep, coated with coal-tar inside and out. I moved the tank 

to the north side of the fish-hatchery building where ic would 
be shaded, and covered it with boards to keep it clean. The 
water for the experiments was supplied by a hot air engine 
belonging to the Fish Commission, and was pumped from our 
salt-water pond some 700 feet distant from the hatchery, and 
thrown up on the hill in a cemented reservoir from whence it 
was brought into the building through two-inch pipes. Two 
to three hours pumping daily was ail that was required for 
these operations. 

We also made experiments in the large salt-water pond, 
spoken of above. This pond is some 280 feet long, by 1.50 feet 
wide, and receives water at high tide through a flood gate 
which holds it at all times. It will be noticed by the record 
given below, that the water in this pond, which has a depth 
of two to six feet, was warmer, as a rule, than that in the 
wooden tank in the shade of the building, and it was in the 
pond that our greatest success was made. 

We obtained oysters at the spawning season from the oyster- 
men here, and these were opened, and all whose appearance 
denoted ripeness were selected and placed one side. The sign 
of ripeness was the peculiar fullness and milky appearance of 
the ovaries and spermaries which is readily seen by any per¬ 
son who is at all famfiiar with them. The oysters then, lying 
on one shell, were taken and the mantle and gills trimmed on 
with smaU sharp scissors; pi’essure was then applied witn the 
scissors to the ovaries and the exuding drop was placed upon 
a glass slide under the microscope, where the eggs can readily 
he distinguished from the milt of the male, afW a person has 
once had the difference pointed out to him. 

The male oysters were separated from the female, so that 
we could see what proportion we had of each. Sometimes 
we would lack the male element and consequently could get 
no impregnation. At other times there was a fair amount of 
both sexes. The eggs were stripped from the female by pres¬ 
sure, and then the male was treated in the same manner, 
taking both the eggs and the milt in an ordinary milk pan and 
adding water gradually. In a short time a drop of this water 
placed under the microscope would be seen swarming vrith 
the spat in the swimming stage of its existence, and then they 
were placed in the tank or in the pond. The bottom of the 
tank was covered with graveh and scoUop shells were sus¬ 
pended on strings across it. The current was very light and 
the spat seemed to sink and catch upon the gravel, for we 
caught none upon the hanging shells in this water. Toward 
the last of August the tank was examined and the few oys¬ 
ters adhering to the gravel were removed and placed m the 
salt-water pond. The success in this wooden tank was not as 
complete as the experiment in the pond, and hut few oysters 
were got fi-om it. 

Durmg July and August, while the record was kept, the 
variations m temperature were very slight, while the density 
of the water was remarkably uniform; the greatest specific 
gravity being 1.030 and the least 1.018, and the temperature of 
the water in the tank was at all times below that of the pond, 
in which the sun shone directly. We made no attempt to esti¬ 
mate the number of these minute eggs, which are only visible 
under the microscope, but took all we could get from the four 
bushels of oysters. 

The bottom of the large pond was covered with scollop 
shells; stakes were stuck about twenty feet apart all over its 
bottom and strings were stretched between these, while on the 
strings we hung perforated shells. We obtained a good “set” 
of oysters in this pond, the best on the shells at the bottom, 
and, while there was six feet of water in the center of the 

ond, we obtained no “set” whatever on the suspended shells 
eyond three feet from the bottom. At three feet we noticed 

an occasional oyster, within two feet of the bottom they were 
more plentiful, and increased as the bottom was approached. 
On Sept. 19 we drew off the pond and examined it for the last 
time before winter; there were thousands of young oysters of 
the size of a dime. 

Prof. John A. Ryder, of the U. S. Fish Commission, has sug¬ 
gested an admirable way to collect spat by means of a canal 
provided with ledges near the top to support receptacles for 
the cultch. Thesa receptacles are formed by wooden strips 
and wire cloth, and hold about three bushels of shells eacn, 
the “basket” being three feet wide, three feet deep and only 
six inches thick, so that the shells are thickly presented to 
she floating spat. The experiments of Prof. Ryder have been 
very valuable, and so have those of Prof. Brooks, Lieut. 
Winslow, ProL Rice and Col. McDonald in America, and 
these of Profs. Hock, Horst and Mobius, and M. Bouchon 
Brandely in Europe. Prof. Ryder lays down the following 
principles: 

“1. Oyster embryos, under ordinary conditions in open 
water, diffuse and affix themselves throughout the three di¬ 
mensions of such a body of sea water. This is a well-known 
and readily verifiable fact. 

2. The fry will adhere to smooth surfaces as well [as to 
rough ones. 

■3. The surface upon which spatting occurs must be kept as 
free as possible from sediment and organic growths, in order 
that the tiny young moUusks may not be smothered and 
killed during the most critical period of their lives. 

4. Artificial fertilization of the eggs of the oyster is feasible, 
and will become an important adjunct to successful spat cul¬ 
ture. 

5. Water charged with embiyo oysters may be passed 
through a steam pump without injury to such embryos. 

6. Oyster fry adheres to the imder surface of shells or other 
collectors most abundantly because the lower side is cleanest 
and most favorable to the survival of the animals. 

7. The spat of the oyster will grow and thrive with com¬ 
paratively little light. 

8. The siiecific gravity of the water may range from 1.003 to 
1.02.3.5. 

9. The most favorable temperatures of the water for spat¬ 
ting seem to be from 68 degrees to about 78 or 80 degrees Fahr. 

10. Spatting will occur just as freely in ponds or tanks as in 
the open water. 

These are well ascertained elementary facts and upon them 
we must base our new method, which is essentially a system 
of spat culture, or method pf rearing seed oysters for the pur¬ 
pose of cultivation on the open beds or any suitable bottom. 
We must, however, first of all throw aside as too expensive 
any and all systems in which tiles or slates are used, especially 
if these must be fastened together in nests and coated with 
lime and cement, as practiced in Europe. Oysters are too 
cheap in America to be produced by any of the old-fogy sys¬ 
tems which are available there, as it will not pay to flake off 
the spat from the collectors under ordinary circumstances in 
cultivating the American oyster for market, because of its 
low price.” 

The experiments at Cold Spring Hai'bor have attracted 
some attention from the oystermen about there, and some of 
them have expressed themselves pleased with the results, and 
tncline to think that seed oysters could be raised in quantities 
by any person who had an inclosed pond such as ours, where 
the water came in at times of high tide, and that they would 
be reasonably certain to get a fair “set” on proper cultch. 

The following is from the journal kept by my foreman, Mr. 
F. A. Walters: 

July 1—Received first lot of oysters, opened one bushel, 
found 17 ripe females and 1 ripe male; took spawn from these. 
After 9 hours, as there was no sign of life, considered nob good. 

July 4—From 3^ bushel, 9 females, 3 males, milt not active, 
no sign of life after 10 hours. 

July 5—From X tiRsbel, 11 females, 1 male. Three hours 
after taking spawn young were swimming; pub in tank. 

July 9—Put in tank 3 pans of spawn. 
July 10—From 200 oysters 17.5 were ripe females, 18 not 

spawning and 7 partly ripe males; had to Jose all. 
July 11—From 80 oysters 60 ripe females, 4 unripe males, 

and 16 not spawning. 
July 14—Cleaned tank. 
July 16—Ground-gate of salt pond had to be taken out 

owing to a leak, poor tides followed, pond did not fill for five 
days, could not pump and consequently no circulation in tank 
for that time. 

July 20—Opened 70 oysters, found 20 ripe males, 30 females 
and 20 not spawning. Took two pans of spawn at 10:30 A. M., 
swimming at 2 P. M., put in salt pond. 

July 22—Put spawn from 200 in salt pond. 
July 26—Cleaned tank, could find no set. 
July 28—Put in pond 4 pans of spawn in good order, 
July 31—Put in tank 4 pans of spawn, the best lot taken. 
August 11—Cleaned tank, and put in spawn from 1 bu.shel 

oysters. 
August 20—Discovered set in tank. 
September 8—Cleaned tank, found a number of shells and 

about a peck of gravel with sets ou, but all dead. There were 
no sets on the hanging shells; the reason for this. I think, is 
owing to lack of current, which should be quite strong, there 
is more danger oi getting too little than too much. Lowered 
salt pond. 

September 19—Found a good set, the hanging shells had 
sets 3 feet from the bottom, but the shells on the bottom did 
the best. 

During July the temperature of the water in the tank 
ranged from 65 to 73 degrees, and during August from 70 to 74, 
while in the pond it ranged fi'om 71 to 87 degi-ees. The den¬ 
sity varying in each from 1.017 to 1.030, standing at the latter 
figure steadily from July 19 to the close of the season. 

[Discussion to foUow.] 

FISH HATCHING AT LARAMIE.—A httle more than a 
week ago I had the pleasure of inspecting the fish hatchery at 
Laramie, Wyoming Territory. The drive out of town was a 
delightful one, and Mr. W. A. Jameson’s quick-stepping little 
team of bays whirled us rapidly along over the smootn road 
which led us out toward the hatchery- The Laramie plains 
never looked more beautiful. They'were hrighlly green, 
level as a floor, and in the distance rising in regular benched 
terraces to the foothills of tbe grand mountains which flank 
them to the east and west. Here and there the green of these 
terraces is interrupted by red-washed bluffs which, in the 
light of the setting sun glowed like the coals in a furnace. 
Away to the right was old Fort Saunders, once a post of con¬ 
siderable importance, but now abandoned and occimied by 
squatters, who hope to get a title to it before long. The fish 
hatchery consists of two or three unpretentious wooden build¬ 
ings; but the work done there seems excellent. The actual 
business of hatching is over for the season, but the troughs 
still contained many thousand fry, some of them less than an 
inch long, which are waiting to be turned out. Of these there 
are four species, lake trout, California trout, rainbow trout 
and mountain brook trout, all of them apparently in the best 
of health. The ponds in the grounds are five in number. The 
upper one, which is quite small, contains at present no fish. 
In the second 34,.500 lake trout fry were placed last year, and 
they are now active, vigorous fish, from six to eight inches in 
length. The third pond contains a number of brook trout 
from ten to fourteen inches long. In the first pond 
below the house, 17,600 California trout fry have 
been placed. These do not seem to be doing so well 
as the other fish, and a number of dead ones were noticed on 
the bottom of the pond. The attendant explained tliat these 
fry when alarmed take refuge in a fine green vegetable scum 
which forms along the margin of the pond, and that this 
killed them. It seems probable that death is caused by the 
fine fibers of this plant becoming entangled in their gills or 
else winding about the head so that they cannot breathe. 
Below this pond is another larger one in which the fish are 
allowed to shift for themselves and to breed at will. It is 
said that there are some fish in it weighing up to five and six 
pounds. The Fish Commissioner, Mr. Otto Gram, is enthusi¬ 
astic in his devotion to his work, and his efforts to stock the 
streams of the Territory ai'e being crowned with abundant 
success. Already certain streams which were once barren 
ai-e well stocked with trout, and it is said that not long ago, 
an urchin who was fishing in the Laramie River for suckers, 
captured to bis intense astonishment a four-pound trout. The 
introduction of the lake trout into some of the many lakes of 
the Territory will prove a great blessing to certain localities. 
It is said that Mr. Gram expects shortly to start East to obtain 
from near the Mississippi River a supply of coarser fish with 
which to stock such waters as are not adapted to the Sal- 
monidoe. Wyoming Territory may be congratulated on her 
enterprise in'the matter of flshculturo. — Laramie. 

SALMON IN THE HUDSON.—Mr. Matthew Kennedy, game 
protector of the third district of the State of New York, re¬ 
ports to Commissioner Blackford that Mr. Putnam Slingeiiand, 
of Coeyman’s, took a twelve pound salmon at Mull’s fishery, 
Castleton, last week. This is the fifth adult salmon captured 
from the plant of 1883, so far recorded, besides the reppits pf 
other fish sepn. 
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FIXTURES. 

FIELD TRIALS. 

5fpt. 21 —Field Trials of the Manitoba Field Trials Club. Charles 
A. Boxer, Secretary, Box 282, Winnipeg. 

Nov. 8.—Second .\nntial Field Trials of the Western Field Trials 
Association, at Abilene, Kan. R. C. Van Horn, Secretary, Kansas 
City, Mo. 

Nov. 8 —Third Annual Field Trials of the Fisher’s Island Club, 
Fisher’s Island. N. Y. Max Weuzd. Secretary. Hohoken. N J. 

Nov. 22.—Eighth annual field trials of the Eastern Field Trials Club, 
at High Point, N. C. W. A. Coster, Secretary, Flatbush, Kings 
county. N. Y 

Dec. 6. Eighth Annual Field Trials of the National Field Trials 
Club, at Grand Junction, Tenn. 

DOG SHOWS. 
July 20, 21, 22 and 23.—Milwaukee Dog Show. John D. Oleott, Man¬ 

ager, M ilwaukee, Wis. 
July 27 to .31.—Dog Show of the California Bench Show and Field 

Trials Club. E. Leavesly. Superintendent, 438 Montgomery street, 
San Francisco, Cal. 

Aug. 24, 2.1, 20 and 27.—First Annual Dog Show of the Latonia 
Agricultural Associa'ion. Covington, Ky. George H. Hill, Manager, 
P. O. Box 76. Cineinnati, O. 

Sept. S, 9 and 10. ITomellsviUe, N. Y.. Dog Show, Farmer's’ Club 
Fair. J. O. Fellows, Superintendent, Hor’nellsville. 

Sept. 14,15.10 and 17.—Firit fall dog show of the New Jersey Ken-, 
nel Club, Waverly, N. J. A. P. Vredenburg, secretary, Bergen Point, 

A. K. R.-SPECIAL NOTICE. 

rpHE AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 

pedigrees, etc. (with prize lists of all shows and trials), is pub¬ 

lished every month. Entries close on the 1st. Should be in early. 

Entry blanks sent on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope. 

Registration fee (60 cents) must accompany each entry. No entries 

inserted unless paid in advance. Yearlv subscription $1.50. Address 
“American Kennel Register,’’ P. O. Bo.. 2832, New York. Number 

of entries already printed 3810. 

CARLO. 

The story of Sanobo, so pleasantly told by your corres¬ 
pondent Mr. T. S. Van Dyke in yourissue ofFels. 18. called 

to mind like experiences. I find laid away in my iioi'tfolio a 
package labeled “In Memoriam;” pages written twenty years 
ago. As I read them to-night they bring me back through 
many days brimful of pleasure, as I have tramped through 
the woods and the field. Perhaps it may be a pleasui e to 
your readers to listen to the story of my dog: 

As I make this record, I write the biography of a friend, 
one who was a companion in many pleasant walks, and as 
you read of some of his doings you will not wonder that I 
sometimes thought he enjoyed withme the silence of the grand 
still woods and the beauty of the fields. Often as I sat down 
on the hillside to rest, he would he beside me and seem to en¬ 
joy the beauty that I saw and, forgetful of pheas nt and 
quail, look through his large kindly eyes upon the woods all 
aglow with the names that the frost had kindled. With all 
his intelligence he was true in his Iriendship; over willing, 
always trying to please me; never sharing his atfection with 
any one else; hardly noticing a kind word irom any one but 
bis master, quick to hear my voice or tootstep. He was a 
large, sti'ongly built pointer, hver color and white, flecked 
with fine spots. His thin ears and soft fine coat told ms blood. 
From a pup he seemed to have but few “dog ways”. Often ne 
would sit down and seem to be in serious thought, unmindful 
of everything about him, then quickly starting up would 
hasten to do something that in his thoughts he had planned 
to his satisfaction As he gi’ew, his intelligence showed itself 
in many ways beside his woodcraft. Sometimes he was sent 
on errands to the grocers. One time on his way home, carry¬ 
ing a small basket of eggs, a little cur ran out and snapping 
at hint, followed him some way. Carlo walked leisurely 
along; coming to a house he walked up on the porch, carefully 
set his basket down, and with vengeance in his eyes, hastened 
back, and giving the cur a good shaking, laying him on his 
back, holding him with his paw, he seemed to tell him “never 
again do you bother me when i am cairying eggs.” Hun-y- 
ing back with a satisfied air, he took up his basket and trotted 
home. 

Heaching my home one evening, I found that I had care¬ 
lessly lost my paper along the way. It was snowing hard; I 
did not like to face the storm again, but 1 felt that my rest be¬ 
side the cheerful fire would not be complete without my 
evening paper. Carlo had heard my step, and as I stood in¬ 
side the door he seemed to notice that there was something 
wrong andlooking up into my face would seem to say “What 
is the matter now?” “Old fellow, I have lost it, go find it.” 
He started off into the darkness and was gone. Seated by the 
fire I was wondering if I should have my paper, when a 
scratch at the door told me I was wanted; opening it in 
bounded the dog with the lost paper folded in h.s mouth; 
putting it on a chair with a smile upon his face (he sometimes 
smiled I arn sure) he looked intently in my face much as 
as to say “you ai’e all right now.” 

When in the field or wo3ds his intelligence seemed to be al¬ 
most human. "When young he, lUie all hunting dogs, was 
sometimes excited, and in a caieless way would Husn his 
birds. One bi'ight Oetooer day I started out for a few hours 
sport with the woodcock. The fresh crisp air was an excuse 
even for my dog to be over full of life. Soon I reached the 
cover, where.I felt sure my dog would find birds. Talking to 
him, be seemed to try and contj ol himself, but for all, up goes 
the bird without a single stop from the do». After a smart 
switcuing we started on, Carlo a few yards ahead, when I 
saw him jump over a very narrow brook. As he struck the 
opposite bank without taking a single step he stood on a point 
for a moment, without a motion, theu with tail and body stiff 
be backed down the bank, through the water, up the other 
bank, turning neither to the light nor left until a number of 
feet from the stream. What all this meant I could not under¬ 
stand. Soon, however, he seemed to gather up his wits, and 
moving cautiously up towaid where I was standing, crossed 
the brook. As he passed I thought I could see a smile upon 
his face> With a steady step he walked on until he came 
within a few yards of where he first stood. Here he came to 
a point. A sharp “go onl” and from behind the roots of an 
upturned beech, scarcely a yard from where he had made his 
fii’st sudden halt, rose a woodcock. In a minute more as the 
dog laid it at my feet, with a laugh in his eyes as if to say “no 
whip this time, but a narrow escape.” I laughed too, ana was 
sure then of the smile I thought I saw as he ran by me the few 
moments before. 

Bhootmg in company with a friend another season, as we 
came toward a buckwheat stubble, we saw our dog working 
carefully up to a corner of a brush fence, tnat was between us 
and the noli. Briers and the tall weeds made this a good 
cover for game. Carlo steps along slowly, and when within a 
few rods of the fence stops, pointing straight ahead. With 
our guns ready we were about to move on, when with a sud¬ 
den turn of his head he pointed a few yards down the fence. 
Again he changes co another point. While wondering at this 
we see him make five separate points; then stiff with his fore 
foot raised, he stands without a motion. We move up to 
the fence. Three of the hve quail that lay hidden witliiu 
that thirty feet were soon in our bags. 

Another accomit will show with what zest he entered into 
this sport. With the same fiiend I had been tramping all the 
mormijg. What had become of the birds we could not tell, 
our dog had failed even to find an old scent. Under a beauti¬ 
ful bircfi, near a clear cold spring, we sat down to eat our 

lunch and have a smoke. We soon missed our dog but knew 
he would not stray far away, so pulling our hats down over 
our heads, and lying back on the soft moss that, with here 
and there a bunch of partridge berries, like a carpet of green 
and crimson, covered the ground, while over head the golden 
sheen frescoed the ceiling, we were soon asleep. In a little 
while I felt a pull at my hat, there was my dog pawing at my 
shoulder; from his earnest look I knew there was business on 
hand. In his own way he soon told us what he wanted. 
Running backward and forward, at last taking hold of my 
coat, as much as saying “come on! hurry up,” over the fence 
he led us, whiniug and looking back at almost every step, 
across a meadow into a cornfield where the shocks were stm 
standing, and the orchard grass grew thick upon the ground. 
As he drew near a comer of the field, too rough and stony to 
be plowed, covered with biiers and here and there a sumac 
holoiug up its red torch, he slackened his pace and his cat-like 
tread gave ns notice to be ready; a stop; the command; a whir 
of many wings, and five out of the covey went into our empty 
bags. Carlo had found this bevy and led us nearly a quarter 
of a mile. 

My faithful friend was growing old, and before he was to 
be put on the retired list I wanted to get a young dog broken 
in, one to take his place if possible. I had a pup, broken 
to mind in many ways, but he knew nothing of “business.” 
I thouglit to give him over to Carlo to train in the way be 
should go. Fi'equently I would go to tlEie woods with them, 
the old dog always taking a patronizing air over the gi een- 
hora. Often I have seen him find the track of a pheasant, 
follow it along until the pup took it, theu step aside and let 
the young dog follow it up, watching him all the time with 
the greatest sati.-.faction. If bis protege lost the scent or was 
“mixed up,” he would hasten to his help and soon set him 
right. Now the time came when 1 had to give up my faith¬ 
ful friend. One morning I misssed his friendly greeting, and 
on going to his kennel found him hardly able to move; as he 
slowly drew himself cut I saw his hind legs were paralyzed 
and he could not use them. All I did for him was of no avail, 
and he must die; to put him out of his misery was the greatest 
kindness 1 could do; to let some one else by a careless shot 
Cl nelly mui'der him, I could not think of; to shoot him my¬ 
self; could I do it? (Jne chilly morning 1 lifted him gently 
into my wagon and drove out into the woods; as I laid him 
down in the old wood road the remembrance of other days 
came to him, and he started into the brush snuffing the 
air and dragging his useless limbs stretched out behind him, 
I called to him to stand, I lifted my rifle to my shoulder, but 
through my tears I could not see tfie sights; brushing them 
quickly away the crack of the gun told me “A gash an faith¬ 
ful tyke as ever lap a sheugh or dyke” was dead. 

Spicewood. 
Pennsylvania. 

COON HUNTING. 

Brethren of the nfle and shotgun, if you want exciting 
sport just follow a good coon dog for one night. You 

will get all the fun you want m j st four hours. There’s noth¬ 
ing like it under the moon. When the dog is far ahead and 
you are following as fast as possible, suddenly down you go, 
your hat jammed over your eyes, a small sapling up your 
pantaloons leg and another down the back of your neck, all 
of which serves to bring from you a wai’m blessing on cooning. 
After you have got out of this dilemma you listen for the dog, 
you can’t hear him. You can’t hear anything except the chiir- 
ping of insects, and the thumping of your heart. You ex¬ 
perience a burning sensation in your throat. Your mouth is 
parched. You don’t know what else to do only to whoop. 
After you have yelled once or t%vic0 quite loud and you re¬ 
ceive no answer, you yell again, and again, and yet receive no 
reply. What are you to do? you are so tired yon don’t want 
to climb the hill, and so you make your way up the gully 
which you are in, falling over stones^ tangled up in blackberry 
vines, slipping into the water, until you are so completely 
fagged out you can’t go further, and so you sit down to rest. 

While you are thus occupied with your thoughts, you are 
startled to hear a slight pattering on the dead leaves. Shortly 
after you distinctly hear a scratching as if something was 
chmbing a tree a few rods back of you and up the hill. While 
you are listening to this you are startled by hearing the dog’s 
shrill yelp on top of the Knoll in front of you. On he comes, 
letting out a yell every jump he makes until he has passed 
you and is on his way up the hill behind you. where his music 
IS changed to several prolonged howls. Ah, he has treed 
something sure, and very much excited you make your way 
carefully to where he is'barking. There stands the little fel¬ 
low, tongue out, his eyes shining brightly in the dark, jump¬ 
ing up on the tree and trjing to tell you that he has got a 
coon up there. Piesentlyyou hear voices, then some one 
sings out: “Speak to liim, Darb,” and you recognize the voice 
of your friend i orr. ‘‘Here heis. Dorr, come here,” you yell, 
and soon he is with you. “Where’s John?” “Oh, he’s coming,” 
and sure enough, for seeing the light of your lanterns, he says 
“Got him. boys.” “Yes,” says Dorr, “hurry up here.” 

Then preparations are made for climbing the tree. John is 
the climber. Strapping on bis clinkers andlooking to bis 
revolver, he makes the ascent. “J^ook out, boys, I’m going 
to shoot,” says John Bang goes the old pistol. Then again. 
“He’s coming,” yells John, and we can hear the coon thump¬ 
ing from one limb to another, then crash upon the ground, 
where ho is instantly seized by Darb, who soon chokes Jiim to 
death. “Boys, I see another,” says John. “Well, let him 
come,” we yell in chorus. Bang, theu a solid thump on the 
ground a little way down the hiU. The dog hears it and is 
away. We follow rapidly with short club< in our hands, and 
when we find them it is nip and tuck for the mastery, but the 
dog comes out wiuner. We pick up the coon and go back to 
the tree; John is just sliding down. “Pretty good luck, eh? 
Guess we better go home,” says Dorr. And thus ends our ex¬ 
perience in coon hunting. Gbeenwing. 

DOGS OF THE OCCIDENT. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The San Francisco bench show will open at Platt’s Hall in 

this city on Tuesday, July 37. and continue until July 81 in¬ 
clusive, under the auspices of the California Bench Show and 
Field Trials Club. The gentleman selected by the Executive 
Committee to superintend the show is Judge E. Leavesly, of 
Gilroy, a gentleman of great experience in dog matters and 
one who is fully competent to take charge of the same. He is 
well known by every practical sportsman on the Pacific coast. 
Everything indicates a grand success for the show and it is 
expected that a large number of valuable sporting and non- 
sporting dogs wfil be placed on exhibition. Our Eastern 
brethren interested in dog matters who intend visiting us 
dm-ing the encampment of the Grand Army will have an ex¬ 
cellent opportunity to see and judge for themselves the kind 
of dog stock we have on this coast. I piomised to inform the 
readers of Forest and Stream of some or the pointer stock 
of this coast and show that we have a few good pointers, 
whether Col. Stuart Taylor knows of th-ii' existence or not. I 
will stai't the list with some of the noted dogs which have a 
public record. 

R, T. Vandevort, of Los Angeles, Cal., is the owner of Don, 
too well known to your readers to need a description. 

Mr. J. H. Hardy, of Wells, Fargo & Co.’s E:^ress of this 
city, is the owner of Bruce II. (A.K.R. 695). It is claimed 
that he is the counterpart of Don in his marking, build and gen¬ 
eral appearance. He is a beautiful animal, thoroughly broken 
and under pei'tect control. Bruce II. is sii-ed by Hindo, by 
champion Faust out of Devonshire Lass; dam, FUght, by 
champion Bow out of Read’s Madge. 

E. W. Briggs, of this city, is the owner of a very handsome 

I 
lemon and white pointer, Climax, sire Bang Bang, d im Bel- 
lona. Mr. W, S. Kittle, of this city, is the owner of a hand¬ 
some Isinon and white pointer bitch, Surf, by champion Bow 
out of King Maid, purchased from a gentleman in Arizona Ter¬ 
ritory. J. M. Barney is the owner of Tom Pinch, winner of 
the Derby Stakes, Pacific Coast Field Trials. He is a fine 
lemon and white, bred by John Wise, of Richmond. Va.; sired 
by Wise’s Tom, dam Bellona. William Senreiber’s lemon and 
white dog Mountain Boy (imported) is a very likely-looking 
dog and a grand fielder; in fact, he is all that any one would 
desiie. He is also the possessor of a lemon and white bitch, 
Lassie (imported), which is a beautiful specimen of the pointer 
breed. She is by Prime out of Forest Lilly. Mr. Schreiber is 
a great lover of sporting dogs, and his importations are a 
credit to the kennels of this coast. 

H. A. Bassford is the owner of Solano B, a liver and white 
dog, by Glen out of Josie Bow, he is a large, grand looking 
animal and was placed second in the Derby stakes, Pacific 
Coast field trials. W. E. White, of Sacramento, is the owner 
of a very nice dog called Sancho Panza, he is by Bow, Jr. out 
of Mollie Ash. E. A. Robbins also is the owner of another 
flue pointer called Jay Bird, by Bow, Jr. out of Mollie Ash, 
H C. Brown of Sacramento is another one of the fortunates 
in having in his possession a (Bow, Jr.—Jessie) pointer called 
Prade. A. B. Truman of this city has purchased a brace of 
pointer puppies by champion Sensation out of Seph G., wiu¬ 
ner of first prize in New York last May (the only time ex¬ 
hibited) ; they are very handsome puppies, showing good nose 
and staying qualities for theii' age. as I have seen them both 
in the field; the bitch, the handsomest of the two, has been pur¬ 
chased by Mr. F. J. Binder of this city, a well known dog 
man. A. B. Ellford, of this city, as soon as he saw these pups 
ordered one from the same litter, which is also a very fine 
specimen. There is a gentleman in this city who has a 
(champion Faust—Daisy) dog that is a fine specimen, he is a 
large and powerful dog and one that is well known. Clarence 
A. Haight, of this city, owns a very nice and intelligent lemon 
and white dog, he is one of the best yard broke dogs on the 
Pacific coasc. It was hot my intention to take up so much of 
your valuable space, but when “Che people” get writing on a 
subject such as this they never know where to stop. We have 
good pointers. Why should we not? We have the strainsof all 
the celebrated pointer dogs of the world, Col. Stuai t Taylor 
to the contrary notwithstanding. Vox Populi. 

SALES OF SPORTING DOGS AT ALDRIDGE’S. The 
second of the season’s sales of sporting dogs took place at 
Aldi idge’s, in St. Martin’s lane, yesterday (Friday), when a 
valuable lot of animals, from the kennels of Sir T. B. Lennard 
and others, were submitted to auction, including a team of 
Clumber spaniels from Mr. F. J. S. Fo jambe. The latter sold 
well, five couple realizing 94^gs., Dan and Drake making 
the highest figures. 17gs. and respectively. A lot of 
working pointers and setters, twenty-one in number, sold by 
orders of the executors of the late Mr. H. Burra, totalled 
197gs., the seven-year-old Carmey, by Macgi egor -Lady Pearl, 
being a cheap lot at 7gs.; Bounce, by Priam, made33gs.; Don, 
by tfie same sire, a winner at Aberdeen tnis year, l8gs.; Bon 
and Beam, a handsome brace of lemon and white settei-s, 
4igs.; Milo 11.. a grandson of Mr. Lort’s Jock, 18gs.. York 
ill., 1.5Xgs., and Rose of Glenmarkie, ISgs., were the highest 
figures realized by the remainder. A wavy-coated retriever 
bitch, Black, first prize Aberdeen in 1886. was cheap at logs. 
Two other retrievers reached I9gs.; and two fair deerhounds, 
Earl and Smoker, were cheap enough at SJ^gs. and 5gs. 
respectively. Twm brace of settei's from Mr. Cunnington 
were bid to 52>^gs. Seven biace of pointers from Sir T. 
B. Lennard, went within their value at ISOgs., Chandos, 
second at Birmingham in i8S5, and third Costal Palace, 1886, 
securing the top figure, 24gs. Guy and (roblin, by Luck of 
Hessen, from a daugnter of Priam, sold for IS^gs. and IKXfs. 
each; and Belhus Magpie, by Priam, 14gs. Other properties 
realized smaller sums, and two couples of pretty little rabbit 
beagles brought 9gs.—London Field, June 26. 

ST. LOUIS PRIZES NOT PAID —Boston, July 8.—Editor 
Forest and Streafn : In this week’s issue of your paper I read 
a letter from Mr. Wade finding fault with the Pittsburgh 
medals. I can beat that. I sent two dogs to St. Louis, won 
§3.5, and have not received a cent for trouble and expense, 
which amounted to §22.50, besides getting my dogs back in 
boxes without anyth ng but bare boards to ride on over a 
thousand miles. After waiting a number of weeks I wrote to 
Mr. Alimson, and he answered in reply that the treasurer 
would attend to it at once. As it is over a month since 
receiving this answer. 1 think the dog public should be noti¬ 
fied.—John P. Barnard, Jr. 

THE COVINGTON DOG SHOVY,—We have received the 
premium list of the first annual dog show of the Latonia 
Agi'icultural Association, to be held at C'lvington, Ky., Aug. 
24 to 27. Major J. M. Taylor, of Cleveland, O., will judge the 
setters, pointers, foxhounds and beagles, Mr. H. L. (Goodman, 
of (Jhicago, IlL, the remaining classes. There ara champion 
prizes of §10 in the English and Irish setter and pointer 
classes for both dogs and bitches, with §10 and §5 in the open 
classes, the latter including black and tan setters. There are 
champion prizes of §5 for greyhounds and pugs. The remain¬ 
ing open classes are $5 and §3. 

ILFORD CROMWELL VS. ILFORD CAUTION.—E'difor 
Forest and Stream: In yours of the 1st you get me all wrong 
on the above. It was Mr. Lee’s concurrence with me that 
Ilford Cromwell was the best mastiff in America that encour¬ 
aged me to stick to ifi I suppose you will blame the blunder 
on me anyhow, so I may say that Mr. Cook, the former owner 
of these clogs, has made it very easy to blunder by his string 
of Ilford Cs., as the two above, Ilford Claudia, Charity, Chan¬ 
cellor Cambria, etc.—W. Wade (Hulton, Pa., July 3, 1886). 
[Mr. Wade is right, the blame rests on him, as his manuscript 
wiU plainly show.]. __ 

WESTCHESTER COUNTY DOG SHOW.—The Society of 
Agi'iculture and Horticulture of Westchester county, N, Y., 
will bold their first annual fair on the fair grounds near 
White Plains, September 37 to October 3. There will be a 
dog show in connection with the fair, with prizes of §5 and 
§3 for the best kennel and §3 and $1 each for mastiffs. St. 
Bemai'ds, setters, pointers, pugs, hounds and bulldogs. Full 
particulars may be obtained of the Secretary, Eben B. Long, 
White Plains, N. Y.__ 

THE WAVERLY DOG SHOW.—The first fall dog show of 
the New Jersey Kennel Club, to be held at Waverly in con¬ 
junction with the State Agricultural Society in September, 
promises to be a great success. The Agricultm-al Society will 
erect a building on the fair grounds, 200 by 100 feet, to be 
devoted exclusively to the dogs. This will give ample room 
for a lax'ge show. _ 

Among the Noethebn Lakes of Wisconsin, Minnesota and Iowa, 
are nuudreJs of iifllKHiful places where one can spend tne summer 
months in quiet rest and enjoyment, and return home at the end of 
the heated term completely rejuvenated. Eich recufrinit season 
briuKS to Oconomowoc, Waukesha, Beaver Dam, Frontenac, Okoboji, 
Minnetonka, White Bear and innumerable other charming localities 
with romantic names, thousands of our best people whose winter 
homes are on either side of Mason and Dixon’s line. Elegance and 
comfort at a moderate cost can be readily obtained. A list of sum¬ 
mer homes with all necessary information pertaining thereto is being 
distributed by the Chicago, Mil-waukke & St. Paul Railway, end 
will be sent free upon appUcatiou by letter to A. V, H, Carpenter, 
General Passenger Agent, Milwaukee, Wis.—Aue. 
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KENNEL NOTES. 

KENNEL NOTE BLANKS.—For the conveDlence of breeders we 

have prepared a series of blanks for “Names Claimed,” “Whelps,’’ 

“Bred” and "Sales.” All Kennel Notes must be sent to us on these 

blanks, which Will be forwarded to any address on receipt of 

stamped and directed envelope. Send for a set of them. Sets of 

20(1 of any one form, bound, for retaining duplicates, sent postpaid, 

30 cents. 
NAMES CLAIMED. 

Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 
Sailner Girl and Bissell. By A. C Krueger, Wrigbtsville, Pa., for 

■white, black and tan beagle bitches, whelped April 20, 1886, by Ban- 
nerman (A.K R. 1700) out of PetfA.K.R. 2521V 

Mona, M ss I^eils >n. Irene and Maggie May By Samuel Ooulson, 
Montreal, Can., for red Irish setter bitches, whelped May 21, 1886, by 
Shaun Rhue (Morris’s Con—Nan) out of Florie (A K R. 2670). 

PariD Gem By W, B. Bowen. Rockland, Mass., for black, white 
and tan English setter dog, whelped Jan 10, 1880, bv Count QIadson 
(Ro.val Blue—Modjeska) out of Paris (Jiieen tParis^Miss Twilight) 

Liltle Rock. By Geo. Laick, Tarryiown, N. Y.. for Itlack, whiteand 
ten beagle dog. whelped Nov, 14, Isfe, by Lewis’s Bugler (Hoe’s Rat¬ 
tler-Lewis’s no:) out of Rye (Ringwood—Roxy). 

Molly Malloy. By Geo. Laick, Tarrytovvn, N. Y., for red Irish set¬ 
ter bitch,whelped Jan. 1, 1886, by Qlencho (Elcho, A.K.R. 295—Noreen, 
A.K.R. 297) out of Panchon (A.K.R 1844). 

Little Fly and Minnete. By Geo. Laick. Tarrytown, N. Y., for 
black, white and tan beagle hi'ches,whelped Nov. 14.1885, by Lewis’s 
Bugler (Hoe'.s Rattler—Lewis’s Dot) out of Rye (Ringivoed—Roxy). 

Milesian. Freeland. Ormond and Landsdoume. By Samuel Coul- 
soti, Montreal, Can., for red Irish setter dogs, whelped May 31, 1886, 
by Shaun Rhue (Morris's Con - Nan) out of Florie (A.K.R. 2679). 

Lady Isabella.—Editor Forest and Stream: In the last issue of 
FubbST ANb Stream Mr. C. W. Littlejohn claims the name Lady Isa¬ 
bella for a lemon and white pointer bitch. I own a pointer bitch, 
lemon and white, now three years old, that is registered as Lady Isa¬ 
bella (A.K R. 461) and that has taken several prizes under that name. 
I would suggest to Mr Littlejohn tliat it might avoid future confu¬ 
sion if be selected another name for his bitcn,—Floyd Vajl. 

BRED. 

Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks^ 

Queen—Cameron's Racket. A. C. Krueger’s (Wrightsville, Pa.) 
beagle bitch ^ueen (A.li.R. 1726) to his Cameron’s Racket (Rally- 
Louise). June 10. 

Millie—Bannerman. F. C. Bate’s (Cleveland. O.) beagle bitch Millie 
(Racer Sara) to 4 C. Krueger's Bannerman (A K.R. 1709). June 5. 

Zora—Bannerman. Wm. L. Mann’s (Elizabeth, N. J.l beagle bitch 
Zora (Ringwood—Maid) to A. C. Krueger's Baunerman (A K R. 1709), 
J une 2. 

Chloe—Argus II. C. T Brownell’s (New Bedford, Mass.) Gordon 
setter bit-b Ciiloe (Flash-Cnloe) to his Argus II. (imported Argus— 
Bea"ty), June 21 

Red Magg -Clench0. W. W. Sweeney’s (Chardon, O.) Irish setter 
bitch Re I Magg(Duncan—Red Maud) to \V.H Pierce’s Glencno (Elcno 
—Norern), June 28. 

Idylwoof— Buckingham, A. S. Hoffman's(Morrisville. Pa.) English 
secrer bit.eh Idylwoof (Antic—Princess Mix) lo Geo. Dellaveu’s Buck 
ingliam (Dude—Dudeen), J'tly 2. 

Lady F—Captain Fred. A. Spring’s (We't Wiusted. Conn.) 
pointer bitch Lady F. (A.K.R. 2744) to Atwood Collins’s Captain Fred. 
June 2:1. 

Regalia—Bob Edward Stern’s (Boston, Mass.) pointer bitch Rega¬ 
lia (Semsailon—Wbiskeyj to G. W. Araory’s Bob (Bang—Princess 
Kaip), June 1. 

Molly—Bob, W. White’s (Newton Highlands, Ma s ) pointer bitch 
Molly (Don Csrlos-Regalia) to G. W. Amory’s Bob (Bang—Princess 
Kate). May 26 

La. Belle—Lava Rock. Mr. Wallace’s (Fredericksburg, Va.) English 
setter bitch La Belle (Dashing Lion—Victoria, A.K.R, 1383) to A. E. 
Burche’s Lava Rock (A.K R. .369), June 3. 

Madge—Lava Rock, Mr. Tatem’s (Philadelphia, Pa.) English set¬ 
ter hitch Madge (Dash HI.—Diana) to A. E. Burche’s Lava Rock 
(A.K R 369), May 30 

Jennie—Lava Rock, Mr. Taft’s (Washington, D. C.) English setter 
bitch Jennie (Dashiug Laddy—Daisy) to A. E. Burche’s Lava Rock 
(A K R. -lOg), May 20. 

Victoria-Spark Noble, A. E. Burche’s (Washington. D. C.) English 
setter bitch Victoria (Warwick—Belle) to his Spark Noble (Count 
Noble—Spark), May 7. 

Helene-Spark Noble. Mr. Moss’s (Lancaster, Pa.) English setter 
biteb Helene (Dashing Lion—Victoria, A.K.R. 1383) to A. E. Burche’s 
Spark Noble (Count Noble—Spark), June 33. 

Lola—Spark Noble. A. E. Burche’s (Washington, D. C.) English 
setter hi oil Lola (Rake-^Fanny) to bis Spark Noble (Count Noble- 
Spark), May 13. 

Red Biday—Glencho. Geo. Laick's (Tarrytown, N. Y.) Irish setter 
bitch Red Biddy (Chief—Biddy) to W. H.'Pierce's Qlencho (Elcho, 
A.K.R. 295-Noreen, A.K.R. 297), June 28. 

Rye—Rattler. Geo. Laick’s (Tarrytown, N. Y.) beagle bitch Rye 
(Ringwood—Roxy) to Cbas. R. Hoe’s Rattler (Chancellor—Careless), 
April 7. 

Jipsey—Treasure. Detroit Kennel Club's (Detroit. Mich.) pUg bitch 
Jipsey (Don Juan-imported Foxey) to Cbas. A. Leonhard’s Treasure 
(A.K.R. 472), June 12. 

Lena—Lava Rock Mr Bell’s (Brookville, Md.) English setter bitch 
Lena (Dashing Lion—Victoria) to A. E. Burche’s Lava Rock (A K.lt. 
369), May 10. 

WHELPS. 

Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Belle of Bryn Mawr. P. C. Sayles, Jr.’s (Pawtucket, B. I.) English 
setter bitch Belle of Bryn Mawr (A.K.R. 2651), July 3, two (one dog), 
by T. H. Adams’s Prince Napoleo.a (A.K.R 2671). 

Sarah C. T. Brownell’s (New Bedford, Mass.) bull-terripr bitch 
Sarah (Dandy—Dido), June 30, five (three dogs), by Frank G. Tripp’s 
Sh.v. 

Beech Grove Gabrielle. Beech Grove Farm Kennels’ (Beech Grove, 
Ihd.) Beech Grove Gabrielle (A.K.R. 3371), July 4, by Geo, Jackson’s 
Beech Grove Duke (A K.R. 3370). 

Minnies A. 8. Hoffman’s (Morrisville, Pa.) cocker spaniel bitch 
Minnies., July 2. five (tour dogs), by G. Whitehead’s Pluto (Oho H.— 
Critic). 

Seph G. Dr. J. B. S, Holmes’s (Rome, Ga.) pointer bitch Seph Q. 
(Seney-Dart), June 29, nine (five dogs), by Graphic Kennels’ Graphic 
(A.K.K. 2411). 

Rye, Geo. Laick’s (Tarrytown, N. Y.) beagle bitch Rye (Ringwood 
—Roxey), June 7, five (three dogs), by Cbas. R. Hoe’s Rattler (Chan- 
ceilor-Oareless). 

Early Dawn, Deiroit Kennel Club’s (Detroit, Mich.) English setter 
bitcn Early Dawn (Nixey, A.K.R. 177—Princess Loui.se, A.K.R. 117i, 
June SO, seven (six dogs), by Arnold Burges’s Dashing Berwyn (Dash 
11.—Countess Bear). 

Ruby Croxteth. Deiroit Kennel Club’s (Detroit. Mich.) pointer 
bitch Ruby Croxteth—Seitner’s Lass), July 1, ten (seven dogs), by 
thvir King Bow (A.K R. 83). 

Elsa. James Rae’s (Buffalo, N. Y.) Dandle Dinmont bitch Elsa 
(A K.R. 3908), June 29, five (three dogs), by his Bobbie Burns (A.K.R. 
3907). 

SALES. 

Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Piney. White and tan beagle bitch, whelped Nov. 28, 1884, bv Ban 
nerman out of Katie, by A. 0. Krueger, Wrightville, Pa., to Wm, C. 
Fro om, Cleveland. O. 

Queen Bird. White, black and tan beagle hitch, whelped March 
26, IS^O, by Ringwood out of Birdie, b.v A. C. Krueger, Wrigbts'ville, 
Pa , to W. S. Diffen terffer, Baltimore, Md. 

Red Magg. Red Irish setter bitch, whelped 1883, by Duncan out of 
Red Maud, by Arthur L. Garford, Elyria, O., to W. W. Sweeney, 
Chardon, O. 

Bannerman—Pet whelps. White, black and tan beagle bitches, 
whelped April 20, 1886. ty A. C. Ki'ueger, Wrightsville, Pa., one to 
W. J. Perceval, Stanton, Mich., and one to J. H. Jacobs,Wrightsville, 
Pa. 

Bannerman—Myrtle whelp. Beagle bitch, whelped April 18,1886. 
by A. C. Krueger, Wrigblsville, Pa., to E. E. Shauer, Pittsburgh, 
Pa. 

Jingo and Chinkey. Golden fawn pug dogs,whelped March 28,1886, 
by imported Tuck out of Toodles (A.K.R. 3147). by Geo. W. Dixon, 
\\ orees er. Mass., to O. Heny, Roehesier. N. Y. 

Nellie. White bull-terrier bitcn, whelped August, 1883 (A.K.R. 
2194), by Geo. W. Dixon, Worcester, Mass., to J. W. Newman, Boston, 
Mass. 

Silver. Stone fawn pug bitch,whelped March 28, 1886, by imported 
Tuck out of Toodles (A.K.R. 2147), by Geo. W. Dixon, Worcester, 
Mass., to C. Heny^^ochester, N. Y. 

Tuck—Toodles imelp. Pug bitch, whelped March 28,1886, by Geo. 
W. Dixon, Worcester, Mass., to Chetjuasset Kennels, Lancaster, 

mPORTATIONS. 

King Cole. Jr. Bulldog, whelped July 29, 1882 (King Cole—Dona 

Sol), bvj. P. Barnard, .Jr., Boston, Mass., from J, 8, Pybus-Sellon, 
Sydenham, Eng.; weight, .83 pounds, 

DEATHS. 

Jobo. Black cocker spaniel dog (A.K.R. .3681), owned by C.S. Davol, 
Warren. R. I., July 0, by accident. 

Don Belton. White and liver English setter dog (A.K.R. 3280), 
owned by E. G. Cone, East Hampton, Conn., May 26, from distemper. 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 
No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents. 

C. H. S., Chestnut Hill —1 have a setter pup four months old which 
has had round worms for some time. He has passed three or four 
at different times about seven inches long. He is now very thin and 
does not eat very much, l is coat seems dead. Have given him 
areca nut and santonine, but it did no good. Aus. Your puppy prob- 
ahiy still suffers from worms You may try the fluid extract of 
spigelia and senna in teaspoonful doses after a fast of twelve or 
twenty-four hours. If no worms are passed, tone your dog up with 
noiirisbing food and give three drops of Fowler’s solution three times 
daily. 

H. D. M. Melbourne, Quebec.—My water spaniel had some sort of 
lice on her and continual scratching has caused two or three sores to 
appear which I healed by wa.shiug with .soap and applying goose oil, 
and as far as I can see all the lice have left her. but the skin is scaley 
and dry looking and her hair is tbin in places. There does not appear 
to be any appearance of mange. What can I do to mane her hair 
soft and glossy as it naturally is and to clean her skin of this dandruff. 
I have washed her several times but it does not appear to take it off. 
Ans. After washing your dog, rub In vaseline in moderate quantity. 
This renders the coat glo,s8y and softens the skin. Give five drops 
of Fowler’s solution of arsenic in the food night and morning. 

A Rkadeb, Peterboro, N. H.—My beagle is In very thin flesh, and 
will not eat well. At times his nose is hot and his nose and eyes run 
a little. If a little frightened or excited his eyes turn green. At 
times his breath is unpleasant, but never very bad. Can find nothing 
to show that he has worms. Jle is built right to stand a large amount 
of work, but if he runs a few hours he will seem very tired tlio next 
day, and his eyes will be almost closed. His feed is Indian meal 
cakes with milk and table scraps. Have tried other kinds of feed, 
but he will only eat a little. He is fifteen months old and has been 
hi the same condition the three months I have had him. Have given 
him no medicine, not knowing what to use. Ans. Give your beagle 
five drops of Fowler’s solution of arsenic in his food night and morn¬ 
ing. His protean eyes will come out all ngbt. When the pupil dilates 
they look green, when ic contracts the eyes look black. 

J. H., Pleveland, O.—1. My beagle puppies, four weeks old.aregat- 
ting lumps in their throats. I keep them in a perfectly clean and 
dry box about Sft x2ft., with clean excel lor for bedding every da.7. 
2. My beagle bitch has worms, such as I have never seen before. 
Have given her two gi’ains of santonine and a purge about four hours 
after, purge thrown up five minutes after taking; throws up food 
frequenily; otherwise lively; appetite good. Ans. 1. It is impossible 
to say from this distance and without more particulars, what causes 
the uimors In your pupp es, it is dou'Dtless enlargment of the glands, 
SHlivary or lymphatic. It may be that your dogs do not get enough 
of the right kind of milk from the mother. Test the milk with litmus 
paper and see whether it is acid or alkaline, if ihe former give soda 
In Che food or lime water in the milk. You may try cod liver oil in 
teaspoonful doses three times daily to the puppies. 2, The hitch has 
a tapeworm. Fast her for twenty four hours and give thirty drops 
of tbeoleoresin of a«pidium or fllix mas; purge in three hours with 
castor oil. After treatment build her up with nourishing food. 

Humphreys’ Veterinary System.—No well-informed person denies 
that the ownership of animals involves the obligation of their proper 
nursing and care when sick, lb is generally admitted that the com¬ 
mon mode of treatment is cruel as well as wasteful in life and suffer¬ 
ing. But before you condemn us show us a better system. Now, this 
is precisely what we propose to do, Humphreys’ Homeopathic Vet¬ 
erinary .Specifics have been in use twenty-five years, and the testi¬ 
mony of respectable horse and stock owners of the results are en¬ 
tirely satisfactory. The mediclnos are suited to almost every possi¬ 
ble disease among domestic animals, and can be given without the 
slightest trouble. They are not pois moiis nor destructive to health, 
but cure in far less lime than any other remedies. This system of 
treatment is free from intricacy or difficulty, one that tells the owner 
just what to do and how to do It, and while safe and satisfactory in 
results, it secures the animal from all cruelty and unkindness. More¬ 
over it affords the best chance for their recovery and renewed useful¬ 
ness. We think -we are acting in the interest and for the benefit of 
our animal friends, who cannot speak for themselves, when we cor¬ 
dially indorse Humphreys’ Homeopathic Veterinary Specifics.—Adv. 

Allen’s bow-facing oars can he attached to any boat in 6 minutes. 
Try them. Little catalogue free. Fred A. Allen, Monmouth, Hi.—Adr. 

^ide snd ^hooting. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish 
ing Co, _ 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

THE CREEDMOOR PROGRAMME. 
TO guide those intending to take part in the matches of the Fall 

Meeting at Creedmoor, Sept. 13 to 18 next, the Association has 
issued the list of matches to be held, with a prize list as far as se¬ 
cured. Many of the matches are fixtures on the. annual programme, 
but there is opportunity for a display of both military and any rifle 
shooting. The list of matches includes: No. 1. Directors’ Match— 
200yds., open only to directors of the N. R. A., 5 rounds, standing, 
any military rifle, including specials. Prize, the directors’ champion¬ 
ship gold badge, shot for annually and held by the winner during the 
year, to be shot at any time during meering. ‘The third prize will he 
a handsome bronze pitcher, value $30, presented by Messrs. Bene¬ 
dict Bros . of No. 171 Broadway. 

No. 2. Judd Match-Open to all comers, any military rifle, includ¬ 
ing specials. Remington rifles, State model, will he allowed one 
point on each score; 200yds , standing, 7 rounds. Entrance fee, $2 
each, re-entries $1. Only 3 entries allowed to be shot on each day, 
match to occupy 2 day.s. Prizes—Gash presented by theN.R. A. 
$285, divided into 27 prizes, the aggregate of two scores to count for 
the first 5 prizes. 

No. 3. Wimbledon Cup Match—Open to all citizens and residents of 
the United States, 1,000yds., 30 shots, any rifle within the rules, clean¬ 
ing allowed. Position, any without arilficial rest. First prize, the 
Wimbledon Cup. value, $500. Wen in 1875 by Maj. Fulton, m 1876 by 
I. L. Allen, in 1877 by Dudley Relph, in 1878 by Frank Hyde, in 1879 
by (j. H. Laird, in 1880 by W M. Farrow, in 1881 by F. J. Rabbeth, in 
1882 by W. Budworth, in 1883 by H. T. Rockwell, in 1^4 and 1885 by 
J. W. Todd. 

N0.4. President’s Match—First Stage—200and 600yds.,7 shots at each, 
open to all members of the Army, Navy and Marine Corps of the 
U. 8,. or the national guard of any Ptaie. Remington State model 
and Springfield .45 cal., 8 grooved and chambered for 2 1-lOin. shell 
only. Twenty-three prizes, total $310. Second stage—Open to all 
prize winners in the first stage, 700y(ls., 10 shots, posilion any, rifles 
same as in first stage, but .50-cal. Remington State model will receive 
one point allowance. Prize, the mid-range championship of America 
for one year ana cash $25, to be awarded to the competitor making 
the highest aggregate score in both stages. 

No. 5. The Shorkley Match- Any military rifle, including specials, 
800, 900 and l,000ycls.. any posilion. all comers, 10 shots at each dis¬ 
tance. Twelve prizes aggregating $110. 

No. C. Continuous Match—All comers’continuous match, 200yds., 
standing, 7 shots on the American standard target, any rifle, military 
rifles, as permitted in match No. 4. will be allowed 4 points and other 
military or special military rifles 3 points on each score. The aggre¬ 
gate of 3 scoers to count for each of the first 5 prizes, aggregaie of 3 
scores to count for the others, entries unlimited, $3d0 divided into 83 
prizes. 

No. 7. Governors’ Match—Seven shots at 500yds., position any, any 
military rifle, including specials, open to all comers, re-entries al¬ 
lowed. The aggregate of 3 scores to count for first 5 prizes, aggre¬ 
gate of 2 scores to count for the others, 2 points allowed on the aggre¬ 
gate of the 3 scores in the first 5 prizes to State model rifles of .50- 
cal., 1 point allowed on aggregate of the two scores, $300 divided into 
18 prizes. 
ig No. 8. All Comers’ and Marksmen’s Badge Match—Open to every¬ 
body, 200 and 600yds.. position standing at 200, proneat .500, 6shots 
at each, entrance $1, re-entries allowed, rifle Remington .50-cal. 
State model, 34 prizes, $275, 

No. 9. Hilton Trophy Match—Open to teams of 12 from the mili¬ 
tary or militia of any country, 200, 500 and COOyds., 7 rounds at each. 

position standing at 200yds., any at 500 and 600, any military rifle 
which has been adopted as an official arm. Prize, a trophy, pre¬ 
sented by Hon. Henry Hilton, value $3,000. Also a medal to each 
member of the winning team. Won in 1878 and 1879 b.v State of New 
York, in 1880 by Division of the Missouri, U. S. A.; in 1881 by State 
of New York, in 1882 by State of Pennsylvania, in 1883 by State of 
Michigan, in 1884 and li?^ by Division of the Atlantic, U. 8. A. 

No. 10. Short Range Team Match—Open to teams of 4 from any 
regularly organized rifle club or association or military organ¬ 
ization, no limit to number of teams from one arganization, but 
DO competitor can shoot in two teams, ten shots at 200yds., stand¬ 
ing, any rifle, American standard target, teams using the Remington 
rifle, State model, will be allowed 20 points, and 10 points will be 
allowed to teams using other military or special military rifles. En¬ 
trance fee $5 per team, re-entries allowed, but only the highest score 
to count. Four prizes, $50. $40, $30 and $20. 

No 11. Inter-State Military Match—Open to one militia team from 
each State or Territory in the United States, 200 and 500yds.. position 
at 200yds. standing, at 600 prone, an.y military riHe wLiich has been 
adopted as an official arm. Prize, to the team making the highest 
aggregate score a large bronze, presented hy the Commander-in- 
Chief. Also a medal to each member of the winning team. Won in 
1875 by N. Y., 1870 by Conn., 1377 by Cal.. 1878 and 1879 by N. Y., 1880 
by N. J., 1883 by Pa., 1833 by Mich., 1834 and 1885 by Pa. 

No. 13. Inter-State Long-Range Match.-Open to teams of four 
from any rifle club in the U. S. Members of the various teams par- 
ticipalmg must, at the time of shooting, be residents and must have 
resided in the State represented for at least three months prior to the 
date of the match. 800. tKKI and l,000yd8.; 15 shots to each distance; 
any rifle wllhin the rules. Prize, a trophy; also a medal to each 
member of the winning team. Won in 1877 by Amateur Rifle Club, 
N. Y.; in 1878 by Massachusetts Rifle Association; in 1879 by New 
Jersey State Rifle Association; in 1880 bv Empire Rifle Club, N. Y.; 
in 1881 by lUou Rifle Club; in 1882 by illou Rifle Club; in 1883 by Iliou 
Rifle Club; in 1884 hy Amateur Rifle Club, N. Y. 

No. 13. New York State National Guard Match.—Open to teams of 
12 from the National Guai'd of the State of New York. 200 and 500 
yds. Position, standing at .200, prone at 600; 5 rounds at each dis¬ 
tance. Prize, a trophy, presented by the State of Hew York, value 
$300. 

No. 14. First Division National Guard Match.—Open to teams of 
12 from each regiment, etc., in the First Division of the N. G. S. N. Y. 
Remington rifle, State model; 200 and 600yds.; 15 shots at each dis¬ 
tance. Position, standing at 200, at 500 prone. Prize, a trophy, pre¬ 
sented by the State of New York, value $t00. 

No. 16. Second Division Naiionai Guard Match.—As No. 14 for 
Second Division. 

Ho. 16. General Sheridan’s Skirmishers’ Match,—Open to teams of 
6 from the regular Army, Navy, Marine Corps, National Guard, 
Volunteers, or Militia of any country. State or territory, 600 to 
2()0yds. and return, second-class targets, military rifle with which 
the organization has been regularly armed. A commanding officer 
or coach may be allowed in rear of each team, or as a member on 
the firing hue. The first prize is a trophy presented by S. D. Schuyler 
Esq., value #150. This prize is to be won three limes before becom¬ 
ing the property of the winner. It will be held for a year by the 
officer commanding the winning corps. Also a bronze medal to each 
member of the winning team. Won 1884 and 1885 by 4th Artillery, 
U. S. A. 

The matches will be shot as nearly as possible upon the following 
days, though the right is reserved after entries are made to change 
the order of shooting; Monday, Sept. 13, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 6, 7,8; Tues¬ 
day, Sept. 14, Nos. 1, 2, 6, 6, 7, 8; Wednesday, Sept. 15, Nos. 1, 4, 6. 7, 
8, 10; Thursday, Sept. 18, Nos. 1, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12; Friday, Sept. 17, 
Nos, 1, 6, 7, 8.13,14, 15; Saturday, Sept. 18, Nos. 1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11. 

THE SPRINGFIELD TOURNAMENT. 

SPRINGFIELD, Mass., July 6.—The New England Rifle Association; 
could not have had a more propitious day for the opening of their 

four days’tournament at Riverside Grove than to-day. There was 
sufficient shade to make it a delightful place to shoot, and the sharp 
whizzing of the bullets kept excitement at high tide throughout the 
day. Only a few of the visiting delegates arrived in time to take the 
early boat to the grove. Hartford and Meriden each sent a score of 
men who were accompanied by Colt’s band, of Hartford; Fort Trum¬ 
bull had two representatives and the Springfield Schuetzenvereia 
mustered 32 shooters. 

Shooting was not begun lill after 11 o’clock, when 10 of the 11 
matches were opened. These 10 matches will be continuous through 
the four days, and the only event of the day which counted for men¬ 
tion was the target of honor, opened at 3 o’clock. The first shot was 
by Capt, Buchholz, who fired a salute in honor of P'^esideut Cleve¬ 
land, and scored a bullseye, 25 points. Julius Heber, of Hartford, 
shot in honor of Gov. Robinson, and also scored 25. Chas. Stockier, 
of Meriden, shot in honor of the mayor of Springfield, and scored 25. 
P. Myer, of New Britain, shot in honor of Senator Phillips, and scored 
25. Lieut. Kron shot in honor of Gov. Harrison, of Connecticut, and 
scored the filth bullseye. R. I. Hare'followed with a shot in honor 
of the Boston Sefauetzenverein and made 25. 

July 7—Sunny skies and just wind enough to make a welcome 
breeze opened the second day of the New England Rifle Association’s 
tournament at Riverside Grove, and the competing riflemen and their 
friends were correspondingly happy. The attendance was much 
better than on the first day. Many prominent marksmen arrived 
during the day, and at once started to compete for the honors. 
Among the noted shots present were A. C. White, of AVorcester, who 
is at present the champion on the Massachusetts target; George Joy¬ 
ner, of Brooklyn, N. Y.; J. A. Huggins, of Pittsburgh, Pa.; O. M. 
Jewell, of Lawrence: G. H. Wentworth, of Dover, N. H.; O. B. Hull, 
of Collinsville. Conn.; W. W. Tucker, of Hartford; Messrs. Crafts, 
Schaeffer and Ludwig, of the Boston Schueizenvereln; W. M. Farrow, 
formerly of this city Out now of Brattleboro, Vt., and Sergt. Lowry 
and Corp. Stamford, from Fort Trumbull, Conn. 

Shooting on the different targets was m brisk progress all day, but 
interest centered in the competition on the “targ*t of honor,” which 
closed at 4 P. M., and resulted iu the Springfield marksmen capturing 
14 out of 40 prizes, T. T. Cartwright, of this city, being the victor. 
Tne prizes were distributed in the following order, according to each 
contestant’s score: T. T. CartwTight, of Springfield, 64, King’s badge 
and silver service: D. Seymour, of Hanford, 63: M. W. Bull, of Spring- 
field, 62; AVm. Tucker, of Hartford, 61; E. T. Stephens, of Springfield, 
58; Wm. Sellie,of Meriden. Conn., 57; Wm. Helfry, of Hirtford, 67; F, 
R. Bull, of Springfield, 66; C. Talbot, of Springfield, 54: Otto Klett, of 
Hartford. 54; Peter Taylor, of Hartford, 52; C. Herold, of Hartford, 
53; P. Maurer, of Meriden, 52: S. S Bumstead, of Springfield, 51; H. 
K. Cooley, of Springfield, 51; A. E. Barnes, of Springfield, 61; A. Krom, 
of Springfield, 49; S. Miller, of New Britain, 49; H. Pope, of Hartford, 
—; H. Dorr, of Hew Britain. 45: G.Lining, of Meriden, 45; F. Rennesa- 
laer. of New Britain. 44; L. H. Mayott, of Springfield, 44; O. Henning, 
of Hartford, 44; A. Hollenstein. of Springfield, 42; J. Teising, of Meri¬ 
den, 39; R. T. Hare, of Springfield, 38; A. Meyer, of Meriden, 36; L. 
Heimgarten, of Hartfora,86: W. Halen, of Meriden, .36; A. Deueckin, 
of Meriden. 36; C. Drechiser, of Meriden, .35; H. Buchholz, of Spring- 
field, 34; M. Giassnap, of Meriden, 34; T. B. Wilson, of Springfield, 83; 
T Britton, of Hartford, 33;F. Engle, of New Britain. 33; L. Leibert, 
of Hartford, 32; J. Huebler, of Hartford, 31; E. Hoffman, of Meri¬ 
den, 30. 

The City guard’s team of this city have so far been the only ones 
to shoot in the military team match, although several teams from 
other military organizations have entered, The following is the score 
of shooting by this team: 
Lieut McDonald.44543 -20 T T Cartwright.444.34-19 
Sergt Sterling.45548-2t E T Stephens.44464-21 
M W Bull.54555—24 

W. A. White, of Worcester, was. up to to-night, first on the Mass¬ 
achusetts target, and George Joyner of Brooklyn had a good lead on 
both the Man and German ring targets. Some remarkable shooiing 
was done by Louis Brehra, secretary of the Pittsburg (Pa.) Rifle Club, 
with a 10-pound rifle he has made 45 hullseyes. Probably the most 
difficult feat in the entire tournament is making a respectable num¬ 
ber of bulljeyes on the 2)4 inch bullseye target, and not many of 
the marksmen present have yet made much of a record except J. A. 
Higgins, of Pittsburg, who has succeeded in making seven hullseyes. 
Capt. Buchholz performed the pleasant duty of crowning the winner 
of the “target of honor” match, T. T. Cart-wright, last evening in bis 
usual happy manner, and the new king of the Scliuetzenbund for 
1886 responded in a brief speech. 

July 8.—To-day was strictly devoted to business at the Schuelzen- 
verem’s tommameiit at Riverside Grove, each marksman present 
banging away steadily at the targets from 9:30 in the morning until 
7:30 P. M , the closing hour. A large number of spectators were in 
attendance, and showed much interest. It was not an extra day for 
flue shooting, the wind being rather strong and the light variable, 
but some good scores were made Many more noted marksmen have 
arrived, including F. Hawks, of Collinsville, Conn.; William Hayes, 
of Newark, N. J.; R. A. Whipple, of Adams: George E. Betts and W. 
H. Beardsley, of Bridgeport. Conn.; C, A Hynds, of Orange; G. R. 
Warfield, of Gardner; G. R. Russell and J. N. Frye, of Boston; J. F. 
Klein, of Creedmoor. N. Y., and many others. The arrival of the day, 
however, was that of the famous Zettler Rifle Club, of New York 
city, their two crack shots. C. G. Zettler and T. J. Dolan, who are ex¬ 
pected to do some splendid work. The question of which militia 
;eam will -win the handsome sword offered tor first prize seems to lay 
between the City and Peabody Guards, no other teams having as ya 
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entered. The Peabody took their turn at shooting to-day with the 
following result: 

First entry. Second entry. 
F E Bull.55544-23 45544 -22 
George Adams.45486-21 44453 -20 
J J Leonard.32504-13 34434-18 
T B Wilson.54444-21 46445-22 
Kimball ..53444-20-98 44554-22-10-4 

The team are still one point behind their opponents, but will try to 
overcome ihein to-day. 

The various other targets were well patronized. Much of the inter¬ 
est of the members of the Schuetzenverein centered in the “novice 
match” between members of that society, in which some very good 
scores for novices are being made. A. llollenstein is the leader so 
far, having a total of 95 out of a possible 125 to his credit. He is 
closely followed by Capt. Buchholz, who has a total of 94, while A. 
Schultz and Fred Lenoir follow with 87 and 85 respectively. In the 
individual military match some good scores have been made and 
many more entries are exjjected to-day. M. W. Bull, of the City 
Guard, is ahead so far, and is looked upon as the probable victor, 
although his competitors are working hard to catchup with him. 
The score up to to-night was as follows: 
MW Bull.....23 22 22-67 J A Sterling.20 20 21-61 
ET Stephens .23 22 21-66 CaptSouthmayd....20 17 16-53 
T T Cartwright.21 21 21—63 Henry McDonald_19 17 ..—36 

On the Massachusetts target A. C. White is at present the leader, 
but he is being pushed by others as the score will show, each 3 scores 
counting as a continuous one; 
A C A bite . 58 56 55-169 G .Toyner .55 54 
ET. Stepuens.56 56 56-167 W H Beardsley.... 62 52 
OB Hull .56 58 65-167 T Brehm ..53 50 

.52-161 
51—155 
50—153 
47-151 Z C Talbot. 52 52 

E Hoffman.47 40 46—139 
GE Betts.50 46 43-139 

OM Jewell.55 55 55—165 
H Engle.55 65 54-ln4 
TT Cartwright.68 63 51—162 
GH Wentworth ...06 63 62—161 

The competition on the German ring target is very close and some 
excellent work is oeing done, on it, most of the best marksmen pres 
sent b ing entered for it. Unless something happens it looks very 
much as if J. A. Huggins, of Pittsburgh, Pa., will bear off the prize, 
he having done the steadiest shooting thus far and holding first 
place with a total of 71 out of a possible 75 with Jewell, of Hartford, 
a close second. The following score shows the position of thecon- 
teslants: J. A. Huggins 71. O. M. Jewell 70, D S. Seymour 68, Wm. 
Tucker 66, H. Audross 66. G. Joiner 65, H. Pope 65. E. T. Stephens 64, 
A C White 64, L. H. Mnyott 63, E. Hoffman 61, A. H, Merriam Cl, A. 
Kron 59. O. Hellfreichi 59. C. Herold 63, T. Brehm 46. W. K. Schaffer 
82, Wm. Halm 31. On the “man” target, which represents the head 
and shoulders of a man and is more complicated and trying to some 
marksmen that the ordinary bullseye target, G. Joyner is the cham¬ 
pion so far, he having a lead of two points over his nearest opponent. 
The score: G. Joyner, 53. A. H. Merriman 51, J, A. Huggins 51. Z. C. 
Talbot 50. C. A. Miller 48, H. Pope 47. W. Tucker 46, Wm. Halm 44, 
E. Hoff an 43, P MSurer 42. C. Rebstock 40, G. Lining 40. A. E. Barnes 
40, C. A- Helfreicbt 33, A. Deneckiu 31, G. W. Rogers 29, H. Doerr 20, 
M. Glassnap 19, F. Rentzcheler 13, J. Gl issnap 13, F. Engel 11. 

July 9.—The Schuetzenverein closed their rifle tournament to¬ 
night after an excellent four-days’ outing With the exception of a 
rather strong and changing wind the last one was a good one for 
shooting, and each marksman realized it, for the target tenders were 
kept on the jump from early in the morning uatil the snooting closed 
at 7 o’clock in the evening. The tournament is the most successful 
ever held by the society, both financially and in the scores made by 
the contestants. The attendance has been large, and the best of 
order has been kept on the grounds and the comfort of every one 
pi esent, whether spectators, marksmen or workers, has been care¬ 
fully looked after. Secretary T. T. Cartwright, Shooting Master 
Dick Hare with his aids and President Buchholz have worked hard 
to bring the affair out successfully and deserve credit for their exer¬ 
tions. There has been but very little “kicking” by those competing 
for prizes, and what little was done has been on minor points The 
New England Rifle Association and the Springfield Schuetzenverein 
may congratulate themselves on the success of the rifle tournament 
of i886- 

The winning scores in the several matches, with the conditions 
imder which they were shot, are as follows: 

No. 1—Target of Honor. Open to members of the New England 
Rifle Association pnly. The winner takes the first choice of prizes 
and the IQng’s gold badge, and will be crowned Shooting King for 
1886. 

No. 2. German Ring Target.—Open to all comers; any rifle, 3 shots 
to a score. Entry, $2; re-entry, f 1; entries unlimited. Each shooter 
can obtain but one prize: 24 prizes; value $310: 
J A Huggins.24 25 24-73 Z C Talbot.23 23 21-67 
W Hayes. 23 24 2.5—72 C G Zettler.24 24 19-67 
M Doirler .24 24 23—71 I B Wilson.19 25 2.3—67 
O M JeweU.23 23 24—70 J N Frye.21 22 23-66 
F R Bull.22 24 24—70 H Andrews.25 22 19—66 
J Coppersmith.25 31 23-69 W W Tucker.25 18 23-66 
B Walther .34 22 22-68 P M Pope.22 20 23-65 
H S Seymour.21 ^ 14—68 J S Schroder. 24 24 17—65 
G Zimmerman.23 21 21-63 O B Hull ...25 17 21-65 
L Brehm.24 21 23—68 A Merriman.. .23 20 21—64 
W M Farrow.24 21 23—68 E T Stephens.23 24 17—64 
G Joiner.23 22 32-67 A C White.16 25 23 - 64 

No. 3. Massachusetts target, all comers, 5 shots to score, best three 
scores to count as one continuous score. Entry, $1; re entry 50 cents, 
entries unlimited. Each shooter can obtain but one prize. National 
Rifle Association rules to govern, 24 prizes, value $310. 
E T Stephens.172 H Engle.165 
T T Cartwright .172 J A Allen...165 
G R Russell.171 G A Warfield....165 
WM Farrow.  171 George Joiner.162 
AO White.169 L Brehm.162 
G C Betts.169 GH Wentworth.161 
DBHull .168 SSBurastead.160 
C A Hinds.167 W K Cooley .159 
SJ Lyons .^.167 JN Frye.168 
W H Beardsley. 167 Z C Talbot.IM 
T J Dolan .166 F Hawks.164 
D W Jewett. 165 J A Huggins.153 

No. 4. Creedmoor bullseye target, sixty per cent, of entries on this 
target will be divided among holder’s of hullseye tickets daily. Ten 
tickets for 81. Any rifle within the rules of the National Rifle Asso- 

No. 5. Bullseye target, 2i4in. bullseye in 12in. of black. Open to all 
comers. Anv rifle. Five tickets for $1; entries unlimited for the 
four days. The shooter making the largest number of bullseyes dur¬ 
ing the tournament, to be crowned king of the bullseye target for 
1886, and to receive a handsome king’s badge in addition to a cash 
prize of $25; 6 prizes, value $35. , 

First prize, $25 in cash and king’s gold medal, William Hayte, of 
Newark, N. J., who was formally presented with the medal by Capt. 
Buchholz. 

No. 6. Creedmoor Target—All comers, military rifles, mcJudmg 
specials. 5 shots to a score, best 3 scores to count as one continuous 
score. Entry $1, re-entry 50 cents; entries unlimited. Each shooter 
can obtain but one prize. National Rifle Association rules to govern. 
Fom’teen prizes, value $126: 
T B Wilson. 71 MW Farrow. 68 
FRBull. 71 N A Dolan. 67 
ET Stephens. 70 W C Stamford.64 
J A Kheirs. 69 

No. 7. Team Match—Open to teams of 5 men from any regular or¬ 
ganized rifle club. German ring target, any rifle, 5 shots per man. 
Entry, $5 per team; re entry, 88; entries unlimited. Four cash prizes, 
and to’ each merrtber of the winning team a gold badge, to be known 
as the champion team of the year 1886. Four prizes, value 885. 

Zettler Rifle Club, New York City. 
Capt P Walthers.19 21 
W Hayes.20 ^ 
George Joyner.’y 23 
CG Zettler.23 22 
WM Farrow... ..24 24 

-22 19 16- 97 
24 20 17—101 
14 16 19—101 
2.3 20 
19 19 

First Team, Springfield Schuetzen Verein 

15—103 
19_105—507 

16— 84 
16 2.)— 94 

9 11— 73 
22 20—105 
20 21-106-464 

14 18— 
10 18— 90 
11 13— 71—4.51 

Bumstead.-*■.22 12 14 
Bull.22 18 18 
RTHare.16 14 23 
Z O Talbot.24 21 18 
FB Wilson. 19 22 U 

Second Team, Springfield Schuetzen Verem. 
M W Bull . 25 21 13 17 24—106 
A Kron .. .  16 13 21 22 14- 88 
E T Stephens.24 20 23 
S Bovvers.  16 21 21 
T T Cariw'right .17 12 18 — — _ 

No. 8. Military team match, Creedmoor target, open to teams or 6 
men with two sub'vlitutes from any company of the National Guai’d, 
5 shots per man. entry $5, re-entry $3, entries unlimited, rifles, each 
team to u.-e the. rifle used by iheir company on or before May 1, 1886, 
A handsome oBlcer's sword and belt, suitaoly engraved, will be pre¬ 
sented to the company to whicn the team winning the first prize be¬ 
longs, and a gold Badge to the members of the team making the 
highest individual score on the team score, which wins first prize. 

® Ciiy Guard. 
H McDonald.44543—20 TT Cartwright.44434-19 
J A Siei ling .45543—21 E T Stephens.. .44454—21—105 
MW Bull.54555 -24 

Peabody Guard—First Team, 
F R Bull.45644—22 T B Wilson.45445-22 
Geo T Adams.44453—20 J Kimball.44564-22-104 
J J Leonard.34434—18 

Peabody Guard—Second Team. 
B Bickford.443-33-17 C H Hooker.55043—17 
A H Stearns.34344-18 M J Cavanaugh.44244-18-98 
A H Parkins.33444—18 

No. 9. Individual Military Match, Creedmoor target—Open to mem¬ 
bers of the Connecticut and Massachusetts Guard only. Entry 50 
cents, re-entry 25 cents, entries unlimited. Rifles same as in match 
No. 8, five shots each, best three scores to count as one continuous 
score, National Rifle Association rules to govern. Each shooter can 
get but one prize. Trophies, etc., value of $100: 
MW Bull.23 24 24-71 J G Kimball.20 21 23-64 
8 M Bumstead.23 24 24-71 JJ Leonard. .21 21 22—64 
FT Stephens.23 23 24-70 A C White.20 21 22-63 
H McDonald.21 22 22 - 65 J A Sterling.21 21 20-62 
T T Cartwright.21 21 22-64 G F Adams.20 20 20-61 

No. 10. Novice Match. German ring target—Open to members of 
the Springfield Schuetzen Verein only who have not made over 65 
points in five consecutive shots on this target, five shots each. En¬ 
tries 25 cents each, entries unlimited. Each shooter can obtain but 
«ne prize. Trophy prizes, value $.50. 
Hallenstoin.  95 Sturapf.   49 
Buchholz. 94 Baer . 38 
Schuliz . 87 Flosdorf.27 
Lenoir .85 Purps . 26 
Schroeder . 63 Oetiker . 9 

No 11. Man Target—This target represents the head and body of 
a man. and is divided into half-inch vertical lines, center line count¬ 
ing 20. Open to all comers; $175 distributed in 20 prizes; 3 shots to a 
score, any rifle, entry $1..50, re entry $1, entries unlimited. Each 
shooter can obtain but one prize: 
W Hayes.13 19 20-67 F Hawkes.18 17 17-52 
F R Bull.19 20 18—67 G Zimmerman.18 15 19 52 
H Dorrler .20 19 18-57 R T Hare.15 16 20-51 
W M Farrow.18 19 19—56 J Allen.15 16 20—51 
J T Schroeder.17 20 19—56 A H Merriman. 20 16 15-51 
Geo J iner.20 17 18 - 56 J Coppersmith.19 15 16-50 
Z 0 Talbot .18 20 17—55 A Bergeron.18 13 19—60 
B Walthers.19 19 17—55 C A Miller.16 14 18-48 
H Andrews.20 19 16-55 H M I’ope.19 18 10-^7 
C G Zef ler.17 17 20-54 W W Tucker.10 19 17—46 
J A Huggins.19 15 20 -54 WM Holm.17 7 20-44 

BOSTON, July 10.—There was some lively work done before the 
targets at Walnut Hill to-day, as a large number of military shooters 
were present and participated in the various military matches. 
Messrs. Carter and Winthrop each put up a 49 in the 500yds. match. 
The names of prize winners in the current matches, which closed 
July 5, are given below. 

Handicap Match—Decimal Off-Hand. 
__ ... 84_405^25-430-f-5-^35 J Francis (OS). .79 80 81 81 

RReed. 81 82 85 
0 M Jewell.. .81 82 85 85 
W Charles. 85 85 84 
E B Souther. 76 76 76 
A L Brackett. 77 78 77 
Wm Fisher. .64 74 75 75 
11 Withington. 68 68 68 
J P Bates. .66 71 64 69 
A Law. 70 70 72 
B G W'arren. .67 68 68 71 
A 13 Archer. .C3 64 65 66 
JNFrye. 63 70 72 
IF Butler. 49 67 51 

Rest i Match. 
*J Francis (mil). .94 94 
JNFrje. 99 
D L Chase. 99 
N Washburn. 98 
S Winchester. 93 94 
E R Foster. 98 

85-418+ 5- 
87- 
82-382-1-40— 

72— 348+40— 
80-354-+25— 
76 -333+45- 
73- 335- 
52— 

-20- 

99 99 100— 
99 100 100— 
98 99 99- 
95 96 97- 
94 93 90— 

428 
423 
422 
422 
420 
405 
397 
396 
388 
379 
378 
356 
258 

496 
496 
492 
475 
472 

225 

7 9 8-83 
8 10 8—81 
7 8 8-81 
7 7 9-73 

7- 87 
6- 70 
8- 72 
7- 70 

5- 49 
6— 49 
4—45 

21 21 21 22 

*rwenty points allowed for military rifle. 
Special Military Match. 

Henry White.76 77 78-231+27= 258 
F Carter.70 77 73-220+36= 256 
J Francis.84 84 85— 253 
W Charles.88 81 84— 253 
A L Brackett.69 69 70- 208+21=229 
C Williams.6t 65 68-194+33=227 
JB Fellows .72 80 73- 

Decimal Off-Hand Match. 
J A Higgins. C. 9 10 8 10 6 7 9 
J B Fellows, D. 9 9 5 7 8 7 8 
L Brehm, C.10 7 9 9 10 6 7 
W H Oler, D. 7 7 9 7 5 6 9 

Decimal Practice Match. 
J A Higgins. 9 9 7 9 9 10 10 8 
C B Edwards. 9 10 6 7 6 10 5 8 
Henry.mil. 687828 10 6 
L Brehm... 68158865 

Rest Match. 
S Wilder.10 10 9 10 10 10 9 9 10 10—97 

500 Yard Military Match. 
W Winthrop. 5 6 5 6 6 6 
F Carter. 5 5 6 6 5 5 
H White. 4 4 6 6 6 5 

State Militia Match. 
E H Green .18 18 20 20 
F W Reynolds.18 19 19 22 
BHBradlee.18 19 29 
MGWitham..18 
RBEdes.23 
H White.21 
C L Richardson .19 

Winners of the medals in the State militia match duri^ the month 
of Julv, 1886: Silver medals, E. H. Green, Lieut. R. B. Edes; bronze 
medals, M. G. Witham, B. H. Bradlee, Capt. F. W. Reynolds. 

WILMINGTON, Del., July 8.—Rifle matches were held by the Wil¬ 
mington Rifle Club at Schuetzen Park this afternoon. The conditions 
at first match were Creedmoor target, 200yd8., off hand, and prizes 
decided by score classes. The ties were soon decided, which awarded 
the prizes as follows: First, S. J. Newman; second, Howard Simp¬ 
son; third, William A. Bacon, and fourth, James Newman. The 
score is as follows out of possible twenty five points: 
S J Newman.54444—21 H Simpson.44443—19 
OHeinel, Sr .44544—21 J. J. Peirce.634:14—19 
John Scott.45444—21 W A Bacon.44342—17 
U Fuller .44544—21 J Newman.03544—16 
H A Heinel.44445-21 Sullivan.42520-13 

Conditions at second match, Massachusetts target, 200yd8. off hand 
and prizes divided by highest scores. Prizes were awarded as fol¬ 
lows: First, U. Fuller; second, Harry A. Heinel; third, Charles 
Heinel. Sr.; fourth, James Newman and fifth, Heniy B. Seeds. The 
full score is as follows out of possible 120 points: 
TT Fuller . ...H 8 10 10 8 8 11 12 12 9—100 
H A Heinel.B) 9 10 6 11 9 12 9 9 12- 97 
C Heinel, Sr. 8 7 11 9 10 11 8 10 7 10- 91 
J Newman. 10 10 10 10 6 9 8 10 9 7— 89 

3 11 8 10 9 11 11 7 
7 8 
7 8 
4 8 

8 10 12 
2 12 11 4 
9 8 11 5 
5 11 6 0 
8 10 3 3 

0 0 

9- 88 
8- 86 
9- 75 
4- 69 

8 12 6- 66 
8 8 6— 64 
0 0 0— 29 

H B Seeds. « 
S J Newman. 8 
H Simpson.1" 
J J Peirce. 8 
John Scott. 7 
W A Bacon.   9 
Sullivan.10 10 2 5 2 

Conditions at third match same as at second. The prizes were 
awarded as follows: First Charles Heinel, Sr., second U. Fuller, and 
third James Newman. The following is the score in full out of pos¬ 
sible sixty points: 
C Heinel. Sr. 9 12 9 11 12-53 John Boott.11 8 5 11 9-44 
U Fuller.10 9 9 12 12-52 HB Seeds.10 6 10 9 7—42 
Jas Newman ...10 8 9 12 10—49 Wm A Bacon... .10 11 0 9 6—35 
8 J Newman ....10 10 12 9 7—48 H Simpson. 2 9 5 8 C-30 
HAHeiuel.8 1110 7 11-47 

CLE VELAND.O., July 7.—At the regular shoot of the Cuykhoga Rifle 
Club for club badge, held at their range on (.roadway to day, the fol- 
lowing scores were made. Shooting was at Creedmoor target, SOOyds. 
a possible 50 points; 

Wm J Akers.4446544544—43 
J Kearney.4413404434—34 

F D Bosworth.. 4.5344.3o444—38 
W is Price, Jr.5454655455—47 
P I Pr. phy.4444464344—40 

ATHENS, Pa.—The Athens R fle Team met for practice on July 3, 
and after a few sweepstake matches shot for a silver cup, 200yds. off¬ 
hand, open sights, Creedmoor target: .ooO-IOl.m 
Wm hegar.5445425444-41 Nat Walker.4M32^4—33 
Jesse Barber.. .4444314445-40 B Robinson.43.33 23343-^ 
W Pitcher .4343444543—38 AHNevms.3' 022345—28 

Off Hand 
433133.3434 - 34 
335S444422-33 
6000a30100-12 
34432442.34- 33 

402340-I.34S-28 
222243344:3—31 

7-76 
0-75 
7—70 
5-68 
7-60 

9 10 5-66 
5 2—60 

5 6 7-61 

5 6 6 6 4 5 5 4—56 
4 6 8 9 10 6 7 7—71 

7 
G 9 
5 5 
6 7 
7 4 
8 8 

0 8 10 8-76 
3 8 8 4-68-271 

4-49 
6-78 
6—69 
6- 64-250 

HAVERHILL, Mass., Rifle Club, July 10.—Practice Match- 
JFBronm. T 10 9 7 8 7 8 9' ■ 
J Busfleld. 7 7 8 7 7 e 9 9 1 

E Brown. 6756 10 9661 
S Johnson. 7 7 7 7 8 4 10 8 ! 
H Tuck . 4 10 6 6 6 7 7 6 : 
JP M Green. 4 7 9 6 6 5 5 9 l( 
L Jackson. • 795 0 7775' 
F Merrill.; 6 99756251 

Club Team Match. 
J P M Green. 5 10 
J Busfleld. 7 7 
E Brown.10 8 4 9 
5 E Johnson. 9 5 8 8 

Ltlackson. 4 4 6 8 
HTiick. 7 10 10 8 
J F Brown. 7 8 7 7 
F Merrill. 6 7 7 7 

CHAMPIONSHIP MATCH, July 12.—Will vou kinfllv publish in 
your next edition that the champion raatch"of the champion club 
of United States takes place Saturday. July 17. commencing at 1 P. 
M., to be shot at Union Hitl.JN. J. —A, LoBEB.^Sec’y. 

THOMASTON. July 10.—Only three of the Empire R. C. were pres- 
entat the weekly shoot. The weather conditions were excellent, 
light being good with scarcely any wind, hut the scores were low; 
too much base ball: 
Fred A Perkins.7 8 9 5 9 6 8 9 5 7-73 
6 A Lemmon. 4 8 6 6 7 10 7 8 4 9-68 
JF Williams.9 74947 6 66 .3-61 

H.4.VEBHILL, Mass., July 3.—Haverhill (Mass.) Rifle Club, practice 
match: 

?. 0 9 8 8 10 5 8 10 10 6-83 
J Busfleld. 9 8 6 7 10 8 7 8 7 .5-75 
L Jackson. 3 9 e 8 5 6 8 10 8 3-66 

July 5: 
W Palmer. 8 9 9 10 9 6 10 9 9 8 87 
J I3u<fleld.9 9 9 7 10 8 6 10 5 5-78 
. 8 8 10 8 6 0 7 6 8 7- 77 

£  5 '> 8 7 10 9 6 9 7 5-73 
F Mernll.7 5 6 9 8 10 8 6 8 4-71 
L .lackson.10 3 7 5 6 6 10 6 10 8-77 
9 Srown . 7 0 10 6 8 0 4 10 3 3-66 
J P M Green. 2 5 7 10 s 4 3 10 10 6-62 

SHOOTING IN THE HIGH DEQREES.-Thomaston, Conn.. .July 
3.—At our weekly shoot this P. M. the intense beat (92 degrees in 
shade) produced a sort of mir.-ige, making it hard sighting with aper¬ 
ture sights. Scarcely any w ind. Subjoined are the scores; 
G A Lemmon .0 6 8 9 6 8 4 
BHSutliffTv.10 6 510 5 10 8 
G A Canfield. h 10 7 7 4 6 6 
Holmes . .. 9 5 4 6 10 5 6 
Fred A Perkins. 5 6 8 10 6 8 8 
CF Williams. 9 6 8 5 4 6 8 

5 10 10-76 
0 9 5-74 
7 8 9-72 
9 6 1(1-70 
7 5 0- 69 
0 8 10-09 

8 6 10 
8 10 6 
4 8 8 
8 9 9 
9 7 9 
9 8 10 
7 6 10 
5 5 7 

4 
2 10 10 7 
5 5 9 3 

8 8 
7 710 8 5 
9 9 0 6 6 
6 6 7 6 8 
8 9 4 8 6 
6 6 8 10 6 
6 7 6 7 6 
9 7 5 9 7 
8 10 6 7 5 

4 3 9 
6 8 4 

7-80 
9-78 
9-77 
7-76 
7- 75 
3-73 
9-72 
6-64 
8- 64 
5—64 
9- 64 

8 7 10 6 8 7 7 6 7 8-71 
6 7 6 4 6 4 8 7 9 6-61 
7 4 10 6 6 5 9 6 6 6-65 
7 9 5 6 9 6 7 10 6 6-71 
6 5 8 10 7 8 7 6 4 5-65 
5 7 8 9 0 0 6 7 6 8-55 
7 7 4 8 7 6 6 8 9 9-68 
9 6 6 6 7 6 10 5 6 8-68 
6 8 9 5 6 7 5 10 8 8-72 
4 4 4 6 6 4 5 9 7 5-54 
4 7 6 5 5 6 6 6 8 7-59 
7 10 7 4 4 6 10 7 6 6-67 
7 5 6 0 8 9 9 6 6 6-68 
4 5 6 7 8 .5 6 ,5 7 9-61 
5 6 7 4 8 0 6 4 5 5-50-9.55 

BOSTON, July 5.-The attendance at the range at Walnut Hill to¬ 
day was large, and the weather conditions for shooting were perfect. 
J. N. Frye and D L. Chase each made a clean score in the rest 
match, and A. L Brackett made 48 in the 500yds. military. Follow¬ 
ing are the scores; 

Decimal Off-Hand Match. 
O M Jewell, C. 9 10 10 7 9 9 6 10 9 6-85 
B G Warren, 0. 9 - 
W Henry, mil. B... 8 
W Fisher, C. 7 
F F Tufts, A.10 
A B Archer, C.  8 
J N Frye. G . 9 9 
A Law, C. 5 7 
A Melvin, A.]0 5 
CM Hill, A. ,5 7 
T Stewart, A.10 4 
J Miller, A. 6 9 

Rest Match F. 
J N Frye.10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10-100 
D D Chase.10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10-100 
W Francis, A.10 10 10 9 10 10 10 10 11 10-99 
A Law, A.10 9 9 8 10 8 8 10 9 9- 90 

500Yds. Military Match. 
A L Brackett.48 46 (: A Parker .45 W Winthrop.45 

HARTFORD, Conn., July 5.—The shoot to-day between the Elgin, 
III., and the Franklin rifle clubs of this city—the. second in the match 
—resulted in a victory for the Franklins. There were 16 men in each 
team In.stead of 10 as at the last shoot, and the new Hinman target 
was used. The Franklin total was 955, and the Elgin 881. The indi¬ 
vidual scores of the Elgin Club have not been received. The full in¬ 
dividual scores of the Franklin Club were as follows- 
W W Tucker.8 
E P Whitney. 5 
T H Britten.7 
Henry Andrus. 7 
L H Robinson. e 
Otto Klett.5 
D S Seymour. 7 
H M Pope. 9 
F H Williams. 6 
E E Beach. 4 
E J Hale. 4 . 
E H Williams.7 ]0 
D J Jordan.  7 
Geo Best. 4 
O M Brown ..r, „ . ^ ^ „ ., „„ „„„ 

The monthl.y shoot for the club medal was also with the. new target 
and was won by F. H. Williams with a score of 7i. The half dollars 
were won by L. H. Robinson 0.6, II. .M Pope 0.8, F. H. Williams 0.9. 
The club has another match with the Canton Club, of Collinsville, on 
the FrankUn range July 24. 

SAN FRANCISCO, June 20—Several pistol matches were shot to¬ 
day. the first between Robertson and Johnson, with Smith & Wesson 
revolvers, .44-cal., 5}.^in. barrel. Sin. target, distance 100ft., no sight¬ 
ing shots allowed. The following good scores were made: 
Robertson.5554555444.544554454.555-155—115 
Johnson.4,5455545555554554.5.5554555-119 

TELESCOPIC SIGHTS ON MAGAZINE RIFLES.—Fdi(or Forest 

and Stream: In answer to our advertisement 

in your columns, we have had numerous iuiiiiire 
ies from gun societies and others, a.sking whether 

it is feasible to mount telescopic sights upon 
magazine rifles. A Philadelphia gunsmith of 

reputation recently declared that “it had never 

been done and was not likely to be done, because 

it was impracticable.” We send you herewith 
an illustration as photographed from a job which 

we have just executed for a gentleman at Johns¬ 

town. Pa. The rifle, as received by us, was 
mounted with what are called Rocky Mountain 

hunting sights. A glance at the illustraiion wilj 

show that they are still there. The forward 
dove-tailed slide-block containing the usuai 

“knife-blade sight,” wo replaced with a higher 

one, carrying the ring which holds muzzle end 
of telescope. This block we have dove-tailed 

above and on a center line with the barrel, to re¬ 
ceive an ivory, bone or metallic sight of the 
“knife blade” pattein. At the rear we have util¬ 
ized the base of the modern peep sight by screw¬ 
ing into it a cylinder, upon the same plan as 
formerly u.sed in changing a flintlock to a cap- 
lock, only the cylinder is on the left hand side. 
Now, instead of inserting the old time cone into 
this cylinder, we have drilled entirely through it 
and inserted oiir elevating post, which extends 
down by the side of the -‘grip” of ihe stuck, if a 
long one is required, for high elevation. We 
placed no S'-rew (nr thread) upon thepo.st, but 
hold it in place by a thumb-screw in the cylinder, 
which shows in the illusir.ation. The upper end 
of the elevating nost terminates in a “Y.” into 
which the telescope fits, and pivots upon two 
screws in the “loVies” of the post, or the --Y,” as 
sometimes called. It w{i| he seen that ihe tele¬ 
scopic sight “stands off’’ to the 1> f just enough 
to permit the breech raechanlsja to discharge the 
empty shells from rhe top The mechanism slid¬ 
ing to the rear aUo c'ear.* the elevating post. 
This method is a perfect success. Wo have do^ 
vised several others, hut this is as simple and 
effective as any.—Mjlton P. Peihce, Rural 

Manufacturing Company (Philadelphia, 188§). 
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CRBEDMOOR.—The N, R. A. have but four shooting days during 
the present and following month. Matches are set for .fitly 17 and 31, 
and Aug. 14 and 23. The matches are; 1. The champion Marksman’s 
Class Match.—Open to all members of the N. Q. 8. N Y. and mem¬ 
bers of the National Ride Association. 200 and 500yds., 5 .shots to 
each; the Remington ride. N. V. State model; standing at 200yds., 
lying bead to target at 500. First prise, a gold marksman’s badge 
for 1836. the badge to become the property of the competitor who, at 
the close of the season of 1886, shall have won it the greatest number 
of times, 2. The qnalidcation match of 1886.—Open to members of 
the N. G. 8. N. Y and N R. A 100 and 200yd8.; 5 shots at each range. 
Remington ride, N. Y. State model. Standing at lOOyds., kneeling or 
sitting at ‘200. 

THE TRAP. 

Scores for puhlication should be made out on the printed blanks 
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to club 
secretaries. 

Correspondents who favor us with club scores are particularly re¬ 
quested to write on one side of the paper only. 

ST. HUBERT^SUN CLUB. 

OTTAWA, July 9.—I inclose you the scores made at the recent 
shooting tournament held in this city under the auspices of the 

St. Hubert Gun Olub. Although in point of attendance the meeting 
can hardly be deemed a success, still all the sportsmen from a dis¬ 
tance who did attend expressed themselves as well satisded with the 
treatment they received, and at the manner in which the various 
matches were conducted. As you will perceive our American cousins 
carried off a fair share of the t onors. and their shooting, especially 
at clay pigeons, was certainly dr.st.-clasv. 

O'ir’committee felt very much disappointed that owing to the fact 
that so few nanadian gun cluhs sent delegates to the meeting, they 
■were obliged to postpone the formation or a Dominion Gun Associa¬ 
tion on the model of the National Gim Association of the Hnired 
States; hut the plan w'ill not be lost sight of, and renewed efforts will 
be made in that direction so soon as a favorable opportuniiy occurs. 
As you will perceive by the papers, we were interrupted on the first 
day by a constable of the S. P. C A., who has issued several sum¬ 
monses to local sportsmen lo appear next Saturday on a charge of 
having eorami'ted cruelty to animals. The issue is looked forward 
to anxio’i.slv, as it will. of course, establish a precedent for the future. 
—W L. Cameron, S^c’v. 

Fif'st match, 10 single clay pigeons, 5 traps, Fationalrules: 
Trudeau.OOOIllOOllO— 4 J Dunlap.0111111010— 7 
McMurchy.l.iltlOllll— 9 Throop .1110111)11— 9 
S Glover.1010010111- 6 Leelare.lOlllllOOO— 6 
Folsom.OllimiOl— 8 t’amerou.OtlllOl' 11— 7 
Lock .1101101111— 8 Tache.OllOlllOOO- 5 
Presley.0011010111— 0 Deslauriers.OOlllllOlO- 6 
E nmlson.Ollillilll- 9 Guy.11 Retired. 
Fleischer.1010111111- 8 T Glover.1001011001- 5 
Courtney.1001101100 - 5 H Whitney.llllllllll—10 
M C Smith.1111111111—10 

Mr. Whitney arrived too late to compete in this match, but his 
score was allowed to count for the aggregate prize, a medal presented 
by Messrs. Ligowsky & Co , of Cincinnati. 

Ties of 9 on 3 clays, 20yds ; Throop missed first, McMurchy and 
Hud-iOn 3 each; second tie 2 each, third tie McMurcny 3, Hudson 
missed first and withdrew. Ties on 8. at 20yds.: Fleischer missed second 
and withdrew, Folsom and Lock 6 straight, third tie Lock 1. Folsom 2. 

Second match, 15 singles and 6 pairs double, Ligowsky clay-pigeons, 
from five traps. 
S Glover.,.lllllOllOlHlll 11 11 11 10 11—22 
H McMurchy.111111111110110 10 11 10 10 11—20 
E Hudson.1111111111111!! 10 11 11 11 11—24 
WL Cameron.01111 111111111 11 00 10 11 11-21 
J Presley.lOlOOlOllOlllOl 00 10 11 01 00—13 
MC Smith.111111111110011 11 11 11 11 01—22 
J Courtney.lllOlllllllOlll 11 10 11 11 01-21 
A Throop.lllOOUllllllll 10 01 10 10 11—19 
H H Fleischer.Ill 111101011 ill 00 11 10 11 01—19 
J Courfolle.lOlOOlOOOOlOOll 00 01 00 00 00— 7 
H Whitney.111111111111111 01 11 11 11 11-24 
E Folsom .111111111111111 01 11 11 11 11-24 
Variby.0001001001 retired —3 
Wilkes.1101001100 retired — 5 
Lock.niiniiiiHioi 01 Oi 00 oi lo—is 
T Glover.10101111C010160 01 11 00 11 11-15 

On shooting off, Whitney took first, Folsom second, Hudson third. 
Smith fourth and S. Glover fifth. 

The third match was to have been a club team match, open to 
teams of 5 from any club; there being only two clubs on the ground 
able to enter a legitimate club team, this match had to be struck off 
the programme. Fourth match at 25 single clay-pigeons, 5 traps: 
Hud.son .11011 i 11101 111 11010111111—21 
McMurchy.1101011111111111110111111—22 
Cameron.1010010011111111111111011—19 
Deslauriers.0111111 ilOl0101001110 a 11—17 
Parret .0001011110010110101111001—14 
Fleischer. 1111111111111001111111111—23 
Whitney.llllOllOlllllllllllOHOll-21 
Smith.lOlillllliOlOllllUllOOll—20 
S Glover. 1111101011111100111111111—21 

Ties of 21 at 6: Whitney 4 and retired, Hudson and Glover 6 each; 
second tie. Hudson 5. Glover missed second and retired. 

Fifth match at 10 single clay-pigeons, 5 pairs double. 5 traps: 
E Hudson .0111111111 01 11 10 11 11-17 
S Glover.llllllOtOl 01 10 10 10 11—14 
H McMurchy.1111110111 IJ 11 11 11 11—19 
H Whitney.1011010011 11 11 11 10 10-14 
M C Smith.OlinOlUt 10 00 01 11 11—14 
Fleischer.1101010110 10 11 10 01 11—13 
Courtney.1101111111 10 11 11 11 11-18 

On ties of 14 shot off fourth fell to Glover, and fifth to Whitney. 
There being no entries for match No. 6, a twin team handicap 

sweepstakas, It was struck off the programme, The aggregate scores 
in matches 1, 2,4 and 5 were as follow's: 
E Hudson. 9 24 21 17-71 M C Smith.10 22 20 14-66 
H McMurchy_ 9 20 22 19—70 Fleischer. 8 19 23 13—63 
A Whitney.10 24 2) 14—69 S Glover. 6 22 21 14-57 

Mr. E. Hudson, of Syracuse, N. Y.. therefore won the Ligowsky 
medal with the handsome score of 71 out of a possible 80; i. e„ 60 
single birds and 10 pairs (20) double birds. 

Match at 21 live birds, 26yds. rise, l^oz. shot: 
Lock .lllllllllOOOlOimOlO—16 
Leclerc.111110010100001101111—13 
T Glover.111111110111111101111-19 
S Glover.100111111101110111101—16 
Capt Howard..... .101111101101011100111—15 
R Glover.101101111110111111111—18 
H McMurchy.11 lOOllillllOlllli 101—17 
Cannon.111101001111111101110 -16 
Beatty .100101101111010100000-10 
Varity.10111 lOOll 11010100011 -! 3 
Folsom.111010111100111101101—15 
Wilkes.Ill 101110111111111100—17 
Brown.llllOOOOliniUllOllO—16 
WL Cameron.111111111111111101111—20 
J R Humphrey.lllOlUllllillllilOll—19 
E Desautels.111111011001111111110—17 
J Presley.111110010101110111100—14 
J towdsod.11111111111011 mono—18 
J Deslauriers.111111111111111001110—18 
Barette.011101inilUi0010000-13 
C Small.nilllllimoimoiio—18 
W Fyuimby .111111111110101001101—16 
G Briggs.11 illlllOOmi 1100111—17 
A Throop.101110101111100001111—14 
M E Smith.ll 1110.11111110111011—18 
L Coursolles....111001011111111111111—18 
H Fleischer.101111111011110110111—17 
H B Whitney.111011111111111101111—19 
W Bugg.llllllOOlOllomOuOO—13 
J Dunlop .OllOOnOllOOlOOllOOll-ll 
E Hud -on.100011111111111111011—17 

C and A. Tache, Grey, J. Coursolles, Levesque, Panel, Boulayand 
Lemieux retired 

Ties on 19, iO birds, 31yds rise: 
T Hlover.1 iimillO-9 H Whitney.1111111111-10 
JR Humphrey.lOOllllOret—6 

Ties of 18,10 birds, Sly-is.: 
Tomson .1111010001-6 R Glover.0101101010-5 
Deslauriers.OltOOOOOret—1 M C Smith.1011010101—6 
L Coursolles.1110001011-6 

Second ties of 18 at 5 birds, 36yds.: 
Townson. 10100—2 M C Smith.0000—0 
L t'oursolles ..1101 —3 

Ties of 17,10 birds each. 31yds.: 
H McMurchy.1110101111-8 C Small.0111001111-7 
H N Fleischer.OlinoUll-8 E Hudson .1010101111—7 
C Wilkes.>....1111110011-8 Desautels.0100011100-4 
G Briggs.0011111110—7 

Summary: W. L. Cameron, Ottawa, 30, $300; H. Whitney, Phelps, 

N. Y.. 19, 1200; Tom Glover, Carlton Place, Ont., 19, $100; J. R. 
Humphrey, Toronto. 19, $70; L. Coursolles. Ottawa, 18. $60; J. Town- 
son, Toronto, 18, $50; M. C. Smith, Syracuse, 18, $45; R. Glover, 
tiai'lton Place, Ont., IS. $;t0; J. Deslauriers, Ottawa, 18. '835; H. Mc¬ 
Murchy, Cincinnati, H. H. Fleischer, Syracuse, and C. Wilkes, Mon¬ 
treal, 17, divided $75; G. Briggs, Toronto, C. Small, Toronto, and E. 
Hudson, Syracuse, 17, divided $35. 

LYNCriBURG. Va., .Tuly i).—Editor Forest and Stream ; To awaken 
an interest in artificial target shooting in this locality, with a view 
toward organizing a club. I had a blue rock trap and birds sent here 
and gave two shoots, one on the 7tfe and another on tiie 9th. A 
local dealer being anxious to exhibit a Decatur red bird trap, we used 
one red bird and one blue rock alternately. The red bird trap did 
not work well and broke over 30 per cent, from the trap, annoying 
tne shooters greatly, the flight of this bird seemed to be uneven and 
weak, not going over about 30yds. The blue rock was the favorite, 
and will probably be adopted. They flew beautifully, being thrown 
from 50 to 65yds. from the trap at low elevation, making a target to 
try the skill of the beat shooters. Most of thegentlemen who partici¬ 
pated in the shooting are good field shots but made low scores, having 
never before seen the targets at which they were shooting. The fol¬ 
lowing scores were made after considerable preliminary shooting; 

July 7 -First score at 3 red biros and 3 blue rocks: 
Thos Clayter. , , 000110-2 Tho.s Kyle. .OOOOiO—1 
Gen Smith. Richards. .oimoi—3 
Jas Kvle. .000111—3 RL Miller. .OOlHl—4 
Thos Nelsou. W v'lark. .OOOOIJ—1 
Jas Cleland. Dr Morgan. 
Penn.. .001001-2 W D Miller. .OOnOOl-l 

Second score: 
Thos Clayter. 
Gen Smith. .000100-1 

Thos Kyle. 
Richards.. 

Jas Kyle.. .000101-2 R L Miller. .110111—5 
Thos Nelson. W Clark . .011010-3 
Jas Cleland. .... 000010-1 W D Miller. 
Penn .. .0 0011—2 Dr Morgan. .010010—2 

The tie of 5 was shot off at a pair of doubles, Miller getting both. 
Richards and Nelson one each. 

July 9.—Third score: 
Th 08 Clay ter.IKXHO—3 WWMoss. 
J.is Kyle .(KXiOOl—1 Allen. 

.000800-0 

.010000—1 
Gen Smith.000001—1 Richards.111100—4 
Thos Kyle.OiniOO-2 R L MUler.000000-0 
Thop Nelson..111110-6 W 8 Pore.lOt'000-1 
J W West.101010—3 Capt Latham.Oi oOlO—1 
RS Terry.110001-3 D filorgan .0101 

Broken up by dust and rain storm.-Bedford. 

ST. LOUI'', July 8.—The members of the Excelsior Gtm Club held a 
very enjoyable snoot this afternoon at Rinkelville. Mr. F. M. Rath- 
burn was referee and Messrs. N. Rosche and Z. Winzer, of Jefferson 
City, officiated as judges. J. G. Schaaf won the Trescher gold medal 
for the best aggregate of the day. 

The medal shoot, 5 live birds at 26yd8. and 6 at SI yds. rise. Ties, 
miss and out, at 21yds., 1 barrel. 
J G Schaaf.1111111110—9 PhilNolting.OICllOOOll—5 
LLoerke.1010110111—7 F Krlege.1101110101—7 
Theo Rick .0100010010—3 G W Rinkel .1110010111-7 
W McDowell.0010100001-3 F Pohlman.0011111110-7 
J W Fi-cher.0101010100-4 L Spellbrink.0111110101-7 
H Griesdieck.1011101101—7 

J. G. Schaaf first duo gold medal, Phil Nolting silver medal, L. 
Spellbrink second club gold medal. 

Second Shoot. Sweepstakes.—Five live pigeons, 26yd8., ties Slyds, 
miss and out. Three moneys, 50, .30 and 20 per cent.: 
G Rinkel.01101-3 McDowell.11111-5 
L Spellbrink..11011—4 Loerke.01111—4 
Kriege.01111—4 Pohlman.11111—5 
Schaaf.11111-6 Sicher.10010-2 
Fischer.01100-2 PBJacoby..00110—2 
Rick .00111-3 JS Moser.11010-3 
Griesdieck.11111-5 FFink.10011—3 
Nolting.01000-1 

Schaaf, Greisdieck, McDowell and Pohlman divided first; L. Spell- 
brink. Kriege, Loerke, divided second; G. Rinkel, third. 

Third shoot. A private sweepstakes for $60 was added between 
J. W. Fisher and L. Sicher of the first part and Theodore Rick with 
P B. Jacoby of the second part: 
Fisher.11111—6 Moslr 
Sicher.01001—2 Pohlman 
Rick.01001—; 
Jacoby...01000-1 Hulditch. 
Schaaf.11111-5 J W Rinkel 

lOliO-3 
_11110-4 

Loerke .11111—5 
.01100—2 

11111-5 
Griesdieck.11011—4 Phil Kriege, Sr.10111—4 
Kriege.10111—4 Ax...11111—5 
McDoweU.11110-4 Nolting.00111-3 

Loerke and J. W. Rinkle divide first money, Kriege and Pohlman 
divide second money. Moser and Nolting divide third money. 

Mr. Fisher’s side wins the private sweepstakes. 

GREENWICH vs. WESTPORT.—On the 5th a match was shot be¬ 
tween the Westport and Greenwich (Conn.) gun clubs, teams of 6, 
20 clay birds, 18yds. rise, 3 traps. Greenwich won by the appended 
score: 

Westport. Greenwich. 
G Ferris.. .11011110111110100001-13 Lock wood 01111101111111111101-17 
JKetchumOlllOlllOllIOilllOll—14 W White..01111111001101100011-13 
S WheelerdllllimOOlOOOllOtO—13 J Porter.. 11101111101111011000—14 
F Ferris..-OOlllOOlOOOllOIllIOO—10 HufllugtonlOlllllOllOlOlllllll—16 
H Downs..OlllOlllOtOOOl 101000—10 E Mead ...01011011000000111101-10 
Sherwood.OOlOllllOOlllilOOOlO—11 S Chard...01010101110111111111—14 

71 84 

NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y., July &.—Match at Niagara Falls black¬ 
birds. 18yds., sweepstakes: 
EH Smith.1111111—7 W Treat.1111001—5 
C S Shirley.1111010-5 F Gombert.1111010—5 
John Pierce.lOtllOl—5 W H Case .1111110—6 
vVmGombert.1111111—7 C Rose.  1110111—6 
F Cline.1101101—6 Jenne, Sr.1011010—4 

Ties on 7 and 6 divided. Ties on 5—Shirley 3, F. Cline 0, Treat 3, F. 
Qombert 1. Shirley and Treat divided. 

Second match, same conditions: 
EH Smith .1111111111—10 W H Case.1111101111-9 
W Gombert__1111111111—10 Jenne, Si-.1111011101— 8 
C 8 Shirley. . lOllllllIl— 9 J H Jewett.1101111100— 7 
John Pierce.llOlllllll— 9 Kline.1111111111-10 
F Gombert.1101111110— 8 Jenne, Jr.lllOllllll— 9 
C Rice.lOllOllOlO - 6 T Pearson.1111101100-7 

Ties on 10: Divided. Ties on 9: Shirley 4. Pierce 4, Treat 2, Ca.se 5, 
Jenne 5; Case and Jennie divided. Ties oh 8: Divided. Ties on 7: 
Jewett 5, Pearson 0. 

Third match, same conditions: 
W Gombert.1110111111— 9 J H Jewett.1001011111— 7 
EH Smith.1111111111—10 Jenne, Jr.1111111111—10 
John Smith.OlOOOlOlll— 6 Kline . 1111111100— 8 
Treat.1001111101- 7 T Stephens.1101101100— 6 
F Gombert.OllOlOlOlO— 5 W Bowen.lOllllllOl— 8 
W H Case.1011111111— 9 

Ties were divided. 
Fourth match, same conditions: 

EHSmith.1111111111—10 J Kline.0111011101— 7 
J Jenne, Jr.1111111101— 9 T Bowen.llOilllllll— 9 
J Smith.lOHlllOOO- 6 Treat.1011111101— 8 
T Stephens.OiOOlOllOO- 4 Jenne, Sr.1110111010— 7 
W Qombert.1001111011— 7 J Pierce .1101111111— 9 
HWCase .lllllllllt—10 W Green. 0111111011—8 
J H Jewetr.11111111111-10 

Ties of 10 and 8 divided; ties of 9 divided on shoot off by Jenne 
and Bowen. 

Fifth match, same conditions; 
EH Smith.limil—7 Treat..1110110—6 
W Gombert.1111111—7 F Gombert.1111010—5 
C Shirley.1110110-5 W H Case.1111110-6 
JPierce.101 Ui 1—6 C Bice.1111110-6 
F Kline.1101101—6 Jenne, Jr .1011100—4 

Ties on 7 divided. Ties on 6-Case 011—2,111-3, 1; Rice 110—2, ill 
—3, 0. Ties on 6—Shirley and Treat divided. 

ST. LOUIS, July 4—Western Gun Clun. Reiser’s Hill Range. The 
first match was 10 single clay pigeons at a distance of 18yds.; entrance 
money, 60 cents. The score was as follows: 
Thui ber.1111111101—9 M Siegman. 1010001101—5 
Hilde .1010111111-8 Parent.OOOlOlOill—6 
T Silberman.OlllIlOlll—« Nagel.OUOOOlOll-S 
J Hassfurther .1111011101—8 Bauer .lO OOOlOll—6 
Claik .1110110011—7 Lenhart.0001011110—5 
Hutchison.1111010101—7 C Weber ..0011010110—5 
PWeber.lltiOlOOIl—7 Heithaus.0100)01)00-4 
Sheer.llllOlK'Ol—7 Mackwitz.0110100001-4 
Crugon.1111011100-7 Fox.00010)1010-4 
AMcGlveny.llOlulOllO—6 E Meyer .1001000110—4 
Millenberger.0101111001—6 Carvoisier.0101001100—4 
P McGiveny.OillllOllOl—6 Blue.1011100000 -4 
G LeFavre.1111110000—6 Everts.0100000100—2 
J Siemenski.OllOOlOllI—6 Labadie.0001000001—2 
Henry.1100101110-6 Ernst.,...0001000000-1 

The first money was taken by Thurber. the second divided between 
Hill and Harsfurther after a tie in a second contest, the third Phil 
Weber, the fourth divided been A. McGiveny and Geo LeFavre after 
a second tie. 

There were thirty-two entered the .second shoot at 10 single Peoria 
blackbirds at a distance of ISyds. The score was: 
Hill.limiini—10 Jul Hassfurther,....llOOOlllll— 7 
Pliil Weber.1111111111-10 Mocking.1010001111— 6 
Williams.0111111111-9 T Siebeman. 100 011110-0 
LeFaivre.111111011!— 6 Henry.1011010011— 6 
A McGiveny.1101101111-8 B Weber.; ....1100011011—6 
Bauer.1111110101— 8 Fox.lOlOlOlOtl— 6 
Thurber.1011110111- 8 A Herold.OOillOlOil— 0 
Ed Meyer.1111111001— 8 Wbithaus.0110110001— 6 
Sideman, Sr.1111101110- 8 Clark.0111110000— 5 
Sieminski.1110101111—8 Borsewether.0001110011—5 
Leuharts .1110111011—8 F Courvoisier.OlOtOlOlOl—6 
Miltenberger.OlllOOlllt— 7 Locatell.llOOIlOOOl— 5 
Sheer.0101110111- 7 H Vogel.1001000110- 4 
Parent .1010110111—7 P McGiveny.0011000001-3 
Hutchinson.OOllOlllll— 7 ElEverta.OOllOOOOOl— 3 
Crayon.1111101010-7 Green  .0001001000—2 

The first prize. $8, was divided between Hill and Weber witnout a 
second match; the second was also divided between Wiliams and 
Le Faivre. After six rounds, in which there was some fine shooting 
done, the third purse was divided between Bauer and Thurber. ftlil- 
tenberger made three straight hits in tnecontest for the fourth money 
and took it. 

The prizes were $4, $3, $2 and $l in the third matola. 10 single blue- 
rock pigeons at ISvds The following score was made: 
Jones.‘ 1110111111-9 H Wilhelm .1011010101-0 
E Meyer.0111111111-9 A McGiveny.1001101001-5 
LeFaivre.1111111110-9 Homer.1011110000-5 
Thurber.11011101)1 8 Ellesick.10)1000101-5 
Hutctiinson.1111011110-8 T Siebenman .001ll001li)-5 
Lenhart.onoilllll 8 T O Siebenman.lOtOOlllOl-5 
Kacer .00111)1101—7 Clark.0110100011—5 
Heithaus.1001111110-7 Courovlsler.0111 OOOl 10—6 
Sheer.HX)1111101—7 Siminski.iXllOOl > mi—5 
Parent.1000111111—7 Green .lOhMOO 01 -6 
H Nagel.1111001011—7 B Westhus.1001100110-5 
Phil Weber.0101110111—7 Henry.1110001000-4 
FDengler. 10111:01111-7 B Benecke.1001001001-4 
Hill.lOmilillO—7 Miltenberger..OlOOOOOlOl—3 
Gtiesedieck.0111110101—7 J Scheske. 0001010010—3 
J Hassfurther.1100010111—6 Herold.iniOOOOOOO-2 
CFrigler.0101111001-6 T Simpson .00001 K)001 2 
Bauer .lOlOOlOlll—6 JReinhardt.OiOiOOlOO—2 
Crayon.01 lOl00111 - 6 Labadie.0001000000—1 
Locate! 1.1 lOl 101001- 6 Fox.OOOOOOuOl 0-1 
C Weber.lOOl 100111-6 

The man at the end of the string then began throwing Peoria black¬ 
birds in pairs. Tne best prizes were for tne greatest number of hits 
in 5 pairs at 15yds. The contest was entered by 36 men and the fol¬ 
lowing is the record made. The first money was taken by A. Mc- 
(Jiveny in the shoot off: 
A McGiveny.10 11 11 11 11-9 Sieminski.10 11 01 01 10—6 
J Ha-<8futher_11 10 11 11 11—9 Sebeer..10 10 10 10 11—6 
Williams.11 11 10 11 11-9 Baker.11 10 10 11 10-6 
Jones.11 11 11 10 11-9 LeFevre.11 11 10 00 10—8 
Miltenberger.11 11 11 10 11—9 P Weber.10 11 lO 10 10—6 
Heithaus.11 10 11 10 11-8 Westbaus.11 10 10 01 10-6 
Kacer.11 11 11 10 10—8 Ellersieck....... 10 11 00 11 10—8 
Parent.11 10 11 11 00—8 Lenbardt.10 00 11 10 11-6 
Hutchinson .10 11 11 10 11—8 Benecke.01 11 00 11 11—6 
Bauer .11 11 11 10 10—8 Blue.10 10 11 10 10-6 
Griesedieck.11 01 10 11 11—8 Fox.10 10 11 10 00-5 
Denning.10 11 11 10 11-8 Fiegler .01 10 10 10 10—6 
Hill.10 11 10 10 11—7 Cravon.11 00 10 10 10-6 
Nagel.01 10 10 11 11—7 Simpson.,.10 10 10 10 10—6 
Labadie.01 10 11 11 10-7 E A Siebenman. .00 10 10 10 11-5 
Eftleyer.11 10 10 11 10-7 T Siebenman.11 11 01 01 00—6 
Wallick.11 01 11 10 10—7 Courvirier.■tO 00 10 1 • 10—4 
Thurber.11 11 00 00 11—6 Reinhardt.01 10 00 00 11—4 

ST. LOUIS, July 5.-The members of the gun club to-day held a 
most enjoyable shoot at Compton Avenue Park, where quite a num¬ 
ber of outside spectators gathered in honor of the occasion. The 
medals which were the most sought-for prizes of the day pass for a 
year into the keeping of Dr. McCullom, who landed the Insurance 
medal, while C. H. Peck, Jr. took the city medal on the best aggre- f ate score of the four shoots. Shoot No 1 —Nine single globe flights, 
Ivds. rise, one barrel only. Entrance $2. Ties three birds at 24yds ; 

club adds $25. Money divided into 40, 30, 20 and 10 percent. 
Coles.110101010-5 Fields. 011111110-7 
McCullom.I1OOOIIOI-6 T Ranken.001001100—3 
McClure..000111100- 4 Green..001101001 - 4 
Horner.100110110—5 Addington.011011111—7 
Wilson.011001001-4 Hayd en.001001111-6 
Peck.101111011—7 Blanke.Oi lO mi 111 - 5 
Bates.000001000—1 Taylor. 010000010-2 
McDonough.011110100—5 Mook. 110001000—3 
Wells.000101010-3 Card.OOOOOOOOl—1 
Albright.....111100010-5 Clark.101110001—6 
D Banken.10 001110—4 D. Michel.OIIIIOOOO-4 

Peck, Field and Addington divide first money; Blanke and Clarke 
divide second money; Wilsen third money; Ranken fourth money. 

Shoot No. 2.—Insurance medal, value $150 (held by 8. C. Edgar), 
presented by the insurance agents of St. Louis, to be owned by a 
winner three times in succession, 15 five birds, ground traps, use of 
two barrels, ties five birds, modified English rules. Entrance cost of 
birds with an optional sweepstake of $-200; the club adds $30, divided 
into 5 moneys; club handicap distances: 
Coles, 28yds.... 101101000000111— 7 Hayden. 28yds.111111110011101—12 
McCullom. 30...111001111111111-13 Addington, 30. .111111110011100—11 
McClure, 28... 010111010001111— 9 D Ranken, 30. ..111001101111001-10 
Horner, 30... .011111111101110—12 Blanke, 28.0101101111101)0-10 
Wilson, 30.... llllOOlOlOltllO—10 Taylor, 28.001010111111010— 9 
Peck,30.llOOllllllllOOl-ll Mook, 28.111110000010101—8 
Bates, 26.lOOOlOOOOOOlllO— 5 Card, 30 . 00010.111010011— 8 
McDonough,30.101111010100000— 7 Clark, 28.10001111)111011—10 
Wells, 28.100011010110010— 6 Dr Michel. ,30...111110111111100—12 
Albright. 28 ...011100110100111— 9 Stevens, 26.IIIOOIIOIOIIOOO— 8 
Fields, 30.100011000101111— 8 Hitchcock, 26..101111101101110—10 
TBanken.Jr,28.110111011011101—It Bragg, 28.101010110100010—7 
Greene,.26.llllK 111110110-11 

Dr. McCullom took first money and medal, Horner, Hayden and 
Dr. Michel divided second money, and Greene and Addington divided 
third money. 

Shoot No, 3—9 clay birds. 18yds. rise, use of one barrel, $2 entrance, 
including birds; ties, 3 birds, 21yds.; club adds $25; money to be 
divided, 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent.: 
Coles.100110001-4 T Ranken....OOOOOGOOC-0 
McCullom.101001000—3 Green.llOliniOl—6 
5icCiune.010000000—1 Addington.10100 '101—4 
Horner.110001101-6 Hayden.imiltOOl—6 
Wilson.100000010—2 D Banken.001000100—2 
Peck.111111000—6 Blanke.010000111-4 
Bates.lOOtOOOOO—2 Card.000101000 -2 
McDonough.001111110-6 Mook.IOO1OOOOO-2 
Wells.111100100-6 Clark.000000010-2 
Albright.010000000—1 Michel.011110011—6 
Field. 1)0101100-5 Stevens.010000000—1 

Green and Hayden divided first. 
Shoot No. 4—Class shooting, 9 Peoria blackbirds, I8yds., use of 1 

barrel!, $2 entrance, including birds; ties, 3 at 21yd8.; club adds $20; 
division of money, 40, 80, ‘20 and 10 per cent.: 
Coles .111001010-6 Fields.111111111-9 
McCullom.100110010-4 T Ranken.011111 lOl—7 
Hosner.111011011—7 Green .ll(K01000-3 
Wilson.111111110—8 Addington.000011110—4 
Peck.111110111—8 Hayden.OOlOOOlOl—3 
Bates.110001100-4 D Banken.OiOOlli 00—3 
McDonough.IOI1OIOIO-6 Blanke . lOllOllIl-7 
Wells .010010101—4 Clark.010a)110l-4 
Michel.1 i 1111110-8 Stevens.OluOlllOO—4 

Fields first money. The money on ties was divided. 
Shoot No. 5 —Five live birds, ground traps, $2 entrance, SOyds., use 

of both barrels, 50,30 and 20 per cent., free for all; 
McCullom.10001—2 D Rankin.00110—2 
Horner. Hill 6 Burg.01111—4 
Baradell.00111-3 M. iftnough.00111—3 
Bragg. 1(010—2 Coles.11110-4 
Hayden.11111—5 Bates.00110-2 
Scharf.10111—4 Gr. en.01001—2 
P R McClure.01011—3 Wil«on.11110—4 
Bohen .11111—5 Somlioskl.lOOil—:i 
T Rankin.lOOli-4 Micbel.00100-1 
Peck, 3d.10000-1 Pruyer.11011-4 
W McClure.01100—2 P Weber.....01111—4 
Addmgton.11111—5 Carr.OllU—4 

Ties were divided. 

OLD lUSCARAWAS.—The special prizes at the tournament July 
18 and 14 were: Box fine cigars, fine jointed fishing rod. gold scarf 
pin, fine shaving mug, mustacne cup and saucer, fine buggy whip, 
fine linen shirt, "champion rat trap,” pne square mea}, the lastgiveq 
by a popular local restaurateur, 
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TORONTO, July 5.—The meetinff of the West End Gun and Dog 
Sports Club, which came off at the Humber this afternoon, was a 
very suc -essful one. The weather being all that could be desired, 
brought forth a goodly number of visitors to witness the several 
events. The programme commenced With the shooting competitions 
at Peoria blackbirds, the marksmjn baing divided up into three 
classes by the committee. 

First Class. Second Class. Third Class. 
J Bailey.8 G Carruthers.7 H Taylor _ 4 
E Dollery.7 8 Durnan.7 J Mackle.3 
T Louden .5 E W Dodds.6 W J Harrington ... 2 
P Wakefield.4 H Derry.6 F Habart.1 
G Spider.4 W Howell.6 J Smillie.1 
D Blea.3 G Beauchamp.4 A Farmer . 1 
E Brown.2 C Jordan.4 T Boswell .0 

Carruthers and Durnan being tie in second class shot off, the 
former winning. 

ST. LOUIS, July B.—The following is the score of the shoot of the 
Excelsior Gun Club to=day. A move is on fsot to abolish plunge trap 
footing iu the dub, which will probably soon confine itself togfoUnd 

S?rit shodt, 5 live pigeons, 56yds. ri-se. Two mdneys. Ties at dlydsi' 
Rick .10111-4 Bingen . 00111—8 
Risher..;.  OOOOl-l T 'tinkel. .11111-5 
Kreigef...11111—5 Welber.  11111—6 
Petckef . ,.01010—5 

Weiber first nlcrnev, Rick second monej% 
Second shoot-, 3 live pigedns, 26yds. rise, Twd moneys. Ties at 

atyds.: 
Weiber.11110-4 Bingen.10600—1 
L Rinke!. ;110l0—3 Kreiger .;...11111—5 
Rick.  00001—1 LLdeike.;11011—4 
Fisher.,.11110-4 

Ereiger first money, Weiber second nloney. 
, Third shoot; 6 pigeons; 28yds. Two moneys: 
Loerke.  llll0-4 Bingen.10101-3 
Kneger. .11111—5 Horstman.11101—4 
Fisher.11001—3 Rick .10101—3 

Krieger first money. Loerke and Horstman divided second money. 
Fourth shoot, 5 pigeons, 26yds. rise, two moneys: 

Loerke.00011—1 Rick.00010—1 
Weiber .  11111—5 Fisher.01000—1 
Krieger.01111 -4 

Weiber first monev, Krieger second money. 
Fifth shoot, 6 pigeons, 26yds. rise, two moneys: 

Bergess. 00101—2 Rick.11011—4 
K ieger.11111—5 Horstman.11101—4 
Fisher .11111 5 Loerke. .Ollli—4 

Krieger and Fisher divided first money. Loerke second money. 
Sixth shoot, 5 Peoria blackbirds, 2iyds. rise, 2 moneys: 

Fink.lllil-5 Rick .00001—1 
Bingen .00100—1 Krieger.10000—1 
Wedber. 11110—4 Bueneman.01111—4 
Fisher.00001—1 Axt.10010—2 
Loerke.11111—5 T Rinkel.11111—5 
Fink. Jr. 11110—4 

Fink first, Weiber second. 
Seventh snoot, 6 Peoria blackbirds. 28vds. rise, two moneys; 

Krieger, Sr. 01100 2 Loerke. 00111—3 
Pitcker. 11111—6 Fink, Jr.01000-1 
Fink .. 11111—5 Axt.IlllO—4 
Bentzer.00010—1 G Rinkel.01110—3 
Weiber .11110—4 Ritter .10111—4 

Pitcker first. Weiber and Bitter divided second. 
Eighth shoot; same terms; 

Fins .11111—5 Axt.11010-3 
Benzer.00000 0 G Rinkel.11111—5 
Weiber.11111—6 Pitcker.. ..iliiO—4 
Loerke.10110-3 Krieger. 11011—4 
Fink, Jr .11100-3 

G Rinkel first. Pitcker and Krieger divided second. 
Ninth shoot. 5 pigeons, 26yds. rise, ties :R, two moneys: 

Loerke.11111—6 Horstman.11001—3 
Krieger.11111—5 Rick .11111—5 
Fisher.01110—3 G Rinkel.11110—4 
Benson. 10101—3 

Loerke and Kneger divided first money. G, Rinkel second money. 
Tenth shoot, 3 pair double pigeons, I8yds. rise, ties21yds., 3 moneys- 

Loerke .11 01 10—4 Rick.00 00 01—1 
Krieger.00 11 11—4 G Kinkel .01 10 11—4 
Benson. 00 00 00—0 Weiber .11 H ii_6 

Weiber first money, G. Rinkel second. Rick third. 
Eleventh shoot, 3 pair double pigeons, 18yds. rise, 2 moneys: 

G Rinkel.11 00 il—4 Loerke.10 11 11—5 
Weiber.11 10 11—5 Rick.00 01 00—1 
Krieger...10 11 10-4 

Ties divided. 

UNKNOWN GUN CLUB.-July 8. at old Dexter Park, East New 
York, 21 members shot and no man made a straight score. In Class 
A, J. Houseman, 25yds., and H. Smith, 24yds.. killed 8 out of 9 and 
divided. In Cla^s B, R. Monsees, 24yds., killed 7 out of 9 and won, 
and in Class C. W. Hamed, 23yds., did the same thing and won. Score: 

01&-SS A. 
J Houseman, 25ydB.6 H Smith, 24.6 
Pfohlman, 25. 6 H Knebel, Jr., 21. 6 

Class 6. 
F Pike, 25yd8... 5 R. Monsees, 24. 6 
J Frick**, 24 . 6 H Midmer, 23 . 5 

Class O. 
D MrQuillon, 24yd8.4 J Ratbjen, 24. 3 
H Miller, 24.4 H Link, 22 . 3 
Van Staden. 23. 4 H Blobm, 21. 2 
H Still well. 23 . 4 Schwack, 21. 3 
W Hamed, 23.4 Boyle, 21. 2 
H Kn.’bpl, 25 .3 Pike, 21.1 
B Ditlessi-n, 26.2 Pope, 24. 0 

PORTLAND, Me.. July 3.—The first match of the gun club to day 
was for I he gold medal for championship of the Northwest; value 
SlOO, at 20 single American clay birds and 5 pairs double, medal tub- 
ject to c allenge for one year. The medal was won by E W. Moore, 
J. J Evans second. Joe Racquet third, W. T. Muir fourth and E. J. 
Stewart fifth. Following is tne score: 
WTMiiir.11111011011111101101—15 01 11 11 10 10-7 
JJ Evans.OllllOimmni 1011-17 11 11 11 01 01—8 
.Toe Racquet.11001011111100101111-14 11 11 10 11 11-9 
W J Riley .10110111111111011011-14 00 01 11 10 00—5 
D Monnastes.OlOOOOll’OlOliniini—11 00 11 01 11 00-6 
EJ Stewart.....11111100101110001111-15 00 10 10 10 00-5 
RJ George .llOlOOOOOllOOillOllOl— 8 00 10 10 10 00—3 
E WMoore.11111111111111111111—20 11 01 01 01 01—6 

Match 2 -Prize of $.50. presented by Fourth of July committee, at 
10 Peoria blackbirds, class shooting: 
BJ George.1111111110— 9 D Monnastes.1110101101-7 
Joe Pacquet.llllll'OOO— 7 H G McDonalJ.110:001100-5 
H T Hua^on. 0100100011— 4 F Vaughn.ltiOlOlOOOO-3 
J J Evans.llllUllll—10 Boggs.1100000011—4 
EJ Stewart.llllllllll-lO WJ Riley.0000100111—4 
E WMoore.1110110100- 6 W T Muir.1011011111—8 
HRanert.1110111110— 8 Barrell.1001000100 -3 
FBThom.1111111011— 9 

Evans won the shoot off for first, George for second and Ranert for 
third, and Monnastes took fourth money. 

Match 3, for prize valued at $50, at 7 Cleveland blue rocks: 
W T Muir.1111010-5 11 T Hudson.1110010—4 
H G McDonald.1011001—4 H Ranert.1011111—6 
B J George.0001100—2 J J Evans.1111011-6 
DMonnastes.01:0000 -2 W J Riley.0011010—3 
E J Stewart.1101110—5 W T Moore.1111001—5 
Boggs.1011100-4 Joe Pacquet.OmiOO—4 
F B Thorn.0111101—5 

In the shoot-off, Evans took first prize. Thorn second, after two 
rounds of 3 each, Hud.son third and Riley fourth. 

NEWARK. N. J., July 10—Contest at pigeons between Mr. John 
T. Waring, Jr., and Mr. Frederick Grundiman. for the championship 
of the hat manufacturers. A large number of representative manu¬ 
facturers were present and great interest was displayed. Hurliug- 
ham rules. 30 birds each, 30yas., 5 ground traps: 
Mr Waring.2... .1111011211121111120*0*2211111121— 27 
Mr. Grundiman..21110*1101100110*0.00*01200121111-19 

2 Used second barrel. 0* Fell dead out of Pounds. 

BLOOMING GROVE PARK, July 5.—Clay-pigeon match, 18yds. 
rise: 
Lawrence.OJ^llllOlOl-bJ^ Tarr.0001101100- 4 
Nason .0111111111-9 Sullivan.llllllilil—10 
Worthington.1110111111-9 

Private Match. 
Lawrence.llOllllllllO—10 Lawrence.11110—4 
Nason..14.IOUIIIIII-II Nason.11111—5 

Match at 22yds. 
Lawrence...10110—3 Nason.11111—5 

Team match at io clay-pigeons, 18yds. rise, second barrel to count 

buliivan...-J^^llin011—8 Lawrence....Ill 111 J^11-9J^ 
Nason.1 llll J^llll—9J4—WonbingtonOllJ^J^UOl—6 —15}^ 

ST. LOUIS, July 6.—The Excelsior Gun Club is aboiit to challenge 
the St. Louis Gun Club to a friendly team shoot of 10 men a side for 
the cost of the birds and a lunch for the shooters. The terms pro¬ 
posed will be 100 birds a side, ground traps, 30yds. rise, modified En¬ 
glish rules, use of both barrels, 12-Pore guus allowed 2yds. Such a 
shoot would be most interesting and would do much to promote good 
fellowship between the local knights of the trigger, and would as.sist 
in resurrecting trap-shooting from its present aspect of something 
very nearly approaching dulness. An optional sweepstakes would 
probably be a feature of the match_Wm. Graham, the English 
pigeon shot, who has again crossed to this side to face the traps with 
our best performers, is laid up. He was proving the safety of a pat¬ 
ent wood powder by showing it would not light on his left hand. It 
exploded and may cause amputation. 

MOBILE, July 5 —The Montgomery Shooting Club's Fourtn of July 
shoot to day was a great success Tpe first match came was made 
up of single pigeons, 25yds. rise, 10 birds. The first money was won 
by Mr. Robert Fitzpatrick. The second was divided by Taylor, Cro- 
melin and Davidson. Charles Spear won the third prize. The sec 
ohd match W‘as at 10 birds, 4 single and 8 double, at 28 and 18yds. In 
this Contest there were 20 entrieSj they beiug limited to the active and 
honorary members. Mf. Frank A. Hall won; making a fall score. 
The second prige was divided by 8. T..WRstcott, Cromelln, Taylor, 
Fitzpatrick and DlckersoD, and the third prize by Judge HandOJph. 
W. P. Taylor won the diamond badge; which is to’be the property ot 
the member Who wins it three times in successioh. Mr; Davidson 
wotl it at the last shoot. 

WASitiNflTdN; i). C., July 12.—A higeotl matfc’h was shot at Baltl- 
thpre; Md.; July 5, betvveen BdWard L. Mills; president Of the Canltal 
City Gun Cltib of Washington; D. C.; and Hehry Engle, champion 
wiiig-shot of Maryland; 25 live pigeons each; 20.; ds., one, ^rrel Onlv; 
for $50 a side; Mills to be allowed 2yds. if he shot a i2 gau^e giin 
under 8lb.s. The event drew out a large number of spebtators; who 
were rewarded by a Verv fine exhibition of saill; the maifch beitig 
tloseiy contested throughout, there being at no time a difference Of 
more than one bird bbtweeh tbe fcontestants, who finally cathe to a 
tie on the twenty fourth bird. Mr. Engle led at tne trap and 
faded lo score his last bird, a towering driver, while Mr. 
Mills killed a .similar bird in good style, winning the match. 
The birds were selected from a lot of 300 on the grounds, and vvere 
strong, rapid fiyers. Mr. Mills shot his 12-gauge, 7?^-pound hammer- 
les-i. loaded with 4 drams Orange ducking powder No. 2, and IWoz. 
Spark’s No. 8 shot and struck measure, llr. Engle shot a fine W. \V. 
Greener 10 gauge 10-poitnd gun Mr. Mills has challenged Engle to 
shoot another match at 50 birds for $100 a side, which whl probably 
be accepted. Score oi match shot July 5: 
Mills.1110101111111110111110111-21 
Engle.1011101101 llllllllllOlllO -20 
_ Cap. 

Allen's bow-facing oars, $8 per pair. Fred A. Allen, Monmouth, 
III,—Adr. 

I^chting. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Fublish- 
ing Co. _ 

FIXTURES. 
There are still many clubs not represented below, and some of the 

dates in the table are not official. We a«k the aid of club secretaries 
and others in completing and correcting the Ust: 

July. 
15-17. Amer. (Steam), Annual. 
17. Sandy Bay, Cor., Rockport. 
17 to 25. Kni kerbocker, Cruise. 
17. Jersey City, Annual. 
17. Atlantic, Cruise. 
21. Hull, Ladies’, Hull. 
22. Boston Cup, City Point. 
24. Dorchester, Club, Harrison. 
24. Beverly, Club, Mon. Beach. 
24. Corinthian, Ladles’, Marble¬ 

head. 
24. Sandy Bay, Pen. Gloucester. 
24. Great Head, Cham.,Winthrop. 
24. Quincy, Club. 
27. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 
30. L Y. R. A., Belleville. 
81. iSeverly, Cham.. Swampseott. 
31. Hull, Cruise, Eastward. 
31. Sandy Bay, Ladies’, Rockport. 

August. 
2. Sandy Bay. Open. Rockport. 
2. L. Y. R. A., Kingston. 
4. N. Y. Y. C., Annual Cruise. 
6. L. Y". R. A.. Oswego. 
7. Corinthian, Open, Marblehead 
7. Beverly, Club, Mon. Beach. 
7. Quincy, Clun. 
8. Quaker City, Review. 
9. Great Head, Club. Winthrop. 

10. L. Y. R. A., Toronto. 

11. Great Head, Ladies.Winthrop. 
14. Sandy Bay, OI ih, Squam. 
14. Hull, Open, Hull. 
14. Beverly, Cham , Nahant. 
14-S9 Quaker City, An. Cruise. 
21. Beverly, Open, Marblehead. 
24. Great Head. Cham., Winthrop. 
25. Hull, Ladies’. Hull. 
28 Cormthian, Club Marblehead. 
68. Hull, t'ham., Hull. 
28. Sandy Bay, Open. Squam. 

September. 
2. Boston, Cup, Uity Point. 
3. Quincy, Club. 
4. Dorchester, Club, Harrison. 
4. Beverly, Open, Mon. Beach. 
4. Corinthian,Cham.,Marblehead 
4. Sandy Bay, Pen., Rockport. 
6. Newark, Open. 
6. Quaker City, Cup, 2d Class. 
8. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 

11. Hull. Cham., Hull. 
11. Corinthian, Sweepstake, Mar¬ 

blehead. 
11. Sandy Bay, Sweep.,Gloucester 
17. Toledo, Pen., Toledo. 
19. Quaker City, Review & Cruise. 
18 Sandy Bay, Club, Rockport. 
18. Great Head, Club, Winthrop. 
25. Buffalo, Club, Lake Erie. 
28. Beverly, Club, Nahant. 

ATLANTIC. 
SINCE her Last alterations the Atlantic has been sailing daily with 

the Grayling and is rolling up a list of wins, if they only counted. 
Shelias beaten the Grayling several times, which amounts to exactly 
nothing as an imlex of her place la her class, and the ill-advised 
efforts of some of tbe New Y"ork dailies to make a “paper’' record for 
her can be only detrimental. She still leaks very badly, and on 
Monday was hauled out at Giilon and Costigan’s, and portions of her 
garboar'is were cut away to allow the insertion of stopwaters in 
hopes of making her light. The hull is tight but the trouble is 
entirely about tbe keel, due to bad engineering Beginning with the 
first siicces.sl'ul trials of the yacht, ruiuors have been afloat, emanat¬ 
ing evidently from one commou source, and all to the same effect; 
that Mr. Ellsworth’s model had not been followed by the Construction 
Committee, and that these gentlemen had slighte'i the modeller and 
paid no attention to liis wishes concerning the boat. The charge 
was made directly that the stern ha*! been tampered with in building, 
and a strong effort was made to lay the entire blame on Mr. Muinin, 
the builder, and the owners of the yacht. These attacks culminated 
in an article lately published in the Sun. and written after an interview 
with a person most directly interested in thielding Mr. Ellsworth, in 
which entire respon-sibllity for the lailure 01 the yacht is credited to 
Mr. Mumni and the Constriiotiou Committee, and a direct charge 
has been made that the stern was altered. As far as Mr. Mumin is 
concerned he is known as a capable, con.scientiou3 and experienced 
builder, and while the work connected with the lead keel, the first 
job of the kind he has undertaken, has proved very faulty, there is 
no doubt but that the shlpcarpenter’s part is well done, o’rthat the 
yacht has been properly laid down and framed. The work was done 
as in all of Mr. Ellsworth’s boats, he whittling out a model from which 
Mr. J. G. Prague, a professional draftsman, makes a construction 
drawing. In this case the drawing, to a scale ot H in-, was carefully 
made, with stations close together and a table of oftsets from which 
the lines were laid down full size in a largo mould loft; and no one 
familiar with such work will believe that an error oi 15 In. lu the 
sheer could be made uudetected. The reputations of the gentlemen 
who have paid their money liberally to afford Mr. Ellsworth the 
chance which his iriends claim was unfairly denied him Last year, are 
too well known to admit a doubt that they have acted otherwise than 
fairly in the matter, and as far as we can learn they have relraiued 
from interfering, even in points where they differed from the 
modeller, as in the sprung deck and placing oi the mast. The upshot 
ol this family jar is the following disavowal by Mr. Ellsworth of the 
ill-ju<lged action ol his friends, published lately in the Herald; 

“rite report that 1 or my tiieuds are now, or have ever been, plead¬ 
ing the'babv act’in regard to the sloop Atlantic is not true,” said 
Mr. Philip Ellsworth to a Herald reporter yesterday. "There have 
been some things done, perhaps, that I think could have been done 
belter in the Imilding and fitting of lliis yacht, but the model and 
design of the sloop Atlantic is mine and mine alone, and let lier 
ability prove to be what it may, I assume the responsibility. 1 wish 
the yacliting worlii and the public generally to know this iact, and, 
furlUermore. 1 wish the public to know that in my ojtinioii the 
sloop Atlantic has not yet been tested The regattas of last iminih 
iu wtileh the Alliiiitic took part were produciive ot results that were 
ilisaiipoiutiiig to some, no doubt, but whoever considers that such 
drifting tiialches were teals of the relative ability of any one of Hie 
four big sloops engaged therein, knows very little about yachts or 
yachting, iu my opinion. 1 ditt’er with no practical yacht sailer 
when 1 say that 1 wish for a breeze in which to test the comparative 
ability oi any yacht that I ever designed, and the sloop Atlaiilic has 
not shown as yet that she is lacking in those qualities which make 
a yacht able when it blows. What she may do is, of course, a matter 
of the future, but her performance will not be affected by the unkind 
reports that ’ ' , .j 
has been tl 
model and design.' 

NfeW RddHELLfe Y. e. regatta. 
'T'HE west end of Long island Sound is rapidly comifig to the front 
A as the headquarters of New YOrk yachting, and promlst 9 sOofi 
to cut out the Upper ahd Lower Bay. Not ohlv are the waters and 
shoies far more beautiful and better adajjted for a cruising ground 
but tbe rapacious monopolies, which have proved themselves siine- 
rior to any law and which boldly empty their filth into the bay along 
the entire waterfront of Constable’s Hook, and the proud fiotiilasand 
argosies, manned by swarthy Italians, which New York hers,-lf serids 
out to befoul her noble waters, have not as yet secured a foothold 
Yacht clubs are rapidly multiplying. Pelham, Larchmont, Green¬ 
wich, Knickerbocker. New Roctielle, Corin'hian, all have their fleets 
and stations, and only one thing is wanted, better transportation 
facilities, which must come shoitly with an extension of the elevated 
railroads. With this secured, there will be opened plenty of little 
harbors where a man can have his cottage on shore and keep his 
y^ht afloat, geiting up from the city in time for a sail. 

Twice last week has the Sound witnessed a fine turnout of yachts, 
the second occasion being on Wednesday, when the New Rochelle Y. 
C. Bailed their first annual regatta and scored a great success in their 
raelog debut. Oi ganized just a year ago, the club has now a large 
membership and a fine new club house on Echo Island. The courses 
sailed Wf^e those of the Larchmont Y. C., except that the start was 
gade at New Rochelle instead of Larchmont. From Baylls Rock, off 
New Rochelle HarbOn around the red,buoy, at the We^t end of Execu* 
tlon Reef; ihenCe to the blgdk buoy off Matinnicock Point, and thence 
to a stakeboat off Captain's Island, and home by way of Execution 
Beef, 22 miles, The smaller boats turned back at Matirtnicoek Point, 
went to the starting point; then to Execution Reef and nonie, 17 
rhiles; the finish being at tbe starling line, The wind was W,S.'w., a 
good sailing IpreeZe, *^ith smooth watef; while the weather was per* 
feCt. At 8 A M; that Ornament of the stellar fleet; the decrepit 
Blackbird; smrted on her way fpr New Rochelle,- where a band and 
the guests of the club boarded her. On the launch Frolic were the 
judges. Messrs. W; P. Jenkids, C; A. StefensOn and 0. H. YoUfig,- 
At 11:35 the race was started as follows • 
Botus.....11 35 55 Le Perictole...11 §8 dd 
Elephant.ll :i6 07 Farniente.11 38 ll 
Ulidia.11 36 08 
Cute.II 36 52 

Ilderan.11 88 i2 
Curlew.11 88 ] .il 00 04 Lzunew.  11 00 It 

Net'ie.11 36 52 Cruiser. 11 38 37 
Nymph . 11 36 53 Arab .11 38 40 
bantapogue.11 37 01 
Madeleine.11 87 10 

QracieL.11 89 00 
Adele.11 89 89 

Leona .  11 87 59 Agnes . 11 39 55 
With boom off the port quarter Ulidia took the lead and showed 

the way to Execution, the limes being: 
Ulidia.11 52 00 Nymph.11 56 47 
Mona .11 53 01 Ilderan. 11 66 53 
Santapogue.11 53 39 La Perichole.II 56 65 
Leona.11 53 5-3 Amazon.11 67 16 
Lotus.11 54 07 Arab.11 67 17 
Elephant.11 55 20 Adele . 11 57 19 
Farniente.11 55 26 
Agues.11 65 44 
Madeleme. 11 56 04 

Cruiser. 11 57 32 
Cute.11 57 87 
Nettie.11 67 55 

Curlew .11 56 37 Gracie L.11 68 49 
Starting sheet and setting spinnak-;rs to starboard, all wentswiftly 

down wind for Matinnicock, me senouners “wung out.” Ulidia held 
furthest to the soam, jioing some time before she came to the mark 
and shifting spinnaker. Agnes took the lead of the cutter on this 
leg, and Amazon had trouble with her spinnaker and jibtopsail. All 
but Ulidia bad to jioe at the buoy: 
Agnes. .12 37 46 Nymph. 
Ulidia. Madeleine. 
Lfona . .12 :38 25 Curlew.. 
Elephant. La Perichole. . .12 51 37 
Mona. .12 42 24 Cute. 
Earn iente.. .12 43 20 Adele . .1-2 63 '25 
Lotus . ..12 43 54 {!rnls^»r-*.. .. . 12 ft5 afl 
Santapogue_ .12 45 54 Amazon. .12 56 07 
Ilderan. .12 46 41 Qracio L . .1-2 58 13 
Arab. .12 47 30 Nettie. .12 59 47 

The little ones rallied io sheets and stood for home on port lack, 
Perichole leading with all her oallast far lo windward. After a time 
she got under Nymph’s lee, her sail flapped and over she went to 
wina ward, losing the race and her ballast, but with no further mis¬ 
hap. The big ones kept up for Captain’s Island, Ulidia still holding 
to her spinnaker. Elephant and Mona made a close race, tbe sloop 
taking tbe mark a little ahead, while tne cutter had to fall astern. 
No furthi-r times were taken, and as is usual over this course the 
race was virtually over for the spectators after Matinn icock was passed 
The full times were; 

CLASS A—SCHOONERS LESS THAN '.5PT. 
Stall. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected, 

Agnes. 2 68 12 3 18 17 3 18 17 
Leona. .11 87 69 3 20 11 3 42 12 3 37 03 

CLASS I.—CAflIN SLOOPS 42 TO 55fTi 
Ulidia . 8 12 31 3 30 23 3 86 -23 

CLASS 11.—CABIN SLOOPS '^0 TO 42FT. 
Elephant ... .11 26 07 3 30 32 4 00 25 3 54 24 
Mona. .11 36 27 3 36 54 4 00 27 3 50 39 
Sauiapogue., 3 43 28 4 06 27 4 06 27 
Il eran. .11 33 12 3 57 43 4 19 31 4 10 12 
Farniente.... 3 64 07 4 15 56 4 13 44 
Madeleine.... 4 12 08 4 34 58 4 25 39 
Lotus. Disabled. 

CLASS III,—CABIN SLOOPS 25 TO 30 FEET. 
Curlew. .11 38 17 2 45 33 3 07 16 3 07 59 
Nymph. .11 36 53 2 47 38 3 10 45 3 07 06 
Arab . 2 53 30 3 14 44 3 14 44 
Cute. .11 :16 52 3 00 17 3 23 25 3 21 11 
Amazon. .n 36 40 3 03 38 3 26 58 3 22 56 

CLASS Vir —OAT-RIGGED OVER 23 FEET. 
Adele. 2 48 14 3 08 35 3 08 35 
La Perichole .11 39 39 Capsized. 

CLASS vni.—OAT*RIGOED LESS THAN 23 FEET. 
Cruiser. .11 38 87 3 03 31 2 -24 54 3 24 51 
GracieT ... 8 30 85 3 41 35 3 36 52 
Nettie. .11 38 52 3 22 43 3 4n 51 3 39 S9 

Lotus lost her topmast and masthead before reaching Captain’s 
Island, Udelia sailed a fine race, but had no competitor, the new 
racing yacht Arab was batily beaten, and Perichole, as noted, cap¬ 
sized. Nymph protested againstCurlew and Arab for making a false 
turn of Execution buoy, the protest not yet being decided. The fast 
racing sloop Crocodile was at the start, but unfortunately did not 
enter. Tne regatta committee were Messrs. B. Miller, T. P. Jenkins 
and H. A. Gouge. 

HARLEM Y, C. THIRD ANNUAL REGATTA. 
ON July 7, the postponed regatta of the Harlem Y. C. was sailed, 

14 yachts starting. The wind was strong S. W. all day, some of 
tne yachts turning in double reefs. For the four larger classes the 
course was from Oak Point around Sand’s Point buoy and return, 
while for the small class it was around the Stepping Stone’s Light. 
The ancient hulk Pomona carried tbe club members and guests over 
the course. The gun was fired at 11:49. tne order of crossing being: 
Vision, 11:50:49; Carrie Van Voorhis, 11:51:32; Nyssa, 11:52:38; Peer¬ 
less, 11:55:03: Comet, 11:55:30; W. J. Cooper, 11:55:36; Gussie, 11:55:41; 
Bessie B., 11:56:01; Sea Bird, 11:57:02; Truant, 11:59:00; Captain. 
12:05:50; Little Dean, 12:08:14: Singed Cat, 12:06:28; Harry C., 12:07:40, 

The times at Sand’s Point buoy were: Caine Van Voorhis, 1:17:60; 
Nyssa, 1:25:45; Bessie B., 1:27:10; Vision. 1:28:50; Gussie, 1:29:55; 
Truant, 1:32:28; Peerless, 1:33:40; W. J. Cooper, 1:39:00; Sea Bird, 
1:39:40; Comet, 1;41;40. 

The full limes were: 
CLASS A—CABIN SLOOPS 32 FEET AND OVER. 

Start. Finish. Elapsed. 
C. Van Voorhis.11 51 32 3 38 50 3 47 18 

CLASS B—CABIN SLOOPS UNDER 32 FEET. 
Peerless.11 MOO 4 00 00 4 06 00 
Nyssa.. .11 52 36 4 11 45 4 19 09 
Vision.11 50 49 5 14 00 5 23 11 
Sea Bird.11 54 00 Not timed. 

CLASS c—OPEN JIB AND MAINSAIL YACHTS 18 FEET AND OVER. 

Corrected. 
3 47 18 

4 06 00 
4 15 38 * 
5 10 25^ 

Bessie B. ..11 56 01 3 51 00 3 54 59 3 54 59 
W. J. Cooper. ..11 55 86 4 52 00 4 46 ‘24 4 80 34 
Comet. .11 65 30 4 20 35 4 25 25 4 11 35 

CLASS D - CAT-RIGGED YACHTS OVER 20 FEET. 
Gussie. ...11 65 41 4 36 37 4 4106 4 41 06 
Truant. 4 26 20 4 27 20 4 26 40 

CLASS B CAT RIGGED YACHTS UNDER 20 FEET. 

Singed Cat. ..12 04 00 3 05 10 3 01 00 3 01 10 

Little Dean. 3 55 So 2 61 55 2 51 tiH 
Captain. ..12 04 00 3 04 40 3 00 40 2 57 23 
Harry C. ..12 04 00 2 51 30 2 4? 30 2 44 00 

Peerless lost her topmas’, but did not miss it. Vision lost her 
spinnaker boom. The Van Voorhis had a sailover but turned the buoy 
the wrong way, so the Commodore’s cup for best elapsed time goes 
to Bessie R 'Jo'ciner taking her class prize. The Arnold prize, club 

»r?nal for best correc.ted time of the cabin sloops, goes to Peerless, 
it have been published about her, the most stupid 1 while the BaUey cup, for best eJapsed time ov^ the short course, go^ 
that I am attempting to shirk the her to Harry C. The judge s were; R. If. Baxter, H. B. McAUister and P,. 
design.” I j pempsey. " ‘ ' 
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NEW BEDFORD Y. C. REGATTA, JULY 7. 

The New Bedford Y. O. sailed their amitial regatta, open to all 
yachts under 45ft., on July 7. over ihe foUowins cour'Cs; 

Second tlliss Sloops- Cros ing a line between judges’ boat and But 
ler’s Flat Buoy, leaving Black Roclr on the port, to and around Bell 
Buoy on W est Island Ledge, leaving it on starbord. thence to starting 
point, leaving Dumpling Rocks and Bartlemy Buoy on port', 15 
miles. 

Third Class and First Class Cats—From same starting point, ieav 
ing Black Rock on port, to and around Bell Buoy on W est Island 
Ledge, leaving it on starboard, thence to and around buoy on Sand- 
spit, leaving it on st-arboard, 'hence to starting point, leaving Dump¬ 
ling Ro<'k and Bartlemy Buoy on port; 13 miles. 

Second and Third Class Cats—From same starting point, to and 
around Black Buoy on Pocket Rocks, leaving it on starboard, thence 
to and around busy on Inez Rock, leaving it on starboard, thence to 
starting point, leaving Bartlemv Buoy on port: 9 miles. 

The prizes were: For second class sloops, $i5; third class. $ 0. For 
first cla-s cats. $20 and $10; second and inird cla.ss, $l5andSlO. 
Second prizes only given if three ttarc; no prize, for sail overs. 

The classes were as follows: Sloops.—Second Class—All yachts 
measuring :30ft. and les-* than 45ft. Third Class—All yachts measur¬ 
ing less than 30ft Catboats First Class—All j'achts measuring a7ft. 
and upw.ard. Second Class -All yachts measuring 23ft. and less than 
87£t. Third Class—All yachts measuring le.ss than 23ft. 

The wind was very strong from S. W., and reefs were turned in and 
iopraasts housed. Puritan was on hand to wItness the race. The 
full times were; 

SECOND CLASS SLOOPS. 
Actual. Corrected. 

Flight, Horatio Hathaway.2 40 30 2 16 09 
Perl, F. P. Sands.2 19 28 2 18 18 
M. F. Swift. Jeff Borden. Jr.2 19 .-.g 2 19 59 
Nimpoy, N. P. Sowle. 2 86 01 2 31 19 
Yankee Maid, J. W. Cornell, carried away steering wheel. 

THIRD CLASS SLOOPS. 
Thetis, Horace Wood .2 26 00 2 19 55 
Nomad, Commodore Swift.2 31 02 2 31 25 
Pandora, James A. Barnes.Did not go round, 
Delle, William Greene.Did not go round. 

SECOND CLASS CAT.S. 
Qulsvltt, Isaac Hiller.1 09 84 1 08 15 
Creep, E C. Steison ..1 09 15 1 08 32 
Mattie, Howard Stockton. ..1 11 57 1 11 08 
Myth. Thomas Parsons.1 15 37 1 12 44 
Superior, W. W. Phinney.1 16 25 1 13 35 
Moilie, J.HiU .1 20 08 1 17 29 
Mabel, S. H. Periy.1 23 37 1 21 07 
Elite. C. H. Pease.1 22 10 1 22 10 
Cuttyhunk, Timothy Aiken .Sprung her mast. 

THIRD CLASS CATS. 
Crawl. Isaac Biller, Jr.1 17 09 1 17 09 
Success John IT. Perry .1 22 40 1 21 49 
Daisy, John Welch .1 33 52 1 33 16 
Drift, J. B. Rhodes .1 36 42 1 35 32 
Squeak H.<-r Too, J. M. Cranston.2 03 55 1 52 '34 
Lfly. W. Wxight. 2 01 31 1 52 42 

GREAT HEAD Y. C. REGATTAS, JULY 8 AND 10. 

TWO series of races were sailed last week by the Great Head Y C. 
of Win'hrop. The first was on Thursday over the 7 mile Apple 

Island course, for first and second class, sailed In good E. wind and 
resulting as follows: 

FIRST CLASS SLOOPS. 
Length. Actual, Corrected. 

Thlsbe, S. A. Freeman.20. lO 0 59 40 0 54 14 2 
Fancy, O. P. Fligg.20 03 1 00 30 0 54 43 2 
Freyc, U. Turner.23.04 1 05 38 1 02 0.8.6 
Frolic, L K. Billings.28 II 1 05 25 1 05 25 

SBCONB CLA.SS CATS. 
Victor, J. H Hildreth.17.03 1 O.^ 46 I 08 46 
Cadet, H. Belcher.16. lO 1 09 37 1 09 10 
MaFCOtie, U. Vinal .16.00 1 20 40 1 19 14 8 
Dora, B. B Nevins.16.03 1 22 35 1 21 27.8 
Fury, J. H. Pumam. 16.09 withdrawn. 

The judges were Messrs 8. 8. Smith, J. H, Hartly and Harry Hutch¬ 
inson. 

The second race on Saturday was not started until 6 P. M., on ac¬ 
count of low tide. The courses were: First and second classes— 
From judges’ boat to spar buny on northwest corner of Apple Island, 
leaving that on port, to buoy No. 6 in Lower Middle ground, leaving 
that on port and return to judges’ boat; distance 6 miles. Thiro 
class—To buoy off northern end of Apple Island, leaving it on port, 
around Snake Island and return to judges’ boat; distance 4 miles. 

The wind was very light, hut came out fresher from south near the 
finish. The full times were: 

FIRST CLASS. 
Length, Elapsed. Corrected. 

Fancy, C. P. Flagg.20.13 1 49 25 . 
Thisoe, 8. A. Freeman.20.10 Did not finish, 

SECOND CLASS. 
Victor, J. W. Hildreth.17 03 2 04 57 2 04 57 
Cadet, H. Belcher .16.10 2 06 12 2 05 46 
Idyl. H. Hutchmson.16.19 2 07 39 . 
Fhrc, J. H. Hildreth.16.15 2 07 40 . 
Kismet, C. C. Hutchinson.17.10 Distanced, 

THIRD CLASS. 
Ariel, C. B. Belcher.13.18 1 21 00 . 
Spray Bird, C 8. Ham.13.13 1 25 32 . 
Tara, J. F. Dodge .13.11 14137 . 
Lily, J. Theodore Washburn. 13.ll Did not finish. 

Ariel is a yawf. The judges were 8. S. Smith, J. H. Hartley. 
George T Crocker and H. A. Joslin. On Tuesday evening ll yachts 
entered for the ladies’ moonhgnt race over the same course. Fauev 
won in first class, Victor in second and Annie in third, 

CORINTHIAN Y. C. 
The second championship race and sixth regatta was held off Mar¬ 

blehead on July 10. The preparatory gun was flred at 2.30 P. M. 
and three otbers were fired at intervals of five minutes, being the 
startmg signals for each of the three classes. Tue wind was very 
light and the boats drifted across the line in a bunch, the wind soon 
increased a little and the third class succeeded in covering the course 
within the time limit, buttbe first and second classes will have to lie 
resailed. The third class rounded tne stakehoai off Marblehead Rock 
in the following order: Myrtle, Pixy, Vera, Psyche, Unique. .Mona. 
Tyro. As soon as they rounded sheets were trimmoo down for a 
beat to windward to Gooseberry Ledge buoy. In tbe' light air and 
choppy sea the centerooards were soon left by ihe keels, and the 
cutters Mona and Vera were leading the fleet. Mona stood further 
out than the others, and get'ing a little benefit by the wind shifting 
some to tbe eastward, rounded Gooseberry Ledge buoy first, closely 
followed by Vera, witu the centerboards beaten off. 

The race home was very close, Vera finally crossing the line Im. 
538. ahead, winning the second championship race and pennant, 
while the nearest centerboard w'as ten minutes behind. The result 
was considei-able of a surprise, as it was thought that the center- 
boards would win in the light air, and that the two keel cutters 
W'ould come in at the rear of the procession instead of at the head. 
The following is a summar ►: 

THIRD CLASS KEELS. 
Length. Actual. Corrected. 

Vera, cutter, Paine & Randall..19 09 2 37 42 2 13 49 
Mona, cutter, H. Parker.19.06 2 39 S5 2 15 29 
Unique, cat, G. A. Stewart.19 10 Withdrew. 

CENTERBOARDS. 
Pixy, cat, F. W. Chandler.19.10 2 47 46 
Psyche, eat, H. M Sears.17.07 2 52 01 
Myrtle, cat, R. C. Poor.19 01 2 53 17 
Tyro, F loop. James C. Mills.19 00 Withdrew. • 
Peri, cat, H. Parkman.20.00 "Withdrew. 
_ Corinthian. 

2 26 35 
2 26 39 
2 30 01 

MIRANDA. 

The races of the large schooners have increased in importance 
withm the past two years, after a period of comparative dull¬ 

ness, and this season especially is unusually large, h'onuua, Gitana, 
Mohican in Boston, ana Montauk and Grayling in New York have 
already met in several races. Dauntless is now in good shape again, 
Americ is being extensively altered and will soon be ready, making 
a fine fleet. Two iinporta t additions, however, will soon he made, 
one the two-masted Moiyflower, Bacbem, now nearly ready at Law- 
ley's. a centerboard, leao kt-ei boat 86ft. on waterline, and if hioks go 
for an> tiling, a real flyer. The otiier comes from another direction 
and is now on her way across the Atlantic, having sailed on June 25 
from Southhampton tor New York. For nearly a year the report has 
been current of the purchase of Miranda by an American yaebts- 
man, whose name has been a subject of conjecture. Now comes the 
news that she has really sailed, tne name of her owner being given 
as Mr. Johnson. We are not at liberty to disclose the real owner at gresent, but can only say that the famous racer has fallen into good 

ands and will in all probability make a record that will stand beside 
that, made in Briii.sh waters, ahead of all others. Miranda is the 
masterpiece of Mx. John Harvey, being built by him at Wivenhoe m 

1876 for Sir Geofge Curtis Jtifanda Ifjampson, lately deceased. She 13 
02fr,. stem to sternpost, on opck; EBtt. 8in. load waterline, ’8ft 9in, 
beam and draws iStt., with 26 tons of lead oU her keel She is a far 
better represetPaiive of the modern keel racing yacht than any 
schponet- ever in these waters, and her contests with Sachem, Mon- 
lauk and Gfayling, each a fitting representative of a different type of 
centerboard boat, promise some most valuable and instructive results. 

LOOK TO YOUR BOBSTAYS. 
The most vulnerable part of a modem racer is certainly the con¬ 

nection between tbe bowsprit end and sti-m at waterline, a-s no 
other part falls s® frequently. In the New York Y. C. regatta Pris¬ 
cilla carried away a bolt in her bobstay shackle, but by good luck 
and good management saved her nosepole. At Marblehead Huron 
broke a part of (he same gear and withdrew, saving her slick, while 
Bedouin carried away the plate at her stem just after finishing the 
race, and her stick was in serious danger, as the tack of tne jib could 
not be started, owing to a jibtopsail being stopped to the bowsprit. 
Shona w^as still more unfo tunate. The bolt through shackle and 
stem gave way and the slick broke just inside the gammon Iron This 
was due entirely to bad construction, as the bowsprit, a 6in. stick, had 
four large fid holes for a wooden fid about l}4’<l^in., one hole being 
just inside the gammon iron and virtually cutting the bowsprit in 
two. In the Royal Clyde Y. C. regaita Doris nearly met tbe same 
fete, her bobstay going when two miles from the finish, the wind 
being light. Instead of lowering her jib, all bauds but the helmsman 
were sent out on the bowsprit, holding it down by their weight, so 
that she finished third among a lot of 10 tonners, she being but 6, and 
took second prize._ 

EASTERN Y. C. REGATTA CORRECTED TIMES.—The table of 
limes given last week was from the official record of the regatta 
committee, but these times have since been revised by the commit¬ 
tee, their final report being as follows: 

Length. Start, Fini*h. Actual. Allow. Corrected. 
Fortuna. 94.50 12 09 32 3 48 20 8 38 48 4 31 3 34 l7 
GiUua. 96.25 12 08 17 4 03 15 3 54 68 S 37 3 51 31 
Mohican ... 104,50 12 09 38 4 18 48 4 00 15 . 4 09 15 

Gevalla. 60.00 ] ^ 4 43 30 4 28 80 16 01 4 12 29 

4 12 00 

4 37 35 

AUce. 4 29 50 ... 4 29 50 

Meta........ 64 21^}|J?®§ 6 00 20 4 45 20 11 40 4 83 40 

. ) 12 10 (XI ^ 51 I 3 34 60 1 3 22 23 
Priscilla.... 85,45 12 07 25 3 37 30 3 .30 05 1 31 3 28 84 
MflTftnn’f.r R7 fill i ^2 12 06 o qo q- 1 3 26 29 1.1 26 29 
Mayflower.. 87.83 -j jg gg u .18 3o ■) 3 33 35 • •• "j 3 28 35 

Bedouin.... 71.45 12 16 00 4 06 10 3 51 40 ... 3 51 40 

Stranger.... 65.80 ] jg ^ 4 13 08 3 58 03 4 41 3 63 27 

Thetis. 65.50 ] ^ 4 20 34 4 05 24 5 08 4.00 16 

Huron. 66.20 ■{ j| ^ Disabled. 

Clara. 54.28 ] H |g ^ 4 32 00 4 12 00 

Active. 54 50 -j 4 57 35 4 .37 35 

Glidia. 43 00 ] |||g 5 15 35 4 55 35 15 40 4 39 53 

Shona. .32 ,50 12 lO 53 3 06 30 2 46 30 Once around, w.o. 
"Wher’ two times are given one is tne actual time of the yacht, the 

other is taken from the signal and the hand.cap is not included. The 
revision piaces Priscilla second instead of third, beating Mayflower 
by one second. The allowances, as will be noticed, are greater ihaa 
first given. Tbis is due to the provision of tne sailing rules of the 
E. Y C.. which increases the allowance when the race is sailed above 
a certain speed in each class. 

EDGEWATER Y. C. ANNU XL REGATTA-The annual regatta 
ot the Edgewater Y. C wa-held at Dunedin. Fla., on July 3. Tne 
weather, as is usual in Florida, was all that could be desired, tbe day 
being bright and sunny, although some of our crack sailors com 
plained of the wind being too light, and from this cause several boats 
from the neighboring coasts were prevented from airiving in time to 
participate in the contests. As this was only thes-cond regatta of 
the club since its incorporaTiou. it was gratifying to the members to 
find it such a success, and argues well for me future of yachting on 
the Gulf Coast. The club is still in its infancy, having been organ¬ 
ized less than two years and incorporated but a few months, it now 
owns a neat club hall 80x60ft, two stories, with offices and billiard 
room below and a large assembly room above. It is located on the 
enge of a picturesque bay, which is only separated from the Gulf of 
Mexico by a chain of small islands affording aperfectnatural harbor. 
The course was limited to about miles, the wind being so light: 

first class sloops. 
Length. Actual. 

Frank Patrick.18.08 1 20 00 
Wanda.24 09 1 16 00 
Minnie Edgar.18.04 1 28 00 
Water Witch.19.11 l 28 00 

THIRD CLASS CAT RIO. 
Spray.. . 1 34 00 Kliza .2 10 00 
Lotta.1 52 00 Zero.3 12 00 
Ida .2 03 00 

The next regular regatta of the club occurs during the holidays at 
Christmas. 

QUINCY Y.C., JULY 8.—The wind was light from east on Thurs 
day last, when tbe Quincy Y. C. sailed a race off Hough’s Neck, for 
three classes of yachts. Tbe times were: 

FIRST CLASS. 
Leng- 

Queen Mab, E. L. Burwell.22.08 
Posy, R G. Hunt.. 22 01 
Erin, John Cavanagh.27 02 

SECOND CLASS 
Mabel, George R. Howe.20.05 
Tartar, F. L Donne.19.11 
Nereid, C. F. Colhy. ...20.07 
Crusauer, A Wilson..19.01 
Tomcat, C.G. Weld .19.01 
Diadem, L Hayward.IS 06 
Mamie, W. T. Bowers. ..18.01 
Wilufire, H. A. Keith .18.02 
Pet, J. W. McFarland.20.01 
Undine, H. French.18 11 

THIRD CLASS. 
Guenn, W. L. Dearborn.18 00 
Elsie, C. F. Hardwick .16.10 
Rocker, H. M. Faxon .16.07 _ _ 

Elsie was ruled out from second prize in third class. The judges 
were G. W. Morton and H. H. Sheen. 

RACE AT SEWaREN.—Sewaren is a summer resort on Staten 
Island Sound of recent growth, a number of cottages clustered about 
the bluff and wharf formerly known as Red Bank and Woodbridge 
Landii.g. Tbe waters offer a good sailing ground, and on Monday 
the first regatta was held there, the course being 10 miles on the 
Sound between Tottenville and Rossville. The summary was: 

CLASS A—CABIN SLOOPS. 
Start. Fini h. 

Tourist.3 16 30 7 12 05 
Venture.3 II 44 7 06 06 
FUrt.3 16 30 7 27 20 
Mary.3 08 :19 6 63 47 

CLASS B—OPEN SLOOPS. 

Length. Actual. Corrected. 
...22.08 1 5-2 60 1 2.5 00 

1 59 42 1 30 17 
...‘27 02 2 03 35 1 39 43 
CLASS 

1 34 03 1 07 36 
1 35 18 J 08 -20 

...20.07 1 87 38 1 11 20 
1 40 29 1 12 38 

...19.01 1 40 41 1 12 50 
...IS 06 1 41 45 1 13 14 

1 47 22 1 18 26 
Time not taken. 
Time not taken. 
Time not taken. 

1 38 .32 
1 40 58 
1 51 53 

1 13 35 
1 14 48 
1 15 26 

Elapsed. Corrected. 
3 55 :15 3 55 35 
3 50 22 
4 10 50 
3 45 08 

3 46 47 
4 04 10 
3 35 18 

Troublesome.3 21 30 
White Cap.3 15 05 
Unit. 3 21 30 
Twilight .3 21 30 
Anna Belle.3 21 30 
Defiance . 3 21 31 
Heniy Gray.8 21 30 

3 45 58 
3 81 26 

7 07 28 
6 46 31 
Withdrawn. 
6 47 39 3 26 09 
Withdrawn, 
6 54 42 3 33 12 
6 5.S 45 3 32 15 

3 45 68 
3 30 21 

3 28 02 
3 32 15 

Henry Gray was placed in a special class and takes a silk pennant 
by a sail over. 

SHEEPSHEAD BAY" Y. C.—On Saturday last this club sailed its 
second regatta in Sbeepsbead Bay, 9 yachts starling. The cour-es 
were, for sloops from a line between a pier at Sheepsheaa Bay and a 
flag stake S.S.E. ^ot& mile out to Point Breeze, thence out to sea 
and around a stakeooat off the U'on pierat West Brighton and return, 
and for cats to a stakeboat off tUe iron pier and return. 'The start 
was made at 2;35 in a good N W. wind, Tne times were: 

CLASS A—OPEN SLOOPS. 
,, „ Start. Finish. Actual, Corrected. 
Ma T .2 43 10 5 40 30 3 00 20 2 69 55 
Jeni ie K.2 42 30 Did not finish. 
Oeno.2 44 00 Not timed, 
Louise.2 43 00 Not timed. 
„ , CLASS c—CAT RIUGEP YACHTS. 
Mot..2 51 30 4 36 10 1 44 40 1 44 40 
Teaser. 2 62 05 4 43 32 l 51 27 2 60 22 
Brenda.2 62 00 4 65 18 2 03 IS 2 00 55 
Lillie B.2 51 45 4 44 22 1 52 :17 1 60 17 
Fr§d47...2 5100 5 23 30 2 32 36 2 3130 

SAND"y BAY Y. C.—The light wind on Saturday spoiled the racing 
at Rockport, there being little wdnd at 12:13 when the yachts started, 
though a light wind sprang up later on. The cour.se was twice around 
a triangle, 12 mil s in all, with one round for second class, and the 
starters were Petrel, Kittiwake, Silver Cloud, Sassacus, Spark and 
Lottie. Silver Cloud was ashore for a short time off the breakwater. 
Several fouls occurred and Kittiwake and Silver Cloud withdrew. 
The limes were; 

FIRST CLASS. 
Length. Elapsed. Corrected. 

Petrel, Captain Paul.21.0.5 3 29 00 8 17 59 
Lottie, Captain McClain.e6 00 3 22 46 3 18 13 

SECOND GLASS. 
^assacus, Captain Griffin.16 10 2 82 45 2 01.39 
Spark, Captain Gaffney...17.11 2 30 45 2 01 42 

The judges were Andrew F. Clark, Henry H. Thurston, and George 
H. Pa; sons. 

MATCH AT FALL RIVER.—On July 5 a match was sailed at Fail 
River by the catboats Una, A. Hihbert, ana Hope, J. Notris, oVet A 
fifteen mile course with a good breeze Tbe times were: 

Length. Actual. Corrected. 
Una. 25 04 2 80 42 2 30 42 
Hope.,.,19.00 2 42 53 2 3 l 3l 

COOPER’S POINT CORINTHIAN Y. C.-Wditor S^orest and 
Stream'. The Wilkins wins the cnampion flag three consecutive 
times and holds the flag permanently. I would be pleased to heaf 
propositions from any club in reference to a mv.tch. Time allowed 
or received.—ll G. WIlkins (Cooper’s Point, Camden, N. j.). 

•‘YACHT AND BOAT SAILING,” FIFTH EDITION.-Since its first 
appearance eight years ago this interesting book has been enlarged 
several limes, Until in the fifth edition, just published, it has reached 
nearly double the size, while the .additional matter added has gredtly 
increased it value. The principal additions are under the heads of 
equipment, where some useful devices are shdwn. and sonie excellent 
plans of interiors are given; the rules of tbe Y. R. A. wPli a compl-te 
exposition of each rule and the protests and de, isious of the Council 
concerning it( and in the direction of small kCel yachts, some gbOd 
examples of the later types being added. While the general plan of 
the book is the same, some of the matter has found a more appro¬ 
priate place in the author’s other work on ‘-Yacht ’Architecture,’’ 
while the rematnd'^r has been largely rewritten and brought down to 
date. Some valuable ideas may be gleaned from the interior plans, 
the Am'rican and English sy.stems of internal arrangements being 
shown side by side in the same boat, the Fee. of 12 tons. The im¬ 
mense possibilities afforded by length even with very small beam, 
are well shown in the interior plans of Captain Bavly’s 3-'onner, 
Spankadillo, the lines of which are given in ‘-Fmoll Yachts.” With 
only a beam of 5ft there is a forecastle with large locker, stove and 
berth for a man, while the cabin boasts full head room, with sofa, 
two folding hammock beds, folding wasbstand of a very compact 
form, lockers, table, shelves, lamp, and room aft for sails and 
various gear. Perhaps the most vaiusble portion of the book is the 
chapier on the Y. R. A rules, almost every possible ease of foul 
sailing being^ ijlustrated bv practical instauces, compri»ing most of 
the causes celebres of yacht racing. M randa vs Samoena, Vanessa 
vs. Ericlna, Bilver Star vs. Tara and o'her similar ones. Diagrams 
are freely used to explain each case, and the d-cision of the Y. R. A. 
is given A new addi'ion to the centerboard class is the Thames 
gig Ruby, a very fast boat, 18ft x6ft. 2in., with 1ft Sin. draft Two 
handsome lirtle yachts are shown in the keel class, B- douin and Hal- 
cyone, 25fr x7ft. 3in.x5ft. 6in.. and 25Ft.x6ft.x6ft, respeciively, the 
leng hs on deck being some O't. greater, the stems being plumb. 
Bedouin, by young Will Fife, is as hanosome as anything we know 
of in her class. Two Itchen boats are also added. Bonina and Lil, 
each a combination of draft, beam and lead that savors of Bosion, 
and has little to recommend P. A very good type of boat is the Fal¬ 
mouth Q laypunt, boats of moderaie beam and draft, and of excel¬ 
lent form, fhe Thames Bawley boats will be new to many, and are 
curious litile craft. Since the first edition was issued the Winder- 
mere boats have been superseded by a new type, hardly less abnor¬ 
mal. the midship section of one or the best Janira, resembling the 
vertical section of a champagne glass, a wide saucer-shaped body 
tapering into a slender leg. Some examples of o'her local boats are 
added, and the chapters on canoeing have been enlarged and 
elaborated, the sail and body plans of the new Nautilus being given, 
while to the American canoes has been added tbe Lassie, reproduced 
from the Forest and Stream. 

ATLANTIC Y. C. CBUISE.—The following general orders have 
been issued by Com. Hogins, to govern the cruise of the A. Y C.: 
•‘Flagship Agnes, July 7, 1886. 1. Tbe rendezvous of the fleet of tbe 
Atlantic Yacht Club for its annnual cruise will be on Saturday, July 
17, at Whitestone, at nine A. M 2 On SatU'day. July 17, prepara¬ 
tory signal will be given at half-past nine A. M. tor fleet to sail for 
Norwalk Islands, anchoring near steamboat dock on Wilson’s Point. 
On Sunday, July 18, service will be held on a yacht of the fleet, to be 
hereafter designated. At half-past ten A M. a gun will be fired'from 
flagship, when the service signal will be hoisted on the yacht on 
ivhich service will be held at eleven o’clock General attendance is 
desired. Captains will have their gigs at disposal of the fleet captain 
in case of need to convey shore guests to the service. 3 On due 
signals the fleet will fur'her proceed—On Monday, July 19, to Morris 
Cove. On Tue.sday, July 20, to New London lofl city). Un Wednes¬ 
day, July 21. to Shelter Island iDeering’s Harbor). On Thursday, 
July 22, to Stoninglon. On Friday, July 23, to Newport. At Newport 
further or final orders will be issued. * * * 6. These daily runs will, 
to an extent, be trials ot speed for all classes, and the first .vacht ar¬ 
riving at the destined port will take its ow n rime of arrival and that 
of the other yachts of the fleet, selecting, if possible, a point for turn¬ 
ing or crossing that will he equitable and fair to all and report the 
result to the commodore.” 

AMERICAN Y. C. THIRD ANNUAL REGATT.A_The official pro- framme for the regatta and cruise of the A. Y. C., which begins to¬ 
ny, is as follows: Tbe course for all classes will be from off Larch- 

mont to lighthouse off Stratford, passing it to the southward; thence 
to tbe light vessel off Bartlett’s Beef, passing it to the southward; 
thence to buoy on Sarah’s Ledge, passing it to southward and east¬ 
ward; thence to abreast Pequot House Pier, New Loudon, where the 
time of arrival of competing yachts will be taken Sarah’s Ledge 
Buoy will be flagged. Cups for competition w ill be offered as under: 
For races under time allowance proposed by C. E. Emery, Ph.D., the 
yachts will be dinded into three classes, an t a cup will be presented 
to the winner in each class. First Class—Exceeding 150ft length on 
■waterline. Second Class—All over 85 and not over 150ft. length on 
waterline. Third Class—All over 50 and not over 85fc. waterline, 
lime allowance based on the rule that the speed of a jacht In knots 
per hour should equal two and seven-tenths times the cube root of 
the yacht in feet on the waterline. The Commodore’s Cup will be 
presented to the yacht which makes the shortest time over the 
course, without reference to allowaace of time. Tne Manning cups 
are offered for steam .vachts and launches of 50ft. on waterline and 
under in the race from New London to Shelter Island on Friday, the 
16ch of July. 

MAYFLOWER.—The alterations in Mayflower have been com- 
o test rbeir value, 
was hauled out at 

,-- -& Bon took her in 
hand Her lead keel has been cut off at the fore end for a length of 
4£t., the space left heingfilled witn oakdeadwood. The lead, l,0001bs., 
has been recast in the after deadwood. Five tons of inside lead bas 
been removed and recast under the keel One piece, 40ft long, runs 
from the s'ernpost to the slot, on each side of the latter a piece is 
bolted, while a fourth piece finishes out the shape forward of the 
slot. The depth of this shoe, which is bolted up through lead and 
oak keel, is 5m., the draft being increased to that extent. The effects 
of the alteration will be to effect a better fore and aft trim, the bal¬ 
last being further aft, all of w-hich changes should be beneficial. The 
weight aloft has also been reduced, the sp irs being sent ashore 
at Fiske’s wharf for that purpose. The mast is'ill be trimmed off lin, 
in diameter and boom The iron work will be lightened, and one 
block will be removed from the gaff. The canvas had stretched 
greatly, the mauisail being 800ft. larger. It has been taken to the 
navy yard loft and cut off about 15in. on head and foot. 

LARCHMONT Y. C.—This club, the foremost of Long Island Sound 
is growing steadily in numbers and popularity, the njl of 400 being 
iull with many candidates for admission. This year’s fleet, as given 
by the club book, numbers 11 steamers, 20 schooners, 14 cutters and 
yawls, 43 cabin sloops 27 open jib and mainsail and 26 catboats, a 
total of 141 yachts. This year the club bas adopted the measurement 
lutroduced by the Atlantic Y. C., of leegth taken parallel to the load- 
waterline and at a height of 2 per cent, of load waterline ab've 
water, tims taking both forwaid and afier overhang. Tue book this 
year is bound m a glazed linen cover of very neat appearance and 
more durable than the white canvas formerly used 

IREX AND QUEEN MAB.—The Up Swin match of the Royal 
Harwich Y. C. of June 9, was credited to Ire.x but was really won by 
Queen Mab, the latter out of sight when Irex finished, being hSmiu. 
astern, but winning on time, by three minutes. We understand that 
Lieut. Henn offeied if beaten by Irex to turn over his challenge to 
her, but the offer was declined. There may be glory in beating or 
being beaten by pigmies, bobtailed cutters and clipped yawls, now 
ex-racers, but surely there is more honor in a flight with a Puritan or 
Mayflower, whatever the result may be, and whether successful or 
otherwise, this year Galatea’s record is likely to outmatch that of Irex 
in the esijmfiiion of jachismeo. 
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"WORDS OF PRAISE.—Small Yacbts; their Design and Construc- 
Exeraplifled by the Ruling Types of Modern Practice. By O. P. Kun- 
hardt. London; Sampson Low, Marston, Searle and Riviogton. 
This is a moat exhaustive work of some 500 pages folio, and it is pro¬ 
duced with that liberality almost extravagance In details—which 
oft°n marks American treatises appealing even to a limited class of 
readei’s. There are chapters in Mr. Kunhardt’s hook which require 
more careful reading, perhaps, than the non technical student would, 
as a rule, he able to accord them—the chapters on draughting and 
modeling. But they were necessary to the completeness of the whole, 
and the ordinary reader may still gather the main principles of con¬ 
struction without attempting to reduce them to practice. For the 
rest, tbe whole art of yachting—building, fitting, sailing and .sundry 
—is covered; and the comparative values of form and rig are pre¬ 
sented, theory being checked by experience. The pictures and plans 
are vr-ry numerous.—lIlMsfmteci Sporting and Dramatic Xfews, 
London, June 26. 

THE OORINTHI4N Y. C.—This club has marked the opening of 
its second season by the publication of a neat little club book.wherein 
it shows the wonderful grow'th of tbe club. Established only a year 
ago. it now numbers 215 members and a fleet of 92 yachts, 50 of them 
keel boats. Last year five regattas w'ere neld and this year seven are 
on the programme. Tbe club is purely Corinthian, no professionals 
be allowed in the races, which are limited to yachts of 30ft 1. w 1. 
and under, though many larger vessels are on the club list. The 
anchorage is in Marblehead Harbor and the course is just outside. 
The club have secured a cottage on the Neck near the Eastern Y. C. 
house, where members may sleep, while meals can be secured near¬ 
by. The success of this club shows what might be done in many 
other places with equally good management. The olficers for 1886 
are: Commodore, B. "w. Crowninshield; Vice-Commodore, I. P. 
Palmej^ Secretary, Everett Paine; Treasurer, J, B. Rhodes; Measurer, 
C. H. W. Foster. 

ALTERATIONS—THE SET OP THE TIDB.—It is instructive to 
notice the sole direction in which all alterations are now made in 
yachts large and small. Last winter we noted the addition of outside 
lead on many yachts, and tbe change from centerboard to keel, while 
there was not a single instance of the removal of outside ballast to 
inside of hull, or in atiy noticable case of a change from keel to cen¬ 
terboard. This season three of the large yachts have been altered in 
the same direction Mayflower stows more lead on keel and increases 
draft. Priscilla shifts her mast aft and lowers her rig, Atlantic shifts 
mast aft also after trying it well forward. Are there any instances 
of a change in the opposite direction, where masts have been shifted 
forward and cutter rig been abandoned for sloop in any detail? 

E.ASTERN Y. C. CRUI8E.—The fleet of the E. Y. C. were at anchor 
in Marblehead Harbor on July 9. and a meeting was held on board 
the Fortuna, at whicn it was decided to proceed first to the Isle of 
Shoals, and then to Portland, where another meeting ivould be held 
to .“ettle a f rther course for the cruise On Saturday at 8:45 a gun 
from the flagship sent the fleet away, Dreadnanght leading. The 
Starters were Oneida and Adelita. steamers, and Fortuna, Dread 
naugh', Mohican, Latona, Actsea. Meta, Tioga. Wanderer, Sdvie. 
Stranger, Vandal, North Star and Edith. Tne fleet laid at Portland 
on Saturday night and Rockland on Monday night. 

ROYAL NOVA SCOTIA YACHT SQUADRON.—We have received 
the club book for 1886, containing a list of 25 yachts. The events for 
the year, in addition to the open race of June 10 for the Archibald 
prize cup. are: July 10, open regatta, Mayor’s cup: July 27, Lome 
cuo; July 31, squadron day; August 7, open, Lieut.-Governor’s cup: 
August 21, op-n regatta; September 4, Lord’Lausdowne’s prize. A 
second prize is given in each race. The Archibald and Lome cups 
must each be won twice. The sloop Mentor already holds one leg 
for each cup. 

SEIZURE OF AN AMERICAN YACHT.—Sir Roderick Cameron 
left New York lately in his schooner Rena, bound for his summer 
residence at Tadonsac, on the St. Lawrence. After leaving the 
owner at that place the yacht sailed for New York, but after some 
rough weather put into the little port of Bactouche for repairs, where 
she was seized by the customs oiHeials and a fine of $400 imposed, 
which her owner refused to pay. The case was laid at once 
before the Minister of Customs at Montreal, who ordered the release 
of the yacht. 

CRUISING.—Bedouin is now off Beverley, Mass., where her owner 
resides in summer. Clara has also returned from Larchmont, leav¬ 
ing ai 2:30 P. M. on July 6. passing Cape Cod at 7:15 P. M. on the 7th, 
and arriving at Beverley at 9 A. M. on July 8 .. Nokomis, schooner, 
Mr. Royal Phelps Carroll, was at Halifax on July 8 On Friday 
evening Fleetwlng, schooner, arrived at Bar Harbor from Portland. 
... Athlon, sloop, Dr. J. C. Barron, has been cruising about Cape 
Cod Electra, Com. Gerry, N. Y. Y. C., was at Vineyard Haven on 
Thursday last. 

A HASTY PATCH FOR LEAKY SHIPS.—Mr. Edmond Redmond, 
of Rochester. N- Y., has invented a patch for use on ships in case of 
collision, consisting of two sheets of canvas, witti a system of par¬ 
allel steel ribs between. Lugs and guy ropes ore fitted by wbicb it 
may be secured after dropping over the vessel’s side. It is fitted for 
use over any aperture, large or small. 

PJEPGRASS’S YARD.-Mr. Henry Plepgrass has been compelled 
to move from the location which he has leased for some years past 
at Pottery Beach, Greenpoint, and so has purchased the ynrd and 
business of Mr. David Carll at City island, the price being $20,000, 
The Greenpoint establishment will be moved up there at once. 

AMERICAN PHOTOS OP ENGLISH YACHTS.-Mr. N. L. Stebbins, 
of Boston, whose work is so favorably knowm to American yachts¬ 
men, sails for England this week to photograph some of the English 
cracks. He will witness the R. Y. S. regatta at Cowes and return to 
Boston in time for the trial races. 

CHANGES OF OWNERSHIP.—Nautilus, keel sloop, has been pur¬ 
chased by Mr. Arthur Ryerson, N. Y. Y. C. Ariadne, sloop, built 
last year for Mr. Howe, has been sold to Mr. H. W. Banks, A. Y. O. 
Josephine, sloop, has been sold to Mr. A. J. Cassatt, former owner of 
Frolic and Valkyr. 

RACE ON THE SHREWSBURY RIVER.—On July 9 a race was 
sailed over the ten mile course on the North Shrewsbury in a good 
S E. wind. In the first class the winner was Etelsa, with the Annie 
B. second. In the second class the Fern was first with the Little Spot 
second. 

RACE IN JAMAICA BAY.—The first of three races to take place 
in Jamaica Bay was sailed on July 11, open to all sail boats on the 
bay. The course was from Seaside House Dock to the red can buoy 
and return, and 14 yachts started. Ripple won in first class and Kate 
in second 

THE TRIAL RACES.—A meeting will be held to-day, at which the 
report of the Cup Committee will be made. It is settled that the trial 
races will be held about Aug. 15-20. and will be open bo single stick 
yachts of 75ft. or over only. The Brenton’s Reef race will be sailed 
about Aug. 9. 

RACES FOR THE BIG YACHTS -Bar Harbor Y. C. have pro¬ 
posed to offer a cup costing $1,000 for a race of the four large boats, 
and a similar project has been mentioned m connection with the 
Atlantic Y. C. cruise, but neither is likely to be carr ied out, The 
boats cannot be at Bar Harbor in time, nor will all of them be on the 
cruise. 

CAPE MAY COURT HOUSE Y. C.-This club sailed its annual 
regatta on July 6 over a i9-mile course. The Emma won the cham¬ 
pion flag in first class, and the Shortclippe the second prize. In the 
second class the winners were the Harry and the Laura. 

ANOTHER YACHT FOR THE TRIAL RACES -Messrs. Gesner & 
Marr, of New Haven, are now building a sloop of 75ft. load waterline, 
for Mr. Henry Kingsland, of New York, which is expected to take 
part in the trial races. 

ROYAL CANADIAN Y. C.—At a meeting on Julv 7 it was decided 
to contribute $100 toward the trophy which the L. Y. R. A. will offer, 
and also to sail a regatta at Toronto on the day following that of the 
Toronto Y. C-, Aug 11. 

“HUNT’S YACHT LIST.’’—This valuable little volume comes to us 
in handy size, i hough la'-ger than in previous years, and with a still 
larger colh^etion of useful matter. A number of American clubs are 
included in the list. 

PRISCILLA.—It has been generally reported that a lead keel will 
shortly be placed under Priscilla, but the report is deuied by those 
connected with her. A new mast of Oregon pine is now being 
stepped. 

SOUTHERN Y. O.—This club sailed their annual regatta on June 
29, the course being 15 miles. Tbe winners were Mephisto, open boat; 
Hope, schooner; Anon, cabin sloop, Gypsy, open sharpie, and Carrie 
V, eats. 

A NEW MARINE GLUE.—The Russia Cement Co., of G’oucester, 
Mass., are introducing a naw marine glue, made from codfish skins, 
for shipjoiners and cabinet-makers. 

PUZZLE.—This steam yacht, built last spring by Jacob Lorillard, 
has been sold by him to Mr. Frederick Brandreth, of Sing Sing, for 
$16,000. 

OONA.—The body of one of the crew of the Oona has been found 
on the beach at Ma'lahide and identified as one of the seamen, Grace. 

East RIVER Y. C.-This club will move next month to a new an¬ 
chorage near BaUett’g Opye, where better water can be had. 

KING PHILIP.—This boat, laid up for some time after her failure 
as a racer, has been fitted out with reduced .“pars as a cruiser. 

DISMASTED.—On Monday last in Long Island Sound the sloop 
Gladiator lost her mast at the deck and was towed in for repairs. 

OIL«BURNlNa STEAM LAUNCHES. 
The accompanying cdts show the engine and boiler used by Thos. 

Kane & Co. Id their steam launches, of winch they are now 
building a variety of sizes, from 19 to 30ft. The Linn valvelesa en 
gine, as it is called, is a single-acting three-cylinder engine of the 

Side View of Enoine. 

simplest construction, all valves, eccentrics, guides, piston rods, 
crossheads, stuffing boxes and flywheel being dispensed with. Tbe 
working parts are comprised, as shown, in three fore and aft cylin¬ 
ders, each with a wide piston and a pitman, and a triple crankshaft. 

End View of Engine. 

A lever and a plain sliding plate serve to stop or reverse the engine 
Instantly. The oil used runs down and is caught in the lower part of 
the iron casing, perfectly lubricating the crankshaft. The latter, as 
well as the pitmans, is of cast steel, all beatings bo’og of Babbitt 
metal. The boiler is of tVie porcupine type, a vertical shell wdth a 

Engine and Boiler. 

number of radiating tubes, affording a large surface and easy means 
of cleaning. The fuel, ordinary kerosene oil, is carried in a tank at 
tbe bow or stern, a pipe leading to the boiler. Of course, 
there are no coal nor ashes, with the accompanying dirt and labor. 
The engine may be fitted to any boat, or the complete launch, ready 
to run, can be furnished._ 

Every pair of Allen’s bow facing oars warranted. Send for httle 
catalogue free. Fred A. Allen, Monmouth, III.—Ada. 

Louise Leighton owns a pretty white, shag^-coated York¬ 
shire terrier that one night convulsed 1300 people with 
laughter. “II Trovatore” was being snog, with Miss Leighton 
and her husband, William Eckert, in leading roles. In the 
blissful tenderness of their wedding duet Mr. Eckert’s heart 
stood suddenly still with a cold, cold chill, as he felt something 
clawing his white silk tights. The little dog had escaped from 
the dressing room. In vain did his master shoo and scowl; 
in vain did stage hands whistle and call from the wings. 
Doggie had found friends and would not go away. Presently 
he squatted down, held up a right paw as he had been taught, 
and looked up sideways with such a comical leer that it was 
almost impossible for his master or mistress to follow the 
orchestra. When the duet was finished the audience yelled, 
but doggie would not budge until Mr. Eckert went along. In 
“Robinson crusoe” this same little dog improved his oppor¬ 
tunity of a legitimate appearance. In the castaway mariner’s 
lonely island home “this real, truly dog,” as the children say, 
performed many pleasing tricks and did h' pg.rt ^ well as 
any actor in the piece.—-San Franoisoo, ’ 

Canoeing. 

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and 
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signals, etc, of 
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and 
reports of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are 
requested to forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with 
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local waters, 
drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relating 
to the sport. 

FIXTURES. 
Mohican Races every Thursday 

through the season, 
Julv. 

8-24—"W.A.C.A. Meet, Lake Erie. 
10—Brooklyn C.C., Paddling. 
10—NewTfork, Sailing Trophy. 
19—Mohican, Open, Albany. 
24—New York, Sailing Trophy. 

August. 
7- New York, Sailing Trophy. 
7—Brooklyn, Paddling. 

13-27—A. C. A. Meet, Grindstone, 

21—Lake St. Louis, Annual, La- 
chine. 

September. 
4—Brooklyn. Paddling. 
4—New York, International. 

11—New York, Sailing Trophy. 
18—Brooklyn, Sailing Races. 
25—Brooklyn, Challenge Cup. 
25-Ne(v York, Sailing Trophy. 

2—New York, k'all Regatta. 

- CANOEING ON BLACK CREEK. 

IN early days the Genesee River and other tributary streams were 
made useful in conveying merchandise, and to travel to and fro. 

The Indians made use of the streams in carrying home their game, 
as well as for hunting and fishing. The Genesee was kept clear of 
obstiuctions and was navigable for a long distance above Rochester. 
The methods of travel have changed ot late, to such an extent that 
an eighteen mile ride la a canoe is sometning of a novelty 

"When I placed my boat in the stream at 9 o’clock one morning the 
stream was swollen by recent rains, thus increasing the speed of the 
current, enabling me to make the tiip at this time with greater ease 
than ordinarily. It was a bright May day; the birds were singing m 
every tree and bush; the dew sparkled in the tufts of grass, and caps 
of foam were spread over the surface of the stream like large water 
lilies. An ample lunch lay in the bow of the boat, and beside it lay 
my gun. which 1 have taken in all my hunting trips, and which is 
valuable from old associations, 

“What do you expect to hunt at this season of the year?” 
“Nothing.” 
“Why do you take a gun along?” 
“It is a habit I have when roaming through the fields and by the 

streams, whether there is game or not.” 
Facing down stream, pushing the boat before me, I glide along with 

pleasant anticipations, sooaetimes turning to the right or left to avoid 
snags or rocks; now darting under low. hanging boughs of willow or 
elm, now shooting over tbe rapids: a little further on sweeping under 
a bridge; again I am circling through a forest, an open meadow, or 
fields of grain. A horse feeding by the stream looks at me disti ust- 
fully. gives a snort and scampers away; the cows, pigs and sheep also 
indicate their surprise. Now and then a woodchuck rattles over the 
brush and dans in to his hole. Hew many bridges there are. Residents 
have been taxed heavily for iron bridges to span the stream. There 
are from two to five bird’s nests under every nridge, and I stop occa¬ 
sionally to admire their construction and tne beautiful eggs that lie 
like opals and pearls in the security of these snug homes. Often I 
would not have noticed them were it not for tbe belligerent attitude 
of tbe birds. Many of the nests were just constructed or not com¬ 
pleted, and the birds seemed lo have moistened the grasses and other 
materials in order to shape them How many strange birds there are 
in onr woodland and along our streams. Although I am expected to 
make an annual report on the peculiarities of our birds, I often meet 
tdose I am unable to name. Of recent years I have noticed a small 
red bird and a blue bird of the same .>.ize, which seemed to be new 
comers I did not hear one bobolink along the way, but the black¬ 
birds, robins, kingfishers and field .sparrows were numerous. I did 
not see a swallow. These valuahle insect destroyers are disappear¬ 
ing: not long ago the eaves of the farm barns were filled with their 
nests, now they are rarely seen in those places. The country will 
soon be destitute of birds unless methods are taken for their protec¬ 
tion. 

I now turn my boat and pull with my face backward. I pull along 
much faster this way, ano the change is desirable. I fly along at 
rapid speed and congratulate myself on the good time I um having. 
Everything is so quiet and so i-trange. Every bend in the stream 
opens up new views, it is a senes of surprises, like the turning of the 
road in which you are driving. Your imagination is const.ntly ex¬ 
ercised to know what is ahead. Landscape gardners intioduce these 
surprises wnen laying out parks and grounds with hne effeci—bump 
—swasb. Whatnow? SVe havestruck a boulder standing high above 
the stream. I am nearly knocked out of tue boat which swings 
around the other end foremost. I shall have to be more careful or 
be upset. Face downward is better after all. 

How the farm wagons rattle over the bridges in comparison to the 
still carriage in which I ride. I escape the dust and heat of tbe high¬ 
way and ride most of tue time in the shade of the eims. The train of 
cars booming along does not seem lo convey iis passengers as easily 
as small craft carries its lone voyager. Do not suppose that I am 
making great haste toward the end of my journey. No, such trips 
as these should be taken at leisure, giving time to take in the scenes 
of beauty, and revel in the music of nature as given in the blossom- 
mg month of May. Many of us could accoinp'ish more in our walKs 
and hunts and in our business enterprises if we made Jess haste. I 
could exhaust myself in an hour by pulling at these oars, thereby 
marring the pleasure of the remainder t f the journey. How many 
mar the pleasure of a lifetime by straining every muscle tugging at 
the business oar without needed rest and recreaiion. lam no idler, 
but have been hard at work all the wiuter and spring, my buslne-ss 
cares gradually weighing heavier and heavier, but a day’s recreation 
like this gets me out of the ruts, and I go back to my work feeling it 
a much lighter bunien. 

Query-flow can a spider weave its web across a stream eighty 
feet wide? I have to brush these webs from my face continually. 

Query— How is it that people who never eat pickles under ordinary 
circumstances eat them ravenously at picnics? There are several 
picKlea in iny lunch, and I begin to feel sow as though I would hke 
to nibole one. 

Query—Why is it that men desire to kill innocent birds and game 
that they have no use for? Probably for the reason that their ances¬ 
tors existed by the chase and they inherit this propensiiy and take 
pleasure in it What? a snipe! Bang goes the gun—missed him. 
Another!-bang again. He comes flutering down into the water. 
How much prettier he was before he was shot. Man with all his 
boasted culture is something of a barbarian. I think I will put in a 
few buckshot now, as I notice woodchuck are getting plenty. 1 do 
not proceed far betore I surprise one some distance trom his hole 
and discharge my gun at him. He is hit fatally but is rapidly drag¬ 
ging himself towara his hole I run my boat ashore and leap out to 
head him off, arriving at his hole just in time to see him disappear 
lik<=i a cliarg© down tlie mouth of a cannon. I have lost th© wood- 
chuck and the boat also, for the current has swung the other end 
around and she is floating down stream, , . 

Query—Why did I want the woodchuck? Cannot tell, but I am 
sui e I -want the boat. The prospect of getting it is about as favor¬ 
able as that of getting the woodchuck. I gain it. however, about a 
quarter of a mile below, where It has become ehcangled in the wil- 

*°Tfme, 11 o’clock A. M. Again I feel like attacking the pickles, but 
conclude to wait until the regular rural hour fi>r dining. 

Black Creek is c <ntinually blockaded by great trees that have 
fallen into the stream. In most cases I can find a passage for my 
boat, but now I arrive at a point where 1 rou^t pull it over the bank 
and around the obstruction, wading through four to six inches of 
water Off I go again. The freshet must have raised the stream 
several feet, for the buttercups raise their beads pi.eously a foot or 
more under water, and I often float over fields of wheat and oats 
over which some honest farmer has toiled, I think now I will land 
my boat over on yonder slope and dispossess it of some of the water 
that has gained admittance. I will get up good speed in order to 
run my boat well upon shore. The current is strong, I am going 
pretty fast—bump, we have struck, the bow heading down stream. 
I jump out. and in the twinkling of an eye The current has shifted 
the boat down the stream and filled it with water. My overcoat, 
imdercoai, powder-flAsk and lunch are floating about, while u.y gun 
is submerged. 1 make a grab, first at the lunch—notice the di>tinc- 
tion I make, saving the most valuable part of the cargo-next the 
powder-flask, next the guo. next the undercoat, then the overcoat, 
at the same time speculating upon the condition of the sandivicnes, 
etc. The powder is hopelessly wet. No more destruction of wood¬ 
chucks for this day. Alas! “the plans of men are apt to gang astray, 
but I soon forget all about this incident as I am again gliding down, 
for we have struck a beautiful part of the rtream shaded oy that 
most beautiful American forest tree, the elm, which we love and 
revere and foreigners rave over. j 

Here are two farmers resting upon their hoes, having been engaged 
in planting corn. They observe me, and I stop to cnat. ‘Tnere 
•was two fellprs up hpre from the city last winter after rabbits. They 
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were dressed to kill and had breechloading guns and two trained 
rabbit dogs. They came by my house on the,way down to the swamp 
below, intending to cross the stream about this spot. They was 
tremendous hunters. I know by the way they talked, and I knew 
there was no hope for any rabbits in this part of the country. I told 
them they bad better look out for the ice, as it was a little soft. They 
looked at me as much as to say they did not want any advice from 
country fellers. Well, I watched them as they struck the creek, and 
by and by I heard a yell and sure enough the feller that was on ahead 
was in clear up to his neck, and the one folleri g after him had 
tumbled dovvn flat among the broken ice and mud. Well. I pulled 
them out and dragged them to the house, put them to bed, hung 
their clothes over the stove, and finally sent them home about nine 
o’clock that night. They didn't put on halt so much style when they 
went away as they did when they came. The rabbits around here 
in the woods look to me as though they had been laffln’ ever since." 

1 have no time to hear stories so on I go. The shores of the creek 
are strewn with clam shells, the better part of the clam having been 
eaten by muskrats. The stream is fragrant at many points with the 
smell Of musk (not at all disagreeable to me), and yet 1 did not see a 
muskrat the entire day. Most boys living near streams have had ex Serience in hunting these animals, and no doubt the boys living here 

ave watched with eager interest their carefuUy adjusted traps and 
proudly marketed their accumulation of furs. The banks are covered 
at many points with the most beautiful ferns Before me is a group 
of beautiful white blossoms, something that I have not before seen. 
Stumps of the soft maple are enwreathed in bright red leaves that 
look in the distance like a mound of red flowers. I catch a glimpse 
now and then through the openings in the elms, of apple orchards in 
blossom and firm gardens with their quinces, currants and raspber 
ries. How sleepy ihe farmhouses look. Now and then I see a hoy 
driving the cows out of the wheat fields which they have reached by 
swimming the stream. Sometimes I see a solitary man plowing or 
hoeing. What a quiet life is the farmer’s—far too quiet. Better chat 
his blood should get heated and his energies roused, even though by 
a mild cataitrophy. Strikes, panics, mobs, all have their compensat¬ 
ing features, although no one desires them. They develop men and 
call into use latent ability. 

If Ihe reader fancies rural scenes and boating I advise him to take 
a sail down Black Creek. When the water is very low he will doubt¬ 
less have diflacii]tie.s caused by blockades of the stream, but at this 
season of the year the high water will doubtless give him pretty fair 
sailing There is no way that I can shake off business cares so suc¬ 
cessfully. A boat ride on the lake, bay or river cannot be compared 
to it. The scene on the creek is changing every moment, withnotwo 
views alike. 

Query - Why are woodchucks, weasels and other animals endowed 
with such remarkable curiosity as they possess? A weasel scuds 
under the roots of a tree, but no sooner is he out of danger than he 
pops his head out to see what is going on. A woodchuck will always 
thrust his head out of his bole after escaping his pursuer if all is quiet 
for a tew moments. Chipmunks scud along the shores of the creek 
frightened almost to deain, but no sooner do they reach their hiding 
place than they step out to take in the situation. The gray squirrels 
scramble up me elms and beeches to sit in full view, with tails curled 
over their backs, watching the solitary oarsman as he glides by. 
Even the birds seem to be Interested in me and twist their necks to 
get a better view. 

Query—Why are the male birds most attractive in j^umage and 
song? Look at that blackbird. What glossy black plumage, circled 
witn scarlet, as compared with his modest companion in Quaker 
garb. Tbe comparison between the male and the temale bobolink is 
equally noticeable, likewise many other species. Possibly because 
the male birds are alone valuable only as they are made the target 
for every boy who carries a gun, while the female is clad In obscure 
colors, which permits her to escape observation. 

Query-Why has not man made better use of the enormous water 
power that is present in every creek and river along tbe shores of the 
great lakes and ocean? What a tug the current gives my boat; it 
carries me down against a snag or rock in spite of my beat en¬ 
deavors. 

I have now entered a long, level tract of swamp land, in which the 
stream diverges into many branches. I am at a loss to know which 
branch to take. 1 run down one and find it blockaded, down another 
and find it also blockaded, go back to the first and haul my boat 
around, and this is kept up at frequent intervals. I am at a loss to 
discover where the oft-shooting branches connect with the 
main stream; I find myself sometimes where the water is only a 
few inches deep, often butting against trees and getting tangled in 
brush and driftwood. I now reach a point where the way i.s entirely 
blockaded and there is no opportunity for me to draw my boat 
ashore, all being miry ground. 1 pull aside a large log, over which I 
attempt to draw my boat. Heave away; up she comes until the bow' 
is five feet higher than the stern. Heave away. If I can get her a 
little further she will tip my way and slice over easily. Heave away; 
now sue goes like a rocket and entirely out of my power. All I can 
do is to make a leap aboard. I succeed in landing one foot in the 
boat and one in the stream. This upsets the boat and fills it to within 
a few inches of the top with water, throws ray gun into the stream 
and leaves me with wet feet considerably excited. I have bailed a 
barrel of w.atcr out of the b'>at with the oar, permitting four barrels 
to remain in. I propel myself slowly onward through the tangle of 
brush and driftwood, proceeding thus a quarter of a mile with the 
danger of being swamped until I can reach high enough ground 
where I can land and tip out the water. Now I perceive how much 
better things are managed for us than we could manage them our¬ 
selves. for the lunch, being ballasted with the water it had absorbed 
in adventure No. 2. has retained its position in the boat, whereas had 
It retained its normal position ic would have been tipped out into the 
stream and lost. 

Time 12 o'clock. I must watch for a better place to lunch; 12:16, I 
have found an inviting knoll, furnished with a broad stump carpeted 
with green grass and dotted with many an inviting flower. With 
many misgivings about the lunch. I spread it upon the stump. 
Pickles sound, no blemish; boiled eggs in prime condition, cheese 
about so so, ham sandwiches, spongecake, mince pie. Well, it is 
foll.y to go into minute details in regard to all these items, unless one 
is a Dickens and can make tbe discussion of the buttons on a man’s 
coat interesting. I have scarcely begun my lunch when a mosquito 
perches upon my nose. Having a sandwich in one hand and a pickle 
in tbe other I do not deem it best to be rude to the stranger. Soon 
this mosquito was joined by five hundred of his companions, and 
they gave me a mo^t cordial and hearty welcome to that part of the 
country. I cannot remember when 1 have had such marked atten¬ 
tion paid me, yet I bore the honors with great meekness. I would 
have Chosen that they had been less familiar, but they seemed bent 
upon making every'moment available during my stay, and I con¬ 
cluded it was useless to protest. Disnnguished travelers are often 
annoyed by the inbahicants of the country through which they pass. 
I do not doubt hut that many of them would prefer the attentions of. 
mosquitoes to those of officious personages who take upon them¬ 
selves the burden of lionizing. One soon tires of being made a hon. 
I certainty did on this occasion, and talcing a last bite of the pickles, 
I made a dash for the boat. 

About a mile further on my boat swings out iuto the midst of green 
pastures, by the side of orchards and green fields; the stream is 
largely augmented, having gathered together all its branches. I 

shoot along rapidly, soon reaching the aqueduct over which the Erie 
Canal passes. The creek at this point is only about three feet at the 
highest, and the water is dripping from above rapidly, I passed 
through with little inconvenience, however, and soon found myself 
upon the broad Genesee, which lay before me like a sea of glass. 
I am now five miles from Kochester. My ride down the Genesee 
proves to be the least enjoyable. There is no shade from overhang¬ 
ing boughs, and the scenery is monotonous. I pull along with a 
steady oar, exchanging greetings with the fishermen and boatmen 
along the way, landing in tune to reach the evening train going west. 

Rochester, N. Y, Charles A. Green. 

ROYAL C. C. ANNUAL REGATTA. 

The twentieth annual regatta of this club took place at Tedding- 
ton on Siiluvday last. J une 20, when the weather, as usual, 

favored the canoeists and their friends. A new feature was introduced 
this year. In the shape of a camp competition, which proved a great 
success, though a difficulty In proctuing a siiitablu site caused a 
delay In sending around notices, it is to be honed that this experi¬ 
ment—or. at all events, a camp—will bo repeated next year, and that 
other members and visitors will come and exhibit their camping 
gear for the nmtiial benefit of all present. Mr, W. Baden Powell 
was camp officer, and had an exceedingly neat and compact tent and 
appliances with his new canoe Nautilus, hut did not exhibit for 
competition. The other campers were Messrs. Percy Nlsbet, T. H. 
Holding, G. P. Holmes. A. O. Ilamerton and W. Stewart. The 
decision of the judges is not yet announced, as the weights of the 
various kits have not yet been sent In. 

The regatta commenced with a sailing race for second-class sailing 
canoes, the only starters being Messrs A. B. Ingram (Akaroa) and 
Rede Turner (Sabrina). There was almost an entire absence of wind, 
and the course was shortened to one round. Both canoes kept close 
together, Akaroa slightly leading until two-thirds of the course had 
been sailed, when Akaroa got a light air and came away, winning 
easily. 

Half Mile Paddling Race for Novices.-E. W. Lewis, 1; J. Ilill, 0. A 
good race nearly all the way. 

Half Mile Paddling Race (any canoes)—G, T. B. Porter, 1; P. 
Nisbet, 2; A. C. Hamerton, 0. Porter soon obtained the lead, event¬ 
ually; Hamerton some distance behind Nlsbet. 

Paddling Sailing Race.—E B. Tredwen, Pearl 86.1. Also entered: 
Irene, Percy Nisbet; Sabrina, R. Turner; Akaroa, A. B. Ingram; 
Pearl 85. W. Stewart. Irene was first at the end of the paddling 
round, followed by Akaroa and Sabrina, the two heavy Pearls being 
some way behind. As soon as it came to sailing, however. Pearl 85 
and Pearl 86 picked up the others, and Pearl 86 took the prize. 

Mile Paddling Race in Rob Roys.—G. T. B. Porter, 1; E. Lewis, 0. 
A good race, both men being level at the half distance; Portei’, how¬ 
ever, came away at the finish and won. 

Canadian Canoe Race (two men in each canoe).—Percy Nisbet and 
F. M. Fenerheerd, 1; A. C. H imerton, and S. Futcher, 0. A good race, 
but the losers wore apparently under-boated. 

Sailing Race (Round the Buoyed Course).—Owing to the paltry 
wind, the course was shortened to two rounds. Entries were: Pearl 
86, E. B. Tredwen; Nautilus, W. Baden Powell; Sabrina, Rede 
Turner; Pearl 85, W. Stewart. In the lightest of air they drifted to 
windward to the lower buoy, and took tlie lead alternately as each 
caught a puff. In the last riin-np, however, W. Slewart In Pearl 85, 
got clear away, and won easily; Pearl 86, second; Nautilus, third. 

Challenge dup Paddling Race, One Mile—Prize, tbe £50 challenge 
cup, and a presentation prize, value £5. There was also an extra 
prize offerecT by Mr. J. W. Clayton, for the first foreign or colonial 
canoeist winning the cup, but there were no challengers out 
side the club. The holder, Claud Scott, was unfortunately not able 
to put in an appearance for this race, In which G. Porter, P. Nisbet, 
and E. W. Lewis was entered. Only Porter and Lewis started, and 
the former very soon showed In Iroiit, and won by several lengths. 

Sailing Race (Running Only): Pearl 86, E. B. Tredwen, 1. Also 
entered: Pearl 85, W. Stewmrt; Akaroa, A. B. Ingram; and Sabrina, 
Rede Turner. 

Four Paddle Race, One Mile.—R. C. C. v. Royal Naval Artillery 
Volunteers.—R. 0. C. crew: S. Fntcher, J. 11. Hills, E W. Lewis, 
G. T. B. Porter. R. N. A. V. crew: Percy Nlsbet, Rede Turner, R. H. 
Maclnre, S. Roberts. The R. 0. O. soon showed In Iront, and going 
right away, won by several lengths. 

Chase over Land and Water.—S. Fntcher, 1; P. Nlsbet, 2. This 
race created, as usual, considerable amusement, S. Futcher, contrary 
to expectation, getting over the river for the last time in advance of 
Nisbet, who used an inflated indlarubher canoe of very light structure. 

Scratch Four.—These races, as is very often the case, produced 
some of the closest matches of the day. In the end, Porter’s crew 
beat Nisbet’a by a bare two leet, and took the pots. 

The races w^ere started by the secretary from the launch Jeannette, 
whose owner again kindly placed her at the disposal of the club for 
tho regatta. The veteran, Mr. Herbert, was again at his post as 
judge at the finish of tho paddling races, and the captain (Rob Roy) 
was present at the camp during a great part of the day.—Field 
J Illy 3. __ 

OAKLAND C, C- CRUISE. 

The Oakland C. C. has at length succeeded in securely planting 
canoeing in Pacific waters and in raising the sport from the 

position of a questionable experiment to that of a recognized institu¬ 
tion. The club is a most active and energetic one, and its races and 
cruises are attracting general attention and doing much to extend 
the popular knowledge of canoeing, and to bring it favorably iuto 
public notice. Tbe club house on Oakland Greek now contains a fine 
fleet of eanoas, while the creek, so called, with a stretch of six miles, 
offers a fine sailing ground. On Decoration Day a very successful 
regatta was held, wiih 11 events on the programme. The club have 
lately made a cruise to Clear Lake, a journey of a day and a half 
from Oakland by rail, steamer and wagon. The canoes, 10 in number, 
were transported over the mountains on wagons, being carefully 
packed. On June 4 the club arrived at Lakeport and went into 
camp. On June 12 a regatta was held, the programme including a 
race for second class canoes, won by Undine; one for first class 
canoes, won by Spray; a single paddling, won by Whitewing; a stand¬ 
ing paddling, won by Wbicewing; a swimming race and a contest 
between a tandem canoe and a four-oared barge, won by the latter. 
The canoeists were very hand.somely entertained by the residents of 
Lakeport. They returned home well pleased -with their cruise. 

THE A. C. A. TROPHY.—Editor Forest and Stream; 1 beg to ac¬ 
knowledge the following subscriptions to the A. C. A. international 
challenge cup: J. H. Rushton, second subscription, S5: Paul Butler, 
$10; previously acknowledged, $237.15; total to date, $252 15. There 
remains still about $100 to make up, and I request that all interested 
will act at once if they have not already contributed.—Wm. Whit¬ 
lock, Chairman, 37 West Twenty-second street. New York. 

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.- The applicants to date are Messrs. S. O. 
Howell, Goshen, N. Y ; J. E. Brouse, Jr., H. A. Field, O, W. Lane, 
Bro''kville, Canada; W. H. Fisher, Montreal, Canada; George Auldjo, 
Lachine, Canada. Dr. Neide left for Grindstone on July 7 and will 
have all ready by Aug. 13. Canada will turn out in full force this 
year. 

YONKERS 0. C. ANNUAL REGATTA.-The first annual regatta 
of the Yonkers C. C. was neld on July 3 The single paddling race 
was won by J. G. Reeves in Jennie R., the tandem bv J. G Reevs 
and A. B. Patton in Goblin, band paddling race by H. L. Quick in Spy. 
Owing to lack of wind the sailing races were postponed. The regular 
monthly meeting was held July 6, 1886, at which the following omcers 
were elected for the ensuing year: F. K. Sheers, Commodore; H.*L. 
Quick, Vice-Commodore; L. Simpson, Secretary-Treasurer. 

THE INTERNATIONAL RACES.-We learn that Mr. E. B. Tred¬ 
wen will be unable to visit America as he proposed to do. owing to 
the serious illness of his father. Mr. Baden-Powell is now buildmg a 
new 15x31)^ canoe to race for the New York and A. C. A. cups. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE CANOE EXHIBITION.—Mr. Stanton 
writes to us that the subscription of $20 to the expenses of the exhib¬ 
ition was contributed by Mr. Rushton, through his agent, Mr. 
Squires. 

MUSKETA C. C.—This club, located at Bergen Point, will make a 
cruise in August to Lake Hopatcong, returning down the Delaivare 
River and tlirough the Raritan Canal. 

Nearly Eighteen Thousand Men were paid cash benefits in 1884 
by the Travelers Insurance Companj;', of Hartford, Conn., for losses 
by accidental death and disabling injury.—Ad-u. 

^mwer^ to Correspondent^. 

No Notice Taken of Anonymona Oorreapondenta. 

W. B. R.- Train oil is whale oil. 

B. C. W.—See table of open seasons in our last issue. 

Vacation.—What Is the best bait for salmon and large trout In 
lake.s? Ans. Live minnows if still-fishing at a buoy, or dead ones if 

trolling. 

D. B. K.—I hare on my property near Seabright, N. J.. a lake which 
abounds in carp. In the early part of June I took 9 with a light fly- 
rod, averaging 3141 bs. each, using worms for bait, at which they bit 
eagerly and run well, making very good sport. For the past three 
weeks I have been unable to tempt them. Can you suggest any other 
bait at which they will be likely to bite? Ans. Try boiled peas and 
also cotton wet and rolled in flour. The latter stays on the hook 
best. 

D. M.,Lynn, Mass.—Will you or some of the readers of Forest 
AND Stream please give me information of the following questions: 
1. Where can the greenheart. so-called by rod makers, be procured 
near here? 2, Is it the same as hornbeam? 3 Do rod makers use 
muriatic acid to draw the temper or for otherpurposes on greenheart, 
if so please inform how? Ans. 1. Try some importer of woods in 
Boston or some rod maker. 2. No; hornbeam is a native wood, called 
also ironwood. 3. We never heard of such a practice. 

R., Augusta. Ga.—We had a clay pigeon match here and were shoot¬ 
ing doubles. A. went to the score and announced ready, when two 
traps were sprung. One of the birds was broken from trap and the 
other wa.s not. A. shoots at the broken bird and then refuses to shoot 
the other or second bird, and wants two new birds. Is he entitled to 
them or does he lose both? I claim if both birds had went from trap 
all right, and A. shot one and failed to shoot the second, that he lost 
both. I also claim that when A. shot at a broken bird and missed, 
and refused to shoot at the second bird, that he lost both. Ans. By 
firing at the first bird he accepted it and shores a miss; by neglecting 
to fire at the second bird he scored a second miss. 

W. S, C., JamestowTi, N. Y.—Please inform me what the law re¬ 
quires in order to post a private trout stream, w'hat size of board 
should he u.sed and how the notice should read. Ans. The laws of 
York require that you publish, "at least once a week for three 
months, In a paper of general circulation printed within the county 
or counties within which such land, or lands and water, are situated, 
a notice describing tbe same." In this notice must be a clause de¬ 
claring that the lands or water will be used for propagating and pro 
tecting fish, etc., and within six months you must putup sign boards 
warning all persons against tre.spassing. These boards must not be 
less than one foot square and not more than forty rods apart. See 
Laws of New York, l8tW, Chap. 285, Sec. 27, amended by laws of 1880, 
Chap. 5.SI. 

J. B. M., Chillicothe, O.—1. What game is most abundant in North¬ 
ern Nebraska along the Sioux City & Pacific R. R.? 2. Are prairie 
chickens usually most abundant m an unsettled secuon, or do they 
become more numerous as cultivation progresses? 3. Is there good 
fishing in the Mobrara River and its tributaries? If so whac variety 
are abundant and how are they taken? 4. How do the climate and 
game of Southern Dakota compare with those of Northern Nebraska 
in the months of September ana October ? 5. What hunting rifle is 
best for the country named, and where and at what price can it be 
obtained? 6. What make of sights are best for long-range shooting 
(game shooting)? Ans. 1. Chiefly birds, i. e., prairie chickens and in 
season and suitable localities ducks and geese. 2. Prairie chickens 
(pinnated grouse) are usually more plentiful in a settled region, but 
sharp-tailed grouse (also called prairie chickens) are more abundant 
iu unsettled regions. 3. Not very, mainly catfish. 4. Climates and 
game are similar. 5 Any good rifle by a standard maker costing 
from $16 to $40. There is no dangerous game aud light charges may 
be used. 6. It is a matter of taste and fancy. 

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED. 

Thh American Salmon Fisherman. By Henry P. Wells. Illus¬ 
trated. New York: Harper & Bros., 1886. Price, $1 50. 

The Pbrchekon Horse in America. By M. 0. Weld; in Fraucef 
by Chas. M. Buys. Illustrated. New York: O. Judd Co. 

The other (3ay one of St. Paul’s most prominent society men 
went in his canoe to one of the towns down the river. On 
arriving he proceeded to the hotel for dinner. The young 
gentleman was attired in a boating costume, with the addition 
of sleeves and hose. When ne entered the hotel the proprietor 
greeted him as if he thought he had escaped from Stillwater. 
The hungry canoeman asked the way to the dming-room, 
but was refused admittance by the hotel keeper, with the 
assertion that “there were lathes in the dining room, and a 
man ought to be arrested for walkin’ around in that rig.” 
The young gentleman was forced to leave the hotel without 
his dinner.—St. Paul Pioneer Press. 

HUMPHEE7S' 
^Homeopathic VeteVinai^ 

Specifics for 
I HORSES, CATTLE, SHEEP. 

DOGS, HOGS, POOLTRr. 

FUsed by U. S. Goyernm’t. 
Chart on Roiiers, 

and Book Sent Free* 

Humphreys’ Med. Co., 109 Fulton St., H. Y. 

J 84 pages, 
•■illuitrated. 

Price 25c 
3-piece Flv Rod, 25yd8. Click Reel, 25yds. oiled 

Silk Line, six Flies, six Hooks to gut and Leader 
complete by express. $4.00. Post paid. $4 50. Two 
Sample Flies by mail post paid. 15 c’s.: per doz.. 75 
cts. One 3 piece Trout Kod, Reel, 100ft. Linen Line, 
six Hooks to guL one Sinker, one Leader and one 
Float, complete, $2.00. Post paid. $2.50. Send for 
our new catalogue, 320 large pages, over 5,000 illus¬ 
trations of all sporting goods, covers printed in 15 
colors, sent by mail for 25 cents. 

PECK & SNYDEB, 126 Nassau St., N. T. 

I>A.TEJlSrTEr> 4. 1886. 

With the exception of our Patent Compensating Reels and Section JSamboo Rods which we introduce td the public, 
this fly, invented by Mr. Wakeman Holberton, is untjuestionably the greatest and most radical improvement in fishing 
tackle ever made. The chief points of manifest superiority of this method of tying flies over the old-fashioned way are; 

Ist—Tbe wonderfully life-hke aud fluttering motion this fly has when moved on the water. 
2d—The fish is almost certain to be hooked if it touches tbe fly. 
3d—Any of the present favorite combinations o color and form can be tied in this way. Thus, those who belie\<e 

that fish are attracted by particular colors or forms of fly, can have their old patterns in the patent style. 
4th—These flies not only offer less resistance to the wmd iu casting, but more resistance bo the water in drawing, 

Hence one can do as good work with a small hook tied this way as a large hook tied as before. Experience proves that 
flies dressed this way can be tied on hooks two sizes smaller than one would use on old-fashioned flies. 

We take this me ms of notifying dealers and fly-tyers that we shall prosecute any infringement of our rights undci* 
this patent bo the fullest extent of the law. Our course, in regard to the protection of our patents and copyrights, is 
known to some people. We assure such people that the same old course will still be pursued by this firm. 

We add a few extracts selected from the numerous and unanimously complimentary press notices of this fly. We 
THE FLUTTERING FLY. could add many letters from well-known and expert anglers if we were willmg to drag tne names of private gentle- 

M.j till, 1886. men into our advertisements. 
Scientific American:; “When so arranged the wings offer less resistance to the air In casting. As the fly is slowly drawn toward the angler the wings 

expand, and give it a fluttering, hfe-like motion, much more allm’ing to the fish.’’ 

Forest and Stream; “ * * * more like a natural insect than the old patterns whose wings close when being drawn through the water. * * * 
Great merit lies in it.** superior hooking qualities. A fish cannot nip at the wings or tail, but swallows the hook before any part of the fly.” 

American Angler; "There is no question as to the killing qualities of this fly. All fish are attracted more by the action of the fly than by color or form. 
* * * This fly will certainly, when drawn against the current or over a placid pool, seam the surface with an attractive wake, and its expanded wings will 
create a fluttering motion, assimilating the sU'Uggles of a live insect. * * * We are teld that few fish are lost by those who use this fly. We do not doubt it,” 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, Manufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackie, 
18 Yesey Street (Fourth door from the Astor House), New York. 
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55 COTJRT STRE3ET, BROOKLYN. DKi?LLTCR IN 

nsiiing: 
First Quality Goods at Lower Prices than any other House in America. 

ft.. $2 00 ; 450ft., $2.25; 
75ct8.; eOyds., $1.00; 

Tro^^^TTHAo aa^ ^yds.. 15 cts. Double Twisted Leaders, 3 If-npth, 5 cts.; treble twisted, 3 length, 10 c^s 
»1 tA «ih^ ^ a1=a ^ '’Hd Black Bass Bait Bods, Oft. long, $1 25 to $5,00. Trout and Black B«ss Fly Rods, lOfL 

lone, 51 50 to 810 ^ forty-eight difft-reot styles of rods for m11 kinds of fishing. Samples of books, leaders, eic sent bv mail on receiivt of r»rip« in 
money or stamps. SEND STAMP FOR CATALOGUE. THIS MA>UFAl;TUKIt o/s>Eoi1ki> B4IOKm AND LEAdK A SPEt l^BTr ^ 

Established 20 Years. Opek Etenings. j. f. MARSTJBRS. 55 Court Street. Brooklyn. 

Salmon Fishing in Canada. 
We have the largest stock In America of Forrest 

& Son’s celebrated Salmon Plies, Rods. Reels, 
Casting Lines, etc., etc.. We have everything in 
Fishing Tackle for the successful capture of Sal¬ 
mon and Trout in Canadian waters. American 
anglers can obtain their complete outfit from us 
far below New York prices. Spliced Salmon and 
Trout Rods a specialty. Salmon and Trout Rods 
made to order and repaired. W. W. Greener’s 
Guns Eley Bros. Ammunition, Curtis and Harvey’s 
Diamond Grain Powder, Clay Pigeons, Blackbirds, 
Glass Balls. Traps and all kinds ot sporting goods. 
Send stamp for 42-page illustrated catalogue. 

T. W. BOYD & SON, 1641 Notre Dame st., 
Montreal, Canada. 

THE WINCHESTER. 
THE MOST POPULAR 

Eepeating Eifle 
IN THE MARKET. 

Great Variety 

of Styles and 

Calibers. 

PRICES 

REDUCED. 

EVERY VARIETY OF 

Metallic Ammunition 
PAPER AND BRASS SHOT SHELIS, 

9 eto. 

WINCHESTEH REPEATING ARMS CO., 
IVES-W H-A-VEm, OOKTOXT. 

Send for 76-page Illustrated Catalogue. 

Spalding’s Celebrated Split Bamboo Rod. 

UNEQUALLED IN QUALITY AND WORKMANSHIP. MADE WITH SPECIAL CARE AS TO UNIFORMITY OF 
SPRING AND DURABILITY. PATENT SERRATED WATERPROOF FERRULE. 

SOLE AGEl^iS FOR THE FOLLOWING SPECIALTIES IN FISHING TACKLE: 

Bray’s Patent Fly-Book, Gogebic Reels, Spalding’s Hammered Tiolling Bait, Rndolph’s Bait Pail, Rndolnh’s 
Live Fish Net, Rudolph’s Disgorger, Utley’s Collapsing Net, Brown’s Patent Net 

Ring and StaiF, Brooks’ Patent Line Dryer. 

OUR SPECIALTIES IN 

Hand-Made Lancewood and Greenliart Rods 
- Take the lead in first quality goods. 

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE 

Brooks’ Patent Line-Drying Reel, 
An article long needed by fishermen who appreciate the value of having their lines always in good 
condition. It Is a simple device intended to be carried in tackle box for drying fines. May be inserted in 
crevice of fence or other convenient place. Price, $3.00. 

<3-. SP.A.X.DXN'CS- cSc BROS., 
XOS 3MEa*d±soxx Xll* 

SEND FOR FISHING TACKLE CATALOGUE. 

K. K. TRYON, JR. A CO.. '^hUadelphia Agents. 
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THE CHARLES DALY HAMMERLESS. 

The Leading Hammerless Breech-Loading Gun. 
For Closeness of Fitting and Consequent Durability and Hard Shooting it has no equal. 

DALY HAMMER SUNS AT REDUCED PRICES. 

Side Sxi.a,p ci.».d n7c>x> 

The Best Medium Priced Gun Made. Machine Made and Ail Parts Interchangeable. 
Send, fozr 

MUZZLE-LOADER VERSUS BREECH-LOADER. 

ox SATURDAY, JUNE 26, one of the most interesting and exciting rifle contests took place at Union Hill. It has been a 
mooted question lor some time who was the best man, WM. HAYES, of the Newark Club, the acknowledged champion of set trigger 
shooting in the U. S. for a number ot years, or M. DORRUER, of the Zettler Rifle Club, who has been doing some remarkable shooting 
during the past year (one of his targets may be found on the cover of the Marlin Fire Arms Co.’s catalogue). The mutual friends ot 
these parties have been anxious to bring them together in.a friendly contest, and a match was made, the stakes being a Delmonico 
dinner for twenty-four persons. All the leading riflemen of New York and vicinity were present. The day was very unfavorable 
for good shooting, and the score was not up to the highest standard of either party. Hayes shot his old MUZZLE-UO VDER which 
has brought him so many trophies, and Dorrler used his BALLARD No. 10, which he has been shooting for about two months. 
The result was: 

]Vr. Dorrler, 100 sliots, Grerman Taroret, - - 2,178 
'W". Hayes, lOO sliots, Grerman Target, - - " 2,145 

The men are undoubtedly on a par, the advantage being with Dorrler because he shot a 

BXji Xji ^ R 33 BXX*3:^B. 
We are informed that Mr. Hayes, who owns three BALLABD RIFLES, will give up his muzzle-loader for the future and use his 

No. 6 BALLARD. 

If you want to make big scores, shoot nothing but a Ballard. 
are used in all the larger shooting galleries in the principal cities. 

The scores published from Conlin’s and the White Elephant Oallerles are all made with BALLARDS, and all the Inter-State Gallery 
matches for the past two years have been shot with BALLARDS. 

The Ballard for Nice Holding and Accuracy is Head and Shoulders Above any other. 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 
84 & 86 Chambers Street, New York. 
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VICTORY WON 
BY SHOOTERS IJSINO THE 

Chamberlin Cartridge 
THE 

Tournament of the Illinois State Sportsmen’s Assoc’n, 
a'TJKTE!, 1306. 

First and Diamond Badge by GEO. KLEINMAN, killing 29 out of 30 live birds. 
Second Prize by ABNER PRICE, killing 28 out of 30 live birds. 
First by C. E. WILLARD, in the first event of the “Open to the World” contest. 

Eighty-two entries. 
Also divided in nearly every other event of the great Tournament. 
The Chamberlin Cartridges also winners of the Smith Cup, by C. M. HINS 

DALE, in the Iowa State Tournament at Burlington. 

These Cartridges were from regular stock sold by dealers. 

TATHAM & BROS., Eastern Agents, 
82 Beekman Street, New York City. 

20 consecutive shots at 200yds. off-hand,_ made In 
rO'caufiecutive shots at 200yd8. off hand, Dec. 18, the Sharpshooters’ Match Walnut Hill, Ma^., 

1885. with Ballard 6U Rifle, 88-55, by Wm. P. Gage, Dec. 26, 1881. by H. G. Bixby, of Nashua. N H., 
Baratova, N. Y. Highest recorded score in the being two consecutive scores counting ip each on 
U S on the American Decimal Target, counting 96. the Mass. Target. These were made with a Ballard 

Cut is one-quarter size. 6}^, 38—55. Cut is one-sixth size 

Send, for Reduced Price List of Marlin and Ballard Rifles, dated June Ist, 1886. 

10 consecutive shots at 200yds. with rest, made at 
Guttenberg. N. J., on May 8, 1886, by M. Dorrler, 
using a Ballard No. 10 Rifle. 38—55. 

Cut is full size. 

THE MARLIN FIRE ARMS CO., New Haven, Conn. 

grateful-comforting. 

8F0BTSMEH 8 WEAR. EPPS’S COCOA. 
Coi'ilnroy, Cm Eorseliile, Dopkii, Sleep- 

V slin, lackiiitosl aM Flaiiel Cloiii 
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION FOR SPORTSMEN 

Gun Cases, Cartridge Belts and Equip- 
ments of all kinds. 

GEO. BARNARD & CO., 
108 Madison Street, CHioago, Ill. 
Eastern Agents: A. G. SPALDING & BROS., 241 Broadway, N. Y. 
Phiiadelfhia Agents; E. K. TRYON, JR. & CO. 

BREAKFAST. 
“By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws 

which govern the operatlens of digestion and nutri¬ 
tion, and by a oareful application of the fine prop¬ 
erties of well-selected Cocoa. Mr. Epps has provided 
our breakfast tables with a delicately flavored 
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors’ 
biUs. It is by the judicious use of such articles of 
diet that a constitution may be gradually built up 
until strong enough to resist every tendency to 
disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating 
around us ready to attack wherever there Is a weak 
point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by keejh 
mg oiu^lves well fortifled with pure blood and a 
properly nourished frame.’’—Ciwl Service Gazette. 

M^e simply with boiling water or milk. Sold 
only In half-pound tins by Grocers, labelled thus: 

JAMES EPFS * OO., HomeBQp»tWo Okom- 
IstJi. T.onJon. 

Canoe and Gamp Coohery. 
By "SENECA.” 

A practical cook book for canoeists, Corinthiaa sailors and outers. Practical because 
th& author gives explicit and intelligible directions for preparing such dishes as he has h>m- 
Self actuaUy tested in camp and on a cruise. This is just where the recipes differ from the 
absurdly impracticable dishes given in some so-called camp cookery books. The cooking 

"Murcia” Silkworm Gut. 
FISHING AND SURGICAL USE. 

In lot* to suit, all grades and lengths, “Extra 
Heavy’’ to “Extra Fme.’’ Assorted thousands, ten 
different grades, including “Extra Long,’’ put up 
for country trade and clubs. Prices, $5 to $15 per 
1,000. Assorted thousands, $7.50. Address LATASA 
& CO., P. O. Box 2.708, Washington Building, N. Y. 

outfit is described, and numerous hints on camp economy add to the value of the work. 
Cloth, 96 pages. Price $1.00, 

NEW YORK; Forest and Stream Publishing Co,. 89 Park Row. 
LONDON: Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane. Comhill. 

■TOJi£HE]iaiI OJl THR 0OO, 

Pxle* •8.60. 

Fc' Ttuy '44 Btreom Pabliatainx do. 

TROUT FLIES, 
36c. Per Dozen* 

H. H. KIFFE, 
318 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

Send for Fishing Tachle Catalogue. 

HOW CAN A BOOT BE WATEKPBOOF 
AND NOT SWEAT THE FEET? Common 

waterproof boots keep the perspiration In as well 
as the water out, and perspiration that finds its 
way through leather is kept in the rubber boot. 
This renders the sock wet, and, when the wearer 
ceases walking, causes the cold clammy feeling 
which is so objectionable and unhealthy. 

THE HANNAFORD VENTILATED 
RUBBER BOOT, 
while it is waterproof and as warm as any boot 
made, provides away for the perspiration to escape; 
at each step the foul air is forced out of the boot, 
and when the weight of the body is removed from 
the compressible top sole, fresh air is admitted to 
the foot; thus the sock is kept free from the mois¬ 
ture which causes the feet to become cold, sore, and 
tender. Send for circular. 
HANNAFORD VENTILATED BOOT CO. 

79 Milk Street, Boston. 

SHORE BIBDS. 
A pamphlet for those who “gun” 

along he shore. 

TELLS OF 

L Haimts and Habits—Where the bay birds live, and 
what they do at home. 

n. Range and Migration—Where they go to breed, 
and where to spend the winter. 

m A Morning Without the Birds—An episode of 
shore shooting. 

IV. Nomenclature—A list of our American species 
of Limicolce, with a description of each 
species. 

V. Localities—Where to go to shoot them. 
VL Blinds and Decoys—How to shoot them after 

you have reached the grounds. 

44 pp., paper. Price, 15 Cent*. 
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FOREST AND STREAM BOS 

Co, will send post paid any booh 
ot publisher's price. 

’s Library. 
Z3::i.axx*js Boo]bE.s 
’/ mail, postpaid, on receipt of price. 

dy accompanies the order. 

)OKS EXCHANGED. 
GUinf! BOOKS AND JTIAPS. 

Adirondacks. Map of, Stoddard. $1 00 
Farrar’s Guide to Moosehead Lake, pa. 50: do. 1 00 
Farrar’s Guide to Kichardson and Rangeley 

Lake, paper, 50; doth. 1 00 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake. 60 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Region 50 
Florida Annual. 50 
Guide Book and Map of the Dead River Region 50 
Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddard. 25 
Map of Androscoggin Region. 50 
Map of Northern Maine, Steele.. 1 00 
Map of the Thousand Islands. 50 
Map of the Yellowstone Park . 2 .50 
Muskoka and the Northern Lakes of Canada. 1 00 

UOBSE. 
American Roadsters and Trotting Horses. 5 00 
Boots and Saddles, Mrs. Custer. 1 60 
Boucher’s Method of Horsemanship. 1 00 
Bruce’s Stud Book, 3 vols... 30 00 
Dadd’s American Reformed Horse Book, 8vo. 2 60 
Dadd’s Modem Horse Doctor, 12mo. 150 
Horses, Famous American Race. 76 
Horses, Famous American Trotting. 75 
Horses, Famous, of Amenca. 1 50 
How to Ride and Scnool a Horse. 1 00 
denning’s Horse Training. 1 25 
Manual of the Horse. 25 
Mayhew’s Horse Doctor... 3 00 
Mayhew’s Horse Management. 3 00 
McClure’s Stable Guide... i 00 
Rarey’s Horse Tamer. 60 
Riding and Driving.   20 
Riding Recollections, Whyte Melville’s. 3 00 
Stonehenge, Horse Owner’s Cyclopedia. 3 76 
Stonehenge on the Horse, English edition, 8vo 3 50 
Stonehenge on the Horse, American edition, 
l2mo. 2 00 

The Book of the Horse. 8 00 
Veterinary Dlctionaiw, Going. 2 00 
Wallace’s American Stud Book. 10 00 
Wallace’s American Trotting Register, 2 vols. 80 00 
Woodruff’s’Trotting^Horses of America. 2 50 
Vonaltand on the Horse. 8 00 

KENNEi.. 
American Kennel, Burges. 8 00 
British Dogs, Dalziel. 4 00 
Dog, Diseases of, Dalziel..•.. 80 
Dog. Diseases of, HiU. 2 00 
Dog Breaking, Floyd. 50 
Dog Breaking, by Holabird. 26 
Dog Breaking, Hutchinson. 3 00 
Dog, the Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson. 3 OC 
Dog Training vs. Break>*ig, Hammond. 1 OC 
Dogs and Their Doings, Morris. 1 75 
Dogs of Great Britain, America and other 
Countries.   2 00 

Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, 16mo. 76 
Dogs, Points for Judging. 5C 
Dogs, Richardson, pa. 30. j -loth. 6C 
Dogs and Their Ways, Williams. 1 25 
Dogs and the Public . 76 
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment in 

Disease, byAshmont. 2 00 
Englishe Dogges, Reprint of 1676 . 60 
English Kennel C. S. Book, Vol. 1. 5 OC 
EngUsh K. C. 8. Book, Vols. HI. to X.. each.. 4 60 
Glover’s Album, A Treatise on Canine Diseases 50 
Our Friend the Dog. 3 0€ 
Practical Kennel Guide, Stable*. i 6C 
Setter Dog, the, Laverack. 3 00 
Stonehenge, Dog of British Islands. 6 00 
The Dog, by Idstone. t 2.* 
The Mastiff, the History of, by M. B. Wynn... 2 50 
Vero Shaw’s Book on the Dog, cioih, gS.OO; 
morocco.. 22 5C 

Youatt on the Dog. 2 6C 

SPORTS AND GAMES. 

American Boy’s Own Book, Sports and Games 2 00 
Athletic Sports for Boys, bds. 75c.; cloth. 1 00 
Boy’s Treasury of Sports and Pastimes, etc.. 2 00 
Cassell’s Book of Sports and Pastimes. 3 00 
Croquet. 20 
Easy Whist. 50 
Hands at Whist. 50 
Instruction in the Indian Club Exercise. 26 
Skating. 26 
Stonehenge, Encyclopedia of Rural Sports... 7 60 
Whist for Beginners.   50 

MISCEEEANEOESi 
A Naturalist’s Rambles About Home, Abbott. 1 50 
Adventures of a Young Naturalist. 176 
AmatevirPhotographer.... l oC 
Animal Plagues. Fleming. 4 8t 
Antelope and Deer of America. 2 60 
Archer, Modem. 26 
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson.... 1 6C 
Atlas of Jersey Coast. 1 50 
Black HUls of Dakota, Ludlow, quarto, cloth. 

Government Report. 2 50 
Common Objects of the Seashore.. 60 
Eastward Hoi. 126 
Historical and Biographical Atlas of New Jer¬ 

sey Coast.     5 00 
How to Make Photographs. 1 00 
Humorous Sketches,Seymour. 6 00 
Insects Injurious to Vegetation. 6 50 
Keeping One Cow. l 00 
Life and Writings of Frank Forrester, 2 vols., 

per vol. 1 60 
Mammals of New York, paper. |4; cloth. 5 00 
Maynara’s Manual of Taxidermy. 1 25 
Man ton’a Taxidermy Without a Teacher. 50 
North American Insects. 1 50 
Old St. Augustine, Fla., illustrated. l 50 
Packard’s Half-Hours With Insects. 2 50 
Pistol, The. 50 
Photography for Amateurs. 60 
Practical Forestry, by Fuller. 1 50 
Practical Taxidermy and Home Decoration, 
Batty. 1 50 

Practical Orange Culture. 1 00 
Practical Poultry Keeping.   2 00 
Randall’s Practical Shepherd. 2 00 
Sportsman’s Gazetter, Hallock. 3 00 
Sportsman’s Hand Book, Col. Horace Park... 1 00 
Studies in Animal Life, Lewis. 1 00 
The Forester, by Brown.10 00 
The Northwest Coast of America. 20 00 
The Taxidermists’Manual, Brown. l 00 
Wild Flowers of Switzerland. 16 00 
Wild Woods Life, Farrar. .. 1 25 
Willson’s Noctes Ambrosian®, by Prof. Wil¬ 

son, J. G. Lockhardt, James Hogg a--d Dr;. 
Magintl, 6 vols., crown 8vo., cloth, bring £ 

WoodcrafL “Nessmux”.'.menhadei^^^^ 
Woods and Lakes of Maine. -' -s ‘ . 
Yooatt I ' Sheep....__ .■ 

t y. ^ 

Y^OHT o.A.]xrKro3xr. 
MUZZLE-LOADING. Solid Mahogany Carriages. 

Using Friction Primer. 
2 Wheel 4 Wheel 

L’gth. Bore. Carriage Car'ge. 

BREECH-LOADING. 
4 Wheel 
Carriage 

2 Wheel Rubber 
L’gth. 

18 in. 
Bore. Carriage. Tires. 
% in. $66.00 $70.00 

24 “ 1 “ 120.00 128.00 
28 “ 165.00 175.00 
32 “ 200 00 215.00 
36 “ jhS 280.00 300 00 
42 “ 234 " 375.00 400.00 

With each gun is furnished 
a canvas cover, wiping rod, 
gun brush, loader, capper 
and decapper, two brass 
shells and lanyard. 

TII.4 

MANUFACTURED BY 

Stiroxi-s Flxre Ooe 
NEW HAVEN, CONN., U. S. A. 

moR sjale 

Boston: New York: Chicago: 
CHAS C HUTCHINSON, All the leading dealers in Sporting SHELTON BRASS HARDWARE CO. 

126 Commercial st. and Yachting Goods. 177 Lake st. 

IDEAL Reloadin? Tools, 
For Rifles, Pistols and' 

UNEQUALLED 

AS A 

Combined. Tool. 
BeautifaUy Finished 

and aU 

B, Bullet Mould. 

SPORTSMEN’S CLOTHING! 
ALSO CLOTHING FOR 

M Engineers, Surveyors, Ranchien, 
Miners, Imnkrmen, Etc., 

Manuf. from Best CORDUROY, MACKINTOSH, 

CAHVAS, MACKINAW, LEATHER, Etc. 

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE. 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAIT, Valparaiso, Indiana. 

rrms 
is our Skeleton 
Coat, of strong- 
material, and. 
weig-hs but 15 
oz. Will maH 
it to you for $2. 
Send ns breast 
measure. 

O. B. 'VEFXX^XKXXVrSOXa', 

8 John St., near Broadway, N. Y. 

lANDFACTIMg J£f ELEB 
Medals and Badges 

A SPECIALTY. 

Special designs fomislied on applica¬ 

tion free ol charge. 

CANOE BANDUNG. 
By C. B. VATJX (“DOT”). 

A complete manual for the management of a canoe. The author begins at the very 
beginning, describes and explains the rudiments in the simj -est and plainest way possible. 
Elverything is made Intelligible for beginners: and besides this ABO teaching there are so 
many hints and wrinkles that the oldest canoeist afloat will find pleasure and profit in the 
study of these. The book is complete and concise—no useless duffle between its covers. The 
subjects treated are the choice of a canoe, paddling, sailing, care of tho canoe, recipes and 
rules. The text is further elucidated by numerous practical drawings, and the beauty of the 
book is enhanced by the many ornamental vignettes. Pages 168; uniform with “Canoa 
Building.” Price, postpaid, $1.00. 

NEW YOEE: Forest and Stream Publishing Co. 89 PaFk Row. 
LONDON: Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane, Comhill. 

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES. 
People ot refined taste who desire exceptionally fine 

cigarettes sliould use only our Straight Cut, 
put up in satin packets and boxes of 

10s, 20s, 50s and 100s. 

14 First Prize Medals. WM. S. KIMBALL & CO. 

A Readable Volume. 

DOWN THE WEST BRANCH; 
OR, 

Camps and Tramps Around Katahdin. 
CAPT, FARRAR’S NEW BOOK, 

WiU be sent to any address on receipt of price, 
$1.25, by JAMAICA PUBLISHING CO., Jamaica 
’^lains. Mass. 

Eaton’s Enst Preventor. 
For GUNS, CUTLERY and SURGICAL IN8TRU 

MENTS. SpeciaUy adapted for salt water shooting. 
For sale at aU principal gun stores. Western 

tirade supplied dy E. E. EATON, 58 State street, 
Chicago, HI. Cannot be sent by maU. 

Manufactured solely by 

GBO. B. BATON, S70 Pavonla Aveun*. 

Jersey City, N. J. 
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COPIES WANTED.-^AN. 4,11,18 and 25. FEB. 1, 
March 8 and Sept. 13,1883: Feb. 7 and 14, March 

6,1884. We are short of these issues, and would be 
obliged if any of oiu- readers having one or all of 
these numbers that they do not want will send to 
Forest and Stream Pub. Co.. 39 Park Row. New 
York City. mar26,tf 

WANTED. 

Bear, Buffalo, Deer, Wolves, Foxes, Spotted Cats, 
Civit Cats, Lynx, Panthers, Antelope, Otter, Beav¬ 
ers and other animals and birds of all kinds. Ad¬ 
dress D. H. TALBOT, Sioux City, la. 

i« mt 

JEor j$ah. 
Gunning- Privilege For Rent. 

On Chesapeake Bay, within half mile of Havre 
de Grace, Md. Best ducking point along the shore. 
Excellent location for a club. Refer by permission 
to Geo. H. Wild, Red Bank, N. J., and Robt. A. 
Mitchell, Havre de Grace, Md. Apply for terms, 
etc., to R. C. HOPKINS, Port Deposit, "Md. It 

BAHBOO polks.-25-IN. BAMBOO FISHING 
poles, 12.13,14 and 15ft., in bundles of 50. for 

sale at 29 Burling Slip, N. Y., by BURDETT & 
DENNIS. iy8,tf 

LIVE QUAIL. iir°st.”pTA 
send orders at once to insure prompt delivery. 
E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Merchant, 174 
•Chambers st., N. Y. 

For SALE.—new stevens .22 cal. rifle, 
cost $35, will sell for $20. Also new Scott M. 

L. shotgun, $10. Address WM. P. UHLKR, 62 West 
127th street. New York. jyl5,2t 

w ILL TRADE RIFLE FO R CANOE. ADDRESS 
Box 787, Worcester. Mass. j.vl6,2t 

Bicycle bargain. — Columbia light 
roadster, 57in., for $100; selected from factory, 

used but little by a careful rider. Ball pedals, ad¬ 
justable saddle. R. H. BURR, Middletown, Conn. 

jyi5,it 

in tilt S>tU. 

IN STUD. 
DEERHOUNDS. 

Cliampion Chieftain, Fee $50. 

Champion Bran, - “ 25. 

FOX-TERRIERS. 

Belgrave Primrose, Fee $15. 

Mixture 15. 

BUEEDOGS. 

Ch. Rohinson Crusoe, Fee $25. 

Champion Tippoo, - “ 25, 

Champion Romulus, “ 20. 

HILLSIDE KENNELS, 
LANCASTER, 

MASS. 

leiMs aid Afeit Kaiiel. 
IN THE STUD. 

The four field trial and bench show winners that 
(annot be equalled in America. 

Cliampion PAUL GLADSTONE, fee $60. 

Champion RODEKIGO, fee $76. 
REBEL WIND’EM, winner English Derby, 

blood brother of Count Noble, fee $60. 
CANADA PEG, bred by Dr. N. Rowe, National 

Derby winner, fee 
Broken dogs for sale. 
Address J. M. AVENT, Hickory Valiev. Tenn., or 

MEMPHIS & AVENT KENNEL, Memphis, Tenn. 

IN THE STUD 
AT PHILADELPHIA. 

To a limited number of approved bitches: 

Champion Irish red setter BERKLEY.fee jNO 
Champion English setter THUNDER. “ $40 

A. H. MOORE, 1711 Spring Garden st., 
aprl6,3mo Philadelphia, Pa. 

IN THE STUD. 
ENGEISH MASTIFF HERO III. 
Winner of first prize and special prize for the best 
dog or bitch, at Pittsburgh, 1886. 

fee - - - $26. 
For picture and pedigree, address 

VICTOR M. HALDEMAN, 
jyl6,3mos General Wayne. Delaware Co Pa 

SMALL IMPORTED PRIZE PUG DOG 

Particulars, pedigree and references to FRANK 
3UINBY, P. O. Box 555, N. Y. City. Stud fee, $10. 

The “Boss” in Stud. 
Services limited to ten approved bitches, at $50 

each. A. K. R. 2218. His ancestors all champion 
dogs, As a stud dog he cannot be ex¬ 

celled, his get bemg being very large and finely 
marked. 

Boss’ Record.—Vhc. at New York in 1885, as a 
puppy. In 1886, 2d prize N. E. K. Club at Boston. 
He also took 2d prize in open class and special prize 
as the best American bred mastiff at the Westmin¬ 
ster K. C., New York, 1886. 
_ Boss is a large dog, weighing upward of 180 lbs.: 
18 good in skull, with grand body, legs, feet and 
bone.—Am. Field, April 8, 1886. 

In mastiffs there was but one new one of anypre- 
tension and that was Boss. He possesses length of 
body with great substance, and is perfectly sound 
in limbs.—Rporffag Life, March 31.1886. 

A few choice pups of great promise for sale, sired 
by Boss out of equally grand females, with best of 
pedigree and markings. 

Also a pair of Great Danes, 6 mos. old, marked 
ahke white and blue; great beauties. Pair $50; 
others from $15 to $20 each. 

J. L. WINCHELL, 
Jrl,tf- Fair Haven, Vermont. 

Wixt 

MEMNON, 
champion Greyhound of England and America, in 
the stud. Puppies for sale. 
TERRA COTTA KENNELS, Box 345, Toronto, Can. 

Rosecroft Kennels. 
Birmingham, Conn. 

Foreman ex Passion (Goodsell’s Prince ex Peb¬ 
ble) puppies for sale. Now booking orders for Fairy 
King (Plantagenet ex Jessie) ex Countess Floy 
(Count Noble ex Floy) puppies. Fairy King 
(Plantagenet ex Jessie) in the stud. Fee $25. 

Siw imti. 

Valuable Kennel For Sale. 
1. BEAUFORT, the best pointer living, 
2. NEVrsoN, champion mastiff of America. Win¬ 

ner of forty 1st prizes. 
3. ALOE, pure Laverack setter hitch; sire. Good- 

seir.s Prince; dam. Pebble. 
4. HAZEL KIRKE, English setter; sire, champion 

Plantagenet; dam. Blue Belle. 
5. BELLE BELTON, English setter; sire, Yale 

Belton; dam, Clara B. 
CHAS. H. MASON. 

tf_13 Bedford ave., Brooklyn, E. D., N Y. 

CaS-IttSS Boxidlxu 
IN THE STUD. 

Imported from Mr. Llewellin’s kennels (he is 
bluest of the blue), by Dashing Bondhu ex Novel. 
He is also a grand field dog, as his record shows at 
the late trials of the N. P. T. Club at Grand Junc¬ 
tion, beating such noted dogs as Gladstone Boy, 
Mainspring, Bessie A., Gath’s Mark, Trinket’s Bang 
and other fine ones. Fee $35. A. M. TUCKER, 85 
Main street, Charlestown, Mass. 

CHAMPION LAVERACK SETTER 

ROCKINGHAM, 
The acknowledged best English setter in America, 

and a grand field dog. Will be allowed to serve a 
limited number of approved hitches. Fee $50. 

PRANK WINDHOLZ, 

525 Sixth avenue. New York. 

FOREST CITY KENNELS. 

St. Bernards and English Pugs. 
IN THE STUD. 

Champion rough-coated St. Bernard Gsesar 
(A.KR. 22); fee $25. English pug Sam; fee $10. 
Pups for sale. Address with stamp, Portland, Me. 

Newton Breaking Kennel. 
Dogs thoroughly yard and field broken. For ref¬ 

erences and prices address JESS M. WHAITE, Lock 
Box 157, Newton, N. C. je2i,4t 

•I7»OR SALE.-FOUR BLACK COCKER DOG 
X pups, pedigreed; price, if taken soon, $10. W. 
J. FURNESS, Box 973, Ogdensburg, N. Y. jy8,2t 

T HAVE GOT FOR SALE A LOT OF 25 VERY 
JL fine rabbit hounds, well broke, in first-class con¬ 
dition, from 2 to 4 yrs. old. JONH T. SCHWACK, 
202 Broome street, New York city. jy8,3m 

"DLUE BELTON SETTER PUPPIES, SIRE AND 
X) dam thoroughly broken; sire from imported 
stock; dam by Alton (2d, N. Y . 1880) ex Lathrop’s 
Brenda. Price, $15. J. P. WATKINS, Room 7. 70 
Broadway, New York. jy8,2t 

TT'OR SALE AT A SACRIFICE.—FOUR CHOICE, 
X strong, healthy pointers, 3}^mos. old, 2 lemon 
and white dogs at $15 each, 1 lemon and white 
bitch $10, and one liver and white bitch $8, by 
champion Fritz (A.K.R. 268) out of Bird (A.K.R. 
1658). Don’t hesitate, as they are a bargain, and 
stock of which you will not be ashamed. Sire and 
dam staunch and good retrievers. Address, MAPLE 
KENNELS, Patterson (Harlem R. R.) N. Y. jy8,2t 

170R SALE.-A FEW VERY FINE ENGLISH 
X setters and pointers, thoroughly field trained. 
Only those wishing first-class dogs will address, 
GEO. W. LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass. jy8,2m 

XT'OR SALE.-GORDON SETTER PUPS. A FEW 
X of the above breed, out of Rose, by Grouse II. 
to be closed soon. Correspondence solicited. Ad¬ 
dress, QUINEBAUG KENNELS, Daniels9nville, 
Conn. jy8.4t 

TriNG CHARLES SPANIELS.—ANGORA KIT- 
i\ tens.—We have the very best that can be ob¬ 

tained. Our stud dog, Duke, a full brother of 
champion Jumbo, is, without doubt, the shortest 
face dog in the world. Parties who may wish to 
buy a fine spaniel or lovely long-haired kitten, ad¬ 
dress, KING CHARLES KENNEL, No. 6 Second 
street. New York. jy8,tf 

OPORTSMAN’S KENNEL.-TRAINING, BREAK- 
O ing and Boarding of sporting dogs, having a 
free run; capacity for fifty boarders. D. F WIL¬ 
BUR, Prop.,Uox 303, Bridgewater, Mass. mayl3,tf 

X)OINTERS FOR SALE, 10 WKS. OLD, FINE, 
X healthy bitch pups, by imported Nick of Naso 
out of Temptation (A.K.R. 1590). M. MILLS, P. 0. 
Box 153, Jersey City, N. J. jyl5,3t 

X?OR SALE.—THE ENGLISH SETTER BITCH 
X Blue Bell, winner of many prizes; $40. Meg 
Belton, 14 mos., good retriever. $20. Zora U., 11 
mos, $15. Scotch collie Nick, 2 mos , $10. Gordon 
setter Ben, thoroughly broken, $36. Several young¬ 
sters for sale low. F. A. CANNON, Yale Kennels, 
New Haven, Conn. It 

XT'OR SALE—A FINE LITTER OF SETTER 
X pups, five dogs, one bitch, cheap, only $10 
each For pedigree and full particulars address 
DR. j. P. GR.4Y, JR., Utica, N. Y. It 

Tj'OR SALE.—ONE SETTER $25, BEAGLE $20, 
X foxhound ;$50; duck dog $50; cocker spaniel 
*15 All the above are grand workers and cheap. 
A. McDonald, Rockland, Me. It 

TT'OR SALE.-A FINELY TRAINED IRISH SET- 
X ter bitch, 3 yrs. old. The highest bid received 
before Aug. 15 gets her. Must be sold. Address 
C L. ROBINSON, Box 1014, Rutland, Vt. jyl5,4r,- 

Gordon Setter Puppies. 
A very handsome litter of splendidly bred pup¬ 

pies for sale, by Gem (imported Grouse ex Bessie 
B.) out of Diana (Argus ex Beauty). Their grand 
parents are all prize winners, and their sire, Gem, 
is a dog of remarkable hunting sense. They are 
3 mos. old and will he sold at $5» for dogs and $15 
for bitches. Address 

C. H. JONES, 
3yl,3t Whitman, Mass. 

(IHllFION BOZ. 
Oi - ’uppies by Boz out of Gipsy and Silver 

Ihmhei . ..z has won more prizes than any other 
bulld<-., America. Address R. & W. LlVING- 
STO:., < are of Beekman & Ogden, 111 Broadway, 
New k ork City. jyl,4t 

EOYAL BLOOD. 
For Sale-Several puppies by Count Noble out of 

champion Dido 11., whelped May 21,1886. Dido H. 
IS considered one of the very best English setter 
bitches in the world, and Count Noble is the sire of 
several of the best field dogs in this or any other 
country. One pup now 9 mos. old, by Gladstone, 
and two less than 2 yrs. old, by Cambridge (Glad¬ 
stone ex Clip) out of Dido, can be sold for over $500 
each. Dido is proving a wonderful good stock get¬ 
ter. This is one of the most promising litters she 
has ever had. There is no choice in the litter ex¬ 
cepting in color and markings. For further infor¬ 
mation inquire of WELLS, 

jyl5,2t Post Office Box 718, Cincinnati, O. 

Prize-Bred Collies. 
A choice litter by Bounce (sire of Braw an’ Bon¬ 

nie, 1st and special. New Haven) out of Raspberry 
Girl, by Rutland out of Strawberry Girl; five dogs 
and three bitches. They are as promising a lot as 
the Eclipse—Nesta litter, which includes Glengarry, 
Heather, Clipper and Lin tie. Price on application. 

At the Stud.—CLIPPER, the only one of the 
Eclipse—Nesta litter at public service. Fee, $25. 
Also BOUNCE, by Tramp, averages nine pups to 
the litter and gets winners. Fee $16. 

JAMES WATSON, P. O. Box 770, Philadelphia. 

CLOSING OUT SALE. 
Two liver and white ticked English setter pups, of 

good pedigree, dog and bitch, 10 mos. olth partly 
broken, will retrieve and not gun shy. These pups 
will be sold at a very reasonable price. Address 
P. O. Box20, Middletown, Orange Co., N.Y. jyl5,2t 

033. AX3CL]E=>i01X 
Red Irish setter bitch, winner of fifteen 1st, snec- 

ials and champion prizes at New York, St. Louis, 
Newark, Boston and again at St. Louis. The press 
gives her the following notice: American Field; 
“Faun, perfect in every particular, again took 1st” 
Also one Irish setter pup, Leo (A.K.R. 3441). He 
took he. at New York last year; he is by Chief out 
of Moth. The best offer before the lat takes him. 
Also some very fine Dalmatian pupa, by imported 
Don out of imported Vixen, who took 1st at Newark. 

BROOKLYN KENNELS, 
It 106 Lincoln Place, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

MX. PLEASANT KENNELS_THE LARG- 
est in America. For Sale—Two first-class 

fox-terrier bitches, imported stock, one litter light¬ 
weight buU-terriers, one pointer dog, one (jtordon 
setter bitch, one snow white light-weight bull-terrier 
dog. For particulars address. 

C. T. BROWNELL, Box 335, New Bedford, Mass. 

For sale.-four llewellin blue bel- 
ton pups, whelped June 10,1886; in fine health 

and condition; dam, Queen Mab, by Ted Llewellin 
(A.K.R. 699) out of Blanche Lewis (A.K.R. 681). 
SAMUEL PARKER, Worcester, Mass. jyl5,lt 

High bred pointers and setters.-we 
breed and dispose of nothing but first-class 

broken and unbroken dogs and puppies. Address 
ELM GROVE KENNELS, SoutU Norwalk. Conn. 

Llewellin setter puppies, whelped 
Jime 24,1886, by Gun (Gladstone - May B.) out 

of Morning Star (Dashing Dan—Daisey Starhght), 
all black, white and tan and blue belton. Ready to 
ship when 6 wks. old; order now. For pedigree 
and price address CHAS. VORK, 9 & 11 Granite 
Block, Bangor, Me. 

For sale.-bull-terrier pups, one lit- 
ter by The Count (A.K.R. 3178) ex Miss Doonie 

(A.K.R. 2193). One litter by Barnard’s Plunger ex 
Prudence (A.K.R. 3616). Also a fine pointer bitch 
and a Newfoundland bitch. For particulars and 
prices, address, E. L. BAILEY, Box 19, East Brook¬ 
field, Mass. jyl,3t 

Chance to get the best.—for sale, i 
dog, 3 bitches, whelped March 29, by Harvard 

Kennels’Dash III., Jr., out of Mabel Blue. These 
bluest of the blue Llewellin setters combine the 
blood of the noted champions in the field and on 
the bench, Gladstone, Druid, Dash HI., Leicester, 
Royal 'Blue, and such bitches as Dart, Dora, 
Mercey'and Peeress. G. A. COLMAN, 64 Sullivan 
street, Charlestown, Mass. jyl,3t 

For sale. — choice puppies by the 
field trial winners Gus Bondhu ex Druid and 

Dash III. bitches, whelped March 4, 1886. They are 
black and w'hite and blue belton. Also one black 
native bitch, finely broken on game, 2 yrs. old. 
Price $35 if taken at once. She is a very nice one. 
Address A. M. TUCKER, 85 Main st., Charlestown, 
Mass. 

ENGLISH SETTER PUPPIES. 
From imported Flora, by Roy (Dash IH.—Bessie), 

whelped March 3,1886. Dogs or bitches. Will guar¬ 
antee these pups to he just right; strong nose, na¬ 
tural hunters, and very staimch, requiring but little 
training. They are not sold to close out any scrub 
stock or to make room, but were bred especially 
for the tr^e, and to show as well in the field as on 
paper. Adoress, H. J. PIERRE, Winsted, Conn. 

WHITE BULL-TERRIER YOUNG ROYAL 
Prince (A.K.R. 2102). Fee $15. Pups by 

Royal Prince for sale. J. W. NEWMAN, 87 Han¬ 
over street, Boston, Mass. 

For sale.-a very handsome, evenly 
marked blue belton English Setter dog, 3 yrs. 

old, broken on woodcock and partridge; will re¬ 
trieve from land or water; price $50. Also two 
thoroughbred English setter brood bitches. For 
price and pedigree address D. A. GOODWIN, JR., 
Grocer, U -wburyport. Mass._R 

X* sired by Dash III. out of NeW*' 
)ups, sired by Drake. Jr. out of Phy' 

Dash HI. out of Nellie. J. H. WHT 
ton, Mass. 

^RDON SETTER PUPS FOR SALE, 
and bitche.9 out of a litter of 
i ■'.t ‘Osed of) exceptionally fine. 

country; out of Bess 
” j£-Juno) by Guy (A.K.R, 

^''s $25, bitches $20. 
N. •y. je24,4t 

CMiii Irisl Setter Pees 
3 mos. old. dark red, healthy and handsome; sire 
and dam trained; fine in field; grandsires, chara- gions Glencho and Berkley; great grandsire Old 

Icho; for sale low. X. Y. Z., Station R, N. Y. City. 
3yl5,lt 

K 9 Breaking Kennels. 
Pointers and setters thoroughly broken for field 

trials or private use. Reference given. W. G. 
SMITH, M^ydel, Md. 

Irijsla SSettex-s 
Under life insurance at $10 and upwards, by Chief 
out of Yoube, by Tim out of Jersey Beauty, Dorah, 
Petty, Florid; all well bred, thoroughly broken on 
game and good^ones. Full explanation by circular. 
Both dogs in the stud at $25 to bitches of guaran¬ 
teed field quality only. MAX WENZEL, 89 Fomth 
street, Hoboken. N. J. 

Setter Puppies for $5. 
We have a number of setter puppies from 5 to 10 

wks. old, dogs and bitches, of all colors; we will 
close out for $5 each. Dogs of same breed from 6 
mos. to 1 yr. old, $8 each. These setters are of good 
native blood, fair nose and not gunshy, and satis¬ 
faction is guaf nteed in every case. 

WM. W. SILVEY, 
135 South Eighth street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

St. Bernards 
Of purest Swiss strain. Having purchased 
Mr. Hy. Schumacher’s Kennel at Bern, 
Switzerland, I can furnish excellent puppies 
or grown stock, pedigrees are genuine, it 
being well known that Mr. Schumacher’s 
dogs are of purest strain now in existence, 
“Apollo ” is in the stud, fee $ioo. " Apollo’* 
has beaten all dogs in his class in Switzerland 
and America, including champions Don II. 
and " Verone,” for specials, photos of Swiss 
dogs in groups or singly cabinet size 50 cts. 
each. Address with stamp, 

IV. IV. Tucker, 
P. O. Box 1338, N. Y. 

WII. GRAHAM, NEWTOWNBREDA, BELFAST 
Ireland, is prepared to purchase and ship dogs 

for importers. Dogs purchased from him had the 
following prizes awarded to them: At New York 
and Chicago, 1883, sixteen firsts, nine special, three 
second and one third. At New York, 1884, seven 
firsts, six specials and one third. 

E. B. GOLDSMITH, 

Custom House aM Forwariim Apit, 
58 WALL STREET, NEW YORK. 

Receives and forwards Dogs, Fowls, etc., etc., to 
any destination. Kennel Clubs, Sportsmen and 
others, intending to import dogs from Europe, 
should have their stock conslmed to him. Infor¬ 
mation furnished in regard to the best methods of 
importing, shipping, etc. 

FOB SALE. 
Rory O’More and Glencho puppy stock; also a 

few superb brood bitches, all of the finest and pur¬ 
est red Irish strains; full pedigreed. Address with 
stamp W. N. CALLENDER, Albany, N. Y. 

Grapliic—Zitta Puppies. 
I will book a few of the above puppies, whelped 

June 10.1886, to be delivered in Augu.st. FRED F. 
HARRIS, 390 Commercial street, Portland, Me. 

je24,8t 

MASTIFFS. 
Address HOLLIS. Wellsville, N. Y. 

For sale.-having recently added 
several fine brood hitches to the Landseer 

Kennels of Scotch deerhounds and greyhoimds re¬ 
duced the price of puppies. Some choice grey¬ 
hoimds now ready to ship. DE. VAN HUMMELL, 
Denver. Col. apllO.tf 

For sale.-seven liver and white 
pointer puppies, price, dogs $30, bitches $25, 

by Croxteth, dam Frank, grand daughter of Bang 
n One handsome black and tan setter, partly 
broken; price $25. One liver and white setter, well 
broken Price $100. For further information in¬ 
quire of DAVID G. HARTT. Sound View House, 
Nortbport, Suffolk Co., L. 1., N. Y.je24,4t 

T7HIB Rat.E, a number OF ’WELL BRED AND 
JD well broken pointers and setters, also dora 
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BARLING'8 FUR BOBQE. 

IT rather seems as if the case which was going to show 

the way in which the Massachusetts courts would teach 

a lesson to those of Maine upon the game laws of Maine had 

somehow failed to do so. The well-known “Jack” Darling, 

of Maine, brought a suit in the Municipal Court of the city 

of Boston against the American Express Company for fail¬ 

ure to deliver certain goods in Boston. The “goods,” which 

consisted partly of skins, horns, etc., of deer and caribou, 

were seized at Bangor by Game Warden Allen, the contra¬ 

band articles confiscated and the box containing the remain¬ 

der of the articles, fox and heaver pelts, forwarded to the 

Boston consignee. For this failure to deliver Darling brought 

his action. The express company was represented by Louis 

D. Brandeis, of the firm of Warren & Brandeis, of Boston. 

It appeared in evidence that a regulation of the company 

forbade the transportation of these articles and that Darling 

knew of this regulation. That when Darling presented his 

box to the station agent, who was also express agent, he was 

asked what the box contained. He answered “Fur.” The 

agent swore that if he had known that deer or caribou were 

in the box he would not have taken it. It was further 

proved that “fur” in the language of those acquainted with 

skins does not include deer. Two points among others grew 

out of these facts: (1) The defendants contended, by Mr. 

Brandeis, that if any contract to carry these deer or caribou 

existed, it was a contract procured by the fraud of Darling, 

and any loss must fall on him. (3) The agent, under the 

regulation had no actual authority to bind the company, 

and as the regulation was known to Darling, Darling knew 

he had no authority, consequently the company was not 

liable. The Court gave a verdict for the express company. 

Mr. Darling’s fur dodge did not work. He may now sym¬ 

pathize with the Pacific genius who shipped on the steamer 

Queen of the Pacific a box labeled “Fresh Clams.” When 

the San Francisco customs officers investigated the clam box 

they found beneath a strata of cinders and ashes ankermetic- 

ally sealed tin case containing thirty cans of opium of five 

taels each. The clam man was full of virtuous indignation, 

but the matter was not taken into the courts. 

A WOODCOCK GA8E. 

IN another column will be found a communication from a 

correspondent, “Ajax,” who relates thafon repairing to 

a favorite shooting ground when the New Jersey woodcock 

season opened, he found that for three weeks prior to the 

lawful time market-gunners had been killing the game. In 

a note accompanying his communication “Ajax” tells us 

that he has the names of the shooters, and can bring suffi¬ 

cient evidence to convict them, witnesses being willing to 

testify. He asks the substantial assistance of some of the 

numerous advocates of proper game protection. The case 

seems to us to be one which may be successfully pushed. 

Our correspondent, who is well known to us, will probably 

be satisfied with a much smaller sum than he asks for, and 

we may state for kim that if a sum sufficient to meet ex¬ 

penses be furnished, the guilty parties will be prosecuted at 

once. _ 

WHERE ARE THE BLUEFISH? 

ANGLEES and marketmen are lamenting over the pro¬ 

longed absence of the bluefish, and many think there 

will be no bluefishing this summer. A trip through our 

city markets will show a dearth of fish at this time when 

they are usually plentiful. No species is now plentiful, and 

the absence of the bluefish and weakfish at this time of year 

is noticeable. Striped bass are scarce, kingfish are absent, 

sbad have gone and mackerel have not filled the gaps. We 

believe, and have maintained, that the interests of anglers 

and marketmen are identical, and but for tke fact that a few 

over-zealous anglers would restrict the sale of trout too 

closely, or prohibit it entirely, and that some marketmen are 

unscrupulous about observing close times, there should be 

no differences between them. Both want to see fish abund¬ 

ant, and the fact that the American Fisheries Society, form¬ 

erly the American Fishcultural Association, carries on its 

rolls of membership the following dealers in fishes attests 

this fact: A. Booth, of Chicago, and Benj. West, S. B. Mil¬ 

ler, Pulaski Benjamin, Gilbert Carman, Albert Haley, Caleb 

Haley, J. N. Harris, W. Middleton, E. G. Blackford, Ernest 

Miller. H. M. Rogers and Israel Woods, all of Fulton Mar¬ 

ket New York. These men are with the fishculturists in 

their endeavors to increase the food supply, and watch the 

investigations of Prof. Baird at Wood’s Holl with interest. 

For weeks the small craft have sailed out from Long 

Island and from Barnegat laden with anglers on the lookout 

for a school of bluefish, and the more scientific of them who 

fish with rod and reel in the tideways, look in vain to see 

the trollers strike the advance of the incomers. Night finds 

them disconsolate, for like Rachel, they mourn for what is 

not. Most of them blame the menhaden steamers for catch¬ 

ing up the food of the bluefish and making oil and fertilizers 

of it, and others go further and accuse the steamers of using 

small bluefish for oil, when they can take a school of them. 

This, they claim, is the cause of the decrease of the bluefish, 

the weakfisk and tke striped bass. 
On tke otker hand Prof. Huxley has said that the efforts of 

man are puny compared with the destruction of herring, 

etc., by the fish, birds and seals, and this has has been in¬ 

dorsed in this country by Prof. Goode and, we think, by 

Prof. Baird. Mr. Blackford is reported to accept this view 

of the case also, but with all respect to the weight of 

authority of these names, we cannot agree with them. It is 

possible that natural agencies destroy many times more of the 

herring tribe, and of other defenseless fishes, tkan man does, 

hut nature provides for tkis, and before man invented and 

used suck destructive means of fishing as he now does the 

balance was kept up. When man was content with the 

hook and line, the seine and the gill net, the sea fishes had a 

chance to escape, but with pound nets along shore and purse 

seines at sea, and the continued dragging of our bays by nets 

in order to get fish for fertilizers and oil, the menhaden is 

not only thinned out hut is not safe on its spawning grounds. 

We cannot believe that with steam cruisers lining our coasts, 

with men at the masthead on tke lookout for a sckool of 

menkaden, tke capture of these flsk on which our better 

fish feed does not affect the supply of the latter, especially 

when it is known that a school of menhaden sighted is as 

good as captured entire by tke greedy purse-net. 

It is possible that the bluefish are merely belated and may 

come in later, but the striped bass are not belated, for they 

are with us all tke year and are gradually disappearing. In 

our columns tke “menkaden question” has keen argued at 

length by both sides. Mr. S. B. Miller, of Fulton Market, 

is reported in the Evening Post as saying that he has seen the 

menkaden steamers bring a load of 10,000 weakfish caught 

with the hunkers (menhaden), and we do not doubt it. We 

believe that the capture of menhaden for oil affects the pres - 

ence on our coast of the migratory fishes which feed upon 

them, and that the menhaden oil and fertilizer factories are 

a curse to the marketman, the angler, and the professional 

fisherman. 

THE INTERNATIONAL RIFLE SERIES. 

iN our Rifle columns we have endeavored to bring into one 

comprekensive group all the international matches in 

which, since the advent of modern rifle practice, the Ameri¬ 

can riflemen have taken part. For several years past the 

National Rifle Association have failled to issue any reports, 

and this has made the gathering up of official statistics no 

easy task. The record is a proud one for our countrymen, 

and though there are defeats to chronicle, the weight of 

merit is largely on our side. In small-bore shooting we 

remain champions of the world, with very little seeming 

desire on the part of outsiders to take that championship 

away. 

In military marksmanship we have the championship yet 

to gain; and it is not all to the credit of the National Guards¬ 

men of over two score States that for three years there has 

been not even a whimper of protest at the fact that the 

British volunteers remain head marksmen in the citizen 

soldiery. The error which the Amateur Rifle Club com 

mittedin allowing the Canadians to score a victory at long 

range work is one that should be corrected by sending up a 

strong team and bringing hack the championship. Perhaps 

the live New York Rifle Club will take up the task, or the 

Walnut HiU men could do it in fine style if they only will. 

It has been our pleasure and profit to witness the majority 

of these matches, to note tke progress of the interesting 

battles, to see the team men fight wind and weather on the 

one hand and their opponents as well. The whole series has 

been of remarkable value in making the rifle of to-day so 

vastly superior to the small arm of a dozen years ago. 

Death of Capt. H. C. Chester.—On Saturday last Cap¬ 

tain Herbert C. Chester, of the U. S. Fish Commission, died 

at his home in Noank, Conn., of consumption contracted in, 

the Arctic regions. Originally captain of a whaleship and a 

man of giant frame and hardy constitution, he was one of 

the ill-fated Polaris expedition, and after the burial of Cap¬ 

tain Hall and the loss of the ship, built the raft on which 

Lieutenant Buddington and his party escaped. At Noank, 

in 1873, he joined the forces of the Pish Commission, and for 

some years had charge of the dredging. For the past few 

years he has been superintendent of the hatckery station at 

Wood’s Holl and has invented several forms of hatching 

apparatus, besides the “Chester folding anchor.” We saw 

him last May, and while he said he was not well it was dif¬ 

ficult to believe it. Captain Chester has rendered the Com¬ 

mission great service and bis loss will be severely felt, He 

was about 53 years old and leaves a wife. 

A Superior Article in the Way op Clubs is manufac¬ 

tured in New London, Conn., for the Aleuts of the Pribylov 

Islauds, who annually club to death tkeir quota of 100,000 

seals. The clubs are from five to six feet in length, three 

inches in diameter at the head, and the thickness of a man’s 

forearm where grasped by the hands. They would be just 

the thing for Adirondack deer bounders, and Dr. Sam. B. 

Ward, Mr. John T. Denny or some other great philanthro¬ 

pist would win the gratitude of the oarsmen “guides” by pro¬ 

viding them with a supply of these weapons against the 

arrival of city “sports” next season. 

Letters FROM THE Yellowstone National Park speak 

of the heat and drouth there as being very bad, and state that 

it is very difficult to extinguish the forest fires. There has 

been very little rain anywhere in the northern Rocky Moun¬ 

tain region this year and the snows last winter were very 

light, so that there is everywhere a scarcity of water. Owing 

to the failure of Congress to make a timely appropriation for 

the Park, the Government work there has stopped. 

Mr. j. H. Bratton, of Chicago, deserves sympathy. He 

is an angler and had planned to spend his vacation fishing 

with friends. Instead of that, however, he found himself 

the other day among the twelve men selected to sit as 

jurors in the Anarchists’ trial. 

The New Jersey Doctor, who studied the sufferings of 

broken backed dogs, has been fined in a court of justice. 

The laws are not strict enough on these matters. 

This is a Good Bear Year. 
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TWO MONTHS AMONG THE CREES.-Il. 

PRIL -yvas now nearly half gone and the fur season was 
drawing to a close, so I decided on letting Pierre re¬ 

turn to headquarters while 1 remained to close up the spring’s 
trade. 

A day or two after his departure T noticed there was con¬ 
siderable excitement in the Indian camps, and going over 
found them busily engaged in constructing a lai'ge oval in- 
closure of poles and pine brush, while at one end was a 
raised platform. I learned that a large party of heathen 
Saulteaux were to pay them a visit the next day to join in 
their usual conjuring and medicine practices, which are held 
yearly. Never having seen anything of the kind, I was 
qiiite pleased when my Indian grandfather asked me to 
attend the feast which was to open the ceremonies. 

The next evening at about 7 an Indian boy was sent over 
for _ me, and going over I found the long tent filled with 
Indians, men, squaws and children, women on one side and 
men on the other, while on the raised dais at the north end 
was laid out the feast, beavers and geese roasted whole, quan¬ 
tities of moose and bear meat, ducks, small game and blad¬ 
ders full of bear and moose fat. Taking a seat by my grand¬ 
father cross-legged on the ground like the rest, I waited 
events. 

After a prolonged silence two old medicine men, naked to 
the breech clout and painted in fanciful designs, stepped 
into the center of the tent, each holding a long stemmed 
stone pipe, and proceeded to give the four winds a smoke by 
holding the mouthpiece to the four points, commencing with 
the north; then the pipes were passed round and all hands, 
myself included, took a puff or two. Another Indian now 
stepped forwared with a bag of goosedown and small feathers, 
and went around the tent putting a handful on each person’s 
head. This was supposed to bring good luck in hunting 
wildfowl. The feast proper now began with a large bark dish 
filled with a rather suspicious looking compound; this was 
passed round, each person taking a spoonful or two. On 
my turn coming I made a feint of tasting it, and luckily so, 
as I learned afterward it was raw bear’s grease and blood 
beaten up together. Hal f a beaver and half a goose were now 
put before me, and an equal quantity before all the men 
present, I should say about twenty-six pounds of meat. It 
is considered a point of honor at an Indian feast to leave 
nothing unfinished. Knowing this, from time to time I 
quietly placed a portion of meat on the Indians’ plates next 
me, they readily consuming it together with their own share. 
The tom-toms were now being beaten by some old bucks at 
the end of the tent with the monotonous Hi-Fa-Ta song, and 
about midnight dancing commenced, men and women nearly 
naked stepping after one another around the ring, with a 
jerky sort of step. As the music (so-called) played faster 
they quickened their paces and exerted themselves so 
violently that in one instance a woman fainted. Toward 
morning, tired by the noise, I quietly left and slept long into 
the next day. 

I had long been meditating over an expedition to the top 
of the mountain, partly for the view and partly for a little 
prospecting, as I had seen a small piece of quartz among the 
Indians some time before, in which gold could plainly be 
seen. Their story was that, on crossing the monntain one 
spring, and while in a rocky pass, one of their number struck 
a projecting rock with the back of his tomahawk and broke 
off a portion, a piece of which 1 saw. Accordingly, one 
morning early I started, taking my blanket and gun, expect¬ 
ing to reach the summit easily by noon; but alas for inex¬ 
perience in mountain climbing, noon came and the top 
seemed as far off as ever, while the walking was something 
dreadful, being chiefly muskeg (that is, springy moss, with 
water under it), through which I would sink at times to the 
waist. Finally it became so bad that I gave up the attempt 
and turned homeward. The distance, however, was too 
great to reach camp; so, shooting a partridge for supper, I 
busied myself in making things snug for the night. Cutting a 
quantity of pine brush, 1 made a lean-to of poles, placing the 
brush at the back and on the ground, and made a good fire 
in front, the nights being still frosty. After ponasking (roast¬ 
ing) my partridge, I placed my capot for a pillow and 
wrapped my blanket round me, lighted my pipe, and lay with 
feet stretched to the fire. Drowsiness soon came on, and the 
next thing I knew was waking with a chilly sensation to 
find daylight already in the sky. I soon reached camp all 
safe and sound. 

As the Indians were about done hunting fur, I decided on 
starting home, so went off next morning to hurry up an old 
Indian who was making canoes for us, he had already fin¬ 
ished a large one, which Pierre had taken home loaded with 
fur. But the other, which was for my private use, was very 
small. Wishing my Indian friends adieu with, I must say, 
a feeling of regret, as their kindness had been great to the 
stranger among them, I pushed my canoe from the bank, 
and the current being strong was soon well on my way down 
the river. 

It was a year of high water, and at such times it is diffi¬ 
cult to know where the banks of the stream are, as the whole 
lower country with the exception of a few knolls is under 
water. It was with some trouble I found a spot dry enough 
to boil my tea kettle at noon, and after that no more land 
was to be seen. As I paddled steadily onward, shooting an 
occasional goose or duck, evening came on and there was no 
sign of a dry spot. My legs were much cramped, as my 
little craft was loaded to her utmost capacity with camp 
truck and the balance of furs, and it left but a small 
space to kneel in. As it was now quite dark, I 
made for some trees along the submerged bank 
and feeling for the bottom with my paddle found the water 
was about five feet deep. It is at best a ticklish matter to 
get out of a small canoe and so I found it. Letting myself 
over the side as gently as possible I could feel bottom under 
my feet, so I let the canoe go and stood upright; but alas! 
I happened to be close to the edge and a piece of the bank 
giving away, down I went, swallowing water and mud at a 
great rate. But regaining my presence of mind I soon rose 
to the surface to see my canoe half way across the stream. 
It was with difficulty that I reached it by swimming, the 
water being still cold and a slight breeze sending^ the light 
bark onward. Landing lower down I secured it to a tree 
and wading about with my small axe, felled enough trees to 
make a rude stage and collecting some dry wood succeeded 
in making a fire at one end. A good cup of tea and a pipe 
soon improved matters, and stretching myself on the logs I 

dozed off to sleep, waking with a great start about 2 P. M. 
Imagining a gun had gone off close to me, quite forgetting 
my situation, I swung my legs over the stage to find them 
knee-deep in water. It seemi an old beaver had been swim- 
ing about close to my camp and smelling me struck the 
water with his tail in diving, making a great racket. 

I started off at sunrise and paddled all day, not finding 
another dry spot. Glad was I to see the broad Saskatchewan 
into which the stream I came down emptied about a mile 
from the trading post, which I soon reached, the current 
being very swift. 

My chief was pleased to see me back, especially as I had 
made a good and profitable spring trade, which is the ne 
plus ultra to a fur trader, and we were soon deep in sorting 
and packing our winter’s collection, '80,000 muskrats being 
one of the items, with a large quantity of fine fur. Rex. 

THE MUSKOKA COUNTRY. 

SECOND PAPEK. 

At Muskoka wharf on our way northward, we come to 
the foot of the Muskoka Lake, and beyond, its asso¬ 

ciates, lakes Rosseau and Joseph. Here the daily steamers 
of the Muskoka and Nipissing Navigation meet the trains 
and convey their passengers to Bracebridge, Rosseau, Port 
Cockburn, Bala and intermediate ports. The scenery upon 
the three principal lakes already mentioned has already been 
spoken of in the warmest terms in previous letters. But it 
seems to lose nothing with age and to grow even more plea.s- 
ing with further acquaintance. The scenery is said to re¬ 
semble that of the Thousand Islands, and the constant, yet 
varying combinations of the numerous groups make the re¬ 
semblance quite striking. 

Before we get away from Muskoka wharf, I should like to 
mention the moose calf we found there awaiting shipment to 
Toronto. I have never seen an adult moose, but this 
creature is evidently the promise of something more gigantic 
than yet dreamed of in my philosophy. It seemed to take 
captivity kindly, and munched its green browse as uncon¬ 
cernedly as though in its native forest. What a grand plan 
it would be for somebody with spare money to buy a tract of 
forest and make a moose preserve that might preserve these 
noble animals a few years longer! 

At Ro.sseau the steamer usually arrives about eight o’clock 
in the evening and remains over night. Here, after disposing 
of our traps, we made a tour of investigation in the village, 
and arranged to buy such camp supplies as we should take 
with us into our fishing station. Rosseau is the largest of all 
the ports on the Muskoka chain of lakes, excepting only 
Bracebridge, and like the latter, is headquarters for "fitting 
out the lumber camps that lie deeper in the wilderness. 
Unfortunately it has now but one hotel, the Pratt House, 
which stood on a bold bluff overlooking the lake and was 
burned some time ago, never having been rebuilt. After 
supper we strolled up to the deserted site, and found in its 
few remaining blackened timbers a melancholy contrast to 
the brightness"and activity of two years before. 

In buying our supplies we stood by the substantials, and 
laid a foundation of coffee, bacon, flour and sugar, etc., 
which would safely support the most elaborate structure 
probable (if not possible) for a fisherman’s table. One article, 
however, that is usually regarded as indispensable in a sports¬ 
man’s outfit, was entirely omitted. We bought no whisky. 
While I am a temperance man, but not a teetotaller, my 
views have undergone some modification on what is really 
desirable in such cases. When we first began to go into 
camp ten years ago, some of us who rarely saw whisky from 
year’s end to year’s end, felt it incumbent upon us, under 
existing traditions, to take along a liberal supply of alcoholic 
stimulants for the guides. The latter seemed to accept the 
arrangement as a matter of course, and while nearly all of 
them drank it, few seemed to care for it especially, and some 
who did not say so evidentally preferred to be without it 
(or at least in quantities only meant for emergencies), and 
we find that we get fully as good service with the first case of 
dissatisfaction in consequence yet to be reported. 

And this brings up still another point in this same connec¬ 
tion, and I advance it with some fear lest I may be misap¬ 
prehended. Frequently in trips into desirable fishing 
grounds, one comes upon the trail of men of ample means 
who go into hunting and fishing camps mainly with the 
idea of having “a little time,” and who treat the legitimate 
spoil of the rod or gun as a matter of secondary moment. 
Such men do not a little to demoralize good guides, because 
they are prone to pay them extravagantly on the one hand, 
or to accept careless and imperfect service on the other. 
The consoling part of it, however, is that none learn better 
to distinguish than the guides themselves the difference be¬ 
tween real sportsmen and “make-believers.” I know what 
would be urged in reply to what has been said—that the 
guide’s service is unusual in character, and that he has it in 
his power to extend favors outside the strict line of actual 
requirement. But for all that I do not want the man who 
goes into the woods or upon the streams merely for the pur¬ 
pose of spending money to build up a series of extravagant 
precedents which shall fence me out ultimately because of 
the limited extent of my purse. So much for a sermon, now 
for the remainder of my journey. 

Our trip, by the way, contemplated two separate expedi¬ 
tions—the one through Rosseau to the maskallonge waters 
previously visited, the other through Bracebridge into cer¬ 
tain trouting waters beyond Trading Lake. It is worthy of 
note that, while the Muskoka lakes and the waters to the 
westward abound in black bass, the brook trout is compara¬ 
tively scarce; and yet to the eastward, where the trout are 
found in the greatest plenty, the black bass is unknown. A 
plausible explanation of this state of things may be that the 
black bass, like the maskallonge, appear to have originally 
come up from Georgian Bay, and hence they are found only 
in waters that haVe near or remote connections with it. 
Trading Lake, Hollow Lake, and their tributaries, are, it is 
said, entirely without black bass, although the latter are well 
stocked with trout. Of what we found in the way of Salmo 
fontinalis I shall speak again. 

Seven o’clock the next morning found us safely stowed 
away, with all our impedimenta, in the Parry’s Sound stage, 
an open vehicle, such as is known in the States as an express 
wagon. .^1 the roads in this region are hilly, but none of 
these stages are supplied with brakes, a deficiency that seems 
a very serious one to a Yankee who first sees the heavily- 
loaded vehicle chase the horses down a long and steep decliv¬ 
ity, with an even chance between the two. But the solicitude 
exercised by the Government for Her Majesty’s mails is fre¬ 
quently the means of furnishing prompt and inexpensive 
transportation to the sportsman tourist, and these vehicles 
carry him out of the beaten tracks of the great body of 

pleasure-seekers, who are content to keep in sight of the 
hotels and summer boarding places located along the princi¬ 
pal lines of travel. 

Some eight miles east of Parry’s Sound (one of the semi- 
artic regions of our juvenile geography) we left the stage 
road for the trail that guided us to our lake. Here we met 
by arrpgemcnt the teamster that was to carry us over the 
five mile portage intervening, and our traps were soon loaded 
on a two horse jumper. Possibly this may not be familiar 
to all the readers of the Fobest and Stream and it may 
not be amiss to say that it is to navigation in the forest what 
the birch bark canoe is to the inland lake and river. Imagine 
a low, broad sled with a skeleton frame, the runners made 
of split saplings sprung into shape, and a few light boards 
laid over the top. Upon these your rods and other baggage 
are lashed and otherwise secured by such devices as you can 
command, and the whole glides, jumps and slips through 
the woods over logs and across rocks and other obstacles 
where wheels would be utterly useless. The jempev" 15 a 
sort of land canoe, and it is an almost indispenaible vehicle 
in all long distance portaging in the wilderness. At the end 
of our portage we find the boats of our guide awaiting us, 
and we renew, with a pleasing undercurrent gf anticipation, 
the acquaintance of two years before. 

Our first afternorn on the lake was devoted to a p’jc.’h'nina”’'’ 
exploring expedition, in which we cruised over the so'&i'ae 
portion in waters to which we were comparative strangen 
Again we drank in the wild beauty and unsmirched loveli 
ness of shore and ssland, sighing regretfully to think that 
one day only too soon there would come great unsightly 
blotches of bare brown earth, and the glory of the virgin 
wilderness would depart forever. But the Muskoka country 
promises to be a joy and a delight for many a year to come, 
even though it may not retain all its pristine beauty, and 
perhaps it is not best to borrow trouble about the future. 

If the topography of the forest is confusing to the novice 
in woodcraft, the intricacies of our lake are no less bewilder¬ 
ing. The shores curve in and out in many an irregular 
sweep, and here and there approach each other so closely as 
to leave only a narrow inlet through which the little boat 
glides smoothly into a broad bay beyond. Frequently at the 
very mouth of the inlet an island is planted, at a little dis¬ 
tance its foliage blending with the main shore and disclosing 
no passage. Once fairly within the labyrinth, its openings 
closed behind him as he advances, a stranger might wander 
for hours among the tortuous waterways and count himself 
fortunate if he found his way out unaided. But we soon got 
our landmarks, and learned that some of the most narrow 
and uninviting passages led to some of the most inviting and 
fruitful fishing grounds beyond. 

It was at one of these narrows that I fastened to my first 
maskallonge of this trip, and enjoyed a renewal of my expe¬ 
rience of the year before. The little boat, with Josh at the 
oars, myself the only other occupant, swung slowly around 
the point and into the wider water beyond, and suddenly the 
spoon stopped short as though it had fastened on a rock or 
struck a sunken log at the bottom. The line spun from the 
reel at a lively rate till the boat’s headway could be checked. 
(Something always has to give at such times, and my expe¬ 
rience is th^at it is better the reel than either the rod or the 
line.) “Hold on. Josh; we’re on the bottom.” But sud¬ 
denly the “bottom” began to give, the spoon was shaken as 
a terrier shakes a rat, the line swung out toward deep water, 
and then I knew we (that is. Josh and I) were fast to a 
maskallonge. It was an instinctive movement to transfer 
part of the strain from the line to the rod, as it was to head 
the boat the way the fish was going, and we were ready for 
further proceedings. 

At one end of fifty yards of line, the other curved over a 
ten-ounce rod, and the fifty yards duplicated around a good 
multiplier, a twelve-pound maskallonge is “a charming 
sight to see.” And we saw this one at least three times as 
he came full length out of the water and made furious 
attempts to disengage the spoon. The situation was an in¬ 
teresting one, but it didn’t make me half so nervous as it 
would if the experience had been entirely a new one. But 
there was enough uncertainty about the final result to keep 
one up to an enjoyable tension, and when the fight ended, as 
it did in our favor, and the great fresh-water tiger lay in the 
bottom of the boat, there was a sigh that was half pleasure 
and half regret that it was over. 

But the black bass and yellow pickerel abound in our 
lake, and when we wanted milder and less exciting sport, 
we could find either in abundance and on short notice. It 
is worthy of mention that when our guide selected fish to 
cook for dinner his choice always fell on the pickerel. 

Jay Bebe. 
Toledo, O., July 10. 

DEATH OF “NED BUNTLINE.” 

DWARD Z. 0. JUDSON, widely known to the readers 
of fiction as “Ned BuntUne,” died at his home in 

Stamford, N. Y., last Friday, aged 64 years. His death 
closed a remarkable career. Judson’s father was a Philadel¬ 
phia lawyer, who insisted upon putting Ned through a 
course of 'Latin and Blackstone at an early age. The boy 
rebelled, and one day after a severe flogging ran away to sea 
as cabin boy to a ship that sailed round the Horn. The em¬ 
bryo celebrity was then but eleven years old. The next year 
he entered the Government service as an apprentice onboard 
a man-o’-war. A year later, when thirteen years old. Presi¬ 
dent Van Buren sent him a commission as midshipman for 
meritorious conduct in rescuing the crew of a boat run down 
by a Fulton ferryboat on East River. Young Judsou was 
assigned to the Levant. Other midshipmen refused to mesa 
with him because he had been a common sailor before 
the mast, and while on the way to join the Gu! 
Squadron he challenged thirteen of them to figh^ 
Some withdrew their refusal and associated with him, 
but he fought seven of them, one after another, in Florida, 
New Orleans and Havana, escaping without a scratch 
himself, but marking four of his antagonists for life. Per¬ 
haps one circumstance that reduced the number of midship¬ 
men that he had to fight was a little exhibition on the way 
down. The captain, who made a kind of pet of the boy, 
hung a bottle out on the yardarm, and Judson, at the word 
of command, broke the bottle with one bullet and cut off 
the string above it with another. That was the first intima¬ 
tion given that he was one of the half dozen best shots in 
the United States. He fought in four wars—the Seminole, 
Sioux. Mexican and civil—and carried on his body the marks 
of many wounds. He had in his right knee a bullet received 
in Virginia, and had twelve other wounds inflicted by sword, 
shell and gun, seven of which were got in battle. The title 
of Colonel came to him as Chief of Scouts in the rebellion of 
1861-65. 
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W. A. Oroffut, wlio vipitcd Col Jodson at bis home in 1885, 
wrote of him : “ ‘Ned Buotliue’ was in the fatigue uniform 
of the army, blue cost, with brass buttons, and upon his blue 
vest twinkling decorations—the badge of the Sons of America, 
the brad of Washington set on a gold shield, with two 
American flags crossed above it, the original badge of the 
order of United Americans, which he organized, a golden 
hand crushing an enamelb d serpent, b- queatbed to him by 
Congressman Whitney of New York when he died, a Grand 
Army badge and a Masonic pin His gray hair is cut short. 
His only beard is a full white mustache. He weighs more 
than 200, I should think. 

‘Come on, Eddy i” shouted the Colonel to a chubby face at 
the bay window, as we alighted, ‘come on. my son! It is 
sunset; let’s pull down the flag!’ And avay to the halliards 
of the tall fli.g-pole hurried the infant and the gray-haired 
father, and the twenty-foot flag lay on the ground in a heap. 
‘Ned Bunt line’ seems to-day to have two passions—the latest 
and most absorbing a love for this promising child, and the 
other, the devotion to the stars and stripes which has led him 
into every war we have had since he was born, which led 
him to j'lin Lopez to capture Cuba, and wliich induced him 
to start the Know Nothing party. Every pleasant day of 
the year this big flag is unfurled from this flag-pole, visible 
over 100 square” miles of the Delaware valley. 

“I asked him how many stories he had written. ‘I made 
a little calculation the other day,’ he said, ‘and I am alarmed 
to find that I have written between 300 and 400 novels, 
which, if published in book form, would each make a book 
of about 400 pagi s.’ 

“I asked Cul. Judson about his thirteen duels, and in¬ 
quired if it could be possible that he was an accomplished 
swordsman and good shot at thirteen. ‘Only a fair swords- 
man,’ he answeied, ‘but a dead shot. When I was an infant 
my father lived up in this valley, and he very early taught 
me to shoot. I was exhibited to visitors at the age of six, 
shooiing at a mark at one hundred paces, with an old rifle 
balanced across the ft-nce. 1 shot my first deer when 1 was 
eight; and then, as ever sine-, 1 was always under the most 
perfect command wlien I was most excited. I could have 
killed some angry midshipmen in those seven duels if 1 had 
wished to do so. 1 had shipped to the Uoitea States Navy 
as an apprentice, and had been promoted to be a midshipman 
without the influence of any powertul relatives, but 1 felt 
that my rights were equal to theirs.’ ” 

The signature of “Ned Buntline” was familiar to readers 
of the Forest and Stream, the files of which journal con¬ 
tain many sketches from his pen. 

jiddress all communications to the Forest and Stream Publislv- 
ing Co. _ 

DISAPPEARANCE OF THE BOBOLINK. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The bobolink, sweetest and best of our New England 

meadow singers, is gone. The pied dandy of tussock and 
springing golden rod no more in this vicinity tinkles his tan¬ 
gled bell music in our fields. Around our city and especially 
in the West Springfield meadows, as all up and down the 
valley of the Connecticut, used to be the resort and Lome of 
the characteristic and blithe bird. This is the first season 
that I have failed absolutely to see or hear a single one. 

Of late years they have b en fewer, each season bring made 
melancholy in a measure by the steadily depicted numbers 
of the birds, and now I believe there are none Others may 
have set n or heard them, but after diligent seeking, foresee¬ 
ing as I have the inevitable, I fail to find a single songster. 

One great cause of this is the shooting of this song bird by 
o'ur friends further south for food Garbed in russet, in the 
fall he becomi s in Maryland the rice bird or the ortolan, and 
is shot and strung up in Baltimore and Philadelphia markets 
by the hundreds to be eaten. 

I should feel as if 1 were eating dead music if I attempted 
to eat one of these. There are bigger and better things to 
eat than they Why not leave in life this epitome of tremul¬ 
ous mt'lody, instead of reducing him to the level of an oyster 
or a clam! Our southern friends have dainties enough for 
the table without him in their terrapin and canvasbacks. 

Will our Southern Audubon Societies think of this and 
let us see if the bobolink cannot be saved from extinciion. 

E. H. Lathrop. 
Springfield, Mass._ 

NOTES CONCERNING AN OUTLAW. 

HERE may be animals more gifted in wiles than the fox, 
but from time immemorial be has borne the doubiful 

honor of being the most adroit trickster, next to his arch 
enemy, man, of all created beings, and him even he fools 
oftener than pleasis the lord of cieaiion. 

What stoca of wisdom and cunning lie may have had to 
begin with we can oi ly guess, but may conclude that he wms 
not very well outfitted therewith in Samson’s day. Imagine 
three hundred foxes of these latter days suffering such out¬ 
witting by one man in one harvest time! But perhaps the 
strong man of old got all the foolish ones into his snares, or 
some way into bis clutclies, and our foxes are the natural 
outcome of the survival i f the fittest. And doubtless in all 
the ct uturits the world has whirled through since then, the 
race has grown in vulpine grace, sharpening its wits by 
constant attridon with foe and prey. It is said that the 
silver and cross foxes are sharper willed, more wary of traps, 
more fertile in di vices for eluding hound and hunter, than 
their less valuably clothed red brethren, which is only to be 
accounted for by the greater eagerness of their puisuit, for 
the silver, or black, and the cross foxes and the red foxes are 
often litter brothers. The hand of* man and the tongue of 
woman—which is most terrible let man and tox say—have 
been again-t poor Reynard in all the long years that Lave 
come and gone since the one became hunter and shepherd 
and the other poultry wife. The shepheid and the hen wife 
would destroy him off the face of tue earth if they could 
have their way. but the hunter’s hate is akin to love; be will 
kill, but he would not exterminate; would eat his cake and 
keep it, the cake growing at one side while betakes bitesoff 
the other. He will kill him relentlessly in his own way and 
in his own time, but he is more unloving toward the man 
who traps or poisons the fox, or destioys the young, than he 
is toward his beloved enemy. 

If th re is any scapegrace without some leaven of good 
traits it is not the fox. For one thing, in his prime and in 
his bravest attire, he has beauty ot shape, cofur and motion, 
and it is good to be beautiful. How his graceful ruddy-clad 

form dimly seen in the dull whiteness of the early winter 
morning, enlivens the dead landscape as he mouses in the 
orchard or pasture or meadow, where the tangle of aftermath 
harbors mice under its blanket of snow, or when in the 
white glare of day be takes with light leaps the fence-side 
snow drifts, or picks his careful footsteps over the treacher¬ 
ous crust that breaks beneath his heavier pursuer, the hound. 
In this land it is good to be smart, and no one who has seen 
Reynard’s face while he studies tricks and hunts for scentless 
footing when the hounds are bellowing on his trail, can 
doubt his possession of this American virtue. It shines from 
his eyes, radiates from his whiskers, the cock of his ears in¬ 
dicates it, and the turn of his nostrils shows that he is “up 
to snuff ” But caught, what a sneaking, sorry varlet he is, 
as unlike Reynard free as the culprit who sits to add his 
portrait to the rogues’ gallery is to the sharp rascal who was 
robbing a house the night before. 

Last, and since usefulness has become of so little worth, 
least, he is entitled to some consideration for the good he 
does; this, perhaps, not from any pious intention, but because 
it was appointed unto him to do. In the provisioning of 
himself and his family he makes way with, besides many 
other things not so well made way with, no end pf pestifer¬ 
ous field mice, and I have ripped his paunch in October 
when it was ready to burst with grasshoppers, as many as 
would fill the crop of the biggest gobbler of the dame’s flock 
thrice over. 

But one evil deed committed by fox or man cancels many 
a good one, and when Reynard depnrts from the path of 
rectitude and Takes giasshoppers second-hand, after they 
have been ground in the turkey’s mill, and gone to the mak¬ 
ing of gallinaceous flesh and fat, gobbles the gobbler, bolts 
the mill, hopper, atones, grLt and all, all his well doing is 
forgotten, and he is nothing but a thieving, murdering fox. 
Aud It must be admitted against him by his best friends that 
at such times his bloodthirst gets the better of his few small 
virtues. Let him once get among a flock of turkeys, and he 
can never get enough of slaughter while one victim is left. 
The blood of the last memb r of the flock must be the sweet 
est, and he ravens like a wolf in the fold. Such deeds are 
his undoing, for if he would temper his trencher-valor with 
more discretion when these opportunities come in his way, 
his enemies would be fewer aud less vengeful. One lamb at 
a time usually suffices him, and old ganders will beat him 
off with savage blows of their wings, so that he gets but now 
and then a straggling wife or child of their family. But 
turkeys are his weakness, and when the dame goes to gather 
her flock from the woodside field and finds it harried^ two- 
thirds, perhaps, killed outright, and the remainder maimed 
or frightened out of their slender wits, her wrath and despair 
struggle for the first places in her heart and voice. Ven¬ 
geance is sworn against the spoiler, and woe be unto his 
house if in the following May the vixen’s nursery be in the 
earth where pick and spade may prevail, aud the farmer 
finds it. And even if their house be builded in the rocks, 
old and young are laid in wait for and unseasonably shot 
down. But if some fox hunter gets wind of the intended 
raid, he makes some disturbance about the threshold; the 
hint is taken, and the young are removed by the vixen to a 
safer retreat. I knew one old hunter who took a litter of 
young foxes from a hollow log and carried them in the bosom 
of his frock to a den in the locks, the mother following, 
chiding him with her gasping bark. The family were his 
debtors for some months of happy life, for which, at the 
falling of the leaves and the first falling of the snow, he took 
in payment a dozen jolly days of sport with dog and gun, 
and two thirds as many well-furred pelts. It is not at all 
uncommon for a litter of foxes to be reared, or at least wi 11 
started in life in a burrow in an open pasture which, though 
so exposed, is likely to be unsuspected of harboring such sly 
folk, and has the other advantage of giving the watchful 
mother a timely view of coming enemies. But it is quite 
as much the custom of madame vixen to make her nursery 
in the woods, in some sandy knoll that gives easy ciigaing of 
her cellar of many entrances, to whose ntighborhood seldom 
comes a worse enemy than the hound, not then greatly to be 
dreaded. 

Notwithstanding his outlawry, the fox holds his own 
wonderfully in the continual warfare that man wages against 
him. Perhaps in the economy of nature he is as valuable as 
a turkey or a lamb. Verily, 1 think, by the way she cher¬ 
ishes him that she loves him more than them or their owners. 
How should we piosper, endure even, so persecuted, or they 
without our constant care? Perhaps we are not of such 
great account in the world as we think. If in some years 
or seasons the fox is hardly to be found in a certain range, 
tue scarcity seems due only to a partial migration, for likely 
enough in the next yiar or month his tribe is there in force. 
This winier in this region foxes are plenty enough within a 
mile of the lake shore, while it is hard starting one three 
miles back among the hills. Why within a half hour’s run 
of a fox, one locality should be much frequented and the 
other almost deserted, it is hard for any one but a fox to tell. 
They are plentier in the oldest settled parts of the country 
than in the wilderness, aud probably plentier now than they 
were two hundred years ago; certainly so if as some hold, 
our red fox is of European oiigin, concerning which I for 
one have reasonable doubts. For his protection and main¬ 
tenance the fox has his cunning, ranges of woodland and 
rocky hills for his haunts and fastnesses, his ability to sub¬ 
sist on short commons, and a varied bill of fare to choose 
from, whereof if one article is not to be had another will do 
—mice, grasshoppers, poultry, lamb, carcass of domestic 
animal oead of old age, disease or accident, hares, grouse, 
quail, muskrats dug out of their houses in winters that favor 
the fox but not the poor muskrat, beech nuts, and at a pinch 
of hunger even frozen apples—all are grists that come to his 
mill’s grinding, aud keep him alive and alert and active in 
all weather and seasons. Is it a peculiar odor, or is it a soit 
of free masonry instituted when fox and dog were nearer 
akin, or is it the gallantry of the dog toward the weaker sex 
that protects the female fox from her canine foe during her 
breeding season? Whatever it is, it helps the race to endure 
in spite of its enemies. 

Foxes taken young are seldom long kept in captivity. If 
death does not release them a slipped collar or broken chain 
does. Even though one becomes so tame that he will play 
with his master, come to his call and follow him like a dog, 
soon or late the sleeping spirit of wildness arises hfid takes 
possession of him, carrying him off to raid and li< lie u ider 
the stars with his fellows, and henceforth he is as w ild as the 
wildest of them An acquaintance of mine had a uoz u, the 
result of unearthing two litters, which he kept in a tight 
board pen till they were nearly grown, when one of them 
in his continual prying and spying, found where he could 
tunnel bis way to freedom, and presendy there was a jail 
delivery and twelve foxes, sharp set for mischief, were at 1 

large among the turkeys of the neiarhborhood. Two or three 
of them were killed in a d>iy or two before they had got 
their land legs on. but the others got to the woods, and soon 
picked up the broken thread of wild life and strengthened it 
perhaps with some boldness spun in during their close ac¬ 
quaintance with mankind, so that there were none of their 
tribe in the county better outfitted for getting an honest 
living. 

The sorriest hunt 1 ever saw or took part in, and one that 
would almost disgrace Newport was when a fox that had 
been in captiviiy since his early cub-hood, was turned out 
before four or five dogs in the first winter he had seen. He 
knew not what to make of seeing the men who had fed him 
and played with him. a minister among the lot. all at once 
turned enemies, cheering on the hounds that had been his 
familiars to worry him. and at first would not run, and 
afterward only in a dazed uncertain fashion, as if he knew 
no outdoor tricks of his kind, nor any of the runways of 
his foregoers and brethren. When his legs gave out and 
refused to carry him further, the hounds were so loth lo lay 
hold of him that he was picked up and put in a bag before 
his body got much hurt. Yet his poor soul was so sorely 
wounded by the sudden and unaccountable persecution that 
he pined away, and his sordid owner knocked him in the 
head to save his life—and his pelt. 

Reynard’s human enemies have many devices for his tak¬ 
ing off. Poison is sometimes set for him with deadly effect, 
but this dangerous and unlawful practice is discountenanced 
by almost every one. Trapping in the old way, in a pre¬ 
pared bed of ashes or chaff, baited with toasted cheese and 
lard scraps for some days before setting the trap, which was 
first carefully smoked to disguise the sceut of the iron, so 
it was said, was never destructive enough to work much 
harm to fox or fox hunter. The fox cares no more for the 
scent of iron than for that of wood or stone, which is evi¬ 
dent from the fact that he crosses a railroad track as uncon¬ 
cernedly as he does a fence or a rock. The odor that he is 
shyer of than any other in the world, under conditions that 
bear a suspicion of foul play, is the scent of human kind, 
though he will often run in the newly made track of a man, 
and his nose is so keen that it will di tect this hateful odor 
many days after a trap or bait has been handled, I should 
justly incur the displeasure of all honest fox hunters if I 
told the secret of the modern fox trapper’s success, and I 
will only say that everything tainted with his touch is cov¬ 
ered by something which completely deodorizes it, even 
beyond the suspicion of a fox’s sensitive nostrils, and the 
bait is fragrant with a compound that allures his vicUms 
from afar off. This also often betrays the neighborhood of 
the trap to the fox hunter, who then ferrets out the cun¬ 
ningly hidden gin of his sneaking rival and makes it harm¬ 
less. 

When “holed” by dogs the fox is sometimes taken by set¬ 
ting a trap just inside the entrance to the burrow, that being 
then stopped. In such dire extremity the fox has been 
known to have faithful friends among his kindred. 'Two 
fox-hunting acquaintances of mine, whose word I have not 
the least reason to doubt, told me that having slightly 
wounded a fox, he “holed,” which is New English for going 
to earth, wherein I think the New English is better for us 
than the old, as our foxes often take lo holes in the rocks 
and in hollow logs. They stopped the entrance to his retreat, 
which was in a ledge, and getting a trap, set it just inside the 
blockade. They visited the place every day, expecting that 
starvation would bring their prisoner to the door and so into 
the trap. But in this they were for some time disappointed, 
till at last they discovered fragments of mice and squirrels 
close by a crevice so small that they had not thought it 
necessary to stop it. Tney were satisfit d that outside foxes 
bad fed the captive through it, and cutting off this channel 
of supply, in a few days more they caught the poor fellow. 
Under ordinary circumstances it seems more in the spirit of 
fan- play for the hunter to give up beaten when the fox takes 
sanctuary in the bosom of our common mother; especially in 
this case it would have been magnanimous to let the captive 
go, in consideration of his friend’s feelings if not of his own. 
But I am sorry to say that his pelt went to market at the 
common price, though he was not quite a common fox—in 
experience. It is not to be denied that some hunters are im¬ 
pelled by a greed more ignoble than bloodthirst. 

When the fox is pursued by hounds he has endless devices 
for eluding them, some inborn, some learned. 'This of hol¬ 
ing is ordinarily his last card, though in some seasons ho 
seems more drawn thereunto than in others, and holes with¬ 
out apparent necessity, to the great disgust of his two-legged 
and four-legged pursuers. The oldest hunters tell us that, in 
by-gone days, when there was more forest than cleared land, 
the foxes were very apt to run into hollow logs after a short 
run. But they are wiser now, and if such vulnerable 
fortresses w re as easily come to now, I doubt if they would 
use them except at the last pinch. Doubtless in his own 
hunting the fox has learned that treading often in his own 
tracks is confusing to his pursuer, has discovered the 
deo lorizing tffect of fresh earth, that glare ice holds no 
scent, tnat wind blows the subtle odor away, and that one 
scent neutralizes another. Aud so when he hears the bugle 
of the hound sounded on bis trail, profiting by exptrience 
and the traditions of fox lore, he runs in circles, across newly 
plowed fields, on ice, ovt-r naked rocks, on fence tops, in 
the paths of hare", in highways and through flocks of sheep, 
and when it rains or snows he trusts in the kindly skits to 
quench or smother the reek of his footsteps. To cope with 
him and foil his tricks the hound must be wise as a serpent, 
full of experience and endowed with all the gifts of his 
breed, keen nose, strength of limbs and wind, and steadfast¬ 
ness in holding to his work. A tried old hound so possessed 
is greatly valued by hunters, and is a dog of note through¬ 
out half a county. 

Unseasonable and almost uninterrupted persecution which 
unenforced game laws do but little to prevent, has made the 
pursuit of almost all furred and feathered game an unprofit¬ 
able pastime in the older Si ales, but sTIl the fox endures for 
the few who care to hunt him in our wry. The hunting of 
him in the common fashion of the North, on foot with Imund 
aud gun, has never been much in favor with those who think 
it great sport to shoot little birds over dogs, and silly hares 
before them, or float for deer at night, or row up to them in 
daytime and club them to death. Borne are honest enough 
to confess that it is too hard work to tramp so far for so few 
shots, perhaps none; others say that it lacks the element cf 
fair play, though why more than hare or deer shooting is un¬ 
explained. I never saw one of these disparagers of our 
Yankee sport who, if he had the luck, was not proud of the 
shooting of a fox. It is no feather-bed sportsman’s work to 
tramp all day over the rough hilly country, and it requires 
knowledge of the animal’s ways to give one a reasonable 
chance of a shot at times, and that got, good shooting to 
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cut him down a.<; he dodges among tree trunks, or flashes 
through the haze of brush, or flies at full speed across the 
open. Big as he is, and he is not as big as his flufl'y coat 
makes him look, nor as big as a deer, ■which sometimes 
escapes unhit, it is no disgrace to miss him under these con¬ 
ditions. To see the dogs working out of an old trail, un¬ 
raveling foot by foot the tangled web of the foxes’ morning 
mousing is an interesting sight, and seeing which for the 
hundredth time one can but marvel at the fine sense 
that tells the hound which way the cold scent tends. The 
hunter following at leisure or now seated on the top rail of 
a fence, shares the growing excitement of the dogs as the 
subtle exhalation rises warmer to their nostrils and their 
mellow baying becomes more continuous and eager. Then 
when the fox is started and a hundred phantom voices from 
cliff and woodside join in the melodious uproar, the hrmter’s 
heart chokes him with its wild upward leaps as he pushes 
for the nearest runway. Then he waits, all ears and eyes, 
for the sound of Reynard’s light footsteps scarcely stirring 
the fallen leaves, or his rrrddy apparition suddenly growing 
out of the brown and gray of the autumn woods, or dun 
herbage of the frosted fields. If the wily rogue slips by un¬ 
seen or out of range, what a heart-sinking ensues; and if a 
shot is made and missed, what humiliation of spirit. But if 
the pellets or bullet hit the flying mark and the fox falls, 
dyeing the earth redder than his tawny coat, who that loves 
the music of hounds and the freedom of the woods can ask 
for a happier moment? And yet in that moment one may 
ask himself by what right be has quenched such a vigorous 
flame of wild life and be unable to quite answer his own 
question. 

There seems to be in the best-tamed and law-abiding of 
mankind a lurking love for outlaws. “Who has not a place 
in his heart for bold “Robin Hood,” and “Little John” and 
jolly “Friar Tuck.” and does not wish them all alive again 
and under the good green wood. As for me, though never 
a turkey comes to Thank.'-giving again, nor fat goose to help 
us keep Christmas. I pray that the days of the red-coated 
outlaw of our New England woods and fields may belength- 
enea far beyond mine, and that the sound of his wild voice 
in the gloaming may not be to my children’s children only 
an old man’s tale. Rowland E. Robinson. 

Ferrisburgh, "iTn_ 

ASSOCIATIONS OF MONTEREY. 

RITING of Monterey, California, .Judge John Dean 
Caton, says: 

Formerly the antelope and deer were most abundant in the 
vicinity ot Monterey. The antelope have long since entirely 
deserted this region, though the deer still remain in consid¬ 
erable numbers. These are all of the California variety of 
the mule deer {Germs 97iacTotis var. califat’nicus) which I 
first discovered at Santa Barbara ten years ago, and described 
in “The Antelope and Deer of America.” Later investiga¬ 
tions convince me that it occupies the entire coast range 
south of San Francisco, while north of that great bay not 
one occurs, but the ground is almost, if not entirely, occu 
pied by the Columbia or true black-tailed deer {Cervus col- 
umbi-anus). 

As 1 look upon these mountain ranges and fertile plains I 
cannot help thinking of the time when, as Dr. Canfield tells 
us, the whole country, fr om the mountain to the sea, was 
literally covered with antelope, and when the deer were so 
plentiful that it was hardly sport to shoot them. This place 
has too a peculiar interest to me from the fact that it was 
here first discovered and recorded that our antelope is a 
genus by itself, differing from all other known quadrupeds 
in having a hollow yet a deciduous horn, thus being an in¬ 
termediate link between the hollow-horned and the solid¬ 
horned ruminant. This great discovery was here made by 
Dr. Canfield, who was the first, so far as is recorded, to 
domesticate this strange animal, and was thus enabled to 
make more careful observations of it than was possible of 
the wild animal. I feel like taking off my hat when con¬ 
scious that I am treading the ground where he trod. The 
Doctor has long since passed away, but the memory of the 
great discoverer will long be cherished by the naturalist. 

Bkookvllle (Ind.) Society op Natokal History.— 
Bulletin No. 2 of the Brookville Society contains a List of 
the Fishes observed in the Vicinity of Brookville, by Barton 
W. Evermann; a List of the Birds observed in Franklin 
County, Indiana, by Amos W. Butler; a Preliminary List of 
Reptiles and Batrachians of Franklin County, by Edward 
Hughes; The Flora of Franklin County—Endogens, by O. M. 
Meyncke, and Fossil Corals of Franklin County, by David 
R. Moore. Most of these lists are quite fully annotated and 
are of great interest. Of fishes, 35 species are noted; of 
birds, 235: of reptiles and batrachians, 40, and about 100 
species of endogenous plants. About 25 species of fossil 
corals are enumerated from the Silurian and frorn the 
Devonian drift. Franklin county is a region especially inter¬ 
esting to the ornithologist, for it includes in its fauna many 
species of the birds of both the North and the South, whose 
ranges here appear to overlap. The good work to he done 
by local natural history societies, whose members^ devote 
themselves to thoroughly investigating their own limited ter¬ 
ritory, can hardly be overestimated, and we wish that there 
were an energetic association of this kind in every county in 
the United States. 

A Large Lobster.—Searching along the Winthrop shore, 
a few days ago, for whatever was to be found contraband in 
the lobster trade. Deputy Fish Commissioner, F. R. Shat- 
tuck, came upon what might be termed a stunner in the 
possession of Belcher brothers, who had just brought in from 
their traps something wonderful in crustacean life. It 
proved to be an example of the size a lobster can attain if 
left unmolested a long time. Unlike the average large 
lobster, it was symmetrical, so much so as to cause remark 
in that regard. It weighed Ilf pounds; length over all, 39^ 
inches; large claw, 11 inches; small claw lOf inches. The 
question of the age of this sample of what lobsters might 
attain is an interesting one. Commissioner Shattuck, who 
is makingthe lobster a study, suggests that hemay be twenty- 
five years old. The shell has been mounted, and will be on 
exhibition in Appleton & Litchfield’s window for a few 
days.—Boston Iranscript,_ 

Early Occurrence op the Great White Egret at 

Washington, D. C.—An adult white egret {Ardea egretta) 
was seen by Mr. Otto Lugger, July 15, in a marsh near the 
mouth of the railroad tannel, about a mile from the Wash¬ 
ington Na'vy Yard. This record is remarkable for its earli¬ 
ness. The northward migration of the white egrets after 
the breeding season is too well-known to require comment 
here.—C. Hart Meeriau. 

Birds op Kansas.—Col. N. S. Goss has recently brought 
out a revised edition of his catalogue of the birds of Kansas. 
The catalogue of 1883 embraced 320 species and races, of 
which 161 were known to breed within the State, The 
present revised list includes 335 species, of which 175 are 
known to breed within the State. The catalogue contains 
much interesting matter and has evidently been compiled 
with great care. To his list of species of Kansas birds. Col. 
Goss has added the report of the A. O. U. Committee, ap¬ 
pointed to investigate “the eligibility or ineligibility of the 
European house sparrow,” and also an appeal for protection 
for our birds. This appeal consists mainly of extracts from 
Bulletin No. 1, of the American Ornithologists’ Union Com¬ 
mittee on the Protection of North American Birds, and in¬ 
cludes a notice of the Audubon Society and its purposes, 
an article on bird laws, and an appeal to the women of the 
country on behalf of the birds. 

What the Crow eats is a matter of financial interest 
about here. The favorite diet in early summer in other and 
warmer localities is not to be found to satisfy hfs thie-vish 
propensities, but a substitute for corn here is the potatoe 
fields, and the crow’s propensity to search for the object of 
man’s soil is rewarded by a generous repast when unmolested. 
Yesterday I surprised a family of six within thirty yards of 
my house, not after potatoe destroying insects, ^ I was in¬ 
clined to believe, but digging the row and cutting off the 
young tubers and eating them. This family has had sym¬ 
pathy enough growing in range of my 10-bore daily to feel 
its power to average misplaced confidence.—Ned Norton. 

The Marten, We Presume.—V^ll some of the Canadian 
readers of Forest and Stream be kind enough to tell me 
what animal it was that the early French explores called the 
sable? Was it the fisher, M pennaniii, Erxl., or the marten, 
M. americanuf—ioiaT^ G. Henderson. 

The Next Man to Die is just as likely to be yourself as any of your 
neigbliors, and unexpecteu death is continually happening. Take a 
combined life and accident policy in the Travelers, of Hartford. Conn. 
—Adv. 

attd 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Piiblish- 
ing Co. 

THE TRAJECTORY TEST. 
HE full report of the Forest and Stream’s trajectory test of hunt¬ 

ing rifles has been issued in pamphlet form, with the illustra¬ 

tions and the tabular summary, making in aU 96 pages. For sale at 

this office, or sent post-paid. Price 60 cents. 

MONTANA WOLVES AND PANTHERS. 

ON TANA is simply overrun with destructive wild 
animals at present. During the year 1884, soon after 

the last buffalo disappeared across the Canadian border, and 
when the great herds of domestic cattle succeeded to the 
stamping grounds of the native bison, there was a remark¬ 
able increase in the number of gray wolves on the Montana 
ranges. To be accurate, this species of wolf, together with 
his cousin, the prairie coyote, always did hang around the 
buffalo herds, ever watchful to pounce upon some super¬ 
annuated bull driven from the band by the younger ones, 
or to snap up some weak calf or unwise animal that chanced 
to stray too far from the main body. With the disappear¬ 
ance of the buffaloes from Montana, these scavengers of the 
prairie also disappeared, because, being left without sutficient 
food supply, they of course followed the wild herds as they 
retired to more remote pastures. In 1884 the great buffalo 
herds in the Canadian norlhwest became pretty well deci¬ 
mated, and so the wolves returned to their old haunts. Not 
being so particular as to object to beefsteak when buffalo 
hump was not to be had, they played sad havoc with the 
cattle herds that year. Cattlemen did not begin to pay much 
attention to the matter until last year, when ii was' found 
that it knocked considerable from their profits to support 
such immense swarms of these pests. Cattle, and especially 
young and weak calves, dropped during the winter time, have 
been the food upon which they subsisted. 

In 1884 the Territory offered a bounty for the scalps of 
destructive wild animals brought in to be punched. The 
bounty is fifty cents on a coyote, one doUar on a wolf, eight 
dollars on mountain lions or panthers, and the same on bears. 
This law cost the Territorial Treasurer $12,740.50 that year, 
besides which nearly every county offered as much, if not 
more for the scalps of wild animals than did the Territory. 
Many cowboys entered into the scheme of poisoning wolves, 
which besides affording them plenty of sport and winter 
amusement, also yielded a handsome largess for the ear 
punching, after which the skins Were sold. In this way a 
number of the cowboys more than doubled their summei’s 
pay which they received for rounding up and herding cattle. 
Some of the counties also offered strychnine to all who 
would use it, and even some of the cattlemen volunteered to 
subscribe a beef or two. This latter alternative, however, 
was not necessary, as there are always sufficient dead ani¬ 
mals lying aroundto be used for bait and ev-en the wolves 
and coyotes themselves manufactured plenty of material for 
their own destruction in the animals they killed for food. 
Such an industrious warfare has been carried on for two 
years against the coyotes and wolves, that one would sup¬ 
pose the rascally thieves would begin to show a diminution 
in numbers, but such is not the case. 

In 1885 they were on the ranges in greater swarms than 
ever and the damage they did counted heavily against the 
profits for the year. On the chestnut range in Northwestern 
Montana the stockmen came to the front with a handsome 
offer to wolf killers, which will make it a paying business 
for anybody to engage in that occupation alone. It will give 
the wolfer plenty of poison and not less than $5 for each 
skin, after which he is at liberty to sell the hide for what he 
can get. 

Mr, Wallace Taylor, of Choteau county, in a recent letter, 
reported a bad state of affairs in his section of the country, 
occasioned by the wolves devouring cattle and sheep. He 
says, “The animals are rapidly increasing and getting bolder 
everv day. They even attack bulls and large cows, and in 
many instances get away with them. The stockmen are 
doing everything in their power to exterminate them by the 
liberal use of poison and the increase of bounty; but thus far 
the animals have not diminished, and the stockmen fear they 
wUl actually be obliged to leave that part of the Territory 

and secure other quarters.” Mr. Taylor is a reliable gentle¬ 
man, who is not given to exaggeration, so we may receive 
with the utmost confidence what he says. Mr. Chas. Smith, 
inspector of the cattle district in and around Helena, in his 
last report speaks particularly of the great loss of lambs by 
depredating wolves. “The animals are rapidly increasing,” 
he says, “and getting bolder and more ferocious each day. 
The sheepmen me becoming frightened over the rapid disap¬ 
pearance of their flocks and are using every means to exter¬ 
minate the pests.” At the late convention of cattlemen, held 
at Miles City, the question of destroying wolves was one of 
the principal topics discussed. The discussion developed the 
fact that the number of calves destroyed by wolves is simply 
astounding, and a campaign in earnest was organized against 
these nuisances. One stockman stated that he could show 
carcasses of fifteen or twenty calves which had been killed 
by wolves near his ranch. Another stockman had found 
four in one day near his ranch that the wolves had slain, 
and all agreed that there had been a large increase of wolves 
in the country this j^ear. One hundred and fifty dollars was 
in a few minutes paid into the hands of the chairman of the 
committee to purchase poison to' be given to those 
who wished to kill wolves. In addition to the above, 
the chairman of the wolf committee informed all that it 
was expected of each stockman to keep on hand a large sup¬ 
ply of poison, and have his employees put it out judiciously 
and persistently. Mr. Van Buren, a member present, an¬ 
nounced his intention of putting out a supply of poison 150 
miles in length, and many of the stockmen present offered to 
furnish him meat to use for bait. This species of wolf, the 
animal referred to, is not the ordinary black wolf of the 
States, but is a great big animal nearly the size of a young 
calf, gaunt and hungry looking even when well fed, and has 
plenty of pluck and grit. This gray wolf is a good traveler, 
and may be found to-day in one bounty and to morrow many 
miles from there. On the other hand the coyote is a sneak¬ 
ing, cowardly creature, seldom showing fight and living in 
the same locality month after month until killed or driven 
off. The States wolf above mentioned has never been found 
in Montana to my knowledge, but several parties on the 
Shonkin range in Choteau county assert that they saw a 
genuine black wolf a few days ago, although no one suc¬ 
ceeded in getting a shot at him. He is certainly not a native 
of Montana, and where he came from it is hard to say. Per¬ 
haps he is a straggler who drifted down from some one of 
the Canadian Provinces. As before remarked, some of the 
cowboys have gone regularly into the business of wolf kill¬ 
ing. J. W. Prcctor, of Billings, arrived a day or two ago 
from the Musselshell, where he spread a string of poisoned 
meat thirty miles long, for the delectation of the gray wolves 
and coyotes out there. Unfortunately a heavy snow storm 
covered up the bait, but nevertheless a great many “var¬ 
mints” were bagged; certainly sufficient to pay all expenses 
and leave a handsome margin besides. 

In Yellowstone county the boys have struck quite a 
bonanza. In addition to the territorial bounty the county 
offers one dollar on a coyote, and two dollars on a wolf. This 
just doubles the territorial bounty on each animal killed or 
brouglit in. 

A young fellow named Martin, with not much on his 
hands except idle time, practiced a week at the business in 
Yellowstone county, and the result was nine wolf skins and 
twenty-six coyote skins. To sum up he got $13 and $26 for 
the coyotes’ ears, and $9 and $18 for those of the wolves; 
after which he sold the hides for an average of about $1.50 
each to a fur dealer in Billings. Total profit. $118.50, and 
lots of fun; cost about $5 for strychnine and lime. Bait 
was had in one dead animal picked up on the range. 

So much for coyotes and prairie wolves. There is another 
dangerous animal in Montana, which is almost as destructive 
as the above two species, but which is a great deal more 
dangerous, and as much to be feared by human beings as by 
animals. I refer to what is commonly called in this country 
the mountain lion. These beasts should be styled more cor¬ 
rectly, pumas, catamounts, or American panthers. In this 
northwestern country they grow to an enormous size, and 
are just as fierce and bold, if not more so, than the same 
species found in Africa and other countries. Scores of ad¬ 
ventures could be related by Montanians who have met and 
conquered these monsters, but a few of them will suffice to 
let the readers of the Forest and Stream understand the 
style of neighbors we have in this yet new and undeveloped 
country. 

A ranchman living on the Yellowstone River, while com¬ 
ing to Miles City during the late Christmas holidays, espied 
a herd of antelope near Sunday Creek and raised his rifle 
and fired at them. The bullet wounded an antelope, and 
the noise of the explosion started the herd on a dead run, 
the maimed animal also endeavoring to get away. The 
hunter started to secure his game, and had made but a few 
steps in that direction when he discovered that the wounded 
antelope was claimed in another direction. Two mammoth 
mountain lions had exhibited themselves, secured the ante¬ 
lope, and were marching away with it. To own the truth 
the hunter, or rather ranchman, was a little frightened, and 
preferred to let the thieves have the game rather than risk a 
fight with the two of them. Another gentleman living on 
the south side of the Yellowstones, related his experience 
with mountain lions, which are quite numerous on his range, 
about forty miles south of this fort. He says they will drag 
down a heifer or young steer and take off a quarter almost 
as neatly as a butcher would with his knife, which they 
drag away and devour. When they are hungry again they 
attack another beef, and never retm-n to a carcass they have 
left. 

He recently came upon a bunch of five lions while out 
with a party of friends. He struck their trail just over the 
divide, between Powder River and Cottonwood Creek. After 
following it in the snow for some time he found where they 
had chased a deer, and from there they branched off in sev¬ 
eral directions, he taking the trail of the largest one, which 
led him down into one of the gulches. After mounting a 
large rock he looked over and di.scovered the beast he was 
after about thirty feet from where he was standing. Im¬ 
mediately upon seeing him the lion took a jump over a 
coulee about twenty feet deep and thirty feet wide, landing 
safely upon the other side, from whence he looked back in a 
very contemptuous manner at our friend. The latter raised 
his rifle and fired and at the report two other lions came in 
sight and walked toward a cave which was a short distance 
away. Taking them one at a time he gave them twelve 
rounds, at the end of which they had reached the cave and 
disappeared inside. He was then joined by the rest of the 
party, and upon arriving at the cave they found that the 
largest lion had rolled down, the others succeeding by numer¬ 
ous rolls and jumps in following the leader. Finding the 
outlet some eighty feet from the mouth they filled both en 
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trance and outlet with pine and spruce logs and set it to 
burning. After waiting and watching a long time and no 
lions appearing the hunters concluded the animals were dead, 
but it should be added that none of them had the grit of old 
Israel Putnam to go in and see for themselves. 

Still another ranchman from the same section, whose ranch 
is on Tongue River about eighty miles from here, brought 
into Miles City a few days ago the pelts of three mountain 
lions, for each of which he received a certificate of $8, or 
$34 in all. He says he has six more lions killed and will 
shortly bring in their skins for punching. He reports 
between twenty-five and thirty more lions in his neighbor¬ 
hood, all of which he is confident he will bag this winter. 
]\Ir. and Mrs. W. L. Perkins, as they were returning from 
the sawmill on Bridger Creek to their ranch near Bozeman, 
a few days ago, came upon a large mountain lion devouring 
the carcass of a recently killed deer. The lion fled at their 
presence, which gave them the opportunity of dragging the 
remains of the deer toward their ranch. This being done, 
thoroughly poisoned it with strychnine, and bad the satis¬ 
faction the next morning of finding not only the uuconsumed 
venison intact, but also the still form of the mountain lion 
cold and stiff beside the bait. This ferocious “king of the 
forest” was captured without any daring and bloody encoun¬ 
ter. He measured over eight feet from tip to tip. 

iilr. Thomas Brenton a couple of weeks ago killed a large 
mountain lion in Dry Gulch, four miles east of Helena, that 
measured nearly eleven feet from the tip of his nose to the 
end of his tail. He was quite a monster, and seized upon 
and carried away a large dog, apparently with as much ease 
as a cat would a mouse. He was followed by Mr. Brenton. 
and after setting off without injury three large traps, was 
finallj’^ overtaken and shot. He leaped across a chasm fully 
twenty feet in width with ridiculous ease, and made a leap 
that distance when he sprang upon the dog. Mr. Brenton 
brought the pelt to Helena and permitted the ears to be 
punched, for which he received $8; but he would not part 
with the hide. Mr. Chas. O’Heill, an up-the-country ranch¬ 
man, has a good-sized mountain lion cub which had suffered 
from an overdose of strychnine. The little fellow is yet 
young enough to be harmless and playful; but it won’t be 
long before he becomes a dangerous plaything. The above 
are only a few of the many truthful instances that could be 
related about the mountain lions of Montana. 1 did intend 
to say a few words about what we do with our numerous 
black cinnamon and grizzly bears, but as my letter is already 
of too great a length, I will defer that portion of my corres¬ 
pondence until another time. Gael. 

Fort Keogh, Jlontana, February, 1886, 

THE SHORE BIRDS. 

O ALEM, Mass., July 19.—Peeps of both varieties {minu- 
O tilla, and pusillm) were seen in good numbers at Ipswich 
last week; also a few ringnecks (A. semipalmaia), robin 
snipe (Jf. grisevs), and scattering yellow legs. Jack curlew 
(jV. hudsonicus) are seen passing over. They seldom stop 
here. I heard the first upland (T. hartramius), last Saturday. 
Grass birds {A. mamlata) are also seen. Some varieties have 
been here for the last two weeks. Our season should open 
July 1, because some of the birds are either here then or soon 
will be, and July 15 is too late a date, for the simple reason 
that before this the southerly migration has begun and nature 
herself has thus opened the season. Let us hope to see next 
season more intelligence in this direction by those who frame 
as well as those who pass our game laws. I have omitted 
beetle head {S. Jielvitica), one chicken bird (5. interpres), and 
a still sandpiper {M. Mmantopus), as also seen. I have shot 
a good number of the above mentioned birds this season. 

X. Y. Z. 

Atlaxticville, Long Island, July 17.—A party of three 
shot from this place 60 large snipe on the 15tb, of which 53 
were dowitchers, 3 greenlegs, 2 creekers, 3 yellowlegs, large 
and 1 jack curlew. What most surprised me is the 53 
dowitchers. I think it likely that there is not any record 
made where there have be’en so many of this kind of bird 
shot within three years. It looks as if the spring law had 
something to do with this flight of snipe. Even if it does 
stop Mr. R. B. Roosevelt from shooting until the 15th of 
July, Mr. Roosevelt says that there is no shooting in the 
month of June. Mr. R. is sadly mistaken, as we all are 
likely to be, yet I presume that Mr. R. will allow me to 
state that I have seen in the latter part of the first week, alto 
the first part of the second week of June, flights of yelpers, 
dowitchers and robins with plover. This may not happen 
every spring or summer, whichever we might call it, yet it 
has happened and is likely to happen again. The law is just 
right; it suits me, so let it be. Let Mr. R. sit on his yacht, 
it will do him good even if he did see such a flight of snipe 
as is spoken of in his letter. Ax Old Gunner. 

HANDLE WITH CARE. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

In view of the frequent deaths and mutilations caused by 
the criminal carelessness of those handling firearms, I wonder 
if it wouhl do anything toward preventing the same, if 
makers were to inscribe all over the locks, stocks, and 
barrels of every gun made, in as prominent manner as pos¬ 
sible, the above caution? I am inclined to think it would 
do but little good, for even then men would still persist in 
pressing back the hammer of an old muzzleloader with their 
toe while they “blew in the barrels just to see if they were 
loaded,” or would draw a gun by the muzzle from a boat or 
wagon, or across the pommel of a saddle, and thus “get their 
name in the papers,” and what is left of their bodies in the 
hands of an undertaker. 

This is a grim subject to joke about, but if men will not 
be brought to their senses by serious talk and the frequency 
of such accidents, they should be shamed into it by ridicule, 
or be prevented from handling a gun at all. The old saw, 
that accidents will happen in the'best regulated families, is 
as true as ever, and in the use of firearms is no exception. 
With the best of sportsmen accidents will sometimes occur, 
but never from sheer carelessness or criminal neglect of the 
exercise of proper caution. 

I have used a gpn for many years and have never caused 
or met with a serious accident, and yet I was once hunting 
with a party in Connecticut where one occurred which 
caused us sorrow we shall never forget. There were six in 
the party and by my suggestion we laid out our ground and 
divided so that but two could hunt together or near each 
other. The two where the accident occurred were following 
up a ravine, one on either side, with bushes so high between 
them as to obscure each from the view of the other; their dog 
was working up the ravine when a partridge rose, and one o° 

the men having got in advance of the other turned to look 
back for the bird just as the one in the rear saw it emerge from 
the cover, when lie fired and at the instant heard the scream 
of his friend. I was some distance away, but I heard the 
voice and knew at once what it meant. We hastened out 
of the bushes for the road below just in time to see one of 
our party leading another out to the road. All soon gath¬ 
ered around our injured companion and a more sorrowful 
party I never witnessed; hardy men as we all were, it is no 
discredit to say we cried like schoolboys. Kneeling on the 
ground beside our friend I opened the injured eye and was at 
once satisfied it was ruined,although the man himself thought 
not—he thought he could discover a gleam of light when I 
opened it. He was a man of pluck, for while we were mourn¬ 
ing and weeping over his misfortune he said to us: “Boys, 
don’t feel so bad about it; it is done and can’t be helped; no¬ 
body is to blame for it.” And then, as if to cheer us, he 
said: “Aman can see a good deal in this world with one 
eye if he watches closely.” 

The object of this article and the naming this painful 
incident is to impress upon sportsmen the need of the utmost 
care, caution and coolness while shooting in company with 
others. For those who blow into the muzzles of loaded guns 
or drag them toward themselves by the muzzle I have but 
little sympathy, but should be glad to prevent the anguish of 
their friends caused by such "senseles.s accidents, and also 
avoid the shame brought upon sensible sportsmen by such 
heedless acts. 

I never allow the muzzle of my gun to point toward myself 
or any one with whom I am hunting, and 1 will hunt with 
no one who does not observe the same precaution. I always 
make it a point to know where, my companion is, and that he 
shall know where I am, while hunting in cover. I will not 
hunt with a careless man, or one who gets so excited as to 
lose his caution or judgment. 

I presume some young men in reading this are ready to 
exclaim, “Old fogy! We know how to handle a gun with¬ 
out any of your caution.” I hope so; but if this sketch in¬ 
duces any one to become a little more careful, and thus 
prevent even one serious accident, I am sure the editor will 
not deem the valuable space it occupies entirely lost. A. 

Chicago, Ill. _^_ 

FOXES AND FOXHOUNDS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The differences of “Hounding,” of Virginia, and Mr. H. 

C. Newell can be reconciled upon the theory that each pos¬ 
sess dogs best adapted for his respective ways of hunting. 
It does not require very much logic to convince us that the 
foxhound with deep, loud and indifferent tongues that fol¬ 
lows the walking and trotting fox, whether it be over the 
granite ledge or more favorable ground, analyzing each step 
of reynard, can and will run longer than the sweeping dog. 
A good dog of either breed will run as long as the fox, and 
the length of time a fox can run depends upon whether he is 
permitted by the pack to set his own pace or not. While 
the ground run over necessarily makes a difference in the 
pace of the dogs and fox, yet I know from experience that 
there is a vast difference in dogs. My early hunting was 
with the gun in the mountains of western Pennsylvania, and 
while yet a boy I killed as high as twenty-three foxes in one 
winter. After moving to this place I joined a party on a 
fox hunt. We left our camp before day upon a very favor¬ 
able morning for running, and by daylight a red fox was 
jumped and in a very few minutes ran in plain view of our 
entire party. I saw the fox and the dogs at the same time, and 
I confess that kind of running was a surprise to me. I had a 
gun in my hands, yet nothing could have induced me In have 
shot that fox. In less than two hours the fox was run to 
earth. The dogs were immediately taken to where another 
fox had been seen by some of the party, and in a few 
minutes he was up and going; and in less time than the first 
was holed, this one, after considerable labor, was dug out 
and killed. 

In going to other woods a gray fox was started, caught 
and killed in twenty-five minutes by the watch. The fol¬ 
lowing day anothei red fox was caught and killed in a race 
of two hours and twenty minutes. 

After this introduction the shotgun policy was vetoed and 
nothing said about Pennsylvania hounds running twenty- 
four and thirty-six hours after the same fox. There is also 
a difference in the running of the same pack of dogs, much 
depending upon a favorable scent. There is also a differ¬ 
ence in th^e running of different foxes and of the same fox 
upon different days. Start an old red fox immediately after 
he has feasted, and I have known the dogs to earth or catch 
one in a few minutes by crowding him from the jump. Men 
who have dogs they rely upon to kill, well know that with 
favorable scent there is no such a thing as dogs running over 
six or seven hours after the same fox; and in the majority of 
cases three hours will end the fox’s career. The man who 
once runs with such dogs has no use for the gun. He would 
not use it if he had it. What he most needs is something to 
carry him across the fields, over the fences and ditches with 
safety to the “death,” and I might add that the man stand¬ 
ing behind a tree with gun in hand anxiously watching a log, 
hoping that the fox may select it, from which he can watch 
the delighted twenty-four-hour dog snufliog all the scent out 
of his tracks, while the fox is either killed,'or like the Irish¬ 
man “made to lave that,” has no use for other than a slow 
dog, and the slower the better his chances of gratifying the— 
to him—exquisite pleasure of lugging home his gun upon one 
shoulder, while from the other hangs suspended the mutil¬ 
ated remains of the fox that nature had given no other means 
of defense than his legs. A. C. Steck. 

Ottumwa, la., July 14. 

Massachusetts Game Laws.—Forest and Stream: 
I have heard more complaints relating to the inconsistency 
of our new game laws recently made by our Legislature than 
ever before; and when I say that the present ^me laws in 
this State are unjust and unreasonable I believe that I am 
speaking for a large majority of those who are most directly 
interested in them. We can now shoot woodcock from 
August 1, ruffed grouse from Oct. 1, quail from Oct. 15. 
The shooting of woodcock in August is of no account and 
ought to be abolished as it acts as a cover for those who 
would shoot chicken partridges before tliej'ought to be shot; 
but after Sept. 10, there is no more harm done (if it were 
not for the present law) in shooting a partridge than there 
is in October, and in our strict covers of this State those who 
shoot by fair means do not make large bags of partridges in 
September. Why can’t we have a law as follows: Partridge 
and woodcock laws off after Aug. 31 to Jan. 31; Quail law 
off after Oct. 14 t© June 1? 1 believe that would be for the 
best interests of the game and at the same time be more con¬ 
genial to the majority of those most interested.—Laurel 
(Boston), 

A TOUGH BEAR. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
It is well known that bears will stand a deal of killing. I 

will give you an instance. I overtook a large one running 
“right smart” with one of my heaviest traps fast on one fore¬ 
foot, clogged with a beech sapling weighing seventy-five 
pounds or more. I wished to stop him before he reached a 
muddy swamp, for which he was making, and gave him a 
shot on the jump. The bullet struck him in the head and 
laid him out, but he was soon up and came for me. On try¬ 
ing to reload, I found I had forgotten to take my cartridges. 
Bruin was most up to me, but by dodging around trees I 
secured a hold of the end of the clog and threw my whole 
weight upon it till it caught beneath a root. The momentum 
swung him about against a sapling. This was my opportu¬ 
nity, and I lifted the clog and made a turn of the chain 
around the tree. He was jumping and striking savagely all 
the while. To go back lo camp, five miles, for cartridges 
was not to be thought of, so he must be dispatched with a 
club. At every blow he roared, till the wood seemed like a 
inenagerie of caged beasts at feeding time. The brush and 
limbs prevented givdng only half-arm blows, many of which 
he dodged, but never parrying, as we are told they will 
always do. Still the blows were not light taps, for the blood 
poured in streams from mouth and nostriis, mingled with 
froth, and for every blow he jumped and struck straight from 
the shoulder like a pugilist. I got completely winded after 
a while and sat down on a log to rest and wipe off the per¬ 
spiration, and after getting my second wind went for him 
again. The old fellow was at the scratch as soon as 1, but 
he had become blind, and soon exposed bis head so I got in 
a full swinging blow on his occiput and laid him down quiet; 
but to make sure, I put the knife in his throat. I have known 
of instances where bears, on being freed from the trap, have 
revived and got away, and sometimes the hunter has been 
badly chewed up. On skinning him out, I found his head 
was a mere pulp; not a bone larger than a twenty-five cent 
piece. 

Please excuse violation of rule to write on one side only, 
as I am very short of paper and don’t like to use bark. 

__ Warfield. 

SUMMER WOODCOCK SHOOTING. 

BELIEVE iifhny time I have read about two thousand 
articles denouncing summer woodcock shooting in New 

Jersey. I have also heard nine-tenths of my friends, includ¬ 
ing myself, scarify the practice. Yet, when I go out in July, 
I stumble across many writers of these articles and often see 
them creep on hands and knees through green briers and 
wade waist deep in mosquitoes to get a shot at the “fond 
hovering mother bird.” lam now also prepared to make 
oath that I do not believe the life of one single woodcock was 
ever saved by the above mentioned articles or by the verbal 
denunciation of the summer shooting practice. 

For twenty-six years I have been scaring up woodcock 
whenever I got a ghost of a chance. For exactly twenty-six 
years I have kept within the letter of the game law, although 
my family and friends are very large land owners and I 
could have anticipated the open season without fear of any 
trouble. From what it has taken me twenty-six years to 
learn, I now wish I had my life to live over again and if I 
would not make it hot for “the fond flutterers” you might 
pepper me with bird shot for an idiot. 

When 1 hear the words “game laws” now I grin with 
fiendish delight, for I know that practically in Northern New 
Jersey no such things exist. There is not a month in .the 
year when the unsuspected woodcock resides there, that it is 
not shot at and killed, and 1 have yet to learn of the first 
arrest and punishment of a game law breaker. What is the 
earthly use of advocating the abolishment of woodcock 
shooting in July and August, and at the same time doing 
nothing about March, April, May and June. Of course, 
woodcock should not be killed until October, but I, for one, 
do not propose to keep my hands off and let a lot of irre¬ 
sponsible country bumpkins skim the cream under my nose. 

What happened this year? Simply this: I waited until the 
open season came along, only to find that a horde of market 
shooters for over three weeks past had been killing the birds 
off on the ground I shoot over. Yet. on July 3 three broods 
of birds were found by different parties, that could not fly. 
Indeed, one brood was just out of the egg. In each instance 
the mother bird was killed, and from ^personal knowledge 
the young did perish. 

There are a score of farmers who know "who the law¬ 
breakers are. The matter is no secret. The shooters were 
seen shooting the birds and I have their names and all par¬ 
ticulars. For this reason I write this. Now all you two 
thousand gentlemen who have been writing against game 
law breaking and spring and summer shooting, etc., I want 
you to come to the front. If you mean business let each one 
of you chip in a dollar bill to the editor of the Forest and 
Stream. He will tell you I am a responsible person. When 
the two thousand gentlemen have been heard from, he or I 
will place the matter in the hands of one of the best known 
lawyers in New Jersey and I will spend both my time and 
money to try and put these fellows through "a coui-se of 
sprouts. He shall from time to time publish a statement 
that will satisfy every one that the matter is not being botched. 
If, however, the law is found on this test case to be"defective 
I will give you all the exact locality of the ground and you 
can all go there next May or June and be on an equal footing 
with the woodcock hogs' of Sussex and Warren counties. 

Ajax. 

The Hounds Must Go.—Montreal, Can., July 15.— 
Editor Forest and Stream: Mr. Andrew Lyndecker. a guide 
of the Smith’s Lake region and Beaver River, Adirondacks, 
is an intelligent man, and informs me that the guides in that 
section of the Adirondacks are bitterly opposed to deer 
hounding and have banded themselves together as a body to 
prevent dogs from being used in that re.eion. That means 
“death to the hounds.” They saw far more deer during this 
trip than it would have been possible to have seen had dogs 
been allowed to run there during the past year. Our sports¬ 
men repeat the cry, “Death to the hounds,*” and let it be re¬ 
echoed throughout the Adirondacks, and the population of 
long-eared dogs will rapidly decrease there and the deer will 
in proportion increase. Take up the cry, brothers.—Stan- 
STEAD. 

New Y^ork.—Pearl River, Rockland County, June 14.— 
The Forest and Stream’s note on the supervisors and the 
woodcock law has been copied into our coxxnty papers, and 
has had a good result; so far I have heard of no shooting. 
Quail prospects are better here this season than for a long 
time,—C, 



BIO FOREST AND STREAM. (July 28, 1888. 

This Bit op Perbonal Intellioencb about the author 
of “Canoe and Camp Cookery” is given in the Syracuse 
Standard: “Many Sjracusans may have noticed a modest 
little book called ‘Canoe and Camp Cookery’ recently put 
forth by the Forest and Stream Publishing Company, with¬ 
out knowing that the author is a native of this city and until 
a few years ago a resident of Syracuse, It is not'long since 
the figure of Henry H. Soule was a familiar one here, A 
cripple from boyhood, he early showed evidence that if his 
body was less active than that of other boys, bis mind was 
unusually alert and his talent for acquiring languages and 
certain kinds of scientific information something extraordi¬ 
nary, Young Soule’s taste for hunting and fishing, as an 
adjunct of outdoor life, of which he was an ardent lover, 
kept him while at college at Ithaca constantly at war with 
the professors, and formed the subject of much good-natured 
raillery among his friends who liked more sociable compan¬ 
ions tnan a dog and gun. Soule’s camping expeditions and 
his adventures on the waters of Cayuga Lake have passed 
into legendary history at Cornell. 'On more tlian one occa¬ 
sion the young fellow who could not walk a foot without 
his crutches, or swim a stroke, has paddled his frail canoe 
from Ithaca to Syracuse by way of Cayuga Lake, the 
Seneca River and Onondaga Lake, sleeping under his boat 
at night and with no other companion than his dog. 
Young Soule’s connection with the University was severed 
before he completed his course, the only study he cared 
greatly for being nature, and that not being included in the 
requirements for a degree at Cornell, he one day turned 
up missing. Since his University days, he has not lost 
in any degree his enthusiasm for outdoor life. No one but 
a lover of the woods would have inserted this paragraph in 
a cook book: ‘A good many campers—and especially lady 
campers—think it necessary to carry a camp stove; some 
people go into the woods with an ice-box and a ton of ice, 
and others bring with them hair mattresses. 1 do not camp 
with such people, and I think every true woodsman will 
agree with me, that these deluded persons do not enjoy 
to the full the pleasure and wholesome exhilaration of real 
camp life. A bed of spruce or hemlock browse, properly 
shingled and of good depth, is the cleanest, softest, most 
fragrant and healthful couch in the world. If 1 never 
camped for any other reason, I would go once a year for the 
express purpose of enjoying for a brief sea'^on the delicious 
odor and natural elastic softness of this best of beds.’ Many 
passages in the book remind the reader of Thoreau, so much 
of the spirit of nature does the writer contrive to catch in his 
limpid sentences. The person who looks for Thoreau’s phil 
osophy in this little cook book, will of course be disappointed, 
but Mr. Soule has flavored his recipes with the smell of pine 
woods, and makes the reader long for a drink of spring 
water as it bubbles from the sand and a night’s sleep on 
hemlock browse; he has in short put the essence of outdoor 
life into a little volume intended to teach the slave of the 
office desk and the book-worm how to get the fullest enjoy¬ 
ment out of a week spent under the open sky, along tome 
lake or water course.__ 

A Snake, a Lark, a Dog, a Man and a Stick.—Bay- 
shore, L. I., July 16 —EklUor Forest and Stream: As I was 
out yesterday, exercising a young dog, I flushed a young 
meadow lark, he could just fly nicely and alighted in a hedge 
about twenty-five yards from me. I went straight toward 
the place and my dog came to a point. Looking ahead of 
her I saw a black snake three and a half feet long, with the 
lark in his mouth. He had the bird by the head, and moved 
off four or five feet with it struggling in his mouth. I backed 
out of the hedge, cut a stick and went for him. 1 killed the 
snake and the lark flew and lighted in the grass. It could 
not have been more than a minute, or perhaps two, from the 
time I flushed the bird until the snake had him.—H. P. 
Rosemon. _ 

Ohio Game.—Wooster, 0., July 18.—Woodcock shooting 
in this neighborhood has been splendid. The largest bag of 
the season was made on the 5th by E. F. Stoddaid of Dayton. 
Ruffed grouse are plenlier than "^usual; quail plentier than 
for i ears past. I have located over a dozen large flocks of 
grouse for the opening Sept. 1, when the above gentleman 
and myself will try them.—John Bolus. 

Michigan Bears.—Central Lake, Mich, June 80.—There 
are many bears, that is, it seems like a good many, in this 
county just now. One swam across the Intermediate not 
fifty rods below this village the day before yesterday, and 
they are frequently seen on the roads. Some hunters, with 
a good bear dog or two, might “save” several, I think, but 
no one hunts them.—K._ 

Mr. Griffin Smith, of Longmont, Colo., claims to have 
shot a mountain lion on the Little Thompson, which meas¬ 
ured nine feet from the end of its nose to the tip of its tail. 

New York Deer Law.—The full text of the New York 
deer law will be given in our next issue. 

MUZZLE VS. BREECH. 
Editor Forest and Stream; 

Your iiiRue of July 1 contalupd an article from the pen of Mr. Napo¬ 
leon Merrill, contrasting the difference between muzzle and breech- 
loading rifles at a shooting match at turkeys, where his “Old Betsy” 
did flrst-race,‘’killing four turkevs out of twenty shots at seventy 
rods,” while four breechloader*! killed oue turkey at thirty-two rods 
and four (shooting at the heads) at nine rods. He claims from this, 
as well as from the record made last fall, that the muzzl'^loader is far 
in advance of the breechloader as a hunting rifle, and “that the. public 
is getting tired of these as hunting rifles, generally, and it onlv now 
wants a few bold and disinterested leaders to forsake them for the 
masses to follow them, and with a high glee at that.” Allowing me 
to be a judge, 1 should say that, so far, the “high glee” is all coming 
from the other si ie of the house. “The proof of the pudding is in the 
eating.” Just so; and that is what is killing “Old Betsy” to-day. Is 
it possible that any amount of talk would convince a ms jori'yof our 
Adirondack or We.stern hunters that the old single-barrel muzzle 
loader of ponderous weight, beset with patent muzzle, ball starter, 
and all the paraphernalia attending one of those turkey killing old- 
timers is ever to supercede the breechloader of to-day tor all kinds of 
rrugh-and-ready hunting? A gun that is light in weight, with maga 
zine carrying from ten to fifteen loads, waterproof in all kinds of 
weather, easily kept in order, and of so many different makes that 
the hunter can order one carrying a light, medium or heavy charge 
of powder and load, all combine to make a perfect weapon. 

The great error of Mr. Me* rill’s theory is that he is trying to com¬ 
bine a* d make one gun take the place of two distinct weapons. No 
target gun has ever beeu invented to fill the bill of a good hunting 
rifle. A perfect target gun ought to be accurate enough to hit four 
turkeys out of twenty shots at seventy rods every day out of the 
week. But place ibis same weapon in the hands of a Western himler. 
Let three, antelope jump up within flfiy yards and scurry off across 
the plains. The “Old Betsy’' is now fli ed off and a clean score made. 
The game takes a few jn nps; stops and looks around to see what 
caused such a racket. But here stands a hunter compa* ion a* med 
with a magazine breechloader, who drops one in its track-- and an¬ 
other on tne run before they get out of range. Query: Who gets the 
roast this time? Cap Lock. 

Frewsbueg, N, Y.. JhIv 12 

Allen’s bow-facing oars, $8 per pair. Fred A. Allen, Monmouth, 
ni.—Ada 

"ea and §wer fishing. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish- 
ng Co. 

DEEP SEA FISHING. 

\ TLANTIC CITY, N. J., July 12.—Tbirty-three years 
YX. ago this place was called “Absccom,” and we dedi¬ 
cated it on a hot summer day to the American plea.sure 
seeker at a big dinner party or cold luncheon in the dining 
hall of the United Slates Hotel. It was then a waste of 
white sand as far as eye could reach, with an endless extent 
of beach, and only one house in sight. Row ifs resident 
populalion is 12,000 souls, and for last Sunday 860 cars car¬ 
ried down to the sea 40,000 people between Saturday 4 P. M. 
and Sunday noon The like of this cannot be seen any¬ 
where else in the world. 

Here Mathew Stanley Quay, State Treasurer of Pennsyl¬ 
vania, has his summer habitat, and remains ‘ high hook” 
among fishermen on the Atlantic coast. But even this genial 
lover of the life and example of gooil old Izaak Walton has 
suffered disappointment in deep sea fishing this year. 
W hether the cold spring bad anything to do with it I cannot 
say. Not a single drum has the kindl.y and generous Quay 
brought to bag this summer; but witli the true spirit of the 
thoroughbred fisherman the Hon. Matt goes out three times 
a week after the black drum, and his patience will soon find 
its “pure and perfect work” in a big, brilliant and successful 
day among the drum. 

Anglesea in Cape May county is the point where the biggest 
fish have been caught, and I do not remember a finer sight 
than to see a dozen anient piscatorial gentlemen wading in 
above their knees, with 200 feet of line in a basket, shying 
their cotton-laid twine lines far into the surf, and patiently 
awaiting a bite. The last week in M’ay mine eyes saw a sight 
■which rejoiced me inwardly, as 1 gazed upon twenty five 
big black drumfish prone upon the beach, while the eager 
sportsmen were plunging into the waves up and down the 
beach, looking like an awkward squad of soldiers at a country 
picnic on the Fourth ol July. 

The Hon. Mathew Stanley Quay has become a fisher of 
men, and he is likely to be returned to the United States 
Senate from Pennsylvania, vice Senator Mitchell, who I 
hear is not seriously a candidate for re-eh'Ction. Mr. Quay, 
who lives close to the heart of the people, thinks like Azeglio, 
the Italian statesman, that goo(i sense and good faith are 
ample endowment, and guides sufficient for that man who 
has the high and honorable ambition to have “listening 
Senates” at his heels. But a truce to politics! the dog-days 
almost rage; and an ocean breeze bears more “balm In 
Gilead” just now than hecatombs of slaughtered politicians. 

Mr. Quay tells in a most interesting manner of his 
“outing” in Florida, in December and January last. The 
sheepshead were so thick at Punta Rassa that he aud liis 
Fidus Achates, Capt. Ben Sooy, the companion of all bis fish¬ 
ing joys and dangers, caught sixty sheepshead within one 
houi’, the most of which were re-conveyed to the embrace of 
the sounding sea. Sheepshead gnlore, when they can be 
picked out with more freedom than the country boy yanks in 
chubs with his hook attached to a horsehair line, bee ime a 
drug in the market, a weariness to the fisherman’s flesh. When 
I get a spare hour I-will tell you how statesman Quay and 
fisherman Sooy, aided by skipper Smith, captured a 1,900 
pound devil-fish last winter. It was a battle royal, and a 
picture worthy of a painter, it was to watch the devil-fish 
bigger than the boat in which they hunted him; Smith pois¬ 
ing his harpoon; Quay with a Ballard rifle in bis hand ready 
to deal the dangerous foe a deadly bullet below the bell! 
The fight lasted an hour, in which the frail boat was well 
nigh submerged before the huge sea monster lay gasping aud 
dying on the sanoy beach. 

But I began this to tell ho^w, with Counsellor Harry L. 
Slape, one of our brightest and best lawyers in Atlantic, we 
braved the perils of the deep to feel the sheepshead and bring 
to basket the countless hlackflsb. It was sunrise when we 
were, like Chaucer’s Emily, of whom it is said; 

Up rose the sun, 
And up rose Emily. 

By 6:30 Ben Sooy, the best fisherman on the island, had 
the white wings of his yacht spread, and the good boat 'Tillie 
Covert (a gift to Sooy from Matt Quay) was rapidly plough¬ 
ing the seaway toward the wreck of an iron steamer, which 
went down with a load of sugar eight years ago. Here the 
sheepshead and the wary flounder and the greedy blackfish 
most do congregate. There was just wind enough to send 
the Tillie darting like a swallow to the fisliing banks. At 7 
A. M. we were on the wreck and had our Chestertovvn hooks 
baited with surf clam, the most tempting lure for shceps- 
head as well as flounders. And, by the way, I caught last 
week the first and only sheepsheau caught as yet at the 
wreck; but here, on an auspicious summer day, the Penn¬ 
sylvania statesman has been known to bring to boat fifty four 
sheepshead in a single day. But Anglesea is still the sheeps- 
header’s paradise, as dozens are caught there daily. 

Nature never bestowed on a hungry fisherman a diviner 
day than last Saturday. Leaving the Tillie Covert in charge 
of a “broth of a boy,” we three fishermen bold betook our¬ 
selves to the little sharpie and m half an hour we had taken 
a dozen of the finest flounders I have seen in six years, as 
they have almost disappeared from this locality. But our 
most numerous enemies were the bladder fi-h, of which, 
amid the wild and hilarious imprecations of skipper Sooy, 
we brought in out of the wet at least four dozen. But as 
we drifted, around, meanwhile drinking in (with a trifle of 
cold beer—our only stimulant to wash down the sandwich 
was there) the ozone in the sea air sweeter than “uard or 
cassia,” or poor Keat’s “lucent syrop.s tinct with cinna¬ 
mon as we drifted about we caught on to a school of 
blackflsh and soon had seventy-five hooked and in the boat, 
some weighing as high as lour pounds. Now and then we 
varied the day by catching half a dozen kingfish and a 
twenty-pound shark. For blackfish and flounders I always 
use the Chestertown hook, and I seldom lose either hook or 
fish. 

At first Counsellor Slape distanced me on “high hook,” 
hut as the hie bass (as we call ’em) began to bite and hold 
on, on my sicle of the sharpie, the handsome Counsellor put 
in a plea of “confession and avoidance.” aud the special 
plea of non milt contendere {which he freely translaied that he 
“didn't want to contend with the vultures”), and at last 
Capt. Sooy voted it an even thing between Slape and J. M. 
S., whi' D was a close approach to the facts in the c-tse. 

We had all the fish we could use, and we wanted to give 
Sooy another chance for the afternoon pleasure and fioh 

seekin^^ S(i we whistled to “Mickydoo,” the hoy in charge 
ot the Iillie Covert, and were soon on board, ready in less 
man an hour to do justice to Mrs Eckert’s good dinner at 
her comfortable cottaae, “The Radnor.” As we stepped 
ashfire, I thought of the poet’s invocation to the sea, where 
dwell, as the wise, witty and winsome Heine says— 

“Goldfish and pearls and brightest ot sea shells, 
■Which thou preservest in secret places, 
There down below in crystal palaces. 

Oh! how I pined afar in desert places. 
Like to a withered flower * 

Shut in Japanned bo.'c of the dry botanist, 
So lay my heart in my breast. 

Odors here, murmurs here, breath soft with laughter, 
Birds in the blue sky singing out clearly, 

‘Be thou greeted, thou infinite sea.’ ” 

__ J. M. S. 

LOCHLEVEN TROUT FOR SUNAPEE. 
Editor Forest and Stream.: 

Possibly a few paragraphs in relation to Lochleven and 
its justly celebrated trout may not be uninteresting to your 
readers. I am visiiing the loch for the purpose of investi¬ 
gating personally the nature aud habitat of the Fario Uvenifis, 
prououned by a recent authority to be a true landlocked 
saimon peculiar to these waters and certainly the gamiest 
fish that ever strained rod tor me—as well as with a view to 
arranging for the purchase and shipment of a nnmlier of 
thousands eyed ova next December, to be incubated in the 
Sunapee Lake hatching house, the fry to be distributed in 
the tributaries of the lake. 

It has been sufficiently shown in the columns of the Forest 

and Stream that Lake Sunapee contains four varii-iics of 
^iltnomda, some native to its waters, others descendants of 
imported species; and that owing to an ahiindauce of appro- 
pri-ate food, both natural and introduced, these fish attain in a 
short time extraordinary proportions. To my sati,-faction I 
proved last May that large trout were on the surface, feeding 
in shallow water, and among others killed a S^piund specimen 
of the new species which Col. Webber has happily christened 
Salmo sunapee, unfortunately snapping a double leader on a 
second that was much heavier. As June wears on, all the 
Salmonidce recede imo water from 50 to 100 fett deep, and 
can be taken during July and August by deep fishing with 
worms and live minnows only. Some anglers try to per¬ 
suade themselves that this‘is sport, and claim I'hat as the 
trout is reeled toward the surface and begins “to see day¬ 
light” bis stnjggles become frantic But the science of 
optics demonstrates that the loss of sunlight at this depth is 
but slight, while physiologists well know that the sudden, 
removal of the pressure of lOO feet of water would tend to 
induce syncope rather than exaggerated activity Sharks 
drawn from great depths faint on the surface. The problem 
we have to solve is this: Are there any trout that will re¬ 
main on the shoals in Sunapee during the summer months, 
and rise to the artificial fly? We think the rainbow will, 
we have reason to believe the Fario lecenensis will, if he for¬ 
get not his habits and instincts after be has bteome natural¬ 
ized in America. In Lochleven, trout are found upon the 
shoals all summer, and afford rare spoi I to the angler As 
fighters, they are two to one to Salvclinus fontinalis. and no 
fish in the world can surpass them in delicacy of flavor. 
They also attain an extraordinary size. It was our good 
fortune to see the prepared skin of a ten-pounder, captured 
wiib rod and reel by Mr. Gtorge Barnet of the Lochleven 
Angling Association. The largest specimen on record 
weighed nearly 18 pounds, but the average size of fish 
ordinarily taken with a fly is from 1 to pounds. At the 
Howietown Fishery, Stirling, where we were most court¬ 
eously shown about by Mr. J. R. Guy, Secretary of Sir 
James Maitland, the owner of the hatchery, our heart was 
made glad by the sights of thousands of these noble trout, 
Irom fry an inch in length to fish 8 and even 10 pounds in 
weight. At this establishment great pains are taktn to 
obtain the strongest embryos and healthiest fry. The milt 
of young and selected males only is nseJ; all eggs are eyed 
on glass grilles; partially boiled clams, which have been 
found to impart a rich salmon hue and unwonted vigor and 
size to both ova and fish, are fed to the stock throughout the 
year; the most approved piscicultural apparatus is employed, 
the proprietor having adopted the principle that “it is of no 
use to hatch fry unless the ova have been so incubated as to 
endow the fry with strong constitutions.” Among the 
various foods, insect crustacean, and vegetable, the Locti- 
leven trout thrives upon in his native waters, a small snail 
stands first in importance. This snail has been .successfully 
propagated at Howietown, and the writer is making ar¬ 
rangements to import the snail with the first instalment of 
30,000 Lochleven trout for Sunapee waters, in tlie helh f that 
if it be added to the variety ol foods already existing in the 
New England lakes, the success of the plant of Lochleven 
trout will he assured. We shall reserve some of our fry un¬ 
til as yearlings they wdl more readily become acclimated 
and shall have acquired the power of caring for themselves. 
So capricious is this sharp-eyed, quick-eaied beauty, so in¬ 
different to the angleworm of the hoodlum, so appieciative 
of the most refined “casts,” that if he once “takes hold” or 
transfuses his blood by hybridization into the native species, 
fly fishing in Sunapee, as well as in other waters unpolluted 
by poisons and UQSwept liy nets, will be permanently insured. 
Depopulation by legitimate angling will be impossible. 
Alter a personal inspection of the magnificently appointed 
fishery at Howietown, 1 can most confidently recommend all 
desirous of stocking depleted waters with the bravest fighter 
of his race, and the most difficult of extermination be cause 
so fastidious in his tastes, to do as we have done, and import 
the eyed ova. The loss on .'■hipboard has always proved 
insignifir-ant. “The History cf the Howietown Fishery,” by 
Sir James Maitland, now in press, containing a full account 
of all tbe operations carried on at the Hatchery, as well as a 
description of the most recent pi-cicultural apparatus, 
liberally illustrated with first-class wood cuts, will certainly 
be the highest authority on the suliject yet issued, as such 
must prove invaluable to every American aquacullurist. 

I doubt if the woild numbers among its lakes the equal of 
Lochleven. To many the Scottish loch must yield in beauty, 
but what other has the fish ami at the same time the hi-toric 
association? In full view of the castled Isle of Queen Mary, 
oue casts his delicate flies deftly knotted on the finest and 
most invisible of gut. As he floats toward the suggestive 
ruin, the .*-06068 in Queen Mary’seveniful life flit before him— 
from her youth, whose rare beauty is immi*rtaliz d in the 
Orkney portrait, to tbe beginning of the end. 'When charged 
with complicity in the niurder of Durnley she was com¬ 
mitted to Lochleven Castle in 1567; to her escape the follow- 
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ing sprine with the aid of “Little Douglas,” who yielded to 
the power of her resistless chairus; to the revolting murder 
that closed her career in 1587. and the agony so iniaiitably 
opressid in the livid pallor and contracled features of the 
Abt otsford pain'ing of the Queen’s bead afterdt collation—but 
look! that aleam through a wave’s crest! Instinctively your 
wrist turn.s, and the barb of your tiny hook is set in the lip 
ot a pound and a half Lochlevi n trout. The movement you 
have oreamed of for years has come at last. Be cautious, 
for your tackle is refined to the utmost, and jrour fish is the 
prince of finny diplomats. His fir.<-t rush is toward the 
drifting boat. “Catch the pirnrciies the watchful oaisman, 
and in response you reel madly on the slack and lead your 
fish successtully past the bow. Who but a brother of the 
angle can conceive of the sublime frenzy which accom¬ 
panied the rush of that trout at the descending “teal and 
red”—who else, that erethism, short-lived, unearthly, that 
electrified every nerve in your frame as you twisted the steel 
int-i his jaw and felt him “fast”—that concentration of 
delight in the stiuggle that followed, wherein the nobltst 
fish that God has made matched his brute intellect, perhaps 
his expeihnce, against your reason and art; wherein your 
slight Leonard split bamboo (unknown on these waters, 
where two-handeu sixteen-foot rods are still the rule) beauti¬ 
fully lesponded to his desperate leaps for life and urcht d in 
perfection to his wild circles—who bntan anglerknows of the 
sweet calm that follows victory as you tenderly placed your 
dying captive on the boat bottom, and wearied by the excite¬ 
ment sal down to watch his colors fade, with the feeling that 
if your life were forthwith to end, it had not been altogether 
a failure, Aud now that he has so skillfully taken your fish 
in out of the wet, untie your boatman’s tongue with a 
Campbelton and Islay blend, and he will entertain you with 
bits of history folk lore; for every hillside, each wood, each 
ruin has its tale, and you long to make them speak of pre¬ 
historic age-s of the ihousaud yi ar.« that intervened between 
the landing of the Celt aud Julius Caesar, when the Arch 
Druid was absolute in the laud, even of the stone men who 
precedi d the Celt, and whose remains and implements are 
imbedded in the caves and river strata of Britain. Our eyes 
have lifted from the cast to the distant mountains, as if they 
would indeed find voice and satisfy the craving. “There’s a 
lovely one, sor!” growls the oarsman, disgusted with our 
pre occupation, risen while we were dreaming of by-gone 
years. A fiash of bluish silver beneath the flies, like the 
blaze of a Brazilian diamond, and that is all. He has 
recognized the sleave silk and feathers, and has glanced past, 
up wind, in pursuit of the genuine Culicida. Let him go. 
“You are not greedy, sor,” says our boatman. We have had 
our Share, more than our share, for many an angler spends 
days at Lochleven, awaiting favorable weather, without 
killing his single trout, and our lake already, to be an¬ 
nounced in the Glasgow Herald oi June 30, is 10 dsh, weight 
8 pounds 12 ounces. 

As we plod our way at evening toward Harris’s Hotel in 
Kinross, the sights and scenes about us recall Tannahili’s 
picture of the close of the Scotland day: 

‘•Beneath the golden gloaming sky, 

The mavis mends her lay, 

The redbreast pours his sweetest strains 
To charm the lingering day; 

W'hlle weary yeldrins seem to wail 

Their little nestlings torn. 

The merry wren, frae den to den, 

Gaes jinkin’ through the Ihoru. 

The roses fauld their silken leaves, 

The fox-glove shuts its bell, 
The honeysuckle and the birk 

Spread li-agrance throu;ih the dell. 

Let others crowd the giddy court 
Of mirth and revelry, 

The simple joys tliat nature yields 

Are dearer far to me.” 

Adieu! Lochleven. If our venture prove a success, we 
shall live over these happy Lours, see again in fancv thy 
castled isle and crumbling ruin, dream ag.nin of thy Druids 
and Culdeesf tby Picti-h princes aud thy Scottish kings, as 
we killed thy spotted children in the Lake of Sunapee. 

JOHK D. Quackenbos. 
Lochleven, Scotland, June 24,18£G, 

THE TROUT OF MONTEREY. 

BY JOHN DEAN CATON, L.L.D. 

For several years past T have spent a mouth or two of the 
spring time at Monterey, California, which 1 think is 

the most beauiiful resort for tourists ot the many charming 
places in that State. The Hotel del Monte is located in an 
open forest of old live oaks and pines, whose appearance 
suggests thoughts of pre historic times, and the wild and 
gnarlfed appearance, especially of the live oaks, attract ad¬ 
miration by ibtir grotesque forms. Among these are the 
pleasure grounds of the resort, where veiy^ large sums of 
money have been and are being expended under the super¬ 
vision of a skillful gardener. The Arizona Garden, as it is 
called, which occupies but a small portion of the ground, is 
tilled with a great variety of cacti, brought hundreds of 
miles from the great sandy deserts, where the most extraov- 
dinary forms of this plant are found, and having been suc¬ 
cesstully introduced and are now vigorously flourishing in 
this unnatural environment. 

But What interested me most on my first visit was the 
prospective fish pond. This was a pond or lagoon of per¬ 
haps fifty acres, of about seven feet in depth, resting in a 
bed of sand and separated from the great bay of Monterey 
by a liigb bank of sand, which had been raised by the wind, 
aud why this sand has always stopped short on that high 
hill only partlv coven d with bushes, and had not passed on 
and filled up this little lake whose waters extend nearly to 
its base, is quite beyond my philosophy. The outlet of this 
lake was a little rivulet which ran its course along parallel 
with the sandhill for perhaps three hundred yards, where it 
emptied itself into another pond still larger, which in turn 
emptied into the bay through a consiilerably larger though 
sluggish stream in the very town of Monterey, beyond the 
sandbank which had dwindled away to a proper sea beach 
for half a mile before the mouth of the outlet into the bay 
was reached. This final outlet may he called a tidal stream, 
for the tide sets up into it at times. The outlet of the upper 
lake had been closed up and covered over, with a screen at 
the upper end. 

For the purpose of stocking this lake with trout, a fish 
hatchery had been erected on the grounds and placed in 
charge of a most competent expert, Mr. Dyson, which was 
a complete success. This was rendered possible by a great 

abundance of the purest and coldest water, which was 
brought in large iron pipes from the headwaters of the Car¬ 
mel River iu the mountaiu twenty five miles away. This 
water is cold, as you will see later on. and in gre^t abiind- 
auce, and the ovei flow make-s a nice brook. A pipe is con¬ 
ducted into tbe pnnd, from which a four inch j'^t is thrown 
up, 1 should jiirlge, at lpa.st forty feet when the water is 
turned on, and as ihe standpipe is below tbe surface of tbe 
water it has a pretty appearance. Ordinarily the overflow 
ran through the fish hatchery. 

When ] first visited Monterey and spent nearly two months 
there in tbe spring of 1884. 1 found this fish hatchery in a 
very prosperous condition, and so again in the spring of 1885 
The little lake seemed to be swarming with the young trout, 
but it was wisely determined not to turn loo.se the guests of 
the hotel upon the lake for another year, and of cour.'-e all 
recogniz d the fact that to make any exception to this rule 
would be unwise Only tbe California or rainbow trout were 
introduced into the lake for the reason .Mr Dyson explained, 
that they grow more than tv?ice as fast as the eastern brook 
trout and that they can endure more vicissitudes as well. 

When on my way over to the same destination last March 
I reveled in anticipation of trout fishing in this beautiful 
lake and I promised myself to do my share toward supplying 
the table of the Hotel del Monte with trout. I had hardly 
registered at the hotel when 1 inquired of Mr. Simmons, the 
new manager, about the trout in the lake. He answered with 
a sigh, that they were all gone and that there were only cat- 
fish'there! My heart aud hopes fell to a very low point very 
quickly; 1 could not at the time even inquire the cause of 
this misfortune. So soon as 1 could 1 commenced the inquiry 
from what I supposed to be the best sources of information. 
Mr Dyson was gone; the hatchery was closed; the fountain 
was never seen flowing, the sliores of the lake looked ne- 
gkcted and the beautiful driveway around its shores was 
dilapidated and impassable. AH interest in the beautiful 
little sheet of water, which bad promised to be one of the 
strongest attractions of that charming place, seemed to have 
completely died out. 

The first explanation was that the divers had caught out 
all of tbe trout; and in proof of this I found a person who 
had shot a number of the divers; in the craws of one or two 
of the birds young trout were found. There are two or three 
species ot these aquatic birds which settle in great numbers 
upon the ponds along the coast, especially this one, twice a 
year, and remain for several weeks. This did not satisfy 
me. i pursued my inquiries in quarters which I thought 
must be absolutely reliable. From this source I learned that 
the lake was full of large catfish, which was true, and that 
they had eaten up all of tbe trout! This information was so 
positive that it fairly staggered me, and I tried to get a speci¬ 
men of these ferocious and nimble catfish, but they refused 
to be taken. I was very anxious to see a catfish with its 
stomach full of speckled trout. At length I learned that 
Mr. Dyson was engaged stocking with fish a system of lakes 
near Castroville, Cal.; to him I addressed a letter containing 
many inquiries on the subiect. I can do no better than to 
give his answer in full. While it satisfactorily explains the 
loss of the trout in the pond spoken of, it contains much 
valuable information about fi.shculture ou the Pacific Coast. 

E.spinosa Lane, Castroville, May 23. 1886. Hon. John Dean Caton, 
Hotel ael Monte. Dear Sib—Absence from home and your letter 
having; been mislaid are the causes of your not receiving a reply 
before this, which I tni-t you will pardon. First, as to tbe number 
of trout that were put in tbe lake at the Del Monte, I have only my 
recollection as my authority. When I took po8<ession of the hatchery 
there I fuuud some memorinda, seemincly of the number of trout, 
put iu the lake, and that number gave 183,000 egM for Del Monte, and 
32,000 eggs for another place, I don’t know where, so according to 
this, if there were 75 per cent, of the eggs hatched, there were 137,000 
trout put in the lake by Mr. Woodbury, who at that time attended to 
ihe fl'^hery. Dm-ing my stay at the Dei Monte I paid particular 
att-ntiou to the trout in the lake. I used to catch some every day 
and examine them, and I found them in excellent health. That was 
from Feb 7 to July'. Shortly after I left I was told that they ran a 
seme net across the lake, but did not succeed in catching any trout. 
If They had caught any I should have simply said that the trout wei’e 
very lazy, not to be able to get out of the way of a net. 

I can’t understana why the trout should have disappeared so 
quickly, and the only cause I can giveis, ihat they permitted the 
water in the lake to get foul by not leiting fresh water into the lake, 
and the fish, not having any shade from the sun, naturally sickened 
and died. 

No douht the divers might have destroyed a number of these flsh, 
but tbe catfish do not eat the flsh. They will destroy the spawn. My 
opinion is that the "‘diver and catfish business” is a very small excuse 
to get through a large-sized hole. If the trout are all dead there, it 
was neglect in not keepiug the water good. 

The iusect I used to feed the young fry on w'as what is commonly 
kuon as the water flea and a small I’ed water worm. I also u.sed to 
teed them on the w'ater scorpion, also a small periwinkle that is 
found attached to all water plants. You can find all theabove hif-ect 
life in tne pond, ]uet outside ihe Del Monte grounds, just east of Mr. 
Ulricli’s hou e. You then could see for yourself, and would be much 
better satisfied than by my description. I do not know tbe scientific 
names for them. 

I was very fortunate in my batching of trout. Put into tbe lake 
here 9,') per cent, of eggs actually received. I fed my young fry 
mos lyoti lamb’s liver boiled hard, with curdled milk, ‘’00006cla- 
ber,” worked into a paste and then spread upon a flat piece of board 
about 3.n wide and Min. thick, and then dipped in the water. Ou 
tni.s food the youug fry did remarkably well for three weeks. I then 
gave them a liitie raw liver worked very fine mixing with maggots 
At this age 1 began to feed them on toe insects mentioned. I also 
fed them with the roe's of water vegetation, whieli I did by pulling 
up a large handful from the ditch below the flih house and putting 
it in the trougns with the young flsh. This acted like a charm when 
the flsh looked oumpy and lazy. Clotted blood I found good for the 
weak fish, they seemed to thrive and grow strong very rap'dlv; but 
for healthy flsh I would not advise it. for I found that it brought on 
a kind of cholera among them, although I did not lose any from it. 
What I suffered mostly from was the fungoid growth, natural in the 
water. Mud baths in the troughs did a great deal to save the liitie 
fellows, but 1 found that to get them out into the ponds was the 
safest plan. 

The temperature of the water at the Del Monte varies very much, 
and ar short notice; in t le night it would be from 55° to 53°.' and at 
lO o’clock It would run up to 65° at tunes. This I avoided in a great 
measure by using from the main and tank, sobringing down to about 
60° during Ihe day. Tuis temperature is far too warm for the liitle 
fellows, mat is. for making a strong, healthy flsh; but because I put 
on a good head of water so as to make them'move and work, I think 
was the reason I was so successful in having such a good percentage 
of fish. 

The trout that I placed in these lakes (near CastroviPe), from what 
I have seen of them, are doing nicely. I have not yet cast a line, but 
next month intend doing so. I see them jumping and they appear Suite lively and strong. Hoping the above will answ er your bquiries, 

’ not I shall be pleased to give you any further information that I 
can, believe me. yours respectfully, J. H. Dyson. 

Ot tbe trout streams in Ibis vicinity which invite the angler 
to their shores, I may mention as the nearest the Carmel 
River, which rises in the coast range of mountains and emp¬ 
ties into the Pacific Ocean several miles from here, near the 
old Carmel Mission, now fast crumbling to ruins. It is a 
bold and rapid stream, and, like all of the other mountain 
torrents, of the purest cold water. Small salmon trout and 
the brook trout are both taken in this stream, the former 
much the most abundantly. Both rise to the fly weU. The 
best season is from May to September, depending consider¬ 
ably on the rains. The flsh are taken in the rapid water 
between the pools. Tbe stream is not bordered by overhang¬ 
ing trees or tangled vines, which so often vex the angler 

when fishing the most prolific trout streams, and is so shal¬ 
low that it may be waded at an ordinary stage of water. 
Altogether it is the best stream on the coast which invites 
the angler’s visit. 

South of this stream but one mile away is San Jose Creek, 
which affords good eport. but the fish are smaller if not less 
abundant. Ten miles further south is Garropatos Creek, 
which, however, cannot be reached without fatigue and dif¬ 
ficulty, but for this reason affords very fine sport to bim 
whose perseverance enables bim to reach it, because its deni¬ 
zens are so little disturbed. Still further south are several 
other very fine trout streams, which are so inaccessible that 
they are not much disturbed; but to bicn who enjoys the 
fatigue and perseverance which enables bim to reach them 
as well as the sport after he gets there, these streams in the 
mountain fastnesses are the most inviting of all. The first 
ot his outfit must be sadHle and pack mul> s and tents. What 
a charming prospect to the hardy and energetic sportsman 
who loves nature in its wildness, who can see beauty in the 
rocks and the forest, whose ear loves the music of the fall¬ 
ing waters, and who loves to repose in the quiet stillness of 
nature when all around him seems to sleep. 

CAMPS OF THE KINGFISHERS. 
CARP LAKE, MICHIGAN,—XrX. 

HE rest of the day was pa.ssed in lazy enjoyment around 
the camp till the sun was low enough to cast a shade 

ou the water along the west shore for an hour’s comfortable 
fishing, and this hour or so in the shadows of the dying day 
seems after all more enjoyable and restful to the “contem¬ 
plative man” than all other hours between the dawn and the 
closing in of the night. 

Some time during this lazy afternoon little Top caused a 
ripple to disturb tbe dreamy languor of the camp and the 
placid waters of the lake at the same time, by falling into it. 
She was perched on a camp stool near the water where the 
bank sloped a trifle, ending in an abrupt drop to tbe water 
of nearly two feet. She got to laughing at something one of 
the girls was telling, and to give free play to her tickled 
feelings, reared back and lost her balance, and Top, camp 
stool and all went rolling down the slope and over the bank 
“ker splash” into the, water. As it was here only a couple of 
feet deep she was quickly on her feet with a “whoo-s-h,” and 
Bob, who happened to be near, reached out and pulled her 
up on the bank, looking like a wet hen. The water had 
effectually quenched her hilarity and she was taken to the 
tent, stripped of her clinging garments and wrung out, I 
beg Top’s pardon, 1 mean her garments were wrung out and 
spread on the grass, aud when she had been rigged out iu 
dry raiment she came out looking as fresh and bright as a 
morning glory and all the better for the ducking. I promised 
Miss Top I would not tell about it in the Forest and 
Stream, but the promise was given like the Sunday fishing 
promise, with a mental reservation. But as the little lady 
and myself are on the best of terms the affair is not likely to 
result seriously. After this performance Top lost confidence 
in camp stools and laughed mostly standing up. 

Since tbe pleasant weather had set in, the tug J, T. Ran¬ 
som, belonging to the Leland Mining Company, had been 
going up every morning to a big wood pile near the sawmill 
with a couple of empty wood scows, and returning about 
noon with two others loaded with cord wood, which the 
company was shipping to Chicago; and when any of us 
wished a ride to a point where we wanted to fish, or if any 
one wanted to go to the village below for our mail, we had 
only to run out in a boat and signal clever and accommodat¬ 
ing Captain Dunkelow, when he would slow up and let us 
aboard, leaving our boat to tow astern and dance over the 
bubbles churned up by the powerful screw, for the Ransom 
was a clipper and could reel off her six and seven miles an 
hour towing two barges with fifty cords of wood on each. 
Tbe crew of the little tug consisted of the captain and 
engineer, the first also the pilot and the latter acting as his 
own stoker. The captain was a rare good fellow, had been 
a good soldier in a Michigan regiment (Michigan sent out no 
poor soldiers) and lost a hand in battle, which was now re¬ 
placed with a miserable makeshift in the shape of an iron 
hook strapped to the forearm; but with this hook and his 
one good hand he would steer the little boat, pass cord wood 
down to the engineer, or haul in and curl away a heavy two- 
inch hawser with almost the neatness and dispatch of a per¬ 
son with two good hands, besides accomplishing many other 
things that looked even more difficult. He was a good 
talker, too, and had always some entertaining information 
for us whenever we had occasion to ride with him up or 
down the lake. 

One day when Muller and I got aboard for a ride to the 
village he spoke of the “oil well,” of which we had heard 
every day since our coming, and as we steamed alone down 
he told us the story of its boring and the tragic end of its 
former owner. Some sixteen or seventeen years ago, he said, 
a French nobleman of some means, Marquis Marchal Debe- 
loy, came into the r:tigbborbood for a season of recreation, 
and was so well pieased with the surrounding country that 
he bought quite a tract of land on the east side of the lake, 
including the point above tbe Narrows (mentioned in a pre¬ 
vious number of these letters); and he at once conceived the 
idea of boring a well at the point to see if he could “strike 
oil.” It was not a very oily looking locality, perhaps, to an 
oil man; but he had got it into his head that there was a vast 
pocket of the oleaginous fluid lying under Carp Lake, with 
millions in it, and he determined to bore for it. To this end 
he brought in, at great expense, suitable machinery, set it 
up, and went to work with a zeal that ought to have struck 
a fortune in a short time, but it didn’t. For the first 540 
feet the drill worked through sand and gravel, and as the 
hole progressed it was tubed with six-inch iron pipe. At this 
depth the drill struck rock, and after laboring slowly and 
tediously through this to a depth of something over 200 feet 
more, one day it suddenly found nothing to work on and 
directly up through the pipe came a rush of fluid. When 
the stream came rushing out the workmen fled in dismay, but 
when their scare was over they came back to have a look at 
the fluid that looked so much like clear white oil; but a taste 
of it only proved it to be water, clear and cold as though just 
escaped from a vast ice house hidden in the bowels of the 
earth—and the dream of oil and millions was blown to the 
winds. Moreover, the water had a taste of sulphur that 
smacked of the infernal regions. 

Finally, when the flrst keen edge of disappointment had 
worn off the drill was removed, tbe derrick taken down, and 
when nothing was in tbe way to obstruct it, a column of water 
shot out of the pipe full forty feet high, with a continuous 
flow, greatly to the amazement of the simple-minded inhabi¬ 
tants, who came in from miles around to see the wonderful 
“oil well.” 
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The Marquis had built himself a substantial house on the 
point only a few rods from the well, where he lived in good 
style, much beloved and respected by his neighbors for his 
goodness to- the poor and his kindly and benevolent disposi¬ 
tion. But the venture had cost him bis snug little fortune. 
Reverses came and he was forced to sell out his possessions 
for a song. After lingering for a time around the place that 
had made him penniless, vainly trying to stem the tide of ill 
fortune that had set against him, he moved to Chicago and 
went to work at any kind of labor he could get for means to 
support his family. After a time he drifted into a gilt-edged 
gin mill as a bartender (I tell the story as it was told me), 
and one day there came into the place two or three of his 
former friends from sunny France. They recognized him 
at once, him, a French Marquis, mixing the seductive cock¬ 
tail behind an American bar. Their cold surprise seemed to 
cut deep into his sensitive nature, and feeling keenly the dis¬ 
grace of his position, with a sudden impulse he placed a 
pistol to his head, and before any one could interfere, sent 
a bullet through it and fell dead by his own hand. It after¬ 
ward appeared that his people in France were very wealthy, 
but having learned that he had married an American wife 
had stopped his remittances. By the laws of France his 
widow could not lay claim to a franc of his share of the 
estates, nor could his eldest son inherit his title. After his 
death his family, left to the cold charities of the wmi’ld, 
drifted into obscurity, and for some years their old neighbors 
and friends at Proveinont and along’ Carp Lake have entirely 
lost sight of them. 

Such in substance was the story of the oil well, and the 
interest aroused in us by the tale determined us so pay ft 
a visit on our way back to camp. 

At the point as we went back we pulled the boat up on the 
sand and walked up to the sloping bank to the level above, 
some ten or twelve feet above the lake, but nothing was to 
be seen of the well. In front of us and a few rods from the 
water were the crumbling remains of an old cellar wall, the 
only reminder of the house the Marquis built, the house 
itself and the outbuildings having long since been destroyed 
by fire. From here back to the heavily wooded hills, an 
eighth of a mile perhaps, the view was unobstructed by tree 
or shrub or bush. On the left and along the curving shore 
of the little bay was a scattering growth of stunted cedars 
and bushes and up to the right a heavier growth of woods 
extending back to the hills, altogether a picture that was 
very pleasing to the eye. 

A walk of less than a hundred yards toward the woods to 
the right as we had been directed, brought us to the well, 
the wonderful bore we had heard so much about. There it 
was in a little sag in the surrounding ground, a clear white 
column of water not more than three feet high spouting up 
apparently out of the earth, as the pipe had been broken off 
a short distance below the surface and was not to be seen 
unless by a close look. Since the first grand squirt of forty 
feet the pressure had grown weaker till the water had gone 
down to the height we found, but for several years past it 
has maintained this even pressure with no sign of going 
lower or giving out. Our philosopher said some one told 
him there was a stone wedged fast in the pipe somewhere, 
obstructing the tlow of the water, but the appearance of the 
column does not bear out this supposition. • The water falls 
back into a pool a foot or more in depth around the pipe, 
from whence it finds its way into the lake a few rods away 
in whimpering thankfulness, I had a notion, as though 
glad to escape from the black caverns of the earth below into 
the light of the pleasant sunshine, and lingering a moment 
in the pool to get accustomed to the brightness, then it goes 
laughing down the slope to mingle with the warmer waters 
of the smiling lake. 

Muller was curious to see how far he could poke an old 
handspike down the pipe and in tramping around over some 
loose wet planks that partly covered the pool he slipped off 
and went into the water over his boot tops. Like most other 
water it had a tendency to fill up all the space in the boots 
not taken up by his legs, and it is extremely doubtful if he 
ever in his life displayed so much energy and agility in a 
given length of time as he did in getting out of that pool and 
on solid dry ground where he could tilt up his feet and let 
the frigid fluid run out. Muller is willing to make a consci¬ 
entious statement too that the temperature of the water in 
the pool is only a trifle above 33°. The water is as clear as 
crystal and as cold as the famous spring at the foot of Six 
Mile Lake of the Intermediate chain and would, I am con¬ 
vinced, if anaylized show that it is possessed of some 
valuable medical properties. The stones and gravel over 
which the little stream flows on its way to the lake, and the 
boards and planks lying around the spouting column are 
covered with a blackish yellow deposit which would indicate 
the presence of iron and sulphur, although the water has no 
perceptible odor. However, on drinking it a noticeable 
taste of sulphate of magnesia (in plain camp language, epsom 
salt) is left on the palate, but the water is so cold and pure 
that it is not unpleasant. We drank of it, and took our way 
back to the boat feeling as cool as a couple of walking icicles, 
but the hot sun soon thawed us out and before we had gone a 
mile on our way to camp we felt as lazy and shiftless as a 
pair of summer tramps. But we had seen the wonder of the 
Leelanau peninsula and were satisfied. 

Last year in July Col. Whitfleld, Cincinnati’s postmaster, 
and Mr. J. C. Morrison, with their wives, spent a couple of 
weeks with neighbor Couturier, and the Colonel came back 
“jest a bilin’ with enthusiasm” over the fine bass fishing he 
had in Carp Lake. He took from twenty-five to sixty 
pounds of bass a day, not counting the longsnouts nor tak¬ 
ing into account some scores of goggleeyes and bluegills 
that he yanked out between times to keep his wrist in play. 
Hor did they allow a good while to elapse between drinks 
at the “oil well,” and they were so well pleased with the 
water and the locality and the fishing in the lake, that Mr. 
Morrison bought fifty acres of the point, taking^ in the well, 
and is this summer going to build a house near it where they 
can spend their yearly vacation from business with their 
families, drink the water and fish in the lake to their heiu’t’s 
content, but as he is the Colonel’s falher-in law, it may be 
said to be “oil in the family.” All’s “well” that ends “well.” 

At camp we found that preparations had mildly set in for 
a start for home, as the next day but one was fixed on fox 
the final breaking up. This is the only part of a vacation 
that bears hard on a lover of the woods; we can stand the 
ills of camp, which are never many; the broiling sun, the 
cold and rain, the few mosquitoes, or millions of ’em for 
that matter, and preserve an even balance; but when the 
fateful day comes at last, we stand around at first in a dazed 
sort of way, wondering where to begin and wishing we 
didn’t have to begin at aU. 

We want to stay another day or two, another week, 
another month; but there’s the inexorable last day staring 

us in the face and there is no dodging it. We make up our 
minds right there that life is too short, that work is a burden 
and a calamity to be deplored, and go to packing up odds 
and ends that come first to hand, which are sure to get into 
the wrong place, and then we stop and rest awhile and study 
it all over, and wonder where the next camp-fire will be 
kindled,_ and then we undo all the first work and begin over 
again with a little more heart in it, for we see at last that it 
has to be done and done well. 

With what bright visions and anticipations of rest and 
recreation and sport do we make a camp; how reluctant and 
cheerless the breaking up. A good deal of packing talk was 
indulged in that evening, but little was actually'”done. A 
few things were folded up, the store tent taken down and 
put where it would be out of the dew, one of the stoves 
“unlimbered,” and we went to bed feeling that a start had 
been made toward breaking up the pleasant camp. 

At daybreak I crawled softly out of the tent, leaving Jim 
and Muller peacefully snoring, and without disturbing any of 
the others, took a boat, the old rod and a bucket of frogs, and 
pulled quietly across the lake and down to the little bay 
where 1 had done the first early morning fishing, a mile and 
a half below, where I knew it was good to be while the 
mists were yet on the water, for some bass were there and I 
wanted a farewell solitary “fish,” alone and undisturbed, for 
the afternoon was to begin the real work of packing up. 

With due respect to the gregarioas element of the brother¬ 
hood, 1 have a notion that to enjoy to the full the contem¬ 
plative man’s recreation, the angler should have no com¬ 
panion but his rod, no one to disturb his meditations, none 
to bother him with needless suggestions, none to feel a twinge 
of envy at his triumphs or dole out scanty sympathy at his 
defeats. The angler and his rod are always the best of 
friends, and no dissensions mar their companionship. 

By the time the sun was half an hour high I was off the 
point near the bay with four large-mouthed baas and five 
longsnouts, a fair morning’s fishing if 1 got no more. Just 
at the head of a belt of bulrushes a few rods below the point 
I took the first and only small-mouthed bass that fell to my 
rod during the trip. A good many had been taken by the 
others, but my luck had run to big-mouths, and I was so 
elated over the capture of this game fellow, a 3|-pounder, 
that I would not have exchanged him for a score of the other 
variety, and a boat load of longsnouts thrown in. 

The small-mouth is king, and I stand up for him to the 
last. 

Along the rushes for a couple of hundred yards and back 
I took six more big-mouths and lost a small-mouth at the last 
that took a turn around an old sunken log standing on end 
just below the top of the water, and he broke away with the 
hook, gimp and a yard or more of line. The performance 
took place in plain sight, as the boat was within a few feet 
of the log when he dashed around it, too close in fact to hold 
him away from it, else the mishap might not have occurred. 
It would be a waste of words to try to tell the glories of that 
brief fight and how big that bass was, and it is not necessary 
to speak further of the log, for it would require an intimate 
knowledge of several languages to do It proper justice. 
With a simple but vehement “Great Scott!” I wilted down 
on the seat of the boat, tied on another hook, and headed up 
lake toward camp, for the calamity had given me a backset 
that it would take days to get over, and I was ready to go 
back and assist the others in the preparations to break up 
and go home. At the point near the old log road another 
bass fell a victim to the wiles of the seductive speckled frog, 
and I pulled across to camp with twenty fish, having taken 
three more longsnouts coming up. The summer’s work of 
the faithful old rod was over and it was to be laid away, to 
do no more trusty battle against the bronze-backed warriors 
of the northern waters for another year. Write it down, ye 
younger fry of the rising generation of anglers, that an 
honest rod is a priceless friend, whether trimmed with luster- 
less brass, or resplendent in burnished silver. 

None of the others had been out to wet a line, and now 
the rest of the day was to be devoted to packing up every¬ 
thing not needed for the night and an early breakfast. 
After lingering around the camp-fire in the evening till late 
bed time, listening to the last of the series of open-air con¬ 
certs given nightly by our friends the mosquitoes, the circle 
broke up in silence, feeling that doubtless this would be the 
last night the happy family, “the Joneses,” would pass to¬ 
gether with all the present members ready to answer to roll 
call, it might be for years and it might be forever. But 1 am 
sure the memories of that delightful summer vacation will 
be a bright spot in the lives of “our girls,” that will live 
with them to be talked of till their locks are turned to silver, 
and the old friendship more firmly cemented, and the new 
ones formed there in that pleasant Camp of the Kingfishers 
will endure till old Father Time flourishes his scythe as a 
signal that we are wanted in the happy hunting grounds. 

By 9 o’clock in the morning everything was packed except 
the tents and fly, which were left to the last that the sun 
might drive out the last dew drop hiding in the canvas to 
start a mildew; and when they were at last folded and in 
the boxes, the signal whistle of the little tug away down the 
lake warned us we had finished none to soon, for we had 
decided to go out by Leland, and Captain Dunkelow had 
promised to call for us on his way up to the big wood pile, 
and give us a ride back on the forward end of a loaded wood 
scow. 

At the Narrows going down we slowed up a minute below 
the bridge to cast off neighbor Coutuiier’s boats, which were 
towing astern, and waving him an adieu as he stood in the 
back door of the store [Bob said she’d like to stop and get a 
chunk of maple sugar], we were soon out of sight of the 
sleepy little hamlet and into the widening lake below. 

It is a glorious sheet of water from the Narrows down to 
Leland, more lovely, if anything, than the upper part, and 
I longed to put the old rod together and make just one more 
cast at one or two likely-looking places along the rush-lined 
shore; but it was an idle wish, prompted only by an ingrained 
love of the gentle sport. As we neared the village the puff¬ 
ing little tug seemed to be going straight ashore, but just as 
we were looking for her to strike she swung into a narrow, 
winding stream, not noticed before—the outlet of the lake— 
and in a few minutes we were at the landing, almost in the 
business part of the town. 

Here the “calamities” were loaded on a tramcar and run 
out on the pier on the Lake Michigan side, a couple of hun¬ 
dred vards or so away, for which we paid the modest sum of 
$1.50” an indication that the tramway must have cost “a 
heap o’ money” if the sum paid was to be taken as an aver¬ 
age rate of interest on the outlay. But “it was good enough 
for the Joneses, fur they never was used to the very best o’ 
treatment nohow,” and we were satisfied. We hurried down 
to the pier, as the captain was afraid the Cummings had 
arrived on her way frorn Frankfort and gone by; but we 

waited over an hour before she hove in sight, which served 
as a reminder of Billy G.’s experience in ca"fching a train one 
morning when he started to go a .short distance from the city 
for a day’s fishing. As he neared one end of the depot he 
saw the train pulling out at the other, and he just “humped 
himself” on a dead run till he overtook it, panting and putt¬ 
ing like a wind-broken horse, and utterly spent. Slamming 
his lunch basket, minnoAV bucket and rod up on the rear 
platform, he scrambled after them, and sat down on the top 
step all out of breath, but feeling mighty good that the laugh 
was now on his side instead of the score or more of hangers- 
on who had cheered him in his race. In telling it, he said: 
“After I got on the platform the train didn’t go more than 
fifty feet till it stopped, and then the cussed thing switched 
off on another track and backed right straight into the depot, 
and didn’t start for a plumb half an hour.” 

When the Cummings had made fast to the pier all went 
at once on board, except old Ben, who staid behind to super¬ 
intend the landing of the baggage and “hev some fun” with 
the knot of village idlers standing around “sizing up” the 
party. As the boatmen took hold of Jim’s big box to slide 
it down the gang plank, Ben said in his deliberate, solemn 
way, “Look out boys, don’t drop that overboard, fur it con¬ 
tains the trapeze fixin’s an’ tight ropes on which Mamselle 
Hyperboler Jones over there [pointing to one of the girls 
standing on the upper deck] does her astonishin’ double- 
geared act o’ turnin’ five summersets on two ropes,” and as 
one of the camp chests was started down t16e plank, “Easy 
now with that feller, it's got Signor Jamec Mackerel’s wing¬ 
less flyin’ masheen in it an’ his shoes that be walks on the 
water %vith—when it’s froze,” with a solemn wink at them 
that started a grin in the crowd, for they had begun to 
“ketch on,” as a slangy girl would translate it. When they 
came to the frog box in which were the dog tent and minnow 
buckets, not visible through the wires, they were cautioned, 
“Handle that mighty keerful, my friends, fur it’s got the 
trained rattlesnakes in it an’ the big Californy boa constructor 
thats eats a bushel of frogs every day.” Then a packing box 
was rolled on the plank with, “Don’t spill that box in the 
water whatever ye do, fur it’s got all the ladies’ spangled 
gyarments in it what they perform in, an’ if we’d lose that 
tne show would be busted; ” and so on till the last piece was 
on, when be got aboard and turned with a wave of his hand 
and “Good-bye folks,” and then to “Signor James Mackerel,” 
who looked like the roustabout of the “show,” “Did ye feed 
them snakes to-day ? ” 

Rare Ben! “yer like is not on the face o’ this livin’ airth.” 
Captain Robertson jiulled the signal bell, the screw turned, 

and in five minutes we were steaming at full speed up the 
coast through a soft blue haze that took the elders of the 
“Kingfishers” back to the glorious dreamy Indian summer 
days of years ago when, with boat and rod, they stole off up 
the river of a Saturday, leaving the Sunday wood uncut, to 
feast on “water grapes” and learn with patient zeal the mys¬ 
teries of the gentle art. 

Rounding Cathead Point we had yet forty-five miles to 
Traverse City, but the afternoon was so lovely and the bay 
so quiet, barely rippled by a lazy breeze, that we took no 
note of distance and were only aroused from the enjoyment 
of the delightful ride by a prolonged scream of the ear-split 
ting whistle for Northport. Here we stopped a few minutes 
to discharge some freight and a coupile of Indian families 
going to attend a camp meeting of their brethren then in full 
blast somewhere back in the “bresh.” At Omena, Captain 
Robertson kindly made a departure from his time schedule 
to allow us to have a look at Brother Fould’s New Mission 
farm, he going along to show us the farm, where we spent 
over an hour, and were well repaid for the walk of a mile 
from the landing to the house and back to the boat. It was 
dark when we got aboard again, but the little steamer was 
put to her best speed and shortly before 10 o’clock we were 
at the wharf at Traverse, and at 11 o’clock were on the (rain 
and off for home, however, leaving behind Miss Fanny, 
Jim and Mother Jim, for a ten days’ further jaunt up around 
Charlevoix, Petoskey and Mackinaw’ Island. 

At Fort Wayne, Ind., we parted with the old “Pelican,” 
“Hyperboler” and Miss Bob with many regrets, leaving only 
five of the original “Jones family” to finish the journey, 
after having spent the happiest vacation I think of our lives. 

And now in reeling up these “Carp Lake letters” 1 may say 
to the readers of Forest and Stre.\m that they have been 
written under a good many difficulties—lack of time rightly 
distributed and other circumstances have unavoidably caused 
some interruptions; and if at times they have seemed tiresome 
1 trust that this explanation may stand as a part excuse, and 
that the brethren may have looked with lenient eye on my 
shortcoming. They have been written with a view to please 
“our girls,” the brotherhood of the rod and all who read the 
beloved old journal, and if anything has crept in that will 
instruct, or any hint been given that will benefit a brother, 
“the skipper” will be more than repaid for the wwiling, and I 
close them with a kindly greeting to all who love the woods 
aud the waters and a good Avish fraternal to every honest 
angler “on the face o’ this livin’ airth.” Kingfisuer. 

Cincinnati, 0., July 15, 2 o’clock A. M. 

THE “SPEY” AND “SWITCH” CASTS. 

At the recent angling tournament in England the judges 
disqualified the '“Spey” cast. On this subject Maj. 

John P. Traherne writes to the FisMncj Oaztiie as follows: 
“I have much pleasure in acceding to a request that I 

should give my opinion as to whether the Spey cast should 
have been allowed at ths switch competition at the Casting 
Tournament, held at Richmond on the oth inst., and to 
which it appears an objection was raised by one of the com¬ 
petitors. In order that it may be perfectly understood on 
what grounds my opinion is based, I propose to give a short 
description of each, and also state the circumstances under 
which they are usually adopted in actual practice. 

“In the case of a" switch the angler is supposed to be 
standing on the banks of a river with either rocks or trees, 
etc., in such close proximity to him,_ that to be able to fish 
his water he must necessarily adopt this method. 

In making a switch the line is not lifted out of the water 
in the first instance, as it is when casting in the ordinary 
fashion, in which case the result would probably be that the 
fly would either get hung up in the trees or smashed on 
the rocks. What the angler, therefore, has to do is to lift 
the line to the surface of the water by raising the point of 
the rod, and then to drag it through the water in the direction 
he is standing, carrying the point of the lod behind him as 
far as such obstructions allow. Then, by a sudden down cast 
of the rod, the line, as yet having been allowed to rest on the 
water in front of him, is propelled with thrit force suggested 
by the length required. During this proceE.s the fly has not 
been lifted out of the water until the very last inch of the 
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ine has preceded it. While the line is propelled it 'will thus 
he made to assume a shape somewhat similar to that of a 
wheel, which diminishes in size as it rolls on its tracks, beat¬ 
ing the surface of the water. The coil, or loop, as it is com¬ 
monly called, naturally vanishes at the point the fly has 
reached when the cast is completed. 

“To make an extra long Spey cast, the salmon fisher 
requires a rapid stream to work in which will, before making 
every fresh cast, carry his fly down-stream to the full extent 
of his line straight and taut, the point of his rod being held 
as low as possible for the purpose; then by suddenly raising 
the I'od very high the line is lifted out of the water to the 
very end, and without a moment’s pause the rod is carried 
up-stream to the right or left (as the case may be) by a rapid 
motion, but not so'rapid as to send the fly too far up-stream 
past the angler, the object being to let the fly strike the water 
just above where he is standing, at which moment the whole 
of the line is on the reverse or upper side of him. Then 
with a sweep peculiar to this particular cast, the line is pro¬ 
pelled over (and not along) the surface of the water, after the 
fashion in ordinary casting. 

“The foregoing descriptions of the two methods may not 
be strictly accurate, but they will give the reader a fair idea 
of how each one is made. It will be seen that the one is 
widely different from the other, the line and the fly in the 
switch remaining in the water until the switch is nearly 
completed, whereas in the Spey cast both must be lifted out of 
it before it may be said to have commenced. When the 
Spey cast is mentioned in conversation, it always brings to 
ray mind a man wading up to his waist in a rapid stream. 
It was, doubtless, under the like circumstances it had its 
origin, and if I may use the expression, ‘the stream and not 
the bank, is its home.’ It can be, and often is, made 
successfully from the bank, when there ia a strong current 
running closely alongside of it, even should there be rocks or 
trees within two or three feet behind the man who is casting; 
but if these obstructions should overhang the bank in such 
close proximity above him—that is to say, higher up the 
river—that his rod or any part of his line must necessarily 
come in contact with them when making a Spey cast, he 
will have to adopt some other method, and it is under such 
difficulties that the switch comes to its aid. 

• ‘A much longer line can be cast in the Spey fashion than 
by switching, and a-ccording to my ideas, the Spey cast is 
not a switch, partaking more the character of an overhand 
cast. Bearing this in mind, and also that the Committee of 
the Castkig Tournament is offering a prize for the best 
switch cast, evidently did not contemplate that any other 
than that particular method would be resorted to at the com¬ 
petitions, I am of the opinion that the judges were right in 
disqualifying the Spey cast. John P. Teahbbne.” 

LIGHT RODS FOR SALT-WATER FISHING. 

ACOKRESPONDEjUT. “A. E. C.,” on p. 489, asks for 
information in regard to the use of a light rod for salt¬ 

water fishing. I think he is making a move in a direction 
that will add materially to his enjoyment in fishing. To 
encourage him, I will state that I have done a good deal of 
fishing in both salt and fresh water. Many years ago I used 
a stiff, heavy rod for salt-water fishing, but during the past 
twenty years I have gradually reduced the weight of my rod 
until now it weighs less than twelve ounces; and nothing 
would induce me to use a heavier rod, unless I were going 

^ for tarpon or something of that kind. As a matter of fact, 
I use my black bass rod for weakfish and striped bass more 
frequently than any other, and with greatly increased 
pleasure. Still, I would not advise “A. E. C.” to use so 
light a rod for a beginning, since it is evident he is not 
familiar with the use of a light rod. 

In ray younger days we could have a grand time with the 
weakfish and striped bass without leaving Manhattan Island. 
You will have to make a long journey now to enjoy such 
splendid fishing as we had at Castle Garden, Sandy Gibson’s, 
Hell Gate, Harlem Biver, and other places I could name. 
For a change we would go to Governor’s Island, the Penny 
Bridge, Port Hamilton, Coney Island, Bergen Point, the 
Hackensack, the Passaic, etc., and always come home with 
a full basket. Then I used to love salt water fishing; but it 
is all changed now, and so is my love. Since I have to 
make a journey to indulge my taste for angling, I have 
learned to love better the grand lakes, the gently-flowing 
rivers, and the babbling mountain brooks where the trout 
loves to dwell. My love of nature and love of angling are 
both more fully gratified, and I become a stranger to discon- 

. tent. There has always seemed to me to be this difference 
between salt and fresh water fi,shing: In the former you are 
disappointed (and often something worse) if you have not 
taken a string of fish; in the latter you have had a good time 
anyhow. I hope “A. E. C.” will try it. Petba. 

The Fluttebing Fly.—Editor Forest and Stream: The 
information in the inclosed report from an old number of 
Fobest and Stbeam, may be interesting to the gentlemen 
whose communications anent the patented “fiuttering fly” 
have lately appeared in your columns. 'I’he extract I copy 
from a note by Mr. B. B. Redding, which I had pasted in a 
scrap book several years ago; it was taken from your issue 
of Oct. 13,1881. Mr. Redding says: “The Indians of Kern 
River made use of an artificial fly for the capture of trout, 
and probably used it for ages before Europeans invented it 
for the same purpose. The hook of the “sproat” form, but 
without a barb, was made from the shin bone of a deer. On 
the leg of a California deer, corresponding to the chestnut or 
warts on a horse’s leg, are also warts but covered with stiff 
long hairs of a darker color than those on the other parts of 
the animal. These warts and the hair growing on them 
have a strong aud peculiar scent of the deer, which is not 
easily removed or washed away. A small bundle of these 
hairs is neatly fastened at one end around the shaft of the 
book, the loose ends pointing to the eye of the hook. The 
fly was thrown in the water and kept as near the surface as 
possible by continuous short jerks. Every motion of the 
hook in the water causes the loose end of the hair fastened to 
it to open and shut. At a short distance it would resemble 
the motion of a caterpillar in the water, that had dropped 
from an alder and was struggling to reach the shore. This 
kind of fly is still used, but the hook is now made of tele¬ 
graph or other iron wire.” I became interested in the fly 
that “would resemble the motion of a caterpillar in the 
water, that had dropped from the alder, and was struggling 
to reach shore,” and three or four years ago, got Pat Worden, 
of Krider’s, to tie for me some flies closely resembling the 
“aboriginal” as described by Mr. Redding, two of which I 
enclose you. I may add we did not use the stiff long hairs 
from the chestnuts or warts of the CaUfornia deer, as deer 
were not handy.—Sandpipeb. 

A HuifAN Salmon,—The Halifax Mail reports: A small 
invited company of ladies and gentlemen left the lumber 
yard wharf yesterday afternoon at 4 o’clock for McNab’s 
Island to witness Lieut. Edmonds, of the Royal Artillery , per¬ 
form an interesting swimming feat. Arriving at the govern¬ 
ment wharf, all landed, and in a few minutes the lieutenant, 
clad in a bathing suit, was ready to enter the water. The 
feat which he was about to try is very popular with swim¬ 
mers in England, aud is simple yet difficult. It is called 
“playing the salmon,” and is simply a trial of strength aud 
endurance while in the water. A belt is placed around the 
swimmer’s body, and to this is attached a salmon line. He 
then enters the water and endeavors to break away. The 
fisherman on this occasion was Lieut Kent, of the Royal 
Engineers, who is a salmon fisher of much experience. Mr. 
Edmonds, when he had once got in the water, by vigorous 
strokes went out about one hundred yards. At this point he 
found that the fisherman evidently intended he should go no 
firrther. And here the swimmer performed such maneuvers 
as he thought were calculated to break the line. Itwas a 
strong one, however, and would not snap. After being in 
the water about ten minutes the belt to which the line was 
attached came off, thus freeing the swimmer. Mr. Edmonds 
came ashore and was quite fresh, notwithstanding his strug¬ 
gle. He expressed a desire to try again after five minutes 
rest, but the spectators were of opinion that he had already 
had enough of that particular kind of ext rcise for one after¬ 
noon, and at their request he gave up a further trial. Mr. 
Edmonds certainly showed himself a powerful swimmer. 
In the water he appears thoroughly at home. He can make 
very rapid progress swimmiug slraightaway and dives like a 
duck. He was loudly cheered aftiT comincr ashore at the 
conclusion of his struggle with fisherman K- nt, and after 
bowing his acknowledgments he took a header off the wharf, 
much to the alarm of the ladies present. The party returned 
to the city before 6 o’clock, well pleased with the little sea 
trip and the novel exhibition. 

Landlocked Salmon ln Anonymous Pond, Maine.— 
■While it has always been known that large numbers of land¬ 
locked salmon deposited their eggs in the streams emptying 
into Long, Bear and Anonymous ponds, the upper lakes of 
the Sebago Lake system, the general belief has oeen that they 
only ■visited these upper waters during the spawning season, 
and that Sebago Lake was their sea, where they again con¬ 
gregated after having performed their family duties. The 
taking of an occasional “black spot” through the ice, when 
pickerel fishing in the winter, would not dispel the notion, 
it being argued that they were late visitors who would have 
soon returned. But the capture of a 6-pound landlocked in 
Long Pond, by Arthur Plummer, of Bridgton, in May, 1885, 
did make it look as though they remained with us; and now 
more evidence has been added, for Mr. Wood, of Newark, 
N. J., while fishing for pickerel in Anonymous Pond, July 
6, boated a 44-pound salmon. Now that we are certain they 
remain with us, we trust more time will be devoted to ang¬ 
ling for them; they are a prize worthy of any man’s rod and 
of far more credit to him as an angler than hundreds of 
fingerling trout from our depleted brooks.—^Black Spot. 

Angling fob Buffalo Fish.—Boston, July 12.—Editor 
Foo'est and Stream: I hope during September to be in Dakota 
in the vicinity of a large pond or lake which is said to con¬ 
tain, in addition to pike, perch, bullheads, etc., quite a num¬ 
ber of buffalo fish, which grow to a large size. The natives, 
I am told, are not up to taking them with rod and bait. 
Judging from the plate and description given in “The Fish¬ 
ery Industries of the United States,” of the red-mouthed buf¬ 
falo fish {Idiobus buhulas), I should take them to be of the 
carp family, and consequently should suppose that some 
paste made with flour, with perhaps angle worms or maggots 
chopped up in it would be the proper bait. Also that ground 
baiting of a certain locality for some days would be an im¬ 
portant preparation for a day’s fishing. I am told they run 
very large in size, and if any way of getting them to take 
hold of light tackle could be used, that the sport would be 
very good. If any of your Western experts could give me 
some points in this matter, they would very much oblige 
Mic-Mac. 

Hedge Hog Pond.—^Monsou, Me., .July 15.—Among the 
numerous lakes and ponds in this vicinity none has such an 
abundance of spotted trout as Hedge Hog Pond, which is in 
Elliottsville plantation. It is about five miles on an old log 

ing road beyond the primitive residence of the famous 
ackwoodsman known as “Doctor Brown.” The road from 

here to Brown’s is a very good one for buckboards. It is 
about one mile around this pond, and the trout are so plenty 
that a fair bait or fly-fisherman can easily take from 75 to 
100 of these in a day. They are from f of a pound to 2 
pounds in weight. 'The scenery from here to this place is 
grand, and a party of genuine anglers who desire to go on a 
fishing trip and sleep on fir and spruce boughs at night can¬ 
not find a more satisfactory place in Northern Maine than 
this. Two Monson guides, E. B. Hall and Grin J. Rice, 
have recently been there with some Boston parties and all 
pronounced it the best trout fishing that they had seen for 
many years.—J. F. 8. 

A West Vibginia Resobt.—Your correspondent “R. W. 
McL.,” Chillicothe. O., will find Kanawha Falls, W. Va., 
the place to go with an invalid wife for recuperation. It has 
one good, plain hotel, or accommodations might be secured 
with one of the villagers. River fishing just below the falls 
is excellent, and I was told that good trouting could be had 
back in the mountain streams, which three years ago had 
hardly felt the angler’s touch. The Falls are easily access! 
hie from Chillicothe via Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad. The 
climate is healthful and the scenery grand. Here you cun 
spend the time in peace and quietness, and avoid the jams 
and fussiness of more popular resorts.—D. (New York). 

Weakfish Neab New Yobk.—July 16.—I tried the weak¬ 
fish yesterday in Raritan Bay oyster fiats, from half ebb 
until half flood tide. Caught forty-three, the largest from 
one and a half to three pounds during young flood. Crab 
bait. Weather threatening with stray wind from 8. 8. E. 
Parties going to Tompkiusville, Staten Island, or Perth 
Amboy, can secure boats there.—Bbooklynite. 

8AEATOGA Lake, July 13.—Editor Forest and Stream: 
Bass fishing has been poor here, so far. I have only caught 
one (big-mouth), about 3^ pounds, but it came up like a 
water-soaked stick. I hear that a few good fish have been 
taken at the lower end of the lake; but the seining, jacking 
at night and such practices make fish scarce.—B. C. 

Adibondack Tbout.—Montreal,’July 10.—To-day Mr. E, 
8. Whitaker, of Watertown, N. Y., with guide and Adiron¬ 
dack skiff passed by this city, en route for the Thousand 
Islands. Mr, Whitaker went into camp on Beaver River 
May 1, then made a trip through the Middle Adirondack 
region to the headwaters of the Hudson, then down to Lake 
G^-orge. through this lake to the Champlain, etc. Mr Whit¬ 
aker says that he saw a couple of S. fontinalis that were 
caugh*. by a Boston party in “8priug pond,” of the Bog 
River chain, that weighed 5i and Of pounds each.—Stan- 
STEAD. 

Maine Maps.—N. C. Brackett & Son, Phillips, Me , have 
just i'^sued new maps of Franklin and Oxford counties. Me. 
"The Oxford county map gives the Rangeley Lake region, 
showing the locatlm of all the lakes, ponds and mountains, 
hotels and camps, and even the tote roads and carries. Those 
of Franklin county include the Dead River region and all the 
fishing grounds._ 

So easy to row with Allen’s how facers. Catalogne free. Oars 
complete, $8 per poir. Fred A Allen, Monmouth, Ill.—Adv. 

Address aU communications to the Forest and Stream Publish¬ 
ing Co. _ 

THE AMERICAN FISHERIES SOCIETY. 

[Discussion following the papnr on oyster culture published in our 
last. Issue.] 

Mr. BARTLETT—Can you tell us what indicates the ripe¬ 
ness of the oyster? 

Mb. Mather—Tlie appearance of ripeness is a milkiness aud 
swollen appearance of what you might call the body of the 
oyster, and when you press it you get a milky substance; in 
fact, the whole oyster is distended a great deal as a ripe fish 
is. 

Mr, Bartlett-It is quite apparent then? 
Mr. Mather—"Mery apparent to a person who is at all 

familiar with it, as I have explained in this paper. 
Mr. Clark—I would like to ask Mr. Mather if any one has 

tried to make any computation of how much spawn there is 
in one female? 

Mr. Mather—It has been done. I cannot give you the 
figures now, but I think if I were home and had access to my 
library I could very easily give that to you, I have an idea 
that perhaps an oyster of ordinary size may have nine or ten 
millions of eggs, and that it would vary as it does in the case 
of fish. 

Dr. Hudson—The Chair would state in answer to that ques¬ 
tion that the estimates vary considerably, and many of them 
are made very much higher than what Mr. Mather has stated. 
It has been estimated in many cases as high as fifty millions. 

Mr. Clark—Have you any idea of your own, Mr. Mather, 
what portion you impregnated? 

Mr. Mather—I have not, because to get at this it will be 
necessary to go over the whole mass with the microscope, and 
you would have very tew in the field at a time. We made no 
effort to estimate the amount of any impregnation. We recog¬ 
nize the fact that this thing is in its infancy. Several gentle¬ 
men have experimented before I did, whose names I mention 
in the paper read, and from whom I obtained considerable 
knowledge before I attempted it. I don’t know what per¬ 
centage we did get. We were contented to just work along, 
the main thing being to get ripe oysters and hatch something, 
doing the best we can. There is no trouble in hatching them. 
Every year along our bays and harbors there is a greater' or 
less amount of spawn. 

Mr. Fairbank—The set has been found to be best, I under¬ 
stand, on the bottom? 

Mr. Mather—Yes, sir; but where there are swift tideways 
there comes a time in the life of the little oyster when it 
wants to settle down to steady habits and quit this roving life, 
and whatever it takes hold of must be clean, and if it falls 
down in the mud it is gone. You can easily see, gentlemen, 
that, in a state of natui’e, many millions of spawn must be 
sent out and but few ai'e impregnated. When the female oys¬ 
ter gets ready, she opens her shells and lets her eggs go, and 
they must run their chance of a current from somewhere 
bringing them to the milt of some male oyster who has also 
just reached the supreme moment, aud the chances of their 
coming in contact at the proper instant of course are very 
small. The great mass must remain unimpregnated, aud then, 
of those which are impregnated, many of them fall into the 
mud and into other unsuitable places, not to mention dangers 
after they get their shells on them. 

A Member-Would the impregnation by artificial means be 
an economic way? 

Mr. Mather—I think so, and I think Prof. Rider thinks so 
also, and those means which he gives 'to catch the spat I think 
to be a better way of procedvu’e than the process I have 
adopted. 

Mr. Booth—I think perhaps it may be interesting to some 
of you gentlemen to give you one of my little experiences. The 
results I have just heard are very good, very nice indeed. It 
shows that oysters can be propagated, but it can be done so 
much more cheaply and in a more practical manner. Some 
four years ago 1 planted 13,000 bushels of shells that we had 
thrown away in the week, in the water in Delaware Bay, where 
there were no shells or oysters in the neighborhood. Last 
year we took up from those shells without planting any oysters 
on them a little over 40,000 bushels of as fine oysters as you 
ever saw in your life, and I think there are quite as many left 
on that ground. I say this to give you a little idea of how 
rapidly oysters will grow. If they would only plant, as Mr. 
Mather says, the proper shell or material at the proper time, 
that is all that is necessary. The time oysters spawn is usually 
in June or July, var-ying accordiog to the warmness of the 
atmosphere and the condition of the water. Those are the 
months that they spa'wn, and at the time that the oysters are 
ripe throw over your old oyster shells and try and have no 
fungus or vegetaole matter on them and the spat adheres to 
those oyster shells and you have no difliculty in getting more 
oysters than you can handle. Just take oyster shells and 
scatter them and you will find oysters enourfi to re-supply the 
whole territory. I have done that on the Delaware and also 
on the Baltimore, but in Chesapeake Bay we have no right to 
any grounds there, have no title and consequently no "water. 
In the Connecticut waters this has been done for the last 
eight or ten years, so where there were no oysters a few years 
ago there are millions of bushels. The enemy to the oyster 
there is the starfish. They come sometimes in myriads and 
they loll all the oysters unless they are taken up and removed 
to some other place. There is not the slightest trouble in the 
woild to replenish our oyster product on this coast or any 
other section of the country where you have warm weather 
in June or July. 

Mr. Mather—From Mr. Booth’s remarks it maybe inferred 
that our mode of artificial hatching is not adapted to practical 
work. We think that it is. The method which he speaks of 
is a very old one and often is aU that is sufficient, but there 
are yeare when the oystermen will tell you “there is no set,” 
meaning that the young failed to hatch or to catch on to 
something after hatching. Often a heavy rain kiUs the swim¬ 
ming oysters, or there may be currents which take the eggs 
to sea. It wUl readily be seeu that the conditions must all be 
favorable in order to secure a aood set, and nature provides 
for the loss of immense numbers of eggs and embryo oysters, 
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and it is this great waste which we are trying to save. If we 
do no more than to mix the eggs and mut together it is a 
great improvement on nature’s methods which only brings an 
occasional egg within reach of the fecundating fluid. 

Dr. Hudson—I could talk of course on this subject for 
hours, for this is a matter we have had a great deal to do with 
in Connecticut for the last six years. I would simply add to 
what Mr. Booth has said that in Connecticut and on Long 
Island Sound the time for spawning oysters varies from about 
the middle of June to the fii’st of September. It is governed 
entirely by the depth of the water. Where the water is shal¬ 
low it becomes warm more rapidly than where it is deep 
water. Oysters there grow where it is ten feet deep out to 
where it is ten fathoms or sixty feet. Mr. Booth has described 
sufficiently for practical pui'poses the method of cultivation, 
wffiich is the one universally carried on there, and were it not 
for the starfish, as he has said, I think the product would be 
almost unlimited. The only otlier enemy that we have on 
Long Island Sound is the drill, which is nothing like as dan¬ 
gerous in its effect as the stai-Qsh. There is another enemv to 
the oy.ster in por tions of New York State—the drumfish, a 
very powerful fish with powerful jaws, which crushes the 
oyster and destroys a great many, 'it is called the drumfish 
owing to the peculiar sound which it emits, and which can 
be heard by those who are immediately over it. 

Mr. Bissell—f would like to ask if your Commission have 
ever attempted to spawn the oyster, of have you simply at¬ 
tempted to catch them in the water? 

Dr. Hpd,son—We have never done that as a general thing. 
Some of these experiments have been mad^and the most in¬ 
teresting one in om’ water was by Lieut. Winslow, who has 
been engaged in this business. He came to Connecticut some 
four or five years ago and he had a can invented, and he could 
drop this can to the bottom of the Sound, and then when it 
reached the bottom by a peculiar cjutrivance he could pull 
out the bottom, so that whatever was inside was let loose. 
Just previous to that he had taken oysters in the same manner 
which Mr. Mather has descj-ibed and had hatched out a very 
large number. You gentlemen may be all aware, probably, 
that the great difficulty up to a very recent time has been to 
induce these young oysters to live beyond three days. There 
has been no difficulty about hatching out oystea-s and in keep¬ 
ing them alive through what is called the free swimming 
stage, which is about three days. At the end of that time it 
is their nature to attach themselves to something and they 
have invariably, up to a very recent period, died when they 
reached that stage. Some recent expei-i ments have been made 
by which they have succeeded in carrying them beyond that. 
Prof. Kice. whom some of us have met, told me he had suc- 
cee ded in carrying some of them three or four weeks. 

Mr. Mather—Yes.in a small aquai'ium,but they hnally died. 
Dr. Hudson—Ihe experiment that was tried in Connecticut 

was to take these young oysters during this free swimming 
stage, put them down on good bottom on Long Island Bound 
and there release them. The product of that pariicular 
locality was remarkably good afterward, but the general set 
of the Sound was so great that it was very difficult to appre¬ 
ciate jUst how much the set was increased by this peculiar 
process. As Mr. Booth has said, the system that was adopted 
in Connecticut of distributing clean shells has been attended 
with great success. Some large dealers distributed as many 
as three thousand bushels during the season of shells, and the 
young spat cling to the “culch,” as it is called, in immense 
quantities, such quantities that in very many instances they 
have to be culled out and removed to other localities for fear 
that they will smother each other, and as T said before, were 
it not for the enemies, the amount of oysters which might be 
produced would actually be almost unlimited. 

Mr Fairbank—When are they destroyed by staiffish? 
Dr. Hudson—(Generally when they are vei-y young. The 

starfish is a very pecuhar animal. They have a faculty of 
extruding the stomach and covering the entire oyster or other 
moilusk. They smround a little oyster, perhaps the size of a 
half dollar, more or less. The starfish puts its fingers round 
this oyster and it is supposed by some, smothers it, so that it 
has to open its shell; by others it is supposed that the star 
emits a peculiar acid which obliges the oyster to open its shell, 
and then the star protrudes one of its fingers into the shell and 
devours the stomach of the oyster. 

SALMON IN THE TOBIQUE.- Mr. Edward Jack, of Fred¬ 
ericton, N. B., writes to the GLob& of that city: “In a late issue 
of the Ql'.he an anonymous correspondent makes some re¬ 
marks with regard to the occurrence of Calit ornia salmon in 
New Brunswick. In relation to this matter I may mention 
that some statements respecting their having been taken in 
the upper St. John appearing in one of the Boston newspapers 
and having met the eye of the United States Fish Cornrnis- 
sioner, he wrote to me for information on the subject, giving 
me at the same time notable features by which I would be 
able to distinguish them from our ordinaiw salmon. It was 
late when the letter was received. Mr. W. Guion, of this city, 
to whom I went for information, notified me a few days after 
that Mr. Ben Waugh had caught one not far from Fredeiicton. 
I unfortunately failed to see it, however, and have he^rd of no 
other one having been taken since, although I have offered i^lO 
for a specimen to forward to the United States Fish pom- 
missiouer. A change seems to have taken place lately in the 
Tobique salmon, it may be that those introduced from the 
Restigouche may be taking the place of the St. John River 
fish. I have ascertained the following facts, which I now 
communicate, viz.: That at least 15 salmon were taken last 
summer with the fly in the dobique by two persons, some¬ 
where within twenty miles of the mouth of the river, a cir¬ 
cumstance which is said to have never occurred before. The 
first salmon in the Tobique made them appearance there 
last year about the first of June; they were said to have 
differed from any that had been seen there at any tune 
previously, being long and slim, and weighing six or seven 
pounds each, being nothing more than large grilse. The com¬ 
mon Tobique grilse usually runs from three to five poimds. 
St. John River salmon of the length of these l .rge grilse, an 
informant said, would weigh fifteen pounds. Ihe appearance 
and size of the June run of fish atti acted the attention of the 
people living on the Tobique, as well as the fact thnt more 
salmon fiy were seen in that river last season than for years 
*iefore.” ' _ 

book OUT FOR HIM —New York, July W.—Editor Forpst 
and btream: There seems to be a party traveling through tbe 
Eastern States who presents letters of inti oduclion from me, 
claiming in some instances to be chairman of the Fish and 
Slame Committee of the Legislature, and on the strength of 
mese letters, which are forgeries, he applies for a loan of 
money, and has been successful in obtaining it in some in¬ 
stances. He called on Mr. E. A. Brackett, at Winchester, 
Mass., representing himself as Mr. T. Royal Roosevelt. After 
that he called on Mr. Hoage, the Commissioner of Fisheries of 
New Hampshire, and presented a letter purporting to be 
signed by me, in trouncing him as Mr. Ft. B. Roosevelt. 1 write 
this to you in order that you may, if you think proper, pub¬ 
lish it as a warning to all parties that this party is a fraud and 
a scoundrel, as I have given out no letters of introducuon to 
any jiarties ti’aveling on business of the Fish Commission.—E. 
U. Blackford. 

A HIGH FISHWAY—Inspector Rogers inform us that 
both shad and aiewives have successfully passed through his 
fishways over the falls at Magaguadavic River at St. George, 
N. B. It will be remembered that he built his patent fishway 
there last fall, and for the first time in the hisioi y of the world 
fish have been successfully passed over a fall of sixty-eight 
feet in height, and the most of it perpendicular.—Haii/aa? 
Horald, 

FIXTURES. 
FIELD TRIALS. 

Sept. 21 —Field Trials of the Manitoba Field Trials Club. Charles 
A. Boxer, Secretary. Box 2S2, Winnipeg. 

Nov. 8.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Western Field Trials 
Association, at Abilene, Kan. R. C. Van Horn, Secretary. Kansas 
City, Mo. 

Nov. 8 —Third Annual Field Trials of the Fisher’s Island Club, 
Fisher’s Island. N. Y. Max Wenzel, Secretary. Hoboken. N J. 

Nov. 22.—Eighth annual field trials of the Eastern Field Trials Club, 
at High Point, N. C. AY. A. Coster, Secretary, Flatbush, Kings 
county. N. Y 

Dec. 6. Eighth Annual Field Trials of the National Field Trials 
Club, at Grand Junction, Tenn. 

DOG SHOWS. 
July 20, 21, 22 and 23.—Milwaukee Dog Show. John D. Olcott, Man¬ 

ager, Milwaukee, Wls. 
July 27 to 31 —Dog Show of the California Bench Show and Field 

Trials (Tub E. Leavesly, Superintendent, 436 Montgomery street, 
San Francisco, Cal. 

Aiig. 24, 2.1, 26 and 27.—First Annual Dog Show of the Latonia 
Agricultural associa'ion. Covington, Ky. George H. Hill, Manager, 
P. O Box 76 Cincinnati, O. 

Sept. 1 and 2.—First show of the American Fox Terrier Club, at 
Newport. R I. For fox-terriers exclusively. Edward Kelly, Secre- 
taiy, 46 Exchange Place, New York. 

Sept. 8. 9 and 10. Hornellsville, N. Y.. Dog Show, Farmers’ Club 
Fair. J. O. Fellows, Superintendent, Hornellsville. 

Sept. 14, 15, 16 and 17.—First fall dog show of the New Jersey Ken¬ 
nel Club, Waverly, N. J. A. P. Vredenburg, secretary, Bergen Point, 
N. J. 

A. K. R.-SPECIAL NOTICE. 

The AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER, for the registration of 
pedigree,s, etc. (with prize lists of all shows and trials), is pub 

ished every month Entries close on the 1st. Should he m early 
Entry blanks sent on receipt ot stamped and addressed envelope. 
Registration fee (50 cents) must accompany each entry. No entrie.s 
inserted unless paid in advance. Year)v subscription SI.50. Address 
‘■American Kennel Register.”?. O. Bo.» 2832, New York. Number 
of entries already printed 3893. 

PARASITIC DISEASES OF DOGS.-IV. 

The entozoa of the dog having now been described, the 
lesions produced by them noted, and the proper treat¬ 

ment for such pai’asitic diseases discussed, the next canine 
parasite which claims our attention is the nasal mite (Pentas- 
tomum toinioides). The adult mite—this species belonging to 
tbe Ai’ttc/iiiiua—presents the follovving character: The body 
is worm like and lancet-shaped, and flattened at tbe ventral 
surface. Posteriorly the body is narrowed, and is transversely 
marked with about ninety I'ings. Tbe cepbalo-thoracic seg¬ 
ments support four strong retractile claws. The skin is per¬ 
forated with nuuierous respiratory openings (stigmata), these 
are wanting in the cephalic segment. The head is blunt and 
is furnished with an oval mouth armed with a horny lip. The 
adult female measures from three to four inches in length, but 
the male is only about an inch long. The genital pore or the 
female is placed at the extremity of the tail, that of the male 
in the anterior part of the abdomen. 

In the mature state this ugly parasite infests the nasal 
cavities and even the frontal sinuses of the dog and wolf; more 
raiely it is found in the horse, sheep and other animals; even 
man himself has suffered from the presence of this parasite in 
his nasal chami ers. 

The mode of reproduction is oviparous, and the nasal 
mucous of an infected dog contains numerous tick eggs; these 
eggs are expelled in the act of sneezing, and are so scattered 
over fruits, vegetables and grass. Bhould any of these ova 
be swallowed along with food by any herbivorous animal, they 
hatch in the stomach and a small embryo emerges. This larva 
penetrates the intestinal wall and migrates to the liver. 
Here it becomes encysted in much the same way as do larval 
tapeworms, grows and goes through various changes of form, 
imtil it passes into the stage long known as Pentasfomam 
uenticulahun. This larval form is found mainly in sheep and 
hares; it has the body armed with many rows of small, shaip 
spmes, and is also provided with two paire of double claws. 
Ihe length is %% lines After a certain period of time the 
capsules undergo calcareous degeneration, and the encysted 
parasite dies if not transferred to a new host. The encysted 
form has been found not infrequently in man, encysted in 
one or other of his organs; fortunately the symptoms pro¬ 
duced by it are unimportant. In the lower animals the 
presence of laiwal ticks seems to cause no special incon¬ 
venience to the bearer. 

If the cyst-infested flesh of any animal is eaten by a dog, 
tbe larval ticks are liberated and make their way into the 
nasal cavities or frontal sinuses and there acquire sexual organs, 
and dev'elop into adult specimens of Pentastomuin tcenioides. 
If individuals of both sexes have been ingested, the nasal mu¬ 
cous of the dog now soon contains ripe eggs, which are strewn 
broadcast by sneezing, to be swallowed with food by some 
herbivorous animal or by man himself. 

The life history of this parasite is thus shown to very nearly 
resemble that of the true tapeworms: the two forms, how¬ 
ever, bear no relationsbip whatever to one. another, the Pen- 
tastomes being true Arachnida—mites, ticks, itch insects, etc., 
belonging to this class. 

This gigantic tick produces in the dog a formidable train of 
symptoms, and may even cause the death of the animal. We 
believe that ozsena or fetid nasal catarrh is an exceedingly 
rare disease in the dog except when caused by the presence in 
the nasal fossal, or f i ontal sinuses of Pentasiomes, at least in 
the great majority of cases of this disease parasites wiU be 
found within the nasal chambers. 

The clinical histoi’y of a case of nasal tick parasitism is as 
follows: There is a more or less constant secretion from one 
or both sides of the nose of purulent matter, which may be 
offensive in odor, and which has a strong tendency to accumu¬ 
late in dark colored crusts within the nasal cavities. The dog 
sneezes frequently and violently, and there may be almost 
complete nasal obstruction, with consequent loss of smell. 
Hemorrhage fi om the nose is an occasional symptom. The 
general health is much impaired if the disease has persisted 
for a long time, and the animal is listless and easily fatigued. 
The absolute diagnosis is to be made by examination of the 
nasal discharge with the microscope for Pentastomum eggs. 
Borne information may always be obtained by examining tne 
dog’s ncse with a laryngoscope reflector and a nasal dilator; 
this can only be done by a skillful sm'geon, and is oftt-n of but 
little value. The symptoms are sufficient to establish a diag¬ 
nosis in most cases. 

The prognosis of ozaena depends largely on the reparative 
powers of the system; in all cases it is a very serious affection, 
anid even death may result either from exhaustion or suddenly 
from the migration of Pentastonies into the larynx, wind-(>ipe 
or bronchi, so producing suffocation. AVe regai d prolonged 
fetid nasal catarrh as a marked cause of pulmonary phthisis 
i» the dog as well as in the human subject. Under treatment 
parasitic ozsena can usually be entirely cured in 3 ouug 
animals. Where profound intra-nasal structural changes have 
taken place, such as death of bone, ulceration and the forma¬ 
tion of polypi, little can be done lor the canine victim, though 
in all cases skilliul treatment should be tried. 

The treatment of ttiis disease is fairly satisfactory; the indi¬ 
cations are, fiist, to destroy and expel the parasites, and, 
second, to cm-e tbe nasal inflammation they have caused. 
Perhaps the most valuable local application is Lambert’s lis • 
terine. This should be used in the strength of three fluid 
drams to one ounce of distilled water. The dog’s head should 
be taken under the left arm. the chin being supported by the 
left hand, and with a small, hard-rubber syringe about two 

drams of the solution should be carefully and gentlv, not for¬ 
cibly, injected into the nostrils, the muzzle being elevated and 
tbe stream being directed toward tbe eye of that side, so as to 
make the application to the whole nasal mucous membrane, a 
very important consideration. This application should be 
made daily until the purulent character of the discharge is 
changed to a serous or colorless and watery exudate, when 
the strength of the listerine should be reduced one-half and 
the injections made only every second day. until a cure 
results. Another almost equally valuable injection consists of 
carbolic acid (crystal), ten grains; glycerme, one fluid dram; 
distilled water to make one fluid ounce, mix, and use in 
syringe. This is to be used in the same way as the listerine, 
and the strength must be gradually decreased as improvement 
takes place. 

Reckless syringing of a dog’s nose without careful attention 
to the stage of the disease can only be productive of great 
evil, and the greatest care and thoroughness should be exer¬ 
cised in conducting the treatment. The following may also 
be used: Thymol, grams; alcohol, 2 fluid drams; distilled 
water, to make one fluid ounce; mix, and use as an injection. 
This is especially valuable in very chronic and offensively 
smelling cases. It is a powerful application, and should be 
used with care and judgmeut. and only attei- other foiras of 
treatment have failed. Sulphate or iodide of zinc in the 
strength of two gi-ains to tbe ounce of water are valuable ap¬ 
plications when the discharge has become serous in character; 
one dram may be injected every other day. the greatest care 
being used. Internally, chincona, chloride of ammonia, pos¬ 
sibly iron, and certainly cod-liver oil, are of great service, and 
a generous diet and regular exercise are essential. 

Dead bone requires removal by a skillful surgeon, and nasal 
pnlypi can only be treated by an expert provided with proper 
instruments. Ulcers require treating with a solution of silver 
nitrate (100 grains Co the ounce of water), but this should ouly 
be trusted to a veterinary surgeon of undoubted skill, if ap¬ 
plied to comparatively healthy mucous membi'ane only harm 
wOl result from its use. 

Of all diseases to which man and beast are heir perhaps 
none have been so ignorant y and insanely maltreated as 
oziena, and we woidd im23ress most strongly on all readers of 
these letters the necessity of letting cases alone until they can 
be put under intelligent scientific treatment. 

Various forms of treatment for oztena in the dog have been 
recommended, none are of especial value and many are alto¬ 
gether harmful. The ouly other remedy calling for mention 
is the daily insufflation ot a few grains of rtuelv powered boric 
acid into the nasal cavities. The treatment here described is 
equally applicable to the fetid nasal catarrh in tbe dog when 
not of parasitic origin, but this disease must not be confoimded 
with simple acute or sub-acute cat arrb, the latter disease gener¬ 
ally calling tor no local treatment. 

The means by which Pentastome iiarasitism may be [ire- 
vented has already been suggested: If dogs are allowed to 
eat no butcher’s offal and if hounds are never allowed to 
•‘break im” bares in tUe field they cannot acq lire parasitic 
ozsena. D is evident also how important it is to cure us speed¬ 
ily as possible a dog harboring Pentastomum ; an infected dog 
should be isolated, and his yard and kennel kept scrupu ously 
Clean, and if the Pentastomes are expelled entire or can be 
removed with a forceps (which can so rarely be done, owing 
to the peculiar formation of the dog’s nasal cavities, that we 
did not speak of this method under treatment), they should be 
thrown into boiling water and so annihilated. This is a com¬ 
mon canine disease in Europe, but foi tunately rather rare in 
this country: further observatious and statistics of its fre¬ 
quency of occurrence are much needed. 

The follicle mites (Demodicidoe) infesting tbe dog are mere 
varieties of the species which attack man. The common 
species (Demodex JoUiculorum var oaninius) is distinguished 
bv the following characters: Body elongated, with worm¬ 
shaped abdomen; the head is armed with stiietto-shaped jaws 
and a sucker; there are four paiisof short stamped feet of 
three joints, but the young mite has only six feet. Tbe length 
is about 1-100 of an inch. The body is grayish white in color 
and semi-transparent. The eggs are elliptical. The habitat 
of these tiny creatures is the sebaceous follicles; they ai-e gre¬ 
garious, and as many as thirty ot these pai asites have been 
found m a single follicle of the dog. The man-infesting para¬ 
site of this species contiues itself to the sebaceous follicles of 
the face, but the canine variety occupies any pai-t of the dog’s 
body. 

By the presence of large numbers of this mite, acne-like 
ustules are formed; this is accompanied with shedding of the 
air, and tbe infested dog is said to suffer from follicular 

mange. When the pustules are veiy numerous, great Impair¬ 
ment of health aud even death may result from tbe excessive 
irritation. Tne propagation of this paiasite is quite simple; 
the eggs are thrown off along with sebaceous matter or with 
the discharge from the pustules, and adhering to the coats of 
othei- dogs, hatch, find their way into the skin follicles, and 
the symptoms of follicular mange appear. 

As might be pre-supposed from its pathological history, 
follicular mange is an actively contagious disease, but filthy 
kennels, bad food, and general neglect, certainly [ire-dispose 
dogs to acquiring follicle mites. 

The symptoms of this disf ase are highly characteristic, the 
folhcles of the skin undergo inflammation and the n ighbor- 
ing skin becomes I'ed and tumefied. The hair falls out and the 
exudation in the follicles becomes punilent, pustules resulting. 
The pustules soon break, discharge their contents, aud run 
together, unsightly scabs are toimed. These are hard in 
character and craiik open and bleed frequently. The disease 
extends, and the unfortunate animal soon becomes a hideous 
object, exhaling a most oflenside odor. The disease is accom¬ 
panied by some itching, aud often by severe pain. Nutrition 
is greatly disturbed if the disease is allowed to continue, and 
the health of the animal fails. The itching in this affection is 
much less severe than in sarcoptic mange, and the odor and 
peculiar appearance of the irruptiou are diagnostic. Ao ab¬ 
solute diagnosis may be made by examining the contents of a 
diseased follicle under the microscope, when thePemodex will 
be found. 

Follicular mange is entirely curable under proper treatment, 
but this must be continued lor a number ot months to insure 
a cure. Tlie animal should be flist weU washed with carbolic 
soap, and the hair then clipped from all around the seat of the 
irruption. If crusts have formed, these must be removed by 
soaking them wita lard or olive oil, and atterward washing 
them away with soap and water. They vriU generally loosen 
in about a day if the oil be lioerally applied. Ihe skin is now 
prepared for local medication. 

One of the most valuable applications in follicular man^e is 
pure carbolic acid. This should be used in the sti ength of 
naif a fluid ounce to the pint of pure water, aud the dog must 
be thoroughly mopped with this lotion twice a day. Ba sain 
of Peru in the strength of one part to six of alcohol is also 
very efficacious. In stubborn cases of the disease the follicles 
may be pencilled with a bntsh with the following, as advised 
by “Ashmont:” Caib lie acid, Canada tialsam, of each one 
part, mix. In using this preparation it must be remembered 
that carbolic acid is readily absorbed by the skin and is very 
poisonous; it should therefore be used with great care, aud 
not painted over the skin generally, but apphed only to the 
diseased follicles. If an ointment is preferred, one composed 
of one dram of creosote to ihi-ee ounces of lai-d or vaseline, 
IS a very valuable application, it is to be well rubbed into 
the skin. . ^ 

We believe that in many stubborn cases great good can be 
done by injecting the most diseased follicles by means of a 
hypodei'mjc syringe, with the hall-ounce-to-the-pint solution 
of carbolic acid. Only a few drops of tbe solution should be 
used in each pustule. ^ . 

Tbe application of the carbolized solution in water should ba 
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kept up for some weeks after apparent cure, in orderto destroy 
all X>e7nodea; eggs which may remain; and if the attack has 
been severe the dog will require tonic remedies and careful 
feeding for some weeks after the irruption subsides. 

In the prevention of this disease its highly contagious char¬ 
acter should be remembered, and a dog with follicular mange 
should always be isolated. As it is to some extent communi¬ 
cable to tbe human skin, some care must be used in cleansing 
the hands after handling diseased animals, though the svmp- 
toms produced in man by the Demodex a.re but tri&ing; 
indeed, according to authorities, one individual in twenty 
among rr.en harbors these parasites. R. W. S. ' 

Philadelphia. 

SOME A.K.B. STATISTICS. 

The geographical disti ibution of the 718 entries in the first 
half of the Tolume of the American Kennel Register for 

1886, and the representations of the several breeds are shown 
in the subjoined list: 
Alabama.. . 3 Missouri. ...10 
California. . 3 Michigan. ... 9 
Canatia. . 13 Montana. ... 2 
Colorado. . 10 New Brunswick. ... 4 
Connecticut. .50 New Hampshire. ...20 
Dakota. . 4 New Jersey. 
Delaware. . 1 New York. ...186 
District of Columbia. . 5 North Carolina. 2 

Georgia. . 8 Ohio. ...45 
Illinois. Pennsylvania. ...82 
ludiana. . 11 Rhode Island. ... 18 
Iowa. . 5 Soutk Carolina. ... 1 
Kansas. . 4 Texas. ... 5 
Kentucky. Tennessee. ... 4 
Maine. . 11 Virginia. ... 5 
Massachusetts. . 85 Vermont. ... n 
Maryland. . 12 Wisconsin. ...13 
Minnesota. 
Mississippi. . 1 

LIST OF BREEDS. 

... 2 

Basset hounds. Mexican hairless.. 
Beagles. .34 Pointers.. ...48 
Bulldogs. N ewfo midlands. .. 1 
CoUies. .136 Pugs. ...19 
Deerhounds. . 9 Kt. Bernards. ... 03 
Great Danes. . 4 Setters. .. 14-2 
Greyhounds. . 4 Spaniels. ... 54 
Foxhounds. . 1 Sheepdogs. ... 3 
Italian gieyhounds.., 
Mastiffs. 

. 4 

.81 
Terriers. ... 71 

DEATH OF CHAMPION RUSH. 

have received a letter from Mr. OrgUl which we 
V\ publi-h below, announcing the death of champion Rush. 

But few dogs are more widely known than Orgill’s Rush. His 
first appearance in pubhc wa.s at Baltimore in January, 1877, 
where he won second in the puppy class his litter sister Rose 
win,ling first. At the first show of the Westminster Kennel 
Club in May, the same year, he won first in the open class for 
dogs under rtfty-five pounds. His first champion prize was 
won at Philadelphia, in 1879. In 1880 and 1881 he won the 
champion prize at New York. He also won many other prizes 
at prominent shows. 

He was also a good dog in the field, and ran twice at field 
trials, but was unplaced. He was used extensively in the 
stud and leaves behind him a large number of descendants, 
some of which have made their mark both in the field and on 
the bench Following is Mr. Orgill’a letter: 

“The Cepaks. Bond’s, Tenn., July 16.—Editor Forest and 
Stream: Our old pointer dog champion Rush died this morn¬ 
ing, aged 10 years and 3 months. He did not seem to have 
any disease, but passed quietly away without suffering the 
least pain.—Thomas Orgill.” 

FOX-TERRIER SHOW. 

The American Fox-Terrier Club will give their first show 
at Newport, R. I., Sept. 1 and 2, Mr. P. Redmond, of 

London, Eng., a well-known authority on the breed, has con¬ 
sented to act as judge. The prize list is a liberal one. and the 
clas-^ificacion provides for all. The premium list is as follows: 
Champion dog (smooth), §2.5; bitch, the same. Open dogs, 
S20, 81.5, §10 and §5; bitches, the same. Puppies; dogs, 815, 
$i0 and $5; bitches, the same. Wire-hair, open, dogs, $15, $10 
and §5; oitches, the same; puppies, dogs or bitches, 810 and 
$5. Veteran class, smooth or wire-hair, dogs or bitches over 
seven years of age, 815 and $10. Novice class, smooth or wire- 
hair, dogs or bitches, $15, $10 and $5. Silver cups, value $25, 
are offered for best dog or bitch, best dog, best bitch, best 
wire-hau’ dog or bitch, besyjair, dog and bitch; best exhibit, 
not less than three. Mr. P. Redmond kindly offers a silver 
cup, value five guineas, for the best American bred dog or 
bitch tmder 12 months old. Entry blanks may be obtained of 
the secretary, Mr. Edw. Kelly, 45 Exchange place, NewYoi-k. 

THE ENGLISH FIELD TRIALS.—Newark, N. J.. July 12. 
Editor Forest and Stream; 1 think you have been led into 
error about the Reynald stake of the English National field 
trials The Kennel Gazette record you quote is incomplete. 
The London Field’s account is very different. It says, Ml^ay 1, 
^ge .549: “I’he judges now placed Mr. D. R. Scratton’s 
Hero fimt in pointers; Mr. Hey wood Lonsdale’s Jovial first in 
setters, Hero also taking the honors awarded for the absolute 
best of both varieties in the stake. As to the second best dog 
therein, the setter Rose and pointer Lass of Bow ran off to 
see which would better grace that position. The latter went 
with all her old style, and made a fine point at the bottom of 
the first field, and was quickly backed. Somehow or other 
the worker of Rose made his dog raise the birds, which caused 
the spectators to believe she had gained the point, which was 
not the case. In another field Rose had two points, to which 
Belle of Bow [sic] showed so much jealousy, by rushing in and 
standing them as if they were really hers, that the judges 
propei iy decided in favor of the setter.” 1 think you should 
make the record complete in Forest and Stream.—Syntax. 
[The above was in type for last week, but was inadvertently 
omitted. The Fteld's report is as quoted and is undoubtedly 
correct.] 

THE WAVERLY DOG SHOW—A contract for five years 
has been signed by the New Jersey State Agricultural Society, 
Amos Clark, President, and the New Jersey Kennel Club, G. 
J. Peshall, President, bjr which it is agreed that the Agricul¬ 
tural Society is to provide on the fair grounhs at W averly a 
suitable building ana that the Kennel Club is to give annual 
dog shows in connection with the State fair. The Kennel 
Club to have lull charge of the show. 

THE ST. LOUIS PRIZES.—Boston, July .—Editor Forest 
and Stream: I received a check from St. Louis Club this 
A. M., July 17, for premiums won by me.—J. P. Barnard, Jr. 

THE TRIAL OP DR. WATSON, of Jersey City, for cruelly 
tortuiing dogs, was held last week; the doctor being con¬ 
victed and fined. 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 

No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents. 

G. J. S., Black River Falls. Wis —I have a Gordon and Irish setter 
pup, bo'n in January, 16b6, that seems to be all right in every way 
except hts eyes. Tney are clear and brignt, but tbe lowt r Uds hang 
down ana the white of the eye is more or less bloodshot all the time. 
The pup is remarkably large for bis age. and in good condition. I 
thought at first he was gomg to nave distemper, but he is appareutly 
all right every other way. Can you teU me the probable cause and 

give me a remedy? The eves appear to be redder after having been 
in water. Ans. Get a stick of blue stone (copper sulphate) and touch 
the lower lid lightly every momiug. or nave a solution of zinc sul¬ 
phate made of the strength of two grains to tbe ounce of water, and 
drop a few drops into the outer corner of the eye night and morning, 
allowing it to diffuse itself over the eyeball. 

L. D. H., Bethel, Conn —A setter bas had a slight attack of distem¬ 
per; he has entirely recovered with exception of a severe twitching 
f face and jaws. Ans. Your dog suffers from chorea, a very com¬ 

mon .sequel to distemper Give three drops of the following solution 
three times daily in the food: Of strychnia sulphate, two grains; of 
water, one ounce. Mix. After three weeks stop this and give Fow¬ 
ler’s solution of arsenic in four-drop doses in the food three times 
diJ.ly. 

S. H. H.. Concord.—A setter had the distemper in April, from which 
I thought he had recovered with tbe exception of his eyes, in which 
every morning there is collected quite a quantity of thick whitl^h 
matter in the lower corners, otherwise they appear all ■ igbt, notse-m- 
liig weak. About three weeks ago I noticed a few small red blotches 
on the inside of forelegs and on breast, they have since spread and 
have appeared on his flanks, and a few on his body. I; suppose this 
to he red mange and have washed the affected parts in a solution of 
carbolic acid as recommended by Stonehenge; his coat is very bad, 
dry and thin, the hair falling out ver\ easily. He is rather thin in 
flesh though not'particularly so. Is fed principally on boiled Indian 
meal and what few vegetables and scraps of meat are left from 
table. His appetite is not very good; but he is in good spirits and is 
as eager foraw’-alk in the fields as ever. Ans Keep on with the 
wash and give Fowler’s s lution of arsenic in four d’op doses three 
times daily in the food. Increase the dose one drop daily up to 10 
drops and then decrease in same way. Keep the bowels easy with 
syrup of buckthorn in teaspoonful doses. 

Distemper —Macon, Ga.—I would like to have some of your many 
readers try the following remedy (and report results) in any and all 
cases where the mucous membrane is involved, as in diarrhoea, dys¬ 
entery, and particularly in distemper, viz : Sulphateof copper (blue 
stone), dose, J4 pruiu for aged dogs and half the quantity for pups 8 
weeks old. 1 have tried it twice and ihe result in both cases was ab¬ 
solutely- miraculous. The first case, a two year-old pointer, very 
much jaeed and reduced from overw-ork, contracted distemper in its 
worst form, given over to die. At the sugge.stion of a friend, gave 
nim one dose of bluestone. the nest day he was up and lively, 
ansious to eat, and was in the field again in one week Tlie other 
case, a pup ten weeks old. the mo^t persistent and malignant case of 
dysentery, constant discharges of blood for four days and nights, 
would eat nothing, and wa-, so reduced and weak that had no hope 
for him; gave him grain, and m one hour he was anxious to eat, 
and all discharges stopped and he was quite him'-elf again in a few 
days. Although I had commenced with castor oil and cot onseed, 
bismuth and opium, and he continued to get worse, until I gave him 
the bluestone. It is efficacious in treating cholera, and the already 
specified ills in the human family. I have been an ardent sportsman 
for forty years, and I have derived valuable information from your 
Kennel Management and naturally desire to contribute someth'ngtn 
r-turn. and should the above save tbe life of some good dog, I shall 
feel more than repaid for my trouble in writing. W. W. Parker. 
[Cupric sulphate is a metal astringent of considerable power, and is 
often of b' nefl in diarrhoea and dysentery, and those disea-es where 
mere is catarrhal relaxation of the mucous m^-mbraue of tue gastro- 
!Ute.stii)al canal. Where diarrhcei and dysentery are prominent 
symptoms in distemper—as they are in a large proportion of case.s— 
it >c£s very well. Alone it would not cure the disease, hut the str.p- 
ping of exhausting evacuations is a very important element in the 
therapy of any disease of this nature. Forest and Stream has ad¬ 
vised it in cases in the past.] 

KENNEL NOTES, 

KENNEL NOTE BLANKS.—For the convenience of breeders we 

have prepared a series of blanks for “Names Claimed,” “Whelps,” 

•‘Bred” and “Sales.” All Kennel Notes must be sent to us on these 

blanks, which will be forwarded to any address on receipt of 
stamped and directed envelope. Send for a set of them Sets of 

200 of any one form, bound, for retaining duplicates, sent postpaid, 

.30 cents. 
NAMES CLAIMED. 

Notes must be sent on tbe Prepared Blanks. 

Don. By Frank F. Dole. New Haven, Conn., for white, brown ear, 
bull-teriier oog, whelp-d May 28, 18e6, by Count (A.K.R. 3r.8) out of 
White Violet )A K E. 3799,. 

Lady Jane. By I rank F. Dole, New Haven, Conn., for white bull 
ter it-r bitch, whelped May 28, 1886, by Count (A.K.E. 3178) out of 
White Violet (A K R 3799). 

Model Bondhu. By A H. Bassett, for black and white English set¬ 
ter biteii. w helped March 29, 1886, by Qus Bondhu (Dashing Bondhu— 
Novel) out of Model Druia. 

Shell Bondhu. By F. A. Waite, North Attleboro, Mass., for black 
and white English set er dog. whelped March 4, 1^86, by Gus Bondhu 
(Dashing Bondhu-hovel) out. of Lynn (A K R 2420). 

Dollie Edgecomb, Edyeconib Maid. Edgecomb Lassie, Daisy Edge- 
comb. Bonnie Edgecomb and Edgecomb Beauty. By Lotnian Ken¬ 
nels. Stepney. Conn , for sable and whi,e collie, bitches, wheiped May 
4, 1886, by Oscar II. (imported Oscar—imported Fanny) out of im¬ 
ported Lady Edgecomb 

Ely-Catchtr. By J. R. Barraclough, South Norwalk. Conn., for 
lemon and white pointer bitch, whelped March 31, 1885, by Vic (.husn 
—Belle) out of Pitzer’s Flirt (Sensation-Flirt). 

Lothia . Chief. By Lothian Kennels, Stepney. Conn., for sable 
collie dog, whelped May 21. 1886, by Montrose (A.K.R. 891) out of im¬ 
ported Midlothian Lassie (Ernest—Tibbie) 

Lothian Help. By Lothian KenneL, Stepney, Conn ) for black and 
tan collie dog, whelped May 21, 1886, by Montrose (A.K.R. 89i) out of 
Imported Midlothi-n Lassie (Ernest—Tibbie). 

F lirtation. B\ H M Wilson, Baltimore, Md , for white and lemon 
pointer nlteh, whelped March 17, 1856, by Fritz (A.K.R. 268) out of 
Bird (A.K.R 1658). 

Lothian Prince. By Lothian KenneD, Stepney, Conn., for sable 
and white collie dog, whelped May 21, 1886, oy Montrose (A K.R. 891) 
out of imported Midlothian Lassie (Ernest—liobie). 

NAMES CHANGED. 

lady Isabella to Isa.—Editor Forestand Stream: As Mr. Flovd 
Vail has claimed the name Lad.y Isabella for his pointer bitch prior 
to myself, a.s per your last issue, please change rhe name of mine to 
Isa. and oblige—C, W. Littlejohn (Leesburg, Va., July 16). 

BRED 

EF” Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks. 

Lady—Count. G. Howard Davison’s (Mabbettsville. N. Y.) bull- 
terrier bitch Lady to F. F. Dole’s Count (A K.R. 3178), June 4. 

Borraus- Count. Geo Jordan’s (Montreal. Can.) bull terrier bitch 
Borrau.s (The Earl—Trouble) to F. F. Dole’s Count (A.K.R 3178), 
July 15. 

Bertha—Count. John Whitaker’s (Philadelohia, Pa) bull terrier 
bitch Bertha (Dutch, Jr.. A K.R. 1837—Young Venom) to F. F. Dole’s 
C-’Uni (A K.R. 3178i, July 17. 

Silver Queen—Montruse E. J. Hawley's (Stepney. Conn.) collie 
bitch Silver (Jueen (King Macbeth—Midlothian Lassie) to Lothian Ken¬ 
nels’ Montrose (A K.R. 891), July 14 

Lady Clyde—Montrose. E. J. Hawley’s (Stepney, Conn.) collie 
bitcu Lady Clyde (A.K R. 883) to Lothian Kennels’ Montrose (A.K R. 
801), July 10. 

Princess—Montrose. W. N. French's (Trumbull, Conn.) collie bitch 
Princess (Montrose, A.K R. 891—Fannie, A.K.R. 881) to Lothian Ken¬ 
nels’ Montrose (A K R 89i), July 1. 

Topsy—Montrose. P. A. Howe’s (New Milford, Conn.) collie bitch 
Topsy to Lothian Kennels’ Montrose (A K.R, 891). June 16. 

Fanny 1I.~ Montrose. E. J Hawley’s (Stepney. ‘ onn.) collie bitch 
Famieil. (A.K.R. 881) to Lothian Kennels’ Montrose (A.K.ix. 891). 
July 8. 

Scotch MoUie-King Macbeth. C. H. Hull’s (Monroe, Conn.) collie 
bitch Scotch Mollie (A.K.R. 2464) to Lothian Kenuels’ King Macbeth, 
•Julv 7. 

Kelpie - Bobbie Burns. Associated Fanciers’ (Philadelphia, Pa.) 
Dandle Dinmont bitcu Kelpie (A.K R. 1318) to Jas. Eae’s Bobbie Burns 
(A.K R. -2907), May 14. 

Van- Croxteth. R. L Hall’s pointer bitch Van to NeversinkLodge 
Kennels' Croxteth (Bang—Jane), June 18. 

Dully—Drake. Neversink Lodge Kennels’ (Guymard, N. Y.) pointer 
bitch Dolly 10 their Drake (> ^oxteth—La-ss). July 12 

Beauty—Croxteth J. Finu’s pointer bitch Beauty to Neversink 
Lodge Kennels’ Croxteth (Bang—Jane , June 16. 

Madge-Johnny Capt. F, H. D. Vieth’s (Ottawa, Ont.) Clumber 
spaniel bib fi Maage (Ben—Joan) to F. H, P. Mercer’s Johnny (Ben— 
Joan), July 11. 

Flora—Ge-ne. Locust Grove Kennels’ (Manton, E. I.)native Eng¬ 
lish setter bitch Flora (Dick—Gipsv) to E. A. Milne’s Gene (Druid- 
Ruby), June 29. 

WHELPS. 
Notes must be sent en the Prepared Blanks. 

Little Nellie. F. F. Dole’s (New Haven, Conn.) bull-terrier bitch 

Little Nellie (Paddy-), July 11, six (two dogs), by his The 
Baron (Du*ch—White Rose). 

Rhena. Bayard Thayer’s (Lancaster. Mass ) pointer bitch Rhona 
(Snapshot—Rose), June 14, nine (five dogs), by Locust Grove Kennels' 
Dean (Sensation—Daisy Deani. 

Smut II Locust Grove Kennels’ (Manton, R. I) native setter bitch 
Smut II (Pratt’s Trim-Smut), July 1, eleven (eight dogs), by their 
Sam iGref-n’s Sam—Smut II). 

Floy. J. E. Thayer’s (Lancaster. Mass.) pointer bitch Floy (Charley 
Ross—Flirt), Julv 8, seven (five dogs), by Locust Grove Kennels'Dean 
(Sensation—Daisy Dean). 

Lux. H. P Dortch’s (Goldsborongh) pointer bitch Lne (Bow- 
Jaunty), July 9, five (four dogs), by Graphic Kennels' Graphic (A.K.R. 
2311). 

SALES. 

Notes must be sent on tbe Prepared Blanks. 

Toney. White bull-terrier dog, whelped May 28. 1886, hy Count 
(A.K.R 3178) out of Whitn Violet K.R. 3799), byF. F. Dole, New 
Haven. Conn., to Jas. M. Cox, Morristown, N. J. 

Lady Jane. White bull-terrier biicb, whelned May 26. 1886. by 
O iiini (A K.R. 3178) out of White Violet (A K R. 3799i, by F F. Dole, 
New Haven, Conn., to G. Howard Davison, Mabbettsville, N. Y. 

Don. White, brown ear. bull-temer dog, whelped May 28, 1886. by 
Count (A.K.R. 3178) out of White Violet (A.K R. 3799), by P. P. Doie, 
New Haven. Conn., to H. E. Twitchell, Boston. Mass 

Lillie. White hull-terrier bitcb, whelpe.l May 2S, 1836. hy Count 
(A.K.R. 31781 out of White Violet (A.K H. 8799), by P. F. Dole, New 
Ha an, Conn . to Harry D Steers. New York. 

Nellie. White buU-tern'er bi'ch (A.K R 2194), by Geo. W. Dixon, 
Worcester, Mass . to J. W. Newman, Bos'on. Mass. 

Tom and Jerry. Black, white and tan beagle dogs, whelped Feb. 8, 
18S6, by Judge out of Pink, by Geo. L. Barnes, Tyringham, Mas?., to 
Henrv M. Plummer, New Bedford, Mass. 

Scotch Mollie. Black and fawn colfie bitch (4.K R 2764), by Lothian 
Kennels, Stepney, Conn., 'o O H. HuU, Monroe. Conn. 

Bubble Black cocker spaniel dog. whelped Sept. 15,1885. by Bub 
(A.K.R 1.31) out of Jennie, bv R E. Westlake, Olyphant, Pa., to Asso¬ 
ciated Fanciers, Philadelphia. Pa 

Leo Fawn ma-ftiff dog whelped June -20,1884, by Sultan II. out of 
Nell II., by Rev. I. Flavel Humphrey. Nmeveh, N. Y., to Associated 
Fanciers, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Bob Acres. Lemon and white pointer dog, whelped May 31, 1885, 
by Rush III. (A.K R. 402) out of Flirt (A.K.R. 1248), by R. T. Greene, 
Jersev City. N. J , to Associated Fanciers, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Kelpie. ’ Pepper Dandle Dinmont bitcb. whelped June, 1881 (A.K.R. 
1318), hy Associated Fanciers, Philadelphia, Pa., to Louis A. Shaw, 
Che.stnut Hill, Mass. 

Peep Bo. Black cocker spaniel bitcb. whelped Feb. 2-3, 1886, hyObo 
11. (A.K R 43-3) out of Fannie Obo, by H. C. Broosdon, Boston, Mass., 
to P. J. Herring, same place. [This sale was wrongly given last week 
as Yiim Yum ] 

Lady Druid. Lemon belton English setter bitch, whelped Dec. 2, 
1885, hj' Roybel Out of Little Fraud, by Q. P. (Nark, St. George’s, Del., 
to ' E. Wallin. Montgomery, Ala. 

Dan. Red Irish setter dog, whelped April 30, 1882, by Pa'sey out of 
Sheila, by R. E Westlake, Olyphant. Pa., to Associated Fanciers, 
Philadelphia, Pa., and resold by them to D. W. McKee, Morganza, 
Pa, 

PRESENTATIONS. 

Bannerman—Trinket whelps. Be-gles, whelped May 25. 1886, by 
W. s. Diffi-nderffrr, Bahimore, Md., a dog and bitch to Wm. Kizer 
and a dog to Jas. G. Clark, Jr., same place, and a bitch toF. B. Don¬ 
aldson, Elk Ridge, Md. 

DEATHS. 
Paris Gem. English setter bitch, whelped June 10. 1886 (Count 

Gladson—Paris Q ieen), owned by W. B. Bowen, Rockland, Mass., 
July 12, from distemper. 

Bush. Lemon and white pointer dog.whelped April 17, 1876(A. K.R. 
35'’). owned by Edmund Orgill, Bond’s, Tenn., July 16. 

Ruby Black, white and tan English setter bitch, whelped Jan. 15, 
1878 (A.K.R I20i. owned by H. E. Hamilton, New York, July 9, from 
paralysis of the heart. 

Evert pair of Allen’s bow facing oars warranted. Send for little 
catalogue free. Fred A. Allen, Monmouth, Ill.—Adu. 

and ^hooting. 

Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Publish 
Ing Co. _ 

HIGH TRAJECTORY, 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
In your Issue of June 17, “Archimedes” gives your readers an ex¬ 

ample in high matht-maiies. The paragraph nas just come under my 
e>e, andl venture in a crude and hasty manner to take issue with 
“Archimedes” in his conclusions. The proposition is that if a rifle is 
fired from an elevation of say 20,(XX) feet above the earth’s surface, 
vertically toward the earth, the prepelling force wUl be exhausted 
and tbe speed of the bullet will decrease until, at some point in its 
downward flight, it will acquire precisely the same veloGi'y that it 
would if dropped from the hand at the same elevation; and that it 
will reach the ground with the same velocity as if dropped fron- the 
hand I fancy that “Archimedes” has overlooked some factors that 
will greatly disturb hi.s results. When a bullet is fired horizontally 
near the earth's surface, there are two forces which oppose its flight 
and diminish its velocitv in a progressive ratio every successive mo¬ 
ment until it is brought to a stop on the ear h’s surface These are 
gravity and atmo'pheric resistance. If there were no atmosphere or 
other medium through wnich it passed of a material nature, the bul¬ 
let would travel further, but finally come to the ground from the 
force of gravity. 

If the e were no gravRv the bullet would finally come to a stand in 
the air, in tbe same horizontal line upon which it started. If there 
were neither gravity nor atmospheric resistance, the bullet would 
continue througn all eternity, upon the same line and wi'.h the same 
velocity wlih which it started. There is no such thing as exhausting 
the p'-opelling force unless there is some opposing force to exhaust 
It. The force of gravity is greater than the atmospheric res stance, 
as evidenced by the fact that any body, heavier than air, even a 
feather, will finally reacn the ground when an pped. A bullet fired 
fi om a high elevation toward the earth will encounter very rarifled 
atmiephere, offering but little resistance during the first part of its 
flight. The force of gravity plus the propelling 1 orce, will be resisted 
slightly by the ranfled atmosphere. The velocity of the bullet will 
be increased, not diminished. It will reach the earth with the veloeiy 
due to gravity minus the atmospheric resistance, that is. the same as 
if dropped from the hand, plus tbe initial velocity due to the propell¬ 
ing force. Coahoma. 

Memphis, Tenn. 

NEWARK, July 17.—Tbe riflematch of lOOshots each at the German 
nng target, as noticed in the Forest and Stream of last w eek, came 
off with much enthusiasm at Union Htil, N. J.. this afternoon, ‘25 con¬ 
testants paid an entrance fee of $5 each, anu began the nrsi of a 
series of 3 contests for a solid silver cup. Mr. Wm Hayes, with his 
muzzle-loader was the winner of the cup witn the nice score of 
2196. The next contest wiill take place at Newark, N. J , Aug. 7. The 
• ntrance fees were divided into $10 prizes end distributed M the 12 
highest scoies, all the shooters used the beavi German rifles with 
hair trigger.-, except Capt. Farrow and Mr. Gunther, who shot with 
lOlb. rifles and 31b trigger pull. Capt. larrow’s scori of 2116 is the 
highest on record for rifles under the rules of tbe National Rifle As¬ 
sociation. It IS noticeable that tbe fli si five winner- are all members 
ot the Zttiler rifle team of New York city; the following are the scores 
in series of ten shots: 
Wm Hayes.208 214 211 224 231 217 215 229 224 223- 2196 
MDOrrler.220 229 211 ‘217 224 222 ■-■12 213 219 219—‘2186 
A Lober.217 2(0 220 -219 2^20 210 225 223 214 215-2183 
G Joiner.d08 tKi 2i6 -215 219‘209 ■214 216 ■^Oe ■-06—21*23 
I Gopper mith.219 219 203 217 190 -204 '212 204 216 210—2108 
C (SZettler .210 2i3 ‘204 200 211 20 i 2* 6 209 2(6 •200—-.075 
W M J)arrow.214 209 211 •2-22 *219 2'5 2*22 *291 204 ■209—2116 
L ]9?el.156 210 195 216 190 215 ■207 206 214 211—2043 
1^ Miller. .205 199 204 213 202 192 203 198 ■212 -206-*-034 
B Z"Bler.216 -205 189 21.5 204 200 196 198 195 21i-2 »29 
J H Brown.190 210 210 200 201 184 187 ‘204 2-23 206—■-iOlS 
F Sebroeder.186 T'l 166 194 196 215 200 208 215 198—19 9 
A Begerow.leg 2( 9 i82 ■202 ‘213 201 2(3 177 194 219—1989 
BJ^lack.180 213 214 194 205 208 192 201 198 192—1996 
B Wahlcer.200 102 2i 6 188 214 171 200 201 196 207—1969 
G Zimmerman.175 190 216 186 196 19S 19J *219 217 197—1997 
C E faintor.179 194 199 i97 2u3 196 208 204 195 204—1976 
W mien.199 183 I9l 202 193 198 20-2 301 205 -1965 
0 W Karcber.199 185 181 197 181 216 189 167 209 193-1917 
G^mbrust.156 169 171 199 191 161 *203 205 214 •2‘24—1913 
V Steinbach.194 185 190 190 184 184 189 205 199 158—1879 
O schnffle.;.142 173 207 157 168 192 160 159 157 167-1632 
H Gunther...101 172 148 151 167 165 166 144 151 —1603 
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THE INTERNATIONAL MATCHES. 

A KEVIW OF TWELVE YEARS. 

rNTERNATIONA.L. rifle matches start with the Irish-American 

match of 1874. In the summer of the previous year the Irish 

team of small-bore marksmen had for the first time won the Elcho 

Shield from the Scotch and English shooters. They were the cham¬ 
pions then of Great Britain, and Major A. Blennerhassett Leech, who 

in 1867 had founded the Irish Rifle Association, was so pleased over 

the doings of his compatriots, that he sent out a sweeping challenge 

across the ocean, hoping to extend the fame of the Irish team in this 

direction. His letter was published here in November, 1873, and the 
Amateur Rifle Club, a young organization, at once took up the chal¬ 

lenge. The club knew next to nothing of long-range work, but with 

the hope rather than any expectation of victory, the conditions of 

the challenge were agreed to by Col. Geo. W. Wingate. The match 

took place on Sept. 26,1874, at Creedmoor. It was a very hot day, 

and the foreigners suffered with the heat. The highest possible score 
per man at each range was 60, under the old system of marking. The 

score stood: 

Lieut Henry Fulton, Remington. 

i;ui ouuu ouuxut;, xvtrujiLi^tuu .. 
Col H A Gildersleeve, Sharps. 
L L Hepbm’n. Remington. 

Team aggregate..-. 326 

SOOydB. 900yds. lOOOyds. T'l 
. .58 57 56 171 

66 51 162 
. 54 51 63 158 

51 61 165 
50 46 149 
45 41 139 

310 298 934 

,sset Leech, Captain. 
800yds. 900yds. lOOOyds. T’l 

56 56 163 
,. 54 51 55 160 

52 50 160 
49 48 154 

. 50 49 61 150 
55 43 144 

.. 317 312 802 931 Team aggregate.317 

There was a return match in 1875. The Irishmen wanted satis¬ 
faction and on their own soil. A team was called together, and on 
June 29, upon the historic Dollymount in Dublin harbor, the match 
was fought. A flne team had been sent over under Col. H. A. Gilder¬ 
sleeve, and another victory followed for the Americana. It was not 
a good shooting day, but the scores ran high, as follows, same scor¬ 
ing as before: 

Americar Team—Col. Henry A. Gildersleeve, Captain 

Col Henry A Gildersleeve, Sharps. 
Col John Bodine, Remington. 
Maj Henry Fulton, Remington_ 

Capt R C Coleman, Remington. 

Team aggregate.. 

J G Pollock, Rigby. 

SOOyds. 900yds. lOOOyds. T’l 
. 58 55 62 165 
. 56 56 52 164 
. 52 59 51 162 
. 58 57 46 161 

52 51 160 
,. 56 48 62 166 

327 304 968 
leech. Captain. 
800yds. 900yds. lOOOyds. T’l 
. 58 60 65 163 

.. 68 54 50 162 
54 51 161 

. 59 63 49 161 

. 52 44 53 149 
55 37 41 133 

292 299 929 Team aggregate. 
The Canadian small-bore men thought it would be a good stroke to 

challenge the victorious Americans, and in this way jump in as 
champions of the world. A challenge was sent by the Victoria Rifle 
Club, of Hamilton, Ont.. to the Amateur Rifle Club, promptly ac¬ 
cepted, and on Sept. 26, 1875, the match was shot at Creedmoor 
against a junior team. There was a rear fishtail wind and the 
Canadians suffered a defeat. The scoring was upon the present tar¬ 
get, making each man’s highest possible at each range 75 points. 
The score stood: 

American Team—Gen. T. S. Dakin, Captain. 
800yds. 900yds. lOOOyds. T’l 

W B Farwell, Remington . 69 
A V Canfield, Jr. Remington.  62 
L L Hepburn, Remington. 60 
L 0 Bruce, Sharps. 59 
F Hyde, Remington. 65 
H S Jewell, Sharps. 63 
J S Conlln, Sharps. 51 
L Geiger, Remington. 46 

62 
63 
60 
51 
55 
47 

63 
57 
62 
61 
66 
66 
62 
60 

193 
187 
184 
183 
181 
180 
158 
143 

MOT Team aggregate. . 475 469 467 

Canadian Team—C. K. Murray, Captain. 
800yds. 9i)0yds. lOOOyds. T’l 

George Murlson, Metford. 67 68 64 189 
J J Mason, Metford . 63 55 62 181 
D Mitchell. Metford . 53 65 59 177 
Wm Mitchell, Metford. 58 67 57 172 
F Schwarz, Metford.. 68 52 60 170 
C K MuiTay, Metford. 60 61 67 168 
Geo Disher, Metford. 69 60 68 167 
James Adams. Rigby. 54 60 66 160 

Team aggregate. 472 439 473 1384 

In 1876 the Centennial of the United States was celebrated and as 
part of this celebration a “Palma” as the emblem of the long-range 
championship of the world was provided and all the world bidden 
come and shoot for it. It was to be a two days’ match in teams of 
eight men at the new targets, possible 76 per man per range, and at 
Creedmoor on Sept. 14 the match opened with beautiful weather. 
The teams and scores were: 

First Day. 

Martin Boyd, Ingram. 

800yds. 900yds. lOOOyds. T’l 
. 71 71 67 209 
,. 65 70 67 202 
. 68 62 78 201 
. 65 68 66 193 
,. 71 63 62 196 

67 62 196 
.. 64 65 64 198 

62 63 191 

528 523 1586 

Irish Team—Major A. B. Leech, Captain. 

Team aggregate.535 

L Weber, Remington. 

Isaac L Allen, Remington.. 

Team aggregate,. 

Maj J T Sleep, Rigby.. 
J S Ljmch, Rigby .... 
J J Slade, Rigby. 

Canadian Team—Maj. O’Reilly, Captain. 

Lieut J Adam, Rigby. 
SObyds. 900yds. lOOOyds, 

66 
, T’l 

202 
A Bell, Metford . 64 71 200 
Capt J J Mason, Metford. 64 64 191 
Maj J M Gibson, Medford. 59 61 184 
George Disher, Metford . 57 61 180 
G Murison, Metford.. 57 59 180 
William Cruit, Metford.. 62 69 178 
Maj W H Cotton, Metford. 66 52 175 

Team aggregate. 476 493 1490 
Second Day —The scores on the second day. Sept, 15, stood: 

American Team. 

Isaac L Allen, Remington.. 
Gen T S Dakin, Remington. 
Major Henry Fulton, Remington. 

800yds. 900yds . lOOOvds. T’l 
.. 65 72 66' 203 
.. 68 61 71 200 

69 62 190 
59 68 193 
61 66 193 
63 65 188 

.. 66 68 54 188 
.. 66 62 58 186 

515 509 1549 

Lieut George Fenton, Rigby., 
J K Milner. Rigby.., 
Henry Dyas, Rigby. 

800yds. 900yds. lOOOyds. T’l 

Lieut A Ward, Rigby. 
WGDGoff, Rigby.... 

62 69 199 
.. 62 61 76 198 

62 71 196 
62 67 191 

.. 61 62 67 190 
62 62 188 
54 65 185 
60 59 175 

485 435 1522 
Australian Team. 

800yds. 900yd8. lOOOyds. T’l 
J J Slade. Rigby . 70 
Sergt D Gee, Rigby. 72 
Capt H J King, Rigby. 68 
Capt J McG Smith, Rigby. 59 
Lieut T T Draper, Rigby... 61 
J S Lynch, Rigby. 61 
Major J T Sleep, Rigby . f4 
Capt B J WardiU, Rigby. 67 

62 
61 
67 
60 
62 
60 
56 

62 
61 
63 
67 
64 
61 
54 

Team aggregate., 
Scotch Team, 

, 522 494 501 1617 

Martin Boyd, Ingram., 

R McVittie. Ingram. 
D Fraser, Henry. 
Peter Rae, Ingram. 
Thomas Whitelaw, Ingram. 
Dr J Mitchell. Metford. 

800yds. 900yds. lOOOyds. T’l 
69 71 196 

. 73 57 64 194 
61 62 190 

.. 60 61 62 183 
59 54 183 

.. 61 61 60 182 
.. 65 57 60 182 

47 57 167 

. 525 462 490 1477 

SOOvds. 900yds. lOOOyds. T’i 
. 69 69 63 206 
. 76 67 64 206 
. 67 66 71 204 
. 65 66 69 200 
. 64 65 65 194 
. 64 62 66 192 

65 61 192 
.. 65 64 59 188 

524 1.582 

SOC^ds. 900yds, 
65 

, lOOOyds. 
69 

T’l 
2a3 

.. 68 69 65 202 
. 68 64 70 200 
. 70 66 63 199 
. 68 62 63 198 
. 70 69 55 194 

66 56 192 
. 69 57 63 189 

518 509 1677 

Team aggregate. 531 

80^ds. 90(^ds. lOOOyds. T’l 
206 

.. 65 68 68 201 
.. 69 69 61 199 
.. 65 64 66 195 

66 64 193 
.. 71 04 56 191 

66 62 187 
.. 66 59 54 173 

.. 531 524 490 1545 

Canadian Team. 
SOOyds. 900yds. lOOOyds. T’l 

Lieut J Adam, Rigby. 66 60 64 190 
Major W H Cotton, Metford. 66 60 60 186 
A Bell, Metford,. 03 57 63 183 
Major J 51 Gibson, Metford. 69 54 60 183 
G Murlson, Metford. 68 65 59 182 
Capt J J Mason, Metford. 60 59 61 180 
William Cruit, Metford. 65 57 54 166 
George Disher, Metford. 55 53 55 163 

Team aggregate. 492 465 476 1433 
Match Summary. 

American team.1175 1083 1018 3126 
Irish team.1087 1009 158 3104 
Scotch team.1060 990 1013 3063 
Australian team.1053 1018 991 3062 
Canadian team.1013 941 959 2923 

While the Irishmen were in America they asked and were freely 
and promptly accorded another “go” at the American riflemen. The 
match was set down for Sept. 21, 1876. It was a cold, gnstv day, and 
once again the Irishmen were beaten. The score running, with a 
possible 75 points per man per range: 

American Team-Major Henry Fulton, Captain. 
SOOydB. 9C0yds. lOOOyds. T’l 

General T. S. Dakin, Remington. 71 67 70 208 
Ransom Rathbone, Remington. 68 69 67 204 
Isaac L Allen, Remington. 68 59 72 199 
L Weber, Remington. 66 68 64 198 
Major Henry Fulton, Remington. 70 54 67 191 
Lieut-Col W B Farwell, Remington. 66 69 30 165 

Team aggregate. 409 386 360 1165 
Irish Team—Major A. B. Leech, Captain. 

Joshua K Milner, Rigby. 68 72 66 200 
Henry Dyas, Rigby. 66 64 68 198 
William Rigby, Rigby . 69 61 67 197 
Lieut George Fenton Rigby. 66 .59 64 189 
Edmund Johnson, Rigby. 64 67 63 184 
WRJoynt, Rigby. 61 56 63 180 

369 391 1154 Team aggregate... 394 
The series of discomfitures which they had suffered seemed to an¬ 

noy the riflemen of the United Kingdom very much. They were 
specially anxious to have a distinctively national match, with the 
best of America against the best of Great Britain. This came off at 
Creedmoor in 1877, in a two days match. Sir Henry St. John Hal¬ 
ford, a member of the Council of the National Rifle Association of 
Great Britain, had chosen from the English, Irish and Scotch Elcho 
“Eight” the best small-bore talent, and he confidently looked for a 
victory. The contest took place in flne shooting weather on Septem¬ 
ber 13 and 14, and the score stood: 

W H Jackson, Remington. 

Team aggregate. 

Second Day.—American Team. 

800yds. SOOyds. lOOOyds. 
. 74 67 72 

T’l 
213 

.. 71 66 72 209 
70 68 209 

.. 71 66 69 206 

.. 69 73 64 206 
73 63 206 

., 69 69 66 204 
63 66 202 

.. 568 
alford. 

547 
Captain. 

510 1655 

70 67 209 
65 69 207 

.. 71 70 66 207 

.. 72 67 67 206 
....71 63 71 205 

70 69 204 
.. 71 62 65 198 
.. 63 70 60 193 

637 531 1629 

C B Blydenburgh, Remington 

Team aggregate. 

Lieut G Fenton, Rigby. 

American Team—E. H. Sanford, Captain. 
^ ^ ^ ^ . SCOvds. 600yds. lOOOyds. T’l 
L L Hepburn, Remington. 67 65 67 199 
H Fulton. Remington . 64 59 62 185 
Wallace Gunn, Sharps. 59 64 67 180 
W M Farrow, Ballard.   56 63 59 178 
L Geiger, Remington. 62 53 58 173 
R Rathbone, Remington. 65 55 48 168 

Team aggregate.37< 859 351 
Canadian Team- -Major Gibson, Captain. 

J Adam, Remington . 69 68 
W Cruit. Metford ML. 58 57 
A Bell, Metford ML... . 59 62 57 
F Schwarz, Remington. 61 66 
Joseph Mason, Remington. 
J M Gibson, Metford ML. 

. 58 66 
59 

48 
57 

Team aggregate. 365 832 

1083 

185 
179 
178 
176 
172 
17! 

1061 
There was a lull in this branch of rifle practice until 1880, when, in 

response to a suggestion from the Irish Association that a visit from 
an American team would be a welcome one, accordingly Col. John 
Bodine led another team of his fellow countrymen over, and on the 
same Dollymount Range another victory rested with the American 
team. The match was shot on June 20,1880. The day was a Irouble- 
some one, in a shooting point of view, but out of the possible 75 points 
per man per range there were not a few perfect scores made. The 
record shows: 

American Team-CoI. John Bodine, Captain. 
800yc . 

H F Clark, Sharps. 73 
SOOyds. 900yds. lOOOyds. T’l 

>7St r-K 01Q 219 
69 74 218 

. 70 75 70 215 
71 69 214 

. ri 73 69 213 
. 73 73 6? 213 

. 436 436 420 1292 Team aggregate. 

Irish Team—Major A. B. Leech, Captain. 
800yds. 900yds. lOOOyds. T’l 

Geo Fenton. Rigby B L. 75 
J Russell Joynt, Blgby B L. 73 
S 8 Young. Metford ML. 73 
Joshua K Milner, Rigby B L. . 75 
W Rigby, Rigby B L. 71 
J Rigby, Rigby B L . 69 

70 
71 
74 
70 
71 
72 

428 

72 
72 
69 
67 
68 
68 

416 

217 
216 
216 
212 
210 
SOT 

liOT Team aggregate. 436 ^ _ 
In connection with this visit of the American riflemen to England 

occurred the notorious Halford-Hyde match. Frank Hyde, a gun 
agent, had, against the protest of Col. Bodine, induced a number of 
the members of the reserve of the American team to join him In 
making up a squad to meet a carefully selected team which Sir Henrv 
HalforJ had collected. They met at Wimbledon, July 25, 1880, and 
the result was a flat defeat of the Americans; the score standing: 

Halford Team. 

MUner. 

Young.. 

Brown. 
Hyde... 
Dudley.. 

800yds. 900yds, 
71 

lOOOyds. 
67 

T’l 
212 

.. 73 71 63 209 

.. 73 70 64 207 
67 69 206 

.. 73 71 61 205 
72 61 204 
68 62 202 
69 59 202 

.. 580 559 508 1647 

800yds. 900yds. lOOOyds. T’l 
69 63 209 
71 67 205 

.. 73 67 63 203 
71 60 202 
63 60 198 

. 68 64 67 197 
60 58 190 

.. 64 50 60 164 

.. 544 515 509 1568 Team aggregate . . 
The Canadians were roused again about this time to have another 

match with the Amateur Rifle Club, and they were again accorded a 
chance. Lieut.-Col. Gibson brought down a strong team from the 
Victoria Club, of Hamilton, Out., and Pres. R. H. Keene, of the 
Amateur Club, acted as captain of the American team. The match 
was shot on Aug. 14. under not very favorable weather conditions: 

American Team—R. H. Keene, Captain. 
800yds. 900yds. lOOOyds. T’l 

JP Waters. 74 75 73 
Coins Jewell. 73 70 72 
L Weber. 74 71 69 
R Rathbone. 74 67 72 
LD Hepburn. 72 69 66 
IL AUen....^..... 72 69 66 

217 
215 
214 
213 
207 
207 

1273 

800yde 
. 74 

1. 9(^ds. lOOOyds. T’l 
73 219 

. 73 72 71 216 

. 74 71 70 216 
73 70 213 
65 73 210 

. 72 68 65 205 
.. 70 66 67 203 

67 61 198 

554 550 1679 
[. 
. 72 69 66 207 

67 66 205 
64 70 203 

. 72 69 62 203 
70 66 66 202 

67 63 200 
66 62 198 

. 64 68 63 196 

. 559 536 518 1613 
ry. 

1143 1101 1090 3334 
1117 1073 1052 3242 

Team aggregate. 43d 416 418 
Canadian Team—Col. J. M. Gib.son, Captain 

SOOvds. 900yds. lOOOyds. T’l 
Col JM Gibson. 73 70 67 210 
Albert Pain. 70 74 66 210 
Dr McLaughlin. 74 65 69 208 
Joseph Mason. 74 64 67 205 
F Schwarz. 69 66 69 204 
Wm Mitchell. 67 68 63 198 

Team aggregate. 427 407 401 1235 
The match won by Col. Bodine seemed to convince the British rifle¬ 

men that there was little chance of a victory at small-bore work 
against the Americans. Accordingly, when in November, 1881, the 
suggestion went over for a military match at short, mid and long 
range, acceptance came promptly back, and It was arranged that a 
double match should be had, the first to be shot at Creedmoor, in 
1882, and the return match at Wimbledon in the following year. The 
rifles were of the class known as “special military” In the usual 
classification. 

The composition of the two teams in the opening match of Ameri¬ 
can militia vs. British volunteers was as follows: The British team: 
1—Lieut. J. Heap, Sixth Lancashire Volunteers; Private G. Boulter, 
Second Cheshir.-; Major G. Pearse, Fourth Devonshire; Sergt P. 
Oliver, Third Kent; Major A. P. Humphry, Cambridge University 
Royal Volunteers, ana Capt. P. T. Godsai, Second Bucas. 2—Corp. 
C. Parry. Second Cheshire; Private G. Goodear, Sixth Lancashire; 
Sergt J. W. Dods. First Berwick; Corp. W. Caldwell, First Renfrew; 
Corp. H. Bates, First Warwick, and Priv. R McVittie, First Dumfries. 
Of the American, Pollard, Htnman, Atkinson, Dolan, McNevin, 
Howard, Shakespeare and Alder bad Remington-Hepburn rifles. 
Smith, Ogden and Hinds had Sharp-Borchardt rifles, whiJe Pauld¬ 
ing used a Hotchkiss repeater. . . „ 

The American Team: 1 - Private M. D. Hinds, Twentieth Separate 
Company; Private D. H. Ogden, Twentieth Separate Company; Sergt. 
J. McNevin, Thirteenth New York; Capt D. R. Atkinson, Thirteenth 
Pennsylvania; Maj. E. O. Shakspeare, Staff of Gen. Hartranft, Penn¬ 
sylvania; Col. G. P. Howard. First Brigade Staff, New Jersey 2— 
Sergt. T. J. Dolan, Twelfth New York; Private F. Alder, Seventh 
New' York; Private C. W. Hinman, First Massachusetts; Capt. J. M. 
Pollard, National Rifles, Washington; Private J. Smith, Ninth New 
York, and Sergt. J. L. Paulding, Twelfth New York. 

On the British side Maj. Humphry, Corp. Caldwell, Sergt. Dods 
used a rifle made by Gibbs, of England, with aFarquarson breech 
and Metford barrel; Corp. Bates and Capt. Godsai used the Webley 
rifle; Priv. Boulter, Priv. Goodear, Lieut. Heap, Sergt. Oliver, Corp. 
Parry and Maj. Pearse used a rifle with the Deeley breech and the 
Metford barrel, all of .45 cal. ,,-,00-. r.,u 

The first match was shot at Creedmoor Sept. 14 and 15,18S2, The 
former day was given up to the shooting at 200, 500 and 600yds. It 
was a day of strong wind from the rear. _ 

The second day was given to the long-range work at 800, 900 and 
1000yds., and again it was a bad shooting day with a gusty 10 o’clock 
wind. The full scores stood: 

British Team—Sir Henry St. J. Halford, Captain. 
First Day. Second Day. 

Robert McVittie... 

The year 1877 brought its usual round between the small - bore men 
of Canada, and the Amateur Rifle Club of New York, representing 
the small-bore men of the United States. The match took place on 
the Garrison Common Range, near Toronto, Sept, 3,1877, and resulted 

‘ as foUow's, possible 75 per man per range; 

SOOvds. 600yds. 600yds. 800yds. OOOyds. lOOOyds. T’l 
28 31 28 29 32 27 177 

, 31 34 30 26 30 25 176 
23 33 29 25 24 31 170 
26 32 32 31 25 24 170 
26 .33 31 25 26 25 166 
31 31 32 26 26 20 166 
27 30 29 21 31 27 165 
28 81 28 24 28 25 164 
29 27 30 29 24 22 161 
27 32 24 21 23 32 159 
28 29 24 26 26 25 158 
31 34 26 10 18 24 143 

840 378 344 293 313 307 
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American Team—Col. John Bodine, Captain. 
First Day. Second Day. 

800yds. 600yds. eOOydl'TOyds. 900yds. 1000yds. TT 
John Smith. 30 34 31 26 86 21 
JM Pollard. 89 31 33 S3 2B 18 
(iWHinnmn. 30 .32 23 19 26 23 
D R Atkinson. 29 32 2? 26 23 19 
D H Osrden. 27 31 31 27 17 20 
TbosJ Dolan. 25 28 34 16 27 21 
GEP Howard. 31 29 26 1 9 16 29 
J McNevin. 22 33 .30 17 23 23 
E O Shakespeare.. 25 29 29 16 24 21 
JL Paulding. 27 31 24 80 20 20 
Fred Alder. 27 30 23 27 22 11 
MD Hinds. 29 29 28 19 19 10 

Team aggregate. 331 369 843 255 271 236 

168 
162 
158 
156 
163 
151 
149 
148 
144 
142 
140 
134 

1805 

The Canadians in 1882 were rewarded for their many repulses by 
securing a victory over an American team. The American team 
went np in very bad form, defeat was predicted and it came. The 
match was fought on the Ainslee Wood llange, near Hamilton, oat. 
The weather was so bad that the match was interrupted and the 
Canadian score was finished on the day following. The match was 
fought on Aug. 16,1882, and the score ran; 

Canadian Team. 
800yds. 900yds. lOOOyds. TT 

Mason . 73 
Margetts. 72 
Good win. 69 
Mitchell. 74 
Pain . 71 
Schwaiz.   72 

Team aggregate. 431 
American Team. 

80', 
Rathhone. 67 
Brown. 68 
Dudley. 68 
De Forest. 
Davids. 
Todd. 68 

Team aggregate. 

July, 1833, found the American team at Wimbledon, according to 
the agreement for a return match. Col. G. E. P. Howard was the 
captain and his team was made up of Lieut. Walter Scott, Third Sep¬ 
arate Company Infantry, N. Y.; Sergt. T. J. Dolan. Twelfth Regiment, 
N. T.: Sergt. W. L. Cash, Washington Light Infantry; Sergt. J. L. 

. 73 67 

. 72 72 
,. 69 70 
. 74 63 

65 
. 72 61 - 

.lii 398 362 1189 

800yds. 900yds. lOOOyds. T’l 
60 66 193 

... 68 68 ()2 198 
63 63 200 

.. 69 72 70 211 
63 51 177 

... 68 71 61 200 

.. 40.3 397 379 1179 

Regiment, Massachusetts: Priv. M. W. Bull, Second Regimen*, Massa¬ 
chusetts; Priv. John Smith, Ninth Regiment, New Jersey; Priv. S. I. 
Scott, Washington Light Infantry. 

Sir Henry Halford again led the British Volunteer team and had 
under him: Priv. R. McVictie, First Dumfries; Sergt. J. H. Dods, 
First Berwick; Corp. C. G. Parry, Second Cheshire; Major G. Pearse, 
Fourth Devonshire; Corp. H. hates, First Warwick: Capt. J. P. God- 
sal, Second Bucks; Major A. P. Humphrey, Cambridge University 

Fifth Lancashire. 
The arms used were on the British side: The Deeley Edge Metford 

rifle, by Wattlewortb, Godsal, Parry, McVittie. Pearse, Lowe, Hum¬ 
phry and Dods. The Metford rifles were used by Gibbs, Young and 
Goldsmith, while Bates had a Webley-Wyley. On the American 
Team, S. I. Scott, Pollard, Dolan and Cash had the Remington-Hep- 
burn, while the other members w'ere armed with the Brown Standard 
rifle. 

The match was fought on two days, July 20 being given up to the 
200, too and OdOyds. work, while the next day was devoted to the 800, 
90j and lOOOyds. shooting. They were two days of storm and rain, 
gale and lightning, and it was not surprising that lowscores resulted. 
Each man, as before, fired 7 shots at each range, making a total pos¬ 
sible ot 35 points. The scores stood: 

British Team—Sir Henry Halford, Captain. 
First Day. Second Day. 

200yds. 600yds. 600yds. 800yds. 900yds. 
0 D ■\Vattleworth. .. 32 82 30 32 27 27 180 
GO Gibbs.:. .. 25 63 .34 27 29 28 176 
C G Parry. .. 28 32 29 26 26 29 170 
H Bates. .. 29 34 go 29 28 20 170 
S S Gouldsmith.. . 31 31 27 3L 27 22 169 
R McVitiie . ... 29 31 29 24 30 20 163 
J P Godsal. ... 27 32 32 28 28 16 162 
G Pearse. .. 27 33 29 22 26 21 158 
J H Dods . ... 28 23 30 82 21 21 155 
E Low'e.. 35 26 24 22 16 151 
AP Humphry... ... 26 29 30 27 13 24 149 
C H Young. .. 30 31 28 28 20 10 147 

Team aggregate. 340 376 354 330 297 2.54 1951 

American Team Col Howard, Captain 
First Day. Second Day. 

200yds. 500yds. 600yds. 800yds. 900yds. lOOOyds. TT 
S I Scott.. 29 30 31 33 28 22 173 
C W Hinman. 29 35 32 27 26 19 168 
AB Van Heusen... 29 32 29 80 24 20 164 
W Scott . 29 27 32 32 20 22 162 
J H Brown. 30 29 31 25 19 27 161 
J L Paulding. . 31 29 30 31 23 17 161 
T J Dolan. 81 30 23 28 26 19 157 
M W Bull. 28 30 32 32 20 15 157 
G Joiner. 29 33 31 28 20 10 164 
J M Pollard. 30 31 26 29 18 19 153 
J Smith . 29 34 32 27 17 10 149 
W L Cash. 28 26 28 24 22 19 147 

Team aggregate. 352 366 360 346 263 219 1906 

With this defeat for the Americans abroad the series of interna¬ 
tional matches closes. It will be seen that in small-bore, long-range 
work the victory lies on this side the Atlantic, and the Palma, eni- 
bleraatic of the championship in this line of marksmanship, still 
remains on American soil. In military shooting the honors are on 
the British side, and after two defeats the American guardsmen seem 
indisposed to make an effort toward bringing all championships to 
this couEtry. _ 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

HAVERHILL, Mass., Rifle Club, July 17, Practice Match; 
8 9 7 

9 10 
9 7 10 
6 9 7 
5 6 8 

0 6 
3 3 

5 7 9-79 
10 9 5-76 

6 8 5-74 
8 8 9-70 

6-67 

4 10 

6- 53 
7— 53 
5-50 

S E Johnson . 9 
W Worthen. 7 
J Busfleld.7 
E Brown . 5 
A Edgeriy. 7 
C Brown. 6 
J Choate. 4 
J P M Green. 7 

JAMESTOWN, N. Y., July 17.—At the regular shoot for club 
medal yesterday, 200yds., off hand, Creedmoor target, the following 
scores were made, wind strong from. 10 o’clock: 
Norton.5554454455 -46 Curtiss.5434444533—39 
Hazeltine.4415554554-45 Baker.4545534442—39 
Burns.3554544445-44 Hazzard.5632344424 -36 

CREEDMOOR, July 17.—It was very hot at the Creedmoor range 
diu-ing most of to-day, but the shooting was unusually good. The 
attendance was the largest of the year, excepting that of July 5. The 
entries numbered 360 and the first cash prize amounted to about $8. 
The winners in the champion marksman’s class were as follows. 

200yds. 600yds. Total. 
Sei^t T Mahoney, 12th Reg.20 
Lieut C C Wallace, 14th Reg.22 
Private J W Hale, 7th Reg .22 
Sergt W N Bairer, 22d Reg. 
Private G T Merchant, 7tn Reg 
Lieut J R Byrd, 22d Reg . ... 
Sergt G H Frazer, 4Tth Reg.23 
Serge R M Kalloch, 7th Reg...19 

Sergt. Mahoney made a perfect score at 500yds. This has been 
done but three times this year. Private J. T. Klein, of the 17tfa Sepa¬ 
rate Company, who won the medal last year, scored a total of 47 to¬ 
day, but as he was the winner of last year, he was entitled to no 
prize. A peculiarity of the shooting this year is, that in the five 
matches that have been shot no marksman has won the first prize 
twice. 

.20 25 45 

.22 22 44 

.22 22 44 

.20 23 43 

.20 23 43 

.20 23 43 

.23 20 43 
23 42 

A CANADIAN MATCH.—Moncton. N. B., July 15.—The first inter- 
provincial rifle match, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick participat¬ 
ing, took place on the Moncton Rifle Range to-day. The shooting 
commenced about 11 and was concluded at 5. The conditions were 
favorable, the wind being almost a fishtail and hazing light. The 
score beats the be^t Wimbledon record. New Brunswick's total for 
the range being 701, or four more than the highest in the competition 
for the Kolapore Cup, while Nova Scotia’s 693 was but four behind. 
Tlie riflemen are delighted at the successful inauguration of the inter- 
provincial matches, and if the Nova Scotians are disappointed the 
New Brunswickers are surprised at the phenomenal success. The 
score sheets show the following; 800, 600 and eooyds., 7 shots, highest 
possible, 35 at each range: 

Nova Seotia. 
200yds. 

Capt Bishop. 30 
Capt Corbin. 31 
Gunner Campbell. 31 
Lieut Fiske. 31 
Capt Weston. 30 
Lieut Adams. SO 
Gunner Fader. 30 
Major Walsh.   20 

500yds. eOOyds. Total. 
32 27 89 
29 29 89 
26 33 90 
28 29 88 
29 29 88 
28 30 86 
28 27 85 
26 26 78 

Lieut Langstroth.... 
Sergt Langstroth. 
Lieut McRobie _ 
C^r^^ Rppr . 

239 
New Brunswick. 

200yd3. 
. 29 

. 28 

224 

500yds. 
32 
31 
32 
29 

Lieut Smith. . 31 32 
Capt Hartt . . 29 34 
Major Arnold. 26 
Capt Kinnear. . .31 27 

230 693 

eOOvds. Total. 
27 88 
31 92 
30 90 
27 87 
32 95 
25 87 
24 87 
29 79 

234 284 225 701 

BO iTON, July 17.—The attendance at the range at Walnut Hill to¬ 
day was not large. The weather conditions were favorable. Follow 
are the scores: 

Rest Match. 
H J Foster, A. 9 10 9 10 10 10 10 10 10 10-98 
D L Chase, F.10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 9 9-98 
WHOler .10 10 10 9 9 10 10 9 8 10—95 

Five Hundred Yard Match. 
LL Chase (sptg rifle)5555555555—60 A L Brackett (mil.) .4444,554555—45 
W Henry (mil.).4555555455—43 E E Benjamin (rail.).42.356564.55—43 
A S Brackett (mil,)..6555554443-45 C S Sauny.6453144545-43 

State Militia Match. 
FEBenjamin.21 22 21 21 H White...21 22 .. .. 
E C B Erickson.21 21 .. .. F W Reynolds.21 21 22 .. 
CM Cook.21 22 .. .. 

WILMINGTON. Del., July 14.—There was a fair attendance at the 
public rifle matches, held by the WilmingDon Rifle Club at Schuetzen 
Park this afternoon, and the shooting wa.s continued until the target 
was washed away by torrents of rain. The conditions of the first 
match were: Creedmoor target, 200yds., off-hand, and prizes divided 
by score classes. After deciding ties the prizes were awarded as fol¬ 
lows: First, S. J. Newman; second. W. C. Seeds: third, U. Fuller; 
fourth, Wm. O’Conuor. The following is the full score out of a pos¬ 
sible 25 points: 
S J Newman.64454—22 J E E Seeds.44344—19 
W C Seeds.. 44544—at II Simpson.44433-18 
CHeinel, Sr.44544—21 I W Seeds. 34343-17 
U Fuller.43445—20 W A Bacon .323:4—16 
H B Seeds .53444 - 20 J E Newman.23434—16 
W O’Connor.34444—19 

At the second match a new plan was tried which gave general sat¬ 
isfaction. Bacon and Simpson were appointed to select two teams 
from those present to compete with each other. This awakened a 
spirit of rivalry which made the match exciting and interesting. 
Bacon’s team won by 19 points, holding the lead from the start. The 
prizes were awarded acesrding to the highe.it scores of the entire 
match, and were as follows: First, Charles Heinel. Sr.; second. Jas. 
E. Newman; third, S. J. Newman; fourth, U. Fuller; fifth, H. B. 
Seeds. The conditions were 200yds. off-hand. Massachusetts target. 
The full score is as follows, out of a possible 108 points for individuals, 
or out of 640 points for teams, William F. Seeds shooting as odd 
man: 
Vf A Bacon. 6 11 4 7 9 9 9 8 9- 71 
SJ Newman. 9 7 12 8 9 9 10 10 9— 83 
H B Seeds. 10 12 11 8 7 9 8 6 9—80 
.IE Newman. 12 8 10 9 7 9 11 12 7— 85 
J E Seeds. 12 9 12 10 9 11 2 8 5— 78 

48 47 49 42 41 47 40 44 39 397 

H Simpson. 2 10 11 10 4 8 5 6 6— 62 
CHeinel, Sr. 8 9 12 11 0 9 11 8 12— 89 
U Puller. 8 12 10 8 8 10 10 7 9- 82 
IW Seeds. 6 5 11 9 8 6 10 7 10— 75 
William O’Connor. 10 9 5 10 5 6 4 10 11- 70 

37 45 49 48 34 39 40 38 48 378 

William F Seeds. 2 9 9 8 11 11 9 8 11 - 78 
At a meeting of the club held at the close of the matches the w'eek- 

ly shooting day w'as changed to Monday. It was also decided to visit 
the West Philadelphia Rifle and Gun Club at Stockton range, near 
Camden, N. J., on Monday, July 2). 

WIMBLEDON, July 15.—The regular match between members of 
the House of Lords and members of the House of Commons has been 
abandoned because it has been found impossible to complete the 
teams, owing to the absorbing interest in the election. The shooting 
of the first stage of the contest for the Queen’s prize was finished to¬ 
day. Corporal Reuter, of the Aberdeen Rifles, made 96 out of a pos¬ 
sible 105, taking the bronze medal. 

July 19.—There was some fine shooting in the rifle matches to-day. 
Rigby, for instance made 15 consecutive bullseyes at 600yds. Light 
breezes prevailed for a time, and the weather afterward became 
rainy. The shooting for the London Corporation prizes was confined 
to marksmen from the colonies. The highest scores at the first range, 
000yds., were as follows: Barnhill, of Ganada, and Davis, of India, 
40 each; Armstrong, of Canada, Cork, of Austi-alia, and Harwood, of 
India, 39 each. 

July 20.—The shooting was continued to-day. The weather was 
favorable. In the match for the Queen’s prize, Corp. Richardson, of 
Cambridgeshire; Sergt. Barret, of Lancashire, and Private Jackson, 
of Lincoln.shire, tied, with 2.5 points each. The lie was shot off and 
resulted in Jackson winning. 

NATIONAL RIFLE CLUB.—Editor Forest and Stream: The 
twent.v-ninth annual meeting of the club will be held at Vernon, Vt.. 
Sept. 7, 8 and 9. A general invitation is extended to all interested in 
rifle shooting. Any one can become a member and entitled to all tbe 
privileges of the club by paying J5 entrance fee to the match for 
prizes and the club medal. The standard weight of rifle barrels being 
l51bs. all over must give the following odds: Prom 15 to 201b8,to 
the pound for every 10 shots. From 90 to 301bs., 3-16in. to the pound 
for every 10 shots. From 30 to 401bs , l-16in. to the pound for every 
10 shots. Ten per cent, odds will be allowed to parties shooting from 
the shoulder. First string will be shot Tuesday afternoon, second 
and third strings on Wednesday. Distance 40 rods. Time rules.—N. 
S. Brockway, Secretary, Bellows Falls, Vt. 

THE TRAP. 

Scores for publication should be made out on the printed blanks 
pi-epared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to club 
secretanes. 

uoTTcspondents wno favor us vnth club scores are particularly re¬ 
quested to write on one side of the paper only. 

SACRAMENTO, July 4.—The Pacific Sportsmen’s Club held its 
monthly shoot to-day at Agricultural Park, the result being as fol¬ 
lows. showing 84?^ per cent, ot kills: 
Pedlar, 80yds .111111111111-12 Graves, 2Syds.lllllllOllll—11 
O Flobr, 28yds.111111111111—12 Witteobrock, 30..JlllllOlOOll— 9 
Bronner. SOyds... .011101011111—9 Damm, 28yds ....101101110111- 9 
RFlohr, 30yd8.100011111010 - 7 Chapman, 28yds..111111111111—12 

In the shoot off of the ties, Flohr w'on with a clean score. 

NEWTOWN, N. Y , July 13.-North Side Gun Club's regular 
monthly shoot at 7 pigeons, 6 ground traps, handicap; 
Jerrett, 26vds.0001111-4 Meyer. 27yds.0100111-4 
Manning, 27y8.llOlilO-5 Stems, 26.vds.1111100-5 
Duryea, 27vds.1010011-4 Winholz, 26yds.1101101-5 
Dr Franz, 26yds.1101110—5 Barlow, 26yds.1010111—5 
Eberhardt, 20yds.1011000—3 Smith, 26yd8 ..1010101—4 
Wahlen, 26yds.1101001-4 Grau, 25yds.0000111-3 

Ties for first: Won by Franz, with 6 straight. 

ATHENS, Pa.. July 17.—Athens Gun Club, regular shoot, balls and 
pigeons, 18yds. rise: 

Balls. Pig’ns. Balls. Pig’ns. 
F Fuller.11011 10111—8 F Marks.lOliO 01111—7 
EW Davies .11111 01111—9 W Park.10011 01111-7 
NKnaresboro....lllll 11101—9 Dr Davis.11000 —2 

LA SALLE, N. Y., July 15.—Niagara River Shooting Club. Com¬ 
petition for club goldmeaal, 26 Niagara Falls blackbird": 
S Kellogg.llOlOniO'OlOlll 011011111—17 
E H Smith.1101111111011001011111111-20 
Ed Moody.lllllllllOtlOiUlOllimi-22 
Geo Barker.OOniOlllOllllIOllJllllll—20 
.t H Jewell .0100011101111101111111101—18 
Jenne, Jr.llllllllllOOOiOlOlllllltl—20 
W Gombert.Oil!llllllCOt 111100111111-20 
Treat.1111011011110111111111011-21 
J H Jewett.1111101111101110011111111—21 
G Barker.OlllllOlUllllimilCllll-22 

Club competition for 7 prizes of silverware; 
Case...1111111111101100111001111-20 
S Kellogg.0111111011011111101011111—20 
E H Smith.1111111011011110111110111-22 
E Moody.1111111111011100110101011-19 
Shirley..OOlllOCOl lOlllOllOlCOIOll—14 
G Barker.1011101111011011111111111-21 
J H Jewett.101011110 011011101001101—15 
Ed Taylor.1101111011101111111100110-19 
W Grwne .0001111011011111100110111-17 
Hopkins.1010011101101101010101111—16 
Vogt .1111000111001110110110111-17 
Jenne, Jr.lOimilllllOllllllllllll—23 
W Gombert .1001110111100101111111111-19 
Treat.1111011111011111011111111—22 

Treat won ties on 22, Kellogg 21, Moody 19, Green 17. 
TRENTON. N. J., July 8.—Monthly shoot of the Trenton Gun Club 

at Ligow’sky clay pigeons, 5 traps, 5yds. apart, set at highest tension, 
18yds. rise: 
JStradling. 1111110110111011010110111—19 
A S Leigh.111101111111IIIIOOOIIOIOO—18 
C H Allen.1110111111111111101111110-22 
A M Loveless.nOOOOuiOlOllllllOlOOOOlO-12 
J M Allen .1111001110111111111111000-19 
M Fox.iiiionniiiiiioioniiioi-21 
II Bombough.llllOllllllllllOOllOOlHl—20 
CH Allen .llOOlllOOUllllw. -11 
M Fox.llllOllllOlOlOlw. —11 
J M Alien .llOnilOlOw. — 7 
C Carson...OllOOOOlOOw. —3 
C Applegate.0001000111 w. — 4 

MANCHESTER, Conn.—Gun club scores, July 13: 
M White.llOinilUllllllOlOO—16 
F E Watkins. 11100011001111011111-14 
WB Cheney .10001010000111111111-12 
JohnSflewry.01011111011011001010-12 
W C Cheney.11000010100111100011—10 
WW Cheney...lOOOllllOOlOlOOlOlOO- 9 
Chas Tavlor .OOlOOOOOlOlOlOOOllH- 8 
J P CheW.OllOOOOOCOOOOlOlOOlO- 5 
AW Hyde..10001101100110000011- 9 

NEWPORT, R. I.—The Miantonomi Gun Club has reorganized with 
CharlesH. Lawton, President; Wm. F. Clarke, Secretary; Jeff. Rich¬ 
ardson, Treasurer; Joseph Brown, Captain. The first shooting 
match of the season takes place July 28. 

CAPT. BOGARDUS is with Forepaugh’s show. 
WINCHENDON. Mass., July 15.—At the regular meet yesterday 

afternoon of the members of the Winchendon Gun Cluo the members 
present tried the breaking of clay pigeons. There w'ere strings of 16. 
The totals broken were: H. Lawrence 10, P. S. Davis 10, L. F. Earle 
8, E. M. Whitney 8, F. E. Mann 8, C. Houghton 7, A. Lawrence 6, A. H. 
Felch 6. 

GARDNER, Mass., July 16.—A few of the members of the Gardner 
Sportsmen’s Association, recently organized here, went out to the 
Hackmatack Range yesterday and tried their luck at bird shooting. 
Strings of 10 were thrown from the traps. The attempts to break 
were as follows: I. N. Dodge 8, B. F. Burkman 7, C. S. Knight 6, E. 
C. Dodge 6, J. A. Stiles 6, A. F. Eaton 5, A. Elliott 5, L. Webber 6, G. 
F. Ellsworth 5. 

WOONSOCKET, R. I., July 16.—Woonsocket Rod and Gun Club 
weekly shoot. On account of the drizzling rain there were but very 
few visitors present. Shoot for the member’s badge, which was won 
by E. R. Darling, who scored 16 out of a possible 20. Individual score 
ot each: A. Aldrich 15, Oscar Mowry 14, J. Hein 14, L. Ballou 13 J. 
Wooliscroft 18. R. A. Mowry 12. Sweepstake: E. R. Darling 3, A. 
Aldrich 3, J. Wooliscroft 3. R. A. Mowry 3, O. Mowry 3, L. Ballou 2, 
J. Hein 0. In the shoot off Aldrich and Mowry tied and divided first 
money. L. Ballou won second and the third prize was awarded to J. 
Hein. 

H.4.RTFORD, Conn.. July 16 —Match at clay-pigeons. 18 .yds.; 
E C Howe.011111111111101—13 M Cook.1100011001111(1—10 
M White.HlOOlll 1011111—12 L B Cary.00001 lOllOlOlll- 8 
J Melrose.llllllOlOOlUOl—H A C Collins.lOOOllOOOllOOOl— 0 
W B Cheney.. .llOOlllilOnOll—11 J Cook.001100100100000— 4 
EL Hooper. ..111001011100111-10 George Grou.. .OlOOOOOOlOOOOOl—3 
J Howe.111100100101111—10 

ST. LOUIS. July 12,-To-day’s shoot of the gue club resulted as 
follow's, the figure 2 denoting that the bird was killed with the second 
barrel. First shoot, 10 live birds, handicap distances. Moneys di¬ 
vided into 50, ^ and 20 per cent, between the three highest scorers: 
Ed Hayden.2111111212-10 Dr McClure.1201122211— 9 
Blanke.1211112222-10 Wells.1000201221- 6 
McDonough.1212211221—10 D Ran ken.2011121132— 9 
Dr Michel.0021211002- 6 Greene.0212111222 - 9 
Farrar.2010211.321— 8 Bohn.2012011222— 8 
Field.1120121000— 6 Bates.1202022211— 8 
Dr Spencer.1000202201— 5 

Ed Hayden, Blanke and McDonough divide first money. 
Second shoot, 5 birds: 

Bates.22222—5 Bohn.02111-4 1100 
D Ranken.21121—5 Wells.01011—3 1111 
Farrar.12221—4 UOl McClure .00121-3 1210 
Greene.....22021—4 20 McDonough.11010-3 lOO 

Bates and Ranken divide first money, Farrar won second. Wells 
thira. 

Tbird shoot. 10 Peoria birds, 18yds. rise, three moneys: 
B'ield.1011111101—8 Green.0010011000 -3 
Wells.0111011111—8 Dr Michel.1000010000-2 
Hayden.1011111101—8 Dr Spencer.0000001100-2 
Blanke...0100110001—4 Dr McClure.0000100010-2 
Bohn.0010001110-4 Brown .1010000000—2 

Fields, Wells and Hayden divided first money, Blanke and Bobu 
divided second. Green won third. 

Match at 23 Peoria blackbirds, ISyds. rise: 
Wells .lOOlOlOCOlOll111 1011—12 Green.OllOlOlOOOOOOOOiOlO— 6 

MOHICAN C. C. RACES.—Thursday, July 15.-Unlimited cham¬ 
pionship race for July, pennant and medal, Gibson race called 
promptly at 5:30 P. M., 7 staters: Vesper, R. W. Gibson, 83ft.; Nan. 
H L. Tnomas, 95ft.; Thetis, P. M. Wackerhagen, 85ft.; Marion B., R. 
S. Oliver, 83ft.; Ohingackgook, Wm. Wheeler, 80ft.; Arno, H. C. 
Cushman, 78ft.; Mermaid. L. T. Prince. 80ft. There was a strong 
reefing breeze from the south with knock down flaws and squalls 
from an approaching storm. Thomas sailed the Nan, the club boat, 
as the Annie O. was m the repair shop. The Nan is outside A. C. A. 
limits and can carry almost unlimited sail, A flying start was made, 
the boats well bunched except Vesper who was some distance to rear. 
The Nan at once took the lead. Despite the heavy wind all sail was 
carried by the contestants. Nan, Thetis, Vesper, Marion B. kept 
fairly well together for first half mile, the wind being almost astern. 
The mile and a half buoy was rounded in the following order; Nan, 
Thetis, Vesper well in the lead, then Marion B., followed by Arno, 
Ohingackgook and Mermaid. The beat home was exciting in the ex¬ 
treme, the squalls being frequent and severe. The captain of the 
Vesper, with his usual skill managed to bring her to the fore. The 
Thetis passed the Nan and the Marion B. was a poor fourth. Withiu 
% mile of home, the Nan having right of way, forced Thetis about and 
took second place, and the finish was made as follows in a furious 
squall of wind and rain: Vesper, first. 38iiiin.; Nan, second, 40min.; 
Thetis, third, 41min.; Marion B., fourth, 44min.; Arno, fifth, 48iiiin.; 
Chingackgook. sixth. 50miu.; Mermaid not timed. Vesper takes the 
badge from Marion B. and Arno wins the senior blue pennant. Some¬ 
how or other when the Vesper and her captain make up their minds 
to take the cake it does not seem practicable for the rest of the club 
to stop them. Gibson’s windward work is always remarkable, and 
he gets out of his craft all there is in her. The race between the 
three leaders was very close and immensely exciting. Marion B. 
behaved very poorly and did not do herself justice.—Captain M. C.C. 

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.—The names proposed up to date are: J. 
H. Sprague, East Orange, N. J.; W. E. Rogers, Albany, N. Y.; Capt. 
Henry Metcalf, U. S. A.. Albany, N. Y., and F. Perry Sherwood, 
Southport, Conn. 

A CANOE TRIP UP THE SAGINAW.-Messrs. W. Stratton and C. 
F. Smith,, of Lawrence, Mass., will start from Quebec soon on a trip 
up the St. Lawrence and Saginaw as far as possible. 
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A DAY’S CRUISE ON THE OSWEGO. 
The Pathfinder O C. (Fulton, N Y ) had been talking all the. sum¬ 

mer about going off fo a day’s cruis-; but the months slipped 
by, and it «as btptemhe.' 1 before a day could be decided upon bv 
all the members. E'rlythat morning we launched our canoes on 
the Oswego River inf'ont of the town and just above the Oswego 
Falls, celetiraied In Cooper’s romances. Indeed, o e of our m^m 
ber- affl'ms t: at in lo » water he has seen the identical spot over 
which Paihflnder steered his birch on that perilous vovage to Eoit 
Ontario. A number had backe 1 ou' at the last moment, and hut five 
of us saw the sun rise a h IE hour later. )ur first stop was made at 
Camp Comfort, a few miles above the village, where we ate a second 
bn akfast and received the addition of two more to the party. 

Tbe village of Phoenix, about lu miles from Fulton, was reached 
earh in Uie forenoon and just in lime to escape a drenching, for we 
had barely pulled the boats up under a convenient bridge and cov¬ 
ered our rfficts with the rubber blankets when the storm burst upon 
us The pi ospect was rather discouraging, os the rain looked as ii 
it had sei in for a day of it. We utilized the rime, ho«ever. by eaiing 
dinner here, for wbich we had a beaitv appetite uotwiths'andingour 
second breakfast, and after Ibis strolled about the town astonishing 
the natives of the little burg without varied costumes. About I 
o’clock tbe rain ceased and we siart-d on onr way again. Hitherto 
we liad been obliged to paddle, much to the disgust of our crack sail¬ 
ors; but here a good sailing breize sprang up and we hastened to 
take advantage of it. A few miles beyond we came to Three River 
Point, where the Oneida and Seneca rivers uniting, form the Oswego 
Without stopping w'e turned to the left and sailed a short distance up 
the Oneida. Here another rainstorm overtook us and no frieiidlv 
bridge 1 ear to offer us shel.er. So we hauled the boats out, turned 
them over and sought ref • ge in a barn. Onemember. who was using 
a new canoe for tbe first time that dav, made himself the laughing 
stock of the party by refusing to pnjl his beat out of water for fear 
of scratching the varnish and as a consequence remained out in the 
rain to guard bis precious craft and was orenched to the skin. 

The brief shower was over in a few moments, but it was now get¬ 
ting late in the afrernoou, and as we had some rapids on tbe way 
bacK which we prefen ed shooting by daylight, we reluctantly turned 
the prows of our canoes homeward. 

R>-low Phoenix the river is shallow and swift, with a number of 
rapids, the last of these terminating the shoal water about five miles 
below Fulion. We had taken tbe canal at this point id the morning 
to avoid the swift water, nut determined to take advantage of the 
current coming back This last rapid. Horseshoe Falls as it is called, 
is the only troublesome one. The water has a descent of three or 
four feet in as many yards, and as there is only one spot at which 
it may be safely shot, it generally requires more or less skill to do 
it successfully. (3ne or two novices were heard anxiously inquiring 
if there was no way of portage, but seeing the rest pass through 
safely, they followed without accident. We we.-e now within a few 
miles of home, and while taking things easily bad paddled between 
25 and 30 mdes that day. 

As we pulled into thovillage late in the eveningif was unanimously 
agreed that the first cruise of Pathfinder C. C. bad be-'U a roost pre- 
iioULced success._ Pathfinder. 

BALL.AST ISLAND MEET.—The second meet of the W. -4. C. A. is 
now being held at Ballast Inland, in Lake Erie. 

Don’t twist your neck off, but use Allen’s bow-facing oars. Little 
catalogue free. Fred A. Allen. Monniouib, III.—Ada. 

^»chting. 
Address all communications to the Forest and Stream Fublish- 

ing Co. _ 

THE FOUR LARGE YACHTS. 
PURITAN is still at Mr. Forbes’s home at Naushon, and probably 

will not meet the others again until Aug. 9 at Brehion’s Reef, 
or a day or two sooner on the New York cruise. On July I3, May¬ 
flower left the railway, and after going to Fisae’s wharf tor her 
spars, sailed for Marblehead on the IStb, making the passage in two 
hours. Thus far itie alleraiions seem to have improved her stabiliiy 
maierhilly. Priscilla has stepped her new mast of Oregon puie. and 
is now ou Lis enden’s railway at Elm Park. S I. Her new stick i.n a 
fine one, and will no doubt preve much i-tiffer than the old. The 
hounds have been lower, d 6 d,, and tbe total length increased as 
much, so (hat the length of masthead is now' ift greater than b.-fore. 
A new topmast has also been added. Atlantic was lowered from 
Miimm’s ways on July 16, afterward towed to ’iVhites one, where she 
joined the club. While on the ways on the 14ih. at about 8:30 P. M.. 
she w'as str ick by lightning, her captain and one of her crew receiv 
ing a shock, but no serious harm being done. The silly story to wbieh 
we alluded last week has been telegraphed in a badly garbled form 
as a “special despatch’’to a Boston paper, Mr. Jouu G. Prague and 
the building committee b* iug mentioned as the “meddleis” who i ad 
interfered with the modeler’s designs. The model of the yacht fiom 
which the drawings were made is now in tne model room of the New 
YorkY.G. It shows u m derate sheer aft, over which a separate 
lift or piece of wood has been scretved, and so snaped as to give ex¬ 
actly the tame ugly stem which has excited so much comment. 
Certainlv this change could not have been made without Mr. Ells 
worth’s knowledge, and unless it can be proved that it was, ih-re can 
be no doubt as to the responsibility for it. Tbe other misstatements 
in the article are so glaring that ir is only a wonder that a paper 
which devotes su ranch space to y..chtmg could be so bauJy imposed 
upon by an ignorant correspondent. 

THE AMERICAN Y. C. REGATTA AND CRUISE. 
ON Thursday, Friday and Saturday of last week tbe yachts of the 

American Y. O., accompanied by the iron steamer C.ignus. 
made their third annual ermse through Long Island Sound, the first 
dav being given up to tne main race over ihe club course from Larch- 
mont to New London. Tbe fleet was smaller than la^t year and the 
race leas interesting, only 8 yachts entering and 2 more going tne 

The prizes offered were the 3 Erae>-y Cups, 1 in each class of over 
150tt L. W L., 85 to 150ft. and over 60 and under 86ft ; also the Com- 
modo-e’s Cup. for best elap ed time, and 1 undei’ Mr. C. H. Haswell’s 
formula. Tbe entries and elements wore; 

Boiler Pres- 
Length sure Allowed, Grate Sur- Combus- Time A1 
on W’. L. in Pounds, lace, in sq ft. tion. 

Blast. 
Blast. 
Jet. 

Blast. 
Jet. 
Jet. 
Jet. 

Natural. 

jet. 

lowaiice. 
Allows 
0 26 20 
0 55 03 
0 56 63 
1 n 44 
1 45 11 
2 16 40 
2 56 47 
3 04 00 
3 05 87 

Atalanta.228.9 110 140 00 
Yosemiie.176.6 ?? 
Me.teor.136.0 200 8i.00 
Eadha. 135 0 ... .... 
I,agoiida.IIH.O 125 42.00 
Inaiida. 90.6 £0 27 50 
N ereid.7',i 0 150 21.30 
Fdilh. 55.0 120 9.00 
Viola. 62 9 100 20.29 
Sphinx. 52 0 100 13.50 
Henrietta - 45,7 230 ^ 

On Thursday moraing a party of 200 ladies and gentlemen boarded 
the Cygnus in'New » ork, and the run was quickly made to Larch- 
mont, where the fleet were waiting. 'Jhe smaller boats had already 
been started, as follow's: „ „ „„ o 
I^ereid.   8 24 00 Edith.  8 24 61 
Viola .. 8 24 25 . j /-, • 

Onlv three yachts were in ihe second class, but Henrietta and Ori- 
enta fan with them, though not entered. The start was timed from 

..10 52 58 ' Orienta.10 62 ^ 
Meteor .10 54 48 Lagonda.li 00 08 
Henrietta.. .10 55 46 , 

The nig steamer started ai once in chase, while the two remaining 
boats were timed later by Commodore Munroe from the Schemer, 

Atamnta.12 01 03 Y-osemite .... .. ... 12 02 02 
Henrietta is th« litile launen lately built by the Herre.shoffis tor Mr. 

N. L Muuro, and which astonished eve’^ one at me New York Y. C. 
bv tier wonderful speed. She is 46ft. 7m. long, too small for tbe third 
Class, and is of bright mahogany. Over the hue wiih the leaders, she 
was soon out of sight and led the fleet over the course, arriving ahead 
of the first and second clast es. S'ranger also ran with the fleet, but 
was not entered. The fleet was soon widely scattered, the order for 
a greater part of the way being H-nrie'ta. Orienta, Mbieor, Stranger. 
Lagonda and Inanda. At 8:30 P. M , off Cornfield Light. Atalanta and 
Yosemiie were sighted as'ern,the latter leading. This year the Sarah s 
Ledge Buoy, was marked by a yacht with the club flag, to prevent 
any mistake. The full times were: 

FIRST CLASS. 
h. Elansed. C 

4 34 67 
5 10 12 

THIRD CLASS. 
NCpld. 8 24 00 8 24 00 3 15 30 6 81 30 

24 51 4 26 20 8 01 29 
24 55 • 4 35 30 6 11 05 

^OT ENTERED. 
55 46 4 1' 00 5 22 14 

10 66 30 4 26 47 6 29 17 

Atalanta.12 01 03 
Yosemite.12 02 02 

luanda.. 10 52 68 
Meteor...10 64 48 

Start Finish. Elapsed. 
12 01 03 4 36 00 4 84 57 
12 02 02 6 34 40 0 86 88 

SECOND CLASS. 

.11 00 08 4 53 47 5 63 39 
10 52 68 5 26 83 6 33 35 

.10 64 48 4 31 80 5 36 42 

5 86 68 
6 43 19 
-5 36 42 

6 61 30 
7 21 22 
7 23 45 

Only one prize will be given to any one yacht, so Atalanta will take 
the Emery prize. The commodore’s cup will go m Yosemite. Meteor 
did not go ovpi the co rect couise, so the prize in her flats goes to 
Lagonda Nereid won in her class. After the race tbe yachtsmen 
attended a elam nake given by Mr F. L. O.sgood at bis country place, 
after wLich a hop was given at the Pequot House. 

The review next morning was interfered with by a rain storm, but 
at ]0:‘20 A. M. the flagship, tvith signaKs for review'aloft, anchored off 
Ihe Pequot House; while the fleet ran up the east shore, turned, and 
ran down between Lagonda and the Cygnus, each saluting as she 
passed the latter Tbe line passed on, anu when all were by, Lagonr’a 
liftrd anchor and ran ahead to the first place. Before noon the rain 
ceased Abotii 1:30 the fl-et reached (Ireenpori and arrangemems 
were at once made for the launch race for boats tmter .50ft.. the 
course, originally from New London to Greenport, being changed to 
one friim opposite the Prospect house, around Bug Lighthouse arid 
back, 5J4 miles. The prizes were the two Manning cups, presented 
by Mr. I’hos. Manning, one for tuuular boilers and one for other 
types, under the Isherwood allowance. Only two yachts started, 
Henneita and the Aialania’s launch Surprise. The former finished 
in 17m. 12s.. while Surprise was 29 minutes. The latter protested, 
claiming that Henrietta had tmTied the buoy tbe wrong way, but on 
the other side it is claimed that Surprise did not finish properly, so 
the race was ordered to be resailed. 

Following ihi was arace for small launches from Lagonda. Orienta 
and Tillie, for a prize offered by the fleet captain. W S. Alley; and 
won by Tillie with Orienta second. In the rowing races Yosemite’s 
dingy beat those of TUlie and Sentinel. The cutter race for the 
challenge cup. won last year by Rival, was raced for by the same 
yacht, now Inanda, and Sentiuel. Inanda winning. A gig race followed 
between boats from Atalanta, Lagonda, Noo.ya and TRlie. Atalanta 
first with I^agonda and Tillie in order. A gig race was made up for 
u purse of $25, in which the gig of the Revenue cutter Dexter met 
those of Fosemite and Meteor, the cutler wiunmg with Yosemite 
second. In the evening there wns an illumination of the fleet and a 
display of fireworks, followed by a hop. The order to disband was 
given to the fleet. 

Early next morning most of tbe yachts steamed atvay, and at 
10 A. M. the Cygnus started for home. A swift and pleasant run 
was made, the Atlantic Y. G. fleet being passed, and at 6 P. M. she 
landed her passengr-r-at New York after a most enjoyahle cruise, 
Arrang-ments were controlled by Messrs. George W. Hall, Thomas 
Manning, E S. Connor, Thomas L. Scovil and Edward S. Innet of the 
regatta committee, through whose care all passed off satisfactorily. 

As a sequel to the launch race Mr. Munro has issued the following 
chaUeuge: 

New York, July 20, 1886. 
Editor Forest and Stream: I deem it my duty to speak through 

the columns of your paper of the race of the American Yacht Club 
from Larchmont to New London and the race at Shelter Island be¬ 
tween Mr. Jay Gould’s Surpri e and Mr. Norman L Munro’s Henri¬ 
etta. I had the honor on both occasions to stand by ihe latter’s 
wheel. In the race between Larchraont and New London (ninety 
.miles) I was running on schedule cimn, as it were; or, in other words 
I was carrying out in.slriictlotis given by Mr. B1 tnro the day previous 
—viz , to collar the leader in tbe second class and make no at¬ 
tempt to beat the Atalanta's time. Mr Munro’s idea here was 
to travel at a safe rate of speed, and beat all the craft on the Sound 
except the Atalanta. I obeyed orders in this ease to the letter. 
Next morning I appeared wi h the Henrietta at the dock op¬ 
posite the Pequot House, in New London, to receive instructions 
regarding the launch’s race, w'hich was to be from New London to 
■'belter I-land. I was informed by Mr. Munro that the committee, 
by Mr Gould’s request, had abandoned the idea of racing between 
New London and Sheher I-land, and the race would take place at 
Shelter Island, over a course and return and that 1 would 
receive my instructions there. I was informed at Shelter Island that 
instead of racing 15 miles as agreed upon tbe committee had without 
Mr. Munro’s consent, reduced ihe distance to 254 (?) miles and oaek. 
I was lying in the bay at this time and was signalled to come to the 
Manliaiiset Dock. I was informed there by Mr. Munro that evidently 
(here would be a repetition of the Stiletto-A alan a “farce” and 
not to expect a cup. but to beat the Surprise badly—which 
r did. The matter ended just as Mr. Munro predicted, and 
the protest of the Atalanta’s captain w'as considered by tbe commit¬ 
tee and acred upon—the protest of a man sailing a race over a 23-4- 
mile course and unable to find his way home without making a mis- 
I ake himself. The commiitee. Mr. Jay Gould, Mr. Hoagland and ten 
thousand witnesses know that tbe HenrivttB made no mistake; how¬ 
ever. what is of interest to the public and the yachting fraternity i* 
yet to come. I called at fllr. Muuro’s residence last evening, and was 
informed that he would not under auy circumstances race again 
with Mr. Gould’s Su' prise for a cup unless they would allow the race 
to take place where it was first intended, and to handicap the Henri¬ 
etta tnus-’ 

henristta. _ ^ 

The diagiaoi iil soo v tuai, toe course of tstup ise will be straight 
from New London to Shelter Island, and Henrietta’s course will he 
running aromm ihe Surprise ten times during the run, or he will race 
for the cup over the same course at Shelter Island, oroi id ing his 
launch, the llenriiita, will be compelled to make two miles for tbe 
Surprise’s one I will also state with authority that 5Ir Munro will 
■ ace his launch Henrietta over ihe ninety-mile course of the Ameri¬ 
can Y. C., according to the racing ri les and regulations of said club, 
against Mr Gould’s Atalan'.a. the defeated party lo pay to the poor 
of the ct y of New York Sl00,000. Oernfled cheeks from both parties 
to be placed in th« hanns of the judges Hoping, although I am not 
Ihe Henrietta’s sailing master, that 1 will be pern irted to land herin 
New London a victor on that occasion,! remain, yours truly—Charles 

ALLEN, Oapiain._ 

BEVERLY Y. C. 
Through the efforts of an able executive and a hard wo- k og re- 

gana committee, the Bi veGy Y. C. snll holds ihe firs' place 
among the smaller racing clubs, and its regattas are as numerous and 
well filled tills year as ever. On July 21. tlie llOch regatta will be 
sailed off Mi nument Beach, slaning at 1 P M , and ou July 31, tbe 
111th will be sailed at Swampscott. starting at 12 M,, being postponed 
to Aug. 7 if the weather is unfavorable. A meeiing has been called 
to change the classification and number of sails allowed in first and 
second classes, and if a change is made before the latter race owners 
will be notified. The largest races ever held in American waters 
have been the open ones of the Beverly Y’. C., and this year eveiy 
effort will be made to have a larger fleet than ever before, probably 
some 400 entries The race, an open one, wnll be sailed off Marble¬ 
head on Sept. 4, that date being abandoned in favor of the B Y. O. 
bv'he Dorchester and Srindv Bay duos. The 114th B. Y 0. regatia. 
originally set for Sept 4, will probably be sailed on Aug. 28 The 
occasion w ill be a noiabl« one in American yachting, the largest fleet 
ever afloat at a starting line, and there is a flue cnanc« for some of 
the fast New York boats to distinguish themselves. All of the fast 
Boston craft will be present, and ihose that venture around Cape 
Cod will find won by antagonists. 

Beverly Y C. lO'.ith Regatta.—The first championship was sailed at 
Marblehead July 13. Tbe absence of many members on the E Y. 0. 
ciuise reduced the number of entries greatly, but the race in second 
and ibird classes was a good one. The club rules now allow sloops 
and cutters in second class to carry topsails while restricting cats to 
one sail. At the time this rule was made it worked fairly well, the 
sloops being then v^ry inferior to the cats, and tneir topsails being 
small The advent of Witch and similar boats, however, has changed 
this and made it almost a certainty that they would beat the cats -A 
special meeting has been called to change the rule, but this race was 
sailed, of course, under tne present rule, and as the wind hauled 
during the race, aud gave them very little windward work, Witch at 
once went off wntu a long lead, but the race among the cats was 
close and interesting. Spider. Peri and Hoiden having a sweepstakes 
of their own, besides the regular prizes. Summary as follows: 

FIRST CLASS. 
Length. Actual. Corrected. 

Atalanta, sloop. J. E. Thomas.30 04 2 05 21 1 58 11 
SECOND CLASS—CENTERBOARDS. 

Peri, cat, Harry Parkman.20.07 1 33 11 1 20 OS 
Hoiuen, cat, Cora. Dexter.  .23 CT J g? } 00 m 
Spider, cat, Waiter Abbott .....20 00 1 80 53 1 11 

SECOND CLASS KEELS. 
Witch, cutter, B. B. Crown'inshiel '.. ..32.06 1 26 21 1 13 13 
Nixie, cat, L. Cochrane.Not measured. 1 37 45 . 

THIRD CLASS. 

Dolphin, cat, Roval Robbins.IS 08 1 ^ i as at 
Psyjbe, cat. H. M bears. ..19.04 1 48 10 1 33 44 

Atalanta. Peri, Witch and Dolphin take firsts, Spider a second, 
Atalanta. Witch and Dolphin win legs for the pennant-s Pen toaes 
the svv^c-pstates. Courses: for first class. 7^^ for others. Wlna 
fair. S, S. E. .Judges: W. Lloyu Jeffries aud John Dane. 

Blot WITH A Gold Castle. 

THE ATLANTIC Y. C. CRUISE. 

Tbe fleet of the Atlantic, Y. C.. p”rsuant to O’ders, met at White- 
stone on Friday, preparatory to the annual cruise, the following 

yachts reporting; Schoon-r.s—Agnes. Cora. H. H. Hogin'-. Grayling, 
Latham A. Fish; Haze. C. W & J Hogan; Leona, Rear Com. E C. 
Sterling; VMette, E. O 'Williams Sloops—Bea-rice, W. M Walton; 
Ailaniic, Maxwell, Fish&Lawton; Ro mer. J. Oariledge; Adelaide. 

TT. ; I i . IV ..4AY /a -ty_.Tr. _« . ■ . -... ... ’ 

H, W. Coates; Njomad. H C, Wiutrin^ham; Arab, Arnold & Lawton, 
fcteam yacntEu iy, John H. Hanan. 

On Saturday morning there was no wind, and it was not until 11:30 
that a light S.W. breeze put the fleet in mruiou. Off Th ogg’s Neck 
;he CindereJia joined the fleet. With tbe ebbtide came a be'ter wind, 
mereasing a h tie as the day advanced, un'il toward evening it is 
blowing nicely from S.E. The fleet came to anchor off Norwalk 
Islands as follows, as far as timed: 
Allantic.6 20 05 Vivid.6 47 19 
Roamer.6 24 03 Nomad .6 49 30 
Cinderella .6 2(1 10 Adelaide. 6 49 67 
Grayling.6 27 08 lliize. 6 53 19 
Rival. 6 32 16 Ariadne. 6 67 00 
Crocodile.6 35 40 Nirvana. 6 59 40 
Leona .6 41 ’30 Vidette.7 15 09 
Agues.(1 43 .50 Arab.. 7 26 13 
BceUa.6 45 12 Outvie.7 40 06 

Daphne. Christine, Wivern and Nepenthe joined at the anchorage. 
On Sunda.y the fleet lay at anchor all day. Services wer^ held on ooard 
the Grayling, the fleet chaplain, Rev. W. H. Thomas, officiating. 

On Sunday afternoon and evening very severe squalls broke over 
the fleet, hut Monday was clear and the yachts were under way at 
9:40 A. M. for Morris Cove, reaching there after a pleasant sail about 
4:30 P. M. _^ 

PHCENIX Y, C., SECOND ANNUAL REGATTA. 

The second annual regatta of the Phoenix Y. 0., of Chicago, came 
off Saturday, July 10, the entries being as follow: (llass A, 

y^achts over 50fr. and less than 75ft.—Minnie M., Miller Bros.; Ina, 
Com. T, M. Bradley. Class C. yachis under 50ft.—Zeptyr, Hennessy 
Bros : Peri, Capt. MrDoniiell; Clara B., Capt. Brovvn; olio. Class D— 
Ina H.. Hercules, Pollywog, Spook. 

Steamer Welcome carried tbe judges and invited guests, including a 
large number of ladies. A fine fleet of yac..t- , including the Wasp, 
Harry Bm-k, Nora. Frolic, Sadie, Eagle, and a host of smaller ones, 
followed the corapetiiors around the course. The judges " ere E, 
Barnard, P. C. Bradley and G. Mctlonnell; Joseph Ruff, timekeeper. 
The course was through the opening in the breakwater oppo.-ite 'Yan 
P.uren street, thence S E. 5 miles around a stakeboat. thence N.N.W. 
to and around the Crib, ttence to the starting point, making a course 
of 15 miles The signal gun to make ready was fired at 1:20P. M.. the 
wind being N.E. by N. and blowing a stiff breeze Zephyr, owned by 
the Hennessy Bros., was the first to cross tne line at J :29:05. A min¬ 
ute later Ina came bowling across, with CommodureT Braoley ai the 
wheel; close behind came Pen. sailed by berowner, Capt. McDonnell; 
then came Minnie M., sailed by Capt, Miller. Clio bringing up tuerear, 
Clara B. failing to cross. They made a nice start, all carrying spin¬ 
nakers excepting Ina, her captain seeming well satisfied to' get there 
without setting bis, ami showing good judgment by so doing, as spin¬ 
nakers did not draw to any advantage. In a very few minutes Ina 
took the lead. Minnie M , the onlv real competitor of Ina, seemed to 
be rather bashful about coming up to keep her company, but seemed 
to gradually fall behind. When she was about three-quarters of a 
mile from tlie stakeboat her mammast snapped in two about iOft. 
from the deck, her canvas and ail rigging disappearing about as 
qiiicklv as one could close a jack-knife. Ina at this time was leading 
her about a quarter of a mile. Commodore Bradley seemed to he sail¬ 
ing her in her old form, which means almost invincible. Zephyr had 
carried away her spinnaker boom, but it did not seem to r. tard her 
speed, and she was leading Peri a good race and seemed to have her 
well in hand. Clio .sprung a leak and soon put for the opening. Ina, 
Zephyr and Peri soon heading for tne Crib, the Welcome (judges’ 
boat) soon had Minnie M. m tow, and were beading for the opening 
in the breakwater, mucu to the relief of most of the guests, a number 
of whom, after looking longingly at the opening in the dim distance, 
would hang over the rail and repeat tue words Ne v York iu as pleas¬ 
ant a tone as the condiiiou of things would admi’' of. lu an Hour’s 
time Ina had a lead of two miles and Zephyr was fast increasing the 
disiauce between her and Peri; but a race is never won until it is fin¬ 
ished, as the Zephyr soon found out to her sorrow. P-ri, 
which seemed to ne nearly two miles astern, took a tack in toward 
the pier, wh“re sne caught a land breeze from N.W , thus enabling 
her to lay her course direct to the Crib. Tne bo tom had dropped 
out of the wind that Ina and Z.-piiyr were carrying, leaving their sails 
useless Ina managed lo get air enough to get around the,Crib, Pen 
soon following, Zephyr bringing up tue rear. The following is the 
time: 

Start. Stakeboat. Crib, Finish. 
Ina. 1 30 10 2 05 OS 5 00 44 5 55 08 
Peri.1 31 05 2 10 52 5 07 33 6 09 18 
Zephyr.1 29 05 2 10 02 . . 
Minnie M.1 3i 15 . . . 
Clio .1 33 28 . 

The Class D yachts did not sail, as their owners were all in the other 
class yachts. They will have their race Saturday, July 17. E. 

ANNISQUAM REGATTA. JULY 17, 

The Sandy Bay Y. C. sailed an important race on July 17, for the 
Forbes prizes, those in firs', class being a model yacht m silver, 

v.viue $300; a silver cake basket, $50. and a silver cup, ,f35. lu sec¬ 
ond class they were a pitcher. #50; silver cup. $35, anJ field glasses, 
$•30 Dory race, first prize, $10; second, $6 Ad were offered oy Mr. 
A J Forbes. At first tnere was no breeze, but hy lO A. M. a light 
wind sprang up. The clas es aud course were: First clas-, yachts 
20 to 28fC waterline inclusive; second class, yachts under 20ft water¬ 
line Tue course was from 'turtiug lines at Stone Beacon to red buoy, 
a distance ot a lie, aud bearing north by east; thence leaving red 
buoy on the port to E-sex outer black buoy, a distance from Squam 
Buov of 1% nautical miles, aud bearmg wrst northwest; thence leav¬ 
ing Essex uuoy on the siaruoard to a stakeboat. a di tance ot 2J4 
miles, and bearing northeast by north; thei ce leaving etaseboai on 
starboard to fcquam buoy, a distance of miles, aud beaiing due 
south; thence Jeaving Bquatn buoy on the starboard lo Essex buoy 
and repealing the course, crossing tbe finishing l.ne between Bquam 
buov and the light. DLtaiice li miles. 

The preparatory gun was fii ed at 11:27 and at 11:31:30 the start for 
second class, 13 yachti, going across v\i..h a free wind. Five minutes 
later tue 14 first Class yachts started in eba'C, The first leg was a run 
Atalanta leading. Some irouole arose to the proper buoy, there 
being two Squam buoys. 1 be ei d of the first round was timed: 
Atalanta.l 04 30 Petrel.1 19 ."6 
Lottie.1 08 OU Osceola.1 20 00 
Black Cloud.l 09 30 Tyrant.1 22 00 
Victor.1 11 10 Lark.1 2i 15 
Louette.1 12 45 Alpine.1 22 15 
Tnptiosa.1 00 bpark:.    1 Si 00 
Silver Cloud.1 15 40 Kittiwake.1 25 35 
Sassacus.1 16 30 Good Luck .1 26 00 

Tne full times were: 
FIRST CLASS. 

Length. Actual. Corrected. 
Atalanta, 1. B. Thomas.28.01 2 64 55 2 52 30 
Lotiie, G. A. McLean .26.00 4 02 01 2 56 45 
Black Ciouo, Aaron Brown.‘v3.04 3 04 59 2 65 82 
Ttiisbe. S. A, Freeman.2l ,05 3 11 41 2 58 50 
Triphosa.25.04 3 12 20 3 06 05 
Silver Cloud, McLaughlin.21.06 3 13 55 S 01 12 
lone, J. S. Payen .26 02 3 17 20 3 12 IS 
vvnite Wiug, Joseph Perry.2l.l0 3 18 S5 3 06 50 
Louette, L. M, Haskin. 21 18 3 i6 43 3 04 lO 
Tyiant, Mr. E well.20.10 3 26 25 3 12 ’26 
Petrel H Paul. ..21.05 8 26 53 3 14 02 
Good Luck.2111 3 29 45 3 17 50 

SECOND CLASS 
Victor, J. w. HUdreth.l7.04 3 ’20 40 2 68 .58 
Sassacus, Com. Griffin.16.10 3 :t3 15 8 10 17 
Osceola, A. T. Gifford.f o Vo 
Alpine, William Tarr.16.07 3 40 00 3 16 ^ 
Spark, F. H. Gaffney....,...18.00 3 40 04 3 19 09 

Lark, John Bishop. « . 
.. ... *5 "yC 54 • «♦ . • 

Stranger.19.11 1 02 33 
Later on a dory race took i lace, -.von by Herbert Norton with 

James Robinson second. Lottie protested against Atalanta and Black 
Cloud for not rounding the proper buoy, and the race declared 
off Victor, Sassacus aud Osceola win in second class The yudges 
were H. N. Wood, F. L. Cunningham, E. 8 Newton, R-abert Herne. 
Melvin Haskell, E. L. Rmve and E. W. Roberts. 

KNICKERBOCKER Y. C. CRUISE.-Tlie fleet of the K. Y. C- 
reached Newport on July 20 after a very pleasant oruise through the 
Sound, and disbanded there. 
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CRUISE OF THE COOT. 
XXV. 

IT was early in the forenoon when the Coot reached down from her 
night’s anchorage in Broad Creek to the North Biver light, and 

worked out against a lifiht s utherly breeze. The narrow passage is 
marked by a midchannel buoy at each end, but I could find no traces 
of the inner one. Many of the beacons aud marks in the Sound had 
been carried away by the heavy ice of the winter, the light at Roan¬ 
oke River being knocked off its legs, and all the stakes gone in Core 
S nind. Strange to say, the Lighthouse Service has been slow to 
replace the marks, con'vary to Its usual despatch in such mafters 
Several vessels were lost in consequence One schooner was spitted 
on the submerged iron socket of a stake in Core Sound and sank. 
The destination of the Coot was Elizabeth City, at the head of the 

A ‘‘SOTTNDER”—BEFORE THE WIND. 

Pasquotank River, the first met with, steering west. From North 
River the shore can b-^ foUoweo pretty clo«e, passing half wav be¬ 
tween it and Wade’s Point Light, erec' ed on a long sandspit jutting 
across the month of the Pasquotank, after which beacons properly 
painted will pilot you afely up the river, the city opening to view 
upon rounding Brickhouse Point. The wind had increased to the 
regulation mild gale from S.S E., and the Coot went flying before it 

in Albermarle and Pamlico, con¬ 
nect here for the North. The river 
water is fresh enough to fill up your 
tanks. Some miles higher up the 
old Dismal Swamp Canal has its en¬ 
trance. To this canal the prosperity 
of Elizabeth is originally due, and 
there is now a movement to dredge 
it out to suit modern traffic. Mean¬ 
while manufactures have sprung 
UP to add 10 the life of the town. 
There is a cotton seed mill, an ice 
house, a net and twine factory, 
several saw mills, a large four-story 
brick hotel occupying a whole block, 
a fine court hou.se and many hand- 
som' liitlrt dw* liings with tastefully 
decorated gardens. Likewise speci¬ 
mens of the old tiome-tead of anie- 
belliim era and a large contingi^nt of 
tenants’ cottages scattered about the 
outskirts. The stores take up several 
blocks near the water, and most ne¬ 
cessaries are to be had at fair prices. 
A general air of Thrift and progress 
pervades the place. It may be re¬ 
marked that all the maiiufaciures are 
carried on by men from the North. 
The professions are well represented, 
and supply the society of The town, 
w hich is somewhat noted for Its con¬ 
tingent of fair young ladles. I saw 
whole troops of them about the 
streets, but of course took no interest 
in them. The shipping in the harbor 
is confined to a few schooners, a pro¬ 
peller or two and the Old DominP n’s 
fine sidewtieeler Shenandoah, which 
runs to New' Berne up the Neuse 
River. The small boats are peculiar. 
The moment yuu leave the Coinjuck 
Canal you enter into a separate zone 
of boat construe ion. The style you 
then meet prevails all over the Sound 
to the exclu ion of eveiT other. In 
hull these boats are a cross betwe'n 
the canoe and ordinary ship’.'^ yawl 
boat. In rig they are quite original. 
The mast is stout and short. A sail 
short on the luff and lo g on the 
head, with much peak about like a 
cutter’^ main-ail, is spread by a sprit 
from tack to head. A jib to stem 
head is deemed absolutely necessary, 
as all boaimen here aie strongly op¬ 
posed to taking the rough waters of 
the Sound without some head sail 
My exp rience is that i hey are right, for the Coot’s cat rig was a sorry 
cheme m more than one instance. Equally ind ■ rensa^le to the 
Sounder is a fly mg topsail of-h-avy mate‘al. It is carried ia 11 

hut the worst weather, auu is lo reality a working sail and not a kite 
in spite of Its size. It is bent to a long, stout yard, which is hoisted 
io_ the masthead, the heel coming half way down the mast where 
it is secured. A headstay leads from head of yard to the stem of the 
boat, and the sheet from a yard on the foot of the topsail, is taken 
directly to the boat s quarter. Thus the topi-ail is independent of the 
mainsail, and can be maneuvered at wiU. When running before the 

wind the mainsail is winged out one side 
and the lop.sail on the oiuer The cut of 
these rig.« gives them a very smart look 
on the wind So keen has competition 
become all round the coasts that piles of 
sandbags are shifted to windwarl by 
the crews as in racing machines about 
New York, and everybody is on the qui 
vive to beat everybody else. “Can she 
run well?” was the first question asked 
of the Coot, “running” referring to her 
sailing qualities in general. Every one 
about the Sounds is an expert at boat¬ 
ing, From infancy the youngster is 
bred to a boat. At five years of age he 
knows it all. I overlieard two li'tle 
urchins seriously discu“sing the Coot’s 
mamsheet. “Ah. b it can he haul in ail 
those parts quick enough ?” said tb e first. 
‘Ye.s he can. for I saw him do it.” was 

with great foaming curlers in her wake. Off the town there is a 
deep hole of 40ft. The proper anchorage is in 10ft. around the last 
red oeacon, and abreast of the railroad and steamship wharf at the 
northern end of the town. Ttaere protection is also had against the 
sea, which constantly rolls in upon the city wharves. Though 
Elizibeih is not very impressive to one fresh from Norfolk, it is the 
largest and most important town on the Found, and the last likely 
place at which to fill up wiih stores. All the surrounding countrv 
d aws upon Elizabeth It has the only mari' e railway on the Sour d, 
and IS co>?uected with Norfolk by rail. Steamers from various points 

the quick rejoinder. The doctor makes 
the rounds through the country in his 
boat. Sick people sail flity miles in a 
•kunner” to c»-tch the doctor. T/ie 

grocer sends his bov with his wares by 
the rivers and creeks The lawyers look 
up their clients under sail, 'ana the 
mrmeis come to town in their dueouts- 
The gallants take their lady loves out 
for a cruise down harbor, and the 
average man goes fishing when he has 
nothing else on hand, while the boy of 
the town does his loafing afloat inste-id 
of in the gutters. The Coot catTre in for 
endless comm^-nt and such a stream of 
visitors that I shifted my berth uext day 
^,9r ^ IpneJy place up river. An expe¬ 
dition inland revealed large and well- 
tilled farms and an open country in 
which I was told there was n > game, 
and birds were scarce owing to the Thick 
settlement. Every one pointed to Hyde 
and Dare counties and the Alllgitor 
River as the great preserve for deer, 

swans, gees-^. ducks, quail, par- 
W hPts squirrels, snipe, beach^ chickens, 
willets. crabs, eagles mmx. otter, beaver, muskrats, etc. and 
latrr information confirmed the reports of the good things for 
atmthinly settled, well wooded 

pu ^ that all that portion of Da'e 
®“^®'' t®®'S® to the Kittvhawk Sports¬ 

man s Club of New York. What the terms are I do not know, but 
thA nati VA« arci _-‘t. _“ w.utiu 

however, IS only for their immediate consumption and would never 
will remain practically virgin as long as the 

city t^oiirists can be held at bay. One man told me about ten cow or 
'tie shores of the 

Alhgator. The bears had been in search of gumberries. and gave 
notice of their whereabouts a long way off through the cracking of 
the limbs as they tore them from the trees. About Far « reek and 
Long Shoal River deer are very plenty, also swan, geese and ducks 

A “sounder”—ON THE WIND. 

in season, oysters without end. When a boatman gets hungry here¬ 
abouts he rounds ud, fills the sternsheet full of oysters in a few 
minutes and draws jib again. 

~J^ecC 

HULL Y O., 1ST CHAMPIONSHIP RACE -The morning of July 
17 was so calm that all of the entries in the first championship race 
of the Hull Y. O. were not able to reach tne s art. About noon, how¬ 
ever, a good breeze came out fro-n E.S E.. shifting later to W. and 
then dropping to a calm. Soon sfter a very severe squall struck the 
fleet, capsizing tv o yachts, hut doing no serious harm. Twenty-four 
yachts started, the first at 3 P. M , in the five classes. When the 
squall struck Zetta was compelled to anchor and ride it out, after¬ 
ward giving un. Rocket and Crusader, two of the centerboards,were 
capsized, but all hands were rescued. Most of the yachts rode out 
the squall under bare poles. The times were: 

FIRST CLASS KEELS. 
Leng h. 

Maud, 8. B. Wood..34 05 
Carmen, B. L. M. Tower.30.03 

FIRST CLASS CENT ERB0ARD8. 
Nimbus, J. .1. Souther .34.05 3 53 27 

SECOND CLASS CENTERBOARDS. 
Rambler. J. J. Henry.37 00 3 10 30 
Erin, J. Cavanagh. 3 14 10 

SECOND CLASS KEELS. 
Lizzie F. Daly. Wm. Daly, Jr.iO.ii 
Majtl, W. H. Wilkinson...20.28 

THIRD CLASS KEELS. 
Kitty, E. H. Sarbell. 

THIRD CLASS CENTERBOARDS. 
Posy, R. G. Hunt. 
Sea Bird, C. L Joy. 

Actual. Corrected. 
WiUidrawn. 
3 00 12 3 36 52 

2 27 28 

2 87 36 

2 55 22 
8 02 36 

2 29 10 

2 22 16 
3 29 14 

t’rusader, A. Wilson 

1 59 53 1 38 52.- 
Did not finish. 

_22.06 2 07 09 1 46 08 
CENTERBOARDS. 

1 86 45 1 12 52 
....19 06 1 3.1 47 1 10 57 

1 35 18 1 13 48 
.19 01 Capsized. 

Withdrawn. 
... .19.06 Withdrawn. 
CLASS. 

. . 18 01 1 51 60 1 26 59 
Capsized. 

....16.10 Withdrew. 
Withdrew. 
3 01 44 1 37 37 

AES KEELS. 
...20.00 Withdrew. Zetta, H. E. Fowler. 

The prizes were; First cla'^s keels, S35. Carmen; flrsr, clkss center- 
boards, Nimbus. $35; second class keel , $-20, Lizzie F Daly; second 
class centerboards. $20. Rambler; tnird keels. one-Ualf of prize. $7 50, 
Kitty; third class centerboards. $15, Posy; lourth ciasscencerhoards, 
?,12. Mabel; fifth class. Wildfire, $ 10. Mabel and Tartar filed cross 
protests egainst each other. 

SHREWSBURY RACES.—On July 16, the third race for the North 
Shrewsbury championship was sailed in a light S. wind. The times 
were; 

FIRST CLASS. 
Start. Finish. 

Little Night.2 21 46 4 85 39 
E'elka .3 20 37 1 3 ' 28 
Maud 1.2 21 29 4 33 56 
Anuie.2 22 15 4 41 12 

SECOND CLASS. 
Fern.2 27 39 4 33 03 
Spot.2 29 27 4 36 46 __ __ 

An open sweepstake regatta is proposed, to be sailed on the Shrews¬ 
bury the last of this month. 

Elapsed. 
2 13 50 
3 09 H 
2 11 27 
2 18 07 

2 05 29 
2 06 19 

Corrected. 
2 13 50 
2 f9 36 ' 
2 12 27 
2 16 57 

2 06 09 
2 07 04 
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OENESTA AND IREX. 
The challenge of Ires for t.he two cups won bv Genesta premises 

to do little to increase the reputation ot the former ev^n in the 
event of winning. There are a great many abroad as well as here 
who think the proper place for the leader of the British racing fleet 
is where the America’s cup is. and while ic is still held in America 
there is little glory in beating the C. class or winning other interna¬ 
tional cups at second hand. It is seldom that we c.an a.gree with our 
able and fairminded contemporary the Saturday Revi.aw. but in this 
case we can do so heartily as far as Genesta and Irex are concerned. 
‘•The ingenious plan of the Yacht Racing Association for putting 
obsolete and ill-designed vessels on a par with the bsst that the ac¬ 
complished naval architects of our day can produce scarcely seems 
likely to succeed so well as might be desired. In spite of the enor¬ 
mous penalties imposed upon the fast ships, they may possibly still 
be enough in the van to win, and the slow vessels may find themselves 
in the position which is perhaps not unnatural for them, hut which 
nevertheless causes their owners extreme annoyance. Possibly later 
in the season they may be more fortunate, the cry which has been 
raised for special prizes for specially dull sailers may meet with 
some response; but for the present the vessels which can go quickly 
through the water are not getting the worst of it, and. in spite of 
having to sail at 340 tons, the Irex appears to be the leading yacht. 
There is, it seems, to be a race between this vessel, which, even when 
all allowance is made for the skill with which she is sailed, must be 
regarded as the tsstest English racing craft, and the Genesta. It was 
announced last month that the owner of the first-named had chal¬ 
lenged the Genesta for the Brenton Reef and Cape May challenge 
cups so brilliantly won by the latter in American waters last season. 
Now, unless the challenge has been issued by the wish of the 
chivalrous owner of the Genesta, as is quite possible, this seems a 
rather mistaken proceeding on the part ot the gentleman to whom 
the Irex belongs. That cutter did not go boldly over to New York 
last year and fight for the America's Cup. but was engaged in the 
comparatively inglorious work of winning prizes on the English coast. 
After attempting the impossible—that is to say, trying to beat a 
centerboard built specially for the race—the Genesta, sailing against 
keel vessels, won tne two cups in a manner unparralleled in yacht- 
racing. It might well have been thought that, unless an American 
came over to compete for them, she would be left in undisputed 
possession of the trophies she had so nobly won; but now we learn 
that an English yacht which did not venture across the Atlantic is, 
with remarkably tardy valor, offering to do battle with her. Every 
one must hope that Sir Richard Sutton will retain the trophies which 
he gained so well; but undoubtedly there is a considerable chance of 
his losine them, as the extraordinary speed of the Irex in reaching 
and running may give her great advantages in the race to Cherbourg 
and back; but, even if his vessel is beaten, it will he one of those con¬ 
tests in which all the honor rests with the defeated; and, though 
yachtsmen are said to be a jealous race, we doubt whether there will 
be any jealousy on this occasion, and whether, if Mr. Jameson is 
successful, any one will in the smallest degree envy him the prizes 
he takes from the vessel of which Englishmen are justly proud.” 

CAROLINA Y. C. REGATTAS. This season has been the most exciting one ever sailed by the 
boats of this club. On June 27, the opening regatta, twelve 

yachts reported ready for acdon, and a more beautiful race we have 
never had. After running six miles the race was between Vixen, 
Capt. Latimer, and Idler, Com. Jones. Each boat had her respective 
backers, and at the finish Vixen led, giving Idler a good second. 
Next in was Ripple. The prizes, $50 to the first boat, $20 to second, 
$10 to third boat, were awarded the above yachts. 

Our July 5 regatta was the largest ever held by the club. The city 
was deserted, and all who could borrow or beg a boat were landed 
safely on the beach to witness this race. In the club house were 600 
people, guests of members, and the beach for miles was lined with 
lookers on. eager to witness each change in the position of the yachts. 

The judges. Cant. Mitchell, W. S. Cutler Colfax, Mr, Richard Brad¬ 
ley and Capt. Wm. Smith, gave the start promptly at 12 o’clock, and 
at the firing of the first gun from the cutter, which was anchored 
some lOOyds. distant, the yacht Glide, Mr. Cameron, made the start, 
followed by the Restless. Mr. Cowan; Lillian and Florence, Mr. Bow¬ 
den Soulie, Mr. Atkinson; Rosa, Mr. Smith; Mist, Mr. Conoley; Rip¬ 
ple, Mr. Giles; Vixen, Mr. Latimer; Idler, Com. Jones; Mascotte, Mr. 
Parsley. Wind blew from E. 8. E.. and with a close haul the boats 
made for Inlet Buoy. On their return Vixen and Idler gained the 
first places, and we do not believe ever before two boats ran more 
evenly than they did. For 7 miles there was not 10ft. difference from 
the starting, and only by sheer boldness did their position change. 
The last mile of the race the boats were compelled to make a short 
tack in order to avoid a shoal, and Idler having nothing to lose, being 
a good second, crossed the shoal without grounding, and won the 
race in the fastest lime on record, the 8 miles being sailed in Ih. 2Im. 
.',0s.; Vixen second, Mascotte third. Ripple fourth, Glide fifth. 

Since the arrival in our waters of the Idler and Vixen, it is a strange 
coincidence that our races have had less tacking than ever before, 
and to this cause some of the vachts attribute their success. We wiil 
hope at our next regatta that the wind will blow hard and from a 
point that will make dead windward work, and the owners of Idler 
and Vixen will not be as jubUant after this race as they are at pres¬ 
ent. Ripple and Mascotte are always close behind them, and all they 
ask is for more close sailing. C. 

IREX AND MARJORIE.—The results of the races between these 
two, now almost the sole representatives of the British racing fleet, 
only go to show that if Marjorie had come out here one or two years 
ago she would have had a far better chance against the existing 
boats which would then have been matched against her. Mischief, 
Grade. Fanny and others, than Genesta and Galatea have against 
Puritan & Co. Besides she would have had Duncan in her. and we 
all know what he could do. Marjorie is a much less extreme boat 
than the QO-tonners, and for that reason would have had a far better 
show with our wider boats.. 

.TERSEV CITY V. C. 28TH ANNUAL REGATTA.—The Jersey 
City Y. C., almost the oldest in the United States, sailed its 28th re¬ 
gatta on July 15. over the following courses: Class A—From a line 
between judges’ boat and Bartholdi's statue on Bedloe’s Ishand. 
thence to and around buoy 8^ and return, keeping to eastward of 
buoys 11. 13.15 and Oyster Island buoy and to westward of Fort 
Lafayette; going and returning keeping buoy SJ-fi on the port hand. 
Classes B and D—Starting from stme place, thence to and around 
buoys 11 and 16 and return, keeping buoys on the port hand. Classes 
C and E—Starting from same place, to and around buoy 15 and re¬ 
turn, keeping buoy on port hand. Finish for all classes at same line 
as start. Allowance of time for classes A, B and D 2min. to the foot, 
other classes ll^min. to the foot; one-quarter of overhang included 
in measurement. At 11:20 A. M . the signal for the start was given. 
The tide was nearly out and a light S. E. wind was moving, increas¬ 
ing in the afternoon. The times were: 

CLASS A.—CABIN SLOOPS. 
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected. 

Concord. 3 39 00 4 18 00 3 18 00 
Naushon. Disabled. 

CLASS B- -CABIN SLOOPS. 
Elsie May. 3 09 00 3 42 30 3 42 30 
Alexander F. ...11 -27 00 2 55 00 3 28 00 3 24 65 

CLASS C- -CABIN SLOOPS. 
Eleanor.... ....11 3-3 00 

CLASS D—OPEN SLOOPS. 
Kt. Templar. ....11 .32 40 2 52 30 3 19 50 3 10 50 

ChKSS E—OPEN CAT YACHTS. 
Bessie. ...11 30 40 1 .50 15 2 19 35 2 19 35 
Fanny Paraell .... ...11 31 30 2 00 53 2 29 23 2 24 34U 
Lizzie B. ,...11 3) 10 2 00 50 2 30 40 2 21 3i}i 

Concord carried a-way her bobstay and withdrew. “ Naushon, 
Alexander F. and Bessie win in their classes. The regatta committee 
were Messrs. J. H. Love. J. T. Roberts and J. A. Hilton; and the 
judges, Messrs. J. A. Nugent, J. H. Carnes and A. Blau, Jr. 

JAMAICA BAY RACES.—The second race of the series was sailed 
on July 17, starting at 3:30. the course being from abreast the Seaside 
wharf, around Red buoy No. 4. in Rockaway Inlet. The times were; 

CLASS A. 

Ours. 
Start. 

.3 40 00 
Finish. 
4 55 30 

Elapsed. 
1 15 .30 

Corrected. 
1 15 .30 

Lottie R. .3 40 00 4 .55 00 1 15 00 1 14 60 
Julita . 4 .57 15 1 17 15 1 16 no 
Lady Qlenmore.... .3 40 00 4 56 00 1 16 00 1 14 00 
Estelle. .8 40 00 4 .57 45 1 17 45 1 15 40 
Gracie. 4 59 30 1 19 30 1 17 05 
So So. .3 40 00 5 58 00 1 18 30 1 16 55 
Blond. 5 00 10 1 20 10 I 17 60 
Aurora. .3 40 00 6 01 00 1 21 00 1 13 40 

Florence. 
CLASS B. 

1 24 15 1 21 30 
Kate. 5 10 15 1 30 16 1 27 11 

The regulations were that all boats must be sailed by amateurs, 
and Lady Glen more and Ours were consequently disquahfled. Lottie 
R , Julita, Estelle and So So win in Class A, and Florence in Class B. 

AN ANOMALY,—Messrs. William J. Elton and William W. Craw¬ 
ford, of South Boston, are the owners of a boat .that is something 
different from the ordinary run of small sailing craft, and which at¬ 
tracts considerable attention. The.Elford, as she is called, was orig¬ 
inally a boat of the class known as "clipper centerboard dory,” and 
was built by Small, of Swampscott. in 1884. Her model is different 
from any other dory in many respects. She is somewhat the style 
of the Nautilus that was sailed across the Atlantic by the Andrew 
Brothers in 1878 Her dimensions are: Length over all, 19ft. 6'n.; 
extreme beam, 4ft. lOin.; depth, 20in. Her present owners were at 
work on her during the winter months and made many alterations 
in her. The boat was decked over, leaving an oval standing room 
9£t. 6in. long and 3ft. lOin. wide, around which was put a slender oak 
washrall. A keel Sin. deep was put on, extending the whole length 
of the boat and the rudder was enlarged to correspond. The seats 
are arranged so that she wifi carry eight persons with comfort. She 
is rigged with a sprit mainsail and jib, the mainsail containing 27yds. 
and the jib 8yds. of drilling. The mast is 13ft. 6m. from deck to top, 
4in. in diameter at decK, and 2^in. in diameter at top. The sail hoists 
12ft. and measures 12ft. at the foot and 8£t. 6in. at the head. The 
sprit is 18ft. long, and when up it carries the peak of the sail 21ft. 
from the deck. The bowsprit is a very light adjustable spar, that 
can be put on oy taken in at pleasure. The hull of the boat weighs 
about SoOlbs. and she usually carries SOOlbL of ballast aboard. She 
shows great speed with sheets started and when close hauled her 
keel enables her to hang on and sail close to the wind. She is a boat 
that can be taken safely almost anywhere and has been sailed with 
reefed mainsail in a wind of 30 miles per hour. This class of boats, 
while somewhat unique, is no doubt destined to become very popular 
in time with amateur sailors.—Nowf/i Boston Enquirer. 

“THE BOAT SAILER’S MANUAL.”—While no one can learn to sail 
a boat by staying ashore and reading treaties on the subject, there 
is yet a great deal of important information regarding boats and their 
rigs which maybe acquired by intelligent study. The ranks ofcthe 
yachtsmen ore of late being rapidly augmented by recruits from 
the boat sailers and cavoemen, already a nuinerons class, while their 
places in the musqnico fleet are being taken just as rapidly by novices. 
Never before was boat sailing so popular as uow, and with a greater 
variety and improved models of boats it is each year extending over 
new waters. To those yotmg sailors who wish to learn all that can 
be acquired from books, we recommend the valuable little hand book 
lately compiled by Lieut. E. F. Qualtrougb, U. S. N.. author of the 
“Sailor’s Handybook.” The "Boat Sailer's Manual” contains m a 
very neat and compact little volume, suitably bound in flexible 
leather, all the essential information which the novice requires. The 
principles of flotation, stability ard lateral resistance, and the vcU'on 
of rudder, ballast and sails are clearly explained. Knots, bends and 
splices, with the various operations of the rigging aloft, are shown 
by diagrams. The question of the best boat for each purpose is dealt 
with in a practical manner, and the characteristics of the different 

types are discussed, a large, number of boats being described and 
.’llustrated. The management of boats under sail is considered in a 
separate chapter, racing and its rules, as well as uractical boat 
handling, being dealt with under this head. The cutter and sloop 
rigs are described and compa-ed. and canoe sailing comes in for an 
extended notice. The final chapter contains in a compact form some 
useful hints on weather iuaicalions, cookery, batning and restoring 
the dro vned and similar subjects. The book is published by Chas. 
Scribner’s Sons. New York. 

■NEW YORK Y. C.—On .Inly 15 a meeting of the N. Y. Y. C was 
held at Delmonico’s. A resolution was passed, inviting Lieut. Henn 
to join the club cruise and to enter the Goelet cup race. The follow¬ 
ing members were also elected: Morris K. Jessun, Frederick Love- 
joy, J. C. Bergen, Henry Cranston, George H. Warren. Alfred J. 
Weston, Phillip Tiilinghast, Lewis H. Livingston, August W. Conover, 
M. Ballou, E. J. Greacen. Stanley Greacen, B. F. Gambrill and Robert 
Browne. 

NEW YORK Y. C. CRUISE.—The following orders for the coming 
cruise have been Issued by Com. Gerry: 

Flagship Electba, N. Y. Y. C., New York Harbor, July 20, 1886. 
General Orders, No. 1. The Commodore hereby assumes command 
of the squadron. Mr. Wdliam Krebs is appointed Fleet Captain.- 
Elbridgb T. Gerry, Commodore. 

Flagship Electra, N. Y. Y. C., New York Harbor. July 20, 1886. 
General Orders, No. 2. The vessels of the squadron will rendez¬ 
vous at New London, off Pequot House, on Wednesday, Aug. 4. Cap¬ 
tains will report aboard the flagship at an hour which will be duly 
indicated by signal the same evening. During the cruise, theowlaud 
the game cock color®, with the accompanying challenge cups, will be 
raced for by the gigs and double scull cutters and dingies belonging 
to the yachts of the squadron, and the holders will be subject to 
challenges at any time, on one day’s notice. Special attention is 
called to the race for the cups presented by Captain Goelet, wnicu 
will take place at Newport at a time to he determined on at the meet¬ 
ing of the captains on the 4th inst. Also to the fact that Rule V. of 
the printed sailing regulations prohibiting the carrying of clubtop- 
sails during the annual cruise, was rescinded in that respect at the 
June meeting of the club. By order of the Commodore, William 
Krebs, Fleet Captain. 

YACHTING NOTES.—Bedouin has received her new main boom at 
Lawley's_The East River Y. C. proposes soon to sail a regatta on a 
novel plan. A prize will be given for the last boat in, no owner to 
sail his own boat. The yachts will be allotted to the different mem¬ 
bers by the regatta committee, and as each man will sail not his own 
boat but a rival, he will do his utmost to bring her in first.Beetle, 
cutter, Mr. Augustus Hemmenway, has been leased by Mr. Bancroft 
Davis, and Captain Crocker’s brother William will sail her. 

OPEN REGATTA ON THE SOUND.-On July 28, a large open re¬ 
gatta will be held at Westport over a 10-mile triangular course, open 
to four classes of yachts, as follows: First to measure 35ft., recond 
30ft., tnird 25ft.. and fourth 20ft. All boats in fourth class to be cat- 
rigged. Prizes of $-25 will be awarded in each class. The measure¬ 
ment will be from stem to rudderhead. A time allowance of ij^niin. 
to the foot will be given. Mr. F. Burritt, of South Norwalk, has 
charge of the entries. 

AMERICA.—The alterations in Gen. Butler’s schooner are com¬ 
pleted, and on Saturday she started on a trial trip, having her 
owner on board. She has now an outside keel of lead, weighing26 
tons, with a single bowsprit in place of her old bowsprit and jib- 
boom, while her sails are entirely new. She sailed nearly to Marble¬ 
head in company with Mayflower, and then stood off shore for a 
thorough trial trip at sea. 

TRANS-ATLANTIC YACHTING.-The English yawl Xarifa arrived 
at Cowes on July 15. Coronet, schooner. Mr. R. T. Bush, of New 
York, arrived at Queenstown on July 18, after a passage of 17 days. 
Sbe will visit Cowes and Havre, remaining abroad about 6 weeks. 

MEDUSA.—Mr. Robert Center, former owner of the cutter Vinciex, 
has just purchased the cutter Medusa, built by Lawle.ys from a design 
by J. Beavor Webb. She is now fitting out and will join the N. Y. 
Y. C. cruise. 

EASTERN Y. C. CRUISE.—On July 18 the fleet sailed from Rock¬ 
land at 9:15 A. M, reaching Bar Harbor about 4 P. M. A meeting 
was held on board Fortuna next morning, at which the fleet wa.s dis¬ 
banded. _ 

Allen’s bow-facing oars can be attached to any boat in 6 minutes. 
Try them. Little catalogue free. Fred A. Allen, Monmouth, 111.—Adr. 

^nmer§ ta ^omspondmt^. 

No Notice Taken of Anonymous Oorreapoudents. 

C. W.—See game seasons in our issue of July 8. 

A Constant Reader is recommended to apply to any fish dealer 
in his own city or in New York. 

J. C. W., Paterson, N. J.-The three years’law was not enacted; 
the season remains as before. 

R. W. McL., Chillicotbe, O.—See correspondent’s reply to your In¬ 
quiry in Sea and River columns. 

C. H., Providence. R I. -The season for land locked salmon in Maine 
is from May 1 to Oct. 1. June is usually the best month. They troll 
for them there with minnows mostly. If you use flies we would ad¬ 
vise trying tho silver doctor. Jock Scott, Montreal and royal coach¬ 
man. "S'on may find good fishing in September. 

E’jMPHsrnrs' 
^Homeopathic VeteVinary 

> Specifics for 
I HORSES, CATTLE, SHEEP* 

DOGS, HOGS, POULTRY. 

^Used'b7U. S. Govemm’t. 
Chart on Boilers, 

____ and Book Sent Free. 

Humphreys’ Med. Co., 109 Fulton St., N. Y. 

Hook 
and 

liine. 
4 84 pages. 
' illustrated. 

Price 25c 
3-piece Fly Rod, 25yd8. Click Reel, 26yds. oiled 

Silk Line, six Flies, six Hooks to gut and Leader 
complete by express. $4.00. Post paid, $4 50. Tw 
Sample Flies by mail, post paid. 15 cts.: per doz.. 75 
cts. One 3 piece Trout Rod, Reel, 100ft. Linen Line, 
six Hooks to gut, one Sinker, one Leader and one 
Float, complete. $2.00. Post paid, $2.50. Send for 
our new catalogue, 3-20 large pages, over 5,000 illus- 
traiions of all sporting goods, covers printed in 16 
colors, sent by mail for 25 cents. 

PECK & SNYDEK, 126 Nassau St.. N. Y. 

Salmon Fishing in Canada. 
We have the largest stock in America of Forrest 

& Son’s celebrated Salmon Flies, Rods, Reels. 
Casting Lines, etc., etc.. We have everything in 
Fishing Tackle for the successful capture of Sal¬ 
mon aibd Trout in Canadian waters. American 
anglers can obtain their complete outfit from us 
far below New York prices. Spliced Salmon and 
Trout Rods a specialty. Salmon and Trout Rods 
made to order and repaired. W. W. Greeners 
Guns Eley Bros. Ammunition. Curtis and Harvey’s 
Diamond Grain Powder, Clay Pigeons, Blackbirds, 
Glass Balls, Traps and all kinds of sporting goods. 
Send stamp for 42-page illustrated catalogue. 

T. W. BOYD & SON, 1641 Notre Dame st., 
Moutreal, Canada. 

TRADE lARK. 

Among the Many Novelties 
Introduced by us for the coming season, xve wish to call attention to our 

Dead Finish, Waterproof, Braided Silk Fly Lines, 
^ for SALMON, TROUT AND BLACK BASS. 

We have been experimenting for some years in the hope of making a perfect waterproof line. Success crowned 
our efforts somewhat less than two years ago, but we have not offered the lines for sale till we were certain of their 
excellence in every particular. These lines will not crack, chip off or become sticky and stiff. They are completely 

watmptroofed, not merely on the surface. They will not become tender in use or by age. 

SAMPLES AND PRICES FURNISHED ON APPLICATION. 

Also a new style liANJDING SET, made of ivaterproof braided linen line, which prevents the hooks from catching in the meshes. 

The prices of these nets are only a little in advance of the old style made from twisted thread. 

ABBEY &> IMBBIE, 
Manufacturers of every description of 

I3VrE3 r’IJSHIlSrC3r TJS.OK.X. 
18 Vosey Street (Fourth door from the Aster House), Ne’W York 

5S COURT STJRB3ET. BKOOKUYIST. 
UKA-LKE. IiSr 

First Quality Goods at Lower Prices than any other House in America. 

Brass Multiplying Reels with Balance Handles, first quality ^Brai's^Chek ^ReOs^lo^yds^fsO^ctlVsOycls.. 75 cts. ;’60yds’.’, $l'.00; 
.-:00ft., $2.50. Any of the above Reels with Drags 25 Cts Limerick kh^rijmS O’Shaugh’nessy, Kinsey, 
nickel plated, 50 cts. extra. Mar.ster’s Celebrated Hooks bnelled on Gut. Limenck, Ku -treble. 30 cts. per doz. Put up one half dozen in a package. 
Aberdeen, Sneck Bent, and all other hooks. Smgie_gut, 12 ch. per dcz., d , bouble Twisted Leaders, 3 length, 5 cts.; treble twisted, 3 length, 10 cts. 
Single Gut Trout and Black Bass Leaders l.yd. 5 cts 2yds 10 c^., 3yds . lo cts. Trout and Black Bass Fly Rods,. lOfc. 

Established 20 Years. Open Evenings. J, E, IM[AR>ST£R>S, 55 Court Street, Brooklyn. 
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THE MOST POPULAR 

Hepeating' Eiile 
IN THE MARKET. 

Great Variety 

of Styles and 

Calibers. 

PRICES 

REDUCED. 

EVERY VARIETY OF 

Metallic Ammunition 
AND BRASS SHOT SHELLS, 

’Wa.dSy Pz*lxxi.ex*S9 etc. 

f 

WINCHESTEH REPEATING ARMS CO., 
ISTE^W H-A-VEINT, OOKTIVT. 

Send for 76-page Illustrated Catalogue. 

SPORTSMLAJN’S 

Camping or Fishing Tents 
OF ALL KINDS, SHAPES AND SIZES. 

Yacht and Canoe Sails of most approved styles. 
Also awnings for store fronts, windows, yacht boats, 
etc. New style of Canoe Tents made at low figures. 
Flags, Burgees and covers of all kinds. Camp 
Stoves, Camp Chairs, Sacking Bottoms, Hammocks, 
all kinds of Fancy Tents, and in fact anything made 
from canvas when an intelligent description is given 
of what maybe needed. My beautifully Illustrated 
circular now ready. Send stamp for price list. Ad¬ 
dress 8. HEMMENWAY. 60 South st, N. Y. City. 

f adittog (SsaAii. 

BORDEN & WOOD, 

Yacht Designers. 
Drafrings made, specifications furnished, and 

building superintended. Models furnished If de¬ 

sired. Correspondence solicited. Address, 

P. O. Box 338, Fall River, Mass. 

Sailing and Steam Yachts 
BBSIGNED BT 

J. BEAVOa.WEBB. 
STEAM YACHTS A SPECIALTY. 18 Cranley 

Garden, London, S. W., England. 

E. L. WILLIAMS, 
Yacht Builder and Designer. Single-hand yachts 
a specialty. Designer and builder of Dr. Winslow’s 
Pilgrim. E. 9th st., City Point, So. Boston, Mass. 

TROUT FLIES, 
36c. Per Dozen. 

H. H KIFFE, 
318 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y 

Send for Fishing Tackle Catalogne. 

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING. 

EPPS’S COCOA. 
BREAKFAST. 

“By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws 
which govern the operations of digestion and nutri¬ 
tion, and by a careful application of the fine prop¬ 
erties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided 
our breakfast tables with a delicately flavored 
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors’ 
biUs. It is by the judicious use of such articles of 
diet that a constitution may be graduaUy built up 
until strong enough to resist every tendency to 
disease. Himdreds of subtle maladies are floating 
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak 
point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by keep¬ 
ing ourselves well fortified with pure blood and a 
properly nourished frame.’’—Civil Service Gasette. 

Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold 
only In half-pound tins by Grocers, labelled thus: 

JAMES EPPS Si CO., Homoeopatlilc Chem> 
Iflta. London. England. 

A Readable Volmue. 
DOWN THE WEST BRANCH; 

OK, 

Camps and Tramps Around Katahdin. 
CAPT. FARRAR’S NEW BOOK, 

Will be sent to any address on receipt of price, 
$1 25, by JAMAICA PUBLISHING CO., Jamaica 
Plaias, Mass. 

FLLE BINDERS, 
Size to suit Forest and Stream, 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE 

Priee. S1.60. 

f adttis and (iftanacg MnHt, 

Steam TacMs Specially OffereJ For Sale. 
Iron steam yacht, 194x25x12^, speed 14 knots. 
Iron steam yacht, 185x24x12, speed 16J^ knots. 
New steel steam yacht, 170 X 23J4X10J4 speed 13^ k. 
Wooden steam yacht. 100x16x6, speed 13 knots. 
Cabin steam yacht. 42x9x334, speed 12 miles. 
Steam Yachts and Launches of all sizes for Rac¬ 

ing, Cruising, Fishing and Hunting Purposes. 
FIELD & YOUNG, 

Steam Vessel Brokers and Marine Engineers, 
6 State Street, New York. 

Hunting Boats, Sneak Boxes, 
Cruising Canoes. 

Built to order after the most approved models. 
Correspondence solicited and prices given on appli¬ 
cation. B. W. DAVENPORT, Ashland, Wis. 

Cutter Yacht For Sale. 
$200 will buy a small, full rigged, non-capsizable 

caoin sloop with all its fixtures. This boat is fast, 
safe, nearly new and cost over $600. Address 
JOHN W. TRUESDELL, Syracuse, N. Y. 

IT'OR SALE.-A 14X36 CANOE, WELL BUILT, 
J/ does not leak; sails, paddles, etc.; will sell at 
a bargain. Address MARLIN, Box 720, Yonkers, 
N. Y. 

Twe Beastifiil Iimstratel Bools 

PADDLE AND PORTAGE 
AND 

Canoe and Camera. 
BY THOMAS SEDGWICK STEELE, Of Hartf-Ord, COBA 

123 exquisite Ulustrations of life in the woods. 
with map in each copy. 

'The humorous as well as the serious side of camp 
life is vividly represented, while Mr. Steele’s well 
known artistic perceptions, and a most intense love 
of nature, has made the work all that could be 
desired. 

Seven Editions of these works sold. Most popu- 
ir books in the market. Cloth. Price $1.50 each 

A NEW MAINE MAP. 
The headwaters of the 

Aroostool. Feaoliscot aM St. Joim Biyers 
Compfled by Thomas Sedgwick Steele. 

The chart Is 80x30 Isohes, printed on Gtovem 
ment survey pap«r and moxintM on «aoth. Bent 
postpaid on receipt of price, $.. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING GO. 
^ Park Row, New York. 

SFOBTSMirS WEAR. 
Cordiroi, Caivas Horseiide, DoisUii, Sleep- 

sli, Macliitosl and flannel Cloini 
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION FOR SPORTSMEN 

Gun Cases, Cartridge Belts and Equip¬ 
ments of all kinds. 

CATALOGUE AND SAMPLES FREE. 

GEO. BARNARD & CO., 
108 IVCadifiioii Street, CHioago, III. 
Eastern Agents: A. G. SPALDING & BROS., 241 Broadway, N. Y. 
Philadelphia Agents: E. K. TRYON, JR. & CO. 

SPORTSMEN’S CLOTHING! 
ALSO CLOTHING FOR 

CM Engineers, Surveyors, Ranelinien, 

Miners, Lmnlermen, Etc., 
Manuf. from Best CORDUROY, MACKINTOSH, 

CANVAS, MACKINAW, LEATHER, Eto. 

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE. 

THIS A®- 
is our Skeleton 
Coat, of strong 
material, and 
weighs hut 16 
oz. Will mail 
it to you for $2. 
Send ns breast 
measure. 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAIT, Valparaiso, Indiana. 

o. B. 'viFxx^JBC.xi^grsozia', 
8 John St., near Broadway, N. Y. 

lAMACmiG JEWELER, 
Medals and Badges 

A SPECIALTY. 

Special designs fornislied on applica¬ 

tion free ol charge. 

STRAIGHT CUT CIGARETTES. 
People ot refined taste who desire exceptionally fine 

cigarettes should use only our Straight Cut, 
put up in satin packets and boxes of 

lOs, 20s, 50s and 100s. 

14 First Prize Medals. WM. S. KIMBALL & CO. 

Canoe and Camp Cookery. 
By "SENEGA.” 

A practical cook book for canoeists, Corinthiaa sailors and outers. Practical because 
the author gives explicit and intelligible directions for preparing such dishes as he has him¬ 
self actually tested in camp and on a cruise. This is just where the recipes differ from the 
absurdly impracticable dishes given in some so-called camp cookery books. The cooking 
outfit is described, and numerous hints on camp economy add to the value of the work. 
Cloth, 96 pages. Price $1.00. 

NEW YORK; Forest and Stream Publishing Co.. 39 Park Row, 
LONDON: Davies & Co., i Finch Lane. ComhiU. 
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VICTORY WON 
fJtrLT 33, 1888. 

BY SHOOTERS USING THE 

Chamberlin Cartridge 
THE 

Tournament of the Illinois State Sportsmen’s Assoc’n, 
O'XJriJ'E!, 1306. 

First and Diamond Badge by GEO. KLEINMAN, killing 29 out of 30 live birds. 
Second Prize by ABNER FRIGE, killing 28 out of 30 live birds. 
First by C. E. WILLARD, in the first event of the “Open to the World” contest. 

Eighty-two entries. 
Also divided in nearly every other event of the great Tournament. 
The Chamberlin Cartridges also winners of the Smith Cup, by C. M. HINS 

DALE, in the Iowa State Tournament at Burlington. 

These Cartridges were from regular stock sold by dealers. 

TATHAM & EROS., Eastern Agents, 
82 Beekman Street, New Yo»'k City. 

SMALL YACHTS. 
Their Design and Construction, Exemplified by the 

Ruling Types of Modern Practice. 

The Fouest and Stream Publishing Company takes pleasure in announcing the publication of a magnificent quarto volume, bearing the above title. This book covers the 
eld of ISmall Yachts, with special regard to their design, construction, equipment and keep. The opening chapters are devoted to a consideration of the model and the draft, their 

relations to one another, and the purposes which they subserve. Pull directions are given for producing the plans of a yacht with reference to the chief points in design, and the method 
of taking off the lines of a boat already built is likewise described in detail. 

All elements entering into design, such as Resistance, Stability. Balance of Rig, Handiness, Displacement, etc., are dealt with in separate chapters. The rules necessary for the 
mathematical computations, and a review of theory and practice close the first division of the book. 

The second portion comprises the description of the Plates, covering the whole range of type in small yachts, from the shoal catboat and American centerboard sloop to examples 
of the narrowest and deepest British cutter yet built. These yachts have their lines, build and fittings depicted in the Plates, which are drawn to scale. With their aid and the specifi¬ 
cations presented, the reader is placed in possession of accurate information concerning the mould, accocnmodations, rig and characteristics of all styles of yachts which have received 
favorable recognitinn.^ Sporting boats, combination row and sailboats, and various examples of special form are introduced. 

The third division offers a comprehensive review of single-hand sailing, to which small yachts are especially adapted. Directions are given as a guide in selection of tvpe and sail 
plan,and subsequent equipment and proper management. 

_ The iron work of yachts, their gear, yawls, stearing apparatus, boat building and much other closely related matter is entered upon. The new International Rules of the Road 
Signal Service, and a bibliography appear in the Appendix. ’ 

The work is profusely and handsomely illustrated with 150 illustrations inserted in the text, besides the sixty-three plates. 
A folio volume (size of page 14^x124 inches), printed on paper specially manufactiued for it, and with great beauty of execution and finish in every detail makiT^g a volume 

vastly superior to any other work of the kind ever published. Pages 370, with 136 plate pages additional, or a total of more than 500. 

LIST OE PLiATES. 
I. The Sloop Yacht Schemer. 

II. The Nuckel. 
III. The Windward. 
IV. A Newport Catboat—Portable Catboat. 
V. An Eastern Catboat. 

VI. Keel Catboat Caprice, 
VII. Caprice—Sail Flan. 

VII1. Ke d Catboat Dodge. 
IX. Catboa*- Dodge—Sail Plan, 
X. Open Boat Cruiser. 

XL The Cruiser—Sail Plan. 
XII. Open Boat Trident. 

XIII. A Skipjack. 
XIV. The Centerboard Sloop Gleam. 
XV. Gleam—Sail Plan. 

XVI. The Centerboard Sloop Midge. 

XVII. Light Draft Cutter Mignonette. 
XVIII. Mi nonette—Sail Plan. 

XlX. Single-Hand Cruiser. 
XX. Light Draft Cutter Carmlta. 

XXI. The Dart. 
XXII. Tire Boston Sloop Neva. 

XXIII. The Boston Sloop Nysta. 
XXIV. Keel Sloop Columbine. 
XXV. Columbii e—Sail Plan. 

XXVI. The Keel Sloop Alice. 
XXVHI. The Gannet. 

XXVIII. A Compromise Sloop. 
XXIX. The Itoben Cutter Daisy, 
XXX. Daisy—Sail Plan. 

XXXI. The Cutter Vayu. 
XXXII. The Cruising Yawl Windward. XLVII. 

Windward—Accommodation Pla 
The Windwai d—Sail Pltn. 
The Cruising Yawl Aneto. 
Tne Single-Hand Yawl Deuce. 
Deuce—.'-ail Plan and Constructio 
The Cutter Petrel. 
The Pe rel—Sail Plan. 
The Cutler Mer in. 
The Merlin—Sail Plan. 
The Cutter Rajah. 
The Cutter Yolande, 
Yolande—Cabin and Deck Plans. 
A Single-Hand Yawl, 
Single-Hand Yawl — Cabin an 

Deck Plans. 
S. H. Yawl—Rig and Construction 

XLVIII. 
XLIX. 

L. 
LI. 

Lll. 
LIII. 
LIV. 
LV. 

LVI. 
LVII. 

LVIII. 
LIX 
LX. 

LXI. 
LXII. 

LXIIL 

The Cutter Mamie. 
The Mamie—Midship Section. 
The Mamie—Sail Plan. 
Six-Beam Cutter. 
Six-Beam Cutter—Sail Plan. 
The Cutter Surf. 
The Cutter Surf—Sail Plan. 
The Cutter Surf—Midship Section 
The Cutter Surf—Cabin Plans. 
'I'he Cutter Spankadillo. 
The Cutter Madge. 
The Madge—Ironwork. 
The Schooner Gaetina. 
The Nonpareil Sharpie. 
The Cynthia. 
The Cruising Sneakbox. 

ZKTo^w ]^ostx>a.±cl., 87.00* 

New York: FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 39 Park Row. Loadoa: SAMSON, LOW, MARSTQN i CO., 188 Fleet Street. 
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The Forest and Stream Publishing Go. will send post paid any boob 
published on receipt ol publisher's price. 

Sportsman's Library. 
ojF BooIsls 

will forward any of these Boolcs by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price, 

No books sent unless money accompanies the order. 

POSITIVELY NO BOOKS EXCHANGED. 
ANniilNO. 

Adirondack Fishes, Fred Mather. 35 
American Angler’s Book, Norris. 5 50 
Angling. 60 
Angling Talks, Dawson. 50 
Angling, a Book on, Francis. V 50 
Black Bass Fishing, Henshall. 3 00 
Fish and Fishing, Manly . 5 35 
Fishing, Bottom or Float. 50 
Fishing in American Waters, Scott, Ulus. 2 50 
Fishing with the Fly, Orvis-Cheney Collection 8 50 
Fly Fishing in Maine Lakes. 1 35 
Fly Bods and Fly Tackle, Wells. 2 60 
Frank Forester’s Fish and Fishing. 2 50 
Frank Forester’s Fishing with Hook and Line 25 
Fysshe and Fysshyne.. 1 00 
Fresh and Salt Water Aquarium. 50 
Modem Practical Angler, a Guide to Fly Fish¬ 

ing .. 2 00 
Practical Trout Culture. 1 00 
Practical Fisherman... 4 20 
Prune’s I Go a-Fishing. 2 50 
Rod and Line in Colorado Waters. 1 00 
Scientific Angler . 1 50 
Superior Pishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout, 

etc., by Roosevelt. . 2 00 
Trolling for Pike, Salmon and Trout. 50 
The Game Fish of the Northern States and 

British Provincesj by Roosevelt. 2 00 
Trout Culture, Slack. 1 00 

BIRDS. 

American Bird Fancier.50 
Baird’s Birds of North America. 30 00 
Bird Notes. 75 
Birds Nesting. 1 25 
Birds of Eastern Pennsylvania. 4 00 
Birds and Their Haunts. 3 00 
Cage and Singing Birds, Adams . 50 
Coues’ Key to North American Birds.15 00 
Game Water Birds of the Atlantic Coast, 
Roosevelt. 2 00 

Holden’s Book of Birds, pa. 25 
Minot’s Land and Game Birds. 3 00 
Native Song Birds... 76 
Naturalists’ Guide, Maynard. 2 00 
Natural History of Birds. 3 00 
Samuel's Birds of New England. 4 00 
Shore Birds. 15 

CAMPING AND TRAPPING. 
Adventures in the Wilderness. 1 25 
Amateur Trapper—paper. 50c.; bds. 75 
Camps and Tramps m the Adirondacks, North- 
rup.. 1 25 

Three in Norway, or Rifle, Rod and Gun in 
Norway. 1 75 

Camps in the Rockies, Grohman. 1 75 
Camp IJfe in the Wilderness. 30 
Camping and Cruising in Florida, Henshall,. 1 50 
Canoe and Camp Cookery, by “Seneca”. 1 00 
Complete American Trapper, Gibson.... 1 00 
Hints on Camping. 1 25 
How to Camp Out, Gould . 75 
How to Hunt mid Trap, Batty’s. 1 60 
Rustlings in the'Rockie.s. 1 00 
Trapper’s Guide, by S. Newhouse, 8vo., Illus.. 1 60 

HUNTING—SHOOTING. 

Across Country Wanderer. 
American Sportsman, The, Lewis. 

5 00 
2 60 
1 25 
1 25 
1 25 
1 26 
2 00 

4 00 
2 00 
1 00 
1 00 
2 40 
2 50 
1 50 
3 60 

25 
2 00 
2 50 
2 00 
1 50 
1 50 

50 
3 00 

75 

7 60 
10 00 
5 00 

15 00 
1 50 
8 00 
1 25 
1 26 
1 50 
2 50 

1 76 

KENNEU- 
American Kennel, Burges. 3 06 
British Dogs, Dalziel. 4 00 
Dog, Diseases of, Dalziel...... 80 
Dog. Diseases of, Hill... 2 00 
Dog Breaking, Floyd... 50 
Dog Breaking, by Holahird. 26 
Dog Breaking, Hutchinson. 3 00 
Dog, the Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson. 3 OC 
Dog Training vs. Breaking, Hammond. 1 00 
Dogs and Their Doings, Morris. 1 76 
Dogs of Great Britam, America and other 
Countries.   2 OC 

Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, 16mo. 75 
Dogs, Points for Judging. .. 6C 
Dogs, Richardson, pa. 30.; doth. 60 
Dogs and Their Ways, Williams.. 1 25 
Dogs and the Public . 76 
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment in 

Disease, by Ashmont.   2 00 
Englisbe Dogges, Reprint of 1576. .60 
English Keniiel 0. 8. Book, Vol. 1. 5 OC 
English K, 0. S. Book, Vols, ITI. to 11.. each. 4 5C 
English K. C. S. Book, Vols. XL to XIL, each. 4 50 
Glover’s Album, A Treatise on Canine Diseases 60 
Our Friend the Dog.  3 OC 
Practical Kennel Guide, Stables.i sc 
Setter Dog, the, Laverack. . 3 00 
Stonehenge, Dog of British Islands. 6 00 
The Dog, hy Idstone.   t 2f 
The Mastiff, the History of, by M. B. Wynn..! 2 50 
Vero Shaw’s Book on the Dog, cloth, $8.00; 
morocco.   28 60 

Youatt on the Dog... 2 60 

Breech Loader, Modem, Gloan, illustrated... 
Crack Shot (The Rifle), “Barber,” illustrated. 
Dead Shot (The Gun), illustrated . 
Down the West Branch, hy Capt. Farrar. 
Field. Cover and Trap Shooting. 
Frank Forester’s Sporting Scenes and Charac¬ 

ters, 2vol., cloth. 
Frank Forester's Manual for Young Sportsmen 
Prank Forester’s Fugitive S. Sketches, paper 
How I Became a Crack Shot, Farrow. 
How I Became a Sportsman. 
Hunting, Shooting and Fishing. 
Himting and Hunters of all Nations, Frost... 
Hunting Trips of a Ranchman, Roosevelt. 
Hurlingham Gun Club Rules. 
Instmctious iu Rifle Firing, by Capt. Blunt... 
Nimrod in the North, Schwatka, .. 
Poems of the Rod and Gun, McLelian_ 
Rifle Practice, Wingate.. 
Rod and Gun in California. 
Shooting. 
Shooting, Dougall. 
Shooting on the Wing. 
Sport. Fox Hunting, Salmon Fishing, etc., W. 

B. Davenport, illustrated. 
Sport With Gun and Rod, cloth . 
Sport with Gun and Rod, new, plain edition.. 

Embossed leather. 
Sporting Adventures in the Far West. 
Still Hunter, Van Dyke... 
Stephens’ Lynx Hunting. 
Stephens’ Fox Hunting... 
Stephens’ Young Moose Hunters. 
The Gun and Its Davelonment. Greener. 
Wild Animals and Birds, their Haunts and 
Habits. 

BOATING ANB YACHTING: 
A Canoe Trip, or a Lark on the Water. 
Aroimd the World in the Yacht Simbeam. 
Boats of the World. 
Boat Racing, Brickwood. 
Boating Trips on New England Rivers. 
Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs, W. P. 
Stephens.. 

Canoe and Camp Cookery, by “Seneca”. 
Canoe Handling, 0. B. Vaux. 
Canoeing m Kanucfcia, Norton and Halberton 
Canoe and Camera. 
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper. Bishop’s.. 
Cruises in Small Yachts . 
Corinthian Yachtsman. 
Donaldson’s Steam Machiner; 
Four Months in a Sneakbox, ^ _ 
Prazar’s Practical Boat SaUtng 
Inland Cruise. 
Model Yachts and Boats, Grosvenor. 
Paddle and Portage. 
Practical Boat Sailing, Davies. 
Pi-actical Boat Building, Neison. 
The America’s Cup, paper, 50c.; cloth. 
'I he Canoe Aurora, by Dr. C. A. NeidS. 
Vacation Cruising, Rothrick. 
Yacht Architecture. Dixon Kemp. 
Yachts and Boat Sailing. Kemp. 
Yachts, SmaH, C. P. Kimhardt. 
Yachtsman’s Guide, Patterson. 
Yachtsman’s Manual and Handy Book... 

GUIBJE BOOKS AND MAPS. 
Adirondacks. Map of, Stoddard . 
Farrar’s Guide to MooseheadLake.pa. 50: do. 
Farrar’s Guide to Richardson and Rangeley 

Lake, paper, 50; cloth. 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake. 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Region 
Florida Anuual.. 
Guide Book and Map of the Dead River Region 
Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddard. 
Map of Androscoggin Region. 
Map of Northern Maine, Steele..... 
Map of the Thousand Islands. 
Map of the Yellowstone Park . 
Muskoka and the Northern Lakes of Canada. 

UOBSE. 
American Roadsters and Trotting Horses.. 
Boots and Saddles, Mrs. Ouster. 
Boucher’s Method of Horsemanship. 
Bruce’s Stud Book, 3 vols., 

30 
3 00 
1 25 
2 50 
1 26 

1 60 
1 00 
1 00 
1 26 
1 50 
1 50 
2 50 
1 50 
1 50 
1 50 
1 00 

50 
2 00 
1 60 
3 OC 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
1 50 

16 80 
10 00 
7 00 
3 00 
3 60 

$1 00 
1 00 

1 00 
50 
50 
60 
50 
25 
50 

1 00 
60 

2 50 
1 00 

6 00 
1 50 
1 00 

30 00 
2 50 

60 
75 
75 

1 50 
1 00 
1 25 

25 
3 00 
3 00 
1 00 

50 
20 

3 00 
3 75 
3 50 

2 00 
8 00 
2 00 

10 00 
20 00 
8 50 
2 00 

Dadd’s American Reformed Horse Book, 8vo. 
Dadd’s Modern Horse Doctor, 12mo. 
Horses, Famous American Race. 
Horses, Famous American Trotting. 
Horses, Famous, of America. 
How to Ride and School a Horse. 
Jenning’s Horse Training. 
Manual of the Horse. 
Mayhew’s Horse Doctor. 
Mayhew’s Horse Management. 
McClure’s Stable Guide. 
Rarey’s Horse Tamer. 
Riding and Driving..." 
Riding Recollections, Whyte Melville’s. 
Stonehenge, Horse Owner's Cyclopedia. 
Stonehenge on the Horse, English edition, 8vo 
Stonehenge on the Horse, American edition, 

12mo.’ 
The Book of the Horse . 
Veterinary Dictionary, Going. 
Wallace’s American Stud Book. 
Wallace’s American Trotting Register, 2 vols. 
Woodruff’s Trotting Horses of America. 
Youatt and on the Harse. 

SPORTS AND GAMES. 

American Boy’s Own Book, Sports and Games 2 (X) 
Athletic Sports for Boys, bds. 75c.; cloth. 1 00 
Boy’s Treasury of Sports and Pastimes, etc.. 2 00 
Cassell’s Book of Sports and Pastimes. 3 00 
Croquet. 20 
Easy Whist.  50 
Hands at Whist. 50 
Instruction in the Indian Club Exercise. 25 
Skating. 25 
Stonehenge, Bkicyclopedia of Rural Sporte... 7 50 
Whist for Beginners.  60 

MISCEEEANEOUS: 
A Naturalist’s Rambles About Home, Abbott. 
Adventures of a Young Naturalist.. 
Amateur Photogr^her...... 
Animal Plagues, Fleming. 
Antelope and Deer of America. 
Archer, Modem. 
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson,... 
Atlas of Jersey Coast. 
Black Hills of Dakota, Ludlow, quarto, cloth, 

Government Report. 
Common Ohjecte of the Seashore.,. 
Eastward Hoi. 
Historical and Biographical Atlas of New Jer¬ 

sey Coast. 
How to Make Photographs. 
Humorous SketcheSjSeymour. 
Insects Injurious to Vegetation. 
Keeping One Cow. 
Life and Writings of Frank Forrester, 2 vols., 

per vol. 
Mammals of NewTork, paper. cloth. 
Maynard’s Manual of I’axidermy.. 
Manton’s Taxidermy Without a Teacher. 
North American Insects. 
Old St. Augustine, Fla., illustrated. 
Packard’s Half-Hours With Insects. 
Kstol, The..... 
Photography for Amateurs. 
Practical Forestry, by Fuller. 
Practical Taxidermy and Home Decoration, 
Batty.. 

Practical Orange Culture. 
Practical Poultay Keeping. 
Randall’s Practical Shepherd. 
Sportsman’s Gazetter, Hallock. 
Sportsman’s Hand Book, Col. Horace Park,.. 
Studies in Animal Life, Lewis..;.. . 
The Forester, by Brown. 
The Northwest Coast of America.. 
The Taxidermists’Manual, Brown. 
Wild Flowers of Switzerland... 
Wild Woods Life, Farrar. . 
Willson’s Noctes Amhrosianse, by Prof. Vfil- 

son, J. G. Lockhardt, James Hogg and Dr. 
Maginn, 6 vols., crown 8vo., cloth, $9; half 
calf.... 18 00 

Woodcraft, “NessmuK”.... 1 oo 
Woods and Lakes of Maine. 3 Jo 

»- Sheep.—__ V..,., i a* 

1 56 
1 76 
1 OC 
4 81 
2 5C 

26 
1 5C 
1 50 

2 50 
50 

1 26 

5 OC 
1 OC 
6 OC 
6 5C 
1 OC 

1 5C 
5 00 
1 26 

5C‘ 
1 5C 
1 5C 
2 5C 

50 
et 

1 6C 

1 60 
1 00 
2 00 
2 00 
3 00 
1 00 
1 00 

10 00 
20 00 

1 00 
15 00 

1 26 

THL PERTECT FLY-LOOK. 

THE BRAY meets a want long felt by anglers. Flies 
may be as quickly attached in this book as they could be 
thrown into an ordinary envelope, and are as readily de¬ 
tached, taking all flies regardless of size or length of snell. 

A. G. SPALDING & BROS., Sole Selling Agents. 

Tlie success witli whicli our NEW HAM¬ 

MERED BAIT is meeting attests to its 

supeidority. _ 

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE 

Gogebic Reels, Brooks’ Bine Dryer 

and other leading snecialties in 

Fishing Taiile. 

Sexxd foi^ OAtctlog^iAO. 

A. &. sPALDnrrT & beos., 
341 Broadway, 108 Madison St., 

NEW YORK. CHICAGO. 

MUZZLE-LOADING. 
Using Friction Primer. 

2 Wheel 4 Wheel 
L'gth. Bore. Carriage Car'ge. 

18 in. 1 In. $46.(X) $50.00 

OAKrKroisr. 
Solid MahLOgany Carriages. 

BREECH-LOADING. 
4 Wheel 
Carriage 

2 Wheel Rubber 
L’gth. Bore. Carriage. Tires. 

$70.00 
128.00 
175.00 
215.00 
300 00 
400.00 

18 in. % in. $65.00 
24 “ 1 “ 120.00 
28 “ 1?^ “ 165.00 
82 “ 1M“ 200.00 
36 “ 214“ 280.00 
42 “ 234 “ 376,00 

With each gun is furnished 
a canvas cover, wiping rod, 
gun brush, loader, capper 
and decapper, two brass 
shells and lanyard. 

MANUFACTURED BY 

•xrioLi A.icrxxiL& Co« 

NEW HAVEN, CONN., U. S. A. 

Boston; 
CHAS. C. HUTCHINSON, 

126 Commercial st. 

New "York* Chicago* 
All the leading dealers in Sporting SHELTON BRASS HARDWARE CO. 

and Yachting Goods. 177 Lake st. 

IDEAL Reloadins: Tools, 
For Rifles, Pistols and' 

UNEQUALLED 

AS A 

Goncibineci Tool. 

A, Mouth Opener. 
B, Bullet Mould. <7, Seating Primer. 

CANOE HANDLING. 
By C. B. VAUX (“I)OT»»). 

A complete manual for the management of a canoe. The author begins at the very 
beginning, describes and explains the rudiments in the simi -est and plainest way possible. 
Everything is made intelligible for beginners: and besides this ABC teaching tliere are so 
many hints and wrinkles that the oldest canoeist afloat will find pleasure and profit in the 
study of these. The book is complete and concise—no useless duffle between its covers. The 
subjects treated are the choice of a canoe, paddling, sailing, care of the canoe, recipes and 
rules. The text is further elucidated by numerous practical drawings, and the beauty of the 
book is enhanced by the many ornamental vignettes. Pages 168; uniform with “Canoe 
Building.” Price, postpaid, $1.00. 

NEW YORK; Forest anp Stream Publishing Co. 39 Park Row. 

LONDON; Dayies & Co., 1 Finch Lane, Cornhill, 
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How CAK A BOOT BE WATEKPKOOE 
AND NOT SWEAT THE FEET? Common 

waterproof boots keep the perspiration in as well 
as the water out, and perspiration that linds its 
way through leather is kept in the rubber boot. 
This renders the sock wet, and, when the wearer 
ceases walking, causes the cold clammy feeling 
which is so objectionable and unhealthy. 

THE HANNAFORD VENTILATED 
RUBBER BOOT, 
while it is waterproof and as warm as any boot 
made, provides a way for the perspiration to escape; 
at each step the foul air is forced out of the boot, 
and when the weight of the body is removed from 
the compressible top sole, fresh air is admitted to 
the foot; thus the sock is kept free from the mois¬ 
ture which causes the feet to become cold, sore, and 
tender. Send for circular. 

HANNAFORD VENTIBATED BOOT CO. 
79 Milk Street, Boston. 

THE SETTER, 
-by- 

LA VERACK. 
Mth colored illustrations. Price, postpaid, $3.00 

For sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Co. 

COPIES WANTED.-JAN. 4,11, 18 and 25. FEB. 1, 
March 8 and Sept. 13,1888; Feb. 7 and 14, March 

6,1884. We are short of these issues, and would he 
obliged if any of our readers having one or aU of 
these numbers that they do not want will send to 
Forest and Stream Pub. Co.. 39 Park Row. New 
York City. mar26,tf 

WANTED. 

Bear, Buffalo, Deer, Wolves, Foxes, Spotted Cats, 
Civit Cats, Lynx, Panthers, Antelope, Otter, Beav¬ 
ers and other animals and birds of aU kinds.. Ad¬ 
dress D. H. TALBOT, Sioux City, la. 

itft Mt* 

Gunning Privilege For Rent. 
On Chesapeake Bay, within half mile of Havre 

de Grace, Md. Best ducking point along the shore. 
Excellent location for a club. Refer by permission 
to Geo. H. WTld, Red Bank. N. J., and Robt. A. 
Mitchell, Havre de Grace, Md. Apply for terms, 
etc , to R. C. HOPKINS, Port Deposit, Md. jy21,2t 

Bamboo poles.-25-in. bamboo fishing 
poles, 12,13,14 and 15ft., in bundles of 50. for 

sale at 29 Burling Slip, N. Y., by BURDETT & 
DENNIS. jy8,tf 

LIVE QUAIL. 
send orders at^ouce to insure prompt delivery. 
E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Merchant, 174 
llhambers st., N. Y. 

For sale.—new stevens .22 oal. rifle, 
cost $35, will sell for $2(1. Also new Scott M. 

L. shotgun. $10. Address WM. P. UHLER, 62 West 
127th street, New York. jyl5,2fc 

w 
ill trade rifle FO R canoe. ADDRESS 

Box 787, Worcester. Mass. jyl5,2t 

Bicycle bargain. — Columbia light 
roadster, 57in., for $100; selected from factory, 

used but little by a careful rider. Ball pedals, ad¬ 
justable saddle. R. H. BURR, Middletown, Conn. 

jyis.it 

in tbt fM. 

IN STUD. 
DEERHOUNDS. 

Champion Chieftain, Fee $50. 

Champion Bran, - “ 25. 

FOX-TERRIERS. 

Belgrave Primrose, Fee $15. 

Mixture 15. 

BUUUDOGS. 

Dh. Robinson Crusoe, Fee $25. 

:hampion Tippoo, - “ 25. 

Champion Romulus, “ 20. 

HILLSIDE KENNELS, 
LANCASTER, 

MASS. 

SMALL IMPORTED PRIZE PUG DOG 

iBs-i 1 

Particulars, utidigree and references to FRANK 
QUINBY, P. O. Box 655, N. Y. City, 

MEMNON, 
Ihampion Greyhound of England and America, in 

C^RA COTTA KENNELS, Box 345, Toronto, Can. 

in «t» 

The “Boss” in Stud. 
Services limited to ten approved bitches, at $50 

each. A. K. R. 2218. His ancestors all champion 
and show dogs. As a stud dog he cannot be ex 
celled, his get being being very large and finely 
marked. 

Bo6.s’ Record.—Vhe. at New York in 1886, as a 
puppy. In 1886, 2d prize N. E. K. Club at Boston. 
He also took 2d prize in open class and special prize 
as the best American bred mastiff at the Westmin¬ 
ster K. C., New York, 1886. 

Boss is a large dog, weighing upward of 180 lbs.; 
is good in skull, with grand body, legs, feet and 
bone.—A»?t. Bield, April 8, 1886. 

In mastiffs there was but one new one of anypre- 
tension and that was Boss. He possesses length of 
body with great substance, and is perfectly sound 
in limbs.—SporMnp Life, March 31. 1886. 

A few choice pups of great promise for sale, sired 
by Boss out of equally grand females, with best of 
pedigree and markings. 

Also a pair of Great Danes, 5 mos. old, marked 
alike white and blue; great beauties. Pair $50; 
others from $15 to $20 each. 

J. L. WINCHELL, 
jyl,tf. Fair Haven, Vermont. 

Rosecroft Kennels. 
Birmingham, Conn. 

Foreman ex Passion (Goodsell’s Prince ex Peb¬ 
ble) puppies for sale. Now booking orders for Fai ry 
King (Piantagenet ex Jessie) ex Countess Floy 
(Count Noble ex Floy) puppies. Fairy King 
(Piantagenet ex Jessie) in the stud. Fee $25. 

Valuable Kennel For Sale. 
1. BEAUFORT, the best pointer living. 
2. NEVISON, champion mastiff of America. Win¬ 

ner of forty 1st prizes. 
3. aloe, pure Laverack setter bitch; sire, Good- 

sell’s Prince: dam. Pebble. 
4 BELLE BELTON, English setter; sire, Yale 

Belton; dam, Clara R. 
BEAUFORT stud fee. $50. 
NEVISON stud fee, $50. 

chas. h. mason, 
If 13 Bedford ave., Brooklyn, E. D., N Y. 

Prize-Bred Collies. 
A choice litter by Bounce (sire of Braw an’ Bon¬ 

nie, 1st and special. New Haven) out of Raspberry 
Girl, by Rutland out of Strawberry Girl; five dogs 
and three bitches. They are as promising a lot as 
the Eclipse—Nesta litter, which includes Glengarry, 
Heather, Clipper and Lintie. Price on application. 

At the Stud.,—CLIPPER, the only one of the 
Eclipse—Nesta litter at public service. Fee, $25. 
Also BOUNCE, by Tramp, averages nine pups to 
the litter and gets winners. Fee $15. 

JAMES WATSON, P. O. Box 770, Philadelphia. 

Owners of Beagle Bitches!! 

I offer the services of the following famous Eng¬ 
lish beagle stud dogs: 

CAMERON’S RACKET (Rally—Louise), pure Row 
ett; beautifully marked white, black and tan; a 
grand hunter; winner of first and special. Cleve¬ 
land, 1886, only time shown; a grand stock-getter. 

RACER (Rally-Lill), pure Rowett; white, black 
and rich tan; a phenomenal stud dog; sire of Little 
Duke, Pet. Racer, Jr., &c.. &c. 

CHAMPION BANNERMAN, imported; height, 
11}4 in.; the only champion basket beagle in the 
country; winner of three Ists. three championships 
and seven specials Has never been beaten when 
scored by points. A wonderful stock-getter and 
splendid little hunter. 

Stud Fee, for either, $10. Full particulars 
on application. A. C. KRUEGER, 

tf Wrigbtsville, York County, Pa. 

CLOSING OUT SALE. 
Tw'o liver and white ticked English setter pups, of 

good pedigree, dog and bitch, 10 mos. old, partly ‘ 
broken, will retrieve and not gun shy. These pups ' 
will be sold at a very reasonable price. Address 
P. 0. Box 20, Middletown, Orange Co., N.Y. jyl5,2t 

TyfT. PLEASANT KENNELS.—THE LARG- 
ItA est in America, For Sale—Two first-class , 
fox-terrier bitches, imported stock, one litter light- , 
weight bull-terriers, one pointer dog, one Gordon j 
setter bitch, one snow white light-weight bull-terrier , 
dog. For particulars address. i 

C. T. BROWNELL, Box 336, New Bedford, Mass. 

GrUS Boxidlxu 

* IN THE STUD. 
Imported from Mr. LlewelUn’s kennels (he Is 

bluest of the blue), by Dashing Bondhu ex Novel. 
He is also a grand field dog, as his record shows at 
the late trials of the N. F. T. Club at Grand Junc¬ 
tion, beating such noted dogs as Gladstone Boy, 
Mainsi-ing, Bessie A., Gath’s Mark, Trinket’s Bang 
and o«jr fine ones. Pee $35. A. M. TUCKER, 85 
Main street, Charlestown, Mass. 

TTIGH BRED POINTERS AND SETTERS-WE 
XI breed and dispose of nothing but first-class 
broken and unbroken dogs and puppies. Address 
ELM GROVE KENNELS, South Norwalk. Conn. 

T LEW ELLIN SETTER PUPPIES, WHELPED 
JU June 24, 1886, by Gun (Gladstone - May B.) out 
of Morning Star (Dashing Dan—Daisey Starlight;, 
all black, white and tan and blue belton. Ready to 
ship when 6 wks. old; order now. For pedigree 
and price address CHAS. YORK, 9 & 11 Granite 
Block, Bangor, Me. 

CHAMPION LAVERACK SETTER 

ROCKINGHAM, 
The acknowledged best English setter in America, 

and a grand field dog. Will be allowed te serve a 
limited number of approved bitches. Fee $50. 

FRANK WINDHOLZ, 
525 Sixth avenue. New York. 

ENGLISH SETTER PUPPIES. 
From imported Flora, by Roy (Dash IH.—Bessie), 

whelped March 3,1886. Dogs or bitches. Will guar¬ 
antee these pups to be just right; strong nose, na¬ 
tural hunters, and very staunch, requiring but little 
training. They are not sold to close out any scrub 
stock or to make room, but were bred especially 
for the trade, and to show as well in the field as on 
paper. Address, H. J. PIERRE, Winsted, Conn. IN THE STUD. 

ENGLISH MASTIFF HERO III. 
Winner of first prize and special prize for the best 
dog or bitch, at Pirtsburgh, 1886. 

FEE - - - $26. 
Pups for sale. For picture and pedigree, address 

VICTOR M. HALDEMAN, 
3yl5,3mos General Wayne. Delaware Co Pa. 

Pointer Puppies For Sale. 
A dog and bitch, liver and white, 10 wks..old, by 

Bang Bang out of Fan Fan. 1 will take one or two 
dogs South to train for the field trials. For terms 
address J. N. LEWIS, Ramseys, N. J. jy82,3mo 

TT'NGLISH SETTER PUPS, BY CHAMPION 
JLj Dash III. out of a champion Leicester and Nelly 
bitch. WM. W. REED, 85 Milk street, Boston, Mass. 

jy22,2mo 

T HAVE GOT FOR SALE A LOT OF 25 VERY 
X fine rabbit bounds, well broke, in first-class con¬ 
dition, from 2 to 4 yrs. old. JONH T. SCHWACK, 
202 Broome street, New York city. jy8,3m 

A WELL-TRAINED BLACK AND WHITE ENG- 
Ush setter dog, 2 yrs. old, at $26. Also a fine 

lemon and white English setter bitch, 1 yr old, just 
right to bunt this fall; only $10. C. F. KENT, Mon- 1 
ticello, N. Y. jy22,lt 1 

T70R SALE.-A FEW VERY FINE ENGLISH 
JD setters and pointers, thoroughly field trained. 
Only those wishing first-class dogs will address, 
GEO. W. LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass. jy8,2in 

FOR SALE. < 

The Harvard Kennels offer for sale two black and ‘ 
white bitches, 5 mos. old, by the field trial winner 
Gus Bondhu out of one of the best Druid bitches 
living. Price low. Address A. M. TUCKER, 85 j 
Main street, Charlestown, Mass. ( 

T?OR SALE.-GORDON SETTER PUPS. A FEW 
Jr of the above breed, out of Rose, by Grouse, II. 
to be closed soon. Correspondence solicited. Ad¬ 
dress, QUINEBAUG KENNELS, Danielsonville, 
Conn. jy8,4t T?OR SALE.-IMPORTED ENGLISH SETTER 

X bitch Beauty (A.K.R. 806), trained and a good ■ 
field bitch; $50. Also three of her puppies by Lin¬ 
coln IL, $15 each. Also Beauty of Orleans (A.K.R. 
3402), $25. HENRY STURTEVANT, Medina, N.Y. 

jy22,2t ) 

TTING CHARLES SPANIELS.—ANGORA KIT- 
iv tens.—We have the very best that can be ob¬ 

tained. Our stud dog, Duke, a full brother of 
champion Jumbo, is, without doubt, the shortest 
face dog in the world. Parties who may wish to 
buy a fine spaniel or lovely long-haired kitten, ad¬ 
dress, KING CHARLES KENNEL, No. 6 Second 
street, New York. jy8,tf 

I’OIKB'TDES FLS- 
I offer for sale some choice youngsters, 4 mos. | 

old, by Guess (Start ex Maud) out of Viola (Sensa- 
tion ex Guido’s Lilly). Guess is full brother to Mr. ■ 
Peshall’s Jimmie. Price $20 each or $35 the brace. 
Address J. H. WINSLOW, P. O. Box 1247, Pbiladel- . 
phia. Pa. jy22,2t 

SPORTSMAN’S KENNEL.-TRAINING, BREAK- 
io ing and Boarding of sporting dogs, having a 
free run; capacity for fifty boarders. D. F WIL¬ 
BUR, Prop., Box 303, Bridgewater, Mass. mayl3,tf 

T>01NTERS FOR SALE, 10 WKS. OLD, FINE, 
X healthy bhch pups, by imported Nick of Naso 
out of Temptation (A.K.R. 1590). M. MILLS, P. 0. 
Box 153, Jersey City, N. J. jyt5,3t 

TWOR SALE.-A LOT OF VIRGINIA FOXHOUND i 
1' pups, 8 wks., from a long line of good dogs; J 
very cheap. Also foxhound bitch, 3 yrs.. also 1 
cheap. Address W. L. CRITTENDEN, Pine View, i 
Va. jy22,lt 

T^OR SALE.-A FINELY TRAINED IRISH SET- 
X ter bitch, 3 yrs. old. The highest bid received 
before Aug. 15 gets her. Must be sold. Address 
0. L. ROBINSON, Box 1014, Rutland, Vt. jyl5,4t 

IWOR SALE.-THREE HANDSOME BLUE BEL- 
X ton English setter dog puppies, by Don Glad¬ 
stone (Gladstone ex Juno) out of Lucy Dean (eham- , 
pion Paris ex Coomassie). Address GEO. H. HILL, ' 
Miami Kennels. Madeira. Ohio. jySiJt , XT'OR SALE-TWO ENGLISH SETTER PUPS, 

X sired by Dash III. out of NeUie. Also five 
pups, sired by Drake. Jr. out of Phyllis. She is by 
Sash III. out of Nellie. J. H. WHITCOMB, Little¬ 
ton, Mass. jy36,3t 

TT7HITE BULL-TERRIER YOUNG ROYAL ' 
VV Prince (A.K.R. 2102). Fee $15. Pups by 

Royal Prince and 60 bull-terriers for sale, dogs, 
bitches and puppies, white or colored, large or 
small kinds; all first-class stock; state what you . 
want. J. W. NEWMAN, 87 Hanover street. Boston, 1 
Mass. jy22,3mo 

-f]^OB SALE.—ENGLISH BEAGLE HOUND 
X pups, 2 and 6 mos. old, out of good hunting 
stock Price $10 and upward according to quality. 
G. L. BARNES, Tyringham, Mass. jy22,3mo 

/-(HAMPION TRAINED BEAR, COON, FOX, 
Gray Squirrel and Rabbit Dogs; Lim-ear and 

Himalayan Rabbits; Abyssinian Guinea Pi^s; Fer¬ 
rets. H. C. GRAFF, Kensington, Ohio. jy22,tf 

T?OR SALE.—A MASTIFF DOG, 3 YRS. OLD, 
JD of very large size, gentle, kind and fine look¬ 
ing. Will be sold at a low price as the owner has 
no place to keep him. Address P. O. Box 1053, 
Clinton, Mass. jy22,3t 

TXT ANTED.—TWO OR THREE RED IRISH 
W setter bitches with Plunkett blood and supe¬ 

rior field quality. Address W., Forest and Stream 
offlee. iU22.lt 

TJAKGAINS IN IKI8H SETTERS—A FINE 
l3 bitch, 16 mos. old; also some choice pujmies, 1 
by champion Glencho out of Ltilie Malone. Price ( 
low. A. W. PEARSALL, Huntington, L. I It j 

TTURELY- bred ENGLISH SETTER PUPPIES 
X for sale.—Rex Gladstone (A.K.R. 2167) ex 
Pebble (A.K.R. 43). Sire and dam registwed and 
too well known to require any comments. Pedigree 
and full Information given by correspondence with 
owner, M. M. MaoMILLAN, Mahanoy City, Pa. It 

FOR SALE. 
English setter pup.s, Dash HI. stock; will be sold 

low. Address E. H. HARTSHORN, 71 Blackstone - 
St.. Boiton, or Alfred G. Larkin, West Berlin, Mass. 1 

Smart. 

GHAINPION BOZ. 
For Sale—Puppies by Boz out of Gipsy and Silver 

Pitcher. Boz has won more prizes than any other 
bulldog in America. Address R. & W. LIVING¬ 
STON, care of Beekman A Ogden, 111 Broadway. 
New York City. jyl,4t 

ROYAL BLOOD. 
For Sale-Several puppies by Count Noble out of 

champion Dido II., whelped May 21, 1886. Dido H. 
is considered one of the very‘best English setter 
bitches in the world, and Count Noble is the sire of 
several of the best field dogs in this or any other 
country. One pup now 9 mos. old, by Gladstone, 
and two less than 2 yrs. old, by Cambridge (Glad¬ 
stone ex Clip) out of Dido, can be sold for over $500 
each. Dido is proving a wonderful good stock get¬ 
ter. This is one of the most promising litters sh« 
has ever had. There is no choice in the litter ex¬ 
cepting in color and markings. For further infor¬ 
mation inquire of WELLS, 

jy]5,2t Post Office Box 7I8, Cincinnati, O. 

K 9 Breaking Kennels. 
Pointers and setters thoroughly broken for field 

trials or private use. Reference given. W. Q. 

Xx*is>lx Settoxi-is 
Under life insurance at $10 and upwards, by Chief 

Setter Puppies for $5. 
We have a number of setter puppies from 5 to 10 

vks. old, dogs and bitches, of all colors; we will 
dose out for $5 each. Dogs of same breed from 6 
uos. to 1 yr. old, $8 each. These setters are of good 

WM. W. SILVEY, 
135 South Eighth street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Buen'.. ® Yi5fb® I^ennel5. 

ST. BEEK^EOS 

^j^as^ionabl;' bred and of tfie best 

l^nown strains, Correct in col¬ 

or, marl^inps, etc. (Jrown dops 

and puppies for sale; full and 

guaranteed pedigree sent wit[) 

eac[) dop sold. 0nly superior 

specimens sent from tf?e -K^ennels, 

0ddress, wit!) stamp, 

KENSICO STATION, 
WESTCHESTER 00., H.T. 

rM. GRAHAM, NEWTOWNBREDA, BELFAST 
Ireland, is prepared to purchase and ship dogs 

BLUE BEDIilNGTONS 

W. 8. .lAcKSON, 
Upper Canada College, Toronto, Ont. 

GREYHOUNDS FOR SALE, 

A Rare CliaDce to Get a Goes Pas Cleas. 
For sale cheap—Gordon setter pups, 8 wks. old. 

FOR SALE. 
Rory O’More and Glencho puppy stock; also a 

Grapbic—Zitta Rui>pies. 
I will book a few of the above puppies, w'helped 

lune 10,1886, to be delivered in August. FRED F. 
IARRIS, 390 Commercial street, Portland, Me. 

3e24,8t 

MASTIFFS. 
Address HOLLIS, Wellsville, N. Y. 

?OR 8ALE.-HAVING RECENTLY ADDED 
^ several fine brood bitches to the Landseer 
ennels of Scotch deerhoimds and greyhounds re- 
iced the price of puppies. Some ch^e grey- 
}unds now ready to ship. DR. VAN HUMMELL, 
ftnvAi". Hoi. apIiO^tf 

FiB half, a NUMBER OF WELL BRED AJID 
well broken pointers and setters, also dora 

irdftd rtiA broken, satisfaction guaranteed. Ao- 
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